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GRAMMAR.
GRAMMAR is that knowledge of words which qualifies

the possessor for speaking and writing with propriety.

Particular Grammar comprehends the rules of particu-

lar languages, as founded on the practice of those who have
that sort of conspicuousness in society which is consider-

ed as entitling them to fix the standard in each. Every
language has thus a grammatical system of its own. All

languages, however, possess some circumstances in com-
mon. Prevalent analogies are developed in their origin
and history, and certain leading principles are found to ob-
tain in the application of them to the purposes of speech.
The general doctrines discovered by the comparison of
different languages form the important science of Philo-
sophical, or Universal Grammar.

UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR.

This science unfolds the principles by which man is di-

rected in the contrivance of the varieties of words. Its

utility is extended by the opportunities which it gives of
tracing the connection which the phenomena of language,
considered as a production of the human mind, have with
the other principles of our nature.

As the term Grammar has been currently applied to a
much inferior department of knowledge, some have thought
proper to give Universal Grammar the apparently more
elegant designation of the theory of language. This
latter designation, however, compreliends all the general
branches of inquiry connected with language, which are
treated under various articles of this work, such as Al-
phabet, Etymology, Philology, and Language. Its

most interesting branch consists of those inquiries which,
under the name of Universal Grammar, we here pro-
pose to lay before our readers.

Language being the leading instrument by which men
communicate their thoughts to one another, it is to it that
we undoubtedly owe the most important improvements of
which our intellectual character is susceptible. It might
therefore have been expected that an inquiry into its na-
ture would necessarily imply an elucidation of all the laws
of thought. But its province does not extend altogether
so far; and, by l:eeping it within its due bounds, we shall
do greater justice both to this science and to those with
which it is connected. We shall find that the points of
view in which man appears in thinking and in speaking
are not so perfectly identical as has been imagined. Il is

Vol. X. Part I.

not true that Universal Grammar implies the whole theo-
ry of human thought; yet it implies a great and im-
portant part of it: and the habit which the study of it

gives us of investigating the subject, and the analogies
which it furnishes for the prosecution of the rest, may, un-
der judicious management, contribute materials towards a
perfect knowledge of the general philosophy of mind.
We have intimated that this science originates in the

comparison of different languages. It is not indeed very
flattering to the pride of human intellect, and it will ap-
pear to many inaccurate, as well as undignified, to ascribe
the discovery of the principles of Universal Grammar to
a circumstance which might be regarded as accidental,
viz. the multiplicity of languages existing among man-
kind. Its principles must operate in the formation of each
individual language ; and the science might therefore ap-
pear to admit of being investigated with sufficient certainty,
by a direct inquiry into the operations of the human mind,
or by the obvious analysis of any single language. This
might be thought sufficient to distinguish all that is requi-
site to the purposes of speech from every thing whimsical
or peculiar, that is, from those turns of words and of
phraseology which ought to be reckoned idiomatic. It

might, at least, seem reasonable to expect that the princi-

ples would be discovered by paying attention to the varia-

tions and analogies existing among those words of any lan-

guage which are not immediately and evidently borrowed
from a foreign source. It might even be thought possible

to collect them bv recording the earlv operations of a child
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GRAMMAR.

in learning the use of his native language. That ihe prin-

ciples of this science could liavc been so discovered, it

would be rash to deny. But the well known obstructions

opposed to science by the delicacy and proneness to error

wliich mark the human faculties, and the various external

biases which the mind receives, operate in all ages to pre-

vent scientific inquiry from being made, and in corrupting

the accuracy of the results obtained. Hence we arc some-

times indebted to fortunate accidents for an introduction to

the right path of inquiry, and for tiie discovery of truths

ivhicli had oliicrwise a chance of remaining for ever un-

known. One ol these fortunate accidents, as relating to

the subject of our present article, is the existence of vari-

ous languages in the world, and the access which indivi-

duals have to compare them together. The success which

philosophers have met with in these inquiries has arisen

from the study of languages the most diversified from each

other i^n their structure. Those of ancient Greece and

Rome have, for example, been compared with tliose of

modern Europe, and both these with the languages of the

East, and the great differences apparent in their origin and

structure have afTorded a valuable opportunity of tracing,

with a scientific band, the general operations of man in this

conspicuous department of his active elTorts. An exten-

sive erudition in literature confers emancipation from that

enthralling influence, which any single language exercises

over those whose knowledge is confined to it. The errors

which the habits of one would i)roduce receive correction

from the attention exacted by the varying genius of ano-

ther. These inquiries might even lead us a step higher.

They might enable us to discover whether or not there are

any circumstances in which the habits common to all lan-

guages mark a prevailing erroneous bias in our nature, and

might lead us to improve and purify in this department

the perspicacity of our intellect.

The diflSculty of tlic subject renders it at least prudent

to avail ourselves of all the aids which can be afTorded by

diversities in the structure of languages. These, indeed,

are of themselves elegant subjects of study. No person

who cultivates them can be indiflerent about Universal

Grammar, or insensible to the intimate connection which
exists between the two pursuits. A very limited fact in

philology not unfrequently suggests an important doctrine

in the philosophy of grammar, which is afterwards con-

firmed by multiplied evidences, and, though formerly

overlooked, exhibits, when known, a character of internal

truth, and throws a broad light over the whole extent of

the subject.

In no circumstance does the difficulty of this subject ap-

pear more conspicuous than in the diversity of sentiment

which prevails on it. This diveisity is indeed capable of

being represented as chiefly, if not entirely, verbal. But,
where verbal differences are pertinaciously adhered to,

some misconceptions with regard to the subject itself are

undoubtedly more or less prevalent. It cannot be said to

be clearly understood among all who cultivate it, unless

they either agree in the choice of the words by which their

theories are expressed, or concur in acknowledging their

differences of phraseology to be immaterial.
This is not at present the case. The cultivators of the

science are divided into parties, which seem so distant from
one another, that the philosophical analysis of language may
be considered as still in its infancy. The account which
we shall now give of it will not arrogate to itself the i-ank

of a system matured for indiscriminate adoption. It will

only be ofTered for deliberate consideration, as an attempt
to advance the progress of this interesting branch of study,
by exhibiting explanations which will show to partial sys-

tems several of their leading defects, and reconcile a variety

of disputes without compromising the spirit of investigation.

CHAP. 1.

On the Object or Universal Office of Language.

In order to investigate the characteristic differences by
which words are distinguished, it is essential that we en-

tertain correct ideas of the object or pcrpose of language.

Grammarians have hitherto satisfied themselves, with de-

scribing it as consisting in the communication of our
THOLGHTS. Yet it doBS not appear certain that they have
always entertained the same views of what is meant by this

communication. Vague notions of the office of language
have in conse(]uence been entertained, and a confusion aris-

ing from this cause has impeded the inquiries which were
made into the origin and distinctions of the various parts

of speech. Mr Harris describes it as consisting in " an
exhibition of the energies or motions of the soul." These
he divides into perception and volition; and he considers

every sentence as either " a sentence of assertion," or "a
sentence of volition." Some consider the object of lan-

guage as simply consisting in the exhibition of a connec-

tion betwixt one idea and another, and therefore make the

act of AFFiRM.vTioN its Universal office. These opinions,

though slightly varying, agree in stating the communica-
tion of our thoughts to be the object of language.

That we may divest the subject of ambiguity, we shall

enquire in what respects thought is ever communicated by
language ; what are the circumstances that lead to such
communication; and whether or not the importance of this

object entitles it to be regarded as the sole and definite

purpose for which it is formed and employed.
Men may evince, by various signs, that particular

thoughts occupy their minds This is not only done by
pantomimical language, but by oral sounds constituting

the materials of verbal discourse. We sometimes shew
by involuntary exclamations that we are affected by cer-

tain impressions called passions, which, though they ori-

ginate from outward causes, do not necessarily point to

such causes in our mode of expressing them. At other
times, words are employed as the signs of external objects
which are known to the person addressed. The effect of
tlie employment of these is to recal to his recollection

ideas formerly possessed by him. We show, at the same
time, that they occupy our own minds. The meaning of
the words being formerly known, they exhibit nothing new,
except their connection with some present occasion. Old
ideas thus recalled, however, do not constitute exactly the
same state of thought which accompanied the former em-
ployment of the words. The mental exercises excited by
the same word at different times are not strictly the same.
They cannot be identical, because they are separate in-

stances of mental exercise. But they are not even per-
fectly similar. Amidst the varying movements of the hu-
man mind, in which one thought impels another, and in

which external and internal causes modify the state of the
percipient being, the appropriate affection produced by any
particular word can never he separately obtained. It is

always modified, either by humour, by degrees of activity

in the mind, or by the kinds of exercise in which it has
been previously engaged.
The most important modifications of the mental effects

of words arise from their connection with one another. By
changes in this connection, new conjunctions of ideas are
presented to the mind of the person addressed. The signs
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of tlioughts formerly known to him are so exhibited as to

excite impressions possessing the most striking novelty,

and imparling the most important character, both to the

immediate thoughts of the individual, and to those which

are liable to occur on numerous future occasions. This is

the case when, by means of words well understood, and

therefore conveying in their separate state no idea that is

new, we communicate information to one another, and ex-

ercise an inlluence on human opinions. On this office of

language depends the whole benefit which mankind derive

from the records of literature and science.

Engrossed by this most dignified application of language,

authors have been induced to consider it as consisting en-

tirely in assertion ; that is, in expressing the connection of

one idea with another, and conveying by these means new
information. But, it may be called in question how far

this account is strictly applicable to all language, or may
be trusted for our guidance in tracing the steps of its ear-

liest history.

It has been hastily assumed, that language arises from

an original and universal inclination to impart our thoughts

gratuitously to one another. From this cause it has some-

times been erroneously concluded, that it is nothing else

than a faithful transcript of the successions of human
thought. This, however, is not its character. A man does

not speak simply because he thinks. It is not a necessa-

ry result of the possession of a thinking faculty, nor does

the inclination to speak regularly accompany its opera-

tions. It is the effect of a range of thoughts, which must
be considered as limited when compared to the whole phe-
nomena of mind. Speech, like every other voluntary act

of man, is founded on the presence of particular motives.

It originates in his social nature taking advantage of his

social state ; and it depends on the knowledge which each
has of various links of connection existing betwixt him-
self and other thinking beings.

It is not natural to man to communicate all his thoughts.

Supposing, therefore, that a complete analysis of the ori-

gin of thought were in our possession, this would not ne-

cessarily bring along with it a perfect theory of the origin

and character of language; nor would the most perfect

history of the formation of language lead us in the oppo-
site direction to a perfect analysis of the nature of thought.

But, allowing that we do not by means of language com-
municate all our thoughts, that we make a selection among
them suited to our several occasions, it might still be con-

tended that we do nothing else by means of language than

communicate our lhoui.;nts; that this is its universal of-

fice ; and that this position might be assumed as funda-

mental in entering on the subject of universal Grammar.
Some considerations will, we conceive, warrant us in he-

sitating before we concede even this point. We shall not

stop to encjuire if there is any acceptation in which this

theory is true ; but it is certainly susceptible of a meaning
which is erroneous, and which has tended in some cases

to distort philological enquiry. On the supposition now
mentioned, language would still be considered as properly

an exhibition of human thought.*

The first observation which we have to make on this

account of the subject is, that, if it were correct, language
ought always to have a definite reference to our sentiments,

and ought in fact to express them with fidelity. But we
find that, when we desire a person to perform any act, our
motives for it are kept out of view, and are not intended

to be contemplated by the individual spoken to. The mo-
tives which are expected to operate on him are ideas of a

different sort which wc endeavour to excite. Even in the

use of the plainest affirmations, we do not necessarily ex-

hibit our own thoughts. Wc may excite thoughts com-
pletely the reverse of them. This is always the case when
we procure reception to a false proposition. The thought
conveyed by our words has indeed been revolved in the

mind as a contrivance for operating on another. In that

other, however, wc mean to produce a particular belief.

This is certainly a thought
;
yet it is not the belief, conse-

quently not the thought, which, in so far as truth is con-

cerned, we ourselves entertain.

It might indeed be replied, that this employment of lan-

guage is unnatural ; that it is as much a deviation from its

original purpose, in the right use of our faculties, as any
act of drivelling lolly committed by means of language,
which ought not to be rei^arded as entering into its origi-

nal character. But it is to be remembered that this use of

language, though disingenuous, is still characteristic of

intellect and address.

It might also be said, that in this lise of language wc
closely imitate the sentences in which our own ideas are
bonajide communicated, and that our success in falsehood
depends on the closeness of this imitation. This fact only
shows that dissimulation does not affect language in its

structure. But its object must imply the real motives of
the speaker. This account of it, therefore, must be defi-

cient. If we can form a general theory on the subject
which will embrace these as well as all other occasions on
which it is used, a material advantage will undoubtedly be
obtained.

The existence of false sentences is not our only reason
for declining to regard the communication of thought, at

least that communication which consists in assertion, as
the universal office of language. We shall find that Im-
fierative sentences cannot, without great awkwardness, be
reduced to affirmations or communications of our know-
ledge. But, reserving that argument for the next Chap-
ter, we shall now endeavour to unfold, in a more detailed

manner, some of the intricacies in which this part of the

subject is involved.

Different circumstances concur to impress the philoso-

phical inquirer with an idea, that the communication of our
thoughts is the object of language. One, at which we
have already hinted, is, that this communication is the ob-

ject of a great jiart of language, perhaps by far the great-

est. This is most especially the case in polished and lite-

rary communities. It is the object of the greater part of

the language of men of philosophical habits, the only per-

sons who concern themselves with analytical inquiries on
the subject ; and it recommends itself as exhibiting the

most important species of influence which language has

exerted on society.

There are also some particulars in which all human
speech agrees with the office of communicating thought,

and which have led to an acquiescence in that account of

its general object. One is, that the use of it always pro-

ceeds from some thoughts existing in the mind. Another

is, that language consists of the signs of thought. A third,

that the thoughts corresponding to these signs are con-

templated by the individual usinp; them. And the last is,

that language terminates in exciting thoughts in the per-

son addressed. But, though these points of coincidence

are real, a closer attention will, we think, convince our

readers, that they do not of themselves constitute a com-
munication of our thoughts.

The mere circumstance that the employment of lan-

* For a more varied illustration of this and some other views nearly coinciding with those which are here expressed, we refer to a p^-

per on " the theory of language," contained in the 7th volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
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guage is in every iiisiaticc the effect of previous thought

is by no means peculiar to this department ol' human exer-

tion. All our voluntary actions are as much the effect of

our mental operations as the uttering or the writing of sen-

tences. In the use of language, as in other exertions, vye

indeed execute our own designs ; but the enquiry is still

equally open as before, what is our specific design in using

language?
The second circumstance essential to language, which

has perhaps tended to confirm the notion that its specific

object is to communicate our thoughts, is, that the signs

of human thought form the materials of which language

consists. Such signs are always the media employed when

we communicate our tlioughts to one another. Yet it may

be inquired, whether they admit of being also applied to

other uses, and whether the object of language is, on that

account, still more general ?

The third circumstance of which wc took notice, that

the thoughts of which our words are the signs are enter-

tained by the individual using them, is little more than a

condensation of the two former, and requires no separate

observation.

The truth will evolve itself in the clearest light when

we discuss the last particular in which language has one

common character with the communication of thought,

that it produces appropriate thoughts in the mind of the

person addressed. This is always the intention of the

speaker, and if it is vised by him in a skilful manner, the

production of such thoughts is the consequence. This

object is much more general than the communication of

our own thoughts; but it is not too general to be stated as

the real object of language. The conveyance of our sen-

timents, volitions, and opinions, is only an important part

of it. The definite object of language consists in the pro-

duction OF THOUGHT BY MEANS OF ORAL SIGNS.

By adopting this more comprehensive view of the sub-

ject, we avoid all difficulty about the nature of such sen-

tences as are the reverse of the belief of the speaker. We
avoid the necessity of any inquiry into the propriety of con-

sidering them as in some sense exhibitions of the thoughts

which he entertains for the moment, or as partial repre-

sentations of his habitual thoughts. We consider them,

in common with all sentences, in a point of view in which
they maintain the same unquestionable ground ; that is, as

instruments fabricated to execute our designs; and our
universal design in language is, to produce in one another

such mental impressions as we please. Its ulterior pur-

poses, being considerably diversified, admit of subdivision.

CHAP. II.

The General J\fature of Senlences.

AcconniNG to the author of the Diversions of Purley,

two parts of speech are necessary to language, the noun
and the verb, and every sentence must contain both. The
reason assigned for this is, that one part of speech is re-

quired as the sign of the idea, and another as the instru-

ment of communication. The views which this author
entertained of the characteristic nature of the verb, and
the act of communication as distinct from the exhibition

of the signs of ideas, are not fully developed in his writ-

ings. We have not, therefore, sufficient data for appre-
ciating their merits. The opinion maintained by some of
liis most acute followers is, that aflirmalion is the proper
character of all sentences. This is considered as closely

connected with the doctrine which makes the object of
language to consist in the communication of our thoughts ;

and by this communication sccnis to be understood, the

act of conveying to our neighbours the same connections

betwixt ideas, (formerly known to both,) which they pos-

sess in our own minds. This conveyance, and the act ol

affirmation, are reckoned equivalent. Affirmation, from

ad Jirmare, means the establishing of a connection betwix;

one idea and another. The doctrine which resolves lan-

guage into assertion does not depend on the truth of the

theory, that its object is the communication of our thoughts.

Our readers will perhaps agree with us in denying that

sentences intended to deceive are communications of the.

thoughts of the speaker. It must, however, be allowed

by all, that these sentences are assertions, and the inquiry

still remains open, whether or not assertion is the proper

character of sentences ? To this inquiry the present Chap-
ter is devoted.

A sentence of assertion includes two ideas expressed

by two signs, and another sign to indicate the affirmation,

or the establishment of their mutual connection. In the

sentence " man is rational," " man" expresses one idea,

the first two syllables of the word " rational" another, and

the last syllable of " rational" along with the word " is"

constitutes a sign expressing the connection betwixt the

two. These different signs are not always expressed in

separate words. Sometimes two of them are contained in

one, as in the last word of the sentence " John walks."

Sometimes all the three are contained in a single one, as

in the Latin word loquitur, for " he speaks ;" or ruber, for

" he is red."

On a full consideration, however, of the variety of ar-

rangement which words assume in the use of language,

and the various kinds of words employed, assertion does

not appear essential to it. We may produce thought with-

out making any assertion. We may, for instance, merely
call the attention of another person to an object formerly

known to him. A very extensive department in the uses

to which it is applied is that of exciting the person ad-

dressed to the performance of voluntary acts. Tliis is

done hy Imperatives, which certainly differ from assertions.

Attempts have indeed been made to reduce them under

this head, and to regard them in the same light yith those

affirmatioiis in which an abbreviation is produced by con-

deiising a plurality of signs into one. This attempt suc-

ceeds in so far as it appears to establish a fact, that, ac-

cording to the habits of speaking and understanding one

another which we now possess, the same meaning may be

conveyed by an affirmation and by an imperative sentence.

The sentence, / nunc ct versus tecum tncditare canoros, is

of the same import with the affirmative sentence, Jubeo le

nunc ire et tecum meditari versus canoros. But the ques-

tion recurs, which of these modes of expression is likely

to have been the original one in the contrivance of words ?

We formerly observed that the contrivances of language

are founded on the known relations existing, on different

occasions, betwixt the speaker and the person addressed,

and are so adapted as to enable the former to avail himself

of these relations for accomplishing some definite purpose.

An answer to the inquiry, what forms of sentences are

likely to be the earliest and the simplest, is not obtained

by determining what connections of thoughts are simplest

in relation to the mind of the solitary individual, but by

finding what those purposes are which he is likely soonest

to have in view in employing the influence which language

gives him over others.

The first objects that strike the attention of man in be-

coming acquainted with his fellows are their motions. In

other respects, one man is not more interesting to another

than any piece of dead unchangeable matter. He first ob-

serves voluntary motions of the most palpable kind, and
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then gTAdually becomes acquainted with more delicate phe-
nomena, sucli as the motions and clianges of the human
countenance, from whicli he infers the existence of thoughts

in other persons, and judges of their nature. In accjuiring

this knowledge, he is guided by experience, and by a com-
parison betwixt the motions of others and those of which
he is conscious, as the natural accompaniments of liis own
thoughts.

The helplessness of man as an individual, and the sup-
port which he is capable of deriving from the services of

his fellows, create perpetual occasions on which he wish-

es for their assistance; and one of the earliest as well as

the most frequent objects of his wishes is, to influence

them to perform those motions for which he finds occasion.

These necessities are prior to the mere luxury of a mutual
communication of knowledge and opinion. Tliis fact seems
to point out imperative sentences as the earliest forms of
language.

On this account, it is not historically correct to con-

sider the imperatives /, x'en;, faci and die, as brief modes
invented in the progress of language for expressing

thoughts originally conveyed by means of such affirma-

tive sentences as jubeo or firecor te ire, venire, facere, and
dicere. The act of commanding, or requesting, does not

require to be mentioned. It is actually exhibited. Jubeo
te ire is something more than /. It is a pleonasm in the

form of an affirmative sentence ; and has the same rela-

tion to this imperative which the sentence "I affirm that

uian is mortal," has to the shorter one, " Man is mortal."

When we speak, there is no meaning in affirming that we
speak; and in like manner, when we give a command, or

make a request, there is no meaning in telling that we do
so, unless we intend to enforce a compliance with our
wishes by an additional idea contained in the verb prefixed,

as by addressing ourselves particularly to the fears of ano-
ther in the verb jubeo, or to his kindness in the verb

firecor. A command ought, in strict propriety, to be given,

before it can become the subject of an affirmation.

As the imperative is an immediate consequence of our
wishes, advantage might be taken of that circumstance to re-

present it as an "assertion that such wislics exist." But
the circumstance of being the consequence of our wishes
is common to it with all our actions, as well as all our
words. It is rather, however, to be considered as an exe-
cution of our wishes, than an assertion of their existence.

It is a call of attention ; a mode of influencing the volitions

of other persons, and thus producing, on their part, cer-

tain trains of action.

In corroboration of this view of the subject, we find

tliat words signifying voluntary motion exist in the short-

est form in the imperative of the verb. This is the case

in all the languages, ancient and modern, whicJi we have
had access to examine. Exemplifications of this in the

Latin language are afforded in the words already named, /,

veni,fac, die, and due; or the common examples of the

conjugations in elementary grammars, ama, doce, lege,

audi. The same comparative brevity takes place in the

English language, as in the words, " go," " come," " do,"
" say," " bring," " love," " teach," " read," and " hear,"

which never stand by themselves except in the imperative

mood. Even when the idea expressed by any verb, in either

language, is introduced as an object regarding which an
assertion is to be made, the word employed is longer than
the imperative. In Latin, the syllable re is in this case

added to those which constitute the imperative. From ama
we have ama-RE, and from the other imperatives, f/oce-RE

/fg-f-RE, and QMf/j-RE ; also, z-re, veni-'R'e. dic-'EiiF., /ac-RR-E,

duc-KRB. In English, we prefix the word lo, or add the

syllable ing ; as, " To read, or read-i«^, is an improving

occupation." « Men of intellectual refinement delight in

rcddinff, or delight to read." In some instances, the word
is equally hliorl in its application to other uses as in the
imperative. Of this the noun "love" is an example, being
equally short, an<l indeed the same word, with the impera-
tive of the corri'sponding verb. Such instances, however,
are rare. Brevity, therefore, appears to be an original
character of imperatives ; a circumstance conformable
with the tlieory, that they ought to be considered as orifi-
nal modes of speech, and not as abbreviations of affirma-
tive sentences. The affirmative form, instead of illustra-
ting the imperative mood, renders it cumbersome, and
destroys its characteristic animation.
To those who have not previously considered this sub-

ject, the brevity of imperatives may appear, in point of
fact, liable to some exceptions. The Chinese language is

said to have no imperatives. That language, however, in
so far as we can judge from our scanty knowledge of its

structure, seems to owe this apparent defect to affectation
and refinement, which have induced men in speaking to
prepare the hearer by means of distant and respectful cir-
cumlocutions, instead of using direct imperatives, in or-
der to avoid the apprehended indelicacy of dictating an ab-
rupt change of direction to his thoughts. This modifica-
tion probably took place after men had learned to keep
their own objects and their own influence out of view, and to
appear solely attentive to the convenience and pleasure of
others. In a light nearly similar we are to consider those
forms in the languages of modern Europe, originating in

ceremony, by which single persons are addressed in the
plural number.
Another question may here be asked, Why does this

alleged brevity of the imperative not extend to the third
person, and the plural number ? Why are the words, amato,
amate, amatote, and amanto, comparatively long ? Would
not this fact seem to intimate that the circumstance of be-
ing iiTiperative does not of itself determine this brevity of
form ? To this we answer, that the word called the third
person of the imperative, is not properly an imperative as
directed to the person addressed ; it expresses either a
simple wish, or specifics some consecjuence of an action

which the speaker wishes him to perform. The command
is then learned by inference, and not conveyed in the word.
The imperative in the second person of the plural number
is, indeed, a real imperative ; but it is to be observed, that

it is not of so early natural origin as the imperative sin-

gular. It requires a particular arrangement to render it

applicable. It implies not merely a wish that a certain

action should be performed, but a knowledge that it is ca-

pable of being performed by a plurality of people, and that

their concurrence in it will promote the same object, or
fulfil a variety of objects that are alike desirable. Hence
it probably deserves to be considered as equally remote
from the original imperative with the other uses of the

signs of locomotion.

Since, then, imperatives are not to be considered as

contracted affirmations, it remains to inquire in what re-

lation they stand to sentences of the latter kind ? Whether
these are originally two distant species of sentences, merely
agreeing in the general character which is common to all

language, that of being intended to produce appropriate

thoughts in the person addressed ?

In tracing the nature and origin of human language, it

appears to us, on the whole, most strictly agreeable to the

natural history of our species, to consider all language as

imperative; that is, as always implying the imperative of

a verb.

Even when we merely mention an object by making use

of a noun, an imperative is implied, desiring the person
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addressed to think of it. Some more particular intentions

on tlie part of the sptaker may be left to be inferred from

the occasion on whicb it is uttered, or may ije expressed

by some circumstances of manner, or conveyed by means

of some furtbtr verbal sign ; but tiie noun itselt, in the

moment of utterance, always implies the general act of

demonstration, that is, the imperative of the verb " look,

or " think." .

Assertions may be advantageously reduced to the im-

perative form, and may be considered as originally and es-

sentially partaking of that character. Imperatives, we

have remarked, arc deprived of their characteristic ani-

mation when reduced to assertions. Assertions, on the

contrary, preserve more completely that interest which

originally belongs to them, when viewed as imperative di-

rections for regulating the volitions and active thoughts of

others. Our opinions proceed from impelling causes which

bear a resemblance in their nature to the motives which

piompt us to action, and assertions resemble the exhibi-

tion of such motives to other persons.

But if each single word possesses an imperative power,

it may be asked, in what respects that power can be as-

cribed to the copula " is ?"—When the intention of asser-

tions is considered, this copula will be found equivalent to

the imperative of the verb " believe." An opinion assert-

ed by means of it does not retain the simple character of

one which remains quiescent. Hence it is always expect-

ed to be of a nature fitted to interest the person addressed,

and possessing a just claim on his attention. Without

this, the declaration is regarded as unmeaning. Keeping

this circumstance in view, we shall find nothing forced or

exaggerated in representing the "is," in English as equi-

valent to " believe," and the esl in Latin to crede.

When sentences constructed by means of this copula

are not intended for conveying information, but for exhi-

biting pleasing objects already known, or objects ot ima-

gination, as in poetic description or fictitious narrative,

the copula has the power of the imperative " contem-

plate."

One objection might be made to this theory, that est be-

ing placed betwixt two nominatives, cannot be equivalent

to a word which governs nouns in the accusative. If such

an objection should occur, it is sufficient to observe that

the cases of nouns are refinements of language, intended

for marking in a convenient manner certain uses of the

words, and certain analogous connections which are formed

among them in the composition of sentences, but that our

present inquiries relate to a period of language much ear-

lier than such contrivances ; and, where the meaning can

be shewn to be the same, diversities arising from these

causes do not fall under our consideration.

It might, however, be objected to the whole reasoning

here employed, that, if all sentences appear to be impe-

ratives, lliere is no meaning in supposing those words

which are usually called imperatives of verbs to be the

earliest parts of speech, and in deriving from that con-

sideration the brevity of their form. These particularities

should at least imply that they differ from other impera-

tives. The nature and consequences of this difference re-

quire therefore to be pointed out. When we use the im-

perative of a verb of action, the name of the act expresses

our ultimate wisn, viz. the wish that the person addressed

should pt rform it. Its name is originally contrived lor

this particular puipose. When we use it for other pur-

poses, these re(|uirc to be stated; and even the mere ab-

sence of the imperative use is denoted by the additional

signs which we have already mentioned as distinguishing

the infinitive of the verb. When we direct a person to

think of objects of other kinds, each object may admit of

being expressed by a very brief sign. But, for the most

part, various circumstances require to be specified. Our

intentions respecting any object admit of considerable la-

titude, and are to be particularized on each occasion by

the indication of a connection betwixt that object and some

others, or betwixt it and some voluntary effort which we

dictate to the individual addressed. These relations, being

various, require signs to distinguish them ; and these

signs, being generally in the form of terminations, give

rise to the greater length of the words. But even in those

instances in which the word used for an imperative suffers

no change in its form when converted into a noun or any

different part of speech, it cannot like an imperative,

stand alone to form a sentence. Though not lengthened

by the addition of a syllable, it requires to be accompanied

by some other word.

We have maintained that every noun implies an impe-

rative act of demonstration, or a call for attention ; but it

may be objected, that, as this is necessary to all language,

and does not serve to distinguish one word from another,

it cannot be said to be contained in the word, though im-

plied in the act of speaking. Speech may have an impera-

tive character, and yet it may not follow that its materials

consist of imperatives alone. The names of surrounding

objects may not be necessarily considered as expressive of

different imperative acts, like the imperatives of different

verbs. When we resolved the copula " is" into an impe-

rative, this, perhaps, appeared an excessive refinement,

and a,strained attempt to give exclusive support to a par-

ticular system. It may appear sufficient for the mainte-

nance of our fundamental theory, to keep in mind that a

note of attention is implied in the act of speaking. If these

views seem to our scientific readers more just than those

which have been here suggested, we shall not, on so ab-

struse and so nice a point, urge any farther argument,

but leave the preceding observations to their deliberate

reflections. We have endeavoured to make as near an

approach as possible to the formation of a general theory

on the nature of sentences. But the views which we have

given are not all essential to those that are to follow. The
latter will, we hope, exhibit evidences of their own, in-

dependently of the consent of our readers to give to those

contained in the present Chapter, a strict application in

every particular to the parts of speech.

Language must be regarded by all as an instrument by
which we direct the thoughts of one another. It has thus

an undoubted imperative character, and this character re-

ceives subordinate variations, depending on the mutual re-

lations of the speaker and the person addressed, with re-

ference to the subject upon which it is employed. It in-

cludes four forms of influence, which have been already

alluded to, and shall now be enumerated. 1st, We influ-

ence one another to exert the powers of voluntary motion.

This gives rise to Im/teratives in their acknowledged form.

2d, We direct the attention of one another to all the varie-

ties of objects already mutually known. Tiiis gives occa-

sion to the contrivance of Mimes to represent them. 3d,

We influence one another's opinions and state of know-
ledge. This gives rise to the words which are particu-

larly subservient to Assertion. 4th, We influence one
another to communicate specific information. This gives

rise to Interrogatives.

Though we have already given some account of the dif-

ferences of words as subservient to these different uses,

there are many varieties, as well as many analogies of

form and use among them, which have not come under our
consideration. The analysis of these will throw light on
the general faculty of speech, and will furnish some rules

for preserving us from mistakes in language, and from
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mistakes of greater importance regarding the diversified

sulijicts to which langua:^e is applied. The remaining

Cli.ipters of this article will i)e ocxupicd iii iiivesiigaliiig

the differences which are commonly considered as consti-

tuting the different parts of speech.

CHAP. III.

Of the Parts of Sfieech.

These have been variously enumerated. Grammarians
have not only differed in their arrangements, but in the

number of parts of speech which ihey have allowed. The
character of a particular language may, in some instances,

determine the propriety of an arrangement in so far as con-

cerns itself alone. The Latin langujge lias no word ex-

actly corrpsponding to tlie article 'o,\, to, in the Greek,

and the in English. Those therefore who consider these

words as the only definite articles in these two languages

will consider the Latin language as possessing no such
word ; the circumstance denoted by it in other languages

being left to be inferred from the connection.

But, independently of any difference originating in causes

of mis kind, some have called in question the propriety of

certain distinctions maintained by others, whether as exist-

ing in the same language, or as common to all. Some
parts of speech, reckoned by the generality to be distinct,

have been ranked together by a few individuals under a

more comprehensive head.

This generalization has been carried the greatest length

in Tooke's Diversions of Purley. This author reckons

the J^'oun and the Verb the only essential parts of speech.

He does not, however, acquiesce in the views of Mr Harris,

who sets out with a binary division of the subject which has

the appearance of being similar. Mr Harris considers the

adverb, the preposition, and the conjunction, as merely sub-

sidiary and inferior materials, which connect the other parts

of speech, and give ornament and fulness of expression to

the whole ; while Mr Tooke considers them, in every in-

stance in which they are used, as equally essential with

nouns and verbs, and refuses them a separate rank only

because they are possessed of the same character with

one or other of these parts of speech. He considers their

only peculiarity as consisting in an abbreviated form, which
has originated in the efforts of mankind to express their

thoughts with celerity.

We have already observed that Mr Tooke founds his

doctrine of the distinction of all words into nouns and verbs

on this principle, that language implies " the signs of

ideas," and also a " separate instrument for the purpose of

communication." This separate instrument he calls the

verb. He considers every verb as implying a noun, and

also as implying something more, though he leaves the pro-

blem unsolved, what is that definite circumstance which,

when added to the noun, makes it a verb ?

We coincide with this author in so far as he maintains

that language consists of the signs of ideas, together with

certain contrivances for connecting these so as to answer
the purposes of language. We adopt from him the valua-

ble suggestion, that the verb contains the name of an idea,

and, in this respect, comprehends the character of a noun,

together with some additional circumstance ; but we are

obliged to give this suggestion a much wider extension,

and to consider all the parts of speech, the noun itself in-

cluded, as consisting of two parts, one of which is the sign

of an idea, and the other a sign of a definite place which
that idea is to occupy in the order of discourse Instead

of saying with this author that the verb is quod loquimur.,

and the noun de quo, we would say that both the one and

the other contain the name of an idea, and also a mark of
some specific application, arising from the present occa-
sions of the speaker. Both express certani objects dc
quibus loquimur,, while the quod loquinutr is the result of
the collocation of the words thus mutually adapted

Such differences of mutual adaptation furnish the only
good foundation for a distribution of the parts of speech.
Great nicety in our subdivision is not essential to the ex-
planation of their nature. We may, indep'.,ndently of this,

point out the circumstances in which any part of speech
to which we happen to give a separate name approaches
to various others, or differs from them in its character.

We shall therefore, without condemning the plans of
others, adopt the division and arrangement which appear
to us, in the mean lime, most convenient. Even where
a dispute may arise about the propriety of a particular dis-

tinction, m consequence of a slight difference in the obvious
form of some words, which may have led to an erroneous
conception of their nature, this is worthy of being noticed,

for the purpose of assigning to it its due share of impor-
tance. Useful information may be derived from the de-
tection of deceitful resemblances and deceitful differences,

as well as from processes of analytical science apparently
more profound. To content ourselves with shovving that

other persons were misled by them, and reprobatin;.^ the

errors which they embraced, is a plan of conduct neitiier

fitted to promote scientific inquiry nor liberality of feeling.

CHAP. IV.

Of JVouns.

Sect. I. The JValure of the JN'oun.

The word J^oun in our language, as well as the cor-

responding words used by grammarians in other lan-

guages, signifies " a name." Nouns are, for the most part,

defined to be " words which denote objects or substances."

Some consider them as including substantives and adjec-

tives ; substantives denoting substances, and adjectives de-

noting qualities. Others regard these two sorts of words
as deserving a separate rank in language, and therefore

restrict the meaning of the term " noun" to substantives.

The words to which these different appellations are as-

signed agree in some respects, and differ in others ; and
the propriety of ranking them together or separately will

depend on the definition given to the noun. Mr Tooke
considers both substantives and adjectives as nouns, and
as in fact the same sort of words, only that the adjective

contains, besides the name of the object, a sign that it is

to be coupled in language with some other. We shall, on
the present occasion, restrict the term noun to the sub-

stantive, and shall use these terms indiscriminately, some-
times preferring the latter as better fitted to prevent any
ambiguity on the part of the reader, created by the gene-

ral usages of grammarians.

We may trace in the prevalent method of describing the

nature of the noun, as distinguished from other parts of

speech, some of the hurtful effects of the opinion enter-

tained by grammarians, that the history of language im-

plies a history of human knowledge and thought. Con-
dillac maintains that languages are analytic methods, and

are necessary both for giving an account of our thoughts

to our own minds, and conducting us to ideas which other-

wise we could not have possessed. He thinks that the

investigation of them furnishes us with convenient means
for the analysis of thought, and he conceives it a radical

mistake to regard them merely as the instruments of com-
munication. Conformably with this notion, that author,
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like many others, considers the different parts of speech

as expressions for difl'erent kinds of thoughts. We hope

gradually to exhibit, in the sequel of this article, an ample

collection of facts in refutation of these opinions. We
shall, in the mean time, illustrate their fallacy, by point-

ing out the fallacious character of the metaphysical spe-

culations with which, as applied to the noun, they have

been associated.

Substantive nouns have been considered as the names

of substances. The word "substance," is derived from

sub and stare, because they are considered as beings ex-

isting under the qualities perceived by the senses, and giv-

ing these qualities support. It is granted by every person

who endeavours to go a step farther back in this specula-

tion, that the nature of a substance, as separate from its

qualities, and which metaphysicians, for the sake of dis-

tinction, denominate a substratum, is unknown. Notwith-

standing this, such words as " stone," " earth," " wood,"

and " iron," are regarded not as the names of particular

instances and forms of hardness, weight, visibility, colour,

and other qualities which are perceived, but of substrata

which possess these qualitities.

Some grammarians, following a similar theory, have re-

presented the distinction betwixt substantives and adjec-

tives as having for its foundation a difference existing in

nature betwixt things and their manner of existence.

Things are said to be substances which exist by them-

selves, but the manner of existence of things is said to

form accidents which only exist in consequence of the

existence of substances. This is the opinion advanced by

the authors of the Grammaire Generate et Raisonnce.

Words which signify the objects of thought are, in that

work, distinguished into those which signify substances,

and which are substantives, and those which signify acci-

dents, and contain at the same time a notification that there

is some substance to which these accidents belong. These

last words are adjective nouns, or, to express each by a

single word, the former are called nouns and the latter ad-

jectives.

It is, however, an obvious fact with regard to nouns,

that many of them are the names of qualities. Such are

the nouns, " hardness," " blackness," and " whiteness,"

which have as much the character of substantives in their

use in language as the words, " iron," wood," and " stone."

In order to surmount this difficulty, these have been re-

garded as a secondary or improper kind of substantives,

and the ideas expressed by them as not originally entitled

to be expressed in that form. They have been considered

as originating in a figure of speech, by which qualities are

treated as if they were substances. The authors of the

last mentioned Grammar ingeniously attempt to solve the

difficulty, by describing the qualities thus designated as

subsisting by themselves in language, being so used as to

have no need of another noun, although they are, in their

own nature, mere accidents. A very little more inquiry

would have led these writers to the true doctrine on the

subject, that the mode of treating the sign of an idea, and

the idea itself by means of it, in language, is the sole found-i-

tion of the peculiarities of the substantive noun.

The difference betwixt a substance and its qualities, and

the whole doctrine of a substratum, seem to be mere as-

sumptions of an excessively inquisitive species of philo-

sophy. The only real objects of our knowledge are quali-

ties. It is vain to tell us that the qualities are merely the

media by which wc obtain a kuowledge of the substance.

Our ideas of the c|ualities themselves are clear and pre-

cise ; but wc never find that our knowledge of them con-

ducts us one step towards the knowledge of the substra-

tum. The doctrine of the existence of the latter ought

therefore to be rejected as an unfounded assumption, and

the objects which wc call substances ought to be consider-

ed as consisting entirely of definite assemblages of sensible

qualities. We cannot, indeed, disprove the existence of

a substratum, nor can we prove that this substratum is

not the cause of the qualities, and the bond of their union.

Nature contains riches to which the human understanding

has no access. But we must have some intelligible des-

cription before we can entertain any idea of it, and we
must have some proof of its existence before we can rea-

sonably believe in it. If any person should assert that

every particle of earth contains a miniature of the planetary

system, we should understand his meaning, and it would

not be in our power to disprove his assertion. But wc
should undoubtedly reject it as unsupported by evidence,

and ascribe the belief of it on his part to extreme credulity,

a passion for singularity, or some other of the sources of

self-deception by which men are so often misled. But the

doctrine of a material substratum is not merely destitute

of proof; it is unintelligible. The word is pronounced

without any appropriate meaning. It is not probable that

a notion of this sort obtains among mankind at large. It is

probable that the vulgar never think of any substratum

containing the sensible qualities which they perceive, and

that their ideas of matter are restricted to qualities which
are the solid and real objects of their knowledge. The
doctrine of a substratum has been invented by men in quest

of subtleties ; and it seems to have been supported by the

other error already mentioned, that the structure of lan-

guage exhibits an analytical view of our thoughts, and that

different kinds of thoughts must be expressed where dif-

ferent kinds of words are used. Man is liable, in such

inquiries, to give way to a precipitate curiosity, which leads

him to frame hypotheses on subjects beyond his reach. He
does not repose in his actual discoveries, but labours to

account for what he knows ; and, rather than leave this

unattempted, he explains what he really knows by some-
thing which he does not know, and thus infallibly renders it

more obscure. He imagines that he obtains solutions of

his difficulties, while he only indulges a confused and mys-
tic feeling associated with the use of particular words.

When several qualities are observed to be constantly

united in nature, a strong association is formed among our

ideas of such qualities ; but if we make a careful analysis

of mental phenomena, we shall find that, in pronouncing

the name of any material being, certain sensible qualities,

more or less vaguely conceived, are the only objects of our

thoughts.

This dissertation on our ideas of substances may appear

a deviation from the subject of Universal Grammar. But,

since grammarians have supposed these ideas to be closely

connected with the theory of nouns, it seemed necessary,

in order to do justice to our subject, that we should shew
the fallacy of the common doctrines from the nature of our
thoughts, as well as from the structure of language. The
views which we have stated lead us to no vague or per-

plexing conclusions. The fact of the uniformity of the

definite combinations of certain material qualities, is in no
degree deprived of its solidity or interest, though we de-

cline to admit the hypothesis of a substratum. The rejec-

tion of this hypothesis will assist our physical, as well as

our grammatical studies. It will relieve us from the

embarrassment of the understanding, which sometimes

takes place when particular qualities are found in a de-

tached state. Those who are unpractised in the accurate

exercise of thought, and have been led astray by words,

have, in the outset of their physical inquiries, found it

difficult to conceive that a body which is felt yet not seen,

as the air, has an existence c(|ually subslanliul with other
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matter. They have also considered liq;ht, which implies

an object of sight unaccompanied hy any object of touch,

as on this, account more diflicult to be- understood than

earth, stones, and other substances, vvhicli are both tans^i-

ble and visible. The most rational proceeding is, to satisfy

ourselves with such qualities of tanj^ibiiity and visibility

as we can ascertain in any of their peculiarities and rela-

tions, whether they are observed in a state of conjunction

or of separation.

Thus, when we attempt to trace the supposed differen-

ces betwixt substances and qualities, we find no founda-

tion for a distinction into two kinds of objects, and much
less for a distinction in the kind of terms by which such

objects should be expressed. This is'the same conclusion

to which we are led in tracing the history of nouns. VVe
find that the same kinds of ideas are designated by them as

by adjectives.

If the distinction betwixt nouns and other parts of

speech cannot be founded on the place which the objects

expressed by them occupy in nature, it must rest entirely

on the manner in which tliey are introduced with relation

to the other words with whicli they are conjoined. It

depends on the rank which the word occupies in a sentence,

and which the thought excited by it is intended to occupy

in that •mental series which we wish to produce.

How, then, are we to define the noun, so as to distinguish

it from the other parts of speech ? Shall we, with Mr
Tooke, consider it as the " mere name of an idea ?" Shall

we consider the verb as a part of speech more compli-

cated in its nature, by containing " some circumstance in

addition to the name of an idea?" And shall we be in-

duced to extend a similar character of complication, in a

smaller degree, to the adjective ? This mode of proceeding
might at first appear plausible. But, on closer reflection,

Ave shall find that no word, not even a substantive noun,

exists as the mere name of an idea ; that there is always

a demonstration of some further definite use to which it

is to be applied. This we know to be the purpose of the

variations called cases. Even the nominative case has a

peculiarity which does not consist in the want of any such
demonstration. The syllable us in ciominus, denoting the

nominative case, informs us that the noun is to be connect-

ed with a verb of assertion. The genitive case, and all

the others, in like manner point out some definite use of

the noun. If we separate these terminations, and consider

them as distinct signs, and regard tiie radical syllables as

containing the essence of the noun, (as in this example the

syllables domin.') we shall still retain the name of the idea,

but we shall have nothing to distinguish the noun from the

other parts of speech. If a verb is deprived of all the

parts which are intended to connect the idea which it repre-

sents with the other ideas expressed in a sentence, we shall,

in like manner, retain the mere name oi an object. In do-

min we have the radical syllables of the verb dominor, as

well as of the noun dominus.

Taking the noun with all the terminations incident to it,

we might still be supposed desirous of giving it a defini-

tion. In its different forms we have a variety of uses to

"which it is applied. With these in our view, we may now
ask, what circumstance is common to them all, which does

not belong to the same etymon in the form of a verb. It

will not be easy to give a formal definition of this. It ap-

pears to us to consist in the degree of conspicuousness
which the word has in a sentence, and the ascendant inter-

est which the idea expressed by it is intended to have in the

minfl of the person addressed. The noun is a name for

the central object of interest. When we come to consi-

der the different cases, it will be made to appear that they

refer us to degrees of importance different from one ano-

VoL. X. Part I.

tlier ; but they all agree in expressing ideas nearer to the
central object than tiiosc expressed by the other parts of
speech ; or, at least, this will be shewn to be their original
destination. This may seem a very imperfect definition of
a particular part of speech : it expresses, however, no-
thing but what is true; and the same truth will be more
fully developed in other instances, as we proceed with the
discussion of the various kinds of words. Although no
formal definitio]i has now been given of the noun, the pur-
pose of a definition is ultimately answered, when it is de-
scribed by means of a comparison with other words, the
only objects from which it re(|uires to be distinguished.

When no termination is affixed to the radical sign, the
distinction betwixt its application as a noun and as a verb
is designated by its mode of connection with other words
in the sentence. When the general idea expressed by the
word " love" is exhibited as the chief object of interest,

" love" is a noun, and the purposes of speech require it in

that use to be connected with some sort of verb, as " love
is a pleasing emotion." It is thus fully distinguished from
the verb " love," which is known to be a verb from having
a noun connected with it as introductory. In such sen-
tences as, « I love," " you love," "they love," the sub-
ject of discourse is always denoted by a substantive noun.
Other substantive nouns may indeed be introduced as subor-
dinate to that which signifies the subject chiefly spoken of.

The differences of these relations will be afterwards at-

tended to. In the mean time we shall regard this general
purpose as giving origin to that part of speech. In the
noun the name of the idea has also greater latitude in the
uses to which it is applied. It is a sign by means of
which the same idea may, in the progress of discourse,

be represented repeatedly, and in a great variety of aspects.

Sect. II. Concrete and Abstract JVouns.

Nouns are either concrete or abstract. A concrete noun
signifies a congeries of qualities habitually presented to-

gether in nature. An abstract noun signifies a quality se-

parately conceived.

The words " man," " woman," " wood," " stone,"
" house," " city," are examples of concrete nouns. They
are the same that have been considered by grammarians
and metaphysicians as the names of substances, that is, of
subtrata possessing definite qualities. The qualities and
the substances have been supposed to be firmly conjoined ;

hence the name concrete, by which their nature is express-
ed, is derived from th'^ Latin words C07i and cretus, signify-

ing " grown together." Though the hypothesis of a sub-

stratum is rejected, the term concrete is perfectly well

adapted to represent a congeries of qualities which have
become associated in the mind, in consequence of certain

specimens of them in nature being habitually found in con-

junction. The name of a person well known to us sug-

gests some or all of the qualities by which he is distin-

guished, such as his appearance, the sound of his voice,

and the particulars of his personal character. The name
of any well-known river, hamlet, field, or other inanimate

object, suggests, in like manner, the distinguishing charac-

ters of each. The same thing is even done, though in a

different way, by concrete terms of more general applica-

tion, such as the words " river," " mountain," and " city."

Sometimes one quality of the object, and sometimes seve-

ral, occur to the mind as associated with the word ; some-

times merely a vague impression of a scene, in which we
expect to find certain qualities which are the objects of

our remembrance. The limits within which the expecta-

tions connected with words of this sort are confined consti-

tute their precise meaning, or mental definition.

B
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Tlie scene by whicli we are cotHinuaUy surrounded con-

sists of groups of sensible qualities, wliich are various in

extent, and variously combined. This diversity gives ori-

gin to a diversity of terms. Terms are rendered necessa-

ry on account of the subserviency of many surrounding

objects to our first wants, and their importance as instru-

ments of mutual assistance among men. AVhen they are

present, we may, by merely looking or pointing at tliem,

direct to them the attention of one another, and, when they

are absent, we may think of them independently of any

names. But, when one man wishes to execute any pur-

pose regarding them in their absence by exciting tiie

ideas of them in the mind of another, he re(|uires signs to

represent them ; and from the familiarity of the mind with

these objects, the contrivance of names becomes a very

early operation of the social individual.

jlbstract nouns are those which signify qualities sepa-

rately conceived, such as " whiteness," " roundness,"
" softness," " form," " magnitude," " beauty." Tlie na-

ture of these nouns, and of the objects which they desig-

nate, has given rise to controversy. Some have denied

that they express definite or separate ideas, because quali-

ties iiever exist by themselves, but are always attached to

some substance ; and because it is impossible even to

think of the qualities without thinking of the substance.

It has, for example, been declared impossible to think of

whiteness, blackness, redness, straightness, or hardness,

without thinking of a thing or substance which is white,

black, red, straight or hard. In so far as this doctrine im-
plies the impossibility of thinking of qualities without the

substrata, it has been already discussed, and must be laid

aside by every person who recollects that the substratum

is regarded, even by those who believe most firmly in its

existence, as the most difficult to be apprehended of all

material objects. Those who imagine that they think

about substances to which such qualities as have now been
mentioned belong, merely think more or less obscurely of

other qualities with which they liavc a strong inclination

to connect those which happen to be named. Each quality

is an independent object of knowledge: but tlie ideas of
different qualities are strongly associated in the mind, and
the activity and versatility of its operations produce a

proneness to conjoin each one that comes into view with
others conceived to be collateral. During the first evolu-
tion of our senses, our knowledge is acquired by attending
to single qualities. Persons who are born blind or deaf,

and consequently have none of the ideas imparted by that

sense which is deficient to mingle with their other ideas,

retain through life a separate conception of certain mate-
rial qualities which, by the greater part of mankind, are
constantly associated with others. When a person, un-
der these circumstances, happens to recover the defici-

ent faculty, the ideas wliich it conveys are at first separate,
and it is only by experience that the habit of associating
them with others is gradually produced. This process
has been illustrated in the histery of persons born blind
from an opacity in the crystalline lens of the eye, and cured
by a surgical operation, at a period of life when their men-
tal faculties were so far unfolded as to enable them to de-
scribe their sensations. In mankind at large, the combina-
tions of sensible ideas are formed long before language is

attetidcd to; and on this account tlie structure of language
aiVords no analytical view of the process. If it did, the
cjanies of single qualities would be the simplest words, and
the names of the assemblages which we denominate matter
or substance would be comparatively compound. The re-
verse of this is the case. The names of habitual assem-
blages of objects are less compound, because the utility

of assigning names to them is of prior suggestion. Single
qualities arc later in becoming leading subjects of dis-

course, and hence their names are later in assuming the form
of substantive nouns. " Whiteness," " blackness," " red-

ness," " hardness," •' straightness," " roundness," are not

so short as many names of objects, which comprehend one of

these qualities in combination with several others. " Egg"
is a shorter word than " whiteness," " soot" than " black-

ness." Even the names of single qualities comprehend,

in their original formation, a general maik of reference to

some congeries of which they are supposed to form a part,

and the name is subordinate in discourse to the name of

some such congeries. " White" is the name of a quality,

and contains a reference to some congeries to which it is

described as belonging. The separate consideration of the

quality is a subsequent object of interest ; therefore the

term for it is of subsequent creation, and an additional sign

to denote this separate consideration is attached to it. This
sign is the termination " ness." From " white," we have
" whiteness;" from " red," " redness;" from " round,"
" roundness ;" from " great," " greatness." Different

languages have different terminations adapted to the same
purpose. From the Latin magnus, we have magnitudo in

Latin, and " magnitude" in English.

Some have denied that we can have any ideas of sepa-
rate cjualities. It must be granted, as has been already
observed, that the human mind has a strong propensity to

conjoin different qualities mutually as objects of thought,
and thus form conceptions of compound individuals. We
mentioned, however, that it ought to be recollected, that a
person whose sensibilities are only as yet beginning to be
unfolded has separate perceptions of the different qualities.

It is now further to be observed that any person, even one
whose habits of association are most inveterate, may direct

his chief attention to one particular quality. Others may
indeed involuntarily intrude in combination with it, or he
may have occasion to think of the relations in which it

stands to others; but this one in particular is distinguished

as the chief object of his attention, and is also thought of
with constancy, while the others with which it is accidently

associated are both less attended to and in themselves va-

rying. We therefore see no impropriety in saying that

this is a separate object of thought. We are certainly en-
titled to regard it as a separate subject of discourse. It is

this alone that gives origin to such terms, and confers on
them all their meaning and utility. If the present were a
proper occasion for entering on such disquisitions, we
might shew that even the names of concrete objects do not
always excite in the mind the same constant and definite

ideas, which are, on mature consideration, attached to them.
When a concrete noun implies many ideas, we do not

think of the whole of them. When it implies very few,
we think of something else with which we suppose them
to be in contact. It is seldom that the mind is occupied
with the full meaning of any word, to the total exclusion
of other ideas. Very little difference, therefore, exists

betwixt our mode of conceiving the objects signified by
concrete and those signified by abstract nouns. The com-
paratively complicated form of the latter arises from the
comparative recency of the period at which a distinction

becomes requisite, for denoting single qualities as the prin-

cipal subjects of discourse.

Sect. III. Particular and General J^Touns.

Nouns are either particular or general. Particular

nouns, or proper names, are those which are applicable
only to iiidividauls. General nouns (commonly called ge-
neral terms) are those which are applied to a plurality of
objects possessing a mutual resemblance.
When human knowledge becomes somewhat extended,

it is impossible to conduct language by means of proper
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names alone. Individual objects arc too nuincrous to re-

ceive distinct names ; and, il these were imposed, it would

lie impossible tor the most tenacious memory to retain the

nouns of any language. A sense of this inconvenience has

been supposed by some grammarians to have given origin

to the expedient of arranging objects in genera, each genus

including all the individuals which resemble one another irj

certain particulars, and which on that account receive one

common name. Such are the words " tree," " field,"

« house," " bird," " horse," " elephant," " mar.," " wo-

man." This history of general terms, however, is not

agreeable to fact. Mankind have a native bias to give the

same name to objects whicii are nearly alike. They de-

light to show, in this manner, that they recognise in a new
object a character similar to that of something previously

known. They prefer the use of words habitually signifi-

cant to the coining of terms entirely new. This tendency

is observed very early in children. They apply the same
words, even incases in which the resemblances of objects

are not sufficiently strong to render the general applica-

tion of a term satisfactory. A child introduced for the first

time to the sight of an uncommon animal, such as a camel,

gives it an appellation borrowed from some familiar ob-

ject. First, observing its majestic size, he calls it ahorse ;

next, the form of its head, he calls it a sheep ; and, by

passing from one designation to another, he shows a power-

ful inclination to apply to it some general term. The ap-

plication of common names is ahvays most constant where
the mutual resemblances of individuals are greatest. When
they are perfectly alike, it is as natural to give the same
name constantly to them all as to give the same name at all

times to an individual.

It has been said that all terms are at first proper names.

But the name which we first apply to an object is proper

only when we are acquainted with no other object resem-

bling it, or when an individual so frequently claims our se-

parate interest, that a name to distinguish it from all others

is absolutely necessary. This last circumstance is the

foundation of the application of proper names from the

very beginning to all our familiar friends, notwithstanding

the obvious mutual resemblances of human beings. Under
other circumstances, we no sooner perceive resemblances

than we form general terms, or, which is the same thing,

give a general application to such terms as we possess.

With regard to the greater part of nouns, it is probably

nearer the truth to say that general terms arc first in or-

der, and that men, finding it convenient to designate indi-

viduals by single terms, consequently create proper names,

than to maintain that a sense of the inconvenience arising

from the mere multiplicity of proper names gives rise to

the abridged method of forming general terms. By a

tenacious disputant, it might be contended that wc become
accjuainted with objects one by one, and that therefore, if

a name is given to the first object of our knowledge as

soon as known, it must be a proper name ; but this specu-

lation supposes man to form words much sooner than it is

possible for him to do, that is, before he possesses any va-

riety of knowledge ; a state of things which precludes all

occasion for language as well as the possibility of articulLUion.

Here it will be requisite to describe tlie nature of gene-

ral ideas, a subject which has given rise to much contro-

versy. Some have maintained that no sucli ideas exist
;

others, that they owe their existence to the previous forma-

tion of general terms. The chief argument against the ex-

istence of general ideas is deduced from the fact, that when
we endeavour lo think separately c! the circumstance which
is common lo all ihe individuals of a genus, we can obtain no
distinct image. To il.ink of •• ..lan in general" is said to be
impossible. The man of whom wc think nmst be tall or

short, naked or clothed, fair or dark, lively or dull. In
like manner, if we endeavour to form a general idea of" a

tree" by contemplating nothing but what is common to all

trees, the inuige no longer resembles any tree.

The denial of the existence of general ideas has some-
times been acr.ompanicd with a misconception, arising from
the confounding of two things which are in themselves dis-

tinct ; the existence of ideas in the mind, and the existence
of external objects. It seems to have been tacitly taken
for granted, that the same laws which regulate external
objects should apjily to the ideas which the mind enter-

tains concerning them. All external objects are indivi-

duals, and therefore it has been supposed that all our ideas

of them ought to be particular. External objects retain

during the lapse of time their individual identity. The
names assigned to them have therefore been supposed to

retain one constant meaning in our minds, and this con-

stancy has been regarded as the foundation of our ideas of

particularity. Hence proper names have been supposed
to be peculiarly exact in their meaning. But the fact is,

that, even when we think of the same individuals in nature,

our ideas at one time arc different from what tiiey are at

another. They depend on the state of the mind and on the

point of view which we take of the object, independently of
any change to which its real qualities are liable. If par-

ticularity implies invariableness, our ideas, as existing at

a specified instant of time, are the only ones that can be re-

garded as particular. Ideas of the same external object

existing at different times, though resembling each other,

may also in some respects differ ; and, however nearly they
may coincide, they are always distinct facts in the mind.
When two ideas of the same external object entertained at

different times are placed together and called one idea,

this idea is general in its nature. Thus proper names have
not such a steadiness in the ideas which they excite as has

been ascribed to them. We shall further find that the ideas

attached at any particular moment to a general term, are

not so vague as has been supposed. They have a distinct

character ; they form a definite affection or state of mind,
and that state of mind is a particular or individual fact. In-

dividuality, however, as relating to the idea in the mind,
does not form the foundation of any sort of words, because
words are understood from time to time, and are considered

as retaining the same meaning independently of the fluctua-

tions of human thought. The foundation of this supposed
constancy is, that the ideas attached to them have always

a mutual similarity. They differ from one another, but
this difference has its bounds both in proper names and
general terms. The ideas attached at different times to

proper names differ according to the situations and aspects

in which objects are viewed, and according as the mind
takes in the whole, or only a part of any object represented.

It is evident that the ideas attached to general terms are

subjected to the very same variations. They are also liable

to variations peculiar to themselves, arising from the dis-

similarities subsisting among individuals of the same genus.

This cause of diversity seems to have been exclusively at-

tended to in the inquiries instituted into the subject of gene-
ral terms. Yet it is not always greater than the other. In some
instances it has no effect. This takes place wherever these

diversities are so slight or so void of interest as to escape
observation. Such are the differences betwixt one fiij, one
sivaltoiu, or one mouse, and another. The general terms
applied to these objects excite no greater variety of ideas

than is liable to be excited by the proper names of indivi-

«duals belonging to the respective species. It is of impor-

tance now to remark, that even general words, significant

of classes of beings among which prominent distinctions

exist, along with the similarities which form the foundation

B 2
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of the general application ol' the words, are to be consider-

ed as retaining from lime to time the same meaning, be-

cause the ideas which they excite are variable only within

certain bounds. Some definite idea is therefore strictly at-

tached to eacli term. This may be considered as a detach-

ed thought, in so far as it may be made the only, or at

least the leading object of attention. We may think of the

objects signified by any term as one genus, and investigate

their common properties. The versatile nature of the hu-

man mind makes it prone to mingle its ideas of these pro-

perties witli various others, and tliese others are for the

most part such as are combined with the character of the

genus to form particular individuals. But the general pro-

perty may be principally thought of, as well as solely de-

signaled.

With regard to the opinion of those who allow the ex-

istence of general ideas, yet maintain that they owe their ex-

istence to the formation of general terms, it seems to us

completely incongruous. A term is invented for the pur-

pose of expressing an idea. The recognizance of a resem-

blance among a plurality of individuals is the foundation of

a general idea, and tliis always exists before any general

term is invented, and before any term which was formerly

a proper name receives a generic application.

The resemblances among objects have various degrees

of extent. Some genera are much more comprehensive

than others. Some include subordinate divisions into more
limited genera. The word genus, as technically used in

the arrangements of natural history, represents one stage of

subdivision : those immediately subordinate to it are called

s/iecies. If it is found convenient to subdivide these, the

subdivisions are called sub-s/iecies or varieties. Those
which are more comprehensive than genera are called or-

ders. Others still more comprehensive are called classes.

The most general division of all is into Am^rfoms, called the

animal, the vegetable, and the mineral kingdom.
In the greater part of objects, however, the resemblances

pass gradually into one another. One object resembles

many others, each in different respects and in different de-

grees. Eveiy point of resemblance and of difference has a

generic name, because many exemplifications of all of

them occur. In consequence of the endless variety of ex-

isting combinations, we may designate a particular object,

by enumerating the general properties which meet in it to

form its character. It is thus that we describe either a

limited species or a single individual. This may be done
without giving it an appropriate name. We never pursue
a system of classification to its utmost extent, so as to give

characters to all ihe subdivisions that might be formed.

However near we have brought any two objects together

by the limitations of our specific characters, it is still pos-

sible to find out some circumstance in which they differ,

cither in their intrinsic nature or their external relations ;

and, if upon this, in union with their other characters, we
were to establish a term in our subdivisions, the grada-

tions would be so much extended as to become equally

numerous with individuals. Thus classification would pro-

duce no compendiousness of plan. It would give rise to

as many names as there are individuals, besides encumber-
ing us with the names of all the subdivisions. But we have
no motives for proceeding in this manner. In most in-

stances, the peculiarities of individuals, or of very limited

species, do not sufficiently interest us. When they excite
occasional interest, they are designated as possessing cer-

tain specific assemblages of qualities expressed by general
terms, and our descriptions are aided by the employment
of clear references. To designate the properties of in-

teresting genera, species, and individuals, is a great part

of the object of written language. It often happens that

not only sentences but books are made subservient to the

description of one object. Many others are indeed intro-

duced for illustrating the relations sustained by the leading

one ; relations which undoubtedly constitute part of the

character of these others, and more or less promote the

elucidation of all.

The terms which designate single qualities are always

general. Thfr cause of this feature in language is worthy
of investigation. The fact itself has given rise to an idea,

that single qualities are not individuals ; that they are mere
modes applicable to different individual substances ; or that,

if each quality is an universal individual, it is moveable in

its relations with other qualities. But single qualities,

wherever they come under our knowledge, are in reality

different individuals. The whiteness of snow, and the

whiteness of bleached linen, are different objects. The
whiteness of one piece of linen is a separate object from the

whiteness of another. It is the similarity, more or less

perfect, of the objects, in all instances of whiteness, that

gives rise to the general name of the colour; and ills for

no other reason that one common name is given to concrete

assemblages of objects possessing a mutual resemblance,

whether in arrangement or in kind. It is for the same rea-

son that a plurality of objects receives the name of" stone,"
" mountain," or " field." Yet, however exactly coincident

the colour of one object may be with that of another, and
however hopeless a task it may be to attempt to distinguish

them, except by the differences of their association with

other qualities, the colour is in each case a separate indivi-

dual. It has no proper name ; because, while our attention

is attracted by it, we are at the same time presented with

other qualities (that is, other objects) closely conjoined

with it, and it is the combined scene that fixes our atten-

tion. It is to the combined scene that we apply a name, in

consequence of the joint interest which we and others take

in it. The only interest that we have in marking a separate

quality of this scene is, to point it out as a circumstance in

which it resembles others. Hence it is only when we per-

ceive similar objects, that we give this single quality a name.
Thus the word in its very creation is general. The exact-

ness of the resemblance which different exemplifications

of single qualities have to each other is another reason why
generic terms alone are applied to them. Although oif-

ferent objects, they are not intrinsically distinguishable,

and the idea which we apply to a plurality of instances of

them resembles, in its constancy, the idea attached to the

same individual.

Even when any congeries of objects has a quality (or, in

other words, comprehends an object) altogether peculiar,

we give it no distinct name. If it is known to other per-

sons, werefer to it by means of the concrete name by which
the group of which it forms a part is known. If it is a pe-

culiar sensation, as some of those which arise from disease,

the only description that we give of it to one who has not

experienced it, consists in a statement of its total dissimila-

rity to every other. Even when a kind of qualities belongs
to a limited range of assemblages, (or, in other words, a
limited species of substances,) we borrow the name of the

quality from the name of the concrete assemblage of which
it forms a part. The taste peculiar to an apple, an orange,

a pear, or a cucumber, although forming each a peculiar

class of tastes, has for its only designation a reference to the

species of fruit with which it is connected.

Sect. IV. Jitymological History of Mouns.

The transmissions of words from one language to ano-

ther are so much varied that it is not easy to irace the de-

rivation of all. The simple sounds of which they are com-
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jjosed arc but lew ; for, tliougli llic modifications of pro-

nunciation may be infinitely multiplied, these variations do
not exhibit distinctions of origin and of meaning;. On ihe

contrary, we find sounds which are very dissimilar mutual-
ly exchanged in the transmission of a word from one (halcct

to another. The sounds, therefore, that are inconvertible

into others, or the collections of sounds which, though mu-
tually convertible, are never exchanged for any that are dif-

ferent from them, are reduced within a small compass. In

reviewing the history of languages, we migiit at times sup-

pose that almost all sounds are mutually conveitible, and,

in despair of finding satisfaction from etymological re-

searclies, acquiesce in this account of them, Les voyelles

sont flour rieiif et Us conaonnes fiour pni de chose. Such
researches are most secure from fallacy, when wc trace the

mutual concordance of languages which are historically

known to be akin. When we grasp at the resemblances

among the languages of nations, which can scarcely be sup-

posed to have ever been connected by mutual intercourse,

we are in danger of mistaking for actual derivations in-

stances in which a coincidence has accidentally taken place,

amidst the sparing number of short combinations which
can be produced among a few elementary sounds.

We must therefore in many cases abandon the investiga-

tion of the origin of oral signs, as concealed by the total

want of documents, or other means of tracing them. In

some cases, however, the natural relations of objects to

certain sounds discover the origin of words ; in others, an
evident leading analogy enables us to trace the same radi-

cal signs through different languages. In both of these

fields of research, we have an opportunity of discerning

some important mental operations concerned in the forma-
tion and application of languages. We shall therefore take

notice of a few general varieties in the derivation of nouns.

Some nouns shew an evident adaptation of sounds na-

turally connected with the objects which they denote.

Whether these sounds have been received into one lan-

guage from another, or owe their origin to the immediate
suggestion of nature, is a matter of little moment. The
principle which produces an adherence to the use of them
is in both cases the same. Among these we may reckon
the nouns cuculus in Latin, and cuckoo in English, evident-

ly intended to imitate the note of the bird which they signi-

fy. Thp Latin fierdrix for a partridge is a near imitation of
'the sound made by that bird when disturbed in the field.

Of the same kind are some nouns descriptive of particular

sounds. We may take for examples, the words corn-craik

for the land Ts.\\,fiees-weefi for the lap-wing; hubble-bubble

for a noisy smoking instrument; also such words as hiss,

sfilash, and splutter. Though some of them are provincial,

and others are reckoned extremely vulgar, they exhibit

one feature of the tendencies of mankind in the creation of

signs.

Many nouns are derived from verbs of motion. This is

the case not merely with such as signify certain motions in

the abstract. Many concrete nouns are also formed from
such verbs, inconsequence of the selection of qualities of
objects to be concreted being originally suggested by some
relation to the voluntary motions of mankind. Of these we
have an ample list in Tooke's Diversions of Purleij. That
author seems to consider the circumstance of so many
names of objects being derived from verbs as leading to

important general conclusions, although these are not spe-
cified. This feature of etymology evidently arises from the
interesting nature of the voluntary motions of our species.

From this cause, as we have already remarked, the earliest

and simplest form of words of motion is that of the impera-
tive ; a wish to receive assistance from the activity of others
being the earliest motive for speech. The interesting cha-

racter of these motions also appears in the prevalent ety-

mology of names for external objects. Though the objects
themselves are previously known, our first motives for

contriving signs to represent them arise from their known
subserviency to the directions which we mean to gfve to

the actions of others. Their connection with these actions

affords a principle by which the surrounding scene of things
is divided into groups. " Fruit" is derived from the Latin
word fruor, to enjoy, the paiticipic of which is fruiius or
fructus. It signifies" aliquid/ruj^-um," or something en-
joyed.

A " debt" is aliquid debit-Mvn.

" Rent" aliquid rcndit-nn\.

" Tribute" aTujuid tribut-\xm.

An " act" aliquid act-nvn.
" Expence" aliquid exjiens-wva.
" Merit" aliquid merit-um.
" Accent" aliquid accent-uxn.

"Fate" aliquid /a<-um.
" Alley" is formed from the French verb aller, to go,

meaning a sort of passage. " View" is from vi!-, the past
participle of the verb voir^ to see, and signifies something
seen. " Destiny," tine chose destinee. The derivation of
all these words is sufficiently obvious.

Mr Tooke has with great ability traced to a similar ori-

gin many English nouns in which it was not formerly sus-
pected. " Spot" he derives from the verb sfiit, of which he
considers it as the past participle The noun ' gate," from
the verb go, or gae ; " road," from the verb ride, signifying

a place that has been rode upon. " Head," according to

him, is from heav ed, and means a part elevated. " Hea-
ven" is from the same verb, and similar in its original

meaning, though different in its application. A " flood" is

something which hasJlowed. " Bread" is grain, which, in

one step of its preparation for food, has been brayed.
" Weft" is the past participle of the verb weave. The
" haft" of a tool is the part hav'd. A " hilt" is a part held.

" Brood, breed, and brat," are fiom the Saxon verb bredan,

to cherish. " Hand" fiom hentan, to lay hold of. " Fang"
and " finger," from Jiiigan, to take. " Truth" comes from
the verb to true, and signifies that which a man tru-eth, or

believeth. " Birth" is that which bcar-eth : " Growth"
that which groiv-eth : " Wealth" that which lueal-eth :

" Earth" that which a man ear-eth or plougheth.

Some of Mr Tooke's etymologies, tending to the illus-

tration of the same general remark, have been disputed ;

but the etymologies substituted on these occasions general-

ly turn out to be oFa similar nature, deriving the names of
substances from verbs of motion.

When a concrete noun is intended to convey the impres-
sion of a connection betwixt an object and any voluntary

human act, the etymology is for the most part intentionally

obvious. Thus from the verb command we have the noun
" commandment," for a sentence employed in commanding.
From accompany we have " accompaniment ;" from judge
" judgment," or opinion ; from invest " investment." A
great number of nouns of this description, derived from
Latin verbs, terminate in tion ; as " fraction, sanction, con-

flagration, collision." Some terminate in ance or ence ; as

" resistance, inheritance, science, prudence." We have

others from the same language with different terminations ;

as " lecture," from legere to read. From the English

verb know, we have the noun " knowledge." Sometimes
nouns are formed, by adding to a verb the termination ing,

as " landing" from land, and " fighting" from fight. Some-
times the use of the word as a noun is not indicated by any

particular sign, but merely by the scope of the sentence.

The words'" love," " fight," " stand," " fold," " tie,"

" fly," " escape," are used both as nouns and as verbs.
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Nouns of a similar slnicturc, and sometimes the very same

nouns, are used to express the abstract ideas compreliend-

ed in vcibs. " Government" expresses either the abstract

idea of the act of governing, or the concrete ideas of a par-

ticular instance in which this act is exercised, as " the Brit-

ish, the American, anil the Turkish governments." Even

the more general expression, " a government," is concrete,

while " government" is abstract. A similar two- fold ap-

plication may be made of the nouns " reflection," " under-

standing," " judgment," " pleasure," " love," " decision,"

" repetition." We may speak of" love" in general as an

affection of the mind ; or, a swain, in speaking of his mis-

tress, may call her" his love." We may speak of" judg-

ment" and " reflection" as faculties of mind, or we may
call the sentiments resulting from their employment,
" judgments" and " reflections." It was, at one time, com-

mon in our language to employ diflerent forms of the word

on these two occasions. We had, for example, " excel-

lence" and " dependence" in the abstract ; and " excel-

lency" and " dependency" in the concrete.

Many nouns, both concrete and abstract, are derived from

adjectives. Instances of concrete nouns of this origin we
have in the word " white," for the white of an egg, and in

the appellation " black, or negro," for a man of a black com-

plexion. On the same principle, articles of merchandize

are called " goods." Regiments are distinguished by the

designations of " the blues," " the bull's," or " the greys ;"

and showy persons are denominated " beaux and belles."

These words denote collections of ideas, or qualities, each

under a designation borrowed from one of the most con-

spicuous. Hence they are described by Mr Tooke as spe-

cimens of subaudition, one quality being mentioned, and

the rest which form the individual understood.

Many of them approach in their nature and etymology

to nouns which are derived from verbs by passing througii

the medium of the participle, a part of speech resembling

in some respects the adjective, and often considered by

grammarians as in no respect different from it.

Abstract nouns also, or the names of single qualities, are

derived from adjectives. This is done in our language by

the addition of the termination ness, as in " goodness,"
" whiteness," " brightness," " redness." Whether or not

this termination is originally the same with the French
•word vez, signifying nose, and with the termination " ness,"

as applied to projecting points of land in such proper names
as " Inverness" and " Sheerncss," we shall not stop to in-

quire. Whatever is its derivation, it has the same mean-
ing with the word " quality." Whether it was, at any
former period, a separate word under a different extent of
application, is a question of inferior importance. A termi-

nation regularly used as a sign has all the distinctness of a

separate word, though written more close to another con-

nected sign, and sometimes involving a greater rapidity of

pronunciation.

Abstract nouns derived from adjectives belonging to

other languages are various; some terminating in tude, a.s

« gratitude," " magnitude;" others in ty, as " purity," pro-

priety ;" or in ence, as " prudence," " science," and " pa-

tience."

Some abstract nouns are derived from compound adjec-
tives owing their origin to previously existing nouns.
" Loveliness" is derived from the adjective " lovely," which
comes fiom the noun " love," We have, in like manner,
'< faith, faithful, faithfulness ;" " boy, boyisli, boyishness,"
and many other exemplifications.

Sometimes an abstract is derived from a concrete noun,
by means of a termination, as " boyliood" from " boy," and
" neighbourhood" from" neighbour."

Nouns originally abstract are often applied as concretes.

A female possessed of the qualification of beauty, !s called

" a beauty ;" a person of a strange cliaracter, " an oddity ;"

and a curious object, " a curiosity."

Mr Tooke endeavoured to prove by the etymology of

nouns Miat abstraction v/as not an act of the mind, but only

an operation in language, and that the whole operation con-

sisted in sunaudition. We have found his account of the

subject applicable to nouns derived from words signifying

single qualities and used as designations of compound ob-

jects, while the other qualities are understood. But all

these nouns are concrete. Mr Tooke does not acknow-
ledge any diflerence betwixt these and the nouns which
grammarians distinguish by the appellation abstract, such
as " beauty," " elegance," and " prudence." Without even
remarking that they had ever been considered as of a dif-

ferent nature, he includes them in the list of those which
imply the operation of subaudition. He considers /jrori-

dentia, " providence," as the neuter plural of the partici-

ple firovidcns, and meaning " provident things," :'. e. ex-
pressing one quality with the subaudition of others. This
subaudition is indeed more general than it would have been
in the word /irovidens, if such a word had been used for

" a provident person." He probably considered it as a
mode of contriving a word capable of being adapted to

every example in which the property denoted is found.

But the opinion of this author is not stated with the ex-
plicitness due to its singularity and its importance. We
must confess that it seems to us totally unfounded.

We have already observed that it is in our power to

make single qualities the principal objects of thought, and
that no greater difficulty exists in thinking of them exclu-
sively than in making the idea represented by a proper
name, at any time, the full and only object of thought.

The etymology here advanced by Mr Tooke appears in

itself fanciful. Nouns in anlia and entia are the only ones
which give it any shadow of countenance. The genius of

the Latin language does not incline to the use of other

neuter plurals as names for separate qualities. In Eng-
lish, indeed, we say, " the agreeable," " the picturesque,"

"the sublime," "the beautiful," instead of " agreeable-

ness," " picturesqueness," " sublimity," and " beauty."

We also adopt the Latin expression from Horace, " the

utile" and " the dulce." But whatever the etymology of
the nouns called abstract may be, the manner of their sig-

nification is that which we have already stated.

Sect. V. The choice of Designations and the nature of
the Pronoun.

When a compound object is designated by a noun which
expresses one of its qualities with a subaudition of the rest,

there is evidently no reason why the same quality should
always be selected for a designation. Every such object
resembles in some one quality a number of others, and ad-
mits of being placed ir, the same class with them. In a
different quality it resembles a different set of objects.

Hence it may receive various general designations. The
choice which we at any time make of a designation for it

depends on the design which we have in view in distin-

guishing it from others. The same human being may be
called "a man," "an African," " a slave," " a negro," or
"a fool;" or he may be designated by some occasional

temporary circumstance; he may be called "a debtor,"
" a creditor," " a patient," " a culprit," or " a witness."

In using any one of these terms, we wish to call into view
the very same individual, with all the parts and qualities

essential to him, but designated by one of these as the
most appropriate to the point of view in which the tenor

of our discourse leads us to represent him. Those who
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rcs^aril his proper name as his chief designalion will con-

sider llic othcis as occasional substilulcs lor it. But even

that name may be common to him with some other men.

If he has two names, (which is the case with Knropeans,)

a personal and a family name, he will have one of tlicsc in

common with several other persons, and the other in com-
mon with a different number; and it is by the combination

of the two that he is distinguished. But this very combi-
nation may happen, in some instances, to be applicable to

another person etjually well known to us. We must then

add a third mark of distinction, such as one depending on
diflerenccs of age, country, or profession. Any designa-

tion becomes completely distinctive or not according to the

occasion on which it is employed. It is probably most ac-

curate not to consider one as substituted for another, but
to consider each as rendered proper on particular occasions,

when a complete and interesting distinction is thus formed.

These considerations will lead us, by a direct road, to a

proper estimate of ihe /tersonal /ironoun, which many gram-
marians have reckoned a separate part of speech, and have
defined to be " a word that is used instead of a noun." Its

whole oflice is to point out an individual by an occasional

mark which distinguishes him completely from all others.

It is often shorter than the name of the individual, and this

seems to have led some to conceive that it is contrived for

the purpose of abbreviating discourse. But it does more
than this ; it points out the person referred to in the most
interesting temporary relation.

The Jirst personal pronoun /, denotes " the immediate
speaker" as distinguished from others by this circumstance
in preference to any other character that he may bear.

The second denotes " the party addressed" as characterised

by the present circumstance of his being addressed. This
character is preferred to any other that he may bear, as

distinguishing him from other persons. The third per-

sonal pronoun has been erroneously defined to be a mere
negation of the other two. This is not implied in it.

When Caesar, describing his own actions in his Commen-
taries, uses the third person, sometimes employing his own
name, at other times ille, he shews that these designations

are applicable to the person who speaks or writes, as well

as to others, allhougii it is most natural for all men to use
peculiar words for themselves as speakers. Among some
nations it is considered as treating the person addressed
more delicately, and tending less to look him out of coun-
tenance, to call him he than thou. The Italians say, Co7ne

eta, literally, " How does he do," instead of. Come slate,

" How do you do;" and the French, in like manner, say,

Monsieur comment se fiorte-t-il. A rustic girl in this conn-
try meeting a familiar friend, says, with, a kind of mirthful
respect, " Where is she going ?" for " AVhere are you go-
mg V It is also to be remarked, that a mere negation of
the circumstance of being either the speaker or the person
addressed would never afford a sufficiently distinctive cha-
racter, and therefore could be of no use as a designation.

The real office of the third personal pronoun is to desig-
nate an individual by the circumstance of " having been
lately mentioned," or " much nearer to the thoughts both of
the speaker and the hearer than any other who could, on that

occasion, be referred to by a similar circumstance." It is

thus sufficiently distinctive at the moment to prevent am-
biguity.

To have a closer illustration of the nature of the pro-
noun, we may observe that some designations are much
more durable than others. The designations " man,"
" king," " Dane," " Indian," " sailor," " soldier," are of a
permanent nature. Some are founded on more lindted ex-
ternal relations, and are seldom used v.'ith propriety except
in particular connections, as " father," " brother," " friend,"

" enemy." These generally reiiuirc mention to be made
of the object to which the individual bears this particular
relation. Others are mciely temporary and occasional, as
"plaintiff," "defendant," "speaker," "hearer," "buyer,"
" seller," " assistant," " opponent." All these words are
used on particular occasions with as great propriety as the
names, or any other designations of the persons spoken of.

Of this last occasional kind are the words called personal
pronouns. They distinguish individuals by the temporary
characteristics now enumerated.
What then lias led grammarians to assign to these words

a separate place in language under the name of pronouns,
and to describe them as possessing the peculiar character
of being the substitutes of nouns ?—The only circumstan-
ces in which they differ Irom other appellations are, that
they are shorter and more familiar. Their shortness has
probably made them appear unique, and their familiar re-
currence has made them appear of peculiar importance.
The frequency of their use, though worthy of attention, is

a quality attached to words in various gradations. In this

instance we have perhaps the acme of frequency, because
the pronouns are founded on the very circumstance of the
use of language. Language always implies a speaker,
who to himself appears important, and a person addressed,
who, in order to be operated on with advantage, has a pro-
minent interest assigned to him in our discourse.

It is probable that pronouns are of very early origin.

Attempts have been made to trace the etymology of the
first and second in some languages to a word signifying
the hand, or some other object near and inseparable. It is

sufficiently natural to suppose that persons who have words
to represent such objects, and no personal pronouns, might
resort to such expedients. But it is equally supposable
that certain sounds might, in the very first instance, be ap-
plied to this use, on the same arbitrary principles which
must have regulated the pristine application of the greater
part of articulate sounds.

If no pronouns were in use, a speaker would probably
point to his own body in speaking of himself, and to that

of the person addressed in speaking of him. On this ac-

count some philosophers have considered it as the peculiar
nature of the pronouns to be " substitutes for that panto-
mimical act." But the act of pointing is also used in de-
signating other objects that are presented, especially if the
speaker and hearer have no language in common.
The personal pronouns combine a great degree of gene-

rality in their use with a well-marked particularity in the
instances of theii' application. The word / may be appli-

ed to any person, but only by one speaker, viz. that person
himself. The quarter from which the sound proceeds de-
termines its exact application. In the same manner you
may be applied to any one individual, but only when the

words are particularly addressed to him, and this circum-
stance gives us on every occasion an unerring indication of
its use. He may be applied to any 7na7i, she to any iuo?nan,

it to any thing, and by any individual. But they imply no
reference to the present use of language. They imply
some previous mention of the object referred to, and this

must be well understood in order that their particular ap-
plication may become intelligible. They have exactly the

same meaning with the word " foresaid." Some assistance

is given towards the ready understanding of their applica-

tion by distinctions founded on personality and sex. The
pronoun it is distinguished from he and she by the absence
of personality ; he from she by the circumstance of sex.

The term pronoun, as used by grammarians, is on the
whole productive of confusion and ambiguity. It is ex-
tended to some adjectives, which are called pronominal
adjectives, or adjective pronouns. Such are itle, hie, aiiue,
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in Latin, and this, other, in English. The word " otlier"

has evidently the same meaning with " different," although

neither the English word •' different" nor the Latin word

diversus is ever included in the list of pronouns.

Sect. VI. Getiders.

In the following Sections of this Chapter we shall con-

sider some prevailing marks which accompany the appli-

cation of the noun, and which adapt it to particular pur-

poses.

As our own species comprehends the most interesting

subjects of discourse, any common distinctions found among
them appear worthy of being pointed out. The situation

of the two sexes in society, and their general habit and ap-

pearance, afford the most remarkable distinction, and the

implication of this naturally accompanies the mention of

of individuals. Even wheii it would not be sufficiently in-

teresting to be mentioned, provided a separate word were

required for the purpose, it is sufficiently important to de-

termine some part of the names by which persons are de-

signated. The Greeks and Romans effected this by dif-

ferences of lermuiation. The English language has cur-

rent proper names exclusively applicable to a particular

sex. Similar differences are implied in the names given

to domestic animals, and sometimes to animals of other

kinds.

But language has not always stopped at this reasonable

point. The active imaginations of those by whom it has

been modified have, from vatrue analogies, ascribed sex to

objects destitute of it. In Greek, Latin, and French, this

is done in very numerous instances. In French, the gen-

ders of nouns are not easily distinguished by their termi-

nations, yet a particular gender is uniformly attached to

each, and regulates the termination given to every adjec-

tive agreeing with the noun. The details of the genders

must therefore be studied by every person who wishes to

speak the language with sufficient accuracy to preserve

him from ridicule. These circumstances render that lan-

guage of difficult acquisition.

In the Hebrew, Italian, Spanish, and French languages,

there is no neuter form, so that every object must, in the

syntax of words, be either masculine or feminine.

Attempts have been made to account for this prevalent

arrangement, which appears in itself so absurd. But no
explanation has been given that is sufficiently steady in its

application to afford material assistance in facilitating the

acquisition of any language. Names of objects which are

masculine in one language are feminine in a second, and
neuter in a third. Names of objects of the same kind, and
even nouns that are synonymous, differ in their gender in

the same language. Those who take pleasure in tracing

these whimsical proceedings in the formation of language,
will find some ingenious remarks on the subject in Har-
ris's Hermes, and Tooke's Diversions of Purley.
The English, the Persian, and the Bengalese languages

are free from the embarrassments of arbitrary genders. In
English, indeed, a few objects destitute of sex have a
phraseology applied to them, borrowed from sexual dis-

tinctions. But this is on rare occasions; and, as no marks
of gender arc attached to our adjectives, the inconvenience
now stated does not occur. The whole difference in the
adaptation of other words consists in the use of the personal
pronouns ji(? and «/!e. This application of words denoting
sex only partakes of the nature of poetical personification.

It does not consist in such an adherence to gender as affords

a basis for grammatical rules. The sun is called he, on the
same principle on which we might compare that luminary
to a king, for the splendour which surroujids him ; to the

cherishing father of a fatnily ; or to a presiding mind, by
which extensive systems are regulated. The moon is call-

ed she, on the same principle on which it might be com-
pared to an eminent female, who does not overawe by an op-

pressive effulgence, but diffuses a mild radiance, produc-
tive of a gentle pleasure.

Sect. VII. Mumber.

That accident of nouns which we call number is a sign

for representing the exemplification of a general idea in

more than one individual. It does not apply to proper
names. A proper name is in its nature descriptive of only

one object, and therefore essentially singular. As soon as

it becomes susceptible of plurality, as when we speak of

the twelve Csesars, or the seven Jameses, it ceases to be a

proper name. Spain is the proper name of a country, and
Spaniard has by some grammarians been called the proper
name of a people ; but the latter is a generic word, charac-
terizing any one of a great number of persons by their con-

nection with Spain. When a name is applicable to two
individuals, these are to be considered as constituting a
limited genus. This circumstance may not depend on any
inherent character, but may be an accident occurring in the

transference of proper names. The name is originally

intended, in both instances of its application, to be com-
pletely adequate to distinguish an individual from all those

with whom he might have been confounded. But, when
the two individuals chance to meet in the same place, or to

be mentioned near to one another in discourse, they must
be distinguished. If the name of both is Scipio, they are

to be considered as a genus coinciding in this trivial cir-

cumstance of their history, that they have received the same
name.
Some nouns which are general in their acceptation do not

admit of a plural, because the objects which they signify

are not permanently portioned into individuals. This is

the case with nouns which express such plastic materials

as are capable of being easily arranged in pieces of any
form or size. We have examples of it in the names of the

different metals, as " gold," " silver," " iron," and " brass,"

words which are never used in the plural. The plural

word " irons" is not applied to pieces of the metal, but to

instruments formed of it. The noun " stone" is also the

name of a material, of which variously shaped objects may
be formed ; yet it has a plural in frequent use, because
nature divides it into masses which are not easily reunited

so as to become homogeneous. These objects have there-

fore more of the character of permanent individuals. Such
words as " gold," " silver," " clay," '' dough," may be
said to have neither singular nor plural, and to be entirely

independent of number. We cannot prefix to them the
word a, which is the sign of the singular, with any greater

propriety than we can invest them with the plural form.

In most languages, nouns receive alterations in their

spelling for the expression of plurality. These sometimes
consist in the addition of a letter or a syllable, sometimes in

the substitution ofone for another. Such alterations, how-
ever, are not absolutely necessary. Number might be
pointed out by separate words, or might be inferred from
the connection. iVIany English words have no distinction

betwixt their use in the singular and in the plural, such as
" sheep," " grouse," and " deer." Some Latin words are

the same in singular as in the plural in one or more of their

cases. Fructus signifies " fruit" or " fruits." Res,
" thing" or " things."

It is not easy to discover by what circumstances a com-
munity, during the formation of its language, has been in-

fluenced in choosing its mode of expressing plurality.
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Some grammarians have thought that mucli satisfi\ctioii

would be obtained, if we could always trace the plural ter-

mination to some separate word signifying a collection.

The addition of a term of this sort is the mode of express-

ing plurality in the Bengalese language. Projaa signifies

a peasant, lok people : and firojaa-lok signifies peasants.

The authors of Rees's Cycloftedia derive the plural sign in

Greek, Latin, and the modern languages of Europe, from a

word in the Hebrew language [icn. which signifies mul-

titude. They suppose that this word was at first subjoined

to the singular word, and that afterwards, for the sake of

brevity, the Hebrews designated plurality by retaining only

one of the letters, m ; the Chaldeans, Syrians, and others, by

retaining the n. Thus the pluial was in Hcbi-ew -im, in

Chaldean -in, in Arabic -oon, and in Persian -aan. This

theory further supposes the letters n and s to have had the

same origin. The Chaldean -in, therefore, is supposed to

have become -fs in the formation of many Greek and Latin

plurals. From the same source they even wish to derive

the s which forms the plural terminations in English and

Fretich ; while the Italian language is considered as fol-

lowing in all nouns the analogy of the second declension of

the Latin, by adopting the terminating vowel i. The same
authors might have added, that this i of the Latin and Ita-

lian is the vowel letter of the Hebrew plural im, (o')-

This vowel does not, indeed, happen to belong to the in-

dependent word pnn. which they consider as giving origin

to the plural sign ; but we find it used in Hebrew, net only

along with the letter m for a familiar sign of plurality, but

also by itself ('.) And it was sufficiently natural that a lan-

guage derived from the Hebrew should adopt this plural

sign.

This whole style of etymology, however, is questionable.

It has indeed the authority of Home Tooke's approbation.

One great principle of that author was, that terminations

were originally separate words ; and another principle was,

that the alterations which take place in the progress of lan-

guage have an abbreviating tendency. But terminations

ought to be considered as equally independent signs in this

form as if they were separate words ; and when any idea is

of perpetual occurrence in language, as that of plurality is,

it is natural to expect that the sign used for expressing it

should be originally brief. Signs, however, are often

changed. With some people, the mere circumstance of

being long familiar renders both words and terminations of

words apparently stale, and they apply themselves to the

contrivance of others in their stead. These others are gene-

rally derived from sounds previously used for ideas some-
what akin.

The English plural termination may, we think, be traced

with greater probability, as well as greater beauty, to a

later origin than that now mentioned. Our terminating s

seems to have arisen from a syllable which was once applied

to signify a more extensive modification of the uses of the

noun, and was gradually varied, in the improvement of our
language, for the purposes of more precise distinction. It

was anciently the syllable is. " Towns," the plural of

town, was toun-is. The same syllable was also used for

what wc call a genitive. " Father's" was fat/ier-is or fader

-

is. It is only aiiiong those who are inordinately attached

to the present habitudes of our language, that the termina-

tion IS, in these two applications, will be considered as ne-

cessarily of different origin. The sign for the genitive

and that for the plural are only different exemplifications of

one sign, which in its meaning includes both. It was
simply a term of relation synonymous with the English

preposition " of," i. e. " with respect to." " Bees," for ex-

ample, signifies relating to the bee; "bees wax," wax
connected with the bee ; " two bees," a repetition or dou-

VoL. X. Part I.

Ijling with rcipect to the bee. "Scot," is a designation for

a native of a particular country. " Scotis," or " Scots,"

means relating to such a native. Two individuals are " two
Scots ;" a" Scotswoman," a woinan relating to Scot ; and,

in the same manner, the word might be used in such
phrases as, " the Scots court," " Scots customs," " a Scots

dress." The meaning of the letter s in these different in-

stances is not different : it is only general ; and, therefore,

susceptible of different specific applications. Any parti-

cularity in the application intended was, in the first in?,tancc,

left to be inferred from the connection ; and, afterwards,

some slight differences in its orthography, pronunciation, or

both, were adopted, and appropriated to the ditt'crent ap-

plications. We have " Scot's" for the genitive ;
" Scot-

tish," or " Scotch," for the descriptive adjective ; while
" Scots," if used at all, is restricted to the plural.

This derivation of the English plural from a more ge-

neral modification of the noim will acquire confirmation,

when we reflect that, in spite of the strictness of formal

grammatical rules respecting the plural number, we often

use the same form of the noun which denotes plurality, on
different other occasions. We speak, for example, of in-

troducing a knife " lenglhwaysy" though the way is only

one. " Edgeways" is used in the same manner. The
word " otherways," now changed to " otherwise," is a

similar example. " Sides foremost" is a common provincial

phrase in some parts of England. We speak of going " up
stairs" or " down stairs," where there is only one stair,

meaning up or down with respect to stair. Some of the

English even speak of going " up streets" and " down
streets." A boy in tossing a halfpenny calls " heads or

tails," though it has only one head and one tail. If to the

question, " have you any pens ?" a person should reply,

" yes, I have one ;" the answer would be condemned by

some as ungrammatical, because one pen is not plural,

and a person who has only one cannot be said to have
" pens." Yet we have a constant tendency to this mode
of speaking. Common sense, adhering to the powerful

analogies of language, bears down the authority of for-

malizing systems, even in cases in which she does not

possess sufficient dialectic knowledge to vindicate her

proceedings. The word " pens" in this instance is merely

general. It is independent of all ideas of number. It

is no more restricted to plurality, so as to exclude the sin-

gular, than it is restricted to two, four, or any particular

number. Had the word " pen" been used in the question

now alluded to, it would have been considered as exclu-

sively singular. *But it was necessary to use one of these

forms of the noun, in order to represent the genus inde-

pendently of number. To prohibit the, employment of

any form of the noun in a manne'r thus general, would

imply an extreme obstinacy of artificial regulation, in no

degree conducive to accuracy. The want of a se/iarale

form for this general application of the noun, indepen-

dently of number, sometimes gives rise to the following

awkward circumlocutions in proclamations and legal writ-

ings : " If any fierson or /lersons shall transgress in the

manner underwritten, he or they shall be subjected to the

following punishments."

Another English plural is formed by means of the

termination en as in oxen. Such plurals were much more
common at a remote period of the English language. Huu-
sen, for example, was used for" houses." They abound in

the modern German, which owes them to the same source.

This syllable, like the one already mentioned, was original-

ly of a more general application, signifying " of or relating

to." The application of it which is most abundantly retain-

ed in English is for the descriptive adjective, as" wooden,

earthen, golden," words the same in meaning with the
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phrases ' &/ wood, nf earth, o/' gold." The old English lan-

guage was litile varied in its tnodilications. The syllables

is and en both expressed the general circumstance of rela-

tion betwixt the idea expressed by any noun to whicli they

Mcrc attached and some other. They were applied indis-

criminately to relations of every kind, and the occasions of

discourse were tuisted to for the suggestion of panicular

ideas. A desire of impro\ing tlie language, amidst the

multiplicity of relative ideas whicli arose from intellectual

improvement, led our ancestors to appropriate one termina-

tion to one subdivison of that general meaning, as well as

to produce a still greater particularity, by varying the

modes of writing the termination. The English thus

made a nearer approach to the copious and refined lan-

guages of classical antiquity. The final s and the termi-

nation en came to signify iniport:int distinctions, en, being

used to form the descriptive adjective, and s for expressing

various relations, including that of plurality. Woode?^ is

the adjective: woods is the plural. The word ox is an in-

stance in which the en is retained as the plural sign, and tlie

is (in oxfs written ox's) is the genitive. We say a " drove

of oxf?j" for the plural : " an ox's gall" for the genitive.

Here we have a specimeiy)f the simple but effectual expe-

dients, to which mankind so readily recur in order to ex-

press the varieties of their thoughts.

Sect. VIII. Cases.

Cases are changes of form to which nouns are subjected

for the purpose of denoting annexation. Some of them are

more general than others. The marks of annexation are

external to the name of the object, and might therefore be

expressed by separate words. But they are often attached

to the name in the form of terminations. This circumstance,

though not affecting their meaning, occasions a particulari-

ty of aspect in certain languages in a written state, by
abridging the number of words, and also a particularity of

sound wlien a language is spoken, because a termination is

placed after tlie name of the object, but a preposition be-

fore it. The cases often express ciicumstances so general

and so evanescent, that no separate word to represent them
has ever been used. On this account, it is convenient,

even in a philosophical treatise, to consider them in con-
junction with the moun.

The A'ominative has been represented by some as im-
plying nothing more than the name of the idea expressed
by any noun, and tlierefore the least complex of the cases.

But it always has a reference to a verb, and this verb for

the most part follows it in tlie same sentence. It often

happens that, compared to the other cases, it is short, and
that the others are distinguished by the addition of one or

more syllables. Of this we have instances in the Latin
nouns vir and sermo. But it more frequently happens that

the nominative has a peculiar termination, and that in the
formation of the other cases this is left o\it, and its place
supplied by different terminations affixed to the radical

letters. The radical letters (j[ dotyiinus are f/o;«i;2-, and the
us is as much a separate sign as the i, -o, -wot, -f, -orum,
OS, and -is, which form the other cases. Dominus is there-

fore somctliing more than the name of an object. It would
be contrary to the analogy of language, and of all the ope-
rations of the human mind, even the least correct, to sup-
jiose that the syllable -us has no original meaning. We
may pronounce it a supeifluity, if the definite application

of the noun which it expresses can be iinderstood without
it. Yet we have no right, on this account, to pronounce
it destitute of meaning. It is in fact a sign of connection
with another word of definite character and use, the verb.

We have farther to observe, that the nominative gives

tlie noun a higher rank in a sentence than the other cases-

It differs from them in a manner nearly resembling that

in which the noun differs from the other parts of speech.

It expresses the central or focal idea, to the description

of wliicli the other words in a sci.tence, inciutfing inc other

parts of speech and nouns in the otiier cases, are subor-

dinate.

Tlie sentences which may appear exceptions to this

doctrine arc very numerous. T!iis is occasioned by the

general pursuit of that variety which gives elegance to

language, and by the presence of other circumstances
which preserve the importance due to the leading subject

of discourse. By some writers the hero of a biographical

nari'ative is mentioned in the nominative case more uni-

formly than by others ; but by none is such a rule invaria-

bly followed. Suetonius pioliably follows it as often as

any writer, and thus gives his biographical delineations a
more concentrated force. Yet this author, in relating the

death of Julius Caisar, introduces the persons by whom he
was killed in the nominative case, in preference to Caesar
himself, thus making them apparently the most important
subjects for a time. Assidentem coxspirati specie officii

circitmsteterunt : illicoque Ci.mber Tullius, qui firimas

partes susceperat, quasi aliquid rogaturus, propius accessit :

reniientique et gestu i?i aliud tempus differenti, ab utroque

humero togamapprehendit, deinde clamantem, " Ista quidem
vis est." Alter Cassils advcrsum vulnerat paulum infra

jugulum. ' The conspirators, under pretence of shewing
' Csesar respect, stood up around him as he sat. Then
' Cimber Tullius, who had undertaken to commence the
' deed, approached nearer to him, with the apparent de-
' sign of making some requesf. As soon as he observed
' that Caesar, by a wave of his hand, declined conversation,
' and put him off till a future time, he laid hold of him by
' the toga on both shoulders, an act which made Caesar ex-
' claim, " This is downright force." At that instant one
' of the Cassii wounds Caesar in the neck.' In the relation

of these circumstances Caesar might have been mentioned

in the nominative case, thus: ' Czesar was surrounded by
' the conspirators, affecting to pay him respect, was ap-
' proached by their chief Cimber Tullius, who pretended
' to make some request, and, on waving his advances, was
' seized by the toga on both shoulders ; but as he exclaim-
' ed, " This is downright force," he received a direct thrust

' of a mortal weapon from the hand of one of the Cassii.'

This mode of writing would keep the mind of the reader

more constantly fixed on the person who is the chief sub-

ject of the narrative as a whole; but it would often render

language insupportably monotonous. The author, there-

fore, relieves the attention of his readers, by assigning in

some of his details a subordinate place to the principal

personage. His importance is always maintained by the

ultimate tendency of the narrative, as well as by the ad-

vantage of being more frequently than any other subject

mentioned in the nominative. After the historian has, in

the manner now described, varied the current of his lan-

guage, he is enabled, with gracefulness as well as force,

to introduce the chief subject in that mode of diction in

which he will hold, by means of the nominative case, the

most dignified rank in the sentence. After tliese details

of the conduct of the conspirators, Suetonius thus pro-

ceeds: C^SAR Cassii brac/iium arreplnm graphio trajecit :

conatusque prosilire alio vztlnere tardatus est. Utque ani-

?nadvertit undique se strictis pugionibus peti, toga caput

obvotvit : siinul sinistra manusinum ad una crura deduxit,

qua /lonestius cadertt. .Itque ita tribus et viginti plagis

confossus est : uno modo ad priinum ictum gemuit, sine Z'ocs

edito. ' Caesar seized the arm of Cassius, pierced it with
' his writing style, then endeavoured to rush forward, but
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' was prevented by another wountl. Finding himself
' assai;eci in every direction witli drawn suords, lie co-

' vered liis head with his toga, and, in order that he
' might fall with the greater decency, drew the lap of it

' with his left hand over his limbs. 'I'hus he fell, stabbed

' with twenty-three wounds. He emitted a single gioan
' when he received the first ; but met his fate without iitter-

' ing a word.' Tlie peculiar propriety and force of these

latter sentences, and a slight cliaracter of inversion, of

which we are sensible in reading those which precede

them, are proofs of the superior rank of the nominative

case.

The Vocative case, or that which is used in naming the

person addressed, comes next in order, not merely fiom

its frequent coincidence in form with the nominative, but

irora its being probably of earlier origin in the proper

names of persons than any other form of the noun. It is

peculiar to nouns which designate persons, because it ap-

jilies only to beings capable of hearing what is said. In

these, however, it seems to be prior in the order of nature

to the nominative. The Latin vocative, wherever it dif-

fers from the nominative, inclines to greater brevity. Vir-

giliuis was addressed VirgUi, Mmutius, Alinuti, Dominus,
Domine, and Filius, Fili. In this characteristic the voca-

tive case of the noun resembles the imperative of the

verb. Being the earliest use of the word, it is its shortest

form.

\\'hen we enter on the consideration of the Genitive,

.'Accusative, and Dative cases, especially the two last, it is

found difficult to assign to each an invariable meaning,
however general. In particular phrases their uses are

steady ; but no principle strictly universal seems to regu-

late their application. The most comprehensive that we
can ado[)l is found liable to exceptions. The most likely

vay to discover their original meaning is, to observe the

prevailing application of each, and also to enquire if there

is any circumstance of application, however limited, which
is peculiar to one. It is thus also that we shall be most
likely to trace the species of idiom which has given origin

to such exceptions as occur. Some have proceeded in a

contrary direction. They have first attached to the par-

ticular case a plausible general meaning, and tlien exerted
their ingenuity, to show that this meaning would be found
applicable to instances which at first appeared most dis-

tant from it. Hut these modes of explanation might easily

he applied to account for any possible substitution of one
case for another, and therefore are erroneously considered

as illustrations of a principle, while they are exceptions to

a rule.

It has been common to consider tlic difTcrcnt cases as

intended to express diflfL-rent sorts of ideas, or different

lelations existing betwixt the objects named. On matvire

reflection, we find it more conlormubic to the general
aspect of the facts, to consider them as refcning rather to

the different parts of speech with v/hich tlie noun is con-
nected, and the different degices oi importance which are

assigned to the idea in the present use of language. These
circumstances may sometimes arise out of permanent rela-

tions ; but this docs not uniformly take place, and there-

fore the cases do not depend on them. This opinion de-

rives prcsumptiic evidence from the illustrations already

i^iven of the nominative and the vocative.

Our attention will be chiefly directed to cases as exem-
plified in the Latin and English languages. The Greek
cases follow different rules, a comparison of which with
those of the Latin language might suggest some interest-

ing conjectures respecting their original uses ; but they
would lead us into details too extensive fur tlie limits of

this article. The Latin language, when it borrowed its

cases from the CIrrek, deviated from tlie parent language
in the extent wliich it assigned to each. A difleren'. con-
ception seems to have been attached to the use of tiiem.

'I'liis appears in a particular manner from the addition
which they have given of an ablative case, which docs not

depend on a subdivision of one of the others, but is in some
of its uses suljstitutud for the genitive, in others for the da-
tive of the Greeks.
The variations and exceptions to general rules which

are so often practised in the use of the cases diminish their

importance in the doctrines of universal grammar. Such
distinctions as they imply might have been in most in-

stances dispensed with. The discussion of them partakes
more of the character of an inquiry into the conjectnial
history of jiarticnlar dialects, than of an investigation of
the radical principles of language ; and the length to which
that discussion sometimes extends is due rather to the
difficulty than to the importance of the subject.

'i'hc Genitive case, though sometimes governed by a
verb, as by the verbs /loliri, fungi, viemiiiisse, and a»gi,

sometimes by an adjective, such as s/miVw, appears to have
been originally applied in the Latin language to signify a

relation betwixt the idea expressed by a noun and that

contained in s/nne other noun in the same sentence. The
English preposition of corresponds so exactly to it, that

any observations made on the one are equally applicable

to the other. Attempts have been made, both by means
of etymological derivations and explanations of existing

phrases, to represent the word of as signifying some spe-

cific relation, as, for example, possession or origin. These
attempts, however, have failed. We find it expressing

every sort of relation that can exist betwixt the ideas con-

tained in two nouns. This circumstance implies no am-
biguity. It arises from the mere generality of the sign.

When it is too general for expressing our meaning, we
add some more specific ideas. In the article Gram.m.^u
of the Encyclopedia Hritanmca, it is justly observed that

injuria regis may mean cither "an injury inflicted by the

king," or " an injury received by the king." The speci-

fic idea intended to be conveyed, must either be iiifei--

red from the connection, or pointed out by some additional

sign.

The genitive case, though thus general, and supposed

by some to have in the Greek language derived from this

circumstance its technical name xtwj-i; '/e'ci!, ought not

l)erha]>s to be considered as more gener.i/ than the others.

It is distinguished from them by the i;ircumstance of be-

ing employed to show that the word put in this case is

subordinate to a noun. Nothing: more than a general rela-

tion betwixt the tno ideas is expressed ; but the connec-

tion thus established has something particular in its adap-

tation to the purposes of discouise. The ideas thus con-

nected could not exchange places, nor are they of equal

importance in the sentence, as they would be if conjoined

by means of the word " and." " The man of virtue" and
" the virtue of the man" do not mean the same thing.

The ideas expressed by th.e words man and virtue are in-

deed connected in bol/i of these phrases; but when we say

' a man of vittue," it is intimated that something further

is said of " the man " When we say " the virtue of the

man," it is intimated that the subject on which we enlarge

is " the \irtue." Both of these ai'e different from a con-

nection formed betwixt two nouns by the word " and ;"

uhich intimates that they are on equal terms in the asser-

tions which are made.
Such instances as we mentioned of the genitive being

put after verbs and adjectives are so rare, that they may be

considered as exceptions in which a stretch is made to

give these governing words the power of nouns in the use

C 2
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of language. Every woril resembles ii noun in contain-

ing the name of an object or idea. It is only in relative

importance in the syntax of sentences that nouns differ

I'roni other parts of speech.

Exceptions of a different kind are also found. Nouns
are in some instances annexed to other nouns by marks
different from those which form the genitive ; e. g. homo

a secretis, a Latin phrase for a " secretary ;" and in Eng-
lish we have the phrases " father-iN law," " cousin by the

mother's side." This last phrase is seldom employed
without the use of the verb is preceding it, which gives a

different turn to the whole phr;iseology, and has tlic power
of introducing a greater variety of words than can be an-

nexed solely to the noun. Such exceptions as we have

now mentioned are equally rare with the former ; a cir-

cumstance which shews the nature of the genitive case to

be almost peculiar.

In the Hebrew language, the placing of one noun after

another is often the only sign of the genitive. Jein signifies

wine, Helbon is the proper name of a mountain, and Jem
Helbon is the expression for " wine of Helbon." Some-
times it is expressed in a manner which must appear re-

markable to those who are not acquainted with any ana-

logous language. The change indicating this mode of

annexation is made cm the governing notm, which is then

technically said to be in its constructed state, while the

noun in the genitive case undergoes no change. Dabar
signifies word, and Elohim God ; but there is no separate

word for of, nor is any change made on Elohim, to make
it equivalent to " of God." Dabar is put in its construct-

ed state by being changed laio debar, which signifies TOorrf

of. Debar Elohim is '' word of God." In like manner,
gedolim signifies " great men," haghir " the city." Great
men of the city is not gedolim haghir, but gedolei haghir.

In Englisli, as lias been already observed, the genitive

case is sometimes expressed by the termination s with an

apostrophe, as in the first line of Paradise Lost, " Of man's
first disobedience, and the fruit." It is thought by some
grammarians an improvement in nomenclature, to call this

form of the noun an adjective of possession derived from
the noun. This distinction makes no difference of doc-
trine. That mode of describing it seems to have been in-

consciously suggested by the circumstance of its being,
like the adjective in English, placed before the noun to

which it is subordinate. But nothing more than the mean-
ing of any genitive is signified by the adjective noun itself,

as will appear when we come to treat of it. The English
a has, with regard to its etymology, been considered by
some as an abbreviation for his. But this (or the equiva-
lent syllable is) is evidently an original sign in our lan-

guage, at least independent of such words as his; and the
latter is evidently derived from the pronoun he by having
this sign attached to it.

The genitive case is sometimes expressed in English,
as it is in Hebrew, by the mere juxtaposition of the nouns,
with this difference, that the governed is placed before the
governing noun; as in " cart wheel," " corn field," " gar-
den wall." Some of these phrases are of more frequent
recurrence than others. Sometimes the two words thus
conjoined have, both in spelling and pronunciation, been
run together into one, as in " timepiece," " statesman,"
•' footman." Others of them are frequently connected in

writing by a hyphen, to denote that they are scarcely to be
considered as one word, yet not so much separated as two
words generally are. In other instances, they are kept as
distinct in a sentence as any other words. The meaning
is not affected by this variety, and is so clearly expressed
by simple juxtaposition in this order as never to admit of
imbiguity. Here we have one fact, by the consideration

of which any inordinate predilection fur the individuality

of words may be reduced within just bounds.

The chief ultimate purpose for which the genitive case

is employed is, to add a particular circumstance for com-
pleting the description of an individual, or of a species of

objects, already characterised by a term which is in itself

too general for the purpose. " Man" is a general word,
" A man of genius," '• a country man,'-' are instances ir.

which the genitive is used to point out a relationslfip for

designating a limited species contained in the genus
" Man." This may be done when an individual, or a spe-

cies, is introduced as the subject of discourse ; as, for ex-

ample, " A man of genius differs from other persons in

his feelings and habits ;" or it may be introduced into the

predicate of a sentence, and form a part of some new as-

sertion, as, " Bacon was a man of genius."

The other cases are distinguished from the genitive, by
denoting an annexation to some part of speech different

from the noun.

The jiccusative and Dative have by some been consi-

dered as very nearly alike. By others some differences

have been stated betwixt them, depending on differences

in the objects, motions, or relations, represented by the

governing word. Attempts of this last sort have proceed-
ed on principles which served to explain a limited set of

phrases, while they were totally inadequate to explain

others.

The most obvious circumstance which distinguishes the

Accusative case in Latin from the genitive is, that it is

governed not by nouns, but by active verbs and certain pre-

positions. It is by attending to the different occasions on
which it is employed, and tracing the properties which
uniformly adhere to it, that we shall make the most con-

venient approaches to an explanation of its use.

Sometimes it represents an object to which some action

or motion passes, or in which it terminates, as Hac studia

adolescentiam alunt, senectutcm oblectant. This character,

however, has been ascribed to the accusative in phrases

in which it will not apply. When the verb " to love"
governs the noiui signifying the object of that affection in

the accusative, it expresses no transition of an act. The
person who is loved may be ignorant of this passion, and
totally unaffected by it. When we speak of " loving all

mankind," we do not speak of any action which terminates

in that extensive range of objects. This remark applies

to all transitive verbs, expressing emotions of mind that

have a reference to external objects, as " to hate," to dread,"
" to respect," " to esteem." These affections may be pro-

ductive of acts by which the objects of them are affected ;

but such acts are not implied in the affections themselves.

They are excited by the objects named in the accusative,

but they terminate in the individual mentioned in the no-

minative. To represent them as terminating in the beings

called their objects, is a mere fiction: it applies only to

the range of ideas of the individual mentioned, not to the

actual relative energies of the different objects. Some
other verbs governing the accusative are expressive of

quiescent qualities, which do not affect any object differ-

ent from that to which they belong. Yet these qualities

imply a reference to other objects, and the mention of

this reference is absolutely necessary. These other ob-

jects are put in the accusative case. Such are the verbs

"resemble" in English, and similare or simulare, and referre,

when used in that sense in Latin. Here, as no transition

of any act or motion from one object to another takes place,

the accusative cannot be considered in any respect as ex-
pressing such a transition. It will give but little satisfac-

tion to say in reply, that, though nothing of this kind ex-
ists, yet it is figured in the speaker's mind, and that even
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in such a pioposilioii as this, " a benevolent man loves the

whole human race," \vc iinas^ine a benignant emanation

piocecdiim IVom the benevolent man to inlluence tlie whole

species. Tins is an evasion of the argument. It is in like

manner an evasion, rather than an explanation, to say that

a person who asserts that one man '' resembles" another,

seems to consider such a man as influcncint; the state aiul

relations of the other. This is an unconscious acknowledg-

ment tliat the conceptions of the speaker, or the transitions

of his thoughts, and the transitions which he studies to

produce in ihosc of the hearer, are the foundation of the

use of the accusative case. This is the view which we
consider as on all occasions the true one. Such mental

transitions have a certain degree of rapidity, which corres-

ponds more closely with the idea of an action terminating

in an object named, than with the greater part of our asso-

ciated ideas. On this account the regimen of the accusa-

tive case is more frequently applied to signify tliese than

any other trains of thought.

When the accusative is governed by prepositions, these

prepositions prepare us for a transition equally rapid with

that of the active transitive verb. In order to shew that

this regimen does not depend on tlie idea expressed by the

governing word, we shall take this opportunity of stating

a circumstance, which might otherwise appear an anticipa-

tion of our observations on the verb : to wit, that some
verbs, which are completely synonymous in the ideas

which they express, are totally different in the transitions

of ideas which they are intended to create in the mind of

the hearer. The Verbs " to speak," and " to say," sig-

nify precisely the same act. Their difference consists in

this, that the verb "to speak" does not intimate an inten-

tion to state what was spoken, but the verb " say" always

docs. When we say " Cicero spoke," we may probably

rest satisfied with mentioning the act in connection with

the agent. Our hearer may, if prompted by curiosity,

ask what Cicero said when he spoke ? But, if we use the

phrase " Cicero said," we pledge ourselves to give some
account of what he said, or to subjoin the accusative of

some noun, such as the word " nothing." If we do not pro-

ceed further than the words " Cicero said," the person

who hears us asks the question now mentioned in a dif-

ferent tone : he reminds us that we have stopped short in

our discourse, and have not fulfilled the promise implied

in the use of the verb " to say."

The Dative case might easily receive a plausible ex-

planation in a large proportion of the phrases in which it

is employed. But a difficulty has arisen, in consequence
of the approximation which some of its uses seem to make
to that of the accusative. Some verbs which govern the

accusative are synonymous with others which govern the

dative. An example of this exists in the vtrhi ladere and
nocere. Antonius nocuil Ciceroni is equivalent to Antonius
lesit Ciceronem.. But though these phrases are synonymous,
it is possible that the words of which they respectively con-

sist are not equivalent. It is possible that in one of the

phrases a greater share of the meaning may be contained

in the verb, and less of it in the governed noun. This is

rendered probable from one circumstance, that there are

no verbs which admit of either case indiscriminately, so as

to form with them two synonymous phrases.

We ought first to attend to those phrases in which a verb
governs one noun in the accusative, and another in the da-

tive. This may be a verb of giving, as in Dedit mihi dex-
iram, or a verb of declaring, as in JVarras Jabulam surdo.

One difference seems here to take place, that there is a

more ready and rapid transition to the idea expressed in

the accusative, than to tliat expressed in the dative ; and
the idea which is expressed in the accusative is more ne-

cessary to the completion of a significant phrase than t!ic

other. Dedit dexiram, an(\ ?iar?-as Jabulam, though both

evidently incomplete sentences, arc not quite so deficient

as dedit mihi, or nai-ras aurdo. The verb is so contrived

in the arbitrary application of words, as to lead the hearer

to expect with greater rapidity and impatience the idea

which is suljjoined in the accusative, than that which is in

the dative. When the dative is placed first in order, as

in the phrase dedit mihi dextram, wc are sensible of a de-

gree of inversion, or a short suspension of the governed
word most nearly connected with the verb. This mode
of speech is contrivetl for the sake of variety and elegance,

or for the convenience of dwelling on the idea expressed
in the accusative, l)y attaching to the noun some additional

parts of speech ; as, JVarras ?nihi fabukis gigan'.um incredi-

bitfs-

In the use of verbs of giving and dcclaiing, a differ-

ence in the actual relations of the object mentioned in the

accusative and that in the dative case is evident ; but in

verbs of comparing no difference of this sort is necessarily

implied. The sentences, Comfmro Virgilium Homero, and
Comfiaro Homerum Virgilio, may be used for conveying
the same meaning in exactly the same manner as to

thought. The interest taken in one of the objects com-
pared may not be greater than that taken in the other, and
the transition made to the two may be equal in its degree
of rapidity and deliberateness. At the same time, if there

is any such difference of interest, it seems natural to put
that object to the description of which the comparison is

principally subordinate in the accusative, and the other in

the dative.

These facts may furnish some illustration of those phrases

in which a verb governs the dative case alone ; for ex-

ample, the verbs nocere,favere, jilacere, and resistere. The
English verbs info which these are translated are equally

transitive, and govern the same form of the noun, witi>

those which correspond to Latin verbs governing the ac-

cusative. But in the Latin language it is probable that

they are not so completely transitive, and resemble in their

genus those English verbs to which nouns are subjoined
through the medium of the preposition to, as the verbs
" yield," and " submit." Thus the translation of obedire

by the verb " submit" would be more accurate than by
" obey," in so far as regimen is concerned, although the

former of these English verbs, as applied to the expres-

sion of ideas, may be less nearly co-extensive with the

Latin word. It is conceivable that a verb, which is ori-

ginally not used transitively, may be more easily made to

govern the dative than the accusative, whether it is em-
ployed in its simple state, or m composition. The verb
resistere, for example, is derived from sistere, which sig-

nifies to stop or remain fixed, and does not prepare the

hearer to expect the mention of any other object affected.

This state, however, admits of being also mentioned as an

impediment to the progress of another. The name of this

other may be subjoined with a slight degree of ceremony
;

and a semi-transitive verb may be formed signifying that

fixed state, together with an intention of mentioning the

object impeded. The machinery of prepositions or other

intervening words, for the introduction of the latter object,,

is dispensed with ; yet the verb is made to govern a case

which implies some slight degree of ceremony in the men-
tal transition intended.

We have heard it suggested that a verb which governs

a single noun in the dative implies in itself the force of a

noun governed in the accusative; that resistere, for exam-
ple, has the force of the phrase obstaculum ofifionere.

Whether this suggestion has any truth in an etymological

point of view, or is in any degree to be considered as a
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jii-ubable account of the seiitiments otiginally attacbed to

tuch verbs, wc shall not stop to inquire. But a translation

ol' sonic phrases, on this principle, into the Englisli lan-

i^uagc, will aflbrd us a clear analysis of these two cases,

as well as of the verbs which respectively govern them,

and yet arc otherwise synonymous. The English language

expresses the dative by means of the preposition to pre-

fixed to the same form of the word which constitutes the ac-

cubiAtive ;
just as if, in Latin, the dative case were want-

ing, and the meaning of it alwa)s expressed by the pre-

position ad with the accusative. 'I'his woiild ceitainly

<,hcw a more leisurely and ceremonious transition than the

accusative without a preposition, lijth these sentences,

.\ocui' Ciceroni, and L<£sil Ciccrorunn, may be translated,

' He did harm to Cicero;" but, in the first, tlie force of

the preposition '-to" is contained in the dative Ciceroni,

and, in the last, it is contained in the verb Ixsil.

Antonius
<' Antony
Antonius
" Antony

nocuit Ciceroni.

did harm to Ciceio.'

leait Cicerunem.

did harm to Cicero."

Thus the verb which governs the accusative is more com-

pletely prepared for the intended transition than that which

governs the dative. This view of the cases is not, we con-

iess, in the present instance, supported by the comparative

brevity of the Latin dative and accusative, which is in fa-

vour of the dative. It depends for its proof on the use of

them in language. Their comparative brevity, however,

in the English language, contributes to the illustration of

cur views, especially as it consists in a difference of the

entire word to, and therefore is less liable to be ascribed

10 accident.

The Latin dative appears, on the whole, to be appro-

priately employed where the verb has a degree of transi-

tiveness intermediate betwixt those wliieh govern the ac-

cusative and those which do not govern any case. The
latter may express actions in themselves transitive, though

they have not been formed for the purpose of transition,

but merely for attaching the accident implied in the verb

to the subject mentioned in the nominative. After such

verbs the object efiected may be introduced, but it re-

quires, even in the Latin language, an intervening prepo-

sition ; we say, Lutctiam versvs contendit, and, Ad //j<£-

lium lirogrcasus est.

Tlie intermediate character of the dative case betwixt

the accusative and the use of a governing preposition is

confirmed by this circumstance, (especially as it is appa-

rently accidental,) that, in the English language, which
lias no termination or peculiar form of the noun for ex-

pressing the dative case, it is sometimes expressed by the

preposition to, and at other times by the noun in the same
form which constitutes the accusative. We say " I sent

a letter to him," or, " I sent him a letter." " Give him the

money," or, " Give the money to him."

The Ablative case of the l^atin language has been often

considered as possessing a variety of ])owers. Sometimes
one of these, sometimes another, has been selected as its

original characteristic. Those who first assigned tliis case

its present name have considered its original, or at least

its most conspicuous application, as equivalent to the En-
glish preposition y?-o?;;, rtprtsenting the object expressed
by the noun as the point of commencement of moiion. The
author of Grammar, in Kees's Cijclo/ixdia, describes it as

denoting the instrument or medium by which an action is

effected, and, of course, considers its meaning as most
clearly expressed in such sentences as icribo calamo, "I
write with a pen." This account of that case, however,

will not apply to every sentence in which it occurs. \V"e

suspect that any detailed attempt to make instrumentality

the univeisal characteristic of the ablative would involve

the subject in inextricable confusion. 'Ihe writer in the

J\iicycloftedia Brifannica, impressed with the hopelessness

of all attempts to reduce the meaning of the ablative to

any one species of relation, describes it as implying nothing
more than the simple mention of concomitance. The noun
which is put in the ablative may either represent a cause,

an instrument, some circumstance of manner, a portion of

time, or some other relation ; but any one of these is infer-

red fiom the nouns employed, and from the e\ident mu-
tual relations of the words composing the sentence, and iiot

simply from the ablative case. 'l"hese aids to the meaning
are also rather to be regarded as limiting the generality of

the case than as correcting any ambiguity- The objec-

tion to which this theory is open is, that it is too general

to indicate a distinction betwixt this and the other cases

of the noun. All the circumstances brought together by
words in a sentence may be represented as concomitant.

Something further seems necessary for the purposes of

precision. The peculiarity of the ablative seems to be,

that it is the only case which expresses a concomitant cir-

cumstance 6l/ a noun alone. It is an abbreviating contri-

vance fjr dispensing with the introduction of another verb.

Scribo calamo is used instead of scribo et habeo calamum,
calamus est mihi, or moveo calamum. The pen is merely
mentioned in the ablative to supply the place of these cir-

cumlocutions.

In an example quoted by the last mentioned author,

templum clamore jieiebant, clamour is represented only as

concomitant with the action of going to the temjile. These
mere concomitances are called by grammarians the man-
ner.

AV'hen we say fialleo metu, fear is merely mentioned as

a concomitant circumstance with the paleness. Yet it is

intended to signify, from the natural connection betwixt
paleness and fear, that the latter is the cause, and the in-

ference is instantly made. It is because such inferences

are drawn with the utmost readiness, and without any sen-

sible interval of time, that grammarians have been deceiv-

ed into the belief that the meaning inferred is fully ex-
pressed by the ablative case.

The expression of this variety of concomitant circum-
stances by the ablative without the intervention of an in-

termediate word, for the sake of connecting the noun with

the preceding words, has obtained for some of its uses the

designation of the ablative absolute; as in the phrases Illo

inortuo; Caio et Cassio consulibus. It might be consider-

ed as absolute in its other uses, as in the annexation of

cause, manner, instrument, or time. When an historian

says hoc anno Jioruit, it is from the word annus, and not

simply from the ablative case, that the idea of time is in-

ferred by the hearer.

Attempts are sometimes made in the English language
to follow the Latin idiom of using nouns in a form thus

absolute ; and the nominative or simple form of the noun,
is emplo)ed instead of the ablative; but when we express
the cause, the manner, or the instrument, w-e always in-

troduce definite prepositions; hence it is translated in our
language sometimes in, sometimes bu, r.i'h, or from, and
its nteaning is rendered more special llian in the origi-

nal Latin. It is scarcely necessary to mention, however,
that even in Latin il may also be preceded by preposi-

tions, though it docs not necessarily lequire them. We
may sjy citlier se ffessit summa cum J.rudenlia, or aummd
prudentid.

Some verbs govern the ablative as a single case, that is,

with tlie apparent meaning of the accusative. These are
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clikfly iiculci- or deponent verbs. Tliey seem to have ori-

ginally been oftiio intiansiuvc liiiid, and afterwards made

to govern a noun in this sligbtly connected and least de-

pendent of the cases. As gaudcre "to rejoice," gauderc

felicitate alicujus " to rejoice, the happiness of another be-

ing a concomitant event," wliich evidently would not be

mentioned in this connection except as the cause of the

joy. TliC vcih/ruor, in all probability, was originally pas-

sive in meaning as well as in form, and is capable of being

translated " I am privileged," or " I am rendered happy;"

fruor Vila, "lam rendered happy in life," or " I enjoy

life." Potiri viribus, " to be made rich by, or to possess,

power."
The ablative is sometimes subordinate to an adjective,

as imtis rat!o?7e, " needy with respect to reason," translat-

ed " void of reason."

It is also governed by certain prepositions. Among these

there are some that are also used in such a manner as to

terminate the meaning without being followed by any noun ;

for example, c/am " privately," and /lalam " openly." Clam

Ceaare is "privately as to C«sar," afterwards translated

" without the knowledge of Csesar." It is indeed true that

even such prepositions as govern the accusative are some-

times used in the same manner as adverbs, that is, without

any subjoined noun. This is the case with juxta and con-

tra. But some difference may here be perceived
; juxta

and contra always refer to some specific object previously

mentioned; clam and fmlam may be wholly general.

Some illustration of the ablative as compared with the

accusative case may be derived from this consideration,

that all the prepositions which denote that an action or mo-
tion terminates in the object signified by the governed
noun, govern the accusative, as ad " to," contra " against,"

in "into;" they have thus a general analogy to active tran-

sitive verljs; while all those which denote that the object

signified by the governed noun is the point at which mo-
tion commences, govern the ablative, as a and ab " from,"

c and ex "out of;" and, finally, those which denote fixed

posture or condition are in their regimen distributed be-

twixt these two cases, ylnte " before," a/iud " at," scciis

" along," citra " on this side of," and some others, govern
the accusative ; while cum " with," firo " for," firis " be-

fore," govern the ablative. But, though no uniform cir-

cumstance of syntax marks these last mentioned preposi-

tions, some motive must have directed the persons by
whom the language was modified to prefer in each instance

one of the cases to the other. If we should suppose that

they were derived f]-om pre-existing verbs, the regimen
would depend on the genus of each original verb. Pre-
positions governing the accusative are tliose which are

most completely prepared for a transition of thought to

the noun, and thus possess the most complete active ener-

gy. Juxta, for example, may be held equivalent in force

to jungentia " joining," a/iud to the word " accompanying,"
contra to the word " opposing." Those which govern the

ablative must have been considered as more passive, lead-

ing by a more leisurely transition to the subsequent noim.
Cum might be considered as equivalent to " accompanied."
The meanings of these prepositions may be expressed
either in an active or a passive form. Circmn mav be
analysed into " surrounding," and thus it governs the ac-

cusative. If it had originated from some such passive

participle as " penetrated," it would have governed the ab-

lative. This variety of syntax might sometimes be found-
ed in etymology, and sometimes the result of arbitrary

fancy.

The Greek language has no case corresponding to the

ablative. The use of the genitive is in that language ex-

tended in such a manner as to include it. The (ireek ge-

nitive seems to have a greater similaiity to the Latin ab-

lative than to the Latin genitive, as the ablative is the lea^t

dependent of the two, and possesses the most general ap-

plication. In Latin it is in some instances governed by a

noun; a circumstance which we have not before mention-
ed, as it takes place only in particular jihrascs, as vir egre-

gid sa/iicntid, or vir egrrgiiB sa/iicntiie. The Greek geni-

tive is governed by prcpositiono like the Latin aljlative ;

and the noun in the absolute state, which in Latin is put
in the ablative, is in Greek in the genitive. In this latter

language thercfoi'e we are left to infer from the connection,

whether the meaning of the genitive case or one of those

applications which in Latin are assigned to the ablative is

attached to it in each particular instance. The only meaning
proper to it is the general one of concomitance ; and it may
be either a concomitance with an object expressed by a

noun, or, like the ablative, it may be concomitance witli

an idea expressed by an adjective, a preposition, or a verb.

In the French and English languages, the noun is sub-

jected to very few variations corresponding to cases. We
have the genitive in s with an apostrophe, which is some-
times called the possessive case. In the pronouns " I,"

" thou," " he," and their plurals, we have one variation,

consisting in a case equivalent to the Latin accusative, and
technically called the objective case; as " me," " thee,"

and " him." It is by means of this form, preceded by the

prepositions " of" and " to," that the genitive and dative in

Latin are translated ; and by dilFcrent other prepositions

suited to each occasion, we express a variety of relations

which in Latin are indiscriminately, and with less particu-

lar meaning, expressed by the ablative. In the French
language, the nouns yV and tu have in like manner moi and
toi for their objective cases. J\foi in that language is even
used where the nominative would be used in English, as

c'est moi, for " it is I." Hence some have described moi
as a complete noun, being a nominative as well as an ob-

jective form. In the use of the English language, persons

who have not been taught to adhere rigorously to gram-
matical rules, sometimes say " it is me," instead of " it is

I." It is probable that this was orignally a legitimate use

of the word, and that the establishment of a contrary rule

has proceeded from a forced application of a Latin idiom.

Even moi in French is not used as a nominative to a verb.

The French do not say moi fiarte, or m'ji fais. It is only

that sort of nominative which follows the substantive verl).

(We do not here speak of that subsequence in mere ar-

rangement which indicates interrogation, and depends on

inversion, in which the nominative always follows the verb,

as in nuis je; and we do not think that any attentive read-

er would have taken such an exception against our views,

though we had not stated this circumstance. Those who
would have been so disposed may object to several others

which the limits of this article do not allow us to defend

against every slight exception. We here speak of that

form of the noun which follows a substantive verb, after

that verb has been introduced by its proper nominative.)

This application of the noun after the substantive verb

is peculiar, and might with as great propriety have a pe-

culiar form assigned to it as those which are expressed by

cases. It has not an appropriate form, because it is of less

frequent recurrence. In Latin, it is put in the nomina-
tive. In French it is put in the objective case, being

treated as a state of the noun introduced (or governed) by

the substantive verb. In English we now adopt the Latin

idiom. But, while our language was unfixed, it certainly

would have been equally natural to have followed a simi=

lar usage to that of the French.
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CHAP. V.

Of Adjectives.

Sect. I. The A''aturc of the Adjective.

The impropriety of considering adjectives as intended

to express our ideas of qualities, in contradistinction to our

ideas of substances, has been already pointed out. The
only objects known to us are qualities, and therefore this

distinction has no foundation in nature. Qualities habi-

tually conjoined, and forming definite assemblages, com-

prehend the whole of our concrete ideas, called ideas of

substances. Wc have words to represent these assem-

blages, and words to represent single (|ualitics. But this

does not constitute the distinction betwi.xt substantives and

adjectives. Both kinds of ideas arc indiscriminately ex-

pressed by these two parts of speech. The adjective, like

the substantive or noun, is the name of an object. The
circumstance which constitutes its peculiarity is, that it

also contains an intimation of the subordination of the idea

expressed by it to the idea expressed by a noun in the

same sentence. It has in fact the same application with

the genitive case of the noun. Sometimes these two parts

of speech may be shown to be synonymous. The words
" Peter's," " Solomon's," " Cicero's," are by some called

genitive cases, by others adjectives of possession. The
words " Aristotelian" and " Ciceronian" are reckoned ad-

jectives by all, and also such words as " Roman" and
" Grecian." All of these equally contain the name of a

person or country, with an intimation that it is to be con-

nected with some Oliver idea expressed by a noun in the

sentence. We shall soon see the similarity of use betwixt

these atljectives and such as discover less composition in

their structure. We shall also see the cause of their ap-

parent difference.

Some have asserted that the adjective by itself expresses

no idea. This opinion has arisen from the circumstance,

that it supposes some other idea expressed by a different

word. But this is in reality an addition to its meaning.
Every idea expressed by a substantive may also be ex-

pressed by an adjective, and vice versa. The idea ex-

pressed by " man" is also expressed by " manly ;" and the

idea expressed by the adjective " good" is also expressed

by the substantive " goodness."

Perhaps it will be alleged that, when we use the adjec-

tive, we do not give a full representation of an object, but
merely refer to it by mentioning a quality founded on some
connection with it ; that the werds " Roman," " English,"
" Ciceronian," do not imply the full meaning of " Rome,"
" England," and " Cicero." In answer to this we must ob-

serve, that the greater part of words in a sentence are
merely introduced for reference. Sometimes, where many
words aj'e used, and many objects of thought mentioned,
those which are mentioned on their own account are com-
paratively few, the greater part of the words, including
the nouns employed, being merely introduced for the sake
of reference. " A Roman senator," and " a senator of
Rome," mean exactly the same thing; therefore the ideas
conlaincd in the word "Rome" are also contained in the
word " Roman."
Those whose reflections are in the habit of suggesting

more Fubtile arguments may object, that the word " Rome"
is a proper name, while " Roman" expresses a general
quality. This, however, is the same objection in a difl'er-

fnt form. A part of the word " Roman" is a proper name.
Th"e generality of s\ich adjectives arises fiom the variety
of (.rciisions ow wi:ich proper names may be used. Their
application in connection with other words thus becomes

general, and the same thing may be said of any form'of a

noun that implies definite connection with other words.
The adjectives "Roman," " Grecian," " French," " Eng-
lish," " Alexandrian," " Ciceronian," " Foxite," " Pittite,"

contam the names of individuals, but they become general
from being applicable to many objects. A relationship to

an individual becomes a generic ([uality.

There are, however, adjectives which express the pos-
session of general qualities founded on no reference to a

. particular individual. These adjectives have less appear-
ance of composition than those now mentioned, and are al-

ways shorter than the substantive nouns used to represent
the qualities as separate objects. " Good," " bad," " hard,''

" soft," " light," " heavy," are shorter words than " good-
ness," " badness," " hardness," " softness," lightness," and
" heavir. ss." It is from the aspect of words of this sort

that grammarians have concluded that the adjective does
not express a complete idea. They are never derived from
the general name of t'^e quality. It has been imagined
that the ideas which such adjectives express are essential-

hj general, that they have no corresponding objects pos-

sessed of an individual existence, and that, when substan-

tive nouns, such as " goodness" and " badness," are de-

rived from them, a forced effort is made to treat qualities

in language as if they were substances. The just conclu-
sion was not drawn, that substantives and adjectives, as

mutually distinguished, are forms fitted for certain pur-
poses in language, and not signs founded in any diflfer-

ences in the nature of the external objects signified.

The reason of the comparative brevity of words signify-

ing general qualities, when in the form of adjectives, has
been already hinted at. Individual instances of these quali-

ties have no separate interest attached to them, and there-

fore the words expressing them contain an intimation of

their annexation to some group. The names of groups,

even though generic, are in the first instance so contrived

as to be fitted to become the names of leading subjects of

discourse ; and ever after merely require a proper intro-

duction to render them distinctive signs for individuals. It

is at a more advanced period of human thought that sin-

gle qualities become separate objects of attention, and then

it is natural to create names for them by the composition
of words previously in use.

The adjective, like the genitive case of the noun, is a

word subordinate to a noun by which it is introduced.

Sometimes it is employed to remind us of one of the ideas

contained in the noun, as when a poet speaks of " fleecy

clouds," " the azure sky," " and verdant foliage ;" or when
a historian, under impressions of indignation at any series

of outrageous conduct, uses such expressions as " the infa-

mous Robespierre."

The most usual effect of adjectives is, to reduce within

a more limited range the application of a general term, by
the addition of a circumstance which belongs only to a li-

mited part of the genus wliich that term expresses. "A
man" means one individual belonging to a certain class of

beings. The words, " a good man," represent one belong-

ing to a limited part of that class. An additional circum-
stance, attached by means of another adjective, would limit

the meaning still more: and an accumulation of adjectives

of this sort is capable of affording a combination of suffi-

ciently limited occurrence for any purpose of distinctive

description.

The subordination of the idea contained in the adjective

to the noun with wliicb it is coupled is in some instances

less strict than in others. On some occasions, the ideas

expressed by these two parts of speech might exchange
places, without any material alteration in the meaning of

the compound designation thus formed. " A written libel"
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is equivalent to " a libellous writinf^ ;" " a false assertion,"

to "an asserted falsehood." Allliougli the puiiioscs of

connection in discourse require one of the ideas thus near-

ly equal in importance to be expressed by a substantive

noun, the choice is left to tlie option of taste and conveni-

ence. In other instances in which they may be made to

shift places, when the ideas which they exjjress are the

subject of a sentence, a corresponding change is required

in the predicate, in order that the identity of the meaning
may be preserved. The sentence, " a good man is a happy
man," may be converted into " human goodness is condu-
cive to human happiness."

It sometimes happens that the adjective expresses the

idea which is intended to be the principal, and to which
that expressed by the substantive noun is subordinate ; as

in the Latin phrase ab urbe condita ad (iirbciii) libcralam.

In the translation of such phrases, the idea that is primary

is expressed by a substantive noun, and the subordinate

one by an adjective. The primary ideas introduced in this

phrase, by the prepositions ab and ad, are the " building"

and the " deliverance ;" hence it is translated, " from the

building to the deliverance of the city." Such idioms are

to be considered as arbitrary inversions of the parts of

speech, and do not invalidate the original subserviency of
the adjective to the substantive noun, as well as of the ge-

nitive case to the noun by which it is introduced.

The adjective is very often employed as the predicate

of a sentence. It then conveys, by the help of the sub-

stantive verb or copula, information of a connection be-

twixt the idea conveyed by it and the leading subject ex-

pressed by the nominative prefixed to this verb. As in

the sentences, " Cicers was eloquent," and " Solon was
wise."

Sect. II. The Etymology of Adjectives.

Amidst the obscurity in which etymology is involved, it

would be difficult to trace all adjectives to other parts of
speech, and thus prove that none of fliem are original.

But many of them which might be supposed from their

appearance to be simple have been shown to be derived
from verbs, and these verbs are expressive of motion.

Sometimes the adjectives thus derived signify qualities

produced by particular motions. The adjective •' left," in

contradistinction to right, is from the verb to leave. The
left hand is that which we leave or decline to use.

"Tight" is tied ; " full" is Jilled ; " loud" is from /ow'f/.

Sometimes the adjectives thus formed merely contain

an allusion to the motions from which they arc derived, as

"odd" from ow'd; " straight" and " strict" from stringere

to pull; "blind" from the old verb to '' blin'' or stop;
" bold" from the verb to build or establish. " Brown" is

from the verb to bren or burn. " Lewd" is the participle

of the verb to leiv or allure. " Profligate," an adjective
used to depict a character destitute of all rectitude of
principle, is derived from projliqare to defeat.

Adjectives expressive of single qualities are sometimes
derived from the names of habitual assemblages in which
such qualities are conspicuous. The colour " yellow" is

in Latin Jlammeus or luteus, because it is the colour of
flame or of clay. The English word " yellow" is derived
from the Saxon verb gealgen to burn or flame. Viridis in

Latin, is from virere, to vegetate; and '' green" m Eng-
lish from grenian, to grow.
From the analogies in etymology disclosed by the re-

searches of Mr Tooke, it would appear that verbs expres-
sive of human motion have been the roots from which al-

most all adjectives, as well as substantives, have been de-
rived. This fact tends to illustrate the views given at the

Vol. X. P.'iRT I.

beginning of this article, on the principles which regulate
the progress of the human mind in the formation of lan-
guage.
Some adjectives contain an intentional allusion to the

nouns and verbs from vvhicli they arc derived, and some-
thing more is recognized in them than the current signs
for annexed qualities. Such are the adjectives "manly,
gentlcman\\\^c, firince\y, tiation;\\, firovinc\^\, tvorl.-Dy, earth-
ly ;" also " earthy, hilly, .itony." The substantives are here
fully expressed, and the terminating syllal)lo denoting an-
nexation is capable of being separated. Sometimes this
last is merely a general sign of connection ; at other times
it signifies something more specific, and then the adjective
is to be considered as formed by the combination of aiiothei

adjective with a noun. Thus, " faithful" does not mean
simply " connected with faith," but " full of faith," and, ii

analyzed into the genitive case, it would not be represent-
ed by the phrase " of faith," but " of fulness of faith." A
" gentleman-like youth" is not " a youth of, or connected
with, gentleman," but « of the resemblance, or likeness, of
a gentleman." Where several synonymous adjective ter-

minations exist, though all general in original meaning,
diflerent specific applications may be afterwaids appiopri-
ated to them. Thus " earth-f?j" means made of earth,
" earth-;/," abounding with earth, " earth-/;/" connected
with the earth. In some examples we find both parts of
the compound word restricted in their meaning. If ly

means " like," the etymological meaning of the word
" earthly" must be " similar to earth ;" yet the word is

employed solely to signify " connected with the system of
of our earth," in contradistinction to the invisible world.
There seems to be a constant tendency amidst the fluc-

tuations of language to coin new adjectives, by derivation
from substantive nouns, tor the sake of producing greater
liveliness of expression. When such a word as " manly"
is first used for describing an individual, the hearer more
readily imagines to himself a " man," with all his suitable

qualifications for the illustration of the quality named, than
when such epithets as " bold" or " firm" are employed.
Some adjectives derived from verbs contain an equally

palpable allusion to the parent words as those do which are
derived from nouns, and tiuis bring more fully into view
the motions or actions which they denote. Tiie most re-

markable adjectives of this sort are also called participles.

They resemble other adjectives in every feature which has
yet been mentioned; but many of them imply an addition-

al characteristic, which vvill come into view v.hen we treat

of the verb. The participle expresses the meaning of the
verb, together with its subordination to the idea expressed
by a substantive noun. The words, "pining," "thriving,"
" dazz'.ing," are as completely adjectives in meaning and
use, as " weak," " strong," and " bright." Sometimes it

contains the addition of a particular modification of con-

nection. There is generally a difference betwixt the par-

ticiple in ans or ens and that in us in Latin, and betwixt

the participle in ing and that in ed in English.

The adjectives of some languages are subjected to va-

riations corresponding with the cases, numbers, and gen-
ders of the substantive nouna to which they are attached.

These are termination^- They are extraneous with regard

to the meaning of t'le adjective, and are merely convenient

marks for designating, in complicated sentences, the noun
with whi-(i each adjective corresponds. They served, in

the Greek and Latin languages, to obviate that ambiguity
which must have been the consequence of the inversions

of the order of words which the wi iters of these languages,

especially the poets, perpetually practised. This circum-
stance, though merely accidental, has probably formed the

ground on which grammarians have proceeded in calliujr

D
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tlie adjective a sort of noun. The declensions have given

it a similarity of aspect to the substantive noun. The mc-

taphyi'ical reason for adhering to this nomenclature as-

signed by Mr Tooke, that both equally contain the name

of an object, seems not to have occurred, and labours un-

der the disadvantage of applying also to other parts of

Sect. III. Degrees of Comfiarison.

Makv adjectives are subjected to variations, which in-

dicate a comparison of the degree in which a quality is

to be attached to different objects. There arc adjectives

which do not admit of tliis variation, because there are

qualities which do not admit of degrees. Such are some

of those which denote figure ; as, " circular," " quadran-

gular," and "triangular." Adjectives subjected lo de-

grees of comparison are those which express qualities

which admit of being more or less intense. No language

is without separate words to signify comparison. But an

expression of that act is so frequently required, that it has

been found convenient to combine the sign of it with the

adjective, in the form of a termination.

Three degrees have been enumeiated ; the positive, the

comparative, and the superlative. But the positive form

is the simple state of the adjective, and should not be called

a degree of comparison.

The comparative degree is formed, in Latin, by adding

the syllables ior to the radical letters of the simple ad-

jective ; the superlative by adding the syllables issimus ;

as mitis, ?>ii/wr, mitissiinus ; in English, by adding the sylla-

l)les " er" and " est," as, " meek, meeker, meekest."

When the euphony of our language does not admit of this

mode of formation, the same thing is expressed by pre-

fixing to the simple adjective the adverbs " more" and
" most." Several grammarians have described the mean-
ing of these degrees of comparison as consisting in this,

that the comparative expresses a comparison betwixt two
objects, i. e. a comparison of one with another one ; while

the superlative expresses a comparison with many, i. e.

with the whole of a class. But we find that the compara-
tive degree may be employed for comparing an oljject

with many others as well as with one ; as when we say,

" He was miser than all his teachers ;" " Charity is better

than a thousand sacrifices." The superlative degree, in

its turn, may be used when only two objects are compar-
ed, as, " James is the wisest of the two." The difference

betwixt these two sorts of expression, which should rather

be called forms than degrees of comparison, is, that the

comparative considers the subjects compared as belonging

to different classes, while the superlative compares tliem

as included in one. When we compare two men, if we
oppose the one to the other, we use the comparative, and
say " that he is taller than that other ;" but when we place

the two togellier to form a group, and point out the su-

perior rank which one of them hoK's in tliis group, we say,

" He is the tallest of the two."

In like manner a comparison in which more tiian two
are concerned may be expi-essed eitlier by the compara-
tive or the superlative. The (.oniparative is thus used
when we say, " Greece was more poVi.hed than any other

nation of antiquity." Here Greece is cop.^idered as not

belonging to the class mentioned after the words « more
polished " For this purpose these nations are desigtiated

by '.he term other. " Greece was none of those ot/icr

nations ; it was more polished than they." Tlie same idea

is expressed by the superlative when the word ot/ier is

left out; " Gieece was the most polished nation of anti-

quity." We here assign it the highest place in tl»e class

of objects among which we number it,—the nations of
antiquity. A similar option is left in conveying such sen-

timents as the following: " Mr I'ox spoke more forcibly

than any other member of the House ;" which may also

be thus expressed, " Mr Fox spoke the most forcibly of

ail the members of the House."
The comparative is indeed sometimes used instead of

tlie superlative where there are only two in a group ; as

when we say in Latin, senior J'ratrum, and in English, " the

elder of the brothers ;" " the wiser or tlie taller of the two."
The frequency with which the comparative form of the
adjective is employed in comparing only two, has misled
some technical grammarians to state it as a principle, that

this is the only proper form where no more than two ob-
jects arc concerned, even although they should be repre-
sented as belonging to the same collection or class. But,
though habit has admitted some instances of this phraseo-
logy, it is an error to form such a rule, and it is injudi-
cious to check any tendency to use the superlative in its

original application.

Sect. IV. A'umerals.

Numerals have the same relation to the substantive
noun as adjectives, and therefore belong to this class of
words. They express a modification or limitation of the
idea conveyed by some substantive. Tlicir peculiar ob-
ject is, to denote the degree of frequency with which any
sort of thought contained in a noun is repeated ; that is, the
frequency of the exemplification of a general idea.

In English, the singular number is sometimes merely-
distinguished from the plural by the want of the terminat-
ing s, as " the house" for the singular, and " the houses"
for the plural. At other times the word " one," or the
word " an," or " a," is prefixed. " An" and " a" have been
called by grammarians indefinite articles, but in this there
is no propriety. They merely signify unity, and this is

expressed by them in the most definite manner. In the
French language, they are always translated by un. They
ought, therefore, to be called numeral adjectives. They
cannot be prefixed to plural nouns, being peculiar to the
singular, or the exhibition of an idea without repetition.

The words " some" and " several" are used as general
plural adjectives. There are others implying the result

of a general comparison with respect to number ; as, " few"
and " many." But these words do not describe the fre-

quency of the repetition with precision, and for this pur-
pose language is furnished with corresponding numeral
adjectives. One added to one, forms a number which has
the separate name " two :" one and one and one, or two
and one, have the name " three :" one repeated once more,
or a repetition of two, forms the number called " four."
Our idea of number, as a separate subject oi thought and
of language, has no existence previous to our experience
in numbering individuals. This gives rise to the observa-
tion of a general feature in the acts of the mind, called

numbering ; and hence the generalization of numbers.
Words signifying a particular degree of repetition become
applicable to ail acts of the mind in whicii an idea is re-
peated with the same frequency.

The general words expressive of numbers are derived
from the names of particular objects ; though, perhaps,
we can seldom succeed in tracing them. As the two
sides of the body exhibit pairs of organs, two eyes, for ex-
ample, and two hands, the word for " two" might arise
from the most iiiteresting of these pairs. Perhaps the
numeral tres, " three," has been borrowed from the idea
of vibration, and owes its etymology to the verb tremo, or
some older verb of the same meaning. The two words
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are at least evidently akin. The words first used to ex-

press the succeeding numbers might be suggested by the

first two or three, with the help of a sign intimating redu-

plication, as in " two," " four," and " eight," or addition, as

in " five," " six," " seven," and " nine."

Numeration by tens has, with very few exceptions, taken

place in every part of the world. This has been suggest-

ed by the numbering of the fingers, which form an assem-

blage familiar to us from our childhood. The word for

" ten" would therefore be borrowed from tlie word signi-

fying " hand," or " fingers." Atxa in Greek, and decern

in Latin, evidently spring from the same root with ^uKrvXoi

and digitus, a finger. The combinations of tens with one

another, and the addition of the words for the different

units, are prominent processes in the words employed
among the ancients as well as the moderns for the higher

numbers, and in the marks invented to express them com-
pendiously in writing.

Sect. V. The Jrticle.

There is one adjective which, from some peculiarity,

has been generally reckoned a separate part of speech,

under the title of " the definite article." The English
words an and a have been called indefinite articles, but

their nature has been shown to be that of numeral adjec-

tives. The words o,'n, to, in Greek, the in English, le and
ta in French, and the corresponding words in other lan-

guages, have been called the definite articles; but they

have every characteristic of the adjective. They have
even corresponding inflexions in those languages in which
adjectives are inflected. Their general meaning, and the

purpose of the speaker in using them, are the same with
those of the adjective. They represent an idea or quality

subordinate to an object expressed by a substantive noun.
This quality consists in a reference to some previous men-
tion, or to some knowledge previously possessed of an
object. A historian, after having named and described a

variety of objects, speaks familiarly of them, by using their

general names preceded by the adjective the, as, " the

army," " the town," " the battle," " the siege," and " the

truce."

Another use of it is, for attaching a speciality by means
of a genitive case, or another adjective, or some of those
phrases which we shall afterwards show to be equivalent;
as, " the King of Prussia," " the governor of Malta," and
also, " the French nation," " the Italian territory," " the

Christian religion." Where no speciality is attached, it

means, " known by former mention," or, " mutually under-
stood betwixt the speaker and the hearer." Where it is

followed by the genitive or another adjective, it means,
" to be known or distinguished by this mark."
Some classes of objects are never mentioned without

the use of this adjective, as, " the French," " the English."
This phraseology has arisen from the habit of prefixing
the words French and English to more general nouns, as,
" the French or English people." We say, " the French
are gay ;" " the English love the pleasures of the table."

We have, indeed, equivalent expressions without the article

in the words, " Frenchmen," and " Englishmen."
The only circumstances which have led to the idea that

the article was a distinct part of speech, seem to be the

same which we have mentioned of the pronoun, viz. its

brevity, and its frequency. It is a mistaken notion to con-
sider it as possessing the power of distinguishing the ap-
plication of a generic name to an individual, from the use
of that name in a less definite acceptation. It has not this

power in a greater degree than other adjectives. If we
speak of " the man," we no more distinguish any indivi-

dual, than when we s.iy " a man," and not so much as when
we say, " a wise man." It is only after an individual has
already been distinguished that the adjective " the" charac-
terises him, by referring to that description. It is of very
general and familiar application ; because any object may
be mentioned as already known, or may be introduced with
a view of being characterised by some special mark. Like
every other adjective, it becomes fitted to particularise the
intended object in pioportion as it is used with skill and
propriety.

Mr Tooke (vol, ii. p. 60.) derives " the" from the Saxon
verb the-an, " to take," of which he supposes it to be the
imperative. " The man," accordingly, means " take man ;"

and implies a direction to the hearer to select an individual

from the rest of the class. This is its meaning, when tlie

object is first introduced for the purpose of being describ-
ed. When afterwards used for reference, it must mean
" taken" or " selected."

Very nearly allied to the adjective " the" are the words
" this" and " that," which have been denominated by gram-
marians adjective pronouns. " That" is considered by Mr
Tooke as also derived from the-an, " to take ;" and as, in

fact, its past participle. In actual application " this" means
" near," and " that" " at a distance." Another adjective,
" yonder," signifies, " at a considerable distance," or on
the other side of something referred to. " This" and
" that" are either prefixed to nouns, as " this man," " that

thing," or are used by themselves, as " this is good," " that

is indifferent." In the last form of speech there is a sub-

audition of the noun ; or the adjective may be considered

as converted into a substantive noun, in the same manner
as we have shown that many substantives are created.

Like them, it expresses one quality, with a subaudition of
the rest. An adjective used with the subaudition of a sub-

stantive, is very nearly akin to a substantive formed from
an adjective by subaudition.

CHAP. VI.

Of Verbs.

Sect. I. The A'atxire of the Verb.

The verb, as exhibited in elementary grammars, espe-

cially those of the Greek and Latin, is much more varied

than any of the other parts of speech. Some ingenious

attempts have been made to trace its complications, and

to analyse its different forms. We find the offices per-

formed by words called verbs to be various, and it would
be satisfactory to discover the cause of llie application of

one common term to words so dii'crsified.

The following are the queries which this subject sug-

gests. Does the verb perform any office which is pecu-

liar to itself, and is this common to every word which, in

the present practice of grammarians, receives the appel-

lation of a verb ? A-'C there more points of coincidence

than one in the application of the various forms of tiie

verb ? Is this coincidence in office strictly universal ? Or
are these diflerent offices sometimes united in one verbal

sign, while only one of them is performed by others? Are
the offices performed by the respective words called veibs

thus different among themselves ? Are there any functions

common to the verb with some other parts of speech,

though more advantageously and more frequently per-

formed by verbs than by these others ? Does this circum-

stance render it advisable in any instance to retain the

name of verb, even while the office performed by it is not

peculiar? Or ought scientific accuracy to concur with

convenience in leading us to alter in this instance the no-
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menclature of the parts of speech ? These questions can

only be answered by invebtigaling the nature and use ot

every sort of word which, in the habitual language of gram-

marians, is denominated a verl), and making a compre-

hensive survey of their applications, in order to assign to

all of them respectively their just rank in universal gram-

mar. Wc must therefore suspend the discussion of the

leading problem implied in the title of the present Sec-

tion, and leave the reply to be gradually unfolded in the

sequel of this Chapter.

One important form of the verb, the imperative, cre-

ated by the earliest occasions for the invention of lan-

guage, has already come under our notice. We have

found imperatives to be the shortest of all words, and to

consist of the roots from which the greater part of other

words derive their origin. But, since we have considered

all language as imperative, that subject does not form an

appropriate commencement to our inquiries into the pecu-

liar nature of the verb ; and, in fact, it scarcely requires

any additional observations to those already made on it.

Many verbs from their meaning do not admit of direct im-

peratives, (to wit, those which do not signify the voluntary

acts of mankind,) yet possess many forms in common
with active verbs.

We shall first consider those forms of the verb which

are subservient to affirmation, or, as it has been sometimes

termed, predication, for the sake of including negations.

Sect. II. Verbs as subservient to Assertion.

Assertion or affirmation is the act peculiar to the

verb, being never performed by any word which gram-
marians have referred to a different part of speech. That
part of the verb by which it is most evidently and most
frequently performed is called the Indicative. By means
of it we convey information. This, though not the ori-

ginal object of language, is by far the most frequent ap-

plication of it, especially in an improved state of society.

It proceeds from that great characteristic of our species,

the love of knowledge, implying an inclination to convey
it to each other. It is by means of afhrmation that lan-

guage becomes the instrument of the most important im-
provements in human thought and in the character of so-

ciety. An inquiry into its nature must therefore throw
considerable light both on thought and on language.

In affirming, we connect different ideas together, and
thus dictate an arrangement which we wish such ideas to

assume in the mind of the person addressed. To this

object a particular yart of speech is devoted; but that

part of speech often consists of a word which contains a
sign of various other ideas. When we say " the man
walks," the word "walks" contains the name of a par-
ticular motion, at the same iVme that it expresses a con-
nection betwixt that motion and ihe object denoted by " the
man." Mr Tooke considers the verb as containing a noun
and something more ; and he propos°s it as a question
worthy of the attention of philosophers, what is that cir-

cumstance which, when added to a noun ov the name of
an idea, makes it a verb? The answer to this, in so far as
the indicative is concerned, is, that it contains a sign of
asserted connection betwixt tlie object expressed by thai

noun or name, and some other object which is also men-
tioned in the sentence. But we liave other signs of con-
nection which are never considered as giving a word the
nature of a verb. The genitive case implies a sign of
connection betwixt the object expressed in that case and
some other ; the adjective performs a similar office ; but
there is a difference betwixt these signs of connection and
that implied in the indicative of the verb.

The nature of these two sorts of signs, and the differ-

ence betwixt them, will be most clearly perceived by at-

tending to the structure of those languages which ena-

ble us to resolve the indicative of eveiy verb into its con-

stituent parts, by affording distinct signs for each. In Eng-
lish " the man walks" may be resolved into this sentence,
" the man is walking." The termination ing implies a
connection similar to that expressed by the genitive case
or by the adjective, while the wortl ts gives the sentence

the character of assertion, and fits it for conveying new in-

formation.

For the sake of possessing appropriate terms on this

part of the subject, it will be convenient to boirow the

technical language of logicians, who call a sentence a

firoposition, consisting of three parts, a subject, a predi-

cate, and a copula. In such a sentence as we have now
mentioned, each of these parts is expressed by a separate

sign. " The man" is the subject, " walking" the predi-

cate, and " is" the copula. The author of Grammar in

Dr Rees's Cijclopedia maintains, that "is" does not ex-
press assertion, but connection. Connection, however, is

often expressed by words of very different import : there-

fore that term is less appropriate to the copula than as-

sertion.

Sect. III. The Substantive Verb.

The copula has been denominated the Substantive Verb,

and it undergoes a variety of changes, called inflections,

corresponding to the changes incident to other verbs.

The radical nature and common use of this verb is not,

as Mr Harris supposes, to express existence, but to as-

sert a connection betwixt one object and another. The
author now mentioned has been unfortunate in his mode
of describing the use of this verb. He pronounces it an

undoubted axiom, that " an object must first be, before it

can be any thing else;" an opinion in all points of view
untenable. In the first place, it is not necessary that the

subject spoken of should have an actual existence. We
can speak of supposed as well as of existing objects. In

the next place, an assertion that any object which has ex-

istence is something else, implies an absurdity.—What
then is an assertion ? Do we by means of it assert an ob-

ject to be the same that is implied in the term used for an

introductory designation ? This is not the case ; it would
form an unmeaning truism ; and the predicate is generally

a different word from the subject. In this act we neither

assert the subject to be the same, nor to be something else.

The office of assertion consists in pointing out a relation

betwixt the subject and some other idea. The word " gold"
has one meaning, and the word " metal" has a different one.

When wc say " gold is a metal," we do not intend to say

that the words " gold" and " metal" have the same mean-
ing, but that the qualities expressed by the word " metal"
are connected with the object called " gold." When we
say "sugar is sweet," " wormwood is bitter," our intention

is to produce in the mind of the person addressed a connec-

tion betwixt the ideas which have been previously attach-

ed to the word "sugar," and the further idea of " sweet-

ness," and betwixt the ideas attached to" wormwood," and
the idea of " bitterness." Sometimes nothing may be
previously known concerning the subject of the proposi-

tion. We may speak of sugar and of wormwood to a per-

son who has never heard of either. In that case the terms
are only introduced as signs requiring the person address-

ed to attach to the one of them the idea of sweetness, and
to the other that of bitterness, as contributing to those

compound ideas of which he may afterwards consider the

words as significant. The idea expressed in the subject
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imist always be different from Uiat expressed in tlie predi-

cate. This is tlie case even though the expressions used
would on a different occasion be synonymous. When the

sentence " London is the capital of Britain," is uttered, if

the hearer had any ideas about London, he is desired to

connect with these the further circumstance of its being
the capital of Britain: if he had no idea on the subject,

except that London was a name written or pronounced in

a certain manner, he is desired to connect this word as a

name with those which form the predicate of the sentence.

Sometimes, by a figure of speech, the same word is used
for the subject and the predicate : for example, " Home is

home." In the employment of this figure, however, it will

be found that such a word as " home" in these two situa-

tions has a different set of ideas attached to it. The mean-
ing of this sentence is, " Home, though often thought and
spoken of with indifference, is, when made the subject of
reflection, connected with feelings which interest and at-

tach us."

The substantive verb differs from verbs of motion in

being radically indicative in its character. Assertion is the
cause of the contrivance of it. It does not originate in the
imperative mode, any further than an imperative effort to

command attention is implied in all language. The use of
the substantive verb is, to direct the thought of a person
to the connection of one idea, or one assemblage of ideas,

with another, and thus to indicate congruities, incongrui-
ties, and relations of all kinds. The substantive verb is

employed in the imperative, conformably with the usages
of other verbs. We say, "be wise;" " be ready to do
your duty ;" but this imperative has always an awkward-
ness and a want of emphasis, compared to that of the ac-
tive verb. An active imperative may be considered in

such phrases as understood. It seems an absurdity to

desire any person or thing to be, or even simply to be
connected with another object, or to be endowed with a
particular character. The imperative radically implied
in such sentences is a command or solicitation to use such
exertiojis as tend to the production of a certain state. Sis

probus means fac ut sis jirobus, cause yourself to be good ;

act in such a manner as to support a worthy character.
All the other forms of this verb coincide in meaning

and emphasis wiih the corresponding parts of other verbs.
The peculiar character of the indicative of the substan-

tive verbis, to express in a separate word that general act

of the mind which is common to all verbs in the indiracive

mood.
The predicate of a proposition may either be an adjec-

tive noun, as " Cicero was eloquent ;" " Solomon was
wise s" or a participle, as. " the man is walking ;" " the

boy is riding." A substnntive is applied with equal fre-

quency to the same use, as " Isaac is a philosopher ;"

" George is a king :'' " Alexander is an emperor." A con-

nection betwixt the ideas expressed by these substantive

nouns and those attached to the subjects of the proposi-

tions, is then asserted by means of this simple verb. The
verb still merely serves the purpose of a copula. The noun
becomes an adjective by its situation.

Dr Smith infers from the generality of the character of

this verb that it must have been the result of much thought,

and could have been formed only after refinement in meta-
piiysical science had made considerable advancement. For
this inference, however, there is not sufficient foundation.

The acts exerted in all assertions have a character mutu-
ally similar, and are therefore called the same act ; and
nothing is more natural than to express the same act or
similar acts by the same sign.

The early attempts of a child to speak are often made
without the use of the substantive verb, lie says, " That

bread good," instead of " that bread u gootl." He pos-
sesses the ideas of bread and of goodness, and, by pro-
nouncing the one in immediate succession to the otiier, he
attempts to convey the impression which he has ieceive<l
of tiieir mutual connection. The same mode of speaking
may be supposed to take place among a people, whose
mutual communications are few and crudely executed
But, as the juxta-posilion of nouns may also be applied to
other uses, a separate sign is afterwards introduced for in-

dicating assertion ; and no depth of metaphysical know-
ledge is required to induce men to use the same sign on
every similar occasion. Although some risk of error at-

tends the intellectual exercise of retracing and analysing
the progress of our mental operations, and hence metaphy-
sical mistakes and difficulties have been handed down from
age to age, no hesitation or impediment occurs in the em-
ployment of the faculties for the common purposes of
speech. The human mind has always proceeded without
embarrassment in contriving signs for its communications.
The formation of a general word is equally easy with that

of a significant general termination for shewing that words
are applied to similar uses. A termination expresses some
point of mutual resemblance in the application of words.
The same thing is done by a separate word, and a separate
word may be uttered with equal facility. The forms, in

fact, which are common to all other verbs are exactly
synonymous with the pure substantive verb. All other
verbs consist of the signs of ideas, coupled, as we have
observed, with the sign of adjection, and the sign of asser-

tion ; that is, the meaning of the participle with that of the

copula.

Sect. IV. TAe Keuter Verb.

Some languages have verbs which contain the meaning
of an adjective and the copula condensed in one word, and
which have no further characteristic in the construction of

sentences than these parts of speech when separately ex-

pressed. Perhaps this is not the case with every language,

and there are probably none in which such verbs abound.

In the Latin language, rubers, virere, calere, frigere, are

instances. In English we have the verbs " to glow," " to

blush ;" bat we for the most part express such ideas by
using adjectives with the substantive verb in a separate

state. The verbs now mentioned are called neuter verbs,

in consequence of the absence of certain qualities which we
shall find other verbs to possess.

Sect. V. Assertions made by Verbs of Motion or of Ac-
tion.

It has been already observed that the first object which
a man has in view, in using speech, is to excite to action.

Were mankind destitute of vocal language, they would
imitate the particular actions which they intend the per-

son to whom they speak to perform. This is always done
by persons who wish to converse while they are not ac-

quainted with any common language. The case is neces-

sarily the same with dumb persons. In tracing the origin

of the words by which particular actions are represented,

and the establishment of them as conventional signs, we
find no general principle to guide us. The motive for

using a particular sound is of so casual a nature, that its

history is lost before it receives an established application.

The want of written documents, and the total inattention

to retrospective analysis, which exist in a state of society

so rude, involve the origins of words in obscurity. Ety-

mology can only trace a word from one application to ano-

ther, and follow its variations through the different lan-

guages into which it has been adopted. Even this exer-
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cise is liable to deceptions wliich it is difficult to avoitl.

Yet it must be allow.;il that, when conducicd with caution,

it may prove extremely useful, by discovering analogical

principles of transition, which elucidate this department

of human art. . .

After men have learned to employ words for exciting

one another to those actions by which reciprocal services

are pel formed, the extent of the uses to which language

may be applied must be soon more fully perceived. Men

contrive to describe to each other various surrounding phe-

nomena. Some of the most interesting of these consist of

the actions of their fellow creatures.

The same sign by which we desire a person to perform

a particular action, is naturally retained as a symbol of that

action in describing any series of events of which it forms

a part. After we have used the words " come," " go,"

" stand," " sit," "run," as imperatives, we spontaneously

apply the same words, either in the same form, or with

some Slight addition or alteration, in affirmative sentences,

such as " John stands," " John sits," or " John runs."

It has been already remarked that these indicative forms

may be resolved into the copula with a participle, and are

equivalent to " John is standing," " John is sitting," and

" John is running." The connexions expressed by the par-

ticiple are observed in the operations of the solitary mind

before we are capable of using language, and form an ex-

tensive series of relations among the objects of our know-

ledge. But the earliest use that arises for connecting the

significant words is the conveyance of information. On
this account the copula and the participial sign are not

originally separate, but condensed into one word with the

name of the action specified. This early date of the con-

densed phrase is the cause of a comparative simplicity in

the indicative form. It is prior in formation to the parti-

ciple. We have occasion to say that a man '' walks,"

sooner than we have occasion to use the compound desig-

nation " the man walking," as the subject of a different pro-

position. It follows a fortiori that the simple indicative is

prior to that indicative which is formed by the participle

and the copula. The division of it into these two parts

might make the indicative appear more complicated in

metaphysical analysis, and some might be disposed, on

this view of the subject, to consider the usual indicative as

a species of contraction. But this is not its character. The
act which consists in the union of the meaning of these two

signs is spontaneous, and of an early origin. On this ac-

count the indicative has even less complexity of form than

the participle.

Sect. VI. The Active, Passive, and Middle Voices.

It most frequently happens that, in describing an event,

whether consisting of a voluntary human action or not, we
have occasion to brijig into view, by means of a noun, some
object which has a conspicuous concern in it. The occa-

sions on which no inclination to do this exists are but few,

and the events which arc described in a manner so simple
are not of the most interesting kind. They occur in Latin

in the use of such verbs as imigit and filuil, " it snows,"
" it rains." Each of these verbs, without any nominative,
contains a full account of an event.

When we describe an action which has an intimate con-
nection with some other objects, we generally have, occa-
sion to extend our description by the mention of the ob-

ject or objects so situated. We may either mention one or

jiiore of the agents who perform the action, or an object

affected by it. If the noun expressing this object is put
in the nominative case, it becomes the leading subject of
the sentence.

When the nominative is the name of an agent, the verb

is said to be active. When it is the name of an object af-

fected, it is said to be /las.'.ive. (This mode of expression

is somewhat illogical. It is the noun that becomes active

in the one instance, and passive in the other. The dif-

ference of these two uses of the verb is, that they give

these difi'erences of character to the noun. We shall, how-

ever, adhere to the established nomenclature, as establish-

ed by common usage, and possessing the advantage of a

convenient briefness.) There are not in every language

two separate forms of the verb for these two applications

of it. In modern English, some verbs are used in the

same form in an active and in a passive application. We
can use the verb " cut" in any one of the three following

ways : " They cut the tree ;" " These tools cut smoothly ;"

'' Fir cuts more easily than oak." We say, " Look at that

person's face;" also" lie. looks well;"" Drink some wine;"

and " This wine drinks pleasantly."

Some grammarians, impressed with the prominent dis-

tinction existing in the Latin language betwixt the verb in

the active and the passive voice, would insist that " to

drink" and " to cut" are essentially active, and therefore

that the phrases " fir cuts easily" and " this wine drinks

pleasantly" are ungrammatical. But we shall probably

entertain a more enlarged as well as a more correct idea

of the verb, by conceiving that those which we call active

verbs are in their earliest application of no particular voice,

though, from the agent generally appearing in the mind
ol the speaker more important than any object acted on,

the active application of them is the most frequent. The
original indicative of the verb thus points out a connection

betwixt an object and an event, without specifying the na-

ture of this connection. The circumstance of agency or

any other may be safely left to the inferences formed by

the understanding of the hearer.

In other instances, it is found convenient to contrive a

mode of expressing by some slight alteration in the forna

of the verb the circumstance of being the object acted on.

An expression of this sort, if found to harmonize with the

genius of a language, may be afterwards universally adopt-

ed ; and the original form of the verb will then be limited

to the active application. In such languages, the distinc-

tion betwixt the active and passive voices will be most con-

stant. This happens in \he Latin language, and in the

active and passive voices of the Greek. But, where the

Contrivances adopted for this purpose are in point of con-
venienee less fortunate, they will be more varied and less

strictly adhered to. Much will be left to urgent occasion
or individual taste. Of this we have instances in the mid-
dle voice of the Greek verb, and in several phrases in the
modern languages of Europe.

The French apply the verb in a passive acceptation, by
introducing the same object as the nominative and the ac-
cusative to it, as Le vin de Bourgoigtic se boit fiartoul,

literally " the wine of Burgundy drinks itself every where."
A verb thus used has been called a reciprocal verb, and
it appears particularly appropriate when the same object

is the agent and the object affected, as in the phrase " he
prepares himself" Yet it is not necessarily limited to

such occasions. Le vin boit does not mean " the wine
performs the act of drinking," but " the wine has some
connection with the act of drinking." The nature of that

connection is here indicated by the accusative se. The
phrase le via se boit may be thus analysed, " The wine is

concerned in drinking, by being the liquor which some
one drinks." But we find that in English, when we say
" the wine drinks pleasantly," the kind of connection be-
twixt the wine and the act of drinking is left to be inferred
from the nature of the subject. This is of itself sufficient-
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]y prominent to prevent ambiguiiy, notwithstanding the

incomparably greater frequency of the aciive ai)pIication of

that verb.

In other instances, a slight addition or a mere alteration

is used for denoting the passive. In the Icelandic language,

ag elska signifies " I love," xg clskast " I am loved." In

Latin, we have amo for" I love," and amor for " I am lov-

ed." The expedients adopted in different languages will

depend on the previous stale of each. When a language

already possesses a word expressive of suffering or being

acted on, it will be natural to employ this, or some part of

it, in union with the verb to denote the passive. It is not

improbable that the letter r, which distinguishes the pas-

sive voice in Latin, is derived from res " a thing," or some
previously existing word of siniili*.' import. The radical

letters am signify " love ;" am-o " I love," i. c. " I have

some general connection with loving." Am-o-r " lam con-

nected with loving as the thing or object loved." The let-

ter r runs through all those forms of the passive voice

which are produced by inflexion, with the exception of the

second person plural.

The preterite tense of the passive verb in Latin is made
up of a compound phrase, consisting of the participle with

the substantive verb. The participle employed is derived

from the past tense. Amatus is most probably a contrac-

tion for ama-vic ns, and derived from amavit. The past

tense is thus converted into a part of speech resembling

the adjective; and the effect of the past is exhibited as a

quality which is to be connected or adjectived to some
other idea expressed in the form of a substantive noun.

The introduction of the copula forms an indicative or as-

serting sentence. This shows that assertion was not early

appropriated to that particular sort of connection betwixt

actions and other objects.

The best passive form of the verb which the English lan-

guage possesses is in the preterite tense, and yet it is of

an equally compound nature with this part of the Latin

passive. We adopt the sign of past action in the form of

an adjectived quality, and complete our assertion by insert-

ing the copula. " Destroyed" is the past tense of the verb
" destroy." " The enemy's troops destroyed the city" ex-

presses the active voice . " The city is destroyed" express-

es the passive.

We have no good contrivance for a passive voice in the

present indicative. Domus cedificatur cannot be literally

translated into our language. When we say " The house

is built," we assert the completion of an action. The near-

est approach which we make to it in respect to tense is by

the phrase " the house is building ;" but here we confound

the voices, at least we employ a word which in respect of

voice is general, as the participle in ing is most commonly
used in the active voice. Some of our southern neighbours

choose to express their meaning by the phrase " the house

is being built," which is no farther appropriate to the pre-

sent tense than as the same combination never happens to

be used for the past. It labours under the disadvantage

of an awkward verbosity, which prevents it from being ge-

nerally adopted, or sanctioned by the authority of persons

of taste. Another effort has sometimes been made to sup-

ply this want by prefixing the letter a to the present par-

ticiple, and tluis cojiverting it into a passive present, as

"the house is a-building," but this has not succeeded in

meeting with a permanent adoption. A stri"''/ appro-

priate phrase has not been found absolutely necessary, be-

cause a slight alteration in the formof^ur sentence ena-

bles us to dispense entirely with th- passive form of the

verb. We can say " the building of the house goes for-

ward," or " the work people are engaged in the building

of the house." No inconvenience is experienced in ex-

pressing our meaning ; it is confined to our attempts to

translate Latin sentences literally into English.
In the French language the passive voice is much less

frequently used than in English. That language has a re-

source which few others possess, for inlroducing the object
acted on after the active verb without the mention of any
particular agent, as it has a nominative of a very general
application, 071 or I'on, signifying merely " some being or
beings real or imaginable." This is prefixed to the ac-
tive form of the verb, and the object acted on is conve-
niently made to follow in the accusative (or objective) case.

On le dit, " some being or beings say so," is translated,

with propriety "it is said."

Our language is equally defective in a passive voice for

the future as for the present. If the sentence domus adifi-

cabitur is translated by the phrases "the house will be
built," or " the house will be building," or " a-building,"

or " will be being built," we shall find these forms to la-

bour under the same disadvantages with the attempts al-

ready mentioned to give a translation of the words " domus
adijicatur." Yet we experience equally little inconve-
nience in this as in the former instance, because a mode-
rate skill in varying the turn of our sentence enables us to

convey our meaning clearly without the use of a passive

voice.

A neuter voice might be formed, consisting of a sepa-

rate word to signify that an action takes place, in a man-
ner similar to the words ningit and filuit. We might
have a single word for" there is," or " there was a walk-
ing ;" in French, I'on se firomene. In Latin, the passive
voice is sometimes used in this neutral or impersonal
manner. Ambulatur is not passive in any thing else than

in form. It means " the act of walking goes on ;" ambu-
latur ab illo, "the act of walking is performed by him,"
for " he walks."

Sect. VII. Regimen of the Active Verb.

Some actions are of such a nature that the object af-

fected by them is always interesting, and, in the earliest

use of language, such actions are never related without

immediate mention of an object thus affecterf. It also

happens on such ocasions, that the manner ii which the

object is affected is evident from the nature of the action.

Of this nature are the actions expressed •^y the verbs" to

make," " to build," " to cut," " to rtrike," « to kill."

Such verbs in the Latin language gei^rally govern the ac-

cusative case, intimating the most "ipid transition from the

idea conveyed in the governins: >'erb to that conveyed in

the noun. The noun govern'^ "'ayi '" consequence of

its own regimen, be rendered' introductoiy to further addi-

tions both to the form and meaning of a sentence. The
verb thus becomes a h^'ge on which the greater part of

the meaning of a sei^«ncc turns. The large proportion

of verbs which gc'^rn nouns in this manner has confer-

red a conspicuou'-rank on this part of speech. It is in

this respect rr^re powerful than the adjective. Even

when adjecti'^* '"'^ used as predicates in affirmation, the

meanine vnich they introduce generally terminates in

themsei''^s, or leads to subordinate ideas only through the

medii""" of prepositions. We say " this man is good,"

" tl^t man is just ;" also, " this man is good at heart,"

"that man is just in all his conduct." It is seldom that

adjectives in Latin can be admitted to govern the accusa-

tive ; and even the phrases in which this might appear to

take place, such as Os bumerosgue aimUis, arc commonly
explained by the subaudition of the preposition quoad.

These differences betwixt the active verb and the other

parts of speech have had a secret influence in leading
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retained

mood. This

grammarians to attach great importance to tlie verb,

its full power seems to reside in this form ot it. V ert)s

of other kinds have appeared to be exceptions, or words

to which convenience has assigned a verbal form, though

they are not originally entitled to it.

The governing powers of the active verb are

by the active participle and the infinitive

act seems to have led grammarians to consider these forms

of words as parts of the verb properly so called. The

participle is distinguished from the adjective by regimen

alone. Hence those grammarians who call participles

real adjectives have always been most fully satisfied with

the appellation when applied to the participles of verbs

destitute of regimen, such as " thriving," " charming,

« surprising," words which are in all respects used as ad-

jectives, though participles in etymology and in form.

The infinitive mood has the same similarity to the sub-

stantive noun as the participle has to the adjective. It

may become a nominative to a verb, as " to enjoy is to

obey ;" or an accusative, as " men generally wish to live

long;" but, when introductory to other words, it has a

more powerful and ready regimen than the noun. In

Latin, it like the verb governs the accusative, and not ex-

clusively the genitive, like the noun. We shall afterwards

consider more particularly the participle and the infinitive

mood. At present we have merely accounted for the

fact, that grammarians have reckoned them real parts of

the verb.

It must always have been obvious that this office of the

active verb is not common to all verbs, and therefore is not

characteristic of this part of speech; and, if the participle

and the infinitive mood are to be reckoned parts of the

verb, the problem still remains unsolved, what is the true

characteristic of the verb? Mr Tooke intimated that he

was prepared with some doctrine which appeared to him-

self satisfactory as a description of the verb, including its

infinitive mood. Every philologist must regret that this

acute writer did not communicate his views more fully to

the world. On this part of the subject, it is possible that

they may have been both well founded and original. We
are certain that they would have been at least worthy of

attention. They appear to have been valuable in his own
eyes; they would have been exhibited in a forcible manner

if he had chosen to publish them, and might have led the

way to a more sat^factory account of the subject. But, as

no explanation of th-.s sort occurs on our own most matur-

ed reflections, we nsfurally suspect (however presump-
tuous the declaration nr,y appear,) that his theory would

have either turned out evtr,tually inconsistent with some of

the opinions which he has pUiijshed, or would have been in

itself unsatisfactory.

A pi-ecise answer to the quesjon in the form now pro-

posed is not of great importance. We have pointed out

assertion as one office which is pert..vmed by verbs alone.

We have pointed out the quality of ai. active regimen, as

belonging to an extensive department ol verbs, and have
shown that this quality is possessed by p,t-ts of speech
closely allied to the verb in etymology, and goierally num-
bered among its parts, though not possessing a. asserting

power. We have shown in what words assertiij^ and a

transitive regimen arc separate, and in what they arucom-
bined. Assertion is separate in the indicative mood of srxb-

stantive and neuter verbs ; the transitive regimen, in th«

infinitive mood and active participle of active verbs. We
have endeavoured to investigate the connection betwixt

these parts of speech and the indicative of the verb. In so

far as their character is inconstant or complicated, we have

stated the causes of these characteristics, and the shades

of variation by which they arc distinguished. We have

shown in what respects the intermediate kinds of v/ords

partake of the nature of one part of speech, and in what

respects they partake of the nature of another. II the

particulars on these subjects are impressed on our minds,

our theories will be exempt from ambiguity or confusion.

Sect. VIII. Intransitive Active Verbs.

Neuter verbs have no such regimen as has been now
described. Hence some have assumed this as a mark of

distinction betwixt them and active verbs. It did not how-

ever escape observation, that some verbs which do not go-

vern any noun signify action, and that therefore the term

neuter, as implying the absence of active power, did not

apply to them. For this reason these have been retained

in the list of active verbs, but distinguished from verbs of

regimen by the additional epithet intransitive. Their pe-

culiar character has been generally represented as arising

from this peculiarity in the nature of the actions signified,

that they do not affect any ulterior object. But this is not

true in point of fact. The transitive or intransitive nature

of verbs of action depends solely on the occasions of man-
kind in making use of language. Transitive verbs arc

those which express actions when we have occasion instant-

ly to mention an object acted on. Intransitive verbs des-

cribe actions when we are satisfied with stating the connec-

tion betwixt the action and the agent. Verbs which admit

of no direct regimen, and therefore are termed intransitive,

may introduce other ideas, expressed by nouns, through
the medium of prepositions. The verb " to strike" is

transitive, while the verb " to walk" is called intransitive ;

and yet it is evident that in the act of walking one or more
objects are acted on as much as in the act of striking.

Only it happens that when we speak of striking, it is gene-

rally of importance to point out the object that is struck ;

but, when we speak of walking, our attention is chiefly di-

rected to the act as connected with the agent. In walking,

however, a man walks upon some object which supports
him; he walks/rom some place, and^o some other. Each
of the phrases " I strike my horse," and " I walk upon the

ground," expresses, in a manner equally explicit, a par-

ticular act, together with an object affected. The inter-

vention of a preposition in the one case, and the absence of

one in the other, imply no difference in the energy of the

act related, but only the diff"erent degrees of interest excit-

ed in the connection of it with tlie object aflfecied. It

might naturally be expected, from the numerous and vari-

ed occasions which we have for the relation of events,

that, even in describing the same sort of action, we should
sometimes have a motive for mentioning an object affected,

and sometimes not. For this reason some verbs differ

from each other only in their transitive or intransitive appli-

cation, of which we have already given an instance in the

difference betwixt the verbs " to speak" and " to say."

In other instances the same verb is used either transitively

or intransitively. We may say at one time, " a miller grind.^

corn;" in this sentence, corn is the object affected by the

act ; at another time we may speak of the same act as

characteristic of the situation and employment of an indi-

vidual; as in the sentence, " two women were grinding at

the mill, the one was taken and the other left." Here no
occasion arises for mentioning any object on which the act

of grinding is exerted. These however are not two dif-

ferent meaningi given to the verb. In both cases it is

used in its full mea-ning, that of describing a species of ac-

tion. Whether we choose to introduce or omit the name
of the thing acted on, depends on the design which we have
in forming our discourse. It muy or may not be of use to

add this circumstance to the description. It makes no
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more difference in the original meaning of the word, than

the introduction of a second sentence in elucidation of the

subject would affect the meaning of the words in the sen-

tence first employed.
Sometimes verbs which are originally intransitive, and

evidently not intended to have nouns subjoined to them,
except through the medium of prepositions, are afterwards

applied as active verbs governing the accusative, in conse-

quence of the. familiarity which the expression of particular

kinds of connection acquires from habit. The verb " es-

cape" originally required the preposition " from" to ex-

press a certain sort of connection betwixt the act and other

objects. Yet we not only say " a prisoner escaped from
prison," but, speaking of our own memory, wc may say

that " names and dates escape us." Fugere, in Latin, is a

verb of the same kind, and the corresponding phrase me
fugit ib used in that language. Me latet is of a similar

nature. Ardere is transitive, or perhaps ought rather to

be called neuter, yet it is made to govern the accusative ;

Formosumfiastor Corydon ardebat Alexin.

In some instances an active verb, which we are in the

habit of connecting with nouns by means of prepositions,

is used to form a transitive verb, by being compounded
with a preposition governing the accusative, and evidently

derives its transitive power from the preposition. Such a

verb, like others which govern the same case, may be

used in the passive voice. In Latin we have such words as

initur, " it is entered on." In English the same thing

takes place, though the two words continue separate.

The phrase thus formed is treated like a compound word,

and made to pass through variations similar to those to

which entire words are subjected. Such are the phrases
" to laugh at," and " to trifle with:" the preposition and
the verb coalesce to form a sort of compound verb, which
is used passively in the phrases " to be laughed at," and
" to be trifled with." This species of coalescence of

words into phrases, subjected to a peculiar inflection,

even takes place in instances in which an active verb go-

verns a noun in the accusative, and then leads to an-

other by means of a preposition : as in the phrase " to

make a fool of ;" for we do not say in the passive " a
fool was made of him," but " he was made a fool of."

We liave many analogous examples ; as, " to be made
game of," " to be evil spoken of," " to be taken notice of,"

" to be taken care of." Some even say, '' to be paid at-

tention to." This last expression is inelegant, because it

shews an unsuccessful grasping at a variety of accom-
modation.

On the diversity of regimen of verbs, see our account
of the cases of the noun. The subjects are inseparably

connected, and under that head such observations as ap-

peared necessary have been delivered.

Sect. IX. Persons a7id Mumbers.

Very little remark is required on the meaning attached

to the Persons and Numbers of the verb. But the nature

of their connection with this part of speech may be

illustrated by their etymology.

In those languages in which verbs receive separate ter-

minations for distinguishing the first, second, and the third

persons, such terminations are pronouns, and are equally

complete as if they were separate words. The termina-

tions i' a7no was probably derived from ego., the s in

amas lio •. <rv, the t in amat from avlti, the aynus in amamus
from ij^ifij. These terminations shew traces of being the

same piooouns slightly modified. Some philologists who
find themselves at om time dazzled by Mr Tooke's plau-

sibl.' etymologies, arc at another startled on finding instances

Vol. X, Pivar I.

to which his principles cannot be applied, and on this

ground riislily become disposed to condemn the whole as
fanciful. A person under these impressions might per-
haps stop us short in the inflections of amo, with asking
the etymology of the terminations -atis and -ant in the
second and third person plural. Atis affords no vestige
of the Greek ifAn^, npr -ant of ocvjot. It would be too bold
to maintain that they are derived from words so dissimilar
to themselves, unless we were able historically to point
out the intermediate steps of their transmutation. But
difficulties of etymology do not in the least invalidate the
general position, that such terminations arc real pronouns.
Atis and ant have exactly the same meaning with ifn-ui

and avjai. Whether they were derived from words sub-
sequently forgotten, or were applied in the first instance
as terminations, they are to be considered as complete
signs, equally significant with separate words, and differ-

ing from the latter only in being placed not before but
after the radical letters of the particular verb, and written
in closer connection with them. The resemblance of some
of the terminations to the separate pronouns is in fact

happily adapted to corroborate the identity of their signi-
fication; but though no such resemblance existed, just
reflection would lead to the same conclusion.

In speaking of the personal pronouns, we observed that

they have all the characters of nouns, and that their whole
peculiarity consists in their frequent use, which has occa-
sioned a convenient brevity in their form. It is to the same
cause that they owe the further distinction of being attach-

ed to many important words in the shape of terminations.

In Greek and Latin we find them attached to the verb. In
the Hebrew and Arabic they are attached in the same
manner to nouns. Ism, the Arabic word for " a name,"
receives the terminations -i, -ek, and -ou for signifying
" my name," " thy name," and " his name."
The inflections of the English verb possess a character

somewhat different from those used in the Latin language.
They do not supply the place of nominatives, but are used
along with them. We say " I love," " thou lovest," " he
loveth" or " loves." We never say " love" for " I love,"
" lovest" for " thou lovest," nor " loveth" and " loves" for

" he loveth" and " he loves." The terminations in Eng-
lish therefore are not complete pronouns, as in Latin ; they

are only accompanying signs, denoting that a particular

sort of word is the nominative to the verb. They might
be represented as redundancies, but they arc not destitute

of meaning and utility. Though not absolutely necessary

to guard us against mistake, they contribute to precision.

They enable us to expatiate on a variety of circumstances
in connection with the object exhibited in the nominative
case, before we introduce the verb ; and then the form of
the verb shows its connection with the person mentioned
in the nominative. But as the terminations in English are

not so essential as in Latin, they are fewer and less varied.

The first person singular, and all the three persons plural,

consist of the simple verb with the pronoun prefixed. " I

love, we love, ye love, they love." For this, among other

reasons, our language admits of less inversion in the order

of the words.

The same observations apply to the Numbers as to the

persons of the verb. The use of them in the imperative

mood is conducted in the same manner as in the indicative.

In the passive voice they follow similar analogies as in the

active.

Sect. X. Tenses,

A REFERENCE to time is inseparably connected with the

narration of events, and therefore many parts of the verb

E
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are so conlrived as to indicate in their structure a connec-

tion with some portion of time, in contradibtinclion to

another. The point of reference naturally first assumed

is the instant in which the sentence itself is uttered. Hence

the first t^eneral division of tenses is into present, past, and

future. Points of reference may also be selected from the

past and the future, and expeditious methods, suited to our

various occasions, adopted for expressing relative prece-

dence or subsequence.

References to the division of time into definite portions,

as hours, days, weeks, months, and years, are always made

by means of nouns contrived for the purpose.

1. Tense of the Imfierative.

Before proceeding to the tenses of the indicative, whicli

are the most important and precise, that of the imperative

claims some attention. The form most frequently used

in Latin and in English has been called the present impe-

rative; but a little attention will shew that imperatives are

essentially future. The act to be performed must be sub-

sequent in time to the command. In many instances they

may be separated by a considerable interval, without any

alteration in the form of the verb employed ; as when we
say, " come to this place to morrow." Though sensible of

this circumstance, grammarians seem not to have been

aware of its importance in demonstrating the tense proper

to this form of the verb. Perhaps a vague idea existed

that the time of the giving of the command ought to fix

its tense, but this is obviated by the slightest reflection on

the subject, as the act performed by the speaker in every

sort of sentence is present. Perhaps \.\\e immediate nature

of the iyijiuence intended to be produced by the imperative

on the mind of the person addressed has, though future,

been considered as sufficient to entitle it to the appellation

of present. But this influence is in no respect a proper

foundation for a distinction of tense. All language is in-

tended to produce an immediate effect on the mind. It

is therefore solely with the time of the action or event spe-

cified in the verb that philosophical grammar is concerned

in tracing the different tenses. The future in English is

sometimes used instead of the imperative, as " thou shalt

not kill ;" " thou shalt not steal." Perhaps grammarians
who delight in distinctions would perceive in this phra-

seology, as compared to the common English imperative,

some analogy to the varieties of imperatives in the Greek
language, and would denominate the sentences last men-
tioned future imperatives, in contradistinction to the com-
mon form called the present. But in the meaning of the

sentences the tense is equally future in both.

The Greek language has various imperatives, which
grammarians arrange along with the different tenses, and
distinguish by the names of the present, the aorist, and
even the preterite imperatives. But this diversity of form
I an produce no corresponding diversity of tense, unless

this should consist in discriminations in the portions of

future time to which the commands refer. We may order

a person to begin an action at a particular time ; or we
may order him to be engaged in some occupation which
is supposed to be previously bep;un ; or we may order him
to have an action completed. But, with reference to the

primary division of tenses into past, present, and future,

'he imperative must be regarded as essentially future.

2. The jlorist a7iil Present Indicative,

Mr Tooke has remarked that the part of the verb called

the present indicative is a simple or general indicative, and
that no tense is implied in it. When we say " the sun

liscs in summer much earlier than in winter," we assei-t

a fact applicable to past, present, and future. Of the same
nature are mathematical theorems and all gencial propo-
sitions. This form of the verb might therefore with respect

to tense receive the appellation of a imiversal aorist. This
indeed is the form of the verb used for describing present
transactions. The idea of present time is on such occa-
sions attached to tlie sentence, in consequence of an in-

ference drawn from the nature of the subject.

In some languages it is elegantly used to describe a
long portion of past time extending to the present : as in

French Je suis ici trois ans, and in Latin 'Trea annoa hie

adsum. But it is also used in describing events which
have been completed at a time past, as, " Yesterday, when
walking along, whom do I meet but my old kinsman :" " I

am glad, says he, to find you looking so well." Gram-
marians, never doubting that such indications are essen-
tially of the present tense, have supposed that in such sen-
tences the past is, for the sake of vivid representation, de-
scribed by a figure of speech as present. The facts now
stated shew that such explanations are unnecessary; and
if they are in any degree just, or adapted to the concep-
tions which we attach to this form of the verb, the conside-
ration that this indicative is not restricted to any tense will

account for the facility with which we reconcile our minds
to a figure of speech, which would otherwise appear a dis-

tortion.

We sometimes also use this general indicative in describ-
ing future events, and their futurity is pointed out by some
other word in the sentence, or by the evident import of the
whole. " Next Tuesday is the first of April," is a sentence
equally proper with "next Tuesday will be the first of
April." And we say, without any dread of being accused
of vicious diction, " To-morrow he begins his journey."

It would be possible for men to convey their meaning
on all occasions by indicatives, without any distinction of
tenses. The mention of other circumstances might serve
to prevent the hearer from confounding the past, the pre-

sent, and the future. But a sign of general application,

consisting either of a separate word, a termination, or a
systematic variation of the verb, is an important conve-
nience.

We are not altogether destitute of resources for mark-
ing with precision the present tense. Every language
possesses separate words for the purpose, such as now in

English, and the corresponding words in other languages.

It happens that, in our language, without the use of such
additions, we indicate present time, by employing the sub-
stantive verb with the participle instead of the usual in-

dicative. " He writes" is the indicative without tense.
" He is writing" is the present indicative. AVhen we say
" He writes a good hand," or " He writes to his relations

every month," we restrict our meaning to no particular

time. But, when we say " he is writing," we describe a
present transaction. This distinction is entirely conven-
tional. The original meaning of this combination of words
implies nothing to distinguish it from the simple indica-

tive, as the verb " is," and the termination " ing," are, with
respect to tense, equally general.

3. The Preterite Imfierfect and Perfect.

The preterite tenses are of great importance in lan-

guage ; and all tenses by which knowledge is communi-
cated imply a reference to past time. To the past we owe
our information. Our efficient communications of know-
ledge consist in references to the past. Though the pre-

sent exhibits nature as immediately perceived by the

senses, which are the inlets of knowledge, it is by means of
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the past that wc arc enabled to form a judpjincnt conccrn-

inj; the objects jjerceivccl. On our [jast experience de-

pend all our jiuli^ments and expectations rei^ardinj; the

future. If lanijiiage consisted essentially in assei'lion, the

past tense would be the original form of the verb, f'.rani-

maiians slate this to be the fact in the ancient Hebrew.
In that lanpjuas^e the preterite is in all veibs simple and

uniform, consislinc^ of two syllables, which are formed of

three consonants, with two interposed vowel sounds. 1"he

differences of the consonants distinguish the verbs from

one another, while the vowel sounds are the same in all.

Such are the verbs ipa (fiakad) visitavit [pd (nat/ian) dcdit.

The verb in this form is considered as furnishing roots

from which all other words are derived. IJut those who
have concluded, from the concurrence of all the facts in

other languages, that the imperative is the original form

of the verb, will find no necessity for adopting a different

opinion of the formation of that ancient language. The
imperative is in it equally simple with the preterite, gene-

rally consisting of the same consonants, varied most pro-

bably by a variation of the vowels. It has, therefore, on

this principle, an eciual claim to be considered as the root.

In some instances it is shorter: in the verb jra (jiathan)

it is jn {(/ten.) Verbs thus formed are on that account

denominated irregular. But the fact, in such instances of

the greater brevity of the imperative, shews that the He-
brew in this respect does not differ from other languages.

The simplicity and regularity of the preterite, however,

in Hebrew, may be considered as a consequence of the im-

portant rank which that tense holds in the most prevalent

application of language.

In English, the past tense is formed by a variation on

the root of the verb as used for the imperative. This
most commonly consists of the addition of the termina-

tion " ed." Others are formed by variations of the vowels ;

as " struck." for the preterite of " strike," " wore" of
" wear," " bore" of " bear", " drove" of « drive." « I walk,"

and " I drive," are assertions in the aoristic or present in-

dicative ;
" I walked," and " I drove," are in the past.

This tense implies that an action was begun, and was con-

tinued at some past period. It is called the im/ierfect, be-

cause no definite relation to the present state of the event

is implied in it, and room is left for supposing that the ac-

tion may be still continued.

When we mean to assert that an action is accomplish-
ed, we introduce before the expression of past tense the

auxiliary verb " to have" in the present or general indica-

tive. " I have walked," signifies, " I am in possession of

the complete act." " I have (by my own exertions) assured
myself of its completion."

Some English verbs have two variations of the radical

word for expressing past time, " strive," has " strove," and
"striven;" "weave," "wove," and "woven;" "break,"
« broke," and broken ;" "do," " did," and " done." The
completed act is expressed by the last of these forms, the

words " striven," " woven," " broken," and " done." Mr
Tooke considers this contrivance as a redundancy, because
one word for past time is sufficient for every purpose. In

verbs which have the preterite in " ed," the same word is

used for the simple description of an event in a train of
progress at some past period, and for being conjoined with
the verb " have," to signify that the act is completed. The
insertion of that verb is sufficient for marking the distinc-

tion. " He walked," and " he has walked," are equally

distinct from one another as " he did," and " he has done."

In some verbs in which the preterite is formed by a change
of the vowel, the same simplicity is observed: "struck"
is used for both these varieties in the expression of past

events.

That fuim of the past tense which is conjoined with the

verb " to have," some granmiaiians consider as originally

and pro])erly the passive partici|)le. In this sentence,"!
have driven a nail into the wall," they consider ihc verb
"have" as governing the noun "nail" in the acnisativc.
and "driven" as the pnssive participle agreeing with the:

noun. In this form of the past tense, the same word is al-

ways used as for the passive participle. 'I'hcrciore the
sentence is considered as signifying in etymological ana-
lysis, " I have a nail (which is) driven into the wall,"
transferred by use and common consent to signify that the
action is performed by the individual mentioned in the no-
minative. This theory receives apparent sujiport from
the structure of some phrases in the Italian language,
which show that the passive participle is really the word
employed, as its inflections arc varied and made to agree
with the noun in gender and number. Such is the phrase
Ho aficrte Ic voslrc Ictlere ; " I have opened your letter."

This analysis of such phrases would have great probabili-

ty, if the facts uniformly corresponded with it. But it is

not a constant rule. It is often left even in the Italian to
the option of the speaker. We may say Ho a/ierto or
afierte le z>ostre lettere, e veduto or -ueduta ivi la -nostra cor-
tesia. The French say J'ai donne, not donnee occasion. II

a tue, not lues, ses emiemis. Donne and tue therefore mere-
ly signify a past action, and, like any other part of the
verb, introduce or govern the subsequent noun. They
cannot be considered as agreeing with it like a passive
participle. If it is convenient to have a separate name for

that part of the verb, it may with sufficient propriety be
called a Preterite Gerund. The peculiarity of its nature
will appear in the most convincing light, when we turn
our attention to neuter and intransitive verbs, which, hav-
ing no passive voice, cannot be said to have a passive par-

ticiple. When we say " he has gone," " I have come,"
the words " gone" and " come" cannot be past participles

agreeing with nouns, as no nouns are introduced after

them. There is no sufficient reason why the introduction

of a noun should alter the nature of the word. In the

phrase " I have struck," the word " struck" signifies ac-

tion, and, as a part of the active verb, it may govern the

accusative case with as much propriety as any other part

of it. When we say " I struck my enemy," and "I have

struck my enemy," the word "struck" is in both instances

equally active in its meaning. There are certain occasions

in which the past participle in the French languag-e is used

to agree with the governed noun; but these are altogether

peculiar, and cannot give any room for supposing that this

is the original construction of this form of I'le preterite,

afterwards transferred to an active meani^ng ; for it only

takes place when the substantive noun i^as been previous-

ly introduced, and then referred to oy means of the rela-

tive (jue. The French say II r tue' filusieurs hommes

;

but, Les hojnmes qu'il a tue'"- This was a subsequent ar-

rangement, admitted after «i long discussion of the French

academy. There is so-'^e affinity betwixt this gerund and

the past participle, though their syntax is not identical.

Both signify an p-ent completed. The participle is only

the past ten*-) transferred to the adjective or participial

applicatio"! by which a past action is treated as a quality

introd'-"^efl for describing an object. Its active application

is a( prior date, and is in constant use.

It is not necessary to treat particularly of the other forms

of past teriscs, as ihey are regulated by the same princi-

ples, whether they are formed of combinations of words,

as in the modern languages of Europe, or combinations of

syllables, as in the ancient languages. Some observations

connected with the general subject of their varieties will

be suggested by certain forms of the subjunctive mood.
X1* 2
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4. The I'utvre.

The si^nificalion of the future tense requires no illus-

tration. The remarks which we have to make on this

subject will therefore be confined to its etymology. Our

conceptions of future events are mere deductions from

known arrangements in the past or present, tending to

modify their character. Hence all the contrivances for

expressing futurity, that can be traced to their origin, are

founded on the connection in which the future stands to the

past and the present as an effect to a cause. They are de-

rived from verbs signifying resolution, obligation, or other

preparatory circumstances, and, with respect to etymology,

are equivalent to the words employed in such English ex-

pressions as " I intend to go," " I must go," " I am likely

to go," " I prepare to go."

Mr Tooke ingeniously derives the Latin future in bo

from finMiv " to will" or " to be resolved." In ibo, for exam-

ple, i signifies " go," b (from /3«a) " will," and o (from tyoi)

" 1." Jmabo and dccebo are formed by annexing the same

letters to ama " love," and doce " teach.". The future in

am lie considers as an adaptation of the radical letters of

amare, " to love." Legam is thus equivalent to legere amo,

audiam to audire amo. By those who indulge a general

scepticism in etymology, or who have other systems to

support, these derivations may be thought improbable, and

abundant opportunities are afforded of taking refuge in the

obscurity of old derivations. It may be said, if b means
finPiu in amabo. what is meant by the b in amabam ? Such
objections can have no further effect, than to throw dis-

credit on instances of etymology that are somewhat ob-

scure. Let us therefore attend to some which are of re-

cent formation, and which, as the successive steps of their

change are easily traced, are superior to all objection. If

general principles of analogy are there disclosed, by which
the abbreviating contiivances of language have been con-

ducted, the uncertainty of some antique instances is not to

be much regretted. The former will also assist us to

judge of the degree of probability to be attached to some
etymologies otherwise uncertain.

In Italian, the future tense has undoubted marks of a
derivation from the verb avere "to have." Partiro "I
shall depart," is evidently derived from fiartireho " I have
to depart." This is evinced by the identity of the termi-
nations of the future with those of that verb in the present
in all its persons and both numbers. Ho, hai, ha ; havemo,
aveie, hanno : Partir-o, fiartir-ai, /lartir-a ; fiartir-emo, par-
tir-ete, fiartir-anno.

The French futui-e is as evidently derived from the pre-
sent of the vtvb avoir. In the verb /larler it is Je /larler-
ai, " I shall speaK," tu parter-as, il parler-a, nous fiarler-
cna, vous fmrler-ez, lu f,arler-ont. These are the termina-
tions of the present of t.^ verb now mentioned, J'ai, tu as,
il a, nous avons, vous avez,-tg 5^;_
The French language has v<^ious modes of expressing

futurity by combinations of entiu words into set phrases.
The verb devoir, which signifies to-.g obliged from duty,
is employed for this purpose, as Je dois faire cela, " I am
to do that." The same verb continues in ,.fher instances
to retain its full original meaning. The verb uii^r is used
for a similar purpose ; as, Je vais lui rendre mes '»,^ff^s.

In the English language combinations of this sort ,re
the only futures, and they are often used in such a manner
as to express something more than futurity. We have
thus a beautiful intermixture of their original meaning
with their modern application. The verbs " will" and
" shall" are most commonly used, but they are not indis-
criminately applied to signify futurity. Each of these
verbs is employed to signify the resolution of the speaker,

or simple futurity, according to certain liabits ol colloca-

tion with certain nominatives. " Will" in the first person,

and " shall" in the second and third, signify resolution.

Simple futurity is expressed by " shall" in the first, and
" will" in the two others. The simple future is as fol-

lows:
" I shall," " thou will," " he will."
'• We shall," " ye will," « they will."

The futui'e of determination is,

« I will," "thou Shalt," « he shall."

" We will," " ye shall," " they shall."

The perplexities occurring in the use of these auxilia-

ries, in consequence of the tendencies of the Irish and
Scotch being different from those of the English dialect,

which is the acknowledged standard, may be avoided, if

we always recollect that it is not the resolution of the ^w-
scn sfioken of that they are at any time employed particu-
larly to express, but of the sfieaker. " Will," therefore,

is employed for simple futurity in the second and third
persons, and is even appropriate where an event is men-
tioned that is opposite to the inclination of the person who
is the subject of the assertion. We say, " if you become
obnoxious to the criminal law, you luill be punished."
The word " will" does not here imply intention or even
consent, yet it is appropriate, because " shall" would im-
ply constraint or authority on the part of the speaker. It

is also to be remembered that, in mentioning any thing fu-
ture with respect to ourselves, although it should be the
effect of our intention, this does not render it proper to use
the auxiliary verb " will." " Will" in the first person al-

ways expresses emphatic resolution, implying the appre-
hension of difficulty or resistance from others. If another
has said, "you shall not," a man replies, " I will;" but in

expressing the common acts which are to fill up our fu-

ture time, we say simply, " I shall go home," " I shall tell

you the whole matter when we next meet."
But there are occasions, independently of provincial

solecisms, in which " will" may be employed in the se-

cond and third person to express the resolution of the per-
son spoken of, and " shall" in the first, the resolution of
some other. Observing another person obstinate, we may
say, " It seems you mill do it, and cannot be prevented."
If another person has said to us, " You do not admire my
friend, but you shall treat him civilly," we may reply,
" perhaps I may, but you are mistaken in telling me that

/ shall." These last modes of speaking, however, are
awkward, and require an uncommon emphasis to be laid

on the respective auxiliaries, in order to express the full

meaning of the speaker. It is therefore more elegant to
employ more explicit phrases, as, " it seems you are re-

solved and cannot be prevented." " Perhaps I may, but
you are wrong in supposing that / am to be forced.
Our language, like every other, has various words and

phrases which express futurity along with something more,
as " I intend," " I am obliged," " I am likely." We have
also a phrase for expressing simple futurity in the use of
the substantive verb followed by an infinitive, as " I am to

go," " he is to come in my stead." We have the phrase,
" to be about," which literally means to be somewhere in

the neighbourhood of an action, and is by conventional ap-
plication appropriated to the expression of near futurity.

5. The other Tensen.

It is unnecessary to consider particularly the other mo-
difications of tense, such as i\\& plu-fierfect, and the paulo-
fiost futurum, or to enter on an analysis of the phrases
formed by the combinations of the auxiliaries " have,"
" do," « shall," " will," » had," " did," '< should," " would,"
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" shSll have," "will have," " should have," " would have,"

to which gi'atnniarians add " can" and "could," wit!) llicir

combinations. All lliese are conducted on llie same piin-

ciples with the combinations already explained.

Combinations of meaning, which are expressed in our

language by the junction of several words, are expressed

in Greek and Latin by means of syllables added to the ra-

dical letters of each verb, and forming with them entire

words ; as amareni, " I should love" amax'eriin, " I could

love," or " I would love," (translated in our grammars
" I may have loved,") amavissem, " I should have loved."

Dr Adam Smith, in the comparison which he makes be-

twixt the ancient and modern languages, considers the for-

mer as deriving, from the use of syllabic variations, a great

simplicity, coniparcd with those which fulfil the same pur-

pose by means of auxiliary verbs. He thinks it more na-

tural, alter men jjossess a word for representing an event,

to express the modifications of that event, in respect to per-

son, number, and time, by altering the word, or giving va-

rious termniations, than by inventing separate words for the

modifications intended. He considers ihe formation of a

separate word of this kind in the same light with the for-

mation of the substantive verb, that is, as a great effort of

abstraction, which could only be the result of refined me-
taphysical speculation. His observation, however, loses

all force, when we recollect that a termination is as really

a sign as a word is ; and that the general employment of a

termination or any other modification, on a number of ana-

logous occasions, is the same kind of mental exertion as

the prefixing of a sign of this variation in the form of a

distinct word. It is not necessary to suppose that a gene-
ral word in the form of an auxiliary verb is first contrived

and perfected in all its parts, and tlien applied to use. It

may first be used in a single form suggested in a moment
of need, while we are using the verb descriptive of the

event. It may be afterwards readily transferred to an as-

sociation with a different verb; and this facility of associa-

tion is the same, whether it is a subjoined syllable or a se-

parate word. The distinction betwixt syllables and sepa-

rate words is probably not fully acknowledged till man-
kind commit language to writing. The fact however is,

that verbs, which previously existed as expressions for se-

parate assertions, are afterwards adopted as auxiliaries ; a

circumstance which removes still farther the necessity of
ascribing the invention of them to refined metaphysical
speculation.

Dr Smith further considers this mode of expressing the

modifications of the verb in the ancient languages as con-

ferring on them a great advantage over the modern lan-

guages, in respect of brevity and force. But this brevity

is often a deception, arising from the prejudices attached

to the appearance of written language. That author ad-

duces as an exemplification of his remark the Latin word
amavissem, which expresses a modification of thought,

which in English requires no fewer than four, being trans-

lated by the phrase, " I should have loved." The English

phrase, however, is pronounced with equal facility and
dispatch as the single word amavissem ; it consists of the

same number of syllables, and these have no greater cha-

racter of perplexity or tardiness in the one case than in

the other. The Latin syllables, in this instance, nearly

correspond to the separate English words ; am, signifies

« love ;" av, " have" with " ed ;" iss, " should ;" an em, " I."

Hitherto we have been occupied with those parts of the

verb which serve as the copula in the composition of a

sentence, and which, in technical language, are called in-

dicatives. This appellation, however, if it is not a name
for a mere form, if it has any scientific meaning, must be

extended to some forms which have usually been consi-

dered as belonging to (he subjunctive mood, as they are
not confined to the purpose of subjunction, but sometimes
form the only verb in a sentence : as Itti fiotiiis quam alteri

OREDEUEM. Malueuim te (/uam ullitm alium imitari. Si

cum /loste ilimicdsset perhsset. 'l"he words here marked
in capitals have the full force of the indicative; that is,

they convey affirmations ; they indicate new connections of
ideas, intended to be impressed on the mind of the person
spoken to. They are therefore improperly distinguished

by the title of eubjunctives, if this implies that they are

fitted only to maintain a subordinate rank in the composi-
tion of a sentence. Some further observations will be made
on them in the sequel.

Sect. IX. The Subjunction of Sentences.

Every improved language possesses various contri-

vances for the subjunction of certain sentences to others.

In every continued discourse, some are distinguished as

of greater importance, and holding a more eminent rank
than the rest. These others may be equally necessary to

the full elucidation of the subject; but their utility arises

from their subserviency to the developement of the former.

Some sentences are preparatory, and contain propositions

which are said to be premised. Others are inserted as

constituent parts of more prominent sentences. This last

operation may be denominated subjunction.

A whole sentence is capable of being used as a noun,
and applied to every species of syntax competent to the

noun. Sometimes the sentence retains the same form as

when it stands unconnected. It may, for example, be made
the nominative to a verb. This use of sentences is of fre-

quent recurrence in treating of the subject of language,

as in treatises on universal grammar, in which sentences,

as such, are the subjects of discussion. We can make a

sentence by conjoining the three words " this is right,"

and we can then make it a nominative to the verb " is" by
saying, " This is right is a short sentence." We can also

make it an accusative to the verb " think," or the verb
" say :" " He thinks or he says this is right."

Sentences may also be rendered parts of other sentences,

by means of slight changes on some of the words compo-
sing them, or by the interposition of other parts of speech,

contrived either for simple annexation, or for pointing out at

the same time the particular relation in which the subjoin

ed sentence stands to the whole.

Subjunction is of two kinds; subjunction to nouns, and
subjunction to sentences.

1 . Subjunction to JVouns.

A sentence is subjoined to a noun, when it is employed
for the same purposes of amplification or qualification as

the genitive case or the adjective. This is done by using,

instead of the nominatives " he," " she," " it," or " they,"

the relatives "who," " which," or " that;" ss in the sen-

tences, " iVIen who speak little arc esteemed prudent :"

"A man who commits murder deserves death:" " Men
who speak ill of their neighbours are dangerous:" " JMen

who are capable of hypocrisy are noc to be trusted." Here
each of the sentences introduced by the relative " who,"
limits the assertion to a definite part of the general class

of beings represented by the nouns " men," or " man."
It may be objected that the words, " who speak little,"

do not of themselves form a significant sentence. If this

is the case, however, it depends entirely on the nature of

the nominative " who ;" and it may be remarked, that this no-

minative has the full meaning ofthe pronoun "he;" "he speaks

little" is a complete sentence, though, in order to be made
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intelligible, it requires some previous knowledge of the

person referred to by tlie word " lie ;" but tbe case is the

same with innumerable entire sentences in language.

« Who" implies the meaning of " he," and something more

;

it implies a mark tliat the sentence of which it is the sul)-

ject is subjoined to a noun, and is thus an entire sentence,

with something additional.

The author of the article Grammar, in the EncijclofKS-

dia Britannica, ingeniously analyses the relative into the

preposition " of" preceding the pronouns " he," " she,"

" it," or their plurals, or oblique cases. ^Vhen thus ana-

lysed, this word " of" must govern, not the pronouns se-

parately, which in fact are sometimes nominatives, but the

subjoined sentences to which they belong. He shews that

Mr Harris was deceived in supposing that the relative

might be resolved into the third personal pronoun preced-

ed by the conjunction "and." The phrase "Men who
speak little," may be resolved into " Men of tliey speak

little." Readers who are not accustomed to such analy-

ses, and who regard the present habitudes of language as

exclusively significant, may imagine that this analysis ren-

ders the sentence unmeaning. But, if we could suppose

that the preposition "of" were one of those which gov-

ern nouns and sentences indiscriminately, we should find

that the uncouthness of this paraphrase does not render it

unintelligible. To these the words " before and after" be-

long. We can either say " before his dinner," or " before

he had dined." It is sufficiently supposable that our lan-

guage might have been so constructed as to put it in our
power to say, not only " the time of dinner," but " the

time of he dines ;" and to say not only " men of few words,"

but " men of they speak little." In this paraphrase we
shall have an intelligent analysis of the relative.

In sentences thus subjoined, the relative may sometimes
be the nominative, as in the examples which wc have given

;

or it may be the accusative ; or it may be subjected to any
other regimen competent to the noun. We may say, " A
man whom the world admires." " A man ivhose veracity is

unimpeached," or " A man of whom all are forced to speak
well.

It is also to be remarked, that the noun to which such
sentences or clauses are subjoined, may occupy any place

in the larger sentence that is competent to a noun ; it may
form either part of the subject, or of the predicate. We
may either say, " The man who loves his country deserves
honour," or « the world respects Cato as a man who loved
his country."

When we attempt to reduce sentences to a precise and
uniform theory, the following question will arise. Is the
verb, when thus subjoined by means of the relative, actu-
ally used for assertion ? or is it deprived of this power by
the rehtive ? and ought the indicative of the verb to be on
that account considered as applicable to other purposes be-
sides assertion ? It seems unscientific to maintain that the
verb, separately considered, performs in this instance a
diflerent office, since the whole change of application is

produced by the power of the relative. It would be most
advantageous to consider the office performed by it in real
assertions and in subjunctions of this kind as possessing
some character in common, and to consider the modifica-
tions to which it is liable a^ consisting in the differences of
the nominatives. If to any of our readers there should
seem to be a gap in this part of our theory, we should be
happy to have the means of supplying it pointed out. But
to us there appears to be no impropriety in calling this

general character by the name of assertion. An assertion
may be first made, and may afterwards be mentioned for

the sake of reference. An assertion may be used as the
definition of an object. Of this object wc may speak, either

by a single name, or by using the terms of the definition

introduced Ijy the relative " which." It seems rather in-

congruous to maintain that the definition in that case loses

its character of assertion. The most that can be said is, that

its office has been previously performed, and that it is now
in this respect dormant. lis adaptation to that original

application, even in the present connection, is certainly

still apparent.

It is worthy of remark, that the place of a sentence

thus subjoined to a noun often admits of being supplied

by a noun in the genitive, or by an adjective. The mean-
ing expressed by the phrase, " A man who is capable of

hypocrisy," may be expressed by the phrase, " A hypo-
critical man;" therefore a new theoretic question arises,

does the adjective " hypocritical" imply the copula used
in assertion? Nay, the whole meaning may be condensed
into a single noun. Instead of either of the preceding

phrases, we may say, " A hyfiocrite is not to be trusted."

Does the noun " hypocrite" imply an assertion ? Then it

will follow, that the office of assertion is not peculiar to

the verb, but is included in the noun itself. This is so

far true, that every noun is susceptible of a definition con-

taining the indicative or asserting form of tiie verb. A noun
signifying a compound idea may be defined by an enume-
ration of the parts of which that idea consists. A noun
signifying a simple idea may be defined by pointing out
the relation of that idea to various others, whether by re-

semblance, connection, or conti-ast.

In the progress of human knowledge, combinations and
distinctions of ideas are created, which are at first express-
ed in propositions and afterwards by single words; and these

words are not understood till the processes of thought
which gave origin to them, and which were first ex-

pressed by asserting propositions, are comprehended.
Condensed signs, however, are not attached to all the

results of these mental processes. This is only done
when they are to be frequently referred to or treat-

ed as the chief subjects of discourse. When only oc-
casionally mentioned, they are expressed in a more cir-

cuitous manner. Instead of a single word, we on some
occasions use a noun with an adjective, as " an honest
man," " a faithful servant ;" or a noun governing another
in the genitive, as " a man of conse(|uence," " a man of
probity," " a member of parliament." Sometimes these

modes of annexation are accumulated, as, " a wealthy ci-

tizen of London," " a man of the highest reputation." On
other occasions, when the combination of ideas is less fa-

miliar, we describe an object, by attaching to a noun a re-

gular sentence by means of the relative, thus; "a man
who has, in a certain circle, the highest character for un-
derstanding."

Sometimes the relative is employed to introduce a sen-
tence which is not intended to form a descriptive definition

of any object, but part of a narrative conveying new infor-

mation ; as, " Peter, who had all the time listened to my
words, now presented himself before me." This has the
same meaning with two sentences connected by the con-
junction " and," viz. " Peter had all the time listened to

my words, and now presented himself before me." The
obliquity which this use of the relative produces is but
slight, and promotes an elegant variety of diction.

2. The Particijde.

In the use of the participle we have a method of sub-

joining a descriptive sentence to the noun, which, with
respect to briefness and extent of regimen, is interme-

diate betwixt the use of the adjective, or of the geni-

tive case, and that of the relative. It resembles the ad-

jective in the manner in which it is introduced, but al- ,
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ways follows the parlicular verb to which it belongs in the

regimen which it possesses as introductory to other words.

Hence it is capable of annexing a train of ideas to the noun.

We say " a case bearing an analogy to the preceding;" " a

man possessed of tine sensibility ;" and, in a malhetnati-

cal theorem, " the stjuarc of the side of a right angled

triangle subtending the riglit angle is equal to the sum of

the squares of the other two."

After the remarks wiiich we have made on the possibility

of resolving the meaning of any noun into a definition, we
can have little difficulty with the participle. It is obvi-

ously resolvable into an indicative sentence introduced by

the relative: "A man walking" is resolvable into "a man
\vho walks."

A designation formed by the annexation of the participle

to a noun, differs from the use of a noun which contains

the whole meaning, by approaching nearer to the form of

assertion. It prominently exhibits the analysis of that

meaning which in the corresponding noun is more con-

densed, and, like the relative with the indicative mood, it

enables us to extend considerably our specifications.

The participle may, like the relative and the indicative

of the verb, be used for immediate assertion, as well as

for definition. Thus Hume says of Charles V. " At last

the emperor, dreading a general combination against him,
was willing to abate somewhat of his rigour."

We formerly observed that the indicative mood of a

verb might be resolved into the participle with the copula:

that " he walks" might be resolved into " he is walking."

And we have now remarked, that the participle may be

resolved into the indicative mood introduced by the rela-

tive ; that " a man walking" might be resolved into " a

man who walks." The indicative is of earlier origin, and
therefore less complex than the participle. The participle

is an ulterior accommodation in language, though, when
once contrived, it has in some respects no greater com-
plexity than an adjective, or the genitive case of a noun.

Participles are varied in their form and meaning, as they

often express something more than the subjunction of the

general meaning of a verb to that of a noun. They are

employed to express time, and also to give either an ac-

tive or passive character to the object expressed by the

noun.

There are in most languages two participles, one of which
has been called the present participle active, and tlie other

the perfect participle passive. The former is distinguish-

ed in English by the termination " ing:" the latter, some-
times by a change in the vowel of the verb, but most fre-

quently by the termination " ed."

The participle in " ing," however, is often used without
any implication of tense, and therefore may be applied to

the past or the future, as well as the present. When we
say " Yesterday, the public attention was excited by an
aeronaut ascending ;" if the word " ascending" were ne-

cessarily present, it would contradict the expression of past

time contained in the verb " was." Grammarians avoid

that absurdity, by observing that the act was present at the

time expressed by the verb, and therefore may be mention-
ed in the present tense, as the principal verb of the sen-

tence gives its own tense to all the subordinate words.
But this statement will not apply, otherwise we might as

well use the expression, " Tlie public attention was excit-

ed by an aeronaut who ascends" or " who is ascending."

And we might say, " I thought that he ascends in a beauti-

ful style." These phrases would be condemned as not

only chargeable with bad grammar, but with incongruity

and absurdity. It is therefore necessary to allow that the
participle in " ing" is not restricted to any tense.

This participle, though generally active, is not confined

to that voice. It is passive in such plirascs as the follow-
ing. " The house is budding." " I saw a man carri/ing
to prison." " I heard of a plan forming for his rescue."
" A large sum of money is owing." The Trench some-
times use the passive participle du on the same occasions
on which the English use tlic word " owing."

_

The participle in " ed," and others calTcd perfect par-
ticiples, belong essentially to the preterite tense. But with
respect to voice they are not exclusively passive. The
words " gone," " landed," " departed," " strayed," " de-
cayed,"

I'

well behaved," " drunk," " mistaken," are ac-
tive participles. The participle in us, corresponding to it

in Latin, is also sometimes active; as in tacitua "silent."
Altliough these words may appear to express quiescent
qualities, they are such qualities as the action produces
in the agent, and not in an object acted on.

3. Subjunction to Verbs or to Sentences.

An assertion is sometimes employed for the purpose o!
being subjoined to a verb. This is for the most part
effected by the interposition of the parts of speech com-
monly called conjunctions, and which are to be consider-
ed in the sequel under the name of sentential prepositions.
Some assertions introduced in this manner are subjoin-

ed to the verb by a regimen bearing an exact resemblance
to that of a noun governed in the accusative. The con-
junction " that" is indeed interposed ; a word not expres-
sive of any particular relation, but merely a general sign
of subjunction. Its sole office in this application is, to

shew that the sentence which it introduces is subjoined.
It is ingeniously and justly considered by Mr Tooke as
the same word with the pronoun or adjective " that." Their
identity of form is not the effect of accident, which some-
times produces an ambiguous coincidence in signs, which
are of different origin, and intended to perform totally dif-

ferent offices. This is merely an instance of a word single
in its origin and meaning, and applied on different occa-
sions. It is in fact an adjective, agreeing with the sen-
tence as a whole. In the sentence " I believe that he is

come," we take the subjoined part " he is come" as an
object, and say with respect to it " I believe that." Hence
it is in Latin (juod, which is also the relative : or uti, or 7tt,

which Mr Tooke with great probability derives from the
Greek word on. This last is closely connected in its

etymology with the article i, 'ti, to, and the relative 05, \, iv,

and is in reality the neuter gender of oo-k;. The circum-
stance of being made introductory to a sentence is a variety
of application. Hence it is on some occasions of this sort

subjected to a variation in its form. When placed before
a sentence, it is commonly called a conjunction, and thus
is ranked along with some other words which have a simi-
lar destination. This form of subjunction is extremely
familiar in all sorts of language, colloquial, historical, and
poetical. " I hope that you are well." " The general
saw tliat the enemy was too powerful for an attack in the
open field, and concluded that it would be more prudent
to harass him by the well-timed operations of partisans."
In our language the conjunction is sometimes dispensed
with : as, " I hope you are well." All these instances,

whether introduced by the word " that" or not, as well as
the corresponding ones in Latin and Greek, are placed in

the same situation with a noun in the accusative. Thus, in

the following Latin phrases, the verbs dicit, vult. and timet,

have the same regimen. Quid dicit ? Dicitne nihil? Dicit
quod sajiia. Quid vult ? Vult ut hue vemas.—Quid timet ?
Timet ne discedaa.

This mode of subjunction is sometimes performed bv
the infinitive of the verb. " I suppose him to be sincere"
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is equally good English wiUi " 1 suppose that he is sin-

cere." In Latin it is far more common. Dicic te safiere

is more agreeable to common use than Dicit quod tu

aa/iis. This interchange of phraseology will be more par-

ticularly illustrated under the head of the infinitive mood,

which will be delayed till we have finished the conside-

ration of some other parts of speech subservient to the

same end.

Sentences are also subjoined to verbs by the medium of

conjunctions signifying particular relations. Some of them

express hypothetical representation, as "if," "suppose,"

" provided ;" others causation, as " because," " since :"

others concession, as « though," « granting ;" others time,

as "while," "when," "afteV," "before;" others alterna-

tion, as " whether," and " or," (not the same application

of tlie word " or" which is made of vel in Latin, but one

corresponding to the Latin an.) These words, like the

preposition, are interposed betwixt the verb and the words

standing for the governed object, and they express a spe-

cific relation of the one idea to the other. They bring

along with them various modifications of the form of the

verb which they introduce. These will come into view

under the next head, the Subjunctive Mood, which has

received its name from the frequency with which it is

thus applied. We shall naturally be led to inquire into

its various forms and uses as compared with those of the

indicative, and thus trace the comparative adaptation of

both to the purposes of subjunction.

4. The Subjunctive Mood, and other Forms of the Verb

allied to it.

The moods of the verb are different in different lan-

guages. Sometimes a mood in one language compre-

hends two or more of those in another. One of the most

frequent is the subjunctive, such as it exists in the Greek,

Latin, and French languages. In the English it is some-

times expressed as the indicative, sometimes by means of

auxiliaries. The various applications of it, and the variety

of translations which its parts receive into English, as

adapted to the occasions on which it is used, render it a

matter of some interest to discover what properties are

common to it on all occasions. It so happens that we have
exactly that number of varieties of it in Latin which cor-

responds to the number of the tenses in the indicative, and

hence they have been distributed into tenses under the

same names ; the present, the preter imperfect, the preter

perfect, the pluperfect, and the future.

This mood has been called subjunctive, from the cir-

cumstance of its being used in assertions which are sub-

joined by the relative and by various conjunctions. But
this office is not peculiar to this mood. It is sometimes
performed by the indicative, preceded by the relative or

by some of the conjunctions, such as " before," "after,"
" when," " where," " while," " if," and the words by which
these are translated into other languages. On some occa-

sions of subjunction the two moods are used indiscrimi-

nately ; Si hie adest, and Si hie adail, are equivalent. We
also, say. Qui vinum amant, or, Qui vinmn ament.

It is equally true that the subjunctive mood is not re-

stricted to this office, but may with equal propriety be on
certain occasions used indicativcly, that is, for expressing

the leading assertion in a sentence ; as, Si cum hoste dimi-

casaet, pehiisset. In this instance, the subjunctive mood
in Latin when used subjunctively is translated into the

English indicative, " if he had fought with the enemy,"
•whereas that which conveys the assertion, which is the
ultimate ol)jcct of the sentence, receives a peculiar trans-

lation by mi;ans of the auxiliaries " would have :" fieriieset

" he would have perished." This is remarkable in most
instances, though not in all, of the translations of Latin

subjunctives into English. When used subjunctively, they

are translated by the English indicative; when used indi-

catively, they are translated by a peculiar phiaseology.

They are translated indicatively, when introduced by

the words, f/ui, quoniam, cum, quanguam, si, etsi, quasi.

This takes place in all the tenses: siveniaa " if you come;"
si -venires " if you came ;" si veneris " if you have come ;"

si venisses, " if you had come ;" si veneris " if you shall

come."
On some occasions they are translated into English by

peculiar auxiliaries. Uli or ut, and nc, are the words which

chiefly give rise to a translation different from the indica-

tive in the subjunctive mood which they introduce, and

this lakes place only in the present and preter imperfect

:

ut eas " that you may go :" ut ires " that you might go."

Yet uti appears to have originally been equally extensive

in its meaning with the word " that," by which it is trans-

lated. It is not merely applied to denote the fiurfwse of an

asserted event, but to intimate other forms of subjunction:

as odisti ut amas, " you hate as you love ;" ut veniebat " as

he came," or " when he came." Ut with the present and
preter imperfect subjunctive, (as ut amet and ut amaret,)

may be supposed to have been originally fitted for any
general subjunction, and afterwards applied to express the

subjunction of a purpose ; or, ut may have been adopted

for variety as a synonymous word with quod, in order to

introduce a more special phraseology by performing a cer-

tain department of the same office. Ut venias may origin-

ally signify " that you come," and may be used as a noun
in the ablative. Qua causa hoc mihi dixisti ? Hoc causa,

ut iterum venias. In English, the same word " that" by
which quod is translated is on such occasions used for

translating ut, but the verbal expression is then varied by
the introduction of the auxiliary " may." The production

of the effect is expressed hy the production of the fiower.

This is sufficiently natural, as the effect implies the power.

It is an accidental pleonastic idiom, probably adopted for

the sake of distinguishing this form of subjunction from
the form of it expressed by the particle " that" with the

simple indicative.

The same observations apply to the introduction of the

imperfect subjunctive in Latin, by means of the word ut.

It gives the verb the same relation to the past which the

former gives it to the present. It expresses the purpose,

and it is to be remarked, that in both instances it renders

the verb in the subjoined phrase significant of something
subsequent in order and in time. The tense called the

present subjunctive when introduced by ut is future, and
the imperfect expresses something subsequent to a past

event.

The present and the future subjunctive are sometimes
used imperatively : as, audiant meum sermonem, " let them
hear my discourse ;" doceas Jitios sapientiam, " teach your
sons wisdom." These have every appearance of being
instances of ellipsis, in which obsecro or firecor te ut is

understood. The Italians often use the infinitive impera-
tively ; as non stringere la mia mano cosi, " not to grasp
(that is, " do not grasp") my hand so tight." This part

of the verb expresses the simple act, or a connection which
may be subjoined to another part of speech ; and custom
assigns to it the additional circumstances conveyed, as

suited to the different occasions on which it is introduced.

The future subjunctive is applied imperatively, most
probably on the same principles as the future indicative,

and it is often translated by that part of the Englis)i verb ;

as ne occideris, " thou shalt not kill " The Lati . p.'nase

has however the additional advantage of being originally
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subjunctive, and Ihiis possessincj the same fitness to I)e

used imperatively by ellipsis as the present tense of the

same mood.
All these tenses are also occasionally used indicativc-

)y, and the application of them is so contrived that they ex-

press some moditication of the simple assertion.

This more rarely happens with the present than with

the others. Yet we have instances ol such an application.

Thus, in the ninth book of the ./Encid, Nisus says to Eu-

ryalus,

Si quis in odversum rajiiat casusve Detisvc

Te sufieress velim.

" If chance or Providence should render the enterprise

unfortunate, I wish (or I should wish) you to survive."

In like manner, in the 7th book, Juno, dismissing Alecto

from the superior regions, says,

Te su/ier ethereas errare liceiitius auras

Haud paler ipse veut summi regnator OUjmfii.

This part of the subjunctive, when thus employed, is

translated by the auxiliaries, " can" " may," " should," and
" would," and generally refers to future events.

Thepreter-imperfect subjunctive, when used indicatively,

is translated by " should "or " would." lUam si amaret,

in matrimonium duceret, " If he loved her, he would mar-
ry her." The preterperfect is used on similar occasions,

and translated in the same manner. Maluerim ilium quam
ullum aliuni imitari, " I would rather imitate him than any
other man." It is a remarkable circumstance, that these

three subjunctive forms, called the present, the preter-im-

jjerfect, and the preter-perfect, when used indicatively, are

often applied to the future. This cannot be considered as

accidental ; for, when translated into the English language,
which adheres to no form of expression as an appropriate

version of the Latin word, but varies it as occasion seems
to require, they retain the form of the past tense" would,"
and " should," even when the event spoken of can apply
only to the future. It might therefore seem interesting to

inquire what peculiarity the meanings of these expressions
have, which should render them analogous to the past tense.

We clearly see that there is a foundation for such an in-

quiry, when we advert to the import of some English
phrases. " I may go," and " I might go," are radically

future in their application. " I should go," is equally fu-

ture with " I shall go," though not otherwise synonymous.
" I can go," and '< I could go," are also futuri-, as applied
to the verb " go." The analysis of these phrases is com-
paratively easy, as they consist of auxiliaries. We at once
recollect that the future of a verb may be expressed by
the present of a verb preceding it signifying preparation
for futurity ; and, as the present is only one instant, and
therefore has been said by some metaphysicians to have
no existence, we consider it as including some adjoining
portion of time, (most generally a part of the past,) at

least as great a range as gives us scope for that short ex-
ercise of memory which we confound with consciousness,
and which is necessary for reviewing any event and ena-
bling us to describe it. There seems to be no impropriety
in describing by a past tense a present action at least that

is to be discontinued. If the present may be thus deline-

ated, it follows that the verb preparatorv for the future

may also be used in the preterite tense. " I might go," is

iuture, asapplied to the verb " go," though the preterite of
the verb " may." For the purpose of tracing the source
in this phraseology, it is of importance to observe that
"may" and "might," which are different in their own
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tense, impress diffcrrnt characlors on the fi)t\irc event
which they are employed to introduce. IJoth of them ex-
press an uncertain or conditimiul lulurity. But "may"
signifies a stale of greater preparaiion, and expresses a

belief in the prob ibility of the condition being obtained,

and tlie consequent contingency taking phcc. " I may if

you will," expresses greater readiness than " I might if

you would." The latter phrase is either a hesitating way
of intimating that we are partially prepared, on which ac-

count it would on some occasions be reckoned less polite ;

or signifies a hesitation, originating in our modified hopes
respecting the condition, and then it is a more diffident

manner of making a proposal. But the question recurs,

why should the past tense be preferred for this Uncertain

mode of speaking of futurity ? We should be happy to

present a satisfactory solution of that problem. Although
we had none to offer, we should have thought it unfair to

decline stating the query. Perhaps this form of expres-
sion is used, because these uncertain expectations consist

of images which possess the same sort of dimness with

any object which retires to a distance in time or place, and
consequently with an event wliich fades from the view by
taking its place among ideas of distant recollection. Or,
if this explanation is objected to as a refinement too sub-

tile to have given origin to expressions so common, per-

haps the choice of the past tense of the auxiliary on such
occasions has proceeded from its signifying that the state

of things preparatory for the future is discontinued : this

want of extension to the present may conventionally be
held equivalent to a less confident mode of representing

a contingent futurity. But, though this explanation of the

English phraseology now under review should be thought
in some degree plausible, it might still be asked, How are

such principles to be applied to the Latin suljjunctive ten-

ses ? Do these tenses imply in their etymological struc-

ture all the force of the English auxiliaries ? Did they

possess that force in the intentions of the persons by wiiom
they were first employed ? Or are they mere general

modes of stating a connection of ideas applicable to condi-

tions and other subjunctions, as well as to conditional as-

sertions ? The difference betwixt these two methods of

explaining them is perhaps merely verbal. If the sub-

junctive is an instrument intended to be applied indiscri-

minately to all connections of ideas, whether actual or hy-

pothetical, the purpose fulfilled by it is the same, whether
it consists in the want of some character belonging to the

indicative, or in the possession of a superadded character,

including the meaning of an additional sign. Even if it

were acknowledged to be of subsequent invention, and on

the whole more complicated in its form than the indica-

tive ; this is to be accounted for, not by its expressing

more ideas, but by its later use, as applied to the purposes
of human language. The English auxiliaries express

something indefinite with regard to the events described ;

and the same thing is done by the subjunctive form of the

Latin verb. But the variety of the English auxiliaries, as

applied to translate the same Latin word, leads us to re-

gard the Latin subjunctives as of less special meaning, and
therefore partaking more of the character of general

marks of annexation, which admit of being applied to a

variety of purposes, the particulars of which are left to be

infei 1 ed from the tenor of the discourse. If we knew the

etymology of the ancient subjunctive forms, some light

would be thrown on their history, but very little on their

intrinsic nature. Words derived from the names of par-

ticular kinds of objects often become much more general;

and, though they receive subsequent limited applications

which render them again particular, they do not denote

the same kinds of objects by which they were first sug=
F
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gested. The expedients adopted for varying general signs,

and fitting them lor expressing different particular mean-

ings with precision, arc entirely arljitrary, and often con-

sist in an advantage taken of accidental original synony-

nies. This last stage of variation is that which has given

ihe Latin language the form in which it is found in the

writings of the classics. The varieties of phrase are not

in general founded on corresponding differences in the di-

rect etymological origin of the words. The indicative uses

of the subjunctive mood therefore may on the whole be

considered as elliptical.

The pluperfect subjunctive, when used indicatively, ex-

presses a conditional assertion concerning the past. This

js the meaning of it in the example already mentioned,

/leriissee, " he would have perished." Sometimes it may
be translated by " ought to have." Thus in the fourth book

of the ^Eneid, after Dido's voluntary death, her sister says,

eadem me ad fata vocASSus, " You oug/ic to have invited

me to share your fate." This is a conditional preterite,

and may be considered as implying " If this had been the

character of past events, all v.'ould have been well." The
past is subjoined to an implied regret, and resembles such

an ellipsis as the following English phrase. "If I had

but seen him before he died 1"

The future subjunctive is justly considered as differing

slightly in tense from the future indicative, by expressing

the " future completion of an event." But it is not on that

account deprived of the peculiar character of tlie subjunc-

tive mood ; nor can we think, with some, that it differs

'from the future indicative in tense alone. It is not used,

in general, for the simple and unconditional assertion of

this species of futurity. It is not probable, for instance,

that it would be used for expressing the assertion in the

following sentence : " As soon as you have finished your

letter, I shall have finished mine." That the tense in this

sentence may be literally expressed in Latin, the passive

voice is preferred, as it supplies an indicative tense of tliis

sort by the combination of the future indicative of the sub-

stantive verb with the past participle. Quum literas tuas

scri/iseris, tnete etiam fixity erunt. This combination

is denom.inated in our grammars a future subjunctive of

the passive voice. The cause of this denomination is, that

it is similar in tense. It unquestionably belongs to the in-

dicative mood, while the others coupled with it in our

grammars are subjunctive. The future of the subjunctive

is indeed like its other tenses used indicatively; but like

these others it is limited to uncertain and hypothetical as-

sertions.

The subjunctive mood of the verb is on the whole a

generic form applied chiefly to two less general uses, viz.

subj unction, and the assertion of uncertain or condition-

al connections betwixt different objects. The property

which these two uses of the verb have in common is un-

certainty. There is one use of this mood which we have
not hitherto mentioned, as it did not require to be sepa-

rately illustrated, to wit, interrogation ; as in this plirase,

.i/i sii rjuics sceUraio? This will be considered as an in-

stance of subjunction by those who allow, what we shall

afterwards more fully slate, that an interrogative sentence
implies the imperative of the verb " to tell." Quis est

signifies Die mihi quis est. From this it follows, as well

as from tlic obvious nature of a question, that uncertainty
is also involved in that application of the subjunctive. Its

imperative application has been already stated to be an in-

stance of subjunction by ellipsis.

In Dr Gregory's memoir O;; the Theory of the Moods
of Verbs, contained in tlie 2d vol. of the Edinburgh Philo-
sophical Transactions, there are some apposite observa-
tions on the application of the subjunctive mood to a great

variety of phrases mutually analogous, which had occa-

sioned some difficulty. That author considers the moods
of the verb as formed for giving a direct representation of

the feelings, intentions, or present actions of the speaker,

and resolves them into a variety of affirmations in tlie first

person singular. Oro ov jubeo is, according to tliis theory,

implied in the imperative ; dico, in the indicative ; c/;/o, in

the expression of wishes, and a variety of others on dif-

ferent occasions, as suited to the various -. ppliraiions of the

subjunctive. From the great diversity o! icelings and pur-

poses which may actuate a speaker, he infers that the real

moods are too numerous to be expressed by separate mo-
dilicalioi.s of the verb without rendering language cum-
bersome and complicated ; but iliat those which art rriost

common are expressed in this manner, for the sake of
giving a condensed force to the utterance of human
thought.

The view which we have given of the moods of verbs,

and of language in general, differs from the principles

now mentioned. We have considered language as not
originally directed to the object of expressing sponta-
neously and naturally our own thoughts. It executes our
purposes, by arranging the signs of thought in that order
which is in our opinion best fitted to influence another per-

son ; an object which may be sometimes most successfully

accomplished by concealing our own sentiments. To ex-
press our mode of thinking is indeed a very frequent ob-
ject of language, and naturally has certain contrivances
adapted to it ; but to tell that we are speaking or asserting-,

seems to constitute no part of its object in addition to the

use of the signs fitted for performing that office. The
author, therefore, acknowledges that his principles have
not so full an application to the indicative as to the other

moods.
With whato-ver degree of vehemence or delicacy men

wish to express their feelings, they are provided with
means adapted to their object. Significant gestures and
tones independent of language may be employed. When
it is thought proper to exhibit the same animation in the

form of written language, syllabic imitations of involun-

tary exclamations are committed to writing, and are after-

wai'ds employed by rule. We sometimes execute the
same purpose by placing our communicable ideas in such
a point of view as tends to produce in others the feelings

which occupy our own minds, sometimes by describing in

more deliberate and explicit language tlie manner in

which we are affected. Language is on other occasions
fitted for expressing the feelings of the speaker by ellip-

tical turns of phrase, in which more is at first meant than

is verbally stated. Tliese phrases are afterwards appro-
priated to the expression of specific feelings. Moods of

the verb which were originally of a more general mean-
ing may, by transpositions of words, or by an abruptness
in the manner of their inlroduclioii, be subjected to such
diversities as to become characteristic of the most vehe-
ment, the most rapid, or the most subtile modifications of
sentiment. For example, instead of telling that we wish
for the occurrence of a particular event, we may express
the ai'dour of our wishes by the exclamation "oh." "Oh
that he would return !" Or, without such an exclamation,

we may say," That he would return !" or, " That he would
but return !" Tlie Romans may be supposed to have at

one time been in the habit of using the word nti in this

manner, Uti rediret 1 But as this might have been ambi-
guous from being too general, and might be supposed by
the hearer to signify some purpose entertained in the per-

formance of another act, as, uti rediret, veniam ei/iollicili

sunt, another particle nam is introduced, to indicate that

this kind of event is abruptly mentioned as an object of
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the wishes of the speaker. It nuiy not be easy to shtw

why a particle equivalent to the English word " for" was

preferred to any other ; but, when habitually used in this-

connection, it becomes appropriate. It is thus that utinain

becomes equivalent to " oh that," or " I wish that."

The Greeks have an optative mood adapted to the ex-

pression of wishes, though it appears not to be applied

exclusively to that object.

The brevity and force thus created by means of the

moods of verbs are effects of the contrivances of language

which abound in all the different parts of speech. When
a combination of ideas or an assemblage of thoughts or

feelings becomes habitual, it receives an appropriate con-

densed expression. We complain of tediousness when an

idea, which might have been expressed by a single word or

a short phrase, is slowly brought out by means of a long

series of words or of sentences. But when we have an

unusual assemblage of ideas to express, no circumlocu-

tion is to be spared which may be necessary to give our
language perspicuity, and the beauty of felicitous contri-

vance is often conspicuous in the invention of means for

exhibiting thoughts, which servile imitators would cither

not have conceived, or not have attempted to express.

Language is happily used, where those phrases and words
which are rendered intelligible and appropriate by esta-

blished usage are employed judiciously for expressing:

complicated ideas. They may be placed in a connection

with each other fitted to create combinations which are

still more complicated, and possess a character of no-

velty which is rendered necessary by the purpose of our

discourse. In fine, the skill of a writer may occasionally

be discovered by the use of simple signs, in such a fortu-

nate succession as to the express, apparently by accident,

some novel but well defined state of feeling and of thought.

The expedients suited to these purposes are therefore not

confined to the use of particular moods of the verb, and
the act is not characteristic of their nature.

5. The Infinitive Mood.

We had occasion, in describing other parts of speech,

to mention the Infinitive of the verb. We observed, that

it is not an original word, nor the earliest form of the

verb, but consists of the imperative in composition with a

sign derived from some, difterent source. In explaining

the uses of the subjunctive m9od we observed, that in the

Latin language that mood with the introductory particle vt

may have its place supplied by the infinitive. Folebat ire

is equivalent to volebat ut iret. We shall now enquire

more particularly into its nature and uses.

Both its etymology and application shew that it ex-

presses merely the specific idea conveyed by the particular

verb to which it belongs, in such a way that it can be used
as a noun, by becoming the subject or predicate of a sen-

tence, or part of either. It does not, like the indicative,

appear to contain the copula, except when substituted for

that mood by ellipsis, as it frequently is by Sallust and
other authors in depicting scenes of bustling activity or

striking interest. Hence it has by some been denied the

properties of the verb, and considered as in all respects

nothing more than an abstract noun. It is formed in Latin

by adding to the radical letters of the verb, as existing in

the imperative, the termination re. From ama we have
ama-re ; and from rfoce, doce-re.

This termination, being identical with the radical letters

of res " a thing," seems to be exactly the same original

sign, and in this application it retains the same meaning.
.^jna signifies " love;" ama-re, "love-thing," i.e. "love" con-
sidered as " a thing," or object of thought. In English

the infinitive consists of tlic radical letters of the verb
preceded by the word " to ;" as " to love" and " to teach."
Mr Tooke considers the infinitive as possessing the cha-
racter proper to the verb, ihougli he does not tell us in

what this consists. He describes the word " to" as hav-
ing the power to confer the verbal character on a noun.
At the same time he considers it as originally the same
with the verb "do," and as meaning "act," "effect," or "con-
summation." These suggestions arc extremely obscure. It

is not easy to conceive what influence tiie additional idea

of " effect" or " consummation" could have, to impress
the character of a verb on a word which is otherwise a

noun. We must therefore leave the opinions of that au-

thor in the same ambiguous state in which we find them.
On some occasions in the English language this prefixed

word is dispensed with. As " we saw him go away," and
" we bid him "ivrite to us when he arrived at the end of his

journey." In whatever light the infinitive mood of the verb

may be considered, we find that this form of it, as existing in

the English language, has the same meaning and uses

with the words formed by such terminations as the Latin

re, and receiving the same appellation in other languages,

The following is the question which claims our present

attention. Is the infinitive mood of the verb properly and

in all respects a noun ? Is amare " to love," for example,
a word of the same signification and uses with amor amoris
" love ?"

We shall obtain the most advantageous view of the na-

ture of this part of speech, by taking in detail a survey
of the circumstances in which it resembles the noun, and
those in which it deviates from it.

It resembles the noun in being used as a nominative to

a verb; as in the following Latin sentence from Cicero,

as well as in the translation of it into English : Loquor de

docto homine et erudito, cut vivere est cogitare. " I

speak of a man of learning and erudition, for whom to live

is to think." It is also, like the noun, capable of being

governed by an active verb; as Obtitus est scribere, " He
has forgot to write." On some rare occasions in the Latin

language, an adjective is employed to agree with it as with

a noun. Thus Cicero says. Cum vivzre i/isum tur/ie sit

nobis; also, Totum hoc disfilket PHi'LosoviiXB.i. Persius

says, Velie suum cidgue est. Petronius, Meum intel-
ligere nulla pecuniu vendo. In these instances vivere is

used in the same manner as vita ; velle as voluntag ; fihi-

losofihari as fihilosofihatio, if such a noun existed ; and !>j-

telligcre is used as intellcctum, the accusative of the noun
incellectus. Sometimes it is employed as the genitive ot

a noun ; thus Cicero says, Temfius est abire, a phrase

equivalent to temfius est abeundi. Sometimes as an abla-

tive. Thus in Plautiis, Ego sum dejessus REPEniuE, vos

defessi qu^rere.
In other respects, however, it differs from the noun.

The concordance of an adjective with it in the manner
now mentioned is a rare occurrence even in the Latin lan-

guage, and does not take place in the English and others.

The additional idea which the adjective would express is

connected with the infinitive by a different sort of syntax.

In Latin, meum intellcctum, or meam intelligentiam, is more
consonant to general usage than meum inteliigcrc. We
should not in that language say bonum intelligere. II bonus

were employed, it would be along with intellectus, or some
other noun ; and, if the infinitive intelligere were employ-
ed, the additional idea would be conjoined by means of a

part of speech which we have not yet considered, the ad-

verb ; in this instance, bene intelligere. In English we
should not say, " my to understand," but " my under-

standing ;" nor " a good to understand," but " a good un-

derstanding," or " to understand well."

F 2
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When an agent is mentioned along with an action in the

infinitive, it is not in the form of a noun in the gi nitive,

as it would lie if the act were expressed by a noun. We
do not say illhis amarc, as we should say illius amor. Nor
is it put in the nominative. Though we say Hie amat, we
do not say ille amare. The syntax of the infinitive is in

this instance peculiar; the agent is put in the accusative:

Ilium amare. This arrangement does not arise from the

regimen of a preceding word expressed or understood go-

verning the noun in the accusative. The combination of

the noun in this form with the infinitive sometimes con-

stitutes a phrase which is used as a nominative to a verb.

In the Greek language this combination is sometimes
even used as a noun in different oblique cases in which it

has an adjective agreeing with it. Thus Anacreon says,

2i»» Tn^ ^t niNEIN 'HMAS

The accusative here only intimates that the noun and

the infinitive occupy the place of a subjoined sentence.

In English, when the phrase is to bo employed as a nomi-

naiive to a verb, we use the noun preceded by the parti-

cle " for," which may be reckoned equivalent to an oblique

case in Latin. We say, ''for a man to itll a lie is a sign

of cowardice." We sometimes find this differently ex-

pressed in low and provincial dialects. " To," for exam-
ple, is employed instead of " for ;" as, " To you to deceive

me was unbecoming." At other times the noun in the ob-

jective case is used without any preposition, as, " But /lim

to think that he was entitled to any credit was ridiculous."

When an object acted on is mentioned in connection with

an act expressed by the infinitive, or when the name of an

object referred to, and usually governed by a verb in some
oblique case, is introduced, it is not put in the genitive as

when it follows a noun signifying the same action. In this

respect the infinitive retains the regimen of the verb to

wliich it belongs. We say amor nxoris, for, " the love of

one's wife," or, if the person entertaining this affection is

already mentioned in the genitive, the object of it is intro-

duced by a preposition in such a phrase as amor iliius erga

zixorem. But when the infinitive amare is used, it go-
verns uicrem in the accusative. We say, Illrim amare
uxontm, " for him to love his wife." Sometimes an ambi-
guity might thus be created, because both the agent and
the object arc mentioned in the same case, and, on ac-

count of the common practice of inversion in the Latin
language, the order in which the words are placed does
not strictly follow that of their syntax. Hence the ambi-
guity of the famous r-esponsc of the Pythian oracle to

Pyrihus, ^io te Romanos vincere posse, which admits of
being translated, " I say that you can overcome the Ro-
mans," or " I say that the Romans can overcome you." In
general, however-, the connection i-enders the meaning of
such sentences evident, and their perspicuity is assisted by
the name of the agent being placed before the infinitive,

or nearest to it, while the accusative signifying the object
acted on either comes after, or is at a gi-eater distance be-
fore it. The same thing takes place in the English lan-

guage, although in it the infinitive differs a little in its

mode of formation, as it consists of the prefixing of a se-

parate word. When we use the noun " desire," we say,
" the desire offood," of monexj," or " offame." But " to

desire /ood, mo7iey, ov fame." The production of this

mode of transition seems to us to be the great power
conferred on a noun by the wor-d "to" prefixed as the sign
of the infinitive. In this therefore, according to MrTooke,
ihv navurc of a verb should consist. It might appear, how-

ever, that this is not common to all verbs, and therefore

is not the characteristic circumstance which, when added
to a noun, makes it a verb. In neuter and intransitive

verbs it scarcely appears. Yet it is not always lost even
in these. Every ver-b admits of a ti-ansition of discourse

to some other ideas expressed by nouns, if not by direct

regimen, yet through the medium of prepositions, and
this is generally more or less altered when a word from
being a noun receives either the form of assertion, so as to

become a verb, or is transformed into that part of speech
called the infinitive of the verb. Let us take, for example,
the word " struggle," which is used both as a noun and
as a verb. We say, " his struggles were strenuous and
incessant." When we use it as a verb, we say, "he strug-

gled with a powerful antagonist." We often also use such
expressions as, " His struggles with his antagonist were
obstinate." But in this last phrase we are conscious of a

slight defect ; and, although the brevity and manifest mean-
ing of it may in general enable it to pass without censure,
an accurate wr'itcr will prefer the introduction of a verb
for the purpose of completing the series of words demand-
ed by the syntax. It will be felt more strictly agreeable
to the import of the difierent materials of language to say,

" the struggles iv/uc/i he maintained with his antagonist

v.'ere obstinate." It is also to be remembered, that even
the least transitive verbs differ fi'om nouns by having all

qualifying ideas conjoined with them, not by adjectives but
by adverbs, and that in this particular the infinitive mood
follows the law of the verb ; we say, " a violent struggle,"
but " to struggle -violently." It is only in these peculiari-
ties of transition, and in receiving adverbs instead of ad-
jectives, that we can perceive any difference betwixt the in-

finitive of a verb and the corresponding noun. The former
of these diffci-ences depends, in a great measure, on the
character of par'ticular verbs, and both of them seem too
slight to confer on the infinitive the same rank with the
asserting verb, and to divest it of the character of a noun.
This is more especially the case when we consider that it

is often used without an adverb, and without any such tran-

sition as has now been described, but is never independ-
ent of some character of syntax which is common to it

with the noun. With this statement of the facts, we leave
the argument to the consideration of our readers. We de-

precate, in the mean time, any preniatui-e attempt to im-
prove, in this or any other instance, the nomenclature of
grammar.
The infinitive mood, in consequence of resembling in

some particulars the noun, and in others the verb, is ren-

dered fit for performing, in a manner peculiar to itself, the
office of the subjunction of sentences to verbs. It maybe
made a question whether connections of words formed by
means of it ought to be called sentences ; but they cer-

tainly contain the meaning of sentences. We have ali-eady

remarked that evei-y noun may be resolved into a sentence,

by means of a definition. But by the use of the infinitive,

wc have the parts of the sentence in a more distinct state

than if they were all implied in a noun, though not so ex-
plicitly as in a definition, or even in a sentence formed by
the subjunctive mood. It h:is thus a character interme-
diate betwixt the noun, with its regimen of genitives or the

accompaniment of adjectives, and such subjoined sentences

as have been already described. The same connection

of ideas may be expressed by any one of the three follow-

ing modes of diction*

1. By nouns alone, as in this sentence, "he wishes his

son's defiartitre."

2. By the infinitive mood, as when wc say, " he wishes

his son to drfiart."
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3. Or by a sentence suhjoined in llie suljjunctivc, thus,

•' lie wishes that his son iv<mld clejiart."

Here the verb " to wish" is tliat to which the other ideas

are subjoined ; and the verb " to depart" is that which is

variously implied iu the subjoined series of words.

The preference of one of these to another will some-

times be dictated by convenience, according as the inten-

tion of a writer is to study brevity, or to indulge in minute-

ness of detail ; and sometimes there will be so little foun-

dation for any particular preference, that the choice will

be left to fancy, to habit, or to the love of variety. Some-
times a sentiment expressed in one of these modes in one

language requires a difrcrent one when translated into ano-

ther. Credo te sajicre may be translated " I believe you to

be wise;" but dixi te safiere cannot be translated " I said

you to be wise ;" the infinitive is here to be laid aside, and

instead of it, a sentence must be subjoined by means of the

word " that." " I said that you were wise."

We generally find it more eligible to use an infinitive

than a noun, when we have occasion to connect with the

meaning of the word any considerable variety of circum-
stances. We say " murder is a heinous crime ;" but when
we mention the agent and the object, we prefer using the

infinitive mood, we say, " for a son to murder a parent is a

heinous crime." This is a more complete expression than
" the murder of a parent by a son." Indeed this last

phrase evidently requires a verb or a participle to make
it complete ; thus, " the murder of a parent committed by
a son, is a heinous crime ;" and, as this makes the phrase
verbose and tedious, it is better to say, " for a son to mur-
der a parent is a heinous crime." In the Latin language,

this idea would be most conveniently expressed by the

subjunctive mood preceded by the particle itt. Ut filius

fiarentem interjiciat nefas est. It is but seldom that the

mention of the agent is combined with the use of the in-

finitive, when the combined phrase is to be made the no-

minative to a verb. Such expressions asjilium interjicere

fiarentem iiefas est, are sometimes used, but they are in-

convenient and ungraceful, and therefore not common.
The infinitive mood is varied in respect of tense. That

form which is called the present infinitive is in reality of

no tense. It is pure, absolute, and aoristic. it may be
employed without the implication of time, and it admits of

being applied equally to past, present, and future transac-

tions. The remarks which we have made on that part of

the indicative mood called its present tense, will suggest
sufficient proofs of this fact ; and the subjects are so nearly

analogous, that it is unnecessary to bring forward particu-

lar illustrations of this point.

The infinitive in the past tense is, in the Latin language,
fully expressed by the termination isse, which is nearly al-

lied to the pluperfect subjunctive, a circumstance proba-
bly arising from the coincidence of their use as consisting

in a subserviency to subjunction.

The future infinitive, both in Latin and in English, is

formed by circumlocution. In Latin the general infinitive

of the substantive verb is, for this purpose, conjoined with

the future participle. Iturum, or irurus esse. In Eng-
lish it is constructed on similar principles. We say " to

be about to go." W^e sometimes merely use the general

aoristic infinitive after a verb which implies a reference to

futurity, as " I expect him to go." In expressing such
ideas, however, we frequently reject the infinitive as not

well filled for our purpose, and in its stead employ a sen-

tence in the future indicative, subjoined by the word
'' that;" as I expect that he will go."

Similar principles are discovered in the formation of the
tenses of tlic infinitive in the passive voice.

6. 'J'he Gerund and Sii/iine.

The Gerund is a part of speech nearly resembling the

infinitive, but tending more strongly to the noun, both in

form and syntax. Like the noun, it is governed by prepo-
sitions, which the infinitive, at least in the Latin and Eng-
lish languages, is not. We say " much harm is done to

the constitution liy drinking." In Latin this idea is ex-
pressed by the ablative of the gerund i^fiotando.') The in-

finitive is sometimes thus used without a preposition, as id

a passage already quoted from Plautus, Ego sum dcfessus

refierire, vos defeasi querere ; but the gerund is, in almost
every instance, better adapted to such purposes. Such
passages contribute to show to what extent the infinitive

may be used as a noun ; but the infrequency of that mode
of employing it, and the frequent use of the gerund, prove
to us that differences in the forms of words, or parts of

speech, often consist in a different extent of adaptation to

particular purposes, and that the characters of some pass

almost insensibly into those of others.

The gerund differs from the infinitive in not admitting
the mention of the agent in equally close syntax. It does
not even, like the noun, admit of the annexation of this or
any other idea by a genitive or an adjective, nor has it any
power analogous to that which the infinitive has of taking
an accusative before it, to signify the agent. The gerund
therefore is employed only when no mention of the agent
is required, or when this is done by connecting it with
some other word in the sentence, as when we say " men
hurt themselves by drinking."

The gerund takes the regimen of the verb with respect

to the nouns which it introduces. In Latin we say fiotando

vinum J and in English, " by drinking wine." The same
word may however be also used as a noun, and then it

may take an adjective and govern the genitive ; as " by
the drinking of wine." The difTerence betwixt the word
in " ing," in these two modes of employing it, is anala-

gous to the difference betwixt the Latin gerund in dum,
and the noun in -tas, or in alio or itio, formed from the

verb. Instead of the preceding phrase, we may employ
/lotu, or /iotalione vini. The Latin word called the gerund
also admits of being used as a noun; we can ssty ftotando

vini, as well as fwtando znnum.
The gerunds now mentioned have no accident of tense

conjoined with them. We formerly observed, however,
that the preterite form of the English verb, as used after

the auxiliary " to have," has the nature of a preterite ge-

rund. " Gone" is the name of an act completed. In the

phrase " I have gone," it occupies the place of a noun go-

verned in the accusative. In verbs of the transitive kind,

while it is thus governed, it governs in its turn another

noun, in the same manner as the other parts of the verb

to which it belongs. We say " I have given them my pro-

mise." This is the nature of the word separately consi-

dered ; but it is never used as a gerund in any other con-

nection, and therefore grammarians have neglected to as-

certain its proper character.

The word called a su/iine in the Latin language is, in

structure and use, similar to the gerund, though not pos-

sessing all its inflections, and more limited in its applica-

tion.

Sect. XII. Interrogation.

Interrogation is a part of the object of language,

performed by means of the verb, which remains to be con-

sidered. We have mentioned it (at p. 7.) in enumerating

the forms of imperative influence wfiich mankind, by
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means ol language, exert on one another. Its peculiar

object is, to obtain information Irom the person addressed.

Mr Harris considers it as a modification of the use of tlie

verb, and constituting a distinct mood, although the verb

when thus applied should not possess a distinct form. It

is a direct lequcst, and therefore implies the imperative in

a very prominent degree. " What is your name f" is ano-

ther mode of saying « tell me your name." Interrogative

words and interrogative arrangements of words are abbre-

viations implying the subaudition of the imperative of the

verb "to tell." " Who is there?" means "tell me the

person who is there."

Interrogative words implying a request for the p^.rticu-

lar mention of one circumstance that must be selected as

true, from many others that are imaginable, have a close

etymological connection with the relative, and sometimes

consist of it mialtered. Qtm in Latin is different fronri qui,

but is evidently derived from it, and the variation which it

receives is intended to intimate that the imperative of the

verb " to tell" is understood ; or rather it is so altered as

to express this imperative distinctly and fully. In the

Italian language, we have an instance of the employment

of a different sort of word; " what do you want?" is ex-

pressed by cosavolete? which literally translated is " thing

you want." But on most other occasions, in every lan-

guage, the interrogative words are more or less allied to

the relative. From qui in Latin, we have quia ? qualis ?

guando ? quo ? quoraum ? and from " who," and " which,"

in English, the words " when ?" " where ?" and " whence '."

are evidently derived.

There are other questions which may be denominated

alternative in their nature, because the speaker supposes

two opposite statements, one of which must be true and

the other false. A subject and a predicate are connected

in a question, and the only reply that it adn)its of is, either

an assertion of a connection betwixt the subject and this

predicate, or betwixt it and a predicate which is complete-

ly the reverse. This may be also done by single words of

affirmation or negation, rendered completely significant by

their reference to the question. Interrogations of all kinds,

however, imply the meaning of the imperative of the verb
" to tell." The words of which they consist are a sort of

subjoined sentences to this imperative, and are in some de-

gree elliptical in their first creation, though generally ren-

dered precise by receiving a peculiar form.

CHAP. VII.

Of Adverbs.

The term Adverb is considered by Mr Tooke as ex-
pressive of no character by which a part of speech can bo
distinguished. He considers the adoption of it as an arti-

fice by means of which, under the colour of scientific or-

der, grammarians have brought together a variety of words,
originating in abbreviations and corruptions, and possess-

ing in ro other respect any common property. In this

opinion we cannot acquiesce, although we are sensible

that some confusion has arisen from the unskilfulness of
grammarians in ranking among adverbs some words which
ought to have been included under a different head.

Adverbs are words expressly formed for the purpose of
subjoining an idea to that which is contained in an adjec-
tive or a verb. They are all capable of being annexed to

verbs, and some of them to no other part of speech. From
this circumstance the whole class has derived its designa-
tion. Ttiey never express an idea in so close subjunc-
tion as a rnun governed by a verb in the accusative; they

rather resemble nouns which are governed in the ablative,

or phrases consisting of a noun wiih a governing preposi-

tion. They sometimes are employed to qualify the cha-

racter of an idea expressed by an adjective or a verb. At
other times they superadd some circumstance of relation-

ship to objects which are capable of being separately con-

ceived.

We cannot concur with those recent grammarians, who
consider as instances of corruption the formation of ad-

verbs by means of alterations made in the forms of words
belonging to different parts of speech. They are words
skilfully devised for fulfilling a definite object. They do
not, as has been supposed, always arise from abbreviation.

Although they are capable of being expressed by a plu-

rality of words, this property is common to them with all

parts of speech. Some of them are evidently abbrevia-

tions, while others have marks of being used as single

words previously to any phrases into which they can be
resolved. We have not even any demonstrative evidence
that all of them are derivatives, and that none are original

words.

Adverbs are divided into different species. Some ex-
press intensity, remission, or other modifications of attri-

butes expressed by adjectives and verbs. Such are the

adverbs " very" and " much ;" as " very good" " much
better," " much obliged ;" also their comparative and su-

perlative forms, as " more" and " most." The words
" slightly," " little" " less," and '< least," are of a similar

nature. Some have considered the comparative and su-

perlative degrees of nouns as condensed combinations of

adjectives in their positive state with the adverbs " more"
and " most," because they can be resolved into phrases

thus constructed. "Richer" and "richest," are " more
rich" and " most rich." But these adverbs may in their

turn be resolved into other phrases containing adjectives.

" More" is " in a greater degree," and " most" " in the

greatest degree ;" and, from the first consonant being com-
mon to them with the positive adjectives magnns, multus,
" many," and " much," and their terminations being charac-

terised by the consonants r and st, it appears evident that

" more" and " most" are derivatives. The Latin word
maxime ii evidently derived from maximu), in the same
manner as a great variety of adverbs is derived from ad-

jectives.

Adverbs expressing modifications of qualities are ge-

nerally derived from adjectives. Such are adverbs in e

and Iter in Latin, as longe ingenue, breviter, feliciter. In
English they are formed by the addition of the termina-

tion " ly," as in " shortly," " considerably," " wonderful-

ly." This termination seems, as Mr Tooke remarks, to

owe its origin to the word " like," of which it is an al-

teration, or, as he terms it, a corruption. It is sometimes
used as an adjective termination in composition with a
substantive, as in " princely," " kingly," which mean
" prince-like" and " king-like." The adoption of it for dis-

tinguishing the adverb is entirely conventional, and the

most profound investigation of its meaning will not lead

us to a satisfactory conclusion on the nature of this part of

speech. Yet the use made of this termination, and the

nature of the adverb, are sufficiently apparent. They imply
a notification that the idea expressed by the compound word
is to be annexed in syntax, not to a substantive noun, but

to an adjective or a verb. They are also capable of being

attached to other adverbs ; as " very nobly," " surprisingly

well," " too uniformly."

The adverbs just mentioned are called adverbs of man-
ner. Some of them merely express a general reference,

and have the same relation to the words called demonstra-
tive pronouns which others have to difTerent adjectives.
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Such are the adverbs " tiius," " so," and " as." In Lanca-

sbiic, instead of" thus" and " so," it is common to say " i'

this'n," and " i' that'n."

There are numeral adverbs as well as adjectives. Such
are " once," " twice," and " thrice." These belong to the

cardinal numbers, as expressing repetition. There are

also adverbs which signify a mere reference to repetition,

such as " first," '' secondly," and " thirdly," and belong to

the ordinal.

There are adverbs of local situation, as " here," " there;"

and of local aspect, as " hence," " thence," " hither,"

"thither," " upward," " forward."

Adverbs of time, as " now," " formerly," " soon," " after-

wards," " immediately."

It is unnecessary to enlarge on the nature of these words,

or to point oui u\j phrases into which they are resolvable,

and oi which tney otic arc abbreviations.

The adverbs o! Affirmation and JVegation have been
reckoned difler^nt in their nature from all the others.

Wheii the subject, the predicate, and the copula, are ar-

rapj^t a in the order of assertion, no separate word is ne-

cessary to affirmation ; but sometimes an adverb is con-

joined, to call the attention of the mind with greater em-
phasis to the truth of the assertion. Such are the adverbs
" indeed," " truly," and " certainly." If a question is

asked which admits of an answer by the simple affirmation

or negation, the answers in the affirmative may be given in

English by such adverbs as " certainly," "even so ;" or in

Latin by etiam, imo, or utique. Sometimes a peculiar word,
and one which is never used as an adverb in a sentence, is

applied to this object. The English word " yes," is of

this kind. "Yes," is considered by Mr Tooke as derived

from ay-es " have" or " enjoy," and meaning " have or
entertain that belief." The English " yea," the German ^a,

and the corresponding words in the northern languages,
are derived from a similar source. It is therefore to be
considered not as an adverb, but as an abbreviation for a

sentence. The adverb " certainly," and others equivalent

to it, become by ellipsis contractions for the same sentence.

If we keep out of view the etymological origin of the

words used on such occasions, and consider them all as

containing an equally full expression of the meaning of the

speaker, we must reckon them abbreviations for sentences

;

but wherever they are introduced into the body of a sen-

tence, they are adverbs possessing the same pr-operties as

other words of that class. They signify that the assertions

to which they are applied are not hypothetical, but in con-

formity to the nature of things.

The negative adverb expresses the absence of this

conformity. The same word is in some languages either

used singly as an answer to a question, or annexed to a

verb in the formation of a sentence. The Latin words
mininic, 7ieijuaquam, and non, are used in both of these

ways. But in English the word is on these occasions sub-

jected to a slight change. The adverb is " not." The ne-

gative answer is " no." This last is said to be of prior

date, and derived from a verb signifying " I deny," or " I

am averse ;" but, whatever its etymological origin may
be, it is, like the word " yes," a contraction for a sentence,

with this difference, that the sentence for which it stands

implies the force of the adverb "not," and thus reverses

the meaning. " Not" has the same general character

with the other adverbs: it modifies the verb, and thus

forms part of the predicate.

A negative sentence is the reverse of the corresponding
affirmation. Yet there is no general difference of charac-

ter betwixt affirmations and negations. Affirmations are

often as directly opposite to each other as to negations.
" He is without," and " he is within," are directly con-

trary. Many assQiiinns can Le made equally well in the
negative and in the affirmative fonn. " He is at home" is

an affirmative sentence, and the sjine idea is expressed by
these negations, " He is not from home," and " He is no
where but at home."

CHAP. VIII.

Of Prefiositions.

Differences of opinion have been entertained on the
nature of Prefiositions. it is easy to give a character

which will apply to them all ; but it has been found diffi-

cult to give one which will apply to them exclusively. Mr
Tooke has been considered by some as solving every diffi-

culty, by pronouncing them abbreviations of nouns or verbs.

This author shews that many of them are of the same na-

ture with some of those words which are called conjunc-

tions, and considers that circumstance as proving the in-

accuracy of this instance of grammatical distinction. In

so far as the idea exfiressed has been represented as a

ground of distinction, this author is correct. But when
we abandon that system, and take the circumstances of

syntax as the foundation of our classifications of words, we
shall find that some distinctions which were formerly im-
properly accounted for are referable to satisfactory data.

The classification of the short words called particles

appears to us defec'.ivc, and wc shall in the present in-

stance introduce a slight variation from the common usages
of grammarians. We shall apply the term preposition to

a more extensive genus than our predecessors have done,

by including under it some words hitherto called conjunc-

tions. Those words which are usually called prepositions,

we distinguish by the appellation of JVomina/ firefiositione,

because they are introductory to nouns ; and the others by

that of Sentential fire/iositions, because they are introduc

tory to sentences.

Sect. I. A'ominal Prefiositions.

Nominal firefiositions have been described by many
grammarians as " words which signify the mutual rela-

tions of objects." But these relations are equally expres-

sed by every part of speech. Mr Ruddiman with greater

propriety describes the preposition as " An indeclinable

part of speech signifying the relation of one substantive to

another." We prefer saying that it signifies "a relation

subsisting betwixt the idea expressed by one substantive

noun and that expressed by another." It is to be observed

that, with the exception of the preposition " of" in Eng-
lish, and some rare expressions already alluded to under

the head of the genitive case, a verb, adjective, or parti-

ciple, is interposed between the first of the nouns and the

preposition. The preposition " of" is as frequently em-
ployed immediately after a noun in English as the geni-

tive case is in Latin ; but such plirases as " Newcastle-on-

Tyne," and " Asliton-;iHrff?-line," are in very small num-
ber. The prepositions " on," " under," and all the others

except " of," subjoin a noun to an adjective, a participle,

or a verb ; as " fit for use," " good at singing," " depend-

ing on bis fidelity," " connected with the government."
" He has gone from home, along the road, Co a distant

place."

Mr Tooke has shewn great learning and ingenuity in

proving that the prepositions, both in ancient and modern
languages, are derived from nouns or verbs. C/iez he

derives from casa, " a house." jlvee from avez que, " you

have that:" Sens in French, and senza in Italian, from

assenza " absence :" The.Latin sine from sit ne, i. e. ne sU,
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" let it not he :" The Italian /aor,-, the Spanish Oj^^jicra, the

Fi-ench hors, {foinicrly fora,) from the Latin foris ; and

this from the Grnck word iv^ce, in the Doric dialect ^of«,

" a door or gate." " Tlirough" is derived from a Teutonic

vord tIntruU, signifyinf^ " a door or passage." ^d lie de-

rives from the past participle of the verb agere, by these

steps of transmutation, agieum, agtum, agd, ad. He con-

siders the English " to" as the same word with the verb

"do;" and "till" as derived from "to while." "For"
comes from a Gothic word signifying "a cause;" "of"
irom afora, " progeny ;" " by" from be-07i, " to be;" " with"

from ivithau, " to join ;" " betwixl" from the imperative
" be," and rwos, the Gothic word for " two." "Before,"
" behind," " besides," are from the same imperative, con-

joined with nouns which are either still separately used, or

have left familiar traces in different forms. " Beneath" is

from an old word neath, signifying " bottom ;" " under"

from on and 7teder ;
" beyond" from geund, which has the

same meaning with " gone" or " past." The termination

" ward," which is used both in forming adverbs and pre-

positions, is from the Saxon verb iveardian, " to look at,"

which also gives origin to the word " regard." " Athwart"
conies from Chweorian, " to wrest or twist ;" " among" is

from ganengan, " to mix ;" " along" means " on long,"

i. e. " on length ;" " round" and " around" come from a

word signifying " a circle ;" " near" from neahg, " neigh-

bouring ;" "instead" is "in station," or "in place;"
" down" is from dufcn, " to dive or 'ip ;" " up," " upon,"
" over," " above," he derives from vfa, " high." The
same sort of investigation has been with considerable suc-

cess applied to the Greek prepositions by Mr Bonar, in

the 5th volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh, and by Professor Dunbar in a separate work
on the subject.

The grammatical system founded on these etymologies
is in a great measure the contrivance of Mr Tooke. Some
of his etymologies have been called in question by Mr
Bonar and others. The author of the article Grammar in

Dr Rees's Cyclopadia attempts to controvert the greater

part of them in support of a different system, in which he
traces the modern languages of Europe to an Oriental

origin. Some of Mr Tooke's etymologies however are

unquestionable ; and it is of great importance to observe,

that the author has shewn that all prepositions are resolva-

ble, itiitli regard to their meaning, into nouns or verbs. The
same ideas may be expressed by all these parts of speech.
This property is independent of any opinion that may be
formed regarding their particular etymology. " From,"
for example, may have its place supplied by the noun " be-
ginning." " The figs came from Turkey," means " The
iigs came beginning Turkey." " The lamp fell from the

ceiling," " The lamp fell beginning the ceiling. " The
lamp hangs from the ceiling," " The lamp hangs beginning
the ceiling."

Mr Tooke's opinion was, that prepositions represent
objects in the same manner as nouns. This is denied by
other authors, who proceed on the presumption that nouns
are the names of things, but prepositions the names of the
relations of things. And some have derided the absurdity
of pronouncing things and their relations to be the same.
It might however be maintained that, as variety is essen-
tial to the existence of human knowledge, its objects
wholly consist in relations. If there shoiild be any difii-

culty in conceding that point, it ought to be reniembertd,
even in a grammatical view, that the relations of things
jTiay be expressed by nouns as well as by prepositions, and
that therefore no distinction betwixt these two parts of
speech can be founded on such data. Mr Tooke, how-
ever, is not content with observing this coincidence be-

twixt nouns and prepositions. lie considers prepositions

as invariably derived from concrete nouns, or verbs con-
taining these, and insists that they are the names of sub-
stantial material objects. The preposition " through," for

example, being according to him derived from a word
signifying "a door," carries along with it the full mean-
ing of that concrete noun. This statement has been sup-
posed to favour the system of materialism, and perhaps it

was so intended ; but it is in itself too inaccurate, or at

least imperfect, to lead to any general conclusion. If the
whole meaning of the concrete noun is retained in the pre-
positions thus derived, it is only in the form of allusion.

A language is not pure and perfect till the allusion itself

disappears, and till the word is employed to express an
appropriate and well-defined degree of generality, inde-

pendently of the concomitant idei^s contained in the subject
from the name of which it has been borrowed. " Through'"
expresses only one property of a door, and a property in

which it resembles many other objects which have dif-

ferent names. This preposition is indeed equivalent to a

noun, but it is to a more general one than that which sug-
gested the term. The noun to which it is nearly equiva-
lent is " passage," or " medium."

It is from its properties in syntax that the preposition
must take its rank among the parts of speech. In this

respect it deviates from the noun. When, instead of the
preposition, we employ simply a substantive noun, as in

the examples formerly mentioned, in which the noun " be-
ginning" was substituted for the preposition " from," the
sentence labours under an awkward chasm. The mean-
ing may be fully understood, but it appears to be imper-
fectly expressed. There seems to be as great a deficiency

as it in an affirmative sentence we should omit the copula,
saying, like a lisping child, or an unpractised foreigner,
" That man good," instead of " that man is good." In
order to complete the syntax, we must either use an addi-
tional word along with the noun thus substituted, or sup-
ply its place by a different part of speech. The force of
those Latin prepositions which govern the accusative is,

on the whole more completely expressed by a word which
has the regimen of an active verb. This character will

apply to all the prepositions of the English language, as
they all govern the noun in the same form. Those Latin
prepositions which govern the ablative must be considered
as less transitive in their regimen. (See our observations
on the Ablative Case, at p. 23.)

The part of speech to which the preposition is most
nearly allied in the mode in which it is introduced, will

differ according to the sort of words to which it is im-
mediately subjoined. When it is subjoined to a verb, the
verb will govern it nearly in the same manner as it go-
verns the gerund of another verb in the ablative. Tram
will be represented by transenndo ; fier hy fierforando, or
ftermeando. The English preposition " fiom" might be
represented by the Latin gerund linquendo ; the Latin a,

ab, or abs, by abeundo. The prepositions imply no such
specification as is signified by any of the verbs with which,
for the sake of pointing out the properties of their syntax,

we have here combined them. It was necessary to make
gerunds by combining them with verbs, and thus appear-
ing to add to the ideas which they express rather than to

explain them, because we have no verb exactly corres-

ponding to the simple preposition. Tlie preposition itself

is the gerund, though indeclinable.

If the preposition is introduced by the substantive verb
alone as the first word of the predicate, it will possess the
syntax of a participle agreeing with the nominative which
precedes. Sub v;ill have the regimen <A subjacens or sub-
junctus. In will approach to the participle habitans or in-
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ciusus, ti\ough more general in the idea which it conveys.

" Out of," when used in such a sentence as " He is out of

town," will also have the power of a participle, though we
cannot name any word in that form to which, with respect

to generality, it makes any approach. This cannot always

be expected. If the office of a preposition were to be

performed witii equal advantac;e by the gerund or partici-

ple of a verb in present use, there would be in some re-

spects no occasion for the prepositions themselves.

Here we trace the peculiarities of this part of speech.

It is usually more general than any other to which it is al-

lied. It is marked by a peculiar brevity, and by the ab-

sence of inflexion. Witliout the formality of significant

terminations, prepositions possess ail their force. They
thus correspond to the rapidity of human thought, and to

the subordinate rank of the ideas which they convey.

They have been called the pegs and nails of language.

This accoutit of them is severely censured by Mr Tooke,
and is inaccurate vkhen intended to intimate that they dif-

fer from other words in not expressing ideas. Yet it is

certainly true that the ideas which they express might of-

ten be left to be inferred from the other words of the sen-

tence. They are not the central ideas in discourse. The
preposition secundum., " according to," implies all tlie

ideas expressed by the noun " harmony" or " agree-

ment ;" the. word *' from" thooc cxprp's=ip(i by the noun
" beginning ;" " above" those of the noun " top ;" " below"

those of the noun '' bottom." But such ideas are never

interesting on account of any general properties of their

own. We never have occasion to write dissertations on
" tops," " mediums," " beginnings," " endings," " out-

sides," or " insidfcs." Yet the frequent recurrence and
consequent familiarity of these ideas, together with their

subordinate character, render it desirable for us to express

them with rapidity, by endowing them with all possible

brevity of form. Words possessing this character render

language copious and minute without incumbrance. They
are the EVt* jne^anx, the winged words, of discourse.

Whether we consider them as always derived from other

parts of speech of greater length, which a large propor-

tion of them undoubtedly is, or suppose it possible that

they have occasionally consisted of syllables thrown in at

random, and afterwards adhered to as significant, in the

same manner as almost all original words must have been
produced, we see, in their general form and application,

their excellent adaptation to the completion of language.

Sect. II. Sentential Pre/iosilions.

The Sentential Preposition is a sort of words generally

numbered among conjunctions, and forming in elementary

grammars more than one half of that list. But the con-

junctions, as thus classified, are not susceptible of any com-
mon definition ; and this proceeds not merely from their

coincidence in use with words of a different kind, but from
their dissimilarity to one another. That this disadvantage

may be diminished, if not entirely remedied, we here give

a separate consideration to tliose words which have the

povvcr of introducing subjoined sentences in the same
manner as the words called prepositions have with respect

to nouns. We denominate them sentential firefiositions, in

contradistinction to tlie others, to which we have given the

designation of nominal. In some instances the same word
serves for a preposition of both kinds. " After" is a no-

minal preposition in the phrase " after dinner," and a sen-

tential preposition in the phrase " after we have dined."

In other instances the word employed as a nominal prepo-
sition undergoes some slight alteration, or receives some
addition, to distinguish its application as a sentential pre-
VoL. X. Part I.

position. The Latin cum, (" with,") sometimes retains the
same form when used for subjoining a sentence, and some-
times is transformed into quum. Ante and fiost are con-
verted into antequam and fiestquam.

The nature of the general sentential preposition " that"
in English, and quod and ut in Latin, has been already dis-

cussed. Quam is another, like these, of very general
meaning. It is sometimes translated "as," sometimes
" than." It then performs the part of a relative, and has
the same relation to an antecedent adverb which the rela-

tive noun has to tlie noun antecedent. Quam has the same
relation to tarn as qin has to ille. Tanquam, from tarn and
quam, may be called a sentential preposition, hut it differs

from quam \\\ being more particular, as including the ante-

cedent adverb. Of this last kind are also the sentential pre-

positions antequam and jiostquam. Ante and fiost are used
adverbially, and the Roman authors often disjoin them
from the subsequent yuajw ; as, \-s-fB. autem hue venerat
qUAM sperdsscm. It might appear that quam should be
considered as giving the subjoined sentence the character
of a noun, and the word ante or post as a preposition go-
verning or introducing it in that slate. It is however more
agreeable to the analogy of language to consider ante and
post as adverbs, and the compound words antequam and
postquam as synonymous with anteaquam and fiosteaquam,
formed from the adverbs antea and postea. Adverbs in

general might be resolved into nouns in the ablative case;
and a special sentential preposition, or one which implies
the meaning of an antecedent adverb, would, on this prin-
ciple, be resolved into the ablative of an antecedent noun
and that of the relative. Antequam is equivalent to tem-
pore ANTERioRE iUi tcmpori quo. Ut is also used as a re-

lative ; sic is often its antecedent when it introduces the
indicative mood, and ita when it introduces the suljjunctive.

Ut has sometimes in itself the force of sicut or of ita ut,

and, when no antecedent adverb is expressed, may always
be considered as implying by ellipsis the meaning of one.

The sentential prepositions du7n and quum have the same
relation to /z/TO ; "when," "while," and •' where," to the
adverbs " then" and " there." The resemblance and near
relation subsisting betwixt " when," and the adverb " then,"

have led many grammarians to give to both the common
designation of adverl)s. Postquam, antequam, and other

analogous words, have also been denominated adverbs

;

and thus the whole of this part of grammar has been in-

volved in confusion : but we shall see the difference clear-

ly if we recollect that the words now mentioned are not

attached to verbs to modify their meaning, or exhibit in

themselves any concomitant circumstance, but to introduce

a subjoined sentence. The word " as" is used both for an

antecedent adverb, and a sentential preposition. It is an
adverb in the phrases " as good," " as soon," and a sen-

tential preposition after the adveib "so," "He did not

come so soon as I expected." All special sentential pre-

positions might be resolved by an analysis similar to that

which we have given of tit and antequam. We have not

antecedents in the form of adverbs for them all, but we
may express them by ablatives of nouns or of gerunds.

Si, " if," implies the meaning of ea conditione, eo casu, or

supponendo. Quanquam, etiamsi, etsi, " though," " al-

tliougli," (words of nearly the same meaning with si, and

difiering slightly in the occasions of their application,) im-

ply the force of concesso or concedcndo.

It is in fine to be observed, that the special sentential

preposition and the sentence subjoined by it, taken as a

whole, occupy the place of an adverb, or of a noun in the

ablative case. In some instances we find single words in

this form equivalent to such sentences. Citd is equivalent

to priusquam ?nultum temporis preterierit. In the following
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sentence, " He was appointed to llie office till the firofirkty

of the continuance of that measure should be ascertained ;"

the whole subjoined ideas marked in italics may be fully

expressed by tlie single adverb " provisionally." When
ita is used without any subjoined regimen, It is an adverb

implying a reference to some assertion previously made, or

some connection of ideas exhibited at the instant of speak-

ing : When it is employed as the antecedent to ut, with a

subjoined sentence, the whole sentence along with the ifa

and ut occupy the place of an adverb, or the ablative of a

noun.
The following is Mr Tooke's account of the etymology

of some English words belonging to this part of speech.

« If" is from Gif, the imperative of Gifan^' to give." The
old synonyme " an," from ylnan " to grant." " Unless,"

from Onlesan " to dismiss." " Though," from Thafigan

or thafian, to " allow." " Without," from ITyrthanutan,

to " be out." " Lest," from Lesan, " to dismiss." " Since,"

from the participle of Seon, " to see." " As" isf«, a Ger-

man word for " it," " that," or " which."

Some words are used as sentential prepositions whicii

still retain the form of gerunds or participles ; as " sup-

posing," " provided," " providing that," " granting that."

" Seeing," was formerly used in the same manner.

CHAP. IX.

Of Co7ijunctions and Miscellaneous Particles.

Conjunctions connect words or sentences on equal

terms, without regimen or subjunction. They continue

the syntax of the introducing word to that v/hich tlicy in-

troduce. General words of this description are not nume-
rous, and the purposes to which they are applied do not

admit of great variety. One kind of them may be termed

Conjunctions of union, as they unite the meanings of the

ivords which they connect. Such are the English word
" and," and the Latin et, ac,atrjue. Another kind may be

temied Conjunctiotis afalternatioji, as aut and vel in Latin,

and " or" in English. The negative " nor" is a conjunc-

tion combined with a negation. It might appear in its ety-

mology the reverse of "or," but in meaning it is the reverse

of" and." It is equivalent to " and not." In Latin this

is also its etymology. It is not no7i vcl or ne vel, but nee

from 7if ac, and neque from ne and que.

Sometimes the first of the nouns or verbs connected by
conjunctions is preceded by a peculiar word. " Both" is

used to precede words connected by " and;" " either" those

connected by "or;" and "neither" those connected by
" nor." It is natural to ask to what head " both," " either,"

and " neither" are to be referred. In the English lan-

guage, their etymology might strongly lead a grammarian
10 refer them to the class of adjectives when they precede
nouns, and thus make them equivalent to ambo-, uter, and
neuter. When they precede verbs, they might be rec-

koned adverbs, and in English would be equivalent to ad-

verbs formed by adding the termination " ly" to tlie adjec-

tive, as if we said " bothly," eitherly," neitherly." They
perform the office of an adverb referring to concomitance.
In Latin tlie same word is used both as the preceding and
the conjoining word. Et ille et alter ; Et venit et vidit.

It will be found, on the whole, that conjunctions a'e near
akin to adjectives and adverbs. They are necessarily fre-

quent in the use of language, and therefore have received
an abbreviated form.

Some miscellaneous particles may be called sfiecial con-
junctions, as including a more particular character of mu-
tual relation betwixt the ideas contained in the words or

sentences which they connect. Such are the words « al-

so," " farther," " moreover," " but," " likewise," " yel,"

" notwithstanding," however."

CHAP. X.

Of Interjections.

The term Interjection is applied to those words whitli

express by short exclamation certain overpowering emo-
tions of mind. Such as 'Ai ai! Heu I Atat 1 Froh '. " Ahl"
" Oh :" " Alas !"

This part of speech is treated by Mr Tooke with great

contempt, as a brutish inarticulate sound which has as lit-

tle to do with speech as the neighing of a horse, the bark-

ing of a dog, cougliing, groaning, shrieking, or any other

involuntary convulsion with oral sound. These words,

however, though at first involuntary, are afterwards utter-

ed from design. A man desirous of impressing another

with a particular passion, first contrives to excite it in his

own mind, and then utters the sound by which it is ex-
pressed. Hence corresponding syllables are -committed
to writing in works whicli depict human passions and man-
ners. They belong to language, as language must in-

clude every sound addressed by one man to another, from
the highest to the lowest state of mental cultivation. In-

terjections may be considered ns a mixture of involuntary
expression with social discourse. In the use of this part of
speech, man is seen to rise from the character of an ani-

mal impelled by passion to that of a reflecting being, who
displays intelligence and address in influencing his fellow

creatures.

Sometimes words belonging to other parts of speech,

and expressing definite ideas, are introduced abruptly to

express emotion, and numbered among interjections ; as
" Amazing!" " Wonderful 1" "Prodigious 1"" Shocking!"
" Horrible !" " Mercy !" " Pitiful 1" " Woe's me !" Whe-
ther we call such exclamations as these interjections, or

abbreviations by ellipsis, is of little importance. Their
meaning is never ambiguous.

In the introductory part of this article we described lan-

guage as essentially imperative ; and the slightest reflec-

tion will shew, that interjections, in so far as they partake

of the nature of social discourse, possess an imperative cha-
racter.

Books of merit on universal grammar are but few. But
numerous observations on the subject are to be found in

all good and complete giammars of particular languages,
and in the larger Dictionaries. Some parts of it are also

occasionally discussed in books of metaphysics. The prin-

cipal English and French works on this subject are the fol-

lowing : Monboddo's Treatise 07i the Origin and Progress

of Language ; Harris's Hermes ; Beauzee's Grammaire
Generate ; Grammaire Generale et Raisonnee, par ]\I. M.
de Port Royal ; Condillac's Grammaire in his Cours d'etu-

des ; Tooke's Diversions of Purley ; Beddoes on the JVa-

ture ofDemonstrative Evidence ; Pickbourne's Dissertation

on the £7iglish Verb; ^Ir \)\in\i^\\ Analysis of the Greek"

Verb ; Dr Gregory on the Theory of the Moods of Verbs

in the 2d vol. of the Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh ; Mr. Bonai's Essay on the Greek Prefiositions,

in the 5th vol. of the same work; Dr. Jamieson's Hermes
•Scylhicus ; Beattie's Essay on the Theory of Language

;

Hutton's Dissertation on the Theory of Language ; Dr
Adam Smith's Essay on Language, (published with his

Theory of J\Ioral Sentiments); Mr Stewart's Philosofihical

Essays, Part I. Essny 5th ; and the article Gra?nmar in the

EncycloJi<£dia Britannica, and that of Dr Rees.*

• The Editor is indebted for this valuable article on Obam-iah to Henry Dewar, M. D. F. R, S. E.
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GRANADA, a cclebratetl city in Spain, and capital of

the province of that name, is pleasantly situated on two

small hills, at the extremity of a beautiful and extensive

plain. It was built by the Moors in the tenth century, and

was finally reduced by the Spanish armies in 1492, after a

siege of more than twelve months. At that period it is

said to have covered a space three leagues in circumfe-

rence, and to have contained 400,000 inhabitants, a state-

ment unquestionably far above the truth. Its walls were
defended by more than a thousand towers ; and it was far-

ther protected by two fortresses, on the summits of the two
adjoining hills, each of which was capable of containing

40,000 men. These fortresses still remain, but the walls

and gates of the city are demolished, and many of its finest

structures in a state of decay. It nevertheless exhibits

evident proofs of its former magnificence ; and its appear-

ance from a distance is described as peculiarly majestic.

The plain before it is above 30 leagues in circumference,

and about 1200 miles above the level of the sea, but so

completely inclosed by mountains of stupendous height,

as to have all the appearance of a delicious valley. It is

watered by five rivers, and intersected by numerous rivu-

lets and canals ; covered with the richest meadows, forests

of oak, plantations of orange trees, and sugar cane, fields

of corn and flax, orchards of fruit-trees, and all kinds of ve-

getables ; bounded on the north by the lofty Sierra Nevada,
with the mountains of Elvira, and on the other side by suc-
cessive amphitheatres of liills, agreeably planted with vines,

olive, mulberry, lemon, and orange trees. It contains with-

in its circuit not less than 52 towns ; and in its centre ap-
pears the Soto dc Roma, which is a beautiful wood of elms,
white poplars, and ash trees, full of game, especially phea-
sants, more than a league in length, and half a league in

breadth, and formerly the retreat of the Moorish kings.

At tiie termination of this fertile plain, the city of Granada
is perceived from a considerable distance, extending in the

form of a half moon from the i-iver, along the gradual as-

cent of a hill, its streets rising above each other, exhibiting

a profusion of turrets and guilded cupolas; the summit of

the whole crowned by the palace of the Alhambra, and the

back ground composed of the majestic Sierra Nevada, co-

vered with snow. But the splendid illusions, created by
this distant view, are sadly dissipated by a nearer inspec-

tion of its fallen grandeur. It was formerly divided into

four quarters, which may still be considered as distinctly

marked, namely, the quarter of Alhambra, which princi-

pally contains that immense citadel on the mountain of the

sun, and where the splendid palace of the Moorish kings
is still in existence, and in a state of sufficient repair to

impress the spectator with the most lively idea of its ori-

ginal beauties ; the quarter of Albayzin, a kind of suburb
on the rising ground, separated from the town by a rampart,
and containing about 4000 houses ; the quarter of Antique-
rula, which has the appearance of another auburb built

upon the plain, was peopled by the settlers from Ante-
quera, and is principally occupied by dyers and silk-wea-
vers; and the quarter of Granada which covers the com-
mencement of the plain, and a part of tlie valley between
the two mountains, and is the best built and best inhabit-

ed part of the town. Tbe river Darro runs through the
middle of the city, and empties itself into the Xenil, which
passes near the walls. The extent of the whole town is

much the same as it was in the time of the iNIoors, but it

is thinly inhabited in proportion to its buildings ; and the
present population is only about 60,000. The streets are
generally narrow, and the houses very inferior in their ap-
pearance to those of many other cities in Spain. Even
those which surround the market-place are very despica-
ble, few of the upper apartments having glass in the win-

dows, and the shops below being very indifTcrcntly suppli-
ed with goods. But there are many fine buildings, hand-
some squares, extensive gardens, and beautiful fountains
in different parts of the city. The El Campo is a large
sqaare at the entrance of the town, on the road from An-
tequera, and is partly occupied by an hospital, which is a
large and handsome building. The Plaza Mayor in the
middle of the town is very spacious; and is used for pub-
lic shows, particularly the bull-fights. The Biva Rambla,
a handsome area, 400 feet by 200, is embellished by an
elegant jasper ''ountain, and has on one side the Alcaxeria,
and on the other the Ciiancery; the latter of which has a
very handsome front, ornamented with alabaster columns,
and a range of windows with gilt balconies ; and the for-

mer, an immense edifice without ornament, formerly the
bazar of the Moors, still contains about 200 shops : these
shops are so very small, that the owner, sitting in the cen-
tre, is able to reach whatever his customers may require,
without rising from his seat. The cathedral is a very
splendid but irregular building. It has a handsome dome
resting on 12 arches, supported by 12 pilasters; and against
these columns are placed the statues of the tv.-elve apostles,
in gilt bronze, as large as life. The vault is full of paintings,

and two rows of gilded balconies run round it above the
ai cades. In this church are some of the best pictures and
statues by the celebrated Spanish artist Alonzo Cano, and
his pupil Pedro dc Mena. The palace of the archbishop
stands close to the cathedral, and is a very extensive man-
sion, and of a handsome appearance. But the most inter-

esting and splendid object in Granada is the Alhambra, the
ancient fortress or palace of the Moorish kings, described
in a former article: (See Alhahibra.) Though this no-
ble structure is fast hastening to decay, and likely to be-
come in a few years a heap of ruins, it is still viewed by
travellers with the strongest sensations of wonder and de-
light. In a higher situation on an opposite hill, is another
palace, called the Generaliffe, which was used as a retreat

in the intense heats of summer. The rooms are floored

with marble, and have streams of the clearest water rush-
ing through them. It is surrounded by gardens, groves
and orchards, planted with orange, lemon, and cypress trees,

and provided with a multiplicity of transparent pools and
crystal fountains. Most of the houses have fountains and
baths in their courts, which, besides supplying water for

domestic uses, moderate by their coolness the extreme heat

of the climate in the summer season. In imitation of the

Moors, the present inhabitants spread an awning over these
courts to keep off the sun, and live there all the summer,
eating their meals and receiving their visitors amidst its

refreshing coolness. The environs of the city are delightful,

and the shady walks on the banks of the Xenil, with others

more wild and romantic on the Darro, afford the most re-

freshing and pleasing retreats. The sides of the hills around
the city abound with caves resembling the troglodyte habita-

tions in Abyssinia. They were originally employed as grana-

ries for corn, but are now inhabited by gipsies, who are veiy
numerous in the south of Spain, and are said to bear a

great resemblance to the same class of people in England.
Granada contains an university and an academy for mathe-
matics, but they have no library, few masters, and scarcely

any students. There is a royal manufactory for saltpetre

and gun-powder ; and several for woollen cloths and serges,

which are said to employ about 7000 persons, and to con-

sume 460,000 pounds of wool annually. Silk stuffs, such

as velvets, sattins, and taffetas of a very durable quality,

are made in the city, and a considerable quantity of rib-

bons, in the manufacture of which the spring shuttle used

at Coventry is generally adopted, the only kind of machi-

nery observed in the manufactories of the place. See
G 2
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Jacob's Travels in Sfiain ; Townsend's Travels in S/iain ;

Laborde's yiciv of Stfiain ; and Murphy's s|)leiKli(l woik,

entitled, the Arabian Anticjuities of Spain, Loud. 1815.

GRANADA, a province of Spain, sometimes called

Upper Andalusia, is bounded on tlic east and south by

Murcia and the Mediterranean, and on the west and north

by Andalusia. It is situated between 36° 20' and 38" North

Latitude, and between 5° 5' and 1° 30' West Longitude

from Greenwich. It is of a very irregular figure, ap-

proaching to the shape of a pyramid, with its base to the

east on the kingdom of Murcia, and its apex to the south-

west, towards the straits of Gibraltar. It is 58 leagues in

length from the east to the south-east ; and in breadth,

in some places 8, in others 18. and at its base 28. Tlic prin-

cipal towns are Granada, the capital, already described,

Malaga, Almeria, and Amunecar, three sea-ports on the

Mediterranean; Guadix, Motrel, Morbella, Velez-Malaga,

Baza, Vera, Ronda, Loxa, Santa-Fe, Iluesca, Antequera,

and Alhama. Its rivers are the Verde, Xenil, Las Fcguas,

Guadalentia, Guadavar, Guadalmeja, Rio dc Almeria, Rio
Frio, Guadelmerina, Darro, Guadix, Bravata, Marchan, Sec.

The Moors having acquired possession of Spain, after

the bloody battle of Xeres in 711, in which Roderigo,

the last of the Gothic princes, was slain, Granada became
a part of their empire in the south of the peninsula ; and,

in 1013, was chosen by Almanzor as the royal residence,

instead of Cordova. In 1051, the family of Almanzor
were deprived of the sovereignty by Joseph ben Taschphen,
King of Morocco, who filled the throne with dignity and
splendour. After his death, the kingdom was divided among
a number of pretenders; but, in 1 146, was again united un-

der a prince of the family of the Alinohades. Mahomed the

First, one of the greatest of the Moorish princes, laid the
foundation of a new dynasty in 1232, and raised the king-
dom of Granada to its greatest degree of prosperity.

While he kept on foot a powerful army for the defence of
his dominions, he was equally attentive to promote the
welfare of his subjects by the arts of peace. He regulated
the revenues, administered justice, cultivated science, en-
dowed hospitals, and laid the foundation of the Alhambra,
the glory of Mahommedan Spain. Mahomed the Second
succeeded his father, and was distinguished, above all the
luonarchs of his race, as the protector of science, and the
patron of arts and coinmerce. His court was the resort of
astronomers, physicians, philosophers, orators, and poets

;

and his own compositions in verse are celebrated by Ara-
bian writers for their epigrammatic humour. He was suc-
ceeded in 1302, by his son of the same name, who resem-
bled him in his love of literature, and his patronage of the
fine arts ; but, while he was engaged in war with the King
of Arragon, an insurrection in his capital transferred the
crown to his brother Almasscr, a young prince of 25 years
of age, celebrated for his progress in mathematical and
astronomical learning; but who, yielding to the turbulent
dispositions ot his subjects, was in his turn supplanted,
in 1314, by Ismael, Prince of Malaga. The kingdom of
Granada, hard pressed by the Christian states in tiic north
of Spain, and thus torn by a succession of intestine com-
motions, was fast approaching to its fall. Its sovereign
Albohassen, availing himself of tiie discontents created
in Castile by the accession of Ferdinand and Isabella,
marched a hostile army into their dominions in 1482. Fer-
dinand, having procured a truce of three years, and quiet-
ed his rebellious subjects, became the aggressor in his
turn

;
and aided by the dissensions among the Moorish

chiefs, pushed his conquests with such rapid success, that
in the course of two years, he had reduced the power of
Abo Abdeli, the eldest son of Albohassen, within the city

and plain of (iranada. Having occujned the surrounding
country with his troops, and built the city of Santa-Fe, he
was preparing to invest tlie Moorish capital, when the
besieged prince, more afraid of his subjects than of the
enemy, proposed to capitulate, and submitted to the power
of Ferdinand. In defiance of the terms expressly sti-

pulated for the protection and toleration of the vanquish-
ed, the Moors were finally banished to the sterile re-
gions of their ancestors ; and their empire in Spain
completely terminated in the year 1492. But for a
considerable period after the conquest of Granada, a
few scattered bands, who had taken refuge in the moun-
tains, maintained an unavailing struggle with their con-
querors, displaying the most heroic spirit in their suf-

ferings, and unshaken constancy to their chiefs. Un-
der the sway of the Mahommedan princes, wiiich com-
prehends a period of nearly eight centuries, the king-
dom of Granada was the seat of opulence, arts, and
learning, while the other states of Europe, under the
spiritual domination of Rome, were sunk in the deepest
mental barbarism. The Oinniades in Spain, following the
example of Almamon, the seventh caliph of the Abas-
sides, exerted themselves so sedulously in the advance-
ment of knowledge, that they are said to have collected

600,000 volumes, and to have established 70 public libra-

ries in the cities under their dominion. The Arabian writers

enumerate, in 1126, 150 authors natives of Cordova, 52 of
Almeria, 76 of Murcia, and 53 of Malaga, besides those of
Seville, Valencia, and Granada, where the spirit of litera-

ture was preserved in full vigour nearly four centuries.

In this last mentioned city, where it principally flourislied,

there were at that time two universities, two royal colleges,

and a public library, stored with the productions of the

best Greek and Arabic writers. The love of learning was
so general in Granada, that, in spite of the prohibitions of

Mahomed, it extended to the female sex; and we find re-

corded the names of the poetess Naschina, the historian

Mosada, and the mathematician Leila. Their physicians,

though imperfectly acquainted with anatomy, as their reli-

gion prohibited all dissections of the huiTian frame, ac-
quired great celebrity. Botany was one of their favourite

studies ; and they made some progress in the operations of
chemistry. They chiefly excelled in the various branches
of mathematics, namely, astronomy, arithmetic, geometry,
trigonometry, and optics ; but they were little acquainted
with physics, and, though they were instrumental in pre-

serving many Greek authors, they were as little acquaint-

ed as the nations of Christendom at that period, with the

classical authors of Greece and Rome. Among the Ara-
bians, in short, in the south of Spain, human genius is said

to have produced more prodigies in a few centuries, than
it has done in the history of ages in all the rest of the world.
All the great modern discoveries, paper, printing, the

marinei's compass, glass, gunpowder. Sec. are affirmed to

have been there anticipated and again forgotten ; and in the

exercise of fancy and invention they are considered as hav-

ing far surpassed all former and succeeding ages. Agri-
culture formed the principal occupation of the Saracens
in Granada; and, wliile it was stimulated by the demands
of an extensive population, it wa^improved by the aids of
science. They were paiticularly attentive to the applica-

tion of manure, which they preserved in pits, that none of
the salts might be lost ; and they carried the practice of
irrigation to a very great extent. But, as their bigotry

forbade the sale of their superfluous grain to the neigh-

bouring nations, they pursued its cultivation no farther

than was requisite for tlieir own subsistence ; and direct-

ed much of their attention to the culture of fruits, which
generally formed their principal aliment. To them Spain
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is indebted lor ilic inii-oduction of an infinile variety of

fruits, and of its best horticultural productions, for the

sugar-cane also, and the cotton-tree. Tlicir commerce
was not less extensive, and the luxuries of India were

brought from Alexandria to Malaga at an early period.

The silks of India, and the porcelains of China, were soon

imitated, and even excelled by the Moors. They were

skilled in the manufacture of woollen, cotton, and flax, but,

above all, in the art of dyeing of leather. They made
some progress in working mines, especially of lead and

iron; and their articles of steel, particularly the swords of

Granada, were preferred to all otliers in Spain. In their

architectural plans and ornaments, they were deficient in

taste; but their joiners and inlayers of wood worked with

the utmost nicety; and they painted and gilded their stuc-

co work with singular skill. Upon the banishment of this

ingenious people, the arts and sciences departed with them ;

the magnificence, commerce, and manufuctures of Granada
rapidly decayed; and the indolence, poverty, and barbarism,

which succeeded in their place, continue, in no small de-

gree, to overspread the face of the most highly gifted re-

gion in the world.

Granada is beautifully diversified with majestic moun-
tains, extensive plains, and delightful vallies. A chain of

mountains, named the Alpuxarres, extends through the

province from west to east. The loftiest points of the

whole range are those of the Sierra Nevada, near the city

of Granada, one of which, called Mulhacen, is 12,762 feet

above the level of the sea; and all above 9915 feet are

covered with perpetual snow. The mountains towards

the south gradually decline in height, till at the Sierra de

Gndor, near Almeria, where they rise to the elevation of

7800 feet. At this extremity near Macael is the cele-

brated rock called Filabres, which is four miles in circum-
ference, two thousasd feet in height, and which consists of

one entire and solid piece of white marble. The secondary

mountains are of vaiious kinds; but many are composed of

marble of different colours, black, .white, red, and flesh co-

lour. About two leagues from Granada, on the banks of

the Xenil, is a quarry of green serpentine beautifully vein-

ed, and capable of receiving a fine polish. There are ma-
ny sorts of alabaster in the mountains which environ the

city, some of which are as brilliant and transparent as ori-

ental cornelians. There are also quarries of jasper, and a

variety of precious stones. In the mountains of this pro-

vince are several mines of silver, copper, and lead, some of

which were formerly worked by the Moors. Gold is found

in the sands of the river Darro ; but of late the quantity has

been small. Mineral waters, both cold and hot springs,

are very abundant in the province ; but few of them have
been analysed : They are chiefly chalybeates, and sulphu-

reous. But one of the most remarkable circumstances in

the mountains of Granada is the quantity of bones, of men
and other animals, found on their sunmiits, especially at

Concud, where there is a hill entirely composed of them,
lying under a stratum of limestone.

The climate of Granada is cold in the mountainous dis-

tricts ; extremely hot and sultry m the vallies; but it is

tempered in the plains by the coolness of the waters, which
are conveyed in all directions. The country is exposed to

a number of winds, particularly on the coast; one of which
especially, called Solano, is attended with the most perni-

cious effects. It is a hot wind, which blows from Africa,

dries up the plants as soon as it touches them, aflfects the
body with the feelings of strong fever, and throws the mind
into a state little better than madness. Murders and assas-

sinations are observed to be most frequent during its preva-
lence.

In this province agriculture is in a more flourishing state

than in any other district in the south of Spain ; and the
Vega of Granada, already described, is the finest and
richest plain in the kingdom. The principal mode cm-
ployed for aiding the crops is the irrigation of the soil.

Streams are conveyed along the upper side of every field

by means of embankments, in which sluices are cut, which
convey the water into small gutters ; and these are allowed
to run at short intervals, so as to flood the whole field witii

ease in the hot season. Great attention is paid to the pre-
servation of manure, which, according to the old Moorish
practice, is collected in large pits, well rammed, to pre-
vent leaking ; and, when once well rotted. Is distributed over
the land, in a state almost liquid. It is not applied, how-
ever, to the production of corn, but is used in the gardens,
the melon grounds, and the mulberry plantations. Yet,
without any manure, and by the mere assistance of irriga-

tion, the most abundant crops of grain are raised, espe-
cially of wheat, barley, and maize. On land capable of
being properly watered, the annual produce of wheat is

said to be fifty bushels per acre. Great quantities of rice

are cultivated in the lower grounds near the rivers, and
subject to floods ; and frequently a crop of hemp, or flax,

is taken from the land before the rice is sown. But the
Spanish farmers pay more attention to the breeding and
fattening of cattle, than to the cultivation of grain or fruits.

They make no hay; but the grass grows most abundantly
in winter, when the cattle are fed in the uplands; and after

harvest, which is generally in June, the stubble fields

furnish subsistence to the flocks and herds. The flax

and hemp are very cheap ; and the latter, having a re-

markably strong fibre, is thought to make the best sail

cloth. There are very extensive plantations of mulberry
trees, which are cultivated solely for the sake of the

leaves, as the food of the silk worm. The white mulberry,
grafted on the wild stock, is considered as the best for

that purpose, and as making the worms yield a finer silk

than the red or black species: The tops are cut off to in-

crease the quantity of leaves. As much silk is annually

raised in the plain of Granada as furnishes employment to

1500 persons. The manufactures in the city alone are

calculated to require a supply of 100,000lbs. It is esti-

mated, that 1500 worms produce about one pound of silk;

and it is found, that a mulberry tree, of ten years of age,

will scarcely supply food for as many of these insects as

yield seven pounds. The mountains round the city of

Granada are well calculated for vines, but so little at-

tention is paid to their cultivation, that the wine produced
from them is of a very inferior kind, and generally ac-

quires a disagreeable taste from the sheep skins witli

tarred seams in whicii it is brought from the vineyards;

but, in other parts of tlie province, excellent wines are

made, especially the Ticrno, Moscatel, and Malaga. The
grapes often grow in bunches of eight, ten, and even four-

teen pounds weight, and great quantities are dried in the

sun for exportation. Olive trees are numerous ; but oil

is not produced in sufficient quantity for the consumption
of the inhabitants. Sugar canes are cultivated in many
parts, but especially around Malaga ; and are as large and
juicy as those of the West Indies.

The commerce of Granada with the other provinces,

consists chiefly in exchanging corn, wine, and dried fruits,

for oil and silk. Its trade with foreign countries is carri-

ed on from the ports of AJmeria and Malaga, (see Alme-
ria and Malaga,) and consists in exports of wine, dried

fruits, oil, anchovies, lemons, almonds, lead, kali, sumach;

and in imports of cloths, ironware, mercery, lace, Sec.

The inhabitants of this province, like the Andalusians

in general, are considered as the Gascons of Spain, vain,

talkative, boastful, and licentious. The women are repre-
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sentcd as sufTiciently seducing, handsome in tlicir figure,

and peculiarly altraclivc as dancers. The lant^uage is mix-

ed with so many Arabic words, and the pronunciation so

guttural and vitiated, that a Castilian often finds it dilli-

cult to understand the speccii of an Andalusian. See the

works referred to under the preceding article. (</)

GRANADA, New, a division of Spanish America,

lying between 2° and 8° of North Latitude ; is bounded on

tlie north and east by Caraccas and Cumana, on the west

by Popayan, and on the soutii by Peru. It extends in

length about 300 miles, and nearly as much in breadth.

It is so far elevated above the level of the sea, that, though

approaching almost to the equat&r, its climate is remark-

ai)ly temperate. Its vales and level districts are not in-

ferior in fertility to the richest spots of America. Its

mountainous tracts abound in mines of gold, silver, lead,

copper, and in precious stones of various kinds. Its fo-

rests afl'ord a variety of excellent timber, adapted particu-

larly for ship-building. Its principal towns are Bogota or

Santa Fe de Bogota, the seat of government, and the see

of an archbishop, situated nearly in 4" North Latitude, and

containing 40,000 inhabitants ; Flonda, a pleasant little

town on the river Magdalena, about 60 miles north-west of

the capital, the principal port for the commerce of the in-

terior provinces, and containing about 10,000 inhabitants ;

Rlerida, a considerable manufacturing town in 8° 1 1' north

latitude, situated in a well-watered valley, about 20 leagues

south of Lake Maracaiba, and containing 11,000 inhabit-

ants ; Neyva, 107 miles south-west of the capital ; Mara-
quita, 59 miles north-west ; St. Miguel, 94 miles north-

east ; Caguan, south of Neyva and Tunia in 5 J° North Lati-

tude; all small settlements, rather in a declining state.

There are likewise several missionary stations, especially

towards the south of the province, called Los Llanos, and

several villages of the Indians. Antioquia, perhaps rather

a separate province, is also generally comprehended in that

of New Granada. It is situated towards the west, bound-

ed by Carthagena on the north, by Popayan on the south,

and on the west by Choca. It is mountainous, and abounding

in mines ; temperate, well watered, and rich in pastures.

Its capital, of the same name, in the valley of Nori, is si-

tuated in 7' 14' North Latitude.

A few manufactures of cotton cloths, carpets, counter-

panes, and woollens, chiefly for the purposes of internal con-

sumption, are carried on in the province. Several of its

native productions, especially chocolate, tobacco, and cot-

ton, all of excellent quality, might be collected in great

abundance for exportation ; and the river Magdalena, which
runs through the province into the Atlantic, and is naviga-

ble as far as Florida, 160 leagues from its mouth, affords a

commodious outlet to the European markets. But agricul-

ture and trade are said to have greatly declined of late years

in the province ; and its present unsettled state, struggling
for independence of the mother country, though likely to

issue at length in its prosperity, must obviously be ex-
tremely unfavourable to every kind of cultivation or com-
merce. Its chief support is derived from the produce of

its gold mines. These indeed can scarcely be called mines,
as the metal is not generally procured by digging into the
earth, but is mingled with the soil near the surface, from
which it is sepaiated by repeated washings. This work
is commonly performed by Negro slaves, who cannot bear
the chill air of the mines, but are more able than the In-
dians to support the labours of the field. In some dis-

tricts, the metal is found in large grains ; and on some

spo'ts, particularly near Pamplona, single labourers have
collected in one day a quantity equivalent to 1000 pesos.

One of the governors of Santa Fc procured a mass of pure
gold estimated to be worth 740/., which was deposited in

the royal cabinet of Madrid as the finest and largest

specimen ever found in the New World.
Granada, or Santa Fe, as it is sometimes called, gives

name to an extensive viceroyalty, which is sometimes con-

founded with the province, properly so denominated. This
kingdom of New Granada was originally established in

1547, and was governed by a royal audience, with a cap-
tain-general as president. In 1718, it was formed into a

viceroyalty, which was suppressed in 1724, and finally re-

stored in 1740. It comprises the provinces of Carthagena,
Panama, Santa Martha, Maracaibo, Porto Bello, Antiog-
nia, Choca, Granada Proper, Veiagua, Mariquita, Rio
de la Ilacha, Giron, Neyva, and the Llanos, which form
the northern division, under the jurisdiction of the royal

audience at Santa Fe ; and the southern districts, Jaen dc
Bracamoros, Loja, Cuenza, Macas, Riobamba, Popayan,
Quito, Guayaquil, kc. which are under the jurisdiction of

a governor and royal audience at Quito, who are subordi-

nate to the viceroy of New Granada. This extensive terri-

tory, when first subjected to Spain in 1536, was more popu-
lous, and its inhabitants more civilized, than any other

portion of America ; but the amount of its whole popula-

tion is now calculated by M. Humboldt only at 1,800,000.

Nothing is wanting for its prosperity, but tlie revival of

industry and commerce ; and nothing prevents it from en-

joying these benefits, but the impolitic restrictions and op-
pressive system of its European rulers. Sec Robertson's

History of America, vol. iii. ; Playfair's Geografihij., vol. vi.;

Pinkerton's Geografihy, vol, iii. ; and Humboll's Account

of J^''eiu S/iain. (y)
GRANGE, Joseph-Louis la,* a celebrated mathema-

tician and natural philosopher, was born at Turin, on the

25th of November, 1736. He was the son of Joseph Lou-
is la Grange, treasurer of war, and of Marie-Therese
Gros, only daughter of a rich physician of Cambiano.

His father was rich, and had made an advantageous
marriage : but was ruined by hazardous undertakings.

Let us not, however, lament the situation of M. la Grange.
He himself viewed it as the first cause of all the good for-

tune that afterwards befel him. " Had I been in posses-

sion of a fortune," said he, " I should not probably have
studied mathematics." In what other situation would he
have found advantages that could enter into comparison
with those of a tranquil and studious life, with that splen-

did series of discoveries in a branch of science considered

as the most difficult, and with that personal respectability

which was continually increasing to the very last period of

his life ?

His taste for mathematics did not appear at first. He
was passionately devoted to Cicero and Virgil, before he
could read Archimedes and Newton. He then became an

enthusiastic admirer of the geometry of the ancients, whicii

he preferred to the modern analysis. A memoir which
the celebrated Halley had composed long before, to demon-
strate the superiority of the analytic method, had the glo-

ry of converting him, and of teaching him his true destiny.

He devoted himself to this new study with the same suc-

cess that he had in the synthesis, and which was so deci-

ded, that at the age of 16 he was professor of mathematics

in the Royal Military School. The extreme youth of a

professor is a great advantage to him when he has shown

' This excellent life of I,a Grange is taken, with a few slight abridgments, from the eloge of the Chevalier Delambre, with whose kind
permission it is here published. As we have not been .ible to get a copy of the original eloge, we have been obliged to make use of the
translation in Ur Thomson's Annals of Plalosophj, vol. iii. Eu.
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extraordinary abilities, and when his pui)ils are no longer

children. All the pupils of M. la Granjjc were older than

himself, and were not the less attentive to his lectures on

that account. He distinguished some of them, whom he

made his friends.

From this association sprung the academy of Turin,

which in 1759 published a first volume, entitled Acts of a

private Society. We see there the young La Grange di-

recting the philosophical researches of the physician Cig-

na, and the labours of the Chevalier de Saluces. He fur-

nished to Foncenex the analytical part of his memoirs,
leaving to him the task of developing the reasoning upon
which the formulae depended. In these memoirs, which
do not bear his name, we observe that purely analytical

method, which afterwards characterised his great produc-
tions. He had discovered a new theory of the lever. It

constitutes the third part of a memoir, which was very suc-

cessful. Foncenex, in recompense, was placed at the

head of the Marine, which the king of Sardinia formed at

that time. The two first parts have the same style, and
seem written by the same person. Do they likewise be-

long to La Grange ? He never expressly laid claim to

them ; but what may throw some light on the real author

is, that Foncenex soon ceased to enrich the volumes of the

new academy, and that Monlucla, ignorant of what La
Grange revealed to us during the latter part of his life, is

astonished that Foncenex interrupted those researches
which might have given him a great reputation.

M. la Grange, while he abandoned to his friend insula-

ted theorems, published at the same time, under his own
name, theories which he promised to develope further.

Thus after having given new formuls of the viaxjmum and
minimzim in all cases, after having shown the insufficiency

of the known methods, he announces that he will treat this

subject, which he considered as important, in a work which
he was preparing, in which, would be deduced from the

same principles all the mechanical properties of bodies,

whether solid or fluid. Thus at the age of 23 he had laid

the foundation of the great works, which have commanded
the admiration of philosophers.

In the same volume he reduces under the differential

calculus the theory of recurrent series and the doctrine of

chances ; which before that time had only been treated by
indirect methods. He established them upon more natural

and general principles.

Newton had undertaken to submit the motions of fluids

to calculation. He had made researches on the propaga-
tion of sound ; but his principles were insufficient, and his

suppositions inconsistent with each other. La Grange de-

monstrates this. He founds his new researches on the
known laws of dynamics, and, by considering only in the
air the particles which are in a straight line, he reduces
the problem to that of vilirating cords, respecting which
the greatest mathematicians diflered in opinion. He shows
that their calculations are insufficient to decide the ques-
tion. He undertakes a general solution by an analysis

equally new and interesting, which enables him to resolve
at once an indefinite number of equations, and which em-
braces even discontinued functions. He establishes on
more solid grounds the theory of the mixture of simple
and regular vibrations of Daniel Bernoulli. He shows the
limits within which this theory is exact, and beyond which
it becomes faulty. Then he comes to the construction giv-
en by Euler, a construction true in itself, although its first

author had arrived at it by calculations which were not
quite rigorous. He answers the objections of D'Alembert.
He demonstrates that whatever figure is given to the cord,
the duration of the oscillations is always the same : a truth

derived from experiment, which D'Alembert considered
as very difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate. He
passes to the propagation of sound, treats of simple and
compound echos, of the mixture of sounds, of the possi-
bility of their spreading in the same space without interfe-
ring with each other. He demonstrates rigorously the
generation of harmonious counds. Finally, he announces
that his intention is to destroy the prejudices of those who
still doubt whether the mathematics can ever throw a real
light upon physics.

We have given this long account of that memoir, be-
cause it is the first by which M. la Grange became known.
If the analytical reasoning in it be of the most transcendent
kind, the object at least has something sensible. He re-
cals names and facts which are well known to most people.
What is surprising is, that such a first essay should be
the production of a young man, who took possession of a
subject treated by Newton, Taylor, Bernoulli, D'Alem-
bert, and Euler. He appears all at once in the midst of
these great mathematicians as their equal, as a judge,
who, in order to put an end to a diflicult dispute, points
out how far each of them is in the right, and how far they
have deceived themselves ; determines the dispute between
them, corrects their errors, and gives them the true solu-
tion, which they had perceived without knowing it to be so.

Euler saw the merit of the new method, and took it for
the object of his profoundest meditations. D'Alembert
did not yield the point in dispute. In his private letters,

as well as in his printed memoirs, he proposed numerous
objections, to which La Grange afterwards answered. But
these objections may give rise to this question: How comes
it that, in a science in which every one admits the merit
of exactness, geniuses of the first order take difl"crent sides,

and continue to dispute for a long time ? The reason is,

that in problems of this kind, the solutions of which can-
not be subjected to the proof of experiment, besides the
partol the calculation which is subjected to rigorous laws,
and respecting which it is not possible to entertain two
opinions, there is always a metaphysical part which leaves
doubt and obscurity. It is because in the calculations

themselves, mathematicians are often content with point-

ing out the way in which the demonstration may be made;
they suppress the developments, which are not always so
superfluous as they think. The care of filling up these
blanks would require a labour which the author alone
would have the courage to accomplish. Even he himself,

drawn on by his subject and by the habits which he has
acquired, allows himself to leap over the intermediate

ideas. He defines his definitive equation, instead of ar-

riving at it step by step with an attention that would pre-

vent every mistake. Hence it happens that more timid

calculators sometimes point out mistakes in the calcula-

tions of an Euler, a D'Alembert, a La Grange. Hence
it happens that men of very great genius do not at firs"t

agree, from not having studied each other with sufficient

attention to understand each other's meaning.
The first answer of Euler was to make La Grange an

associate of the Berlin academy. When he announced to

him this nomination on the 20lh of October, l"j9, he said,

" Your solution of the problem of isoperimeters leaves no-

thing to desire ; and I am happy that this subject, with

which I was almost alone occupied since the first attempts,

has been carried by you to the highest degree of perfec-

tion. The importance of the matter has induced me to

draw up, with your assistance, an analytical solution of it.

But I shall not publish it till you yourself have published

the sequel of your researches, that I may not deprive you
of any part of tlic glory wliich is your due."
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If these delicate proceedings, and iho testimonies of the

highest esteem, were very flattering to a young man of 24

years of age, tiiey do no less honour to the great man, who

at that time swayed the sceptre of mathematics, and who

thus accurately estimated the merit of a work that announc-

ed to him a successor.

But these praises are to be found in a letter. It may be

supposed that the great and good Euler has indulged in

some of those exaggerations which the epistolary style

permits. Let us see then how he has expressed himself in

the dissertation which his letter announced. It begins as

follows

:

" After having fatigued myself for a long time and to no

purpose, in endeavouring to find this integral, what was

my astonishment when I learnt that in the Turin Memoirs

the problem was resolved with as much facility as felicity !

This fine discovery produced in me so much the more ad-

miration, as it is very difierent from the methods which I

had given, and fai' surpasses them all in simplicity."

It is thus that Euler begins the memoir, in which he

explains with liis usual clearness the foundation of the me-

thod of his young rival, and the theory of the new calculus,

which he called the calculus of -variations.

To make the motives of this admiration which Euler

bestowed with so much frankness better understood, it will

not be useless to go back to the origin of the researches of

La Grange, such as he stated them himself two days be-

fore his death.

The first attempts to determine the maximum and mini-

mum in all indefinite integral formulae, were made upon

the occasion of the curve of swiftest descent, and the tso-

perimeters of B rnaulli. Euler had brought them to a

general method, in an original work, in which the pro-

foundest knowledge of the calculus is conspicuous. But
however ingenious his method was, it had not all the sim-

plicity which one would wish to see in a work of pure

analysis. The author admitted this himself. He allowed

the necessity of a demonstration independent of geometry.

He appeared to doubt the resources of analysis, and ter-

minated his work by saying, " If my principle be not suf-

ficiently demonstrated, yet as it is conformable to truth, I

have no doubt that, by means of a rigid metaphysical expla-

nation, it may be put in the clearest light, and I leave that

task to the metaphysicians."

This appeal, to which the metaphysicians paid no atten-

tion, was listened to by La Grange, and excited his emula-
tion. In a short time the young man found the solution

of which Euler had despaired. He found it bij analysis.

And in giving an account of the way in which he had been
led to that discovery, he said expressly, and as it were in

answer to Euler's doubt, that he regarded it not as a me-
taphysical principle, but as a necessary result of the laws
of mechanics, as a simple corollaiy from a more general
law, which he afterwards made the foundation of his Me-
chanicjue jinalytique. (See that work, page 189 of the first

edition.)

This noble emulation, which excited him to triumph
over difficulties considered as insurmountable, and to rec-
tify or complete theories remaining imperfect, appears to

have always directed M. la Grange in the choice of his
subjects.

D'Aiembert had considered it as impossible to subject
to calculation the motions of a fluid inclosed in a vessel,
unless this vessel had a certain figure. La Grange demon-
strates the contrary ; except in the case when the fluid di-

vides itself into different musses. But even then we may
determine the places where the fluid divides itself into dif-

ferent portions, and ascertain the motion of each as if it

were alone.

D'Aiembert had thought that in a fluid mass, such as
the earth may have been at its origin, it was not necessary
for the difierent beds to be on a level. La Giange shows
that the equations of D'Aiembert are themselves equa-
tions of beds on a level.

In combating D'Aiembert with all the delicacy due to a
mathematician of his rank, he often employs very beauti-
ful theorems, for which he was indebted to his adversary.
D'Aiembert on his side added to the researches of La
Grange. " Your problem appeared to me so beautiful,"

says he in a letlter to La Grange, " that I have sought
for another solution of it. I have found a simpler me-
thod of arriving at your elegant formula." These exam-
ples, which it would be easy to multiply, prove with what
politeness these celebrated rivals corresponded, who, op-
posing each other without intermission, whether conquer-
ors or conquered, constantly found in their discussion rea-

sons for esteeming each other more, and furnished to

their antagonist occasions which might lead them to new
triumphs.

The academy of sciences of Paris had proposed, as the
subject of a prize, the theory of the libration of the moon.
Tliat is to say, they demanded the cause why the moon,
in revolving round the earth, always turns the same face to

it, some variations excepted, observed by astronomers, and
of which Cassini had first explained the phenomena. The
point was to calculate all the phenomena, and to deduce
them from the principle of universal gravitation. Such a
subject was an appeal to the genius of Lj Grange, an op-
portunity furnished to ap|)ly his analytical principles and
discoveries. The attempt of D'Alenrbert was not disap-

pointed. The memoir of La Grange is one of his finest

pieces. We see in it the fiist development of his ideas,

and the germ of his Mccanigue jinalyti(/ue. D'Aiembert
wrote to him : " I have read with as mucn pleasure as ad-

vantage your excellent paper on the Libration, so worthy
of the prize which it obtained."

This success encouraged the academy to propose, as a

prize, the theory of the satellites of Jupiter. Euler,
Clairaut, and D'Altmbcrt had employed themselves about
the problem of three bodies, as connected with the lunar

motions. Bailly then applied the theory of Clairaut to the

problem of the satellites, and it had led him to very in-

teresting results. But this theory was itisufifieient. The
earth has only one moon, while Jupiter has four, which
ought continually to act upon each other, and alter their

positions in their revolutions. The problem was that of

six bodies. La Grange attacked the difficulty and over-

came it, demonstrated the cause of the inequalities observ-

ed by astronomers, and pointed out some others too feeble

to be ascertained by observations. The shortness of the

time allowed, and the immensity of the calculations, both

analytical and numerical, did not permit him to exhaust
the subject entirely in a first memoir. He was sensible

of t'.is hi\nself, and promised further results, which his

other labours always prevented him fi'om giving. Twenty-
four years after, M. La Place took up that difficult theory,

and made important discoveiies in it, which completed it,

and put it in the power of astronomers to banish empiri-

cism from their tables.

About the same time a problem of quite a different

kind attracted the attention of M. la Grange. Fermat,
one of the greatest mathematicians of his time, had kft

very remarkable theorems respecting the properties of

numbers, which he probably discovered by induction. He
had promised the demonstrations of them ; but at his death

no trace of them could be found. Whether he had sup-

pressed them as insufficient, or from some other cause,

cannot now be ascertained. These theorems perhaps may
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appear more curious than useful. But it is well known
that difficulty constitutes a stioni;; attraction for all men,

especially for mathematicians. Without such a motive

would they have attached so much importance to the pro-

blems of the brachystrochonon, of tne isoperimeters, and

of the orthogonal trajectories ? Certainly not. They wish-

ed to create the science of calculation, and to perfect me-
thods which could not fail some day of finding useful ap-

plications. With this view, they attached themselves to

the first question which required new resources. The
system of the world discovered by Newton was a most
fortunate event for them. Never could the transcend-

ant calculus find a subject more worthy or more rich.

Whatever progress is made in it, the first discoverer will

always retain his rank. Accordingly, M. la Grange, who
cites him often as the greatest genius that ever existed,

adds also, " and the most fortunate. We do not find every

day a system of the world to establish." It has required

100 years of labours and discoveries to raise tiie edifice

of which Newton bid the foundation. But every thing is

ascribed to him, and we suppose him to have traversed

tht whole country upon which he merely entered.

Many mathematicians doubtless employed themselves

on the theorems of Fermat; but none had been success-

ful. Euier alone bad penetrated into that difficult road in

which M. Legendre and M. Gauss afterwards signalized

themselves. M. la Grange, in demonstrating or rectify-

ing some opinions of Euler, resolved a problem which
appt;ars to be llie key of all the others ; and from which
he deduced a useful result ; namely, the complete resolu-

tion of equations of the second degree, with two indeter-

minatcb, wiiicti must be wiiole numbers.
This memoir, printed like the preceding, among those

of the Turin Academy, is notwithstanding dated Brlin,
the 20th September 1768. Tliis date points out to us

one ot the few events wnich render the life of La Grange
not entirely a detail of his writings.

His Slay at Turin was not agreeable to him. He saw
no person there who cultivated the mathematics with suc-

cess. He was impatient to see the philosophers of Paris,

with wuoin" he corresponded. M. de Caraccioli, with

whom he lived in the greatest intimacy, was appointed
ambassador to London, and was to pass through Paris on
his way, where he intended to spend some time. He pro-

posed this journey to M. la Grange, who consented to it

with joy, and who was received as he had a right to expect
by D'Aiembert, Clairaut, Condorcet, Fontaine, Nollet,

Marie, and the other philobopbers. Falling dangerously
ill after a dinner in the Italian style given him by Nollet,

he was not able to accompany his friend to London, who
had received sudden orders to repair to his post, and who
was obliged to leave him in a furnished lodging, under the

care of a confidential person charged to provide every
thing.

This incident changed his projects. He thought only

of reluming to Turin. He devoted himself to the mathe-
iTialics with new ardour, when he understood that the

Academy of Berlin was threatened with the loss of Euler,
who thought of returning to Petersburgh. D'Aiembert
speaks of this projeil of Euler, in a letter to Voltaire,

dated the jtl March 1766: " I shall be sorry for it," says

he ;
" he is a man by no means amusing, but a very great

mathematician." It was of little consequence to D'Aiem-
bert, whether this man, by no means amusing^ went seven
degrees nearer the pok. He could reaol tne works of the
great mathematician us well in the Petei^buigh Memoirs
as m those ol Berlin. What troubled D'Aiembert was
the fear of seeing liimself called upon to lili his place,

and the difficuitv ot giving an answer to oflers which he
Vol. X. Pakt I.

was determined not to accept. Frederick in fact offered

him again the place of president of his Academy, which
he had kept in reserve for him ever since the death of

Maupertuis. D'Aiembert suggested the idea of patting

La Grange in the place of Euler; and, if we believe the

author of the Secret History of the Court of Berlin^ (vol.

ii. p. 414,) Euler had already pointed out La Grange as the

only man capable of filling his place. In fact, it was na-

tural that Euler, who wished to obtain permission to leave

Berlin, and D'Aiembert, who wanted a pretext not to go
there, should both of them, without any communication,

have cast their eyes on the man who was best fitted to

maintain the eclat, which the labours of Euler had thrown
round the Berlin Academy.
La Grange was pitched upon. He received a pension

of 1500 Prussian crowns, about 250/., with the title of Di-

rector of the Academy for the Pliysico-mathematical Sci-

ences. We may be surprised that Euler and La Grange,
put succesbively in the place of Maupertuis, received only

the half of his salary, which the king offered entire to

D'Aiembert. The reason is, that this prince, who at his

leisure hours cultivated poetry and the arts, had no idea

of the sciences, though he considered himself obliged to

protect them as a king. He had very little respect for the

mathematics, against which he wrote three pages in verse,

and sent them to D'Aiembert himself, who deferred wri-

ting an answer till the termination of the siege ol Schweid-
nitz; because he thought it would be too much to have
both Austria and the mathematics on his hands at once.

Notwithstanding the prodigious reputation of Euler, we
see, from the king's correspondence with Voltaire, that

he gave him no other appellation than his narrow-minded

geometer, whose ears were not cafiable offectiiig the deli-

cacy of fioetry. To which Voltaire replies: We are a
small number of adefits who know one another: the rest are

firofane. .We see tliat Voliaire, who had wiilten so well

ill praise of Newton, endeavours in this place to flatter

Frederick. He enters out of complaisance into the ideas

of this prince, who wished to put at the head of his aca-

demy, a man who had at least some pretensions to litera-

ture. Fearing that a mathematician would not take suffi-

cient interest in the direction of liteiary labours, and that

a man of literature would have been still woise placed at

the head of a society composed in part of philosophers,

of whose language he was ignorant; on that account he

divided the situation, and put two persons in it, that it

might be completely filled.

M. la Giange took possession of his situation on the 6th

of November 1766. He was well received by the king;

but soon perceived that the Gerinaiis do not like to see

foreigners occupy situations in their country. He applied

to the study of their language. He devoted himself en-

tirely to mathematics, and did not find himself in the way
of any person, because he demanded nothing, and he soon

obliged the Germans to give him their esteem. -'The

king," said he himself, " treated me well ; I thought that

he preferred me to Euler, who was something of a devotee,

while I took no part in the disputes about worship, and

did not contradict the opinion of any one." Tnis prudent

reserve, if it deprived hhn of the advantages of an honour-

able familiarity, which would have been attended with some

inconveniences, Ufl him tlie whole of his lime for mathe-

matical labours, which hitherto had brought him nothing

but compliments the most flattering and the most unani-

mous. This concert of praises was only once interrupted

during the whole of his life.

A French mathe;7:atician, who to much sagacity united

a still greater degree of selfishness, and scarcely gave

himself the tiouble to study the works of others, accused

H
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M. la Grengo of having gone astray in the new route that

he had traced., from not having well icnderstood the theory

of it. He reproached him with having deceived himself in

Ms assertions and calculations. La Grange in reply ex-

presses some astonishment at these harsh expressions, to

•which he was so little accustomed. He expected at least

to have seen them founded on some reasons cither good

or bad; but he discovered nothing of the kind. He shews

that the solution proposed by Fontaine was incomplete and

illusory in certain respects. Fontaine had boasted that he

had taught mathematicians the conditions which render

possible the integration of dificrential equations with

three variables. La Grange shewed him, by several cita-

tions, that these conditions were known to mathematicians

long before Fontaine was capable of teaching them. He
does not deny that Fontaine discovered these theorems

himself; "at least I am persuaded," says he, "that he

was as capable of finding them as any person what-

ever."

It was with this delicacy and moderation that he answer-

ed the aggressor. Condorcet, in his eloge of Fontaine, is

obliged to avow that, on this occasion, his friend deviated

from that politeness which ought never to be dispensed

with, but which perhaps he thought less necessary with

illustrious adversaries, whose glory did not stand in need

of these little delicacies. Every one can estimate the

value of that apology, especially when applied to a man
>vho, by his own acknowledgment, studied the vanity of

others, that he might have an opportunity of wounding
it. We must at least acknowledge, that he, who saw him-

self attacked in that manner when he was in the right,

and who knew how to maintain politeness with an adver-

sary who had himself dispensed with it, acquired a dou-

ble advantage over him, besides victoriously repelling his

imprudent attack.

It will not be expected that we should follow M. la

Grange in the important researches with which he filled

the Berlin Memoirs; and even some volumes of the Me-
moirs of the Turin Academy, which was indebted to him
for its existence. All the space that can be devoted to

this biographical account would not be sufficient even to

convey an imperfect idea of the immense series of his

labours, which have given so much value to the Memoirs
of the Berlin Academy, while it had the inestimable ad-

vantage of being directed by M. la Grange. Some of these
INIemoirs are of such extent and importance, that they
might pass for a great separate work, yet they constitute

a part only of what these twenty years enabled him to

produce. He had composed his Mecaniqxie Analytique,

but he wanted to have it printed at Paris, where he ex-
pected that his formulae would be given with more care
and fidelity. On the other hand, it was running too great
a risk to intrust the manuscript into the hands of a travel-

ler, who might not be aware of the whole of its value.
>L la Grange nwde a copy of it, which M. Duchatelet
undertook to deliver to the Abbe Marie, with whom he
was intimately connected. Marie fulfilled with honour
the confidence placed in him. His first care was to find

a bookseller who would undertake to publish it; and,
what it will be difficult to believe at this time, he could
not find one. The newer the methods in it were, and the
more sublime the theory, the fewer readers would be
found capable of appreciating it ; hence, without enter-
taining any doubts of the merit of the work, the booksel-
lers were excusable in hesitating to print a book, the sale
of which would probably be confined to a small number
of mathematicians, disseminated through Europe. De-
sain, who was the most enterprising of all those to whom
application was made, would not undertake to publish it,

till Marie entered into a formal engagement to take all the
copies of the edition which were not sold l)y a given time.
To this first service, Marie added another, of which M.
la Grange was not less sensible; he procured him an editor

worthy of superintending the publication of such a work.
M. Lcgendrc devoted the whole of his time to the trou-
blesome task of correcting the press, and was repaid by
the sentiment of veneration for the author with wliich he
was penetrated; and by the thanks which he received from
him in a letter which L have had in my possession, and
which M. la Grange had filled with expressions of his es-

teem and his gratitude.

The book was not yet published when the author came
to settle in Paris. Several causes determined him to take
this step; but we must not give credit to all that have been
stated. The death of Frederick had occasioned great chan-
ges in Prussia, and still greater were to be apprehended.
Philosophers were no longer so much respected as former-
ly. It was natural for M. la Grange again to feel that de-
sire which had formerly conducted him to Paris. These
causes, together with the publication of the Mecanique.
ylnalytique, were sufficient. It is not necessary to add
other causes, which Several publications that made their

appearance in Germany, and particularly the anonymous
historian of the court of Berlin, have noticed. We never,
during a residence of 25 years in France, heard M. la

Grange prefer the slightest complaint against the minis-
ter, who is accused in that publication of having disgusted
him by a treatment full of haughtiness and contempt, wJiich,

out of respect for himself, it was impossible for M. la

Grange to overlook. We might suspect that M. la Grange
had sufficient generosity to forget or pardon bad treatment,

which he punished in the only way worthy of himself, by
leaving the country where his merit was overlooked ; but
when he was directly questioned on that subject by a
member of the Institute, (M. Burckhardt,) he only gave
negative answers, and assigned no other motives than the

misfortunes which it was thought were about to fall upon
Prussia. M. de Hertzberg was dead, and M. de la Grange,
a senator and count of the French empire, could have no
interest in concealing the truth. Hence we must consider

his own statement as affording the only true reasons.

The historian, therefore, whom we have quoted, has been
ill informed. But the spirit of calumny and satire, which
has so justly rendered his work suspected, ought not to

prevent us from extracting from it the lines, in which he
explains, with that energy which is peculiarly his own, his

opinion, which is that of all Europe, when he does justice

to M. la Grange.
" I think," says he, {Hist. Sec. de la Cour de Berlin,

1789, tom. ii. page 173) " that there is at this moment an
acquisition worthy of the king of France, the illustrious La
Grange, the greatest mathematician who has appeared
since Newton, and who in every point of view is the man
that has the most astonished me ;—La Grange, the wisest,

and perhaps the only practical philosopher that ever exist-

ed, meritorious by his undisturbable wisdom, his manners,

his conduct; the object of the most tender respect of the

small number of men with whom he associates:—La Grange
is misunderstood ; every thing leads him to leave a country

where nothing can excuse the crime of being a foreigner,

and where in fact he is merely tolerated. Prince Cardito

de LafTredo, Neapolitan minister at Copenhagen, offered

him the most flattering conditions on the part of his sove-

reign. The Grand Duke, the king of Sardinia, invited him
eagerly ; but all their proposals would be easily obliterated

by ours. I am very eager to see this proposal made, be-

cause I consider it as noble, and because I tenderly love

the man who is the object of it. I have induced -NI. la
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Grange not to accept immetliatcly the proposals made to

him, and to wait till he receives ours."

The author whom we quote appears to fear the opposi-

tion of M. Breteuil; but, accordini^ to M. la Granite him-

self, it was the Abbe Marie who proposed it to M. Breteuil,

who on all occasions anticipated the desires of the Acade-
my of Sciences, presented the demand to Louis XVI. and
induced him to agree to it.

The successor of Fredwick, although he did not much
interest himself in the sciences, made some difficulty in al-

lowing a philosopher to depart whom his prodecessor had
invited, and whom he honoured with his particular esteem.

After some delay, M. la Grangij^bbtained liberty to depart.

It was stipulated that he should still give some memoirs to

the Berlin Academy. The volumes of 1792, 1793, and 1803,

show that he faithfully kept his promise.
It was in 1787, that M. la Grange came to Paris to take

his seat in the Academy of Sciences, of which he had been
a foreign member for fifteen years. To give him the right

of voting in all their deliberations, this title was changed
into \\v)X oi veteran I'.erisionary . His new associates shew-
ed themselves happy and proud in possessing him. The
queen treated him wiih regard, and considered him as a

German. He had been recommended to her from Vienna.
He obtained a lodging in the Louvre, where he lived hap-

py till the Revolution.

The Satisfaction which he enjoyed did not show itself

outwardly. Always affable and kind when interrogated,

he himself spoke but little, and appeared absent and melan-
choly. Often in companies which must have been suitable

to his taste, among the most distinguished men of all coun-
tries who met at the house of the illustrious Lavoisier, I

have seen him dreaming, as it were, witli his head against

a window, where however notliing attracted his attention.

He remained a stranger to what was passing around him.
He acknowledged himself that his enthusiasm was gone,
that he had lost his taste for mathematics. When inform-
ed tiiat a mathematician was employed at such a task," so
much the better," he ,vould say ;

" I had begun it, now it

will be unnecessary for me to finish it." But he merely
changed the object of his studies. Metaphysics, the his-

tory of human nature, that of difl'erent religions, the gene-
ral theory of languages, medicine, botany, divided his lei-

sure hours. When the conversation turned upon subjects
with which it was supposed he was unacquainted, we were
struck by an unexpected observation, a fine thought, a pro-
found view, which excited long reflections. Surrounded
by chemists who were reforming the theory and even the
language of the science, he made himself acquainted with
their discoveries, which gave to facts formerly isolated that

connection which distinguishes the different parts of ma-
thematics. He undertook tomake himself acquainted with
this branch of knowledge, which formerly appeared to him
so obscure, but which he found on trial as easy as algebra.
People have been surprised at this conjparison, and have
thought that it could come from no one else than La Grange.
It appears to us as simple as just ; but it must be taken in

its true sense. Algebra, which presents so many insoluble
problems, so many difficulties against which La Grange
himself struggled in vain, could not in that sense appear to

him an easy study. But he compares the new elements of
chemistry with those of algebra. They constituted a body,
they were intelligible, they offered more certainty ; they
resembled algebra, which in the part of it that is complete
presents nothing difficult to concieve, no truth to which
we may not arrive by the most palpable reasoning. The
commencement of the science of chemistry appeared to

him to offer the same advantages, perhaps with somewhat
less stability and certainty; but, like algebra, it has no

doubt also its dilTicultics, its paradoxes, which will require,
to explain them, much sagacity, reflection, and time. It

has likewise its problems vvhicli never will be resolved.
In this philosophic repose he continued till the Revolu-

tion, without adding any thing to his mathematical discove-
ries, or even opening his MecanUjtic Analytique, which had
been published for two years.

The Revolution gave philosophers an opportunity of
making a great and difficult innovation ; the establishment
of a system of weights and measures founded on nature,
and perfectly analogous to our scale of numbers. La
Grange was one of the commissioners whom the Academy
chaiged with that task. He was one of its keenest pro-
moters. He wished to see the decimal system in all its

purity. He was provoked at the complaisance of Borda,
who got quarters of the metre made. He thought the ob-
jection of little importance which was drawn against the
system from the small number of divisors that its base
afforded. He regretted that it was not a prime number,
as 11, which would have given the same denominator to
all the fractions. This idea perhaps will be regarded as
one of those exaggerations, which are hazarded by men 3f
the best understandings, in the heat oi dispute. But he
mentioned the number 11 merely to get rid of the number
12, which more intrepid innovators would have wished to

substitute, in place of the number 10, that constitutes the
base of the whole of our numeration.
When the Academy was suppressed, the commission

charged with the establishment of the new system was re-
tained for a time. Three months had scarcely elapsed
when, in order to purify that commission, the names of
Lavoisier, Borda, La Place, Coulomb, Brisson, and Delam-
bre,were struck out. La Grange was retained. In quali-
ty of president, he informed me, in a long letter full of
kindness, that I should recieve official information of my
removal. As soon as he saw me on my return to Paris,
he expressed to me his regret at the dismissal of so many
associates. " I do not know," said he, " why they have
retained me." But unless the suppression had been total,

it could scarcely have extended to him. The more losses
the commission had sustained, of the more importance wa«
it not to deprive it of the consideration attached to the
name of La Grange. Besides, he was known to be whol-
ly devoted to the sciences ; he had no place either in the
civil department or the administration. The moderation
of his character had prevented him from expressing what
he could not but think in secret; but I shall never forget

the conversation which I had with him at that period. It

was the day after the atrocious and absurd sentence, con-
trary to every thing like justice, had thrown all lovers of
the sciences into mourning, by cutting off the most illustri-

ous philosopher in Europe. " It has cost them but a mo-
ment," said he, " to cut off" that head, and a hundred years
perhaps will not be sufficient to produce another like it."

Some months before we had had a similar conversation in

the cabinet of Lavoisier, on account of the death of the
unfortunate Bailly. We lamented together the dreadful
consequences of the dangerous experiment which the
French had attempted. All these chimerical projects of
amelioration appeared to him very equivocal proofs of the

greatness of the human mind. " If you wish to see it tru-

ly great," added he, " enter into the cabinet of Newton,
employed in decomposing light, or in explaining the system
of the world."

Already for some time he had regretted not having

listened to the advice of his friends, who at the commence-
ment of our troubles had recommended him to seek an

asylum, which it would have been so easy for him to find.

As long as the revolution seemed only to threaten the
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pension which he enjoyed in France, he liad neglected

that consideration, out'of curiosity lo be upon the spot of

one of those great convulsions which it is always more pru-

dent to observe at a distance. " It was your own clioicc,"

said he several times to himstlf, when he entrusted me
with Ids regret. It was to no purpose that a special decree

of the Constituent Assembly had ensured the payment of

his pension. The decree was of no value, because the

depreciation of the paper currency was sufficient to render

it illusory. He had been named member of the Board of

Consultation, appointed to examine and reward useful in-

ventions. He had been appointed one of the administra-

tors of th'- Mint. This commission offered him few ob-

jects to fix ids attention, and could in no degree remove

his apprehensions. It was again proposed to draw him to

Bv rlin, and to restore him to his former situation. He had

agreed to the proposal. Herault de Sechelles, to whom
he had applied for a passport, offered him, for the greater

security, a mission to Prussia. Madame La Grange would

not consent to quit her country. This repugnance, which

at that time he considered as a misfortune, was to him a

source of fortune and of new glory.

The Normal School, of which he was named professor,

but which had only an ephemeral existence, scarcely gave

him time to explain his ideas respecting the foundation of

arithmetic and algebra, and their application to geometry.

The Polytechnic School, the result of a happier idea,

had likewise a more durable success: and among the best

effects which it produced, we may place that of having

restored La Grange to Analysis. It was there that he had

an opportunity of developing those ideas, the germ of which
was to be found in two memoirs that he had published in

1772, and the object of which was to explain the true me-
taphysics of the differential and integral calculus. To
render these happy developements more easily understood,

the professor associated himself with his pupils. It was
then that he composed his Analytical Functions, and his

Lectures on that Calculus, of which he published several

editions.

It was then. likewise that he published his treatise on the

numerical solution of equations, with notes on several points

of the theory of algebraic equations.

It is said that Archimedes, whose great reputation, at

least with the historians, is founded upon the machines of all

kinds, by means of which he retarded the taking of Syra-
cuse, despised these mechanical inventions, on which he
wrote nothing, and placed importance only in his works of
pure theory. We may sometimes conceive, that the great
mathematicians of our age entertained the same sentiments
with Archimedes. They consider a problem as solved
when it presents no analytical difficulty, when nothing re-

mains to be done but differentiations, substitutions and re-

ductions, operations which require merely patience, and a
certain dexterity derived from practice. Satisfied with
having removed all the real difficulties, they concern them-
selves perhaps too little with the embarrassments which
they leave to the calculator, and with the long labour ne-
cesary in order to make use of their formula, even after it

has been suitably reduced. M. la Grange had more than
once attempted to abridge the usual calculations.

The general resolution of algebraic equations is subject
to difficulties which are considered as insurmountable;
but in practice every determinate problem brings us to an
equation, all the co-efficients of which are given in num-
bers. It would be sufficient, therefore, to have a sure me-
thod of finding all the roots of such an equation which is

called numerical. This was the object which M. la Grange
proposed to himself. He analyses all the known methods,
and shews their uncertainty and insufficiency. He reduces

the problem to the determination of a quantity smaller

than the smallest difference between the roots. This is

s(miething. We cannot too much admire the analytical

skill displayed throughout the whole work. But notwith-

standing all the resources of the genius of M. la Grange,
we cannot conceal that the labour of his method is exceed-
ingly great, and calculators will doubtless continue to pre-

fer methods less direct indeed, but more expeditious. The
author resumed this subject no less than four times. It is

to be feared, that a commodious and general solution will

never be discovered, or at least it must be sought for by
other means. The author seems to have acknowledged
this himself, as he recommends the method of M. Budan as

the most convenient and elegant for resolving equations
whose roots are all real.

The desire of multiplying useful applications induced
him to undertake a new edition of the Mecanique Analy-
tique. His project was to develope the most useful parts

of it. He laboured at it with all the ardour and intellec-

tual power which he could have applied at aiiy period of

his life. But this application occasioned a degree of fa-

tigue, which threw him into a fainting fit. He was found
in that state by Madame La Grange. His head in falling

had struck against the corner of a table, and this shock had
not restored him to his senses. This was a warning to

take more care of himself. He thought so at first ; but he
was too anxious to finish his work. The first volume had
appeared some time before his death. It had been follow-

ed by a new edition of his Fonctiona Analytiques. So
much labour exhausted him. Towards the end of March
a fever came on, he lost his appetite, his sleep was uneasy,

and his waking was accompanied by alarming swoonings.

He perceived his danger, but, preserving his undisturb-

able serenity, he studied what passed within him, and, as if

he were assisting at a great and uncommon experiment,

he bestowed all his attention on it. His remarks have not

been lost. Friendship conducted to his house on the 8th

of April, in the morning, MM. Lacepede, Monge. and
Chaptal, who took care to write down the principal points

of a conversation which was his last. (We have scrupu-
lously followed these notes, and the passages under invert-

ed commas are faithfully copied from the manuscript of

M. Chaptal.)
" He received them with tenderness and cordiality. I

was very ill, my friends, (said he,) the day before yester-

day ; I perceived myself dying, my body became weaker,

my moral and physical powers were gradually declining;

I observed with pleasure the gradual diminution of my
strength, and I arrived at the point without pain, without

regret, and by a very gentle declivity. Death is not to be
feared, and when it comes without violence, it is a last

function, which is neither painful nor disagreeable." Then
he explained to them his ideas respecting life, the seat of

which he considered as spread over the whole body, in

every organ and all parts of the machine, which in his case

became equally feebler in every part by the same degrees.
" A little longer, and there would have been no functions,

death would have overspread the whole body, for death is

merely the absolute repose of the body; I wished to die,"

added he with greater force, " I found a pleasure in it

;

but my wife did not wish it I should have preferred at

that time a wife less kind, less eager to restore my strength,

and who would have allowed me gently to have finished

my career. I have performed my task. I have acquired
some celebrity in the mathematics, I have hated nobody,
I have done no ill ; it is now proper to finish."

As he was very animated, especially at these last words,

his friends, notwithstanding the interest with which they lis-

tened to him, proposed to retire. He retained thenx, began
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to relate to them the liistory of his life, of his labours, of

his success, of his residence at Bei lin, where he had often

told us what he had seen near a kiiig ; of his arrival at

Paris, the tranquillity he had enjoyed at first, the anxiety

occasioned to him by the Revolution, and how he had been

finally rewarded by a powerful monarch, capable of appre-

ciating his worth.

He had neither been ambitious of riches nor honour ;

but he had received both with respectful gratitude, and re-

joiced at the acquisition for the advantage of the sciences.

La Grange had not lost all hope of cure ; he believed

only that his convalescence would be tedious. He ottered,

wlien he recovered his strength, to go and dine at M. La-

cepede's country house with MM. Monge and Chaptal,

and proposed to give them details respecting his life which

could be found nowhere else. These details are irretriev-

ably lost. We do not even know to what he alluded, nor

what he could have added to the second volume of the

Mecanique jinalylique, which was then in the press. We
have just learned that Ijie Countess la Grange has put into

the hands of M. Prony llie complete manuscript of the

second volume, in wnich will be found important additions,

and sections entirely written anew. By the care of an edi-

tor so skilful, and so devoted to the memory of the author,

the philosophical world is sure of obtaining with the great-

est accuracy and dispatch what is wanting to complete the

work, and perhaps even memoirs entirely new.

"During. this conversation, which lasted more than two
hours, his memory often failed him ; he made vain efforts

to recover names and dates, but his discourse was always

connected, full of strong thoughts and bold expressions."

This exercise of his faculties wasted the whole remains
of his strength. Scarcely had his friends left him, when
he fell into a fainting fit, and he died two days after, on
the 10th of April, 1813, at three quarters past nine o'clock

in the morning.*
M. la Grange was of a delicate but good complexion.

His tranquillity, his moderation, and austere and frugal re-

gimen, from which he rarely deviated, prolonged his life to

the age of 77 years, two months, and ten days. He was
twice married : first at Berlin, in order to be on a footing

with the rest of the academicians, none of whom were
bachelors. He brought from Turin one of his relations.

He married her, and lost her after a long illness, during
v(hich he had bestowed on her the most tender and unre-
mitted care. When he afterwards married, in France,
Mademoiselle Lemonnier, daughter of the celebrated astro-

nomer of that name, he said to us, " I had no children by
my first marriage ; I do not know if I shall have them by
my second ; but I scarcely desire them." What he prin-

cipally wished was an amiable companion, whose soci-

ety might afford him some amusement during the inter-

vals of his studies, and in this respect he was very success-
ful. Madame la Grange, daughter, grand-daughter, and
iieice, of members of the Academy of Sciences, was de-

serving of the name which he gave her. This advantage
in her eyes making up for the difference of their ages, she
soon felt for him the tcnderest regard. He was so grate-

ful that he could scarcely bear to be separated from her,

and it was on her account alone that he felt any regret at

relinquishing this life ; and he was often heard to say, that
of all his good fortune, that wliich he prized the most was,
having obtained a companion so tender and attached to

him. During tlie ten days which liis illness lasted, she
never quitted him for a moment, and was constantly cm-
ployed in recruiting his strengtii and prolonging his ex-
istence.

He loved retirement; but did not insist upon liis young
wife following his example. On her account he went out
more frequently, and indeed his high situations obliged him
to shew himself in the world. It was often apparent that
he continued the meditations in public which he had be-
gun in his cabinet. It has been said that he was not in-

sensible to tlie charms of music. In fact, in a numerous
company he was not displeased at a concert. On one of
those occasions I asked him what he thought of the music :

" I love it," says he, " because it leaves me to myself. I

listen to it during the first three measures, but I liear no
more of it; I give myself up to reflection, nothing inter-

rupts me, and in this way I have solved many a difficult

problem." Hence the finest music must have been that
during which he was inspired with the finest of his

thoughts.

Though he had a venerable figure, he would never al-

low his portrait to be drawn. More than once, by a very
excusable piece of address, persons have been introduced
during the meeting of the Institute, to take a sketch of
him without his knowledge. An artist sent by the Acade-
my of Turin drew in this manner the outline, from which
was constructed the bust that was exhibited for some
months in the hall of the Institute, and is at present in the
library. A cast was taken of him after his death ; and
some time before, while he slept, a picture of him was ta-

ken, which is said to resemble him very much.
Gentle and even timid in conversation, he took a plea-

sure in asking questions, either to draw out others, or to

add their reflections to his own vast knowledge. When
he spoke, it was always in a tone of doubt, and his first

words usually were, / do not knoiu. He respected the
opinions of others, and was very far from laying down his

own as a rule. Yet it was not easy to make him change
them. Sometimes he even defended them with a degree
of heat, which continued to increase till he was sensible of
some alteration in himself; then he immediately resumed
his usual tranquillity. One day, after a discussion of this

kind, M. la Grange having left the room, Borda remain-
ing alone with me, allowed these words to escape him : " I

am sorry to say it of a man like M. la Grange, but I do
not know a more obstinate person." If Borda had gone
away first, l.a Grange might have said to me as much of
our associate, who was a man of excellent sense and con-
siderable wit ; but who, like La Grange, did not easily

abandon those opinions which he had adopted after a ma-
ture examination.

A gentle and good-natured irony was often remarkable
in the tone of his voice ; but I never saw any person liurt

at it ; because it was necessary to have well understood

every thing that went before, to perceive the true intention

of it.

Among all the master-pieces which we owe to his ge-

The body of La Grange was deposited in the Pantheon, beside those of anumber of unknown senators.
ii>6cription from his stone tomb.

Joseph Louis La Grange
Senateiir, Coniie de L'ErapIre,

Grand Officier de la Legion d'Honneur,
Grand Croix de L'Ordre Imperial dt la Reunion,

Membre de L'Institut, et de Bureau des Longitudes.
Nd a Turin Departemenl du Po, le xxv Janvier 1736,

Decede a Paris le x Avril 1813. Eb.

We copied tlie followng
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iiius, h'lsAIecaniyue is certainly the most remarkable and

the most important. The Fonclions Analxjtiques hold only

the second place, nolwithstandinsj the iVuitfulncss of the

principal ide:>, and the beauty of the developments. A no-

tation less commodious, and calculations more embarrass-

ing, though more luminous, will prevent mathematicians

from employing, except in certain difficult and doubtful

cases, his symbols and names. It is sulTicient that he has

proved the legitimacy of the more expeditious processes of

the ditferential and integral calcuhis. He has himself fol-

lowed the ordinary notation in the second edition of his

Mecanique.
This great work is entirely founded on the calculus of

variations, of which he was the inventor. The whole flows

from a single formula, and from a principle known before

his time ; but the whole utility of which was far from sus-

pected. This sublime composition includes all his other

preceding labours which could be connected with it. It is

distinguished likewise by the philosophical spirit which

reigns from one end of it to the other. It is likewise the

best history of that part of the science,—a history which

could only have been written by a man perfectly master of

his subject, and superior to all his predecessors, whose

works he analyses. It forms a most interesting piece of

reading, even to him who is not capable of appreciating all

the details. Such a reader will at least find the intimate

connection of all the principles on which the greatest

mathematicians have founded their researches into mechan-

ics. He will there sec the geometrical law of the celesti-

al motions deduced from simple mechanical and analytical

considerations. From these problems, which serve to cal-

culate the true system of the world, the author passes to

questions more difficult, more complicated, and which be-

long to another order of things. These researches are on-

ly objects of pure curiosity, as the author announces, but

they show the extent of his resources. Finally, we see

there his new theory of the variations of arbitrary constant

quantitiesof the motion of the planets, which had appeared

with so much eclat in the Memoirs of the InsCitute, where

it had shown that the author, at the age of 75, had not sunk

from the rank which he had filled for so long a time in the

opinion of all mathematicians."

GRANGEMOUTH. See Borrowstoness and Stir-
lingshire.
GRANITE. See Mineralogy.
GRANSON, or Grandson, is the name of a small

town in the canton of the Pays de Vaud. It is situated on

the western bank of the lake of Neufchatel, about a mile

from the foot of Mount Jura, which here bears the name
of Thevenon. In approaching this town from Yver-
dun, it appears finely situated above the lake, and is par-

ticularly distinguished by its lofty chateau crowned with

five or six towers. At the entrance to the town there is

an old church, which does not appear to be used. The
road passes through an arch surmounted with a tower and
spire. The number of houses in 1814, when we passed
through it, was 100. The opposite bank of the lake of
Neufchatel is a lofty ridge, finely wooded, with the grand
range of the eastern Alps towering above it.

Granson is celebrated in the history of Switzerland, for

the great battle which the Swiss gained over Charles the

Bold, Duke of Burgundy, on the 3d of March 1476. The
Duke's army, which was 6000 strong, occupied Granson,
and the villages of Possine, Corsalette, Giez, Vallieres,

and Tuileries, and was defended on the right by the lake,

and on the left by Mount Arnou, and on the east by the

Thevenon, and by entrenchments on every other point.

The battle began near Concise and the Chartreuse of

I>alance, and terminated in the complete defeat of the

Uuke of Burgundy, who lost all his baggage and jewels.

One of his diamonds, which was the largest then known,
was found by a Swiss soldier, and sold for a florin to the

curate of Montagny. This diamond was afterwards sold

to Pope Julius II. for 20,000 ducats. Other two diamonds
were found by the Swiss, one of which now forms part of

the imperial treasury of Vienna, and the other belongs to

the crown of France.

GRANTHAM, a town of England in Lincolnshire, is

situated on the river Witham, near the ancient Roman
road, called Ermine Street. The town, which is neat

and clean, and contains many excellent houses, consists of

four principal streets, called Westgate, Watergate, Cas-
tlegate, and Swinegate. The church, which is elegantly'

built of stone, consists of a nave, with spacious north and
south aisles. It is lighted with handsome painted win-
dows, and has been celebrated for the elegance of its

spire, which consists of a quadrangular tower, contain-

ing three stories. At each angle of the parapet is an hex-
angular crocketted pinnacle, over which rises an octago-

nal spire, ornamented with crockets in the angles, and at

these several distances encircled with windows having
triangular heads. The height of the tower to the battle-

ments is 135 feet, and from that to the top of the vane
138, making a total height of 273 feet. The nave, inclu-

ding the chancel and side aisles, is 116 feet long inside,

and 80 feet broad. The church contains severa-l handsome
marble monuments. The front, which is octangular, is

deemed a handsome specimen of ancient sculpture. The
crypt under the aisle is used as a charncl-housc, which
contains great numbers of bleached sculls and bones The
vestry has been fitted up to receive the library of the Rev.
Dr Newcnme, a native of Grantham, who bequeathed it

for the use of the toven and neighbourhood.
The guiidiiall was rebuilt in 1787, and contains n large

apartment for an assembly-room. The free-school was
founded by Richard Fox, Bishop of Winchester, and in

the present school-house Sir Isaac Newton studied the

classics for several years. Without the Spiitiegate is the

Grantham Spa, a mild chalybeate, containing a small por-

tion of aerated iron.

A canal has some time ago been cut from Grantham to

the river Trent, a distance of 30 miles, with a fall of

148 feet to the river Trent. In 1798, ir4:734/. had been
expended on the undertaking, and the tonange tlien amount-
ed to 4381/. Corn and coals are the principal articles

which it conveys. There is a race-course in the neigh-

bourhood of Grantham, where races are held annually.

The following is the population of the borough and
parish, according to the census of 1811.

Number of inhabited houses 673

Do. of families 776
Do. employed in agriculture 61

Do. in trade and manufactures 430
Males 1677

Females 1969

Total population 3646

See Beauties of England and Wales, vol. ix. p. 766.

GRANTOWN. See Morayshire.
GRAPHOMETER, is a name sometimes given to in-

struments similar to goniometers, or to particular modi-

fications of the theodolite. See Goniometer.
GRATZ, or Gbaz, is the name of an ancient town in

the duchy of Styria, situated on the river Muehie. The
town of Gratz is well built, the streets spacious and well

laid out, and the houses, which are almost ail of stone,

are neat and commodious. The town, properly so called.
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is very small, and is surrounded with walls, ditches, and

forlifications ; but the sulnubs are very large, and have

lately increased with rapidity. The suburbs lii; round

the town like distinct villages, and are intermingled with

gardens and vineyards. The citadel is situated within the

town, on a very steep hill, about 600 or 700 feet above the

level of the river, and has a well communicating with the

Muehre. It was once a place of considerable strength ;

but it has been so much neglected, that in the year 1797,

it offered no resistance upon the approach of the Flench.

One of the principal oljjects of interest at Gratz is the

imperial mausoleum of Ferdinand II. who was born in

this town in 1578. The architecture is not in the best

style; but its interior is richly ornamented with sculpture.

The life of the Emperor Leopold is represented on the

roof, in several emblematic paintings. On the top of the

mausoleum is an observatory, which was once well fur-

nished witli astionoraical instruments. The emperor's
second son John Charles, and Mary Anne, Duchess of

Bavaria, his consort, are buried along with Fertlinand in

the circular chapel in the lower part of the mausoleum.
The assembly-room and the theatre, which are both

binder one roof, form a very extensive building. The
arsenal, the house of the states, and the private residen-

ces of the Count Sauran, Loibel, and Wermbrand, are

the other buildings deserving of notice. The castle, which
was formerly the residence of the Dukes of Styria, is now
the dwelling of the governors, and the seat of the regency.

The house in which Bonaparte resided is very spacious,

and is now shown as one of the curiosities of the town.

Gratz is the see of a bishop, who generally resides at it

about eight months in the year.

At no great distance from the town are several hand-
some villages, and the intermediate space between them
and the suburbs is covered by country houses, large and
small, farm houses, and detached cottages, so that the
whole of this tract, when seen from the citadel, forms a
rich and pleasing picture, and not only occupies a plain of
above 18 square miles, but encroaches even upon the
neighbouring hills. These hills are of a moderate height,
and are partly covered with wood, and partly occupied
with fields, vineyards, and meadows, up to their very sum-
mits. The population of Gratz has been stated in some
statistical tables at 40,000; but it probably does not exceed
33,000. The population of the circle of Gratz, one of
the five circles of Styria, is 296,424. East Longitude, ac-

cording to accurate observations, 15° 27' 15", North Lati-
tude 47" 4' 9". See Styria.
GRASSES. See Agriculture Index.
GRAVE-Harmonics, in Music. See Harmonics,

Grave and Jlcute.

Grave Intervals, according to Maxwell and Liston, are
such as are lessened by the major comma; they are mark-
ed with the grave accent (^), and are usually called by us,

Comma-drficient intervals.

The Grave Diesis of Liston, ^''::z<^— c:r: 10 2 -f m, is

the Minor Comma, which see.

The Grave Limma of Liston, S'rz §—c, zr36 2 -f
f -f- 3 m, is the Semitone Minor, which see.

The Grave To??? of Liston, (p. 14.) T' ZT T—c, ZZ93
S + 2 f -f- 8 m, is the Tone Mi?wr, which see.

Grav-e Fourth of Ilnlden, or bearing fourth, has the
ratio

-l\, =: 240.06077 S -f 5 f+ 20 m ; and is the Lesser
false Fourth of the trumpet, which see.

Grave Semitone of Holden, or deficient semitone of the
same author, (p. 341.) has the ratio |f,rz 43.052904 S-t-f4-
4m; its common log.—.9788107,0093 ; it is -f 43.234017
X S, = 3.92754 X c, =: .070389 X VIH. M. Feyton men-

tions it as his Semitone E Ej^f , and it is the Semitone of Pto-
lemy's Diatonicum moUe.
GRAVEL. See Medicine.
GRAVER. See Engraving.
(iRAVESEND, is a town of England, in the county

of Kent, built on a gentle declivity, on the banks of the
Thames. It consists of several narrow streets, the best
of which are the one on the great London road, and ano-
ther at right angles to it, leading to the river. The church,
which is dedicated to St George, was erected near the river

between 1731 and 1733. It is built of brick, with stone
cjuoins and cornices, and consists of a spacious nave and
chancel, &c. The town-hall was erected in 1754, and has
a poultry market below it. It is supported by six columns
in front, and three arches behind. A neat little theatre,

with a brick front and wooden sides, and a small project-

ing wooden portico, surmounted by a bust of Shakespeai'C,

was built in 1808 ; and a handsome chapel in 1812, on the

north side of the London road. A new wharf and crane
were erected in 1767, and two batteries of 16 guns each
have more recently been built, for the defence of the town.
There is here a small manufactory for cables and ropes,

and a yard for ship-building. Most of the outward bound
ships are supplied with live and dead stock at Gravesend,
and also with vegetables, for the cultivation of which about
80 acres of ground are appropriated. The town is often

crowded with seamen and strangers, from the great quan-
tity of shipping that usually lie at anchor in the channel
near the town; and in summer many visitors are attracted

by the accommodations of a new bathing-house, which
was built by subscription in 1796. About 18 or 20 Graves-
end smacks are employed in the cod and haddock fish-

ing.

According to the population return for 181 1, Gravesend
parish contains

Number of inhabited houses 525
Number of families 698
Do. employed in agriculture 83
Do. in trade and manufactures .... 457
Number of males 1505

Do. females 1614

Total population 3II9

See Beauties of £ngland and Wales, vol. vii. p. 577.

GRAVIMETER. See Hydrometer.
GRAVITATION. See Astronomy, Chapters I. II.

III. IV. V. of Physical Astronomy ; and also the articles

Attraction and Newton.
GRAVITY, Specific. See Hydrodynamics and Spe-

cific Graxnty.

GRAY, Thomas, an eminent English poet, was born

at Cornhill in London, on the 20th of December 1716.

His father, Philip Gray, was a money scrivener of the

city. His mother, whose maiden name was Dorothy An-
trobus, was, owing to the batl usage of her husband, obli-

ged to apply to an eminent civilian for his advice as to a

separation from him. Our poet, their fifth child, owed
his life to the affectionate courage of his mother, who, by

opening a vein with her own hand, removed a paroxysni

which attacked him in his childhood. To this parent's ex-

ertions he was also indebted for his education ; so that,

considering the unhappiness of her life, and the gratitude

which her son owed her, we can easily conceive the truth

of what Mason tells us, that Gray always mentioned his

mother's name with a sigh. Gray was educated at Eton,

under the protection of Mr Antrobus, his maternal uncle,

who was a fellow of Peterhouse, Cambridge. At that uni-

versity. Gray was admitted a pensioner in his 19th year.

During his first four years residence there, he seems to
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have withdrawn himself from the severity of mathemati-

cal studies, while his enquiries centered in classical and

modern literature.*

In 1738, he removed to the Inner Temple; but laid

aside his leijal studies to accompany Horace Walpole on

a tour throui;h France and Italy. Ai unhappy difference,

however, with the blame of which Walpole has candidly

chari^ed himself, parted the travellers at Reggio, and their

broken friendship, in spite of a formal reconciliation, seems

never to have been entirely cemented. Gray returned to

London in 1741, in the same year in which his father died.

His mothei, with a very small fortune, had retired to live

with her sister at Stoke, near Windsor. Mr Gray, there-

fore, found his patrimony too small to enable him to pro-

secute the study of the law ; and though his mother and

annt would undoubtedly have contributed all in their power

to assist him, he could not brook the idea of becoming a

burthen to them. Yet such was his delicacy, that he

could not peremptorily declare to his relations his resolu-

tion of abandoning his profession : he therefore pretended

only to change the line of it, and accordingly he went to

Cambridge, where he took a bachelor's degree in civil

law. In the same year in which he graduated, (1742 ) he

lost his friend West, with whom his friendship had com-
menced at Eton, and had continued with unabated warmth
after they had gone to different universities. The sorrow

which the death of this amiable young man left upon our
poet's mind, and the tenderness with which he honoured

his memory, form one of the most interesting traits of his

character.!

On his second return to Cambridge, he applied himself

for about six years with the most intense assiduity to the

perusal of Greek authois, and marie himself a consummate
scholar and critic in that language. In 1747. he appear-
ed for the first time as an author, by the publication of his

Ode on the prospect of Eton College, of which it would
seem that at first little notice was taken. His Ode to

Spring had been already written at Cambridge; and soon
after the publication just mentioned, he sent to Di Whar-
ton of Durham, his poem on the Alliance of Education and
Giivernnient, which he never pursued much farther. In

1749, he finished his Elegy, which he had begun seven
years before, and which when published obtained immedi-
ate popularity.

In 1754 and 1755, he appears to have written his beau-
tiful lines OP the Pleasures arising from Vicissitude, his

Ode on the Progress of Poetry, the Bard, and probably
some of those fragments with which he seems to have
amused himself, without much design of completion.
About this period, he complains of listlessness and de-
pression of spirits, which prevented his application to po-
etry ; and from this time we may trace he course of that
hereditary disease in his constitution, which the temper-
ance and regularity of a whole life could not subdue. Next
year, he left Peterhouse at Cambridge, where he had re-
sided above twenty years, on account of some incivilities

which he met with, and which Mason thus mentions. Two
or three young men of fortune, who lived on the same
staircase, had for some time intentionally disturbed him
with their riots, and carried their ill behaviour so far as
to awaken him at midnight. After having borne a consi-
derable time with their insults, Gray complained to the
governing part of the Society, and not thinking that his
remonstrance was sufficiently attended to, quitted the Col-

lege. He now removed to Pembroke Hall, which he dc
scribes " as an era in a life so barren in events as his"

In the July of 17S7, he took his Odes to London to be
published. " I found Gray (says 11. Walpole) in town last

week. He brought his two Odes to be printed. I snatch-
ed them out of Dodsley's hands, and they are to be the
first fruits of my press." Although the genius of Gray
was now in its firm and mature age, and though his poeti-

cal reputation was deservedly high, it is plain Uiat these
Odes were not favourably received. " His friends (he
says) write to him that they do not succeed." Yet there
were some better judges who admired them. Garrick
wrote lines in their praise ; ami Warburton, while he be-
stowed his honest applause on them, shewed his indigna-

tion at those who condemned without being able to under-
stand them. In this year Cibber died, and the laureate-

ship was offered by the Duke of Devonshire, then Lord
Chamberlain, to Gray, with a remarkable and honourable
privilege to hold it as a mere sinecure. This offer he re-

spectfully declined ; and in a letter to Mr Mason, he
gives some of his reasons for declining it. " The office it-

self (he says) has always iiumbled the possessor hitherto:

—if he were a poor writer, by making him more conspi-

cuous ; and if he were a good one, by setting him at war
with the little Iry of his own piofi ssion : for there are po-
ets little enough even to envy a poet laureat." In 1758,
Gray describes himstif" as composing for his ownamtiae-
ment the little book, wliich he calls a Catalogue of the An-
tiquities, Houses, &c. in England and Wales.":} About
this time, the study of architecture seems to have employ-
ed much of his time, in which his proficiency (as in every
branch of study which he pursued) was accurate and deep.

Early in the next year the British Museum was opened to

the public, and he went to London to read and transcribe

the MSS. which were there collected from the Cottonian

and Harleian libraries. A folio volume of his transcripts

was left among his papers. No other remarkable date oc-

cuisinthe peaceful tenor of our poet's days, till in 1763,

the professorship of modern history being vacant, by liie

advice of his friends, he applied to Lord Bute for the place,

through the medium of .Sir Henry Erskine. He vras re-

fused, and the professorship was given to another ; and "so
(sTys Gray) I have made my fortune like Sir Francis

Wronghead."
In the summer of 1765, he took a journey into Scotland

to improve his health, which was then weak, and to grati-

fy his curiosity with the romantic scenery of the north. He
went through Edinburgh and Perth to Glammis castle, the

residence of Lord Strathmore, where he stayed some time.

Thence he took a short excursion into the Highlands,
crossing Perthshire by Loch Tay, and pursuing the road

from DimkeJd to Inverness, as far as the pass of Killikran-

kie. Then returning to Dunkeld, he travelled on the Stir-

ling road to Edinburgh. In Scotland, his general shyness
to men of letters was felt and complained of; but he form-
ed an acquaintance with Dr Beattie, which was kept up by
subsequent correspondence. The university of Aberdeen
was disposed to confer on him the degree of Doctor of

Laws ; but he refused it, lest it should seem a slight to his

own university. At Dr Beattie's desire, a new edition of

his poems was published by Foulis at Glasgow, whilst

Dodsley at the same tiine was printing them in London.
In both these editions the long story was omitted, and some
Welch and Norwegian fragments inserted in their place.

His productions during that period, were some Lathi verses, entitled i,ima Habitabitis, inserted in the JUiisic Etonenses ; a poem on the
marriage of the Prince of Wales

; and a Sapphic Ode to his friend West, both in Latin. A latin version of a passage of the I'astar Fide.
and Fragments of Translations from Ilaliiis and Tasso.

•J-
Uicliard West was the son of the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and grandson by the mother's side of the famous Bishop Burnet.

i It wa.s printed and distributed among his friends by Mr -Masou after his death.
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To his Odes, Gray now foiiiid it necessary to add some
notes; " partly," lie says, " irom justice, to acknowledge a

debt when I had borrowed any thiiiy; ; partly from ill Icm-

pev, just to tell the gentle reader, that Edward I. was not

Oliver Cromwell, nor Queen Elizabeth the witch ol Endor."

In 1768, the professorship of modern history became
again vacant, and the Duke of Grafton, then in power, at

the request of IVIr Stonehcwer, Ijestowed it on Gray. Soon
after the Duke of Giafton was elected to the chancellor-

ship of the university, and Gray wrote the Ode, that was
set to music, on the occasion of his installation. " He
thought it better that gratitude should sing than expecta-

tion." When this ceremony was past, he went on a tour

to the lakes of Westmoreland and Cumberland, from which
liis letters are written in a style of the most picturesque de-

scription. "He that reads his. epistolary narrative," says

Dr Johnson, '• wishes that to travel, and to tell his travels,

had been more of his employment,"
In the April of 1770, he complains ihuch of a depres-

sion of spirits, and talks of an intended tour into Wales,
which took place in autumn ; but not a single letter is pre-

served in Mr Mason's book on this journey.

In May 1771, he wrote to liis friend Dj' Wharton, just

sketching the outline of lii* tour in Wales, and some of the

adjacent country. This is the last letter that remains in

Mr. Mason's collection. He there complains of an incura-

ble cough, of spirits habitually low, and of the uneasiness

which the thought of the duties of his profession gave him,
which, Mr. Mason says, he had now a determined resolu-

tion to resign.* He inentious also different plans of amuse-
ment and travel which he had projected, but which unfor-

tunately were not to be accomplished. Within a few days
after the date of this letter he removed to London, where
his health more and more declined. His physician, Dr
Gisborne, advised free air, and he went to Kensington.
There he in some degree revived, and returned to Cam-
bridge, intending to go from that place to Old Park, near
Durham, the residence of his friend Dr Wharton. On the

24lh of July, however, while at dinner in the college hall,

he was seized with an attack of the gout in his stomach.
The violence of the disease resisted all the powers of me-
dicine. On the 29th he was seized with convulsions, \vhich

returned moie violently on the 30th, and he expired on the

evening of that day, in the 55lh year of his age, sensible al-

most to the last, aware of his danger, and expressing no
visible concern at the thought of his approaching death.

His friend, iSIr Mason, was at that time absent ; and the
care of his funeral devolved on the other executor, Dr
Brown, the president of Pembroke hail, who saw him bu-
ried, as he desired, by the side of his mother, in the church-
yard of Stoke.

Gray, independently of his poetical character, sustained
tliat of a first-rate scholar. He was perhaps (says the Rev.
Mr Temple, in the summary of his character) the most
learned man in Europe. He knew every branch of histo-

ry, natural and civil; had read all the original historians of
England, France, and Italy ; and was a great antiquarian.

His skill in zoology wus accurate ; and in an interleaved
copy of Linnaeus which he had left behind, he had nui only
concentrated wiiat other writers had wiitten, but had alter-

ed the style of the Sv.'edish naturalist into classical Latin.

f

Botany, which he had studied in early life, was also an
amusement of his later years. In architecture he was emi-

nently skilled ; and in heraldry a complete master. To
these accomplishments must be added his exquisite and
scientific taste in painting and music. Walpole, in his
History of Painters jiBentham, in his History of Ely ; Pen-
nant, in his Antiquities of London ; and Ross, in his cdi
tion of Cicero's Familiar Epistles, were all respectively in
debted to the learning of Gray.
As a man, the only blemish in his fine character seems

to have been an excessive and half affected delicacy. His
genius as a poet is not of the most extensive, but of the
highest cast. He is the only English poet who has divest-
ed elegiac poetry of its tsedium

;
placed its sombrous ima-

ges in a light of picturesque fancy ; and given a tone of
stedfast though subdued romantic feeling to the plain re-
flections of truth. Respecting his lyric poetry, the suffra-
ges of criticism are certainly more divided. While by
some his Odes have been extolled as the model of lyric po-
etry, they are esteemed by another school of taste to
abound in over-wrought refinements, and obscurity of lan-
guage. Our limits preclude dissertation

;
yet whatever

justice there may be in the charge of obscurity which at-
taches to his Odes, the grandeur of thought, and the har-
mony of versification, which pervade them, will for ever
support their general merit, and their rank in the first rate
productions of our language, and the muse of England will

be for ever acknowledged to have expressed

A Pindar's raptures in the lyre of Gray.

See Mason's Life and Letters of Gray; and Mitford's
n/e. (,)

GRAZING. See Agriculture.
GRE.'^T Intervals, in music, are the same with major

or greater intervals, ajid are marked with the large Roiian
numerals; as I. II. III. IV. &c. See Major Intervals.
But Mr Holdcn has used this terin in a different way. See
his Great Sixth, and Great ThiTid (j)
GREAT Octave ol the German theoretical writers on

music, is that octave (or septave rather) which begins with
C on the second legcr line below the bass stave, and ends
with B on the second line -of that stave, or the m/ of Guido.
To this septave they exclusively apply the capital letters

C, D, E, F, G, A, B, in their tablature or literal notation ;

and in the next octave above, the letters e, d, e, f, g, a, b
are used. See Small Octave, Once-marked, Twice-
niARKED, &C. Octaves; and Dr Callcott's Musical Gram-
mar, Art. 34. (^)

GREAT Scale of M. Overend, approved by Dr Boyce,
is a musical curiosity preserved in the library of the Roy-
al Institution in London,' in tlie Overend Manuscripts, vol.

ii. pp. 113— 133, 143— 149, kc. It contains 86 notes with-
in the octave, and was thought by the indelatigable musi-
cians above named, to be capaUe of unravelling all the
mysteries of the various ancient Greek scales of music, as

Dr Pepusch had explained them diatonically, oi by the use
of the ]nime integers, 1, 2, 3, and 5 only, in their ratios;

but to the various systems. of those, who, according to Dr
Wallis, used the higher primes 7, 1 1, 13. 17, 19, Sec. in the

ratios, and in consequence have decimals of schismas, or
S's in our notation ; or of those, who divided the major
tone, or the nunor/ourt/i, into alirjuot /larts, for obtaining

their intervals or degrees, this great scale has no near re-

lation. S';e Chro.maticum, Diatonicu.m, Genera, and
GRE.-e.K, Music, (f)

' He had held his professorsliip ofhistory nearly three years, without having begun to execute the duties of it, which consist of two parts ;

one, the teaching ofmodern Ian,i>uage.s ; the otiicr, the re.%ding- of lectures on modern history. The former he was allowed to execute by de-
putiKS

;
but the latter lie was to commence in person, by reading a public lecture in tlie schools once at least in every term. He was at

hberly to chuse his language, and chose the Latin, wliicli Mr Mason thought somewhat injudicious ; and although we do not find that he pro-
ceeded farther than to draw up a part of his introductory lecture, he oi-ojected a plan of'very great extent, which, from his indolence and
lU health, he would not in all probability have been able to execute. 'His death, however, prevented the trial.

t It is a circumstance not generally known, that he translated the Linnaan genera, or characters ofinsects, into elegant Latin hexameters.
Vol. X. Part I. j
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GREECE,

THE inost celebrated country of antiquity, was of very

inconsiderable extent, and scarcely equalled in size the

half of England. It is comprehended between 36° and

41° of North Latitude; and is bounded on all sides by the

sea, except on the north, where it borders upon Epirus

and Macedonia. Thessaly, its most northern province, is

an extensive and fertile vale, completely surrounded by

lofty mountains ; by Olympus on the north ; by Ossa on

the east ; by Pindus on the west ; and on the south by

Oeta, at the foot of which lies the famous pass ol Tlier-

mopylse. The tract extending from the borders of Thes-

saly and Epirus, to the Corinthian isthmus, contains the

provinces of Acarnania, on the east frontier of which runs

tlie river Achelous ; jEtolia, bounded on the south by

the sea, but defended on every other side by mountains

almost impassable; Doris, wholly a mountainous country;

Locris and Phocis, both of small extent, but full of fer-

tile plains ; Boeotia, a well watered vale, bounded, except

on the north-east, by the mountains Parnassus, Helicon,

Cithseron, and Parnes ; and Attica, a rocky and barren

country, producing little grain or pasture, but yielding a

varietv of fruits, particularly figs and olives. The isth-

mus of Corinth, a mountainous ridge, at one place only

five miles in breadth, leads farther south to the peninsula

of Peloponnesus, which contains Acliaia, a narrow strip

of country on the northern coast, bounded on its inland

frontier by a ridge of mountains, running along its whole

extent from Corinth to Dyme; Argolis, a remarkably

fruitful valley, included between two mountainous branch-

es, stretching from Cyllene, the most northern of the

Arcadian summits, and terminating, the one in the gulf

<jf Argos, and the other at the promontory of Scylla ;

Elis, or Eleia, watered by the rivers Peneus and Alpheus,

and less mountainous than the other provinces in Pelo-

ponnesus; Arcadia, the central state, consisting of a clus-

ter of lofty mountains, the principal of which are Tayge-

lus and Zarex ; Messenia, the most level district in the

peninsula, the best adapted for tillage, and most fruitful

in general produce ; andLaconia, traversed by two branch-

es of the Taygetus and Zarex, between which runs the

river Eurotas, watering several very fertile but not exten-

iiive vales.

The general aspect of Greece is rugged, but its cli-

mate is highly propitious ; and both the summer heat and

winter cold are preserved by the surrounding seas in an

equable state of temperature. Some of its mountains

contain valuable metals; others are composed of the finest

marble; and many are covered to a great extent with a va-

riety of useful timber. Its central plains produce corn,

oil, and wine ; its valleys afford the richest pasturage ; and

its long winding coast abounds with excellent harbours.

The great variety in its surface gives occasion to consider-

able diversity both of produce and of climate in every

season of the year. It has been remarked, as a peculiar

feature in the topography of the most ancient cities of

Greece, that every metropolis possessed its citadel and

its plain ; the formei- as a place of refuge in war, and the

latter as a source of agriculture in peace. The most re-

markable of its towns were,— in Thessaly, Gomphi, Me-
tropolis, and Scotussa, north of the river Peneus; Alrax,

Larissa, the city of Achilles ; Magnesia, and Aphetae

the port of the Argonauts; Heraclea, named from Her-
cules, who is said to have thrown himself into the pile on

the summit of Oeta, in its vicinity ; Lamca and Ilypata,

on the banks of the Spcrcheus; Thaumaci, Halos, and

Pthia, the country of the Myrmidones, Demetrias, Pherae,

Pharsalia, on the banks of the river Enipeus.— In Acarna-
nia, Amphilochicum, Stratus, and Actium, at the bottom of

the Ambracian Gulf.—In jEtolia, Chalydon, Chalcis, on

the river Evenus; Thermse, Lysmachia, Canope, Naupac-

tus, Erythrae, and Antirrhium.—In Doris, Cytinium, and

three smaller towns of little note.—In LocRis, Amphissa,

Opus, Cnemis, Narix', the native country of Ajax, Thro-

nium, Nicaea.—In Phocis, Delphi, accounted the centre

of Greece; Elatea, on the river Cephissus ; Crissa, and

Anticyra.—In Bceotia, Thebes, near the river Asopus; Pla-

taa, Leuctra, Orchomenos, Haliartus, Coronea, Chcronea,

Lebadia, Thespiae ; Ascra, the birth-place of Hesiod ; Aulis,

Delium, and Tanagra.—In Attica, Athens, with its har-

bour Piraeus; Phalereus and Munichia, Marathon, Phylae,

and Decelia.—In Megaris, Megara, Eleusis, and Nycaea.

—In AoHAiA, Corinth, Sicyon, Patrae, .£gium, Dyme, and

Pallene.—In Argolis, Argos, on the river Inachus

;

Mycenx, the city of Agamemnon; Epidaurus, Nemea,
and Tiryns.—In Elis, Elis, onthe river Peneus ; Olympia,

and Pisa.—In Arcadia, Megolopolis, Tegea, Mantinea,

and Pallantium.— In Messenia, Messene, Stenyclarus, and

Pylos, the city of Nestor.—In Laconia, Sparta, on the river

Eurotas; Gythium, Selasia, Helos, Amyciae.

It has been customary with most writers on the subject

of Greece, to distribute its history into distinct periods or

epochs; but few authors happen to agree in fixing upon

the same points of division. If we proceed upon the prin-

ciple of marking the degree of credibility in its records,

there will then be only two portions to be contrasted ; the

one the period of uncertain, and the other that of authen-

tic history.

The^fr*;, " the period of uncertain history," extends

from the earliest accounts of the country, to the com-
mencement of the first war with Persia, in the year B. C.

490 ; a period very variously computed, but, according

to the lowest estimate,* comprising a space of nearly

700 years. Of this large portion of time, there are no
documents really deserving the name of history ; and the

accounts which have been given of its events, were drawn
up by writers who lived long posterior to the transactions

of which they treat, and were compiled from scattered

records and fragments, of which there are no sufficient

data to ascertain the authenticity. Of tliis period, how-
ever, there may be specified four distinct subdivisions,

which are marked by some ])eculiar historical features.

The first, reaching from the earliest accounts of Greece
to the commencement of the Trojan war, B. C. 900; a

peri mI of 200 or 300 years, and which, without scruple,

may be termed "the fabulous age." The second, reaching

from the expedition against Troy to the death of Homer,
B. C. about 800; a period of at least 100 years, generally

called " the heroic age," of which the only history is con-

tained in the poems of the Iliad and Odyssey. The third,

reaching from the death of Homer to the death of Lycur-
gus, B. C. about 700 ; a period of another 100 years,

which may be denominated " the era of revolutions," and

* The Chronology of Su' Isaac Kewton.
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of which scarcely aiiy species of history exists. The fourth,

reaching from tlie time of Lycurgus to the first invasion

ol Greece by Persia, B. C. 490 ; a period of 210 years,

which may be termed " the era of traditionary history,"

possessing a considerable degree of credihility.

The second, " the period of authentic history," extends

from the first invasion of Greece by the Persians, B. C.

490, to its final subjugation by the Romans, B. C. 146; a

period of 341 years, the history of which, luminous and

connected beyond that of any other portion of Pagan an-

tiquity, has been recorded by writers of the greatest

ability, who were contemporary with the events which

they relate, and in which many of them bore a distinguish-

ed part. These writers were all Greeks, and some degree

of national partiality may be suspected to have guided

their narrations ; but their number, and their connection

with di(S)rent states, renders them in some measure
checks prion one another. This period, also, may be sub-

divided into four portions, distinguished rather by political

than historical characteristics. The first, reaching from

ihc Persian invasion, B.C. 490, to the commencement of

the Peloponnesian war, B. C. 430; a period of 60 years,

the era of Grecian unanimity and triumphs. The second,

reaching from the beginning of the Peloponnesian war,

to the accession of Philip of Macedon, B. C. 350 ; a pe-

riod of 70 years, the era of civil wars and intestine com-
motions among the states of Greece. The third, reaching

from the accession of Philip to the death of Alexander
the Great, B. C. 323 ; a period of 37 years, distinguished

by the entire ascendency of Greece over Persia, and its

own partial subjection to the foreign dominion of Mace-
donia. The fourth reaching from the death of Alexander,

to the final subjugation of the Grecian states by the Ro-
mans, B.C. 146; a period of 177 years, during the great-

er part of which the destinies of Greece were directed by

foreign influence, and were placed successively under the

protection of Macedonia, Egypt, and Rome.
The early history of Greece, like that of most other

countries, is involved in obscurity and fable. Its original

inhabitants, generally considered as the descendants of

Javan, son of Japhet, appear to have led a migratory and
savage life, sheltering themselves in caves and huts, feed-

ing upon acorns, clothing themselves with skins, and
gradually associating in small bodies for their mutual
support against the wild beasts of the woods and moun-
tains, by which they were every where surrounded. Many
different wandering hordes, of whom the Greek writers

give no satisfactory account, seem to have successively

overrun the country ; sometimes mixing with the ancient

inhabitants, and sometimes driving them from their pos-

sessions. These, in their turn, expelled and plundered

others; and a state of petty piratical warfare characterised

the first ages of every Grecian settlement. These plun-

dering excursions became so general, that all the shores,

both of the continent and the islands, are said to have

been deserted, and the lands cultivated only at a consider-

able distance from tlie sea. From this state of barbarism,

the inhabitants of Greece began to emerge at an earlier

period than those of any other country in Europe; and

this advantage they seemed to have owed entirely to their

communication with the civilized nations of the East. Its

islands were visited by the Phenician navigators, who
introduced the knowledge of the precious metals. A peo-

ple, named Pelasgi, apparently from Asia, extended their

dominion over all the northern parts of the country ; and

various contemporary colonies from Egypt, (of whose
migration the cause is not known, but for which the sup-

position of some political revolution may easily account,)

appear to have founded the principal Grecian states. The
island of Crete, which seems to have been occupied, and
its inhabitants enslaved by some of these adventurers, first

attained a considerable degree of civilization under Minos,
above 1000 years before the Christian era;* and became
the general foundation of legislation and jurisprudence to

the other settlements. Of these, Sicyon and Argos are
considered as the most ancient, and as having been found-»

ed nearly at the same time, about 80 years before the reign
of Minos, and 1080 before the Christian era.

Sicyon, till a very late period, had little influence in tlie

affairs of Greece; and its early history is as uninteresting

as it is uncertain. jEgialcus is mentioned as its first king;
but the list of his successors rests on no authority, and is

not worthy of being transcribed. It seems to have been
soon eclipsed by the neighbouring state of Corinth, which
was noted, even in the days of Homer, for its commercial
wealth. Among its early princes are numbered Sisyphus,

Giaucus, and Bcllerophon, whose exploits present a sub-
ject for poetry rather than materials for history. But the
city of Argos, if not actually the oldest in Greece, was
the first that acquired political eminence ; and was found-
ed by Inachus, or by his son Phoroneus, who is consider-

ed as having been the contemporary and brother of jEgi-

aleus, the first king of Sicjron. lo, the daughter of one
of the Argive princes, having been carried away to

Egypt, her descendant Danaus, afterwards arriving at

Argos, claimed the sovereignty, and extending his power
over the whole of Peloponnesus, the inhabitants (called

Pelasgi before his arrival) received from him the name of

Danai. Perseus, one of his descendants, and the first

Grecian who is celebrated as a warrior, founded the city

of Mycenae, which becarne for some time the capital of

Argolis ; but soon afterwards lost its pre-eminence. Con-
temporary with Perseus was Pelops, son of Tantalus, king
of Phrygia, who, being driven from his native land by un-

successful war, came with immense treasures into Greece

;

and, being accompanied by a band of Achaians from Thes-
saly, established himself in Laconia. Marrying Hippo-

dameia, daughter of the chief of Pisa, he succeeded to

the sovereignty of that territory ; and, by his numerous
family connections, as well as able conduct, acquired so

much influence throughout the peninsula, that it derived

from him the name of Peloponnesus. His daughter Asty-

dameia was united in marriage with Sthenelus, the son of

Perseus ; and their son Eurystheus was the prince so often

mentioned in Grecian fable as the rival and persecutor of

his kinsman Hercules. Pursuing the children and adhe-

rents of that deceased hero into Attica, he was slain in

battle, and succeeded in the sovereignty of Argos by his

imcle Atreus, who uniting in his person the claims of both

the houses of Perseus and Pelops, extended his authority

over all Peloponnesus, and transmitted the Argian sceptre

in its greatest glory to his son or grandson Agamemnon.
Lacedemon, or Sparta, concerning the origin of which

there is no certain memorial, had now become distinguish-

ed under its sovereign Tyndareus, whose sons Castor

and Pollux died in the prime of life, and whose daughters,

Clytemnesira and Helen, were given in marriage to Aga-
memnon and his brother Menelaus. Through these prin-

cesses, the domains of Tyndareus fell to the two sons of

Atreus; and Menelaus was invested with the immediate

command of the Lacedemonian territory.

Of the provinces without the [oeninsula, Thessaly (next

to Crete, the most ancient scene of Grecian story,) first be-

came celebrated for the wisdom of its princes, who extend-

ed their sway at an early period as far as the Corinthian

• The chronology of Sir Isaac Newton is here followed.

12
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Isthmus. Ill that country, always fnuious for its l\nrscs,

the Centaurs were first known, wlio are suppose*! to have

been a band of foreign adventurers of superior allainuicnts

to tlie more southern Greeks of their time. From a port

in Thessaiy, sailed the expedition of the Ars^onauts under

Jason, who may be considered as merely the leader of one

of the most considerable piratical expeditions which had

hitherto been undertaken. Boeotia, though a country ori-

ginally subject to earthquakes and inundations, yet, from

its great fertility, attracted at an early period the attention

of adventurers; and a Phenician colony under Cadmus is

understood to have founded its principal city of Thebes.

The numerous fabulous stories relating to its history,

comprehending the adventures of Bacchus, Amphion, Am-
phitryon, Hercules, Laius, CEdipus, Eteocles, and Poly-

nices, serve at least to prove that it must soon have be-

come a flourishing and powerful state ; and the war, which

it sustained against seven united potentates, the subject of

the Thebaid by Stalfus, presents the first instance of a po

litical league, and a regular warfare, recorded in the an-

nals of Greece. yEtolia, though not inferior to the ad-

joining countries in early civilization, and though suffi-

ciently celebrated in the histories of its heroes Tydeus,

Meleager, and others, yet, from the dangers of its seas,

being much excluded from the intercourse of more civiliz-

ed nations, made little comparative progress in political

improvement, and for several centuries, even after the

Trojan war, had little communication with the rest of

Greece. Phocis, Doris, and Locris, also aflford no mate-

rials for history at this early period ; and the only remain-

ing state, whose origin is worthy of being narrated from
tradition, is that of Attica. The first king of this country

is said by some to have been Ogygcs, whose name, how-
ever, is not mentioned by the older Greek historians, and
who is conjectured at the utmost to have been only the

leader of a band of Boeotians, who, having been driven

from their own country. by an inundation, had taken refuge
in the adjoining districts of Attica. The first, at least,

Tiho introduced regular government and the arts of civili-

'

zation among the Athenians, was Cecrops, the leader of a

colony from Egypt, who introduced the worship of the

goddess Athena, or Minerva ; and thus gave a name, if not

also a beginning, to the city of Athens. He is considered
as the founder of the celebrated court of Areopagus ; and,
in consequence of his wise institutions, aided by the natu-
ral -security of the country from invasion, strangers were
attracted, population increased, and civilization made more
rapid progress than in any other province of Greece. Of
his successors, little is recorded even by tradition, till tjie

time of ilgeus, contemporary with Minos, King of Crete,
and the father of the renowned Theseus, whose romantic
history bears no inconsiderable resemblance to that of the
Gothic knighl-errants, and whose wise measures as king
of Athens laid the foundation of its future greatness. By
the united influence of persuasion and authority, he con-
solidated, in one well-regulated government, the indepen-
dent districts in Attica, and endeavoured to secure the sta-
bility of his improvemer.ts, by procuring the approbation
of the Delphic oracle. Though well entitled, by his poli-
tical regulations, to be ranked among the most illustrious
patriots of ancient times, he is nevertheless represented, in
his future history, as having forfeited the esteem of his
subjects, and having at last died in exile. After him the
sovereignty of Altica was held by Mcnestheus, a descend-
ant of the royal family, and the leader of the Athenian
troops in the Trojan war.

These petty states, each of which was governed by its
respective sovereign, and all of them independent of one
aqother, were continually at war among themselves, and

exposed to the incursions of foreign barbarians. To ob-»
viatc these evils, and to secure, as far as possible, the gene-
ral tranquillity, an assembly was foi med of deputies from
the different countries of Greece, whose business it wa»
to decide all disputes between the states of which the as-

sociation was composed, and to concert measures of de-
fence against their common enemies. This was called the
council of the Amphictyons, from its supposed founder
Amphictyon, one of the sons of Deucalion, and king of
Attica; but its original constitution, and the period of its

commencement, cannot be satisfactorily ascertained. It is

supposed by Sir Isaac Newton to have commenced about
a century before the- Trojan war. Besides its primary
object of establishing a kind of national law among the
Greeks, its attention was principally occupied in managing
the concerns of the Delphian oracle. Bui, though its de-
crees we-re resjiectedj its power was not very e icacious.

It contributed to restrain the violence of wars, bOwas not
abte to prevent their frequent occurrence. It derived
its greatest consequence from the increasing fame of the

oracle at Delphi ; and the superintendence of the religi-

ous institutions of Greece became ultimately its principal

office. It is not mentioned by Homer; but its existence
seems to be implied in the ready union of the Greciar;

states against Troy. See Amphictyons, Cadmus, &c.
Frequent piratical excursions appear to have been car-

ried on between the inhabitants of the eastern and western
coasts of the .figean Sea ; and the rape of Helen by Paris,

the son of Priam, may be considered, according to Herodo-
tus, as an act of retaliation for some similar injury receiv-
ed from the Greeks by the Trojan people. A i outrage,
however, so nearly affecting one of the greatest princes of
Greece, and aggravated by a breach of the rights of hospi-

tality, was considered as demanding the united vengeance
of the Grecian chiefs; and the hope of returning home
enriched with the spoils of Asia, presented no small incen-

tive to the expedition. The extensive influence also of
Agamemnon king of Argos, and brother of the injured

Menelaus, urged on the general confederacy ; and, under
his supreme command, the chosen warriors of every Gre-
cian state, from the southern extremity of Peloponnesus to

the northern regions of Thessaiy, assembled at the port of
Aulis in BcEotia. The fleet, consisting of 1200 open ves-

sels, conveyed to the Trojan coast an army of 100,000
men, who speedily compelled the enemy to take refuge
within the walls of their city ; but, unable to surmount its

strong and well defended fortifications, they attempted its

reduction by excluding every kind of succour and supplies.

Obliged, however, to detach' large bodies from their army
to procure subsistence for tliemselves, they were unable to

prevent the Trojans from again taking the field, and re-

ceiving every requisite relief to tlieir wants. In this way
the siege was prolonged for the space of ten years :

and even at the last, the house of Priam was not over-
thrown without the aid of stratagem and treacliery. But,
while the allied Greeks triumphed over Trey, it was to

each of them a victory dearly purchased. Few of the

princes, who witnessed the successful termination of their

expedition, were permitted to enjoy, iii their native coun-
try, the renown and repose which their exertions had
earned ; but, having made no provision for the adminis-
tration of their aflairs during their absence, were either

murdered at their return by some usurper of their power,
or compelled to reimbark with their adherents, in quest of
distant settlements. Tiie Athenian state, which seems to

have made the nearest approach to a settled government,
suflered least by the absenceof the commander of their army;
and regular magistrates supplied the place of their chief.

In this city, Orestes, the son of Agamemnon, obtained an
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asylum ; and, after remaining seven years in exile, found

means to avenge his fluhci's death, and to recover the

throne of Argos, which he hLid with great power and re-

))uijiion till his death. See Achilles, Agamemnon, Ajax,

Homer, Troy, kc. .

Here terminates the history conlaincd in the writings

of Homer, who seems to indicate, that the concluding

events which he records were within the reach of his own
memory; and whose works, in I'acl, contain almost the

only materials for an account of the heroic age. He af-

fords at least the best and most authentic vievi' of the po-

litical and domestic state of the Greek people, during the

period which preceded his death i and to his poems we
may refer for a description of the religion, government,

arts, and manners of the early Greeks. The ancient Pc-

lasgian inhabitants of Greece are said by Herodotus to

have prayed and sacrificed to gods, to whom they gave no

name or drstinguisiiing appellation ; and the works of

Hcsiod still more clearly prove that they drew their first

notions on the subject of religion from Oriental traditions.

Their future system of polytheism seems to have been im-

ported by the Egyptian colonists ; but to the principal di-

vinities thus introduced, their own lively fancy soon added

a multitude of other imaginary beings, presiding over every

mountain and river, every season and production ; and

these were arranged by Hesiod and Homer into a kind of

system of the most extravagant and inexplicable descrip-

tion. There is neither oiViiiipotcnce nor omnipresence

among the attributes which the last mentioned poet as-

cribes even to the father of the gods ; neither perfect

goodness nor perfect happiness in the heaven, which he

assigns as their residence. An incomprehensible power,

•denominated Fate, is represented as directing all events;

and it seemsto have been the principal office of Jupiter to

superintend the execution of its decrees. Idolatry, as de-

noting the worship of visible objects, was at this period

unknown ; and even temples appear to have been rare.

Prayers-were addressed as to invisible deities; and sacri-

fices, the only duty which they seem to have been con-

sidered as expecting from their worshippers, were ofTered

upon altars erected in the open air. A few crimes arc some-
times denounced as exposing to the vengeance of the gods,

but moraliiy in general finds very little support in the

religibn of this period. Soothsayers, who professed to

foresee future events, were sufficiently numerous ; but

fixed oracles had not yet attained any extensive celebrity.

The salutary doctrine of the immortality of the soul, and

a future state of rewards and punishments, was taught in

those days; but the ridiculous absurdities, with which it

was clothed, tended, when men had learned to despise the

fables, to throw contempt also upon the momentous truth

which they had veiled. The form of government was
monarchical, and in some degree hereditary ; but the au-

thority of the kings was extremely limited, and always
controuled hy established customs. It was the universal

prerogative of the prince to exercise the judicial power, to

superintend the institutions of religion, to command the

armies, and to direct the ordinary business of tlie com-
munity ; but, in any extraordinary or very important mea-
sure, he was required to consult, not only a council of the

principal men, but also an assembly of the people ; and a

high degree of personal strength and accomplishments
seems to have been always necessary to maintain his au-
thority.

It IS generally admitted that letters, were introduced into

Greece froin Plioenicia by Cadmus, the founder of Thebes,
at the lowest calculation 1045 years before Christ ; but it

is equally ascertained, that the use of writmg had not be-
come common till more than 400 years after his time ; and

nothing, in the whole history of the ancient Greeks, is more
difficult to be explained than the high state of excellence,
wliich the language iiad attained in the days of Hesiod and
Homer, while so little of it could have been reduced to

writing. In the absence of letters, poetry seems to have
been invented, or at least to have been originally employed
for the assistance of itiemory. Laws, among the early
Greeks, were always promulgated in verse, and frequent-
ly sung in public. Morality was taught, and history related

in the same manner. All, who wished either to instruct or
amuse their fellow-citizens, weie thus necessarily poets

;

and they who possessed so important a talent, were consi-

dered as sacred characters, favoured and inspired by the
gods. The first poetry of the Greeks was uniformly ac-

companied mith music, and both- stringed and wind instru-

ments are mentioned by Homer. But, there are no means
of ascertaining its peculiar features; and, however pow-
erful may have been its effects, it appears to have been ex-
tremely simple and inartificial in its composition. Their
agriculture appears to have been carried on with consider-
able regularity; and the practice of manuring, as well as
ploughing and sowing, is expressly mentioned by Homer.
Wine was made from the vine, and oil from the olive; but
the principal source of wealth was found in pasturage ; and
cattle were made, in place of coin, the usual measure of
the value of commodities. Commerce was chiefly carried
on by an exchange of articles ; and the foreign trade of the
Grecian cities was principally in the hands of the Phenici-

aiis. There were Greeks, indeed, in the days of Homer,
who pursued a kind of coasting traffic among themselves ;

but the profession of a merchant for- gain was not held in

much estimation, and was less respected than even that of

pirate. Their navigation was very imperfect ; and they

used oars more frequently than sails. Their ships had no
decks ; and the largest that went to Troy, contained only

120 men. Anchors were unknown ; and the vessels, when
in port, were either' moored to large stones on the shore,

or were actually drawn out of the water upon the beach.

The early Greeks, in short, were rather boatmen than sea-

men ; and, indeed, to this day, the skill of the navigator is

of little avail in their narrow and tempestuous seas. They
had little knowledge of astronomy ; and marked the length

of the year by 12 revolutions of the moon, reckoning the

months to consist of 29 and 30 days alternately. But, in

progress of time, they learned to fix the seasons more cor-

rectly by the rising and sotting of the stars ; and had ar-

ranged them in constellations, much in the same manner,
and with the same names as at the present day. They
considered internal diseases as inflicted by the immediate
hand of the Deity, and as therefore beyond the reach of hu-

man skill. Their medical art was thus restricted to the

practice of surgery, which was held in high esteem ; but

which seems to have extended no farther than the extrac-

tion of a weapon, or any other extraneous body, from a

wound, and the application of a few simples to stop a hae-

morrhage, or to assuage indaramation. Their architec-

ture was more improved than most other arts; and Homer
speaks of houses built of polished stone, \yith large and

numerous apartments. Other mechanic arts were not ex-

ercised as distinct trades ; and even princes were frequent-

ly their own carpenters. Ornamental works, however, in

metals, wood. Sec. were not uncommon in those days ; but

the greater i>art of the trinkets and more luxurious uten-

sils in use among the early Greeks appear to hare been

procured from the Phenician merchants. Their principal

study, and iirost constant practice, was the art of war; and

they seem to have improved consider-ably upon that tumul-

tuary warfai-e, which is generally practised among barba-

rous nations. Their infantry were commonly heavily arm-
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eJ with helmet, bieaslplates, greaves, and shield; and

were regularly drawn up in close ranks or phalanxes, march-

ing in steady silence under their respective leaders. Ca-

valry were not yet employed in their battles ; but chariots

were generally used by the chiefs, as the means of con-

veying them more rapidly along the line, and of annoying

more'effectually a flying army. The skirmishing ofthe com-

manders, however, in front of the troops, and their mixmg

with the soldiers in the heat of the fight, left little room lor

the exercise of generalship ; and their fashion of stopping in

the midst of the action to strip the slain, sufTiciently marks

their want of military discipline and skill. They en-

camped with much regularity, sleeping under their cloaks,

or sheltering themselves with huts; and generally fortified

their post, when exposed to the attack of a powerful ene-

^y ; but, though a small guard might be placed at an out-

post, they were unacquainted with the important precau-

tion of stationing and relieving a line of sentinels. In the

frequency of war, courage was regarded as the highest

virtue ; and the manners of the early Greeks were deci-

dedly barbarous. Quarter was rarely granted to a fallen

enemy ; and the capture of a city was succeeded by the

massacre of all the men who were able to bear arms, and

by the captivity of the women and children. The spirit of

hospitality, however, was generally diffused, and tended

often to alleviate the miseries of military devastation. Wo-
men appear, as well as men, to have united the highest

rank with the humblest occupations, but evidently enjoyed

a greater degree of influence and freedom, than has been

usual in subsequent ages among oriental nations. There

has been supposed to exist, a striking resemblance between

the manners and sentiments of the Greeks in the heroic

age, and those of the Gothic nations of Europe, except

that the latter displayed more generosity in war, and gen-

tleness towards the female sex, than their ancient pro-

totypes.

The period immediately succeeding the Trojan war,

affords few lights to history, and is even involved in deep-

er obscurity than the heroic age. Supposing Homer to

have lived within a century, or rather half a century of (he

Trojan war, his works may be allowed to supply a tolera-

ble record of the previous events best authenticated by

tradition, and of the most important occurrences which

took place during his own life. His history terminates

with the accession of Orestes to the throne of Argos; and

total darkness thenceforth rests upon the historian's path,

relieved only by a few uncertain glimmerings, till the first

Persian invasion of Greece. About 80 years after the de-

struction of Troy, a great revolution took place, which dis-

sipated ancient traditions, slopped the progress of civiliza-

tion, and changed the governments, and even the population,

of most of the Grecian states. The descendants and par-

tizans of the celebrated Hercules had found a refuge in

Doris from the persecutions of Eurystheus ; but had never

ceased to prefer their claims to the kingdom of Argos, and

even to the dominion of all Peloponnesus. Twice had they

attempted, without succesg, to make their way through the

isthmus. But, at length, the great grand-son of Hyllus,

the oldest son of Hercules, crossed the Corinthian gulf

with a powerful armament, and speedily overran the whole

peninsula, with the exception of Arcadia and Achaia,

where Tisamcnus, son of Orestes, made a resolute and

successful stand. All the rest of the conquered country

was divided among the princes of the Heraclides, and

their allies from Doris and jEtolia; and the greater part of

the old inhabitants either emigrated from the oppressions

to which they were subjected, or were reduced by the in-

vaders to a state of servitude. A new distinction of the

Grecian people was the consequence of this revolution.

The Ptiasgian name, which had prevailed on the continent,

and the Lelegian in the islands, had, at an early period, but

for reasons not clearly ascertained, given place to the ALo-

lian and Ionian ; the latter designation being applied prin-

cipally to Attica with its colonies, and the former to all the

rest of CJreece, both within and without the peniiitiula.

Out of these two, four distinctions of the Grecian people
arose, alter the irruption of the Heraclides. In all the

immediate establishments and distant colonies of these

invaders, the Doric name and dialect prevailed. The
Athenians rose to such pre-eminence, as to give rise to a

new designation, namely, the Attic. Excepting them and
the Megarians, who retained the Doric name, all the other

Greeks, without the isthmus, claimed jEolic- origin; and
the Ionian name and dialect was retained only by those

lonians who had migrated to Asia and the islands. Ex-
cept in the rugged province of Arcadia, nothing remained
unaltered ; and the Dorian invaders brought every thing

back to that ruder state, in which they had lived among
their native mountains. Disputes soon arose among these

allied princes, respecting the partition of the contiuered

countries. Internal dissensions, occasioned by their turbu-

lent subjects, were continually ragitjg in their respective

governments. The enterprising Arcadians seldom suffer-

ed them to rest from external hostilities. And, by all these

concurring causes, Peloponnesus was rapidly falling back
into that state of anarchy and barbarism, in which it had
been before the time of Pelops and Hercules. Nothing
tended so effectually to resist this tendency to disunion and
turbulence, as the revival and regular establishment ofthe
public games, by Iphitus, sovereign of Elis. These ath-

letic games, as is evident from the writings of Homer, had
been occasionally celebrated, under the superintendence .

of different princes; and at the funerals of eminent men,
many traditions prevailed, that Eleia in Peloponnesus had
frequently been the chosen scene of these contests, and the

resort of princes from various parts of Gieece. Iphitus,

therefore, having procured a favourable response from the

oracle at Delphi, established a regular festival for that pur-

pose, to be held every four years at Olympia, in the terri-

tory of Elis. Solemn sacrifices were to be off'ered to Ju-

piter and Hercules, and games celebrated in honour of

these divinities. In these games, all Greeks were free to

pat take ; and, for a certain period, before their commence-
ment, as well as after their conclusion, a general armistice

was ordained to take place. The territory of Eleia, par-

ticularly, was to be at all times counted sacred, and secur-

ed from every hostile encroachment. This Olympian
meeting, instituted about half a century after the return of

the Heraclides, served as a common capital to the Grecian

people, and contributed mote effectually than could possi-

bly have been anticipated, to the advancement of arts,

science, and civilization, in all the different states. A gene-,

ral revolution in the government of every state, began about

the same period to take place, from causes verv imperfect-

ly known. The republican spirit, which seems to have

existed in all of them, even under their early monarchical

constitutions, acquired so much strength, that, in a few

ages, monarchy was every where abolished, and the name
of tyrant applied to all who attempted its support, even

under the mildest form. For a sketch of the peculiar

political institutions, and separate history of the several

states of Greece, we must refer to their respective names,

which form distinct articles in this work, especially to

Athens and Lacedemon; and shall, at present, restrict

our attention to those more extensive events which affected

the Grecian people in general. The first important occur-

rence of this description, which communicated a new and

powerful spring to the genius of the Greeks, and greatly
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influenced their future progress in every path of art and

ycience, was the unparalleled strui;g-le, which lliey so lonij

and successfully maintained \vilh the whole power of the

Persian empire. See Olympic Games.
In the rcit!;n of Darius, the son ol Hystaspes, the power

of the Persian arms was extended on every side of that

vast empire. All was subdued to the west, as far as Ma-
cedonia. Amyntas, the king of that country, acknowledg-
ed subjection to the Persian monarch ; and the Grecian

ishmds soon began to feel his ambitious and overwhelming
influence. Cyprus, Samos, Lesbios, Chios, and most other

islands on the Asiatic coast, were either persuaded or com-
pelled to admit his supremacy. Most of them, according

to the unifoim policy of the Persians, were nevertheless

allowed to retain their own magistrates and laws. One of

their own nation was appointed to preside as governor;

and this person, whatever was his personal character, was
always, from his official situation, denominated Tyrant by

the Greeks. Athens itself, hard pressed by the powerful

alliance which the Lacedemonians had formed against

them, had begim to solicit the protecting aid of Persia ;

but Artaphernes, satrap at Sardis, having patronised the

pretensions of the tyrant Hippias, whom they had driven

from his power, they were filled with detestation of the

Persian name, and the more readily consented to assist the

lonians in Asia, w)io had revolted against the authority of

Darius. These, however, were speedily reduced ; and

the Persian monarch, in order to punish Athens and Ere-

tria, who had given aid to the in;>urgent states of Asia, or

rather in prosecution of his ambitious views for the en-

largement of his dominions, sent a powerful army into

Greece, under the command of his son-in-law Mardonius.

Darius had previously dispatched heralds to each of the

Grecian states, demanding earth and water as an acknow-
ledgment of his supremacy ; and, if wholly independent of

each other, the greater part would probably have soon

submitted to the Asiatic yoke. But, happily for Greece,

its little commonwealths were at that period so united to-

gether by reciprocal treaties and obligations, and especial-

ly by a formal confederacy under the Lacedemonians, that

akiiidof general tribunal existed for the punishment of

treachery or cowardice, which enabled them, in a great

measure, to act as one nation. Macedonia, which had
formerly paid homage, was more effectually subdued, and

compelled to pay tribute to the Persian king. Thebes, by

the influence of a faction, and a few other cities, particu-

larly jEgina, made submission to his demands; but the

Lacedemonians and Athenians were so indignant at the

requisition of I^ersia, that, forgetting the law of nations

and of humanity, they put the heif.lds to death with the

utmost ignominy and barbaiity. The Athenians, who had

been at war with the iEginetje, and were thus the more
excited to adopt opposite measures to their hostile neigh-

bours, accused ihov at Sparta of desertion from the com-
mon cause of Greece; and the chief persons of that slate

were instantly ordered to be seized as traitors to their

country. Little progress was made by the invading army.

The Persian fleet lost nearly three hundred vessels by a

storm in doubling the promontory of Athos ; and the land

foices suffered so severely from the Brygians, a people of

Thrace, that the season for military operations was lost,

and the whole armament was led back t-o winter in Asia.

A second army, under the command of Artaphernes, son

of the late Satrap of that name, and of Datis, a Median
nobleman, avoiding the circuitous march by Thrace and

Macedonia, sailed from Cilicia in a numerous fleet, re-

duced every island and appurtenance of Greece in their

way, and approached the lionticrs of Attica, with the ex-

iled tyrant llipi)ias as their guide, before any measures
had been concerted by the Ciieeks for the general security.

A messenger was now dispatched from tlie Athenians to

Sparta, with the intelligence of the capture of Eretria, and,

at the same lin^e, with a request for assistance to them-
selves. The Lacedemonians readily jiromised their utmost
aid ; but, in conformity to a superstitious law, unworthy of

their boasted political wisdom, declared that they could

not take the field before the full moon, of which it then

wanted five days. Immediate assistance from Sparta be-

ing thus denied, it became a ([uestion with the ten gene-

rals, whom the Athenians had chosen to command their

army, whether they should venture to meet the enemy in

the field, or apply their whole exertions to prepare for a
siege. Opinions were ecjually divided, and the decision

was, by ancient custom, referred to the polemarch Archon,
who was jiersuaded by Miltiades to recommend an imme-
diate engagement; a measure obviously contrary to all

principles of defensive war, but rendered necessary by the

dread of internal factions in the city. The Persian army,
amounting, according to the lowest calculation, (though

even that is protiably overrated) to 100,000 infantry, and
10,000 cavalry, accustomed to conquer, and having fre-

quently engaged the Greeks of Asia and Cyprus, ad-

vanced with confidence as to certain victory. The amount
of the Athenian force has been stated as low as 9,000 heavy-

armed infantry, and 1.000 PlatKans, who had bravely

hastened to share the desperate struggle for the freedom
of their country. Various consideiations,* however, make
it probable, that the regular Grecian troops, now opposed
to the Persians, were not much less than 20,000, with

about an equal number of armed slaves. With this army,

still fearfully inferior to the invading host, the genius of

Miltiades, who was well acquainted with the nature of the

Persian troops, seconded by the determined bravery of

his soldiers, gained, on the plain of Marathon, a most de-

cisive victory, and drove the routed Persians to their ships

with great slaughter. But this distinguished commander,
having failed in a subsequent expedition against the

jEgean islands, which had submitted to the Persians, was,

by the base machinations of party spirit, condemned to

pay a fine of 50 talents, and died in prison of the wounds
which he had received.

The death of Darius, the revolt of Egypt, and the dis-

putes which arose about the right of succession to the

throne of Persia, procured to the Greeks a respite of se-

veral years from any farther attempts against their inde-

pendence. But Xerxes, the young Persian monarch, was
sufficiently ardent to revenge the disgrace which the arms

of his nation had sustained, and to prosecute those schemes

of conquest which his predecessors had planned. Four
years are said to have been employed in preparations for

the punishment of Athens, and the reduction of Greece ;

and an army was collected, more numerous than had ever

before, or than has ever since, been known in the annals of

the world. To prevent the disasters, which might attend

the conveyance of the armament by sea, as well as to pro-

vide for the future sec\irity of the intended conquest, a ca-

n;il, navigable for the largest gallics, was, (according to

the united testimony of all the Greek historians and geo-

graphers,) actually formed across the isthmus, wliich joins

mount Athos to the continent of Thrace. Two bridges of

boats also, the one to withstand the winds and the other

the current, were extended .tcross the Hellespont nearly

between Abydos and Sestos, where the street is about se-

ven furlongs in breadth. Early in the spring, the aymy

See a very s.itJsfactory statement in support of this opinion in MllforJ's History of Greece.
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moved from Saidis. the principal place of rendezvous;

and seven days and nights are said to liave been occupied

in passing the bridges of the Hellespont. The land and

sea forces met at Doriscus, near the mouth of the Htbrus,

where, according to Herodotus, the Persian monarch re-

viewed his enormous army, which is said to have been

composed of twenty-nine different nations. This historian

(whose testimony, as he lived so near the lime of the ex-

pedition, ought to be most worthy of credit, but whose

detail of many incredible concomitant circumstances casts

a doubt over his whole narration) estimates the effective

strength of the infantry at 1,700 000 fighting men, and the

cavalry at 80,000, exclusive of attendants and followers,

whose number defied calculation. The fleet consisted of

120r galleys of war, carrying about .277. 600 men ;
besides

transports, store-ships, and a variety of smaller vessels,

amounting, at a gross calculation, to 3000,. and their crews

to 240,000. The land forces marched from Doriscus in

three columns, every where adding to their numbers, by

compelling the youth of the countries through which they

passed, to follow their standards. They met again at

Acanthus, where they were joined by the fleet, which then

proceeded through the canal of Athos, into the bay of

Therme, where the whole army coming up, formed an en-

campment, extending from Tlierme and the borders of

Mygdonia to the river Haliacmon, near the confines of

Thessaly. The Greeks, in tlie mean time, were slow in

concerting any measures for their common defence ; and

many of the smaller republics readily made the required

submission to the Persian monarch, whose sway had been

experienced by many Grecian slates to be much less op-

pressive than that of the domineering rule of the Spartan

oligarchy, to which the greater part of them had long been

subjected. The determined resistance of the Athenian

people first arrested the progress of the Asiatic host; and

to them chiefly belongs the honour of having preserved

Greece fiom a foreign yoke. To this daring resolution they

were proriTpted, not entirely by the love of freedom, but

by the dread of certain punishment. The whole armament

was ostensively prepared for their destruction, and their cou-

rage therefo're was neai ly that of despair. Their success at

Marathon may haveihrownaiayof hope through the gloomy

prospect before ihem ; and, at this critical moment, they hap-

pily possessed in Theniistocles a leader of extraordinary ta-

lents, peculiarly fitted for conducting the arduous contest.

Deputies from the confederated states at length assembled

at Coi inth, to consult respecting the conduct of the war ; and

an attempt was at first made to defend the passes into Thes-
saly. An army of 10,000 men from the different states,

joined by all the Thessalian cavalry, was actually sent to

occupy the vale of Tempe ; and was competent to have

defended the pass against any number of assailants. But
the Grecian leaders, alarmed by the accounts which they

received of the multitude of their invaders, and under-

standing that there was another opening into Thessaly,

which they did not think themselves strong enough to oc-

cupy, were struck with a sudden panic, and, embarking
their troops, returned to the Corinthian isthmus ; while the

Thessalians, now left to their fate, made an immediate sub-

mission to the demands of Xerxes. It was next resolved

to make a stand at the pass of ThermopyljE, which afford-

ed every possible advantage to an inferior force ; but their

mutual jealousies and selfish anxiety to reserve their

strength for their proper defence, prevented the assem-
bling of a suffiiient bridy of tro<ips; and not more than

4000 men, most of them Arcadian mountaineers, were
collected to dispute the passage with the whole Persian

army.

Xerxes having halted several days at 'I'hcrmc, to pro-

cure proper intelligence and guides, resolved to proceed

by Upper Macedonia into Thessaly, and reached the

neighbourhood of Thermopylae witliout opposition. His
fleet, after suflering immense loss by a storm in the bay

of Casthansea, entered the Pelasgian gulf; and the

Grecian fleet, which was stationed off' Artcmisium to sup-

port the army at Thermopylae, succeeded in capturhig

fifteen galleys, which had been dispersed by the tempest.

This favourable event at once revived tlieir spirits, and

added greatly to the strength of their little navy. Xerxes,

in the mean time, having fixed his head quarters at the

town of Traches, in the Malian plain, waited four days, in

expectation that the Greeks would yield to his numbers,
and leave him an uninterrupted passage. A herald also

was dispatched to Leonidas, who commanded at Thermo-
pylae, requiring him to deliver up his arms; to whom the

Spartan replied, with laconic brevity, " Come and take

them." The Persian monarch, therefore, on the fifth day,

ordered the Medes and Cissians of his army to bring

Leonidas and his Greeks into his presence. These being
quickly repulsed, the Persian guards, called " the im-
mortal band," were marched to the attack. Their num-
bers were unavailing on so narrow a field ; their short

spears were very inferior in close fight to the longer wea-
pons of the Greeks; and their repeated and courageous
efforts, to which Herodotus bears ample testimony, made
no impression. The assault was renewed on the follow-

ing day, in hopes that wtMinds and fatigue might exhaust
the little army of the Greeks ; but still.wiihout the smallest

prospect of success. A Persian detachment, howe\er,
having penetiated during the night by another pass, and
surprised the Piiocians, who had be^ intrusted with its

defence, shewed themselves, on the morning of the third

day, far in the rear of the Grecian army. Information of

this fatal advantage being conveyed to Leonidas, it was
immediately resolved that they should all retreat to their

respective cities, and preserve their lives for the future
wants of their country. 'Leonidas, however, in obedience
to a law of Sparta, which forbade its soldiers, under what-
ever disadvantage, to flee from an enemy, resolved to de-

vote his life to the honour and service of his country.

Animated by his example, every Lacedemonian and Thes-
pian under his command, determined with him to abide

the event. The Thebans also, on account of the disaff'ec-

tion of their city to the Grecian cause, were detained,

rather indeed as hostages than as auxiliaries.* Leonidas
stationed his little band at the wall of Thermopylae, where
the pass was scarcely 50 feet wide^ and all of them re-

solved to sell their lives to the enemy at the dearest rate.

With. the fury of men resolved to die, they rushed against
the advance of the Persian army, and made a dreadful
slaughter of the crowded and ill-disciplined multitude.
Numbers of them were forced into the sea, and many of
them expired under the pressure of their own people.

Leonidas fell early in the fight, at the head of his troops;
but the engagement was continued, with advantage on the

side of the Greeks, till the Persian detachment came in

sight of their rear. They then retreated to the narrowest
part of the pass, where the Thebans began to sue for

mercy, and were most of them taken prisoners. The sur-

viving Lacedemonians and Thespians gained a little rising

ground, where they fought in the midst of a surrounding
host, till they were utterly cut to pieces. In tue conduct
of the Spartan prince, there was wisdom as well as mag-
nanimity. His example checked the disposition which
pievailed among the Greeks, to shrink from the Persian
power; and gave a convincing proof to the invaders, at

• In the army at Thermopylx there were originally 300 Lacedemonians, 700 Thespians, and 400 Thebans.
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how vast a price of blood they would purchase llicir con-

quest. During their trancactions at Thermopylse, the Gre-

cian fleet gained several advantages over that ot" tlic Per-

sians ; and about two hundred galleys of the latter, at-

tempting to take the Greeks in the rear by sailing round

Euboea, were totally lost in a storm. Having received in-

telligence of the fall of Leonidas, and the retreat of the

rest of the army, the Grecian fleet retreated from Arte-

inisium, and sought the interior seas of Greece. The
Persian army experienced no opposition in their march
through Doris and Boeotia, which, excepting the cities of

Thespiae and Plataea, had always been adverse to the con-

federacy of Greeks. Phocis alone, of all the provinces

between Thessaly and the isthmus, remained faithful to

the cause of the Grecian independence. Its territories,

therefore, were ravaged without mercy by detachments
of the enemy ; while the main body advanced in a direct

course to the devoted city of Athens. The Peloponnesian

troops having resolved to confine their operations to the

defence of the peninsula, Attica was completely abandon-

ed to the whole weight of the invading host. Athens was
filled with alarm, and all were convinced that their de-

struction was inevitable. The oracle at Delphi, however,

having recently pronounced, that " the wooden wall" alone

would afford an impregnable refuge to themselves and
their children, Themistocles, who had probably himself

suggested the response, persuaded his countrymen that

they were thus directed to embark on board their fleet.

Their families and effects were, in conformity to his ad-

vice, immediately transported to Salamis, jEgina, and
Trsezene ; and all the males who were able to bear arms
repaired to the ships. A few of the poorer citizens, who
were unable to bear the expence of a removal, and some
others, who conceived the answer of the oracle to point

cut their citadel, which was built of wood, as the place of

safely, refused to abandon the city. The Persian army,
advancing from Thebes, burned the forsaken cities of

Thespise and Plataea ; and experienced no resistance till

they reached the citadel of Athens, which was immediately
invested; and, being taken by assault, all within its gates

were put to the sword. The commanders of the Grecian
fleet, which was now assembled in the bay of Salamis,

alarmed by the intelligence of the fall of Athens, had re-

solved in a council of war to retreat without delay, when
Themistocles, addressing Eurybiades the Lacedemonian,
who had the chief command, threatened, if such a resolu-

tion were adopted, to withdraw the whole of the Athenian
ships, which composed nearly one-half of the allied fleet,

and either to make peace with the enemy, or seek some
distant settlement for his deserted people. His advice

prevailed, and it was determined to await the approach of

the enemy in the straits of Salamis. This Athenian chief,

however, still fearful lest some of the squadrons should

depart, is said to have accelerated the approach of the

Persians, by causing their monarch to be privately inform-

ed, that the Greeks were planning a retreat, and that he

would thus lose the most favourable opportunity of de-

stroying their whole navy at one blow. His stratagem

was attended with entire success. The Persian fleet

hastened to make a general attack ; while their army lined

the adjacent shores, and their monarch himself was seat-

ed upon an eminence to view the approaching battle. His
fleet amounted to 1200 galleys, and that of the confeder-

ated Greeks to 300 ; but the narrow strait prevented the

numerous ships of the Persians from being regularly

brought into action, and the crowded situation rendered it

impossible for the Phenician squadron to avail themselves

of the superior swiftness of their galleys, and skill of

their seamen. The very zeal of the Persian commanders
Vol. X. Part I.

to distinguish themselves in the presence of their monarch,
tended to increase the confusion. The resolute and per-

severing attacks of the Greeks, aided by the united talents

of Themistocles and Aristides, allowed not a moment's
respite to the enemy to restore order, or recover from
alarm. The confusion soon became so general, that even
flight was impracticable, and the sea itself (according to

the description of the scene by the poet jEschylus, who
fought on board the Athenian fleet) became scarcely visi-

ble from the quantity of wreck and corpses floating on

its surface. Forty Grecian galleys are said to have been

sunk or destroyed; but most of the crews saved them-

selves on board of the other ships, or on the neighbouring

shore of Salamis. But the Persians had no refuge ; and
their defeat was attended with immense loss. Still the

remains of their fleet were so large, that the principal

port of Attica could not admit half its numbers ; and the

Greeks were expecting a renewal of the action on the fol-

lowing day. But the Persian commanders appear to have

concerted no measures on the supposition of a retreat

;

and a hasty order during the night, directed the whole
fleet to steer immediately for tl>c Hellespont. The army,

thus destitute of the supplies derived from tlie ships, and
unprovided with sufficient magazines on land, fell back

upon the friendly province of Boeotia, and speedily retreat-

ed into Thessaly. Three hundred thousand men were
chosen to remain, under the command of Mardonius, to

complete the conquest of Greece in the following sum-
mer. Of this number, 60,000 of the best troops were

selected as a royal guard, to accompany their monarch
as far as the Hellespont on his return to Persia. The
rest of the immense multitude which he had led into

Greece, left to their own resources, suffered beyond

description, from the haste of their march, and the want

of magazines. They subsisted by rapine from friends as

well as foes; and were reduced at last to eat the very

grass from the ground, and the bark from the trees.

Disease destroyed whom famine had spared ; and the

towns of Thessaly, Macedonia, and Thrace, were crowded

with the sick and the dying. Upon reaching the Helles-

pont, the bridges were found to have been destroyed by

the violence of the current and the storms ; but the fleet

had arrived to transport the wretched remains of the

Persian host ; and its discomfited monarch proceeded to

Sardis, not indeed entirely unattended, as some of the

Greek historians relate, but with such a diminished reti-

nue as might almost be called nothing, when compared

with the incalculable numbers who formerly surrounded

his person, and obeyed his command.
Early in the following spring, the Persian fleet assem-

bled at Samos-, and Mardonius, having attempted without

success to detach the Athenians from the Grecian confede-

racy, compelled them again hastily to abandon their coun-

try ; and, without opposition, regained possession of Athens.

The Athenian people, under the protection of their fleet,

withdrew to Salimas; and there, though deprived of their

country, and disappointed of the timely assistance which

they ought to have received from the Peloponnesian states,

still rejected, with the most enthusiastic magnanimity, all

the conciliatory proposals of Persia. The Lacedemonians,

who were at the head of the allies, at length ashamed of

tlieir ungenerous and dastardly delays, dispatched an army

of 5000 Spartans and 35,000 Helots, under the command

of Pausanias. These were joined at the isthmus by the

other Peloponnesian troops, and by the Athenian army

under Aristides. Mardonius, secretly apprized of then-

march, gave up the city of Athens and its surrounding

territories to be pillaged by his troops, and fell back upon

his magazines in Boeotia, where he extended his camp
K
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along the course of the Asopus to the frontiers of Plalaea.

Tlie coiifederated Greeks, animated by the propitious

on»ens which had been uidicated at their solemn sacrifices,

advanced with confidence to meet the Persians, and pitch-

ed their camp at the foot of Mount Citliaeron, on the oppo-

site side of tiie river Asopus, composing a force of 1 10,000

men. Mardonius, who appears from Iht; account given by

Herodotus (the most impartial historian of the Persian in-

vasion) to have been deficient neither in courage or policy,

anxious to draw the Greeks from their advantageous posi-

tion, harassed tlicm greatly with incessant charges by his

cavalry; and more than ten days were spent in various

evolutions, on both si<lcs, to gain the superiority of the

ground, and to induce each other to commence the attack.

In one of these movements, the greater part of the Grecian

troops, excepting only the Tegeans, Lacedemonians, and

Athenians, actually fled to the walls of Plataea ; and the

Persian commander, imagining the retreat to be general,

hastily advanced with his infantry as to certain victory. A
fierce engagement ensued, in which the Persian soldiers,

though insufficiently armed for close fight, and unequal to

the Greeks in the practice of war, discovered no inferiority

in point of courage and enterprise ; and were often seen,

in their vigorous assaults, seizing and breaking with their

hands the long spears of their opponents. Multitudes

perished in these vain attempts to penetrate the Spartan

phalanx. Their efforts, after repeated failures, began to

relax. The Greeks advanced in their turn ; and confusion

soon became general among the Persian infantry. Their

commander Mardonius, while leading on a chosen body of

cavalry to support his broken troops, received a mortal

•wound ; and his fall was the signal for flight to the whole
Persian army. Artabazus, next in command, who is said

to have dissented from his general in the conduct of the

battle, as soon as he was assured of the rout of the main
body, retreated with 40,000 men towards Phocis ; but the

Persian and Bceotian cavalry still kept the field, and afford-

ed considerable protection to the flying infantry. The
Lacedemonians and Athenians, however, having succeeded
in carrying the Persian camp by assault, a dreadful slaugh-

ter ensued ; and excepting the detachment v/hich had es-

caped under Artabazus, only 3,000 finally survived of

260,000 Asiatics, who composed the rest of the army of

Mardonius. In the mean time, the Grecian fleet, which
had remained during the summer inactive at Delos, was
encouraged, by a private assurance of the favourable dis-

position of the lonians, to attack the Persian fleet at Samos.
The Persian admiral, having suffered the Phenician squad-
ron to depart, in the idea that the season was too far ad-

vanced for naval operations, as soon as he received intelli-

gence of the approach of the Greeks, hastily sailed from
Samos ; and, passing to the opposite promontory of Mycale,
dre\« his galleys upon the beach, and prepared to defend
them on shore. The Greeks, resolving to attack the forti-

fied camp, disembarked their forces in two divisions, one
under the command of Xanthippus the Athenian, and the
other led by Leotychides the Lacedemonian. The former
arriving first at the Persian entrenchments, immediately
commenced the assault ; and, aided by the Greeks in the
Persian service, had entered tiie rampart, before the Lace-
demonians came up. The other Asiatics instantly fled
from the Athenian assailants; but the native Persians re-
sisted with the utmost bravery, till the arrival of the Lace-
demonians, when they were completely overpowered, and
almost entirely cut to pieces. The victorious Greeks,
after carrying off the most valuable part of the spoil, set
fire to the camp, and consumed the whole of the Persian
fleet on the very same day that their army was annihilated
at Plataea, This successful resistance of Greece to the

Persian invasion holds out an encouraging exam^ile to all

free states, to maintain their independency against any
power, however formidable; and cleaily shews, that an
obstinate determination never to submit, accompanied witli

wise counsels and steady discipline, will rarely fail of ulti-

mate success. The Persian war, indeed, was not yet ter-

minated. The Greeks, in their turn, became the assailants

and invaders. They prepared to protect the lonians, who
had thrown off the Persian yoke, and particularly to restore

freedom to those Grecian cities in which the Persians had
left garrisons. Under the Spartan general Pausanias, but
especially under Cimon the Athenian, they carried their

victorious arms to Byzantium, to the island of Cyprus, and
even into Egypt. By a double victory gained on the river

Eurymedon, under the last mentioned commander, both

over the fleet and army of Persia on the same day, its naval

strength was so broken, and its land forces so dishearten-

ed, that offensive operations against Greece were totally

intermitted; and-it became the boast of the Grecian states,

that no armed ship of Persia was to be seen westward of the

Chelidonian islands, or the entrance of the Euxine, and that

no Persian troops dared to shew themselves within a day's

journey of the Grecian seas. But the ambitious views

and political jealousies which arose among the confedera-

ted states of Greece, during the prosecution of these suc-

cessful operations, prepared greater evils for their coun-

try than all that they had endured, while sti'uggling under
the pressure of the Persian hosts. The Athenians, though
apparently the greatest sufferers by the invasion, derived

the greatest benefits from its effects. They found their

country laid waste, and their city in ruins ; but, in conse-

quence chiefly of their naval superiority, and a succession

of great commanders, they rapidly attained that suprema-
cy in Greece, which the Lacedemonians had hitherto en-

joyed; and by the able conduct of Cimon, the most distinr

guished of all their leaders, soon reached the summit of

their political influence and military power. The Lacede-
monians had not been inattentive observers or inactive op-

ponents of the growing consequence of the rival state ; but,

usually slow in their counsels, (and weakened by an earth-

quake which laid their capital in ruins, and by a consequent
insurrection of the Helots, which reduced them to the ne-

cessity of requiring aid from their neighbours,) had long

evaded an open rupture with the Athenian republic. The
latter people, however, accustomed to war, elated with

success, swayed by a turbulent democracy, and unable lon-

ger to disguise their ambitious designs upon the liberties

of Greece, not satisfied with repeated interferences and
aggressions against the ancient allies of Lacedemon, pro-

ceeded at length to make a direct and unjustifiable attack

upon its armies, while returning from the protection of

Doris, against the inroads of the Phocians. Aided by the

Argians and Thessalians, they met the Lacedemonians and
their Peloponnesian allies at Tanagra in Boeotia. After a

severe action of two days, and great slaughter on both sides,

the Athenians were compelled to retreat, and the Spartans

pursued their march without farther obstruction.

In the view, however, of raising a state without the

peninsula, to balance the power and curb the ambition of
Athens, they formed a close alliance with the Thebans, and
willingly seconded their attempt to recover that supremacy
in BcEotia, which they had been accustomed to claim before

the event of the Persian war. But the Athenians under
Myronides speedily regained the influence which they had
lost by their defeat at Tanagra; and all Boeotia, witii the

exception of Thebes, was brought eitlier into their alli-

ance, or under their dominion. Burdened at length by
the variety of their military operations, and even by the

extent of their conquests, they were disposed to enter
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into negotiatiofis witli their Peloponnesian advei-saries

;

and by the good offices of Cimon, whom tliey recalled

from exile, and who had always been greatly esteemed at

Lacedemon, a truce for five years was concluded be-

tween tlie rival powers. But after the death of that dis-

tinguished commander, who had uniformly exerted him-

self to divert the military spirit of the Greeks from in-

ternal wars, hostilities were again renewed. The Athe-

nians, however, being hard pressed, and even invaded by

the Peloponnesian confederates, as well as encumbered by

the numerous islands and colonies subject to their empire,

a second time sought an accommodation ; and a truce was
concluded for the space of thirty years, upon terms by

no means advantageous to their influence. But the con-

stitution of Greece, composed of so many small and in-

dependent states, was unfavourable to a long continuance

of general tranquillity. Its governments were so distinct,

that no common authority could prevent the occurrence of

partial wars ; and yet so connected, that war in any part

always endangered the peace of the whole. This was more
especially the consequence of a practice, which had become
universal among the weaker states, to provide for their pro-

tection by courting the alliance, orrather acknowledging the

dominion, of one of the two leading republics of Lacede-

mon or Athens. These two rival powers also differed con-

siderably in the political principles whicii tliey respectively

favoured, the former being generally the patroness of aris-

tocracy, and the latter of democracy. Hence their influence

was extended, according as one or other of these opposite

factions prevailed in the different states ; or rather, ac-

cording as their arms were severally crowned with suc-

cess, the party to which they were friendly gained the as-

cendency, and succeeded in bringing the state which it

ruled to the side of Sparta or of Athens. This constant

rivalship, never wholly dormant, and kept in continual ex-

citement by the frequent quarrels of the minor common-
wealths, at length gave rise to the long and bloody con-
test of the Peloponnesian war. The Athenians, having
assisted the Corcyraeans against the Corinthians, were for-

mally accused by the latter people, joined by many other
complainants, of having broken the truce, and insulted

the Peloponnesian confederacy. An assembly of deputies
from the different states, of which that confederacy was
composed, having met at Sparta, a great majority de-
cided for an immediate recourse to arms ; and even the
historian Thucydides admits, in the most explicit terms,
that a general sentiment of indignation had been excited
among a large portion of the Grecian people, by the ar-

bitrary and oppressive sway of the Athenian republic. See
Aristides, &c.

The two hostile confederacies, though very difTerently

composed, divided between them very equally the force of
the Greek nation. All the Peloponnesian states, except
the Argians, who remained neutral, joined the Lacede-
monians. In Northern Greece, the Megarians, BcEotians,
Locrians, Phocians, kc. formed a part of the same alli-

ance ; and external assistance was expected from the king
of Persia, and the Grecian colonies of Italy and Sicily.

The Athenians had a few allies, and some of them not
very zealously inclined to their cause. The princi-
pal were the Thessalians, and Acarnanians, and the
islands of Corcyra, Zacinthus, Chios, and Lesbos. But
all the other islands of the jEgean Sea, except Melos
and Thera, and all the wealthy Giccian cities of
Thrace, of the Hellespont, and of Asia Minor, were
tributary subjects of Athens, and entirely subject
to its controul. The Spartan king Archidamus, who
had the chief command of the Peloponnesian forces,
amounting to 60,000 men, advanced slowly to the invasion of

Attica; but, before actually commencing hostilities, he once
more proposed the terms of accommodation, which the
Athenians had formerly rejected. The celebrated Peri-
cles, who had long directed the councils of Athens, and
who is supposed to have plunged liis country into War,
for the purpose of prolonging his personal influence in the
state, easily induced his fellow citizens to refuse all farther
negociation ; but all his extraordinary talent;; were neces-
sary to persuade the Athenian people to adopt measures
of defence, to whicli they were reduced by the power of
their enemies. Abandoning their country to the ravages
of the hostile army, they were compelled to secure them-
selves and their effects within the walls of the metropolis,
filling the temples, the turrets of the ramparts, the tombs
even, and the lowest hovels, with their wives and children.
Pericles, reproached and threatened as the principal author
of their calamities, and vehemently urged to meet the in-
vaders in the field, directed all his attention to the defence
of the city and the preservation of good order. The La-
cedemonians and their allies, having exhausted the means
of subsistence, and loaded themselves with plunder, return-
ed to Peloponnesus, and dispersed to their respective cities.

The Athenian fleet, in the mean time, ravaged the coasts
of Peloponnesus, taking, in its return, the island of .figina ;

and, towards the end of autunui, Pericles, with the whole
of the land forces, laid waste the neighbouring territory of
Megara. At the commencement of the second summer,
the confederates under Archidamus again entered and
ravaged the country of Attica; while a more dreadful
scourge, a pestilential fever, resembling the modern dis-
ease of the plague, raged in the crowded streets of the city.

The war, however, was not arrested by this awful calamity

;

and, for several years, was regularly conducted in the same
manner. The Peloponnesian states were so superior in
land forces, that they annually invaded the territories of
the Athenians, who could not risk a general action without
exposing themselves to certain ruin ; yet the confederatfis
were, on the other hand, so ignorant of the art of attack-
ing fortified places, that they could make no impression
upon a city like A'hens, defended by 30,000 men, and
supplied by a powerful fleet. The war thus continued to
rage, for many years, with nearly the same success, and
equal losses on both sides. It consisted in a succession
of partial engagements, hasty excursions, and distant
sieges, which never affected the main object in view, or
brought the contest one step nearer to a conclusion. Par-
taking also in a great degree of the nature (jf a civil war, it

was carried on wiih a spirit of ferocity rarely exemplified
among civilized nations; and, though the time of its con-
tinuance, the very age of Socrates himself, was an era,
at least in the history of Athens, characterised by the
high perfection to which arts and sciences, philosophy
and refinement, had been brought

;
yet, in no period of

Grecian history, were more atrocious barbarities com-
mitted. Every transaction has been minutely recorded by
the Athenian Jiistorians, Thucydides and Xenophon, who
were contempoiacy with most of the events which they
describe ; and our account must be greatly compressed,
not from the scarcity, but from the abundance of materials.

The league, headed by the Athenians, was almost entirely

under their command ; while that of Peloponnesus, being
composed of independent states, was continually changing
in its component parts, and liable every instant to he ut-

terly dissolved. Ilad the Athenian people therefore stea-

dily adhered to the plan of Pericles, and, renouncing every
idea of conquest, confined themselves to a defensive war
by land, and offensive operations by sea, they might ulti-

mately have triumphed over their numerous opponents

;

and, at least, have inflicted more serious injuries than they
K 2
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could have received. From the excessive diversity and

disproportion of the forces engaged in the contest, llic one

over-running the land, and the other scouring the seas and

coasts, the war was inevitably spun out to an indefinite

length ; and often were both parties, wearied of tlieir ac-

cumulated sufferings, desirous o<f peace; but 'proposals

for negociation were as often prevented by the vain ambi-

tion of Cleon, who had succeeded, at the death of Peri-

cles, to the direction of the Athenian councils, and by the

warlike spirit of Brasidas, the bravest of the Spartan lead-

ers. After their death, a truce was concluded for the

space of fifty years; and every thing was restored to the

same situation in which it had stood at the commencement

of hostilities: but mutual hatred, and boundless ambition,

had acquired such hold of the minds of the principal men
on all sides, that the appearance of concord was of short

duration. New leagues and dissensions arose, which led

to reciprocal recriminations and partial hostilities; but it

was not till the expiration of nearly seven years, that they

again came to an open rupture. Athens was the aggres-

sor, and the ambition of Alcibiades was the sole cause of

the renewal of hostilities. This celebrated character, with

all his accomplishments and talents, was guided by princi-

ples so inveterately vicious, that he alone may be charged

with having accelerated the ruin of the Athenian state,

and completed the corruption of its citizens. He per-

suaded the people, without any other reason, except that

the city Egesta in Sicily had solicited the assistance of

the Athenians to undertake the conquest of that island ;

but, scarcely had the expedition, in which he was appoint-

ed a commander, commenced its operations, when he was

recalled to stand his trial upon a charge of impiety. Aware
of the caprices of his countrymen, he took refuge in Pe-

loponnesus ; and, enraged by the sentences pronounced

against liim in his absence, he instigated the Lacedemo-
nians to assist the Syracusans, and to attack the Atlienians,

while their army was engaged in the remote and romantic

enterprize which himself had planned. The Sicilian ex-

pedition terminated in the most disastrous manner ; and

almost the whole of the Athenian army was destroyed or

taken captive. The Lacedemonians, supported by a pow-
erful confederacy, and assisted even by the Persian viceroys,

invaded Attica, blockaded the city of Athens, and would
speedily have terminated the war by its reduction. But
Alcibiades, having been expelled from Sparta on account

of his licentious practices, exerted himself to detach their

Persian allies, and to retrieve the falling hopes of his coun-

try. Recalled by the army, and raised to the chief com-
mand by the unanimous acclamations of the people, he re-

covered many of the lost colonies, defeated the fleet of the

confederates, and so alarmed the Lacedemonians, that they

were ready to have treated for peace. But the Athenians,
intoxicated with success, prolonged the war ; and, insen-

sible to their interest, again threw away the instrument of

their victories. Their fleet having sustained a trifling loss

while Alcibiades was absent, and employed in levying con-

tributions in Ionia, for the support of liis forces, he was
instantly disgraced by the fickle voice of the populace ;

and the power of Peloponnesus again acquired the ascen-
dancy. The confederates, taught by experience, had ex-
erted themselves to increase the number of their sliips, and
had at lengtli succeeded in attaining also a portion of that

maritime skill, which had hitherto given to the Athenians
so decided a superiority by sea. The Athenian navy, how-
ever, trusting to tlieir long acknowledged eminence, and
elated by a victory which they had gained over the Spar-
tan fleet at Arginusa, near Lesbos, despised their enemies,
and neglected all ordinary precautions, with unexampled
imprudence. Lysander, the ablest of the Lacedemonian

generals, having succeeded to the command of the allied

licet, and taken the city of Lampsacus upon the coast of

the Hellespont, resolved to avail himself of that self-con-

fidence which guided the comicils of the Athenian cap-

tains. In order to increase their insolent security, he re-

peatedly declined battle, which they daily offered him, but

kept his own crew prepared for action at a moment's
warning. Having learned that they regularly drew their

fleet ashore on the open beach at Aigospotami, on the op-
posite coast, not more than two miles from his own station,

and then suffered the soldiers and crews to disperse over
the adjoining country in quest of lodgings and provisions

;

he easily found means to surprise them in this unguarded
condition, made himself master of their whole fleet ex-

cept nine galleys, and took prisoners the greater part of

their forces, by which it had been manned. A striking

instance now occurred of that savage barbarity, with which
the different powers in the Peloponncsian war were gene-
rally chargeable. The Athenians had resolved, in their

assurance of victory, to cut off" the right hand of every
prisoner whom they should capture ; and this intended

cruelty, with many similar acts which they had perpetra-

ted, was immediately requited by'a general massacre of
the captives at Aigospotami. Lysander, with his own
hand, cut down their general Philocles, after reproaching
him with having first set the example among the Greeks
of such violations of the laws of war ; and, upon this sig-

nal, about 3000 Athenian citizens were butchered in cold
blood, by the allied troops. The Lacedemonian comman-
der, now completely master of the seas, speedily reduced
the principal colonies and dependencies of Athens ; and
then hastened, with a fleet of 200 galleys, to blockade the
port of that devoted city, while the land forces of the con-
federates, at the same time, surrounded its walls. >s'o as-

sault was attempted, and its reduction was left entirely to

the sure operation of famine. The haughty and turbulent

citizens discovered not even the courage of despair in

their defence ; but were solely anxious to avert the sen-

tence of utter extermination, with which they were threat-

ened by some of the allied states. The Lacedemonians,
however, probably as much from policy as generosity, se-

cured for them more favourable terms, and saved their

persons from servitude and slaughter. But it was deter-

mined, as a measure absolutely necessary to the safety and
repose of Greece, that their tyrannical spirit should be ef-

fectually humbled, and their power as a state entirely bro-

ken. They were spared upon the following conditions ;

that all their ships of war should be surrendered, except
12 ; that the long walls and the fortifications of Peiraeus

should be destroyed ; that all exiles and fugitives should

be restored to the rights of the city ; that the Athenians
should hold always as friends or enemies those states, who
were the allies or the adversaries of Lacedemon ; and

should be ready to attend the Spartan power, by sea or

land, as they might receive orders. These terms being

accepted, the Spartan fleet entered the Peiraeus, and the

army took possession of the walls. The fortifications,

which had been condemned, were instantly thrown down,

to the sound of military music, and their demolition cele-

brated with triumph as an aera of recovered freedom to

Greece. The popular assembly was abolished; the go-

vernment changed from democracy to oligarchy ; and
thirty magistrates were appointed to form the new admi-

nistration of the commonwealth. Such was the termina-

tion of the Peloponncsian war, in its twenty-seventh year
;

and Lacedemon, now in alliance with Persia, having again

become the leading power in Greece, the aristocratical in-

terest reigned paramount in almost every Grecian state.

See Alcibiades, &c.
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Sparta, having recoveicd her uiflucnceiii Greece, acted

not less tyrannically than on i'ormer occasions ; and, under
the ambitious projects of Lysander, became daily moie
corrupted in her principles of policy. The thirty magis-
trates, who had been placed at the head of the Athenian
state, were supported by assistance from Lacedemon in the

most attrocious acts of cruelty and injustice; and the

other Grecian cities were prohibited even to afford a re-

fuge to the unhappy Athenians, who fled from their op-
pressors. Not contented with cutting off their political

adversaries, the thirty tyrants, under the direction of Cri-

tias, proceeded to murder, upon frivolous pretences, all

persons whose riches they wished to sieze ; and the slight-

est murmur against their oppressions was punished with
imprisonment, exile, or death. In the space of eight
months, fifteen hundred citizens were sacrificed to their

avarice or vengeance ; and Xenophon goes so far as to af-

firm, that their short reign was more destructive to Athens,
than the pn-eceding war of thirty years. At length, how-
ever, Thrasybulus, at the head of his exiled countrymen,
drove the tyrants from their seat of abused power, and re-

stored the ancient democratical form of government at

Athens. By his wise moderation the spirit of retaliation

was restrained, a general amnesty proclaimed, and tran-

quillity restored to the Athenian state. But whatever was
the form, tyranny was too generally the spirit of the Gre-
cian governments, and especially of the pure democracy
at Athens. Equally unjust and cruel as the most lawless
despots, they were often much more inconsistent with
themselves, and fickle in their proceedings. While they
allowed their poets, for their amusement, to ridicule the
gods upon the stage, they punished their sages, who en-
deavoured, for their instruction, to introduce worthier sen-
timents of religion. By their sentence, the celebrated So-
crates, (whom even the thirty tyrants had spared, though
he often opposed their measures,) was iniquitously put to

death.

The Greeks were again involved in a contest with Per-
sia, by the attempt of Cyrus the younger to dethrone his
brother Artaxerxes. That ambitious prince being gover-
nor of Asia Minor, and friendly to the Spartans, persuaded
them to join his standard with 13,000 Grecian troops ; but,
excepting their leader Clearchus, they are said to have
been entirely ignorant of his views upon the Persian crown.
The celebrated retreat of the remains of this army, after
the death of Cyrus, generally called the retreat of the ten
thousand, is considered as one of the most extraordinary
exploits recorded in the annals of the military ait ; and,
by proving the weakness of Persia, is supposed to

have had considerable influence in promoting the Ma-
cedonian invasion, and conquest of that extcubive but
feeble empire. It had the more immediate effect of en-
couraging an expedition, under Agesilaus king of Sparta,
to recover the liberty of the Grecian colonies in Asia.
Assisted by 30 captains, with Lysander at their head, he
filled all Asia with a dread of his arms; and was prepar-
ing to carry the war into the heart of the empire, when
he was suddenly recalled for the protection of his own
country. The Persian monarchs had discovered a more
easy and effectual defence against Grecian valour, than
their most numerous armies had been able to provide ; and,
by a seasonable distribution of bribes among tlie leading
men of the different states, succeeded in turning the arms
of these warlike republics against one another. The The-
bans were first gained to their interests, who easily suc-
ceeded in peisuading tlie Athenians. Even Argos and
Corinth, two Peloponnesian states, joined the confederacy,
to which were added Acarnania, Ainbracia, Leucadia, Eu-
bosa, part of Thessaly, and Chalcidice in Thrace. The

haughty tyranny of Lacedemon furnished sufficiently osten-
sible reasons for the union ; and Persian gold readily sup-
plied the arguments which were wanting. The confede-
rates sustained a severe check in the vicinity of Corinth,
and were afterwards defeated by Agesilaus at Coroneia,
with great hjss on both sides ; but Pharnabazus, assisted
by the Athenian commander Conon, having defeated the
Lacedemonian fleet, completely destroyed their infiuence
in Asiatic Greece. They proceeded even to ravage the
coasts of Laconia ; and, assisting the Athenians to rebuild
their long walls, which connected the Peirpeus with the
city, again laid the foundation of their naval power. After
various vicissitudes and intrigues, all parties became tired
of war, and disposed to peace. The Lacedemonians,
though still superior in the field, yet destitute of the aid
which they had formerly derived from the Persian treasury,
were straitened in their pecuniary resources ; and Pharna-
bazus, the friend of Athens, having been succeeded in
Lydia by Teribazus, the new Satrap became favourable to
the interests of Sparta. By the able negociations ofAn-
talcidas the Lacedemonian, the Persian monarch was
brought in as mediator, or rather dictator, for a general
pacification among the states of Greece, of which the con-
ditions were simply these ;

" that all cities on the continent
of Asia, together with the islands of Clazomene and Cy-
prus, should belong to the Persian empire ; and that all

other Grecian cities, small and great, should be completely
independent, except that the islands of Lemnos, Imbros,
and Sciros, should remain as formerly under the dominion
of Athens." Against all who should refuse these terms,
the court of Persia declared itself ready to unite with those
who accepted them, and to render every assistance, by land
and sea, to reduce the refractory. The weaker states were
well pleased to be secured in their independence. The
Athenians were gratified by the exception in their favour.
The Thebans, anxious to preserve their authority over
the smaller towns of Boeotia, wished to stipulate for that

superiority; but were compelled to concur in the terms.
And the Lacedemonians, while they losi nothing by aban-
doning the Asiatic Greeks, whom they had already been
obliged to desert, gained the great object of the war,

—

the separation of the states which had combined against
them, and the emancipation, especially, of the BcEotians
from the growing power of Thebes. They soon shewed
that they accounted themselves to have established their

supremacy; and were the first to disturb the general tran-

quillity. They demolished the foriificutions of Maiuinaea,
as a punishment for the disaffection of its citizens to the
Lacedemonian interests, during the preceding wars. They
marched against Olynthus, a Grecian city of Thrace, be-
cause, by associating the smaller towns in its vicinity under
one government, it was considered as infringing the condi-
tions of the late treaty ; tliough its only oftVnce was the

increase of its strength by a wise and libuial policy, which
ought to have been emulated, rather than opposed by the
other Greeks. They interfered aiso, in the most unjusti-

fiable manner, in the political contests which agitated the

Theban state ; and, by this rash measure, gave rise to a

long and complicated struggle, which ended only with

the general overthrow of Grecian independence. Tlieir

general Pbaebidas, returning from an expedition against

the Olynthians, was persuaded to join the leader of the

aristocratical party in Thebes, and to occupy the citadel

with a Lacedemonian garrison. Tiiis unauthorised step,

though at first disapproved by the government of Sparta,

was finally sanctioned, by their retaining possession of the

fortress thus treacherously seized, ami by their bringing

to trial and punishment the cliief of the adverse faction, as

if they had been the constituted judges of Thebes. For
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the space of Four years, they succeeded in holdin;^ the

Thebans under the most humiliating subjection ; but sud-

denly the Theban exiles, with the assistance of the Athe-

nians, by one of the boldest and best conducted exploits

recorded in history, recovered possession of their power

in the city, and compelled the Lacedemonians to evacuate

the citadel. With difficulty the Thebans at first with-

stood the armies of Sparta, by acting on the defensive ;

but gradually improving in military skill, they learned to

face in the field, and to combat, even with inferior num-

bers, the experienced troops of their powerful adversary.

Under the able direction of Epaminondas and Pelopidas,

they ventured, though then without an ally, to persevere

in the unequal contest ; and, in the famous battle of Leuc-

tra, the bloodiest action hitherto known in Greece, these

distinguished commanders, by their skilful dispositions,

and tlie enthusiastic courage with which they inspired their

troops, defeated an army nearly four times the number of

their own. Never had the Lacedemonians, before that

day, retreated from an inferior force, or lost in any one

engagement so many of their citizens. Another of their

boasts, " that never had the women of Sparta beheld the

smoke of an enemy's camp," was now also done away.

The victorious Thebans, headed by Epaminondas, and

joined by many of the Grecian states, ravaged the Lace-

demonian territories to the very suburbs of the capital;

and oh their return reinstated the Mcssenians, whom the

Spartans had driven from their country. The Lacedemo-
nians, alarmed not merely for their supremacy but their

safety, secured assistance from Athens, from Syracuse, and

even from Persia, while the Thebans were hard pressed

by a war in Thessaly, against Alexander, tyrant of Pherx.

Pelopidas, however, having been dispatched to the Persian

court, succeeded in recommending himself to the esteem
of the monarch, and in turning his friendship to a state

which had never been at war with Persia. Thebes, intoxicat-

-ed with her rising power, which she owed chiefly to the abi-

lities of her leaders, obstinate in maintaining her authority

over the cities of Roeotia, which was perhaps necessary
for her resistance to Lacedemon, and aiming to become the

arbitress of Greece, which her sudden elevation provoked
many of the states to regard as impardonable presumption,
may be considered as at this period the cause of the con-

tinuation of hostilities among the Greeks. Sparta, how-
ever, was equally obstinate in refusing to acknowledge the

independence of the Messeniahs, and war was prolonged
for some time with little effect, chiefly between the confe-

derates of the two principal powers. The Thebans, hav-

ing at length terminated the war with Thessaly, with the

loss of their able general Pelopidas, were at liberty to take
part more effectually in the transactions of Peloponnesus.
A civil war having broken out in Arcadia between the cities

of Mantinaea and Tegea, the Thebans supported the cause
of the latter, while the .Athenians and Lacedemonians declar-

ed for the former. The very existence of Sparta was
threatened by the bold and enterprising measures of Epa-
minondas, who had nearly taken tlie city by surprise ; but,

frustrated in his plan by the activity of Agesilaus, he re-

turned and gave battle to the Lacedemonians and their al-

lies at Mantinsa, where he was mortally wounded in the
moment of victory, and where witli him the power of the
Theban state expired. A general pacification succeed-
ed, upon the basis of the former treaties prtscribed by
Persia, that every city should be independent ; but tiie L;:-

ccdemoiiians still persisting in their wisli to reduce the
emancipated Mcssenians, were excluded from the treaty,
and remained nominally at war with the confederates of
Thebes. Exasperated by the fiiendly dispositions which
the Persian court had manifested to the Thebans, and per-

haps expecting to acquire some pecuniary resources for

the recovery of their power in Gieece, they sent an army
to aitl the insurgents in Egypt. After the death of Age-
silaus, on his return from Africa, little occurs in the his-

tory of Greece deserving of notice, till the appearance of
Philip of Macedon. A great change had taken place in

Grecian politics. There was now no leading state, either
of the aristocratical or democratical interests ; and, though
every city exercised a jealous watchfulness to prevent any
overbearing superiority in another, there were no exten-
sive confederacies or hostilities ; but lassitude, indecision,

and divisions, pervaded the nation, and paved the way
for the universal subjugation of their liberties by the
Macedonian monarchy. See Agesil.vus, Epaminondas,
&c.

In consequence of the blow given to the Spartan power
in the battle of Mantinaea, and the decline of Thebes after

the loss of Epaminondas, Athens remained the most pro-
minent and respected of the Grecian republics. In want,
however, of any salutary check from a powerful rival, its

government became extravagant and irregular in the most
extraordinary degree; the inconsiderate voice of the mul-
titude deciding every measure, frequently ratifying at

night what they had rejected in the morning, and ready to

follow every varying scheme of every flattering orator.

The citizens also, sinking into unbounded luxury, declin-

ed all military service, and resorting to the aid of mer-
cenaries, engaged in hostilities chiefly for the purpose of
collecting plunder, or of extorting tribute. Every maraud-
ing expedition was approved, provided the leaders brought
home a sufficiency of treasure to provide amusements for

tiie people, and to bribe the orators to silence. The offi-

cial men, in short, inadequately rewarded by their regular
salaries, learned, as is almost uniformly the case, to re-

compense themselves ; and the people, either become ne-

cessitous by their idle attendance on political matters, or

injudiciously supported by the public funds as an encou-
ragement to population, actually -depended for their sub-
sistence upon the sacrifices, feasts, and spoils, connected
with their military expeditions. While Athens was in

this situation, strangely feeble in the whole constitution of
its government and population, yet by means of its naval

force still the principal republic in Greece, a rival to its

power arose in a quarter, which had hitherto attracted lit-

tle attention, and had even been regarded by the Grecian
states as undeserving of their notice. Though the kings

of Macedonia pretended to be the descendants of Hercules,

the Greeks considered them as no part of their nation, but

always treated them as barbarians. This kingdom had
existed more than four hundred years, but had generally

stood in need of protection from Athens or from Sparta ;

and had never risen to a capacity of partaking in tlie emi-
nence ot these republics. But it now furnished an ex-

ample, similar to that of Thebes, of the power of one dis-

tinguished individual to accomplish, in favourable circum-
stances, the most important revolutions. It was in The-
bes, indeed, that the new leader of the Macedonians had

received his best instructions in the arts of policy and war.

Philip had been taken to that city as a hostage when he

was only ten years of age, and had been carefully educated

under the eye of Epaminondas, assisted by the celebrated

Pythagorean philosopher Lysis. At twenty-four years of

age he ascended the throne of Macedon, and gave early

indication of his talents fur government. At the period

of his accession, he found himself at war with the Ailie-

nians, who supported one of his competitors for the king-

dom. Having defeated his adversary, who was slain iii

the action, he instantly liberated, and loaded with favours,

all the soldiers of Athens whom he had taken prisoners.
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li aving discovered, thai the Atlicnians were intent upon

the recovery of Ainphipolis, vvliich they cliiitncd as one of

tlieir colonies, but nliich lie had seized as ilic Icey of his

(loniinions on that frontier, lie was equally reluctant to put

it in their power, or to come to a rujiture for which he was
not prepared. With his usual consuniinate policy, there-

fore, he declared it in the mean time a free city, and left

Ihe inhabitants to maintain theirown independence. A peace
and alliance were ratified between the Macedonian prince

and the city of Athens ; but their agreement was of short

duration. A contest speedily commenced, which led to

the subversion of Grecian freedom by the arts and arms of

Philip ; but whicii owed its origin as much to the unprin-

cipled aggressions of the Athenian democracy, as to the

ambitious views of the Macedonian monarch. While in

full alliance and co-operation with Philip against the Olyn-
thians, they suddenly indicated tlieir hostility to his in-

terests, by detaching the town of Pydna from his kingdom,
and making a direct attempt to possess themselves of Ain-
phipolis. Failing in their design, it was soon after occupi-

ed by Philip, and rendered a strong barrier between his

dominions and those of the Grecian states. Before this

time had commenced " the Sacred War," undertaken by
* the Bffiolians, Locrians, Thessalians, &c. in order to punish

the Phocians, who had ploughed a field sacred to Apollo

at Delphos, and had refused to discharge the fine which tlie

council of the Amphictyons had sentenced them to pay, as

an atonement for the sacrilegious deed. They were sup-
ported by the Lacedemonians, Athenians, &c. and Philip,

well pleased to leave the Grecian states to exhaust their

strength against each other, had employed himself in the

meantime in extending his power in Thrace, and in at-

taching Thessaly to his interests, by delivering its cities

from the oppressive sway of the tyrants of Pherse. Ir-

ritated, however, by the defection of Olynthus from the
Macedonian to the Athenian alliance, he laid siege to

that city ; and, having gained possession of the place
by bribing a party of its inhabitants, he razed its walls to

the ground, and sold the people for slaves. The Sacred
War, which was still carried on by both parties with the

rnost sanguinary retaliations, next afiovded him a fair op-
portunity of bringing his power into full contact with the
Grecian states. Professing to adjust, as arbitrator, the

matter in dispute, promising to the Phocians his protec-
tion against the fury of their enemies, and soothing the

Athenians by the reports of his friends, that he was se-

cretly intending to humble Thebes rather than Phocis, he
marched an army into Greece; gained quiet possession of

the Phocian cities ; secured to that people, as he had pro-

mised, their personal safety ; but procured, or at least

sanctioned, a decree of the Amphictyonic Assembly, an-

nihilating their political existence as a nation, and expell-

ing them from the number of the Grecian states repre-

sented in the council. He was himself elected in their

place as a member of the Assembly ; invested with the

double vote which they had enjoyed; and usually deno-
minated in their future operations the Amphictyonic gene-
ral. The Athenians refused to acknowledge his election

;

and manifested, in all their measures, an ambition even
more unprincipled and indefensible than that of the Mace-
donian monarch. Guided rather by the inflammatory elo-

quence of Demosthenes, than by the pacific counsels of
Phocion, they plunged at length into a destructive contest

with their powerful rival and neighbour. A second sacred
war again drew Philip into the midst of Greece. The Lo-
crians of Amphissa having encroached upon the consecra-
ted ground of Delphos, and having refused to obey the
decrees of the Amphictyonic council, the Macedonian mo-
narch was invited, as their general, to vindicate their au-

thority by force of arms. Many of the Grecian states

were now alarmed, and not without reason, by the for-

wardness of Philip to interfere in their politics, and by
the reluctance which he shewed to withdraw his army,
after the punishment of the Amphissians. Demosthenes
hastened to Thebes, where he succeeded in rouzing the
utmost cntliusiasm for the liberties of Greece, and per-
suaded the Thebans to adopt the immediate resolution of
uniting with the Athenians, to resist the dangerous pro-
gress of the Macedonian influence. In vain (lid Pliocion

recommend, and Philip request, the Athenians to lay aside
their metisures for instant hostilities. They excluded the

former from the command of their army, and marched
without delay to join their Theban allies against the
enemy. The two armies, consisting of about 30,000 on
each side, came to a general engagement at Cheronea.
Tne battle was long doubtful. Alexander, who was only
seventeen years of age, at the head of a chosen body of

noble Macedonians, cut down the Sacred Band of Thebes ;

and the Athenians, for a time successful, but urging their

advantage with imprudent impetuosity, were overwhelm-
ed by the Macedonian phalanx under Philip. The van-
quished were treated with a degree of clemency and gene-
losity, of which there had been few examples in Grecian
warfare. Philip hastened to stop the slaughter of the fly-

ing Greeks, and dismissed the Athenian prisoners without
ransom, and voluntarily renewed his former treaty with
that republic. To the Thebans he readily granted peace;
but stationed a Macedonian garrison in their citadel. By
this decisive victory, he secured the most entire ascend-
ancy in Greece ; and, on that side, there was little farther

left for his ambition to desire.

Either, however, with a view to extend his conquests,
or in order to unite the Greeks more firmly under his

power, lie planned the invasion of the Persian empire, and
procured himself to be appointed generalissimo in the ex-
pedition. No measure could have been conceived more
popular in Greece. A general council of the states was
summoned, and the quota determined which each of them
was to furnish. Philip exerted himself with extraordinary

activity to complete his formidable preparations ; and his

whole army, in the most perfect state of military discipline

and equipment, was in readiness to cross the Hellespont,

But, in the midst of his greatest splendour, while solem-
nizing, before his departure, the nuptials of his daughter

Cleopatra, surrounded by his guards and principal officers,

and receiving, among the assembled states of Greece, little

less than divine honours, he was stabbed to the heart by a

desperate assassin. See Demosthenes, and Philip.

Upon the accession of .Alexander to the throne of Mace-
donia, when only twenty years of age, the different nations

whom his father had brought under his dominion made an

attempt to regain their independence; and Demosthenes ex-

erted all his powers ot i)crsuasion to engage the Greeks to

unite against the youthful successor of the formidable

Philip. But Alexander, having punished the Thracians,

Iliyrians, and other barbarians, for their indiscretion, turn-

ed, with the utmost expedition, the whole weight of his

arms upon Greece. Tlie Thebans, who had massacred

the Macedonian garrison, which Philip had placed in their

citadel, having refused the offer of a free pardon made to

them by Alexander, upon condition of their surrendering

the principal leaders of the insurrection, were defeated

with great slaughter, their city given up to be pillaged,

and the inhabitants sold as slaves. These dreadful acts of

severity filled the Athenians with alarm, and an embassy

was instantly dispatched to implore the clemency of the

Macedonian prince. Alexander at first insisted that ten

of their principal orators should be delivered into his hands

;
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but was at length satisfied with the banishment oi' Cliari-

demus, and expressed the highest regard for the republic

of Athens. The other states hastened, in like manner, to

make their submission ; and, in one campaign, the whole

nation of the Greeks acknowledged his supremacy. Hav-

ing assembled their deputies at Corinth, and renewed the

proposal of invading the Persian empire, he was appointed,

as his father had been, to the chief command. His rapid

conquest of Persia, which would form too extensive an

episode in this brief sketch of Grecian history, and which

iTiust thciefore be passed over without detail, produced

one of the most extraordinary and important revolutions

in the political aspect of the world. No national contest

recorded in history was ever more interesting in its pro-

gress, or involved consequences of greater magnitude, than

the struggle which had so long been maintained between

Persia and Greece. Its object was to decide the great

question, whether Europe or Asia should have the ascen-

dancy ; and at length, under the auspices of the Macedo-

nian prince, the former gained a superiority, which it has

preserved to the present day. During the progress of

Alexander's conquests, various attempts were made by

the Grecian states to shake off the yoke of Macedonia.

The Spartans, especially, under the direction of their king

Agis, excited a powerful insurrection in Peloponnesus ;

but Antipater, who had been left to govern in Macedonia,

marching a powerful army into the peninsula, completely

broke their spirit by a decisive defeat of their forces, and

the death of Agis, who fell in the pursuit. Harpalus, one

of the officers of Alexander, who had incurretl the displea-

sure of that prince by his extortions, when governor of

Babylon, took refuge in Athens ; and, by means of his

treasures, succeeded in attaching them to his cause ; but,

upon the report of a powerful army being dispatched by
Alexander to punish their treachery, they expelled Har-
palus from their city, and banished Demosthenes, who had
been convicted of accepting his bribes. A new com-
motion also had been excited throughout all the states of

Greece, by a proclamation of Alexander to restore the
exiles to their respective countries and possessions; and,

upon the event of his death being known, the revolt which
had already commenced instantly became general. De-
mosthenes was recalled, and a powerful army of confede-
rated Greeks, under the Athenian commander Leosthenes,
marched against Antipater. Elated by the success which
attended their first operations, they despised, as usual, the
prudent warnings of Phocion, and began to calculate upon
the return of their ancient greatness. But Antipater ha-
ving been joined by Craterus with a part of the victori-
ous army of Alexander, speedily reduced the insurgent
states in succession; and, advancing towards Attica, as
the great object of his vengeance, though in some mea-
sure softened by the intercession of the virtuous Phocion,
he abolished the democracy of the Athenians, and esta-
blished the aristocratical government, as it had existed in
the days of Solon; obliged them to pay the expences of
the war

; and placed a Macedonian garrison in the port of
Munychia. Similar changes were made in most of the
other states ; and, though the people loudly complained,
in the first instance, of these infringements upon their li-

berties, they began at length to feel,' that their freedom was
in reality gi eater than it had hitherto been, and acknow-
ledged their oldigations to Antipater, by entitling him the
Father and Protector of Greece. After the death of An-
tipater, the Grecian states largely shared in the revolu-
tions and dissensions which agitated, for so many years,
the empire of Alexander. Polysperchon, who had' been
associated with Cassaridcr, the son of Antipater, in the

icgcncy of Macedonia, being engaged in a contest with
his ambitious colleague, sought to attach the Greeks {o

his interests, by displacing the governors whom Antipa-
ter had placed over them, and by restoring the power of
democracy. Several of the cities, particularly Megolo-
polis, resisted his decree, and drew upon their heads a
bloody revenge. Athens, on the contrary, gladly hailed

its recovered liberty ; and proceeded, in its moments of
renewed turbulence, to put to death the friends of Anti-
pater. Among these perished the greatest ornament of
their city, the incorruptible Phocion, who had served in

the armies and councils of his country till he was above
eighty years of age ; and whose distinguished merit his

fellow citizens soon after acknowledged, with their ac-

customed inconsistency, by erecting a statue to his me-
mory, and inflicting punishment upon his accusers. But
Cassander, by the aid of Antigonus, having recovered his

influence in Greece, restored the aristocracy, replaced
the Macedonian garrison, and appointed Demetrius Pha-
lerius governor of the city, who conducted himself in

his office with so much wisdom and moderation for ten

years, that more than three hundred statues are said to

have been erected in testimony of his benefits. The power
of Cassander prevailed also in Peloponnesus ; and, except-

ing a very few cities, Greece was again entirely subject-

ed to the Macedonian dominion. See Alexander.
During the revolutions which agitated Macedonia, after

the death of Cassander, it was invaded and overrun by an
immense body of Gauls, who pursued their course like a
torrent, and poured upon the enfeebled states of Greece
with the utmost fury. They were successfully resisted in

the defiles of Thermopylae, by the Grecian army under
Calippus the Athenian ; but, forcing their way by the path

over mount Oeta, by which the Persians had penetrated

under Xerxes, they directed their march to Delphos, with

the design of plundering the temple of its accumulated
treasures. But, meeting with a brave resistance from those

who were assembled to protect the sacred spot, and, being

thrown into confusion by a violent storm and earthquake,

they fled in the utmost terror, and turned their arms upon
one another, in the darkness of the night. They were
keenly assailed by the Greeks in their flight, and the great

er part of them cut to pieces. Scarcely recovering from
the inroad of those barbarians, the states of Peloponne-

sus were involved in new calamities, by the ambitious arms
of Pyrrhus king of Epire, who had reduced the greater

part of Macedonia, and having been invited by Cleonymus,
an exiled Spartan prince, to redress his grievances, led a

powerful army to the gates of Sparta, while their king

and the best of their troops were absent in Crete. But the

inhabitants of the city, even the women, assisting in its

defence, made so heroic a resistance, that time was al-

lowed for the arrival of reinforcements ; and Pyrrhus,

being compelled to retreat, was slain in an attempt to en-

ter the city of Argos. Antigonus, the son of Demetrius
Poliorcetes, being again replaced on the throne of Mace-
donia, began to meditate the complete subjugation of

Greece, and commenced his operations with the siege of

Athens, which he speedily reduced, and garrisoned with

Macedonian troops. Pursuing his schemes of conquest,

he gained possession of Corinth by artifice, but was arrest-

ed in his ambitious career by the hand of death. His son

Demetrius maintained a commanding influence in the dif-

ferent states of Greece, not by attempting to hold the sove-

reignty himself, but by supporting those who found means
to usurp the supreme authority. His successor, Antigonus
Doson, a prince distinguished by his justice and modera-
tion, avoided all interference in the affairs of foreign states

;
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«nd tlie cities of Greece, imitating tlic example of tlic

Achjean league, made one last attempt to recover their

loti!^ lost inclepcndcncc.

During the distracted times of Macedonia, under Lysi-

machus and Ptolemy Ccraunus, the cities of Achaia gra-

dually recovered their liberties, and renewed their ancient

confederacy : (See AohjEAns.) Aratus of Sicyon, having

freed his native city from the government of Nicocles,

joined the Achaean league, and was chosen praetor of the

associated states. Intent upon delivering Peloponnesus

from foreign dominion, and hoping to render the Achaean

confederation a barrier against future invasion, he surpris-

ed the Macedonian garrison in Corinth, and attached the

liberated city to the Achaeans. He peruaded the gover-

nor of Megalopolis to abdicate his power, and follow the

example of the Corinthians. Protected by the king of

Egypt against the Macedonians, the Achaean confederacy

was thus extended on all sides, and might soon have united

all the peninsula as one nation, under one government, when
its progress was interrupted by the hostility of Sparta. The
ancient institutions of tliat distinguished city had fallen into

total disuse, and the manners of its inhabitants had become
entirely changed. Many of its kings had incurred depo-

sition, exile, and death, by their attempts to resist the tor-

rent of corruption ; and Agis particularly, a young and vir-

tuous prince, had fallen a sacrifice to his well-intended, but

ill-executed scheme for restoring the laws of Lycurgus.
Cleomenes, one of his successors, revived the prosecution

of the plan, but pushed its accomplishment with the spirit

of a tyrant, rather than of a reformer. Having massacred
the Ephori, and banished the citizens who were unfriendly

to his views, and rendered himself despotic at home; he
turned his arms against the Achaeans, either for the pur-

pose of gratifying his ambition, by acquiring the direction

of the confederacy, or, perhaps, only with a view of secur-

ing his usurped authority in Sparta, by having an army at

his disposal. So strong was the antipathy of the Achasan
republics to the prospect of Spartan domination, and so

great at the same time their dread of its powerful tyrant,

that Aratus was urged to the ruinous resource of- calling

in the aid of Aniigonus Doson, king of Macedonia.* Cleo-
menes, defeated by Antigonus in the famous battle of Sela-

sia, abandoned his ambitious projects, advised his subjects

to submit to the conqueror, and sought a refuge for him-
self in Egypt. The Spartans were treated by Antigonus
with the greatest moderation; but, from that period of its

subjection to a foreign power, it sunk into insignificance,

and the race of the Heraclidae became extinct with the

successor of Cleomenes. The Achaean league was still

preserved entire and powerful, by the able conduct and
prudent measures of Aratus ; but having sought assistance

from Philip of Macedonia, the son of Antigonus, against
the Etolians, the inveterate enemies of Achaia, that ambi-
tious ally, conceiving a design to subjugate the cities of
Greece, and regarding the integrity of Arati*s as an in-

surmountable obstacle in his way, caused the virtuous pa-
triot to be secretly taken oif by poison. The Romans,
however, having formed an alliance with the Etolians, in

order to occupy the arms of Philip, who had become the
active ally of their formidable opponent Hannibal of Car-
thage, thus acquired a fooling in Greece, which gradual-
ly led to its final subjugation, as a part of their empire.
Philopoemen, the successor of Aratus, supported the cause
of Philip as the professed protector of the liberties of

Greece, and inspired the confederated stales with an ar-

dent love of independence, which long withstood the en-

croaclimenls of the policy and power of Rome. The strug-

gle maintained in Greece between tlic INIacedonian and
Roman interests, was languid and indecisive, while the

latter were intent upon reducing the power of Carthage.
But, after the conclusion of the second Punic war, more
active measures were pursued against Philip. Titus Quin-
tus Flaminius, the consul, partly by the vigour of his arms,
but still more by his political dexterity, detached the Eto-
lians, Achaeans, and the most considerable of the other

states, from all connection with Macedon; compelled the

discomfited Philip to accept the most humiliating terms
of peace; made a pompous proclamation, at the public

games, of the freedom of Greece ; withdrew, according

to his promise, every Roman garrison from the different

states ; and left them in full possession of all that politi-

cal independence which was compatible with the alliance

of Rome. Antiochus, king of Syria, instigated by Hanni-
bal, and aided by the Etolians attempting an invasion of

Greece, recalled to that devoted country the armies of

Rome, and afforded them an opportunity which they did

not fail to embrace, of subjecting all that part of Europe
to their growing dominion. After reducing and dismem-
bering the kingdom of Macedonia, they were invited to

assist the Spartans in a contest with the Achaean states :

they soon succeeded in breaking the power of the confe-

deracy, by seducing a part of the cities of which it was
composed; and Philopoemen, generally designated the last

of the Greeks, having fallen in an expedition against the

revolted Messenians, it became no difficult task to accom-
plish the total overthrow of the confederacy, of which he

had been so long the principal ornament and support.

Above a thousand of the Achaean chiefs, accused of hav-

ing acted in concert with Macedonia, were transported to

Rome, to answer for their conduct at the tribunal of the

senate. The Achcean constitution was, soon after, entire-

ly dissolved ; the whole of Greece reduced to the state

of a Roman province, under the name of Achaia ; and,

from that period, its history comes properly to be includ-

ed under that of Rome. See AcHiEAxs, Macedonia, and
Rome.

Rut Greece, though subject to the Roman arms, soon

acquired, by her arts of peace, a silent superiority over
her conquerors. The victors became the disciples of the

vanquished ; and the most distinguished Romans learned,

in the Grecian schools of philosophy, to regard the coun-

try which they held in subjection, with the gratitude and
respect due to a benefactor. These considerations pro-

bably contributed to secure to the inhabitants of Greece
a milder exercise of authority, and more distinguished

marks of favour, than were enjoyed by any other province

under the yoke of Rome. Of these arts and attainments,

to whici; this singular people were thus indebted for high-

er honours and advantages than all their military prowessf

had been able to command, we now proceed ta offer an

abridged view, as a suitable conclusion to the preceding
sketch of theii' eventful history.

Of the state of society and knowledge among the ear-

lier Greeks, particularly in what has been called the he-

roic age, as described in the writings of Homer, some ac-

count has already been given, when narrating the events

of that period; and the remarks which follow apply chiefly

to those times which were posterior to the first Persian war.

• The cities of Greece being so much decayed in strength, and unable to assume the altitude of independence, Aratus may be regarded
as having adopted, if not tlie wisest, at least the only measure of security in his power. His object was lo render the king^ of Macedonia,
the allies and pi'otcctors, in place of the masters and tyrants of the united commonwealths; and, by yielding so far to an influence wliicb
could not be withstood, to procure a free regulation of their internal concerns, and particularly an exemption from tlie odious and oppre!9-
sive presence of foreign garrisons

Vol. X. Part I. L
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To agriculture, as an object of study, the Greeks paid

little attention ; and the care of its operations was almost

entirely left to slaves. The Athenians considered tliem-

selves as havini^ first received the common principles of

the art from Egypt, and as having communicated the

knowledge of it to the other countries of Greeee. Attica

itself, however, was adapted rather to the cultivation of

fruits than of grain. Olives and barley formed its prin-

cipal produce, and the citizens of Athens received their

great supplies of wheat from the neighbouring states of

Boeotia, or from their own colony of Byzantium. Their

writers on the subject, among whom was Xcnophon, have

done little more than merely detail the common practices

of their own times.

The inhabitants of Greece, though possessing a mari-

time country, surrounded with islands, and provided with

excellent harbours, were extremely slow in availing them-

selves of these advantages ; and made little progress in

navigation and commerce, till after the expedition of

Xerxes into Peloponnesus. After the example of Athens,

especially in the course of the Peloponnesian war, the

other states at length directed their attention to the main-

tenance of a navy; but chiefly for the purposes of war-

fare. The voyage of Alexander's fleet from Patala to

Susa, after sailing down the Indus, was the first instance

of Greeks navigating the ocean; and, previous to that ex-

pedition, they were entirely confined to the waters of the

Mediterranean.

Excepting Corinth and Athens, it was principally in the

smaller states, such as Megara, Sicyon, Cos, and Cnidus,

(which possessed not sufficient political influence to inter-

fere in the general affairs of Greece,) that the arts of com-
merce were most sedulously prosecuted. Athens, how-
ever, was the great seat of commercial views, where every

circumstance favoured the acquisition, and encouraged the

expenditure of wealth. Its port, Piraeus, was then the

centre of the traffic of those times, and there every com-
modity was to be found in abundarice.

The fine arts appear to have attracted earlier attention

in Greece, than the more useful occupations; and some
of the ancient medals, long prior in date to the oldest his-

torians, exhibit a chasteness and grandeur of design, both

in architecture and sculpture, for which it is difficult to

account.

The customs and circumstances of the Grecian states

tended directly to encourage the progress of these arts.

Three public buildings were indispensible in every city

;

a temple, a theatre, and a gymnasium, to which were af-

terwards added the baths, and portico or place of shelter

for walking and conversing. In larger towns these edifices

were soon multiplied, especially those for the service of
religion ; and every city almost forming a distinct commu-
nity or nation, each required to possess these different

buildings within its own walls, and strove to surpass its

neighbours in the solidity and beauty of its public struc-

tures. The exertions of the Greek artists in this at once
useful and ornamental study, are not therefore very won-
derful; but, when it is considered, that its first architects

derived their skill from those of Egypt and Persia, and
that the Doric order, the foundation of all the rest, and the

source of pure taste to all the architecture of Greece, was
actually the most ancient, it is not easy to conceive by what
acci^dental or intended principle of the art, a beautiful sim-
plicity, so opposite to the enormous masses of the Egyp-
tians, and cumbrous ornaments of the Asiatics, should have
been so happily introduced ; unless we ascribe it to the

mere circumstance of necessity (the origin of so many

human improvements) which obliged the early architects

of that country to W(jrk with wooden mateiials : (See Civil
AiicHrrKOTUHE.) But in whatever way we may account
for tiie rise of Grecian architecture, its principles iiave re-

ceived the approbation of every enlightened people in mo-
dern times; and its three orders, the Doric, Ionic, and Co-
rinthian, still continue to form the invariable standard of
good taste in the art.*

The same causes which rendered the skill of the archi-
tect so much in request, equally tended to encourage the
labours of the painter and sculptor; and it is a remarka-
ble circumstance, that, in the most turbulent periods of

Grecian history, the fine arts received the most distin-

guished patronage, and made the most rapid progress. At
Athens, particularly, the genius of Greece was nourished
by Pisistratus, and brouglu to perfection by Pericles. The
most eminent sculptors of those times were Phidias, Alca-
menes, and Myron, of Athens; Polycletes and Lysippus,
of Sicyon ; Praxiteles and Scopas of Paros ; and many of
the ancient statues which have escaped the ravages of
time, furnish ample testimony of the progress which had
been made in the art. See Drawing and Sculpture.
Of the state of painting among the Greeks, many exag-

gerated and incredible accounts have been given by an-

cient authors. They used only four colours, black, white,

red, and yellow ; and knew nothing of painting in oil. They
are considered also as having been very imperfectly ac-

quainted with the effects of light and shade; and many
pieces of ancient Mosaic, still preserved, are not much ad-

mired as performances in painting. Both in painting and
statuary, the Greek artists produced representations of the

human form, which could scarcely be called natural. By
taking collective views of the species, and studying accu-
rately the physical constitution of the body of man, they

combined its various and scattered excellencies in one
figure, and thus exhibited, what nature never does, a mo-
del of abstract and ideal perfection. Among the celebrat-

ed painters may be mentioned Polygnotus, who received

the thanks of the Amphictyonic assembly for his painting

of the Trojan war, placed in one of the porticos of Athens;
Apollodorus, who is supposed to have invented the art of
painting in clear-obscure; Zeuxis, who displayed himself

at the Olympic games, dressed in purple and gold, and,

having become wealthy, gave his works as presents, be-

cause he said they were above all price; Parrhasius, who
insolently presented himself to public view with a crown
of gold upon his head; Pamphilus, the first who applied

the principles of science to his art ; Timanthes, who pro-

duced the celebrated painting of the sacrifice of Iphige-

nia ; Apelles, who exposed his works to public view, that

he might derive improvement from the remarks of pas-

sengers ; and Protogenes, the rival of Apelles, who cen-

sured the extreme minuteness of his contemporary, by
saying, that " he knew not when to lay down his pencil."

Few things are more remarkable in the manners of the

ancient Greeks, than the great importance which they at-

tached to the musical art, which, in many of the states,

was even regulated and recommended by the laws. It

was considered as one of the most powerful means of in-

fluencing the sentiments of the people, and formed an es-

sential part in the education of the youth. The ancient

musicians are supposed to have been wholly ignorant of

the art of performing pieces of music in different parts at

the same time; and their compositions, especially the pa-

thetic and warlike, are generally understood to have de-

rived much of their effect from the poetry and sentiments

with which they were combined.

* See an exagunation into the grounds of this preferenee in the Rev. Mr Alison's Ess.ay on Taste, vol. ii. p. 155.
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Tlie lionours and rewards lavished upon those who ex-

celled in the line arls, were doubtless one principal cuuse

of the improvement which they reached ; but often were
they carried to a hurtful excess, exhausting the wealth

which was wanted for the support of the slate, and engioss-

ing the rewards which were due to more essential services.

But the great occupation of the Greeks as a people,

were war and politics. Leaving tlie ordinary labours of

agriculture and the mechanical trades to the slaves, the

citizens of the different states considered it as their pecu-
liar privilege to share in the government of their country,

and to fight in defence of its rights, or for the advancement
of its power. Every citizen, therefore, being bound to serve

in arms, was enrolled as a soldier at a certain age; and
one of their regular employments was the exercise of the

gymnasium, as a preparative for the toils of war. The
armies were composed principally of heavy-armed infantry,

attended by a number of slaves to carry the baggage, and
serve in the camps, and sometimes to act as light armed
troops. The arms of the infantry were a helmet, corselet,

large brazen shield, leathern greaves or boots, long pike,

and short sword. They were long accustomed to advance,

in a compact body, to close fight; but Iphicrates, an Athe-
nian general, introduced the employment of a greater pro-

portion of light infantry, diminishing the weight and size

of the buckler, exchanging the metal corselet for one of

canvas, lengthening considerably the lance and sword, and
accustoming the troops thus accoutred to the most active

evolutions. That celebrated commander, describing an
army as a human body, compared the general to the head,

the heavy-armed infantry to the breast, the cavalry to the

feet, and the light troops to the hands. Chariots were lit-

tle used after the heroic age; and, for want of horses, ca-

valry were never numerous, generally consisting of the

wealthier citizens, or of soldiers fitted out at their expence.
Till the time of Philip of Macedon, the Greeks were little

acquainted with the art of conducting sieges, but common-
ly limited their operations to a general assault, or inactive

blockade. In long or distant wars, especially in the later

ages of Greece, the citizens received pay, while serving

in the field; but the constant object of every Grecian state

was to support their troops at the expence of the enemy.
Even in the most civilized periods, Grecian warfare was
conducted with a spirit of rapine and barbarity, which
seemed to increase, instead of diminishing, as knowledge
and refinement spread among the people. Retaliation was
considered as justifying the most atrocious measures, of

which, in the course of the Peloponnesian war particularly,

many instances occurred, in the proceedings of all parties.

The Lacedemonians regularly massacred the crews of the

Athenian merchant vessels, and even of neutrals, whene-
ver they came in their way ; and the Athenians deliberate-

ly decreed the extermination of the jEginetans and Scyon-
ians, whom they put to death without distinction.

The Greeks distinguished six simple forms of govern-
ment, namely, monarchy, hereditary or legally established,

oligarchy, aristocracy, democracy, tyranny, and assumed
oligarchy, of which the two last were considered as illegal

and inadmissible. The title of King never implied anxonij

them the possession of absolute power, but only a legal

and regulated superiority, particularly in directing the ob-
servances of religion, and the operations of war, and some-
times also in dispensing justice, but rarely in enacting laws.

After the general aboliiion of monarchy in Greece, whene-
ver a citizen of a commonwealth was raised by any means
to monarchical authoiity, he was denominated Tyrant, not
originally as a term of reproach, though in future times it

came too justly to be applied in that sense. In Athens
especially, as early as the days of Theseus, the nobly born

formed a distinct class of the community, and were invest-

ed with great privileges ; but hereditary nobility declined
every where along with monarchy, and wealth became the
principal cause of distinction among ihe citizens. Those
who were able to serve in war on horseback at their own
expence began to be regarded as a superior rank ; and to

the same circumstance may be traced the order of knight-
hood in most countries. Aristocracy, however, was less a

regularly instituted form of government, than an assumed
title adopted by the rich and the noble in those states where
they held the chief power; but, as their administration was
generally oppressive, oligarchy, or the government of a
few, became a more frequent, though less honourable form
of polity ; and the term aristocracy was at length employ-
ed rather to signify those persons who, on account of dis-

tinguished merit, were elected by the people to undertake
the management of public affairs. This last was com-
monly the mode adopted in the most democratical states;

and pure democracy, in which all the freemen of the re-

public, in assembly, formed the supreme and absolute
administration, was very rarely exemplified, and was
usually denominated ochlogracy or mob-rule. Most of the
Grecian governments contained a union of two or more of
these forms; and, from these various mixtures, new dis-

tinctions and designations arose, which it would be tedious
and unprofitable to trace. Of political economy the
Greeks seem to have been extremely ignorant; and very
little is known respecting their mode of managing the
public finances. On the subject of population, it does not
very clearly appear what was their regular system. They
certainly employed many regulations for keeping up at

least, if not for increasing, the number of their citizens;

yet they shewed a decided aversion to any augmentation of
their strength by the admission of foreigners to the privi-

leges, or even to the protection of their state. They stu-

died to preserve their townships completely insulated and
distinct from all others ; and prohibited intermarraige with
the members of a different community, with all the jealousy
of feudal clanship.

Amidst all the turbulence of the Grecian states, and the
almost perpetual hostilities in which they were engaged,
there were many circumstances favourable to the cultiva-

tion of literature and science. Few individuals possessed
large properties, but many of them lived in great leisure,

following no occupation themselves, and principally main-
tained by the labour of slaves. Assembled generally in

towns, and having free intercourse with one another, polite

manners were formed, and various opportunities were pre-

sented for the display of taste and genius. A lively ima-
gination, and love of novelty, were general characteristics

of the Greeks, and disposed them to welcome every ray of
knowledge which beamed upon their limited society.

Many, possessed of active and intelligent minds, yet less

daring in their dispositions, or more scrupulous in their

integrity, shunning the stormy paths of political ambition,

sought employment and distinction by attainments in lite-

rature or science. Even those who aimed at the offices of

statesmen, found a degree of general knowledge, especial-

ly in the pursuits of taste, and the arts of eloquence, high-

ly advantageous to enable them to command attention in

the public assemblies, and to assist them in swaying the

minds of their fellow citizens. As knowledge increased

among the members of a community, these qualifications

became not merely useful, but essential to every political

leader; and many, who were unable, or unwilling, to min-
gle in the struggle for public situations, found a less splen-

did, but often more gainful occupation, in communicating
to others those literary acquisitions which had become so

subservient to the success of public men. At length eve-

L 2
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ry city in Greece, but especially Athens, abounded with

those persons, who, under llie name of Sophists, undertook

to teach every branch of science ; and, at a time when
books were few and expensive, the oral communication of

knowledge was obviously a matter of the utmost import-

ance.* These professors of wisdom studied the accom-
plishments of eloquence, to render their instructions more
attractive; and frequentinsj all the places of public resort,

strove to recommend themselves to notice by an ostenta-

tious display of their abiliiics, especially by public dispu-

tations with one another, or with any who chose to

converse with them amidst a circle of hearers, Grecian

philosophy is generally admitted to have originated with

Ttiales of JMiletus, the contemporary of Solon, and the

founder of the Ionian school. Soon after him arose Pytha-

goras, a native of Samos, who was compelled, by political

troubles, to take refuge in Itiily, and thus became the lead-

er of what has been called the Italian school. Bath these

sages are understood to have acquired their learning in

Egypt and Peisia ; but so much was it the practice of the

Greeks to claim as their own, what they had merely pur-

loined from the literary treasures of other nations, that it

is impossible to ascertain what portion of their science was

indigenous, and what of foreign growth. Both Thales

and Pythagoras inculcated many, valuable moral precepts,

but they were not teachers of etiiics as a system; and

their countrymen of the Asiatic Greeks were more de-

lighted with those metaphysical enquiries, respecting the

nature of matter and spirit, the formation of the world, and

laws of the heavenly bodies, which gratified their imagi-

nation, without proposing any restraint to their passions.

It was during the administration of Periander at Corinth,

and Pisistratus in Athens, that the love of these sciences

was first kindled in Greece ; but the growth of every libe-

ral art was entirely checked by the violent political con-

tests and revolutions which ensued, and particularly by the

general alarm of the Persian invasion, which left no lei-

sure for speculative pursuits. But when the commanding
talents of Pericles had quieted the tumults of faction in

Attica, the pursuits of science revived at Athens with new
Vi.gour ; and, together with the fine arts, continued to re-

ceive improvement during all the turbulence which attend-

ed the progress and effects of the Peloponnesian war.

During this period it was, that Anaxagoras of Clazomene
introduced the best principles of the Ionian school, that

Socrates dispensed his more practical instructions, that

Plato wrote and taught his more refined speculations, that

Lysias and Isocrates pleaded in the forum, and that Aristo-

tle and Demosthenes studied in the schools of Athens.

Anaxagoras first taught in Athens the existence of one

eternal and supreme Being, or, as he is said to have ex-

pressed himself, "a perfect mind, independent of body,"

as the cause or creator of all things; and, by enabling his

pupils to calculate eclipses of the sun and moon, proved
these hitherto reputed divinities to be mere material

substances. But his doctrine was so directly rcpugnanf
to the whole religious notions of the Gnxian peopl(;, that

he was accused of impiety, and obliged to withdraw from
the Athenian territories. Socrates, early impressed by the
sublime principles of theology taught by the exiled philo-
sopher, yet, perceiving the inutility, or at least the u.ipo-

l)ularity of such discussions respecting the nature of the
Deity, applied himself rather to investigate the duty which
man ought to render to such a Being, as Anaxagoras had
described the great Creator. He seems to have settled it

as a first principle, that, if the providence of God interfer-

ed in the government of the world, the duty of man to man
must form a distinguished branch of the divine will. He
therefore applied himself to examine and inculcate the so-

cial duties; and, possessing a most discriminating and
ready eloquence, he rendered his conversation (the only
mode of teaching which he employed) at once amusing and
instructive. He was always to be found wherever there
was the greatest resort of company, and was ready either

to receive or to communicate information; but he would
neither undertake the office of private instruction, nor ac-
cept a reward for his public laboiirs. While he maintain-
ed the perfect wisdom and perfect goodness of the Supreme
Being, and the constant superintendance of his providence-
over the affairs of men, he continued to observe and to recom-
mend the various acts'of religious worship which were prac-
tised in his native country. But all his caution and worth
were unable to secure his protection against the jealous

tyranny of Athenian democracy ; and, either from an im-
pression that he disapproved of their popular constitution,

or from a dislike of his purer system of morals, he was
rendered so obnoxious to his fellow citizens, that a decree
was easily procured for his death. After the time of So-
crates, the Greek philosophers were divided into two op-
posite sects, the Theists and Atheists. The latter, among
whom were Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus, &c. sup-
ported the opinion of Anaximander, that, jvithout the aid

of a supreme intelligence, all things were produced by a

necessary action of matter, assuming all kinds of forms j

and the former, among whom were Plato, Aristotle, Zeno,
Sec. adhered to the doctrine of Anaxagoras, respecting the

existence of a Deity, while they held different notions as

to his nature and attributes. Even those, however, who
possessed the more correct ideas of the Supreme Being,

almost without exception conceived the world to be go-

verned by a number of inferior divinities, to whom different

departments of the universe had been committed ; and, as

they readily conformed to the existing religious usages of

their respective countries, their philosophical system and
private example rather countenanced than counteracted

the popular polytheism of antiquity. The origin and pro-

gress of the Grecian mythology, it is now impossible to

trace with any probable degree of certainty. Whether it

arose from the Chaldean hypothesis of the planets and ele-

ments being inferior divinities, and established mediators

* If an attempt were made to estimate tlie literary and scientific attainments of the ancient Greeks, the following would probably be found
to be a few of tlie principal results ; namely, tliat, in literature, it was rather in the entertaining tlian in the instructive branches that they

made any extraordinary progress; and, even in history, produced merely exquisite narratives of events, without any exposition of their caus-

es or relations;—that, in moi-al science, they excelled in acutedisputations upon practical questions, and elegant manuals of useful precepts,

but never ascended to any enquiry deserving the name of philosophy ;—that, in political science, they described the most striking phenomena
ofgovernment in the different states of their own country, or of the neighbouring nations, but made no researches into the principles, the

ends, the safeguards of national constitutions ;—that, in plajsiral science, their progress was astonishing in the single Ijranch of geometry,
while they never thought ofinvestigating the properties of physical bodies, or tlie order of physical events;—that, in p/iilosophi/ of mind, the

logic of Aristotle contains an ingenious but unsuccessful analysis of tlie process ofgeneral reasoning, while his metaphysics exjilalhs only the

various uses which were made of general terms, and vainly attempts to penetrate the essences and causes of things, but nothing is done to

arrange tlie phenomena of thought, or to ascertain the order oftheir succession ; th.it " not one, in short, of the ancient philosophers had any
conception ofthe real nature ofgcneriU terms, or of the operation of mind which is called abstraction ; and tliat it was chiefly by this radical

defect, that they were pei-petually perplexed, and led mto all tlieir trifling and absurdity." ,
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between man and ihe one supreme God ; or from the al-

legorical mode employed by the Egyptians of describing

the attributes of the Deity ; or from a poetical personifica-

tion of the operations of nature; or from a fabulous em-
bellishment of real events, in the first periods of Grecian

history ; or from mutilated traditions of the lives of the

Hebrew patriarchs ; or rather, which seems the most

likely, from a mixture of all these, and perhaps other un-

known sources;—one thing seems evident, that if it ever

possessed the symmetry of a philosophical system, its uni-

ty was destroyed before it was described by any writer of

antiquity whose works are now extant.

The theogony of Hesiod may be considered as the ear-

liest and most entire account of the religious tenets of the

Greeks ; but it is affirmed by Herodotus, that, along

with the divinities of the first inhabitants of Greece, the

poet has mingled the gods of Libya and Egypt. The sys-

tem, in short, admitted in some degree by the philoso-

phers, assumed and altered by legislators, as best suited

their purposes, embellished and expanded by the poets,

as their imaginations pleased, became at length an inex-

tricable mass of mysterious absurdities and ideal beings,

of which we cannot attempt to furnish any consistent ac-

count. Neither can we afford space for enumerating the

leading sects, and distinguishing tenets, and scientific at-

tainments, of the different philosophers of Greece ; but

the most impoitant and authentic information on these

topics will be found under the articles devoted to their re-

spective names. (Si e particularly Academics, Atomi-
CAL Philosophy, Peripatetics, Stoics, Anaxagoras,
Aristotle, Epicurus, Plato, Pythagoras, Socrates,
Zeno.) It may be observed, in general, that the great de-

fect of their physical science was, the want of experi-

ment ; and thus, having no fixed principles upon which to

proceed, they had recourse to mere hypothesis and con-

jecture, amusing themselves with framing fanciful sys-

tems, while they should have been employed in actual ob-

servations. Hence a taste for sophistry and subtilty pre-

vailed in every school of Grecian philosophy ; and it be-

came the boast of their teachers of wisdom to be able to

support either side of a question, and to give plausibility

to the most parodoxical opinions. This pernicious prac-

tice was soon transferred from the more abstruse specu-

lations, to the more practical, political, and moral obli-

gations. Its prevalence naturally gave rise to the sect of

the Pyrrhonists or Sceptics, whose distinguishing princi-

ple was universal doubt, which they carried to such a de-

gree of extravagance, as to pronounce every external ob-

ject a mere illusion, and the life of man a perpetual dream.
Neither the speculations of the philosophers, nor the fic-

tions of the poets, were much calculated to favour the

obligations of moral duty ; and, even where their tendency

was most unexceptionable, their influence was feeble.

At no period of Grecian history does their appear any
thing deserving the name of evidence to prove the exits-

ence of that virtuous age, which more modern declaim-

ers have delighted to describe rather in the spirit of poet-

ical romance, than of historic accuracy. In the earlier

ages, violence and rapine, except in as far as they were
occasionally restrained by the solemn obligation of oaths,

fofSTfi the prevailing feature of the people and their leaders.

In the more enlightened periods, in the times even of

Plato and his disciples, the clearest principles, we do not

say of moral purity, but even of moral integrity, were not

better understood, and still less better observed, than in

the days of Homer. Philosophy relaxed the hold of su-

perstition upon the conscience, without substituting any
efficacious restraint in its place; and " it is evident," to

nse the words of Mitford, " from the writings of Xcno-
phon and Plato, that, in their age, the boundaries of right

and wrong, justice and injustice, honesty and dishonesty,

were little determined by any generally received princi-

ple." The philosophy of Epicurus had completely gain-

ed the ascendency in the age preceding the Christian era;
and the greatest characters, and most learned scholars,

wavered between the tenets of the theistical and atheistical

systems. Corruption of manners, and the subtiltics of
scepticism, had reached a height of extravagance, which
it seemed scarcely possible to exceed. Human reason

had lost itself in the labyrinths of philosophical specula-

tion ; and human virtue had been abandoned to the way-
ward direction of the fancy or the passions. The history

of the world had demonstrated (and it is the best lesson,

which a review of its most interesting portions can teach)

the necessity of some surer and more authoritative guide to

man, than what the wisdofn of the world had been able to

afford him, either as a member of society, or a being
formed for immortality. See Ancient Universal History

;

Millol's Elements of General History, vol. i ; Goldsmith's

History of Greece ; Rutherford's View ef Ancient History ;

Gillies's History of Greece ; Gillies's History of the World ;

Potter's Antiquities of Greece ; Anacliarsis's Travels in

Greece; Leiand's History of P/iiti/i of Macedon ; Pausa-

nias' Descrifition of Greece ; Religion uf the Ancient Greeks

illustrated, by M. I.e Clerc ; Newton's Chronology ; Bos-
suet's Universal History ; and particularly Mitford's His-

tory of Greece, a historical work, unequalled in modern times

for extensive research, judicious conclusions, and well-

arranged narrative. (</)

GREECE, Modern. See Turkey.
GREEK Music, Ancient. It appears from the wri-

tings of Aristoxenus, the earliest writer on the music of

the Greeks whose works are extant, that before his time,

their scale of music had been extended to two octaves, by
the raising of a major tone, and then three succeeding

minor fourths, upon the lowest of the notes of this double

octave, and by the descending of two such succeeding

minor fourths, from the upper note of this double octave:

each of these fourths, or diatessara, being exactly of the

same magnitude, and alike constituted, as to the situations

of its two interior notes, throughout each of their several

genera, and the colours or species of each.

The fourth being thus made the unvarying boundary

of every one of the numerous Greek systems, as the octave

is now with us, and as the majBr sixth was with Guido,

in 'he formation of his scale : In the genus Diatonicum
(which see) each fourth was made up of a semitone and

two tones; in the genus Ckromaticum, of two semitones

and a minor third ; and in the genus Enharmonicum (see

Genera) of two quarter tones or diesis, and a major

third ; each of which semitones, tones, thirds, and diesis,

were varied, or have different values assigned them, by

almost every different writer, as references to our arti-

cles above mentioned will shew ; but so as always to pre-

serve the fourth entire and perfect: and it has been con-

cluded, that every one of these writers intended five of

the fourths which he has described to be disposed within

two octaves, from A to A, as above mentioned ; the third

of these fourths, tuned from below, overlapping the se-

cond of those two tuned from above, by a grave or com-

ma-deficient minor third, as will be best exph.ined by

giving an example of the Diatonicum intensum (jf Piolemy,

which can be done, with reftreiK-.r to i le notes of Mr
Liston's scale, (see Euharmonic Organ), using thf arti-

ficial commas of Fakey's M'otation (wliich see.) for ex-

pressing the magniluaes of the several intervals ; viz.
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dence. He was appointed by congiess major general in

August, 1776. In the battles of Trenton, on the 26th of

Deccmbci' I'ollowing, and of Princeton, on the 3d of Janu-

ary, 1777, he was much distinguished. He commanded the

left wing of the American army at the battle of German-
town, on the 4th of October. In March, 1778, he was ap-

pointed (|uarter-master-gencral, which oflice he accepted

on condition, that his rank, in the army should not be af-

fected, and that he should retain his command in tlie time

of action. This right he exercised on the 28th of June, at

the battle of Monmouth. His courage and skill were
again displayed on the 29th of August in Rhode Island.

He resigned in this year the office of quartcr-master-ge-

neral, and was succeeded by colonel Pickering. After the

disasters which attended the American arms in South Ca-
rolina, he was appointed to supersede Gates, and he took

the command in the southern department December 3,

1780. Having recruited the army, which had been ex-
ceedingly reduced by defeat and desertion, he sent out a

detachment under the brave general Morgan, who gained

the important victory at the Cowpens, January 17, 1781.

Greene effected a junction with him on the seventh of

February, but on account of the superior numbers of

Cornwallis, he retreated with great skill to Virginia. Hav-
ing received an accession to his forces, he returned to

North Carolina, and in the battle of Guilford on the 15th

of March was defeated. This victory, however, was dear-

ly bought by the British, for their loss was greater than
that of the Americans, and no advantages were derived
from it. In a few days Cornwallis began to march towards
Wilmington, leaving many of his wounded behind him, which
had the appearance of a retreat, and Greene, followed him
for some time. But, altering his plan, he resolved to

recommence offensive operations in South Carolina. He
accordingly marched directly to Camden, where, on the

25th of April, he was engaged with lord Rawdon. Victo-

ry inclined for some time to the Americans, but the retreat

of two companies occasioned the defeat of the whole ar-

my. Greene retreated in good order, and took such mea-
sures as effectually prevented lord Rawdon from improving
his success, and obliged him in the beginning of May to

retire beyond the Santee. While he was in the neighbour-
hood of Santee, Greene hung in one day eight soldiers,

who had deserted from his army. For three months after-

wards no instance of desertion took place. A number of

forts and garrisons in South Carolina now fell into his hands.

He commenced the siege of Ninety Six on the 22d of

May, but he was obliged on the approach of lord Rawdon
in June to raise the siege. The army, which had been
highly encouraged by the late success, was now reduced to

the melancholy necessity of retreating to the extremity of

the state. The American commander was advised to re-

tire to Virginia ; but to suggestions of this kind he re-

plied, " I will recover South Carolina, or die in the at-

tempt." Waiting till the British forces were divided, he
faced about, and lord Rawdon was pursued in his turn, and
was offered battle after he reached his encampment at

Orangeburgh, but he declined it. On the eighth of Sep-
tember, Greene covered himself with glory by the victory
at the Eutaw springs, in which the British, who fought
with the utmost bravery, lost eleven hundred men, and the
Americans about half that number. For his good conduct
in this action, congress presented him with a British stand-

ard and a golden medal. This engagement may be con-
sidered as closing the revolutionary war in South Caroli-
na. During the remainder of his command he had to

struggle with the greatest difficulties from the want of

supplies for his troops. Strong symptoms of mutiny ap-
peared, but his firmness and decision completely quelled it.

After the conclusion of the war he returned to Rhode
Island, where the greatest dissenisons prevailed, and his

endeavours to restore harmony were attended with success.

In October 1785, he sailed to Georgia, where he had a
considerable estate not far distant from Savannah. Here
he passed his time as a private citizen, occupied by domes-
tic concerns. While walking without an umbrella, the
intense rays of the sun overpowered him, and occasioned
an inflammation of the brain, of which he died June 19,

1786, in the forty-seventh year of his age. In August fol-

lowing, congress ordered a monument to be erected to his

memory at the seat of the federal government.
General Greene possessed a humane and benevolent dis-

position, and abhorring the cruellies and excesses, of
which partizans on both sides were guilty, he uniformly
inculcated a spirit of moderation. Yet he was resolutely

severe, when the preservation of discipline rendered seve-

rity necessary. In the campaign of 1781, he displayed

the prudence, the military skill, the unshaken firmness,

and the daring courage, which are seldom combined, and
which place him in the first rank of American officers.

His judgment was correct, and his self-possession never
once forsook him. In one of his letters, he says, that he
was seven months in the field without taking off his clothes

for a single night. It is thought that he was the most en-

deared to the commander in chief of all his associates in

arms. Washington often lamented his death with the

keenest sorrow. Hillhouse's oration on his death ; jirnerican

Museum, ii. 337—343; iii. 23; vii. 39

—

41,107—109,210,
211; Massa. Magazine, iv. 616, 671 ; Gordon, ii. 65 ; iii.

473 ; iv. 168, 406 ; Marshall, iii. 219 ; iv. 263, 335, 540,

556; v. 116; Ramsay's South Carolina, ii. 190

—

193,204
—225, 245—251 ; Hardie ; Holmes' Annals, ii. 440—449 ;

Stedman, ii. 376 ; Warren, iii. 56—59.

GREENLAND.
Gre'enland is the most northern country of the wes-

tern hemisphere of the globe. It reaches as far as the

land is discovered, from Cape Farewell, in l^atitude 59° 30'

to the 78th degree of North Latitude. Its eastern coast

runs north-east towards Spitzbergen, and is bounded by
the Atlantic Ocean. Its western coast has a northwest
direction, and is bounded by Davis Straits and Baffin'.s Bay.
Its southern coast is very narrow, not occupying one de-

gree. The borders of its northern coast are entirely un-

known. The eastern coast is commonly called East Green-
land, and Osterbygd by the old Icelanders, and Norwegi-
ans ; the western, West Greenland, and Westerbygd;
bygd signifying, in the old Icelandic language, settlement.

From the date of its recovery, the former is called Old
Greenland, the latter New Greenland. The whale fishers,

speaking of Greenland, include under this name the islands

* The Editor "as been indebted for the following- article on Greenland to the Chev.ilieb Charles Lodis Gilsecke, Professor cf Mine-
ralogy to the I -jEn Society, who resided many years in that country, for the express purpose cf examining its mineralogy and natural

history.
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of Spiizbcigen, so called from the many skarp-pointed

mountains with which it abountls, and they call the whole

west side Davis Strait. The Danes further divide the

west coast into South Greenland, a distance from 59° 30'

to the 68th degree, and into North Greenland from the

68th degree to the most northern point. That Greenland

joins the continent of America on the end of Baffin's Bay,

is nearly ascertained.

The discovery of Greenland between the years 830 and

835, is mentioned in the chronicle of Snorre Sturleson, a

learned Icelander, who wrote about the years 1212, or

1215. Another Danish writer, Claudius Christoft'erson,

places the discovery in the year 770. An Icelander, Eric

Raude, or Eric the Red, so called from his red hair, hav-

ing killed another powerful chief of that land, was obliged

to quit the country, and determined to make a voyage of

discovery, a practice very common at that time. Soon af-

ter he set sail, he reached the point of a cape on the conti-

nent of Greenland, which cape he called Heriolfsnaes, in

commemoration of one of his ancestors. Turning from

this to the south west, he entered a very large inlet, which

he called Eric's Sound, probably the sound called by the

natives Ikareseksoak, which separates Cape Farewell from

the continent of Greenland; he then stopped and remained

on an island in the vicinity of it. The following summer
he explored the continent, and returned in the third year

to Iceland, where he boasted very much of the fertility of

the new country which he had discovered, to which he gave

the name Greenland, hoping thereby to induce a great ma-

ny people to follow him. Of 25 vessels which set out

with him for Greenland, only fourteen arrived safe. These

settlers were soon followed by others, both from Iceland

and Norway, and their number in a very short time in-

creased so much, that they occupied part of the east and

west coast of Greenland. Eric Raude and his sons Leif

and Thorstein afterwards made excursions from time to

time to the opposite side of Davis Strait, or the North

American coast, and founded colonies there, to which they

gave the name of Winlandia. In the year 999, Leif made
a voyage to Norway, and was persuaded by King Trygge-
gon to embrace the Christian religion ; he took priests with

him to Greenland, for the conversion of his countrymen;
and his father, Eric Raude, with many of the people, went
over to the Christian faith, and there was afterwards estab-

lished a bishopric, and a great number of churches. The
old Icelandic and Danish writers tell us, that there existed

12 parishes on the east coast of Greenland, containing 190

villages; and four parishes, containing 100 villages, on the

western coast. The last bishop Andrew was sent therein

1408, and after that year Greenland was no more thought
of for a very long time.

Amongst the foreign travellers who visited the coast of
Greenland very early, about the years 1379 and 1380, were
the Venetian noblemen Antonio and Nicolo Xeno, to whom
we are indebted for the first map of Greenland, publish-

ed, with a description of their voyage, by Francesco Mar-
colin, at Venice, in 1558. From the year 1408, all inter-

course was cut off, and all knowledge of Greenland has
been buried in oblivion. Previous to that tinie the Ssqui-
maux, now called Grecnlanders, began to shew them-
selves on the western coast. It cannot now he ascertained
whether these Esquimaux, harassing incessantly the Ice-

landic and Norwegian settlers, have at length prevailed
against them, and extirpated the whole race. Some sup-
pose that the plague, called the black death, which de-
vastated the north of Europe, from the year 1402 to 1404,
•reached this land, and carried off a great number of the
settlers, so that, by their diminution, tiiey were weakened
to such a degree, that at last it became an easy matter

for the Esquimaux, (called Skraellingers by the settlers)

to make war upon them, and to extirpate them. In this

forgotten and neglected state Greenland still remained, un-

til the beginning of the 16th century, when a new spirit

burst forth in Europe, to explore the unknown regions of
the earth.

Martin Forbisher, or Frobishcr, was, in the year 1576,

the first that navigated this coast, and called it Meta In-

cognita. A sound which, according to him, divided that

continent, was called Forbisher Strait. He was sent out
again by Queen Elizabeth, in the year 1578; but he lost

two of his vessels, and could find neither the sound nor
the land. The Forbisher Strait is marked on all charts of

Greenland, but it does not exist anywhere on the whole
coast.

John Davis followed the same course, in the year 1585,
and discovered that strait which now bears his name, viz.

Davis Strait, which reaches to the 70th degree. Some
public-spirited gentlemen sent out Robert Bylot as captain,

and VVillian) Baffin as pilot, with the ship Discovery, in the
year 1616 : they reached Davis Strait, and advanced as far

as the 77" 30'.

The Danish government, animated by these discoveries,

began also to think of their lost Greenland, or the Oster-
bygd, (eastern settlements,) and during the reigns of seven
kings, spent considerable sums upon it, but without suc-
cess ; the eastern coast having become inaccessible by the

floating ice. Finally, in the reign of Frederic the Fourth,
Haiis Egede, a clergyman from Vogen, in the North of
Norway, animated by a religious enthusiasm, offered him-
self for tlie conversion of the Greenlanders, and, accom-
panied by his wife and children, left his office, and his na-
tive country. He was furnished by the Danish govern-
ment with two vessels ; and, being provided with the neces-
sary stores, he embarked on the 2d of May, in the year
1721, and, after struggling with many dangers, landed on
the 3d of July, at Baal's river, in 64° 5' of N. Lat. The
Greenlanders did not like their new guests ; but, by de-
grees, they were influenced, by friendly treatment and pre-
sents, lo entertain those who visited them. The trade had
a very poor appearance in the beginning, but all succeed-
ed very well in the course of three years. From time to

time, the establishments both for the mission and the trade

were increased, and Mr Egede built the first European
house in Baal's river, calling the settlement, metaphori-
cally, Gotlhaab (Good Hope.) The three first missionaries

of the German Unitas Fratrum, or the Moravian Brethren,
were sent out in the year 1733 Tiiey established their

first settlement in the vicinity of that of Mr Egede, and
gave to it the metaphorical name New Herrnhut, their first

settlement in Germany being called Herrnhut, that is, pro-

tected by our Lord.

The Danish government were not discouraged by the

unpromising appearance of the missions and the colonies,

but made ample provision for upholding and extending

them, and formed permanent settlements for the best pos-

sible cultivation of the land. Horses' and soldiers were

sent over to Greenland, that the settlers, by their aid, might
travel over land to the east coast, or the lost Greenland

;

but Uie icy vallies, and glaciers crossing the interior of the

country, were found impassable ; the horses perished, and

all those endeavours proved abortive. The only possible

way to come there, would be with Greenlandish leather

boats, which are easily transportable over the floating ice,

travelling round Cape Farewell, and never losing sight of

the coast. But the reports of the Greenlanders, who dwell

in the most southern part of the country, give sufficient

reason to suppose, that none of the old settlers will be

found there ; it being probable, that a coast incessantly sur-
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Tuunded by ice fields, which have lain there from time

iiii memorial, and increase every year, as is ascertained by

the whale-fishers, who go to Spitzbergen, will be now
much colder tiian it was some centuries ago, when the

sea was still open for sailing from Iceland and Norway,

and free from floating ice during the whole summer.
The colonies and settlements existing at this time on

the whole coast of West Greenland, in a line from south to

north-west, are,

1. JVennorCctik, or Bear island, lying on the east of tlie

promontory of Cape Farewell. The Grcenlanders, who
live on the remotest places in the south, come there, if

the floating ice permits it, with their articles of trade, such

as the skins of the blue and white fox, and of the wliite

bear. The island is only inhabited by one Greenlandisli

fairiily.

2. Lichtenau, the most southern establishment of the

Moravian Brethren, lying in the Firth Agluitsok, in the 60°

34' of latitude.

3. Jiitianeshaab, established in the Firth Kakortok, in the
60° 43'. In its vicinity are the ruins of an old Icelandic or

Norwegian church.
4. Fredrikshaab, in the 62° 30', is one of the oldest

colonies, established in 1742.

5. Fiskeriiess, a Danish lodge, in the 63° 20'. Four
leagues from tiiis is,

6. Lkhtenfcls, a settlement of the Moravian Brethren,

founded in the year 1754, on an island called Kikertar-

soeitsiak.

7. Godthaab, in the 64° 5', in Baal's river, the first set-

tlement for the mission and trade, established in the year

1723, by Mr Hans Egede, the first missionary of Green-
land. A dwelling-house of stone was built by him in the

year 1725, the walls of which are three feet in thickness ;

it is 27 feet long, and 16 feet broad. Some hills, at the dis-

tance of one league, separate Godthaab from New Herrn-
hut, the first Moravian settlement in this country. The
governor of South Greenland resides here.

8. J^'ew Herrn /i u t, v/Uich has also a very large dwelling-
house, built oi stone, by the Moravian Brethren.

9. Zukkerto/ijien {Sugar-loaf,) so called from a conical

mountain in the vicinity of the settlement, established in

1755, in 65° 40' North Lat.

10. Ho Is I ein- burg, established in 1770, in 67° 10' North
Lat. the last colony of South Greenland.

1 3. Egedesminde (that is, Memory of Egcde) is establish-

ed in honour of the first missionary, Hans Egede. It lies

in 68° 40' North Lat. on the most southern point of Disko
Hay, generally called on the charts South East Bay, and
Fish Bay, which is one of the most convenient places for

the whale fishery.

12, C/iriscians/iaab ; 13. Cians/iavn ; and, 14. Jakobs-
havn, in 68° 50', are the settlements established round the
continent of Disko Bay.
There are two other colonies, called, 15. Kiokkerhuk,

and, 16. Rittenbenk, situated in 70° N. Lat. on islands in

the Waygat, whiclvis a sound that separates those islands

from Disko island.

17. Omenak, another settlement, established 1768, in

70° North Lat. is situated on an island of the same name
in James's Bay, which, in the English charts, is called

Cornelius Bay. The most northern colony which existed,

was,

18. U/iernavik, on one of the Women Islands, 72° 32'

North Lat. although now abandoned by the settlers, for

want of intercourse with, and support from, the other set-

tlements. It is still inhabited by some Grcenlanders, who
have very little intercourse with the Europeans, and never
venture farther to the north than to the 73d degree.
Vol. X. Part I.

There is another setllemcni, Ciodhavn, on Disko island,

where the governor of North (ireenland resides, and two
other at Krunfirinz island and Hund island, called, on the
charts. Whale Island. The English whale-fishers visit

frecjucntly those places. On the whole coast are five Pro-
testant Lutheran Danish churches, where the gospel is

preached both in Greenlandish and Danish ; there are also
three meeting-houses of the Moravian Brethren. The
Lutheran churches are at Frederikshaab, Godthaab, Hols-
teinsburg, Jakobshavn, and Claushavn. The Moravian
meeting-houses are at Lichtenau, Lichtenfels, and New
Herrnhut. The Moravians have no mission farther to

the north.

Greenland was always considered to be a property of the
King of Denmark, the Danish flag having been hoisted
there so early as in the ISth century. The trade with
the Grcenlanders was several times interrupted, as already
mentioned, the inhabitants wishing to avoid all intercourse
with loreign countries. The religious zeal of the vene-
rable Lutheran clergyman, Hans Egcde, by degrees at-
tached the Greeclanders to the Danes: the uninterrupted
communication with the Grcenlanders made the Danes ac-
quainted with the language of the country ; and as the na-
tives began to feel the want of some European articles, a
commercial intercourse was established. The trade was
always a monopoly, undertaken at first by a company of
merchants, and afterwards conducted on account of the
government. Each settlement is managed by a trader and
his assistant, both of whom are paid by the government.
These officers and their workmen 'are subjected, besides
the Danish law-book, to another regulation of trade, called

Instruction. The general inspection of the trade, and the

administration of the laws, is placed by the king under the

care of two governors, or general inspectors, one of whom
resides at Godthaab in South Greenland, the other at God-
havn (Good Harbour) on Disko island. Their power is

very extensive, but is restricted to the settlements ; the

natives being without laws, except such individuals as are

in the pay of the Danish government. The trade and the

navigation to the colonies is governed by the royal direc-

tion of the Greenland trade at Copenhagen. The Danish
missionaries, their installations, functions, and residences,

are settled by the royal Danish college for converting the

heathens. The Moravian Brethren there are under the

immediate direction of the Unitas Fratrum of Herrnhut in

Germany.
The exports from Greenland are, feathers and eider-

down, horns of the sea-unicorns {Monodon Monoceros,)

skins of seals, of the blue and white foxes, white bears,

white hares, and rein-deers, whale-bone and blubber, or oil

of every kind.

The imports directly from Copenhagen to Greenland
are, guns, powder and shot, all kinds of iron-niongery, par-

ticularly knives, files, axes, needles, nails, arrow-heads, li-

nen and hosiery ; articles of luxury for the women, such
as cottons, ribbons, gloves, looking-glasses, snuff-boxes ;

tobacco is an article in great demand everywhere. They
are also anxious to obtain rye-bread, barley, tea, coffee,

beer, and brandy. The latter article, however, is strictly

prohibited from being sold, or even given to any Green-
lander. Every spring, in the beginning of May, five or

six vessels go out from Cof^nhagen to Greenland with the

articles of trade for the natives, and the necessaries and
comforts of life fur the Europeans. The cargoes of these

vessels may be calculated at 65,000 rix-dollars (13,000/.

sterling.) The value of the productions carried to Copen-

hagen may amount, on an average, to 85,000 rixdoUars

(17,000/. sterling.) But the communication between

Greenland and Copenhagen was entirely suspended for

M
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five years, in consctiiiciicc of tliC war between Great Bii-

tain and Deninaik. Tlie buildings and stores of Ihc Green-

land company have sutTered very iiiucli, from not having

been repaired, in consequence of the want of timber and

other materials ; and it is now supposed that the establisli-

ments will be reduced to a smaller scale.

The natives inhabiling the western coast of Greenland,

from the 59th degree to the highest north, belong to the

Mongolic race of mankind. They are called Skraellingar

by the old Icelanders and Norwegians, on account of their

little stature ; but they call thcnistlves, in their own lan-

guage, Innuit, that is, men or human beings, in opposition

to other creatures, and this not from presumption. They

are called Esquimaux, or Eskimos, by some authors. They
speak the same language as the inhabitants of Labrador

and part of Hudson's Bay, and tliieir mode of living is

very similar. They are probably spread over Bchring's

Strait, and part of Nootka and William's Sound, as it ap-

pears from the maps of the late Captain Cook, where some
islands are marked with names used by the Greenlandcrs

in Davis Strait. They resemble one anotjier in their sta-

ture, their complexion, and their customs. Living under

a rigorous climate, which presents very fenv productions,

the size of their bodies is reduced by the nature and

scarcity of their food, and the extreme cold. Although

the stature of the Greenlanders is in general below the

common standard, their persons are not pioportionably

slender, being usually pretty plump, but very seldom mus-
cular. Their lace is large and broad, the nose not very

flat, but small and short ; the nostrils somewhat wide, the

cheek bones high, the cheeks round and plump. The face

frequently appears fallen in quite across between the tem-

ples. The forehead is low, the eyes little and black, dull

and drooping, but having the power to distinguish accu-

rately at a very great distance. The eyelids are drawn
towards the temple; the' mouth is generally little, and

round; the teeth very regular, and beautifully white ; the

lips thick, and tuined outwards ; the under lip somewhat
thicker than the upper. The beards and eyebrows are thin,

but they have abundance of hair on their head, which is

black, long, coarse, and straight. Their necks are short,

their legs thin, but their feet and hands are small and very

well formed ; their heads are uncommonly large. The
shape of the women is very similar to that of the men,
and they resemble them so nca; ly, that oiie cannot at first

distinguish the sexes, their dresses being nearly the same.
The appearance of the women is by no means feminine

;

thev have high breasts and broad shoulders, being accus-

tomed, when very young, to labour hard, and carry great

burdens. The Greenlanders are of a yellowish grey co-

lour, which approaches somewhat to olive green ; but this

may be attributed not otdy to the climate, but to their dirty

habits, and to the great quantity of smoke and soot which
their houses contain ; for their children are born as white

as any European child.

The oily nature of their food contributes probably some-
what to deepen their colour ; their blood becoming so dark,

dense, v/arm, and oily, that their skin has the smell of oil,

and their bands and feet are as clammy as bacon. Their
bodies being very fleshy and fat, and coated as it were with
a varnish of oil and dirt, they can bear the cold better than
an European. They sit comi^nly naked in their houses

;

aad the effluvia from their bodies is such, that an Europe-
an who sits by them can scarcely endure it. Their chil-

dren are in general very healthy ; and one rarely sees
among them a human being mis-shapen from its birth. They
consider themselves to be very well educated and informed

;

and when they meet together, nothing is so customary
among them as to ridicule the Euro|)eans and their manners.
The women, in particular, understand that sort of humour

extremely well. They use a mode of very expressive
mimicry, consisting of certain grimaces, by means of which
they can make themselves understood from one corner of
the house to the other; and a European coming to their

country will instantly be characterised by a nickname, ex-
pressive of his manners, or behaviour, or personal defects.

They reckon themselves the most modest people in the
world : and seeing a modest foreigner, they say, innuck-
nisimavoki or innwigor/iok, that is, ' he is a's modest as a
Greenlander." AlthouglMhere may be some presumption
in this, yet it cannot be denied, that they are modest,
friendly, and not litigious : generally compliant ; but, when
exasperated, they are so desperate, that no danger deters

them from their revenge. Although very ignorant, they

are by no means stupid. They learn easily to read and to

write their language, not only the children, but also men
advanced to twenty and thirty years of age. Some of them,
besides their maternal tongue, speak Danish' very well,

and they have a great inclination to mechanics. As their

supply of food is but precarious, their patience in hunger
is astonishing. Their strength, in proportion to the siz6

of their bodies, is not less wonderful. Pinched with hun-
ger for some days, the man is nevertheless able to row out.

and to manage his kajak in the most boisterous sea.

Their manner of clothing is quite correspondent to the

climate. Men, women, and children, from the time they

are three years old, are cloathed neurly in the same man-
ner. Their ordinary dress is a sort of close frock, or ra-

ther robe, which reaches to the knees. It has at the upper
part a round hole, sufficient to put the head through, and
not large enough to admit the cold. The sleeves are rather

wide on the shoulders, becoming narrower as they reach

the wrists. A hood similar in shape to the cowl used by
monks, is attached to the back of the frock. This is drawn
over the head in winter or bad weather. In warm weather

they generally walk bareheaded. Some of them now use

the round hats of the Europeans. Their breeches are

nearly like those of Europeans. Their stockings are in

summer of sealskin, in winter of dog or rein-deer skin ;

and those of the women are of fowl-skin. Their boots

are made in a very neat and ingenious manner ; sometimes
of seal skin, sometimes of rein-deer skin. The frocks are

also made of seal or rein-deer skin. At the seams, where
the different skins are sewed together, they are usually

adorned with narrow thongs of differeut skin, sometimes
coloured red ; they are worn with the hairy side outwards.

In cold weather they use under the frock a shirt made of

fowl-skin, of the Mca pica^ or Anas mollissima or Pelicanus

carbo.

When at sea in their small canoes (called kajak), they

use a sort of frock impenetrable to water, witn the hair

taken away, called Erysak. The bottom part is fastened

round a ring or hoop made of bone; and this hoop is join-

ed to the hole in which the Greenlander sits, so that no
water can penetrate it. They have also another frock

made very ingeniously from the intestines of whales, dol-

phins, or seals, prepared with such skill as to resemble,

in a great measure, our goldbeater's leaf. The clothes

of the women differ very little from those of the men.
The sleeves are very high and wide on the shoulder, and
reach only to the elbow. They are cut out downwards
from the top of the thigh, and form a long tongue-formed

flap both behind and before, the end of which reaches to

the knee. It is very carefully sewed, and bordered round
the body with narrow thongs of white or coloured leather,

sometimes of red cloth. They wear breeches, with very

short drawers underneath. Their common boots are made
oi black or brown seal-skin, their dress boots of white or
red coloured seal-skin, reaching over the knees. Shoes
are rarely used either by the men or women.
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Tliey live in winter in liouses, and in summer in tents.

When the summer is over, whicli is generally at the end

of August, the women belonging to the fiimily or to llic

house arc very busy in repairing an old or in building a

new house. It is done in a very few days ; and this la-

bour resembles the liveliness of an ant-hill. Some carry

stones, others bring sod ; several turf, timber, shrubs, or

earth. The walls are made of water-worn stones, put to-

gether with turf or sod instead of mortar ; and the roof

is formed of pieces of floating timber. It is flat, and is

covered with shrubs, turf or sod, and earth. The stones

are taken from the shores, as they never build a house at

a greater distance from the sea than 20 or 30 paces ; the

limbefs are picked up from the sea during the summer.
Their houses are sometimes regular, sometimes oblong

squares; being from 12 to 18 feet in length, and from 10

to 12 feet in breadth. The height' is generally six feet.

The walls are at their base two feet, and on the top one

foot thick. The entrance is usually under the earth, two
feet high, two feet broad, and from 12 to 15 feet long. It

is in the centre of the house, and generally faces the south.

The house has no door, and one must always creep in on

hatids and feet. Above the entrance is one, and sometimes
two windows, which are made of the intestines of whales,

or dolphins, or seals, sewed together. The house con-

sists of only one room, at the back of which there is a

kind of stage, raised from one foot to one and a half from
the ground, and extending the whole length of the house.

It is covered with seal-skin, and is used as bench, chair,

table, and bed-stead. Being divided in the front by per-

pendicular standing timbers, it has the appearance of low
cow-sheds or stables, separated by skins. Each family

occupies such a division. They sit on this bench the whole
day, the men with their legs hanging down, the women
generally cross-legged. Each family has at least one
burning lamp, made by the Greenlanders themselves of

pot-stone. All round the margin of the vessel oiled moss
is placed, which serves instead of a wick ; and the ves-

sel contains about a quart of oil. The lamj) serves them
as candle, chimney, and cooking fire ; and is attended by
the women. On the roof of the house, over the lamps,

are racks for the purpose of drjdng clothes, boots, gloves.

Sec. The extremities of the ^rge bench on both sides of

the house arc considered to ke the best places, being most
removed from the entrance, and therefore given to the

first women of the house, or to travellers of distinction.

A narrow bench runs along on both sides, and under the

windows of the house ; and in this place strangers of less

consideration sit and sleep. The houses are very well

heated, and the heat is increased by the uncommon eva-

poration of the natives. A European is obliged to go out

occasionally, to get fresh air. The interior of their houses

looks very well at the beginning of the winter, as long as

any degree of order exists in them. But this is over in a

very short time ; and even this irregularity and confusion

is exceeded by their nastincss and stench. They not only

keep a number of dead seals, fowls, kc. in their warm
houses, but they also gut them there. This, together

with the bones, and rotten or half eaten fragments of

boiled and raw flesh, occasions several heaps of filth,

which are never removed, till, fiom their bulk, it becomes
troublesome to pass over them. Every thing about the

house smells of ui'in oil and smoke ; and every part of it

is as filthy as can be imagined. It is revolting to Europe-
ans to see their dirty hands and faces, almost always drip-

ping oil ; their meat dressed and eaten in such a disgust-

ing manner ; and their nasty clothes, literally alive with

vermin. They are also very dirty in cooking tlieir meat

;

they seldom wash a vessel ; the colour and the odour of the

last dish must remove that of a former one. They lay

their boiled meat in wooden dishes of fir wood, made by
themselves, which arc never cleaned ; and first drink the

soup, or cat it witii spoons made_of bones or v/ood. Their
undressed meat lies on the bare ground, or on an old seal-

skin. They have no determined time for dinner or sup-
per ; but when the men of the Itouse retura with the game,
which generally happens in the evening, part of the day's

spoil is immediately boiled, and all the people who live in

the neighbourhood are invited.

The men get their meal first, sitting upon the ground,
round a large wooden dish, and taking the meat with their

fingers. When this is over, the women.begin in the same
stile, but at the opposite end of the house. If there be a

European guest, or any other stranger, the woman of the

house takes a piece from the kettle, licks it clean from
blood and scum, and presents it to him with her own hands.

It would be considered a high degree of impoliteness to

decline it.

Their time of removing from their houses to their tents

is not exactly fixed. It takes place generally at the eiid of
April, or in the middle of May, as the snow melts sooner
or later; and it frequently happens that part of the badly

supported roof of the house gives way and falls down, an
accident which forces them to remove to the summer
place. The tents are larger and smaller, in proportion to

the size of the family and its fortune, but rarely exceeding
the length of 12 feet, and the breadth of 10 feet. A wall

one foot high is first made 'of stones and sods, on which
they rest the poles, which form an acute angled triangle

with the ground. The poles are then covered with seal-

skin ; and a curtain is placed before the entrance, made
from the intestines of tlie whale, dolphin, or seal. The
bed-places are similar to those in their houses. Tiie tents

are, like the houses, near the shore, as the sea supplies

them with all their wants, and tlie seal provides them with

all the necessaries of life. The instruments to procure

their food are very simple, but they are admirably adapted

to their purpose. The principal of them is the harpoon,

called erneineki and iinnercck-. which is the largest of them
all, being two yards and a lialf in length. The second is

the lance, callnd angoviak ; the third a smaller lance, is

called kafifiut : these three are generally used for seal-

game, tlie first to attack, the two others to kiii the animal.

The first was also formerly used to attack the whale; but

now the Greenlanders do it in iheEuropean manner, with

large harpoons. A fourth instrument, called aWi^o/t, is a

kind of javelin with a head of iron, barbed, to priveni its

becoming disengaged from the animal. It is generally

used when they pursue their game in company. For

catching birds, they use the nugit, or fowling-pike, headed

with iron like the last, and furnished, towards the middle

of the shaft, with three notched forks made of bone, that

one of these may reach the bird, if he escapes the apex,

which is of iron. For land-game they formerly used the

common Indian bow, with its arrows made of fir, and stif-

fened with sinews of animals, with a string likewise made of

sinews ; but the use of it was nearly abolished on their being

provided with guns by the Europeans: although they were

obliged, during the time of the late war, to resort to their

old method of shooting, which succeeded very badly, from

the want of that dexterity which they formerly possessed.

The Greenlanders being a very pacific people, none of the

dreadful instruments of war used by other Indians are

found among them. They use for fishing the same appa-

ratus as other nations, the lines being generally made of

very thinly shaved thongs of whalebone.

Their canoes are of two different sorts; the one large

and open, the other small and covered. The framing of
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both consists of slcndev pieces of wood, covered on tlic

outside with' skins of seal sewed tos^ellier. The wooden

fianiini? is joined l)y thongs, cut from seal-skins, or by

thinly shaved whalebone. Tliis manner of putting them

together, gives to the canoes so great a degree of flexibi-

lity, or rather elasticity, that they very seldom can go to

pieces even in the most boisterous sea. The large canoe,

called umiak, or the canoe for women, is generally twen-

ty-four or thirty feet long, four or five feet wide, and two

or three feet deep, terminating acutely at both ends. The
bottom is flat. It is used in summer to transport the

whole family, and its utensils and tent, from one place to

another; and is in the evening always taken up on land, in

order to be dried, repaired, and varnished on the outside

with old thick rancid oil, called Minnek, to prevent the

water from penetrating the seams.

The other small canoe is called kajak, and is only used

by the men ; it is sharp at both ends, and its entire sliape

and appearance is not unlike a weaver's shuttle. It is from

four to five yards in length from one extremity to the

other, about a foot and a half wide in the middle, and

scarcely one foot in depth. In its centre is a round hole,

with a prominent ring of bone or wood, in which the man
seats himself, and fastens the under part of his frock

round that ring, forming thus one body with his canoe.

Upon his kajak he has his instruments, striking the sea al-

ternately on both sides with a paddle called paulik, four

fingers broad at each end. He can row in a very boiste-

rous sea, and if overturned by the billows, he is able to

raise himself again. All their sea game is procured in

these small boats. The boy is employed by his father in

his earliest age, that is, in his sixth or seventh year, to

prepare himself to perform the business of a man. The
first sea-fowl caught by a boy gives occasion to a great

festival, and dinner of the family, for the purpose of doing

homage to the rising master of the house. Another kind

of sea-amusement, or rather ice-amusement, is used in

winter, in the north of Greenland, from the 70th degree to

the highest northern latitude, by means of sledges drawn
by 6 to 12 dogs. The Greenlanders drive them over the

frozen sea, a distance of 50 and sometimes more miles

from the lands, to the rifts and clifts of the ice, and catch

there the dolphins, sea-unicorns, and seals, which come
there in great numbers to take air. The spoil is carried

home by the assistance of the sledges. The velocity of
the dogs is astonishing; they may be driven 100 miles in

9 or 10 hours.

The men take no charge of any of the domestic opera-
tions. The women must make clothes, boots, canoes, and
tents, dress leather, clean and dry clothes and boots, gut
and dismember the spoil, cook the meat, cut the pot-stone-

lamps, prepare oil and wicks, and build houses and tents.

The girls are employed to this business from the lime
they are twelve years old. The boys are, from their first

childhood, regarded as the future masters of the house.
The Greenlanders never strike their children, who are
very untractable until their sixth and seventh year ; after-

wards they follow their parents very willingly, and shew
with their increasing age a still more respectful behaviour
towards them.
The men seldom marry before the twentieth year of their

age ; and the women in their seventeenth or eighteenth year.
The bridegroom never concerns himself about marriage-
dowry ; he is well satisfied if his bride understands house-
wilery ; that is, all the business which we have already
mentioned as belonging to the female. The parents never
interfere, but they always wish that their son-in-law should
be a good hunter; and on the other hand, that the wife
should understand housewifery. The girl always makes
great difliculties, runs to the mountains, or cncs firo forma,

and the bridegroom generally lakes her by force from the
house of her parents, and puts her, supported by some
old women, in bis umiak, which is lying on shore. He
brings her to his house, and they are considered as mar-
ried. They never marry their relations. Polygamy is

not very common among the unconverted, and is strongly
prohibited among the baptized. It occurs, however,
though very rarely, that a heathen has three or four wives.

The most respected of them is she who is so fortunate as

to have boys. They are not very prolific, the number of
children seldom exceeding live or six. If a wife has no
children, she herself often requests the man to take a se-

cond wife, it being thought ignominious among them not

to have a family. The second and tliird wife is always in-

ferior in rank to the first. Their marriages are not indis-

soluble ; the man sometimes puts his wife away, and the

wile also occasionally elopes, and generally retires to her
parents, if she is not satisfied with the man, or with his

conduct. The women bring forth their children very easi-

ly, and perform their usual business in the house to the
last moment, and go out again the day after the delivery;
they are assisted in the delivery by some old women, as
many as tiiere are in the neighbourhood ; they rarely

bring forth a child before the proper tirne ; the bwth of a

child is always followed by a dinner. As the people are
not very prolific, the coast is very thinly inhabited ; the

population of which was stated to have been about 20,000
souls, on the arrival of the first missionary, Mr Hans
Egede. The small-pox, carried hither from Europe in

the year 1733, swept away more than 3000 souls. Other
diseases diminished the number of the natives from time
to time very much, which, according to the latest accounts
given by the governors and missionaries, does not surpass
the number of 7000 on the whole coast, from the 60° to

the 73° of Latitude. Venereal diseases are unknown. It

is a curious circumstance, that the fruitfulness of the na-

tive women increases, when they are married to Euro-
peans. This is still perceptible at this day in Greenland-
ish families, mixed with Europeans at the time of the

first mission (1721), the European features being still

visible.

The Greenlanders are \;ery sociable; although they do
not live in towns or villages, ^ley like to visit and to be visit-

ed. A man or woman neveij pays a visit to a person re-

siding at a distance, without making some present at the

house she visits, either a skin or fowl, or some sinew.

They are very fond of making bargains, and often part

with their most useful utensils in exchange for trifles, par-

ticularly to satisfy the capricious frivolity of their wives.

No one desires to usurp any authority over another, to

make regulations for him, or to call him to account for his

actions; for, as they have no riches, one individual sup-
ports another ; the helpless finds refuge in the house of
the more fortunate, without being related to him, and each
Greenlander has his landed property where he resides.

Tliey may therefore change their residences as often as

they like. Whatever the sea drives on shore, particularly

floating timber, is the property of him who has taken it

up, and brought it on shore. Notwithstanding, however,
their honesty towards each other, they are not scrupulous
in stealing from Europeans.

It is very singlar, that the heathens inhabiting this coun-
try, have no worship. It was believed by some naviga-

tors, who saw the Greenlanders observing the rising sun
in the morning, that this people worsliipped the sun.

They were confirmed in their opinion by the squares of
stones, which they saw erected for the purpose of their/

tents, and supposed that they were places of worship ; but
they have no religion at all, although they are not without
some notion of a Divine Being, and of a future slate.
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Tliey frequently speak ol' a supreme Hciiif;;, called I)y

»licm Toniarsuk, a compouncl of bad and good, prol)ably a

eninant of the religion of the old Norwegians. He is the

oracle of the Angekut, or Greenlandish philosophers, (if

this word may be so improperly used,) who are alone ad-

jniUed to have intercourse with that great spirit. Besides

Tornarsuk, they speak of many inferior beings or spirits

residing in every corner of tiieir country. Each Green-

lander may become an angekok or sorcerer, if he will sub-

mit to certain trials and ceremonies ; but the angekok
never enjoys any peculiar veneration from the Greenland-

ers. He profits by the superstitious credulity of his

countrymen, pretending to cure the sick with magic art,

and presenting amulets of seals, rein-deers, Sec. as a pre-

servative to those in health. The angekut have their pe-

culiar kind of language, a kirendum or jargon, understood

only by themselves.

The Greenland language might with more propriety be

called the language of the Esquimaux, as it is spoken by

the Esquimaux in Labrador, on the shores of Hudson's
Bay, and in various other places of that coast, the Green-
landers being only part of that nation. It probably also

extends to Behring's Strait, Nootka Sound, and William's
Sound, and has no afTinity to any of the other north Indian

languages, as far as they are known. There is but little

variatio'n in the dialect on the coast of Greenland, but in

the south it is spoken in a more singing tone. The letters

b, d,g, A, /, V, are never used in the beginning of a word
;

the letters c,/, q, x, and z, are not used in their language.

It abounds with double consonants, particularly k, and r,

and is very guttural. The language is made extremely
difficult, in consequence of the great number of polysylla-

bles, by the use of which a whole sentence is put together

in an elliptical manner. Tliey have very few adjectives,

and use the participles of the verb to supply their place.

In the language arc a great number of affixa verbalia, by
the use of which an astonishing variety is produced in the

signification of their verbs. Thus from the radical verb,

innuvo/c, "he lives, is a man," is derived innugik-/io/c,^''he

is a handsome man ;'* innitrdluktiok, " he is a mis-shapen
man;" innulculu/cfio/c,^'' he is an unfortunate man ;" innuk-

sior/iok, '' he is a good man ;" innuk/iiluk/ibk, " he is a bad
man;" innuksisimavok, "he is a inan as a Greenlander,

(a modest man ;") innungorjwk, " he begins to be a Green-
lander." The third person sing-ularis /trasentis is its radix.

Every verb has its correspondmg negative, formed by the

addition ngilak to the radix, thus : pekkarpok., " he has,"

pekkangilak, " he has not." Each flexible word has its dual,

ending with the letter /t; the plural ends with t; thus,

?!una, "land, country;" jnznar/t," two countries;" nuniee,

"countries." The articles, pronouns, and prepositions,

are formed by suffixes, changing the termination of the

noun thus : nalegak, " master, lord ; nalegaina, " my lord ;"

arnak, "mother;" arnamtu, "to the mother." A great

number of augmentatives and diminutives are also form-

ed, by varying and adding to the termination ; and this cir-

cumstance contributes to make the language agreeable and

expressive. Thus, kikertak, " island ;" kikertangoak, " a

small island ;" kikertarsoak, " a large island ;" kikertcitsiak,

"a fine island;" kcrtarsoeitsiak, "a large fine island."

Their numerals are limited to five. They express num-
bers froin six to twenty, with the help of addition. Thus;
five and one, five and two : twenty is expressed by innuk,

man; that is, 10 fingers and 10 toes; numbers exceeding
20 are generally called innumerable.
They have no traditions from their ancestors, except an

incongruous account of their battles with the old Norwe-
gians; the history of the Greenlanders is therefore buried

in impenetrable darkness. They have no chronology, no

one can tell his age ; but they arc well acquainted with
the north star. The angekut call the ursa minor aseliut

in the south, antl kuttak in north Greenland, the ursa major
titkto, or rein-detr. They divide the day according to the
tide, and reckon their years by winters. The distance of
32 miles, from one place to another, is called one day's
voyage, (made with a canoe.) The diiTcrent seasons are
marked by the migration of birds, fishes, and other animals
which regularly visit their coast.

The angekut are somewhat acquainted with physics,
particularly meteorology ; they observe the weather with
great attention, and from the state of the atmosphere they
make very accurate conclusions respecting its changes,
even at a distance of tliree or four days ; and as the natives
procure their food from the sea, this habit is of great import-
ance to them. The angekut are also the physicians of
their countrymen, and prescribe generally a certain diet,

as most of the diseases result from their very irregular
mode of living. If diet is ineffectual, amulets are applied,

presented in bones of diflferent animals, particularly of rein-

deers and seals. The most common diseases are eruptions
of the skin ; one is a sort of small pimple, which in a very
short time covers the whole body ; the best remedy is to

drink a decoction of ledum groenlandicum. The other is a
kind of leprosy, which infects their whole body with can-

cerous boils and scurf. Those who are afflicted with it,

are abandoned by their relations, and die in the greatest

misery. The smallpox and measles were formerly un-
known to them, but were conveyed from time to time by
European vessels to these poor people, and committed
dreadful devastations. These diseases are mortal to the

Greenlanders, their skins being so dirty and oily as to pre-

vent the eruption. In the year 1733, the first year of the

mission, 3000 people died of the smallpox. But vaccina-

tion is now employed by the Danish government with great

success. All the other diseases which arise, where the

air is condensed by cold, and perspiration is obstructed,

are very common in Greenland. A wounded or fractured

limb is cured very quickly by themselves, but they have

no remedies for internal diseases, such as consumption,

blood-spitting, pleurisy and diarrhrea. Scurvy is not very

common amongst them, as they do not use salt meat or

fish. The want of food, to which they frequently are ex-

posed in winter, produces very serious complaints, which

are particularly perceptible in the following spring. It

frequently happens in winter, when the frozen sea refuses

the necessary supply to the wretched family, when the

last thong of leather is swallowed up, and when there is no

longer oil to burn in their lamps, that the hunter returns

with an animal, and some of these poor creatures devour
the raw or half-boiled meat, and falling victims to the in-

dulgence of their appetite, instantly die of indigestion.

Tliey Ijuiy their dead generally on a small hill, in a sit-

ting posture, dressed in their best clothes, and covered with

seal-skin. The land being a mass of rocks, the inhabit-

ants are obliged to build graves of stone, which are co-

vered with plates of mica slate, or clay slate, to prevent

carnivorous animals from destroying the bodies. Their

kajaks (canoes), instruments, and utensils, are placed by

the side of the grave. They return from the burial-place

to the house of the deceased, to continue the lamentation,

which consists of a dreadful monotonous howling, support-

ed by all the attendants, who sit with their faces turned to

the ground. When this is over, some refreshment is

taken, and each returns to his own house.

The whole coast of Greenland, receiving the beams of

the sun in a very oblique direction, is deprived of that ge-

neral comfort which other parts of the earth enjoy. The
soil being shallow, is frozen during the greater pan of
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the year ; and the ice having taken possession of all the

vallies of this ban-en and rocky land, the winds which

blow over these are, even in summer, extremely cold. Tlie

prevailing winds are those from the east and north-east, north-

west and nortii. The cold which the nortli-ea.stern wind brings

ill winter is almost insupportable ; and the tliermometer is

^•ery often at—35° or 36° of Reaumur (—48° of Fahrenheit^

The winds which blow directly from the sea (Davis Strait),

are moist and generally attended with rains, in winter with

snow and slcct ; and are more boisterous in spring and au-

tumn than in other seasons. Winds reflected from the moun-

tains, and striking through the vallies with great violence,

are extremely dangerous to vessels sailing near the coast.

Strong stormy winds from the W. or S.W. always break the

sea-ice even in the middle of winter. The cold sets in with

the month of January, accompanied with but little snow,

which generally falls either before or after that time. More
snow falls in the soulh than in the north. The sea does

not freeze before the beginning of January, forming thus

on its surface clammy spherical concretions, which in-

crease rapidly, and as they join together, present a crust of

the thickness of an inch in a very few hours. This coagu-

lation only takes place when the sea is calm. Previous to

that operation of nature, the sea smokes, like burning turf-

land ; and a fog or mist arises, called frost-smoke. This

cutting mist frequently raises blisters on the face and hands,

and is very pernicious to the health. It appears to con-

sist of small particles of ice, and produces the sensation of

needles pricking the skin. The same icy particles carri-

ed up by the wind, cause probably another phenomenon
which is frequently seen in winter round the moon, a ring

of light, or halo, called by the Greenlanders Illiiparosek ;

this ring appears at a great distance from the moon, and has

a fine pearly lustre. It is seen at a time when the horizon

is quite clear, and every star may be distinguished. Mock
suns are also very frequently seen in this country, but only

in winter. In January 1809, six were observed at the same
time, all of a pale yellow colour. The remotest was paler

than the others.—See Halo.
Of all the phenomena peculiar to this country, the au-

rora borcalis is the most beautiful. It streams here with
peculiar lustre, and with a variety of colours, which hav-

ing great brilliancy, sometimes rJart their sportive fire, and
fill the whole horizon with the most beautiful tints of the

rainbow. They are very rarely oljservecl in the north of
the horizon, commonly in the east and in the zcuith. They
appear sometimes to stand very low, and then they are

much agitated, and a crashing and crackling sound is heard
like that of an electric spark, or of the falling hail. They
are more frequent and more powerful from the 60th to the

67th degree than in higher latitudes. The Greenlanders
believe, that they are the souls of the deceased fighting

together in the air.

Another very curious optical phenomenon presents itself,

partly in clear, partly in thin foggy weather. The islands

lying at a distance from the continent appear to approach
to the spectator, and to increase in size. They form to

the eye various and peculiar groups, very different from
their proper shape. At other moments they appear to

hang in the air. If this phenomenon appears with respect

to the islands which lie in the south, southerly winds will

follow; if the object be in the west, westerly winds may
be expected. The winds decrease generally after sun-
set.

Fire-balls are rarely seen in this country, although one
was observed in the year 1808, taking a direction from
north-west to south-east. The comet of 1807 was first oli-

servcd on the 4th of October, in the north-west ; and that

of 1811 on the 4lh of September, in the north, and disap-

peared the 14th January. Thunder is very seldom hearO,

but sometimes flashes of lightning ate seen. The air is

extremely pure and light; the rains arc not of long cori-

tinuance ; and the heat, particularly in the inlets, is asto-

nishing, being caused principally by the reflection of the

solar beams fropi the mountains. The saline particles of

the sea-water are frequently found crystallised on the

shores. In the month ol July, the thermometer of Reau-
mur rises in the shade to 24 degrees, (86° of Fahrenheit).

The moskitos [culex /lifiiens) are at that time as painful

and troublesome as in a southern climate.

The ice, which embarrasses the polar regions, and dis-

turbs the navigation, is of different kinds, some of it beinj^

of fresh water, some of salt water. The fonner is clear,

very hard, brittle, having an appearance entirely glassy,

and presenting sometimes colours of the finest pale eme-

.

raid green, or the brightest sky-blue ; when cut in pieces,

the fragments are as sharp edged as those of rock crystal.

The ice of salt water has the appearance of frozen snow,

is greyish white, not transparent, and has generally a clam-

my coherency ; when very thin, it is flexilile to a certain

degree, under the step of a man. It coagulates in small
spheroidal particles ; whereas that of fresh water f)resents

rather acicular and prismatic forms. The fresh-water ice

forms tremendous masses and mountains of different mag-
nitudes, and wonderful shapes, sometimes rising more than

500 feet over the surface of the water. The salt ice oc-

curs always in flakes, called by the mariners ice fields,

sometimesof many thousand fathoms in length and breadth,

divided by fissures, but following close to each other.

These flakes of driving ice are not found so large in Davis
Straits, as between the east coast of Greenland and Spitz-

bergen. The surface of the salt ice is generally covered
with a crystalline crust, deposited bv hoar frost or snow ;

it has a mealy or sandy surface, and becomes brackish by
the tides. The salt ice never forms large mountains. On
the shores, however, where the sea freezes, the mass be-

comes enlarged by the effect of the tides, and by stormy
weather, which breaks the ice, and heaps it up.

Ice mountains are formed, during a series of years, in

the inlets and bays, in valleys, or on precipitous rocks reach-

ing to the sea. As tliey melt in summer at the base,

where they are in contact with the rock, they get rift ; and
at last, losing their points of support, they plunge into the

sea with a thundering noise ; an awful and imposing spec-

tacle, which may be seen in the Ice Bay, near Disko isl-

and, particularly at the time of the tides. These moun-
tains very often enclose vegetable substances, earth, and
stones; and are sometimes so large as to reach to the bot-

tom of the sea, a depth of more than 300 fathoms, until

they lose somewhat of their mass, and roll over. Immense.
masses of ice are driven out from the Ice Bay in the tides,

at the time of high water, covering the sea of Disko Bay,
to a distance of many miles.

The driving ice which comes from Spitzbergen, is gene-
rally seen at Cape Farewell in the month of May, setting

over to the eastern coast of Davis Straits; but it returns
again with south-west and west winds, filling all the bays _
and inlets of the south of Greenland, and is again thrown ; I
out from the land by the easterly winds. This ice is al- "
ways followed by impenetrable fogs; acircumstancej which
makes it much more dangerous to navigators. The spe-
cific gravity of the ice depends upon its density or porosi-

The floating timber, mostly pine, which comes with the
ice round Cape Farewell, affords great relief both to the
poor Greenlanders and the European settlers. It furnishes
materials to the natives to roof their houses, to support
their tents, to strengthen their canoes, to shaft their insiru-
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iTieiits, and to prepare tlicir utensils. It supplies the

Europeans willi building- materials and fuel. It is very

difficult to say from what country these timbers come

;

undoubtedly Ironi a very remote land, waslied away from
shores covered with forests. The timber is always much
injured, generally without baik or roots, and great part of

it is worm-eaten by the Pholas teredo, {^Teredo navalis,

Lin.) It is mostly found in the small bays of those islands

which arc nearest to tlie open sea.

The continent of Greenland is surrounded by many. thou-

sand is.ands of diflferent sizes, upon which the Greenlan-
ders generally reside, on account of their good situation

for sea-game. The continent of Greenland itself is inter-

sected by innumerable bays, inlets, and firths, many of them
100 miles in length. Their direction is generally from
south-west to north-east; and some reach as far as the
tremendous glacier which covers uninterruptedly the mid-
dle of the continent, and separates the east coast from the

west. The connection of these firths with the large conti-

nental ice causes the numerous ice-mountains which plunge
down in the summer, and are driven by the currents into

the c|)cn sea. The most remarkable of the firths are,

1. Tunitglia}-bik, and 2. Ikareseksoaky both in the 60th degree
of latitude; these reach to ihi glacier, and are generally
full ul floating ice. 3. SermiUarsuk, the same firth or bay
wiiich is marked on the ch^^ns with the name Forbisheror
Fronisher Strait, but falsely, as this bay extends to the

great continental glacier, which surrounds it. 4. Baal's
River, one of the largest filths, is divided into several
branches by large islands. 5 A^'erusutok, remarkable for

its violent currents. 6. Sermilik oi Iccjiord, a firth, which
presents the largest ice mountains on the whole coast. It

is supposed to have been formerly a sound, which divided

the continent, but is now shut up by ice. 7. 0?>ienaks Bay,
called St. James Bay and Cornelius Bay on the English
and Dutch charts, which.is the most extensive firth on the
whole coast, and contains more than twenty islands. It is

situated in the 71° of latitude, and in all its different branch-
es is connected with the large glacier. 8. Kangerdtuarsur-
soak, in Baffin's Bay, called Horn's Sound on the charts,

in the "4° of latitude, is likewise a most dreadful firth, on
account of its monstrous masses of ice. In the months of
May and June, the Greenlanders visit the firths, to provide
themselves with a kind of small fish, the salmo arcticus,

Fabricii, (cliiflea villosa, Mulleri,) wliich visits the firths

in millions at that season. They are dried in the sun on
the rocks, and used instead of bicad. They ore ilic prin-

cipal food of the seal in summer, and followed by them in

great numbers. Seals are also caught here.

The rivers are neither numerous nor large. They can
have but a small supply in that desolate region, where the

valleys are covered with eternal ice, which does not melt
frequently, and then only on the surface. In the rallies

between precipitous mountains, there are occasionally very

large lakes, which have their origin from the melting of

the ice and snow on the mountains, and are confined by the

rocky bottom of the valley. The springs and rivulets

which come from the mountains, rapid as they are in the

spring, generally dry up in summer. The inundation of

these rivers in the spring, makes the soil marshy, and pro-

duces good vegetation on the shores of the filths. The
old Norwegians and Icelanders formerly made all their

settlements in such situations.

What are called springs by the Greenlanders, frequently

consist only of icewater, forcedoutof its accustomed chan-

nels by the power of tiie waterfalls running through the ruins

of destroyed rocks. There are, however, some spring weJls,

one of which is very remarkable, from its rising and falling

with the tide, although it is situated more than 36 feet above

the level of the sea. Its water is not brackish, perhaps
from the circumstance of its being filtered in passing
through a bed of very fine sand. The most interesting
is a warm spring on the island Ounartok, which has a
temperature of 32° of Reaumur (104° Fahrenheit) at all

seasons. It is situated on the south-east of the coast, in

the 60°.

The streams or currents of. the sea have an easterly di-

rection, and are in some places very rapid and dangerous,
particularly during high tides. It is supposed that these
currents arc produced partly by the unevenness of the bot-
tom of the sea, and partly by the numerous islands, which
increase the rapidity of the currents by diminishing their

chatuiels. The obstacles, which rise from the bottom of
the sea, may assist in producing back currents and whirl-
pools. One of the most dangerous whirlpools e.xists at

the mouth of a Firth, (called by the natives Puiosortok,)
in the south-cast of (ireenland.

The water of the sea near the shores, is less salt than that
at some distance from them, the former being always in

contact and communication with the ice-water. The rising of
the sides is very unequal, inconsequence of the number of
islands through which the tide passes. They rise in the
south (from 60° to 64° of N. Lat.) to eleven feet, and de-
crease gradually in the north of Davis Strait (74°,) where
they do not rise more than four and six feet. The highest
flood is the third day after new moon, and the third day
after full moon. The Icefiord, or Sermilik, in Disko
Bay, has flood, but no ebb. Greenland, from its most
southern point to its most northern extremity, consists of
insulated rocky mountains and sharp acuminated cliffs, se-

parated by narrow valleys, which are rendered inaccessible

by the glaciers. These places never enjoy the rays of
the sun, and are mostly intersected by rapid torrents,

which precipitate themselves from the mural cliffs of the

mountains. Ice and snow accumulate here in dreadful

masses, and fill the spaces with increasing devastation.

Even the Greenlanders, so accustomed to the horrors of

nature, call some of these spots places of desolation. The
water, converted into ice, splits the rocks with mighty
force, which are precipitated from the summits with thun-

deiing noise in the summer, threatening death to the wan-
derer. The mountains themselves are covered with a

mourning veil of black lichens, variegated heie and there

with spots of crumbling snow, which, being dissolved by

sun and rain, run in small torrents along the precipice.

The view of the valleys watered by the inlets and firths is

mote agreeable, and presents the entire vegetation of that

deserted country.

The smallislands which surround the continent, are ge-

nerally of a different character, forming small roundish

elevations or hills, the base of which is inhabited by innu-

merable sea fowls, which breed there at the return of

sprii!g. The large islands are similar to the continent, and
consist of barren insurmountable rocks, f.hn XTilleys of
which are fi,lled with eternal ice. Amongst the largest

are particularly remarkable : Isl, Cape Farewell, called

by the Greenlanders Kangekkyadlck, that is, the cape run-

ning towards the west. The entire island, which turns

from west to east and south-east, has the name Sermesok,
or Iceland, its narrow and dreadful valleys being always

covered with ice. It has very little low land, and is there-

fore very seldom visited in summer by the natives. No
family lives there in winter ; but the ruins of old houses

on the west side, shew that it was formerly inhabited. The
most eastern islauids nearest to Sermesok, or Cape Fare-

well, are Omenak and Cungersoak : The latter, is called

Statenhuk by the navigators, and both are uninhabited. In

the east of Kangersoak, or Statenhuk, arc more than 100
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small islands called Kittiksorsoit. The Greenlanders of

the neighbourhood visit these islands in the beginning of

spring, to procure seal game, which is there very plenti-

ful. Tlie large islands, which form the promontory of the

southern coast, extend 1^° from the west to the south, and

are separated from the continent of Greenland by a sound of

five English miles in breadth, called Ikareseksoak, through

which runs a very rapid current. The sound is generally

filled with immense flat masses of floating ice, and innu-

merable ice mountains, which are driven cut from the in-

lets and firths of that continent. Many vessels have been

beset in this floating ice by currents from north-east, and

have been lost on the coast. From this, a series of small

islands border the continent as far as the 61° 2 I', where the

eye is terrified by another island, barren, precipitous, and

of considerable extent. It presents so dreadful a view,

that the older navigators, although accustomed to dangers

and terrors, called it the Cafie of Desolation. This cape,

which reaches far to the open sea of Davis Strait, is al-

ways intrenched by floating ice to a great distance. The
island is called by the natives Xunarsoit, that is, a great

land, and is separated from the continent by a narrow

sound called Torsukatek. It is uninhabited, and even the

Greenlanders but seldotn visit it. There is no island of

importance between this place and the 64°, where Baal's

river falls into the ocean. This river,or rather this firth, is

one of the largest on the whole coast. It extends 64 English

miles to the interior of the continent, and then divides into

two arms, one of which runs towards the north-east, the

other towards the south-east. Both arms are bounded by the

glacier. In this firth are three large islands, Sermitsiak,

Kikertarsoak, and Karosut, the first of which consists of one

large and high mountain, called Saddle by the Danes, from
its saddle-shaped top. It is seen at a distance of thirty

leagues from the coast. Another large island (called Ome-
nak by the Greenlanders, and Kin of Saal, or Zaal, on the

charts) is situated in the 65°, and being easily distinguish-

ed by its conical form, which resembles a sugar-loaf, it

serves as a landmark to navigators. No large island oc-

curs until the 69^ 14', where the Island Diskois situated.

It is the largest on the whole coast, its length from the north

to the south occupying one degree of latitude. It forms (with

the continent) Disko Bay, called Fisli Bay on the charts,

and is separated front Greenland by a narrow strait called

Waygat. It is uninhabited, except by the Danish settle-

ment called Godliavn, which is cstahlishpH in Love Bay, or
Liefde Bay, for the purpose of whale fishing. To thp.

north of Disko is an island, which deserves to be noticed,

called by some navigators Hare, or Hazen Island, by others

Waygat Island ; and in the mouth of Corneliusliay is situ-

atetl another called Unknonun Inland. These places are

visited by the whale fishers in the month of May. All

the islands from the 71° northwards are small, and gene-
rally marked on the charts with the name Vronven, or Wo-
inen Islands. The height of the mountains decreases gra-

dually towards the north.

Mineralogy.—The accumulation of the ice having
rendered the interior of Greenland totally inaccessible, it

can only be examined on different parts of the coast ; and
the promontory Cape Farewell, which is its most southern
point, presents to the eye immense groups of precipitous
mountain masses, insulated, barren and naked, siiarppoint-
cd at the top, greatly decomposed at the surface, and cleft

by the action of the snows and the ice. These rocks are
intersected by narrow valleys, where immense broken and
scattered masses are borne along by irresistible currents,
and carried immediately to the shores, where there is no
low land to intercept their course. The Granite of this

island is fine granular, consisting of pearl white felspar,

greyish black tnica, and very little quartz of an ash grey
colour. The whole rock is very much ironshot, and dis-

integrated. At the fool of the granite rocks occur beds of

common quartz of a milk white colour, (not milk quartz,)

and flesh red felspar, with small crystals of moroxite, (fo-

liated or common apatite.) In another place are found
flesh red felspar, with little quartz, common horn-blende,

magnetic iron-stone, and gadolinite, crystallized in longish

four-sided pyramids. A bed on the east side of this pro-

montory, contains garnets in a fine granular greyish while

rock, very much resembling the rock of Namiesl in Mo-
ravia, called by Werner weiss-stein, (white stone ;) but

the crystals of garnet here are larger, and perfect dodeca-

hedrons. The granite extends from Cape Farewell to the

east and south-east of the coast, viz. over the islands of

Staaten-huck and Kakasoeitsiak, Alluck, and Cape Dis-

cord, to a distance of more than 400 miles. Gneiss and
mica slate lie upon it at Kippingajak, both rocks contain-

ing garnets. Talc slate forms a large bed in itat Akajar-
osanik, along with actynolite, which occurs in large mas-
ses. Near the coast of Akajarosanik, is the small island

called Kakasoeitsiak. It consists of one hill, formed of a

granitic rock, mixed with some horn-blende, slender cry-

stals of zirkon, and the new mineral called Allanitc. (Sec
£din. Trans, vol. vi. p. 371.) The rock here assumes the

character of the Norwegian zirkon-syenite : but its consti-

tuent parts are of a finer grain. All the granitic mountains
of the islands of Staaten-huck and Cape Farewell, are sur-

rounded by numerous very small islands, presenting rouad-

backed or flat conical low hills of primitive syenite. To
the west of Cape Farewell, at a place called Niakornak,

is a very extensive bed of yellowish white felspar, crystal-

lized in large flat six-sided prisms, the crystals being only

separated by black mica, which gives to the rock a por-

phyritic appearance. The place is very difficultly accessi-

ble, it being harassed perpetually by the most boisterous

sea, and washed by the tide at high water. Not far from
this, at an elevation of about lOCO feet, the granite is di-

vided into immense columnar or quadrangular pieces,

which, seen from a distance, present an appearance simir

lar to the ruins of a town. The Greenlanders state, that

the masses were carried thither by some giants, who inha-

bited the country in the oldest times, and, having been sor-

cerers, disappeared from the earth.

As granite is the principal rock which constitutes the

mountains of this vast coast, to enumerate all the places
where it is found, wouh' pvceed the limits of such an ar-

ticle as tlie present. Its most common colour is greyish
white, flesh-red, and tile-red ; the latter colours are cha-

racteristic of the coarse granular felspar. Magnetic iron

ore is generally found .either disseminated or imbedded in

the red variety. In some places, molybdena occurs, and
in others graphite imbedded in the rock. At Baal's river

and at Disko island, iron pyrites is found ; but excepting
there, the rock is not very metalliferous. Precious garnet
occurs very frequently; also common schorl, tourmaline,
common horn-blende, jade, rock crystal, moroxite, calca-

reous spar, fluor spar, and the above mentioned substan-
ces. Rock crystal is only found in veins traversing the

red coarse granular variety, and appears to be contempo-
raneous, the vein being intimately mingled with the rock,

and presenting no walls. Beds of horn-blende, slate, mica
slate, felspar, and quartz rest upon it ; and on the red coarse
granular granite at Kogneckpamiedluoek, there is an ex-
tensive bed of red ironstone mingled with massive iron-

fl'uit (eisenkiesel of Werner.) At the end of the north-

eastern arm of Baal's river, in the vicinity of the great con-
tinental ice, the traveller, ascending from a narrow cliff",

suddenly beholds a dreadful chaos of immense columnar

i
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granitic blocks detaclied from each other, and heaped to-

irether in the most fantastic groups, the planes ol" IVacluro

being so Irosh, that the points from wliich liny arc broken

are distinctly observable. Places of desolation and de-

vastation of this kind are very frcf]ucntly met with in the

mountains of Grecnlatid. IVIost of the granitic rocks afVect

the needle.

2. The next rock, which forms numerous mountains in

this countiy, is Gneiss. It occurs very often alternating

with granite, sometimes with mica slate. Its character or

texture may be ascertained partly in the cliffs and on the

shores, partly by the forms of the mountains. The grani-

tic mountains are always more decomposed, and therefore

more precipitous, presenting very sharp-edged summits ;

the summits of the gneiss aie more flat and round-backed.

The texture of tl-.e gneiss is thick and thin slaty ; its fel-

spar generally pearl-grey and pearl-white, seldom flesh-

red, fine granular: its mica grey, pinchbeck-brown, and
blackish-brown: it contains but little ash-grey quartz.

The valleys and clefts round the mountains are filled with

rhomboidal fragments, many of them of immense size.

The smaller fragments were used by the old Norwegians,
with mica slate, hornblende-slate, and slaty claystone, to

build their houses; the walls of which, although not ce-

mented, after a lapse of several centuries, still brave the

power of this destructive climate.

Gneiss constitutes one of the most elevated points of

this extensive coast, viz. the mountain Kingiktorsoak,

situated in the 62d degree of latitude. It is covered with

mica slate from the shore to a height of about lono feet

above the level of the sea, where the gneiss again be-

comes visible, and continues to a height of nearly 3000
feet. The top of this mountain is similar in shape to the

roof of a house, where the ridge is not much elevated.

It is entirely free from snow in summer, except a few
small spots, where it rests in the hollows of its summit.
The mica slate resting upon the gneiss presents a va-

riety of beds of hornblende slate, whitestone, (weiss-stcin)

with small garnets, talc-slate, with common and indura-

ted talc, potstone, actynolite, and precious splintery ser-

pentine. The gneiss is traversed with numerous veins of

greenstone, varying in thickness from one inch to six feet.

The greenstone which occurs in the veins resembles ba-

salt ; but it is more crystalline in its texture, lighter in

its colour, and not quite so hard. Common schorl, tour-

maline, and precious garnet< occur imbedded in gneiss. It

contains veins of tinstone, accompanied by arsenical pyrites,

wolfram, flour, and quartz, in a firth, called Arksut,
situated about thirty leagues from the colony of Juliana-

Hope, towards north-east. The same place is remarka-
ble for two thin layers of cryolite resting upon gneiss

;

and it is the only place where this mineral has hitherto

been found. One of these layers contains the snow white

and greyish white variety, immixed with any other mineral.

Its thickness varies from one foot to two feet and a half,

and it is divided from the underlying gneiss by a thin layer

of mica, always in a state of disintegration. The other

variety is of a yellowish brown colour passing into tile-red.

It occurs along with iron pyrites, liver-brown sparry iron

ore crystallised in rhombs, earthy cryolite, quartz, com-
pact and foliated fluor, earthy fluor, and galena. It is

remarkable, that the galena is sometimes coated with a

greyish white sulphureous crust, which burns in the flame
of a candle with a bluish colour, emitting a sulphureous
smell.

These layers of cryolite are situated very near each other,

only separated by a small ridge of gneiss, of a thickness
of 27 feet : both are washed at high water by the tide,

and for the most part exposed, the superincumbent gneiss
Vol. X. Part I.

liaviiig been removed. The white cryolite, seen Qt a dis-

tance, presents the appearance of a sinall layer of ice ;

small detached fragments have ac(|uircd, from decompo-
silii)ii, the shape of cubes. Tiiis inincial is called by the

Grcenlandtrs orsuksikiscst, from the word orksuk, blubber,

to which it bears some resemblance. The same name is

also given by the natives to white calcareous spar.

3. Mica Slate is likewise one of the most common
rocks in Greenland, and an inseparable comjianion of gneiss:

There are very few instances where tlicy are not found
in the vicinity of each other, and frequently in contact.

Mica slate forms in this country a very extensive scries of

insulated mountains, which never rise to a considerable

height, and appear generally to rest upon gneiss. Mica
slate is frequently visible on the shores, and the gneiss

itself forms also very extensive beds in it at Disko bay,

where the whitestone also occurs in beds. The Greeii-

landish mica slate abounds in mica ; it is generally thin-

slaty, and only thick-slaty when the quartz prevails.

.Sometimes it has an undulating aspect; but when this is

the case, it passes into primitive clay slate. The mica of
this mica slate is mostly greyish-black and pinchbeck-
brown, passing into brownish black, seldom silver-white.

Its quartz is pearl-grey. It is sometimes mingled with

nodules of pearl-grey felspar, from the size of a pea to

that of an orange, and this gives it the appearance of

gneiss; but they may he easil) and accurately distinguish-

ed, as the mica-slate presents a surface perfectly continu-

ous, and easily separable in the direction of the plates of

the mica. The strata dip towards north-west. Mica
slate also occurs in beds in various parts of this country.

One of the most remarkable, most interesting, and most
extensive,, is that in the tirth Kangerdluarsuk, in the 61bl

degree of latitude, in the district of Juliana-Hope. It ex-

tends about five miles in length, and four miles in breadth ;

its thickness varies from six to twelve feet: and it con-

tains, besides felspar, which is its principal constituent

part, hornblende, augitc, actinolite, sahlite, garnet, and
that new mineral which has been analysed by Dr Thomsoii
ttnd professor Eckoberg, called Socialite. It is of pale and

apple-green, leek-green, greenish white, and pearl-grey

coloiu', partly massive, partly crystallised. Another mine-
ral, which has not yet been analysed, occurs also with the

sodalite : it is of a peach blossom red and purple-red

colour. On the shore, the underlying gneiss is visible in

several places. In the superincumbent mica slate, granite

is found of very fine texture, partly in veins, partly im-

bedded. Calcareous spar and fluor occur in veins, both

of which are sometimes coated with a thin crust of chal-

cedony, also galena in small veins. Blue phosphate of

iron in detached pieces is found on the shores. The mica
slate is generally decomposed and iron-shot, where the

graphite is imbedded. In the firth of Arksut, a bed of

very fine granular limestone is found in mica slate, which
resembles the Carrara marble. The beds which occur in

this rock on the mountain Kingilktorsoak have been already

mentioned. Hornblende slate, forming beds in mica slate,

is found in many places.

In the 64th degree of latitude, in a firth called Amc-
raglik, in the south of the Danish colony Godthaab, (Good-

hope,) a variety of mica slate is found, which passes into

talc slate, forming a very small layer in coarse granular

granite. It is very remarkable, on account of the large

groups of tourmaline which occur, imbedded or rather

involved in talcose mica ; and which are the largest crys-

tals of this fine mineral that have been met with. At the

end of the same firth, Auaitsirksarbick, in the neighbour-

hood of the great continental glacier, the finest garnets

are found. They are of a lamellar texture, and surpass

N
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the oriental specimens in colour, lustre and hardness. At

the same place, dichvoite and hyperstene of a beautiful

blue colour occur, along with precious garnet, in decom-

posed mica slate.

All the lower mountains from the 66lh to the 71st de-

gree of north latitude, and particularly all the mountains

of the continent forming Disko bay, with the greatest part

of the adjacent islands, are composed of mica slate.

There is scarcely a square mile where the rock is entirely

free from garnets. A large mountain in Onicnaks firth,

called Sedliarusaet, presents on its surface only the pow-

der of mica slate, and fragments of precious garnet.

From the appearance of this powder, it is probable that

the rock formerly contained great masses of imbedded

iron pyrites. No snow rests on the surface of this moun-
tain in the coldest winter. The fragments of precious

garnet which are found here, when clear, are the most

highly prized of any on the coast. Other minerals which

are found in mica-slate in Greenland, arc, emery, on the

island Kikertarsoeitsiak, in South Greenland
;

granatite,

on the island Manetsok ; moroxite, in very large six-sided

prisms, at Sungangarsok, in Nojlh Greenland ; and dich-

roite, in six-sided prisms, on the island Ujordlersoak, in

the 76th degree of North latitude. Except iron pyrites,

copper pyrites and galena, no metal occurs in this

Fock.

IVhite-atone, (Weiss-stein,) which has lately been de-

termined by Werner, appears to belong to this rock. It

presents a white and greyish-white granular appearance,

which was formerly supposed to be compact or granular

felspar. It is in this country characterised by very small

and minute crystals of garnet disseminated through the

whole mass. Here it is found in layers of inconsiderable

extent, resting on mica slate, very seldom on gneiss. It

is also found in detached pieces.

4. Clay Slate is very seldom met with on this coast,

and consequently the different beds which are character-

istic of this rock, viz. flint-slate, lydian-stone, alum-slate,

but rarely occur. Nevertheless, at the mouth of the firth

Arksut, it forms two islands of some importance, called

Arksut and Ujorbik. The colour of the slate is ash-grey and
bluish grey; its fragments present a double cleavage, and it is

traversed in all directions by numerous veinsof massive and
crystallized quartz, massive hornstone, and sparry iron ore

of an Isabella yellow colour. An extensive bed of flinty-slate

and lydian-stone rests upon it on the east side of the isl-

and Ujorbik. In Ameraglikfiord, in the 65° 4', there is

a small island, where the clay-slate forms small layers in

fine-grained granite, fine cubes of iron pyrites, with va-

rious truncations, occur in this slate, which is greatly de-

composed. Some small islands in the south-east of Disko
bay consist of clay-slate, with a variety of small beds and
layers, viz. very ironshot hornblende-slate, with small gar-

nets, whet-slate, granular hornblende and greenstone.

This clay-slate may perhaps belong to the class denomi-
nated transition rocks.

5. Porphyry is very common on the south of Green-
land, from Cape Farewell to the 64th degree of latitude

;

but it is generally found towards the interior of the conti-

nent, forming insulated rocks. In the interior of the firth

Igalikko, at Akulliarascksoak, hornstone porphyry is found,
very distinctly stratified, and resting upon fine-grained gra-
nite, containing large crystals of reddish white, flesh-red,

and tile-red felspar, and another mineral of a talcose ap-
pearance, crystallised in six-sided prisms, and liitherto un-
known. The mass of the porphyry is brownish-red, and
passes in some places into clay-stone, forming clay-

stone porphyry, the crystals then becoming less distinct.

Hornstone porphyry, with a few very small crystals of

felspar, occurs also in an adjacent firth called Tunugliar-
bik. This rock rests upon old red sand stone. The por-
phyry is v.ry mucli decomposed. It is of a brown-red
colour, and called by the natives aukjiadlrtok., that is, blood-
red rock. It contains small layers of a kind of brown-red
iron ochre, which the Greenlanders use as a dyeing ma-
terial, to embellisli their utensils, and the interior of their

houses ; a species of luxury they have learned from the

Europeans.

6. Syenite, and all the porphyritic rocks belonging to

the primitive and transition trap-formation, are found in

great abundance in thi^ country. Hornblende is a mineral
which occurs almost every where. A kind of coarse

granular syenite, composed of coarse granular Labrador-
felspar, and crystallized common hornblende, rests upon
fine grained granite at the mountain Illejutit, or Rede-
kammen, in the 61st degree of latitude, in the neighbour-
hood of that extensive bed of sodalite, sahlite, and horn-
blende, which has been already mentioned before. This
Labiador-syenite occurs also a< the mountain Kognek, in

the 62d degree, upon granite of a coarser grain. In the

vicinity of the mountain Kognek, is a group of more tlian

50 islands, lying in a western direction, in Davis Strait,

and called by the natives Kiltiksut, from kitta, v^esl.

These islands form round-backed low hills, and consist of
common felspar, of yellowish-brown and leek-green co-

lours, and common hornblende of raven-black, and some-
times velvet-black, colour, accompanied by small four-

sided prismatic crystals of zirkon of red-brown, and pur-

ple-red colour, with fine-giained common magnetic iron-

stone interspersed, and very little black mica. In some
parts of the rock allanite occurs, of a pitch black colour.

The rocks are somewhat ironshot, and disintegrated on
their surface. Titanium iron ore is found in small layers,

and fine granular chromate of iron. The rock itself has

a striking resemblance to the zirkon-syenite, found at

Friedrichswaern and other places in Norway, and described

by Von Buch, Esmark, and Hausmann. The neighbour-

ing mountains have no trace of that rock. At Narksak in

the vicinity of Baal's river, brown titanite, or brunon, is

found disseminated in syenite.

Granular porphyritic syenite is found at Nunarsoit, (Cape
of Desolation.) Its stratification is not very distinct. It

contains very extensive beds of coarse grained, tile-red

felspar, and common magnetic iroii-stone.

7. Primitive Trap. (^Greenstone.) The islands which
lie between the 62° and 63° of latitude present a very
complete series of the rocks that belong to the primitive

trap formation. The greenstone first appears at Sakkak
and Ujorbik in the mouth of A', ksuts-fiord, where clay-

slate predominates, and extends from those islands towards
the east, that is, to the continent of Greenland, alternat-

ing with greenstone of a porphyritic structure, {fiorjihy-

rartiger grunatein of Werner,) and green porphyry or
verde anlico. Another rock of slaty texture, consisting

of compact felspar and hornblende, appears to be inter-

mediate between hornblende slate and greenstone slate ;

it is hei-e the only rock which presents very distinct stra-

tification. The greenstone slate covers uninterruptedly

both the greenstone and the green porphyry, and appears
to belong to the transition greenstone formation ; and
perhaps the whole formation should be referred to it. It

probably extends farther to the interior of the continent,

as the fragments which are thrown out from the continent-

al ice have an appearance exactly similar. Variolite is

found there in small roundish rolled pieces. The green-

stone, alternating with syenite, is found upon gneiss and
mica slate, on the large island Nunarsoit.

8. Primitive Limestone, of fine granular texture, is
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found only in beds and rolled pieces, and occurs very sel-

dom in Greenland. lis beds are confined to gneiss and

mica slate, and it is mingled with rninute leaves of silver-

white mica, seldom with grains of quartz. It is gene-

rally accompanied liy tremolitc, asbestos, actynolite,sahlite,

and seldom with rock-cork. Thus situated, it occurs at

the island Akudlek, at the island Manetsok, at Kakarsoit

and Kaugerluluk, mountains in the vicinity of Jakobs-havn

and Christians-haab, in Disko bay. It is very surprising,

that no vestige of floetz-limestone is found on this vast

coast, nor does any petrifaction occur there. Very dis-

tinct impressions of the salmo arclicus, with its bones very

little altered, occur in detached pieces on the alluvial

land, which are forming daily. In the uppermost sand-

stone, which belongs to the brown coal of the flcetz trap

formation, fragments oi ficcten Islandkus are found, which

have undergone but little alteration.

The flcetz trap formation of Greenland, is perhaps the

most extensive that has yet been discovered. It begins

at the 69° 14' of latitude, occupies the large island Disko,

and the eastern coast of the Waygat, from Niakornak, on

the northern cape of Arve-prinz island, round the Cape
Noursoak, as far as the end of the southern coast of

Cornelius Bay, where it reaches the great continental

glacier. Hare island in the north of Disko island. Un-
known island in the mouth of Cornelius bay, the islands

Kakiliseit in the north of the latter, and many other northern

islands, consist entirely of floetz trap. From thence it ex-

tends over a part of the continental coast of Greenland,

via. London-coast, Svartenhuk, Ekalluit, Kangersoeitsiak,

Karsorsoak, and disappears in the 76th degree under the

most northern continental ice, or glacier, which precludes
all further investigation.

The whole floetz trap formation of Greenland, as far as

it has been examined, rests on gneiss or on mica slate,

these rocks alternating continually. The underlying pri-

mitive rocks, as well as the superincumbent floetz trap,

are always somewhat decomposed, where they come in

contact. Trap-tuff generally rests immediately upon the
primitive rock ; it consists of bulls and nodules of basalt

and wacke, joined together by a cement of the same sub-
stance ; the centre of tlie balls and nodules is very often
filled with mesotypc, blended with massive or crystallized

apophyllitc, the crystals of which are sometimes pene-
trated by acicular mcsotype. This trap-tuff scarcely pre-
sents another mineral, and the apophyllite, or iclithyopli-

thalmite, does not occur there in any other rock. The
underlying primitive rock is very variable in its elevations,

sometimes it does not surpass the level of the sea, some-
times, (for instance, at Godhavn,) it reaches a height of
from 500 to 600 feet, which can be observed very exactly
in the cliffs there Columnar basalt lies upon trap-tufl";

it presents four, five, and seven-sided columnar distinct

concretions ; the columns very seldom exceed a foot m
diameter. This basalt does not include any mineral, ex-
cept sometimes very minute spots of greyish white glassy
felspar. Wacke generally rests upon it, forming an
amygdaloid with diflVrent minerals, viz. cliabasitc, stilbite,

analcime, chalcedony, opil, heliotropi', quartz, zeolite,

miemite, and basillar arragonite. Al Hare isl.ind the chal-

cedony is found crystallized in cuhes. At Kaniiioak, in

Omenaks-fioi'd, miemite occuis in kidneys, along with
chalcedony, opal, wavcllite, niragonite, and some quartz
in grey decomposed wacke. The wacke of the flatz trap
formation of this country is generally inlcrsecttd by small
veins of iron-clay and bole. Lithomarge and gieen earth
occur in nodules Olivine and augite are but s Idom met
with ill the floetz traj) of Gicenland. Laumoiuie, in a
friable state, is found in vejy small veins, traversing wacke

at Scrgvarsoit, on the northern coast of Disko island. Most
of the Greenlandish basalt affects the needle very power-
fidly. There are generally two, and sometimes three strata

of columirar basalt, ami one of them forms the summit, ex-
cept at Hare island, where the summit consists of porphyry
slate resting upon wacke. The shape of the mountains is

very various, some of them present pyramidal, some coni-
cal forms, and some are entirely flat : Their stratification

is very nearly horizontal, and the valleys between the
mountains are generally narrow. There is no doubt t-hat

some of the mountains have been separated by very recent
eruptions of rapid torrents.

On some parts of Disko island beds of brown coal occur
in flffitz trap : they rest upon yellowish-white coarse-grain-
ed sandstone, which is very friable ;—large balls of iron
pyrites are imbedded in it. The beds of coal are gene-
rally divided from each other by strata of fine-grained
sandstone, and are of very unequal thickness. In some
places of the east coast of Disko island, in the Waygat, the
sandstone becomes harder, and carbonized impressions of
leaves are found in it, which are similar to those of sorbus
and angelica.

The coal of Disko island is common brown coal, of slaty
texture : it burns very easily, but it leaves a great residuum
in the form of white ashes, which have a slaty texture, and
somewhat resemble the polishing slate from Bilin in Bo-
hemia. A very remarkable variety of brown coal, passing
into bituminous woojl, occurs in a small bed at Hare island.

It is of slaty texture ; and honey-yellow amber, in nu-
merous grains of various sizes, is disseminated parallel to

the cleavage of the coal. It rests upon ash-grey coarse-
grained sandstone, is covered with grey common clay, and
belongs, undoubtedly, to the newest brown coal formation.

At Kooine, in Omenaks-fiord, native capillary and fibrous

sulphate of iron, of a beautiful green colour, is found in

the cliffs of the brown coal. All the Greenland coal is

subordinate to floetz trap.

Jllux'ial land has been formed at the end of every bay
and firth of the coast, and, in addition to grey and greyish-
white sandy clay, it contains fragments of the neighbour-
ing mountains. This formation is daily increasing, and
contains no metallic substance, except magnetic iron sand,

witli which it generally abounds.

Botany.—Although Greenland affords a great variety

of objects to the mineralogist, yet it ofiers but few to the

botanist, when compared with other countries, the first

efforts towards vegetation being repressed by the barren-
ness of the soil, and the want of the sun's genial influence.

Those shrubs and trees, therefore, which in milder cli-

mates afford a comfortable shade to the wanderer, cieep
in this forlorn land under scattered rocks, to find slielter

from their destroying enemies,—storm, snow, and ice.

This land, however, presents a series of plants, which
probably could not subsist in a milder climate ; and in the
interior of the inlets and firths may be found many species
hitherto unknown in other countries. Some of the new
species are published in the last number of the Flora
Danica- There are also other spots which boast the most
luxuriant verdure, but they are only places in the neigh-
bourhood of the Greenland houses, which have been im-
proved for many years by the blood and fat of seals and
other animals. There are also small hills on the uninha-
bited islands, where the birds build their nests, and manur-
ing the decomposed rocks, extort vegetation to their abode
from the unfertile soil. These places, however, are but
of rare occurrence, in proportion to the immense extent

of tlie country. Ijuniincrable cryptogamic plants, grow-
ing with great rapidity under snow and ice, sujjply the

want of flourishing vegetation on the rocks and cliffs.

N 2
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The vegetation commences very late, not till the end suited to vegetation than the surface of the land; there is

of May or June, in proportion to the different latitudes, a great variety of fuci, ulvae, and confervae. The plants

and is over by the end of August or September. The which have been hitherto found are,—

bottom of the sea in these climates appears to be better

I. MoNANDRIA.
Hippuris vulgariF. Lin. Very sel-

dom ; only in the 60°.

II. DiANDRIA.
Veronica alpina. L.

saxalilis. L.

Pinguicula vulgaris. L.

Anthoxanthum odoralum. L.

III. Triandria.
Scirpus caespitosus. L.

Eriophorum vaginatum. L.

capitatum.

angustifoiium.

latifolium.

polystachium. L.

Phleum arcticum. Vahlii.

Alopecurus antarcticus.

Agrobtis arundinacea. L.

Aira subspicata.

Festuca ovina. L.

rubra. L. .

Arundo stricta. Timmii.
Elymus arenarius. L.
Koenigia islandica.

IV. Tetrandria.
Alchemilla raontana.

alpina.

Plantago. {ATova Species.') Only in

the 60°.

V. Pentandria.
Pulmonaria maritima. L.
Diapensia lapponica. L.

Primula farinosa. L. (Varietas.)

Menyanthes trifoliata. L.

Azalea procumbens. L.

lapponica. L.

Campanula rotundifolia. L.
uniflora.

Gentiana lutea. L.

Angelica archangelica. L. Eaten raw
by the Greenlanders, and as pickle

with oil.

Ligusticum Scoticum. Only found to

the 67°.

Alsine media. L.

Statice armeria. L.

Sibbaldia procumbens. L.

VI. Hexandria.
Junciis arcticus. Wildenow.

campestris. Wahlenberg.
pallescens. Wahlenberg.
parvifiorus. L.
pilosus. Wahlenberg.
spicatus. L.
trifidus. L.

Tofieldia borealis. Wahlenberg. (An-
thericum caliculatum. I^.)

Tofieldia alpina.

Rumex acctosa. L.

Rumex acctosclla. L.

Rumex digynus. L. Rheum digy-

num. Wahlenberg.
An Uvularia amplexifolia, seu Strep-

topus ?

VII. Heptandria.

VIII. Octandria.
Epilobium angustifoiium. L.

latifolium. L.
alpinum.
fontanum. Wahlenberg.

Vaccinium vitis idaea. L.

uliginosum. L.

pubcscens.

Erica vulgaris. L.

If it flourishes plentifully, the Green-
landers suppose that the following

winter will be very severe.

Erica coerulea. Wildenow.
Polygonum aviculare. L.

latifolium.

viviparum. L.
The root is eaten raw by the na-

tives.

IX. ESneandria.
Rheum digynum. Wahlenberg, (Vide
Rumex digynus.) L.

X. Decandria.
Ledum palustre. L.

grocnlandicum. Retzii ?

latifolium. Alton.

Andromeda hypnoides. L.
ccErulea. L. (v. Erica

coerulea and Menziesia

ccerulea.)

tetragona. L.

polyfolia. L.

Pyrola rotundifolia. L.

uniflora.

secunda. The leaves are eaten

by the natives, and also used
as tea.

Saxifraga cotyledon. L.
stellaris.

nivalis. Smith,
palmata. Smith,
oppositifolia.

bulbifei-a. L.
cernua. L.
vivularis. L.
caespitosa. L.
groenlandica.

hypnoides.

tricuspidata. L.—It grows
to the height of one foot

;

and tlie leaves are used as

tea by the natives,

petraea.

fjilene acaulis. L—Eaten, mixed with
oil) by the Greenlanders.

Stellaria groenlandica. Vahlii.

glauca. Wither,
humifusa. Rotboll.

cerastoides. L.
Arenaria peploides. L.

peploides (varietas)

triiiervia.

Sedum annuum. L.
Oxalis acetosella. L.
Lychnis alpma. L.

varietas flore albo.

Cerastium alpinum. L.
hirsutum. Vahlii.

viscosum. L.

latifolium. L.

XI. Dodecandhia.

XII. ICOSANDRIA.
Sorbus aucuparia. L. This tree is

only found in the form of small
shrubs, to the 61°, in the interior

of some firths, and was probably
brought to Greenland by the old

Norwegians or Icelanders.

Rubus chamxmorus. L.
Potentilla aurea. L.

hirsuta. Vahlii.

nivea. L-
retusa.

Dryas octopetala.

integrifolia.

Comarum palustre. L.

XIII. PoLYANDRIA.
Papaver nudicaule. L.

radicatum. Rotboll.

Thalictrum alpinum. L.
Ranunculus acris. L.

hederaceo proximus.
nivalis.

sulphureus. Wahlen-
berg.

pygmaeus. Wahlenberg.
Anemone pratensis. L. Rarely in

the 60°.

Helleborus trifoliatus. L.
Anemone groenlandica.

XIV. DiDVNAMIA.
Ajuga pyramidalis. Only in the 60th

degree.

Thymus serpyllum. L. Only to the
66° of latitude ; it is used as tea by
the natives.

Bartsia alpina. L.

Rhinanthus crista galli. L.

Euphrasia officinalis. L. Very small.

Pedicularis groenlandica.

flammea.
hirsuta.

lapponica.

JVova Species (^Flora JDa-

nica.)
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XV. Tetradvnamia.
Draba alpina. L.

hirta. L.

androsacea. Wildenow.
alpicola. Wahlenberg.
incana. L.

muricella. Wahlenberg.
J^ova Species. Now published

in the Flora Danica.

Erysimum officinale. L.

Arabis alpina. L.

XVI. MONADELPHIA.

XVII. DiADELPHIA.
Lathyrus pratensis. Only about the

firths of 60°.

Vicia cracca. Only in the vicinity of

Cape Farewell.

XVIII. POLVADELPHIA.

XIX. Syngenesia.
Leontodon taraxacum. L. The young

roots are eaten by the natives raw,

and the young leaves as sallad with
train oil.

Hieracium alpinuni. L.

murorum. L.

Artemisia. JVova s/iecies.

An engraving of this species will

soon be published in the Flora
Danica.

Gnaphalium alpinum. L.

sylvaticum, fuscatum.
Wahlenberg.

Erigeron uniflorum. L.

Pyrethrum inodorum. Wildenow.
Arnica alpina. L.

angustifolia. Vahlli.

Achillea millefolium. L. Used by
the Greenlanders as a remedy for

old sores.

~1 Both of these

I
are found on-

Viola canina. L
palustris. LI

ly about the

firths of 60°

and 61°

XX. Gynandria.
Orchis albida. Swarlz.

groenlandica. S/iecies JVova.

(Vide Flora Danica.)

XXI. MoNffiCIA.

Carex dioica. . L.

atrata.

bracteata.

caespitosa.

stricta.

Xanthium strumarium. L. Only found
in the garden of the Moravian Bre-
thren at I.ichtenau, in the firth

Agluitsok, near Cape Farewell, in

the 60°, probably sent from Europe
amongst other seeds.

Betula alba. L.
nana,

alnus pumila.

XXII. DiCECIA.

Salix myrsinites. L.

glauca. B. Lapponum. L.

herbacea. L.

reticulata. L.

lanata. L.
lapponica. L.

livida. Wahlenberg.
affinis versifolise, Wahlenberg.

Empetrum nigrum. The fruit eager-

ly eaten by the natives.

Rhodiola rosea. L. It only reaches

the 65° of latitude. Both the root

and the leaves are eaten by the na-

tives, the former raw, the latter

with train oil.

Juniperus communis. L. It only

reaches the 66° of latitude.

XXIII.
Holcus alpinus.

POLYGAMIA.
Wahlenberg.

XXIV. Cryptogamia.
1. Filices. (Ferns.)

Equisetum arvense. L.

sylvaticum. L.

reptans. Wahlenberg.
J^ova S/iecies. {Flora Da-

nica.')

Osmunda lunaria. L.

spicant. L.

Aspidium filix mas. L.
filix femina. L.

dilatatum.

fragile. Swartz.
varietas fragilis. Swartz.

spinulosum. Wildenow.
lonchitis. L.

Cyathea dentata. Smith.
Woodsia Brownii, (vid. Linn. Trans.)

groenlandica. (JVova Sfiecies.)

Asplenium septentrionale.

Lycopodium selago. I^.

selaginoides.

alpinum. L.
annotinum. L.

Polypodium vuigare. L.
ilvense. Swartz,
phegopteris.

lonchitis. L.

2. Musci.

a. Frondosi.

Sphagnum squarrosum.
obtusifolium.

Gymnostomum aestivum.

truncatulum.

Dicranum purpureum.
scoparium.

flexuosum.

undulatum.
tenue. [jYova S/iecies exa-
mined by Dr. Taylor, at

Dublin.)

groenlandicum. (^A'ova Sjie-

cies examined by Dr.
Taylor, at Dublin.)

Didymodon capillaceum.

Grimmia maritima. (Very common
on the whole coast.)

Grimmia apocarpo,
Trichostomum canescens.

lanuginosum.
Splachnum urceolaium.

rubrum.
vasculosum.

mnioides.

Syntrichia ruralis.

subulata.

Polytrichum piliforme.

juniperinum.
alpinum.
septentrionale.

subrotundum.
Orthotrichum striatum.

anomalum.
Mnium turgidum. Vulgatissimum,

locis paludosis.

Bryum nutans.

pseudotriquetrum.
crudum.
caespititium.

argentcum.
turbinatum.

Bryum ? straminifolium.

fructus deerat. T.
Bryum? epidendrum.

fructus deerat. T.
Leskea incurvata.

Hypnum nitens.

aduncum.
uncinatum.
rutabulum.
rugesum.
schreberi.

cupressiforme.

fluitans.

stramineum.
moUe.
loreum.
splendens.

cuspidatum.
filicinum.

cordifolium.

scorpioides.

palustre.

Hypnum ? cochlearifolium. T,
Bartramia fontana.

ithyphylia.

Fontinalis squamosa.
Funaria hygrometrica.
Buxbaumia foliosa

b. Musci Hcjiatici.

Jungermannia pulclierrima.

excisa.

dilatata.

tamarisci.

ciliaris.

pinguis.

Marchantia hemispherica.

Blasia pusilla.

3. Lichenes.

Lecidea sanguinaria.

fusco-lutea.

pustulata.

Lepraria botryoides.

jolithus.

Gyrophora hyperborea. (Lichen pro-
boscideus. L.)
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Gyrophora ei'osa.

cylindrica.

hirsuta.

Endocarpon tephioides

Isidium defraudans.

Urceolaria calcarea.

Parmelia tartarea.

candelaria-

brunnea.
subfusca.

gelida.

stellaris.

saxatilis.

omphalodes.
parietina.

fraxinea.

farinacea.

jubata.

capillaris.

nigrescens.

ciliaris.

. ochi'oleuca.

Peltidia horizontalis.

venosa.

resupinata.

canina.

saccata.

crocea.

Cetraria islatidica.

groenlandica nigra,

groenlandica viridis.

nivalis,

pulmonaria.

juniperina,

Cornicularia lanata.

tristis.

pubescens.

Stereocaulon paschale.

globulare.

Boeomices cocciferus.

pyxidatus.

cornucopioides.

fimbriatus.

gracilis,

digitatus.

radiatus.

ciistatus.

foliaceus.

rangiferinus.

uncialis.

Boeomices subulatus.

radiatus.

IVagilis. Coralloid. fragil.

HofTm.
4. Fuci.

Alge aijualica.

Fucus vesiculosus.

divaricatus.

inflatus.

ceranoides.

spiralis.

canaliculatus.

serratus. Eaten by the natives.

soboliferus.

coccineus.

plumosus.
lycopodioides.

confervoides.

nodosus.

siliquosus. (Angustifolius.)

Mga marina, Seba.

loreus.

aculeatus.

clathrus.

laceratus.

laciniatus.

ttagelliforinis. (Fucus filum.)

palmatiis. Eaten by the Green-
landers.

edulis. Editor ab Groenlandis
fame coactis.

cordatus. Lubentissime editur,

aukpadlartok dictus.

esculentus. Fimbriatus. Sut-

luitsok Greenlandis, delica-

tula illis esca incocta.

cartilagineus. Urgente hyeme
cocta editur, baud lubenter.

ramentaceus. Ulva sobolifera.

saccharinus. Suavis esca na-

tivis.

alatus.

bulbosus.

digitatus. Fucus hyperboreus.
giganticus.

plicatus.

albus.

corneus.

fungosus.

clavellosus.

Fucus viltalus.

viridis.

coronopifolius.

noivegicus.

perforatus. Aova Sjifcies. Uiva.

Ulva umbilicalis.

plicata.

intestinalis.

spongiformis.

incrassata.

clavata.

latissima.

lanceolata.

flavescens.

compressa.

Tremelle.
;

Tremella granulata.

verrucosa,

hemispherica.

nostoc.

agaricoide5/

rubra,

adnata,

pituitosa.

ConfervX.
Conferva rivularis.

fontinalis.

dichotoma.

canalicularis.

distorta.

reticulata,

linum.

nitida.

pennatula.

rupestris.

floccosa.

diaphana.

5. Fungi.

Agaricus campanulatus.

fimetarius. D. sedib. Green-
land.

Boletus luteus.

Helvella atra.

Peziza scutellata.

zonalis.

Clavaria muscoides. Rarissime.

Lycoperdon bovista. Vulneribus ap-

plicatur a Groenlandis sanguinis

flux, imped, causa.

Mucor mucedo.

Zoology.—The character of the man who inhabits

these latitudes, is given in a former part of the article : it

will therefore only be necessary to enumerate the animals
which can bear the hardships of this climate.

Mammalia.—There are only four different land quadru-
peds, which are found in every season on the coast of
Greenland, viz. the dog, the isatis, the arctic hare, and the
reindeer. The arctic, or white bear, is a migrating ani-

mal : It comes from the eastern and noith-eastern polar
regions, in the beginning of the winter, with the floating

ice. to the western coast of Greenland, and leaves it

again about the end of June.
The dog is tlic faitl;fu! companion of man in this as in

every otlier' coiintiy, and would undoubtedly be so in a
hij4her degree, if the Gieenlandcrs treated this poor ani-
mal in a more humane manner. The dogs are in general
large, and liave the size and appearance of wolves. Tlieir
colour is very various, generally greyish brown, greyish

white, mixed with yellow and black : they bark very sel-

dom, but set up a dreadful howl. They sleep on the roofs

of the houses of their masters, or lodge themselves in the

snow, lying with only their noses out. They swim very

well. The Greenlanders use them in place of horses;

they harness them to their sledges, side by side, by means
of thongs cut out of the Phoca barbata, or great seal :

Tliese thongs are ten yards long, the common distance be-

tween the dogs and the sledge; and in this manner they

visit their friends in winter, or draw home the seals

which they have killed over the ice of the frozen sea.

They will travel sixty English miles in a day with sledges

or sliders of whalebone, loaded with their two masters and

five or six seals, and 100 miles if they have no load. In

the most northern parts they use the dogs also in the

chase of tlie white bear. The Greenlandish dogs are

very feiocious, and often fight among themselves till one

of them is killed. Canine madness is unknown in Green-
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land. These clogs are very prolific, liaviiig frcqiiciitly

nine and ten wlitlps twice in a year: some of the bilclits

eat tlicir vvlieips. The Grcenlandcrs put their dogs tjc-

tierally on uninhabited islands during the summer, the

season in which they are useless, where these poor ani-

mals arc obliged to provide for tlKinselvcs, and veiy often

perish by famine. The Greenlandcrs use the skins for

shirts, stockings, and gloves : tliey make strings of tliC

guts : they are very fond of their flesh as food, and reckon
a veiy fat dog a great delicacy. The dog skins having
a very unpleasant smell, do not form an article of trade.

The isatis {canis lagofius) generally called the arctic fox,

or blue and white fox, is oiily found in the arctic regions, a
few degrees within and without the polar circle. It inhabits

the whole coast of Gieenland, but livesalways in the neigh-
bourhood of the sea, in clifTs and cavities, or holes formed ac-

cidentally from fragments of rocks, and having many out-

lets. Tl)eir food is small birds and their eggs, eggs of sea

fowls, slftU-fish, and, when compelled by want, they eat

grass, and all that the sea throws up. The arctic fox is of

a bluish grey colour : one variety is entirely snow white,

both in summer and winter. The hair is very thick, thicker

in winter than in summer ; and very soft and silky. The
blue variety changes its colour in summer, and accjuires a

spotted skin of grey, blue, and white. The isatis is un-
doubtedly the hardiest of quadrupeds. It sets out for prey
to the houses of the Greenlanders, during the severity of

winter. It couples twice a year, like the dog, and, when
with young, the female retires to her kennel. It swims un-

commonly well from one island to another, to tlie distance

of four and five miles, in search of prey. It is very harm-
less, and, when young, is very easily tamed. Its skin is

highly prized, and very much thought of in China. It is

generally caught by the natives in traps made of stones, like

small huts, with a broad flat stone of hornblende slate, or

mica slate, hanging perpendicularly by way of a door, which
falls down by means of a siring baited on the inside with the

salmo arcticus,^ small fish, which the isatis is very fond of.

It is also taken by the European settlers in pitfalls, and in

springes of iron. The flesh is not eaten by the Greenlanders,
unless when they arc in the greatest want of food.

The nvhite hare, arctic hare., or varying hare, is in Green-
land of a snow white colour, both in summer and winter,

and lives in great numbers amidst the snowy mountains. It

is usually fat, and feeds in sunmier on grass, and in winter

on cryptogamic plants, particularly on lichen islandicus and
nivalis {Cetraria islandica and niva/is.) Its hair is very thick

and soft, but very loose. The Greenlanders are not very

fond of its flesh, but they like very much to eat the raw con-

tents of the intestines, together with the stomach. They
make use of the skins, which are not an article of trade, to

clothe their children.

The rein-deer, (Cerxms tarandus), though very useful to

the Laplanders, is only considered as an object of chase by

the Greenlanders, and of no utility until deprived of life.

They kill every summer more in the interior than they can

carry to the shores, and their number is rapidly diminishing

every year. Besides this, these thoughtless people neglect

the time of their best fish and seal game for this sport. They
eat the flesh, which is tender and well-tasted, raw, boiled,

and dried. The hunters driiik the warm blood, dressed

with some berries; the contents of the stomach, called ncr-

rikak, is a delicate dish. They are also very fond of the fat

of the animal. The skin forms a part of their clothing, par-

ticularly of that of the women ; and the inhabitant of this

dreadful climate is obliged to procure a couple of fine rein-

deer skins during the summer, if he wishes to be agreea-

ble to his wife. The sinews, when split, are vci^ good
threads, with which the women sew their clothes. The

horns are employed for utensils and instruments. The
greatest number of rein-deers is found in the vicinity of
B-ial's river, near to the continental ice, from the 63d to the
66th degree. They occur very seldom in more southern
or more northern latitudes.

The while bear,fiolar bear, or arctic bear, (Ursus mariti-

mus, or Urnus arcticus), is a migrating animal. It is never
seen after the large or black whale [/ialtena mysticetun)
leaves the coast of West CJreenland. Their size is stated

by some authors to be from 13 to 23 feet, but this is pro-
bably too much exaggerated. The largest white bear which
was met with on the west coast of Greenland, measured 9
feet and 4 inches from the snout to the tail, the skull of
which is now in the museum of the Dublin Society. Ano-
ther, caught by the celebrated navigator, Captain Phipps,
(Lord Mulgrave) at Spitzbcrgen, measured 7 feet from the
snout to the tail. The white bear seems the only animal,

that, by being placed in the coldest climate, grows larger

than those that live in the temperate zones. Its flesh is

not so good as that of the other kinds of bear; it has an oily

taste, and a fishy flavour ; the liver is very unwholesome,
and causes vomiting. The usual food of this animal is fish,

seals, and the carcases of whales. On land, which it sel-

dom approaches, it preys on rein-deer, hares, foxes, and
birds. It lies in ambush on the flakes of the floating ice,

and lurks there after seals and other marine animals ; it al-

so attacks the morse, or walrus, with which it is in constant

enmity. The walrus, by reason of its large teeth, has ge-

nerally the superiority, but frequently both the combatants
perish in the conflict. In winter, when hungry, it some-
times attempts to break into the houses of the Greenland-
ers, allured by the scent of the flesh of seals, but it is very

easily driven away with fire-arms and dogs. The female

has only one young one, and lodges it in the snow of the

floating ice, or on the shores. The affection between the

parents and their young is so great, that they will sooner

die than desert one another. The Greenlanders kill them
with fire-arms, generally assisted by dogs ; and both the

man and dog feed on the flesh and fat. The skin is used
for boots, and some other domestic purposes ; it is also a

valuable article of trade, a good skin being generally sold

for three or four pounds.

The pinnated quadrupeds, or quadrupeds with fin-like

feet, are, the morse, or 'tvalrus, {Trichechus rosmarus). It

is sometimes found of the length of 18 feet, and the cir-

cumference in the thickest part is ten or twelve feet. Its

weight is from 500 to 1500 pounds. It has very short legs,

and five toes on each foot, joined together by webs, with a

small roundisli blunt nail to each. Its skin is generally an

inch thick, thicker on the neck, and very much wrinkled

about the joints ; it is very thinly beset with grey and red-

dish grey hair, sometimes mouse-coloured. It has two
large teeth or tusks in the upper-jaw, from a foot to two
feet long, and four gi'inders, flat at the top, above and be-

low, th.e surfaces of them generally being very much worn.

It is found of the largest size in the Icy Sea. The animals

feed both upon seagrass and small marine animals, viz.

shells and small fishes. It sleeps upon the floating fiat ice,

or on the surface of the sea, and when attacked by men, will

endeavour to overset the boat, or to make holes in it with

their teeth; but it is very clumsy when out of the water

upon the ice, where it may be killed with little difficulty.

When a walrus or morse is struck with the harpoon, the

Greenlanders let it run till it is wearied, and then draw in

the line to kill it with the lances. The Greenlanders very

seldom kill them in their small canoes ; but if they do, they

are always in company with three or four men. They are

no more seen in large flocks on the coast of West Green-

land as formerly, having been diminished by the whale fish-
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evs, who killeil a great imml)ei' of them. A flat island on

the southern coast of Disko island, called Saitok, situated

in the mouth of Disko firth, consists of alluvial land, whicli

is covered with numberless bones and skulls of the walrus.

The Greenlanders feed on their flesh, which is of a dark red

colour ; they use the oil in their houses, cut thongs out of

the skin, and employ the tusks for their utensils and instru-

ments.

Trichcc/ius manatus, which is called auvekxjak by the

Greenlanders, is very seldom seen on the coast, accordinjj

10 their own accounts ; and it appears more towards Behr-

ing Straits, and the sea in the vicinity of Kamtschatka.

"The seals may be called the flocks of the Greenlanders.

They supply them with flesh, the most desirable food of this

nation. The blubber furnishes them with oil for their lamjis,

and for their chamber and kitchen lire ; the fibres of the si-

news of the seal furnish thread for their clothes ; of the

skins of the intestines they make their windows, and their

curtains for tlie tents ; the stomach is used as a train oil ves-

sel, and the bladder is employed for the javelins. The
blood, mixed with flesh, is eaten as soup. But the most va-

luable thing is the skin : it covers their boats and their tents

;

if furnishes clothes, boots, stockings, gloves, and coverings

for their bedsteads.

There are different species of seals, partly migrating,

partly living on the coast of Greenland. One of the most
remarkable is,

The hooded seal, Kla/i/imul:e of the Germans, Kla/imyds

of the Danes, A'eilsersoal: of the Greenlanders, Phoca cris-

tata of Gmelin. It is so called from a thick folded skin on
the forehead of the male, which it can draw over the eyes
Jike a cap, to defend them against its enemies. Its hair is

of a double kind, the longest silver white, the shortest black
and woolly, whicli gives it a very beautiful appearance. It

grows to the length of ten and twelve feet. The Green-
landers value the skin of the young ones very high. It is

uncommonly fierce when wounded, and often attacks the

canoe. These seals fight very stoutly among themselves,
licni jealousy, as the natives suppose. They live in flocks ;

are found in great numbers round Cape Farewell, and go
very seldom to the northern parts of the coast. It is falsely

called Phoca leonina by some zoologists, this being a very
different animal.

The common seal, called Sjiragled Sael by the Danes,
Kobbe by the Norwegians, Meerkalb by the Germans, and
Kassigiak by the Greenlanders, (^Phoca vitulina of Gmelin)
is found sometimes in very large "flocks on the coast of
Greenland. It is one of the smaller animals of the family,

but its skin is the finest of them all. and is of great value
among the Greenlanders. It is principally employed for

female dresses. The common seal is very cautious, and
therefore caught with difficulty.

'^hc harf} seal, or half-moon, {Phoca groenlandica,) called

Swartsidc by the Danes, Kobbe by the Germans, and .4lar-

ioak by the natives. It is nine feet long when full grown,
and gives the best blubber. Its skin is of a yellowish-white
and greyish- white colour, with two large black spots on the
opposite sides of its body, in tlie form of two half-moons,
the horns of which are turned in an uniform direction to-

wards one another, and therefore called Half-moon. It be-
comes like the black spots in its fourth year when full

grown. Its skin is the most durable, and therefore used to

cover the canoes and the tents. It is incautious, and very
easily taken. It never ascends the fixed ice. It is a mi-
grating animal ; comes with its young from Spitzbergen to

Davis Strait about the end of March, returns in May to

Spitzbergen, and comes back again in July. Three or four

of them afford a barrel of blubber. It comes in great flocks,

M\<i visits the firths of Davis Strait.

The rough seal, {Phoca hUjiida and Phoca fatida,) called

A\-itsek by the Greenlanders, is the smallest of the gene-

rally known species, very seldom exceeding four feet iti

length. It never frequents the high seas, but keeps always

in the vicinity of the fixed ice, generally in high latitudes,

and is very seldom seen southward from Di^ko Bay. Many
thousand are killed every winter in Omenak's firth or Cor-
nelius bay, in the 72° of latitude. The male emits an in-

supportable smell in its coupling time, nevertheless it is

eaten with great avidity by the northern Greenlanders.

The great seal, {Phoca barbata,) called by the Green-
landers Urksuk, is of the largest kind, but is very seldom
met with on the coast of West Greenland. It measures
sometimes ten feet in length, has a thick skin, with very

thin brown hairs ; and on its upper lip very long white pel-

lucid whiskers, which are curled at their points. Its flesh

is white and very good. The Greenlanders cut out of the

skin thongs and lines for their seal game, whips, jnd othci

domestic articles.

The Greenlanders mention some other species of seals,

which very seldom occur, viz.

Siguktok, having a very long snout ; in its body it is si-

milar to the Phoca groeJilandica. Perhaps it is the Phoca
ursina.

Imab-nkallia,oi a. snow-white colour, the eye presenting
a fire-red iris, probably the Phoca lefiorina.

Atarliiak or atar/iek, the smallest species of seal, not ex-
ceeding the size of the hand, of a whitish colour, with a
black spot of the form of a half-moon on each side of the

body.

Kongeseteriak has, according to the description given by
the natives, some resemblance to the sea-ape, which is de-

scribed by Mr Heller.

The Sea-unicorn or narTjhal,{Monodon monoceros,') called

Kernertak by the Greenlanders, is a migrating animal. It

is generally from seventeen to twenty feet long, has a smooth
black skin, and a small mouth in proportion to its body. It

has no teeth, but a horn, wreathed or twisted on its surface,

and from eight to ten feet long, runs from the left point or

end of the upper jaw. It is white, has the solidity of the

hardest bone, and far surpasses ivory in all its qualities.

The animal uses the horn to get at its food the sea-grass,

and also as a weapon against its enemies. It has two nos-

trils in the skull, but they emerge in one aperture through
the skin. It swims with wonderful velocity, and can only

be killed when there is a great number of them together.

They are always seen in flocks, in the severest winter,

amidst the fissures of the fixed ice, in the bays from 70° of

N. Lat. to the most northern regions. They never occur
in more southern latitudes. The Greenlanders drive with
their sledges to the fissures of the ice, where the animals
generally come up to take air, and kill them there with their

harpoons, or with guns. They eat both their flesh and skin,

raw, dried, or boiled ; use the blubber for their lamps; and
the horns, which are highly valued as an article of trade.

Most of them are killed in Disko bay, in the 70°
; in Ome-

nak's firth, or Cornelius bay, in the 72°
; and at Upernavik,

in the 73°.

The whitc-Jish, beluga of the Russians, and kelleluak of

the Greenlanders, is likewise a migrating animal, and visits

the coast of West Greenland regularly every year about
the end of November. It is, next to the seal, the most use-

ful animal to the Greenlanders, and it comes at a season,

when their provisions fall very short. It arrives in flocks,

in very stormy weather, when the wind blows from the
south-west. It has a short, roundish, very fleshy head,
but tlje skull is longish and flat ; the eyes and the mouth
are small ; in each jaw of each side are nine teeth ; the

pectoral fins are nearly of an oval form ; and beneath thei?"
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skin may be felt the bones of five fingers, which tcrniiiKitc

ill five very distinct projections. The body is round, ob-

long, and well proportioned ; and its tail is divided into

two lobes, which lie liorizoiitally. Its length is from twelve

to seventeen feet. In swimming it makes great use of tlie

lobes of its tail, bending them under the body, and work-
ing it with sucii force as to dart along with the velocity of

an arrow. One of the large size yields five barrels of good
blubber. Its flesh is somewhat similar to that of beef,

though oily; its skin is eaten raw, dried, and boiled. Its

oil is of the best, whitest, and finest quality. The intestines

are used for windows, and the curtains of tents. The
sinews, when split, give the best sort of strong thread.
The female white-fish has two nipples, and yields a yel-

lowish-white milk, but it produces only a single young one,
which is of a fine pearl-grey colour, but it afterwards grows
white. The pearl-grey young is called titak by the natives.

The full grown are the most beautiful animals; they are
not shy, and sometimes follow, tumbling themselves round

, the boats. They are killed with harpoons, and also caught
in large strong nets, which are set in narrow sounds be-
tween the islands.

The porfioise, or Deljilnnus delfihis ; the nise, or Delfihi-

nus Jihocana ; and the sword-Jish, or Del/ihinus orca, are
frequently seen on the coast, but very rarely caught.
Whales.—There are different species of whales which

visit the coast of West Greenland, viz. Balcena p/iysalus,

or fin-fish, called tminolilc by the Grcenlanders,- Balxna
musculus, or northcafier, (Green, keftokarnak) ; Baleen*
rostraca, (Green. Cigagulik) ; Baltena boojis, (Green, kcjior-

kak)i and Balcena mysticetus, or the Greenland whale, call-

ed arbek by the natives. The Balena boo/is or butskofif,

comes regularly to the coast in the neighbourhood of Fre-
drikshaab about the end of July, when the Greenlanders,
both men and women, go out in their canoes. The men in

their small canoes follow the whale, and continue to throw
a great number of harpoons and lances into the animal, un-
til it dies from loss of blood. They afterwards join their

canoes, fasten their spoil to them, and carry the booty to

their houses, where it is divided.

The Bal<£na boofis is a smaller kind of whale, its length
being from twenty to twenty-five feet. It has a fin on its

back, and also a protuberance which grows towards the
tail. It has long rugged wrinkles under its neck, that are
white inside, and greyish-black on their elevation. A great
Dumber of the shells called Le/ias baUnaris, or Lepas dia-

dema, are found near its fins. Its body is longer, and
sharper behind and before, than that of the other whales.
Its back is of a black, and its belly of a greyish-white co-
lour; the whalebones of this species rarely exceed the
length of one foot. Its blubber is thin, and not very oily.

This whale foUow.s always along the coast farther to the
north, and it is also caught by the Greenlanders in Disko
Bay.

Balena mysticetus, the great or Greenland whale, is the
most valuable and lucrative species of this genus, on ac-
count of its bigness, and the great quantity of fat, which af-

fords much oil ; it is also the most tame, and the easiest

to be caught, on account of its unwieldy size. It has no
back-fill. The head of it forms one-third part of the whole
body. Its eyes are very small in proportion, not much
bigger than those of an ox, and black, with a white iris ;

they lie deep, and are placed above the junction of both
lips. Instead of ears, a hole appears on each side of its

head, so small that it is scarcely discernible, not admitting
any thing thicker than a goose-quill ; but within the flesh
there is a larger orifice, formed like an ear, which enables
it, as has been noticed, to hear very distinctly. The two
holes, or pipes, on the top of its head, are crooked, and
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very similar to llic holes in the belly of a violin. They
arc lor receiving air, as well as for discharging the water
which It swallows by its mouth. This is farced upwards
through these holes in very large quantities, and to a con-
siderable height, (of some fathoms) with such a noise, that
n roars like a hollow wind, and may be heard at three
miles distance. When wounded, it blows more fiercely
than ever, the water frequently being mixed with blood..
Its throat is uncommonly narrow, not exceeding tlic width"
of one inch and a half. Its tongue is eighteen feet long,
when the animal measures fifty-six or sixty feet; it is then'
ten feet broad, is very fibrous, floats on the water, and af-
fords four to six barrels of oil ; its weight is to 600 or 800
pounds. The tongue is inclosed in long pieces of a cor-
neous substance, generally called whalebones ; and these
are covered on their interior side with a kind of fibre, or
straight hair of the same substance, similar to coarse horse
hair. On each side of the tongue are commonly found
250 of diflerent lengths ; the longest are about the middle,
and decrease towards the snout and the throat ; they are
attached to the upper jaw. The under jaw forms Avith
the jaw bones an oblong triangular deep bason, of a ten-
dinous and cartilaginous substance, which is as deep as to
cover the longest whalebones in their perpendicular shape
when the mouth is closed ; this receptacle is, of course,
deepest towards its middle part. The broad ends of the
whalebones, where they are joined to the palate, are ge-
nerally one foot broad ; they terminate very pointed, and
have the form of a curved sword ; they would wound the
tongue, which is very delicate, if they were not covered
with hair on their inside. There are no other teeth in
the mouth. This whale is very thick from the head to
the middle, but thinner and sharper towards the tail ; its
fins and its tail stand horizontally.

In the spring of 18 13, a whale was killed at Godhavn,
of the length of 67 feet. The dimensions of a whale,
killed in the year' 1811 at Godhavn, was, from the cen-
tre of the mouth to the point of the tail, 56 feet. From
the point of the under lip to the root of the fins 23^ feet.
From the fins to the point between the two lobes or wings
of the tail 33 feet. The length of the head was IB feet.
From the middle point of the upper lip to the blow-holes
16i feet. The length of one of the fins 8 feet 4 inches.
The thickness of a fin, on its thickest part, 1 foot 9 inches.
The breadth of the tail from one extremity of its wings to
the other, 22 feet 7 inches. The length of one of tlic blow-
holes 1 1 inches. There were 13 ribs on each side, and in
all 26 ribs. The animal was a female. The fins serve this
large animal for rudders, to turn in the water, and to give
a direction to the velocity impressed by the tail. The tail
serves for an oar, to advance itself in the water ; wherewith
it swims with incredible force and celerity. When swim-
ming a little under the surface of the water it leaves a track
in the sea like a great ship, and this is called its wake, by
which it often is followed. The female makes use also of
the fins, when pursued, to bear the young one, placing it

on its back, and supporting it by the fins on each side, from
falling. They are also seen sometimes having thtir young
upon the tail.

The skin of the whale is of a different nature. The epi-
dermis resting upon the skin is not thicker than parch-
ment ; but when this is removed, the real skin appears,
which is about an inch thick, of a bluish-black colour,
fibrous and spongy ; it is called by the Greenlanders
maktak ; it is very much wrinkled in the old whales, and
smooth in the young ones. Beneath the skin {maktak)
lies a yellowish while, very tenacious, reticulated fibrous
substance, which affords more fritters than oil ; it is called
maksak by the natives : with this substance the real blub-

O
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ber is immediately connected. Tlie blubbev is of very un-

equal thickness, from 10 inches to one foot thick upon the

back, and on the under lips two feet thick ; but the latter

is very cartilaginous, and intermixed with coarse nerves.

The head and the back of the whale is bluish-black, the

under jaw is white, and sprinkled or spotted with bluish-

black, and the tail is greyish-black. The skin of tiie suck-

ers is greyish-blue. The Gieenlanders state, that the old

animals become more and more of a greyish-white colour.

The blubber of young whales is reddish-white and rose-

red, that of the old is yellowish-white ; the flesh of the

young is dark blood-red, that of the old is dark red-brown.

The bones of the whales are very porous, and afford, when

sawed in pieces, the finest oil. Tiie female whale has two

breasts, with teats like a cow, and has one young one, very

seldom two. When it suckles the young it lies on its side,

on the surface of the sea, and the young one attaches itself

to the teat. The food of the whales is the clio arctica, the

argonauta arctica, cancer fiedatus, and cancer oculatus, none

of them exceeding the size of a common wasp. Some-

times also oniscus fiulex, and other species of oniscus, are

found in its stomach. It takes its food under water ;
these

small insects become entangled by the hair of the whale-

bones, and the water is emitted partly on the sides of the

mouth, partly through the blow-holes. The whale cannot

remain longer than from 15 to 20 minutes under water.

It sleeps on the surface of the sea, and is often caught

asleep.

The settlements or colonies, which are established and

supported by the Danish government on the coast of

West Greenland, for the purpose of the whale-fisheryj

are Holsteinsburg in 67° 10', Egedesininde and Wester-

island on the southern point of Disko bay, Hunde Island,

and Crown-prince-island in Disko bay, Clirislianshaab,

Claushavn and Jacobshavn on the continent of Disko bay,

Godhavn on Disko island, and Klokkerhuck on Arve-

Prince-Island, situated on the eutrance of the Waygal.

The fishery is carried on in boats, by natives and set-

tlers, on the account of the Danish government. The fish-

ery was not very successful during the last ten years.

The English and Scotch whale-fishers visit Disko bay

every year, about the end of April, and leave it again in

June. The Dutch whale-fishers, who formerly also came
there every year, were prevented from fishing at all dur-

ing the late war. It is only the balxna mysticetus, which

is caught there at that season. It comes to the coast about

the end of December, and leaves it again in June.

The spermaceti whale, or cachalot, {^Physeter macroce-

fihalus) the enemy of the balaena mysticetus, is seldom seen

on the coast of West Greenland.

Birds.—West Greenland presents very few land birds.

The largest of them is the vultur albicitla, the cinereous

eagle, called nektoralik by the natives; it feeds on seals,

fishes, and all kinds of birds ; is of a greyish brown colour,

and inhabits Greenland the whole year, sitting on the rocks

with flagging wings, and flies slowly. It is eaten by the

Greenlanders, and the skin employed for clothing.

The falco rmticatus, the falco islandus, and the Jalco

fuscus, or Greenland falcon, called by the natives Kirkso-

viarsuk kemcrtok, inhabit the most remote parts of the

friths; they feed on birds. The latter is of a very fine

appearance. Its colour is marbled of white grey and
brown. It is only eaten by the natives when compelled
by hunger. All falcois inhabit Greenland the whole year.

The beautiful snowy owl, or stryx nyclea, called or/iik

by the Greenlanders, is lound in the interior of the conti-

nent, in the vicinity of the glaciers. It preys on every
kind of bird day and night.

The raven, {Cgrvu» corax,) (Green. Tulugak,) occurs in

great number, and frequents the huts of the natives, who
abhor its flcsii.

The white /lartrid^'e, (Telrao lago/tus), called in N'orth

Greenland ageikaek, and in South Greenland, ^a:^!':;, inhabits

in sunmier the mountains for the sake of crowberries,

[Emfictru?n nigrum). In winter it descends to the valleys

near the shores. It is brownish in summer, and changes
its colour in winter into a snow white. The Greenlanders

like very much to eat its intestines raw.

Of small land birds, which all leave this country in the

beginning of winter, arc only seen the fringitla tafiftonica,

(Green. A'arksamiulak), \.he fringitla linaria, (Green. Or-

/lingmiulak), the 7iwtacilla ocnantlie, (Green. Kuisseklak),

and tlie emberiza nivalis, (Ciiccn. Ko/ianauarsuk). The
arrival of the latter about the end of May annoimccs the

approach of spring. In autumn, in the beginning of Sep-
tember, it collects again in great flocks, in order tc migrate.

Of water birds, there occur on the coast,

—

1. .^nas bemicla, bernaclc. Greci^ J\'crdlck.-

2. Anas clangula, golden-eye. Green. Kcertlutorfiiarsuk.

3. Anas /tistrionica, harlequin. Green. Tornaviarsuk.

4. Anas bosclias, mallard. Green. Kcrttiictok.

5. Anas glacialis seu liyemalis, long tailed duck. Green.
Aglek.

6. Anas s/iectabilis, king-duck. Green. Siorakitsok.

7. Anas molliasima, cider-duck. Green. JMitek.

The Anas molissima, or eider-duck, visits the coast as

soon as the grass begins to grow, and plucks the finest

down fiom its breast to form its nest. The down taken
from the nest is the finest and most elastic. It is custo-

mary to take away the first eggs, which occasions a se-

cond laying, and a second deplumation. They lay their

eggs on uninhabited islands among the grass growing near
the shores. They brave the severest winter of the arctic

regions, and their breeding-places are the most northern.

They come constantly every spring to the same spot again,

if not disturbed. The Greenlanders kill them with darts

and guns, watching their course (when they dive) by the

air-bubbles, and strike them when they ascend. The flesh

is valued as food. The skin of this duck is the most valua-

ble of all as a garment placed next to the skin. The down
forms a very considerable article of trade. The colony
Egedesminde i>roduced in the year 1808, 1000 pounds
weight of that article. One pound sterling is paid for one
pound weight of the beti sort of down.

Oi Merganseres occur,— I. Mergus serrutor. Green.
Paik.

2. Mergus merganser, goosander. Green. Pararsuk.
Oi Auks.— 1. Alca im/iennis, i^rcal ank. Green. Isaro-

kitsok.

2. Alca torcla, razor-bill. Green. Akfiardluk.

3. Alca liica, black-billed auk. Green, Akpa.
4. Alca arctica, pufiiin. Green. Killangak.

5. Alca alle. little auk. Green. Akfialliarsuk.

The alca/tica vies with the eider duck in point of utility

to the Greenlanders. The skins are used for clothing, and
the flesh is eaten. They only approach the coast when the
cold becomes very severe, and breed in summer in the

clefts of the remotest locks. They are killed in canoes
with darts, and give food to the Greenlanders in the months
of February and March, when they want every other sup-
ply from the sea. It appears that the words alca, auk, and
akjia, are formed from the note or sound which the bird

emits when flying or swimming in large flocks.

Of Petrels, or Procellaria, are seen,

—

1. The Procellaria glacialis {u\mnr. Green. Kakordluk ;

and,

2. The Procellaria fiiiffinus, shear-water. Green. Ka-
kordlungoak.
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The pi'cy ol' these birds being the blubber of the whale,

they are only found in the vicinity of the whale-fisheiies.

They are, from the iKiturc of their food, extremely leiiil
;

and so slupid and voracious, as to be killed with rods in

their attempt to obtain prey. They arc rarely eaten.

Of GuiUemnta.— 1. Cotymbus Grylle, black guillcinot.

Greek. Scri^vtii-.

2. Cotymbus glacialis, northern guillemot. Green.
Tudlik.

3. Colymhus se/Uentrionalis, red-throated guillemot.

Green. Karkfak\.

Their skins are very excellent for clothing, in conse-

quence of their durability.

Of 7'enis.—Sterna hirundo, great tern. Green. Imcr-
koteitak.

Their eggs are the most delicate of all water-birds.

They come latest in summer, that is, in the beginning of

June, and leave the coast earliest, that is, in the beginning
of September, under great noise.

Of Gulls. 1. Larus marinua, black-backed gull.

Green. A''ayardluk.

2. /.aTHs /ri/(/«c<i//Ms, kittiwake. Green. Tattarak.

3. Larus candidus, ivory guli. Green. JVayauarsuk.

4. Larus arcticus, cataracta fiarasitica, arctic gull. Green.
Mcriarsairsok

.

5. Larus glaucus, glaucous gull. Green. A'aya.

Of Pelicans.— 1. Pelicanus carbo, corvorant. Green.
Okaitsok.

2. Pelicanus cristatus, crested corvorant. Green. Ting-

mik.

3. Pelicaixjis bassanus,^2a\net. Green. Kuksuk.
AH these birds are used as food ; their skins for clothing.

Of Scolo/ia.v— I. Scohfiax gallinago, common snipe.

Green. Sigrektok.

2. Scolo/iax jardreka, jardreka. Green. Sargvarsur-
soak.

Of Tringa 1. Tringa striata, striated sandpiper.

Green. Sirk-tariarsungoak,

2. Tringa inter/ires, Hcbridal sandpiper. Green. Tel-

ligvak.

3. Tringa lubata. Green. JVelloumirsortok.

4. Tringa fulicaria- Green. Kajok.

5. Tringa al/iina, dunlin. Green. Tojuk.

Of Charadrius, or phver— I . Charadrius afiricarius, al-

vargrim. Green. JVajoirovek.

2. Charadrius stiaticula, ringed plover. Green. Tu-
kagvajok.

Fishes.—Greenland cannot boast of valuable fisheries.

The natives attend only to their seal-game, and neglect
entirely every other branch of industry. The few Euro-
peans residing there are occupied with trade. There can
be no doubt, however, that such an extensive coast would
afford numerous and profitable banks. Some have alrea-

dy been discovered at Tunugliarbik, Guannersoak, Fre-

derickshaab, Fishfiord, Sukkertop, Amertlok, where dif-

ferent species of cod-fish are caught ; for instance, Gadus
agleflnus, (Green. Misokarnak i) gadus callarias-, (Green.
Sarolik ;) gadus morrhua, (Green. Saraudlirsoak ;) and
gadus barbatus, (Green. Ogak.) In the north of Green-
land, in the 70, 72, and 73d degrees, were discovered very
eyiiemive flounder banks. The fileuronectes hijifioglossus,

holibut. Green. A''etarnak, sometimes of a weight of more
than 100 pounds, is found in abundance in the neighbour-
hood of the colonies of Godthaab and Sukkertop. Exten-
sive banks of \\\e, fileuronectes cynoglossus, (Green. Kaler-
aglick,) were lately discovered at Jacobs havn in Disko
bay, and at Omenak in Cornelius bay. Different species

of salmo, viz. the salmo car/iio, (Green. Lkatluk,) the sal-

mo alfiinus, (Green. Iviksarsok,) and the salmo rivalisy visit

every year the friths and inlets of the corjlinent. But the
most remarkable of all the fishes is the salmo arcticus, call-

ed Jngmarsxt, the Greenlanders deriving their daily food
from them. It forms their bread, and makes also a sort

of dessert after their most delicate repasts. The ylng-
marsat live at sea most part of the year ; but, at the end
of May, they come in immense numbers into the bays and
friths. They are taken in nets in all kinds of vessels, and
even with the hands, in great multitudes. The whole bot-

tom of the sea seems covered with them. They are dried
on the rocks, put into sacks, and preserved for the winter
under heaps of stones. They are generally eaten dried
instead of bread, but many are dressed fresh as soon as
they are taken. Tlicy seldom exceed seven inches in

length. They have a very strong sharp smell when they
are dry ; and are, on the whole coast of Norway, in bad
credit, as a very noxious fish, a calumny which they do not
deserve. The impression of this fish occurs frequently

in an indurated gray sandy marl on the end of the bays.

Next to angmarsoet, the Greenlanders eat most of the ulkes,

a kind of cjttus, particularly coitus scor/tius. They eat

the fishes dried, or boiled in sea water, but the heads of
Jileuronectes are eaten putrid.

Insects—The Greenlanders are tormented with very
troublesome insects. The culex fii/iiens, a kind of mus-
quitoes, appear in the months of June, July, and August
in myriads. But a great number of other insects increase,
from the incredible iilthiness of the natives.

The insects, which contribute to the comforts of life,

are, Cancer fibalangium, a species, which has some resem-
blance to cancer longimatiiis,\he cancer sguilla, and cancer
liomaroidcs. The minute species of Cancer fiedatus, and
Cancer oculntus, afl'ord food to the whale, and their exist-

ence is therefore of great importance to the natives. Nu-
merous species of oniscus are found partly in the sea, and
partly attached to the bodies of several marine animals.

Vermes.—Numerous species of gordius a.nd lumbricus
are found, and the intestines of the arctic quadrupeds,
birds, and fishes, swarm with different species oi' ascarides.

Of the interesting family of JVereis occur ten species.

Shells —The coast of Greenland cannot boast of nu-
merous varieties of beautiful shells, of which the seas of
the warm climates abound. Of Asterias occur the asteriag

rubens, witn 6 rays ; the s/wngiosa, with 3 conical rays ;

the fia/iposa, with 12 and 13 rays ; the minuta, with 6 rays,

and the ophiura, with 5 rays. In Discofiord is found the

aslerlas caput meduse. Of £f/im«s exists only the saxa-
tilis ; 12 species of Serpula ; 3 species of Chiton, one
of which is new, and not yet described ; its tests are mar-
bled of a yellow and red colour. Of Lepas occurs on the

shores, lepas balanus, and balanoides ; and on the skin of

the B iliEna boops, the lefias balsnarus, or diadema.

Of BivALviA are found the niya at^naria, arctica, trun-

cata and byssifera, the latter a new species ; only one
Cardium, viz. ciliare ; three Veneres, the islandica, minu-
ta, and fragilis. The/;ec?e;z islandicus. 'Yhcmytilus cdn-
lis, discors and faba. The myae and mylili are eaten by
the natives, and the shells used as spoons.

Univalvia. are J some patellts, argonauta, arclica, the

favourite food of the balaena mysticetus; the helix pellu-

cida, nitida, and haliotoides ; ihe trochus cinerarius, divari-

catus and helycinus ; the tritonium undatum, despectum,

antiquum, glaciale, lapillus, fornicatum, clathratuni, cra-

ticuhuum, and ciliatum ; the two latter are new species.

Of JVerita, the littorea only is found.

In the friths and inlets are found Various luiipora, ma-
drepores, milleporcs, and cellepora, but all very minute.

Plustre and sertularie grow on the whole coast in great

numbers ; atcyonia and sfiongia occur very seldom.
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It will r.o doubt be inlercstiiig to our leadci-. to luive a

rstaloyiie of works concerning Cireenland, which have

been published at diirerent times.

The oldest accounts of Greenland will be found in

Konifs-s/ieilet, or S/ieculum regale. More in Whilfeldl's

Chronica, and in Lychsandcr's Clironikc. Copenhagen,

1 602. Part of it is translated into English, and published

in Purchas' Pilgrims.

Jens Munks J^avigatio Se/itenlrionalis, in Danish, was

published at Copenhagen, 1624, 8vo. It contains his voy-

age for discovering a north-western passage, and some ac-

count of Greenland.
Isaac de la Pereyre wrote a Relation de la Groenlande.

Paris, 1643, 8vo. It was translated into the Danish and

German language.

From this time to the year 1721, some curious critical

pamphlets were written concerning East and West Green-

land, viz.

Rudolph Cappel, Orbis Jtrcticus. Hamburg!, 1675, 4to.

Arngrimi Jonae, Grocnlandia, (in Latin.) HafniK, 1688.

8vo.

Thormodi Torfsi, Hiatoria Vinlandia Antiqu(E. Hav-

niae, 1705, 8vo.

Thormodi Torfaei Groenlandia antiqua. Havniae, 1706,

8vo. and 1708, 8vo. cumtabulis geographicis.

Pierre de Mesange, les aventures et les voyages de

Groevlamlt, avec une relation de I'origine, de I'/iistoire, des

tnceurs, et du fiaradis des habitants du fiole arctirjuc, a Am-
sterdam, 1720, 2 vols. 8vo.

Zorgdrager oud en nieuvje GrocJilaJidiali IValvischerij,

4to. Anist. translated into German, Hamb. 1724, 4to.

Hans Egede, the celebrated Danish missionary, went to

Greenland in the year 1721, and published, in the year

1729, at Copenhagen, in 4to. Den gamlc Croenlands nye

fierlustration. It was soon translated into English, Ger-

man, Dutch, and French.

Afterwards he published, in the year 1738, at Copenha-
gen, in 4to, Omstandelig og udforlig Relation angoende deji

Gronlandske Missions Begyndelse og Fortsattelse, (contain-

ing his journal.)

Paul Egede, his son, the secoTid Danish missionary,

published soon afterwards, continuation of Relationerne

betreffende den Gronlandske Missions Tilstand from 1734

to 1740.

In the year 1788 he published his last work, Efterret-

jiingerne om Groenland, uddragne af en Journal holden fra
Aarene, 1721 till 1788. Copenhagen, Svo. with plates.

Nils Egede, his brother, who was a merchant in Green-
land, published a continuation of De Gronlandske Rela-
tioner, from 1739— 1743.

In the year 1761, David Crantz, of the German Uni-
tas Fratum, visited their settlements on the coast of West
Greenland, and remained there till August, 1762. In the

year 1765 he published, Historie von Groenland. 2 Bande,
8vo. with plates. Barby ; and in the year 1770, Fort-
sezzung (continuation) Der Historie von Groe7iland. His
account was translated into English, Dutch, and Swedish.
The Rev, Otto Fabricius, who was a missionary in

fireenland during five years, published his Fauna Groen-
landica at Copenhagen, in 1780, in 8vo.

Tlie first Greenlandish Grammar was published by Paul
Egede in the Danish and Latin language at Copenhagen,
in 1760, in 8vo.

Thefirst dictionary in Greenlandish, Danish, and Latin,
was published by Paul Egede, in 1750, in 8vo.

Both works were very much improved by Otto Fabri-
cius, the Grammar in 179 1, and in a second edition in 1 SOI,
and the Dictionary in the year 1804, 8vo.

Paul Egede was also the first who translated the New

Testament into the Greenlandish language. It was re-

printed in the year 1803, and very much imp''oved by Otto
Fabricius.

Besides this, partly by the Danish Society for the fur-

therance of the missions, partly by the Unitas Fratrum,
psalm-books, prayer-books, and other religious books, have

been printed, and distributed gratis amongst the Green-
landers.

GREENLAW, is a small town of Scotland in Ber-
wickshire, and is situated on a plain, watered by the Black-

adder, nearly in the centre of the county. There are here

the remains of two religious houses, which were dependent

on the priory of Kelso. Marchmont house, the seat of the

family of Marchmont, is about two miles from the town.

Greenlaw is the county town of Berwickshire. Its popu-
lation is about 600.

GREENOCK, is a sea-port town in Scotland, situated

on the Frith of Clyde, about 22 miles below Glasgow, and
46 above Ayr. It contains many neat and well built hou-
ses, but its streets are irregular and narrow ; and its gene-
ral appearance is far from being elegant. Of late years,

it has extended very much to the west, and there, as might
have been expected from the opulence and taste of the in-

habitants, a great improvement has taken place, both in

the general plan and in the structure of individual edifices.

The principal public buildings of Greenock consist of the

infirmary, which was erected in the year 1808 at an ex-

pence of nearly 2400/. arid contains good accommodation
for a considerable number of patients ; the theatre, erect-

ed the same year, at an expence of 2500/. ; a bridewell,

erected in 1809, at an expence of 1340/.; and a tontine

inn, erected in 1802, at at expence of 10,000/. There are

three established churches, viz. the West Church, which
serves the country part of the parish, is very old, and very

uncomfortable ; the New Church, built in 1762, a large

commodious place of worship in the centre of the town,

and having a steeple attached to it 146 feet high; and the

East Church, originally built in 1774 as a chapel of ease,
.

but erected into a parish church in 1809. There is also

a Chapel of Ease lor the Gaelic population, built in 1791,

at an expence of 1700/. and containing 1600 people. Be-
sides these, there are various dissenting meetings : the

Burgher meeting, erected in 1791, at an expence of 1300/.

and containing 1000 sitters ; the Antiburgher, erected in

1303, at an expence of 1 122/. ; the Relief, erected in 1808,

at an expence of 2,200/., and containing 1700 sitters. There
is also a Tabernacle, a Methodist meeting, and a Roman
Catholic chapel. A Unitarian preacher in the theatre on
Sunday evenings. There are public schools for all the

various branches of literature and science. A free school,

established in 1790, is under excellent management, and
gives useful and religious education to hundreds of poor
boys and girls, at an expence of 6s. Sd. per annum .for

each child. In 1812, a society was instituted in Greenock
and Port Glasgow fur the encouragement of arts and sci-

ences. Aljout 150 subscribers, at 5s. each per annum, were
obtained, and the whole funds are distributed in prizes to

persons of genius and merit. For some years, there has
been connected with this an exhibition of paintings. Since

1793, there has existed an institution, under the title of the

Greenock and Inncrkip Farmer and Agricultural Society.

There are several subscription and circulating libraries,

with extensive collections of bwoks. One newspaper, the

Greenock Advertiser, is published thrice a week. The
poor, who are very numerous, are supported partly by the

public collections, partly by voluntary assessments, and
partly by the interest of sums, which from time to time
have been bequeathed to them by the charitable. There
are various societies established by particular trades and
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professions, wliosc principal object is to afl'ord relief to

their decayed members: Such as the Ship-carpenters So-

ciety, instituted in 1732 ; Master Wrights Society, insti-

tuted in 1734; Slioemakcrs Society, instituted in 1754;

Journeymen Coopers Society, instituted in 1792; Widows
Society, instituted in 1795, Sec. The Merchants House
Society was instituted in 1787; five guineas are paid on

admission, and 5.s. annually for the support of those fami-

lies or individuals belonging to it, wlio have grown indi-

gent. There ^vas formerly in Greenock a society, de-

signed the Clyde Marine Society ; but in 1786 it was in-

corporated by act of parliament with the Glasgow Marine
Society. This institution is very ricii and very useful.

There are several banks and branches of banks establish-

ed at Greenock, which do a great deal of business.

The old harbour of Greenock, begun to be built in 1707,

contains about 10 acres. These are inclosed witliin two
circular (|uays, in the middle of which is another quay
built in 1712, projecting like a tongue. The original cost

was 10,000 merks Seots, or 5 625/. sterling, which was to

be defrayed by a malt duty, and was liquidated in 1740,

leaving a surplus of 1500/. In 1801 and 1803, acts of par-

liament were obtained for enlarging and improving the

harbour ; and when all the plans are executed, the accom-
modation for shipping, &c. in this port will be of a very
complete and superior kind. The new harbour will con-
tain about 8 acres of ground, which were obtained from
Sir John Shaw Stuart and Lord Cathcart at 5 guineas per
fall, and a shilling per fall of feu duty. During the last

ten years, 85,000/. have been expended in extending the

harbours, by building new quays, sheds, &c. and an ad-

ditional sum of 25,000/. will be required to finish the
work, including the expence of building a new graving
dock.

The expence of erecting the present sheds, and keeping
them in repair, has cost the trustees of the harbour 9S68/.

and those yet to be erected will not cost less than 3132/.,

making together 13 COO/.

The revenue received from them for the year ending
September 1812, was 1201/.

Do. 1813, 1472
Do. 1814, 2052
Do. 1815, 2053

And the yearly rent on an average for live years ending in

April last, is 1609/.

The anchorage or ring money for the year ending
September 1813, was 175/. 13

Do. 1814, 181 17

Do. 1815, 218 12

making the yearly rent on an average for three years

192/.

Ship-building is not so much followed as might have
been expected at such a port as that of Greenock. On an

average, there are about 10 or 12 vessels built annually.

As to quality and construction, these vessels are equal to

any in the united kingdom. There is a graving dock,

which was erected by share holders in 1783. The build-

ing yard of Messrs John Scott Et Co. containing a graving

dock, a basin, boat and mast sheds, blacksmith's shop, Sic.

is, in point of size and cojivenicncc, superior to any pii-
vate establishment of this kind in the kingdom. Mr
Steele also has excellent premises for building and repair-
ing ships.

There are foiir large roi)c works, and several smaller
ones. They employ froni 200 to 300 hands, and manufac-
ture annually about 1000 tons of cordage, which is sold
for the use of the shipjjing of the port, and for exportation
to the colonies. There is one rope-work for making patent
cordage. Sailcloth is also manufactured here to a con-
siderable extent. Tlierc are two manufactories for this
article. Greenock contains two soap and candle manu-
lactories, which are carried on to a large extent, princi-
pally for supplying our North American and West India
colonies with these articles. One of them is an old esta-
blishment, having existed since the year 1772. There are
also two extensive breweries, both of which export large
quantities, solid and in bottles. While the French West
India islands were in our possession, the supply of this
article was very great, particularly light coloured table
beer. There are two iron and brass foundcries ; one large
hat manufactory, and several smaller ones ; a green glass
and a flint glass work ; thi-ee tan works; a pottery ; and a
lamp-black manufactory. All these depend greatly on the
export trade, and the demand for the shipping.
An account of the number of ships and vessels, with

their tonnage, and number of men and boys usually em-
ployed, registered, and belonging to the port of Green-
ock for the years ending 30th Sept. 1814 and 1815 :

Ships.
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An account of all vessels entered inwards and cleared

outwards coastwise at this port, in the years ending 5th

January 1815 and 1816.

Inwards.
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edifice toi'ins nearly a square, of which Kin;^ Charles's

building occupies the north-west angle
j
Queen Anne's,

the north-cast; King William's, the south-west; and

Qu ee Mary's, the south-east. The interval between the

two former buildings forms a square 270 tcct wide, in the

middle of which is a statue of (icoi-ge II. sculptured by

Rysbrach, out of a single block of white marble, which
weighed 1 1 tons, and was taken from the French by Ad-
miral Rooke : this statue was given to the hospital by

Sir John Jennings, who was governor from 1720 to 1744.

The inscriptions on the pedestal were by Mr Ilaugan.

The space between the two latter buildings, which include

the hall and chapel, with their elegant domes, and the

two colonnades, forms a lesser square. The two squares

are intersected by a spacious avenue, leading from tlie

town through the hospital. The buildings which imme-
diately front the Thames have a general correspondence

in style and arrangement. The north and south fronts of

each exhibit the appearance of a double pavilion, con-

joined above by the continuation of an Attic order, with

a balustrade, which surmounts the whole, but is separa-

ted below by an open portal. The centre of each pavi-

lion displays an elegant pediment, supported by four Co-
rinthian colunms, and the sides a double pilaster of the

same order. King Charles's building contains the apart-

ments of the governor and lieutenant-governor, tlic coun-

cil-room, and anti-chamber ; wit!) 14 wards, wherein 300

pensioners may be accommodated. In the council-room

are several portraits : in the ami-chamber two large sea-

pieces, given to the hospital by Pliilip Harman, Esq.

;

and a series of six small pieces, representing the loss

of the Luitemburgh galley, in 1727. Queen Anne's
building, which was erected between 1698 and 1728,

contains several apartments for inferior officers, with 24

wards for];437 pensioners. King William's building stands

to the south-west of the great square, and comprises the

great hall, vestibule, and dome, designed and erected by

Sir Christopher Wren, between the years 1698 and 1703.

To the iinier side of each range is attached a colonnade
3-17 feet in length, supported by Doric columns, and

pilasters 20 feet in height. The great hall, or saloon, is

106 feet in length, 56 in width, and 50 high: the ceiling

and sides are covered with portraits and emblematical
figures, executed by Sir James Thornhill, for which he

was paid at the rate of 3/. per square yard for the ceiling,

and \l. for the sides, amounting in the whole to 6685/.

The west front of King William's building, which is of

brick, was finished about 1725 by Sir John Vanbrugh :

the building contains U wards, wherein are 551 beds.

The foundation of the eastern colonnade, which is similar

to that on the west side, was laid in 1699 ; hut the chapel,

and the other parts of Qcen Mary's building which adjoin

to it, were not finished till 1752. It corresponds with

King William's, and is furnished with 1092 beds, in 13

wards. The chapel which forms pait of Queen Mary's
building, is one of the most elegant specimens of Grecian
architecture in this kingdom, and was erected from the

classical designs of the late James Stuart, Esq. It is

111 feet in length, and 52 in width, and is capable of

accommodating 1000 pensioners, nurses, and boys, ex-
clusive of the seats for the directors and other officers.

The entrance portal consists of an architrave, frieze,

and cornice, of statuary marble : the folding-doors are
of mahogany, highly enriched by carving. The interior

is finished in an elegant style, and is adorned with many
appropriate paintings, the most distinguished of which
is the altar-piece, executed by West, and representing
the preservation of St Paul on the island of Melita.
There is a double range of windows on each side"of the

ch-jpel. Without the walls of the hospital stands the in-
firmary, erected in 1763, after a design by Stuart: it

forms an oblong quadrangle, 198 feet long and 175 broad,
consists of two stories, and is divided into two principal
parts, appropriated respectively to those whose cases re-
quire surgical aid, and to those who need only medical
assistance. It contains sixty-four rooms, and each is fit-

ted up for the accommodation of four patients. It also in-
cludes a chapel, hall, Jiitchen, and apartments for the
physician, surgeon, and apothecary; with hot and cold
baths, and other necessary offices. Near the hospital is
the school, where 200 poor children are educated. The
school-house was erected in 1783, by Stuart. It is 146
lect long, 42 broad, exclusive of a Tuscan colonnade, in
iront 180 feet long, and 20 broad, for the boys to play in
during bad weather. The pensioners, who are the objects
ot this noble charity, must be seamen disabled by age, or
maimed cither in the king's service, or in the merchant
service, if the wounds were received in defending or
taking any ship, or in fight against a pirate. Foreigners,
who have served two years in the British navy, become
entitled to the benefits of this institution in the same man-
ner as natives. The widows of seamen are provided for,
having the exclusive privilege of being nurses in the hos-
pital. The number of pensioners is upwards of 2400,
(of whom at an average 203 die annually,) who are fur-
nished with clothes, diet, and lodging, with a small allow-
ance of pocket-money. The nurses are 144, each of whom
receives eight pounds per annum as wages, with every ne-
cessary of life. The commissioners of the hospital are
about 100, and consist of all the great officers of state,

the archbishops, the lord chancellor, the judges, the mas-
ter and five senior brethren of Trinity-house, the lord
mayor, and three senior aldermen of London, with some
of the principal officers of the hospital. The annual ave-
rage expence of each pensioner, according to the report of
the commissioners of naval enquiry, was estimated at 27/.

10«. 9d. per man ; and of the nurses 29/. \5s. each, the
total annual expence being 69,206/. 5s. The funds of the
establishment are principally derived from a duty of six-
pence per month, paid by every mariner, either in the
king's or merchant's service j the forfeited estates of the
Earl of Derwentwater, containing many valuable lead and
other mines ; various benefactions from different sove-
reigns, from parliament, and from private persons, from
fines for offences committed on the Thames, from the
half-pay of such of its officers as have regular salaries,

and from other sources of less importance.

Greenwich park, which is vested in the crown, was en-
circled with a wall by James I. and contains 188 acres.

It is planted chiefly with elms and Spanish chesnuts, some
of which are of a very large size. In one part of the

park are the remains of many ancient barrows, in some
of which were found humai> bones, spear heads, &c.
The upper part of the park is considerably elevated above
the Thames ; and on one of the eminences stands the Royal
Observatory, which was built by Charles II. in 1675, on
the site of the ancient tower erected by Duke Humphrey
in the reign sf Henry VI. It is built of brick, and is

by no means an elegant structure ; but it contains excel-

lent apartments for the Astronomer Royal, and commodi-
ous rooms for the admirable instruments, \vith which it is

now furnished. Flamstead, the fii-st Astronomer Royal,

died in December 1719, and was succeeded by DrHalley.

Dr Bradley succeeded upon the death of Halley in 1742,

and died in 1762. Dr Bliss held the office for two years,

and was succeeded Ln 1764 by Dr Maskeline. Mr Pond,

the present Astronomer Royal, succeeded Dr Maskelyne
in 1811, and, by means of the fine mural cifcle con-
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structed by Troughton, has already made a sei-ies of lischal College of Aberdeen, James Gregory directed hh.

the most valuable observations, decidedly the most ac- particular attention to the subject of optics, and he pub-

curate that have been made in any of the other observa- lished the results of his labours in a work, entitled 0/itica

tories of Europe. promota seu abdita radiorum rcjlexorum et rcfraclorum

A farther account of the institution, and of the instiu- mysteria, gcometrice cnucleaia, cui subnectitur Afifiendix

ments it contains, will be found in our history of Astro- sublxlissimorum astronomie problematum resolutionern exhi-

xoMY, and in the articles Circle and Observatory. bens, Lond. 1663. It was dedicated to Charles II. and

The church of Greenwich is an elegant stone building, was completed with the assistance and encouragement ot

and was erected in 1718. Greenwich contains two hos- his brother David, after he had been stopped along time

pitals for poor people, and several schools for the edu- at the twenty-sixth problem'.! This work is remarkable,

cation of the poor, and some excellent boarding schools, as containing the description of a new reflecting telescope,

The following is the population abstract for 1811, for and the deduction of the true law of refraction. The
the town of Greenwich : method in which he has investigated this law is remark-

able for its elegance and originality; and, in his experi-

Number of houses 2,315 mental demonstration of it, we are furnished with a strik-

Number of families 3,276 ing proof of the accuracy of his observations. In com-

Ditto employed in agriculture 96 paring the refractions calculated by the law with the ex-

Ditto in trade and manufactures .... 1,002 periments of Vitellio on the refractions of water and glass,

i\lales 8,723 the greatest error amounts to 61' in water, and 94' in re-

Females 8,224 fractions from glass into water. When compared with

Total population 16,947 the experiments of Athanasius Kircher, the greatest error

in water is 89', in vine 1 10', in oil 104', and in glass 93';

GREGORIAN Calendar. See Chroxologv. but in comparing them with his own observations, the

GREGORIAN Telescope. See Optics. greatest error is only 15'; and it is remarkable that he

GREGORY, St Vi.vcent. See Geometry. made the index of refraction for water 1.3347, differing

GRECiORY, James, an eminent Scotch mathemati- only O.ooi 8 from 1.3358 the most accurate measure, where-

cian and natural philosopher, was born at Aberdeen in as Vitellio made it 1.306. Before the publication of the

the month of November 1638. He was a son of the 0/iiica Proinota, Gregory was informed, that he was an-

Rev. Mr John Gregory of Drumoak, in Aberdeenshire,* ticipatcd in the discovery of the law of refraction by Des-

who was married to the daughter of Mr David Ander- cartes, and he thus alludes to it in bis preface:

—

Et ex

son of Flnshaugh, the brother of Alexander Anderson, analogiis in /irima liujua tractatuli firofiosxtione declaratis,

who was professor of mathematics at Paris : (See Ax- inveni firimam hiijus ofitice fiartem,de f,'enuina refractionum

Derson.) Having lost his father in the 13th year of his liyjiothesi el mensura ncsciua scilicet (^propter inopiam no-)

age, the charge of his education devolved upon his elder varum librorum Mathematicorum in alias inclyta Bibliotlieca

brother David Gregory, who put into his hand the Ele- Abredoncm.!) hec eadcm a Cartesio fuisse inventa.

ments of Euclid, and stimulated the ardour which he The invention of the reflecting telescope formed an epoch
had begun to show for mathematical learning. After in optics and astronomy. Gregory was not acquainted wiili

having completed his philosophical studies at the Ma- the errors in dioptric instruments, arising from the ynequal

* The following quotations, relative to the Rev. John Gregory of Drumoak, are taken from Spalding's History of the Ti-miUes in Scotland,

from 1624 to 1645 :

" Upon the second day of Jime, 1640, Mr .Tohn Hregoiy, minister at Drumoak, was brought into Monro by a party of soldiers : He was
taken out of Ills bed naked upon the night, and iiis liouse pitifully plundered. He was closely keeped in Skipper Anderson's house, having
live musketeers watching him niglit and da}', and sustained upon his own expences. Xo not his own wife could have private conference
with him, so strictly was he there watched. At last he is fined to pay Major-General Monro 1100 merks, for his outstanding against the co-

venant, and syne got liberty to go ; but in the Genci-al Assembly holden in July, he w.as nevertheless simpliciter deprived, because he would
not subscribe the covenant ; and when all was done, he is forced to come in and yield to subscribe the covenant.

" Next, Mr John Gregory having been summoned to appear before the General Assembly (1640), by and attour his being fined in 1000
merks, as ye have before, was deposed from the ministry of Drumo.ak. The Laird of Drum deals for him, being his own pastor, and upon
swearing and subscribing the covenant, and teaching penitentially, with great chfficiilty he was again restored (1641) to liis own parish-

kirk.
" Upon Thursday, the 15th of April, 1641, being a presbytery day, Mr John Gregory, of whom ye heard before, teached a penitential

sermon in New Aberdeen. It was not found satisfactory by Air James Ilervie, Moderator, and the remnant members of the Presbrteiy,
and he was ordained to put the same in write. The brethren advised the same witli the next Provincial .\sscmbly, who found it not satis-

factoi'V, and therefore they ordained him to preach penitentially .at certain kirks, till he gave content to the next ensuing General Assemfily ;

which he obeyed. He was received anil reinstated in his kirk (1641).
" I'pon Tuesday, the 6tb of September, 1642, Mr John Gregory, at the visitation of the kirk of New Aberdeen, teached most learnedly

upon the fourth verse of the second chapter of the Colossians, and reprehended the order of our kirk, and new brought in points. Air An-
drew Cant, sitting beside the reader, ^s his use was, offended at this doctrine, quickly closed the reader's book, and laid down the glass be-
fore it was run, thinking tlie minister should the sooner make an end; but he beheld and preached half an liour longer than the time. Ser-
mon being ended, the bretiiren conveen to their visitation, where Mr ,\ndrew Cant impugned tliis doctrine, desiring the s-aid Mr John to put
the same in write. He answered, he would not only w rite, but print his preaching, if need so required, and abide by all that he had teached
as orthodox doctrine. The brethren heard all, and had their own opinions, but wiUiout any more censure they dissolved, somewhat per-
turbed with Cant's curiosity.

" Upon Thursday he railed out in his sermon against the said Mr. John Gregory's doctrine, and on Sund.ay likewise. At last, by mediation
of the town's baillies, at a cup of wine, they two were agreed, and settled, with sm.all credit to Cant's business."

.Mr Gregory of Drumoak was one of the first persons in Scotland who understood the use of the barometer as an Instrument for predict-
ing the weather. Having one day observed that the mercury was falling rupidlv, he advised his parishioners to remove the sheaves of corn
from the low grounds on the banks of the river Dee. They inimediatelj- followed his advice, and when they found his prediction verified
by an imusual rise of the river, they were naturally led to reg-.ird hnn as a being of a superior order. Mr Gregory died about the year
1652.

f " Ubi diu hjcsi omni spe progrediendi orbatus ; sed continuis liortatibus et auxiliis fratris mei Davidis Gregorii in matliematicis non pa-
rum versati (cui siquid in hisce scientiis preslitero, me illud debere non inficias Ibo) animatus tandem incidi In seriam imaginis considersitio-
ncm, &.C." I'riJ. ad Optic. J'rornot.
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refrangibility of the rays of iifjlit ; and iiis principal object

in jiroposinj;' this new inslriuncnt, was to avoid the eiroi"

arising from the spherical figure of the lenses. It consist-

ed of a parabolic concave mirror, near whose focus is

placed a small concave elliptic speculum, having a com-
mon focus with the parabolic one. This instrument gave

vise to the Newtonian telescope, in which the small mirror

is plane, and reflects the image to the side of the lube

where the eye-glass is placed ; and also to the Cassegrai-

nian telescope, which difl'ers only from that of Gregory in

having the small speculum convex instead of concave. The
Gregorian principle has been almost universally used for

telescopes of a moderate size. The Newtonian form has

been adopted in the magnificent instruments used by Dr
Herschel ; but it is extremely probable, that the Cassc-
grainian telescope, in which the rays never cross each other

at a focus,* will hereafter be considered as the most valu-

able of the reflecting telescopes. The Ojitica Promota is

terminated by a collection of astronomical problems. The
object of one of these, is to determine the paralaxes of two
planets from their conjunction ; and, in a scholium to this

problem, he points out the great use of the transits of Ve-
nus and Mercui7, in determining the sun's parallax. f This
happy idea, which has since been of such service to astro-

nomy, has always been ascribed to Dr Halley.

Mr Gregory went to London about the year 1664 or 1665,

and was introduced to IVIr Collins, the secretary to the

Royal Society, who introduced him to some of the best

practical opticians, for the purpose of having his reflecting

telescope executed. A Mr Rives was employed for this

purpose, but he could not polish the speculum upon the

tool, and was therefore obliged to do it with a cloth and
putty. The success of this trial was so little, that Gregory
was discouraged from making any farther attempts, and a

tube was never even made to hold the mirrors. He after-

wards, however, made some trials with a little concave and
convex speculum ; but, to use his own words, " they wer
but rude, seei»g I had but transient views of the object;
being so possessed with the fancie of the defective figure,

that I wold not be at the pains to fix every thing in its due
distance."

After these unsuccessful attempts to construct a reflect-

ing telescope, Gregory left England, and fixed his resi-

dence at Padua, which was then in high repute as a seat of
mathematical learning. Here he published, in 1667, 1658,
his work, entitled, Vtra Circuli ct Hyfierbole Quadratura
in profiria sua /irofiortiotiis s/iecie inventa, el demonslrata,
which contains his discovery of an infinitely converging se-

ries for the areas of the circle, ellypsis, and hyperbola. A
copy of this work was laid before the Royal Society by his

triend Mr Collins, and was honoured with the approbation
of Lord Brouncker and Mr Wallis. In the following year
he reprinted it at Venice, and added a new work, entitled,

Geometrica: pars universalis quantitatum cufvnrum trails

-

miLtationi et tneristtra, inserviens, which contains a new me-
thod for the transmutation of curves. This work had pre-
viously appeared at Padua in 1668 ; and, upon its arrival in

England, was read by Mr Collins to the Royal Society.

In the year 1570, Mr Gregory received, in a letter from
Mr Collins, a series for the area of the zone of a circle, and

being informed that Newton had invcnicl an imivcrsal me-
thod by which he could square all curves geometrical and
mechanical by infinite scries of that kind, Gregory applied
himself to the investigation of the subject, and discovered
an universal method of series, which he communicated to
Newton, and the other English mathematicians, by a letter
to Collins, dated February 1671. His brother David urged
him to publish this method witliout delay ; hut he declined
this fi'om the most honourable motives ; for Newton having
been the first inventor, he thought himself bound to wait
till his method should be published.

Upon Mr Gregory's return to London, we believe in

1668, ho was elected a fellow of the Royal Society, and laid
befoi'e them an account of a dispute in Italy relative to the
earth's motion, which Riccioli and his followers had de-
nied. About this time also he engaged in a dispute with
the celebrated Huygens through the medium of the Phi-
losofihical Transactions. Huygens published in ibc Journal
des Sfavans, July 2d 1668, some animadversions on Gre-
gory's quadrature of the circle, and particularly objected
to the proposition which stated the impossiliility of express-
ing perfectly the area of a circle in any known algebraical
form besides that of an infinite converging series. Grego-
ry defended himself in the 37th Number "of the Philo.iofi/ii-

cal Transactions, and the dispute was carried on with con-
siderable warmth by both parties. The whole of the con-
troversy will be found in Huygens' Ofiera Varia, \o\. ii. p.
463.

In 1668, Gregory published in London his Exercitationes
Geometric^, a small work of twenty-six pages, which con-
tains the followir)g subjects :

Appendicula ad verum Circuli et Hyperbolae Quadra-
turam.

N. Mercatoris Quadratura Hyperbols GeOmetrice de-
monstrata.

Analogia inter Lineam Meridianam Planispherii Nautici
et Tangentes Artificiales Geometrice detnonstrata ; seu quod
secantium Naluralium additio efficiat Tangentes Artifi-

ciales.

Item, Quod Tangentium Naturalium additio efficit Secan-
tes Artificiales.

Quadratura Conchoidis.

Quadratura Cissoidis.

Methodus Facilis et Accurata componendi Secantes et

Tangentes Artificiales.

The preface to this work, and the introduction to the
Jfificndicula, Sec. are remarkably interesting, in so far as
they throw considerable light on the dispositions of our au-
thor. He speaks with great severity of the jealousy and
injustice of his contemporaiies, and alludes to the treat-

mentwhich he had received Irom Huygens. In the introduc-
tion to the J/ifiendicula^ he resumes this subject with more
keenness. He declares, that Huygens had accused him of
ignorance and plagiarism ; and alter arguing against Huy-
gens' claim to the discovery, he concludes with this re-

markable passage : " At parum refeitquis sit ejus primus
inventor, satis enim constat me primum esse publicato-

rem ; neque mihi esset difficile affirmare (si modo mentiri

vellem) me ante 20 annos illam cognovisse : utcunquo sit,

conabor hie circuli et hyperbolae quadraturam ad talem per-

' The effect of the collision of the rays in tlie focus was first noticed by Dr Brewster, in the most perfect achromatic telescopes : (See
Treatise on JVVvu Plutosophical Instruments, p. 44. and 193.) It was afterwiiixls observed in reflecting telescopes by .Mr Kater, who has examin-
ed the subject with mudi attention and success : (see Plel. Trans. 1813, 1814.) We have found from experiment, that the heat of a burn-
ing lens, as well as the light, is more intense within than without the focus, and that radiant heat is also most intense within the focus. Mr
Leslie had long before obtained the s,ame res\dt with regard to radiant heat. Jt is therefore certain, th.at this diminution of effect must arise
from the collision of the luminous as well as of the calorific rays. We may therefore lay it down as a principle in the construction of opti-
cal instruments, that the i-ays should, if possible, never be brought to a positive focus.

\ "Hoc Problema pulcheiTimum habet usum, sed forsan laboriosinn in observationibus Veneris vel Mercurii particulam soUs obscurantis
ex tahbus enim solis parallaxis investigari poterit." Optic. Pramot. schol. prop. 87.
Vol. X. Part I;

b v i i i
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e correspondence has been pul)lished by Dr Desapju-

tlie end of his edition of Dr David Grci^'ory's Ca-

fectionem prumovcre, ul llugcnius prolcm suam vix cog-

iioscat." .

Mr Gregory was about this time elected prolcssor ot

raalhematics in the university of St Andrew's. In 1669, he

married the daughter of George Jauiieson, the celebrated

Scottish painter, by whom he had a son, James, the lather

of Dr John Gregory, (the subject of a succeeding article,)

and two daughters. In August 1672, he began a corre-

spondence with his friend Mr Collins, relative to the com-

parative merits of his own telescope, and that of Sir Isaac

Newton. The sentiments of the two philosophers were

communicated to each other by their respective friends, and

the dispute was thus carried on in llie most amicable man-

ner. The
liers, at

toptrics and Dioptrics.

In the year 1669, a work was published at Rotterdam, by

Mr George Sinclair, professor of philosophy in the univer-

sity of Glasgow, entitled Jrs JVova et Maffna Gravitatis cl

J^evitatis ; and another work on hydrostatics, by the same

author, appeared at Edinburgh in 1572. Mr Sinclair had

been dismissed from his professorsliip soon after the resto-

ration, on account of his political principles, and had given

offence to the Royal Society of London, by charging them

with negligence and injustice. He appears also to have act-

ed improperly towards one of Mr Gregory's colleagues,

and thus to have incurred the displeasure of that mathema-

tician. In the year 1672, Gregory, under the assumed name
of Patrick Mathers, archbedal to the university of St An-
drew's, attacked Sinclair, in a tract, entitled Tfie great and

neiv art of iveigliing Vanity, or a discovery of the Ignorance

and Arrogance of the great and new Artist, in his Pseudo-

phdosofihical ivritings. To this work is annexed Tentamina

ele motu ftenduli et /irojectorum.

In 1674, Gregory was called to the mathematical chair

in the university of Edinburgh, a situation which he did not

live long to enjoy. In the month of October 1675, when he

was walking home from supper, he was struck suddenly

blind, and expired a few days afterwards, in the 36th year

of his age.

The following is a list of the inventions and discoveries

of James Gregory, as given by Dr Ilutton. The reflecting

telescope; burning mirror;* quadrature of the circle, el-

lipse, and hyperbola ; method for the transmutation of

curves
; geometrical demonstration of Lord Brouncker's

series for squaring the hyperbola ; demonstration that the

meridian line is analogous to a scale of logarithmic tan-

gents, of the half complements of the latitude; a simple
converging scries for making logarithms ; solution of the

famous Keplerian problem, by an infinite seiies; method of

drawing tangents to curves geometrically, without previous
calculation ; a rule for the direct and inverse method of
tangents, depending on the principle of exhaustions ; a se-

ries for the length of the arc of a circle from the tangent,

and vice versa, and also for the secant and logarithmic tan-

gent and secant, and vice versa ; and serieses for the length
of the elliptic and hyperbolic curves. See Huttofi's Ma-
ihematical Dictionary, 2(\ edition, p. 601, Sec. and the other
works quoted in the article.

GREGORY, David, Dr, a celebrated astronomer and
mathematician, was the nephew of the subject of the pre-
ceding article, and the eldest son of David Gregory of Kin-
irairdie. He was born at Aberdeen in the year 1661, and
after receiving his education at the grammar school of that
town, he went to Edinburgh for the purpose of completing
his studies. In 1684, when he was only 23 years of age, he
was appointed professor of mathematics in the university

of Eiliuburgh, and in the same year he publislied his work,
entitled Kxcrcilatio Geomelrica de Dimensione Figurarum
sivc specimen melhodi generalis Dimeticndi (juasvia figurau.
Mr Gregory having found among his uncle's pa|;ers parti-

cular examples of infinite series, without any of the me-
tliods, proposes in this treatise to explain a method which
n)ay suit tlie examples given by his uncle ; and he does this

by ajjplying the piinciples of indivisibles, and the arithmetic

of infinites, to particular cases in hyperbolas, parabolas, el-

lipses, spirals, cycloids, conchoids, and cissoids. He also

explains several methods of reducing compound quantities

into infinite scries, so that the method of infinites may be
conveniently applied to them.
Dr Gregory seems to have been one of the earliest sup-

porters of the Newtonian philosophy in Britain; and while

the doctrines of Descartes were in the highest esteem at

Cambridge, the true system of the universe was publicly

taught in the university of Edinburgh.
In consequence of a report that Dr Bernard proposed

to resign the Savilian iirofessorship of astronomy at Ox-
ford, Gregory went to London in 1691, and, in spite of the

brilliant talents of his competitor Dr Halley, he was ap-
pointed to succeed Dr Bernard, through the friendship

and influence of Sir Isaac Newton and Mr Flanistead.

Halley, who lost this appointment in consetiuence of his

attachment to infidelity, became afterwards the colleague
of Dr Gregory, when, in 1703, he succeeded to Dr Wallis
as Savilian professor of geometry. During Mr Gregory's
residence in London, he was elected a fellow of the Royal
Society, and before his appointment to the mathematical
chair, the university of Oxford had conferred upon him
the degree of doctor of physic.

In the year 1 692, Viviani, one of the disciples of Galileo,

had proposed to mathematicians the Florentine problem of

the quadrable dome. Leibnitz and Bernoulli had resolved

this problem on the very day on which they had received

it, and the Marquis L'Hospital had also given a solution.

Dr ^Vallis and Dr Gregory were equally "successful, and
the latter published his solution in the Philosophical Tran-
sactions for 169 3, under the title of Solution of the Floren-

tine Problem, concerning the Testudo veliformis Quadrabilis.

In 1694, he published another paper in the Transactions,

containing a vindication of h's uncle from a charge pre-

ferred by the Abbot Galloise,* that James Gregory and Dr
Barrow had stolen from Roberval their general proposi-

tions concerning the transformation of curves. Galloise

replied in the Memoirs of the Academy for 1713; and Dr
Gregory put an end to the controversy by a very sharp

answer, which appeared in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1716, and which was the last of his communications to

that learned body.

In 1695, Mr Gregory published at Oxford his Catoptri-

cs et Dioptrical Spherics F.lementa, a work which formed
the substance of lectures which he delivered in 1684, in

the university of Edinburgh, and which require no higher

mathematical knowledge than the Elements of Euclid.

This work was republished and translated by Dr William
Browne, with several impoitant additions; and a third edi-

tion of it by Dr Desaguliers, appeared in 1735. In this

work it is stated, that, in the construction of telescopes,

" it would perhaps be of service to make the object lens

of a different medium, as we see done in the fabric of the

eye, where the crystalline humour (whose powers of re-

fracting the rays of light differs very little from that of

glass) is bynature, who never does any thing in vain, join-

ed with the aqueous and vitreous humours, (not differing

from water as to their power of refraction,) in order that

• See our article Bubkiks Iksthcmests. t See Hist. Acad. Par. 1693.
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llie image may be painted as distinct as possible on the

bottoin of the eye. We cannot agree with the biogra-

phers of Dr Gregory, in considering this suggestion as any

thing like an anticipation of tlic principle of the achroma-

tic telescope ; for it was impossible to form an idea of the

construction of that instrument, till it was discovered that

bodies possess diflerent dispersive powers. This remark-

able property of light, even the penetrating mind of New-
ton failed to discover; and we must not allow ourselves to

diminish the well-earned reputation of DoUond, by giving

to another any portion of the praise which is so exclusive-

ly due to himself. In the year 1747, more than SO years

after this conjecture of Dr David Gregory was published,

the celebrated Euler suggested the human eye as the mo-
del of an achromatic telescope, and several ignorant fo-

reigners have ventured to claim a share of Dollond's merit

for this illustrious mathematician. Whatever credit there-

fore may be given to Euler, must now be claimed for our

countryman David Gregory.

In the year 1697, our author published, in the Phil.

Transactions, a long paper On the firofierties of the catena-

ria or curve line, formed bij a heavy and flexible chain, hang-

ingfreelyfrom trjo fioints oj susfiensioii. The leading pro-

perties contained in this communication, had been pre-

viously discovered and published by Huygcns, Leibnitz,

and Bernoulli, but without demonstrations ; and Mr Grego-
ry proposed to himself to demonstrate these properties. An
anonymous writer in the Leipsic Acts for February 1691,

attacked this paper as destitute of originality. Dr Gre-
gory replied to this attack in the Phil. Trayis. for 1699,

and claitned as his own discovery the property of the cate-

naria as being the true geometrical figure of an equilibrat-

ed arch. This discovery, however, had been previously

made by Dr Hooke *.

The greatest of Dr Gregory's works, and that on which
his fame must rest, appeared at Oxford in 1702, entitled

Astronomits Physicx et Geometriie Elementa, Fol. In this

valuable work, all the physical explanations are founded

on the principles of the Newtonian philosophy; and the

geometrical parts are either proved by reference to the

writings of standard authors, or demonstrated by lemmas
inserted in their proper places. A very admirable analysis

of this work was given, apparently by Dr Halley, in the

Phil. Trans, for 1703. Newton himself considered these

elements as an excellent defence and exposition of his

philosophy.

This work was followed, in 1703, with an edition of

Euclid, entitled Euclidis qua suficrsunt omnia, Gr. et Lat.

ex recensione Davidis Gregorii, M. D. &c. It was pub-
lisTied in prosecution of a plan of Sir Henry Saville to

print the works of the ancient mathematicians. It con-

tains the Elements ; the Data ; two musical tracts ; the

Optics and Catoptrics; the tract De Divisionibus ; and a

fragment, De Levi et Pondcroso.

In the year 1704, Dr Gregory pulilished, in the Philoso-

so/ihical Transactions, a paper on Cassinis Orbit of the

Planets, in which he shewed that the hypothetical curve
proposed by that astronomer, is not consistent with the re-

ceived doctrines of astronomy.
After Dr Halley had been appointed to the Savilian

professorship of Geometry in 1703, he embarked with Dr
Gregory in the prosecutit;^' of Sir Henry Saville's plan,

and had begun the publication of the Conies of Apollo-

nius; but after having proceeded a short way in this un-
dertaking, he was seized with an illness of which he died,

at Maidenhead in Berkshire, on the lOth of October 1710,
in the 49th year of his age.

He left behind him lour sons by his wile Elizabeth,

daughter of Mr Oliphant of Langtown, to whom he was
married in 1695. Among his manuscripts were found,.'/

Short Treatise of the nature and Arithmrtic of Logarithms.
which was afterwards published in Dr Keill's translation ol

Commandine's Euclid; a Treatise of Practical Geomctri/,

which was translated and published by Mr INIarlanrin in

1745 ; and a commentary on the Princi/iia, whicli Ncvvtou
kept by him many years after the author's death. Sii

Isaac had entrusted Gregory witli a manuscript copy of

the Principia for this purpose, and he availed Ijimself ol

the annotations of his friend in the second edition of that

immortal work. A complete copy of these observations

was presented, by the present Dr James Gregory, to the

library of the University of Edinburgh, where it is care-

fully preserved. There are some paragraphs in this ma-
nuscript in the handwriting of Huygens, concerning his

theory of light.

His wife, who survived him, erected an elegant monu-
ment to his memory in the church of St Mary, Oxford
with the following inscription :

—

P. M.
Davidis Gregorii, M. D.

Qui Aberdoniae natus, Jun. 24, 1661.

In Academia Edinburgensi
Matheseos prselector jniblicus,

Deinde Oxouii
Astronomise Professor Savillianus,

Obiit Oct. 10. A. D. 1710;
jEtatem illi heu brevem Nutura concessit,

Sibi ipsi longam prorogavit

Scriptor ilkistris.

Desideratissi\no viro

Elizabeiha Uxor.

David Gregory, of Kinnairdie, the bro'.her of the cele-

brated James Gregory, was born in 1627, and served an

apprenticeship to a mercantile house in Holland ; but hav-

ing a great passion for knowledge, he returned to Scotland

in 1655, when he was 28 years old, and having succeeded

to the estate of Kinnairdie, Ijy the death of an elder bro-

ther, he devoted his time to mathematics and philosophy.

He appears to have been tjie first person in the country

who had a barometer, and he had the honour of corres-

ponding, upon meteorological sul)jects, with the celebrat-

ed JNIariotte. " About the beginning of the last century,"

says Dr Reid, " he removed with his family to Aberdeen,
and, in the time of Queen Anne's war, employed his

thoughts upon an improvement in artillery, in order to

make the shot of great guns destructive to the enemy, and

executed a model of the engine he had conceived. After

making §ome expeiiments with this model which satisfied

him, the old gentleman was so sanguine in tiie hope of be-

ing useful to the allies in the war against France, that he

set about preparing a field equipage with a view to make
a campaign in Flanders, and in the mean time sent his mo-
del to his son, the Savilian Professor, that he might have

his and Sir Isaac Newton's opinion of it. His son shewed
it to Newton, without letting him know that his oun futher

was the inventor. Sir Isaac was much displeased with it,

saying, that if it tended as much to the preservation of

mankind as to their destruction, the inventor would have

deserved a great reward; but as it was contrived solely,

for destruction, and would soon be known by the enemy,

he rather deserved to be punished, and urged the professor

very strongly to destroy it, and if possible to suppress the

invention. It is probable the professor followed this ad-

Sce Bobisoii's Si/stetn of Mechanical Pluhsophi/, Vol. I.

P2
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vice ; fur at his deatli, whicli liappened soon I'.ricr, the mo-

del was not to be found.

When the rebellion broke out in !"15, the old gentle-

man went over a second time to Holland, and returned

when it was over to Aberdeen, where he died, about 1720,

in the 93d year of his age. lie left behind hiin a histori-

cal manuscript of the transactions of his own time and

country."

Mr Gregory had twenty-nine children by two wives, and

he had tlie good fortune to see three of his sons professors

of mathematics at the same time, viz. David Gregory at

Oxford, James at Edinburgh, and Charles at St Andrews.

James was first a professor of philosophy at St Andrews,

and succeeded David when he removed to Oxford. Charles

was created professor of mathematics at St Andrews in

1707, and in 1739 he resigned that oHice in favour of his

son, Professor David Gregory, who died in 1763, and left

behind him a good compendium of arithmetic and algebra,

with the title, ylntlimctice: d Algcbrx compenduim,inusum

Juvaitiitis Academics, Edin. 1736. His son David was

master of an East India ship. David Gregory, the eldest

son of the Savilian professor, was appointed Regius Pro-

fessor of Modern History, at Oxford, and died in 1767, af-

ter having filled, for many years, the situation of dean of

Christ's church. The celebrated James Gregory, the in-

ventor of the reflecting telescope, had only one son, James,

born in 1674, who was professor of medicine in King's

College, Aberdeen. His youngest son was Dr John Gre-

gory (the subject of the next article), and the father of

the present Dr James Gregory, professor of the practice

of medicine in llie university of Edinburgh.

GREGORY, John, Dr, an eminent physician, was born

at Aberdeen on the 3d of June 1724, and was the young-

est child of Dr James Gregory, professor of medicine in

King's College, Aberdeen, by las second wife, Anne Chal-

mers, the only daughter of llie Rev. Principal Chalmers

of King's College.

In consequence of the death of his f.-.ther when he was
only seven years old, the charge of his education devolved

upon Principal Chalmers, his elder brother Dr James Gre-

gory, -who had succeeded his father as professor of medi-

cine, and his cousin, the late celebrated Dr Reid. After

receiving the first rudiments of his education at the gram-
mar sclioo! of Aberdeen, he entered King's College, and

made rapid progress in the knowledge of ethics, mathe-

matics, and natural philosophy.

In 1742, he went to Edinburgh, accompanied by his mo-
ther ; and having resolved to purs\ie the study of medi-

cine, he attended the difl'ererit medical lectures, and be-

came a member of the Medical Society, at a time when
his friend, the celebrated Dr Akensidc, was a member of

the same institution. In the year 1745, Mr Gregory went

to Leydcn, to complete his professional studies, under the

care of Albinus, Gaubius, and Van Royen, who were at

that time the ornaments of the university. Here he be-

came acquainted vviih the famous John Wilkes and the

Hon. Charles Townshend, two of the greatest wits of the

age ; and before he left this university, he received from

King's College, Aberdeen, an unsolicited degree of doctor

of medicine. Upon his return from Holland, he was clio-

sen professor of philosophy in the same college ; and dur-

ing the years 1747, 1748, and 1749, he read lectures in

mathematics, experimental philosophy, and moral philcso-

Having resolved, however, to establish himself as a

physician at Aberdeen, he resigned his professorship in

the end cf 1749, and went for a few months to the conti-

nent.

After he returned to Scotland, he married, in 17.i2,

Elizabeth, daughter of William Lord Forbes, who brought

him a handsome addition to his fortune. This accoinplislv

cd and amiable woman, who poi>fcessed the rare combina-
tion of great beauty and great intelligence, lived only nine

years after her marriage, and left her husband and six

children to lament their premature loss.

Perceiving little prosjject of succeeding in Aberdeen to

tlie full extent of his wishes, Dr Gregory resolved to set-

tle in London, where he arrived in 1754. He was chosen
a Fellow of the Royal Society in the same year ; and, from
the influence and attachment of his friends, as well as from
his own professional talents, lie had the Ijesl prospects of

an extensive practice. The death of his eliler brother,

however, occasioned a vacancy in the professorship of phy-
sic in King's College, Aberdeen ; and being solicited to

accept of this situation, he returned to his native country

in 1756, and began to discharge the duties of his new of-

fice.

Among the eminent young men who at that time adorn-

ed tlie university, were Reid, Campbell, Beattie, Gerard,
John Stewart, professor of mathematics in Marischal Col-
lege, and David Skene, a correspondent of the celebrated

Linnsus. These young men established a literary society

or club, which met weekly at a tavern. A short essay

was read by each member in rotation, and a literary or
philosophical question was proposed every night as a sub-

ject of discussion at the following meeting. The proposer
of the question was obliged not only to open the discussion,

but to digest the opinions of the difl'erent members in the

form of an essay, which was ingrossed in the album of the

society. Several of those composed by Dr t^rcgory, on
philosophical, moral, and political questions, still exist, and
contain some of his favourite opitiions. Some of the sepa-

rate essays which Dr Gregory contributed were afterwards

corrected and published in 1765, uiidcrthe title ul A Com- i

paralive View of tlie State and Faculties ofMan -with those

of the Animal World. It was considerably enlarged by the

author in a second edition, and has passed through other
editions since his death.

About the end of the year 1764, Dr Gregory removed
from Aberdeen to Edinburgh. In 1766, he was appointed
professor of the practice of physic, on the resignation of
Dr Rutherford ; and in the same year, he succeeded Dr
Whytt as first physician to his Majesty for Scotland. His
lectures on the practice of pliysic were delivered in the

years 1767, 1768, and 1769; but, in consequence of an ar-

langement with Dr Culleii, professor of the theory of phy-
sic, these celebrated individuals gave alternate courses of
the theory and practice of medicine. The lectures of Dr
Gregory were never committed to writing. Having made
himself fully master of his subject by previous meditation,

he required no other aid than a few notes, containing the

heads of his lecture. The introductory lectures, however,
were carefully composed, and related principally to the

duties and qualifications of a physician. Many copies of
these lectures having been taken by his pupils, one of them
was offered for sale to a bookseller. It therefoie became
necessary to anticipate this fraudulent design, by tlie ])ub-

lication of a correct copy, which appeared in 1770, and
afterwards in a more enlarged and perfect form, in 1772.

In the same year, Dr Gregory published Elements of the
Practice of Physic,for the use of Students, a work intended

as a textbook for the use of hi;» pupils. He proposed to

embrace all the diseases of which he treated in his lectures;,

but he did not live to bring the work farther down than to-

the end of the class of fcbiilc dise.ises.

After the death of his wife in 1761, Dr Gregory occupi-
ed his solitary hours in the composition of a Father's Le~
s^acy to his Daughters. 'Phis admirable work, which every
mother sliould study, and every daughter read, was writ-

ten under the impression of an eai ly death. It is Hiarked
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by a liccp knowledge of the world and of Iniinan cha-

racter, and abouiids with the finest lessons of piety and

vii'liie.

From the eigliteenth year of his ai^e, Di'. (Iregory had

been, -.it irregular intervals, attacked with the i^oul ; a dis-

ease wliich lie inherited from his inother, who died sud-

denly, iii 1770, while sitting at table. Dr Gregory antici-

pated a similar event for himself, and often mentioned this

impression to his friends. In January 1773, when convers-

ing witli his son, the present Dr Gregory, the latter re-

marked, that having had no attack for the three preceding

years, he might expect a pretty severe lit of it that season.

His father was displeased with the prediction, which was
unfortunately too correct; for he was found dead on the

morning of the 10th of February, although he had 'gone to

bed in his usual health.

'' Dr Gregory," says his friend and biographer, MrTyt-
ler, " was in person considerably aliove the middle size.

His frame of body was constructed with symmetry, but not

with elegance. His limbs were not active ; he stooped

somewhat in his gait; and his countenance, from a fulness

of feature, and a heaviness of eye, gave no external indica-

tion of superior powers of mind or abilities. It was
oMicrwise when engaged in conversation. His features

then became anim.'.ted, and his eye most expiessivc. He
had a warmth of tone and of gesture, which gave a pleasing

interest to every thing which he uttered. But, united with

this animation, there w-as in him a gentleness and simpli-

eity of manner, which, with little attention to the exterior

and Regulated forms of politeness, was more engaging than

the most finished address. His conversation flowed with

ease ; and when in company with literary men, witliout af-

fecting a display of knowledge, he was liberal of the stores

of his mind.
" He possessed a large share of the social and benevo-

lent affections, and which, in the exercise of his profes-

sion, manifested themselves in many nameless, but impor-
tant, attentions to those under his care; attentions which,
proceeding in him from an extended principle of humanity,
were not squared to the circumstances or rardi of the pa-

tient, but ever bestowed most liberally where they were
most requisite. In tlie care of his pupils, he was not

satisfied with a faithful discharge of his public duties. To
many of these, strangers in the country, and lar removed
from all who had a natural interest in theii- concerns, it

was a matter of no small importance to enjoy the acquaint-

ance and countenance of one so universally lespected and
esteemed."

Dr. Gregory left behind him three sons and two daugh-
ters, the eldest of whom is Doctor James Gregory, profes-

sor of the practice of medicine in the university of Edin-
burgh, who fully inherits the virtues and talents of his an-

cestors. The works of Dr Jolm Gregory were published
at Edinburgh in 1788, in 4 vols duodecimo, and were en-
riclied with a well written life of the author, by the late

Mr Tytlcr, Lord Woodhousclee, to which we have been
indebted for the preceding facts.

GRENADA, the most southerly of the Caribbee islands

in the West Indies, is situated between 12° 20' and 11" 38'

North Lat. and between 61° 20' and 61° 35' West Long.
It is twenty leagues north-west of Tobago, and the same
distance fiom the nearest point of the American continent.
It is fboul twenty-five miles in length from no.th to south,
and fifteen at its greatest breadth, contracting gradually
towards both extiemilies. A chain of mountains traverse
the whole island from noith to south, and give rise to a
great number of small rivers; and in the highest ground
js a circular lake called Grand Etang, from which several
of these streams derive their source. There is a bay on
the north-west coast (which has been recently fortified at

great expence,) so capacious and secure, that sixty men
of war may ride in it safely almost without casting anchor.
Tlie air is salubrious, and the soil fruitful in the produc-
tions of the climate.

Grenada was discovered by Coluitibus in 1498, and was
at that time inhabited by a warlike people called Charai-
bcs or Caribbees. The Spaniards do not appear to have
made any attempt to form a settlement on the coast, and
the natives remained free and undisturbed till the year
1650. At this period, the French governor of Martinico,
Du Parquet, landed on the island with 200 adventurers,
who seem to have been resolved upon a wanton destruc-
tion of the unoffending inhabitants, and an unwarrantable
possession of the country ; but being hospitably received
by the unsuspecting objects of his unjustifiable attack,
they pretended to make a purchase of the island for a few
knives and hatchets, a quantity of glass beads, and a bar-
rel of brandy to the chief. Immediately assuming the
sovereignty, and having roused the natives to resistance
by their tyrannical proceedings, they took measures to ex-
tirpate the whole race as lawless rebels. This they are
said to have speedily accomplished by a course of atroci-
ous massacres ; and a few wretched survivors of their
butcheries having thrown themselves headlong from a steep
rock, rather than fall into the hands of such merciless
enemies, the French settlers, with characteristic levity,

gave to tlie spot the name of Le Morne des Sauteur, the
Hill of the Leapers. The perpetrators of these enormities
soon began to quarrel among themselves, and to suffer, in
their turn, the oppressions of tyrannical governors. By a
succession of calamities and revolutions, the narration of
which would interest few readers, the prosperity of the
settlement was so much impaired, that, in the year 1700,
more than twenty years after the sovereignty had been
vested in the crown of France, there were found on the
whole island only 151 white inhabitants, 53 free negroes
or niulattoes, 525 slaves, 64 horses, 569 horned cattle, 3
plantations of sugar, and 52 of indigo. Above fourteen
years afterwards, however, an active commercial inter-

course was opened with the island of Martinique, cultiva-

tion was rapidly extended, aiid, notwithstanding the inter-

ruption which these improvements subtuined by the war
in 1744, Grenada was found, in 1753, to contain 1262
white inhabitants, 175 free negroes, 11,991 slaves, 2298
horses or mules, 2456 horned cattle, 3278 sheep, 902
goats, 331 hogs, S3 sugar plantations, Jtc. ; and in 1762,
when it surrendered to the British arms, it is said to have
yielded annually, together with its dependencies the Gre-
nadines, a quantity of clayed and muscovado sugar, equal
to 11,000 hogsheads of 15 cwt. each, and 27,000 lbs. of
indigo. Having been finally ceded to Great Britain by
the Dcaty of peace in 1763, a duty of 4| per cent, upon all

exported produce was ordered to be levied, in place of all

customs and duties formerly paid to the French king ; a
measure which gave rise to a great constitutional question,

in which, after a long and elaborate law discussion, judg-
ment was given by Lord Mansfield against the crown,
and the duty was abolished in Grenada and the other ced-
ed islands. Great commotions and tlivisions also were ex-
cited in the island, respecting the election of Roman Ca-
tholic inhabitants as members of assembly. By these

party-contentions, the colony continued to be disturbed till

its recapture by the French in 1779 : and they were again
renewed, .with additional violence, after its restoration to

Great Biitain in the general pacification which took place

in 1783.

The island of Grerjada is divided into six parishes, viz.

.St. George's, St. David's, St. Andrew's, St. Patrick's, St.

Mark's, and St. Johr/s; and, since its restoration to Great
Britain in 1783, a Protestant clergy have been established
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by law. Four clergymen are allotted to the whole, and

each is provided wiln an annual stipend of 330/. cuiren-

cy,* 60/. for house rent, and a considerable portion of the

valuble glebe lands which had formerly been appropriated

the support of the Romish clergy, for whose benefit a

•t of the amount is still reserved. Tlic capital of Gre-
to

part _- -
/-, •

nada, formerly named Fort Royal, but now St George, is

situated close to the spacious bay on the west coast, alrea-

dy described, and is divided by a ridge into two towns ;
the

Bay-town, in which is a handsome stiuare and market-

place; and the Carenage-town, where the principal mer-

chants reside. On the ridge, between the two towns, stands

the church ; and on the promontory above it is an old fort

built of stone, and capable of accommodating an entire regi-

ment. The other towns are only villages or hamlets, which

arc generally situated at the bays or shipping places.

The governor of the island is also chancellor-ordinary

and vice-admiral, and his salary is 3200/. currency per

annum, which is raised by a poll-tax on all slaves.- The

council consists of twelve members, and the assembly of

twenty-six. A freehold or life estate of fifty acres in the

country, and of fifty pounds house rent in the capital,

qualifies for a representative. An estate of ten acres in

fee, or for life, or a rent of ten pounds in any of the coun-

try towns, and a rent of twenty pounds out of any freehold

or life estate in the capital, gives a vote in the election of

the representatives. The law courts, besides those of chan-

cery and ordinary, in which the governor presides, are the

court of grand sessions of the peace, held twice a year, in

which tlie person first named in the commission of peace

presides ; the court of common pleas, in which a profes-

sional judge, with a salary of 600/. presides; the court of

exchequer, lately fallen into disuse ; the court of admiral-

ty, and tlie court of error, composed of the governor and

council, for trying appeals. In all cases the common sta-

tute law of England is the rule of justice, unless where par-

ticular laws of the island interfere.

The white population of Grenada has decreased consider-

ably since it came into the possession of the British. In 1771

their number was above 1600; in 1777, they had diminish-

ed to 1300: and in 1791, they were not supposed to ex-

ceed 1200. Of these about two-thirds are able to bear arms,

and are incorporated into five regiments of miiitia, with a

company of free blacks, or mulattoes, attached to each.

There arc likewise about 500 regulars from Great Britain,

for the defence of the island. The negro slaves, also,

which, in 1779, were stated at 35,000, including those

which were in the smaller islands, were found, in 1785, to

have decreased to 23,926. The free people of colour

amounted, in 1787, to 1115, whose evidence is received in

the courts of law, upon proofs of their freedom being pro-

duced : and who are allowed to possess lands or tenements

to any amount, provided they are not aliens.

There are 80,000 acres of land in the island, but only

50,000 were brought into cultivation in 1791. The face of

the country is mountainous, but every where accessible,

and well provided with rivulets and springs. On the west
side, the soil is a rich black mould, lying on a substratum
of yellow clay ; on the north and east, it is a brick mould ;

on the south, and in the interior, it is of a reddish hue, and
generally poor. In 1776, the exports from the island and
its dependencies were 14,012,157 lbs. of muscovado, and
9,273,607 lbs. of clayed sugar; 818,700 gallons of rum;
1,827,166 lbs. of coffee; 457,719 lbs. of cocoa ; 91,943 lbs.

of cotton ; 27,638 lbs. of indigo, and some smaller articles,

the whole of which, at a moderate computation, was worth,

at the ports of shipping, 600,000/. sterling. The sugar was
the produce of 106 plantations, worked by 18,293 negroes,

which gives rather more than a hogshead of muscovado
sugar of 16 cwt. from the labour of each negro,—a return

which Mr Edwards afiirms to be unequalled by any other

British island in tlie West Indies, except St Christopher's.

In 1787, the exports were 175,548 cwt. of sugar, 670,390
gallons of rum, 8812 cwt. of coffee, 2,062,427 lbs. of cot-

ton, and 2810 lbs. of indigo. In 1810, the value of the

exports amounted to 388,936/., and of the imports to

The
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The sugar plantations in this colony arc suljjcct to great

ravages i'loni the carnivorous or sugar ant, an insect which

is thought to be common to all the West India islands, Init

which has been peculiarly destructive in Grenada. It is

the Formica omnh'ora of Linnaeus, and is described by

Sloanc as the Formicayiisca muiimaantcnnis 7iis longissimis.

Tliey arc of an ordinary size, a slender shape, a dark, red

colour, remarkable for the tjuickness of their motions ; but

are distinguished from every other species, chiefly by the

sharp acid taste which they yield when applied to the

tongue, and the strong sulphureous smell which they emit
when rubbed together between the palms of the hands.

Their numbers have often been so immense, as to cover
the roads for the space of several miles ; and so crowded in

many places, that the prints of the horses' feet were dis-

tinctly marked among them, till filled up by the surround-
ing multitudes. They were never seen to consume or car-

ry off any vegetable substance whatever, but always laid

hold of any dead insect or animal substance that came in

their way. Every kind of cold victuals, all species of vcr-

tnin, particularly rats, live poultry, and even the sores of

the negroes, were exposed to their attacks. But they were
chiefly injurious by constructing their nests among the

roots of the lime, lemon, orange trees, and sugar canes, and
so obstructing their growth, as to render the plants sickly

and unproductive. A premium of 20,000/. from the public

treasury, was offered to the discoverer of any effectual me-
thod of destioying them ; and the principal means employ-
ed were poison and fire. By mixing arsenic and corrosive

sublimate with animal substances, niyriads were destroyed ;

and the slightest tasting of the poison rendered them so

.outrageous as to devour one another. Lines of red hot

charcoal were laid in their way, to which they crowded in

such numbers, as to extinguish it with their bodies ; and
holes full of fire were dug in the cane grounds, which were
soon extinguished by heaps of dead. But, while the nests

remained undisturbed, new progenies appeared as nume-
rous as ever; and the only effectual check which they re-

ceived, was from the destructive hurricane of 1780, which,
by tearing up altogether, or so loosening the roots where
they nestled, as to admit the rain, almost extirpated the

whole race, and pointed out the frequent digging up and
consuming by fire of those stools and roots in which they

take refuge, as the best preventative of their future in-

crease. See Edward's History of the Jl'est Indies, vol. i.;

Able Raynal's History of the Indies, vol. v. ; and Gray's
Letters from Canada, p. 379. (y)

GRENOBLE, a city of France, the capital of the for-

mer province of Dauphiny, and under the late govern-
ment, the chief town of the arrondissement or district of

Grenoble, and of the department of the Isere. This city

stands at the confluence of the rivers Drac and Isere, the

latter dividing it into two unequal parts ; the former,

which is crossed by a bridge with a single lofty arch, is

liable to overflow its banks, and commit considerable de-

vastation both in the city and its environs. Grenoble is

situated at the loot of the Alps, in an agreeable coimtry,

abounding in wood and water, but of a climate so variable,

that the thermometer sometimes ranges through nearly 30°

in a day : the greatest heat is from the 10th of July to the

I5th of August, and the greatest cold from the 20th of

December to the 20th of January. The city stands 900
feet above the level of the sea, and the medium height of
the barometer is 27 inches two lines. Nine-tenths of the
city are on the left bank of the Isere, constituting the
portion chiefly exposed to inundations, several of which
have done much damage, and the water has been known
to rise three feet deep in the streets.

Grenoble is surroimded by a wall, and is commanded by
a citadel ; but, unless its fortifications have been lately

augmented, it is not considered a strong place. Within
the walls, its area occupies about 64,000 square feet. It

consists of 1200 or 1300 houses, and is inhabited by 23,500
souls, according to recent computations, for those of
older date inciease that population above a fifth. The
streets are broad, and tolerably regular; and the houses,
in general well built, consist of four or five stories.
There are several fine public edifices, particiilai ly the
Episcopal palace, and that wherein the parliament for-
merly held its sittings. Among the charitable institutions
which sufficiently illustrate the disposition of the citizens,

the general hospital is the chief, and is governed by di-

rectors selected from the most distinguished of the in-

habitants. The building, which is very spacious, is ap-
propriated for incurables

;
persons insane ; the indigent,

who commonly amount to 400 ; and the foundlings of the
city, about 150 in number, arc also received here. This
institution occupies an inclosure, to the south-east of the
city, and adjoining to it is the military hospital. In the hospi-
tal of Providence, there are 60 beds, and in the hospital of
the Ladies of Charity, for females, there are 20 ; besides
which institutions, there is a poor's house in the suburbs.
Grenoble has also a museum of the arts, and a botanical gar-
den well managed. A garrison, consisting of a srnall body
of troops, is kept here.

The principal manufactures of this city, are woollen
cloths, muslins, hats, and particularly gloves, the prin-
cipal towns of France, Spain, Italy, and Britain, being
supplied with them. Marble cutting is also carried on to

some extent, for which purpose there are mills driven by
water from the adjoining rivers.

Grenoble is the see of a bishop, who formerly arroga-
ted the title of Prince of Grenoble, and enjoyed those
peculiar privileges, which, in less enlightened ages, were
reserved almost exclusively for ecclesiastics. Besides
the parish churches, there arc several monastic institu-

tions.

Grenoble is celebrated for the complaisance and polish-

ed manners of its inhabitants, many of whom have shewn
a distinguished taste for letters. Condillac and Mably,
well known among the modern literati of France, were
both natives of this place. It has also to boast of having

given birth to the Chevalier Bayard, characterised by his

sovereign Francis I. as one sans jieur et sans rejiroche,

and who, if we are to credit history, singly defended the

narrow pass of a bridge against 200 horsemen. The Baron
Adrets, a sanguinary chief of the Huguenots, during the

wars for the reformation of religion, was born here, and

distinguished himself by his cruelty on the miserable

prisoners who fell into his power.

As the site of this city is elevated only 15 feet above

the level of the river Isere, an unusual humidity prevails,

wliich is the source of many serious distempers among
the inhabitants. Though standing at the edge of a plain,

extending over a square league, and surrounded by fer-

tile fields and gardens, these advantages are counteracted

by the miasmata emanating from the depositions of the

waters. Certain seasons of the year are extremely un-

healthy ; slow fevers are seldom eradicated; and it has

been remarked, that even the children are, in infancy, of

smaller size, and longer of attaining the strength and

complexion of those in the neighbouring country. " The
river Isere," an intelligent physician observes, " has be-

come a kind of domestic enemy to Grenoble, with which

it is necessary to live ; the constant humidity, and the mud
deposited by its tranquil waters in the neighbouring marsh-

es, are inconveniences with v/hich benificent nature has

accustomed the inhabitants ; but they excite less attention

than the tendency of all the prevalent diseases to ter-

minate in dropsy]" It has been proposed to counteract the
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deleterious effects arising from local circumstances, by

digging a canal to drain off the stagnant waters, and wliicli,

at the same time, would prevent the overflowing of the

river ; as also to deepen the bed of tlie Iserc, in order to

give it a stronger current.

Grenoble has subsisted from a very ancient jieiiod, and

was known by the name of Cularo, under which it is de-

signed in a letter from Phmcus to Cicero. It is said to

have been called Gratianopolis from the Roman emperor

Gratian; but since the perio<l when it was possessed by

the AUobroges, and when it was denominated a city, it re-

peatedly changed its masters. After various revolutions,

Dauphiny came under the dominion of the kings of France,

and Louis XI. instituted a parliament in Grenoble, found-

ed Oil the model of the parliament of Paris, since which

time it has remained an integral part of the kingdom, (c)

GRETNA, or Gkaitney Grekn, is the name of a

village and parish in Scotland, in the county of Dumfries.

The village of Gretna, -which is the first stage in going

from Longtown in England, to Aiman in Scotland, is built

on each side of the road, and has, for more than 70 years,

been famous as a place for the celebration of the clandes-

tine marriages of English lovers. This ceremony was
generally performed by a blacksmith or tobacconist, and

the number of marriages have been calculated at 65,

•which brought in an annual income of about 1000/. at

the late of 15 guineas each. The remains of an oval

druidical temple, occupying about half an acre of ground,

has been discovered at Gretna Mains. The mansion house

of Gretna hall has been fitted up by the proprietor, the

Earl of Hoptoun,as an inn. The population of the parish,

in 1811, was 1749.

GREW, Nehemiah, a celebrated botanist, was born at

Coventry, about the year 1628, and was the son of Dr
Obadiah Grew, vicar of St Michaels. At the restoration

of Charles II. being a non-conformist, he went abroad, and
prosecuted his studies at a foreign university, where he
took the degree of Doctor of Medicine. Upon his return

to England he settled at Coventry, and, in the year 1664,
his attention was first directed to the anatomy of plants ;

and he was encouraged to proceed in this branch of natural
history by his brother-in-law Dr Henry Samson, who point-

ed out to him a passage in Glisson's work De Hefiate, in

which this subject is represented as an unexplored, but
promising line of study. In the year 1670, Dr Samson,
who had seen the first book of Grew's Anatomy of Plants,
put it into the hands of Oldenburg, who gave it to Dr
Wilkins, bishop of Chester, by whom the manuscript was
read to the Royal Society, under tlie title of a Philosophi-
cal Historij of Plants. This work was highly approved
of, and was printed by that distinguished body in 1671,
under the title of the Anatomy of Vegetablt-s begun, with
a general A:count of Vegetation founded thereon. In con-
sequence of the reputation which this work acquired for

its author. Grew was invited to settle iii London, where lie

arrived in 1671; and, upon the recommendation of Dr
Wilkins, he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society,
and admitted on the 30th November 1671. At the sug-
gestion of the same learned divine. Grew was appointed
curator to the Royal Society fur the anatomy of plants,
which led him to draw up the 2d, 3d, and 4th Parts of his
work, and the various lectures on the same subject, whicli
form a part of his Anatomy of Plants. All these papers
were composed between the years 167u and 1676, and
were read at various meetings of the Royal Society. They
were afterwards collected in 1682, with 83 plates, and
pul)iished in a folio volume, under tlie title of the Anatomy
of Plants, a work full of the most important facts in vege-
table physiology.

In the year 1673, Dr Grew published in the Transac-
tions, a paper, entitled Observations on Snow, in which he

supposes, that the snowy particles are formed by the drops
ot rain containing spirituous particles, and meeting in their

descent with others of a saline, partly nitrous, but chiefly

urinous or acido-salinous nature. In the year 1677, he

was appointed secretaiy to the Royal Society, in which
capacity he published the Phil. Trans, from January 1678

to February 1679. In the year 1680, he was made an

honorary fellow of tlie College of Physicians, and attained

to considerable practice in the medical profession.

Dr Grew drew up a catalogue of the natural and arti-

ficial rarities belonging to the Royal Society, and preserv-

ed at Gresham College, which was published in 1681 in

folio, with the title of Museum liegalis Societatis, contain-

ing 22 plates. It was accompanied with another work,
entitled the Com/iarative Anatomy of Stomachs and Guts
begun, being several lectures read hefore the Royal So-
ciety in 1676. The description of the Museum, though
by no means free from mistakes, is a work of merit, and
is remarkable for an ingenious scheme or disposition of

shells.

The other papers which he printed in the Transactions,

were
The Descri/ition and Use of the Pores in the Skin of the

Hands and Feet. Phil. Trans. 1684.

Some Observatio?is on a diseased Sfileen, Id. 1691.

Descri/ition of the American Tomineius, or Humming
Bird, Id. 1693.

On the Food of the Humming Bird, Id. 1693.

A Demonstration of the JVumber of Acres in England
or South Britain, and the use which may be made of it, Id.

1711.

One of the last works of Dr Grew, was his Cosmografihia
Sacra, Ola Discourse of the Universe, as it is the Creature
and Kingdom of God. The principal object of this work,
was to demanstrate the truth and excellence of the sacred
writings. The works of Dr Grew were translated into

French and Latin. He died after a short iilnesson the 25th
of March 1711, about the 83cl year of his age.

GRIDIRON Pendulum. See Horology.
GRIES, is a mountain of Switzerland, situated in the

Alpine chain which separates Piedmont from the Upper
Vallais. The road over this mountain leads from Ober-
ghestelen, in the Vallais, to Domo d'Ossola, in the Val-
Maggia, and to Locarno. This road rises to the height of
7336 feet, and traverses a glacier a quarter of a league
wide, and blackened by the dust of the mica slate. The
distance from Oberghestelen to Formazza, at the southern
foot of the Gries, is 7^ leagues. The descent of the Gries
is by four different terraces or vallies. The first is called
Bettelniatte, celebrated for its fine cheese, and for the
small lake from which the Toccia, or Tosa, issues. The
second valley is called Morast, and from this the road de-
scends by a very steep path to a third valley, occupied by
the hamlet of the Auf der Front, where the valley of the
Toccia, or the Dulgia, commences. Another steep de-
clivity conducts to the south valley, called Froutval, which
is celebrated for the cataract of the Tosa, or Toccia, which,
excepting the fall of the Rhine, is reckoned the most mag-
nificent in Switzerland. It is about 300 or 400 feet high,
anil forms a species of pyramid, whose base is extremely
wide, while its summit is only 4 or 5 feet in breadth. The
rock is inclined about 140° or 150° to the horizon. Tliis

cataract is surrounded on all sides with lofty rocks, crown-
ed with wood. The southern side of the Gries is inhabited

by Germans as far as the village of Foppiano. The south
side of the mountain is composed of gneiss, of veined
granite, and of mica slate. In the valley of Egino, there

i
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are beds of potslone, wliicli are wrougiit about a quarter

of a league on the east side of tlic bridge. Slates occur

to the souti), and lower down the mica slate appears. The
first valley is composed of gneiss- and calcareous strata.

Below the second valley, rocks of argillaceous schistus

stretch to the north-cast; and, on the other side, are rocks

of a fcrrugineous aspect. All the rocks from the north to

the south, as far as Pommat, lie in strata almost vertical, in

the direction from north-east to south-west. See Ebel's

Manuel, isi'c.

GRIMAI.DI, Francis Maria, a learned Italian Jesuit,

was born in the year 1619, and cultivated the sciences along

with his friend Riccioli. Grimaldi was the first person

that observed the lengthening of the solar image when
refracted by a prism ; and he is principally known for his

discovery of the diffraction of light ; a subject which was
afterwards examined by Sir Isaac Newton, under the name
of the Inflexion of Light. These discoveries of Grimaldi
are contained in his work entitled Physico-Mathesis de

Luminci Coloribus ct Iride, Bononiae, 1665. The principal

object of this work, is to determine whether light be a

substance or a quality ; and, after occupying 535 quarto

pages in this discussion, he concludes, with the Aristo-

telians, that it is not a substantial, but an accidental quality.

A full account of this work will be found in the P/iil.

Trans, for 1672, No. 79, p. 5069. Grimaldi died in 1663,

in the forty-fourth year of his age. The discovery of the

solar spots, and the present nomenclature of the lunar

spots, have been erroneously ascribed to him. See P/iil.

Trans, abridged, vol. i. p. 675, Note. See also Optics.
GRIMSBY, or Great Grimsby, is a borough and

seaport town of England, in Lincolnshire, situated near
the mouth of the Huinber. The streets are clean, and
the houses in general well built. The church, which is

called St James, is spacious and handsome, and is built in

the form of a cross, with a tower in the centre. The steeple

is a fine specimen of English pointed architecture. A
part of the choir fell down in 1 600, but the steeple has
scarcely suflfered from the depredations of time. In the

upper part of the steeple is the singular inscription, " Pray
for the soul of John Empringham." The church contains

many ancient monuments. •Grimsby had formerly a mon-
astery of Gray Friars, a convent of Benedictines, and a

prioiy of Augustine canons. Grimsby was once a rich and
populous town, wi h a considerable foreign and inland

trade. It was a mayoralty in the reign of King John
;

and in the reign of Edward III. it furnished II ships and
170 mariners to assist at the siege of Calais. The har-

bour, however, was gradually choked up, and a dangerous
sand bank having drifted near its mouth, its trade declined,

and was transferred to Hull. Of late,- the trade of the

place has revived ; the harbour has been improved, a dock
constructed at great expence, and the town enlarged by
additional buildings. A small coasting trade is carried

on with sloops. Salt and coals arc the chief articles of

importation. There was once at Grimsby a castle, but it

is entirely decayed. There are some very extraordinary

fountains near the town, called Blow Wells, which never
overflow, though they rise to a level with the surface of

the ground. Grimsby is a port town under that of Hull,

and has a deputy collector, comptroller, and coast sur-

veyor. The Grimsby canal is a short canal, which leads

from th.e Humbcr to Grimsby wet docks. Population of

the burgh and parish, in 1811, 2747. See the Beauties ef
P^nglandand Wales, \o]. ix. p. 689, See.

CiRIMSEL, is the name of a lofty mountain in Switzer-

land, over which there is a road from the canton of Berne
into the Upper Vallais. The distance from Meyringen on

the Aar, to the Hospice of Grimsel, is about seven leagues,

Vol. X. Part I.

and iron) thence to Oberghestclen on the Rhone, is three

leagues. This road is bordered in several places with

frightful precipices, and it is often necessary to pass over
bridges apparently insecure.

After leaving Meyringen, the traveller passes through
the forests of Mount Kirchet, by the agreeable valley of

Im Grund. The gneiss here appears below the calcareous

strata, lying above the primitive rock. The strata of the

gneiss are almost vertical, a little inclined to the south.

Beyond the forest which occupies the extremity of Grund,
the calcareous rocks cease altogether, and the gneiss and
micaceous schistus replace it on the side of Guttancr, the

southern dip of these rocks being a little increased. In

the valley of D'Urbach, the great glacier of D'Urbach or

of Gauli descends into the plain ; and after passing the Aar
by a bridge, a rough and solitary path cut out of the rock

leads between the mountains of Urbach, Ritzli, Gauli, and

Gouttan, to the hamlet of Im Boden, and thence to the

village of Gouttanen, situated 319b feet above the level of

the sea, where there is a tolerably good inn. This village

was burnt in 1803, but, in consec|uence of the liberality of

the Swiss, it has been rebuilt. About a quarter of a league

above Gouttanen, the granite appears in mass, and extends

to the Grimsel. Its stratification is distinctly seen. At
first the strata stretch from north-east to south-west, and

afterwards from east-north-east to west-south-west. About
half a league from Gouttanen, the Aar forms a cascade at

the side of the road ; and a fine rainbow may be always

seen in clear weather between ten and two o'clock. Be-
yond Gouttanen the road passes Mount Stampf, and, after

twice crossing the Aar, the traveller reaches the chalet of

Handeck in two hours. The glacier and the lake of Ghel-

mer are distinctly seen from that mountain to the east, and

to the south-west appear the glaciers of Erlen and Ritzli,

and the Handeckhorn to the south. At a considerable dis-

tance below the chalet, the Aar forms one of the finest wa-

terfalls in Switzerland. It should be visited during sun-

shine, between half-past nine and eleven o'clock, and from

the bed of the river, as near the bottom of the fall as pos-

sible. From Handeck to the Hospice is a distance of two

leagues, over a terrible road, which is three times crossed

by frightful though substantial bridges. About half a

league from Handeck appear immense rounded surfaces

of granite, in which steps have been cut for the feet of the

horses and of travellers. After travelling half an hour
longer, we cross the fine Alpine pastures of Roderisch-

boden. At the last bridge, not far from the Hospice, the

Aar suffers another remarkable fall.

The Hospice, which was built in 1557, is surrounded

with frightful rocks, and is situated at a height of 5628

feet above the level of the sea. The keeper of it is allow-

ed to hunt in any of the cantons of Switzerland, and is

bound, in return, to feed and lodge all travellers that cross

the Grimsel. He remains at the Hospice from March till

the beginning of November. He can furnish seven good

beds, though there are sometimes more than a hundred

candidates for them. Near the Hospice is a small lake

called Kleinsee, from thirty-two to sixty-two feet deep.

The Sassbach throws itself into. the lake in a fine cascade.

After leaving the Hospice, the road continues to ascend

for three quarters of a league, and at its most elevated

point the height is 6570 feet. The height of the Seidel-

horn, which is the highest summit of this mountain, is 8580

feet. From the highest part of the road, there is a fine

view of the Furca, of the Galenstock, of the peaks of St

Gothard, of the Gries, and of the southern chain of the

Vallais, as far as Mont Blanc. The descent to Oberghes-

tclen occupies only about two hours.

On the top of the Grimsel a reddish granite occurs ;
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mica slate appears in the soulliein face; and ai'.a;illaceous

scliistus at tlic soutl\crn foot of the mountain. A singular

grotto, filled will) crystals, was opened on Mount Jucnli,

upon the Zuikcnstock, in 1720. It was the richest ever

found in Switzerland: It was 120 feet deep and 18 widi,

and contained crystals, of which a small nuniher weighed

nearly eight quintals, and several four or five quintals.

Several thousands of tiuinlals were obtained, of the esti-

mated value of 30 000 florins. One of the largest of these

was 3A feet diameter, 2i feet long, and one of its six faces

lA feet wide. It is now in the museum of Natural His-

tory at Paris.

The glaciers of the Aar are generally visited by the

travellers that cross the Grimsel. In the month of Au-
gust 1799, the French ascended the mountain, and, after a

severe conflict, drove the Austrians from their position on

its summit. See Ebel's Manuel, tS'c.

GRINDELWALU is the name of a village of Swit-

zerland, in the canton of Bern. • It is situated in a rich Al-

pine valley, at the height of 3150 feet above the level of

the sea. The direction of tlie valley is N. E. and S. W.
and it is encircled with lofty mountains. The Faiilhorn,

to tiie north of Grindelwald, is 8020 feet high ; the Wet-
terhorn, to the east, is 1 1,433 ; the Eiger, to the south, is

12,268. The Schreckhorn, to the south-east, is 12,530

feet; and the Jungfrau, to the S. S. W. is 12,840 leet.

The valley is shut up at the north-east by the Scheideck,

which is 6045 feet high.

This valley is one of the most frequented in Switzer-

land, both from its pro.ximity to Bern, and from the facili-

ty with which its two glaciers may be visited. These
glaciers are parallel to each other, and are each about a

league distant from the Inn. The smaller glacier forms
an arm of the immense valley of ice which is situated be-

tween the Schreckhorn, the Viescherhorn, and the two
Eigers. In the middle of this glacier there is a rock, al-

most vertical, on which the snow cannot rest, and whicli

has, therefore, received the name of the tiiarm rock. Tlie

surface of the glacier is extremely unequal, and is formed
into many splendid pyramids of ice. Near it is a wood of

elder trees, where excellent strawberries may be gathered
almost close to the ice.

The great or upper glacier, almost entirely separated

from the small one by the rocks of the Schreckhorn, lies

between the Mettenberg and the Wetterhorn. Its an-

cient limits were formed by a hill of debris, thirty feet

high, and covered with pines of considerable height. In
1720, the glacier extended thus far, but it afterwards re-

tired, and the space which it left was covered witli trees.

A new augmentation, however, which it experienced in

1780, destroyed this v/ood. The torrent which flows from
it is the Black Ltilschinen. In this valley the traveller fre-

quently hears the thunders of the glaciers, and experiences
the violence of the v/inds which issue from their crevices.

The road from Grhuleluald to iNIeyringen, in the valley

of Hasli, by the Scheideck, is extremely interesting. It

is only a distance of seven leagues, and may be perform-
ed on horseback without any danger. See Eibel's Manuel,
iSc.

GRINDING OK DuuGs. See Drug Mii.i..

GRINDING AND Polishing of Plate Glass. See
Glass, Sect vi.

GRINDING OF Lenses and Mirrors for optical in-

struments. ,Ste Optics.
GRINSTEAD, East, is a borough and unrket town of

England, in Sussex. It is pleasantly situated on a hill,

near the northern border of the county. The town is ir-

regularly built, but it contains many neat modern houses.
The church, which stands on the east side of the main

street, is a spacious and handsome structure. It has a lof-

ty and well-proportioned tower, adorned with pinnacles at

the corners. Sackville college, a large quadrangular
stone building, stands at the east end of tlie town. It was
built in 1616, as a charitable inslitulion, for the support of

24 old persons of both sexes. A suite of looms is set

apart for the Duke of Dorset, who gave the use of theni

to the judges wiien the assizes were held here. There is

here a neat chapel belonging to tiie college, and also a free

•seliool here for 12 boys. Population, in 1811, 2804. See
Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xiv. p. 150.

GRINDSTONES, from the Latin Gyranclus, are circu-

lar stones, a lew inches thick, which are mounted on a

spindle, and turned with a common winch, for the purpose
of grinding edge tools. When a great number of these

stones are driven by machinery for the purpose of cutlery,

they are called blade mills ov grind mills . Grindstones are

formed of a gritstone, in which the grains of silex are

firmly cemented to each other by a siliceous or other hard
cement) iht interstices not being filled up as in other kinds

of sand stone. Tlie following is a list of the grindstone

quarries in England, with their degrees of fineness, drawn
up, we believe, by Mr Earey, for Dr Rtes's Cyclopedia :

Ashover, N. W. (hill (juariy) Derbyshire, middling.

Beely iMoor, E. of the town. Derbyshire, coarse.

Belper, S. E (Hungerhili) Derbyshire, miildling.

Biddulph-IIall, N. W. of Leek, Stafiordshire, coarse.

Bilstone, S. li. of Wolverhampton, Stafl'ordshire, mid-
dling.

Bolsover, N. W. (nunnery) Derbyshire, tniddling.

Breclsal Moor, N. of Derby, middling.

Brinclif-edge, S. E. of Shetiield, Yorkshire, fine.

Buxton, N. (Curbar) Derbyshire, fine.

Darley Moor, E. of the town, Derbyshire, coarse.

Gate-head fell, 2| miles south from Chester Ward,
Durham.

Glossop, Derbyshire, coarse.

Harthill, S. E. Yorksh.ire, fine.

Hooton-Roberts, near Rotherham, York, middling.

Horsley, N. of Derby, fine.

Lane-top, N. of Sheffield, Yorkshire, whitening.
Little Eaton, N. of Derby,«coarse.

Milford, S. of Belper, Derbyshire, coarse.

Molccopt-hili, S. of Conglelon, Cheshire, coarse.

Morley-moor, N. of Derby, fine.

Norton. W. (Hemp-yard lane) Derbyshire, fine.

Overton (Gregory) in Ashover, Derbyshire, coaise.

Pokswoith, S. E. of Tam worth, Warwick.
Purton, W. of Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, fine.

Ridgewiiy (Lum-delph) in Eckinglon, Derbyshire, fine.

Staiiley, N. E' of Derby, fine.

Stanton by Dale, E. of Derbyshire, fine.

Stanton Moor, N E. of Winster, Derbyshire, coarse.
Therberg, near Rotherham, Yorkshire, fine.

Treton, ditto, ditto, fine.

Warton E. of Tamworth, Warwickshire.
Witkersiey, near Rotheiham, Yorkshire, middling.-
Wokes, near Barnsley, Ycrksliire.

The most extensive grindstone quarries are those near
Gateshead. They are sent to all quartets of the globe,

under the name of Newcastle grindstones, and constitute

a great branch of the trade of Newcastle and Gateshead.
The explosion of grindstones when in motion js a phe-

nomenon' which has frequently happened, and which has
been attributed to the efl'cct of the centrifugal force, and
to the expansion of the wooden wedges.. On the Slli June
1768, a very singular accident of this kind happened to a
cutler at Ivry-sur Seine, near Paris, who was grinding
kitchen utensils. The stone fJew into the aiv apparently
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on fire, and burst into innumerable fragments, with a

dreadlul noise. One of the fragments, of about three

pounds weight, flew over a l)uilding 40 feet high, and

alighted 108 feet beyond it in the garden, where it broke

the branch of a iinie tree. Another fragment, of nearly

the same size, grazed the parasol of a young lady who
was standing beside tiie culler. A part of the stone was
found upon the pavement reduced to powder. A similar

accident happened to a cutler at Strasburg, who was kill-

ed by the explosion.

Our readers will find sonic curious facts relative to

grindstones, and to their sudden explosions while they are

at work, in the Encyclofiedie Mcthodique, art. Touuneuh ;

Collection Academique, tom. xiii. p. 45 48, 413. and torn,

xii p. 109; Mem. Acad. Par. 1762. Hiat. p. 37; and /(/.

1768.

ORISONS, the U/ifier Rhetia of the ancients, is the

name of a republic which was formerly independent, but
since the year 1798 it has formed one of the nineteen can-

tons of Switzerland. It is bounded on the north by the

canton of Claris, from which it is separated by a chain of

mountains, and-by the German districts of Schweiz, and
the Voralberg, in Suabia ; on the east by the Tyrolcse ; on
the south by the Valteline, and tlie Ticino ; and on the

west by the canton of Uri.

This canton is the largest in Switzerland. It contains

140 square geographical miles (15 to a degree), and com-
prehends no fewer than 60 principal and lateral" vallies.

From its most eastern part, at Finstermmiz on the Inn, to

the Mountain Badus at the source of the anterior Rliine, is

32 leagues ; and from its most northern part at the Moun-
tain Seesa Plana, to its most southern part near the Moun-
tain St George, is 23 leagues.

The natural divisions of the Grisons form five great val-

lies, viz. the valley of the Posterior Rhine, the valley of

the anterior Rhine, the valley of the Inn or the Engadin,
the valley of the Albula, and the valley of the Landquart,
or the Prettigau.

1. The valley of the Posterior Rliine includes the vallies

of Rhinwald, Schams, Via Mala, and Domlesch. The
Rhinwald is about eight leagues long, and is surrounded
on all sides by lofty mountains. It is accessible only by
one road, which passes through the defile called Rofflcn,

which leads into the valley of Schams. The surrounding
mountains, of which the Avicula and the Piz-val-Rhin are
10,280 feet high, are covered with enormous glaciers, and
the valley is exposed to frightful avalanches. The winter
continues nine months. The grass does not begin to grow
till the end of June, and it is necessary that the hay be got
in before the beginning of September. This valley is in-

habited by Germans of the Suabian colony, which the Em-
peror Frederick I. sent, at the end of the 12th century, to

ensure a passage into Italy over the Splugen. The two
principal roads for crossing the Alps pass through the
Rhinwald; one of them over the Splugen, and the otlier

over the Bernardin. In taking the road over the Splugen,
eighteen hours are necessary to go from Coire to Chiaven-
na. From the village of Splugen, the road follows the
brook Ilausle all the way.to the inn on the summit of the
hill on the Italian side, which is a distance of three
leagues. The height of the road is here 6170 feet; but
that of Tombo-horn, the neighbouring summit of the
mountain, is 9795. The gorge called the Cardinell is tru-

ly bonifying and dangerous. The road then follows the
impetuous course of the Lira, and the traveller arrives in

two hours at Isola. In two hours more, after passing
through the valley of St Jacques, and by Campo Dolcino,
Where the custom-house oflicers examine all baggage, he
reaches Creston, and then Sla Maria, which is only a

league from Chiavenna. CJeneral Macdonald crossed
this mountain in 1800, between the 27th of November and
the 1st of December, and lost many men and horses by the
avalanches. The northern side of the Splugen is chiefly

composed of gneiss and micaceous schistus. V'ery fine

white marble occurs near the summit of the road. It

stretches between. the micaceous schistus from south-west
to north-east. Toe inhabitants of the village of Splugen
make very fine articles of it. There were once two
roads over the Bernardin, but the shortest is passable only
in summer. 'I'lie longest is kept in repair by tlic com-
mune of Hinler-Rhein. At the highest part is a Hospice,
which is three hours distant from the village of Hinter-
Rhcin on the north, and two hours from the village of
Bernardin, in the valley of Misox, on the south. The
small lake of Muesa, with several islets, is situated on the
summit of this mountain. The water that runs from the
southern face of the glacier of the Rhino throws itself in-

to this lake, which again forms the brook of Muesa, and,
after running through the valley of Misox, joins the Tesi-
no at Bellinzone. This mountain is composed of gneiss.
It was crossed in 1797, on the 7th March, by the French
army under General Lecourbe.

In entering the Rhinwald from the valley of Schams by
Rofllen, the road passes the villages of Suvcrs, Splugen,
Medel, Ebi or Planura, Noveina or Nonfcnen, and Hinter-
Rhin. The church of Hinter-Rliin is 4770 feet above the
level of the sea. From the very bottom of this valley,

which extends itself, with a singularly wild aspect, among
the horrible rocks of Avicula and the Piz-val-Rhin, the
glacier of Rliinwald and the source of the posterior Rhine
may be distinctly seen, and can be reached in three hours
from Hinter-Rhin. From a station a little way beyond the
chalets of Tessini upon Zaport, may be seen the basin
formed by the rocks of the Black Muschelhorn, and by a
ridge of mountains about two leagues long, from w hich 13

torrents descend. At the bottom of this basin lies the gla-

cier of Rhinwald. The torrent of the glacier issues from
a magnificent vault of ice, and receiving the 13 brooks al-

ready mentioned, it forms the true source of the posterior

Rhine. On leaving this deep gorge, it receives 16 tor-

rents before reaching Splugen. After this it escapes
through the gorge of Rofilen, receives other six brooks
from the valley of Schams, throws itself into the abysses
of the Via Mala, and still farther enlarged in the valley of
Domlesch by ten tributary streams, particularly the Albu-
la, it joins itself at Reichenau to the anterior Rhine, which
is considerably less in size, though enlarged by nearly 30
torrents. The Via Mala is one of the most frightful de-

files in Switzerland. It extends two leagues from Tousis
to Zilis. See Via Mala.
The valley of Schams, which is two leagues long, con-

tains eight or nine considerable villages, on both sides of
the Rhine. It is lower and more fertile than the Rhinwald,
and is one of the richest and most populous in Switzerland.

See Schams.
The valley of Domlesch, or Tomleasca, is formed by

the posterior Rhine, after its jnnction with the Albula, and
before it falls into the anterior Rhine. It is about two
leagues long and one wide, and is the most temperate in

the Grisons. It derives much of its celebrity from the

picturesque and cultivated mountain of Henzenberg, about

two leagues long, and stretching along the west side of the

valley. The northern entrance to the valley is scarcely

100 paces wide ; and on the south it is shut up by the

Beverin and the Mouttnerhorn, between which the river

forces itself with great fury. Soon after it receives the

black stream of the Nolla, and half a league lower that of

the Albula. The valley of Domlesch contains no fewer
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thai) 22 villages, and 12 ruined and inhabited castles, some

of which are remarkable for their antiquity. Excepting

at Tousis, the Roniansh is here the general language.

The base of the njouiitains is composed of argillaceous

schistus, covered with calcareous scbistus. Gypsum ap-

pears in vertical beds in the Via Mala, and in the western

part of the valley. See Tomils and Tousis.

2. The anterior Rhine comprehends the valleys of Ta-

vetsch, Ml dels, Siimvix, Lugnetz, Peterstlial, &c. The
valley of Tavetsch forms the upper part of the anterior

Rhine. Sudrun is the principal place. Ruaras is the high-

est Grison village in the south-east. Sclva and Caniot

are the only other places of note. The anterior Rhine is

formed by three branches, which unite at Camot. The
middle branch comes from the mountain Badus, and is cull-

ed Rliin-de-Camot. It is formed by the glaciers on the

eastern side of that hill, which throw their waters into the

small lakes of Lacde-Toma and Lac-Palidulca, and form

the branch already mentioned. The second branch, called

the Riiin.Cornara, flows out of the valley of the same name,

having risen in the mountains of la Sceina de la Reveca.

The third branch comes fiom Kamcrthal, and rises at the

foot of the Crispalt. The anterior Rhine, formed by these

braiiches, receives ten brooks before it falls into the middle

Rhine, which flows through the valley of Medels. Ba-

dus is 9085 feet above the bottom of the valley. It is ac-

cessible from the north, south, and east, and commands a

grand view of the distant Alps. From Camot and Selva,

this mountain may be ascended and descended in one day.

The valley of Tavetsch is peculiarly exposed to ava-

lanches. In 1749, an avalanche came from Crispalt, a

mountain two leagues distant, and overwhelmed 100 per-

sons, of whom 80 were taken out of the snow alive. On
the night of the 13th December 1808, another descended

from Rouenatsch on the village of Selva, and killed 42

persons, and 237 cattle.

The valley of Medels is very narrow and picturesque.

It is watered by the middle Rhine, and extends five or six

leagues. Wheat, barley, flax, and heinp, are here culti-

vated ; but the care of the cattle is the principal concern

of the inhabitants. Very fine cheese is also produced in

this valley. Beyond the junction of the middle and an-

terior Rhine, the valley is for 1^ miles very narrow and

dark, owing to the height of the rocks, and the fir trees

which cover them. The middle Rhine runs in a very

narrow channel, and forms many fine cascades. In leav-

ing this defile, the smiling valley of Medels appears. Tlie

village of Kurajla is seen situated above the river; and

on the left the lateral valley of Platas, which contains the

hamlets of Soliva and Bisquolm. At the Hospice of St

Maiia, on the Lucmanier, the Val-Kadelina opens, in which
the middle Rhine has its origin. See I,ucm.\nier.
The valley of Sumvix opens into the Rhine opposite the

village of Sumvix, and has the village of Surhein at its

mouth. It is about five leagues long, and stretches be-

tween huge mountains covered with glaciers. It is rich

in mountain pastures, meadows, and forests. Tlie moun-
tain of Tenija, situated at the upper extiemity of the

valley, divides it into two branches, viz. Val-Vijlots and
Val Greina. The torrent which runs through the valley,

has its origin in the vast glacier of Medels. Though the
valley is more fertile than that of Models, it has only two
chapels, and 121 inhabited houses. There is a sulphure-
ous spring half a league above Surhein. The view of
the cascade of the Greina, and the surrounding glacier, is

particularly admired.
The valley of Lugnetz opens into the Rhine near Ilantz

(See Ilantz.) It is eleven leagues long, and contains
many lateral vallies. From Ilantz to the central point

where the valley divides, is three leagues. To the south-

west of this point stretches the valley of Urin, and to the

south-east that of St Pctersthal. The greater part of the

inhabitants arc Catholics. Set- Lugnetz.
The road from Dissentis to Coire, along the banks of

the Rhine, is extremely interestmg. The Benedictine ab-

bey of Dissentis is situated above the town of the same
name, on the northern face of the mountain Vakaraka,
whose great forests protect both it and the town. It en-

joys a splendid view of the Rhine as far down as Coire.

It was founded in 614, by Sigebcrt, a Scottish Benedic-
tine, who came to preacli Christianity to the Rnetians.

Placide Toparcha of Trons gave him the ground for this

purpose, and became himself a monk. The convent and
a part of the town were burned by the French iii May 1799,

and the inhabitants v/ere put to the sword, in consequence
of the women having massacred a company of soldiers

without arms in a general insurrection. A collection of
books and precious manuscripts, and the mineralogic'al

collections and journals of R. P. Placide a Specha fell a
prey to the flames. The convent has been rebuilt, and the

Catholic school of the canton has been established here
since 1804. The town is the chief place of the district/)f

Dissentis, which is one of the most ancient and populous
of the Grey league. From Dissentis to Trons is a dis-

tance of 3 leagues. The best wheat in the Grisons grows
about Sumvix. The mountains are all primitive to Trons,
but to Ilantz they are composed of beds of calcareous

stone and schistus. To the north of Trons (See Trons)
opens the wild valley of Puiitajlas, indented with glaciers,

from which issue the torrent of Ferrara. From Trons to

Ilantz, by Tavenas and Rauvis, is a distance of four leagues,

through a very narrow valley The great road recrosses

the Rhine below Tavenas, and passes by Rauvis, Schlowis,
Sagens, Lax, Flims, Trins, and Tamins to Reichenau.
At Rauvis, a league below Ilantz, is a mine of galaena, con-
taining silver. The galaena is in massesof gneiss. At Ober-
sax, a village on the other side of the Rhine, there is a

mine of pale red copper, containing much silver. There
is also here abundance of borax. These two mines have
been wrought since 1806. The road through Scholwis,

Sagens, and Lax, traverses thick forests of Pines, and

a wild country, diversified vith grain and pastures. At
Flims, which is situated on beautiful hills, in a plea-

sant place, and also at Tamins, the houses stand in

separate clusters. Flims is remarkable for the beauty

of its inhabitants, and for the excellence of its springs

of water. The torrent Blaun sometimes commits dread-

ful ravages. From Flims to Elm, in the canton of Glaris,

is 7^ hours by the Hunter's road. Reichenau is the key
of tlie anterior Rhine, and is situated at the confluence of

the posterior and anterior Rhine. The former has an ash-

grey colour,and the latter is a limpid green. See Reichenau.
The road from Reichenau to Coire or Chur by Ems, is

a distance of 2 leagues. Between Reichenau and Ems,
are 15 or 20 conical hills, covered with oak, and adorned

in the most picturesque manner by chapels and ruins.

From Ems to Coiie is a fine rich valley, bounded on the

right by the mountains of Malix, and on the left by the

Galanda. This mountain is 6598 feet high, and rises like

an enormous pyramid. It is ascended most easily on the

side of Coire. It is composed of calcareous rocks, and

of calcareous schistus, containing much argil. The strata

arc inclined to the south. Coire is situated on the left

bank of the Rhine, in a rich plain between 2 or 3 miles

wide. The town lies partly in the plain, and partly on

the steep side of a rock. It is encircled with ancient

brick wails, strengthened witli round lowers. The streets

are narrow and dirty. The bishop's palace and the cathe-.
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dral, built in the 8lh century, slaiul in the highest pait

pf tlie town. The convent of St Lucius is situated ahove

the piilace. Tlie library o( the town, an institution lor

the poor, the cantonal stliool, are the other principal es-

tablishments. In 1806, about 200 copper niediils of the

Roman emperors were found near the anterior gate. The
plain around Coire is diversified with corn and pasture,

and the sloping hills are covered with vines, which yield

a pleasant but not a strong wine. The population of the

town is 3000. Rafts, carrying from 20 to 50 quintals, de.

scend the Rhine from the bridge over the Albula to the

Lake of Constance.

Below Coire, the road passes thi'ough the fine villages

of Masans, Trimmis, Zitzen, and Ighis, to the chateau

of Marschlen, where the Messrs Salis have a fine library,

and a superb cabinet of natural history. The Economi-
cal Society of the Grisons was established at Zitzen in

1778, and had published nine fasciculi in 1803. The road

now crosses the Lanquhart by the bridge of ZoUbrucks,
where there is a pontage, and passes through Malantz,

Jennins, and Mayenficld. Malantz is a small handsome
town on the side of a hill. Its red and white wines are

reckoned the best in the Grisons. There are beds of

gypsum near Jennins, and much blue marl in the neigh-

bourhood. Jennins is half a league from Mayenfield,

and three quarters of a league from the defile of Lucien-

steg. The fine valley of Mayenfield is a league wide,

and is surrounded with lofty calcareous mountains. The
defile of Luciensteg is situated near the northern frontier

of the Grisons, on the side of Suabia, between the

Gouscher Alp, 5573 feet high, and the Flesch, 31 14 feet

high. A wall 100 toises long, and a rampart of the same
length, defends on that side the -entrance to the Grisons.

The frontier passes near Balzeres, situated on that defile.

At the village of Gouscha near Luciensteg, the mothers
are accustomed to tie their children to a rope of a cer-

tain length, when they are obliged to leave thenj at home,
lest they should fall over the precipices.

3. The valley of the Inn, or the Engadin, is one of the

finest in Switzerland. It has 28 lateral vallies, several of

which have two or three ramifications. It stretches from
the south-west to the north-east, and is 18 leagues long
from the Maloggia to the bridge of St Martin. It is di-

vided into the higher and the lower Engadin. The for-

mer is seven leagues long, from the mountain Maloggia
to that of Cassanna, and the latter is 11 leagues long, from
Brail to the bridge of St Martin. It is subject to fre-

quent earthquakes. A full account of this interesting

district will be found in our article Inn.
4. The valley of the Albula compiehends the valleys of

Davos and of Oberhalbstein. The principal valley of
Davos is five leagues long, and is watered by the Land-
wasser, which falls into the Albula near Filisour, the end
of the valley, where the river runs through a defile 1200
feet deep. The lateral vallies of Davos are those of Flula,

Dischma, and the fine valley of Sertig, which is divided
into two, and has a sulphureous spring, and another
mineral water of a pur'gative quality. Each of these
three vallies is four leagues long. Opposite the gorge
of Zughen is the valley of Montstcin, which has two
branches, each a league in length. The district of Davos
contains six lakes ; the greatest of these, which is half
a league long and a quarter wide, contains great quanti-
ties of fish. This district possesses several mines of ga-
laena, copper, lead, and iron. The river A.bula issues
Ironi a small lake in a mountain of the same name, over
which there is a road to the Engadin. It descends into
the valley across a dreadful gorge, called the rock of Ber-
gun orBergnnerstein, and meets the Landwasser atFilisour.

Though the smallest of the two, the united stream is call-

ed the Albula. It receives the Rhin-u'Oberhalbstcin at

Tiel'enkaslen, and is then lost in the posterior Rhine at

Futsienau.

Tlie valley of Oberhalbstein lies on the northern face of

the mountains Scplimer and Julier. It is 8 leagues long,

and its river rises in a small lake on Mount Scptimer.

Savognin is the chief place in the valley. About Tinizcn

the valley grows very narrow, and the road ascends at

the side of a torrent, bounded by horrible rocks. At the

end of three-fourths of an hour it enters the meadows of

Rofna. Near Molins, the castle of Splondatsch appears

at the bottom of a frightful gorge. On the road to Mar-
mels, the ruins of the castle of the ancient lords of Mar-

mels rise on the right, upon the summit of lofty rocks.

There is a mine of silver and of tin near Ziteil ; and the

remains of a copper mine between Ochsenberg and Tint-

zen.

5. The valley of the Lanquhart, or the Prettigau, is 8

leagues long and 4 wide, and has 9 or 10 lateral vallies.

An accoimt of it will be given under fhettigau. For

still farther topographical infornvation respecting the Gri-

sons, see Misox, and the other articles already referred to.

The Grisons are divided into three leagues. 1. The
League of God's House ; 2. The Grey League ; and, 3.

The league of the Ten Jurisdictions.

The League of God's House is divided into 1 1 dis-

tricts, and 21 communes, and sends 22 deputies to the ge-

neral diet. Coire is the capital. The jurisdictions are,

1. Coire. 7.

2. Pregalia. 8

3. Upper Engadin. 9.

4. Lower Engadin. 10.

5. Bivio or Stalla. 1 1.

6. Ortenstein.

Obervats.

Oberhalbstein.

Puschiavo.
Munster.
Villages of Zitzen, Ighis,

Trimmis, and Unter Vatz.

The Grey League is divided into 8 high jurisdictions

and 27 communes, and sends 32 members to the general

diet. The following are the jurisdictions:

1. Dissentis.

2. Valley of Lugnetz.
3. Grub.
4. Waltensburg.

5. Flims.

6. Rhinwald and Schams.
7. Henzenberg and Tousis.

8. Misox.

The League of Ten Jurisdictions is composed of li

communities, and sends 14 members to the diet. It com-

prehends the rest of the Grisons, viz. the vallies of Davos,

Prettigau, Mayenfield, &c.

These three leagues are connected by an annual diet of

the congress and of the three chiefs. The diet consists of

63 deputies, who are chosen in ttie several communities

by every male above a ceitain age. The diet meets about

the beginning of September at Ilantz, Coire, and Davos,

in rotation, and sits three weeks or a month. The chief

of the league, in whose district the diet is held, is presi-

dent, and has a casting vote. • In all affairs of importance,

the deputies act according to the instructions of their con-

stituents. A majority of votes decides every thing ; but

they vote in the following manner: When the communi-

ties send instructions, the secretary reails them aloud, and

the votes are taken from these instructions. In all resolu-

tions, respecting which instructions are not received, the

deputies may vote as they please; but these resolutioiis

are subject to the revisal of the communities. For this

purpose, a congress is held in February oi iNlarch at Coire,

consisting of the three chiefs and three deputies from each

league, for the purpose of receiving the votes of the dif-
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ferent cominunities relative to the questions referred to

them at the preceding diet. The three chiefs, and the

other members of congress, receive 54 florins, about il

,

to defray their expences. The deputies to the general

diet receive a salary, which never exceeds five shillings

a day.

The three chiefs meet three limes in the year at Coire,

and send information to the different communities re-

specting the subjects of discussion at the general diet.

The Reman law, modified by municipal customs, pre-

vails in the three leagues. It appears from the concurring

testimony of several travellers, that the administration of

justice, both in the civil and ciiminal courts, is very im-
perfect. The judges are capable of being bribed ; and
confessions are obtained by torture.

The public chamber of justice, called the Strattgericht,

is a court composed of ten judges out of every league,

and twenty advocates. It is assembled by a demand made
by the peasants to the general diet, and is paramount to all

Jaw. There is no ap])eal from the decisions of this inqui-

sitorial tribunal. The worst cfl'ects resulted from the

meeting of this court, bui fortunately it is now gone into

disuse.

The Catholic and Protestant religions both prevail in the

Grisons. The Protestants form about two-thirds of the po-

pulation. There are 135 Protestant parishes, viz. 53 in the

League of God's House, 46 in the Grey League, and 36

in the League of Ten Jurisdictions, The livings are from
6/. to 25/. per annum. The clergy are here obliged to

increase their income by traffic ; and their poverty is ren-

dered more oppressive from their dependence, as they

are generally chosen by the people. Several of the minis-

ters are, however, very respectable, and well informed.
The Protestants are educated at Zurich and Basle ; and
the Catholics at Milan, Pavia, or \'ienna. A Latin school

was established at Coire for the children of the burghers
;

and another in 1"63, for those intended for the church.
The expenditure of the government consists merely in

the salaries of the deputies, and in the expences incurred
at the sitting of the diet. The revenues are drawn from
the duties upon merchandise, which passes through the
canton of the dependent states, and was farmed at 17,000
florins, or 1259/.: from fines upon delinquents; from a

tribute of 500 Philips, or 125/. from the Valteline ; and
100 Philips, or 25/. from Chiavenna ; and from the interest

of a small sum, the principal part of which, viz. 4000/. was
vested in the British funds.

The commerce of the Grisons is very limited. Its prin-

cipal exports are cheese and cattle, and some planks,
stones, and coal, to Milan. The care of the cattle is the
principal employment of the peasantry. The canton pos-
sesses 8000 head of great cattle, about 30,000 cows, from
60,000 to 70,000 goatsfand nearly 100,000 sheep, which
come annually from Italy to feed upon the fine pastures of
the Grisons. The cattle of the Prettigau are the finest

breed, ^'ines are cultivated in the vallies on the northern
and southern frontiers.

The imports of the Grisons are grain, rice, salt, and silk
stuffs from Milan; grain from Suabia and the Tyrol ; salt

from the Tyrol and Bavaria ; fine linens and muslins from
Switzerland ; and English. French, and Silesian fine cloth
through Germar.y. The only manufactory in the country,
is that of cotton at Coire. The trade of the Grisons, and
the subject provinces, is carried on with Milan across the
Lake of Como, by its branch the lake of Lecco', by the
river Adda, and by the canals of the Adda and the Trezzo.
The Italian, German, and Koniansh languages, prevail

in the Grison territory. The inhabitants of Prcgalia and
Puschiavo, and of the vallies of Misox and Calanca, speak

the Milanese dialect of the Italian tongue. The inhabi-
tants of the Ten Jurisdictions, with the exception of a few
villages; those of the League of God's House, at Avers,
Coire, and the four villages; those of the Giey I^eagiie,

at Si)lugen, Cepina, and other villages of the Rhinwald ;

at \''alts, in the valley of St Pedro ; at Tousis, Ueichenau,
Feldsperg, Tamins, Meyerhof, Versam, and Valendros.
The Romansh, or Rlietian language, is the vernacular

tongue throughout the greater portion of the Grison terri-

tory. It was formerly spoken at Coire, and the adjacent

districts, and as far as Inspruck in the Tyrol. It is divi-

ded into two principal dialects ; -the one called Cialover,

spoken in the Grey Lcfague ; and the other Ladin, in that

of God's House. These dialects vary both in pronunciation

and orthography, and they have a great affinity to the La-
tin, and other languages derived from the Latin. Planta
seems to have proved, tliat the Romansh of the Grisons is

the same with the ancient Romansh, called Lingua Roma-
na, the mother of the French tongue. It was the earliest

language derived from the colloquial Latin, and was un-
derstood in Italy, in the Morea, and at Constantinople, ha-

ving been universally diffused throughout the south al

Europe in the 11th and 12th centuries.

The antiquities in the Grisons are very numerous.
There are no fewer than 180 castles and ruins of the mid-
dle ages.

Mr Coxe reckons the population of the Grisons at

98,000.

The Grey League contains - - 54,000 souls.

League of God's House - - - 29,000

League of Ten Jurisdictions - - 15,000

98,000

In the year 1806, the population was 73,862, viz.

Protestants 44 982
Catholics - - 28,880

73,862

Or they may be divided into

Germans 28,000

Tliose who speak the ancient

Rhetian language . - . . 36,065
Italians 9,797

Total population 73,862

This number is exclusive of the provinces formerly sub-

ject to the Grisons. Se Coxe's Travels in Switzerland,

vol. iii. ; Ebel's Manuel d'un Voyageur en Suisse, passim ;

and Planta's Account of the Romans/i Language, in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1776, vol. Ixvi. p. 129.

GRODNO, is a town of Poland, in Lithuania, and, with

the exception of ^V'ilna the capital, is the most important

place in that province. It is now a frontier town on the

Russian division of Poland. It is built upon an eminence
which overlooks the river Niemen, which is here a broad,

clear, and shallow stream. Grodno is a large and strag-

gling place, and has the appearance of a town in decay.

The few houses that are in good repair form a singular

contrast with the wretched habitations, the falling houses,

the ruined palaces, and the magnificent gateways, which
are everywhere to be seen. Some remains of the old pa->

lace, in which the kings formerly resided during the diets,

are still to be seen vjpon a hill of sand, rising abruptly from
the river, and forming a part of the bank. The new pa-

lace is opposite to this hill. It ftas built, but never inhabit-

ed, by Augustus III. and became the temporary residence
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of Slanislaiis Au^iialus after his abdication. It contains

the upanniunls lor the nieutiiig of the diets. The hite kiiii;

of PohuKi tstahlished at Groihio a royal academy of pliysic

for Liliuiaiiia, in which ten sliidents are instructed in me-

dicine, and twenty in surgery, and are lodged, boarded, and

tautcht, at the royal expencc. The physic garden contain-

ed 1500 exotic plants, when Mr Cox passed Ihrougli the

town in 1778. The principal, iiianufuctures here are cloth

and camlets, linens and cottons, silk slutt's, embroidery, silk

stockings, hats, lace, fire-arms, needles, cards, bleaching

wax, and carriages. They were chiefly established by the

king in 1776, and in 1778 they were carrying on in wooden

sheds, built by Augustus III. for stables, which were con-

verted into temporary working looms, and dwelling houses

for the workmen. The establishment was subsequently

removed to Lossona, a village near Grodno, where con-

venient buildings were erected at the public expence. The
country furnishes a sufficient supply of wool, llax, hemp,

beaver's hair, and wax, for the manufactories that recjuiro

these articles ; but the silk, cotton, iron, colours, gold and

silver, for the embroidery, and the fine thread from Brus-

sels, are all articles of import. Three thousand persons

are employed in these manufactories, including those in

the neighbouiing villages who spin linen and worsted. Se-

venty foreigners direct the different branches, and the rest

are natives. Grodno contains nine Catholic churches, and

two Greek churches. The population consists of 3000

Christians, exclusive of those engaged in manufactures, and

1000 Jews. See Cox's Travels in Poland, Is'c. vol. 1. p.

220, 223.

GROINS. In our article Carpentry, wc have already

treated the subject of groins at some length. We propos-

ed, under the present head, to have investigated the sub-

ject of Domes, from which we have made a reference
;

but we have found it necessary to include this subject un-

der that of Roofs, to which the reader is referred.

In the article Carpentry, we have mentioned the great

improvement in the construction of brick groins, rising

from rectangular piers, as inade by Mr George Tapper.
The following account of this improvement has been
drawn up for our work by Mr John Naricn.

If a squire or rectangular area be covered with two
vaults, penetrating each other at right angles, and forming
two ridges which cross the area diagonally, and intersect

each other at the common summit of the vaults, the arch

thus formed is called a groined vault : the penetrating

vaults may be either semicircular, or semi-elliptical, or

one of them may be semicircular and the other semi-el-

liptical. The intersections of the circular or elliptical

vaults, foiming the ridges or groin angle's, will be ellipses,

because every oblique section of a cylinder or elliptical

prism produces an elliptic curve, and the case will be
the same when one of the vaults is circular, and the other
elliptical ; for if horizontal lines were drawn from points

in the diameter or chord of the circular vault perpendicu-
larly to that diameter, and cutting in different points a line

drawn diagonally across the area, the ordinates drawn up
to the ridge or groin angle Irom these points, vyill be re-

spectively equal to the ordinates at tiie corresponding
points under the circular vault, and consequently their ends
will be in the periphery of an ellipse.

The four vaults or arches forming the groined vault,

spring froifi the angles of four stjuare abutment piers, and
if the intended vault is to be built of stone, the courses in

each arch respectively are laid upon the centering, in lines

J parallel to the axis of the arch they cgmpose, in sucii a
inanner that the voussoirs of each arch meet the voussoirs
of its adjacent arch at the groin angle, where the faces of
the angular voussoir in each course are wrought in such a

manner as to form the curve of the groin, w^liich springs
from the angle of llie pier on which the arches stand. The
upper surl.ices of these angular voussoirs are also wrought,
so that on both faces they may coincide with the other
stones of the same course, by whicli means these surfaces
meet in a ridge which is always j^erpendicular to the curve
of the groin angle. When the intended vault is to be built

of brick, the iriternal faces of the brick voussoirs in each
course are cTit away at the groin angle, to receive the
wedge-like end of a brick in the adjacent arch in the same
course, in order to bind the arches together more firmly :

(See Plate cclxxxiv. Fig. 1) But as bricks have not, like

wrought stones, the form of a frustrum of a wedge by
which they may sustain themselves when arranged in the

shape of an arch, their stability must depend upon the

strength of the cement placed between them, which, unit-

ing them into one mass, renders a structure of this kind a
sort of vault hewn out of a rock.

From a consideration of the above mentioned mode of

constructing groined vaults, it will be evident that the

pressures, both vertical and lateral, of all the arches of

which they are composed, are resisted and sustained by the
mutual intersections of the courses of masoniy at the
groin angles; these intersections may be considered as

squares upon the corners of the piers from which they
spring, the side of the square being equal to the thickness

of the course of voussoirs, so that the diagonal ribs of the
vault form as it were two arches, which are kept in a slate

of equilibration, by the weight of the spandrils imme-
diately over them, and serve as bases upon which the side

arches with their spandrils, and all the superincumbent
loading, ultimately rest ; hence it will be evident that, if

the weight of the arches, with their loading over them,
were in a constant ratio to the weight necessary for keep-
ing the ribs in a state of equilibration, the whole vault will

be in equilibrio in all its parts. This, however, cannot be
attained in practice, because the distances between the ribs

at any part are never in proportion to the height of the

spandrils over the ribs at those parts, and therefore the

groined vaulting will always in soine degree be defective

in its equilibratiim ; besides the disadvantage arising from
the whole of the weight failing entirely upon the ribs,

which receive no support from the voussoirs of the conti-

guous side arches, whose joints are all oblique to the di-

rections of the ribs.

But as groined vaults are absolutely necessary in ware-

houses, and many other buildings, for the puipose of giv-

ing cornmunicalion throughout the same in every direc-

tion, which cannot be obtained where waggon-head vaults

are used and' as there is a great saving of materials, re-

sulting from the arches bearing on piers only, instead of

parallel walls, it follows, that an improvement in their con-

struction, which tends to bring them nearer to an equality

in strength with the waggor.-head vaulting, must be a great

ac(|uisiiion. This improvement has been lately made by

Mr George Tappen, an architect of London, who, instead

of the square piers hitherto used, has adopted octangular

ones, (by which a considerable saving of room is made,)

tiiid has thrown stout ribs diagonally over the vault, whose
breadths are equal to the sidi s of the octagons on which
they stand. The side arclies, w.hich in brick-woik are set

four inches back from the face of the ribs, in order to save

the trouble and expence of cutting the groin angles, are

worked into, and rest upon these ribs. By this improved
construction, the ribs form a much stronger suppoit for the

weight of the incumbent vault, and the loading above, than

by the old method', as the following comp-irison will shew.

Since the force of the superincumbent weight has been

found by experience to act ciiiefiy in the direction of the
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groins, they. rer|uiic the greatest strength that can be given

them ; at the same lime, the side arches should be made

to throw as little weight as possible upon them, particular-

ly about the summit of the vault, that their tendency to

fracture towards the crown may be diminished as much as

the nature of the case will admit. In the groined vaults hi-

therto constructed, where the groins spring from the ex-

treme corners of the square piers, their section, taken per-

pendicular to their length, forms a square, (see a, Plate

CCLXXXIV. Fig. 2.) having one of its angles turned to-

wards the centre of the curve, and its side equal to the

thickness of the arches ; whereas in the new vault, the sec-

tion taken in the same manner, forms a rectangle equal in

breadth to the side of an octagon inscribed in the square

pier, and of a depth which may exceed that of the old groin

in any proportion, (see b. Fig. 2.) Now, the strength of an

arch, in its different points, is measured by the greatest

weight which it is able to carry on those points without

breaking; that is, it is in a ratio compounded of the tripli-

cate ratio oi the secant of the angle of the curve's inclina-

tion to the horizon, in its various points, and the reciprocal

simple ratio of the radius of curvature in the same points.

But since the relative strength of arches is to be determin-

ed by comparing them in their weakest parts, (namely the

crown,) the strength of any arch at the crown will be reci-

procally as the radius of curvature at that point, since the

angle of the curve's inclination to the horizon at that point

is always 0° 0' ; or reciprocally as the span of the arches,

when the rise of them is the same, their thickness being

supposed equal. From this it will be evident, that the

strength of the diagonal ribs and groins will be directly as

the areas of their sections and distances of the centres of

gravity from the place where the fracture would end, and
reciprocally as the spans of the arches : that is, if A repre-

sent the area of the section, G the distance of its centre

of gravity, and S the span of the arch ; then the strength of

one arch to that of another will be as —jr—

•

Let the side of the square pier be —a ; then the thick-

ness necessary for the side arches will be^— , which, con-
4

sequently, will be the side of the square section of the

groins in the old arch ; its area, therefore, will be "^—= A,
1

6

the

#2 •

and its half diagonal zz i f—ZZ G. The distance of

piers being 4.5 a, the span of the diagonal groins will be

A .G^ \/2x (4.5 a)^ ZZ 6.364 a—S ; we have therefore

a la'

32V T
6.364

S

for the strength of tl:e old groin.

The side ofthe square pier remaining still =a in the new
arch, the breadth of the rib = ^2 a^—a. wliich is the side

of an octagon inscribed within the -pier, tlie thickness pro-

per for the rib will be =-;;-: then will A=—^—^-—

-

-; and S = 5.364 a -{- v/2 a" ; consequently
A

;G=
G

s
a'v/2—g^

122.004r
, the strength of the new rib.

If we assume c=4 feet 8 inches, (the dimensions assign-
ed by iVlr Alexander lb the piers of the groined vaults at

the London dock tobacco warehouses,)"the strength of tlie

old groins will be to tliat of the new ribs as 5.44 to 10 64,
which is nearly 2 to 1 in favour of the new construction

;

and this will be the case while the same proportions aie
preserved, whatever may be the extent of the arch.

If the side arches, with their spandrils, and the loading
on the floor above, be cut by parallel vertical planes, (as at

S, Fig. 2 ) the sections will be to each other as their chords
c d nearly; which being less in the new vault than in the
old, on account of the greater breadth of the ribs, the weight
incumbent on those ribs (which always tends to destroy
their equilibrium) is just so much less in the former than
in the latter, and consequently their tendency to fracture is

diminished in the same proportion.

It may not be improper to observe, that Dr Hutton re-

commends the stones of the wall, or spandril over the ex-
trados of the voussoirs of an arch, to be bonded into the
stones of the pier, and with one another; because the pier

will then carry part of their weight, and thereby oppose a

greater power of resistance to the thrust of the arch. For
the same reason, it would be equally advisable, in the new
method of building groined vaults, to carry up at the same
time the diagonal ribs, side arches, and spandrils, well
bonding the whole together into one solid mass; which
will render vaults built in this manner a valuable acquisi-

tion in warehouses and other large buildings, where the
greatest weis^hts are to be sustained.

GRONINGEN, a town in Holland, and capital of the

province of the same name. It is intersected by the river

Hunes, which passes through it in a northerly direction to

the sea. The town is large, rich, strong, and populous, and
is adorned with many excellent buildings. It is nearly

round, and is surrounded with good ramparts, a wall, and
ditches, and has a citadel. Its university was founded in

1614, and endowed with the revenues of several monaste-
ries. The harbour can contain many vessels, which enter

it by a canal about nine miles from the sea. It carries on
a considerable trade in butter, horses, and horned cattle.

There are some breweries in the town.

GROSE, Francis, a celebrated antiquarian, was born
in 1731, and was the son of a jeweller at Richmond, who
died in the year 1769, and left his son an independent for-

tune. He entered into the Surrey militia, and was appoint-

ed adjutant and paymaster; and such was his love of dissi-

pation, that he soon squandered away the fortune which his

father had accumulated. The distress to which he was now
reduced, compelled him to have recourse to his talents

;

and having a fine taste for drawing, he began to collect

materials for his Views ofjintigtiities in England and U'ales,

a work which he began to puijlish in numbers in 1773, and
which Avas completed in 1776. Other two volumes, in-

cluding Guernsey and Jersey, were completed in 1787.

The success of this work induced him to embark more
deeply as an author. In the summer of 1789, he made a

tour through Scotland; and in 1790, he bewail to publish

in numbers, his Antiquities of Scotland, which were com-
pleted in two volumes 4to. In the year 1791, Mr Gross
set out for Ireland, with the view. of collecting mateiials

for an account of the antiquities of that country ; but soon
after his arrival at Dublin, he was seized with an apoplec-

tic fit, of.which he died, on tlie 6tli of May 1791, about the

60th vear of his age. Mr Grose was lemarkable for his

good humour, conviviality, and friendship. He was ex-

tremely corpulent, and altogetlicr sini^ular in his external

appearance. A likeness of him, at full length, is given in

his Oiio, published after his death.

The following is a list of his works : 1. The Antiquities

of England and Wales, 8 vols. 4to. and 8vo. 2. The Anti-

quities of Scotland, 2 vols. 4to. and 8vo. 3. The Antiquities

of Ireland, 2 vols. 4to. and 8vo. 4. A Treatise on Ancient

Armour and Weapons, 4to, 1785. 5. .\ Classical Dictiona-

ry of the Vulgar Tongue, 8 vols. 1785. 6. Military Ami-
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qulties ; being a History of the English Army from the

Conquest to the present time, 2 vols. 4to, 1786, 1788. 7.

The History of Dover Castle, by the Rev. William Da-

niell, 4to, 1786. 8. A Provincial Glossary, with a Collec-

tion of local Proverbs and popular Superstitions, 8vo, 1788.

9. Rules for drawing Caricatures, 8vo, 1788. 10. Supple-

ment to the Treatise on Ancient Armour and Weapons, 4to,

1789. 11. A Guide to Health, Beauty, Honour, and Riches;

being a collection of humorous Advertisements, pointing

out the means to obtain those blessings ; with a suitable in-

troductory Preface, 8vo. 12. The Olio; being a Collec-

tion of Essays, in 8vo, 1793.

GROTIUS, Hugo, one of the most profound and en-

lightened scholars, and one of the most remarkable men of

his age, was born at Delft in the United Netherlands, on

the 10th of April 1583. The name in Dutch is De Groot,

or the Great ; and as it had for many ages been the patrony-

niick of one branch of his ancestors, the circnmstances

which led to its adoption are unknown. But few families

have better merited such a distinction, if greatness be esti-

mated not by external rank and honour, but by those intel-

lectual and moral endowments which far surpass in value

all the gifts of fortune. The family of Grotius had been
illustrious at Delft for four centuries, and he himself in the

estimation of his own age and of posterity, pre-eminently

merited the surname of Great among the great. He did

not descend, however, in the uninterrupted male line from
that family ; for it is related, that about the year 1430, De-
deric de Groot, burgomaster of Delft, and a highly distin-

guished member of the family, had an only child, a daugh-
ter named Eremgard, whom he left a wealthy heiress. This
young lady was sought in marriage by Cornelius Cornetz,

who sprung from that branch of the noble family of Cor-
netz, which, under the Dukes of Burgundy, had emigrated
from France into Holland. The lady favoured his ad-

dresses, but, under this stipulation, that should there be any
children of the marriage, they should take the name of her
and her ancestors, De Groot. The first who, in conformi-

ty to this agreement, bore her name, was Hugh, grandson
of Dederic, and grandfather of the subject of this article.

One of the sons of this Hugh was Cornelius de Groot, born
in Delft in 1544. After acquiring much learning at his na-

tive place, he piosecuted his studies, literary and mathe-
matical, with great ardour at Louvain and Paris. He de-
lighted in the philosophy of Plato. He then applied him-
self to the civil law at Orleans, and on his return to Delft,

betook himself to the bar, and afterwards filled several im-
portant ofHces. In 1575 he was appointed professor of phi-

losophy in the university of Leyden, which dates its origin

from about that time, and which has since been so cele-

brated in the republic of letters. He afterwards taught the

civil law in that seminary, and evinced his preference for

the quiet pursuits of learning, by relusing a seat in the

great council of the States, though that appointment was
repeatedly pressed on his acceptance. He died without
issue in 1601. Hugh Da Groot had another son, John, who
also studied law. He was appointed burgomaster of Delft,

and afterwards curator of the university of Leyden. He
was an elegant scholar and a poet. But his chief claim to

the remembrance of posterity is, that he was the father of
our Hugo Grotius, to whom it is now proper to direct our
attention.

This illustrious man was born, as we already stated, at

Delft, in 1583. His mother's name was Alide Overschie,
and the family to which she belonged was of some note.

Endued by nature with admirable talents, he enjoyed from
his infancy the advantage of an excellent education. When
he was only seven years of age, he was placed under the
tuition of masters, with whom he made such extraordinary
progress, that before he had completed his ninth year he

Vol.. X. P.\RT I.

composed verses which obtained the approbation of the

leaiiied. At twelve he was so great a proficient in the

knowledge of the classics, and oi'bf/lcs /c</rf«, that he was
qualified to pursue his studies at the university. He was
accordingly sent in 1595 from Delft to Leyden, where he
spent three years in the study of mathematics, philosophy,

theology, and law, and excelled in the knowUdijc of each
of these sciences. He was only fifteen years old when he
wrote a commentary on a very difficult Latin pod, Marcia-
nus Capella. The celebrated statesman, John Barncvelt,

attorney-general of the republic of Holland, having been,

in 1598, appointed ambassador to P'rancc, the young Gro-
tius accompanied him thither. Henry IV. who then reign-

ed in France, gave him most gratifying marks of his es-

teem. The monarch presented him with a gold chain, and
a portrait of himself ; and it is said that he was so highly

pleased with such attention, that he caused his own por-

trait to be engraved, adorned with these tokens of royal fa-

vour. While he remained in France, he obtained the degree
of Doctor of Law at the early age of sixteen.

On his return to Holland, Grotius, in compliance witli

his father's desire, entered on the profession of law ; and
at the age of seventeen, he began to plead with distinguish-

ed ability and success. He retained his fondness, however,

for classical and literary pursuits, and continued to prose-

cute his general studies with ardour in those intervals of

leisure which his laborious profession allowed, and which
supplied the place of recreation, chiefly by affording a

change of employment. When he was in his 24lh year, he

was appointed attorney-general of Holland, Zealand, and

West Friezland, and filled his high office with such talents

and integrity, that the salary attached to it was aug-

mented.
In 1613 he removed to Rotterdam, to engage in the duty

of pensionary, or chief magistrate of that city, as succes-

sor of the recently deceased Elias Barnevelt, brother of

John, his early patron and friend. At this time, religious

controversy ran high in the United Provinces between the

Calvinists, or Gomarists as they have been called, from

Francis Gomar of Bruges, and the Armenians, especially

with respect to grace and predestination. Grotius, amidst

the heat' of the contending parties, conducted himself with

such prudence and moderation, as to retain for a considera-

ble time the respect of both. He was also admitted into

the assembly of the states of Holland ; and as he had writ-

ten in defence of the right of the Dutch to trade with India,

he was sent to England, to adjust the differences which

had arisen between the merchants of the two countries.

He succeeded in the object of his mission, and received

marks of regard horn James I. At his return home, he

found the United Provinces divided and distracted by

quarrels about religion ; and while he had the affliction to

see that true patriot and able politician, John Barnevelt,

sacrificed to a faction, under the pretence of treason and

heresy, to gratify its own ambitious projects, Grotius him-

self most narrowly escaped sliaring his melancholy fate.

Barnevelt was tried by twenty-six commissioners deputed

from the Seven Provinces, and, in terms of the sentence of

this cruel tribunal, was beheaded in 1619. Grotius, who
had been warmly attached to him, and who was suspected,

by the bigots of the day, of favouring the Armenians, was

involved in his disgrace. He was arrested in August

1618, and in May following was condemned to perpetual

imprisonment, and to have all his property confiscated.

He was strictly confined in the castle of Louvestein, near

Gorcum. " Here he remained," says Dumourier, " with-

out any other consolation than the company of his wife,

and of books which his friends were permitted to send to

him. A large trunk was usually sent filled with books,

which he returned after having devoured them, {a/.res Ics

R
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avoir dcvores,) and it was during this imprisonment that

he ti-.msiatcd Stoboeus. But his confinemint lasted only

about two years, as he was happily delivered Irom it by the

address of iiis wife, Marj Reyf^elbberp;.* Slie, having re-

marked that his guards (tired with frequently searching

the great ciiest filled with linen or books, that passed be-

tween the prison and Gorcuin) allowed it at length to be

transmitted without opening it, advised her husband to

place liimself in it, after having made holes with a wimble
in the part of it over his face, to allow him to breathe, lie

entered into the scheme, and was thus carried to the house

of orje of his friends at Gorcum, whence he went to Ant-

werp by the ordinary conveyance, after having passed

through the market-place at Gorcum, disguised as a ma-
son with a rule in his hand. His wife, who had so dex-
terously managed the affair, pretended that her husband

was nmch indisposed, in order to aflbrd time for. his csca))C

;

but when she supposed him to be in a place of safety, she

told the guards that the bird was flown. It was at first

intended to prosecute her, with a view of having her con-

fined in her husband's stead ; but she was liberated by a

majority of votes, and she was universally praised for hav-

ing restored her husband to freedom. This took place in

March 1621." Dumourier Afemoires de Hollande. Gro-
tins, thus happily delivered, secretly left Antwerp in the

following month, and repaired to France, where he ex-

perienced powerful protection, and was introduced to

Louis XIII. who bestowed on him a pension of 3000 livres,

which he enjoyed for about ten years. Prince Maurice,
the enemy of Uarnevelt, and persecutor of Grotius, died

in 1625; and it is a circumstance highly honourable to

Grotius, that in his History of the Netherlands, from the

departure ot Philip II. till 1608, which was not published
till after the author's death, he relates the splendid achieve-

ments of this prince with the utmost fidelity, and without
alluding to tlie harsh treatment which he had suffered

from him. The brother of Maurice, Piince Henry Fre-
deric, entertained the most friendly disposition towards
Grotius, and would gladly have recalled him, but was
deterred by the jealousy of his political opponents, which
still existed with unabated force.

Many attempts were iu the mean time made, b\it, hap-
pily lor the best interests of learning and humanity, with-
out success, to excite prejudice against him in the breast
of his |)owtrful protector Louis. That prince was not to

be influenced by such unworthy eflbrts ; but, on the con-
trary, his respect for Grotius increased, by observing the
unabated love which the illustrious exile bore towards his

ungrateful country. He employed much of his time while
in Frunce in reading and composition, and increased the
resentment of his enemies who then prevailed in Holland,
by his admirable defence of the deposed magistrates.

In 163 I, his pension from the French court was with-

drawn, whether from motives of public economy, or from
ministerial pique, or from what other cause, cannot be as-

certained. He soon after ventured to return to Holland,
confiding in the friendship of Prince Henry Frederic. But,
through the malice of his enemies, he was eondcmned
anew to perpetual exile. Finding himself cruelly coni-
])elled to leave his native land, which he still fondly loved,

lie repaired to Hamburgh, where he received the most
gratifying offers of protection from the kings of Denmaik,
Poland, and Spain, accompanied with solicitations from
each, that he would attach himself to his court. He pre-
ferred, however, the patronage of Gustavus Adolphus,
king of Sweden, whose death, in 1632, obliged him for

some time to remain unemployed in Hamburgh. Queen

Christina fulfilled the wishes and intentions of her prede-
cessor; and in 1634, appointed Grotius one of her coun-
sellors. She soon after nominated him to be her ambas-
sador at the couit of France. This new diplomatic ap-

pointment displeased Cardindl*Riehelicu, then prime min-
ister of Louis XIII. and he used hi-> iillucnce with Oxen-
stern, the chancellor of Sweden, to have him rcalled. Gro-
tius, \yho had remained in retirement at St Denis till the

ulterior pleasure of the Swedish court should he known,
made his formal entry into Paris as Swedish ambassador
in March 1635. After having spent eleven years in Fiance,

he was, ii: consequence of his own rcciuesl, recalled, and
having occasion to pass through Holland in his way to

Sweden, he was received at Amsterdam with every mark
of respect and honour ; for many of his enemies had retir-

ed, or were dead, and several of his friends were restored

to offices of public trust. The account which he gave to

the Queen of Sweden of the affairs connected with his

enibasby, proved highly satisfactory ; and anxious as he
was to retire from public life, she would have gladly re-

tained him in her councils ; but the jealousies of her cour-
tiers inducing him to persist in his desire, she at length

consented. She made him, when on the eve of his de-

paiture, a present of twelve thousand rix-dollars. Stress
of weather driving the vessel in which he embarked for

Holland upon the coast of Pomerania, he was put ashore
in a bad state of health, inteiifnng to finish his journey by
land. He was unable to proceed farther than Rostock.
Calumnies, with regard to the soundness of the religious

principles of Grotius, and the state of his mind at his

death, were officiously published !)y his enemies; but they
are satisfactorily confuted by John Questorpius, professor

of theology, and minister of Rostock. This learned and
pious man wrote a letter, which is still extant, giving a
pleasing account of the chearful resignation and Christian

piety by which the close of his. valuable life was charac-

terized. He expired at Rostock, on the 28ih of August
1645, in the 63d year of his age. The remains of this

great and good man were embalmed, and removed to

Delft, wliere they were committed to the sepulchre of his

ancestors. His wife appears to have survived him. He
left three sons and a daughter. The eldest son Cornelius,
who wrote elegant Lytin verses, was for some time em-
ployed by Oxenstern in Sweden. The second, Dederic,
was aide-de-camp to Duke Bernard of Weimar, and was
assassinated in a tavern by his valet. The youngest, Peter,

v\'as appointed by the Elector Pidatine to be his resident

with the slates general ; and, by the favour of the Dc Wits,
he was made pensionary of Amsterdam. After having
been employed in different ijolitical embassies for Hol-
land, he was tried for alleged offences against the state,

and was acquitted. He died in retirement at the age of
seventy. Cornelia, the daughter of Grotius, was married
to M. de Mouthas, who served with eclat in Holland ; but
being involved in the fall of tlic De Wits, he quitted that

country in 1672.

The multitude of works v.liich Grotius left behind him "
on various subjects, prove him to have been an universal

and profound scholar, and a man of the most indefatigable

industry. It is not without astonishment that we contem-
plate the literal y labours of one, whose private misfortunes

and public duties iiiight hnvi- been supposed to leave him
little inclination, and less leisure, for the calm pursuits of

philosophy and science. His mind was amply stored with

the tre.isures of ancient and modern learning, and his ex-
cellent memory enabled him to retain and employ, as oc-

casion might require, the knowledge which he derived

* Damowier writes her name Ecygelsberg', as in the tc.\,t ; but in a marginiil note in Baj le's Dictionary, she is called Reygersbcrgen.
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from his books. It is indeed related of him by Borrcnian,

in proof of his wonderful memory, tliough we must be

permitted to doubt the accuracy of the anecdote, that

Groiius having been present at tlic review of a regiment,

recollected the nuiTic of every individual belonging to it.

It would bo tedious to give a catalogue of the works
which arc known to have proceeded from his pen, most
of which were publisiied during the life of the author,

as they amount to seventy-four or seventy-five. As his

writings, however, exercised a powerful influence, not

only over his contemporaries, but have continued, and still

continue, to influence the policy of nations, and the opinions

of scholars and philosophers throughout tlie civilized

world, we shall mention the names of some of the most
remarkable, and add a few occasional reflections on their

value. Considering him, then, as an author, we may, for

the sake of arrangement, notice some of those compositions

which exhibit him respectively as a scholar and poet, a
patriot, a philosopher, a philanthropist, and a theologian.

It is to be premised, that his works were generally written

in the Latin language, which in his time, and forages after,

formed the chief medium of communication among the

learned of all the countries of Europe.
In viewing Grotius as a scholar and a poet, we may

mention the following works:
1. Poemala nonnulla, seu Characteris Ponti/icis Homani,

&c. &c. 4to, 1599.

2. Marciani, M. F. Cafieltx Salyricon, seu de JViifiliis

Philologie et Mercurii, libri duo emendati et notis illustrati,

8vo, 1600. This learned publication, from so young an
author as Grotius, was among the first things that brought
liim into notice, and gave a most auspicious promise of his

future greatness.

3. Mirabilium anni 1600, que Be/gas s/iectanl, &c. ; a

poem in 4to.

4. Mamus Exul, tragaedia, 8vo, 1601. This work was
printed when the author was only eighteen, and about seven
years before the birth of iVlilton. Whether or not this

tragedy may have suggested the idea of Paradise J^ost, or
how far he, Milton, may have availed himself of it, we
have not at present the means of ascertaining. But the
choice of this subject by two such eminent contem-
poraries, is an interesting coincidence in the history of
literature.

5. C/tristus flattens, iragxdia, 8vo, 1608. This tragedy
was translated into English by George Sandys, with notes,

in 1640. A German writer used it as a model for the
illustration of the rules of tragedy ; and Curpzovius, Pro-
fessor of Poetry at Wittemberg, made it the theme of some
of his lectures.

6. Commendatio Jnnuli, (a poem) 4to, 1609. 7. Lucani
/"AarsaWa, cum notis, 4to, 1614. 8. Exerjita ex Trag(s:diis

et Comxdiis Gravis, &c.
In the biographical sketch, wc have had occasion to

mention the ardent love of country which characterized
Grotius, amidst all the suffeiings and varieties of his life

;

and we noticed two of his works relating to his native land,

the one of a historical, ^he other of a commercial nature.
The title of the latter of these, and of the answer to it, are
curious, and particularly when we consider them in con-
nection with the political events and speculations which
have marked the close of the eighteenth, and the opening
of the nineteenth century, both on this and the other side

of the Atlantic. It is called Mare Liberum, seu de jure
quod Batavis com/ieliC, aut Indica commercia, 8vo, 1609.

It was at first printed anonymously, was then translated

into Dutch, and passed through many editions. After the
lapse of some years it was answered by John Seldon, in a
composition entitled Mare clausum, seu de dominio maris,

Lond. 1633. To this attack, Grotius, in so far as we have
been able to discover, made no reply. Grotius published
in 4to, A. I). 1610, his work Be Jntirjuilate Keijmbtice
Batavics. Also, a Discourse pronounced in the Senate of
Amsterdam, upon the views of the States of Holland re-

specting the Reformed Religion. In the Dutch language,
4to, 1616.

But it behoves us now to speak of the great work upon
which the fame of Grotius chiefly rests, which exhibits
him as a citizen of the world, and which forms the begin-
ning of a great era in the history of political philosophy.
The work to which wc allude was written in France, at

the instigation of his frienil Peireskius, and printed at

Paris, in 4to, in 1625, ctititlcd De Jure Belli et Pacis. The
President Jean Jacr|ucs de Mesmes gave him the use of
his country house Balagni, that he might have lei.sure and
retirement for the composition of this work. The author
dedicated it to Louis XIII. and he quickly attained by it

a splendid height of popularity and fame. It was revised
and improved by Grotius, and translated into many lan-

guages. Under this title he has attempted to give a com-
plete system of nataral law, and to evolve from the mass
of precedents and particular statutes, which constituted
the chief study of the lawyers of his time, many of those
general maxims which should enter into the principles of
legislation, and regulate inter-national transactions, as well
as to point out their foundation and sanctions in the nature
of man, and in the constitution of human society. His
work partakes, in some respects, of the prejudices of the
age in which it was written, and, particularly, of an over-
strained reverence for the institutions of the Roman law.
It is also overloaded with quotations and authorities from
classical writers, from the Mosaic law, from other parts of
scripture, and from various writers sacred and profane, by
which the mind of the reader is often perplexed rather
than enlightened; and the diffuseness of the notes forms
a curious contrast to the brevity and obscurity of the text.

Pufl'endorfi', for whom a professorship was formed at Hei-
delberg, for the express purpose of extending the know-
ledge of the doctrines of Grotius, is deen'cd the most
eminent of his disciples and commentators. These doc-
trines have been since taught almost to our own day, in

the most celebrated universities of Europe, and, in the

opinion of respectable judges, form the foundation of the
ethical and political philosophy of the present times. Bayle
has justly remarked, that Groiius must be deemed par-
ticularly fortunate as an author; and that, fifty years after

his death, this work obtained for him an honour, which
was not bestowed upon tlie ancients till after many ages,

namely, that he appeared in it cum commentariis variorum.

We have space only farther to mention, that, besides se-

veral treatises connected with religion and the controver-

sies of the day, Groiius distinguished himself by a popu-
lar and a philosophical work in defence of Christianity.

The first of these was entitled, Proofs of the True Reli-

gion. It was written in Dutch verse, with the benevolent

designs of furnishing innocent and useful employment to

the minds of his seafaring countrymen in long and tedi-

ous voyages; and of enabling them to maintain their sted-

fastnessin their own faith, and, as opportunities migiu occur,

to explain and recommend it to the foreigners with whom
they might have intercourse. The other wm-k to which
we have alluded, is the celebrated treatise De Verilate Re-
ligionin Christiancs, which was pui)lished at Paris in 1639,

and dedicated to his friend Bignonius. The plan ot Uiis

work is comprehensive, the style frequently obsrure, and

the notes unnecessarily copious and minute. Yet, as it

was among the first works of the kind which were pub-

lished, and as it contained much new and excellent argu-
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ment and illustration, it has been translated into all the

European languages, referred to in most works on the

same subject, and preserves its estimation as a standard

work on theology at the present day. (A)

GROTTO, is a subterraneous fissure or opening in the

earth, generally adorned by calcareous incrustations, which
produce a brilliant effect when illuminated by torches.

Mountainous and volcanic countries, or those regions

which are partitioned into many islands, more frequently

exhibit grottos, caverns, or fissures, than low or level

grounds. They are also common in places suljject to

earthquakes, and have the greatest extent and intricacy in

countries where huge masses of limestone abound.
The most celebrated grotto for beauty, size and, mag-

nificence, is that of Antiparos, an island of the Mediter-

ranean, already described in the previous part of this

work ; and that which is reputed next to it is of recent

discovery in the island of Skye, among the Hebrides of

Scotland. It had been long known to the islanders, tliat

the mouth of a cavern, called Slochd jiltriman, or the

JVursling Cave, opened among the cliffs overhanging the

sea on the south-west shore, and that a particular tradi-

tion was annexed to its history. But none ventured to ex-

plore its recesses, until, in the year 1808, the masculine
intrepidity of a lady, Mrs Gillespie, exposed to more timid

adventurers what has been called one of the most remark-
able phenomena, which exists in the structure of the

^

earth.

This cave comes under the particular description of a

grotto; for, it may be observed, that a cave and a cavern,

between which some authors even make a distinction, pro-

perly implies a subterraneous vacuity without incrusta-

tions. The land above Slochd jiltriman is of moderate
height ; but, from the shore consisting entirely of perpen-

dicular rocks, the entrance can be reached on foot only at

low water, and then with particular difficulty. When the

tide is up, however, a boat can easily approach it, unless

the wind should render such an attempt dangerous from
sunken rocks, and dislocations of stony masses from the

cliffs. The grand access to the cave is formed by two im-
mense walls of free stone, separated thirty feet asunder,

rising above 100 feet in perpendicular height, and stretch-

ing out in a straight line from the shore. Here the tide

flows in about 400 feet; but, at low water, the bottom is

rough, and covered with slippery weeds. These obstruc-

tions being surmounted, a magnificent rugged arch, of a

Gothic form, is presented to the spectator, and on one side

an inferior cave with many lateral crevices. This great

aperture is embellished with innumerable dark green sta-

lactites of various sizes; some descending to the ground,

and forming pillars overgrown with moss, which, with the

intermixture of vivid foliage, brown heath, and wild

flowers, produces an interesting combination. Close to

the entrance of this grotto, there is, as it were cut out of

the stone, a small fountain of pure water, surrounded by
rocky pillars, and the water collected in the cistern is de-

rived from the exudation of the rock above. A passage
about nine feet broad, and from fifteen to twenty in height,

conducts the visitor almost on a perfect level for twenty
yards, when a steep ascent for 55 feet leads up a bank of
earth, sand, and small broken whinstone ; another acclivity

now commences, more difficult to overcome, of irregular
surface, resembling a solid cascade, or frozen snow, and
sparkling with crystallizations. Advancing a few yards,

the principal entrance to the interior grotto is gained,

eight feet broad, and twelve in height, universally white as

marble, and variously decorated with beautiful incrusta-

tions. Thousands of icicles of pure white spar are sus-

pended from the roof like the festoons of a curtain, giving

the whole a finished appearance. The breadth, on pro-
ceeding still farther, enlarges to ten feet, and the height to

forty, while the white marble spar continues rough and un-
even ; and it is only after traversing thirty-five feet of this

gallery, that the proper excavation, which has been deno-
minated the S/iar Cave, is reached. It consists of a cir-

cular vacuity about twenty feet in diameter, with a lofty

roof, and a pool at the bottom, contained in a marble cis-

tern. But the whole is said to exhibit the most brilliant

spectacle which imagination can conceive. The sparry
concretions are innumerable, and in every variety of form ;

while the lights, by which the spectator examines them,
are reflected from a thousand glittering points. Many of

the surrounding objects, formed by the calcareous deposi-

tions, are compared to animate and inanimate substances

of various descriptions. To the right is the resemblance
of a monk, as if kneeling on a cushion, with uplifted

hands, and large as life. Behind it appear several sem-
blances of busts; and at a distance are seen the images of

various animals, together with an exact representation of

a fleece. But among the whole, the monk excites the

greatest attention. The head is bare, after the monastic
fashion ; the face is supposed to be distinct ; the shoulders

are in just proportion; and the drapery of the robe enve-
loping the body is alike beautiful and correct. Figures of

vegetables are every where formed ; and numerous co-

lumns, some apparently supported by distorted beings,

seem to sustain the roof, which resembles a pure white

cloud suspended in the air. Portions of it, however, de-

scend in stalactites; which, together with the crystals in

the interstices of the columns, emit fine coruscations from
the lights below.

Another rugged declivity, similar to that which con-

ducted the spectator to the cave, leads down to the pool,

which is sixty-five feet in circuit, five feet deep, and of
cooler temperature than the external atmosphere. It re-

sembles a large marble bath of pellucid water, the bottom
and sides being of the purest white. It occupies so much of

the base of the grotto, that a person cannot walk round it.

On its margin the spectator finds himself standing in a mag-
nificent apartment, wholly consisting of the most brilliant

spar glittering on all sides, and emitting myriads of rays,

which are reflected from the bottom of the pool. In some
grottos and caverns of other countries, there is a constant

supply of water, which is generally discharged by a stream
running towards the entrance; but here there is no visible

outlet, and the quantity of water in this reservoir is not ob-
served to decrease. Crossing the pool on a plank, a gal-

lery of great height, but only three feet wide, is found,

which leads to farther passages impeifcctly explored. Its

entrance is formed by two large columns of pure spar:

that on the left of rustic conformation, six feet in circum-
ference, and sixteen high ; but that on the light rather re-

sembles a work of art. It is of more surprising structure,

and more elegant appearance, than any of the figures

v/hich the spar of this grotto has assumed. The shaft is

twenty feet in length, nearly cylindrical, and its thickness

in general about two feet and a h^f. It stands on a regu-

lar circular base rising from tl«e floor, and projecting

about twelve inches round its circumference. A series of

sections seems to constitute the whole column, each twen-

ty-two inches in length, and divisible into two distinct por-

tions ; the upper one being a crystallized mass of stalac-

tites, while, in its general aspect, the under part resem-

bles the foliated carvings of the Corinthian or Composite
capital inverted. On more minute inspection, this division

is found to display the most methodical arrangement of

structure, in the formation and insertion of the foliage of

sparry concretion; and the inteistices of the leaves are of
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such dimensions, as to admit of complete inspection of the

interior of the column, which proves a combination of the

same foliated incrustations as the exterior. Passing by
these pillars, the width of the gallery is somewhat en-

larged, the sides still exposing elegant and numberless
crystals, emitting a dazzling lustre. The floor also is of
white marble, but of more singular conformation than in

any other part of the cavity. Part of it rising from the

rest resembles a piece of lace, and consists of many con-
cretions on one side, while the other is quite smooth, and
entirely covered with shining crystallizations, the waved
interstices of which are full of water. These beautiful

productions abruptly cease at the distance of about 250
feet from the mouth of the cave, and the bare black rock
is exposed. Although farther recesses exist, they have
not yet been explored.

Several singularities regarding this remarkable grotto
being peculiarly interesting, ought not to be overlooked.
Its formation is concluded to have resulted from the sepa-
ration of immense dykes of whinstone, while freestone
constitutes both the floor and the roof. Although no con-
siderable stratum of limestone is seen in the neighbour-
hood, there is a prodigious accumulation of spar entirely
calcareous withiji. The crystallizations are of the most
complete kind, free from every imperfection, and white
and beautiful. Water is constantly exuding from the
whole roof; and it is likewise universally suffused over
the incrusted surface of the spar, which is always moist
to the touch. But this humidity augments the brilliancy
X)f the coruscations, and is the source of the water con-
tained in the marble cistern. The endless var'tpxy in

which the sparry incrustations appear, i* one of the great-

est ornaments of the grotto; and the infinite combinations
and modifications of it are alike brilliant and interesting.

Sometimes it is disposed in foliage or flowers ; sometimes
in busts or columns; and the interior, of tubulated stalac-

tites, is studded with innumerable crystals converging to-

wards the centre. It may seem idle to speak of traditions

of the ninth century, but we shall only observe in illustra-

'tion of the name Sloc/id Altriman or the JVursUn^ Cave,
that it is said to have afTorded refuge to a youthful female,
who had become the victim of a feud which estranged the
parents of her and her lover, the young chief of Colonsay.
Separated from him, she was delivered of a son, who was
carried to Sloc/id Altriman, whither his mother retired to

nurse his infancy; and tlieiice the name of Nursling Cave.
On the irth of March 1775, the Rev. Mr Newnham, a

young clergyman of Bristol cathedral, accompanied by a
gentleman and two ladies, went to visit a chasm in the
ground called Penpark Hole, about three miles from that

city. Wishing to sound its depth with a line, he advanced
a short way irto the upper part of the opening declivity,

which is not steep, in order to give it a freer cast, and, for

greater security, held by the twig of a tree, spreading
across the chasm. Unhappily, in accomplishing this, his

feet slipped, owing to the humidity of the earth, and he
was precipitated htadlong into a frightful abyss before the

eyes of his terrified con)panions. An accident so distress-

ing, gave birth to many speculations respecting the

caverns where it had happened, particularly as the body of
the sufferer was long the object of a fruitless search ; but
at last some hardy adventurers having resolved on de-
scending, discovered a great accumulation of water at the
bottom, and a stone thrown down being interrupted in its

fall, disclosed the spot where the body still floated, 39
days after the catastroplie. It is difficult to explain tiie

figure of this, or indeed of any other cavern, without
drawings; therefore we shall briefly observe, that the
access to Penpark Hole is by two separate chasms in the

ground, leading by a declivity to the interior. After pass-
ing different lateral vacuities, one of wliich has' a spacious
vaulted roof, the adventurer readies the most extensive
recess, branching into an oblong irregular space, 225 feet

long, by 123 in width. Below it are other recesses, and
the bottom of the whole, which, if we rightly understand
the description, is more than 200 feet from tliu surface of
the earth, is covered with water, varying in depth fiom 6
to 50 feet, but clear, and good, and free from any peculiari-
ties. All the cavities are of extremely irregular forma-
tion, in general presenting a rocky surface or sparry in-

crustations, and the floor is described as in some places to
consist of " a kind of white stone, enamelled with lead ore."
The subterraneous communication between the external
mouths is extremely narrow, and was first explored by Mr
White, a land-surveyor, who, with much hazard and diffi-

culty, forced his way through, by crawling on his belly.

But even now, should a stone be displaced in the under-
taking, the adventurer would inevitably be buried alive.

Penpark Hole was visited in 1669 by Captain Sturmey,
and in 1682 by Captain Collins. The former was accom-
panied by a miner, who, penetrating one of the galleries
to a considerable distance, exclaimed that he had found a
rich mine; but his joy was suddenly converted to astonish-
ment, for he returned affrighted by the sight, as he said, of
an evil spirit. No inducement could prevail on him to re-

visit the place, and Captain Sturmey himself sickened four
days after and died. In consequence of the accident above
related, it was more particularly examined by several in-

dividuals; but more minutely by Mr Catcott and Mr
White, tht' latter of whom has drawn a section of it.

Great Britain abound^ with caverns, and especially
the county of Derby. Here there are no less than 28 of
some celebrity, and some of lesser note. Several have
already been alluded to in our notice of that county, as
that stupendous recess, now converted from a rude and
coarse appellation, to the Devil's Cave, or Peak Cavern,
Elden Hole, and Pool's Hole, whence we shall restrict our
observations to an abstract of Sir Richard Sullivans's ad-
venture in the Three Mile Cavern. Tliis is an immense
vacuity that has partly been effected by art, and which re-

ceives its name from its supposed extent. The descent is

accomplished with much difficulty for 420 feet, and intro-

duces the spectator to two or three lofty caverns, beauti-
fully enamelled with spar. " Penetrating still farther,"

Sir Richard says, " we forced our way with infinite strug-
gles, through a narrow space between two rocks, and
thence getting on our hands and knees, were, for the full

distance of a mile, obliged to crawl, without ever daiing to

lift up our heads, the passage being both low and craggy ;

and as it was likewise filled with mud, dirt, and a multi-
tude of bits of rock, our progress was painful indeed ; we
still, however, hoped for something better. On we ac-

cordingly proceeded, till a dreadful noise rumbling along
the horrible crevices of the cave, gave us to imderstand
we were near a river. To this then we liurried ; but des-

cription is inadequate to any thing like a representation of

the scene; avast ocean seemed roaring in upon us ; in

some places bursting with inconceivable- impetuosity ; and
at others falling through dreadful chasms, burst into shag-

gy forms to give it vent." It appears that this subter-

raneous stream is deep, and has a long course ; but

whether it is absorbed in the earth, or finds a passage to

the surface, is not explained. After having underwent
many dangers and diftlculties, not unattended with per-

sonal injury, the author concludes his narrative in these

words : " Altogether, the depth we had descended was
about 140 fathoms, or 980 feet, and the length about three

miles, accordina; to the miners' calculation. Neither at this
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distance were wc at tlie end ; a passage still continued ;

but so filled with water, and so full of peril, that the mi-

ners themselves were averse to further trial." Possilily

the number and size of British grottos and caverns, ex-

ceed those within the same bounds of any other country

with whicli we are acciuainted ; nor are we aware that any

spacious recess, (witli tlie exception of the cave in Ken-

tucky,) opening directly from the earth, has been penetrat-

ed 2250 feet, as the Devil's Cave of Derbyshire.

In the limestone country of V^irginia in North America,

are several caverns of some extent, among which the most

celebrated is Madison's cave, on the north side of the Blue

Ridge. Its entrance is about two-thirds high in a mode-

rately elevated hill, into which it extends about 300 feet,

brandling out into subordinate caverns, sometimes ascen-

ding a little, but more generally descending, and at length

terminates at diflerent places in two basins of water of un-

known dimensions, that are never turbid. The vault of

this cave is of solid limestone, from 20 to 40 or 50 feet high,

through which water perpetually percolates ; and trickling

down its sides, has encrusted them with elegant drapery, or

dripping from the top, generates conical stalactites both

above and below.

Another cave, about 8 or 9 miles long, and with many
branches, has lately been discovered in Kentucky. It is

covered with stalactites: and a very remarkable mummy
was found within it at a considerable distance from its mouth.

See Kentucky, where we propose to give a full account
of this interesting cavern.

Besides those curious excavations on the western coast

of the Indian peninsula, some interestinar f^vprnc occur !n

that great range of mountnins, which traversing Cochin

China, penetrates the neighbouring countries. The inhabi-

tants retreat thither, or conceal their effects in them dur-

ing the time of war, and they are also kept concealed to

avoid the expensive visits of the great men of the country.

A naturalist, the late historian of these regions, affirms,

would here find ample scope for observation : the caverns

are full of petrifactions and crystallizations of various co-

lours: immense halls are formed, wherein may be seen

the resemblance of altars or thrones; and quantities of

fruits appear ready to drop from their trees. One most
remarkable grotto traverses a mountain throughout: its

entrance and its exit being terminated by two fertile plains.

The bottom is covered with water, which may be navigat-

ed by vessels ; and the roof, which is very lofty in some
places, decreases elsewhere to 8 or 10 feet. There is ano-

ther in the same chain of mountains of vast extent, but
abounding in deleterious exhalations; and the water of a

canal covering its bottom is dangerous to be drank. No
one has hitherto ventured to explore its most distant ex-
tremities.

In various parts of Italy, we find several famous grottos,
though less celebrated for their extent than from some
other peculiarities; and although known by the name of
grottos, no crystallizations are seen in some of them. In
Naples there is a spacious cavity, called Grotto dei Funaio-
ti, or the Rope Makers' Grotto, because its entrance has
long been devoted to this useful purpose. The roof exhi-
bits a rent, said to be the effects of lightning, and in other
respects presents a menacing but imposing aspect, though
the inhabitants carry on their operations in the most perfect
confidence.

The grotto of Paiisilippo near Naples, is a great excava-
tion, partly artificial, penetrating the mountain of that
name 2316 feet. It is 89 feet high in the most lofty part,

24 where lowest, and about 22 in breadtli, traversing vol-
canic tufa. The date of its formation is unknown; but in

modern times, Don John of Arragon, Viceroy of Naples,

and Peter of Toledo, under Charles V. brought it to its

piesent state, and now it serves for an ordinary, though
disagreeable road from the city, with a glimmering light

from two apertures above.

In tiie side of a hill, beside the lake Agnano, in Italy,

there is an artificial excavation, unskilfully executed, call-

ed the Grotto del Cane. It is of limited dimensions, being
only twelve feet deep, four broad, and nine in height at

the entrance, but always decreasing as it recedes. The
celebrity of this grotto, which had long been known, is

owing to pestilential exhalations arising from the earth
;

and it receives its name from the animal which is usually

selected to demonstrate their presence. If a dog be brought
within the sphere of the deleterious vapour, which remains
within eighteen inches of the surface, its respiration im-

mediately becomes affected—the abdomen contracts—the

eyes are fixed—and the tongue, now of a livid hue, hangs
out during the first minute, while, in the next, the animal
is totally deprived of motion. Death would inevitably fol-

low, but, on being speedily withdrawn, the lungs resume
their play, and the creature gradually recovers its wonted
strength and vigour; nevertheless a severe shock is sus-

tained, as the same dog cannot support the experiment
above twelve or fifteen times without destruction ; in which
event it dies in convulsions. The Abbe NoUet, on stooping

to inhale the vapour, felt as if he had swallowed boiling wa-
ter on the first inspiration, yet producing no painful sensa-

tions. On lowering his face, a kind of suffocation was ex-

perienced ; and probably, had the experiment been continu-

ed longer, dangerous consequences would have ensued.
The vapour is whitish,and possesses some degree of heat.

It never rises above eighteen inches from the earth ; and a
torch immersed in it is extinguished, while the black
smoke rolls over its surface without penetrating deeper.
See Macleay, Descri/ttion of the Sfiar. Cq^ve in Skye. Cat-
cott. Account of a Descent into Penfiark Hole. Lloyd's
Account of Elden Hole, Phil. Trans, vol. Ixi. Leigh's His-
tory of Lancashire. Pilkington's View of Derbyshire.
Farcy's Survey of Derbyshire. Rudder's History of
Gloucestershire. Hamilton, Camfii, Phlagrei. Voyage
Pittoresque d'ltalie, torn. ii. Decou-uertea des Savana
Voyageurs, tom. i. p. 133 (c)

GROUSE. See Ornithology Index.

GRUYERES, is the name of a small town of Switzer-
land, in the canton of Friburg. It is situated at the foot

of the mountains of this canton. The territory of Gruyeres,
is 8 or 10 leagues long and 4 broad; and it is principally-

celebrated for the excellence of its cheese, which is esteem-
ed the best in Switzerland. The best is made in the pas-
tures of Molesson, and in the mountains of the vallies of
Bellegarde and Charmey. It sells at 2J louis per quintal

;

and the merchants of the country sell it at 6 batz, or 13

French sous per pound. There are large magazines of
this cheese at BuUe, a town about a league from Gruyeres.
The view from the summit of the Molesson, which is near
tlic town, is very grand. It may be ascended in three or
four hours.

GRYLLUS. See Entomology.
GUADALAXARA, an intendancy of New Spain, and

part of tlie kingdom of New Gallicia, is situated between
19° and 23° North Latitude. Its greatest breadth from
the port of San Bias to the town of Lagos, is 100 leagues;

and its greatest length from south to north 118 leagues.

It is traversed from east to west by the Rio de Santiago,

a considerable river, which communicates with the lake

of Chapala. It contains two cities, six villas, and 322 vil-

lages. The principal city Guadaiaxara, the residence of
the intendant, the bishop, and tlie high court of justice, is

situated on the left bank of the Rio de Santiago, and con-
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tains about 20,000 inhabitants. San Blis, a sea port, an;l

the residonce of the niaiine dcpartmeril, is situated at tlie

mouth of the Santiiigo, and is a very unhtalUiy place.

The eastern part of tlie province is the Table Land, and

\vestcrn declivity of the Cordilleras of A:)ahuac. The
maritime district, especially tov/ards the great bay of Bjy-
onne, is covered with forests, and supplies excellent tim-

ber for ship-building. The interior of the country enjoys

a temperate and salubrious climate. The Volcan de Co-
lima, in the northern extremity of the province, i.s the

most western of the volcanos of New S|)ain, which are

placed in one parallel on the same line. It fs estimated to

be 10,000 feet in height, but is larcly covered with snow.

The lake of Chapala, in the vicinity of Guadalaxara, is

nearly 160 square leagues in extent. The superficial ex-

tent of the province is 9512 square leagues; and the popu-
lation in 1803 was 630,500, wliich gives 66 inhabitants to

the square league. The value of its agricultural produce

in 1802, consisting in maize, wheat, cochineal, &c.

amounted to 568,53 U. sterling ; and the value of its manu-
facturing industry, composed chiefly of woollen and cotton

stuffs, tanned hides, and soap, was estimated at 722,35 1/.

The revenues of the bishop are 90,000 double piastres.

This province abounds in silver mines, and afibrds excellent

pastures. On the coast, in 21° 28' North Latitude, are the

Ihiee Marias islands, the most northern of which is about

13 miles in length, and 9 in breadth, surrounded by white

rocky clifi's ; and another, about 24 miles in circuit, se-

parated from the last by a strait six miles broad, and

which Dampean called Prince George's island, abounds in

vegetable productions, but is deficient in fresh water. See
Humboldt's Political Ensay vn the Kingdom of Neia Sfiain,

vol. ii. and Mod Univ. Hist. vol. xxxix. (7)
GUADALOUPE, the largest and one of the most va-

luable of the Caribbce islands, lies between Antigua and
INlarlinique. Its length is between 60 and 70 British

miles, and its greatest breadth about 25. The middle of the

island is situated in about 16° 20' Nonh Lititude, and 62°

West Longitude. Guadaloupe has somewhat of the form.
ot a crescent, and may be considered rather as consisting

of two islands than of one ; for it is divided into two parts

by a narrow strait called Salt River. For a short distance

on each side of tliis strait, the breadth of the island is

not more than four miles. By this remarkable channel,

the sea on the north-west communicates with the sea on
the south-east. Its breadlli varies from about thirty to

eighty yards; and it is navigable for vessels not exceeding
fifty tons burden. The north-west of the island is divided

into Basseterre and Cabesterre ; the eastern division of it

is named Grandcterre. That portion of the island from
which the whole takes its name, is, towards the middle,

full of high and rugt^cd rocks, where the climate is so cold

and the soil so barren, that little vegetation is to been seen.

Over the summit of these rocks, the mountain called La
Souffriere, or the brimstone mountain, rises to a great
height. 'I'his mountain of sulphur continually sends forth,

through various apertures, a thick black smoke, frequent-

ly mingled with sparks of fire. It is of a singular form,

being divided into two parts by a remarkable channel,

navigable by boats. There are many marks of volcanos

in other parts of the island. Oil a part of the western
shore, the sea is so hot at a small distance from the beach,
as to boil eggs ; and the sand on being stirred, emits a

strong sulphureous odour. The island contains a boiling

fountain, and a hot marsh, which is very deceitful, and
dangerous to'strangcrs. The islands, of which Guadaloupe
is the chief, were discovered by Columbus in his second
voyage, when he visited Dominica, Guadaloupe, and An-
tigua. But they were at that time neglected by the Span-

iards, in their eager lust ol dominion and gold on the larger

islands, and on the American continent, the unexplored
treasures of which were then opening to their ambition.

No European nation had taken possession of Guada-
loupe, when an expedition of five or six hundred Erench-
men, under two adventurous leaders, arrived from Dieppe
in June 1635. The new settlers soon commenced a war
with the native Caribs, for the purpose of supplying them-
selves with provisions, of which their own exertions could
not yet jiroduce a sufficient quantity for their subsistence.

Many of these poor, simple and undisciplined people, un-

able to maintain a regular struggle with their more skilful

invaders, retired to some of the other islands. Others of

them concealed themselves in the natural strongholds and
recesses of their own, and having previously destroyed

their plantations and stores, their superior knowledge of
the country enabled them to sally out imexpectedly, and to

inflict vengeance on such straggling parties of their op-
pressors as fell in their way. After a struggle, which
was kept up with various success, and which at length
produced a terrible famine, a peace was patched up be-

tween the contending parties in 1640; and the remnant of
Europeans, who had escaped the calamities which they
had drawn on themselves, were joined by some discon-

tented sailors and colonists from St Christophers. The su-

perior advantages of Martinique as a sea-port, induced
many adventurers to leave Guadaloupe, and pass over to

that island ; and from this time the French administration

bestowed for some years almost exclusive attention on the

latter, which became the scat of government of the French
islands. F^or the first sixty years of its occupation by the

French, Guadaloupe made little progress; but in the

course of the ensuing fifty-five, its improvement was as

rapid as it had formerly been slow. In Apiil 1759, the

island was conquered by the English. In July 1763, it

was restored to its former owners in a highly improved
condition. The French government now began to see the

value of this settlement, and an independent government
was given to it. The island was taken by the British in

April 1794, but was retaken by the French under Victor
Hughes in February 1795.

Early in 1810, an English expedition, the naval part of
wliich was conducted by vice-admiral .Sir A. Cochrane,
and the military force by lieutenant-general Sir G. Beck-
with, prepared with the design of attacking Guadaloupe
and St Eustatius, was ready to commence operations. It

was completely successful ; and thus the enemy were de-

prived of the last of tlieir possessions in the Columbian
islands.

Guadaloupe continued under the power of the British

crown till 1813, when in a treaty, dated March 3d, between
his Britannic Majesty and the King of Sweden, it was
aE^retd, that this valuable colony should be ceded to the

latter, in consideration of an engagement on his part to

furnish a force of 3l),0J0 men, in aid of the allied powers
against France. Swedish commissioners were accordingly
sent, to make arrangements for taking possession of the

island ; but in consequence of certain political causes not

yet fully expliuned, it was restored to its old possessors the

French, at the restoration of Louis XVIII. in terms of

the general treaty of jicace, signed May 30th 1814. On
the return of Bonaparte from Elba in 1815, Cioncral Bnyer,
the governor, hoisted the three-coloured flag. After the

second restoration of the Bourbons, he was condemned to

death, but the sentence has been commuted into twenty
years imprisonment. The sum of one million sterling was
tne compensation given to Sweden, for our non-fulfilment

of the stipulation by which it was to be delivered into her

hands. The general p.stonisliment and indignation of the
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people of Great Biitain and Ireland, on finding, that by

one of the articles in the treaty with Louis, the slave

trade was to he permitted to be carried on by the French

lor five years, in tliis island and Martinique, which Britisli

generosity had restored, are not easily described. Peti-

tions poured in upon both Houses of Parliament, and ad-

dresses 10 the Prince Regent from every part of the unit-

ed kingdom. In consequence of these petitions. Lord

Castlereagh, the Biitish ncgociator, was employing all

his influence and si^ill in order to undo what he had done,

and to induce the ;i;ovcrnmcnt of Louis to receive these

islands under the e.\iMess condition, that the odious traffic

should instantly be di finitively and for ever abolished by

France. Tlie considtraUon of this subject was taken up

by the congress assembled at Vienna. But there appear-

ed every reason to believe that our benevolent endeavours

would have failed of success, when the irruption of the

exiled usurper into France once more transferred this

island to the sovereignty of Napoleon Bonaparte. By a

stroke of policy, intended at once to show his power, and

to conciliate the people of England, he issued a decree

as soon as he felt himself replaced on his trembling throne,

by which he declared the slave trade to be abolished in the

French islands. In doing so, indeed, he made no kind of

allusion as to the immorality and wickedness of the

traffic witli Africa. Besides, he knew that while the war
should conlinue, and England ride triumphant on the sea,

he could carry on little foreign trade of any kind, and that

these islands would probably fall speedily into our hands;

so that the sacrifice he appeared to make of interest to

duty, was in fact only a nominal one, and as his decree

was expressed just as coldly as if he had been prohibit-

ing the importation of (lax or grain, he could easily, he

well knew, and without any appearance of gross incon-

sistency, by another of his imperial decrees, restore the

trade, on the ground of alleged expediency, whenever he
iTiight be able to derive any advantage from the renewal.

This decree of Bonaparte, however, though no one could

be deceived as to its motive, had a happy elTcct on the

great cause ; for when Louis was a second time restored

to his throne in the summer 18 I.f, and when these islands,

once more in the power of England, were to be delivered

up to France, the example of Bonaparte himself could be
quoted, to shame the new government into accordance
with our wishes. Indeed England had now the means and
the right to enforce compliance with her request. Ac-
cordingly Louis, soon after his return, by a royal decree,
declared the French slave trade to be definitively and ab-
solutely abolished.

The unsettled state of this island, may probably have
prevented any very accurate estimate either of its trade or
population since the French revolution. In the year 1700,
the population amounted only to about 382 indigenous in-

habitants or Caribs ; 325 free negroes ; and 6"25 slaves.

In 1755, there were
Whites 9643
Slaves 41,UO
Sugar houses ..... 334
Banana trees ..... 2,028,520
Ditches of manioc ... 32.577,950
Horses 4945
Mules 2924
Asses -- 125
Beeves 13,916
Sheep and goats .... 11,162
Swine ....... 2444

In 1767, France received from Guadaloupe,
Fine sugar 140,418 quintals.

GUA
Raw sugar 23,603 quintals.

Coffee 34,205
Cotton 11,955

Cacao . 456
Ginger 1884
Campeachy wood .... 2529
Confections 24 boxes.
Liqueurs .---... 165 boxes.

Potassia 34 casks.

Skins 1202 No.

These articles were sold in the colony for 7,103,838
llvres, while the aiticles imported from France cost

4,523,884 livres, leaving a balance in favour of the colony

of 2,579,954 livres.

In 1767, Guadaloupe contained

Whites 12,700
Blacks, or free Negroes . . 1350
Slaves 100,000
Horses and mules .... 9220
Horned cattle 15,740

Sheep, swine, and goats, - 25,400
It possessed at the same time,

Feet of cacao 449,622
Feet of cotton 11,974,046

Feet of coffee 18,799,680

Sugar houses ..... 333
In the year 1775, eighty-one vessels returned to France

loaded with the following produce :

Value in Europe.

Raw sugar 188,384 quintals. 7,137,930 livres.

Coffee 63,029 2,993,860

Indigo 1438 1,222,529

Cacao 1023 71,651

Cotton 519S 1,298,437

Skins 727 6973
and some other articles of minor importance.

The value of the imports and exports was, in

Imports. Exports.

1767 livres 4,523,884 7,103,838

1788 5,362,000 15,053,000

Several productions of Guadaloupe were formerly
sent to Martinique ; and America received some of its

liqueurs, and other commodities, and sent in return, wood,
cattle, flour, and cod fish.

In 1789, the population of all descriptions was about

104,000. The island is well stored with horned cattle,

sheep, horses, Sec. and produces a vast abundance of sugar,

coffee, rum, ginger, cocoa, logwood, Sec.

GUIACUM. See Chemistry.
GUAM, or GuAHON, as it is called by the natives, is an

island in the eastern seas, forming one of the group de-

nominated Ladrones, or Marianne Islands. According
to the computation of the Spaniards, it is about 120 miles

in circuit, apparently flat and even from a distance, but
the east coast, on nearer approach, is found to be high and
shelving, fenced with steep rocks which oppose the perpe-

tual beating of the sea. Here there is no anchorage,

but the west side is divided into small low and sandy

bays, one of which, called Umata, constitutes a good
harbour for a few vessels, and is defended by a bat-

tery of twenty guns. The surface of the island gra-

dually rises from the shore to nearly the middle. The
rocks are chiefly granitic ; and the centre of the peb-

bles found on the beach, contains various coloured crystals.

Several vallies are interposed between the shore and the

inland parts, where vegetation becomes profuse. They
appe-ar to have been the bed of so many currents ; and
their soil consists of sandy earth, mixed with decaying
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madrepores, from which the sea seems to have withdrawn.

The interior, however, is of extreme fertility, abounding

with ail that can be desired for the use of man. Nume-
rous fountains sprinij from the rocks, and in their course

form transparent pools, shaded by trees, always prcscrv-

ini; an agreeable freshness amidst the heats of the climate.

But there are no rivers of importance ; the other waters be-

ing either torrents from among- the hills, or inl6ts of the sea.

No portion of tiie globe is more copiously supplied with

vegetables than Guam ; and here our celebrated circum-

navigator Dampier first discovered ihe bread-fi ait, an in-

valuable plant, which affords subsistence to so many thou-

sand islanders of the South Pacific Ocean. The forests

are full of guavas, bananas, cocoas, oranges, and limes.

Capers are produced in abundance from a shrub, indige-

nous to the soil, of beautiful appearance, flourishing

throughout the year, and exhaling a delightful odour.

From hence it has been transplanted to the Philippine

islands. Two species of banana are thought peculiar to

Guam ; one of dwarfish size, only three feet in height,

but producing a fruit so much superior to all the rest,

that its cultivation has been recommended in the Euro-

pean tropical colonies; the other is the wild banana, a

large tree, the fruit of which is not eatable. Of the cocoa

tree there are three kinds : first., the common species,

disseminated throughout India, bearing a nut, which is a

great article of subsistence; secondly, a middle-sized tree,

which is lower, the nut having a tender shell, and a kernel

tasting like an artichoke bottom ; thirdly, the black cocoa

tree, rising at most to eight or ten feet in height, with a

nut perfectly round, about three inches in diameter, and

very delicate. This last affords oil more abundantly than

the others, as also coire for cordage, and the leaves of all

the three are equally suitable for thatching huts and mak-
ing mats.

Fish is plentiful on the shores of the island, though
frequently of a poisonous quality, originating, it has been
conjectui'ed, either from their feeding on the polypi of

madrepores and coral, or other marine animals. It is af-

firmed, that the very taste of the coral is imparted to them.
Turtle are large and numerous; besides which the streams
of Guam afford abundance of aquatic tribes peculiar to

themselves. But the facility with which subsistence of a

different description is obtained, renders that which may
be derived from the waters quite of secondary considera-

tion, and it is little sought after.

It has never been explained, what are the birds and
quadrupeds which are indigenous to the island. A few
cattle, that were carried thither long ago, have multiplied

exceedingly, arid run wild in the uninhabited districts.

They are large, and well fed, and exhibit one remarkable
feature common to those resuming their original state, in

almost all being white, with black ears. It is known, that

in Great Britain the few vphich remain unmixed from dis-

tant ages, and have preserved their pristine ferocity,

retain along with it the same peculiarity, which is of much
interest to the zoologist. Some years ago, the Spaniards
transported a large species of deer from the Philippines

to Quam, which undergoes so great a change along with
the season as scarcely to be recognizable as the same
animal. From December to May, its winter coat is long,

thick, and of a grey colour ; but from the month of May,
the hair is brown, or almost yellow, smooth, and shining,
having three black streaks on the back, interspersed with
•white. It multiplies in the woods, which are also well
stocked with wild hogs.

Dampier describes the natives of this island as « strong
bodied, large limbed, and well shaped. They are copper
coloured like other Indians ; their hair is black and long ;

Vol. X. Part. I.

their eyes meanly proportioned ; they have pretty high
noses ; their lips are pretty full ; and their teeth indif-

ferent white. They are long visaged, and stern of coun-
tenance

;
yet wc found them to be aflable and courteous."

These people have a great tendency to corpulency, and
are very subject to leprosy, or a kind of cutaneous disease,

especially in the wet season, or between June and October.
They are particularly characterised by mildness and hos-
pitality, which have enabled their invaders to make deeper
encroachments on their liberty, than if they had disjilayed

a more repulsive disposition. Tliey are indolent, prone to

intoxication, and fond of music, dancing, and cock-fighting.

The Spaniards have rendered them acquainted witli agri-

culture ; and, to facilitate their labours, they tame the wild
cattle, which are trained to carry loads lliroughout the
island. Several are kept for this purpose by most fami-
lies, becoming perfectly tractable, and as quiet as horses.

They are guided by a halter penetrating the septum of the
nose, to which they grow accustomed in a fortnight. No
part of the industry of the natives of Guam appears to

have existed anterior to their conquest ; they have either

been explicitly taught, or acquired what they pr;;ctisc from
example. Some of the mechanical arts are practised by
them in carpentry, smith-work, brick-making ; and they
fabricate cloth, cordage, and even cables, for the Acapuico
galleons from the wild banana, which are reputed of supe-
rior strength to those manufactured of the best European
hemp. But there is one branch of the arts in which liiey

have remained stationary since the discovery of their isl-

and, namely, the construction of their canoes ; and this has
arisen less from want of skill to make the alteration, than

from their having already adopted the best possible form of
which their local situation admitted. Celebrated naviga-
tors have repeatedlyexprossed their ad miration of these
vessels, which are equally calculated to keep the sea, and
to take advantage of the prevalent winds. Some of their

canoes ai-e forty feet long, hollowed out of the trunk of a

single tree, and very narrow. A piece two inches deep is

sewed on as a washing board to raise it higher ; " but what
is very singular, one side of the boat is made perpendicular
like a wall, while the other side is I'ound, and made just as

other vessels are, with a pretty full belly." The ends are

sharp, each serves for a prow ; and the neighbouring
islands frequented by the natives lying chiefly north and
south, and the wind being almost constantly east, the

rounded side is found on the lee. But there is besides an

outrigger projecting from the side, necessary to steady so

narrow a vessel, and at the extremity is a log of wood, in

shape resembling another canoe, though much smaller. A
single mast stands in the middle, with a triangular sail,

which, when taken in, is i-oUed around a yard at the bot-

tom. No canoes are better adapted for sailing. A French
navigator assures us, that, with a fair wind, they go at the

rate of nine imiles an hour, a distance said to be augmented
to fifteen under the most favourable circumstances. Dam-
pier observes, " I did here, for my own satisfaction, tr-y the

swiftness of one of them. Sailing by our log, we had 12

knots on our reel, and she run it all out before the half mi-

nute glass was half out, which, if it had been no more, is

after the rate of 12 miles an hour; but I do believe she

would have run 24 miles an hour." He was told of one

of them having been sent expr-ess to Manilla, and perform-

ing the voyage, which is about 400 leagues, in the space

of four days. However, it is understood, that, although

the best sailers known, the canoes of Guam are not safe at

sea; but should an accident happen, the natives ar-e so ex-

pert at swimming, they are capable of repairing it in

the water. The companions of M. Marion observe, that

" the form of these embarcations is such, as would do ho-

S
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Jiour to a ship-buiklcr amonq; (jcoplc who liavc made llic

greatest progress in the kiiowlcclge of navigation. Tliis

form has been imitated from no model, because it dill'crs

from all those which men, inhabiting. diflerenl parts of the

world, have given to their vessels."

The inhabitants of Guam are dispersed in twenty-one

native establishments, chiefly on the coast, and the town of

Agana, situated about twelve miles north east of the har-

bour. All the Indian families arc agricultural, and each

has a small portion of land subdivided into fields or gar-

dens ; but the interior of the island is still in a state of na-

ture, covered witli thick, woods, affording excellent timber

for tlie construction of houses or vessels. The town stands

on the shore, at the base of some bills of moderate eleva-

tion, in a fine district full of springs, and watered by a

small rivulet. Its streets are laid cut in a straight line ;

and the houses, built for the most part of wood, stand on

posts about three feet above the ground, and are roofed

with tiles or palm leaves. But all tlie public edifices are

constructed of brick. There is a fine church here deco-

rated after the Spanish fashion ; and two or three convents

or colleges occupied by monks, one of which was esta-

blished for the education of Indians. The religious esta-

blishment of Guam was formerly vested in the Jesuits,

who, on the suppression of their order, were supplanted

by the Augustincs ; and besides Agana, there are two or

three other cures in different parts of the island. The go-

vernment house is spacious. There is a royal magazine
tolerably well stored, and barracks for 500 men. This be-

ing the only Spanish colony in the Ladrones, was preserved

with considerable care ; however, its chief and most im-

portant improvements were derived from the governor
Tobias, who was at its head about forty years ago. He
taught the natives the proper means of cultivating the

land; he planted rice, maize, indigo, sugar canes, and cot-

ton, all of which succeeded admirably, and the maize in

particular produced an incredible return. To give them
a proper example, this paternal governor formed gardens
and plantations, where all necessary vegetables were cul-

tivated, along with the most delicious fruits. He esta-

blished a kind of cotton manufacture, and caused salt pits

to be dug. Further, he instituted a school for the gratui-

tous education of the native children of both sexes, where
they were instructed in reading, writing, and arithmetic,

as also vocal and instrumental music; whence strangers

have been agreeably surprized, in finding practised musi-
cians assisting the celebration of divine worship in a place
so remote from the civilized world. Finding it necessary to

provide the island with a sufficient force to protect itself,

he formed a militia of 200 Indians, among whom were four
Spanish captains, wliilc the remainder of the officers were
chiefly Mestees, or the mixed race of Spaniards and na-
tives from the Philippines. But to preserve tliese troops
from the. hazard of idleness, and to procure them ample
subsistence, they were occupied in cultivating a tract call-

ed the RL))al Domain, separate from all other property.
By such humane and prudent measures, v/liile the natives
are reclaimed to habits of industry, their principles and
rturals, aided by an innate placid disposition, undergo an
absolute alteration ; yet this patriotic individual was after-

wards persecuted by the clergy of Manilla.
The history of Guam is marked by some singular and

interesting features. It was <liscovered in the year 1521,
by Magellan, who ascertained that it belonged to a cluster
of nine principal islands, and a number of smaller islets,

which he first called De ydas, from the sails of the canoes,
but afterwards Ladrones, liom the propensity of the na-
tives to theft. Guam appeared to enjoy a delightful cli-

raate ; it was covered with fruits, and afforded the means

of supporting a colony; therefore the Spaniards, Iiaving-

already established themselves in the Eastern Seas, resolv-
ed upon making a settlement here. The inhabitants were
a wild and savage race; but e()ually savage witn themselves,
the Europeans, in usurping their territories, carried fire

and sword along with them. In violating the religion of
their fathers, they endeavoured to inculcate the principles of

Christianity ;* but, instead of adhering to its mild and be-

nevolent doctrines, they practised the most horrible cruel-

ties to enforce belief. \Vhile their rude opponents might
have been gained by conciliation, a war of extermination
was unrelentingly prosecuted, because their demands, alike

ungenerous and unjust, were resisted. At this early pe-
riod, the nine islands of the group were calculated to con-
tain 60,000 inhabitants, of whom 20 000 belonged to Guam.
But they gradually fell under the barbarity of their inva-
ders, too well skilled in warfare. After a long interval of
suficring, a measure was at length adopted by the natives,

which is scarcely to be paralleled in history : They resolv-

ed to allow their race to be extinguished in themselves,
that posterity might not be able in their misery to reproach
them with existence. Thus the women drank deleterious
potions to procuie abortion at the moment, and to prevent
their having any future offspring; and this outrage against

nature was so obstinately persisted in, that about 60 years
ago, the total population of the group had decreased to 800
or 900 persons. The Spaniards, however, had awakened
from their error, and learning the benefit of conciliation,

found means to collect the whole in the island of Guam.
There it continued to augment during twenty years, to

about 1500, since which time we have no further accounts
of it; but most probably it is inuch more considerable, or
part may have colonized the neighbouring islands. During
these convulsions the invaders did not escape with impuni-
ty, and on one occasion when the natives rose upon theni^

all the missionaries were massacred; but on another, when
their numbers were small, they proved unsuccessful, and
all except 100 evacuated the island, leaving the Spaniards

in peaceable possession of it. Afterwards they became
accustomed to the yoke, and a quiet, peaceable, and in-

offensive race has now sprung up to promote, instead of
resist, the objects of the settlers.

Guam is of importance as a Spanish establishment from
its position and great fertility: the galleons from Acapulco
to Manilla, so much the object of capture to hostile nations,

were wont to put in here for refreshments, besides which,

a vessel came annually from the Philippines. It is said

that the natives of the neighbouring islands have become
more warlike of late, and seem disposed to make conquests

of other territories ; but whether thty disturb the European
colonics is not explained. In concluding these observa-

tions, we may cite the words of a French navigator, who
made a short residence in Guam, which will satisfactorily

illustrate its properties. " In traversing this island, we
discovered how lavish nature has been of picturesque and

agreeable places. Enchanting spots were met with in

our excursions, where she had bestowed every thing, and
where the hand of man had made no arrangements. Ennui
was banished : here all was united for the enjoyment o£

solitude : verdure, shade, coolness, and the perfume of

flowers: crystalline fountains were seen springing from

the rocks: the song of innumerable birds was heard: and
groves appeared of cocoas, bread-fruit, oranges, citrons,

and aninfipity of fruits interspersed among the foliage of

trees, all cultivated by the operation of nature alone.

Here, too, they presented a pleasing disorder, which art

has never been able to imitate. I could not quit this de-

lightful abode without regret, where life might be passed

in satisfaction."
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It seems doubtful whether the attual position of Guam
is completely ascertained. Dampier, after a very long

sun, lays it down in Latitude 13" 21' North, Longitude

125° 11' West: later navigators place it in 13" 25' North

Latitude, and 155° 10' Last Longitude; and La Perousc,

probably from observation, fixes the harbour of Umata in

13° 10' North Latitude, (c)

GUAMANCA, Guamanga, or Huamanga, is the

name of a city and province in Peru. The city was ori-

ginally founded by Pizarro in 1539, as a middle station for

the trade between Lima and Cusco, It was built at first

on the site of an Indian village of the same name; but, in

memory of a victory gained over the Ynca, was called by

the Spaniards San Juan de la Vittoria. It was situated in

the vicinity of the Andes, in a barren district; but, after

the subjugation of the Peruvians, was removed to its pre-

sent site, in 13° South Lat. in a more fertile territory,

about sixty leagues east-south-east from Lima. It stands

upon the declivity of a mountainous ridge, not remarkable
for its height; but still so far above the rivers, as to be

scantily supplied with water. About twenty noble fami-

lies reside in the centre of the town, in spacious houses of

a considerable height, built partly of stone, and covered

with tiles, and surrounded with extensive gardens. It is

skirted with suburbs of Indian habitations, which are

chiefly built of stone, and, though low in the walls, as is

generally the case in the inland towns of South America,
yet add considerably to the appearance of the city. It

contains a splendid cathedral, and a seminary for the ser-

vice of the church, under the title of St Christopher; a

university, with professors of philosophy, divinity, and
law, and endowed with privileges equal to that of Lima;
and also several chapels and convents, a hospital, and a

college of Jesuits. It is governed by a ccrrcgidor, assist-

ed by the principal nobility, who form a corporate body,
out of which are chosen the alcaldes, to superintend the

several departments of the police of the city, and the ju-

risdiction of the province.

The province or diocese lying eastward of Lima, is of
very considerable extent, and is divided into the following
districts:—Guamanga, which contains the capital of the

province, is very fertile and populous. Its climate is tem-
perate, and it abounds in various kinds of grain, fruit, and
cattle. It contains several mines, but few of them are
worked; and its agricultural wealth is fortunately the
principal object of attention to the inhaiiitants. A princi-

pal part of its commerce consists in bend leather, for the
soles of shoes; and great quantities also of conserves and
sweetmeats are prepared for exportation.—Guanta, about
four leagues north-west of the city of Guamanga, and
about thirty leagues in length, is likewise a temperate and
fruitful district. It is *Iiversified by numerous heights,
woodlands, and broken glens, rich in fruits and pastures.

Its silver mines, which were formerly very rich, are now
almost exhausted ; but there are still many of lead; and
this metal, together with salt and provisions, are its prin-
cipal articles of trade—Vilcas Guaman, about seven
leagues south-east of Guamanga, is celebrated for its es-

culent vegetables and fine pastwres, and breeds vast quan-
tities of cattle. The natives are employed in various ma-
nufactures, particularly woollen stuffs, which are carried
to Cusco and other provinces. There is still remaining
in this district one of the old Indian fortifications.—Anda-
guaylas, to the south of Guamanga, extends about twenty
miles eastward, between two branches of the Cordillera,
and is watered by a number of small rivers descending
from the hills. This extensive valley produces all kinds
pt fruit and grain, particularly maize and sugar cane. It

IS one of the most populous districts in the country ; and

in it many of tlic wealthier inhabitants of Guamanga have
large sugar pl-intations. (iiianca Vclica, or Iluanca Bc-
lica, conimenciiig about thirty lcag\ics north of Guamanga,
is a bleak, hilly, and barren district. It pi'oduccs little

fruit or grain, and its inhabitants arc supplied with provi-
sions from the neighbouring countries. It is chiefly cele-

brated for an immense and apparently inexhaustible mine
of quicksilver, to the working of whicli the inhabitants
owe their chief subsistence. In the mountains are many
shells and marine substances; and in a river near the
principal town such large petrifactions are formed, that

they are frequently used in building houses and other
works.—Angarcs, about twenty leagues west-north-west
from Guamanga, and about twenty leagues in extent, is

tolerably temperate and fruitful, and yields vast herds of
all kinds of cattle.—Castro Virixyna, south-west of Gua-
manga, is of very various Icmpci-ature, but in its bleakest
parts its greatest wealth is found. This consists in the
wool of a species of sheep, called Vicunna, which had
been improvidently hunted down for tlie sake of its fleece,

and which is now to be found only in the coldest heathy
spots.—Parina-Cocha, about twenty leagues south of Gua-
manga, is fertile in grain, and nch in pastuies ; and its

mountains contain several mines of gold and silver, which
yield tliese metals in great abundance, and supply its prin-
cipal article of commerce.—Lucanus, about thirty leagues
south-sauth-west of Guamanga, is of a cold temperature,
but its vegetable productions are abundant, and its herds
of cattle numerous. It abounds in rich mines of silver,

and is the centre of a very considerable commerce. See
Ulloa's Voyage to South America, vol. ii. ; and Playfair's

Geografihy, vol. vi. (y)
GUANAXUATO, an intendancy of New Spain, lies

between the 20° 55' and the 21° 30' North Lat. and is

wholly situated on the ridge of the Cordillera of Ana-
huac. Its length, from the lake of Cjiapala to the north-
east of San Felipe, is fifty-two leagues, and its breadth,
from the Villa de Leon to Celaya, is thirty-one. Its prin-

cipal cities are, Guanaxuuto, or as it is also called Santa
Fe de Gonnajoato, in 21° O' 9" North Lat. built by the

Spaniards in 1554, surrounded with mines, and containing;

70,600 inUabitants ; Salamanca, a neat little town, situated

in a plain ; Celaya, in whicn are several splendid buildings,

and particularly a magnificent church of the Carmelites;
Villa de Leon, in the midst of a highly fruitful district;

and San Miguel el Grande, celebrated for its industrious
inhabitants, who are employed in cotton manufactures.
The province, which is part of the old kingdom of Me-
choacan, was first cultivated by the Europeans in the six-

teenth century, who expelled the Indian tribes of hunters
and shepherds, and sujiplied their place with colonies of

Mexican or Aztec Indians During a considerable period

agriculture made greater progress than mining, and dur-

ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, most of the

mines were entirely abandoned. But, during the last forty

years, the mines of Guanaxuato have yielded a greater

metallic produce than Potosi, or any oiher mine in the two
continents; and it is now the first mining district in Ame-
rica. Of the situation and prcxiucts of its mines, a minute
description is given by AL Humboldt, both in the histori-

cal account of his travels, and in his Political Essay on

J^'ew S/iain, vol. iii. p. 169. One of these mines alone,

that of Valentiana, which has been known only for forty

years, has sometimes furnished, in one year, as much sil-

ver as the whole kingdom of Peru. This fine province

also is, relatively, the most populous in New Spain. Its

superficial extent is only 91 1 square leagues, and it con-

tains 517',300 inhabitants, which gives 586 to every square
league. The principal natural curiosity in this province,

52
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are tlie hot wells of San Jose de Comangillas, which issue

from a basaltic ojieniDg, and of which the temperature was
found to be 20j°.3 of Fahrenheit. See Humboldt's Politi-

cal Essay on JVew Spain. (9)
GUATIMALA, one of the three audiences or king-

doms into which Mexico or New Spain was formerly di-

vided, lies between 7|° and 22" North Lat. extending up-

wards of 300 leagues along the south coast, and in no

place exceeding 160 in breadth. It is in some paits ex-

tremely narrow, and on the north coast is deeply indented

by the Bay of Honduras. It has been divided into thirteen

provinces, according to some accounts, and according to

others into eight. . The latter of these is here adopted, be-

cause it best corresponds with the map given in this

work, and also because the limits of the thirteen depart-

ments have not hitherto been accurately ascertained.*

Veragua, the most soutliern province, and bordering on

Panama, is about fifty leagues from west to east, and from
nine to twenty seven in breadth. It was discovered by

Columbus in 1502, and was granted to him and his posterity

as a reward of bis services. Its coasts are low, and full of

brushwood ; but the interior parts are billy, covered with

forests, very imperfectly explored, but known to abound in

rich silver mines. Its principal river Veragua is remark-
able for the verdant hue of its waters ; and from this cir-

cumstance its discoverer gave it the name of Verdes
Aquas. Its principal towns are. Conception, considered as

the capital of the province, a small place, situated near a

river of the same name ; Santiago al Angel, built in 1521,

but frequently destroyed and restored ; Santa Fe, a small
town and bishop's see in the middle of the province ; and
Pueblo Nucvo, or New Town, situated in an unhealthy
spot at the mouth of a river, about twenty-three leagues
south-west of Santa Fe. There are besides upwards of

thirteen villages, inhabited by Indians. Costa Rica, or
Rich Coast, north-west of Veragua, is from fifty to sixty

leagues in length, and forty in breadth. It consists chiefly

of mountainous and woody deserts, and is thinly inhabited

and little cultivated. Its mines were formerly productive,
but have been abandoned on account of the difficulty of

working them ; and its chief articles of trade are hides,

honey, and wax. Its principal town is Cartago, a small
place and Bishop's see in the interior of the province,
where the governor resides. Nicaragua, in 12° North
Latitude, is about 80 leagues in length, and 50 in breadth,
running from north-west to south-east, between Costa
Rica and Honduras. It consists for the most part of high
woody mountains, in which are some volcanos, but no
mines. There is a large lake, 200 miles in circumference,
in the south-^yest, which communicates with the Atlantic

ocean by the river St Juan. Its vallies are well watered,
and its principal products are timber of great size, cotton,

sugar, honey, wax, cocliineal, and fruits. Its chief towns
are Leon de Nicaragua, a place of considerable trade, on
the north-west border of the lake, several leagues from
the south coast ; and Granada, a populous and trading

town on the west border of the lake, near a rugged volca-

nic mountain. The eas^-^rn coast is surrounded with
shoals, and lias no proper harljour. Honduras, in 15°

North Latitude, extends 180 leagues along the south bor-

der of the gulf of that name, and from 25 to 50 from
north to south. It is well watered by many streams which
run northward into the gulf, and which, overflowing their

banks in the rainy season, render the soil extremely fertile.

Its bay, which includes a compass of 500 miles, is of dan-

gerous navigation; but celebrated for the excellent log-
wood, which abounds on its flat and marshy shores. There
are several islands along the coast of this bay; one of
which particularly, Rattan, about 10 leagues in length, was
long the resort of pirates, till the British established a co-
lony upon it, for the protection of the trading vessels.
The chief towns of the province are, Valladolid, a bishop's
see, a small inland town in a pleasant valley ; St Jago, 100
miles east of Valladolid ; Truxillo, 125 north-east; and
Puerto de Cavallos, about 90 north-west; all formerly
places of considerable trade, but now greatly deserted.
The British established a settlement in 1730 on the Black
river, 26 leagues east of Cape Honduras, and another on
a navigable river near Cape Gracias da Dios, where there
is a secure and spacious road for ships. Guatimala, in 14°

North Latitude, bordered on the south and west by the Pa-
cific Ocean, is a province of considerable importance.
Its surface is mountainous, and it is extremely subject to

earthquakes ; but its vallies are remarkably fruitful,

abounding in grain, sugar, cotton, various dyeing drugs,
especially indigo of a superior quality, and the richest

pastures, stocked with incredible multitudes of cattle.

Its capital, St Jago, or Guatimala, a bishop's see and the
seat of a university, is a considerable trading town. It

formerly stood in a delightful valley, not far from the
west coast, but was repeatedly destroyed by tremendous
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions ; and was at length re-

moved to a beautiful plain about 8 leagues from its former
site. Nearly 30 leagues to the south-east is Sansonata, or
Trinidad, which is the nearest proper harbour for ships

from Panama and Peru, trading with St Jago. Verapaz,
or Coban, in 16° North Latitude, at the bottom of the

bay of Honduras, and north of Guatimala, is about 35
leagues in fength, and 30 in breadth. It is a mountainous
country, covered with forests ; but a few cultivated tracts

yield plentiful crops of maize. Cotton, wool, cocoa,
honey, wax, and gums, are its chief articles of trade. It

contains no towns of any importance ; and Vera-paz, the

governor's residence on the bank of a river running south-

east to Golfo Dolee, Acarabatlan, a small place to the

westward, esteemed for its musk melons, and Robinal, a

trading village in the pleasant valley of St Nicolas, are

scarcely worthy of being noticed. Chiapa, north-west of

Vera-paz, in 16i° North Latitude, is of a triangular form,

and each of its sides extends about 65 leagues. It abounds
in hills covered with forests, and has two rivers, the Chia-

pa, running eastward to the bay of Campeachy ; and the

Samasinta, which traverses the eastern part from south to

north. It has no mines of gold or silver ; and its riches

consist in grain, fruits, and pastures. Its principal town,

Cividad Real, a bishop's see, is situated in a valley sur-

rounded by mountains, about 90 leagues north-north-west

of Guatimala, and trades in cotton, cocoa, and cochineal.

There are several Indian towns in this province, of which
the most populous is Chiapa dos Indos, about 12 leagues

westward of Cividad Real, situated in a valley watered by
the river Tabasco. The natives of this diocese obtained,

through the mediation of the Bishop Cacas, exemption
from slavery, with other signal privileges. Soconusco
lies between Chiapa and the Pacific Ocean, and is about

35 leagues in length and 30 in breadth. It is a mountain-

ous country, but has no mines. It is covered with forests,

and its vallies produce indigo, cocoa-nuts, fruits, and pas-

tures. The only settlement worthy of notice is Guevitlan,

or Soconusco, which is the residence of the Spanish go-

* The celebrated traveller M. Humboldt has furnished a complete description of the mode»n division of New Spain into Inlendencies

;

but be has not touched upon the portion comprehended in Guatimala, for which he mentions that he had no data, and which we can there-

fore describe only under its aacieat divisions-
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vernor, and is situated near the coast of the South Sea,

about 40 leagues south of Chiapa. See Modern Universal

History, vol. xxxix ; and Playfair's Geogrd/i/iy, vol. vi. (y)

GUAXACA, or more properly Oaxaca, is the name of

a city and iiitendancy in Mexico, or New Spain. Tlio

city, which is the ancient Mexican Huaxyacac, was called

Antiquera at tl.ie time of the conquest. It is situated in an

extensive and populous valley, about 80 leagues south-east

of Mexico. It carries on aconsideiuhle Hade, and is particu-

larly celebrated for its excellent chocolate. It is handsomely

built, and contains a very fine cathedral, but is open and un-

fortified. It is a bishop's see, and in 1792 contained 24,000 in-

habitants. The province of Guaxaca lies in 17° North Lati-

tude, leaching from sea to sea, extending about 90 leagues

along the south coast, 30 along the Mexican Gulf, and from
30 to 70 in breadth. lis climate presents a perpetual spring,

and it is one of the most delightful countries in that quar-

ter of the globe. Its mountainous districts, composed of

granite and gneiss, are rich in mines of gold, silver, and
lead. Its plains are highly fertile, and yield abundance of

sugar, cochineal, fruits, grain, and various useful produc-

tions. Its relative population is equal to that of European
Russia, and it has been long advancing in civilization.

Throughout the whole province, vegetation is extremely
vigorous, especially half-way down the declivity, in the

temperate region, where the rains are very copious from
May to October; and, at a small village, about three

leagues from the capital, is an enormous trunk of Cu/ires-

sus disticha, which measures 118 feet in circumference
;

but upon a narrow inspection is evidently composed of

three united stems. Many remains of ancient Mexican
structures are to be seen in the province, especially at

San Antonio de los Cues, a populous place on the road
from Orizaba to Guaxaca, and at a village named Mitla.

In this last mentioned place, which was formerly called

Miguitlan, a word signifying, in the Mexican language, a

place of sadness, are the ruins of an extensive palace, con-
structed over the tombs of the kings, and to which the so-

vereign used to retire for some lime on the death of a son,

a wife, or a mother. This palace, or rather sepulchre,
consists of three edifices, placed symmetrically in a very
romantic situation. The principal structure, which is in

the best preservation, is nearly 131 feet in length, and the
distribution of the apartments bears a strong analogy to

what has been remarked by the French savans, in the mo-
numents of Upper Egypt. A staii', formed in a pit, leads
down to a subterraneous apartment, which is 88 feet by
26, and which, as well as the exterior walls of the edifice,

is covered with those ornaments, generally called grecgues,
such as meanders, labyrinths, &c. some of which are in

Mosaic, of small porphyry stones. Several curious paint-
ings have been found in these ruins, representing warlike
trophies and sacrifices; but the most striking object is a
vast hall, of which the ceiling is supported by six porphyry
colunnis, about 16 feet in height. These columns, the
only ones found in the new continent, bear strong marks
of the infancy of the art, having neither base nor capital,

but simply a contraction of the upper part. Besides the
capital, there are several other towns in the p»ovince, the
principal of which is Tecoantepec, about 40 leagues
south of Guaxaca, at the bottom of a bay on the coast of
the Pacific Ocean. It is a small town, with a good fishing
harbour, and an open road for ships ; but the port is imped-
ed by a dangerous bar. It is likely, however, to become
a place of gi-eater importance, by the increase of the in-
digo trade from Guatimala. The family of Hernan Cor-
tez bears the title of Marquis of the valley of Oaxaca, a
property containing 4 villas, 49 villages, and 17,700 inha-
bitants. There are 306 secular ecclesiastics in the pro-

vince, and 342 regulars. The revenues of the bishop
amount to 18 000 doiible piaistrcs. See Humboldt's Poft-
lical Essay on the Kingdom of Kcin Sfiain. (y)
OAIIYAQUIL, a city and |)rovince in llie kingdom of

Quito. The city is the second of Spanish origin in the em-
pire of Peru ; and was first built about the year 1535, near
the gulf of Charapoto, but, in 1693, it was removed to its

present situation, on the west bank of the river Guayaquil,
in 2° 1 1' 21" South Latitude, about 63 miles from Quito,
and 188 from Lima. It extends along the side of the river
nearly half a league, and is divided into an old and new
town, both of which contain about 2000 houses, which arc
built of btick or wood, covered with tiles or thatch, but, on
account of the numerous conflagrations by which it has suf-
fered, the latter covering is now prohibited. The ground
on which the new town stands, is composed of a spongy
chalk, and is every where so level, that, in the rainy season,
it becomes iitterly impassable either on foot or on horse-
back, and the communication of the inhabitants is effected
chiefly by means of large planks, which soon becoming
slippery, afford a very inconvenient path. The place is de-
fended by three forts, two on the river close by the town,
and a third behind it, guarding the entrance of a ravine.
All the churches and convents are built of wooc], on ac-
count of the softness of the soil, except the church of St
Domingo in the old town, which is of stone ; and the coun-
try supplies timber well adapted for these purposes, being
extremely hard, and capable of retaining its solidity cither
in the mud, or under the water. The city and its jurisdic-
tion are under a corregidor, who is subordinate to the pre-
sident and audience of Quito, and holds his office during
five years ; the police is conducted by ordinary Alcaldes

;

and the ecclesiastical government is lodged in the Bishop
of Quito's vicar, who is generally also the priest of the town.
It contains a small college of Jesuits, and an hospital with-
out any endowments. The inhabitants of Guayaquil, in-

cluding the strangers who are drawn thither by commerce,
are computed at 20,000; and many of the piincipal people
are Europeans, who have married and settled in the place.

All who are capable of bearing arms are enrolled in com-
panies of militia, according to their ra%k or cast. Though
the heat of the climate is equal to that 6f Panama or Car-
thagena, yet it is a remarkable circunietance, that the Spa-
nish inhabitants are extremely fresh coloured, and their
children universally fair, having light hair and eye-brows.
They are accounted the handsomest people in all Peru, and
are said to be equally distinguished by the elegance and po-
liteness of their manners. As the river is brackish near
the city, good water is extremely scarce, especially during
summer, and is brought from a distance of four or five

leagues, by means of boats resembling rafts. The fish al-

so in its immediate vicinity is neither good nor plentiful
;

but great quantities of the most excellent kinds, particular-

ly shell-fish, are brought from the neighbouring coasts, and
constitute a principal part of the food of the inhabitants. As
wheat is scarce and the bread from it also badly made, different

kinds of roots have been employed as substitutes, particu-

larly unripe plantains cut into slices and roasted. The in-

habitants affect great splendour in their formal entertain-

ments ; and their dishes are a succession of high-seasoned
ragouts and sweetmeats, always beginning with the latter.

Their liquors, on these occasions, are grape -brandy, cor-

dials, and wine. Weak acid punch is much used by both
sexes, in the forenoon and evening, as a refreshing and
wholesome drink, and as a necessary mode of correcting

the disagreeable qualities of the water. Melons and water
melons are brought in great abundance to the city during
the summer season. From the month of May to Decem-
ber, the air is remarkably serene and delightful ; and the cool
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treezes, which blow from the mountains from mid-day till

five or six o'clock next mornins^, tend greatly to refresh the

earth and the atmosphere. But during tlie other half of tlic

year, the climate is intolerable to strangers, the heat greater

than at Carthagena, the rains continual, the country over-

flowed, the insects and other vermin extremely numerous,
and even venomous. They are said to be so abundant in

the city, that it is impossible to keep a candle burning ex-

cept in a lantern, as it would otherwise be extinguished in

a few minutes by the multitudes flying around it. Tertian

fevers prevail much at this season, which the inhabitants,

from a prejudice against the use of the bark, (though origi-

nally discovered in the province,) suffer to prey upon their

constitutions, till they often become incurable. They arc

very subject also to cataracts and other distempers of the

eyes, which often terminate in total blindness, and which
some have ascribed to the aqueous exhalations during win-

ter from the chalky st)il. The city carries on a considera-

ble trade, and exports native produce, of which the chief

•article is cocoa, to the value of 550,000 piastres annually
;

while the amount of imports is 1,200,000 piastres. The
province of Guayaquil extends about 60 leagues from north

to south, and about 45 froin east to west ; and is divided into

seven departments or lieutenancies, for each of which the

ct)rregidor appoints a deputy governor, but whose authority

must be confirmed by the audience of Quito. These are

Puerto Viejo, a poor and thinly inhabited district, abound-
ing in wood, producing a little cotton, and formerly noted

for a considerable pearl fishery in the bay of Manta.—Pun-
ta de Santa Elena, a low fertile country, full of salt works,

but chiefly remarkable for possessing the purple dye so

highly esteemed among the ancients, and which is simply
the blood of a species of shell fish growing on the rocks.

The threads, after being drawn through this liquor, are

tinged at first with a milky hue, which changes into green,

and then into a vivid purple, which does not fade by wear-
ing, and is rather improved by washing.—Puna, a low flat

island in the mouth of Guayaquil river, about seven leagues
square, covered with thickets of mangrove trees.—Yagua-
che, around the mouth of a river of the same name, which
falls into the Guayac^uil, has no towns of note, but the coun-
try is populous, and produces much excellent wood.—Ba-
bahoyo, is a large district, subject to great inundations

during winter, but productive in cotton, rice, Guinea pep-

per, and other fruits, especially in plantations of cocoa.

Large droves of horses, mules, and black cattle, wliich are

kept in the mountains during the wet season, are brought
down when the land is dry, and fattened on the plant called

gamalotte, which, resembling barley in its blade, grows in

such luxuriance as entirely to cover the plains, even to the

height of 7 or 8 feet.—Baba, a very extensive district, reach-

ing to the skirts of the Coidillera, abounds chiefly in the

cocoa tree, which delights in a watery soil, and which here
grows frequently to the height of 20 feet. The gathering

of its fruit and drying of its seed forms the principal trade

of the inhabitants. Daule has many large orchards, and ex-

tensive corn fields, plantations of cocoa, cotton, and sugar
cane, but is chiefly distinguished by the excellence of its

tobacco. Throughout the whole province of Guayaquil
numbers of cattle are reared, especially where there are
mountainous tracts to afford a retreat during the season of
the inundations. The woody parts are much infested with
insects and noxious animals. The river of Guayaquil, which
is the principal channel of the commerce of the country, is

navigable for the space of 24 leagues, from the isle of Puna
at its mouth to the town of Babahoyo, where all the goods
intended for the Cordilltra, or proceeding thence, must be
entered. This rivet is frequently swelled by torrents from
tlie mountains ; and, as these floods are continually shifting

the sand banks, its navigation is uncertain, and requires
constant sounding. It is navigated principally by balzaa, or
rafts, which are made of a soft, light wood, and which are
of various sizes, but frequently carry 400 or 500 quintals.
(See Balza.) The principal articles of the cargoes export-
ed from the province are cocoa, timber, salt, and cattle, to-
bacco, wax, Guinea-pepper, drugs, and ceibo-wool. This
last is the product of a high ant! tufted tree, and bears a
greater resemblance to silk than either to cotton or wool.
It is chiefly used to fill mattresses, and has this remarkable
property, that when compressed by dampness, yet, if laid

in the sun, it swells again, and often with sucli force as to

stretch the covering of the mattress. The imports are, wine,
brandy, oil, and dried fruits from Peru ; bays, flour, papas,
bacon, hams, cheese, and similar articles, from Quito ; iror>

and cordage from New Spain ; and European goods from
Panama. But the principal profits of the Guayaquil traders
arise from the commercial exchanges between Lima and
Quito, which pass in the course of its river, especially in

the summer season, when the goods can be conveyed be-
tween the mountainous districts and the shipping. The
banks of the river are covered with habitations, and the inha-

bitants thus enjoy the advantages both of fishing and of
agriculture. These houses, like the greater part of what
are built in the province, are chiefly of timber, and raised
upon posts 12 or 15 feet from the ground, on account of the
general inundations during winter. In that season, the in-

habitants of the level districts pass from house to house by
means of canoes, which even the children are able to ma-
nage with extraordinary dexterity. The river of Guaya-
quil supplies the numerous inhabitants of its borders with
abundance of fish ; and the Indians after harvest set sail in

their balzas with their families, and employ several weeks
in fishing ; moving from one creek to another, according to

their success. Besides using harpoons and nets, they em-
ploy in the smoother creeks a certain herb called barbaaco,

which they chew, mix with bait, and scatter on the water.

The juice of this herb is so powerful, that it often kills the
smaller fish when they eat of it ; and so stupifies the larger,

thatthcy float on the surface, and are taken up without any
trouble. The increase of the fish is greatly hindered by
the multitudes of alligators which frequent the river and
the adjacent plains; and some of which are fifteen feet in

length. They are not ferocious, and uniformly flee at the

approach of a man ; but they often devour the calves, colls,

and even the children when wandering near the river in the

dusk ; and it is said, that after once tasting human flesh,

they become more ravenous, sometimes watching an oppor-
tunity to. drag the boatmen, while asleep, into the water.

The gallinazo, a bird about the size of a pea-hen, and very
common in the hot climates of South America, furnishes a

useful check to the increase of the alligators, by its acti-

vity in destroying their eggs. Concealed among the

branches of a tree, it silently watches the female alligator

till she has laid and covered her eggs in the sand. As soon

as she is "gone, the bird darts upon the spot, and, assisted by

a multitude of its tribe, who readily join the fortunate disco-

verer, imcovers the nest, and devours the eggs. See Ul-
loa's Voyags '° South America, vol. i. (7)

GUAYRA. See Caracc.vs.

GUERCINO. T)ie original name of this celebrated

artist was Giovanni Francisco Barbieri. Malvasia relates,

that in his infancy he lost the sight of his right eye, and

that from this accident he acquired the name by which be

is now generally known. He was born at the village of Cen-
to, in the territory of Ferrara ; and little doubt remains that

he never received any regular instructions in painting but

what he derived from two very obscure artists in his own
country, namely^ Gio. Batista Cremonini, and Benedetto
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Gennaii. It has been atTinned, indeed, that he was tau,E;ht in

tlie school of Hie Carracci ; but this svipi'osilioii is rendered

inipioljable by a variety orcircuiiistaiices, and by none more

than llic peculiarities of liis different styles, all of wliich are

at variance with the principles of that school. It is more than

likely, however, that he derived much advantage from stu-

dyint; the magnihcent [)ictiire of L<jdovico Carracci at the

Capuchins at Cento ; but for the great jjroficicncy which he

attained, he must be considered as chiefly indebted to the

strength of his own genius, and to the careful study of na-

ture. The tendency of his mind be^;an to shew itself at an

early ai;e; and it is recorded of him, that wlien only ten

years old, he painted a picture of the Virgin, in the faijade

of his father's house, which would not have disgraced a

more mature age, and a more practised hand. When pre-

mature talent is found to ripen into great excellence, we
too readily give credit to the stories which blind admiration

delights to record of childhood already atchieving what be-

longs to experience and age. And when his biographers

relate that this picture of Guercino, at the age of ten, with

such a subject as the Virgin, was actually a picture of e.v-

traordinary excellence, we may safely class it ainong those

iniiumerable instances of a like nature, in which exaggera-
tion sets not only what is probable, but what is possible al-

so, at defiance.

In the course of his practice, Guercino adopted three

different styles, which he followed at different periods.

The first is not distinguished either by accuracy or grace
of design ; and in respect of colouring and effect, is violent,

inharmonious, and harsh. It is a bad imitation of Michael
Angelo Caravaggio, whose works at that time were held in

high estimation. Dissatisfied with his attainments, lie visited

the celebrated schools of art at Rome, at Venice, and Bologna,
and by great study and observation, he changed and im-
proved his manner; and his second style is free from
many of the faults which are observable in his previous

works. He still retained that vivid contrast of light and
shade which distinguishes the productions of Caravaggio

;

and, like him, his outlines are generally lost, and blended
in the fondo, but he now far surpassed him in grandeur
of composition, and in dignity of character. His females
are remarkable for elegant and fascinating beauty. His
men, however, are not always free (even in this his best

and most valued manner) from a degree of vulgarity and
individuality, which probably arose from too strict an ad-

herence to the mode from which he painted. Among the

great performances which he executed at this period, we
may reckon the picture of St Petronilla, formerly in St
Peter's, and lately removed from the gallery of the Louvre

;

the Aurora, in the Villa Ludovisi ; his St Philip of Neri

;

his St Glena ; and his fine picture of the Resurrection. In
a similar style of bold design, and magically forcible ef-

fect, both of colouring and of light and shade, he exe-
cuted his grand undertaking of the Dome at St Piacenza,
in which he has carried fresco painting to a high degree
of perfection. The late Mr Barry, in a letter dated at

Bologna, to Sir Joshua Reynolds, speaks in terms of the
highest praise of the pictures by Guercino, at that time in

the church of St Gregorio. Speaking of the solemn co-
louring in the works of Ludovicp Carracci, " Guercino,"
says he, " has much of this manner in his fine pictures at

St Gregorio, with this difference, that I observe in Guercino
more mellowing and fuoco in the colouring ;" and he re-
grets that this great artist should ever Irave departed from
the grave majestic tone which he then practised. Like
the great painter to whom he is thus compared, one great
excellence of Guercino is the clearness of his deepest
shadows. In his best works, he admitted a very large
proportion of shadow ; yet, notwithstanding their breadth

and deep repose, every object whicii it envelopes is as

distinctly seen as it would be in nature. Nothing is lost,

nothing is left ambiguous.
Fiom this style, however, he was at an advanced period

of his life tempted to deviate. Tlic manner of colouring
which Guido had adopted, remarkable for sweetness, open-
ness, and delicacy, was become the suljject of great ad-
miration ; and Guercino, in attempting to rival the pecu-
liarities of style so widely different from his own, lost all

that stamped him an original genius, and fell into a man-
ner of comparative imbecility. In this last manner, were
his pictures of the Annunciation at Forii, the ProdigaJ
in the royal palace at Turin, and the Marriage of the Vir-
gin in St Paterniano, at Faro.

This laborious artist left an incredible number of works.
In the list given by Malvasia, he enumerates 106 altar-

piccos for the churches, 144 large historical pictures,

besides his great fresco works, and his numerous portraits

and landscapes in private collections. He left also a vast

number of drawings, which are held in great estimation.

The etchings which he executed, nine in number, are

very s])iritcd. He died in 1666, aged 76 [l)

GUERICKE, Otto. See Pneumatics, History of.

GUERNSEY, the Sarnia of the ancients, is an island

belonging to Great Britain. It is one of the Channel islands,

lying within the bay of St Michael, and about seven leagues
from the coast of Normandy. This island is of a trian-

gular shape. Its extreme length is about 7-i miles, and
its greatest breadth about 4 miles. It is about 21 miles
in circuit. According to the recent account of it given by
Dr MaccuUoch, it is elevated to the south, and shelves

towards the north. The southern coast is bourided by
high cliffs, stretching along part of the eastern coast. The
rest of the eastern coast, and tlie northern coast, consists

of a number of flat bays, separated by ridges of lofty rocks.

Dr MaccuHoch conceives the island to be divided by an
imaginary line, drawn from the town of St Peter's Port to

Pezeries. A level tract, broken only by cairns and rocky
hillocks, lies to the north of this line. This tract com-
prehends an inundation of more than 60 years standing,

which covers three hundred acres. It was formerly quite

dry before the time of low water, but has lately been em-
banked and drained. Towards the south of the imaginary
line, the country forms a higher sli'atum, everywhere in-

tersected by deep glens and narrow vallies of various di-

rections. With the exception of two or three narrow
caves, which form the mouths of small vallies intersect-

ing the high land, the lofty cliffs which bound the south-

ern tract are continuous. There are here few detached
rocks, but the northern coast is covered with them. Dr
MaccuHoch observed, that the island is entirely of granitic

formation; that the southern division consists wholly of

gneiss; and th.at tlie rocks which form the northern point,

exhibit various kinds of granite, or granitel. At the foot

of a rocky steep, near Prevolet Point, is a curious cave,

called La Cave Maliie. It is about 200 feet in depth ; and
from an entrance 9 or 10 feet wide and 6 high, it extends

from 50 to 60 feet in height and breadth, ending in granite

points.

The soil of Guernsey, which is decomposed gneiss, is

very fertile, and is well watered by springs and rivulets.

Agriculture is carried on with great care. The lands are

inclosed with stone fences. The seats of the gentry, and
the farm-houses and cottages, which are very handsome,
are agreeably situated among orchards and gardens The
ordinary food of the inhabitants, is a soup made of cab-

bage, pease, flour, and a few slices of green bacon. Their
beverage is cyder. The produce of the island is nearly

the same as that o£ the west of England. The fruits are
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very fine. Pigs are fed in winter on parsnips ; and ihc

butter, pork, and veal, are in the highest p(;rleq.tion. Red
and grey mullets, mackarel, coiigor eels, and lobsters, are

caught in great abundance round the island. Coals are

imported ; but the principal fuel of the poorer inhabitants

is sea-weed, the ashes of vifhich are used as manure by

the farmers.

Tlie climate of Guernsey is mild and temperate, and

is not subject to excessive heat's or colds. The winters

and springs are moist, and high winds often prevail.

Guernsey is divided into ten parishes, each of which is

divided into several vintons, for the better management
of affairs. The island is in the diocese of Winchester,

and province of Canterbury. The convention of the slate,

consists of the governor, a bailifl", 12 jurats appointed by

the king, who adnunister the laws, which are quite dif-

ferent from ours. These officers hold their places during

pleasure; and they judge in all civil and criminal cases

excepting high treason. The governor receives tythes of

all kinds of grain. He lias under him a lieutenant-gov-

ernor, who is called the constable of tlie castle. The
prevailing religion is that of the church of England, though
the followers of Wesley are numerous. The Catholics

are very few in number.
The only town in the island is St Peter's Port. It ori-

ginally consisted of a narrow street of high houses, but the

buildings have been extended across a ravine over the

surrounding heights. The lower streets are narrow, dirty,

and irregular. The principal church, built in 1312, is of

granite. It has Gothic mouldings, though no pointed arches.

Its exterior is handsome. Its porch is remarkable for the

depth and extent of its mouldings ; and its tower is a great

ornament from the pier an.i load. It contains some good
modern monuments. The new court-house is handsomely
built of granite, and fitted up with suitable offices for the

preservation of a few records. The new prison, built

after the model of the debtors' gaol at Manchester, is

very spacious and commodious. The work-house, or hos-

pital, is supported by an endowment, and by an assess-

ment on lands and houses. The harbour affords sufficient

shelter and security to shipping. The keys and the piers

are immense masses of rough masonry, formed of granite,

and extending out into the harbour. These walls are

paved, and have parapets, and they inclose a space of

several acres. The harbour and the road are exposed

to the south-east. Harbours for vessels of light tonnage

occur on the north and west sides of the island, at the

creeks of Bazon, L'Accousse, Ferminer, St Sampson,
and the west passage. The market-house for meat and

vegetables, is a large building, erected in an open square.

Two large and handsome rooms have been fitted up above

the market-house, for the public assemblies and entertain-

ments, which are held monthly during the gay season.

There is also a small theatre here. An ascent of about

100 steps, leads from the level of the market-place up tlie

side of a ravine to the new town, where there are many
good and open streets, one of which, called George Row,
contains several elegant houses. The government house,

the public walks at L'llivreur, and the college founded

by Queen Elizabetli, are the only other objects of interest.

There were formerly four castles in the island, viz.

Castle Cornet, the Castle in the Marshes, Vale Castle,

and the Castle of Notre Dame. Castle Cornet is situated

on a rock of gneiss often approaching to granite, and in-

tersected by veins of quartz, trap, and felspar, curved and

mixed in various ways. This rock is about a quarter of

a mile from the shore, and near Port St Peter's. It is

scarcely accessible but on one side. It is surrounded

with an outer wall of great thickness, flanked by several

machicolated towers, and the keep has been converted into

casemates. Elizabeth enlarged it with a lower line of
curtain and bastions ; and barracks and accommodation
for a numerous garrison have since been formed. It is

now deii-.nded by a considerable quantity of heavy artillery.

The Castle in the Marshes appears to be very ancient.

It is encircled with a double wall of granite, and has an
outer and inner ditch, and a keep in the Norman form.
The Vale Castle, which is also ancient, stands upon a

commanding eminence, near St Sampson's harbour. It

was once reckoned to be strong, but it has now only a
surrounding wall, witli flanking towers, and a portal.

Theie are barracks for a garrison ; and several pieces
of cannon on the. ramparts, command a passage called
the Russcl. The castle of Notre Dame, and that of
Rocquanc, no longer exist.

The inhabitants are chiefly employed in agriculture,

and in the cultivation of their gardens and orchards,
from which great quantities of excellent cyder are made.
The only manufacture is that of woollen goods. Th^y
are allowed to import 1000 tons of wool annually from
England, which is made into stockings, waistcoats and
breeches. Lobsters are the only fish which is exported,
Guernsey was, before the establishment of the London
Docks, the grand depot of all tlie foreign wines and
brandies. Towards the bay of St Sampson's there is a
fine rock of grey or black granite, which is exported in

large quantities to London and Portsmouth. It is called

the Guernsey or St Sampson's stone, and being hard and
tough, it is admirably adapted for building and paving, as

it easily breaks into square masses before the. hammer.
Dr MaccuUoch could not obtain any physical or historical

evidence that emery was a production of this island, as has
been generally stated. Every part of the coast of Guern-
sey is fortified with strong batteries and breast works. The
number of houses in St Peter's is about 800, and the po-
pulation of the island about 15,000.

See Dicey's History of Guernsey ; Grose's Antiquities of
England and Wales ; and Macculloch's Account of Guern'
sey in the Transactions of the Geological Society, vol. i. p. 7.

GUIANA, an extensive country in South America, is

bounded by the river Orinoco on the north, by the river

of the Amazons on the south, by the Atlantic Ocean on
the east and north-east, and by New Granada on the west.

It is nearly of a triangular form, and is computed to con-
tain 250,000 square miles. It extends along the coast

from the mouth of the Orinoco to that of the Maranon or
Amazons river, about 700 miles ; and stretches inland

from east to west about 1200. The Orinoco is known to

communicate by several branch-streams with the Maranon;
and one of these, called the Yupura, is considered as the
western verge of Guiana. It is therefore completely an
insulated tract, and is probably capable of being circum-
navigated.

The discovery of Guiana has been attributed by some
to Columbus in the year 1498, and by others to the Spa-
nish navigator Vasco Nunes, who, after ascertaining Cuba
to be an island, landed in 1504 on the continent of South
America ; and, having traced the coast from the Orinoco
to the Maranon, comprehended the whole tract in that ex-

tensive country, to which, in contradistinction to Cuba and

the adjacent islands, he gave the general name of Terra
Firma. But, though originally seen by the Spaniards,

Guiana was little known, till it was visited by Sir Walter
Raleigh in the year 1595 ; who not only explored the

coast, but also sailed up the river Orinoco about 600 miles,

in quest of the imaginary El Dorado. Several English

buccaneers next resorted to the coast ; and, in 1634, about

sixty persons, partly English and partly French, under the
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command of a Captain Marshall, were found in Surinam

cultivating tobacco, and making trading voyages to the

neighbouring coasts. In 1650, this vohintary settlement

was taken under the protection of Great Britain, and Lord

Willoughby of Parkliam was appointed governor ; but, in

1667, it was taken by the Dutch, and finally ceded to them

by the treaty of Wcsminstcr in 1674, in exchange for the

province of New York. Similar settlements were gradu-

ally made by other powers, on diflferent parts of the coast

;

and the country of Guiana has thus been distributed by

geographers into four distinct divisions ; viz. Spanish

Guiana, Dutch Guiana, French Guiana, and Portuguese

Guiana. Spanish Guiana extends along the coast about

thirty leagues, from the mouth of the Orinoco to Cape
Nassau, and runs inland about 150 leagues on the south of

the Orinoco ; Dutch Guiana lies between Cape Nassau
and the river Maroni ; French Guiana between the Maroni
and the river Carapana; and Portuguese Guiana, between
the Carapana and the river of the Amazons. The more
inland part of the country, behind these settlements, may
be considered as a fifth division, and called Indian Guiana.

Of these, Spanish Guiana is by far the most extensive and

valuable possession. Its breadth, indeed, for the space of

80 leagues eastward, does not exceed 30 leagues ; but it

afterwards widens to more than 150 leagues, running along

the back of the Dutch and French possessions, till it

reaches the equinoctial line, which separates it from the

Portuguese territories. It is divided into Upper and Lower
Guiana, of which the river Caroni may be considered as

the separating boundary. Lower Guiana is intersected in

all directions by numerous rivers, which from time imme-
morial have contributed to increase the vegetable mould
on its surface, so that in point of fertility it is not surpassed

by any other portion of territory in the American continent.

But, for the space of 30 leagues from the coast, it is com-
pletely occupied by the Caribs, the most ferocious of the

Indian tribes, who have hitherto massacred every Spanish
missionary or settler, who ventured to approach their habi-

tations ; ar.d whose hostility to the Spaniards, the Dutch
have been accused of fomenting, for the purpose of ex-
tending their commerce along the coast of Spanish Guiana.
The city of Saint Thomas, the capital of Spanish Guiana,
is situated on the right bank of the Orinoco, about 90
leagues from the mouth of the river ; and is the residence
of a governor and a bishop. Its streets are regularly built

and well paved ; and its climate pure and healthy ; but its

port is incommodious, and its distance from the coast un-
favourable to its commercial prosperity. From this port
of Guiana were exported, from 1791 to 1794, 10,380 oxen,
and 3140 mules, all either bred in the province or brought
from Varinas ; and, in return, were imported 200 negroes,
and 349,448 piastres in specie. From 1791 to 1795 the
silver exported to Europe amounted to 25,203 piastres,

and the commodities to 363,397 piastres. But this com-
merce is said to have greatly diminished. The population
of Spanish Guiana, exclusive of the portion occupied by
the Caribs near the coast, is estimated only at 34,000, of
which 19,435 Indians are under the jurisdiction of the mis-
sionaries, 6575 reside in the capital, and the remaining
8000 are scattered through the different villages. Farther
particulars respecting the political and ecclesiastical state

of this province will be found under the articles Caraccas
and Orinoco ; and for an account of the other Euiopean
settlements on the coast of Guiana, we refer to the articles

Berbice, Cayenne, Demerary, Surinam, &c. In the
present arti'cle we confine ourselves to such topics as may
be considered common to tbcm all, especially to the natural
history of Guiana, comprising its soil, climate, native pro-
-liuctions, original inhabitants. See.

Vol. X. Part I.

Guiana was originally called by some navigators the wild
coast; audits shores, accessible only by the mouths of its

livers, are every where covered by dangerous banks, ([uick-
sands, rocks, and impenetrable thickets. Its appearance
from the sea is wild and uncultivated ; and it is so low and
flat, that, even where there arc plantations along the coist,
there is nothing visible at first but a continued forest, stand-
ing close to the beach ; so tliat the country appears as a
cluster of trees glowing out of the water. The European
settlers, particularly the Dutch, attempted at first to culti-

vate the banks of the rivers, at a considerable distance4"rom
the coast ; but, by the example of the British, were per-
suaded to extend their plantations along the shore, where
the soil is reinLirkably fertile, and adapted for every variety
of tropical production. The ground, for a considerable
way up the country, is every where level ; and so low,
that, during the rainy season, it is usually covered with
water nearly two feet in height. This renders the soil so
rich, that, on the surface, for 1 2 feet in depth, it is a stratum
of perfect manure, and has been actually carried to Bar-
badoes for that purpose. In some places, 30 crops of rice
can be raised in succession ; whereas, in the West India
islands, not more than two is ever expected from the
richest lands. The whole country is intersected by deep
swamps or marshes, numerous rivers, and extensive savan-
nahs. The interior has been little explored ; but, in pro-
ceeding inland, it becomes more hilly, and the soil poorer,
sometimes rocky, and often sandy. It is covered with im-
mense forests, rocks, and mountains ; and, in some of the
latter, a variety of mineral substances are found. The
most prominent objects are, a lake called Parima, whose
extent varies with the seasons ; and a chain of mountains
called Mei, nearly parallel with the form of the coast.

From these mountains, rivers flow in every direction

;

some, like the Essequebo, falling into the Atlantic ; some,
like the Caroni, joining the Orinoco; and others,' like the
Rio Blanco, uniting with the river of the Amazons.
The climate of Guiana is the mildest and most salu-

brious of any tropical country hitherto inhabited by Eu-
ropeans. This has been ascribed principally to the regular
blowing of the trade-wind over the surface of a vast tract
ol ocean, which thus carries a perpetual stream of cool
air over Guiana from east to west ; while, on the opposite
coast of Africa, the same equatorial wind, coming over
land, is heated with the sultry vapours of sandy deserts.

Besides this general flow of the whole atmosphere in a
westerly direction, there is a daily lateral fluctuation, term-
ed the sea-breeze and the land-breeze ; the former, which
is the cooler of the two, blowing from the north-east dur-
ing the day, temperating the ardour of noon ; and the latter,

which is the warmer of the two, blowing from the south-
east during the night, preventing too rapid a chillness.

The range of the thermometer on the coast, during the

whole year, is from 72 to 87 ; and, between two or three
hundred miles up the country, it is from 65^ to 84. In-

stead of the cold and the warm seasons of Europe, the

year is divided by the rainy and the dry seasons, which
may be termed the winter and summer of the country.

But, in Guiana, there may be said to be annually two win-

ters or wet seasons, and two summers or dry seasons,

which are distinguished from each other by the appella-

tion of the greater and the smaller, referring not to the in-

tensity of the heat, or the violence of the rains in the one
more than the other, but to their duration. The long wet
season begins about the middle of April, declines in Au-
gust, and ceases in September ; when the short dry season

commences, and continues till the middle of November.
Then comes on the short wet season, which lasts till the

middle of January, when the long dry season appears,
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•which does not terminate till the middle of April. During

this last period, especially in the month of March, the

weather is most pleasant, the atmosphere clear and pure,

the climate genial and cool. Tliere are frequent variations

in these stated periods; and the clianges are generally ac-

companied with tremendous storms of thunder and light-

ning, which sometimes prove fatal both to the inhabitants

and the cattle of the country. In the wet season, though

the rain falls in torrents, yet it is generally in the after-

noon ; and in the dry season, there is rarely a drought, but

sho\xcrs occasionally come during the night. The earth

is thus, during the whole year, adorned with perpetual

verdure, the trees loaded at the same time with blossoms

and ripe fruit ; and the whole presenting to the view a de-

lightful union of spring and of summer. There are no hur-

ricanes to destroy the crops of the planter; and rarely are

any earthquakes felt in the level districts.

There are few contagious disorders in Guiana; and by

temperate living, together with proper care to avoid the

mid-day heat and evening dews, Europeans have been able

to preserve a state of excellent health in the country. The
principal disease is fever, in a variety of forms and degrees,

from the simple intermittent to the dreaded yellow fever.

A prickly heat, or scarlet eruption, is frequently expe-

rienced, which causes extreme itching, but is considered

rather as friendly to health. The slings of the musquitoes

or gnats are often succeeded by large pimples, which are

apt to be converted by scratching into troublesome ulcers.

The ring-worm consists of long scarlet spots, chiefly

about the face and neck, and is prevented from spreading

by the immediate application of lime-juice mixed with

gun-powder. The chigoe, or jigger, is a kind of sand-

flea, which lodges under the toe-nails, between the skin

and the iiesh, and, unless extracted as soon as the itching

which they occasion is felt, are apt to produce very deep

and fretting ulcers. The yaws, a dreadful disorder re-

sembling the small-pox, and covering the body with large

ulcers, is extremely infectious, but seems peculiar to the

negro race. Dry gripes, bloody flux, and dropsy, are also

frequent.

The vegetable productions of Guiana are exceedingly

numerous, and many of them particularly worthy of notice,

both as objects of curiosity and as articles of utility. The
trees in the forests grow to an immense size, many of their

trunks rising to the height of 100 feet, and throwing out

at the lower extremity a number of flattened projections,

which surround the stem like supporting buttresses, and

form deep recesses, capable sometimes of affording shelter

to 10 or 12 persons. The mountain cabbage, unrivalled

in the vegetable world, has a straight tapering trunk 100

feet in height, and 7 or 8 feet in circumference, branches

20 feet in length, diverging in a horizontal direction, pal-

iiiatad narrow leaves above 2 feet long, a green husky pod
20 inches in length at the clefts of the lower branches, full

of nuts, which are the seeds of the plant ; and, on the sum-
mit of the trunk, the cabbage, consisting of thin white

stiata, and resembling an almond in taste. The silk cot-

ton tree, generally growing to the height of 100 feet, with

u trunk 1 2 feet in circumference, and free of branches for

the space of 70 feet, bears a pod full of silky filaments.

The red mangrove tree, growing in marshy places, rises

from a number of roots, which appear several feel above
ground, before they are joined together to form the main
trunk, which is generally tall and large, hard, and good
for building ; and numerous ligneous shoots, without leaves

or branches, descend from the stem and the lateral boughs
towards the ground, where they take root, and like props
ur pillars, afford support to the tree in its watery soil. The
cocoa nut tree, growing to the height of 60 or 80 feef, bi^t

seldom perfectly straight, bears fruit at the- age of six or
eight years. The pipeira tree, about 70 feet high, and 9
in circumference, affords a weighty durable timber, and
bears a small round fruit of a farinaceous nature, which is

sometimes used by the Indians as food. Among a variety

of other valuable forest trees, growing to the height of 50
feet, may be mentioned the iron-wood tree, so called from
its hard and heavy wood, which is used for clubs, wind-
mills, and similar purposes ; the bullet-tree, which has a
dark coloured wood, spotted with small white specks, very
durable, and so weighty as to sink in salt water ; the launa
tree, which bears a fruit like an apple, yielding a purple
coloured juice, employed by the Indians in painting their

bodies ; the mahogany tree, resembling the cedar, and
preferring a rocky soil ; the tonquin bean tree, which bears
the sweet-smelling pulse of that name, and some of which
sometimes grow to the height of 70 or 80 feet ; the cassia

fistula, covered with a light brown bark, and bearing pods
18 inches long, containing a sweet pulp resembling trea-

cle. Of a smaller size are the bourracoura, or letter wood
tree, which cont-ains a heart of a deep red colour, marked
with black spots, hard, ponderous, capable of the finest

polish, and highly valued for its beauty ; the hiarree tree,

which grows near rivers, and generally at a distance from
other trees, esteemed a strong poison, even the smoke of
the wood when burning proving fatal to animal life ; the
cocoa tree, which bears a pod of the size and shape of a
melon, containing rows of nuts in its longitudinal cavities.

The most valuable fruit trees are, the guava, which
bears a round fruit of a light yellow colour, the internal

part of which is a red pulp generally made into jellies, and
the external part resembling the substance of an apple,
employed in tarts, 8^c. ; the tamarind tree, which grows
to a considerable size, and produces its fruit in a large pod;
the aviato or avogato pear tree, resembling a walnut tree,

and bearing a delicious fruit like a large pear, of a pale
green colour, and yellow pulp, similar in taste and flavour
to the finest peach ; the female poppau, which produces
an oval-shaped fruit, about six inches in length

; plan-
tains, bananas, pine apples. Sec. Among the useful shrubs,
we can only particularize the cotton bush, which produces
two crops annually ; the cofTee bush, which also bears two
crops, each tree yielding about a pound and a half at a
crop ; the palma christi, or castor bush, which bears nuts
of a triangular form, covered with a thin brown fur, the
kernels of which yield by expression the well known castor

oil ; the cassava shrub, of which the roots are ground into

meal, and formed into an excellent bread ; but the bitter

cassava, though it becomes a wholesome food when boiled

or baked, is in its raw state a fatal poison. Of many curious
plants may be mentioned the aloe, of which there are
various kinds ; the caruna shrub, bearing a nut, of which
the kernel is used by the Indians as a slow poison ; the

curretta, or silk-grass plant, a species of aloe, the leaves

of which contain a saponaceous pulp, used in washing,
mixed with fine and strong white filaments, which, when
properly cleaned, can scarcely be distinguished from
threads of silk, and are employed in making nets, cords,

Sec. ; the siliqua hirsuta, a slender creeping plant like the

vine, bearing pods resembling the common pea, covered
with fine stifl" pointed hairs, which, upon being applied to

the skin, produce an intolerable sensation of itching ; troo-

lies, or leaves of an enormous size, fiom 20 to 30 feet in

length, and about 2 or 3 in breadth, growing from a short

root close to the ground, and used as a thatch for houses,

which they protect from the heaviest rains, and last for

many years ; nibbees, a kind of ligneous rope, without any
foliage, growing to an immense length, and from 3 to 18

inches in circumference, sometinves entwining themselves
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together to the thickness of a slilp's cable, and at other

times interweaving themselves lilte nets, so as to interccjit

the game in their course, frequently climbing to the tops

of the loftiest trees, and again descending to take root in

the earth, often coiling themselves. so closely around the

trunks of the trees, as completely to check their growth,

and so extremely tough as to be used by the natives for

fastening the posts and thatch of their huts. The roots

most deserving of notice, are the ipecacuanha, the ginger,

and the Indian yam, which last is about eight inches in

length, and six in circumference, of a reddish purple

colour, aud affords an agreeable farinaceous food.

The native animals of Guiana are not yet fully ascertain-

ed; and its unexplored forests contain, in all probability,

many animated beings, which are but very imperfectly

known to the zoologist. Many of the domestic animals,

the bull, the cow, the ass, the hog, the sheep, Ecc. have
been imported from the old continent; and some of these,

having escaped into the woods, have run wild and multi-

plied rapidly. Most of them, however, have greatly de-

generated both in size and in flesh, in consequence, it is

conjectured, of the perpetual perspiration to which they

are exposed, and the coarseness of the grass on which they

feed. The sheep, particularly, are remarkably diminutive,

and their wool converted into straight hair. The hogs, on
the contrary, are large and fat, and superior to those of

Europe. The goats are large and beautiful animals,

common in all parts of the country ; often kept on the plan-

tations, where they breed quickly, and yield much milk.

The poultry are as plentiful and excellent as in any part of
the world. A smaller species of domestic hen, with rump-
led or inverted feathers, is reared by the natives in the in-

land parts of the country, and is considered as natural to

Guiana.

The beasts of prey, which abound in the forests of this

country, though numerous, are not remarkably formidable
to the human race. The most powerful is the tiger, of
which there are several kinds; the jaguar, wluch resem-
bles the African species, and sometimes measures six feel

from the nose to the root of the tail, is very strong and fe-

rocious, frequently attacking the cows, horses, and young
negroes on the plantations ; the couquar, or red tiger, re-

sembling a grey hound in shape, but larger in size, and
equally fierce as the last mentioned ; and the tiger cat, a
beautiful creature, not much larger than the domestic cat

of Europe, but destructive and untameable like the rest of
its kind. This is a ferocious Utile creature, called the
crabbodago, not much larger than a common cat, and sup-
posed to be the same with what BuFTon calls the grison or
grey weasel, which is never glutted with blood, but mur-
ders whatever comes in its way, whether quadrupeds, fowls
or r-'pliles, if it is able to vanquish them. There are vari-

ous kinds of monkeys, but no apes in Guiana. The natives
affirm, that the ouranoutang, five feet in height, is found in

the woods, but no European has ever seen any of these
animals in the countiy. Of the others, the most remark-
able are, the quato, which has a naked face, a nose like

that of a negro, deeply sunken eyes, large cars, and, ex-
cepting its long tail, beais a great resemblance to the hu-
man form ; the howling baboon, which is about the size of
a small Ijull dog, has a long black beard, and is chiefly re-

markable for assembling in large crowds, and uttering a
most disagreeable howl or yell, which is continued lor a
long time, and which is said to be a sure sign of approach-
ing rain; and the saccawinkee, or schaconiiiigky, some-
times called the lion monkey, a small and delicate creature,
only about five or six ounces in weight, wliich perches like
a bird upon the forefinger, and is frequently brought down
to the plantations by the natives for sale, has a small head.

round smooth ears, oval face covered with fine white hair,

a tail much longer than its body, long bushy black hair,

especially around its neck, like the mane of a lion, is ex-
tremely susceptible of cold, and though IVequently tamed,
seldom lives longer than a few months. The coatimondi
or Brasilian weasel, shaped like a dog, often as large as a

fox, and resembling that animal in cunning, is a great de-
stroyer of the poultiy: and, equalling the monkics in the
faculty of climbing trees, commits great ravages among
bird nests. One of the most extraordinary animals in

Guiana is the great ant-bear, which often weighs from 150
to 200 lbs. and measures not less than eight feet from the
snout to the tip of the tail. It has a small head, covered
with hair as soft as velvet, and a tail immensely large, flat,

and covered with long hair like that of a horse, and as strong
as the bristles of a hog, with which, during a shower, or
when attacked, or when asleep, he protects his whole body.
His feet are armed with long claws, with which he can de-
fend himself against any dog, and even against the tiger,

and never quits his hold while he has life. He has a long
slender tongue, resembling a worm, sometimes almost two
feet in length, and moistened with saliva of a sweetish taste,

which he thrusts into the ants' nests, who settle upon it in

crowds, when he draws it into his mouth, renewing the
operation till no more are to be found. There are found
in Guiana the porcupine, the armadillo, the sloth, several
kinds of opossum, wood rats, and hedge-hogs.
There are two kinds of deer, the largest of which, called

bajew, are about the size of an English buck, and feed in

great numbers, in the savannahs ; the smaller species, called
wirrebocerra, are remarkably nimble, have no horns, and
make the most delicate venison. The paccarara, or Indian
coney, is common in all parts of Guiana, and greatly resem-
bles the hare in shape and size ; is very piolific, and easily
taken ; and its flesh, which is much like that of a rabbit,
forms a principal part of the food of the natives. There
are several kinds of wild hogs in the forests, particularly
the pingos, or w^rree, resembling small English hogs, found
in herds of 300 or more, running always in a line, and
easily knocked on the head. A larger kind, called cras-
pingos, are armed with strong tusks, and, when wounded
or obstructed in their course, become extremely ferocious.
But both these kinds are supposed to be merely the domes-
tic hog of Africa or Europe in a wild state; and the only
species indigenous in Guiana, is the piccaree, or Mexican
hog, wliich is about 3 feet in length, without cither tusks
or tail, and is particularly remarkable, from having on its

back, above the hind legs, a cavity about an inch deep, filled

with a white fetid fluid, which, unless cut out as soon as the
animal is killed, infects the whole flesh, so as to render it

unfit for being used as food. They are found in large herds
in the drier and mountainous parts of the country ; and
their flesh is greatly admired by the natives. There is a
great variety of lizzards, of which the most remarkable is

the guana, about three feet in length, and generally found
among the shrubs and fruit trees. Its eggs, which are de-
posited in the sand, are reckoned excellent food; and its

flesh particularly is esteemed a great delicacy, reiembling in

taste that of a chicken.

The amphibious animals arc very abundant in Guiuna
;

of which we can only slightly notice the tapira. resembling
the hippopotamus, but not larger than an ass, with the head
of a horse, and a considerable prolongation of the upper
lip, excessively thick skin, bristly mane, and short tail,

feeds on grass and aquatic herbs, and its flesh is accounted
superior to the finest ox beef, but it is rarely ]>rocured, as the
animal is extre\nely shy, and plunges into the water upon
the least alarm ; tiie manatee, or sea cow, about 16 feet or
more in length, witli a head like that of a hog, nostrils like

T 2
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an ox, breasts like those of a woman, and a tail like thai of

a whale, seldom c|uits the water entiiely, and its flesh,

which is very fut, tastes much like veal; the alligator, or

cayman, found sometimes 20 feet in length, but generally

harmless, and even in water seldom attacking a man, as

long as he keeps himself in motion; llie laubba, which

seems to be the same with what others call the paca, or

spotted cavey, or aquatic hare, is peculiar to this part of

the world, about the size of a sucking pig or large cat, with

the head of a pug dog, extremely fat, and resembles the

finest pork, feeds on herbs and grain, takes refuge in the

water when pursued, swimming a long time at a short dis-

tance from the surface, so that it is often shot under water

with arrows ; the pipa, a kind of toad or frog, sometimes as

large as an ordinary duck, a creature of a liideous appear-

ance, covered with a brown shrivelled skin, and chiefly re-

markable for the uncommon loudness of its voice ; but still

more for the peculiar manner of its propagation, the young
being hatched in watery cells on the back of the female, or,

according to others, placed there by the assistance of the

male after they have become tadpoles, and continuing to

nestle there till the second transformation is completed.

There are many snakes in Guiana, of which the best known
are the rattle-snake, whip-snake and dipsas; the papaw, or

ammodytes, a harmless and beautiful creature, from three to

five feet in length, wliich is revered by the natives as a sa-

cred object; the oroocookoo, supposed to be the same with

the small laboia, the bite of which has been known to prove
fatal in a few minutes; and the ahoma, an amphibious ani-

mal, delighting in low marshy places, found upwards of 20
feet in length, and said when fully grown to be from 30 to

40 feet long, and from 3 to 4 in circumference at the thick-

est part of the body. Its bite is not considered as veno-

mous, and it is a sluggish unwieldy creature, but seizes its

prey by. surprise, and devours deer, hogs, or even the ty-

ger, without difficulty, entangling and crushing them in its

grasp, besmearing them with saliva, and swallowing their

bodies entire.

The birds most commonly found in Guiana are, the vul-

ture, eagle, owl, falcon, butcher bird ; parrots of various

kinds ; large and beautiful mackaws, some of which are

about the size of a capon, toucan, pelican, wood-pecker,
green sparrow, tiger bird, a kind of heron of a reddish co-

lour, spotted with black ; flamingo, found in flocks on the
banks of rivers, and so tame as frequently to mix with the
poultry on the plantations ; agame, or trumpeter, a kind
of turkey peculiar to the country, and often domesticated ;

sun-bird, resembling the English partridge, and sometimes
kept in the houses to destroy tlie ants; peacock-pheasant,
or powese, resembling in size and flavour an English tur-

key ; kishce-kishee, about the size of a sparrow, adorned
with most beautiful plumage, and sometimes brought by
the Indians from the interior of the country ; the mocking
bird, v/hich hangs its nes'., (about 14 inches in length, and
8 in circumference,) at the extremity of the twigs of the
remotest branches, as a security from the monkies ; and
the humming bird, which is found here in great number
and variety : the most common of these, of a green and
crimson colour, is not bigger than a large cherry, and the
smallest, of a black and green colour, with a golden tuft on
its head, nearly a thiid less than the last mentioned, some-
times weiglis little more than 50 grains. There are bats

of a large size, some of which have been found to measure
tliirty-two inclics between the tips of the extended wings,
and whicii are known to open tlie veins in the feet of persons
asleep, and to suck the blood till they are satisfied.

The fish caught on the coast are far from being delicate,

as the water is extremely muddy for several leagues from
the shore. The most rcmaj-kable of the salt water fish is

the low-low, about six inches in length, and three in cir-
cumference ; and the largest of the fresh water fish is the
barroketa, about three feet long, and two in ciicumference,
resembling a salmon, white, fat, and delicate. The peri,
another fresh water tish, about 18 inches long, and of a flat

form, has a large mouth armed with long sharp teeth, and
is said to attack persons when bathing in the rivers. The
frog fish is one of the greatest curiosities in Guiana, and
is said to pass by regular gradations, thiough the form of
a frog, a frog fish, and lastly a fish, but is affirmed by
Stedman to proceed rather in the opposite direction, from
a fish to a frog, and to be probably nothing else thin a kind
of tadpole, which grows to a large size before undergoing
its usual transformation ; in the fish state, it is about eight
or ten inches long, withovit scales, and exceedingly fat and
delicate. The galvanic eel is very common in the rivers

of this country, generally about three feet in length, and 12
inches in circumference, though sometimes found of a
much larger size ; it comes frecjuently to the surface of the
water, as if to inhale the air, and its flesii is esteemed deli-

cate food by the natives. Multitudes of crabs are found
in the bottoms of the muddy streams ; and a large land
crab, much used as food by the natives, abounds on the

banks of the sea, at the mouth of the rivers.

Insects abound in Guiana in vast numbers, owing to the

continued warmth of the climate, which both favours their

production, and prolongs their existence; and continually

flying in the faces, or crawling about the bodies of the in-

habitants, arc the most intolerable pest of the country, es-

pecially to new settlers from Europe. Musquitoes are in-

conceivably numerous duiing the rainy season, particular-

ly on the coast, and on the banks of rivers ; and are said

to prevail most in places, which arc in a state of progress
from a wild to a completely cultivated condition. The
juice of lemons or limes mixed with water, and applied to

the skin, is at once the best remedy for their stings, and a
tolerable preserva'ive against their attacks. Cock-roaches
are found from one to two inches in length, which make
their way into chests and boxes, and besides destroying
cloths of every description, render every kind of victuals

which they attack ulterly disgusting, by the nauseous
smell which they leave beliind. As this creature is seldom
seen to fly, the best preservative against its ravages is to

place the boxes or trunks upon empty wine bottles, kept
free from dust, so as by their smoothness to render its as-

cent more difficult. Ants of many different kinds are ex-
tremely numerous, and prove very destructive to the stoics,

(especially of sugar,) in the plantations. Their immense
nests of black earth, built on the trunks of the trees, are

often so high as to resemble large black bears at a dis-

tance ; and some of their hillocks on the ground have been
seen as high as 15 or 20 feet, and nearly 100 feet in cir-

cumference. Some of these insects are above an inch in

length, and cause great pain by their bite. A small spe-

cies, called the fire-ant, which flies in great numbers, oc-

casions a burning sensation resembling that produced by
boiling water, supposed to proceed from some venomous
fluid injected into the wound. There are two kinds of

fireflies, the smallest of which, seen only during night,

emits sparks of fire at intervals; but the larger kind,

which is more than an inch in length, affords so steady and

clear a light, that two or three of them put into a glass

will enable a person to read or write without difficulty.

The bees of Guiana are very small, of a black colour, and

armed with powerful stings; and one species, mentioned

by Stedman, which builds its nest in the roofs of houses,

is said to attack every strangei- with the greatest fury,

while it never molests the regular occupiers of the habi-

tation in which it has taken up its abode. The grassliop-
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per tribe is sufficiently numerous ; but two kinds arc jic-

cuiiarly worthy of notice, one called " the walking leal,"

from its wings, about three inches in length, being so fold-

ed on its back, as to give it a close resemblance to a

brown leaf; the other, called in Surinam " Spaanse-juf-

fcr," has a body about seven inches in length, not thicker

than a common quill ; has no wings, but is mounted like a

spider on six legs, nearly six inches long, and has on its

head four antennae, two of which arc about five inches in

length. An enormous and hideous looking s|)ider, called

the bush-spider, is found in the forests ; and is of such a

size, that one of them, when put into a case bottle eight

inches high, actually reached the top with some of its

claws, while its feet were resting on the bottom. It feeds

upon all kinds of insects, and is said even to suck the

blood of young birds. Its bite is so venomous, as to be

supposed to prove sometimes fatal, and always at least oc-

casions a fever. The groe-groe, or palm-tree worm, about

three inches long, and thick as a man's thumb, of a light

yellow colour, with a black head, breeds in the cabbage
tree after it is cut down, is roasted, and eaten as a great

delicacy, equal to the finest marrow ; and sometimes its

fat, melted and clarified, is used instead of butler. There
are centipedes above six inches in length, which move
with equal rapidity backwards or forwards, and whose bite

is venomous. Scorpions, also, arc frequently found among
old trees and rubbish ; but tlieir sling, though very pain-

ful, and apt to occasion fever, is said not to be mortal.

For an account of the native human inhabitants of this

country, we refer to the general description of the Ame-
can Indians, given under the article America ; and shall

only notice here, in a cursory manner, the particular tribes

which occupy the interior of Guiana, but occasionally visit

the European settlements on the coast. The chief of

these are the Caribs, Accawaws, Arrowavvcs, and Wor-
rows. The Caribs inhabit that part of the coast which
lies between the Essequebo and the Orinoco, and are by far

the most numerous, warlike, and active of the natives.

Their stature is taller, their complexion lighter, and their

features more sprightly and agreeable than those of the

other tribes. They are also more industrious, and, besides
the ordinary Indian occupations of hunting and fishing,

they cultivate fields of plaintains and cassava around their

dwellings. They carry on constant hostilities against the
Spaniards ; but are considered as allies of the Dutch.
They frequently go to war also with the other tribes ; and,

in some instances, have been known to devour their ene-
:nies slain in battle. The Accawaws inhabit the inland
districts behind the Caribs, and adjacent to the sources of
the Essequebo, Demerary, and Berbice. They bear a
nearer resemblance in their persons to the Caribs than the
other tribes ; but are more grave in their aspect and man-
ners, and remarkable for their superior cunning. They
are also addicted, more than any of their neighbours, to

the use of poison, both against tlieir enemies, and tliose

of their own people who may may have done them any in-

jury. The Worrows occupy the coast between Demerary
and Surinam, and are much darker in their colour, disa-
greeable in their aspect, and dirty in their habits, than any
of the other tribes. They are said to be extremely pusil-
lanimous and lazy, scarcely exerting themselves to pro-
vide any other clothing than the bark of trees, or to pro-
cure any better food than crabs and fresh water. The
Avrowawcs reside behind the Worrows, at the back of the
settlements of Surinam and Demerary, and are described
as the most gentle in manners, lively in temper, nnd hand-
some in person, of all the Indians of Guiana. I'licy are
renriarkably friendly to the Europeans, and peaceable in
their intercourse with the other Indian nations. Besi-ics

these four tribes, who arc most frequently seen at the set-

tlements on the coast, other two have been mentioned,
namely, the Taiiras, residing on the sea-coast between Su-
rinam and the river Amazon, who are said to be extremely
numerous, but peaceable and indolent, resembling very
much the Worrow tribe ; and the Piannacoiaws, who live

far inland, and are violent enemies to all Europeans, with
whom they obstinately refuse to have any kind of inter-

course. It has long been the policy of the Dutch settle-

ments to cultivate the friendship of these native tribes;

and an annual sum is expended in purchasing blue cloth,

beads, hatchets, ribbons, and other ornaments and imple-

ments, as gifts to their Indian neighbours. They come
down to the colonies occasionally in small parties, and
make engagements to cut wood, an operation at which they

are remarkably expert ; but they soon become impatient

of the restraint of regular industry ; and sometimes take

their departure suddenly, without any apparent reason.

They frequently appear also as traders, bringing as their

merchandize, cotton hammocks, canoes, baskets, wax,
balsam of capivi, arnotto, wild nutmeg, wild cinnamon,
parrots, monkeys, ebony, and other curious woods ; for

which they receive, in return, chequered cloth, fire-arms,

gunpowder, hatchets, knives, scissars, looking-glasses,

fish-hooks, combs, needles, pins, beads. Sec. One of their

favourite purchases is rum, which they swallow with
eagerness till they become completely intoxicated; but it

is generally observed, that one half of the party keep
themselves sober to watch their drunken friends, who af-

terwards perform the office of guards in their turn. Some-
times they bring down the prisoners whom they have
taken in war, and sell them as slaves ; but these captives

serve only for show, as they absolutely refuse to work ;

and, if treated harshly, particularly if beaten, they pine

and languish, refusing even to take food, till they finally

die of want or dejection. The native Indians have a strong

dislike of the negroes, whom they "regard with contempt
as an inferior race, and are generally ready to render as-

sistance to the colonists in suppressing insurrections among
the slaves, or apprehending the runaways. It is strongly

recommended that every inducement should be offered to

encourage their intercourse with the settlements; and
that fairs should be held, at certain fixed seasons, for their

barter trade, which might thus be greatly increased, to the

mutual advantage of both parties.

See Depon's Travels in South jl?nerica; Pinckard's A'o^es

on the West Indies ; Bolingbroke's Voyage to the river

Demerary ; Stedman's Karralive of the Exjiedition against

the Revolted JVegroes of Surinam; Bancroft's JVatural

History of Guiana ; and Letters to Dr Filcairn, published

in 1766. (y)

GUIDO. See Rheni.
GUILDFORD, a borough and market town of England,

in Surrey. It is the county town, and is situated on the

side of a considerable chalk hill on the east bank of the

Wey. This river is crossed by a stone bridge of five

arches, which was lately widened with brick, and the cen-

tre arch enlarged to allow barges to pass. The town is

large and well built, and consists principally of one excel-

lent and spacious street, which, from the declivity of its

situation, is particularly striking to strangers. Guildford

contains three parish churches. Trinity church is situated

on the top of the hill, and on the south side of the high

street. The foundation stone was laid in 1740, and it was
completed in 1763. It is a handsome brick structure, 82

feet long, and 52 i broad. The tower, which is also of

brick, is about 90 feet high, and contains eight bells. St

Mary's church is a very rude and ancient building, consist-

ing of chalk, flint, pebbles, and rubble stones, coarsely put
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together. St Nicholas's church, which stands on the west

bank of the Way, is an ancient building of chalk and stone.

The other public buildings and institutions are, tlic lios-

pital, the free grammar school, the town or guildhall, the

theatre, and the gaol. The hospital, built in 1619, is a

brick building, inclosing a quadrangular space of 65 feet

broad, and 63 deep, with a noble tower gate, with four

turrets, at its entrance. It was founded by George Abbot,

archbishop of Canterbury, for the maintenance of a mas-

ter, twelve brethren, and eight sisters. The free gram-

mar school, built of brick and stone, was built in 1557, and

is 65 feet long and 22 broad. The town or guildhall, is

a spacious building, with a turret on the top. It was

erected in 1683, and is 44 feet long. The hall was for-

merly used at the assizes ; but in 1789, Lord Onslow and

Lord Grantley purchased the Red Lion Inn, and on one

part of the ground erected a room 40 feet long, 30 broad,

and 20 high, in which the judges now sit. The tlieatrc

was built near this room a few years ago. The gaol, re-

built of stone in 1765, is near St Mary's chuich. There

is also here a charity school, a Roman Catholic chapel,

and meeting houses for the Baptists, Presbyterians, and

Quakers : a cold bath was erected at a house near the

bridge,by Lord Grantley, in 1775. There is a fine circu-

lar race course about two miles east of the town. A plate

of 100 guineas given by William III. and three subscrip-

tion plates, exclusive of matches, are run for in Whitsun
week. The castle of Guildford, one of the principal ob-

jects in the town, is situated about 300 yards southward of

the high street. The keep is now the cliief part that re-

mains. It is a quadrangle, 47 feet by 45^, and 70 feet

high. The walls are ten feet thick. On the west side of

the keep may be seen the outer gate of the castle. The
ruins occ\ipy at present about five acres. In the chalky

cliff on which the castle is situated, is a series of caverns.

One of these caverns is 45 feet by 20 wide, and 9 feet

high. This town formerly enjoyed a considerable share

of the clothing trade ; but a small part of it only remains.

The trade of the place consists chiefly in sending timber
and corn to London by the Wey, and in supplying tiie sur-

rounding villages with their requisite merchandize. A
direct communication has lately been made with Brighton

and the coast of Sussex, by a turnpike road to Horsham,
and a fund has been raised for joining the river Wey and
the Arun, so as to form a navigable line from London to

the sea at Little Hampton.
The town is supplied with water by mcsns of an engine,

which discharges it into a reservoir at the fool of Foyle
hill, from which it is carried by pipes to the houses of the

inhabitants.

The following is thq population abstract for the borough
for 1 8 1 1

.

Inhabited houses 495
Number of families 596
Families employed in agriculture ... 46
Do. in trade and manufactures .... 434
Males 1382

Females 1592

Total population 2974
Increase since 1801 . . . • . . . . 340

See the Beauties of England and rFa/fs, vol. xiv. p. 25i

.

GUILLOTINE, is the name of an instrument of death,

invented by Dr Guillotin of Lyons, a member of the Na-
tional Assembly of France, and used during all the hor-

rors of the French revolution. M. Louis, a celebrated

surgeon in Paris, is said to have been rewarded with 2000

livres for a dissertation on the advantages of the guillotine ;

and the inventor himself suffered death by his own instru-

ment in the reign of Robespierre.

The hands of the sufferer being tied behind his back, he
is fixed to a plank standing vertically, not reaching higher

than his neck. This plank is suddenly brought by ma-
chinery into a horizontal position, and moved below the

loaded axe, which descends with a slanting edge, and

severs the head from the body.

An instrument of a similar kind seems to have been

first used at Halifax in Yorkshire. It was introduced into

Scotland, under the name of the Maiden, by the Regent
Morton, who accidentally saw it in use when passing

through Halifax ; and one of these instruments is still to

be seen in Edinburgh, in the Museum of the Society of

the Antiquaries of Scotland.

GUINEA.

Guinea, is a maritime district in the south-west part of
Africa, to which various limits are assigned by different

nations. The Dutch consider it as extending irom Cape
Blanco, 21° North Lat. to Cape Lopez, in 1" South Lat.

making Sierra Leona, in 8J° North Lat. the boundary be-
tween North and South Guinea. The Portuguese include,
iinder the general name, the whole of the coast from Cape
Ledo or Tagrin, 8" North Lat. to Cape Negro, 16° South
Lat. making Cape Lopez the division between Upper and
Lower Guinea. According to the French, Guinea lies be-
twixt Cabo Monte, 1 \\° West Long, and Cape Lopez ;

and, by the English, the tract between the mouth of tlie

river Gambia, 12J°, and Cape Palmas, 4° North Lat. is

called North Guinea; while South Guinea reaches from
Cape Palmas to Cape Lopez. By the greater part ol
geographers. Upper Guinea is limited to that part of the
coast which runs from cast to west about 5C0 leagues,
comprehending Sierra Leona, Malaguctta, or the Grain
Coast, the Ivory Coast, the (iold Coast, the Slave Coast,
and the kingdom of Benin. Of Lower Guinea, in the
more confined application of the name, extending from ilc

kingdom of Benin to Cape Lopez, very little is known ex-

cept the line of coast ; and we have only to refer our rea-

ders to the map of Africa in this work, for the names and

situations of its principal districts. The southern division,

between Cape Lopez and Cape Negro, has been explored,

and occupied chiefly by the Portui^uese; and its different

countries, Angola, Benguela, Congo Profier, and Lo-
ANGO, are described under separate articles. It is to Up-
per Guinea, that our attention is at present to be directed,

and particularly to that portion of it which is generally de-

nominated Guinea Proper, comprehending the Ivory, Gold,

and Slave Coasts. Benin has been already noticed ; and

SiF.RKA Leona will form the subject of a distinct article.

The interior of the Grain country is very little known,

and its line of coast may be described in a few words. It

is sometimes called the Pepper Coast, and Malaguctta,

from the long pepper of that name ; but generally the

(irain Coast, from the grain of paradise with which it

abounds. It extends about 100 leagues from Cape Mesu-
rado to the vicinity ot Cape Palinas; and is in general low,

flat, covered w;lth foresiu, and watered by nunieious streams.
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The principal places aionp^ Ihe coast, arc Rio Junco, or

Rio del Puiito, about 50 miles cast of Cape Mcsuratlo, a

shallow stream, al)oiit 500 paces broad at its entrance,

flowing through a level and delijjhtful tract of country,

which is inhabited by u peaceable and industrious people,

who are principally employed in making salt and culti-

vating rice, and who trade in cotton cloth, sea horse teeth,

skins of wild beasts, and slaves ;—the country of the Fol-

jas, or Pholeys, a powerful tribe, who are noted for the

superior elegance of their speech, and whose territories

are partly watered by the Junco;—Tabo-Dragon, a large

and populous village on the east bank of the Tabo, or Rio
Corso, where the merchants of Dieppe established a fac-

tory ;—Rio Sestos, about 50 miles from Rio Junco, said to

be navigable by small barks for 25 miles, has several vil-

lages at its mouth and on its banks ; and the inhabitants,

called Quabo-monou, are a pacific and well-proportioned

race, subsisting on millet, fruits, and fish ;—Sanguin,

Baffa, Seluna, Batoua, Cape Sino, Sestrokrou, Wappo,
Great Sestro, Sec. all villages along the coast, of which the

last mentioned is the most populous, and most noted for its

trade in pepper and ivory, and is situated near Rio des

Escravas. The Grain Coast is generally bordered with

shoals ; and its staple commodities are long pepper, lea-

ther, ivory, gold-dust, and slaves.

The Ivory Coast extends about I 10 leagues from west

to east, from Cape Palmas to Cape Apollonia, in a low

atrait line, with few bays or islands ; but a foul bottom and

high surf prevent vessels from anchoring or landing upon
any part of it with safety. Cape Pulmas, formed by two

hills covered with palms, in 4° 25' North Lat. and 12°

East Long, has a small gulf behind it, where vessels may
be sheltered from the south wind. Grova, a few miles east-

ward of Cape Palmas; Tabo-Duno, where there is a com-
modious road for shipping; Drevin Petri, a considerable

village about 50 leagues east of Cape Palmas ; Giron, on
the border of a well watered meadow ; Lahou, a populous
town frequented by Europeans, and abounding in provi-

sions, and from which, eastward to Cape Apollonia, the

coast is commonly called the country of the Quaquas

;

Gammo, a place to which the inhabitants of the interior

bring down their articles of traffic ; Sueiro d'Acosta, where
there is a small road for ships; Issini, where the French
built a fort at the beginning of the 18th century ; Assoka,
about five or six miles from the sea coast, and said to con-

tain about 1000 inhabitants; Albiani and Tabo, environed
with plantations of palm trees ; Akani Mina, in the vicinity

of Cape Apollonia, are the principal villages on the coast,

and most of them are situated on the borders of rivers.

The soil of tlie lower and maritime tracts produces cotton,

indigo, cocoa nuts, fruit, rice, and other grain. The chief

articles of trade are gold, ivory, salt, cotton, palm-wine,
and oil. All sorts of tame animals abound in the country

;

and immense numbers of elephants, tigers, panthers, ser-

pents. Sec. arc found in the forests. Tliis level coast is

bounded by mountains well covered with wood, and where
the vallies are generally fertile and populous.

The Gold Coast commences a few leagues westward of
Cape Apollonia, and terminates at Rio Volta, an extent of

about 350 miles, lying between 4° 40', and 5° 40' of north lat.

and between the meridian and 3° west long. Cape Apol-
lonia is low on the coast, but rises into tlirec hills, covered
with trees, and seen from a great distance at sea. The
first fort on the windward part is Apollonia, about three
miles eastward of the Cape, situated in a spacieus plain,

which is bounded towards the interior by a fine lake of
fresh water, about six miles in circumference, and full of
fish. In this lake a small village is erected on wooden
piles, the inhabitants of which arc said to have been exiles

from the interior, who were not allowed to build upon the
land. Along the whole coast of Apollonia, the surf is ex-
ceedingly dangerous, and there are no creeks or harbours.

This territory or state extends about 100 miles along the
coast, and probably not more than 20 inland. The next
settlement is Axim, which belongs to the Dutch, and forms
part of the extensive and fertile country of Ahantah. The
fort, originally built by the Portuguese, and called Fort
Anthony, stands upon a promontory, which forms the
western part of Cape Three Points. The landing is here
perfectly safe, and may be approached by boats in the dry
season without any danger. About four leagues from Fort
Anthony is Fort Fredericksburgh, first erected by the
Prussians, but afterwards sold to the Dutch, and now in

ruins. At three leagues distance is Accoda, another Dutch
settlement ; and three leagues farther is Dix Cove, be-
longing to the British, advantageously situated at the en-

trance of a small cove, which is capable of admitting ves-
sels of 40 tons at high water. Boutry, Taccorary, and Suc-
condee, all Dutch settlements, lie at the distance of a few
miles from each other ; and the last mentioned forms the
extremity of the Ahanta country, wliich is the richest and
best provided with harbours of all the Gold Coast. It

stretches farther inland than Apollonia, and is bounded by
the Warsaw and Dinkara states. About three leagues
from Succondee is Chamah, where the Dutch have a small

fort called Sebastian, supposed to have been originally

built by the Portuguese. About eight miles from Chaman,
is Commcnda, where the British and Dutch have settle-

ments and forts, and where the inhabitants are chiefly em-
ployed in supplying vessels with canoes and canoe-men for

trading on the leeward coast. About 9 miles from Com-
menda, is Elmina, the most respectable fortress on the

Gold Coast, and the head-quarters of the Dutch settle-

ments. The town is large, and some of the houses built

of stone. The river admits vessels of 100 tons at high
water, which can unload under the walls of the castle.

The inhabitants consist of traders, fishermen, and a few

mulatto mechanics. The population amounts to about

15,000 ; and a considerable trade is carried on, particularly

in gold and slaves. About 9 miles from Elmina, is Cape
Coast Castle, the principal British fort and settlement on

the Gold Coast. It was built by the Portuguese, who ceded

it to the Dutch, from whom it was taken in 1665. It has

been considerably improved and strengthened by the Afri-

can Company ; and the castle is capable of making a

powerful resistance on the side towards the sea. The
town is irregular, and the houses chiefly built of clay.

The population amounts to 8000 ; and the trade consists

chiefly in gold. The adjoining country is called Fetu, and

is subject to the Fantee state. During the existence of

the slave trade, the countries from Cape Coast to Acra

were the great centre of that nefarious traffic, which

brought a rapid accumulation of wealth to the native traders

in every town and village, the result of which was a spirit

of idleness, licentiousness, and turbulence, which threat-

ened the overthrow of all order and security in the settle-

ment. About four miles from Cape Coast, is a Dutch

fort called Nassau, situated at a village named Mouree.

About six miles from Mouree, is the British fort Anama-

boa, the most compact and best built in the country ; and

the town in its former flourishing state contained at least

15,000 inhabitants. But it was destroyed in a war with

the Ashantccs, a powerful people in the interior ; and the

abolition of the slave trade, in which it formerly bore a

principal share, is likely to retard its re-estabhshment.

About three miles from Anamaboa is the town of Cor-

mantine, where the Dutch have a fort called Amsterdam,

originally built by tlic British, and the first that was erect-
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ed on the Gold Coast. About six leagues eastward is

Tantumquei ry, where landing is very difficult ; and, nine

miles farther, is the district of Assam or Apaiig, where

the Dutch have a small fort, and where the coast is more ac-

cessible. About 8 miles from Assam is the town of Win-
nebah, where there is a small fort belonging to tho British,

and where the landing is generally safe. The town has

been reduced, by wars and other casualties, from a popula-

tien of 4000 to 2000, and was formerly a part of the Agoo-
na country, which has recently fallen under the power of

the Fantees. About three leagues from Winnebah is the

Dutch fort of Berracoe ; and nine leagues farther west is

Acra, where there are settlements of the British, Dutch,

and Danes. Acra, is an independent state, which former-

ly belonged to the kings of Aquamboe, but has at present

most intercourse witli the Ashantees. It is the most

healthy situation on the Gold Coast ; and the inhabitants

are more civilized than most of their neifjhbours. About
32 miles from Acra, is a small British fort named Pram
Pram ; and 8 miles farther, is the Danish fort of Ningo,

around which the country is level and fertile, abounding in

game, and in a large breed of horned cattle. About 36

miles from Ningo is Adda, where there is a Danish fort,

and is situated on the left bank of the Rio Volta, which ter-

minates the Gold Coast. This river runs nearly north-west

and south-east, separating the countries of Aquamboe and

Aquapim, and is navigable for small craft to the distance of

100 miles from its mouth. See Acra, Anamaboa, and

AqUAMBOE.
The slave coast extends from Rio Volta to Rio Sagos,

which separates it from the kingdom of Benin. It reaches

about SO leagues from west to east, and contains the fol-

lowing districts or proyinces : Koto, lying between Rio
Volta and Cape Monte, which is a flat, sandy territory, lit-

tle frequented. Near Cape Pucalo, is a village named
Quilta, where there is a British fort ; and at a little dis-

tance is Koto, the capital of the country. Popo or Papa,
about 10 leagues in length, between Cape Monte and
Juida, is low and sandy, in some places marshy, and ge-
nerally inaccessible on the coast. At the mouth of the Tari,

is a village of the same name, and a Dutch factory. Juida
or Whidah, extending several leagues, is more fertile and
populous than the districts already noticed; and at the
mouth of one of its rivers, called Euphrates, is a port
where ships may unload, though not without conaideiable

inconvenience from the surf. Near this river, but about
two leagues from the shore, is a populous town, named
Sabi or Xavier, where merchants resort. At the mouth of
another river, named Jaquin, are British, Portuguese, and
Dutch settlements, in an island called Gregoi. Ardra
extends about 15 leagues along the coast, and is a fertile

but insalubrious tract. Foulaon, Assem, Jago, and Appak,
are the names of its principal villages. Whidah and Ar-
drah have been long subject to the king of Dahomy, a pow-
erful state in the interior. The principal trade of the slave

coast consists in salt, palm-oil, and slaves. See Ahdrah
and Dahomy.

There are several tracts along the coast of Guinea of a
sandy and sterile nature, without any other trees than the
palm; but the general appearance of the country from the
sea is that of an immense forest, with a few high grounds
covered with lofty trees, andfthe thickest underwood. Ma-
ny of the vallies are richly planted, and extensive plains
maybe seen, beautifully studded with natural clumps of
trees and bushes. In the more inland parts, where the
moisture is more abundant than on the coast, the woods

are almost impenetrable, on account of their luxuriant
growth ; and the surface of the ground is completely con-
cealed by shrubs i»nd herbs. The rivers generally run in a
very winding direction, and in some places overflow their

banks during the wet season, forming large stagnant ponds.
The soil varies consideratdy along the coast, from a

light sand or gravel, to a fine black mould and loamy
clay ; but it is morf uniformly ricli and productive towards
the interior of the country. For the space of six or eight
miles from the sea may be found soil of every description,

suited to every kind of cultivation.

Tlie climate is not so hot as in many other parts of
Africa, nearer the tropics; audit is generally observed
that the countries on the equator, from five to six degrees
on either side of it, are the most temperate in the tropi-

cal regions of Africa. The temperature is found in these
countries to be affected, not merely by the latitude, but
by various other causes ; and is always cooler where the
soil is good, cultivation extensive, and the country open,
with high lands in the -vicinity. At Cape Coast, though
accounted the hottest situation on the Gold Coast, the ther-

mometer is usually, during the hottest months, from 85 to

90 degrees of Fahrenheit. At Winnebah and Acra, it is

seldom known to exceed 87 ; and, during the months of
June, July, August, not higher than 78 degrees.

The seasons, as in other tropical countries, may be
distinguished into wet and dry ; or rather into two wet
and one dry period. The first wet season commences in

the end of May, or beginning of June, when the rains

fall with great violence, and without intermission for

several days. Strong breezes commonly follow this first

deluge, and the rains are seldom very heavy during the

remainder of the wet season, which terminates with the

month of July. Then begins the foggy season, which is

extremely unhealthy, especially in low, swampy, or woody
situations, and continues for two or three weeks. About the

month of October, the second rainy season begins ; but
the rains do not fall with so much violence as the first,

nor are they succeeded by mists and foggy weather. The
dry season begins with November, and continues durinrg

the remainder of the year to the month of May ; but, in

the course of this period, the coast is visited with violent

storms of wind, generally denominated tornadoes and har-

mattans. Tornadoes* commonly commence in March,
and cease with the beginning of the first rains ; but some-
times blow before or after the second rains, or preceding

a harmattan. They invariably come from the eastward,

and are generally experienced a day or two after the full

and change of the moon. Their approach is suflSciently

indicated by vivid and successive flashes of lightning in

the east, attended with thunder and heavy clouds, and by
the clear and bluish appearance of the horizon. Their
nearer approach is announced by the darkening of the

horizon, especially in the eastern hemisphere, the in-

crease of the lightning, and, finally, as an immediate pre-

lude to the tempest, by a solemn stillness and entire calm
in the lower part of the atmosphere, while the upper re-

gions appear in dreadful commotion. A gentle air is

then perceived, which is almost instantaneously succeed-

ed by violent gusts of wind, usually accompanied with

rain, and seldom continuing above half an hour or fifty

minutes. Tremendous peals of thunder, and torrents of

rain, for the space of two or more hours, terminate the

storm. During its continuance, the thermometer suffers

a rapid depression of five degrees or more ; the air is sub-

sequently cooled, vegetation refreshed, and the human

I

' The name tomailoe is supposed to be a corruption of the Portuguese word trevado, a thunder storm.
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constitution invigorated. A liaimaltan* is an easterly

wind, which prevails in the niontiis of December, Janii-jry,

and February, alonsj the coast IVoni Cipe Verd and Cape
Lopez. It comes on indiscriniinately at any lime ol llie

day, or of the tide, or of the moon; and conlinues, some-

times one or two days, sometimes five or six, and some-

times even iifteen or sixteen. It is always accompanied

by a fog or haze, which occasions a considerable obscu-

rity, and renders the sun, wliich appears only a few hours

about noon, of a mild red colour. Extreme dryness is

another attendant of a harmattan, and, during its con-

tinuance, no moistuie is perceived in the atmosphere, or

any falling of dew on the earth. All vegetation is checked,

and the more tender plants are completely destroyed. The
grass becomes like hay, and the most vigorous evergreens

droop under its influence. Its parching effects are se-

verely felt on the external parts of the body, particularly

the eyes, nostrils, lips, and palate, which become dry and
uneasy. Drink is often required, not so much to quench
thirst, as to remove a painful aridity in the fauces; and,

though the air is cool, a troublesome sensation of prickly

heat is felt on the skin. If the wind should continue for

four or five days, the scarf-skin generally peels ofl" from
the hands and lace, and even from tlie whole of the body.

Notwithstanding these disagreeable effects, it is found, on

the coast of Guinea, to be highly conducive to health,

restoring persons labouring under dysenteries, fevers, or

any debilitating evacuations, arresting the progress of

epidemics, and apparently preventing even the artificial

communication of infection.

t

The principal vegetable productions of the cofist of

Guinea, are maize, millet, rice, yams, cassada, potatoes,

pulse, plantains, guavas, bananas, chillees, &c. The sugar
cane grows spontaneously, to a tolerable size ; and the cot-

ton shrub is found in a wild state. The indigo plant is com-
mon in many parts of the coast ; and black pepper has

been discovered in the inland districts. Europftan cab-

bage and eschallots are cultivated in some places; and a

mucilaginous vegetable, called eiicrumah, the same as the

ockra of the West Indies, [Helescus esculentiis,) is very

plentiful in the country. Besides the ordinary tropical

fruits, there is one of a very nutritious nature, called

enteraba, which is much used, and is about the shape
and size of the largest onions. The silk-cotton tree is

found in every part of the coast, and grows to a majestic

size, so as to furnish excellent materials for the formation

of canoes. There is a great variety of useful timber in

the country, but the palm-tree is the most profitable to

the natives. Of the leaf they make rope, thread, nets,

fishing lines, 'Sec. From the fruit they express an oil of

great delicacy, which is used in all their dishes, and, when
eaten fresh, is equal to excellent butter. The kernel con-

tains a hard pulpy substance, which is sometimes roasted

and eaten by tiie women, as promoting corpulency. F'rom

the trunk of the tallest species, which sometimes reach

100 feet in height, they draw an intoxicating liquid, which
they call palm-wine, and which is procured by inserting a

reed into a hole at the top of the tree, through which the

liquor flows into an earthen pot. A similar liquid, of a

more agreeable flavour, and less intoxicating quality, is

procured from the low-palm ; but, in order to procure it,

the tree is generally dug up, and the trunk heated by

fire, that the juice may flow more abundantly. This wine

is drunk in a state of effervescence, and will not keep

above a few hours.

The mountains of Guinea, as far as they have been ex-

amined, arc in general granitic and schistous, and arc filled

with mines of gold and iron. Tlie latter of these metals

is little known to the natives, and Europeans have not

tliought it their interest to instruct them in the subject ;

but the first has been souglit from tim>^ immemorial, and

is likely to become a still more extensive object of traffic,

in proportion as the exportation of human beings shall

cease. Gold is found in these mountains in a primitive

state, between two layers of a granite, liner, more solid,

and more highly coloured than the rest of the rock ; but

the natives, unacquainted with the art of mining, and un-

provided with proper tools for the purpose, have never

attempted to work it in these places. They confine their

operations to digging at the base of the mountains, where

the schistous beds and banks of granite are more friable,

and washing the sands in the beds of rivers and water

courses at the bottom of the hills, when the rain water

has run off. In digging, they work downwards, as if

forming a well ; or sometimes make a ditch about 20 or

30 feet deep, till they become alarmed for the crumbling

down of the earth. They generally begin to find the

gold at the depth of three feet; and, as they advance in

the work, put the lumps of the metal into pouches which

are fixed round their waists. Pieces are sometimes found

of a considerable size, and the king of Ashantec is said

to possess a lump of native gold, so large that four men
are required to lift it. The earth, which is thrown out

in the course of the digging, is laid in heaps at the side

of the pit, and is carried by other labourers, chiefly

women and children, to the nearest river, where it is

washed in bags or wooden bowls, and the particles of

gold afterwards separated from the heavier jjarts which

remain in the vessel. This ore is sometimes so rich,

that a piece of it, weighing four or five ounces, has been

known, when pounded and washed, to produce about four

pennyweights of gold dust; and the general fertility of

the mines may be estimated, IVom the circumstance of

the slaves employed by the king of Ashantee in 1790 en-

gaging to supply him with half an ounce a-day for each

labourer. The gold-finders, who wash the sands on the

banks of rivers, and the sca-shorc, are less successful in

their researches, and it is generally the women only \yho

are thus employed ; but this precious metal, it is suR'ici-

cntly ascertained, is very abundant in the interior of the

country, and the mines may be considered as slill virgin

mines.

Tlie animals of Guinea arc mimcrous, but oidy such as

arc common to the western coast ol Alrica. The ordi-

nary domestic animals, dogs, cats, sheep, goats, and hogs,

are plentiful in most places; and poultry, particularly is

found in great abundance. There are horned cattle in

some parts of the coast, es])ccially in Apollonia, but only

in the possession of the chiefs. The wild animals arc buffa-

loes, tiger cats, leopards, hyaenas, jackals, ant-bears, por-

cupines, monkeys, deer, hares, squirrels, musk-cats, alli-

gators, lizards, land-crabs, chameleons, s;uanos, scorpi-

ons, centipedes, and a variety of snakes. 'I'he hippopota-

mus is occasionally seen on the banks of the river Volta.

The feathered tribe in a wild stale are extremely various ;

and the smaller birds, particularly, are remarkable for

the beauiy of their plumage. The lakes and rivers abound

with mullet and other kinds of fish ; oysters and prawns

are plentiful in some places ; and turtles are not uncom-

mon. There is a variety of excellent fisli on the coast,

which is procured in abundance during the dry season,

when the surf is least violent.

' Supposed to be aFantee word, pronounced by the natives harmnnta, and said by them to signify a cold dry wind.

f It appears to be the same kind of wind as the scmniiel qJ' Egypt, and the sincco of the Mediterranean.

Vol. X. Paut I. U
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There are several distinct nations along the coast of

Guinea ; but their general customs are so extremely simi-

lar, that they may be described as one people. The most

powerful tribes are found in the interior of the country,

and they are, in many respects, superior to those who in-

habit the maritime districts. The two most extensive of

tiiese kingdoms are Dahomy (see Da homy) and Ashantee,

both of which have made their power at times severely

felt on the coast. The former is described in u precedinij

article ; but very little was known of the latter, till its king

appeared on the coast, in a war against the Fantees in

1807; when the discipline and bravery of tlie army, and

the order and regularity of the court, evinced a considera-

ble degree of civilization. The following account of an in-

terview between the governor of the British fort at Anna-
maboe and the king may furnish some idea of this people.

" The governor was obliged to visit each man of rank, be-

fore he could be received by the king; a ceremony that

could not be prudently denied, and which occupied some
time; for those men had their several couits, and collec-

tively had formed an extensive circle. Every one of them
was seated under a huge umbrella, surrounded by atten-

dants and guards, with young persons employed in fanning

the air, and dispersing the Hies." " After the ceremony
of visiting those persons was over, the governor was con-

ducted towards the king, who was surrounded by a num-
ber of attendants, whose appearance bore evident marks
of riches and authority. Chairs, stools, axes, swords,

flutes, message-canes, &c. were either of solid gold, or

richly adorned with that metal. Those dazzling appear-

ances, added to damask, taffety, and other rich dresses,

gave a splendour to the scene, highly interesting. When
the governor approached the king, and when an inter-

change of compliments had passed, the air resounded

with the noise of musical instruments, such as drums,
horns, and flutes. After some conversation, during which
much politeness was observed in the behaviour of the king,

the governor wished this ceremonial visit to be returned,

&c.—The king was of the middle size, well-formed, and
perfectly black, with regular features, and an open and

pleasing countenance. His manner indicated understand-

ing, and was adorned with gracefulness ; and in all re-,

spects he exceeded the expectations of every person. His
dress was plain; it consisted of a piece of silk wrapt loosely

about him ; a wreath of green silk ornamented his head ;

his sandals were neatly made, and curiously studded with

gold. He was not distinguished by any gold ornaments, as

ills attendants were."*

The kingdoms along the coast are con^deraldy differ-

ent in respect of government. Among some tribes, as in

Apollonia and the Slave Coast, it is absolute monarchy ;

in others, as in the Ahanta country, a kind of aristocracy
;

and in others, as among the Fantees, it consists of a va-

riety of forms, according to some of v.'hich the power is

lodged in the hands of the community at large, as in a

democracy; and in others, as in Acra, it is a mi^:ture of

aristocracy and democracy. In this last mentioned country,

the inhabitants of different stales are kp.nwn to unite oc-

casionally for general safety, under the absolute command
of individuals, as in a dictatorship ; and, when the dan-

ger is past, to revert to their accustomed forms of go-

vernment. The laws consequently differ consideral)ly in

the form of administration, according to the nature of the

government ; but, during the continuance of the slave
trade, the most triiling offences was eveiy where exa-
mined v.iih the utmost strictness, and almost every pun-
ishment was commuted into slavery. The prevailing
penalties are fines, or servitude, which are almost the same
punishment, as ev«ry convict, if unable to pay his fine,

becomes a slave. Even murder, though by law generally
punishable with death, may be compensated by the pay-
ment of seven slaves, or their value; but if the person
murdered should have been of any conscjuencc or autho-
rity, the law of retaliation is enforced, and much blood-

shed ensues. In the Fantce country the laws are more ri-

gorous than in any otiier part of the coast. If any person
be detected in the act of committing the most trifling theft,

he forfeits his freedom ; and if the article stolen should
be valuable, his family becomes involved in his fate. If

any one, either by accident or design, should kill a hog,
a goat, even a hen, or any other animal which is the pro-
pei'ty of another, he loses his liberty, unless he can soften

the injured party by presents. The law against witch-
craft is peculiarly severe, and extends to all under the

same roof with the offender, as they are supposed to pos-
sess some portion of the evil influence ; but, since the abo-
lition of the slave traflic, few convictions of this kind have
taken place, and the rigour of the laws respecting trifling

offences has begun to relax. Another oppressive law,

peculiar to the Fantee country, deserves to be noticed,

chiefly as demonstrating the baneful effects of the same
odious trade in human beings. If a person become in-

volved in debt, and was either unable or unsvilling to pay,

the creditor was at liberty to " panyar," that is, to seize

and confine any person or persons belonging to the family,

or the town, or even the country of the debtor ; and these

captives, if opportunity offered, were sold as slaves, with-

out any delay or ceremony. During the time of the slave

trade, this custom was often practised, under false pre-

texts of debts or offences, and many innocent persons
forcibly seized, and instantly sold by private individuals,

without any possibility of redress.

In the monarchical state of Apollonia, the right of suc-

cession devolves en the son of the king's sister. Ti'ie reign-

ing sovereign is the sole administrator of justice; and
passes sentence without the advice of any of !iis subjects;

but, if the accused be a person of rank, he generally re-

ceives a message, requiring him tu j)rove his innocence by
the ordeal. This consists in swallowing a portion of a cer-

tain bark, accounted poisonous, which, if rejected from the

stomach, is a token of innocence, but if retained, (in which
case it commonly proves fatal,) it is an evidence of guilt.

In the more mixed governments, as in the Fantce country,

the administration of justice and of public affairs resides

principally in the pynins or ciders, who are elected by the

public voice, and sometimes succeed by hereditary right.

They are the oracles of the laws, which they commit to

memory with extraordinary correctness; arul, in the trial

of causes, they act at once as judges and jurors. They as-

semble their courts in the market-place, where both par-

ties are attentively heard, witnesses regularly examined,
and sentence duly pronounced. They have a share in all

fines and forfeitures, and generally receive a present of
rum when any cause of importance is brought before them.

If the condemned party think himself aggrieved, he may
appeal to the elders of another town or district, and some-
times to the governor of the neighbouring European fort.

The natives are said to plead their causes with much abi-

lity, and to accompany their words witli suitable and ener-

getic gesture. In consequence of the strictness of the laws,

crimes are extremely rare ; but, during the prevalence of

the slave trade, v.licn false accusations and false witnesses

abounded, condemnations occurred every day. But, though
the natives rarely commit thefts agairist the property of

. their countrymen, every thins; belonging to a w'nite man is

considered as a fair object of plunder. In cases of slander

or evil speaking, a peculiar trial, called " brandccjini^," is

instituted between the parlies. The injured person repairs

Meredith's account of the Gojd Coast-
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to the maikct-placc with a portion of spirits, and invites

his accuser to make good his asserlions, who is oblii^cd to

produce an equal quanuiy of liquor before he can obtain a

hearinij. The personTound guilty isrec|uired to make a pe-

cuniary compensation to the other; and the spirits, which

in the case of weahhy indivitkials sometimes exceed a hun-

dred gallons, go to the elders, and the friends of the per-

son who is acquitted.

The religion of tlie natives of Guinea is not easily de-

scribed. They have some notion of a Supreme Being ; but

their worship consists in a mass of strange and unmeaning
superstitions, of which they do not attempt to give any ac-

count. They do not generally engage in any external wor-

ship ; and though, on certain days, they abstain fiom their

ordinary employments, they have no reason to assign, ex-

cept that it has been the custom. In some places there is

«n annual sacrifice of a deer to' the divinity. They seem to

hold the moon in greater veneration than the sun, and wel-

come her appearance with great rejoicings. Their system
of belief, however, is little else than a constant fear of some
malignant influence, and a superstitious confidence in cer-

tain charms to avert the dreaded evil. Their object of wor-
ship, whatever it be, bears the undefinable name of Fetish,

a word which some suppose to be derived from the Portu-
guese yf/isc/io, witchcraft ; but which is applied with great

latitude to any thing sacred, prohibited, unlucky, or unac-
countable, and is considered as equivalent to the " Obi" of

the West Indies, perhaps also to the" taboo" of the South
Sea islands. In Acra, the principal image, or deity, is a

large mass of solid gold in the form of a human head. In

the Fantee capital, Abrah, their chief object of adoration, is

denominated Woorah, woorah ! Agah, nannah ! that is.

Master, master ! Father of all ! But every town or village

has its own favourite idol, and even in every house is some
object emblematic of a divinity. The Fetish-men or wo-
men, who are considered as alone possessed of any know-
ledge, are not only the priests, but also the lawyers and
physicians of the country. They are supposed to have com-
munications with the demon or Fetish, and to be able to in-

struct their votaries in every case of actual orapprehended
evil. Their good offices must be procured by presents,
which are often of considerable value, and are appropriated
to their own use. They are usually connected with per-
sons in power, and are frequently useful in enforcing the
authority of the laws. Wliere there is no monarch, and
the government is lodged in the community, these persons
aiisume great consequence, and render it hazardous for any
one to withstand their influence, or to be guilty of any ne-
glect towards the Fetish.

There are innumerable languages and dialects along the
whole of the west coast of Africa ; but the most prevalent
in Gumea is the Fantee, which is understood from Apollo-
nia to Acra, and to a considerable distance inland. It is

soft and harmonious ; but has never been reduced to writ-

ing. The following specimen gives the proper names of
men and women, according to the day of the week on which
they were born.

Days ofthe week.

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Men.

Quashie
Cudjoe
Quabino
Quacoe
Quow
Couffee

Quamina

Women.

Aquishervah
Adjuah
Abinabah
Eccoah
Abbah
EfTuah
Ambah

The natives of the coast of Guinea are in general ex-
tremely similar in their physical qualities, and in their pre-

vailing customs; hiit differ considerably in their disposi-

tions and morals. The diversity in this respect is ascribed,
with sufTicicnt probability, to their intercourse with Euro-
peans, and especially to the degree in which they engage
in t;hc slave tratle ; but seems also to arise partly from the
form and character of the native governments. In most of
the districts they are tall, well formed, with the usual negro
features, thick lips, and flat noses. On the Grain Coast,
especially in the western parts, they are mild, peaceable,
honest, and industrious; but on the Ivory Coast they have
become deceitful and cruel. In ApoUonia, they arc ex-
tremely courteous, hospitable, and brave ; but generally re-

served in their manners, a circumstance which has been at-

tributed more to the despotic form of their government
than their natural disposition. In the Aliantah country,
they arc friendly in their manners, and more free in con-
versation than the ApolIonians,but less hospitable and cour-
teous. The people of Cliainah and Commenda are very
turbulent and ferocious, addicted to frequent quarrels, and
much inclined to maltreat Europeans. Those of Elmina
have generally been found to be civil and peaceable; but
some recent instances have occurred of their ferocity when
roused by provocation. The Fantees are generally an in-

dolent, ferocious, and faithless people ; and their petty chiefs
are extremely avaricious and deceitful, watching every op-
portunity to gratify their vicious passions. The natives of
the Agonna country, especially around Winnebah, have
long been noted for every species of licentiousness, living
entirely by plunder, and displaying a degree ot ferocity un-
paralleled in any other part of the coast. In Acra and
Adampe, the inhabitants are remarkably indolent, addicted
to drunke.iness, and full of deceit ; but those of Acra have
been considerably improved by their intercourse with the
Ashantees, a powerful people in the interior, already men-
tioned, and who manifest a greater attention to the rules of
decency and morality than any other tribe yet discovered in

the country.

" Notwithstanding some years acquaintance with the na-
tives," (says Mr Meredith, referring principally to the
Gold Coast,) " I find it no easy matter to lay down their

true character; for they appear to us in a variety of forms,
according to the nature of our intercourse with them, and
to their employment. Those persons who are indiflcrent

to exceed a further intimacy with Europeans, than an in-

terchange of commodities will admit of, are to be viewed
in the true light of peddling traders. When there is a pros-
pect of a good Ijargain to be obtained, every species of low
cunning and mercenary artifice is practised to acquire it.

Tiiey accommodate themselves with much ingenuity and
facility to our humours and fancies; every attitude, every
expression, is carefully recommended by flexibility and
supplication

; yet they carefully avoid (showing) too great

a desire of obtaining what would turn out profitable or ad-
vantageous to them; and, when they know that their wishes
are not to be gratified as easily as was expected, disap-

pointment is carefully concealed, and a seeming indiffer-

ence is preserved in their behaviour."—" They may be
justly pronounced as possessing all the chicanery insepa-

rable from their calling, and are not readily outwitted.

Those who gain a liTelihood by fishing, are a laborious

people ; and our knowledge of them extends a little fur-

ther than of the trader, because they are employed fre-

quently by us as canoe-men and labourers. When thus em-
ployed, they perform their duty with cheerfulness; and, if

encouraged, will go through a vast deal of labour ; but

they must be treated with exactness and punctuality. When
they call for any customary allowance, or for payment, they

do not like to be put off", and expect that their labour should

meet with its instant reward. If they be not punctually at-

U 3
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tended to, they become neglectful, and inattentive to tlie

interest of their employer. They are much addicted to that

vice ((hefi), wliich prevails in almost every part ol the

\vorId, and arc very expert in the practice of it, particular-

ly as to small articles which they can easily conceal. Men
who follow an agricultural life, and who chielly inhabit the

inland parts, will be found more uniform in their conduct

than the traders or fishermen. To consider them in a ge-

neral view, and to make allov/ances for the failings attach-

ed to the uncivilized part of mankind, they may be consi-

dered a well-meaning set of men. They are divested of

that low cunning and deceitful artifice, known and practised

by those who gain a livelihood by a more intimate coiuiec-

tion with Europeans. They possess no small share of ho-

nesty, sincerity, and benevolence ; and are strangers to the

corrupt and licentious conduct plainly to be seen among the

inhabitants of the water side."—" The natives of the sea

coast, from a more immediate connection with Europeans,

we should suppose, are more inclined to industry than those

inland ; but it M'ill be found that real industry prevails more
uniformly inland, and vice is less encouraged. Every per-

son on the coast appears very diligent in acquiring the pro-

fits of his occupation ; but profligacy, drunkenness, and de-

bauchery, are practised to a pernicious extent."

Young persons of both sexes generally go naked till the

age of puberty, (which takes jilace in males at the age of

twelve, and in females at ten,) except a girdle about the

loins, with a small slip of cloth afiixcd to it for the sake of

decency. The dress of both sexes is nearly alike, and con-

sists in a piece of cloth, about four yards long and two

broad, wrapped loosely around them ; but, when engaged

in any occupation, part of it is folded about the loins, and

the remainder hanging down, covers the lower part of the

body. The more wealthy, especially when they travel, are

provided with hats, and sometimes with sandals. The wo-

men generally have their breasts uncovered ; and their gar-

ment is fastened round their middle by a girdle or zone

called tombah, which is supported behind by folds of cloth,

forming a protuberance, in proportion to the age and rank
of the wearer. Women of quality have likewise a number
of silver keys suspended by a ring to the front of the girdle.

The women also wear bracelets and necklaces of gold and

Leads, and frequently oval brass rings on their ankles. Both
sexes are remarkably attentive to the decoration of their

heads, and cut the hair with great nicety and taste. Some
of the men allow the hair to grow on the chin, and occasion-

ally wear whiskers and mustaches. The old men shave
the whole of the head, leaving only one or two locks behind,
to which they commonly keep a piece of gold suspended.
The Fanlces are distinguished from the other natives by
small scarifications on the upper part of the cheek bones,
and on the back of Uie neck. Both the men and women
among this tribe are remarkably cleanly, and generally
wash their whole bodies twice a day. The Fetish men, es-

pecially in Acra, are habited in white, a colour which is

Jield in great veneration in all parts of the country, as em-
blematic of purity and perfection. The principal article of
food in the Fantce country is bread, which is unleavened,
and made of maize or Indian corn. In all their dishes, pej)-

per is a necessary ingredient. Their chief mess consists of
lish or poultry made into soup, with fresh palm oil, pep-
per, salt, and eschallots ; and with this high-seasoned dish
they cat bread, or yams and plantains made into a pudding.
The men and women generally eat separately ; and seat
themselves in small parties round a bowl of soup, into
which they alternately dip some bread or pudding. They
do not drink during their meals ; but, after finishing the re-
past, sometimes indulge freely in the use of palm wine or
spirits. The houses are commonly made of bamboo, and

plastered with a strong loamy clay, with which also the
floors are laid. The towns lujd villages are generally sur-

rounded by a strong fence of bamboo cane, as a protection
against wild beasts.

Alts and manufactures are in a very low state among the
natives. They make canoes, baskets, mats, bills, hoes,

fishing nets, hooks, lines, kc. and some of them work as

masons and carpenters. The women, who are literally the

slaves of the men, perform most of the laborious offices,

such as grinding corn, procuring food and water, every
thing in sliort except fishmg and planting. In the Ahan-
tah country, particularly, the people are much inclined to

agriculture, which is in a very rude and defective state;

but in many of the maritime villages, besides acting as

fishermen, they used to procure their subsistence, in a great

measure, by hiring themselves as canoe men to the slave

ships bound to the leeward coast. Their canoes are of

various sizes, requiring fron 3 to 21 oars, or rather pad-
dles; and some of the larger have a platform in the bot-

tom, with an awning erected over the fore part of the deck,
for the shelter of the passengers. These canoes are made
of the trunks of the silk cotton tree, shaped and hollowed
by a very simple iion instrument like a large chisel, an-

swering either as axe or adze, according to the form of its

handle. The wood of these trees, especially when green,

is soft, and easily worked; when dry, almost as light as

cork; and sometimes large enough to make a canoe pad-
dled by twenty men, and carrying four puncheons of liquor.

Those who are acquainted with the management of these

canoes, conduct them thiough the high surf on the coast

with great dexterity. On coming ashore, they watch the

sea when on the point of breaking, and betake themselves
to steering, by keeping the flat part of the paddle parallel

to the canoe, and giving it a quick motion, moving it near-

ly at right angles with the canoe; and, when it is on the

summit of the wave which is ready to break, this quick
motion is discontinued, the paddle kept firmly in a parallel

position, and the canoe, steadily balanced and directed in a

straight course, flies on shore with amazing velocity.

In travelling by land, Europeans make use of a large

cotton hammock, which is slung from a bamboo pole about

nine feet long, and covered by a cloth in such a manner,
that the person carried in it may either sit up or lie down.
For a distance of 2 5 or 30 miles, this conveyance requires

six or eight bearers, two of whom carry it by turns; and,

if well supplied with rum, will travel at the rate of five

miles an hour. When a party of Europeans travelling in

this way arrive at a tcwn or village, they are met by the

men in their wardresses, jumping and firing their muskets
heavily loaded with powder almost in the faces of the visit-

ors ; a ceremony which is not without hazard, from the

occasional bursting of the pieces, and which it is necessary

nevertheless to reijuite by a present of liquor and gun-
powder.
The recreations of the younger part of the people con-

sist chiefly in dancing and singing ; and they are in most
places fond of music. Their instruments consist of drums
of various forms and sizes; horns made of the tusks of

young elephants, and sounding like a bugle; and flutes

made of a large reed, about four feet in length, open at

both ends, ajid producing a soft and plaintive note.

Polygamy prevails in every part of the coast, and every

man may have as many wives as he can maintain; but the

first wife has the sole management of the domestic affairs

within the house, besides acting as a watch over the fidelity

of the rest. Mothers have the entire disposal of their

daughters in marriage, and their consent must be procured
by presents. After the payment of a certain sum, which
is regulated by custom, the young woman is dressed accor-
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tling to her rank witli rich clothes, valuable beads ami orna-

ments of gold; and conducted by the female relatives to

the house of her husband, where she is formally received

by liis relations and friends. On the following day she re-

ceives visits, and must continue to appear in her wedding
dress for a week.
The Fantecs, and most of the other tribes, bury their

dead within their houses ; and they are very reluctant to

leave the spot where tlieir relatives are interred. If any

one die in a state of insolvency, his body does not receive

the rites of burial till his debts are discharged ; and the

corpses of persons guilty of suicide arc burned, unless a

considerable sum be paid to the eiders for permission to

commit them to the earth. In Apollonia funerals are in

general solemnized by a mixture of condoling and carous-

ing; and every friend of the deceased contributes some-
thing expressive of regard for his memory. Cloth, spirits,

and gunpowder, are lavished on these occasions; atid, till

the body be deposited in the ground, there is a continual

succession of dances, songs, volleys of guns, and lament-
able exclamations. These customary revellings, however,
are performed by persons hired for the purpose, and, after

the interment, the habitation of the deceased exhibits suffi-

cient tokens of real affliction. The dead body is exposed
for several days to public view, decorated with ornaments
and valuable articles; and, when buried, gold, rich cloths,

and other things of value, are put into the grave. At the

funeral of any person of eminence, some of his slaves, ge-

nerally the old and infirm, are olVered in sacrifice. " In the

year 1800," says Mr Meredith, "when a king of Apollo-

nia died, one or two human beings were sacrificed every
Saturday, until the grand ceremony took place, which did

not happen till six months after his decease. On that occa-

sion, upwards of fifty persons were sacrificed, and two of

his youngest wives were put into the grave. The lid of the

coffin was covered with human blood, and gold dust sprink-

led upon it, and much gold and rich clothes were deposited

in the grave.

The diseases incident to the natives of Guinea arc, le-

prosy, which is greatly dreaded, and generally considered

incurable; though,- in its milder form, and when early at-

tended to, it is someiimes removed. It is in some jilaces

supposed to be contagious, and the sufferers are excluded
from society. The iiaiives employ chiefly vesicating aiul

excoriating substances in the milder cases. Yaws, ap-

pearing in white crusted spots on t)ie skin, not a common
but a very infectious disease, and though repressed for a

time, is never radically cured. Elephantiasis, an enormous
hard swelling of the legs, which is also incurable. Small-

pox, which causes great ravages wherever it appears, and

to which the natives in general apply no remedy ; but in

some parts of the coast, inoculation is practised, and the

puncture usually made at the wrist. Guinea-worm, pecu-

liar to the sea coast, and supposed to be occasioned by

drinking water full of aninialculje, as it is seldom experi-

enced in places provided with good water. It is consider-

ed by others as rather produced by absorption through the

j)ores of the skin, as persons are known to receive it by

going to the pools for water, and by infection from others.

The legs are the most common seat of the disease, though
occasionally it has appeared in other parts of the body.

The worm itself appears no bigger than a large woollen

thread of a whitish colour, and rather flattened in its form
;

but some have been extracted above thirteen feet in length.

Much pain is felt before it protrudes through the skin, and
an inflammatory tumour is produced, through which the

creature makes its appearance. The natives then apply a

slip of wood to the sore ; and when the worm comes in

contact with it, they carefully turn it round, so as to wind
the worm upon it, leaving it suspe.ided in this situation,

that the weiglit may draw it out more speedily. If the

animal is broken, the part remaining in the flesh general-

ly recedes, and may not reappear for months ; and, unless

properly managed, much pain and dangerous sores are of-

ten the consequence,—Enlarged scrotum, supposed to be

caused by an immodeiate use of palm wine.—Dysentery,

which tlic natives treat with great success, by administer-

ing drastic purgatives, followed by stimulating astringent

clysters, making use of suppositories, keeping tlie patient

warm, and frequently imbrocating the loins and belly with

a composition of pepper.—Ophthalmia, which, though not

common, is troublesome at some seasons, but chiefly occa-

sioned by excesses in living; and is treated by the natives

only with topical remedies, inserting lime juice into the eye,

and drawing blood from the temples.—Fevers, which are

most prevalent after the periodical rains ; and excepting

a few external applications, such as ablutions with warm
water, and rubbing the body with certain herbs, are left by

the natives to the powers of nature.—Rheumatism, a com-
mon disorder, successfully removed by tepid applications

and warm clothing.— Internal inflammations, pleurisies,

and pulmonary diseases, are very general during the rainy

season. The medical practitioners of the country are prin-

cipally females, whose skill is transmi'icd from one gene-

ration to another, and who perform the operations of sca-

rification and cupping with great dextei-ity, as well as dis-

cover considerable botanical knowledge in the selection of

herbs and plants. The male physicians are generally rank-

ed among the Fetish men, and are much greater empyrics
than the women, imposing upon the credulity, or working
upon the imaginations of their patients, by pretending to

expel the evil influence, or extract the supposed cause of

their suflerings.

The insalubrity of the climate to Europeans is under-

stood to have been greatly exaggerated, and to be chiefly

owing to their own excesses and neglect of proper precau-

tions. The climate of Guinea is greatly superior to that of

Guiana, which lies under the same parallel ; and any part

of the coast, if cleared and improved, would not be less

healthful, it has been affirmed, than Barbadoes, the most
salubrious of the West India Islands. Strangers arriving

in the country are directed, by Mr Meredith, to avoid, as

much ss possible, the meridian sun, by keeping within doors

from eight o'clock in the morning to three in the afternoon,

but to take regular exercise before and after these

hours; to travel during the night with heavy clothing to

protect the body from the dews, or, if necessitated to go out

in the day-time, to use an umbrella, and place a handker-

chief or two between the head and the hat, to rub the body

well with coarse cloths, and put on warm clothing after

getting wet, and, if much exposed to rain, to bathe in salt

water, but never to apply spirits to the surface of the body;

to use cold bathing frequently, to practice early rising, to

take animal food only once a day, and to wear flannel next

the body; to counteract the damp air of the wet season by

heavy clothing, warm apartments, and even occasional fu-

migation of the rooms with vinegar, sulphur, or tobacco ;

and, in the dry months of December and January, to be

more attentive to exercise in the open air, temperance in

living, and tlie use of cooling laxatives. Persons just arriv-

ed in the country are particularly warned to be sparing in

diet, refraining from salt meat, and freely using vegetables

and acid fruits ; to drink also sparingly, using chiefly rum
and water, wine and water, lemonade, kc. ; to take the cold

bath every day, and avoid the heat of the sun as much as

possible ; and to keep the body gently open by means of

salts, cream of tartar, or similar cooling purgatives, of

which a dose should be taken every week for two months,

till the constitution becomes habituated to the climate.

Europeans have hitherto made no attempt to extend their
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commci'cc to the interior of the countiy ; Ijut, willi tlic

exception of slavis, (which must soon cease, it is hoped,

to be enumeratcii amonj; articles of IraRic,) have coiJinet!

themselves to a very limited coast-trade. The articles of

which it coiisials are chiefly pcjiper, palm oil, cowries, ivo-

ry, gold; in exchuiii^e for which, they import lead, iron, fire-

arms, gunpowder, tobacco, spirits, tobacco pipes, vessels

of brass, woollens and cottons of British manufacture, and

especially East India cotton goods, which are most esteem-
ed in the country. Ail llie ivory is procured from the in-

terior, and, in all the inland countries, gold is found in con-

siderable quantities. The native traders penetrate to a great

distance into the interior in quest of these articles, or rather

they pass through numerous hands from nation to nation,

till they reach the commercial establishments on the coast ;

but all the people concerned in this inland traffic are ex-

tremely mysterious in their operations, and very reluctant

to communicate llie slightest intelligence on the subject.

It is only gold-dust that they sell to the Europeans, as they

generally convert into ornaments the solid pieces, and even
hold them sacred, if tolerably large. The gold of this

country, whether in giains or in dust, is extremely pale,

though very pure; and greatly resembles the filings of

yellov/ copper, with which it is sometimes fraudulently

mixed. This alloy is easily discovered by means of aqua
fortis ; but it is sometimes also imperfectly cleaned from
the sand, which is of a quartzose nature, and which re-

quires a keen eye, a glass, or even the crucible, to detect

its presence. The native brokers or gold-takers are ex-

tremely skilful in this commerce, and know with the ut-

most precision the value of what they sell; but they are

often equally well versed in the arts of knavery, requiring

to be trusted with great caution, and only upon good re-

commendation. In Apollonia, it is said, the trader is more
secure, either from exactions or impositions, and his per-

son is considered as sacred. The gold trade is understood
to have diminished considerably of late, in consequence of

the more powerful princes having attempted to secure a

monopoly for themselves, by compelling the weaker to re-

nounce the working of their mines. Cowries and gold form
the current medium of exchange, especially the former,

as being easily reduced to the smallest sums. Forty cow-
ries make a string; fifty strings a head, which is equal to

one ackey of gold; and 16 ackeys make an ounce, which
is valued at four pounds sterling.* The price of gold

never fluctuates; and it is commonly estimated to yield in

Europe a profit of 25 per cent. Much attention has re-

cently been directed to the improvement and civilization

of this and other tracts on the western coast of Africa
;

and a more interesting topic could scarcely be presented to

enlightened humanity, than an enquiry into the most effec-

tual means of promoting the benevolent object. It has

been suggested, in general, to extend our trade inland, by
forming alliances with the princes, and placing residents in

the principal towns; thus reaching the resources of the

country, securing the confidence of the natives, and en-

larging the demand for European manufactures;—to encou-
rage the progress of cultivation, by protecting planters

from Europe, and directing the industry of the natives to

the production of new articles of export ;—to annihilate

absolutely every vestige of the slave trade, to establish

schools for the instruction of the people, and to exercise,

in the vicinity of our settlements, as much controuling

power of government as possible, for introducing salutary

regulations, and enfoicing orderly obedi( nce.t "Thyrc
exists no conntiy in the world," says the Ertncli miner-
alogist De Montfort, " so susceptible of general cultivation.

We know that certain districts of Africa are fertile in corn,

and grain of every kind grows there, intermixed with su-

gar-canes lately introduced, and which protect the grain
from hail. Tlie plants of India, Europe, America, Aus-
tralasia, or the fifth portion of the globe, will flourish there

in perpetual spring, and the animals of all climates can be
easily naturalized. The negroes, whose respect for the

whites is extreme, notwithstanding what they have suffered

from them, will cheerfully give up their lands to be culti-

vated by us." Pliilosophical Magazine, vol. xlvi. p. 302.
See Meredith's .4ccount of the Gold Coast; Smith's yoy-
age to Guinea; Penchet's Diet. De ia Geog.; and Play-

fair's Geogra/ihy. (r/)

GUITAR, Guitarra Spanish, Chitarra Italian, from
Cit/iara, is the name of a musical instiument, commonly
strung with wire ; but in Spain, the guitars are always
strung with catgut or bowel strings, which gives them a
much finer tone. The Guitar seems to have been intro-

duced into Spain by the Moors, and has at particular times
been more or less in use in almost every part of Europe.
GULF SriiEAM, is the name given to a constant cur-

rent in the ocean, produced by the trade winds, which are
constantly blowing from east to west. This current,

coming from the Pacific and Indian Oceans, passes round
the Cape of Good Hope, and, after going along the coast

of Africa, it crosses to America towaids the equator. It

is there divided, and reflected southwards to the Brazils,

and running along the shores of Guiana and Terra Firma,
it passes through the Caribbean Sea, and coasts along the

Gulf of Mexico. Issuing from the Gulf between Cape
Florida and the island of Cuba, it traverses the coasts of
East Florida, the United States, New Brunswick, and
Nova Scotia, and advances eastward to the banks of New-
f lundland, where it turns off to the south-east, and runs
through the Western Islands, from which it goes to the

coast of Africa, and in a southerly direction along that

coast, till it supplies the place of the waters carried away
to the west by the trade winds. " It is perhaps on account
of these currents," says Dr Thomas Young, " that the

Red Sea is found to be about 25 feet higher than the Me-
diterranean. \ Their direction may possibly have been
somewhat changed in the course of many ages, and with

it the level of the Mediterranean also, since the floor of

the cathedral at Ravenna is now several feet lower with

respect to the sea than it is supposed to have been former-

ly ; and some steps have been found in the rock of Malta,
apparently intended for ascending it, which are at present

under water." M. Humboldt remarks, " that the Gulf
Stream is occasioned by the current of rotation, (trade

winds,) which strikes against the coasts of Veragua and
Honduras, and, ascending towards the Gulf of Mexico,
between Cape Caloche and Cape St Antoine, issues

through the canal of Bahama. It is owing to this motion,

that the vegetable productions of the Antilles are carried

to Norway, Ireland, and the Canaries."

The general breadth of the Gulf Stream is about SO or

60 miles. Sir Charles Blagdcn, in a voyage to America
in the year 1774, found that the water of the Gulf Stream
was from 6° to 1 1° warmer than the waters of the sea

* It is said that a labouring man, during the plentiful season from September to May, can subsist abundantly on two strings, or two-pence
farthing a day ; and that the usual pay of a labourer is tVom two to three ackies per month, i. e. from 10s. to ISs. currency.

\ For the best views of this interesting subject, the readers may be referred to the Reports of the African Institution; and the accounts of
these publications hi the Edinbwgh Hn'imr.

i The observations of the French engineers make it 6 toises or 38 feet.

I
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Lhrou^jli which it ran. The heat at its comtnencetncnl in

the Gulf ol' Florida was about 82°, and it lost 2° for every
3° of latitude in going northwards. It continued sensible

off Nantucket.

The Gulf Stream may be easily distinguished from the

other wateis of the ocean, by the gulf-weed with which i:

is every where interspersed, and by its not sparkling in

the niglil. In high latitudes it is alvvays covered with a

thick fog. Its breadth is diminished by north-east and

east winds, which also increase the rapidity of its motion,

and drive it nearer the coast. A contrary effect is pro-

duced by north-west and west winds.

The Gulf Stream passes at the distance of about 75

miles from the coast of the southern stales of America.
This distance, however, augments as it advances north-

wards. Its common velocity is about three miles an hour,

and it takes about 20 days to run from Cape Florida to

Newfoundland.
See F'ranklin's Maritime Observatmis, in the Transac-

tions of the American Philosophical Society, vol. ii. p.

314. This paper contains a chart of the Gulf Stream,
principally from the observations of Captain I'olgcr.

Blagden On the Heat of the ITaCer in the Gulf Stream, m
the Phil. Trans. 1781, page 334. Pownall's Hydraulic

and Mautical Observations, 4to, London, 1787. This last

work also contains a chart of the Gulf Stream. Rennel,

Phil. Trans. 1793, vol. Lxxxiii. p. 8. Humboldt's PoZ/Vjcc/

Essay on the Kinp;dom of J\te'w S/tain, vol. i. p. 53 ; and
Humboldt's Voyage to the Trofiics, vol. ii. chap. 1.

Young's N'atural Phibso/ihy, vol. i. p. 587 ; and Morse's
Geography. See also Physical Geography.
GUMS. See Chemistuy, vol. vi. p. 748, 763, 769.

Gum Amber. See Ambkr, and Chemistry, p. 766.

Gum Ammoniac. See Chemistry, page 769. This
gum should be chosen full of drops or tears, dry, brittle,

easily softened by the fire, reducible to a white powder,
and of a sharp taste and smell. When thrown on live

coals, the drops should burn away in a flame. In 1804,

the quantity imported by the East India Company was
81 cwt. and the price per cwt. 3/. lis. \d. In 1805, the

quantity was 333 cwt. and the price I/. \2s. 2d. In 1806,

81 cwt. were imported at the price of \l. 8s. 2d. -\nd in

1807, 59 cwt. were imported at the price of 1/. I5s.

Gum Anime. See Che.-.ustry, p. 764. Ti:is gum
should be chosen in large pieces, clear and transparent.

When laid on a red hot iron it melts, llames, and burns
quickly away, with a fragrant smell, leaving a few light

<;o!oured ashes. Small dark coloured and opaque pieces

should be rejected. Tiie quantity imported by the East
India Company from 1804 to 1808, was
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Gum Mastkh. Sec Chemistrt, page T64, and Mas-

TICH.
Gum Myrrh. Sec Chemistry, p. 770, and Mykrh.
Gum Olibanum, or Frankincense. See Chemistry, p.

770, and Olibanum.
Gum Opiu7n._ Sec Chemistry, Sect, xviii. p. 758, and

Opium.
Gum Otiponax. See Chemistry, p. 770, and Oporo-

NAX.
Gum Prunus ylvium. See Chemistry, p. 750.

Gum Sag-aflenuin. See Sagapenum.
Gum Scndarach. See Chemistry, p. 764.

Gum Sanguis Draconis. See Chemistry, page 768.

Dragon's blood in drops is preferable to that which is ob-

tained in cakes, being more pure and compact. Genuine
dragon's blood readily melts and flames, but is not soluble

in water. The following quantities were imported by the

East India Company

:

Average Price

Cwt. per Cwt.

1804 53 /. 11

1305 103 3 13

1806 25 9 19 11

1808 19 11 6 9

Gum Scammony. See Chemistry, page 770, and
Scammony.
Gum Senegal. See Chemistry, p. 748. This gum

exudes from a piickly shrub, of the same genus with that

from which gum arabic is obtained. It is chiefly used by
calico printers, and in other trades where gums are em-
ployed. It dries more slowly than gum arabic.

Gum Tacamahac. See Chemistry, p. 764.

Gum Thusy or Frankincense. See Gum Olibajium, and
Olibanum.
Gum Tragacanth, or Gum Dragon. See Chemistry,

p. 749.

There are many other gums than those which have been
mentioned, but they are not of much importance as arti-

cles of commerce. Dr Francis Buchanan informs us, that

gums are collected between Seringapatam and Bangalore
from the following trees:

Andersonia panshmoum. (Dr Roxburgh's MSS.)
Melia azadirachta.

Chirongia glabra. (Dr Buchanan's MSS.)
Mangifera Indica.

Cassia auriculala.

.figle marmclos.
Shorea jala. (Dr Buchanan's MSS.)
Chloroxylon dupada. (Do.)
Bomboe gossypinum.

See Buthanaii's Journey from Madras., &c. vol. i. p.
169. See also Milburn's Oriental Commerce, passim.
GUN Flints, are small jjicces of flint cut into regular

shapes, for the purpose of setting fire, by their collision
against a piece of steel, to the priming of fowling pieces,
muskets, &.c.

The first stones used for this purpose were a kind of
compact pyrites, or inarcDsite, and they were long known
by that name. The species of stone used in the greater
part of Europe, is called by WLdlcrius siU.v igniurius, and
by Linnseus silej- cretaceus. In Germany it was called
Jlins or viins ; in the Swedish and Danish Jlinta ; and in

English_/?w<. This name is said to be of great antiquity,
as the Wends had a Pagan deity which they placed on a
stone called flynstcin. Fi'bni the word flint arose the
mmcs of Jlinigcivc/ir, Jiint, uv finte, which the (Jcrmans
have given to guns fired by that stone. Stones seem to
have been first used about the middle of tlic 16th century.

The manufacture of gun flints has been long kept a pro-
found secret ; and we are indebted to Dolomieu for the
first exposition of the method employed in France.

The masses of flint which arc best fitted for this pur-
pose, are of a convex surface, approaching to globular.
The knobbed and branched flints are commonly full of
imperfections. The best flint nodules are generally be-
tween 2 and 20 pounds weigiit. They should be unctuous,
or rather shining internally, v. ith a grain so fine as to be
imperceptible to the eye. The colour should be uniforra

in the same nodule, and may vary from honey yellow to a
blackish brown. The fracture should be smooth and
equal, and the fragments slightly conchoidal ; and the

transparency should be such as to allow letters to be dis-

tinguished through a thickness of one-fourth of a line

when laid close to the paper. When flints do not possess
these properties, either naturally, or after a long exposure
to the air, they are rejected by the workmen.

Four tools are necessary in the manufacture of gu:i

flints. 1. An iron hammer with a square head, a handle
seven or eight inches long, and not exceeding two pounds
in weight. This instrument is shewn in Fig. 3. Plate
CCLXXXIV. 2. A hammer of well-hardened steel, with
two points, a handle seven inches long, and from 10 lo 15
ounces in weight. The handle must pass through in such
a manner that the two points may be nearer the hand of
the workman than the centre of gravity of the mass. This
hammer is represented in Fig. 4. 3. A disk hammer, or
roller, like a solid wheel, or the section of a cylinder, two
inches and four lines in diameter, and not exceeding 12

ounces in weight. It is inade of steel, not hardened, and
has a handle six inches long, which passes through a
square hole in the centre. It is shewn in Fig. 5. 4. A
chisel, tapering and bevelled at both ends. It should be
made of steel, not hardened, and six, seven, or eight in-

ches long, and two inches wide. This chisel is represent-

ed in Fig. 6. This is set on a wooden block, which is

also used as a bench for the workman. A file is necessary
ior restoring the edge of the chisel. With these tools the

flints are formed in the following manner, which we have
abridged from Dolomieu's Memoir.

1. To break- the block. The workman seated on the

ground, places the nodule of flint on his left thigh, and ap-

plies slight strokes with the square hammer, to divide it

into smaller pieces of about a pound and a half each, with

broad surfaces, and almost even fracture.

2. To cleave or chi/i the flint. Tiie workman holds the

piece of flint in his left hand, not supported, and strikes

with the pointed hammer, No. 2. on the edges of the great

planes produced by the first breaking, by which means the

white coaling of the flint is removed in the form of small

scales, and the mass of the flint itself laid bare in the man-
ner represented, Fig. 7. After which he continues to chip

off similar scaly portions from the pure mass of the flint.

These scaly portions are nearly one inch and a half wide,

two inches and a half long; and their thickness in the

middle is of about two lines. They are slightly convex
bciow, and consequently leave in the part of the flint from
which they were separated, a space slightly concave, longi-

tudinally bordered by two rather projecting straight lines,

or ridges, Fig. 8. These ridges, produced by the separa-

tion of the first scales, must naturally constitute nearly the

middle of the subsequent piece; and such scales alone as

have their ridges tlius placed in the middle are fit to be

made into gun flints. In this manner the workman conti-

nues lo split or chip the mass of flint in various directions,

until the defects usually found in the interior render it ifh-

possible to make the fracture required, or until the piece is

I
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i-educctl loo much to receive the small blows by vvhicli Ihe

flint is divided.

3. To sha/ic the gun Jimt. Five difTcrent parts may be

distinguished in a gun Hint. Is;. The sloiiing facet, or

hevcl part, which is itnpelled ai^ainst the hammer of the

lock of the gun. Its width should be from two to three-

twelfths of aTi inch; if it were broader, it would be too

liable to break ; and if more obtuse, the scintillation would

be less brisk. Idbj., The sides or lateral ridges, which are

always rather irregular. 3rf/i/, The back, or the part op-

posite the tapering edge: this is the thickest part of the

flint. 4//i/i/, The under surface, which is uninterrupted

and rather convex. And, Sthly, The upper facet, or

small square facet between the tapering edge and the

back, which receives the upper claw of the cock ; it is

slightly concave. In order to fashion the Hint, those

scales are selected that iiave at least one of the above-

mentioned longitudinal ridges : The workman fixes on one

of the two tapering borders to form the striking edge; af-

ter which, the two sides of the stone that are to form the

lateral edges, as well as the part which is to form the

back, aie successively placed on tlie edge of the chisel, in

such a manner, that the convex surface of the flint which
rests on the fore-finger of iiis left hand is turned towards

that tool. He then with the roulette applies some slight

strokes to the flint, just opposite the edge of the chisel un-

derneath ; by which means the flint breaks exactly along

the edge of the chisel.

4. To trim the Jlint. The last operation is to trim., or

give the flint a smooth and cc[ual edge ; this is done by

turning the stone, and placing the edge of its tapering end
on the chisel, in which situation it is completed by five

or six slight stiokes with the roulette. Sec Plate

CCLXXXiV.Fig. 9.

The whole operation of making a gun flint is performed
in less than one minute. A good workman is able to ma-
nufacture a thousand good chips or scales a day, (if the

flint nodules be of a good quality ;) and in the same man-
ner he can fashion 500 gun flints in a day; so tliat, in the

space of three days, he is able to cleave and finish a

thousand gun flints without farther assistance.

In this manner, five or si.x blows with the hammer are

suflicient to produce a perfection of figure which would
requiic more than an hour's labour, if the faces were
formed by grinding them against harder substances ; and
less than a farlliing will pay for a gun flint from the hand
of the workman, though fifty times that sum would be in-

sufficient to purchase it, if it were formed in any other way.
When the gun flints are completed, they are sorted into

two classes, fine and common flints, and according to their

application into flints for pistols, fowling-pieces, and mus-
kets. A good gun flint will give 50 strokes without being-

unfit for service. They are sold in France at from four

pence halfpenny to seven pence pei' hundred. They cost

twice as much in Italy, and, in 1745, when they were ex-
ported from the department of the Loire and Cher to

Lyons, Strasburg, and St Quintin, they cost 12 francs per
thousand, or one shilling per hundred.

The manufacture of gun flints in France, employed
above 800 of the inhabitants in the communes of Noyers,
Coufi'y, and Mtunes, in the department of the Loire and
Cher. The mine, which is four leagues square, is thirty

or forty feet deep, and thirty million of flints manufactured
here were stored up in 1794. They are also made in the
comnmnes of Lye, in the departmeni of the Indre, of
Maysse and St Vincent, in the department of Ardeche,
and at Cerilly in the department of the Yonne. Dolomieu
received the information contained in the preceding article

Vol. X. Paut I.

from Stephen Buffet, who emigrated from the commune
of IMeuncs to the banks of the Seine, where he carried
on his ])rofession for above 30 years.

Gun flints arc made also in the territory of Viccnza',
and in one of the cantons of Sicily. They were manufac-
tured in great quantities at Stcvensklint in Zealand. They
are also manufactured at Purflcct in Kent, and in various
other parts of England, in a very superior stile.

See Dolomieu's Memoir in the Memoircs dc V InaiituC.

vol. iii. p. 148 ; in the Journal dcs Mines, No. xxxiii. p.
693 ; and in Nicholson's ./o!<n!n/, vol. i. Svo. p. 88. In the
Journal dcs Mines, No xxxiii. p. 713, and 719, will also be
found a Memoir by M. Solivct, and observations by M.
Tonellier, on the manufacture of gun flints in the com-
mune of Cerilly. See also the Hanoverian Magazine for

1772 ; and Beckmann's Histonj of Inventions, vol. iv. p.
609, Sec.

GUN-Maki\g is the art of manufacturing small arms,
for the purposes of war and the chace. The name har-

quebuss, winch was first given to small arms, is said to

have been derived from the Italian word arcoboiisa, or bow
with a hole, and the instrument was successively designa-
ted harquebuss, hackbut, hand-gun, match-lock, n-usket,

snaplance, petrinal, firelock, carabine, and fowling-piece ;

hence the workmen acquired the appellation from the

'

French, harquebussiers; and the British, gun-smiths and
gun-makers.
The first application of gunpowder to small arms, ap-

pears to have been made by tlie Germans soon after the
invention of cannon ; for in 1471 we find that Edward the
IV. brought over into England 300 Flemings, armed with
hackbuts or harquebusses. The Spaniards are said to

have, so early as the reign of Philip the II., adopted them
in the army ; and that monarch caused them to be made
of a large calibre, and so heavy, that a forked rest was re-

quisite to level them in taking aim. They were used at

the siege of Rhige, and by the Emperor and Pope Leo,
in 1521. The French had availed themselves of this

arm, in 1657, to the extent of four harquebusses in each
company of their a-rmy. England appears to have been
earlier apprized of their superiority over the weapons
then in use. Harquebuss soldiers formed a part of their

forces in 1540; and Peter \'an Collins is mentioned by
Stowe as the first gun-smith, in 1543. By an act of
Henry the VIII. the* length of the hand, gun stock, and
barrel, is directed not to exceed one yard; and that of the
hackbut three quarters of a yard. By a statute of Eliza-
beth, they are ordered to be made all of one size and ca-

libre, from which they acquired the name of culivers, a
light kind of match-lock, fired without a rest; and their

price was fixed at 13 shillings and sixpence, with flask,

touch-box, laces and mould. In James the First's reign,

the price was fixed at 14 siiillings and ten pence. Charles
the Second directs the musket barrel not to be under three
feet in length, and to receiv.e a ball of twelve in the pound:
and in 1638, he grants a charter to the gun-smiths of Lon-
don, by the name of master wardens and society of gun-
makers ; at wh.ich period they made wheel and snap-lance
locks. The Scotch used the harquebuss or match-lock
soon after its invention, from their intimate correspondence
wiih France and Flanders

;
yet we have no certain infor-

mation of their having any artists in that profession sooner
than 1640, when they became incorporated with the ham-
mermen of Edinburgh, as a pendicle of the lock-smith art.

The city guard were armed with muskets or harquebusses
in 1682, the expence of purchasing and maintaining of
which was directed to be defrayed from the money exact-

ed from those who entered burgess. After the union of
the two kingdoms, the manufacture of small arms, (if ever

X
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canicd on to any o.tent,) seems lo have been confined to

;i few iudiv'uliKils. From llic records of the hainmtrnicn,

it appears thai hi 1715 Uiei-e were only two, viz. Murdoch

Grant, and John Simpson; and in 1741 there was only one

in the profession. Since that period, however, p;reatcr en-

couragement has been given lo that art in lidinbursh,

there being at the present lime (1816) six master gun-

inakers, who employ about thirty workmen; and there is

one in a few of the principal towns in Scotland. This

business has been carried on to a very considerable extent

in England, by private individuals ; and government, with-

in these few years, has established extensive manufacto-

ries at Lewisliam, and in the Tower of London, employing

about 500 workmen, who complete at the rate of 500U

stand of muskets every week: Expert workrnen have

been paid seven guineas and upwards for their week's

labour. The London gun-makers, wlio are employed in

the making of fowling-pieces, rifles, and pistols, amount

lo about foMy-thrce, and they have not less than 300 peo-

ple in liicir service. Birmingham is the place where all

kinds of fire-arms arc manufactured to the greatest ex-

tent ; although it is lo be regretted that the effect of com-

petition has introduced a supeificial style of working,

which is greatly detrimental to the character of the arti-

.clc, and to its extension as a branch of commercial ex-

port.

The manufacture of a gun is performed by the follow-

ing workmen, viz. barrel forger, borer and filer, lock for-

ger and filer, furniture filer, ribber and breecher, rough

stocker, scrtwer together, polisher, and engraver, in all

ten different persons, few of whom can execute any other

branch of the art but one. Most of the principal towns in

England have one or two master gun-makers, but none of

them carry on the business in all its different Ijranches,

except London, Birmingham, and Edinburgh. The ma-

kers of the first and last cities have the highest prices for

their guns, single fowling-pieces being from 15 to 30

guineas, and double ones from 35 to 70 guineas ; indeed,

to such a perfection has this insrument been brought, of

late years, by the British artists, that it cannot be doubled

but that they are greatly superior to every other nation in

Europe ; although we have learned that, at the Versailles

manufactory, under the fi.rst consul's special patronage,

.fowling-pieces were made at the high price of 800 guineas.

Instances, however, can be produced wliere London makers
}iave had a thousand guineas for one gun. The variety

and ingenuity in the construction of small arms, in order

to gain peculiar advantages, are so various and extensive,

that it would be very difficult to enter into any details up-

on the subject : We sliall, however, enumerate a few of the

different kinds of guns which are in use : guns will) one

barrel, to discharge from one to three balls successively
;

magazine guns that prime and load by one motion, and dis-

charge from 10 to 20 balls in succession; double guns,

with their barrels placed perpendicular, horizontal, and to

turn round a centre; three, four, and seven barrelled guns;

harpoon guns ; muskets and carabines, kc.

The gun baircl.—The length, shape, and bore of gun
barrels have materially changed, as the instrument became
more generally used and better understood. Hence we
find, in different countiies and at different periods, their

length fluctuating from six feet to 25 inches, and their

diameters from half an inch to one and a quarter inch :

They are generally cylindrical, but in some instances

square, internally and externally, with chambers at the

breech to contain the powder, as is the case with all the

Asiatic matchlocks of most ancient construction. The
Spaniards were the first people in Europe who excelled in

the manufacture of barrels, remarkable for lightness and

safety : Possessing finer iron from ti>eir smelting their

ores with wuod ; and being sensible that the more it is

wrought by heating and hammering, the purer it becomes,
they naturally resorted lo the old nails exiracle<l from the
shoes of their horses and mules. Juan Sanchez di Mirve-
na, is the first that forged the barrel in separate pieces, in

the reign of Philip \\.; and so highly were the Madrid
makers esteemed, in 1720, that llie I'rench gave lOOOlivres,

or 43/. 13s. sterling, for the barrels of Nicholas Biz, Juan
Bcler, and Juan Fcrnendcz. About the year 1650, we find

I^jzerino Cominazio, of Brescia, in high repute. France
has also had her eminent woikmen, such as Nicol le Clerc,
Ues Champs, Jean Franc Renet, and Henry Renet, all of

Paris, whose barrels are still much prized. The British

are now, however, confessedly much supeiior to every
other people in the manufacture of lliis ailicle. They have,
of late, introduced many ingenious improvements, such as
patent steel barrels, and narrow and wire twist barrels,

wiih a beautiful application of the fibres of the metal in

welding, so as to resemble exactly the Damascus steel of
Persia, or what is seen in the finest arms of Indian work-
manship. At first the European bariels were all of one
diameter throughout, until within these 30 years, that a
London tradesnian obtained a patent for a chambered
breech, which, though it possessed peculiar merit, was no-
thing but a copy from the piinciple of the carronade, and
bolli are obviously borrowed from the Indian matchlock ;

hence his privilege of original invention being untenable,
this construction becanic general in a few years, and still

continues, with some slight variation, lo the present period.

In forming the common gun barrel, the workmen begin
by heating and hammering out a bar of the best iron, into

the form of a flat ruler, thinner at the end intended for the

muzzle, and thicker at that for th.e breech, the length,

breadth, and thickness of the whole plate being regulated
by the intended length, diameter, and v. eight of the barrel.

This oblong plate is then, by repeated heating and ham-
mering, turned round a cylindrical rod of steel, called a

mandril, whose diameter is considerably less than the in-

tended bore of tlie barrel. Tlie edges of the plate are

made lo overlap each other about half an inch, and are

welded together by heating the tube in lengths of two or

three inches at a time, and hammering it, with very brisk

but moderate strokes, upon an anvil which has a number
of semicircular furrows in it, adapted to barrels of different

sizes. The heat required for welding is the bright white

heat which immediately precedes fusion, and at which the

particles of the metal uiiile and blend so intimately with

each other, that when properly managed, not a trace is left

of their former separation. Every lime the barrel is with-

drawn from the forge, the woikmen strike the end ofit once
or twice gently against the anvil in an horizontal direction;

this operation, which is called jumping, serves to consolidate

the particles of the metal more perfectly, as well as to dis-

engage the scoria from the inside and outside of the lube,

and lo obliterate any appearance of a seam. The mandril

is then introduced into the bore, or cavity ; and the barrel

being placed in one of the furrows or moulds of the anvil,

is hammered very briskly by two persons ; the forger all

the while turning it round in the mould, so that every point

of the heated portion may come equally under the action of

the hammer. These healings and hammerings are repeat-

ed until the whole of the barrel has undergone the same
operation, and is rendered as perfectly continuous as if it

had been bored out of a solid piece. Twisted barrels are

now generally used for the finest fowling-pieces, the me-
thod of fabricating of which is as follows. Four bars of

stub iron, two feet in length, half an inch in breadth, and
the first two bats half an inch thick or more, according to
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the size of tlie barrel, arc previously |)rc]iai'C(l. An old

barrel being welded to tlie extremity of one of those bars

for a handle, it is heated and turned round like a cork-

screw, by means of the hammer and anvil ; after this, the

turns of the spiral are united by heating the tulje two or

three inches at a time to a bright white heat, and striking

the end of it several times against tlie anvil in a horizon-

tal direction, with considerable force: This is called jump-
ing the barrel, and the heats given for that purpose jump,
ing heats : A mandril is immediately introduced into the

cavity, and a quick light hammering is kej)! up on the

welding part, until the ridges raised at the seams by the

jumping are flattened, and the piece appears sound. As
soon as one bar is rounded and jumped in this manrier,

another is welded to it, and treated in the same way, until

the four pieces are united and form one tube : The old

barrel is then cut off as being no longer requisite, and the

operation of healing and hammering is frequently repeated

in its whole length, until its external figure is correctly

acquired, and the metal has arrived at the utmost closeness

of fibre ia all its parts. It is a circumstance of considera-

ble importance with respect to a gun barrel, that it should

be forged as nearly as possible to its weight when finished,

so that very little may be taken away in the boring and

filing ; for as the outer surface, by having undergone the

action of the hammer more immediately than any other

part, is rendered more compact and pure, the less that is

removed the better will the barrel be.

The next piocess is the boring, the apparatus for which
is either driven by a water wheel, steam engine, or the

hand, according to the extent of the manufacturer's de-

mand. This operation consists in giving to the barrel its

proper calibre. The boring bit is a rod of iron, somewhat
longer than the barrel, one end being fitted into the socket

of the crank, and the other furnished with a cylindrical

plug of tempered steel, about an inch and a half long, and
having its surface cut with spiral grooves, flat at bottom,

and a quarter of an inch in breadth. This form gives the

bit a very strong hold of the metal, and the threads, sharp

at the edges, scoop out and remove every roughness and
inequality from the inside of the barrel, and render the

cavity smooth and equal throughout. Several bits, each a

little larger than the preceding one, are afterwards succes-
sively ])assed through the barrel in the same way, until it

has acquired the intended calibre. After this the fine

boring bit is introduced, being a similar rod to the lormer,

with a square bar of tempered steel, 10 or 12 inches long

at its extremity, and finely sharpened on one of its sides;

on the opposite side is placed a semicircular slip of wood,
of a size sufficient to fill 'up with the bit the entire diame-
ter of the barrel, two of its edges only acting on the tube,

which passing through its whole lent>,tli, and kept well oil-

ed, is frec]uently repeated, and the bore enlarged by small
slips of paper placed between the wood and the bit, until

the inside presents a perfectly equal and polished surface.

The trueness of the bore is then proved, cither by a steel

or leaden plug passed through its whole length. The next
. step towards completing the barrel is the oiieration on its

exterior surface, which in common barrels is done by
grinding on a large stone ; two steel pins being inserted

into the mouth and breech of the tvibe, and smaller than its

diameter. The workman holding them in his hands, presses
the barrel to the stone, which revolving on the pins, grinds
off the inequalities left by the hammer ; after which it is

passed to another person who files and smooths it from
one end to the other. The best barrel makers do not grind
but turn their barrels on a lathe, which is well calculated
to insure that perfect equality of thickness on which the
strength and safety of the piece so greatly depends. The

filing and smoothing is afterwards peiibrmcd in the usual
manner. 'J'hc imperfections to which gun barrels are lia-

ble, and which render them dangerous to use, and apt to

burst, are the chink, crack, dLuAfniu. The first is a small
rent in the direction of the length of the barrel, the second
across it, and the tliird is a scale or plate adhering to the
barrel by a narrow base, from which it spreads out like

the head of a nail from its shank, and when separated
leaves a pit or hollow in the metal. Chinks or flaws are
of much worse consequence than the crack in fire-arms,
the expansive force of the powder being exerted more
upon the circumference than the length of the barrel ; the
flaw is much more fretpient than the chink, the latter

scarcely ever occurring but in plain barrels, formed out
of a single plate of iron. The proof of gun-barrels, both
musket and fowling pieces, as established by Government
and the Gumnakcrs Company of London, is a ball that fits,

the diameter of the piece, and a charge of powder of equal
weight, which being fired, cither bursts the barrel, or de-
monstrates its soundness and safety. Some gunmakers
arc in the habit of fullowing this test, by a water proof, in

order to ascertain if the pores of the metal continue perfectly
secure. Pistol barrels are forged in one piece, two at a
time, joined by their muzzles, and are bored before they
are cut asunder, by which means there is not only a saving
of time and labour, but a greater certainty of the bores
being the same.

Rifle barrels are of modern invention: The Germans
have the merit of this contrivance. The rifle barrels of
Kuchanrieter senior of Ratisbon are in the greatest esteem;
and so fond are the Germans of excelling in the use of
the rifle, that it has become one of their principal amuse-
ments, in which all ranks of society frequently indulge.
Every town and village has their practising ground, or
butts, where small prizes are competed for with an ac-
curacy of aim that is truly surprising. The Americans
have also, from their habits of hunting, acquired great
correctness in the use of rifle guns; and within these few
years our government has introduced them into the army

;

tiie ninety-fifth regiment being peculiarly clothed, and ar-
med with that weapon. The manufacture of rifles, in their

first formation, is exactly similar to that of other barrels,
except that their external form is generally octagonal.
The process of rifling is as follows: the barrel being
previously bored, and finished to a true cylindrical form,
is placed on the rilling machine, an instrument formed on
a sfjUiire plank of wood seven feet long, to which is fitted a
tube about an inch in diameter, with spiral grooves deeply
cut internally through its whole length, and to which is

attached a circular plate, about five inches diameter,
accurately divided in concentric circles, into from five to

ten' equal parts, and supported by two rings affixed to the
plank, in which it revolves; an arm connected with the di-

viding plate, and pierced with holes, through which a pin
is passed, regulates the change of the tube in giving thfe

proper number of rifles to the barrel. An iron rod with a
moveable handle at one end, and a steel cutter in the other,

passes through the rifling tube. This rod is covered with
a core of lead one foot in length, and the barrel is firmly

fixed by means of two rings on the plank, standing in a
straight litie to the tube. The rod is then repeatedly drawn
through the whole length of the barrel, until the cutter has
formed one groove to the proper depth ; the pin being
shifted to another hole in the dividing plate, the operation

of grooving is continued until the whole number that was
required is complete. The barrel is then taken out of the
machine and finished. This is done by casting on the end
of a small iron rod a core of lead, which, when coated with
iine emerv ujul oil, is drawn for a length of time bv the work-

X 2
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man IVoin one end of llic barrel to the other, till il has ac-

quired a hi;^h degree ol" smoothness and polish. Tlie pro-

cess is then complete, and the barrel is ready lor the ribbcr

and breecher, &c. The best degree of spirality is found to

be half a turn in a-leng'th of three feet.

The Lock was originally a cleft piece of iron, moving on

a pill fixed into the stock. The match was held in the cleft,

and conveyed into the priming in the pan: A lever carried

down the under part of the stock, and projecting at its ex-

tremity, served for a trigger. Tiiis simple contrivance was

followed by the wheel-lock, so called from a small solid

wht el of steel, nearly a quarter of an inch in thickness, and

one and a half in diameter, cut on its edge with grooves,

and notched transversely. Tiie upper part of the circum-

ference of this wheel rose up thiough the middle of the

pan: It had an axis placed in its centre, to which a cliain

was attached, connecting itself to the exti-eniity of a strong

spring on the outside of the lock-plate, and the wliolc v/as

fixed to the barrel by screws passing through the stock.

Its application was by turning the wheel with a key, or

spanger, which rolled the chain lound its axis, and drew

up the spring to its full tension. By this movement, a sli-

der that covered the pan containing the priming, retired

from over it, so as to permit the dog, which held the Hint,

to place itself on the edge of the wheel, wliich being let off

by the trigger, the rapid revolutions of the wheel elicited

fire from the flint, and inflamed the priming. See Fig. 8,

Plate CCLXXXV. To this succeeded tlie Snajila7ice, in

which a motion was given to the dog, or cock, and a mova-
ble plate of steel, called the frizel, or hammer, was placed

vertically above the pan to receive the action of the flint.

Numerous Important advantages were acquired by this im-

provement over the wheel-lock ; first, by securing the prim-

ing until the instant the piece was to be fired; and by in-

creasing the quickness of its action and the lightness of its

construction, kc. The great perfection to which this part

•if a gun has been carried within these 40 years in Britain,

justly acquired the profession an acknowledged celebrity

over every other nation. The important requisites in a

.gun lock are, that the action of the cock be as rapid as pos-

sible, and that it should be so placed, that on uncovering

the pan, the flint may point into the centre of the priming,

and as near to it as possible, without touching it. The
main-spring should have a smooth and active motion ; the

hammer-spring should be light, and should give a slight re-

sistance to the cock on its striking the steel, which ought to

move on a roller ; and the temper should not be tcfo hard

or too soft, the one extreme being known by a roughness

cliiia surface, and the other by the flint's making scarcely

any impression on it, and producing little or no fire. The
inside of the lock ought to be freed and swivelled, and the

tumbler and seer of steel, and also the nails, should be tem-

pered.

A very great imprpvement in the construction of gun-
locks has lately been made by the Rev. Mr Forsyth, minis-

ter of Belhelvie, in Aberdeenshire. This ingenious gentle-

man contrived and made with his own hands a lock to fire

without a flint, and by percussion alone to inflame certain

powders. This contrivance possesses so many advantages

over the present lock, (even in its most perfect state) that

it will ultimately supersede it entirely. Although it is not

more thin five or six years since it was made public, yet

both the German and Prussian gun-makers have adopted

it, and there is little doubt it will become general here, so

soon as his patent expires. The great advantages of this

discovery are, the rapid and com|>Iete inflammation of the

whole charge in the chamber of the barrel, a prevention of

the loss of force through the touch-hole, perfect security

against rain or damp in the priming, no flash from the pan,
and less risk of accidental discharge of the piece than when
the common lock is used.

This lock is represented in Figs. I, 2, 3, 4, of Plate
CCLXXXV. It consists of a hammer or dog-head H, and
a magazine MN. This magazine MN, a section of which
is shewn in Fig. 3. consists of a roller A, round whiph the
magazine is movable as about an axis, one end of which is

screwed iiuo the breech of the barrel, as shewn in Fig. 4.

The roller is perforated through its axis l)y a channel m,
I^ig. 4. which communicates with the chamber S of the
gun. On the upper side of the roller is a pan B, which
communicates by a hole in its centre with the channel m,
and conse(|ucntly with the chandler of the piece. The
priming powder, which consists of three parts of the hyper-
oxy muriate of polasli, one part of sulphur, and one part of
charcoal, is put into the cavity C of the magazine, which
will hold 40 primings. The opposite cavity D contains the
steel punch and spiral spring E. When this punch is press-
ed down, it strikes the pan B, and is again raised from the

pan by the elasticity of the spiral spring. 1', F are the
screws, between the points ol which, and the cork fixed on
the inside of the magazine, the grease for oiling the roller

is contained. In order to use this lock, the magazine is

brought into the position shewn in Fig. 1, where the cavity
containing the priming powder is above the pan. A small
portion of the powder therelbre falls into the pan. The
magazine is then turned round into the position of Fig. 2.

where the steel punch is uppermost at M. The hammer
H being raised, and the trigger being pulled, it gives a blow
to the steel punch, which strikes the priming powder in

the pan, and inflames it by the concussion. The flame hav-
ing no other exit, passes along the channel m, Fig. 4. and
inflames the charge. One of the great advantages of this

lock is, that it may be used during rain, and the piece will

go off even if the lock is immers-d in water.

A very elegant simplification of this lock has been made,
by giving the magazine i\lN a horizontal instead of a rota-

tory motion. The magazine is connected with the ham-
mer by a lever, so that when the hammer is raised, or the

piece cocked, the lever pulls the magazine over the pan,
and fills it with priming. When the hammer is let go, by
pulling the trigger, the magazine is moved from the prim-
ing pan, and the powder is inflamed by the percussion of
the extremity of the hammer. This form of the lock, how-
ever, is not water proof.

The Stock and Mounting of Guns has assumed a great
variety of forms, and not only the figure, but the mode of
holding small arms has undergone a change ; the straight

slock match-lock being placed flnder the right arm, the
crooked short hagbut and the poilrinal on the breast, and
the modern musket at the right shoulder. Guns of sport,

till within these thirty years, were made very crooked in

the stock, and no regard was then paid to the balance of
the piece ; since that period straight stocks have been uni-

versally adopted, and the length of the stock has been ac-

commodated to the stature of the person for whom it is

made. For a view of various constructions of small arms,
see Plate CCLXXXV.

Fig. 5. Represents the Indian match-lock, where M is

the match held in a tube or pair of pincers, and P the pan,
which holds the priming.

Fig. 6. Represents the European match-lock, or harque-
buss.

Fig. 7. Represents the rest for the matCh-lock.
Fig. 8. Represents the wheel-lock.

Fig. 9. Represents a modern fowling-piece.

Fig. 10. Represents a modern Spanish lock.
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GUNNERY,

Is the an of construcling and using great guns, for the pur- Points of die Angle of Range in pades,

pos6 of hitting a (.lislant object, with shot or shells, dis- f^n'mcr's quadrant. Elevation. or common steps,

charged from the gun by the explosive force of gunpow- .... 0° point blank . . . 268
der. 1 . . . . 7i 594

In the present article we propose to confine ourselves to 2 .... 15 794
the theory of gunnery, as founded on the mathematical 3 .... 22 J 954
doctrine of projectiles, correcteil and modified by cxperi- 4 . . . . 30° 1010
mental investigations. The art of constructing and mount- 5 . . . . 37i 1040
ing great guns, and the description of tlie apparatus con- 6 .... 45 1053
nccted wiih them, will form a separate article \UKler the 7 . . . . 52^ between the 3d and 4th range,
head of OuoNANoE. 8 .... 60 between the 2d and 3d range.

9 . . . , 67i between the 1st and 2d range.

10 75 between the and 1st range.
HISTORY.* 11 . . . . 82 Jihe ball fell very near the piece.

The next experiments which were made on this subject,

The Italians seem to have been the first people that di- appeared in the ylrt of Shooting in Great Ordnance, a. work
rected their attention to the subject of the motion of can- which was published in 1643 by Mr William Bourne. He
non sliot. Nicholas Tartaglia, a Venetian, who was born assumes unity as the range for a point black shot, and as-

at Brescia, published at Venice, in 1537, his A'iio^'d Scze;(ro, certains the ratio of the ranges at different elevations,

and in 154G his Quesili e Inx<enzioni diverse, in both of Bourne does not mention the nature of the piece which he
which he treats the subject of projectiles. In the last of used, but Mr Roljins presumes that it must have been a
these works, he gives an account of the calibre rod, or ar- small one. The following Table contains the results given
tillcry measuring rod, of which he seems to have been the in Chap. vii. of the above work :

inventor. In another work, translated into English by Cy-
prian Lucas, and entitled Collocjmes concerning the Art of Angles of Elevation. Ranges.

Shooting in Great and Small Pieces of Artillery, honA. \5^S, 1.000

he has entered mote minutely into the subject. Having 5 2.222

no knowledge of the practical part of artillery, Tartaglia 10 3.366

investigated the subject theoretically upon fallacious prin- 15 . 4.366

ciples, and can scarcely be considered as having done any 20 4.833

great sei vice to this branch of science. He is supposed,
. . ^

however, to have discovered that projectiles may be thrown 35 S Greatest range when a strong wmd favours the

to the greatest distance when they are projected at an angle I motion of the projectile,

of 45 degrees ; and, in opposition to ihe notion of practical ^2 Greatest range ni a calm day.
_

gunners, he maintained that no part of the path of a cannon 45 5 Greatest range when a strong wind opposes the-

ball was a straight line, but that it was like the surface of C mdion of the projectile,

the sea, which, though to all appearance a plane, was ne-

vertheless a portion of a circle described by the radius of A very admirable series of experiments were made early

the earth. Tartaglia appears also to have been the inven- in the 17th century, by our countrymen Eldred, who was

tor of the gunner's quadrant. for many years master gunner at Dover castle. His ear-

The researches of Tartaglia, imperfect and unsatisfac- liest experiments are dated 161 1 ; but the book which con-

tory as they were, had the merit of directing the attention tains them, entitled The Gurner's Glasse, was not publish-

both of military engineers and mathematicians to this curi- ed till 1646. His experiments, which are very numerous,

ous subject. ]\Iany fallacious theories of the motions of were made with great care, and the principles on which he

cannon shot were brought forward, and Ufano, Galeus, Ul- proceeded were simple and tolerably correct. He has pub-

rick, and several other waters, published tables of the Hshed the actual ran.ijes of different pieces of artillery, at

comparative ranges of military projectiles, that were quite small elevations, iwt exceechng ten degrees, and among
irreconcileable with experiment. these are some trials made with the famous cannon called the

The first experimental examination of this subject was basilis/c, a piece 23 feet long, and well known to those who
made by M. CoUado, a Spaniard, who served as an engineer visit Dover castle. He found that this gun, which carries

with the Spanish army in Italy. In his woik entitled Prac- a 10 lb. shot, ranged 3600 feet with 18 lb. of powder, at an

tica Manuale de Ariiglirria, Venice, 1586, which was first inclination of 2", and 6000 feet at an elevation of 43°.

published in Italian, and afterwards in Spanish, he has The subject of gunnery was now destined to receive

given for each ])olnt of the gunner's quadrant the ranges the most important improvements from the genius of Gali-

of a falconet which carries a three pound sliot. Mr Robins leo. By the application of mathematics to the doctrhies

remarks, that it is manifest, from the number, that tlie fal- of motion, he has given the form of a science to this

conct was not loaded with the usual quantity of powder, branch of natural philosophy, and has enabled us to ascer-

The following are CoUado's results

:

tain every thing that relates to the flight of military pro^

* An account of the invention and history of AnxiLLEnr will be found under tlvat article.
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jectilcs, on Uic supposition lln\t tlicy arc discharged in a

non-resisting medium. His Discnraus ct Dcmonstrationcs

Mathematica, Sec. which contain these fine invcstigiilions,

were published in 1638. They are given in the I'ourth

dialogue, eiuitled De Molu Projcctorum-, and occupy four-

teen propositions, in which he has proved, that a projectile

must describe a parabolic curve by the combination ol' the

force of gravity with the force of projection, and has shewn

how to compute the distance to which the body will be

thrown, the time of its flight, and the momentum witii

which it falls, when projected in a given direction, and

with a given velocity. Galileo was perfectly sensible that

tlie resistance of the air would produce a considerable

change in these results, and he has desciibcd a method

of discovering the magnitude of the effects which this

resistance would produce on the motion of a bullet at

some given distance from the gun.

The opinions which prevailed at this time respecting

the extreme rarity and tenuity of the air, prevented phi-

losophers and military engineers from availing themselves

of this important part of Galileo's work. They anticipated

110 great variation from the theory, and accordingly we
find it to have been, for a long time, the received opinion,

that all projectiles moved in a parabolic curve.

This erroneous opinion was stoutly maintained by our

countryman Anderson, in his treatise Of the Genuine use

and effects of the Gun, published in 1674. This work is

founded on the Galilean theory ; and its author boldly un-

dertakes to overturn all objections that can be urged
against the parabolic motion of projectiles.

A similar notion is maintained by M. Blondcl, in his

Ij'ylrt de jetter les bombes, which appeared at Paris in

1683. He applies the doctrines of Galileo to the flight of

shells and bullets of every kind ; and afler a long discus-

sion relative to the air's resistance, he concludes that it is

too minute to aflect the accuracy of his deductions.

The celebrated Dr Halley held the same false opinion.

He was, however, not merely misled by a belief in the

extreme tenuity of the air; but he was confirmed in his

errors by some very imperfect experiments. After treat-

ing of the motion of projectiles, (See Phil. Trans. 1685,

No. 179. p. 3.) he observes^ that "these rules would be
•i-igidly true, were it not for the resistance of the medium,
by which not only the direct impressed motion is continu-

ally retarded, but likewise the increase of the velocity of
the fall, so that the tpaces described thence arc not ex-
actly as the sciuaresof the times; but what this resistance
of the air is, against several velocities, bulks, and weights,
is not so easy to determine. It is certain that the wcigiit

of air to that of water is nearly as 1 to 800 ; whence its

weight to that of any project is given. It is very likely,

that to the same velocity and maVnilude, but of different

matter, the resistance will be reciprocally as the weights
of the shot ; as also, that to shot of ihe same velocity and
matter, but of different sizes, it shoukl be as the diame-
ters reciprocally ; whence, generally, the resistance to

bhot with the same velocity, but of different diameters and
materials, should be as their specific gravities into their
diameters reciprocally ; but whether the opposition to dif-

ferent velocities of the same shot be as the squares of
those velocities, or as the velocities themselves, or other-
wise, is yet a more difficult question. However it be, it

is certain, that in large shot of metal, whose weight many
thousand times surpasses that of the air, and whose force
is very great in proportion to the surface, this resistance
is scarcely discernible; for by seveial experiments made
with all care and circumspection, with a mortar-piece,
extraordinarily well fixed to the earth on purpose, which
carried a solid brass shot of 4} inches diameter, and of

about 14 lb. weight, the ranges above and below 45 de-
grees were found nearly C(|ual ; if there were any dif-

ference, the under ranges went rather the farthest ; but
those diirerenccs were usually less than Ih.c errors com-
miUed in ordinary practice, by the unequal goodness and
dryness of the same sort of powder, by the unfitness of

the shot to the bore, and by the looseness of the carriage.

In a smaller brass shot, of about
1
J inch diameter,

cast by a cross-bow, which ranged it at most about 400 feet,

the force being much more equal than in the mortar-piece,

this dificrence was found more curiously, and constantly,

and most evidently the under ranges exceeded the upper.

From which trials I conclude, that although, in small and
light shot, the opposition of the air ought and must be

accounted for, yet, in shooting of great and weighty bombs,
there need be very little or no allowance made ; so that

these rules may be put in practice, to all intents and
purposes, as if this impediment were absolutely re-

moved."
Although the opinion which we have been considering

was entertained chiefly by speculative writers, yet those

who made extensive experiments on the motion of pro-

jected bodies, began to suspect some lurking error. An-
derson, whom we have alrea(^' mentioned, as a keen
abettor of the parabolic theory, had occasion to make a

number of new experiments on the ranges of shells dis-

charged with small velocities, which he published in 1690,

in his treatise entitled, To hit a mark. He found that

the track of shells and bullets was much less incurvated

in the first part of their path than they ought to be, on

the Galilean theory ; but instead of supposing the theory

practically incorrect, or conjecturing that the deviations

were produced by the resistance of the air, he imagined
that the shell or bullet was discharged from the gun to

a certain distance in a right line, and that gravity only

began to deflect it into a parabolic curve at the end of

this line, which he calls the liiie of the im/iulse of the fire,

and which he supposes to be the same at all elevations.

By giving a proper magnitude to this imaginary line, he
was always able to reconcile the ranges of any two shells

projected at different elevations ; though, as !Mr Robins
remarks, he would have found it impossible to reconcile

the irregularities of three or more ranges.

So deeply rooted was the erroneous notion that the air

oflered only an unappreciable resistance to moving balls,

that the publication of Sir Isaac Newton's Princijiia, in

which the resistance of the air in slov/ motions is ascer-

tained and confirmed by experiment, was not able to cor-

rect it. By extending the law for slow motions to those

in which the velocity was very great, it was obvious that

the resistance opposed to cannon balls was too great to be
overlooked; though it did not amount, by the calculation,

to that enormous degree which was afterwards deduced
from direct experiment. Newton has not attempted to in-

vestigate, in a direct manner, the path which a body will

describe when projected into the atmosphere with a given
velocity, and in a given direction. He shews, however,
the particular state of density in the air, which will agree
with the motion of a body in any curve vvliatever; and,

by the application of the principle to curves, which have
some resemblance to the path of a projectile, he finds it

differing little from what may be considered as the path of

a body projected in our atmosphere. In the second edition

of the Frinci/u'a, which appeared in 1713, he corrects

some of the oversights into which he had formerly been
led ; and he shews that a projectile, moving in a mediuu),
whose density varies according to certain laws, and acted

upon by a force directed to the centre of the earth, will

desciibe an eccentric spiral, whose properties he describes.
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The complcle sokiiion of this problem was not obtulncd,

till Dr Keill challenged Bernoulli to deteriiiinc the

curve described by a body projected throngh a medium
Insisting as the square of the velocity. The Swiss geo-

meter very soon gave a much more general solution than

was demanded, independent oF any limitation of the law

of resistance, of the law of gravity, or of the law of den-

sity, provided that they were capable of being expicsscd
algebraically.' Di' lirook Taylor gave a solution of the

problem in its limited form.

In the year 1690, the celebrated Huygens published a

treatise on Gravity, in which he endeavoured to prove,
from a series of experiments, that projectiles discharged
through the air with great velocity, described paths very
diirerent from a parabola. The inconsistency of the Gali-

lean theory, with the practice of artillery, was now par-

ticularly noticed by M. Rcssons, a French artillery ofTicer,

who drew up a memoir on the subject, and presented it to

the Academy of Sciences.* In this memoir, which was
entitled HJethode jiour tirer les bombes avec succes, he at-

tempts to shew that the theory is of very little service in

the use of mortars, and that the theoretical path of pro-
jectiles is justly described in the works of Blondel

;
yet

by directing mortars according to that theory, he could
never obtain results that had the slightest agreement with it.

In the year 1736, a scries of experiments was made at

Woolwich, in order to determine the length of cannon
that could enable them to shoot most efficaciously. These
experiments were made with six 24 pounders, cast on pur-
pose and of the same weight, but varying in length from
8 feet to lOj- feet. These pieces were all loaded alike,

with allotments of powder equal to half the weight of the
bullet; and five shot were fired from each, at an eleva-

tion of 7i°. The following are the results which were
obtained :

Length of

Pieces.
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of La Fere, the incdiiini ranges only were given, but at

Metz the resull of eacli trial was set down. The piece

which was used was a 2l pounder, 10 feet lonp;. It was

charged with difl'crcnt quantities of powder, from 8 to 20 lb.

It had always an elevation of 4"
; but as it w,is jilaced about

78 feet above the plain where the bullets fell, the elevation

should be considered as 5°. The following are the results.

Pounds of
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creases in proportion to the augmentation of the charge.

The length of the range increases to a certain point, and

afterwards decreases in a much less ratio than the recoil

increases. The charge which gives the longest range in

pieces of small calibre, is proportionally longer than in

pieces of large calibre.

In the spring of 1750, the Chevalier Ferrero di Ponsig-

lione made a series of experiments with pieces of the same

calibre and proportions at Turin, for the purpose of ascer-

taining the charge that gives the longest range when the

piece is fired at the greatest elevation its carriage will ad-

mit of. The ranges were measured on a fiat piece of

ground, nearly on the same level with the battery. The
shot Ijeing rather larger, the windage was less than in the

experiments of 1746.
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weight of its natural bail or round shot: And thus a small

ship might discharge shot as heavy as those of the great-

est now made use of.

In the year 1781 Count Rumford instituted a series of

experiments with musket barrels. The machinery which

he used was ingeniously contiived and well executed, and

his object was to determine the initial velocity of bullets,

the recoil of the barrel, the eflcct of firing the charge in

difl'erent parts of it, and the most advunlageous siluution

for the vent. The following were the principal results

which he obtained. He found that when the weights and

dimensions of the bullets are the same, their velocities,

when discharged from the same piece, are in the subc'.upli-

cate ratio of the weight of the cliarges ; and he concludes,

from numerous experiments, tliat the vent may be placed

in any part of the chamber where it will best answer on

other accounts. Hence Count Rumford recommends that

the bottom of the bore should be of a hemispherical form
;

that the vent should be brought directly thiough ihe side

of the barrel in a line perpendicular to its axis, and point-

ing to the centre of the hemispherical concavity of the

chamber.

In these experiments, the ballistic pendulum of Robins

was employed ; but in conset|uence of a suggestion con-

tained in Rubins'snew principles of gunnery. Count Rum-
ford proposed, and put in practice, another method of deter-

mining tlie velocities of bullets, by suspending the gun in

a horizontal position by two pendulous rods, and determin-

ing the velocity of its recoil from the arc of its ascent,

measured by a ribbon, as in the ballistic pendulum.
V—

U

The velocity of the bullet will be vZZ—p— X W; where

W is the weight of the gun, V the velocity of its recoil

when fired without a bullet, V the velocity of the recoil

when the same charge impels a bullet, B the weiglit of the

bullet, and v its velocity. By comparing the results ob-

tained in this way, with others olitained from the ballistic

pendulum. Count Rumford found, tliat in several cases they

agreed, but that in others the differences were so great,

that the new method ought not in general to be relied

upon.
Another very extensive set of experiments was under-

taken in the year 1783, under the direcUon of Major
Bloomfield, and by the orders of the" Duke of Richmond,
blaster-general of the Ordnance. They were carried on
in the summers of 1783, 1781, 1783, 1787, 1788, 1789,

1791, &c. principally with a view to the following objects :

>. To determine the velocity of balls impelled by equal
charges, from pieces of difl'erent lengths, but of the same
weight and calibre.

2. To determine their velocities witli different charges,
when the weight and length of the gun arc the same.

3. To determine the greatest velocity due to different

lengths, by making the charge as great as the gun will

bear.

4. To determine the effect of varying the weight of the

gun, every thing else remaining the same.
5. To determine the penetration of balls into blocks of

wood.
6. To determine the ranges and times of flight, and t!ie

velocities of balls, by striking the ballistic pendulum at

various distances, and to compare them with their initial

TClocities, in order to ascertain the air's resistance.

7. To determine the effect of wads ; of different degrees
of ramming; of different degrees of windage, and of dif-

ferent positions of the vent ; of chambers and trunnions,
and every other circumstance necessary to be known for

the improvement of artillery.

These experiments were carried on with great success.

excepting in the subject of ranges, which were less regu-
lar and uniform than could have been wished. The ballis-

tic pendulum was from 600 to 800 pounds weight. The liallb

were generally one pound weight, and the powder was in-

creased from one ounce till the bore was quite full.

The following are the general results, as given by Dr.
Hution:

1. That the velocity is directly as the square root of

the weight of powder, as far as to about the charge of eight

ounces; and so it would continue for all charges, were the

guns of an indefinite length. But as the length of the

charge is increaseii, and bears a more considerable propor-

tion to the length of the bore, the velocity falls the more
short of that proportion.

2. That the velocity of the ball increases with the charge
to a certain point, which is peculiar to each gun where it is

greatest ; and that, by further increasing llie charge, the

velocity gradually diminishes till the bore is quite full of
powder. That this charge, for the greatest velocity, is

greater as the gun is longer, but not greater, however, in

so high a proportion as the length of the gun is; so that

the part of the boie filled with powder bears a less pro-

portion to the whole in the long guns than it does in the

short ones; the part of the whole which is filled being in-

deed nearly in the reciprocal subdiiplicate latio of the

length of the empty part. And the other circumstan-
ces are as in thisTable.

Table
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8. It appears tliat tlie resisting force of wood (o balls

rn-ed into it is not constant. And tliat the depths penetrat-

ed by difiei-ent velocities or cliargcs r.re nearly as tlie log-

arithms of the charges, instead of being as the charges

themselves, or, which is tl;e same thing, as the square of

the velocity,

9. These, and most other experiments, shew, that balls

are greatly dedected from the direction they are projected

in, and that so mucli as 300 or 400 yards in a range of a

mile, or almost I -4th of the range, which is nearly a de-

flection of an angle,of 15°.

10. Finally, these experiments furnish us with the follow-

ing data to a tolerable degree of accuracy, viz. the dimen-

sions and elevation of the gun, the weight and dimensions

of the powder and shot, Avith the range and time of flight,

and the first velocity of the ball.

The experiments made by Dr Hutton in the years 1787,

1788, 1789, and 1791, were principally intended to ascer-

tain the resistance of the air to military projectiles. Balls

of 2 inches, 2.78 inches, and 3.55 inches in diameter, were
employed, to determine the resistance of very high veloci-

ties. They were discharged with velocities from 300 to

2000 feet per second, and were made to strike the pendu-

lum at several different distances from the guns. In all

these experiments, the resistances varied nearly as the 2-Jjth

power of the velocity, the exponent being 2.028 for a ve-

locity of 200 feet per second, and increasing gradually to

3.136, which it reached when the velocity was 2000 feet per

second.

In the year 1804, anew machine for measuring the initial

velocity of projectiles was proposed and used by Col. Gro-
bert ; and a very favourable report of its accuracy was
made to the National Institute of France, by Messrs Bos-

sutand Monge. The apparatus consists of a horizontal re-

volving axis, about 34 decimetres long, having at each of

its extremities a circle or disc of pasteboard placed per-

pendicular to the axis. A rotatory motion is communicat-
ed to the axes, and consequently to the discs, by means of

a weight suspended at the extremity of a rope, which,

passing over a pulley 10 or 12 yards above the ground,

coils itself about the arbour of a wheel and axle fixed at

the same level as the discs. The motion given to the wheel
and axle by the descent of the weight is communicated to

the axis of the discs by an endless chain, passing round the

wheel and axle, and also round a pulley on the axis of the

discs. The instrument being thus constructed, let us sup-

pose that a ball traverses the two discs when in motion, in

a direction parallel to their axes. It is obvious that the

hole in each disc will not coincide with one another, and
that the angular motion which the second disc has made
while the ball was passing between them will be a measure
from which the velocity of the ball can be computed.
Hence it is necessary to impress upon the discs an uniform
and known velocity, and to measure accurately the arch
passed over by the second disc during the transit of the ball

from the one to the other. In the experiments which were
made with this machine, the motion became sensibly uni-

form when the weight had arived nearly at the half of the

vertical space which it traversed. The following is the for-

mula for calculating the velocity of the ball.

23-n r
V^-^— . -b, or

V=
kc a

6.282n

k t
-b, in which

\'rzthe vclociiy of the \iM between the discs, consider-

.

cd as uniform

;

!r^:3.141, the ratio of the circumference to the diameter
of a circle;

^—the ratio between the respective numbers of the

turns made at the same time by the wheel of

tlie axle, and the pulley of the axis of the discs,

which in the followincr experiments was :

^ ' 7.875

/—the time employed by the wheel of the axle to make
n number of turns;

?"ZItIie distance of the hole made by the ball in the second
disc from the axis of the discs;

Q— the arc passed over by that hole while the disc goes
from the one to the other;

Arrthe distance between the two discs.

The following experiments were made with a horse mus-
ketoon, 0.765 metres of interior length. The weight of

the ball was 24.7 grammes, and it was projected with half

its weight of powder. The mean velocity deduced from
these experiments is 390.47 ; whereas the mean velocity

found from experiments with the common infantry musket,
1.137 metre of interior length, was 428, exceeding the

former in the ratio of 1 1 to 10. All the values of a are

referred to that of j'izl metre.
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ler. It further appears, that a body on tlic surface of our

globe gravitates in a line that is directed very nearly to the

centre of the earth; and that the intensity of this gravitation

is inversely proportional to the square of its distance from

this centre.

Bodies kt fall, or projected in any direction on the sur-

face of this earth, move under the influence of this force;

and their motions may be computed from the general doc-

trines of dynamics, in the same manner as we computed the

motions of the planets. They will either fall in the direc-

tion of gravity, or will rise in the opposite direction, or

will describe a curve line concave toward the earth, which

will bean ellipsis, parabola, hyperbola, or circle, according

as the velocity and direction of the projection may have

been combined
But, in the greatest projections that we can make, the

force of gravity is so nearly the same in every point of the

path, that we may suppose it to be accurately so, without

any sensible error, were it ten times greater than it is.

Therefore in all disquisitions about projectiles, it would be

useless afiectation to embarrass ourselves with the varia-

tions. None of our projectiles rise a mile in the air, which

is about 3^6jy of the mean radius of the earth, and will oc-

casion a diminution of gravity nearly equal to-j-^'j^, a quan-

tity altogether insignificant.

For the same reasons, although the directions of gravity

in the different points of the projectile's flight, are lines

converging nearly to the centre of the earth, wc may con-

sider them as all parallel, because none of our projectiles

fly four miles, which produces a convergency of nearly

four minutes, a deviation from paralleiism which needs not

be regarded.

In general, therefore, we may consider all such projec-

tiles as under the iniluence of equal gravity, acting in lines

parallel to the vertical or plum-line drawn through the

place of projection. This reduces the theory of projectiles

to a great degree of simplicity.

Accordingly, this is the first department of mechanical
philosophy which first received improvement by the appli-

cation of mathematical knowledge. We are ijidebted for

this fortunate introduction of mathematics into the doc-

trines of motion, to the celebi-ated Florentine, Galileo
Galilei. This excellent philosopher read his discourses on
local motion about the beginning of the I"th century.

Those lectures contain the whole of this doctrine, nearly
in the state in which it continued till about the middle of
last century. There is no branch of natural philosophy
that has met with so much assistance and encouragement,
it having been considered in all nations as the foundation
of the art of gunnery ; an art unfortunately too much con-
nected with the security of every nation. It has therefore
been patronised by princes and magistrates—most costly

establishments have been made for its cultivation ; the ma-
thematicians have occupied themselves with its problems,
and more numerous and expensive volumes have been
published on this than on any other part of mechanical
philosophy. Yet there is none in which so little improve-
ment has been made. Galileo's lessons contain every thing
that has been done in a scientific way, till M. Robins, in

i 742, gave it a form altogether new.
We shall first consider the perpendicular ascents and

descents of heavy bodies; and in the next place, their cur-
vilineal motion, when projected in directions deviating
from the vertical.

The motion of a falling body is uniformly accelerated,
and that of a body thrown straight upward is uniformly re-
garded.

For the accelerating or retarding force is constant, and

therefore the motions are such as were considered in

Dynamics.
All the characteristic phenomena of these motions hav-

ing already been sufficiently considered, all that is wanting
for the application to this class of mechanical jihenomena,
is merely one experimental determination of the accele-
rative power of gravity, that is, the velocity, or increment
ot velocity, whicli gravity will generate in a body by acting
on it uniformly during some given time. Galileo, who first

demonstrated that an invariable gravity nrust produce a uni-

formly accelerated motion, was also among the first who
appealed to experiment in all inquiries. We now think
lightly of this, and wonder that a man shall think of ano-
ther argument who has this in his power. But when
Galileo began to communicate his knowledge to the world,

this was the last support that a philosopher would think
of They had received a parcel of topics from their

master, which had been handed down in the schools during
many ages ; and fi'om these was every thing accounted for

or explained. Aristotle, or his immediate pupils, had said

that the velocities of falling bodies increased with their

weights; Galileo's doctrine was incompatible with this,

and he thought himself obliged to use arguments in his

support. He said, that if Aristotle's doctrine be true, two
ci-own pieces must fall faster when slicking together than
when unconnected, which, said he, is contrary to common
experience. Not doubting that he had convinced his audi-

ence, he described the experiments which he was to ex-
hibit next day, shewing that in a double time a body
would fall four times as far, &c. The experiments were
performed in the dome of the great church, before a vast

concourse of people, and succeeded most perfectly. Yet so

little were the philosophers moved by this kind of argument,
that they represented Galileo as a dangerous person, un-
friendly to the state; and he was obliged to leave his native

city in a few days, and lake shelter in Padua. It is very

remarkable that Baliani, one of the first geometers and
mathematicians of that age, and who perfectly understood
Galileo's speculations on this subject, should teach ano-

ther doctrine, reviving or supporting an old scholastic as-

sertion, that the velocity of a falling body might be as the

space fallen through, calling this motion also a uniformly
accelerated motion.

Galileo found more difficulty than one should expect in

his endeavours lo obtain an exact measure of the power of

gravity ; and indeed could not obtain one that was satisfac-

tory. But the difficulty of the task, and his struggle to ac-

complish it, were big with advantages to science. A body
falls so fast, that a considerable error in the conclusion

arises from a very small error in estimating the time

;

and the great difficulty was how to estimate the time. It

was in this casting about for a measure of a small por-

tion of time that Galileo first thought of the pendulum.
His pei^etrating and sagacious mind enabled him to see_

that there must be a fixed proportion between the time of

a vibration and that of falling through its length, although

his mathematical knowledge did not yet enable him to find

it out ; he saw an immediate consequence of this, if true,

namely, that the vibrations of two pendulums should be

in the subduplicate ratio of the lengths, because this must
be the proportions of the times of falling through those

lengths. This he would try ; and he found that it was so.

Delighted with this success, he immediately compared
the time of falling from the top of the gi-eat dome with

that of a pendulous vibration, by making a pendulum of

such a length that it performed precisely one vibration

in the time of tlie fall. In this time the body, moving

with the final velocity, would describe a space double of
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that fallen through, lie then counted with patience the

number of vibrations made by his pendulum in an in-

terval of time, measured by the transit of two stars. Thus

he obtained the time, and the velocity generated in that

time, by the uniform action of gravity. Galileo made this

to be about 31 feet of our measure in a second, and said

that it was certainly somewhat more ; because his expe-

riments on falling bodies convinced him that their motion

is retarded by the air.

These eflbrts and resources of an ingenious mind are

worthy of record, and are instructive to others. But Ga-

lileo did not attain the accuracy in this measure that wc
now possess. The honour of the accurate statement of

the time of a pendulous oscillation, and that of the fall

through its length, was reserved for Mr Huygens. This

proportion was determined by him by a most ingenious

and elegant physico-mathematical process. He also gave

us the pendulum clock, by which time can be measured

with as much accuracy as a line can be divided.

Aided by these inventions, we have now obtained the

most precise measure of the accelerating powers of gravi-

ty; and we can now say that its intensity is such in the lati-

tude of London, that by acting uniformly on a body for one

second of time, it generates in it the velocity of 32 feet two

inches per second, and a heavy body falls 16 feet one inch

in that time.

These are standard numbers, of continual use in all me-
chanical discussions, and should be carefully kept in re-

membrance. Not only so, but we should acquire distinct

notions of them in this respect, viz. as standard numbers.
Gravity is known to us in two ways; our most familiar

acquaintance with it is as a pressure, which we feel when
we carry a heavy body. With this we can compare the

pressure of a spring, the exertion of an animal, the pres-

sure of a stream of water or wind, the intensity of an at-

traction, &.C. by setting them in opposition and equilibrium.

The philosopher, and especially the physical astronomer,

and cultivator of the Newtonian philosophy, is well ac-

<iuainted with gravity as an accelerating and a inoving
force, capable of accelerating, retarding, or defleciino; the

body in which it inheres, or on whose intimate particles it

acts without intermedium. He can compare the gravity

of a stone witli that of the moon, or of Jupiter, or with the

force that produces the precession of the equinoxes. The
general mechanician, observing that all other pressures,

such as that of a spring, of an animal, &c. are also moving
forces, by combining those two aspects of gravity, makes a

most important use of it, by comparing other forces with

weights, and thence inferring the motions which those

forces will produce. Thus, knowing that an arrow |^ oz.

weight, by falling 18 inches, acquires the velocity of 10|
feet per second, he infers, that when drawn to the head by

a bow of 62 pounds, it will be discharged with the velocity

of 233 feet per second.

We shall therefore, in future, compare every force with

gravity, and express the accelerating power of tliis stan-

dard by 32, meaning, that by acting on every particle of a

body for a second, it will generate the velocity of 32 feet

per second, and cause the body to describe 16 feet with a

motion uniforndy accelerated. We may find it convenient,

on some occasions, to use the numbers 386, and 193,

which are the inches in 32-j2j and 1 6^ feet.

The questions that interest us at present are, those con-

cerning the relations between the time i of any fall, the

height h of that fall, and the velocity v that is uniformly
acquired in falling ; so that when any one of those things

is given, the others may be found out.

I. Since the variations of velocity are proportional to the
limes in which they are produced, we have

r : ("=32 : ;

and v'=52i"

and i"=^'

,2i"

32

N. B. The time t is always supposed to be a number of

seconds, and the height// a number of feet, and the veloci-

ty -d a number of feet unifoimly moved over in one second.

A falling body, therefore, acquires an increment of 32

feet per second in every second of its fall, and an ascending
body has its velocity lessened as much during every second
of its rise. A hot\y falling during four seconds, acquires

the velocity of 128 feet per second.

But if the body has been projected downward with the

velocity of 100 feet per second, then at the end of 4", it is

moving at tlie rate of 228 feet per second.

A body projected straight upwards with the velocity of

160 feet per second, will at the end of the first second of

its rise, have the velocity 128. At the end of 2" it will be
moving at the rate of 96 feet per second. Its velocity at

the end of the third second will be 64. At the end of the

fourth second, it will be 32, and at the end of five seconds
it will stop, and begin to fall.

The times of the rise and the subsequent fall are equal.

II. Since the heights are as the squares of the times o'

the fall or ascent, we have
l":i;^=16: 16r
and h= \6t'^

h

and y/ h!=it.

also t^ =— , and t z^—

.

16 4

A heavy body, falling during four seconds, falls 256 feet.

A body rising straight upwards 144 feet employs 3

seconds in its ascent.

III. Because the heights fallen through are also propor-

tional to the squares of the velocities acquired at the end

of the fall, we have
32' :v^= 16:A

and, conversely, 11= 8^/1, and y'= 64 1i.

All questions concerning the perpendicular ascents and
descents of heavy bodies may be solved by means of the

two equations

vZZ.S'i tZZg t

/i=:l6^==i,s•^^

An easy mode of extempore computations is had, by
remarking, that since a heavy body falls 16 feet in a se-

cond, and acquires the velocity 32, it fulls 1 foot in ith of

a second, and acquires the velocity 8.

In every second of the fall, the velocity is increased by
32 ; and in every foot of the fall, the square of the veloci-

ty is increased by 64.

In many questions, particularly in hydraulics, it is con-

venient to have the measures in inches.

Now, v/ 193 : ^ 1IZ386 : 27,785. Therefore a heavy
body by falling one inch acquires tiie velocity 27,785 inches,

or nearly 27^ inches per second.

Did gravity impel a body uniformly along a space

equal to the radius of the earth, it would generate the ve-

locity which would enable the body to describe a parabola,

having the centre of the earth for its focus. If project-

ed straight upwards with this velocity it would never re-

turn.

Now ^"16: V Earth's rad.= 32 : 36,680 feet. This is

the velocity now spoken of. Suppose the earth uniformly

dense, and a pit to the centre. A heavy body would ac-

quire, by falling down this pit, the velocity 25,866.

Greater velocities than either of these can be produced by
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i'oices whicli we know. Jurum fulminana expands with

the velocity of at least 4 2 miles jjer second.

It does not seem necessary to insist further on the rec-

tilineal ascents and descents of heavy bodies, and thercfoic

Ave proceed to consider their curvilineal motions, when
projected In any direction that deviates from the ])erpeii-

dicular. These are the motions which are understood

to form what is called Projectiles.
Tliese motions arc not only interesting to the philoso-

j)hical mechanist, as examples of a constant deflecting

force, and a uniform deflection in parallel lines, but also to

the artillerist ; because the motion of shot and shells are

cases of this question, which comprehend the whole of his

art. It has therefore been very much cultivated ; and

there is no branch of mechanical philosophy on which so

much has been written, or so many experiments made for

its improvement. The experimental cultivation of this

branch could scarcely be prosecuted by private persons;

but, in all the states of Europe, there are public establish-

ments for this purpose, and no expencc has been spared for

bringing to perfection an art on which the fate of nations

has unfortunately much dependence.

But, notwithstanding this liberal encouragement, and
the numberless volumes which have been published on the

subject, it cannot be said to have improved much as a sci-

ence since it came out of the hands of its inventor, and his

immediate pupil Tartaglia ; and we shall be greatly disap-

pointed if we look for that nice agreement between the re-

sults of the most approved theoiy and what we observe

in the flight of great shot and shells. The theory, how-
ever, is unexceptionable ; and the enormous deviations

that we see in the actual performance of artillery, is owing
to the resistance of the air. This was long considered as

insignificant, even after Newton had given us sufficient in-

formation to the contrary. But the gentlemen of the pro-
fession made little account of the speculations of a private
philosopher, and continued to regulate tlieir theories by no-
tions of their own. They have been at last convinced of
their mistake by the curious experiments and discoveries
of Mr Robins, and are improving their practice in some
measure. But we now find, that the theory of the motion
of heavy bodies through a resisting fluid, is one of the

most abstruse and difficult tasks that the mechanician can
take in hand.

At present, we are about to consider this subject merely
as a particular case of motions regulated by gravitation,

reserving the particular consideration of the modifications
of these motions by the resistance of the air, till we shall

have made ourselves acquainted with the general laws of
such resistance.

Let a body (Plate CCLXXXVI. Fig. 1.) be projected in

any direction AB, which deviates from the vertical AW.
Then it would move on in this dn-ection, and in equal suc-
ceeding moments would describe the equal spaces AB,
BH, HI, IK, KL, &c. But suppose, that when the body
is at B it receives an instantaneous impulse in the direction
of the vertical BB', such that by this impulse it would de-
scribe the line B b uniformly in the same time that it

would have continued its motion along BH. Or, to speak
more accurately, let the motion or velocity B 4 be com-
pounded with the motion BH. The body must describe
the diagonal BC of a parallelogram B b CH, and, at the
end of this second moment, it must be in C, in the verti-
cal line HCC, and moving with the velocity BC. There-
fore, in the third moment it would describe CN, equul to
BC. But let another impulse in the direction of the ver-
ti'.al CC generate the velocity C c, equal to B b. By the
composition of this with the motion CN, tlie body will de-
scribe the diagonal CD of the parallelogram C c DN, and

at the end of the third moment must be in D, moving in

the direction and with the velocity CD. It would describe
DO equal to CD in the fourth moment. Another impulse
of gravity D d, in the vertical, and eiiual to either of the
former impulses, will make the body describe DE; and
an equal impulse E c will deflect the body into EI''; and
another impulse 1'/ will deflect it into TG, Sec.

Thus it is plain that the body, by the composition of
these equal and parallel impulses, will describe the poly-
gonal figure ABCDEl'G, all in one vertical plane, and in

every instant or point, such as E, will be found in the ver-
tical line KE, diawn from the point at which it would have
arrived in that instant by the primitive projection.

Now, let the interval between these impulses be dimi-
nished, and their number be increased without end. It is

evident that this polygonal motion will ultimately coincide
with the motion in a path of continued curvation, by the
continual and unvaried action of gravity.

The line described by the body has evidently the follow-

ing properties.

1*;, If a number of equidistant vertical lines BB',
HCC, IDD', KEE', Ecc. be drawn, cutting the curve in

B, C, D, E, &:c. and if the chords AB, BC, CD, DE, Sec.

drawn through the points of intersection, be produced till

they cut the verticals in H, N, O, P, &c. the intercepted
portions liC, ND, OE, PF, &c. are all equal.

2d, The curve is a parabola, in which the verticals BB',
CC, kc. are diameters. The property mentioned in the
last paragraph belongs exclusively to the parabola. As
the circle is the curve of uniform deflection in the direc-

tion of the radius, so the parabola is the curve of uniform
deflection in the direction of the diameter. That the

curve in which the chords drawn through the intersection

of equidistant verticals cut off equal portions of these ver-

ticals is a parabola, is easily proved in a variety of ways.
Since B 4, C c, D rf, E e, are all equal, and the verticals arc

equidistant, B c rf E must be a. straight line. So must
CdeF; BE must be parallel to CD, and CF to DE.
Therefore BF one! CE are parallel, and are bisected in m
and n by Che vertical DD'. Also, if FC be produced till

it meet the next vertical in /, i B is equal to D m. All this

is very plain. Hence
i B, or D m : rf m iz BF : m F,~ m F, : o E

;

but (/ m : D :3 7/1 F : E ;

therefore D ?« : D o :^ 7h F^ : o E" ;

and D, E, F are in a parabola, of which D 7«ms a diame-
ter, and E, jn F are semiordinates. We should prove,

in the same manner, that BG is parallel to CF, and AG to

BF, and D m : DD'=m F" : D'G% and the points D, F, G,
in the same parabola.

Thus we have demonstrated, that the equal and parallel

impulse of gravity produces a motion in a parabola, whose
diameters are perpendicular to the horizon. This was the
great discovery of Galileo, and the finest example of his

genius. His discoveries in the heavens have indeed at-

tracted more notice, and he is oftener spoken of as the
first person who shewed the mountains in the moon, the
phases of Venus, the satellites of Jupiter, &c. But in

all these he was obliged to his telescope ; and another per-
son who had common curiosity would have seen the same
things. But, in the present discovery, every step was an
efiort of judgment and reasoning, and the whole investi-

gation was altogether novel. No attempt had been made,
since the first dawn of mechanical science, to explain a
curvilineal motion of any kind; and even the law of the
composition of motion, though faintly seen by the ancients,

had never been applied to any use (except by Stevinus)

till this sagacious philosopher saw its immense import-
ance, and brought it into constant service.
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The process employed by Galilqo in this investigation,

and which has been copied by almost all the writers on tlie

subject, is considerably different from the one now gone

through. G.ililco supposes the heavy body to fall in the

vertical BB' with a uniformly accelerated motion, describ-

ing spaces as the squares of the times. He supposes this

motion to be compounded with the miirorm motion in the

direction of the tangent BR. Then, supposing that B ;

and BT are fallen through while B r and BR are described

by the motion of projection, it follows, that because Br is

to BR as the time of describing B r to the lime of describ-

ing BR, we shall have B / : BT=B ?-^
: BR^ Therefore,

completing the parallelograms B i C r, BTSR, we have
B I : BT=; C : TS, and the points B, C, S are in a para-

bola, whose diameter is BT, and has BR a tangent in B.

No doubt, the result of these suppositions agrees per-

fectly with the phenomena, arid gives a very easy and ele-

gant solution of the question. But, in the first place, it is

inorc difficult, or takes more discourse, to prove this con-

tinued composition of motion (almost peculiar to the case)

than to demonstrate the parabolic figure : and, secondly,

it is not a just narration of the fact of the procedure of

nature. There is no composition of such motions as are

here supposed. When the body is at C, there is not a mo-
tion in the direction parallel to B r, compounding itself

with a motion in the vertical, having the velocity which
the falling body would have as it passes through the point

t. The body is really moving in the direction CS of the

tangent to the parabola, and it there receives the same in-

finitesimal impulse of gravity that it received at B. Its

deflection, therefore, from the line of its motion, does not

make any finite angle with that motion. Therefore, al-

though Galileo's demonstration does very well for a mere
mathematical process, like the navigator's calculation of
the ship's place by tables of difference of latitude and de-

parture, it by no means answers the purpose of the philo-

sophical investigation of a natural phenomenon. The me-
thod we have followed is a bare narration of the facts ; con-
sidering the motion of the body in every instant as it real-

ly is, and stating the force then really affecting its motion.
We have not scrupled to make use of the method em-

ployed by Newton in the demonstration of his fundamen-
tal proposition on curvilineal motions, first conceiving the

action of gravity to be subsultory, and the motion to be
polygonal, and then inferring a similar reiult from the un-
interrupted action of gravity. But if any person is so fas-

tidious as to object to this, (as John Bernoulli has done to

Newton's method,) he may remark, that the motion B I),

•which we compared with BlI, in order to produce the mo-
tion BC, is just double of the space B /, through whicli

the body falls during the motion along BIT. Therefore
the figure will be such, that the curvilineal deflection will

be one half of B b, or of IIC, and the tangent to the

curve, whatever it is, will bisect HC. Then, during the

next moment, since the deflective action of gravity is sup-
posed the same, the body will be as much deflected from
its path in C, that is, from the new tangent CS, whatever
direction that tangent may have, as it w.ns in the preceding
moment. This gives us s D equal to ?• C, and this obtains

throughout. Without entering on any discussion on the

progress of the deflection in the different points of tlie

arch BC or CD, it is enough for our purpose to shew that

the curve described is such, that when ecpiidistant verti-

cals ai-e drawn, and tangents drawn tliroiigli their inter-

sections with the curve, the portions of the verticals cut

off by the tangents arc everywhere equal. This also is a

property of the parabola exclusively. That BCD is a

parabola, of which BT is a diameter, and BR a tangent,

is easily seen. For, drawing D u parallel to BR, it is

plain that t;N=2rC, and ND=2«D,=2rC. There-
fore V D — 4r C, and B uzziB t, and B t : li u^zi C :

u D^. And we sliould prove, in the same manner, that

y E^9 r C, Sec.

Having thus ascertained the general nature of the path
of a projectile, we must now examine its motion in this

path, determining its velocity in the different points, and
the time employed in the description of the arches. For
this purpose we must first ascertain the precise parabola
described under the conditions of the projection, that is,

depending on its direction and velocity. To do this in a

way naturally connected with the acting forces, we shall

consider the velocity of projection as having been gene-
rated by falling through some determinate height.

Let us therefore suppose that the body is projected from
B, Plate CCLXXX VI. Fig. I. in the direction BR, witli

the velocity acquired by falling through the vertical VB.
Make BT equal to VB, and BR equal to VT or 2 VB,
and, lastly, draw TS parallel to BR, meeting the parabola
in S.

It is plain that BR is the space which would be uni-

formly described with the velocity of projection in the
time of falling through V^B. Also B r is the space that

would be uniformly described, with the same velocity, in

the time of falling through B t. Therefore BR is to B r

as the time of falling through VB to that of falling through
Bt. But, since BT is equal to VB, B r is to BR as the

time of falling through B ; to the time of falling through
BT. Therefore BR is to Br as the time of falling through
VB to that of falling through B;. But, since BT is

equal to V^B, B r is to BR as the time of falling through
B i to the time of falling through BT. Therefore we have
B t : BT~Br-: BR^. But, in the parabola, we have
B;: BTiz< C= : TS=, = B= : TS=. Therefore TS is

equal to BR, or to twice VB or BT. Therefore TS^=4
BT^, = 4 BT X BV, = BTx 4 BV. But, in a parabola,

the square of any ordinate TS is equal to the rectangle of

the absciss BT and the parameter of that diameter. There-
fore 4 VB is the parameter of the diameter BT, and VB
is the fourth part of that parameter.

If, therefore the horizontal line VZ be drawn, it is the di-

rectrix of tiie parabola described by a body projected from
B in any direction, with the velocity acquired by falling

from V.
Ccr. 1. As this is true for any other point, C, D, &c.

it follows that the velocity in any point of the path is that

which a heavy body would acquire by falling from the

directrix to that point.

Cor. 2. Hence also we learn that the velocities in any
two points, such as B and D, are proportional to the por-

tions V y and D f of the tangents through those points

which are intercepted by the same diameters. Thus, vrj

is a portion of the tangent B y, intercepted by the diameters

DD' and EF.', which also intercept a portion of the tan-

gent D t. For these portions of tangents are in the sub-

duplicate ratio of the lines VB and ZD. Now the velo-

cities acquired by falling through VB and ZD are in this

subduplicate ratio of the spaces fallen through.

Such is the Galilean Theory of the parabolic mo'ion of

projectiles ; a doctrine \aluable for its intrir.sic excellence,

and which will always be respectable among philosophers,

as the first example of a problem in the higher depart-

ment of mechanical philosophy.

We are now to consider it as the foundation of the

ait of gunnery. But it may be affirmed, at setting out,

that the theory is of very little use for directing the

practice of cannonading. Here it is necessary to ap-

proach as near as possible to the object, and the hurry

of service allows no time for geometrical nn 'i.o^l.-. of
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pointing the piece after each discharge. When the gun
is witliin 300 yards of the object, the gunner points it

straight on it, or rather a little above, to compensate for

the small deflection which obtains, even at this small dis-

tance. Sometimes the piece is elevated at a small angle,

and the shot, discharged with a very moderate velocity,

drops on the ground, and bounds along, destroying the

enemy's troops. But, in all these cases, the gunner is di-

rected entirely by practice, and it cannot be said that the

parabolic theory is of any service to him.

Its ptincipal use is for directing the bombardier in the

throwing of shells. With these it is pioposed to destroy

buildings, to break tlirough the roofs of magazines, to de-

stroy troops by bursting among them, &c. Such objects

being generally under cover of the works of a place, can-

not be hit by a direct shot, and therefore the shells are

thrown with such elevated directions, that they get over

the works, and produce their effect. These shells are of

great weight, sometimes exceeding 200 lb. The mortar

from which they are discharged must be exceedingly

strong, that it may resist the explosion of the powder able

to impel this vast mass to a great distance. They arc

therefore most unwieldy ; and it is found most convenient

to have them almost solid, and unchangeable in their po-

sition. The shell is thrown to the intended distance by

employing a proper quantity of powder. This is found

incomparably easier than to vary the elevation of the mor-
tar. We shall also find, that when a proper elevation has

been selected, a small deviation from it, unavoidable in

such service, is much less detrimental than if another ele-

vation had been chosen. Mortars, therefore, are frequently

cast in one piece with their bed or carriage, having an

elevation that is not far from being the best on all ordinary

occasions, and the rest is done by repeated trials with dif-

ferent charges of powder.
Still, however, in this practice, the parabolic motion

must be understood, that the bombardier may avail him-
self of any occasional circumstance that may be of advan-
tage to him. We shall therefore consider the chief pro-

blems that the artillerist has to resolve, but with the ut-

most brevity ; and the reader will soon see, that more mi-
nute discussion would be of very little service.

The velocity of projection is measured by the fall that

is necessary for acquiring it. It has generally been called

the force, or impetus ; we shall distinguish it 1^ the
symbol/. Thus, in Plate CCLXXXVI. and Fig. 2, 3, 4,

FA is the height through which the body is supposed to

fall, in order to acquire tiie velocity with which it is pro-
jected from A.
The distance AB between the piece of ordnance and the

object, is called the a.iiplitlde, and also the range—r.

Let tl e angle EAB contained between the vertical and the
direction of the object be called the angle of position

=A
And let the angle DAB, contained between that direc-

tion and the axis of the piece, be called the direction of
the mortar ^rf, and let z express the zenith distance or
angle EAD, cuntained between the axis of the mortar and
the vertical line AE.
The leading problem from which almost all the others

jnay be derived, is the following.

Let a shell be thrown from A, (Fig. 3, 4.) with the ve-
locity required by falling through the vertical FA, so as to
hit an object B. Required the direction AD of the pro-
jection.

Let AH be a horizontal line, and AB the line of po-
sition of the oljject. In the vertical AF, lake AEzz4 AF,
and (n EA describe an arch of a circle ED d A, which
shall touch the line of position AB. Draw through the ob-

ject the vertical line BD, cutting the circle in D and d,

and join AD and A d. I say that AD or A d are the di-

rections required. Join ED and E c/.

For, because AB touches the circle in A, the angle
ADE is equal to the exterior angle EA a, or DBA, and
the alternate angles EAD, ADB are equal. The trian-

gles ADB and EAD are therefore similar, and DB : DA
= DA : AE, and DA^ZZ DBx EA. Therefore B is in

a parabola, of which the vertical AI is a diameter, AD a
tangent in A, and AE the parameter of that diameter.
If, therefore, the body be projected from A in the direc-

tion AD, with the velocity acquired by falling through FA,
the fourth part of this parameter, it will describe a para-
bola AVB which passes through B.

By the same reasoning, it is demonstrated that the body
will hit the mark B, if projected in the direction A d with
the same velocity, describing the parabola Av B.

From this very simple construction, we may draw se-

veral very instructive c(J^ollaries.

Cor. 1. When the vertical line passing through B cuts
the circle EDA, it always cuts it in two points D and d,

giving two directions AD and A rf, either of which will

solve the problem.
Cor. 2. But if the vertical through b only touch the

circle, as it touches it in one point only, it gives but one
direction, along which the body must be projected to hit

the mark b. This direction is AG.
Cor. J. The direction AG evidently bisects the angle

EAB, and the directions AD and A d are equidistant from
the middle direction AG.

Cor 4. If the vertical passing through B do not meet
the circle described on AE, according to the conditions

specified, the object is too remote to be struck by a body
projected from A with the velocity acquired by falling

from F. There is no direction that will enable it to go
so far on the line AB. The distance A 6 is the greatest

possible with this velocity, and it is attained by taking the

elevation AG which bisects the angle EAB. We may
therefore call A6 the maximum range on the line AB, and
AG the 7mddle direction.

Cor. 5. The distances on a given line of position to

w hich a body will be projected in a given direction AD,
are proportional to the squares of the velocities of pro-

jection. For the figure being similar, the range AB has
the same proportion to AF, the fall necessary for acquir-

ing the velocity. Now the falls are in the duplicate ratio

of the velocities required by falling. Therefore, &c.

The converse of this problem is solved with the same
facility of construction.

Let a body be projected in the direction AD, with the

velocity acquired by falling through FA, it is required to

find to what distance it will reach on the line AB.
Describe, as before, on AE,^4 AF, the circle ED.A,

touching AB, and cutting AD in D. Through D draw
the vertical DB, cutting AB in B. Then B is the point

to which the projectile will reach. The proof is too evi-

dent to need discussion.

Lastly, suppose the object B to be given, and also the

line of direction AD (wliich is a very common case, see-

ii>g that our mortars are often so fixed in their beds that

their elevation can be very little altered) it is required to

determine the velocity that must be given to the projectile.

Draw throu<:i;h the object the vertical BD, meeting the

direction in D. Draw the vcitical AE, and make it a

third proportional to DB and DA, that is, make AF.

—

DA^ EA
,-rTT— and take FAir

—
" Then FA is the fall which

JDB, 4 •

will generate the velocity required for the projection. The
dcmonstratioii^of this is also very evident.
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Notwithstanding the great simplicity of the construction

of these problems, we cannot obtain numerical solutions

for practice with equal simplicity, except when the line of

position is horizontal, as in Fig. 2. This indeed is the most

general case, and there are few situations so abrupt as to

deviate very far from this case, the greatest height of a

fortress commonly bearing but a small proportion to the

distance of the mortar.

When AB is a horizontal plane, as in Fig. 2. the arch

EDA is a semicircle.

In this case the maximum range A 6 is equal to AC,
the radius of the circle, and equal to twice the height FA
necessary for acquiring the velocity of the projection.

This greatest range is obtained by elevating the mor-

tar 45 degrees from the horizon.

The ranges with different directions, are proportional

to the sines of twice the angles of elevation. For draw-

ing GC, DL, dli perpendicular to EA, and drawing the

radii CD and Cd, we have CG equal to the range A 6,

and Id equal to the range AB. Now CG is the sine

of the angle ACG, which is double of GAB, and Id

is the sine of ACrf, which is double of AE cf, which is

equal to the elevation d AB ; and the same is true of all

other elevations. We may always employ this analogy

as radius to the sine of twice the angle of elevation, so

is twice the height necessary for acquiring the velocity to

tlie range of the projection on a horizontal plane.

The height to which the projectile rises above the hori-

zontal plane is as the square of the sine of elevation. For
OV, the axis of the parabola, is Ath of DB or LA ;

—

and FA, the height to which the projectile would rise

straight upwards, is ith of EA. Now EA : LA=:EA2

:

AD^=rad.^: sin." AED,==rad.^ sin. ^ elevation. Therefore

FA : VO=i'ad.^ : sin.' elevation; also VO : v 0=sin.2
DAB : sin.* d AB, &c.
The times of the flights are as the sines of the elevation.

For the velocities in the directions AD, A (/, being the

same, the times of describing AD and A d uniformly will

be as AD and A d. Now AD and A d are as the sines of

the angles AED and AE d, which are equal to the angles
DAB and d AB. Now the times of describing AD and A d
uniformly with the velocity of projection, are the same with
the times of describing the parabolas AVB and A i^ B.
When the object to be struck is on an inclined plane, AB,

ascending, as in Fig. 3. the arch EDA is less than a semi-
circle ; and when it is on a descending plane, as in Fig. 4.

EDA is greater than a semicircle. This considerably em-
barrasses the process for obtaining the direction, when the
impetus and the object are given, or conversely. It has
been much canvassed by the many authors who deliver
theories of gunnery, and the parabola affords many very
pretty methods of solving the problem. Dr Halley's, in

the Phitosofihical Transactions, No. 179, is peculiarly ele-

gant. Mr Thomas Simpson's also, in No. 486, is extreme-
ly ingenious and comprehensive, and has been reduced to

a very elegant simplicity by Frisius in his Cosmografihia.
But neither of these methods shew so distinctly the connec-
tion between the different circumstances of the motions,
or keep the general principle so much in view, as the one
here given ; and all the arithmetical operations which final-

ly result from them, are precisely similar to those deduced
from our construction.

ThefoUowingrnethod, suggested by the simple construc-
tion now given, is probably as easy and as expeditious as
any.

Draw the horizontal line HA a, Fig. 3. and 4. cutting
the vertical drawn through B in K ; let C be the centre of
the circular arch EDA. Join AC, and draw GC, cutting
the verticals through A and B in the points/ and e-. Also
Vol. X. Part I.

draw CD and C d. Let /; rcprcsen* the angle of position

EAB, and d the angle of direction DAB, which the axis ol

the piece makes with the line of position AB. Also let :

be the angle EAD which the axis makes with the vertical.

Let r express the range AB, and y the fall FA necessary

for communicating the velocity of projection. Then the

parameter of the parabola at the point of projection is A,J\

I^AE, and using S to express the sine.

We have AB : DB=S, EAD : S, DAB,=S, z : S, d.

DB:DA=S, DAB:S, DBA,=S,(/:S,/j.
DA:AE=S, DEA:S, EDA,=S, rf:S,/2.

Therefore AB : AE=S, zxS, d : SS/i.
That is r:4/=S, 2xS, d.•S^/^.
And rxS=,/i=4/xS, zXS,rf.

Hence are derived formulae, which solve all the ques-
tions contained in the problem.

.4/xS, zxS, f/.

l.rzz-

II./=

S^/^
rxS' /I.

4S,2xS,rf.

III. S, dZ=.
rxS%/;.

4/xS, z.

The answers to these questions expressed in the two first

cases are obtained by a single operation. In the first case,

the maximum value of r, which corresponds with the ele-

vation AG, is a third proportional to AE and AD, and will

be had by the analogy sin. °/z : sin. i/i=4/: r.

We also may remark, that the ranges made with the

same velocity, and on the same declivity, are as the pro-
ducts of the sines of rf and of z.

But these formulae do not afford so ready an answer,
when d is the thing wanted, as one would expect from
their simplicity. When d is unknown, z is also unknown.
In this case we must remark, that S,zxS, d is equal to

cos. z to d—COS. z-\-d
, and that z+d:^fi.

Thi» changes our formula into r x sin. ^/j = 4/

X

COS. z ft, d— cos.

;

-+ 'i.

:2y X COS. z 0, d—cos./i,=2/xcos.

z ct d—2yxcos. /;. Therefore we have

rxsin. ^
ft+ ^/xcos, pzz2fxcos.z * d.

Having obtained the arch z » d, and having z+ds=fl, we
A I ™ -J

easily obtain d, it being = '^~~~- "^'^^ process is much

expedited by the help of a table of natural sines. We must
remember, that when the projection is made on an ascend-
ing plane, the quantity 2/x cos./!, is to be added to r x
sin.2/! ; but that it is to be subtracted from it if the projec-
tion is made on a declivity.

But a plainer method may be taken, although not so ob-
viously deduced from the general principle. The position

of the object B being known, its horizontal distance AK is

known. Call this A. The middle direction AG is also known.
The lineyA is also knovrn, being =2y. NowyC=2yx
tan.y AC, =2yx cotan.fi. Call this 6. Then C ^ is =k
j-b, or =/i—6, according as the projection is made on an
ascending or a descending plane. Now we have

yA : C ^~cos. p : COS. d— ::, or

2y: /i == 6= cos./i : cos. d—z.

Then to ^/2(— W-j-z)add .Jrf—z, and we obtain d.

This is, in fact, the process to which we are ultimately

led by every method that is taken for the solution of this

case of the problem.
The construction suggests another process, which may

be more acceptable to some readers. The angleyAG is

i EAB. ThercforeyG=2yx tan. ifi, and 2yx tan. A/i—
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AK=i' G, :

2 r
ihc versed sine of z a (/, CA, or -^—

-

being

radius. .

There are two qucstioi« more that must be solved be-

fore the artillerist can have all the information he requires.

In throwing of shells, it is of peculiar importance that the

fuse of the shell burn during the whole time of the flight,

but no longer ; and it would be best of all, were it ended

when the shell is about six feet from the ground. This re-

quires an exact knowledge of the time of the flight.

The time of the flight is the same with that of falling

through DB. We must therefore calculate DB in feet.

Then t = y/DB DB
16'

rxsin. cl

From the
4 ' 16 16 sin. z

sum of the logarithms of the range (measured in feet) and

the sine of the direction, take the sum of the logarithm of

16 and the sine of the zenith distance, and half the remain-

der is the time of the flight, measured in seconds.

If the best or middle direction had been chosen, which is

generally not far from being the case, DB is equal to BA
\/r

or r. Therefore in this case we have /~—-—

.

4

Lastly, with respect to the velocity and momentum with

which the projectile makes its stroke, this is easily deduced

from the property of the parabolic motion. We know the

velocity of projection, or the velocity at A, namely, that

which is acquired by falling through FA. In like manner,

the velocity at B is that acquired by falling through F «,

(B « being drawn parallel to the horizon). Therefore,

\/FA : v'Fazr velocity at A : velocity at B.

CHAP. II.

On the Determination of the Initial Velocity of Projectiles

from the explosiveforce of Gunpowder.

In our article Gunpowder, we have already noticed Mr
Robins' investigations respecting the explosive force of

gunpowder, and we have suggested some important cor-

rections upon the data which he employed. We shall now
proceed to give an account of the solution of the important

problem of determining the initial velocity of a ball, when

the elasticity of the powder at the instant of its firing is

given, and when the density of the ball, the quantity of the

charge, and the dimensions of the piece of artillery from

which it is thrown, are known.
The solution of this problem depends upon the two fol-

lowing principles.

1. That the action of the powder upon the ball ceases

as soon as it is out of the piece.
' 2. That all the powder is converted into an elastic fluid

before the ball is sensibly moved fiom its place.

The first of these principles is sufficiently manifest from
the consideration, that the flame will very suddenly extend

itself in every direction when it reaches the mouth of the

gun, and therefore its force on the bullet will be completely

extinguished.

The second principle, though less obvious, is equally cer-

tain. If the powder was fired successively, and not all at

once, it occurred to Mr Robins, that by using two or three

bullets instead of one, a greater quantity of powder would
be fired, since a heavier weight would require a longer time

to pass throirgh the barrel. Hence two or three balls should

be impelled with a much greater force than one. This,

however, is by no means the case. Mr Robins found, from
experiment, that the velocities with which different num-
bers of balls were discharged were reciprocally in the sub-

duplicate ratio of the number of balls ; that is, if one ball

was discharged with a velocity of 1700 feet per second, the
same charge would impel two balls with a velocity of from
1250 to 1300 feet per second, and three bjlls with a velo-

city of from 1050 to 11 10. But when bodies, containing dif-

ferent quantities of matter, are successively impelled
through the same space, with the same power acting at

each point of that space with a given force, then the velo-

cities communicated to these different bodies should be re-

ciprocally in the subduplicate ratio of their quantities of
matter. Hence, since the velocities are in the subduplicate

ratio of the number of balls, the action of the powder must,
in all these cases, have been nearly the same, and conse-

quently the truth of the principle is established.

Let us now suppose that AB, Plate CCLXXXVI. Fig. 5.

is the axis of the gun, DCGE the part of the cavity filled

with powder, and that the hinder surface of the ball lies at

GE. Then if we take FH to represent the force wiih which
the ball is impelled at the point F, and if througii H we
draw an hyperbola KHNQ to the asymptotes AI, AB form-

ing a right angle, the ordinate MN will represent the force

with which the ball is impelled at M ; for since the densi-

ties of the elastic fluid at the points F and M are as AM to

AF, or as FH to MN, the forces will be in the same ratio.

Take EL to FH as the force which impels the ball at F is

to the weight of the ball, and draw LP parallel to EB. Then
the equal lines LF, RM, &c. will be to the corresponding
ordinates FH, MN as the gravity of the ball is to the force

with which it is impelled at the points F and M. But by
Prop. 39. Book I. of Newton's Principia, the areas F'LPB,
FHQB areas the squares of the velocities which the ball

would acquire when acted upon by its own gravity through
the space EB, and when impelled through the same space
by the force of the gunpowder. Hence we shall have

V:=V' FHQBx(Vcl . of fallinglhrough FBp
FLPB

If we therefore put

V Z^ velocity of the ball.

L :z: length of the charge of powder.

B ::^ length of the bore AD.
S ZZ specific gravity of the ball.

D :3 the diameter of the bore, and

W~ the weightofihe ball in ounces, we shall have

V= 27130y|ixLog.^,

v=ioo /
223 LD^ , B

Thus making L^ 2|- inches.

B IZ 45 inches.

S ^ 1.345 for a leaden ball.

Dz; i of an inch.

Then we shall have

V=:27130 /ttt^ X Log. ———1674 for the velocity of

the ball per second ; or if the weight of the ball Wi^l ^V oz.

or 1^ oz. then^

71115x189 ,120 r r

^3.^3^
X log.-^=1674 feet, as formerly.

Having thus determined theoretically the initial veloci-

ties of projectiles, Mr Robins was anxious to compare his

theory with experiment. He was thus led to the invention

of the ballistic pendulum, by which the real velocities may
be measured with such a degree of exactness, that in a ve-

locity of 1700 per 1", the error will never exceed the 500th

part.
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CHAP. III.

On the Methods of determining exficrimentaUy the Veloci-

ties of Projectiles at any Distance from the Gun from
•which they are discharged.

The ballistic pendulum, which Mr Robins invented for

measuring the initial velocity of projectiles, is shewn in

Plate CCLXXXV. Fig. 12. where ABCD represents the

body of the machine consisting of three poles B, C, D, join-

ed at A. On the sockets R, S, screwed upon two of these

poles, rests the horizontal axis EF, which suspends a pen-

dulum GHIK,made of iron, with a broad surface at its ex-

tremity. A thick piece of wood GHIK is fastened by

screws to the broad surface of the iron. A little below the

bottom of the pendulum is a brace OP, joining the two
poles B, C ; and on this brace is fastened a contrivance

MNU, made somewhat like a drawing pen, with two edges

of steel, bearing on each other in the line UN, the pressure

of these edges being regulated by a screw Z. To the bot-

tom HI of the pendulum is fastened a narrow ribbon LN,
which passes between the steel edges, and which hangs

losely down, as at W, through an opening cut in the lower

piece of steel.

Dr Hutton made some considerable improvements on the

ballistic pendulum. At first he used a narrow tape, divided

into inches and tenths, to which he adapted a contrivance

different from that of Mr Robins. From the bottom of the

pendulum proceeded a tongue of iron, which was raised or

depressed by means of a screw. This tongue was cloven at

the bottom to receive the end of the tape, and the tips were
pinched together by a screw. Immediately below this, the

tape was passed between two slips of iron, which could be

brought to any degree of approach by two screws. These
pieces were made to slide vertically up and down a groove

in a heavy block of wood, and could be fixed at any height

by a screw.

This method of measuring the chord of the arc of vibra-

tion by the tape was however often attended with uncer-

tainty ; and Dr Hutton adopted the following simple con-

trivance. He took a block of wood, having its upper sur-

face formed into the arc of a circle of nearly the same ra-

dius as the extreme length of the pendulum. In the

middle of this arch was a shallow groove three or four in-

ches broad, running along the middle of the block through
its whole length. This groove was filled with a composi-
tion of soft soap and wax, of about the consistency of

honey, or a little firmer, having its upper side smoothed
off" with the general surface of the broad arch. A sharp

spear proceeded from the bottom of the pendulum, so as

just to enter and scratch the surface of the composition in

the groove, without having its motion sensibly retarded.

From the trace which was thus left, the length of the

cord of the arc of vibration was easily measured.
The pendulum being thus constructed, is used in the

following manner. The ball is discharged against the

block of wood GHIK, which in consequence of the im-
pulse, vibrates through an arc of a certain extent, which
of course increases with the velocity of the ball. The ex-

tent of the arc of vibration is measured by the length

through which the ribbon LN is pulled out through the

edges UN. Hence, if the weight of the pendulum is

known, and also the distance of its centre of gravity and
CSC illation from its axis of suspension, it is easy to deter-

mine the extent of the arc of vibration, the velocity with
which it is struck by a body of a known weight entering
it at a given point. In the investigation, of the theorem
for r.o.flputing the velocity of the ball, Mr Robins com-
mitted a trifling mistake, which he corrected in the Philo-

sotihical Transactions for 1743, but which the editor of

his works omitted to insert in the New Principles of Gun-
nery published in 1761. The theorem of Robins is

c fig i

r b

The theorem as corrected by Euler, is

b
v:=.—x-

r
:+-

2o
•x-V-

The formula given by Antoni is

32.18 X
figo+ bi-'xfig + bi

bir

which is 7)1=5. 6727c^figo + bi"" X t>g + bi

bir

The formula given by Dr Hutton is

^__ 5.6727c / p^g^dji X /i^ -f bi, almost the same
bir V

as Antoni 's, which he reduces to the following very simple

formula :

T)=5.6r275-c^^v/o,
oir

which is within joBff'^'^ P^'' "'^ "^'^^ ^''^^ quantity, and will

always give the velocity within less than half a foot, even
when the velocities are greatest. In these formulae,

7i=the initial velocity of the ball at the instant of im-

pact.

6=weight of the ball.

/i=\veight of the pendulum.
g-=distance to its centre of gravity.

o=the distance of its centre of oscillation.

2=the distance to the point of impact, or the point

struck by the ball.

crrthe chord of the arch of vibration.

r^its radius or distance to the ribbon.

The machine of Mattei for measuring initial velocities

near the mouth of the gun, which we have already briefly

described, was employed by Antoni. It consists of a hori-

zontal wheel AB, mounted upon a vertical axis, and put

in motion by the descent of a weight Q suspended to the

rope GG, and which can be raised into a state of activity

by the winch fixed to the axis of the pulley P. A circular

band of writing paper AE, BF, about six inches high, is

fixed round the circumference of the wheel AB, so as to

form a drum 10 feet in diameter. A butt or block of elm
is placed about two or three feet from the drum to receive

the balls. The gun being fixed immoveably at the dis-

tance of 20 feet, so that its axis produced would pass

through an exact diameter of the drum perpendicular to

GG, the machine is put in motion by the descent of the

weight Q. The motion soon becomes uniform, and the

velocity of the drum is measured by a small eccentric

wheel IL upon the axis CD, which at every revolution

gives a vibratory horizontal motion to a tongue of wood,
at the extremity of which is suspended a common pendu-
lum, which is shortened or lengthened till its vibrations are

isochronous to those of the tongue. The time in which
the wheel performs a revolution will be shewn by the length

of the pendulum. When the pendulum and the tongue

have acquired an isochronous motion, the gun is discharg-

ed, and the wheel stopped. The hole made in the drum at

the first entrance of the ball will be easily distinguished

from the other hole which is made at its exit, by the edges

of the holes being turned to the point by which the ball

went out of the drum. A thread is then stretched in the

direction in which the ball was fired, so as to pass through

the centre of the first hole, and the point where the line

cuts the drum is marked. The distance between this mark
and the second hole is the distance through which the cir-

Z 2
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cumferencc of the drum has moved wiiile the projectile

was passing ihiough a space equal to its diameter.

In order to find the uniform velocity of the shot in a se-

cond of time, call d the diameter of the wheel, c its cir-

cumference, t the time in which the wheel performs one

revolution, m the distance through which a part of the cir-

cumference of the drum moves while the ball i?, traversing

the distance D, and v the initial velocity of the shot in a

cd
second of time : then m : d = c : — =a the space passed

m
through by the shot with

revolution of the wheel

:

J2X4rr-r-r=Jr a second; and if DG=700 feet, wc
JA . 1 o *

have

m
a uniform velocity during one

c d cd
then as t : l:z— : —=11.

VI tin

In using this machine, Antoni used wads of parchment
torn in several places, that they might not injure the drum
of paper. An account of the experiments themselves will

be given in the next Chapter.

Antoni has given an account of other three methods of

measuring the initial velocities of projectiles. The first

consists in measuring their respective penetrations into a

homogeneous butt of a known consistency. If we call b

the consistency of the butt, d the diameter of the shot, /2

the depth of its penetration, and v the initial velocity, we

—
• . In order to find b, the consistency

a

of the butt, fire a piece of small calibre, with an iron shot

one inch in diameter, and measure its initial velocity by the

methods already described, and let it be 1000 feet, then

i;=1000. Let the same piece be then loaded as before,

and fired into the butt, and let its penetration be 12 inches,

or 1 foot, =//. Then, since bfi^d v", we shall have
/iXlsiiVxlOUO", or/j X 83333. Substituting then, in the

formula, bfizzzdv^, we have S53S3 ftzzdv". The con-
sistency of the butt being thus found, place the great gun,
the initial velocity of whose shot is required, and having
fired several rounds in a horiaontal direction against the

butt, let the mean of the different depths of penetration be

7^/1, and let d, the diameter of the shot, be equal 4 in-

ches, then we have 83333 x 7 = .j"^ x>^, and v—

shall have

J83333 X 7 X 12~ 1323, the initial velocity required.

The second method proposed by Antoni of determining
initial velocities, consists in analysing and resolving into its

simple movements the curve described by the projectile

on quitting the piece. In order to effect this, a gun AB,
Plate CCLXXXVI. Fig. 7, mounted on its carriage, and
laid on an even and solid platform, is placed with its axis
in a horizontal direction AC, so that the shot, at its first

graze, may touch the earth in the point C of the horizon-
tal line DF. The vertical distance KG is obviously the
space through which the shot has descended by the action
of gravity, which may be called 5, and the horizontal dis-

tance AK or DG is the space wliich it has passed through
in the same time, in virtue of the impulsive or projectile

r Tu 32.18 «^
, I 2s

force. Ihen since s= —,andi— / ,wehave,
2 V 32.18

by substituting KG for «, t— / ——-^zzihe time in which
\r 02.18

the shot is impelled from A to K. Having obtained DG
accurately from the mean of several trials, call it r, and
considering it as uniformly passed over, say, as r • r— 1 :

r— , the initial velocity, or the space through which the

shot would move in a second, without considering the
air's resistance. Let KG—four feet, then we have f=

— , or T— /———IZ1400 feet, the initial velocity re-

quired.

As the initial velocity thus determined is not absolutely

correct, on account of the resistance of the air, a more ac-

curate result may be obtained, by placing a butt LMX
nearer the gun. Let a line be drawn on the butt at M,
where it is cut by the horizontal line of direction AM, and
by firing several shot at the butt, the vertical distance

MH=« will be ascertained. By measuring the distance

DL, and using the formulae already given, the initial velo-

city V will again be found. The nearer the gun is brought
to the butt, the more correct will the initial velocity be
found. Both these methods may be applied to guns of

all lengths and calibres.

The third method of determining initial velocities is, by
deducing them from the thickness of the metal ef the fire

arm when it is in equilibrio with the pressures of the elas-

tic fluid in every point of its length. This method, how-
ever, is not applicable to guns of large calibre fired with

the common charges of powder, but only to fusils and
pieces of small calibre. Antoni informs us, that in Pied-

mont musket barrels are proved, by charging them "with

17 drachms of common cannon powder, over which is put

a very high wad of hard tow, which is with difficulty

pressed into the barrel, and which is afterwards rammed
down with all the force which the armourer can exert. A
leaden bullet, weighing 18J drachms, is then put in, and
wadded as before. The barrels being placed with their

breech upon a strong beam of wood, are each fired twice.

Many of them burst, sometimes at the breech, and some-
times in the middle of the bore, and sometimes near the

muzzle ; but as the bursting never happened more fre-

quently on one part than another, the officers and manufac-
turers did not consider it as necessary to make any change
in the thickness of the metal. Hence in guns of this kind,

the thickness of the metal may be considered as propor-

tional to the pressure of the elastic fluid in every part of

their length.

As this method is not likely to be of much use, we
shall merely refer the reader to Antoni's Treatise on

Gunfiowder, translated by Thomson, p. 87, 88, 165, &c.

CHAP. IV.

Comparison of the Initial Velocities of Bullets, as comfiut-

ed from the Theory, with the actual Velocities, as de-

termined by the Ballistic Pendulum.

In determining the initial velocity of bullets, Mr Robins
used a musket barrel, nearly as thick at the muzzle as at

the breech, and its thickness was made equal to the dia-

meter of its bore. It was always charged with a ladle,

as in the case of cannon, and the wadding was never
greater than was necessary to confine the powder to Its

proper place. In order to prevent the impulse of the

flame from acting upon the pendulum, the mouth of the

musket should be sixteen or eighteen feet from it, when
the charge is half an ounce of powder. With larger

charges, Mr Robins has often found the impulse to be
sensible at the distance of twenty-five feet.

His first set of experiments was made with a musket
45 inches long ; the diameter of the ball was Jths of an

inch, and the cavity containing the powder was 2| inches,

which, as the barrel exceeded the bullet by about the 40th
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of an incl), contained exactly 12 penny-weights of powder.

This barrel we shall call A.

Tlie Avcight of tiie whole pendulum was 5:'i lb. j9z.

The distance of the centre of gravity fron^ the axis of

suspension was 52 inches; 200 of its snK'.il swings were

performed in 253 seconds, and therefore the distance of its

centre of oscillation from the axis of suspension, was 62|
inches.

The following results were obtained with this pendulum
and the barrel A.

si
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ments were made and registered, before they were compar-

ed with the theory.

A set of valuable experiments on the iniiial velocities of

bullets were made by Antoni, with the machine invented

by Mattei.

The first series was made with a musket 3 feet 6 inches

in the length of its bore, and with a charge of powder of 7

drams.

The following results were obtained with four musket'i

of different lengths. The ball was I oz. in weight, and the

cliarge was seven drams of fine war powder :
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Distance from the piece.

25 feet

250 . .

Velocity
', Medium of
' five trials

I

Medium
' five trials

1180

950

The ball, therefore, in passing through 225 feet of air,

lost a velocity of 230 feet in a second ; and as it passed

through that space in jSj-ths of a second, the resistance to

the middle velocity will be 2 lbs. 10 oz. avoirdupois, where-

as the theoretical resistance will be only .j'^ths of this.

FroiTi these experiments it is manifest, that the theory

of the resistance of air in slow motions, as established by

Sir Isaac Newton and others, is quite incorrect when appli-

ed to the rapid motions of military projectiles. The para-

bolic theory of gunnery is, therefore, in every respect erro-

neous. The path of military projectiles is neither a para-

bola, nor approaching to a parabola, unless when their ve-

locities are very small ; and instead of their path lying in

the same place, it is in reality doubly incurvated, the ball

being frequently driven to the right and left of its original

direction by the action of some force acting obliquely to the

progressive motion of the body, occasioned no doubt by the

whirling motion of the shot about its axis.

In computing the paths of bodies moving rapidly through

the air, Mr Robins lays down the following principles, which
he has deduced from numerous experiments.

First, That the resistance varies as the squares of the

velocities, when the velocities do not exceed 1 100 feet per

second ; and that a 12 pound shot, moving with a velocity

of 25 feet per second, is half an ounce avoirdupois. Hence
we shall have its resistance for different velocities thus:

Velocity.

25 feet per second
100 . . .

500 . . .

1000 .
.

• .

iroo .

Resistance.

8 oz.

12ilb.
50 lb.

144J lb.

ratio of the specific gravities. Mr Robins then gives the

three following propositions, which are suited to velocities

below 1100 or 1200 feet in a second. The application of

llie principle to greater vclociiies will be shown in the co-

rollary to Prop I.

Puop. I.

To determine the potential range, and consequently the

potential random and initial velocity of a given shell or bul-

let, when its actual range is given, and when its elevation

does not exceed 8" or 10°.

Enter the following Table with the quotient arising from
dividing the actual range by F, and the corresponding num-
ber in the 2d column, multiplied by F, will be the potential

range required ; and as the ranges at different elevations

are proportional to the sines of twice the angle of elevation,

(see Chap 1. p. 177. col. 1.) the range at 45°, the potential

random is also given. Then, as the velocity is that which
is due to a height equal to one half of the potential ran-

dom, (See p. 177.) the initial velocity is likewise given.

Thus we have vz^i^ —~-

Second, That if the velocity be greater than 1100 or

1200* feet per second, then the resistance will be three times
as great as it should have been by a comparison with the

smaller velocities. Thus the 12 lb. shot above-mentioned,
instead of being resisted by 144 lbs. will now suffer triple

that resistance, or 433} lbs.

In proceeding to give an account of Mr Robins' method
of computingthe resistance, we must first explain the terms
which he employs.

1 . The fiolential random of a projectile is the horizontal

distance to which it would be thrown in a non-resisting me-
dium, at an angle of 45°. If v be the initial ve-

locity of the projectile in a second, in feet, then the

2 v"" ./644/!

6irTeTt'°'"^'=V^^"
potential random or /i~ - when the

potential random is given.

2. The potential ran^e is the horizontal distance to which
the projectile would be thrown at any angle different

Jrom 45°.

3. The actual range is the horizontal distance to which
the projectile is actually thrown.

In computing the effects of resistance, he assigns a cer-

tain quantity F, adapted to the resistance of the pai'ticular

projectile. This quantity F expressed in yards, in iron

shells, or bullets, is rfxSOO when d is the bullet's di.mieter

in inches. When the bullet has a different specific gravi-

ty from iron, then F must be increased or diminished in the

• Mr Kobins has noticed the remarkable fact, that the velocity at which the projectile begins to follow a new law of resistance, is nearly
the same as the velocity of sound. It follows, however, from Dr Button's experiments, that there is no such saltus from the law of tlie

squares of the velocities
; but tliat the increase of the resistance above this law takes place gradually from the slowest motion, and never

rises so high as to be three times that quantity.

Actual

ranges

expressed

in

F.
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The following examples will makeihis prnposiiion easily

understood. An 18 pounder, with a five inch iron shot,

and a charge of 2 lb. of powder, ranged 973 yards, at an

elevation of 3° 30'. In this case. F rZf/ X 300= 1500,

and ^^=0.65, which irivcs in the 2d column of the Ta-
1 500

ble 0,817, consequently 817 F=:1225 yards, equal the po-

tential range rc(|uired, which increased in the ratio of the

radius to the sine of twice the auKlc of elevation, gives

lOOiO, for the potential random. The oiignial velocity is

then

t;— yiiiii~9S4 feet in 1", where ft is the potential ran-

dom, or 10050 yards, or 30150 feet.

In order to find the actual range from the potential range

at a small angle, enter the second column of the Table with

the quotient of the potential range divided by its corres-

pondent F, there will be found opposite to it in the first co-

lumn, a number which, when multiplied by F, will give the

actual range required.

If the potential random deduced from the potential range

exceeds 13,000 yards, then it ought to be corrected for the

treble resistance already mentioned. In order to find the

correct potential random, take a 4th continued proportional

to 130,000, and the potential random is found by this pro-

position ; and this 4th proportional is the potential random,

corrected for the treble resistance. In like manner, when

the true potential random is given greater than 1 3,000 yaids,

we must take two mean proportionals between 13,000 and

this random, and the first of these proportionals must be

assumed, instead of the random given in all the operations

described under this proposition.

For example, a 24 pounder charged with 12 lbs of pow-

der, ranged about 2500 yards at an angle of 7° 15'. In this

. case, F is 1700, and^^=1.47, opposite which, in the 2d

column, is 2556, which gives the potential range 4350

yards, and the potential random 174,000; but as that is more

than 13,000, we must take a 4th continued proportional to

13,000 and 17,400, which is 31,000 yards, the correct po-

tential random required, whence the velocity is nearly 1*30

feet in a second.
Prop. II.

The actual range of a given shell or bullet, at an angle

not exceeding 45°, being given, to determine its potential

range at the same angje, and thence its potential random

and original velocity.

Let A be the angle of elevation, then multiply F by cos.

o A
—-, and the product will be E corrected for the given an-

gle. Use this corrected value of F instead of F in the way

described in Prop. 1. and the potential range will be had
;

consequently the potential random and original velocity.

Thus a mortar charged with 30 lb. of powder, throws

a shell 12| inches diameter, and 231 lb. weight, to the

distance of 3450 yards, or two miles, at an elevation of

45°. The value of F corresponding to this shell is 122

X 300, or 3825 yards; but as the shell is only four-

fifths of a solid globe, the true value of F will be

-^ =3060, which when multiplied by cos. —— gives
5 *

2544 for F corrected. Now the quotient of the potential

range divided by E, or^^ , is 1.384, which when sought
° 2545

in the 1st column of the Table gives 2,2S0, which being

multiplied by corrected F, gives 5800 yards for the poten-

tial range required. This is also the potential random, as

tbi^ elevation is 45", and the original velocity of the shell

will be 748 feet in a second.

In order to find the actual range from the potential range,

divide corrected F by the potential range ; and entering the

2d column of the Table with this qi-otient, the number in

the 1st column multiplied into corrected F will be the actual

range sought.

Prop. III.

The potential random of a given shell or bullet being

given, to determine its actual range at 45°.

Make </ ^: the given potential random divided by F cor-

responding to the shell or bullet.

d—ihn difference between the tabular logarithms

of 25 and of 9, the logarithm of 10 being

supposed unity. Then the actual range

sought will be

3,4 F-|-2dF—— F when q exceeds 25, and

3,4 F—2 d F F when g is less than 25.
10

In this solution q may be any number not less than 3, nor

greater than 2500.

The following Table computed in this way shews the

relation between the potential randoms and the actual range

at 45°, within the limits of the proposition.

Potential
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serve as a standard wiih which the results of tlio other

rules may be compared.

The followint^ 'I'ablc contains tlic comparison of the ac-

tual potential randoms, from trials made by Anloni on the

banks of the Po, in June 1764, the barometer standing at

29 inches.

cd of difTercnt metals, Iiave their cylinders of equal bores

and equal lengths ; then, witli like, charges of powder
and like bullets, they will each of them discharge their

shot with nearly the same celerity.

Maxim IV.

Rifled carbine, bullets

weighing ^th of an oz.

Musket, the bullet

weighing one oz.

Balls weighing
3 oz.

Wall- J
pieces.*^

Balls weighing

2i oz.

Balls weighing
3 oz. but equal

in diameter to

. 34 oz. balls.

19903

29854
3980G
7845
15691

23537
31383
17897
26734
35794

16307

The ranges of pieces at a given elevation, arc no just

measures of the velocity of the shot ; for the same piece

fired successively, at an invariable elevation with the

powder, bullet, and eyery other circumstance as nearly

tlie sanve as possible, will range to very different dis-

tances.

Maxim V.

The greatest part of that uncertainty in the ranges of

pieces, which is described in the preceding maxims, can

only arise from the resistance of the ait".

Maxim VI.

The resistance of the air acts upon projectiles in a
twofold manner ; for it opposes their motion, and by that

means continually diminishes their celerity ; and it, besides,

perpetually diverts them from the regular course they
would otherwise follow; whence arises those deviations-

and inflections mentioned in Maxim XI.

In order to determine experimentally the curve de-

scribed by projectiles, Antoni recommends the following

method. Ciioose a piece of ground on which the guns
may be placed at the different heights. A, C, D, E, and
fire some rounds from A, the position and charge of the

gun remaining always the same. Having marked the

first graze of the shot at I, fire from C, D, F, with the

same elevation, direction, and charge, and mark the grazes

at L, B, and Q. (Plate CCLXXXVl. Fig. 8.) The per-

pendiculars IH, LK, BM, and QF, will be the abscissae

of the curve described by the shot and horizontal lines
;

AH, CK, DM, and EF, will be the corresponding ordi-

nates, from which the curve may be deduced, or traced

mechanically.

The same result may be obtained by firing the gun
from different points of a horizontal plain against the face

of a mountain.

CHAP. VI.

Mr Robins' Prattical Maxims relative to the Effects and
Management of Artillery, the flight of Shot and Shells.

Maxim I.

In any piece of artillery whatever, the greater quantity

of powder it is charged with, the greater will be the ve-

locity of the bullet.

Maxim II.

If two pieces of the same bore, but of different lengths,

are fired with the same ciiarge of powder, the longer will

impel the bullet with a greater celerity than the shorter.

Maxim III.

If two pieces of artillery, different in weight, and form-
VoL. X. Part I.

Maxim VII.

That action of the air by which it retards the motion of
projectiles, is in many instances an immense force ; and
hence the motion of these resisted bodies is totally dif-

ferent from what has been generally supposed.

Maxim VIII.

This retarding force of the air acts with different de-

grees of violence, according as the projectile moves with

a greater or lesser velocity ; and the resistances observe
this law : that to a velocity which is double another, the

resistance (within certain limits) is fourfold, and to a treble

velocity ninefold ; and so on.

Maxim IX.

But this proportion between the resistances to two dif-

ferent velocities does not hold, if one of the velocities be
less than that of 1200 in a second, and the other greater.

For in that case the resistance to the greater velocity is

near three times as much as it would come out by a com-
parison with the smaller, according to the law explained

in the last maxim.

Maxim X.

To the extraordinary power exerted by the resistance

of the air it is owing, that when two pieces of different

borders are discharged at the same elevation, the piece

of the larger bore usually ranges farthest, provided they

are both fired with fit bullets, and the customary allot-

ment of powder.

Maxim XI.

The greatest part of military projectiles will, at the
A a
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time of their discharge, acquire a wliirling motion round

their axis, by rubbing against the inside of tlieir respec-

tive pieces; and this whirling motion will cause them to

strike the air very difl'erently fiom what tlicy would do,

had they no other but a progressive motion. By tliis

means it will happen, that the resistance of the air will

not always be directly opposed to tiieir flight ; but will

frequently act in a line oblique to their course, and will

thereby force them to deviate from the regular tract they

would otherwise describe. And this is the true cause of

the irregularities described in Maxim IV.

Maxim XII.

Trom the sudden trebling the quantity of the air's re-

sistance, when the projectile moves swifter than at the rate

of 1200 feet in a second, (as has been explained in Max.
IX.) it follows, that wiiatever be the regular range of a

bullet discharged with the last-mentioned velocity, that

range •will be but little increased, how much soever the

velocity of the bullet may be still farther augmented by

greater charges of powder.

Maxim XIII.

If the same piece of cannon be successively fired at an

invariable elevation, but with various charges of powder,

the greatest charge being the whole weight of the bullet

in powder, and the least not less than the fifth of that

weight; then, if the elevation be not less than 8° or 10°,

it will be found that some of the ranges with the least

charge will exceed some of those with the greatest-

Maxim XIV.

If two pieces of cannon, of the same bore but of dif-

ferent lengths, are successively fired at the same eleva-

tion, with the same charge of powder, then it will fre-

quently happen, that some of the ranges with the shorter

piece will exceed some of those with the longer.

Maxim XV.

In distant cannonadings, the advantages arising from
long pieces and large charges of powder are but of little

moment.

Maxim XVI.

In firing against troops with grape shot, it will be found,

that charges of powder much less than those generally

\ised are the most advantageous.

Maxim XVII.

The principal operation in which large charges of pow-
der appear to be more efficacious than small ones, are the
ruining of parapets, the dismounting of batteries covered
by stout mortars, or battering in breach ; for in all these
cases, if the object be but little removed from the piece,
every increase of velocity will increase the penetration of
the bullet.

Maxim XVJII.

"Whatever operations are to be performed by artillery,

the least charges of powder with which they can be ef-

fected are always to be preferred.

Maxim "XIX.

Hence, then, the proper charge of any piece of artil-

lery, is not that allotment of powder which will commu-
nicate the greatest velocity to the bullet, (as most prac-

titioners have hitherto maintained,) nor is it to be determin-

ed by an invariable porportion of its weight to the weight
of the ball; but, on the contrary, it is such a quantity of

powder as will produce the least velocity necessary for

the purpose required ; and instead of bearing always a

fixed ratio to the weight of the bullet, it must be diflfer-

cnt according to the difierent business which is to be per-

forincd.

Maxim XX.

No field piece ought at any time to be loaded with

more than \, or the utmost i of the weight of its bullet

in powder. Nor should the charge of any battering piece

exceed \ the weight of its bullet.

Maxim XXI.

The depth to which ths bullet penetrates in a solid sub-

stance is a much more definite criterion of its compara-
tive velocity than the distance to which it ranges when
fired at an elevation. For when the velocity of the bullet

is doubled, it penetrates into an uniform substance near

four times as deep, and with three times the velocity

near nine times as deep;* so that, with different velocities,

the penetrations vary in a much greater proportion than

the velocities themselves.

Maxim XXII.

Hence then, in all contests about the greater or less ve-

locity which a bullet acquires from different quantities of

powder, or from difl'erent lengths of pieces, or different

methods of loading, the most decisive experiment is to

try the penetration of the bullet into some uniform sub-

stance, placed at a small distance from the muzzle of the

piece ; since that bullet which, in repeated trials, pene-

trates deepest, may be concluded to have been discharged

with the greatest celerity.

For farther information on the subject of punnery, see

Tartaglia's Colloquies concerning the Art of shooting in

great and small Pieces of jirtillery^ translated by Lucas,

Lond. 1588. Collado's Practica Manualc D'j4riiglieria,

Venice, 1586. Bourne's .4« of shooting in great Ordnance,

1593. Eldred's Gunner's Glasse, 1646. Galileo's Die-

cursus et Demonslrationes Malhematica, 1633. Anderson
on the genuine Use and Effects of the Gun, 1674. Blondel,

L'Art de jetter les Bo/nbes. Greaves on the Force of Guns,

in the Phil. Trans. 1585, vol. xv. p. 1090. Halley, Phil.

Trans. 1686, vol. xvi. p. 3 ; 1695, vol. xix. p. 68. Newton's

Princifiia. John Bernoulli, Mem. Acad. Par. 1711; and
Act. Lifts. 1713. Brook Taylor, Phil. Trans. 1726, vol.

xxxiv. Keill, Journal Lit eraire de la Haye, 1719, p. 151.

D. Bernoulli, Comment. Petroji. vol. iv. p. 136. Mariotte

on the Recoil of Fire Arms, in the Mem. Acad. Par. vol. i.

p. 233 Cassiniora zAe /?ecoi7. Id. 1703. Casiim on the Effect

of different Charges, Id. 1707. Guisnfee on the Galilean

Theory, Id. 1707. Ressons, Id. 1716, p. 79; and 1719

and 1720. Maupertuis, Id. 1731, p. 297. Jurin. PMt.

' Dr Hutton has found that the penetrations are in a much lower proportion.
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Trans. 1742, p. \72. St Remy's Memoirs of Artillertj,

vol. i. p. 69. Robins' J\rew Princililes of Gumierij, Id.

translated by Euler, and retranslated into English by

Brown. Euler, Mem. Mad. Berlin, 1753, p. 34. Kraft't,

Acta Petrofiol. vol. iv. i. 154, ii. 175. Leutniann, Com-
ment. Petrofi. iv. p. 265. Deidier, Mem. Acad. 1741.

D'Arcy, Mem. Acad. 1751, p. 45. D'Arcy, Essais sur la

Theorie de VArtillerie, 1760. Borda, Mem. Acad. 1769,

p. 116. Monlalembert, Mem. Acad. 1755, p. 463; Id

1759, p. 358. Lambert, Mem. .icad. Berl. 1765, p. 102;
Id. 1773, p. 34. Cassali, Coinment. Bonon, vol. v. [.Ber-

noulli, Mem. Acad. Berl. 1781, 347. Sulzer, Mem. Acad.
Berl. 1755. Tenipelhoff, Mem. Acad. Bert. 1788, p. 216.

Moreau, Journal Pohjtechnitjuc, vol. iv. xi. 204. Deval-
liere, Mem. Acad. Par. 1772. Mattel, see Antotii's Work.
Butet, see Antoni's Treatise on Powder, and on Fire Arms,
translated by Thomson. Hutton, P/iil. Trans. 1778, and
rraf/'« vol. ii. iii. Rumford, Phil. Trans. 1781, p. 229

;

Id. 1797, p. 222. Franceur, Mecanique, Grobert, Journal

des Mines, 1804, No. 92. or Tilloch's PMl. Magazine, vol.

xxii. p. 220. Glenie's History of Gumienj.
GUNPOWDER, is a compound of nitre, sulphur, and

charcoal. The ciiemical action which these few elemen-
tary bodies exert on each other has many times determin-

ed the fate of nations. More human beings have fallen

victims to its power than at present exist upon the face of

the globe, and it is now considered as the most effective

agent in modern warfare.

The history of this surprising substance is clouded with

much obscurity, and this we deem sufficient for not enter-

ing minutely into this branch of our subject.

Polydore Virgil and Thevet attriliute the discovery of

gunpowder to a monk named Constantino Anelzen, who
was a chemist of some celebrity in his time. Others assert,

with much probability, that it was discovered by Barthol-

dus Schwartz about the year 1320.

The Venetians are said to have used gunpowder during
a war with the Genoese, in the year 1330. In 1346, cannon
and gunpowder were used at the battle of Cressy; and
about the same time at the seige of Calais.

Long before any of these periods, gunpowder is said to

have been discovered by Roger Bacon. In a work, written

by him in 1280, he points out the composition of gunpow-
der; and was so much aware of its importance, as to re-

commend its explosive powers as the means of destroying

armies.

The Chinese, and probably other nations of the East,

with whom most of the arts have originated, appear to have
been acquainted with a variety of these explosive com-
pounds long before they were known to Europe. It ap-
pears almost impossible, that, in countries where nitre is

found in the soil, the commonest people should have been
ignorant of the action between carbon and nitre. If sul-

phur were not present, still the effects would be remark-
able.

The preparation of gunpowder is divided into three prin-

cipal departments. 1st, The choice and purification of the

materials ; 2d, The adjustment of the proportions, by
which a maximum of explosive power may be produced;
and 3d, The incorporation of the materials, which is a
mechanical process not of less importance than the other

departments.

In the choice of nitre, no rule is so important as the
form and size of the crystals. It is necessary first to ex-
amine whether the nitre affords any foreign matter differ-

ent from nitric acid and potash. It sometimes contains
nitrate or muriate of lime, magnesia, and perhaps muriate
of potash. First dissolve a small portion of the nitre, and
filtre the solution. To a little of this, add a few drops of

a solution of sulphate of silver.(») If a bluish white pre-
cipitate falls down, which turns darker coloured by expo-
sure to the liglit, then the nitre contains muriatic acid, com-
bined with some of the bases above mentioned; namely, lime,

magnesia, potash, and probably sotla. Take another portion

of the solution of nitre, and drop into it a solution of oxalate
of ammonia. If a white precipitate falls down, it shows the
presence of lime. To a third portion of the solution add
a little pure ammonia, then, if any precipitate is found, the

nitre contains magnesia.
In particular experiments, the tests above mentioned

(*) The sulphate of silver recommended by our au-
thor is by no means so eligible as the nitrate. The solu-

tion may contain muriate of lime, (a frec|uent contamination,)
of course sulphate of lime would precipitate with the mu-
riate of silver, a circumstance which could not fail to

'

embarrass a mere manufacturer ; to whom the article is

chiefly interesting.

We have had frequent opportunities to examine crude
salt-petre from Kentucky, and in several parcels, found
sulphate of magnesia mixed with it. It is perhaps not ge-
nerally known that some of the salt-petre caves in Virgi-
nia and Kentucky contain immense quantities of the latter

salt. With a letter which we received in 1804, from Mr
Tristram Patton, dated Second Creek, Moroe County, Vir-
ginia, we received a quantity of very pure sulphate of mag-
nesia (epsom salt.) Mr. Patton writes, "I have a quantity

of that salt, (sulphate of magnesia) in a salt-petre cave of
mine, and one of my neiglibours has any quantity of it, in

a cave of his; we could load several waggons with it."

From the above, manufacturers will perceive that they
may be led into great errors, by confining their examina-
nations of crude salt-petre exclusively to muriatic salts.

The solution should be tested with nitrate of barytes ; if a

a precipitate ensues, it indicates the presence of sulphuric
acid; separate the precipitate by filtration, and into the fil-

tered liquor drop nitrate of silver; if a further precipitate

appears, it indicates the presence of muriatic acid.'

(a) Having thus ascertained the presence of sulphuric
and nitric acids, let another portion of the solution be taken,
and nitrate of barytes added as long as any precipitate ap-
pears ; when that ceases, let the whole be thrown on a filter

—the precipitate is sulphate of barytes.

[b.) Into the filtered li(|uor, add a solution of nitrate of
silver as long as it occasions any precipitate ; when that

ceases, let it be separated by filtration—it will be muriate
of silver. The solution now can contain no salts but the
earthy and alkaline nitrates.

(c.) To detect the presence of lime, add a few drops of
oxalate of ammonia to the filtered solution (6) ; a precipi-
tate will appear if lime be present, provided there is no
excess of nitric acid; if there is, it should previously be
saturated with an alkali.

(rf.) Magnesia and alumina (if the solution contains any)
may be separated by adding pure ammonia or lime water
to the filtered solution (c), provided the carbonic acid (if

the solution contains any) be previously expelled by nitric

acid and boiling.

Soda, if the solution contains any, may be detected by
evaporating the filtered solution (rf) to dryness, then locat-

ing the dry mass to redness with a little charcoal, to decom-
pose the nitric acid. The remainder dissolved in muriatic
acid, filtered and concentrated by evaporation, will afford
cubic crystals of muriate of soda (common salt.)

If no sulphuric should be detected in the solution, the
process [a) must be omitted.

HembeLj jun,
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might be used to separate the foreign matter; but for ge-

neral use this would be too expensive; and the only prac-

ticable method of purifying nitre, is by frequent solution,

evaporation, and careful crystallization. When the crys-

tals are transparent, clear, and well formed into distinct

prisms, the nitre may be looked upon as pure. It is well

to test it after every fresh crystallization, to know when it

itiay be relied upon. If nitre should contain any alkaline

sulphate, the test for this substance will be a solution of

nitrale of barytes. If a precipitate is produced, add more

of the same substance carefully till no more is precipitated.

By this means the sulphate of the alkali becomes a nitrate,

"Avhich is nitre.

The French method of purifying nitre for the manufac-

ture of gunpowder is very simple, and has been practised

with success. The nitrate or muriate of lime, or the same

acids with magnesia and even common salt, are more
easily soluble in cold water than the nitre itself; but par-

ticularly the earthy salts, which are most injurious. This

property presents an easy means of separating them from

the nitre.

The French, for this purpose, first coarsely pound the

crude nitre, and put it into a copper, adding to it 20 per

cent, of cold rain water. The mixture is then stirred, and

allowed to remain for 6 or 7 hours. The liquid part is now
drained off, and 10 per cent, more water added, which, after

stirring as before, is allowed to remain one hour, and then

drained off as formerly. Lastly, 5 per cent, of water is to

be added, and drained off as before, leaving the whole to

drain completely. By this means the deliquescent salts

are carried off, and also a portion of nitre, which may after-

wards be separated for common purposes.

The drained mass is now to be dissolved, by adding to

,it 50 per cent, of pure water at 212". This solution is

next to be placed in shallow leaden vessels in a cool place,

in order to allow the nitre to crystallize, which very soon

takes place. During the crystallization the solution is

frequently agitated, to prevent tlie crystals from being too

large. It is an object to have the prisms not tliicker than

needles, in order to promote their more speedy desicca-

tion, previous to its being reduced to powder, for mixing

with the sulphur and charcoal. As the crystals are deposit-

ed, they are removed into baskets to drain. They are

ultimately placed in wicker wooden vats with double bot-

toms, the superior bottom being perforated, so as to allow

the water to drain through into the cavity below. This nitre

is deemed sufficiently pure for making gunpowder.(*)

The choice of the sulphur for making gunpowder, is easy

to those who are experienced. It should be of a lively

yellow colour. Its specific gravity should not be great.

(*) We are nevertheless satisfied, that much of the pur-

est nitre contains some carbonate of potash mixed with it,

and to that admixture we attribute much of the dampness

which powder used in the navy acquires. We have else-

where stated our conviction, founded on experiments made
expressly for the purpose, that the carbonic acid cannot be

expelled from its combinations but by an excess of acid

and boiling. Hence, it would be proper, previously to

suffering a solution of nitre to crystallize, to boil a small

portion in a flask, and gradually add a few drops of pure

nitric acid ; if any air bubbles should rise in the liquid, it

may be relied on, that the solution contains some carbonate

of potash, and that gunpowder made from the nitre will

attract moisture from the atmosphere—such a solution,

should have pure nitric acid added to it, previously to being

suffered, to crystallize.

JIembel, JUD.

It should appear porotis, but not shining. When a bit of
it is burned upon a ])iece of clean glass or porcelain, it

should leave no residuum.
If it does not answer these characters, it should be melt-

ed at a low heat, and skimmed from time to time. If this

is not sufficient, it should be sublimed at the lowest pos-

sible heat. The sulphur which is extracted from pyrites

is never sufficiently pure for this purpose. That from
Italy and Sicily, which is naturally sublimed by the heat

of volcanos, is the most pure.

In the choice of charcoal, it was once deemed an object

even to make use of peculiar kinds of wood; but now any
kind of wood properly charred is employed. The charcoal

which is formed during the distillation of the pyrolignic

acid is now generally preferred.

Having pointed out the proper materials, it will now be
necessary to shew the manner of intimately mixing them
together ; for certainly we cannot with propriety call gun-
powder a compound. Since that sort of contiguity essen-
tial to their readily exploding depends upon mechanical
and not chemical union, it will not be wondered that

gunpowder should differ so much in its qualities even with

the best proportions. All the explosive chemical com-
pounds, such as fwlminating gold and silver, are uniform
in their effects, because their formation is the result of
chemical union.

The first business in preparing gunpowder is, to pound
the materials separately and pass them through fine sieves.

Then for 100 pounds of powder, weigh 75.4 nitre, 11.8

sulphur, and 12.8 charcoal. These powders are to be in-

timately mingled, till the mass assumes a uniform colour

;

that is, till no specks of yellow, white, or black appear; for

the nitre, after its crystals have been dried and powdered,
becomes as white as flour. Water is now to be added, and
the. mass agitated till it assumes the form of a stiff but
kneadable paste. In this state it has been formerly knead-
ed or beaten in mills, called turning mills. This apparatus
consists of large mortars, with pistons,or stampers of lignum
vita;. These are still worked in some manufactories, but
in the works of government they are laid aside, on account
of the danger arising from the heat of percussion. The
machine substituted for this seems much better. It con-
sists of a large stone in the form of a grindstone, which is

made to roll upon its edge in the circumference of a circle.

A vertical shaft turns' in the centre of the circle. A hori-

zontal shaft works in tlie centre of the stone, the height
of which is equal to the radius of the circle, in the peri-

phery of which the stone is to roll, the end of this horizontal

shaft being fastened into the vertical shaft. It will be evi-

dent that, when the latter turns round, the rolling stone

will go round just as a cart wheel is carried round by
drawing the cart forward. The edge is a little rounded
on the face, and works in a circular bed or trough, con-
taining the paste to be worked or kneaded. The stone now
goes round upon the paste, squeezing it flat. The point of

contact is constantly preceded by a scraper, which goes
round with tiie stone, and which constantly turns the paste,

previously flattened, into the track of the stone, so that a

new surface is always presented to its action. The size of

this apparatus is suflicient to work from 50 to 60 pounds
at once. It is driven by a steam engime, a water wheel,

or by horses.

The paste being sufficiently worked, which cannot be
too much, is now sent to the corning house, where a se-

parate mill is used for forming the paste into corns or

grains.

This process is performed in sieves with parchment bot-

toms, perforated with holes. These sieves are placed upon
a revolving horizontal plane. The paste, in a certain state
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of dryness, is put inlo the sieves, and a piece of lignum vita:

in the shape of an oblate spheroid laid upon it. A rota-

tory motion is given to the spheroid at the time the sieves

are revolving. Tliis forces the paste in small grains

through the holes in the parchment, which is received

below.
The granulated matter consists of particles of very dif-

ferent sizes, and some reduced to dust. These are passed

through wire sieves of different sizes, to give the differ-

ent sized grains in wliich it is sold. Those which pass

through the finest sieve, and which are called dust, are

made up into paste, and worked over again.

The proper grains are next to be glazed or polished.

This is performed in a very expeditious manner, by put-

ting the grains into a revolving cylinder, working like a

barrel churn. This vessel should not be more than half

full at once. The grains, by rubbing one against another,

become smooth, and approach a spherical form.

The next operation, which has been attended with the

greatest danger, is the drying. This has generally been

effected by placing the powder upon shelves on three

sides of a small room, on the other side of which is an iron

stove; the fire being fed from the back of the wall. When
we recollect that tlie stove itself is frequently hot enough
to explode gunpowder, it is surprising that more safe me-
thods have not been adopted. Steam appears to be the

most proper agent to be employed, not only for the sake of

avoiding danger, but it is belter calculated to dry the pow-
der more effectually, without any fear of the powder being

injured in its quality. It is recommended that powder be

not dried too quick, or with too great a heat, for fear of

volatilizing the sulphur. All these precautions are unne-

cessary with steam, as sulphur only evaporates at 220";

and steam would not raise it so high as 212° without pres-

sure. The shelves on which the powder is laid to dry

might be made of cast iron, and hollow. The inner cavity

might have a sloping bottom, so that when the steam came
into it from a boiler below, the water, after condensation,

might run liack into the boiler. There would, of course,

be no waste of water, which should be rain water. The
steam might be formed from a fire, at a suflicient distance

to avoid the risk of any accident. This method would not

be less desirable in an economical point of view. The
powder should be kept on the stove till the time of barrel-

ling, for which the finest dry weather is always preferred.

A very great improvement has lately been made in pre-

serving gunpowder, by using barrels of copper instead of

wood. These barrels are first made water and air tight;

and then the lid screws on so as to exclude campletely all

communication with the atmosphere. This has been of

the greatest importance, particularly in the navy.

Having given the direct practical method of forming
gunpowder, we shall now give some account of its chemi-
cal properties, from which alone we can get at any true

theory of its effects.

The ingenious Mr Robins appears to have been the first

who has examined gunpowder scientifically. He very
properly conceived, that its power consisted in the evolu-

tion of an abundance of some elastic fluid liberated in an
instant, and strongly increased in its force by the heat attend-

ant on the explosion. Having convinced liimself that a per-

manently elastic fluid was generated during the explosion
of gunpowder, his next business was to ascertain what pro-

portion this bore to the whole weight of the powder. For
this purpose, he exhausted the receiver of an air-pump,
the capacity of which was equal to 520 cubic inches. In
this he suspended a hot iron capable of firing gunpowder,
and amercurial gauge to ascertain the force of the air gene-
rated. On letting 27 grains of powder fall on the iron, the

mercury indicated an increase of elastic fluid, which raised
it two inches ; and upon repeating the experiment, he found
this result confirmed. The barometer at this time was
30 inches, so that the quantity of elastic fluid generated
was equal to -^L of an atmosphere. He guesses the tem-
perature of the receiver to be such as to increase the vo-
lume -}th of the whole. He then calculates the weight of
this volume of gas, allowing its specific gravity to be the
same with common air, to weigh 131 grains, for every
ounce of 437.5 grains of gunpowder, which isi||, or near-
ly .j?5 of the whole.

From determining the specific gravity of gunpowder,
he found that the bulk of the powder to the volume of gas
generated, was as I to 244.

He next supposes that the heat generated by the explo-
sion of the powder, would have the same effect in expand-
ing the generated elastic fluid which a red heat would pro-
duce. He then ascertained, by an experiment, that air was
increased in volume by a red heat 4.1 times nearly. This
would make the volume of the powder to that of generated
air as 1 to 1000 nearly. The force which would arise from
such an increase of volume, Mr Robins finds adequate to
the effect of the powder in practice, and in a very ample
manner agreed with his theory.

We have to lament that these experiments were not
made with more precision. The gases generated were
considered by Mr Robins as common air, the specific gravity
of which is 1. These gases, however, being a mixture
of carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, and azotic gases, should
have been taken at a mean not less than 1.25. There is

also some uncertainty about the allowance made for the
heat of the receiver ; and the volume was not increased
by that circumstance so much as -fth of the whole, which
he supposes to be the ca6e. The very little which was
known of gaseous chemistry at the time Mr Robins made
his experiments, docs not admit of our wondering that
no more was established by his labours. The constituents
of nitre were then little known ; and therefore the nature
of the gases resulting from the decomposition of gun-
powder could not be ascertained. He was satisfied with
calling the gaseous product air, and supposed it to have
only the properties of mmmon niv. In order to apply
the chemical facts at present known to explain the nature
of gunpowder, we shall compare the proportions of the
ingredients used by different manufacturers with those
proportions which theory could point out, in order to pro-
duce a maximum eflect.

An intelligent account of making gunpowder has been
given by Mr Coleman, of the royal gunpowder mills at

Waltham Abbey. (^PhU. Mag. vol. ix.) In some obser-
vations at the end of the paper, Mr. Coleman has taken
a very proper view of the theory of gunpowder, by giv-
ing some calculations relative to the resulting products.
He has taken into the account the water, which he rates

at 4 per cent. It has not been ascertained, that water
undergoes any change in the decomposition of gunpow-
der ; nor, indeed, is it very probable that any such effect

takes place. He has also given too little oxygen for

sulphurous acid. He states it to be 30 per cent, when
it is actually 50. It appears from experiments made in

the firing of gunpowder, that very little of the sulphur
enters into combination with the oxygen, and we believe

not after the carbon is kindled. The residuum is always
very near a complete sulphuret of potash ; and the quan-
tity of sulphur used in the composition is seldom more
than is just sufficient to form the sulphuret. This is

rendered highly probable, from the fact of gunpowder
possessing the same strength with very different propor-

tions of sulphur. Indeed, M. Chaptal has made very
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good gunpowder without sulpliur. It is however different,

in a mechanical point of view, and on tliat account would

not answer- in practice. It is therefore highly probable,

that the sulphur does not form sulphurous acid when the

explosion takes place, since oxygen seems to unite with

the carbon alone. The potash, when deserted by oxygen

and the nitrogen, assumes the form of a fine dust of

powder, and the sulphur the form of vapour. These

combine, forming a sulphurct of potash, which appears

in white fumes, and adheres to surrounding bodies. The
moment this while efflorescence is touched with the

tongue, the exact taste of sulphuret of potash is per-

ceived. If the carbon were very defective in quantity,

and the sulphur in the usual proportion, some sulphu-

rous acid would doubtless be formed, and the smell of

it would be very perceptible in the fumes resulting

from its decomposition ; but no smell of this kind is per-

ceived in the explosion of ordinary gunpowder.

The following Table contains some of the proportions

used by different manufacturers in this and other coun-

tries.

Varieties of Gunpowder.
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charge is passing through the barrel. Hence the common
powder powers are very imperfect, and have been long

deemed insuflicient. The French method of tryin,Lj powder

is more to be depended upon, but it is more tedious, and

taiics up too much time for practice.

Eacli of the magazines for powder have a small mor-

tar, exactly of the same size, and capable of containing

a ball of 7^ inches in diameter. The mortar is elevated

to an angle of 45° ; and when the powder is of the re-

quired strength, 3 ounces of it is capable of projecting

tlie ball of the above size 55 French fathoms.

Mr Robins proposed a much more certain apparatus

for trying tlie strength of powder, wliich has since been
executed and reduced to practice by Dr Hulton. It is

founded on the principle, that the momentum of the gun
and the charge must he equal, or that the force of the

powder, which is equally exerted upon both, will gene-

rale velocities in each, which will be inversely as their

quantities of matter. TIjus, if the weight of the charge
were 1, that of the gun being 100, then their velocities will

be reciprocally as these numb.rs For this purpose, Dr Hut-
ton's machine consists of a brass cannon of about one inch

bore.* Plate CCLXX XIV. Fig. 10, 11. It is suspended in

such a way, that the arch of its recoli can be easily ascertained.

The gun is generally charged with two ounces of powder.
The arch of recoil gives the velocity with which it is propell-

ed, and hence the lot ce of a given qtiantity of powder. No
wadding is used in this method, the powder being merely
collected into as coinpact a mass as possible. In these

experiments, it should always be ascertained whether the

whole of the powder be fired.

The strength of powder might be very conveniently and
correctly ascertained, by firing a bullet into some uniform
iiiedium, such as sand or clay. The medium may first

be tried, by letting a ball fall from a given height mto it, and
observing the depth to which it has penetrated. Since

these depths are the spaces through which the ball has

passed to lose motion, which is supposed to have been
uniformly retarded, they will therefore be as the •"-f.j

of their velocities. Hence, when ''.^ space has been de-

termined by the falling oouj of which the velocity was
known, the first velocity of the projected body may be
determined, the space through which it has penetrated
being known.

Since the force of gunpowder is exerted in a manner
similar to the action of condensed air, which is analogous
to the action of a spring, there appears nothing more ne-

cessary to be known than the volume of elastic fluid set

free, and its temperature, to know what is its velocity of
expansion when no matter has to be moved.
Mr Robins first ascertained the volume of air formed

by a given quantity of gunpowder, and then supposed that

this elastic fluid was exposed to a heat equal to redness,

by the explosion of gunpowder. He also found, by expe-
riment, how much the volume of a given bulk of air was
increased by a red heat. The first production of air gave
him a force of about 2-14 atmospheres, or that the original

volume of gunpowder was multiplied by that number. The
red heat he found would multiply this volume by about 4.1.

This gave about 1000 times for the increase of volume.
The force of its first action would therefore equal so many
atmospheres, or 1000x15 pounds upon a square inch.

When this force begins to move, it decreases with the di-

latation, and exactly in the same ratio. Mr Robins not only
ascertained the velocity given to the bullet by a given
weight of powder, but he fired the powder alone, which
having no weight to move, would expand itself with the
greatest velocity. He found that, under these circum-

stances, the velocity of expansion was 7000 feet in one
second.

In these experiments, the charge, at a small distance,

was filed at a piece of wood, constituting the bob of a
pendulum. Plate CCLXXXIV. Fig. 12. This pendulum
had a ribbon attached to it, which was slightly held between
two sui faces, so that, when the pendulum vibrated, the
length of the ribbon drawn out measured the cord of the
ajch of vibration, by which the velocity of the striking
body was known. See the Deacrifition of Plates.

Count Ilumford has advanced some new notions respect-

ing gunpowder, deeming the reasons for its power given
by Ml' Robins insufficient, viz. the gases and the heat. He
attributes the power of the powder to the vapour of the

water it contains, and supposes the heat to be the result of
friction. His vievvs of the subject have not been counte-
nanced by other philosophers, as they appear to be contra-

ry to experience. Mr Robins, and more recently Mr Cole-
man, found that powder was the strongest in its most dry
slate, if none of the materials were injured, and that it be-

came weakened by the slightest quantity of moisture.
Notwithstanding all the caution used in purifying the ni-

tre, all powder has a great tendency to absorb moisture from
the atmosphere. This may go on to a considerable extent,

without any permanent injury to the powder, its power be-

ing restored by drying. If, however, the water absorbed
be sufficient to effect a solution of nitre, the latter after-

wards crystallizes, and appears like hoar-frost upon the

grains of the powder. This is called the starling of the

salt-petre, when the powder is not capable of being restor-

ed to its original strength by drying; for the nitre is, to a

certain extent, detached from the other two ingredients.

Powder is sometimes so much injured by dampness as to

be of no value, except in so far as the nitre can be recover-

ed from it by solution, (o. s.)

GUNPOWDER Plot. This conspiracy, one of the

most iniquitous and daring treasons recorded in history,

was the memorable ofl'spring of religious bigotry. It had
its origin in the disappointed zeal of the Catholics, and has
f-iti-ibmed more than any thing to fix upon themselves

that very intolerance, of which they have given so many
and such dreadful txu.nples.

After the death of Mary, who was regarded as a martyr
to their cause, they rested their last hope on the favour and
protection of her son. Of these they pretended to have

received the most unequivocal assurance ; and mere tolera-

tion was among the lowest of their anticipations. James
quickly undeceived them ; and though certainly less hos-

tile to their religion than jealous of the papal supremacy,

he shewed a confirmed resolution of at all times enforcing

against them the enactments of the two preceding reigns.

Their surprise and rage at this conduct were excessive.

They saw nothing before them but submission or revenge;

and they chose their part. Robert Catesby, a gentleman

of ancient family, and whose character in other respects

suited little with the desperation of a zealot, formed the

terrible scheme of at once avenging and retrieving their

lost ascendancy. He imparled his thoughts to a few zea-

lous Catholics, among whom were Piercy, Rookwood, and

Sir Everard Digby. A meeting was held, to consult what

measures would best accomplish their purpose. Piercy, in

the true spirit of fanaticism, proposed to assassinate the

king, and to be himself the instrument; but Catesby, with

deeper purpose, laid before them a wider plan of vengeance.

He represented to them the inefficacy and the danger of

striking a single victim, which would but mark out them-

selves for a more dreadful atonement. He shewed them
that the whole of their enemies might be struck at once,

See the Description of this Plate at the end of the volume.
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by running a mine below tlie House of Parliament, and

whcnallshouUlbe assembled, at the opening of the session,

blowing them up in one common ruin, and consigning'-

them, as he chose to express himself, " from llames above

to flames below." The scheme was received with'enthu-

siasm. A few more Catholics were taken into the plot

;

and, with the others, had their consciences absolved by the

Jesuits Garnet and Tesmond. Among these was the fa-

mous Guy Fawkes, who had been sent for from Flanders,

and was well fitted, by his zeal and intrepidity, to take a

prominent share in this extraordinary enterprize.

The plot being now fully concerted, a house adjoining

the House of Parliament was hired in Piet;cy's name, and

the opea-ation commenced towards the end of the year 1604.

Nothing could exceed the industry with which it was for-

warded. A store of provisions was taken in, to prevent

the necessity of interruption ; and the conspirators came

armed to the work, .determined to succeed, or perish in the

attempt.

Between the houses was a partition wall, three yards

thick. This, after much labour, they succeeded in pier-

cing; but just as the workopened to the other side, they were

alarmed by an unaccountable noise from below. Fawkes,
who passed himself for Piercy's valet, went out to enquire

into the cause, and learned, to their inexpressible satisfac-

tion, that the sounds they had heard proceeded from a coal

vault under the House of Lords, where coals were at that

moment selling off, and that the vault itself would be let af-

ter the sale. The conspirators seized with eagerness the

opportunity, bought up the remainder of the coals, and
hired the place. Thirty-six barrels of gunpowder were
procured from Holland, conveyed into 'the vault, concealed

imder coals and faggots, and the dooi s boldly thrown open,

as if to challenge inspection.

Matters being thus far in preparation, there remained but

one obstacle to the completion of the enterprize. The
Duke of York and the Princess Elizabeth, on account of

their youth, would be absent from Parliament, and escape
destruction. It was resolved, therefore, that when the ex-

plosion-should have done its work, Piercy, who, as a gen-

tleman pensioner, had access to the Palace, should carry off

or assassinate the Duke, while Sir E. Digby, having assem-
bled his friends on pretence of a hunting match, was to

seize the princess, then at Lord Harrington's house in War-
wickshire, and proclaim her queen.

Every thing was now arranged for the dreadful issue.

The day approached (the 5th of November) appointed for

the meeting of parliament. The conspirators looked for-

ward to a certain triumph, when, fortunately for the covm-
try and for Protestantism, the Indiscretion of a Catholic laid

open the treason.

Ten days before the sitting of parliament, Lord Mont-
eagle, a Catholic, son of Lord Morely, received from a
person unknown the following letter. It had been put into

the hand of his servant, with express injunctions to be de-
livered only to himself. " My Lord, out of the love I bear
to some of your friends, I have a care of your preservation.
Therefore I would advise you, as you tender your life, to
devise some excuse to shift off your attendance at this parlia-
ment. For God and man have concurred to punish
the wickedness of this time. And think not slightly of
this advertisement ; but retire yourself into your country,
where you may expect the event in safety. For though
there be no appearance of any stir, yet I say they will re-
ceive a terrible blow this parliament, and yet they shall not
see who hurts them. This council is not to be contemn-
ed, becsuse it may do you good, and can do you no harm.
For the danger is past as soon as you have burned the letter,

and I hope God will give you grace to make good use of

it." Neither Monteagle nor Salisbury, to whom he carried

the letter, was inclined to regard it seriously. James was
tlie first to penetrate its meaning. The words quoted by
Salisbury, to prove to him the folly or insanity of its author,

viz. " the danger is past as soon as you have burnt the

letter," James interpreted to signify, not that the danger
would be pust when the letter was burnt, but that it would
pass in a space of lime- as short as the burning of the let-

ter might occupy. This, compared with the preceding

threat of a " terrible blow," the authors of which would be

concealed, suggested to the king the agency of gunpowder.
It was determined, tlierelbre, to have an inspection of all

the rooms and vaults below the houses of parliament. This
duty was performed the day before the meeting by the Lord
Chamberlain, who, besides noticing the prodigious pile of
fuel, did not tail to observe also the dark, intrepid, and sus-

picious countenance of Fawkes, who, still passing himself
for Piercy's servant, loitered about the cellar. This being
reported to the council, a more particular search was deem-
ed advisable. Accordingly, Su' Tliomas Knevet, justice

of peace for Westminster, went with proper attendants at

midnight, and seized Fawkes, just as he had completed his

preparations, and was leaving the vault. He was dressed
in a cloak and boots, and held in his hand a dark lantern.

Matches being found upon him, and the powder discovered

under the fuel, the guilt became apparent, and he no longer

sought to conceal it. He broke out in a tone of defiance

and contempt, expressing, in the strongest manner, his ex-

treme regret that so many heretics had escaped his ven-

geance, and declaring that he could attribute only to the

devil the frustration of so good a work. He met the coun-

cil with the same scornful intrepidity, and obstinately refused

giving any account of his accomplices; but, after two days
solitary confinement in the Tower, and the rack being just

set before him, his courage was shaken, and he made a

full disclosure of the treason. Upon the first notice that

Fawkes was arrested, Catesby, Piercy, and Winter, fled

hastily into Warwickshire, where they joined the party of

Sir E. Digby. Sir Everard, having failed in his attempt to

seize the Princess, was already pressed, and almost beset

by the sheriffs. After being driven for some time from
place to place before their enemies, they made a resolute

stand at the house of Holback, in. Staffordshire ; but here

part of their powder having accidentally exploded, they

were thrown into the utmost confusion, the gates were
flung open, and the armed multitude rushed in upon them
from all sides: Catesby and Piercy, fighting back to back,

fell by the same shot ; Winter, Digby, and Rookwood,
were taken alive, and, with the Jesuits Garnet and Oldcorne,

suffered by the executioner. More were afterwards con-

victed ; and some owed their lives to the clemency of

James.
Stourton and Mordaunt, two Catholic lords, having been

absent from parliament, were suspected of connivance, and
fined, the former in 4000^., and the latter in 10,000/. The
Earl of Northumberland fell under the same suspicion.

It was discovered, that, as captain of the band of Gentle-

men pensioners, he had excused his cousin Piercy, upon
his admission into that corps, from taking the customary

oaths. He was stripped of his employment, imprisoned

during the king's pleasure, and fined in 30,000/.

Such was the issue of this memorable treason,—a trea-

son scarcely more memorable for the desperate zeal and

devoted bigotry of its conductors, than for the magnitude
of its purpose, and the deep atrocity of its guilt. It has

not the excuse of precipi'ation or passion. Though under-

taken perhaps in the freshness of imagined injury, it was
meditated for years, and with increasing zeal and approba-

tion. Neither was it t!ie offspring of ignorance and depra-
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vUy ; its leaders were the most esteemed aiul most eiiliglit-

ened of their religion. Hence may be traced in the minds

of Protestants, a jealousy and a prejudice, which, even in

these times, yield, with much reluctance, to the belter

views and more tolerant spirit of enlightened Christia-

nity, (v)

GUNSHOT Wounds. See Surgehy.
GUNTER'S Line. See Arithmetic, and Logarith-

mic Scales.
GURNIGHEL, is the name of a mountain in the canton

of Bern, and situated to the north of the thain of the

Stockhorn, on the confines of the country of Schwartzen-

bourg, and six leagues to the south of Bern. It is princi-

pally remarkable for its baths of sulphurous waters, which
are situated on the north-west side of the mountain, at the

iide of a fine wood of firs, and which are accessible to

carriages, notwithstanding the great height of their situa-

tion. One of the springs, called Stockwasser, issues from
the ground, about a quarter of a league from the baths.

Its temperature is -J-
6° of Reaumur. Fourteen ounces of

this water contains, according to M. Morell of Bern, car-

bonic acid gas, mixed
With hepatic gas . . 3^ cubic inches.

Carbonate of magnesia . 2} grains.

Lime . . . . 1 J grain.

Sulphate of lime . . 8 J
grains.

Sulphate of magnesia . ^^^ grain.

Sulphate of soda . . ^5 grain.

Iron ...._? erain.
.10 '=>

A second spring, which is called Schwartzbrunlein, has

a strong sulphurous odour. It is at first very limpid, but

is rapidly decomposed by the air, and becomes as white as

milk. It is more powerful than the other spring, and great

quantities of it are sent in bottles hermetically sealed to

Bern, at the price of about 1 1 sous. The lodging-house

!3 commodious, though by no means sumptuous. The ex-

pence of board is about 6 or 7 !• rench livres per day. From
the house there is a fine view over the whole of the canton

which is comprehended between the Jura and mountains of

Emmenthal, and also of the town and lake of Neufchatel.

See FLbel's Manuel, Sec.

GUSTAVUS Adolpht;s, commonly called the Great,

King of Sweden, was born at Stockholm in the year 1594.

He was educated with particular care, and instructed in all

the learning and accomplishments which are calculated to

form a statesman and a hero. His genius was great, his

memory prodigious; and he discovered an uncommon do-

cility and desire of acquiring knowledge. In the year 1611,

he ascended the throne of Sweden, being then only IS;

but the vigour of his character, and his various acquire-

ments, compensated the disadvantage of his youth: and the

choice which he made of his ministers and counsellors,

evinced his ability to conduct the government of the king-

dom, at the head of which he was placed.

Soon after his accession, he was involved in war with the

Danes, the Russians, and the Poles, from which he extri-

cated himself with great valour and prudence ; having in-

creased his hereditary dominions by the acquisition of Livo-
nia, which he wrested from the two last mentioned powers.

In the year 1630, he was invited by the German Protestants

to join the league against the Emperor ; and by his power-
ful assistance, and the good conduct of his arms, he greatly

contributed to the ultimate success of their cause. On his

departure from Sweden, he called together the states of the

kingdom ; and having caused them to do homage to his

daughter Christina, then only four years old, he took leave

of them in a discourse, in which he explained, at length,

the motives that prompted the enterprize he was about to

undertake.

Vol. X. Part I.

In the month of June 16J0, Guslavus landed on the

coast of I'omcrania, witli an ainiy of 1,5,000 men. At
first, his operations were greatly impeded by the jealousy

and discord that reigned among the Protestant Princes of

Germany, who seemed to be actuated rather by their own
selfish interests, than by any enlarged view to the general
good. However,, he soon expelled the imperial troops
from Pomerania, and forced the Elector of Brandenburgh
to embrace his true interest, by afTording every facility to

the cnterpiize of the Swedes. Tie King then resolved to

hasten to the relief of Magdeburg, which was besieged by
the imperial generalissimo Count Tilly ; but his views
were frustrated by the strange conduct of the Elector of

Saxony, who refused to permit him to pass the Elbe; and
he had the mortification to receive intelligence ^of the fall

of that important fortress, accompanied with circum-
stances of atrocity, which have stan)ped indelible infamy
on the name of Tilly. The haughty and cruel conduct of
the imperial commander scon brouglit the Elector of

Saxony to a sense of his situation and true interest ; and
having joined his forces to those of the King of Sweden,
tliey encountered the enemy under Tilly, at Breitenstein,

near Leipsic, on the 7th of September 1631. A battle

ensued, wliich terminated in the total discomfiture and
rout of the Imperialists. The victorious King now ad-

vanced along the Maine, as fur as the Rhine; forced

the city of Mcntz to capitulate; drove the Spaniards
out of Germany, and freed the Palatinate. He then
turned his arms against Bavaria ; and Tilly, who en-

deavoured to dispute with him the passage of the Lech,
was again defeated, and perished in tlie attempt.

His loss was supplied by Wallcnitein, who was now
placed at the head of the imperial armies ; and com-
menced his operations by driving the Saxons out of Bohe-
mia. Meanwhile Gustavus, pursuing his victorious ca-

reer, had advanced into the heart of Bavaria, and made
himself master of Munich. As he approached the Aus-
trian dominions, Wallenstein hastened to their relief, and
compelled the king to retire. The two armies met at

Nuremberg, and formed entrenched camps opposite to

each other, where they remained inactive during two
months. It was the policy of Wallenstein to avoid a bat-

tle, in hopes that the Swedish army would be weakened
by famine and disease. At length the latter made a vigo-

rous attempt to storm the entrenchm.ents of the Imperial-

ists ; but, for the first time since their landing in Ger-
many, they received a severe check ; and, after a fruitless

exhibition of valour, Gustavus found himself compelled
to retire, the whole of the neighbouring country being

completely exhausted of provisions. He was followed

into Saxony by Wallenstein ; and the two armies again

met at the village of Lutzen, near Weissenfels. Here a

sanguinary battle took place on the 6lh of November
1632, which was fought with great skill, and with the

most obstinate courage, on both sides. The intrepidity

and discipline of the Swedes, however, at length prevail-

ed, and the Imperialists were driven from the, field. But
the victory was dearly purchased. Besides a great loss of

men, the conquerors had to lament the death of their ador-

ed king, who was killed by a musket shot, while gallantly

leading on his cavalry to a charge against the broken

ranks of the enemy. After tlie battle, his body was found

lying near a large stone, which, in commemoration of this

circumstance, was called the Sc/iwec/enslcin, (Swede stone,)

and which still indicates the spot where the great vindica-

tor of the religious liberties of Germany terminated his

victorious career. Thus fell Gustavus Adolphus, in the

thirty-eighth year of his age. . The ball which inflicted

the mortal wound entered his back, and passed through

Bb
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his body. This circumstance, among oiliers, excited a

suspicion of treachery; and the Dui^e of Saxe-Lavven-

burgh, one of his generals, who immediately afterwards

left the Swedisli service, has been expressly pointed out

by some historians as tlie assassin of his royal commander.
Thcic is, however, no positive evidence of his guilt, and

the fact is to this day doubtful.

Gustavus left behind him the character of a good Chris-

tian, a great king, a prudent statesman, and a consummate
general. Amidst the operations of war, he did not neg-

lect the cultivation of the sciences. He enriched the uni-

versity of Upsal, established a royal academy at Abo, and

founded an university at Dorp in Livonia. Before his

time, there were no regular troops in Sweden ; but he

formed anjl executed the project of having 80,000 men,
constantly v/ell armed, clothed, and disciplined. He was
acknowledged to be the greatest captain of his time, and
the bravest soldier in liis army; and the military art is in-

debted to his genius for several great improvements. He
formed his cavalry into smaller subdivisions, which ena-

bled them to move with greater eiasc and rapidity ; his or-

der of battle was composed of two lines, (instead of one,

according to the usual practice,) in order that the second
niiglit advance, in the event of the first being broken

;

and he was the first who demonstrated, in modern times,

the importance of a well-disciplined infantry in the field.

His own army was a perfect pattern of good order. The
morals of his soldiers were to him an object of equal at-

tention with their courage and military discipline. Tem-
perance was commanded as a duty by the Swedish laws of

war ; excesses of every kind were severely punished ; and

every regiment nmstered, morning and evening, around its

chaplain, to perform their devotions in the open air ; the

king himself being always present upon those occasions.

He endured all the hardsliips and privations of war with

the meanest of his army ; and never spared his person in

the hour of danger.

He not only extended his dominions, and raised the re-

putation of Sweden abroad, but also turned his attention to

the constitution of his country, which he would probably
have improved had he lived to return into his own king-

dom. By his regulations, however, the succession to the

crown, which had been previously limited to the male line,

devolved upon his daughter Christina, who was only six

years old at the period of her father's death. Sec Harte's

Life of Gustavus Adalfihus ; Schiller's Hislory of the

Thirty Years Jl'ar ; and the Gen. Biog. Diet, (z)

GUSTAVUS I. and HI. See Sweden.
GUTTA Serena. See Surgery.
GUTTEMBERG. See Printing.
GUZER AT, or Gu J RAT, a large province in Hindostan,

situated principally between the 2l3t and 24th degrees of

North Latitude, is about 320 miles in length, and 180 at

its average breadth. Its south-west portion approaches
the form of a peninsula, lymg between the gulfs of Cutch
and CaiTibay ; but it stretches far inland towards the north-
cast, having the province of Cutch on the west, Malwah
and Khandesh on the east, Aurungabad on the south, and
Agimere or Ajimeer on the north. It was one of the 11

soubahs,* into which Akbar divided Hindostan ; and is un-
derstood to have, at that time, extended southward as far

as Damaun. It contained nine circars, namely, Guzerat
proper or Ahmedabad ; Putten ; Nadowt ; Behrodeh, or
Baroda ; Behroatch, orBaroche ; Clmmpaneer; Kodehra

;

and Surat. These were subdivided into 198 pcrgunnas,
of which thirteen contained sea ports. The whole Suubah

furnished 67,375 cavalry, and 8900 infantry; and, in the

reign of Aurungzebe, the amount of its revenue was
equivalent to 1,800,000/. sterling.

Guzerat was subdued in 975 by the Afghans or Patans,
a hardy race, from the mountainous regions between Per-
sia and Hindostan, who established the extensive empire
of Ghizni, and maintained their authority till the end of
the thirteenth centmy, when the Moguls commenced their

ravages. In the fifteenth century, it was governed as an
independent kingdom, by a dynasty of Rajpoot princes,

who had adopted the Mahommedan religion, and removed
tile seat of government from the ancient capital Nehrwal-
lah to Ahmedabad. In 1572, it was reduced by the em-
peror Akbar; and was, at that period, in a flourishing state

as a maritime and commercial country. In the beginning
of the 18th century, after the death of Aurungzebe, many
of the more distant provinces renounced their allegiance

to the Mogul emperor ; and the governor of Ahmedabad
and Cambay, following these examples, assumed the sove-

reignty of that part of Guzerat. About the middle of the

1 8th century, it was conquered by the Mahrattas under
Ragonauth Row ; and its nabob Mohman Khan, took re-

fuge in Camhay, where he held a small territory, subject

to the payment of an annual tribute to the Mahrattas.
The capital was taken from the Mahrattas by general

Goddard in 1779; but for political reasons was ceded to

Futty Singh, a Hindoo chieftain, and at the end of the war
in 1783 was restored to the Mahratta government. The
more civilized and cultivated districts are at present pos-

sessed by the East India Company, the Guicowar and the
Peishwa. The territories of the Company comprehend
a considerable extent of country on both sides of the Gulf
of Cambay; and include the populous cities of Surat, Ba-
roche, Cambay, and Gogo. The sea-coast, from the Gulf
of Cambay to the river Indus, is occupied by different in-

dependent chiefs, who are generally addicted to piracy, and
are kept only in awe by the naval superiority of the British.

The northern, western, and even central quarters of the

province, have been but recently explored, and are over-

run, or lather occupied by numerous tribes of armed ban-

ditti, who are thieves not so much by profession as by na-

tion.

The province of Guzerat, in its general aspect, is flat

and unvaried. In many places, not the smallest stone is

to be seen; and there is scarcely a rising ground in the

whole district to the west of Powagur, the name of the

mountain by which it is separated from the interior of
Hindostan. It is more hilly towards the eastern frontier,

and mucli covered with jungle. Much of the more level

tracts is either an arid sandy country, or a saline swamp of

a singular description, which, even when dried up, remains

in a great measure sterile and unproductive. In those

places, also where the surface is apparently smooth to the

eye, it is muoli intersected by ravines, of considerable ex-

tent and depth, which in the rainy season ai-e filled with

rapid torrents, and cannot be crossed without the assist-

ance of rafts or boats. It is, nevertheless, especially in its

western districts, full of the richest prospects, and is infe-

rior to no part of Hindostan in beauty or fertility.

The only mountain in the province is that of Powagur,
a steep and rocky height, resembling the Table Land of

the Cape of Good Hope, but apparently more lofty. On
its summit is a strong hold, deemed impregnable, and sup-
posed to be the Tiaguia of Ptolemy.

Guzerat is watered by several large rivers, of which the

most considerable are the Myhi, which takes its rise near

I

• Akbar divided Hindnstan into eleven soubahs, or grand divisions ; each of these into smaller provinces called circars ; and eack of
Aeae again into districts or pergunnas. A twelfth was afterwards added^ formed of countries west of the Indus.
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Amjerrali, Ihc capitnl of Rajo'le, and, running in a south-

west direction, falls into the bottom of the Gulf of Cam-
bay; the Nerbudda, supposed to be tlie Narmada of the

Greeks, wliich rises in the mountain of Pindara, near tlie

tiorth-casl corner of Bcrar, and proceeding westwards

about 640 miles, terminates its course on the cast coast of

the Gulf of Cambay ; and the Taptce, which descends

from the mountains of Burhan[)om', and after a course of

above 320 miles, nearly parallel to that of the Nerbudda,
falls into the sea below Surat. These larger rivers are

ordinarily extremely gentle and pellucid; but begin to

swell some time before the rain falls in the low countries;

and then become furiously rapid, frequently sweeping
away whole villages, with the inhabitants and their cattle.

In the rainy season, the mountain torrents swell the small-

est streams in a wonderful manner, so as to make them
rise in a few hours 20 or ;>() feet above their usual level.

In the dry season, nevertheless, a great scarcity of water

is experienced in many places, especially in the sandy
soil to the north of the Myhi river, where the periodical

rains are speedily absorbed, and wells must be dug to the

depth ef 80 and 100 feet.

The rainy season sets in with the south-west monsoon
before the middle of June, accompanied with tempestuous
weather, and continues with more or less violence about

four months. The greatest quantity of rain always falls

in July; yet, in the province of Guzerat, there is not so

much rain during the wet season as there is at Bombay,
and the southern part of the Malabar coast. In Decem-
ber, January, and February, the mornings and evenings
are ccsci and sharp, and sometimes ice has been seen at

Surat in the month of January. At this period the ther-

mometer is frequently under 60° at sun-rise, and seldom
exceeds 70° at noon ; and the weather throughout the

whole day is temperate and agreeable. But, in the suc-

ceeding months, during the prevalence of the hot winds,

though the morning may be tolerably cool, the thcrmome-
ter gradually rises from 70° to 100°

; and in the plains

near Cambay, has been observed at 116° in the soldier's

tents. During the hot and dry months, the surface of the

country is covered with sand or dust; and, in the rainy

season, becomes a thick mire, and often a sheet of water.

The soil is generally sandy or marshy; but, in the cul-

tivated districts, is a reddish light earth, or a rich black
mould, both of which are highly fertile and productive.

Except for the richer crops, manure is seldom required ;

and the dung of the cow-house is then the principal sub-
stance employed. In some of the pergunnas, particularly

in Brodera and Jambooseer, the fields are inclosed, and the

country enriched with plantations of mango, tamarind, and
banian trees. The different kinds of grain are generally
sown in June, and reaped in September. Wheat and bar-
ley are raised in many districts. Rice is a principal article

of cultivation ; and a great variety of Indian grains is eve-
ry where produced. Of these may be mentioned the juar-
ree, or cush-cush, [holcus sorc/iumo{L.\nnsEus,) a fine large
plant, resembling maize or guinea corn, growing to the
height[k)f eight or ten feet, each stalk bearing several ears,

the largest of which will frequently contain 2000 seeds
;

bahjeree, (Ao/cus «/j!ca<i/« of Linnaeus,) resembling the last,

but inferior in size, and only used by the poorer classes;
codra, chena, buntee, bowtah, growing to the height of
two or three feet, and yielding grain of a nutritious quality;

various pulses, especially tuar, (cytisus cajan) resembling
split peas; mutt and gram, (doUclws biftorus) chiefly used
for nourishing cattle. Cotton is a staple commodity; and
that of the Ahmood pergunna is of so superior a quality,
that it generally brings the highest price in the markets of
Bengal and China. Sugar, tobacco, and indigo, flourish

luxuriantly in the i)rovincc, aiid might be cultivated with
great prolit. Hemp and llax grow well in the northern
districts; but are ofien raisc.l chiefly lor the sake of the
oil contained in the seed, and an intoxicating drug called
Chang made from the leaves. iMustard seed is raised in

considerable quantities, and is greatly esteemed in pickles.
Occasionally may be seen, in gardens, large crops of pop-
pies, (the seeds of which arc very commonly mixed by the
natives in cakes and confections,) ginger, turmeric, fenuc
greek, and betel leaf, extensive lieids of capsicum or chi-
lies, and large tracts of yellow cossumba, {cartliamua,)
which yield a valuable red dye. In those jjlaces where
there is no cocoa nuts, various shrubs and plants are cul-
tivated for producing oil, especially the scsamum, and ri-

cinus, palnia Christi. The water melons, especially those
of Baroche, are superior to any in India. The white, red,
and curling mulberry flourishes in the gardens; and the
cuttings require only to be put into the ground in the rai-
ny season, where they take root, and grow up withour far-
ther trouble. 'J'he bamboo grows wild in most districts,
is frequently planted in hedges around the villages, and in
seasons of scarcity sometimes furnishes an article of food.
Mango, tamarind, and banian trees are to be found in most
parts of the province. One of the last mentioned, (the
banian or Jiciis indicun) the most magnificent tree of the
kind in India, grows on an island in the river Nerbudda

;

and has nearly 1350 trunks, all traced to one parent stem,
froming a canopy of verdant foliage, impenetrable even to
a tropical sun, extending over a circuit of 2000 feet.

Many milch cows and buftaloes are reared in the villa-

ges ; and ghee, or clarified butter, forms a principal arti-

cle m the markets of Guzerat. Many horses also are bred
in the province; and those of Cutch and Cotlywar are held
in great estimation. The oxen of Guzerat are accounted
the finest in India. They are perfectly white, with black
horns, a delicately soft skin, and eyes not inferior in lustre
to those of the antelope. They will travel 10 or 12 miles
a-day successively for a considerable time, under a load of
200 or 300 lbs. ; and are fed upon straw, grass, cotton seed,
or oil cake. Those which aie reared in the northern dis-
tricts are of superior size, strength, and docility; and some
of them are capable of travelling in a hackery (or light
carl) 30 or 40 miles a day. A more ordinary breed is em-
ployed in agriculiure, and in the conveyance of merchan-
dize

; and others, of all different colouis, as in other parts
of Hindosfan, are to be found in the province. The uncul-
tivated and wood tracts abound in wild animals of various
kinds. Lions, though not generally supposed to be found
in the country, have been seen even in the vicinity of Cam-
bay ; and tigers are very common, sometimes so large as
to weigh 250 lbs. Leopards, hysenas, wolves, foxes, jac-
kals, and wild hogs, are the ordinal y inhabitants of the
swamps and jungles. Deer, elks, guanas, antelopes, hares,
cameleons, porcupines. Sec. are the most common kinds of
game. iMonkeysand squirrels are cxevy where abundant,
and remarkably tame. The former, particularly, often in-
habit the towns, where they are generally protected, and
ii>some places are revered as sacred ar,imals. They arc
sometimes rendered instruments of a bloodless, but siifli-

ciently malicious revenge among neighbours. A handful
of rice, or other grain of which the monk jys arc fond, is

thrown upon the roof of the house of the obnoxious per-
son, about the commencement of the wet season ; and, in

order to get at the grain v/hich has slipped under the tiles,

these mischievous animals soon uncover the whole habita-
tion, at a time when labourers'being generally occupied in

repairing the houses, it may be impracticable for the hap-
less owner to have his home secured from the heavy tor-

rents which are beginning to fall. Of the birds of prey,
Bb2
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the most common arc liawks and biaUmiiice kites, which

last are so remarkably voraciovis, as sometimes to dart up-

on a dressed fowl, or other food, while llic servants are car-

rying it from the kitchens, (which are lVc(|uently at a little

distance from the house,) to the dininf;-table. There arc

bats of an extraordinary size, (nearly six feet between the

tips of the extended wings.) called llyinj^ foxes, and ex-

tremely disagreeable in smell and aspect. Peacocks,

doves, and j^recn pigeons, assemble in fiocks around the

villages, and are almost as tame as poultiy in a farm yard.

Partridges, snipes, woodcocks, wheatears, kc. are very

abundant ; and there is a great variety of water-fowl in the

lakes and rivers, particularly storks, cranes, quails, flamin-

goes, pclicarts, ducks. The sahras and cuUum {ardea-uirgo

of Linnaeus) are very stately birds, generally six feet high,

of an azure hue, with crimson coloured heads. Bat the

florican, or curmoor, (otis houbara of Linnsus,) is at once

tiic most elegant of Indian birds, and exceeds ail other wild

fowl in delicacy of flavour. It is distinguished by its lof-

ty carriage, variegated plumage, and especially by a tuft

of black feathers falling gracefully from its head. Lizards

are abundant in Guzerat, and many of them are extremely

beautiful. Serpents are found in great numbers and varie-

ties; and some of the largest kinds, which are accounted

harmless, are held sacred by the natives as guardians of

the spot which they frequent, are allowed to occupy the gar-

dens. One of the most venomous is the cobra de capello,

or coluber naja, which is very common in Guzerat. There

are many varieties of water snakes, (some of them spotted

with the most beautiful colours,) wliich seize upon the

frogs, lizards, young ducks, and water rats, and are in their

turn devoured by the larger water fowls. Locusts, though

less destructive than those of Arabia and Africa, are fre-

quent visitors in the province ; and leave every vegetable

iubstance over which they pass stripped and browned, as if

bcorched with fire. The large locust, called " the creeping

leaf", and which has been described under the article

OuiANA,is common in Guzerat.

The principal towns in the province are Ahmedabad,
Sural, Cambay, Barochc, Baroda, Dhuboy, Gogo, and

Chumpaneer. They are generally in a ruinous condition,

presenting, in their decayed palaces, tottering minnrcts and

mouldering aqueducts, many vestiges of their for.ner splen-

dour. Their commerce has never been so flourishing as it

was under the Mogul government, even in the times of its

most violent convulsions. The principal trade of the pro-

vince is carried on with Bombay. The chief exports are

cotton, piece-goods, and grain ; and the imports consist

mostly of sugar, raw-silk, pepper, cocoa nuts, cochineal,

woollens, and bullion. Almost all castes in Guzerat, ex-

cepting the Brahmins aiid Banyans, occasionally follow the

occupation of weaving ; v/hich, together with the labours of

agriculture, einploys the greatest number of the more in-

dustrious of the lov.cr classes. Fortifications were former-

ly very numerous in the province, and are sliil preserved

in the more remote quarters. The natives every where
live in towns or villages, for security against banditti and
wild beasts. A single farm house, or separate cottage, is

rarely to be seen ; and, at night, the cattle are ahvays
brought within the hamlet, which is commonly surrounded

by a mud-wall or bam.boo hedge. The larger towns are

usually situated near an extensive lake, the banks of which
are adorned with Hindoo temples and caravansaries, and its

-urfacc covered by the various kinds of lotus. The houses,

especially in the villages, are rarely built of brick, and pro-

vided with tiled roofs, but chiefly constructed of mud, and
thatched with straw or reeds.

. As many parts of Guzerat have never been subdued by
any invader, the natives there retain their original character

unchanged ; but in the maritime district, m consequence
of the many sea ports and commercial advantages, which
have attracted strangers of all descriptions, the province
contains a greater variety of castes and religions, than any
other in Hindostan. It is commonly believed among the

natives, that the province was originally peopled by the

rude castes which still exist, and which aic known by the

names of Cooles and Bhcels ; but neither record nor tradi-

tion remains respecting their religion or government in

their primeval state. In the town of Rajpeepla, however,
tlie Rajpoot successor is still formally invested with the

nominal sovereignty by a family of Bheels descended from
their original chieftains. When the Rajpoots acquired the

ascendancy, the most powerful of their princes resided at

Neherwallah, (or Putten,) on the northern frontiers ; and
three dynasties are said to have successively occupied the

throne, from which many of the modern Gracia families

jjrctend to trace their descent. The Gracias are a numer-
ous class of landholders in some parts of the province ;

and in others only possess a sort of feudal authority ove;

certain villages and districts. They are described as con-

sisting of four castes or families,—the Coolees,the Rajpoots,

the Seid Mahommedans, and the Mole Islams or moderi
M^hommedans. The places principally occupied by the

Gracias are Rajpeepla and Mandwee,the former south, and
the latter north of the Ferbudda river ; Meagam and Ah-
mode, between the Nerbubd". and the Myhi ; and Man-
dowee or the Taptee. Many tribes of .them also reside i::

a kind of independent state on the rugged banks of most
of the rivers, and in different parts of the peninsula. Crimi-

nals, who fly to their haunts for refuge, are readil)rrincor-

porated among them ; and all of them are habitual plun-

derers, forming one half of the population north of the

Myhi. Of all the banditti who infest the province, the most
cruel and untameable are the Coolees, who maintain amidst

their fastnesses an armed independence, and plunder without

distinction all who travel without an escort, or whom they are

able to master. They are taught to despise all approaches

to civilization ; and are said to hold cleanliness in the ut-

most contempt, as a mark of cowardice. They are well

mounted, and ol"ten roam in troops to a distance from their

own settlements, to plunder villages or surprise travellers.

Their own villages, at the same time, are large and po-

pulous, their fields inclosed, and their lands in general in

a state of good cultivation. The Rajpoots are of a high

caste, and are well bred to the use of arms. They are

athletic in their persons, faithful to their engagements,
magnanimous and brave above most othernatives of India,

and make the most excellent soldiers. They chiefly in-

habit the districts north of the Nerbudda ; and the great

body of tlicm occupy the province of Ajimeet, where they

have never be'en subdued by the Mahommedans, and where
tliry preserve in their strongholds and fastnesses the origi-

nal manners of the Hindoo race. Their country is said to

resemble greatly the more habitable mountainous tracts of

Swisserland, and to afford some of the grandest and most
picturesque scenery in India. The Bheels are like the

Coolees, savage robbers, but generally poorer; and inhabit

chiefly the districts around Turcaseer. The high Moguls
or Mahommedans, especially those who inhabit the towns
along the coast, are a polite and respectable people. In

all the larger towns are found a singular race, who are

Mahommedans in religion, but Jews in features, manners
and disposition. They are called Boiahs, and form every

where a distinct community. They jnofess a total uncertain-

ty of their own origin ; but Boorhanpour, in Khandesh, is the

rendezvous of the sect, and the residence of their moulah
or high priest. They are noted for their address in bar-

gaining, their minute parsimony, and constant attention to

I
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gain. They are ihe principal traders in the comtnercial

cities, and are found straggling over the wliole province,

and theother western partsof Hindostan,asitirierant pedlars.

In Ciuzeral is found, also, the greater part of the Gabres or

Parsees, or worshippers of fire, who inhabit the continent of

India, and who preserve the slender remains of the reli-

g-ion of the Magi
;
(See Gahues.) Of the proper Hindoos

there are many castes and sects in Guzerat. The different

families of IJrahmins, settled in the province, amounted to

84 in number, and are named after the places of their an-

cestors nativity or inheritance. Each of these has several

subdivisions, and innumerable distinctions, which prevent the

members of one from intermarrying with another. The Uan-
yans, or Vaneeya, are very numerous in Guzerat, and are

also separated into many subdivisions. They are all mer-
chants, and frequently tiavel to very distant countries, where
they remain for several years,in the prosecution of traffic, and

then return to their families with the gains of their adven-

ture. Their language, the Guzeratee, which is nearly

allied to the Hindee, is well known in all the great Indian

markets, and forms the chief medium of mercantile inter-

course in that continent. A singular custom among the

Guzerat merchants may here be noticed, namely, that when
any of them finds himself failing in trade, he sets up a blaz-

ing light in his house or shop ; absconds, till his creditors

have examined into the stale of his property ; and wears
the tail of his waist-cloth tucked up, till they have acquit-

ted him of ail suspicion of dishonesty. Persons, who take

this step in time, so as not to injure their creditors much,
are held in great esteem, and are so frequently observed to

be subsequently prosperous, that some have been known, in

hopes of future good fortune, to set up the sign of bank-
ruptcy without any necessity. The class of Bhauts, or

Bharots, abound more in this province than in any other

part of India. They are a very honourable tribe, and are

principally occupied as historians, heralds, soothsayers, re-

corders of births and deaths, itinerant bards or minstrels,

trading or begging ©n their way. In this last capacity, they

repeat verses (which are either of their own composition,

or selected from the Hindoo legends) with a pleasing mo-
dulation of voice, and gracefulness of action ; and one of

them is generally connected with the household of eveiy
Hindoo rajah or Mahratta chief, attending them on days of

public ceremony, enumerating their titles, and proclaiming
their praises They also become guarantees of treaties be-

tween princes, securities for bonds between private per-

sons, or cautioners for the payment of revenues from dis-

tricts, and farmers of the taxes. They receive an annual
stipend, or a per eentage from the districts, villages, or in-

dividuals, whom they thus guarantee ; and, upon signing

the agreement, add the figure of a dagger as their seal, and
as an emblem of the fatal consequences attending a breach
of contract. Should any parly fail in the obligation, the

Bhaut,who had offered himself as guarantee, proceeds to the

house of the defaulter, and there destroys himself or one
of his family, imprecating the vengeance of the gods upon
the heads of those, who had compelled him by their mis-

conduct to commit the deed of desperation. To be the ob-

ject of these imprecations, is accounted by the Hindoos the

most direful of all catastrophes ; and hence the security of

a Bhaut is the strongest and most sacred of all bonds. They
are frequently also engaged in agriculture ; but, as a pri-

vileged class, are exempted from all payment of taxes ; and,

when any attempts have been made to subject them to as-

sessments, they do not fail to murder some of their tribe,

with the usual imprecations on those who have infringed

their rights. The Charons arc nearly allied to the Bhauts
in mannei's and customs ; and, being generally possessed
of large droves of carriage cattle, they carry on an inland
traflic in grain to a considerable distance. They are fre-

quently hired for the protection of travellers; and, when
attacked by banditti, they take a solemn oath to die by their
own hands, if any injury be done to the persons under their
care. So great is the veneration in which they are held by
the superstitious natives, that this threat of suicide is ge-
nerally effectual in restraining tlic most ferocious plun-
derers. The Ungreas, whose profession is that of mone^-
carriers, are of all castes, and generally athletic and well
armed. Though extremely poor, they are remarkable for

their honesty in conveying the largest sums. They con-
ceal the money in their quilted clothes ; and though re-

warded for their services only with a small pittance, they
will fight with the utmost desperation in defence of the pro-
perty with which they are entrusted. In the northern and
western parts of the province, is a class named Puggies,
whose business it is to trace the steps of a thief, and they
arc so expert in the office, that, if set upon the pursuit early

in the morning after the theft has been committed, before
many people have been moving about the vicinity, they sel-

dom fail to point out the village where the thief has taken
reluge. The Dhcras of Guzerat are similar to the Pariars
of Malabar, and are obliged to live apart from the other in-

habitants. They live on all kinds of carrion, and are much
addicted to pilfering and intoxication. They are compelled
by ancient custom to serve the state and travellers as car-

riers of baggage ; and also to act as scavengers for the re-

moving of filth from the I'oads and villages. The Koonbees,
which is the name given in Guzerat to the Hindoos of the
pure Sudra, or fourth caste, form the great body of the agri-

cultural peasantry ; and are supposed to have emigrated ori-

ginally from Ajimeer, or Hindostan Proper. They hold
portions of government land ; and are called Patells, in dis-

tinction from the Gracias. They are peaceable, industri-

ous subjects under every change of rulers ; and, as they
seldom repair to the cities, their manners are altogether

simple and inoffensive. They rarely leave the village where
their fathers lived and died, but continue in the same place,

to plough the fields, and reap the harvest, and tend the cat-

tle, while their women are employed in spinning cotton,

grinding corn, and preparing the usual repast of milk, pulse,

and other vegetables. Too large a proportion of the pro-

duce of their lands is collected for the government and sub-

ordinate chiefs ; but still a sufficiency generjilly remains for

the supply of their wants, which are extremely few and
simple. In the more remote districts, particularly, their

mode of living is remaikably primitive. A hut built of
mud, and thatched v.ith straw, is the ordinary habitation of

the villager. A few earthen pots for cooking, a large jar

ofunburnt clay for holding grain, another of burnt clay, for

holding water, and a glazed jug for holding oil, form the

chief part of his furniture. A couple of yards of cotton

cloth tied round the middle, and sometimes a turban on the

head, composes the whole clothing of the men ; and a long

piece of similar cloth, put on in graceful folds, is the usual

dress of the females.* They testify great hospitality to

strangers, who are usually presented at the entrance of the

villages with fruit, milk, butler, fire-wood, and earthen

utensils ; and sometimes compelled, at their departure, to

take with them one day's provisions. They are a content-

ed people, and their condition t&ierably comfortable in sea-

sons of peace ; but they have no idea of liberty, and are sub-

jected to every species of suffering in time of war. But

• It is a universal practice among all the Mahommedans of both sexesj and the Hindoo males throughout Guzerat, to smoke tobacco ; ex-
cept the Brahmins, who take snuft" very freely.
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wherever British influence extends, tlieir comforts arc in-

creased, and their security belter provided for. In liie

north-western cjuarters, many barbarous practices prevail

among them ; and among the Coolces and Rajpoots, parti-

cularly, besides what may be called the prescribed cruel-

ties of their reliijion, it is not uncommon lor many persons

of both sexes to cut off their noses, as a security against

the malignant influence of witches. The unnatural prac-

tice of putting to death the female infants, which prevailed

among the Jahrejahs, a race of Rajpoots in the i)cninsulaof

Guzerat, was abolished in 1808, by the humane exertions

of Jonathan Duncan, Esq. late governor of Bombay, and of

Colonel Walker, British resident in the province ;* and

within the districts acquired by the East India Company,
many other degrading customs are gradually disappearing.

The province of Guzerat, in short, presents among its differ-

ent inhabitants instances of the extremes of civilization, ex-

hibiting all the rudeness of the pastoral and almost of tiie

savage state, along with the wealth and luxury of commer-
cial cities. It affords equally striking specimens of the ex-

tremes of population, which is thinly scattered over the

western districts, but unusually crowded in the vicinity of
Sural, and some of the other cities. The whole number
6f inhabitants in this extensive province is estimated at six

millions, in the proportion of one Mahomniedan to ten Hin-
doos. See Kennel's Meinoir of a Maji of Himlostan : Mil-
burn's Oriental Commerce ; Hamilton's East India Gazet-
teer ; and Forbes's Oriental Memoirs, (y)
GWALIOR, GuALioRjor Glaliah, is the name of a

strong fortress of Hindostan, in the district of Gohud, and
province of Agra. This fort stands on a hill about 1/^- mile
long, 300 yards wide at its greatest breadth, and 3l2 feet

high at its north end. The sides of this hill arc nearly per-
pendicular, and a stone parapet is carried all the way round
close to the brow of it. At the north end of the liill, and
near the middle of the fort, are two reinarkabic pyramidal
buildings of redstone, in the ancient Hindoo stile of archi-
tecture. The only gate to this fort is at the nortliern ex-
tremity of the cast side, from which there is an ascent to

the top of the ruck by several flights of steps. The gar-
rison is supplied with excellent water, from several natu-
ral cavities in the rock ; and' about half way up the rock, on
the outside, there are many artificial excavations, contain-
ing the figures of men and animals carved out of the solid
rock.

The town is situated on the east side of the hill. It is

large and populous, and contains many good stone houses.
The stone is obtained from the neighbouring hills, which
surround the fort like an amphitheatre, at the distance of
from one to four miles. They chiefly consist of schistus,
with apparently a large portion of iron, and their surface is

rugged, and nearly destitute of vegetation. The small ri-

ver Soonrica lises to the eastward of the town, and beyond
it is the tomb of Mahommed Ghous, a learned man; it is

a handsome stone building, with a cupola covered with blue
enamel. Within the inclosure of tliis monument is another
tomb erected to the memory of Tan-Sein, a great musician.
The leaves of the tree which overshadows this tomb, are
supposed by the vulgar to give great melody to the voice
when chewed. About 700 yards from the northern extre-
mity of the fort, is a conical hill, having on its summit two
high pillars joined by an arch, whicii is supposed to be of
very ancient workmanship.
The town of Gwalior carries on a considerable trade in

cloth with Chanderi, and also in indigo. About 14 miles
from Gwalior, on the road to Narwar, is a mine of iron,

near the village of Beerch, which is worked to advantage.

Gwalior was always considered by the natives as impreg-
nable, till it was taken by escalade by Major Popham, on
the 3d August, 1780. In the time of the Mogul govern-
ment, it was a state prison, where the obnoxious members
of the family were secured, and a large collection of lions,

tigers, and wild beasts, was kept here for their amuse-
ment. It was appropriated to the same purpose by Mada-
jce Sindia, who, on account of its security, also made it a
grand depot for artillery and military stores.

When the Mogul empire was dismembered, this fort

came into the possession of the Ranah of Gohud, from
whom it was taken by the Mahrattas. After the British
took it in 1780, it was given up to the Ranah. Sindia in-

vested the fort, and after a siege of many months, he suc-
ceeded in taking it by corrupting part of the garrjson. In
1804, it was ceded to the British ; but, by the treaty of 1805,
it came into the possession of Dowlet Row Sindia. Dis-
tance from Agra 80 miles ; from Delhi 197 ; and from Cal-
cutta 480. East Long. 78° 14', and >forth Lat. 26° IS'.

See Hamilton's Gazetteer.

GYMNASTIC Exercises. See Athlet.e.
GYMNOSOPHIST is a word of Greek origin, and li-

terally signifies a philosopher who goes naked. It is par-
ticularly applied to the sages of India, who are understood
to have wandered from place to place, either wholly with-
out clothing, or only partially covered. Hence the aapien-
tes Indite are described by Quintus Curtius, under the de-
signation o?ffen7is horridum et agreste.

Though the Gymnosophists are usually considered as

belonging exclusively to India, tliey were not in ancient

times confined to that part of the world. There were like-

wise African Gynmosophists. These last inhabited a moun-
tain in Etliiopia, near the river Nile; and they appear to

have lived in celibacy and solitude, subjecting themselves
to various penances and privations, ai'^ter the manner of her-

mits or monks in more modern times. They were under-
stood to hold an immediate intercourse with the immortal
gods. If any one had killed bis neighbour by accident, he
had recourse to those recluses for absolution, and received

it, upon the performance of certain ceremonies which they
required. They were skilful in the medical art, and Lucaii
ascribes to them several important discoveries in astronomy.
Indeed, it may be inquired, whether there were not Gym-
nosophists (using that term in a more general sense) in

every nation, the early history of which has come down to

us in any thing like detail, or with any measure of certainty

;

and whether the Brahmins of India, the Priesthood in

Egypt, the Persian Magi, and the Druids of Great Britain,

were not all branches of the same philosophical school,

holding certain doctrines in common, though distinguished

from one another by the degree of improvement to which
they had respectively attained, or tlie political and moral
circvimstanccs of the countries to which they belonged.

One principal tenet of the Gymnosophists appears to

have been that of the metempsychosis, or transmigration

of souls; whether we understand by this term the passage
of the soul from one human body to another, or the transmis-

sion of the immortal spiritth rough the bodies of diiTerent ani-

mals, till having been defaecated and refined in its progress,

it enters at length into the immediate and beatific presence

of the Supreme Divinity. The doctrine of the metempsy-
chosis was afterwards taught with greater celebrity by Py-
thagoras; and, as the philosopher just named is known to

have travelled into India, there is reason to believe that he
borrowed it from the Gymnosophists. In many features

of their character, however, the nafiietztes Indite appear to

have resembled the stoics. They undervalued and despis-

See Comiack's .icconnt of the Molition of Female Infanticide in Guzerat.
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ed the goods of foi'tuiie, and lived chiefly in the woods and

desert places, suppoiling themselves upon tiic spontaneous

pioductions of the cartii. Hence they are called, by Cle-

ment of Alexandria, alobii, or hylobii ; and he relates of

then), that they inhabit neitlier cities nor villages, but eat

acorns, and drink water out of their hands. They abstain-

ed from marriage and tlic society of women. They held

that every man was suFfcient for himself, neither depend-

ant upon others for the supply of his wants, nor requiring

their assistance. They cherished a spirit of lofty independ-

ence. When Alexander the Great sent one of his captains

to a body of the Gymnosopliists, inviting them to a confer-

ence, they replied, that it was not their practice to visit any

one, but that if the Macedonian king had any thing to com-
municate, they were ready to receive him. They main-
tained the lawfulness, and even the duty of suicide, and at-

tached a degree of infamy to a lingering and anticipated

dissolution. " Apud hos," says Quintus Curlius, " occu-

pare fati diem, pulchrum ; et vivos se cremari jubent. Qui-
bus aut segnis aetas, aut incommoda valetudo est, expecta-
tam mortem pro dedecore vitx haberit. Nee ullus corpo-

ribus, quae senectus solvit, honos rcddilur. Inquinari pu-
tant ignem, nisi qui spirantes recipit." De Reb. Gest.

jllex.atid. Magn. lib. viii. c. 9.

Apuleius/^'/onc?. lib. i. thus describes theGyninosophists :

* They are all devoted to the study of wisdom, both the

elder masters and the yoiuiger pupils : and what to me ap-
pears the most amiable thing in their character, is, that

they have an aversion to idleness and indolence ; accord-
ingly, as soon as the table is spread, liefbre a bit of victuals

be brought, the youth are called together from thoii- aovo

ra! places and ofiices, and the masters examine them what
good they have done since the sunrise. Here one relates

something he has discovered by meditation; another has

learnt something by demonstration ; and as for those who
have nothing to allege why they should dine, they are

turned out to work fasting." (Ji)

GYMNOTUS Electrigus. See Electricity, and

Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 2.

GYNANDRIA. See Botany.
GYPSIES. Towards the earlier part of the fifteenth

century, the attention of various European nations was
attracted towards a wandering tribe of people, entirely

diflerent in appearance and manners from the established

inhabitants, and speaking a language peculiar to them-
selves. None could account for their origin; neither

could the route by which they liad been introduced be ex-
plained : tiiey took up a temporary abode in places most
congenial to their disposition, and were gradually dis-

persed throughout the continei.t, and among the principal

islands. During their first introduction, and the periods

immediately succeeding it, the strangers received various

appellations, resulting either from corrupted dialects, or

the opinions of those among whom they dwelt. But by
common consent, conjoined with some imperfect traditions

I'egarding their history, the name of Egyptians, or Gyp-
sies, has been long bestowed ujion them.

In so far as we are enabled to collect, these people
have undergone no alteration with the lapse of centuries

;

they are a rude, illiterate, uncultivated race at tliis day
;

time and climate have been alike ineflcctual in producing
a change ; they are the same in Siberia, in Turkey, in

India, and in Europe : and if their vices have not increas-

ed, neither has there been any amelioration in their cha-
racter. M. Olivier found a race of gypsies in Aleppo,
and Lieutenant Pottinger saw tribes resembling them in

Beloochistan. The gypsies are of a dark complexion,
symmetrically formed, and rarely subject to deformity

;

they have beautiful white teeth, and the women fine black

eyes, but the men arc characterised by a scowling aspect.
They are not remarkable for strength ; they are swift of
foot, but decidedly deficient in courage. The swarthi-
ness of their colour is undoubted, and the earlier histo-

rians call them " black horrid looking men ;" but the
complexion of those who arc kept cleaner tlian usual is

evidently ligliter : besides, there can be little doubt that
an alteration in this respect may be slowly cfiected by
the temperature of the atmosphere, or in the course of
successive generations.

The gypsies testify an indifference to the quality of
their food, unknown among the least civilized tribes of
Europe. Carrion is a dainty to them ; a murrain among
cattle, whereby they may obtain abundance of flesh from
animals dying of disease, is a joyful and profitable event j

and they are even disposed to eat it almost raw. They
have been accused of cannibal appetites ; and as tlie ex-
istence of cannibals in several parts of the world is be-
yond dispute, we are not entitled to deny the fact with re-

spect to gypsies. In the year 1782, after having for a
length of time disturbed the tranquillity of Hungary,
where they are numerously disseminated, many were
brought to trial, and convicted of various crimes, among
which were robbery, nmrder, and feeding on human
flesh. It is recoidcd that they confessed having killed
three people, and ate their bodies in great festivity,

among other delicacies, at a wedding ; that they prefer-
red young persons from sixteen to eiglueen years of age,
and burnt their bones for fuel. The band to which these
malefactors belonged, had subsisted 21 years, during
vvhioi, ei individuals liad pcrished by their barbarity.
But the punishments inflicted on the criminals, were too
shocking to admit of description. Thirteen were put to
death at Frauenmark, in August; 15 at Kameza, in Sep-
tember; and at Esabrag 13 more, including 18 women
who were beheaded. Many others were condemned, but
respited, and 150 remained in chains. Yet whether these
gypsies were actually guilty of such enormities, or whe-
ther they were the victims of persecution on slight

grounds of suspicion, appears to us problematical. Amidst
the numerous accusations of European cannibalism, few
if any have been satisfactorily proved ; and although the
Asiatic gypsies are indirectly charged with the same de-
praved propensity, it is only on very slight evidence.
Thus they have an immoderate desire for ardent spirits;

and tobacco is so grateful, that they will be content to

abstain from every thing else for a whole day, for a
single leaf of it.

Gypsies have no settled abode, and never dwell in

cities. They live in huls, or even in excavations of the
earth, generally on the side of a hillock, that has a south-
ern exposure. A roof is formed of rafters, overlaid with
turf, and a woollen cloth is often drawn across the aper-
ture left for a door. .Some of the more miserable only

shelter themselves in forests, or behind hedges, in the

warmer climates. A fire occupies the middle of the hut,

around which the children lie naked ; and indeed the

whole tribe, although delighting in finery, go very scantily

clothed. But if a single gaudy article can be obtained,

the rest is disregarded ; whence a man is sometimes
seen on the continent in an old red silk coat, or a woman
adorned with glaring ribbons, while their other apparel

consists of rags. Linen is a scarce commodity among
them, for the females can neither sew nor spin.

None of the gypsies are agriculturisC Where they

have, by unusual fortune, and by abandoning their no-

madic life, become proprietors of spots of ground, the

cultivation of it is left to others. Their own professions

are, gold washing in Hungary, at which they are very ex-
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pert, farriery, rude occupations in sniitli work, and, in

Britain, they are for the most part employed in the low-

est branches of that art. Their tools and materials are

alike indifferent. Nothin;j; is done but on a small scale ;

and it is observed, that the artificer always sits down

cross-legged to his work, which is considered as deno-

ting the eastern origin of his race. They were formerly

employed abroad in tlie execution of criminals, wherein

they displayed a skill in the art of torturing their fellow-

creatures, corresponding with their own innate pusillani-

mity. Many dealt in horses, but they practised such in-

genious deceptions, and to so great an extent, that a

royal ordinance prohibited this part of their profession.

Their females form a considerable portion of the dan-

cing girls of India. They combine music with their allure-

ments ; and most of them, both in that peninsula and

Turkey, as likewise in Spain, subsist oh the wages of

prostitution. Every where tlie character of their dances

is the same ; and, in Spaiii, one of them called Maguin-

dry is prohibited under severe penalties. The men and

women sometimes bring forvvard dramatic exhibitions, lor

the performance of which they are called before the houses

of the wealthy. The women, as is well known, pretend

to skill in divination, and tell the fortunes of the cre-

dulous from palmistry, physiognomy, or moles on the

skin ; hence the origin of the beautiful engraving of La
Zingara. So long ago as the year 1531, we find an Eng-
lish statute narrating, " that before this time many
outlandish people, calling themselves Egyptians, using

no craft nor feat of merchandize, have come into this

realm, and gone from aliiic lo sliiio, ami plarp to plarp,

in great companies, and used great, crafty, and subtile

means to deceive the people, bearing them in hand, that

they, by palmistry, could tell men and women's fortunes,

and so, many times by craft and subtilty, have deceived

the people of their money, and also have committed many
heinous felonies and robberies, to the great hurt and de-

ceit of the people they have come among. It is singular,

that at Tobolsk in Siberia, their practice and professions

are the same. " They watch every traveller," according

to Commodore Billings, "and pretend to explain the mys-
teries of fuluiily by palmistry or physiognomy. The
peasant dreads their power, and, from motives of fear,

contributes to their support, lest they should spoil his

cattle or horses." Thus, in the western parts of Europe,
and the eastern parts of Asia, at an interval of nearly three

centuries, the gypsies are distinguished by corresponding
features, scarcely modified by the people among whom
they seek an asylum.

This tribe is utterly unacquainted with science and lite-

rature. The scanty knowledge of their forefathers re-

mains with them unimproved. A few of those in Spain,
however, pretend to knowledge in medicine or surgery

;

and the females in the neighbourhood of Calcutta visit

that and other towns, and prescribe for the complaints of
their own sex. They have no settled principles of leli-

gion; they are Turks with Turks, and Christians with
Christians. It does not appear that they celebrate any re-

ligious rites, or entertain the common sentiments of man-
kind in regard to a future life, or places of reward and
punishment. The son of a more civilzied Transylvanian
gypsey having died at school, and being about to receive
Christian burial, the officiating prieit inquired, whether
the survivors believed that the deceased would rise again
at the last day ? " Strange supposition !" they answered,
" to conceive that a carcase, a lifeless corpse, should be
reanimated, and rise again; it is no more likely to happen,
in our opinion, than to the horse we flayed a few days

ago." Their children, however, ate circumcised in Tur-
key, and baptised in Europe.

Their marriages, which take place at a very early
age, are void of ceremony, and rather resemble temporary
connections than a union for life. One oi their own num-
ber performs the part of priest, and thus gives it the sanc-

tion of publicity. The youth then forsakes his .father,

along with his bride, and if capable of mechanical exer-
cises, he provides a.pair of tongs, a stone for an anvil,

a hammer and a file, to commence the profession of smith,

after the fashion of his predecessors. In India a scene of

riot and intoxication precedes the establishment of the

parties, and certain mystical ceremonies attend the mar-
riage. The men are extremely jealous of their wives,

who are kept in strict subservience, and are in danger
either of corporal punishment, or absolute dismissal, if

they happen to displease them. Both sexes are extrava-

gantly attached to their offspring ; and, in some countries,

it frequently happens that the readiest method of obtain-

ing payment of the father's debts is by arresting his chil-

dren. No education' is given to the young, unless it be

instruction in obscenity, and in the art of stealing dexter-

ously. Infants of five or six months old are supplied wit.'i

spirits in India, and their mothers, while indulging a fatal

propensity to the same beverage, suckle them until they

have seen as many years. In Europe these people are

remarkably healtliy, and escape those epidemical mala-
dies which sweep away thousands around them; and even
when they labour under dangerous diseases, they perti-

naciously refuse medical assistance. They make loud

lamentations at funerals, and carry the body of the leader
of their horde with great icspect to the grave.
The language of the gypsies, though it has necessarily

undergone many changes from their successive migrations,
and the corruptions unavoidable from living among others,

is peculiar to themselves in Europe; but it contains
many affinities with a dialect of particular castes in Hin-
dostan. This fact receives the stronger corroboration,

from having been first recognized by some young men,
natives of the coast of Malabar, who were prosecuting
their studies at Leyden. Numerous expressions were
compared by them, and the same has since been catried

to a greater extent by literary men residing in India.

Etymologies are in general to be distrusted, for they fre-

quently lead to the most ludicrous and absurd mistakes;
but we cannot deny, on the other hand, that the affinities

of languages spoken by nations separated far asunder,
may be found so strong and decided, that we shall find it

difficult to deny them a common origin. On this subject
Grellman remarks, " with respect to the construction and
inflection of the two languages, they are evidently the

same ; that of Hindostan has only two genders—the gyp-
sey the same. In the former, every word ending in j is

feminine, ali the rest are masculine ; in the latter it is the

same. That makes the inflexions entirely by the article,

and adds it to the end of the word ; the gypsey language
proceeds exactly in the same manner. Finally, likewise,

excepting a few trifiing variations, this identical simila-

rity is evident in the pronouns." Many other instances

of mutual correspondence may be produced, almost all

tending to a similar purport, as may be seen at large in

the writings of those authors who discuss this subject.

The gypsies of Europe acknowledge a chief or leader,

who usually assumes the dignified title of wayvode or

prince, duke, count, or lord, according to the countries

frequented by them. The most exalted of these titles is

given to one who presides over the gold washers in Hun-
gary, and the dignity is elective, but with some regard to
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descent from a former wayvoclc, and also to tlie stature

and apparel of the iiidividual chosen, who is commonly
about the middle age. Ho is merely lifted up three times

with tlie loudest acclamations, amidst a numerous con-

course of the tribe; his wife is treated with similar cere-

mony, while the dignity of both is lecognized by all

present. The titles assumed by these people are of an-

cient date: they appear in the fifteenth century; and in

the commencement of the sixteenth, King James IV. of

Scotland grants a pass and recommendaiion to the king
of Denmark, in favour of the tribe of Anthony Gawino,
an Earl from little Egypt. lie specifics that this misera-
ble trai,n had visited Scotland by command of the Pope,
and having conducted themselves properly, they wished
to go to Denmark : He therefore solicited the extension of

his royal uncle's munificence towards them ; adding, at

the same time, that these wandering Egyptians must be
better known to him, because the kingdom of Denmark
%vas nearer to I'^gypt ! In Uindostan, the gypsies have a
chief who has very little direct authority over them, but
he controuls the establishment of sets who profess dra-

matic exhibitions, and draw a tribute from their profits.

They even acknowledge a rude judicial procedure before

a court of five persons, or a general assembly, and any
individual, for petty offences, has to pass the ordeal of
applying a hot iron to his tongue. If conviction follows,

the culprit is generally sentenced to pay a fine in liquor,

of which his judges participate ; or, as a mark of the
highest ignominy, he may be condemned to have his nose
rubbed on the ground.

Almost in every country throughout the globe, the gyp-
sies have long been the objects of reproach and detestation.

From their first appearance, they have been wandering
outcasts and universally refused a settlement in towns,
or in their immediate neighbourhood. The dislike

manifested towards them, though attended with less bar-
barous consequences, may be assimilated to the detestation

which has accompanied the Jews since the destruction of
Jerusalem. Those atrocious cruelties, however, that stain

the annals of nations, cannot with confidence be charged
on this nomadic tribe. If their crimes are numerous, they
are of a petty description, directed against the property
more than the persons of their fellow creatures. The
gypsies have no where manifested virtuous principles, or
any desire to excel ; the depravity of the parents passes to

the children, who inherit, along with it, the detestation of
the people among whom they seek an abode. In foreign
states, many attempts have been made to reclaim thein,

but there, as well as in our own island, they have been for

the most i)art indiscriminately condemned to exile. Nei-
ther have the politic and patriotic views of the governments,
thus directed, been attended with the success which they
merited.

In the year 1782, the Empress Maria Theresa promul-
gated an edict, prohibiting gypsies from dwelling in tents,

and enjoining them to settle in fixed abodes. They were
forbidden to wander about, to allow their children to go
naked, to deal in horses, and to wear cloaks, whereby thefts

might be easily concealed. They were also commanded
to abstain from feeding on carrion, to frequent the church-
es, and to conform to the manners of the inhabitants of the
territory where they resided. Their usual name was to be
abolished, and in future they were, instead of gypsies, to

be called neiv boors, and occupy themselves in the active
prosecution of agriculture. These regulations, wisely con-
ceived, being ineffectual, seveier enactments followed. It

was decreed, that no gypsey should be permitted to marry,
unless he could shew himself in a situation to maintain a

wife and family ; and that those who had children should
Vol. X. Part I.

be forcibly deprived of them, in order t4iat the rising gene-
ration should have the b;;netit of a better mode of educa-
tion. The latter part of this ordinance was carried into
elfcct, and in certain districts, all the children above five

years of age were conveyed away in waggons from their
parents. But it is not evident that such compulsory mea-
sures were beneficial; and the failure of others in the
eastern extremities of Russia, nearly at the same period,
though more gentle, prove that it will be extremely diffi-

cult to reclaim the gypsies to habits of industry. Experi-
ence daily proves, that mankind, who have roamed at liber-

ty, are averse to a settled residence, and that the coiUroul
of those living in society is an arduous undertaking, while
their management is easily accomplished should they be
only in an isolated state. With the diminution of their
own hordes, a gradual incorporation will take place witli

those around them, and probably is insensibly doing so at

this moment where they are least numerous. No accurate
computation can be formed of the extent of the united
tribes of gypsies dispersed throughout the world ; for they
are unequally distributed, and only partially known. Grell-
man conjectures, that those in Europe may amount to
700,000 or 800,000; of whom Twiss conceives 40,000 to
belong to Spain: there are many in the Turkish empire,
but few in the island of Britain, particularly north of the
Tweed.
The history of the gypsies is an enquiry not less ob-

scure than difficult ; and it must be allowed, that even yet
we have no conclusive authorities relative to its earliest

period. Analogies certainly prove the eastern parentage
of their tribes ; but why they left their native soil, or how
they penetrated into Europe and its more distant islands,

we are unable to discover. It is commonly believed, that

they migrated from Egypt ; an opinion which has probably,

received greater corroboration from their name than from
other circumstances. But neither their size, complexion,
manners, or appearance, correspond with those of any
Eygptians described in ancient or modern history ; hence, if

we are to draw any argument from their name, we must
say it arises from Egypt, being the last point of their de-

parture from the East. Those observers who have most
profoundly studied their history, find a striking resem-
blance between the gypsies and the natives of Hindostan :

Should this hypothesis be correct, they may have reached
the isthmus of Suez by the north of India, and crossed it

into Egypt; a progress by no moans impracticable, but
which docs not satisfactorily account for their immediate
access to Europe. The time of their first appearance in

this quarter of the globe is unknown; but towards the be-

ginning and middle of the fifteenth century, they attracted

general attention as a strange people. They are recorded
to have frequented Germany in 1417; Switzerland in

1418 ; and they are spoken of as being in Italy in 1422.

It is said that they were originally known in France by the

name of Bohemians; and arrived at Paris on the 17th of

August 1427. They travelled in hordes, generally of 70
or 100 persons, probably finding it expedient not to accu-
mulate too much ; and each horde had a leader, who assu-

med a title, which, however, has more the character of the

West than the East. Rapidly spreading over Europe,
they were at first believed to be pilgrims, chiefly from the

Holy Land ; and hence they both received protection and
indulgence, and were treated with marks of veneration,

wherever they went ; but their real disposition speedily

betrayed itself; they proved a lawless gang of depredators,

deceiving the credulous, plundering their benefactors, and

rendering themselves obnoxious to all civilized nations.

Every arm was lifted against them ; they were driven nom
place to pljce ; and at length the very name of being a

Cc
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gypsey, was esteemed a crime deserving cajsital punish-

ment. It is not unlikely, tliut tiie severity of the enact-

ments directed against them had the elTect of dividing and

spreading their hordes still farther, to avoid the penalties

of a permanent residence. But the barbarous and unsettled

condition of the different European states was a powerful

obstacle to the establishment of a vigorous police ; and it

is only in recent times, that the kingdoms, in which we
dwell at peace, have been freed from vagabonds and beg-

gars, who, invading the cottages of the peasantry, demand-
ed alms in a manner that their inhabitants durst not refuse.

Gypsies are always included in the statutes respecting

vagabonds; and in the year 1531, they were commanded at

once to depart from England within sixteen days. The
laws of Scotland exhibit repeated instances of the light

in which they were subsequently viewed ; for an ordinance

of the Privy Council of 1 603, converted to a perpetual act

in 1609, decreed, that the whole race should quit the king-

dom under pain of death. Nevertheless they fouud means
to evade compliance ; they continued roving about the

country ; and as is well known, one of them, having seduced
the aflections of a Countess of Cassilis from her husband,
persuaded her to elope with him. In the criminal records,

several of the same name as this adventurer appear to have
been brought to trial for petty offences, and for being found
in Scotland. Four gypsies, named Faa, were condemned
to be hanged in 1613, though they seem to have had per-

mission to remain. Two more of this name were tried in

1616; and in 1524, Captain John Faa, and five other men
of his name, were sentenced to death. Their execution
was followed by the condemnation of Helen Faa, widow of
Captain John, Lucretia Faa, and nine females more, all to

be drowned for being reputed Egyptians, for remaining in

the kingdom, and having committed petty thefts. But
this barbarous sentence was commuted to perpetual banish-
ment. The terror of these trials quieted Scotland for

nearly a century ; and excepting a few itinerant gypsies,

universally denominated tinkers, none are now to be seen.

They are also gradually disappearing from England, where
they seem inclined to be turbulent; and some years ago,
we believe, that on the apprehension or punishment of one
of their gang, they threatened to set tire to the town of
Norwich. In a country so industrious as Britain, the resi-

dence of men who live in a state of idleness cannot be per-

manent; and they will either depart, or their habits will be
assimilated to those around them, while they themselves
are slowly absorbed in the great mass of the people.

See Peysonnel Obser-vations sur Ics /leu/iles barbares gui

ont habite les bords du Danube; Thomasius De Cingarie ;

Muratori Rerum Jtalicarum Scrifitores torn, xviii. ; Swin-
burne's Travels in Sjiain ; Twiss's Travels in S/iain ; jisi-

alic Researches, vol. vii.; Grellmann's Dissertation on th:

Gy/isies; Laborde's View of Spain; Olivier Voyages, torn,

ii. ; and Poltinger's Travels. See also Free Masonry, (c)

GYPSUM. See Mineralogy.
GYRATION, Centre of. See Mechanics.

'AREAS COPvPUS, is a writ in the English law, of
which there are various kinds, for removing prison-

ers fiom one court into another, for the more easy admi-
nistration of justice. Such are the habeas corfius ad re-

spondendum, satisfaciendum, pros€<jiiendum, testificandum,
deliberandum, iSc. when a prisoner is removed from an in-

ferior court to be charged with a new action in the courts
above; or when he is to be charged with process of exe-
cution; or when it is necessary to remove a prisoner in or-

der to prosecute or bear testimony in any court, or to be
tried in the jurisdiction wherein the fact of which he is

arcused was commilttd. There is also the common writ
ad faciendum et recipiendmn, otherwise called an habeas
corpus cum causa, which issues out of the courts of West-
minster Hall, commanding the inferior judge to produce
ihe body of the defendant in a process, together with the
day and cause of his caption and detainer, to do and re-

ceive whatsoever the king's court shall consider in that
behalf.

But the most important writ of this kind, and the most
efiicacious for vindicating the personal liberty of the sub-
ject in all cases of illegal confinement, is that of habeas
corpus ad subjiciendum. This is a high prerogative writ,
and thcrcfoic, by the common law, issuing out of the court
of King's Bench, not only in term time, but also during
the vacation, by ^fiat from the chief justice, or any other
of the judges, and running into all parts of the king's do-
minions. Like all other prerogative writs, it must be ap-
plied for by motion, and does not issue of mere course,
without shewing some probable cause why the extraordi-
nary power of the crown is called in to the assistance of
the party. And this is the more reasonable, because,
when ynce granted, the person to whom it is directed can

return no satisfactory excuse for not bringing up the body
of the prisoner. This also, it will be observed, induces an
absolute necessity of expressing, upon every commitment,
the reason for which it is made; in order that the court,

upon an habeas corpus, may examine into its validity, and
act according to the circumstances of the case.

The law of England has always been extremely careful

in asserting and preserving the personal liberty of indivi-

duals, which ought never to be abridged at the mere dis-

cretion of the magistrate, without the explicit permission

of the laws. The great charter provides, that no freeman

shall be taken or imprisoned, but by the lawful judgment
of his equals, or by the law of the land ; and many subse-

quent old statutes expressly direct, that no man shall be

taken or imprisoned by suggestion or petition to the king,

or his counsel, unless it be by legal indictment, or the pio-

cess of the common law. The .wiit of habeas corpus af-

fords an ample and effectual remedy in all cases of illegal

confinement; yet this remedy was in danger of being ren-

dered nugatory during the early part of the reign of

Charles I. the court of King's bench liaving determined,

that they could not upon an habeas corpus either bail or

deliver a prisoner, though committed without any cause

assigned, in case he was committed by the special com-

mand of the king, or by the lords of the privy council.

This illegal judgment drew on a parliamentary enquiry,

and produced the petition of right, 3 Car. I. which enact-

ed, that no freeman shall be impiisoned or detained with-

out cause shewn, to which he may make answer according

to law. The evasions of this enactment, however, which

were attempted in the following years, particularly in the

case of Mr Selden, gave rise to the statute 16 Car. I. c. 10.

§ 8. whereby it was provided, that if any person be re-
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strained of his liberty by order or decree of any illegal

court, or by command of the king's majesty in person, or

by warrant of the council board, or of any of the privy

council, lie shall, upon demand of his counsel, have a

writ of habeas cor/ius, to bring his body before the court

of King's Bench or Common Pleas, who shall determine

whether the cause of his commitment be just, and there-

upon do as to justice shall appertain. But other abuses

now crept into daily practice, which in some measure de-

feated the benefit of this great constitutional remedy ; and

in the case of Jenks, who in 1676 was committed by the

king in council for a turbulent speech at Guildhall, new
shifts and devices were made use of to prevent his en-

largement by law. These abuses gave birth to the famous
habeas cor/ius act, 31 Car. H. c. 2 wbich has frequently

been considered as another magna charta of the kingdom ;

and by which the methods of obtaining this writ are so

plainly pointed out and enforced, that, so long as this sta-

tute remains unimpeached, no subject of England can be

long detained in prison, except in those cases in which the

law requires and justifies such detainer.

Sometimes, when the state is in real danger, a tempo-
rary suspension of the habeas cor/ms act is thought neces-

sary; but, fortunately, it is not left to the executive power
to determine when the danger of the state is so great as to

render this measure expedient. For the Parliament only,

or legislative power, whenever it sees proper, can autho-
rise the crown, by suspending the habeas cor/:us act for a

short and limited time, to imprison suspected persons
without giving any reason for so doing. This, however,
is an experiment which ought never to be resorted to, ex-
cept in cases of extreme emergency. See Blackstone's
Comment. B. III. ch. 8, and Jacob's Law Diet, by Tomlins,
in which the reader will also find the substance of the pro-
visions contained in the habeas cor/ius act. (z)

HABIT. See Mohal Philosophy, and Association
OF Ideas.
HACKNEY. See Middlesex.
HADDINGTON is a royal burgh of Scotland, and the

county town of East Lothian or Haddingtonshire. It is

situated on the small river Tyne, and consists of four
streets which cross each other nearly at right angles. One
of these has two branches, viz. the Tore and the Back
iatrset, the first of which crosses the place of intersection.
The streets are in general spacious and clean. The houses,
particularly those in the Fore Street, are neat and well
built ; a^d in the suburbs are some elegant little villas.

At the ead of the Fore Street, at its junction with the
Buck Street, is a neat town house, erected from the de-
signs of the late Mr Adam. The old abbey, which con-
tains the parish church, is one of the principal ornaments
of the town. This venerable pile was formerly the church
of the Franciscan monastery, and was erected during the
reign of Alexander II. In February 1355-Ci, the town and
monastery, along with the church of the Minorites, were
burned by Edward III. The parish church, which has
lately been much improved and embellished, occupies the
west end, and the rest of the building is in ruins. In the
aisle, which forms the burying-place of the Maitland fami-
ly, is a marble statue of the Duke of Lauderdale lying on
a bed of state, and also the monument erected to John
Maitland, Baron of Thirlstane, Lord High Chancellor of
England, which contains an inscription from the pen of
James VI. The Episcopalian chapel, built by private
subscription, is neat and commodious. About a i mile to

the east of the town, near the suburb called Nungate, ai-e

the ruins of a nunnery, founded in 1178 by Adda, widow
of Prince Henry, and mother of Malcolm IV". The
bridge over the Tyne, vfhich connects this suburb with the

town, is built of stone, and consists of three arches. Se-

veral remains of the ancient fortifications of the town are

still visible. Haddington had foraicrly a house of domini-

cans or black friars, who were introduced into Scotland in

the reign of Alexander II.

Haddington sends a member to parliament along with

Jedburgh, Dunbar, Lauder, and North Berwick. It is go-

verned by a provost, three bailies, a dean of guild, a trea-

surer, and 12 councillors, and has seven incorporated

trades. The principal manufacture carried on in Had-
dington was one of coarse woollen cloth ; but it has some
time ago been abandoned. The manufacture of starch

was attempted by Mr Wilkie, jun. of Gilchriston, a pub-
lic spirited individual, but it did not succeed. A new
flour mill, driven by steam, has been built in the Nungate ;

and an extensive distillery is at present erecting on the

bleachfield by Mr Dunlop, one of the partners of the dis-

tillery at East Linton. The town has also suffered consi-

derable injury, from the removal of the extensive barracks

in its immediate vicinity. The country around Hadding-
ton is extremely rich and beautiful, and is ornamented with

many gentlemen's seats, the principal of which are Amis-
field, one of the seats of the Earl of Wemyss ; Clcrking-

ton, the seat of Mr Hepburn ; Leadington, the seat of

Lord Blantyre; Coulston, the seat of Lord Dalhousie;
Alderston, the seat of Mr Stewart; and Letham, the seat

of Mr Buchan Hepburn.

The following is the population of the burgh and parish

in 181 1.

Number of inhabited houses 671

Do. of families 1041

Do. employed in agriculture 379

Do. in trade and manufactures .... 389
Males 2002

Females 2368

Total population 4370

See Statistical Account of Scotland ; Transactions of the

^)2tii/uarian Society of Scotland, vol. i. ; and Chalmers*

Caledonia, vol. ii. p. 412.

HADDINGTONSHIRE. See Lothian, East.

HADLEIGH, or Hadley, is a market-town of Eng-
land, in the county of Suffolk, situated on the river Bre-
ton. Its principal ornament is its church, which is a hand-

some structure with a spire steeple, situated in the middle
of the town. The altar piece of the church is very hand-
some. Guthrum or Gormo, the Danish chieftain, who was
defeated by Alfred, embraced Christianity, and reigned

over the East Angles for 12 years, was interred here in

889. The tomb, however, which is shewn as his, is sup-

posed by Mr Gough to be of much later date. Twelve
alms-houses for 24 aged persons were founded here in

1497 by William Pykenham, dean of Stoke College, who
was rector of Hadleigh. This town formerly carried on a

great trade in cloth ; but its principal business is now that

of spinning yarn for the weavers of Norwich. In ISU,
the town and parish contained 509 inhabited houses, 529

families, and a population of 2592. See Beauties rf Eng-
land and Wales, vol. xiv. p. 211.

HADRAMAUT. See Arabia.
HADSJAR. See Arabia.
HAERLEM, or Haarlem, a town in the United Pro-

vinces, 12 miles west of Amsterdam, and 15J north of

Leyden, is a place of considerable antiquity, and has ex-

perienced many vicissitudes in its history. In 1249, the

citizens, having signalized themselves in the crusades, were

rewarded with great privileges by William, king of the

Romans, and Comte of Holland. At different times, es-

Cta
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pecially in 1347 and 1351, it was almost entirely consumed
by fire. In 1492, it was seized and pillaged by the faction

of the Caes-en-brool, but was recovered by Albert, duke
of Saxony, who punished the insurgejits, and depiived the

inhabitants of their privileges. At llic rec|uest of Philip

II. of Spain, it was erected into a bishop's see by Pope
Paul V. ; but, in 1571, the citizens embraced the Protes-

tant faith, and submitted to the Prince of Orange. It was
besieged in 1572 by Frederick of Toledo, son of the Duke
of Alva, and for the space of eight months made a most
desperate resistance. Even the women of the place form-

ed themselves into regular battalions, and shared in all the

duties of the garrison. At length, worn out by famine and

fatigue, they agreed to surrender, upon condition that the

lives of the garrison and of the citizens should be spared;

but the articles of capitulation were perfidiously violated,

and two thousand of the soldiers and inhabitants were
massacred in cold blood. In 1577, it was finally united

with the States.

Haerlem is a large and handsome town, well built, and
well paved. Its streets are broad and regular ; and, like

the other towns of Holland, it abounds in canals, bridges,

and trees. The buildings most worthy of notice are the

palace, the public library, and the church. The last is a

very large structure, crowded, as is common in that coun-
try, with square wooden monuments, without any name,
but having the arms of the deceased painted on a black

ground, and the date of the death in gold letters. Its

principal ornament is the organ, which is accounted the
finest in the world, and which occupies the whole west end
of the nave. It is supported by eight marble columns, be-
tween two of which in the centre is a noble emblematical
alto-relievo, with figures as large as life. It was built in

1738, and has 8000 pipes, the largest of which is 32 feet

in length, and 16 inches in diameter. There are 60 stops

or voices, four separations, two shakes, two couplings, and
twelve bellows. There is a pipe, which imitates the sound
of the human voice, but it generally disappoints the expec-
tations of strangers. The power and variety of tone pos-

sessed by this instrument is said to be truly astonishing.

Some of its notes are so delicate as scarcely to exceed the

warbliijgs of a small singing bird ; and others so loud, as

to shake the massy pile in which it stands. " When the

whole strength of the organ is exerted," says Mr Fell,

" never did I hear, or could conceive, sounds more godlike.
The swelling majesty of each gigantic note seems of more
than mortal birth, and the slightest sounds enchant the ear.

Solemnity, grandeur, delicacy, and harmony, are the cha-
racteristics of this noble instrument." It is played on two
days of the week, for an hour each time ; and the church
is, on these occasions, the resort of the first company of
the place. Haerlem is still more justly celebrated as the
birth-place of Laurence Costar, who is said to have invent-

ed the art of printing, and the site of whose house is still

pointed out to strangers by an inscription. He is said to

have made the discovery by cutting the initial letters of
his name upon a piece of bark, and using it as a seal ; and
specimens of the infancy of the art are preserved in the
town-house. An academy of sciences was founded in

1752; and there is an elegant museum of natural history,
formed by Dr Van Marum, superior to any other cabinet
in Holland. The articles are in an excellent state of per-
servation, and arranged with scientific taste. The insects

of the Fafiilio tribe are said to be particularly numerous,
and many of them of the rarest description. There is an
institution founded by Peter Teyler Vander Hulst, a rich

merchant of Haerlem, who bequeathed the whole of his

fortune for the improvement of knowledge, and the relief

of the poor. Its annual revenues are said to have amount-

ed, before the revolution, to the sum of 100,000 florins;
but, instead of being applied to objects of science, they
were allowed to accumulate, and are suspected to have
been secretly appropriated, during the ascendancy of the
iM-cnch republic, to the urgent necessities of the state.

The Stadthoijse is a magnificent building at one end of the
marketplace, and contains a number of valuable paintings,
among which is the first piece in oil, by Eyert, in 1437,
which was sold during the siege in 1572 for a few stivers,

and is now valued at 2000/. Haerlem is not a place of
much trade ; but is celebrated for its flourishing manufac-
tures of velvets, damasks, fine linens, dimities, satins,

worsted stuR's, ribbons, Sec. which employ a number of
workmen, and supply a profitable branch of traffic with
Germany and Brabant. Its bleacheries, also, are famous
for tiie delicate whiteness which they give to linen cloths,

which has been attributed to a peculiar quality in the wa-
ters of the lake of Haerlem, incapable of imitation by any
chemical process hitherto discovered. Great quantities of
beer are exported to Friesland, See. ; and a gainful trade
is carried on in flowers, one of which, a hyacinth, seen by
M. Dutens in 1771, was valued by its owner at 10,000
florins. In the neighbourhood of the town are several

handsome villas, and a wood of considerable extent full of
delightful walks. About three miles distant is an exten-
sive lake, called Haerlem Meer ; sometimes, also, the Sea
of Leyden, generally ten feet in depth, and containing a

surface of fifteen square leagues. The population of

Haerlem is 30,000. East Long. 4° 38' 19", North Lat.
52° 22' 56". See Trotter's Memoirs of Fox; Fell's Tour
in Holland; Carr's Tour in. Holland ; and Owen's Travels,

vol. i. {g)
HAGUE, a town in Holland, and the seat of the Dutch

government, 10 miles south-south-west of Leyden, 14 south-

west of Amsterdam, and about 3 fiom the coast. It is ge-
nerally termed by geographers a village, because it has no

municipal rights, and is not surrounded with walls; but it

contains at least 38,000 inhabitants, and is one of the most
elegant cities in Europe. It formed originally a part of

the domains of the Counts of Holland, under the name of

Graven Haag, Counts Hedge, which may perhaps account
for its humble appellation of village. William II. Comts
of Holland, removed his court frotn Gravesande to this

place in 1250; from which time it has always been the seat

of government, and in a political sense the metropciis of

the United States. It stands in a drier soil, and a more ele-

vated situation, than most other towns in Holland ; and its

atmosphere is therefore accounted more pure aid health-

ful. The environs are delightful ; and the approach to it

extremely bcautitul. The road, shaded on both sides by
lofty rows of trees, is sufficiently broad to admit four or

five carriages abreast, and so level, that not the smallest

inequality of surface is to be ])erceived. On one side flows

the canal covered with boats, and ornamented by nume-
rous handsome villas on its banks ; and directly in view of

the traveller appear the lofty edifices of the Hague, with

the beautiful forest scenery on the right of the town. The
streets are generally spacious, and the meanest of them ex-

tremely clean. They are decorated with trees, canals, and
tasteful bridges. They are paved with a kind of light-co-

loured bricks, whicli have a gay appearance, and which are

so closely joined together, that no interstices can be per-

ceived to' harbour any species of dirt. The Voorhout,

which is accounted the principal street, is about half a mile

in length, with a mall in the middle, and contains a number
of elegant buildings, in the purest style of architecture.

But the Vyverburg is the most beautiful part of the city,

and forms an oblong square, with a line of magnificent

buildings on one side, and a large basin of water on the
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t>ther. The jialace of the Stadthoklcr consists cliicny of

Old buildings, erected ;U difl'crtiit periods, without any rc-

giilaiily of desii!;Ti, and is siiri'ouiided by a canal, with (h'aw-

bridgcs. Tlie i''icnc)i ihuixh is noted as being the biiryini;-

(jhicc of several Counts of Holland ; and in its vicinity is

a line garden in imitation of that of Vaiixhall. To the cast

and soutli of the tov/n are many beautiful mead(jvvb and
handsome country seats; and the trees are so disposed as

to Ljive the country the a|)pearance of being better provided
with wood tlian it is in reality. On the west side, leading

to the fishing village of Scheveling, is a beautiful avenue,
nearly two miles in length, and 20 paces in breadth. It

uuis in a perfectly straight line, and is shaded on each side

by oaks, beeches, and lin)es of an astonishing size, so close-

ly and skillully planted, as to have the appearance of an im-
pervious forest. The utmost care is taken to preserve this

magnificent grove from injury; and cautions are li.Kcd up
at sliort distances, denouncing the severest penalties against
oflendcrs. On the north side, about a mile fiom the town,
is a noble wood, about two English miles in length, and
nearly one in breadth, and full of the finest walks and most
pleasing views. The palace called iNIaison de Bois, a house
ot retirement for the Stadtholder, has nothing remarkable
in its appearance or situation, but resembles the residence
of a plain country gentleman. During the time of the Ba-
tavian i-epublic, it was converted into a receptacle for the
national cabinet of paintings ; and, to the disgrace of the
governmejit, one suite of its apartments wss occupied by
the keeper of a tavern and brothel. The gardens belong-
ing to this palace are kept with great care as a public pro-
menade

; but they are kid out in the worst taste. Every
thing is unnatural and artificial, stagnant canals, puerile
bridges, flower-beds of every conceivable form, and trees
cut into the most fantastic shapes. One of the principal
curiosities at the Hague was the prince's cabinet of natu-
ral history, and nmseum of rare productions, which con-
tained an excellent selection of shells, insects, and birds,
besides a great variety of toys from the East Indies. It

had been removed to Paris ; but is now probably restored
along with the other pillaged properly of the nation. The
only species of trade of any consequence carried on at the
Hague, consisted in the publication of continental produc-
tions, particularly of French books; but this literary traffic

was completely extiliguiahed by the revolution; and from
the absence of the court, the city was falling rapidly into
decay. By the recent restoration of the old government,
its empty palaces have been re-occupied ; and its former
affluence and splendour may be expected to return. East
Long. 4° 18' 47", North Lat. 52° 4' 50". See Trotter's Tl/c--

moirs ofFox ; Fell's Tour in Holland; Owen's 7'rax;f/«, vol.

i. ; and Sir J. Carr's Travels in Holland, {(j)

H/VIL. See Meteorology.
HAINAN, Island of. See China.
HAINAU. See Hanau.
HAIR. See Anatomy ; and Gordon's System of Hu-

man Anatomy, vol. i. See also Plica Polonica.
HALBERSTADT, is an ancient town of Prussia, and

capital of the principality of the same name. It is situated
in the circle of Lower Saxony, on the small river Holt-
zemme. The principal public edifices and curiosities are,

the cathedral, from the summit of which there is a fine

view of the town, the court of St Peter's, the church of
Notre Dame, and its organ. The palace now forms the
town-house and excise-offices. There is here a literary

society, which has published several journals of merit ; and
there are excellent libraries belonging to the cathedral, to

the church of Sta Maria, the church of St Martin, and that
of the Franciscans. The cathedral library contains a ma-
nuscript of Priscian upon parchment, and several annota-

tions in the handwriting of Luther. The Temple of tlie

Muses, belonging to M. Olcim,one of the celebrated Ger-
man poets, is worthy of beirig visited. The principal manu-
facturts of this town are thnse of woollen and linen goods,
gloves anil pipes, paper and wax. There is here also a
work in vvldch cobalt is prepared. The mountains of Spie-
gclberge, about half a league from this town, are deserv-
ing the notice of travellers. They have been laid out in

the English style of landscape-gardening, by the late Baron
Spiegel. The village oi' Stropke, about lA leagues from
Halberstadt, is celebrated for the skill with which its pea-
santry play at chess. Halberstadt was burned in 1179 by
Henry the Lion, and a remarkable diet was held there by
Lotliarius II. in 1 134. In 1203, it was surrounded by walls
and ditches. By the treaty of Tilsit it was annexed to the
kingdom of V/est])halia ; but we believe that it has now re-

verted to the Prussian monarchy. Breyhahn, the supposed
inventor of beer, was born in this town ; and his house, con-
taining an inscription in honour of him, is still shewn. The
population, which now amounts to 1 1,700, is composed
equally of Catholics and Calvinists. East Longitude 11°
3' 33", North Latitude 5 1° 53' 55".

ri.\LES, Stephen. See Botany, p. 30.

H.ALF-NoTE, Elementary, in music, according to seve-
ral writers, has the ratio if, :z:57S-f f-f5m, and is the Se-
MiTONE-/Hrt/or, which see.

Half-note, Finder-key, or artificial, is of very different

magnitudes in the different modes of tuning, and places in
the scales of keyed instruments. The number of f's in our
notation, of any musical interval (by S, f and m), shews its

ntmibcr of these half-notes ; and is fully explained in our
article Finger-key Intervals.

Half-note, Greater, of Holden, has the ratio if, =572
-f-l-}-5m. See Semitone Major.
Half-note, Isotonic or mean, is -^^th of the octave, ~1

-Hv/^2,zz51S-J-f.J-4J3m, or 51.0032762 + f -f 4m. See
Mean Semitone.
Half-note, Zesser, of Holden, has the ratio ||, =362

-}-f-f 3m. See Semitone Minor.
HALF-quARTER Tone, oi Khe Diacomatic genus, accord-

ing to Feytou, is|T,rzl3S+ J-f-fl|m,:z 13.0383982-|-m,
its common log. being .9936059,3469. Mr Hoyle and others
call this interval a comma.

IlALF-STors 071 the Organ, are those ranges of pipes
which do not go tbrougli the whole compass of the instru-
ment, from the treble to the bass; as the cornet and the
scsrjuialtera stops, the dulciana, basoon, &c. stops.

IlALF-ToNii of the ancients, had the ratio |i|, =46r-ff
-f 4ni ; which is now called the Limma. See that article.

Half-tone of Brougham, has the ratio -^^,""6.8979552
+ f-f7m; its common log. =.9616713,1976, and it is the
hemitone major of Ptolemy's chromalicum intensum.
Half-tone, Chromatic Tonicum, is iT,=2y^2-f-3,=S22

f f-4-4im, = 52.00393122 X f -f-
4m ;'its common log. ^

.9744237,3877,— 084962 xVIIl,Ii:4.74070xC,=^VIII-f-
S-f-jLm. It is the hemitone of the soft diatonic, and the
chromatic diesis of Hoyle.
Half-tone, 7nean, of Sauveur, is ^VIII,— 1 i-'^^^2,

rr51.0032762-f f-f 4m. See Mean Semitone.
Half-tone, 7«fa?!, of Dr Smith, is iIII,—v''2-^*.v/5,

=l49:J2-ff-f4im,r:49.2519662-f-f-f4m; its common log.— 9757724,9675,—.080482xVIII,n:4,490705 X C : it is

sometimes called the mean half note.

HALIFAX, is a populous market town of England, in

the west riding of Yorkshire. It is situated on the western
slope of a gentle eminence, washed by a branch of the river

Calder, and is surrounded on all sides with high hills. The
town is about three quarters of a mile long from west to

east, but it is narrow and irregular in its breadth. The
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houses are in general neat and well built, and the town lias

a singularly variegated appearance, from the mixture of

brick and stone buildings, and from the great number of

small inclosures surrounded with stone walls. The church,

which is a large Gothic structure, stands near the east end

of the town. It is 64 yards long, and 20 broad, and is sup-

posed to have been built in the reign of Henry I. The
tower of the church, which is well proportioned, is said to

be 117 feet high. Within the church are two chapels, one

on the north, and the other on the south side. This church

having been found too small, an elegant and spacious new
church has lately been erected. The cloth hall, or piece

hall, erected for the convenience of the manufacturers, is

a large and elegant edifice of freestone, in the form of an

oblong square. It covers an area of 10,000 square yards,

and has 315 separate rooms for the reception of goods. It

is generally open from 10 to 12 o'clock, and goods to the

amount of 50,000/. are often exposed to sale at a time.

The parish of Halifax is one of the largest in England.

It covers a space of 150 square miles, and has 13 chapels.

It contains no fewer than 26 villages, wliose united popu-

lation, according to the census of 1811, is 73,515. The
chief manufactures carried on in the parish are, those of

shalloons unpressed, and dyed of a scarlet colour, which are

sent to Turkey and the Levant ; tammies, duroys, cala-

mancoes, everlastings, russets, figured and flowered ar-

niines, says, moreens, and shags, kerseys, half thicks, serges,

houlies, baize, broad and narrow cloths, coatings, and car-

pels. Several cotton manufactories have also been erected
here. The trade of this town is greatly facilitated by a na-

vigation from Sowerby bridge, in the neighbourhood of the

town, along the Calder, to Hull, and will receive additional

advantages from the Rochdale canal, which will connect
the Calder at Sowerby bridge with the Bridgewater canal

at Manchester. Excellent wool cards are also manufac-
tured here. Great quantities of the freestone found in the

neighbourhood are sent to London.
Gough, in his additions to Camden, informs us, " that the

inhabitants within Hardwicke forest claimed a right or cus-
tom from time immemorial, that if a felon be taken with
goods to the amount of 13id. stolen within their liberty,

after being carried before the lords bailiff, and tried by four

frith-burghers, from four towns within the said precinct, he
was, on condemnation, to be executed on the next market-
day, after having been set in the stocks first ; and after his

execution, a coroner was to take the verdict of a jury, and
sometimes of those who condemned him." The instru-

ment used in these executions was one exactly the same as

the modern guillotine, which was freely used against the
robber of tenter grounds: (See Guillotine.) The last

execution under the " Halifax gibbet law," as it has been
called, took place in 1650. The bailiff was afterwards
threatened with prosecution, if he should repeat them.
According to the census of 181 1, the township of Halifax
contains.

Inhabited houses
Number of families

Do. employed in agriculture ,

Do. in trade and manufactures
Males . . . . ,

Females . . . . ,

2151
2313

8

2261
4151
5008

Total population 9159

See Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvi. p. 742.

HALIFAX, is the principal town of the county of the
same name in Novia Scotia, one of the British possessions
in North America. It is situated on the Bay of Chebucto,
which is very spacious, and is able to contain, in perfect

security, 1000 of the largest vessels. The town, which is

about two miles long, and one-fourth of a mile broad, is

situated on tiie west side of the harbour, on the declivity
of a commanding eminence, elevated 236 feet above the
level of the sea. In consequence of the streets intersect-

ing each other at right angles, the houses are arranged into

oblong squares. The Royal Naval Yard, supplied with
military stores of all kinds, stands at the north end of the
town. The accessible nature of the harbour, and its prox-
imity to the principal interior settlements of the province,
render it the fittest place in British America for a seat ol

government. Halifax is entrenched with forts of timber.
The country around the town is rocky, and the soil unfit for

cultivation. The imports of Great Britain, alone, into the
single port of Halifax, amounted in 18 10, to 600,000/. In
1790 and 1791, the whale fisheiy from the port of Halifax
employed 28 sail of ships and brigs from 60 to 200 tons
burthen. The principal exports from Halifax are the fish

caught upon its coasts, great quantities of which are sent
to the West India Islands. The amount of tonnage em-
ployed in the trade to and from the West India islands, and
entered at the custom-house of Halifax, was, in 1792, 6489i
tons outwards, and 6571,1-4 tons inwards. Roads are
opened from Halifax to all the settlements in the province.
Population, 1000 houses, and 8000 inhabitants. Some ac-

counts state the jjopulation so high as 15,000 or 16.000.

West Long. 63° 35' 45", North Lat. 44° 44'. See Morse's
Geograjihy ; Raynal's History of the East and West Indies ;

Clay's Letters Jrom Canada a?id Nova Scotia.
HALIOTIS. See Conchology.
HALLE, is a town of Prussia, in the duchy of Magde.

burg. It is situated on an agreeable plain on the river Saale.

This town is divided into four quarters, and contains three
Lutheran churches, and also places of worship for the
Calvinists and the Roman Catholics, and a synagogue for

the Jews. The principal edifices and curiosities of the
town are, the cathedral ; the red tower, which rises 268
Rhenish feet ; the church of St Ulrice, where there is a
fine monument erected to the celebrated Bulle d'Orof the
Emperor Frederick II.; the orphans, physician Hoffman;
the hotel de ville, which contains the hospital ; the am-
phitheatre of anatomy, situated in the place d'Armes

;

the public library ; the ruins of the chateau of Giebichen-
stein, from one of the windows of which the Landgrave
of Thuringia threw himself, and received the title of the

Leaper; and the ruins of the chateau of Moritzbourg.
The orphans' hospital was built in 1698 by professor

Franke, and contains a collection of artificial and natural

curiosities, and a library. The university of Halle, form-
ed out of a military academy, was established in 1699. It

has a good library, and a cabinet of natural history. In
the year 1802, it had 634 students. This town owes its

celebrity to the fine salt springs in its neighbourhood.
There are four of these which are very productive, lying

on the Saale, in the lower part of the town, called the

Vale of Saale. These salt springs furnish water, of which
from 16 to 20 ounces yield from 3 to Si ounces of salt.

They give work to 1 1 1 boiling houses. Each of these

produces annually about 1200. The possessors of these

springs are called Pfaenner, and the workmen Ilallores.

They are the descendants of the ancient Wends, and still

retain their dress and manners.

Canstein's printing-office for the Bible is a very large

establishment. In 1800, the number of copies printed

amounted to 1,793,534 Bibles, exclusive of 877,999 co-

pies of the New Testament, 1600 Psalms, and 52,500 co-

pies of Jesus Sirach. The other articles of manufacture
are, worsted and silk stockings, starch, flannels, buttons,

linen, tobacco pipes, china ware, ribbons, and red and
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yellow Turkey leather. Popukuion 20,000, inckuliiiii:

1 195 Halleres, or manufacturers of salt. East Long. 11°

58' 2", North Lat. 51° 29' 5".

HALLER, Alueut dk, a physician antl professor of

the last ccntuiy, cclcbratcti for the excellence and volu-

niinousness of his writings. Me was born at Berne, in

Switzerland, on the ISth of October 1708. His father

was Emmanuel Haller, advocate and chancellor of the

county of Baden. His early education was committed to

one Abraham Baillodz, a fanatical and severe preceptor,

not well qualified for training with advantage a mind of

Haller's sensibility. Yet he very early discovered an un-

paralleled assiduity in the pursuit of knowledge. At five

years of age, having already learned to write, he arranged

for himself, in alphabetical order, all the words that were
taught him. In a little after, he compiled dictionaries in

the Hebrew, Chaldee, and Greek languages, to which he

often had recourse in his advanced years. At the age of

ten, he composed German and Latin veises, the merit of

which astonished his teacliers. He ridiculed, in a Latin sa-

tirical poem, the pedantry of his private tutor, from whose
severity he had suffered. At the age of twelve, he extracted

from the dictionaries of Moreri and Bayle, 2000 articles of

biography of the most celebrated men. When he was thir-

teen he lost his father, whose death left him in a great mea-
sure destitute of the resources of fortune. Being intended

for the church, he finished his studies at the public school.

On one occasion, having got a passage to translate into Latin,

he attracted the admiration of the professors, by giving a

translation of it into excellent Greek. Having finished

]iis literary studies at the age of fourteen, he was led, by

his ardour for learning, to pay a visit to Dr Newhams, an

able physician at Bienne, whose son was one of his school

companions. This gentleman gave him some instructions

in the Cartesian system of natuial philosophy. That pur-

suit, however, did not engross his \^ hole attention. He
continued to cultivate polite literature, and to exercise his

talent in composing verses. The house in which he
lived at Bienne having caught fire, he had only time to

save his poems before it was burnt down. These poems
he revised in less than twelve months after; and, reflect-

ing on the satirical strain in which they were written, he
tommiltcd them to the flames, with the exception of a

few, which were left to attest his poetical talent, witliout

reproaching the goodness of his heart.

After indicating talents which qualified him for making
a conspicuous figure in any pursuit, he embraced the

medical profession. Towards the end of the year 172S,

he began his professional studies at Tubingen, under
Camerarius and Duvcrnois, at that time celebrated teach-

ers of anatomy and medicine. While at Tubingen, he
occasionally joined in the convivial parlies of his fellow-

students ; but was on one occasion so powerfully shock-
ed by the abandonment of reason exhibited in these in-

dulgences, that he formed a resolution, which he kept for

the remainder of his life, to leave off entirely the use of

wine. As Boerhaave's Institutions were used as a medi-
cal text-book at Tubingen, Haller had an opportunity of

appreciating the genius of this author, which induced him
to repair to Leyden to profit by his lectures. These two
great men, having met in this manner, immediately per-
ceived each other's merits. Boerhaave was then teacher
of medicine and botany, and Albinus demonstrator of
anatomy at that celebrated school. Both of these profes-
sors treated him with great distinction, and excited in his

mind a powerful emulation. The superb museum of
Ruysch, at Amsterdam, which he often visited, contributed
at this time to animate and guide his studies. At the age
«f 19, he took the degree of Doctor of Medicine at Ley-

den. The subject of his thesis was one which he had dis-
cussed with Duvernois at Tubingen, the refutation of a
position advanced by Professor Coschwitz, of Halle, that
there were two salivary ducts in the posterior part of the
tongue, which this author claiincd as his discovery. Haller
shewed that these supposed ducts were two veins. His
works contain the plates by which this point was eluci-
dated.

In 1727, he visited England, where he became inti-

mately acquainted with Sir Hans Sloane, the president of
the Royal Society, and Douglas and Cheselden, two of
its distinguished members. He also spent some time at

Oxford. He went next to P'rance, where he formed an
acquaintance with Geoffrey, Antoine and Bernard de Jug-
sieu. Petit, and Ledran, and attended the lectures of the
celebrated Winslow. A person who lived in an adjoining
house having found him engaged in private dissection, de-
nounced him to the minister of police, in consequence of

which he was obliged to remain for some time in conceal-
ment. Dissections must have been conducted in that

city with much greater difficulty than they are now. Paris
has furnished for some time the amplest field in the world
for this mode of pursuing professional knowlevlge : and,
however much some may affect to connect this fact with
the careless licentiousness of the French nation, it exhi-

bits a bright contrast to the feelings so prevalent in our
own country relative to the remains of the deceased. Like
all the prejudices of savage ignorance, these feelings ap-

pear to the persons who cherish them sacred and refined,

though they senselessly oppose an obstinate barrier to the

dissemination of the most important knowledge.
Haller went next to Basle, where he applied himself to

the study of geometry under the celebrated Bernoulli, and
for a short time he filled, with great credit, the anatomical

chair during a temporary illness of Professor Mieg. He
returned to Berne in 1729, to practise as a physician.

Those who were previously established there, detracted from
his professional character, by representing him as blindly

attached to delusive theories, and had even the address to

prevent him from obtaining the appointmeirt of physician

to an hospital, for which, in 1734, he was a candidate.

Two years after, however, he succeeded in that object, and
discharged the duties of the office with great credit.

The celebrity of his talents for anatomy induced the re-

public of Berne to form an anatomical theatre, and appoint

him their professor. About this time he cultivated various

elegant studies. He pronounced an oration before a public

litterary assembly, in which he asserted the general supe-

riority of the ancients to the moderns. He published a

collection of German odes and poetical epistles, which
evinced the lefined taste and delicate sensibility of the au-

thor, were admired in every part of Europe, and soon trans-

lated into various languages. The piece which gave great-

est satisfaction was one devoted to a descriptive account of

the Alps, and the manners of their inhabitants- Possess-

ing, among his other accomplishments, an extensive ac-

quaintance with biography and civil history, he received the

charge of the public library at Berne. He drew up a ca-

talogue raisoiince of the books, and arranged, in luminous

order, a collection of more than 500O medals belonging

to it.

In 1736, he was invited, by the regency of Hanover, to

fill the chair of anatomy, surgery, and botany, in the Uni-

versity of Gottingen, now for the flrst time instituted. He
embraced this opportunity of devoting himself with more
decided advantages to the improvement of science. He
celebrated, in an ode, the inauguration of that university,

and gave a competent share of praise to George II. King
of Britain, for the zeal with which he promoted science in
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every part of liis doniiiuons. These included die Ameri-
can colonics, which were then illuminated by the genius

of Franklin. At his entrance on his ofTlciid dulies atGoi-

tingen, Mailer was sul)jecled to domestic discuuraijemcncs

of a trying nature. The carriage in wliich his wife and

three cliildrcn travelled from their native country to this

new situation was overset on the road, and his wile receiv-

ed an injury, of which she died soon after arriving at the

end of her journey. He applied liimself, however, with

great zeal, to his academical duties, encouragd by the in-

creasing esteem of his colleagues, and by tlie assistance of

his countryman Hubcr. He published, in ir39, ids Lec-

tures on Boerhave's I/mtiluiions, on which he had annually

commented to his pupils. In this work, we find some
germs of those more extended undertakings in |)hysicilogy,

which laid the fuundalion fur so great a share ot his future

fame.

Having, among his other pursuits, cuUivated (hat of bo-

tany, he published, in 1742, his Eriumeratio Stirfiium lid-

vcticanim, in two folio volumes, which were embellished

with numerous elegant engravings. The arrangement of

this work rather presents us with a view of the gradations

Avhich take place in the external characters of plants, than

a distribution fitted for permanent i eference. Differences

of opinion have even been entertained on the number of

classes which Haller admitted, some reckoning them 13,

others 15. In the following year, he pul)lished a systema-

tic account of the plants in the botanic garden of Gottin-

gen, which was republished nine years after in a more com-
plete state, and contained a description of some new spe-

cies. In 1749, he published, in one work, a collection of

insulated remarks in botany, which he entitled 0/iuscula

Botanica. Haller's great merit consisted in the versatility

of his genius, which enabled him to pass rapidly from one
subject to another, excelling etjually in all. From the year

1743 to 1753, he published annually a fasciculus of anatomi-
cal plates of the most remarkable dissections which occur-
red in the course of his labours. These were admired for

the minute explanations and learned notes which accompa-
nied them.

In 1745, he published an ingenious argumentative dis-

course, De Fcetibus Monstruosis, in which he m.iintained

that the original germs were in such instances defective,

in opposition to the opinion that monstrosity was the eflect

of a derangement in the evolution of a germ originally per-

fect.

In 1746, he announced his experiments on respiration,

in which he established the identity of office of the two
layers of intercostal muscles, and the whole of the doctrines
regarding the mechanical part of that lunction which have
ever since been maintained, in opposition to the vague and
erroneous notions which previously prevailed.

Haller, like most other eminent men of the medical pro-
fession, was engaged in some warm disputes. Dr Ham-
berger, Van Swielen, De Haen, Albinus, and Lamettrie,
were his antagonists. In these, however, he generally dis-

played moderation. In the second edition of his £ssaij on
Resfiiration, instead of accumulating rejoinders, and expo-
sing afresh the weakness of the arguments of Hamberger,
he suppressed every harsh expression which the first edi-
tion ctmtained. -He had some physiological discussions
with Dr Whytt of Edinburgh, Lamure, Lecat, and Lorry,
in the course of which candour and mutual respect were
on all sides observed.

The subject on which he displayed greatest originality
was irritability, which he considered as a property of ani-
mated bodies distinct from sensibility, and residing in dif-

ferent organs. On this subject, Dr Whytt of Edinburgh
maintained with him a learned and instructive controversy.

The latter undoubtedly had the superiority in argument,
without prejndifx; to tlie genius which llaller disjdayed uj

tlie devclopemcnt of his tiieory, and the command of tem-
per with which he conducted the controversy.

l:i 1619, he published his Prime lineie Physiologia.

This work maintained the pre-eminence as a text-boon in

this department long after a nmltitude of improvemenls
had been made iu the science. In the composition of it he
did not indulge in theory, but cxnibiled fads with a rigo-

rous exactness. He pnl)lislied new editions of various

works in medicine, as well as in natural science. It is in

the prefaces to these works and to his own that he commu-
nicates knowledge in the most striking and engaging man-
ner. They are collected in one volume, entitled German
Ofiuscula.

Betwixt the years 1 "17 and 1756, he was employed in

publishing a collection of disserlalions, composed by various

authors, on anato.niy in eigl-.t volumes, on surgery in five,

and on the i>racticc of medicine in seven.

Besides the works now mentioned, Haller published va-

rious pliysiological dissertations Ijctwixtthe years 1736 and

1753, which were of themselves sufficient to confer on liim

a high degree of celebrity. Among these, was one on the

circulation by which the substance of the heart is supplied
with blood for its own nutrition ; one on the form of the

Eustachian valve at difi'erent periods of life ; and one on the

ineinbrana decidua of the foetus.

At Goltingen, he exerted himself in the formation of

various useful institutions ; such as the College of Sur-
geons, the Goltingen Society, a lying-in hospital subser-

vient to the obstetrical branch of education, an anatomical
museum, and a seminary for instructing artists in painting

objects of anatomy, botany, and natural history.

These exertions pjocured for M. de Haller a high de-

gree of honourable fame. He was elected member of al-

most all the academies of Europe. It deserves to be men-
tioned, that the Academy of Upsal had the honour of ta-

king the lead. A learned society, which shews no tenden-

cy to precipitate admiration, deserves great credit when it

early distinguishes the buds of a just celebrity, and by its

notice cherishes exertions which might otherwise in some
measure languish. When on a visit to Berne, he was elect-

ed a member of the sovereign council of that republic.

George II. took a lively interest in the splendid success

of Haller. In 1739, he appointed him his first physician

as elector of Hanover ; he gave him llie title of aulic coun-
sellor ; and in 1749, procured for him letters of nobility

from the Emperor of Germany, creating him baron. Hal-
ler always, however, declined the title.

iMore than one seminary ol learning aspired to the ho-

nour of numbering him among their teachers. Dillenius,

professor of botany at Oxford, having before his death,

which happened in 1747, expressed a desire that he should
be chosen his successor, an invitation was given him to

fill that vacancy. The following year he was invited to

succeed Albinus at Utrecht as chancellor to the universi-

ty ; and soon after, the King of Prussia offered him an eli-

gible establishment at Beilin, with the presidentship of the

Academy. But Haller did not so far indulge a roving

ambition, as to accept of any of these honourable appoint-

ments. He thus testified a grateful attachment to that

university, the founder of which was the earliest to give

him the honours best suited to gratify his wishes, and to

afford scope for the full exercise of his great talents. He
determined not to leave Goltingen for any place except his

native country.

In 1755, finding his strength unequal to the labours of

his situation, conjoined with the execution of the plans of

writing which he meditated, he resolved to return to Berne,
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to pass the remainder of his life. The scvcuteen years

which he had spent at Gotting'en, though brilliant in the

eyes of Europe, and attended with much gratification to

his own mind, were also marked with traces of affecting-

domestic vicissitudes. Two years after he had lost his

wife in the manner already relate<l, he married a second,

who died a few months after marriage. He then married

a third, who was his companion for the rest of his days.

For thus consoling himself twice, after the death of the

individual bound to him by the closest ties, he was subject-

ed, as usually happens, to the censure of weak and vain

persons, who affect a character for sensibility, because their

taste leads them to admire consistency in unhappiness in

an object to which, with the eyes of critical amateurs, they

occasionally turn their attention, and who demand, for

the gratification of that preposterous selfishness, that the

most worthy characters should be involved in permanent
bitterness, bereft at once of self-command and consolation.

Haller was not chargeable with that harsh apathy of which
the ancient Stoics are sometimes accused. He allowed

the tides of sensibility on proper occasions to overflow;

but, with the most rational of that sect, he set bounds to

this indulgence ; considering protracted tears as equally

unbecoming with inordinate laughter. In an elegant poem,
entitled Doris, he expressed the tenderest attachment to

his first wife, and his sincere grief after her decease. In

another monody within three years, he celebrated his se-

cond ; and with the third, he spent many years in the en-

joyment of the most respectable state of domestic happi-

ness.

On his return to Berne, he was received by his coun-
trymen with genuine affection and delight. He had the

fortune to obtain the honourable situation of governor of

the town-house, which was awarded by lot.

In a year after his return, he published his Ofiuscula

Pathologica, a work containing some curious facts in mor-
bid anatomy. It contained also a description of a singular

epidemic which had appeared in Switzerland, a sort of
bilious pleurisy, in which venesection was unfavourable.

He made experiments on the medical power of electricity

in deafness, a subject which then excited much attention in

Europe, and he pronounced it wholly ineffectual. He
sometimes made botanical excursions, sometimes dissected

animals, and published ingenious accounts of such physio-
logical results as he obtained ; for example, the growth of
the bones, the structure of the brain and eyes of fishes, the
anatomy of the chick in ovo, and the general subject of

generation. One of his conclusions on this last subject

was, that the female has by far the greatest share in the

production of the foetus.

The most complete work of Haller, and that which will

always be most perused, was his great System of Physio-
logy in eight quarto volumes, which he began in 1757 and
finished in 1766. This work contains a complete account
of all the facts then known on this extensive subject, mi-
nute anatomical descriptions of the structure of the organs,
and a detail of the systematic opinions of former authors.
By this work he for ever rescued physiology from the de-
gradation of being the sport of vain hypothesis : he divest-

ed it of the spurious riches with which fancy had decorat-
ed it, and in their stead exhibited a collection of facts,

which was at once solid and exXensive, and led the way for

the accumulation of further results of observation and ex-
periment, from which just'theories might gradually arise.

In 1772, 1773, and 1774, he amused himself by publish-
ing, in the form of three romances, his thoughts on the de-
grees of happiness to be enjoyed under different forms of
political government. In the first, entitled Uson^, he de-
lineated the happiness arising from the administration of a
Vol. X. Part I.

virtuous and judicious despotic monarch, who encourages
justice and morality. In the second, jilfrcd, he represent-
ed that ol a limited monarchy, in which the nobles and peo-
ple preserve their right to a share in the management of
the public interests; and the king, while he regulates the
state, pays respect to established forms, consults- systema-
tically the public voice, and exerts himself to maintain that
constitution by which his own power is at once prevented
from becoming lawless, and assisted in the dispensation of
national benefits. In the third, entitled Fabius and Cato,
he described a well-regulated aristocracy. Where it is

dangerous to insist on the desirableness of a complete
change of government, it is wise to endeavour to stimulate-
to virtue those in whose power the destinies of the human
race are placed. At the same time it is a beneficial exer-
cise of a philosophical talent to speculate on the most eligi-

ble forms for those communities which have as yet no es-
tablished government, or for those eras of revolution in
which the persons qualified to judge of what is best, and
possessed of power by their union to adopt it, are perfectly
disposed to embrace such institutions as would contribute
most effectually to the perpetual welfare of society. On
this speculation Haller did not enter farther, than by shew-
ing himself partial to an aristocracy like that of his native
country ; nor did" he so far complete his plan, as to paint
the advantages of the best state of a democracy.

Haller drew up several articles for the French Encyclo-
pedic : and he long guarded the interests of general litera-

ture, by writing in the German review at Gottingen. The
articles of which he was the author in that work amounted
to 1500.

His last works were, his Bibliotheca Botanices, Anatomi-
ca, Chirurgix et Medicine Practicx. In this extensive and
well digested list of authors, he points out in the amplest
manner, and with a luminous arrangement, the sources
from which he derived his knowledge, and from which it

might be obtained by others. It is written in the order of
time, in subdivisions corresponding to the different epochs
and schools of systematic opinion, and to each subdivision
a short descriptive sketch of the period or sect in these
sciences is prefixed. It thus exhibits an interesting histo-

ry of the advances of science, accompanied by a full enu-
meration of the literary monuments which serve for the re-

cords of knowledge and opinion. His Bibliotheca Medicine
was not completed. He had it also in view to form a simi-
lar work on Natural Philosophy.
The republic sometimes conferred on him temporary

offices, which his philosophical talents enabled him to ful-

fil with distinguished advantage ; and he was always ready
to employ these talents for the public good. While he was
governor of the canton of L'Aigle, he essentially benefited

the resources of the state, by improving the manufacture of
salt. He exerted himself for the establishment of a house
for the maintenance and education of orphans and the chil-

dren of decayed citizens, and also a school for the education
of the children of the more opulent classes, in which the

acquisition of useful knowledge was preferred to the ob-

jects of a scholastic discipline. By his influence, the situa-

tion of the clergy of the Pais de Vaud, which had been
wretched and degrading, was rendered comfortable and re-

spectable.

The university of Gottingen, and its patron the King of

Biitain, solicited him to return to that place, offering him
the chancellorship on the death of Mosheim. The King of

Prussia offered to make him chancellor of the University of

Halle, and the Empress of Russia made tempting proposals

to induce him to go to Petersburg. But he preferred re-

maining in the bosom of his native country, which at this

time testified its respect for his character, and its desire of
D d
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retaining liim, by voting to Iiim a competent annual salary.

In 1776, lie leccivcd llie order of tlie Polar Star IVoni the

KiiiR of Sweden.
Tiie En}i>eior of Germany, in the course of his last tra-

vels, visited llaller, and found liim labouring under an accu-

mulation of infirmities vi-hich he evidently could not long

support. On his return to Vienna, he sent him souie bot-

tles of wine of uncommon excellence, with a quantity of

the best bark ; but llaller, before he liad it in his power to

set the due value on this simple tribute of private friend-

ship from that monarch, had paid the debt ol nature. The
emperor received the news of his death with unftisned

grief; and afterwards, in order to secure an honourable

relict, and a useful memorial of the studies of this great

man, he purchased his library, and had it conveyed to

Milan.
His disease was a form of retrocedent gout, affecting

the region of the bladder, and was accompanied with so

much inconvenience that he was obliged to confine him-

self at home. He published among the memoirs of the

Society of Gottingen, an account ol its progress, and of his

personal experience of the efiects of opium and other re-

medies. In the midst of this distressing illness, he pub-

lished a second edition of his great work on physiology.

M. Rosselet, his physician, told him, at his own desire,

his opinion of the exact time at which he was likely to

die. In his last moments he was perfectly collected, and,

with his hand on his pulse, coolly remarked to M. Rosse-

let that it had now ceased to beat.

He had eleven children, eight of whom he lived to see

established, 20 grand-children, and before his death two
great-grand-children. His eldest son, Gottlieb Emanuel,
was at'tcrwaids an eminent citizen of Berne, and distin-

guished for his historical learning.

llaller was of the Protestant religion, and sincerely at-

tached to his leligious principles. La Mettrie, in dedicat-

ing to him a work in support of materialism, created in

him the utmost horror and distress, by affecting to repre-

sent his discoveries as the most valuable proofs of this

doctrine. His mode of life was rigidly sober. His only

beverage was water, and he delighted to represent the un-

fitness ofthe climate of Berne for the culture of the grape
as a signal advantage conferred by nature on his country.

Haller was exceeded by none of his contemporaries in

the extent of his general information. He was well ac-

quainted with most of the languages of Furope, and cor-

responded with the utmost facility with the literati of

Prance, England, Italy, Holland, Denmark, and Sweden,
in their respective native languages.
A more industrious literary life tlian that of Haller can-

not be imagined. Every moment of his time was occupi-
ed. The reading of new books, aiid the composition of
the lighter species of memoirs, and articles for reviews,
were his only pastimes. During a long state of delicate
health his bed was in his library, where he sometimes spent
months without ever going out. There he eat his meals,
and, with the society of his family and his books, he concen-
trated within this narrow space all that he, held most dear on
earth. He communicated to those arouad him a taste for

scientific pursuits. His house was a sort of sanctuary of
the sciences. He was assisted by his pupils, who had the
range of his library and his theatre. His wife acquired the
art of drawing and paintiiij";, for the purpose of icndering
herself useful lo him. His children, friends, and fellow
citizens, all icfcarded it as their duty to contribute to his

labours. Hs uncommon sensibility subjected him to quick
alien ations of paiii and pleasure. He rarely joined in ge-
neral social parties. When he did, he often rendered him-
self e.xlreniely agreeable ; his conversation, however, was

always that of a man of learning ; even on trifling bubjects,

he dis|)layed profound sense, and a spirit of application.

He was above the ordinary size,—his eyes were lively,

—

and his countcnarice noble and expressive.

He was probably the most voluminous writer after Ga-
len. His Latin style is sometimes diy, coinjjlicated, and
not readily undcrsiood by persons tmaccustomed to it : but
the profuiidity of views, the well connected strain of reflec-

tion, and the i;i eat erudition with which his works arc re-

plete, never fail to reward the leader. Various as the

subjects were which occupied his pen, he shews a consist-

ency of docti ine, and a unity of views and of method, which
characterise solidity of judgment, and announce a com-
manding genius. His works on medical science will long

continue to be read with profit, whcri the labours of many
others, which have attracted the notice of the day, are re-

duced, by the cool decision of ])osterity, to their just rank
—that of being regarded as the errors of exuberant fancy,

imposing on the age in which they appeared, by laying

premature and i)eremptory claim to the credit of regular
scientific systems. See V^icq d'Azyr's Elogia ; Henry's
Life of Haller ; and liMct'A Biilvjt/ieca jitialomix. (h D.)

HALLEY, Edmund, a celebrated astronomer anti na-

tural philosopher, was born at Haggerslon, in the parish

of St Leonards, Shoreditch, London, on the 8th November
1656. His father, wlio was an opulent citizen and soap-

boiler, sent him to St Paul's school, where, under the

care of the learned Dr Gale, he made rapid advances in

his classical studies, and acquired such a taste for elemen-
tary astronomy, that he amused himself in making dials,

and observed the change in the variation of the tieedle at

London in the year 1672, the year before he left school.

From this seminary, which he left in 1673, he went lo

Queen's College, Oxford, where he was entered a gentle-

man commoner, and where, with the aid of a good collec-

tion of instruments which his father had purchased for him,
he devoted himself almost exclusively to the study of ma-
thematics and astronomy. In the year 1676, he published

his first paper in the Philosophical Transactions, entitled

" -f Dinci and Geomelrical Method of invemigating the

Jlfihelia, the Eccentricities, and the ProfwTtions of the Or-

bits of the Primary Planets, without su/ifloaing the equality

of the Angle of Motion at the other focus of the Planet's

Jilli/isis ;" and he continued to employ himself in astrono-

mical observations. Although he had long entertained a
plan of foriHing a complete catalogue of the fixed stars, yet

he abandoned this scheme upon hearing that Flamstead and
Hevelius were occupied in the same pursuit. He resolv-

ed, however, to form a catalogue of the stars of the south-

ern hemisphere ; and, by the influence of Joseph Willam-
son, Sccietary of Stale, and Sir J. Moore, Surveyor of the

Ordinance, Charles II. was prevailed upon lo send Halley

to St Helena, in order to accomplish this desiiable object.

He arrived on the island in February 1677, after a voyage
of three months; and though he was much interrupted by

the frequent fogs which hover over it, yet, by the most un-

1 emitting industry, he at last executed his plan, w-nich lie

published in 1679, under the title of Catahgus Stellarum

Australium. This work was presented, on his return from
St Helena, in November 1678, to Charles II. who gave
him a mandamus to the University of Oxfoid for the de-

greeof A.M. Halley had rewarded the kindness of his patron

by forming a new constellation, under the name of Robur
Carolinum. During his stay at St Helena, he had the good
fortune to observe the transit of Mercury over the sun's disc.

In tlie year 1678, Halley was elected a Fellow of the Royal

Society of London ; and, in consequence of the dispute be-

tween Hevelius and Hooke respecting the use of telescopic

sights, he went to Dantzic in 1679,for the purpose of settling
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the controversy, liy examitiinn; the mclhoil of obscrvalion

employed by the Polish astronomer. Ho remairictl at Dant-

zic from the 26th of May till the I8lh July, and returned

to Eni^land deeply impressed with a conviction of the won-
derful perfection of Hevelius's instruments, and of the great

accuracy of his observations.

In the year 1680, Halley set out for Paris, accompanied
by his friend Mr Nelson, with the view of performing the

grand tour of Europe. In crossing the English channel,

he obtained a view of the great comet upon its return from
the sun ; and having been fortunate enough to observe its

descent towards that luminary, he was able to complete his

observations at the Royal Observatory of Paris, wliich was
then under the direction of Dominique Cassini. From Paris

he went to Italy, where he spent the greater part of the

year 1681 ; but his private affairs obliged him to return to

England about the end of the year.

Soon after his arrival in London, Halley married the

daughter of Mr Tooke, auditor of the E.'ichequer, and took

up his residence at Islington, where he put up his astro-

nomical apparatus, and pursued with ardour his favourite

study. With this amiable woman Halley lived 55 years,

but was not blessed with any family.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1683, he published
his Theory of the Farialion of the Magnetical Com/iass—

a

paper of singular merit, in which he endeavours to shew,
that the "whole globe of the earth is one great magnet,
having four niagnetical poles or points of attraction, near

each pole of the equator two ; and that, in those parts of

the world which lie near adjacent to any of these magnetic
poles, the needle is governed thereby, the nearest pole be-

ing always prtdominant over the more remote."
Our author's studies were now somewhat interrupted by

domestic misfortunes. His father had suffered greatly

from the fire in London ;. and having imprudently entered

into a second marriage, he was reduced comparatively to

a state of poverty. His son, however, speedily resumed
his usual occupations ; and, in the year 168 1, his attention

was directcd'to the subject of Kepler's sesquialterate pro-
portion, from which he concluded that the centripetal force

must be inveisely as the square of the distance. He found
himself unable, iiowevcr, to cstLdjIish this by geometrical
principles; and having applied in vain for assistance to Dr
Hooke and Sir C. Wren, he al last made a visit to Cam-
bridge, in order to considt Mr Newton. This illustrious

mathematician communicated to Ilalley 12 theorems which
he had written upon the subject, containing his theory of

gravitation. Halky was so delighted with the develope-

ment of this great discovery, that he prevailed upon New-
ton to complete his Princifiia. which was actually publish-

ed in 1686, under the immediate care of Dr Halley, who
prefixed to it a discourse of his own, and complimented
Newton in an elegant copy of .I^atin verses.

In the year 1683 Halley had hi-en appointed clerk to the

Royal Society, and was the principal person employed in

the publication of its Transactions.

In 1686, he published a paper, entitled j-ln Historical

Account of the Trade JVituls and Afotisootis, obser-vab/e in

the Seas between and near the Trofiics, with an attempt to

assign their physical cause; and in 1687, appeared his Es-
timate of the Quantity of Vafirtur raised out ofthe Sea by the

warmth of the St;?i, which gave so much satisfaction to the

Royal Society, that they re(iuestcd him to pursue the sub-

ject. He accordingly published in 1691, his paper On the

Circulation of the Watery Valioursoftlie Sea^and the Origin

of Sjtrings ; in which he first pointed out that fine provi-

sion ol nature, by which a constant circulation of water is

kept up between the atmosphere and the ocean. Halley
published in 1687, his paper On the JVuinbers and Limits

of the Roots of Cubic and biquadratic Etjuations. In 1688,
he published a correct epnenuris lor that year ; and in 16'J1,

appeared his paper On the Time and Place of Julius Ca-
sar's Descent ulion Great Britain, in which iic considers it

as demonstrated that Caesar landed in the Downs, a liltlc to

the northward of Dover cliff's, on the 26ih of August, 55
before Christ. In conscrpicnce of having had the good
fortune to observe the transit of Mercury when he was at

St Helena, Halley directed his attention particularly to

this class of phenomena ; and in 1691, he published a paper
On the visible Conjunctions of the Inferior Platiets with the
Sun, in which he has calculated all the transits of Mercu-
ry from A. D. 1605 to 1799, and all those of Venus from
9 1 8 to 2004. He was fully aware at this time of the great
advantages which astronomy would derive from the obser-
vation of these phenomena ; and he remarks, that " the
principal tisc of these conjunctions is accurately to deter-
mine the distance of the sun from the earth, or his paral-
lax, which astronomers have, by several methods, attempt-
ed in vain, while the smaliness of the angles sought do
easily elude the nicest instruments ; but in observing the
ingress of Venus into, and egress from, the sun, the space
of lime between the moments of the internal contacts may
be obtained to a second of time, that is, to Jj of a second,
or 4'" of the observed arch, by means of an ordinary tele-

scope and clock that goes accurately for 6 or 8 hours."
Halley had, however, been anticipated in this ingenious re-

mark by our countryman James Gregory. See our life of
James Gregory.

In consequence of Dr Bernard's resignation, a vacancy
too place in the Savilian professorship of Astronomy at

O.xford. Dr Halley was naturally considered as well quali-

fied for the chair, and became one of the candidates. Dr
David Gregory, however, was the successful competi-
tor ; and Halley is known to have lost the office solely from
his adherence to the principles of infidelity. Mr Whistoii
informs us, " that Bishop Stillingfleet was desired to recom-
mend him at court; but hearing that he was a sceptic and a
banterer of religion, the Bishop scrupled to be concerned,

till his chaplain, Bentley, should talk with him about it,

which he did. But Halley was so sincere in his infidelity,

that he would not so much as pretend to believe the Chris-

tian religion, though he thereby was likely to lose a profes-

sorship, which he did accordingly, and it was then given to

Dr Gregory."
In 1692, Mr Halley resigned his situation as assistant-

secretary to the Royal Society, and in 1696, when five dif-

ferent mints were established for the recoinage of the sil-

ver specie, he was made comptroller of the office at Ches-
ter. In 1692, Mr Halley published a singular paper On
the Cause of the Change of the Variation of the Magnetic
j\eedle ; with an ffy/iolhesis of the Structure of the Internal

Parts of the Earth. In order to account for the change in

the variation of the needle, he supposes that there is an in-

terior globe within the earth, separated from the external

sphere by a fluid medium ; that they revolve about the same
diurnal axis nearly in 24 hours, the outer sphere moving
eillrer a little slower or faster than the internal ball ; that

the magnetic poles, both of the external shell and the in-

cluded globe, are distant from the poles of rotation ; and

that the variation arises from the change in the relative

distances of the external and internal poles, in consequence

of the difference of their daily revolutions. The whole of

this paper, though marked by the.ingenuity of its author,

is characterised by an extravagance of speculation, in which

he was not accustomed to indulge. He even goes so far

as to say, that there may be several internal spheres sepa-

rated by atmospheres, the concave side of each shell being

made up of magnetical matter ; and he considers it as by no
D d2
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means improbable, that these diftcicnt spheres may be oc-

cupied by living beings. Tlie concave arches," says he,

" may, in several places, shine with such a substance as

invests the surface of the sun; nor can we, without a bold-

ness unbecoming a philosopher, adventure to assert the im-

possibility of peculiar luminaries below, of which we have

no sort of idea."

Till the year 1698, Dr Halley continued to enrich the

Philosophical Transactions with various memoirs on the

price of annuities on lives ; on the foci of lenses ; on the

roots of equations, and on different subjects in mathematics,

meteorology, antiquities, astronomy, and optics. He now,

however, conceived the design of making an extensive

voyage, to determine the variation of the needle in different

parts of the world. For this purpose, Kinij William ap-

pointed him captain of the Paramour Pink, in which he set

sail on the 20th of October 1698. Having sailed along the

African coast, he crossed to the coast of America, going

some degrees south of the line. His crew 4iaving begun

to lose their health, and his officers to become mutinous,

he proceeded to the West Indies to get them exchanged ;

and when he found this impracticable, he returned to Eng-

land, wheie he arrived early in July 1699. When his lieu-

tenant had been tried and cashiered, he again set sail on the

16th of September 1699, and after having made observa-

tions at St Helena, the Brazils, Cape Verd, Barbadoes,

Madeira, Canaries, the Coast of Barbary, he proceeded in

a southerly direction till he was stopped by the ice in the

south latitude of 53". Having thus accomplished the ob-

ject of his voyage, he returned to Britain, and anchored in

Long Reach on the 7lh of September 1700. From this

voyage he received the title of Captain in the Navy, and,

through the influence of Queen Caroline, he enjoyed half

pay during the remainder of his life. The results which

Dr Halle obtained during this voyage were published in

1701 in his general chart, which exhibits the variation of

the needle in all the seas frequented by navigators.*

In 1701, Mr Halley was sent by the King to observe the

course of the tides in every part of the English Channel,

and to ascertain the geographical positions of the principal

headlands. This task was accomplished in 1702, and the

results were publislied in a large chart of the English

Channel.

The Emperor of Germany having resolved to form a

commodious harbour in the Adriatic, Halley was sent by

Queen Anne to inspect the two ports on the coast of Dal-

matia. He set out on the 22d of November 1702, and went

to Istria by the way of Holland and Germany; but, in con-

sequence of the opposition which the Dutch made to the

scheme, it was laid aside. The Emperor, however, when
he saw him at Vienna, made him a present of a rich dia-

mond ring from his own finger, and gave him a letter of

recommendation written in his own hand to Queen Anne.
No sooner had he returned to England, than he was a se-

cond time dispatched to Germany on the same errand. In

passing through Hanover, he supped with the Electoral

Piince, afterwards King George I. and his sister the Queen
of Prussia; and after having been presented to the Empe-
ror on the evening of the day on which he arrived at Vi-
enna, he set out with the chief engineer for Istria, when
t)ie fortifications of Treiste were, by his advice, repaired
and enlarged.

Upon his return to England in November 1703, he suc-
ceeded to the Savilian professorship of geometry at Oxford,
which was vacant by the death of Dr Wallis ; and the
university at the same time conferred upon him the hono-
rary title of doctor of laws. As soon as he settled in this

new situation, he began, in conjunction with his colleague
Dr Gregory, to publish the works of the ancient geome-

ters, in pursuance of the plan recommended by Sir Henry
Saville. He translated from the Arabic into Latin, Afiollo-

niua de Sectione Rationia ; (See Analysis, vol. i.) and he
restored the two books of the same author, De Sectione

Sfiatii, from the account given by Pappus. This work ap-

peared in 1706. Dr Halley assisted also in preparing for

the press, the Conies of Apollonius ; and he supplied the

whole of the 8th book which had been lost. This work
appeared in 1710; and contained also Serenus On the Sec-

lion of the Cijlindcr and Cone, which was printed from the

original Greek, with a Latin translation. In 1708, Dr Hal-

ley published the Miscellanea Curioaa, in 3 vols. 8vo, which
contained several original articles by himself.

On the death of Sir Hans Sloane in 1713, Dr Halley

wasappointed secretary of the Royal Society. In 1716, he

published his paper On the art of living underwater, wljich

contains an account of his diving bell, and of the experi-

ments which he made with it at great depths in the sea:

(See Diving Bell, vol. viii. p. 11, 12.) At the death of

Mv Flamstead in 1719, Dr Halley was appointed astrono-

mer royal ; and though he had now reached the 64th year

of his age, he entered upon the duties of his new office

with a degree of juvenile ardour; and without the help of

an assistant, he continued for 20 years to make celestial

observations with the most surprising and unremitting as-

siduity. In the space of 9 years, a period of the moon's

apogee, he made no fewer than 1500 observations on the

moon's right ascension, the object of which w;is to deter-

mine the inequalities of her motion, and to furnish naviga-

tors with the most correct means of finding the longitude

at sea. He gave an account of this plan in the Phil Trans.

for 1731, in his Profiosal for finding the Longitude at Sea

ivithin a Degree, or 20 Leagues. In an appendix to the

second edition of Street's Caroline Tables, Halley had
suggested this method of finding the longitude so early as

1683 and 1684; and he now shews, from a comparison of

the lunar tables with accurate observations, that the longi-

tude may always be determined to within 20 leagues under
the equator, and 15 leagues in the British Channel.

Dr Halley was constantly employed in perfecting his

tables of the planets. They were drawn up in 1725; but
he was unwilling to publish them till they were made as

perfect as he could. In 1729, he was elected a foreign

member of the Academy of Sciences at Paris. In 1737,

he was seized with a paralytic affection in his right hand ;

but this did not prevent him from attending the Royal So-

ciety Club every Thursday. His disorder, however, gra-

dually increased; and he died on the 14th January 1742, in

the 86th year of his age. He was buried in the church-yard of

Lee, near Blackheath. Dr Halley's Tabula Astronomies
were published in 1749. They were for a long time the

most complete and accurate ; but they have long since been
superseded by others more correct and valuable.

There are few individuals who have been so distinguish-

ed as Dr Halley, both for their industry and their genius.

He was the author of no fewer than 78 papers in the Phi-
losofihical Transactions, upon almost every branch of natu-

ral philosophy ; and a great number of these are remarkable
for their originality, and for the new and ingenious views
which they unfold. The name of Halley, however, is not

associated in the history of science with any brilliant effort,

or any striking discovery. His reputation was widely ex-
tended, both as a profound philosopher, and as a man of
taste ; and almost every department of physical science re-

ceived some improvement from his labours. The upright

character of Halley was strikingly displayed in his refusal

to assume the mask of religion, when it would have con-

ducted him to a professorship in Oxford. But while we
admire this example of sincerity and disinterestedness in

• The original journals of Dr. Halley's two voyages were published by the late Ales. Dalrymple, Esq. in 1775, in a thin quarto volume.
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his unbelief, we cannot but feel that a stain is left upon his

reputalion, when history records that be was a " banterer

of religion." In an age when a philosopher like Newton
was an open defender of Christianity, it was indelicate in a

philosopher like Halley to assume in public the character

of an infidel.

HALO, or ConoNA, is a luminous circle, sometimes
containing all the prismatic colours, which occasionally

appear about the sun and moon, and other luminous
bodies.

In the northern regions of the globe, the sun and moon
frequently appear surrounded with lialos, or coloured cir-

cles, having their diameter about 44° or 92°. When a

horizontal white circle intersects these bales, fiarltetia or
brighter spots appear near their intersections, and also

portions of inverted arches of various curvatures. In the

horizontal circle, there are often anthetia or bright spots

nearly opposite to the sun.

In order to lay before our readers a pretty full account
of this curious class of phenomena, we shall begin with

describing the most interesting iialos that have hitlierlo been
observed, and then give an account of the theories which
have been employed to explain them. As the most mi-
nute accuracy is necessary in the description of the phe-

nemena, we shall generally give it in the words of tlic ob-

servers themselves.

On the 20th March 1629, Scheiner observed at Rome a

siiigular halo, which Huygens describes in the following

manner from the wiitings of Descartes and Gassendi

:

" A is the place of the observer at Rome, B the vertex
or point over his head, C the true sun, AB a vertical plane

passing through the observer's eye, the true sun and tlie

vertex B, wliich are all projected in the straight line ACB
(Plate CCLXXXVII. Fig. 1.) About the sun C, there

appeared two concentric rings not complete, but diversified

with colours. The lesser and inner of them, DEP", was
fuller and more perfect ; and though it was open from D
to F, yet these ends D and F were perpetually endeavour-
ing to unite. Sometimes they did unite and complete the
ring, and then opened again. The other exterior and
fainter, and scarce discernible circle, was GKI; it had a

variety of colours, but was very inconstant. The third

circle KLMN was very large, and all over of a white co-
lour, such as are often seen with paraselene about the moon.
This was an eccentric circle passing tlirough the middle
of the sun, at first entire, but towards the end of the ap-

pearance it was weak and ragged, and scarce discerni-

ble from M towards N. In the common intersection of

this circle, and of tlie outward iris GKI, there broke out
two parhelia N and K, not entirely perfect; K was some-
what weak, but N slione brighter and stronger. The
brightness in the middle of them both resembled that of

the sun; but towards their edges, they were tinged with

colours like those of the rainbow. They were not perfect-

ly round and even at their edges, but uneven and ragged.
Tlie parhelion N was aliltle wavering, and sent out a spiked

tail NP, of a colour somewhat fiery, which had a continual

reciprocation. The parhelia at L and M, beyond the ze-

nith B, were not so bright as the former, but rounder, and

white like the circle which they were placed in. They
lesembled milk or clean silver. The parhelion M was al-

most quite extinct at half an hour past two o'clock, except-

ing that some faint lemains would revive now and then, and

the circle itself vanished in that place. The parhelion N
disappeared before K did, and while M became fainter K
grew brighter, and vanished last of all." This has been
generally called the Roman Phenomenon.
On Sunday February 20th 1651, new style, Hevelius

observed at Dantzic a very curious halo, which he thus de-

scribes in the appendix to his A/ercurius in Sole Fisua,

page 174. " A little before I 1 o'clock, the sun being to-

wards the south, and the sky very clear, there appeared
seven suns together in several circles, some white and some
coloured, and these with very long tails, waving and point-

ing from the true sun, together with certain white arches
crossing one another. 1st, The true sun at A (Fig. 2.)

being about 25° high, was surrounded almost entirely by a

circle whose diameter was 45°, and which was coloured
like the rainbow with purple, red and yellow, its under
limb being scarce 2}° above the horizon. 2d, On each side

of the sun at B and C, towards the west and east, there ap-

peared two mock suns, coloured especially towards the

sun, with very long splendid tails of a whitish colour, and

terminating in a point. 3d, A far greater circle YXHVZ,
almost 90 degrees in diameter, encompassed the sun and
the former lesser circle GBIC, and extended itself down
to the horizon. It was very strongly coloured in its upper
part, but was somewhat duller and fainter on each side. 4th

At the tops of these two circles at G and H were two in-

verted arches, whose common centre lay in the zenith, and
these were very bright and beautifully coloured. The di-

ameter of the lower arch QGR was 90°, and that of the up-
per one THS was 45°. In the middle of the lower arch at

G, where it coincided with the circle BGC, there appear-

ed another mock sun; but its light and colours were dull

and faintish. 5th, There appeared a circle BEFDC much
bigger than the former, of an uniform whitish colour, pa-

rallel to the horizon at the distance of 25°, and 130° in di-

ameter, which arose as it were from the collateral mock
suns B and C, and passed through three other parhelia of

an uniform whitish colour like silver: one at D, almost 90°

from the true sun, towards the east ; another at E, to-

wards the west ; and a third at F, in the north, diametrically

opposite to the true sun, all of the same colour and bright-

ness. There passed also two other white arches EN, DP,
of the greatest circle of the sphere through the eastern

and western mock suns E, D, and also through K, the pole

of tlie ecliptic. They went down to the horizon at N and

P, crossmg the great white circle obliquely, so as to make
a white cross at each parhelion; so that seven suns appear-

ed very plain at the same time ; and if I could have seen

the phenomenon sooner from an eminence, I do not ques-

tion but I should have found two more at H and I, which

would have made nine in all ; for there remained in those

places sucli marks, as made this suspicion not im-

probable.

This most delightful and extraordinary sight lasted from

30 minutes past 10 to 51 minutes past 1 1 ; though it had

not the same appearance all the while, but sometimes one

and sometimes another. It appeared in the perfection of

this description at about 1 1 o'clock, and then degenerated

by degrees. The northern mock sun at F vanished first

of all, together with a part of its circle ; the other parhelia

with their arches lasted till 10 minutes past 11, then the

eastern mock-sun, and after that the western, vanished with

both the crosses. Soon after this the collateral parhelia

C, D suffered several changes; sometimes one was bright-

er than the other in light and colours, and sometimes faint-

er and darker. For at 18 minutes past 10 the eastern par-

helion at C vanished, while the western parhelion at B re-

mained very conspicuous ; and 24 minutes past 1 1, the eas-

tern one was veiy bright again, and remained so, while the

western one disappeared at 40 minutes past 1
1 ; although this

western one had almost always ihe longer tail. For the tip of

it was frequently extended for 30 degrees, and sometimes

90, as far as the parhelion E; but the tail of the eastern one

C was scarce above 20 degrees. At 30 minutes past 1 1,

the great vertical circle YXHVZ was destroyed ; but the
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inverlct! arclies H ai)fl O, to-ctlier wilh the collaicial par-

liclia IJ and C, coiitiiuH-d lo Uic last.

. The scl'.enie of lliis i)lienoTncnf»ii is drawn in the sanne

manner as tlie couslcildtions ai-e (hawn upon an artificial

t;lube, lo be received by the e) e on the outside of it. For

i)y this means every ihin^; is rcpiesented much clearer and

disliiiclcr. Nevertheless, H'C place of the observer was

nearly under the zenith, within the circle paralKl to the

horizon; so that the true sun appeared lo him in the meri-

dian, the mock sun I' in the noilh, and the other two at D
and E on each hand. But if you desiie to have this extra-

ordinaiy plienomenon represented a little jjlainer: upon an

artifirial glol)C, whose pole is elevated to onr altitude at

Dantzic, wilh the centre A in the 2d degree of Pisces,

\vhere the sun ihen was, and with a bemi-diameter of 22 1-

degrees, describe the circle (iBlC ; 2d, and then the circle

YXIIVZ with a radius of 45 degrees; :5d, and with the

same centre and scmi-diaineler of 90 degrees, draw the cir-

cle NEKDP through the two while mock suns, E, D ; 4th,

and with a semi-diamctcr of 22^, the zenith being tlie cen-

tre, draw the arch THS ; 5th, and also the arch QGR, witli

a radius of 90 flegrces, upon tlie same centie ; 6i.h, and last-

ly, the circle BEFDC, jKirallel to the horizon, with a radi-

us of 90 degrees. And the draught being finished in tliis

jnanner will appear very beautiful and harmonious."
On the 2d January 1586, Christopher Rothnian observ-

ed at Cassel another halo, which he describes in the follow-

ing manner, in liis description of a comet seen in that year.

" The sky being very clear in the east just before sun-

rise, there appeared an upright column, exactly situated in

a vertical circle. Its breadlh was every where equal lo

the sun's diameter ; and it looked as if some village was on
fire beyond the mountains. For it a])peared like a column
of flame, excepting that its thickness was every where the

same.
Soon after, in the same column, there arose an image of

the sun, exactly resembling the true sun. There was
scarce one digit of this image under the horizon when the

U ue sun began to rise in the same column, which was fol-

lowed in like manner by another image. The column,
with its three suns touching one another, continued always
upright, or in a vertical circle, as appeared by llie plum-
met of a quadrant.

These suns had all the same appearance, except that

the true sun in the middle was brighter ihan the rest.

This appearance of the column passing through three suns
lasted aliTiost a quarter of an hour, till they were covered
by a black cloud descending from above.

Schejner observed, in 1630, the halo represented in Fig.

3, which is thus described by Gassendi : " The diameter
of the corona MQNE next to the sun, was about 45 de-
grees ; and that of the remoter corona ORP, was about 95°

20'; they were coloured like the primary rain-bow, but the
led was next the sun, and the other colours in the usual
order. The breadths of all the arches were equal to one
another, and about a third part less than the diameter of the
sun, as represented in the scheme. Though I cannot say
but the whitish circle OGP parallel to the horizon, was
rather broader than the rest. The two parhelia, M N, were
lively enough ; but the other two at O and P were not so
brisk ; M and N had a purple redness next the sun, and
were while in the opposite parts; O and P were all over
white. Th"ey all diflered in their durations. For P, which
shone but seldom and but faintly, vanished first of all, be-

ing covered by a collection of pretty thick clouds. The
parhelion O continued constant for a great while, though it

was but faint. The two lateral parhelia M and N were seen
constantly for three hours together : M was in a languish-
ing stale, and died first, after several struggles ; but N

continued an hour after at least. Though I did not see

the last end of it, yet I was sure it was the only one that

accompanied the true sun for a long time, having escap-

ed those clouds and vapours which extinguished the rest.

However it vanished at last upon the fall of some small

showers. This phenomenon v/as observed to last four hours

and a half at least ; and since it appeared in perfection when
I first saw it, I am persuaded its whole duration might be

above five hours.

The parhelia Q R, were situated in a vertical plane pass-

ing through the eye at F, and the sun at G, in which ver-

tical the arches CRIl, ORP either crossed or touched one

another. These parhelia were sometimes brighter, some-
times fainter than the rest ; but were not so perfect in their

shape and whitish colour. They varied their magnitudes
and colours, according to the different temperature of the

sun's light at G, and the matter that received it at Q and

R, and therefore their light and colours were almost always

fluctuating, and continued as it were in a perpetual confiiLt.

I took particular notice that they appeared almost the first

and the last of all the parhelia, excepting that at N.
The altitude of Q above the horizon in tl.e morning, at

tlie beginning of the observation, was 49° 40' ; that of R
was 76" 10' ; that of the true sun was 28° 30*; hence the

height of Q above the sun was 21° lo', and the height of R
above the sun was 47° 4(>'.

" There was a north wind at the beginning of these ob-

servations, but by degrees it changed lo the east, and at

last lo the south; yet it brought no very great nor lasting

rains. For near a fortnight after, the sky looked always

vapourish ; and every day before dinner the sun endeavour-

ed to create new suns, but in vain, either for want of mat-
ter, or of a due disposition. For in the vertical circle I

saw plainly some sketches of parhelia for a long time. I

saw also very manifest reciprocations of the lateral parhelia.

The iris ORP seems to have been a portion of a single cir-

cle concentric lo the sun, but towards >-. and 6 it did not

quite touch the horizon AB ; and ihe lengths of the arches

O X., P 6 were variable. The arches Z Q «. /3 Q y, S'-^, that

immediately surrounded the sun, seemed to the eye to com-
pose a single circumference, but it was confused, and had
unequal breadths ; nor did it constantly continue like itself,

but was perpetually fluctuating. But in reality it consisted

of the arches expressed in the scheme, as I accurately ob-

served for that very purpose. The horns HRC seemed to

be a portion of a smaller circle, touching the grtater ORP
in a contrary position in a common knot at R. Tiie arches
cut each other in a knot at Q, and there they formed a par-

helion. The parhelia N, M, sprung out from the com-
mon intersections M, N of the iris J'ei^, and of the whitish

circle ONMP. The north part of the sky was clearer than
the south, which being overcast with slender vapours, af-

forded more matter for this appearance." See G.issendi's

Ofiera, torn. vi. p. 401.

Hevelius observed the following paraselenae at Dantzic
on the oOth March 1660. " In the beginning, at one o'clock

in the morning, the moon A was surrounded by an entire

whitish circle BCDE, in which there were two mock
moons at B and D, one at each side of the muon, con-

sisting of various colours, and shooting out very long and
whitish beams by fits. That on the left hand extended its

tail towards the thigh of Scrpenlarius, the other on the right

extended its tail towards Jupiter, as represented in Fig. 4.

Afterwards, at two o'clock, a larger circle surioundid the
lesser, and reached down to the horizon. The tops of both

these circles were touched by coloured arclies like invert-

ed rainbows. The inferior arch at C was a portion of a
larger circle, and the superior a portion of a lesser.

This extraordinary sight lasted near three hours ; the out-
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ward great circle vanished first of all, tlicn the larger in-

verted arch at C, and prcseiitly the lesser, and, lust of all,

the imitr circle liCDK disappeared. The diameter of tiiis

inner circle, and also ot the superior arcli, was 43 decrees;

that of the exterior circle, and inferior arch, was 90 de-

grees."

On the 6th April lfr60 Hevelius observed the parhelia

shewn in Fig. 5. " At half an lionr |)ust Hve inlhe evening,

while the sun was descending towards the horizon, he was
crowned with arches of circles of various colours like the

rain-bow. In the corona, on opposite sides of the sun,

there were two parhelia, variously coloured with pretty

long and whitish tails pointing from the sun. Near the

zenith, where the corona was a little faint and imperfect,

there shone out another inverted arch, having a third par-

helion in the middle of it, which appeared somewhat ob-

scure. This phenomenon lasted half an hour till sun-set, the

sun being very clear. The inverted arch, and the upper
parhelion, disappeaied first; and then the parhelion on the

left hand ; but the third parhelion set with the true sun.

Tlie diameter of the corona round about the sun was about

45 tiegrees, as I guessed by my eye."

On the 17th December 1660, Hevelius observed at Dant-

zic, the following paraselenae, which are shewn in Fig. 5.

" On the first day after the full moon," says he, " at thirty

minutes past six in the morning, the moon being 12° high,

I sa.v the moon in the west, with three mock moons about

her in this manner. The air being very clear at first, I ob-

served the moon surrounded with a double corona (near

her body, as the figure seems to represent) tinged with

very bright and beautiful colours. On each side of the

moon there were two arches of a large circle, about 45 de-

grees in diameter, which wei e also coloured like the rain-

bow, and extended down to the liorizon, in which were two
mock moons with very long white tails. That on the left

hand was near Procyon with a short tail ; the other on the

right hand had a longer tail. In the upper part, where
these collateral arches concurred, there was another arch

inverted and variously coloured, with a third mock moon in

the middle of it, and somewhat duller than the other two.

Moreover, what was very extraordinary, there passed a

large white rectangular cross through the middle of the

moon, whose lower part reached down to t4ie horizon ; but

on each side it did not quite touch the corona, as appears

by the figure. It was so very bright and strong, that it

shone distinctly and clearly till sun-rise; but the mock
moons disappeared a little before."

In Mathew Paris's History, the phenomenon seen in

Fig. 7. is thus described: " A wonderful sight was seen in

England, A. D. 1233, April 8, in the I7th year of the reign

of Henry III. and lasted fiom sun-rise till noon. At the

same time, on the 8th of April, about one o'clock, on the

borders of Herefordshire and ll'orcestershire, besides the

true sun, there appeared in the sky four mock suns of a

red colour; also a certain large circle of the colour of crys-

tal, about two feet broad, which encompassed all England
as it were. There next went semicircles from the side of

it, in whose intersections the four mock suns were situated;

the true sun being in the east, and the air very clear. And
because this monstrous prodigy cannot be described by

words, I have represented it by a scheme that shews im-
mediately how the heavens were circled. The appearance
was painted in this manner by many people, for tne wonder-
ful iiovehy of it."

Figure 8. represents a parhelion observed at Leyden,
A. D. 1653, Jan. 14, between one and two o'clock in the

afternoon, in the academical observatory, by Samuel Char.
Kechelius a Hollenstein. " The circle BOC was white, and
almost 35' broad; the altitude of its highest point D was

38" 23'. Its centre was in the sun, whose height was 15°

48'; that is, at 36' past one, his azimuth being 23° 40' to-

wards the west, atid the angle made by his vertical circle

and the ecliptic 6'j° 54'. Tlie moi k suns B, C were oblong
and uneiiual, at the distance of 22° 35' on each side of the
sun, and had the same alliludes as tlie sun. The western
parlielion at C was the f.dnter of the two, and changed
from yellow to while, and disappeared first; the eastern
one at 15 was brighter, with a lucid arch shootini; from the
sun, and was coloured with purple, red, and yellow ; the
shape of its tail UF was conical, 27° long, the parlielion be-
ing the base of the cone; the part Bh"., 13^ 10' long, consist-
ed of bright yellow, and red light; the other part EF being
whitish, which vanished before the parhelion did. It ap-
peared for half an hour, and lasted one (juarter longer than
C ; and the corona disappeared a little after."

On the 13th May, 1652, Huygens observed a halo, which
he thus describes:—" I observed a circle aliout the sun in

its centre; its diameter was about 46°, and its breatlth the
same as that of a common rain-bow. It had also the sarne
colours, though very weak, and scarce discernible but iii

a contrary order, the red being next the sun, and tlie blue
being very dilute and whitish. All the space within the
cncle was possessed by a duller vapour than the rest of
the air, of such a ie.v:lure as to obscure the sky with a sort
of a continued cloud ; but so thin, that the blue sky colour
appeared tluough it. The wind blew very gently from the
north."

On the 8th of April, 1702, Ur Halley observed a halo
with parhelia, and tangent arches, as shewn in Fig. 9.

where S is the sun, Z the zenith, STPP a large white
circle passing through the sun, and nearly parallel to the
horizon. It was about 2° broad in the northern part about
T, and continued of the same breadth in the east and west;
but grew narrower towards the sun. Its edges were not
very well defined, and the whole circle, seen on the pure
azure sky, was considered by Dr Halley as a very extra-
ordinary sight. The halo VXNY was 22° in diameter,
the red rays being nearest to the sun. The arch PVP had
its centre nearly at N ; and at its intersections P, P with
the large white circle, there were two bright parhelia
tinged with colours. The distance PS was 3Ii°. Another
arch appeared at N, having its centre about V. The
height of the sun during the observation was from 40° to

45°. The weather was cooler than ordinaiy, and the
vapour which produced the phenomena was higher than
the clouds ; for they were seen to drive under the circles.

See Phil. Trails. 1702, vol. xxiii. No. 278, p. 1 127.

A very curious halo, with its accompanying pheiiomena,
was seen by Mr Barker on the 22d of January 1771, a
little before two o'clock, at Fort Gloucester, on the river

of Lake Superior. -The weather was extremely cold.

"There was a very large circle, or halo, round the sun,

within which the sky was thick and dusky, the rest of
the hemisphere being clear, and a little more than half

way from the horizon to the zenith was a beautifully en-
lightened circle, parallel to the horizon, which went quite
round, till the two ends of it terminated in the circle that

surrounded the sun, where, at the points of intersection,

they each formed a luminous appearance, about the size

of the sun, and so like him when seen through a thick

hazy sky, that they might very easily have been takefi

for him. Directly opposite to the sun was a luminous
cross, in the shape of a St Andrew's cross, cutting at

the point of intersection the horizontal circle, where was
formed another mock sun like the otiier two. The two
lower limbs of the cross appeared but faintly a little

way below the circle. The two higher reached a good
way above the circle towards the zenith, very clear and
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bright. In this horizontal circle, directly half way be-

tween the sun and the cross,' and those at the ends of

the same circle, were other two mock suns of the same

kind and size, one on each side; so that in this horizon-

tal circle were five mock suns, at equal distances from

each other, and in the same line the real sun, all at equal

heights from the horizon. Besides these meteors, there

was, very near the zenith, but a little more towards the

circle of the real sun, a rainbow of very bright and beau-

tiful colours, not an entire semicircle, with the middle of

the convex side turned towards the sun, which lowered as

the sun descended. This phenomena continued in all its

beauty and lustre till about half after two. The cross

went gradually off first, then the horizontal circle began

to disappear in parts, while in others it was visible ; then

the three mock suns farthest from the sun, the two in the

sun's circle continuing longest; the rainbow began to de-

crease after these, and last of all the sun's circle ; but it

was observable at three o'clock or after it. See Phil. Trans.

1787, vol. Ixxvii. p. 44.

On the 18th June 1790, a complicated system of halos

and parhelia was observed at St Petersburg by M. Lowitz.

They are represented in Fig. 10. The arches A, B, and

C were coloured, and, like all the other coloured parts,

had the red towards the sun. Two anthelia appeared at D
and £.

A curious halo, observed by Mr Hall in Berwickshire,

on the 18th of February 1796, about 10 o'clock, is shewn
in Fig. 1 1. The moon was about soutli-west, and the alti-

tude of her limb nearly 54°. The diameter of the great

halo was about 112°; and that of the small halo, having
the moon in its centre, was between 8° and 12°. The
weather was remarkably mild, and there was little or no
wind.

On the 20th of November 1802, at 2 o'clock. Sir Hen-
ry Englefield observed at Richmond in Surry, two un-

common halos and parhelia. The altitude of the sun was
14°. The circle nearest the sun (Fig. 12.) was about
24° distant from him, and about a degree broad. Its light

was a pale yellow, without any of the prismatic colours.

The exterior circle was 48° from the sun, and about 1^°

broad. It was tinged with the prismatic colours, the red

being nearest the sun. In ihe left branch of the inner

circle, in a line parallel to the horizon, and passing through
the sun, was a very faint parhelion ; but in the upper
point of the same circle was a very remarkable one. Its

light was so vivid that it could scarcely be viewed, and
it was rather brighter than the real sun. " It was of a

whiter light than the rest of the circle in which it was,

and had a pearly appearance, as partaking a little of pris-

matic tints. It was large, perhaps in its brightest part

near 2° broad, very ill defined every where, but most dif-

fused in the part farthest from the sun. From each side

of the bright light proceeded a bright ray, which had a

double curvature very distinct, being first convex to-

wards the sun, and then concave. The lower edge of

these rays (or that nearest the sun) was tolerably well de-

fined ; the upper edge melted away into the sky with a

sort of streakiness. They grew both narrower and fainter

towards their termination, and they reached pretty near
to the other circle. The whole form of this parhelion and
its rays bore so striking a similitude to the body and ex-
tended wings of a long winged bird, such as an eagle,

hovering directly over the sun, that superstition would
really have had little to add to the image. See the Journ-
als of the Royal Institution^ vol. ii. or Nicholson's yourna/,

vol. vi. p. 54. A coloured drawing of this phenomenon,
will be found in Dr Thomas Young's JValural Philosoftliy,

vol. i. plate xxix. Fig. 431.

Having thus given a description of some of the most
interesting halos and parhelia that have been accurately
observed, we shall now proceed to give some account of

the theories by which these phenomena have been ex-

plained.

Descartes supposes that halos are generated by the rays

of the sun refracted through flat stars of pellucid ice ; but

it follows from this supposition, that the space within the

halo should appear brighter than that without, which is

contiary to observation. See Descartes, A/f^foro/o^'. cap. x.

The subject of halos was next investigated by Huygens,
who published a large dissertation concerning their cause,

which has been translated and reprinted by Dr Smith, in

his Treatise on Ofxtics. Huygens assumes the existence of

particles of hail, some of which are globular, and others

cylindrical, with an opaque portion in the middle of each,

bearing a certain proportion to the whole ; and he supposes
these cylinders to be kept in a vertical position by a cur-

rent of ascending air of vapours, and sometimes to have a

position inclined to the horizon in all directions when they

are dispersed by the wind or etherise. The cylinders are
supposed to have been at first globules, formed of the

softest and finest particles of snow. As soon as a globule
is formed by a collection of these particles, many more
particles will adhere to the bottom of it, but not to its sides,

on account of the current of ascending vapours. The glo-

bules will thus have an oblong cylindrical figure ; and when
the warmth of the sun or of the air shall have melted the

outsides of these cylinders, a smaller cylinder of snow
will remain in the middle of each of them, surrounded
with water; and after a certain part is melted, the cylin-

ders within will become round and perfect, and will re-

main in this state for some time. If this coat of water
should be frozen, Huygens supposes that it may possibly

remain sufficiently transparent and polished to transmit,

refract, and reflect the rays of the sun in a regular man-
ner. By the aid of these assumptions, Huygens has in-

geniously explained, in a very minute manner, almost all

the principal phenomena of halos which had been seen at

the time when he wrote. It is extremely improbable,
however, that such hailstones do exist, and still more fm-
probable that they should have such properties as to pro-
duce constantly the diameter of 47°.

Sir Isaac Newton ascribes the halo of 22^1 degrees by
refraction from flo?.ting hail or snow, and he accounts for

the small coloured coronae by his doctrine of fits of easy
reflection and transmission. " As light reflected by a lens,"

says he, " quicksilvered on the backside, makes the rings

of colours above described, so it ought to make the like

rings of colours in passing through a drop of water. At
the first reflection of the rays within the drop, some co-

lours ought to be transmitted, as in the case of a lens, and
otheis to be reflected back to the eye. For instance, if the

diameter of a small drop or globule of water be about the

500th part of an inch, so that a red-making ray, in pass-

ing through the middle of this globule, has 250 fits of

easy transmission within the globule, and that all the red-

making rays which are at a certain distance from this middle
ray round about it have 249 fits within the globule, and all

the like rays at a certain further distance round about it

have 248 fits, and all those at a certain farther distance

247 fits, and so on ; these concentric circles of rays, after

their transmission, falling on a white paper, will make
concentric rings of red upon the paper, supposing the light

which passes through one single globule, strong enough
to be sensible ; and in like manner the rays of other co-

lours. Suppose now that, in a fair day, the sun shines

through a thin cloud of such globules of water or hail, and

that the globules are all of the same bigness, and the sun
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seen through this cloud shall appear encompassed with

the like conccntiic rii)i;s of colours, and the diameter of

the first rins of red sii;ill be 7^", that of the second 10i°,

that of the tliird 12° 33'. And, accordini^ as tiie globules

of water are liigger or less, the rings shall be less or big-

ger. This is the theory, and experience answers it. For,

in June 1692, I saw, by reflection, in a vessel of stagnat-

ing water, three halos, crowns, or rings of colours, about
the sun, like three little rainliows concentric to his body

;

the colours of tlie first or innermost crown were blue

next the sun, red without, and white in the middle between
the blue and red. Those at the second crown were purple
and blue within, and pale red witliout, and green in the

middle; and those of the third were pale blue within, and
pale red without. These crowns inclosed one another im-
mediately, so that their colours proceeded in this continual

order from the sun outward ; blue, white, red
;
purple,

blue, green ; pale yellow, and red ; pale blue, pale red.

The diameter of the second crown, measuied from the

middle of the yellow and red on one side of the sun, to

the middle of the same colour on the other side, was 9.1-°,

or thereabouts. The diameters of the first and tliird I had
not time to measure ; but that of the first seemed to be
about five or six degrees, and that of the third about 12°.

The like crowns appear sometiines about the moon ; for,

in the beginning of the year 1664, February 19th, at night,

1 saw two such crowns about her. The diameter of the

first or innermost was about 3°, and that of the second
about 5i°. Next about the moon was a circle of white,

and next about that the inner crown, which was of a bluish

green within next the white, and of a yellow and red

without, and next about these colours were blue and green
on the inside of the outward crown, and red on the outside of

it. At the same time there appeared a halo, about 22° 35'dis-

tant from the centre of the moon. Itwase!liptical,anditslong

diameter was perpendicular to the horizon verging below far-

thest from the moon. I am told, that the moon has sometimes
three or more concentric crowns of colours encompassing
one another next about her body. The more equal the

globules of water or ice are to one another, the more
crowns of colours will appear, and the colours will be
the more lively. The halo at the distance of 22i° from the

moon is of another sort. By its being oval, and remoter
from the moon below than above, I conclude, that it was
made by refraction in some sort of hail or snow floating in

the air in an horizontal posture, the refracting angle be-

ing about 58° or 60°." See Newton's 0/itics, Book ii. Part

iv. 06s. 13.

M. Mariotte supposes halos to be produced by small

filaments of snow moderately transparent, and having the

form of an equilateral triangular prism. He conjectures,

that the hard Hakes of snow which fall during a hard fiost,

and which have the figure of stars, are composed of little

filaments like equilateral prisms, particularly those which
are like fern leaves, as m5y be easily seen by the micro-

scope. Upon examining the filaments which compose
the hoar frost, he found them cut into three equal facets,

and they exhibited rainbows when placed in the sun.

Mariotte then supposes, that, before the hoar frost is form-

ed, some of these separate prisms float among the thin

vapours in the air, before they unite into the compound
figures. " These little stars," says he, " are very thin and
very light, and the little filaments which compose them
are still more so, and may often be supported a long time
in the air by the winds. Hence, when the air is mode-
rately filled with them, so as not to be much darkened,
many of them, whether separated or united, will turn in

every diretiion as the air impels them, and will be dis-

posed to transmit to the eye for some time a coloured
Vol. X. Part I.

light, nearly like to that whjch would be produced by
equilateral prisms of glass." M. Mariotte then calculates
the angles; and by deducting 16' for the sun's semidiame-
ter, and 30' for the deviation of the red rays, he finds 22'
50' to be the semidiameter of the halo produced by equian-
gular prisms.

In attempting to account for parhelia, Mariotte observes,
" that they are usually at the same altitude as the sun.
Among the prisms of snow, there are often many heavier
at one end than at the other, and consequently situated in
a vertical direction. These cause a bright parhelion with
a tail, which cannot be above 70° long. I have read an
account of a halo seen in May, soon after sun-rise, with
parhelia in its circumference, which, after two or three
hours, were more than a degree distant from it. This ap-
pearance arises from the coincidence of the sun's rays
with the transverse section of the prism, when they are
nearly horizontal, and from their obliquity, when the sun
is elevated, causing a greater deviation, and throwing the
parhelia outwards, as may be shewn by an experiment on
two prisms." See Mariotte Traitedes Cow/eurff, Paris 1686,
or Oeuvres de Mariotte, vol. i. p. 272.

A theory of halos has recently been given by Mr Wood
in the Manchester Transactions. He assumes, with Dr
Halley, that vapour consists of hollow sphericles of water,
filled with an elastic fluid, and having a thickness equal to
j-i

J of their diameter ; and he supposes the halos to be
produced by refraction, and reflection from these, in the
same manner as the rainbow is produced by solid drops.

See Manchester Memoirs, vol. iii. p. 336. A similar opinion
seems to be entertained by M.Brande. See Gilbert's Jour-
nal, vol. xi. p. 414.

The subject of halos has recently been examined with
much attention by our learned countryman Dr Thomas
Young, who, before he was acquainted with the explana-
tion of Mariotte, had adopted the very same theory. Our
readers will no doubt be gratified with an account of Dr
Young's theory and calculations in his own words.

" It is well known, that the crystals of ice and snow tend
always to form angles of 60°; now a prism of water or ice

of 60° produces a deviation of about 23 i°, for rays forming
equal angles with its surfaces, and the angle of deviation

varies at first very slowly as the inclination changes, the

variation amounting to less than 3°, while the inclination

changes 30°.

Now ifsuch prisms were placed at all possible angles of
inclination, differing equally from each other, one half of
them would be so situated, as to be incapable of transmit-
ting any light regularly by two successive refractions di-

rected the same way; and of the remaining two-fourths, the
one would refract all the light within these 3°, and the
other would disperse the light in a space of between 20°

and 30° beyond them.

In the same manner, we may imagine an immense num-
ber of prismatic particles of snow to be disposed in all pos-
sible directions, and a considerable proportion of them to

be so situated, that the plane of their transverse section

may pass within certain limits of the sun and the spectator.

Then half of these only will appear illuminated, and the
greater part of the light will be transmitted by such as arc

situated at an angular distance of 23i°, or within 3° of

it, the limit being strongly marked internally, but the light

being externally more gradually lost. And this is pre-

cisely the appearance of the most common halo. When
there is a sufficient quantity of the prismatic particles, a

considerable part of the light must fall, after one refraction,

on a second particle ; so that the effect will be doubled ;

and in this case the angle of refraction will beconxe suf.

Ee
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ficient to present a faint appearance of colour, the red be-

ing internal, as the least refrangible light, and the exltrnal

part having a tinge of blue.

These concentric halos of 23i° and 47°, are therefore

sufficiently explicable, by particles of snow, situated pro-

miscuously in all possible directions. If the prisms be so

short as to form triangular plates, these plates, in fulling

through the air, will tend to assume a vertical direction,

and a much greater number of them will be in this situation

than in any other. The reflection from their flat surfaces

will consequently produce a horizontal circle of equal

height with the sun ; and their refraction will exhibit a

bright parhelion immediately over the sun, with an appear-

ance of wings or horns, diverging upwards from the par-

helion.

For all such particles as are directed nearly towards the

spectator will conspire in transmitting the light much
more copiously than it can arrive from any other pai-t of.

the circle ; but such as are turned more obliquely will pro-

duce a greater deviation in the light, and at the saine time

a deflection from the original vertical plane. This niny be

easily understood, by looking at a long line through a prism

held parallel to it : the line appears, instead of a right

line, to become a curve, the deviation being greater in

those rays that pass obliquely with respect to the axis of

the prism; which arc also deflected from the plane in which

they were passing.

The line viewed through the prism ha? no point of con-

trary flexure, but if its ordinates were referred to a centre,

it woidd usually assume a foim sinular to that wliich has

often been observed in halos.

The form of the flakes of snow, as they usually fall, is in-

deed more complicated than we have been supposing ; but

their elements in the upper regions of the air are probably

more simple. It happens however not uncommonly, that

the forms of the luminous arches are so complicated as al-

most to defy all calculation. The coincidence in tlie mag-
nitude of the observed and computed angles is so striking,

as to be nearly decisive with res])ect to the cause of halos,

and it is not difficult to imagine that many circumstances

may exist, which may cause the axes of the greater num-
ber of the prisms to assume a position nearly horizontal,

which is all that is required fur the explanation of the par-

helia with their curved appendages. Perha|)s, also, the ef-

fect may sometimes be facilitated by the partial melting of

the snow into conoidal drops ; for it may be shown, by the

light of a candle transmitted through a wine glass full of

water, that such a form is accommodated to the production

of an inverted arch of light, like that which is frequently ob-

served to accompany a parhelion.

The situation of tl'.e lateral parhelia without the halo is

very satisfactorily explained by Mariotte ; and the diversifi-

ed forms of the tangent arches may, probably, all be dedu-

ced from the suppositions laid down in the Journals of the

Royal Institution. As an instance, we may take the case

there described by Sir Henry Englefield, (see p. 615, sii-

fira,) where the sun's altitude was about 15°. The hori-

zontal prisms will then cause an appearance of an arch
with a contrary curvature, exactly as Sir Henry has de-

scribed it.

The calculation is somewhat intricate. Its principal steps

are these, taking the refractive ^ower 4.

Deviation of transverse rays 23° 37'.

For rays inclined 20°, the inclination of the planes of the

rays is 29° 32', the deviation 26° 12'; the altitude being

15°, the angle with the horizon is 25° 8' more than the al-

titude.

For rays inclined 25°, the inclination of the plan'.s is 34°,

the deviation 27° 47', the angle with the horizon 25° 47*

more than the altitude 15°.

Fur rays inclined 30°, the inclination of the planes is 120°;

that is, tho rays are in the planes of the surfaces, the devi-

ation 38° 56', the angle with the horizon 6° 4' less than the

altitude lj°.

When the altitude increases, the tangent arch descends
so as to approach considerably to the halo, as in the halos

observed hy Halley and by Birker. For, calculating upon
the true refractive power ot ice, the angles become these.

For rays inclined 25*^, the inclination of tiie planes 30°

55', the deviation 25° 40'=21° 50' + 3° 5'/, the angle with
the horizon 56° 24'=45°

-f- 1 1° 2+'. For altitude 15°, 38°

57'— l5°-f23° 57'.

It may also become double, the inferior arch being visi-

ble. Thusthe angle with the horiion becomes 21° 18' or
45°—23° 42', as well as 56° 24'.

The mode of calculation is this : A bting the inclination

Sec. A
within the prism, and r the index. Sec. ii — for

the incidence; S. C^Zr. S. B, D ziC — B. .\s S. C : Sec.

A :: S : D : .r, ^l:c=.y, 1 —y : ix- :: R.\d : T.E, 2 E is the

mutual inclination of the pl.m^s passing through the rays

T..\
and the axis of the prism, : jX : : Had : S.F ; 2 F is

the whole deviation ; I-
T.A

: S. A!-

titudc : S. G, the elevation of the plane of the incident ray:

G=^2 E^H, the elevation of the plane of the emergent

ray; . z :: S.H : S I, the depresbion of the emergent ray.

Mr Cavendish has suggested, with great apparent pro-

bability, that the external halo may be produced by the re-

fraction of the rectangular termination of the crystals, rather

than by two successive refractions through the angles of

different crystals, which, with the index 131, would pro-

duce a deviation of 45° 44'. If this supposiiion is ti-ue, the

index cannot be greater than 1.31 ;• for 1.32 would give
47° 55', which is more than appears to have ever been as-

signed.

The mean of four accurate observations is about 45" 50',

that of four of the best estimations 46°.

The lateral anthelia may be produced by the rays re-

fracted after two internal reflections, which wiil have a con-

stant deviation 60° greater than those which form the halo.

These anthelia ouglu therefore to be about 82° from the

sun. They are, however, usually repiesented as much
more distant."

In addition to the works referred to in the course of the
])receding a'ticle, see Z.dui Muncii liconomia. Lycosthenis
C/ironkon Prodigiorum. Fiitsch On Meteors. Phitoaofihi-

cal Transactions, 1665—6, i. 219. Id. 1969, iv. 953. Id.

1670, V. 1065. Id. 1699, xxi 107 and 126. Id. 1700, xxii.

535. Id. 1721, xxxi. 201,212. Id. 1722, xxxii. 89. Id,

1727, XXXV. 257. Id. 1732,xxxvii. 357. Id. 1737. xl. SO,

54, 59. Id. 1740, xii. 459. Id. 1742, xlii. 47, 60, 157. Id.

1748, xlv. 524. Id 1749, xlvi. 203. Id. 1761.3,94. Id.

1763, 351. Id. 1770, 129. // 1784,59 Id. 1787. 44 Mem.
.Acad. Par. i\. 208. irf. x. 47, 152, 158,275,411,454. Id.

1699, Hist. 82 /(/. 1713, Hist 67. /(/. 1721,231. /rf. 1729,

Hist. 2. Id. 1735, 87, 585. Id. 1743, Hist. 33. Id 1745,

* The index of reh-.'iction for ice, according to Dr Brewster's experiments, is 1.,

This measure renders Mr Cavendish's suggestion more probable.

!07. See Treatise on ^'e^ll Philosophical Instruments, p. 238.
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Hist. 19. /(/. 1753, Hist. 75. Id. 1754, Hist. 32. Id. 1755,

Hist. 37. J(i. 1758, Hist. 23. /(/. 178 6, 44. Mcmoircn de

Berlin, 1734, iv. 64. Abx». Cumment. Pctro/i. vi. 425. /(/.

\iii. o'J2. /(/. X. 375. Wcicilcr, De Parheliis jinni 1736.

Irish Transactions, \787,\. 23. Id. 1789, iv. 143. Edin-

burgh Transaclions, iv. 174. Edinburgh Essays, i. 297.

Roziei's Journal, xi. 377 ; xxxvii. 308. Dr Thomas
Young's A'alitral P/tilosoJthij, i. 443 ; ii. 303—309 ; and our

article Greenland.

HALSTEAD,a town of England in the county of Essex,

is agreeably situated on the acclivity of a gravelly emi-
nence, at the foot of which passes the river Colne. Tiic

streets of the town are broad and aiiy, but many of the

houses are old and inelegant. The church dedicated to St

Andrew is an old building. It consists of a nave, chancel,

and side aisles, and has a tower and spire at the west end.

The spire is of wood, and is the third that has been erected,

the other two having been destroyed by lightning. The
grammar school was founded in the year 1594, by Dame
Mary Ramsay, for 40 poor children of Halstead and Colnc-

Engaine. The direction of it is vested in the governors,

&c. of Christ's Hospital, London. The Bridewell is an an-

cient building. There is a Greek inscription on a house
in the parish, which was brought from a village near
Smyrna, where it had been erected in honour of Crato a

musician, about 150 years before Christ. Halstead former-

ly carried on a considerable trade in baize and serges, but

it has of late much declined. In 1802, 1654 were returned

as employed in manufactures, whereas in 1811 only 1170
were I'eturned. In 1811, there were in the town and parish

of Halstead,

Inhabited houses ... 722
Number of families ... 803
Do. employed in agriculture - 288
Total population - - - 3279

Sec Morant's History of Essex, and the Beauties of Eng-
land and Wales, vol. v. p. 254.

HAM, or Hamm, in Latin //n^jimowa, a town of West-
phalia, and capital of the county of the same name, is situ-

ated near the place where the Asse throws itself into the

Lippc. Its principal public buildings are its parish church
and Calvinistic academy with three professors, and it has

excellent establishments for the support of the poor. Han»
was formerly one of the Hanseatic towns. It has long been
celebrated for its excellent hams, which are called hammen
in Holland, and for its fishery. Great quantities of linen

are bleached here ; and it is famous for a kind of beer call-

ed reut, which is sold to a considerable extent in the neigh-
bourhood. Distance from Munster 6 leagues S. E. and
from Cologne 18 leagues N. E.

HAMAH, Efiijihania, and the .Afiamea of Strabo, is a

town of Syria, situated in a narrow valley on the banks of
the Orontes. It lies between Aleppo and Tripoli, and is

about 30 leagues east of Tripoli, and 40 north of Damascus.
It was founded by Seleucus Nicanor, wlio supported no
fewer than 500 elephants in its fertile territory ; and is fa-

mous for having been the place where the Romans, under
Aurelius, defeated Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra. Hamah
was destroyed in 1157 by a dreadful earthquake, but was
afterwards rebuilt. This town is now celebrated for its

"

water works, in which the water is raised from the river by
wheels 32 feet in diameter. The water, falling into the
buckets, is elevated to the height of 30 feet, and discharged
into a reservoir, from which it is conveyed to the public
and private baths. The gardens around are very agreea-
ble and fertile, and the surrounding country is well adapt-
ed for wheat and cotton. The Maronites built a chapel

and a tomb here, fioni which arose a convent which is cele-
brated in that part of Syiia. There is here a strong castle.

Hamah is the seat of a Jacobite bishop, antl a pacha has tl-.e

government of all the canton. Population, 4000. See M.
De La Roquc's Voyage de Syric.

HAMBURGH is a free imperial city of the duchy of
Holstein in Lower Saxony, and one of the largest, lichest,

and most populous cities in Germany. It is situated on
the right or northern bank of the river Elbe, at the distance
of about seventy miles from its discharge into the German
Ocean. East Long. 9° 5G', North Lat. 53° 46'. The num-
ber of inhabitants fluctuates from 1 10,000 to 120,000.

The city is divided by a canal into the old and new town.
It is built partly on islands, and partly on the continent of
the north side of the Elbe. Towards the east it is washed
by the small river Bil, and towards the north by another
small river called the Alstcr, which forms a very large ba-

sin just without the town, and another about 1000 feet square
within the walls, after whicli it passes through different

parts of the city, and then discharges itself into the Elbe.

The several islands formed by the rivers Elbe and Alster,

on which the town is built, have a communication with each
other by eighty-four bridges. The whole city is surround-
ed by a lofty lampart and a broad ditch. The town, al-

though large and flourishing, is by no means elegant. Tiie

principal streets have long and broad canals, which are fill-

ed by the tide ; the others, especially in the old town, ai'e

mean, narrow, and ill paved. The houses are mostly built

alter tlie Dutch fashion, and very lofty, several of them be-

ing six or seven stories high. The warehouses of the
merchants are generally in iliu upper part of the building,

to prevent dai.iage from the frequent inundations occasion-

ed by high floods in the river, the back part of the houses
being commonly so near the water, that their vessels come
to unload at the very doors. The most beautiful parts of
town are the Jungfernstoig, which is the fashionable prome-
nade, especially on Sundays, and the streets and alleys along
the Alster. The principal public buildings in this city are,

the churches of St Peter, St Nicholas, St Catharine, St

Jiimes, St Michael, .St John, and the cathedral. These
are mostly Gothic structures, having lofty spires, beautiful

altars, and large organs. Erom the spire of the church of

St Michael, there is an extensive and charming view of

the town and its environs. The exchange, the orphan-house,

the several hospitals, the room-house, the house of Eim-
beck, and the obelisk in honour of Professor Busch, are al-

so worthy of notice.

Hamburgh was founded in the beginning of the 9th cen-

tury, by Charles, the eldest son of the Emperor Charle-

magne, who was commanded by his father to erect two forts

on the Elbe, with the view of repelling the incursions o£

the Venedi, a Sclavonic nation inhabiting the southern

coasts of the Baltic. The fort on the north side of the

river was called Hammenburg, (whence, by abbreviation,

Hamburgh,) or the castle near the wood, according to the

etymology of the name given by Christopher Silvius, an

ancient poet of Hamburgh :

Hamburgum silva cui notum nomen ab Hama,
Inter Billa tuos, et olorifer Alstria ductus.

This city has undergone a variety of revolutions. It

was made an archbishop's see by Lewis the Debonnaire in

833; but the see was afterwards transferred to Bremen.
Upon the extinction of the Carlovingian line, it became
subject to the dukes of Saxony, of whom it was afterwards

held by the counts of Holstein. Adolphus HI. in con-

deration of a sum of money, with which the Hamburghers
furnished him upon his expedition to the Holy Land, fa-
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voured them with a great many privileges, whicli were sub-

sequently confirmed by the Emperor Barbarossa. The ci-

tizens afterwards purchased their entire liberty from Albert

of Orlamund, Count of Holstein, for the sum of tifleeii

hundred marks of silver; and it was confirmed to ihem by

succeeding counts, as well as by Christian I. king of Den-
mark, after the county of Holstein had devolved to that

crown. The Danish kings, however, have, on several oc-

casions, revived their claims to the sovereignty of tliis city,

which has frequently obliged the inhabitants to pay very

large sums for the confirmation of their liberiics. But
Hamburgh was declared a free imperial city in the year

1618, and was summoned to the diet of the empire
in 1641.

The government of this city is vested in the senate and
the three colleges of burghers. The former exercises the

executive power, and has the right of assembling and dis-

solving the body of the burghers ; the latter grant taxes, and

administer the revenue. The senate consists of thirty-six per-

sons, viz. four burgomasters, four syndycs, twenty-four

counsellors, and four secretaries or clerks, the chief ofwhom
is called a prothonotary. The burgomasters and counsellors
only have votes. When a vacancy occurs, a new member is

chosen by lot. The members of the legislative body are cho-
sen from the five parishes or wards of the city. The first col-

lege consists of the aldermen, three of whom are chosen
by the inhabitants of each parish. Every parish also sends
nine persons to the second, and twenty-four to the third

college. The ordinary business is regularly brought by
the senate before this assembly; but when there is a new
law to be made, or a new tax to be raised, after having
passed this court, the measure must farther be laid before a
general assembly of the burghers, in which every inhabi-

tant householder may appear and give his vote.

Hamburgh is most advantageously situated for trade and
commerce, both foreign and domestic. The Elbe forms a

good harbour, being navigable for ships of large burthen
until within four miles of the town, when they must unload
into smaller vessels, which, by means of the canals which
traverse the city, can be brought to the very doors of the

warehouses. At the period when the Hanseatic league
was formed, Hamburgh became a principal member of that

celebrated confederacy, which brought the trade of the world
to the ports of the Baltic and the north of Germany. In
subsequent times, when the other nations of Europe, par-

ticularly the Dutch and the English, cultivated a more ex-
tensive commerce, the trade of Hamburgh, along with
that of the other Hanseatic towns, declined. But its situ-

ation is so favourable, that it has always been able to com-
mand a considerable commerce, especially when the great
maritime powers are at war, as Hamburgh then becomes
the great mart for colonial produce destined for the sup-
ply of the continent of Europe. During the war of the
French revolution, the trade of this city rapidly increased

;

and it still continued to enjoy the advantages of its situation,

capital, and credit, under the continental system adopted by
Bonaparte, in consequence of which, most of the ports of
Europe were shut against the commerce with England.
While the blockade of the Elbe continued, the merchants
of Hamburgh still carried on a profitable, though circui-
tous, trade, by the Danish ports of Tonningen and Husum.
But the prosperity of this commercial city received a se-
vere blow by its forcible seizure and unnatural incorpora-
tion with the French empire, and the subsequent plunder
of the bank. Since the overthrow of Bonaparte's system,
and the consequent return of Hamburgh under its old laws
and government, that city may be expected to recover, in
some measure, its former prosperity and importance.
The commerce of Hamburgh consists \st, In the ex-

port of its manufactured produce; 2illy, In the importa-
tion of foreign merchandise; and 3cllj, In the re-exporta-
tion of these last articles to different parts of the continent.

The principal manufactures of this tily art, the refining of
sugar, the printiii;^ of cotton clotlis, the manufacture of vel-

vets and silk stuffs, of laces, metal buttons, knit stockings,
sail cloth, Sec. The establishments for the refining of sugar,
which are very numerous, have been loiigflourisliing, and arc
esteemed among the best in Europe. It lias been calculated

thalthey produceddaily 700 small loaves of sugar, of about 3J

pounds weight, and 400 large loaves, from 6 to 7 pounds.
The raw sugar is procured chiefly from England, the earth

used in purifying it from Rouen, and a great part of tlie

manufactured article is exported to Russia. The printing

oi cotton formerly employed twelve establishments, whicti

gave occupation to 600 workmen each; but their number
has been since greatly reduced, in consequence of similar

manufactories having been established in other countries.

There are about twenty establishments for the manufacture
of velvets and laces, which are exported to Russia and
different parts of Germany. The manufacture of silk stuffs

and woollens is inconsiderable, and only for home consump-
tion. Thatof knit stockingsisof more importance. They are

sent into the interior of Germany, and some occasionally to

Italy. Dyeing forms another branch of the manufactures of

Hamburgh, whose dyers are esteemed the best in Germany.
Besides its own manufactures, Hamburgh imports from
England, I'rance, Holland, Italy, kc. all sorts of rich silk

stuffs, and the finest velvet brocades, besides fine cloths of

all kinds, for the purpose of re-exportation. This city

also exports timber to a considerable amount annually, par-
ticularly to France and Spain.

The number of vessels which entered the port of Ham-
burgh in 1791 was 1484; and the value of the imports,
for the same year, amounted to 1 1 2,554,026 livres, or about
4,689,751/. sterling. After the raising of the blockade of

the Elbe, the number of shipping which annually entered

the port was calculated at from 1900 to 2000. The num-
ber of vessels belonging to the merchants of Hambur,gh,
and employed by them, amounted to about 400.

The bank of Hamburgh was established in the year 1619
upon the same principles with that of Amsterdam. I.t was
intended as a general fund for the convenience of the mer-
chants, who, by means of this institution, make and receive

payment, without the intervention of specie, by a mere
transfer in the books of the bank. The specie deposited
consists of bank dollars and ingots of silver. This specie
has no ordinary circulation ; consequently the fund always
remains entire; and the money of the bank thus serves as

a standard for measuring the value of all other specie. The
bank closes every year, from the last day of December to

the 14th of January, for the purpose of balancing the books.
It is under the direction of four of the principal persons of
the city ; and no person is entitled to have an account with
it, who is not either a citizen or an inhabitant. There are
two kinds of money at Hamburgh ; real money, and mo-
ney of account; the latter being partly real and partly

imaginary. The mark lub. which is equal to about 1*. 6rf.

of our money, is divided into sixteen shillings, and each shil-

ling into twelve fennings, or pence. The rix-dollar con-

tains three marks lub. It is called the rix-dollar current,

which must not be confounded with the rix-dollar of the

bank, the latter being more valuable, and e(|ual to about

4s. lOf/. of our money. In general, the money of the bank
is worth from 15 to 20 per cent, more than the current mo-
ney, and the difference in exchange is called agio. Besides

these, they have gold ducats, current at seven marks, more
or less, and double ducats at fourteen marks. Foreign gold

is also received at its intrinsic value, according to the rate
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of exchange, which is regularly advertised t'vice a week.

Tl,€ b.iik receives payment in its own money (inly. In the

ycai- 1725, ilie magiiitialcs of flaniLiuryh resolved to coin

soim- new .specie, which is called the new curre[it money of

H,ii:ibui-gl., and consists of pieces of 1 and 2 marks, of

eigdt shilling's, or half a maik, four shillings, or a quarter

niarli, ind several of sir.aller denomination, conformable to

the standard of the ok' dollar. The oi,'io fortiiis specie, in

exchange with the bank, was fi.>ied at 16 per cent. A new
bi'ik was also established, at the same tune, ior the conve-

nience of the town, which could not receive any money but

tiiat coined in the city, the agio being regulated by a com-
bination between the two banks. IJy these means, busi-

ness is conducted with more ease and regularity, and the

merchants arc not liable to loss from the difference of value

in tlie several denominations. Tlie usance, or course of

exchange, is at fifteen days sight, for bills drawn on any part

of Germany ; a month's date, for those drawn on France
or on London ; and two months for those drawn on Venice,

or on Spain or Portugal. There are twelve days of grace
allowed, including the day of the bill's falling due, the

Sundays, and holidays.

The chamber of marine insurance was instituted in 1705.

Six of the most wealthy merchants provided a fund, which
was divided into 500 actions, or shares, of 100/. each ; and
the business has been conducted with the greatest success.

There are also establishments for the other species of in-

surance. In the Lombard, or town pledge house, money
is advanced, at an interest of six per cent, on every kind of

goods and merchandise, without the intervention of a bro-

ker. When the time during which the sum was lent has
expired, the goods must be redeemed ; otherwise they are

sold for their value, and the excess is faithfully transmitted

to the person to whom they belonged. By this institution

the town is said to gain about 150,000 crowns annually.

The police of this city is admirable. There are few or
no beggars in the streets, as the magistrates take care to

employ the indigent, who are able and willing to work, in

the manufactvire of knit-stockings, and to send all vaga-
bonds and sturdy beggars, who reluse to work, to the house
ol correction. The few who are incapable of labour are
maintained by their respective parishes. The establish-

ments for the poor, indeed, are no where more liberal or
better administered tlian at Hamburgh. They have a very
large hospital for orphans, which possesses a revenue
amounting to between six and seven thousand pounds.
There is also a large hospital for the reception of poor in-

firm labourers, and another for aged and disabled seamen;
besides many smaller institutions for poor widowers and
widows, &c. ; with two houses of correction, the Zucht-
Ilaus, and the Sfiinn-Haiis, in which malefactors are kept
close at work, with a spare diet.

Citizenship, at Hamburgh, is personal. The son of a
citizen, therefore, is not a c ilizen of right, but must pur-
chase his franchise. A Hamburgher, or a stranger, who
does not chuse to purchase the citizenship, must pay a

stipulated sum annually to the town, to entitle him to en-

gage in trade as a merchant, besides all the other duties and
imposts to which the other citizens are liable. The income
of the state is very large. It is composed partly of stand-

ing sources of revenue, and partly of occasional taxes
granted by the community. The aggregate revenue is es-

timated at 3,800,000 marks, or about 285,000/. sterling.

The establisiied religion of the city is the Lutheran, and no
other public exercise of religion is tolerated. But per-

sons ol a different persuasion may have an opportunity of
attending worship at the chapels of the foreign envoys who
reside in the city. The number of the clergy, including
those of the dependent territories, amounts to fifty-three.

The chief dependencies of this city arc, the river Alster,
the bailiage of Ham, some islands and low lands on the
Elbe; and besides some districts acquired from Holstein,
the bailiage of Ritzcbuttel, to the north of the duchy of

^
Bremen, including the port of Cuxhaven, and the isle call-

ed Neuwerk, situated opposite to that port.

'i"he Katlis-KelUr, or town cellar, may be reckoned one
of the curiosities of Hamburgh. It is an immense sub-
terraneous cavern, which is filled principally with Rhenish
wine. Several halls and chambers have been formed, for
the entertainments frequently given there by the inhabi-
tants and stranger.s. It is under the direction of a burgo-
master, three senators, and three burghers; but the im-
mediate management is committed to a steward, who makes
a profitable business of it. There is also an apothecaries'
hall belonging to the town, which contains a great quantity
of every possii)le species of drugs. These being superior
to those sold by the other apothecaries, have a considera-
ble sale, and produce much profit to the city.

In Hamburgh there are numerous schools, libraries,
and literary institutions, which reflect honour on the en-
ligiitened taste of its inhabitants ; besides several valua-
ble collections of paintings and prints, and cabinets of na-
tural history, kc. which sufficiently prove that the arts
and sciences have not been neglected amidst the pursuits
of commerce. This city has been, at different periods,
the residence of many literary characters of the first emi-
nence, among whom the names of Lessing and Klopstock
are conspicuous. The principal amusements of the inha-
bitaiits are music and dancing, card-playing and billiards;
in winter riding upon sledges ; and, in summer, walking
or riding to public gardens in the environs of the town.
There is a French and a German theatre ; and the musi-
cal drama, or opera, has long been cultivated with activity
and success at Hamburgh. The compositions of Keiser,
Matheson, Handel, and Telemann, who all commenced
their carrier in this city, are the most celebrated. C. P.
E. Bach, the greatest musician of his time, succeeded
Telemann as music director in 1767, and retained the
situation until his death in 1788.
The merchants of Hamburgh are very luxurious in

their style of living ; the tone of society is easy and ani-
mated ; and there is no place where strangers are enter-
tained with more hospitality. See Nugent's Travels
through Germany ; Riesbeck's Travels ; Peuchet Diet,
cle la Geog. Com. vol. iv. ; Reichard, Guide des Voyageurs ;
Account of the management of the Poor in Hamburgh

;

Hamburgische Kunstler-A''achrichten. Hamburgh, 1794. (z)

HAMEL, DU, Du Monceau, Henry Lewis, an emi-
nent vegetable physiologist, was born at Paris », the year
1700. In the Memoirs of the Academy for 1728, he pub-
lished an Essay on ' a Parasitical Fungus, {Sclerotium
Crocorum of Persoon), which infests the roots of the
cultivated saffron ; and, in the same year, appeared his

Treatise on the Propagation of Trees by Grafting. His
principal works on Botany and Vegetable Physiology were
the following

:

1. Trail e de la Culture des 2'erres. Published in 6 vols,

from 1750 to 1761.

2. Klemens d'Agriculture. 2 vols. 12 mo. 1764. This
work was translated into English, German, and Spanish.

3. Traite des Arbres el Arbustes yui se cultivent en
France en /ileine terre. 2 vols. 4to 1755.

4. Physique des Arbres. 2 vols. 4to. 1758. This is

the principal work of Du Hamel.
5. Des Semis et Plantations des Arbres et de leur Cul-

ture. 410. 1760.

6. De £,'Exploitation des Bois, ou moyen de tirer fiarti

des taillia demi futayes et haut futayes. 2 vols. 4to. 1769,
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7. Du Tramtjiorti de la conservation, et de la force du.

Bois. 4to 1767. See ouf article Caupentkv. See also

\he Mem. Mad. Par. 1742, 1741, 1764, 1767, 1768.

8. Traite des Jrbres Fruiticrs. 2 vols. 4lo. 1768.

Du Hamel was also the author of a treatise on the cul-

tivation and preparation of madder. His works on the

mechanical arts are numerous. The following, which were

published separately, arc the most important

:

1

.

Art de /aire les cartes a joucr.

2. Jirt du Couvreur. See Mem. Acad. Par. 1766. Hist.

156.

3. Traite de la Corderie perfectionnie.

4. Art du Drajiier. See Mem. Acad. 1765. Hist. 132.

5. An de /aire des Tapis. See Mem. Acad. 1765, Hisl.

157.

6. Art de /riser et de ratiner les etoffes de Laine. See

Mem. Acad. 1766, Hist. 156.

7. Art de CEpinglier. See Mem. Acad. 1761, Hist.

152.

8. Art de forger les enclwnes. See Mem. Acad. 1762,

Hist. 188.

9. Art de Peche.

10. Architecture J^avale. 4to. Par. 1758. See Mem.
Acad. 1752, Hist 141.

11. Art de la Fabrique des Ancres. See Mem. Acad.

1761, Hist 152.

12. Art de Fabriquer lea Pipes.

13. Art du Potier de terre.

14. Art du Serrurier.

15. Art de reduire le fer en fil d'orchal. Sec Mem. Adac.
1763, Hist. 128, 1778, Hist. 110.

M. Du Hamel died at Paris in 1782. See Botanv,
p. 30.

HAMELN, formerly called Quern or Muc/ilen-l/ameln,

is a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Hanover. It is

situated in a pleasant territory, at the confluence of the

Hamel and the Weser. It is very strongly fortified, and

contains some good buildings, particularly the Hotel dc
Villc. Its barracks can accommodate a whole battalion.

A fine sluice was erected here in 1734, by George II. for

the purpose of facilitating the navigation of the Weser.
by which the town carries on a considerable trade. Hameln.
has been celebrated for its tanneries, ils breweries of beer,

and for the manufactures which were established by the

French refugees. There is here a refinery of sugar. At
the mouth of a cave not far from the town is a monument,
erected to commemorate the loss of 130 children, who
were swallowed up in 1284. From the fort there is a very

fine view of the surrounding country. Population 4000.

Distance 30 miles south-west from Hanover.
HAMILCAR. See Carthage.

HAMILTON, Alexander, first secretary of the trea-

sury of the United States, a native of the island of St Croix,

was born in the year 1757. His father was an English

gentleman ; and his mother an American lady. At the

age of sixteen, he was placed at Columbia College, in the

city of New-York ; where he continued about three years.

He was discovered, while engaged in his collegiate studies,

to be a youth of most promising abilities. The contest be-

tween Great Britain and her then colonies of America en-

gaged the attention, and employed the talents of many' dis-

tinguished gentlemen on both sides. The pen of Mr Hamil-
ton was early exercised in the support of the colonies. He
asserted their claims against very respectable writers. His
anonymous papers exhibited such evidences of wisdom,
that they were ascribed to Mr John Jay, then in the pos-

session of extensive fame as a statesman. When the real

author was discovered, the Arnericans beheld with astonish-

ment a youth of nineteen in the society of their ablest advo-
cates. The first sound of war awakened his martial spirit.

He entered the revolutionary army as captain of artillery
;

and soon conciliated the good opinion of his brethren in

arms. He early attracted the notice of the commander in

chief, Washington, who, in 1777, appointed him his aid,

with the brevet-rank of lieutenant-colonel. His sound un-
derstanding, comprehensive views, application, and prompti-
tude in duty, soon gained him the entire confidence of the

general. In such company, it was natural that his genius
should expand. By an alliance with Washington, by a close
and discriminate survey of his military plans, by observing
his consummate prudence, and by an attentive inspection of
the resources he employed, in the preservation and main-
tenance of the army, in the most critical and embarrassing
circumstances, he himself became eminently qualified for

command. Throughout the war, he was active and ardent
in the cause of independence ; often rendered the most
valuable services in the field ; and was ever an able coun-
sellor and expert amanuensis in the general's cabinet. In
the campaign of 1781, which terminated with the capture
of Lord Cornwallis, colonel Hamilton commanded a bat-

talion of light infantry. At the siege of York, when the
second parallel was opened, two redoubts of the enemy, iji

advance of his works several hundred yards, flanked "it,

and very much annoyed the Americans in the trenches.
The commander in chief determined to have them carried
by storm. The assault upon one was committed to Ame-
rican, and on the other to French troops. In tlie detach-
ment of Americans, colonel Hamilton, at his own earnest
request, led the advance, consisting of two battalions. Late
in the afternoon, on the 14th of October, 1781, the several

detachments rushed to the charge, without firing a single

musket. The redoubts were assailed with irresistible im-
petuosity, and carried, unexpectedly, with little sacrifice of
life. The enemy, in his feeble attempt to repel the storm,
lost eight men. Notwithstanding the irritation lately occa-
sioned in the American army, by an unwarrantable and
savage slaughter of a surrendering garrison in Fott Gris-
wold, not one man was killed who had ceased to make re-

sistance. The forbearance of the irritated and victorious

assailants, who commenced the charge with a determination

to be revenged upon the murderers of their countrymen,
was ascribed, in both armies, to the merciful interposition

of colonel Hamilton.
With the conclusion of the war, which resulted in the in-

dependence of the United States, like his great friend, colo-

nel Hamilton laid otT the sword ; and, having married
destitute of fortune, began the study of the law, with a

view to the support of his family. He was admitted to

the bar, after a short course of preparatory reading ; and
soon rose to eminence in the profession. But his private

pursuits could not wholly detach him from a regard to the

public welfare.

In 1782 he was elected a representative in congress, from
New-York, and occupied a very high rank in that body.
Some of the most important business, ever transacted in

the congress of the confederation, came under consideration

while he was a member. It has been generally reputed,

and the journals of the house abundantly prove, that he was
the author of some, and an auxiliary in many, of the very
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impoitant measures then adopted. He was jicrluips uni-

I'oniily a member, and several times chairman, of the toin-

mittees, to whom was confided the laborious duties of prior

investigation, and reporting on such sul)jeets as were deem-
ed most vitally interesting to the nation. Those reports,

notoriously prepared by himself, arc full of eloquence,

energy, and wisdom.
Tlie violence, meditated against the property and persons

oftliose who remained in the city of New. York during tiic

late war, called forth his generouse.Kertions in their behalf.

By Ills iullucnce, and the aid of governor Qeorge Clinton, the

faithless and resentful schemes against them weic defeated.

On this occasion he published two celebrated pamphlets,

under the signature of Phocion, addressed to the consider-

ate citizens of New-York. Those excellent prodi-iclions

had the happy cflect of calming the vindictive passions of

the people, informing their minds as to the obligations

arising out of the conclusion of the treaty of peace, and
llnally convincing them, that moderation and justice were
not only most honourable, but most consistent with sound
policy.

In the year 1786, colonel Hamilton was a member of the

legislature of Ne\^- York. During the session, a collision,

on the subject of territorial rights, which had subsisted be-

tween the people of that state, and the inhabitants of the

territory, now state of Vermont, was quieted. It had be-

come extremely violent, and menacing to the peace of that

section of the United States. The hoppy result has been
miiversally attributed to the wisdom of his measures, the in-

llueuceof his charactei, the moderation of his temper, and
tlie efiect of his clotiueiice. Out of the pacification arose

the independence of the state of Vermont, which was ad-
mitted into the union in 1791.

Beioie the expiration of the session of the legislature, in

\vhich his great talents had been so happily exerted, he was
elected one of the representatives of the state of New-York,
in the convention at I'biladtlphia, whose deliberations re-

sulted in the formation of the federal constitution, which
was afterwards adopted by the several states. No more
weighty and highly responsible duties were ever conferred
upon any assemblage of men, than those committed to the

wisdom and prudence of the convention. They were none
other than the preservation of the independence of the

United States, after it had been asserted by the sword, and
at the price of much valuable blood ; and an equal distiibu-

tion, among the people, of the rights, burthens, and bene-
fits, which spring from govcnniient. The articles of con-

federation, formed in the season of war, and under the pres-

sure of common danger, were found inadequate to the ef-

ficient government of the same country and people, in the

lime of peace and commercial ente!i>iize. A radical re-

form became necessary.

The seveiv.1 confederations, at various periods, among
the American colonies, for the purposes of defence, had left

an impression on the jniblic mind, of the practicability of
permanent union. Fiom the want of ])ower, in that which
carried the country safely and successfully thiough the war,

to do any thing having the authority of law, tiie afTairs of

the Uiiitcd States became exceedingly peiplexed. Com-
mercial jealousies were fast inci-easiiig among the several

states, and countervailing measures were resorted to, not

calculated to maintain the good understanding, which it was
hoped would continue to exist among states that harmo-
nized in the resistance of a common enemy. The sufl'er-

ings of the inhabitants were increased by obstructions in

their trade, from which they had been free while colonists.

That intercourse with the West Indies, from which they had
usually derived great supplies of gold and silver, was for-

bidden them, in their novel capacity of independent states.

Their fisheiies received a severe check, in their exclusion
from several ports in which they had been accustomed to

find ready sale of the fruits of their industry. These evils

were still further aggravateil by the stoppage of the boun-
ty on whale oil, to which, when British subjects, they were
entitled. To atld to their misfortunes, they could no long-
er navigate the Mediterranean in safely ; a piivilege which
they had enjoyed while members of the I5i itish empire.
Unable to defend themselves against the barbariati corsairs,

they were obliged cither to quit the sea, or insure their

trade at a ruinous i)remium. In short, the channels of com-
merce, which had been familiar to them, in their new cha-
racter of citizens of the United States were completely
changed. I'or the sums needed in the public service, the
congress of the confederation continued to send forth annua!
requisitions; but, as they rested merely upon the recom-
mendation of that body, it was optional with the slate legis-

latures to grant them. They were consequently disregard-
ed by some of the states, and but partially complied with
by others. Fiom this failure of public justice, a deluge of
evils was likely to flow. It was moreover swelled by an
imfavourable balance of trade. The ravages of armies, and
the interruption of a free communication between America
and Europe, during the war, had multiplied tlie wants of
the former. An inundation of European manufactures was,
therefore, one of the early incidents which followed the es-

tablishment of peace. They were purchased by the Ame-
ricans far beyond their means of payment. Adventurers,
grasping at tlie profits of trade with the new formed states,

exported to America goods to a great amount ; exceeding
vhat cither prudence or policy could justify. The Ame-
ricans found themselves involved m debt, to tlie discharge of
wliich their resources were unequal. In many instances

these debts were conli acted on credit, by persons to whom
the United Slates were indebted. Presuming on the jus-
tice and ability of their country, they had involved them-
selves in private engagements, trusting, for the means of
discharging their obligations, on payment from the public.

To relieve their constituents from the pressure of multi-
plied and accumulating evils, congress felt its inadequacy

;

and called on the states to enlarge their powers, and particu-

larly to entrust them with the regulation of commerce ; at

least for a limited number of years. Some states complied
with the call ; but others fettered their grants with such
conditions as i)revciited the formation of an uniform sys-

tem. From the combined operation of these causes and
efTects, trade languished ; credit expired

;
gold and silver

vanished ; and real property depreciated to an alarming
extent. Instead of creating an artificial medium of circu-

lation by fimding their debts, several of the states, to alle-

viate the diotrcises aiising from the want of money, adopt-
ed the fallacious expedient of emitting papei', to supply the

idace of gold and silver; but the remedy increased the dis-

ease. Owing to the imbecility of the existing government,
the public debt could not be funded upon any basis that

would com.mand confidence ; and the advantage of substi-

tuting it for metal, as the basis of a national monied insti-

tution, was lost. The people began to feel disappointment
in their expectations of prosperity and happiness as the

Iruits of independence. The calamities of war were follow-

ed by another class of evils, dilTerent in their origin, but not

less oppressive in their conseciuences. The citizens were
now peculiarly liable to be led into fatal error They were
sensible of pressure, and, not knowing precisely from wdiat

sources it oiiginated, or how to remedy it, became restless,

and ready to adopt any desperate measures recommended
by ambitious and turbulent leaders. In this irritable state,

all insurrection actually commenced with a number of the

citizens of Massachusetts, who, sore with their enlarged por-
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tion of public calaniity, were induced, by scdiiioiis dema-

gogues, to make open resistance to llic operations of tlieii-

own free government. The votaries of liberty and inde-

pendence Ijcgan to be less sanguine in their hopes from the

revohition ; and to fear that Ihcy liad leared a visionary

fabric of government on fallacious ideas of public virtue.

At length, however, recurrence was had to the good sense

of the people for tlie rectification of fundamental disorders.

The congress adopted a resohilion to the following etVect

:

" That in their opinion it was expedient, that, o nthe second

Monday of May, 1787, a convention of delegates, who shall

have been appointed by the several states, be held at Phila-

delphia, for the sole and express purpose of revising the ar-

ticles of confederation, and reporting to congress, and the

several legislatures, such alterations and provisions therein,

as shall, when agreed to in congress, and confirmed by the

states, render the federal constitution adequate to the exi-

gencies of government, and the preservation of the union."

The states accordingly appointed delegates, who assembled

in convention, at Philadelphia, at the time appointed. Ge-
neral Washington was nominated president, on the organi-

zation of that illustrious and patriotic body. After delibe-

rating nearly four months with closed doors, the conven-

tion agreed upon a plan of government, which was report-

ed to congress, " as the result of a spirit of amity, and of

that mutual deference and concession, which the peculiari-

ty of their political situation rendered indispensable;" and

that, in their opinion, " it should be submitted to a conven-

tion of delegates chosen in each state, by the people there-

of, under the recommendation of their legislature, for their

assent and ratification." The plan of government, reported

by the convention, was the present constitution of the Unit-

ed States ; which was adopted by the people of the several

states in conventions assembled. A glance at the political

condition of the country, and an accurate estimation of the

dispositions of its inhabitants, at the very solemn and inter-

esting juncture when the convention met at Philadelphia,

will sufficiently attest the fortitude of its members, in un-

dertaking, at such a period, the formation of a government
to be spontaneously adopted, and yet to be sufficiently ener-

getic to enforce obedience to its authority. Great was their

responsibility; and heavy was the load of anxiety which
must have hung on their minds, lest their efibrts should

at last be lost in failure.

The particular services of colonel Hamilton, in the con-

vention, are not accurately known to the public, as that

body sat in conclave, and their journals have never been
published. It has been remarked, however, by a very re-

spectable member of the convention from a neighbouring
state, " that, if the constitution should not succeed on trial,

Mr Hamilton was less responsible for such a result than any

other member; for he fully and frankly pointed out to the

convention, what, he apprehended, were the infirmities to

which it was liable : And that, if it answered the fond ex-
pectations of the public, the community would be more
indebted to him than to any other member ; for, after its

essential outlines were agreed to, he laboured most indefci-

tigably to heal those infirmities, and to guard against the

evils to which they might expose it." It is believed that,

in this declaration, his colleague did not do him more
than justice.

After the publication of the constitution, colonel Hamil-
ton, in concert with Mr Jay, of New-York, arid Mr Madi-
son, of Virginia, commenced the publication of the Fede-
ralist ; a series of essays under the signature of Publius,
addressed to the people of New- York, in support of the
constitution, and in favour of its adoption. These pa-
pers made their first appearance, in the public prints,

early in November, 1787. The series was not concluded
until a short time previous to the meeting of the state con-

vention, ill June 1788. It is well understood that Mr Jay
took upon himself a slender share of the work; that .Mr Ma-
dison composed not a few numbers ; but tliat colonel Ha-
milton was not only principal author, and wrote at least

three-fourths of the voiumLS, but superintended its |)uljli-

calioii. 'I'lie Federalist is not to be classed among those

ephemeral productions calculated only for party purposes,
and, when tiiose purposes are served, to sink into oblivion.

It is a profound and learned disquisition on the principles of

federal representative government; and combines an ardent

attachment to public liberty, with an accurate discernment
of the dangers resulting from an excessive jealousy of
power. It will endure as long as the republican institu-

tions of the United States; on which it is a luminous and
eloquent commentary. Tlie Federalist was translated and
published in France, by Buisson, just as its inhabitants were
setting out in the mad career ot their revolution. By the

sedate and learned politicians of that country, it was esteem-
ed a most excellent work. Tlie wild, furious, and unsta-

ble partizaiis, who conducted the people to the perpetra-

tion of the most shocking cruellies, deemed it aristocrati-

cal in its tendency. If the leaders of the French revolution

had thoroughly studied the Federalist, and received light

from this western star, they might possibly have rescued
the people from the fury of their tempestuous passions ;

from a continued vibration between scenes of folly and scenes

of horror; and conducted them in safety to peace, indepen-

dence and liberty. In the United States the Federalist had

great popularity ; circulated through every part of the coun-

try ; enlightened the understandings of the people on the

nature of government ; and warmly disposed them to a pre-

ference of the federal representative system. It was emi-
nently successful in the end intended by its authors.

Colonel Hamilton was a member of the state convention

of New-York, which assembled in the summer of 1788, to

deliberate on the adoption of the Federal constitution. It

had to encounter very serious opposition. For a time, the

issue of the contest between its advocates and opponents
was doubtful ; but his argument and eloquence at length

overcame hostility, carried conviction to the minds of its

adversaries, and finally, and most happily for the union,

procured its adoption by the populous and powerful state

of New-York.

On the organization of the federal government, in 1789,

the president, Washington, selected colonel Hamilton as

the secretary of the treasury. The duties of that depart-

ment, intrinsically difficult, and connected with high respon-

sibilities, were confessedly, at the time, encumbered by
much embarrassment and entanglement, produced by the

operation of temporary but influential causes ; and when
recurrence is had to the measures that were originated,

matured, and vindicated by him, the candid mind is over-

whelmed with astonishment, in the contemplation of the va-

rious powers of his vigorous and exalted mind. His re-

ports are so many didactic dissertations, laboriously

wrought, and highly finished, on some of the most intricate

and abstract subjects in political economy. Among his re-

ports it is proper particularly to designate, as the most in-

teresting, those of January, 1790, on a provision for the sup-

port of the public credit; of December, 1790, on the

establishment of a national bank; of December, 1791, on

the subject of manufactures; and of January, 1795, on ^
plan for the further support of public credit.

Colonel Flamilton was justly regarded by the intelligent

and candid public men in his day, and is now almost uni-

versally reputed, the founder of the public credit of this

country. He raised it from the dust, and placed it on sound
foundations. If it have ever been shaken, the casualty did

not arise from any defect in his system, but in the depar-
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ture from it, by some of his more rcceiit successors. So

terribly was tlie country menaced, by tbc effects of the tem-

porary abaiKlonmciit of his financial axioms, in the course

of the more recent war between the United States and

Great Britain, that it may well be asserted they will never

a^ain be suspended They have now become the lunda-

mental principles of the treasury department. The main

spring of public credit, according to the now established

fiscal principles of the United States, is good faith ; and a

punctual performance of contracts. That the national credit

might be placed beyond the reach of doubt, suspicion, or

distrust, those enemies to the equal and steady operation of

all monied institutions, whether under the direction of in-

dividual associations or of government, he urged on con-

gress the express renunciation, by law, of all right to tax

the public stocks, or to sequester at any time, or on any

pretence, the property of foreigners therein. He qualified

the United States to know, develope, and realize their im-

mense resources. Under his administration, the finances

advanced to a point of prosperity beyond all expectations.

Nor was the credit of the government confined to its own
constituents. The stocks of the United States engaged
the notice and commanded the attention of capitalists in

every part of Europe. At the present moment, in Eng-
land, six per cent, per annum is above par. It will be

observed, in reading his reports on tlie means of supporting

public credit, that he was unfriendly to the accumulation

of public debt. He considered a heavy load of debt a dis-

ease of the most baneful character; and often fatal to free

governments. He maintained that it ought to be guarded
against with provident foresight, and inflexible persever-

ance. It was a fundamental maxim in his system of pub-

lic credit, and which he uniformly exhibited in his prac-

tice, that the creation of debt should always be accomfiatiied

with securities filedged for its extinguishment. Tnc ob-

servance of this wholesome and well-tried specific is the

true recipe to render public credit immortal. In his last

report in relation to the national debt, he recommended a

provision to augment the sinking fund, so as to render it

commensurate with the whole debt of the United States ;

and proposed to secure that fund by a stipulation the most
inviolable, no less than to make the application of the fund

to the object a part of the contract with tlie creditor. By
such means, and with such efforts, did he support the ini-

tiation of the new government, in its most tender and de-

licate department ; and build up and establish on solid prin-

ciples the important interests of the nation confided to his

care. He has left little else to be done by his successors,

than to follow his precepts ; and earn to themselves fame,
by imitating his administration.

His report on manufactures is perhaps the most elabo-

rate performance he left on the files of his office. It is dis-

tinguished for extensive research, judicious application o*'

the knowledge attained, and an accurate estimate of th'i'°'

licy of encouraging the manufacturing interest. ;•' ^" ^®'

sential feature in the independence of the ny'^"- ^^}^ re-

port adopts the principles of the mercaf-"'*^ system, in op-

position to the celebrated Adair yi'iith and the French

economists. They attacked t'- combined manufacturing

and meicantilc inli rests -/"liieat Britain, as founded upon

oppressive inonopolv ; and contended for entire freedom of

comnierce and ipciiistry, undiverted and unimpeded by

government, as the best means of advancing nations to

prosperity ami greatness. The secretary combated with

the greatest ability some of the dogmas of these philoso-

phers ; and mai;it:'inecl liis favourite system as much by
the power of his logic, as by illustrative and pertinent re-

ference to the experience of those nations, at once success-

ful in commerce and great in the productions of art. It is
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now twenty-six years since his report on manufactures was
made to congress. Just now his opinions on that great
branch of natural economy are becoming popular in the
United States. Societies arc now forming in every part
of the country, composed of gentlemen in all the various
pursuits of life, expressly to procure and disseminate in-

formation tending to encourage the manufacturing interests

of the nation. Memorials, of most interesting and impres-
sive character for eloquence, correct principles, and pa-
triotic devotion, have been published to the people; and
committees appointed, to stimulate the federal government
to a particular patronage of that branch of industry and
political strength. These memorials and committees
espouse the sentiments which were assumed by secretary

Hamilton. In this particular, as on the subjects of the

funded debt and national bank, the experience of the last

quarter of a century has clearly proved, that he was, in his

time, more correctly impressed as to the true interests and
policy of the United States, and better understood their

political and domestic economy, than any other statesman
who has been at all prominent in their public affaiis. All
his official reports are remarkable for wide research, pro-

found thought, close logic, and precision of expression.

His labours in the treasury department, united with the in-

tegrity with which he conducted it, and which the most pe-
netrating inquisition into all the avenues of his office could
never bring into question, will form with posterity the fairest

monument of his fame.

In his capacity of secretary of the treasury, he wa3 also

one of the executive counsellors ; and it is believed few,

if any, matters of moment were transacted without the sanc-

tion of his opinions. The period of his confidential and of-

ficial connection with the government was unusually criti-

cal. The French revolution raged with great violence
;

and threatened to involve the whole civilized \yorld in its

inflammatory course. A war of great inveteracy existed be-

tween Great Britain and France. At this crisis, M. Genet
was sent minister to the United States, charged with secret

instructions, afterwards published, to excite the American
people to make common cause with France. To meet
this important epoch, in consonance with the advice of se-

cretary Hamilton, a proclamation of neutrality was issued

by the president. To defend that prudent measure.against

the prejudices and passions which the French minister was
enabled to excite, the essays under the signature of Pad-
Jicus were published. These essays were written by the

secretary in the summer of 1793; and of all his publications,

none appeared at a more seasonable juncture, or produced

a more salutary effect. Their end was to prove, that the

president ''"d competent authority to issue the proclama-

tion of ''SUtrality ; that it only went to declare the existing

]3..iul relations of the American government; and that, as

the constitutional executor of tlie laws, it was his bounden
duty to see them faithfully observed ; that the United
States were under no obligations from existing treaties to

become a party in the war between England and France ;.

that, considering the peculiar origin and nature of their con-

tention, the United States had sufficient reasons against any
interference; that the obligations of gratitude imposed up-
onnations the mutual returns of good will and benevolence,

but were no sufficient grounds for taking part in their wars;

and that those obligations more naturally pointed to the

hand from which antecedent favours had been received,

and which, in the present case, was the airiiable and unfor-

tunate monarch, whom the revolution in France had recent-

ly swept from his throne. The proclamation afterwards

received the sanction of congress, and of the community at

large.

in January 1795, secretary Hamilton resigned the direc-

Ff
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tionof the tieasuiy departmcnl, and once more rcUniiedto

private life. He still felt himself charged to vindicate

unother important measure of the government, of which he

had been a strenuous advocate; hut which !iad been tlislort-

cd not a little by party-misrepresentation—Jay's treaty with

Great Britain. This treaty had to cnLOUiiter inveterate

prejudices, which had their root in the animosities of the

i-evolutionary war, and which had been rekindled, and arm-

ed with increased violence, by the cHccts of the I'rcnch

revolution on the minds of the Amciican people. Even at

this day, it is delicate to comment on some of the events

produced by the spirit of parly at that pei iod. The cx-secre-

t<ary devoted all his leisure from professional avocations, in

the summer of 1795, to a defence of the treaty, in a series of

essays, under the signature of Camilliis. Error and pre-

judice were dissipated by their point and truth. The treaty

was ratified ; and the nation conseciuently derived great and

immediate advantages from the provisions relating to the

western posts, and the liquidation of unsettled claims ; and

subsequently enjoyed a long course ofcommercial prosperity.

The last great occasion which called secretary Hamilton
upon the theatre of public action, arose in 1798. France

for some years had been making depredations upon the

commerce of the United States. A pacific adjustment by

negociation had been repeatedly attempted on their part

without success. Their miiuster had been refused audi-

ence. Three ministers extraordinary had been treated with

unwairantable contumely ; and money was demanded of

them on the most degrading terms, and in the most indig-

nant manner. The door of reconciliation being thus closed,

they had left no honourable alternative but open and deter-

mined resistance of injury and insult. France was a pow-
er the most terrible in strengtii ; the most daring in pro-

ject; the least scrupulous in the choice of means ; the

most fatal to its victims, of any that a righteous Provicience

had hitherto permitted to rise up for the chastisement of

the human race. All the republican states of Europe
•within her wide-spreading grasp, the United Netherlands,
Geneva, the Swiss Cantons, Genoa, and Venice, had already
been prostrated by her arms, or her still more formidable
caresses. She was at the moment rioting in schemes of
universal domination ; and was actually fitting out a vast
armament, in the ports of the Mediterranean, for some ex-
pedilion of conquest or plunder. At this portentous peri-

od, the ex-secretary published The Stand, a series of es-

says, under the signature of Titua Majilius, with the view
to arouse his fellow-citizens to a sense of impending danger,
and to prevail on the government without delay to adopt
measures of defence, at once vigorous and rnanly.

The Si'nnf/ glowingly pourtrays the conduci of revolu-
tionary France towards her own people, and towaroa other
nations; and shows that she had undermined the main pj.
lars of civilized society ; that she betrayed a plan to disor-

ganize the human understanding itself, by destroying all re-

ligious sentiment, and perverting a whole nation to atheism
;

that her ruling passions were ambition and libertinism ; and
that she aimed equally to proselyte, subjugate, and debase
every government without distinction, to efiect the elevation

and aggrandizement of the " Great Nation." It details the
accumulated injuries and insults the Uwited States had re-

ceived from France; and demonstrated, that her object was
to degrade and humble their government, excite the Ame-
rican people to revolution, and prepare the way to conquest
for herself. In the conclusion, it recommends a suspension
of the good understanding which had subsisted between the
United States and Fi-ance; fortification of their harbours;
to defend their commerce on the ocean ; attack her pre-
datory cruisers on our coast ; create a respectable navy ;

raise, organize, and discipline a provisional army; as indis-

pcnsible precautions against attempts of invasion, which
might distress the inhabitants of tlie Atlantic border, and
seriously prejudice the domestic peace of the nation. Final-

ly, it entreats the people and government of the United
States, having taken the attitude recommended, to meet
the aggressor in the spirit and foititude of calm defiance.

So undeniable were the facts ; so irresistible the conclu-
sions ; and so palpable the policy recommended, that, in

1798, the measures suggested by the writer were all lite-

rally carried into execution by congress, and approved by
a majority of the nation. An honourable, proud, and man-
ly sentiment pervaded the people. The Utand reflected

honour on the national character. That character was re-

spected in Europe ; and aflbrded additional security to the
rights of tlic United States.

A piovisional army was voted by congress ; and the late

secreta y, upon the express solicitation of Washington, the

commander in chief, with the rank of lieutenant-general,

was appointed inspector-general. The following extract

of a letter from general Washington, insisting uponthe ap-

pointment of Hamilton second in command, and inspector-

general, exhibits the sentiments entertained of his merits,

by one of the best judges of men : " It is, at all times, an
invidious task to draw comparisons; and I shall avoid it as

much as possible : but I have no hesitation in declaring,

that, if the public is to be deprived of the services of colo-

nel Hamilton, in the military line, the post he was destined

to fill will not be easily supplied ; and, that this is the sen-

timent of the public, I may venture to pronounce.
" Although colonel Hamilton has never acted in the cha-

racter of a geneial oHiccr, yet his appointment, as the prin-

cipal and most confidential aid of the commander in chief,

afforded him the means of viewing every thing on a lar-

ger scale than those who had only divisions and brigades to

attend to. By some, colonel Hamilton is considered an am-
bitious man, and therefore a dangerous one. That he is

ambitious I shall readily grant : but his ambition is of that

laudable kind which prompts a man to excel in whatever
he takes in hand. He is enterprizing ; quick in his per-

ceptions ; and his judgment intuitively great; qualities es-

sential to a great military character: and therefore I re-

peat his loss \J\\\ be irreparable." A loftier eulogium on
the merits of general Hamilton could not be written. Its

excellence consists in the opportunities the writer had en-

joyed of kriovving him intimately ; for every one acquaint-

ed with general Washington will readily admit, that his opi-

nions and candour were always entitled to the highest con-

sideration.

Invested with the rank of inspector-general, Hamilton
repaired to his post ; and immediately entered upon the

duties of his office. The organization and discipline of the

army were tlie appropriate duties of his department. The
^ndition and police of the army, in a short time, support-
ed ti.^ expectations of the commander in chief. The arts
oi war b^„,j^jg

j^jg constant study ; and the knowledge he
acquired by i -.jg^rch, he happily disseminated among the
subordinate office.... vvho in turn diffused it through the
ranks by assiduous driir^jg.^

On the death of the comvi„nderin chief, in 1799, gene-
ral Hamilton succeeded to the -ommand of the army.
Hostilities between the United States and France having
terminated, and the provisional army having been dis-

banded, he here turned to the bar, and never afterwards

filled any public station ; but devoted himself exclu-
sively to the duties of his profession. Notwithstanding
the great majority of his days had been spent in the public

service, his abilities, industry, integrity, and eloquence, ad-

vanced him to the highest estimation as a lawyer and ad-

vocate. He was decidedly foremost in New-York ; and it
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is bulicvcd he had no superior in the United States. He
liad llic intuilivo strength of Marshall, the learning of Par-

sons, and the elotjuencc of Henry. In the f.ill possession

of sjieat influence over the public iniiul, and enjoyin^j the

entire confidence of eveiy one, he had the prospect of run-

nint; a long, brilliant, and lucrative profc-ssional career :

but a sad catastrojjhc arrested him in the midst of his years ;

spoiled tliC hopes of his family ; and deprived his country

of one, whom she had always accounted second only to

AVashinglon.

AaronBurr,]ate vice president of the United States, by his

endeavours in the year 1801 to supplant Mr Jeflersoii as the

president, lost the confidence of his political friends. So
early as he ascertained, that he could no longer look to

them for the indulgence of his ambition, he began to cast

about for a plan to recover his influence in the country.

One was presented to his view, which he eagerly pursued,

with no little promise of success. He became a candidate

for the office of chief magistrate of New York, at the

election in April, 1804
; and calculated on success, from a

combination of his yet powerful personal friends with the

federal party of the state It was supposed that the coa-

lition would ensure an ascendancy. The scheme was ge-

nerally favoured by the federalists ; and would probably

'have succeeded, but for the decided opposition of general

Hamilton; whose influence enabled him to defeat the

coalition, and prostrate the hopes of colonel Burr in the

dust. The election having terminated in his disappoint-

ment, colonel Burr determined to be revenged on the au-

thor of his political overthrow. For this purpose, he ad-

dressed a note to general Hamilton, demanding a prompt
and unqualified acknowledgment or denial of the use of

certain expressions imputed to him,and deemed derogatory

to the honour of colonel Burr. Thed«mand was adjudged
inadmissible ; and a duel was the coasequence. The par-

ties met at Hoboken on Wednesday norning, 1 1th of July,

1804; and, at the first fire, general ilamilton fell, on the

same spot where his son a few years nefore had fallen, in

obedience to the same principle of nonour, and in the
same violation of the laws of God and of man. He was
carried into the city ; and, being desirous of receiving the
sacrament of the Lord's supper, he immediately sent for

the reverend Dr Mason. As the principles of his church
prohibited him from administering the ordinance in private,

this minister of the gospel informed general Hamilton,
that the sacrament was an exhibition and pledge of the

mercies which the Son of God has purchased, and that

the absence of the sign did not exclude from the mercies
signified, which were accessible to him by faith in their

gracious author. He replied, " I am aware of that. It ^•

only as a sign that I wanted it." In the conversation v;^ich

ensued, he disavowed all intention of taking the ''^^^ of

colonel Burr ; and declared his abhorrence of '•'° whole

transaction. When the sin, of which he haH '^<=«=" g".i'ty>

was intimated to him, he assented wuth --''ong emotion
;

and when the infinite merit of the Red-cmer, as the pro-

pitiation for sin, the sole ground o''
""'" acceptance with

God, was suggested, he said wi''' emphasis, " I have a

tender reliance on the mercy at the Almighty, through the

merits of the Lord Jesus Cnrist." The reverend bishop

Moore was afterv.'ards sent for, who, after making suitable

inquiries of the penitence and faith of general Hamilton,

and receiving his assurance, that he would never again, if

restored to health, be engaged in a similar transaction, but

would employ all his influence in society to discountenance

the barbarous custom, administered to him the communion.
After this his mind was composed. He expired about two
o'clock on Thursday, July 12, 1804, aged about forty-seven

years.

The dying act of general Hamilton affords much conso-

lation and comfort to the humble christian believer. How
clearly did it show, that the religion of Jesus is that alone

which can impart courage and cheeri.ig hope to a depart-

ing soul I IlaTiiiltoii had the intclk-ct of a Solon, and the

philosophy of a Plato ; but these were not liis stay in the

hour of death. Ilamilton had i'lifluencc and honour amonf
men ; but they could not rcJicvo one dying pang. The cri-

tical moment at length arrived. On what did he cast the
safety of his soul ? Hear himself I " / /utvc a tender reli-

ance on the mercy (j/" the Almighty , through the merits of the

Lord Jesus Christ," Yes, the great H.imilton, wlio filletl

the world with his farne, when dying, bore his testimony to

the insufliciency of every other hope, save that which ac-

companies the christian over the threshold of life.

The last solemn moment came. Hamilton laid down his

great human labours, and all his honours, as worthless and
unavailing. To the exclusion of every other concern, rc-

ligio?z claimed all his thoughts. Jesus I Jesus, is now his

only hope. TUc friends of Jesus are hh friends—not armed
with the weapons of blood and death—hut armed with the

word of life and of truth. The ministers of God, v.iththe

words of pardon and reconciliation on their lips, are his

comp.inions. While these intercede, he listens in awful
silence, or in profound submission whispers his assent.

Sensible, deeply sensible of his sins, he pleaded no merit
of his ov.'n. He repaired to the inercy-seat, and there

poured out his penitential sorrows : there he solicited par-
don.

Heaven, it should seem, heard and pitied the suppliant's

cries. Disburdened of his sorrows, and looking up to God,
he exclaimed, " Grace—rich grace 1" '^ J have," said he,

clasping his dying hands, and with a faiteiing tongue,"/
have a tender reliance on the mercy of God in Christ." In
token of this reliance, and as an expression of his faith, he
recci\ ed the holy sacrament ; and having done so, his mind
became tranquil and serene. Thus he remained, thought-
ful indeed, but unrufllcd to the last, and met death with an

air of dignified composure, and with an eye directed to the

heavens.

This last act, more than any other, shed glory on his cha-

racter. Every thing else death effaced. Religion alone

abode with him on his death-bed. He died a christian.

This is all whi^h can be enrolled of him among the archives

of eternity, i'his is all that can make his name great in

heaven.
Lef not the sneering infidel persuade us, that this last act

of lomage to the Saviour resulted from an enfeebled state

of mental fitculties, or from perturbation occasioned by the
near approach of death. No; his opinions conce-i-ning the
divine mission of yi:.-.??« Christ, and the validity of the holy
scriptures, had long been settled, and settled after laborious
investigation and extensive and deep research. These opi-
nions were not concealed ; and had his life been spared, it

was his determination to have published thetn to the world,
together with the facts and reasons on which they were
founded.

When scepticism, shallow and superficial indeed, but
depraved and malignant, breathes forth its pestilential va-

pour, and pollutes, by its unhallowed touch, every thing di-

vine and sacred ; it is consoling to a devout mind to reflect,

that the great, and the wise, and the good of all ages ; those

superior geniuses, whose splendid talents have elevated

them almost above mortality, and placed them next in order
to angelic natures—yes, it is consoling to a devout mind to

reflect, that, while dwarfsh infideti'.y lifts up its deformed
head, and mocks, these illustrious personages, though living

in different ages—inhabiting different countries—nurtured

in different schools—destined to different pursuits—and
F f 2
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differing on various subjects—sliould all, as if touched with

an impulse from heaven, aj^rce lo vindicate tlie saciedness

of Revelation, and present, witli one accord, their learninj^,

their talents, and their virtue, on the gospel altar, as an of-

fering to Emanuel.
This is not exaggeration. Who was it, that, overleaping

the narrow bounds which Kad hitherto been set to the hu-

inan mind, ranged abroad through the immensity of spjce,

discovered and illustrated those laws by which the Deity

unites, binds, and governs all things? \Vi)o was it, so.iring

into the sublime of astronomic science, numbered the stars

of heaven, measured their spheres, and called them by their

names ? It was Newton : but Newton was a christian.

Newton, great as he was, received instructioafrom the

lips, and laid his honours at the feet o{ Jesus.

Who was it, that developed the hidden combination, the

component parts of bodies? Who was it that dissected the

animal, examined the flower, penetrated the earth, and ranged
the extent of organic nature ? It was Boyle : but Boyle
was a christian.

Who was it, that lifted the veil which had for ages cover-

ed the intellectual world, analyzed the human mind, de-

fined its powers, and reduced its operations to certain and
fixed laws? It was Locke: but Locke too was a christian.

To these may be added, Nale^ learned in the law ; jiddi-

aon, admired in the schools; MUton, celebrated among the

poets ; and Washington., immortal in the field and the cabi-

net. To this catalogue of professing christians, may now be
superadded the name of Alexander Hamilton—a name
which raises in the mind the idea of whatever is splendid,

whatever is illustrious in human nature ; and which is now
joined to a catalogue wliicli might be lengthened—and
lengtliened—and lengthened, with the names of illustrious

characters, whose lives have blessed society, and whose
works form a column high as heaven—a column of learn-

ing, of wisdom, and of greatness, which will stand to future
ages, an eternal monument of the transcendent talents of the

advocates of Christianity, when every fugitive leaf, from the
pen of the canting infidel writings of the day, shall be swept
by the tide of time from ilic aimtils ^rtlic world, and buried
with the names of their authors in oblivion.

To such as have only a superfiual knowledge of the
character and services of the late general Hamilton, the
extraordinary grief manifested by the publi-, on his death,
would appear excessive. They may say, the 'Jnited States
have produced many great men. Some preceG^tl him to
the tomb ; and others yet live. Why then shoula >iis de-
parture be mourned, as if it were not a lot to be expecv-j ?

Why did, and why do still, the American people mourn hj.

fall, as if all were lost? Although general Hamilton had,

for some years, withdrawn from public office to the bar,

and had been, in some measure, out of the view and con-

templation of his countrymen, there was nevertheless a

splendour in his character, that could not be contracted

within the ordinary sphere of his employments. With
really great men it is as with great literary works: the ex-
cellence of both is tested by the extent and durableness of
their impression. The public lias not suddenly, but after

an experience of five and twenty years, taken that impres-
sion of the just celebrity of general Hamilton, which no-
thing but his extraordinary intrinsic merit could have made,
and still less could have made so deep, and maintained so

long. It was not a party ; for party distinctions were con-
founded by the event ; it was the nation that wept for its

bereavement. It wept as the Romans did over the ashes
of Germanicus. Its sorrow was thoughtful, foreboding,
took possession of the heart, and sunk with no counterfeited
heaviness.

It is here proper, and not invidious, to remark, that as

emulation, excited by conducting great affairs, commonly
tiains and exhibits great talents, it is seldom the case, that
the fairest and soundest judgment of a great mail's merit,
is to be gained, exclusively, from his associates in council
or action. Persons of conspicuous merit themselves arc,
not unfrequer;tly, bad judges, and still worse witnesses on
this point. Ofien rivals, sometimes enemies, almost always
unjust, and still oftener envious or cold, the opinions they
give to the public, as well as those they privately form for
themselves, are, of course, discoloured with the hue of
their prejudices and resentments: but the body of the peo-
ple, who cannot feel a spirit of rivalship towardsthose whom
they sec elevated by nature and education so far above their
heads, are more equitable, and, supposing a competent
time and opportunity for information on the subject,
more intelligent judges. Even party rancour, eager to

maim the living, scorns to strip the slain. The most hos-
tile passions are soothed or byffl.-d by the fall of their an-
tagonist. Then, if not sooner, the very multitude will de-
cide on character, accoi ding to their expi-rienre of its im-
pression ; and as lont; as virtue, not uufrequently for a time
obscured, is ever respectal)le when disiiiicily seen, they
cannot withhold, and tiiey will not stint iheir admiration.
If then the popular estimation maybe tiken for the true
one, the uncommoiily profound public sorrow for the death
of Alexander Hamilton, sufficieidly explains and vindicates
itsejf. He had not made himself dear to the passions of
the multitude, by condesceruling, in defiance of his honour
and conscience, to become :heir instrument. He was not la-

mented, because a skilful flatterer lay mute for ever. It

was by the practice of i;o art, by wearing no disguise ; it

was not by accident, nor by the levity nor profligacy of par-
ty; hut, in despite of its malignant misrepresentation, it was
by bold and inflexible adherence to truth, by loving his

country better than h.'mself, preferring its interest to its

favour, and serving i^ when it was unwilling and unthank-
ful, in a manner that no other person could, that he rose

;

and the true popularity, the homage that is paid to virtue,

followed him. It vas not in the power of party or envy to

pull him down : but he rose, as if some force of attraction

drew him to the skies. He rose, and the very prejudice

that could not reach, was at length almost ready to adore
him.

It was indeed no imagined wound that inflicted so keen
an anguish For some time after his death, thS novel and
strange events of Europe succeeded each other unregard-

ed. The nation was enchained to its subject, and brooded
over its grief, which was more deep than eloquent; which,

though dumb, made itself felt without utterance; and which
Hid not merely pass, but, like an electrical shock, at the

^*ie instant smote and astonished, as it passed from Georgia
to Noy Hampshire. There is a kind of force put upon our
thought, by this disaster, that detains and rivets them to a
closer coniv^piation of those resplendent virtues which are
now lost excej> jq rnemory ; and there will dwell forever.
That writer wouiijeserve the fame of a public benefactor,
who could exhibit the character of general Hamilton with
the truth and force that <i\^ who intimately knew him, con-
ceived it. His example wu,id then take the same ascen-
dant as his talents. The portraV alone, however exquisite-
ly finished, could not inspire genius %vhere it is not ; but if

the world should again have possession of so rare a gift, it

might awaken it where it sleeps, as by a spark from hea-
ven's own altar: for, surely, if there be anj thing like divi-

nity in man, it is in his admiration of virtue: but who alive

can exhibit this portrait ? If our age, on that supposition

more fruitful than any other, had produced two Hamiltons,
one of them might then have depicted the other. To de-

lineate genius one must feel its power. Hamilton, and he
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alone, witli ail inspiration, could have transferred his whole
fervid soul into the picture, and swelled its lineaments into

life. The writer's mind, expanding with his own enthusi-

asm, and glowins^ with kindred fires, would then have
stretched to the dimensions of his subject.

Such is the infirmity of human nature, it is very difficult

for a man, who is greatly the superior of his associates, to

preserve their friendship witliout abatement. Yet, though
general Hamilton could not possibly conceal his superiori-

ty, he was so little inclined to display it, he was so much at

ease in its possession, that no jealousy or envy chilled his

bosom when his friends obtained praise. He was, indeed, so

entirely the friend of his friends; so magnanimous ; so su-

perior, or, more properly, so insensible to all exclusive sel-

fishness of spirit; so frank; so ardent, yet so little overbear-

ing; so much trusted, admired ; beloved, almost adored;
that his power over their affections was entire, and lasted

through his life. It is not believed, that he left any worthy
man Ills foe, who had ever been his frienil. Men of the

most elevated minds have not always the readiest discern-

ment of character. Perhaps he was sometimes too sudden
and too lavish in bestnwing nis confidence. His manly spirit,

disdaining artifice, suspected none ; but while tlie powerof
his fiieiids over him seemed to have no limits, and really

had none, in respect to lliose things which were of a nature

to l)e yielded, no man, not tlie Roman Cato himself, was
mure iriflt.\ible on eveiy point that touched, or only seemed
to touch, integrity and hoinmr. With him, it was. not

enough to be unsuspected. His bosom would have glowed
like a huuace at its own whispers of reproach. Mere pu-
rity woidd have seemed to him below praise ; and such
were his habits, and such his nature, that the pecuniary
temptations, which many others can only with great exer-
tion and self-denial resist, had no attractions for him. He
was very far from obstinate. Yet, as his friends assailed

his o|)iiiions with less profound thought than he had devot-

ed to them, they were seldom shaken by discussion. He
defended them, however, with as much mildness as force ;

and evinced that, it he did not yield, it was not for want of
gentleness or modesty. His social affections, and his pri-

vate virtues, are not, however, so properly the object of
public attention, as the conspicuous and commanding qua-
lities that gave him fame and influence in the world. It

is not as Apollo, enchanting the shepherds with his lyre ;

it is as Hercules, treacherously slain, in the midst of his

unfinished labours, leaving the world overrun with mon-
sters, that he is most deeply deplored.

In all the different stations in which a life of active use-
fulness placed him, he was not more remarkably distin-

guished by the extent, than by the variety and versatility of

his talents. In every place, he made it apparent, that no
other man could have filled it so well ; and, in times of cri-

tical importance, in which alone he desired employment,
his services were justly deemed indispensable. As secre-
tary of the treasury, his was the powerful spirit that presid-
ed over the chaos

—

Confusion lieard his voice, and wild uproar
Stood ruled

—

Indeed in organizing the federal government in 1789,
every man of either'sense or candour will allow, the diffi-

culty seemed greater than the first rate abilities could sur-
mount. The event has shown that his abilities were greater
than those (iifficulties. He surmounted them, and Wash-
jngton'b adn\inisiration was the most wise and beneficent,
the most prosperous, and ought to be the most popular,
that evei was entrusted with the affairs of a nation. Great
as was Washington's merit, much of it in plan, much in ex-

ecution, was due to the talents, and ought toenhance the me-
moryof his minister. As a lawyer, his comprehensive genius
reached the principles of his profession. He compassed its ex-
tent; and fathomed its profound, perhaps even more familiarly
and easily, than the ordinary rules of its practice. With most
men, law is a trade. With him it was a science. As a states-
man, he was not more distinguished by the great extent of
his views, than by the caution with which he provided
against impediments, and the watchfulness of his care, over
tight, and the liberty of the subject. In none of the many
revenue bills which he framed, though committees report-
ed them, is there to be found a single clause that savours of
despotic power ; not one that the sagest champions of law
and liberty would, on that ground, hesitate to approve and
adopt.

It is rare that a man who owes so much to nature de-
scends to seek more from industry : but he seemed to de-
pend on industry, as if nature had done nothing for him.
His habits of investigation were very remarkable : his mind
seemed to cling to his subject, till he had exhausted it.

Hence the uncommon superiority of bis reasoning powers ;

a superiority that seemed to be augmented from every
source ; and to be fortified by every auxiliary ; learning,
taste, wit, imagination, and eloquence. These were em-
bellished and enforced by his tefuper and manners ; by his
fame and his virtues. It is difficult, in the midst of such
various excellence, to say in what particular the effect of
his greatness was most manifest. No man more promptly
discerned truth. No man more clearly displayed it. It

was not merely made visible. It seemed to come bright
with illumination from his lips. But prompt and clear as
he was ; fervid as Demosthenes ; like Cicero, full of re-

source ; he was not less remarkable for the copiousness
and completeness of his argument, that left little for

cavil, and nothing for doubt. Some men take their

strongest argument as a weapon, and use no other:
but he left nothing to be inquired for more ; nothing to be
answered. He not only disarmed his adversaries of their

pretexts and objections ; but he stripped them of all ex-
cuse for having urged them. He confounded and subdued,
as well as convinced. He indemnified them, however, by
making his discussion a complete map of his subject; so

that his opponents might indeed feel ashamed of their

mistakes : but they could not lepeat them. In fact, it was
no common effort, that could preserve a really able anta-

gonist from becoming his convert. For, the truth, which
his researches so distinctly presented to the understanding

of others, was rendered almost irresistilsly commanding
and impressive, by the love and reverence which, it was
ever apparent, he profoundly cherished for it in his own.

While patriotism glowed in his heart, wisdom blended, in

his speech, her authority with her charms. Such also is

the character of his writings. Judiciously coUtcted, they

will be a public treasure.

No man ever more disdained duplicity, or carried yVan^-

ness further than he. This gave to his political opponents
some temporary advantages; and cu-'rcncy to some popu-
lar prejudices, wiiich he would hav^ lived down, if his death
had not prematurely dispelled frteni. He knew that fac-

tions have ever in the end p'^vailed in free states ; and as

he saw no security, and w-'O living can see any adequate ?

against the destruction "( that liberty which he loved, and
for which he was ei-er ready to devote his life, he spoke at

all times accorrling to his anxious forcbodiijgs, and his ene-

mies interpreted all that he had said, according to the sup-
posed interest of their party. But he ever extorted confi-

dence, even when he most provoked opposition. It was
impossible to deny that he was a patriot. Virtue so rare,

so pure, so bold, by its very purity and excellence, inspired
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suspicion, as a prodigy. Ills enemies judged of him by

tlicniselves. So splendid and arduous were liis servicea,

Uiey could not find it in t/icir hearts to believe that they

were disinterested. Unparalleled as they were, tliey were

nevertheless no otherwise requiteil than by the applause of

all i^ood men, and by his own ei.joyment of the spectacle

of that national prosperity and consideration, which was

the effect of them. After facing calumny, and triumph-

antly surmounting an unrelenlin;^ persecution, he retired

from office with clean, though empty hands, and as rich as

reputation and an unblemished integrity could make him.

Some have plausibly, though erroneously inferred, from

the great CKtcnt of ais abilities, that his ambition was inor-

dinate. This is a mistake. Such men as have a painful con-

sciousness that their stations happen to be tar more exalted

liian their talents are gcr.erally the most ambitious. Ge-
neral Hamilton, on the contrary, though he had many com-
petitors, had no rivals; for he did not thirst for power; nor

would he, as it was well known, descend to office. Of
course he suffered no pjin from envy when bad men rose ;

though he felt anxiety for the public. He was perfectly

content and at ease in private Hie. Of what was he ambi-

tious ? Not of wealth. No man held it cheaper. Was it

of popularity? That weed of the dunghill, he knew, when
rankest, was nearest to withering. There is no doubt, that,

being conscious of his powers, he desired glory, wliicli to

most men is too inaccessible to be an object of desire. But"

feeling liis own force, and that he was tall enough to reach

the top of Pindus or of Helicon, he longed to deck his

brow with the wreath of immortality. A vulgar ambition

could as little comprehend as satisfy his views. He thirst-

ed only for that fame that virtue would not blush to confer

;

nor time to convey to the end of his course. The only or-

dinary distinction to which we confess he did aspire v/as

military ; and for that, in the event of a foreign war, he
would have been solicitous. He undoubtedly discovered

the predominance of a soldier's feelings ; and all that is

honour, in the character of a soldier, was at home in his

heart. His early education was in the camp. There he
became enamoured of glory, and was admitted to its cm-
brace. Those who knew him best, and especially in the

army, will believe, 'that if occasion had called him fortli, he

was qualified, beyond any man of the age, to display the ta-

lents of. a great general.

The most substantial glory of a country is in its virtuous

great men. Jis prosperity will depend on its docility to

learn from their example. That nation is fated to igno-

miny and servitude, for which such men have lived in vain.

Power may be seized by a nation that is yet barbarous^ and
wealth may be enjoyed by one that it finds or renders sor-

did. The one is the gift and the sport of accident, and the

other is the sport of power. Botii are mutable, and have
passed away, without leaving behind them any other memo-
rial, than ruins that offend taste, and traditions that baffle

conjecture. But the glory of Greece is imperishable, or

will last as long as learning itself, which is its motiument.

It strikes an everlasting root, and hears perennial blossoms

on its grave. The name of Hamilton would not have dis-

honoured Greece in the age of Aristides. See Mason's Ora-

tion ; .Vote's Sermon ; Morris'n Funeral Oration ; Olis's

Eulogy ; Ames's Sketch ; Coleman's Collections, Ramsey's
Hist. U. S. 4rc.— (E. H. Cummins, A. M.)

HAMILTON, the chief town of the middle ward of

Lanarkshire, is about 12 miles to the south-east of Glas-
gow, and situated in the parish of the same name. In
ancient times, the district in the neighbourhood of Ha-
milton appears to have borne the designation of Cadzow,
while the town seems to have been called "the Orchard,

"

probably from the fruit-grounds with w'hich the houses
were surrrounded. There is little doubt that the town de-
rives its present appellation from the noble family of Ha-
milton, who appear to have settled in Clydesdale soon
alter the year 1215.

The first residence of the family was Cadzow Castle,
situated on the precipitous banks of the Avon, about a
mile from the town. In the statistical account of Hamil-
ton, it is mentioned, that this building was deserted after
Tlie injui-ies it sustained from the army of the regent JVIur-
ray, but a considerable portion of it is still to be seen, de-
noting the n-.^ssy strength of the original structure. The
palace of HamiUon,now occupied, (A. D. 1316,) by the most
noble the iVIarquls of Douglas, as representative of his
father the Duke oi Hamilton, is situated in the higher
part of the beautiful t^d fertile valley through which the
Clyde pursues its course, and lies to the west of the con-
fluence of that noble river -vith the Avon. It was built

about the end of the 17th cem.iry, and forms three sides
of a quadrangle. The apartmewg are large and lofty,

and hsve lately been very splendidly fitted up. The gallery
of paintings is perhaps the finest in Scotland, many ad-
ditions having been inade to it by the present Marquis
of Douglas. The portrait of the Earl of Denbeigh by
Vandyke, and " Daniel in the Den of Lions," by Rubens,
have been noticed by every traveller. To these may be
added, a St Sebastian by Guide Reni, a St Francis, and

infant St John, by Correggio, and in particular an " Ecce
Homo," by the same master. Two landscapes of rocks,

and a head of Diogenes by Salvator Rosa, a dying Madona
by Ludovico Caracci, and an admirable painting of the
Virgin embracing the head of Christ, by M.ibeuge. In
the great gallery there is likewise a bust of Cleopatra, in

which the depth and aggravation of grief are most won-
derfully expressed; and in one of the lower apartments
there is a statue of " the Venus de Medici." Among the
valuable curiosities, we have observed a large table of
the most beautiful malachite, unequalled, as far as we have
been able to learn, in any part ol the British empire.

Nearly opposite to Cadzow upon the Avon, and in full

view of the palace, stands the castle of Chatelherault,

built by the Duke of Hainilton in the year 1730, and meant
to represent the castle of the same name in France, of

which his ancestors were dukes. It was executed from a

design of the elder Adams. In the surrounding park are

some of the largest oaks in Scotland, the remains of those

extensive forests with which the country was formerly
covered. Among these trees grazed the ancient Caledo-
nian cows, mentioned by Hector Boece, as a peculiar breed,
and distinguished by their manes resembling those of lions,

by their snowy whiteness, and their untameable ferocity.

It is believed that the original race are now extinct ; for

the present breed are not remarkably different in their ap-
pearance from the common cow, excepting only that they
are all over white, or rather cream-coloured, and have
black or brown ears and muzzles. They may be approach-
ed without fear or difficulty.

By the exertions of the Marquis of Douglas, the palace
is nov.' wholly separated from the town. The latter con-

sists of a main street, running in a south-eastern direc-
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tion, and forming part of the road from Glasgow to Lanark.
There .'irc many cross streets, and individual houses with

gardens attached to them. The prison and town-hall are

ill the centre of the town, and on the former there is a

tolerable spire. The parish church was built in 1732,

from a design of Adams. It stands upon a rising ground
in the upper part of the town, and is a very handsome
structure, uniting stability with lightness. Though by
no means well seated, it is understood to accommod?.te
about J 300 people. The charge is collegiate, but the

stipends of the ministers have lately been equalized.

Besides the parish church, there is one belonging to the

Relief Seceders, another to the Burghers, and a third to

the Antiburghers. The schools are numerous. There is

a large hall for a grammar scl-.ool. It was in this school

that the celebrated Dr William CuUen, the father of

physic in Scotland, received a part of his education ; and
the traditionary report of the townsmen bears, that he ap-

peared at one of the annual examinations in girl's clothes,

acting the part of a sheplierdes.'i, in a Latin pastoral. Nor
ought we to omit, that Dr Baillie of London, and the late

Mr John Millar, professor of law in the university of

Glasgow, are indebted for a portion of their fasne, to the

instructions they received in the schools of Hamilton.
The town is v.hat is called a Imrgh of regality ; but the

appointment of the magistrates rests entirely with the fa-

mily of Hamilton. It is governed by a first and second
magistrate, with the assistance of a town-council, trea-

surer, and clerk. The population of the town was, in

1753, 3815;in 1792, 50 17 ; and it is now above 7000 souls.

Sorne years ago a subscription library was established in

Hamilton, owing piincipally to the zealous exertions of

Dr John Hume. The library is under the direction of a

committee of management, who are chosen annually ; and
the collection of books is multifarious and valuable. (A)

HAMMERSMITH. See Middlesex.
HAMPDEN. See Brit.\in.

HAMPSHIRE, Hants, or the County of Soutltamfi-

lon, is a inaritime county, situated on the southern coast

of England. It is bounded on the north by Berkshire ;

on the east by Sussex and Surrey ; on the south by the

English Channel, and the sound, which separates it from
that part of the county called the Isle of Wight ; and
on the west by Dorsetshire. Its limits on the south side

are the numerous creeks and inlets formed by the sea
;

on the west and east they are mostly artificial ; on the north

they are chiefly composed by the rivers Enborsa and Black-
water. The figure of Hampshire is nearly that of a square,

with a triangular projection at the south-west angle, re-

sembling the bastion of a fortification. Besides the Isle of

Wight, the islands of Jersey and Guernsey are included
as parts of the county : its length, exclusive of the pro-
jection of the south-west and the Isle of Wight, is about
42 miles, and its breadth about 38.

Hampshire is divided into 52 hundreds and liberties;

these are subdivided into 356 parishes, precincts, hamlets,
and tythings, the parishes alone being 253. In jl^ ''-^

"

one city, Winchester, which is ah^,/J;^^ jf," |,Jj
,°

,,';;

rI ! ^°"'"7P;°" i\^r-''ffimpton, there are 18 otiier
Besides Winchester and,, "^

• •
i n . n »

„„„, „. , c ,..^i\ the principal are Portsmouth, An-market towns, of '•;^: .
, , „ • . i m. t-

dover Lvm'-o"-""'
"'^ "'^

'
Basingstoke, Alton, raie-

hain. '...VI Komsey. Winchester, Southampton, Portsmouth,

Andover, Lymington, Christchuvch, Stockbridge, Whit-

church, and Petersfield, send each two members to par-

liament, so that the county sends in all twenty men\i)ers

to pai liament, exclusive of those sent by the Isle of Wight

:

it pays 14 parts of the land-tax. Hampshire lies in the

province of Canterbury, and diocese of Winchester, and,

with the county of the town of Southampton, is included
in the western circuit.

This county is justly regard-d as one of the most
agreeable in England, being equally distin^iishcd for the
goodness of its soil, the hcaithiucs and mildness of its cli-

mate, and the beauty of its prospects. Tiu: surface is finely
varied with hillsof gcntlcelevationand fruitful vallies, adorn-
ed with numerous gentlemen's seats and villa'.^'es, and inter-
spersed wi;h numerous woodlands. Its southern parts
were the fii'st peopled, and there the population is still the
greatest ; tlie mildness of the seasons, and the convenience
ot the ports, operating as strong inducements to continued
residence. The ridge of chalk hills may be traced across
the county, ])assing in the parallel of '\^'incllester. The
climate in the higher parts is bracing and healthy, from the
clearness and pureness of the air; towards the sea, it is

mild, and rather moist.

The soil of Hampshire is extremely various, though,
for the most part, of a calcareous nature. On the borders
of Berkshire, it is deep, of a good quality, and very produc-
tive of corn and timber, particularly oak and elm. On the
acclivities of the hills towards Basingstoke, it is also very
deep and strong, with a calcareous subsoil. Round Whit-
church it is less deep and chalky. From Overton towards
Stockbridge, and thence to Redbridge, there is a beautiful
vale, which is divided into well- watered meadows. Round
Andover the land is high, and approaches to the nature of
downs. Towards Romsey it is more fertile. The country
here is very beautiful, being interspersed with woods, and
fine hedge-row timber. The centre of the county, in gene-
ral, may be described as consisting of land higher and more
chalky than the rest of the county, but by no means of an
unfertile soil. On the borders of Dorsetshire, are vast
tracts of waste land covered with heath. The vicinity of
Redbridge is distinguished for its valuable salt marshes.
Down land is met with between Petersfield and Portsmouth.
On the banks of the Itchin, are some valuable water mea-
dows. Perhaps tlie richest and most valuable soil in this

county is near Alton.

The principal rivers in Hampshire, are the Itchin, the
Avon, the Boldre Water, the Exe, the Anton, and the

Tesse, or Test. Several smaller streams rise in the north-

west parts of the county, but these soon quit it in their

course to the Thames. The Itchin rises near Airesford,

near the centre of the county; and after passing Winches-
ter, it unites its streams with the water of Southamptoi;,

about half a mile to the east of that town. The Avon en-

ters the county from Wiltshire, near Fordingbridge, and
coasts the edge of the New Forest. This part of its course

is thus not only well wooded, but enlivened by the numerous
villas that ornament its banks. After passing Ringwood,

it flows through a less interesting sandv '>-vel towards

Christchurch. Below this town. '" 'cceives the waters of

the Stour from Dorsetsh"-' ""^ ^^'t'l tli«^m falls into Christ-

church bav. ''"- •""''ire Water is formed bv various

co.^ o-"sing in the New Forest, which uniting, pass Bol-
dre and Lymington to the sea. The Exe also rises in the
same district, and opens in a broad estuarv to the sea, be-
low Exbury. The Anton rises in the norlh-west angle of
the county, and flowing through Andover, runs into the
Tesse about a mile below Whirwell. The Tesse has its
origin below Whitchurch; and after its" junction with the
Anton assumes a southerly course, and passing Stockbridge
and Romsay, receives several small streams from the New
Forest, near Redbridge. Below thi-, place it expands con-
siderably, and forms the head of Southampton Water.
This, properly speaking, is an arn' ^ the sea, extendint^
from above Southampton to Caldsho; Jastle, and rendered
very picturesque by its woody and i regular banks. Its
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wliole extent is nearly 10 miles. Near Southampton, it is

alioiu four miles broad. Il is navii^able almost to the head

for vessels of considerable burden; and the two principal

rivers wliich flow into it, admit small craft some way up

into ihc coualy. On tracing the sea coast from the east,

we come to Poi tsea island, a low tract of coiisidcralile ex-

tent, separated from the main by a shallow creek, over

which a l)ridge is built. On this island Portsmouth is situat-

ed. Off the point of land terminating this peninsula, is

the noted road of Spithead, where the men of war anchor

when prepared for actual service. From this, on the east

side, commences Trissanton Bay, or Southampton Water.

There are very few mineral substances found in this

county. On the southern shores, iron-stone was formerly

gathered in some quantity, whidi seems to have been roll-

ed up by the surf. Between Milton and Christchurch a

hard reddisli stone is found, apparently calcareous, tinged

with the oxide of iron. Several ancient structures in the

county are built with it. Chalk of various qualities and

colours is worked in different parts. Potter's clay is met
with in great abundance in Poolheath, at various depths,

from 10 to 20 feet. From the circumstance of this heath

bearing all the external marks by which the heath of Pur-

beck is distinguished, and their being divided only by Pool

Water, it is not in>prohable that the Hampshire clay will

be found equally valuable and useful as the Purbeck.

Hciinpshire is distinguished as an agricultural county

for its fine corn, especially wheat; its hops, cattle, sheep,

wool, bacon, honey, timber, and the extent and excellent

management of its water meadows. The largest estates

and farms are in the chalky parts of the county. The lar-

gest estate, however, does not exceed 8000/. per animm.
Tenures are various. Those estates, which formerly com-
posed the demesne lands of the see of Winchester, are

granted by the bishop as freeholds for three lives, and ge-

nerally renewed to the families, who hold them for many
generations. These estates consist chiefly of ancient ma-
nors and houses, to which certain feudal lights still apper-

tain. Copyhold tenures are granted from manors vested

in the church, or by the lay proprietors. There are also

lands held on lives by lease, or indenture. Other leases

are for 21 and 14 years; but here, as in other parts of Eng-
land, the practice is extending of letting lands only at will.

The average size of farms in the county is small, probably
not exceeding 200 acres ; and certainly, if the chalk dis-

tricts are excluded, not reaching that extent. The ploughs
are various ; but principally with one or two wheels, and
by no means constructed on good mechanical priciples.

There are a few thrashing machines in the county. The
chief part of Hampshire is inclosed, though large tracts of
open heath and uncultivated land remain in the vicinity
of ChrisiciMirch, and on the borders of Dorsetshire. The
aKgregate exteni -xf ihg waste lands, exclusive of the fo-
rests, is supposed to amo^,,^

,(, ,iearly 100,000 acres.
In Hampshire a considerable qu-.,i,y q,- j^j^j jg a„„ually

sown with wheat, whicn is cultivated wiiu j,. ,. ^]^^^^. jjg
quality is excellent. Barley is grown principally on',

lighter soils and higher ground. The soil round Andover

is very favourable to the growth of this grain. Il is ge-

nerally sown either after turnips, or a winter fallow. In

the cultivation of oats, the Hampshire farmers do not dis-

play much agricultural skill, since, for the most part, they

are sown after one or two white crops. B ans are not

much cultivated, even upon soils well adapted to them.

The white pea is grown to a considerable extent in vari-

ous parts of the county ; the cultivation is well understood
;

and the produce abundant and valuable. Turnips are ex-

tending ; but their culture is not yet nearly so general as

it might, or ought to be ; nor is it well understood. Pota-

toes are grown in almost every part, on a good plan, and
with abundant produce. The utility and value of the cal-

careous soils in Hampshire are very mucii mcreased by
the giowth of sainfoin on lh?in. This plant seems to have
been long known here, and its culture is well understood.

The parishes to the east of Alton, on the Ijorders of Surrey,
are chiefly appropriated to the growth of hops, the planta-

tions of which have been greatly increased lately, chiefly

in consequence of the high character of the hops grown at

Farnham, in the immediate vicinity of Alton ; the Hamp-
shire hops, in a great degree, partaking of this character.

The hop grounds are supposed to occupy 8<^)0 acres. The
water meadows, as has already been noticed, are numerous,
extensive, and extremely well managed. They are made
at first at the expence of 5/. or 6/. per acre ; and the ex-

pence of continual repairs is very considerable. But they

pay the farmer well. They are usually shut up in Novem-
ber, or the beginning of December; and are watered every
alternate week, till the beginning of March, when they are

pastured for about five or six weeks with ewes and lambs.

An acre is considered equal to the feeding of 400 couples

for one day. They are shut up about the beginning of May,
and produce at the regular season an abundant crop of hay.

Perhaps the largest and finest tract of water meadows in

the county lies on the banks of the Itchin, extending from
the north side of Winchester, through Twyford and Otter-

burnc, towards Bishops Stoke.

Gardening is carried to a considerable extent in the

neighbourhood of all the large towns: Poitsea island is

supposed to produce the finest broccoli in the kingdom.
Orchards are not common or productive in the woodland
or chalky districts ; but on the marly and clay soils, in the

south and south-western parts of the county, they are

more common; even here, however, little or no cyder is

made for sale, the farmer contenting himself with making
t\vo or three hogsheads annually for the use of his family.

A considerable portion of Hampshire is occupied by the

forest of Alice Holt and Walmer, the forest of Bare, and
the New Forest : the first is divided into two portions by
intervening private property, one part containing 15.493
acres, and the other 2 744 This forest is situated on the

borders of Surrey and Sussex. The forest of Bare extends

northward from the Portsdown hills, including about 16,000

acres. The ancient boundaries of the New Forest includ-

ed the whole of that part of Hampshire which lies beineen
Southampton water on the east, the Biitish Ch-mnel on
the south, and the river Avon on the West. By a per-

ambulation on the 22d of Charles II. it was ascertained that

it extended from Godshill on the norih-wesl to tiie sea, on
the south-east about 20 miles, and from Hardley on the

east to Ringwood on the west about 15 miles, containing'

within those limits 92.365 acres: of these 24 797 belong to

individuals; 901 acres are encroachments ; 1192 are inclos-

ed land in the possession of the master, keepers. Sec; and
the remainder, being about 63,845 acres, constitute the

woods and waste lands of the forest. Its officers are, a lord

warden, a lieutenant, riding forester, bow bearer, two ran-

^»'^'..'!L..^ '?.'iward, under woodward, four verderers, high
steward, uriuv. '

, . „ „ r
' -^

ter keepers, and usuY.^;
'^ regarders, 9 foresters, or mas-

of timber supplied by thi; 'itS'
^o^'^^'^'s The quantity

...... ,.»o/- nr,^^«« . , /'>r nava purposes from
1761 to 1786 was 23,000 loads of oan,

i -^X, , ,i „f
, , , .

, r I , ,, ,
"'I 7003 loads ol

beech; and the number of deer killed annuwUj, :„ about
76 brace of bucks, and 17 brace of does. The timber was
so very much neglected, that, in the year 1800, an act of
parliament was passed for its increase and preservation.
The scenery of the New Forest affords as great a variety
of beautiful and picturesque landscape, as can be met with
in any pai-t of England, of the same extent, The oaks
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seldom rise into lofty stems, but their brandies are adapt-

ed for knee timber, and are commonly twisted into the most
picturesque forms. The Cadenham oak is regarded as

one of the curiosities ot the forest, the buds appearing

every year in the depth of winter. The advantages which

this forest derives from its situation, in respect to conveni-

ency of water carriage, are superior to those of any other

forest in England ; in its vicinity arc many places for ship-

ping timber, amongst which are Lymington, Beaulieu, and

Redbridge, with the additional advantage of the remotest

of those places being little more than 30 miles from the

dock-yard of Portsmouth. Hampshire is remarkable for

the great quantity and excellent quality of its oak bark,

supplied chiefly by the timber in the New Forest.

Hampshire does not possess any peculiar or specific

breedfof cattle ; the Sussex, Suflblk, Hereford, Glamorgan,
and North and South Devon, are chiefly employed for

draught, and the Norman for the dairy. Cows kept for

the latter purpose are rented out to dairymen at from
71. to 9/. per cow, per annum. In the woodland district of

the county, the heath sheep are sometimes met with ; but
the most common in other parts are the Old Hampshire,
something resembling the Dorsetshire in their size, shape,

and qualities, and the New Leicester. The Wiltshire and
Dorsetshire are also kept for the purpose of house lamb.

On the Downs, the South Down sheep are spreading fast.

Hampshire has long been justly celebrated for the excel-

lency of its bacon. The native hog of the county is a

coarse, ill-fattening animal, from which neither much nor
good bacon would be expected ; but the mart, and other

food which the forests produce, and the excellent mode of

curing in practice, have contributed, in a far greater de-

gree, to establish the superiority of Hampshire bacon, than

any inherent excellence in its native breed of hogs. These,
however, have been greatly improved in form and quality,

by crosses with the Berkshire, Suffolk, and Chinese
breed.

In this county, there are three distinct series of canals,

two of which terminate in the water of Southampton. The
north-western part of the county has also been much bene-
fited by the Kennet navigation, leading from Newberry to

Reading. The Basingstoke canal commences at that town,
and falls into the river Wey near the village of Westley

;

it is something more than 37 miles in length, with a fall of

195 feet. The Andover and Redbridge canal begins near
the former place, and falls into the Southampton water
near the latter. Its length is 22| miles; its fall, 176 feet

9 inches. A collateral branch is navigable to within 2 miles
of Salisbury. The Winchester and Southampton canal

is one of the most ancient in the kingdom. The act for

making it was obtained in the reign of Charles I. There
are several fish-ponds in Hampshire, particularly on the
wet soils on the borders of Surry. These ponds are usu-
ally stocked with carp and tench; and, in favourable cir-

cumstances, five acres of water will support 1250 brace of
these fish, until the stock are fit for market, and have ob-

tained an average size of 3 lb. per brace, and consequently
weigh 2500 lb.; which, at 9d. per lb. the price at which
they are usually sold to the London fishmongers, will

amount to 931. 15s. the value of five acres of land so em-
ployed for three years.

The manufactures of Hampshire are not very considera-
ble or numerous. At Alton, there are manufactures of
serges, and a variety of worsted articles, bombazines, &c.
Worsted yarn is spun in this town and neighbourhood.
Nearly the same kind of manufactures exist at Alresford.
Basingstoke is distinguished for its manufactures of malt
and leatlier. At Overton there is a silk mill of consider-

!
able magnitude ; and in this part of the county the young

1 Vol. X. Pabt L

female peasantry are much employed in making straw hats.

Tlie paper mills near Overton arc famous for being cm-
ployed in making paper for the notes of the Bank of Eng-
land. There are also paper mills in other jjarls of Hamp-
shire. Andover is remarkable for tlic large quantities, as
well as for the excellent quality, of the malt made in it

and the vicinity. Its former manufacture of shalloons is

on the decay. A considerable quantity of yarn and wor-
sted is spun in this part for the manufactures at Salisbury.
Stockbridge is noted for wlieehvriglits and carpentcis. In
Winchester, many people are employed in the manufac-
ture of light silk goods, and in preparing and winding
the silk. The manufactured goods are ])rincipally used
for umbrellas. Romsey is famous for its beer; the manu-
facture of shalloons is greatly decayed ; considerable quan-
tities of sacking are made. At Fordingbridge, there is an
extensive and flourishing manufacture of striped bed tick-

ing ; nearly two-thirds of the inhabitants being employ-
ed in spinning, bleaching, weaving, &c. for this manufac-
ture. Knit siik stockings, and a watch chain manufactory,
particularly distinguish Christchui ch. At Lymington there

are very extensive and valuable manufactures of culinary

and medicinal salts from sea-water. Southampton was form-
erly famous for its trade in Fiench and port wines; but
this is in a great measure gone to decay. At Farnham,
there are manufactures of bricks, tiles, chimney pots,

and sacking and cordage. There is one fair in Hamp-
shire which deserves particular notice. This is held at

Wey-hill, in the hundred of Andover. It commences the

day before Michaelmas-day, and is one of the largest in

the kingdom for hops, sheep, and cheese. Upwards of

140,000 sheep have been sold in one day. The Farn-
ham hops are almost entirely sold here. The fair gene-
rally lasts 6 or 7 days.

The Isle of Wight must be particularly noticed. It

is separated from the main land of the county by a chan-

nel varying from 2 to f miles in breadth. Its form is

that of an irregular lozenge. It is nearly divided into

two equal parts by the river of Corves. Through the

middle of it, in the longest direction, extends a range
of downs. The eastern and western parts of the island

are almost cut off from the body by arms of the sea. Its

length from east to west is about 22 miles; its breadth

13 miles; its circumference about 70. It contains 105,000

acres, of which 75,000 are in a course of tillage, 20,000

in pasturage, and the remainder downs and waste. It is

divided into two hundreds, one market town, Newport, and

3 boroughs, returning each two members, Newton, New-
port, and Yarmouth. The other towns of consequence

are Corves and Ryde. It contains 30 parishes. The face

of the country is very diversified. The land round the

coast being in some places very high, particularly on the

south or back of the island, where there are steep cliflTs

of chalk and freestone, hollowed out into caverns. On the

north side the ground slopes to the water in easy decli-

vities. The western side is fenced with ridges of rocks,

of which the most remarkable are those called, from their

sharp extremities, the Needles. The height of the cliffs

in the north-west is, in some places, 600 feet above the

level of the sea. They are frequented by immense num-
bers of marine birds. Between the island and the main-

land ate various sand banks, especially off" the eastern

part, where is the safe road of St Helens.

The land to the north of the ridge already mentioned, is

chiefly pasture. To the south of it is a rich arable coun-

try, producing great crops of corn. It is said that the

grain annually grown here is sometimes greater than the

consumption of the island. The farms are small. The
crops usually obtained are wheat, barley, oats, beans, lur-
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nips, clover, &,c. ; the prevalent soil, a stronj; loam on a

dry subsoil, being well calculated for all these crops. The

butter made here is excellent : the cheese, the worst in

Encjiand except the Suffolk. The cattle are the Devonshire

and Alderncy; the sheep mostly Southdown and Dor.set.

On Ihe downs a great number of fine-neeced sheep arc fed,

about 40,yoo being annually shorn, and about 5000 lambs

sold. Rabbits are very plentiful. The climate is almost

proverbially mild ; and as the scenery is scarcely equalled

in any part of Europe, this isle is a favourite residence.

There are not many woods. The most extensive are those

of Swainston, Wooten, and Quarr. The chief rivers are,

the Medina, the Yar, and the Woolen. The Medina, pass-

ing Newport, falls inlo the sea at Corves : the Yar falls

into the channel at Yarmoutii : t!ie Woolen falls into Bra-

den's harbour. There are also various creeks and bays.

Great variety of fish is found on the coast, particularly lob-

sters and crabs. The cockles are much celebrated, and

the sandeel is very plentiful.

Among the products of this island are to be reckoned a

pure white pipe-clay, and a fine white crystalline sand.

Great quantities of the latter- are exported for the use of

the glass-works. Alum formerly was manufactured in

some of the western coves of the island.

By the returns reepecting the poor-rates in the year 1803,

it appears, tliat in the whole county, including the isle of

Wight, 153,427/, was annually raised for poor and other

rates. The average rate in the pound on the rack-rentai

was 4s. Sid. 130,983/. was actually expended on account

of the poor. The number of fiicndly societies was (52,

containing 4733 members. The number of children in

schools of industry amounted to 614. In the year ending

25th March 1815, the sum raised in this county for poor

and other parochial rates amounted to 21 1,557A, making an

increase since 1803, or in the space of 12 years, of 58,130/.,

or nearly 30 per cent.

At the invasion of the Roman?, great part of Hampshire
was possessed by the Regni and Uelgse. The latter kept
possession of it for 60 years after the first lauding of the

Saxons ; afterwards it formed part of Wessex. The most
remarkable antiquities in the county arc, Netlcy Abbey,
near Southampton, founded in the year 1239. The ruins

of this abbey, situated as they are on the declivity of a hill,

rising gently from the water, and environed by mos't beau-

tiful wood scenery, form a very interesting object. The
cathedral of Winchester, curious as an instructive cxample
of architecture ; the chapel of our Lady, the choir, and a

magnificently carved screen in stone work, arc particularly

celebrated. The college of William of ^^ykeham, at

Winchester, is also a remarkable building, independently

of their character and utility as a seminary. Hurst and
Carisbrooke castles, the latter in the isle of Wight, are re-

markable for having been the prisons of Cliarles I.

The following results, respecting the population of this

county, appear from the returns made in the year 1811 :

Houses inhabited 43,210
Families occupying them ..... 50,915
Houses building 441

uninhabited 1030

Families employed in agriculture . . 31,401

manufactures. Sec. 18,024

not comprised in these classes 1 1,48

1

Males 118,855

Females 126,225

Total, .... 245,080

Population in 1801 226,900
Increase 38,180

See Vancouver's .4griculture of Hamfishire ; Beauties of
England and Wales, \o\. v.: Worsley's /s/e q/" Wight: and
Gilpin's Forest Scenery, (w. s)

HAMPSHIRE, New, one of the United States of Ame-
rica, is bounded on the north by Lower Canada ; on the

east by Maine and the Atlantic ; on the south by Massa-
chusetts ; and west by the Connecticut river. It lies be-

tween lat. 42° 41', and 45" 1 1', N. and between Ion. 70°

40', and 72° 28', W. Its length is 168 miles : Its

breadth, bounding on Massachusetts, is 90, and on Ca-
nada 19 miles. On the eastern boundary it has about 18

miles of se.i coast. The slate is divided into six counties :

viz. Coos, Giafton, Cheshire, Hillsborough, Rockingham,
and S r fford. These are again divided into two hundred
and thirteen towns. The first settlement made in New
Hampshire, was at the mouth of Piscataqua, in 1623. In
the same year, Dover, eight miles higher up the river, was
established. Several germs of settlements were subse-
quently planted along the coast. The several towns pre-
served a friendly intercourse with f ach other, in their re-

spective employments of fishing, trading, and planting ;

and each governed itself until the year 1641, when they
voluntarily came under the government of Massachusetts.
This union subsisted nearly forty years ; but, in 1679, the
report of certain commissioners, appointed by the British
government to enquire into, and determine a controversy
between the successors of Sir Ferdinando Georges and
Captain John Mason, and the colony of Massachusetts, being
unfavourable to the latter, a separation took place; and a new
and distinct government for New liampsliire was instituted.

A governor and council of royal appointment, and an as-

sembly, representing the people, were constituted the

ruling power ; and the new government went immediately
into operation. In the year 1680, Mason, a grandson of

Captain John Mason, arrived from England, with a manda-
mus, requiring the council to admit him to a seat at the

board. He soon entered on his real errand; endeavouring
to persuade souic of the people to take leases of him ;

threatening others if they did not; forbidding them to cut

firewood and timber ; asserting his right to the province
;

and assuming the title of lord proprietor. His agents ren-

dered themselves obnoxious, by demanding rents of the

people, and threatening to sell their houses for payment.
These proceedings raised a general tumult. Petitions

were sent from each town, and from many individuals, to

the council for protection; who, taking up the matter ju-

dicially, published an order, forbidding Mason or his agents,

at their peril, to repeat their proceedings. The contro' ersy

between Mason and the council became so serious, thut he

deemed it expedient to quit the colony, and return to

England. On his representations and solicitation, Edward
Cranfield was commissioned lieutenant governor and com-
mander in chief of New Hampshire; with power to call,

adjourn, prorogue, and dissolve general courts ; to have a

negative voice in all acts of government ; to suspend any

of the council, who in consequence thereof would be ren-

dered ineligible as representatives of the people ; to ap-

point a deputy governor, judges, justices, and other oflR-

cers ; and to execute the powers of vice-admiral. The
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government was administered so flagitiously by Cranfield,

that his authority was openly resisted by the people ; and

he at length lelt New Hampshire and proceeded to Bar-

badocs. Towards the close of the reign of Charles the

second, the charter of New H unpshire was merged in a

commission issued to Joseph Dudley, appointing him pre-

sident of his majesty's tc\ritory and dominion of New
England; William Stanghton, deputy president; and twelve

others, counsellors. Tlu^ir jurisdiction extended over Mas-
sachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine, and the Naraganset.

In 1686, a commission issued to Sir Edmund Andross,

appoinung him captain general and governor in chief of

the same territory, including also the colony of Plymouth.

In 1689, in consequence of the tyranny of Andross's go-

vernment, a revolution took jilace at IJoston ; and the peo-

ple I here revived the government as it existed before the

comiTiission of Dudley. The people of New Hampshire
supported the revolution, united once more voluntarily

with Massachusetts, and continued this relation for three

years. The consolidation, however, was not sanctioned by

the crown ; but the old governments were restored.

Between the year 1692 and the American revolution

there was a succession of fifteen governors in New Hamp-
shire. The colony, in the meanwhile, was involved in war
with the French and the contiguous Indian tribes. About
the year 1719, it received a very considerable accession of

inhabitants, by the emigration of one hundred families from
the north of Ireland. They brought with them the ne-

cessary implements, and introduced the manufacture of

linen. Their spinning wheels, turned by the feet, were a

great novelty in the country. They also introduced the

culture of the potatoe. The most of the emigrants set-

tled^in a town by themselves, which they called London-
derry, from ihat in Ireland, near which they had mostly re-

sided. During its colonial state, New Hampshire suffer-

ed much by Indian hostilities. It was at one time so much
harrassed, the population so much reduced, and subsist-

ence so scanty, that the province was near being abandon-
ed. The conquest of Canada, at length, gave peace to the

frontiers of New Hampshire ; and the colony continued
thenceforward to prosper beyond every calculation. It en-

tered into the general revolution, in 1775, with a popula-
tion of 82,200. It was well prepared to share in the strug-

gle for national liberty. Its yeomanry were brave, hardy,
capable of enduring fatigue, had 'ong been accustomed to

the use of arms, and were complete woodsmen. Some of
them had acquired a considerable stock of militury expe-

rience in the previous wars, to the dangers and calamities

of which they had been particularly exposed. After the

declaration of independence, no part of the territory of

New Hampshire was, at any time, the seat of war : but

many of its inhabitants fought bravely, and bled freely in

the common cause. Dr. Belknap, the founder of the Mas-
sachusetts Historical Society, published an excellent histo-

ry of New Hampshire, which is brought down to the year

1792.

The principal denominations of Christians, in New
Hampshire, are congregationalists and presbyterians.

There are a few episcopalians, baptists, universalists, qua-
kers, and two small societies of sandemanians and shakers.

According to the constitution adopted in 1792, the civil

authority is vested in a governor and council, senate and
house of representatives, and a judiciary. The governor
in elected annually by the people ; and must be worth five

hundred pounds. If there be no choice by the people, the
legislature complete the election. The executive council
consists of five members. The legislature is called " The
General Court." Each branch has a negative on the other.

The senate consists of thirteen members, elected from as

many districts; and must be worth each a freehold of two
hundred pounds. Every town, having 150 rateable polls,

sends one representative to the general court ; and is enti-

tled to another for every additional 300 polls. The repre-
sentative must be worth one luiiidred pounds. The judi-
ciary is composed of a superior court, having four judg-
es ; an inferior court in each county, having four judges ;

a court of general sessions in each county, in which the
justices of the peace preside ; a court of ordinary, liolden

monthly in each county, by one judge ; and justices courts.
All judges hol'l their offices during good behaviour. Tiie
population of New Hampshire, in 18 10, according to the
federal census, was 214,460. Tins entitles it to six repre-
sentatives, besides two senators, in the congress of the

United States. The prosperity and growth of the state

may be seen by the progress of its population in the period
of sixty years, ending with 1810. The number in

1749 was 30,000

1767 52 700
1775 82,200

1790 was 141,685
1800 183,858

1810 214,460

All able bodied males, between the ages of sixteen and
forty-five, are liable to perform militia duty. These com-
pose a force of about twenty thousand.

Literature, until in latter years, has not been so much
cultivated in New Hampshire as in others of the New
England states. In 1769, a college, which has recently

been erected into an university, was founded, and liberally

endowed. It was called Dartmouth, from William, earl

of Dartmouth, one of its early and principal benefactors.

The edifice stands on a plain, about the half of a mile from
Connecticut river, in Hanover County. The rev. Dr.
Wheelock, the son of the gentleman who was chiefly in-

strumental in procuring its charter, at his decease, in

1817, bestowed nearly 40,000 dollars upon the institution.

Besides several liberal donations, the funds of the imi-

vcrsity consist in 80,000 acres of land, which now yield

fifteen hundred dollars per annum ; but are daily becoming
more prodtictive. When properly tenanted, and judici-

ously managed, they will afford a handsome revenue. In

1812, there were in the institution a president, who is pro-

fessor of civil and ecclesiastical history; a professor of

mathematics and natural philosophy ; a professor of lan-

guages ; and seveVal tutors. There has also been erected

a medical department, in which there are a professor of
medicine, and a professor of chemistry. Until some re-

cent feuds of a political and religious nature obstructed
the administration, this institution flourished. At onetime
it had upwards of two hundred students within its walls,

in the pursuit of science, who enjoyed the advantages of a
valuable chemical and medical apparatus, and a library of

4000 volumes. Connected with the university of Dart-
mouth is Moore's charity school ; the funds of which, be-

sides an edifice, consist of 12,000 acres of land, mostly in

the state of Vermont ; and 1 1 ,000 dollars, vested by a so-

ciety in Scotland for the education and religious instruc-

tion of the aborigines. This school has continued in ope-

ration nearly 65years ; and has been successful, to a great

degree, in improving the manners and religion of several

tribes of savages, within and near the boundaries of the

United States. There are also several academies in the

state. One at Exeter, called Phillips' Academy, wasincor-

porated in 1781, is richly endowed, and has generally from
80 to 100 students. It is one of the best conducted semi-

nal ies in the United States. Every town is obliged by law
to support one or more common schools. From the pre-

mises it will be seen, that science and literature have bad
liberal friends in New Hampshire.

Gg2
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Portsmouth is the largest town in tlic state. It is situ-

ated on the sovith hank of the Piscataqua, about two miles

from its mouth ; and has one of the finest harbours in the

Union. A light-house, with n single light, stands at the

entrance into the harbour. The population of Portsmouth,

in 1810, was 6,934. Tlic public edifices arc three congre-

gational churches, one Episcopalian, and one for Universal-

ists ; a state-house, a work- house, and 1 wo banks. Exeter

stands at the head of navigation on the Swamscot ; and

contains a number of manufacturing establishments. There

arc in and about it a duck manufactory, six saw-mills, a

fulling mill, slitting mill, paper mill, snuff mill, two choco-

late and ten grist mills, two printiiig offices, and iron works.

Saddles are manufactured extensively. Its public build-

ings are two congregational churches, an academy, court-

house, and gaol; and its population in 1810 was 1,759.

Concord, situated on the west bank of the Merrimac, is a

flourishing town ; and has between two and three thousand

inhabitants. Charlestown on the Cormecticut is a pleasant

town, with a population of nearly 2000. Dartmouth in

Hanover, thirty-six miles above Charlestown, is handsome-

ly built, containing a church, chapel, academy, university,

and 2,500 inhabitants. Haverhill has two churches, a

court-house, and 12( inhabitants. Keene,one of the pret-

tiest towns in the state, has a church, court-house, gaol,

and 1800 inhabitants.

In addition to the manufactories of Exeter, there are fur-

naces and iron works in Franconia ; ninety looms in Hano-
ver. The people generally make their own wearing ap-

parel ; and many articles for exportation. They also manu-
facture pot and pearl ashes, maple sugar, bricks and pottery.

The chief articles of export are timber of various kinds,

dried and pickled fish, whale oil, tar, flaxseed, beef, corn,

oxen and cows, horses, sheep, bricks, pot and pearl ashes.

The importations are West India rum, gin, molasses, wine,

porter, sugars, tea, coflec, cotton, cheese, nails, cordage, salt,

sea-coal, steel, lead, and grindstones. The product of the

fishery, ill 179 1, was 25,850 quintals. There have been ten

banks incorporated in New Hampshire. Internal intercourse

has been much facilitated by canals, locks, bridges, and
turnpikes.

The shore of New Hampshire is chiefly a sandy beach,

intcrsperseil by salt marshes, and intersected by creeks.

Only two bluffs appear on the coast, the Great and Little

IJoor Heads ; both in Hampton. Twenty or thirty miles

from the sea, the country is either level, or made up of lit-

tle hills and vallies. Aiiove commences the first range of

mountains ; north and west of which are several detached

ridges of considerable elevation. East of the Merrimac,
anil between that and Connecticut rivers, is the principal

range of mountains in the state. The country on the whole
may be denominated mountainous. The soil is generally

fertile. The lands on the water courses are rich, and yield

good crops of hay and wheat. The high lands produce on

an average twenty bushels of wheat to the acre; and also

afford good pasture. Pilch pine, white oak, chesnut, white

pine, spruce, hemlock, birch, beech, maple, ash, elm, alder,

red oak, and white birch, foim the forest : and according

to their ascendancy denote the soil hard, dry, sandy, thin,

loamy, rich, deep, or moist. Winter rye thrives best on
new, and maize or barley on oUI lands. Barley, flax, oats,

and peas, will not succeed until the lands have been culti-

vated some years. Agriculture improves throughout the

state. Orchards are nmltiplying and are productive. The
rivers of Hew Hampshire are the Merrimac, Contoocook,
Piscataqua, Ammonoosuc, Ameriscoggin, and Connecticut.

It has several lakes ; of which Winnipiseagee is the lar-

gest ; being twenty four miles long, and from three to

twelve miles wide.

In the township of Chester is an eminence 400 feet high,

called Rattle-snalite hill. It has a cave on the south side,

called the Devil's Den, the entrance into which is near the

base. In the town of Durham is a rock of 60 or 70 tons

weight, so exactly poised, as to be easily moved by the

hand. In the township of Atkinson, in a large meadow,
there is an island of six or seven acres extent, which rises

and falls with the water, when the meadow is overflowed.

The Isles of Shoals, 8 in number, lie 9 miles S. E. of

Portsmouth light-house. They are barren rocks, inhabit-

ed by 100 souls, who subsist by fishing. See Morse's Uni-

versal Geography, and The Constitution of the State, isfc.

E. H. Cummins, A. M.

HANAU is a town of Germany, and formerly capital of
the county and principality of Hanau Munzenburg. This
beautiful town is divided into the old and new town, the

former of which was built in 1303, and the latter in 1597,
by the Walloons. The town contains several churches, and
the palace in which the reigning Landgrave of Hesse Cas-
sel has apartments ; but he generally occupies a small
house at Wilhelmsbad when he comes to this part of the
country. The garden of the palace, the pleasure house of
Philippsruhe, and the baths of Wilhelmsbad in the neigh-
bourhood of the town, are deserving of notice. Hanau con-
tains manufactures of earthen ware, tobacco, woollen stock-
ings, playing cards, arms, and articles in steel. Popula-
tion 11,000.

HANCOCK, John, L. L. D. was born at Braintree,
Massa-huselts, about the year 1737. He was educated in

the Univ-rsity of Harvard, and graduated Bachelor of
Arts in 1754 On the death of his uncle, Thomas Han-
cock, esquire, he received a handsome fortune ; and soon
afterwards became an eminent merchant. He began his
political career in i756

; when he was chosen one of the

HANDEL, Gf.orge Frederic, a celebrated composer,
was born at Halle in Saxony, in the year 1684. His father,

representatives of Boston to the assembly. His colleagues
were James Otis, Thomas Cushing, and Samuel Adams,
esquires. In the controversy between the colonies and
Great Britain, Mr Hancock took the side of liberty and his

native country, and rendered many distinguished and pa-

triotic services. He was president of the provincial con-

gress in 1774. On the 12th of June, 1775, general Gage
issued a proclamation, offering pardon to all the rebels, ex-

cepting Samuel Adams and John Hancock, whose offences

were alleged to have been too flagitious to admit of their

exemption from condign punishment. At this period Mr
Hancock was a member of the continental congress ; of

which he was chosen president on the 24th of May, in the

place of Peyton Randolph, esquire, who was under the ne-

cessity of returning home. At the head of the illustrious

congress of 1776, he signed the declaration of indepen-

dence. In consequence of ill health, he took his leave of

congress in October 1777 ; when he received the thanks of

that body for his unremitted attention and steady impartiali-
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an eminent physician, designed him for the study of thft-

law ; but the decided propensities which he displayed for

ty in the discharge of the duties of his office. He was suc-

ceeded by Henry Laurens, esquire, of South-Carolina.

On the adoption of the present constitution of Massachu-

setts, he was chosen the governor of the state, in 1 780 ; and

was annually re-elected until 1785, when he resigned. In

1787, he was again elected, and continued in the office of

chief magistrate until his deatli, in October 1793. He died

in the filiy-seventh year of his age. His administration of

the government of Massachusetts was very popular. His
deportment in office was manly and decisive. By his mo-
deration and discretion, a civil convulsion, which broke out

while he was at the helm of state, was completely quieted,

without bloodshed. In his public speeches to the legisla-

ture, he acquitted himself with a popular eloquence seldom
equalled. In one of his last official acts, he supported in

a firm manner the sovereignty of the states. By a process

commenced against the state of Massachusetts, he was
summoned to answer the complaint of William Vassal in

a court of the United States : but Mr Hancock declined

the smallest concession, which might tend to establish a

precedent unfavourable to the independence of the state, the

interests of which were committed to his care ; and in the

controversy he supported his opinions with becoming dig-

nity. Litigations of this sort were subsequently precluded,

by an amendment of the constitution of the United States.

Mr Hancock was little devoted to science. He was more
active than studious. He was of easy address, polished in

manners, affable and liberal. As president of congress, he
displayed admirable qualifications for the situation. He
was sufficiently dignified, always impartial, quick in con-

ception, and constantly attentive to business. He has rare-

ly been rivalled in a similar station by any of his successors
in the old congress ; or in either house of congress, since
the adoption of thp ronsiiintion. General Washington, as
president of the convention in i roy, ;c rppn.-tpri to imvp p\.
hibited an almost inimitable pattern as a presiding officer.

Aaron Burr, while vice-president of the United States, fill-

ed the chair and performed its duties with marked ability

and distinguished elegance. Langdon Cheves, esquire, a

representative of South-Carolina in the 13th congress, dis-

played a combination of qualifications to fill the chair in a

deliberative body. He was very pointed in observing the

rules of the house; most bland and flexible in his disposi-

tion and manners ; but firm in maintaining his decisions and

the dignity of the assembly over which he presided. He
presided in the house of representatives at a very stormy

time ; yet in all the conflicts of party, and they were most
violent, his decisions on points of order were uniformly

supported ; and it is believed that the nation is indebted to

his nice discriminating sensibility, his firmness in duty, and

peculiarly winning jddress, that the peace of the house of

representatives was preserved, in the fearfully turbulent

session of 1814— 15. and the character of congress saved

from the pollution of sanguinary discord.

From the commencement of the revolutionary war, he

took an active stand against the encroachments of the mo-
ther country upon the rights of the colonists ; and his uni-

form, energetic, and exemplary patriotism throughout the

contest that ensued, is worthy of honourable remembrance.

By his good conduct, in public and private life, he became
a very popular man. A republican in principle, and a firm

supporter of the cause of freedom, he had complete posses-

sion of the affections of his fellow citizens; and, whenever
he became a candidate for the office of governor, he was
uniformly elected by a decided majority. In private life he

music at an age when youthful genius rarely begins to

expand, speedily demonstrated that his intentions would
be disappointed. Handel is said to have privately resorted

to a clavichord, an instrument strung with catgut, resem-
bling a piano-forte, in a remote apaitrnent, and continued
playing upon it wlien the rest of the family had retired

to sleep. His father, therefore, was induced to place him
under the tuitition of the organist ol the cathedral ; and
at only nine years of age, he is said to have composed
some motets which were adopted in the service of the

churclres. Distinguished musicians have sometimes ex-
hibited similar precocious talents, but they seldom attain

proportional excellence in maturer age : and if we admire
the productions of children, it is generally in forgetting

how much they would be undervalued were they the com-
positious of men.
The improvement of Handel, however, was great and

rapid, and was strikingly displayed in the composition of

an opera at the early period of fourteen, while he filled

the ostensible situation of manager of the Hamburgh
theatre. He was promoted to this situation in consequence
of the flight of Keisser, the regular manager, who had
attempted to assassinate him. Having composed the operas

of Almeria, Florinda, and Nero, Handel proceeded to Flo-

rence, where he prudently resisted the consequences of

an attachment, which an actress, who was mistress to the

Grand Duke, had conceived for him ; and repairing to

other parts of Italy, he formed an acquaintance with Co-
relli and Scarlatti, famous musicians of that era. Then
travelling to Hanover, he obtained a considerable pension

from the Elector, afterwards Geo. I. of Britain, and arrived

in London in 1710.

His fame had already preceded him, and he enjoj-ed

high favour at court. Some of his compositions were in-

tended for the practice of queen Anne; and when he re-

turned to Hanover, after urgent solicitations by the ad-

mirers of music to remain in England, she dismissed

him with a pension and valuable presents.

After a short interval, Handel revisited Britain, where
Up wne mnre caressed than ever, and where his musical

reputation began m pvtpnrl He. first resided with the

most distinguished persons, composing for performances,

and managing some concerts for the nobility ; and after-

wards a society, called the Royal Academy, was instituted,

by a subscription of 50,000^, to which the King contributed

1000/, for the execution of his works.

Handel now went to Dresden, in quest of performers

for this great establishment, where he engaged a native

of Siena, Francesco Bernardino Senesino, and Margarita

Durastanti, two singers of celebrity, with whom he open-

ed the Academy. But he had to contend with two formi-

dable rivals in composition, Bononcini and Attilio, whose

works were performed with applause in the H<»ymarkct

theatre. The friends of these three musicia»^) therefore,

in order to decide their respective meri"; agreed that

was charitable and generous. W-'h a large fortune, he

had the disposition to employ i* usefully and benevolently.

The poor shared liberally of 'ns bounty. The university of

Harvard experienced the oenefits of his devotion to all m-

stitutions for the pron-otion of knowledge and happiness

among the people "t his beloved country. His donations

to that institutiop were beneficent. Mr Hancock's oration

on a memoraWe occasion, in Boston, has been preserved in

most of our school books, as a pretty specimen of elo-

quence ; and is often pronounced at public exhibitions in

seminaries, where the students are taught the art of speak-

ing. See Allcti's Biogra/i/itj. (E. H. Cum-mins, A. M.)
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each should compose the nuislc lor an act ol an opera,

called Muzio Scxvola, of which ihe third fell to Handel's

share. Public opinion unanimously declared in lavour of

the last; and it has been observed, that the performance

of one of Handel's operas, after those of the other two,

" is going from Arabia Petraea to Arabia Felix ;
from

barren rocks to spontaneous fertility." Hnndel, therefore,

held unrivalled possession of the stage. Some years af-

terwards, having profited by the talents of Francesca

Cuzzoni, a female singer, of whom it was saidj "that

her intonations were so just and fixed, that it apjioared

as if she could nofsing out of tune," he engaged FaubUna,

a young, beautiful, and interesting Venetian. But a rival-

ship commenced between them, and the audience partici-

pated in it so keenly, that, amidst the violence of parti-

sans, the merits of the institution were altogether obscured.

Each was supported with indiscreet and indecent zeal

;

and one of them having become refractory, Handel, from

a previous example of the same in Scnesino, refused to

compose for this singer, and obtained his dismissal, pro-

bably in order to intimidate the others. By tiiis, and some

arrangements of a different kind, he offended the direc-

tors of the Academy, which led to its dissolution in nine

years from its commencement.
Handel, however, endeavoured to carry on an opera at

his own expence, while a rival amusement, patronised by

many of the leading persons of the metropolis, was esta-

blished in Lincoln's Inn Fields. But his success did not

co>'respond with his expectations ; and although he con-

tinued to compose, with great facility and expedition, his

productions were at length performed to empty houses.

Neither did his opponents experience better fortune ; from

which we may infer, that the English taste for operas

was beginning to decline. Handel produced no less than

thirty operas between 1721 and 1740; but in the latter

part of this period, both his health and his fortune were
so deeply impaired, that he left Britain to visit the baths

of Aix-la-Chapelle.

Having returned to London in a state of convalescence,
Handel began to direct his attention more pari •""''>' 'y 'O ^^'^p-

ther species of compusiuon, uiaioiius, ur sacred dramas, in

which he expected, by the simplicity of songs, and the

grandeur of chorus, to command that public notice which

was denied to lighter compositions. The Messiah was
performed at Covent Garden in 1741, and it will scarcely

be believed, after an interval of 70 or 80 years, that it was
but indifferently received. The inhabitants of Dublin,

however, to whom the author had it performed for tlve be-

nefit of the prisoners of that city, viewed it differently ;

atid it was afterwards repealed in England to the most
crowded audiences with unbounded applause. Many other
oratorios followed in rapid succession, of which the majority
were favourably received. The tide of public favour was re-

stored to its original current, and Handel's merits gained
their due appredation. But some of his productions were
nevertheless so liti'.» adapted to general taste, that the late

King George IL altet^ed them almost alone, when aban-
doned by the rest of his -ourt. Handel annually superin-
tended the performance of fi.- Messiah, with laudable libe-
rality, for the benefit of the Foundling Hospital, which pro-
duced above 5001. yearly.

In the year 1751, he was attack">d by gutta serena •

and from the moment that apprehension-, for his sight were
entertained, his spirits and vigorous imagination deserted
him. An operation proving unsuccessful, his melancholy
increased ; and he was obliged to resort to extraneous as-
sistance for the management of his oratorios. Years were
now crowding upon him without bringing any alleviation of
his disease ; and when he, whose works had so often charm-

ed an admiring audience, was led forward to make hi*

obeisance ; or when his own composition—" Total eclipse

—no sun, no moon—all dark auiid the blaze of noon,"—
was performed, it is ilifficull to determine whether he him-
self or the spectators were most affected.

Handel was attacked by a general debility in 1758, and
from that time he considered his own recovery as hopeless.
Nor were his anticipations wrong, for he expired in April
1759, in the 76i!i year of his age. He was entombed ia

Westminster Abbey, and a statue was erected to his me-
mory, as one, erected in Vauxhall Gardens in 1738, had
already celebrated Ins genius. In person he was large, and
rather corpulent and ungraceful ; and in manners he was
rougii and impetuous. Over his performers he exercised a
magisterial sivay, exacting implicit obedience in the fulfil-

ment of their respective duties ; but it is probable, that pos-

Iciily Jus heai-d his music to even greater advantage than

was done by himself. H^ had uo prominent vices, however,
and he practised many virtues. Handel died possessed of

considerable v.calih for the period, and what must be es-

teemed great for a musician, whose fortune was once ruin-

ed ; he left about 2i>,ouo/ , of which 1000/. was bequeathed
to the Society for supporting decayed musicians, instituted

in London in the year 1738. This Society derived 6000/.

more, from the profits of a grand commemoration in honour
of Handel, performed by 5 25 voices and instruments in

Westminster Abbey in 1784.

Handel's merit as a composer ranks very high ; and few
if any have excelled him, in that particular path which
he latterly chalked out for himself. The style of music
indeed, has undergone inconceivable alterations since his

death ; but many of his compositions are even at this day

heard with delight, though a century has elapsed since

their pi-eduction. His music is aiike sublime in one cha-

racter, and pathetic in another ; and so long as simplicity

and grandeur are valued by mankind, they will never lose

their impression. The quantity that Handp' "rote is sur-

prising. It certainly excff^'" •^'''^' ''** flowed from the pen
uf any otncr composer, however voluminous his works

;

and it is so great, that we must be content with observing,

that he produced between 40 and 50 operas, between 20
and 30 oratorios, besides organ concertos, and other music.

A complete edition of the whole, we believe, was pub-
lished a few years ago, in 80 folio volumes. Although a
large proportion of Handel's compositions are excellent, it

is undeniable that many seem dull and heavy to modern
taste; and the reiteration of favourite, or what he might
conceive appropriate, passages certainly impairs their effect.

The Grand Chorusses of the Messiah, the Coronation An-
them, Farewell ye limpid streams, Angels ever bright and
fair, and numerous others, can never be listened to without
emotion. Yet Handel, with all his excellence, committed
that egregrious error to which musicians are so prone,

he wrote too much. It is vain to expect perpetual no-
velty in thoughts or actions; the inexhaustible renewal of
human genius does not exist, or it appears only in arrange-
ment. Nature has bestowed but a trifling portion of original-

ity on any individual, however comprehensive his intellect

;

and so soon is that of composers bestowed on their works,
that extravagance and caprice are offered for what is alrea-

dy exhausted. They enjoy a latitude, it is true, which is

denied to literature or painting. These must be guided by
certain principles which are special and defined, and of
which the violation will ever be rejected by genuine taste.

But music is not restricted within definite boundaries;
while we acknowledge a few imperfections that should be
avoided, we cannot describe that particular course which
shall guide us to excellence. Hence public opinion will

long be divided on musical merit; that which pleases the
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car will gratify the majority; and the vest will seek for

some less prominent property, which may b^ the siibj.xt

of reflection. Perhaps a piece of music should be com-
pared to a narrative, while it is agreeable in one part, no-

thing ought to be outdone in another. A general ciiarac-

ter should be preserved throughout. Were this attended

to, fewer useless compositions, particularly instrumental

compositions, would be obtruded on the public. Handel's

works unquestionably evince the mind of a great master.

He who can move an avidience, both by pathos and gran-

deur, must be admitted lo have no ordinary genius. Ne-
vertheless he has perhaps fallen into another error, in en-

deavouring to make the imagination feel what it is necessary

to behold, before being alive to the impression, or what it

would probably require a kind of complex machinery to

represent. For example, the sun standing still, a pheno-

menon of nature, from which we should at this day expect

the annihilation of the terrestrial globe, is feebly imitated

by a note of uncommon duration. The hopping of frogs,

the buzzing of Hies, the falling of hail, are sufficient in

words; they are scarcely appropriate in music. Ano-
ther inimitable master, Haydn, has followed the footsteps of

his countryman in these questionable points. But how can

any one discover flashes of lightning, the flowing of streams,

the roaring of lions, or the crawling of worms, from any

association of musical notes ? Such allegories are beyond
the reach of the most vigorous imagination, which would
be perplexed in searching for the analogy. One of Han-
del's operas opens with an imitation of a storm and a ship-

wreck; and a symphony is introduced in another, to ex-

press the shrieks and cries of tortured souls in the infernal

regions.

We must conclude on the whole, that Handel is one of

the greatest masters who has ever flourished ; and that his

style and performance materially contributed to produce

that revolution in music, which has taken place in the course
of the eighteenth century, (c)

HANG-TCHEOU-FOO. See China.
HANNIBAL, the celebrated Carthaginian commander,

was born about 220 years B. C. ; and, when only nine years
of age, accompanied his father Hamilcar to the army in

Spain. Before his departure he vowed, at the altar, that he
would never be in friendship with the Romans; and in the

camp of Hamilcar, the most distinguished general of those

times, he acquired that military skill, which afterwards ren-

dered his enmity so formidable. At the death of his father,

nine years alter, he continued to serve in the field under
hisbrother-in-iaw, Asdrubal, who had succeeded tothe com-
mand ; and when this general fell by assassination, about
eight years afterwards, he was unanimously chosen by the

army as their leader, while the senate at Carthage with
one voice ratified the election. Soon after his confirmation in

the command of the troops, he accomplished the reduction

of the Olcades, and, loaded with booty, took up his winter
quarters in new Carthage, (the modern Carthagena), where
he completely secured the afl'ections of the soldiery by his

liberal distribution of the plunder, and the hopes of farther

conquests, with which he inspired them. In the following

year he reduced all the Spanish nations on the south of the

Iberus, except the Saguntines, the allies of Rome ; and,

upon returning to his former winter quarters, received an
admonition from the Romans to beware of molesting a peo-
ple who had been taken under their protection. Conceiv-
ing the armies of his country to have now attained suffici-

ent strength to contend with the legions of Rome, and
eager to vent his long cherished hatred against that rival

republic, he returned such an answer as clearly intimated
his hostile intentions, and immediately transmitted to Car-
thage direct charges against the Saguntines, of having com-

mitted outrages upon the allies of the slate. Having re-

ceived permission to make rejirisals, he pushed bis mea-
sures with a celerity and decision which the Romans wcic
not prepared to anticipate ; and, after an obstinate siege of

eight months, gained possession of Saguntuni before any
succours could be received from Rome. While the Ro-
mans were supposing the designs of the Carthaginians lo

have been limited to the reduction of Saguntum, and were
preparing to send an army by sea to Spain, as the seat of
the approaching contest, Hannibal, having secured the
friendship of the Gauls on both sides of the Alps, began
his march for Italy with an army of 50,ono infantry, and
9000 horse; evaded the Consul P. Scipio, who attempted,
by landing at the mouth of the Rhone, to intercept his pro-

gre>,s, carried his army across the Alps in the beginning of

winter in the space of 15 days, and appeared in the vicini-

ty of Turin, after a march of 1000 miles from New Car-
thage, accomplished in five months and a half. His army
was now reduced to 20,000 foot, (of which 12,000 were
Alricans, and the rest Spaniards), and about 6000 cavalry.

Having taken in three days the city of the Taurini, and
put all who opposed him to the sword, he hastened for-

ward to meet the Consul Publius Scipio, who had returned
with the utiTiost expedition from the banks of the Rhone,
and had already passed the river Po with his army. The
two armies joined battle on the banks of the Ticinus, a

small river in Lombardy; and Hannilial, chiefly by the su-

periority of his cavalry, gained an easy victory over a ge-
neral, who was neither deficient in courage or experience,
but who seems to have been little aware of the talents of
his adversary. The other Consul, Sempronius, having arriv-

ed with a fresh army, acted with still greater rashness, and,

engaging the Carthaginians near the river Trebia, sustain-

ed a much more decisive defeat. In the following cam-
paign Hannibal was again fortunate in having to contend
witli a self-confident commander, Caius Flaminius ; and,

having carefully studied his temper, drew him into n
delile by pretending a retreat, and cut to jjieces, near the

Lake Thrasymenus, the greater part of his army. But all

his talents and expedients were brought into requisition by
the dictator Fabius Maximus, who justly concluded, that

to stop the progress of an invader is to gain a victory, and
who cautiously directed his operations to preserve a com-
manding position, and to intercept the foragers of the ene-

my. The Cartiiaginian leader, baffled in all his artful

movements to surprise his opponent, or to force an engage-

ment, resolved at least to attach the neighbouring nations

to his interests, by proving himself master of all tlie open
country, boldly directed his march to the fruitful plains of

Campania, which he quietly ravaged within sight of the Ro-
man army. Upon attempting to return with his booty

through the same pass by which he emcred the country,

he found himself, when .encamped at the foot of Mount
Callicula, hemmed in by the masterly movements of the

Dictator; but by dispersing, during the night, 2000 oxen
with burning faggots on their horns, he contrived to draw
off" tlie detachment which occupied the heights in t!ie line

of his march, and to bring off his army in complete safely.

By taking care, in the general devastation, to spare the lands

of Fabius, he encouraged the accusations and suspicions,

which were ungenerously cast upon that general, of hold-

ing a secret correspondence with the enemy. In a short

time he found means to draw into a snare the one half of

the Roman army, commanded by Minucius, who had been

raised to equal authority with the Dictator; but, when in

full pursuit of the routed legions, he was checked by the

advance of Fabius, and obliged to sound a retreat. While

reluctantly retiring to his camp, he is reported to have said

to his attendants, " Have I not often told you, that that cloud
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which hovered upon the mountains would one day burst

\i|)on us in a storm f" The Roman generals, enjoined by

the senate to follow the plans of Fabius, continuing merely

to watrli the motions of the Carthaginians without risking

a decisive engagement, he found his difficulties fearlully

accuinulaling. Without any hope of succours from Gar-

th? ^e and lei t to the resources of his own genius for the means
of subsisting his troops, in |)crpelual distrust of his allies in

Italy, and daily assailed by the murmurs of his exhausted

soldiers, he was on the point of sacrificing one part of his

urniy to save the other, when the rashness of his adversa-

ries again afforded him not only a season of respite, but an

occasion of triumph. Having understood the fiery temper
of Terentius V.aro, one of the new consuls, (who held the

command of the Roman army, and who bore, with the ut-

most impatience, the cautious counsels of Paulus Ewiilius,

his colleague), he attacked him in all his detachments, in-

sulted him even in his camp, and succeeded at length in

drawing him into the field, near the fatal village of Can-
nse. The Roman army consisted of 80,000 foot, and 6000
horse, and that of Hannibal amounted only to 50,000 in all,

of which 10,000 were cavalry. Varro, on the day of his

(urn to command, impatient to punish, as he expressed it,

the insolence of the Carthaginiati, and confiding in the num-
ber of his troops, descended into level ground, as if he had
studied to favour the enemy's superiority in cavalry ; and
in a battle which has already been described in the work,
(see Cann^), lost nearly the whole of the largest army
which had ever been equipped by Rome, while the loss of
Hannibal did not exceed 6000 men. " Follow me," said

one of the Carthaginian officers, elated with the annihila-

tion of the Roman army ;
" I will be at Rome with the ca-

valry before they have notice of my approach. In five

days we shall sup in the Capitol." To the refusal of Hanni-
bal to adopt this advice, the preservation of Rome and its

empire has been ascribed by Livy, and several other anci-

ent historians ; but many later writers have questioned the

justice of the censure. Rome had been carefully fortified

after the battle of Thrasymenus, and was provided with
every thing necessary to sustain a siege. It was full of

soldiers well trained to war, and supplied the dictator Ju-

nius Pera with four new legions and 100 horse, immedi-
ately after the battle of Cannse. Hannibal's advantages had
been principally gained by his superiority in cavalry, which
could be of little use in attacking a city ; and the rest of
his army did not exceed 35,000 men. " His own judgment,"
says Dr Adam tergusson, " is of more weight than that

of the persons who censure him. He knew the character
of the Romans, and his own strength. Though victorious,

he was greatly weakened by his victories, and at a distance
from the means of a reinforcement or supply. He was
unprovided with engines of attack ; and so far from being
in a condition to venture on the scige of Rome, that he
could not attack even Naples, which, after the battle of
Cannae, refused to open its gates."

Hannibal, soon after his victory at Cannae, withdrew his

army to Capua, the principal city of Campania, where he
finally took up his winter quarters, sfter several unsuccess-
ful attempts to gain possession of Nola, Casilinum, and
particularly Naples, as affording an easy communication
with Africa. Nothwithstanding the assertion of the Ro-
man historians, that Capua, by its enervating pleasures,
proved as fatal to the Carthaginians as Cannae had been to

the Romans, it does not appear that Hannibal or his troops
had lost much of their martial activity and ardour. As
soon as the rigour of the season began to relax, he renew-
ed the siege of Casilinum in sight of an army from Rome,
amounting, exclusive of allies, to 25,000 men ; and the want
of supplies from Carthage, which had indeed been promis-

ed, but were slow in their arrival, was the principal cause
of his power declining in Italy. He had not troops to op-
pose the Roman armies, which were so rapidly collected
against him, and at the same time, to garrison the towns
and protect the countries which had subn)itted to his autho-
thority or accepted his alliance. During the space of four

years after the battle of Cannae, no decisive advantage was
gained by either party in the war; and though several

victories are stated, by Livy and Plutarch, to have been
gained over Hantiibal by Marcellus, it is affirmed by Ne-
pos, that the latter was always victorious in Italy, and by
Polybius, that he was never vanquislied before the battle of

Zama. In the eighth year of the war, while Capua was
h.ird pressed by the Romans, Hannibal made an attempt
to draw off the besiegers, by marching to the gates of

Rome, but found that city too well prepared to resist an
attack which he seems after all to have rather feigned than

intended. After the fall of Capua, he was frequently

obliged to decline the battle which the Roman generals

were now ready to offer; and at length, in the thirteenth

year of the war, after the death and defeat of hiS brother

Asdrubal, being unable to preserve his conquests in Italy,

he retired with all his forces to the barren rocks of Bru-
tium. Even in this weakened condition, in a country inca-

pable of supplying him with subsistence, and at the head of

an army composed of Africans, Spaniards, Gauls, Cartha-

ginians, Italians, and Greeks, he continued, by his extraor-

diary talents as a general, to preserve the discipline of his

troops, and to render himself formidable to the Roman
commanders, till, in the 16th year of the war, he was re-

called to Afiicafor the immediate protection of Carthage
against the victorious legions of Scipio. Leaving Italy

with the utmost reluctance, and landing at Little Leptis, a

city between Susa and Adrumntum, he received instant or-

ders from the Carthagii.iian Senate to advance and give bat-

tle to the Romans. In obedience to these instructions, he

proceeded by forced marches to Zama, about five days

journey south west from Carthage; and being struck with

the undaunted generosity of Scipio in sending back the

spies who had been taken in his camp, requested an inter-

view with the Roman general. The armies had encamp-
ed within four miles of each other, and there was a large

open plain between them, where no ambush could be laid.

Here the two generals, escorted by an equal number of

guards, arrived for the conference; and each attended by

an interpreter, met in the midway, where they remained for

a while in silence, viewing one another with mutual admi-

ration. Hannibal first spoke and proposed a treaty of peace,

upon terms which had been recently agreed upon between

the two countries ; but Scipio insisting upon the per-

fidy of the Carthaginians in breaking the truce during the ne-

gotiations, required them to surrender at discretion. Han-
nibal, however much disheartened by his misfortunes, and

doubtful of victory, could not bring himself to make, at the

head of an army, so humiliating a submission. The con-

ference terminated ; and both the generals returning to their

camps, prepared for battle on the following day. Accord-
ing to the testimony of Polybius, Hannibal drew up his ar-

my in the most skilful manner, and performed every thing

in the engagement which could have been expected from a

great commander. The victory was long and eagerly con-

tested ; and the Romans, though superior in numbers, ap-

pear to have at one time been on the point of losing the

battle. But Masinessa, who commanded the Numidian
cavalry, and Lolius who headed that of the Romans, hav-

ijg routed the wings of the Carthaginian army, came in the

rear of Hannibal's veteran soldiers, who were almost entire-

ly cut to pieces in their ranks. Of the Carthaginians,

20,000 are said to have fallen in the field, and about the same
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number wcie taken piisoncis. Hannibal escaped wiili a

few horsemen to Adiunictum, whence he was called to

Carthage, to aid the lalliM}; republic with his counsels. He
instantly declared, that there was no resource except in

a peace ; and tliis reply from the constant advocate of the

war, aiid most invelcrale foe of the Roman name, decided

the senate to submit to the coaquaror. See Carthagk
and RoMF..

Hannibal, who had now spent thirty-six years in arms,
continued to reside at Carthage ; and was afterwards ho-

noured with the chief magistracy in that republic. Ha-
ving exerted himself to remedy various abuses in the ma-
nagement of public afiairs, and having particularly brought

to light many instances of the embezzlement of the revenue,

he was accused by his enemies to the Romans of secretly

holding intelligence with Antiochus the Great, in the de-

signs which that prince was meditating against the power
of Rome. In spite of the remonstrances of Scipio, (who
generously defended his former opponent in arms, and
strongly insisted that it was Lelow the dignity of the Ro-
man people to range tliemselves among the personal ene-

tnies of Hannibal, and take part in the factions of Car-

thage,) ambassadors were dispatched by the senate to bring

the charge against Hannibal, and to require that he should

be delivered jnto their hands. Aware of their design, and
dovibtful of his countrymen, he made his escape to Tyre,

where he was received and enteitained in a manner suited

to his reputation ; and afterwards joined Antiochus at

Ephesus, whom he found in a state of, hesitation between
peace and war. Upon being consulted on tlie subject, he

asserted, as he had always done, that the Romans were
invincible every where but in Italy: proposed, if entrusted

with 10,000 foot and 1000 horse, to make a descent in that

country ; and, at the same time, dispatched a messenger
to Carthage to persuade them to join in the enterprize. Be-
fore the commencement of hostilities, a Roman ambassa-

dor, accompanied by Scipio Africanus, arrived at Eplie-

sus; and, during their residence there, many civilities are

said to have passed, and frequent conversations to have

taken place between them and Hannibal. It is reported

that, during this friendly intercourse, Scipio one day ask-

ed the Carthaginian, " Whom he thought the greatest

general ?" Hannibal iinmediately replied, " Alexander,

because that, with a small body of men, he had defeated

very numerous armies, and had overrun a great part of the

world." " And who do you think deserves the next place?"

continued the Roman. " Pyrrhus," replied the other : " he

first taught the method of forming a camp to the best ad-

vantage. Nobody knew belter how to choose, or post

guards more properly." " And whom do you place next

to those ?" said Scipio. Hannibal named himself; at which
Scipio asked, with a smile, " Where, then, would you
have placed yourself, if you had conquered me ?" " Above
Alexandei ," replied the Carthaginian, " above Pyrrhus, and

above all other generals;" thus, by a most refined strain

of compliment, separating Scipio from the crowd of com-
manders, as one of inestimable qualities. These familiar

conversations are said to have been sought by the Roman
deputies, for the jjuipose of discovering the designs of
Hannibal ; and they had at least the eiVect of rendering
him suspected by Antiochus. Tliat prince, though after-

wards cured of their suspicions of his guest, refused to

follow his counsels as to the prosecution of the war ; and]

upon suing for peace after his defeat at Magnesia, was re-

cjuired, among other conditions, to deliver up Hannibal to

the Romans. This lllustiious exile, however, anticipating

such a demand, had removed from the dominions of the

Syrian monarch, and taken refuge with Prusias, king of
Bithynia, to whom he tendered eminent services in vari-

ous wars. At length Flaminius arrived as an ambassador
from Rome, for the ostensible purpose of requiring Prusias

to desist from hostilities against the king of Pergamus ;

but principally with a vfcvv to induce him to betray his

Carthaginian guest. The king, reluctantly, according to

Plutarch, but readily, according to Livy, complied with

the dishonourable pioposal ; but Hannibal, who resided in

the castle of Libyssa, upon learning that the place was
surrounded by soldiers, resolved to die, rather than fall into

the power of his persecutors. Taking into his hand a poison

which he had kept ready for such an exigence, " let us
deliver Rome," he said, " from her perpetual fears and
disgust, since she has not patience to wait for the death

of an old inan." Then, having invoked the gods to take
vengeance upon Prusias for his violation of hospitality, he
swallowed the poison and expired. He died at the age of

65 years, of which he had passed 36 in camps, and 13 in

exile. He had little opportunity, therefore, to cultivate the

moral and civil virtues ; though, perhaps, if impartially

tried even by this test, he will be found, notwithstanding

the shocking portrait drawn of him by Livy, to have been
by no means inferior to the great body of conquerors in

ancient times, or even to his celebrated opponent Scipio

Africanus. Neither Plutarch nor Polybius makes any
mention of that cruelty, perfidiousness and irreligion, with

which he has been charged. In point of military talents,

he may be pronounced to stand in the foremost rank ; and
all the qualities which make a complete general, have not

been more constantly and conspicuously manifested in the

conduct of any captain of antiquity, than in that of Han-
iiibaK He appears, especially, to have surpassed thent all

in the talent of forming brave and disciplined soldiers ;

though he was opposed by troops, consisting chiefly of Ro-
man legions, warriors by choice and education, he was
victorious, even over superior numbers, in every battle ex-

cept his last; and that with an army, which he had in a

great measure renewed in conquered countries, which he

had collected from various nations, differing in manners and

language, and which he preserved attached to his interests

in the midst of privations and reverses. See Nepos, Livy,

Plutarch, Polybius ; Rollin's Ancient HUtory, vol. vii. 4

Ferguson's History of the Roman Refiublic, vol. iii. ; .\bbe

de St Pierre's Life of Scifiio Africanus ; and Hooke's Rom.
Hist. vol. iv. and v. (9)
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HANOVER.

IIanoveu is a kingdom of Europe, which was formed in

1815 out of the electorate of Hanover and the principality

of Osnaburg. It is situated in the circle of Lower Saxony ;

and is bounded on the north by the territory of Hamburgh,

Holstein, and Mecklenburgh, the Elbe forming the line of

demarcation as far as Inapesse ; on the north-east by Prus-

sia; on the cast by the duchies of Brunswick and Prussia;

on the south by Hesse and Prussia; on the west by the

lands of Lippe, Hesse, Waldeck, and Prussia; on the

north-west by the territory of Bremen, and the possessions

of the Duke of Olders, and the territories of Aremberg
and Looz.

Hanover is of a very irregular form. It comprehends the

duchies of Luneburg-Zell, Bremen, Verden, and Saxe Lau-

enburgh, on the northern side of the Elbe ; the countries of

Calenburg and Grubenhagen on the south; those of Diephollz

and Hoya on the west ; and that of Danneberg on the east.

At the treaty of Ratisbon, Hanover lost the bailiwick of

Wildehausen; but in 1802, it acquired the principality of

Osnaburg.
1. The principality or duchy of Luneburg-Zell, is bound-

ed on the north by the duchies of Lauenburg and Meck-
lenburgh ; on the east by the electorate of Brandenburg

and duchy of Brunswick ; on the south by those of Bruns-

wick and Calenburg; and on the west by the circle of

Westphalia. The Elbe forms tlie north and north-east

boundary. It is from 75 to 80 miles from north to south,

and from 60 to 70 from east to west. It contains 200 pa-

rishes and 27 towns. It possesses some fruitful marsh

lands along the Elbe, the Aller, and the Jetze ; but to-

wards the centre and northern parts, it is sandy, heatliy,

and barren. The principal towns are Lunebuug, Hah-
BURG, Zell, Helzen, Danneberg, and Lucho.

2. The duchy of Bremen, is bounded by Holstein,

Luneburg, Verden, and ^V'estphalia. It is about 65 to

70 miles long from north to south, and 45 to 50 from east

to west. The Marschland, or low country, on the rivers

Osier, Weser, and Elbe, is fertile, but liable to inunda-

tions. The Geestland, or high country, is in some places

fruitful, and has its heaths covered with sheep. In this

duchy are 2 cities, 12 market towns, 22,276taxable hearths,

1 18 Lutheran churches, and 28 noble jurisdictions. The
principal towns are Bremen, Stade, Buxtehude, Closter

Seven or Zeven.
3. The duchy of Verden, which has a peninsular form,

lies on the right bank of the Weser, between Bremen and

Luneburg. The extent from north to south and from east

to west, is from 25 to 30 miles. It is an elevated, heathy,

and dry country, traversed by the rivers Alierand Wumme.
Its principal towns are Verden, Rottenburg, and Lan-
gueda!.

4. The duchy of Saxe-Lauenburg, is boimded by IIoJ-

stcin, Mecklenburgh, and Luneburg, and the territories of

Lubcck and Hamburgh. The country is level, and in some
places fertile. It yields considerable quantities of wood
and flax, and exports rye, butter, cheese, wool, wood, and
fish. The small rivers Belle, Steckenilz, &c. which fall

into the Elbe, water the southern part of the duchy. The
principal lakes are those of Ratzeburg and Schall; and
the chief towns Ratzeburg, Lauenburg, and Mollen.

5. The principality of Calenburg is situated in the

south-west corner of Lower Saxony, and is cut into two

parts by a part of the principality of Wolfenbuttel. The
northern part is bounded by Luneburg, Hildesheim, Pyr-
mont, Lippe, Schaucnburg, Hoya, and Minden ; and the

southern part by Wolfenbuttel, Grubenhagen, Eichfeld,

and Lower Hesse. It is about 48 leagues long, and from
6 to 10 broad. The Weser, which forms part of the west-

ern boundary, is every where navigable. The country is

in some places hilly, and in others marshy and sandy, and
no where very fertile. Tiie principal hills, are the Deister,

Suntel, and Solingerwald. The principality contains 36
towns, and 221 churches. It is divided into three quar-

ters, viz. 1. The quarter of Hanover, which contains 11

towns, 2 abbies, 6 convents, 81 manors, and 212 villages.

The chief towns are Hanover, Munder, Wunstorf, Pat-

tensen, Eldagsen, &cc. 2. The quarter of Hameln and
Lauenau, which contains 13 towns, and 128 villages. The
principal towns are Hameln, and Bodenwarden. 3. The
Gottingen quarter, which contains 15 royal bailiwicks, 11

noble jurisdictions, 12 towns, 8 convents, and 180 villa-

ges. The chief towns are Gottingen, Nordheim, Mun-
den, Dransfeld, Moringen, Uslar, and Hardegsen.

6. The principality of Grubenhagen, is bounded by
Calenberg, Wolfenbuttel, Wernigerode, Blankenburg, Ho-
henstein, and Eiciifeld. The greater part of this princi-

pality is mountainous, and covered with woods. It con-

tains, however, some fruitful plains, where considerable

quantities of flax are raised. Grubenhagen contains a

part of the famous chain of the Hartz. The principal

minerals which it contains, are slates, alabaster, marble,

rock salt, calamine, sulphur, lead, copper, iron, silver,

and gold. For an account of the produce of the mines,

see p. 243. Grubenhagen contains 9 small towns, 44 pa-

rochial churches, and 70C0 taxable hearths. The chief

towns are Einbeck and Osterode, which are described in

p. 245.

7. The county of Diepholtz is bounded on the north by
Delmenhorst and Bremen, on the east by Hoya, on the

south by Minden, and on the west by Osnaburg and Mun-
ster. It is 25 miles long from north to soutii, and 10 to

14 from east to west. This county consists of heaths,

moors, and pasture lands ; and tlie people are cliiefly em-
ployed in breeding cattle, and manufacturing coarse linens.

It contains ten parishes, and five towns, the principal of

which are Diepholtz and Lemfordc.

8. The county of Hoya is bounded on tiie north by
Delmenhorst, Bremen, and Verden, on the east by Lune-
burg and Calenbure;, on the south by Minden, and on the

west by Minden and Diepholtz. It is 25 to 30 miles from

north to south, and 30 to 33 from west to east. The soil

is chiefly sandy ; but there are some fruitful tracts, which
produce wheat, barley, and flax. Some parts are heathy,

and others fit for pasture. It contains 5 4 parishes, and

100 towns and villages, the chief of which are Hoya,

Drakenburg, Nienburg, Liebenau, Suhlingen, Harp-
steadt, &c.

9. The principality of Osnaburg is bounded on the north

and south by Munster, on the east by Hoya, Minden, and

Ravensberg, on the west by Techlenburg and Lingen. It

is about 43 miles long from north to south, and 32 from

west to east. The river Hase traverses it from north to

south. Nearly one half of the county consists of lieathy

and barren land. Rye and flax are its chief produce. It
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contains seven towns, tlic principal of wliicli arc Osnaburg,
Iburg, Fuistcnau, Quackcnbiuck, Vordcn, and Wiedcn-
briick. See Osnabuug.

Hanover comprehends 107 bailiwicks. The coinitry is

intersected by a great number of rivers and streamlets,

and is in general extremely marshy. The principal rivers

are the Elbe towards the north, the Weser and the Leine

on the west, and the Aller and the Ilmenau in the centre

of the kingduni. The chief lakes are lliose of Dicphollz

and Stinhudcr. The Aller rises in the duchy of Magde-
burg ; and, after traversing the southern parts of Lune-
burg-Zell, it falls into the Weser below Verden. The
Leine lises in Eichfeld, runs northward through the

eastern part of Calenburg, and falls into the Aller. The
lake of Diepholtz is called the Drummer-see, and though
very extensive is extremely shallow.

The climate is by no means good. The temperature is

very variable. Tlie winters are rigorous, and frosty days

often intervene between the greatest heats of summer.
A north-west wind commonly blows during the cold season,

an east wind in spring, and a south-west wind in summer.
The conunun diseases are catarrhs, intermittent and nervous
fevers, phtliisis, apoplexy, and palsy. When July is very

warm, dysenteries are peculiarly malignant. The epide-

mics are of a rheumatic nature, and consumptions are

very fatal.

The Harlz mountains are the most considerable in the

kingdom. See Hartz. The mountains which separate

the west and south of Hanover from the principality of

Hesse are either of a calcareous or basaltic nature, and
consist of large pyramidal blocks, which furnish excel-

lent stones for mending the roads, and paving the streets.

Very little progress has been made in iimproving the

heaths and the marshy grounds of Hanover. A few fer-

tile spots are occasionally seen in the midst of barren
wastes, although, by a little judicious management, a

great part of the soil might be brought under cultivation.

Nearly one half of the land is covered with weeds ; a
fifth part of the arable fields is employed in pasturage

;

and of the parts from which grain is raised, a third is oc-

cupied by peas and beans, a fourth by wheat, rye, and buck-
wheat, a fifth by barley, and a sixth by oats. On the sandy
lands good potatoes are produced. Notwithstanding the

general sterility of the country, there are many fertile

and populous vallies on the banks of the Elbe and the

Weser. The duchy of Saxe Lauenberg is completely
cultivated, owing to a wise agreement between the seig-

neurs and the peasants to relinquish some mutual privi-

leges. The grain raised in Hanover is not sufficient <^i'

the consumption of the inhabitants; but though the pas-

turage is not luxuriant, they export a considerab'- num-
ber of horses to France, Italy and Saxony. If the ope-

ration of draining were extensively carried «), Hanover

might supply Germany, Holland, and Frar>-e, with a suf-

ficient number of horses and black cat*-*- The wool is

of a very bad quality. It is used in Pclgium in the ma-

nufacture of coarse cloth, and the Hanoverians work it in-

to a tolerably good looking stivi'- Several rams of the

Merino breed have, however, Oeen imported from Upper
Saxony ; and the wool has cms been greatly ameliorated.

The cows are neither Ipfge nor beautiful. They are ge-

nerally of a black and "hite, or a white and fawn colour. In

order to improve the breed, bulls are brought from Hol-

land. The Hanoverian goals are very poor, and few in

number. The oxen are of a middle size, and make excel-

lent beef, the pork is good, and the mountain mutton is

highly esteemed. Flax is more abundant than hemp through-

out tne kingdom, and it is the chief occupation of the fe-

males to spin it in the winter evenings.

The natural history of this country is in no respects in-

teresting. IJoars and deers arc inucli less numerous than
formerly ; and, during the last century, wolves have been
extremely rare. The last bear was killed at H;;rtz about
the beginning of tlie 18th century. Roebucks and hares
are excellent, but raljljits arc very scarce. Thiushes, par-
tridges, skylarks, wild-ducks, heathcocks, and a small spe-
cies of tetran, arc very numerous. Tlie rivers do not pro-
duce a great variety of fish, but the markets are well sup-
plied with turbot, ])erch, carp, pike, and large eels. The
streams that issue from the Hartz, and other wooded
mountains, abound with a small trout of exquisite llavour.

The mineral waters of Limmer are much frec|uented. The
hot baths of Liminer are built of grey stone, firmly cement-
ed, and fixed in the ground. The descent is by four steps,

with a ballustrade. A bench 5 inches broad serves for a

seat, and it has a fir back, in order to prevent a sudden
shock from the cold stone before it has acquired the tem-
perature of the water. The charge for each bath is a
franc.

The minerals of this country are rich and numerous:
They consist of silver, copper, lead, iron, cobalt and zinc,

with marble slate, coal, turf, and limestone. Boracite

has been found in the Calkberg and Staurolitc at Andreas-
berg in the Hartz. The annual produce of the mines of the

Haitz which belong to Hanover, is reckoned at 1,172,733

rixdollars. The annual produce of the lead mine called

Caroline is 194,000 rixdollars. See the article Hartz.
The territory of Hanover is governed by a regency,

composed of seven ministers. Four of these reside in

Hanover, the capital ; and the fourth, who presides over

the law department, the police, and the high court of ap-

peal, resides at Zell. The sixth, who is at the head of

the College of Nobles, likewise presides over the subordi-

nate regency of Bremen and Vcden, which is held at

Stade; and the seventh has 3 permanent establishment

in the court of the electoral ^mg. This regency possess-

es regal power, and decio'cs in all matters on which the

provincial states are n""- entitled to interfere. It commu-
nicates with these nasemblies in the same manner as the

elector himself, ori<J superintends all the departments of

the o-overnmP'''- There is a subordinate regency for the

bailiwicks jf Lauenburgh, which sits at Ratzeburg, and

another 'O'" the principality of Osnaburg, which sits at

OsnaMi'g-
irie provincial states of the kingdom consist of the pre-

t.tes of the equestrian order, and the magistrates of cities.

The priests are of the first rank, the nobles are of the

second, and the magistrates of the third rank. The duty
of the states is, to watch over the liberties of the people
and the different orders of the citizens,—to enforce a re-

gular administration of the laws,—and to superintend the

distribution of the public money. No tax can be levied

without their consent, and every new law must have their

sanction.

The Roman and public law, the constitution of the em-
pire, the bulls of the emperors, and the particular consti-

tutions of the different provinces of which Hanover is

composed are precedents, by which the magistrates are

guided in their political, civil, and criminal jt.Mgments.

The high court of appeal sits at Zell, and the minibtcr is

bound to consult the regency in certain diffictJit cases. The
decisions of this court have always been h.-ghly respected.

When M. Wrisberg was its president, George II. one

day said to him, " How does it happen thai I lose every

process that I bring before your tribunal ?" " Sire," re-

plied the president, " it is because your Majesty is always

in the wrong." " M. de Wrisberg," replied the king,

" you speak to me like a magistrate." Capital punish-

Hh 2
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ments are very rare in Hanover. The principal punisli- The Lutheran cleri^y are supported Ijy a portion of the

ments are fine, reprimand, detention in a house of cor- property which once belonged to the Catholic church ;

rection, imprisonment, or compulsion to labour for a limit- but the j^reatest part of it is approprintcd for the university

ed period. Breaking on the wheel is siill practised in of Goltingcn, the lyceum of Hefel<l, and other public in-

this country, but it is always preceded by strangulation, stitutions. The ministers of the other sects receive a

Every sentence, however, which inflicts this punishment, small sum from government, and derive the rest of their

must be submitted to the deliberation of tlie regency, income from their parishioners. The Calviriisis are f w

Public works, where the criminals labour, are established in number, and there are only a very few Roman Catholics

in five of the principal cities : the more hardened are sent in the kingdom.

to Hameln, and others to the quarries of Luneburg. The A regular system of instruction was adopted ui Hano-

use of preparatory torture is said to remain unabolished, ver after the year 1750, in consequence of the liberality of

The revenues of the kingdom are derived principally M. Botticher, who endowed a seminary for schoolmasters

from a tax on land,—from a contribution from the peasantry in the city of Hanover. The electorial regency did all in

in money, grain, and labour on the roads,—from a poll tax its power to promote the olijects of this institution; and,

from the different classes of citizens,—from duties on cat- in order to combine practical with moral and literary

tie, on the consumption of luxiiries, and on salt, coals, and knowledge, the children of both sexes were taught to sew,

turf. Taxes are also levied on mills, leases, horses, and spin, kriit. Sec. In the middle or secondary schools are

public carriages, and considerable sums are obtained from taught geography, history, drawing, the French and En-

tythes,—from tolls on the transit of goods,—from the glish languages, together with the elements of geometry,

custom-house, the forests, fisheries, game-laws, the mines In the academies, or schools of the third order, are taught

of Hartz, the coinage of money, anil the postage of let- antiquities, and the Latin, Greek, and other languages,

ters. The total amount of the revenues has been esti- Academies of this kind are established at Zcll, Clausthal,

mated at 962,500/ sterling. The national debt is considera- Einbeck, Hameln, Hanover, Harburg, Ultzen, Hefeld,

ble, and was principally contracted to support the seven Gottingen, Bremen, Luneburg, Minden, Nordheim, Oste-

years war. rode, Stade, and Verden. Besides these academies, there

Hanover has 10 garrison towns, viz. Hanover, Mun- are establishments at Hanover and Luneburg for the edu-

den, Zell, Luneburg, Nienburg, Stade, Harburg, Ratze- cation of the young nobility of both sexes, from the peri-

burg, and Osnaburg. The works of Hameln and Har- od of eight to fifteen years of age. The Georgianum, an

burg are the most considerable. The fortifications of establishment of this kind, was founded in May 1796 for

Stade were demolished in 1781, but those erected on the the education of 40 pupils, who must be the sons of Ha-
Klutberg, above the Weser, in 1760, and called Fort George, noverian nobles. Every pupil pays at his entrance about

have become very strong from the addition of new works, 95 thalers, or nearly 16/. sterling ; and 15 of those whose
The military commandants of these garrison towns enjoy parents can afford it pay the additional sum of 120thalers.

no rank in the aimy. The following is the military force :

—

They are all boarded, clothed, and taught, at the expence
of the establishment. Their dress is a blue uniform.

Infantry 12.015 faced with scarlet. They are admitted at the age of 10,

Cavalry 4,600 and as soon as they have received a suitable education, they

Artillery 671 may either enter into the military service, or pursue their

Corps of engineers ....... 95 studies at the University of Gottingen, in order to fit them-
Militia 5,500 selves for any other profession. Those who enter into any

regiment receive 260 thalers for their equipment out of the

22 881 funds of the institution; and the most distinguished of the

pupils, who are sent to Gottingen, enjoy an annual income
The soldiers are all Hanoverians. The cavarry jg gene- of 300 thalers during their three years residence at the uni-

rally composed of the sons of farmers, and the mtrtia con- versity. Belonging to the institution is an excellent libra-

sists of pensioners who have served 25 years in the Tmy. ry, a collection of natural and artificial curiosities, and a

They have the same organization, equipment, and cloth-.r,g good philosophical apparatus. Primary schools are es-

as the regular troops. The operations of the command- tablished in every village ; while schools for the classics

er in chief are subordinate to the regency. Every soldier --nd the elementsof the sciencesare founded in all the princi-

has a right to demand his discharge after 20 years service, pa", towns. The university of Gottingen is provided with

and he is entitled to a pension according to his rank. The 42 piif^ssors. See Gottingen.
number of invalids amounts to 7000. No Biitish subjects Hano-er is very far from being a commercial country,

are employed in the Hanoverian army. The cannon foundry At the fou- fairs which are held annually at Hanover, and
is at Hanover. It is situated on the glacis of the city, on the two at Oj^aburg, are exposed to sale the commodities
the side next the road leading to Zell. The only manu- which have be-^n purchased at the fairs of Brunswick.,
factory of small arms is one at Hertzberg, which enjoys Leipsic, and Fraio^fort. They consist chiefly of earthen-
much reputation in Germany. The best gunpowder is ware, agriculture anihandicraft implements, pins, needles,
made at Hersen near Hameln. The manufacture of can- coarse linen drapery, t^skets, coarse svuffs, lace, thread,
noi.andof powder are both carried on by private individuals, ribbons, and toys. Articles of English merrliandise are

Har.over contains about 750 parishes, with seven super- brought from Hamburgh, En^len, Bremen, anc Brunswick ;

intendanu. The people are divided into Jews and Chris- and the linens of Friesland and of Prussia, and tbu cloths,
tians, and -he Christians into Catholics, Calvinists, and silks, and jewels of France, are also met with in Hanover.
Lutherans .before the union of Osnaburg, the Jews were A great deal of plain and table linen is manufactured in

the most numeious sect next to the Lutherans. The Jews Hanover. At Osnaburg the most common employment is

are the principal bankers in the large cities, and they keep spinning flax, which is afterwards wiought up into damask,
butcher.s' shops in the small villages. greatly inferior to that of Prussia and Friesland. The
The Lutheran is the established religion. The supreme greater part of it is sold at home ; bin in times of peace,

consistory, composed ol :ome of the most enlightened the surplus is exported, through the H.inse towns, to North
citizens, has the right of superintending all the other sects. America and the Spanish colonies. Very little hemp is
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raised in Hanover. Their domcatic linens are principally

made ot llax, which is never spun svifficiently tine to be

made into lawns or cambrics. There are also manu-
factories for coarse cloth and paper, several tanneries, and

some i^lasshouses ; and a manufactory for iron and copper

utensils at Harlz. The coarse cloths are principally used

by the poor, and for clothing llie army. The paper is in-

ferior to the Dutch and French papers. One half of the

leather, which is not good, is consumed in the kingdom,

and the other half exported to Saxony and Belgium. The
best glass is made in the bailiwick of Lauinstein. The
manufacture of iron articles at Hartz is said by Mangou-
rit to be superior to any thing of the kind carried on in

France. Silver plate, jewellery, gold and silver lace, cm-
broidery, and saddlery, are made at Hanover. Diamonds
are set in a very superior manner, and the artists also cut

white, yellow, or red amber globes, with facets for car-rings,

necklaces, and bracelets, which arc bought by the Jews,

and sold at an enormous profit.

The principal articles of export are, horses, black cattle,

wax, lead, linens, leather, salt, oats, barley, thread, the iron

and copper of Hartz, the turf of Bremen, and planks of

timber. The two last articles are bought by the merchants

of the Hanse and maritime cities.

The principal towns in the kingdom of HanoTer are,

Hanover, Gottingen, Bremen, Osnaburg, Stade, Ratzeburg,

Munden, Zell, Hameln, Klausthal, Einbeck, Harburg,
Ultzen, Lauenburg, Mollen, Hefeld, Nordheim, Osterode,

Verden, and Nienburg.

Einbeck, or Einbike, the capital of the principality of

Grnbenhagen, is a walled and fortified town, situated in a

fertile territory at the confluence of the Ilm, Krumcwasser,
and Leine, near the borders of Calenburg. Besides ram-
parts, bulwarks, and towers, it has moats and outworks.
Considerable quantities of woollen cloth are made here,

and it has several breweries. Its population is 4500. Os-
terode, containing 4000 inhabitants, is situated six leagues
east of Einbeck, at the conflux of the Sole and Apenke.
It has an ancient castle; and a manufacture of camblels,
besides quarries and mills, and lime-kilns. Nordheim, erect-

ed into a town in 1252, is situated on the Ruhme, which
here divides itself into two branches, a few miles above
their influx into the Leine. The organ of the parish church
is famous for its immense size. Tobacco is cultivated in

the neighbourhood, and it has several flourishing manufac-
tures. Near this town a sulphureous spiing was disco-

vered in 1804, and baths have been erected at the house of
the woodkeeper. It contains 3000 inhabitants. Ultzen, or
Uelzen, is a trading town, consisting of 330 houses, situat-

ed on the Ilmenau, at the confluence of several small
streams. It had formerly a great trade in flax, linens, wool,

wax, and butter; but it is now on the decline. Verden has
a fine cathedral, with very interesting monuments, and a

population of 4000. Danneberg is a decayed town of 160
houses, with a rumous castle on an eminence, watered by
the Tetze. The chief export is beer. Nienburg is situac-

ed on the Saale, in upper Saxony, but near the bord>:>"s of

Lower Saxony, it has a fine stone bridge over the Weser.
It contains a palace erected out of a convent of monks, and
is celebrated for a kind of beer like English ale. For an

account of the other towns, see Bremen, Gottingen. Ha-
meln, Hanoveu, Harbourg, Klausthal, Luneburg,
Munden, Osnvburg, Ratzeburg, Staue, Zell.

The illustrious house of Hanover is descended from
Margrave Azo, who possessed the Milanese, Genoa, and
part of Lombard), in the Uth century. He was succeed-

ed by Welpho the Fat, who married the Marcliioncss of Tus-
cany. W' Ipho haviiig died without issue, his It dian estates,

and the duchy of Bavaria, came into the possession of his

brother Henry the Black, who obtained the county of Lu-
neburgh with his wife Wulphilda, daughter of Magnus'
Diike of Saxony. His son Henry the Proud having mar-
ried the daughter of Lotharius II. obtained along with her
the duchy of Saxony, and the hereditary lands of Bruns-
wick Nordheim, and Supplingenburg ; and the dominions
of the family extended from the Rhine to the Vistula, when
her son Henry the Lion reduced the Slavi, on the coast of

the Baltic. In 1 179, he was put under the ban by the Em-
peror, and deprived of all his possessions in Italy and Swa-
bia, and of the duchies of Saxony and Bavaria. He was
allowed, however, to retain Luneburg, some Icrdsliips, and
his Slavian conquests. His son Otho obtained the imperial

dignity in 1209; and, in the course of time, his family was
divided into two blanches, twoof which now exist, viz. those

of Wolfenbuttel and Zell. The first was founded by Hen-
ry, and the second by William, the sons of the Duke Er-

nest,who introduced into his dominions the reformed faith.

Ernest Augustus, his grand nephew, and Elector of Han-
over, married Sophia, the daughter of the Elector palatine,

and of Elizabeth, the daughter of James I. of England,

and established the right of primogeniture in the Wilhel-
mine line. In the year 1714, George Louis his son suc-

ceeded, in virtue of the act of succession, (see Britain,)

to the throne of England, and since that time the kings of

England have been the electors of Hanover. In the year

1715, the Duchy of Verden \Vas ceded to the Elector of

Hanover by the alliance concluded at Wismar; and in 171 9,

by the treaty of Stockholm, Bremen was also transferred

to the elector, who, in 1732, obtained the emperor's inves-

titure for both Bremen and Verden. In October 1801, the

Prussians, under the fatal influence of the government of

France, had declared war against Great Britain, and had

taken possession of the Electorate of Hanover ; but at the

peace of Amiens, the electorate was restored to its lawful

sovereign. The Bishopric of Osnaburg, or Osnabruck,

which, by the peace of Osnaburg, was to be occupied al-

ternately by a Roman Catholic and a Lutheran bishop, the

last of whom must be selected out of the house of Bruns-

wick Luneburg, was secularised by the treaty of Luneville,

and was ceded by the treaty of Amiens, in 1802, to George
III. as elector of Hanover.

When Bonaparte had determined lomahe war upon Great

Britain, he marched his army into Osnaburg and Hanover.

On the 9th of June 1803, the French, under the command
of Genei-al Drouet, took possession of the countiy and city

of Osnaburg ; and after a slight engagement, the conven-

tion of Suhlingen was entered intuon the 3d of June 1803,

between General Mortier and Marshal Walmoden, the

commander of the Hanoverian army. The fir^t consul im-

mediately sent this convention to England, declaring that

he would ratify it as soon as it had been sanctioned by his

Brilannir Majesty. The English government, however, re-

fused to give any sanction to this convention. They aver-

red, that the character of George HI. as elector of Hano-
ver, was distinct from his character as king of Great Britain,

and that in the year 1795, the French government had

acknowledged his neuli-alily as elector of Hanover during

the existence of a war with Gi'eat Britain. The king there-

for-e resolved to abstain from every act which might be

considered as contravening the stipulations of the conven-

tion concluded on the 3d of June, between the deputies ap-

pointed by the regency of Hanover and the French govern-

ment, until he should make an appeal to the empire and

to the powers of Eui-ope, who had guaranteed the Ger-

manic constitution, and consequently his rights and posses-

sions as a prince of the empire. On the 30ih ol June,

General Mortier communicated the resolutio;i of the Brit-

ish government to Marshal Walmoden, and summoned him

to surrender his army in 24 hours, to be sent priioners of
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war into France. The Hanoverian general declared that his used for the doors and windows, while the rest of the house

army should perish in the field rather than consent to such consists of wood, painted of various colours. In some

humiliating terms. General Mortier was thus induced to houses, the liricks are placed in wooden frames, and secur-

offer milder terms, and a capitulation was signed on the 4th ed by plaster. The town, however, contains many hand-

of July, by whicli the Hanoverian army laid down its arms, some buildinifs. The Elector's palace, which, after bemij

•which, with all the artillery, was to be delivered up to tlie destroyed by tire, was rebuilt in 1791, is a fine l^uilding,

French, alont^ with the cavalry and artillery horses, to the constructed of hewn stone. This was the seat of the re-

amount of 4000. The soldiers were to return to their re- gcncy. The newly erected part of the electoral church,

spective homes, and engaged not to serve against the and the palace of the Princess of Wales, are likewise ex-

French till regularly exchanged. cellenl buildings of stone. Hanover contains also a tliea-

Hanover continued in the possession of the French till tre, three parish churches, a poor-house, and three hospi-

the year 18U6, when it was occupied by the Prussians. It tals. The public library of Hanover is a respectable build-

was afterwards annexed to the new kingdom of Westphalia, ing. Tlic first story is appropriated to charts, state pa-

which was formed for Jerome Bonaparte. pers, and judicial records. The upper stories contain works

In consequence of the great events in 1815, (see of imagination and belles lettres. When the French

France,) which have led to the liberation of Germany, threatened to invade Hanover, the I-^lector ordered the f.jur

Hanover was restored to its ancient rights, by the army of copies of the beautiful Oxford Bible, the books, and the

the Crown Prince of Sweden. It of course reverted to precious monuments, to be packed up and removed. We
' its legitimate sovereign at the treaty of Paris in 1814, and believe that they were afterwards sent back to the capital,

lias since continued in a state of tranquillity and happiness. This library was founded I)y Leibnitz, who bequeathed to

At the second treaty of Paris, in 1815, the electorate of it his own fine collection of books. There are two portraits

Hanover was converted into a kingdom. of this great man in the library, one at tiie age of 40, and

The population of Hanover is about 800 000 souls, which the other at 60 ; and the arm-chair in which he expired is

gives about 1500 to every square German mile. The po- there carefully preserved. His remains are interred under

pulation of the principality of Osnaburg is about 133,000; a stone in the Lutheran church in the new city. A very

so that we have, according to Mangourit, fine monument is also erected to his memory by private

subscription. It is an Arian temple, situated in an um-
Hanover Proper 800,000 brageous thicket, at the end of a long avenue of linden

Principality of Osnaburg .... 133,000 trees. Twelve columns of the Tuscan order, of hard grey
. stone, quarried in the Hartz mountains, support a ligiit

Population of Osnaburg . . 933,000 cupola, beneath which is placed a white marble bust of

The following is another estimate of the population: Leibnitz, taken from the picture of him at the age of 60.

Principality of Calenburg, .... 210,000 " To the memory of Leibnitz," is the simple inscription

Principality of Luneburg-Zell, . . . 200,000 which reminds us of the labours of this great philosopher.

Duchy of Bremen, 167,149 The cemetery of the Jews is situated on an oval emi-

Principality of Osnaburg, .... 117,896 nence near the city; and that of the Lutherans is a vast

Principality of Grubenhagen, . . . 80 000 field, surrounded by a parapet, and crowded with funeral

Duchy of Saxe Lauenburg, .... 40.000 monuments. The tomb-stones of the noble families occu-

CountyofHoya 40,000 py a large space in the middle of the field. The graves of

Duchy of Verden, 30000 the lower classes are every day covered with fresh flowers.

County of Diepholtz, 12,000 The remains of the celebrated physician Wherioff lie un-
— der a triangular pyramid. " Not far distant," says Man-

897,045 gourit, " is a monument, representing a mother stretched

upon the body of a beloved daughter; the scissars of fate

See particularly Mangourit's Travels in Hanover, dmln^f cut a half blown rose, and the parent tree, stripped of its

the time of its occupation by the French ; Catteau de Cal- leaves, is torn up by the root. Just by is the tomb of the

leville's Voyage en Mlemagne ; Peuchet's Dictionnaire de lover of the young lady. The sculptor has succeeded in

la Geogr. Coiixmcrc.; and ilie article Hartz. depicting the beauty and elegant figure of this youth. On
HANOVER is a fortified town of Germany, and capital one side of the monument we behold a superb oak ; on the

of the kingdom of the same name. It is situated in a sandy other, the oak is reversed, its branches are broken, its

plain, on both sides of the river Leine, which divides it into leaves fallen, and its seed scattered." There are here some
two towns, viz. Old and New Hanover. The old town lies tombs and sarcophagi of white marble; but the greater
on the left bank of the river, which here forms two branch- number are formed out of stones from the Hartz moun-
es, and, after inclosing an island, they again reunite ar.d tains.

become navigable. The old and new towns are connected There is at Hanover a society of natural history ; the
by bridges. The town is built in the form of a half moon, luminary for schoolmasters; the female school of industry,
and contains several good streets. The houses of the new conO-ucted by Madame Klockenbrigg, in which some ex-
street called George-strass are all built on the same plan, cellent -pieces of embroidery are executed, and sold at a
This street, or rather row, is built along the side of a fine very high price.

rampart, from which it is separated by iron chains, resting Hanover formerly carried on manufactures of various
on pillars of free-stone. There is a Gothic appearance in kinds, particularly linen, damask, printed cotton, tapestry,

most of the buildings of Hanover. The houses resemble wax-cloths, stockings, caps, gloves, flannels, serges, tobac-
thc galleries of a vessel of the sixteenth century, and the co, lace, gold and silver lace, and ribbands; but we have
time of their erection is always marked upon them. In not been able to learn in what state these manufactures are
thov. dated 1565, each story projects several feet over the at present. There is a cannon foundry at Hanover, situa-
one beVow it, and exhibits medallions, pagan deities, warri- ted on the glacis of the city. The retail shops of Hano-
ors, and verses of the Psalms. Red and green bricks are ver, and the ware-houses of cloths and of French silks, are
intermixed in some of the edifices, and in others varnished well supplied ; English cloths and cottons a so abouiid.
tiles are arranged in rows. Sometimes bricks are only The environs of Hanover are very beautiful. The city
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looks well r.t a distance with its four steeples, its houses

intermixed with poplars and limc-titcs, and its rural

suburbs. The irregular asseniblai^e of religious monu-
ments, plain and handsome palaces, Gothic buildings, small

wooden houses, churches painted of various colours, and

arbours of different shapes and sizes, have a very sin-

gular effect. The windings of the Leine are very agreea-

ble, and the triple row of lime-trees planted along its banks,

which are covered with rose bushes and sword-grass. The
wmdings of the Leine are, however, artificial. The springs

near the fortifications not being suflicient to fill the ditches,

a canal was cut in a serpentine direction, to the distance of

about three kilometers above the city. This canal now
conveys the provisions to the capital. In order to prevent

the river from flowing back to its former bed, and to relieve

it when too full, a large barrier, about 2 kilometers long,

has been built of gray stone, so as to allow the surplus

waters to flow into its former channel by three long dams.
This work is admirably and solidly executed.

The principal promenades at Hanover are the garden of

Madame La Baronne de Decker, the garden of Count Field

Marshal VValmoden, Montbrillant and Herrenhausen, the

country seat of the Electors of Hanover. The approach
to Herrenhausen is by a long avenue of lime-trees. The
castle is by no means a handsome building, and the grounds
are laid out with the greatest uniformity. The water

works are good, and before the central basin is a neat rural

theatre. The orangerie, which formerly served as a ball

room to the court, is a very long hall, decorated at every

twelve feet with copies of ancient busts. It contains some
fine orange plants, placed in boxes surrounded with laurels,

and cut into a pyramidal shape. The garden of Herren-
hausen is extremely interesting to botanists, and is said

to be surpassed only by that of Schoenbrunn. Population,

15,500, or 19,444 according to Tyiina Jllmanac du Com-
merce pour 1811. East Long. 9° 42' 55", and Nortii Lat.

52° 22' 25". See Mangouril's TravelsUi Hanover^ passim;
and Reichard's Guide des Voyageurs en Eurojie. torn. ii.

HANSE Towns, is the name given to a numberof towns
in Germany and the north of Europe, who entered into a

league for the protection of their commerce. This asso-

ciation is supposed to have commenced in 1169. It was
confirmed in 1226 and 1284, and a general assembly of the

members was held every ten years.

Almost every trading town in Europe became ambitious

of joining the league ; but it seems to have been a fixed

principle, that every town was excluded that was not situ-

ated on the sea, or on some navigable river.

In the year 1226, the llanse Towns were 72 in number;
and among these were Calais, Rouen, St Maloe, Bourdeaux,
Bayonne, Marseilles Barcelona, Seville, Cadiz, London,
Lisbon, Antwerp, Bruges, Rotterdam, Ostend, Dunkirk,
Messina, Leghorn, and Naples.
~ The towns were distinguished into four classes, at the

head of which were Lubeck, tlie capital of the league,

Cologne, Brunswick, and Dantzic.

This powerful association was ir its most flourishing

condition about the end of the 14th and the beginning of

the 15th century, and interfered, to a great extent, in the

affairs of Europe. The jealousy, however, of the Euro-
pean princes induced them to withdraw the merchants of

their respective countries from the league; and in a short

time it was so mucli leduced, as to comprehend only the

four principal towns of Lubeck, Cologne, Brunswick, and
Dantzic. In 1803, the only members of the league were
Lubeck, Hamburgh, and Bremen. What changes it is to

receive from the recent revolutions which have taken place

in Europe time only can determine. See Commerce, and
Denmark.

IIAN-TCHONG-FOO. Sec China.
HAPAEE Islands. SeeFitiENDLV Islands.
IIAKEM. See Seraglio.
JIARBOROUGH. See Leicestershire.
HARBOUR. See Inland Navigation.

HARBOURG, or Haauburg, is a town of Germany,
in the kingdom of Hanover. It is situated opposite to

Hamburgh, on the Seeve, near its influx into the Elbe. It

is pretty strongly fortified, and is advantageously situated
for carrying on a considerable trade. Great quantities of
wood are cut in the neighbourhood, and sent to Holland
and France. There is here a manufactory for bleeching
wax, a refinery of sugar, and manufactories of starch,

stockings, ribbonds, and hats. Two packet boats set out
every morning and evening for Hamburgh, the distance of

which is only seven miles. The harbour of Harbourg,
which is called Lotz, is so deep, that the largest vessels from
Holland and Friesland can enter it and deliver their cargoes.

A ditch or canal, furnished with two sluices, has been cut
from the Elbe to the castle, which greatly facilitates the

navigation and trade of the town. Population of the town
3500.

HARDICANUTE. See England.
HARE. See Mammalia.
HARELIP. See Surgery.
HAREWOOD, is a small town of England, in the west

riding of Yorkshire, and one of the most beautiful in the

kingdom. It lies between Ilarrowgate and Leeds, in a fine,

rich, and beautifully wooded country. The houses are al-

most all built uniforndy, and covered with slate. Before
we enter the town from the north is Harewood castle, on
the west side of the road. It stands on the brow of the hill,

and is a lovely ruin almost covered with ivy. It is esteem-
ed a fine specimen of castellated architecture, and is de-

scribed in the Archaologia, vol. vi. The gateway to Hare-
wood house, the seat of Lord Harewood, is at the south

end of the town. It is recently built, and is one of the

finest pieces of architecture we have seen. The view of

Harewood house, and the surrounding country from the top

of the hill, at the southern gate, is unusually grand.

HARFLEUR, is an ancient town of France, in the de-

partment of the Seine. It was formerly called Hareflotum,

Hurfez'inin, and Hcrijloriuin. It is situated on the small

river Lezarde, at the mouth of the Seine, and was formerly

the key of France on the side of England ; but it has fallen

into decay, in proportion as Havre has risen in importance.

Its walls have been razed, its liarbour clioked with sand,

its fortifications demolished, and its trade ruined. There
are here small manufactories lor lace, cotton, linen, and

beer. Peuchet, in 1 800, has stated the population at 4388 ;

but Tynna, in the Almanac du Commerce for 1811, makes
it only 1600. A work was published at Harfleur in 1720,

entitled Anti<]iiites de Hnrjleur. See England, for an

account of the siege of Harfleur.

HARIDI. See Achmim.
HARMATTAN. See Guinea.
HARMONISE, in music, an interval so named by M.

Henfling, whose ratio is -1||., zr21S-{-2 m, and is the great-

er Enharmonic Diesis, which see.

HARMONIC Elements, or Concordant Elements, are

the three smallest concords, viz. 3d, III, and 4th, each one

of which singly is harmonious; so is the sum of every

two of them, as 3d-f-III=:V, 3d-f 4th=:6th, and III-f-4th=

VI; and so is the sum of all three, as 3d-}-lII-f4lhrzVIII

;

and further, this latter concord (VIII) may be added once,

or any greater number of times, to itself, or to any one of the

six concords above mentioned, and still a concord will re-

sult : thus. 2 VIII=:XV; 3 VIII = XXII; VIII -fSir
10th; VIII.J.III=X} 2 VIII-f-4=:18; 2 VIII -f V=:
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XIX, &c. are all concords ; and, except the Unison (1),

there are in nature no other concords, or combinaiio is of

two sounds, which are agreeable and pleasant to the ear,

and produce deals when slightly altered or tempered, but

those derived in the manner above described. See Con-

cord, (f)
HARMONIC Sliders, are the contrivance of Dr Tho-

mas Young, for exhibiting to the eye the effects of the un-

dulations or beats of tempered concords, which he has de-

scribed in the Journals of the Roijal Institution, p. 26 1, and

illustrated the same by a drawing, intended to represent

the beating of the imperfect zinison, whose ratio is-J
J.,
z^

50,460332-|-f+4m ; but which being nearly as large as

the elementary semitone and a discord, is very improperly

called a unison, or a beating concord.

The following is Dr Young's own account of this inven-

tion : " The combination of undulations is of acknowledg-

ed utility in illustrating the phenomena of musical conso-

nances and dissonances, and of undeniable importance in

accounting for many of the phenomena of the tides. Each

tide is an undulation on a large scale ; and supposing the

general form of the ocean, in consequence of the attrac-

tion of a distant body, to coincide with that of an oblong

spheroid, as it is found by calculation to do, the section of

the surface of each tide, if conceived to be unbent from the

circular form, and extended on a plane, would form the

harmonic curve: (Young's Syllabus, IV. 151. 155.) It is

remarkable that the motions of the particles of the air in

sound have been generally supposed in theory to corres-

pond with the ordinates of this same curve, and that there

is also experimental reason to believe, that the purest and

most homogeneous sounds do in fact agree very nearly

with the law of this curve. It is therefore by far the most

natural as well as the most convenient to be assumed, as

representing the state of an undulation in general ; and the

name of these harmonic sliders is very properly deduced

from the harmonic curve.

By means of this instrument, the process of nature, in

the combinations of motion which take place in vaiious

cases of the junction of undulations, is rendered visible

and intelligible, with great ease, in the most complicated

cases. It is unnecessary to explain here, how accurately

both the situations and motions of tlie particles of air, in

sound, may be represented by the ordinates of tlie curve
at different points: it is sufficient to consider them as

merely indicating the height of the water constituting a
tide, or a wave of any kind, which exists at once in its

whole extent, and of which each point passes also in suc-

cession through any given place of observation. We have
then to examine what will be the efl'ect of two tides, pro-

duced by different causes, when united. In order to re-

present this effect, we must add to the elevations or de-

pressions in consequence of the first tide, the elevations

or depressions in consequence of the second, and subtract

them when they counteract the effect of the first : or we
may add the whole height of the second above any given
point or line, and then subtract, from all the sums, the

distance of the point assumed below the medium.
To do this mechanically is the object of the harmonic

sliders. The surface of the first tide is represented by
the curvilinear termination of a single board, Plate
CCLXXXVIII. Fig. 1. The second tide is also repre-
sented by the termination of another surface ; but, in

order that the height at each point may be added to the
height of the first tide, the surface is cut transversely

into a number of separate pieces or sliders, which are
confined within a groove or frame, and tightened by a

screw. Fig. 2. Their lower ends are situated originally

in a right line ; but by loosening the screw and moving

the sliders, they may be made to assume any other form ;

thus they may be applied to the surface representing the

first tide; and if the siinilar parts of each correspond,

Fig. 3, the combination will represent a tide of twice

the magnitude of the simple tides.

The itiore tlie corresponding parts are separated, the

weaker will be the joint effect, Fig. 4. ; and, when they

are furthest removed, the whole tides, if equal, will be

annihilated, Fig. 5. Thus, when the general tide of the

ocean arrives by two different channels at the same port,

at such intervals of time that the high water of one would
happen at the same instant with the low water of the

other, the whole effect is destroyed, except so far as the

partial tides differ in magnitude. The principle being

once understood, it may easily be applied to a multipli-

city of cases ; for instance, where the undulations differ

in their dimensions with regard to extent. Thus, the

series of sliders being extended to three or four alterna-

tions, the effect of combining undulations in the ratio of 2

to 1, of 3 to 1, of 2 to 3, of 3 to 4, may be ascertained,

by making a fixed surface, terminating in a series of

curves, that bear to tliose of the sliding surface the ratio

required : and, by making them differ but slightly, the

phenomenon of the beating of an imperfect unison in

music may be imitated, where the joint undulation becomes
alternately redoubled and evanescent. In Fig. 6. the pro-

portion is that of 17 to 18, and the curvilinear outline re-

presents the progress of the joint sound from the great-

est degree of intensity to the least, and a little beyond it."

HARMONICAL Mean, is a term used by arithme-

tical and algebraical writers to express certain relations

of numbers and quantities : but with which musical cal-

culators will find that they need have little to do, any

more than with the harmonical or musical proportions

and progressions of the same writers. If two quantities

a and b are oriven, then is said to be the harmonical
^ ' a+ b

mean between them ; for example, between 2 and 6, the

harmonical mean is ^/:ZI3 : between 5 and 9, it is ^^^e^.
Dr Smith in his Harmonics, 2d edit. p. 125, shews, how
to find the harmonical mean, among any number of quan-

tities : see also p. 141, Ibid.

HARMONICAL or Musical Proportion, of arithme-

tical and algebraical writers, is said to obtain between

three quantities, as a, b and c, when a : c : : a—b : b—c ;

and between four quantities, as d, e,f and g, when d: g ::

d—e :/—g ; and so 2, 3 and 6 ; and 1, 3, 2 and 6 are said

to be in musical proportion : And several of these writers

say, that if to the three terms above mentioned, " propor-

tional terms are continued, there will arise an harmonical

progression' or series: but in all tliese cases, the terms

harmonical 2,n'\ musical, seem only 7?^;^ranpf/y applied, (f)

HARMONICS, in music, besides being used to desig-

^

nate the science or philosophy of musical sounds, as Dr
Robert Smith uses this term, in making it the title of

his justly famous work on this subject, imply also certain

derivative or dependent new sounds, which, under favour-

able circumstances, are generated and heard, along with

every single musical sound, or accompanying every con-

sonance of two such sounds, but with less intensity or

loudness than the original, or generators of these new
sounds ; and in the latter case, of their production by a

consonance, when they are called grave Harmonics, (see

that article,) such new sounds are furtlier distinguished,

by not having a Jixed direction, towards (or from) the

sounding body, but, like the sensation called " a singing

in the ear," they are alike heard in any direction to which

the ear is turned ; a property of these derivative sounds,

which Mr 'John Gough first explained, we believe, in
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Nicholson's Journal, 8vo. vol. iv. p. 2. The other kind

of these new sounds, derived fiom a single sound, are

called acute Harmonics, which see. (f)

HARMONICS, Acute, are phenomena attending a

sounding siring or pipe, &c. which were first noticed

by Galileo, and subsequently by Peter Marsenne, M.
Sauveur, M. Tariini, kc. : but Daniel Bernoulli first dis-

covered the reason, and explained the theory of the acute

harmonics, by shewing, that a sounding string, at the

same time that its whole length vibrated a given note,

might maintain subordinate vibrations of its half, its third

pan, its fourth, and its ffth parts in length ; each of

such vibrating parts impressing on the surrounding air

independent pulses, the times of whose single vibrations

are in the ratios 1,^,^,1,^; and by which the original

sound, or generator, would be accompanied by its octave

or VHl, its major twelfth or XH, is double octave or XV,
and by its major seventeenth or XVH ; although only the

XUiu and XVnth,or octave of thefifthand doubleoctave of

the major third, had yet been described, among the acute

harmonics attending a sound. And this great mathematician,
although unable to contrive anyexperiment, by which the vi-

brations of the i and Jtli part of the string might be evidently

shewn to subsist alon;^ with the whole vibrations, yet he she w-
edjlVom the natureoftheTayloreanorharmonicalcurve,that
these subdivisions of a sounding string were not only alike

possible, and even more probable to happen than those ofAd,

and -l^tn J but that theory and probability were not against

the happening of even more minute vibrating divisions of

the wnole string, as |th, ^-th, \\\\, ith, &c. : and that in the

use of the trumpet, horn, and other sounding tubes or
pipes, all these subdivisions of the whole vibrating column
ot air might be made, separated by nodes or points in the

axis of the tube, in a comparative state of rest with regard
to these inferior or harmonical vibrations, although moving
to and fro with the velocity peculiar to the sound of the
whole tube: and he inferred, with great seeming proba-
bility, that the parts of bells, and most other bodies yield-

ing musical sounds, were in the same manner capable
of subordinate or acute harmonic vibrations, along with
those of their principal or gravest sound.

It was probably not until about the year 1755, after the
very ingenious Mr James W;itt of Birmingham had con-
trived his wlieel monochord, that the acute harmonics of
a vibrating string were produced in experiment, and
some of them actually rendered visible to the eye; as is

related by the late Dr Robinson, who, several years after,

made a more extended and complete set of experiments
on the same instrument which Mr Watt had before used ;

thereby fully confirming all that U. Bernoulli had theore-

tically advanced.

Some years after this, INIr John Isaac Hawkins of London,
„the ingenioi^s inventor of the piano-forte with spirally

coiled strings, and of the claviole, or finger-keyed viol,

contrived an experiment, which seems to leave nothing to

wish with regard to this very curious and interesting sub-
ject. A spirally coiled string, many feet in length, was
prepared by winding a brass piano-forte bass wire closely

round a steel v,'ire about the size of a crow quill, and when
removed therefrom, pulling it out, so that its spirals be-

came considerably more open, comparatively, tlian those

of a common cork screw, or the string was nearly in the

state of being " cockled," as tuners call it, at equal dis-

tances, throughout its whole length. Along the side of a

large wainscoated room, this spirally coiled string was
stretched, over two bridges, near its extremities, and
brought to such a degree of tension, as not to yield a sound,

but leave its vibrations, when strongly twitched, plainly

visible to the eye. The space betwicn the bridges had

previously been carefully divided, on the wainscoat, into

numerous equal parts, and marked i

3 ,

s' S'

1

V (.:)' J ! T'

(f)' U)' (t)'?'^*^-; and if, wnen tne whole
string was vibrating, a slight obstacle was opposed to the

vibrations of the string, opposite to any one of these di-

visions, like the edge of the feathers of a quill, held to

touch it very lightly, or even if a sudden blast of air from
the mouth were made on the string, opposite a division,

the string instantly assumed all the subordinate vibrations

proper to the alitpiot division against which the obstacle

or impulse was directed ; and the eye and ear too, in many
of the instances, could be gratified, by seeing these very

compound vibrations simultaneously carried on by the

whole string, and by its several aliquot parts, during se-

veral minutes, under favourable circumstances, many of

the vibrations being slow enough to be counted, and their

number in a given time ascertained and compared, by

which every point of the theory of D. Bi.rnoulli is in the

fullest manner confirmed.

Thus an evident explanation is offered, of all the cnri-

ous harmonic effects of several unison strings on the

jEolian Harfi, (see that article) when agitated by irregu-

lar gusts of wind : acting momentarily on the whole string,

and on its different nodes, with sufficient force to excite

the determinate vibrations, which the elasticity of the siring,

and its parts, dis/iose them severally to take ; but all of

which vibratory motions are so vastly quicker than the

mere motion of the wind, that vi-e cuniiot agree with Dr
Matthew Young in thinking, that particular tones are ex-

cited, or kept up, by that means.
We have calculated the values of all the aliquot parts of

a string or pipe (in Farey's Notation of Intervals) above

the note of the whole string, viz. A, i, A, &c. as far as -^\,

and deducted octaves, so as to bring them all within the

compass of one octave; and the same, when arranged under

their respective finger-key intervals, stand as follows, viz.

,11748S— 2 m

-1- 6 12449 S + m

1111 1
I 2' T' ¥> T6' 32'
' 3V= 5VI11— 2£

1 5' 30
; ^-5= 4 VIII -f 7th*

:i'T^. 2V- • • rih— 24.9472 S— 2 m
" = VI', IT VI -^ 1 1 S + m

_i^,
. . . VI— 22. 58 107 S— 2 m

rzeth — 21 2— 2 m
- 1 _i_ _i_
^' 6' 1 2' 2i

2T
_!_
I 3

1

2T

, 5 5ih -f 9.46026 2 -f m
27 2 IV -f- 1

4th
_i 1

IT' 22'

1

To'

tV
9' Tff

1

2ff

9 45026 2 -f 2 m
4th + 2725171 S + 2 m

=:4th— 13.9472 S— m

= 3d— 9.27098 S— m

= S— 3.458192

Wherein the errors or temperaments of all these acute

harmonic notes are set down ; and hence we perceive

clearly the reason why a sound is accompanied chiefly by-

its Vlllth, V1I!+ Vth, and 2 VIII -f llird, and rarely

by any other of its harmonics, viz. because J- of the string

is strengthened, or reinforced by four other octaves to it:

the Xllth (or V) is re-i;iforced by 3 other octaves to it,

and the XVIIth (or Hi) by two oti-.er octaves to it ; and

these three are the only concords to the whole string, that

* The ratio of this minor seventh being ' = 519 2-f lOf+ 45 m.

Vol. X. Part I.
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are found among its numerous harmonics. The II and the

VII, each witli the reinforcement of an octave thereto,

should, and accordingly are, next heard in the order of

acute harmonics. The harmonic 6th, being a diatonic in-

terval, viz. 6—£, whose ratio is ^,= 394 S + 8 f + 34m,
may perhaps, under very favourable circumstances, be

heard as an acute harmonic : but when the very discord-

ant nature of all the remaining sounds in one table, both

with the generator and with all of its other harmonics,

respectively, are considered, it seems very plain why these

sounds, although momentarily produced by a gust of wind,

or other impulse, on the jirojier fiart of the siring, almost

immediately die away, and cannot be maintained, as the

Vlllth, Xlltli, and XVIIth may be, and others, in less

degrees, (f)

HARMONICS, Grave. These are low sounds, of

small intensity or loudness, which, if attentively observed

by an experienced ear, will be heard to accompany every

accurate or perfect consonance of two sounds, whose ra-

tio is expressible in small numbers, whether the same may
be composed of the Diatonic piimes 1, 2, 3, and 5, or of

somewhat larger prime numbers.

A grave harmonic of a different species from the above
is also heard, whenever the Beats of an imperfect or tem-
pered concord (see that article) exceed 12 or 13 in a se-

cond of time.

About the beginning of the last century, M. Sauveur
considered the reinforcement of sound which must peri-

odically take place, while we hear a consonance of two mu-
sical sounds, whose ratios are in small numbers, occasioned
by the coincidence at short intervals of the pulses of the
two sounds. These reinforcements he called ieats ; and,

as Dr Robert Smith has observed, improperly confounded
these, which are grave harmonic sounds, (because rarely

occurring so seldom as twelve times in a second,) with the

beats (of imperfect concords) properly so called, which
can be separately heard, and distinctly counted, in every
instance where the degree of temperament or imperfection
is sufficiently small.

About the year 1754, M. Rameau and M. Tartini first

made observations on the coincident pulses of consonances
with small ratios ; but each of the ten grave harmonics
which the latter has mentioned, have been found by later

observers to be an octave too high ; that is, the new sounds
really heard to result from the rapid coincidence of the
pulses of the single sounds, arc an octave lower with re-

gard totiiese sounds than Tartini supposed; errors which
few will wonder at, who have experienced the difficulty of
avoiding errors of an octave, or sometimes more than one,

in estimating sounds that are either very high or very low.
In 1807, Mr John Holder published a work on music, in

which he attempted to build a good deal of the theory of
composition and harmonical efl'ect on these grave harmo-
nic sounds, accompanying consonances as their " depend-
ants ;" but most of his speculations have failed, and many
of them led to very absurd conclusions, owing to his hav-
ing set up and used a defective or false rule, for assigning
the grave harmonic of a given consonance.

It is the more necessary, therefore, to give here a true
rule for finding the grave harmonic of any given con-
sonance, viz. Find the vibrations made by each of the
sounds of the given consonance in one second, divide these
successively by the reversed terms of the given ratio of
the consonance, and the quotient (in each case) will give
the vibrations for 1" of the grave harmonic; the ratio of
which vibrations, to the vibrations of either of the given
sounds respectively, will give the interval of the harmonic
below such given sound.

If, for example, the major second CD were given in the

middle ot the scale, where the ratio is
-I,

and the sound of
the lowest note (on the tenor cliff lint) makes 240 vibra-

tions per I", then |x 240^270 is the vibrations ji D, and
2^0 =30, or 2|o_3o, the vibrations of the har!nor)ic note ;

and its interval below the lower note C is ^^^ZZj, or 3
VIII ; and below the upper note D is J^",—

-J-,
^ 3ViII-J-

II. The principal intervals of the scale, and some others,

calculated as above, have their grave harmonics shewn in

the following Table, viz.

i
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as were pleasing and agreeable to the cav, 'he nanio of a

woman celebrated among thorn. But in more modern

times, when the aimtiltaiKOus as well as the progressive ei'-

fects of sounds on the ear came to be practised and consi-

dered by writers on this subject, the term melody was ap-

plied to successions of sounds, particularly to such suc-

cessions as arc on the whole pleasing, and the term liarmo-

ny was transferred to the newly contemplated and pleasing

effects of certain intervals, when their limiting sounds arc

heard together, viz. I, 3, III, 4, V, 6, VI ; VllI, 10, X, II,

XII, 13, XIII ; XV,17, XVII, Sec* whose ratios are i,
f,

4 s 2 5 3.1 5 2 :i t. _5 a . i _v 1 Rrr called Con-
CORDS. See that article.

The further progress of musical discoveries next shew-

ed, that certain others of the simple intervals, as I, 2, II,

IV, 5,7, VII; 8, 9, IX, XI, 12, 14, XIV; 15, 16, XVI,
C,„.r,rl28 15 8 32 4."! 9 6. 6_4_ X? * il _*-5 9

_^; _?^2j,
i|,

|, &c. are called Discords, (see that article,)

might be occasionally introduced among, or in the place of

some of the concords above mentioned, without destroying,

but, on the contrary, heightening the pleasure of their ef-

fect on an ear accustomed to this mixed harmony of con-

cords and discords.

When this mixed harmony came to be practised on in-

struments having fixed notes, the pitch of which the per-

former could not alter, as the singer, violinist, &c. can their

notes, it was further discovered, that each of the concords

and discords abovementioned, admitted of alteration, in

small and unequal degrees, without altogether losing their

respective characters or effects, when heard together in

chords ; but the pleasing effect in composition of many of

these chords, were sometimes even improved, by the alter-

ation of a major comma, (c, or|^;) and hereby another

class of comma-deficient and of comma-redundant con-

cords w< re introduced, as 3\ 3', III', 4', V\ V, 6\ 6', VI',

VHP &c. and so of the discords, \\ 2', l\\ II', IV*, IV'

V, 7', Vir, VI 1', 8', &c.

And in adapting music to only twelve fixed sounds, with-

in each octave, the simple or numeral intervals above men-
tioned were found altered, in some instances, more than the

major comma, but in more numerous instances, by less and
very different degrees of alteration or atlemperament, in

order to render music played thereon tolerably agreeable

to the ear. And hence it becomes necessary for the mu-
sical student to be aware of the distinctions, which we shall

now proceed briefly to enumerate, viz.

^r;j/fcia/ Harmony, implies a mixture of simple orun-
tempered concords, and of discords in the chords, or be-

tween the notes that are heard together, in any piece of

music.

Equal Harmony implies, according to one class of wri-

ters, an equality of harmoniousness between the different

keys of music, but which is more properly called EquAL
Temp.erament : See that article, and Isotonic But ac-

according to Dr Robert Smith, and others of our best wri-

ters on the subject, this term should be restricted to sys-

tems in which each of the six concoids, 3, III, 4, V, 6, and

VI, are so tempered, as to be equally and the most harmo-
nious or pleasing amongst themselves, while 1 and VIII
remain perftct. See EquAL Harmony.

jVatural Harmony, according to Dr Busby, admits only

V
of the harmonic triod, or common chord, ttj, in the ac-

companiments of a piece of music.
Perfect Harmony, implies the use of perfect or unlem-

percd cor.cort^s only, such as are produced by good singers,

violinists. Sec. wheii they perform full music in conceit,

and which, as Mr I'arey has sliewn, in the Fhilosofihical

Magazine, vol. xxvii. pp. 205 and 314, contains all its Ic-m-

pcramcnls in the leaps or successive intervals of tiie me-
lodies of the different parts, and none of such in tiieir com-
bined or simultaneous intervals of harmony, all of which
arc produced peifect, or without temperament. Mr Max-
well, in 1781, fully explained this system, as applicable to

the violin, and made some attempts at applying the same
to the organ, but without effect, (See Maxwell's Scales.)

Several years afterwards, however, the Rev. Mr Lislon

completed his Euharmonic Organ, (sec that article,) and,

in 1S12, published his Es.'iay on jicrfect Intonation, wherein

this curious and important system is fully explained. See
Liston's Scales.

Temfiercd Harmony, is such as must of unavoidable

necessity be heard, in several or all of the concords, (and

discords too,) in performance on the common or imperfect

keyed instruments, having only twelve, or even a greater

number of sounds in each octave. See TtMPtRED Sys-

tems, (f)
HAROLD I. See England.

HAROLD II. See England.

HARP, is a stringed musical instrument, which has
gained much celebrity from the estimation in wliich it was
held among the ancients. Though the harp be of eastern

origin, it has been the subject of animated controversies,

whether the instrument was actually known to the Greeks
and Romans in any shape analogous to its present form.

It appears most probable, however, that they were not ig-

norant of it, and that some of the instruments passing un-
der difi'ercnt names, whose elementary parts and piinci-

ciples are the same, should be considered only as modifi-

cations of each other. But the researches of late travel-

lers have brought more interesting objects to view than

those exciting dry disputations. Mr Biuce, in visiting the

catacombs of the Theban kings, who are supposed to have
been cotemporaries with David, king of the Jews, 1000
years before Christ, discovered two paintings of the harp

in fresco, each played by an old man standing, clothed in a

wide tunic, and having his head shaven. One has thirteen

strings, but wants the upright, or that piece of the frame
next to the longest; and the sounding board is of a conical

form, enlarging below in proportion to the length of the

string. The other has eighteen strings, and seems to be a

harp formed of similar materials ; but the distribution of

the parts is different, and the lower strings are united to

the bass, not to the sounding board. Both are represented
as being played in the same manner, and by men in the

same position. After describing the ornamental parts,

Mr Bruce affirms, that " it would bo even now impossible
either to construct or finish a harp of any form with more
taste and elegance." However, while preparing to make
further researches, he could not prevail on his conductors
to wait any longer in the catacombs ;

" with great clamour
and marks of discontent, they dashed their torches against

the largest harp, and made the best of their way out of the

cave, leaving me and my people in the dark ; and all the

way they went, they made dreadful demmcialions of tragi-

cal events that were to follow their departure." It is to

be inferred from the figures, that each harp is above six

feet high. The purport of Mr Bruce's description, which
is much more copious than quoted here, has been strange-

ly misunderstood, though it must be admitted that this waf

• No limits have yet been assigned to this harmonic or concordant series, (bund by adding seven,fourlem, t-.renVj-me. ?ic. to eacli of the
first seven numerai terms ; or by multiplying the terms of the first seven ratios by ^, i, i. Sec. ta produce ihe ratios of concords in the sue.
cessive octavai.

I i2
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partly owing to his own imperfect communications to Dr
Biniey. Whence it has been asked by Mr Jones, " Whe-
ther the Theban liarp originated in a phantasm ?" and

even Mr Browne, the African traveller, says, while visiting

the catacombs of Thebes, " I particularly observed the

two harpers described by Bruce, but his engraved figures

seem to be from memory." We cannot entirely solve

these difficulties ; but had those who have spoke most po-

sitively on the subject, referred to the first volume of Mr
Bi uce's Travels, instead of Dr Burney's History of Music,

they would have obtained more distinct ideas of it. How-
ever, during the late expedition of the French, the sepul-

chres of the kings of Tliebes were again visited ; and M.
Denon acquaints us, that in a " fourth chamber, there is a

figure clothed in white, playing on a harp with eleven

strings; the harp sculptured with ornaments of the same

tint, and consisting of the same wood as ours are now
made." On recurring to Plate CXXX V, of the large edi-

tion published by the French government, we observe two

figures playing on harps, one represented with 27 strings,

the other with 33 ; and also a third, apparently in mi-

niature, touching a harp with only 9. The first of these

is a person standing, clothed in a robe lucked up between

the legs ; the second is a naked woman on her knees. Both

liarps are of elegant workmanship, ornamented with

sphinxes: and, instead of being triangular, the upright is

bent into a curve along with the base. Neither of them
bears any resemblance to the first or triangular 13-stringed

harp of Mr Bruce, but his second is formed after the same
fashion. From all this it is to be inferred, that the harps

represented by Denon were seen in a chamber different

from that visited by Bruce, and most probably the same
remark will apply to what is said by Mr Browne. We can

scarcely suppose it possible that there could be so irrecon-

cileable an error as to mistake a naked woman sitting on

her knees, for a man standing, and clothed after a particu-

lar manner. Farther, it is likely that Denon was in more
sepulchral chambers than one, or in different recesses of

the same apartments : and it has never been said that these

paintings were confined to a single excavation only. The
harp, therefore, was an instrument evidently brought to a

degree of perfection among the Egyptians, while Greece
was yet in its infancy.

In order to facilitate the understanding of illustrations

which may be given of the more ancient construction of

the harp, we shall briefly describe its present structure and
compass. This instrument is now, as it has always been,

of a triangular shape ; and the gradual elongation of the

strings also produces their general arrangement in a cor-

responding triangular outline. One side of the triangle is

formed into a large expanding sounding-board, on the con-

struction of which much of the intonation depends. The
whole strings are united to it. A base whereon the harp
rests solidly is formed at the lower angle ; and here are
placed several pedals, which, by an ingenious mechanism,
produce flats and sharps. It is commonly, but not always,

strung with 35 strings, the lowest equivalent to double A or

of the piano forte, and the highest note equi-

*
valent to double G, or

t
— of the same instru-

ment : thus the compass which is arbitrary, is considera-

ble. However, most of the modern harps have seven or

eight strings of the bass, to increase it still farther, which,

in our opinion, is a very questionable expedient, rendering
t!ie total number 43. But this is considerably augmented
by the operation of the pedals. These are usually seven
in number, and are designed according to the efiect they

produce : the F, pedal changes E flat, in wliich the harp is

now invariably tuned into E natural ; the F pedal changes
F natural into F sharp, and the G pedal changes G natural

into G sharp. In some instruments, the change by snnple
pressure is to the extent of a semitone ; in others of the

latest construction, by increasing the pressure on the pedal,

the strings affected by it are sharpened another semitone.

Three notes are thus obtained from a sin^^le string. The
action of the pedals, as their name implies, is operat-

ed by the feet ; four being appropriated for the right

foot, and three for ihe kift. All the strings are of catgut,

except seven or eight of the lowest, which consist of silk

covered with silver wire, as the lowest strings of the vio-

lin and violoncello. In the harp the C's are coloured red,

and every F is blue, in order that they maybe more readily

distinguished by the performer ; the others are of the or-

dinary yellowisii white of catgut. The whole instrument
of the largest size is nearly six feet high, and in Britain

costs 100 guineas.

The name of the harp is said to be of Saxon origin ; and
we can probably trace it to the tenth century ; for tlie au-
thor of the life of St Dunstan, who is supposed to have been
a cotemporary, observes, " Sumpsit secum ex more ci-

tharam suam, quam lingua p^tcrna hcartiam vocamus."
[ylcCa Sanctorum, tom. iv. p. 350.) Venaniius Fui tunatis,

a continental author of the seventh century, uses this ex-
pression, " Plaudat tibi, Barbarus Aar/ia ;" which has been
conjectured to apply to Britain. The liarp is called Tetyn
in Welsh, and Clarsacli in Irish.

We can scarcely ascertain, at the present day, under
what foriTi this instrument first appeared in these king-
doms ; but it was undoubtedly well known in Wales and
Ireland. Nor were the English and Scotch strangers to
it; though its music was less cultivated among them. An
ancient Irish harp which has had 28 strings, and is 32 in-

ches high, is reported to have belonged to a certain king,
Brian Boromh, who was killed in battle in the year 1014.

His son having retired to Rome, presented his father's

harp and crown to the Pope, on purpose to obtain absolu-
tion for a murder he had committed ; and both remained in

the Vatican, until the harp was sent by the reigning Pope
to King Henry VIII. and, after passing through the hands
of various owners, it was, in 1732, deposited in the library

of Trinity College, Dublin. That such an instrument was
actually at Rome in the time of Adrian IV. between 1154
to 1 159, seems established from record; but the presump-
tion of this particular harp remounting to so very ancient
a period of Irish history as 1014, rests only on a very
slight foundation. Two harps of considerable antiquity

have lately been seen in Scotland ; one of which, in sue,
appearance, and structure, narrowly resembles the Irish

harp. Both are preserved in the family of Robertson of
Lude ; and the history of the oldest can be traced to about
the year 1460. It is 38 inches and a half in heifjht, and has
had 30 pins, originally of brass, with as many correspond-
ing string holes, all neatly ornamented. The other is as-

certained to have belonged to Queen Mary, and is altoge-

ther of a more modern fashion and smaller dimensions. It

is 31 inches high; the sounding board is only 11 inches
and a half broad at the base, whe.eas that of the former is

16 ; and there have been 28 strings, the shortest two in-

ches and a half long, while the second and third of the Cale-
donian harp have not exceeded two inches. The longest
siring of the latter is only 21 inches and a half in length;
that of Queen Mary's 24. It is said that Mary having car-
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ricd this instrument along with her in an excursion to tlie

Highlands, in the year 1563, ijresented it to a lady who
was married into the I'amily of Lvide. It v/as formerly or-

namented with the Queen's portrait, and the Scotish arms

executed in gold, of which and other jewels it was despoil-

ed during the rebellion of 1745.

None of the harps we have named exhibit pedals, which

are reported to have been invented Ijy M. Simon at B 'us-

sels, between 1750 and 1760. The piincipal object of the

pedals is to diminish the number of strings ; for although

the most grateful music certainly does not consist in the

greatest variety of notes, a considerable range becomes ne-

cessary to adapt an instrument to all compositions. Proba-

bly the strings of the harp were originally very few ; indeed

in this respect its structure is altogether arbitrary ; and
the number has been different at difl'erent eras and in dif-

ferent countries, as is proved by the examples already

given. In France, a harp is spoken of in the 14th centu-

ry with 25 strings : in Englarid, one of the same century,

or perhaps earlier, is represented with only 14, and one of

the 16th is described to have had 33. It will be observed,

that we have hitherto spoken of the strings of a harp with

a single row : and tliey have even been greatly augmented
beyond these numbers; but some ingenious mechanics
have adopted a second or third row, for the purpose of

multiplying the notes. Galileo, in a work written about
tlie year 1582, speaks of harps with 54. 56, or 60 strings,

used in Ireland, from which island the harp of Italy was
introduced ; and having obtained one from an Irish gentle-

man with two rows of strings, consisting in all of 58, he
found they were disposed in the same manner as a harp of

the same construction introduced a few years previously

into his native country. Mi:rsenne represents a harp with

75 strings, arranged in three rows. The Welsh are said

to have had one similar ; and the number has sometimes
been increased to 100. The introduction of pedals, how-
ever, has superseded the necessity of such a variety of sin-

gle notes.

The harp was generally strung with brass or steel wire.

The western Islanders or Highlanders of Scotland had a

particular kind of harp strung with the tendons of animals ;

and the Welsh sometimes used horse hair. We are quite

uncertain legarding the real compass of the most ancient

harps, or the manner in which they were tuned.

Diodorus Siculus says, that the instruments used by the

Gallic bards resembled lyres; but it is doubtful whether or

not this was the harp, and there is very little certainty re-

garding its origin in these islands. Its most ancient ap-

pearance is of very rude and imperfect form, though con-

siderably diversified ; but the strings seem invariably to

be very few. Perforiners too are frequently represented

as holding it in one hand while they are playing with the

other. Mr Ledwich conceives it was introduced into Ire-

land in the fourth or fifth century, from the close connec-
tion of the Irish " with the Saxons and other rovers from
the Baltic shores, wlio conjunctly ravaged the coasts of

Gaul and Britain in those ages." In Scotland it appears
sculptured on a very ancient monument near the chuich of

Nig in Robs-shire, engraved by Mr Cordiner ; and ancient

sculptures or drawings of it are to be seen in England,
though frequently with a reference to religious matters.

Probably the liarp was not used in Scotland to any extent,

though it was known to individuals ; and, subsequent to the

(late of the insti imjents before alluded lo, there is recorded,

in a curious account of an insurrection in 1594, a prophecy
regarding tlie Earl of Aigyle's harp being heard in the

district of Buchan. In Ireland and Wales, the case was
difTerent; for the harp seems to have been carefully and
extensively cultivated ; at least in as far as the rudeness of

the people would admit. Giraldus Cambrensis bears the

most unequivocal testimony to tiieir ])owers, and the quality

of their music; aflirming, that the Iiish were incompara-
bly the most skilful of any nation in inusic, and not of that

dull and languid description to which the inhabitants of Bri-

tain were accustomed, but what req\iired mucli rapidity in

execution. Probal)ly their abilities greatly declined; for

we afterwards find it observed, that Crusus was to be con-

sidered as almost the only harper about 1584. In Wales
still greater attention was paid to the instrument, and Gi-
raldus is alike lavish of his praises on the performers.

There was even a triennial congress, whither all the moat
distinguished musicians repaired to compete in skill ; and
there is still preserved a small silver harp, about six inches

and a half high, which was conferred on the victor. The
privilege of bestowing this badge seems to have been
vested in the family of Mostyn. The congress was held

by royal authority at soine of the royal residences in

Wales ; and, besides others, we read of a mandate issued

by Henry VIII in 1523, for the purpose of instituting or-

der and government among the professors of poetry and

music, and regulating their art and profession according

to the old statute of Gryffijdab Cynan^ Prince of Abci ffraw.

Another was assembled by order of Queen Ehzabeth, in

1568, at Caerwys, where degrees were to be bestowed ac-

cording to merit ; but those not qualified were enjoined

to betake themselves to some honest livelihood and profes-

sion, under pain of being apprehended and punished as

vagabonds. At that time 55 degrees were conferred, 17

for vocal, and 38 lor i}istruniental performance. A; length

the institution fell into total disrepute, and the harp seems
to have become obsolete ; for a traveller in Wales between

1780 and 1790 observes, that the only harp he heard in all

the country was at Conway. An attempt was lately made
to revive the Eistedfodd, as it was called, after several con-

siderable intervals of repose ; and at a meeting, one of the

last that was held, 12 minstiels attended, [Gene. Mag-, vol.

Ixii. p. 96) And, we believe, a similar congress was un-

successfully attempted in Ireland during the year 1785,

where only indifferent performers appeared. The art of

playing upon the harp, however, is at present considered

an elegant accomplishment, particularly in youthful fe-

males; and it has gained much ground in Britain within

these twenty years. At present it is sometimes to be heard

at pulilic concerts ; and we have understood, that the com-
bination of a number of harps has lately been introduced

into an orchestra in Paris. The harp, however, can never

be more than a chamber instrument : it labours under many
defects, notwithstanding all the modern mechanical im-

provements which it has received ; whence we may rea-

sonably infer, that the excellences of the ancient Welsh
and Irish music, as performed upon that instrument, are

highly exaggerated. Complicated music does not belong

to an uncivilized people. Their tunes are but a kind of

whining chant ; and the further we ascend with those best

known to us, they are found the more inharmonious. Yet

enthusiasm can figure any thing, as at this day we see sa-

vages dance in exl;icy to beating on a wooden drum. The
minstrels too, who in modern times have been regarded

with admiration, and who held a prominent part in the mu-
sical performances of old, were nothing but a worthless va-

grant race, generally proscribed as vairabonds. See G.ilileo

0/iere, tom. iii. ; Mersrnnus Harinonicorum, p. 68 ; Gi-

raldus Cambrensis, e.np. 12 ; Deuon's Voyages, tom. i. p.

237, tom. ii [ihinche 135 ; Bruce's Travel.^, vol. i. p. 133 ;

Carter's Specimens of Scul/iture and Painting, vol. ii. p.

11,16,42. 43; C<. :iiie.'s Jvtiijuities of Scotland, plate

1 ; Walki-r's Memoir of the Iri.<ili Bards; 5 one':.' Ri lies

of the Welsh Bards i Gnnn's Historical Enquiry i Evan's
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Tour in .A'urth Wales ; Pennant's Tour in IVoltH ; Strutt's

Manners of the Peofile of England, vol. i. p. 50, plate 17,

19 ; Strutt's Dress and Habits of the English, vol. i. plate

57 ; and yEoiiAN Harp, (c)

HARPOON. See Whale Fishery.
HAKQUEBUSS. See Gunmaking.
HARRIS, James, one of tlie most celebrated philolo-

gists of niotlern times, was born at Salisbury on the 20th of

July, 1709. His father was a gentleman of independent

fortune, of the same name, and his mother sister to the Earl

of Shaftesbury, author of the Characteristics. He was edu-

cated in early life under Mr Hele, at the grammar school

of his native city. At the age of 16 he was removed to Ox-
ford, where he passed the usual number of years as a gen-

tleman commoner ofWadham college, and was then enter-

ed at Lincoln's Inn, for the purpose of studying law as a part

of liberal education. Having, in his 24th year, succeeded,

by the dcalli of his father, to his patrimonial property, he

followed more completely his own inclinations, by devoting

himself to the study of Grecian and Roman literature. He
studied profoundly the philosophical writings of the an-

cients, and accjuired a great partiality for the philosophy of

Aristotle. His studies were conducted in his house at .Sa-

lisbury, where his habit was to rise very early, for the pur-

pose of prosecuting them in quiet, and to mingle occasion-

ally through the day with the society of that city. He also

officiated with great credit as a magistrate for the county of

Wilts.

His first work, which appeared in 1744, was a volume
containing three treatises ; the first on art, the second on

music, p.iinting, and poetry, and the third on happiness,

which contained some sound moral observations, and were

adorned with elegant literature. In 1745 he married Miss

Clarke, daughter of John Clarke, Esq. of Sandlord in So-

mersetshire, by whom he had five children. Two of these

died young ; but two daughters and his son, now Lord
Malmesbury, survived him.

Persevering in his favourite studies, he published, in

1751, his Hermes, or Inquiry concerning Universal Gram-
mar—a subject to which his attention had been particularly

directed by the Alinerva of Sanctius. The Her?nes was re-

ceived with great applause, and placed tiie author in the

highest rank of philosophical grammarians. But the cre-

dit which that work derived from having remained so long

unchallcriged. was at last shaken by the severe animadver-
sions on it, which were published by Mr Home Tooke, in

H-ARRISBURGH, originally Lovisburgh, the seat of
government in Pennsylvania, is situated on the north-east

bank of the Susquehanna river. It is regularly laid out,

and contains, perhaps, six hundred houses; of which some
arc neat and convenient. The houses are generally built of

brick or stone. Harrisburgh is likewise the seat of jus-

tice for Dauphin county; and has a courthouse and gaol.

The former is nearly 100 feet long, and half as many wide,
with a cupola and bell. The legislature, for the present,

convene in this building ; the permanent state house not

yet having licen erected. There is here a beautiful bridge
over the Susquehanna ; and the surrounding country is

picturesque. The population of Harrisburgh is some-
thing upwards of two thousand. They vend merchandise
to the country people, and manufacture leather, hals,

nails, &c. The lumber used in building is generally

brunght down the Susquehanna. There is a German
chuich in the town ; a presbyterian congregation, respect-

able for numbers and charact(-r, wcjrship in the coutt-house.

Hnrisburirh is 107 miles W. N. W. fiom Philadelphia;

53 W. S. W. f.oui Reading ; and 17 E. N. E. from Car-
lisle. Lat. 40° 16' N. (E. H. Ci mmins, A. I\l.)

his celebrated Diversions of Purity. This author has con-

victed Mr Harris of some incongruities ; and has, in his

turn, laid the world under deep obligations, by furnishing

valuable inaterials for the correction and improvement of

dialectic science : (See our article Grammar, fiassim.)

How Mr Harris would have felt had he lived to see him-
self so contumeliously treated as he is in the work now
mentioned, is a question of personal patience, and neither

justice nor good nature would delight in seeing any man of

worth subjected to such a trial. But now that both of

these authors are out of the reach of each other's opposi-

tion, as well as the partiality of their respective friends,

neither of them appears sufliciently perfect to be adopted as

a guide, and both are too respectable to be treated with

contempt. Mr Harris had the undoubted merit of delight-

ing SHch of hiscotemporaries as took an interest in the sub-

ject. Although, when the import of the words in which
his theories are expressed is severely scrutinized, we find

them sometimes inconsistent ; candour will still endeavour

to appreciate the truths which they imperfectly express,

and will not fail to find out, in the most unmeaning phrases,

some just views which the author aimed to unfold. The
difficulty of expressing new opinions on a new subject, in

which language is employed in explaining its own nature,

may have given rise to some faults in the theoretic disser-

tations of Mr Harris ; but it is no small praise, that his er-

rors required the acuteness of Mr Tooke to discover them,
and it must be acknowledged, that the latter has not done
justice to his mei it. The works of these two authors may
be profitably employed for correcting one another, and ex-

tending jointly the limits of the science. The views of Mr
Harris are on the whole pleasing ; and the manner in which
they are exhibited, shews an elegant and scientific mind.

His writings are not disfigured by wanton satire, expres-

sions of personal antipathy, or querulous moroseness, jjaia-

doxical turns of phrase, or an inclination to spurt with the

feelings of one part of his readers, and carry off by force

the admiration of others. Trusting to the interesting nature

of his subject, he docs not go in quest of spurious sources

of animation. After bestowing much labour on the investi-

gation of his subject, he presents his readers in a respect-

ful manner with the best views which he is able to form.

He cherishes throughout a spirit of philosophical inquiry,

free from any character of extravagance, and possessed of

an admirable tendency to generate a placid satisfaction, and
a chf'bte consistency of feeling.

From the time of his marriage till the year 1760, Mr
Harris lived entirely in Salisbury during winter, and retired

in the summer to his country house at Durford, in the

neighbourhood of that city. Besides attending to the pur-

suits of literature and the duties of a magistrate, he devoted

an adequate proportion of his time to the sacred task of su-
perintending the intellectual and moral education of his chil-

dren; and he zealously promoted a refined taste in music
and other elegant pursuits in the circle of society in which
he lived.

In 1761, he was elected member of parliament for the
burgh of Christchurch, which seat he retained till his death.

In the following year, he was made one of the lords of the

admiralty ; and in two years after a lord of the treasury
;

In 1765, he went out of office with the ministry with which
he was connected. In 1774, however, he was, much to his

gratification, appointed secretary and comptroller to the
Queen.

During the hours of leisure which the dvities of public
life allowed him, he prosecuted, with great regularity, his

literary labours. In 1774, he published his Philosophical

Arrangements, a work in which he displayed all his former
admiration of the Peripatetic logic, and combalted the doc-
trines of chance and materialism, animated by a zealous re-
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gard for tlie happiness of mankind,—an object of which, ties. Tliose who dispute the accuracy of some of his con-
many who liave espoused tlie opposite side of these ques- elusions, would do well lo copy ilic lender solicitude which
tions, have betrayed an unfeeling neglect, by the style and he expressed for the general interests of his species, and
manner in wliich they have published their opinions. the delicacy with which he communicated to the world the

In 1780, the same year in which he died, he printed for fruits of his researches.

the use of his circle of private friends a work, which was His son Lord Malmesbury, published an edition of his
published immediately after his death, entitled Philological works in two quarto volumes, to which he prefixes a brief
Inguiries, containing a popular summary of the conclusions account of his life. He seems to value his falhciN meino-
to which the philosophical investigations of the ancients ry, chiefly for the steady resistance which lie made to those
conducted them, accompanied with pleasing illustrations opinions on general subjects which have prevailed in mo-
and examples. It contains also some affeclionate expres- tiern 1' ranee, and which, from their harsh collision with pre-
sions of personal attachment to his friends, and, on the viously existing systems, and, as he thinks, from their in-

whole, furnishes a good example of talents retaining at a trinsic repugnance to the interests of society, gave rise to
very advanced age their former vigour, as well as of can- that political discoid, and those consequent ravages of war,
dour and benevolence continuing undiminished. His health, with which Europe has in our age been visited. (H. D.)
however, was now much impaired, and he died on the 22d HARRIS. See Invernesshire.
of Deceaiber 1780, in the 72d year of his age, beloved and HARRISON. See Horology and Longitude.
regretted by all who knew him.

^
HARRISON'S Temi-erament of the musical scale.

His private character appears to have been thoroughly The late Mr John Harrison, who laboured so successfully
amiable. With a mind well disciplined to severe thought, in improving chronometers, about the year 1748, conceived
he united an unrestrained freedom and cheerfulness of cha- the idea of a tempered system of intervals, in wliich the in-
racter, which inclined him to take a ready part in all the lerval of the major third should bear the same proportion
subordinate interests and common amusements of life. He to the octave as the diameter of a circle to its circumfe-
exhibited on all occasions a temper the most humane, gen- rence. On reference to iNIr Farcy's corollaries regarding
tie, and forgiving. As a critic, he was candid and indul- regularly tempered douzeaves, in the Philosophical Maga-
gent ; and, with a sagacity which enabled him to discern zine, vol. xxxvi. page 374, the temperaments and wolves of
deformities, he had a sense of justice and of gratitude which this system may easily be calculated, and these applied to
made him chiefly delight in acknowledging literary beau- the respective intervals will stand as follows, viz.

1 1 of the Vths, viz. on C, G, D, A, E,"J
B, ^F, ffC ; and on F, [jB, and bE, 1354 69244S-)-7f-f31m = 3901.61684S+:%f+341m
each of the value J

And the wolf fifth on ^G, — 382.3831 62-f 7f-f 30m

Make 7 octaves, each 6l2S+12f-f-53m := 4284 OO()00X-f84!-f 371m

» of the Illds, viz. on C, G, D, A, ? . ^

and E; and on F, bB,and bEeach;$ 194-77762S-f4f-f 17m = lS58.22096Z-f321+ 136m

And 4 wolf Illds, VIZ. on B, tfF, ±1C,? „
and «G, each . . . .\ 222.44476r+4f-f 19m = 889.779042-hl6f+ 75m

Make 4 octaves, each . . . . , 612J+12l-f-53in — 2448.000002+48f-f212m

9 of the 3ds, viz. on A, E, B, ifF, ttC, ? ^

and «G ; and on D, G, and C, each $
l59-92268S+3f+13m= I439.304l22;.f271-f n7m

And 3 wolf 3ds, viz. on F, b)B, and t>E, > .„„
each ........{ 132.23 196S+ 3f-f 14m = 396.695882+ 9f+ 42m

Make 3 octaves, each 612S-f 12f-f53m = 1836.000002-j-36f+ l59m

The fourths, minor sixths, and major sixths, comple- ground in the county, and has an insulated appearance, be-
meiits to the above Vlhs, Illds, and 3ds, will be each of ing visible from great distances almost in every direction,
them as much tempered sharp as these are tempered fa: This village is celebrated for its free school, which is now
respectively. It appears, irom the preface to the first edi- universally allowed to be one of the best seminaries in the
tion of Dr Smith's Harmonica, that Mr Harrison adjusted kuigdom. It was founded in 1592 by John Lyon, a wealthy
frets on the finger-board of a base viol according to this sys- yeoman of Preston in this parish. He allotted 20/. for two
tem, and that Mr Harrison declared himself much pleased exhibitions to Caius College, Cambridge, and two to Ox-
with the "extremely fine harmony" of its consonances. It ford. This sum, however,' has been doubled. The number
IS, however, to be regretted, that Dr Smiih did not himself of scholars at Harrow school is generally about ISO. The
hear, and give us his opinion, on the harmony thus produced rent of Mr Lyon's estates amounted lately to 669/. which is
by Mr Harrison. Several years afterwards, Mr Maxwell, disbursed in paying the salaries of the masters, the exhibi-
as he inlorms us p. 249 of his " Essay on Tune," did hear tions already mentioned, in educating poor children, reliev-
and attend to Mr Harrison's performance on his six-stringed ing decayed house-keepers, repairing roads, &.C. The
viol thus fretted, and Mr Maxwell by no means approved church of Harrow, which contains several sepulchral mo-
the harmony thereof. In 1775 Mr Harrison gave some ac- numents, is partly of ancient architecture. The lower part
count ot his musical scale in his work on chronometers, (j) of the tower, and the columns between the nave and aisles,HARROW. See Agriculture. are supposed to have been built by Lafranc in the time ofHARROW ON THE HiLi., is a village of England in King William I.

Middlesex. The hill on which it stands is the highest The view from Harrow is very fine. Towards the east
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it is lerminated by the metropolis; to the south by the Sur-

rey hills ; to the north is a view of Harrow Weakl, with the

villat;c ol" Stanniore and Bcntley Priory, the seat of the

Marquis of Abercorn : and to the south-west is seen Wind-
sor Casile, with a considerable part of Berkshire and Buck-
inghamshire. On the top of the hill is a well of excellent

spring water, which is never dry even in the hottest sum-

mers. In 1811 the number of houses in the town, including

the hamlets of Roxeth and Sudbury, was 283, and the po-

pulation 1689. See Lyson's Environs ofLondon, ilo. vol. ii.

HARROWGATE is the name of a celebrated watering

place in England, in the West Riding of Yorkshire. It is

situated in the forest of Knaresborough, about three miles

south-west of the town of Knaresborough. The village is

divided into High and Low Harrowgatc, and consists prin-

cipally of the inns and lodging houses for the accommoda-
tion of the numerous invalids who flock hither from every

part of the united kingdom. Before the mineral springs

were discovered. Harrowgatc was a miseiable hamlet; and

it was not till 1687 that the first inn, called the Queen's

Head, was erected. Before the year 1710, there were three

good inns in the village, and it now contains eight spacious

inns, viz. the Granby, the Dragon, the Queen's Head, and

the Hope Tavern, at High Harrowgatc ; and the Crown,
the White Hart, the Crescent, and the B.ll, at Low Har-
rowgatc ; beside numerous lodging houses for those who
wish for a more retiied life. The Crown Inn at Lower
Harrowgatc, is a long row of plain buildings. The public

hail or promenade is a large and elegant apartment, with an

organ at one end. The Crescent is situated behind the

Crown Inn in a less public bituation.

The chalybeate springs, which are two in number, are

both at High Harrowgatc. The oldest of these, called the

Old Spa, was discovered by Ciptain Slingsby in 1571, and

is situated opposite the Granby Inn. It was covered in

1786 with an elegant dome, erected at the expense of Lord
Loughborough, who also laid out an extensive plantation on
his property here, which affords an agreeable shade to a

walk eight feet broad, and two miles long. The other cha-

lybeate spring is about half a mile west of the Old Spa, and
is called the Tcwit well, from the birds called tewits which
frequent it.

The sulphureous springs, which are two in number, are
situated at Lower Harrowgatc, and are inclosed with stone

buildings, one of which, near the Crown Inn, is a temple of
the Tuscan order, 24 feet in diameter, consisting of a cu-
pola, supported by 12 columns. The water of this spring
is extremely offensive to the smell and the taste. When
taken in small cjuantities, it is an excellent alterative; but
when copiously drunk, it is strongly purgative, and has been
found very ttBcacious in cutaneous diseases and scrophula,

in destroying worms, in removing chronic obstructions, and
in all disorders of the stomach. The second sulphureous
spring was discovered in the gardens of the Crescent in

1783. It IS of an intermediate quality between the chaly-
beate and sulphureous waters.

The buildings at Harrowgatc are rapidly increasing every
year. It now contains more than 1500 inhabitants. See
Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvi. p, 652.

HARTl^ORD, the second town, as to size, in the state

of Connecticut, lies on the bank of Connecticut river, fifty

miles above its mouth. It is in the centre of a pleasant and
fertile section of the country. The houses are built chiefly

on one street, parallel with the river. The intersecting

streets cross it .;t right angles. The public edifices are, a
state house, two Congregational churches, one Episcopa-
lian, and others for the administration of justice. The

HARTLEPOOL, a town of England, in the county ol

Durham, is situated on a promontory nearly encircled with
the G'rinan Ocean, which lorms a capacious bay on the
south side of the town. It is built on the western slope of
a hill, and consists of a principal street, a back street, and t

several cross stieels. The chief buildings are, a chapel of |
irregular structure, a town hall, a free school, and a custom
house. The town is surrounded with ancient fortifications,

which are described at great length by Hutchinson in his

Hialory of Durham. Hartlepool is much frequented in the
summer months for bathing, but at other seasons it is in-

habited principally by the fishermen. Within a few yards
of the Watergate, a chalybeate spring has lately been dis-

covered. It is covered by the sea at low water. About
five miles north of the town are the singular rocks called
the Blackballs: (See Durham.) A life boat has lately

been established here by subscription. On the moor near
the town are two batteries mounted with cannon, beside an
intrenchment. In 1811 the township contained 242 houses,
and 1047 inhabitants. See Hutchinson's History of Dur-
ham, and the Beauties of England and Wales, voi. v. p. 119.

HARl'LEY, David, was born on the 30th of August
1705. He was the son of a respectable clergyman, vicar of

Armley, in the county of York, where he died, leaving be-

hind him eight children. The subject of this article was
brought up by a Mrs Brooksbank, who lived near HalifaiJ.

He received the first rudiments of his education at a .pri-

vate school, and his academical education at Cambridge,
He was admitted at Jesus College at the age of fifteen years,

and was afterwards elected a fellow of that society, and took

the degree of M. A. He was originally designed for the

church, and proceeded for some time in his thoughts and
studies towards that object ; but he was restrained by some
scruples, which made him reluctant to subscribe the thirty-

nine articles. He continued, nevertheless, a member of
the church of England, conforming to its public worship.

This he did upon the principle, that the church of England
maintains, in substance, the practical doctrines of Christi-

anity, and that it was not inctmibent to separate himself
from its communion on account of some articles, which he
regarded as speculative and abstruse. Having, it would
appear, from conscientious scruples, relinquished the pro-

fession of his first choice, he applied his talents to the me-
dical profession, in which he arrived at considerable emi-
nence for skill and industry, but still more for philanthropy.

He exercised the healing art with equal attention and fideli-

ty to the poor and the rich. He visited the humblest re-

C'isses of poverty and sickness. He was not unmindful
that bodily sickness renders the mind more impressible

with moral and religious ttuths, and embraced opportuni-

ties, in the course of his medical practice, of exercising

mental charities to afflicted minds, as well as of employing

houses are generally of brick, three stories, and well built.

Their whole number may be about seven hundred. The
population of Hartford in 1810 was 3.995. It is understood

to have considerably increased. Besides its local advan-

tages, the town has benefited by the meeting of the legis-

lature of the state in it. It has been rendered more memo-
rable, by the convention of delegates from the legislatures

of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode-Island, in the

year 1814; whose principal views were to concert opposi-

tion to the administration of the federal government, in the

prosecution of the late war. See. Hartford has many advan-

tages. It has an extensive and fertile country lying about

it. It cherishes a number of manufacturing establishments,

supports several distilleries, ^nd has a good communica-
tion with the sea. (E. H. Cummins, A. M.)
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his knowledge of the healinfj art to the restoration of bodily

health.

He was industrious in accjuiring all collateral branches

of knowledf^e, and lived in personal intimacy with the learn-

ed men of his age. Dr Law, Dr Butler, Dr Waiburton,
afterwards Bishops of Carlisle, Durham, and Gloucester,

and Dr Jurtin, were his intimate friends. Me was much
attached to Dr Hoadley, Bishop of Winchester, whose opi-

nions on religion and politics seem to have been very simi-

lar to his own. Dr Hales, and Dr Smith, master of Trini-

ty College in Cambridge, with other mendiersof the Royal
Society, were his companions in the sciences of optics,

and other branches of natural philosophy. Mr Hawkins
Browne, the author of an elegant Latin poem, De Animi
Immortalitatc, and Dr Young, the moral poet, stood high
in his esteem. Dr Byrom, the inventor of a scientific short-

hand writing, was much respected by him for useful and
accurate judgment in philology. Mr Hooke, the Roman
historian and disciple of the Newtonian chronology, was
amongst his literary intimates. The celebrated poet Pope
was likewise admired by him as a man of genius, and a true

poet
;
yet he regarded the celebrated Essay on Man as

tending to insinuate, that the divine revelation of the Chris-
tian religion was superfluous, in a case where human phi-

losophy was adequate. He suspected the secret influence

of Lord Bolingbroke, as guiding the poetical pen of his un-
suspecting friend, to decK out in borrowed plumes the pla-

giarisms of modern ethics from Christian doctrines. From
his earliest youth he was devoted to the sciences, particu-

larly to logic and mathematics, which last he studied under
the celebrated Professor Saunderson. He published, 1.

A Vieiu of the firesent Evidence for and against Stevens's

Medicines as a solvent for the Stone, London 1739, 204
pages 8vo. dedicated to the President and Fellows of the

Royal College, London. His own case is the 123d in the

book ; yet he is said, after all, to have died of the stone,

after having taken above two hundred pounds weight of
soap ; and it must be acknowledged, though with regret,

that that celebrated medicine has no power of dissolving
stones in the kidneys or bladder. 2. Dr Hartley is said to

have written in defence of inoculation against Dr Warren of
St Edmund's Bury ; and some letters of his are to be met
with in theP//i7 Trans. 3. But his most celebrated work
is entitled, Observations on Alan, his Frame, his Duty, and
his Exjiectations, in two parts ; part the first, containing ob-

servations on the frame of the human body and mind, and
on their mutual contiections and influences ; part the se-

cond, containing observations on the duty and expectations

of mankind; London, 1749. The author gives the follow-

ing account of the origin and progress of the work. " About
eighteen years ago, I was informed that the Rev. Mr Gay,
then living, asserted the possibility of deducing all our in-

tellectual pleasures and pains from association. This put
me upon considering the power of association. Mr Gay
published his sentiments on this matter, about the same
time, in a dissertation on the fundamental Principle of Vir-
tue, prefixed to Mr Archdeacon Law's translation of Arch-
bishop Ring's Origin of Evil. From inquiring into the
power of association, I was led to examine both its conse-
quences, in respect of morality and religion, and its physical

cause. By degrees, many disquisitions, foreign to the doc-
trine of association, or at least not immediately connected
with it, intermixed themselves. I have here put together
all my separate papers on these subjects, digesting them in

such order as they seemed naturally to suggest, and adding
such things as were necessary to make the whole appear
more complete and systematical." The author, aware that
he had thus laid himself open to the charge of having first

adopted a theory, and afterwards accommodated his obser-
VoL. X. Part I.

vations in subserviency to it, adds, that " he did not first

form a system, and then suit the facts to it ; but was carried
on by a train of thoughts from one thing to another, fre-

quently without any express design, or even any previous
suspicion of the consequences that might arise ; and that

this was most remarkably the case in respect of the doc-
trine of A''ecessity ; for I was not at all aware, that it follow-

ed from that of association, for several years after I had be-
gun my inquiries ; nor did I admit it at last without the
greatest reluctance."

In regard to the doctrine of necessity, justice to the au-
thor requires that his note of explanation should be here
given, viz. " that he no where denies practical free will, or
that voluntary pewer over our affections and actions, by
which wc deliberate, suspend, and choose, and which
makes an essential part of our ideas of virtue and
vice, reward and punishment." To the doctrine of
associations he has added iiibratio?is, and endeavoured
to establish a connection between these, and to shew the

general use of these in explaining the nature of sensa-

tions. In the introductory remarks to the second part of
the work, " On the Duty and Exfiectations of Mail," he
says, that " the contemplation of our frame and constitu-

tion appeared to him to have a peculiar tendency to lessen

the difficulties attending natural and revealed religion, and
to improve their evidences, as well as to concur with them
in their determination of man's duty and expectations ; with
which view he drew up the foregoing observations on the

frame and connexion of the body and mind : And in pro-

secution of the same design, he goes on in this part, from
this foundation, and upon the other phenomena of nature,

to deduce the truths of natural religion ; laying down all

these as a new foundation whereon to build the evidences
for revealed religion, to inquire into the rule of life re-

sulting from the frame of our natures, the dictates of na-

tural religion, and the precepts of Scripture. And, lastly,

to inquire into the genuine doctrines of natural and re-

vealed religion, thus illustrated, concerning the expecta-

tions of mankind here and hereafter."

The intentions of the author seem to have been upright

and pious; and considerable ingenuity, as well as acquaint-

ance with the human frame, are displayed throughout the

work. Yet few, it is believed, will be found to assert that

his system throws any light on the mysterious union of
matter and mind, or that his reduction of all the ope-
rations of the human mind to association of ideas, has tend-

ed in any degree to simplify the subject. " The philoso-

phy of mind (observes Professor Stuart} has its alchemists
;

men, whose studies are directed to the pursuit of one sin-

gle principle, into which the whole science may be resolv-

ed ; and they flatter themselves with the hope of disco-

vering the grand secret by which the pure gold of truth

may be produced at pleasure. Of such metaphysical al-

chemists, Hartley is clearly entitled to the first place. But
all the generalizations of his system are verbal only, and

it succeeds in bringing all our mental operations under the

head of associations, only by using the term in such an un-

precedented latitude, as to make it comprehend all sorts of

mental operations, and every kind of connection of ideas.

Every thing, according to Hartley, of which we are con-

scious, excepting only our sensations, may be called ideas;

and every kind of relation between them he terms an asso-

ciation, so that the connection betwixt twice two and four,

is merely an association of ideas, and that all mathematical

relations are of the same denomination. This, it is evi-

dent, is not a discovery in philosophy, but an innovation in

language." (Philosofih. Essays.) It is said that he did not

expect that his work would meet with any general or im-

mediate reception in the philosophical world, or even that it

K k
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would be iiiuch read or understood ; but that at some dis-

tant period it would become the adopted system of future

philosoplicrs. Tiiere secrns no probability of this expect-

ation being realized. The prevailing systems of Raid,

Stewart, Sec. tlie inductive philosophy of mind, seems to

"bid much fairer for general adoption. Although Hartley

cannot be recommended as a guide, either in pliilosopliy or

in religion, his private and personal character seems to

have been amiable and exemplary. His thoughts were not

immersed in worldly pursuits or contentions, and therefore

his life was not eventful or turbulent, but placid and un-

disturbed by passion or violent ambition. Trom his ear-

liest youth, his mental ambition was pre-occupied by the

pursuits of science. His hours of amusement were like-

wise bestowed upon objects of taste and sentiment. Music,

poetry, and history, were hi.s favourite recreations. His

natural temper was cheerful and social. He was addicted

to no vice in any part of his life. The virtuous principles

-.vhich arc instilled in his works, were exemplified in his

conduct. His person was of the middle size, and well pro-

portioned ; his complexion fair, his features regular and

liandsome. His coimtenance open, ingenuous, and ani-

mated. He was peculiarly neat in his person and attire.

He was an early riser, and punctual in the employments of

the day ; methodical in the disposition of his library, pa-

pers, and wiitings, as the companions of his thoughts, but

without any pedantry, either in these habits, or in any other

part of his character. His behaviour was polite, easy, and

graceful, flowing from benevolence of heart. His whole
character was eminently marked by simplicity of manners,

and uprightness of conduct. The dispositions of his heart

shine very evidently through his works, and the conclusion

of the work on Man, in which he addresses various classes

of the community, and exposes prevailing vices, does

much honour to his moral and religious character, and
evince an affectionate concern for the best interests of his

country, and of mankind. He died at Bath on the 2Sth of

August, 1757, at the age of fifty-two years. He was twice

married, and left issue by both marriages, two sons, and a

daughter. His eldest son got a travelling fellowship, and
liis younger son was entered at Oxford in M'thaelmas term,

1757. See a Sketch of the Life and Character of Dr Hart-

ley, firejixed to A''otes and jldditions to the work on Man.
By Herman A. Pistorius, rector of Poseritz in the island

of Rugen, London, 1791 ; and Dodsley's .inn. Register,

vol. xviii.

HARTZ, or Harz, a tract of mountainous country, si-

tuated in the kingdom of Hanover. It is about 70 miles

long, and 20 broad. The forests of the Hartz have about
one-third of hard wood, and two-thirds of soft wood. An
insect belonging to the order Coleoptera, nearly allied to

the Dermestes typografihus, has lately committed great

ravages in these forests. It infests fir trees, and in one
tree 80,000 larvae have been found. The principal mine-
rals are lead, copper, silver, zinc, iron, green vitriol, blue

vitriol, white vitriol, and sulphur. The silver mines,
which are said to have been discovered in the year 9 58,

were the first that were opened in Europe. The annual
product of the lead, silver, and copper mines, is staled at

157.994 dollars.

The Editor is indebted to Professor Jameson for the fol-

lowing account of the mineralogy of the Hartz mountains.
This interesting tract of country is composed of primi-

tive transition, floetz, and alluvial rocks ; but hitherto no
volcanic substances have been met with in it.

A. Primitive Rocks.

These are granite, primitive greenstone, horn-rock,

quartz-rock, primitive flinty slate, primitive clay slate, and
primitive limestone.

1. Granite. This rock is supposed to form the central

part of the Hartz, and consequently to support all the

other mineral strata of this part of Germany. It is oc-

casionally traversed by veins of quartz, schorl, and horn-

stone. At its line of junction with the superincumbent
strata, intermixtures of the rocks are to be observed,

and even veins of the granite shoot from the massive
rock into the superincumbent ones. These facts are

differently explained by the Neptunian and Plutonian

speculators. The Neptunists consider them as illustra-

tive of the cotemfioraneoua formation of the two rocks ;

while the Plutonists view them as irrefragible proofs of

the granite having been projected in a fluid form from
the interior of the earth amongst Jireviou&ly existing

strata.

2. Friniitive greenstone. This rock rests immediately on
the granite, and sometimes beds of it occur in the clay-

slate. Like the granite, it is magnetical, although it

contains no disseminated magnetic iron-stone or mag-
netical pyrites.

3. Horn-rock, (Horn-fels.) Hitherto mineralogists have
not attended to this rock. It is an intimate mixture of

splintery quartz and compact felspar, in which some-
times the one, sometimes the other, mineral predomi-
nates. It is occasionally coloured black with schorl. It

occurs resting upon granite, and frequently intermixed
with that rock at the line of junction.

4. Quartz-rock. It is either splintery, or composed of

granular concretions. It rests either upon the granite,

or occurs in beds alternating with greenstone or horn-

rock.

5. Primitive flinty slate. This rock occurs but sparingly

in the Hartz, and is generally disposed in beds, alternat-

ing with horn-rock and clay-slate.

6. Primitive clay-slate. This rock forms beds in flinty-

slate, primitive limestone, and green-stone.

Metalliferous venigenous formations vi firimitizie clay-slate.

The following principal formations may be distinguished.

a. The veins of this formation contain principally ga-

lena or lead glance, native arsenic, red silver ore,

with much calcareous spar, and a small portion of

quartz.

5. This formation is almost entirely composed of gale-

na or lead glance, with a very small portion of native

arsenic, red silver ore, grey copper ore, and blende.

c. In this formation, like the preceding, galena is the

predominating ore, and is associated with a small

quantity of grey copper ore, iron pyrites, copper py-
rites, red iron stone, brown iron ochre, and red silver

ore.

7. Primitive limestone. It occurs but seldom, and in beds,

in clay-slate.

B. Transition Rocks.

The following rocks of this class are met with in the

Hartz, viz. limestone, greywacke, clay slate, whet slate,

alum slate, transition flinty slate, transition trap, and transi-

tion porphyry.

1. Limestone. It occurs in beds, often of considerable

thickness, in greywacke, and transition clay slate.

2. Greyvjacke. Greywacke and clay slate are by far the

most abundant rocks in the Hartz. It sometimes con-

tains glance coal, [bUnd coal,) and mineral pilch ; and
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occasionally petrifactions of species of the genera hy-

stei'iolites, and trocliites.

3. Claxj-slate. This rock is distinctly stratified, and some-
timesoccurs in elliptical and globular concretions, which
have a concentric lamellar structure. It alternates with

greywacke, and both rest on the primitive rocks already

described.

Both greywacke and clay slate contain very considerable

metalliferous formations. The following are the prin-

cipal ones.

a. A very thick bed of copper pyrites, iron pyrites, ga-

lena or lead glance, and brown blende, with compact
heavy spar, and a very small quantity of quartz, and
calcareous spar.

b. Veins of galena or lead glance, of whicli the follow-

ing formations have been ascertained.

«. Galena, associated with much calcareous spar, and
splintery quartz, and small portions of iron pyrites,

sparry iron stone, grey copper ore, and brown spar.

(3. Galena, associated with sparry iron stone, calcare-

ous spar, heavy spar, and quartz ; with a minute
portion of grey copper ore, brown blende, iron py-
rites, and copper pyrites.

y. Galena, with splintery quartz, and a smaller por-

tion of calcareous spar, sparry iron stone, iron py-

rites, and copper pyrites. In the upper parts of

the veins, tlie calcareous spar is sometimes dissolv-

ed and carried away. The galena, or lead glance,

is converted into white, black, and earthy lead ores ;

by the decomposition of the copper and iron pyrites,

there are formed varieties of ochry brown iron

stone, malachite, azure copper ore, and copper

green, and by the decomposition of the sparry iron

stone, compact and fibrous brown iron stones, and
ores of manganese.

^. Galena, with much brown blende, splintery quartz,

and calcareous spar; and occasionally small por-

tions of copper and iron pyrites.

£. Galena, with amethyst, large foliated calcareous

spar, copper pyrites, and brown blende.

6. Veins of copper ore, which ore distributed in the

following formations.

«. The principal vein-stone, of the veins of this for-

mation is quartz, which occurs in sucli quantity as

occasionally to fill up the veins from side to side.

It is in granular concretions, which are so loosely

aggregated, that they can be separated by the mere
pressure of the finger ; hence in mines in this for-

mation the quartz is dug out by shovels. This con-

dition of the quartz in these veins shews us the

possibility of sandstone, and even of sand, being in

many cases original chemical formations, and not

mechanical deposites. The ores associated with

the quartz are copper pyrites, malachite, copper
green, copper black, tile ore, and brown iron stone.

There sometimes occur, embedded in the loose

sandy quartz, blocks of compact quartz, also por-

tions of heavy spar, and small strings of brown spar,

and red iron stone ; and rarely fluor spar.

|3. This formation consists of azure copper ore, and
copper-green, with much lluor spar, and some-
times small portions of brown spar, and red iron-

stone.

y. Copper pyrites, and splintery quartz, with small

portions of calcareous spar, iron pyrites, and galenu
or lead glance, are minerals of this formation.

d. Veins of iron-stone, of which the following forma-
tions arc known to the miners.

a. Red hematite, and heavy spar.

^. Compact red iron-stone, with much calcareous
spar,

y. Compact red iron-stone, with much quartz, and a

small portion of iron flint.

^. Compact, fibrous, scaly, and ochry red iron-stone,

with specular iron ore or iron glance, and cjuartz,

and calcareous spar.

^. Sparry iron-stone in the lower part of the veins,

but brown iron-stone in the upper parts.

e. Veins of manganese occur but rarely ; and of this

metal the only formation in the Hartz is that in which
compact grey manganese ore is associated with heavy
spar.

4. Whet slate. This mineral occurs in thin beds in the

clay slate.

5. ^lum slate. It occurs in beds in clay slate.

6. Transition Jlinty slate. It occurs in beds in greywacke
and clay slate. It passes into clay slate ; and in the

mountains of the Hartz we find all the intermediate va-

rieties between perfect flinty slate, and well character-

ised clay slate. It is worthy of remark, that this mine-
ral, which, according to the Hutlonian view, must have
been in a state of fusion, occurs inclosed in clay slate,

and exhibiting the gradation we have just mentioned.

7. Transition trafi. The trap rocks, which are green-

stone, and amygdaloid, alternate in beds with greywacke
and greywacke slate.

8. Transition jiorjihyry. The transition porphyries have a

basis either of clay-stone, felspar, or horn-stone, and
occur in beds in greywacke, or in masses resting upon it.

C. FUtz Rocks.

Floetz rocks surround the Hartz on every side, and are

spread from thence over the hilly parts of Lower Saxony.

The following are the floetz rocks met with in the Hartz :

Old red sand-stone, clay porphyry, alpine lime-stone, older

gypsum, variegated sand-stone, newer gypsum, and third

floetz sand-stone.

1. Old red sand-stone., or the first flat- sand-stone. This
well known rock, the dunstone of English mineralogists,

occurs in considerable abundance, and in this country

contains beds of coal.

2. Clay - stone tiorlihijrij. This rock occurs in beds which
alternate with the red sand-stone. The beds vary in

thickness from a few inches to many fathoms. It passes

into the bounding sandstone, a fact illustrative of the

cotemporaneous formation of the two rocks.*

3. Al/iinc lime-stone., or first fi estz li?ne-stone. This lime-

stone occurs in considerable abundance, and generally

rests on tlie red sand-stone.

4. Older gyfistim, or first ficstz gylisum formation. This
formation, which is principally composed of foliated

granular gypsum, and compact gypsum, also contains

selenite, rounded cotemporaneous portions of radiated

gypsum, stinkstone, and sometimes fibrous gypsum. It

rests on the preceding formation.

5. Variegated, or second fi(£tz sand-stone. This formation-,

which is probably identical with the red ground oi Eng-
lish mineralogists, rests upon the older gypsum.

It ni.iy be noticed, that Gei'man mineralogists mention the occurrence of porphyry and trap rocks in red sand-stone as a new disco-

very, although both these facts were stated so early as the year 1800, by Professer Jameson, in his Jifiiierahgical Travels, a work known to

continental writers by the translation of it which appeared in Germany many years ago.
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6. J^'eiaer gyfisum, or second Jiatz gyfisumformatioJi. The

principal rocks in this formation are foliated granular,

fibrous, and rK<lialetl gypsum. It rests on the variegat-

ed sand-stone, and sometimes even alternates with it.

7. Third Jiaelz sand-stone. This sandstone has generally a

grey or white colour, and contains subordinate beds of

slate clay, indurated marl, and coal. It appears to rest

upon the newer gypsum and the variegated sand-stone.

D. Alluvial Hocks.

The rocks of this class are calc-tuff, loam, clay, brown
coal, bog iron ore, peat, and rolled masses, of different

kinds.

The following works may be consulted, as affording ac-

curate and extensive details in regard to the natural history

of the Hartz.

1. Erfahrungen von innern der gebirge nach beobachtun-

gen gesammlet und herausgegebcn von F. W. H. von Tre-
bra. Fol. 1785.

2. Beobachtungen Tiber den Harzgebirge nebst einem Pro-
Jilrisse als ein Beitrag zur mineralogischen naturkunde von

G. S. O. Lazius. 3 vols. Hanover, 1789.

3. Bemerkungen iiber den Harz von J. C. Friesleben, 2

vols. Leipzic, 1795.

4. Hausmanns JVorddeulsc/ie Bcitrage. 1806.

5. De la ric/iesse minerale, par A. M, Heron de Villefosse.

4to. 1816.

See the article Brocken.
HARVEY, William, M. D. the celebrated discoverer

of the circulation of the blood, was born at Folkstone in

Kent, on the 1st of April 1578, was educated at the school
of Canterbury, and sent to Cambridge in 1593, where he
studied six years as gentleman commoner of Caius Col-
lege. His medical studies were prosecuted at the uni-

versity of Padua, where the most eminent of his instructors

was Fabricius ab Aquapendente. This anatomist explain-
ed to him the structure of the valves of the veins ; a subject
which he had greatly improved, and which afterwards led

Harvey to views unparalleled by any in physiology for their

beauty and profundity. At Padua he took the degree of
M. D. and returned to England in his 24th year. At 30 he
was elected Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of
London ; and in about a year after succeeded Dr Wilkin-
son as physician to Bartholomew's hospital. On the 4th of
August 1655, he delivered, by appointment of the College
of Physicians, the Anatomical and Surgical Lecture of
Lumley and Caldwell ; and there is reason to believe, that

on this occasion he gave a modest intimation of his great
discoveries, as he left a manuscript, de jinatomia Universa,
dated about this time, which contains the outlines of his

doctrines. Twelve years elapsed before he published
them to the world. His fame, in the mean time, gained
ground, and the estimation in which he was held by his
professional brethren gave it solidity, as well as brilliancy.

It was in 1628 that he published his Exercitatio Analo-
mica de Cordis et Sanguinis motu, at Frankfort, a centre
from which it was most readily diffused through Europe,
by means of the great book fairs which were annually held
in that city. In no point of view can this work be too high-
ly praised as a specimen of the most ingenious and solid

speculation, and of striking experimental inquiries, arrang-
ed in luminous order, and accompanied wiili apposite illus-

trations. It still continues unrivalled for importance as an
original publication. An account of the great doctrines
•which it establishes is given in our article Anatomy (^His-
tory of,) to which we beg leave to refer.

But illustrious as the merit of Harvey was, and respecta-
bly as it was supported by the cordial admiration of his col-

HAR
leagues, his opinions were represented by a herd of oppo-
nents as prrripitate ii.tiovalions ; and the inference drawn
by the couliding mulliiude was, that the author of thein

could not be a safe medical practitioner. His practice as a

physician actually fcllofi', furnishing a striking proof of the

precarious antl humbling conditions of a medical icput-ution.

The bigolted abettors of olti established systems, after in-

juring his name by wliispcrs and innuendoes, attacked him at

last by controversial writings, <md thus put it in his jjower

to vindicate the truths wliirh he had discovered, and refute

the Galenian errors which had maintained their ground for

ages.

Dr Primrose of Oxford was his first opponent. He main-
tained that the blood was carried to the difierent parts of

the body, not by the impulse of the heart, but by the power
which all the living organs have to attract the substances

fitted for their nourishment. Four years after this, he was
attacked by jEmylius Parisanus, a physician of Venice,
with great pomp of words, in a barbarous and obscure style

of elo(iuence, in which he supported a strange medley of

ancient opinions and peculiar original dogmata. Dr Har-
vey was saved the irksome task of replying to a tortuous

and confused tissue of unmeaning words, by the zeal of his

liberal admirer and genuine friend Sir George Eiit, a phy-
sician of the highest reputation, who, in an A/iology for the

Circulation of the Blood, replete with learned and acute ar-

gument, and enlivened with eloquence and wit, completely

exposed the futilities of that author.

In a few years after this he met with a more able and
liberal minded opponent in Riolan of Paris, who had enter-

tained a fanciful doctrine of his own upon the motion of the

blood, which could not stand if Harvey's views were estab-

lished. In answer to Riolan, Harvey wrote two treatises

called Exercitationes. Every modern anatomist who looks

back to these disputes, smiles not only at the obstinacy with

which the true doctrine of the circulation was resisted, but

at the gross ignorance betrayed by its opponents, in particu-

lars of anatomical structure which are now familiar to the

youngest tiro in the science. Riolan soberly maintained,

that in the adult subject the left auricle of the heart was a

solid mass, possessing no cavity capable of containing blood.

Dr Plemp, professor at Louvaine, was another adversary

;

but, finding that the experiments with which he intended

to assail the doctrines of Harvey contributed powerfully to

their support, he with manly candour ranked himself among
his converts.

Harvey, in his first publication, did not acknowledge any
regular continuation or anastomosis betwixt the small ar-

teries and the veins, furnishing a tubular passage for the

transmission of the blood, but believed that this fluid was
first diffused by the terminations of the arteries among the

interstices in the texture of the different organs, and was
from these absorbed by the veins ; and it was not without

apparent reluctance that he was afterwards induced in this

particular to admit the doctrine which is now universally

established.

After the great discovery of Harvey was placed beyond
the reach of controversy, attempts v. ere made to detract

from his merit, by showing that it was not original. Ob-
scure passages and accidental expressions in the writings

of ancient and modern authors v<ere distorted by miserable

envy, for the purpose of proving that Harvey, now acquit-

ted of heresy, was chargeable with plagiarism. A singular

circumstance occurred to give a temporary triumph to ca-

lumny. Harvey, having maintained some degree of inti-

macy with the Venetian ambassador at the court of London,
who had heard and admired his lectures, gave him a phy-

siological manuscript just before his departure, which the

ambassador presented to Paulus Sarpius, a learned monk
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t)f his own country. Aftor tlie death of tliis religions per-

son, when Ills manuscripts were cxpl(ncd, a story was cir-

culated, that the discovery of the circnialion belonged to

Panlns, who had communicated it either to Fabricius, or to

Harvey. This unfavourable impression was easily credit-

ed, and a considerable time was required before it could be

effaced.

Harvey, however, was not one of those ill-fated men of

genius, who are denied all due honour till the enjoyment of

it is put out of their power by death. He was caressed at

court, and warmly esteemed by his scientific brethren. By
what means, or at what period he was introduced to royal

notice, we are not informed : but a letter from James I. of

England was found among his papers, dated 1623, i. e. 15

years after he had connected himself with the London Col-

lege, from which it appears that he had been for some time

extraordinary physician to the king, and had been actively

employed about the royal person. Seven years after this,

in the reign of Charles I. he was promoted to the office of

physician in ordinary. He was also employed to accompa-
ny the young Duke of Lennox in his continental travels.

During the civil wars, Harvey accompanied the king in

his different military movements ; and, after the battle of

Edgehill, retired with the royal family to Oxford. In three

years after this, he was appointed warden of Merton col-

lege, instead of Nathaniel Brent, who had revolted to the

Presbyterian cause.

The circulation of the blood was not the only subject in

which Harvey was eminent. He also made important dis-

coveries on the subject of generation ; and, at the age of 73,

at the pressing request of Sir George Ent, published his

work, entitled Exercitationes de Generatione Aninialmm,
which contained many experiments on incubation, and the

reproductive functions of viviparous animals, ingeniously

contrived, and executed with much labour. One of his

favourite conclusions was, that impregnation is not accom-
plished by the contact of the semen of the male with the

embryo in the body of the female, but by a pecular stimulus

communicated by it to the vagina, and by sympathy to the

other female organs, and which he compared to contagion

for the peculiarity of its effects ;—a conclusion which he
considered as supported by this fact, that a single impregna-
tion of a feinale fowl was sufficient to impart a prolific

quality to o\<a not yet formed.

Harvey dissected the body of Thomas Parr, so celebrated

for longevity, having lived to the age of 153, and his ac-

count of the appearances which he found is delivered in his

own words in the editions of hi^s works.

Several letters written by him to men of science are also

preserved and published, all of which breathe the same
chaste philosophical spirit ; and the latest of them shew that

he retained, in extreme old ag^-, the same admirable viva-

city of intellect for which he was distinguished through
life. His Aiiatomia Universalis, and some other writings

not intended for publication,, are preserved in manuscript

in the British musucm. Some of his manuscripts, how-
ever, and most particularly those containing his extended
views and experiments on generation, were, to the great

detriment of science, destroyed by the licentiousness of the

Parliamentary troops, when they occupied his house in Lon-
don.

When Charles I. fled from Oxford, Harvey went to Lon-
don, where he practised but little as a physician, spending

a great part of his time in a rural retreat at Lambeth.
Having now attained to the summit of professional emi-

nence, he received, in 1652, a splendid testimony of the es-

teem entertained for him by the College of Physicians. A
bust of him was executed by their orders, and placed in

their hall, accompanied by a complimentary inscription.

He, in his turn, gave a proof of his affection for that learned
body, by presenting them with a hall, and his excellent li-

brary.

In two years after, when Dr Prujcan resigned the situa-

tion of president of tlie college, Harvey was chosen his suc-
cessor ; but, on account of iiis age and iiifirmilies, he deli-

cately declined that honourable charge. He continued till

a very late period of his life to officiate as a lecturer. He
attended the meetings of the college when important busi-

ness was agitated ; and, in the year 1656, he bequeathed to

them his patrimonial property. Loaded with various in-

creasing infirmities, he died on the 3d of June of the follow-

ing year, aged 79, and was buried at Ilainpstead, where a

monument, with a figure and suitable epitaph, is erected

to his memory.
The College of Physicians, in 1766, published a beautiful

edition of his works in one large quarto volume, to which
is prefixed an account of his life by Dr Lawrence. Har-
vey wrote with great perspicuity, and a flowing eloquence.
His works are not in the slightest degree tainted with a

spirit of hostility. His controversial antagonists, even those
who vrote with petulance and asperity, are treated by him
in temperate and civil language. His candour, cheerful-
ness, and goodness of heart, were conspicuous in his whole
lite, as well as in his writings, and exhibit a worthy pattern
for future imitation. {^H. D.)
HARWICH is a town of England, in the county of Es-

sex. It is situated at the north-east extremity of the coun-
ty, on a point of land bounded on the east by the sea, and on
the north by the estuaries of the Stour and the Orwell. The
town consists of three principal streets, with various lanes

branching off' in different directions. The chief buildings

are the chapel, built by the Earl of Norfolk about the be-
ginning of the 1 3lh century ; the town-hall, rebuilt about 53
years ago ; the school-house, and the custom-house. Its

market place is inclosed, and is neat and clean. The town
is walled in, and the streets are paved with a kind of clay

from a petrifying spring in the neighbourhood, which
makes it as hard as stone.

The inliabitants of Harwich are principally employed in

ship-building and other maritime occupations. Several
third rates and other large vessels have been built here.

The harbour, which is independent of the bay, is spacious,

deep, safe, and convenient ; and a light-house has lately

been erected on a hill below the town for guiding vessels

into it.

The North Sea fishery gives employment to about 3000
tons of shipping, and 500 sailors belonging to this port.

The people too receive much support from the Dutch pack-

et boats, which, in time of peace, carry on a great inter-

course between Harwich and the continental ports.

During the bathing season, Harwich is frequented by
much company, who find here tolerably good accommoda-
tion. Bathing machines have been for some time intro-

duced ; and there are two hot and two cold salt water baths,

with a steam or vapour bath, and a large bathing place,

with a machine for throwing the hot or cold water on any

part of the body. The buildings, which have commodious
dressing rooms, stand in a large reservoir, containing many
hundred tons of sea water, which is renewed every tide, so

that the baths are continually supplied with fresh sea water

by a contrivance on the principle of a natural syphon.

On the opposite side of the bay in Suffolk stands Land-

guard fort, which is built on a point of land united to Wal-
ton Colness, but so encircled by the sea at high water as to

become an island nearly a mile from the shore. It com-
pletely commands the entrance to the harbour of Harwich,

and was erected for this purpose in the reign of James I.

Harwich was made a burgh in the reign of Edward II,
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It is governed by a mayor, 8 aklcrmeii, 21 burgesses, a

recorder, kc. and sends 2 nicnibers to parliamem.

The following is ihc popiilavion, &c. of the burgh of

Harwich for 18 f I.

Number of inhabited houses .... 564
Do. of families 910
Do. employed in agriqulture 72

Do. in trade and manufactures .... 178

Males 1519

Females 2213

Total population in 1811 3732

See Morani's History, 'cfc. of Essex : Dale's Hhtory of

Harwich and Dover Court ; and the Beauties of England
' and Wales, vol. v. p. 330. For an account of Harwich

Cliff, see Essex, vol ix. p. 206, col. 2.

HASSELQUIST, Fukderick, a celebrated Swedish

botanist, was born at Toernvalla in East Gothland, on the

3d Jan. 1722, old style. Having been left an orphan at an

early age, he was for some time supported by his maternal

uncle ; but upon the death of this Ids only friend, he was

obliged to support himself by leaching, even for some time

after he entered the university of Upsal in 1741. In 1746,

he procured a royal stipend or scholarship, and such was

his progress in botanical acquirements, that he became a

favourite pupil of Linnaeus ; and was inspired with such

an ardour to examine the botany of distant countries, that

though affected with a pulmonary complaint, he resolved

to examine the natural history of Palestine. In 1749, he

read lectures on botany in Stockholm ; and having received

the offer from the Levant Company of a free passage to

Smyrna, he set sail on the 7th August, and arrived in that

city on the 27th of Nov. 1747. During the winter, he

made an excursion to Magnesia, and on the 13th May he

arrived at Alexandria, and afterwards visited Rosetta and

Grand Cairo. In March 1731, he proceeded toDamietta,

from which he sailed to Jaffa, where he began his exami-
nation of the natural histoiy of Palestine. On the 23d
May he set sail for Cyprus, and after visiting Rhodes and
Stanchio, he returned to Smyrna in the end of July. His
laborious exertions had now begun to impair his strength,

and though he tried a milk diet, and a winter's repose at

Smyrna, yet his health gradually declined, and he died on
the 9th February 1752, in the 31bt year of his age.

During his travels and illness, Hasselquist had unfortu-

nately contracted a debt of about 350/. sterling, and upon
his death his collections and MSS. were seized by his cre-

ditors at Smyrna. As soon as the Queen of Sweden was
informed of this event, she redeemed that valuable deposit,

and put it under the care of Linnaeus. The MSS. papers
of Hasselquist were published in 1757 in Swedish, under
the title of Iter Patestinum, in one vol. 8vo. with a biogra-
phical preface by Linnxus, and his correspondence with
ihe author. His work has been translated into several lan-

guages, and appeared in English in London in 1766. Has-
selquist is also the author of several memoirs in the Trans-
actions of the Academies of Upsal and Stockholm, from
1750 to 1752. Seethe preface to his Iter Patestinum;
il&Wer's, Bibliotheque Botanirjue ; and Rees's Cyclojiedia.
HASTINGS, is a burgh and market town of England,

in the county of Sussex. It is situated near the eastern
extremity of the county, in a valley that forms a beautiful
amphitheatre, sloping on the south to the sea, and flanked
on the east and west by lofty hills. The town consists of
two parallel streets, the High Street and Fish Street, run-
ning north and south, and separated by a rivulet called the
Bourne, which supplies nearly the whole town with water,
and runs into the sea. The town is well paved, and contains
many handsome houses. The principal public buildings,

are the two churches of AH Saints and St Clement's, the

town-hall and market-place, and a custom-house, with an es-

tablishment of 1 2 riding oflicers. The two churches are very

ancient buildings. Si Clement's is large and lofty. The
town-hall was built in 1700, and has the market-place under it.

There are here two excellent free schools, founded for the

education of 130 scholars ; and also a barrack for loot sol-

diers. The remains of an ancient castle are still visible on

a high rocky cliff to the west of the town. The ruins re-

semble in form two sides of an oblique spherical triangle;

having the angles rounded off. The base or south side

towards the sea completes the triangle, and is formed by a

perpendicular crag about 400 feet long. The east side is

a plain wall about 300 leet long, and the north-west side is

about 400 feet, the whole area being about l}th acre. The
walls are about eight feet thick. A little to the west of

the crag, are the remains of a priory of Uiack Canons.

Hastings is one of the cinque ports. Ii had formerly a

good harbour and a considerable trade ; but as the harbour

is choked up with sand, it now carries on merely a small

coasting trade with London. Immense numbers of mac-
karel, herrings, soles. Sec. are caught here, and forwarded

by land carriage to the London market. The only way to

secure ships is to draw them up on the beach, which is here

called the Siade. At tiie west end of it is a fort mounting
eleven 12 pounders. Boat building is carried on here to a

considerable extent ; and considerable occupation is given

to the inhabitants by a lime company, which employs nine

sloops of 40 tons burthen, in bringing the chalk from the

Holywell pits at Beachy Head, from April to November.
About 120,000 bushels of lime are annually made at the

kilns, which are situated to the west of the town.

Like other towns upon the coast, Hastings draws con-

siderable advantages from sea-bathing. Twenty bathing

machines stand to the west of the town, close to a newly
formed walk called the Parade. The beach is here ad-

mirable ; and convenient warm baths have been established

some time ago by subscription. At the distance of two
miles from the town is a large broad stone, on which Wil-
liam the Conqueror dined when he landed here. It is call-

ed the " Conqueror's Table."

The following is the statistical abstract for the town in

1811 :

Number of inhabited houses . . . 665

Do. of families ..... 789
Do. employed in agriculture . . 45
Do. in trade and manufactures . . 479

IMales 1739

Females 2109

Total Population in 1811 . . . 3848
East Long. 41' 25", North Lat. 50° 52' 10", according to

trigonometrical observations. See the Guide to the Water-
ing Places 1805 ; and the Beauties of England and Wales,

vol. xiv. p. 184.

HASTINGS, Battle of. See England.
HAT, is the name of a piece ofdress worn upon the head

by both sexes, but principally by the men. The use of hats

seems to have been first introduced among the ecclesiastics

in the 12th century, and it was not till the year !400 that

they seem to have been pretty generally adopted.

As the art of making common hats docs not involve tlie

description of any curious machinery, or any very interest-

ing processes, we shall not enter into minute details upon
the subject. It will be sufficient to convey to our readers

a very general idea of the method which is employed.

The materials employed in making hats, are the fur of

hares and rabbits freed from the hair, together with wool

and beaver. The beaver is reserved for the finest hats.
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The fur is first laid upon a hurdle made of wood or wire,

with lotigitiulinal openings ; and the operator, by means of

an instrument called the bowi (which is a piece of elastic

ash, six or seven feet long, with a catgut strelclied between

its two extremities, and made to vibrate by a bowstick,)

makes the vibrating string strike and play upon the I'ur, so

as to throw the fibres together, while the dust and filth de-

scend through the chinks of the hurdle. A sieve or scarce

lias sometimes been used for the same purpose.

After the fur is thus driven by the bow from one end of

the hurdle to the other, it forms a mass called a bate, which
is only half the quantity sufficient for a hat. Tlie batt or

cajmde, thus formed, is rendered cotnpactby pressing it

down with a hardening skin, (a piece of half tanned leather,)

and the union of the fibres is increased by covering it witlj

a cloth, and allowing the workman to press it together re-

peatedly with his hands. The cloth being taken off, a

piece of paper, with its corners doubled in, so as to give

it a triangular outline, is laid above the batt. The oppo-
site edges of the bait are then folded over the paper, and
being brought together and pressed with the hands, they

form a conical cap. This cap is next laid upon another

batt, ready hardened, so that the joined edges of the

first batt rest upon the new batt. This new batt is folded

over the other, and its edges joined by pressure as before
;

so that the joining of the first conical cap is opposite that

of the second. This compound batt is now wrought with

the hands for a considerable time upon the hurdle, being

occasionally sprinkled with clear water till the hat is ba-

sonedfOV rendered tolerably firm.

The cap is now taken to a wooden receiver, like a very

flat mill-hopper, consisting of eight wooden planes, slojiing

gently to the centre, which contains a kettle filled with

water acidulated with sulphuric acid. In this liquor the

hat is occasionally dipped, and wrought by the hands, and
sometimes with a roller, upon the sloping planks. The
hat is thus fulled or thickened fur four or five hours

;

knots or hard substances are picked out by the workman,
and felt is added by means of a wet brush to tliosc parts

that require it. The beaver is laid on at the end of tliis

operation, and in the case of beaver hats, the grounds of

beer are added to the liquor in the kettle.

The hat is now to receive its proper shape. For this

purpose the workman turns up the edge or rim to the depth

of about I J inch, and then returns the point of the cone

back again through the axis of the cap, so as to produce
another inner fold of the same depth. A third fold is pro-

duced by returning the point of the cone again, and so on
till the whole resembles a flat circular piece, having a

•number of concentric folds. In this state it is laid upon
the plank, and wetted with the liquor, the workman pulls

out the point with his fingers, and presses it down with liis

hand, turning it at the same time round on its centre upon
the plank, till a flat portion, equal to the crown of the hat,

is rubbed out. This flat crown is now placed upon a block,

and by forcing a string, called a commander, down the sides

of the block, he forces the parts adjacent to the crown to

assume a cylindrical figure. The rim now appears like a

puckered appendage round the cylindrical cone; but

, the proper figure is now given to it by working and rub-

bing it.

The hat being dried, its nap is raised or loosened with

a wire brush or card, and sometimes it is previously floun-

ced or rubbed with pumice, to take off the coarser parts,

and afterwards rubbed over with seal skin. The hat is now
tied with a pack-thread upon its block, and is then dyed, by

being first boiled with logwood, and afterwards immersed
in a saline solution, consisting of a mixture of green cop-

peras and blue vitriol.

The dyed hats are uow removed to the stiffening shop.

Beer grounds are now applied on the inside of tlie ciown,
for the purpose of preventing the glue from cominrj

through ; and when the beer grounds are dried, glue, (gum
Senegal is sometimes used,) a little thinner than that used
by carpenters, is laid with a brush on the inside of the
crown, and the lower surface of the biim.

The hat is now softened by exposure to steam, on the
steaming bason, and is then brushed and ironed till it receives
the proper gloss. It is then cut round at the brim by a knife

fixed at the end of a guage, which rests against the crown :

The brim, however, is not cut entirely through, but is torn ofl'

so as to leave an edging of beaver round the external rim
of the hat. The crown being tied up in gauze paper, which
is neatly ironed down, is then ready for the last opnseratio

of lining and binding.

Hats are frequently made of straw, or of the chips and
shavings of wood woven or plaited together, to form rib-

bons of narrow widths; and these are wound spirally round
a block, and sewed together in a cylindrical form, so as to

form the hat. The rim or border is made in a similar man-
ner, and sewed to the hat afterwards.
The manufacture of straw hats gives crnployment to vast

numbers of the poor inhabitants of Hertfordshire and Bed-
fordshire. They select the whitest and most regular
straws, and cut tlicm exactly into lengths; the straws are
then whitened, by inclosing a great number of bundles in

a large box, leaving a considerable space in the middle,
into which a cup filled with sulplnn- is placed, and this be-
ing lighted, the box is shut close, and covered up with a
wet blanket, to keep in the vapour of the burning sulj)hur,

which insinuates itself through all the bundles of straw con-
tained in the box, and renders them whiter, and of a more
delicate colour. After this preparation, the straws are
split lengthwise into several segments by a wire fitted to

the interior capacity of the straw, and having four, six, or
eight leaves, sharp on the upper edges, and projecting ra-

dially from the wiies. The straws will easily split in the

proper manner when the wire is forced through them.
For the convenience of holding this tool, the wire is bent

at right angles, aliout an inch below the part where the

leaves pioject from it, and this bent partis fixed in a han-
dle. The slips of straw are no)v softened in water, and
plaited togetlier by children, with great rapiility and ex-
actness. The most simple plait is that of three straws;
but this is only_ for very coarse ai'ticles, and the slips of
the straws are very broad. Sometimes whole straws arc

employed, being first pinched flat by softening them, and
drawing them through the fingers. The most esteemed
plait is that of six straws, and is more or less valuable as

it is finer or coarser; and after the ])lait is finiohcd, it is

passed several tim.es between a pair of small wooden roll-

ers, to render the ribbon flat and solid. Of these libbons

the hat is formed, by winding them, in a spiral direction,

round a proper shaped wooden mould or block with a little

overlap, and sewing them fast together ; and when it is

thus finished, tlie whole is passed over with a hot iron, to

smooth down the seams, and the block is then taken to

pieces, to withdraw it from the hat.

The Society of Arts have lately published a description

of a machine for ironing down the hats upon the block.

For this purpose the block is fixed upon a vertical spindle,

so as to turn round horizontally; and the pressure is given
by a heated steel plate, fixed in the middle of a long lever,

the fulcrum of which is supported with an universal joint,

at the top of an iron stem rising up from the table upon
which the machine is placed. The opposite end of the le-

ver has a handle, with which the workman presses the

steel plate down upon the straw', and rubs it sidewisc to
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smooth it down, at the same time he turns llie block and

hat round upon its spindle, by means of cross arms provid-

ed lor that purpose, to present every part to the action of

the steel. An iron box is formed just over the steel plate

to receive a red hot heater, and this is kept in by a lid. It

is stated as a great advantage of this machine, that the

pressure of the lever being considerable, the hot steel

plate can be ([uickly passed over the straw, and does not

therefore injure the colour.

The importation of straw hats from Germany and Italy

is very considerable. They have the reputation of produc-

ing the best articles of that kind at Leghorn, from whence
more than 12,000 dozen have been imported in one year.

Mr Corstoul, in a memoir to the Society of Arts, has shewn
the practicability of proclucin;j an adequate substitute for

this article in England, by plaiting the straw of rye, which
he cultivated on a poor sandy soil in Norfolk, sown at the

rate of two bushels per acre. He found that the produce
of foursquare yards, when manufactured, was ten yards of

Leghorn plait, of four difl'ercnt qualities, and weighing one

ounce.

Chips or shavings of wood are also used for making
hats ; and some hats of this substance are woven altogether

in one piece, or they are woven in wide pieces, which are

afterwards made up into the figure of the hat. Sometimes
the chips are only used as the fabric of the hat, and are

woven in with silk, which also covers the chips, and forms

the exterior suiface. A patent was granted in 1808 to Mr
Thomas, of London, for an ingenious machine wliich weaves
the whole hat in this way, and of the intended figure, with-

out any scams. Plate CCLXXXVIII. Fig. 7. is an ele-

vation, and Fig. 8. a section of this machine, in which A is

the block or mould, upon which the hat is to be formed,
and so put together in pieces as to separate for the pur-
pose of taking off the hat. It is fixed upon a square stem
B, which rises and falls into a square tube D, by the ac-

tion of a pinion a upon a rack which is fixed to the stem.

The tube D is supported upon a pivot at the lower end,

and is embraced at about half its length by a collar E, in

the frame or pedestal EFF, which sustains the whole ma-
chine, but permits it to turn round upon the pivot, that the

workman who sits with the machine before him, may bring
every part of the block towards him. He can turn it round
by applying his foot to the circular board or wheel e e,

which projects from the axle or tube D at the lower end.

The top of the tube D carries a cylindrical wooden box G,
large enough to contain the block A without touching it

;

and upon the upper edge of this cylinder is fixed a project-

ing fliaunch or circular plate. Around the circumference
of the plate, a circle is described, and a row of holes pierc-

ed at equal distances, so as to divide the circle into 72 parts,

and each hole receives a wire A. Immediately within the
row another circle is made, and divided into the same num-
ber of holes; but the wires i which pass through these lat-

ter holes are interspaced between the former. Each wire
has an eye formed through its upper end, for the reception
of a slip of chip, marked k I, of which there will be 144 in

number, radiating from the centre of the block, to which
they are all made fast by a plug ; and after passing through
the eyes of the wires k and I, the slips hang down, and have
small leaden plumbets m, m appended to them, to stretch
them straight.

The lower ends of the w'res i are all jointed to a circu-
lar ring of wood o o, which fits upon the external surface
of the cylindrical box G, and slides freely up and down
thereupon; in like manner the interior wires k are jointed
at thfc lower ends to a similar ring i i, which is connected
with the former ring o o by two small cords, which pass
over pulleys fixed in the flaunch j', and consequently when

cither the rings; or o are pulled down tlie otlicr must be rais-

de up, and vice versa. To draw down the lower ring o, it has
two wires/!, /j (Fig. 7.) joined to it at the opposite sides,

and these descend to the treadle r, upon which the work-
man places his foot; and the action of this pressure is to

divide the whole number of shreds of chip into two set.*

k and I, one of which is depressed, and the other elevated.

The weaving is performed by passing a knitting needle
Riled with silk in the space or angle between k and /, until

it has made a whole circuit round the block or crown of tl.e

hat ; then, relieving the pressure upon the treadle r, the

weights m cause the wire /; and ring i to descend, and the

otiier set of wires i, and their ring o, to ascend, by which
means the situation of the chips k and I become reversed,

/being the uppermost, and k the lowest. In this situation

the needle is again passed round in the opening between
them. This done, the 'leadle r is depressed to restore

them to the position of the ['igure, and the needle is again

passed; and thus the ope/aiion is continued until the whole
is woven together ; the chips radiating from the centre

forming the warp, and the silk the weft, running in circu-

lar or rather spiral lines, and passing alternately over and
under every chip. In some cases two needles of silk aie

employed, one preceding in one direction, and the othe;

in the opposite direction, or one passing over any chip

whilst the other passes under it ; and in this way the whole
surface of the hat is of silk, the chips being all covered.
AV'hen the crown of the hat is finished in this way, the cy-

lindrical part is done by raising up the block by its rack-'

and pinion ; and at last the block is taken to pieces to get
the hat off.

For farther information on this subject, see Nollet,

Art du C/ia/ieUier, or Mem. Jcad^ Par. 1765 ; Hist. p. 132;

Gerard, Mem. Acad. 1770; Hist. p. 116; Trousier, in Roz-
ier's JournaU vol. xxvii. p. 71 ; Monge on Felting, in the

Annates de C/iimie, vi. p. 300, or in the Refiertory of Arts,

vol. iii. p. 35 I ; Chaussier, in the Journal Polytechnigue,

or in Nicholson's Journal., vol. i. p. 399, or in tbePefieriory

of Arts, vol. X. p. 275 ; Tilstone's patent for making hats

of kids' hair, in the Refiertory., vol. i. p. 1 ; Dunnage's pa-

tent for water proof hats in imitation of beaver, consisting

of silk, mohair, cotton, inkle or wool, in the Refiertory,

vol. iv. p. 302. Burn's patent for a new material for hats,

in the Refiertory, vol. ix. p. 167; Dunnage's patent for venti-

lating the crowns of hats. Id. vol. ix. p. 167; Boileau's pa-

tent for straw hats, Id. vol. xi. p. 97 ; Chapman's patent for

taking off the fur or wool from skins for hats, /t/. vol. vi. p.

374 ; Messrs Ovey and Jepson's patent for hats, Id. vol.

xiii. p. 373; Messrs Walker and Alphey's patent for water
proof liats,/f/. vol. xvi. p. 217; Transactions ofthe Society of
Arts, vol. i. p. 29, vol. xxiii. p. 226, vol. xvi. p. 237, and
vol. XXV, p. 154 ; Nicholson's Journal, vol. ii. p. 467, 509,

vol. iii. p. 22, 23. 73, vol. iv. p. 236; Sarazin, Mecanigue
firofire a carder et melanger les laines et fioils servant a la

fabrication des chafieaux, in the Archives des Decouverles,

flour 1812, vol. V. p. 189; Guichardiere sur un nouveau
moyen de fouler les chafieaux, in the Arcliives des Decou-
verles, Sec. flour 1815, p. 198. See also our article Eng-
land, vol. ix. p. 1 1 . for an account of the hat manufacture

in England.

HATCHING, is exclusion of the young from the eggs
of animals, either by the temperature of the circumam-
bient air, artificial heat, or the incubation of birds.

Nature has adopted some remarkable distinctions in the

mode of propagating animals. Som.e are brought to per-

fection in the womb of the mother ; others, originally con-

centrated in eggs, are discharged either in that state, where
the future concourse of the male is required to excite the

vital spark, or where the latent embryo will be unfolded by
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the simple application of heat. To the first class belongs

the offspring of all quadrupeds; the second includes ma-
ny of the amphibious tribes, especially toads, frogs, and

newts; and the tliird, the whole class of birds, numerous
fishes and reptiles, and most of the insect, molluscar, and

vermicular tribes. Hatcliing and incubation have there-

fore different meanings, or the former, which applies to

every kind of evolution of the nascent being, may be said

to include the latter. Most animals that produce eggs,

leave them simply to the care of nature, and certainly ne-

ver recognise their offspring after birth, at least with some
exceptions, of which there is a prominent example in the

crocodile. But in so far as we can yet ascertain, all birds

impart their natural heat to their eggs by incubation, and

watch the developement and subsequent growth of their

young. Some distant analogy may therefore be conceived

to subsist between gestation and incubation, in the respec-

tive period necessary for each, according to the genera and
species of animals. Tiie period of gestation is generally,

perhaps universally, longer in the larger viviparous tribes;

and incubation is protracted, in proportion to the size of

the bird. One irreconcileable difference, however, subsists,

in there being no known method of accelerating the former,

while exclusion of the young from the egg may be pro-

moted, by augmenting tUe intensity of the temperature.

We are yet unacquainted with the process undergone by

the egg of the largest of the feathered race, the ostrich :

some assert that its exclusion is left entirely to the effects

of the sun ; while others maintain that it is aided by the in-

cubation of the female. That of t!ie swan requires incu-

bation during 42 .lays ; that of the domestic hen 21 ; and
that of the linnet 14. But we are told, that the period is

somewhat abridged in the warmer climates; that the egg
of the common fowl has been brought out in 13 days, by
the aid of artificial heat ; and that, by the diminution or in-

terruption of the temperature, it has been retarded for six

weeks. It appears, that the heat of 104° of Fahrenheit's

thermometer is required to hatch the eggs of all birds, the

largest and smallest, and that the surface of the skin of the

mother imparts it to that extent. Thus nothing more is

I'equired for the evolution of fecundated eggs, than the sim-
ple application of any kind of heat.

These facts have been a long time established beyond
controversy, whence they could not escape the notice of

the ancients, as they now attract the consideration of the

most unlearned observers. Instead of abiding by the ordina-

ry course which nature has herself committed to the parent,

maiikiiid, for the sake of deriving more profit from their

own contrivances, have resorted to the meajis of hatching

birds by artificial heat. The earliest information concern-

ing this process, is piobaI)ly nbtained from Aristotle in these

words: " Although incubation be the common method em-
ployed by nature for bringing out eggs, it is not exclusive;

for we see that in Egypt eggs will be hatched of them-
selves in the earth, if covered over and heated by litter."

And he farther remarks, " that when heated in certain vases

wherein they are deposited, they hatch of themselves."

Diodorus Siculus expresses his admiration of the contriv-

ance ; and Pliny, who lived a century after Diodorus, re-

marks, that " eggs are excluded of themselvts quite natu-

rally, and without the aid of incubation by fowls, as in the

dunghills of Egypt." Nevertheless, on comparing this

with other passages of his works, it is obvious that Pliny

could not have been ignorant that the application of simple
heat was effectual. He and Suttonius relate, that Livia,

the wife of Augustus, who had before been married to Ti-
berius Nero, became pregnant, and desiring, with all the

ardour of a youthful female, to discover of which sex her

offspring would be, took an egg, that had undergone partial

Vol. X. Part I.

incubation, and kept it warm in her bosom. When obliged

to desist, it was always committed to one of her women,
that the same invariable heat might be preserved. Her ob-
ject was successful ; and the latter biographer informs us,

that " from this egg a cock was hatciicd with a very re-

markable crest." Pliny therefore concludes, " It is pro-
bably on such priivciples, that a method wss not long ago de-
vised, of placing eggs in straw heated by ;i slow fire, a man
being occupied in turning them at different intervals un-
til their chickens \vere hatched." In another work of the
ancients, the Geo/wnica, theieis a whole Chapter ascribed
to Democrilus, treating ol " how it is possible to hatch
eggs without the aid of fowls;" and the principle is ana-

logous to the employment of dunghills. The eggs are to

be placed in jars, observing to mark the date of deposition
on the shell of each, on purpose to ascertain when the 20
days necessary for their exclusion shall have elapsed.
Then the shell is to be broken, and the chickens supplied
with food. It is unnecessary to insist farther on the practice
of the ancients ; but as Herodotus passes over that of the
Egyptians in silence, some authors have dated its com-
mencement between his era and the age of Aristotle, which
were not remote from each other.

This branch of industry, though continued to the present

day, as we shall have a future opportunity of illustrating,

is not peculiar to Egypt. It was adopted at Naples in the

fifteenth century, where there was a palace belonging to

King Alphonso II. containing an oven that could hatch
1000 chickens. Francis I. of France, is said to have made
experiments on the same subject at his chateau of Mont
Trichard, in the sixteenth century; and Thevenot, at a later

period, affirms that one of the Grand Dukes of Tuscany,
obtained an Egyptian to superintend his proceedings ; and
also refers to the same process being adopted in Poland.

The art however seems to have been practised on the

most extensive scale in Egypt, to which country we are

constantly referred for details on the art of hatching
birds by artificial heat. The Royal Academy of Sciences
at Paris, indeed, esteemed this subject sufficiently interest-

ing for particular inquiry, and from the investigations

which they made, as well as from the accounts of various

travellers, we have obtained the following information.

A rectangular edifice of brick or clay, called a mama!,
is constructed, half sunk in the earth. Niebuhr describes

one at Cairo, as being in a manner implanted in a hillock.

It consists of two stories communicating with each other,

and down the middle there is a passage, probably for the

attendants. Each side of the passage is partitioned into 5,

6, or 8 chambers, or any other number, as no general rule

seems to be preserved, and in these the egg? are deposited.

At theoulsideof one angle of the building t.'iere is a furnace

or fire-place, and this being filled with a mixture of cow's

and camel's dung, the ordinary fuel o( that country, the

heat is conveyed to both stories by means of flues during 3

or 4 hours daily, at different intervals ; but after ten days

fire is no longer supplied, th'^ oven being sufficiently heat-

ed. Lest the heat sliould Oe too great, ventilators are used;

but those who conduct ihe process have no other rule, than

to render the temj^i'ature equivalent to that ofthe baths of

the country, an'-', if it is greater at first, they affirm, that it

will occasion no injury. When the oven is converted to

use, the floor of the compartments is covered with a mat,

above which there is a bed of straw, and then a layer of eggs.

Nie&uhr says, a second tier of eggs covers the first. Mr
Browne, if we rightly recollect, affirms, that the eggs are

deposited in such a manner as not to touch each other. AH
are turned t\*ice each day, and four times during the night.

Towards the eighth or tenth day, they are examined with a

lamp, and those which appear unimpregnated are rejected,

L 1
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and in fourteen days the whole are transferred totlie upper

story. At length, on the twentieth anc| t\venly-l\rst day, ex-

clusion takes place; and as the chickens can subsist two

days without food, their owners have sufficient time to re-

ceive them, or they are sold to others.

The number of mamals distributed throughout Egypt in

the beginning of the last century was 385, according to Fa-

ther Sicard ; and the number of eggs hatched in each is

said, by him and other travellers, to amount to 40,000,

50,000, or even 80,000 eggs, a fact almost incredible. But

in the arrangements necessary to encourage and preserve

such a branch of industry, a circle of several villages must

bring to the mamal all the eggs belonging to that particular

district. The inhabitants are liable to penalties if they dis-

pose of them elsewhere; and the propiietor of the mainal

is also limited by certain restrictions. He is entitled to se-

lect those eggs which he deems sufficient, and is responsi-

ble for a produce corresponding to only two-thirds of llie

number. Thus the owner of 3000 eggs receives only 2000

chickens ; but as unreasonable profits would sometimes be

derived from the surplus, he is entitled to redeem the

chickens at a certain price from the proprietor ot the oven.

Dr Graves, in a paper in the Philosotihical Transactions,

says, that 200 pounds of litter are daily required for heating

the mamals ; and Pococke observes, that it is scarcely pos-

sible to enter them on account of the smoke.
The success of this process is supposed to result more

from the nature ot the climate in Egypt, where it is prac-

tised only during certain seasons, than from any particular

ingenuity. Sudden alterations of weather maybe destruc-

tive of the progeny ; and an instance is given, where the

occurrence of a shower cooled the atmosphere so much
that 4000 chickens, nearly matured, perished in one oven.

It is affirmed, that the inhabitants of a village called Berni^,

situated on the Delta, are almost exclusively the mana-
gers of the process, which is transmitted from father to son,

and preserved secret among them. At appointed times,

they disperse themselves throughout Egypt, to take care

of the ovens.

The modern Chinese are well acquainted with the me-
thod of hatching chickens by artificial heat. Mr Barrow
mentions, that even those families practise it who have a

permanent abode on water. They deposit the eggs in sand,

at the bottom of wooden boxes, which are placed on iron

plates kept moderately warm. Thus, while a new brood
is obtained, the old birds continue laying nearly without
interruption.

M. de Reaumur, an ingenious naturalist, devoted much
time and atttntion to the subject of hatching eggs by artifi-

cial heat, which he seems to have been desirousof introduc-
ing into France under the superintendence of a Bermean.
He adopted diffei^nt methods of accomplishing this, which
are copiously detai\ed in a work on the subject, that has
been translated into several European languages. Two
plans were principally foV.owed; the first, which was analo-
gous to that of the Egyptian-.. consisted in raising a super-
structure above three bakers ovt^s, for containing the eggs.
A small carriage on wheels, or loHcis, was formed, in
which were several drawers, or shelvei whereon the eggs
were placed in successive rows, or strata, -Jiat is, one layer
on each. The carriage could be brought a^. pleasure on
its wheels to any part of the surface, and the Suite of all

the eggs could be ascertained on pulling out the sVelves,
or drawers, in wliich a thermometer likewise lay, for indi-

cating the heat. By means of this simple apparatus, Reau-
mur succeeded perfectly in hatching chickens ; and he ac-
quaints us, that a nun, to whom he entrusted his first ex-
periment, in the oven of a convent, obtained 20 from 100
eggs. He conceives that a suitable oven, twelve icet square

and four feet high, with a stove in the centre, could be
erected at little cxpence, which would necessaiily be heat-
ed to 104°. Instead of thermometers, the temperature may
be ascertained by melting a piece of butter, as large as a
walnut, with half as much tallow in a phial. When it flows
like a thick syrup on inclining the phial the proper heat is

obtained.

The second, though a less efficacious plan, adopted by-

Reaumur, consisted in burying casks of eggs in a dunghill,
the warmth of which might promote exclusion. Here,
however, he was opposed by uncommon difficulties; and he
acknowledges thai, had the former expedient been first de-
vised, he should never have resorted to the latter. His ex-
periments were originally made by depositing the eggs
simply in the dunghill in an oblong cavity, covered by two
planks. Most of them advanced favourably duiing eight or
ten days; but after this they became putrid, disseminating
an infectious effluvia, and not one produced its young. On
employing casks, Reaumur suspended three flat baskets or
sieves at intervals within them, containing one or two layers

of eggs, along with thermometers. However, the tem-
perature of the dunghill being subject to continual varia-

tion, occasioned great embarrassment ; and the author con-
ceives that the experiment may be more successful byre-
sorting to several, which may possess different degrees of
heat. To preserve it permanently equal is very difficult ;

and turning the eggs is also attended with trouble. In the

course of his experiments, Reaumur found, that, though
the temperature should be regularly 104°, the expanding
embryo could exist at from 1 15° to 122° ; and that an egg,
during the period of total developement, loses about a fifth

or sixth of its weight. He found that a humid and mephitic
vapour arising from the dunghill injured the nascent young
more than heat. He therefore devised a new kind of

oven, heated in the same manner as the casks by a dunghill,

but resembling the superstructure he had used on the
baker's oven. This was a i-ectangular box or case, six or
seven feet long, between 2 1 and 40 inches broad, and about
8 inches high. It was immersed in a dunghill, leaving one
end open, and the eggs were placed on a carriage or tablet

moved in upon rollers. By observing proper precautions,

Reaumur succeeded in hatching about three-fourths of the
eggs he employed.
From the brief abstract now given, a general idea may

be formed of the two different methods ; but M. de Reau-
mur's work itself must be consulted for the details. As it

is not uncommon, we shall proceed to give an account of
other expedients suggested or adopted by a more recent

naturalist, the author of the Ornitliotrofihie Artificielle ;

more especially as we do not know that they have ever been
alluded to in any English work.

This author employed a circular oven of earthen-ware as

a model of his great plan, heated by a cylinder of boiling

water passing through its centre and resting on a fire-place

below. This model, which proved sufficient for practice,

is 28 inches high, by 24 in diameter ; and an inch thick in

the sides. The top is arched ; and some inches below the

commencement of the arch are four holes opposite to each
other, two inches in diameter, for ventilators ; because in

all these experiments ventilation must be strictly attended

to; as also other four near the bottom, of one inch in diame-
ter, two of which penetrate the sides of the oven hoi'izon-

tally, and two obliquely. All have cork stoppers. There
is a door half way up the side of the oven, six or seven

inches square, which may be opened to admit the hand for

internal operations, with a hole and a cork stopper of an

inch diameter in the middle. This oven, which, it will be
observed, is of a cylindrical form, is closely luted to an

earthen-ware table, two feet and a half square, and two
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inches thick, with a hole in the centre for receiving tlie

column or cylinder of liot water. Below the table, and be-

tween its feet, there is a small stove, also of earthen ware,

about ten inches deep and seven in diameter, which, be-

sides a door on hinges like that of a common stove, six

inches by five, has other two openings. One of these is in

the centre of the top, tnree inches in diameter, to admit the

base of the metal cylinder for water ; the other is in that

side opposite the door, nearly three inches in diameter, and

three inches lovver than the former. Its use is to carry off

the smoke from a grate of live coal whereon this stove is to

be placed. But one of the most essential parts, the one in-

deed where the chief merit of the contrivance lies, consists

in the means of heating the oven by a hollow tin cylinder,

three inches in diameter, let down into the hole at the top

of the arch above, and resting on the stove below, which is

situated on the grate. By the boiling of water contained

in it, the requisite heat is obtained ; and its degree is re-

gulated by tlie ventilators. The cylinder must be closely

luted to all the three apertures through which it passes,

that is, the top and bottom of the oven, and the top of the

stove ; but it is necessary that about two inches should in-

tervene between the top of the stove and the table or bot-

tom of the oven. A moveable lid of block tin, witli a hole

of an inch diameter in the centre, covers the top of the cy-

linder, which projects a little above the oven. In practice,

it is found more convenient to increase the cylinder to the

diameter of four inches, and som , enlargement of the stove

is also iiuvantageous. The eggs may be deposited on cards

or small shelves, three or four inches broad, ranged around
the interior, and separated by intervals of three or four

inches high, so as to contain above 300.

Should the reader understand the preceding description,

he will easily comprehend the mode of enlargement of all

the parts, when real service and operations on an extensive

scale are required. A circular brick building, arched
above, seven feet eight inches high to the spring of the arch
within, seven feet of internal diameter, and eight inches
thick in the wall, is to be erected. Ventilators, as before,

are in the sides; and tlie door is four feet high, glazed in

the upper part. Ten successive tiers of shelves, a foot

broad, project from the whole internal circumference, leav-

ing an interval of seven inches between them ; and as 44
or 45 eggs occupy a foot square, these shelves will contain

8000. The cylinder of water must be a foot in diameter,

projecting above the building, and entering a stove below,

over a furnace which is now to be sunk in the ground. It

is necessary to keep a thermometer constantly immersed
in it ; and a hygrometer is also required to ascertain the

humidity of the interior of the edifice, which is to be lined

all over with lambskins, and covered externally by woollen

stuffs. Moveable skylights in the roof admit fresh air into

the building. The advantage of using hot water is, the

equal and uniform diffusion of temperature throughout the

oven, which, at the edges of the shelves, should be 106°,

and will be indicated by the thermometers deposited

there.

After selecting the eggs, they are to be laid on a thin bed
of very dry rubbed straw, and turned three or four times

daily. The ventilators are to be opened twice a-day. On
the sixth day it will be seen on inspection what eggs should

be removed as unproductive, and this examination ought
to be repeated on the fifteenth. Towards the nineteenth

day it is proper to stretch mattings over the edges of the

shelves, to guard the young brood, which will appear on
the twentieth or twenty-first, from falling over. The period

of exclusion is sometimes accelerated or retarded; the ope-
rator should continue removing the shells, and aiding the

weaker chickens to free themselves; but the remaining

eggs arc to be withdrawn as unproductive only on the twen-
ty-third day.

With regard to the actual practice which the inventor of
these methods followed, it appears that in two experiments
on fifty eggs each, when the model was used, tlie first had
but indifferent success, from the heat having been kept too
low : but, in the second, chickens were obtained from the
whole impregnated eggs, except three or four. Eight
broods were attempted in the large oven, each quantity of
eggs consisting at a medium of from 2000 to 3000, and the
experiments were made at different seasons. At an average
the product did not exceed one in six, while, in trying na-
tural incubation at the same time, about two-thirds of the
eggs were hatched. The dryness of the internal air proved
injurious, and chickens of larger size were procured, by
obtaining an artificial humidity from the evaporation of wa-
ter in vessels.

It is generally understood, that chickens hatched in this

way are not equal in strength and size to those procured
by the regular process of nature ; many are maimed, and
it is said that monstrosities are frequent.

When the young brood has escaped, the heat of the oven
may be reduced to 95° or9o°, and they may be fed, though
they can subsist a day or two without meat. They may
then be consigned in great numbers to the care of capons,
trained on purpose. But as capons are very rare in this

country, and as on the continent it was found more conve-
nient to prosecute the process without the intervention of
other animals, artificial rnothern have been contrived.
These are of different kinds, but one of the best is a low
cage, of two or more stages, stufftd within, and lined

with feathers : or there is another equally useful, consist-

ing merely of two opposite shelves, near the ground,
stuck over with feathers below, under which the animals
may creep at pleasure. See Reaumur ^rt de faire eclore

et d'Elever en touCe saison des Oiseaux Domestiques ; and
Ornithotrojihie Artificielle ou art de faire eclore et d'Elever
la Volaille fiar le moyen d'lin chaleur Artificielle. (c)

HAVANNAH is the principal town in the island of
Cuba. It is situated on the north coast of the island, about
45 leagues from Cape Sable, and 80 coastwise from
St Antonio, in a fertile and agreeable tract. It is built in

a semicircular shape, the shore forming the chord, anS
is nearly two miles in circuit. The town is, upon the
whole, regularly built, but the squares are irregular, and
the streets narrow ; some of the principal ones being paved
with iron-wood, which is very durable. Near the middle
of the town is a spacious square, enclosed by uniform
buildings. The houses are disfigured with heavy balco-
nies and wooden railings, and are by no means elegant.

The town contains 1 1 handsome and richly ornamented
churches, two hospitals, and other public buildings. The
Recollects church has 12 beautiful chapels, and in the

monastery are cells for 50 fathers. The church of St
Clara has seven altars, adorned with plate ; and the nun-
nery contains 100 women and servants. The church of
the Augustines has 13 altars, and that of St Juan de Dios.

9. The arsenal is a very superb edifice. The harbour,
which is about a league in breadth, is capable of contain-

ing all the navies of Europe; and it is so safe that tliey

could lie without cable or anchor. There is generally a

depth of six fathoms of water in the bay. This harbour
is strongly fortified, both by nature and art. The entrance

to it is through a very narrow channel, about 1200 yards

long, and confined by rocks. The entrance is guarded
by platforms and various works, mounted with artillery.

The mouth of the channel is also defended by two strong

forts. The fort on the east side, situated on a rock, is called

the Morro. It is of a triangular form, and is fortified with

L 1 2
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bastions and 40 pieces of cannon. The otiier fort on the

west side, and adjoining to the town, is of a square form,

and is called the Punta. The other forts are El Fuerte, a

square fort, mounting 22 pieces of cannon, the battery of

the 12 apostles, and the shepherd's battery mounting 14

guns. As the town can only be attacked on the landside,

it is strongly defended in that quarter ; but the foils are

commanded by several eminences, of which an enemy would

readily take advantage. The Punta, the El Fuerte, and

in a great measure the Morro, are commanded by the

Cavannas, on a part of which the Morro is built. The
north side of the eminence, on which the church of the

suburb called Guadaloupe is built, flanks the Punta gate,

while its south-east side commands the dockyard. It is

said that the works cover such a vast extent, that 15,000

Ttien, who arc the most that could be employed, are not

sufficient to invest them. There are no fewer than 800

cannon mounted on all the works. An enemy's squadron

can only anchor at the foot of the castle of St John D'Ulua.
This celebrated fort contains no other water but that of

the cisterns, which have lately undergone a great improve-

ment, having been subject to split, from the discharge of

artillery. The town was taken by the Buccaneers, under

Captain Morgan, in 1669, and on the 13th August 1762

by the English, under Lord Albemarle and Sir George
Pocock. The Morro was in this case taken by storm. It

was, however, restored to Spain, at the peace of Paris in 1763.

The Havannah is the most important of the Spanish

settlements in America, and is considered as the key of

the West Indies. All the ships that came from the Spa-
nish settlements, and formerly the galleons and flota, as-

sembled at the Havannah.
There are large dock-yards at the Havannah for build-

ing ships of war. The masts, the iron work, and the

cordage, are brought from Europe. The other materials

are obtained in abundance in the island.

The trade of the Havannah consists in skins, tobacco,

wood, sugar, dry confections, and generally of all the pro-

ductions of the island of Cuba. Humboldt gives the fol-

lowing statement of the trade of the Havannah : Exporta-
tion in native produce eight millions of piastres, of which
31,600,000 kilogrammes (69,678,000 lb. avoirdupois), or

6,320,000 piastres in sugar (valuing the chest of sugar at

40 piastres), 523.000 kilogrammes (1,157,625 lb. avoirdu-

pois), or 720,000 piastres in wax (the arroba at 18 piastres),

625,000 kilogrammes (1378,125 lb. avoirdupois) or 250,000
piastres in coffee (the arroba at five piastres. The expor-
tation of sugar, which was next to nothing before 1760,

amounted in 1792 to 14,600000 kilogrammes, in 1796 to

24,000,000 of kilogrammes, and from 1799 to 1803, at an
average, to 33,200,000 kilogrammes annually, in 1802 the

harvest of sugar was so abundant, that the exportation rose

to 40,880,000, kilogrammes (90,040,400 lb. avoirdupois) ;

so that this branch of trade has been almost tripled in ten

years. The customs of the Havannah amounted, between
1799 and 1803, at an average, to 2.:)47,00O piastres an-

nually ; and in 1802 they exceeded 2,400,000 piastres. The
total amount of the trade is 20,000,(00 piastres.

On the 19th January 1796, the city of the Havannah
was honoured with the remains of the illustrious naviga-

tor Columbus. In consequence of an order contained in

his will, his body was removed from the Carthusian con-

vent of Seville, and deposited, along with the chains with

which he had been loaded at Cuba, on the right of the

high altar of the cathedral of St Domingo. When this

island was ceded to the French, his descendants directed

that the brass coffin, in which the whole was contained,

should be removed to the Havannah, which was done on
the 19th January 1796. The coffin was carried down to

the harbour in procession, and under the fire of the forts,

was put on board a brig, which conveyed them to the

Havannah, where it was deposited without any monument.
The city is supplied with water by the small river Lageda,
which has its origin in the hills on the south-west side of

the town. One of the three streams into which it divides

itself runs into the sea to the east of the town, while the

other two flow through the city. The population of the

Havannah has been recently stated at 25,000 ; but Morse
informs us, that an intelligent traveller has lately estima-

ted it at 70,000. There are no fewer than 3000 cabriolets

in the town. The position of the house of Don Antonio
Robredo at the Havannah, according to the newly publish-

ed observations of M. Ferber, is West Longitude 82° 5' 47",

and North Latitude 23° 8' 16". See our article Cuba.
H.WERFORDWEST, called Hwlffordii, is a town of

South Wales, and the capital of the county of Pembroke.
It is situated on the side of a very steep hill on the banks
of the Viver Daugieddy or Cliddy, which forms a bay for

packets and vessels, and which is crossed by a good stone

Ijridge. In the upper part of the town there are some
good houses ; but from the irregularity of the avenues,

from the narrowness of the greater part of the streets,

and from the confused manner in which the houses are

piled one above another on the steep declivity of the hill,

it has a very singular and unpromising appearance to a

stranger. The principal public establishments are three

churches, St Mary's, St Martin's and St Thomas's, a cus-

tom-house, a free school, a charity school, an alms-house,

and a good quay, at which vessels of large burden can

unload. The castle, when seen from the bridge, has a

stately appearance ; but since the sessions have been held

here, it has been greatly disfigured by part of it being

converted into a county gaol. The walls are of great

thickness. It was strongly fortified with towers, and is

said to have been built by Gilbert Earl of Clare.

At a short distance to the south of the town, is a priory

of black canons, endowed by Robert de Haverford, lord of

this place. The walk to it from the town is pleasant, and
the ruins have a venerable aspect. The chapel is the best

preserved part.

The market here is one of the largest and most abun-
dant in Wales, and fish are to be had in the greatest plenty

and variety. There is likewise a very large corn market,
and there is a great fair for horses and cattle on the 7th

of July on St Thomas's day, who is the tutelary saint of

the upper town. Near this town there is a cotton mill,

which gives employment to about 150 persons. It is the

principal manufacture in the county. A considerable num-
ber of independent gentry reside at Haverford. The town
is a county of itself, and it sends one member to parlia-

ment, who is elected by freeholders and burgesses, and
inhabitants not receiving alms, to the amount of 500. The
inhabitants draw their chief support from travellers who
go from Mil ford Haven to Waterford, Wexford, Cork &c.
The following is the population abstract for the town

in 1811.

Number of inhabited houses 630
Number of families 691

Do. employed in agriculture ..... 32

Do. employed in trade and manufactures 290
Males 1257
Females 1836
Population in 1811 3093
Increase since 1801 213

See Malkin's Scenery, Antiquities, and Biografihy of
South Wales, vol. ii. chap. 26. p. 293.

HAVRE DE Grace is a seaport town of France, in

the department of the Lower Seine, It is situated at
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the mouth of the river Seine, in a marshy soil, intersect-

ed with creeks and ditches. It is defended by lofty walls,

and ditches furnished with sluices, and has a citadel with

bastions, which is one of the most regular in the kingdom.

It contains two churches, an hospital, poors-house, arsenal,

magazines, and storeliouses, for the construction and man-
ning of ships. There are no fewer than forty streets,

adorned with six fine fountains. Four of these streets

terminate in the great square. The harbour, which has a

long pier connected witli it, is capable of containing from
600 to 700 vessels. It has a depth of water sufficient to

hold ships of war of 60 guns. There is here a fine dock-

yard, several rope-works, and manufactories for tobacco,

lace, starch, vitriol, earthen ware, paper, tiles, and bricks.

Tlie tobacco manufactory was established by the French
East India Company, and at one time there were 60 tables

furnished with a wheel, and attended by seven persons.

Each of these made 90 pounds of tobacco in a day, and,

including Caudebec, H^rfleur, and Fecamp, the annual

value of this manufacture was 170,000 francs. It has,

however, greatly declined, but siill employs about 400
workmen. The rope-works were lately eight in number.
There is here also a refinery of sugar, and another of oil,

both for burning and palming.

In time of peace, Havre carries on a great trade with

the United States of America and the West Indies, and
takes a great share in the herring and whale fisheries.

About 600 vessels used to return loaded with the mer-
chandise of other countries; viz. 60 from Martinique, 18

from Nc wfoundlandland, 40 from Marseilles, 65 fiom the

coast of France from Bayonne to St Malo, 10 from St

Maurice, 15 from Lisbon, 20 from Holland, 260 from Eng-
land, and more than 60 from other countries of the north.

Havre was founded in 1509 by Louis XII. ; and, after

the battle of Marignon, Francis I built a large tower to

defend the harbour, and gave it the name of Franciscopolis.

The walls of the harbour were scarcely begun, when an

irruption of the sea destroyed about two-thirds of the

town, and almost all the inhabitants, on the 15th January

1525. Twenty-eight fishing boats were carried into the

ditches of the castle of Graville. Population 19,500.

East Long. 0° 6' 38" ; North Lat. 49° 29' 14".

HAWARDEN, commonly called Harraden, or Hord-
ing, is a town of North Wales in Flintshire. It is a thriving

place, and is situated on a small river running into Ches-
ter New Channel. The streets are well paved, and the

houses well built. The church is a plain good building,

and is remarkable only for having an annual revenue of

about 3000/. Between tlie town and the river Dee, the

remains of the castle of Peny Llwch stands upon an emi-
nence. It was a place of great atrcngth, and ic oupposed

to have been built before the Norman conquest. It was de-

molished by order of the Parliament in 1680. By the ex-

ertions of the Glynne family, the form of the castle has been

rendered visible, by the removal of great quantities of rub-

bish. It seems to have been of a pentagonal shape, with

a strong square entrance gateway. The keep, or citadel,

consisting of a circular tower, nearly entire, was placed

at an angle. The deep ditches now form picturesque ra-

vines filled with fine trees. On a mount, called Freeman's
Hill, to the west of the church, are traces of an encamp-
ment ; and at the distance of about two miles from the

town, are the remains of Culo castle, a double fortress,

with a square area and two roinid towers. They stand on

the edge of a deep wooded dingle, and are . overed with

ivy. In the neighbourhood of the town, particularly near

Buckden hill, there is a manufactory of earthen vrare.

There is also a large iron foundery, from which articles

of cast and wrought iron are sent to Chester, and thence

to different parts of the kingdom. Hawarden Park, the

seat of the Glynne family, is near the town. The house,

built in 1752, is a handsome structure.

The population of the town and parish, in 1811, was

—

Number of inhabited houses 832
Number of families 901
Ditto employed in agriculture .... 398
Ditto in trade and manufactures .... 427
Total population in 1811 4436

See Pennant's Tour in Wales-, vol ii. p. 88. 92 ; and The
Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvii. p. 672—683.

HAWICK, IS a town of Scotland, in the county ot Rox-
burgh, situated at the confluence of the rivers Tiviot and

Slitrig, on the west road between London and Edinburgh.

It is distant from Edinburgh 47 miles, from Carlisle 44, and

from Berwick 42. The river Tiviot runs close by the town,

and the Slitrig runs through it, dividing it into two nearly

equal parts, which are connected together by two stone

bridges, oiu- of which bears evident marks of antiquity. In

August 1767, the Slitrig suddenly rose to a great height,

occasioned by a cloud bursting at its source, and in its

course swept away fifteen dwelling-houses and a corn-mill.

Hawick is a burgh of barony of very ancient origin. It is

independent of the superior, and enjoys almost all the pri-

vileges of a royal burgh, except that of sending a repre-

sentative to parliament. The date of its original erection

into a burgh of barony is not known, the records of the

burgh having been destroyed, and the town itself repeated-

ly burnt, during the Border wars between the English and

the Scots ; the last instance of which occurred in the reign

of Queen Elizabeth, in the year 1 570, and is recorded by

Stowe, in his Chronicles of England, who says—" The sea-

vonteenth of April, the Earle of Sussex, lieutenant-generall

in the North, with the Lord Hunsdon, lord governor of

Barwike, and warden of the east marches, and Master Wil-

liam Drewry, high marshal of Barwike, with all the garri-

son and power of the same, began a journey into Scotland,

and the same night came to Warkc, twelve miles from

Barwike, and so the next morrow entered into Tividale
;

and, marching in warlike order, they biet, (burnt) over-

threw, rased, and spoyled all the castells, towers, and vil-

lages of their enemies, till they came to the castell of Mosse,

standing in a strog marish bel6<ing to the L. of Buckcluch,

which likewise was rased, overthrowne, and brent, and so

marched forward, and brent the whole countrey before them

till they came to Crailing." After mentioning a great ma-

ny other places which they burnt, Stowe proceeds thus

—

" The nineteenth, the armie divided into two partes, the one

parte whereof passed the river of Tivite, and brent the cas-

tell of Ferniherst, and all other castells and townes belong-

ing to the Lord of Ferniherst, Huntill, and Bedrell, and so

passed to Mint, where both the armyes mette agayne, and

so brent on bothe sides the river, till they came to a greaCe

towne called Hawike, where they intended to have lodged ;

but the Scoltcs had unthatched the houses, and brent the

thatch in the streetes, and themselves Hedde with most

parte of theyr goodcs ; but, by the industrie of the English-

men, the timber was also burned with the thatch, saving

one little house of stone of Drumlanricke's, wherein my
lord lay that nighte."

Drumlanricke's little house of stone is supposed to be

that which is now the Tower Inn, belonging to his Grace

the Duke of Buccleuch, which has long been celebrated

for the excellent accommodation afforded to travellers.

The walls of the oldest part of this building are, in some

places, no less than seven feet thick. It has been lately

very considerably enlarged, and is now one of the most
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commodious inns in the south of Scotland. The oldest char-

ter of the town now extant, is a charter of confirmation

granted by James Douglas of Drumlanrick, tlien baron of

the barony of Hawick, in 1537, which declares the town to

have been from of old a free burgh of baronie, and pro-

ceeds on the narrative, that " the charters and evidents of

the said town and burgh, through the inroads of the Eng-
lish and thieves in the by past times of enmity and war, had

been lost and destroyed ;" and this charter imposes on the

grantees thereof the singular burden "of maintaining one

lamp or pot of burning oil before the great altar of the pa-

rish church of Hawick, in time of high mass and evening

prayers, on all holidays throughout the year, in honour of

our blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, for the souls of

the barons of Hawick, founders of the said lamp, and their

successors." This charter was confirmed by a royal char-

ter, granted by Queen Mary in 1545. The church is beau-

tifully situated on a circular eminence in the middle of the

town, and the church-yard commands a fine prospect of the

surrounding country. The town is well pavedand lighted,

and has a plentiful supply of excellent spring water, which

is conveyed to the town in leaden pipes. It has a respect-

able town-house, in which the burgh and justice of peace

courts are held. A new line of road is just now making to

the town from the west, which will form a fine approach,

and already a very handsome new street is begun to be

built along the sides of it. At the west end of the town
there is an artificial mound of earth, of a conical form, of

considerable height, called the Mote, which, according to

tradition, was formerly used for holding courts of justice.

The mail coach from London to Edinburgh, by Carlisle,

passes through the town every day, and it is at present

(1816) in contemplation to establish a mail coach between
this place and Bciwick. The town is governed by two
bailies, who, with the advice of the town council, have the

sole management of the revenues and affairs of the burgh.
The bailies are chosen annually, by a poll of the resident

burgesses. The town council is composed of 15 standing

councillors, so called from their continuing in office during
life, who are elected by the bailies and standing council :

and of 14 trades councillors, or quarter-masters, who are

chosen annually, two by each of the seven incorporated
trades of the burgh. Its revenue, which consists chiefly of
the rents of a large common belonging to the burgh, is

about 400/. per annum. The poor of the town and parish
are supported by a rate, one-third whereof is paid by the
proprietors within the burgh, and two-thirds by the heritors

and tenants of the landward part of the parish. Besides the
established church, there are three places of religious wor-
ship in the town, viz. the Burgher, Antiburgher, and Re-
lief meeting houses. There is an excellent public library

in the town, which was begun in 17bL». There was also

lately established a subscription library, by the tradesmen
of the place, and there are besides two or three circulating

libraries. A branch of the British Linen Company Bank
has been long established here, and a savings bank was in-

stituted in January 1815, in which there was deposited, dur-

ing the first year, 870/., by 183 different individuals. In

1776, a farming club was instituted in Hawick for the dis-

cussion of questions connected with agriculture. It is com-
posed of most of the respectable farmers, and several of
the landed proprietors of the district. This club holds its

meetings regularly on the first Thursday of every month.
It is believed it was the first association of the kind esta-

blished in Scotland, and it has the merit of having originated

many very important improvements connected with agri-

culture. There is here a weekly market on the Thurs-
day, and fourannual fairs, which fall on the 17ih May, 17th
July, 2 1 St September, and 8th November, besides a cattle

tryst, at which considerable numbers of black cattle arc

presented for sale in passing from Falkirk tryst to New-
castle and Carlisle fairs. In 1811, the population of the

town amounted to 3036, and the town contained 349 inha-

bited houses. Since that time no census has been taken,

but the population and number of houses during the last

five years has very considerably increased ; and at present,

in 1816, (including the population of Damside in the ad-

joining parish of VVilton, which may be reckoned the su-

burbs of the town,) it is estimated to exceed 4000. There
are in the town three skinneries, one tannery, and two brew-
eries; and a very considerable trade is carried on in the

manufacture of carpets, lambs wool stockings, Scots blan-

kets, thongs, and gloves. The manufacture of lambs wool
stockings, in particular, from the introduction^ of machi- "

nery, has of late years made very rapid progress, and is still

on the increase; it was first begun in 1771. In 1791, there
were manufactured only 3505 pairs of lambs wool stock-

ings, and 594 pairs of cotton, thread, and worsted hose.

The number of persons then employed in the trade was 14

men, and 51 women, who were chiefly employed in spin-

ning the yarn. The yarn, however, is now all spun by ma-
chinery. There are at present employed for this purpose
7 carding mills, which all go by water, containing 44 en-

gines, or scribbling and carding machines, 100 spinning
jennies, and upwards of 500 slocking frames. The greatest

part of the spinning jennies are at present wrought by the

hand ; but jennies of a new construction, to go by water,

have, within the last twelve months, been introduced with

success into four of the carding mills. The quantity of
wool annually spun into yarn is upwards of 12,000 stones,

of 24 lbs. to the stone, three fifths of which are manufac-
tured into stockings, and the other two fifths sold in yarn to

manufacturers in other parts of the country, for the pur-
pose of being made into stockings. The quantity of

stockings annually made by the manufacturers in the town
exceeds 328,000 pairs. The number of persons in the town
and neighbourhood employed in the different branches of

this manufacture, is about 1000. This place has been long
celebrated for its extensive nurseries, carried on by Archi-
bald Dickson 8c Sons here, and at Hassendeanburn in the

vicinity, where they were first begun in the year I 729. The
nursery grounds in the occupation of these gentlemen now
extend to upwards of 100 acres, cropped with all sorts of

foreign and native forest and fruit trees, flowering shrubs,

and evergreens. Sec. These nursery grounds are very or-

namental to the place, extending along the side of the turn-

pike road to the east and west of the town, for the distance

of upwards of a mile and a half. In the cropping and clean-

ing season, they afford employment for not fewer than 90
men, women, and children ; but at other seasons men only
are employed in them. A very extensive business in the
seed line is also carried on by A. Dickson & Sons. The
position of Hawick, as estimated from Captain Colby's ob-
servations on Wisphill, is North Lat. 55° 26', and West
Long. 2° 47'.

HAWK. See Hawking and Ornithology.
HAWKES' Temperaments of the musical scale. In

the years 1798, and 1805, Mr William Hawkes published
two pamphlets for recommending the adoption of an irre-

gular douzeave scale, wherein 9 of the Vth, viz. upon C,
G, D, A, E, B, j:fF ; and upon F and [jB should each be
flattened Aih of a major comma, or be of the value

355.79842722.f 7f-|-31m ; two of the Vths, viz. on ^C and

I^E perfect, or each rz3582+ 7f-}-31m ; and consequently,

the resulting or wolf Vth, on ^G, =365 8 141 5522 -J- 7 f-J-

30m. Many particulars concerning the notes and tempera-

ments of which system, may be seen in the PbUosoJihical

Magazine, \o\. xxvi, p. 173; xxviii. p. 304; xxx. p. 5;
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sxxvi. p. 47 ; and vol. xxxvii. p. 129, in which last page

Xhc deals of each of its 68 tempered concords arc calculated,

by Mr John Barraud, brother to the chronometer maker.

In 1807, Mr Huwkes contrived, and in 1808 took out a

patent for his methods of extending the scale of organs and
piano-fortes to 17 notes in the octave, (see the P/iil. Mag-.

vol. xxxvii. p. 325) ; and in 1810, he published a third mu-
sical pamphlet, in which his object (as afterwards explain-

ed by letter to Mr Farey, see F/iil. Mag. vol. xxxvii. p.

321.) was to reconmiend, for the tuning of this his patent

instrument, a regular dixseplavc system, in which 16 of the

filths, viz. on C, G, D, A, E, B ; ifF, fl^C, ffG, and ffD ;

and on F, ^B, ^E, [^A, [jD, and \^G, should be each flat-

tened the l-318ih part of the octave, (or |th of Mercator's

comma), or each of the value 356.0685142-f7t-j-31m, and

the resulting or wolf fifth
J|:
A to F, is of course =367.246346

2-|-7t-}-30m. The beats of each ol the 102 concords in

this system, have been calculated by the Rev. C. J. Smyth
of Norwich, and published in the Phil. Alag. vol. xxxvii. p.

323, to which table we shall refer instead of copying it

;

because from Mr Liston's Essay on Perfect Intonatian, p.

23. and 142. it appears, that Mr Hawkes has since (by let-

ter to Mr Liston we have been informed) changed his for-

mer opinion, and now recommends the Vths for his patent

instruments to be flattened |- of a major comma, in which
terms Mr Liston has given its temperaments in p. 22. It

may be proper, however, to add, that, in this new system,

each of the 16 Bfths above mentioned, will be =:356. 165356

24-7f-f 31m, and the wolf fifth on J^A =365. 18 10842 -t-7f+
30m.
Mr Hawkes' patent piano-fortes are furnished with 24

strings in each octave, although 17 only are of different

sounds, that is, all the long keys have two unison strings,

from one to the other of which the hammers shift, at the

same time that they do so from the 5 short-key notes tuned

flats, to the five others tuned 4/;ar/ps, or x/ict versa ; it seems,
however, to us, that 7 of these strings might probably be
dispensed with, by allowing rather more space on each side

the long-key strings A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, and making
their hammers rather wider, so that after the shifting side-

wise of the key-board necessary to cause the short-key ham-
mers to move from j:fA, j:fC, j:fD, j:fF, and ^G, to [jB,

{7D, [7E, bG, and [7A respectively, or vice xif?-«a, the

hammers of the long-keys may still continue to strike the

same strings.

The objections which were so forcibly urged in Dr
Kemp's Musical Magazine against the defect of Uiese in-

struments, in not being able to gne flat and s/iar/i notes at

the same time, or quickly succeeding each other, as com-
posers not unfrequently direct, seem to operate fatally

against their introduction to general use. We have lately

heard, that the organ which Mr Hawkes caused to be put

up, a few years ago, in Christ Church, Blackfriars Road,

in Surrey, has been either removed or altered to a common
organ. We are aware, however, that this may have arisen

from injudicious attempts at tuning this organ, according

to one or other of the systems that we have mentioned in

this article, instead of applying the Mean Tone Syste7n,

which alone, or one exceedingly near to it, (in the perfec-

tion of its major third), seems applicable to this noble in-

strunient. (j)

HAWKING, or Falconry, is the art of catching wild

fowls by means of hawks, or other birds of prey, tamed, and
properly tutored for that purpose.
The art of falconry appears to have been known both to

the Greeks and Romans. It was ii\ high repute in almost
every part of Europe during the 12ih century, but alter the

invention of fire arms, it gradually declined.

Mr Pennant has not been able to find any accounts of the

art of falconry in England before the year 7C0, in the reigii

of King Ethelbert, who sent to Germany for a brace offal-

cons that would fly at cranes. The art was much practised
till the Usurpation, when it fell into disuse.

The birds which are generally trained to this art, are the
jer-falcon, the pergrine, and the goshawk. By starving
them, and keeping them awake, and never leaving them
alone, they are rendered cjuitc tame; and, by a regular
system of severe instruction, they become so familiarized
to the falconer, that they obey all his commands. They are
taught to settle on his fist, to spring at game, and to bring
back the prey to the falconer. For an account and other
particulars of the history of falconry, see Beckmann's His-
tory 0/ Inventions, vol. i. ; and Shaw's General Zoology, \ol.

vii. part i. See also Ornithology.
HAYMAKING. See Agriculture.
HAYDN, Joseph, the most celebrated composer of mu-

sic among the moderns, was the son of a whecl-wright,
and born in 1732 at Rohrau in Austria, 36 miles from Vi-
enna towards the Hungarian frontier. His father, though
ignorant of the principles of music, which are much more
generally disseminated among the lower ranks of Germany
than in Britain, played a little on the harp, which was ac-
companied by the voices of himself and his wife. Joseph
having been conducted, at a very early age, by a relation
to Haimbourg, was instructed in the elementary parts of
education ; and a chapel-master of Vienna, having acci-
dentally heard his voice, took him, when only eight years
old, to replace one of the boys in his choir. Here he re-

mained apparently exposed to severe discipline ; and as
his voice was constantly improving, the chapel-master be-
came anxious to preserve it. He explained the means of
doing so to Haydn, now a youth of about fifteen, who
thought of nothing but music ; and having gained his ready
assent, the day and hour were fixed. But the accidental
arrival of his father in Vienna, prevented their purpose
from being effected. His voice soon broke, and Reuter,
the chapel-master, ashan^ed of the reproaches which he
had incurred, and exasperated at the disappointment, found
a pretence for discharging him from the choir on a winter's

night, which, from absolute poverty, he was obliged to

pass in the street. Next morning, being observed by
Spangler, a poor but friendly musician, he obtained a lodg-

ing from him in a hay-loft, adjacent to a single apartment
which his own family occupied, and also a share of their

frugal subsistence.

Here Haydn followed the bent of his early propensities,

in practising on a wretched spinette ; but it is said, that af-

ter some time had elapsed, a lady of rank, who had seen
one of his compositions, desired to know the author.

Haydn's extreme poverty hardly enabled him to obtain suf-

ficient clothing to appear before her; and she had some
difficulty in believing that he was the individual for whom
she sought. He was compelled to account for his neces-
sities, by relating, in as delicate terms as possible, his ad-

venture with Reuter; and, in testimony of her esteem, she
presented him with the works of Matheson, Bach, andother
celebrated composers. According to some writers, his

patroness was a niece of Metastasio the dramatic author,

the real owner of the hay-loft ; and they add, that he con-

tinued to instruct her in music and singing during three

years.

Haydn now earned a scanty subsistence by the exercise

of his talents. He was organist to an ecclesiasticil estab-

lishment, with a salary of 12/. yearly. He had occasional

employment elsewlien in the same capacity, and he sung,

and played on the violin. A', about the age of eitrhteen, he

composed a quartett for Batou Furnbert^, and afterwards

some trios, which were surreptitiously printed. In the year
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1759, his patroness obtained for him the appointment of

music master to Count Marzin, with an annual salary of

25/. ; and here he composed tlie first of those symphonies

which have gained him so much celebrity. There appears

to be some ambiguity rcspcctini^ the chronology of Haydn's

conipobilions. Ilis 0/iera Priina consists of six quarletls,

wherein all the rudiments of his line genius are sufficiently

developed ; but it is reported, that the first time his name
appears is to trios and harpsichord sonatas, in a German
catalogue of 1763.

In the year 1760, Haydn was appointed sub-chapel mas-

ter to a German potentate, the prince of Esterhazy, v/ho

was himself a siklful musician ; and on the death of Wer-
ner, who was tlie principal, and from whose disposition and

abilities he derived much advantage, he was jjiomoted to

fill his place. In this new situation, he had an ample op-

portunity, and sufficient encouragement, to pursue his ta-

lent for composition in its utmost latitude. Works of va-

rious descriptions flowed from his pen in rapid succession;

and the particular taste of his patron led to the composition

of those which no preceding musician had attempted. He
overstepped all the limits which had fettered others; and,

in adopting a new and peculiar, though unaffected style, he

taught the public the variety of which music is susceptible.

Yet this was not accomplished without exciting the jea-

lousy of his cotemporaries. It has been affirmed, that he

silenced his adversaries by publishing compositions where-
in their own style was introduced, to betray its inferiority.

In order to gratify the prince, he composed music with un-

common distributions of the parts or the performers ; such
as the Echo, which consists of a double trio for two violins

and a violoncello, each set of performers being in a differ-

ent chamber, but within their mutual view. Profiting by
this singularity of taste, he composed another piece, called

the jidieu, on occasion either of a quarrel in the orchestra,

which induced all the band to give in their resignation, or,

what is less probable, because the prince treated some of
Haydn's warmest exertions with marked neglect. This
was a symphony ingeniously devised, so that one instru-

ment should regularly close after another ; and as the mu-
sic gradually terminated, each performer saw written be-

fore him, " Put out your candle, and go about your busi-

ness." All obeyed in succession, and a solitary instrument
finished the whole.

Haydn's time was principally occupied in musical com-
position ; he generally dwelt with the prince of Esterhazy,
at Eisenstadt in Hungary, and accompanied him during two
or three months of the year, which were spent at Vienna.
Here he became acquainted with the Chevalier Christopher
Gluck, an eminent composer for the opera, Mozart, and
others. The former advised him to travel in France and
Italy, from which he predicted the greatest advantage in

dramatic compositions; but the moderate finances of Haydn
seem to have deterred him from following his counsel. His
fame, however, had extended far beyond the sphere of his

residence ; and he was employed to compose an instrumen-
tal oratorio on the seven last sentences of our Saviour, for

some religious ceremony, in a cathedral at Cadiz, which
was hung with black, while a single lamp glimmered over
the audience. Twelve years later, Haydn, without chang-
ing any of the instrumental parts, had words adapted to it.

Many of his compositions are quite unknown in Britain,
particularly a multitude of pieces for the bariton, a kind of
small violoncello, with five strings above the bridge, and
others behind the hand, to be touched by the thumb, played
on by the Prince of Esterliazy, and to which the inhabitants
of this country are strangers.

By the advice of Baron Van Swieten, Haydn visited Lon-
don ; and his residence there may be regarded as one of

the most fortunate periods of his life. His great and steady
patron the prince of Esterhazy had died in the same year,

1790; and while be left him his usual salary, he also dis-

pensed with his discharging the duties of the situation. He
seems indeed to have held him in great estimation ; for

when Haydn's house at Eisenstadt was burned down during
his absence at Vienna, the prince directed another to be
built, having exactly the same size, appearance, and accom-
modation.

Ill London Haydn experienced the most gratifying re-

ception ; he remained there eighteen months, and retuined
to the continent in the year 1794. He now began to be treat-

ed with those honourable distinctions due to his transcen-
dant genius. He was created Doctor of music by the Uni-
versity of Oxford, and other literary and musical associa-

tions soon followed the example. At this time a concert on
a liberal and expensive plan was established by Salomon,
the late leader of the opera, where all the first performers
were engaged ; and each performance was announced to

commence with an overture, expressly composed for it by
Haydn. Twelve symphonies, which stand unrivalled, were
thus produced ; and, as is well known, these were after-

wards ingeniously reduced to quintetts by Salomon. Some
of them, ar the whole, have since been adapted as trios for

the piano-forte, violin, and violoncello. Haydn also com-
posed and published several other works while in London

;

several of which are dedicated to the amateurs of this island:

and a still more essential result was, the universal diffusion

of a taste for his music.
During his absence from Germany, a tablet, or obelisk,

had been erected in honour of him at Rohrau, the place of

his nativity, by Count Harrach ; and on returning to the

continent, he composed the oratorio of the Creation, in

1795, which is esteemed among the finest and most ela-

borate of his works. But his other compositions of the

same kind, the Seasons, Stabat Mater, The Last Words of
Christ, and The Return of Tobit, have not been all equally

successful ; partly, it is supposed, from the want of coinci-

dence between the music and the words. The last, how-
ever, which was written in 1775, is performed annually at

Berlin, for the benefit of the widows of musicians.

While Haydn approached that period of life when the

faculties usually decline, he was loaded with honours, and
his vigorous invention continued to be unimpaired. He re-

ceived honorary degrees from the academies of Stockholm
and Amsterdam in 1798 and 1801 ; and in the following

year, on a vacancy occurring in the National Institute of

France, he was elected a member, at which time our coun-

tryman Mr Sheridan was one of the candidates. He was
also chosen a member of the Phil-Harmonic Societies of

Layback and St Petersburgh, and of the Children of Apollo

at Paris, in 1805, 1807, 1808. Nay, the last struck a me-
dal, bearing his portrait, and invited him to the capital, with

an offer of a sufficient sum to defray his expences. But
this was not all ; for prince Kurakin, the Austrian ambas-
sador at Vienna, presented him with a letter from the Phil-

Harmonic Society of Petersburgh, full of gratitude and ad-

miration of his works, and accompanied by a large gold

medal, weighing above half a pound, struck in honour of

him, and bearing his portrait, with the most flattering le-

gend. He is also said to be the hero of a Spanish Poem on
music.

But Haydn was now little more than sensible of the dis-

tinctions he received. He bent under the weight of years,

and ceased entirely to compose about 1803. It was not

without regret, however, that he witnessed his own decay.

He feelingly deplores it in a vocal quartett, beginning,
" My strength is enfeebled, death awaits at my gate." In-

deed he was so much weakened, that it became necessary to
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construct a piano for him, remarkably light and easy in tlie

touch. We have even heard lliose who knew him well de-

clare, tliat he relapsed into a second childhood.

Haydn dwelt constantly at Vienna, and confined himself

to his house and garden alter the year 1805. The seventy-

third anniversary of his birth had been celebrated by a con-

cert in one of the theatres, conducted by the son of Mozart;

and, in 1808, a great musical association of that city resolv-

ed to close the performances of the season with the Crea-

tion. Haydn, though withdrawn from the world, consented

to be present. He was received by the Princess Esterhazy,

and others of distinguished rank, in the hall of perform-

ance, and carried, amidst the sound of trumpets and loud

acclamations, to a particular part of the gallery which was
appropriated for him. He was overwhelmed by this mark
of approbation; and upon retiring, which he did very early,

signified that he felt it was for ever. This great composer
expired on the 3 1st of May 1808.

Haydn's personal appearance betrayed no indications of

genius. His stature was large, and his features coarse.

But he was mild and complacent in manners ; modest and
unassuming; and universally beloved in private life. He
was never tainted by jealousy, and, unlike those who pro-

claim their own merits by undervaluing the works of others,

he was always i-eady to approve where approbation was
due. Handel's chorusses he thought sublime, though his

music might be defective in melody. He entertained the

highest opinion of Mozart, declaring his death a public ca-

lamity: and when invited to be present along with him at the

coronation of the Emperor Leopold at Prague, he observed,
" Where Mozart is present, Haydn ought not to appear."

Haydn indeed was too reserved. That innate modesty, and
his moderate finances perhaps, prevented him from attain-

ing some distinguished situation in his own country, which
his talents merited. The Emperor Joseph is justly re-

proached with neglecting to place the first musician at the

head of his orchestra ; but probably it is there, as it is in

many other countries, that men of real genius are super-

seded by those who have none. He enjoyed a competency
in his later years, but his total fortune did not exceed 250/.

at the period of his first visit to Britain. He was married
many years, but not happily : and he had long been sepa-

rated from his wife. Two brothers, Michael and John, sur-

vived him. The former, who had considerable merit as

a composer, died master of the band to the court of Salz-

bourg ; the latter died in the service of the Prince of Es-
terhazy.

Haydn's compositions exist in the most astonishing va-

riety. They are calculated to amount to 842, including

those of every description : and the following is said to be

an abstract of a cataloijiie furnished by himself in the year

1805. Symphonies, 118; various pieces for tlie baritons,

163; instrumental pieces of from five to nine parts, 20;
marches, 3; trios for two violins and a bass, 21, and 3 lor

two flutes and a violoncello; 6 solos for violin with tenor

accompaniments; 3 concertos for violin and violoncello: 1

for the double bass; 2 for horns; 3 for the trumptt ; 1 for

the flute; 1 for the organ; and 3 for the harpsichord;

66 sonatas for the piano forte, and S3 quartetts. Another
unfinishtd (|uartett was found at his death, to which some
portion that was wanting has been supplied ; and it was
performed at a grand concert in commeiiionttion of him at

Berlin in October 1809. This assembly was opened by an

eloquent eulogium on his merits. He also ijroduced 34
compositions of church-music ; 5 oratorios ; 19 or 20 ope-

ras ; 13 airs in 3 oi 4 paits ; 42 simple songs and duetts ;

40 canons. Besides tlitse, he wrote preludes and basses

for 365 Scotch airs ; and composed above 400 minuets,

dances, and waltzes. At his death there were found 46
unpublished canons, framed to ornament his apartment jnot

Vol.. X. Part. I.

being rich enough, he said, to purchase pictures, he had
himself made tapestry to cover the walls.

Amidst such an infinity of woiks, the whole of which
have probably never been heard l)y anyone individual, it is

difficult to determine where the preference is due. Cn:
the fertility of imagination is conspicuous throughout, and
Haydn's compositions are ever new. Perhaps he has been
less successful in the vocal than the instrumental depart-
ments. None has ever equalled his distribution of music
in the orchestra, or called forth the single and combined
powers of instruments in an ecjual degree, flere he has
excelled all his predecessors, his cotemporaries, and suc-
cessors ; and those pieces which he has written for a lull

band stand uririvalled, whether we attend to the unity ot

design, the relation of parts, or that sudden burst of gran-
deur which amazes the auditor. Next to the symphonies,
Haydn's quartetts seem to be most admired ; they are writ-
ten with apparent simplicity, but almost all of them pre-
sent considerable embarrassment, unless to skilful perform-
ers. This composer is one of the few who presents per-
petual novelty, who never iinitates himself, and who adapts
intimately and exactly the music to those instruments for
which it is designed. None of his music is tedious cr
languid, unlike some modem compositions, whose authors,
ignorant that they are producing nothing more than pre-
ludes or voluntaries, suppose they have taken up an inex-
haustible theme. His minuets and trios are perhaps de-
vised with more ingenuity, and more calculated to please
than any that have appeared, and he is ])articularly success-
ful in variations on an air, and in modulations. Yet it i.';

vain to affirm that equality pervades his works; and it will

not appear surprising if inferiority be sometimes discover-
ed in such a multitude. We should remark, as a very ex-
traordinary fact, that the lapse of years had no effect in

diminishing the quality of his compositions. The first

quartett of the first opera, and his last which he wrote, are
excellent, though there be some difference in their style,

Hadyn ventured far and was successful ; many have endea-
voured to follow the same course with doubtful approba-
tion. Perhaps had Mozart not been prematurely cut ofl,

he might have approached to him in excellence ; but as
yet Haydn is entitled to be designed the first of modern
masters, (c)

HAYLING, Isle of. See Hampshire.
HEAD. See Anatomy.
HEALTH. See Aliments and Longevity.
HEARING. See Anatomy.
HE.\RT. See Anatomy, and Physiology.
HEADLEY, the Rev. Henry, an English poet and critic,

whose highly promising talents were unfortunately lost to
the world at the early age of 23, was the son of a clergy-
man in Norfolk, and was born at Irstead in that county in

1766. He was educated at the grammar school of Nor-
wich under Dr Parr, and was admitted a commoner, and
elected a scholar of Trinity College, Oxford. At the uni-
versity, the living example of Thomas Warton, then the
Senior Fellow of Trinity College, seems to have commu-
nicated to Headley an enthusiasm for the elder school of
English poetry. While combining this pursuit with his

classical studies, he published his poems and other pieces
intheyear 1786; and in the following year, atthe ageof 22,
he published Select Beauties of Ancient Englisli Poets, with
Remarks. In his poems, though marked by elegance and
sensibility, there was no promise of transcendent genius

;

but his Remarks on the Elder Poets displayed an extent
of reading, a comprehensiveness of views, and a perspi-
cuity of taste, which were justly regarded with wonder in

so young a writer. He cannot, indeed, be said to be vliol-

ly free from partiality and exaggeration, in estimating the
elder writers, whose beauties he complains of being ne-

Mm
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glected; but still, as a critic, he deserves to be remember-

ed in English literature. Mrs Cooper, in her neat Biogra-

phies and Selections, led the way in preserving the memo-
ry of our early poets; Warton contributed immense in-

dustry in illustrating our literary history ; Percy restored

to us our ballad poetry ; but in the selections and criti-

cisms of Headley, there is a classical taste and condensa-

tion of materials, more elegant than what we meet with in

any of his fellow labourers in the same pursuit. His cri-

tiques are like the portraits of a master, flattered indeed,

but done with general truth and animation. His life was

too short to have many events. Some months after leav-

ing Oxford, he married, and retired to Matlock in Derby-

shire, in a spot where the wild scenery accorded with his

romantic turn of mind. But the symptoms of a consump-

tive tendency, which had before appeared in his delicate

frame and constitution, began now to make rapid advanceit

;

and being warned to try the benefit of a warmer climate,

he had the resolution to take a voyage to Lisbon, unaccom-
panied by any one he knew. On landing at Lisbon, far

from feeling any relief Irom the climate, he found himself

oppressed by its heat. A few days would have probably
terminated his life, when a Mr De Visme, to whom he had
received a letter of introduction from the late Mr Wind-
ham, invited him to his healthful villa, near Cintra, allotted

spacious apartments for his use, procured for him an able

physician, amused him with his elegant books, and gave
him every chance of benefiting from the change of climate.

But his malady was incurable ; and having returned to

Norwich in the month of August, he expired there, in

Nov. 1788, in the 23d year of his age. (-<)

HEAT
Heat is a term which was originally employed to ex-
press the effects produced by a peculiar condition of bo-

dies, when they communicated the sensation of warmth.
It was also perceived that hot bodies, or those that had the

power of communicating warmth, possessed other proper-

tics, sucli as that of expanding the substances to which the

warmth was imparted, of converting certain solids into

liqviids, and certain liquids into the state of vapour, and
many other operations of great importance in the system
of nature. Philosophers soon began to speculate upon the

cause of these phenomena, and, with a degree of inaccu-

racy, to which we are liable in the infancy of our scientific

pursuits, they employed the same word to signify both the

cause, and the effect produced. It was commonly said, that

heat occasioned the warmth and expansion of bodies, and
likewise that heat was excited in bodies by the addition ofsome
peculiar kind of matter, or by a certain modification of
iheir pai tides. The more precise nomenclature of the

moderns has tended to correct this error, and has led to

the invention of a new term, caloric, to designate the cause,

while the word heat is, strictly speaking, only applicable

to the effect. As, however, in all the older authors the
former pliraseology necessarily exists, as it is still adopted
in popular language, and as there is no danger of falling

into any error, since the distinction has been so fully point-

ed out, the word^fa^ is frequently employed in its double
sense, even by the latest and most correct writers, and it

will be used in this way in the following article.

We have already given some account of the nature and
effects of caloric under the head of Chemistry; but it is

an agent of such extensive importance in the operations of
nature,—-it produces such powerful effects both upon or-

ganized and unorganized matter,—it is so intimately con-
nected with the existence of life, both animal and vegeta-

ble,—and is so essential to all the processes by which we
act upon the bodies around us, when we convert them to

our support or utility,—that it well deserves to be farther

niscuFsed, and made the subject of a separate article.

The in-<ijo>tanco of the object has produced a consequent
s>hare of attention to it from the modern experimentalists;

and there is perhaps no one topic on which more
curious, and, we may add, more unexpected results

have been obtained, than have ensued from the re-

larchcs into caloric. The names of Black, Crawford,
bCumford, Fictct, Gay-Lussac, Prevosi, Dalton, and Leslie,

L^oiong many others which will be afterwards referred to,

niust suggest the recollection of the many ingenious and

elaborate trains of experiments, that have occupied the at-

tention of philosophers during the last 50 years. It will

be to an account of what has been done in this period that

we shall principally confine ourselves in the following

pages ; for the experiments and hypotheses that were pub-
lished before this time, are rather to be regarded as curi-

ous historical records of opinions, than as affording much
that is important in the actual advancement of knowledge.
We shall arrange our observations on heat under four

heads : \st. The properties of heat ; 2d, The effects of heat ;

3rf, The sources of heat; and, 4rA, The nature of heat. In the

course of the article, we shall take an opportunity of tracing

the gradual developement of the leading opinions that have
successively prevailed on these topics, as well as the most
important experiments by which they have been supported.

SECT. I.

On the Pro/ierties of Heat.

It might, at first view, appear more regular to begin by
investigating the nature of heat, before we described its

properties and effects ; but it is so difficult to ascertain

its nature, and the knowledge which we possess, or rather

the conjectures which we form concerning it, are so entire-

ly derived from the observations that we are able to make
of its properties and effects, that the order of treating the

subject which we have adopted, will be found, we appre-
hend, the most convenient. For the present, we may con-

sider heat, or caloric, to be a principle or power existing in

bodies, which gives rise to many of their most important
actions, and modifies their effects upon other substances.

The ]iro/ierties of caloric are of three kinds : Those
that arc strictly mechanical, or such as may be conceived

analogous to the laws of gravitation or impulse; chemical,

or those that tend directly to effect a chemical change in

bodies ; and a third class, which may be regarded as speci-

fic, and which do not bear an exact resemblance to either

of the two former.

Among the mechanical properties cf caloric are its ra-

diation, reflexion, and refraction, which bear a very near re-

semblance to the same affections of light. Some obscure
intimation of the radiation of heat may be met with in the

authors of the latter part of the l"th and beginning of the

18th centuries, but the subject was not much attended to

until the time of Scheele. This distinguished philosopher,

in his investigation of the nature of fire, performed some
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new and clecisive experiments, which completely establish-

ed the existence of this property, and- shewed how it dif-

fered from the power which hot bodies ptfSscss of commu-
cating warmth by contact. He found, that when glass is

interposed between the face and a ((uantity of burning fuel,

although the light passes through without interruption, the

heat, at least for a certain space of time, is entirely stop-

ped. Heat, he observed, radiates throufjh air, without com-
municating any warmth to it, and its passage does not ap-
pear to be interrupted by any currents in the atmosphere.
He found, that a transparent mirror, which concentrates tlie

rays of light, does not produce any increase of tempera-
ture in the focus until it has absorbed a sufficient portion

of heat, but it then becomes a radiating body, and emits
heat in certain directions. The conclusion which may be
deduced from Scheele's experiments is, that caloric is sent

off in rays from all hot bodies, and moves through the air

with great velocity, but that in this transmission it does
not necessarily communicate warmth to it, and is not di-

verted from the straight course by any currents or motion
of the air itself: (On Fire, p. 70, et seg.) His experiments
also tended considerably to elucidate another point respect-

ing heat, which had been the subject of much controversy,
whether it was not identical with light, or only differing

from it in consequence of some slight modification of its

properties. Heat and light are so frequently observed in

connection with each other, emanating from the same sour-
ces, and produced, as it would appear, by the same agents,

that the opinion of their identity was generally adopted, at

the commencement of the last century. Some distinguish-

ed experimentalists had indeed embraced the contrary doc-
trine, and some facts were brought forward in its support.
Instances perpetually occurred, of high degrees of heat
being produced, which were not accompanied by light

;

and, on the other hand, it was found, that there were some
luminous bodies which were not hot, and especially, that the
moon's rays might be concentrated by a lens, or mirror, so
as to produce a very brilliant light, yet that no sensation of
heat was excited. These, however, and some other analo-
gous facts, were not deemed sufficiently conclusive to es-

tablish the point. Some authors regarded heat and light

as the same substance in different states ; while those, who
did not admit their materiality, conceived that they depend-
ed upon the same affection of matter, but differing in its

degree or intensity. Scheele's experiments seemed to

prove, that heat and light, when closely united together, as
in the rays of the sun, or of a burning body, may be com-
pletely separated, so that the specific effects of each may be
obtained distinct from the other. We have already refer-

red to his observation of the manner in which a sheet of
glass permits the light to pass through it, while it inter-

cepts the transmission of the heat ; and he also found, that

if rays composed both of heat and light, as they were sent
off in combustion, be received upon a glass mirror, the
heat is absorbed, while the light alone is reflected.

The distinct nature of light and heat is rendered still

more probable, by some late experiments of Dr Herschel's,

in which he separated them from the state of combination
in which they exist in the sun's rays. He was led to ob-
serve that the differently coloured rays possess different

powers of producing heat ; the least refrangible rays,

those which excite the sensation of red, possess the great-
est heating power ; and the power diminishes, until we
arrive at the violet, or most refrangible rays, which excite
the least heat, the intermediate colours possessing an in-

termediate power in this respect. But he not only disco-

vered ihM the rays of lieat and of li,<lit were thus very dif-

ferently affected by the prism ; he farther found, that the

effect upon the thermometer was most considerable in a

point beyond the red-making rays, entirely out of the li-

mits of the spectrum, and, of course, in a spot on which
no part of the luminous ray was received. Beyond this

point, where the temperature was at its maximum, the
heat gradually diminisiied, until it was no longer percepti-
ble : {Phil. Trans, 1806, p. 286. et seg.) From these ex-
periments, the results of which were verified by Sir H.
Englefield, who employed an apparatus of rather a differ-
ent kind, we learn, not only that heat is emitted in rays from
the sun, but that solar heat may be obtained separate from
light ; and although, like light, it is possessed of the pow-
er of being refracted, yet it possesses this power in a dif-

ferent degree. In SirH. Englefield's experiments, where
the blue rays raised the thermometer to 56°, the green to

58°, the yellow to 62°, and the red to 72°, the space beyond
the prismatic spectrum elevated it to 79°, and it stink to

72°, when returned into the red rays : (Journ. of Royal
Inst. i. p. 203.) Similar results were obtained by M. Be-
rard ; but he observed, that the maximum of heat was at

the very extremity of the red rays, when the bulb of the
thermometer was completely covered with them ; and that
beyond the red extremity, where Herschel found the heat
to be a maximum, it was only l-5th above that of the am-
bient air. See Appendix to this article.

The radiation of heat was exhibited in a still more de-
cisive manner by Pictet, who seems to have undertaken his

experiments on the subject at the suggestion of Saussure.
This distinguished naturalist was led to form some specu-
lations concerning caloric, from certain atmospherical phe-
nomena, which he noticed during his travels among the
Alps, where he conceived that the communication of heat
could not be accomplished by the contact of the heated
body. He refers to an experiment of Mariotte's, which
was published in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sci-
ences for the year 1682, in which he states, that " the
warmth of a fire reflected by a burning mirror is sensible
at its focus." Lambert also informs us, in his Pyrometrie,
that he placed a burning body in the focus of a concave
mirror, and that he was able by means of it to inflame ano-
ther body, placed in the focus of an opposite mirror, at the
distance of above 20 feet. In this experiment, Lambert
distinctly marks the difference between what he calls
" luminous heal" and " obscure heat," and attributes the
effect to the latter principle, i. e. to heat, properly so called,

in opposition to light.

Saussure repeated the experiment in conjunction with
Pictet ; and, in order to prevent the interference of the ac-

tion of light, they employed a ball of iron, heated to a de-
gree short of what would render it luminous in the dark.
They used tin mirrors, that were placed more than 12
feet from each other : and, when the iron ball was put into

one focus, they suspended a thermometer in the other, and
observed the instrument to be very perceptibly affected,

more than another thermometer, equally near the ball, but
out of the focus. The former was raised from 4° to 14i°
of Reaumur; the latter from 4° to 6.1° only: {Voyages
dans les Allies, § 926.) The result of this experiment is

easily explicable, upon the supposition that heat, whatever
be its nature, radiates in straight lines ; that it impinges
against solids that are opposed to its course ; and that, ac-

cording to circumstances, it either raises the temperature
of this body, by being united to it, or is reflected from its

surface. The heated ball, in this case, emitted rays of heat

in every direction : those that were contiguous to the mir-
ror fell upon it ; but, owuig to its polished surface, were
reflected in straight lines to the other mirror, and were
again reflected from this, accorsling to the laws of mecha-
nical impulse, into the focus in which the thermometer was
suspended. This thermometer received the efiect both of
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the rays that were sent ott' by tiie iron ball, on the side con-

tiguous to it, and of those whicli were on the contrary

side of the liall, next to the mirror ; whereas the thermo-

meter not in the focus, only received heat from the side of

the bail opposed to it. Pictel's apparatus is shewn in Plate

CCLXXXVIH. Fii,'. 9. See Description of Plates.

M. Piclet still further prosecuted these experiments,

and varied them in different ways, so as to repel the objec-

tions that mis;ht be urged against the conclusions which

he derived from them. In order to separate the light from

the heat, and to shew the distinct operations of each, he plac-

ed a lighted candle in one of the foci, and noticed its effects

upon a thermometer placed in the otlier focus. He then

interposed a plate of glass between the candle and the

thermometer; and he found, as he had expected, that al-

though the light passed as before, a considerable portion

of the heat was intercepted in ils passage from one mirror

to the other; in this way confirming the results that had

been formerly obtamed by Scluele. But, in order to re-

move more effectually all suspicion that the effect in this

case depended upon the rays of iigiu, he placed a small

flask of boiling water in the focus, from which we may be

confident that no light could be emitted : and this he found

to radiate heal, and to raise the thermometer very percep-

tibly. The experiments of Pictet may therefore be con-

sidered as completely establishing the point, that heat is

sent off in right lines from bodies, where light cannot be

supposed to be present. He also rendered the radiating

power of caloric still more obvious, by shewing, that when
rays of heat impinge against a body, if it have a polished

surface, they are reflected from it ; but, if the surface be

such as nt)t to admit of reflection, they enter into it, and

raise its temperature. In pursuance of this idea, he found,

that when the bulb of the thermometer which he employ-

ed was blackened, it rose more rapidly, or absorbed more
heat, than when its surface was clean and bright, thus prov-

ing, that the heat from boiling water was, in this respect,

similar to the heat in the sun's rays, or that emitted during

combustion: (^Essay on Fire,§ S\i el aeg.) We have al-

ready referred to the experiments of Dr Hcrschel, in

which he analysed the sun's rays, and separated the part

which produces heat, from that which excites the sensa-

tion of colour. These experiments proved, in a very de-

cisive manner, the radiating power of the calorific part of

the solar beam ; and he afterwards made experiments of a

similar kind, upon different species of heat, extricated

from bodies on the surface of the earth, such as burning
fuel and red hot iron, f/iil. Trans. 1800, p. 316.

An interesting train ef experiments, on the manner in

which heat radiates, or escapes from the surfaces of bo-

dies, was performed by Rumford, in which he shewed, with

his usual address and dexterity, the different effects which
are produced by a difference in the nature of the radiating

surface : {P/iil. Trans. 1804, p. 89 et seq ) By a singular

coincidence, nearly about the same time that this essay was
published in the Phil. Trans a still more complete view
of the subject was taken by Professor Leslie. They both
supported their peculiar opinions by a number of well con-

trived and well executed experiments, which led to many
curious and unexpected results, and which have, in some
measure, altered our previous notions respecting the na-

ture ot heat, or at least respecting some of its most re-

markable properties. It had been before known, that the

nature of the surface of a body materially affects its power
©f admitting caloric to enter into it ; and this power was
now extended to the emission or radiation of heat.

There is so much similarity between the experiments of
Rumford and Leslie, that it will not be necessary to refer

U) botti of them, considering the narrow limits to which

we are confined in this article ; and as those of the latter

are generally the most decisive, and, for the most part, per-

formed with the most accurate instruments, we shall prin-

cipally employ them ill our examination of the subject.

Professor Leslie's researches illustrate, in a striking man-
ner, the effect of tlie peculiar nature of the surfaces of bo-

dies, both upon the emission and reception of radiant heat,

bodies of ecjual temperatures discharging and absorbing
it in very different degrees. When a body sends off rays

of heat, we may conceive that it parts with a portion of

caloric that was previously united to it ; and that when it

receives the rays of heat, a quantity of caloric becomes
combined with it, which was beiore in a free state. These
two operations, although the reverse of each other, seem
to exist in the same proportion, and in all respects to bear
an exact ratio to each otlicr. Professor Leslie employed
in his experiments a species of air thermometer of a new
construction, which, besides possessing the advantage of

being an instrument of gieat delicacy, and being sensible

to very minute variations of heat, has also the useful pro-

perty of indicating, at all limes, any variation that occurs
in the temperature of the portion of air in which it is

immersed, and of adapting, as it were, its own scale to

this new temperature, so that the apparent effect is the

same, whatever be the actual temperature at which the ex-
periment is performed. It was from this property that he
gave to his instrument the name of differential thermome-
ter, as not indicating the actual dcgrue of heat, but only

the degree in which it differs from that of the atmosphere.
(It is shewn in Plate CXLI. Fig. 1.) Rumford employed
an instrument very similar in its nature, which he called a
thermascope.

In ascertaining the quantity of heat emitted from the

surfaces of bodies, Professor Leslie generally examined
the rays after they had been reflected by concave mirrors.

Those which he used were composed of polished block
tin ; and by means of a mould, upon which they were form-
ed, they were made to constitute portions of the parabolic

curve. The substance from which the heat was emitted
was boiling water, contained in a cubical canister of block
tin. This was provided with a thermometer to ascertain

its temperature ; and the apparatus being placed in the
focus of an elliptical tin reflector, the effect was noticed
upon the differential thermometer, situated in the opposite
focus. The canister had four sides of equal dimensions ;

and these being prepared in different ways, either polished,

or left rough, varnished, or covered with paper, or some
other substance, afforded an opportunity of accurately ex-
amining and comparing the effect of different kind% of sur-

faces on the radiation of heat : {I-nguiTy. p. 17.) The appa-
ratus is shewn in Plate CCLXXXIX. Fig. 11. Professor
Leslie begins by ascertaining what was the effect of the

canister of boiling water, when simply placed in the focus
of the reflector, in what length of time the maximum of
heat was produced, and how long the process of cooling

occupied. He likewise observed the effect produced on
the thermometer, by employing water of different tempe-
ratures, and also by the degree in which the temperature
of the water exceeds that of the temperature of the air of
the chamber in which the apparatus is situated. The ves-
sel that contained the water was a cube of six inches; and
when it was at the boiling heat, and was placed at the dis-

tance of about three feet from the mirror, the rise of the

differential thermometer was equivalent to what would
have been 14.5° of Fahrenheit's scale. He also found that

the greater was the excess of the heat of the water above
the temperature of the room, exactly in the same propor-

tion was its action on the thermometer. Hitherto the ves-

sel had been employed with its uncovered side turned to-
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wards the reflector ; atid he next proceeded to conlmst

with this tlie tffect of the other three sides of tlic canister,

one of wliich liada phite of glass cemented toil, anothei had

wiiiiiip; paper pasted on it, and the fourth was covered with

a varnish of lamp black. Tlie effect produced by these

difiVrent surfaces was very singular, and was, to the expe-

rimentalist himself, very unexpected. The uncovered side,

which had the usual polish of a metallic surface, produced

an effect upon the thermometer equ il to 12°, the side to

which the irlass had been applied to 90°, that covered vvith

paper to 98°, while ihe varnished side was equal to 100°.

From these experiments we arrive at the impoitant con-

clusion, that heat radiates from a polished metallic surface

with not quite ^th part of the energy that it does from a

surface that is covered with some stibstance, which takes

away the effect of the polish. Inquiry, p. 18.

An experiment, which may be regarded as the reverse

of the above, was afterwards tried. Here the thermome-
ter was made to receive heat from the canister, its bulb

being first left in its usual state, and afterwards covered
with tin-foil carefully applied, so as to admit of a degree
of polish. It was then found, that the coated thermome-
ter, analagous to the polished side of the canister, received

only about -^ih as much heat as when the instrument was
without the metallic covering. The power of surfaces in

absorbing heat, seems therefore to be intimately connected

with that of radiating it, materially influenced by the nature

of the surface, much less, when consisting of polished

metal, and greatly augmented when covered with paper,

varnish, or any other not-metallic substance. These ex-

periments seemed to indicate, that the power of radiating

and of absorbing heat was in an inverse ratio to that by
which heat is reflected from surfaces; and this point was
afterwards made the subject of direct experiment by Pro-
fessor Leslie. He had already found, that the polished

surface of the canister was a bad radiator, and that the

coated thermometer, in consequence of its polish, was
equally unfitted for absorbing heat. The next object was
to examine, whether these surfaces, which were the least

fitted to radiate and absorb it, were not as much superior in

their reflecting, as they were defective in their radiating,

power. The tin reflector was removed, and in its place

was substituted one of glass, while the canister of boiling

water, and the differential thermometer, were placed as be-

fore in the respective foci. In order to produce the great-

est action upon the mirror, the varnished side of the vessel

was opposed to it ; but the effect produced by reflection in

this case was not considerable. No important alteration

was produced, by removing the metallic coating from the

back part of the mirror, or by roughening it with emery
;

but when the anterior surface of the glass was covered
with Indian ink, no heat was sent off from it. On the con-

trary, when the front of the mirror was coated with tin-foil,

the thermometer rose ten times as much as it did from the

effect of the naked glass. These experiments, when com-
pared with each other, lead to the following conclusions :

.That when the rays of heat strike against polished glass, a

large portion of them is absorbed, and tends to raise the

temperature of the glass itself; but when they impinge
against polished metal, few of them enter the metal, and
nearly the whole are reflected. Inquiry, p. 21.

Professor Leslie having now fully established the con-
nection between the radiating and the absorbing power of

different kinds of surfaces, afterwards proceeded to vary

the effects in different ways, and to compare them with

each other under different modifications. We have men-
tioned above, that the polished side of the canister, when
apposed to the mirror, produced in the differential ther-

mometer a certain rise, which we have called equal to 12,

that of the varnished surface being estimated, as a standard
of coin|jarison, at 100. When the tin was rubbed with a
small (juautily of mercury, an effect was produced equal to

14, and when completely coated with it equal to 20. As
the brilliancy in this case appears not to have been less than
from the pure tin, we must conclude that there is cither a
different radiating power attached to different metals, inde-
pendently of their mechanical properties, or tliat an amal-
gam of tin and mercury was formed of a soft consistence.
It Was afterwards found, that when a metal loses its bril-

liancy by oxidation, the radiating power is increased in the
same proportion : a fresh surface of lead raised the ther-
mometer only Hh as much as the lead when covered with a

layer of ininium. This effect of oxidation might perhaps
have been predicted from the preceding experimenls ; but
the alteration caused by simply scratching or roughening
the metal, seemi* more remarkable. If the perfectly smooth
surface produced on the thermometer an effect equal to 12,

by rubbing it with a file or with sand, so as quite to destroy
its polish, an elevation took place equal to 26, or rather
more than twice as much as the former. It was afterwards
found, that when the tin canister was coated with an ani-

mal substance, such as jelly, if it was spread upon it only
to the thickness of a fine film, it raised the thermometer to

38 ; but when laid on so as to form a thick coating, the ef-

fect was about twice as great, or near 80. The effect in

this case, was not found, however, to bear an exact ratio to

the thickness of the coating ; nor was a difference in the
thickness of the coating observed to have any effect, except
when an animal substance was used, or something of a
similar nature, for metallic coatings seemed to act merely
from their surface. Some experiments were made upon
the effect of colour, in modifying the radiating power of
surfaces; but the results are not sufficiently uniform to

prove any thing very decisive on this point. Although the

most considerable effects were produced by lamp-black,
yet, as has been mentioned above, writing paper was found
to be nearly as powerful. We have already had occasion,

more than once, to refer to the relation which exists be-

tween the radiating and the reflecting power of bodies, a
fact which, although contrary to what might have been ex-
pected upon a transient view of the subject, is yet estab-

lished by numerous and decisive experiments. Thus
scratching the surface of the mirror, diminishes its reflect-

ing power as remarkably as it augments its radiation; and
also a layer of anitnal matter spread over the face of the
canister, diminished its reflecting power to about l-3d, as

was determined by the thermometer. Inquiry, p. 76. et scq.

Professor Leslie was afterwards led to confirm, and very
much extend the views which Scheele originally suggested
respecting the power of certain substances to retain the ca-

loric which falls upon them by radiation, when they are

such as not to send it off again by reflection. In this case,

the body receiving the heat, experiences an elevation of

temperature, until after some time it becomes itself a
source or centre of heat, which emits it to other bodies. It

was in this way that heat was separated from light, as we
have already related, the light passing without interruption

tiirough a plate of glass, by which the transmission of heat

is, for a certain time at least, entirely obstructed. When
the heat is emitted or radia'es from its new source, its pro-

gress is then found to be varied from that which it original-

ly possessed, and to be entirely directed by the condition of

the surface from which it last escapes. This properly of

heat was illustrated by a series of experiments, in which
screens of different kiu'is were interposed between the mir-

ror and the canister, to which we have so often referred :

(^Inquiry, p. 26, and 17.) A sheet of tin was found entirely

to intercept the heat, and a plate of glass a considerable
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portion of it ; but what constitutes a curious difference be-

tween the effect of heat and light is, that the quantity of

heat inteiceptecl varies greatly, accoidint!; to the vicinity of

the glass to the radiating body ; more heat being transmit-

ted when the glass is near the canister, than when it is more

distant from it. But, perhaps, some of the most curious

of all Professor Leslie's experiments were those in which

he employed two screens of tin, one side of each of which

was covered with the black varnish, the other being left

uncovered. When these tin plates were laid together, with

both their painted sides in contact, and of course the bright

sides both external, little heat passed through them, be-

cause the side nearest the canister was not adapted to re-

ceive caloric, nor the other to radiate the little which might

have been received; but when the varnished sides were

placed externally, the quantity of heat that passed through

them was considerable, because here the varnish enabled

the one plate to absorb, and the other to radiate caloric witli

facility. When only one plate was used, intcrmetliate ef-

fects were produced. Several circumstances that were

noticed by Professor Leslie, led him to conclude that the

rays of beat, like those of light, where they proceed from a

near object, are sent off in lines that have a sensible diver-

gence. The radiation of heal seemed to be entirely sus-

pended, by having the heated body immersed in water ; and

it appears probable that it cannot exist in any medium ex-

cept air. Inquiry, p. 92.

We have already alluded to the experiments of Count

Rumford, which were published almost immediately after

those of Professor Leslie, and which so generally agree

with them, tliat although they are both numerous and in-

genious, it will not be necessary to give any minute de-

scription of them. Like Professor Leslie, Count Rumford
found, that polished metal radiates heat in a much less de-

gree than a metallic surface, at the same temperature, but

covered with paint or varnish ; that a covering of linen, flan-

nel, paper, or in short of any animal or vegetable substance,

tends to promote the emission of heat ; and he farther

found, that the radiation and absorption of heat bore a di-

rect ratio to each other, and likewise an inverse ratio to the

power of reflection. In one particular, indeed, the Count's

experiments had a different result from Professor Leslie's ;

this latter experimentalist compared the radiating effect of

various metals, and conceived that they differed from each

other in this respect, while Rumford could not perceive any

difference between them ; upon the whole, however, we are

disposed to regard Professor Leslie's results as the most
correct. Count Rumford, according to his usual custom,

deduces some important practical conclusions from his ex-

periments, which are the more valuable, because some of

them are precisely contrary to the previous ideas that were
entertained upon the subject. In putting heated bodies

into vessels or tubes, our object is sometimes to retain the

heat as long as possible: but in others, on the contrary,

we are desirous that the heat should be quickly dispersed

through the contiguous air. If we wish to confine the

heat, we must employ metal, and have its surface highly

polished, a fact fully proved by the above experiments, but

directly contrary to the conclusion that might seem to fol-

low from the superior conducting power of a metallic body.

On the other hand, if the object be to cool the vessels with
their contents, or to transfer their heat to the surrounding

medium, we must cover them with paint or varnish, or

with some kind of soft coating, not of a metallic nature.

As an example of the two cases, we shall mention that of
tubes coiiveying steam, vphich may, in the one instance, be
for the put pose of transporting heat from one vessel to an-

other, and where, of course, it is an object that none should

be lost in the passage ; here we must use bright metallic

tubes, which will radiate as little as possible. But if, on
the contrary, we introduce steam tubes for the pnipose of
warming an apartment, here we wish to |)roinole the radia-
tion as much as possible, and we should therefore use the
tubes unpolished, and varnished, painted, or even rusted.

Ill the same way bright metallic vessels should be employ-
ed, when we wish to preserve the heat in fluids, where they
arc used for the purposes of cooking or niaiiul'actures,

while the opposite plan is to be followed, when the object

is to promote their cooling. {Pliil. Trans. 1804, p. 177, et

see/.) On the cooling of bodies we shall have occasion to

speak more at large, in a subsequent part of the article.

We nmst now advert to a train of phenomena, connected
with the radiating power of bodies, although perhaps de-
pending upon a different principle, and leading to some
new ideas respecting the nature of heat, the radiation of
cold. By the radiation of cold we mean simply to express
the fact, that when a cold body is placed in the focus of a
concave mirror, a thermometer will fall that is suspended
in the focus of an opposite mirror. This singular circum-
stance was first noticed by the members of the Florentine

Academy, and was very distinctly described by them, al-

though they were so much surprised at the effect, as almost
to doubt the accuracy of their own experiment. {^Saggi

di nal. Jis/ier. p. 176.) They do not seem to have made
any atltcmpt to explain it ; no farther notice was taken of
it at the time, and it appears to have been almost forgotten,

when Pictet, in the course of his experiments, to which
we have referred above, after having ascertained the radia-

tion of heat and its reflection by his apparatus, placed a

vessel filled with ice in one of the foci, and observed the

thermometer in the other focus instantly to sink several de-

grees ; when the ice was removed, the thermometer rose

again to its former elevation. By adding nitric acid to the

snow, and thus producing a more intense cold, he found
that the effect on the thermometer was augmented. Essay
on Fire. § 69. See our article Cold.
The apparent radiation of cold has been since confirmed

by Professor Leslie, and what may, at first view, appear
still more remarkable, it seems to be acted upon by bodies

in the same manner with radiant heat. It is promoted and
retarded by the same kind of surfaces which promote and
retard the radiation of caloric, and also in the same propor-

tion. The canister, which had been employed in the for-

mer experiments, was now filled with ice or snow, and its

different sides in turn exposed to the mirror, the differential

thermometer being, as before, suspended in the opposite

focus. The cold produced by the varnished side was the

greatest, while that from the uncovered side was the least,

the glass and the paper being intermediate between the

two, exactly in the same manner as when the vessel had
been filled with boiling water. The results also were simi-

lar when the thermometer was covered with different sub-

stances, so as to affect its power of absorbing heat, and also

when the surface of the mirror was changed, so as to change
its power of producing reflection. For example, when the

thermometer was coated with a leaf of metal, it fell less,

and when coated with varnish, more than in its ordinary

state. And with respect to the mirror, the reflection of

cold was most considerable from the bright metallic sur-

face, less when a mirror of glass was employed, and still

less when it was varnished. Here the powerof the mirror

in radiating cold, was exactly in the inverse ratio of its re-

flecting power, just as is the case with the radiation of heat.

Lastly, the interposition of screens of different kinds, and

with different surfaces, between the ice and the mirror,

had effects which were precisely analogous to those men-
tioned above ; so that under all circumstances, Professor

Leslie found the strictest coincidence between the two kinds
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of radiation : {Inquiry, p. 23.) It may be proper to men-
tion, that experiments of a similar nature, and with similar

results, were performed on the radiation of cold by Count

Rumford. They arc such as sufficiently establish the facts,

and might be esteemed valuable, were they not, for the most

part, superseded by those of Professor Leslie. Phil. Trans.

1804, p. 170.

The general conclusions that may be deduced from the

experiments of Pictet, Rumford, and Leslie, are, that bo-

dies possess a power which generates cold, or reduces ac-

tual temperature ; and that this power is emitted in right

lines, and may be reflected, condensed, or intercepted, in

its passage from one body to another, like the rays of radi-

ant heat. It also follows the same laws with respect to the

action of surfaces upon it, and bears the same relation to

their reflecting property. Certainly the most obvious in-

ference would be, that cold, like heat, depends upon the

presence of a real material agent, capable of being trans-

ferred from one body to another, and subject to similar

laws of radiation and reflection ; but this supposition is so

strongly opposed by many other considerations, which seem
to prove, in the most decisive manner, that cold is merely
a negative property, and signifies nothing more than the

abstraction of heat, that weaie compelled to look out for

the explanation of the phenomena upon other principles:

these we shall afterwards endeavour to elucidate.

We have very few remarks to make respecting the two
other mechanical properties of heat, its reflexibility and its

refrangibility. The reflection of heat has been abundantly
proved by the numerous facts that we have stated, in which
the concave mirrors were employed, as well as in all those
where the nature of the surface absorbing the rays of heat

afiected this property ; for it has been shewn, that in as

much as the surfaces were unfavourable for absorption, they
were, in the same proportion, favourable for the reflection

of heat. The refraction of heat, as distinct from light, viJas

clearly exhibited in flerschel's experiments; by its pass-

age through the prism, it was diverted from its straight

course like light, only in a greater degree, as the calorific

rays are found to be dispersed over a larger space than the
spectrum formed by the visible rays. The rays proceed-
ing from a candle, or from burning fuel, were also found to

be capable of refraction, like those of solar heat. We may
conclude that the solar heat consists of rays of different de-
grees of refrangibility, although no other difference has
been detected in their nature, as is the case with the dif-

ferently coloured rays of light. This conclusion follows

from the fact, that the space occupied by the rays after they

have passed through the prism is greater than before they
entered it. See Appendix to this article.

Before we conclude our account of what we have styled

the mechanical properties of heat, we shall offer a very few
remarks upon the velocity with which it moves. That the

velocity must be very great, is a point of which there can
be no reasonable doubt; yet it will be found very difficult

to assign the actual velocity. It is perhaps the most pio-

bable conjecture, that heat, when radiating from a body,

moves at the same rate with iiglit
;
yet we know of no de-

cisive arguments from which this can be inferred, as more
than a conjecture. Pictet made some experiments upon
this subject; but they only prove that no perceptible inter-

val elapses in the passage of heat through about 70 feet, a
space much too small to prove any thing important.
The second class of properties, which we announced as

belonging to heat, are its chemical properties, or those that

tend 'iircctly to produce a chemical change in bodies. We
shall, however, postpone the consideration of these to a fu-

ture part of the article, because we sh.Ul then be better

prepared to determine, what properties ought to be regard-

ed as chemical, after wc have made ourselves aquaintcd
with the effects of heat, as well as with the other properties
that have not yet been considered, which we have styled

s/iecific. These we shall now proceed to examine.
The specific properties of heat may be classed under two

heads: its tendency to diffuse itself equally among bodies,
or its mode of communication from one body to another ;

and the peculiar manner in which it passes through bodies.
Whatever be our opinion respecting the real nature of heat,
it is almost impossible to enter into any investigation con-
cerning it, without using language that would seem to im-
ply, that it proceeds from the operation of a material cause.
If, therefore, we fall into these forms of expression, it must
be ascribed, not to our decidedly adopting this hypothesis
of the nature of caloric, but to the extreme difficulty of
avoiding them, although they must be admitted to be incor-
rect. With this pieliniinary caution, we may be allowed
to say, that heat differs from other bodies, in its tendency
to diffuse or distribute itself uniformly through all kinds of
matter. When any substance possesses a different portion
of free caloric from the substances in its vicinity, either in

immediate contact, or connected with it by the intervention
of a third substance, the superabundant portion of heat will
have a tendency to pass from the first to the second, and
the one will give and the other receive heat, until they ar-
rive at a common temperature. This is one of the most fa-

miliar occurrences, and one of vvhicli we perpetually avail
ourselves in the arts of life. If we wish to impart heat to a
body, we bring it near a substance that is hotter than itself,

when it immediately begins to receive heat, and continues
to acquire it, as long as it remains in its new situation, or
until it shall have experienced some change, which renders
it incapable of the farther reception of heat. When, on the
contrary, we wish to cool a body, we remove it into the
neighbourhood of one which is cooler than itself, when an
operation the reverse of the former will ensue ; the cold
body will abstract heat from the warmer, until th& common
temperature be gained.
The cause of this tendency in heat toflyoffifrom bodies,

or to pass from one to the other, and thus JB diffuse itself

among them, is attributed to its possessing an inherent re-
pulsive power. The particles of all kinds of ponderable
matter are necessarily attracted to each other, and conse-
quently, under all circumstances, they have a tendency to
be drawn and held together, unless some counteractine
cause prevents their union. This is equally exemplified in

the attraction which prevails between large masses of mat-
ter, by which the planets are kept in their orbits, called the
attraction of gravitation, and the attraction which exists be-
tween the individual particles ol matter, and influences ma-
ny of the minute operations of nature, under the denomina-
tion of chemical attraction. The repulsive power, which
appears to be an inherent quality of heat, may be regarded
in general as the cause of its diffusion among bodies ; but
the manner in which it is distributed, or the particular law
which it follows in passing off from one hotly, and attaching
itst 11 to others, seems to depend upon a different principle,
or at least to be modified in a way that cannot be referred
to repulsion. It has been conceived, that the phenomena
might be explained upon the idea, that there is a combina-
tion of the two powers of repulsion and attraction, the heat
escaping from a body, in consequence of the repulsive
power that exists between its particles, while, at the same
time, it is attracted by the particles of the body into which
it enters. And perhaps this kind of double operation will
serve to explain most of the facts, or at least will enable us
to announce them in language which implies no contradic-
tion, and gives an idea of their relation to each other. The
equal distribution of heat, as it has been called by some
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writers, or the equilib/ium of caloric, as it has been styled

by others, constituting one of the specific properties which
we enumerated above, has been the subject of mucli obser-

vation and experiment, and has also given rise to much hy-

pothetical discussion.

The law by which bodies of different temperatures be-

come the one iiotter and the other colder, or by which the

equilibrium of heat is produced, was first laid down by
Newton, and may be thus expressed in general terms; that

Ihc heat lost l)y the one body, and gained by the other, is

in proportion to the excess of the temperature of one above
the other ; or, stating it in a more scientific manner, that

the difference between the temperatures diminishes in a

geometrical ratio, while the times increase in an arithme-
tical ratio. The external circumstances which influence

the rapidity of the equalizing process, are the radiating

power of the bodies themselves, their conducting power,
and, provided they are not in contact, the nature of the me-
dium which is interposed between them, and the mechani-
cal changes which take place in the medium, relative to

its position with respect to the heating and cooling bodies,

constituting currents. These principally operate in what
are styled the elastic fluids ; but they have also considera-
ble effect in the action of liquids. The hypothesis which
is commonly adopted, and which appears satisfactorily to

account for this peculiar property of bodies, was proposed
by M. Prevost. It is founded upon the following data.

Heat is conceived to be a iluid, composed of distinct parti-

cles, which pass through space in right lines, and are pro-

jected in all directions, with very great velocity. The par-

ticles are so far removed from each other, that, analogous
to what takes place with respect to light, a number of cur-
rents may flow in different directions, without interfering

with each other. All bodies, except such as we suppose
to be absolutely deprived of heat, send out rays to each
pther, although geneially in very different degrees. Two
bodies, exactly of the same temperature, will mutually give
and receive heat, and even a cold body will radiate heat to

a hot one ; but, in the former case, the quantities given and
received by each will be exactly the same, so that the tem-
perature will not be changed; and, in the latter case, the

one will give much moie than the other, until the tempe-
rature of the two is equalized. Phil. Trans. 1802, p. 443.

This hypothesis appears to have been originally formed,
in order to account for the experiment of which we gave
an account above, the radiation of cold. When a heated
body parts with its caloric to the neighbouring bodies, and
raises their tempei'alure, the idea that presents itself, as

the most natural cxphin:ition of the fact is, that the hotter
body has merely given off its superabundant heat to the
colder, in consequence of the tendency which heat has to

distribute itself uniformly through all bodies subjected to

its influence. It may be conceived in this case to pass off,

in a greater or less degree, according to the excess of the

temperature of the one body over the other, modified by
the nature of the surface, aiul the other circumstances to

which we have already alluded. But this simple view of the
operation will not explain the r .diaiion of cold,or at least will

not explain tlie appaient refli^ction of it from a concave
mirror. If the cold hotly acted only by attracting heat from
the neighbouring bodies, »t would take it from the thermo-
meter, the mirror, and all other contiguous substances ; and
there seems to be no reason why the focus should be colder
than aiiy other part of the atmosphere, equally near the

source whence the cold proceeds. According, however,
to Prevost's notion, wlien ice is placed in one of the foci,

it sends out radiant heat, which strikes against the mirror,
and is reflected into the opposite focus ; but these rays be-

ing comparatively colder than those which proceed from

other bodies in the vicinity, have the efTect of generating
absolute cold in the second focus, and thus tend to depress
the thermometer which is suspended there. A mutual ex-
change of heat thus takes place between the ice and the
thermometer, and the equilibrium is established, by the ice

acquiring, and the thermometer losing, each a portion of
caloric. (Journ. Phys. t. xxxviii. p. 3.) The facility with
which this hypothesis explains the radiation of cold, is it-

self an argument in favour of its validity; and it must be
admitted, that it applies equally well to all the other phe-
nomena in which caloric is concerned. An objection has
indeed been urged against it, that it does not take into ac-

count the effect of the conducting power of bodies, which
must have an important effect in the equalization of their

temperature. This is not, however, properly an objection

against the general doctrine of the reciprocal interchange
of radiant heat, but an omission in Prevost's manner of ap-

plying it ; and it seems that the two operations are not in

any degree incompatible with each other. Still, however,
M. Prevost's opinion must be regarded rather as a plausi-

ble conjecture, which has the merit of satisfactorily ex-
plaining the phenomena, than as a theory founded upon any
direct experimental proofs. It has indeed been conceived,
that Professor Leslie's researches afford considerable sup-
port to it, as they tend to establish the existence of a radiat-

ing energy in bodies, quite independent of their conducting
power ; an energy, by which even the worst conductors of
heat, under certain circumstances, become the most active

radiators of it. Yet this radiation can never be proved to

exist, except there be a previous difference of temperature
between the bodies ; because the thermometer, which is

our only measure of heat, and the only index which we pos-
sess of its presence, is nover affected except by an unequal
distribution of it.

Having now described the manner in which heat tends
to pass from one body to another, we shall next proceed to

the second of its specific properties, the power by which it

moves among the particles of the same body ; or is conduct-
ed, as it is styled, through their substance. As bodies ap-
pear under the three states of solids, fluids, and gases, we
should consider the power which heat exercises in its

transmission through each of these different forms of mat-
ter. Our remarks will, however, be chiefly confined to the
action of solids and liquids upon heat ; for in consequence
of the tenuity of gases, or the distance at which their par-

ticles are situated from each other, it does not appear that

any very notable effects can be attributed to them upon the

passage of free caloric, at least in comparison with what
we observe in the two other classes of bodies.

When heat, in its uncombined state, radiates through air,

or through a vacuum, it moves with a velocity wiiich

has not been accurately measured, but which, there is

reason to suppose, is immensely great; so that, with re-

spect to any distances near the earth, it may be said to be
infinite. Heat also passes through the most dense and
solid bodies, as, for example, through metals ; but in this

case its progress is prodigiously retarded. It is also found
to move thi-ough these bodies with various degrees of ve-

locity, which do not seem to bear an eKact ratio to any
other of their properties, and which can only be ascertain-

ed by direct experiment. This, in opposition to tlie rapid

transmission of heat through the air, or through a vacuum,
has been styled its slow communication ; and the power
which solids possess, of enabling beat to pass along them,
has been called their conducting power. When solids are

in contact, and are possessed of different degrees of heat,

they immediately tend to produce an equilibrium of tem-
perature; which is not brought about, as in the former
case, by radiation, btit by the one directly abstracting a
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portion of heat fiom the other, conductinr^ this portion

tlirou^h its own siihstancc, and clill'ii.siii;^ it cquitily uniong

its particles. This I'aciiUy exists in bodies in very didVrent

derrces; but it is found that each indivithial body always

preserves the same desp-cc of tiiis power, unless some
chani;e takes place in its chemical or piiysical condirion,

-ivhen a change is at the saine time produced in its con-

ducting povrer. A familiar hut a correct c:i''iiplo of the

cliflercnt degrees of this conducting power in bodies, may
be noticed in the ditrercnt effects thy are produced upon me-
tal and upon glass. If a rod of --ach of these substances have

one of its ends plunged i^rwo hot water, the metallic rod will

soon become so t'lorou^^hly heated, througli all its extent,

that it will be impossible to apply the hand to the other

extremity, while the glass rod will remain a long time in

the water, before the upper end is sensibly affected. Hence
we say, that metals are good conductors of heat, and that

glass is a worse conductor of heat than metals. As a

general principle, it may be stated, that the densest bo-

dies are the best conductors ; but to this rule there are

many exceptions. Upon the \vholc, however, the prin-

ciple seems to hold good in so many instances, that wc
may infer the existence of a necessary connexion betn'cen

the density and the conducting power of bodies, and that

when the ratio is not correctly maintained, it should be

attributed to the interference of some other principle.

Thus it is remai'ked, that the same body, without having
e."perienccd any chemical, or any other physical change,

except a difference in its slate of aggregation, has its con-

ducting power increased or diminished, in proportion to

its density, or to the contiguity of its particles. Rumford
found that a solid piece of iron is a better conductor than

the filings of the same metal ; and that wood is a better

conductor than saw-dust.

Many experiments have been performed on the con-

ducting power of solids, the object of -which was to as-

certain the amount of this power, and to learn whether it

bore an exact ratio to any other physical or chemical pro-

perly. Metals, as was remarked above, are some of the

best conductors of heat, but they difler considerably

among themselves in this respect. Ingenhousz instituted

a simple, but ingenious process, for discovering their

relative power, which consisted in providing himself v.ilii

rods of difTcrent metals, all of the same diameter, and hav-

ing a ceitain length covered with a coating of wax of the

savne tliickness. The other ends of the roads were then

plunged to the same depth in a heated fluid ; and, ac-

cording 10 the quantity of wax that was melted, their

conducting power was estimated. The best conductors

were found to be silver, gold, tin, and copp>."r, while pla-

tina,.iron, and Ivad, seemed to be the worst : [Jeuni. Plnjs.

tom. xxxiv. p. 68.) These experiments prove that the

conducting power of the metals is not precisely in the

same ratio with their density. Richmann of Petersburg
endeavoured to ascertain the same point by a different

process. He procured hollow balls of the several metals ;

into these he inserted the bulb of a thermometer, immersed
the balls in boiling water, and observed the effect upon
the mercury : [Cijimnent. Pclroli.\o\.\\.\>.'i'i\i) The re-

' suits do not precisely agree with those of Ingenhousz ;

but although more elaborate, wc think them less direct

;

because in Richmann's other causes besides the mere
eflect of the conducting power might act upon the ther-

mometer, an objection which does not seem to apply to

Ingenhousz's.

A set of interesting experiments was performed by
Rumford on the conducting power of various animal and
vegetable substances. The plan which he pursued was

Vol.. X. Part I.

to provide himself with a glass cylinder, which terminated
in a globe of somewhat iriorc than an inch in diameter.
The bulb of a thermomoitr was suspended in the ccr.tre

of this globe, and was surrounded by the substance to be
examined ; and the whole apparatus was then plunged into
boiling water, and when raised lo a certain elevation of
temperature, it was immersed in a mixture of ice and
water, and the tiinc noticed which was required to brinp-

it down to this degree of heat. The heat from the water
must obviously puss through the substance upon which
the trial was made, before it could reach the thermometer;
therefore its conducting power was estimated by the effect

which it produced upon this instrument. He began by
observing the length of time necessary for raising the
thermometer enclosed in the cylinder, when it was sur-

rounded only with air, and what length of time was also

necessary to cool it, by afterwards immersing it in a mix-
ture of ice and water. He then successively introduced
into the globe, similar weights of wool, cotton, silk, linen,

down, and fui-, and compared their effects with air, taken
as a standard ; the two last bodies were found to be the
worst conductors, and linen the best, a fact which agrees
with our experience of their efi'cct when used as cloath-

ing ; for we know that theii' only operation, as producing
warmth to the body, must depend upon their retaining the
heat which is generated in it, and preventing its escape.
The Count concludes, that the relative cgnducting power
of these substances was in the inverse ratio of the quan-
tity of air interposed between the particles or fibres of
which they are composed. He found that their non-con-
ducting power was not in proportion to the quantity of
solid matter which they contain, and therefore could not
be from any mutual attraction between the solid matter
and the air ; for the power bore no ratio to the actual

quantity of the substance, but obviously depended upoii

the manner in which it was arranged.
He performed a dii'ect experiment on silk, which esta-

blishes this point. Equal quantities of raw silk, the ravei-

lings of spun silk, and twisted silk thread, were respec-

tively placed in the apparatus ; and their conducting pow-
ers were found to be in the proportion of 9, II', and 13.

He afterwards examined how far the air itself in the globe
and cylinder might be conceived to be the sole agent,
when it appeared, by calculating the space which the

diflerent substances occupied, and comparing the effect

of the bulk of air which would be left, with the effect of
the instrument when entirely filled with air, that the pro-
cess of cooling was retarded by the mixture of the body
with the air; and hence he deduced the conclusion, that

the presence of the solid matter impedes the motion of
the air, and prevents those currents from being formed
in it, which we shall afterwards find to act so important
a part in the heating and cooling of fluids : {Phil. Trans.
1792, and Essays, vol. ii. p. 428.) At the time when
Rumford published his Essay, the effect of the radialiott

of surfaces was not thoroughly understood, and it is en-
tirely neglected in the view which he takes of the subject.

It must, however, have had a considerable shaie in the

production of the phenomena ; and we may imagine, that

the more the particles or fibres of the solid matter are

dispersed through the mass of air, the greater number of
rays will be interrupted by them. It is also probable there

is a real attraction between air and the different substan-

ces that were examined, which must have had its share

in affecting the nature of the results ; but whether the at-

traction differs in different substances, or whether the at-

tractive power of the air is precisely equal upon all of

them, does not appear to be exactly ascertained. Some
Nn
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experimenls were made by Meyer ol' Erlaiigen, on the

conducting power of the different Icinds of wood. He pro-

cured, balls of them, in which he formed a cavity to re-

ceive the bulb of a thermometer ; the balls were then ex-

posed to the same temperature, and the effects upon the

mercury were noticed. The experiments, although per-

formed with apparent accuracy, are defective in not making

any allowance of the action of radiation. Lime, fir, alder,

and oak, were the worst, while ash, apple, and ebony, were

found to be the best conductors of heat. Jnn. C/iim. t. xxx.

p. 32.

The different conducting power of bodies produces a

great difference in their action upon the nerves in exciting

the sensations of heat and cold, although the bodies indi-

cate the same temperature to the thermometer. Thus it

is well known, that in the same apartment, when it con-

tains no source of local heat, the different articles of

furiiiiuie will convey to the hand very different degrees of

wainilh. Metals feel the coldest, stone or marble is the

next in dCffree, while wood, and still more woollen stuffs,

pioduce little or no feelings of any change of temperature.

The effect in this case depends upon the different conduct-

ing power of these substances; the human body being al-

most always warmer than the objects that are contiguous to

it, its heat is abstracted by them ; but this operation goes on

iri proportion to their conducting power, i. e. to the respec-

tive velocity wjth which they are enabled to remove the

heat from our body. It obviously follows, that when we
wish to retain the heat in any substance that is warmer
than the surrounding medium, we must enclose it in bad

conductors of heat ; and that exactly the same method must

be pursued, if we wish to keep any substance at a lower

temperature than the atmosphere, or other contiguous

bodies. Thus we envelope ourselves in woollen cloth or

furs when we wish to retain our natural warmth ; and we
should employ the same method to prevent the melting of

ice or snow.

We have already observed that one cause, which obvi-

ously tends to affect the conducting power of bodies, is

their possessing a spongy texture, by which portions of

air become, as it were, entangled in its pores, and thus

seem to prevent the communication of heat. But we ob-

serve a very marked difference in the conducting power of

bodies that are perfectly solid, and where no air, or at

least no quantity that can be supposed capable of produ-

cing any effect of this kind, is present. What is it, in

this case, that causes the difference in the conducting

power of bodies ? Is it an attraction which the heat pos-

sesses for the particles of the solid, or do the experiments
of Rumford and others lead us to regard the operation as

of a more mechanical nature, as if there was something
in the arrangement or shape of the particles, which re-

tards the passage of the heat along them ? These are ques-

tions which at present it appears to be beyond our power
to answer. Those cases in which a greater or less degree
of density, or of aggregation of the parts of bodies, pro-

duces a considerable effect upon their conducting power,
would induce us to suppose, that the worst conductors

should be regarded as merely the most effectual retarders

of heat, and the best conductors as simply those that have

the least power in retaining the heat that has been impart-

ed to them. But this view of the subject seems scarcely

to apply to metals and other solids of a similar kind. The
radiation of the surface may be supposed to have some in-

fluence in these cases ; and M. Poisson goes so far as to

conjecture, that the conducting power of solids, generally,

is to be regarded as a kind of radiation from particle to

particle, operating at very small distances: (Journ. P/iys.

I. Ixxx. p. 434. et sec/.) Upon this point, however, it does

not appear that wc have any data which can enable us to

form a decided judgment.
Without, however, entering upon any abstruse theory

on the subject, for which the present state of our infor-

mation does not seem to afford a sufficient foundation, we
may assume, as the most natural deduction from the facts,

that the conducting power of bodies depends principally

upon three circumstances. It is affected partly by the

mechanical relation of their particles to each other, partly

by an attraction between the heat and the particles of which
the body is composed, and partly by the radiating power
of the heat. The heat which escapes from the surface
will tend to draw from the interior a portion of its remain-
ing heat, in order to supply what has been lost from the
external parts. There are also other causes, which, al-

though perhaps less efficacious, are not to be neglected.

-

The consequence of adding heat to a body is, to expand
it in all its dimensions ; but, by this expansion, it appears
to acquire a greater capacity for retaining heat, so that it

will become more disposed to carry it from other bodies,

and to diffuse it over its own substance, and thus to have
its conducting power increased. The effect which caloric

has in altering the state of bodies, may likewise materially

affect their conducting power, according to the nature of

this change. Thus, if we throw a certain quantity of heat

into a metal, it is reduced to the fluid state, by which its

relation to heat, and the manner of conducting it, will be
much affected. There is some reason to suppose, from an
experiment of Pictel's, that heat passes more readily up-
wards than in the contrary direction. He enclosed a me-
tallic bar vertically in a vacuum, and, heating it exactly
in the centre, observed the effect produced upon thermo-
meters attached to each end ; when it appeared, that the

one at the upper end was affected sooner than the one at

the bottom : {Kssay on Fire, § 33.) The experiment is

ingenious : but there are some points connected with it,

which render the result rather dubious. >

We now p-ocecd to consider the manner in which heat*
passes through fluids. Fluids differ essentially from solids'

in their particles being movable among each other ; and
this circumstance, as we shall find, acts a very important-
part in the transmission of heat. Fluids, like solids, are

expanded by caloric, and of course become specifically

lighter ; and therefore, when heat is partially applied to

them, in consequence of this alteration of gravity, the

parts change places with respect to each other, the lighter

or heated part rises to the surface, while the colder part

sinks to the bottom. It is obvious, then, that heat may be
supposed to pass through fluids in two ways ; it may either

be transmitted from particle to particle, as \a the case with

solids, or it may be conveyed by a change of gravity in the

substance itself, producing a species of circulation among '

its parts. Many facts that fall under common observation,

shew that this circulation takes place in partially heated

fluids, and prove that it is much easier to cause heat to pass"

upwards through them, than in the contrary direction

;

but the impossibility of heat being propagated downwards
through fluids, was not admitted until after the experiments
of Rumford. These experiments, which are perhaps the
most ingenious of any which he ever performed, have been
generally regarded as sufficient to prove the general prin-

ciple to which we have already alluded, that when any por-

tion of a fluid is heated beyond the temperature of the re-

maining part, it rises to the surface, in consequence of its

comparative levity ; and if the heat be applied to the bot-

tom of the vessel, which is usually the case, tne successive

portions of the fluid, as they receive the heat, rise in their

turn to the upper part, until the whole acquires one uniform

temperature. On the contrary, if the heat be applied to
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the top of the fluid, it is only the upper stratum which be-

comes heated, the remainder retaininsj its former tempera-

ture. Runiford. placed a portion of ice on a certain quan-

tity of boiling water, and found that it was melted in about

3 minutes ; but when the same substances and apparatus

were used, except tliat the ice was fixed at the bottom of

the watei-, several hours elapsed, and yet the ice was not

completely thawed. To render the operation still more
striliing, it was so managed that water was made to boil in

the upper part of a cylindrical vessel, while the lower part

remained full of ice. Ensaijs, vol. ii. p. 241, et seg.

We have already mentioned the experiments in which it

was found that heat passed less readily through solids, when
they were of a spongy or poious texture, than through those

thai were more dense and compact. The same kind of ef-

fect was found by Rumford to take place in fluids when
substances were mixed with them, which, by their viscidi-

ty, or other analogous property, would prevent the motion

of their panicles, and thus put a stop to the circulation,

which we have described as conveying the heat through

their different portions. He compared the time which was
necessary for a quantity of pure water to change its tem-

perature, by a certain number of degrees, with the same
bulk of water when mixed with down or with starcli ; and he

found the times to be as the numbers 6, 9^, and II. He
afterwards went on to shew, that, by increasing the quanti-

ty of matter in the fluid, the difficulty of the passage of heat

through it was proportionally increased, -j'oth part of its

weight of down added to water produced a retardation

equal to 75, while J^th of the same substance produced an

effect equal to 95 : {Essays, vol. ii. p. 221. et ser/.) The
general principle, therefore, appears to be fully establish-

ed, that fluids transmit heat, or suffer it to pass among
their parts, in a different way from that in which heal is

transmitted through solids, not by its being given off from
one particle and received by anothei-, but by all the parti-

cles coming successively to the source of caloric, and indi-

vidually receiving it from the heating body. Whatever
impedes the intestine motions of the fluid, and prevents

this circulation of its particles from taking place, stops the

passage of heal through it, and confines its effect to the

portion which first received it.

The facts brought forward by Rumford may be consider-

ed as very decisively proving the general principle ; but it

has still been questioned, whether there is in fluids that

absolute and complete non-conducting power which he at-

tributes to them. Some experiments to prove that they

really possess a small degree of a proper conducting pow-
er, have been performed by Dr Hope, Mr Nicholson, Mr
Murray, Dr Thomson, and Mr Dalton. Their plan was to

communicate heat to fluids in a direction different from that

in which the supposed currents would act, as by applying

it to the upper surface, and by their using every precau-

tion to prevent its being carried downwards by the sides of

the vessel containing the fluid, or by any other counteract-

ing cause. The experiments appear, upon the wl.ole, to

prove their position, and thus to modify the conclusions of

Rumford ; but perhaps in all of them there may still be
some sources of inaccuracy, which it is very difficult to

guard against. The process of Mr Murray appears, upon
the whole, lo be the most unexceptionable. He formed a

hollow cylinder of ice, which served as a vessel in which to

contain the subject of his experiment ; for ice, as long as

it remains unmelted, being a perfect non-conductor of heat,

the objection must be removed, which depends upon the

conducting power of the vessel itself. The other arrange-

ments made by Mr Murray were very ingenious, and ap-

pear to be well adapted for preventing the passage of heat

in any manner except through the actual fluid ; yet heat

seemed to be certainly transniittcd from liic upper surface
to the lower part, so as to afloct a thermometer fixed near
the bottom : (Nicholson's yourna/, vol. i. p. -121.) If, then,
we are brought to conclude, that fluids possess some de-
gree of conducting power, it next remains for us to inquire,
what is the relative degree in which it exists in different
kinds of fluids? This, however, is a question, v-iiiich it is

impossible for us to answer with any accuracy ; because
we have no correct means of learning how far the commu-
nication of heat to them depends upon their proper conduct-
ing power, and how far upon the motion between their par-
ticles. It may be inferred, from some experiments of Rum-
ford's, that mercury is a better conductor of heat than oil

or water ; and this might be expected to be the case. It

is natural to suppose that mercury, so far as it is a fluid

substance, conveys caloric, by internal motions among its

particles, like other fluids, yet that it still retains its me-
tallic property, and may conduct it from particle to par-
ticle.

The subject of the conducting power of liquids has very
recently been investigated by Dr Brewster, who has re-

moved every doubt that could remain respecting the exist-

ence of this property in fluid bodies, and has pointed out a
simple method, by which the conducting power of all trans-

parent fluids may be rendered visible to the eye, and easily

measured, without the aid even of a thermometer. The
apparatus by which these experiments were made is shewn
in Plate CCLXXXIX. Fig. 8. where ABCD is a tin ves-

sel about a foot long, having two openings E, F, in which
two pieces of parallel glass are firmly cemented. A heat-

ed iron GH is suspended by a wire LM, and a stand RT,
having a small circular aperture P, about one-eighth of an
inch in diameter, is placed very near the plate of glass F,
so as to be seen distinctly by an eye at E. This aperture is

capable of being raised and depressed by a finger screw S.

The vessel is now filled with water, or any other fluid, near-
ly to the top, and the eye being placed at E, and the aper-
ture P raised so as to be seen thiough the upper stratum
of fluid, it will appear of a perfectly circular form. Let the
heated iron be now suspended, as in the Figure. In a few
seconds the upper stratum of fluid will expand, as the heat
penetrates the mass, and the circular aperture will have
an elliptical form, as shewn at a. Fig. 9. By depressing
the aperture P, so as to allow the rays which diverge from
it to traverse the fluid strata at different depths, the aper-
ture will have the appearance shewn at 6, c, becoming per-
fectly circular at the point c, to which the heat has advanced.
These appearances are the necessary consequence of the

propagation of the heat downwards, which diminishes the
density, and consequently the refracting power of the up-
per strata. A very curious phenomenon now takes place
upon removing the hot iron GH. The uppermost stratum
m 71, Fig. 9. which was formerly the hottest and the least

dense, now gives out its heat to the superincumbent air,

and to a certain depth c, Fig. 10. the fluid diminishes in

density, while from c to_/" its density increases. If, in this

situation, we again examine the circular aperture, it will

be found to be extremely elliptical at a. Fig. 10. having its

larger axis horizontal. The elliplicity will gradually di-

minish towards c, where its form will be circular, and be-

low c it will again become elliptical, the larger axis of the

ellipse being now in a vertical direction. In these experi-

ments the heat propagated down the sides of the vessel pro-

duced no effect, and if it had produced any, it could have
been easily distinguished from that which was occasioned

immediately below the hot iron.

Now, as all these changes are capable of being accurately

measured by a micrometer, we are furnished with the

means, not only of ascertaining the relative conducting pow-
Nn 2
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ei-sofall transparent bodies, but also of detcnniniu^ the

curve of densily, whether tlie variation of refractive power

is produced by heat, by pressure, orl>y the mutual penetra-

tion of two different fluids. The optical properties which

were developed during these experiments, will be explain-

ed in our article Optics. Similar results may be obtained

in a manner very different, but equally satisfactory. Let

AB, Fig. 10. No. 2. be a vessel having a plate of annealed

glass, whose section is MN, placed horizontally near the

surface m n of the fluid, and supported by a glass pillar P.

When this vessel is properly exposed to polarised light,

no appearance will be seen through the edges MN of the

glass ; but if a heated iron is suspended, as in Fig. 8. the

descent of the heat towards the surface MN, and its pro-

pagation through the glass plate, will be marked by bcauti-

Kil fringes of light parallel to MN. Hence we have an-

other method, and a very direct one, of measuring the con-

ducting /lowers cither of transfiarent or opaque bodies, by

the Chromatic thermometer. See Glass, Thermome-
ter; and the P/iit. Trans. 1816. p. )08.

We have but few remarks to make on the manner in

which heat is transmitted through gases. I''rom their pliy-

sical constitution, especially from the facility wLtli which
their particles move among each other, we might infer that

heat would be conveyed through them, more in the way
that it is through fluids, by the action of currents, than from

particle to particle, as in solids. We know also that air,

like liquids, is expanded by heat, and that this expansion

causes it to become specifically lighter, and thus forms

ascending currents of warm, and descending currents of

.•:old air. Rumford endeavoured to prove by cxpeiimcnt,

that the passage of heat through air was entirely brought

about by these currents, and that it was in itself a perfect

non-conductor. (^Essai/s, \o].\i. p. 4\Q. et se</.) But his ex-

periments, and the reasoning founded upon them, although

ingenious, do not decisively prove the point ; they only go

so far as to show, that whatever impedes the motion of the

air, retards its heating and cooling, and that the communi-
cation of heat to air is, in part at least, effected by the same
means as it is in fluids. Berthollct has indeed advanced

some considerations in favour of an opinion the very oppo-

site to that of Rumford's, that air is a good conductor of

lieat, (Stat. Chim. torn. i. p. 467,) but they cannot be con-

sidered very decisive, and, in short, the question must be

lEgarded as one which is still open to further discussion.

Before we conclude the subject of the properties of heat,

we must make a few remarks upon the cooling of bodies.

This process depends upon the combination of a variety of

circumstances ;
partly upon the tendency to radiation, part-

ly upon the conducting power of the substances in contact

with the body to be cooled, and partly upon the presence

of those currents, which we have described as existing in

fluids and gases. Professor Leslie, in the course of his re-

searches, to which we have so often alluded, made some
experiments on the cooling of water contained in vessels

that had differently radiating surfaces. He found that a

globe of polished metal, when filled with boiling water,

cooled to a certain degree in 155 minutes, while under the

same circumstances, except that the globe was coated with

lamp black, the water required only lialf that time for cool-

ing. In this experiment, however, the cooling depends
partly upon radiation, and partly upon the conducting pow-
er of the substance of which the vessel is formed ; and Pro-

fessor Leslie attempted to estimate the relative effect of

these two operations. From previous trials, he knew what
quantity of heat would have been abstracted by radiation

alone ; and thus it was easy to calculate what portion of the

heat was removed by radiation, and what by the conducting

power of the vessel. The general result is, that the effect

of radiation is more powerful than that arising from the
conducting power ; for the lamp black, which is known to
be a bad conductor, increases the cooling of the water by
augmenting the radiation. As might be predicted, from
what has been already related, when the globe was im-
mersed in water, the cooling went on at the same rate,

whether the surface was clean, or was covered with the
black paint. In this case the process depended entirely on
the internal currents that were formed in the water, while
the surface of the vessel has no eftect upon it. Inr/uiry, p.
268. 316.

Both Professor Leslie and Count Rumford performed a
number of experiments, similar to tiio one mentioned above,
on the action of the surfaces of vessels in promoting or re-

tarding the escape of heat from bodies contained in them.
We arrive at many conclusions which are singular and im-
portant ; but they so obviously follow from the facts which
have been already noticed respecting the radiation of heat,

that it will not be necessary to dwell very long u|5or>them.
In Professor Leslie's experiments, it was always found that

the cooling of water in metallic vessels was accelerated by
coaling the vessel with paper, paint, isinglass, or other
similar substance ; and while the coating was comparative-
ly thin, this acceleration appeared to be in proportion to its

thickness. So that although in these cases the conducting
power must have been ','ijurcd, yet this defect was more than
counteracted by an increase of radiation. It can, however,
scarcely be doubted, that were we to go beyond a certain

limit, we should find, that, by augmenting the thickness of
the coating, the diminution of the conducting faculty would
prevail over any advantage which might be derived from
the increase of the radiating power. There are several
reasons which induce us to suppose that this latter quality

is effected principally by the nature of the surface, while
the conducting power must depend equally upon the na-
ture of the substance through its whole thickness. It does
not appear that any experiments have yet been performed,
by wiiich we can learn in what point this balance of power
exists. Rumford's general conclusions entirely coincide
with Professor Leslie's. He found that the same metallic

cylinder, which, when filled with water, required 55 minutes
to cool through a certain number of degrees, required only
43 minutes when covered with a layer of glue, 36 when
covered with linen, and 34 when co.Tted with a varnish of
lamp black. P/iil. Trans. 1804, p. 90.

When bodies are surrounded either by a fluid or by air

during their cooling, the rate of the process will be consi-

derably affected by the motions that take place among the

particles of the investing medium. The action of a current

of air in promoting refrigeration is too well known to re-

quire illustration ; and this must evidently be an effect en-

tirely independent of radiation, and in a great degree, at

least of the conducting power of the air. Without decid-

ing the question, whether air be an absolute non-conductor,

it is rendered probable, both from circuinstances that fall

under daily observation, as well as from the direct experi-

ments of Rumford and others, that air is not a good con-

ductor of heat, and that one of the most effectual methods
of retaining the temperature of a body, is to surround it

with a stratum of air, so confined, that no internal motion
can take place among its particles.

Hitherto heat has appeared only as a simple substance,

capable of being communicated through the parts of solicl

bodies with different degrees of velocity, according to their

conducting power ; the presence of the heat being in every

case marked by an expansion of the solid body corresponding

with the temperature. These news, however, though uni-

versally received both among chemists and natural philo-

sophers, have been completely disproved by some recent
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expeiiments made by Dr Brewster on the propagation of

heat along glass, obsidian, scmiopal, muriate of Soda, iluor

spar, alum, gum coj)aI, rosin, horn, amber, tortoise shell,

and other substances. \Ve shall endeavour to Jay before

our readers as brief and perspicuous an account as we can

of the new properties of heat whicli were discovered in the

course of these experiments, witliout anticipating any of

tlie phenomena, which more properly belong to the subject

of optics.

Let a plate of glass, ABDC, (Plate CCLXXXIX. Fig.

1.) having MN (Fig. 2 ) for its section, be placed with its

edge CHD upon a hot iron, or be in any May exposed to a

source of heat. The heat will be slowly communicated
through the substance of the glass in tlie direction HGFE,
and when the heat has reached F,, the temperature will be

greatest at H, diminishing gradually towards E. The glass

will, therefore, according to the common doctrine, be in a

state of expansion, as shewn in Fig. 3. being most dilated

at H, and least dilated at E. The case, however, is very

diPTerent. When the heat has entered the glass at the edge
CD, the parts of the glass between the edge and the dark
line at G are in a stale of expansion, diminishing towards
G, and at the same instant the parts of tlie glass between
E and F are thrown into a similar state of expansion, while

the intermediate portions between F and G arc thrown into

a state of contraction, the lines AFB and CGD being tiie

limits between the contracted and expanded portions, wliere

the glass has suffered no mechanical change. These op-

posite effects, which are shewn in Fig. 4. are distinctly pro-

duced before the heat has reached the point F. When the

height of the glass plate HE is very small, EF is equal to

HG, and the contractions and expansions are almost simul-

taneously produced : but when IIF is two or more inches,

EF is always much greater than HG, and the expansion
between E and F is less distinctly seen, being spread over
a greater space. I'rom these results it follows,

1. That heat, in passing along a plate of glass, ex/ia^ids

a fiart of the glass, nvherc the heat does not exist in a sensible

state.

2. That the \\cz\.s.\i,o contracts an adjacent fiortion of the

glass, where it does riot exist in a sensible state.

3. That the heat contracts a fiart of the glass, ivhere it

does exist in a sensible state.

4. That the heat expands an adjacent /lorlion ofthe glass,
where it does exist in a sensible state.

If the plate of glass ABDC, instead of being heated, is

brought to an uniform temperature by immersion in boil-

ing water, and is then allowed to cool in the air, all the ef-

fects, which we have described, are exactly reversed dur-

ing cooling, as shewn in Fig. 5. the parts of the glass which
were formerly contracted being now expanded, and vice

versa.

If the expansion between H and G is either increased or

diminished by a variation in the source of heat, the other

expanded aiid contracted portions sufl'er a similar change;
so that tlieie mu^i always be an equilibrium among the

forces, by which these opposite mechanical states are pro-

duced.

Let the plate of glass ABDC, Fig. 6. be cut with a dia-

mond through its centre O, by a line MN, but not separat-

ed into two parts, and in this state let it be placed with its

edge CHD on a hot iron, as before. It will now exhibit the

very same phenomena as those which we have already de-

scribeo, just as if it had never been touched with the dia-

mond. \Vicen it is in this state of conti-action in the mid-
dle, and of cxpansiL^n at the edges, let it be suddenly broken
through at the line IVION, and it will be found that each of

its h.ilves ABNM, IVINDC, Fig. 6. are thrown into the

same state of comraciion and expansion as when the plate

was unbroken. Between E and/, g and O, O and/', 5^ and
II, the glass will be expanded, while between/ and 5- and
/'apd^-' it will be contracted, as shewn in Fig. 7.

Hence, it is obvious, that the contraction and expansiort,
or rather the phenomena by which they are indicated, are
produced by some lluid, which is decomposed by heat into
two fluids possessed of opposite polarity, in the same man-
ner as the electric fluid of the tourmaline is decomposed by
the action of heat, or the magnetic fluid of a piece of iron
by the action of a loadstone. All the phenomena, Indeed,
which are exhibited duriiig the passage of heat through a
plate of glass, are precisely the same as the phenomena
which take place in the communication of magnetical and
electrical polarity ; and if we admit the existence of two
fluids as the agents by which the phenomena of electricity

and magnetism are produced, we are compelled to make
the same admission in the case of the propagation of heat
along glass. It is not unlikely that the phenomena may be
produced by the mutual action of free and latent heat. In
our article Optics we shall have occasion to resume this

subject at great length, and to give drawings and descrip-
tions of the various optical phenomena which are produced
by the singular state, into which glass and other bodies are
thrown during the propagation of heat through their sub-
stance. Those who wish for full information on this sub-
ject may consult thePhilosophical Transactions for 1816,

parti, p. 46— 114, and 156— 179.

SECT. IL

The Effects of Heat.

We now arrive at the second of the great divisions into

which we proposed to ariange our materials, the effects of
heat. The principal of these are four. 1. Temperature,
or the production of the sensation of heat ; 2. Expansion,
or the simple augmentation of the bulk of a body, without

altering its condition ; 3. A change in the physical state of

a body, by which a solid is converted into a fluid, and a fluid

into a gas; and, 4. Ignition, or the operation of heat, by
which a body is rendered luminous.

I. Temperature is often used rather as a generic term,

applicable to all the phenomena that bear a relation to heat,

than as a specific term, proper to designate any one of them
in particular. It is, however, not unfrequently used to ex-

press the power of exciting the sensation of heat, or the ef-

fect which it produces on the animal body ; and there seems
to be some propriety in establishing this restriction, be-

cause the word heat, which might otherwise be employed,

as we have already remarked, is liable to the objection of

being sometimes used to express the cause, and at other

times the eff'ect. The temperature of a body varies accord-

ing to the quantity of heat which it contains, and may be said

to be in the direct ratio of this quantity, although the indica-

tion of temperature, which we derive from the sensations,

is much too vague to enable us to lay down an exact scale

of admeasurement. This proportion of efl'ect, however,

only ap.plies to the same body, or to those of a similar kind ;

for it has been found that the same quantity of heat affects

the temperature of different bodies in very different de-

grees. These different effects depend partly upon the ca-

pacity of bodies for heat, and partly upon their conducting

power ; a point to which we have already referred in a for-

mer part of the article. The sensation of temperature is

also very much influenced by the state of the nervous sys-

tenii independent of the quantity of heat in the substance

exciting it. It is well known that, when the hand is cold,

a body that is applied to it will appear hot, when the same
body would excite the sensation of cold, had the hand been

previously exposed to a higher temperature. This sub-
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iect belongs more to physiology Hvaii to natural philosophy

in ffeneral ; we shall theiclore only reniai k, that we seem

always to compaie our present lecling^ wuh our lormcr

ones, and to refer our sensations, not to any nivariable stan-

dard, but to what we have felt just previous to the present

impression.
. ,

2. The effect of heat upon the sensations, although the

one which must have been first attended to, and that winch

constantly offers itself to our observation, is found to be so

inaccurate as a measure of its quantity, that we always have

recourse, for this purpose, to the second ot Us effects, which

we enumerated above, expansion. According to one ot the

characters of heat, which we have already described, that

of distributing itself cciually among bodies whenever two

substances are brought together, which differ in their tem-

perature, the one gives off a portion of its heat to the other,

and that which receives it becomes expanded, or has its

bulk increased in all its dimensions. This expansion con-

tinues as long as the body in question maintains its elevated

temperature ; but when the heat is withdrawn, it begins to

contract, and by degrees it acquires its former bulk. This

expansion occurs, with very few exceptions, in all bodies;

but it differs extremely in degree. It is by much the great-

est in aeriform fluids of all kinds. It is less in quantity,

although still considerable, in liquids ; while in solids, it is

so small as not to be perceived, except by the intervention

of an apparatus expressly contrived to render it visible. Not

only these general classes of bodies, but many of the indi-

vidual substances comprised under each of them, have very

different degrees of expansive power, which has been fre-

quently made the. subject of experiment.

The different gases have been submitted to numerous

trials, for the purpose of ascertaining their relative expan-

sion. Priestley paid a good deal of attention to the subject.

It was farther investigated by Roy, Monge, and Saussure ;

and lastly, with much apparent accuracy, by Guyton. {Ann.

Chim. t. i. p. 256. et. seq.) Their results, although vari-

ous, agreed in the main conclusion, that each of the gases

had a specific power of expansion peculiar to itself, and

which is uniform for each of the gases at the same tempe-

rature. But, notwithstanding the weight of these authori-

ties, a farther examination of the subject by Mr Dalton and

M. Gay-Lussac has led to an opposite conclusion, that all

the aeriform fluids sutler the same expansion from the same

addition of heat. Mr Dalton's experiments indicate, that

100 parts of any gas, in passing from the freezing to the

boiling point, increase to 137 parts, which is nearly j^-o f°''

each degree : {Manch. Alein. vol. v. p. 598.) M. Gay-Lus-
sac's experiments were published a short time subsequent

to those of Mr Dalton ; but being made without concert or

co-operation, they are to be regarded as equally original,

and they lead to conclusions so nearly similar, as to afford

the strongest evidence of their correctness. {Ann. Chim.

t. xliii. p. 137. et. .tey.) The source of error in the expe-

riments that had been performed, previous to those of Dal-

ton and Gay-Lussac, appears to have arisen from a quan-

tity of aqueous vapour that had been mixed with the gases.

See Expansion.
The expansion of liquors by heat differs, in many re-

spects, from that of gases ; it is less in amount, it varies

much in different fluids, and it is found not to be in ptopor-

tion to the quantity of caloric that is added to the heated

body. If we observe the effects produced upon mercury,

water, and alcohol, by the same addition of heat, and when
they are all at the temperature of 50°, we shall find it to be,

in the first of tht se fluids, equal to -jij of its volume, in the

second -j.^, and in the last tj'j. The comparative changes

in bulk are also found to vary for the same fluid at different

temperatures, contrary to what has been observed with re-

spect to aeriform bodies, the expansion proceeding, in 9

gradually increasing ratio, as the temperature advances.

Thus, at the temperature of 50', the expansion produced
by a single degree of heat is less than what would be pro-

duced by a single degree of heat at the temperature of 100'.

Many accurate experiments, of which we have given an ac-

count in our article Expansion, were perfoinied on this

subject by Deluc. He found, that in fluids the rate of ex-

pansion is frequently irregular near the two extremes of

freezing and boiling, and more equable in the middle of

the scale ; and hence he deduced a practical rule, tiiat those

fluids are the best adapted for measuring the degrees of

heat, which have the largest interval between the limits of

freezing and boiling. The general result of our examina-

tion of the expansive power of different fluids leads us to

conclude that it has no connexion with their density, but

it seems rather to be related to the quantity of heat neces-

sary to convert them into the gaseous state. Thus ether

is probably the most expansible, and mercury the least so,

of any fluids, because they possess respectively the lowest

and the highest boiling points. Recherchcs, t. i. p. 271, 31 1.

We have hitherto spoken of the expansion of fluids by

heat, and their consequent contraction by cold, as of a pro-

perty possessed by all bodies of this description ; but there

is one very remarkable exception to the general law, that

of water. Water, through a certain range of temperature,

like other fluids, experiences the usual augmentation of

bulk by an addition of heat ; but when it is cooled down to

about 40°, it seems to arrive at its maximum of density

;

and if the cooling process be farther continued, it begins

to expand, and continues its expansion until it arrives at its

freezing point, when it becomes solid. By employing cer-

tain precautions, particularly by avoiding every degree of

agitation, it will continue fluid for several degrees below

the usual point of congelation, and it still goes on increas-

ing in volume, until its actual solidification takes place.

When a water thermometer, therefore, stands at 50°, it is

impossible to know whether it be really at the temperature

of 50°, or at that of 30°, 18° above, or two degrees below,

its freezing point.

This anomaly, with respect to the expansion of water by
the abstraction of heat, was one of the discoveries of the

Florentine academicians, about the middle of the 17th cen-

tury ; but it was not much attended to, until it was again

brought into view by Deluc. He repeated the experi-

ment with more accuracy, and he attempted to ascertain

the exact degree at which the expansion commences. This

he fixed at 41°; and he farther discovered, that the expan-

sion is nearly equal when water is either heated, or cooled,

the same number of degrees above or below 41° : {Recher-

ches, t. i. p. 225.) Some circumstances, which were not

sufficiently attended to by Deluc, particularly the expan-

sion of the glass in which the water is contained, were after-

wards carefully noticed by Sir C. Blagden, and in conse-

quence of these corrections, he fixed the point of greatest

density at 39°. (P/iil. Trans. 1788, p. ]2S, et seq.) Le
Fevre-Gineau came to the same conclusion respecting this

anomaly in the expansive power of water, by a very differ-

ent process. He weighed a cylinder of copper in water at

various temperatures, and thus obtained the weight of a cy-

linder of water exactly equal to that of the metal which he

employed. The result of this process was to fix the maxi-

mum of the density of water at the 40th degree. Dr Hope
adopted another method of arriving at the same conclusion,

which we ha-e fully explained in our article Expansion.

Rumford has since performed a set of experiments upon

the same principle, and with ne.arly the same results. There

have been some objections made against these experiments,

although they appear so correct, and were so much varied;
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but, upon Ihe whole, we conceive llie conclusion to be

thoroughly established, that tiie greatest density of water

is at about 8 or 9 degrees above its freezing point. The
cause of this peculiarity with respect to water is involved

in considerable obscurity. It appears to be connected with

the increased space, which water, as well as many other

substances, occupy, when they assume the crystalline form;

and we may conjecture, that some tendency to this state

takes place in water before its actual occurrence. See Ex-
pansion.
The greater space which water occupies, when in tlie

state of ice, has been long observed, and has been madeihe
subject of some curious experiments, particularly by Ma-
jor Williams, who, during an intense frost at Quebec, actu

ally burst a cannon, by the freezing of only a comparatively
small quantity of water: (Edin. Trans, vol. ii. p. 23. et scq.)

When water is converted into the solid state, il forms spicu-

lar crystals, which cross each other at a determinate angle;

and thus interstices are left, which cause it to occupy
mere space. Dr Thomson found, that the specific gravity

of ice is to water at 60°, as 92 to 100; and hence we may
conceive the great force that will be exerted, when water
suddenly expands itself, so as to have its gravity diminish-

ed in the above ratio.

The expansion of solids, which we are now to consider,

is much less than that ot liquids. The same elevation of

temperature, which increases the volume of a gas from 100

to 137 parts, increases that of a liquid only to about 104 or

105 parts, while it adds to a solid not more that yJ^^ of its

bulk. A set of experiments on the expansion of metals

was performed by Smeaton, when he found, that, in passing

from the freezing to the boiling points of water, platina

was expanded from 100,000 to 100,087, gold from 100,000

to 100,094 parts, steel to 100,112 parts, copper to 100,170

parts, silver to 100,189 parts, tin to 100,288 parts, lead to

100 287 parts, and zinc to 100,296 parts: {Phil. Trans. 1754,

p. 612 ) It appears that the densest metals are generally

the least expansible ; but this proportion does not univer-

sally obtain.

The expansion of glass, which is a point of great import-
ance to ascertain, as affecting the result of many other ex-

periments, was made the subject of careful examination by

Deluc. Supposing its bulk at 32° to be 100,000, at 212°

it was found equal to 100,083, an expansion nearly the

same with that of platina. From this estimate we learn that

glass is expanded about -j^^yoQ- of its bulk by one degree
of heat, and the expansion seems to be nearly uniform, for

the same degree of heat, through the different parts of the

scale. This equal augmentation of bulk, by equal incre-

,ments of heat, is supposed to prevail generally in solids

;

but, from the minuteness of the effect, it is less easy to as-

certain this point, than with respect to gases and liquids.

Several of the metals expand at the time they are con-

verted from the fluid to the solid form ; and this, as is the

case with water, seems to depend upon the occurrence of a

kind of crystallization, or regular arrangement of their par-

ticles. This is said to be particularly the case with respect

to iron, and is the reason why we are able to take such ac-

curate casts, when the melted metal is poured into moulds.

It must, however, be observed, that the increase of bulk,

Avhich either water or melted metals acquire when they be-

come solid, is no exception to the general law of expan-

sion ; for this applies solely to bodies as long as they retain

the same state. The only anomaly, therefore, is the expan-

sion of water while it remains fluid.

It is upon the expansive power which heat exercises over
bodies that the thermometer is constructed ; an instru-

ment, as its name imports, employed for the purpose of

measuring the degree of heat, or temperature of substances,

to which It IS applied, and which, considered in all its re-
lalions, may i)erlj;ips be regarded as the most useful agent
in philoaopliical researches of which we are in possession.
It appears to have been invented by Santorio, the celebrated
Italian physician, who devoted so mud] of his attention to
what has been called statical medicine. His instrument de-
pended upon tlie expansive power oi' the air, and consisted
of a tube, with a bulb of considerable size, the lower end of
the tube being left open, and 'bting plunged into a fluid,
which was suffered to rise to a certain degree into the tube.
As the air in the globe was expanded or contracted by the
addition or subtraction of heat, it is obvious that the fluid
would sink or rise in the tube, and thus mark the degree of
heat, 'i'he Florentine academicians had the merit of con-
siderably improving the apparatus of Santorio, by substi-
tuting alcohol for air, and by confining it in a tube nearly
similar to the one now in use. Halley is said to have been
the first who employed mercury, and Newton made the
very important improvement of forming a regular scale, by
which the observations might be recorded and compared
together. It is, however, to Hooke that we are indebted
for what may be regarded as a still greater improvement,
viz. the formation of fixed points in the scale, by which, at
all times and in all cases, thermometrical observations
might be compared together, and be, as it were, all referred
to one invariable standard. He perceived that water be-
came solid always at the same temperature, and that, under
the same atmospherical pressure, the fluid always becomes
converted into vapour at the same degree of heat. Hence it

follows, that if we immerse a tube containing mercury first

into freezing, and afterwards into boiling water, we obtain
two stationary and invariable degrees or points in the scale,
which will bear the same relation to the temperature of
other bodies, whatever be the size of the instrument, or un-
der whatever circumstances the experiment is performed.
Having ascertained these points, the numbers which are
affixed to them, or the number of degrees into which we di-

vide the interval between them, is entirely arbitrary, and
comparatively unimportant.
The thermometric scale in general use in this country

was formed by Fahrenheit, in which the cypher or zero is

supposed to be indicated by a mixture of common salt and
pounded ice. The freezing point of water is fixed at 32°,
and the boiling point at 212°, so that the interval between
the freezing and boiling of water comprehends 180°. In
France, before the Revolution, the thermometer of Reau-
mur was generally employed. Here the freezing of water
is the zero, or the commencement of the scale, and boiling
water is assumed as the 80th degree. Since the Revolu-
tion, the centigrade scale is employed, which had been
previously adopted by Celsius, a Swedish philosopher.
Here freezing water is marked 0°, and boiling water 100°.

Perhaps none of them are without considerable objections.
Fahrenheit and Reaumur's scale are completely arbitrary;

while the centigrade has its degrees too large for many
purposes, and it has also the defect of beginning too high,
so that we have very frequent occasion to employ the terms
4- and— , which may lead to confusion. Of the three, that

of Fahrenheit is certainly the best ; both because it is, in a
great measure, free from this last objection, and because
the degrees are not too large. Nor is it of much conse-
quence that the commencement and termination are so en-
tirely arbitrary ; for when we are once accustomed to it,

the mind refers to it as a term of comparison, without ever
considering the reason for fixing upon the numbers that are

employed.
The fluids employed in the formation of thermometers

are either mercury or alcohol. Where we wish to ascer-

tain very low temperatures, the latter is preferable, because
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it cannot be frozen but by the most intense coUl, sec

Coi.D, whereas mercury becomes solid at — 39". But

for every other purpose, mercury has a tlecitlcd advan-

tage, lis expansions from the same additions of heat

are more uniform ; it is also more sensil)lc to slight varia-

tions of temperature ; and its boiling point is so elevated,

that it possesses a range in the upper part ot thc^ scale,

which is applicable to most practical purposes. Except,

therefore, for measuring very low temperatures, mercury

is now always preferred. See Theumometer.
A great deal of attention has been paid to the cpicstion,

whether mercury, or any other fluid used for iherniomctri-

cal instruments, was an exact measure of the additions of

heat? whether the expansion was the same, by adding a

certain quantity of heat at the lowt r as in the higher part

of the scale? The experiments of Dcluc on tliis point are

regarded as the most correct. He observed the height to

which the mercury rose in the lube, by immersing it in

two equal portions of water, at temperatures (ionsiderably

difTerent from each other; then he mixed the two portions

of fluid together, and examined whether the thermometer

indicated the mean between the two. The result of Dc-

luc's investigation was, that no fluid is an exact measure
of temperature ; but that, in all cases, the augmentation of

bulk is in a greater ratio than the actual addition of heat.

Mercury appeared to be the most unifurm ; but even in

this iluid, the teni))erature of a mixture of two portions, one

at the freeziiig, and the other at the boiling point, was 2].°

less than the mean. The real temperature in this case is

122°, but, according to the common graduation, the ther-

mometer stands at 124^°, [liec/ierc/ies, t. i. p 311.) Hence,
in order to obtain a precise measure of the increments of

heat, we ought to have a thermometer so graduated as to

allow for this deviation ; and although we are not aware that

any instruments have been constructed upon this principle,

yet tables have been calculated by which a proper scale

might be very easily formed.

The thermometer, however, in its most improved form,

is only applicable to a range of temperature below that at

which mercury boils; and although this includes most cases

that usually fall under our observation, yet we have not un-

frequently occasion to measure much higherdegrecs ol heat.

Newton attempted to accomplish this point, vithout any

apparatus directly adapted to the purpose, by a species of

computation. He ascertained the rate at which bodies cool,

compared to the heat of the surrounding medium, at tem-
peratures within the reach of the thermometer, and he then

extended the same ratio to the higher degrees of heat. By
this very ingenious method he discovered the temperature
of red hot iron, and the melting point of many of the me-
tals, with a considf rable degree of precision. Since his

time, different instruments, called pyrometers, have been
invented, of which the most valuable, and that which has

come into the most general use, was invented by Wedge-
wood. In the course of his experimenls on the manufac-
ture of earthen ware, he perceived that the different kinds

of earths, called clays, into the composition of wiiich a large

quantity of alumine enters, had the remarkable property of
contracting by exposure to a great heat, and likewise that

this contraction was in proportion to the degree of heat em-
ployed. When the clay has once contracted, its bulk re-

mains permanently diminished, so that by applying it to a
gauge, previously graduated for the purpose, we can as-

certain to what degree of heat the piece of clay in question
has been exposed. The gauge by which the contraction of the
clay is ascertained, consists of two straight pieces of brass,

fixed on a brass plate in such a manner that they are nearer
together at one end than at the other ; and thus the more
the clay has been contracted, the farther will it slip between

the brass bars. Wedgcwood then proceeded to examine
the relation between his ))yrometcr and tlie common mer-
curial tlicrmoineler, and he determined that tlie 0" of his

scale was eciuivalent to the 1077° of Fahrenheit's, were it

so far extended. The degrees, tiie size of whicli was arbi-

trary, were each of them equal to 130° of Fahrenheit's;

and the highest icmperatiue which he actually measured
was 160° of his pyrometer, corresponding to above 21 800"

of Fahrenheit, which was found to be the tempcrdlure of a
particular air furnace which he employed in his experi-

ments : [P/iil. Trans. 1782, p. 305, f/ «er/.) This pyrometer
has generally been regarded as u very valuable addition to

our philosophical apparatus; but there is one circumstance
which unfurtunutely much impairs its usi—ihe difficulty of

procuring the same kind of clay on which Wedgewood
operated for the lest pieces, as the mass winch he original-

ly employed is exhausted ; and it does not appear cer-

tain, whether the imitation of it that has been since prepar-

ed, is possessed of precisely the same physical properties.

See Che.mistuy,
Several other pyiometers have been invented, depending

upon different principles, and possessing diflcrent degrees
of accuracy. Muschenbroek, Ferguson, Fllicot, and Smea-
ton, have all exercised tlieir ingenuity upon this point;

but the only apparatus which we shall farther notice is

that ot Gujton. In tliis instrument along rod of platina is

fixed in an horizontal groove, formed in a mass of clay

that had been hardened by exposure to a strong heat; one
end of the rod extends beyond the gryove, and presses

against another rod of platina, which acts as a lever ; its

longer arm being extended, so as to form an index, which
moves upon a graduated arc. As the rod is more or less

expanded by the heat, the index is carried along the scale,

and serves lo pbiut out very minute variations in the bulk
of the metal : (ylnn. Cldrn. tom. xlvi. p. 276.) We are not

certain whether this instrument has ever been employed in

England; but it appears to possess many advantages as
an accurate measure of high temperatures. See Pvuo-
METER.

3. We now arrive at the tliird of ihe effects of heat, the
change which it produces in the state of bodies, convert-
ing, according to circumstances, a solid into a liquid, or a

liquid into an aeriform fluid. The effect of caloiic, which
we last described, consists in introducing a portion of heat
between the particles of bodies, by winch they are, to a
certain extent, separated from each other, so as to experi-
ence an increase of bulk, without having their cohesion
materially impaired. II, however, the addition of heat be
continued beyond a certain limit, the particles are removed
still farther from each other, until at length they are so far
separated, as to lose their cohesive power, and to become*
easily movable among themselves in all directions. By
this change of form, the substance in question undergoes
a complete alteration in its physical properties, and not un-
frequently in its chemical action upon other bodies. The
effect is produced by destroying the balance between the
expansive power of heat, and the force of attraction

:

the tormer tending to remove the particles of bodies to a
distance from each other, the latter to retain them in close
contact. But although the attractive force is conceived to

be very much weakened in bodies when they assume the
fluid state, it is not entirely destroyed, but is still exerted
will, considerable energy.

It is also to be remarked, that after a solid has received
an adiUtion of heat, so as to convert it into a fluid, a still

farther quantity of heat may be given to it, which has the
simple effect of expansion. If, however, we continue to

increase the quantity of heat after the expansion has ad-
vanced to a certain length, the body again assumes a new
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form, and becomes a gas ; and it now, as before, after this

third change, by addiiijj still more heat, suffers merely an

expansion in its volume. But the expansion in these three

cases, as has been already observed, differs considerably in

its degree, being small in the first instance, greater in the

second and much more so in the last. This peculiar quali-

ty of assuming the different states of solidity, liquidity, and

elastic fluidity, may be considered as a property common
to all liinds of matter; for it would appear, that if we had

the power of producing, at pleasure, temperatures suffi-

ciently high and sufficiently low, every substance that usu-

ally appears under the solid form might be vaporized, and
every substance that usually appears as a vapour might be

rendered solid. When we speak, therefore, of any body be-

ing naturally in the solid, or naturally in the liquid state, we
mean no more than that, under the ordinary temperature of

the atmosphere, or under the circumstances in which it

commonly presents itself to our notice, it is solid or fluid.

There is, indeed, another obstacle to altering the state

of bodies, besides the difficulty of procuring very high or

very low temperatures, that by a great addition or subtrac-

tion of heat, their chemical constitution is affected, and they

are either decomposed, or are disposed to enter into new
combinations. Organised substances in general, both of

animal and vegetable origin, when subjected to high tem-
peratures, are converted into their ultimate elements; and,

on the contrary, in some cases, a great reduction of tem-
perature causes the constituent parts of certain bodies

to separate from each other, before they are brought into

the solid form. These, however, are to be regarded rather

as incidental circumstances, interfering with particular

operations, than as any fundamental exceptions to the ge-
neral law that has been laid down. It would appear from
the experiments of Sir James Hall, that many of these ap-

parent exceptions may be brought under the general rule,

merely by employing strong pressure or other mechanical
means. Thus it has been supposed impossible to melt the

carbonate of lime, because at an elevated temperature the
carbonic acid escaped in the form of gas ; but when the sub-
stance was subjected to strong compression, so as to prevent
this escape of gas, the fusion was easily accomplished.
The suddenness of the change which occurs when the

body rectives so much heat as to convert it into the liquid

state, shews that some other circumstance takes place be-

sides the mere addition of caloric. And the same remark
applies to vaporization; for here again no indication of the
change of stale can be observed, until the actual change
occurs in its full extent. Tliis point we shall soon consider
more at lengih ; but, in the mean time, before we quit the
subject of the change of bodies from the solid to the liquid

forn>, we must offer a few observations upon some pheno-
mena that occur when we reverse the operation, and con-
vert them from the liquid to the solid state. All bodies
that undergo this change, without having their cliemical

constitution materially altered, have a fixed point at which
thty are said to freeze, congeal, or become solid ; and ex-
cept under certiiin circunistvinces, this point is invariably

the same. Tiiis is so much the case with respect to water,

that the freezing point of this fluid has been employed as

one of the fixnl degrees which regulate the graduation of
the whole scale.

It is, however, possible, by certain management, to cool
water several degrees below its freezing point, without
rendering it solid; accordinir to the experiments of Mr
Dalton, as low as 5°, or 27° below the usual point of
congelation. In order to succeed in giving water tliis

Mnusuul degree of cold, without converting it into ice, it is

nen ssjry thut it be kept in a slate of the most complete
rest : for the least agitation either prevents it from falling

Vol. X. Pakt I.

lower than 32°, or if it be brought down below this point,

it instantly begins to freeze, and the fluid part rises to 32°.

Black found that by carefully boiling the water, so as to

expel from it all the air which is generally dissolved in it,

it was less easy to reduce the temperature below the ordi-
nary degree ; and Blagden discovered, that when water is

thus artificially cooled, no circumstance had more effect in

producing its sudden congelation, than introducing into it a
small particle of ice. Hence, when the freezing of water
has once commenced, it proceeds with so much rapidity in

these experiments; and it may perhaps also in some mea-
sure, account for the, effect which water confined in close
vessels has in bursting the vessel when it freezes. In these
cases the fluid may probably descend some degrees below
the usual freezing point, before the congelation commences;
a slight agitation, or other incidental circumstance, then
causes the freezing to commence, and the first spi-

culaE of ice that are formed tend to convert the remaining
part of the water into the solid state s" rapidly, as to pro-
duce a greater expansion, than if the particles had arrang-
ed themselves more quietly in the crystalline form.
The effect of a continued addition of heal to a liquid

is, as we have remarked above, to convert the liquid into
the state of vapour. This, like the former, is a sudden
change, and, like it, is attended with a complete alteration
in the physical properties of the substance so changed. A
certain portion of caloric added to a body, insinuates itself

among the particles, and places them so far from each other,
as to diminish the attraction which unites them into the so-
lid form, v/ithout, however, entirely destroying their ag-
gregation ; while a larger portion removes them to a still

greater distance, and seems as if it entirely placed them
beyond the reach of their mutual attraction. The most ob-
vious property of the body, when in this vaporized state,

is its power of expanding itself in an indefinite degree,
until its particles be brought nearer together by an exter-
nal compressing force. If this external force be remov-
ed, it quickly regains its former dimensions ; and hence we
regard it as a body possessed of a perfect degree of elas-

ticity. It is upon the elastic power which different substan-
ces possess, when they are converted by heat mto the gase-

ous or aeriform state, that many of the most important
operations, both in art and nature, are brought about. The
force which different bodies exercise when they are reduced
into the gaseous state, and are at the same time subjected
to strong pressure, is almost inconceivable ; it is, in short,

unlimited in its extent, and may be so managed as to pro-

duce any assignable degree of effect. Notwithstanding,
however, the expansive power which bodies exercise dur-
ing their conversion from the fluid to the gaseous form

;

yet when they are finally brought into this state, they are

compressible. Thus, although the conversion of water
into an aeriform fluid is capable of generating an almost
immense degree of mechanical power, in consequence of
the greater space which it then occupies, a power of which
we take advantage in the steam engine, yet the vapour,
when once produced, may be easily compressed into a less

bulk, by the weight of a comparatively small quantity of
mercury. Farther increments of heat, when added to the

gas, only serve to produce a corresponding increase of its

bulk; and this increase, as we have already remarked, is

equable for the same quantity of heat, and is likewise simi-

lar in all the different gaseous bodies.

The point of vaporization, like that of solidification, differs

for almost every kind of liquid. There are some bodies

that always appear in the state of gas when not combined
with other substances, and no degree of cold which has yet

been applied to them has been able to deprive them of their

elastic fluidity. Yet from analogy we conclude, that these

O o
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bodies have nothing in their nature essentially difTcrent

from those which we observe to assume either the liquid

or tlie gaseous state, according to the temperature in which

they are placed ; and we conceive, that, had wc the power

of employing a degree of cold sufficiently intense, they

might be rendered liquid, or even solid. Ether has the

lowest and mercury the bighest vapour points of any liquids

with which we are acquainted. If we were always im-

mersed in a temperature above that at which ether boils,

we should never see it in a iluid state ; and if we had not

been able to produce a temperature above 670°, at which

mercury boils, we should have had no conception of this

substance being reducible into the state of a vapour. The
terms fixed and volatile^ like solid and liijuid, are therefore

to be regarded as merely relative, and as not indicating the

absolute quality of the bodies, but pointing out the forms

under which they usually present themselves to our notice.

But although we regard this as the most correct view of

Ihe subject, yet many chemists of eminence have suppos-

ed that tliere is some essential or radical difference between
the two kinds of aeriform fluids, and have called them by
different names; to those that are easily reduced to the

liquid state, the term i;a/;o«r has been exclusively applied,

wiiile the others have been called gases, or permanently
elastic fluids. The discussion of this question belongs more
to chemistry, than to the immediate subject of this article;

but we shall farther remark concerning it, that when, by
the effect of chemical affinity, these gases are reduced to

the liquid or solid form, heat is extricated ; thus proving
that it entered into their constitution, and was necessary to

their existence.

An important circumstance connected with the conwr-

.

sion of liquids into the state of elastic fluidity, is, that it

is influenced by the degree of pressure to which the li-

quid is subjected. External pressure thus counteracts
the repulsive power of heat, and as it were keeps the par-
ticles in a state of forcible approximation. It follows, from
this order of things, that if we remove from the surface of
a liquid the whole or a part of the weight of the atmos-
phere, by placing it under the receiver of an air-pump, or
by ascending a high mountain, it boils at a lower tempe-
rature than under ordinary circumstances. Thus water,
which boils at 212° when the barometer stands at 30 inch-
es, boils at about 70° in vacuo; and on the top of Mount
Blanc, it was found by Saussure to boil at about 187°. As
the temperature at which different species of elastic
fluids are formed depends so much upon the pressure
which is applied to them ; so, after the gaseous state has
been assumed, the elastic force of the vapour varies a&cord-
ding to the degree of pressure under which it exists. Mr
Dalton has made this the subject of an extensive range
of experiments, in which he determines the height of the
the mercurial column which the vapour of water will sup-
poit at different temperatures. Thus if the vapour of
water be taken at the freezing and boiling points, and at
122°, whicii is intermediate between them, he found that the
colunm of mercury supported in these three cases was
equal to 0.2, 3.5, and 30 inches respectively. By making
a few experiments, and observing the ratio which the
numbers in these cases bore to each other, he constructed
a table containing every degree of heat, from 0° on Fah-
renheit's scale to 325°

; {Manc/i. Mem. vol. v. p. 559.)
Experiments of a similar kind have been performed in
France by M. Bottancour. As the boiling point of liquids
is lowered or raised, according as the atmospherical pres-
sure upon them is diminished or increased, it has been
found, that if the pressure be augmented in a very great de-
gree, as is the case when water is inclosed in Papin's di-
gester, it is capable of receiving a much higher tempe-

pcratUKe than what it can maintain under other circumr
stances. Water has, in this way, been heated 2uO° or

300' beyond its usual boiling polnX ; and it has then acquir-

red the power of dissolving many substances, over which
it has no action in its ordinary state.

It is upon the property which liquids possess, of being

convertible into the gaseous state, that the processes of

evaporation and distillation depend. The first of these is

performed, when our object is to separate the more vola-

tile parts of a compound, for the purpose of procuiing

those that are less so ; and the second, on the contrary, is

done in order to procure the volatile part itself. A minute

account of these operations belongs more to chemistry,

and to the various branches of chemical manufactures, than

to the general view which we are taking of the effects of

heat. (See Distillation and Evaporation.) In both

cases, the separation is effected by the combination of heat

with the liquid ; in the one, it is sometimes produced by

the heat which naturally exists in the atmosphere, aided by

a current of air, continually presenting a new stratum to be
acted upon ; and at other times a quantity of heat is thrown
into the substance by the combustion of some kind of fuel.

It is, however, necessary, in either case, that a large sur-

face should be exposed to the atmosphere, for the purpose
of carrying off the vapour as rapidly as it is produced ;

for it appears that it is principally at the surface that it is

generated. In the process of distillation, artificial heat is

always employed, and commonly in a greater degree than

where the object is merely to produce evaporation. Here
the liquid is confined in close vessels ; and the operation

depends upon a portion of it, which is nearest the source

of heat, becoming converted into vapour, and passing up
through the other parts of the fluid in the form of bubbles,

constituting what is styled ebullition.

We have already remarked, that when a solid is con-
verted into a liquid, or a liquid into an elastic fluid, the con-

version is brought about suddenly. The substance in ques-
tion, before it changes its state, continues to receive heat,

is expanded in a certain degree, and has its temperature
raised ; but if an additional quantity of heat be still given
to it, the expansion no longer goes on in the same manner,
and the temperature is no longer elevated, but it assumes
a new form, becoming, according to circumstances, either

a liquid or a vapour. It was formerly supposed, that this

change did not depend upon any peculiar or specific ac-

tion, but that the mere addition of a certain small portion

of heat was adequate to effect it. Dr Black, however, per-

ceived the insufficiency of the opinion usually entertained

upon the subject, and was induced to investigate it with
great assiduity ; the result of which was, the establishment

of Ills celebrated theory of latent heat. The fundamental
position of this theory is, that when a solid is converted
into a liquid, or a liquid into a gas, a much greater quantity

of heat is absorbed by it than is perceptible by the sensa-

tions, or the thermometer, the effect of which is to unite

with the particles of the body, and thus to alter its form.

When, on the contrary, the vapour is reduced to the state

of a liquid, or a liquid to that of a solid, heat is disengaged
from it, without the substance in question indicating any
diminution of temperature, either to the sensations, or to

the thermometer. This phenomenon is considered to be
the reverse of the former; here the heat that escapes is

not supposed to have affected the body in the way thatfree

caloric acts, but simply to have maintained it in the state of
elastic fluidity, or of liquidity.

We are hence led to regard heat as existing in two states

that are essentially different from each other : the one pro-

ducing temperature and expansion, and of course capable

.of being measured by. the thermometer ; the other not
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tnanireslinpj these properties, but uniting; itself to bodies,

and changing their forvn. The former we call free or un-

combincd heat ; the latter latent or combined heat. As
we are in the habit of conceiving temperature and ex-

pansion* to be the most certain indications of the presence

of heat, it required a train of minute experiments to esta-

blish a position, which appeared, at first view, so much
at variance with our ordinary conceptions, as that heat

could be communicated to bodies without producing these

effects. The following facts may be considered as the

ground-work of Black's doctrine. Let a mass of pounded
ice, cooled several degrees below the freezing point, be

exposed to the heat of a furnace, so that it may receive

equal quantities of caloric in equal intervals of time. The
ice, as it receives the heat, becomes warmer at each suc-

cessive interval, until the whole acquires the temperature

of 32°
; but now, although the heat still remains applied

as before, the ice acquires no additional warmth ; it still

indicates 32° to the thermometer, but it is observed gra-

dually to dissolve. No increase of temperature takes place

until the whole is rendered fluid, and then it again begins

to grow warmer, and, as before, acquires successive incrc-

inentsof heat, until it arrives at the 212th degree. Here,
again, the process ceases ; and whatever quantity of heat

be sent into the fluid, its temperature remains unchanged ;

but now tlie fluid is observed gradually to assume the state

of vapour, until the whole of it is converted into the aeri-

form state. Now there is every reason to concludie, that in

this case the ice and water continue to receive equal quan-
tities of heat for the whole period ; yet during some part

of the process, the thermometer remains stationary. At
this very time, however, the change of form occurs; and
therefore it is natural to conclude, that it is connected with

the absorption of a portion of heat, which, in consequence
of its not producing either temperature or expansion, has

obtained the name of latent. The legitimate inference is,

that a certain quantity of caloric, which would otherwise

have been employed in producing temperature and expan-
sion, is necessary in the one case for melting the ice, and
in tlie other for vaporizing the water.

What we have now stated may be regarded as the foun-

dation of the celebrated theoi-y of latent heat ; which has
been universally received, as affording a satisfactory ex-

planation of some of the most interesting phenomena that

occur in the system of nature. A number of very impor-

tant consequences were immediately deduced from it, of

which we may enumerate the two following, as those the

most deserving our attention :

1. When solids become liquid, and liquids become clas-

tic fluids, a quantity of heat, previously latent, becomes
sensible, and may be now measured by the thermometer,
although before it was not capable of affecting this instru-

nient. On the contrary, when vapours are converted into

liquids, or liquids into solids, a portion of heat, which was
previously in the uncombined state, is now absorbed or
rendered latent. In the former process, therefore, warmth
is produced ; in the latter, cold is generated.

2. Substances which are at the same temperature actu-

ally contain different quantities of heat. Ice, just before

liquefaction, and the water which is formed, are both at the

temperature of 32°, and steam is no hotter than the boil-

ing water from which it is produced ; so that the water and
the steam both contain a large quantity of beat, in the com-
bined or latent slate, which tliey have absorbed in order to

cause the fusion of the one, and the vaporization of the

other. This property in bodies, of indicating the same
temperature wlicn they contain different quantities of heat,

is denominated their capacity for heat ; while the quantity

of heat which they require to bring them to the same tem-
perature is called their'specific heat, in opposition to thft

real quantity, which is styled their absolute heat.

It would carry us far beyond our prescribed limits, were
we to give an account of all the experiments which were
performed by Bla^^k, for the purpose of establishing his

theory, and of repelling the objections against it. They
consisted, in the first place, in comparing the effect pro-

duced by the same quantity of heat upon bodies wliich pos-

sessed different capacities, as ice and water. When the

same weight of ice and water, both at the temperature of

32°, were suspended in an atmosphere of 47°, the water

rose to 39° in 30 minutes, while the ice required ten hours
to become liquid, and to acquire the same temperature.
The ice, therefore, was 21 times as long as the water in

acquiring the same degree of warmth, and we may con-

clude that it would absorb 21 times as much caloric.

While the number of degrees gained by the water was no
more than seven, the number that entered the ice would be
147° ; but of these only seven were employed in warming
the substance, the rest were expended in melting it. Hence
we should say, that when ice is converted into water, 140''

degrees of caloric are rendered latent. The same gene-
ral conclusion was obtained by a different process. When
two equai portions of water, at unequal temperatures, are

mixed together, the mixture indicates the mean tempera-
ture of the two portions ; thus a pound of water at 32^^,

and a pound at 172°, produce a mixture which indicates

102°
; but if we mix a pound of ice at 32°, with a pound

of water at 172°, the ice is melted, but the temperature of

the fluid is not raised. HeTice the 140° of heat are all em-
ployed in thawing the ice, and thus become latent.

The absorption of heat that takes place when solids are

melted, or liquids evaporated, and the discharge of heat

that occurs in the reverse operations, are often employed
in different processes, for the purpose of cooling or warm-
ing bodies. The effect of evaporation in generating cold is

well known, both as it affects the sensations, and as it actu-

ally reduces the temperature of substances. In hot climates,

fluids and various articles of diet are preserved at a tem-
perature considerably below that of the atmosphere, by plac-

ing them in vessels, from the surface of which evapora-

tion is continually going forwards ; and by the proper ma-
nagement of this process, even ice is formed in considera-

ble quantity, for the purposes of domestic economy, at a

temperature some degrees above the freezing point. By
means of the evaporation of ether, water is easily frozen

at the medium temperature of our climate, and indeed a

degree of cold may be generated far below that of the freez-

ing point. A still greater diminution of temperature is pro-

duced by a solution of certain salts ;t a circumstance
which depends partly upon the heat that is rendered latent

by the conversion of a solid into a liquid, and partly by the

mixture possessing a greater capacity for heat than the in-

gredients in their separate state. To these two circum-
stances, the change of state which bodies experience, and
the change in their capacity, as depending either upon this

alteration in their state, or upon the new combinations into

which they enter, wc ascribe the increase of temperature
which occurs in a variety of chemical operations, where
caloric is not introduced from any external source. The
heat, which is excited by combustion, is to be attributed

* It will be seen, in another p.irt of this article, that expansions and contractions are produced by heat in glass and odier substances,
where it does noteristin a sensible stale. See ])age 286.—En.

f See Waller's experiments on freezing mixtures, J'hil. Trans. 1801, p. 120 ; and our article Coid, vol. vi. p. 733, 734>
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to tlie latter cause, tlie chanj^e of capacity in the sub-

stances; the products of combustion, particularly the car-

bonic acid, being; supposed to possess u less capacity than

the carbon and oxye;en before their combination.

The cases iu which the conversion of a body from the

liquid to the solid formactually produces an increase of tem-

perature, are not very numerous; but tliere are not unlrc-

quent instances in vifhich the rate of coolinij is obviously

retarded by this process. Aiid'in no operation is this more

remarkable than in the natural fieczinij of water. When
Water is exposed to the influence of external cold, its tem-

perature sinks in proportion as the heat is removed from

it, until it arrives at 32° ; the refrigeration is then suspend-

ed, but the water begins to become solid, and tne tempe-

rature remains stationary, until tiie freezing is completed ;

then the cooling recommences, and is continued until the

ice arrives at the temperature of the suirounding medium.

The freezing of water, however, under particular circum-

stances, affords an example of the actual evolution of heat.

This takes place in that case which has been described

above, where water has been cooled below 32° without be-

coming solid ; if it be then agitated, or a small spicuia of

ice be introduced into it, the congelation takes place with

great rapidity, and the |)ortion of watei which still remains

fluid instantly rises to 32°. An experiment of an analo-

gous kind may be performed on the crystallization of saits.

By proper management, a warm saturated solution of

the sulphate of soda may be cooled for seveial degrees,

without any of it beginning to crystallize; if the vessel

be then slightly shaken, the process suddenly commences,
and a large pan of the salt immediately becomes solid, in

consequence of which the temperature will be very sensi-

bly raised. The general law, both in this and the reverse

operation, is, that the most powerful effect, either of heat-

ing or cooling, takes place when the process is performed

with the most rapidity, when tiie substance that has its

state or its capacity changed, has its equilibrium with the

neighbouring bodies restored in a short space of time, and

therefore most perceptibly affects their temperature.

The same kind of experiments which Black performed,

to establish the absorption of heat, when a solid is convert-

ed into a liquid, he afterwards made on the conversion of

a liquid into an elastic fluid. He also attempted to ascer-

tain the exact quantity of heat which is rendered latent in

this operation, in which he was essentially aided by Mr
Watt ; and the result of their inquiry was, that when water

assumes the state of vapour, it absorbs 950° of caloric*

This number he obtained in two ways: 1st, By comparing
the heat necessary to raise the temperature of a certain

portion of water to the boiling point, with the effect pro-

duced by an equal addition of heat in afterwards evaporat-

ing the water ; and, 2dly, By finding what quantity of ca-

loric was extricated, when steam is reconverted into water

by condensation. VVe have already mentioned, that when
water is strongly compressed, as by being inclosed in Pa-

pin's digester, its temperature may be raised far above the

boiling point, without its assuming the aeriform state. In

this case its tendency to evaporation is mechanically pre-

vented, by the particles not being allowed to separate from
each other ; and therefore, as it cannot alter its form, its

capacity remains the same, and its caloric all continues to

be in the uncombined slate. But if the pressure be sud-

denly removed from the water, its particles now being at

liberty to expand themselves, they unite to a portion of the

heat, instantly assume the elastic state, and the remainder
of the fluid sinks to 212°.

Wc have already explained, in a general way, the
meaning of the term cafiaclty for heat, and the difference
between the absolute and the specific heat of bodies; but
we must illustrate the subject with a little more minute-
ness. As a foundation for our reasoning, it may be as-

sumed, that when equal quantities of the same substance,
but at different temperatures, are mixed together, tlie

temperature of the mixture indicates that of the arithme-
tical mean of the two ingredients. This, however, only
applies to ijodies of the same kind; for wiien different

substances are employed, it is impossible to predict what
will be the temperature of the mixture. Thus if a pound
of water and a pound of mercury be mixed at different

temperatures, the result will not be the mean t>tnperature
j

bui it will be found lliat the mercuiy loses 28°, wliiie the

water gains only 1°. Water is therefore said to liaxe 28
times the capacity for heat that mercury has, because it

requires 28 times as much to produce the same change of
temperature ; or, to use a different, and perliaps a more
conect jjhraseoiogy, we say that the specific caloric of
water is to that oi mercury as 28 to 1. Proceeding upon
this principle, and laKing water as a standard of compari-
son, numerous experiments have been ma' e on the spe-

cific heat of various substances, pailicularly by Crawfordi
Irvine, and Wucke.
The method employed by Crawford was to mix together,

at the same tcmpeiature, the substance to be examined
and watfr, the specific heat of which is considered as one,

being that with wliich all the rest are compared. He then

multiplied the weight of eacli body by the number of de-

grees between its original tinipi-ratui e imd the common tem-
perature obtained by their mixture, and the capacities will be
inversely as the products: {^On Animut Heat 2 i edit, p 96, e^

seg.) It is generally more co;.vci.icnt to employ a di.fiiiite

weight of the substance to be examined, than to measure it by
its volume; but when we examine tiie specific heal of equal

volumes of different bodies, we find tl-,e sai^ie want of cories-

pondence between the results, so as to prove that t!ie capacity

for heat is a property which bears no exact ratio to any
other physical quality. In the performance of these ex-

periments, much dexteFity is requisite, in order to ensure
even a tolerable degree* of accuracy ; and after all, the

results of different trials, made upon the same substance,

will not always be found to correspond, yet there seems
to be no doubt of the correctness of the principle, and,

in many cases, we may conceive that we arrive at a near ap-
proximation to the truth. See Chemistry.
Mr Leslie has proposed another method of ascertain-

ing the specific heat of bodies ; it consists in comparing
the lime which they occupy in cooling with the cooling

of water placed under precisely the same circumstances.

The apparatus which he employed was a thin glass globe,

furnished with a neck capable of receiving a delicate ther-

mometer. He observed the time necessary for water to

cool a certain number of degrees in this globe suspended
in the air, then he fills the instrument with another fluid,

the specific heat of which he wished to examine, and heats

it to the same degree, and suspends it in air of the same
temperature, and observes the time necessary for it to cool

the same number of degrees. It is found, that, under
the same circumstances, water cooled in 70 minutes,

while oil required 32 minutes only ; therefore, by esti-

inaling water at unity, as the standard of comparison, the

specific heat of oil will be .46, if we estimate it by bulk,

or .5, if we estimate it by weight. Inquiry, p. 170.

The great difficulty there is in executing expeiiments

• The late Mr Southern found, from numerous experiments, that the latent heat of steam at the temperatures 229°, 270°, and 295°, is

942°, 942°, and 950°. See Mr Watt's Annotations on Dr Bobisou's article Steam, in Kobison's SijUem of Mechanical Pldhsophy, vol. ii. p.

166.—£d.
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like those of Crawford's, wliere the substances are mixed
toi!;cther, and the' specific Ileal calculated from the tem-

perature of the mixture, induced Lavoisier and Laplace

to attempt to solve tlie problem by a new method. They
proceeded upon the fact, that when ice is melted, it must
always absorb the same quantity of heat, and therefore

that the caloric which is discngai;ed from any body, by a

chaii>];e in its form, or from the union of two or more bodies,

may be accurately measured, by placing tlie substance in

such a situation as that all the heat must necessarily pass

into a stratum of ice ; and from the amount of water pro-

duced by the melting of the ice, the quantity of heat

given out nray be estimated. The apparatus which they
invented to accomplish this purpose, they called a calorime-

ter ; it consists of three vessels inclosed one within another,

so as to leave a cavity between each of them. The sub-

stance which is to he the subject of experiment is placed

in the innermost vessel; the second is filled with pounded
ice, and is provided with a tube at the bottom, through
which all the water that is formed is conducted into a

suitable vessel, where it may be collected and measured.
The outermost sjjace is also filled with ice, in order to pre-

serve the interior of the appuratus at the proper tempera-
ture : [Mem. Acad Scien. 1780, p. 358.) This instrument
is constiuoted upon scientific iniiiciplts, and seems both
simple and ingenious; yet we are informed that there are

some circuuistai ces which interfere with its practical

utility, and we believe it has never been employed except
by the inventors. See Wedgewood in F/iU. Trans. 1784,

p. 371, et seq. ; and Chemistry.
The capacity of gaseous bodies for heat, like that of

liquids and solids, varies according to the nature of the
individual gas; but the determination of their respective
capacities requires a delicacy of experiment, proportion-
ate to the difficulty of operating upon subsranccs of so
subtle a nature. It has, however, been attempted by Craw-
ford, and prosecuted by him witn much perseverance and
ingenuity, and made the foundation of some very iiuporlant

doctrines, both in chemistiy and physiology. It must in-

deed be confessed, that the extreme nicety of the process
necessarily makes the conclusions liable to much uncer-
tainty ; yet the general results have been, for the most
part, acquiesced in, althougli they have been considerably
altered since they were originally brought forward. Of
late, however, they have bt en controverted by MM. Dela-
roche and Bcrard, who liave published a very elaborate
set of experiments, which they performed upon the spe-
cific heat of the gases, in which they employed an appa-
ratus of a new construction. It is in fact a calorimeter;
but instead of measuring the heut which is extricated by
the quantity of ice which it will melt, they endeavour to

asceriain what quantity of heat the gas will impart to a

mass of water; and for this purpose a current of the gas
is sent along a serpentine tube, which traverses a cylinder
of water. The instrument appears to us to be very com-
plicated, and to require a great share of manual dexterity
in the operator, a circumstance which we always consider
as very objectionable: {^Jmi. Chim. W^xw. 72) But al-

though ihtir results dificr considerably fioni those of Craw-
ford, they agree with him in the general principle, that

the specific heat of the gases is different from each other,

whether we attend to their volumes or their weights, and
that there is no relation between the specific gravity of the
gases and their specific heat. See Description of Plates
at the end of the Volume.

Besides the difference in their capacities for heat, which
gases possess in consequence of a difference in their na-
ture, this property is also much affected by the degree of
compression which they experience, or is in proportion to

their density. It is consequently observed, both in expe-
rimenis performed for the puipose, and in many natural
processes, that the sudden condensation of air generates
heat; and, on the contrary, that sudden dilation produces
cold. Whenever an expansion of air takes place, either
from the removal of pressure, or fiom any other cause,
the particles are more widely separated from each other,
in consequence of their elasticity being now at liberty to
exert itself; and it would appear, that a quajitity of calo-
ric necessarily rushes in to supply the vacuity. This,
although merely a mechanical view of the subject, ap-
pears to be rendered probable by the fact, that the emis-
sion and absorption of heat are respectively produced by
causes, which can only be supposed to act by bringing
the particles of the gas nearer together, or removing them
farther asunder. If a thermometer be placed in the receiv-
er ol an air pump, and the air be quickly exhausted, the
mercury will sink several degrees; and if, on the con-
trary, air be rapidly condensed by the appropriate appa-
ratus, the mercury is considerably elevated. (Dalton in
Manch. Mem. vol. v. p. 515.) The heat which is excited
by condensing the atmosplierc in the barrel of an air-gun
is well known; and by employing it in the most advan-
tageous manner, sufficient heat may be extricated to set
file to a piece of tinder. If a part of the apparatus be
composed of glass, a fl.ish of light is perceptible, when
the stroke of the piston is made with great force and
rapidity. The cflect of the rarefaction of air in promo-
ting the absorption of neat is well illustrated in Profes-
sor Leslie's new method of forming ice. (See our article
Cold, for a full account of this process.) In this pro-
cess, water is placed in a shallow dish over a vessel con-
taining snlphuiic acid ; the whole being enclosed in the
receiver of an uir-puuip, and a vacuum produced. As
tlie exhaustion proreeUs, the quantity of heat abstracted
liom the water, in ordirto supply the evaporation, quickly
converts the whole into ice. The sulphuric acid, in this

case, promotes the effect, by its attraction for the aque-
ous vapour, which it absorbs as fast as it is generated.
A still more striking effect of evaporation has been ex-
hibited by Dr Marcet. He enclosed a quantity of mer-
cury in a bulb of thin glass ; this was wrapped up in cot-
ton, which was soaked in the very evaporable fluid, the
sulpluiret of carbon ; the apparatus was then placed un-
der the receiver of an air-pump, and the exhaustion pro-
duced, when the mercury was completely frozen: [Phil.

Trans. 1813, 2S2.) The ingenious instrument invented by
Dr VVollaston, which he called the cryofi/iorus, acts upon
the same principle. It consists of a glass tube of some
length, each extremity of which terminates in a globe
about one inch in diameter, and bent at a right angle to

the tube ; one of the globes is half filled with water, while
all the remainder of the apparatus is carefully exhausted
of air. If the empty globe be plunged into a freezing
mixture, the aqueous vapour with which it is filled is so
rapidly condensed, that a portion of the water in the se-

cond globe is immediately frozen. P/iil. Trans. 1813, 71.

The condensible vapours, such as the steam of water,
are more expansible than the permanent gases.; and it

has therefore been conceived, that they will acquire a
greater degree of heat when they are permitted to en-
large themselves, by removing from them the pressure of
the atmosphere. Mr Watt proved that this was the case,

in some experiments which he performed on the distilla-

tion ot fluids in vacuo ; a process which has been recom-
mended as an economical project, in consequence of the
smaller quantity of caloric which is necessary, under these
circumstances, to convert the liquid into a vapour. But
this he found was counterbalanced by the greater capacity
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fov heat of ihe vapour, when in its most rarefied state.

By taking off a considerable part of the atmospherical

pressure, water could be distilled at a temijeralure of 100"
;

but its latent heat then appeared to be 1048°, instead of

840°, the latent heat of steam generated in the atmos-

phere. With the most perfect vacuum that could be

formed, water may be distilled at 78°
; but tnen the la-

tent heat is still farther increased, so as to be about 1300°.

Mr Watt estimated, that when water is converted into a

vapour, under the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere,

it is expanded into about 1800 limes its former bulk. P/iit.

Trans. ir84, 335 ; and Black's Lectures, vol.i. p. 190.

Dr Crawford, from his experiments on the specific heat

of bodies, was led to form tlie conclusion, that while their

state remains unchanged, their specific heat continues to

bear the same relation to their absolute heat. Taking

water as the standard of comparison, if we can discover

what proportion the specific heal of this fiuid bears to

mercury at the usual temperature of the atmosphere, we
may suppose that the same proportion will exist at all tem-

peratures. Upon this principle was founded the proposal

of Irvine, for ascertaining the real zero, or th.it point of

the thermometric scale at which, if it be supposed to be

sufficiently extended, bodies would be deprived of the

whole of their heat. Thus it had been found by experi-

ment, that the capacity of ice is to that of water as 9 to 10,

and the actual quantity of latent heat in water was esti-

mated at 140°; therefore ten times 140°, or 1400° below

the freezing point, was supposeil to be the temperature

at which water is absolutely deprived of all heat (Nichol-

son's Chemistry, p. 16; Crawford On .'In. Heat, p. 435.)

The proposal of Dr Irvine is certainly ingenious ; but we
conceive the problem to be one, which we are still very

far from being able to solve with any degree of accuracy.

Indeed, the fundamental positions, upon which the whole
hypothesis rests, are themselves very dubious, and the

experiments which have been performed on the subject

by different philosophers, have been attended with such

very discordant results, as to show, that either the theory

or practice must be extremely imperfect. Besides Irvine's,

the principal experiments which were performed, are those

of Crawford, Gadolin, Lavoisier in conjuction with La-
place, and Seguin. Of these, Oadolin's seem to have
been executed with the greatest care and accuracy, and
they approach the most nearly to those of Irvine. His
method was to ascertain the capacity of common salt, and
also of its solution in water, and then he observed the de-

gree of cold which is produced during the solution. He
afterwards examined the quantity of heat which was ab-

sorbed by the mutual action of common salt and snow, and
the heat extricated by the mixture of sulphuric acid and
water ; and, by comparing these with the capacity of the

bodies before their union, he endeavours, as before, to de-

termine the proportion which their absolute bore to their

specific heat. (Crawford on An. Heat, p. 457, et seg.) Lavoi-
sier and Laplace employed the calorimeter, to measure
the quantity of heat disengaged during the mixture of

certain substances, comparing this with the capacity of the

bodies separately ; but it would appear, that tiieir experi-

ments were more liable to inaccuracy than those of Gado-
lin, and their results are completely at variance with each
other: {Mem. Acad. Scicn. 1780, p. 384, et seg.) Mr Dal-
ton has attempted to discover the real zero, by a calcula-

tion depending upon his idea of the constitution of an
aeriform fluid, and the relation which subsists between its

basis, and the caloric which enters into its composition.
Without attempting a detail of his hypothesis, we shall

merely state his conclusion, that the absolute quantity of
caloric in elastic fluids at different temperatures, is in the

direct ratio of the cnbe roots of their bulk at the same
temperature : {Manch. Mem. vol. v. p. 601.) How far this

hypothesis may have any foundation in fact, we do not feel

at present competent to decide; but it has been asserted,

that experiments made upon this principle at different

temperatures, and upon various substances, do not cor-

respond to each other.

From the remarks that have been made, it will appear,
that Dr Black's discovery of the existence of what he
called latent heat, or of a difference in the capacity of bo-

dies for heat, is a fact completely established by experi-

ment, and one of the most important in the whole range of

chemical science. Very different opinions, however, have
been entertained respecting the manner of accounting for

the fact, and especially the question has been warmly agi-

tated, whether the absorption of heat when a solid is con-

verted into a liquid, is to be regarded as the cause or the

effect of this change of state. Dr Black conceived that it

was the cause of the change; that the body in question, as,

for example, a portion of ice, being exposed to the influ-

ence of caloric, this princijjle necessarily enters into it, be-

comes combined with its particles, and is not capable of

producing any effect until it be again extricated by the li-

quid changing its form, or entering into some new combina-
tion. Dr Irvine adopted the contrary opinion, and regard-

ed the absorption of heat as the consequence of a change of

capacity which the ice undergoes when it is converted into

water, which change of capacity necessarily causes it to

absorb, and render latent a quantity of heat : (Black's Z.fc;.

vol. i. p. 194.) Dr Irvine's opinion seems to be supported
by the fact, that there actually is this difference of capacity

in the substance ; but then it does not appear to assign any
cause for the change of state which the body undergoes.

If we adopt it, we are obliged to assume as a principle, that

when the solid is so situated as to receive above a certain

quantity of heat, its particles are suddenly foiced to a con-

siderable distance from each other, in consequence of some-
thing peculiar in its nature and constitution ; and that when
this separation has been effected, the capacity becomes in-

creased, and the caloric of course absorbed. Dr Black
conceived, that the caloric was united to the body by a pow-
er similar to chemical attraction; and if we adopt this opi-

nion, it would follow, that at certain temperatures substan-

ces acquire different degrees of affinity for heat, and form
with these quantities an intimate union, which renders it no
longer cognizable by the ordinary means.

4. The last effect of heat, which yet remains for us to

consider, is ignition. Ignition, or, as it is sometimes called,

incandescence, is the property which some bodies possess,

after being exposed to a high temperature, of becoming
luminous, without any chemical change taking place in their

composition. In this respect, it differs essentially from
combustion, where the body extricates light, but where it

is found to have experienced a complete change in its

chemical nature. Combustion also differs from ignition in

another particular, that, in the former process, the co-ope-

ration of the atmosphere, or some other external substance,

is necessary ; whereas the latter is capable of existing with-

out the intervention of any other body. It has been con-

ceived, that, by proper management, all solids, and even li-

quids, may be rendered luminous, or brought into the state

of ignition ; and I\Ir Wedgewood performed some experi-

ments which lead to the conclusion, that they all undergo
this change at the same temperature. Many philosophers

have attempted to find out the exact degree at which igni-

tion commences; and although their processes do not furnish

precisely the same result, yet they correspond so far, as to

render it probable, that it must be somewhere between the

800° or 1000° of Fahrenheit. Mr Wedgewood supposes^
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that a body becomes just luminous in the dark at 9 17°
;

and that a full red heat, visible in open day-light, takes place

at 1077°. According to the intensity of the temperature,

the colour of the ignited body is altered. Al first, it exhi-

bits what has been called a clierry red ; afterwards, the red

acquires a yellowish tinge; and, lastly, all colour disap-

pears, and we have only a brilliant white light : [P/iil. Trans.

1784, p. 370.) It is generally supposed, that acrilorm fluids

are not capable of being ignited. A quantity of air, heated

to such a degree that a piece of metal, when suspended in

it, was rendered luminous, was itself quite invisible.

Respecting the cause of ignition, two opinions have pre-

vailed ; the first, that light is a modification of heat, and
that, at a high temperature, the one becomes converted in-

to the other ; the second, that light actually exists as a com-
ponent part of different bodies, and that, when the body is

strongly heated, the light is propelled or disengaged from
it. It is perhaps impossible to adduce any direct arguments
in favour of either of these hypotheses; but the general re-

lations of heat and light are in many respects so different

from each other, that we are induced to adopt the opinion

which supposes them to depend upon the agency of princi-

ples essentially dissimilar. This, however, we advance as a

doctrine which must be confirmed or refuted by future

observations and experiments.

SECT. III.

Sources of Heat.

After having described the properties and effects of

heat, we must now give an account of the sources whence
it is derived. Those that are usually enumetated are the

following : the rays of the sun,—combustion,—a change in

the capacity of bodies, and their chemical union,—the me-
chanical means of producing heat, as fiiction, percussion,

and condensation,—and, lastly, the electric and galvanic

discharge. The great source of heat to our world, and
probably to the rest of our solar system, is the radiant

caloric which is projected from the sun. When a suffi-

cient number of rays are collected into one spot, either by
a concave mirror, or by a convex lens, the most powerful
heat is excited of which we have any conception; and we
are capable of producing effects by it, which we cannot
otherwise accomplish. The effect, however, is necessa-

rily confined to a small spot; and therefore it can only be
employed in refined operations of analysis, or for the pur-
pose of delicate philosophical processes. It would appear,

from an experiment of Rumford's, that the great heat ex-

cited hi these cases, deperids entirely upon the concentra-

tion of the rays, and not upon any change in their nature
;

because, when he directed a certain portion of the sun's

rays against a substance adapted for absorbing them, the

total amount of heat communicated to it was the same,
whether the rays were received on the surface in a diffus-

ed state, or brought into a small focus.

The most important supply of heat which we have it in

our power to produce at pleasure, is that which depends
upon combustion. Nearly all the heat which we employ
for domestic and manufacturing purposes, proceeds from
the burning of fuel; an operation of a strictly chemical na-

ture, in whicli a union takes place between the fuel and
the oxygen of the atmosphere, the result of which is a

combination of the combustible matter with the oxygen,
and the extrication of a quantity of heat and light. It has

been a much controverted question, whence does the heat

proceed in this operation ? The discussion is strictly chemi-
cal, and must therefore be dismissed with a few observa-

tion. A part of the heat liberated probably depends upon
the less capacity of the product of combustion, than of the

substance supporting it, z. e. of carbonic acid, tiiati of oxy-
g*n and carbon separately; but there arc instances in which
the quantity of heat extricated appears to bear no propor-
tion to the bulk of the materials consumed, or of carbonic
acid formed; and hence we art induced to conjecture, that
heat exists as an ingredient in combustible substances, and
is disengaged from them in consequence of the changes of
composition that lake place. It has been supposed, that,

besides what necessarily belongs to it as a gas, oxygen
contains caloric as one of its constituents, which is liberat-

ed by a kind of precipitation ; and the phenomena which
attend the detonation of gunpowder lead us to conclude,
that caloric also enters into the composition of the nitric

salts, and others that possess similar properties. Of the
heat produced by a change of capacity, in consequence
ol an alteration in the state of a body, or of new combina-
tions, we have already spoken at sufficient length in the

last Section.

There are few subjects connected with heat which are
more inexplicable, than the manner in which it is generat-
ed by those means which appear to act mechanically, as
friction, percussion, and condensation. The latter of these
operations, condensation, has already come under our no-
tice, in treating of the change of capacity which gases ex-
perience, according as their particles are compressed to-

gether, or allowed to expand themselves; and the same
effect, at least to a certain extent, seems to follow from the
condensation of solids. A very familiar instance of this

occurs in the heating of a bar of iron merely by repeated
hammering, where, by a few smait blows on the anvil, the
smith is able to produce a sufficient extrication of heat to

kindle a match. It is, however, known that iron does not
possess this property of producing heat by being hammer-
ed, unless it has been previously heated for some time in
the forge, and suffered to cool slowly in the air; and that,

after it has been hammered, and lost part of its heat, its

texture seems to become harder, and it is rendered less

flexible than before the operation. The rolling out of me-
tals into thin sheets or leaves, and the drawing of fine wires,

likewise excite heat, which is to be referred to the compres-
sion the substance undergoes during these various opera-
tions. In all these cases there is some reason to suspect,
that the bodies have had their capacity diminished, and
that the heat, which becomes sensible, is to be assigned to

this change. The effect of percussion may perhaps be
explained on the same principle, as we may conceive, that,

whenever percussion takes place, it must cause a propor-
tionate condensation. It is to be remarked, that liquids

seem to be incapable of extricating heat, either by any at-

tempts at condensation, or by any kind of percussion; and
as they are supposed to be nearly incompressible, we may
conceive that their capacity is not liable to be affected by
these means. Gases, however, which are readily com-
pressible, are capable of having heat extricated from them,
to a considerable amount, by condensation ; and here we
suppose that their capacities are changed, and in this way
we account for the effect.

This mode of reasoning will not, however, apply to the
extrication of heat which is caused by friction. The pow-
er of Iriction in producing heat, in various mechanical ope-
rations, is the subject of daily observation, and, if not pre-
vented by difierent expedients, produces the most fatal

consequences. The motion of wheels, and pulleys upon
their axes, excites a degree of heat, which would quickly
set fire to the machinery, was it not prevented by the ap-
plication of different lubricating substances, which dimin-
ish the friction, by interposing between the hard surfaces
a body which readily yields to the impression. The quan-
tity of heat generated in these cases is so considerable, and
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seems so dispropoi-Uoned lo any effect that can be attribut-

ed to a change cither in the capacity or chemical nature

of the body employed, as to have been always regarded a

serious olijcclion to the hypothesis, which regards heal as

a substance capable of being transferred from otie body to

atioiher, like other material agents. The objection was

reduced to a more palpable form by Rumford, who estima-

ted the exact amount of the heat wliich was produced by

a certain degree of friction, where all other extraneous

sources for its admission were carefully guarded against.

A piece of biass was fixed in a machine used for boring

caimon, and a steel cylinder was pressed against the brass,

with a weight equal to 1000 lbs. and then made to revolve

on its axis with a given velocity. After some preparatory

experiments, the apparatus was all inclosed in a vessel of

water ; and after the friction had been kept up for some
time, the water was actually brought to the boiling heat.

Here a very considerable quantity of heat was liberated,

and the only mechanical change effected upon the materi-

als was, that a quantity of brass turnings were formed;
but neither these, nor the cylinder itself, appeared to have

experienced any change, except a slight degree of com-
pression. Rumford found by experiment, that the capacity

of these turnings would not be affected by the operation;

and the effect of the compression, which the metal had

experienced must have been very inconsiderable. Yet the

power of the substance to extricate heat was apparently

unlimited ; for there is no reason to suppose that any thing

like exhaustion was produced, or that tlie apparatus would
not have continued to evolve heat, until its texture had been
destroyed, by trie brass being all reduced into small frag-

-ments. {^Essays, vol. ii. p. 469, el. seg.) Upon this ex-

periment we shall offer some remarks in the next Section,

where we treat upon the nature of heat.

The heat excited by the electric or galvanic shock has

been commonly referred to a mechanical cause, although
upon this point, a considerable diversity of opinions has pre-

vailed. The effect, however, is well known to be very pow-
erful, perhaps even more so than that produced by the con-

vex lens ; but it is still more confined as to the extent of

its operation. If the two wires, in the interrupted galvanic

circuit, be brought nearly into contact, and any substance,

in very minute quantity, be placed upon them, it may be
subjected to a temperature more intense than can be pro-

duced in any other manner ; and by this means bodies have
been burned or fused that had been before completely in-

tractable. Whether in this operation the heat is, as it were,
merely forced out of the wire by the commotion which its

particles experience from the passage of the galvanic in-

fluence ; or whether, as has been supposed, under certain

circumstances, heat and electricity can be converted into

each other, or may be separated by a kind of decomposi-
tion, are intricate questions of theory, upon which it seems
at present beyond our power to decide, and which must
depend very much upon the opinion that we entertain re-

specting the nature of heat. The simple facts, however,
independent of hypothesis, seem to indicate, that heat and
electricity are distinct from each other, whether they are

to be regarded as species of subtile fluids, or only as pro-

perties of matter.

SECT. IV.

On the Mature of Heat.

After having made ourselves acquainted with the pro-

perti' s that are usually ascribed to heat, with the effects

which it produces, and with the sources whence it is de-

rived, we shall be more competent lo enter upon the inves-

tigation of its nature. This has been a subject of discus-
sion from the earliest period of philosophical inquiry, and
is yet far from being determined ; for although the most
generally received opinion is in favour of its being a sub-
stance, cai)able of a separate existence, and possessed of a

n\aterial, although very subtile nature
; yet there are, on the

contrary, n)any eminent men who regard it as merely a pro-
perty, necessarily attached toother matter, and arising from
some peculiar modification or affection of it.

The illustrious Bacon adopted this latter hypothesis, and
conceived that heat depended upon a vibration of the par-
ticles of matter; an hypothesis which he endeavoured to

substantiate by shewing, that whatever excited tempera-
ture, tended to produce a motion in the particles of the
heated body. His description of this peculiar action is,

that "heat is an expansive motion, restrained and resisting

in the minute parts;" a phrase which, if expressed in mo-
dern language, would probably signify a reaction between
the expansive power of heal, and the attractive force of the
particles of matter towards each other. The idea of Bacon,
that heat depends upon a vibratory motion among the parti-

cles of matter, received the powerful sanction of Boyle and
Newton. As, however, observations on the phenomena of
nature were multiplied, and especially as chemical science
advanced, the hypothesis which considered heat as merely
consisting in motion of the particles of matter, appeared
less easy to reconcile with the new discoveries, and conse-
quently a different doctrine was advanced, in which the ef-

fects of heat were attributed to a species of subtile fluid, of
a proper material nature, although differing, in many im-
portant particulars, from any other kind of matter. The
first writer who distinctly maintained this doctrine, and ap-
plied it in a philosophical manner to the explanation of facts,

was Boerhaave ; and it was, for the most part, embraced by
the French. The general impression that was produced
by Dr Black's discovery, was much in favour of the ma-
teriality of heat ; and indeed it seems very difficult to ima-
gine, how a mere properly can be so exactly measured,
and can be transferred from one body to another, at one time
rendered latent, and again coming into action, without its

quantity beipig either increased or diminished. The suc-

cessive discoveries of Crawford and Irvine, together with
the whole fabric of the Lavoisierian chemistry, strongly fa-

vour the same opinion ; so that, in the present day, it must
be regarded as the hypothesis which is by far the most ge-
nerally received. It has, however, been zealously opposed
by Rumford ; and the experiments on the heat excited by
friction, of which we have given an account, were brought
forward as an unanswerable objection against it. Our li-

mits will not permit us to take a very full view of all the

arguments that have been urged on both sides of the ques-
tion ; but we must endeavour to give a sketch of some of

the principal points that have been adduced by the advo-
cates of each of the opinions. It will scarcely be denied,

that if we admit the existence of a subtile elastic fluid, the

particles of which are endowed with a repulsive power,
which tends to unite itself to all kinds of matter, to insinu-

ate itself into their pores, to produce their expansion, and,

if added in sufficient quantity, to impart to them its own
elastic nature, we are in possession of an agent, which very

conveniently explains a great variety of phenomena ; for,

excepting the experiments of Rumford on friction, and
others of a similar nature, we do not know of any facts

which are averse to the supposition, or which are not better

explained on this than on any other that has been adduced.

It must, however, be admitted, that it is merely an hypo-

thesis ; and as there is no direct experiment which proves

the existence of this subtile elastic fluid, it must be aban-

doned, if there be any single phenomenon which is abso-
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lutely irreconcilable to it. But before we can allow tliis to

be the case, in the present instance, it is necessary to shew,

that our acquaintance with the phenomenon in question is

complete; tliat we thoroughly understand all its relations,

and are competent to decide upon the connexion which it

has with all the other actions to which it may be referred.

Now we believe that few persons will assert that this is the

case ; on the other hand, we conceive every one will admit,

that any attempt to explain the intimate nature of the mo-
tion supposed to produce heat, and the manner in which

vibrations can excite a sensation such as that which we re-

fer to this principle, must be a most arduous task. Still

moie so will it be to explain, how it can be the immediate
cause of liquidity and of elastic fluidity ; how it can be trans-

ferred in definite quantities from one body to another ; how
this can be done even while it is lying dormant, or while

we have no proof that the motion actually exists. In short,

we shall find, that the hypothesis of vibrations is far from
being unencumbered with difficulties; and that we have

only removed one, to become involved in a much greater

number. Besides, although we have admitted that there

is no direct experiment to prove the independent existence

of heat, or at least none against which some exception has

not been taken ; yet there are facts brought forward, per-

haps as decisive on this side of the question, as those re-

specting friction are on the other. We refer to the trans-

mission of heat through a vacuum. Pictet proved that this

takes place in the vacuum of the air-pump ; and Rumford,
the great advocate for the immateriality of heat, has shewn
that it is capable of passing even through the Torricellian

vacuum. There seems no method of reconciling this fact

with the hypothesis, except by taking for granted the ex-

istence of some kind of vapour or elastic fluid, along which
it is propagated ; a supposition equally gratuitous, and
equally unsupported by direct and independent facts as that

for which it is substituted. Indeed, the same remark may
be applied to all the phenomena in which the radiation of

heat is concerned ; it seems extremely improbable, if not

impossible, that these rays are carried along by the air, even
when near the surface of the earth, and they must necessa-

rily traverse an immense track totally devoid of air. If we,

in this case, suppose the existence of a subtile medium, in-

vented for the purpose of carrying them through space, we
are here, as in the former instance, creating an agent at

least as hypothetical as the matter of heat. Upon the

whole, we are strongly inclined to the opinion which re-

gards heat as an elastic fluid, of a proper immaterial na-

ture, although of extreme subtilty, the particles of which
are repulsive with respect to each other, but are attracted

by other bodies, with different degrees of force, according

to their respective nature.

Before we conclude this discussion concerning the im-
materiality of heat, it will be proper to notice the experi-

ments which have been made, in order to ascertain whe-
ther it be actually possessed of gravity, or rather, whether
its weight can be measured by a balance. The best con-

trived experiments of this description were those of Fordyce.

He very carefully weighed a quantity of water, froze the

water, and then again weighed it. Now he argued, that in

this process, the water must have parted with the latent

heat which maintains it in the liquid form ; so that if heat

be a ponderable substance, it might be expected that the

ice would exhibit a diminution in its weight, equivalent to

that of the caloric which had escaped. The result, how-
ever, did not correspond with this idea; and indeed, in some
of the most accurate trials, it seemed as if the body that

had parted with its heat had even acquired a slight addi-

<ion of weight. It is, however, generally admitted, that no
decisive conclusion can be drawn from such experiments

;
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and that, from the conception that v.c have of the extrernc
tenuity of the ]>articles of heat, it is not probable, that any
portion which we can have it in our power to impart to *

body, could be detected by the instruments that we employ
in ascertaining the weight of bodies. Our preference, a%
we stated al)ove, is certainly in favour of the hypothesis of
the materiality of heat; because we tliink it explains the
phenomena in general with greater facility, and is encum-
bered with less difficulties than the immaterial hypothesis.
Vet we must remember, that it is not decisively proved by
any direct and imexceptionable experiments ; and it must
also be acknowledged, that it has not received the sanction

of some eminent philosophers, both at the revival of letters

and in our own times. We have already mentioned the

opinion of Ruitiford ; and Professor Leslie, to whom science

is so peculiarly indebted for his numerous experiments and
discoveries on the subject of heat, also adopts the hypothe-
sis, which ascribes its effects to a certain motion among the

particles of bodies. He conceives that the propagation and
transmission of heat, is very siinilar to that of sound, and
that it in fact consists in certain aerial undulations. A hot
body communicates a portion of its heat to the contiguous
stratum of air ; this immediately expands, and by this ex-
pansion, a vibration is excited in the adjoining stratijm ; this

is propagated to the next, and so on until the equilibrium
is produced. The passage of heat is therefoi'e of the same
velocity with the undulation of the air, or rather is identi-

cal witli it ; and according as the surfaces of bodies act up-
on the air in contact with them, so will they radiate heat

with greater or less readiness. The facility of radiation is

supposed to be principally owing to the approximation of
the air to the surface ; those bodies radiating the best, to

which the air comes into the closest contact. This view
of the subject explains why the best radiators should like-

wise be the best absorbers of heat ; and it is also supposed
to afford a reason for the effect of roughening the surface,

or covering it with substances which destroy its polish.

Professor Leslie seems to have advanced his hypothesis,

merely as a convenient manner of accounting for some of
his own experiments ; he has not stated it in such a way as

to apply to all the phenomena of heat, nor has he attempt-
ed to reconcile it with the experiments of Herschel, and
others which appear decidedly adverse to it. Indeed, we
much doubt whether it can be adapted even to some of his

own experiments on the radiation and reflection of heat;

for it must be supposed, that the undulations of the air are

propelled from the surface of bodies, impinge upon others,

and are again reflected, exactly as they radiate heat, with

the same velocity, and in the same direction ; a circum-
stance which we apprehend it would be extremely difficult

to prove. It may be farther remarked, that although Pro-
fessor Leslie's hypothesis supposes that the undulations of

the air are the cause of heat, or that which produces the

phenomena in question ; yet there arc many expressions

which would seem to imply, that this heat is something dis-

tinct from the undulations themselves, and that the heat is

transferred or transmitted from one wave to the other, not

that the waves are themselves the actual cause of the ef-

fect. The farther consideration of this question would in-

volve us in a discussion that would exceed the limits to

which we are necessarily restricted.

In the former part of this article we alluded to the

chemical properties of heat, but we proposed to defer

the consideration of them until we had made ourselves

more fully acquainted with its nature and its eff'ects.

On this subject there are two points to be determined :

first. Does heat possess any properties, or any relation to

other bodies, which can strictly be called chemical ? And
secondly, What are these relations ? When we speak of a

Pp
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substance being possessed orchemical properties, we mean,

that by its being separated from or added to another sul)-

stancc, the two substances, in the case of their decomposi-

tion, or in the other case, Ihe compound of the two, manifest

difl'erent chemical relations from those which they possess-

ed before the operation. By some philosophers it has been

supposed that this change takes place with respect to heat,

that when it enters into combination with a body, as for ex-

ample with oxysjen, and forms oxygen gas, a compound is

protluced, possessed of new properties that are not merely

mechanical, while at the same time the heat itself has en-

tirely lost its former qualities by its union with the oxygen,

and iike other bodies, after a chemical composition, has im-

parted to the compound properties quite different from its

own. If we again decompose the oxygen gas, as by unit-

ing its base to carbon, the heat is precipitated, and resumes

all its former properties, which had been entirely destroy-

ed, or rendered latent, while it remained in tlie combined

state. But although there may appear to be a considerable

degree of plausibility in this method of reasoning, it has

notbeen generally acquiesced in. The great objection which

has been urged against the opinion, that heat unites chemi-

cally to bodies, is, that it may, in all cases, be separated from

them, merely by a reduction of temperature, without the

intervention of a more powerful affinity; a circumstance

which is conceived to be essential to a proper chemical de-

composition. With respect to the new properties which
heat imparts to other substances, by its union with them,
these have been said to be merely mechanical, or to be
such as must necessarily result from these particles being
placed at a greater distance from each other. As to the

heat itself, there is undoubtedly something more analogous
to chemical union, in the changes which it experiences ; at

by entering into combination with other bodies, its charac-

teristic properties are all destroyed. Yet this involves a

discussion rather about words than ideas, and in a great

measure depends upon the meaning which we attach to

certain modes of expression. The fact is, that heat seems
to have electiive attractions for different bodies, indepen-
dent of any of their relations to other substances ; that it

combines with them, and produces a change in their state,

which perhaps may be regarded as merely mechanical

;

but that by these combinations its action is destroyed,

and it no longer possesses the properties it previously ex-
hibited. Upon the whole, we are inclined to the opinion,

that the effects of heat are not referable to the usual laws af

chemical affinity, but must be referred, partly to those of
mechanical impulse, and partly to what we may denominate
specific action, ;'. e. an action peculiar to itself, and essen-
tially different from what we can observe in other natural

objects. See our articles Cold and Expansion. («)

APPENDIX.

In the preceding article, we have given an account of

the experiments of Dr Herschel, Sir H. Englefield, and M.
Btrard, from which it follows, that there exists beyond the

red extremity of the spectrum a set of invisible rays, which

affect the thermometer more powerfully than even the red

light of the spectrum.

These experiments were repeated, under the most fa-

. (Hirable circumstances, by our celebrated countryman Sir

H. Davy, who favoured us with an account of them when
we had the pleasure of seeing him at Geneva. Availing

himself of the fine climate and the serene sky of Italy, he

resolved to inquire into the cause of the difference between
the results obtained by Dr Herschel and Berard; the former
having placed the point of maximum intensity beyond the

red rays, while the latter found the heat greatest within the

extremity of the red space. It occurred to Sir Humphry,
that thermometers with circular balls of the size used by
Bi'rard must necessarily shew the maximum of heat to be
within the red space, as a cooling agency must always be

exerted by that part of the bulb which is out of the limits

of the calorific rays ; and hence the diminution of tempera-
ture which this occasioned would compensate for the

greater effect produced by the invisible rays. In order to

remove this source of error, Sir H. Davy employed ex-
tremely slender thermometers, not more than -j^tli of an

inch in diameter, with very long bulbs filled with air con-

fined by a coloured fluid ; and in this way the bulb was af-

fected only by the invisible rays. The general results of

these experiments, which were repeated also at Geneva,
confirmed those of Dr Herschel, and may be considered as

removing the objection of Professor Leslie, that, iq our cli-

mate particularly, there must always be a concentration
of extraneous light beyond the red extremity of the spec-
trum.

We regard it, therefore, as a point established in physics,
that there is a distinct effect produced upon the thermome-
ter beyond the red extremity of the spectrum ; but we
cannot admit for a moment the conclusion which has been
universally drawn from it, that it is produced by a separate
set of heat-making rays, refracted by the prism, and hav-
ing a greater refrangibility than red light. Dr Herschel has
attempted to prove that invisible culinary heat is also sus-
ceptible of refraction like the invisible rays, and M. Prevost
and M. Delaroche have likewise endeavoured to shew that

this kind of heat is capable of permeating glass. We have
no doubt that this opinion will be found to be erroneous,
and we think it is demonstrated,* that invisible culinary
heat is incapable of refraction, or of permeating glass like

light, and hence we cannot suppose that the invisible rays
of the sun are capable of being refracted by glass. If this

shall be found to be the case, it will follow that the invisi-

ble heat of the sun is a substance possessing properties
essentially different from those of invisible culinary heat.

As radiant heat, therefore, possesses very different pro-
perties from light, we think it will be found, that light,

like all other matter, whether gaseous, fluid, or solid, is

capable of being heated, and that the solar rays are nothing
more than heated light. Hence the least refrangible rays,

having the greatest velocity, or momentum, will produce
the most powerful calorific effect. We shall have occasion
to resume this subject in another part of our work. See
Optics. Ed.

See Phil. T:ans. 1816, p. 105.
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HEBREWS. See Jews.
HEBRIDES. See Argyleshire, Arran, Bute, Staf-

FA, and Scotland.
HEBRIDES, New, a cluster of above twenty islands in

the south Pacific Ocean, extending about 375 miles in a

direction from N. W. to S. E. and situated from 14° 29' to

20° 4' S. Lat. and 166° 41" to 170° 21' E. Longitude.
The appellation which is now bestowed on this group,

results from its complete recognition by Captain Cooke in

1774. So long ago as the year 1606, the Spanish naviga-
tor Quiros landed on the most northern island, which he
seems to have considered as a continent, and called it 7'ier-

ra Austral del Es/iiritu SantOj or the southern land of the

Holy Ghost. Bougainville, in his voyage of discovery in

1768, found it aa island ; and after a partial examination of
the group, named it the Archipelago of the Great Cy-
clades ; but almost all geographers seem inclined to admit
the nomenclature of Captain Cook, who was occupied 46
days in the survey ; and considering tiiese islands the most
western uf the Pacific, he natned them Hebrides, Never-
thelt^ss, Fi*"urit.u questions Captain Cook's right to change
the apprliatioii if Great Cyclades, bestowed by B-»ugain-
viile, and expivssts a iiopo that the name given by both will

be superseded, by retitoring that of Quiros.

These islands are of unequal dimensions, and separated

from e^rh other by channels of different breadth. 13ut the

following list, obtained from collating the narratives of suc-

cessive navigators, will more briefly explain these peculi-

arities, making some allowances for the whole not beiiig

seen exactly under the same aspect.

Pic d'Etoile, 14° 29' S. Lat. 168° 9' E Long.—Tierra
Austral, 66 miles long, 36 broad. St Bartholomew.—Isle

of Lepers, 54 to 60 miles in circuit, 1 5° 20' S. Lat. 1 68° 3 1'

E. Long. Aurora Island, 36 miles long, 5 broad, 15° 6'

S. Lat. 168° 24' E. Long. Whitsuntide Isle, 33 miles long,

8 bioad, I j° 45' S. Lat. 168° 28' E. Long. Mallicolo, 54
miles long, 24 broad, 15° 50' S. Lat. 169° 38' E. Long.
Ainbrym, 60 miles in circuit, 16° 15' S. Lat. 168° 20' E.

Long. Apee, 60 miles in circuit, 16° 42' S. Lat. 168° 36'

E. Long. Paoom, 15 miles in circuit. Three Hills Island,

12 or 15 miles in cir-uit, 17° 4' S. Lat. 168° 32' E. Long.
Shepherds Isles. Monument. Two Hills—Montague
Isle, 9 miles in circuit. Hinchinbrook Isle, 14 miles in cir-

cuit. Sandwich Island, 75 miles in circuit, 17° 4^/ S Lat.

168° 30' E. Long. Erromango, 90 miles ia circuit, 18° 48'

... Lat. 169° 20' E Long. Tanna, 72 miies in circuit, 19°

30' S. Lat. 169° 38' E. Long. Irronan.—Immer, 15 miles
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in circuit. Annatom, 30 to 36 miles in circuit, 20° 3' S.

Lat. 170° 5' E. Lont?.

Some of these islands contain volcanoes, such as Am-
bryni and Tanna ; that on the latter throws up prodigious

columns of fire and smoke, attended with loud explosions at

frequent intervals, and huge stones are sometimes seen in

the air. Native sulphur is found on the island, and nephi-

tic vapours arise from the ground. Quires affirms that he

and another Captain saw silver and gold on the Tierra

Austral ; but this has not been confirmed ; nor are we par-

ticularly acquainted with the mineralogy of the New He-
biides, unless in their exhibiting volcanic products, red

ochre, and chalk. Hot springs issue from the rocks of

Tanna, raising the thermometer to 202°.

Vegetables grow throughout these islands in great pro-

fusion and variety. Quiros, who wrote a recommendatory
memoir to his own court, regarding the island upon which

he landed, describes it as of greater fertility tlian Spain ;

and later navigators have remarked, that the hills of other

islands were covered with woods to the very top. Trees
occur 150 feet high. Figs, nutmegs, and oranges, which
Captain Cook found no where besides, grow here, as well

as cocoa-nuts, bananas, the bread-fruit, and the sugar-

cane.

Fish are numerous on the shores, but many are poison-

ous ; and the crews of different ships have sufl'ered severe-

ly, though not fatally, from having fed upon them.
Laige and beautiful parroquets, of black, red, and yellow

plumage, are seen on the islands ; and, among other birds,

that species of pigeon which feeds on the nutmeg, and is

described by Rumphius as disseminating the real plant in

the Spice Islands. Quiros speaks of goats; but the only

quadrupeds observed by later visitors are hogs and rats.

No dogs have been observed by strangers on any of the

islands visited by them ; nor have the natives any name for

the animal, which shews that it is unknown.
The New Hebrides are evidently inhabited by different

races of people, whose origin some navigators are inclined

to derive from Papua or New Guinea. None possess that

symmetry and stature seen in other parts of the Southern
Pacific Ocean. Those of the Tierra del Espiritu Santo

seem more robust and better formed than most of the rest.

Bougainville describes the natives of Lepers Isle as small,

ugly, and ill made, and the few women observed were alto-

gether as disgusting as the men. The inhabitants of Tan-
na are of middle size, their limbs well made and rather

slender; and some are tall, stout, and strong. Their fea-

tures are large, the nose broad, eyes full, and in general

v/ith an agreeable expression. The hair is black ; but,

in several instances, with brown or yellow tips. Brown and
reddish hair has appeared here and elsewhere ; but it is

frizzled and woolly for the most part. The women of the

Mallicolese present the most disagreeable features of any
seen in the South Seas ; and the daubing of their whole
bodies, or covering their heads with the orange powder of

turmeric root, has a dirty appearance. All the inhabitants

of the group are of a deep chesnut brown colour, and their

skin is uncommonly soft and smooth to the touch. M. de
Bougainville says, those of Lepers Isle are of a black or

Mulatto colour, the hair of some being a yellow wool, which,
it is not unlikely, might have been the consequence of dis-

ease, as he gave the island itr, name from the inhabitants

being much afflicted with leprosy.

The language of the New Hebridians is different from
that of all the other tribes of the South Sea ; it abounds in

consonants, and even in the united duplication or triplica-

tion of them. But they have a remarkable facility in un-
derstanding and imitating strangers, and have a very quick
and ready api)rehensioii. Tlieir admiration is expressed by

hissing like a goose. They are singularly honest, unlike
all savages ; and most ofthem have a manly, good natured,
open aspect.

In general these people go nearly naked ; boys and girls

absolutely so. The greater part of the women have a short

petticoat ; many only a cord about the body, with a bunch
of straw. A decided characteristic of the Hebridians con-
sists in a rope tied round the middle, which, being put on
at a very early age, makes a deep groove, dividing the belly

as it were into two parts, so that the one almost overhangs
the other. Captain Cook, in describing the Mallicolese as
" the most ugly and ill-proportioned people I ever saw, and
in every respect different from any we had met with in this

sea," and specifying " their long heads, flat faces, and
monkey countenances," continues, " but what most adds to

their deformity, is a belt or cord which they wear round
the waist, and tie so tight over the belly, that the shape of
their bodies is not unlike that of an overgrown pismire."
They are less acquainted with the art of tattooing than
many other islanders, and they obtain a similar effect by in-

cisions of the flesh, producing elevated scars, which resem-
ble external objects. A number of personal ornaments are

employed by them, more generally by the men than the

women. The face and body are frequently painted black,

brown, or red ; and bracelets, ear-rings, or a bone through
the nose, are worn among both sexes. The women and
children are in general shy ; the former are held in sub-

serviency by the men, and condemned to the more labori-

ous operations.

The disposition of the Hebridians seems to be courteous
and liberal ; they are not equally prone to revenge injuries,

as many other savages, and are more willing to be satisfied.

The English circumnavigators were treated with great

hospitality, and it seems doubtful in any misunderstandings
which was the aggressor. M. de Bougainville considered

an attack on him at the isle of Lepers, followed by a flight

of arrows, as the consequence of premeditation. They are

evidently often at war, from the number and variety of their

arms ; and during the visits of strangers, they are always
on the watch, keeping their bows constantly bent. These
are very strong and elastic,' made of the best club wood,
and highly polished. The arrows are made of reeds near-

ly four feet long, and pointed with a piece of hard brittle

black wood, twelve or fifteen inches in length. Some have
three points for shooting birds, others are discharged at

fish, and pointed with a bit of bone two or three inches long.

They have also clubs, spears, and darts ; the first of differ-

ent sizes and shapes, from two feet and a half in length to

six feet, and are slung from the right shoulder by a rope.

Their arrows are shot with great foiceand precision to the
distance of 8 or 10 yards, but are little to be dreaded at 25
or 30. Their darts also are thrown with much power and
accuracy to a short distance. Some arrows exhibit a green-
ibh gummy substance on the points, which the natives af-

firm is poison ; but in experiments made with it by the

English on animals it was not fatal.

Tlie arts are in a very low state ; navigation is little un-
derstood, and fishing seldom resorted to. No fishing tackle

whatever was observed by the English in the largest

islands ; and their canoes consisted of several pieces of
wood clumsily sewed together. Only 14 belonged ta the

whole island of Mallicolo. However, that of Immer is

chiefly inhabited by fishermen, and the various canoes are

from 20 to 30 feet long, but all of indifferent workmanship.
The dwellings on shore are miserable huts of rude con-

struction, or, properly speaking, large sheds about 35 feet

long, open at both ends, and of which the roof, ridged at top,

reaches to the very ground. Captain Cook compares them
to a house without walls. They seem to contain no furni-
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ture except mats, palm leaves, and dry grass, vvhicli cover

the floor. The quality of ihc climate is such that the in-

habitants can almost dispense with artificial shelter, and all

their pursuits concentrate in Vi'arfare and in procuring sub-

sistence.

A large portion of the New Hebrides is well cultivated.

Whole islands are covered by woods and divisions, indi-

cating much industry, and a correct notion of property
;

and extensive grounds are laid out in regular plantations

of the sugar-cane, bananas, and plantains, all kept in good
order, and sometimes protected by stone fences two feet

high.

It is not ascertained that the natives have any religion,

or any form of government. They offer the branch of a

tree as a sign of pacification, and pour water on their heads,

as indicating a desire for conciliation, or in token of con-

trition. They dance round fires to the sound of drums ;

and these are heard in the woods on occasions of alarm.

Their music is of a lively turn ; they have pleasing airs

embracing a considerable compass, and it is said they sing

in parts,—a fact worthy of being ascertained, as the music
of savages is so limited. An instrument consisting of

eignt reeds, like the syrinx or Pan's pipe, and extending

througnout an octave, has been seen here.

It IS singular, that in some of the islands, as Tanna, iron is

of no value, while in others it bears the highest price. Look-
ing-glasses prove the source of great amusement to the na-

tives, and their complacent self-contemplations have induc-

ed their visitors to affirm that they are extremely conceited.

All those who have reached the New Hebrides bestow

the warmest commendations on their soil, climate, and

productions. The later navigators have thought that a

settlement might be profitably made on Sandwich Island ;

and Quiros, two. centuries ago, sought to interest the ava-

ricious court of Spain, by pointing out the benefit which
would result from one on the Tierra Austral del Espiritu

Santo. " In a word," he says, " the union of so many ad-

vantages would produce such power and riches, that these

territories would not only support themselves, but afi'ord

an overplus for the assistance of America, aggrandize

your majesty's dominions in general, and very speedily

elevate Spain to the highest degree of prosperity. All this

I will undertake to answer for, if I shall be assisted and

suppprted in my enterprise." The north side of the island

is penetrated by a capacious bay, which he considers capa-

ble of being a harbour for 1000 vessels; and after ac-

quainting his sovereign, that, amidst its numerous pro-

perties, '' the dawn is ushered in by a most delightful con-

cert of millions of birds from the forests wherewith the

shores are shaded, and that every evening and morning the

air is perfumed with the odours of all species of flowers in-

termixed with those of aromatic plants," he concludes

with these words : "Finally, sire, I can with confidence

assert, that this harbour, which is situated in 15° 20' South
Latitude, presents the greatest natural advantages for the

establishment of a large city and a numerous colony."

None of these anticipations, however, have been real-

ised, and the New Hebrides, yet unoccupied by Europeans,

are only resorted to, as we learn, at rare intervals, for car-

goes of wood from their forests.

Navigators have been so much mistaken regarding the

population of the South Sea Islands, as to warn us against

listening to conjectures. The inhabitants of Mallicollo

were computed at 50,000 in 1773, and those of Tanna at

20,000 ; but we cannot forget, that while about the same
time the population of Otaheite was supposed above
200,000, calculations of tolerable accuracy reduce it at this

day to 5000 ; towards which, however, several causes,

perhaps unknown to the New Hebridians, may have con-

tributed. Sec Torquemada Monarquia. Indiana, t. i. p.

738. De Brosse'i A'at;i,g-a//a?!.v aux tcrren auslralcs, t. i.

p. 306. t. ii. p. 243, 348. liougainville's Voyaifc, p. 242.
Dalrymple's Historical Collection. Cook's Second Voyage
I'orstei's Voyage, vol. ii. ^c)

HECLA. See Iceland.
HEDGE. See Aghicultube.
HEOJAS. See Ahauia.
HED WIG, John, a celebrated botanist, was born at

Croubtadt in Transylvania, on the 8th of October 1730,
and was the son of one of the magistrates of that town.
His loveflf botanical pursuits shewed itself at an early
period ; and while his school-fellows were busy with their

amusements, lledwig was actively employed in collecting

wild plants, and transplanting them to his father's garden.
Alter studying four years at the public school of Croustadt,
he was enabled, notwithstanding the loss of his father in

1747, to go to the university of Presburg to continue his

studies. He remained here two years following his medi-
cal pursuits, and then went to Zittau to attend the lectures

of Gerlach. in 1752, he entered himself as a student at

tlie university of Lcipsic, and attended the lectures on me-
dicine, piiilosophy, and mathematics. Here he gained the
paiticular friendship of the celebrated Ludwig; and such
was the opinion entertained of him by Bose, the professor

of botany, that in 1756 he took him into his own house,
gave him the charge of his garden, and allowed him, dur-
ing three years, to attend for him at the hospital. Upon the

completioii of his studies, he was naturally anxious to set-

tle as a physician in his native place ; but upon applying
for license to the magistrates, he was mortified to find that

no pnysicians could practise in Transylvania, who had not

betn members of the university of Vienna. His friend

Bose, however, having advised him to commence practice

in some small town in Saxony, he presented his dissertation

sur I'einjiloi des cmeiiques dans les Jicvres aigues, and was
admitted doctor of medicine. Having a friend resident at

Chemnitz, he fixed upon that town, where he settled, after

marrying Miss Sophia Teller, a lady from Leipsic. Hed-
wig now devoted his mornings to the collection of plants,

and his evenings to their examination, while the rest oi the

day was employed in his professional pursuits. The cryp-

togamic plants particularly attracted his attention ; and

having had occasion to write to the celebrated Schieber,

who was then publishing the Flora of Leipsic, for the ex-

planation of some difficulties, a correspondence immediate-
ly commenced between them, and Hedwig received from
his friend several books, a single microscope, and after-

wards a compound one made by Rienthaler the optician. By
means of this instrument, on which he made some improve-

ments, he was enabled to determine the male and

female flowers of the mosses. See our article Botany,
and Musci.

His wife, who had brought him nine children, died in

1776; and though he was oppressed with grief at such a

loss, yet as he was unable to continue his pursuits, and at-

tend to the education of his six surviving children, he yield-

ed to the advice of his friends, and married, in 1777, Miss
Salzberger of Leipsic. In 1779, he published at Leipsic,

in a German periodical work, his great discovery, under

the title of " Observations on the true parts of generation

in Mosses, and on the Multiplication of Mosses by seed."

At the urgent desire of his wife, who considered his talents

as lost at Chemnitz, he removed to Leipsic in 1781, and in

the following year he published his work, entitled Funda-
mcntum Historia naturalis Aliiscorum /ro7irfosorum, illustrat-

ed with 20 coloured plates.

The Petersburg academy having offered a prize of 100

gold ducats, for a determination of the parts of fructifica-
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tion of the cryptogamic plants, liedwlg sent a large trea-

tise on the subjcci, wliich i^ained the prize, and wliich

was published at Si Petersburg, in 1784, under the lille of

Theoria generationia et fructificationis Jtlanlarum Crijfito-

gamjcarum Linmct. A new and enlarged edition ol this

work afterwards appeared in 1798.

Hillicrlo Hedwig had lived in a state of obscure pover-

ty ; but his talents were now about to receive their proper

reward. In 1784, he was made inspector of the military

hospital at Leipsic, and in 1786 he was appointed professor

extraordinary to the faculty of medicine. In 1789, Frede-

rick Augustus, clecior of Saxony, nominated him profes-

sor of botany, and snperintendant of the public garden, and

at the same time gave him ajiartnients at the academy.

Having been occupied more than 35 years in the study of

nature, Hedwig published the results of his observations

in the following treatises.

1. A Treatise on the origin of the parts of fructification,

in which he shows that the stamens and pistils are not pro-

duced by the pith, as Linnsus believed, but by the same
vessels as the other parts of the plant.

2. A Memoir on the Cotyledons.

3. A Dissertation on liulbiferous Plants.

4. A Memoir on the Organs of Transpiration in Plants.

5. An Examination of the distinctive chaiactersof Plants

and Animals.

6. An Answer to certain Questions proposed by Dr Ar-
thur Young, on the Irrigationol Meadows with spring water.

7. A Dissertation on the Origin of the Vegetable Fibre.

8. Observations on the use of the Leaves in Plants.

9. A Memoir, in which, after having described the sex-

ual organs of several Cucurbitacea at the time of fecunda-

tion, he considers the manner in which the pollen impreg-
nates the ovaries, and the changes which this phenomenon
produces in plants.

10. Notes on the Aphorisms of Humboldt, in which he
lays down several principles of vegetable physiology.

1 1. Lastly, Considerations on the present and future state

of the Science of liotany, and on the best means to be pur-
sued in the study of it.

Between the years 1787 and 1797, Hedwig published his

great work, entitled Dtscrifitio el Jdumbratio Microscofiica
analytica Muscorum frondosorum^ nee non aliorum Vegetan-
tium, classe Cryfitogamica Lmn£i novorum dubiisque ncxa-
torum, in 4 vols, folio, the first of which appeared in 1787,
and the last in 1797. This work contains an analytical de-
scription of 148 species of mosses, aiid 50 other cryptoga-
mic plants, all of which were examined with the micro-
scope, and figured with great elegance and truth. Each
volume is illustrated with 40 excellent coloured plates. He
likewise prepared a general History of the Mosses ; but
this work, which he did not live to finish, was arranged
and published by Frederick Schwsegricher, one of his pupils.

It contauis notices of 360 species, of which 137 arc figured.
Out of six children by his second wife, five died at an ear-

ly age, and one of his daughters, whose education he had
superintended, was carried off by the stnall-pox in Decem-
ber 1797. This severe blow affected his health: and hav-
ing neglected to take proper care of himself during the
severe weather of 1798 when he was visiting his patients,

he was attacked by a catarrhal fever, from which he had
scarcely recovered, when he was carried off by a nervous
fever, on the 7th of February 1799, in the 69th year of his

age. Out of 15 children, only four survived him, two sons
and two daughters. One of his sons, M. Romain Adol-
phus, professor of botany at L'-ipsic, published two fasci-

culi of a splendid work on ferns, with coloured plates
;

but he did not long survive his father.

Hedwig was distinguished by all the social virtues. He

was neither elevated by the high reputation which he had
acquired, nor <lepressed by the iliii,>eral criticisms with

which he was assailed. His enjoyments and his sufferings

were of a higher class. They were the luxuries and the

sorrows of domestic life. See Deleuz^'s Recount of the

Life and Writings of Hedwig, published m \.\\t Aiinalea du
Museum d' Nistoire A''aturelle, vol. ii. and in Urande's Jour-

nal of Science and the Arts, vol. i. p. 103.

HEGIRA, or Hejeiia, is an epoch to which the Arabs
and Mahometans refer historical events. It comes from
an Arabic word, which signifies^eii, and the epoch is dated

from the night between the 15lli and 16th July A. D. 622,

when Mahomet was forced to leave Mecca to avoid the

persecutions of his enemies. The year of the Christian

era, corresponding to any year of the Hegira, may be found

by the following formula, H being the year of the Hegira,

and C that of the Christian aera, C^— +622,orC=

Hx 9692 + 622. Thus if we wish to know what year of

our aera corresponds with the year of the Hegira 1232, we
haveC=1232x.9692-)-622= l816.

Tables shewing the correspondence between the years

of the Hegira and those of the Christian aera have been giv-

en by Greaves in his Efiochs Celebriores ; by Riccioli in his

Chronologia Reformata, 1659; and by Beckiusinhis.fi/iAe-

merides, 1695. A more correct table has been published

by Mr Marsden, in his paper On the JEra of the Mahome-
tans called the Hejera, printed in the Philosophical Tana-

actions for 1788, vol. Ixxviii. p. 414, or in the abridgment,

vol. xvi. p. 509.

HEIDELBERG, is a city of Germany, in the circle of

the Lower Rhine, formerly the capital of the Palatinate,

and recently forming a part of the grand duchy of Baden.

It is a long and narrow town, and is situated at the foot

of a mountain on the south side of the Neckar. This ri-

ver is crossed by a fine bridge, which cost 170,000 Horinsi

and from which there is a fine view upon the river. It is

surrounded with walls, which have six gates. The citadel,

called Fort I'Etoile, was long ago destroyed by the French.

It contains three churches for Roman Catholics and Protes-

tants, an university, an economical society, an anatomical

theatre, a military hospital, a cabinet of mineral models
and physical instruments, a botanical garden, and more than

20 fountains. The university was founded in 1386, and
has been under the direction of 20 professors, 16 Catho-
lic, and four Reformed. When the Bavarians took it in

1622, its library was transferred to the Vatican, by Robert
Maximilian of Bavaria. The fine statue of the Elector,

the church of St Esprit, the church of St Peter, with the

sepulchral inscription of the celebrated Olympia Fulvia

Morata, are worthy of being seen. The castle and the

garden of Heidelberg, situated near the town, are now in

ruins. The statues of the ancient Electors and Count Pa-

latines are still to be seen on the front of the castle ; the

remains of the hall of the chevaliers are still visible; and
the granite columns, which formerly supported a part of

the imperial palace at Ingelheim near Mayence, are seen

supporting the roof of the fountain of the castle. The
subterraneous passage extends to the great square in the

town. A Restaurateur is now established in tiie middle of

these ruins. Heidelberg has been celebrated for its wines,

called vin du J^ecker, obtained fiom grapes which grow
on both sides of the mountain ; and for its capacious tun,

which originally rontaitied 528 hogsheads, and 600 when it

was rebuilt, and which is still shown to strangers. It has

manufactures of camblets, silk slockinss, and silk hand-

kerchiefs, wax lijrl'ts, soap, cotton, chiihiiig, p.iper hang-

ings. Tlie popiilation, which is principally Lutheran,

amounts tj 12,000.
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HEIGHTS. Melhods of measuring heights by the Ba-
ROMETEn will be found in our article Pneumaiius, and

trigonometrically in our article Trigonometry.
HEILBROUN, or Hailbron, is a town of Germany in

Suabia, which belonged to the King of Wirtemberg. It is

situated in a very pleasant and fertile country on the banks

of the Neckcr, which is crossed by a covered stone bridge.

The town is strong and well built, and has some fortihca-

tions, three churches, two convents, and public baths.

The principal objects of curiosity ivi this town are, the

Gothic tower of the church of St Kilian, which is remark-
able for its architecture, the public library, the house of

correction, the great fountain, and the fine promenade be-

fore the gates of the town. In the archives of the town
are preserved the letters of the two celebrated Chevaliers

Francois de Sickengen and Goez de Berlichingen, the last

of wlioin was imprisoned in a tower, which still remains,

and was interred in the convent of Schoenthal near the

town. The town carries on a great trade in tartar and all

sorts of glass. It contains distilleries of brandy, paper
manufactories, tanneries, oil mills, and wheels for tobacco.

Population, 8000.

HELENA, St, generally ranked by geographers among
the islands of Lower Guinea, is situated in 15° 55' South
Latitude, and 5" 49' 45" West Longitude from Greenwich.
It is 600 miles from Ascension Island, the nearest land, 1200

from the coast of Africa, and nearly 2000 from that of

America. In sailing from Europe, it is generally neces-

sary, in order to make the island, to stretch along the Bra-
zil coast qwite out of the tropics, till it can be gained by
the aid of the south-east trade winds; but of late years the

inner or easternmost passage has frequently been followed,

and has not uncommonly been made in 7 or 8 weeks from
EnglaTid. A bird, called the St Helena pigeon, which is

seen only to the windward of the island, generally indicates

its vicinity to the navigator, long before the land can be
discerned by the telescope.

St Helena was discovered by the Portuguese commander
John de Nova, on St Helen's day, May 21st 1501. It was
then inhabited only by seals, sea-lions, sea-fowls, and tur-

tles. The interior of the island was one entire forest, and
even many of the rocky precipices on the coast were co-

vered to the brink with the gum wood tree. Its first set-

tlement and improvement are ascribed to the following in-

teresting occurrence : Several Portuguese noblemen, who
had deserted in India to tlie native princes, were punished
by Albuquerque in the most cruel manner, by having their

noses, ears, and right hands cutoff; and in this mutilated

condition, were put on board the ships returning to Europe.
Fernandez Lopez, one of the sufferers, preferring a volun-

tary exile to a life of ignomy in his native country, was at

his own request, landed on the island of St Helena in the

year 1513, with a few negro slaves. Many of his country-

men, commiserating his sufl'erings, exerted themselves to

contribute every comfort and convenience which his forlorn

situation would admit. Hogs, goats, and poultry, were
landed for his sustenance. Partridges, pheasants, guinea-

fowls, peacocks and other wild fowl, were let loose in the

"woods. Figs, oranges, lemons, peach trees, and various

vegetables, were planted in the infant soil. By his skill in

botany and gardening, the Iruit trees were brought to great

perfection ; and the live stock and feathered tribes increas-

ed so abundantly undei his protection, that in a short lime

they entirely overspread the face of the country. After a

residence of four years, Fernandez was removed from the

island by orders from the court of Portugal ; but the spots

which he had cultivated continued to supply the ships of his

cr.uniry with seasonable and abundant refreshments in their

Indian voyages.

The Portuguese succeeded in concealing tlic situation
of St Helena from other European nations till the year 1588,
when it was descried and visited by Captain Cavendish on
his return from a voyage round the world. It soon became
well known aho to the Dutch and Spaniards ; and the
crews of the diH'crcnt nations are accused of having wan-
tonly laid waste the plantations, and destroyed the live slock,
as if grudging to succeeding visitors any participation of
the benefits whicli themselves had enjoyed. After the
Portuguese had acquired so many ports on the eastern
shores of Africa, they removed entirely fiom St Helena,
which remained for a long time in a desolate condition

;

but, according to other accounts, they were expelled from
it by the Dutch, by whom it was again abandoned upon tnc
establishment of their colony at the Cape of Good Hope in

165 1. Upon their departure, the English East India Com-
pany immediately foi'med a settlement upon St Helena;
and about ten years afterwards, obtained a charter for its

possession from Charles II. Many settlers were iiiduced,

by the ofler of lands, to emigrate thither from England ;

and slaves were imported from Madagascw to work in the
plantations. In 1665, the Dutch succeeded in an attack up-
on the island, but in a few months were obliged to give
place to the English; and after the destructive fire in Lon-
don in 1666, numbers of the ruined families, who sought
relief in distant countries, removed to the new settlement
on St Helena. It was once more retaken by the Dutch in

1672, through the treachery of one of the planters, but was
almost immediately recovered by an English squadron un-
der Captain Munden, and again restored to the East India
Company. The first fortification was erected by the Eng-
lish in 1665, and a few lines formed across the valleys, and
batteries, slightly elevated above the level of the sea, were
at different times constructed ; but more than a century
was suffered to elapse before its impregnable heights were
employed as posts of defence.

Till the beginning of the 18th century, the history of
the settlement contains little else than a succession of pet-

ty contentions, insurrections, and mutinies. A general

spirit of insubordination appears to have infected all ranks
on the island, planters, soldiers, and slaves ; and though
every attention was paid by the Company to support the

interests of good order, moraiity, and religion, yet two
causes chiefly seem to have defeated all the good effects

of their regulations, viz. the injudicious conduct of the

governors in failing to check tlie first symptoms of disaf-

fection, and the profligate character of the persons who
presided over the religious instruction of the inhabitants.

An abundant distillation of spirits from potatoes was no in-

considerable auxiliary to the spirit of disorder; and this

source of depravity became at leiii^th so great a nuisance,

that, in the year 1700, all the stills were suppressed by an or-

deifrom England. Bui, by the wise and vigorous measures
of Governor Roberts, from 1708 to 1714, and by the pious
exertions of Mr Tomlinson the chaplain, a degree of tran-

quillity hitherto unknown was established in the settle-

ment, and a new sera commenced in the history of the island.

The Company's lands weie brought into a promising state

of improvement ; planting and inclosing encouraged among
the settlers ; the culture of vines and sugar canes in-

troduced ; lime quarries discovered and wrought; a
manufactory of bricks and tiles set on foot ; a code of the

existing statutes arranged and published for the informa-

tion of the inhabitants; and tlie exercise of martial law in

a great measure abolished, except in times of alarm or

attack.

From the year 1757 to 1731, great encouragement was
given under Governor Byficld to the planting of furze- fen-

ces, both with a view to afford protection to the lands, and
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to secure a supply of fuel. The increase of trees also

ivas greatly favoiaxu by a resoliuioii to wiliiliokl llic liber-

ty of keeping sheep and yoais, which were soinjuiiuiis to

the younii plantations ; anu m place of the general privi-

lege, grants were given to individuals of keeping goals on

certaiti parts of tlie Company's waste lands, called goat-

ranges. About the year 1749, the Scotch anti spruce firs

were introduced by (iovcrnor Hutchinson ; and acorns were
at the same time planted, from which oaks have grown to

the size of 8 or 1 1 feet in circumference. The same gen-

tleman succeeded, after repeated attempts, in introducing

the coffee plant, which is now regularly cultivated. The
importance of St Helena became daily more manliest, as

the trade and prosperity of the East India Company in-

creased ; and, in the year 1759, many important regula-

tions were iiuroduced into both the civil and military esta-

blishments, lowards the close of the year 1783, the tran-

quillity of the island was seriously interrupted by an ex-

tensive mutiny among the soldiers, occasioned by a few
trilling regulations respecting their punch horses, which
appeared to them of an insulting and degrading tendency.

Altera slight skirmish, the insurgents were reduced, and
the ringleaders executed. The mutinous disposition of

the garrison vi'as afterwards entirely suppressed, and the

whole character of the troops highly improved, under the

judicious management of Governor Brooke. The place

became even a nuraery of excellent recruits for the East
Indies; and during his government, from 1788 to 1800,

more than 12,000 soldiers were sent to India. The same
gentleman made great additions to the defences on the

heights, established a code ot signals, built a new and safer

wharf for the shipping, improved the regulations relative to

the treatment of the slaves, gave encouragement to many
useful suggestions for the improvement of agricultural
operations, and, by his active enterprizes at the commence-
ment of hostilities with the Dutch in 1795, rendered the
little island of St Helena peculiarly seiviceable to Great
Britain. His successor Colonel Patton evinced a similar
zeal and ability, in whatever concerned the welfare of the
settlement. He particularly erected telegraphs, rendered
the guns on the heights more efficacious for annoying an
enemy, introduced the use of terra puzzolana in the forma-
tion of aqueducts, and applied his attention, by means
ot honorary rewards and religious instruction, to improve
the character of the slaves. Many important agricultural
improvements were introduced by Governor Beatson, and
particularly the use of the plough in the tillage of the soil.

In a volume of tracts relative to the island, he has minute-
ly pointed out its various capabilities, and suggested divers
plans for its better administration and culture. The great-
est want under which the settlement labours is the scarci-

ty of fuel, and coals have actually been carried thither from
England. But the last mentioned writer maintains, that

with ordinary care, the island might be made to produce
in a few years a sufficiency of wood for its own consump-
tion in fuel, and for all the other purposes of life.

The island of St Helena, when first seen at sea, presents
the appearance of a naked and rugged rock, extremely ab-

rupt at its r.orthern extremity, but more shelving towards
the south. Upon a nearer approach, the central eminen-
ces are perceived clothed with verdure, and towering to

the clouds. Upon drawing still nearer, these are again shut
out from the view, and nothing is beheld but a girdle of in-

accessible precipices overhanging the ocean, some of them
exhibiting the most fantastic shapes, and others rent down
to their base, disclosing the most hideous chasms. These
rocks are principally basaltic ; and the strata are observed
to lie in every possible variety of direction. The whole mass

has every appearance of having been produced by a sub-
marine volcano ; or, what some consider more probable,
being the summit of a great submarine mountain, which had
formerly been a volcano. Tiie sea around the coast is of an un-
fathomable depth, and vessels may piss within a cable's

length of almost perpendiciilarclifFs 16' lectin height. The
only anchorage is in Chupel Valley buy onthe north-west and
leeward side of the island, where ships may lie in smooth wa-
ter from 8 to 25 fathoms deep. The tide rises sometimes to

the height of five feet; and the surf upon the shore, especially

about the season of Christmas, is very trejnendous. Many
lives were lost in approaching and leaving the land in boats,

till the new whaif was constructed by Governor Brooke in

1790; but there is only one instance of a shipwreck upon the
island, which happened at the time of its discovery ; and
only one also of a vessel being windbound in the roads.

The variation of the compass on the coast, in 1768, was 12°

47' west; in 1777, 13° IS'; in 1795. 15° 47' 30"; in 1802,
16° 30' The principal inlets, by whicli the island can be
approached, are James's Town, Rupert's B.iy, Lemon Val-
ley on the north- west side, and Sandy Bay on the south-

east; all of them regularly and strongly fortified. There
are likewise several ravines, where it may be possible,

though with great difficulty, for individuals to effect an
entrance; but even these are either protected by batteries,

or easily defended by rolling stones from the heights.

The island is lOi miles at its greatest length, 6i in breadth,

about 28 in circumference, and contains 30,000 acres on its

surface. There are only two plains in the whole of this

extent; the largest of which, at Longwood, comprises 1500

acres of fine land, sloping gently to the south-west.

St Helena is unequally divided by a lofty chain of hills,

which runs in a curved direction nearly east and west,

bending towards the south at each extremity ; and from
which alternate ridges and valleys branch off in various di-

rections, but chiefly north and south. Towards the eastern

termination of this chain is Diana's Peak, the highest point

of land on the island rising nearly 2700 feet above t:ie level of

the sea. On the same ridge are Cuckold's Point, 2672 feet

;

and Halley's Mount, 2467. Nearer the coast, and over-

hanging the sea, are Flag-staff, 2272 ; and Barnscliff, 2015.

In the centre of the island is the alarm house, 1960. High
Knoll, to the southward of Ladder Hill, is 1903 ; and
Longwood-house, the official country residence of the lieu-

tenant-governor, is 1762 feet. On coming round to the

north-west and leeward side of the island, James's

Valley opens to the view. It is bounded by two rocky
mountains, Rupert's on the east, and Ladder Hill on the

west, which gradually recede from each other as they ap-

proach the coast, where they terminate abruptly in two
stupendous and perpendicular cliffs. The space inclosed

between these heights is of a triangular form, about a mile

and a half in length, and 350 yards broad at its base, which
faces the sea. In this confined spot is situated James's

Town, which presents in its whole ajjpearance, a peculiar

combination of military strength and rural simplicity. A
fortified line extends from cliff to cliff, fronting the anchor-

age, and covered with cannon, nearly level with the water's

edge. After passing the draw-bridge, and advancing be-

tween a double row of Peepel trees, (a species of Indian

banian,) you enter the town by an arched gate-way, under

a rampart or terrace, which forms one side of a handsome
parade, about 100 feet square. On the left side is the

government-house, usually named the Castle, inclosed with

a wall ; and directly fronting the gate-way is the church,

a plain but not inelegant structure. The principal street,

containing about 28 houses, commences between the church

and the Company's garden ; and, in its progress, divides
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iirto two other streets, oiie on the east side leading into the

country, and the other, which has a number of well fur-

nished sliops, proceedinj;; towards the wpper part of the

valley, where the barracks, hospital, and new garden are

situated. The houses, generally two stories high, are neat-

ly built in the English style, and well white-washed. The
town contains many little gardens, groves, and shaded walks,

and extends the whole length of the valley, which gradu-

ally decreases in breadth, till at last there is room only for

a single house. The view on each side, from the streets,

is awtuily sublime, and discovers enormous masses of rock

impending over the valley, in a manner sufficiently alarm-

ing to the mind of a stranger. Tlie roads which give ac-

cess to the interior of the island, and which have been

formed with incredible labour, by blowing up the rocks,

are carried along the sides of Rupert's and Ladder Hill in

a zig-zag direction ; and the ascent to the sumfnit is so

easy, that oxen and carts pass along the apparently perpen-
dicular precipice without difficulty or danger. For the

space of two miles, nothing but naked sterility and a rocky
wilderness meets the eye of the traveller; but the sight

is soon gratified by the sudden prospect of woody heights,

verdant lawns, cultivated plantations, and handsome little

country seats. The summit of High Knoll, particularly,

presents a beautiful series of such prospects, surrounded
by a lofty ridge of hills and precipices, which completely
close in the view, and finely contrast with the softer and
richer scenes which they inclose. On the south side of

the Knoll, about three miles from the town, is the gover-
nor's country residence, called Plantation House, a hand-
some and well-built edifice, erected in 1792. Its environs,

by the combined efforts of nature and art, have been ren-

dered the most beautiful spot in the island. Besides the

indigenous productions of the place, the pine of the north,

the mimosa of New South Wales, the coffee plant of Arabia,
the banian and bamboo of India, the African aloe and prick-

ly pear, the apple, peach and mulberry of Europe, with
various other plants and trees, from the most opposite and
distant climes, are to be found within the inclosures. Long-
wood, the country residence of the lieutenant-governor,

on tlie opposite side of Ladder Hill, and also about three
miles from the town, is situated on an elevated plain, or
rather gently rising ground, on the summit of which is a flag-

slafi', from which the place takes its name. The adjoining

space was once nearly covered with gum-wood trees, which,
upon the opening of avenues among them, were gradually
destroyed by the south-east wind ; but young trees, which
have been j,ince planted, are thriving well, and the whole
scenery bears a greater resemblance to that of England,
than any other spot on the island. There arc here about

1500 acres of good meadow land, of excellent soil, and ca-

pable, if supplied with water, of proving higiily productive.

From Sandy Bay, which is about an hour's ride from Plan-

tation House, by a winding road along the dsclivities of
little green hills, a still more romantic and beautiful scene-

'« ry opens to the view, of which actual observers have given

t .the most enraptured descriptions. "Though in general,"

says Mr Brooke, "a bird's eye view lies before the spec-

, tator, bills rise above him to an elevation much greater
' ..'than the spot on which he stands. Those on the left,

* richly clotlied with trees to tlie very summits, display a

^ wonderlul contrast to the wild and giotesqut- nakedness that

triumphs on the right, where shelving cliff's, surmounted
b\ hui<e perpendicular and spiral m;>.sses of rock, are inul-

' tiplieci under every shape and aspect. Tlie downward view
•consists of a variety of ridges, eminences, and ravines,

.converging towards the sea into one common valley.

Among (his scenery are intirspersed the dwellings of plant-

ers, the different forms of gardens and plantations, and the

.
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pasturing of cattle ; the prospect closing with the distant

sea, rushing in between two blark craggy cliffs, which the

surf whitens with its spray. The infinite diversity of tint

that overspreads the whole oi" this extraordinary picture,

the majesty of one part, the reposing beauty of another,
and the horror of a third, cannot fail to delight and astonish
every observer of nature." " One feels," says Mr John-
son, " as if transported into a new planet, where every ob-
ject strikes by its novelty, and is altogether unlike any
thing which he had ever before seen. All the surrounding
hills, cliff's, rocks,- and precipices, are strangely fashioned,

and so fantastically mixed and blended, that they resemble
more the aerial shapes which we sec among the clouds,

than any thing composed of denser materials." But it

is from the summit of Diana's Peak, which is nearly in the

centre of the island, that the most complete view of .St

Helena is brought under the eye. Nothing intercepts the

horizon; and all the detached scenes and prospects arc

beheld at once, forming a picture inconceivably diversifi-

ed, and full of ti;e most interesting groups.
The climate of St Helena is remarkably temperate and

salubrious, and peculiarly adapted to the constitution of
Europeans. In James's town, the thermometer seldom
rises above 80"

; but, in calm weather, the heat reflected

from the sides of the valley is frequently oppressive. In the
country, the temperature is more mild and uniform;
scarcely so hot, and never so cold, as in England. In some
seasons, the highest point of the thermometer, during the

summer, has been only 72" in the interior of the island;,

and the ordinary range of Fahrenheit's scale, during win-
ter, is from 55° to 56°. The average temperature through
the whole year is from 66° to 78° of Fahrenheit at James's
Town; from 61° to 73° at the Plantation-house; and from
56° to 68° at Longwood. The rains also fall more equally

through the whole year than in most tropical climates,

but most abundantly in the month of February. In the

vicinity of some of the higher points, especially of Diana's

Peek, which, by being covered with trees, is supposed to

attract the clouds, scarcely a day passes without a shower.
Cloudy days are more numerous than those of clear scorch-

ing sunshine; a circumstance which has been remarked as

propitious to the growth of trees and pasturage, but unfa-

vourable to the ripening of European fruits. Thunder and

lightning are scarcely ever experienced; and the atmos-

phere is generally so clear, that a ship may be descried at

the distance of 60 miles.

The soil is of a clayey nature, and well suited both for

European and Indian productions. It is in many places of
considerable depth, and always most productive in spots

which are most elevated and farthest removed from the

sea. Even on the summits of the interior hills, the grass

is often so luxuriant as to reach the knees of the oxen.

Clear and wholesome springs issue from the sides of al-

most every height; but they form only very inconsiderable

rills. A few of these, especially those at Fisher's Valley

and the Briars, are not observably diminished in dry wea-
ther ; but, in general, they are wholly dependant on the

rains, or the clouds, which are almost perpetually in contact

with the tops of the mountains.

Iron ore has been found in some parts of the island ; but

the scarcity of fuel prevents it from being brought to the

furnace. Appearances of gold and copper have been ob-

served, and some stones capable of taking a beautiful po-

lish. Limestone is plentiful; and some of it, a concretion

of sand and shells, is of an excellent quality ; but the cement

used in ordinary buildings is mud or earth, which is found

to answer the purpose extremely well, perhaps liom its

containing a mixture of terra puzzolana. This last men-

tioned substance, which abounds on the island, fovms, in

Q q
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conjunction with lime, a cement remarkably retentive of

water, and ac(|uiiing, IVom the lonlact of that fluid, the

soliility of rock: hence it is much used in the consti-iiction

of aqueducts.

The summits and sides of the interior bills are covered

witl) furze, of wliich the seed was broupjht from England,

and with various indigenous trees and shrubs. Of these,

the most abundant used to be the gum-wood, of which

there are three kinds, all evergreens, the common, the bas-

tard, and the dwarf gum-tree. The last is generally call-

ed scrub-ivood, and seldom grows higher than three feet;

but the common kind has a tolerably straight stem from

20 to 30 feet in height, and throws out its branches and

leaves in the form of an umbrella. The bastard species

has less of the gunmiy texture, and is farther distinguish-

ed by having a smootli leaf, and bearing its blossoms in

small bunches. All the kinds contain a highly arom.itic

gum, which renders the wood extremely pleasant as fu'l,

for which purpose it is chiefly calculated, though not alto-

gether unfit for building, if protected from tlie weather.

From the trunks of the common and bastard specivs, a

sweet-flavoured liquor, called by the natives toddy, issues

spontaneously ; and a bottle, so placed as to c.icn tie natu-

ral exudation, may be filled in the course of a night. Of
the other native trees may be mentioned, suing-wood, dog-

wood, red-wood, or ebony, and the cabbage-tree, of which

the two last are very durable, and much valued in build-

ing. Oaks, cypress, and pinaster, have been introduced

into the plantations, and thrive well. Tiic first, particular-

ly, grows up very quickly, but decays with equal rapidity,

though the wood, when cut in a sound state, is said to be

of a very close grain and firm texture. The ferns of St

Helena are very numerous and beautiful ; and one species,

called the tree-fern, grows to the height of 14 or even 20

feet, with leaves five feet in length. The myrtle, to which

the climate is peculiarly adapted, grows to the height of

30 feet, and the cotton plant thrives very readily. A shrub,

which the natives call samfi/iire, but supposed to be the

barilla, grows spontaneously on the thin crust of soil gene-

rally found near the sea, and yields from its ashes a large

quantity of the marine alkali for the manufactories of soap.

The English vernal grass prevails in the higher parts ;

but, in the low grounds, the wire-grass, or droop, is more
abundant. This last is sweet and nutritious, and suffers

less than the other sorts from hot or dry weather; but,

instead of it, a coarse herb, called coiv-^rass, originally

from the Cape of Good Hope, has been introduced into

many of the pastures. Lucerne has succeeded in some
situations, and is considered as well calculated for general
cultivation.

Fruits, in general, ripen best in the vallies near the

coast; but almost on every farm are produced vines, figs,

limes, oranges, lemons, citrons, guavas, bananas, peaches,
quinces, pomegranates, tamarinds, mulberries, melons,
water-melons, and pumpkins. Mangos, cocoa-nuts, su-

gar-cane, pine-apples, and strawberries, are also raised in

the island, but only in small quantities. Apples have not

succeeded generally; but one orchard, particulasly, about
three acres in extent, has been known, besides other fruits,

to yield in one season 24,000 apples of a large size.

Cherries have been tried, but without success. Gooseber-
ry and currant bushes when planted, becoi^ie evergreens,
and yield no fruit; but the common blackberry, which was
introduced in the year 1780, has found the soil and climate
so congenial, that it has completely overspread large tracts
of ground ; and, as the only remedy against its encroach-
ments, a public order was issued, and has uniformly been
in force, for its entire extirpation. A species of yam,
originally imported from Madagascar, is commonly cul-
tivated in the vallies; but it requires almost continued

moisture for fifteen months to bring it to perfection. Dur-
ing the last twenty years, however, the culture of the po-
taloe has more profitably occupied the attention of the far-

mei-; and three successive crops of this valuable root arc
friquently produced in one season. Cabbage, peas, beans,
and other garden vegetables, are raised every where in

great abundance. A' tempts have more than once been
made to introduce the cultivation of wheat, barley, and oats;

but probably from drought, or some unknown peculiarity

in the soil or climate, the experiment did not succeed. It

is more from this failure, than from the alleged voracity of

the rats and mice, that grain is not raised. Indeed, as the

principal value of the island consists in its being a place of

rendezvous and refresiiment foi the homeward bound ships

fiom India, tlie cultivation of grain lias been deemed of
less importance, and less anxiously encouraged, than the

re;' ring of live stock, and the production of wholesome
vegetables.

The breed of cattle and sheep on the island is originally

English; but, in consequence of the large demands from
the India ships, the stock is very scanty; and the inhabi-

tants during the greater part of the year subsist upon rice

and salt provisions, issued below prime cost from the Com-
pany's stores. Goats are numerous, and their flesh well

tasted; but pork, except what is reared by the more opu-^

lent inhabitants, is of a very inferior (juality, as the animals •

are chiefly fed with the heads and offals of the coarser kinds

of fish. Rabbits abound in some spots. Rats and mice
are amazingly numerous, and frequently very destructive.

In 1736, they are said to have barked the trees at Long-
wood for food ; and in 1700 actually devoured one another,

so as almost to clear the island of the whole tribe. With •

a little ordinary care, however. Governor Beatson cleared

his farms and gardens of vermin, as completely as could
have been done in England.
The canary bird abounds in the island ; and the Java

sparrow is a great annoyance to the farmers. Red linnets

are also numerous ; and are observed to build two nests,

in the uppermost of which the male bird takes his station,

and serenades the female with his song during her incuba-.

tion. Pheasants and partridges, in consequence of their
|

having been protected by government, have become nu- '

meross; but the guinea-fowl, with which the island was
formerly well stocked, are now seldom to be seen. The
shores abound with sea-fowl, which deposit their eggs
among the cliffs; and these, which are collected in the

months of October and November, greatly resemble in

flavour those of a plover. One species of these sea-birds

make their nests in the more central and woody eminen-

ces, whither they are often seen flying across the country

with fish in their bills.

More than seventy kinds of fish are found on the coast

;

but those which are commonly caught are, mackerel,

albicore, cavalloes, jacks, congers, soldiers, old-wives,

bull's-eyes, &c. The coal-fish, from two to three feet in

length, are singularly delicate and high flavoured ; but

seldom more than eight or ten of them are taken in the

course of a year. Tiie flying-fish, when pursued by their

various enemies, often drop upon the rocks ; and some have

been picked up, measuring more than two feet in length.

Whales are frequently seen in the vicinity of the island;

and have sometimes been killed in the roads by the south-

sea whalers. Turtle frequent the coast in the months of

December and IVFarch, and are often taken by the fishing

boats. Shell-fish are not uncommon, especially one spe-

cies resembling lobster ; and rock oysters are found in some
situations in a solid mass, which may be separated into

distinct fisi.

The whole superficial extent of St Helena is calculated

at 30,000 acres, of which the greater part is a barren was^ev
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About 8000 acres have been brought into cultivation ; and

much more might be improved as pasture-iJ-round, if wa-

ter were conveyed to it, which in many situations is perfect-

ly practicable. Of the cultivated portions, about 1500 acres

are in the occupation of the ii;overnor, the lieutenant go-

vernor, and the Company; 4000, besides goat-ranges, have

at different times been let in leases at a low rent, seldom
ejtceeding 16s. per acre; and about 2300 have become free

by original grants to settlers. In no country is farming a

more profitable employment than at St Helena, when
droughts and other causes do not occasion a failure in the

crops. The richest lands produce three crops of potatoes

in the year, amounting in all to 400 bushels per acre,

which will sell at 8s. per bushel. The price of labour,

however, is high. The wages of a carpenter are 6s. or 7s.

a day; of a mason, 4s. or 5s.; of a common labourer 2s.

or 2s. 6d. A black servant may be hired from 10/. to 20/.

per annum; but must in addition be supplied with cloth-

ing, maintenance, and medical attendance in case of sick-

ness. The price of a slave of good character, and acquaint-

ed with husbandry work, is 150/.; but others of inferior

qualifications may be procured for 30/. Even with all these

expences of cultivation, the lands in general are estimated

to yield a profit of seven or eight per cent. ; and, if wise-

ly improved, as supposed by Governor Beatson, to be

capable of affording an inexhaustible supply of fresh pro-

visions and vegetables for the trade of the southern and
eastern world. The use of the plough, drawn by oxen,

so recently introduced by this officer, may tend to dimin-
ish the expences of tho farmer ; but only 2000 acres are

said to be capable of being tilled in this manner, of which
rot more than 88 have been brought under cultivation.

As the roads are in general inaccessible to carts, particular-

ly in the inland districts, the produce of the farms in the

country is carried on men's heads, occasioning a great

waste of labour. Asses, however, have lately become an

6bject of attention, as suited for this service ; and their

price has risen from 51. to 23/. They are well adapted to

the island, as they prefer those vegetables which the other

animals refuse to eat.

By repeated charters from the crown of Great Britain,

the island of St Helena is assigned to the East India Com-
pany as perpetual proprietors, with all the powers of so-

vereignty and legislation. The supreme authority on the

island is vested in the governor and a council. The coun-
cil is composed of the lieutenant-governor, and senior civil

servant, with the addition occasionally of a fourth and some-
times a fifth member, as the Court of Directors may judge
proper. These represent the lords proprietors, superintend
all the concerns of the island, act as justices of the peace,
and exercise the ordinary jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical

court. When the council is not assembled, the whole au-
thority of the board centres in the governor, who may also

exercise, as occasion requires, all the powers of Captain-
General. The civil establishment consists of an accountant,
pay-master, store-keeper, and the secretary to govcrnmont,
with their assistants, some of whom are at the head of infe-

rior departments, and among whom promotion takes plice
according to seniority. The ordinary military force is com-
posed of a corps of artillery, commanded by a lieutenant-

colonel, a regiment of infantry, and five companies of white
and black militia, who are at limes rather on the footing of
volunteers. There are also a head surgeon, an engineer,
and a chaplain.

The whole island forms only one parish, but is divided

• The late additions to the officers and garrison, in consequence of
expences ofthe settlement to 300,000/.

I The water is ex. client and abundant, ani can now be conveyed
- en board 2000 tons in less than three davs

into three districts, the East, West, and South or Sandy Bay
divisions. There arc two cliurches, one in the town, and
the other in the country ; and the ministers of religion in

the settlement have, of late years, been as highly distin-

guished for the excellence of their character, as, in the ear-'
lier period of its history, they were noted for their incom-
petency and profligacy.

The civil and military establishments cost at an average
40.000/. per annum ;* and there is generally an additional

expenditure of 10,000/. on the head of contingencies. The
only revenue of tlio Comjiany is derived from the rents of
their lands, which may amount to about 1 100/. but gradu-
ally increasing as tlie old leases expire ; and from the pro-

fits of a m.onopoly of arrack, which are estimated at 6000/.

But they have a dead capital of 200,000/. sunk in public
works, naval and military stores. Sec. ; and also warehouses
for all kinds of articles useful to the natives or tho ship-

ping, which, though sold at a profit of ten per cent, do not

cover the expences. But the best returns from the island

must be sought in the accommodation which it affords to

the Company's shipping, and the security which it provides
for their commerce, against the hazards ofthe sea, and the
attacks of an enemy. Its water,! clirnate, and vegetable
productions, are so excellently adapted, paiticularly for

scorbutic diseases, that many who have been sent to the
hospital in the last stage ofthe scurvy, have, in the space
of two weeks, been restored to perfect health. It is gene-
rally acknowledged, however, that the spirit of monopoly
renders all the necessaries of life imtnoderately expensive,
especially to strangers ; and that a more abundant supply of

fruits and vegetables might be provided for the vessels

which arrive in the roads, if it were not that the persons
who raise these articles for sale prefer a high price to a

large disposaliie crop; and would rather, it is affirmed, al-

'

low them to rot, than sell them at a lower rate. Eresh beef,

which, by a regulation ofthe government, is fixed at a cer-

tain rate, (of late years about 6d or 6Jd. per pound,) is the

only iiiid of provisions which can be jirocured at a mode-
rate pi ice. Other articles ol food, in the year 1805, were
purchased at the following prices, which vary, however, con-

siderably, according to tlie demand.
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329 were free. In 1814, tlie whole j^pulation, incliuliiig

the garrison, vvliicli ought always to be Libout one thousand

men, was estimated at 4000 souls. Upon an averai!;e of

iive years, from 1801 to 1805 inclusive, 165 ships touched

annually at the island ; and in time of war, when fleets are

detailed for convoy, the crews and passengers frinuently

equal the whole amount of the population. No strangers

are peimitted to settle on the island, without permission

from the I'^ast India Company. It has been recommended
fo allow the soldiers, whose time of service may have ex-

pired, to remain as husbandmen ; and to import Chinese
labourers, who might be bound to serve the Company in

the first instance, but permitted to hire themselves to others

when not required to work foi' government. No importa-

tion of slaves has been allowed for a long time ; and those

who belong to the island, being generally treated with much
kindness, are rather increasing in luimber. The inhabi-

bitants arc in general a robust and healthy race, but rarely

attain to a great age. The diseases to which they are sub-

ject, are principally of a catarrhal nature; and yet it has
been observed that the driest seasons are frequently the

most unhealthy. The inhabitants of the town retire to their

farms and gardens during the greater part of the year ; but,

upon the arrival of the homeward bound India fleets, they

ilock with alacrity to the town, open their houses for the

accommodation of the passengers, and entertain their

guests with plays, dances, and concerts. They are a wor-
thy, humane, and cheerful race; of people, superficially ac-

f;omplished, and sufficiently fond of gaiety. The young
women are described as very smart and agreeable in their

jnanners. They are bold and expert riders, galloping up
and down the most formidable precipices. Their complex-
ions are fine, and they are said to be very successful in pro-

curing hasty matches among those who touch at the island,

on their return from India. IMost of the settlers, more re-

cently arrived from Europe, employ their capital rather in

mercantile than in agricultural concerns ; and considerable

gains are made among them by the sale of European arti-

cles to the India fleets.

This extraordinary spot of ground, independent of its po-
litical and commercial advantages, may justly be regarded
as a most interes-ting natural curiosity, and, notwithstanding

all that has been written respecting it, there is still want-

ing a scientific survey, and accurate classification of its na-

tural history. But it has recently become a peculiar object

of curiosity to the nations of Europe, in consequence of its

having been selected as the prison of Napoleon Bonaparte
;

and as there appears to be but one opinion as to tlie justice

and policy of his detention, the principal point of enquiry

generally relates to its adaptation for the secuiity of his

person. In addition to the almost inaccessible ramparts

with which it has been provided by nature, its eminences
ore covered with telegraphs and watch towers, and its va-

rious fortifications defended by nearly 500 pieces of cannon,

so that, with ordinary vigilance and a competent garrison,

it may be pvorjounced ijupregnabk- by any external force.

But though a rescue may be next to impossible, an escape

is not accounted impracticable. There are various points

on the coast, where one or tv/o indiiiduals, with a certain

degree of naval assistance from without, (which the n)ulti-

lude of fishing boats and ordinarily favourable state of the

weather must tend to facilitate,) may, without much diffi-

culty, 1 ave the island ; and instances have occurred to

prove, that, even in an open boat, a run might be accom-
plished, with little hazard, to the island of Ascension, or

even to the coast of Biazil. See Lord Valenlia's Travels,

vol. i. Forbes'i Oricjilul Mtmoirs. (Campbell's Travels
in Jfrka. Brooke's History of the island of St Helena.

Johnson's Jccount of St Helena. Bcatsou's Tracts relative
to tlie Island of St Helena, (r/)

HELIACAL, is a term derived from jjAies, the sun, and
applied to the rising and setting of the heavenly bodies. A
star is said (o rise heliacally, when, after having been in con-
junction with the sun, it gets to such a ilistance from that lu-
minary as to become visible in the morning before sun-rise.
A star is said to set heliacally, when it approaches so near
to the sun that it can no longer be seen in the evening after
sun-set.

HELICON, is the ancient name of a mountain in Boeotia,
near the Gulf of Corinth, sacred to Apollo and the JVIuses,
who thence received the name of Helieonides. Its modern
name is Sagara, pronounced Sacra, an obvious corruption,
as Dr Clarke has stated, oiMcra, a town upon Helicon, and
the birth-place of Hesiod. Dr Clarke, who visited this

mountain, has favoured the public with a very interesting
description of it. Instead of proceeding to Lebadea, by the
usual circuitous route along the level country, he ascended
the mountain from Neocorio, passed by the monastery of
St Nicholo to Sagara, and afterwards descended by the mo-
nastery of St George to Lebadea. He ascendedin a north-
west direction above the village of Neocorio, and passed a
chapel in ruins. On his right hand, there was a rivulet
flowing from Helicon towards the plain of Neocorio, or
Thespia ; and beyond this, on the opposite side of the din-
gle through which this rivulet fell, he saw from an emi-
nence a village called Panaja. After travelling along the
north-east side of the mountain, he reached in about an
hour the little monastery of St Nicholo, situated within a
sheltered recess of Helicon. The mountain surrounded it

on all sides, a ruined tower belonging to Panaja appearing
in front through a small opening. The aromatic plants
filled the air with their spicy odours. A perennial foun-
tain threw its limpid waters into the rivulet below ; and the
monastery was almost concealed amid trees, no less remark-
able for their variety than for their beauty and luxuriance.
The fountain was covered with moss and with creeping
plants, forming a pendant foliage over all the fabric con-
structed around it. In a church near the monastery, Dr
Clarke found a long inscripiion on the shaft of one of the
pillars, distinctly mentioning that the MOTSEIA, or games
sacred to the Muses, according to Pausanias, were cele-

brated near a grove upon jMount Helicon. This inscrip-

tion, and other evidence, convinced Dr Clarke that he had
now discovered the fountain Aganippe, and the Grove of
the Muses. Hence it followed, that' the rivulet below was
the Permessus, parent of Aganippe, called Termessus by
Pausanias, and flowing, as he describes it, in a circuitous

course from Mount Helicon.

A path winding through the grove, conducts from the
moi^stery to the spot where, upon the left hand, the water
gushes forth in a clear and continued stream. " The work
about the fountain," says Dr Clarke," was until lately very
ancient, and not long ago there was an antique cistern in

front of it ; but the present monks, finding the work in a
ruined state, undertook to repair it, and thus desti'oyed

much of its original and venerable appearance. In its state

of restoration, however, it is not without picturesque beau-
ty ; for they have merely erected an arcade of stone, whence
the water issues, and this is already adorned by moss and
creeping plants. The walks about the fountain, winding
into the deep solitude of Helicon, are in the highest de-
gree beautiful. All above is grand and striking, and every
declivity of the mountain is covered with luxuriant shrubs,

or tenanted by browzing flocks. Higher up the mountain,

at the distance of two miles and a half from this grove and
from the fountain Agunippe, was the fountain Hippocrene,
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fabled to have sprung from the earth when struck by the

hool'of Peg;isub."

From the Grove of the IMuses, Dr CMarkc descended to

the Permessus, and crossing tliat rivulet, he ascended in

a north-west direction towards the higher parts of Helicon.

Wherever the surface was laid bare, he found the rocks

to consist of primary limestone. By procecdinii; with dif-

ficulty along a craggy narrow path, he reached the heights

of Sagara, where he observed part of the ancient paved
causeway, which formerly led from Thcspia to Abcra and

to Lebadea. From this point, which was two hours jour-

ney from Neocorio, the whole of Bceotia was seen. Tiie

road now extended south-east and north-west, and another

hour was necessary to descend into the deep valley in

which Sagara is situated. This valley is entirely surround-

ed by high rocks, and by the towering summits of Heli-

con. A level plain is seen below, having its woods and

cornfields almost buried in the deep bosom of tlie moun-
tain. A steep and rugged descent now conducted Dr
Clarke to the village of Zagara, which is divided into two
parts by a river flowing across this valley, one part of the

village being high above the other. The lower part

stretches into the level plain ; and above the upper part

a small white edifice, the monastery of Panaja, appears

embosomed among trees. Dr Clarke has shewn, we think

very satisfactorily, that this village is the Ascra of the

ancients, the place of Hesiod's nativity.

After passing Zagara, Dr Clarke advanced among the

boldest rocks, and ascending by a narrow, sleep, and stony

path, he reached the highest pait of this road over Heli-

con, " commanding a prospect," as he remarks, " which,

in the grandeur of its objects, and in all the affecting cir-

cumstances ol history thereby suggested, cannot be equal-

led in the whole woj'ld. The eye ranges over all the

plains of Lebadea, Chaeronea, and Orchomcnus, looking

down upon the numerous villages now occupying the sites

of those and of other illustrious cities. From the spot

where the spectator is placed, the most amazing undula-

tions of mountain scenery descends in vast waves, like the

swellings of an ocean, towards Parnassus, w5iose snowy
bosom, dazzling by its brightness, was expanded before us
with incomparable grandeur."

After passing another fountain, and travelling a quar-

ter of a mile over an ancient paved way, Dr Clarke reach-

ed a magnificent terrace, elevated as it were above all

Greece, and continuing to descend, the monastery of St

George appeared in view, bearing north and by west. He
then arrived at the village of Kolumala, about Ij hour
from Zagara, and commanding the most sublime views.

After passing the remains of an aqueduct, and the ruins

of a city upon a hill, he reached Panori, two hours dis-

tant from KotuiTiala. He then passed two bridges, and
came in sight of Lebadea, which will be described under

. that article.

We have thus given our readers a very brief account of

Dr Clarke's most interesting examination of the antiqui-

ties of Mount Helicon. They will naturally turn to the

original work for an ampler account of his journey. The
classical reader will feel himself inspired at every step,

and will share the fine sentiments which the sight of ancient

Greece awakened in the first of modern poets.

Where'er we tread, 'tis haunted holy ground

;

No earth of thine is lost in vulgar mould ;

But one vast realm of wonder spreads ai'ound,

And all the muses' tales seem truly told,

Till tile sense aches with gazing to behold
The scenes oar earliest dreams have dwelt upon ;

Each hill and dale, each deepening glen and wold,
Defies tile power which crushed tliy temples gone:
Age shakes Atlienia's power, but spares gray MaratbotU
Long to the remnants of thy splendour past,

Shall pilgrims pensive but unwearied throng;
Long shall the voyager, with the Ionian blast,

Hail the hright clime of haltle and of song;
Long shall thine annals and immortal tongue
Fiil with thy fame the youth of many a shore;

Boast of the aged ! Lesson of the young

!

Which sages venerate, and bards adore,

As Pallas and the Muse unveil their awful lore.

Bvron's Cltilde Haruhl, Canto \l.

See Clarke's Travels, Part ii. Sect. iii. p. 92—118.
HELIGOLAND, or Helgoland, is a small group of

islands belonging to Great Biitain, and situated opposite

the mouths of the Elbe and the Weser, and at the dis-

tance of nine German miles from each. The islands of

Heligoland consist, 1st, of the island of Heligoland; 2d,

the Sandy Island, called the Downs; and 3d, of several

reefs and rocks, of which that called the Monk is the

most remarkable. The island of Heligoland is divided

into the High Land or the Cliff, and the Low Land. It

is said to be in a state of rapid destruction from the en-

croachments of the sea ; and it is reported among the in-

habitants, that during the last century, it has been redu-

ced from 1 1 miles in length to its present dimensions of I

mile. The high land or cliff, according to the measures
taken by Dr Heinemeyer, is 166 feet at its greatest, and 88
feet at its least height, and has a circumference of 4200
paces. It is ascended by a flight of 203 steps. The low
land, which increases sensibly every year, is connected

with the eastern part of the cliff by a rock about 500 paces

long. The circumference of the low ground was 1400 paces

in 1800. The circumference of the whole island, including

the high and low ground, is 4600 paces. The Downs, or

Sandy Island, is about two-fifths of the size of Heligo-

land ; but its extent is constantly varying.

According to Dr Macculloch, Heligoland consists of

strata of indurated clay alternating with beds of gray

limestone, forming an angle of 30° with the horizon, and

dipping to the north-east. The clay is of a strong red

colour, and contains much oxide of iron, and some car-

bonate of lime. The limestone is in some parts formed
of various marine remains, and in others it is uniformly

granular. Through both these are dispersed in various

places deposits of copper ore in small quantities. These
consist of carbonate of copper diffused through the earthy

matter, and of crystallized masses of the same substance;

and more rarely there are found lumps of red oxide,

mixed with particles of gray ore and native copper. The
beach is covered ^yith various siliceous pebbles, contain-

ing grains of the same substance imbedded in them, to-

gether with variously coloured porphyries and hornstones.

On the shore are found belemnites, and other calcareous

and flinty fossil remains ; and considerable quantities of

pyrites, and carbonized and pyritaceous wood, are con-

tained in the clay strata.

. This island is said to have suffered great physical re-

volutions in the years 800, 1300, and 1500. The Downs,
or the Sandy Island, was not only connected with the low

ground of Heligoland, but even a part of the reefs was

covered with earth. Other revolutions took place in 1649

and 1720. Before the first of these epochs, the low land

of Heligoland contained the isle called the Downs ; and

even before 1720, there existed between the two islands

a narrow isthmus, which was seldom covered with water,

except during very extraordinaiy tides. Since 1720, the
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two islands have been separated by a strait called Waal,

which is from 18 to 20 feet deep.

The soil wliich covers the rock is from 3i to 4 feet

deep, and is rather ial than sandy. It produces annually

about 300 tons of barley, and a little oats. The uplands

afford good pasture for about 60 cows, and 400 or 500

sheep. In the north-west part uf the island there are three

ponds of rain water, called safiskulen by the inhabitants.

The water of the two s|)!ini;s in the low ground is fit only

for cattle, and is scarcely of use for washing. The prin-

cipal revenue of the island is derived from the fish which

are caught. Aoout 120.000 Lubeck marc of fisli, amount-

ing to about 230,000 francs, are exported annually.

There are two good harbours in the island, which could

be improved at a trifling expence. The northern harbour,

where the larger vessels of the islanders lie, varies in

depth from 7 to 42 feet at half tide, and the southern har-

bour, which receives the chalovipes, has a depth of from
10 to 24 feet. To the east of the Downs is a road, which

has 48 feet of water. The tides ordinarily rise 9 feet, but

with a north-west wind they rise to a great height.

The island was defended in 1800 by four batteries, that

of the soulli-east, that of the south, and the high and low
battery on the north. The two first were directed to the

landing place fir large vessels, and the other two against

the current between the islands. They mounted 19 can-

non, and 4 howiizers, with 56 tegular tioops. The light-

house serves to direct all vessels tliat wish to enter the

Hever, the Eydtr, the Elbe, the Weser, and the Jade.

Thei'c are no fewer than 342 houses on the high ground,
and 78 on the low ground, rnaking in all 420. The church,
the magazine, and the public buildings, are erected on
the high ground. Those on the low ground are merely
the huts of the fishermen. A building has been erected on
the sandy island, for the accommodation of those who may
be shipwrecked upon it. The population was 2200 in

the year ISOii. In the same year there were 11 sniggs
(small vessels) on the island, 97 chaloupes, and 80 yoles.

The natives of Heligoland are descended from the

Frisians, and have preserved their language and their

principal customs. Tney are chiefly employed in fish-

ing and piloting vessels up the Elbe, the Weser, and
the Eyder. They live in htits, and lie upon planks pla-

ced one above another, though some of the houses on
the high ground are clean and well furnished. The women
plough and sow the ground, thrash the grain, and grind
it for food. They have neither carts nor horses. They
obtain from Nordhovet in Eyderstcdt, forage for their

cattle in winter, and their fuel is got from the ports on
the Elbe.

This island is supposed by Multhe Brun to be the
Alukiai islands of Ptolemy. It ai)pcars also to have been
the Foselkland, Fostelund, or Phosleland., which appears
in the history of the 7th, 8th, and 9th centuries to have
been the seat of a peculiar worship paid to the idol Fosetes,
Who is supposed by some to be the Vesta, or Festa, of
the Romans, and the Ilertha of the Scandinavians. The
altars of this dciiy were, however, overturned in A. D.
866, and his tenipie changed into a monastery. In 1403
and 1417, two famous pirates endeavoured to establish
themselves on this island, in consequence of which it

was put into a state of defence in 1539. The town of
Hamburgh was afterwards anxious to obtain possession
of it, but the Dukes of Holstcin and Gottorp claimed
with success this ancient dependency of Denmark, and it

passed with tiie duchy of SUswick into the possession of
the Danes in 1714. The Danish government, however,
neglected the great advantages of this position, and did

not put it into a state of defence till the canal of Holstein
was opened.

In September 1807, a small English squadron under
Admiial Russel blockaded the island, which surrendered
a few days afterwards, for the want of provisions. Thirty-

two pieces of cannon, besides field-pieces and mortars,

and a large stock of ammunition, were found on the island.

By the arrangements in the treaties of Paris in 1814 and
1815, Heligoland has been transferred to Great Britain.

East Long, of the lighthouse 7° 53' 13", North Lat. 54°

1 1' 39". See Malthe Brun's Annalca dea Voyai^cs ; Carr's
Korlhtm Summer ; and the Geological Transaclions, vol. i.

p. 322.

HELIOCENTRIC. See Astronomy.
HELIOGABULUS. See Rome.
HELIOME I'ER from ijAio? the aun, and fur^eir to mea-

sure, is the name given by M. Bouguer, in 174 7, to an in-

strument for measuring the diameters of the sun and moon.
It differs in no respect from the divided object glass mi-
crometer, which had been previously invented by Mr Sa-
vary, excepting that in the heliometer two whole object

glasses were used instead of two semilenses. The object

glasses are separated by a screw, as in Savary's instru-

ment. See the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences 1748,

and our article Astronomy, vol. ii. part ii. A new he-

liometer, in which the semilenses are fixed at a certain

distance, and the variation of the angle produced optically,

is described in Brewster's Treatise on Mevi Philosophical

Instruments, p. 31. and 173. See also Micho.meter.
HELIOPOLIS, from xA/os, and a-oA/s, the city of the sun,

is one of the most ancient cities in the world of which any
vestiges can now be traced. The most enlightened phi-

losophers of Greece and Rome were attracted to this cele-

brated seat of learning. It was here that Herodotus be-

came acquainted with the sciences and mysteries of Egypt.

Plato was here taught philosophy, and about 30 years

before Christ its ruins were visited and described by Strabo.

Strabo describes Heliopolis as built upon an artificial

mount of earth, so as to be out of the reach of the inun-

dation of the Nile ; but owing to the accretion of soil

from the annual inundations of that river, the place where
it stood is now a perfect plane. In this city was erected a

temple to the sun, where a particular part was appropri-

ated for the feeding of the sacred ox, which was here

worshipped under the name of Mnevis. There was also

another Splendid temple, with avenues of sphinxes and
superb obelisks before the principal entrance. Out of

the four obelisks which were erected here by Sochis, two
were carried to Rome, one was destroyed by the Arabs,
and the fourth still remains.

When Pococke visited Heliopolis, he observed the

fragments of sphinxes still remaining in the ancient way
leading to the eminence on which the temple of the sun
stood. The sphinxes are, hov/ever, no longer visible.

They are no doubt covered with the soil deposited by the

Nile; and we agree with Di' Clarke in thinking, that not

only the sphinxes, but even the pavement of the temple,

might be (lisclosed by a very trifling excavation.

The obelisk or pillar of On, which is now the only piece

of antiquity that marks the site of Heliopolis, is about 68
feet high, and 6J feet wide on each side. According to

Dr Clarke, who has given a very correct engraving of it,

it is one entire mass of reddish granite. Each of its four

sides exhibits the same characters, and in tiie same order.

Those which face the south have been the least affected

by the decomposition of the substance in which they are

hewn ; and it is from the southern side tliat Dr Clarke's

engraving is taken. For a particular account of this obc-
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lisk, and the hieroglyphics which it contains, the reader is

referred to Kirchcr Synlaffma VIII. Theat. Hieroglylih

Oedi/ii Jig-yfiliaci, lorn. iv. p. 330 ; Focockc's Description

of the Mast, vol. i. p. 23 ; Shaw's Travels:, Norden's Tra-

veis; but particularly Dr Clarke's 7'ravcli!, part. ii. sect.

ii. p 98.

HELIOSTATE, or Heliostata, from tiMoi the sun,

and iTTiiiu 1 stand, is the name of a very ingenious and

useful instrument, invented by Dr s'Gravesande, who was
professor of mathematics at Leyden. The object of it is

to give such a motion, by means of clockwork, to a polish-

ed mirror, that the beam of the sun which it reflects may
be fixed, or remain in the same position during the diur-

nal motion of the earth. Hence it is of great use in all

optical experiments, in which it is required to transmit the

solar rays into a dark room.
The heliostate, which is represented in Plate CCXC.

Fig. I. consists of two principal parts; 1st, A plane metal-

lic speculum, supported by a stand ; and 2vl, A clock for

giving motion to the speculum. The speculum S, con-

tained in a wooden frame, is placed in the brass case a, a,

and is suspended by the handle AA, so as to have a free

motion round an axis a a, which should pass along the

surface of the speculum. The handle AA is joined to

the cylinder C, whose axis is coincident with the middle
part of the axis a a of the speculum. The axis of the

tail DF, joined perpendicularly to tlie back of the specu-

lum, is directed to the saine point. This tail is made of

a cylindrical brass wire, about the sixth part of an inch

in diameter. The cylinder C is put upon the wooden
stand P, the upper part of which is shewn separately in

Fig. 2. The smooth iron cylinder c goes into a cavity in

the copper cylinder C, so that, by the motion of the tail

DE, the position of the speculum may be altered at plea-

sure. The wooden stand P is jaised and depressed by the

three brass screws B, B. B, turned with a key, and
moving in a plate of brass.

The clock is rt pr'.setited at H, with an index which re-

volves once in 24 hours. The plai.e of the clock is in-

clined to the hoiizon, at an angle equal to the co-latitude

of the place. Tiie copper piUai FG, which supports the

clock, consists of two paits, joined by the screws rf, rf,

between wliich, as in a sheath, is moved an iron plate, in

the middle of which there is a slit through which these
screws pass. This plate is fixed to the lower plate of the

clock itself, so that it can be raisod and depressed, and
fastened at any height by the scitws rf, cl. Tiie same ef-

fect may also be produced by the screws I, I, I, passing
through the copper plates L, L, M. The extremities b c,

b' <f must be in tlie same straight line, and a vertical plane
passing through them must be perpentlicular to the hori-

zontal lines drawn on the plane of the clock, such as/^, hi.

When the plane of the clock is inclined at an angle
equal to the co-latitude of the i>lace, the plane LLM must
be brought into a horizontal position by the plummet tj,

the point of which is made to coincide with a point o mark-
ed on the foot M. But if it were re()uired to use the in-

strument in another latitude, another point o, would require
to be m:ukid; and it would be necessary to incline the
plane LLM to the horizon. The axis of the wheel which
moves the index has a cylindrical perforation, but a little

narrower below than above. The index, shewn separately

at ON, in Fig. 3. is made of brass, and has a tail/; 7 ex-
actly filling the above mentioned perforation, into which
it is thrust tight, so as to stick and be carried along by
the wheel. The tail /; q has also a cylindrical hole, through
which passes the small brass wire /X:, which remains in

any position into which it is put. At the end of the in-

di X there is a small cylinder n perforated cylindrically.

The length of the index n ri was six inches in s'Graves-

ande's machine.
The iion tail t (Fig. 4.) of the piece T goes into the

cavity n, Fig 3. as shewn in Fig. I. and moves in it freely,

though not loosely. The small pipe R, Fig. 5. through
which the tail DF of the speculum may be moved freely,

may be suspended at diflerent heights between the legs of
the piece T (Fig. 4.) by the screw r r going into the parts

m m of the pipe. The pipe can then turn freely round
mm as an axis.

In order to fix the machine, another part, called the

filacer, must be used. The cylinder and the speculum
being removed from the stand P, the brass pillar VX (Fig.

6.) is stuck tight upon e. Fig. 2. The ruler YZ moves
round a centre at X, so as to remain in any position in which
it is placed. The arm XZ has a peculiar construction and
a certain length, but the length of XY is determined at

pleasure. The end Xy of the ruler, which does not ex-

tend beyond y, is included between other two, viz. x Z,
and are on the opposite side. They are joined at Z, and
are kept together by the screws z, r, which pass through

a slit in th. enclosed ruler X y. On this ruler is mark-
ed the small line x> s, whose length is equal to j^ parts of

the length of the index. The arm XZ is equal to the

length of the index, reckoning from the centre of motion
at X to the end Z, when x coincides with v, where the

divisions on d s commence. The line -v s, which is une-

cjudly divided, serves to determine the length of the arm
XZ for different times of the year, by bringing x to the

division corresponding to the given day when the ma-
chine is used.

In order to mark the divisions, the arm is supposed to

be divided into 1000 parts, hence vs will be 90 parts.

The distances corresponding to the different times of the

year are set down in the following table.

21st March. 1st March. 21st Feb. 11 th Feb. 1st Feb. 2l5tJan. 1 1th Jan. 21st Dec.
21blSpt. 11th Oct. 21 St Oct. 1st Nov. 11th Nov. 21st Nov. 1st Dec. 21st Dec.

Parts. Parts. Parts. Parts. Parts. Parts. Parts. Parts.

8 17 32 47 64 77 90

On the opposite side of the ruler is drawn another line corresponding to v s, the divisions for which are given ifi

the following Tabic.

31st March. 11th April. 21st April

2 Is' Sept. IsiSipt. 21stAug.
Parts. Parts. Parts.

11 33

1st May. nth May. 21st May.
lit .\ ig. 1st Aug. 21st July.

Pans. Parts. Parts.

36 51 66

1st June. 21 St June.

1 1th July. 2 1 St June.
Parts. Parts.

79 90
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The inslrumcnt being thus constructed, is used in the

following manner. Having adjusted the point x of the

placer to the division for the day of the month, place XV
upon the stand P, (Plate CCXC. Fig. 1.) and put the ruler

Y into the position and direction in wliich it is wished to

fix the solar ray. The lines be, b'c' are placed in a me-
ridian line drawn on the plane, and the point of the plumniet

Q is brought to o. The index NO is then turned till the

sun's rays pass directly through the pipe R, which may
be varied in its position till this is effected. The brass
wire Ik is then raised or depressed, till the shadow of the

end of it / passes through the middle of the pipe R. This
part of the machine is then moved to the filacer as formerly
adjusted ; but the clock is moved and raised in such a

manner that the end I of the brass wire Ik may coincide

vith the end Z of the ruler YZ. The sun's rays, and the

shadow of I passing through R, and the point of the plum-
met corresponding with o; the pillar VX with its ruler is

removed, and the cylinder C, carrying the speculum S, is

substituted in its place, without alterilig the position of

the stand P. The piece T is taken out of its place, that

the tail DE of the speculum may be put through the pipe
R ; and when the piece T is replaced, the machine is then
ready for use. The rays reflected from the speculum
have the same position and direction as the ruler of the

placer ; and while the tail of the speculum moves with
the clock, whose index follows the sun, its situation is al-

tered with respect to the sun, but the ray reflected from
the centre of the speculum remains fixtd. By substitut-

ing the index K, Fig. 7. in place of NO, tne machine
becomes a common clock. For a demonstration of the

truth of the preceding construction, the reader is referred
to s'Gravesande's Physices Elementa Mathematica, tom ii.

p. 714.

A very simple substitute for the heliostate, as proposed
by Dr Thomas Young, is shewn in Fig. 8. A mirror C
is fixed on the outside of a window facing the south, op-
posite the aperture D, through which it is required to

transmit the solar rays. Another mirror \?^ fixed by a

joint to a rod AB, moveable about its axis, and parallel

to the axis of the earth. The mirror A being placed in a
position required for the day, so that the light which it

reflects is received at such an angle upon C, that it may
be transmitted through the aperture. In order to keep
the ray in this position, nothing more is necesssry than to

turn the axis BA round on its socket. See Young's J^at.

Fhil. vol. i. p. 426, 785. Analogous contrivances by Pey-
rard will be found in the Phil. Magazine, vol. xxxvii.
p. 183, kc.

HELIOTROPIUM. See Mineralogy.
HELIX. See Conchology.
HELLESPONT. See Turkey.
HELL GATE, this celebrated strait is near the W. end

of Long Island Sound, opposite to Haerlem in York Island,
and about 8 miles N. E. of New York city, and is remark-
able for its whirlpools, which make a tremendous roaring
at certain times of the tide. These whirlpools are oc-
casioned by the narrowness and crookedness of the pas-
sage, and a bed of rocks which extend quite across it;

the tides meet at Frog's Point, several miles above. A
skilful pilot may conduct a ship of any burden, with safety,

through this strait, at high water with the tide, or at low
water with a fair wind. There is a tradition among the
Indians, that in some distant period, in former times, their
ancestors could step from rock to rock, and cross this arm
of the sea on foot at Hell Gate.
IIELMINTHOLOGY, is a term in zoology, derived

from eA;«,i»5, an eartliiuorm, and Aoyo^, a discourse. Uiider
this head are included those animals which Linnasus called

vermes. For an account of the different orders of this

class, see Animalcule, Conchologv, Intestina, Mol-
LUscA. RAntATA, and Zoophytes.
HELOhSE. See Abelard.
IIELSTON, a town of England in the county of Corn-

wall, is situated on the side of a hill, which slopes gently
to the little river Cober. The town consists principally
oLfour streets, which meet in a centre, and form a cross,

and a channel of water runs through each of them. The
market-house and town-hall stand near the middle of t'lc

principal street. The church, which was erected in 1762
on an eminence to ihe north, has a pinnacled tower 90 feet

high, which forms a conspicuous sea mark. There was
formerly a prioiy and a strong castle at Helston. Some
vestiges of the castle were seen in the time of Leland.
The priory of the knights of .St John of Jerusalem was
at St John's village, near the town. The remains of it

were destroyed some years ago to make room for a me-
thodist meeting-house. The town is governed by a mayor,
five aldermen, a recorder, and sworn freemen, amounting
to 36. Helston was one of the original stannary towns, but
very little tin is now stamped here. Vessels take in their

lading at a good harbour, a little below the town. Near
Helston is a curious heap of stones, piled up in the form
of a circle. It is called Earth Castle, and was formerly
used as a fortification.

The population of the burgh and parish, in 1811, wasj

Number of inhabited houses 328
Number of families 531
Ditto employed in agriculture .... 1 19

Ditto in trade and manufactures . . . 166

Males . . 935
Females 1362

Total population in 1811 2297

See the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. ii. p. 455.

HELVETIA. See Switzerland.
HELVETIUS, Claude Adrian, a celebrated meta-

physician of the modern school, was born at Paris in Janu-
ary 1715. His ancestors, originally of the Palatinate, had
been obliged, by their attachment to Protestant principles,

to remove to Holland. His father, grandfather, and great

grandfather belonged to the medical profession, and were
ail men of eminence. His grandfather in particular obtain-

ed celebrity by the introduction of ipecacuanha into the

Materia Medica. M. Helvetius, the father of the subject

of this article, was physician to the Queen of France, and
held in great honour at court, was well known through
Europe as a man of talents, and highly esteemed by all who
knew him, for the probity of his character. He gave his

son an excellent education, by placing him very early un-

der the care of an intelligent tutor, M. Lambert. The
young Helvetius was remarkably docile, and rapidly imbib-
ed the spirit of the different authors whom he read ; and
from his exquisite sensibility to praise, he rendered him-
self an early proficient in literature, dancing, fencing, and

the various other accomplishments which produce admi-
ration. At college he became warmly attached to the

philosophy of Locke. To trace all mental operations to

sensation, appeared to him a happy explanation of these

complicated phenomena; and he became animated with an

ambitious desire to improve and extend the principles

which he so muich admired. At the age of twenty-three^

he obtained the very lucrative situation of a farmer-general.

He indulged the hal)its of a man of pleasure, but not with-

out maintaining a degree of masterly prudence, which en-

abled him to manage his fortune without incurring incou-
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vcniance, and to give cfficienfy to the feelings of a noble

humanity, by devoting a great part of his income to be-

nevolent acts. He assiduously sought out and rewarded

talent and merit, and always observed a delicacy of man-

ner, which avoided the slightest wound to the pride of

the most fastidious of those whom he served. Intent on

the improvement of his own powers, he cultivated the

society of FontencUe, discussed along with him the doc-

trines of Locke and of Hobbes, and with his aid success-

fully cultivated the talent of expressing his ideas with

perspicuity. He also became acquainted with Montesriuieu

and Voltaire, and profited in a similar manner by his in-

tercourse with each of these eminent scholars. The ear-

liest literary labour of Helvetius, was his poem on Hap-
piness, in the composition of which Voltaire gave him
great encouragement, and inculcated on him maxims
which he himself had felt to be important, particularly

on the indispensable necessity of truth of description, and
regularity of language.

Ill the office of farmer-general, Helvetius was the uni-

form advocate of humanity, and exerted his influence to ob-

viate the hardships to which individuals were so often lia-

ble, from the persons employed to collect the revenue.

Here he had to contend with men long inured to an unfeel-

ing system of procedure. In many of his remonstrances
with the other farmers-general, his perseverance was re-

warded with success: but his employment was on the whole
accompanied with much disgust, and was further rendered
unpleasant by the time which it occupied, and which he was
desirous of devoting to philosophical studies. He therefore

resigned its advantages, and with a sum of money which
he had saved, he purchased an estate in the country, to

which he retired. He married Mademoiselle Ligniville,

after an acciuaintance of 12 months, formed at the house of

Madame Grafligni, the authoress of the Peruvian Letters. In

compliance with the wishes of his father, lie still passed a

few months annually in the metropolis, attended court, and
accepted of the situation of Maitre d' Hotel to the Queen.
He took as inmates of his house two persons who had been
his secretaries, chiefly from motives of benevolence. One
of these, an unhappy cross-tempered and sarcastic charac-

ter, of the name ol Baudot, presuming on his knowledge of

Helvetius in his infancy, habitually treated him as a harsh
schoolmaster treats a child. This circumstance is worthy
of mention, for the liglu which the indulgence given to him
throws on the character of Helvetius. Baudot's great de-

light was to discuss with his master the whole conduct,

talents, character, and works of the latter; and the discus-

sions uniformly ended with satirical abuse. Helvetius, after

l-ctiring with his wife on such occasions, sometimes said,

" is it possible that I am so deficient as this man represents

me ? I do not believe it, but I labour under these defects

to a certain degree ; and if I did not keep Baudot, I should

have no one to point them out."

In his rural retreat, he composed his work De 1' Es/irit,

or" An Essay on the Mind and its Faculties," which was
published in 1758 In this work, he developed with much
elociuence, and I'ullowed to some bold conclusions, the prin-

ciples which he had imbibed from Locke, that all thought

is a modification of pliysical sensation. He makes this the

foundation of a system of public and private morals. This
work had a powerful political effect. It was wiitten under
an impression, that the numerous evils of society are the

offspring of corrupt institutions and strongly protected pre-

judices, and that the true soui ce of them had been conceal-

ed by the want of analytical views of human nature and so-

ciety. These fruits of his studies were presented to the

world in a style and manner which were fitted to make a

deep impression. His mode of representing the subiect
Vol. X. Part. I.

was favourable to that rage for pleasure, and that tendency

to licentiousness in some points of morality, which had long

prevailed in France. The a\ithor, however, in publishing

it, gave a pledge of his sincerity, by risking all his honours,

his property, and the whole peace of his life. His opinions

were in some points wrong, and some of their tendencies

were injurious; but we do not see, in his mode of stating

ihcm, marks of such haste or obstinacy as would have dis-

inclined him to sacrifice any passion which he found really

hurtful, or from i-enouncing the eclat of a philosophical re-

former, if truth and consistency had been shown to lie ou
the opposite side. The points at issue between him and

his adversaries were of equal importance to all, and the

prohibition of his writings can only be attributed to the love

of power on the part of others, and a senseless dread of

the consequences of free inquiry.

He was first attacked in some cf the popular journals,

with criticisms, which contained some truth and plausibili-

ty mingled with marks of the lowest superstition and igno-

rance, and which were animated with the bitterest style of

denunciation and invective. The doctors of the Sorbonne
issued their censures against his heresies, which tlicy enu-

merated in such concise propositions as the following : That
physical sensibility produces our ideas ; that pain and pica-

sure are the sources of thought and action ; that the desire

of happiness is sufficient to conduct men to virtue ; that

morality is, like physics, an expeiimental science; that vices

and virtues proceed from different modifications of the de-

sire of happiness ; that virtuous actions are those which are

useful to the public ; that it is by good laws that mankind
arc rendered virtuous ; and, that the chief cause of all ex-

isting vice is the ignorance of legislators, who set the in-

terests of individuals in opposition to that of the public.

His first and most zealous enemies were the Janscnists,

whose influence in the parliament of Paris procured from
that body a condemnation of his work. Their rivals, the

Jesuits, who had been spared by Helvetius, and with some
of whom he had lived on friendly terms, made no public

appearance against him till called upon by the general voice,

and a regard for the character of their order. One of their

number, a friend of Helvetius, conceived the plan of procur-

ing from him a retractation of his errors. To gratify this

friend, Helvetius subscribed a sort of apology, and after-

wards another, which was ampler and more humiliating,

with a view to save from persecution the public censor,

who had suffered his work to pass the ordeal required by

law. This, however, was not satisfactory : Helvetius was
deprived of his situation at court; Tercier,the public censor,

lost his oflice; and the interference of the council was neces-

sary to save both of them from further severities, meditat-

ed by the Jansenists and the parliament of Paris.

The philosophical doctrines to which this author was at-

tached comprehend a subject too extensive to be discussed

in this article : (See Metaphysics.) But we find his opi-

nions reprobated even by some liberal minds, along witlx

those of some of his cotemporaries, as tending to degrade
human nature, and destroy the dignity of moral truth. We
do not apprehend, that such tendencies arose from any me-
taphysical opinions on the nature of matter and mind, sub-

jects wholly unknown, and on which no opinion can be said

to exist. The practical evils complained of seem to arise

from a particular mode of employing words, tending to dis-

courage all elevated conceptions, and thus generate in some
individuals a degree of indignation, while its plausibility

seduces others, and insensibly mars their love of moral or-

der. An inordinate propensity to dwell on analytical views,

sometimes withdraws the attention of the mind from the

acknowledgment of magnificent objects. When the phe-

nomena of mind are minutely dissected, and shown to coiv-

Rr
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sistof the same materials with others of a trivial nature,

such as the puncture of a pin, or tlie titillation of a feather,

all the pleasure arising from the novel exercise of acute-

ness, implied in the tracing of these general analogies, is of

short duration, and the utmost circumspection is afterwards

necessary, to resist an exclusive tendency to cherish de-

tached sensibilities, and degenerate into a mean direction of

sentiment and conduct. Persons thus influenced, consider

all differences betwixt higher and meaner objects as de-

pending on differences of arrangement, without duly ac-

knowledging the importance of that principle of arrange-

ment which deserves their veneration mucli more tlian mi-

nor insulated objects. The error of not acknowledging the

importance of differences, merely because we arc pleased

with the generalization implied in the discernment of analo-

gies, is also a radical fault in the use of the intellectual

powers, tending to the same moral confusion. It is not the

mere pointing out of such analogies that does harm, but

the undue rank that is assigned to them. To say that vir-

tuous and vicious actions are equally explicable on the prin-

ciple of self-interest, has an apparent tendency to smooth
over the difference between them. Our previous sense of

their difference renders us averse to consider them as pos-

sessing any thing in common. But if any person should

think it worthy of mention, that these two sets of phenome-
na agree in possessing the essential quality of activity, and

are reducible to the varied motions of the human organs,

no dangerous consequences could be apprehended, because

such a position never could make a prominent figure in a

inoral treatise, so as to distract the mind from distinctions

of essential importance.

Even a general test of morality is not sufficient to obvi-

ate the noxious effects of magnifying such analogies. The
annunciation of this summary doctrine, that public utility,

or the promotion of the greatest sum of pleasure, is the ulti-

mate end of virtue, is even productive of some disadvantage.

Although it may have been tacitly acknowledged, those

who are averse to innovation feel in it something different

from what they have considered as a definition of virtue ;

while those who are dazzled with it as an important disco-

very, satisfy themselves with vague appeals to this general

ral test, in cases which require more minute discrimina-

tion, or perhaps the spirit of morality evaporates amidst

the interminable disputes which those who trust in the all-

sufficiency of that principle maintain about its particular ap-

plications. Some launch into an ocean of the wildest con-

fusion, and merely because they associate their actions with

ihe acknowledgment of this generalizing principle, ima-
gine that they are men of superior virtue. This mode of

thinking has proved a frequent source of imprudence, un-

happiness, and misantlu'opy.

The works of Helvetius are probably less read now than

formerly. This may be partly ihe effect of the influence of

indiscriminate acrimonious censure ; and, although their

merit is not of the highest order, it may in a short time give

way, among some readers, to an equally indiscriminate ad-

miiation. It is therefore useful to be aware of some of

their tendencies, which must, on consideration, be allowed

to be injurious by men of all varieties of theoretic opinion.

One of the most untenable of the opinions of Helvetius was,

that any differences in the original endowments of men
are of no account in giving origin to the differences between
mind and mind, which appear on the great theatre of the

world.

The conflict which took place between the sentiments of
this author and those of the age in which he lived, only af-

forded a specimen of a scene of hostility in moral litera-

ture which was much more extensive ; and, when we con-

•sider the spirit of mutual defiance in which both parties in-

dulged, we cannot wonder at the antipathies which it creat-
ed, and the dismal political dissensions which flowed from
it as soon as the restraints imposed by existing institutions

were withdrawn.
The works of Helvetius were, through the influence of

the French clergy, condemned by the Koman inquisition
;

but they were universally read and much admired in Italy

and the whole of Europe. Even the dignitaries of the
church, among whom was Cardinal Passionei, wrote com-
plimentary letters, to thank the a\ithor for the fund of in-

struction and delight which he had afforded them.
The tide of popular sentiment, however, was so adverse

to him in France, that he found it prudent to leave that

country for a time. He visited England, and was much
pleased with some favourable features in the state of Eng-
lish society as contrasted with that of France, particularly

the happiness and contentment of the lower orders, the pre-
valent warmth of parental affection, and he even construed
the want of free association among adults to their exemp-
tion from ennui, and from all dependence on frivolous amuse-
ments. He also visited Prussia, where he was received
with great attention by the king, lodged in his palace, and
freely admitted into his familiar parties.

When the storm raised against him in France had sub-
sided, he returned home, and prosecuted his studies at his

estate of Vore. He employed himself in extending the

doctrines of his first work, in a " Treatise on Man, his

Faculties and Education ;" but had the prudence to give
nothing more on the subject to the public. B ing attack-

ed with the gout in his stomach, he died in December 1771.
The private character of Helvetius was distinguished by

great humanity. He was a most indulgent landlord ; and
Madame Helvetius and he concurred in the execution of
continual plans of beneficence. His lands being infested

by poachers, he sometimes was provoked to punish them ;

but the slightest appearance of suffering produced instant

reconciliation, and awakened all his benignity.

Alter his decease, his poem De Bonheur, on which he
had long laboured, was given to the public. The object
of this poem is to recommend literary improvement as the
only source of true enjoyment. For this he has been blam-
ed as restricting happiness to the possession of advantages
which are confined to a stBall part of mankind. But, when
we consider the life which he recommends as opposed to

gross sensuality, vulgar ambition, and the pursuit of wealth,

we shall find his poem to contain much valuable truth. It

is equally true, that if we withdraw our attention from
these limited contrasts, and leave out of view the interests

of persons, who, in consequence of indulging in an inordi-

nate passion fur particular objects, have becomethe victims

of chagrin and disappointment, we shall find happiness an
object which is better secuied by measures of a different

kind, but which were condemned by Helvetius as haughty,
stoical Qelusions.

His work on man was also published after his death.

It is in some respects more profound than his former
work ; but it is written in a similar strain, and liable to the

same objections. His disquisitions were conducted on a
limited scale : he was betrayed by a love of simplicity into

precipitate conclusions : and his pretensions were by far

too gigantic, either for the extent of his talents or the

success of his researches, (/f. Z)
)

HEMIDl APENTE, in music, is an interval whose
ratio is |J,

~3 1 1 2-j-6f-|-27 m, or the minor Fifth, which
see.

HEMIDITONE, in music, is an interval whose ratio

is I, ^ 161 S -f 3 f -}- 14 m, or the minor Third, which
see.

HEMIOLIUS, in music, an interval, whose ratio is ses«
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qui-alterate, or 1 : 1 } ; that is, |, ZT 358 S + 7 f + 31 m,

or ilic major Fifth, which see.

HRMIPIKRA. Sec Entomology.
HEMri'ONES, in music, arc a class of intervals of

one flcj^rce of ihe scale, called also li\i.v- tones, IIai.f-

notes. or Sf.mitoves, by difTerent writers, (see these aiti-

clch ) all of which sinsi^le degrees of the scale, although

of such different magnitudes that the largest of them are

niore than three times as great as the smallest of them,

and yet :dl regularly expressed by only one f, in our nota-

tion, viz.

Hemitone of ^ristoTenus, or ancient hemitone, is an

interval whose ratio is ||| n: 46 S -f- f + 4 m, or the Lim-
MA, which see.

Hemitone artificial of Holder, has the ratio 4§i —
45.270982 S -f ' + 4 m ; see the Semitone of Feytou, &c.

He>iiione chromatic u{ Holder and 'larliiii ; its ratio

fj
~ 36 S + t + 3 m, or the Semitone mwor, which see.

Hemitone elementary of 0\erend; its ratio is ||>^ 59

X + '+ 5 m, the Semitone major, which see.

Hemitone greater, of Euclid's genus Diatonum molle,

.^^'.hsof a 4tii rz 76 37168552 Z -f t -f 7 m ; its common
loa;jrithni is 96251813.79 12. ZZ .12451 14 in Eulei's logs.

(VIII ) and 6 947433 in majoi comma logs, (c)

Hemitone greater, of Ptolemy's genus Chromatic
mollt, has the r tio 1* zr60.047096 24-1+ 5 m ; its log. =
,9700367 7662, IT 09953567 X VIII, — 5 553855 X c.

Hkmitone greater of Quinlilian, has the ratio i|, ZI
53 53181 2 + t + 5m ; see the Semitone of Malcolm, isc.

Hemitone A\s4fr, of Euclid's genera Diatonum synto-

num or intense, and his Diatonum molle and Toniaeum
chroma, i'h of a 4th, ZI 50.80314496 S + f+ 4m; its log.— 9750 122.5278 ZZ.08j0076 X VIII, —4.631 622 X c.

Hemitone leaser, of Ptolemy's genera Diatonicum to-

nicum, and his chromatic molle, has the ratio || IZ:

32 052904 S + f + 3 m ; its log. z: .9842057,3282, :=
.05246742 X VIII. ZZ 2 927559 X c. This is also the

minor heniitone of Arcnyias ; and in some experiments by
Messrs Kirby and Merrick, on the sound of a pipe blown
by a mixture of carbonic and hydrogen gases, and by at-

niospheric air, this interval resulted. See our article

Sounds of the Gases.
Hemitone major, of Archytas's chromatic genus, has

the ratio ||| ZZ 71.947>)96 S + f + 6 in ; its log. :=
.9646417.4474 =.11 74576XV Hi,= 6 553858 XC.
Hemitone major ol Aiistides and Feytou, has the ratio

i^J^SS 53181 S + f+ 5 m. See the Semitone of jT/a/-

colm, &c.

Hemitone major oi Boethius and others, has the ratio

1414 :=58 2 + 1 -j-5 m, or the Apotome. See that article.

Hemiione major of Euler, Holder, Liston, Smith, &c.
has the ratio A^ z: 57S + f+ 5 m, or the Semitone ma-
jor, which see.

Hemitone major, of Eutosthenes' chromatic genus,

whose ratio is -J|.=:47.7290I8S + r+ 4 m. Sec the Se-
miione of J''eytou.

Hemitone major, of Ptolemy's genus Chromatic inten-
sum, has the ratio 41,ZZ76.8979.i5 S + f-f. 7 m. See the
l\M,v-tonc of Brougham.
Hemitone maxima of Webb, has the ratio ||. ;r68E

+ 1+ 6 in, or the Semitone maximum, which see.

Hemiione iiiaximum, or greatest, of Holder, has the
ratio ||.. Si e as above.

Hemitone medium oi Holder, has the ratio j»| — 47 i:

+ 1 + 4 m, or ine Semitone medius, which see.

Hemi'ione minjr of Archytas' chromatic genus, has the
ratio ||, ZZ32.052904 S + f+ 3 m. See Hemitone lesser

of Piuiemy.

Hemitone minor of Aristides, Feytou, Quintilian, &c.
has the ratio if,z:50.46819 2 + f+ 4 m. See Semitone
of Malcolm, kc.
Hemitone minor of Boethius, Sauveur, Sec. lias the ratio

Irj,n 46 S + I + 4 ni, or the Limma, which see.

Hemitone minor, of Euclid's genera Chromatic tonise-

um, and his Diaionuin molle, i of T, whose ratio is 2 t/
2:3,IZ 52.00393 12 2 + f+ 4 m; its log. ^.9744237,3877,
IZ .084962 X VIII, z: 4.74070 XC. It is also the chroma-
tic diesis of Hoyle.
Hemitone tninor of Euler, Holder, Sauveur, &c. has

the ratio II, ZZ 36 S + f+ 4 m, the Semitone w/nor, which
see.

Hemitone minor,of Eutosthenes' chromatic genus, has
the ratio ^-9,= 45.270982 2 + f+ 4 m. See Semitone of
Feytou, is!.c.

He.mitone minor of Ptolemy's genus Chromatic inten-
sum, has the ratio ||, ^41.198802 S + f + 3 ni ; its log,

ZZ .9797966,1391,= 06711422 X VIII,= 3 744815 X c.

Hemitone tninimum of Holder, improperly so called,

because it belongs to the class of commas (wantinir f,)

rather than to that of semitones ; its ratio is|^| ^32 S +
3 m, or 31.8582014 2 + f + 2 m, the Semitone miJiimiim oi
Overend, wliich see.

Hemitone Pythagorean, or ancient, has the ratio ^^^,
:Z 46 2 + 1 + 4 111, tlie Limma, which see.

Hemitone subminimis of Holder, has the ratio |A^, ^
25 2+ 1 + 2 m, the Semitone subminimis, which see. (j)

HEMLOCK, a lake in New-York state, twelve miles
long, and one broad, in the Genessee country.
HEMORRHAGE. See Surgert.
HEMP. See Agriculture.
HEN. See Ornithology.
HENFLING'S TVw/jerawf?!? of the musical scale. In

the year 1711, M. Henfling communicated to the Parisian
Academy a commensurate system of 50 equal intervals
within the octave ; of which parts, 29 make the fifth, which
therefore, for imperfect instruments, will stand as follows,

viz.

1 1 Fifths, viz. on C. G, D, A, E, B, tt F, and ?

«C,andonF, bBand b E, eadi efual to \
354.951969S+ 7f+31m,=3904 47I659S+77f+341m.

And the wolf fifth JfD bE =379.5283412+ 71+ 30m

Make 7 octaves each, 3582+f+53m. . ^ ZZ4284.0000002+84f+371m.

And whence all its other intervals may easily be calcu-
lated, by help of the theorems, in Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvi. p.
41, or the corollaries at p. 374 ; see also p. 50, of the same
volume. Dr Rubert Smith, in Prop. xvii. of his " Harmo-
nics," has calculated the temperaments of this system,
and shewn, that it approaches extremely near to his sys-
tem of Equal Harmony in three octaves. See that article.

JIENGiST. See England.

HENLEY UPON Thames, a town of England, in the

county of Oxford, is situated on the left bank of the river

Thames, which is crossed by a fine bridge of five arclies,

with a handsome ballustrade instead of a parapet. The
keystones in the centre arch contain two heads of the

Thames and Isis, which were sculptured by the Honoura-
ble Mrs Damer. The town consists of two principal

streets at right angles to each other, and some smaller ones.

R r 2
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The street which extends from the bridge to the cross is

not very lont;, but is tipacious, and contains some good hou-

ses. The street which extends from the cross along the

Oxford road has a serpentine direction. It is longer than

the ottier, and contains many excellent houses. At the

junction of these streets is a simple stone obelisk, pointing

out the direction of the roads, and the distances from Lon-

don. The church, which is a very ugly building, is situat-

ed near the bridge, on the west side of the street. It has

a tower with semi-octagonal buttresses at each angle, and

embattled at the top. It is built of (lints and stones. The
lower is said to have been built at the expence of Cardinal

Wolsey. The other establishments in Ilenly are a Royal

Grammar School, founded by King James V. for educat-

ing 25 boys in the classics; a blue coat school, founded by

Dame Elizabeth Perians,for educating and clothing 20 poor

boys; a green coat school, and an alms house, llenly car-

lies on a considerable trade with London by means of the

Thames, in malt, flour, and beecliwood. Above 30,000

quarters of flour are annually made here.

The following is the population of the town and parish

in 1811.

Number of inhabited houses 522

Do. of families 543
Do. employed in agriculture 93

Do. in trade and manufactures .... 235
Males 1347

Pemales 1770

Total population in 1811 3117

HENLEY HOUSE, a station of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, on the north bank of Albany river, in New South

Walts, 150 miles S. W. of Albany Fort, and 110 N W.
by W.of Brunswick House. N. Lat. 51, 14, 27, VV. Lon,

85, 5, 54.

HENLOPEN, Cape, forms the S. W. side of the en,
trance of Delaware liay, and Cape May, the N. E. side,

28 miles apait. Cjpc Henlopcn lies in N. lat. 38° 50', and
in W. Ion. 75° 26'. There is a light house here, a few miles
below the town of Lewis, of an octagon form, handsomely
built of stone, 1 15 feet high, and its foundation is nearly as

much above the level of the sea. The lantern is between
7 and 8 feet square, lighted with 8 lamps, and may be seen,

in the night, ten leagues off at sea. Its annual expence is

about 650/. There is a strong iron net work, in order to

prevent birds from breaking the glass at night. Yet so at-

tractive is tlie light to the winged tribe, that shortly after its

erection, 110 birds of different kinds were found dead one
morning, and a duck in particular, flew against it with such
force, as to penetrate through both the wire and the glass,

and was found dead in the lantern. Smce this birds have
become more wary. Vessels off Delaware, upon display-

ing a jack at the foretopmast head, will be immediately fur-

nished with a pilot. None, however, are to be depended
upon, unless they are furnished with branches, and with a

certificate from the board of wardens of Philadelphia.

HENRIQUELLE, a remarkable salt pond in the Spa-
nish part of the island of St Domingo, about 22 leagues in

circuit. It is inhabited by lizards and alligators, and land

tortoises, all of a large size. The water is deep, clear,

bitter, and salt, and has a disagreeable smell. Near the

middle of this pond is an island about two leagues long, and

a league wide, in which is a spring of fresh water, well

stocked with cabritoes, and thence called Cabrito Island.

This pond is about 1 1 leagues east of Port au Prince.

HENRY, Cape, the north-eastern extremity of Princess

Ann county in Virginia, 1 2 miles S. by W. of Cape Charles

in Northampton county. These capes form the entrance

of Chesapeake Bay. Cape Heni7 lies in N. lat. 37, W.
Ion. 76 16.

HENRY I.—VIII. of England. See England.
HENRY I.—IV. of France. See France.

HENRY, Patrick, late governor of Virginia, was born
about the year 1740. From all that has been recorded of

him, what was precisely the condition of his parentage does

:iot clearly appear. The chronicles of the provincial

governments in North America, of the revolutionary war,

and of the governments of Virginia and the United States

since the year 1776, afford less satisfactory information of

Mr Henry, and his specific services, than of any other man,
at all distinguished in those several eras. He was born at

a time, and among a people, when, and with whom, family

legends were not very fashionable ; unless they could be
gilded by the lustre of office, or by the more imposing,
ihough stupid pageantry of opulence. In the colonial era,

the agents of the crown, and those advantageously connect-

ed with the public offices, were most generally from the

mother country. The public archives, therefore, contain

lew traces of persons not in the confidence or employment
of the provincial govenmients.

From the accounts most to be relied on, Mr Henry was
of an obscure family. His education was limited ; and poor-

ly calculated to form an ordinary genius for eminence. His
-elevation, fame, and influence, resulted from uivleitered, un-
adorned, but strong intuitive faculties. His gigantic mind
bounded over all juvenile preparation for the active scenes
of life. He was formed by nature a prophet among the

most wise and most learned. He was therefore excused
from the tardy, and sometimes discouraging, process of
scholastic ratiocination ; and, at the age when others yield

blossoms of hope, often blighted by towardness or adver-

sity, he was covered with delicious and matured fruit. He
was a man of genius, eloquence, and virtue. He stepped

on the stage of life without previous notification ; and se-

lected and acted his own character without the ceremony
of rehearsal. His appearance commanded applause ; his

performance was followed by universal eclat ; and his exit

left his country in tears. In every situation of life he ma-
nifested an accurate perception and love of truth, which he

always courted as the charm of his afi'ections ; and clearly

demonstrated, by all his calculations and conclusions, that

judgment taught him what experience alone could teach

his cotemporaries.

At the age of tv.'enty-five, Mr Henry was elected a mem-
ber of the general assembly of \''irginia. During the ses-

sion of 1765, he introduced, for the consideration of the le-

gislature, certain resolutions, fraught with the spirit of po-

pular liberty, and pointedly protesting against the tyranny

of the British government, which had then begun to be dis-

played with iron features in all the colonies, more especially

in Virginia. The resolutions wefe approved by a majority

of the assembly, and were the first adopted by any of the

colonial legislatures against the famous stamp act. They
not only declared what was tyranny and usurpation on the

part of the mother country, and in contravention of char-

tered rights; but also defined the privileges and immunities

of the colonists. These resolutions were the commence-

ment of that opposition, which, though varied from time to
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time, viliiinatcly resulted in the establishment oftlie inde-

pendence of the United States. Tlie debate on them was

turbulent and pfoscriptivc on the one side; zealous, de-

termined, and vehement, on the other. The apoloi^ists of

British tyranny raised the cry of " trfasoii!" against the

advocates of liberty and the rights of the colonists. In the

midst of the storm, Mr Henry, until then unknown, burst

forth with the thunder of his native elo(|uence ; seared the

visages of his haughty antagonists by his consuming scowl

;

and dealt out threatened vengeance on all, who should

dare to array themselves against a people determined to

assert their freedom. Encouraged by the undismayed
front of their champion leader, his associates joined his

standard, and marched boldly with hijn to the point of de-

cision. It is recorded, in the reports of that celebrated par-

liamentary rencounter, that though the British authoi'ity

remained yet imbroken, the old system of sergeantry still

continued of force in the country, and the very hall, in

which the assembly of Virginia convened, was thronged

by his majesty's officers and procurers, Mr Henry, stimu-

lated by the insolent and menacing denunciations of him-

self by his royal antagonists, exclaimed: "Caesar had his

Brutus, Charles the First a Cromwell, and George the

Third " here he was called to order by the presiding

officer.

Mr Henry was not destined by his parents, or qualified

by education, for any public profession. He grew up in

the wonted occupations of a husbandman. Although ac-

customed to read, at leisure seasons, for his improvement
and the gratification of an early taste for books, he had not

adjusted himself to the design of becoming a public speak-

er. He always manifested a singular disinclination to court

popularity. He inherited from nature splendid qualifica-

tions to become the theme of popular applause, and the

deity of democratic idolatry ; notwithstanding, from the

commencement of his blazing career, he shrunk from the

c'oTitact of vulgar associates; nor did he ever in his life

swerve from the majesty of his spirit, the elevation of his

sentiments, or the dignity of his deportment, from the con-

sciousness of his ascendency over the taste and passions

of the multitude, attracted by the benevolence of his enthu-

siastic heart, the ardency of his devotion to liberty, and the

spell of his rapturous eloquence.

Virginia is indebted to one of those singular providences,

which sometimes exhibit prodigies in the natural and mo-
ral world, for the ultimate and more accomplished deve-

lopement of the intellectual powers of Mr Henry. Some
time after his debut in the Virginia assembly, he was ap-

pointed an executor by the will of a deceased neighbour,

whose estate happened to be involved in considerable liti-

gation. In the execution of the task committed to him, he

was obliged frequently to be in court ; and to his counsel

discovered a wonderful aptitude in business. His wari-

ness, industry, correct apprehension of the testimony ne-

cessary to gain his ends, his method in preparing his cases

for tri'dl, and unerring anticipation of his antagonists, left

nothing to be done by his counsel. Thus he developed the

qualities essential to success in a lawyer or advocate.

Those who witnessed the display of his talents, in the ca-

pacity of client, had the generosity to encourage their cul-

tivation. They persuaded Mr Henry to prepare himself

for the practice of the law. Though now considerably for-

ward in years, and past the time most suitable to lay the

foundation of eminence in any profession, he yielded to

their persuasion, and actually commenced the study. In

a short lime he underwent examination, was found duly
qualified, and enrolled one of that very honouiable and use-

ful fraternity, to which the people of the United States are

iTiuch indebted for the great and inestimable blessings they

enjoy. It is but justice to the memory of Mr Henry, to

state, that he contiil)utccl much to enhance the respectabi-
lity of the profession he selected and pursued; and, more
perhaps than any other individual, to remove from the pub-
lic mind an unreasonable prejudice against lawyers. He
embarked in the practice immediately after his admission,
and, contrary to his own expectation, for he was a man of
little vanity, and of great humility in the estimation of him-
self, advanced suddenly to the first eminence. He became
particularly famous as a criminal pleader. He was em-
ployed in every important case in his usual circuit, and ge-
nerally on his own terms. Indeed so imposing was his
fame, that he was frequently engaged in distant circuits

;

and no litieant conceived his cause safe when opposed by
the peculiar talents of Mr Henry.

In 1774, he was appointed one of the deputies from Virgi-
nia in the first congressof the confederated colonies; and was
a member of the committee of that body who drew and re-

ported the petition to the king, which was afterwards voted.
In May of the following year. Lord Dunmore, governor of
Virginia, caused to be conveyed on board of a transport
vessel a quantity of powder from the public magazine at
Williamsburgh, to secure it from seizure by the citizens.

Mr Henry assembled several volunteer militia companies,
of Hanover and Prince William counties, and marched to
Williamsburgh, with the avowed determination to compel
a restitution of the powder to the magazine, or to enforce
payment for it upon a fair valuation. His purpose was
completely effected. To avoid the more serious alternative,

the receiver general gave a bill for the amount, and the
powder, from prudential motives, was retained by the go-
vernor. The spirit and decision of Mr Henry on this oc-
casion left no room for hesitation. He submitted a choice
of alternatives, which \<evc, restore, fiaijfor, orJightfor the
fioiuder.

Lord Dunmore, foreseeing an approaching crisis, forti-

fied his residence, and issued a proclamation against those
concerned in the late enterprise, charging them with re-
bellious practices. The governor's proclamation only
produced a counter-declaration. The people immediately
thereupon assembled in coimty meetings, testified their ap-
probation of Mr Henry, declared his conduct patriotic, and
exchanged pledges to protect him against the vengeance
of the governor. Lord Dunmore having departed for Eng-
land in 1776, Mr Henry was chosen governor of the com-
monwealth. In this office he continued several years, using
all means in his power to promote the freedom and inde-
pendence of his country.

In the year 1778, the aspect of the revolution became
exceedingly gloomy. Several dangerous intrigues were
instituted to pull down the popularity of general Washing-
ton, and supplant him in the command of the army. One
of the most serious occurrences of this sort was a cabal of
general officers, members of congress, and some influential

citizens. Their scheme against the amiable chief was to
be effected by the circulation of anonymous letters to dis-

tinguished and influential gentlemen in various sections of
the country, suggesting objections against the military con-
duct and character of the commander in chief One was
addressed to governor Henry, a man universally reputed
a patriot of the first energy and influence. With his wont-
ed shrewdness, he instantly discerned, through the anony-
mous disguise, the real motives of the authors. He con-
cluded at once that the letter covered sinister, ambitious,
and traitorous designs against his friend, in whom he con-
tinued to repose immutable confidence. With the mag.-
nanimity that belonged to his noble heart, a promptitude in-

spired by his devotion to the cause of liberty, and an indig-

nation at the mann(;r in which his own integrity had been
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assailed, he deculid at^ainst the calumniators of Washing-

ton ; and, to apiJiJz^ iipn of the d;ii)i?t;i- lliat surnuuided

him, conimuniciiled the anoriynous libel to him, with such

remarks as the occasion required. The corresj)ondenc.e

between the two Iriends on this occasion was ecjULdly lio-

nourable to the candour, prudence, and intellii^ence of both.

Mr Henry retired from the government of Virginia, and

sought some repose from the labours of public life, in the

bosom of his family, and in the society of his neighbours ;

but his heart continued earnestly importunate for the suc-

cess of the revolution. While in retirement, his conversa-

tion at home, and his conespondence with public function-

aries at a distance, imparted instruction, and inculcated

eeal and perseverance in the great cause of national liberty.

In 1788, Mr Henry was a member of the convention

in Virginia, which so ably and eloquently discussed tlic

constitution of the United States, and the expediency of its

adoption. The part he took, in the convention is familiar

with the public. He employed his masterly eloquence,

day after day, in opposition to the proposed constitution.

His hostility to it proceeded entirely from an apprehension

that the federal government would swallow the sovereignty

of the states ; and that ultimately the liberty of the people

would be destroyed or crushed by an overgrown, ponderous

consolidation of political power. Mr Henry would cordial-

ly have delegated to the government of the United States,

a few specific powers, to preserve reciprocal interests, and

constant alliance among the several states ; and to regulate

the relations of the whole with foreign nations. This in a

few words was the government he wished to see adopted.

Every feature in his opposition to the constitution cannot

here be traced. It is enough to affirm, that he opposed it

from pure and patriotic motives, a fixed hatred of despot-

ism, jealousy of political power, and a constitutional en-

lliusiasm in behalf of liberty. That such were the motives

of his conduct, his future deportment amply testified. The
constitution having been adopted, the government orga-

nized, and Washington elected president, his repugnance
was measurably abated. The chapter of amendments con-

siderably neutralized his objections: but nevertheless it is

believed, that his acquiescence resulted more from the con-

sideration of the citizen's duty, confidence in the chief ma-
gistrate, and a hopeful reliance on the wisdom and virtue

of the people, rather than Irom any material change in his

opinions. It is worthy of remark, that, in relation to the

federal government, Mr Henry and Mr Hamilton, two of

the most eminent men who have ever lived in the United
States, entertained opposite fears. The first dreaded its

energy ; the latter its imbecility. Many will suppose that

experience has already shewn, that the jealousy of the pow-
ers delegated to the general government was morbid and
fantastical : but it may be remarked, that a lew years, cha-

racterised by fortuitous circumstances, is not an alchemy
to analyze the properties of any form of government. The
experience of the United States has shewn, in the period

of twenty-eight years, that their government is energetic

or feeble, according to the heads and hearts of their chief

magistrates. This is probably true of every government.
In August 1795, Mr Henry was nominated by president

Washington, secretary of state, in the room of Mr Edmund
Randolph, resigned ; but considerations, wholly of a private

nature, induced him to decline the honour. In the course
of the succeeding year, he was again elected governor of
Virginia. He entered on the duties of the office : but in ?

few months retired to his domistic circle. Early in the
year 1799, Mr Henry was selected by president Adams
joint envoy with Mi;ssrs Ellsworth and Vans Murray to

France. His advanced age, increasing debility, and a se-

vere indisposition, with wliich he was at the time af&icted,

obliged him to decline the appointment. In the spring after-

wards, at the special solicitaiion of general Washington, he
became a cuiidulaio, in tlie district composed of the counties

of Halifax, Charlotte and Prince Euwaid, for a seat in the

senate ot Virginia. Events preliminary to the election are

mcmoiable. At the same election Mr John Randolph, for

the fiibl time, declared himself a candidate, in the congres-
sional district of Buckingham, Cumberland, Prince Edward,
and Caarlottc, for a seat in the house of representatives of

the U.iiled Stales, in competition with Mr Clement Car-
lington, a federalist, and Mr Powhatan 'B-jlling, a democrat.

In canvassing before the election, Mr Randolph encounter-

ed Mr Henry, and his competitors lor the honour of a seat

in congress. It is a custom in Virginia for candidates to

harangue the people in support of tneir personal preten-

sions and political principles. Mr Henry and Mr Ran-
dolph, on this occasion, conformed to this custom, and were
publicly exhibited as political combatants, before the voters

of Charlotte county. They met at the court-house, and
supported a long and animated discussion of various topics.

Mr Henry, in opening, maintained his long establisneu re-

putation as a declaimer. On finishing his harangue, he
literally descended into the arms of the obstreperous tiirong,

and was borne about with triumphing exultation. His op-

ponent might well have been deterred from ascending the

stage : but his courage decided otherwise. Mr Randolph
rose in the face of the success of his predecessor. His sin-

gular person and peculiar aspect; his novel, shrill, vibrato-

ry intonations ; his solemn, slow-marching, and swelling

periods ; his caustic crimination of the prevailing political

party ; his cutting satire ; the tout ensemble of his public

debut, soon calmed the tumultuous crowd; and inclined all

to listen to the strange orator, while he replied at length

to the sentiments of the old favourite. When he had con-

cluded, loud huzzas rang through the welkin. This was

a new event to Mr Henry. He had not been accustomed

to a rival ; and little expected one in a beardless boy ; for

such was the aspect of the champion, who now aj/peared to

contend with him for the palm which he was wont to appro-

priate to himself. He returned to the stage and commenced
a second address, in which he soared above his usual ve-

hemence and majesty. Such is usually the fruit of emula-

tion and rivalship. It has been admitted, that Mr Henry-

displayed his greatest splendour on this occasion. He fre-

quently adverted to his youthful competitor with parental

tenderness ; complimented his rare talents with the libe-

rality of profusion ; and, while regretting what he depre-

cated as the political errors of youthful zeal, actually

wrought himself and his audience into an enthusiasm ofsym-
pathy and benevolence that issued in an ocean of tears. The
gesture, intonations, and pathos of Mr Henry, operated like

an epidemic on the transported assembly. The contagion

was universal. An histerical phrenzy pervaded the whole

audience to such degree, that they were at the same mo-
ment literally weeping and laughing. At this juncture the

speaker descended from the stage. Shouts of applause rent

the air, and were echoed from the skies. The whole spec-

tacle, as it really was, would not only mock every attempt

at description, but would almost challenge the imagination

of any one who had not witnessed it. VVith a recollection

of the event, Mr Randolph, eighteen years afterwards, in his

place in the house of representatives of the United Slates,

speaking of the general ticket law, which was carried by

t. e democratic party by a majority of five votes only, in

the popular branch of the Virginia assembly, said : " Had
Patrick Henry lived, and taken his seat in the assembly,

that law would never have passed. In that case the elec-

toral vote of Virginia would have been divided, and Mr
Jeiferson lost the election. Five votes ! Mr Chairman i
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Patrick Henry was good for five times five votes." In the

contest above inenuoued, Mr Hciiry was elected to a seat

in the senate of Virginia, and Mr Randolph a representa-

tive in congress. Mr Henry, however, did not live to take

his seat. He died at Red Hill, in Charlotte county, on the

6th ot June, 1799, aged si.xly seven years.

In private life Mr Henry was as amiable and virtuous,

as he was brilliimt in his |)ublic career. He was an es.-

eniplary christian ; and his illustrious life was greatly or-

namented by the religion he professed. His memory will

be dear to every believer in tlie sacied Scriptures, for the

steady and fearless example he exhibited in the oljservance

of religious duly. In every situation he was studiously re-

spectlul of leligious characters. He was accustomed to

speak of the providence of God, which was munificent to

him, in the most grateful and submissive terms. His con-

ve'Sation, private letters, and public speeches, evinced a

constant and reverential regard of the Deity ; and, many
years before his death, he spent much of his time

in religious reading and reflection. The Bible com-
iTianded his cordidl accredence ; and he was accustom-
ed to say to his friends, and especially to his sons, that

its rejection was certain evidence of a depraved un-

derstanding and corrupt heart, frequently the presage of
infamy in this world, and always the harbinger of adversity

in that which is to come. He was benevolent and hospi-

table to ministers of the gospel, whom Ue regarded as the

heralds of peace and good will among men. He considered
them not only necessary to the prosperity of the churi;U> but
greatly beneficial to civil society. In the temperament of

his heart he was ardent, and, on all subjects which interest-

ed his feelings, his sentiments were expressed with energy

and pathos. In his rhapsodies on freedom and religion, he

would say, that, without the Bible and ministers, liberty

would become licentiousness, and man more savage than

the roaming tigers. In short, he was decided in the senti-

ments, that there was no liberty without religion ; that

Christianity was the source of every human blessing; that

without it there was no morality, nor restraint on the pas-

sions of the heart; that there never was, nor could be, a

free and happy people, who did not assume the christian

religion and its precepts as the basis of civil authority ; and
that the banners of the cross were the only standard under
which men could be directed to a happy destiny. In con-

sonance with these sentiments, he also declared that the in-

fidel is a rebel against God and a traitor to mankind ; that

licentiousness, anarchy, and despotism, are the conse-

quences of sin, and the offspring of hell; and that ruin

would ever be the end of every empire, whose government

is founded alone on tlie blind philosopiiy of free thinkers,
and on the light of human reason.

Ml Henry abhorred human slavery in every shape. In
a letter to a fiicnd he ex pressed Ids feelings and sentiments
on the condition of Africans in the following manner: " Is

it not amazing, that, at a lime wUen the riglits of huma-
nity are defined ;Mid understood with precision ; that, in a
country, whose inhaliitants, more than those of any other,
fondly cherish a love of liberty ; tiiat, in svich an age, and
in such a country, we should find men. professing a religion
the most humane, mild, gentle, and generous, adopting a
principle as repugnant to humanity as it is inconsistent
with the Bible, and acquiescing in a practice wholly de-

structive to liberty ? Would any one believe, that I arn
master of slaves—slaves of my own purchase ? I am drawn
along by the general inconvenience of being here without
them. I will not, cannot jusiify it. I believe, I hope a
time will come, when an opportunity will offer to aboiish
the lamentable evil. Everything we can do is to improve
it, if it happen in our day ; if not, let us transmit to our pos-
terity, together with our slaves, a pity for their unhappy
lot, and an abhorrence of slavery."

Mr Henry, like Washington, was never out of the United
States. He had no attachment to office; but uniformly pre-
ferred private life to puljlic stations. He could only be di-

verted fiom his preference by imperious duty to his coun-
try, and the generous desire of benefitting mankind. Hence
it will be found that he occupied comparatively few public
stations, either in the state or general government. It is

not more wonderful than true, that he never accepted of
any ofTice under the government of the United States,

though Irequently solicited, and more than once appointed.
He accumulated a great estate by the practice of the law,
and a judicious ajjplication of his time, genius, and indus-
try. As his ambition never ran on offices and salaries, he
never imbibed those morbid, baneful party feelings, which
have too frequently engrossed the motives of public men,
and seriously ])rejutliccd the prosperity of the United
States. In a letter to a friend, written a few months before

his death, he used the following terms : " I deprecate the
violence of parties in Virginia ; and lament French infide-

lity, manners, and politics. I am too old and infirm to un-
dertake public concerns. I live much retired, amidst a
multitude of blessings from the gracious Ruler of all things,

to whom I owe unceasing acknowledgments for his unre-
mitted goodness to me : but if I were permitted to ask that

one more might be added to the catalogue, it should be, the

pleasure of seeing my countrymen learn wisdom in this

their day, and know the things that pertain to their peace."

E. H. Cummins, A. M.

HENZUAN or HINZUAN. See Johanna.
HEI'A riCjE. See Fuci and Lichen.
HEPATITES. See Medicine.
HEPTACHORD major, in music, an interval, whose

ratio is -f\,Ii: 555 S + 1 1 1 + 48 m, or the Major Seventh,
which S';e.

Heptachord minor, has the ratio |.~5 19 2 + lOf-f-

45 in, or tiie Comtna redundant minor Seventh, whicn see.

Heptachord mwor of Galileo, has the ratio ^^,'ZZSQZ
S -|- 10 f -f-44 m, or the Minor Seventh, which see.

HEPTAGYNIA. See Botany.
HEPTAMERIS, or Eptameris. In the new musical

notation of M.Sauveur, which he had laid before the Aca-
demy of Sciences at Paris in 1701 ; he assumed, that the
reciprocal logarithm of the octave may. without sensible

error, be taken to be .301, instead of .3010299,9566; and

which number of his being divisible by 7, he called eacli of
these seventh parts of the octave a Meride, (see that ar.

tide,) whose recip. log. :^ .043 ; and each of these 43d
parts of the meride, or 301st part of the octave, he called

a Heptameris. Tliis inii-rval is therefore ::Z'2.04057055S

;

its common log. ~9'.'89999,0035, which M. Sauveur as-

sumed to be .9990000 0000, or 2.04037122: it is equal

.00332226 x VIII, ZI 18j374 X c : he again divided his

hepiameris into ten equal pans, and called each of these a

Decameride. See that article.

HEPTANDRIA. See Botany, vol. iv. p. 79, 81, 191.

HEPTARCHY. See England.
HERACLEA. See Greece.
HERACLIDES. See Greece.
HERALD. In the histories of the heroic ages, we find

important functions ascribed to those officers whom the
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Greeks call xh^vkcc-, and llic Romans feciales. Their cha-

racter isreprcsenlcd as sacred and inviolable ; antl in Ho-

mer, their common epithet is " t/ie divine." Their duties

were not less numerous than important. They could enter

without difliculty into cities that were besieged, and min-

gle without danger among contending armies. They sum-

moned the chiefs to the council; they commanded silence,

that the discourses ol" the kings miglit be heard ; and pre-

sented to each of them the sceptre before he commenced
liis harangue. The herald was charged with the most de-

licate missions, and accompanied his prince on the most

difficult occasions. Agamemnon sent only Talthybius and

Eurybates to bring Bnseis from the tent of Achylles ; and

when Priam went to beg the body of his son, he took no

one with him but his herald. The herald was distinguish-

ed by a long rod or sceptre, which he carried in his hand ;

and from this circumstance it was, that the Romans gave

him the name of caduccator. Eckhel has published a

beautiful medal of Croiona, from wliich we may judge of

the dress of a xjjffl, at a time much later than the age of

Homer. He is arrayed in a long tunic like that of a priest,

and holds in liis hands a fialera and a caduceus. The pa-

tera denotes a libiition or oH'ering to tne goda, a function

with which the heralds were frequently charged. Accord-
ing to Eckhel, this herald is in the act of demanding peace,

and the coin was most probably struck at the time when
the people of Crotona, humbled by a severe defeat, were
obliged to send envoys to beg peace of the Lucrians. The
attitude of stretching out the right hand seems to have
been considered as consecrated to the use of heralds; and

it is on this account, that, on the imperial medals, the em-
peror is commonly represented m the same position, when
he announces peace and security to his people.

Tiie use of heralds was very long preserved among the

Greeks. There were heralds whose office it was to pro-

claim the laws observed at the Olympic games, the names
of the combatants and the victors, and, in general, every

thing which was commanded by the judges of the games.
The best account of the x«f^| of the Greeks, and the ?'e-

ciALisof the Romans, is to be found in the works of Grae-

vius and Pitiscus : or, if ancient authors be preferred, in

Homer throughout : in Livy, i. 32 ; Cicero De Legibun,

ii. 9 ; and Dionysius Halicarnass. lib. 2

In the middle ages, also, the heralds perform a part

of considerable importance. The origin of their name
seems to be entirely uncertain, and it is difficult to say

which of the sixteen theories mentioned by Edmonstone is

the most ridiculous. The date of their institution in the

form of a college, in most of the European kingdoms, is

equally obscure. The first king of arms of whom mention
is made in the French chronicles, is Robert Dauphin, who
was alive A. D. 1031. But the conjecture seems by no
means unlikely, that the French borrowed the idea of a re-

gular body of men charged with the care of armories, pro-

cessions, and ceremonies, from the -jeterani of the empire.
See Bcrtrand Cafirioli. under the word Militia, as citi d

by Upton De Militari Officio, lib. i. cap. 8 In England it

does not appear that any such officer as the herald was ever
employed on missions by William the Conqueror, or either

of his sons. Yet there can be no doubt that the office was
familiar to Robert Curthose and Richard Cceur de Lion,
both of which princes were so renowned in the wars oi the

cross, and had so many opportunities of mingling with fo-

reign kings, in whose countries the heralds were already
openly protected by the law. Very sliortly, at all events,
after this period, we find the heralds in full possession of all

Ihe privileges to which they ever attained, cither in this

island, or on the continent. They were allowed free en-
trance into the courts of all prince.s and great lords ; they

had power to reprove the faults of nobles, knights, and
fcsquires ; and if these <lid not amend, to exclude them from
all tournaments and martial exercises. It belonged to the

heralds to advertise knights and military commanders of the

day of battle, to attend their soveieign's great standard in

their best ornaments. They were, during the battle, to re-

tire to an eminence, to witness what was done on either

side, and report to the king or general those wIkj behaved
most valiantly, and commit the same to writing. AVhen the

battle was over, it was their province to number the dead,

to ransom the prisoners, to summon cities, and, in case of

composition, to march before the captain or governor, for

security of his person. At justs and tournaments, it was

the office of the heralds to carry all challenges, to lay

out the lists, and assign places to the combatants. SurJ^ as

wronged them, and refused to give full satisfaction, were
declared guilty of high treason, and punished according. y.

An instance of wliich occurred in Scotland, A. D. 1515,

when the Lord Drummond was solemnly forfeited in par-

liament, Eo fjuod Leonem armorum regcm Jiugno viiitasset

cum eum de ine/iliis suis admonet } and it was upon that

lords's humble submission, and at the earnest intreaty of

the Lyon himself, that he was restored.

The society of heralda in England, consists of four kings

of arms, who are called Garter King at arms, Clarencieux,

J^orroy, and Hatti, whereof the first and last derive their

namea from the two orders of knightliood to which they

owe their establishment ; and the other two are provincial

kings of arms, Clarencieux having power over all the east,

west, and south provinces, as far as the liver Trent; and
Norroy,in like manner, over all parts of England north of

the Trent ; six heralds, viz. Somerset, Chester, Windsor,
Richmond, Lancaster, and York ; four fiursuivants, who
may be considered as the apprentices of heraldry, viz.

Rongedragon, Portcullis, Blue-mantle, Rouge-croix. All

these persons, (kings, heralds, and pursuivants) are by the

King himself, or Earl Marshall, " crowned with crowns,

graced with colours, attired with coats, named by names of

addition, and with other ceremonies created."

In Scotland there is one king at arms, who derives his

name of Lyon from the bearing of our kings. Under him
are six heralds distinguished by local names, viz. Snaiudon,

Albany, Rosse, Rothesay, Marchmont, and Hay ; and five

pursuivants, viz. Unicorn, Carrick, Kintyre, Ormond, and
Bute. Besides these, the great nobility in England and
Scotland had formerly heralds and pursuivants attached to

their own service : as Blanche Lyon, the herald to the

Duke of Norfolk; Lion rf'or to the Dudleys; Percy herald

to the Earls of Northumberland, kc. Le Laboureur is of

opinion, that counts and high barons, who are not princes,

may have heralds and pursuivants ; and lliat knights ban-

nerets may have pursuivants only, unlciis they be invested

with some high dignity, as mai'shal or general of the army :

(See Origine des Armoiries, p. 121.) The king of arms in

France, was always known by the name of Montjoye St

Denis. His heralds, to a considerable number, derived

their names from the different provinces of France ; and j
his pursuivants were called, Plain chemin, Voir disant,

Haiit-le-fned, La verdure, Gaillard-bois, &c.

Sec .fiiieas Sylvius De Officio Heraldorum. De I'Of-

Jice dcs Rois d'Armes, Sec. par Marc de Vulson de la Co-
himbicre, Paris, 1615; and particularly the Traite dti Roi

Rene, which is there printed ; Le Theatre d'Honneur, par

Andie Favin ; and Edmonstone's Heraldry, vol. i.
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1. The art of the herald, known also by the names of" the

art of blazon," " the art armorial," and " the art noble,"

consists, strictly speaking, in the knowledge of armories,

and their due application, as ensigns of honour, and tokens

of descent. The meaning of the term, however, is often

extended, so as to include the knowledge of the ceremo-
nial to be observed in all public assemblies of those who
bear arms ; such as cavalcades, processions, and the like.

On the Origin of Armories.

2. No subject has given rise to greater diversity of opi-

nion among antiquarians, than the origin of armorial en-

signs. The writers of the 16th and r7th centuries, who
still continue to be the chief authorities on this subject,

seem in general to have been infected with the desire of

adding new consideration to their favourite pursuit, by
maintaining that the art of blazon, so far from being the

production of the middle ages, had been framed by the

first masters of science among mankind, and practised in a

manner little different from that of their own limes, by the

most polished nations of antiquity. The disquisitions of

several great French and English heralds, indeed, and par-

ticularly those of Father Meneslrier, had gradually brought
into contempt the dreams of their more enthusiastic prede-

cessors ; and it appeared, that such fanciful opinions were
wholly exploded among men of sound understanding, till

of late years some of the most ridiculous of them have been
revived in all their original extent, and defended with a

show of learning more imposing than had ever before been
called into their service, by a French writer of eminence,

M. Court de Gebelin, in the 8th volume of his Moride Pri-

mitif. This ingenious author does not, indeed, after the

example of Mr Sylvanus Morgan, commence his treatise

with a description of the armorial bearings of the first pa-

rents of our race. He does not affirm, that " Abel quarter-

ed with his paternal escutcheon, argent an afxp-le vert, for

his mother Eve, who was an inheritrix ;" nor mention Jo-

seph, as receiving " an honourable augmentation to his

coal, in consequence of his being invested with the family

order of Pharaoh king of Egypt." But he is seduced, by
his fondness for a very untenable theory, into absurdities

scarcely less glaring than these, when he talks seriously of

the word ingenutts, as equivalent to <' a person who has a

right to armorial bearings ;" and refuses to perceive any
difference between the personal or political emblems of the

Greeks and Romans, and the systematic heraldry of the

modern nations of Europe.
3. Since, however, the subject has so lately been agi-

tated by a writer of such learnmg and reputation, it may not

be amiss to examine somewhat more at large into the me-
rits of the case, by investigating not his opinion alone, but

the more probable of all those theories which have been
supported by the most eminent of the heraldic uuthors. Ac-
cording to many of th^se writers, the use of armorial bear-

ings was the invention of the ancient Egyptians; and in

support of this opinion two passages from Diodorus Sicu-
lus are alleged ; in the first of which it is said, that " Anu-

bis and Macedon, the sons of Osiris, were the first who
carried in war marks of distinction, taken from certain ani-

mals, symbolic of their valour," (Bib. Hist. lib. i.) ; and in

the second, that " the Egyptians, observing that then- troops
were liable to be scattered in battle, invented certain signs,
by which they might be able to recognize each other. And
that making use of the figures of animals for this purpose,
such a veneration was by degrees conceived for these
images, that the animals themselves came to be considered
as sacred and inviolable beings."

A second set of writers assert that this art took its rise

among the Hebrews ; and the Rabbins of later times have
been at pains to lend all their learning to the defence of
this opinion, by blazoning, in the most scientific manner, the
coats-of-arms of all the principal personages mentioned in

holy writ.* The only passage of Scripture which they
seem to quote with confidence in support of their theory, is

Numbers ii. 2. " Every man of the children of Israel shall

encamp by his own standard, with the ensign of his father's

house." But the weakness of any argument derived from
this text will be sufficiently manifest in the sequel.

The third opinion is that of those who ascribe the first

practice of heraldry to the ancient Greeks. And the de-
fenders of this doctrine never fail to cite with great exulta-

tion those verses of the EIITA EIIl ©HBAIS, in which j^^s-

chylus describes the bucklers of the seven Captains of the

assailing army.
The fourth opinion is, that the practice of using armorial

bearings was never reduced to any regular system till Au-
gustus instituted legionary marks of distinction, and caused
these symbols to be engraved and painted on the shields of
his soldiers.

Fifthly, It is by no means an uncommon theory, that

Charlemagne was the first patron of the heraldic art, in as

much as after regulating the dignities and offices of the im-
perial palace, and establishing the order of peers, he insti-

tuted certain marks of honourable distinction, by which the

great personages of his court might every where be re-

cognised. It is true that the history of St Louis, by Join-

ville, speaks of armorial bearings conferred by Charle-
magne on the Viscounts of Conscrans, of the house of Com-
minges, and that the romances are full of those of Orlando,
and the oilier heroes of that age. But it is fair to mention,
that these authorities are equally conclusive respecting the

coat-armour of Arthur, and the knights of the round table ;

so that the claims of Charlemagne to the honour of this in-

stitution are somewhat dubious, even by the admission of

his most strenuous admirers.

A sixth party ascribe the origin of these insignia to the
wars which the Franks carried on in the East against the

infidel possessors of the Holy Land ; and derive many ar-

guments in support of their opinion from the ancient char-

ters for the foundation and endowment of monasteries.

Seventhly, The Italians are unanimous in fixing the ori-

gin of the art in the times of the Emperor Frederic, when
their country was torn in pieces by the rival factions of the

Guelphsand Gibbelines. The Germans, in the last place,

are equally zealous in carrying it back to the days of Henry

premier.

Vol. X Part I.
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the Fowler ; and think they have sufRcient evidence of the

justice of their opinion, in the accounts which have come

down to us of the ancient touinaments of Germany. The
truth is, that it is by no means an easy matter accurately to

ascertain llie oiigin, or trace the progress of things which

derive their autliority from chance and the insensible influ-

ence of custom, rather than from reason and the positive in-

stitutions of legislators.

4. It is quite evident, that painted shields and military

ensigns of some sort, are coeval with the art of war itself.

Jews, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, and Barbarians, must

all have made use of some tokens, by which the warriors of

the same nation might distinguish each other in battle. But

there seems to be little reason for doubting that these peo-

ple were familiar with the use of simple devices alone, or

fanciful figures, which were not intended either to distin-

guish one family from another, or to mark the nobility of

those who bore them. So little, indeed, is their nature

ascertained, that the same things have been taken indiffer-

ently for devices, for emblems, for hieroglyphics, for sym-

bols, and for armorial bearings, as may easily be seen in the

treatises of Pierius, of Minos, of Ruscelli, of Bargagli, of

Vulson de la Columbiere, and of Father Caussin, who all

contrive to twist the same facts into evident testimonies of

the truth of the most inconsistent theories. The dove of

the Assyrians is, according to all the interpreters of the

Scriptures, a figure of Semiramis. Yet this same dove is

with Pierius a hieroglyphic, with Alciatus an emblem,
with Bargagli a device, with Caussin a symbol, and with

M. de la Colombiere a coat of arms. The error of all those

who maintain the high antiquity of heraldic bearings seems
to have arisen from the circumstance, that a few instances

have been preserved by the poets and historians, in which
these personal devices had, from some extraordinary

causes, become hereditary and transmissible.

5. Aventinus, descended from Hercules, carried a hydra

on his buckler ; and one of the Corvini is mentioned by Si-

lius Italicus as having the raven of his ancestors for his

crest. In Ovid, Egeus recognizes his son Theseus by the

marks of his family on the pommel of his sword. Hypoli-
tus carried, in the same manner, the marks of his birth

;

and the children of Jason and Hypsipilus bore as_ their de-

vice the ship of the Argonauts. See JEneid, 7.

—'—Victores ostentat equos satus Hercule pulcro
Pulcher Aventinus, clypeoque insigne paternum
CentuKi angues, cinctamque gerit serpentibus Hydraill.

Sec also Sil. Ital. 1. 5.

Corvinus phsebsa sedet cm casside fulva
Ostentans ales proavits insignia pugiije.

Ovid Metam. 7.

Cum pater in capvdo gladii cognovit eburno
Signa sui generis.

Seneca in Hyfiolito.

Regale pan'is asperum signls-ebur
Capiilo refulget gentis Aclsea: deciis.

6. In like manner, we meet with marks of dignity among
the ancient writers, the " x?f^^s t-a-t ri^ TTtXm^ atros," was
Ihe well-known cognisance of the Median and Persian

kings. (Xenophon's //eZ/fiiJcs, 1. 1.) All these authori-

ties shew that lliere were figures on the bucklers of the

ancients, on the guards of their swords, on their helmets,

their standards, and their cuirasses; but they by no means
prove that these figures were armoiial bearings in the tech-

nical sense of the word. The hereditary nature of some
of their bearings, merely shews the anxiety of superstitious

men to trace themselves to the lineage of the gods; as for

instance Coraxes, who made his soldiers bear a thunder-

bolt on their shields, because he believed himself descend-

ed from Jupiter. The verses of the poets whom we have
cited, prove nothing more than that certain warriors adorn-

ed their shields, and the pommels of their swords, with

certain images representing the great actions of their an-

cestors.

A gentleman who should preserve the cavalry-horn

which had been carried by his father in some celebrated

war, might call it innigne jiaternum ; or if it had belonged to

his great-grandfather, he might call it firo-avite insignia

fiugne, and yet all this might have nothing in common
with the family arms. Chryxus carried on his shield are-
presentation of the siege of the Capitol, and the Gauls
weighing the gold of the Romans, to shew that he was
sprung from Brennus.

Ipse tumens atavi Brenni se stirpe ferebat

Cliryxus et in titulos capitolia capta tenebat
Tarpeioque jugo demens et verlice sacro

Pcnsantes aurum Celtas umbone ferebat.

Sil. It. 4.

Yet who would think of asserting that the Capitol, and
Gauls weighing gold, were the armorial bearings of Cliryx-

us ? Whoever maintains this, must admit that all the im-
ages and figures of ancient casques, cuirasses, and shields,

were armorial bearings in the same manner as these, and
he will find not a few who bore the whole history of a coun-
try, or a few dozens of the metamorphoses, for their blazon.

It seems evident then, that all these authorities prove no-
thing concerning the origin of heraldic bearings, more than
they do concerning that of emblems or of devices ; because
the signs of which they make mention do not appear either

to have been fixed in their forms, or of any determined co-

lour, or universally hereditary. The far greater part ap-
pear to be the mere fictions and ornaments of poetry ; such
as the chimera on the casque of Turnus; lo changed into

a cow ; Argus who watched her; and Inaehus with his

\irn, from which a stream descended on his buckler.
^n. 7*

7. The pretended arms of the tribes of Israel are entire-

ly the reveries of the Rabbins of the later times, who have
amused themselves with imagining these figures, on the

authority of certain allegorical expressions of which Jacob
made use, to predict to his children the fortunes of their

descendants. They assign to the tribe of Judah a lion, be-
cause he said to one of his sons, " Judah is a lion's whelp ;

from the prey my son thou art gone up," &c. Gen. xlix. 9.

And to that of Zabulon an anchor, on account of this pro-
phecy, " Zabulon shall dwell at the haven of the sea." Gen.
xlix. 13. And as they have not been able to find any thing
very appropriate for Reuben in the malediction of his fa-

ther, they blazon for him the mandrakes which he present-

ed to his mother Leah.
To say nothing of the evident absurdity of all this, the

authors in whose writings these bearings are mentioned are

At levem clypeum sublatis cornibus lo
Auro insignibat, jam sctis obsita, jam bos
Argumentumq. ingeiis, et ciistos virginis Argus
Cffilataque amnem I'undeus pater Inaehus urua.
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very far from being- consistent amon!» themselves. Some
give to Dan an eagle, otiiers a serpent, and some an eagle

choking a serpent. Barnabas Moreno do Vargas, indeed,

blazons all the tribes of Israel in a manner difl'erent from

what has been mentioned above ; as," Los de tiibu de Reu-

ben porque su padre lo comparo al aqua posicron por ar-

mas Unas ondas de aqua: Los de Zabulon pusieron una

nave," &c. Diacurs. 18. De la JVoblez.

8. Neither does there appear any greater certainty among
the Greek writers. Ulysses, in Lycophron, carries a dol-

phin on nis buckler, and is accordingly styled J'tA^jvoj-jjito?

;

but Homer assigns to him the figure of the giant Typheus.
Agamemnon, in the Iliad, carries the gorgon's head, but, in

Pausanias, the head of a lion ; and elsewhere we find him
described with one dragon on his helmet and three on his

shield. As for the celebrated shields of the seven chiefs

against Thebes, it is rather amusing to find, that, after all

the many arguments which have been founded on the accu-
rate account of them in yEschylus, that great poet does not

coincide, in any one particular, with the equally minute and
laborious description of Euripides.

Even when the authors are perfectly consistent, the ut-

most that can be made out of their report is, that these

warriors bore certain emblems, which may perhaps have
had some mystical meaning ; but can never be proved to

have been marks of noble birth, as our armorial bearings

are, even though some of them may have passed from fa-

ther to son; otherwise we must believe, on the credit of

Suetonius, that the Domitian family carried a beard or for

their arms; because the historian, in order to mark that a

red beard was a common feature in that family, says

—

" Quod insigne mansit et in posteris ejus, et magna pars
rutila barbafuerunt." (Sueton. z>j TWrojje, c. 1.) And yet

nothing can be more certain, than that passages in ancient

authors, of a complexion exactly similar to this, are the

only authorities for half the armorial bearings of the Greeks
and Romans. Because Seleucus had a mark on his thigh
which resembled an anchor, he and all his descendants are

said to have borne an anchor for their arms. It is wonder-
ful that Augustus is not alleged to have blazoned on his

shield the Ursa Major, since it is well known that he had
on his back as many moles as there are stars in that con-
stellation, and arranged in the same manner : (Sueton. in

Aug) The figures on the legionary shields of the time of

Augustus were exactly of the same nature with those of the

Greeks of the heroic ages, or of the Egyptians, Anubis and
Macedo. And, upon the whole, if we lay aside the dreams
of enthusiastic heralds, and scholars equally enthusiastic,

who will not condescend to allow to the moderns the ho-

nour of inventing even the arts which they themselves des-

pise, we believe we shall find that to be the most rational

theory which maintains, that armorial bearings were invent-

ed in the 10th century, perfected in the 1 1th, and have ac-

cordingly been for about seven hundred years only, in any
part of the world, the distinguishing marks of families, and
of noble birth.

9. In many parts of Europe, there remain tombs of

princes, lords, and gentlemen of every degree, more ancient

than the year 1000 ; and yet in no one of these can the

smallest trace of armorial bearings be discovered. The
most indefatigable antiquaries have explored Italy, Germa-
ny, Flanders, and the various provinces of France and Eng-
land, without the least success ; and have been obliged to

confess, that neither in manuscripts, nor upon the gateways,

and vaults of castles, nor upon the altars of the most ancient

cathedrals, have they been able to find any thing more early

than the well known arms of Varmond, Count of Vasscr-

burg, on his tomb in the church of St Emeran at Ratisbon.

He is represented as lying"on his back upon his tomb, with

a lance in his left Hand, and on his right his shield without
ornaments—" Cou|je of argent and sable, and over all a

lion, with this epitaph on the border of it: Anno D"ni

MX. in die S. Leoui* PP Dnus Varmundus nobilis comes
dc Vasserburgh qui huic monasteno dedit Hofmarchiain
in Vogterrereut hie sepulius." There is even some reason
for suspecting, that this tomb has been rebuilt by the reli-

gious of the abbey. All the tombs of the 7th, 8lh, and 9th

centuries, have simple inscriptions with the itnage of the

deceased. The greater part of those of the 10th and lltli

centuries also are without arms ; and the practice of repre-

senting them on tombs does not appear to have universally

prevailed till the 12th century. The first Pope who can be
proved to have borne arms is Boniface VIII. of the house
of Cajetano, whose escutcheon is in the church of St John
Lateran, and in the vaults under St Peter's at Rome. The
bearings of all the Popes before him are now ascertained

to have been the inventions of Ciaconius, Antonio Cicarel-

lo, and Gian Baptista Cavalieri. Coins before the year

1200 have no arms. The seals of princes and kings before

that time bear nothing more than their effigies, and those

of bishops and chapters representations of the tutelary saints

of their churches; as, for instance, those of the Popes,

which bear commonly on the one side the heads of St Pe-
ter and St Paul, and on the reverse the name of the pontiff.

10. If, before these times, the figures on bucklers had
been hereditary and fixed in so many families, why happens
it that the sons of so many heroes never carried the de-

vices of their fathers, and the glorious marks of their illus-

trious achievements ? Whence comes it, that when notice

is taken of Helenor being introduced in the 9th .fineid with-

out any ensign on his shield, a sufficient answer is suppos-

ed to be given, by saying, that young men, who had as yet

done nothing illustrious, carried shields without ornament ?

Could they not then, as at present, carry their father's bear-

ings ? The truth is, these marks were altogether personal,

or else common to all the individuals of a military corps.

Cuncta phalanx insigne .Tovis, caelataque gestat

Tegmina, disperses trifidis ardoribus ignes.

Valer. Argon. 6.

And it was on account of this latter character that they

received from the Greeks the appellation of S'siy/x.ara,

It may however be alleged, (and M. Court de Gebelin

has laid much stress on the circumstance,) that there are

many cities, the armorial bearings of which are to be found

on monuments of very high antiquity; as, for instance,

those of Rome, which we every day see represented on so

many basso relievos, or those of Nismes, which are so com-
mon on the reverse of medals. To this it may be answer-

ed, that these cities have, within the last seven or eight hun-

dred years, framed for themselves armorial ensigns out of

their ancient devices, and that, before that time, no exam-
ples can be found of these marks being placed on escutch-

eons. S. P. Q. R. was the device of the Romans ; but not,

as in the present day, disposed secundum artem on a band

falling down between two fillets. The crocodile attached

to a palm-tree was the ensign of Egypt conquered, which

the people of Nismes put anciently on their coins, with

these words abridged. Col. JVem. ; and, accordingly, the mo-
dern city blazons the same on its public edifices. We by

no means assert, that no kingdoms or republics had fixed

devices before the use of armorial ensigns: on the con-

trary, the eagle was a common device of the Romans, and

composed part of their military standards ; but they had al-

so the dragon, the minotaur, the wolf, and the swine. The
lion and the eagle have in eveiy age been the symbols of

S s2
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royalty ; because the one is the chief of beasts, and the

oilier of birds.*

11. It is necessary to be at all times on our guard against

the monuments o4,iieraldry which ate produced by our old

writers as of a date prior to the 12tli century. Tliey are

in general the inventions of silly monks, who had little else

to do but to gratify their own vanity, and that of their bene-

factors, by these harmless fictions. Much contempt, in-

deed, has been thrown on the whole study, by the detection

of the gross absurdities which thty contain, and by none
more than those of the celebrated Clironiclc of the Priory

of Ely, long preserved in the college of the English Bene-
dictines at Uouay. In this MS. we are presented with the

history of some chiefs of King Harold's army, who, after

the defeat at Hastings, defended themselves for seven years

in the isle of Ely." The conqueror, however, at length pre-

vailed, and lodged 40 of his soldiers with the religious per-

.sons who had aflorded an asylum to these obstinate war-
riors. Each soldier lodged with a monk ; and the story is,

that, on their departure, the brethren painted in their refec-

tory the arms of their warlike companions, which are ac-
cordingly blazoned with great exactness on the margin of
the MS. But, in spite of the zeal of Mathew Paris, the
style of the writing, and also of the illuminations, is such,
that the authenticity of this record has long been given up.

12. The art of heraldry, in truth, like every thing else

of nature or of art, did not all at once spring up to perfec-

tion. Its beginning long preceded its universal practice,

and its scientific arrangement. The ancient figures on
shields, and military ensigns, were the first dawnings of the
art. It may be said to have made its first regular appear-
ance in the world at the times of the tournaments ; and in

all likelihood attained its utmost perfection in the period
immediately following these military exercises. The name
of Blazon which has always been given to this art, the form
of the oldest escutcheons, the metals, the principal figures

and divisions of the shield, the crests, the wreaths, the

mantles, and the mottos of heraldry, all conspire to prove
the general position, that the first practice of the art took
place on occasion of the tournaments of chivalry. ^Bla-
ten is a German word, signifiying to blow the horn ; and
the reason why this name has been given to the description

of armorial ensigns is, that anciently those who presented
themselves at, the lists of the tournament were announced
by the sounding of the horn. The heralds, after having
ascertained the nobility of those who offered themselves,
blew the trumpet, in order to warn the marshals and their

assistants, and then blazoned the arms of the aspirants ; that
is to say, that, after sounding the trumpet, they proclaimed
with a loud voice the bearings of their shields. The Rimes
du tournay de Chavencij, (which took place m the year
1285,) written by Jacques Bretex, furnish an example of
tlus usage.

Les trompeurs si trompoient
Et les Bachelers amenoient
D'amies si empapillonez
Que dcpuis I'heure que je fu nez
Xe vi a mongrd, tel menoilles
Vn chevalier d'armes vermoiUes
A cinq anncts d'or in ecu.
Vi devant tous qui sans ecu
A'ient a voir la premiere jouste

Comment qu'il soit ne coi qu'il couste
Si quier as autres qii'on luy doigne
Lors b\ eerier Chardoigne
Et puis Vianne a ccs licraux,

GarcoMS glatir, liuier ribaux
Clievaux liannir—tambour sonnir, &c.

In all the descriptions of jousts which Olivier de la

Marche gives us, and in all those of the old romances, it is

always expressly mentioned, that " les trompettes cornerent
et furent faits les oris accoutumcz." In describing the
" Joustes de I'arbre d'or," he says, " si tost que Mondit
Seigneur le Due fut sur les rangs fut appori6 le Blazon
de M. le Prince d'Orange neveu de M. le Comte d'Ar-
mignac, et apres fut alle querre par le geant et par le

Nam ; fut par le geant presenle, aux dames el le

JVain sonna sa trompe." When the tournament was
at an end, it was a common thing for the knights to

hang up their arms and these horns in some church ; and
many still remain (or at least did within a century) attach*

ed to the great altars in the churches of Winsberg, Kalis-

bonne, Mayence, and Cologne, as Menestrier informs us,

who saw them himself, and says that they were siiewn by
ignorant people, who understood nothing of their true na-

tui'e, and contented themselves with asserting that they had
belonged to Orlando, or some of the other heroes of the

coui't of Charlemagne.
When any combatant had once made his appearance at

these tournaments, which seem to have been originally

held every three or four years in Germany, it was no long-

er necessary for him to make any proof of his nobility, this

having been already sufficiently recognised, and blazoned ;

that is to say, announced by sound of trumpet by the he-

ralds of the lists. The persons who had attained this dis-

tniction commonly carried two trumpets by way of crest,

in order to mark that they were gentlemen, recognised
and blazoned ; and thus when the bearings of shields

began to be more fixed than before, many families

retained these crests of trumpets. Helmets adorned
in this manner are called by Dlugossiusand Simon Askols-

ki Galea Hastiludiales, that is, helmets of tournament.
(See Plate CCXCI. Fig. 1.) Many authors, indeed, explain

these trumpet figures to be the trunks of elephants. But if

there could remain any doubt on the subject, it would be
removed by observing that those who still retain these

crests, are the very families whose names occur in the an-

cient toui'namenls, as those of Bavaria, Saxony, Branden-
burgh, Lutzclstein, Mecklenburgh, Swartzenberg, Die
Lobl, Noppen, Talheim, Romersheim, Sec.

To blazon, by a gradual transition, came among the
French who had borrowed it from Germany, to signify every
sort of description. Thus Jacques de Fouilloux, in his book
on hunting, which he presented to Charles IX. makes in four

lines what he calls the" Blason du lievre."

Lien-e je suis de petite stature, Sec.

F'avin uses it as synonymous with " to praise," page 439.
" Les habitans disent pour blasonner leur ville, he." But
we elsewhere meet with it taken in malam fiartem, as in the
Chronicle of Louis the first Duke of Bourbon, where he is

said, in conferring the order of the ci-own on his knights,

to have ordered them to honour the ladies, and not to per-

mit any one to speak ill of them—" blasonner et mesdire."

Ayctnifinut.'
' Pausanias describes the shield ofAgamemnon as bearing a lion's head, with the motto, <' st«? f^a (poQoi la-ri Seorm i J" ivat

• J lion croiimcd is in like manner ascribed to Dieterick and the other heroes of the Sagas.

t It is proper to mention, that many are of opinion that the word blazon is of Oriental origin ; and in the Arabic Dictionary of Gieuharis,
we certainly find the word Bladzon with two significations, 1st, "Gens, famille, maison ;" 2d, "Insignia, armoiries, svmlesd'une maison."
But we cannot help looking on this as merely a casual coincidence, and imagine few will deny that the German root offers so verj' natural a
derivation, that it is ridiculous to look farther.
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The word has the same significations among tlie Spaniards,

who make it signify still farther glory itself; as in Rodri-
,go Mcndcz Sylva Poblacion, page 7. " Sivra sobre lodo

de Blazon, aver procrcatio al memorable cavallero Qui-
nonez." Nothing can be more simple than the analogy by
which all these meanings are derived from the primitive

blasen. Ner is it at all to be wondered al, that the French
should have borrowed this term of art iiotn Germany, since

it was in that country that the first regular tournaments
were held by order of Henry the Fowler, who was either

the original instil utor, or at least the restorer, of these
and many other exercises for the young nobility of his

empire.

13. The form of the ancient escutcheons is a second
proof of this origin of armorial ensigns ; for they are always
represented as lying on the one side, and tied up by small
strings, exactly as the shields of the jousters were attach-

ed to the lists, or to the neighbouiing houses, which they
called " faire fenestre." They are so represented in the
celebrated " Tournay de la Gurthuse," in the National Li-
brary at Paris. They are also hollowed out on the right

side for the reception of the lance, as may be seen in all

the old monuments of the churches in Germany and Italy.

From the tournaments, in like manner, is derived the cus-
tom of joining the shield and the helmet, to compose the
complete armorial bearings; because ihpy were so arranged
in some cloister or public place a few days before the jousts,

that the ladies might have an opportunity of seelno; them.
All these observations are verified by the curious treatise

of Rene of Anjou, King of Sicily, which is printed in the

Miroir de la Noblesse, by M. Vulson de la Colombiere.
" All you princes, lords, barons, knights, and esquires, who
intend to tilt at this tournament, ye are ordained to lodge

yourselves in the city four days before the tournament, to

make display of your armories, on pain of not being receiv-

ed at the said tournament; and your arms shall be thus.

The crest shall be placed on a plate of copper large enough
to contain the whole surnmit of the helmet, and the said

plate shall be covered with a mantle, whereon shall be
blazoned the arms of him who shall bear it ; and on the said

mantle, at the top thereof, shall the crest be placed, and
around it shall be a wreath of colours, whatsoever it shall

please him." " Moreover, when all the helmets are set in

order after this fashion, then shall all the ladies come, and
the damsels, and the lords, knights, and esquires, who shall

visit them in their order, from the beginning to the end.

And the judges who shall be there shall lead the ladies

three or four turns, to see them well, and to examine the

crests ; and the herald shall set forth unto the ladies to

whom this ensign pertaineth, and to whom that ; and if

there be any one which belongeth to any reviler of the la-

dies, the ladies shall touch his crest, and on the morrow it

shall be sent away, and he shall have no tilling at this tour-

nament. Traite de la forme el manier des tournois a plats-

ance, Sec. Miroir, p. 56.

14. The colours which enter into the composition of ar-

morial bearings are, by many authors, said to be no other

than those of the ancient games of the Roman circus, which
passed into the tournaments of the Gothic nations. The dif-

ferent factions of the hippodrome were distinguished by
their colours of white, red, blue, and green. To these

Domilian added yellow; and the only remaining tincture,

viz. black, might be easily introduced by those chevaliers

who were in use to frequent tournaments in habits of mourn-
ing, on occasions of particular distress. Thus King Rene
of Anjou, after the unfortunate war of Naples, went to the

tournament of " La gueule du Dragon," in the year 1446,
clothed in complete suit of black armour,." his shield sable,

semee de larmes, and a black lance in his hand."

The partitions of the shield are in like manner supposed
to be deduced from the habits of tournaments, which were
frequently of different colours, sometimes the one side
of the garment differing from the other, sometimes the top
part from the bottom, S;c. ; a relic of which custom may
still be observed in the dresses of many provincial magis-
trates on the continent. From the barriers and lists, and
their various parts, are taken the forms of the pale, the
chevron, and the saltier. The ring or annulet is derived
from the common reward of the victorious cavalier. The
bend and the less from the scarfs which the combatants
wore, and which weie often the gift of their ladies, as we
read in the romances, the wreath and other ornaments of
the helmet, are all connected with the same custom. The
lady herself took care to adjust these parts of her knight's
equipment, which were generally of /jfr co/oi^r ; and are
accordingly known in the romances by liie names of " fa-
veurs des dames," " alours de dame," See.

15. With tournaments, it is probable that the art of bla-
zonry passed very soon into France. Many of the figures,
indeed, were never introduced into the heraldry of that oi-

of any other country, and remain at this day peculiar to
Germany alone. If armorial bearings, however, were first

used in Germany, it must be confessed that the French
were the first to reduce the method of using them to rules.
Accordingly, the only other nations which have made any
progress in the art, viz. the English and the Scotch, make
use of French terms. The Italians and Spaniards know
nothing of the matter ; and the attainments of the Germans
theuiaelves, are frankly admitted by Spenerus to be alto-
gether comcmptible. Sir Henry Spelman says expressly,
that the gentry of England had no coat-armour till tlic time
ot the Norman conquest; and treats with the utmost deri-
sion the fables and reveries of those, who assign arms to
the Danes, Saxons, Britons, and the pretended knights of
the Round Table The princes of Anjou, in all probabi-
lity, introduced the custom into the kingdoms of Naples
and Sicily, as may be seen in the treatises of Scipione Am-
niirato and Philiberl Campanili. But although the prac-
tice of using armorial bearings may have been considerably
extensive before the period of the Crusades, there can be
no doubt, that these celebrated expeditions must have been
at once the means of rendering their use universal among
all the European nations, and at the same time of making
the figures more fixed, and consequently the blazonry more
scientific. Arms, it is probable, completed their heredi-
tary character from the piety of children, which must have
led them to adopt, with religious respect, any temporary
devices borne by their fathers in these holy wars. The
cross soon became the most common of all bearings, and
its forna was varied beyond every conception by thd inge-
nuity of the heralds.

16. The heraldic writers who approach most nearly to
each other, in their opinions respectmg the origin of armo-
ries in general, are yet much at variance concerning the
precise time of their introduction into England. It is iieed-
less to refute the statements of such writers as Stow, who
can tell us gravely, that " Brute, after a long and wery
journey with his Trojans, passing thorow France, building
the citie of Toures, arrived in this isle, the which was thcii

called Albion, at a place called Totncss, in Devonshire,
bearing gules, liuo lions golde ra?>ijia>its a conirarie, also a
bajinar of Vert, a Diane of gold Jichele crouned and enlro-
nised." Edmonstone is of opinion, that armoiies were pro-
bably first used in England by King Edward the Confessor,
and afterwards more plentifully practised 'by Wii;i.'.m the
Noiman and his nobles. Camden, however, is inclined to

think them of yet later date with us, and says, " tiiat short-
ly after the Conquest, >the estimation of arms began in the
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expeditions of the Holy Land, when it was accouMted an

especial nonour to retain tliose arms which had been dis-

played in the Holy Lund, in that lioly service a^^ainst the

professed enemies of Chrislianity, and that we received at

that time the hereilitary use of tnem ; but the same was not

Ifully established until the reign of King Henry HL ; for

thai in the instances of the last Earls of Cliester, the two

D Quinceys Earls of Winchester, and the two Laceys

Earls of Lincoln, the arms of the father still varic-d from

those of the son." Sir Henry Spclman is of opinion, that

arms are of a yet more modern growth in England, and

says, " there is little reason to be confident in matters of

pedigree and arms much beyond four h\nidred years," add-

ing, " that he has his doubts as to tlieir being entitled even

to that antiquity. A''e.icio an ea prorsus antUjuiCate." The
period of their introduction into Scotland, must of course

have been nearly the same with that of their first practice

in England.
17. The custom being once fairly introduced, it is by no

means difficult to see from what causes the great variety

of the figures of heraldry must have arisen. Great events,

or illustrious actions ; the peculiarities of local situation ;

the partialities for particular employments, offices, digni-

ties, and the spirit of devotion ; the nature of fiefs, and the

vestiges of ancient devices, factions, pilgrimages, and tour-

naments, must all have suggested to individuals the bear-

ings which they adopted. Nothing, however, appears to

have given occasion to more armorial ensigns, than the

names of persons or of families. In every nation of Europe

the eflfects of this practice are still abundantly apparent

;

yet we have no doubt the evidence would have been infi-

nitely more striking, but for the many changes which have

taken place in the namesof families since the fixing of their

arms. Many authors, it is tiue. treat with ridicule arms of

this sort ; but it is sufficient to observe, that Spelmaii,

IVIenestrier, and Gebelin, are of a different opinion. The
last indeed expressly says, that he has no doubt the armes

parlantes are the most ancient of all. The original bear-

ers of these arms, it is probable, thought their names so il-

lustrious, that they could adopt no better means of making
themselves known than devices, which would suggest these

names to the beholder. Accustomed as they were to shout

their names in combat, and hear them proclaimed at the

tournament, it was a very natural thing to paint them on

their surtouts, their shields, and the caparisons of their

horses. There are very few families, whose names retain

any meaning, which have not framed to themselves arms
in some respect alluding to that signification. The in-

stances of arms of this kind in our books of heraldry are

innumerable. The Boilcns, in allusion to the first syllable

of theirname, carry argent a chevron gules between 3 bulls

fieacls sable. Pope Adrian IV. (whose proper name was
Kicolas Breakspeare,) bore gules a lance broken argent.

The illustrious family of the Lamberts bear 3 lambs ar-

gent ; and the practice is equally evident in the bearings of

the Lovets, the Bores, the Swineys, the Swintons, the

Swallows, the Grifins, the Mc-tcalfs, and the Starkeys ; of

Bowes, Cockayne, Dove, Askew, Arondel, Ravenscroft,

Buikley, Heron, Bicston, Bud, Horsey, Cheval, Colt, Ca-
praville, Quatremains, Borlase, Troutbec, and Godolphin.

Jn France, the names of Ailly, Mailly,Crequy, Rubempie,
Castelnau, Cliahot, Gougeux. Hautefort, De la Tour, De
Pontevez, De Porcelet, and De Rctel, are among the most
distinguished of the kingdom. Nor are their bearings a
whit more significant than those of the great Italian fami-

lies of Colonna, Ursini, Frangipani, Anguillara, Sancta-

cruce, Spinola, Cicala, B rbarigo, Negroni, kc. or of the

Spanish houses of Luna, Solis, Zapata, Acuna, Quixada,
Torres, and Cardona.

There are several ways in which arms may bear a rela-

tion to names. 1st, By tlie simple cypher or initial letter of

the name ; as is the case in the arnjs of many towns on
the continent, and of the families of Montenegro in Spain,

who bear an M crowned, and Awcnsberg in Germany, who
bear an A, &c. 2il, By the representation of objects, either

natural or artificial, which express the sound of the name :

as the ancient sovereigns of Dauphiny and Auvergne bore a

dolphin on thtir shield ; the ciiy of Lyons a lion ; that of

Berne a bear, &c. Sc, By things which have some like-

ness to the name : as the Chevriers, who bear a cheveron;

the Gouvicrs, who cany a wolf's head, &c. 4th, By things

which have some relation to the signification of the name :

as \rcher, whocairies three arrows; Falconer, falcons :

Diane, a crescent ; Riddell. ears of rye. The family of

Law in Scotland have a cock in their arms, in allusion to

the common method of expressing the cry of that bird

among the Scotch, >' Cocky-leery-Lwv " 5th, There are

arms which express the name by way of rebus : as Rich-

armes. three casques crested with crescents or ; Gantelmi
at Naples, a glove and a helmet, &c.

Many of these allusions are very far-fetched and absurd;

perhaps none more exquisitely so than that of the Para-

vasini in the country of the Grisons, who bear a goose, be-

cause, says Menesirier, that bird lias " some resemblance

to a swan par avis Cycno." It is worthy of remark, that

long before me science of heraldry existed, the ancients,

in theii- marks and devices, affected this sort of resem-
blance of figures to names. Thus the reverse of a medal
of L. Aquilius Florus bears a flower; the Rhodians had a
rose on their coins ; and the Delphians a dolphin. On the

medals of Voconius Vitulus we see a calf; on those of L.
Thorius Balbus a bull; and a man's foot on those of L. Tu-
rius Crassipes.

1 8. To commemorate any events ofa marvellous and un-
expected nature, is another very common object of armo-
rial bearings. There is no point, however, connected with

heraldic pursuits, in the investigation of which we must ad-

vance with greater caution than here. The absurd vanity

of particular families has been the foundation of so many
idle inventions, that it is difficult to avoid classing with

these matters of a very different nature. As an instince of

the species of arms to which I now allude, it is sufficient

to mention the t/iree birds of Lorraine, which are said to

take their rise from the circumstance of Godfrey de Bouil-

lon's stringing three birds on one arrow. Important dis-

coveries and illustrious actions have been in all times cele-

brated in the same manner. Thus, after Columbus had re-

turned to Spain from the discovery of the new world, he
was allowed by Ferdinand and Isabella to bear under a

chappe of the arms of Castille and Leon, in a sea oiArgent
and Jlzure five isles or with the motto, "A Caslilla y a
Leon, Mundo nuevo dio Colon ;" which bearings still re-

main with his descendants of the houses of Veragua and
Xamayca.
The Maid of Orleans, when she took arms against the

English, carried on her banner a sword surmounted by a

crown. This, with the addition of a fleur-de-lys, the king
of France afterwards assigned as arms to her brothers, who
were ennobled, by letters patent, in the year 14S;9, and took

the name of du Lys. The house of Colonna, in Italy, have
around their shield the 14 standards taken from the Turks
in the famous battle of Lepanto by Marco Antonio Colonna,

General of the forces of the Pope. The Douglasses of

Scotland bear a bloody heart crowned with a royal crown,

in memory of the good Sir James Douglas, who died on his

way to the Holy Land, whither he was conveying the heart

of King Robert the Bruce. A badge of the same species

was assumed by the Earl of Surry, in the year 1515. " A
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silver lion (tlie old cognisance ol his family) tearing in

pieces a lion prostrate gulLS.

"If Scotland's coat no mark of fame can lend,

That Lion placed in our liriglil silver bend

—

AVhicli as a tro])liy beaulillesour sliicld

Since Scottish blood discoloured Floddei\-ficlJ,

When tlic dark Cheviot our jn'oud ensiijn bare.

As a rich Jewel in a lady's hair, &c,"
Drayton.

Nicolas Upton mentions an English gentleman who as-

sumed Argent, three ox heads sable, " pro eo quod ipse

erat in hello V^ernolii cum lancia per membra genitalia to-

taliler transfixus, sic quod amplius generare non potuit."

{De Milit Officio, p. 154.)*

The influence of the spirit of faction has also given rise

to innumerable bearings. In Italy, during the contests of

the Guelphs and Gibelins, things came to such a pass that

almost every family was obliged to adopt some method of

expressing by their arms to which party they adhered. The
Guelphs carried Coupe, the Gibelins party. The Guelphs
bore the lily of Florence gules on argent ; the Gibelins ar-

gent on gules. The fleur-de-lys-in-chief (after the Guelph
party had embraced the cause of Charles of Anjou), be-

came a Guelph mark,—and three stars in chief denoted a

Gibelin. In France, in like manner, when the kingdom
was split into two factions from the year 1409 till 1449,

those who espoused the cause of Orleans and Berry, car-

ried a white bend, and were called " bendes," while the ad-

herents of the Duke ofBurgundy were known by the cross

of St Andrew.
19. Offices of dignity are marked in the same way. Thus

the great officers of the empire were all accustomed to

bear the tokens of their dignity. The Counts of Olden-
burgh, as architects of the empire, gules ^wo Jesses or,

which are supposed to represent two beams. The house
of Wirtemberg bore three stag-horns. That of Wernige-
rode a fish; and the Electors of Hanover the imperial

crown, as archtreasurers of the empire. When any great

family had once assumed a particular bearing, it was very
natural for their vassals to bear it, either in whole or in

part, as a token of their dependence. Indeed, the grants of

feudal tenure were commonly made with some such condi-

tion. Thus in Brittany almost every family bore Ermine
in honour of the ancient sovereigns of that country ; and a

great many mascles, and billets, in token of their connec-
tion with the houses of Rohan and Beau Manoir. In Che-
shire sheaves of wheat are very common, and these were
the bearings of the old Eatk of f.hcster. A striking in-

stance of this custom is to be met with so late as the time

of Edward III. in the case of the four esquires of Lord Aud-
ley, who all adopted the bearing of that nobleman, with

some little variation. (Vide Spelman's Asfiilogia, p. 49.)

And there is preserved in the notes on the same treatise, a

clvarter, by which Sir Gervase de Clifton makes a similar

grant of a helmet to his well-beloved friend Richard de Be-
vercotes, dated in the third year of Richard II. In Scotland

many old families bear stars in those parts of the country

where the Douglasses were most powerful. And a large

proportion of the families of Renfrewshire bear their figures

chequered, in honour of the house of Stuart.

The ancient signiory of the castle of Tunbridge, in Kent,

belonged to the Clares, Earls of Gloucester, who bare fur

their arms or, three chevrons gutca ; and therefore the fa-

mily of Hardress bare ffules,a Hon ram/iant ermine debruie-

cd by a chevron or, to denote lliat they held their manor
of Hardress by knight's service of the said castle of Tun-
bridge.

20. Soon after arms had acquired the reputation of being

the avowed and cstablislicd marks of gentility, they came
to be looked upon as inheritances alienable. So that al-

though no man could legally assume at his own pleasure-

the coat-armour which had been granted /ler cx/irenaum to

another person by the king, yet it was generally su|)posed

that the original grantee or proprietor had, as it were, an

absolute freehold in his arms, as well as in his lands, and
might with equal right transfer the property of either to

another person. And accordingly instances are not wanting

of the proprietors of coat-armour conveying and assigning

by formal grants, and that with a covenant of warrantry,

the original paternal ensigns of their own family, as well as

the coat-armour of other families which had descended to

them by intermarriages, to persons nowise connected with

them by blood, to the exclusion of their onun heirs. Although
no doubt could have been entertained as to the truth of

these facts, yet the legality of such concessions having

been often called in question, it is proper to stale that the

matter was fully discussed in the court of the Earl Mar-
shall of England, in the case which depended between Sir

Thomas Cowgan and Sir John de Norwich, and in that be-

tween John Lord Lovell and Thomas Lord Morley.f

Latterly, however, it has been invariably held as indispen-

sable, that arms should be either given or authorised by the

prince. The concession of arms by the sovereign may be

in the common way, viz. wherein the royal consent is given

to the use of such and such arms, whether they have been

formerly borne by the grantee or not, as it is expressed in

the common words of letters of nobility on the continent of

Europe. " In omnibus et singulis honestisexpeditionibus,

et actibus tarn serio quam jocis nobilium, militarium armi-

gerorum modo in tourneamentis hastiludiis," &c. ; or the

concession may be of a particular kind, by which the sove-

reign permits his subject to assume some honourable aug-

mentation, often part of his own royal atchievement, in

token of his peculiar favour. Thus the double tressure has

been granted to several families in Scotland, as the Ran-

dolphs Earls of Murray, the Seatons of that ilk, &c. ; and

the lion, as to the Duke of Lauderdale by way of suppor-

ter- AViien Henry Duke of Brunswick came to England
to visit his ally Henry II. who then bore five leopards or.

King Henry gave two of them to be carried by the Duke,
which are still retained by his descendants, and are mar-
shalled with other figures in the fourth quarter of his pre-

sent Majesty George III. Edmonstone gives at full length

the deed by which Queen Elizabeth allowed the Duchess
of SufTolk to " assume the arms of England and France

quarterly within a border gobony gold and azure," " to be

an apparent sign of her consanguinity." Arms granted in

this manner are stated by Menestrier to be very common in

every kingdom of Europe, and are in a proper sense distin-

guished by the name of arms of concession. We shall have

occasion to take more particular notice of some ot these

bearings in the sequel. In the meantime, we proceed to

consider in their order the signs of honour.

* " Ob hujusmodo causas insignia concedi satis magno est argumento scutum Coleonum gentilitium quod icone trium leslium msignitur.

Multi enim ex hac farailia tres testes h.abuisse perhibentur. Vide Aldrovandum de Monstrorum historia, Bauhinum de Hermaparoditis

Kornmannum de Miraculis Viventium. Coleonum insignia ex vita Bartholomsi Coleonis hue transtulimus. Deditum fuisse amor., us Auctor

satis ingenue confitctur. Et fidem rei fecerit illud evangehcorum ministrorum decretdni quod triorclu cuidam apud Germanos pnncipi per-

misit concubinam Uxori superinducere de quo videas Thuanum." JVar.f J>j Uploji, p. ST.

t See Anstis's Be^ster of the Garter, vol. li. p. 260.
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0/ the Shield, Surcoat, and Ensign. used in tlie ail of heraldry, and of the several lines of

partition, ordinaries, and changes, whereof the coat is

21. These arc called by heralds the three principal composed,

signs of honour, in as much as arms have been commonly

placed on them. The shield, being always deemed to be a Of Tinctures.

necessary instrument in the defence of the body, and an

honourable badne, was judged by all nations the most con- 23 1 he colours and metals thus used are most com-

venient tabula io contain marks of valour and honour, and "^only blazoned by tmclures, which have their proper and

therefore it is considercnl as the most proper and princi- fi'^e'l terms taken iron, the French ;
which tongue has m-

pal of all the heraldic signs of honour. Historians fur- d'^ed, m consequence of the great excellence of the trench

nish us with various forms of shields used by the ancients; heraldic writers, become, in some sort, the common lan-

but at the time when armorial bearings were first instituted guage ol heraldry among all the nations ot Europe. The

in the way already described, and caine to be considered terms of these tinctures are these :

all over Europe as ^fsscris ^f«/!ffi!<s, and hereditary marks Or, that is . . . fellow.

of honour, shields, for the most part, were triangular, as -Urgent, White.

may be seen on the most antique monuments, seals, &c. ;* .Azure,
n f

'

accordingly, the shield so shaped is called by the French Gules,
^f t

the ancicn ecu. From this triangular form came the cus- Sable, Black.

torn in heraldry of putting the greater number of figures ^^'' or Sinofile, Oreen.

above, and the less below, as three, two, one. In subse- Pur/iur,
. • • • • • • • •

Purple.

quent times, a form of shield became more prevalent, 1- Or. 1 his metal is allowed to be the most honourable

square, rounded, and pointed at the end : these are most of all the tinctures. In Latin blazonry it is called, aureus

common in this island, and in Frai v,e. The Germans color, aurum, luteum, croceum, Galbmum. It is known in

make most use of the shield chancre, with bulgings and engravings by small points or ticks. Fis. 8.

notches, derived from their tournamc- .. The Italians 2. Jrgent. In Lauu, argenfeus color, albus, and argenCum.

have mostly the oval shield. See Plate CCXCI. Figs. 1,
To mark this colour m engravmg the field is left blank.

2 " 4 5 6 Fig- 5-

' The szWoaZ is a loose thin taffety gown, used formerly 3. jizure. This is derived from the oriental lazurd,

over armour, upon which the arms of the bearer were which sigmfies the heaven, or its colour. The Latins say,

commonly painted or embroidered, that they might be dis caruleus, cesium, glaucum, cyaneus. It is represented

tinguished in time of battle ; a memorable instance of the by horizontal lines. Fig. 10.

use of which we have preserved in the history of the Che- *• Gules, evidently derived from the eastern gul, or ghul,

valier Bayard. These surcoats were much like those now which signifies a rose, red, &c. In Latin, color roseus,

worn by heralds. rubor, rubeus, sanguineus, coccineus ; marked in tallyduce

The third is the Ensign, under which general name are by perpendicular lines. Fig. 11.

comprehended the varieties of Standard, Banner, Pen- 5. Sable, comes also from the oriental word which ex-

NON, Gideon, and Gonfanon- presses the same idea, zibel zebel, still retained in the

The first two are of a square form, bearing the whole French, as maitre zebeline, maiire noire i marked by cross

achievement of such as have a right to them ;' which none hatches, perpendicular and horizontal. Fig. 12.

hath under the degree of a knighl banneret. 6. Fert, the common French word for green. The
The fienaon and gideon are of an oblong form, with a French themselves commonly use sinofile, a term, the

sharp point, and carry a part only of the owner's arms; origin of which has occasioned no small difficulty. Some
as his device, crest, and motto. think it is derived from the city of Sinope, in Asia, as if

The gonfanon is a banner of the church, square, but the earth there were green ;
others esteem it derived from

having three labels, or /arao?!«, and the bearer thereof is the Gretk n^»<nva <izr>.cc, green arms. This also seems to

called the gonfaloniere. us to be of Oriental origin, tsin, herb, verdure ; bla, blade:

Arms have also been represented ancicnUy on the fur- the young blade of grass, which is always of the most

niture of horses, as in the seals of Alexander II. of Scot- beautiful green. Indeed, our own word green expresses

land, Edward I. of England, the two De Quinceys, Earls "o other idea but that of smwi^g'- The latin writers say,

of Winchester, in Spelman, Sec. See Plate CCXCI. Fig. 2. -viridis or prasinus. It is marked by diagonal lines from

Women place their arms on a lozenge, (See Fig. 7.)
right to lelt. (Fig. 13.)

which is a square figure with one of its angles upper- 7. Pur/iur, is marked by diagonal lines from left to

most ; or on a fusil, which is a figure of the same nature, f'ght. This colour is, by the best writers, little ap-

but longer than it is broad. The old writers, particularly proved. Spelman talks of it as of new introduction in

Sylvanus Morgan, in his Mobility native, or Adam's coat, his time ; and in Scotland it is entirely unknown, except

are pleased to derive the common form of the man's amonmhe new gentry, as Nisbet says. (Fig. 14.)

escutcheon from the spade of Adam, and of the woman's Besides these, the English heralds mention two other

lozenge from Eve's spindle; but, as Nisbet observes, colours. 1st, ren?z;/, or orange ; known, in engraving, by
« these things arc mere fancies." Neither is he more pleas- diagonal hatches from right to left, and e contra from left

ed with the sentiments of Sylvester De Petro Sancto, who to right. 2d, Sanguine, or dusky red, marked by diago-

deriveth the lozenge from the cusliion used in sewing, &c. rial lines from right to left, and horizontal ones. These

jiulvillum in quo cxcrccnt mulieres tinearia ofiifcia. two colours are, by the English writers, appropriated to

abatements of honour, and so are called dishonourable

Of the Blazoning of Arms. stained colours.

When any object is represented not in any of these
22. Blazon, or the art of blazoning of arms, consists in heraldic colours, but as it is in nature, as, for instance,

the knowledge of those colours, or metals, which are grapes, peacocks, &c. it is then blazoned firo/ier.

' Spencer gives the Red-cross knight a shield of this form, Fairy Queen, 1, 6. 41. "And catching up in haste \^s three-square shjeld."
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Same fanciful Iierakls, paiticularly in Eni^land, sj;ivf; out

a inle, tliut gentleman's ainns alone slionld be blazoned in

the manner above mentioned, those of noblemen by pre-

cious stones, and those ol sovereign princes by planets ;

thus,

Tinctures.
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Of the Lines of Partition.

34. The field or surface of tlie escutcheon is divided

into parts by various lines.

1. A plain horizontal line.

2. All angle.

3. A Bevile.

4. Escartele.

5. Nowy.
6. Arched, or enarched.

7. Double arched.

8. Wavey, or unde.

9. Invecked.
10. Ingraiied.

11. Battled, embattled, or crenelle.

J 2. Battled, embattled.

13. Nebule.

14. Potent.

15. Indented.

16. Dancetl6.

17. Patte, or dovetailed.

18. Urde.
19. Rayed, radiant, rayonne, rayonated.

20. Raguly.

It must be observed, that indented and dancette are lines

of the same form, differing, however, in the size and num-
ber of tlie cuts or indents ; those of the former being more
numerous and smaller than those of the latter. For ex-

ample, a Fess dancette should be composed of three in-

dentations and no more, whereas the Fess indented may
have double that number. These lines are all engraved in

Plate CCXCI. from Fig. 21—Fig. 40.

When a shield is by a horizontal line divided into two
equal parts, it is said to be coufie, or parted fier fess. See
Fig. 41.

When a shield is by a perpendicular line divided into

two equal parts, it is said to he. pari y, or party per pale.

See Fig. 42.

When a shield is divided into two equal parts by a dia-

gonal line drawn from the dexter point chief to the sinister

point base, it is said to be tranche, ov party per bend dexter.

See. Fig. 43.

When it is so divided by a diagonal line from the sinis-

ter point cliicf to the dexter point base, it is said to be
taille,ov party per bend sinister. See Fig. 44.

When the partition line is straight, as in Fig. 21. above
mentioned, it has then no additional denomination in the

blazon. But if it has any of the other twenty forms, then
the term of that form must be added in the blazon, and is

of frequent use for the distinction of cadets.

When the dvstUyoVmes, parted per pa/c, and parted per
fess, (in French coupe and parti,) meet in a field, they di-

vide it into two equal parts, or quarters, which are of dif-

ferent tinctures, the first as the fourth, and the second as
the third. Thus we say, quarterly gules and argent : the
French, ecartile de gueules et d'argent ; Gerard Leigh
and his followers,/ic?Vf(/ per cross. See Fig. 45.

Whentrancbe and taille meet in a field, they divide it

into four areas, which is blazoned parted per saltier argent
and azure. The French would say d'argent flanque d'azure,

or Uecartile en sautoir. See F"ig. 46.

When coupe, tranche, and taille meet in a field, they
make six triangular areas-blazoned girony of six. Fig. 4".

When the whole four lines, coupe, party, tranche, and
tail e, meet in one field, they divide it intct eight conal
parts blazoned girony of eight.

When two half diagonal lines, rising from the dexterand
sinis>ter points base, meet in the collar points, it is piarty per
chevron. See Fig. 48.

When a shield is divided into three equal parts, it is said
tobf tierce. Sec Fig. 49.

If by perpendicular lines, 5 ''v" 'Z
^"'''' ^"^

Fig

If by horizontal lines,
C tierce pet

\ Fig. SO
er fess. See

If by diagonal lines from right 5 tierce per bend dex-
to lett, Iter. See Fig. 51.

Tr , ,. , ,• r 1 r. C tierce per bend sinia-
II by diagonal ""•= (inm lofi i '

to right, . . .

lines from left ,
ter, or tierce en bar.

See Fig. 52.

RErARTiTiON LINES, are those by which the shield is

divided ir.to unequal parts, as coupe my-partee, aad party'
my-coupee. Si.e Figs. 53 and 54.

Of the Figures of Heraldry.

25. These are either peculiar to heraldry, and derive
their names from it, and therefore called ordinaries; or
they are things natural or artificial, used in armories, but
retaining their own proper names ; these are charges, pro-
perly so called.

I. Of Ordinaries.

All ordinaries are composed of someone or other of the
above-mentioned lines, and are in number 19, according to

the English heralds, viz.

1. The Chief, which is formed by one line only drawn,
horizontally across the face of the shield, so as to separate
the third part of the escutcheon from the rest. See Plate
CCXCIl. Fig. 1.

2. The Pale, which is composed of two paialiel lines

drawn perpendicular from the chief to the base of the
escutcheon, and sliould contain one third part of the breadth
of the shield. See Fig. 2.

J\r. B. The pale admits of two subdivisions, or diminu-
tions as to its breadth. The half of the pale is called a

pallet ; and the half of the Jiallet is called an endorse or
verget. According to the strict rules of heraldry, neither

endorse nor fiallet can be charged.

3. The Bend, which is formed by two equidistant lines

drawn diagonally from the dexter chief to the sinister base
of the escutcheon, according to a rule laid down by Leigh,
Holme, Guillim, &c. should, if charged, be in breadth one-

third ; if not charged, one-fifth of the shield. Others make
no such distinction, but tell us, that the bend possesseth

always the third part of the escutcheon from the right chief
angle to the left base angle.

When there are more than one bend in a coat, they are
called 6f?!f//er5 ; but when the field is equally divided by
4. 5, 6, 8, oi 10 lines, or any even number bendv)ays,\.h&[\

it is termed bendy of so many pieces.

The bend, or d.i it may be called for distinction sake, the
bend dexter, has more subdivisions or diminutives than any
of the other ordinaries: 1st, The bendtet, which should
contain one-sixth of the shield; 2dly, A garter ; 2dly, A
cottise ; ithly, A ribbon, none of v.'hich can be with propri-

ety charged. See Fig. 3.

4. The bend sinister, which passes diagonally from the
sinister chief point to the dexter point in base, has not the
same diminutives as those of the bend dexter j but, ac-

cording to some heraldic writers, is subdivided into a scarp

or scarf, which has just half the breadth of the bend sinis-

ter, and a batton or fissure containing half the breadth of
the scarf. See Fig. 4.

Many, however, will by no means admit of the batton be-

ing said to be a diminutive of the bend sinister, or any part

of any of the ordinaries. According to many years practice,

the batton does not touch the extremities of the shield, nor

the extremities of the quarter where the paternal arms are

placed, as ali the ordinaries do, but is, on the contrary,

coupcd or cut short, and so borne as a mark of illegitima-
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cy, (as may be seen in the arms of the Dukes of St Al-

bans, Grafton, and Biiccleucli, all descended from I)as-

tards of King Charles the Second,) and not as an ordinary

or charge, or any part of the coat. For although some in-

stances are to be met with of ancient arms, where the hat-

ton sinister is passed from the sinister chief to the dexter

base overall, and others where it passes from corner to cor-

ner over the paternal arms, and not over the other quar-

terings; yet in every one of these it is used as a mark of

illegitimacy, and not as either an ordinary or a charge.

This mark or batten may, in the arms of royal bastards, be

of metal or fur, or both ; but in the escutcheons of those

of the humbler sort, of colours only. When both a berid

dexter and a bend sinister occur in the same coat, that is

first mentioned which lies nearest the shield ; thus argent,

a bend azure surmounted by a bend sinister.

5. The Fess is formed by two lines drawn horizontally

across the shiekl, and is understood to comprehend in

breadth the third part of the shield, though less room is

often assigned to it. This oi dinary cannot be divided or

diminished like the bend, but may be voided, a form to

which all the ordinaries are liable. Folded is said of an

ordinary when its middle is cut away, so that no more of

it remains visible than the two oulsKle lines ; as azure a

Jess voided argent, by the name of liteckatl.

6. The Bar is formed by two equidistant lines drawn
horizontally across the middle or centre of the escutcheon,

after the manner of xhc fess, but containing one-lilUi part

only of the field. The bar hath two diminutives, viz. a

closet, which is in breadth one-half, and a bamtlet, which is

in breadth one-fourth of the bar. When tlie field is divid-

ep into 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 equal parts, it is then blazoned

barry ; and when the diminutives of the bar are placed in

pairs on the shield, they are called bars gemelies, from the

'Laixn gemelli, twins.

7. The Escutcheon itself is deemed an ordinary, and
is composed of three lines. It may be carried singly, or

with others, as in the coat of Hay, argent, three escutch-

eons, gules. See Fig. 7.

N. B. Inescutcheon signifies the same thing.

8. The Border hath, by several writers, been refused
admittance into the number of ordinaries ; they alleging,

that it is not a principal figure, but a difference only. Nis-
bet, however, very properly observes, that this is quite

unjust, inasmuch as many coats consist of other charges
than the border alone. In blazon, borders always give way
to the chief, the quarter, and the canton; so that, in coats

charged with one of these ordinaries, the border goes round
the field until it touches it, and there finishes ; but, in re-

spect to all other ordinaries, it passes over them. When a

border is of two colours, and divided into squares, it is

called a border com/ieny or comjiony ; if it hath two rows
of squares, it is called counter com/iony ; if three, it is call-

ed cheque.

A border purjlenucd is shaped exactly like vair : when
it is of one row, it is cMcA purjiewed i when it is of two
rows, it is counter /mrjlewed ; when of three, xmir. The
border f??a/fro?i is a border charged with birds; the border
entoire is charged with besanls ; the border verdoye is

charged with vegetables; the hovAev eniirncy with lions,

&c. But these terms ought all to be discarded as use-

less.

9. The Ori.e is an inner border of the same shape as

the escutcheon, and doth not touch the exterior of the
shield, the shield being seen within and aroimd it on all

sides, so that it appears like an escutcheon voided. The
edges of the orle may be ingrailed, indented, invecked, &c.
When any bearings, as martlets, mascles, &c. are placed
round gn escutcheon on a field, thev are said to be in arte ;

and it is needless to mention the number of them, for fi-

gures so placed are always supposed lo be eight in numbei
See Fig. 9.

The Tp.essure is a diminutive of the orle, formed by
a small line or trace passing along the field, and encom-
passing the inner part of the escutcheon in the same form
as that of the shield. In some coats, the ircssure is formed
of two lines or traces, Jiory counter Jiory, as in the arms
of Scotland. Indeed, unless it be of this sort, it may as
well be called an orle as a tressure, as Edmonstone has well
observed.

10. " The FLAsquE consists of an arched line drawn
somewhat distant from the corner of the chief, and swelling
by degrees till you come towards the centre of the escutch-
eon, and then decreasing again with a like descent unto the
sinislo- point base." See Fig. 10.

" The Flancu is formed of an arched line, taking its

beginning from the corner of the chief, and from thence
compassing orderly with a swelling embossment, until it

come near the nombril of the escutcheon, and thence pro-
portionably declining to the sinister base point." So says
Guillim ; but Gibbon and Edmonstone are both of opinion,
that these two ordinaries are one and tlie same. The
voider is certainly a mere diminution of the fianch, and,
by reason of its smallness, cannot be charged.

11. The Saltier, or Sautoir, is an ordinary, consisting
of a fourfold line, two whereof are drawn from the dexter
chief towaids the sinister base corner; and the other two
from the sinister chief to the dexter base point. If not
charged, it containeth one-fifth of the field; if charged,
one-third. See Fig. 11.

12. The Cross, afier the expeditions to the Holy Land,
came to be an ordinary of most frequent use. It is com-
posed of a fourfold line, whereof two are perpendicular
and two horizontal ; so that it seenis to be formed of the
fiale and the/fss, not lying on one another, but corporally
united in the centre. The great variety of crosses used in

heraldry is such, that in all considerable systems several
pages are filled with engravings of them, Fig. 12. The
most considerable are, the cross /ia/ee. Fig. 13; tlie cross
fwtence. Fig. 14 ; the cross avel/ane, Fig. 15 ; tlie cross
fiirche. Fig. 16; the cross crosslet, Fig. 17; the cross bo-
tone. Fig. 18 ; the cross ^ori/, Fig. 19; the cross /latee

Jitched, Fig. 20; the cross /;icrcc(/. Fig. 21 ; the cross ino-

line. Fig. 22. The proportions of the cross arc exactly the
sanie as those of the saltier.

13. The Cheveron is an ordinary, formed of twofold
lines placed pyramidically, and is resembled to a pair of
barge-couples or rafters, such as carpenters use to support
the roof of a house. Its diminutives are the chevronel,
which is half the chevron ; and the coufitc close, which is

half the chevronel. See Fig. 23.

14. The Fret is formed of six pieces, two of which
compose a saltier, and the other four a mascle, over which
the saltier pieces must be interlaced. ^Vhen the fret is

composed of 8 or 10 pieces, we say, or fretty azure, kc.
See Fig. 24.

15. The Pile is an ordinary, composed of a twofold line,

which forms a long wedge, broad at the top, and tcrminaiing
at the base in an acute angle. See Fig. 25.

15. The GiRON is an ordinary of a triangular or conical
form, composed of two lines drawn fiom diverse parts of
the escutcheon, and meeting in an acute angle in the fess
Jioint. This may be borne singly, or in couples, to the
number of 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12. When there is only one gy.
ron in a coat, it is blazoned thus, argent a gyron sable, with-
out mentioning the point from which it issues, that alwavs
being supposed to be the dexter chief point ; but if it stand
elsewhere, it must be expressed. If there be six gyrons

T t 2
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in a coat, it is blazoned, gyronij of six, or and sable, and so

of any greater number. See Fig. 2G.

17. The Quarter is an ordinary, composed of two

straight lines, containing one-fourth part of the shield. See

Fig. 27.

18. The Canton is of a square figure less than the quar-

ter, containing one-third of the chief. See Fig. 23.

19. The File or Label, though used as a distinction of

houses, is very properly placed among the ordinaries by

Holme, by reaion that it is variously borne and charged.

0/ Charges or Figures not /leculiar to Heraldry.

26. Anciently arms were simple and plain, consisting of

at most a few figures distinctly set forth on the shield ; the

heralds of those days being universally of opinion, that the

plainer a coat is the more honourable it should be esteem-

ed. The arms of the house of France, were simply three

fleur-dc-lys or in an azure field. The royal arms of Eng-

land, at most three lions or on a field gules. The arms of

Waldgrave, simply /.rr /ia/e argent and gules. Those of

Burgundy ermine alone, without any charge whatever. As
coats of arms increased in number, a deviation from this

original simplicity soon became unavoidable ; a conspicu-

ous variation from each other was absolutely requisite ; and

this necessity was never more felt than in camps and tour-

naments. This at first was effected either by a repetition

on the same escutcheon, of some one or other of those par-

ticular figures, which had heretofore been used as charges ;

or by placing in the field two or more distinct bearings. It

was not long, however, before this mode proved inadequate

to the purpose for which it was intended. The continual

multiplication of arms had exhausted all the variations of

•which armories were, as they then stood, susceptible, and

called for additional marks of distinction. Wherefore such

a multitude of new charges have been from time to time

introduced, that it may be truly said, there is scarce any

thing either natural or artificial that is not, or has not been,

represented in a coat armour.

The embarrassments which, from the multiplicity of

coats of arms, and tht infiinily of charges former heralds lay

under, in the contriving new armories, so as not to have them
clash with others already in use, led them, as might well

have been expected, into many absurdities ; but to their

praise it must be said, that they not only avoided, with

great caution, all improper or indistinct figuies, but bla-

zoned what they did select with so much fuhiess and nice-

ty, that none could be at a loss to draw them with accuracy

and exactness. Modern heralds, however, have not always

followed their good example in this respect; on the con-

trary, they have stuffed the newly purchased coats with

such a multitude and variety of charges, and introduced

such a medley of novel and extraordinary bearings, that

these escutcheons are for the most part crowded, confused,

and unseemly, and of consequence altogether inadequate to

the original purposes of coat armour.

Possibly they are desirous of giving good pennyworths,

and think that as purchasers now pay much dearer for their

arms than they used to do, they are entitled to a greater

number of bearings on that account. The arms granted to

one Edward Chambers, of the island of Jamaica, afford a

notable instance : " Argent a negro cutting with a bill a su-

gar cane, all firojier : o?i a chief azure two jiine-afi/iles ou,

leaved of the last. But the escutcheon of an officer lately

returned from the East Indies, viz. lieutenant John Nathan
Hitchins, presented still greater absurdities : " Quarterly

\st and ith vert an elefihant and tiger ram/iant C07nbatant,

an officer of the honourable East India Company's dragoons
standing by with a inusket in his dexter hand, and a dead
horse couchant in the sinister fioint base, all firo/ier. 2d and
3d gules bctnueen three fiieces of ordnance or on a chevron
argent two oriental tiaras contre embattled /trofier." The
motto, " .4uroram et Gangem fiauei dignoscere fiossunt."

Another grant runs tluis : " •'iable on a chevron between 2

/listols in chief OR, a silver medal with the French king's bust,

inscribed ' Lotus XV. par la grace du Dieu Hoi de France
et A'avarre,' tied at the to/i with a ribbon gules, jl laurel

cliajilet in the centre, a scalp on a staff on the dexter, and a.

tomahawk on the sinister, all proper. For the crest : On a
wreath a rock ; over the top a battery in persjiective ; there-

on the French flag hoisted, an officer of the Queen's Jioyal

American Rangers climbing the said rock sword in hand, all

proper!"
The arms of one Templar are thus blazoned in the granf

:

" Quarterly azure and gules, the perspective of an antique

temple ; on the fiinnacle and exterior battletnents a cross

?noline OK. In thefirst quarter, an eagle displayed. In the

second, a flag tri/ipant, regardant of the last." The arms
of Mr ^Villiam Slitlington, teacher of philosophy in Wap-
ping, are thus: ''Azure on the ecliptic circle ou, the sign

Libra; in chief, a terrestrial globe on a stand, all firoper ;
and in the base, on a jnouyit vert, A male child extended
in bend sinister firoper. Crest, On a wreath, a holy lamb re-

gardant ermine accolled with a laurel branch vert, holding a
banner proper. 'MoXio, Have mercy on us, good Lord." On
the ridiculous parts of these armories, and the incomprehen-
sible jargon in which they are setfortli in the grants, it would
be absurd to enlarge. The arms are such as no ancient

herald, rightly embued with the principles of his art, could
understand ; and no painter can properly represent without
the help of inspiration, iniless he can see the painting on
the margin of the grant.*

Many other examples of a like sort might be produced ;

but, to those already mentioned, we shall only add that of the

bearing granted to one Mr Tetlow, which is so extraordina-

ry, in respect to the coat as well as the crest, that it is not,

by any means, to be on-itted in this place. In the arms are

five music bars ; and the crest is thus set forth : " On a
book erect gules clasped and leaved or, a stiver penny ar-

gent whereon is written the Lord's firayer ; on the top of
the book a dove propter, in its beak a crow-quill pen sable ;

in commemoration, as is said, of the brother of the grantee

having written tiie Lord's prayer within such a compass.

Neither can any one greatly approve of a grant of arms,

wherein we find " a troubled ocean with J\''eptune rising

therefrom, holding in his sinister hand part of the wreck of
the ship Royal George," to indicate, that the uncle of the

grantee had sufl'ered shipwreck along with Kempenfelc ; or

of a grant, wherein is introduced " a China porter carrying

on a yoke two faggots of cinnamon," to indicate that the

grantee iiad once made a voyage to the Dutch islands ; and

yet all these absurdities arise from the present or late sys-

tem of charges adopted in the herald offices.

But to return from this digression, if such it deserves to

be called, to notice particularly all those figures which are,

even by" the most excellent authors, admitted as proper

for the practice of heraldry, would be altogether inconsist-

ent with the limits of an article such as this. The princi-

pal only can be noticed ; and, in the first place, it is fit to ob-

serve, that of charges some are roinid in shape, some
square. The former are generally called roundles or round-

lets ; and of these, which difl"er from each other in name

* In the same t.nste, a la '.utor and examhiing' master at Oxford assumed as crest, " on a cap nf maintenance a mark of intei-rogation Tie.

Indi" -Motto "TO t^j; woAA);; srufaj lO.fVTUut tViyiytr/fiiC." The congenial cscutclieou

—

" ifiiks, a fair exemplar o/' The Etuicks ex-

puiuled proper .'"
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accoi'tlln^ as they are of {llfTcrem tinctures, there are nine
;

srvcn of them bcint: jjerfcctly globular, and two of them
fnf. liUe a piece of coin.

T/ie Roundlts, or Ponndlcts.

'1. Or,

2. Ai-^^ent,

3. Vert,

4. Azure,

5. Sable,

6. Gules,

7. Purpurc,

8. Tenne,
9. Sansruine,

are tlien

called

L9

1. Bezants.

2. riaics.

3. Pomcis.
4. Hurls.

5. Ogresses, or Pellets.

6. Tortcauxes.
7. Golpes.

Oranges.
Guzes.

1. Bezants, when they are armorial figures, are flat

pieces of plain gold, without any stamper impression upon
them. When introduced into heraldry, they had their name
from the ancient coin of Constantinople, or Byzantium.

2. Plates arc likewise flat, as representing thin pieces

of silver bullion when fitted for the stamp.

The other seven figures are always globular, viz.

3. PoMEis, which derive tlieir name from the French
pornme, an apple.

4. Hurts, so called from their resemblance to a small
blue fruit, named hurtle berries.

5. Ogresses, or Pellets, resemble bullets for guns.

In blazon, they are generally termed pellets, but some of

the ancient heralds call them gun-stones.

6. ToRTEAuxES take their name from the French ap-
pellation of a certain species of round cakes, which, in Eng-
land, used to be called wastal-cakes, or wastals, by whic]a

name we often find them distinguished in ancient blazons.

7. Golpes, according to Gerard Leigh, are wounds ; and
Guillim even thinks they may be called so in blazoning.

8. Oranges, the well-known fruit.

9. GuzES are said to represent eye-balls ; but these are
of very rare occurrence even in English heraldry.

When any of these nine figures are in a coat, and coun-
tercharged, they lose their beforementioned respective
names, and are all indifferently stiled roundles ; so that if

we look at the painting of a coat-armour, which is blszoned
fier /tale or and gules three roundles, we shall find, that, of
the two figures in chief, one is a bezant, and the other a
torteaiix ; and that the solitary figure in base being divided
per pale gules and or, the one half thereof is a bezant, and
the other half a torteaux. W^hen the field is strewed with
any of the first five beforementioned figures, or if they are
placed on crests, supporters, or any ordinary or charge,
they are termed, bezante, plate, /iomette,hurte, andfiellette;

but if the field be strewed, or semee, with any of the four
last mentioned roundles, we &?iy, seme of torteauxes, seme of
golpes, seme of oranges, and seme ojguzes.

Foreigners have no more than two specific names for all

these round figures. When they are of metal, they call

ihtm bezants ; when of colour, torteaux; therefore they
say, so many bezants d'or, or d'argent ; or so many tor-

tiauxes d'azure, de gules, de sable, kc. and when they are
half metal, half colour, if the metal hath precedence in po-
sition, they say bezant-torteaitx of such metal and colour

;

and so, e contra, torteaux-bczants, when the colour pre-
cedes the metal.

The roundlet voided, is the annulet, or ring. When
these pass into one another, the French say vires.

Of Guttes.

Another sort of charge very common in armories re-

ceives, in like manner as the roundlets, divers names of

Mazon, according to the variations of its tinctures. This
charge is called guttes, i. e. drrpa of things liquid, whether,
by natuie or by art.

or

argent

vert

azure
sable

^gules

11
"guUcs d'or

guttes d'etiu

guttes d'olivc

guttes de larmcs f
guttes de poix (

guttes de sang J

'drops of gold

water

oil of olives

tears

pitch

blood

Guillem, indeed, says these are seldom borne alone ; but
Edmonstone differs from him, and instances, among other
examples o( guttes borne as a charge,

jirgent three guttes de poix, for Crosbie.

But it is true they are much oftener borne strewed on
fields, ordinaries, cliarges, crests, supporters, &c. and ia

such cases, whatever is charged with them is blazoned thus,

Argent gutty de sang, which denotes that the whole es-

cutcheon is sprinkled with red drops, and so in regard to a
crest, a lion's head gules gutty d''arge7it.

There are three square figures deemed to be proper
charges, tiie lozenge, the fusil, and tlie mascle. Of
these the two former have been already mentioned and de-
scribed as applied to a different purpose. The field or or-

dinary may be covered with lozenges ovfusils, and it is then
called lozengy,fusilly. If fusils are borne in pale, as a pale
fusilly, or six fusils in pale, they must lie fesswise, i. e. their

acute angles must be dexter and sinister. But ifa/"f«s

fusilly, their acute angles must be in chief and base.

The mascle difl'ers from both lozenge and fusil in this re-

spect, that, accor-ding to the sentiments of all authors, it

must be pierced thi-ough, or voided. When any coat in

which one or more mascles occur is blazoned, their num-
ber is mentioned ; and if they be close together-, or conjoin-

ed, that ciixumstance is not omitted, thus. Argent a mascle
infess betiveen three pellets sable. Osbaldeston,«a6/e^Ti(r

mascles conjoined in ci'oss or. Br'andr'eth, gules seveii mas-
cles conjoined or three, three, and one. The coat of De
Quincy, Earl of Winchester, well known by ancient seals.

Plate CCXCI. Fig. 2.

The Billet is an oblong figure, supposed to take its name
from its resemblance to a billet of nvood.

Rules for Blazoning.

When a coat of arms is blazoned, the field is first men-
tioned, next the or-dinary, last of all the charge. If the
coat consists of two colours only, as the coat of Hatton,
we may say, azure a chevron between three garbs or, which
implies that both chevi-on and garbs ar-e or. Or thus,

azure a chevron or betiveen three garbs of the last.

When the charges next to the field are mentioned, then
proceed to those which lie more remote, as in the coat of
Pratt, sable on a fess between three elephants' heads eras-

ed argent as many mullets of the fir-st. Here the mullets,
being the most remote from the field, are last mentioned,
and as both field and mullets are sable, the words of the

first are used to avoid repetition.

When a field is divided by lines, they must always be
mentioned before the colours, as in the coat of Waldegrave,
befoi-e mentioned, parte per pale argent and gules. Aston,
parte per chevron sable and argent. Boyle, parte per bend
crenelle argent and gules.

N. B. Besides the above mentioned charges, there are
other two, rejected indeed by our English heralds, but of
common enough use among foreigners.

1. A shield is by them caUed papillone, when it is cover»
ed with figures like the scales of fish.
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2. " Diaspre, or diapeie, is said, wlienthe field is slia-

dowed wltli flouiisliings and various turnings, by fiurfcU

of gold or silver, or tinctures alter the fashion of flowers

or leaves, like the weaver's diaper-napery." The Ger-

mans practise this most, as the French do the liafiillonc.

Concerning all the figures we have as yet observed,

whether under the head al ordinaries, or under the present,

heraldic writers are much at variance among themselves.

Some arrange them all under the head of ordinaries, di-

viding them in honourable ordinaries, and subordinai'ies.

Others, and among the rest Edmonstone, adopt that order

which we have observed. Indeed, uniformity in this mat-

ter could by no means be expected among authors who
differ from each other upon matters of so much greater

importance in their art. Those figures which arc by one

set of writers affirmed to be altogether peculiar to heraldry,

are by others considered as evident representations of ob-

jects the most familiar in nature or in art. As to those fi-

gures which we shall next take into consideration, they

are all of one mind. Heraldry has, according to every au-

thority, borrowed them from nature.

Of the Celestial Figures used in Armories.

27. 1st, The Sun. When of the metal or, it is said to be

proper ; when of one of the colours of heraldry, it is called

ombre dc soleil de gules, &c.

2d, The Moon. When full, said to be in her comple-

ment. The half moon is styled crescent, increscent, de-

crescent, and crescent reversed, according to her position

in the shield ; crescent, when the horns are towards the top

of the escutcheon; increscent, when the horns are towards

the right side of the shield ; decrescent, when the horns

are turned to the left ; and crescent reversed, when they arc

pointed towards the base. The crescent is the cognisance

of the Ottoman emperors. Aben Mahomet, the great

Moorish prince, who overran Spain, carried the cres-

cent reversed. All over Spain, the crescent is a common
bearing, in consequence of the achievements of particular

families against the Moors.
3d, Stars. They are represented generally with five

points. Mollct in French and Scottish heraldry means a

figure of the same sort, of six points, anAfiierced, supposed

to be the revel of a spur. But the Englisli call stars of

five points, mullets, unpierced, or estoils simply. When
pierced they blazon them so— as, The name of Doughty in

England. Argent tvjo bars between three mullets of six

fioints pierced sable.

Comets, spheres, and rainbows, are also used in herald-

ry, as, argent a rainbow, by the family of Leiris in Lan-
guedoc, in allusion to their name, L'lris.

Of Man and hi.i Parts in Arms.

28. The use of these charges may be supposed to have

arisen in a great measure from the practice of kings and

great men, particularly churchmen, having on their seals

representations of themselves, their patrons, saints, Sec.

Thus the arms of the see of St Andrews in Scotland were
azure, St Andrriv carrying on his breast his proper cross

(or saltier) argent.

When any part of the human body is represented as

cleanly cut off as by a sword, it is said to be couped ; if torn

off, erased; in Fiench, arrachi, in Latin, avulsum.

Heads are fiequently represented as surrounded with a

wreath or bandage, and they are then said to be banded or

tortille. Moors' heads (always in profile) are common in

Spanish coats as trophies.

OfAnimals.—Lion D, Scf.

29. Lions standing upright, with only one eye seen, are

called rampant ; if full faced, rampant guardant ; and if

they are looking behind them, then the word regardant is

added to that which speaks the attitude, as passant regar-

dant, rampant regardant. Lions, when represented as feed-

ing, are called rapin; and when in an attitude of springing

with both their hind legs together, they are termed saliant

;

as are also bears, wolves, unicorns, and all other beasts,

except griffins, which are termed segreant instead of ram-

pant. Tiie tongues and claws of all beasts are in genera!

represented in coat-armour, as of a tincture different froni

that of their bodit s, and are termed langued and armed, as,

argent, a lion ramfiant rampant regardant gules langued

and armed azure. Farther, it is a general rule, that when
any beast is tinctured azure, the tongue and claws are

gules; and vice versa, except when it is otherwise express-

ed.

When any animal proceeds from the bottom of a chief,

fess. Sec. it is termed issuant ; and when it proceeds from

the fess or ordinary, it is termed naissant. A demi-lion is

halt a lion, so proceeding, couchant passant, and the rest

are sufficiently intelligible.

When any beast in a field has a fess, bend. Sec. passing

over him, he is said to be oppressed, depressed, or debruis-

ed with a fess. Sec. When a beast is on a field, which is

per chevron, it is said to be countercharged. Wherefore
the chevron line must continue its course through the

beast, and the beast be painted of two colours of the field ;

for example, Per chevron argent et sable a lion rampant
countercharged. The upper part of the lion, so far as to

the chevron line, is sable, the lower part, from the chevron

line to the base, argent. Again, if the field is paly, offour
or and azure, and over all a lion rampant countercharged,

some part of the lion must of consequence lie on each of

the four pales, and therefore the lion must be painted of

the diffeient colour of each pale.

Lions, Sec. may be borne of several pieces ; as for exam-
ple, ^w/cs a lion barry luavy of eight argent and or, by the

name of Harrowden. Gules a lion rampant cheque or and
azure, by the name of Cobham. Gules a lion rampant bar-

ry of ten argent and azure, by the name of Desney. Gules

a lion rampant voir crowned or, the old bearing of Marmion.
They may also be carried dismembered of head, feet, and

tail. ^Vhcn a lion is said to be dismembered, the parts are

put a little distant from each other, yet so as to preserve

the form and shape of the lion. If dismembered of any

particular part, it should be mentioned; as dismembered of

the head, if the head be cut off, Sec.

If tongue or claws be cut off, he is said to be disarmed.

If the parts cut off be not in the field, he is blazoned thus,

argent a lion sans tail gules, Sec.

Some call a lion rampant without tongue or claws a lion

mortue ; and the lion sans tail they call defamed. A lion

rampant holding in his mouth a staff or batton, is said to be

baillone. One rampant, or sejant, {i. e. sitting) with his

face ti) the sinister, is termed Contourne. If the eyes of

lions are of a fiery colour, they are called allumes, or in-

censed ; if their tails hang between their hind legs, they

are termed coward.

When a whole fore-leg of a lion or other animal is borne

in an armory, it is called ajambe ; but if couped or erased

near the middle joint, it is termed a paw.
As lions may be dismembered, so they may have addi-

tions made to them ; as a lion with two or three heads, or

one head with two or three bodies. Anotlier bearing not

uncommon is that of lions with two tails, which are more-
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over represented under various circumstances, as with

iwo Calls erect, two tails forked and wreathed, i. e. two tails

twisted over one another, and having the two ends forked
;

and with two tails noived otnotted.

But as beasts of all soits are blazoned in the same terms

as the lion, we have given, in Plate CCXCII. repre-icnta-

tions of this animal in the principal attitudes in which he-

ralds place him.

Fig. 30. Stattant. 31. Passant. 32. Passant-gardant.

33. Passant-regardant. 34. Rampant. 35. Rampant-gar-

dant. 36. Rampant-regardant. 37. Salient. 38. Sejant.

39. Coward, 40. Couchant. 41. Dormant. 42. Naissant.

43. Issuant. 44. Combattant. 45. Lions endorsed. 46.

Lion demi-rampant erased. Lion's head coupe. 47. Li-

oiis jambe erased. 48. Lions tails erased.

Of the Tiger and Antelofic.

The manner in which these two animals were anciently

expressed in armories, is so dissimilar from the real fi-

gures of those well known animals, that it is not without

difficulty we can recognise them. The heraldic tiger is

drawn much in the shape of a wolf, with the tail of a lion,

and thereon, as also on the inside of his hind legs, and on

his chest, tufts of hair. On the back of his neck is a mane
composed of separate tufts, similar to those tusks which
are used in ornaments, and at the point of his nose is a

tusk like that of a boar bending downwards. The imagi-

nary antelope of former days is the same figure as this ti-

ger in every respect, save that on his head he has two horns,

whose edges are indented like a saw, and that he is hoofed

like a buck.

Besides those two creatures of heraldic fancy, the blazo-

ners of old times invented a third, which they made of the

same form, and tufted and maned exactly like their tiger

and antelope, but with this variation, that he has two
straight horns projecting from the head. This they term
an ibex.

Of Birds, iic.

30. Birds painted of their natural colours are termed
proper, and their claws, or talons and beaks, are called

arms; thus argent a falcon proper armed or, implies that

he is taloned and beaked of gold. To distinguish the fal-

con from the eagle, the former bird is generally depicted

with bells on his legs, and this is termed belted ; but if tlie

thongs of the leather by which these bells are attached,

are flying off from the legs, then the falcon is said to be

jessed atid belled. Falcons, eagles, or hawks, drawn feed-

ing, are termed preying. When the wings, &c. are both
behind the head, and back to back, they are termed ex-
panded, expansed, or adossed; and when the wings are on
either side of the head, and the points are erect, they are

termed elevated. An eagle with wings elevated and legs

extended, is termed a displayed or spread eagle. If the

eagle has two heads, the blazon runs thus, sable an eagle

with two heads displayed or.

The eagle without legs, wings, tail, 8cc. is blazoned thus,

gules an eagle with two head.i erased in the middle of the body,

sans wings argent, by the surname of liarlow. Parts only
of eagles. Sec. may be carried in coat-armour: wings by
pairs are called wings conjoined ; and if their points be
downwards, inverted or in lure, as in the arms of Seymour.
Gules two wings conjoined in lure or. All birds, not of

prey, having their beaks and legs of a different colour from
their body, are called membcred ; as to claws and talons,

aryned.

When SMALL Biitns are borne in arinories, they arc all

represented after the same shape, of whatever tincture they
be, and in our blazon are termed birds alone, in French
^^ alcrons." Martlet.t, though principally used as a mark
of distinction of houses, are ncvertheltss a bearing by no
means uncommon. The English draw them as birds with-
out legs. The French amputate ihem still mure, and
give them neither beak, legs, nor thighs.

Cooks are said to be armed, crested, and jrllofied ; armed
signifies the beak and spurs, crested the comb, a.m\jelloped

the wattles or gills.

A SWAN, when he has a ducal coronet on his head, and
a chain thrown over his back, is termed a cygnet royal.

When a swan's head is borne, it is always blazoned a swan's
neck couped, erased, Sec.

Birds on wing are said to be volant.
P'isH, when placed horizontally, are termed naiani

;

when placed perpendicularly, with the head in chief and
tail in base, haurient, i. e. drawing in air; when bent, they
are said to be embowed, (the dolphin is commonly repre-
sented thus.) When two fish are placed face to face,

they are said to be respecting each other ; if back to back,
eiidorsed. Flowers of three leaves are called trefoils, of
four quatrefoils, &;c. When the human figure is borne
clothed, it is termed vested or habited. Thus for a crest,

on a wreath, a dexter arm embowed, vested gules, cuffed ar-
gent, holding in the hand proper a rose of the last. This
implies the sleeve of the coat to be red turned up with
white. Robes, vestments, and habits of all sorts, crowns,
sceptres, crosiers, cardinals* hats, gloves, stockings, shoes,
brogues, armour for man and horse, all military machines
and engines, arms offensive and defensive, rings, jewels,
and other ornaments, coins, dice and chess-rooks, all arti-

cles of husbandry, all tools of trade, and in short almost
every thing celestial or terrestrial, from the sun in the fir-

mament to a carpenter's nail, have been represented in he-
raldry ; and nothing more frequently than those creatures
•which have no existence except in the imagination of the
poets and romancers : centaurs, unicorns, mermaids, wy-
verns, (i. e. adder-tailed dragons.) montegres, (i. e. mon-
sters with the bodies of tygers and the heads of satyrs,) are
abundantly to be met with. Nay, in the arms of the elder
time, and more particularly in those of churchmen, we
daily encounter such combinations of cherubim, seraphim,
and angels, {affronles volants, and with wings displayed,) as,

to say the least of them, appear not a little indecorous. As-
tonishing, they certainly cannot be esteemed, if we take in-

to our consideration, that they are the works of the same
men, who thought that the art of heraldry itself was one of
the important secrets transmitted at once viva voce to A-
dam from his Maker, as being of too great depth and dig-
nity ever to have been discovered by the mere unassisted
intellect of man.

Of Marks of Cadency.

3 1 . The several figures or marks of cadency, which have
of later times been used for the differencing and distinction

of houses, in order that their degrees of descent may be
known, are for the first an Ai.abel; for the second a Cres-
cent; for the third a Mullet; for the fourth a Mart-
let ;* the fifth an Annulet ; the sixth a Fleur-de-lis

;

• This bird represented in heraldry as a;roi;? or sive peilibtis, "is given," saitli Bekenhawth, " for a difference to younger bretliren, to put
them in mind to trust to their wings of vir.tug and merit to raise themselves, and not to theur legs, having Utile land to put theirfoot on."
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the seventh a rose ; the eit^hth a cross moline ; and for

the ninth a double quatiiefoil. See Plate CCXCII. Figs.

50—55.
These marks are said to have been invented by modern

heralds, in order that coat-armour mis^ht descend to pos-

terity with safety. Certain it is, however, that they are far

from answering some at least of the purposes for which

they were intended ; for these marks, when painted on a

shield of arms, are so small, complicated, and contused,

that they are scarcely distinguishable. The ancient heralds

adopted a better method. They made choice of more con-

spicuous brizures, and pitched on the border the bend, and

armorial additions, as also changes of ihe tinctures, and of

the position of the charges, as being more intelligible

tokens of difference. 'I'hus an old family of Salop, the

Corbettes, bore or a raven sable, the second branch took

two ravens, the third l/iree, the fourth four, and a still

younger branch bore their ravens ivitliin a border. It was

the most usual method to have these borders of difference

composed of the arms of the first marriage, that had esta-

blished the particular branch of the family which first as-

sumed such border. The Manwarings of Salop bore ar^-cnf

two bars gules. The younger branches went on increasing

the number of bars, till one took ten bars. The Warrens
originally bore cheque or arid azure. But the younger

branch took cheque or and azure on a canton gules a Lion

rajn/mnt argent, being the arms of the mother, a Mowbray.
Others took a part of the maternal coat, and added to their

father's coat, to shew that it was a younger branch descend-

ed on the mother's side from such a particular family. At
present the above mentioned marks of distinction, label,

mullet, &c. are so combined with each other as to difference

ahnost ad injinitum. The daughter of a house bears her

fathei-'s mark of cadency, but not any to shew that she is

first, second, or third daughter.

0/ Additions of Honour.

32. Certain ordinaries have been, from what cause it is

difficult to say, selected as more proper than others for

bearing and exhibiting heraldic additions of honour, and

augmentations of arms. These are nine in number, viz.

the border, the quarter, the canton, the gyron, the fiile, the

Jlasque, thefanche, the voider, and the escutcheon of fire-

tencc. These have all at various times been in vogue. In

the days of King Henry VIII. \ht /die had the preference,

and was by him granted to the Lady Jane Seymour, and to

the Lady Catharine Parr. But of late years, the quarter

and canton are most in use.

Abatements of Honour.

33. By abatements ofhonour, we are to understand " Such
figures as heraldic authors affirm were, by judgments of

the court military, to be added or annexed to coat-armour,

in order to denote some ungentlemanlike, dishonourable,

or disloyal act, demeanour, quality stain, or vice in the bear-

er, and wliereby the dignity of the said coat-armour is great-

ly abased." These abatements of honour are in like man-
ner nine in number, viz.

1st, A delfioY turf) tenne, for him who revokesor recedes

from a challenge.

2d, An escutcheon reversed sanguine occiifiying the tniddle

fioint of the escutcheon of arms, for hin> who deflowers a

maid or widow, or flies from tliu banner of his prince.

3d, A fioint dexter parted tenne, for a braggadochio, or

vain-glorious boaster of acts unperformed.

4th, A fioint in point sanguine, for a person guilty of

cowardice.

5th, A point champaine tenni, for him wlio kills his prison-

er aflcr (I'LiMc'r dciiiunnecl.

6th, A plain point sanguine, for him who lictb to his

prii.ce or general.

7\[\, A gore sinister tenne, for him who behaveth basely

towards his enemy.
8th, A gusset sanguine, on the dexter side of an adulterer,

on the sinister for a drunkard.

9th, The whole coat turned upside down, or reversed, for

a traitor.

N. B. These figures are always given in the English
systems, but are ridiculed by the Stotch writers, anU by
the Jesuit Menestricr termed'' English fancies." The truth

is, no instance is furnished in any of the books of such
figures being actually borne for the purposes alleged. Cer-
tain it is, that many of these figures are frequently used as

marks of honour.

OfMarshalling Coat-Armour.

34. " Arms," according to Nisbet, " are said to be mar-
shalled, when ensigns of honour and dominion, or the en-

tire arms of other families, are joined with the paternal

arms of tlie bearer by partition lines, making distinct areas

or compartments in one shield." Edmonstone defines mar-
shalling of arms " an orderly disposing of sundry coats be-

longing to dictinct families in their proper places within

one shield, by impaling and quartering." Marshalling is

moreover extended to the disposition of the appurtenances
of such arms without the escutcheon.

Women, unless they are sovereign queens or princesses,

by the rules of heraldry, bear their paternal arms in a
lozenge or shield ; and therefore, when they marry, it has

been the custom to impale their arms with those of their

husbands, in order to shew that alliance ; which is called

" arms en baron etfemme."
Impaling has been practised in three different manners.

First, by dimidiation, (Plate CCXCIII. Fig. 1.) that is, by
halving or cutting the shields of both husband and wife into

two equal parts, and joining the dexter half of the hus-

band's to the sinister half of the wife's, so as to form one.

shield. In this mode (called in their tongue accolee") the

French kings used to impale the arms of Navarre. The
second mode is dimidiating the husband's arms, and im-
paling them with the full coat of his wife, (Fig. 2 ) The
third mode (Fig. 3.) and that now in use in England, is that

of impaling the two full coats, except when one of them
hath a border ; for this can never be carried all round an

impaled shield, but must stop at both ends where the two
shields meet, (Fig 4.)

Dimidiation of arms was much used long before entire

impalements were in use. Margaret, sister to Philip IV.

of France, and second wife to Edward I. of England, had on

herseal, in the year 1299, the arms of England so dimidiat-

ed with those of France, and she was the first queen of Eng-
land who had her arms so marshalled. The same method
prevailed in France up to the time of tlie Revolution. But
the reasons which have induced the English heralds to lay-

it aside art certainly very powerful ; for were it practised

as of old, no end could be put to the jumble and confusion
|

which it must infallibly create. For example, dimidiate P

the arms of Clare, viz. or three chevcrons gules, and im-

pale them on the woman's side with any coal, and you will

have or three bends gules. Again dimidiate the. coat of

Waldegrave, viz. per pale argent and gules for the man, and

it will Ije only a whitefeld ; but do tiie same for the sister,

and then it becomes a redfield.

Besides this impaling by way of baron and femme, the*

husband in Scotland frequently quarters his wile's coat
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viUi his own, on accoiint of licr biiiii; au hciifss, i. c. lie

divides a shield inlo four equal jiarls by coupe and party.

Ill the first and fouitli ai-eas arc tlic husband's urirvs ; in

the second and third tliose of the lady : (Sec Fig. 5.) Hut

in England tlie husband of an heiress niore commonly
places Ills wife's anus on an incscutcheon in the cenire of

his coat, and this is termed an cscutc/iton of{iretencc. See

Fig:. 6.

The other methods of accumulalinti; many coats in one

shield, which have been of common use in other European
countries, have never much prevailed in Scotland. Of
these the principal are, First, tliat by tranc/iic cnul (aitlc-

lincs ; thus a coat parted per saltier, is divided into four

conal quarters or areas, &C. called in French trancliec tailler,

as in the well-known arms of Sicily. Quarttrlij /icr saltier,

Jir.it and fourth, orfour /lallcts lollies for Arras^ori ; second

and third arge?it an eagle displayed sable, beaked and mem-
bered gules, for Suabia. (Fip;. 7.) Secondly, (as in Fig. S

)

by surmounting coats already quartei ed with incscutcheons,

by the French termed surletout. When this incscutcheon

is parted, couped, or quartered with diverse coats of arms,

the French call the uppermost le-tout-du-Coiit. This mode
was practised in the achievement of the Princes of Orange,

of the family of Nassau, before their late elevation to the

kingly rank; thus, quarterly, \%\., aziire semee of billets, a

Hon ramftant or, for Nassau. 2d, Or a lion ram/iant guardant
gules crowned, langited, and armed azure, for the country of

Catzellenbogen. 3d, Gules afess argent, for the house of

Vianden. 4lh, Gules two leopards or langued and armed
azure, iov the country of Dietz. Overall an inescutcheon

by way oi surtout, quarterly. 1st and 4th, Gules a bend or,

for Shallon. 2d and 3d, Or a huyiling horn azure virole and
stringed gules, for the principality of Orange : which in-

escutcheon is again surmou .Led by another by way of le-

tout-du-tout, viz. cheijue or and azure of ?iine points as a

coat ef pretence for the city of Geneva.
Moreover, in foreign heraldry, the quarters are often di-

vided by tbe/ifl/e or \\\zfess, which ordinaries are then again

charged with escutcheons. And the ordinary of the cross

is often used in this very way by ourselves, as in the arms
of the St Clairs, Earls of Caithness, who huar quarterly, \iil,

azure, a ship at anchor, he. for the earldom of Orkney. 2d
and 3d, Or a lion rampant gule'^, for the name of Sparr. 4th,

azure a ship under sail, for the title of Caithness; and, over

all dividing the coats a cross engrailed sable, for Sinclair.

The third way (Fig. 9 ) is by liercing and engrafting, (by

the French called Entee,) an instance of which is to be

seen in the arms of the King of Great Britain, whose pater-

nal escutcheon is, 1st, The arms of Brunswick, gules two
lions passent guardant or, impaled with those of Lunen-
burg or semee of hearts. Gules a lion rampant azure arm-
ed and langued as the hearts, and grafted by way of entee

between the imfialing to point ; the arms -of Lower Saxony
guUs a horse current argent ; or, more shortly, Brunswick
and Lunenburgh impaled with ancient Saxony entee en

pointe.

The fourth and last method proposed for marshalling of

arms, is by dividing the shield into a plurality of areas or

quarters by many pai-tec and coupcc lines, wliich when
drawn appear like the areas of a che(|iicr, tlivided by per-

pendicular and horizontal lines. (Fig. 10.) By this method
any number of coats may be brought in ; but it seems to

be agreed by the best authors, that the number of ?»ars/)o//-

erf arms in one shield should not exceed si.t of eight quar-
ters at most, and Uiese always charged on the wtirrantabic

grounds and reasons of the bearer having many territories

or feus, or matcliing with heiresses, or as arms of alliance

or pretension. The Germans, it is true, are in use to ac-

cumulate twenty or thirty coats in one shield; but this is

always on account of thcii' many territories or feus, to shew
how many votes tliey have in the circles of the empire. The
French also have many quarterings, though not so many as

the Germans, their feus being neither so many nor so free,

and the wliolc succession of these dignities belonging al-

ways to the eldest son, whereas in Germany the younger
brothers share with the eldest in the dignity and titles of
honour of the family. In Scotland, the prejudices of the

heialds seem always to have run very strong against many
quarterings, in so much that few have followed the exam-
ple set them by Queen Mary of Lorraine, whose lich and
loaded escutcheon is still to be seen in many parts of the

kingdom, impaled with the simple bearing of hei- husband
Jamei V.; almost the only instances of the sort being found
in the arms of those iMiglishinen who were honoured with
Scots titles after King James VI. succeeded to the crown
of the sister kingdom.
The several ways whereby the quarterings to whicfi »

family may be collected and marshalled in one achievement,
after the English method, are explained in the annexed
scheme, to which the reader is referred.

No. I. Suppose the heir of the Willolghbys to have
married the heiress of Latimek, NEvii.,and Beauchamp,
which three coats the heii- of Willoughby has an undoubt-
ed light to quarter with his own paternal coat.

No. n. Shews how Vvilloughhv, in consequence oi

this marriage, in;iy inheiit the blood, and become entitled

to quarter the arms of no less than fifiy-six families : thu^.
as Willoughby by this mairiage hatli a right to quarter
LATiiMF.K, so Latimer had before a right to quarter .5/y/(e,

who quartered Brocton and Filylode; Astley,\\\-\o quartered
Fyncs and Thynne ; Darrel and Cheney, who quartered
Boyle and IVilmot. Secondly, Twexge, who quartered be-

fore Buhner, who quartered Mallet and Beke ; s.nA Bruss,
who quartered Fitchet and Dean.
The like as to Nevil and Beauchamp, and the quarter-

ings by them brought in.

No. III. Supposes Thomas Pve to be the son and heir
of Thomas Pye, and Elizabeth his wife, heiress of John
Abbot, whereby he becomes entitled to quarter the arms
of sixteen houses ; eight by the father's side, and as many
by the mother's.

No. IV. is formed upon a plan more extensive than
cither of the former, and shews how a person may in five

descents be heir to thirteen families; so that we can no
longer wonder at seeing two hundred coats borne in one
achieveiiicnt.

Vox. X. Patit I. UTJ
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Schemes shaving hoiu Quarterings may be Collected and Marshalled.

TLatimer.

No. I. WILLOUGHBY marries the Heiress of JNevil.

^Beauchajip.

'Latimer

No. II. WILLOUGHBY^ Nevil

'Blyke S^rocton.

\ Filylode.

Ledet \ Astley \
^^y"^^-

'
I Thynnc

Cheney
Boyle.

Wilmot.

LThevenge

('Clavering

V"-""" iK'e"-

j
5 Fitchet.

iBiuss ^Dean.

rTilliot
5Liff.

iFitz James.

J

r

J
Granville.

LCreke /Trivers.

Middleham Burley . .

I a/f ij J S Morville .

l^^^'i'^^^ iLovetot .

fAfflet

.Beauchamp

Maud it

rEngaine

Iembridge

Gattacre

Gresham

Shirland.

Stafford.

Wilby.

COrreby.
^Rosceline.

C Abbot.

I Howard.

5 Tillesworth.

I Gypherwast,

. Pointes.

Mallet
^Arden.

I Acton.

fAudley.
Strode -l Ferraby.

(_ Hansard
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No. III. PYE'S PEDIGREE.

John Nevi)—Alice, claugh-

Iter and heir-

ess of Maiidit

Mary, D.:^Tliomas Moorc
and heir-

ess

Joan, D.^iJohn Scropc
and heir-

ess

Elizabeth, —Thomas
D. and heir- I Morley
ess

I

Anne, D.—James Gold-
and heir- I ing

ess
I

Harriet, D.rrJohn Croft

and heiress
\

Margaret D.rrThomas
and heiress | Pye

Abr. Cranfield—Joan, heir-

j
CSS of Pool

Th. Tomkin—Harriet, D.

I
and heiress.

Joesph Caldwell^Margaret, D,

I
and heiress

B. ThorntonizAmy, D. and

I
heiress

T. BeauchampzzAnne, D. and

I
heiress

John FinchnElizabeth, D.

I
and heiress

John Abbott—Mary, D. and

I

heiress

Thomas Pye, 3: Elizabeth,

only son and
heir

sole daugh-
ter and heir-

ess

Thomas Pye,
only son and
heir.

No. IV. WARREN'S PEDIGREE.

T , i~, .1- Maud, heiress
JohnCathnerr ^^g^^^^

a u r> Anne, heiress(rohnGray=
^f ^,„p,r.

John Anne.

Warren"rheiress

John Alice.

Warren"rheiress

Thomas Jane,

Warren,~j~hciress.

only son

EllenThomas •,-•_' „r Thomas Alice Thomas Joan
Owen "T^ope,. PuIfordyEiton. Gray "Ely.

Thomas
-J""?"'

.

Griffith =)L7"«°f
Thomson.

Thomas Maud, heiress
Green "]~ of Pylewell.

Thomas Anne,
Pulford"r"heiress.

Thomas Joan, heiress

Green~T of Newton.

Tho. Pulford,__ r 1 •„„„
,

'— Jane, heires
only son .

, J u • —Alice, dauffhter and sole heiress,
only son and heir,— ' °

John Warren, only son and heir.

The most approved method of marshalling arms in an

achievement of this species is the following : " Begin with

the amis of the first heiress who married into the family,

and next to them place the several coats which slie brought

in ; then proceed to the second heiress, and those which
she brouuht in ; and so on to the rest, without any regard

to the rank or station of any of these heiresses before their

marriage." Nevertheless, when the royal arms are brought
in by any match, it is usual to give that match the second
quarter, next to the bearer's paternal coat. Nay, some place
it in the first, and the paternal coat in liie second quarter.

The achievement composed in this way is most properly

termed by Edmonstone, " Tlie genealogical pennon."
U u2
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Of the External Ornainenla of the Shield.

35. In the first part of tliis article, wherein we have at-

tempted to trace the origin of armorial bcariiif;s to tlie tour-

naments of the micklle ui,'es, a passas;c- is (|\iote[Hrom tlie

treatise of King Rene of Anjou, in wliich the knigius who

propose to tilt at any tournament, are rcciuircd to make dis-

play of their coats of arms some days before the lists arc

opened, with their helmets, crests, and other marks of their

condition or dignity. In the MS. treatise of John Caxlon,

preserved in the Advocates' Library of Edinburgh, it is

said, that " no man shall wear his cognisauiice on a close

basnet, except he has carried arms within the lists and bar-

riers of military exercises." From these passages, and

many others of a like nature m the old authors, it seems

reasonable to conclude, that after the bearing of sliields

had begun to be common in Europe, the great noliility

and gentry, entitled by their descent to partake in the court-

ly tournaments of the times, were willing to adopt some

method of distinguishing themselves from the herd of those

who bore coat-armour, and for this purpose introduced the

practice of adorning their shields on seals, &C. with a re-

presentation of those helmets, crests, and other articles of

apparel, which they were themselves accustomed to wear

upon those solemn occasions, and to which those of hum-
bler birth could, it was believed, make no pretension. In

process of time, the example of these military nobles was

imitated by others, who thought themselves entitled to equal

respect, although for different causes. Civil rulers adorn-

ed their shields with coronets, consular capes, batons, and

such like signs of dignity ; and the churchmen were not

slow to make the same parade of the symbols of their of-

fice. The papal tiara, the cardinal's hat, the patriarch's

cross, the mitre, the crosier, and the keys of St Peter, were

associated in strange union with the family emblems of

worldly honour and advantage, such as a free feu, a feat of

chivalry, or a wealthy marriage.

Of the Helmet.

36. This ornament in heraldic representations has many
varieties of matter, form, and situation.

In Germany, by an imperial edict, helmets of gold be-

long to sovereign princes, of silver to the high nobility, and

of steel to gentlemen.

The French heralds have sealed every thing respecting

helmets according to these rules.

The helmets of emperors and kings are all of gold da-

masked fronting, {tarre de front^ open without bars or

vizor.

Dukes, marquisses, and counts, have silver helmets, da-

masked with gold, fronting with nine.^s, grille et misc de

front.

Viscounts, barons, and knights, have silver helmets, with

gold edges in profile, with seven bais.

Esquires have helmets in profile, with five bars in the

guard vizor.

Gentlemen of three descents, a helmet in profile, with

three bars.

The English and Scots have their helmets somewhat dif-

ferent.

A gentleman, or esquire, has his in profile close.

A knight has a full-faced steel helmet open.

Earls, viscounts, and barons, have profile steel helmets,

with gold bars, &c.

Dukes and marquisses have the full-faced helmet of

steel, with five bars of gold.

The king, and princes of the blood-royal, have the full-

faced helmet, with six bars, all of gold tlamasked.

Of the Ornaments of the Helmet.

37. The MANTLING, LAMBHEqUIX, HEI.M-DECKEN, Or V°"

i.v.T, is probably a representation of the hood or coverinS'

intended for protecting the helmet in rain, Sec. and its rag-

ged form derived from the cuts which that integument

must have sustained in battle. (.See Plate CCXCIII. Fig.

1 1.) These ornaments are called hachements, from the Ita-

lian azzimare, [cafntt ornare.^ or ingemmare. In the /latois

of Vicar<.\y , ac.'iemer line e/iousce, is still used for to arrange

the bride's head dress. The Lainbrei/uin seems, in old

times, to have been ornamented with the bearings of the

wearer, for King Rei e speaks of it as " armoye cles armes
de celui i|ui le portera ;" even at present it is generally of

the tincture of the field, in foreign heraldry. Behind the

shield itself hangs the manteau, mantle, or cloak, in Latin

chlamijs. In this country the mantles of gentlemen and

knights are red without and white within. Those of the

nobles red, doubled up with rows of ermine, according to

their degrees. The king's mantle is of gold, lined with

ermine.

Of the Jl'reath, isfc.

38. Menestrier, speaking of this ornament, says, " that

some hundred years ago the French nobility used garlands

of twisted silk, with which they kept fast on their heads
their hoods or capes, as may be seen in the pictures of the

old Dukes of Burgundy," &c. These wreaths were com-
monly of \.\-\c colours ofthe lady* of the bearer. The wreath

is now always of the colour of the shield. See Plate

CCXCIII. Fig. 12.

Of the Crest or Cimier. (See Fig. 13.)

39. This ornament of the helmet seems to have been
very early in use among the Greeks or Romans. After its

introduction among the moderns, the use of it was long re-

stricted to sovereign princes and military commanders.
But in imitation of King Edward III. (the first English
prince who wore a crest,) the knights of the garter, and af-

terwards, by degrees, all the bearers of coat armour adopt-

ed crests. The crest is first seen on a seal of Philip Earl
of Flanders in the year llol.f

Though crests arc hereditary, yet a greater latitude is

allowed res])ecting them than any of the essential parts of
armoury. They are looked upon somewhat in the nature
of devices, and accordingly are varied by the caprice of in-

dividuals, so that the sons of the same family often wear
different crests.

Of the Motto, Cry of War, and Device.

40. The Motto is a short sentence placed in a scroll

above the crest, very often allusive to it, or to some part of
the bearings. If it alludes to the crest, the two together
form what is called a com/ilete device ; as in the case of
Stewart, Earl of (ialloway ; the cvest a /lelican vulneredfeed-
ing her young ; the motto" virescit vulnere virtus." Kirk-
pitrick of Closeburn has lor crtst a hand grasping a dag-
ger ; motto, " I'll make sicker," alluding to tlie remartca-

* Here take tliy lover's token on thy pate. Spenskh, Fairij Queen, 1. 6. 47.

t Had Mr Campbell been acquainted with heraldry, he would never have written
But he, her loved-one, bore in field
A meaner crest upon his suielu. O'Connor's Guild.
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l)lc leat of his ancestor, who slew the Red Cummin in the

days of Bruce and Baliol. OUcn they have no such rela-

tion, and merely express some predominant passion oi pie-

ty, love, or war, ol the fiist wiio assumed (hem.
Camden tells us that ihe earliest instinccs of mottos

painted on shields, which he had met with in tliis island,

were those of ^Villiam de l-'crrariis, Earl of Djrby, who
carried round his escutcheon, vav- ivil/i a bonlure of liarsc

s/jcifs,"LEGE, Lege ;" and Sir Thomas Cavill, who bore
for arms a horse, under which was written " Tiiom.e cue-
DiTE CUM cEHNiTis EquuM EJL's:" these are both ol the

age of Henry III. The more abundant use of mottos was,
without question, owing to King Edward III. who having
founded the order of the garter, and given it the motto
" Honi soil cjui mal y pense ;" each of the original knights
of that order took to himself a motto of his own choice, and
put it under his arms. From that period the fashion giew
more and more in vogue, as may be seen from the accounts
which we have of the standards and pcmions of tlic noble-
men and gentlemen, both of England and Scotland, parti-

cularly during their French wars.

N. li. Women wear neither crests nor mottos.
The cry of mar was the battle shout of the house ; and

was also worn in a scroll, as the" Mountjoye St Denys" still

is over the pavilion of the French king. Many families

have, in consequence of the change of manners, retained

these cries of war as mottos. Of old they consisted very
often of the name of the noble, as " A IIojie I A Home !"

" A Douglas ! A Douglas 1" &c.

Of Dexiices.

41. The Device Proper is a badge or emblem indepen-

dent of any part of the family bearing; the legitimate de-

scendant of the emblems of the ancients. The device is

always assumed by the bearer personally, and either may
or may not be the same, or that of his ancestor, as he
pleases. The roses, red and white, were the devices of

York and Lancaster. The portcullis was a device belong-
ing to the Beauforts (descended from John of Gaunt, fourth

son of Edward III.) and carried as such by the Jameses of
Scotland. The said John of Gaunt, when he pretended a

right to the crown in the reign of Richard II. adopted for

his device " an eagle standing on a padlock assaying to force

open the same." This was a strictly personal device. From
these devices of the kings, some of the Eiifilish pursuivants

derived their names, as Portcullis, Falcon, Sec.

Of Su/ifsorters.

42. These likewise are exterior ornaments, being placed

on the sides of the achievement as matters of embellish-

ment, and formally to timbre or suppoit it. Menestrier as-

sures us that they had their oiigin Irom lilts, tournament^-,

and j listings. " On these occasions,'' says he, " it was usual

for the knights to have those shields of their arms, (which
we have alieady seen they were obliged publicly to display

some days before the opening of the lists), guarded by their

pages, armour-bearers, or other attendants, clothed in fancy

dresses, sometimes making them appear as savages. Moors,
Saracens, lions, &c. The business of these su/i/ior/crs of
the shield was to lake notice who, by touching the siiield,

accepted the challenge of their master." This custom was
revived with perhaps greater magnificence than was ever

befre known, at a tournament in Paris before Louis XIV.
in which the esquires who attended the nobles entering the

lists, were dressed in the most superb manner that art could

invent, representing Moors, Persians, Armenians, Turks,
8^c. &cc. From these attendants thus disguised many he-

raldic writers bring the usfi of supporters, which, say they,
every one who (^bein;^ noble or gentle by lather or mother's
side) was idniiued to touineyj had ever after a right to
carry.

This doctrine is, however, strongly combated by inany
able writers, and particularly by the celebrated John Anstis,
in his curious manusciipt treatise, entitled yls/iilogia, (now
in the Astle collection,) who has these observations.

" In these later ages, llie no!)ility have been distinguish-
ed from persons of inferior rank, by having supi)oiters and
coronets cut on their seals ; but, as far as I am able to ob-
serve, there was not anciently any [)articular mark in the
seals of the nobility that differenced them from the knights.
As to supporters, they were, I take it, the invention of the
graver, who, in cutting on seals shields of arms wliich were
in a triangular form, and placed on a circle, finding a va-
cant space at each side, and also at the top, thought it an
ornament to fill up these spaces with vine-branches, garbs,
trees, flowers, plants, eai s of corn, feathers, fret-work, lions,
wiverns, or some other animal, according to his fancy.

If supporteis had been esteemed formerly, as at this
time, the marks and ensigns of nobility, there could he no
doubt but there would have been then, as now, particular
supporters appropriated to each nobleman, exclusive of all

others ; whereas, in the seals of noblemen affixed to a pa-
per addressed to the Pope, .A.. D. 1 r,00, the shields of arms
of twenty-seven of them are in the same manner supported
(if that term may l>a used) on each side by a wivern, and
seven of the others by lions. John de Hastings hath the
same wivern on each side of his shield of arms, and also
on the space over it, in the same manner as is the lion in
the seals of Hache, Beaucham/i, and De Malolacu. The
seals of Despencer, Basset, and Badlesmere, pendent to
the same instrument, have each two wiverns or dragons for
supporters

; and that of Gilbert de Clare three lions placed
in the manner above mentioned. The promiscuous use of
wiverns to fill up the blanks in seals, is obvious to all who
are concerned in these matters.

But what is a stronger argument is, that the same sort
of supporters are placed in the seals of divers persons ne-
ver advanced to the peerage. Instances of this kind are
often met with ; nay, the engraver hath frequently indulged
his fancy so fai, as to insert such figures as do not seem
proper, according to our present notions of supporters of
arms ; as tvjo snvords on each side the arms of Sir John de
llarcia ; and Si Geori^efghting nuith the dragon on one side,

the Virgin with our Saviour in her arms on the ether side of
a seal affixed to a deed of the Lord Ferrers, whose arms on
the impress of a seal pendent to a deed of the i7th May,
9 Henry VI. have not any supporters.

When supporters were assumed, if tliere were two on
one seal, they were generally the same ; but sometimes
there was only one, and at other times three, as may be
9een on various seals."

" After having considered the observations of Mr Ans-
tis," says Edmonslone, '• I am persuaded that not a doubt
can remain of supporters having originated from the fancy
of seal engravers. However this may be, it is certain, that

in England supporters were of old worn by many persons
of the commons. All those, particularly, who bore offices

of dignity in the state, as the lord deputy of Ireland, the

lord of the marches of Wales, the warden of the stannaries,

See. and even by families altogether in private life ; as the

Stevenings of Sussex, the Stawells of Somerset, the Wal-
lops of Hants, Savage of Cheshire, Sec. ; and certainly the

supporters still worn by the descendants of some of these

families, rest on a much more honourable foundation than

any modern grant of supporters that can be obtained from
a college of awns."
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It is worthy of remark, that suppoiteis were formerly

changed veiy frequently, accordiiii^ to the choice of indi-

viduals, and by no means considered as fixed and unaltera-

ble marks of descent, like the propci' armorial bearings.

From King Edward III. till James I. few of the English

kings wore the same suppoilers as their predecessors.

The lion, the falcon, the hart, the antelope, the swan,

the leopard, the bull, the boar, the greyhound, the dragon,

and the eagle, were -jH successively used Ijy the monarchs

of England ; and one of them, (Edward IV.) altered his

no less than three times. Edward VI. was the first who

bore the lion crowned with the imperial crown. This was

retained by Mary and Elirabeth ; and James also used

it as his dexter supporter, placing the Scottish unicorn*

on the left side ; on which arrangement, no alteration has

been made by any of his successors.

Henry VIII. was the first king of England who for-

merly granted supporters to the peers of the realm. He
gave the like ornaments to the knights of the garter and

of bath. The kings of arms in England are authorised to

grant supporters to all persons not under the degree of a

knight of the bath ; and whoever of an inferior rank bears

supporters in that kingdom, does so by an express grant

from the crown.

In Scotland, the right to bear supporters is commonly
supposed to rest on somewhat a different footing. Some of

the baronets of Nova Scotia have taken up the notion, that

they are, by the terms of their patents, entitled to add sup-

porters to their paternal coats, and they accordingly wear

them in their armorial ensigns. But an impartial considera-

tion of the clause in the patents will convince them of their

mistake, more particularly as it is not pretended, that there

ever was any other royal grant or warrant issued, where-

on they can found a claim to any such privilege. In the

patents previous to the year 1629, it is ordained, " that the

baronets and their heirs-male shall, as an addition of ho-

nour to their armories, bear, either on a canton or ines-

cutcheon, at their option, the ensign of Nova Scotia, being

Argent, a cross of St Andrew azure charged, ivit/i an ines-

eutche07i of the royal arms of Scotland, sufifxorted on the

dexter by the royal unicorn, and on the sinister by a savage
or -wild man firofier," $cc. ; all evidently referring to what
is within the canton or inescutcheon, and not to any exte-

rior ornaments of the baronet's own shield, of which the

said canton or inescutcheon is henceforth to form a part.

As for the patents posterior to the year 1629, the whole of

the clause just quoted is omitted, and the patentee is not

allowed to carry a canton or inescutcheon of honourable
augmentation to his coat ; but, in lieu thereof, " around his

neck an orange tanny silk ribbon, whereon shall be fiendent

in a scutcheoji argent, a saltier azure, therein an escutcheon

of the ar?ns of Scotland''^ Sec. This alteration, in all pro-

bability, took place on account of the manifest impropriety

of blazoning supporters, mottos, Sec. on a canton or ines-

cutcheon ; an objection which could never have occurred,

had the construction which has been put on the clause of

gift been the proper one.

During the reign of Charles II. a letter was addressed
to the Lyon-office, strictly prohibiting any grants of sup-
porters to persons under the degree of nobility. But many
of the old barons of Scoilaiid, (and particularly the chiefs

of names.) who had always been in use to sit in parliament
in their own right, and who with justice considered them-
selves as inferior in degree indeed, but as members of the

same order with the titled Lords of Parliament, protested

with great zeal against being obliged to discontinue the

use of those supporters which had been borne by ineir an-

cestors for several centuries, and originally retained, cither

as the marks of the patriarchal superiority over their clans-

men, or in consequence of some feat of skill or valour in

tournament or in battle. The matter was not pressed, and
these families have continued their supporters ever since

without any objection being made. Of later years, however,
a much more questionable extension has been given to the

use of supporters. From whatever cause the laxity may have
arisen, the fact is certain, that we have seen supporters as-

sumed by persons who, so far from having any claim to

being descended from the old barons who had power of

flit and galloivs, and were in reality the nobles of Scotland,

as much as either dukes, marquisses, or earls, are sprung
from the very dregs of the people, and are in truth the very

men, to guard against whose presumption and insolence was
one of the first great objects for which a college of he-

ralds was instituted in this country. The utmost latitude

which can be given to the interpretation of the law on this

head, either as it is expressed in the King's own words, or

as it has been modified by the practice of the heralds, is,

that those of the lesser barons, who can shew proofs, by
old seals or otherwise, of their ancestors having borne sup-

porters previous to the passing of the act, lOth Septem-
ber, 1672, are excefited from the general rule, and permit-

ted to carry supporters. The letter above referred to was
quoted by the Lord Lyon himself, as his authority for re-

fusing supporters to persons of rank very different from
most of those who have of late procured these ornaments

by the good offices of his successors.

-At titulos Regina Pecdni A donat.

Etgenvs, etproavoSf sovdesqueparentis htmentat.

Sectancs.

No women have a right to bear supporters, except those

who are peeresses by descent or by patent. If they are

peeresses by patent, they have in consequence a grant of

supporters to themselves and their heirs-male ; if by de-

scent, they retain the ancient supporters of the barony, to

which they have an indisputable right, tin as much as they

represent peers whose insignia and titles are all through
them to descend to their posterity.

Of Crowns and Diadems.

43. Crowns or coronets may be used in armorial bear-

ings in four different ways.

1st. As essential or internal parts of arms, that is, when
they are the chief figures of the escutcheon, as the three

crowns in the shield of Sweden. Many families through-
o\it all the European kingdoms bear similar arms : and
crowns so worn are no marks of sovereignty or dignity, of
whatever form they may be.

2dly. When they are used as additional charges, or orna-

ments within the shield, they are in like manner no marks
of sovereignty or dignity.

3dly. When crowns are placed upon helmets, which
timbre coats of arms, they are then marks of dignity, being

commonly so placed by sovereign princes. Yet many gen-

tlemen who have no pretensions to such rank bear crowns
on this way in their helmets, a custom which, according to

Menestrier, is derived from the tournaments, " especially

those solemnized in Germany, where knights were allowed

to adorn their helmets in that manner, in memory of theiv

* The unicorn was originally, with great propriety, assumed by the Scottish kings, in allusion to the words of Scripture, Job xxxix.

—

"Canst thou bind the unicorn with his band .' Will he be willing to serve or abidt bj lliy crib ?"

f Vide Founiainliairs Decisions, MS. (in ilip Advocates Library) p. ..17. This imporiant document was pointed out by John Riddell, Es^,
advocate, a gentleman whose attainments in every part of the antiquarian learning ot bis country are above all praise.
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having been exercised in such ilisporls." And though in-

deed there arc many helmets placed over the German
coats, according to the number of leus, whereby the bear-

ers voted in the circles of the empire
;
yet we see but few

of them adorned with crowns, which, according to our au-

thor, can only bo explained by supposing that some of

these feus are not privileged to carry a crown, the ancient

possessors of them not havinij been present at the tourna-

ments.

Stilly. Crowns placed immediately above the top of the

escutcheon, arc ensigns of sovereignty or nobility, whereof
the degrees are set forth by their shapes. The arched

crowns topped with monds were first introduced by the em-
perors, and from that circumstance are called imperial

crowns, although now worn by all the kings in Europe,

since Charles the Eighth of France assumed an imperial

crown, in token probably of his pretensions to the empire
of the East.

" The imperial crown of England is composed of four

crosses pattee, and as many fleurde-lys of gold placed on

a rim or circlet of gold, embellished with precious stones.

From these crosses arise four circular bars, ribs or arches,

which meet at the top in form of a cross; at the point of

intersection whereof is a pedestal, whereon is a mound. On
the top of the mound is a cross of gold, all embellished

likewise with precious stones, and three very large oval

pearls; one of them being fixed in the top, and two pen-

dent at the transverse beams of the cross. The cap within

this crown is of purple velvet, lined with white tafTeta,

turned up with ermine. See Plate CCXCIV. Fig. 1.

The crown or coronet of the Prince of Wales resem-

bles the king's crown, save only that it hath not four arches,

but two only. See Fig. 2.

The younger sons of the king bear coronets, composed
of crosses pattee and fleur-de-lys.

A duke (not of the blood-royal) has a circle of gold,

with eight leaves of equal height above the rim, commonly
called strawberry leaves, the whole richly chased ; a crim-

son velvet cap, turned up with ermine of one row, and top-

ped with a golden tassel. See Fig. 3.

A marquis has a circle of gold, with four leaves placed

between four pearls, raised on points of equal height with

the leaves. See Fig. 4.

An earl has eight pearls raised on as many points, be-

tween every two points a strawberry leaf lower clown. See

Fig. 5.

A viscount has pearls to the number of twelve or six-

teen, placed on the edge of the rim. See Fig. 6.

A baron has only six pearls placed on the rim of his gold-

en circle. See Fig. 7.

0/ the Cafi of State.

44. This cap is of crimson velvet, faced Avith ermine,

with two points turned to the back.

Of old, by the practice both of England and Scotland,

this cap was borne by princes or dukes only, as an ensign

of dignity, whether on the helmet itself, or timbring the

whole achievement. Mr Sandford, in his Genealogical

History of the Kings of England., informs us "• that King
Edwaid III. and hi? successors, as low down as Edward
VI. had on their seals of arms this cap of state. For on

one side is always to be seen the figure of the monarch on

horseback and in armour, with this cap of state on his

head, and the crest of England set thereon."

The cap Was originally therefore granted to certain no-

bles on account of pre-tniint-nt dignity or merit, as we find

in the case of Hcniy II. Duke of Lancaster in England,

and Archibald Earl of Douglas, DuKe of Torraine, and

Great Conslal)lc of ! ranee, Avhosc seal, affixed to several

charters still extant in Scotland, always represents the hel-

met as adorned with this cap. lJ\il now the cap of state

hath lost all its former eminent dignity by the evil usage of
certain heralds, and is now borne not only by all degrees of
nobility, but by many of the inferior gentry, and indeed by
some of the lowest extraction. See Fig. 8.

Of Ensigns belo7iging to Ecclesiastical Dignities.

45. The Pope carries his arms in an oval shield or car-

touche, which form has become common in Italy, in con-
sequence of other ecclesiastics imitating their chief. This
shield is adorned externally with the ensigns of his dignity,

which are, 1st, The Tiara. This is an high cap, or mitre,

of silk, environed with three crowns of gold, and topped
with a mound and cross like the imperial crown. This
triple crown (or as it is called by the Italians the regno) is

the sign of his supremacy, and placed over the cartouclie.

See Fig. 9.

2dly. The keys, one of gold, and one of silver, (symbols
of the Pope's power of opening and shutting the gates of

Paradise) are placed in saltier behind the cartouche.

odty The staves. The two angels which support the

proper arms arc placed in a sitting posture, one on each
side of the cartouche ; each with one hand upholding the

regno, and with the other grasping a long staff, having three

traverses near the top ; which traverses end in trefoils, and
are of the same metal with the keys.

The cardinal's external armorial mark of dignity is the

red hat, with which they timbre their shields, having red

strappings, with fifteen tassels hanging down at each side

of the shield. Innocent III. charged the cardinals to dis-

continue all symbols of secular dignities; but this was ne-

ver complied with except by the Italians.

Archbishops of the Roman church, primates, and le-

gates, place a cross staff with two traverses in pale behind

the shield, and above the same a green hat with ten tassels

hanging down on each side.

Our modern archbishops in England place a mitre af
frontee on the top of the shield, (Fig. 1 1) issuing from a

ducal coronet, and having two labels or pendants hanging

from it, and behind the shield two crosiers in saltier. Bi-

shops use their ntitrc alone, proceeding from a plain circlet

of gold, without any other exterior orn.iments.

Abbots of the Roman church use a mitre in profile, and

a crosier in pale behind the shield; above both a black hat

with a knotted cord, and six tassels on each side, as may be

seen in many of our Scottish abbeys, such as Holyrood-

house. Paisley, &c. Priors, provosts, deans, and chanters

of the church of Rome, are all distinguished by similar

marks, such as palm-branches, pastoral staves, &c.

Ensigns of Civil and Military offices.

46. In France and Germany, it has always been the cus-

tom of the great civil officers to denote by some exterior

ornament of the shield their station and dignity. In Scot-

land likewise this practice was common before the union;

but in spite of the unceasing endeavours of the heralds of

England, the great officers of that kingdom have never

complied with the customs of their brethren in the other

European states. The only established civil officer in

England who is distinguishecl bv any armorial ensitrn of his

official dignity, is the E irl Mirshall, who carries behind

the shield of his arms two batons in saltier sable, the ends

gold. When there is a dtpuu Eii. niarshall, he is per-

mitted to carry one baton in bend dexter, exactly as was

used in Scotland.
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The chnnccUor of Scnllar.d boi'C bcliind liis sliicltl tivo

maces in saltier, rnsigvcd nvitli irii/irrial cromns ; as also un-

der the shield a purse wUh the sliings open, licndant, fret-

ted, nowfrf, butloncd, and lasscllcd gules, embroidered uith

the royal arms.

In addition to tlicsc, the chancellor of France Iiss a pro-

per cap of gold, (morticr d'or) turned up ermine oil llie

helmet.

The presidents of the parliaments in France bad in tbc

same way their proper cap of black velvet edged with gold

galloon.

The lord high chamberlain in Scotland bad two keys

disposed in saltier behind Ids shield, in the same manner
as the grand cliambricr of France.

The justice general of Scotland cairied two naked

swords in saltier behind his shield, the points being up-

ward.
The lord high treasurer in Scotland carried a white stafi'

ensigned on the top, with an imperial crov/n in pale behind

his shield.

The office of cup-bearer being of old hereditary in the

house of Southesk, these Earls carried a golden cup in their

arms.
The king's foresters carried hunting horns; as Burnet

in the northern forest, and Forester of that ilk, in the south-

ern. So did the grand veneur of France.

TUe grand fiajinetier of France carries under his arms a

ricli cover and knife and foi k in saltier.

Tlie lord high constable of Scotland carries on eac/i side

of the base part of his shield, an arm ganntletted fess7vni/s,

issuing out of a cloud, and gras/iing a sword erected in pale

at the dexter and sinister sides of his shield, all proper hilled

and pomelled or'.

In France many other exterior marks of the same sort

were in use, all sufficiently intelligible without previous
description, as the grand master of artillery, who carried
under his arms^^tio feld pieces, &c.

But in no kingdom were either external or internal en-
Vigns of dignity so extensively used, or so systematically
arranged, as in France, during the empire of Napoleon.
Not only were princes, grand dignitaries, dukes, counts-
senators, counts-archbiahops, co'.ints-military, barons mi-
litary, baron-bishops ; and clievaliers, distinguished by
mantles, lined indifferent manners; but for each of these
ranks of persons there was set apart some one of the
honourable ordinaries, which, cither by its charge, its co-
lour, or its position, immediately denoted that order in the
state to which the bearer belonged: Thus the princes grand
dignitaries had a chief of azure charged with bees of gold ;

dukes, a chief of azure charged with stars of silver; count-
senators, a canton dexter azure charged with a mirror in

pale or, in which a serpent wreathed argent regards itself;

counts-archbishops, on a canton dexter azure a cross patee
or; counts-military, on a canton-dexteraznre, a sword erect
in pale argciit mounted or, &c. The canton dexter always
denoted a count, the canton sinister a liaron. Chevaliers
of the legion of honour placed the cross of their order on
anyone of the nine honourable ordinaries which they pre-
ferred. In this heraldry supporters are entirely laid aside,
and the nobility, under the rank of princes, are distinguish-
ed by the number of feathers in the plume of the bonnet
with which the shield is timbred. See Plate CCXCIV.
Fig. 12. shewing the .ir]ns of a Duke under Napoleon.

Of Ensigns of Chivalry or Knighthood.

47. Knights of the diffeient sovereign orders in Europe
are in use to suriound their shields with the collars of
iheir orders ; and if any one has more orders than one.

the collar of the most ancient order oughf oF right to be
placed nearest the shield. In Britain, however, it has be-
come the practice for knights of the garter to place their

shields within the garter itself, not the collar of the order,

and always to give this most dignilied order the iireference
over every other, by assigning to its ensiijn the place of
honour nearest to the escutcheon. For a particular account
of the several orders now so much in vogue among the so-

vereigns of Europe, sec the article Knighthood.

Of the Compartment.

48. 'i'lie compartment is that figure, on wliich the shield

and supporters usually rest. When the bearer has more
mottos than one, if one of them relate to the supporters
or figures of the shield, it should be placed in the compart-
ment ; if one relate to the crest, it should be in an escrole

thereupon. Heralds agree, that the compaitment is in ge-

neral intended to represent the lands or feu of the person be-

low whose shield it lies, although it be sometimes granted
or assumed in memory of some remarkable action. An
instance of the compartment thus applied, is to be found,

says Nisbet, " in that of the Earls of Douglas, who obtain-

ed the right of having their supporters ])laced within a

pale of mood tvreathed, because the Lord James, in King
Kdberl Bruce's time, defeated the Ei^glish in the forest ot"

Jedburgh, and, that they might not escape, caused wreath
and impale that part of the wood, by which he conjectured
they might make their escape." The territorial com-
])artment may, in like manner, be illustrated from the same
family. William, first Earl of Douglas and Mar, has "a
compartment like to a rising ground, with a tree growing
out of it, and seniee of hearts, mullets, and cross crosslets,

the armorial figures of this Earl's escutcheon, to shew that

the compaitment was meant to represent his lands and
feus." Others ieem to have assumed a compartment from
more fanciful motives ; as the old Earls of Perth, who had
a green hill senee of galtraps, which, with their motto
" Gang warrily," forms a complete device.

Of the Pavilion.

49. After treating of these external marks of honotir

common to the nobles of the European kingdoms, it re-

mains to take notice of one entirely confined to sovereign

princes, although not assumed by all of them, viz. the pa-

vilion. This is a tent or tabernacle, with a canopy roof,

under which the arms of the emperors, of the kings of

France, and of some other princes, are usually represent-

ed. Menestrier is of opinion, that the first who invented

this use of the pavilion was Philip Moreau, and that from
its having made its first appearance on the coins of Philip

of Valois, it derived the name by which we know it. As
a specimen of the mode of blazoning arms, we have in-

serted the royal achievement of Scotland, in Plate CCXCIV.
Fig. 13. in which the blazon, according to Mr Nisbet,

runs thus: " The sovereign ensign armorial of the king-
dom of Scotland

—

or a lion rampant gucules, armed and
langued azure, within a double trcssure counter flowered

with flower de lysses of the second ; timbred with a hel-

met affrontee with bars or, adorned with lambrecjuins or,

doubled ermine, and ensigned with the imperial crown of

Scotland ; and thereon for crest a lion sejant full-faced ^!i/M,

crowned or, holding in his right paw a naked sword pro-

per, and in the sinister a scepter or, both erected ; and above,

in an escrole, the motto " in defense." The shield is

encircled with the colour of the most noble order of the

thistle, with its badge thereto appended of gold, enamel-
led azure, having the image of St Andrew surmounted of

his cross argent; and supported by two unicorns argent,
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crowned with imperial and gorged with oper*crowns, to

the last chains affixed passing heiw.en their foru-legs and

reflected over llieir backs or; he on the dcv-tcr bearing up
a banner or, charged with the red lion of Scotland; he on

the sinister, a banner azure charged with the wliite cross

of St Andrew, both standing on a compartment clieque or

and azure like a pavement, on the first the iion of Scotland,

and on the second St Andrew's cross. All within a royal

pavilion of cloth of gold, scmee of thistles slipped proper,

doubled ermine, the comble or canopy rayoiiu^', and adorn-

ed with precious stones, and topped with the crown of Scot-

land, over all on an escrole the device of Scotland (alluding

to the thistle,) " Nemo me impune lacesset."

Of Funeral Escutcheons^ i^c. in Scotland.

50. Although our code calls no man noble under the de-

gree of a baron, yet there is an old and well known dis-

tinction between nobiles majores and nobiles minores : the

first comprehending all tilled nobles from the prince to the

baron ; the second, all between the baron and the gentle-

man inclusive.

A gentleman is one descended of three descents of no-'

bles (viz. of name and arms) by both father and mother,
for gentility is not perfect in the person who first obtains

arms among us, or letters patent of noblesse on the conti-

nent ; as, among the Romans, though the father was free

born, and of the equestrian census, yet it was requisite that

the grandfather should be so also, otherwise the son could

not obtain the annulus, or symbol of the equestrian rank.

Gentility, then, begms in the grandfather, increases in the

father, and is perfect in the son.

The proofs of this nobility are the armorial ensigns or

gentilitial tesscras of these ancestors, arianged in due or-

der on the sides of the escutcheon, (and therefore fitly here

treated of among the external ornaments of the shield), not

indeed commonly, but on particular occasions, as on that

of the funeral of the bearer. The arrangement of these

tesserae is the same, to whatever number they amount. If

the nobility be of four descents or lineages, the mode of ar-

rangement is as follows:

Arms of

the Fa
thfr.

Mother,

Father's

Mother.

Grand
father's

Moiiici.

Arms of the

GieatGrand
son, noble

by four de-

scents on both

Father and
Mother's side.

Mo
ther's

Motlicr.

Grand-
father's

Moth( r.

•V"
Grand
mother's
Mother.

V

Grand-
mother's
Mother.

The full funeral escutcheon of the Duke of Athole is

represented in Plate CCXCIV. Fig. 14.

In England, the place of this genealogical escutcheon
is supplied by the genealogical pennon before described in

p. 339.

Vol. X. Part I.

0/ Precedency.

5 1 . It is, as was formerly observed, the part of the heraldt

to settle the order or precedency of all those assembled in

public meetings. The rules by which the precedency of

individuals is ascei'lained, seem to be more fixed and de-

terminate in England, than with us of Scotland. Sir Wil-

liam Blackstonc, in his commentaries on the laiu of England,

book i. chap. 12, gives a Table of Precedence, which is here

copied as the most safe authority.

TABLE OF PRECEDENCE.

The King.

The King's Children and Grand-children.

Brethren.

Uncles.

Nephews.
The Archbishop of Canterbury.

Lord Chancellor or Keeper, if a baron.

Archbishop of York.

Lord Treasurer.

Lord President of the Council. ^ If Barons.

Lord Privy Seal.

. llfl

~1Lord Great Chamberlain.

Lord High Constable.

Lord Marshall.

Lord Admiral.

Lord Steward of the Household.

Lord Chamberlain of do.

Dukes.
Marquisses.

Dukes eldest sons.

Earls.

Marquisses eldest sons.

Dukes younger sons.

Viscounts.

Earls eldest sons.

Marquisses younger sons.

Secretary of State, if a Bishop.

Bishop of London.
Durham.
Winchester.

Bishops.

Secretary of State, if a Baron.

Barons.

Speaker of the House of Commons.
Lords Commissioners of the Great Seal.

Viscounts eldest sons.

Earls younger do.

Barons eldest do.

Knights of the Garter.

Privy Counsellors.

Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Chancellor of the Duchy.
Chief Justice of the King's Bench.
Master of the Rolls.

Chief Justice Common Pleas.

Chief Baron of the Exchequer.
Judges and Barons of the Coif
Knights Bannerets Royal.

Viscounts younger sons.

Barons do. do.

Baronets.

Knights Bannerets.

Knights of the Bath.

Knights Bachelors.

Baronets eldest sons.

Xx

Above all peers of
^ their own degree.
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Knights eldest sons

Baronets youni^er do.

Knights do. do.

Colonels.

Serjeants at law.

Doctors (of Divinity, Law, Medicine.)

Esquires.

Gentlemen.
Yeomen.
Tradesmen.
Artificers.

Labourers.
-V. B. Married women and widows have the same rank

among each other as their husbands would have among
themselves, except such rank be merely professional or

oflRcial. And unmarried women to the same rank as their

eldest brothers would bear among men during the lives of

their fathers."

Father Menestrier has expressed the principal rules of

heraldry in a very few verses, which may easily be retained

in the memory.

"Le Blazon compose de differens emaux
N'a que quatre couleurs, deux panes, deuxmetaux.
Et les marques d'homieur qui suivent la naissance
Pistinguent la noblesse, et fontsa recompense.

Or, arcfent, sable, azure, gueules, sinople, vair,

IIcriT.iiic au naturel, etia couleur de chair,

Chef, pal, baiide, sai'to", fasce, barrs, ct bordure,

Oicveron, p-^'nla, orle, et crolx de diverse figure,

Et plusieurs aiitres corps nous peignent la valeur

Sans metal sur metal, ni couleur sur couleur.

Support, cimier, bourlet, cri de guerre, et devise,

ColUcrs, maiiteaiix, honneurs et marques de I'Eglisc,

Sont de I'art du blazon les pompeux ornements

;

Dont les corps sont tir^s de tous les elements,

Les astres, les rociicrs, fruits, flcui's, arbrcs, et plantcs,

Et tous les animaux en leui' formes diffe rentes,

Serventadistinguerlesfiefs et les maisons,

Et de communautes composent les blazons.

—Ue leur termes precis enoncer les figures

Selon qii'ils auront de diverges postures.

Le blazon plein echoit en partage a i'aisn^
;

Tout cadet doit briser comme il est ordonn£."
^brege, p. 62.

See the works of Menestrier, de la Colombiere, Palliot,

Henniker, Upton Uc Milituri Studio ; Johannes dt Bade
Aureo de Armis ; Spelman jisfiitogia ; Morgan's S/ihere of
Gencry ; Spencrus de Heraldica ; Favin Theatre d'Hon-
neur ; Guillim's Engliuli Heraldry ; Edmonstone's Eng-
glish Heraldry; Dallavvay's English Heraldry ; Nisbet's

Scots Heraldry ; Leigh (Hcarne's Eminent Antiquaries),

Carter, Camden {Remains) ; Sir George Mackenzie's
Treatise; Barlolus de jure Jirmorum ; Ducange, &c.

INDEX.

A
Abatements of honour, f3j
Anplc. 24
Annulet, p. 333
Atcht'd.24
Argeiu. 23
Arines parlantes, 17
Armories, opinions concerning

the antiquity of. 2—8
reasons for rt-(erring their

origin to the tourna-
ments, 9—14

introduced into France
ami England, 15, 16

fornterlv alienable, 20
Armed (lions,) 29
Azure, 23

B
BaiUone, 29
Banded, 28
Bannir, 2i
Bar, 25,6
Baron and femroe,arms in, 34
Barrulet, 25,6
Base point, 24
Batton, 25,4
Battled, 24
Bend and Bendlet, 25,3
Bevil, 24
Bezants, p. 333

Billets, p. 333

Bitris, 30
Blazon, origin of the term, 12
Blazoaing delined. 22

rules for, p. 333
Border, 25, 8

Buonaparte, heraldiy adopted by,
46

Cadency, marks of, 3l
Canton, 35, 18

Cardinals* insignia, 45
Cap of state, 44-

Centre point, 24
Cinfiueloil, 30
Civil dignity, marks of, 46
Closet, 25, 6
Coeur point, 24
Coins when first stamped with
arms, 9

Coleones, arms of the, Note, p.
327

Collar point. 34
Colours, origin of the, 14
Columbus, arms of, 18
Compartment, 48
Con. puny, 25, 8

Com essiun, arms of, 20
Cgntre ermiae, 23

Cbntre charged, 29
Contre vair, 23
Coronets, 43
Couped,28
Couple close, 25, 13
Coupy,24
Cottuc, 25, 2
Cnnchant (lion,) 29
Coward lion, 29
(.renelle, 24
Crescents, 27
Crest, 39
Crosses, 25, 13
Crosslet, 25, 12
Crowns, 43

D
Dancett^, 24
Debruised, 29
Devices, 40,41
Diaper^, p. 334
Dignity, inarks of, among the an-

cients, 6
marks of. 19
marks of, 45, 46

Dimidiatioii, 34

Eagle-!. 30
Ecartite, 24
Embowtd. 30
Enaleron, 25, 8

Endorse, 25, 2
Endorsed, 29
Entoir^. 35,

8

Enurn^, 25. 8

Ensign, and its kinds, 21

Erased, 28
Ermine, eiminois, erniinites, 23
Escutcheon, 25, 7
Estoil, 27

Faire fenetre,13
Falcons, 30
F*^ss,25, 5

File, 25, 19
Fish, 30
Fissure, 25, 3
Fitclied,25, 12
Flanche, 25, 10

Fla^que, 25, 10
Flanque points. 24
Florj'-cuunter-floi7,25,9

Flowers, blazoning by, 23
Fnt, 25, 14
Fuzd, 21

Funeral escutcheon, 50

Galeae hastitudiales, iz

Garter, 25,3
order ofthe, 47

Gebelin, M. Court de, 2, 17

Genealogical pennon, 34
Gentleman, 50
Gideon, 21
Giron, 25, 16

Golpes, p. 724
Gonfaloniere, 21
Gonfanor),21
Greeks, armoiial ensigns of the,
3—7

Gules, 23
Guttes, p. 333
Gutty, ib.

H
Haurient, 30
Helmets, 36
Henry the Fowler, 3, 12

Heraldry, delinition of, I

origin of, 2—14

probably arose at tlie

time of the tourna-
ments, 9 14

introduced into France
and England, 15, id

Hurts, p. 724

Ibex, 30
Impaling, 34
Indented. 24
Ingr^iled, 24
Ingrafting, 34
Invecked, 24
Issuaut, 29

Jambe, 29
Jeiloped, 30
Jesied, 30
Jews, armories asctibed to the,

3.7

Knighthood, marks of, 47
Knights-service, armories denot-

ing, 19

Label, 25, 19, 31
Lambrequin, 37

Lanpued, 29
Lions in all their forms, 29
Lozenge, 21

M
Mantles, 37
Mantling, 37

Marshaliing of coats, 34

Martlets, 30, 31

Mascles, p. 333
Meirre, 23
Montegres, 30
Morgan, 2, 21
Mortue, 29
Motto, 40
Mullets, 27
Mushetoui-s, 23

Naiant. 30
Naissant, 29
Nebule, 24
Nombril, or navel point, 24
Nowy, 24, 29

Ogresses, p. .^33

Ombre de suleit, 27
Or. 2
Ordinaries, 25
Grle, 25, 9
Orleans, the Maid of, her arms,

13

Pale, 25, 2

Pallet, 25,2
Papillone, p. 333

Party, 24
Passant, 29
Pat tee, 24
Pavilion, 49
Pean. 23
PeUet,p.33J
Pennons, 21

Pile, 25. 15

Planets, blazoning by, 23
Planets. p. '^3

Points of the shield, 24
Pomeis, p. 133

Pope, insignia of the, 45
Potent, 23
Precedence, 51

Precious stones, blazoning by, 23

Prelates" insignia. 45
Pretence, escutcheon of, 34
Proper, 23
Purpur, 23

Quarter, 25, 17
(^uarterings, 34
Quatrefoil, 30

R
Rabbinical annories, 7
Rflgule, 24
Hampunt, 29
Rapin, 29

Rayonne, 24
Regardant, 29
Regno, 45
Repartition, linei of, t4
Ribbon, 25, 8

Sable, 23
Saltier, 25, 11

Sanguine, 23
Scotland, blazon of, 49
Seals, when first arms were en-
graved on, 9

Stm^e,34
Segreant, 29
Shield, 21
Sinople, 23
Standard, 21
Supporters, origin of, 42

who Iiave a right to bear,
in England ib.

who have a nght to bear,
in Scotland, ib>

Surcoat, 21
Surmounted, 35,

4

T
Tabart, 21
Taille. 24
Tenoy, 23
Tiara, 45
I'ierce. 24
Timbre, its paits esplaiaed in
36—39

Tinctures, 23
Tombs, when first armories were

used on, 9
Torteaux, p. 333
Tortille, 28
Tournaments, 9*>l4
Trefoil, 30
Tressure, 25,

9

Unde. 24
Urde, 24

Vair. 23
Vt rdoy^. 25,

8

Verget, 25,

2

Vert. 23
Voided, 25, 5
Voider, 25, 10
Volet, 37

WaTey,24
Wreath, 38
WyyeriUi 30

W
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HERAT is a city of Persia, and formerly the capital of

Khorabsin. It is the ancient ^ha or Artacoana, the capital

of Ariana. Herat is situated in a spacious and highly cul-

tivated plain, encircled by lofty mountains, and traversed

by the river Herirood, which runs into the Caspian Sea

near Zaweh. The city, which covers an area of four square

miles, is surrounded with a lofty wail and a wet ditch, and

is defended by a citadel in the western face, which is a small

square castle, built upon a mound with burnt brick, and

flanked with towers at the angles. On each face of the city

is a gate, and two in the northern face, and from each gate

a spacious and well supplied bazar leads to the centre of

the town. The street which leads from the southern gate

to the cattle-market, opposite to the citadel, is covered with

a vaulted roof Independent of the public fountains on
either side of the Bazars, almost every house has a separate

fountain of water. The principal public buildings are the

residence of the prince, and the chief mosque. The former
is a mean building, with a common gateway. In the front

of the building is an open square, with the gallows in the

centre. The mosque, which is called the Mesghed Jama,
was formerly a magnificent building, and covered a space
of eight hundred square yards. It is now, however, falling

rapidly into decay.

Herat carries on a very extensive trade, and has there-

fsre received the appellation of Bunder or Port. It is the

emporium of the commerce carried on between Cabul,
Cashmere, Bukhara, Hindostan, and Persia. Cabul sup-
plies the inhabitants of Herat with shawls and raw sugar,
chintz, muslin, leather, and Tartary skins, which they ex-
port to Meshed, Yezd, Kerman, Ispahan, and Tehraun,
and receive in return dollars, tea, china-ware, broad cloth,

copper, pepper, and sugar-candy. Kerman furnishes dates
and shawls, and they receive carpets from Ghaen. The
staple commodities of Herat, are silks, saffron, and assa-

fcetida, which are exported to Hindostan. The gardens
are filled with mulberry trees for the use of the silk worms,
and the assafoetida is produced on the plains and hills near
the city. The trade is principally carried on by the Hin-
doos, who alone possess capital and credit, and who are

highly distinguished by the government, in consequence
of their great comfnercial concerns.

The severity which sometimes characterises the winte''

at Herat, is often injurious to the crops ; but nothing can
surpass the fertility of the plain, which produces the most
abundant crops of wheat, barley, and every kind of fruit

known in Persia. The roses in the vicinity of the town
are so plentiful, that it has obtained the name of Sargultzar,

or the city of roses. The cattle are small, and by no means
numerous, but the broad tailed sheep are abundant. The
revenue of the town is estimated at 4^ lacks of rupees. It

is raised by a tax on caravanseras, shops, and gardens, and
a duty on exports and imports. The town is governed by
Prince Hadjy Firooze, son of the late king of Cabul, who
pays an annual tribute of 50,000 rupees to Persia. The
population of Herat is 100,000, of whom 10,000 are Patans,

600 Hindoos, and the remainder Afghans, with a few Jews.
East Long. 63° 14', North Lat. 34° 12'. See Macdonald
Kinneir's Geografihkal Memoir of the Persian Empirei p.

181—183.

HERAULT is the name of one of the departments of
France, formed out of the dioceses of St Flour, Lodeve,
Moptpellier, Bezieres, and Agde in Lower Languedoc.
It is bounded on the north by the departments of the Gard
and the Aveyron, on the west by those of the Tarn and the
Aude, on the south by that of the Aude and the sea, and on
east by the Gard. Its principal rivers are the Herault
and the Orbe ; the Herault passes by Pezenas, and runs
into the sea at Agde. The Orbe waters Bezieres. This

department consists of hills, vallies, and plains of different

soils. It produces all sorts of grain, wines, brandy, olives,

chesnuts, fruits, silk, verdigris, and salt. The trade of the
department is greatly facilitated by the canal of the South,
which begins at Cette, passes witnin 12 myriameters of
Montpellicr, coasts along the Meditei-raiiean, and after

passing before Agde, it re-asceuds to Bezieres and from
this, after crossing the Orbe, it goes on to Narbonne. The
woods in this department arc very fine, but not nuineious.
They occupy only from 28 to 29 hectares, or from 54 to 55
acres, one half of which belongs to the nation. The con-
tributions in 1803 were 334,317 francs. The principal
towns are

Montpellier, the capital, 33913
Bezieres, 142 il

Lodeve, 7843
St Pons, 4506
The population of the department is 291,957

See France.
' HERCULANEUM, is an ancient city of Italy, situated

on the Bay of Naples, and supposed to liave been cither
founded by Hercules, or in honour of him, 1250 years be-
fore the Christian era. About 957 years later, the Romans
seem to have taken possession of the city, and to have re-

tained it ever after. In the year 63, it suffen'd scvcreiy
from an earthquake, which, according to Seneca, occa-
sioned the total ruin of part of it, and left the remainder in

a tottering state. But in the year 79, an eruption of Vesu-
vius, for the first time exiiibiting volcanic fires to the exist-

ing generation, buried the whole many feet deep, under
repealed showers of stones and ashes; while other cities

were overwhelmed by torrents of liquid kiva, or swallowed
up by the earthquakes which accompanied them.

Cuncta jacent Jiammis et tristi meisci favilla. M.ikthl.

All memorials of the devoted cities were lost; and dis-
cussions on the places they had once occupied, were excit-
ed only by some obscure passages in the classical authors.
Si.x successive eruptions contributed to lay them still deep-
er under the surface. But after sixteen centuries had
elapsed, a peasant, in digging a well beside his cottage in
1711, obtained some fragments of coloured marble, which
attracted attention. Regular excavations were made, un-
der the superintendance of Stendardo, a Neapolitan archi-
tect ; and a statue of Hercules, of Greek workmansliip, and
also a mutilated one of Cleopatra, were withdrawn from
what proved to be a temple in the centre of the ancient
Herculaneum.
Twenty or thirty years afterwards, the king of the two

Sicilies, with a laudable love of science, directed a com-
plete search to be marie among the remaiiis of the subter-
raneous city, and all the antiquities to be preserved. This
was long and ardently prosecuted; and the entrance is now
gained by a narrow passage, descending gradually to more
than 70 feet from the surface, where it branches into nu-
merous alleys leading to different streets and buildings.
Neither the precise extent or population of Herculaneum
can be ascertained, though it is probable that both were
considerable ; and we know that it was a city of the second
order. All the streets run in straight lines; they are pav-
ed with blocks of lava, which indicates the vicinity of more
ancient volcanic eruptions ; and there is, for the most part,
an elevated foot-path along their sides, for the convenience
of pedestrians. The houses, whose exterior does not
seem to have been ornamental or regular, consisted oidy
of one story, built of brick. The walls of many are thrown
out of the perpendicular, and some are covered with co
loured stucco, upon which are executed paintings in fres-

Xs 2
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CO. From the general appearance exhibited by ihe differ-

ent edifices, we may safely conjectuie that tlie volcanic

matter consisted of very fine dust, or ashes, which fell in re-

peated showers, and perhaps in a humid state, until the city

was totally buried under it. Indeed it was so fine, that the

most perfect impressions of the objects thus covered were

imprinted there, and, on their being now removed, the ca-

vity may serve for a plaster or metallic cast. By this means
innumerable articles were preserved entire, and scarce-

ly displaced from their original position, for the incumbent

load received gradual accessions, unaccompanied by any

extraordinary degree of heat or violence.

The remains of several public buildings have been dis-

covered, which have possibly sMffercd from subsequent

convulsions. Among these are two temples, one of them
150 feet bv 60, in which was found a statue of Jupiter.

A more extensive edifice stood opposite to these, forming

a rectangle of 228 feet by 132, supposed to have been ap-

propriated for the courts of justice. The arches of a por-

tico surrounding it were supported by columns ; within it

was paved with marble ; the walls were painted in fresco
;

and bronze statues stood between 42 columns under the

roof.

Before the year ITSS, the theatre was discovered; the

size of which has afforded some conjectures regarding the

population of Herculaneum. The building was nearly en-

tire; very little had been displaced ; and wo see in it one of
the best specimens extant of the architecture of the ancients.

It seems to have had two principal gates, with inscriptions

over the architraves of each, besides seven entrances, call-

ed vomitoria, communicating with the benches. Many
columns and pilasters, with laboured entablatures, appeared
in the Proscenium, and some supported bronze or marble
statues. The walls were covered with paintings in the

arabesque, and the floor paved with marble ; that of the

orchestra, consisting of the finest yellow antique, is pre-

served nearly entire ; and similar decorations adorned the

various apartments connected with the theatre. Twenty-
five rows of high and wide marble benches accommodated
the audience ; which, rising gradually above each other,

gave a full and distinct view of the arena below. The
greatest diameter of the theatre, taken at the highest ben-

ches, is 234 feet ; whence it has been computed, that it

could contain 10,000 persons, which proves the great popu-
lation of the city. This theatre was rich in antiquities,

independent of that ornamental part to which we have al-

ready alluded. Statues, occupying niches, represented

the muses ; scenic masks were imitated on the entablatures;

and inscriptions were engraven on different places. Ana-
logous to the last were several large alphabetical Roman
characters in bronze, and a number of smaller size, which
had probably been connected in some conspicuous situation.

A metallic car was found, with four bronze horses attached

to it, nearly of the natural size ; but all in such a state of

decay, that only one, and the spokes of the wheels, also of

metal, could be preserved. A beautiful white marble sta-

tue of Venus, only 18 inches high, in the same attitude as

the famous Venus de IVIedicis, was recovered ; and either

here, or in the immediate vicinity, was found a colossal

bronze statue of Vespasian, filled with lead, which twelve

men were unable to move ; besides many objects entire,

there were numerous fragments of others, extremely inter-

esting, which had been originally impaired, or were injur-

ed by attempts to obtain them. The Herculaneans are

said to have' had a particular taste for theatrical entertain-

ments ; and some authors have maintained, that, disregard-

ing the danger which menaced them, they remained so in-

tent on the performance, that both here, and at Pompeii,
they were surprised by the eruption of Vesuviusj and bu-

ried under it. But wc may reasonably conclude, that, with
regard to Herculaneum, the theatre did not suffer materi-
ally from the earthquake, and that it was not attended with
the destruction of the spectators. Remarkably few skele-

tons have been found in this city, though many occur in the
streets of Pompeii ; but one appears under the threshold
of a door, with a bag of money in his hand, as if in the atti-

tude of escaping, leaving its impression in the surroundings
volcanic matter. Nevertheless, it might be heie, as we
are told of a different city, where the Emperor Nero, ap-

pearing on the stage, was surprised by a sudden earth-

quake ; but the audience had time to escape, and the thea-

tre fell without doing any injury. A similar incident oc-

curred within these few years at Naples, where the decora-

tions of the theatre were in visible motion before the terrified

spectators, but the strength of its parts resisted the shock.

The exfodialion was prosecuted along the walls of the

buildings, turning the corners, and entering by the doors

and windows as they occurred. Two marble equestrian

statues of the finest workmanship, which had been erected

in honour of the two consuls, Balbi and son, were found op-

posite to the theatre: and in prosecuting the researches into

the public edifices and private houses, or even through the

streets, the workmen met with many l.hings worthy of ob-

servation. A well, now containing good water, was seen

surrounded by a parapet, and covered by an arch which had
excluded the ashes. A capacious bath of a circular form
was penetrated, and also repositories of the dead, still

more ancient than the overthrow of Herculaneum. Frag-

ments of columns of various coloured marble, beautUul mo-
saic pavements entire, and mutilated statues, were abun-

dantly disseminated among the ruins. Some of the pave-

ment, representing figures, has been taken up and again

disposed in its original order, in a spacious museum pre-

pared for the reception of the antiquities- The public

edifices afforded a copious collection corresponding to their

different uses ; but many were utterly destroyed, such as

the statues in the building containing forty-two columns.

Numerous sacrificial implements, however, such as pate-

rae, tripods, cups, and vases, were recovered in excellent

preservation, and even some of the knives with which the

victims are conjectured to have been slaughtered. Nume-
rous domestic utensils employed in the exercise of the

arts, and contributing to the amusements of the existing

generation, were all preserved.

When we reflect that 1600 years have elapsed since the

destruction of tliis city, an interval which has been mark-
ed by numerous revolutions, both in the political and men-
tal state of Europe, a high degree of interest must be ex-
perienced in contemplating the venerable remains of anti-

quity recovered from the subterraneous city of Hercula-
neum. Pliny the Younger, in his letters, brings the Ro-
mans, their occui^tions, manners, and customs, before us.

He pictures in feeling terms the death of his uncle, who
perished in the sa^ne eruption as the city we now des-

cribe : and that event is brought to our immediate notice

by those very things which it was the means of preserving.

Among these we see the various articles which administer-

ed to the necessities and the pleasures of the inhabitants,

the emblems of their religious sentiments, and the very

manners and customs of domestic life.

Articles in vast variety were obtained from the houses,

wherein the beams appeared as if converted to charcoal;

but it is to be observed, that all the remains of wood exhi-

bit the same aspect to the very heart. They are not com-
sumed or turned to ashes, owing probably to the exclusion

of the external air by the showers of volcanic matter. It is

singular, that while wood, which has remained during ages

buried in the earth, or immersed in water, acquires addi-
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tional consistence, this has entirely lost what it possessed.

Pieces of thin and delicate texture have preserved tiieir

shape, but blocks of a large size are converted throughout

to charcoal.

If the subjects recovered from Herculaneum be class-

ed according to their value, f,hc statues should be enume-
rated first, both as being of the finest workmanship and of the

most difficult execution. Some are colossal, some of tlic natu-

ral size, and some in miniature ; and the materials of their

formation are'either clay, marble, or bronze. They represent

all different objects, divinities, heroes, or distinguished

persons; and in the same substances, especially bronze, tliere

are the figures of many animals. Sculpture, in its various

branches, had attained a high degree of perfection among
the ancients ; their religious prejudices and manners great-

ly contributed to the perfection of the art; and we have
ocular demonstration, that the reputation of their celebrat-

ed artists was not overrated, Paintings are interesting, but

the small portion of the object represented, renders them
far less so than statues which afford complete imitations,

and are thence to be ranked as the most precious relics of

antiquity. Here there are two statues seven feet high of

Jupiter, and a woman in clay ; and two of gladiators, in

bronze, about to combat, are much admired. The same
may be said of Nero in bronze, naked and armed as a Jupi-

ter fona?!», with a thunderbolt in his hand. A Venxis /ludica

of white marble in miniature, is extremely beautiful, and al-

so the statue of a female leaving the bath. In the year

1758, a fine bronze statue of a naked Mercury, supposed
to have been the work of a Greek artist, was discovered:

and in the course of the excavations extending beyond the

confines of the city, a Silenus, with a tiger, sometimes his

attribute, was found, which had formerly adorned a foun-

tain. Several fauns or other sylvans, with vases on their

shoulders, were obtained in the vicinity of Silenus, which
are of bronze; and it is singular to observe, that the younger
figures have silver eyes, a disagreeable deformity some-
times adopted in marble statues. The figure and attitude

of a drunken faun, stretched on a lion's skin, and supported
by one full of liquor, presents all that vacuity of thought
and sensation of animal pleasure which accompany ebriety:

another faun asleep, as large as life, presents a state of ab-
solute repose. We have named two fine equestrian statues

of full Size. There is also a bronze equestrian statue of an
armed Airiazon, only sixteen inches high. There are ma-
ny elegant staivies of the goddesses and graces only eight
or ten inches in height : and we likewise see some of the
monstrous Egyptian divinities with which the Ilercula-

neans were acquainted. Several fine busts or simple heads
of the ancient philosophers, as Zeno, or Epicurus, stood in

the houses; the name being inscribed below, or on a pe-

destal. Bas-reliefs likewise occurred, but few coins or
medals. Gold coins of Augustus were found, and silver me-
dallions, two or three inches in diameter, bearing uncertain
devices.

The ancient pictures of Herculaneum are of the utmost
interest, not only from the freshness and vividness of co-

lour, but from the nature of the subjects they represent.

All are executed in fresco ; they are exclusively on the
walls, and generally on a black or red ground. It has been
supposed, from passages in the classics, that the ancients

used only four colours, white, black, yellow, and red ; but
here are added blue and green.* Some are of animated
beings, large as life, but the majority are in miniature.
Every different subject of antiquity is depicted here: dei-

ties, human figures, animals, landscapes foreign and domes-
tic, anda variety of grotesque beings. Sports and pastimes,

theatrical performances, sacrifices, all enter the catalogue.

Having occasion afterwards to speak cursorily of some of

these subjects, we sliall content ourselves with observing,
that they are more remarkable for variety tlian for their in-

trinsic quality. One of larger size foinid in a temple, and
the most celebrated, represents Theseus vanquishing the

Minotaur, which lies stretched at his feet, with the head of

a bull and the body of a man. A female, supposed to be
Ariadne, and three children, form part of the gioup. This,
along with a picture, composed of several figures as large
as life, of which Flora is the most conspicuous, adorned a
temple of Hercules; each is six or seven feet high and five

broad. Another represents Chiron teaching Achilles the

lyre ; and female centaurs are seen suckling their young.
The interior of a shoeniakcr's shop is exposed on a smaller
scale; a feast, baskets of fruit, a grasshopper driving a par-
rot yoked to a car, a cupid guiding swans in the same
manner, and many allegorical subjects are represented. It

is impossible vvitliin these limited bounds to enumerate
their varieties, but we shall immediately refer the reader
to a specific woik upon the subject, from which much en-
tertainment will be derived. The king, desirous of pre-
serving these pictures, directed them to be sawed out of
the walls, a work of great labour and perseverance, after

which they were put in shallow frames and kept in the
museum.

It is said that a triremis or vessel, with three banks of oars,

was discovered, with the iron or copper tackle and wood
work complete, and that a drawing was taken of it; but the
more material parts immediately fell to dust. A sea piece
with vessels is among the paintings.

It is extraordinary, that numbers of perishable sub-
stances should have resisted the corrosions of time. Many
almonds in the shell, imprinted with all the lines and fur-

rows characterising their ligneous envelope, were dug
out of the ruins of Herculaneum ; figs and some kinds of
wild apples were in preservation ; and a sort of pine cone
yet growing in tlie woods of Italy, the seeds of which are

now ate, or used for culinary purposes. Grain, such as bar-

ley, and also beans and peas, remained entire, of a black
colour, and offering resistance to pressure. The stones of
peaches and apricots are common, thus denoting the fre-

quency of two trees reputed indigenous in Armenia and
Persia. But what is still more singular, a loaf, stamped
with the baker's name in Roman characters, or the quality

of the wheat, was taken from an oven, and was apparently
converted to charcoal. Different parts of plants, prepared
for pharmacy, were obtained from the dwellings of tliosc

who had been apothecaries. After such an amazing lapse

of time, liquids have been found approaching to a fluid state

—an instance of which cannot be sufficiently admired in

a phial of oil conceived to be that of olives. It is white,

greasy to the touch, and emits the smell of rancid oil. An
earthen vase was foimd in tlie cellars containing wine,

which now resembles a lump of porous dark violet colour-

ed glass. We acknowledge, however, that there is great
difficulty in comprehending how this change should have
taken place. The ancients speak of very thick wines, re-

quiring dilution previous to use, whicfi would keep 200
years, and would then acquire the consistence of honey.
Eggs are also said to have been found whole and empty.
Solid pitch was found at the bottom of a vessel, wherein it

had probably melted, as it afterwards did from heat in the
museum at Portici, which stands near the entrance to the
subterraneous city.

An entire set of kitchen furniture has been collected,

which displays several utensils exactly similar to our own.

* See Sir Humphry Day's interesting paper on the colours used by the ancients, in the P/dl- Trans, for 1815.—Ed.
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The copper pans, instead of being tinned, are internully coat-

ed with bilvei', probably a belt r pi-ecauuoii,as more ol lUe

poisonous niet;ilsare e'xpeiicd from the latter. These have

not been attacked by veicligrease, whence the ancients per-

haps understood some branches of metallurgy as well as

the moderns. Here is a large brass cauldron, three ieet

in diameter, and fourteen inches deep, an urn or boiler for

hot water similar to those on our tables, and also having a

cylinder in the centre for a heater. There are pestles and

mortars, and all kinds ofimplements for cutting out and

figuring pastry ; and, in short, a complete culinary appara-

tus. Utensils of finer qualiiy were likewise collected, which

had been employed at tables, as silver goblets, and vases,

silver spoons, and the remnants of knives. But froni the

absence of forks, both among the other remains and in pic-

tures, it is doubtful how far they were known to the an-

cients. It is probable, indeed, that their invention and com-

mon use are to be dated several centuries later.

Several articles belonging to personal ornament and de-

coration occurred : We'shall not speak of the colours still

in a condition fit for painting, because it is questioned whe-

ther they were such as it is known the ladies of that gene-

ration were accustomed to use for more oidinary purposes.

Besides, they aie red, blue, and yellow. Those with which

females heightened their complexion were prepared both

from minerals and vegetables, the latter being chiefly ma-

rine plants. Two silver bodkins, with which they pinned

up their hair, eight inches in length, are preserved ; the

end of one appropriately sculptured with a Venus adjust-

ing her tresses before a looking-glass held by Cupid. Gold

armlets, bracelets, necklaces with pieces of plate gold sus-

pended to them as a locket, are preserved. Small nets al-

so with fine meshes, which some have supposed the la-

dies employed to tie up their hair; and others of coarser

texture, which must have been used for other purposes.

Pieces of cloth, coloured red on one side, and black on the

other, were found on the breast of a skeleton ; the texture

of which, whether silk, woollen, linen, or cotton, antiquaries

have not been able to decide. Very few jewels are discovered,

which favours the idea of the inhabitants having had time to

escape. There was a wooden comb, with teeth on both sides,

closer on one of them than on the opposite ; and portions

of gold lace fabricated from the pure metal. Sandals of

laced cords are seen, though it is more commonly believed

that leatner was in general use among the Italians ; and a

folding parasol, absolutely similar to what we-esteem a mo-
dern invention, was likewise discovered.

There is kept in the museum a case of surgeon's instru-

ments, complete, with pincers, spatulas, and prebes ; also

a box supposed to have contained unguents; and pieces of

marble, employe.! in braying pharmaceutical substances.

A variety of carpenters' and masons' tools,as chissels, com-
passes, and trowels, were found, resembling our own ; and

bolts and nails, all of bronze.

The weights and measures of the ancients have excited

considerable discussion, which those preserved in Hercu-
laneum may elucidate : Different balances appear, of

which the most common is analogous to the Roman steel-

yard : but those with flats for scales, though wanting the

needle, are likewise seen. The weights are either of mar-

ble or metal, of all gradations up to thirty pounds; and from

the marks exhibited by a set, well made of black marble,

in a spherical shape, it is supposed the pound was divided

into eight parts. A weight is inscribed erne on one side,

and liabebis on the other. There are pocket long measures,

folding up like our common foot rule, which may throw

some ligliton the length of theRoman foot. Neat copper

vases are supposed to have been measures for grain; the

capacity of one is 191 cubic inches.

The various implements for writing repeatedly occur-

red ; and among the pictures is a ieinale apparently lis-

tening to dictation. That the ancients were perfectly ac-

quainted with the art of making glass is proved by the

varieties discovered in these exfodiations. Considerable

numbers of phials and botltes, chiefly of an elongated

shape, are preserved; they arc of unequal thickness, much
heavier than glass of ordinary manufacture, and of a green

colour. Vessels of cut white glass have bijen found, and

also while plate glass, which antiquaries suppose was used

in lining chambers, called camera vitree. Coloured glass,

or artificial gems, engraved, fretjuently occur : and the

paintings exhibit crystal vessels. We may remark in this

place, that any one who studies the antiquities of Hercula-

neum, will lind his researches greatly facilitated by frequent

reference to the epigrams of Martial, whom nothing used

in ordinary life seems to have escaped.

The beauty and variety of the vases have attracted par-

ticular notice, and they serve as excellent models for the

moderns ; for all the skill of the ancient artists seems to

have been exhausted in their execution. There is one pre-

served four feet in diameter of fine white marble ; others

are of earthen-ware or silver, and the majority of bronze

or copper. Some are low, wide, and flat; others tall and

narrow, plain, fluted, or sculptured. Sacrificial vases were
supported on tripods, whose construction seems to have

been attended with equal care. Some of the latter are

richly sculptured with real and imaginary figures of men
and animals. One is ornamented with three lions heads,

and is supported by as many paws: another rests on three

Priapeian satyrs of elegant workmanship, or on the feet of

eagles. The god of the gardens seems to have been treat-

ed with peculiar regard by the Herculaneans. He appears

with all his attributes, of every possible variety, figure, and

dimensions, in tripods, lamps, and household utensils. The
articles on this subject are so common as to constitute a

large branch of curious antiques, concerning the emblematic

use of which we can only entertain conjectures. Several tri-

pods are very ingeniously constructed, so that the feet may
be closed or expanded by double sets of hinges. Endless

diversity and infinite elegance are displayed in the lamps

and candelabra, which are now affording models for the

works of the moderns; but we do not know whether chan-

deliers have been discovered, at least they are so rare, that

we may doubt whether the inhabitants often resorted to

lights from wax or resinous substances. Sometimes a lamp

appears as a shell, sometimes as a bird ; then a human
fi.^ure, or resembling a quadruped. The vases, lamps, and

tripods, were particularly used in sacrifices, several of

which are represented in the pictures; and among others,

are sacrifices to the Egyptian deities. There were many
funeral urns and sepulchral lamps, such as those regarding

which vague ideas have been entertained as formed for

containing perpetual fire.

In regard to sports and pastimes, numerous remains ren-

der us familiar with those of the ancients. Here we find

dice, with the same disposal of points on a cube ; and dice-

boxes of bone or ivory, like those now used, besides some

of a flattish shape. Several are false, being loaded on one

side t and the manner of throwing the dice appears on a

picture. No musical instruments were found but the sis-

trum, which we imperfectly understand, cymbals, and

flutes of bone or ivory, are yet obtained. However, a con-

cert is represented on a picture sixteen inches square, con-

taining a lyrist, a player on a double flute, probably by a

mouth piece, and a female apparently singing from a leaf

of music ; besides other two figures. Several theatrical

masks, of different fashions, were found in clay and metal,

along with moulds for their formation. Their use in dra-
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matic representations, regarding which the reader may
consult a work by Ficoroni, is well known, and is the sub-

ject of many of the pictures. The thealre, we repeat, was

a favourite resort of the ancients ; and same ivory tickets

of admission, with the author's name, and that of the piece,

are preserved from Herculaneum. Rope-dancing is ex-

hibited on the pictures, wherein all the modern dexterity,

of playing on musical instruments, pouring out liquids into

cups, and other feats of address are shewn. The most

elegant and graceful of the Herculaneum pictures are per-

haps female dancers, suspended as it were among the

clouds.

It is to be observed in general, with regard to the nu-

merous articles relative to this brief detail, that the quality

of the statutes infinitely surpasses that of the pictures

;

and that the vases, tripods, lamps, and candelabra, are

frequently of the finest workmanship. Of many once com-
plete, only fragments at this day remain; and while gold,

silver, bronze, or clay, remain entire, iron has altogether

wasted away.

After a vast collection of antiquities had been made, the

king resolved on publishing a laborious and expensive

work, containing engravings of those which appeared most
curious. In the course of thirty-eight years, from 1754

to 1792, this was accomplished in nine folio volumes, in-

cluding the pictures, bronzes, lamps, and candelabra : The
first is devoted to a catalogue, five to pictures, two to the

bronzes, and one to the lucerne. No less than 738 pic-

tures are named in the catalogue, and the other articles

are proportionally numerous. The work was, with royal

munificence, presented to the principal public libraries

in Europe ; but owing to the succession of the king of the

Sicilies to the crown of Spain, it is seldom to be seen

complete. At the same time, it has been affirmed, that

some of the engravings of the pictures appear with a per-

fection and delicacy which do not belong to the originals,

although their general character be not lost.

In penetrating an apartment of a villa in the neighbour-
hood of Herculaneum, a number of supposed pieces of

charcoal were carried off, which, by accidental fracture,

exposed the remains of letters, and proved so many an-

cient manuscripts. Here Camillo Paderni, the keeper
of the museum, buried himself during twelve days, and
succeeded in carrying away 337 manuscripts ; and, by
subsequent careful research, the total number recovered

now exceeds 1800. They were in various stages of decay ;

some so much disfigured and obliterated, thai nothing

could be determined regarding their nature from the be-

ginnin,g. However, the king instituted a society for in-

vestigating them completely. High expectations were '

formed by the European literati, of the knowledge which
would be acquired respecting the history, the manners,
and the customs of antiquity ; more especially as the mate-
rials themselves indubitably remounted to a period of more
than 1600 years. The manuscripts consisted of rolls,

scarcely a span in length, and two or three inches in thick-

ness, formed of pieces of Egyptian papyrus glued togetlier.

Some had a label in front, at one end of the roll, expos-
ing the name of the work, or the author, as it occupied
its place in the library. But the substance of the invo-

lutions was so crushed togetlier, the ink or pigment em-
ployed for the character had faded to such a degree, that,

united to the general injury which they had received
from time, an<i the heat to winch they had been exposed,
the opening of them seemed at first sight to be impracti-

cable. Accordingly, some snapped asunder like burnt
•wood, others flew into fragments, or they exposed nothing.

The assistance of Piaggi, a monk, was obtained from the

"Vatican, wlio invented an ingenious method of unfolding

the manuscripts without destruction, by means of a me-
chanical apparatus. The process was slow, but tolerably

certain ; and the first manuscript put on the machine, be-

ing unrolled in the year 1754, proved to be a treatise in

Greek capitals, written by Philodemus, an Epicurean Phi-

losopher, against music, with his name twice inscribed at

the end, or interior of the roll. Similar means were adopt-
ed with other manusciipls, and they were partly success-
ful. Almost the whole manuscripts are in Greek, very few
having hitherto been found in Latin j and some of the rolls

are forty or fifty feet in length. The entire surface of the roll

is divided into successive columns, resembling our ordi-

nary pages, each containing from forty to seventy lines in

different manuscripts, this being dependent on the size of

the roll ; but each line is only about two inches long, and
the column is no broader. In the original state, therefore,

the reader held the roll before his eyes with one hand,

while he unwound it with the other, as is represented by
some of the Herculean pictures. Uncommon difficulties

were experienced, from the decay of the substance, from
frequent blanks and obliterations within, and from the ab-

sence of punctuation. Four volumes, all by Philodemus,
were successively unrolled; and, in 1760, Piaggi reached

a fiftli by another author, on botany. But the king was in-

duced to order it to be withdrawn, and a sixth volume
was put on the machine, where it remained thirty-six

years. After twenty years preparation, the work on mu-
sic was published, with illustrations by Mazzocchi, a learn-

ed Italian, under the title Herculanensium voluminum qu<z

sufiersunt, tomus 1. Napoli, 1793. It must have been

anxiety for publication, not the desire of enlightening the

world, that led to the selection of this volume, reputed a

dull and controversial performance, which the most in-

genious commentary is incapable of enlivening. Cicero,

notwithstanding, has called the author ofitimum et doctis-

simum ; Piso, the supposed owner of the manuscripts,

derived his philosophy from him, and he was well skilled

in the polite literature of the period. In the course of

forty years from the discovery of the manuscripts, which

were gradually withdrawn, only eighteen were unfolded

The accession of Charles, indeed, to the crown of Spain,

and the death of Mazzocchi, had enervated the Herculaneaji

Society, which was renewed in 1787 by the Marquis

Caracioli, and the secretary of state tlienceforwaid placed

at its head. Yet the work advanced very tardily ; few-

persons were employed, either from the difficulty, or want

of interest in its prosecution ; and it was perhaps totally in-

terrupted by the political events which disturbed the peace

of Europe. Mean time, six of the manuscripts were

presented, along with other Herculaneum curiosities, to

Bonaparte in 1802, by the sovereign of the Sicilies, in

whose reign, indeed, we believe that both Philodemus

and the volume of Lucerne were published ; and ten vo-

hmnes are said to have been sent, on some occasion, to

the Prince of Wales.
At length a proposal was made on the part of this country,

to co-operate with ti)e Neapolitan government on a subject

so important to the dift'usion of literature as that of eluci-

dating the Herculaneum manuscripts ; and Mr Hayter,

chaplain to the Prince of Wales, was appointed, with a

regular coinmission to superintend their subsequent de-

veiopement. A parliamentary grant of 1200/. was next

obtained to aid its prosecution ; and Mr Hayter, having

commenced his operations under the most favourable

auspices in 1802, employed thirteen persons in unrolling,

deciphering, and transcribing. Some improvemenis seem
to have been attempted in the evolution of the manuscripts

by a chemical process; but of those subjected to it, we
are told that " the greatest part of each mass flew under
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this trial into useless atoms ; besides, not a character was

to be discovered upon any single piece : tlie dreadful

odour drove us all from the nuiseiim." Mr Hayter con-

tinued his operations from 1802 to 1806, during which

time he afTirms, that more than 200 papyri had been open-

ed wholly or in part, and he calculated that the lemainder

would have been unrolled and copied within six years

fiuther at latest. But as to the precise nature and descrip-

tion of these manuscripts, the accessions which literature

has gained or would gain by the work, we are only in-

formed that certain fac similes of some books of Epicu-
rus were engraved.

It cannot but be considered particularly unfortunate that

the public expectation, so repeatedly excited regarding

what are to appearance among the most interesting memo-
rials of antiquity, should be as often disappointed. Ad-
mitting every possible difficulty, and all the opposition

which might have been experienced, unquestionably there

were suflicient materials to make a specific report regard-

ing the state and description of the manuscripts, towards

the developement of wliich the public had so liberally

contributed.

In 1806, during Mr Hayter's operations, it became
necessary to evacuate Naples; but the existing govern-

ment acquainted him, that the king had prohibited the re-

moval of the manuscripts; and in the flight of the court,

every tiling was abandoned to the French, who seem to

have continued the assistance in unrolling and decipher-

ing as before. From the opposition which Mr Hayter
experienced, he could do nothing more than retire with

some of the fac similes to Palermo, where it appears he
superintended engravings of them. Yet misunderstand-
ings with the secretary of the state prevented him from
procuring a complete copy of the whole, until the British

ambassador interfered.

Ninety-four fac simile copies were then obtained, partly

engraved it would seem, and partly in manuscript. These
were carried to England by Mr Hayter on his final recall

in 1809, and |)resented by the Prince Regent to the uni-

versity of Oxford. However, a very confused and indis-

tinct account of the whole of this matter has reached the

public, which compels us to be thus brief regarding the
history of the Herculaneum manuscripts.

Perhaps it may ultimately be found that they are less

worthy of notice than was anticipated, particularly if we
are entitled to form any judgment regarding the rest,

from the inconsiderable portions that have already been
published. See jintic/dla d'Ercolano, 9 vols, in folio

;

Bayardi Prodomo (Idle ylntk/iita d'Ercolano ;
—JVotizie, del

Scofiri7nenta deW Antichita cicta d' Ercolmio ; Venuti De-
icrizione dtlle prime scoperte dell' Antichita citta d'Erco-
lano ; Murr de Pa/iyris Herculanensibus ; Drummond and
Walpole Herculanensia ; Hayter, Letter and Report on the

Herculaneum Manuscripts ; Philosophical Transactions for

1751, 1753, 1754, 1755, 1756 ; and Sir W. Hamilton Campi
Phlegrei, p. 58. (c)

HERCULES, one of the most illustrious heroes of
antiquity, and the first of the Dii Minorum Gentium, or
demi-gods. He was descended from the kings of Argos;
but in the Pagan mythology, he is said to have been the
son of Jupiter by Alcmena, the wife of Amphitryon, king
of Thebes. The period of his birth is uncertain ; Hero-
dotus places it about the year 1282, before the commence-
ment of the Christian sera ; and in Blair's Chronological
Tables, his death is placed in the year 1222 B. C.
The history of this celebrated personage consists of a

tissue of prodigies. His first, or what may be called his

infantine, exploits, were his strangling two serpents, which
were sent to destroy him in his cradle ; and his killing a
large lion, near his native city, Thebes. Next come those

adventures, which are commonly known by the name of
his twelve labours, undeitaken by order of Eurystheus,
and of a decree of the Delphian oracle, as it is said, by
way of expiation for the crime of killing the three chil-

dren which he had by his wife Megara, and in order to

acquire immortality. The first of these was his combat
and victory over the Cleonaean lion, in the forest of Neriiaea

;

the second, his conquest of the hydra, by which he is Siid

to have cleared the fens of Lerna, near Argos, of the ser-

pents that infested them, and which seemed to multiply
as fast as they were destioyed ; the third, his destruction
of the Erymanthiaii boar; the fourth, his slaying the brazen-
footed stag on Mount Menalus; the fifth, his shooting
the harpies, or stymphalides ; the sixth, his cleansing the
stables of Augeas ; the seventh and eighth, his destroying
the Cretan bull, and Diomede, the barbarous tyrant of
Tiirace, with his horses or mares who were fed on human
flesh ; the ninth, his combat with Geryon, who is generally
represented with three bodies; the tenth, his conquest of
the Amazons ; the eleventh, his dragging Cerberus up
from the infernal regions ; and the last, iiis killing the ser-

pent, or dragon, and carrying oflT the golden fruit from
the garden of the Hesperides. The remainder of his ex-
ploits were those which he undertook voluntarily; such as

his slaying the giant Antaeus, and Cacus, the notorious

robber of Italy, fixing pillars in the Tretum Gaditanum,
or Straits of Gibraltar, &c. It would appear, that tnis

redoubted champion was by no means insensible to the in-

fluence of the tender passion, or proof against the allure-

ments of vicious pleasure. The principal scene of his

effeminacies was in Asia, whilst he lived with Omphale,
queen of Lydia ; and he at length fell a sacrifice to the

jealousy of his wife, Deganira, who, dreading the influ-

ence of his passion for lole, the daughter of Eurytus,

king of .^chalia, poisoned his robe, so that he died in

great agonies on Mount Oeta. Ovid represents him as

preparing his own funeral pile, and laying himself upon
it with great composure.
Such is the substance of the traditional histories of this

celebrated hero of antiquity, whose adventures have afford-

ed ample materials to the sculptor and the poet. These
traditions seem to contain a mixture of truth and fable. It

appears from ancient authors, that there were several in-

dividuals of the name of Hercules, whose heroic actions

were probably exaggerated, and ascribed to one man ; and

to him, as his fame increased and spread abroad, was
likewise transferred the credit of all great and valorous

enterprises, the authors of which were unknown. Thus
the Theban Hercules became, as it were, the representa-

tive of heroism and manly virtue, according to tne no-

tions of antiquity. Accordingly it has been observed, that

none even of the twelve great pagan deities have so many
monuments relating to them, as Hercules. The famous
statue, called the Farnese Hercules, is well known. The
hero is there represented as resting after the last of his

twelve labours, leaning on his club, and holding in his

hand the apples of the Hesperides. In this, and in all the

other figures of him, he is formed by the breadth of his

shoulders, the spaciousness of his chest, the largeness of

his size, and the firmness of his muscles, to express pro-

digious strength, and a capacity of enduring great fatigue.

His other attributes are, his lion's skin, his club and his

bow. See Plate CCXXXIV. Fig. 2.

Hercules was peculiarly honoured among the Greeks,

by the epithet of Musagetes, the conductor of the Muses
;

and among the Romans, by that of Hercules Musarum. In

reference to these titles, he is represented, on medals, with

a lyre in his hand ; and the reverse is marked with the

figures of the nine Muses, with their appropriate sym-
bols, (z)
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HEREFORD is a town of England, in the huntlred of

Grimsvvoi-th, 135] miles W. N. W. from London. It is

situated on the left bank of the river Wye, over which it

has a stone bridge of six arches, constructed in the 15tli

century. The streets are in general wide : the inns arc

particularly good, one or two of tliem being equal to any in

the kingdom. The public buildings particularly worthy of

notice are, the cathedral, bishop's palace, college, county
gaol, and theatre. The general plan of the cathedral is that

of a cross. The interior is very interesting, though not

nearly so much so as it was before the removal of the se-

pulchral memorials, painted glass, &c. The see of Here-
ford comprehends Herefordshire, and part of Shropshire.

It is rated in the king's books at 768/. : its real value is

supposed to be about 3000/. The civil government of the

city is vested in a mayor, six aldermen, a common council

consisting of 31 members, an high steward, and a recorder.

It returns two members to Parliament, the right of election

being vested in the citizens and freemen, to the number of
about 1200. The situation of this city, on the banks of llie

Wye, would be extremely favourable to its trade, if the

navigation of that river were less precarious. The princi-

pal manufacture carried on is gloves. Cyder, grain; and
oak bark, are conveyed in considerable quantities down the

river to Bristol and other places ; and by means of the

same navigation, the city is supplied with coals from the
forest of Dean. This city suffered much during the wars
between the houses of York and Lancaster, and also during
the wars between Charles and his parliament. In 1803, its

population was 6828 ; in 1811, it amounted to 7306. See
Dunconibe's Agriculture of Hereford ; Beauties of Eng-
land and Wales ; vol. v. ; and Marshall's Rural Economy
of Gloucestershire, b*c. vol. ii. p. 221, &c. (w. s.)

HEREFORDSHIRE is an inland county in the west of
England, and on the borders of Wales. It is situated l>e-

tween 51° 53' 7", and 52° 29' 43" North Latitude, and 2°

28' 30" and 3° 19' 32" West Longitude from London. It

is bounded on the north by Shropshire ; on the west by the
counties of Radnor and Brecon, from the latter of which it

is separated by the Ilatterel Hills, or Black Mountains •> on
the south by Monmouthshire and Gloucestershire, being
sepai'ated from the former by the river Wye, and from the
latter, partly by the river Munnow ; and on the east it is

bounded by Worcestershire. Its outline forms nearly a
circle, but its circumference is made irregular by many
windings and indentations. The e.xtont, from Ludford on
the north to the opposite border, near Monmouth on the

south, is 38 miles ; and from Clifibrd on the West, to Crad-
ley on the east, 35 miles. Some detached parts are situated

beyond the general outline ; the parish of Farlow being
wholly insulated by Shropshire—that of Rochford by Wor-
cestershire ; Lytton hill by Radnorshire ; and a considera-
ble tract of land, called the Futhog, by Monmouthshire.
According to the original report to the Board of Agricul-
ture, the gross number of acres is 781,440; but in Mr
Buncombe's report they are stated to be only 600,000. In
the returns to Parliament respecting the poor rates, they
are stated at 621,440 ; while Mr Marshall estimates them
so high as 800,000. On the supposition that there are

600 000 acres, which is the most probable, it is computed
that 30,000 are the sites of towns, roads, water, &c. and
50,000 waste lands and woods; hence there are about
520,000 acres of cultivated ground ; a much larger propor-
tion than most of the other counties of England contain.

Herefordshire is divided into eleven hundreds, viz. Brox-
ash, which contains 26 parishes; Ewias Lacey, which con-
tains seven parishes ; Greylree, which contains 17 parishes;
Grimswonh, which contains 23 parishes; Huntingdon,
which contains eight parishes; Radiow, which contains 24

Vot. X. Part I.

parishes ; Stretl'ord, which contains 15 parishes ; Weblrce,
which contains 27 parishes; Wigmore, which contains U
parishes ; Wolphey, which contains 24 parishes ; and
Wormelow, which contains 30 parishes ; making in all 21 5

parishes, besides six parishes in the city of Hereford. Bi-
siiles this city, which is also the county town, there are in

Herefordshire two borough towns. Wcobley and Leomin-
ster ; and five other market-towns, Rciss, Ledbury, King-
ton, Bromyard, and Pembridgo. It returns eight mombtrs
to parliament, viz. two for the county, two for the city, two
for Leominster, and two for Wcobley. It is in the province
of Canterbury, and diocese of Hereford, and iu the Oxford
circuits.

The general aspect of this county is extremely beautiful

;

its surface is finely diversified, and broken by sv/elling
heights in such a manner as to resemble the more central
parts of Kent ; no wide open vale, nor any extensive range
of hills, appear in the north-western quarter ; some sepa-
rated links of the Welch mountains rise above the hillocks
and minor hills, which arc scattered over the rest of the
county. In shon, Herefordshire may be said, without ex-
aggeration, to be altogether beautiful. From many of the
elevations-, the prospects are uncommonly fine ; rather rich
and luxuriant, however, than grand, or even picturesque.
The forest prospects are from the Malvern hills on the east,
and the Hattcrel, or Black Mountains, on the west.

It is equally favoured in respect to soil, which is every
where fertile ; no watery bottoms, nor thin-soiled barren
hills, except perhaps in the northern and western outskirts

;

every other part is uniformly producti^, e. The eastern side
of the county is mostly a stiff clay, of great strength and
tenacity ; for the most part red, but in some places of the

• ordinary colour. The western side is lighter, but still a
productive soil. The county is clothed in almost perpe-
tual verdure : on every side luxuriance of vegetation is

exhibited, in widely extended corn fields, rich orcliards,
expansive meadows, and flourishing plantations. The sub-
soil, as well as the soil, contributes to this wonderful and
almost uiu-ivalled fertility. It is mostly limestone of dif-

ferent qualities. In some parts, particulaily near Snodhill
castle, it assumes the appearance and properties of mar-
ble, being beautifully variegated with red and white veins.
Deep beds of gravel are occasionally met with in the vici-
nity of the city of Hereford, and the subsoil of several of
the hills is of siliceous grit. Fullers earth is sometimes
dug near Stoke ; and red and yellow ochres, with tobacco
pipe clay, are found in small quantities in various parts of
the county. Iron ore has been met with on the borders of
Gloucestershire, but none has been dug for many years.
The principal rivers in Herefordshire are, the Wye, the

Lugg, the Munnow, the Arrow, the Frome, the Teme, and
the Leddon. The Wye, so highly and deservedly cele-
brated for its picturesque beauties, enters Herefordshire
near Clifford. Between Whitney and Hereford, its gene-
ral character is mild and pleasing, consisting of delightful
reaches, with the most agreeable landscapes an 1 luxuriant
scenery on both sides. From Hereford to Ross its f atures
occasionally assume greater boldness; but, at the latter

town, it resumes the brightness and rapidity of its primi-
tive character, and forms the admired bending seen from
the churchyard of Ross. Beneath the arches of Welton
bridge it flows through a charming succession of meadows :

the peninsula of Symond's rock succeeds, round which the
river flows in a circuit of seven miles, though the oppo-
site points of the isthmus are only a mile apart. New and
pleasing objects now rapidly succeed one another; and
the romantic vilFge of Whitchurch, stupendous hills,

and hanging rocks, exhibit a rare union of what is grand,
beautiful, and picturesque. Shortly afterwards, the Wye

Yy
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quits the county and enters Monmouthsliire. Tiiis river

is navigable to Hereford in barges from 18 to 40 tons
;

but either a large or small supply of water is fatal to the

navigation. The Lugg, which rises in Radnorshire, enters

Herefordshire on the north-west side : near Stapleton cas-

tle, below Leominster, it is joined by the Arrow and the

Frome. Soon after its junction with tlie latter, it falls into

the Wye. The Munnow rises on the Herefordshire side

of the Hatterel mountains ; and, after many windings,

forms the boundary between the county and Mcnnioulh-
bhire, till it quits the former. The Teme enters Here-
fordshire a short distance north-west from Brampton Bryan,

but it soon enters Shropshire ; thence again it enters Here-
fordshire, but soon leaves it for Worcestershire, where,

having made a considerable circuit, it once more flows on
the borders of this county, after which it falls into the Se-

vern. ThcLeddon rises on the east side of Herefordshire,

and after running south, and giving name to the town of

Ledbury, it flows into Gloucestershire, and unites with the

Severn. The Arrow enters Herefordshire from Radnor-
shire, and, flowing to the east, falls into the Lugg near Leo-
minster.

The inland navigation of this county is very imperfect.

The Hereford and Gloucester canal, which was begun in

1791, is not yet completed. It begins at Hereford, and is

to fall into the Severn near Gloucester. Its total length is

to be 35 miles 5 furlongs. At the beginning of it is a tun-

nel of 440 yards, and another about the middle of the sum-
mit 1320 yards long. The Kingston and Leominster canal

begins at the former place, crosses the Lugg, and after-

wards the Teme, and is to unite with the Severn near
Stourport in Worcestershire. The total length is to be
45 miles : on it there are two tunnels, one of 1250, and the

"

other of 3SS0 yards. «
The greatest estates in this county belong to Guy's Hos-

pital, the Duke of Norfolk, the Earls of Oxford and Essex,
Sir George Comerall, R. P. Knight, Esq. i<c. In that part of

the hundred of Wormclow, called Irchenfield, the tenure of

gaval-kind prevails, by which, in cases of. persons dying
intestate, landed property descends in equal divisions to all

the sons. In the manor of Hampton-Bishop, which be-

longs to the see of Hereford, the tenure of borough-eng-
lish prevails, by which the youngest son succeeds, to the
exclusion of his brothers. Copyhold property is not so
common in this as in many other counties of England.
Leasehold estates are more common. They are for the
most part held under the dean and chapter of Hereford, the
corporation of that city, &c. It is estimated, that two-
thirds of the whole county is freehold, and the remaining
third under the other tenures. The size of farms varies
from 200 to 400 acres.

The produce of Herefordshire is uncommonly various.

In a general view, however, it may be regarded as a corn
county. The bottoms, nevertheless, furnish great quanti-
ties of grass ; and the sides of l.-.e hills produce in great
abundance, and of excellent quality, most kinds of woods,
especially oak. The immediate banks of the vallies, and
the skirts of the higher hills, are covered with orchards.
The objects of husbandry are, principally, cattle, sheep,
swine, corn, hops, and fruit licjuor; but two products ren-
der Herefordshire particularly famous, its cyder and its

wool.

The principal cultivated lands are under tillage. The
wheat grown in the vales, in the vicinity of Hereford, and
thence through the clays towards Ledbury, is of a remark-
ably fine quality. The lighter lands produce excellent
barley. Ross is the centre of the principal barley district.

Oats are grown in most abundance on the borders of Wales,

and on the eastern confines of the county. Neither tur-

nips, nor artificial grasses, are sufliciently attended to.

The most fertile meadows lie on the banks of the Wye,
Frome, and Lugg. For fattening cattle they cannot be ex-
ceeded ; but Herefordshire has no pretensions to rank
among the dairy counties. Mr Knight has proved by ex-
periments, that e<|ual quantities of milk in Herefordshire

and Cheshire will produce unequal quantities of curd,

highly to the advantage of the latter county.

Considerable quantities of hops are grown in this county,

particularly about Bromyard, in that part of Herefordshire

bordering on wliat may be called the hop district of Wor-
cestershire. They are of two kinds, the white and the red ;

but the former are the most delicate, and are preferred by

the buyers.

Plantations of fruit trees are found in every aspect, and
on every soil; but the most approved site is that which is

open to the soutii-east, and sheltered in other points, but

particularly in the opposite direction. The period when the

orchards of this county acquired the high character which
they siill retain, seems to have been the reigji of Charlesl.

when, according to Evelyn in his Pomona, by the noble exer-

tions oflordScudamoreofHolmLacey, and other gentlemen,
Herefordshire became in a manner " one entire orchard."

Of the apples that are cultivated, there are various kinds,

yielding liquors of different quality and strength. The
Styre cyder is remarkable for a strength and body unusual
to this liquor, and keeps very well. The pears most in es-

timation are the Squash, so called from the tenderness of
its pulp ; the sack pear, the red pear, and the Longland.
Every pear tree, when nearly fully grown, will afford an
annual average produce of 20 gallons of liquor. Many
single trees in this county have produced a hogshead in

one season ; and an extraordinary tree growing on the glebe
land in the parish of Holm Lacey, has more than once filled

fifteen hogsheads in one year. In other respects, this is a

most extraordinary tree ; for its branches becoming long
and heavy, their ends fell to the ground, where they took

root, each branch becoming as it were a new tree, and in

its turn producing others in the same way. Nearly half an
acre of land is covered with this tree.

The produce of an acre planted with apple trees, will

generally be found nearly one-third less than the produce
of pear trees on the same space; but the former begin to

bear at an earlier age. As an object of sight, the pear
tree is far superior. The orchards are of various sizes,

from 4 or 5 to 30 or 40 acres. The principal markets for

the fruit liquors of Herefordshire, are London and Bristol.

From the latter, great quantities are sent to Ireland, to the

East and West Indies, and to foreign countries, in bottles.

The principal part of the liquor is bought immediately
from the press by the county dealers. They prefer it in

that state, in order that the fermentation and subsequent
management may take place under their own direction.

In the opinion of Mr Marshall, the Herefordshire breed
of cattle, taking it all in all, may, without risk, be deemed
the first breed of cattle in the island. Those of Devon-
shire and Sussex approach nearest to them in general ap-

pearance ; but they are of a larger size, and an athletic

form. The prevailing colour is reddish brown, with white

faces. As beasts of draught, their form is nearly com-
plete ; and the females at least fat kindly at an early age.

In Herefordshire, working oxen are the principal object of

breeding. Half the plough teams are of oxen, and they

are also used frequently in carriages. They are bred

chiefly in the north-western quarter of the county ; but

more or less in every other quarter, except the Rye-

land. The most valuable collection of cattle to be seen
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out of Smithfield, are often met with iit the Hereford Mi-
chaelmas fair.

This county has lonp; heei) celebrated for a pectiliar

breed of sheep, called the Ryelaiid breed, from an indcler-

minate district in the southern quarter of the county which

goes by the name of Ryeiand, on which this breed of sheep

are principally reared. These sheep are remarkable for

the sweetness of their mutton, but still more so for the

fineness of their wool : they are a small white-faced, horn-

less breed, their form being extremely beautiful. In the

management of the store flocks of this breed, what is pro-

vincially termed a cot is used : this is a building in which

they arc shut up during the night, instead of being folded

in the open field. The Merino has been crossed with this

breed to great advantage. Leominster is the principal

wool market in the county, hence Leominster wool lias

long been famous.
The roads in Herefordshire, even so late as 1788, when

Mr Marshall visited the county, were very bad, indeed pro-

verbially bad ; but since that time they have been much
improved.

There are no manufactures of any extent or consequence
in the county ; for the manufactures of gloves and flannel

in Hereford, and of cloth at Ledbury, are by no means so

important as to deserve particular notice.

The returns made under the act of the 26 George HL
report the nett expences for maintaining the poor through-
out the county, in the year 1776, to have been 10,393/.

The average of the years 1783, 1784, and 1785, as return-

ed under the same authority, was stated at 16,727/. In the

year 1805, Mr Buncombe estimated them at 20,000/. By a

return made to the House of Commons in February 1806,

containing an account of all money raised by poor's rates,

or other rate or rates, in the several counties of England
and Wales, in the year ending 25th of March, 1815, it

appears that 243 parishes and places in Herefoidshire paid,

under these rates, the sum of 81,182/. : sixteen parishes or
places had made no return.

lihe earliest inhabitants of this county, of whom we have
any Tiotice, were the Silures ; after a long and strenuous
opposition to the Romans, they were subdued in the 73d
year of the Christian era. Under the heptarchy, Here-
fordshire formed part of the kingdom of Mercia, and was
the last which submitted to the Saxon authority.

According to the act of 43 George III. for taking an ac-

count of the population of Great Britain, the number of
inhabitants in the year 1801 amounted to 89,191. The fol-

lowing is the result of the population returns in 1811 :

Houses inhabited 18,572
Families inhabiting them 20,081
Houses building 154

Houses uninhabited 724
Families employed in agriculture . . 12,599

Ditto in trade 5,044

Ditto in other lines 2,438

Males 46,404

Females 47,669

Total inhabitants 94,073

HERESY, (Lat. Iltsresis, Or. ai^en-n^ from ai^ea, I
chuse.) signifies an error in some essential point of Chris-

tian I'oith, publicly avowed, and obstinately maintained ; or,

according to the legal definition, Sententia rerum divmarum
kumano aensuexcogitata,fialamdocta,et fiertinaciterdcfensa.

Particulai modes of belief or unbelief, therefore, which have
no tendency to overturn Christianity itself, or to sap the

foundations of morality, cannot be held as falling within the

above definition. It is properly the obstinacy, and not the

error, that is considered as constituting the character of
heresy. When a man embraces any opinion, however er-

roneous, but is at the same time liumble and ingeriuous,

ready and desirous of receiving farllier ligiit and instruc-

tion, and of giving its due wcigiit to every argument that

is urged against irim, he is not guilty of heresy. Errare
/lossztm, htsreticus esse nolo, is a celebrated maxim of St
Augustine.
Among the ancients, the word heresy appears to have

had nothing of that odious signification, which has been
attaclied to it by ecclesiastical writers in later times. It

only signified a peculiar opinion, dogma, or sect, without

conveying any reproacb ; being indifferently used, either

of a party approved, or of one disapproved, by the writer.

In this sense, they spoke of the heresy of the Stoics, of
the Peripatetics, Epicureans, &c. meaning the sect, or pe-
culiar system, of these philosophers. In the historical part

of the New Testament, the word seems to bear very nearly
the same signification, being employed indiscriminately to

denote a sect or party, whether good or bad. Thus we
read of the sect or heresy of the Sadducees, of the Phari-
sees, of the Nazarenes, kc. See Acts v. 17, ch. xv. 5. ch.
xxiv. 5. ch. xxvi. 5. ch. xxviii. 22. In the two former of
these passages, the term heresy seems to be adopted by
the sacred historian merely for the sake of distinction,

without the least appearance of any intention to convey
either praise or blame. In Acts xxvi. 4, 5, Paul, in de-
fending himself before king Agrippa,uses the same tertn,

when it was manifestly his design to exalt the parly to

which he had belonged, and to give their system the pre-
ference over every other system of Judaism, both with re-

gard to soundness of doctrine, and purity of morals.
It has been suggested, that the acceptation of the word

«/f£(!-(?, in the Epistles, is different from what it has been
observed to be in the historical books of the New Testa-
ment. In order to account for this difference, it may be
observed that the word sect has always something relative

in it ; and therefore, although the general import of the
term be the same, it will convey a favourable or an unfa-

vourable idea, according to the particular relation which
it bears in the application. When it is used along with the
proper name, by way of distinguishing one party from ano-
ther, it conveys neither praise nor reproach. If any thing
reprehensible or commendable be meant, it is suggested,
not by the word aipc-n itself, but by the words with whichit
stands connected in construction. Thus we may speak of
a strict sect, or a lax sect ; or of a good sect, or a bad sect.

Again, the term may be applied to a party formed in a
community, when considered in reference to the whole. If
the community be of such a nature as not to admit of such
a subdivision, without impairing and corrupting its consti-

tution, a charge of splitting into sects, or forming parties,

is equivalent to a charge of corruption in that which is

most essential to the existence and welfare of the society.

Hence arises the whole difference in the word, as it is used
in the historical part of the New Testament, and in the
Epistles of St Peter and St Paul ; for these are the only
apostles who employ it. In the history, the reference is

always of the first kind ; in the Epistles, it is always of the
second. In these last, the apostles address themselves
only to Christians, and either reprehend them for, or warn
them against, forming sects among themselves, to the

prejudice of charity, to the production of much mischief
within their community, and of great scandal to the uncon-
verted world without. In both applications, however, the

radical import of the word is the same ; and even in the

latter, it has no necessary reference to doctrine, true or

false.
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During tlie early ages of Ciniit'mnUy, ihc term licrrmj

gradually lost the innocence of its originiil meaning, am!

ratnc to be applied, in a reproachful sense, to any corrup-

tion of what was considered as the orthodox creed, or even

to any departure from the established rites and ceremonies

of the church. In the present article, we do not intend to

enter into a minute history of the various heresies, which

have at different times disturbed the repose of the church,

and given occasion to persecutions, which arc revolting to

the milder genius of modern times. All that we propose

is, to give a short view of the progressive doctrines of the

law upon this subject.

In our definition of the word heresy, we have marked the

essential character of the offence, as it falls under the view

of the law. In the law of England, however, it seems

difficult to determine precisely wliat errors amount to he-

resy, and what do not. By our ancient constitution, this

was left generally to the determination of the ecclesiastical

judge, who, in tliis respect, had a most arbitiary latitude

allowed him. For the general definilion of an heretic given

by Lyndewode, (cn/i. de Hareticis,) extends to the slightest

deviations fiotn the doctiines of the holy church : liareticus

est qui dubitat de fide Calholica, et qui nei^ligit servare ea,

qU(S Romana ecclesia statuit, seu servare deereverat. Or,

as the statute, 2 Hen. IV. c. 15, expresses it in English ;

" Teachers of erroneous opinions, contrary to the faith and

blessed determinations of the holy church." Very con-

trary this to the usage of the first general councils, which

defined all heretical doctrines with the utmost precision

ami exactness. And the uncertainty of the crime, which

ouo-ht to have alleviated the punisliment, seems to have

enhanced it in those days of blind zeal and pious cruelty. It

is true, that the sanctimonious hypocrisy of the Canonists

•went at first no farther than to enjoin penance, excommuni-
cation, and ecclesiastical deprivation, for heresy ; though af-

terwards they proceeded boldly to imprisonment by the

ordinary, and confiscation of goods in /lios usus. But, in

the mean time, they had prevailed upon the weakness of

bigotted princes, to render the civil power subservient to

their purposes, by making heresy not only a temporal but

even a capital offence; the Romish ecclesiastics determin-

ing, without appeal, whatever they pleased to be heresy,

and shifting off to the secular arm the odium and drudgery

of executions, with wliich they themselves were too ten-

der and delicate to intermeddle. Nay, they even pretended

to intercede and pray, on behalf of the convicted heretic,

III ciira 7nortis jiericiilum scntentia circa eum modtretur

;

{Decret. 1. 5. t. 40. c. 27.) well knowing, at the same time,

that they were delivering the unhappy victim to certain

death. Hence the capital punishments inflicted on the an-

< ient Donatists and rvlanichaeans, by the emperors Theo-
dosius and Justinian, [Cod.]. 1. tit. 5.) ; hence also the

constitution of the emperor Frederic, mentioned by Lynde-
wode, (cafi. de Hccreticis,') adjudging all persons, without

distinction, to be burnt with fire, who were convicted of

heresy by the ecclesiastical judge. The same emperor,

in another constitution, ordained, that if any temporal lord,

when admonished by the church, should neglect to clear

his territories of heretics within a year, it should be lawful

for good Catholics to seize and occupy the lands, and ut-

terly to exterminate the heretical possessors. And upon
this foundation was built that arbitrary power, so long

claimed, and so fatally exerted by the Pope, of disposing

even of the kingdoms of refractory princes to more duti-

ful sons of the church, which formed a fruitful source of
contention and animosity during the dark ages of Europe.
While Christianity was thus deformed by the demon of

persecution upon the continent, it was not to be expected
that our own island should be left entirely free from the

same scourge. Accordingly, we find among our ancient
precedents a writ rff herelico comburendo, which is thought
by some to be as ancient as the common law itself. It ap-
pears ffoni thence, however, that the conviction of heresy
by the common law, was not in any petty ecclesiastical

court, but before the archbishop himself in a provincial

synod ; and that the delinfjuent was delivered over to the

king to do as he should please with him; so that tlie crown
had a ccntroul over the spiritual power, and might pardon
the convict, by issuing no process against him ; the writ

de hcsrctico comburendo being not a writ of course, but i«-

suint^ only by the special direction of the king in council.

But in the reiij:n of Henry IV. when the eyes of the

Cljrislian world began to open, and the seeds of the Pro-
testant religion (under the opprobrious name of Lollardy)

took root in this kingdom, the clergy, availing themselves
of the king's dubious title to demand an increase of their

own power, obtained an act of parliament, (2 Hen. IV. c.

15.) which sharpened the edge of persecution to its utmost
keenness. By that statute, the diocesan alone, without the

intervention of a synod, might convict of heretical tenets;

and unless the convict abjured his opinions, or if after ab-

juration he relapsed, the sheriff was bound ex officio, if re-

quired by the bishoj), to commit the unhappy victim to the

flames, without waiting for the consent of the crown. Ano-
ther and subsequent statute (2 Hen. V. c. 7".) made Lollar-

dy also a tempcral offence, and indictable in the king's

courts; which did not thereby gain an exclusive, but only

a concurrent jurisdiction with the bishop's consistory.

When the fi4aal reformation of religion began to advance,
the power of the ecclesiastics became somewhat moderat-
ed ; for although what heresy is, was not then precisely de-

fined, yet we are told, in some points, what it is not. Thus
the statute 25 Hen. VIII. c. 14. declares, that offences

against the see of Rome are not heresy ; and the ordinary

is thereby restrained from proceeding in any case upon
mere suspicion ; that is, unless the party be accused by
two credible witnesses, or an indictment of heresy be first

previously found in the king's courts of common law. Jfet
the spiiit of persecution was not then abated, but on^di-
vertcd into a lay channel. For in six years afterward* the

bloody law of the Six Articles was introduced by the sta-

tute SI Hen. VIH. c. 14. which established the six most
contested points of Popery, viz. transubstantiation, commu-
nion in one kind, the celibacy of the clergy, monastic vows,
the sacrifice of the mass, and auricular confession. These
points, it seems, were " determined, and resolved by the

most godly study, pain and travail of his Majesty ; for

which his most humble and obedient subjects, the lords

spiritual and temporal, and the commons, in parliament as-

sembled, did not only render and tjive unto his highness
their most high and hearty thanks," but did also enact and
declare all oppugners of the first to be heretics, and to be
burnt with fire ; and of the five last to be felons, and to suf-

fer death. The same statute established a new and mixed
jurisdiction of clergy and laity, for the trial and conviction

of heretics ; the reigning monarch being then equally in-

tent in destroying the supremacy of the bishops of Rome,
and confirming all the other corruptions of the Christian

religion.

Passing over the detail of the various repeals and revi-

vals of these sanguinary laws in the two succeeding reigns,

we shall proceed directly to the period of the final esta-

blishment of the Reformation in the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth. By statute 1 Eliz. c. 1. all former statutes relating

to heresy are repealed, which leaves the jurisdiction of he-

resy as it stood at common law : viz. As to the infliction of

common censures in the ecclesiastical courts ; and, in case

of burning the heretic, in the provincial synod only ; or,ac-
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coiding lo Sir Matthew Hale, in tl;c cliocesMi also. Cut,

in cilher case, it is agreed, that the writ dc li€Teiico comliu-

rcnclo was not dcmandablc of common right, but giantabic

or otherwise merely at the king's discretion. 1. Hal. V. C.

403. Tlio principal point, liowevci-, was now gained ; lor

by this statute a boundary is, for the fiist lime, set to what
shall be accounted heresy, wliich is restricted, for the fu-

ture, to such tenets only which have been heretofore so de-

clared by the words of the canonical scriptures, or by one
of the first four general councils, or by such other coun-
cils as have only used the words of the Holy Scriptures, or

which shall hereafter be so declared by the parliament,

willi the assent ol the clergy in coiivocaiion. I'or the writ

tie hitretico comburcndo remained still in force; and there

are instances of iis being |nit in cxcculion upon two Ana-
baptists in the sevenleentli ol Elizabeth, and upon two Ari-

ans in the ninth of Janjes I. But this odious writ was at

length totally abolished, and heresy again subjected only to

ecclesiastical correction, /jro salute anima, by virtue of the
statute 29 Car. H. c. 9. The matter, therefore, is naw
brought into its proper situation, with respect to the spiri-

tual cognizance and spiritual punishment of heresy, unless,

perhaps, that the crime itself ought to be move strictly de-

fined, and no prosecution permitted, even in the ecclesias-

tical courts, until the tenets in question are, by proper au-

thority, previously declared to be heretical. Under these

restrictions, it seems necessary for the support of the na-

tional religion, that the otlficers of the church should have
power lo censure heretics, yet not to harass them with tem-
poral penalties, much less to exterminate or destroy them.
The fury of persecution, indeed, has been greatly allayed,

both by the prudence and the humanity of modern times
;

and the gradtial repeal of the savage laws enacted against

heretics, as well as the mitigation of cruelty in the legal

punishments which were devised by barbarous ages, must
be considered as a natural consequence of the advancement
of civilization. With regard to one species of heresy, in-

deed, the legislature slill thought it proper for a long while,

that the authority of the civil magistrate should be inter-

posed. For by the statute 9 and 10 W. HI. c. 32. it was
enacted, that if any person educated in the Christian reli-

gion, or professing the same, should by writing, printing,

teaching, or advised speaking, deny the Christian religion

to be true, or the Holy Scriptures to be of divine authority,

or deny any one of tlie persons in the Holy Trinity to be
God, or maintain that there are more gods than one, he
should, upon the first conviction of professing his peculiar

doctrines, be rendered incapable of enjoying any office or
place of trust, civil or military, as well as ecclesiastical

;

and upon a second conviction, he should be disqualified

from bringing any action, or from being guardian of any
child, executor, legatee, or purchaser of lands, and besides

suffer iniprisomment for three years without hail. But if,

within four months after the first conviction, the delinquent

should, in open court, publicly renounce his error, he was
to be discharged at once from all disabilities. Hut even
this comparatively mild law could not well be executed in

an enlightened age, and seemed to be retained merely in

teyrorem, until it was at length repe.tled in the year 1813.

And it is the wish of many in this land of free inquiry, of
knowledge, and liberal sentiment, that our statute books
may be entirely rescued from the opprobrium of penal
laws in the province of religion, and that the rights of con-
science may be for ever confirmed, as not controlable by hu-
man laws, nor amenable to human tribunals. See Camj)-
bcH's Prelim. Dissert, to the Four Gos/iel."., is'c- ; Suicer's
Thea. vol. i. p. 120, 124 ; Lardner's PP'orks,vo]. ix. p. 223,
&c.; BlacUstone's Comment, b. iv. ch. 4; Furneaux Letters
to Judge Blackstone, p. 30 ; Po^mlar Rcjiections 07i the Fro-

grcs?. of the Princijilcs of Toleration, &c. Newcastle, 1814 ;

and Jidinburnii Reviciv, No. 5 I , p. 5 1 , f ^ acq. (r)

llKUlTIi^R, CiiAiu.r.s Louis L' dk Ukutklle, an emi»
nent Fiench botani ,t, was born at Paris in 1746. In the
year 1772, he was appointed Siiperintcndant of the Waters
and Forests of the (Jeneralile of Paris; and, with the view
of acquiring a knowledge of forest trees, he applied him-
self with diligence to the study of botany. The first work
of L'lleritier was entitled 'itir/ies Xove. The first fascicu-
lus, with eleven finely engraved plates, appeared in 1784.
It was completed in six fasciculi, containing in all eighty-
four plates, with their dcsci'iptions, which were dated in

1784 and 1785, though they did not appear till some years
alterwards. 'I'his circumstance gave rise to a controversy
between the Abbe Cavanilles of Madrid and^L'Heritier. In

order to secure some of his own discoveries, L'lleritier

published them in the form of monographs, with one or
two plates. The subjects were J^ouic/ica, Bucholzia Mi-
c/iauscia, Hiimeno-/iap/ius, and Virgitia ; and twelve of each
only were printed.

After the Herbarium of Dombcy had been put into the
hands of L'Heritier in 1787, with orders to publish its con-
tents, the influence of the court of Spain induced the French
government to give orders that the Herbarium should be
withdrawn ; but L'Heritier having received notice of the
measure, carried it over to London, where he remained for

fifteen months, chiefly undei- the hospitable roof of Sir Jo-
seph Banks. The slate of his country, however, compelled
him to return to Paris : and at this timelhe MSS.of his Pfru-
-vian Flora was complete, sixty drawings were finished, and
many of the plates engraven. During his stay in England,
he had collected the materials of his Scrtum Anglicum, an
unfinished work, of which he published several fasciculi,

on the same plan as his Siir/ies A'ovcs.

In the year 1775, L'Heritier married Madamoiselle Dorc,
who brought him five children, and died in the year 1794.

In the year 1775, he became a Conseiller a la cour rfe.s

aides, and was a long time the dean of that court. After the

death of his wife, L'Heritier devoted himself to the educa-

tion of his children ; but his hopes were frustrated by the

unprincipled conduct of his son. When he was one even-

ing returning from a meeting of the National Institute, in

August 1800, he was murdered, and his body was found

next morning, with his money and other articles of value

untouched. No discovery was ever made respecting this

barbarous event ; but suspicions of the most unnatural kind

were confidently entertained. See Rees's Cyclofiedia.

HERKEMER, a post town of Herkemer county, in

New York, is situated on the north side of Mohawk river.

The township includes the village called Little German
Flats, and the celebrated plain called German Flats. The
village contains a court-house, gaol, a Dutch church, and
about 40 dwelling houses, which last are very indifferent

buildings. It is 80 miles N. W. by W. of Albany, 16 S. E.

of old I'ort Schuyler, and 20 in a like direction from Whites-
town. In the midst of the flats is a shrub oak plain of 80

or 100 acres, barren and stony, of no use but for building

lots. It contained in 1795, 2073, and in 1800, 2534 inha-

bitants.

HERMANSTADT, Hermexstadt, or Szebexy, the

Cibiiiium and Hermatwfiolis of the ancients, is a town of

Hungary, and the capital of the province of Transylvania.

It is situated in a champaign country, near the river Cibin,

or Szeben, from which it derived the name of Cibinium and

Szebeny. The principal public buildings are three monas-

teries for men, and one convent lor women. One of the

monasteries is for Ex-Jesuits, another for Catholics of the

Franciscan order, and another for Greek monks of the or-

der of St Basil. There is also a theatre, which is open
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clurinp; summer, a cassino, a public school I'or I'roiesUinls,

and anotlier for Greeks. In the great square there is a

statue. The town is iortiried with a double wall and deep

moat. The museum of Baron IJiuckcnthal, a venerable

nobleman, contains one of the finest collections in lunopc

of pictures, antiqvuties, and natural history. Ur Clarke has

given a very minute description of it. The soap works of

this town have been long celebrated ; and tlie tallow can-

dles manufactured here are so vviiite, that there is a great

demand for them at Vienna. The chateau of Freck, in the

vicinity of the town, is worthy of being visited. The town

was founded by Hcrmannus, a Greek emperor. It is well

built, large, and populous, and contains from 15,000 to

16,000 inhabitants. The climate is said to be insalubrious.

See Clarke's Travels., \ywv\. ii. sect. iii. Supplement, p. 603,

&c. ; and Hermannstadter Handlungs, gciverbs-iind Rvise-

Kalender, by M. Hochmeister, 1790.

HERMAPHRODITE, is a living being possessing the

organs of generation belonging to both sexes.

On surveying the origin, the progress, and decay of the

animal creation, there is sufficient reason to infer, that na-

ture is infinitely more solicitous about preserving the difler-

ent genera and species than the individuals of the race. Thus
where their continuation is required by mutual concourse, as

among the larger and more perfect creatures of the earth,

it is necessary that the sexual organs of each should be re-

served distinct and entire. Though accidental monstrosi-

ties ensue in other parts, the animal functions can be car-

ried on, and sometimes with little injury ; but imperfections

in that portion of the frame appropriated for procreation, is

for the most pan an impediment to the laws which regulate

the reproduction of living beings.

Nevertheless, the sexual organs, like other parts of ani-

mated matter, are liable to exhibit malformation, or mon-
strosities ; and hence an idea has originated, that in man and

different animals, the qualities of a perfect male and female

may be united in the snme individual. The fables of the

mcicnts have perhaps conspired to give probability to these

opinions. According to their allegories, a son of Mercury
and Venus, who had been fostered by the Naiads of Ida,

became enamoured of the nymph Salmacis, who fled from

his embraces. But he joined her in a fountain where she

could escape no longer, and besought the gods that their

bodies might be united in one. His prayers were heard.

" Vota suos habuere deos : nam mista duorum
Corpora junguntur, faciesque inducitur illis

Una
Nee duo sunt et fomia duplex nee femina dici

Nee puer ut possint : neutrumque et utrumqiie videntur."

OvLD jyietam. lib. iv. cap. 9.

This androgynous being was thenceforth called Herma-
phroditus, (whence the derivation of hermaphrodite,) and

affords a subject for many beautiful sculptures from the

hands of the ancients, which are still preserved.

No question has been more keenly agitated than the ex-

istence of human hermaphrodites ; and the difficulty of the

subject has been greatly increased, by that anxiety with

which mankind conceal their nakedness ; and, by an unjust

abhorrence entertained against whatever seems beyond the

standard of ordinary configuration. The Jews, for exam-
ple, have a long catalogue of denunciations against persons
labouring under disease or infirmity, natural or accidental

;

and even in the islands which we ourselves inhabit, mon-
strous productions of animals are almost invariably destroy-

ed, as also those of mankind, where it can be effected with
safety. But the vehemence of civil institutions seems to

have been more conspicuously directed against those un-
fortunate beings known to labour under malformation of

the sexual organs. At an early period of Roman history, a

law was enacted, that every child of this description should
be shut up in a chest and thrown into the sea ; and Livy
gives an instance where, on some difficulty with respect to
the sex of an infant, it was directed to be thrown into the
sea, tanrjua?njhdutn ct turfie firodigium. Nay, such a visi-

tation seems to have been considered a mark of divine ven-
geance, for tlie execution was always followed by religious

rites. The Jewish law is extremely solicitous regarding
the disposal of hermaphrodites : the civil and canon law
contam numerous hypotheses and enactments concerning
them, and their succession is provided for by the laws of
England.
The general scope of these laws tends to form regu-

lations which shall apply according to the apparent pre-
dominance of sex; for the ancient legislators, though suf-

ciently aware of this distinction, do not seem to have ad-

mitted hermaphrodites as possessing a complete duplica-

tion of the generative organs. Being undoubtedly found-
ed on experience, they cannot be considered void of inte-

rest. The numerous and diversified ordinances of the

Talmud divide hersnaphrodites into four classes; under
which aspect they are to be treated partly as male, partly

as female ; next, as both male and female ; and, lastly, as
neither male nor female. First, they are like men, in be-

ing obliged to dress in male attire, and marry their bro-
thers widows. Secondly, they are like women, because
they may not converse with the male sex alone in private ;

they may walk among the dead ; and are prohibited from
bearing testimony : also, because they may shave their

heads after a particular fashion, and pluck out their beards.

Thirdly, they are to be esteemed both men and women,
from having their share of the paternal and maternal in-

heritance, and such other succession, which they may claim

as of either sex ; they may retire to a sanctuary in case of
accidental slaughter, and remain there as if it had been of
either a man or woman ; and if it be murder, they shall

be put to death as for killing either a man or woman.
Fourthly, hermaphrodites are to be considered neither man
nor woman, by the law of Moses, in striking or calumni-
ating another, but the judge shall ordain reparation; nor

in making vows to the Deity, or in withdrawing from the

world to devote themselves to his service. Many other

partitions are made under these divisions. The canon and
civil law displays all that uncertainty which is the natural

offspring of prejudice, and the want of knowledge. Doubts
and questions are started, useless to society, and oppressive

to those affected by them; and in general they are, as in

the Jewish law, to be solved according to the predominance
of sex. Notwithstanding the numerous and absurd re-

straints put upon supposed hermaphrodites, it does not
appear that they are precluded from marrying ; on the

contrary, if the two sexes in themselves be equal, a choice

of the object is left, while other cases of marriage are re-

gulated by sexual predominance. However, should the

question be regarding an oath, the ordinances of the

church seem to declare, that under the same equality of

organization the testimony must be rejected. Herma-
phrodites may not be promoted to holy orders, on account

of deformity or monstrosity ; nor can they be appointed

judges," because they are ranked among infamous persons,

to wliom the gates of dignity should not be opened."

These are but a few of the prohibitions levelled against

them. Many are cruel and unnecessary ; and of so singu-

lar a kind, that a learned and humane physician exclaims,
" would not any one conceive, that these supposed andro-

gyni, instead of being of the same nature with us, howe-

ver marked and deformed their parts of generation might

be, were rather another race of animals, sui generis, than
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what they really are, when a string of laws compiled with

so much accuracy, and in such a I'ormal manner, has been ex-

hibited and increased in all ages:" Yet rational enactments,

founded on experience, are by no means void of utility ;

lor observance of the law may prevent contention in all the

mazes of doubt. Thus M. Ferrein, a modern physician,

acquaints us, that he was consulted by the relatives ot a

young nobleman, labouring under a dubious conformation,

who, if a male, as was commonly believed by them, would

inherit a considerable estate, to which he could have no

right if belonging to the other sex. Having afterwards

occasion to illustrate the case, we shall not here anticipate

the result. The subject of succession is doubtless fit for

regulation, and consequently must frequently be determin-

ed by the predominance of sex. Happily the absurd penal

laws, directed against this portion of our fellow creatures,

are obsolete among us.

We shall now proceed to the opinions of recent philoso-

phers and naturalists, which afl'ord more copious sources

of knowledge and entertaiimient. These are widely dif-

ferent from what were received of old, and most of the

moderns incline to a different opinion : they doubt whether

there is any well authenticated instance of a person having

been seen with the organs of both sexes complete.

The origin of sex is in itself a dark and mysterious sub-

ject. That of no living animal can be distinctly recognised

at an early p<:riod of existence ; and some naturalists affirm,

that there is reason to believe that the organization is such

as to admit the evolution of the parts of the embryo, dis-

tinguishing either male or female ; and that this evolution

takes place during some period of gestation. Thus Acker-
mann adopts the principle, that in omni indrviduo latent

utriusgue sexus genitalia, a modo dictia dejiendet circum-

stantiis an hec an ilia evolvi et increscere debeant. The
cause of evolution, however, if we rightly understand the

author, will scarcely be admitted by naturalists; for he
seems to ascribe it to matter of which the presence can

only be presumed; Discrimcn quod a sexu est non absolu-

ium sed ad ceteras fiartes resjieclivum did debet. Sicut

foetus vel ex materiei filastictc excessu vel ex oxygenii abun-
dantia, coaluit, et firout in jirima uterine -vita efioclia in fe-
tus incrementum vires agunt extranea, ita jamvir jam femi-
na nascicur. Sir Everard Home also appears to consider
" the ovum, previous to impregnation, to have no distinc-

tion of sex, but to be so formed as to be e(|ually fitted to

become a male or female foetus." On descending to the

insect tribes, we find an intermediate kind between the two
sexes, in those called neuters, incapable of generation.

But certain naturalists have shewn, by ingenious experi-

ments, that among bees, where this distinction is most
prominent, the imperfection may be removed by a parti-

cular sort of food early supplied, and the sexual organs of

females amply unfolded.

Leaving the subject of proper hermaphrodites, or those

with the combined sexual organs entire, and capable

of performing the generative functions, we shall now give

some account of the three classes into which hermaphro-
dites may be divided. First, individuals exhibiting a mix-
ture of the sexual organs, neither being complete ; se-

condly, men labouring under a malformation of the parts;

and, thirdly, females with analogous imperfections, by en-

largement or defect. Examples of the first are extremely
rare. Such perhaps is a case mentioned in Dr Baillie's

Morbid Anatomy, where the person was 24 years of age,

and exammed as a patient of Nottingham hospital ; and
such perhaps was an androgynous child, which is the sub-
ject of discussion by Ackermann. Another instance is re-

lated in the Jourjial de Medicine, of a person who was long
considered a woman, treated as such in society, and who

was either married or lived in concubinage with a man. At
the same time, otheis may consider all these as more strict-

ly belonging to the class of males with malformation. The
androgynous child of which we speak was born at Mentz
in June 1803. Its singularity of structure was supposed
indicative of the masculine gender by those present, and
it was baptised as such. Having died at the age of five or
six weeks, Ackermann, who had previously inspected the
external configuration, obtained an opportunity of dissec-
tion, though the organs had declined aloijg with the decay
of ti>e body during sickness. He found an intermixture
of the sexual distinctions, removing the infant from a per-
fect male or female ; the glans imperforate, scrotal labia,

an uterine sac, and other doubtful indications, of which he
has given an ample detail, illustrated by engiavings ; and
at the same time he expresses his conviction of the andro-
gynous nature of the subject.

A remarkable case came under the notice of some of the
most learned continental physicians in the preceding cen-
tury, respecting Michel Ann Drouart, a native of Paris,

born about the year 1734. This individual was baptized,
treated, and dressed as a girl, but having attained t!ie age
of 1 6, a report was circulated of her being a hermaphrodite,
which led to a minute inspection by M. Moraud, who has
presented us both with the result in detail, and several en-
gravings. He found the external configuration partly

masculine, partly feminine, but the former predominated.
It corresponded to the age of the person, whereas the fe-

male characteristics belonged to a period of childhood, or
early adolescence. An organ denoting virility appeared,
but the urethra was absent ; neither could he determine
the exact point of a deep fissure, occupying the scite of
the scrotum, into which the urine was discharged ; and
other medical men were equally unsuccessful. The breast

was quite flat, and it always remained so ; the person had the
gesture, step, and voice of a youth, some rudiments of a

beard on the upper lip, and a decided propensity for fe-

males. Yet, "says M. Moraud, " there was a strange inter-

mixture of the sexes in all respects ; for the bason was more
enlarged ; and in comparing the two thighs togetlier, one
resembled that of a male, and the other that of a female."
Fr'om these and concomitant circumstances, he formed an
opinion that the subject was a male. Michel having left

Paris some time after, underwent another inspection by
M. Cruger, principal surgeon to the King of Denmark,
who was induced, on the other hand, to consider the female
character predominant ; but he concludes, on the v/hole,

that in strict definition the subject was neither male nor
female. At the age of 21, some Genevese physicians had
an opportunity of making their observations. The princi-

pal organ now exceeded the ordinary human dimensions in

every respect ; a thin black beard, nearly such as a young
man of that age should have, appeared ; and the breast
and stature were completely those of the same sex. But
now the propensities for males were supplanted by those
formerly entertained ; for at the age of 17, those evacua-
tions characterising females of the human species had
commenced, but experienced many irreguhr-ities and inter-

ruptions; and in 1761, had ceased for nearly three quar-
ters of a year. Cotemporary observers wer-e then inclined

to depart from M. Moraud's sentiments, and to believe

that there was a predominance of the female sex. Howe-
ver, some of the most recent authors, and those who h.ave

studied the subject most profoundly, seem to rank Michel
Ann Drouart v/ith hermaphr-odites, exhibiting an inter-

mixture of the sexual organs. M. Ferrein found the ap-

pearances in the more youthful subject above alluded to,

completely the same as in the preceding individual in the es-

sential parts. The whole external mien, intimately resera*
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bled that of girls al twelve years of age; the breast was

(juite flat, ancl the voice rather masculine. The external

sexual organ, whicli would have intlicaled a male, was

much smaller, though of the same structure as before ;

those of the female were somewhat misplaced, but the po-

sition of tlie urethra could be easily ascertained. Enough
was disclosed, to induce M. Ferrein to declare, that this

young nobleman was in fact a female, and would conse-

quently be deprived of- tlie expected iiiheritance. If his

opinion be correct, the present case should be removed to

the third class of persons designed hermaphrodites, though,

from the doubts of the learned respecting the former, we
arc induced still to retain it here. It is not the structure

of the sexual parts which is alone to be taken into view,

but the total organization combined. The personal con-

figuration, the habit of the body, the presence of a beard,

the quality of the voice, propensities and dispositions, and

other characteristics, added to any uncommon structure of

these parts, shew that some of the male and female proper-

ties are confounded together. At an early period of gestation,

liurnan females are frequently mistaken for males ; and

hence an erroneous opinion has prevailed, of abortions at

certain stages being more commonly of males. Many
such foetuses have been exhibited by Dr Parsons and others

in illustration of the fact: and M. Ferrein concludes his

observations on the preceding case with words of the fol-

lowing purport : " If to constitute a hermaphrodites where-
in the sexes are combined, it is necessary to have the dis-

tinctive character of the male united to the female parts,

there never was any woman who has not been a male during

several months of her existence. In the earlier stages of

pregnancy, that distinctive organ is prominent, and fashion-

ed very nearly after the manner of males, so tliat those un-

skilful in anatomy, may suppose the embryo a male, though
truly a female ; nor on narrow inspection is the ditference

easily ascertained." The possibility of a complete du-

plication of the male and female organs is questioned, from
there being no place in the human body wliich they could

occupy, or wherein they could be contained. The same
difficulty does not occur to us, and p'jrhaps it can only be
admitted where all the other parts, independent of them,
are meant to be exactly of the natural structure and pro-

portions. If so intimate a resemblance prevails in the sex-

•ual parts of the male and female embryo, something of an
intermediate kind may be pioduced, should the position

and developcmcnt of either be deranged ; and thus exhibit

an intermixture of sex ; oy, as we have some times wit-

nessed, a complete duplication of some essential organ, as

the head, hands, or feet, the like may happen to other parts.

Among animals, very extraordinary instances have occur-
red of some decidedly males, to external appearance, ne-

vertheless possessing female properties, such as the power
of secreting milk. This faculty, indeed, is said in rare

examples to reside in the nipples on the breast of men, the

use of wliich is yet unknown by anatomists. A bull, which
is repoiled to have generated five calves, had a small ud-

der and small teats, which afforded a quantity of milk that

on one occasion is said to have amounted to an English pint.

In the P/iilosophical TratJsuclionn also, there is preserved

an account of two wedders giving suck to laml)S. Yet we
cannot be too scrupulous in admitting such wonderful de-

viations' from the course of nature. At the same time it

must be recollected, that the rudiments of the mammae
exist in all the males of mankind and quadrupeds; and
that before the age of puberty in the foi-mer, and wncn 'he

the powers of procreation cease, there is a more intimate
resemblance betwecnthe sexes than at other periods. Nor
is it to be omitted, that emasculation piodiiccs a decided
approximation to the feminine character. But, in prose-

cuting the intermixture of sexes in animals, an example
is generally given in the free martin, on which the late ce-
lebrated Mr John Hunter observes—" \Vhen a cow biings
forth two calves, and one of them a bull calf and the other
to appearance a cow, the cow calf is unfit for propagation,
but the bull calf becomes a very proper bull. This cow
calf is called in this country a free martin." Mr Hunter,
on dissection, found such an intermixture of organization,

that the animal always partakes of the nature of both sex-
es, though that of the one is sometimes more predominant
than that ot the other. Its external aspect is also diflerent

from the appearance of each, and it never betrays any sex-
ual propensities. The muscular texture and the voice are

peculiar, and the size is considerably larger than that of

either bull or cow. Apparently there is much analogy be-

tween the free martin and an emasculated animal. Mr Hun-
ter observes, that he has frequently seen hermaphrodite hor-

ses ; that he dissected a hermaphrodite ass ; and that sheep
of this description are also to be found. The dissection of

a hermaphrodite dog is given by Sir Everard Home in the

Philosoftliical Transactions for 1799, where there was only

one characteristic of the female decidedly present. How-
ever, there appear several reasons to conclude, that some
of the animals quoted as undoubted nermaphrodites, ought
rather to be classed with females labouring under vicious

conformation. The intermixture of the masculine organs
is not sufficiently prominent.

It has been observed, that among wild pheasants, a hen
sometimes appears with the feathers of a cock ; yet, on
dissection, the female organs are found complete. Mr
Hunter conceives, that this is a change which ensues at

a certain age, and subsequ'-nt to the cessation of the pro-

creative faculties; and he traces the history of three,

where the alteration took jjlace. But on descending still

lower among the animal tribes, we find a multitude of

beings apparently possessing the absolute character of

hermaphrodistn. Mduy of the mollusca contain individually

the perfect organs belonging to either sex, not by acciden-

tal admixture or maltormation, but by regular, natural

arrangemeflt. A sexual union takes place ; all impreg-
nate, and are impregnated ; and this ensues by a singular

and inteiesting oistrioution of the parts. Such is the case

with many of the mollusca, or soft bodied animals with

external organs, and those in general included under the

order Helminthology. There can be no generation, how-
ever, without their mutual concourse ; but in the animal-

cula infusoria, some seem perfect herniaphrodites, in so

far as they propagate in an isolated state, while in others

the sexual unioii seems requisite. In the numerous genus
of polypi, the young animal protrudes from the side of

the mother, and in its turn becomes a parent in the same
way, while no union with another sex follows; or, as in the

actinia, the young are formed within, and then discharged

by the mouth. The subject of hermaphrodism may be

still farther illustrated by a series of experiments which
have recently been made on an extraordinary race of

animals, bearing some analogy to the leech and snail,

called fdanarie. In one species, the sexual union takes

place, and tlie result is eggs including young. In ano-

ther, this union is never observed, but a portion of the

tail separates by spontaneous division. It remains a shape-

less mass, and absolutely quiescent, until the, evolution of

wanting organs enables it to perform all the functions of

the parent. Having remained a certain time complete, this

new animal loses a fragment of the tail, to become ano-

ther perfect being ; and thus their race is carried on.

These cieatures, therefore, seem to possess such struc-

ture as to enable each individual to reproduce its like.

Instances of mixed organs are of very rare occurrence
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in the human race. The most uncommon kind of con-

iigurations, indeed, arc tliose which pass hy the name of

herniaphrodism. The older authors, nevertheless, on lind-

inj^ any monstrosities or imperlVcuons in the sexual parts,

iminediateiy pronounced the individual a hermaphrodite;

but as they were constantly in search of the marvellous,

we must reprise the less confidence in their observations.

Nay, the moderns have, in some cases, too hastily be-

stowed this character ; and we are told of an instance

where;" the fore parts of the unhappy object were en-

tirely wanting ; even the bladder was not entire. It had

the iippearance as .if the external parts of generation,

and the anterior part of the bladder, had been cut ofi'.

Yet this unhappy object was vulgarly called a herma-
phrodite."

The malformations of men are more frequently seen, and

constitute the second class of hermaphrodites. Mr Brand

relates, that being consulted in 1779, on occasion of

some complaint in the groin of a child seven years of age,

he found a #icious structure of the sexual organs, con-

sisting of the unnatural presence of an integument con-

fining the parts. Tliis child had been baptized and brought

v\i as a girl ; but it was evident to him erroneously, for

the male organs were present. By a slight incision of tlie

integument, he liberated the restricted parts, and proved,

lo the great admiration of the parents, that they had mis-

taken a boy for a girl. The operator narrates these facts

in a pamphlet, accompanied by three engravings, as large

as life, of the appearances before and after the operation.

Wrisberg, a German anatomist, in discussing a case of

malformation, quotes an instance of a child probably la-

bouring under a similar restriction. The parents, who
were Jews, entertained so much doubt regarding the sex

of their offspring, that they had deferred the accustomed
rite of circumcision, until it should be determined whether

it was actually a boy or a girl. But it died at the age
of eight months. The same author mentions, that he re-

moved a lesser restriction in a young man ; and speaks
of another person aged 46, reputed a hermaphrodite, who
would not consent to undergo an operation, which, per-

haps, would easily have determined his sex. His wife,

to whom he had been married five years, then obtained

a divorce against him, on account of impotency. An ex-

it ample of a mistake in sex, under more doubtful circum-
stances, is given by Abraham Kauu Boerhaave, a mem-
ber of the Petersburgh Academy of Sciences. The child

of a trumpeter was baptized Charlotte, and for some time
brought up and treated as a girl. But the parents af-

terwards entertained some doubts regarding its real sex,

and at the age of seven resorted to skilful persons to

establish the truth. Instead of being a girl, as had been
supposed, it was declared to be a boy. Sex, however,
is much more doubtful, though the predominance of or-

ganization indicates the male, where the scrotum is ab-

sent, with a fissure in the perinceum, or a misdirection

of tlie urethra. In the Transactions of the Academy of

Siena, a person, named Augustine Broli, is described as

being reputed a hermaphrodite, and having so little of

the male configuration, that he doubted whether he
ought to marry. On consulting Dr Caluri, however, he
was assured he might do so with safely. If the descrip-

tion be coriect, procreation was impossible. Persons have
been mibtaken'ly educated and employed as of a sex to

which they did not belong. Tiiis was tlie case with a
young man, who was brought up and dressed as a woman,
yet, after he died, he was found to be essentially a man.
Caspar Bauhin, likewise, speaks of a servant hired by a

peasant, who being viewed with remarkable favour by his

wife, led to an unexpected discoverv of sex, under a mal-
VoL. X. Part. II.

formation. An instance of doubtful sex, though more
probably refcrrible to tlie third class, is quoted by Acker-
mann, in the case of Doiotliea Derrier. Here opposite

opinions were entertained by throe medical men, Hufeland,
Mursinna, and Stark, from the sexual formation conjoined
with the general character of the wliole body. The mal-
formation of the male seems to be much more uncom-
mon in animals, or perhaps it has attracted less attention.

But the third class, into which beings with a preterna-

tural sexual structure may be divided, namely, females
wiih malformations, is the most comprehensive of the

whole. Nay, there are reputable authors who include all

the rest under it, maintaining, that among the human race

especially, the issue of every questionable case is, proving
the subject a woman. Many examples are collected by
Dr Parsons, to whose Mechanical and Critical Enquiry
into the Afature of Hermaphrodites, we shall refer for the

detail. The females of this class are sometimes designed
the jnacrocUtoridecs, from the preternatural enlargement they

exhibit, and which is frequently such as to assume the

appearance of virility, even in an adult. In the warmer
climales, this being more usual, though probably not to a
great extent, but attended with other circumstances, the
operation of excision, "concerning which the reader may
consult the eastern travellers Nicbuhr, Bruce, and Browne,
is resorted to. Yet this malformation generally has other con-
comitants, either in corresponding restrictions in the rest

of the sexual organization, flatness of the breast, woolli-

ness on the chin, or a hoarser voice than belongs to fe-

males. De Graaf, a celebrated anatomist, mentions a fe-

male child which, from a preternatural enlargement, had
been taken for a male, and baptised as such. It died, and
he, along with several physicians and surgeons, having
obtained an opportunity of dissecting the body, first had
a drawing made of the external appearance ; and then pro-
ceeding to a more strict examination, pronounced the or-

gan's those of a female only. An account has been given
of a hermaphrodite in France, which merits particular at-

tention, either in establishing the fact of hermaphrodlsra,

or in illustrating how the learned may be deceived. To-
wards the year 1686, a maid-servant named Margaret
Maul use, born near Tolouse, was brought to the hospital

of that city. She was about 21 years of age, with a fe-

minine mien and appearance, a handsome face and agree-
able expression, her bosom well formed, but she present-

ed the male sexual organization, intermixed with the fe-

male structure. The evacuations peculiar to the sex
were regular and abundant, as was testified by the attend-

ing physician ; and, according to what he understood, the
secretions denoting virility vvere proportionally copious.

These facts being known to several physicians, the vicars

general were consulted on the subject, and the result was,
to compel the hermaphrodite to adopt the apparel of a man,
under the name of Arnaud Mauluse, and to learn some
profession. AV'e are further told, that those concerned
had no difficulty on the point, because '' the hermaphro-
dite was sufficiently capable of the functions of a man,
but of none belonging to a woman." Notwithstanding the

necessity of compliance, however, this individual seems
to have been dissatisfied with such a compulsory change
of sex ; and not finding it congenial to her nature, she

afterwards solicited the king's permission to resume fe-

male attire. Some persons have supposed, that she merely
exhibited a firolafisns uteri of an unusual form. Even
within these few years, a woman was shewn as a herma-
phrodite in London, pretending to the capacities of a male,

who suffered under the same disease. The deception was
detected, but not until a large sum had been realised by

her, when she changed her abode. However, the enlarge-

Z z
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ment exciting the idea of the presence of virility, is be-

yond dispute in adult females. Realdus Columbus says,

a gipsey, whom he conceived to be a hermaphrodite, re-

quested him to perform an amputation of the superfluous

organization, which he declined from apprehensions of

danger. Between 1730 and 1740, an African slave being

brought from Angola to Bristol, and carried from thence

to London, was exhibited as a hermaphrodite. She was

about 25 years of age, presented nothing masculine in

voice or appearance, but exhibited the like enlargement

as before, attended with some other slight malformations.

Dr Douglas made diawings of tlie whole ; ami Mr Par-

sons, having also seen the individual, concluded that she

was absolutely a female. In the year 1750, a French

Avoman, aged 18 years, was shewn also in London as a

hermaphrodite, with what was called. " an inordinate en-

largement" of the organ, and corresjionding restrictions

of a preternatural apijearance. Sir Everard Home speaks

of a Mandingo wonuin, carried from Aliica to the East

Inuies, with flat breasts, a rough voice, and masculine

coui/tenance ; who exhibited, besides, all the appearance

of virility in enlargement, while the rest of the sexual

organization seemed in the natural state.

It is exceedingly probable that almost the whole ani-

mals vulgarly cstetnud hermaphrodites are of this class,

females with malformations; because, whatever uncertain-

ties prevail, there is always a decided predominance of the

latter sex, though the masculine nature be very obscure.

From these and siniilar uncertainties, a change of sex is

saiLJ to have sometimes ensued in mankind. Nor is it im-

probable that this was firmly credited, since a diseased fe-

male may, to cursory inspection, manifest the semblance
of virility. This imaginary change is most usually of

Women into men, and rarely of men into women. How-
ever Caspar Bauhin relates, that a child was baptised as a

boy, became a soldier, and married a woman, with whom
he lived seven years. But the supposed husband himself
becoming pregnant, was most unexpectedly delivered of a

daughter; and upon an investigation by the magistrates

of the place of his residence, it appeared there was a mal-
formation, never disclosed by the wife, and that the hus-

band had on some occasion cohabited with a Spaniard.

Thus the person supposed to be a male, proved in fact to

be a female. Another instance, which seems to have been
first related by Dr Douglas, an eminent anatomist, hap-
pened in London, where one of two waiters living in a

tavern in like manner became pregnant by the other, to the

great astonishment of the neighbourhood, at the reputed

change of sex ; and her dress was thenceforward changed
to that of a female. The examples above given, shew
that it is possible to mistake the sex of an infant from pre-

ternatural organization, but that the real nature of the in-

dividuals may be disclosed with the evolution, if \vc may
so call it, of the sexual propensities.

The masculine and feminine character is deeply influ-

enced by the state and condition of those organs which
nature has appropriated for the perpetuation of the species.

Thus the analogy between the sexes, hardly separable in

the embryo, is infinitely greater during childhood, before

the complete developement of the generative faculties, and
after the procrcalive powers have ceased, than in the inter-

mediate period. A corresponding analogy is produced by
the destruction of the essential parts, or by their vitiated

expansion. The eunuch is weak and timid, the beard is

wanting, the voice shrill, and he seldom possesses a vigor-

ous intellect. Ilis whole personal configuration and men-
tal disposition are approximated to those of females. On
the other hand, where the essential organization of women
is injured, there is some tendency by nature to remove

them from their original sex. Cases of this kind can sel-

dom occur, but such was the eff"ect in the necessary extir-

pation ol an ovary on account of disease ; and also in ano-
ther instance, where the full developement of the ovaries
had not ensued. It is impossible to admit the last class

of hermaphrodites, females with preternatural enlarge-
ments, accompanied by a hoarse voice, indications of a.

beard, flat breasts, and masculine propensities, along with
women exhibiting none of these peculiarities. They are
somewhat removed from females, as men whose person and
mind are of a corresponding description, are somewhat re-

moved from the entire and vigorous sex. The difterence

arises from sexual organization. It has also been conjec-
tured by some learned authors, as Wrisberg, that women
of masculine manner and appearance, and men exhibiting
an extraordinary degree of effeminacy, may be divided
into two distinct classes, the former characterised by ten,

the latter by six, peculiarities, among which sterility is

common to both. These he supposes to be dependent on
sexual organization ; and it is worthy of remark, that weak-
ness of intellect is almost invariably concomitant on the

imperfect expansion of the generative parts, whether this is

prevented by natural infirmity, or by violence in childhood.

Perhaps all the varieties of configuration, which we have
thus endeavoured to reduce to three classes, may be ranked
in general under monstrosities. Nothing can be more in-

teresting than to investigate the elements of sexual distinc-

tion. In whatever manner the expansion of these elements
may be deranged, the result is monstrosity, as in other ca-

ses, by excess or defect, or some unnatural combination of
what would constitute a male or female imperfectly deve-
loped. This vicious configuration, though for the most
part the lot of some solitary individual, as other monstrosi-

ties, prevails in families where there are also perfect be-

ings. One instance is given by Kauu Boerhaave in two
young Siberians, and another by Sir Everard Home, in

two children born in Devonshire. The latter were males
with malformations : They were idiots, and they were of

an uncommon size. The parents had an intermediate

child, who was a perfect girl. See Ackermann Itifantis

Androgyni Hisloria. Haller Commeyitatio afi. Gottingen

Transact, ton), i. Atovi Comment. Academ Petro/iolit. torn,

i. and xvi. Memoires de I'Acadeinie Royale^ 1720— 1725,

and 1750, 1756, 1757. Philosofihical Transactions, 1751,

1799 1805 Pzir^on'i Enquiry. Br'And's Case o/a doy who
had beeti mistakenfor a Girl Hunter On the Animal £cono-
my p. 45. Phenomena of Planarie. (c)

HERMOPOLIS. See Civil Architeoture.
HERNIA. Sec Surgery.
HEROD, King of Judea, surnamed the Great, on ac-

count of his power and talents, as it frequently happens,

rather than of his virtues, was the second son of Antipater
the Idumaean, and was born at Ascalon in Judea, about
seventy years before the Christian aera. At the age of
twenty-five, he was appointed by his father to the govern-
ment of Galilee, where he distinguished himself by the

suppression of a band of robbers, and the execution of their

leader Hezekiah, with several of his comrades. Having
performed this service of his own authority, and executed
the culprits without even the form of trial, he was summon-
ed to answer for his conduct before the Sanhedrim ; but he
escaped both punishment and censure, through the strength

of his party, the zeal of his friends, and his own abilities

and dexterity.

In the civil wars of Rome, Herod at first embraced the

party of Brutus and Cassius, and was, in consequence,

made governor of Caelesyria; and, after their death, when
Mark Antony arrived victorious in Syria, he and his bro-

ther contrived to ingratiate themselves with him, and were
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appointed tetrarchs in Judea. But in a sliort time after-

wards, in consequence of an invasion by Antigonus, who
was assisted by the Jews, Herod was compelled to make
his escape from Jerusalem, and to retire, first to Idumaea,

and then to Egypt. He at length arrived at Rome, and

upon occasion of a disputed succession to the crown of

Judea, between the two branches of the Asmodean family,

he found means through his own intrigues, and the influ-

ence and powerful recommendations of Mark Antony, to ob-

tain a decree of the senate, coid'erring that kingdom upon
himself. Immediately thereafter he repaired to Judea,

and in the course of about three years, succeeded in get-

ting possession of the whole country. But this success

was not obtained without bloodshed. The throne was at

that time in the possession of Antigonus ; and, although
aided by the Roman army, Herod was obliged to lay seige

to Jerusalem, which held out for six months, when it was
at length carried by assault, and a great slaughter made of

the inhabitants. Antigonus was taken prisoner and put to

death. The attention of Herod, upon assuming the govern-
ment, was first directed towards the replenishing of his

treasury, and repressing the Asmodean faction, by whom
he was regarded as an usurper. In the puisuit of these

objects, he was guilty of many oppressive acts of extortion

and cruelty. Soon after this, an accusation was lodged
against him before Mark Antony by Cleopatra, who, it is

said, was influenced, upon this occasion, by his mother-in-
law, Alexandra. Having been summoned to appear be-

fore the triumvir, to answer to the charges exhibited against

him, he contrived, by great pecuniary sacrifices, to make
his peace with Antony, and returned in high credit to his

kingdom. It was upon this occasion that he displayed that

conflict of passions, which for ever embittered his domes-
tic life. Being distractedly fond of his wife Mariamne,
and unable to endure the thought of her falling into the

hands of another, he exacted a solemn promise from Jo-

seph, whom he appointed to govern in his absence, that, if

the accusation should prove fatal to him, he would put the

queen to death. Joseph disclosed the secret to Mari-
amne, who, indignant at this savage proof of his affection

for her, conceived from that moinent a deep and settled

aversion to her husband. Upon his return, some hints

were thrown out respecting Joseph's familiarity with Ma-
riamne during his absence. These suspicions he commu-
nicated to his wife, who immediately recriminated, and
upbraided him «ith his cruel order concerring her. His
fury then became unbounded. He put Joseph to death

for betraying the secret confided to him, and threw his

mother-in-law Alexandra into prison. About this time he
received a visit from Cleopatra, who is said to have enter-

tained amorous inclinations tuwaids him. These, however,
Htrod did not gratify, but endeavoured to glut her avarice
witli profuse donations.

In the war which broke out between Antony and Octa-
vius, Herod levied an army for the support of the former;
but was obliged first to encounter Malchus, King of Ara-
bia, whom he defeaied, and compelled to sue for peace.
After the decisive battle of Actium, his great object was
to make terms with the conqueror; and, as a preliminary
step, he put to death Hyrcan, the only surviving male of
the Abn)odean family. Having taken this precaution to

secure himself, he embarkcil for Rhodes, and appeared be-
fore Augustus in all the ornaments of royalty, excepting his

diadem. With all the ajjpearance of noble and ingenuous
confidence, he related the faithful services he had perform-
ed for his benefactor Antony, and hinted that he was ready
to transfer his gratitude and allegiance to a new patron,
from whom h eshould hold his crown and kingdom. Augus-
tus was struck with the apparent magnanimity of this de-

fence of his former conduct, and leplaced the diadem on
the head of Herod, who continued to be the most favoured
of his tributary sovereigns.

But the good fortune which Herod experienced, as a

prince, was poisoned by domestic broils, and particularly
by the insuperable aversion of his wife Mariamne, whom
at length he brought to trial, convicted, and executed.
She submitted to her fate with all the intrepidity of con-
scious innocence, and was sufliciently avenged by the dread-
ful icmorse of her husband, whose peace of mind was for

ever afterwards destroyed. In vain did he endeavour to

banish her memory by scenes of dissipation and cruelty :

the charms of his beloved Mariamne haunted him wher-
ever he went; and he would frequently call aloud upon her
name, as if willing to forget that she was no longer among
the living. At limes he would fly from the sight of men :

and on his return from solitude, which was ill suited to a
mind stricken with the consciousness of guilt, he became
more brutal and ferocious than ever, and in his fitsofphren-
zy spared neither friends nor foes. Alexandra, who had
always exhibited the utmost malignity towards her daugh-
ter, fell the unpitied victim of his rage. At length he ap-
pears to have recovered some portion of self-possession,

and employed himself in projects of regal magnificence.
He built at Jerusalem a magnificent theatre and amphithea-
tre, in which he caused games to be celebrated in honour
of Augustus; to the great displeasure of the zealous Jews,
who discovered Gentile profanation in the theatrical orna-
ments and spectacles. These, and other offensive acts,

excited a most serious conspiracy against him, which he,
fortunately for himself, discovered, and exercised the most
brutal revenge on all the parties concerned in it. He next
built Samaria, which he named Sebaste, and adorned with
the most sumptuous edifices ; and for his security, he erect-

ed several foi tresses throughout the whole of Judea, of
which the principal was called Caesarea, in honour of the

emperor. At the dedication of this last new city, he dis-

played such profuse magnificence, that Augustus said, " his

soul was too great for his kingdom." The same taste for

sumptuous magnificence was exhibited in his palaces, on
which he lavished the most costly materials and workman-
ship. To supply the place of his lost Mariamne, he mar-
ried another wife of the same name, the beautiful daughter
of a priest, whom he raised to the high rank of the supreme
pontificate. His two sons by the first Mariamne he sent

to be educated at Rome, and so ingratiated himself with

Augustus and his ministers, that he was appointed imperi-
al procurator for Syria.

With the view of acquiring popularity among the Jews,
and of exhibiting an attachment to their religion, he under-
took the vast enterprize of rebuilding the temple of Jeru-
salem, which he completed in the course of about a year
and a half, in a noble style of magnificence. During the

progress of this work he visited Rome, and brought back
ids sons, who had grown up to manhood. These, how-
ever, at length conspired against their father's person and
government, and were tried, convicted, and executed. It

was in reference to this transaction that Augustus is re-

ported to have said, that " it was better to be Herod's hog
than his son."

In the thirty-third year of his reign occurred the memo-
rable event of the birth of our .Savioiu' ; upon which occa-

sion, acccording to the Gospel of St .Malhcw, the jealousy

of Herod was so highly excited by the prophetic intima-

tions of the future greatness of the Messiah, that he slaugh-

tered all the infants in Bethlehem, in hopes of destroying

him among the number. About tiiis time Antipater, re-

turning from Rome, was arrested by his father's orders,

and accused of treasonable practices. He was found gull-

2z2
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ty of conspiring against the life of tlic king. This and

other calamiiies, combined with a guilty conscience prey-

ing upon a broken constitiilion, tbiew the wretched monarch

into a loathsome and nnoital disease, which has been repre-

sented by historians as a just judgment of heaven for the

many foul enormities and impieties of which he had been

guilty. In truth, his cruelty appeared to increase as he

approached the termination of his career. A premature

report of his deatii caused a tumult in Jerusalem ; and

those who had been imprudently concerned in it were im-

mediately seized, and put to death, by order of the dying

king. He also caused his son Antipater to be slain in pri-

son, and his remains to be treated with every species of

insult and ignominy. Even on his death-bed, he had planned

a scene of more atrocious cruelty than lie had ever devised

or attempted at any former period of his life. He sum-
moned the most considerable persons among the Jev.s to

Jericho, and caused them to be shiit up in the hijypodrome,

or circus, and gave strict orders to have them all massa-

cred, as soon as he should have expired. " This," said he,

" will provide for my funeral all over the land, and make
every family in the kingdom lament my death." Fortunate-

ly, however, this savage order was not e.xecuted by those

to whom it was entrusted.

Herod expired in the sixty-eighth year of his age, and
the thirty-fourth of his reign. He bequeathed his king-

dom to his son Archelaus, and left tetrarchies to his two
other sons. The character of this monarch exhibits a com-
bination of great talents and great vices. The success

which attended his enterprizes, and which shed a false

though dazzling lustre around his government, has given

him an eminent rank in the list of sovereigns ; while the

savage disposition, which appears to have taken delight in

the most revolting and horrible acts of cruelty, has con-

signed his memory to merited detestation. He was the

first, it may be remarked, who shook the foundations of

the Jewish government. He appointed the high-priests

and removed them at his pleasure, without any regard to

the laws of succession ; and he entirely destroyed the au-

thority of the national council. In short, his reign was
similar to that of most able tyrants; splendid and glorious

to outward appearance, but, in reality, destructive of the

prosperity of the kingdom over which he presided. See
Josephus, Prideaux, Lardner; Unixiers. Hist.; and Gen.
Biog. Diet, (z)

HERODOTUS, the most ancient of the Greek histo-

rians whose works are extant, and thence called by Cice-

ro the Father of History, was born at Halicarnassus in Ca-
ria, in the first year of the 74th Olympiad, or about 484
years B C. The name of his father was Lyxes ; that of

his mother Dryo. The city of Halicarnassus being at that

time oppressed by the tyranny of Lygdaniis, grandson of
Artemisia, Queen of Caria, Herodotus quitted his country,

and retired to Samos ; from whence he travelled over Egypt,
Greece, Itaiy, &c. collecting every where all the informa-
tion he could procure concerning the origin and history of
nations. He then began to digest the materials he had
thus collected, and composed that history which has pre-
served his name and reputation even to our times. He is

generally supposed to have written it in the island of Sa-
mos, where he studied the louic dialect, in which his his-

tory is composed ; his native dialect being the Doric. He
afterwards revisited his native place, and is said to have great-
ly displeased and irritated his countrymen, in consequence
of having contributed, by his influence, to the overthrow of
the government, and the expulsion of the tyrant Lygdamis,
which obliged him again to go into exile. When he had
attained his thirty-ninth year, he was induced, by the desire
of fame, to recite his history to the people assembled at

the OlyiTipic games. It was received with universal ap-
plause, and procured him a general and permanent cele-
brity throughout all the states of Greece. The place and
period of his death are uncertain; but it is probable that he
died in exile in a town of Magna Grcecia.

The history of Herodotiis embraces a period of about
240 years, from the time of Cyrus the Great to Xerxes;
and contains, besides the transactions between Persia and
Greece, a sketch of the afiairs of other nations, as of the
Lydians, lonians, I-.,ycians, Egyptians, and Macedonians.
The work is divided into nine books, which arc called af-

ter the nine muses, not by ihe historian himself, but, as it

is thought, by the Greeks at the Olympic games, when
they were first recited, as a compliment to the author.

As an historian^ Herodotus has been generally censured
for betraying too great a partiality for the marvellous.
iJul it may be remarked in his justification, Imo, That the
truth of many of the physical phenomena which he relates,

and which were coi.sidcrcd as incredible prodigies by the
ancient writers, has been abundantly confirmed by modern
discoveries; and, 2Uo, That Herodotus compiled a great
part of his history from popular traditions, and expressly
cautions his readers against an implicit belief of many of
the wonderfid things he relates upon the authority ofmere
hearsay. And it is an argument much in favour of this an-
cient writer, that his chronology requires less correction,

according to Newton's Canons, than that of any of the sub-
sequent Greek historians. With respect to those great
transactions whicli took place in Greece after his own birth,

he is generally thought to be worthy of credit ; and the
publication of his work, at a general assembly of the nation,

may be considered as a voucher for his veracity. He has,

nevertheless, been suspected of partiality in particular in-

stances ; and Plutarch, the most formidable of his critics,

wrote a small treatise On the Malignity of Herodotus, in

which he expressly taxes him with injustice towards the
Thebans and Corinthians, and, indeed, towards the Greeks
in general. His history, however, is still accounted one of
the most precious relics of antiquity. The greatest incon-
venience attending the perusal of this historian, results

from his method and arrangement, which are extremely
awkward, irregular, and discursive ; some entire histories

being introduced, by way of parenthesis, in the bodies of
others. His style is easy, graceful, flowing, and copious
even to exuberance. Its chief e.'icellence lies in narra-

tive, as it seems to want force and conciseness for senti-

ment and remark, in which he is surpassed by Thucydi-
des. Herodotus is esteemed the model of the Ionic, and
Thucydides of the Attic dialect.

Besides this work, Herodotus is supposed to have writ-

ten an history of Assyria ; which, if it was ever published,
(which seems doubtful.) is now lost. The life of Homer,
which is usually printed at the end of his works, has also

been ascribed to Herodotus; but the best critics are of
opinion that it is the production of a diff'erent author.

The two best editions of Herodotus are that of Wessel-
ing, fol. Amsterdam, 1763 ; and that of Glasgow, in 9 vols.

12mo. 1761. A very excellent edition of Herodotus, in

Greek and Latin, was published in Edinburgh by Mr Laing,
in 7 vols. 12mo. in the year 1806, corrected by Professor

Porson and Professor Dunbar. The editio firincejis is that

of Aldus, Venet. fol. 1502. There are two English trans-

lations of this historian; the one by Littiebury, in 2 vols.

8vo. and the other by Mr Beloe, in 4 vols. 8vo. with many
useful and entertaining remarks and annotations. There
is also an excellent French translation, with very learned

notes, by M. Larcher. The geography of Herodotus has

been examined and explained by the ingenious Major
Rennell, in one volume 4to, 1800. (:)
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HEIIPETOLOGY.

llEurETOLOGY, IVoiTi i^velti, u r<;/iiilc, and A»'/«5, a dis-

course, is tlialclep;utmcMt of /ooi.ocy, in wliicli is con-

sidered ihe natural history and economy of reptiles.

Under the term Ke/ailcx, naturalists have generally

comprehended all those tribes of oviparous animals com-
monly called AMPniBiA, including both oviparous qua-

drupeds and serpents; and accordingly Linnaeus has ar-

ranged both under this name in his third class of animals.

See Amphibia.
In the present article, we mean to confine ourselves en-

tirely to the first order of amphibia, according to the latest

modificutioi) of Linnaeus's system, or the oviparous qua-

drupeds, to which the term /?f/i?i//a has, though improper-

ly, been restiicted by the writers of the Linnaean school.

We shall reserve the history of the serpent tribes for the

article Ophiology.
The animals, of which we are now to consider the struc-

ture, economy, habits, and manners, belong to the second

threat division of vertebral animals, as characterized in our
Comjiarative Anatomy, namely, those with a single heart

and cold blood. They have all alticulated members,
though, in a few instances, especially in one stage of their

existence, these are only two in number, and very short.

Many of them have tails, which, in some species, serve the

purpose of hands, in others that of a fin or rudder. Most
of them walk, or leap, or both ; many swim with facili-

ty ; and a few species are capable of supporting them-

selves in the air for a time, so as to imitate the action of

flying. In these animals, the cavities of the chest and

belly are not separated from each other, as in quadrupeds,

by a fleshy partition or midriff.

In the reptile tribes we observe two remarkable circum-

stances, which will presently occupy a considerable share

of our attention. These are, the great tenacity of life

which they possess, and the extraordinary degree of repro-

ductive power that prevails in many of the species. Se-

veral I'f them support abstinence, and apparently total

seclusion from atmospheric air, for a surprising length of

time; and even their heads and hearts are capable of being

excited to muscular action long after tliey have been sepa-

rated from the body. Aij;ain, when deprived of some less

important organ, as the tail, a limb, or an eye, this is in no

long period reproduced.

Though called am/i/iibia, they do not all live equally well

on land and in the water. Some prefer tiie former, and

some the latter element, and a few seem fitted indifferently

for either.

The general appearance and habits of these animals arc

not very prepossessing. l'"ew of thcni possess that ele-

gance of form and brilliance of colour, which we so much
admire in most of the birds and in many of the quadru-

peds. Lurid in their aspect, clumsy in their mien, and

awkward in their gait, they tend rather to excite our ab-

horrence and disgust ; and though few of them can pro-

perly be said to be poisonous, several are, from their

bulk and ferocity, just olijects of terror even to the human
race.

Those who are fond of illustrating the idea of a regular

scale or chain of being among the works of nature, may
find several connecting links among the reptile tribes.

Thus the crocodile may be said to connect the vivifiarous

and ovi/iarous quadrupeds, as resembling, in external ap-
pearance, the genus manis, or scaly lizards ; the turtles,

especially those with soft coverings, may be regarded as

connecting the cetacea and reptiles ; the flying lizards, or
dragons, may be said to form the link of connection be-
tween reptiles and birds; the sefis and chakia nearly re-

semble strfients ; and the siren is so very near the fishes,

that some naturalists still enumerate it among the finny

tribes.

It is scarcely possible to point out correctly how many
species of reptiles are known to naturalists at the present

day ; especially as many are considered a/iecies by one
writer, and only varieties by another. According to the

latest edition of Linnxus's System of JVature, only 170
species were then known; but in the systematic v/ork of a
late French writer, Daudin, the distinct species enumerated
or described exceed three hundred.

HISTORY OF THE SCIENCE.

Many of the reptiles are noticed in the oldest writings
that have escaped the ravages of time, or the destructive
ignorance of barbarians. Several are alluded to in the
Sacred Scriptures ; and we are clearly of opinion with
Scheuchzer (JVatural History of the Book of Job*) and Dr
Young, {JVotes on his Parafihrase on Job,) that the sublime
description of leviathan, given in the 41st chapter of the
book of Job, applies to no other animal with which we are
acquainted, if not to the crocodile. His ample jaws and
dreadful teeth, his compact impenetrable scales, his large
and fiery eyes, his strength, ferocity, and courage, agree
exactly with our best descriptions of the crocodile ; and
though some passages might lead us to conclude that the

poet was describing an inhabitant of the ocean, this objec-

tion is trivial, when we reflect that the large rivers and
lakes, which form the ordinary habitation of crocodiles,

might, in the glowing and figiirative languages of the East,

without too much hyperbolical exaggeration, be designated
by tlie terms dee/i and ocean.

Of tlie ancient classic naturalists who have written on
reptiles, we need mention only Aristotle and Pliny. The
former, in his Historia Jtnimalium, has described the croco-

dile, tiie salamander, and some other species ; but the lat-

ter, in his Historia JVaiuralis, has furnished the fullest ac-

count of reptiles, especially in his second, eighth, niutli,

tenth, and twenty-eighth books, in which he relates allwiat

was then known, and all that was believed, respecting the

crocodile, the sea and land tortoises, the chameleon, and
the basilisk. In the second book, he shows himself ac-

quainted with the fact, that reptiles are not destioyed by
cutting off their limbs or tail ; in the eighth, he mentions
the spectacle of five li\ing crocodiles exhibited by Scau-

rus-, the edile, to the people of Rome ; in the ninth, he de-

scribes the mode then practised in India for taking tur-

tles; in the tenth, speaking of the crocodile, he tells us
very gravely, that the male and female sit aiternately on

Ihe eggs laid by the latter; and in the twenty-eighth, be-

sides mentioning the utility of the skink, and several parts

of the crocodile, as medicines, he details at considerable

length the fabulous history of the chameleon.

See his Physica Sacra, published in 1731.
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Among the modern writers on natural history, Gesner,

in part of his Hiatoria ./tniinalium, treats of oviparous qua-

drupeds, though the number which he describes is by no

means very considerable. As usual vvith the writers of

his time, he imitates the ancient naturalists in mingliiig

truth with fable, especially in his second book, in which hs

describes the chameleon. In some respects, however, he

is very judicious. He notices the wonderful tenacity of

life in reptiles, and particularly exemplifies it in the heart

of the salamander.

About the same time with Gesner, viz in the middle

of the 16th century, lived Rondelet, a native of Languedoc
in France; who, in his work on fishes, has described some
species of turtles as having been seen by him upon the

coast of France.
That laborious collector and compiler, Aldrovandi, in

that portion of his works wliich is dedicated to quadrupeds,

describes many reptiles, especially the tortoise, the cro-

codile, the chameleon, and the salamander ; but as his ac-

counts are derived almost entirely from preceding authors,

and abound with marvellous fictions, they are now rarely

consulted.

In that part of Johnston's Historia jinimalium which
s dedicated to <]uadrujieds, we have also an account of se-

veral reptiles, among others the crocodile and the chame-
leon.

In the latter end of the I7th century, Blasius published

his ji7iatomia ylnimaiium Jii^uris variis illustrala, which
contains some uselul observations on the structure of

reptiles. He particularly remarks the imperfection of

their secreting organs. He also describes the manners
of a tame tortoise which he kept, and its remarkable ab-

stinence.

About the same time appeared Sibbald's Prodromua
Historic naturalis Scolie, in which he describes some
species of turtles as being found on the western coast of

Scotland.

In 1685, Francis Redi published his Exfierimenta circa

Farias res JVaturales, and about the same time his Italian

work on the same subject. The experiments which Redi
made on various species of tortoise are sufficiently cruel

;

but they illustrate, in an eminent degree, the surprising

tenacity of life possessed by these animals. They will be
particularly noticed hereafter.

Our learned and scientific countryman, Ray, was the

first naturalist who gave any thing like a rational account
of reptiles, in his Synofisis A/iimalium. He describes
more species of tortoise than were known before ; and,

besides the crocodile, enumerates several rare species of
lizards.

The immortal Swedish naturalist, in his Systema JVaturte,

divided the class of amphibia into four orders,—reptiles

having feet, serpents without feet, gliding reptiles,

(nieantes,) and swimming reptiles, {jiantes). As the last

order was afterwards removed to the class of fishes, and
some other important emendations were introduced into

subsequent editions of that laborious work, we shall defer
any observations on Linnseus's method till we notice his last

and best editor, Gnielin.

In Seba's Thesaurus JVaturx, published about the mid-
dle of last century, a considerable number of the most
remarkable reptiles is figuicd ; and though the engravings
are not in the first style, they give a sufficiently just idea
of the objects which they represent.

All the British species then known are described, and
some of them figured in \.he British Zoology of Pennant,
published in 1749, in 4 vols. He pailicularly describes
the coriaceous, or leathern turtle, as having been found on
ihe British coast.

Mr Pennant also contributed some of the very few pa-
pers on reptiles to be found in the I'hiloaofihical Transac-
tions, especially a description and figure of the Tcstudo

ferox, or soft tortoise, and the T. coriacea, or leaincrn

turtle. Some species are also noticed in his Arctic Zoology.

In 1755, professor Klein of Leipsic published his jTen-

tamen Erjiclolugia; but as tlial work is confined chiefly

to serpents, we cannot properly do more than notice it

here.

In 1768, appeared the Sjiecimen Medicum exhibent

Syno/tsin He/ililimn of Laurcnti, in which a new arrange-

ment of these animals was attempted. He distributes ail

reptiles (except tortoises, which he unaccountably omits
altogether) into three orders,

—

lea/iing rejitilcs, walking
refitiles, and serjienta. Of the first order, he cnaractcrizes

five genera, Pifia, Sufo, liana, Hyla,a.iM Proteus i and in

his second order, thintcn genera, viz. Triton Hatamandra,
Caudiverbera, Gecko, Chameleo, Iguana Basiliscus, Draco,
Cordylus, Crocodilua, Hcincus, Stellio, Se/ia. Among tiie

serpents he places the Chalcides, wnich certainly belong

to the second as pioperly as tlie Sefis.

Nine years after the " Specimen" of Laurenti, Scopoli

published bin Introductio ad Hisioriam JVaturalem, in which
he divides the reptiles into legitimate or true, and bastard

or spurious reptiles, the latter term being applied to the

cartilaginous fishes. The true reptiles, including serpents,

he divides into two classes ; the first containing the ser-

pents, and the second the subjects of our present inquiry.

This latter he subdivides into two orders. The first order

comprises those reptiles that have tails, viz. the siren,

lizards, dragons, and tortoises, including under lizards the

crocodiles, iguanas, cordyli, salamanders, chameleons, and
skinks. The second order contains only one genus, Rana ;

but this comprehends toads and tree frogs. The chalcides

he ranks among the serpents.

In 1789, Professor Gmeliri published his edition of

Linnaeus's Systema N'aturx. In this work, which, though
little more than a compilation, reflects much credit on the

industry and abilities of its author, the amfihibia are divid-

ed into two orders, reptiles and serpents. The reptiles

are characterized as being furnished with feet, respiring

by means of lungs or gills, and having a simple penis.

Of the reptiles, he forms only four principal genera,

viz. Testudo, Draco, Lacerta, and Rana ; but most of

these are subdivided. Of the tortoises, there are three

subdivisions, aea tortoises, fresh water tortoises, and land

tortoises. Of the genus Lacerta., there are eleven sub-

genera ; crocodiles^ cordyli, stelliones, iguanas, salamanders,

geckos, chameleons- ameivas, lizards, skinks, and chalcides.

Of the genus Rana, there are three subdivisions :

bufones, or land toads ; rane, or frogs; and hyte, or tree

frogs.

The principal defects of this arrangement are, the rank-

ing the salamanders among the Lacertis, from which, as

will appear hereafter, they are separated by well marked
characters ; and onjilting the siren, which Gmelin has
placed in the genus Murena, among the fishes. For the

small number of his species Gmelin is scarcely accounta-

ble, as many have been discovered since his time ; and
for the small number of his genera, his numerous subdi-

visions in a great measure compensate. It is of little con-

sequence whether we call these genera, or sub-genera.

The effect of the subdivisions in ascertaining the species

is much the same ; and this, added to their scientific ac-

curacy, is one great merit of the French naturalists, whose
writings we are presently to notice.

That part of Ginelin's work which comprises the jlni-

Trial Kingdom has been translated, with some additional
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matter, by Dr. Turton, and published in four thick vo-

lumes 8vo.

Id 1788 and 1790, the Count de Lacepcdc published his

Hisluirc .Yaturelle des Quadrutiedes Ovifiaircs et Ser/iens.

This work had been projected by Burton as a secjuel to

his Natural History, general and particular, and he had col-

lected considerable materials towards its composition ; but

finding himself unable to pursue the arduous task, he de-

puted Lacepede to supply his place, and caused the ma-
terials to be put into his hands. The result shewed how
ably liufi"on had selected his successor; for, though since

this work was published much additional information has

been obtained, and many scientific improvements intro-

duced into systematic Herpetology, the work of La-
cepede will lung be regarded as one of the most classical

and elegant publications on this part of natural history.

The whole work is divided into two nearly equal parts,

which may be considered as distinct and independent trea-

tises, each being prefaced by a preliminary discourse.

The first part, with which we alone are at present con-

cerned, treats of oviparous quadrupeds ; and these are

classed under four general heads, tortoises, lizards, ovi-'

parous quadrupeds without tails, and two-footed reptiles,

each being more or less subdivided. The tortoises have

only two subdivisions: 1st, Sea lorcoises, o( which six

species are described ; and 2d, Fresh nvater and land tor-

toises, of which there are twenty species noticed. The
lizards are divided into, 1st, Those which have flat tails,

and five toes before, including four species of ci'ocodile,

the dragon, tupinambis, and five other species ; 2d, Those
which have round tails, five toes before, and a crested

back, comprehending the guana, the basilisk, the agama,
and three other species ; 3d, Those that have round tails,

five toes before, and fillets on the belly, containing eight

species, among which are the cordylus and ameiva; 4th,

Those that have five toes before, but no transverse bands

on the belly, including the chameleon, the skink, and
twenty other species; 5th, Those having large imbricated

scales on the under surface of the toes, containing the

geckos and two other analogous species; 6th, Those that

have only three or four toes, to which belong the seps and

chalcides ; 7th, Those that have membranous wings, the

dragon or flying lizard ; 8th, Those which have three or

four toes on each fore foot, and four or five on each hind

foot, including the salamander, ask, and four others.

Of the oviparous quadrupeds without tails, there are

three subdivisions: 1st, Frogs having their heads and

bodies angular and elongated, of which there are thirteen

species; 2d, Tree frogs, having a small viscous pellet

under each toe, comprehending seven species ; 3:1, Toads
with compact rounded bodies, of which there are fourteen

species, including the pipa, or Surinam toad. The last

head, which is not subdivided, contains only two species.

This work of M. Lacepede was translated into Eng-
lish by Mr Kerr, and published at Edinburgh in 4 vols.

Bvo. in 1802.

In 1792 was published at Erlang, the Historia TesCu-

dinum oii. D. Schoepff, an excellent work, left imperfect

by the death of its ingenious author.

We must not here omit to notice two ingenious publica-

tions in Latin on the physiology of reptiles, by Di Robert
Towiison : 1st, De Amphibiis, published at Goltingen in

1794; and 2d, Observationes Phijsiologice de Resfiiratione

Amlihibiorum. published at Vienna in 1796.

According to Daudin, the most natural classification of

reptiles that has yet appe;ired is that of M. Alt xandre
Bnmijniart, published in 1799 in the Magazin Encyclo-

pedique. As we shall fully explain this classification, after

having noticed the principal naturalists who have adopted

and modified it, wc shall here merely give an outline of
this author's subdivisions. He distributes all reptiles under
four general orders: ClielonicnB, or tortoises, of which he
makes two genera, C/ielonia and Testudo, corresponding
exactly thus far with the division of Lacepede ; 2d, Sau-
ricns, of which there are nine genera, viz. Crocodilus,
Iguana, Draco, Stellio, GeckOy Chameleo, Lacerta, Scincus,
and Chalcides; 3d, Ofihidiens, or serpents; and 4tli, Ba-
traciens, of which there are four genera, Rana, liit/h, Hyta,
and Haiamandra.

At the very commencement of the present century, M.
Latrcille published L'Histoire JVaturette des Reptiles, the
arrangement of which diflers little from that of Lacepede,
except in placing the Salamander under the same head
with the frogs and toads, and a species of Proteus, which
appears to be a tadpole of the water salamander, and the

Siren, among the serpents. His generic characters, how-
ever, are more precise than those of Lacepede ; but his

method, on the whole, is inferior to that of Biongniarl.
M. Latreille also published L'Histoire JVaturelle des Sala-

mandres.

Between the years 1800 and 1803, the celebrated ana-
tomist and naturalist Cuvier, and his disciple and assistant

Dimieril, published his Lemons Anatomic Comfiaree, in 5

vols. 8vo. with 52 plates at the end of the fifth volume.
Cuvier had, in 1798, published an elementary work on na-

tural history, under the title of Tableau Ulementaire dc
VHisloire Muurelle des Aiiiniaux, in which he gave a gene-
ral description of reptiles.

Attached to the first volume of his Lectures, Cuvier has
given a systematic arrangement of the various classes and
orders of animals ; and in the classification of reptiles, he
has adopted an arrangement radically the same with that

of Brongniart. In the first place, he divides reptiles into

two sections; 1st, Those which have two auricles to the

heart ; 2d, Those that have but one. Each of these sec-

tions is subdivided into two orders. The first order con-
sists of those reptiles that have a shell or carapace, and
their jaws defended by horn. These are the cheloniens,ov

tortoises. The second order consists of those that have
the body covered with scales, and are furnished with teeth,

like the sauriens, or lizards, the genera of which are, with

the addition of seps, the same with those of Brongniart.

The first order of the second section contains the serpents.

The second order comprehends those reptiles that have a

naked skin, feet, and gills, at an early stage of their exist-

ence. Of this order (the Batraciens) there are three fami-

lies; Rana, or fiog, including the three subgenera of /?ann,

Hyla. and Bufo ; Salamandra, including the sub-genera of

Salamandra and Triton ; and Siren.

These excellent Lectures contain a very full account of

the anatoiTiical structure and physiology of reptiles, and to

them we are almost entirely indebted for our chapters on
that subject. The first two volumes of this work were
translated into English under the inspection of Mr Ma-
cartney, lecturer on comparative anatomy in London, and
published there in 1801.

In 1800, Dr George Shaw began his General Zoology,

which was intended to include all the genera and species

of animals at present known. The third volume contains

the reptiles and serpents. In giving our opinion of this

extensive work, we are somewhat at a loss. As a sys-

tematic arrangement of animals, it is very defective, and
the references to other authors are extremely few. As a

popular descriptive work, it is scarcely deserving our at-

tention ; for, though almost all the species are described,

as well as figured, there is scarcely any thing like a his-

tory of the species. The arrangement is that of Linnaus,

and the characters are in general derived from Gmelin's
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edition of the Sy.itema Miturn:. Tlie work, linwever,

aboiiiKls in excclknt plates, the figui-fs of which arc in

general well delineated, and beautifully engraved.

We need scarcely mention the A'aturalisl's Mi.iceUany

of the same author, as but few reptiles are tl'.cre liguied.

Perhaps the most complete account of reptiles, up to the

present day, has been given by M. Daiidin, who has long

devoted most of his attention to this part of zoology, and

has published several treatises on the subject. Besides

his Hiaioire Katurelle des Ri-lititcs, published separately,

and the sequel of the same work, entitled Histoire Matu-

rclU des Rainettes des Grenouil/es, el des Cra/tauds, lie has

contiibuted eight volumes octavo, with numerous plates,

to the voluminous and expensive collection of natural his-

tory published by Sonnini. These volumes were published

at different times, from 1802 to 1805. The first volume

contains some historical notices of several writers on Her-

petology, and a copious introductory treatise on the struc-

ture and physiology of reptiles, illustrated by fifteen plates.

The second volume contains the natural history of the

Chelonian order, in which are described fifty-seven

species of tortoise ; and the same volume commences the

history of the Sauuian order, and describes seven species

oi crocodile. In the third and fourth volumes, the history

of the Saurian order is completed, by a description of one

species of Dracana, fourteen of Tu/iinambis, thirty-two

oi Lacerta, two of Takydromus, three oi Iguano, three of

Draco, two of Basiliscus, twenty-five of ^gatna, nine of

Stellio, eight oi Anolis, fifteen of Gecko, four of C/iamceleo,

twenty-one of Scincus, six of Seps, and four of Chalcides.

The fifth, sixth, and seventh volumes are occupied with

the Ophidian order, or serftents,SLnd. the eighth completes

the work with the history of the Batracian order, containing

a description of twenty-seven species of Hyla, sixteen

species of Rana, thirty-two of Bufo, fourteen of Salavxan-

dra, one oi Proteus, and one of Siren. The specific cha-

racters in the body of the work are in Latin ; but, at the

end of the eighth volume, the whole genera and species

are arranged together, with their characters in French,
xinder the title of Tableau Melhodique des Refitiles.

Daudin's Natural History of Reptiles has considerably

increased the number of species, and has brought us ac-

quainted with many that were either not known before, or

whose place in the systematic arrangement had not been
distinctly ascertained. Though the matter of this work is

excellent, we cannot, however, say so much for the exe-
cution of the plates. The figures are in general so deeply
shaded, as to render it difficult to observe the characteris-

tic lines, scales, and dots, that distinguish the species.

Duineril, whom we have already noticed as the assistant

of Cuvier, has published two works on natural history,

which contain, among other animals, the new systematic

arrangement of reptiles. These are, Zoologie Analyticjtte,

published in 1806, and Traite Elementaire d' Histoire .Va-

turellc,'\x\ two volumes, of which the second contains the

animal kingdom. His arrangement is so near that of the

other distinguished naturalists of the French school, that

we need not detail it here, especially as we have already

given a summary view of it under the article Amphibia.
We might have extended these historical notices to a

much greater length; but we consider it unnecessary. We
have given a succinct account of the principal writings on
Herpctology, and shall now conclude this Part of our sub-

ject with a list of other works, to which the reader may
refer for additional information.

On the anatomy, physiology, and classification of rep-

tiles, see Swammerdam, Biblia Natur« ; R< esel, Historic

JVatitralis Ranarum ; Scluieider, .Am/ihibiorxim Physiologia

S/iecimen ; and his Historia Amtihibioruvi ; Caldesi, Osser-

vazioni Anatomich': iticorno ulle Tartaruglie ; Spallanzani,
De Fenomini detla Circolalionc ; hi:> Tracts on the A'aturat
Hist'jry of .Animals and Vegetables ; and his Memoirea aur
la Res/iiraticm, •iaie\y published by Senncbier ; Blumeii-
bach, Ahbildunr^cn Aalur Historiaclier gigcnatande ; and his

Handbiich, or majinal of the same subject ; Sehmid, His-
toria Tisludimtm ; Daubenton, Dictionaire d" Rrfietologic,

foiniing a part of L'Kncycloficdie Methodii/uc ; Perault,

A/enwires /lour servir a I' Histoire Ai'aturelle des Aiiimaux ;

Humboldt, Recueil d^ Observations de Zoologie et d'Ana-
tomic com/iarec ; Walbaum, Chelonografthia ; the com-
pendious System of Comparative Anatomy translated from
Blumenbach, with much additional information from Cu-
vier, and lately published by Mr Lawrence ; Ellis's In-

quiry into the changes firoduced in Atmosftheric Air by Res-
/liration, is'c. ; several papers by Cuvier, GeofFroy, Dau-
din, Lacepede, Sec. in the Annalea de Museum d'Histoire Mi-
turclle, more particularly in the 2d, 10th, 12th, and 14lli

volumes, and a single paper by Mr Revet Sheppard on tlic

Biitif ii lizards, in the seventh volume of the Linnean Trans-
actions.

' On the history and manners of the species, much inte-

resting information may be derived from Sloane's A'aturat

History of Jamaica, Barbadoes, iSc. ; Brown's A'aturaland
Civil History of Jamaica ; Catesby's jVatural history of Ca-
rolina ; Russel's JVatural History of Ale/i/io ; White's A'a-

tural History of Selborne ; Cetti, Storia Afaturale delta

Sardegna, or his Historia Am/ihibiorum et Piscium Sar-

dinia ; Bingley's Animal Biografi/iy, vol. iii. ; Forskal,

Fauna Arabica; and the Voyages or Travels of Hasselquist,

Bruce, Sonnini, Olivier, Cook, Stedman, Bartram, Deiion,

Barrow, Marchand, &c.

Before commencing our account of the structure and
economy of reptiles, it is necessary, in order to render that

account intelligible, that we should here give a comprehen-
sive view of the arrangement which we mean to follow in

the Second Part of this article.

On carefully comparing the various arrangements of rep-
tiles which have been adopted by modern naturalists, we
are disposed to prefer that of the French school, though we
think it unnecessary to carry the subdivision of the genera so

far as has been done by Dumeril and some of his associates.

Exclusive then of the serpents, which, as we have seen,

constitute the third order in this new arrangement, the rep-
tile tribes are distributed into three orders, Cheloniass,
Sairians, and Batkacians.
The Chelonians have a short, thick, oval body, cover-

ed with a horny shell or membranaceous coat. Tne upper
or dorsal part of this is called the shield, and is formed of
the vertebrae and ribs, cemented together within or beneath
the outer covering ; and the lower or sternal part is called

the breastplate. The head is supported by a pretty long
neck, and the mouth is furnished with two mandibles, gene-
rally, resembling the bill of a bird. These tribes are in gene-
ral slow in motion, possess little sensibility, and have a lan-

guid circulation and slow respiration. They live chiefly on
vegetables. They generate by copulation, in which act

they remain for several days. Their eggs are covered with
a shell, and are deposited by the female in the sand, or
among loose earth or gravel. The young are hatched in

the form which they are to preserve through life.

The Chelonian order is divided by Dumeril into four ge-
nera, Chelonia, Emys, Chelys, and Testudo ; but as the tliird

of these comprenends only one species, and the second is

distinguished from the fourth only by a few minute differ-

ences, we shall continue the division of Cuvier into two ge-
nera, Chelonia and Testudo ; the former compreliendi.i.j the

sea tortoises, or turtles, which have the articulated ijiem-
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bers in the form rather of swimming paws than feet; and
the latter, or the tortoises, having feet more or less digitat-

ed, and furnished with distinct claws.

The Sairians, or lizards, have a lengthened scaly body,

feet armed with claws ; a tail that is often of considerable

length, and the jaws beset with teeth. Their legs are in

E;eneral short; and consequently their pace, though quicker

than that of the former order, is slower than that of most
quadrupeds; and as their legs are set wide from the body,
their progress is unsteady and oblique. The reptiles of this

order also copulate, and deposit their eggs to be hatched by
chance. The young are extruded in a perfect state.

Of the Saurian order, Daudin reckons sixteen genera,

which we sliall divide, with Dumeril, into two Sections,

Plant cauclata, or fiat tailed, and Tereticaudata, or round
tailed. Of the flat-tailed Saurians v^e have four genera :

Crocodilua, having a flattened head, the scales on the back
oi unequal size, and tlie hind feet palmaled ; Draciena, hav-

ing a square head, and toes distinct ; liasiltscus, having
equal dorsal scales and a crested ridge along the back, sup-

ported by bony rays; and Tujtinainbis, having equal scales

but no dorsal ridge. Of the rouna-tailed section there are

twelve genera, viz. Iguana, having a crest on the back, and
a serrated crest on the throat ; Draco, having the sides

fuinished with membranes resembling wings ; Agama, hav-

ing an oblong scaly body and tail, an inflated throat, and
the feet long and thin, each furnished with five slender se-

parate toes ; StelHo, having a spinous tuil covered with ca-

ri.*.ated scales ; Chameleo, having feet formed for climbing
;

Gecko, having a thick body, and a thioat capable of being
dilated by inflation ; Anolis, having a long thin body, and

dilatable throat ; Lacerta, having a plated head, but no in-

flation of the throat ; Takydroimia, having the body long
and thin, and a row of very small granular pores along each
thigh ; Scincus, having a long scaly body and tail, and dis-

tinct legs ; Scfis and C/ialciUcs, agreeing in having a very
long and slender body, with cither tv/o or four very small
short feet, and dilTering in some minute particulars, which
will be noticed hereafter.

In the third order, Batracians, iHie body is naked, i. e.

covered neither with shell nor scales; the feet are always
distinct and without claws ; the two sexes do not enter into

perfect copulation, and the young undergo a metamor-
phosis.

This order is subdivided into two sections, those without
tails, and those with tails, and in each of these sections arc
reckoned three genera.

The genera of the Batracians without tails arc Hyla, or
tree-frog, having a long body a little compressed ; a short
fleshy tongue ; four toes on the fore feet, terminated by
lenticular knobs ; Rana, or frog, diff'ering from the former
in having the toes pointed and not knobbed ; and Bufu, or
toad, having a thick broad body beset with warty tubercles,

especially two upon the neck. The genera belonging to

the second section are Salamandra, having a long body ter-

minated by a tail that is generally cylindrical, three or four

toes on the fore feet, and five on the hind ; Proteus, having
a long body terminated by a compressed fin-like tail, three

toes on the fore feet, and two on the hind, with persistent

branchiae ; and Siren, Itaving a lengthened body, a com-
pressed fin-like tail, fore feet furnished with cluws, but no
hind feet and persistent branchiae.

Part I. ON THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF REPTILES.

Having now given a general description of reptiles, and
explained the classification which we intend to follow in

the subsequent pages ; we shall proceed to exhibit a com-
prehensive view of their anatomy and physiology, pursuing
the same order which we have observed in the compara-
tive part of our Anatomy.

CHAP. I.

Of the Motions of Reptiles.

The organs of motion in reptiles, do not differ so much
from those of quadrupeds as some other parts of their or-

ganical structure, though there is considerable variety in

the several trilics of this class.

The bones of most species are as firm as those of quad-

ruped^ ; but in the smaller reptiles, as the frogs, they are

more cartilaginous. It is asserted by some naturalists, that

the bones of tortoises have no medullary cavities; but in

the larger lizards, these are sufficiently apparent. The
skeleton of a Saurian reptile is figured in Plate CCXCV.
Fig. 1.

The skull of reptiles is generally very small in proportion

10 the body ; but in many species,the jaws are proportionally

very large. The cavity of the skull is either exceedingly

small, or not half filled by the brain. A remarkable change

takes place in the head of the crocodile, in proportion as

the animal advances in growth after its extrusion from the

shell. When first hatched, the skull is thick and rounded,

and the forehead prominent, and the eyes are nearly at an

Vol. X. Part II.

equal distance between the fore and back parts of the head.

In proportion as the animal grows, the frontal prominence
grad.ually disappears, and the jaws lengthen forwards;

and in the adult state, the head is quite flat, and the eyes
three times as far distant from the snout as they are from
the back of the head.

The skull of the crocodile resembles a truncated pyra-
mid, of which the cavity for the brain forms the base ; that

of frogs and salamanders is of a form between the cylindri-

cal and the prtsmatic ; that of tortoises considerably resem-
bles tliat of the crocodile. The cavity of the skull, in rep-

tiles, is of an oblong form, and nearly of an equal breadtlu

Of the jaws and teeth, we shall speak under the organs of
digestion.

With respect to the vertebral column, we may remark,
that, the number and proportions of its component vertebrae

vary more in this class than in all the other vertebral ani-

mals. The tortoises have generally seven vertebrje in the

neck,from eight to eleven iu the back, and generally three

or four in the sacrum. In this genus all the vertebra,

except those of the neck and tail, are immoveably fixed

with what is analogous to ribs, in the horny shield with

which they are covered. The crocodile has seven cervi-

cal, twelve dorsal, five lumbar, two sacral, and thiity-four

caudal vertebrae ; but in the other saurians, the proportion-

al numbers vary in almost every species. Frogs and loads

having no riljs, the ordinary division of the vertebral co-

lunm cannot be distinctly made. The common frog has

in all ten vertebrae, and the pipa, or Surinam toad, has in

all eight.
, ,

The muscles attached to the spine also vary consjder-

3 A
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ably. In tortoises, where only the head and tail are Tnove-

able, the spinal muscles are confined chiefly to these two

organs, and those of the neck possess many peculiarities.

The chief motions of the neck in this genus arc those by

which the head is thrust out from the shell, and drawn

back within it. The spinal muscles of frogs and salaman-

ders are few in number, except that, in the latter, the croco-

diles, and other saurians, the muscles of the tail are pro-

portionally numerous and powerful.

The thorax is very differently formed in the different or-

ders. In the tortoises, the steriium or breast bone is lost

in the breast plate or lower shell, while the ribs are, as we

have said, firmly cemented in the shield. Of the saurians,

the crocodile has the anterior part of the sternum bony and

prolonged, so as to receive the clavicles ; while the rest is

cartilaginous, and extends backward to the pubis, furnish-

ing eight cylindrical cartilages that surround the belly.

The ribs of this animal are twelve in number ; but the two

most atlaiital or forward, and the two most sacral or back-

ward, are not united to the sternum. In the guana and tu-

pinambis, only six of the ribs are united to the sternum.

The chameleon has a small sternum, but all the ribs arc

made to meet round the thorax, by means of intermediate

cartilages. In the salamanders the ribs are extremely

short, so as to appear like appendages of the vertebrae.

The frogs have a sternum, though no ribs.

In most of the reptiles, there is little peculiar in the

muscles of the thorax and abdomen. In the tortoises, how-

ever, where the ribs are immoveable, and where the place

of abdominal muscles is supplied by the breast plate, the

muscles which would be attached to the sternum are in-

serted into the pelvis, upon which they act ; and in frogs,

which have no ribs, the muscles are united to the sternum

by strong membranes.
The superficial or glenoid cavity, in which the humerus

or large bone of the atlantal or anterior extremity moves, is

in reptiles formed partly by the scapula,andpartly by the cla-

vicle. The scapula has no spine ; it is elongated, and retracts

and becomes thicker towards its neck. The clavicle issim-

ple, short, and flat. In tortoises, the disposition of the bones

that form the shoulder is most remarkable, and is thus de-

scribed by Cuvier. Besides the scapula and the clavicle,

there is a bone which he calls the fork ; one of the bones

stretches from the base of the rudiment of the first rib, to

which it is attached by a ligament as high as the glenoid

cavity, where it is intimately united with the other two.

The second bone, whicli appears like the continuation of

the former, is attached by its other exteremity to the

breast plate, and this extremity is bound by strong liga-

ments to that of the bone behind it. These bones tlius unit-

ed are slightly curved outward, so as to leave between them
and tliose on the opposite side an oval space, for the passage

of the gullet, the windpipe, and numerous muscles. Last-

ly, tlie tliird bone is placed below the abdominal and tho-

racic viscera, nearest the breast plate, and is extended from
the glenoid cavity as far as the abdomen. It gives attach-

ment to numerous muscles, and resembles the scapula in

every thing but situation. See Cuvier, Lepns d'Anat.

Comfiaree., Sec. IV.
The humerus presents nothing I'emarkable, except in

the tortoises, where it is united, somewliat in the manner of

birds, with the scapula, the clavicle, and the fork.

In the tortoise tribes, numerous and strong muscles are

attached to the humerus ; while in frogs many of the

muscles which are found in this region in quadrupeds are

wanting.

Tlie distal part of the atlantal extremity, or what com-
parative anatomists chuse to call the foie-arm, consists, as

in cjuadrupeds. of two bones, except in the frog and toad.

These arc analogous to the radius and ulna, but liave seve-

ral peculiarities of structure. In particular, the tortoises

have them so fixed in a Slate of pronation, as to confine the

action of these extremities to swimming.

What is called the hand or paw is in reptiles consider-

ably varied. In tlie sea turtles or chclonians, it is whole

without, though consisting within of many separate bones.

In the saurians it is digitated, and consists in some species

of five divisions, in others of four, three, and even one :

these toes am generally furnislied with claws. These digi-

tated paws, accordin;; to the number, length, and armour

of their divisions, arc adapted to the various actions of

walking, climbing, grasping, and seizing, or tearing prcr.

The pelvis, and especially that part of it which corre-

sponds to the pubis, is of considerable size, and it is extra-

ordinary, that in these animals the pelvis is moveable on the

vertebral column.

The thigh bone of reptiles is similar to that of other ani-

mals, except that it has a double curvature, more or less re-

markable, presenting a convexity forward towards the tibial

or distal extremity, and a concavity towards the pelvis.

In the tortoises it lias well marked trochanters ; but these

are wanting in lizards and frogs. It is generally round,

except in the Surinam toad, in which it is much flattened.

There are few peculiarities in the muscles of this region.

The leg is composed of a tibia and fibula, distinct through-

out their whole length, except in frogs, in which they are

miited. When separate, they are nearly of equal size, and
in general are articulated immediately with the thigh bone.

The muscles of the leg are most remarkable in the turtles

and frogs. In the former, they are adapted to the act of

swimmmg ; in the latter, they form a prominence behind,

resembling the calf of the leg in man. The bones and mus-
cles of the hinder feet are in most cases similar to those of

the paws.*

* From the very different form and position of the limbs
of reptiles, their progressive motions, and even their mode
of standing, vary considerably in the different tribes and
species. In standing, turtles rest as much on their breast-

plate as on their paws, while the land tortoises stand with

their belly a little above the ground. The batraciana, and
especially frogs, rest in a kind of sitting posture, with the

fore part of their body elevated on the fore legs. Those
lizards, whose bodies resemble those of serpents, as the

c/mlcides, are coiled up in a state of rest.

The turtles rather scramble than walk, like seals ; but

tortoises walk well, though slowly. Some saurians move
along with great agility, while others, as the crocodile,

have a comparatively slow progression. Few reptiles climb

well, if we except the chameleon, which is much assisted

by its prehensile tail. The guanas and tupinambes are

the best leapers among the saurians ; and frogs and toads,

though they cannot walk well, are excellent jumpers.

A great variety of reptiles swim well, especially turtles,

crocodiles, and frogs. The only species that can be said

to fly is the dragon, whose motion through the air resem-
• bles that of the flying sc[uirrels.

* In the twelfth volume of the ^nnales ile Museum, is an elaborate Memoir by Cuvier on the Osteology of the crocodile, to which we re-

fer the reader for details, wliich it woidd be inconsistent with our plan to introduce in this place.
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CHAP. II.

Of Sensation in KcJUiles.

As the cavity of the craniurii in reptiles is very small,

and not nearly filled by the brain, it follows thai the size of

this organ is very inconsiderable. It is calculated that, in

the turtle, the brain is little lari^er than j^'^j part of the

whole body, though in the frog it is proportionally much
larger, being as I to 172. It consists chiefly of five round-
ed eminences, without convolutions, and with a smooth
base. There is no corfms callosum, fornix, pons varioti, or

arbor viie ; and what are called the thalami of the optic

nerves, are situated behind the hemispheres. The distri-

bution of the nerves in the head has no remarkable pe-
culiarities.

The number of spinal nerves in the different orders and
tribes of reptiles, is proportional to the number of vertebrae

of which the spinal column is composed, and their distribu-

iion is so little different from that in man and cjuadrupedB,

that it need not be here described. The nerves of the at-

lantal, or fore legs, are derived from the cervical nerves,

and sometimes the dorsal, uniting to form a brachial plexus
or net-work. Those of tortoises are extremely complex;
those of lizards more simple ; and those of frogs proceed
from a very thick cord coming from between the second
and third vertebrae,- and forming the largest nerve in the

body.

The nerves of the sacral extremity in lizards, after

emerging from the pelvis, form a single, cord, which runs

down the inside of the thigh, and thence supplies the leg

and toes. In frogs this large cord passes to the posterior

part of the thigh, like the sciatic nerve in man.
It appears that reptiles possess all the five senses found

in the other vertebral animals, though in very different pro-

])ortions and degrees. Their sight appears to be very

acute, and their eyes are in general large and prominent.

The sense of hearing, if we may judge from their want of

external ears, is much less perfect than that of sight. Their
smelling is supposed, for a similar reason, and from the lit-

tle use they appear to make of this sense in seeking their

food, to be still less acute ; and it is doubted whether many
of them possess the faculty of tasting at all. With respect

to touch, it is probiil)ie that those which have soft skins and
digitated feet possess considcral)le acuteness in that sense;

while those which liave scaly, shelly, or coriaceous cover-

ings, and more especially the turtles, are capable of exer-

cising touch in a very slight degree, if at all. We shall

examine the organs of all these senses in the order which
we have laid down in the article Anatomy, and exemplified

in Cktology, except that we shall defer the organs of feel-

ing, if they deserve that name, to the head o^ hitegumation.

All reptiles appear to possess a tongue, but it varies

much in substance and degree of mobility. In the tor-

toises, it is covered on the upper part with long soft close

papillae, giving it the appearance of velvet. In crocodiles,

these. papillae are extremely short, and more like wrinkles.

In these animals it is entirely fleshy, but is so completely

attached by the point and edges to the basilar or lower jaw,

as to admit of scarcely anv motion ; and it was long doubted

whether crocodiles had a tongue. In stelliones, again, it is

very moveable ; and in the common lizards, and the tupi-

nambes. it it considerably extensile. In these latter rep-

tiles, the tongue terminates in two long flexible cartilagi-

nous points ; and in the skinks and geckos it is notched at

the tip.

The tongue of salamandeis is rough with papilla;, but

that of frogs and toads has' a smooth slimy surface. The
chameleon has the tongue of a cylindrical form, covered on

its surface with deep regular transverse furrows ; and it is

so constructed, as to be easily thrust out of the mouth, to

collect the proper food of the animal.

The organs of smelling arc imperfect, and consist chief-
ly of cavities opening in front of the snout, and communi-
cating backward with tho mouth, lined, like the nostrils of
mammalia, with a pituitary membrane, for the ramification
of the nerves. This membrane is in several species divided
into several folds, supported by' bony plates. Tortoises
have three of these. The external nostrils are furnished
with muscular fibres, by which they may be occasionally
contracted and dilated. The nostrils are very close toge-
ther in crocodiles, while in some of the other sauriaiis, as
the lujjiRambes, stelliones, and chameleons, they arc more
apart and lateral. In the tortoises, they are very small and
close together ; and they are also extremely small in sala-

manders. In short, from the small extent of the nasal ca-

vities in reptiles, compared with those in quadrupeds, it

appears that they are rather organs of respiration than of
smelling.

These animals have, as we before hinted, no auricles or
external ears, though their internal organs of hearing arc
sufficiently apparent. These consist of a tympanum, (ex-
cept in the salamander,) and a labyrinth, with their attend-
ing bones and cavities. In turtles the membrane of the
tympanum is cartilaginous, and covered externally by the
integuments. The tympanum contains only a single little

bone, and from it proceeds a Eustachian tube. In this or-

der there are semicircular canals. The saurians, with the
exception of the salamander, have the same parts, and seve-
ral little bones, besides several soft stony substances in the
vestibule. The crocodile is the only instance among rep-
tiles, in which there is any appearance of external passage
to the organ of hearing. The batracians, especially frogs,

have a large membrane of the tympanum, level with the
surface of the body. The tympanum contains two cartila-

.ginous ossicles, and has a wide opening of the Eustachian
tube next the throat. The vestibule contains rudiments of
those soft stony substances just mentioned as occurring in

the saurians. In the salamander, the vestibule contains

one of these stony bodies, and the oval hole leading to the

labyrinth is closed by cartilage. In general, the vestibule

and membranous canals in these animals are much smaller
than the bony or cartilaginous cavities in which they are

contained.

There is, we believe, only one instance in reptiles where
the eyes appear of little use. This is in that singular spe-

cies, the firoteus, in which the eyeballs are so covered with

the integuments, as not to be visible till these have been
removed.

In the tortoise tribes there is a bony ring, composed of
thin plates at the anterior part of the sclerotic coat; and a
similar structure occurs in frogs, chameleons, the guana,
and some other saurians. The iris is variously coloured,

but generally yellow, red, or brown. The pupil varies in

figure. In the crocodile it resembles that of the cat, being

vertically oblong ; in frogs and geckos it is rhomboidal

;

and in tortoises, the chameleon, and common lizards, it is

round. The crystalline lens resembles that of fishes in its

spheroidal figure.

Besides the two eye-lids common to reptiles, and the su-

perior classes of animals, the former have, like birds, a

third, or nictitating membrane, which is vertical in tortoises

and crocodiles, btit horizontal in frogs. In the crocodile

there is a bony substance in the upper eye-lid. In the

common lizards, instead of eye-lids, there is a kind of cir-

cular veil extended before the eye, with a sphincter muscle,

l)y which it may be closed.

There is considerable variety among reptiles with re-

:5 A 3
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sped 10 the laclirymal gland. Turtles have it very large,

and situated at the lateral or posterior angle. In the fresh

water tortoises again, as well as in frogs and toads, there

are tno small.hlackish glands.

Thus it appears that the eyes of reptiles are well adapted

to perfect vision, and provided with ample defence against

the too stimulating power of the rays of light. It is well

known that many of them are very quick in perceiving their

prey ; and some species, as the green lizard and green

frog, appear extremely fond of the brightest light. Some
few, however, shun the day-light, and seek their i)rcy chief-

ly by night, having for this, purpose the power of contract-

ing or dilating the pupil in a very considerable degree. It

is said that the chameleon can move both eyes at once, in

diflVrent directions, a circumstance scarcely noticed in any

other animal.

The general phenomena respecting the nervous system

of reptiles, and the influence of the brain on the other or-

ganic functions, cannot properly be considered till these

functions shall have been examined. The remarkable te-

nacity of life in reptiles, their great reproductive power,

and the phenomena of the torpid state which they undergo,

all of which are more or less connected with the nervous

system, must also be deferred till we have treated of the

funtiions of circulation and respiration.

CHAP. III.

0/ Digestion in RefitUes.

Digestion in reptiles is divisible into what wo rnay call

prehension, deglutition, and digestion, properly so called*

We shall here consider the organs and phenomena of these

functions, in the order in which we have named them.

We have seen that the mouth of the c/ielo7iians is fur-

nished with mandibles. These close over each other somc-
•vvhat like the parts of a box, and frequently have their

edges so deeply indented, as to have led to the mistake

that some tortoises have teeth. The horny part of the

mandibles is connected with the bony jaw, nearly in the

same manner in which the hoof of the horse is united to

the cnflfm bone. (See Mammalia and Veterinary.Me-
dicine.) In the upper jaw there is an intermaxillary bone.

The lower jaw is articulated with the skull, by nieansofa
Ijony eminence of the latter. The lower jaw only is move-
able, and its motion consists ot little more than oper.ing

and shutting the mouth. Many of this order possess great

strength in the jaws. ' '••

The jaws, in many of the Sauiians, especially in the

crocodile tribe, are of very cotisfderablc length, and, in

most instances, beset with numerovts strong and sharp
teeth. In most of the species, the lower jaw is moveable
on the upper, in the usual manner; but in the crocodile

there is a peculiarity in this articulation which merits par-

ticular notice, especially as it has been rnade a subject of
dispute among naturalists from the eat liest ages.

Herodotus was, we believe, the iirst to tssert, that the

upper jaw of the crocodile was moveable on the lower,

which he supposed to be fixed. This opinion was followed
by Aristotle and Pliny, and of course by the earlier modern
naturalists, who copied from them. Of late, this general
ancient opinion of the mobility of the upper jaw hr,s been
warmly called in question ; and some of tiie French acnde-
micians believed they had demonstrated its absurdity. The
more recent observations of M. Geoffroy, however, shew

that the ancient supposition was wrong only so far as re-

spects the lower jaw, as, in fact, both the jaws arc movea-
ble on each other. This peculiar articulation is well illus-

trated by Fig. 3. of Plate CCXCV. from which it appears,

that the posterior extremities of tlie lateral branches ofthe

upper jaw-bone are received into hollows in the lower, so as

to admit of free and extensive motion. Sec .Annalct du
Mil.ieum, tom. ii. p. 39.

We arc not, however, to suppose, that the upper jaw of

the crocodile moves upon the cranium. The fact is, that

the cranium is very small, and is so fixed within the branch-

es of the upper jaw-boni-, as to move along with lljis latter:

the articulation of the two jaws being behind the cranium.
None of the uther Saitrians have the maxillary articulation

similar to that in th<: crocodile; but in many the length of

the jaws, and consequently the opening of the mouth, is

very considerable. The lower jaw inmost of these atiimals

is very complex, consisting of from eight to twelve pieces.

In the Batracipn order it is also complex, consisting gene-
rally of six pieces.

That part of the jaws which corresponds to the snou',

has a very different degree of rotundity in the several or-

ders of reptiles. It is most obtuse in the Batraciannj less

so, though still considerably rounded, in tlie Chi-loniant ;

while in the Saurians. the angle formed by the meeting of

the blanches ot the jaw is generally very acute.

The muscles attached to the jaws are most powerful in

the Chelonians and Saurians. In the former, the temporal
muscles are the strongest ; while in the latter, the digastric

and the masseter appear most prominent. The force with
which some turtles close the jaws is astonishing. It is even
asserted, that when once closed with violence, it is impos- ^
sible to open them; and that even when t!ie head is cut ofl", «
the contraction of the muscles continues to act for many
hours. A turtle ^jas been knpwn to tear asunder a large

rope, by means of the indentations in its mandibles.

All the Saurians have teeth in both jaws, and in the

Guana there arc besides teeth set in the palate. All these

teeth resemble the cutting and pointed teeth of the preda-
cious quadrupeds, and seem entirely adapted to seizing and
retaining prey. The number of teeth is seldom constant in

the same species, and evidently depends on the age of the

animal.

Atriong the Satracians, the frogs have teeth only in the

upper jaw ; salamanders have them in>ot^; but loads have
teeth in neither jaw. All these tribos, however, have them
in the palate. The siren has teeth attached to the inner

surface of the jaws.

T/ie organs of degtutitioyi in reptiles have a considerable

variety in jioint o! structure. AVe have already briefly no-

ticed the tongue nnder the organs of sensation, but must
here treat of that organ and its appendages at greater

length.

In the Chelonians, the tongue is small and pyramidal,

will) the base turned backwards, and the point forwards.

The OS hyoides, or bone of the ton.gue, varies in diflerent

species. It is more or less cartilaginous.

The meclianism of the tongue in the Chameleon is ex-

tremely curious. The tongue itself is not larger than a

goose quill, but is five or six inches long, growing broader
towards its extremity, where it is covered with a glutmous
matter. In the usual state of the animal, this organ lies

within a siieath at the bottom of the mouth, and is so con-

tracted as to appear not more than an inch in length ; but

when the animal is in search of prey, the tongue is, by-

peculiar muscles, darted out to the length we have de-

* Properly speakini;^ there is no mastication in reptiles, and the jaws and teeth are used entirely for seizing and holding their prey. We
Jiave therefore taken the liberty of borrowing a word from the Latin, and have called this action ^re/i«js!07i.
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scribed, and catcliin'g the insects on whitli Uie chameleon

feeds, by means of its glulinous secretion, ih again with-

drawn into the mouth.

In many of the reptiles, the tongue is composed chiefly

of- a thick glandular mass, formed of a great number of

small pipes, united towards the base, and diverging to-

wards the surface of the ton.^ut. In fact, in ti)cse cases

'the tongue forms a salivary gland, and llis same saliva pre-

pared in it is poured out by numerous oiiiiccs aloiig the

sides of the organ. This is particulaiiy the case in the

C/u'lonians, and many of the Saiirians ; and a similar

structure, though to a less extent, prevails in tha Batra-

cians.

Ill tiiose reptiles that have a scaly tongue, there aie two
oblong sub-maxillary glaiftls.

What is called the /i/turyjix, or swallow, is in .
reptiles

not easily distinguished from the gidlet, to which it forms
the opening, its diameter being nearly the same with that

of the gullet.

The gullet in reptiles is neaily of equal diaincter through
its wliole length, and this diameter is greater in proportion

to the stomach than in quadrupeds. In the Chcloriians, its

internal surface is sometimes beset with hard long conical

papillae, with their points directed .backwards, apparently

for the purpose of preventing the return of the food from
the stomach. In this order, swallowing is also facilitated

by the action of muscles placed along the neck, and insert-

ed into the gullet, as well* as by the bone of the tongue and
its muscles. The same mechanism is evident in the Ba-
tracians, espelfcially in the frogs and toads ; and in all this

class there are usually in the gullet numerous longitudinal

folds, which, by admitting a considerable degree of expan-
sion in the tube, as the food passes through it, greatly facili-

tate deglutition.

The i^omacA of reptiles is of very various figure and
dimensions, in the different orders, tribes, and species. In

the Chclunians this organ appears as if doubled back upon
itself; and that porlioB which is opposite the principal

curvature, has its sides thicker than the rest, and is inter-

. a!ly plated with longitudinal folds. The insertion of the

gullet in these animals is distinguished by the sudden dila-

tation formed by the stomach. Among the Saurians, the

crocodile, has the stomach of a globular figure, divided,

liowe\sr, into two unequal portio^is.-. See Plate CCXCV.
Jig. 4. The stomach of the Guana is oval, and 3-ery long,

witiiout curva.t^ure, and not easily distinguished from the

p;uliet, fig. 5. In the Tupinanibis, the stomach forrns a

long tube, bent nearly into a circle, fig. 6. The stomach
of the Chameleon begins by an inflated portion, then takes

tl'.c form of a long cylimier, and bendsback upon itself,

fig. 7. In the Dragon, this organ is strait, and has nearly

the shape of a peai'. In the Batracians, the form of the

stomach resembles that in tortoises, but is proportionally

more dilated. In Satamanders,,\i is long, not much expand-

ed, and strait, e-xcept near its farthest extremity.

The intestinal canal of reptiles is not easily to be divided

into small and large by any particular appendage, like the

Ciscum of quadrupeds; though the distinction in point of

diameter, holds in most species. All the C/u-lonians, most
oi the Saurians, and all the Batracians except the Sirrn,

have a long small iitestine insurled into one extremity of a

short great gut, into which it is usualFy prolonged, so as to

form a valve. In the Iguana only, is there any thing like

a ccscum.

The intestines of reptiles in general are very short.

In the Chelonians, what may be called the small intes-

tine is largest at its juncture with the stomach, and gradu-

ally diminishes in diameter till it terminates in the great

intestine, where its diameter is only about one-fourth of

that of the latter.. The coals of the intestines in this order
are thicker than in those of most other reptiles. See
Fig. 8. .

In the vitoUc crocodile, the small intestine is divided into

two portions, of which one is of greater diameter, and has
thinner coats than the other. This intestine is remarkable
for a thin layer of a pulpy glandular substance, between the
muscular and the villous coats. The large intestine of the
nilotic crocodile is cylindrical; but in another species, the
i'au/n/, it IS pear-shaped, fig. 9. In the ^irarf/ /nip, the large
intestine is cylindrical, and of much greater diameter than
the restof the canal, fig. 10. In the cAamc/fo??, the whole in-

testinal canal is nearly of equal diameter, except at one
part, where it forms a sort of valve. In the dragon, the
intestines make about two circumvolutions and a half,

bei'ore terminating in the anus. In most of the smaller
saurians the coats of the intestines are thin and transpa-

rent.

The most remarkable differences in the intestinal canal
of the Batracians, are those which take place in the same
species at clitferent periods of its existence. In the tad/iolc,

or young animal, the intestines are very long, small, and
neaily of equal diameter, without any valvular distinction,

and have numerous circumvolutions. In the perfect ani-

mal, the whole intestinal canal is much shorter, the distinc-

tion into small and large intestines very evident, and the
circumvolutions much fewer. In frogs, the large intes-

tine is cylindrical ; in toads, it is more or less conical.

The difference of diameter between the large and small in-

testines is most evident in salamanders, whereas in
the siren this distinction is scarcely to be noticed. See
Fig. II.

The food of most reptiles consists of worms, insects, and
other small animals, which they swallow whole. Of course
the process of digestion takes place almost entirely in the
stomach, where the gastric juice is evidently possessed of
considerable solvent power. Some of the Chelonian order,
indeed, feed partly on sea-plants, thence called turtle grass,

which they bite oft" with their horny mandibles, and swal-
low whole.

Many of these animals are extremely voracious, and
will gorge themselves with living worms, or insects,

till they become nearly incapable of motion, and till the
animals they have swallowed crawl again out of their

mouths.
The process of deglutition, in most yeptiles, is effected

by repeated contractions and dilatations' of the throat and
guliel, which are very evident to an observer. It is sup-
posed by some physiologists, that part of the prey in some
species undergoes a degree of solution in the gullet; hut
this seems to us not very probable.

Though the solvent power of the gastric juice in r^-
tiles is undoubted, its action is sometimes very slow,

especially on living animals, these having been found undis-

solved, and sometimes even still alive, at the end of several

days.

Notwithstanding the voracity of some reptiles, it is asto-

nishing how long almost all these tribes can support the want
of food. Turtles and tortoises, even when not in a torpid

slate, have lived for 10, or even 18 months, wjthout taking

any kind of food. Newts have liveti for two months, a
cliameleon for eight, salamanders for an equal period, pro-

tei for two years, and toads for a much louijcr lime, under
the most perfect abstinence. It is most extraordinary, and
the circumstance forms a strange anomaly in animal phy-
siology, that although these reptiles gradually lose their

vitality from the want of food, they do not lose weight in

proportion, and in some instances suffer no sensible dimi-

nution or flaccidity of muscle.
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CHAP. JV.

Of Circulation and Absorfuion in Re/Ui/a.

There are several peculiarities in the circulation of

reptiles, and the organs vary considerably in the different

orders. In some they are similar to those of the higher

classes of animals, except that the pi-iiicipa! cavities of the

heart communicate more or less freely with each other; in

others, the circulating system is entirely difl'erent from that

of Mammalia^ and much more simple.

In the Cliclonian tribes, the heart is very broad in pro-

portion to its length, hut differs in lij^ure in the two genera,

being nearly hemispherical in the proper Chelonia, and of

an oblong square form in the Testudines. In both it has

two auricles, and a ventricle divided into compartments.

It is situated below the lungs, and between the lobes of the

liver. The auricles are very large, forming each about

one-third of the whole heart, and spread wide at the base

of the ventricle. Their sides are thin, and their cavities

do not communicate. The ventricle is strong and fleshy;

and its cavity, which is naturally small, is still more dimi-

nished by numerous fleshy bundles that proceed from its

sides, and are separated from each other in such a manner
as to leave spaces between them. The auricles commu-
nicate with the ventricle by large apertures, guarded by

membranous valves ; and on each side of the ventricle are

orifices, also furnished with valves, that lead to the great

arterial trunks. The pericardium is large, and closely

attached to the contiguous membrane, as to the diaphragm
in quadrupeds.

In the Saurians, the heart is also provided with two

auricles; and in one tribe, the crocodiles, is even more
complicated than that of the first order. It is in the cro-

codiles, indeed, that its structure has been most accurate-

ly examined, and to this tribe we shall here confine our-

selves.

The heart of the crocodile is situated partly between the

lungs, and partly between the lobes of the liver. Its au-

ricles are proportionally less than in the Chelonians, but

their sides are thicker, and strengthened by fleshy bundles,

diverging in various directions. The ventricle is of an

oval form, and has very thick sides. Its cavity is divided

into three compartments, communicating with each other

by numerous orifices. One of these is below, and towards
the right, and communicates with the right auricle by a

large opening, contracted by two valves that direct the

blood through its upper part. On the left side of this ca-

vity is the passage to a large artery on the left, that distri-

biUes blood to the sacral or hind parts of the body ; and
behind this an orifice leads to the smallest of the three com-
paVtments, situated at the middle of the base of the heart

;

and from this arises the common trunk of the pulmonary
arteries. (See Plate CCXCV. Figs. 12, 13, 14.)

Hence the blood that is poured by the right auricle into

the compartment on that side flows chiefly in two direc-

tions ; \st. Into what may be called the ri^ht systemic com-
partment of the ventricle, which throws it into the left

sacral aorta ; 2dly, Into the /lulmonic compartment, which
impels it into the pulmonary artery, though some of it

probably oozes into the left systemic compartment. The
left auricle receives the blood from the pulmonary veins,

and pours it into the left compartment ; and from tliis lat-

ter it is thrown into the left systemic artery, the carotids,

and axillary arteries.

The liatracian order have a heart extremely simple,
consisting of a single auricle, and a single undivided ven-
tricle, of a conical form, from which arises one arterial

trunk, that by its branches transmits the blood to all pan.,

of tl>e body.

We cannot here enter into an examination of the number
and course of the principal blood-vessels in the reptile

tnl)cs; but must refer the reader to Cuvier's AnatoAie
Comfiarce, L'.'^on xxv. Art. 3. vol. iv. where they are mi-
nutely described.

There is not that well marked distinction between the

arterial and venous blood in reptiles, which is found in

mammalia cetacea, and birds ; but in some species there is

a manifest difl'erence, as Caldesi has observed in tortoi.ses.

It is said that reptiles which have fasted long, have the

blood of a paler colour than the same species regularly fed.

Tlie absolute quantity of blood in the circulating sys-

tem of reptiles is proportionally much smaller than in

mammalia and birds ; hence their muscles arc whiter, and
their lungs of a paler colour, than in those classes. The
circulation in these animals, though not so complicated as

in the higher classes of animals, is yet a perfect circula-

tion ; and, as \n the higher classes, though not in the same
degree, the blood takes a double course, some of it passing

through the lungs before it be distributed to the rest of the

body. We shall see, in the succeeding chapter, that al-

though the lungs of reptiles are larger in proportion than

those of mammalia and birds, they are less vascular, and
therefore contain a smaller quantity of blood. It is this

imperfection of what has been called the lesser circulation,

and the slight difference between*the systemic and fiulm'j-

nic blood, that lay the foundation for some of the most re-

markable circumstances in the physiology 'of these ani-

mals. W^e are now prepared to consider two of these cir-

cumstances—the remarkable faculty of reproduction of

parts that have been mutilated or destroyed, and the great

tenacity of life, at which we have already hinted.

It is chiefly in the lizard tribe and salamander, that expe-
riments and observations on the reproduction of parts have
been made ; but it is reasonable, from analogy, to infer,

that similar phenomena may take place in other tribes. The
lizards are p-^culiarly liable, from their smallness and the

numerous enemies to which they are ex|)osed, to partial

injury or destruction of their members. This is particu-

larly the case with respect to the tail, which is long and
slender, and in many species so brittle as to break short

on being handled. In these cases it has been repeatedly

observed, that the part lost has been in no long time re-

produced, generally similar to the original, Ijtit sometimes
a double tail has appeared.

The reproduction of lost parts in reptiles, has been made
the subject of numerous and satisfactory experiments, es-

pecially by Spallanzani, Bonnet, and Blumenbach. From
these it appears, that when part of either extremity, or of
the tail, is cut oft', from two species of lizard, the lacerta

agilis, and lacnstris, or water newt, the wound is followed,

for two or three minutes, by an effusion of blood, after

which the stump gradually heals, and in the course of a

few days the rudiments of a new limb or tail begin to make
their appearance; that these rudiments are gradually de-

veloped, till in a few months, or sometimes little more than

a year, there is formed a perfect member, similar in size

and proportions to that whicli had been cut off, only retain-

ing for some time a delicacy of structure and transparency

of appearance, not found in the original organ. It is fur-

ther proved, that these regenerated parts may be again re-

peatedly removed and reproduced. The most surprising

of these experiments, however, are those of B jnnet and
Blumenbach, on the reproduction of the whole eye in the

water newt. These have taught us, that when the eye of that

animal is dissected from the orbit, so as to leave about a
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iifih of the membranes in contact with the optic nei-vc, the

vaciml orbit is first closc'd by the eye- litis, and giachwlly

the vacuity is filled up with a growth of new purts, which

in about a year acquiie the perfect structure of ao eye,

with its investing membranes, contained humours, tran-

sparent cornea, and coloured iris.

We have already remarked the great power of absti-

nence possessed liy reptiles, and have now to notice some
other unfavourable circumstances, under which they con-

tinue to live and peiform most of their functions.

Most reptiles possess the faculty of resisting extremes
of heat and cold, and the etfect of chemical agents, belter

than other animals. Though nobody now believes the ridi-

culous stones of salamanders living in the fire, it is still a

curious fact, that lizards and alligators live with ease and

apparent satisfaction in the waters of hot springs, heated

to a degree very considerably higher than the hottest tem-
perature of the torrid zone. Frogs and newts arc often

exposed to a degree of cold far below the freezing point,

while in a state of torpidity, and they have even been known
to remain imbedded in a block of ice for many hours, with-

out having their vitality extinguished. Some of these ani-

mals, that have been put alive into spirit of wine, for the

purpose of preserving them as specimens, have remained
alive for several hours ; and other instances are recorded

of their existing for a considerable time in the exhausted

receiver of an air-pump. Frogs and water lizards have

lived, and moved with agility, many hours after having

been deprived of their hearts; and Rcdi, by a curious but

cruel experinjent, proved that a land-tortoise, after hav-

ing the cavity of the skull laid open, and the brain dissected

out, walked away with apparent unconcern ; and, except
that its eyes closed, and never afterwards opened, it

appeared for several months to enjoy life, and exercise its

functions nearly as before the loss of the brain. Frogs,

which were subjected to a similar experiment by Spallan-

zani, lived for five days. Nay, a turtle has been known to

live and move its limbs for thirteen days after its head had
been cut off.

Not only is the body in general of reptiles thus tenacious

of life, but the parts and organs that have been cut off

bhew signs of vitality and irritability, for hours and even
days together. The tails of water newts have exiiilcd ve-

ry lively motions for more than ten hours; the heart of a

frog has continued to palpitate, when irritated, for several

hours after being taken from the body : the head of a tur-

tle has not only opened and closed its jaws, but has closed

upon a stick with considerable force, two days after having
been amputated.

The absorbent system of reptiles has been very little ex-

amined, and the investigation has scarcely extended be-

yond the Chelonian order. We find that the thoracic duct

of turtles is double, and that the mesentery in these ani-

mals abounds with lacteals. Numerous lymphatics are

seen running in a longitudinal direction, both on the super-

ficial and central coats of the intestines; but it is not cer-

tain that these animals possess lymphatic glands.

If we may judge from the little waste that takes place in

the body of reptiles during a long abstinence, and while in

the torpid state, it would seem that their absorbent system
possesses less activity than that of most other animals.

CHAP. V.

Of Resjiiration and Voice in Reptiles.

The lungs of reptiles are proportionally much larger

than those of quadrupeds and birds, and they are also of

a much looser texture ; their structure is most complicat-

ed in the Chelonian order, in which they are of a uniform
texture, but the air vesicles are very large. In the Saurian
order, the lungs form two large vesicular bags, one on
each side the heart, and have their internal substance di-

vided by membranous plates into numerous polygonal cells,

which are again subdivided into smaller. All the Batracian
order have lungs, which resemble those of most of the

Saurians in largeness and simplicity ; but in the tadpole
stale they have also gills, which disappear in the perfect

animal, except in two tribes, in which they are pci'manent.

In all, the lungs float loose with the other viscera \\\

the same cavity, and appear to have no innate contractile

power.

The windpipe, except in one or two instances, divides

into branches or bronchi, before it reaches the lungs ; but

this division takes place nearer the head in some tribes

than in others. In the Chelonians, it commences very

early, while in the crocodile the trachea continues undivid-

ed for a considerable extent. In general, however, the

bronchi are very short, and in most instances they termi-

nate abruptly in the lungs.

The extent of the lungs is greatest in the Chelonians, in

whom they reach along the whole length of the back. The
lungs of reptiles are supplied with blood by the pulmo-
nary arteries, there being in general no bronchial vessels.

The gills or branchiae of tadpoles, and of the proteus

and siren, resemble the gills of fishes in their general struc-

ture, but are not, like them, inclosed within a particular

covering, but hang loose and floating on each side of the

neck. They form three or four rows of small tufts or

fringes, supported by small cartilaginous arches ; and
these arches are articulated on one side behind the crani-

um, while on the other they are united to a bone resem-
bling the OS hyoides. They have between the rows inter-

vals, by which the water in which the animal floats is freely

admitted to the mouth. The branches of the siren consist

of three tufts.

The spongy texture, and little vascularity of the lungs

in reptiles, enable them to take in a greater quantity of air

than other animals at a single inspiration, and this capacity .

appears to be increased by the expansive power of the air

cells. It is remarkable, that reptiles not only receive air

into the lungs in the ordinary way of inspiration, but swal-

low it by the mouth, in which action they are assisted by

the muscles of the throat. In fact, it is only by degluti-

tion that the C^helonians inspire, and in expiration the ani-

mals of this order employ chiefly two pairs of muscles,

situated in two layers near the tail, between the shield

and breast plate. In the Saurians, the mechaniim of respi-

ration is executed chiefly by the abdominal muscles, and
by those which move the ribs.

From the large quantity of air which reptiles can inspire

at once, there is the less occasion for frequent respiration ;

and, accordingly, in these animals, the breathing is remark-
ably slow. It is least slow in the Chelonian tribes, and it

appears to be slowest when the animals are asleep. What
is most remarkable, however, in the respiration of re!)liles,

is the power they possess of suspending respiration. Tor-

toises have been known to live more than a month with

their jaws closely tied, and iheir nostrils stopped with wax;

and thei-e seems little reason to doubt the remarkable in-

stances that are on record, of toads being fomul alive in the

trunks of trees and blocks of solid slonc, where the lunction

of respiration must have been suspended for years to-

gether. It also appears that reptiles can live for a longer

time uninjured in deoxygenated or impure air tlian other

animals; a circumstance that is explained on similar prin-

ciples. This continued vitality in vitiated air has its limits
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however; for it is found, that when these animals arc con-

fined in atmospheric air, they cease to exist when the oxy-

genous portion is expended.

The changes produced on atmosplieric air by the respi-

ration of reptiles, are similar to ihose produced by llie

breatliing of other animals, viz. the consumption ofoxygen

and formation of carbonic acid. On this subject we may
refer our readers to Mr Ellis's Inquiry into the changes

firoduced on jitmosliheric Jir, published in 1807, ami Fur-

t/ier Inquiry in 1811, in which the experiments and obset*-

vations made by liie ingenious author, and collected by

him from former writers, are fully and satisfactorily de-

tailed.

Intimately connected with tlie function of respiration, is

the vital heat of animals. We have already seen that this

in reptiles is very low. It appears, however, tliat, under the

ordinary temperature of the atmosphere, the heat ol these

animals is generally a few degrees above th:it of the sur-

rounding medium; and while life continues, they have the

power of preserving a moderate temperature, and of resist-

ing, to a certain degree, considerably inferior indeed to man
and quadrupeds, the extremes of either hc:it or cold. Sec

Chap. IV.
Almost all reptiles utter sounds more or less loud ; the

salamander and the green lizard being almost the only

known exceptions; and it is even not certain wiiether the

former should be entirely excluded. Turtles and tortoises

hiss or sigh ; crocodiles low or roar, sometimes in so loud

a tone as to resemble distant thunder, while the yoiuig of

these animals are said to make a noise like a cat, (but

Avhether meaning ov fiurring we are not told,) and to utter

piercing cries if attacked, when first extruded from the

egg. Iguanas make a sort of whistling sound as they run

along the trees, and the croaking of frogs and toads is suf-

ficiently known.
The organs of voice in these animals are very simple,

consisting of a single larynx^ without epiglottis, but includ-

ing ligamentous chords of the glottis, moved by appropri-

ate muscles. In some species of frogs, especially the

males, there are also membranous bags connected with

the glottis, or pouches in the cheeks, which, when inflated,

serve to increase or modify the sound.

CHAP. VI.

Of Secretion and Excretion in Reptiles.

The most important of the secreting organs, which we
are to notice in reptiles, are the liver, pancreas, spleen,

and urinary organs.

The liver of these animals is always large ; and in some
instances, as in the salamander, its proportional magnitude
is very considerable. In the Chelonians it is divided into

two rounded irregular lobes, the one occupying the right

hypochondrium, and the other connected io the stomach at

its small curvature. It is also divided into two lobes in the

crocodile and the chameleon ; but in the other Saurians, it

forms only one lobe, cliffering in size and figure in the se-

veral tribes. In all the Batracians, except the salamander,
the liver is composed of two lobes.

All reptiles have a gall bladder, which is more inlimate-

!y connected with the liver, but is proportionally smaller

than in quadrupeds and birds. In the Chelonians, it is al-

most wholly concealed in the right lobe of the liver, and is

found in a similar situation in crocodiles. There are gene-
rally two ducts leading to the intestines ; one from the liver,

the hepatic duct ; and the other, the cystic, from the gall-

bladder; and these, inmost instil ccs, run separate from
each other.

*

.
The position and size of the pancreas are very varitjus.

In most of the Chelonians it is triangular, and generally

entire. In the crocodile it is divided into lobes. In sonve

of the Batracians, a;j the frog, it is lodged in the arch of the

stomach towards the sternal pait of the body ; in others,

as the salamander, it is situated in t^ iirst curve of thi:

intestines. The pancreatic duct is commonly single, but
•in sohie instances, as in the Nilotic crocodile, it is double.

The spleen exists in all reptiles, but its structure, form,

and situation, in these animals, has been very imperfectly

investigated. In tiie Chelonians, it is shaped like the kid-

ney ; in me Sauriana, it is elongated; in most of the Batra-

cians, as frog* and loads, it is small and spherical, and in

the former tribe is situated in the mesentery ; while in sala-

manders it is of an oblong form.

Ail reptiles appear to have kidneys; but the structure

of these ongans is extremely simple and uniform, as they

have no distinction of cortical and medullary substance, and
no parts corresponding to the infunuibttla and pelvis iti

mammalia. In figure and situation, however, they vary in

the several orders. In the Chtionians they are short and
thick, and lie far back in the caviiy ot the abdomen. In
the Saurians they are of an oval form, more or less flatten-

ed and elongateu, and in general they lie far back under
the Sacrum, or near the tail. It is uncertain whether their

form varies with age in all these animals ; but it appears
that in young crocodiles they are entire, wl.iie iii full grown
individuals of the same tribe they arc divided into several

lobes. In the Batracians they are situated pretty far for-

ward and very near each other, and resemble those of the

Saurians in form.

All tiie reptile tribes have not an urinary bladder. It is

found in the Chelonians, in whom it is very large, and is

more or less divided into two portions. Of the Saurians,

only the tupinambis, iguanas, stellios, chameleons, and dra-

gons, have an urinary bladder. It is found in the Bs^ra-

cians, in some of whom it consists of two membranous
bags, while in others it is single.

In reptiles there is a common receptacle or passage for

the urine and yjeces, called cloaca ; and in those tribes that

have no urinary bladder, the ureters, or pipes from the

kidneys, open immediately into this receptacle.

Several secretions of a peculiar nature take place in rep-

tiles. Thus, in the crocodile, there is a gland situated on
each side of the lower jaw, just beneath the skin, having a

duct opening externally, and secreting a substance that

smells like musk ; while glands of a similar nature are

found in the cayman, near the anus. In several of these

animals, as in toads and salamanders, an acrid fluid exudes
thiough numerous pores of the skin when they are irritat-

ed. This fluid is not, however, poisonous, as has been sup-

pled ; but among the Saurians, the geckos secrete from
between thfir loes a matter, which is really of a venomous
nature. See Gecko in the subsequent Part.

CHAP. VII.

Of Iiitcgu:nation in Refitiles.

A CONSIDERABLE variety is found among the reptiles

with respect to their integuments ; and as these varieties

constitute many of the generic and specific characters, it is

necessary to examine them with some minuteness.

In all these animals there is the usual distinction of cu-

ticle, true skill; and rf.Y ni!:co2ti;«. The structure of the
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skin and rcle mucosum differs but liule from that of" other

animals, except in the frog and toad, where tlierc is this

peculiarity, that the skin adheres to the parts benealli only

at a few points, so that it forms a sort of loose bag about the

animal, susceptible of occasional inflation. The cuticle is

extremely various in the different orders and tribes. In

the Chelonians, though only the head, tail, and extremities,

appear to be covered with skin, yet in reality the whole

body within the shell is enveloi)ed with a thin transparent

cuticle, capable of being detached in plates. In most of

these animals, the cuticle, when exposed, is covered with

scales of a horny texture, and differing very much in

number, situation, and figure. A thin membrane resem-
bling cuticle, also covers the shell of the Chelonians ; and

in several species, the upper shell, or shield, is covered
with a dense and strong membrane resembling leather or

parchment. Among the Saurians there is first a cuticle

enveloping the true skin, then scales, plates, or tubercles,

and over these again another cuticle, as in the Chelonians.

In the crocodiles and Dracaena, there are strong and broad
plates differently shaped and arranged, as we shall see here-

after ; in the tupinambes, the scales are disposed in circu-

lar rows or transverse bands ; in the basilisks, they are dif-

fused over the whole body, while in the lizards again, they

are arranged in transverse bands. The Batracians have
the epidermis smooth, and in general slimy.

The Saurians have generally very strong and numerous
subcutaneous muscles, especially in the tail ; and in most
cases, there is an intimate connection or adhesion between
these muscles and the skin.

We have already seen that the Chelonians are covered,

both on the upper and lower parts of the body, with

a strong and hard shell, of which the upper part may
be termed the shield, and the lower the breast plate. Each
of these is divided into a considerable number of separate

plates, united together by their edges, sometimes in a

smooth and even manner, at others overlapping each other.

A row of these plates lies along the middle of the back
over the vertebrae, and these are surrounded on each side

by several others, which, together with the vertebral

plates, constitute what is called the disc. The other plates

of the shield, lying between the disc and the breast

plate, are called marginal, and are generally from twenty-

one to twenty-five in number. They are of a more irregu-

lar figure than those of the disc, and generally of an oblong

form. The shield is more or less convex. The shield and

breast plate are united only at their sides, leaving a space

at the fore and back parts for the head, tail, and extremities.

This shelly covering, in general, resembles the hoofs of

quadrupeds in its texture, though in some instances, as in

what is called tortoise-shell, it is purer and more tran-

sparent than the finest horn.

The Saurians and Batracians occasionally change the

cuticle, throwing off the old, and acquiring a new one.

This is particularly the case while they are young, and after

leaving their winter quarters. In these animals, the

change is not made at once, as in serpents, (see Oi-hiolo-

oY,) but the cuticle is detached in scales or plates, till the

whole is thrown off.

CHAP. VIII.

Of Generation in Rejitiles.

There is no part of the economy of reptiles more curi-

ous, none more interesting to the naturalist, than that func-

tion by which these animals generate their like. The dif-

ferences, with respect both to organs and pnenomcna, which

are found in this class, admirablv illustrate the observation

Vol. X. Part II.

of a celebrated naturalist, that a systematic arrangement of

animals, as well as plants, might be composed merely from

a comparison of then- generaiive organs.

A difference of sexes prevails in all reptiles, and the dis-

tinction of male and female organs is in most instiinces very

inanilcst. There is one part of the structure, however, found

in both sexes. The cloaca, which has been already noticed

as forming the common outlet for the urine and faeces, also

forms, as in birds, the common receptacle of the external

organs, and the outlet for the ova.

All male reptiles have tenten, but these organs differ in

form and situation. In the Chelonians, they lie within the

abdominal cavity, (as is the case in all these animals,) con-

tiguous to the kidneys, and united to their inferior or sacral

surface. In the Saurians, they lie in front, or on the ster-

nal side of the kidneys, on each side of tlie vertebral co-

lumn ; and in the Batracians they are situated immediately

below the anterior surface of those organs. In the first or-

der, the testes are composed of large vascular bundles, dis-

posed in various directions ; and the ejddidymis is formed

in the usual way, by the convolutions of the vessels, particu-

larly of the seminal duct, or vas deferens. It is not certain

whether these animals have seminal vesicles. The testes

of the crocodile are long and narrow, and communicate with

two organs tliat are supposed by some anatomists to be se-

minal vesicles ; and if so, form the only instance of these

organs among the reptile tribe. In salamanders, each of

the testes is divided into two spherical bodies, placed one

before the other : and their texture consists, as in all the

Batracians, of an agglomeration of sn)ali whitish granular

bodies, interspersed with blood-vesseis.

The pevis is single in all the Chelonians, and in most of

the Saurians. The Batracians have no organ of this kind ;

but, in some of that order, its place appears to be supplied

by a small jiajiilla within the cloaca. This organ is most

remarkable in the Chelonians, in some ofwhom it is of very

considerable length. It is cylindrical, terminates in a point,

and has a deep furrow along the whole extent of its upper

surface. It is furnished with two retractor muscles, by

which it is withdrawn within the cloaca, where it usually

lies concealed, and from which it is thrust out in preparing

for copulation. In the Saurians, this organ is short, cylin-

drical, and beset with numerous spiny processes, resem-

bling the bristles of the hedgehog. In the usual state, it is

drawn up under the skin of the tail, and, when erected, ap-

pears externally at the slit of the cloaca.

We must here notice a peculiarity of structure in the

males of those reptiles which do not immediately copulate

with the female. There are found in these males, during

the copulating season, hard brown or Ijlackish fia/iille or

tubercles, attached to the thumb and palm of the fore feet,

which assist in grasping the female. These tubercles are

found chiefly in the frog and toad. Salamanders have, dui-

ing the same season, a crest with divided edge upon the

back and tail, which afterwards disappears.

The female reptiles have ovaries, and most of them a

uterus, or an expansion of the oviducts, which answers a si-

milar purpose. The ovaiies of the Chelonians resemble

those of birds, (see Ornithology.) They are two in num-
ber, and have each a duct opening into a uterus. The uteri

are thick and fleshy, and iiave openings by which they com-

municate with the cloaca. The ovaries of the Saurians

and Batracians arc much alike ; but the former contain

fewer eggs, and have larger and shorter oviducts. Those

of frogs lie below the liver.

A curious structure prevails in the female of the Suri-

nam toad, or Bufo dorsiger. Tl)c skin of the back in this

animal is hollowed out into a great number of cells, in

which the ova, after being extruded by the female, and fe-

3 B
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cundated by tlie male, are placed by llie latter ; and here

they remain enveloped in the skin, which contracts round

them till they are hatched, and leady for enjoying a sepa-

rate existence.

Only the Chelonians and Saurians enter into actual co-

pulation, and this act is difi'erent in the two orders. It is

not certainly known in what manner the male and female

turtles and tortoises perform this act. It is supposed, and

even asserted by some, that they unite breast plate to

breast plate, while others aflirm, that the union takes place

in the manner of quadrupeds. We are not disposed to

enter into the minutiae of these reptilian amours, as we do

not think them calculated for a work addressed to general

readers. Those who wish to gratify their curiosity on this

part of comparative physiology, may consult the disser-

tations of Spallanzani, and the works of Rccsel, Swammer-
dam, and Daudin, already mentioned in our historical

notices.

The season of copulation commences early in spring,

or as soon as the animals are roused from their winter

state of torpor, and seems to return only once a year: it

continues for a longer or shorter time in different orders

and tribes, generally longest among the frogs and toads.

All reptiles are properly oviparous, though in one in-

stance, the salamander, the ova are hatched in the oviduct.

In most of the tribes, the eggs, though numerous, are laid

distinct from each other ; and, in that case, they are en-

veloped either by a calcareous shell, or a membrane re-

sembling parchment. Frogs and toads, however, lay eggs
that are connected together in a kind of bunch, and are of

j& gelatinous consistence, each egg containing in its centre

a dark spot, which is the rudiment of the future young,

(see Plate CCXCV. Fig. 15.) These connected eggs are

extruded gradually by the female, and each is fecundated

by the male as it escapes from the cloaca. What may be

considered as perfect eggs, which are those of the Che-
lonians and Saurians, are very similar to those of birds,

except that the transparent fluid, which corresponds
to the albumen in the latter, does not coagulate by heat.

The eggs of the Chelonians, and, according to some au-

thors, those of the crocodile, afford good and wholesome
nourishment to man.
We have said, that the young of the Batracians undergo

a metamor/t/wsis; and this is not the least interesting

part in the physiology of generation in these animals. M.
Rcejel, in his Hisioria Ranarum JS'ostratium., has given a

minute account, illustrated by figures, of the progress of

the common frog, from the time when the egg is first

fecundated to the completion of the perfect animal. We
shall here present our readers with an abstract of this ac-

count.

Two days after the ovum is excluded, the central spot

is somewhat enlarged, but still spherical, and is enveloped

by an immediate albuminous covering, very distinct from
the exterior mucilage. In four days, the central germ has

assumed the shape of a kidney bean, and its albuminous
covering is enlarged. In five days, the kidney-shaped
embryo has changed its form to that of a half crescent,

though still scarcely increased in size ; but the follow-

ing day it has become longer, thicker, and straighter,

and the distinction between the outer and inner mucilage
is no longer visible. The head, eyes, and mouth are

also now obscurely visible, and there is some appearance
of a tail. By the seventh day, the size of the tadpole is

increased, and the distinction of head and tail more evi-

dent ; and there arc also visible the rudiments of the fore

feet, and of the gills. It has now quitted the egg. At the

end of nine days, the head and body are enlarged, and the

tail considerably lengthened. Soon after this, the branchia

are so much increased as to be distinctly observed ; but.

about the twentieth day, these appendages are withdrawn
below the skin, as no longer necessary; and about four
days after, the fore legs, which till now had been almost
entirely concealed below the skin, appear externally. The
body of the tadpole is still transparent, and its long intes-

tines are seen extending from head to tail, (see Plate

CCXCV. Fig. 16 ) In a few days after this, the tail gra-

dually disa|)pcars ; the hind legs are developed ; and in

about two months from the first exclusion of the ovum, the
animal becomes a perfect frog.

The metamorphosis of all the Batracians does not pro-

ceed exactly in the manner above described. In particu-

lar, the tadpole of the Rana (laradoxa undergoes such re-

markable changes, as to have been mistaken for an animal

of a very different class. These will be noticed in a sub-

sequent pan of this article. The young of salamanders
also differ from the tadpoles of frogs, and have been Ae-

noniinated /ariJiT. They remain four months in the tadpole

state.

CHAP. IX.

On Hybernation in Refililes.

H.wiNG, in the preceding chapters, described the or-

ganization of Reptiles, and given a comprehensive view of

their organic functions, we have only to consider the phe-
nomena that take place in these animals at that season when
they begin to lose sense and motion, and sink into a state

of torpor.

If we except the insect tribes, there are no animals to

whom heat appears more necessary for enabling them to

exercise their functions with vigour and activity, than rep-

tiles. ^^^e shall find presently, that by far the greater

number of the species are natives of the torrid zone, and
indeed the few which inhabit these colder regions are com-
paratively lifeless and inactive. The heat of the sun seems
to increase not only their vivacity and agility, but their

sensibility. Cold produces the contrary effects; and when
this takes place in any considerable degree, they become
listless and inactive, and would probably perish, if they did

not seek for refuge in some situation where they are in

some measure sheltered from the cold in its extreme de-

gree. Accordingly, we find that, on the approach of win-

ter, these animals betake themselves to some retreat cor-

responding to their natural situation. Turtles and fresh

water tortoises imbed themselves in the muddy or the sandy
bottoms of lakes and rivers, while land tortoises make an
excavation in the earth, and there find a temporary grave.

Crocodiles, and those other Saurians which resemble thero

in their usual habitation, find retreats in sandbanks ; while

others, especially the Batracians, retire to crevices of

walls, cavities of stones, clefts of trees, and caverns of

mountains ; while a few seek a precarious continuance of
warmth by creeping into dunghills. In these retreats,

where they can no longer find their accustomed prey, they

gradually sink into a state of insensibility, and appear in

a profound sleep, scarcely to be distinguished from actual

death.

As this torpidity approaches, their circidation becomes
languid, their respiration is extremely slow, their appetite

for food appears to cease, and their temperature sinks be-

low its natural standard. So complete is their want of sen-

sation, that they may be cut, torn, and in some cases

broken to pieces, without expressing the least degree of

pain, or showing any signs of motion.

In this state they continue generally during the whole
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winter ; and, as the genial heat of the spring returns, or

in those climates where the clianges of season ai e not so

remarkable, when the analogous revolution of the season

takes place, the animal begins to shew signs of returning

life, gradually recovers sense and motion, its heart beats

•with a gradually increased velocity, its respiration becomes
more frequent and regular, its temperature increases, it

quits its retreat, resumes its ordinary functions, searches

after prey, and seeks a mate.

It is remarkable that this hybernation of reptiles is not

confined to those species which inliabit a cold or temperate
i-egion, but seems to extend even to the hotter climates of

Barbary, Egypt, and South America. It is also worthy of re-

mark, that this continued state of torpor, unlike the winter

sleep of bears, marmots, andother hybernating quadrupeds,
does not produce any very evidejit emaciation or loss of

weight in the torpid animal. Land tortoises have beerj re-

peatedly weighed just before retiring to their winter quar-

ters, and after emerging from tliem, and were found in

some cases not to have lost above two ounces.

It is found that when some of these animals, as tortoises,

in a slate of domestication, are taken from their winter re-

treat, and exposed to a more elevated temperature, they

recover, in some degree, their sense and niolion, though
they scarcely ever take food during this period. AVe have
known a land tortoise, kept in a room where there was al-

most a constant fire, lie for several weeks together in the
box that formed its retreat, without making any attempt
to come out, and though when taken from the box, it open-

ed its eyes, moved its head, and sometimes walked a little,

it could not be prevailed upon to eat till its usual period

of liybernation was completed. The person with whom
it lived, with officious kindness, would sometimes force a

little broth or soup into its mouth ; but the animal never

showed any desire to eat of its own accord. See Hyber-
nation.

Part H. CLASSIFICATION AND NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SPECIES.

ORDER I. CHELONIAN REPTILES.

We have seen that most of this order, comprehending
the animals called turtles and torioises, are enclosed with-

in a horny covering, consisting of two parts, one covering
the back, and usually called the shield; tlie other supplying

the place of a sternum, and called the breastplate. Each
of these is composed of numerous plates; those of the

shield being most numerous, and divided into those of the

disc, or middle part, and those of the margin. The plates

of the disc are generally thirteen in number; and those

which are ranged along the back from head to tail, are de-

nominated vertebral plates. The plates of the margin vary

in the diffcreul species from 21 to 25, There are several

terms applicable tc tiiese plates, which occur in the fol-

lowing characters, and therefore require explanation here.

When the plates rise in a ridge in the middle, they are said

to be carinated; when they have depressions in the contrary

direction, tliey are fitrroiuvd; when thty are uniformly

higliest in the centre, they a;e convex, or subconvex, ac-

cording to the degree of elevation ; when they lie upon each

other like tiles or slates upon a roof, they are imbricated;

when they are notched about the edge like the teeth of a

saw, they are serrated.

The shield aiKl breast plate of thise animals are more or

less hrmly united together at the edges, leaving openings

for the head, legs, and tail. Some species have the power
of withdrawing all these parts within the shell, where they

lie as if sh.ut up in a box, safe from the attacks of almost

every animal but man.
The legs of these animals are very short, but so strong,

that one of the larger turtles has been known to walk with

apparent ease, while several men stood on its back. In their

motions they are slow and awkward, and, with very few ex-

ceptions, they are inoffensive, and submit, without resist-

ance, to the most cruel treatment. They pass the winter

in a torpid state.

Genus I. Chelonia. TURTLES.

.The feet flattened, so as to resemble the broad part of

an oar ; the toes of unequal length, rinitcd together so as

to form abroad expanded surface, with flat nails inserted

into its margin.

The C/ie/oni(S comprise the largest species of this or-

der ; soine having been found that weighed seven or eight

hundred pounds. They are inhabitants of the ocean, and

feed partly on fuci or sea-weeds, and partly on the mollusca

and other small sea animals that harbour among these

submarine plants. The eggs of all the species, and the

flesh of most of them, afford a delicious repast even to the

epicure.

Of this genus only six species are distinctly marked by

naturalists, though it is understood that Schoepff", the Prus-

sian naturalist, was acquainted with eight. These six spe-

cies may be thus distinguished.

Species 1. Chelo?iia mydas. Green turtle. Plates of

the shield neither imbricated nor carinated, in number
thirty ; four feet, furnished with two nails. See Plate

CCXCVI. Fig. 1.

La tortile Franche. Daudin, Hiat. JVat. des Rejitiles, par

Sonnini, i. p. 10. Licepede, Hist. JVat. des Quad. Ovip. i.

Art. 1. (Translation by Kerr.)

Testiicio mydas. Linn. Syst. .^at. a Gmelin, p. 1037.

Schoepfl', Hist. JVat. Testndimim, p. 73 pi. xvii. fig. 0.

Green turtle, Siiaw, General Zoology, iii. pi. xxii.

2. C. rugosa. Wrinkled T Plates marked with three

transverse black furrows; body of the shield chesnut-co-

lourcd, with a yellow mars^in.

T. ridee. D.iudin, i. p 37.

3. C. caretta. Caret, or Hawksbil! T. Shell ellip-

tical, subcarinated, serrated; dorsal plates thirty, imbri-

cated.

T caret, Daudin, i. p. 39. Laccpede, i. Ait. 5.

T. imbricata, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1036. SchoepfT, p. 83.

pi. xviii.

Imbricated turtle, Shaw, iii, 89. pi. 26. xxvi.

4 C. cejiediana. Cepcdian T. Feet thin shaped, fur-

nished with one nail; plates of the breast plate l-t.

y. ce/iedicnne, Daudin, i. p. 49.

6. C. caouanna. Loggerliead T. Shell ovato-cordate,

serrated ;
plates of the disc 15 ; vertebral plates gibbous

behind.

T caouanc, Daudin, i. p. 54. Lacepede, i. art. 3.

T. caretta, Linn, a Gmelin, 1038. Schoepff, p. 67. pi.

xvi.

Loggerhead turtle, Shaw, iii. pi. 23, 24, 25.

6. C Coriacea. Coriaceous T. Body not shelled, but

covered with a leathery coat plaited longitudinally ; feet

fin-shaped.

T. lutfi, Datidin, L p. 62. Lacepede,!. art. 6.

3 B 2
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T.fcrox, I/mii. a Graelin, 1036.

Soft-slielled turtle, Pennant, Phil. Trans. Ixi. 275.

S/iinous tortoine ? lirilish Zoology, vol. iv. p. 1.

Coriaceous turtk. Sliaw,iii. p. 77. pi. 21.

Of muse six species, we shall notice the first, third, fifth,

and sixth more particularly.

S/iecie.i 1. C/telonia mijdas. Esculent, or green turtle.

Of all the Chelonian reptiles, this is deservedly held in

the highest esteem, from the very nouiisliing and palata-

ble food which it affords to the human race. It is also

one of the largest of these tribes, and is not less interesting

from its habits and manners, than frotn its utility as an ar-

ticle of diet.

A full grown turtle often measures six or seven feet in

length from the nose to the tip of its short tail, three or

four feet in breadth, and nearly as much in thickness at the

middle of the body. It sometimes weighs eight hundred
pounds. The body appears of an oval form, and the head

is of considerable size in proportion to the body. The tail

is short and thick. The feet arc long, and much better

adapted to the action of swimming than that of walking.

The head, feet, and tail, are covered with scales. The
breast plate is shorter than the shield, and has twenty-

three or twenty-four plates disposed in four rows. The
prevailing colour of this turtle's shell, when in its usual

situation, is bright brown, with spots of a yellow colour ;

and when the shell becomes dry, the brown assumes a

darker hue.

This species frequents the coasts both of the islands and
continents of the intra-tropical regions, and is found in

great abundance both in the East and West Indies. It

sometimes enters the mouths of large rivers, and occasion-

ally goes to some distance from the shore into the shelter-

ed woody parts of the country. It swims with great fa-

cility, keeping its head and part of its shell above the sur-

face of the water ; but when it fears the approach of dan-

ger, or seeks its prey among the rocks, it dives to

the bottom, and may be seen browsing at its ease among
the weeds. It is said, however, that it does not dive very
readily, as the specific gravity of its body but little ex-
ceeds that of the salt water. When it cjuits the water, its

motion on the land is rather a scramble than a walk, and re-

sembles that of seals and walrusses among quadrupeds,
except that it is much slower.

The great purpose for which turtles go on shore, is to

deposit their eggs in the sand. This process is generally
begun in the month of April, and takes up several weeks,
as the eggs are laid at intervals of about fourteen days.
When preparing to lay her eggs, the female turtle digs a
hole about two feet deep, a little above high water mark,
and into this cavity she drops about a hundred eggs at one
time. While thus employed, her attention is so completely
taken up with th.e business for which she has come ashore,
that a person may easily approach her from behind, and
catch the eggs as they arc let fall ; but if disturbed before
she begins to lay, she quits the place, and seeks a more
secluded spot. After having deposited all the eggs which
she is to lay at one time, she scratches the sand over them,
and leaves them to be hatched by the heat of the sun. The
eggs of this species are round, about the size of a tennis

bail, and covered with a white skin resembling parchment.
It is said that that part of turtles' eggs which is analogous
to the albumen or while in the eggs of birds, does not
coagulate by the heat of boiling water.

As the female turtle lays her eggs at three or four
times, with intervals of about a fortnight, the young are of
course hatched at different periods, the eggs of each lay-

ing requiring about three weeks before the young are
leady for extrusion. The little animals are of the same

shape with their parent, but have only a soft covering
instead of a shell. As soon as they are released fiom their

confinement, they make directly for the water ; and though
this be sometimes at a considerable distance, they shape
their course towards it in a straight direction. But a
small proportion of them, however, in general reach their

natural habitation. Great numbers of them are seized by
various predacious animals, especially cormorants and
other large birds, which hover about the shore from May
to September, for the purpose of seizing such a desirable

prize.

The individuals of this species are often found collected

into numerous groups, though it does not appear that they
have much enjoyment of a social intercourse, but are rather

attracted to the same place by the abundance of their na-
tural food which it affords. During the coupling season,

the male and female seem warmly attached to each other,

and are said to continue their connubial embraces for near a
fortnight together.

To what age the green turtle is capable of living, were
it to remain unmolested, cannot be ascertained ; but it is

conjectured by those naturalists who suppose the age of
an animal to depend on its size, and the number of years

required for attaining its full growth, that this species must
live for at least a century. We shall see hereafter that

this is no uncommon age for species of a much more di-

minutive size.

Even in the time of Pliny, the taking of turtles for the

tables of the great was practised in the East Indies ; and if

we may credit the accounts of jElian and Diodorus Siculus,

the barbarous nations of the East were accustomed to em-
ploy the shields of the largest individuals as canoes. It

is believed that it is only within these hundred years that

turtles have been imported into Europe for the purposes
of food.

Various methods are resorted to in different countries

for catching turtles. A very common mode is, to watch
them as they go on shore, or return, during the season of
laying their eggs, when they are easily arrested ; and, by
the united force of several persons, are turned on their

backs, a position from which they find it extremely difii-

cult to escape. Several individuals are thus turned, and
when a sufficient number has been thus partly secured,

they are dragged away by ropes, and carried in boats tu

their place of destination. This is the method practised

by the inhabitants of the Bahama islands, and is often em-
ployed with success by sailors, while touching at the

islands between the tropics during their long voyages.
Turtles are also taken while swimming in the sea. Some
fishers of great dexterity dive for such as they see at the

bottom, in the shallows, and getting on their backs, press
down the hind part, and raise the fore part of their body,

so as to compel them to rise to the surface, where an as-

sistant is ready to slip a noose over the head, and thus

secure the captured animal. The most common mode,
however, of catching turtles out at sea, is by means of a

kind of spear, or harpoon, with a long wooden shaft, to

which the head of the spear is but loosely attached. This
kind of fishing, as it is termed, is generally carried on by
two men in a small light boat or canoe. One of those per-

sons manages the boat, while the other stands ready to

dart the spear into the back of his destined victim. It is

not long before a turtle is seen either swimming at the

surface, or, what is more usual, feeding at the bottom,

where the water is about a fathom deep. Sometimes the

animal discovers the approach of his enemies, and endea-

vours to escape ; but the men paddle after him, and gene-

rally contrive to tire him out in about half an hour's chace.

The spearman then hurls his weapon, the head of which,
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from the peculiar constriiclion of the instrument, generally

sticks fast in the shell, while its attachment to the shaft is

seeureil by a long- string. The animal thus wounded again

makes off, unless he has been so much fatigued in the

chace, as to be incapable of further exertion. In either

case, he soon becomes an easy ])rey to his pursuers.

It is only for its flesh that this species is so much esteem-
ed, its shell being of no use. In many of the West India

islands, turtles are exposed in the open market, and a

turtle-steak is there as common as a beef steak in Britain.

The flesh of the turtle is extremely nutritious, and is con-

sidered an excellent restorative in cases of debility and
emaciation.

S/i. 3. C/ieluJiia carctta. The imbricated or hawksbill

turtle.

This species, though of considerable size, is much less

than the preceding, the largest individuals seldom weigh-
ing more than three or four hundred pounds. The sliield

is of an oval and almost heart-snaped form, slightly sinuat-

ed before, and narrowest behind. The disc is covered with

thirteen plates, that are two or three lines thick, of a smooth
surface, nearly transparent, lying over each other like tiles

upon a roof The five vertebral plates are of unequal size

and figure, though each is ridged longitudinally in the

middle. That nearest the head is very large and quad-
rangular, with a semicircular margin anteriorly. The three

next plates are hexagonal, and have their greatest length

across the body. The fifth is pentagonal, with one angle
directed backwards, and a little prolonged towards the tail.

The eight lateral plates are very large, and of an irregular

pentagonal figure. There are twenty-five marginal plates,

which are so much imbricated as to give the sides of the

animal a serrated appearance. The colour of all these

plates is generally black, with irregular transparent shades
of red or yellow ; all of them together sometimes weigh
from four to eight pounds.

We have been thus particular in describing the plates

of this species, because they constitute its most valuable
product. They form what in Europe is denominated tor-

toise-shell, which, by the inhabitants of the West Indies, is

more properly called turtle-shell. The head and neck of

the caret turtle are considerably longer than those of the

green turtle ; and the upper mandible projects so much
over the lower, as to give the snout a distant resemblance
to the bill of a bird of prey, whence English sailors have
given it the name of hawksbill.

This species is found in the Asiatic seas, and on the

Atlantic coasts of America ; but is said not to be met with

in the South Sea.

Though so much smaller than the green turtle, the

hawksbill possesses considerable strength ; and when at-

tacked, defends itself with much ferocity, giving very
severe and painful bites. It is also more diBicult to se-

cure, as its shield is more convex, and its feet longer than
those of the first species; so that when turned on its back,

it more readily regains its natural position. The female
begins to lay her eggs in May, and continues with intervals

till July. She is said not to deposit them in fine sand, but
in gravel mixed with shells. The young of this species

very nearly resemble those of the former.

The eggs of the hawksbill turtle are esteemed very de-
licious ; but its flesh is unwholesome, and affects those
who eat of it with fever and dysentery. It is almost en-

tirely for the plates of tortoise-shell that it is made an ob-
ject of search.

The use of tortoise-shell was known to the ancients, but
it is only in modern times thut the manufacture of it has

been brought to perfection. In selecting the plates, those

arc preferred which are thick, clear, and transparent, and
variegated with dark-brown, golden-yellow, red, and white.
In preparing them for use, the plates are softened in warm
water, and then reduced to the desired shape, by pressing
them in warm iron moulds. After they arc cooled, they
are taken from the mould, smoothed and polished. For
the purposes of inlaying in cabinet work, the moistened
plates are pressed perfectly flat, and kept in that state till

cool and dry. It is usual to place below them metallic
leaves, of such a colour as it is wished should appeal-
through the transparent part of the shell.

S]i. 5. Chelonia caouanna. Loggerhead, or Mediter-
ranean turtle.

This has been sometimes confounded with the last spe-
cies, under the name oS. caret, but Lacepcde restricted this

name to the hawksbill, in which he has been followed by
succeeding naturalists.

This is a very large species of turtle, and is said by
Lacepede even to exceed the green turtle in size. Its head
is much larger in proportion than that of either of the
former species. The mouth, and especially the upper
mandible, is also of considerable size. The neck is thick,

and covered witn a loose wrinkled skin, thinly beset with
horny scales. The shield is of an oval form, narrowest
behind. It is of a yellow colour, with black spots. The
legs, especially the fore legs, are proportionally longer
than in many other species ; and both the fore and hind feet

are furnished with two sharp claws.

The individuals of this species are most abundant in the
tropical seas, especially about the West India islands; but
they are also found in the Mediterranean, particularly on
the coasts of Sicily and Sardinia.

In its manners, tliis is one of the fiercest of the Chc-
loiiian tribe ; it defends itself with great courage and ac-
tivity, both with its mouth and claws, and has been known
to snap a moderate sized walking-stick with a single stroke
of its jaws. It appears to be the most predacious of all

the turtles, not only feeding on shell-fish of considerable

size, the habitations of which it easily breaks with its strong

mandibles, but attacking the young crocodiles, seizing

them by the tail as they retire backwards into the water.

Thus these animals instinctively perform an act of retribu-

tive justice. The older crocodiles make a prey of the

eggs and young of those turtles which inhabit the shores

to which they resort, and the turtles in return seize on the

young crocodiles while they are too weak to defend them-
selves.

The loggerhead turtle wanders very far from land. It

has been seen apparently sleeping on the surface of the
ocean, about midway between the Azores and Bahama
islands, at a distance of many hundred miles from land.

The female lays her eggs in the sand.

The flesh of this species is coarse and rank, and eaten

only by the- lowest classes of the people. Its body, hov,-

ever, affords a considerable quantity of oil, which is used
for burning in lamps, and dressing leather. The plates of

its shell are too thin for most purposes, but have been em-
ployed in cabinet-work.

An individual of this species, which was caught on the

coast of Provence in France, was kept by Rondelet. It

emitted a confused kind of noise resembling sighing.

M. Daudin reckons as varieties of this species, the A'a-

iicorneof Laceped: . tiiC Box tortoise of Catesby, the Thick-
headed tortoise of Dampier, and the Testudo macrofius of
Walbaume.

Sfi. 6. Chelonia coriacea, coriaceous turtle.

We notice this species here, only for the purpose of re-

marking, that it is sometimes confounded with the first
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species of the next tribe. Tlie dislinguishing characters

of both will be considered more properly in a subsequent

page.

Genus II. Testudo. TORTOISES.

The Tortoises- under which we include the Emydes, Che-

lydes, and Testudines of Duincril, have all the toes fur-

nished with claws, but not distinct in all species, some hav-

ing; them separate, while in others the distuiction is mark-

ed only by the projecting claws. The shell is generally

hard and horny, but in a few species it is cf a soft consist-

ence. The toitoiscs feed partly on vegetables, and partly

on insects, worms, snails, and similar small animals. Some
of them reside on the borders of lakes and rivers; others

live entirely on land. There are about 52 species, which

may be divided into two Sections, according as they live

most commonly on water or on land.

Sect. I. Fresh-ivater Tortoises.

These have the toes distinct, and generally terminated

by crooked claws. In some species the toes are entirely

separate; in others they are more or less connected by

membranes, or the feet are palmated. They live in or

near fresh water, but walk easily on land. Of this Section

there are about 36 species, distinguished by the following

names and characters.

Species I. Testudo Ferox. Fierce or soft tortoise.

Shell ovate, brown, leathery, lubcrculated before and be-

hind ; three toes, furnished with nails; muzzle prominent,

cylindrical.

T. Ferox, Pennant, Phil. Trans, vol. Ixi. p. 265. Linn,

a Gmelin, p. 1039. Schoepff, Hist. Testud. p. 88 pi. xix.

La Tortue de Pemiant, Daudin, i. p. 69. pi. xviii. fig. 2.

Fierce T. Shaw, iii. p. 64. pi. xvii.

La Tortue Molte, Lacepede, i. art. xiv.

Le Trionyx de Georgie, Geoffroy, Aim. de Mus. xiv.

p. 17.»

2. T. Euphratica, Euphratian T. Shield of an obscure

green, leathery, not tuberculated ; breastplate white and

smooth.

La T. de I'Eufihrate, Daud. i. p. 305.

Le Trionyx de I'Eufihrate, Geoff. Ann. xiv. p. \7.

S. T. bartrami. Cirrhated T. Shell soft ; feet five-toed,

all the toes nailed ; nose elongated, and furnished with re-

tractile cirrhi.

La Tortue de Bartrain, Daud. i. p. 74.

Testudo Verrucosa Bartrami, Schoepff, p. 90.

4. T. rosirata. Beaked T. Shell orbicuio-ovate, lea-

thery, carinated, rough, streaked with oblique furrows from
elevated points ; nose cylindrical ; three toes, furnished

with claws.

La tortue a bee, Daud.i. p. 77.

T. rostrata, Schoi'pff, p. 93. pi. xx.
T. membranacea, Linn, a Gmelin.
Le trionyx de carene, Geoff. Ann. xiv. p. 14.

5. T.granulata. Shagreen T. Plates of the shield gra-

nulated, naked, hard ; breastplate and maigin of the shield

cartilaginous.

La tortue chagriiiee, Daud. i. p. 81. Lacepede, i. art.

xxiv.

Le trionyx de Coromandcl, Geoff. Ann. xiv. p. 16.

6. 7'. matamata. Matamata T. Snell oval, subconvex,

triply carinated; fjet subdigitated ; nose cylindrical, lengtii-

cned into a proboscis ; neck fimbriated on each side.

La tortue matamata, Daud. i. p. 86. pi. xx fig. I.

T.Jimbriata, Sclioepff, p. 97. pi. xxi. Linn, a Gmelin.
Fimbriated T. Shaw, iii. p. 70. pi. xviii.

Chelys Jimbriata,\ Dunieril, Zoolog. Analyt.

7. T. bisfiinosa. Two-spined T. Dorsal plates 1 3, elon-

gated, posteriorly subimbricated, wrinkled, acutely cari-

nated; two of the marginal plates above the tail acutely

two-forked.

La tortue double epine, Daud. i. p. 94.

8. T. aer/ientina. Serpentine T. Dorsal plates subca-

rinatcd behind ; shield marked behind with five or six

toolh-likc processes; feet digitated.

La tortue serpentine, Daud. i. p. 98. pi. xx. fig. 2, Lace-

pede, i. art. X.

T. serpentina, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1042. SchoepflF, p.

28. pi. vi.

Snake tortoise, Shaw, iii. pi. xix
9. T. s/icngleri. Spenglerian T. Shield yellow, sub-

caririaled, posteiiorly six-toothed; scales imbricated.

La tortue ap.'nglerienne, Diud. i. p. 103.

Testudo spengleri, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1043.

10. T. fa-va. Yellow T. Shield of a blackish-brown
colour, Willi yellow dots aiul lines radiated on each plate.

La tortue jaune, Daud.i p 107. Lacepede, i. art. xiii.

T. orbicularis, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1039.

T. F.uropea. Schoepff, p. i. pi. i.

Speckled T. Shaw, iii. p. 30.

11. T. lutaria. Mud tortoise. Shield of a uniform dark
brown colour ; fibular or outermost toe of the hind feet

without claw.

La tortue bourbeuse, Daud. i. p. 1 1 5. Lacepede, i. art. vii.

T. lutaria, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1040.

Mud tortoise, Shaw, iii. p. 32. pi. 6.

12. T. caspica, Caspian T. Shell orbicular ; fivenails

on the fore-feet, and four on the hind ; head scaly ; no tail.

La tortue caspienne, Daud. i. p. 124.

T. casfiica, Linn, a Gmel p. 1041.

13. T. melanocephala. Blackheaded T. Shell chesnut-
coloured ; head and teet black ; tail short.

La tortue a tete noire, Daud. i. p. 128.

14. T. scabra. Rough T Upper part of the shield

rough, yellowish, irregularly spotted and striped with
brown ; marginal plates 25 ; feet palmated ; one hind toe

without claw.

La tortue rabouteuse, Daud.i. p. 129. Lacepede,!. art.

xviii.

T. scaAra, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1040.

15. T. subrufa. Reddish or brown T. Shell chesnut-

* This and the other Testudines, which agree in having the shield more or less coriaceous or cartilaginous, have been lately arranged under
a new genus by M. GeoftVoy St Hilaire, under the name of Tiionyx, so called from their having but three claws on each loot. Of this tribe he
characterizes eight species, lour ot wliich we have noiiced in the list as synonymes. The rest are as follow :

1. Tr. subpltmiis. Le Tryonix Aplati. Ann. de Mus. xiv. T^.
11.

2. Tr. Egtjpliacus. Le Tr. d'Egypte, p. 12.

The same with the Testtiilo Iriuiijpds of Gmelin.

3. Tv stellatus. Le Tr. etoile, p. 13.

The Tr. cartilaginca of Gmelin.

4. Tr. Javaiiicvs. Le Tr, de Java, p. 15.

}• This singular animal has occasioned the introduction of a new genus ( Chelijs) in the modern French arrangement ; a nicety of distinction

which we have not at present ventured to adopt. Of this genus M. Geoffroy reckons two species, and thinks there may be three. See Ami. i!t

Jffus.xiv. p. 18.
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coloured
;

plates of the disc flattened, smooth in the mid-

dle, streaked on the margin ;
plates of the breastplate 13

;

all the feet five-clawed.

La tortue roussdtre, Daud. i. p. 132. Lacepede, i. art.

XXV.
16. T. verrucosa. Warty T. Shell covered with warty

prominences ; notched round the margin ; all the feet four-

clawed.

La tortue a vcrrzics, Daud. i. p. 134. -^

T. verrucosa, Walhaum, Chelonogra/t/i, p. 116.

T. scabra. Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1040.

17. T. Galeaia. Helmeted tortoise. Shell oval, de-

pressed ; three dorsal intermediate plates, acutely cari-

nated ; marginal plates 24 ; head plated : lower mandible

furnished with filiform cirrhi.

La tortue a casque D.iud. i. p. 136.

T. gateaUi, Schoefl'p, p. 12. pi. jii. fig. 1.

Galcatcd T. Shaw, iii. p. 57. pi. xii.

18. T. scri/ita. Manuscript T. Shell orbicular, de-

pressed
; plates marked above with characters ; marginal

plates"25, spotted on the lower part.

La tortue ecrite, Daud. i. p. 140.

T. scri/ita, Schoeffp, p. 16. pi. iii. fig. 4. and 5.

Lettered T Shaw, iii. p. 57. pi. xii.

19. T. ftorfiliyrca. Porphyry T. Shell of an ochry red

colour, scaiitily spotted with obscure green and brown
;

four squamous tubercles at the anus.

La tortue fiorfihyree., Daud. i. p. 142.

20. T. reticulata. Reticulated T. Shield streaked and
reticulated with black and brown, with yellowish lines in

the middle of the plates ; marginal plates not toothed, three

spotted at the juncture with the breastplate.

La tortue reticulaire, Daud. i. p. 144. pi. xxi. fig. 3.

21. T. serrata. Serrated T. Shell marked above Avith

transverse brown and yellow bands ; posterior marginal
plates not toothed ; lateral margin at the juncture of the

breastplate five-spotted.

La tortue a bord en scie, Daud. i. p. 148. pi. xxi. fig. 1, 2.

22. T. centrata. Concentric T. Dorsal and marginal
plates marked with two or four black concentric circles ;

breastplate yellow, without spots, notched behind.

La tortue a lignes concentrUjues, Daud. i. p. I53.

Concentric tortoise, Shaw, p. 43. pi. ix.

23. T. punctata. Dotted T. Shell oval, moderately
convex ; dorsal plates and head smooth and black, dotted

•with yellow.

La tortue fionctuee, Dai\(\. i. p. 159. pi. xxii.

T. /lunctata, Schoepff, p. 25. pi. v.

Spotted y. Shav/, iii. p. 47.pl. x.

24. T.fiicta. Painted T. Shield oblong, convex, very
smooth

;
plates nearly square, brown, bordered with yel-

low ; breastplate as long as the shield.

La tortue fieinte, Daud. i. p. 164.

T. fiicta, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1045. Schoepff, p. 20. pi. iv.

Painted tortoise, Shaw, iii. p. 45. pi. x.

25. T. martinella. Martinella T. Shell a little flatten-

ed, oval, marked on the back with two longitudinal ridges
;

plates of the breastplate 13.

La tortue marlinelle, Daud. viii. p. 344.

26. T. tricarinata. Three-ridged T. Shell orbicular ;

three-ridged, vertebral plates transverse.

La tortue retzicnne, Daud. i. p. 174.

T. tricarinata retzii, Schoepff, p. 9. pi. ii.

Tortue atrois carenes, Latrcille, Hist, des Rep., i. p. 118.

Tricarinated T. Snaw, iii. p. 54. pi. xi.

27. T.scorpioides. Scorpion T. Shell oval, longitudi-

nally three ridged ; vertebral plates oblong, posterioiMy im-
bricated.

La tortue a trois carenes, Daud. i. p. 178.

La tortue scorpion, Lacepede, i. art. xii.

T. scor/iioides, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1041.
28. T. amboincnsis. Amboyna T. Shield convex,

smooth, brown, both it and breastplate bordered with yel-
low ; head compressed, brown, cliecks and beak radiated
with yellow ; feet palmated.
La tortue d'amboine, Daud. viii. p. 345.

29. T. Pcnnsylvanica. Pennsylvanian T. Upper part
of the shield smooth, uniformly reddish, flattish in the mid-
dle ; three of the vertebral plates hexagonal, oblong, im-
bricated behind, tlic first and fifth being elongated, and
nearly tiiangular; marginal plates 25; tail tipped with a
claw.

T. rougealrc, Daud. i. 182. pi. xxi v. Lacepede, i. art. 2.

T. Pennsi)lvanica,'\Jvm\. i.^\x\^\.\. 1042. Schoepff, pi.

xxiv. fig. A.
Pennsylvanian T. Shaw, iii. p. 60. pi. xiv.

30. T. odorata. Odorous T. Shield smooth, uniformly
brownish, flattish in the middle ; marginal plates 23 ;

breastplate moveable only in front ; tail tipped with a claw.
T. odorante, Daud i. 189.

3. T. glutinata. T. a batans soudecs, Daud. ]. 194. This,
which is marked by Daudin as a distinct species, seems to

be only a variety of the preceding, differing in the immo-
bility of the breastplate.

32. T. sitbnigra. Blackish T. Shield rounded, convex ;

plates streaked at the margin, smooth in the middle ; ver-
tebral plates carinated

;
plates of breast plate 13.

T. noiratre, Daud. i. 197. Lacep. i. art. 28.

33. T. virgulata. Striped T. Shell dark brown, with
numerous yellow spots; vertebral plates longitudinally ca-

rinated.

T.agoutellettes, Daud. i. 201.

34. T. ctausa. Close T. Shell brownish, striped on the
back with yellow ; vertebral plates longitudinally subcari-

nated ; middle of the breastplate a little compressed.
T. abaite, Daud. i. 207.

Close tortoise, Shaw, iii. p. 35. pi. vii.

Zo. T. carolineana. Carolina T. Shell brown bay, mark-
ed above with yellow lines and spots; dorsal plates striated;

vertebral plates longitudinally carinated, lateral subgib-
bous.

T.courte-rjueue, Daud. i. 207. Lacep. i. art. xxv.
T. Carolina, Linn, a Gmel. 1041, 1042.

T. ctausa, Schoepff, p. 32. pi. vii.

36. T. syua?nata. Scaly T. Shell ovate; body, neck,
tail and feet scaly above, smooth and soft below.

T. ecailleuse de Bontius, Daud. i. 21(3.

T. sf/uamata, Linn, a Gmel. 1040. No. 2.

Sect. IL Land Tortoises.

In the species that belong to this section, the toes are

notj distinct from each other, but are united below the skin

into one broad expansion, from tiic margin of which appear
the claws. They however walk, though with a very slow

pace, on the ground ; and live chiefly on worms and in-

sects. There are 1 6 species, viz.

Species 37. T. grirca. Common land T. Shield hemi-
spherical; plates of the disc subconvex, vertebral plates

subgibbous ; marginal 25, obtuse at the sides ; the whole

shield black and yellow. See Plate CCXCVI. Fig. 2.

La T. grecgue,D:xud. i. 218. Lacepede, v. i. p. 1. art.

xvi. pi. 8.

Testudo grtEca, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1040. Schoepff, p.

38. pi. viii.

Common tortoise, Shaw, iii. p. 9.

38. T. marginata. Bordered T. Shield oblong, convex,

gibbous ; dorsal plates blackish-brown, with a shade of
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yellow in the middle ; mai'ginal 23 or 24, obliquely marked

witli black and yellow.

T. burdee, Daud. i. 233.

T. marginala, Schocpfr, p. 52. pi. ii.

Marginal cd torloise, Shaw, iii. p. 17.

39. T. tabulata. Inlaid T. Shield oblong, gibbous;

plates of tlie disc rectangular, subgibbous, furrowed,

black, with yellow lines; marginal plates 23, black with

yellow below.

T a masc/ueterie, Daud. i. 242.

T. tabulata. Linn, a Ginel. 1045.

Tabular tortoise, Shaw, iii. p. 41. pi. viii.

40. T. punctularia. Spotted'!". Shell a little flattened,

broad, subcarinated ; breast plate nearly of the same length

with the sliield ; head black above, spotted with yellow,

entirely yellow below. Daud. i. 249.

41. T.fiotyfihemus. Gopher T. Snout slender and sharp;

plates thin, of a f^reyish ash colour ; claws flat and round-

ish. Daud. i. 255.

T. gofiher, Bartram's Travels.

42. T. geometrica. Geometrical T. Shell ovate ; all

the plates elevated, but flat on the top, marked with yellow

streaks radiating from a centre in each plate.

T. gcovietrique, Daud. i. 260 l.acepede, i. ait. xvii.

T. geometrica, Linn, a Gmelin. p. 1044. Schoepff', p. 49.

pi. X.

Geometrical tortoise, Shaw, iii. p. 20.

43. T. elegans. Elegant T. Shell hemispherical;

plates furrowed, convex, four-striped, with flat areolae

broader than long.

T. elegante, Daud. i. 266.

T. e/e^aras, Shoepfi", p. 111. pi. xxv.
44. T. colli. Shield round, highly convex ;

plates fur-

rowed, flattened, with prominent red areolae ; three middle

vertebral plates radiated of a deep yellow laterally ; lateral

plates radiated below.

Latortue cozii, Daud. i. 271. pi. xxvi
45. T. luteola. Yellowish T. Shield rounded, gibbous,

vellow, with subgibbous plates.

T. luteole, Daud. i.277.

46. T. indica. Indian T. Shield convex ; anterior mar-
ginal plates reflected upwards.

l.a tortue indienne, Daud. i. 280.

T. indica, Linn, a Gmelin. Schoepff, p. 101. pi.

xsii.

Indian tortoise, Shaw, iii. p. 25.

47. T. areolata. Areolated T. Shield ovato-oblong, mo-
derately convex ; i>lates nearly square, elevated, deeply
furrowed, with rough depressed areola.

Za T. areolee, Daud. i. 287.

T. areolata, Schoc-pfF, p. 104. pi. xxiii.

48. T. cafra. Cafre T. Shield flattish, broad ; plates

flat, except the last vertebral, which is gibbous ; yellow,

elegantly sprinkled with black dots ; marginal plates of the

shield 27.

La T cafre, Daud. i. 291.

49. T. juvencula. Juvencula T. Shield square, ob-

long, little gibbous, with concave grained areolae : plates

of the disc 13, yellow, with black radiated points; margi-
nal plates 26.

La T. juvencnle, Daud. viii. p. 348.

50. T. fasciafa. Banded T. Shield brown-bay, with a

white transverse band in the plates of the disc ; first ver-
tebral plate carinated ; marginal plates 27.

La T. a fascies blanches a Ceilon, Daud. i. p. 294.

51. T. fiusilla. Dwarf T. Plates of the shield variegat-

ed with black, white, purple, green, and yellow ; breast-
plate white; a red tubercle on the neck.
La T. vermilion, Daud. i. 299. Lacepede i. art. xxii.

T. fiutilla. Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1044.

African land tortoise. Edwards' Cleanings.

52. T. deniiculata. Denticulatea T. Shield orbiculatc
cordate, denticulated at the margin; plates hexagonal;
feet four-clawed.

La T. denlile. Daud. i. p. 303. Lacepede, i. art. xix.

T. dcnticulatu Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1043.

Denticulated T. Shaw, p. 59. |)I. xiii.

Species 1. Tcstudo fcrox Fierce tortoise.

There are several species of the Chelonian order which
have the shield softer than the ordinary shell of most spe-
cies. This is the case with the 6th species of the former
tribe, and with at least four of the present. The coriaceous
turtle, or Luth of the French writers, and the soft-shelled

tortoise of Pennant, though agreeing in the comparative
softness of their external covering, differ very materially
in general form, habitation and manners. The coriaceous
turtle has an oblong body, covered immediately with a bony
shell : but that shell is invested with a tough membran-
ous coat resembling leather, plaited longitudinally, and
the shield terminates behind in an acute point, overhanging
the tail. The body of the fierce tortoise is rounder and
more convex, and the middle part of the shield is hard;
but its margin, especially towards the tail, is soft and
pliable, resembling thin sole-leather, and the hind part is

rounded. The tail of the first species is long, and very
thick at the root ; that of the second very short and small.

The head of the former is small, round, and terminates in

a beak, resembling the bill of a bird; that of the latter is

proportionally larger and longer, with a long tapering

cylindrical snout, having some resemblance to that of the

mole. The coriaceous turtle is an inhabitant of the sea,

is frequently found in the Mediterranean, and has been
seen even on the coast of Britain. The fierce tortoise has

yet been found only in the rivers and fresh water lakes

of America, especially in Florida and Carolina. The
former is a large species, often measuring above seven
feet in length ; the latter seldom weighs above seventy

pounds.

The fierce tortoise frequents lakes and muddy rivers,

and hides itself among the water plants that grow at the

bottom, from which it is said to spring suddenly on its prey.

This consists of small water animals, and, in some places,

more particularly of young crocodiles, of which this spe-

cies is extremely fond. They seize their prey by suddenly

darling forward their long and strong neck, which they do

with great celerity.

This species is among the strongest and most active of

its tribe, and, as its trivial name implies, is possessed of

ferocity and courage. When attacked, it boldly defends

itself, rising on its hind legs, and leaping forward to seize

on its assailant ; and if once it fixes with its jaws on any

part, it is scarcely made to let go its hold without cutting ,

off" its head.

The fierce tortoise forms an excellent article of food, at

least not inferior to the green turtle.

Sp. 1 1 . 7". lutaria. The mud tortoise.

This is one of the smallest of the fresh water tortoises ;

its whole length, from the snout to the tip of the tail, sel-

dom exceeding eight inches, while in breadth it is not more
than three or four. It is of a blackish or dark brown colour.

Its tail is nearly half the length of the shield, and is stretch-

ed out when the animal walks. Hence the mud tortoise

has been sometimes called by the ancients, mus aquatilis, or

water rat.

This is a very frequent inhabitant of lakes and muddy
rivers in the south of Europe, and in many parts of Asia.

It is very plentiful in France, especially in the provinces

of Languedoc and Provence. It lives almost entirely in
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the water, only going on land to lay its eggs, which it covers

with mould. It moves with a quicker pace on land than

many of this tribe ; when disturbed, it utters a kind of in-

terrupted hissing sound. It feeds on fish, snails, and worms,
and often pioves a troublesome inmate in fish-ponds, kill-

ing many of the fish, and biting others till they are nearly

exhausted from loss of blood.

It has been proposed to employ the mud tortoise for de-

stroying vermin in gardens ; but it is necessary to have a

pond or large vessel of water for its ordinary residence.

With such a convenience, it may be rendered tame and do-

mestic.

The young of this species, when first hatched, arc

not an inch in diameter. They continue to grow for a

long time, and are known to live for at least twenty-four

years.

Sp. 36. T. Greca. Common land tortoise.

Several varieties of tortoise, known both to ancient and
modern naturalists, have been described under the name
of Greek; and, according to Daudin, Schoepif was the first

to remedy this confusion, and to mark each by its distinc-

tive characters. The species of which we are now treating

seldom exceeds ten inches in length ; is of an oval form,

with a very convex shield, broader behind than before. The
breastplate is nearly of equal size with the shield, and is

of a pale yellow colour, with a broad dark stripe down
each side, while the middle part of the shield is of a black-

ish brown, mixed with yellow. The head is small, and
covered on its upper part with irregular scales ; the mouth
is small, the legs short, and the feet pretty broad, and

covered with strong ovate scales. The tail is very short,

scaly, and terminated at its e^itremity with a curved horny
piocess. It seldom weighs above three pounds.

This species is entirely confined to the land, and pre-

fers elevated woody situations. It is found in Europe,
Asia, and Africa, and is very common on all the coasts of

the Mediterranean Sea, especially in Sardinia, Barbary, and
probably in Egypt. It is not a little curious, that, even in

the warmer climates, this species regularly retires to Its

subterranean quarters during the winter months ; thus

proving what we have before remarked, that the hyberna-

tion of these animals does not depend solely on the degree

of cold. It begins to bury itself in October, and usually

makes a hole about two feet below the surface, where it

continues till April.

The males of this species are in summer tolerably ac-

tive, and very fierce towards each other. The female lays

her eggs towards the end of June, depositing them in a

hole, and covering them with sand or mould. They sel-

dom exceed five in number at one time, and are of a

white colour, and about the size of tliose of a pigeon. They
are hatched towards the end of September ; and the young,

when first extruded, are scarcely bigger than walnut-

shells.

The individuals of this species live on roots, fruits,

worms, and insects, the shells of which latter they easily

break with their strong jaws.*

The land tortoise is often domesticated, especially in

gardens. We shall select the account of a tame tortoise,

given by the Rev. Mr. White of Selborne, as a pleasing

specimen of the manners of these animals in a state of

captivity. This individual had been in possession of a lady
for upwards of thirty years. It regularly retired below
ground about the middle of November, and did not emerge
till the middle of April. Its appetite was voracious in the
middle of summer, but it ate very little in spring and au-
tumn. It seemed greatly alarmed if surprised by a shower
of rain during its peregrinations 'n search of food ; and
though its shell was so thick that it could scarcely have
been injured by the wheel of a loaded cart, it discovered
as much solicitude to avoid rain, as a fine lady in her gay-
est attire, shuffling away on the first sprinklings, and mak-
ing for some shelter. Whenever the old lady, its mistress,
who usually waited on it, came in sight, it always hobbled,
with awkward alacrity, towards its benefactress, though to
strangers it appeared quite inattentive. It never stirred out
after dark ; oficn appeared abioad only for a few hours in

the middle of the day ; and in wet days never came from its

retreat. Though it loved warm weather, it carefully avoid-
ed the hot sun, and passed the more sultry hours under the
shelter of a large cabbage leaf, or aiuid thefiitndly sliades
of an asparagus bed. Towards autumn, however, he ap-
peared anxious to improve the effect of the faint sunbeams,
by getting under the reflection of a wall, and inclining its

shell towards the sun. In scraping the ground to form its

winter retreat, it dug with its fore feet, and threw up the
earth over its back with its hinder feet ; but the motion of
its legs was so slow, as scarcely to be observed ; and
though it worked with the greatest assiduity both night and
day, it was more than a fortnight before it had completed
its inhumation.

How long an animal of this species may live, we cannot
determine; but it is known at least, that tlieir age may ex-
ceed a century. One of them was introduced into the gar-
den of Lambeth palace in the time of Archbishop Laud, was
living a hundred and twenty years afterwards, and died at

last rather from the neglect of the gardener than from ex-
cessive age.

The land tortoise forms an excellent article of food,

though it is scarcely employed for that purpose except in

Greece. The eggs, however, are eaten very commonly in

Italy.

Dauflin enumerates eight varieties of the Greek tor-

toise, all of which are of a very diminutive size, and
difl'er chiefly in the surface and variegations of the

shield.

Among the numerous fossil remains of an ancient world
that have lately been discovered, are several that belong to

the tortoise tribes. These have been found at Malta ; in

the environs of Berlin ; in the forest of Leipsic ; at Aix in

the south of France ; in the neighbourhood of Brussels;

in the mountains of St Pierre near Maestricht; and in the

plaster quairiesnear Paris. These remains have been de-

scribed by F:;ujas de St Fond, in his account of the moun-
tain of St Pierre, and by Cuvier in the 14th vol. of the

Annates de Museum, p. 229. From these accounts we
gather, that, besides many species either now extinct, or to

us unknown, remains have been found of the green turtle,

of the imbricated, caretta, and coriaceous turtles; and of at

least one species [T. Jlava, or £uro/iea) of fresh water

tortoises.

• We do not remember to have seen, in any author with which we are acquainted, that land tortoises are accustomed to drink. The writer

of this article has lately, however, ascertained the fact, that although they can Uve without drink for years, they swallow liquids with

pleasure and avidity when offered to them in the spring'. A land tortoise, which has been in the possession of a carpenter at Porlobello, near

Edinburgh, for above six years, was never known to drink of its own accorij till the spring of this year (1816), when it has repeatedly

drunk water set before it. Its mode- of drinking is peculiar. Ii puts down its head deep into the fluid, so as to cover even its eyes, and

then gradually, and almost imperceptibly, sucks it up, so as to drink some ounces in the course of a quarter of an hour.

Vol. X. Part II. 3 C
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Order II. SALUIAN REPTILES.

Besides what we have said respecting this order, in our

general arrangement, p. S. we may remark, that, in most

of llie species, there is no sensible neck, or remarkable

contraction between the head and body ; that they have all

a lengthened thorax, protected by the ribs; that their tail

is most commonly rounded, though in some tribes it is

compressed laterally, then serving the purpose of a^n,

being very seldom prehensile. The liitibs, which are al-

ways short, are in a few instances only two in number. The
number of the toes and of their conii)onciit joints, as well

as their form and respective situation, difler considerably.

All the species change their skin every spring. Their

jaws, though they commonly expand very considerably,

never separate from each other at the articulation, as wc
shall hereafter find to be the case wilh serpents. Tliey all

feed on living animals. Their \oice is weak, and resem-

bles a dull hiss or whistle. They copulate, lay eggs co-

vered with a calcareous or membranous shell, which they

deposit in the earth or sand, but do not assist in hatching

them. They are in general very active and voracious.

]Most of the species are inhabitants of the warmer
climates, few of them being found in the northern coun-

tries. It has been remaiked, that in this order ai'e

found nearly the largest and the smallest of the perfect

animals.

Family I. Sauri Plariicaudati. rLAT-r.viLKD Sauuiaks.

Genus I. Crocodilus. CROCODILES.

In this tribe, the back anB belly are covered with large

plates; the head is broad and flat ; the tongue short, fleshy,

and adhering to the lower jaw; the tail very much com-
pressed, and armed above with a serrated crest, at first

double, but single towards the tip. They have four strong

feet, of which the hinder have five toes, more or less pal-

mated, only three being furnished with nails. All the spe-

cies are capable of living both in water and on land; they

generally inhabit the former, but move wilh ease upon the

latter.

Daudin has etmmerated seven species, which he arranges
under three Sections, as follows:

Sect. I. Crocodiles firojierly so called.

Snout long and flat ; one tooth on each side of the lower
jaw, prolonged outwards, and shutting into a groove in the

upper jaw.

Species 1. Crocodilus niloticus. Nilotic crocodile. Muz-
zle flat and oblong; fourth tooth of the lower jaw resting

against the edge of the upper jaw; six large carinated plates

upon the neck. Plate CCXCVI. Fig. 3.

Le crocodile de JVil, Daud. ii. p. 367, pi. xxvii. fig. 1.

ie crocodile, Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 1.

Lacerta crocodilus, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 10S7.
Common crocodile, Shaw iii. pi. Iv. Ivi. Ivii.

Under this species, Daudin ranks, as varieties, the cro-
codile of Senegal, the black crocodile, and the Indian cro-
codile.

Sect. IL Gavials.

Muzzle lengthened, narrow, ricarly cylindrical ; two teeth
at least on each side of the lower jaw, prolonged upwards
beside the upper jaw.

S/i. 2. C. Icnifirostris. Long-beaked crocodile. Muzzle
double the length of the head; both jaws furnished with 27
teeth on each side ; four carinated plates, disposed in a

square upon the neck.

Le crocodile a long bee, ou le ficlit gavial, Daud. i.

389.

Sft. 3. C. .drciirostris. Narrow-beaked C. Gangetic C.
Muzzle nairow, as long as the head; upper jaw furnished
with 28 teeth on each side; lower jaw with only 25 on each
side; two carinated plates upon the neck.

Le crocodile a bee etroit, ou le tp-and gavial, Daud. i. 393.
pl."X.Kvii. fig. 2.

Le gavial, Lacepede, vol. i. part ii. art. 3. pi. xii.

fig. 2.

Lacerta gangetica, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1057.

Long-nosed crocodile, lidwards, Phil. 7^rans. xlix. p. 639.

pi. xix.

Gangetic crocodile, Sliaw, iii. p. 197. pi. Ix.

Sect. III. Caimans.

Muzzle broad, flat, and obtuse; the fourth tooth of the

lower jaw received into a. particular cavity of the upper
jaw, by which it is concealed.

S/i, 4. C. ca'iman. Caiman crocodile. Beak flat, a little

narrower than the head ; jaws furnished with 19 teeth on
each side ; 14 carinated plates, disposed in five rows upon
the neck.

Le crocodile ca'iman, Daud. i. p. 399.

Lacerta alligator, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1058. No. Ii.

./Alligator, Shaw, iii. p. 192. pi. lix.

•S/i. 5. C. yacare. Yacare C IVIuzzle blunt, a little ele-

vated; jaws furnished with 19 teeth on each side; two fore

teeth of the lower jaw elongated, and passing through the
upper jaw. Daud. i. p. 407.

Sp. 6. C Mississi/i/iiensis. Mississippi C. or alligator.

Muzzle broad and flattened ; four carinated scales, disposed
ill a square upon the neck.

Le crocodile du iliissusj/i/if, Daud. i. p. 413.

Alligator, or Florida crocodile, Bartram's Travels in

South America.

Sft. 7. C. latirostris. Broad-beaked crocodile. Muz-
zle broad and flattened; jaws furnished with 19 teeth on

•'

each side ; eight scales, disposed in four pairs upon the
*

neck.

Le crocodile a large rnuseau, Daud. i. p. 417.

Perhaps this may be considered as a variety of the alliga-

tor, from which it appears to difl'er only in the number and
disposition of the plates on the neck.

Such is the arrangement of Daudin. We must now no-

tice the classification ofCuvier, as given in the 10th volume
of the Annales de Museum.

JEssential Characters of the Genus.

Tail flattened at the sides ; hind feet palmated or semi-
palmated; tongue fleshy, attached to the floor of the mouth,
except at its edge; teeth sharp, simple, ranged in a single

row; penis single.

Subgenera and S/ieciea, with their essential Characters.

Subgenus I. Alligators. (Sect. III. Dgudin.)

Species I. Cr. lucius. Muzzle parabolic, depressed ;

scales on the neck four. Native of North America.
2. Cr. sclerofis, A transverse ridge between the orbits

;
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neck fuvnishetl willi four bony bands. Native of Guiana

and Biasil.

3. Cr. palficbrosus. Bony palpebise ; rieck furnished with

four bony bands.

4. Cr. trigonatus. IJoiiy palpebrae ; neck furnished with

irregular triangular carinated scales.

Subgenus II. Crocodiles. (Sect. I. Daudiii.)

5. Cr. vulgaris. Muzzle equal ; scales of the neck

six ; those of the back in sixes, square. ' Native of

Africa.

6. Cr. biliorcatus Muzzle furnished with two ridges near-

ly parallel ;
plates of the neck six; scales of the back in

eights, oval. Native of the Indian islands.

7. Cr. rhornbifcr. Muzzle sub-convex, with two con-

verging ridges ;
plates of the neck six; scales of the

back in sixes, square, those of the limbs thick and cari-

nated.

8. Cr. galeaius. Top of the head furnished with a two-

toothed elevated crest; plates of the neck six. Native of

India beyond the Ganges.

9. Cr. luscutaturs. Intermediate scales of the back square;

outer ones irregular both in form and situation; plates of the

neck two.

10. Cr. acuttis. Intermediate scales of the back

square ; outer ones irregular ; plates of the neck six
;

muzzle elongated and convex at the base. Native of the

Antilles.

Subgenus III. Longirostres, or Gaviats. (Sect. II. Daud.)

1 1

.

Cr. gangeticus. Top of the head and orbits trans-

verse; two small plates on the neck.

1 2. Cr. tenuirostris. Top of the head and orbits contract-

ed; four small plates on the neck.

M. Geoffroy St Hilaire, in a second Memoir on Croco-

diles, in the tenth volume of the Annales de Museum, has

formed another species of Nilotic crocodile, under the tri-

vial name Suchos ; but his account of it is not sulTiciently

precise to determine its specific differences.

As we have already, under the article Crocodile, given

a comprehensive account of the three principal species of

this tribe, viz. the crocodile of the Nile, the alligator, and

the Gangetic crocodile, or ca'iinayi, we shall at present dis-

pense with any thing more on the natural history of these

animals.

Genus M. Dracaena. DRAGON.

In this genus the body is covered with large rounded

scales, (those upon the back being carinated,) disposed in

transverse bands, and separated by numerous other very

small scales that are round and carinated. The head is

thick, compressed laterally, and covered at the top with

several smooth scales. Some of the teeth in the fore part

of the jaws are sharp-pointed, and those behind are broad

and flat like the molares of quadrupeds. The tongue is

forked at its distal extremity ; and the tympanum of the ear

is apparent externally of a round form. The lower part of

.

the body is covered with smooth scales, disposed in trans-

verse bauds. The tail is covered on that half next the body
with plates, which form on its upper part first four, and

then two toothed ridges, while the reinaining half is co-

vered with rough rhomboidal scales, carinated and imbri-

cated- The four feet are each furnished with five long

toes, completely separated from each other, and terminated

by claws.

There is only one species, viz.

Si'KciES I. Dracanaguianenais. Guiana dragon.
Jm Dragone de la Guian, Daud. i. p. 423. pi. xxviii.

La Dragone, Lacepede, vol. i. part. ii. art. .5. pi. xiii.

Lacerta dracana, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1059.
Dracana lizard, .Shaw, iii. p. 218. pi. 67.
See Plate CCXCVI. Fig. 4.

This animal in many respects resembles the smaller cro-
codiles, dilVering from them chiefly in its forked tongue and
distinct toes. It is of a reddish-brown colour, shaded with
green. It is from two to four feet in length, of which the
tail is about one half. This latter organ is very tliick at
its proximal extremity, tapering gradually towards the
point, and is strong and flexible.

The dragon has hitherto been found only in South
America, and chiefly in Guiana. It is a land animal, fre-

quents the savannahs and marshy plains; readily climbs
trees, and hides itself when in danger from crocodiles or
other enemies. Both its flesh and eggs are used as arti-

cles of food.

Genus III. Basiliscus. BASILISK.

The body in this tribe is thicker in proportion to its

length than many of the order; and its whole surface, as
well as that of the head, neck, tail, and limbs, is covered
with small scales, that are generally rhomboidal and a little

carinated. The head is short and pretty thick, especially
towards the back part; the tongue broad, thick, flat, round-
ed at its tip, not extensile, and almost wholly attached
within the lower jaw. The throat is susceptible of infla-

tion. The tail is long, very much compressed laterally,

and surmounted, at least along its anterior half, with a high
vertical crest that is radiated, capable of being folded to-

gether, and scaly. The feet are rather thick and long,

and furnished each with five toes, teiminating in claws.

There are two species, viz.

Sfiecies 1. Basiliscus mitratus. Mitred basilisk. Tail
long and pointed ; back of the head surmounted with a
very high mitre-shapcd membrane. Sec Plate CCXCVI.
Fig. 5.

Le Basilic jirojirement dit, ou a cafiuchon, Daud. iii. p.

310. pi. xlii.

Le Basilic, Lacepede, vol. i. part ii. art. 14.

Lacerta basiliscus, Linn, a Gmelin, 1062.

2. B. aniboinensis. AmboinaB. Tail long ; head naked,
dorsal crest pectinated.

Le B. Jiorte-crete d'Amboine, Daud. iii. p. 322.

Le fiorte-crete, Lacepede, vol. i. partii. art. 15.

Lacerta aniboinensis, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1064.

The animals above characterised, though singular in

their external appearance, have nothing of the terrible

aspect and deadly properties of the basilisk, so renowned
among the writers of antiquity. See Basilisk. They
are harmless inoff"ensive creatures, enlivening the woods
of America and Asia with their active motions. Assisted
by the crest on their back and tail, they leap with agility

from branch to branch, though they have no pretensions

to flying, as was supposed by Seba. It is not certain

whether they frequent the water, but if they do, their crest-

ed membranos must act as iins.

Genus IV. Tupinambis.

The animals of this tribe have the back and belly cover-

ed with small scales disposed in transverse lines. The
head is covered with numerous small scales, and, as well

as the neck, is long and thin. The tongue is long, exten-

sile, and forked. The body is long and slender, but of a

robust make. The tail is very long, and taper ; rounded
3 C2
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at its base, sligliUy vciiicillated, or ringed, furnished wilh

a very small double ridge in some species, but smooUi in

others. The feet are strong, and have each live toes sepa-

rated and furnished with claws.

The tupinambes are very active, live both on land and

in the water, feed on insects, snails, and worms, and some-

times on wood mice, fruits, and fishes. The larger species

seek greedily after the eggs of crocodiles, although they

carefully avoid the young of those animals, which, in their

turn, prey on the tupinambes. They are all natives of warm

climates, and are found chiefly in South America, Lgypt,

and the East Indies.
, • .

i v
Daudin has characterised fourteen species, which he dis-

tributes under two Sections as follows :

Sect. I. Tufiinambes ivith the Tail comlireased and

aim/lie.

Sfiecies 1. Tupinambis monitor. Safeguard tupinambis.

Head covered with pretty large scales; back black, with

four longitudinal lines and transverse white bands, irregu-

larly disposed ; belly whitish, with black shades ;
tail very

little compressed.

Le Tufiinambis tirofirement dit, ou Sauvegard, Daud. ill.

P' ^^•

Le Tu/iinambis, Lacep. i. part ii. art. 6. pi. xni. fig. 2.

Lacerta monitor, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1059.

Monitory lizard, Shaw, iii. p. 214. pi. Ixvi.

2. T. elegans. Elegant T. Brawnish with white con-

centrio lines above the head and neck, nine transverse

bands of round white spots upon the back ; the belly white

with interrupted transverse brown lines ; tail very much

compressed.
Le T. elegans, Daud. iii. p. 36.

3. T. cefiedianus. Cepedian T. Brownish above, with

from 23 to 24 transverse rows of spots; white on the fore

part of the body, and black on the hinder; whitish below,

with interrupted transverse brown lines.

Le T. cefiedian, Daud. iii. p. 43. pi. xxix.

4. T.indicus. Indian T. Black above, with confusedly

scattered white dots.

Le T. indien, Daud. iii. p. 46. pi. xxx.

5. T.maculatus Spatted T. Black above, irregularly

marked with transverse bands, and seven longitudinal rows

of greenish spots on the upper part; neck plaited below
;

tail half the length of the body.

Le T. a taclies vertes, Daud. iii. p. 48.

6. T. griseus. Gray T. Yeliowish-gray without spots,

paler below ; scales nearly hexagonal, granulated on their

margin ; tail nearly cylindrical, and as long as the body.

Le T. gris d'£gy/!te, Daud. v'iii. p. 352.

Sect. II. Tufiinambes having the Tail surmounted nvith

a small double Crest, slightly serrated.

7. T. stellatus. Stellated T. Blackish-brown above, with

transverse bands of small whitish circular spots, interspers-

ed with whitish dots ; tail long.

Le T- eloile d'Afrique, Daud. iii. p. 59. pi. xxxi.

8. T niloticus. T. of the Nile. Differs from the former

in having the acellated spots and dots irregularly disposed.

Probably a variety Sec Daud. viii. p. 353.

9. T. bengalensis. Bengal T. Ash-coloured above,

spotted with white and black ; black bands across the

sheeks ; throat dotted with black ; whitish below ; tail

long.

Le T. fiiquete de Bengale, Daud. iii. p. 67.

10. T. ornatus. Ornamented T. Body black ; throat

white, radiated with nine transverse black bands ; wilh

seven transverse rows of round white spots upon the back

;

and from twelve to eighteen whitish rings round the tail.

See Plate CCXCVI. Fig. 6.

Le T. ornc, Daud. viii. p. 307. Jn?i. de Mut. de Hist.

JVatitr. tom. ii. p. 240. pi. xlviii.

11. 7'. albigularis. White-throated T. Lower part

and sides of llie head and neck whitish, spotted with

brown; two whitish lines extending from the eyes to the

neck ; tail long.

Le T. a gorge blanche, Daud. iii. p. 72. pi. xxxii.

12. 7'. variegatus. Variegated T. Blackish above,

variegated with double transverse rows of round yellow

lines and shades ; tail twice as long as the body.

Le T bigarre, Daud. iii. p. 76

Variegated lizard, White, Voyage to W. 5. fFa/cs, p. 253.

13. T.exanthematicus. Pimply T. Black coloured, with

roundish white spots irregulurly disposed ; belly marked
with brown bands; two bkick lines behind the eyes; head
scaly above ; tail of moderate length.

Le T. exanthematique de Senegal, Daud. iii. p. 80.

14. T. lacertinus. Lizard T. Some carinalcd scales

along the back ; eight longitudinal rows of smooth plates

below the belly ; tail long, with a small double crest at its

base.

Le T. lizardet, Diud. iii. p. 85.

Le Silonne- Lacepede,i. part ii. art. 11.

Lacerta bicarinata, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1060.

Genus V. Iguana. GUANAS.

The individuals of this tribe resemble those of the last,

in having the body and tail surrounded witn numerous
small lings of minute scales that are nearly of a square
figure, and in sometimes having the tail a little compress-
ed at the sides, though this is in a small degree. A high
crest composed of numerous pointed scales, resembling
the teeth of a comb, extends along the vertebrx from the

neck to near the tip of the tail. The head is somewhat
pyramidal, and has four sides ; the tongue is broad, flat,

fleshy, but little extensile, and a little notched at its tip ;

and below the throat is a pendulous inflated skin, com-
pressed laterally, and furnished at its fore part with a crest

resembling that on the back and tail. The feet are strong,

each having five toes ending in claws, and under each
thigh is a row of small porous tubercles. The Guanas
are found both in the E. and W. Indies ; and chiefly in-

habit the woods, sporting among the trees. There are

three species, viz.

S/iecies 1. Iguana delicatissima. Common guana. Swell-

ing of the throat pectinated anteriorly ; dorsal and caudal

crest pectinated ; forehead and muzzle covered with smooth
plates. Plate CCXCVI. Fig. 7.

L'Iguane ordinaire Daud. iii. 253. pi. xl.

/.'/^uanf. Liicepede, vol. i. part ii. art. 1^.

Lacerta iguana, Linn, a Gmelin. p. 1062.

Common guana, Shaw, iii. pi. Ixi.

2. /. cornuta. Horned G. Swelling of the throat an-

teriorly pectinated ; forehead beset with tubercles, espe-

cially one resembling a horn.

L'Iguane cornu, Daud. iii. 282.

Le lezard cornu, Lacepede, vol. i. part ii. art. 13.

3. /. carulea. Blue G. Cluish-black, without spots ;'

a longitudinal row of pointed scales on each side of the

neck.
L'Iguane ardoise Daud. iii. p. 286.

Species 1. Iguana delicatissima. Common guana.

This animal, after the crocodile and the dragon, is one
of the largest of the Saurian order, being not unfrequently

found from four to six feet long from the muzzle to the tip
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of the tail. In its general appearance, exclusive of its

colours, it is clumsy and unt-ii^laly, and occasionally even
assumes a teriific aspect. Its head is large and tliick ;

its belly protuberant; its tail very long, tliick at its com-
nienceuient, and tnpciing gradually towards a sharp i)oint.

Its serrated back, lail, and throat, its long toes armed wilh

sharp crooked claws, and its jaws with numerous sharp

teeth, are sufficient to alarm an observer who is unac-
quainted with its history. To counterbalance these de-

formities, however, its whole surface is covered with nu-
merous shining scales, of the most brilliant appearance,

reflecting various colours when viewed in the sunshine,

though tiie pievailing tint is a brownish green.

The guana is found both in South America and the

West Indies, where it inhabits the forests, especially near

the borders of lakes or the banks of rivers. It sometimes
ascends the highest trees in quest of insects ; at others,

seeks its prey among the grass and underwood. It is a

harmless, inoffensive animal, and soon becomes familiar

with mankind. Its flesh forms a delicious article of food,

and is either roasted fresh, or salted and barrelled up for

exportation, by the inhabitants of those islands where it is

most frequent. It is s.iiil that the negroes are very expert

in catching this animal, amusing it by whistling, and,

when it suffers them to approach, tickling it with the end

of a rod, having attached to it a cord with a running noose,

which they gradually slip over the head of the animal, and

thus secure their prey.

Genus VI. Draco. FLYING DRAGONS.

The extraordinary reptiles comprehended under this

name, differ from all the other oviparous quadrupeds, in

having a membranous expansion resembling a wing, sup-

ported by bony rays, and capable of being folded and un-

folded, extending from the flanks along each side of the

body to the shoulders. In other respects they resemble

the guanas, having, like them, a crest along the back and
part of the tail, and an inflated membrane below the throat.

Their tail is, however, proportionally longer, smaller, and
more cylindrical, and their limbs more delicately formed.

Naturalists of the present day reckon three species, which
Daudin has distinguished by the following names and cha-

racters :

Sftecics 1. Draco lir.eatus. Radiated flying dragon. Body
beautifully variegated with blue and grey above ; wings
brown, longitudinally streaked with white.

£,( Dragon raye, Daud. iii. p. 298.

2. D. viridis. Green flying D. Body green, rather

scaly ; wings grey, transversely marked with four brown
bands, and connected with the thighs. See Plate CCXC VI.
Fig. 8.

Le D. verd, Daud. iii. p. 301.pl, xli.

Draco volaus, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1056.

/.e Dragon, Licepede, vol. ii. part ii. art. 53.

3. D.fuscus. Brown dragon. Body brown, paler beneath,

scarcely scaly ; wings brown.

Le D. brun, Daud. iii. p. 307.

These animals so far resemble each other in habits, man-
ners, and habitation, that it is unnecessary to describe each
species. They are usually of small size, seldom exceed-

ing eight inches in length.

From this small size, and the membranous wings with

which they are furnished, they readily support themselves

for some time in the air, though their flight seldom ex-

tends beyond thirty paces, darting from tree to tree in the

manner of the flying squirrels ; animals which they much
resemble, as well in their motions as in their manner of

life. They are supported chiefly by insects, which they

sometimes take while on their flight. Flying dragons
are found in Asia, Africa, and America, especially iii the
island of Java.

We need scarcely remark, that the fantastic animals
described by the older writers of natural history, under
the name of dragons, are mere creatures of the imagina-
tion ; though it may be proper to observe, that specimens
are not uiifrcqucnlly met with, in cabinets of animals, that
nearly resemble the figures given by those writers. It is
now known that these specimens arc artificial, and are
formed by designing people, who make a trade of selling
natural curiosities, by dressing up small ray fish, so as to
resemble the fabulous dragons.

Genus VII. Agama. AGAMAS.

The species now ranked under this name had generally
been regarded as guanas, or stcllios, from which Daudin
distinguishes them by the following characters : Body
oblong, more or less thick, entirely covered with small
rhomboidal scales, that are almost always carinated and
reticulated together; tail in most instances cylindrical, but
in a few compressed ; throat capable of being inflated ;

tongu« short, thick, a little cleft at its tip; head thick,
callous, generally set with spines at the back part, and
covered with numerous small rhomboidal scales ; feet long
and thin, having each five slender toes furnished with
claws. There are twenty-five species, arranged under
five Sections.

Sect. 1. jigamas having a comfiressed Tail.

S/iecies 1. ^gama sufiercitiosa. Supercilious Agama.
Body of a pitchy black ; back and tail crested above ; occi-
put callous and spinous ; scales of the body rhomboid and
carinated.

VAgame sourcilleux, Daud. iii. p. 336.
Lacerta sufierciliosa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1063.
Le Sourcilleux-, Lacepede, vol. i. part ii. art. T.

Fringed lizard, Shaw.
2. ^ scutata. Fork-headed A. Tail a litt'.e compressed,

of the length of the body ; a serrated crest on the back
and tail ; occiput callous and two forked.

L'A. occi/iul fourchu, Daud. iii. p. 345.
Lacerta scutata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.
Shielded lizard, Shaw.
La tele fourchue, Lacepede, vol. i. part ii. art. 8.

3. j1. atra. Black A. Occiput very spinous ; body of
a blackish squalid brown above, with a longitudinal yellow-
ish band along the back ; belly and throat bluish ; tail a
little compressed.
L'Jgame sombte, Daud. iii. p. 349.
4. A. fasciata. Banded A. Tail compressed, thrice

as long as the body ; colour blue, paler below, with pale
spots on the neck, and four transverse pale blue banik, of
which the second is the shortest, on the back.
UA. a bandes de I'Inde, Daud. iii. p. 352.

Section II. Agamas firofierly so called.

Body slender, without tubercles ; tail cylindrical.

5 A.colonorum. Common Agama. Tail long; up-
per part of the neck and back part of the head spinous,
with the scales of the occiput reversed ; a small dorsal
pectinated crest ; colour a pale greenish blue.

L'A. des colons, Daud. iii. p. 356.
Lacerta agama, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1064.

L'Agame, Lacep. i. part ii. art. 17.

6. A.caiotes. Galeot A. Blue; tail long; fore part
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of the back and back part of the head fiiinishccl with a

small crest. See Plate CC\CVII. Fig. 9.

L'A. galeote,0^w.\. iii. p- 361. pi. xliii.

Lacerta calotes,U\nn- a Gniclin, p. 1063.

Galeot lizard-, Shaw.

JJJ. galeole, Lacepcdc, i. part ii. art. 15.

T. ji. Umbra. Clouded A. Tail long; occipul callous

and spinous ; back five streaked ; a bkick spot on the

throat.

L'A. umbre, Daud. iii.JJ- 375.

Lacerta umbra, Linn, a Gniel. p. 106-1-.

Chuded lizard., Shaw.
L' Umbre, Lacepede, ii. part li. art. 30.

8. A. undulata. Undulated A. Ash brown above, ir-

regularly marked with transverse bands or waves ; bluish

below, with a large whitish cross.

L'A. oiidule, Daud. p. 384.

9. A.a7iguluta. Angled A. Head wrinkled above, and

almost naked ; scales of the back rhomboidal and carinat-

ed, those of the belly smooth ; two large round scales be-

low the throat ; tail long and hexagonal.

L'A. hexagone, Daud. iii. p. 389.

Lacerta angulata, Linn, a Gmcl. 1061.

Angulated lizard, Shaw.
L'Hexagone, Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 22.

10. A. muricata. Muricated A. Body longitudinally

streaked with pointed carinated scales ; tail striated, barred,

twice as long as the body ; occiput callous and spinous.

L'A. herisse dc la jYouvelle Hollande, Daud. iii. p. 391.

Muricated lizard. White's Voyage to A'cw South IVales,

15. 244.

\\. A. versicolor. Harlequin A. Back marked on each

side with a longitudinal white line ; body of a clear blue,

•with transverse brown bands upon the back ; tail twice as

long as the body.

L'A. Arlequine, Daud. iii. p. 395, plate xliv.

12. A. Javigularis. Yellow-throated A. Grey, reddish

above, with a yellow throat ; tail once and a half as long as

the body, a short longitudinal white line upon each flank.

L'A. a gorge safra?iee, Daud. iii. p. 398.

13. A. rosacauda. Rose-tailed A. Grey, pale below;

tail of a rose colour, \^ the length of the body.

L'A. rose-yueue, Daud. iii. p. 400.

14. A. asfiera. Rough A. Head smooth and reddish

above ; body and tail beset with pointed scales, marbled
with transverse shades of reddish-brown and white.

L'A. rude, Daud. iii. p. 402.

15. A. stellaris. Starred A. Body and tail furnished

above with a toothed crest, with numerous white starry

points on the back and on each side.

L'A. etoile, Daud. iii. p. 404.

Section IH. Orbicular Agamas or Tafiays.

Baiy a little depressed, and beset here and there with

small rounded or pointed tubercles.

16. A. orbicularis. Orbicular A. Body orbicular and

rough, variegated above with brown ; head like that of a

toad ; feet yellow below ; tail of moderate length.

L'A.orbicutaire, Daud. iii. p. 406. plate xlv. fig. 1.

Lacerta orbicularis, Linn, a Gmcl. p. 1061.

Le Tafiaye, Lacepede, vol. ii. part ii. art. 37.

Orbicular lizard, Shaw.
17. A. Gemmata. Gemmed A. Body marked with six

longitudinal rows of four-sided pointed scales, with brown-
ish transverse angular bands upon the back.

L'A. a /lierreries, Daud. iii. p. 410.

18. A. filica. Plated A. Tail long; occiput callous.

palpebrae excoriated above ; neck tuberculated at the sides,

and plated below.

L'A. jilisai, Daud. iii. p. 412.
"

Lacerta filica, Linn. aGmel. p. 1074.

Le /ilisse, LiCf^pede, ii. part ii. art 31.

19. A. /laraguenais. Paraguay A. Tongue round and
thick ; liead obtuse ; a longitudinal brown band upon the

back, with a triangular brown spot on each side of the taiL

L'A. du Paraguay, Daud, iii. p. 414.

20. A. hclioscojia. Stargazing A. Tail imbricated, thick

at the base, and sharp at the tip ; head thick and calloua,

spinous at the back part; neck contracted, marked with u

transverse fold below ; tail scarlet below.

JJA helioscolia, Daud. iii. p. 419._

Lacerta lteliosco/ia,\A\\n. a Gmel. p. 1074.

21. ^. uralcusis. Uralian A. Head roundish, neck
plated below ; back of a livid ash-colour, wrinkled, and a
little rough ; tail the length of the body, black at the tip,

and six-banded.

J^'A. raboteux de I'oural- Daud. iii. p. 422.

Lacerta uralensis, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1073.

22. A. guttata. Dotted A. Head roundish ; body smooth,
blue above, with round white dots ; belly whitish ; tail

longer than the body, black at its tip, with four black op-
posite spots towards its base.

L'A. a goutelettes, Daud. iii. p. 426.

Lacerta guttata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1078.

23. A. aurita. Eared \. Angles of the mouth dilated

on each side into a semi-orbicular dentated crest.

L'A. aoreilles, Daud. iii. p. 429. plate xlv. fig. 2.

Lacerta aurita, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1073.

Sect. IV. Lizard Agamas.

Plates on the head, and a row of granular pores under
each thigh.

24. A. marinorata. Marbled A. Throat inflated; head
covered with numerous plates, colour brownish-bay, with

transverse dark bands and green shades ; tail very long.

.

L'A. marbre de Surinam, Daud. iii. p. 433.

Lacerta ynarmorata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1065.

Marbled lizard, Shaw.
Le marbre, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 39. plate ii.

Sect. V. Agamas with fireheiuile Tails.

25. A. prehensilia. Prehensile A. Four transverse

black bands on each flank; belly brown, with black and
white shades; three black bands upon the cheeks; tail

prehensile, scarcely longer than the body.

L'A. a queue prenante, Daud. iii. p. 440.

Genus VIH. Stellio. STELLIOS.

Body oblong, thick, entirely covered with small scales,

regularly disposed transversely ; tongue thick, short, and a

little cleft at the tip ; head broad, rather short, covered
above with numerous scales or plates ; throat capable of

blight inflation ; tail compressed, surrounded with trans-

verse rows of large carinated pointed scales ; feet strong,

furnished each with five separate toes, tipt with claws.

This singular tribe of reptiles, which, in the form of

their bodies and the tubercles with which they are often

covered, bear some resemblance to the toads, are found
only in the hottest parts of Africa and Amei'ica. They
hide themselves during the day below stones, and in the

crevices of old buildings, and leave these retreats at the
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approach of night. They prefer dry situations, and live

chiefly on insects.

Duudin lias characterised nine species, whicli he arrang-

es under three Sections, as follows.

Sect. I. Cordyli.

Plates upon the head, body, and tail, versicillated and

spinous.

Sfiecie.i 1. Slellio cordylus. Cordyle S. Head plated

above, bodv and tail covered with pointed carinatcd scales,

disposed in whirls.

Le Stellion Cordijle, Daud. iv. p. S.

Lacerta Cordylus, Linn, a Gmcl. ]). 1060.

Le Cordyle, Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 21.

Sect. II. True Stellios.

Head covered above with small scales, with some scat-

tered transverse bands of large scales upon the body.

2. 5. Vulgaris. Common S. Body covered with small

scales, with a few transverse bands of larger scales upon
the back ; scales of the tail a little elongated.

Le S. firofirement die, Daud. iv. p. 16.

Lacerta Stellio, Linn, a Ginel. p. 1060.

Le Stellion, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 33.

Hough lizard, Shaw.
3. 5. Ptaturus. Broad tailed S. Tail flat, broadest in

tlie middle, spinous at its edges ; occiput and back luber-

culated and spinous; muzzle slender; colour brownish-

grey.

Le S. a queue filate de la JVbuvelle Hollande, Daud. iv.

p. 24.

Broad tailed lizard. White's Voy. to M'ew South Wales,

p. 246.

Sect. III. Bastard Stellios.

Numerous very small scales on the upper part of the

head and body.

4. S. (juetzfialeo. Quetz-paleo S. Pale gre'y ; body
a little scaly and granulated ; tail the length of the body,

•with elongated scales, each thigh furnished below with a

row of fifteen pores.

Le S. (juctz-jialeo. Daud, iv. p. 26.

5. S. S/iini/ies. Spinefooted S. Body of ti briglit green,

covered with minute scales, spinoiis at the sides ; upper
part of the feet covered with round sharp scales; pores be-

low the thighs; tail a little elongated.

Le S. Sjiini/iede, Daud. iv. p. 31.

6. S. azureus. Azure S. Body of a light azure co-

lour, without spots, and slender; tail elongated, and sur-

rounded with 35 or 36 spinous whirls.

Le S.jizure de l'A?nerique ?neridionale, Daud. iv. p. 36.

pi. xlvi.

7. iS. brevicauda. Short tailed S. Colour light blue,

with transverse bands of a darker blue, and a star-like

spot upon the forehead ; tail a little depressed and short.

Sec Plate CCXCVII. Fig. 10.

Le S. courte queue, Daud. iv. p. 40. pi. xlvii.

8. S. Pelluma. Pelluma S. Upper part of the body
variegated with green, yellow, blue, and black ; lower part

with green and yellow ; tail the length of the body.

Le S. fielluma du Chili, Daud. iv. p. 46.

Lacerta fiellunta, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1060.

Pelluma lizard. Snaw.
9. 5. niger. Black S, Colour black, with a double

broad wliitc spot on each side of the neck.

Le S. nigre, Daud. iv. p. 48.

Genus IX. Chameleo. CHAMELEONS.

The head short and pretty thick, covered on its surface
witji smooth five-sided or six-sided scales ; nose generally
obtuse; eyes covered with agranular membrane perforat-
ed in the middle ; tongue long and cylindrical, terminat-
ing in a glutinous tubercle, and very extensile ; tympanum
of the ear very apparent; throat capable of inflation into a
compressed pouch ; body elongated, compressed, capable
of considerable inflation, covered with small scaly tuber-
cles, irregularly disposed at a distance from each other; back
sharp, and often furnished with a crest formed by small pro-
minent or pointed scales ; tail at least as long as tiie body,
covered with a granular^scaly skin, capable of being rolled
in a spiral form round an object; feet furnished each with
five toes, terminating in claws, and united two together
and three together.

Sfiecies 1. Chameleo vulgaris. Common chameleon,
brownish-grey, with a spiny crest upon the back and throat;

occiput pyramidal, four-sided, with prominent tubercles

under the skin of the back. See Plate CCXCVII. Fig. 1 1

.

Le Chameleon ordinaire, Di\ud.'iv. p. 181.

Lacerta chamaleon. Linn, a Gmel. p. 1069. See Shaw's
Gen. Zool. iii. pi. Ixxvi.

Le Cameleon, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 26.

2. C. Senegalensis. Senegal C. Yellowish ash colour,
shaded above with blackish ; an acute slender crest upon
the back, and a serrated crest upon the belly ; occiput fur-
nished with a triangular eminence.
Le C. a ventre dentelee en scie du Senegal, Daud. iv. p.

203.

3. C. fiumilus. Dwarf C. Light blue, with two yel-

lowish longitudinal lines on each side of the body; throat

fringed below.

Le C. naindji Ca/t de bonne .Es/iera«ce, Daud. iv. p. 212.
pi. liii.

Lacerta /mmila. Linn, a Gmel. p. 1069.

4. C. bijidus. Two-forked C. Fore part of the muz-
zle prominent and two-forked, with each division long and
compressed.
Le C. nez fourchu de I'Inde, Daud. iv. p. 217. pi. liv.

See Phil. Trans, vol. Iviii.

The chameleons are remarkable both -for peculiarity of
structure and singularity of manners ; and the first and
best known species has long been celebrated, both in an-

cient and modern times, for the variety of colours which it

assumes on different occasions. Their skin is remarkably
thin and delicate, and is so loose and dilatable, especially

about the belly, as to admit of consideiable inflation when
the animals expand their ample lungs by a long and deep
inspiration. Their eyes are remarkable, both for the mem-
brane that covers them, and for the ease with which they
are directed at the same time towards difi"erent objects.

The peculiar structure of their feet, and their prehensile

tails, serve to give them a surer hold of the branches of

trees in which they generally live, and thus secure them
against tiie attacks of serpents, by whom they are eagerly

sought after, while their long extensile and glutinous

tongue enables them nrore easily to catch the insects which
form their natural food. From the sniallness of these in-

sects, and the long abstinence which the chameleons are

able to sustain, it was long believed that these animals liv-

ed upon air: a vulgar error, which has given birth to ma-
ny a pretty exprtSiion among our poets. It has also been

supposed, that chameleons assume the colour of au^,<b-

ject on which they are laid. Tliis is so far true, thai if

the object be green of any shade, as green is the ptevaiiing

colour of the chameleon, and as it passes throu^.i various

shades of this colour, when pleased or angry, hungry or
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satiated, it acquires, in tlie course of the experiment, a

shade very near that of the grass or cloth on which it is

laid. It never becomes quite blue or quite white, though

it often verges upon these colours ; and sometimes the

shade of green is so dark, that a hasty observer might call

it black.

Attempts have been made to account for the changes of

colour in tlie chameleon, by the remark, that the blood of

this animal is of a violet blue, while the natural colour of

the skin is yellow ; hence, when the skin is most transpa-

rent, and the animal in greatest vigour, the shade of green

is darkest, or assumes most of the blue tinge, while, when

the skin is least stretched, and the circulation languid, the

colour becomes psjer, and verges towards yellow-white,

or even brown.

Chameleons are found chiefly in the tropical climates of

the old continent, especially in Egypt and other parts of

Africa. They are generally of diminutive size, the largest

not exceeding two feet, from the muzzle to the tip of the

tail; of which the tail occupies one-half.

Genus X. Gecko. GECKOS.

The animals of this tribe are not so unsightly in their ex-

ternal appearance as they are disgusting in their manners,

and the noxious lluid which they secrete. Their head is

pretty thick, especially at the articulation of the jaws, where
it is bordered with small plates, while the surface of the

head is covered with small rounded prominent scales

;

the muzzle is taper; the tongue thick, flat, slightly cleft

at its tip, and glutinous, but not extensile ; the eyes resem-
ble those of the chameleons, but the external opening of

the ears is less apparent, and the throat is susceptible of

slight inflation. The body is long and thin, a little depress-

ed, and covered with very small prominent scales ; the tail

is generally cylindrical, but in a few species flattened ; the

feet have each five broad toes, flattened along their mar-
gins, covered on their inferior surface with small transverse

imbricated scales, concealing glandular pores, from which
exudes a very corrosive fluid. Each toe is tipped with a

small crooked claw.

The geckos are found in South America, in Africa, and
the East Indies. They live about walls and in trees, feed

chiefly on insects, and have so little dread of mankind, as

familiarly to enter their houses.

There are 15 species, arranged under three Sections.

Section I. Geckos.

Geckos, properly so called, having the five toes distinct,

or a little palmated at their base, the tail cylindrical, and
iheAody smooth.

Sfiecies I. Gecko Mgyfitiacus. Egyptian or common
gecko. Light ash-grey ; tail for the most part having six

broad rings at its base ; body rather swollen, and a little

flattened. See Plate CCXCVII. Fig. 12.

if Gecko ordinaire, Daud. iv. p. 107.

Lacerta gecko, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1068.
Common gecko, lizard, Shaw.
Le Gecko, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 4S.

A very curious structure has lately been detected in the
foot of this animal by Sir Everard Home, Bart. Sir Joseph
Banks had often observed at Batavia, that the Gecko comes
out in the evening from the roofs of the houses, and walks
down the smooth hard polished chunam walls in search of
flidS ; and it occurred to Sir Everard Home, that this
must be done by a contrivance like that of ihe JSc/iineis re-
mora, or sucking fish. Having procured from Sir Joseph
a large specimen weighing 5 J oz. he was enabled to ascer-

tain the peculiar mechanism by which the feet of the ani-

mal can keep hold of a smooth surface. Plate CCXCV.
Fig; 18, 19. The Gecko has five toes, and at the end of
each, except the thumb, is a very sharp curved claw.'
On the under surface of each toe are 16 transverse slits,

leading to as many cavities, or pockets, whose depth is

nearly equal to the length of the slit which forms the ori-

fice : they all ojien forwards, and the external cdi^c of each
opening is serrated like a stnall-toothed comb. Tlic cavi-

ties, pockets, and seriated edges, are covered with a cuticle.

A large oval muscle moves the claw of each toe ; and from
the tendons of these large muscles, two sets of smaller mus-
cles originate, one pair of which is lost upon the jKistcrior

surface of each of the cavities that lie immediately over
them. The large muscles draw down the claws, and ne-
cessarily stretch the small muscles. Wlien the small
muscles contract, they open the orifices of the cavities,

and turn down their serrated edge upon the surface on
which the animal stands. By this means vacua are form-
ed, and the animal adheres to the surface by the pressure
of the atmosphere. See P/iil. Trans. 1815, p. 149. and
page 404, col. 2: of this article. .

2. G. Itcvis. Smooth G. Ash grey, all the scales very
minute, inside of the thighs not porous ; tail of moderate
length, simple at the base; tips of the toes triangular.

J-.e G. /is.9e d^ylmerique, Daud. iv. p. 112.

3. G. .i/iinicauda. .Spine-tailed G. Body smooth ; fail

nearly the same length as the body, thick, and ringed at
the base ; rings beset with spines on each side.

Le G.a queue efiineuse, Daud. iv. p. 115.

4. G. guttatus. Dotted G. Pale red above, with small
round whitish spots disposed in rows ; numerous square
scales upon the tail.

Le G. a gouttelettes blanches, Daud. iv. p. 122. pi. xlix.

5. G. Surinamensis. Surinam G. Tail as long as the
body, with brown bands, a yellowish band bordered with
brown running from the eyes to the thighs; back marbled
with little brown spots.

L,e G. de Surinam, Daud. iv. p. 126.

6. G. porjihyreus. Porphyry G. Pale red-brownish
above, with numerous small round spots of a paler hue.
Le G. fiorfihyre. Daud. iv. p. 130.

7. G.aqualidus. Squalid G. Tail short ; toes carinat-

ed above, lamellated below; scales very minute, unequal,
and dotted.

Le G. chagrine, Daud. iv. p. 134.

8. G. vittalus. Banded G. Reddish, with a longitudi-

nal white band running from the occiput, where it is

forked, along the back ; tail long, marked with white
bands.

Le G. a bandeblanche de Clnde, Daud. iv. p. 136,

plate I.

Lacerta vittata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1067.

Forked lizard, Shaw.
9. G. rafiicauda. Turnip-tailed G. Dirty brown, with

a whitish band, bordered with brown, behind the eyes

;

tail short, thick, and turbinated at the base, constricted at

the anus, pointed at the tip.

Le G. a queue turbinee, Daud. iv. p. 141. plate Ii.

Lacerta ra/iicauda.h'mn. a Gmel. p. 1068.

Turni/i- tailed lizard, Shaw.

Sect. II. Geckots.

Tail cylindrical ; body covered with pointed scales.

10. G.fascicularis. Common geckot. Twelve longi-

tudinal rows of acute fasciculated scales on the body; tail

short, with two broad rings at its base.

Le G./asciculaire, Daud. iv. p. 144.
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Lacerta mauritanica, Linn, a Gnlel. p. 160.

Moorish lizard, Siiaw.

Le Geckotte, Lacepedc, ii. part ii. art. 49.

11. G. Irtcdrus. Triangular G. Body covered above
with eighteen loiiginidiiial rows of triangular pointed
scales ; lower part of the tail covered with small transverse
plates.

if G. a ecailles tricdres, Daud. iv. p. 155.

12. G. Tubcrculosus. Tuburculated G. Brownish, co-
vered above witli scattered, sharp, tuberculated scales, with
brown spots upon the back, disposed in pairs.

Le G. luberculeux, Daud. iv. p. 158.

Sect. III. Flat-tailed Geckots.

13. G, Jimbriatus. Fimbriated G. Head, body, and
legs flattened at the sides, and bordered with a membran-
ous fringe ; tail broad and compressed, with a simple mem-
brane on each side.

Le G. a tete plate, Daud. iv. p. 160. pi. Hi.

La tete place, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 50.

14. G. cristatus. Crested G. Tail luinished with a
pinnatilid membranous cnst ; feet palmated.
Le G. a queue cretee, Daud. iv. p. 167,

Lacerta caudiverbera, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1058.
Flat-tailed lizard, Shaw.
Le fouette queue, Lacepede, i. part iL art. 4,

15. G. sarroubea. Sarroube G. Yellow, spotted with
green ; fore feet four-toed.

Le G sarroube de Madagascar, Daud. iv. p. 176.
Le aalamandre sarroube, Lacep. ii. part ii. art. 58.

Genus XI. Anolis. ANGLES.

The animals of this genus are nearly allied to those of
the last, in the form of their bodies and the structure of
their feet, except that, in tlie latter, only the first joint of
the toes are scaly below. The body is covered with fine

granular scales ; the tongue is not cleft, and is attached to

the floor of the mouth ; the tail is cylmdrical in some spe-
cies, and compressed in others.

The anoles are inhabitants of America, where they live

in dry places much exposed to the sun. Daudin reckons
eight species, arranged under two Sections.

Sect. I. Anoles having the Tail compressed, carinated, and
serrated.

Species 1. Anolis bimaculatus. Two-spotted A. Blu-
ish green, with a black spot upon each shoulder ; back
flattened and strrattd. See Plate CCXCVII. Fig. 13.

L'Anolis biinacute, Daud. iv. p. 55.

Lacerta bimaculata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1059.

Lc Bimacule. Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 10.

Pennsylvanian lizard, Shaw.
2. A. carbonarius. Charcoal coloured A. Deep black,

with shades of blue ; throat yellow ; toes broadest at their

tips.

L'A, charbonnier, Daud. iv. p. 64.

3. A. lineatus. Striped A. Body marked on each side
with two ioiis^itudinal rows of oblong black linear spots.

L'A. raye, Daud. iv. p. 66. plate, xlviii. fig. 1.

Sect. II. Anoles having a cylindrical Tail, articulated, but
not carinated.

4. A. Bullaris. Red-throated A.
with a black spot on the temple.
L'A. roquet, Daud. iv. p. 69.

Vol. X. Part II.

Greenish or reddish,

Lacerta bullaris, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1075.
Le roquet, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 40. pl.iv. fig. 1.

5. A. punctatus. Dotted A. Blue above, with white
dots, and a black longitudinal line upon the back; sides
dotted with black.

L'A. a points blancs de l'A?nerique meridionale, Daud. \\

p. 84. pi. xlviii. fig. 2.

Lacerta punctata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1076.
Dotted lizard, Shaw, Gen. Zool. vol. iii.

6. A. podagrictts. Gouty A. Greenish above, yellowish
below, with marginated nostrils, and the joints of the toes
flattened.

L'A. goulteux, Daud. iv. p. 87.

7. A. auratus. Gilded A. A longitudinal while line
edged with brown, running from the eyes along each side
of the body ; toes slender.

L'A dore, Daud. iv. p. 89.

8. A. sputator. Spitting A. Tail round, and of moderate
length, covered below with a longitudinal row of plates ;

toes truncated ; body ash colour, with transverse white
bands, bordered with liver colour.

L'yl. sputateur, Daud. iv. p. 99.

Lacerta s/iuiator, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1076.
Spitting lizard, Shaw, Gen. Zool. vol. iii.

Genus XIL Laceiita. LIZARDS.

In the numerous tribe of lizards, properly so called, the
body is covered on its upper part with very small hexagonal
or rounded scales, disposed in numerous transverse bands,
and below with small smooth square plates, disposed in

longitudinal rows. The head resembles an oblong
pyramid, with four sides covered above and on the sides

with smooth plates. The tongue is forked, and capa-
ble of being thrust far out of the mouth. The opening to

the ear is oval or oblong, and very apparent. The tail

is at least as long as the body, quite cylindrical, composed
of jointed rings, and has no upper crest. All the feet are
nearly of equal length, and under each thigh there is a row
ol small, rough, porous, scaly tubercles. Each foot has
five toes, completely separate, thin, and terminated by
small crooked claws. Many of the species inhabit woody
situations, and seek their food among the foliage, or in the
underwood. This food consists chiefly of insects. Others
live about ruinous buildings, or even approach the dwell-
ings of mankind, and feed partly on insects, and partly on
fruits and vegetables. A few have their natural habitation

in marshes, ponds, or lakes, and prey upon the small ani-

mals which inhabit them.
The lizards are in general lively and active, and, on the

whole, form the most pleasing of all the Saurian tribes.

They are innocent in their manners ; cheerful in their

movements; and many of them, from their. agreeable form
and variety of colour, constitute very pleasing features in a
group of natural objects.

Most of them aie natives of the warmer climates ; but
more of this tribe than of any other of the Saurian order, are

indigenous in the temperate countries of Europe. There
arc about 32 species, which Daudin distributes under seven
Sections.

Sect. I. Ameiva Lizards,

No scaly collar on the neck ; tail entirely cylindrical and
verticillated.

Species 1. Lacerta ameiva. Ameiva lizard. Of a
bright blue colour, with four longitudinal rows of round
whitish spots on each side ; neck transveisely plaited

below.
3 D
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Le lezard ameiva, Daud. iii. p. y6.-

L'Ameiva, Lacepede, vol.i. part ii. art 23.

Lacerta ameiva. Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1070.

Blue lizard, Shaw, Gen. Zool. vol. iii.

2. L. litterata. Lettered L. Bluish green, variegated

above with oblong black spots, and transverse black bands,

dotted with white on each side ; neck transversely plaited

below.

Le L. verd a traites noircs d'Allemagne, Daud. iii. p.

106.

S.L.grafihica. Graphic L. Bluish-green, marked with

black points and characters, with a longitudinal told on each

side of the body, without white eye-like spots ; neck trans-

versely plaited helow.

Le L.grafi/iique, Uzud. in. p. 113.

4. L. argus. Argus L. Blue ; back marked with blue,

eyes disposed in transverse rows, with a longitudinal

fold on each side of the body ; tail transversely plaited

below.
Le L. arg'us d'Amerigue, Daud. iii. p. 117.

5. L. guttiirosa. Swollen throated L. Sea-green, throat

and neck swollen ; red spots scattered over the body, espe-

cially on each side.

Le L.verda /loinis rouges, Daud. iii. p. 119.

6. L. erythrucetihala. Red-headed L. Back dark green,

with transverse undulated brown bands; throat white;

breast black ; sides marked with brown bands ; belly

striped longitudinally wiih black, blue, and white ; head

red ; tail short.

Le L. a life rouge, Daud. iii. p. 122.

ia fefe ro«S'e, Lacepede, vol. i. part ii. art. 20.

Sect. IL Green Lizards.

Green lizards, having a scaly collar round the neck, and

a verticillated tail.

7. L. oscellata. Eyed L. Black above, with lines and

eye-like spots of a light green; light yellow below, without

spots.

Le grand L. verd occUe du midi de I'EuroJie, Daud. iii.

p. 125. pi. xxxiii.

Le L.verd, Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 19. pi. xv. fig. 1.

8. L. viridia. Green L. Bright green, marked above

with very numerous black or brown points ; light green

below without spots.

Le L. fiiquete d'Euro/ie,T)^ud. iii. p. 144. pi. xxxix.

9. L. jamaicensis. Jamaica L. Back reticulated with

pale brown, with yellow dots; a double longitudinal row of

ovate blue spots along each side; tail long.

Le L. verd de la Jamaique, Daud. iii. p. 149.

10. i. bilineata. Two-lined L. Back marked with two
longitudinal white lines, edged above with brown; a longi-

tudinal row of brown spots, and white points on each side

of the body, and a long tail.

Le L. verd a deux rates, "QsmA. iii. p. 151. pi. xxxv.
fig. 1.

1.1. L. stirjiium. Copse L. Bright green, spotted with
black; back and tail grey, with a brown interrupted line

along the back ; a double row of black eye- like spots along
each side, and a dotted belly.

Le L. de souches, Daud. iii. p. 155. pi. xxiv. fig. 2.

12. L.viridula. Greenish L. Bright green above; yel-

low below; tail three times the length of the body, and black

at the tip, with an orange-coloured spot on the occiput and
neck.
Le L. verdelet de Panama, Daud. iii. p. 165.

\3. L. tiiiguerta. Tili'^urta L. Tail double the length of
the body; belly marked with eighty plates.

Le L. tUigurta, Daud. iii. p. 1 67.

Lacerta tiligurta, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1070.

14. /-. dume'orum. Wood L. Bright green, with the
neck and belly of a bright steel coloui- ; feet black, and the
collar of the neck serrated, and of a violet colour.

Le L. des boissons de Surinam, Daud. iii. p. 172.

Sect. in. Ribbon Lizards.

Having a collar on the neck, and several longitudinal

while parallel lines along the upper part of the body.

15. L. lemniscata. Laced L. Nine white longitudinal

lines upon the back and sides; long tail, blue on the

upper part; thighs spotted with white, and the middle
dorsal line two-forked next the head. See Plate CCXC VII.
Fig. 14.

Le L. Galonne, Daud. iii, p. 175. pi. xxxvi. fig. 1. Lace-
pede, i. part ii. art. 25.

Lacerta lemniscata. Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1075.

16. L. sexlineata. Six-striped L. Blackish brown
above, with six longitudinal white lines upon the back, with
another short white line extending from the eyes over the

shoulders ; tail twice as long as the body, and thighs with-

out spots.

Le L. a six raies, Daud. iii. p. 183.

Lacerta sexlineata, Linn, a Gmelin. p. 1074.

Le /!o«. Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 24.

17. L. bosquiana. Bosquian L. Bright blue above, with
nine white longitudinal lines, with intermediate dots upon
the back and sides, the middle line being short and undi-
vided; tail twice as long as the body; thighs spotted with
white.

Le L boaquien, Daud. iii. p. 188. pi. xxxvi. fig. 2.

18. L. cxruleocejihala. Blue-headed L. Head blue, with
a white longitudnial line along the middle of the back; two
yellow parallel lines on each side ; white dots upon the
thighs, and tail twice the length of the body.

Le L a tile bleue, Daud. iii. p. 19.

19 Lateyou. Teyou L. Upper part of the head green ;

back violet colour, wiih one green line and six white ones;
throat and belly of a silvery white.

Z.f X. ze!/OM i;erd, Daud. iii. p. 195.

20. L. deserti. Desert L. Tail the length of the body ;

back black, with six white interrupted longitudinal lines

;

belly white without spots.

Le L. du desert, Daud. iii. p. 199.

Lacerta (/f«f«j, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1076.

1\.L.velox. Swill L. Body ash-coloured above, varie-

gated with Drown dots, and five longitudinal streaks of a

lighter colour; sides spotted with black and blue.

Le L. veloce, Daud. iii. p. 202.

Lacerta velox, Li'mn. a Gnielin. p. 1072.

Sect. IV. Spotted Lizards.

22. L. le/iida. Langucdoc L. Body greenish blue

above, with nine or ten transverse black bands, spotted with

small round white eyes; Oelly whitish; tail scarcely longer

than the body.

Le L. gentil du Languedoc, Daud. iii. p. 204. pi. xxxvii.

fig. 1.

23. L. maculata. Spotted L. Blackish blue above, with a

few round spots of a pale violet; belly whitish; tail once and

a half as long again as the body.

Le L. tachete d'F.aJiagne, Daud. iii. p. 208. pi. xxxvii.

fig. 2.

Sect. V. Grey Lizards.

24. Z,. agitis. Agile L. Ash coloured above, whitish
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below; back marked with a longitudinal dotted brown line,

and a subreiiculated brown longitudinal stroke, edged with

paler colour, on each side of tlic body.

Le L. gris dea murailles, Daud. iii. p. 211. pi. xxxviii.

fig. 1.

25. L. brongniardi. Brongniardian L. Bluish grey,

irregularly marbled on the back with black spots, and

with three longitudinal lines of black spots and dots on

each side.

Le L. brongniardien, Daud. iii. p. 221.

26. L. Sericea. Silky L. Brownish above, shaded with

glossy green and blue; pale green below; tail twice as

long as the body, and a little streaked.

Le L. soyeujc. Daud. iii. p. 224.

27. L. laurenlii. Laurentian L. Ash brown above,

every where spotted, with the spots upon the back obscure,

those on the sides disposed in a triple longitudinal row.

Le L. de Laurenti, Daud. iii. p. 227.

28. L. arenicola. Sand L. Brownish grey, paler, with-

out spots below, with a row of brown spots upon the back,

and a double series of brown eyes doited with while, and
another single row of white dots on each side.

Le L. areniccle, Uaud. iii. p. 230. pi. xxxviii. fig. 2.

29. L. J'lisca. Brown L. Dark brown, with a longitu-

dinal row of obscure spots op. each side; belly paler.

Le L.brun, Daud. iii. p. 237.

30. L. arguta. Sharp-snouted L. Tail short and ver-

ticillatecl, thick at the base, and very sharp at the tip; a

remarkable double plate under the neck
; general colour

sea green, with numerous transverse black bands ; belly

white.

Le i. a jnuseau fioinlue, Daud. iii p. 240.

Lacerta arguta, Linn, a Gniel. p. 1072.

Sect. VI. Dracenoid Lizards.

Having two scaly folds under the neck, and a cylindrical

tail verticillated at its proximal, and reticulated at its distal,

half.

31. L. quinquelineata. Five-streaked L. Bluish, with

five longitudinal black lines upon the back, and white spots

on each side.

Le L. a cinq raies, Daud. iii. p. 243.

Sect. VI. Striated Lizards.

32. L. striata. Striated L. Grey, bluish at the sides,

with two longitudinal brown lines ; scales of the back and
belly carinated, and forming longitudinal streaks.

Le L. strie, Daud. iii. p. 247.

A considerable degree of uncertainty and ambiguity pre-

vails among writers, respecting the animals called Lizards.

If, with Linnseus and his followers, we comprehend under
this name not only the species just enumerated, but the

Tupinambes, the Stellios, the Basilisks, the Guanas, the

Geckos, the Chameleons, the Scinks, and the other tribes

of the Saurian order, we shall find it comprehend above
150 species; and even curtailed as it is by the modern
French naturalists, we see that it is pretty numerous. As
it is impossible for us, within the circumscribed limits of

an article like the present, to describe even all the most
important species, we shall here confine ourselves entirely

to a general account of those which are found in the Bri-

tish islands.

Ml- Pennant, in the 3d vol. of his British Zoology., has de-

scribed only three species of lizard as belonging to Bri-

tain, viz. the Scaly lizard., (a variety of Lacerta agitis, Linn.)

the Warty lizard, {Lacerta ftaluslris^LAnu.) and the Brown
lizard, (Lacerta iiulgaris, Liiin.) lie indeed mentions two
more, the Little brown lizard, and the Snake-shafied lizard,

from Ray, but gives nothing on these species from his own
observation.

Mr Revctt Sheppard, in a paper published in the 7th

vol. of the Linnean Transactions, has particularized six

species as being indigenous in this country, viz. Lacerta.

agilis, scaly or swift lizard ; L. adura, swell-tailed L. ; L.

anguiformis, vipcrine L. ; L. vulgaris, brown L ; L.Jialua-

tris, warty lizard ; and L. maculata, spotted L. Of these

he seems to consider the 2d, 6tli, and perhaps the 3d, as

new species. His descriptions of these species are sufii-

cicntly minute, but he adds nothing respecting their habits

or manner of life.

The species most common in this country are the IVarty

lizard, or water newt, and the Brown lizafd, or common
land newt; and of these the former has been most minute-

ly examined. The warty lizard is extremely common ia

ponds and other stagnant waters. The young lizards con-

tinue for some lime in an imperfect or larva stale, and the

perfect animals annually change their skin.*

Genus XIII. TaivYDRomus. TAKYDROME.

This genus has been formed by Daudin for the purpose
of including two species, which differ from the lizards,

properly so called, in having a very slender body, which,

as well as the extremely long tail, is verticillated, or form-

ed of scaly cat inatcd rings. They have also two small ve-

sicles at the base of each thigh, a long extensile forked

tongue, and a remarkable contraction between the head

and body. There are two species, viz.

Species 1. Takydromus quadrilineatus. Four-streaked

Takydrome. Brown above, whitish below, with two lon-

gitudinal white lines on each side.

Le Takydrome brun a quatre raies, Daud. iii. p. 252.

2. T. sexlineatus. Six-streaked T. Bright shining

blue, with three longitudinal black lines on each side of the

body. See Plate CCXCVII. fig. 15.

Le T. nacre a six raies, Daud. iii. p. 256. pi. xxxix.

These animals inhabit dry places, and, as their generic

name imports, run with great swiftness.

Genus XIV. Soincus. SCINKS.

Body long and rather thick, entirely covered with ellipti-

cal or rounded imbricated scales. Head oblong, covered

above with a few plates ; tongue rather thick, short, and
slightly cleft at its tip. Tail longer or shorter in the dif-

ferent species, covered with scales similar to those of the

body. Feet strong, rather short and thin, furnished each

with five long, thin, separate toes, terminating in claws.

This is a numerous tribe, comprehending 21 species,

which are all natives of warm climates. They are brisk

in their motions, and fond of basking in the sunshine. They
live in dry stony places, and fee-d on insects. The species ,

are arranged by Daudin in four sections, as follows.

Sect. I. Common Scinks.

Tail short and conical ; colour grey, having generally

transverse bands of a deeper colour.

• We have said (p. 393.) that the lizards are innocent reptiles, a position now generally maintained by modern naturalists. We are, how-
ever, assi.red, by an intelligent friend, a clergyman, that when a boy, he had one of his fingers so much affected, in consequence of handling
a brown lizard, as to be very nearly in a state of gangrene.

3D2
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S/iecies 1. Scincus officinatiD. Officinal Scink. Grey,

begirt with trai)sveise biacliish zones ; back a little an-

gular ; muzzle short and acute; tail compressed at the

tip; margin of the toes serrated.

Le scinc/ue ordinaire d'E^yjU, Daud. iv. p. 130.

Laccrta scincus^ Linn, a Giiiel. p. 1077.

Officinal scink, Shaw, iii. pi. Ixxix.

Lr ticini/ue, L;icep. ii. part ii. art. 34. pi. i. fig 2.

2. S. galHwas/i. Galley-wasp S, Thick, brown above,

with large rounded imbricated scales ; muzzle taper, with

plates on its upper part; tail thick and short. See Plate

CCXCVII. Fig. 16.

Le gros S. gaily luasfi de la Jamai(/iie, Daud. iv. p. 239.

3. 5. gigas. Giant S. White, with nineteen transverse

band-) ; tail of moderate length.

Le S geant, Daud. iv. p. 244.

4. S. mabouya. Mabouya S. Shining ash-brown, with

numerous small black spots above each side ; sides and

belly pale ; lail,elongated ; muzzle prominent.

Le S. mabouya, Daud. iv. p. 246. Lacepede, ii. part ii.

art. 24. pi. 11. fig. 1.

5. 5. [iligugu. Tiligugu S. Tail of moderate length,

round, and conical ; body thick, brown above, thickly set

with black dots, whitish below

Le S. teligugu, Daud. iv. p. 251.

Lacerta tiligugu, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1073.

Sardinian lizard, Shaw.

Sect. IL White-streaked Scinks.

6. 5. j^neus. ' Bronze S. Body slender, of a bronze

colour, with a broad longitudinal pale streak upon the back
;

tail once and a half the length of the body.

Le S. bronze, Daud. iv. p. 254.

7. 5. bilineatus. Two-streaked S. Brownish, with two

white longitudinal lines upon the back, with brown spots

disposed in rows.

Le S. a deux razes, Daud. iv. p. 256.

Lacertainterfiitnctata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1075.

8 S. trilineatus. Three-streaked S. iirown above,

with three longitudinal white lines ; tail a little longer than

the body, with the scales on its back part hexagonal.

Le S. a trois raies, Daud. iv. p. 263.

9. 5. i/uadrilineatiis. Four-streaked S. Tail long and

round; forefeet four-toed; hind feet five-toed ; with two
longitudinal white lines on each side of the body.

Le S. a quatre raies, Daud. iv. p. 265.

Lacerta quadrilineata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1076.

Le quatre raies, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 57.

10. S. Mgira. Algerine S Scales of the back cari-

iiated ; two yellow longitudinal lines on each side of the

body; tail long and round.
Le S. Algire, Daud. iv. p. 269.

I^acerta Algira,\Ani].z Gmel. p. 1073.

VAlgire, Lacep. ii. part ii. art. 32.

W. S. quinqtielineatus. Five- streaked S. Blackish above,

with five longitudinal ycilow or white lines upon the back ;

whitish below ; tail of moderate length.

Le S. a cinq raies, Daud. iv. p. 272. pi. Iv. fig. 1.

Lacerta qui?iquelineata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1075.

Le S.strie, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 38.

12. S. cruenlatus. Bloody S. Tail a little verticillated ;

ash colour above, scarlet below, with a whitish tip ; seven
white streaks upon the neck, four of which reach to the tail.

Le S. eiisanglante de la Sibcrie, Daud. iv. p. 278.

Lacerta cruenla, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1072.

Red-tailed lizard, Shaw.
\3. S.?nelanurus, Black-tailed S. Pale ash colour above,

marked with seven longitudinal yellowish lines ; yellowish
below ; tail round and black, twiec as long as the body.

Le S. a seftt raies et a queue noire de I'lnde, Daud. iv.

p. 280.

14. S. octolineafus. Eight-streaked S. Black above,

with eight longitudinal whitish lines ; whitish below ; tail

ferruginous, and twice as long as the body.
Le S. a huit raies de la A''ouvelle Hollande, Daud. iv.

p. 285.

The ribboned lizard, White's Voyage to N'ev) South Walet,

p. 245.

Sect. III. Black-streaked Scinks.

15. S.sloanii. Slonian S. Brown above, with four black

longitudinal lines, of which the intermediate are shortest

;

tail a little longer than the body, with rounded imbricated

scales on its proximal, and hexagonal verticillated scales

on its distal half.

Le S. sloanien, Daud. iv. p. 287. pi. Iv. fig. 2.

16. 5. schneiderii. Schneiderian S. Bright brownish
above, with a pale longitudinal line on each side, whitish

below ; tail twice as long as the body.

Le S. schneiderien, Daud. iv. p. 291.

Le Dore, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 36.

17. S.tristatus. Sallow S. Back pale brown ; sides of

a deeper colour, marked with a double pale longitudinal

band; tall long and cylindrical.

Le S. rembruni, Daud. jv. p. 296.

18. S.laticeps. Broad headed S. Head behind the eyes,

broad, colour brownish, spotted with black ; tail as long as

the body, having its distal part covered both above 'and be-

low with transverse plates.

Le S. a large tete, Daud. iv. p. 301.

19. 5. carinatus. Ridged S. Scales carinated ; tail

twice as long as the body, covered with scales as in the last

species.

Le S. Carene, Daud. iv. p. 304.

Sect. IV. Ocellated Scinks.

20. S. ocellatus. Eye-spotted S. Ash coloured above,

with numerous transverse lines of black scales ; yellow in

the middle ; tail about the length of the body.

Le S. Ocelle de C/iiyflre et d'Lgyfit, Daud. iv. p. 308.

pi. Ivi.

Lacerta ocellata. Linn, a Gmel. 1077.

21. S. lateralis. Variegated S. Ash-coloured above,

with transverse rows of black spots, with oblong white dots

in the middle ; black longitudinal lines, dotted below with

white upon the sides ; tail shorter than the body, and end-

ing suddenly in a point.

Le S. a bandes laterales, Daud. iv. p. 314.

Of all these species, the first or Egyptian scink is the

most celebrated, both from the high estimation in which it

is held by the natives, and for its having been once employ-

ed in Europe as a medicine. It is a small animal, seldom
exceeding six or seven inches in length, and is of a pale

yellowish brown colour. In its manners it is perfectly

harmless ; and so active in its motions, that it hides itself

in the sand in an instant. This species is so numerous in

some parts of the East, that several thousands of them
have been seen at once in the gieat court of the temple of

the Sun at Balbec. The ground, the walls, and scattered

stones of these ruinous buildings, were coveied with them,

exhibiting a beautiful appearance from their glittering

colours, as they lay basking in the sun. See Brace's

Travels.
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Genus XV. Seps. EFTS.

Body, neck, and tail very long, thin, cylindrical, and co-

vered with imbricated scales of a roundish or elliptical

form. Head thin, oblong, covered above with few scales;

tongue rather tliick, short, and slightly cleft at its tip.

Either four or two feet extremely short, simple, very slen-

der, scaly, furnished with one, two, three, four, or five toes,

indistinct, sometimes with claws, sometimes without.

The animals which compose this genus so nearly resem-
ble some of the serpents, as scarcely to be distinguished

from tliem by a casual observer. Indeed, if we except tlie

short and often indistinct feet, and the marks of an external

auditory orifice, they possess almost all the other charac-

ters of serpents ; and accordingly several of them have
been ranked among the Ophidian reptiles. In tlieir habi-

tudes and maniicia, they nearly resemble the scinks, though,
from the shortness of thcii feci, thtu uioiions are rather

those of snakes than lizards. Daudin enumerates six spe-

cies, arranged under the two following sections.

Sect. I. Four-footed Efts.

Species 1. Sefis fientadactylus. Five-toed Eft. Five
toes on each foot, furnished with claws; bay or ash colour-

ed above, with numerous longitudinal brown streaks

;

whitish below. See Plate CCXCVIII. Fig. 17.

Le Sefis quadru/iede pentadactyle, Daud. iv. p. 325.

Lacerta ser/iens. Linn, a Gmel. p. 1078.

2. 5. tridactylus. Three-toed E. Feet furnished with
three extremely short toes without nails ; bay or ash colour
above, with four longitudinal brown streaks; paler below.
Le S. quadrujiede tridactyle, Daud. iv. p. 333. pi. Ivii.

3. S. monodactylus. One-toed E. Feet extr'. mely thin

and short, composed of one toe without claw ; tail three
times as long as the body ; scales subimbricate, and slight-

ly carinated.

Le S. guadrufiede monodactyle, Daud. iv. p. 342, plate
Iviii. fig. 1.

Lacerta un^uina, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1079.

Sect. II. Two-footed Efts.

4. 5. schneiderii. Schneiderian S. Whitish above, with
a brown line ; brown below ; feet remote from the anus, ex-
tremely short, either two or three-toed ; toes without claws,
and as if arising from a common pedicle.

Le S. schneiderien, Daud. iv. p. 348.

5. -S sheilofiusik. Sheltopusik S. Head and body witli-

out distinct separation ; tail long and round, as well as the
body, covered with pale imbricated scales ; rudiments of
hinder feet only, two-toed, and without claws, at the anus.
Le S. bifiede aheltofiusik, Daud. iv. p. 351.

Lacerta afioda. Linn, a Gmel. p. 1079.

6. S.gionovii. Gronovian E. Dorsal scales dotted with
brown ; tail smooth at the tip ; hinder feet only, very short,

with one toe and no claw.

Le S.gronovien, Daud.iv. p. 354, pi. Iviii. fig. 2.

Lacerta bifits. Linn, a Gmel. p. 1079.

Genus XVI. Chalcides. CHALCIDES.

These reptiles differ from those of the last genus only in

the disposition of the scales that cover the body and tail,

which, instead of being imbricated as in the seps, are ar-

ranged in rings, or verticillated. They in'abit similar situ-

ations, and have similar manners. Tliere are four species,
of which three are four-footed, and one two-footed.

Sect. I. Fourfootcd Chalcides,

S/iecies 1. Chalcides tctradactylus. Four-toed Chal-
cides. Scales of the belly hexagonal, with a longitudinal
furrow on each side of the body; feet fnui-toed.
Le chalcide guadrupcde tetradacty^e, D lud. iv. p. 362.
2. C. tridactylus. Tliree-toed C. I'Vei three-toed, very

short, and wiiliont claws; tail a little longer than the body.
See Plate CCXCVIII. Fig. 18.

Le Chalcide rjuadru/iedc tridactyle, Daud. iv. p. 367. pi.

Iviii fi.^. 3.

Le Chalcide. Lacepede, ii. part. ii. art. 52.

3. C. monodactylus. One-toed C. Feet short and very
slender, witli one toe without claw ; tail once and a half the
length of the body, and cylindrical.

Le C. quadrufiede monodactylc, Daud. iv. p. 370.

Sect. II. Two-footed Chalcides.

4. C. firo/ius. Grooved C. Fore feet only with five

toes, of which four are clawed and one naked ; each side of
the body longitudinally fun owed.
Le C. bi/iede catmele, Daud. iv. p. 372. pi. Iviii. fig. 4.

Bipede camiele, Lacepede, ii. p. 325.

Several remains of Saurian reptiles, in a fossil slate, have
been discovered in the bowels of the earth, particularly the
bones of two species or varieties of crocodile, nearly allied

to the gavial, but considered by Cuvier as distinct from that

species. These remains of crocodiles have been found
near Honfleur, Mons, Angers, and Havre in France; at

Altorf in Bavaria ; at Elston near Newark, in the English
county of Nottinijhani; and on the coast of Whitby in York-
shire. See Annates de Museum, torn. xii. p. 73, and Phil.

Trans, vol. xxx. p. 963, and vol. I. p. 688, and 786. There
have besides been found in the mountains of St Pierre, near
Maestricht, some enormous bones of a Saurian reptile,

which have occasioned some dispute between MM. St Fond
and Cuvier ; the former alleging them to be the remains
of a gavial crocodile, and the latter arguing, with much
plausibility, that although so large, they resemble parts of

a Tupinambis rather than of a crocodile.

Parts of a winged reptile, resembling the flying dragon,
have also been found in a rock near Manheim. See Daud.
in Hist. J^at. des Reptiles, tom viii. p. 294.

Okder III. BATRACIAN REPTILE.

The animals of this order resernble those of the two
preceding in several respects. Like them, they have all

feet, and jaws not formed, of two branches, moveable on
each other ; and in one part at least of their progress to-

wards maturity, they have all tails. Like the Saurians,

their jaws are furnished with teeth, and their larynx is ca-

pable of producing sound. On the other hand, they differ

from the Chelonians and Saurians, in having a naked body
in many instances covered with warts or tubercles ; in hav-

ing the bones soft ; in having no external copulative organ
in the male, nor any real internal one in the female. Some
of them have a sternum, but no ribs; others ribs, but no
sternum. Most of the species have four feet in their per-

fect state. All of them swim, some crawl, and others leap;

and the species of one genus attach themselves to objects

by round tubercles, terminating their toes. The other cha-

racteristic marks have been already mentioned in the first

part of this article.

Modern naturalists reckon six genera as belonging to
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this order, wliicli Dumeril arranges under two subdivi-

sions, as follows

:

Family I. Balracians ivil/iout Tails.

Genus 1. IIyla. 11\lx., or Trek Frogs.

Body slightly compressed, elongated, and smootli.

Tongue sl-iorl and lliick ; the two fore feet furnished with

four toes; the liindcr with five; all of them without claws,

but tenniiiuted by lenticular tubercles.

The tree-frogs, as their name imports, have their habi-

tation in trees, to the leaves of which they adhere by the

tubercles on their toes, and where they are often seen leap-

ing from branch to branch, or from leaf to leaf, in search of

worms and insects. During winter and early spring they

seek the bottom of lakes and rivulets, where, after their

hybernation is over, they pair, and where the female lays

her eggs. Most of llie species are natives of America ;

but some are common in France, Italy, and other warm
F.uropean countries.

At the pairing season the male makes a loud shrill

croaking noise, and inflates his throat in a remarkable man-

ner. The croaking is said to be particularly loud in the

evenings on the approach of rain. It has also been remark-

ed of these animals, thai their skin has the power of absorb-

ing water.

There are twenty-eight species, distinguished by the fol-

lowing names and characters.

Species 1. Hyla viridis . Green H. Bright green above,

Avith a yellow line on each side, bordered with a blackish

shade extending from the nostrils to each flank, and form-

ing a sinuosity above each loin ; whitish below.

La rainecte verte, Daud. viii. p. 23. Lacepede, ii. part

iii. art. 14.

Rana arborea, Linn, a Gmel.p. 1054.

Tree-frog, Shaw.
2. H. lateralis. Flank-striped H. Bright green, lighter

below, with a straight yellow line upon tlie sides of the up-

per lip, body, and limbs.

Xa R.Jlanc-rayee, Daud. viii. p. 27.

3. //. biUneata. Two striped II. Obscure green, with

two parallel longitudinal white lines a little arched upon
the back.

La R. bi-rayee, Daud. viii. p. 30.

4. H. femoralis. Thigh-spotted H. Green, with

seven or more yellow spots on the upper part of the

thighs.

La R.femorale, Daud. viii. p. 32. pi. xciii. fig. 1.

5. H. squirella. Yellow-rumped H. Obscure green,

with brown spots upon the back, and yellow rump.
La R.sguirelle, Duud. viii. p. 34. pi. xciii. fig. 2.

6. H. varifgata. Variegated H. Brown above, with

green denticulated spots ; limbs marked with transverse

green hands ; toes flattened.

La R. bigarre, Daud. viii. p. 36.

7. H. inlcrmixta. Mixed coloured H. Greenish grey
above, interspersed with red spots and dots ; pale red be-

low.

La R. melavgee, Daud. viii. p. 38.

8. H. bicrjor. Two coloured H. Blue above, yellowish

below, vvilji vvliite spots surrounded with violet. See Plate

CCXCVIII. Fig. 19.

La R bicnlore, Daud. viii. p. 40.

Rana bicolor. Linn, a Gmei. 1052.

9. H. cyanca Blue II. Buu, above, reddish clouded
ash-colour btlcw ; iiiiKlcr ftet palmuied.

La R. bleue de la Mouvelle Hollande, Daud. viii. p. 43.

Bluefrog. White's Voyage to New South Wales, p. 248.

pi. iv.

10. //. frontalis. Banded H. Body and legs reddish
brown above, with ovate oblong white spots.

La R. bqndeau, Daud. viii. p. 45.

Rana leuco/ihylla, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1055.

11. //. tinctoria. Stained H. Body smooth, with two
longitudinal and one transverse yellowish lines upon the
back.

La R. a tafiirer, Daud. viii. p. 45.

12. H. fusca. Brown H. Brown above; whitish ash-

coloured below ; entirely without spots.

La R. brune, Daud. viii. p. 51.

La Brune, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 16.

13. H. rubra. Red H. Brownish red above, with a

double pale line on each side, and rounded spots above the

thighs.

La R. rouge, Daud. viii. p. 53.

La rouge, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 20.

14. H. quadrilineata. Four-streaked H. Blue or sul-

phur-yellow above, with a double yellow or whitish line on
eacli side.

La R. a quatre raies, Daud. viii. p. 55.

15. H. aurantiaca. Orange H. Orange-yellow, with a

stain of reddish upon the back.

La R. orangee, Daud. viii. p. 57.

L^Orange squelelte, Lacep. ii. part iii. art. 19.

15. H. hyliochondrialis. Hypocliondrial H. Bluish-
grey above, with the sides of the body and limbs yellowish,

marked with transverse brown bands ; toes cleft.

La R. hyfiochondriale, Daud. viii. p. 60.

17. H. lactea. Milky H. Milky white, with a brownisli

line extending from the nostrils to the eyes ; fore-feet se-

mipalmated, hinder palmated.
La R. lactee, Daud. viii. p. 62.

18. H. boans. Croaking H. Whitish ash-coloured, with
broad transverse red and brown streaks ; head and mouth
broad ; hinder-feet semipalmated.
La R. beuglante, Daud. viii. p. 64.

Rana boans, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1055.

Croakijig frog. Shaw.
La Coji/fur-rfc^a/;, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 17.

19. H. ocularis. Eye-streaked H. Silvery-grey, with
a lateral brown band extending from each eye to the side ;

limbs marked with transverse brown bands.
La R. oculaire, Daud. viii. p. 68.

20. H. verrucosa. Warty H. Uniformly brownish, with
a warty bjck.

La R. a -vermes- Daud. viii. p. 70.

21. H. marmorata. Marbled H. Yellow-ash, marbled
with reddish above, dotted with black below ; all the feet

flat and palmated.
L. R. mar6rf, Daud. viii. p. 71.pl. xciv.

Le Marbre, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 33.

22. H. venulosa. Veined H. Pale reddish, marbled
with irregular red streaks or spots, dotted with brown ;

hinder feet semipalmated.

La R. reiiculaire, Daud. viii. p. 74.

Rana venulosa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.

La reticulaire, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art 6.

23. H. tibiatrix. Flute H. Yellowish white, inter-

spersed above with reddish dots ; hinder teet semipal-

mated.
La R. fluteuae, Daud. viii. p. 76.

24. H. palmata. Palmated H. Pale reddish, marbled

with reddish breffn, with two streaks above the limbs; all

the feet palmated.

La R. patte d'oie, Daud. viii. p. 80; Lacepede, ii. part

iii. art. 7.
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25. H. fiunctata. Doited H. VVhitisli grey or brownish

above, with scattered white clots, and a white line on each

side ; belly white.

La R. fianctuee^ Daud. viii. p. 81.

26. H. blochiana. Blochian H. Ash-coloured above ;

whitish below, with an obscure line extending from the

nostrils to the ear, and obscure transverse bands upon the

thighs.

La R. blocliienne, Daud. viii. p. 83.

27. H. melanorabdota. Black spotted H. Green above,

with transverse black spots.

La R. a taclies noires, Daud. viii. p. 85.

28. H. surinamensis. Surinam H. Ash-coloured ; mark-
ed with ovate red spots above, dotted with black below;

all the toes separate.

La R. de Surinam, Daud. viii. p. 86.

Genus II. Rana. COMMON FROGS.

Body thick, a little compressed, elongated, moist, co-

vered with a lew small tubei'cles ; generally granulated

below, except at the thorax, which is smooth ; on each

side of the back, above the loins, there is in some species

a longitudinal angular fold ; tongue sliort and thick ; the

fore feet have four separate toes, with the thumb a little

larger than the rest in the male ; the hinder feet are al-

most always palmated, and are mucii longer than the body;

the toes are pointed, and have usually a small tubercle un-

der each articulation.

Common frogs cannot climb like Uie tree-frogs, nor can

they be said to walk, their proper motion being that of

leaping. They inhabit marshy and boggy places, and the

borders of lakes and ponds, into which they frequently

leap and swim about, either in search of insects, worms,
and the fry of fishes, or for amusement. Here too they

pair and lay their eggs.

About the time when the young frogs are come to ma-
turity, it often happens that migrations take place among
them from a crowded pond or stream, to one where they

are less numerous. On these occasions, it is astonishing

what numbers have been seen at once crossing a field or

road in their way to their new habitation. According to

Mr Rae,- two or three acres of ground have been seen
nearly covered with them. Frogs arrive at full maturity

in about five yeais, and are supposed to live about twelve

or fifteen. The croaking of some species, especially of

that called the bull-frog, is remarkably loud; and in some
parts of America, where the species abounds, the noise

made by their united croaking is heard at a very considera-

ble distance.

Frogs are capable of being rendered familiar, and have
become so lame as to eat out of the hand. Some of the

species serve for food to man, and most of them become
the prey of the larger animals that inhabit marshy situa-

tions.

Daudin enumerates sixteen species of Rana, viz.

Sfi. 1. Rana csciilenca. Esculent Frog. Green, with
black spots, and three longitudinal yellow lines upon the
back ; belly whitish.

La GrenouiUe -verte-i Daud. viii. p. 90.

Rana eactdrnta, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.

La Grejinuiile commiiwe, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 1.

Gibbous frog, Pennant, Brit.Zoul. iii. p. 7.

ii«c-u/f«f, in g-rcfw yrog-, Shaw, iii. pi. xxxi.

2. R. lemfioraria. Conimon F. Red or brown above,
or greenish, with a blackish spot extending from the eye
thri'iigh tl.t opening of the car.

La G. roTisse a te?nfies noires,DM]d. viii. p. 94.

Rana lem/ioraha, Linn, a Gmei. p. 105 3.

La /Pousse, Laccpede, ii. part iii. art. 2.

Common frog-, lirii. Z,ool. iii. p. 3. Shaw, iii. pi. xxxix.
3. R. fiunctala. DoUed F. Asii-coloured, dotted with

green above ; feet marked with transverse bands ; toes

separate.

La G. fioncCuec, Daud. viii. p. 100.

4. R. /lUcata. Plaited F. Brown, with the sides double
plaited; breast and arms marked with four brown spots;

feet separate.

La G. ftlissee, Daud. viii. p. 102.

5. R. clamata. Noisy F. Dull ash-coloured, inter-

spersed with black dots ; upper lip green ; hind feet pal-

mated.
La G. criarde, Daud. viii. p. 104.

6. R. ly/i/ionia. Typhon F. Ash-coloured or reddish,

with a few brown spots, and either five or three longitu-

dinal yellow lines upon the back ; belly whitish.

La G. galonnee, Daud. viii. p. f06. pi. xcv. Lacepede,
ii. part iii. art. xii.

Rana marginata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.

Hurricane frog, Shaw.
7. R. rubella Reddish F. Rusty colour above, with

three longitudinal black lines upon the back, and a triangu-

lar white spot upon the forehead.

La G. rougette, Daud. viii. p. 109.

8. R. maculata. Spotted F. Grey, with a square green
spot upon tne head, and another round one on each shoulder;

whitish below, marbled with black.

La G. tachetee, Duud. viii. p. 111.

9. R. fiipiens. Bull F. Very large; dark green above,

whitish grey below, interspersed every where with black-

ish spots.

La G. mugissante, Daud. viii. p. 113. Lacepede, ii. part

iii. art. 9.

Rana occllata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1052,

Bullfrog, Catesby's Carolina.

Rana calesbiana, Shaw, iii. pi. xxxiii.

10. R. ocellata. Eye-spotted F. Very large ; reddish

brown above, with round brown spots, eyed with yellow on
the sides and buttocks.

La G. ocellee, Daud. viii. p. 118.

11. i?. halecina. Pitpit F. Green above, with brown
spots eyed with yellow ; three longitudinal liiies shaded
with yellow upon the back; while below.

La G. hallecinc, Daud. viii. p. 122.

12. R, tigurina. Tigrine F. Large ; greyish-brown,

with a longitudinal yellow line extending from the nose to

the rump ; dark brown spots edged witli yellow above Ihc

limbs, and yellow buttocks.

La G. tigree, Daud. viii. p. 125.

13. R. grtinniens. Grunting F\ Brown or reddish, with

oblong yellow spots behind the eyes.

La G. grognante, Daud. viii. p. 127.

14. R. /laradoxa. Paradoxical F. Greenish-ash or

reddish above, marbled with reddish brown ; thighs mark-
ed below with oblique reddish lines. See Plate CCXCVIil.
Fig. 20.

La G Jackie, Daud. viii. p. 130; Laccp. ii. part iii. art. 1 1.

Rana /taradoxa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1055.

Paradoxicalfrog, Shaw.
Surinam frog or Jackie.

The natural history of this extraordinary animal is but

imperfectly understood. It has long been supposed, that

it is first a frog, and afterwards changes into a fish ; in

which latter state it is eaten by the natives of Surinam,

under the names of Jackie and Frog-fish.

Considerable light has been lately thrown on the econo-

my of the Surinam frog by Mr W. M. Ireland and Sir E.

Home, in a paper just published in The Journal of Science
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and the Jrts, 1816, vol. i. p. 55. edited at the Royal Institu-

tion by Mr Bi'uiidc. Mr Ireland has liad the good fortune

to witness the changes which the animal undergoes from

the tadpole to the perfect state ; and the following is an

abstract of his observations, with those of Sir E. Home,
on the internal structure of the tadpole in two of its

stages.

When first seen by Mr Ireland, the tadpole was about

four inches and a half long by about an inch broad, had a

large head and small mouth, very much resembling those

of a fish, though the rudiments of two legs were evident

just behind the head. In about a fortnight, the length of

the animal had increased to eight inches, and its breadth

to about two and a half; and the rudiments of the legs

were developed into nearly perfect members, with five

clawed toes, united by a membrane, evidently the future

hind legs of the animal.

On examhiing its internal structure during this fort-

night, the intestinal canal appears very long, and coiled up,

and the rudiments of the lungs are seen in the posterior

part of the belly.

In about three weeks the fore legs make their appear-

ance, the head and mouth assume their ordinary figure,

the former being considerably smaller, and the latter larger

than before ; and the animal, which till now had lain at the

bottom of the vessel in a torpid state, becomes more active

and lively, and usually remains suspended in the water,

with its mouth above the surface. By this time the in-

testinal canal is wonderfully altered in extent and ap-

pearance, being contracted apparently to less than half its

length, and having but very few short convolutions, and
nearly the whole of the cavity of the belly is filled with

fat.

In about six weeks, the animal is greatly contracted in

size, being little more than three inches long by about an

inch in breadth, and has become a perfect frog, except some
small remains of the tail, which has been gradually slough-

ing off or absorbed, and the disappearance of which has so

greatly contracted the animal's length.

The appearance of the tadpole, in the state usually called

the Frog-fish, is shewn in Plate CCXCV. Fig. 17. which is

reduced to one-fourth of its natural length, and the animal,

nearly in its perfect state, and one-Iialf its natural size, is

represented in Plate CCXCVIII. Fig. 20.

^ 15. R. arunco. Arunco F. Body warty ; feet palmated.

La G. arunco, Daud. viii. p. 134.

16. R.thaul. Yellow F. Body warty
;
yellow feet, semi-

p^mated.
La G. tliaul, Daud. viii. p. 136.

Rana lutca, Linn, a Gmel.p. 1050.

Genus III. Bufo. TOADS.

Body thick, short, and broad, more or less warty on the

upper surface ; head thick and short ; eyes large and pro-

tuberant, with a vertical pupil ; tongue short and thick
;

skin dilatable by inflation ; belly often granulated ; fore

feet with four separate toes, the thumb larger in the male
;

hinder feet comparatively short, and generally palmated
with five toes; all the toes pointed, but without claws.

From ihe construction of their legs and feet, toads do
not leap so well as frogs, but they walk better, and swim
with facility. In their other habits and modes of life they
resemble frogs, except that, when irritated or terrified,

they emit from the pores of their warty skin a sort of frothy

fluid, which, though not venomous, as was formerly sup-
posed, is sufficiently irritating to affect delicate parts of
the skin of an animal that touches it. It is scarcely now
necessary to remark, that the stone in the toad's head,

which has given rise to Shakespeare's beautiful simile, is

only a poetical fiction, those substances which have re-
ceived that name appearing only to be the fossil teeth of a
species of fish.

Toads feed on worms and insects, and in their turn be-
come the prey of the larger birds and snakes ; and it is

said, that their flesh, so far from being venomous, affords

as wholesome nutriment as that of the frog. Some of these
animals are also capable of being domesticated. Wc are

informed by Mr Pennant, that an individual of the common
toad was known to frequent the steps of a gentleman's
house in Devonshire for thirty-six years, where it was
accustomed to be fed every evening by the family and their

visitors.

The accounts that have been published in various works,
respecting living toads found in hollow trees and blocks ot

stone, however extraordinary, seem so well authenticated,

that we can scarcely doubt the reality of such occurrences,
though we cannot satisfactorily account for them.

There are about thirty-two species of toad, which are thus

distinguished.

Species 1. Bu/o vulgaris. Common Toad. Pale red-

dish-ash coloured, with red pustules above, reddish-white
below.

Le crafmud cendre a fiustules rou««s, Daud. viii. p. 139.

2. B cinereus. Cinereous T. Uniformly ash coloured,
pustular.

Le C. cendre, Daud. viii. p. 141.

3. B.fiaviventris. Yellow-bellied T. Ash coloured and
pustular above, sulphur-yellow below.

Le C. a -ventre jaune, Daud. viii. p. 143.

4. B. fianamensis. Panama T. Ash coloured
; pus-

tules tipt with violet, yellowish below ; feet semipalmated.
Le C. de fianama, Daud. viii. p. 145.

5. B. bombinus. Natter-jack T. Olive-brown above,
orange-yellow below, with bluish spots and a fold below the
throat.

Le C. sonnant ou filuviale, Daud. viii. p. 146.

Among other synonymes under this species, Daudin re-

fers to

Rana bombina, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1048 ; Rana rubita, ibid-

p. 1047; Rana salsa, ibid. p. 1049.

La sonnajite, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 4 ; La filuviale,

ibid. art. 3.

Natterjack, Pennant, Brit. Zool.m. p. 12.

6. B. roeselli. Roesellian T. Greenish above, with
elevated dark brown spots

;
greenish-ash coloured below

;

feet palmated.

Le C. rferofsf/, Daud. viii. p. 150. plate xcvi.

Rana bufo, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1047.

Toad, Pennant, Brit. Zool. iii. p. 7 ; Shaw's Gen. Zool.

iii. plate xl.

Le Crafiaud commun, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 21.

7. B. calamita. Calamite T. Olive above, with dark
spots, reddish pustules, and a longitudinal yellow line along
the middle of the back.

Le C. calamite, Daud. viii. p. 153; Lacep. ii. part ii.

art. 25.

8. B. viridis. Green T. Marked above with contiguous
green spots, and irregular whitish-livid lines dotted with

red; feet semipalmated.

Le C. verd, Daud. viii. p. 156 ; Lacep. ii. part. iii.

art. 22.

9. B. gibbosus. Gibbous T. The body ovate, smooth,
convex, brownish above, with a longitudinal yellow M-i

dented band along the middle of the back ; toes separate.

Le C. bossu, Daud. viii. p. 158 ; Lacep. ii. part iii.

art. 29.
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2iana gibbosa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1047".

Gibbous (oad, Shaw.

10. B.fuscns. Blown T. Marked above with broad

brown spots, interspersed with livid ash-coloured lines, and

one pale loni^itvidiiial line ; hind feet palmated.

L. C. brun, Daud. viii. p. 161 ; Lacep. ii. part iii.

art. 24.

11. 5. cursor. Courier T. Smoothish above, spotted

with reddish and black, with warty sides, yellowish below,

with three black spots upon the breast ; toes separate.

Le C. courier, Diuid. viii. p. 164.

12. B. gutterrosus. Swelled throated T. Grey, spot-

ted with brown, warts sharp, and reddish at the tip ; throat

swob).

Le C. goitreux, Daud. viii. p. 166; Lacep. ii. part iii.

art. 28.

13. B, ventricosus. Inflated T. Mouth narrow, arms
and thighs surrounded with a lax skin, capable of infla-

tion.

Le C. ventru. Daud. viii. p. 168.

Rana ventricosa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1049.

Humid toad, Sliaw.

14. B Icevis. Smooth T. Pale yellow, with a smooth,

rather flatieiicd body, and a longitudinal row of small point-

ed tubercles above each side.

Le C. iisse. Daud. viii. p. 171.

15. B. dorsiger. Surinatn T. Dark brown, head flat

and trians^ular ; eyes minute, situated at the top of the head;

toes of the fore feet separate, and three or four forked at

their tips ; hind feel palmated ; cells on the back in the

female.

LeC. pifia, Daud. viii. p. 172; Lacep. ii. part iii.

art. 30.

Rana fiifia, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1046.

Surinam toad, Shaw, iii. plate xxxi.

16. B. obsieiricans. Accoucheur T. Dirty green, with

small irregular brown spots above ; whitish below.

Le C. accouc/ieur, Daud. viii. p. 176.

17. B. Margariti/er. Pearly T. A coriaceous auricular

lobe above tacli sitle of the head ; numerous warts upon
tie body, bearing some resemblance to pearls; hinder feet

semipalinated.

Le C.perte, Daud. viii. p. 179.

Rana margaritiftra, Linn, a Ginel. p. 1050.

Pearled toad Si)<iw.

La fierle L-iCfp. ii. part iii. art. 10.

18. B. Surinamensis. Dwarf Surinam toad. Bright

brown above ; belly dotted with grey, with a Wiiite line on
the hips ; all the toes sepaiate.

Le C. de Surinam. Daud. viii. p. 184.

19. .S albonotatus. White spotted T. Brown ; slight-

warted, with a white line extending from each nostril to

each thigh ; upper part of the limbs spotted with white.

Le C. a laches blanches, Daud. viii. p. 185.

20. B. ovalis Oval T. Head short ; muzzle long ;

body ovate, nearly globular; brownish or bluish above,

yellowish below ; feet palmaltd.

Le C. ovate, Daud. viii. p. 187.

21. B.lineatus. Striped T. Warty, brownish red, with

a white line drawn from each nostril through the eyelids

to the hind feet, another on each arm ; white bands upon
the limbs, and all the toes separate.

La C. ruye D.aid. viii. p. 188.

22. B. musicus. Musical T. Brown above, with blackish

spots ; head furrowed above ; limbs marked with blackish

bands.

Le C. rn'arrf, Daud. viii. p. 190.

Rana musica- Linn, a Gmel. p. 1046.

Musical toad. Shaw.
Vol. X. Part IL

23. B. Scaber. Rough T. Yellowish, with black lips ;

body a little spinous, especially about the legs; head fur-

rowed above ; hind feet slightly palmated.
Le. C. ri/c/f, Daud. viii. p. 194.

Le fiustulcux, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 27.

24. B. bcngalensis. Bengal T. Body thickly covered
with warts

; yellowish grey ; head sliglitly furrowed above ;

black sharpish pointed warts below the feet ; hind feet

semipalmated.
Le C. du Bcngale, Daud. viii. p. 197.

25. B. sjiinosus. Spinous T. Dark brown above, with
broad spots of a paler hue

; pale grey below, with tuber-
cles tipt with a black spine.

Le C. epineux. Daud. viii. p. 199.

26. B. horridua. Horrid T. Dark green above ; warty,
with numerous small black spines on each tubercle, mar-
bled below with green and paler shades ; all the toes

separate.

Le C. herisse, Daud. viii, p. 20 1.

Australian frog, Shaw.
27. B. sfiini/ies. Spine-footed T. Brown above, bluish

below ; sides maikcd with ochry colour; fore feet spinous
above.

Le C. sfiine/iede. Daud. viii. ]). 203.

28. B. humeralis. Shoulder-knot T. Very large ; ash-
grey, irrcgulaily spotted with brownish; parotid glands
large and gibbous.

Le C. efiaule armee, Daud. viii. p. 205.

Rana marina, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1049.

La grenouille efiaule arm6e, Lacep. ii. part iii. art. 8.

Marine toad, Shaw.
29. B. semilunatus. Semilunated T. Blackish, witli

a white spot behind each ear ; head slightly furrowed above;
hinder feet semipalmated.
Le C. demi-tune, Daud. viii. p. 208.

30. B. agua. Brazilian T. Very large ; beautifully

marbled with yellow, brown, and grey, and rough with tu-

bercles ; large parotid glands ; hinder feet very slightly

palmated.

Le C. ague, Daud. viii. p. 209.—Lacep. ii. part iii.

art. 32.

Rana braziliensis, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1049.

31. B cyanophlytis. Blue-warted T. Bluish brown
above, with blue pustules on each side, extending from the

eyes to the lower part of the breast and sides, and thence

to the rump.
Le C. a pustules bleues. Daud. viii. p. 212.

32. B. cornucus. Horned T. Head large, with a long

conical protuberance, or horn, upon each upper eye-lid.

Le C. cornu, Daud. viii. p. 214.—Lacepede, ii. part iii,

art. 31.

Rana cornuta, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1050.

Horned frog, Shaw.

F.\MiLY TL Tailed Batracians.

Genvs IV. Salam.vxdr.\. SALAMANDERS.

Body elongated, cylindrical, naked, sometimes warty,

and terminated by a tail that is either cylindrical or flat-

tened, so as to form a fin, and persistent. No external

ears; tongue short, thick, and entirely fixed within the

lower jaw. Fore feet having either three or four toes
;

hinder furnished with five toes, all blunt, and without

claws.

Till within these few years, the salamanders had been

ranked among the lizards, to which they arc allied only

from their having a tail, and from the similar position and
3 F.
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structure of tlieir lei^s. In their internal organization and

their general habits, they arc entirely clisiinct from all the

Saurian order, and more nearly resemble the frogs and

toads. They have no true ribs ; they respire in the same

manner as the Batracians already described, and in most of

them the fecundation of the ova lakes place in a similar

manner. In a few of them, indeed, the young are extrud-

ed from the ova while still within the oviduct of the female ;

and the species in which this takes place are calleil ovovi-

vifiarons. In their metamorphoses, the young salamanders

pass through the early stages of existence with much the

same appearances as we have described in the tadpole of

the frog, except that the number of stages is rather less.

The tadpole of the salamander bursts the ovum within ten

days after it is dropped from the mother, and takes about

four months to arrive at its perfect slate, during which

time it subsists entirely on vegetables; while in their per-

fect stale, they feed on snails, worms, and insects. The
number of young produced by one female salamander

sometimes amounts to thirty or forty.

These animals are found in most warm climates ; and at

least six of tliem are natives of the south of Europe. They
inhabit the banks of unfrequented streams, moist shady

woods, and high grounds ; but are seldom seen except

during wet weather. They appear to live ecjually well in

the water and on land, and they swim wilh great facility.

During winter they lie concealed about the roots of old

trees, in the cavities of old walls, or in subterranean re-

cesses, where they are sometimes found twisted together.

In their general habits, they are very sluggish, and their

pace is slow.

It was believed by the ancients, and is slill a popular su-

perstition among the vulgar in most countries, that sala-

manders are not only capable of existing with impunity in

fire, but have the power of putting a slop to a considera-

ble conflagration when thrown among the flames. This
absurd idea has perhaps arisen fiom the fact which has

been observed by Maupertuis, that when one of these ani-

mals is placed upon a fire, its whole body soon becomes
covered with drops of a milky fluid, which oozes through

the pores of the skin, and quickly dries upon its suiface.

There are about fourteen species, which are thus dis-

tinguished.

Sjtecies 1. Salamandra terrestris. Common salamander.

Blackish, variegated with irregular blackish spots ; tail

cylindrical, and a little obtuse.

La Salatnanclrie lerrestre, Daud. viii. p. 221. pi. xcvii.

fig. 1.—Lacepede, ii. pari ii. art. 54. pi. viii. fig. 1.

Lacerta salamandra, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1066.

Salamander, Shuw, iii. pi. Ixxxii.

2. .9. alra. Black S. Uniformly black without spots ;

tail cylindrical and a little obtuse.

La S. noire, Daud. viii. p. 225.

3. -S. rubra. Red S. Red interspersed with numerous
black points, wilh a blackish streak upon the belly : hinder
feet semipalmated.
La S. rouge, Daud. viii. p. 227.

4. 5. -venenosa. Venemous S. Ground black, wilh

round yellow spots, arranged in a double row along the

back.

La S. venimeuse, Daud. p. 229.

Lacerta fiunctata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1076.

La fwnctuee, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 56.

5. S. alleganiensis. Alleghany S. Large, brown, paler

below, with a shortish compressed tail, slightly crested.

La S. des munts allegayiis, Daud. viii. p. 231.

6. S. cristata. Crested S. Blackish above, marked
below with large rounded orange-coloured dots ; sides

granulated with white, and dotted with black ; tail com-

pressed ; back of the male furnished with a fimbriated
crest.

La S. cretce, Daud. viii. p. 233.

7. S. rubrivcniris. Orange bellied S. Black above,
with brownish s|)ots ; orange below without spots, except a
few black dots under tlie neck.

La S. a ventre orange Daud. viii. p. 239. pi. xcviii. fig. 1.

8. -S. marmorala. Marbled S. Olive green above, mar-
bled wilh brown ; brownish below, with white granular
dots ; tail compressed.
La S. marbree, Daud. viii. p. 241.

9. S. abdominalis. Abdominal S. Olive green above,
dotted wilh yellow below, wilh a longitudinal yellowish line

on each side of ihe back ; all the toes separate.

La S. abdominale, Daud. viii. p. 250
10. S. fialmijies. Webfooled S. Head and arms yel

low, slightly doited with black ; back olive brown ; bellv

yellowish ; hind feet jial mated.
La S. fialim/iede, Daud. viii. p. 253. pi. xcviii. fig. 2.

1 1. 5. elegans. Elegant S. Head and feet yellow
slightly dotted with black ; back olive ; belly yellowish :

all the toes separate, but those of the hind feet lobated.

La S. elegante, Daud. viii. p. 255.

12. 5. fiunctata. Dotted S. Olive ash above, yellow
below, every where interspersed with black bots ; tail very
much compressed ; all the toes separate.

La S. fionctuee, Daud. viii. p. 257.

13. S. cincla. Girded S. Yellowish olive above, dot-

ted yellow below with a white streak ; edged below with
black dots; all the toes separate.

La. S. ceinturee, Daud. viii. p. 259.

14. S. Trijdactyla. Three-toed S. Fore feet three-

toed ; hind feet four-toed.

La S. tridactyle, Daud. viii. p. 261 .—Lacep.
Le Lizard tridactyle, Lacep. ii. part. ii. art. 59.

Genus V. Proteus. PROTEUS.

Body elongated, cylindrical, terminated by a compressed
tail forming a fin ; tongue short, thick, adhering within the
lower jaw ; fore feet furnished with three toes, and the

hinder with two ; all without claws ; branchiae persistent.

S/iecies. Proteus Anguinus. Serpentine Proteus. Fore
feet three-toed ; hind feet two-toed.

Le Jirole anguillard, Daud. viii. p. 266. pi. xcix. fig. 1.

Proteus anguinus, Laurenli, Syno/is, Rejitil. p. 37. pi. Ii.

fig. 3.—Scopoli, .^nna/fs Hist. A'at. vol. v. p. 70.—Linn, a
Gmel. p. 1056, note.—Herman, Tab. Jffinitat. Animal
Schiieider, Hist. Amfihib. Jascic. i. p. 45.—Schreiber, Phi!,

Trans. 1801.

The cuiious animal for which the present genus has
been constituted, was first observed at the bottom of a lake

in Carniola in Germany, and described in 1768, by Lauren-
ti, ill the work referied to above. It was afterwards de-

scribed by Scopoli, and was briefly noticed by Linnaeus in

his Systeina JVaturx, who, however, considered it as the

tadpole of a salamander; but the most complete account of

the animal has been given by Schreiber, a German natu-

ralist, in a memoir of his, published in the Transactions of

the Royal Society of London for 1801. From this ac-

count it is now generally allowed, that the Proteus is to be
considered as a perfect animal, diflTering from all the other

reptiles wilh which we are acquainted.

Its general length is about thirteen inches by about one

inch of medium breadth, and the head is nearly two inches

long. It has no external nostrils ; and its eyes, which are

black, and situated towards the base of the muzzle, are so

small as wilh difficulty to be distinguished. The colour of

the living animal is a flesh red, and the gills are scarlet;
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but when immersed in spirits after deatii, it becomes white.

It appears to walk with difficulty, but swims with great

ease. One that was kept by Baron Zois lived for about

ten days, and during that time refused all nourishment, and

appeared in a torpid state.

The Proteus undergoes three degrees of metamorpho-
sis before arriving at its perfect state. In the two former,

it is blind and without feet.

It is said on cei'tain occasions to utter a sound resem-
bling that made by forcing down the piston of a syringe.

Two reptiles have lately been noticed by the French
naturalists, bearing a near relation to the Proteus above
desci'ibed. One has been described by Cuvier, under the

name of Axolotc Mexicaine, and has lour toes on each fore

foot, and five on each hinder. This we might call Proteus
7nexicanus. The other is described and figured by Lacc-
pede, in tlie tenth volume of the jintiales de Musewn, p.

230. pi. xvii. by the name of Protee tetradactyle, [Prutens
tetradactyltis,) with four short pointed toes on each of the

forefeet. It difiersfrom the Proteus anguinus in having a

"thicker and shorter body, a much broader tail, and the legs

larger and shorter.

Genus VI. Siren. SIREN".

Body elongated, cylindrical, and terminated by a com-
pressed tail, forming a fin ; tongue short, thick, and ad-

herent ; fore feet digitated ; no hind feet ; branchias per-

sistent.

Species. Siren lacertina. Lacerline Siren. Feet four-

toed.

La Siren lacertine, Daud. viii. p. 272, pi. xcix. fig. 2.

Siren lacertina. Linn. Amcenit. Academ. vii. p. 311.

JMurana siren, Linn, a Ginel. p. I 136.

Siren lacertiiia, Shaw's .ATaturalist's Miscellany, N°. 20,
pi. Ixi.—Schneider, Hist. Amphib. fascic. i. pi. 48.

The extraordinary reptile which constitutes this last ge-
nus of Batracians, was first observed in 1765, by Dr Alex-
ander Garden, in a fresh water lake near Charlestown in

Carolina, and was described by Linnaeus in the Memoirs
of the Academy of Upsal lor that year. He considered it

either as the tadpole of a species of lizard or salamander,
or as a new genus of his order Nantes, to which he
gave the name of Siren. Soon after, Linnaeus placed the
Siren in the order Amphibia, which he denominated Me-
ANTES, from which Gnjelin, in his edition of the Systcma
-Va<ar<s, injudiciously removed it to the class of Fishes,

and considered it as a species of ?nurena.

The Siren very much resembles an eel in the general
form of the body and tail. Its mouth is small, and furnish-

ed with small sharp teeth, set partly in the palate, and
partly in the lower Jaw. Its eyes are very small, but more
evident than those of the Proteus. Its skin is of a black-
ish colour, slightly grained and porous, with a longitudinal

white line, extending on each side from the feet to the tail,

and a shorter one alor^g the middle of the back. The
whole length of the animal sometimes exceeds three feet;

and the feet, which are small, and composed of a humerus,
a fore arm, and four small pointed toes, furnished with
claws, are about an incli long.

Its tongue is bony, and formed like that of fishes ; the
gills are composed of three fimbriated plates on each side,

are very apparent, and are above half an inch long. It has
a real larynx, and its lungs resemble those of salamanders.
In its metamorphosis from the ovum to the perfect state,

it seems to follow the same degrees with tlie Proteus, ex-
cept that its eyes are sooner open.

This animal appears to reside entirely in the water,
where it must swim with great facility. It was supposed

by LinnxJs, from the form of its feet, that it can also move
with toleral)le ease upon the land ; but we believe it has
never yet been seen in that situation.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

PLATE CCXCV.

Fig. 1. Skeleton of a species of Tupinambis.
Fig. 2. The head of the same animal, a, the ifiterrna.x-

illary bone ; b, 6, the two superior, or coronal maxillary
bones ; c, the nasal bone ; d, one of the zygomatic arches;
e, a supenuuiicrary bone

; /,/, the two sides of the frontal
bone

; g, the parietal ; A, A, two bony arches forming the
interior border of the temporal fossa ; i, a small portion of
the left basilar jaw ; /:, the bone with which this is articulat-
ed

; 1,1, the occipital bone ; m, its condyle.
Fig. 3. The jaws of the Nilotic crocodile extended,

shewing the mode of their articulation.

Fig. 4. Stomach of the common land tortoise.

Fig. 5. Stomach of the Gavial crocodile, with a portiou
of the intestinal canal commencing at a, the pylorus.

Fig. 6. Stomach of the Nilotic crocodile partly laid open;
a, a pouch into which the aliments pass before proceeding
out at 6, the pylorus.

Fig. 7. Stomach and intestines of the Chameleon; a, the
pylorus ; from a to b, tlie small intestine ; b, the commence-
ment of the large intestine.

Fig. 8. Part of the intestines of the land tortoise ; a 6, a
part of the small intestine ; b, the commencement of the
large intestine.

Fig. 9. The rectum of the Nilotic crocodile insensibly
commencing from the small intestine; a a, a valve be-
tween the two.

Fig. 10. Rectum of the Gavial ; a, the termination of the
small intestine ; b, the rectum ; c, a projection from the
small intestine into the large for acting as a valve.

Fig. 1 1. Stomach and intestines of the Siren ; a the py-
lorus ; b, the termination of the hepatic duct.

Fig. 12. The heart of the crocodile seen on its lower
surface

; a a, the right auricle ; c, the common trunk of the
right carotid and right brachial arteries ; rf, the common
trunk of the same arteries on the left side ; c e, the continua-
tion ol the right posterioraowa ;Jf, the left posterior aorta :

g h, the left and right pulmonary arteries ; i k, the pulmo-
nary veins ; o, the opening by which the right auiicle com-
municates with the inferior compartment of the ventricle;
Ji, an orifice by which this compartment communicates with
the pulmonary cavity of the ventricle ; q r, two valves at
the commencement of the left aorta ; s, t, the trunks of
the two arteries c and d laid open ; v, the trachea ; x x,
its sub-divisions into bronchi; yy, situation of the lungs.

Fig. 13. The heart of the ciocodile viewed on its infe-
rior surface, but a little more to the left side.

Here the letters a, c, d, e,f,g,h, refer to the same parts
as in the preceding figure, b, the left or pulmonary auri-
cle ; m, a row of tubercles behind ; x, y, the valves guard-
ing the entrance of the left pulmonary artery; :, the com-
munication between the inferior and pulmonary compart-
ments of the ventricle.

Fig. 14. The crocodile's heart seen on its upper surface ;

where the letters a,b, c,d, e,f,g,h,i, k, refer to the same
parts as in the former figures. I, the upper compartment
of the ventricle laid open.

Fig. 15. The general appearance of the ova of frogs, as
extruded from the oviduct.

old

Fig. 16. The tadpole of the frog, when only a few days

E2
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Fig. 17. The tadpole of the Surinam i'rog in that stage

cMcAfrog Jish,

Fig. 18. Is the iindcr surface of one of the incs of the Fig.

Gecko Jig-y/itiacus, of the natural size. See p. 29. Fig.

I'ig. 19. Is a lue dissected lo shew llic appearance of Fig.

the pockets on its under surface, their serrated cuticular Fig.

edges, tlie depth of the pockets, and the small muscles by Fig.

which they are drawn open, the parts being highly inagni- Fig.

fied : a a are the two muscles which lie on the sides of the Fig.

bones of the toe, with their tendons inserted into the last drome,
bone, close lo the root of the claw. The muscles belong- Fig.

ing to the pocket go off from these tendons.

PLATE CCXCVI.
Fig.

Fig. 1. Chelonia mydas. Green turtle. Fig.

Fig. 2. Ttntudo Graca. Common land tortoise. Fig.

Fi.j. 3. Crocodilus Kiloticus. Crocodile of the Nile. Fig.

Fig. 4. Dracena. Dragon lizard. Fig.

Fig. 5. Tufnnambis ornatus. Ornamented tupinambis. Fig
Fig. 6. Ba.iiliscus mitrattis. Mitred basilisk. Fig.

Fig. 7. Iguana delicatissima. Common guana. Fig.
Fig. 8. Draco voians. Flying dragon.

PLATE CCXCVII.

9. ^gama calotes. Galeot Agama.
10. Stellio brevicaudatus. Short-tailed stellio.

11. Chamcleo vulgaris. Common cnameleon.
12. Gecko Egyfitiacus. Egyptian gecko.
13. jlnoli.1 bimaculatus. Two-spotted anolis.

14. Lactrta lemniscata. L.iced lizard.

15. Takydromua sextineatus. Six-striped taky-

16. Scincus officinalis. Common scink.

PLATE CCXCVIII.

17. Sefis fientadactylua. Five-toed eft.

18. C/ialcides tridaciylus. Three-toed chalcides.

19 Hyla bicolor. Two-coloured tree-frog.

20. Rana fiaradoxa. Surinam frog.

21. Bufo dorsiger. Surinam toad.

22. Salainandra terrestris. Common salamander.
CS. Proteua anguinus. Common proteus.

24. Siren lacertina. Lacertine siren.
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esculents, 399
gibbosu, Linn. 401
Eiunniens, 399

alt.'cin:t, ib.

leucop/iylia, Linn. 398
marina, Li n. 401
macutata. 399
nuirgitiat'i. Linn ib.

vmygaritijjera, Liun. 401
7tiusica, Linn. ib.

uccllata, 399
paradoxa, ib.

pi/ja, Linn. 401
piplens, .199

pticaia, ib.

punctata, ib.

rubella, ib.

temporaria, ib.

thaul. 400
tiguriiia. 399
typhonia. ib.

vtnttuo^a, Linn. 401
venulo^a, Linn. 398

Reptiles, grneral view of, 365
ivlaiions of to 01 her
animals, ib.

general anangement
of 368

motions of, 369
boiii s,ib.

skull ib.

veiiebrje.ib.

thorax, 370
atlaiiial extremity, ib.

pelvis ib.

saci-al i-xtremity, ib.

progressiun of, ib,

sensation in, 371
brain, ib.

nerves, ib.

senses ib.

feeling, ib.

tasting, ib.

smelting, ib.

hearing, ib.

seeinv, ib.

digt ition in, 372
prehensioni ib.

Reptiles jaws, 372
lei-ih. ib.

deglutition, ib.

tongue, ib.

gullet, 373
sium.ich. ib.

intestines, lb.

food of, ib,

absiinencc of, ib.

circu'aiiun in, 371
blood, ib.

reproductive power
of,ib.

tenacity of life in, 375
absorbent system of,

ib.

respiration in, ib.

lungs, 375
bi'»iKhia:,ib.

vital heat 376
voice of, ib.

secri'tion in, ib.

liv. r. ib.

gall bladder, ib.

panci-cHH, ib.

spKen. ib.

ki^nej's, ib.

urinary bladder, ib,

cloiieu ib.

l)eeuljar secretions
in. ib.

intcguniation of, ib.

cuticle, ib.

cutaneous muscles,
377

changeof skin, ib.

gt-neration in, ib,

m:ih-orgaiit, ib.

female organs, ib.

copulation, ."•78

eggs, ib,

Tieianiorphosis of, ib.

hybernation in, ib.

S.

Salamander tribe, 401
abdominal, 402
a.legliany, ib.

bla' U. ib.

comnion, tb.

crested, ib.

doited, ib.

eli'Kant, ib.

gilded, ib.

murbied, ib.

oi-ai.g' -bi Hied, ib.

red. lb.

three loed, ib.

vt noinous, ib.

weh-tboted. ib,

Salamandra genus. 40i
ahdoniinalis, 403
atliganiensis, ib,

all's, ib.

cincia, ib.

cri^tata.ib,

elegans, ib,

niariiioraia,ib

palmipes, ib
punctata, ib
rubra, ib

rubriventrts. ib
teirestri;., ib

tral.LCiyla.ib

veneiiosa, ib

Saurian reptiles, jt)9, 386
Scincus genus, 395

»iieus, .96
at^ira, ib

bilineati s, ib

cariiiatus, ib

crueniaius ib

gallywasp, ib

gig;is. ib

laieialii ib

latieej's, ib

mabouya, ib

melaiiiirus, ib

ocei'atus, ib

otiolineatus, ib

ofiicinalis, ib

quadriliiieains. ib

quin(iueliiieatus,ib
schii iderii, ib
sloaiiii, lb

tiligngu.ib

tribneatus, ib

tristatus, ib

Scink trilh% .195

algehne, 396
black t:iile<l,ib

bloody, b
broad hi'aded.ib

bronze, ib

eight-streaked, ib

eye-spotted, ib

five*sti caked ib

four-stre,iked, ib

gallywasp, ib

giant, ib

mabouya,; ib
,

officinal, ib

^chik ridged, 396
BHmiw, ib

flchiici(1eri*ii, ih
sluaiiiMfi. ib
tiiigugu ib

tliife tireaktd. ib

tvv-. !iii< aKed, ib

*anegrtt*'d, ib
Sep* geiiNi, 97

gronovii ib

iiionod;ictylut, ib

pentad ciyliis, ib
fchettopiisik, ib

mlrirtdi i-ii. ib

tridaetylui, ib
Siren genus 40J

lacertiiia, ib

Stclliu genu), !90

azure;j, 391
black, lb

brevieauda, ib
bro'd-tailed, ib

cordylus,ib
comincjn, ib

niger, ib

pclluma, ib
platurus tb

qnetzpalio. ib
short tailed, tb

spinipes, ib

spine-looted, ih
\uJgaria, ib

Takydromus genus. 395
quadriliueatus, ib
se .lineutus. ib

Takydromc tribe, ib

fot>r«ti-eaked, ib

siX'Streaked, ib
Tepays, 390
'I'estudo genus, 382

amboinensis, 383
areolaia.384
baitrami, 382
bispinusa, ib
cafra, 384
caru'ii<eana, 383
caspica, 382
cei tr:>(a. 383
claus^>, ib

coui, 38-1

dcniiculata, ib
CUphraTica. 682
elegdus, 384
fasciaia, ib.

ferox. 382, 3S4
fljva. S2
galeata, 383
geonielrica,384
glutinata, 383
granulata, 382
grajca 383, 385
imbri,:a(a. Lion. 370
indica,384
juvencula. ib
luteola. .\84

luiari;!, ib

maig.naia. 383
niarlinella. ib

mataiuaia, 3S2
7nimbta7iQcca. Linu.

ib.

myfin
t Linn 380

nielanocepliala, 382
odorata. 383
peiinsylvaf.ica. ib
crbir-.tarh, Linn. 382
picla. -8'-

poUpbcmus. 384
purph) rt-a, 383
punciata, ib

)iunciu;aria, 384
pu^i la. ib

reticulata. 33
rosiraia, ib
seabra. >82

scorpioidc!, 383
stripta. lb

serpentina. 383
serrata 38^
spetigleri. 382
squainaia, 383
subni^ra. ib

subrnla, 383
tabulata,384
tricarinata, 3S3
veiTUcosa, ib.

virgM ata. ib

load tribe, 400
accoucheur, 401

bengnl, ib.

briwn, ib

blue-wHrted. ib

brazifiun, ib

calamifr. 400
cinereous, ib
conimon, ib
courier. -101

gibbous, 400

freen. ib •

oraed,401
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Toad hoiTiil, 401
humiil, ib

iiiHatid, ib

marine, ib

idusichI, ib

natterjack, 400
oval, 401

paiiaitia,400

pearly, 401
ruesellian, 400
rou^Ii. 401
semiliinateil. ib

shoultliT Uiiut, ib

smooth, ib

spine fuoU'tl, tb

spinous, ib

striped, ib

Surinam, ib

Surinam dwarf, ib

swelled lbroate(l,ib

Toad whitC'Snoltcd, 401
yellow-bellied, 400

Tortoise tribe, -182

amboynn, 38*
areohteil, 384
banded, ib

beaked. 382
black headed, ib

blaeki^h. 383
bordered, ib
caf're. 384
Carolina, 333
Caspian, 3S2
cirrhatcd, ib

close, 38.1

concentric, ib
colli, 384
denticulated, ib

dotted, 383
flwarf, 384

Tortoise elegant, S84
euphratiaii, 382
fierce, .'SZ. 384
geometrical, 384
gonher, ib

helnieted, 383
juvencula, 384
mdian,ib
inlaid, ib.

land, 383, 385
manuscript, 383
martinella. ib

matamata, 383
mud, 382, 384
odorous, 383
painted, ib

petinsylvanian, ib

pornliyi-y, ib

reddish, 382
reticulated, 38.3

Tortoise rough, 382
scaly. 383
scorpion, ib

serpeniine, 383
serrated, 383
shagreen, 382
spenglerian, ib

spotted. 384
stripeil. 383
three-ridged, ib
two spined, 382
warty. 383
yellow, 382
yellowish, 384

Tortoises, fossil.

Tortoise shell, structure ul,

377
Trionyx genus Geoff. 382
Ttipinanibis genos.

albigutaris, 38'

Tupinamb^bengalensis, V.J
cepedianus, ib

ek-gans, ib

exaniheioaticils, ib

grisces, ib

indieus, ib

lacertinus, ib

niHculAttis. ib

monitor, ib

nilotirus, ib

ornatus, ib

stellatus, ib

variegatus, ib

Turtle tribe, 37\>

coriaceous, 379, 33

:

esculent, 389
green, ib

hawks bill, 381
ioggt rhefld, ib

mediterranean, ib

HERRING. See Ichthyology.
HERRING FisHEKY. See Fisheries.

HERTFORD Town, in the hunilrecl of Hcnfoid, in

Hertfordshire, is pleasantly situated 21 miles north from

LfOndon, on the river Lea, which is navigable for barges to

the town. The streets are chiefly neat and clean, and the

houses well built. It contains two parish churches; a

handsome sessions house, in which the assizes for the coun-

ty arc held ; a market house and town hall, in which are

kept the quarter sessions and county courts ; and a county

gaol and penitentiary house, built on Mr Howard's plan.

The most important public seminaries for education con-

sist of the East India College, for the education of youth

destined to fill the various offices in the civil departments

in India; and a large school belonging to Christ's Hos-

pital in London, where about 500 of the younger chil-

dren are kept prior to their being sent to the metropolis.

Hertford returns two members to parliament. The right

of election is vested in the inhabitants who do not receive

alms; and in such freemen only as, at the time of their be-

ing made free, were inhabitants of the borough. Their

number is about 700. The only article of consequence

manufactured hete is malt, by which, and the large quan-

tities of corn and wool sent down the river to London, the

inhabitants are principally supported.

In 673, a synod was held at Hertford, and King Alfred

here built a castle, by means of which the Danes, who had
come up the Lea from the Thames, were destroyed. On
the site of the ancient castle the present one, now tlie East

India College, was erected in the time of Charles I. The
manor of Hertford belonged to the Crown from 1345 till

the sixth year of Charles I., when it was granted to Wil-
liam Earl of Salisbury, whose descendant, the present

marquis, is now owner of it. In the 25th year of the reign

of Elizabeth, and afterwards, in the 34th and 35th of the

same reign, the Michaelmas term was adjourned from
London to this town, on account of the plague then raging

in the metropolis.

At Haileybury, in the parish of Amwell, in the vicinity

of the town of Hertford, and about 19 miles from London,

is situated the East India College. This site was chosen
by the directors of the East India Company, when they

formed the determination of abandoning the grand and ex-

tensive plan of a college at Calcutta, sketched out and
partly begun by the Marquis of Wellesley, during his ad-

ministration of India. The object ot both institutions is

to give a suitable education to those persons who are

meant to occupy civil employments under the company in

India.

The college near Hertford was instituted in April, 1805,

and the foundation stone of the building was laid on the

12th of May, 1806. The beauty of the building, the fine-

ness of the situation, the salubrity of the air, and the object

of the institution, render it an object of considerable in-

terest. The college is capable of accommodating above
100 students, and rather more than thirty, on an average,

are annually sent from it to India. According to the plan

of the institution, young men are received when they have
completed their I5th year, and they continue at the col-

lege till they are 1 8, or till the court of directors shall deem
it proper to send them to their respective destinations. A
nomination to the college, on the part of the court, is equi-

valent to an immediate appointment. The students are

instructed by courses of lectures, nearly on the plan pur-

sued at the universities of Oxford and Cambridge. The
college council, under whose direction and authority the

institution is more immediately placed, consists of a prin-

cipal and several professors. Besides the general super-

intendance of the college, it is the duty and office ot the

principal more especially to watc^i over the moral and reli-

gious conduct of the students, to instruct them in the prin-

ciples of ethics and natural theology, and in the evidences,

doctrines, and duties of revealed religion. Besides, he, as

well as such of the professors as are in holy orders, preach

in the college chapel. The principal is assisted in the su-

perintendance of the college by the dean, who is annually

chosen from among the clerical members of the college

council.

The lectures of the professors are arranged under four

heads, viz. oriental literature: 1st, Practical instruction in

the rudiments of the oriental languages, especially the

Arabic, Persian, Hindostanee, Sanscrit, and Bengalee. 2d,

A course of lectures to illustrate the history, customs, and
manners of the people of India. In these two departments

there is a professor for the languages, a professor of Hin-

doo literature, and of the history of Asia, two assistants

who are natives of the East, and a Persian writing mas-
ter. There is also a visitor and councillor in the oriental

department. Under the second head are included mathe-

matics and natural philosophy, for which there are two pro-
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icssois. Tlie thinl head comprises classical and general

litcralme, for which there are two professors. The foiirtli

Jiead comprises a course of lectures on general polity, and

on the laws of England, and the principles of the British

constitution ; a course of lectures on general history, and

on the history and statistics of the nations of moderii Eu-
rope ; and a course of lectures on political economy. For
tliese subjects there are two professors. There are also at-

tached to the college, masters for French, drawing, and

fencing.

The college year is divided into two terms of twenty

weeks each, with a summer vacation of eight weeks, and

a winter vacation of four weeks. The principal examina-
tion lakes place previous to the winter vacation, and conti-

nues three weeks. It is terminated by a visitation of the

court of directors, when the result of the examination is

presented by the principal, in separate lists for each de-

partment, of the respective merits of each student. These
lists are inserted in the public records of the company.
Other lists are also given in, exhibiting a relative view of

the conduct and proficiency of each student. Prizes of

books, medals. Sec. and certificates of superior merit, are

publicly given by tlie chairman. Every student going to

India carries with him a certificate under the college seal,

attesting what his attainments have been during his acade-

mical course.

In 1801, Hertford contained 515 houses, and 3360 inha-

bitants. In 1811, the population abstract gave as iollows:

Houses inhabited 592
Families inhabiting them . . . 735
Males 2038
Females 1862

Total 3900

See Arthur Young's .Agrictdture ofHertfordshire ; Beau-
tien of Ji7igland and fValeSf vol. v.; Lyson's Environs of
London, (w. s.)

HERTFORDSHIRE is an inland county of England,
bounded by Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire towards the

north and west, Buckinghamshire towards the west, Essex
towards the east, and Middlesex towards the south. Its li-

mits are principally artificial, except on the south east,

where it is separated from Essex by the rivers Lea and
Stort. From Bailey to Royston, the Ikenild Street, one of

the four Roman highways running through the island, di-

vides the counties of Cambridge and Hertford. It is in-

termixed with Buckinghamshire in a singular manner, so

that its shape on the western side is rendered extremely
irregular by projections and indentures. It is situated be-

tween the parallels of 51° 37' and 52° 5', north latitude.

Its greatest length may be reckoned at 25 miles, and its

breadth from north to south at 35 miles. According to

Halley, it contains 451.000 acres ; bu- according to the

poor's rate returns, only 385,000. It is among the smallest

counties in England. Tlie general aspect of this county is

pleasant. The northern part is the most hilly, forming a

scattered part of the chalky ridge which extends across
the kingdom in this direction. A range of high ground
stretches out from the neighbourhood of Kings Langley,
towards Berkhannpslead and Tring. Another elevated ridge
commences at St Albans, and proceeds in a northern direc-
tion towards Market Street. A number of streams take
their rise from this side of the county.

Hertfordshire contains 1 county town, Hertford ; 8 hun-
dreds ; 19 market towns ; 120 parishes; returns 6 mem-
bers to parliament, viz. 2 for the shire, 2 for Hertford, and
2 for St Albans ; and is in the province of Canterbury,
and diocese of London. There are no places of any conse-

quence in it besides Hertford, St Albans, Royslon, and
Ware,

Most of the county is enclosed ; and in consequence of
its being very ill situated for coals, the old hedges arc
every where filled with oak, ash, sallow, £j:c. Independent
of the wood thus distributed in hedge-rows, \zry fine lim-
ber, in considerable quantity, is spread over every part of
Ihe county. The prevailing soils are loam and clay, in ge-
neral not of a very fertile quality. The vales, however,
through which the rivers and brooks flow, are composed
of a rich sandy loain. The most productive soil of this

nature is on the west side of the river Lea. The principal
clay district is on the north-east on Essex side. In the pa-
rishes of North Miny, Sec. the general description of soil

is extremely barren. The chalky soil prevails on the
north side of the county. The basis, indeed, of the whole
of Hertfordshire is chalk, intermixed with a great quantitv
of flints. The landed property is greatly divided, in con-
sequence of the vicinity of the metropolis.

The principal rivers are, the Lea, the Rib, the Quin, and
the Colne. The Lea enters this county near Bower-heath,
and traverses it in a direction nearly from north-west to
south-east, to its confluence with the Stort, after which it

runs nearly south, washing the towns of Hertford and
Ware, from the last of which it is navigable to the Thames.
It collects, in its course, all the streams in the northern and
eastern part of the county. The Rib, which rises in this
county, joins the Lea between Hertford and Ware : the
Quin also rises in this county, and falls into the Rib. The
Colne rises near Kits-end, in Middlesex ; and after unit-
ing various streams on the south-western side, conveys
them out of the county near Rickmansworth. In one part
of its course, near Colney Park, it has a short underground
passage, though not particularly observable, except in dry
weather. The nine sister-springs of the Cam, and the
springs which constitute the source of the New River, are
in Hertfordshire. The grand junction canal enters this

county above Berkhampstead, and leaves it following the
course of the Colne. The Watford canal commences near
the town of Watford, where it unites with the grand junc-
tion, and goes to St Albans.

Farms are in general small. Perhaps the size most com-
inon is from 150 to 400 acres. The principal part of the
land is under tillage, and the produce in wheat, barley, and
oats, is very considerable. Wheat and barley in particular
are grown here, of as good a quality as in any other part
of the kingdom. In the neighbourhood of Wheathamp-
stead, great quantities of wheat have been grown for a very
considerable length of time, whence this place takes its dis-

tinctive appellation. Indeed, in the opinion of many, Hert-
fordshire was distinguished for the excellence of its tillage

husbandry, even before Norfolk. Turnips and clover are
supposed to have been introduced in the time of Crom-
well, who, it is said, gave 100/. a year on that account, to a
farmer of the name of Howe. Even the judicious cul-

ture and application of tares were practised in this coun-
ty upwards of 80 years ago—at a period when they were
scarcely known in any other part of England. It does not
seem, however, that the arable husbandry of Hertfordshire
has improved much latterly ; and the kind of plough stilJ

in general use will, with many, be deemed a proof of this

remark. This plough, known by the name of the great

Hertfordshire wheel plough, though of great merit and
utility in breaking up strong flinty fallows in a dry season,

ought certainly to be dispensed with in all the other opera-
tions of husbandry ; and, even for that purpose, it might
be constructed in such a manner as to do its work with

more ease to the horses. It is excessively heavy, and so

ill formed, that it will not move in its work one yard with-
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out the ploughman. The plough-shares alone weigli from

50 to 70 lbs.

The grass-lands of Ileitl'ordshirc, compared with those

under tillage, arc very trifling : in fact it may he said, that

there is no grass district in it, except a very narrow mar-

gin in the south line, in the vicinity of Barnct, which, be-

ing near London, is made artificially i)ro(luctive, by means

^f manure brought by the hay carts. There are, how-

ever, some tolerably good meadows, especially those on

tlie Stort, extending from Hackenllto Hertford, and those

in the vicinity of the Lea, and about Rickinansworlh. The
jnany streams that flow through the county arc extremely

favourable to irrigation, though that system is not carried

to any great extent. In the south-west corner of the coun-

ty are many orchards. Apples and cherries are their prin-

cipal produce.

As the land in this county is chiefly arable, and the artificial

grasses are cultivated almost entirely for hay for the London
market, live stock is an object of very inferior considera-

tion. The Suffolk breed of cattle is regarded as the best.

The sheep arc mostly ewes of the Southdown and Wilt-

shire breeds. The horses are of various kinds, but the

Suffolk punch appears to be preferred.

The principal roads in Hertfordshire, in consequence of

its vicinity to the metropolis, are very good. Six great

leading turnpikes pass through this small district. Many
of the cross roads are nearly as good as the turnpikes.

The great business of the county is the traffic of corn,

and the malting trade. The latter is carried on to a very
great extent in the towns of Hitchin, Baldock, Royston,

and Ware. Ware alone sends a greater supply of malt to

London than any other place ; and it always obtains the

highest price, not only on account of the excellence of the

barley from which it is made, but also for the excellence

of the mode in which it is manufactured. The Hertford-

shire malt, however, is not all made from barley giown in

the county ; large quantities being purchased in all the

surrounding distiicts, which after being malted in the

towns above mentioned, is sent to London chiefly by the na-

vigation of the Lea. There are very few manufactures in

Hertfordshire of any consequence ; at St Albans there is

a small cotton manufactory, and two silk-mills. The ma-
chinery of the latter is particularly well contrived. At
Berkhampstead fringe lace is made ; and also a considera-
ble quantity of wooden shovels, bowls, spoons, Sec. In

this, and some other parts of the county, plaiting straw is

a resource for poor women and children. At Watford
there are some silk mills, one of which is worked by the

waters of the Colne ; the rest by horses. In 1803 the

poor rates amounted to 71,29U. : in 1815, they had
increased to 98 38')/.

There are several antiquities of great interest in this

county. The British City of Verulam, on the site of
which St Albans stands, is of greater antiquity than even
London itself; and, under the dominion of the Romans,
acquired the dignity and privileges of a municipium. In
the vicinity of this place Caesar defeated Cassivelluunus ;

B ladicea conquered and massacred 70,000 Romans and
Britons ; and two bloody battles were foUi^ht between the
rival houses of York and Lancaster, in 1455 and 1461. The
liekl of Barnet, between J>t Albans and London, was also
the scene of a bloody battle in the destructive wars of the
two houses, which proved decisive in favour of Edward
IV., his great foe, the Earl of Warwick, surnamcd the
king-maker, being there slain in 1471. During the Saxon
Heptarchy, this county was partly in the kingdom of the
East Saxons, and partly in Mercia. The king of the latter

resided ui a castle at Berkhampstead. At this place a par-

liament was held in 697, and the laws of Ina were published.

William the Conqueror here swore to preserve the lawsmade
by his predecessors. King Henry il. kept his court here,

and granted it all the liberties and privileges which it had
engaged under Edward the Confessor ; and so lately as
the reign of James I the royal nursery was established

here. Upon a hill in Harborough field, near Ashwell, are
evident marks of a Roman fortification, (i.ow called Ard-
bury B.uiks,) a large square work enclosed with a trench
or rampart. Here the Romans had a standing ramp, so
advantageously situated, that they could discover the ap-
proach even of a small body of men at a great distance.

Several Roman coins and earthen vessels have been dug
up here at different times.

In 1801 there were 18.172 houses in this county, and
97,577 inhabitan'.s. In 1811, it appears, from the popula-
tion abstract, that there were—

Houses inhabited 20,345
Families inhabiting them 22,744
Hoviscs building 1.31

uninhabited 436
Familits employed in agriculture . . 11,998

trade . . . . 7,192
other lines . . 3,554

Males 55,023
Females 56,631

Total inhabitants 111,654

The following is the statistical state of the county iii

1811:
Area in square statute miles 528
English statute acres 337,920
Rental of land /.342.350

Amount of tithe 45 292
Aiinual value of a square mile .... 735
Number of persons in a square mile .... 211
Agricultural population in centesimal parts . 52
Net proiluct per family 32

(w. s.)

HESIOD, one of the earliest Greek poets. Little is

known of his life, and the few facts that have reached us
have occasioned much controversy among the learned. It

appears that his father Dius had originally resided at Cuma,
a town of jEolia in Asia Minor, whence he afterwards re-

moved to Ascra, now Zagara, situated in a valley of Mount
Helicon. (See Helicon and Clarke's Travels, part ii. sect,

iii. p. 112.) It is uncertain whether Hesiod accompanied
his father from Cuma, or was born at Ascra. The latter is

perhaps the more probable conclusion. In one of his

poems he mentions a short voyage to the isle of Euboea as
the only occasion on which he had ever been on shipboard

;

but if he had come from Cuma, he must have crossed by
sea into Greece. It is true, in the passage alluded to, he
speaks of his nautical experience, but the affirmation is un-
limited ; and it may be supposed, had there been any ex-
ception, that exception would either have been noticed, or

the expression modified. There is another presumption
in favour of Ascra, given by Plutarch on the authority of

Ephorus, the historian of Cuma, who relates that Dius had
been compelled to emigrate to Ascra, on account of debt,

and there married Pycimede the mother of Hesiod. What
was Hesiod's occupation is uncertain. La Harpe, in his

Cows de Literature, supposes him to have been a priest of

the Temple of the Muses. Others have maintained, that,

according to the Proem to his Thcogony, he tended sheep

in the vallies of Helicon ; a mode of life, it has been thought,

belter suited and more congenial to the bard of husbandry

;

though it is evident, as the writer of the Theogony, the
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same reason applies with equal force in favour of his sacer-

dotal profession. From the picture of me Muses present-

ing him with a laurel branch, Mr Elton infers, with Pausa-

nias, that he was not a minstrel or harper, but a rhapsouist,

and sang or recited to the branch instead of the lyre." He
is reported to have carried ofl' the prize from Homer at a

poetical contest. That he won a contested prize in Eubcea,

as noticed in his poem of the Works and Days, cannot rea-

sonably be doubted ; but that he vanquished Ho:ner has

been justly regarded as a fiction ot later times. Hesiod is

noted for longevity, but it is uncertain whether he was per-

mitted to die a natural death. There is a tradition that he

was murdered at .£noe, on a pilgrimage to the Delphic
oracle, by the son of his host Ganyetor. Ganyetor having
entertained Hesiod, and a Milesian, his fellow-traveller,

and^his daughter having been violated in the night, suspi-

cion fell upon the aged bard, who, without further ceremo-
ny, was put to death by the brothers, and thrown into the

sea. The body being cast on shore, or, as fiction will have
it, conveyed to land by a dolphin, was recognised by his

dog, and the murderers, upon confession, were drowned in

the waves.

The era of Hesiod is still more doubtful than his birth-

place. Some authors, as Quintilian, Heinsius, and Justus
Lipsius, give him a greater antiquity than Homer ; Cice-
ro, Pliny, and Palerculus, place him a century later ; while
a third party, among whom are Plutarch and Varro, sup-
ported by the venerable authority of Herodotus, concur in

making him a contemporary. Tne attempts to decide th£

question of priority, from philological criticism and astrono-

mical calculations, are equally vjgue and ineffectual. The
inference in favour of Homer, which has been dravvn from
his use of the word hftiirTiti for law, when Hesiod employs
fc/ioviy alleged to be ol more recent origin, is of no force, as
Mr Elton justly remarks, "unless we suppose that Ho-
mer's poems contained every word in the language." The
ingenious argument of Dr Samuel Clarke, on the same
side, with regard to the quantity of xaAo;, of wliich in Homer
the first syllable is long, while Hesiod varies it at pleasure,
and of o3-4i^(K>5, the penult of which in Homer is long, and
short in Hesiod, is scarcely more successful. The differ-

ence of locality, of dialect, and, more particularly, the very
considerable alterations which the original poems have ma-
nifestly undergone since their collection and arrangement,
do not admit of any conclusive argument being founded on
such minute diversities. Paterculus places Hesiod 800
years before Christ, and Homer 920 ; and Herodotus, mak-
ing them contemporaries, fixes their common era at 884
years before Christ. According to the Parian marbles,
Hesiod flourished before Christ 944 years, and Homer 907.

Few of the poems* ascribed to Hesiod are now extant,

and there is much difference of opinion respecting the

small number that have reached us ; these are the Theogo-
ny, the Works and Days, and the Shield of Hercules. These
remains have manifestly suffered greatly from corruption

and mutilation. The many spurious additions and altera-

tions with which modern interpolators have loaded and dis-

figured them have so changed their original simple cha-

racter, as to raise serious doubts of their antiquity.

Joseph Scaliger denies that the Shield of Hercules is the

production of Hesiod, while Tanaquil Faber as confidently

affirms it to be genuin'.-. This contrariety of decision, in

persons so competent to decide, can be accounted for only

by the unauthentic and adulterated state of the poem.
With regard to his rank as a poet, Quintilian has given him
.the slender praise of mediocrity. " If the Battle of llie Ti-
tans," says Mr Elton, " be Hesiod's genuine composition,

and if the Shield, as there is reason to believe, contain au-
thentic extracts from his heroical genealogies, we shall de-

cide that Hesiod, as compared with Homer, is less rapid,

less fervent in action, less teeming with allusions and com-
parisons; but grand, energetic, occasionally vehement and
daring; but more commonly piocceding with a slow and
stately pace. In mental or moral sublime, I consider He-
siod as superior to Homer."
We subjoin a list of the lost poems of Hesiod.—The Ca-

talogue of Women or Heroines, in five parts, of which the
fifth appears to have been entitled " The Hcrogony." The
Melampodia, a potm on divination. The great Astrono-
my, or Stellar Book. Di-scent of Tlieseus into Hades.
Admonitions of Chiron to Achilles. Soothsaying and Ex-
plications of Signs. Divine Speeches. Great Actions.

Of the Dactyli of Cretan Ida; discoverers of iron. Epi-
thalamium of Peleus and Thetis. j£gemius. Elegy on
Batrachus, a beloved youth. Circuit of the Earth. The
Marriage of Ceyx. On Herbs.

See an ingenious dissertation on the Life oj' Hesiod, prc-

fixed to a new translation of his Remains, by Charles Abra-
ham Elton. Lond. 1815. (v)

HERSCHEL, is the name given by some astronomers
to the Georgium Sidus. See Astronomy and Uranus.
HESSE, a principality of Germany, is bounded on the

south by the bishopric of Fulda, the principalities and the

counties of Irenburg, Nidda, and Solms ; on the east, by
Brunswick Eichsfeld and Tliuringia; on the west, by
Solms, Nassau, Westphalia, and Waldeck ; and on the

north, by Waldeck, Padenborn, and Brunswick. Its figure

is irregularly oval, and it extends about 60 miles from nortii

to south, and from 50 to 70 from west to east. It occupies
2760 square miles, and contains 750,000 inhabitants.

The greater part of this principality was annexed by Bol
naparte to the new kingdom of Westphalia ; and the grand
duchy of Hesse, which was one of the states of the Confe-
deration of the Rhine, was formed out of new territories.

Before the peace of Presburg it contained 154 square Ger-
man miles, and had a population of 319,000; after the

peace of Presburg, its extent was 202 square miles, its

population 478j800, its military contingent 4000, and its re-

venue in rixdoilars 1,660,000. An account ot this princi-

pality will be found in our article on the circle of the Rhine,
of wjiich it forms a part. See Cassel and Darmstadt.
HEV^ELIUS, or Hoevelke, John, a celebrated Polish

astronomer, was born at Dantzic on the 28th January 1611,

and was the son of a brewer of that city. After studying

mathematics under Peter Cruger, he travelled through
Holland, Germany, England, and France, between the years

1630 and 1634 ; and upon his return to his native place, he
was principally employed in the affairs of the republic of

Dantzic, of which he was made consul in 1651. About the

year 1660, by the advice of his former master, he devoted

himself wholly to the study of astronomy. In the year

1641, he built an observatory at his own expense, and fur-

nished it with excellent telescopes and graduated instru-

ments, which he constructed with his own hands. With
these instruments, which consisted of a sexant, a quadrant

6i feet radius, and very large telescopes, he made numer-
ous observations, the result ot which appeared at Dantzic

in the year 1S47, in his work entitled " Selenographia, sive

Lunas descriptio, atque accurata, tarn maculorum ejus,

quam motuum diversorum, aliarumque omnium vicissitudi-

num phasiumque telescopii ope deprehensarum, delineatio:

in qua siinul caeterorum omnium planetarum nativa facies,

variaeque observationes, presertim autem macularum so-

larium et jovialium tubo specillo acquisitae, figuris sub

Vol.
* " The Boeotians," says Pausanias, " have a tradition that Hesiod only wrote the poem of the Works and Days."
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aspectum ponuntur ; nccnon quam plurimae astronomicae,

opiicaj, phyHi-aecjue qvixstiones resolvuniur. Aiidita est

nova ratio leiites expoliendi, telescopia constiuendi, ct ho-

I'um adminiculc varias observaUones exquisite iiislituendi."

In 1650, he piililished an epistle to his friend Eichstad,

on the orlipsc of the sun, on Nov. 4th, 1649 ; and in 1652,

appeared another epistle on the solar eclipse, addressed to

Gasscndi and Buliiakiiis.

About this time, Hevelius made the important discovery

of the moon's libralion, of which he i>;ave an account in a

letter to Riccioli, which was published in 1654, and entitled

De motti Luna libratorio in certas tabulas redaclo. I,i 1 656

he publishid his Dissertatio de JVativa Saturnifacie., ejusqite

variis fihasibns, certa fieriodo redetintihus cui addita eat

£cli/isis Solin amii 1656, obscrvatio et diametri solus afifia-

rentis accurata diaicnsio.

In 1661, Hevelius had the good fortune In observe the

transit of Mercury on the sun's disc : and in 1662, he pub-

lished his observations, entitled " Mercurius iii sole visus

anno 1661, cum aliis quibusdam rcrum coelestium observa-

tionibus, rarisque phrnomenis ; cui annexa est Venus in

sole pariter visa 1639, Liverpolia; a Jeremia Horroxio,

nunc primum edita, notisque illustrata. Accedit succincta

historiola novae ac miiae steilae in coUo Ceti certis anni

temporibus clare adinodum efl'ulgcntis, rarsus omnine eva-

nescentis : necnon genuina delineatioparaselenarum et par-

heliorum* quorundam rarissimorum."

The reputation of Hevelius was now so great, that the

illustrious Colbert recommended him to the notice of Louis

XIV. who granted him a pension. A copy of the letter,

in which Colbert announced this act of liberality to Heveli-

us, is preserved in the Royal Library at Paris. Hevelius

shewed his gratitude by dedicating to Colbert his " Prodro-

mus Cometicus, quo llistoria Cometx anno 1664 exorti

cursum, faciesque diversas capitis ac caudae accurate de-

lineatas complectens, necnon disscrtatio de comelarum om-
nium motu, generatione variisque phenomenis exhibetur,"

J)antz. 1665. A supplement to this work appeared in

1666, entitled " Descriptio Cometse anno 1665. exorti cum
genuinis observationibus tarn nudis quam enodatis mense
April! habitls ; cui addita est mantissa Prodromi Cometici,

observationes omnes prioris Cometae 1664, ex iisque ge-

nuinum niotum accurate deduclum, cum notis et ammad-
versionibus, exhibens."

In the year 1668, he published in folio, his great woik
on comets, under the title of " Cometographia, totam na-

turam Cometarum, uipote sedem, parallaxes, distantias,

ortum et interitum, capitum caudarumque diversas facies,

affectionesque, necnon motum eoruni summe admirandum,
beneficio unius, ejusque fix2e et convenientis I'.ypotheseos,

exhibens ; in qua universa insuper fJbenomena, question-

esque de cometis omnes rationibus evidentibus deducuntur,

demonslrantur, ac iconibus aeri incisis pluriraus illustran-

tur; cumprimis vero Comelse annorum 1652, 1661, 1664,

1665, ah ipso auctore sumnio studio observKti.—Accessit

omnium Cometarum, a mundo coridito hue usque, ab his-

toricis philosophis et astronomis annotatorum, historia, no-

tis et annotationibus locupletata, cum peculiari tabula Co-
metarum Universali."

Wlien this work was completed, Hevelius sent a copy
of it to Dr Hooke, and to other distinguished members of

the Royal Society. In return for this work, Dr Hooke
presented Hevelius with a Description of the Dioptric

Telescope, and the method of using it ; and recommended
it as preferable to the use of plain sights in astronomical

instruments. In this way commenced the celebrated con-

troyersy respecting the use of plain and telescopic sights.

Hooke maintained, that with an instrument of a span
radius, the distances and altitudes of celestial objects could
be measured to a second by telescopic sights; and Hevelius
insiblcd, in his reply, that with a good eye, and great ex-
perience, he had obtained the same accuracy in the use
of his instruments ; and he sent eight distances between
stars, for the purpose of being examined by Dr Hooke.
Here the controversy was for the present terminated.

In the year 1673, Hevelius published in folio, the first

part of his " Machina Cclestis, organographiam, sive in-

strumentoruin astronomicorum omnium quibus auctor
sidcra hactenus rimatus et dimensus est, accurata deli*

neaiio ct descriptio pluribus iconibus aeri incisis illustrata

ct cxornala ; cum aliis quiljusdam tam jucundis quam scilu

dignis, quae ad mcchanicam oplicamque pertinent, animad-
vcrsioiiibus, imprimis de maximoi'um tuborum construc-

tione et cummodissima directione, necnon nova facilliraa

lenies quasvis ex scctionibus i-.oni txpuliendi ratione."

Hevelius scnl copii s of tiiis work ii- ail i;is friends in Eng-
land except Dr Hc/oke ; wiio, in ri venge of the affront,

published in 1674 ois '• A'limadvei siuiis on the First Part
oi {.ha Machina Celestis. of the honourable, learned, and
famous Joannes Hevelius, together with an explication of

some instruments made by R H." Lond. 4io. This work
was characterised by the irritability of its author. It was
wiitten with that tone of arrogant superiority, which ift-

jured his own cause, and excited the highest resentment on
the pari of Hevelius. In the same year, Hevelius sent a
letter to the Royal Society, containing a reply to the ob-
jections of Hook and Flamstead, and appealing to observa-

tion for the correctness of his opinions. He complained of
the " bitterness and boasting" with which he had been at-

tacked, and requested that the Royal Society would send
some eminent astronomer to examine his instruments and
method of using them. This reasonable demand was ac-

ceded to ; and Dr Halley, who held nearly the same
opinions as Hooke, was requested to repair to Dantzic. He
ai'rived in that city on the 26th May 1679, and continued
with Hevelius till the 18ih of July. By means of a good
instrument, furnished with telescopic sights, Halley com-
pared his own observations with those of Hevelius ; and he
particularly attended to the successive observations made
upon the same stars by Hevelius, with his large brass

sextant. The result of tins examination was highly favoura-

ble to our author. Halley left an attestation, dated July

8-18lh, 1679, declaring himself "abundantly satisfied of

the use and certainly of these his instruments and obser-

vations. And whereas he had before been always doubt-
ful, that his observations by naked sights might as to some
minutes be uncertain, and had therefore wondered why he
declined the use of telescopic sights; he had, partly to

gralulate the author's publishing of his observations, and
partly to satisfy his own scruples, undertaken that journey,

which he now considers as no small happiness, and de-

clares himself abundantly pleased with it : and offers him-
self a voluntary witness of the almost incredible certainty

of these instruments, as having seen with his own eyes, not

one or two, but a multitude of observations of the fixed

stars performed with his great sextant, even by divers ob-

servers, and by himself sometimes, though less expert

therein, being often repeated, most accurately and almost

incredibly to agree, and never to differ more than by an

inconsiderable part of a minute."

In the year 1679, Hevelius published his " Machinse
Celestis Pars Posterior ; rerum Uranicarum observationes,

tam eclipsium lummarium quam occultationum plane-

tarutn et fixarum, necnon altitudinum meridianarum, po-

' These Paraselene and Parhelia are described in our article Halo, and represented in Plate CCLXXXvn. Figs. 4, 5, 6.
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lariutn, solstitiorum et aequinoctionim, una cum reliquorum

planetarum fixarumque omnium hacteiius coKnilaruni glo-

bisque adscriplarum, aeque ac plurimarum hue usque is^-

notarum, observatis, pariter quoad distaiitias, allitudincs,

meridianas et declinationcs, additis innumcris aliis notalu

dignissimis atque ad astronomiam excolendam maxitiie

apectantibus rebus, plurimorum annorum summis vigiliis

indefessoque labore ex ipso seihere haustas, permultisque

iconibus, auctoris manu seri incisis, illustratas et exoi-

natas, tribus libris cxhibens."

Hevelius had fortunately presented about 30 copies of

this work to his fiiends; for before it was published, his

property of every description was consumed by a dreadful

fire, on the 26th September 1679. No fewer than seven

'houses, containing his money, plate, gold, silver, house-

hofd goods, printing houses, great part of his library, the

remaining copies of all his printed works, published at his

own expence, from the year 1647 to 1679, and particularly

his observatory, with all his optical and astronomical in-

struments, were completely reduced to ashes. Among the

articles preserved were the latter part of his Machina
Celestia, containing the observations of nearly 50 years, and
his Mew Catalogue of the Fixed Stars.

A full account of this calamity, and of his dispute with

Dr Hooke, were published in 1685, in his " Annus Cli-

mactericus, sive rerum Uranicarum et observationum

annus quadragesimus nonus, exhib'ens diversas occulta-

tiones tam planetarum quam fixarum, post editam Machi-
nam Celestem observatas, necnon plurimas altitudines

meridianas solis, et distantias planetarum fixarumque, eo
anno impetratas cum amicorum nonuUorum epistolis ad
rem istam spectantibus et continuatione historise novse

stellae in CoUo Cetj, ut et annotationum rerum celestium."

This work was the last which Hevelius published. Worn
out with the infirmities of age, and with the labours of

science, he died on the 28ih January 1687, in the 76th year
of his age. Hevelius left behind him the reputation of

having been one of the most industrious and ingenious
practical astronomers of the age in which he lived. The
surprise which Halley expressed at the wonderful accu-
racy of his observations, must be felt by every person who
examines them, and who considers that they are well

made by unassisted vision, and that the instruments were
constructed and graduated with his own hands.

Hevelius left behind him two complete works, and many
other manuscripts. The first of these made its appearance
in 1690, in folio, entitled " Prodromus astronomiae, exhi-

bens fundamenta quae tam ad novum plane et correctiorem

stellarum fixarum catalogum construendum quam ad om-
nium planetarum tabulas corrigendas omnimode speclant,

necnon novas et correctiores tabulas solares, aliasque

plurimas ad astronomiam pertinentes, utpolc refractionum

solarium, parallaxium, declinationum, angulorum eclip-

ticae et meiidiani, ascensionum rectarurn et obliquarum
horizonti Gedanensi inservientium, differentiarum ascen-

sionalium, motus item et refractionum stellarum fixarum,
quibus additus est uterque catalogus stellarum fixarum,

tam major ad ann. 1660, quam minor ad ann. completum
1700. Accessit Corollarii loco tabula motus lunse libra-

torii, ad bina sscula proxime ventura prolongata, brevi
cum descriptione ejusque usu."

This work, wliirli was published by his widow, contains

the catalogue of 1888 stars. It was afterwards reprinted

in the 3d vol. of Fumstead's Historia Celestis, and is in-

corporated in the catalogue of stars given in our article

Astronomy.
In the same year appeared his other posthumous work,

entitled •< Firmamentum Sobiescianum sive Uranographia,
totum coelum stellatum, utpotc tam quodlibet sidus quam

omncs et singula* stcllas, secundum genuinas carum maf^-
nitudines nudo oculo et olim jam cognitas, et nuper pri-
muin detcctas, accuratissimisque organis rile observatas,
exhibens ; et quidem quodvis sidus in peculiari tabella, in
piano dcscripiiim, sic ut omnia conjunctim totum globum
celestem exactissimu refcrant : prout ex binis hctrispheriis
majoribus, boreali scilicet et australi, adiuic clarius cuique
patct." This work contains 54 charts, representing the
whole heavens.

Hevelius was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of
London in 1664, and contributed several papers to the
Philosophical Transactions.

When M. Delisle passed through Dantzic on his way
to Russia in 1626, he purchased all the manuscript obser-
vations of Hevelius, along with his extensive correspon-
dence, forming seventeen folio volumes, four of which
were occupied with his observations. These manuscripts
contain much curious information respecting the historv of
astronomy. They were lodged by Delisle in the depot of
of the marine at Paris. Those who wish for farther and
more minute details respecting tl'.e life and writings of
Hevelius, will find much information in a life of him,'pub-
lished at Dantzic in 1780 by Benjamin Leugnich, and en-
titled, Hevelius, oder Jnekdoten und JVachrichten von
diesern beruehmten Mamie. Many particulars respecting
our author will also be found in Bernoulli's Travels in
Prussia, Poland, and ll-^arsovia, 1782, p. 183. A figure
of his mausoleum is given in Bernoulli's Collection of
Foyages, \om. ii. 1781. See also the Journal de Savons,
Aout, 1 782, a)id Murr's Journal Litcraire, A^urcmb.
HEXACHORD Major of Galileo, is an interval of

music, whose ratio is ^4,ZZ 452 S -f 9 f -|- 40 m, or the
Comma-redundant major sixth. See that article.

Hexaohord Major of the Greeks, or hexachordon ma-
jor of Holder, &c. has the ratio |, r: 451 S -f- 9 f-f 39 m,
or the Major sixth, which see.

Hexaohord Minor oi Didymus, has the ratio ^V,—
404 S 4- 8 f -f- 35 m, or the Comma-deficient minor sixth,
which see.

Hexachoud Minor of Galileo, has the ratio |fi,~
426 S -j- 8 f -f 37 m, or the Comma-redundant minor sixth,
which see.

Hexachord Minor oi the Greeks, or hexacliordon minor
of Holder, &c. has the ratio|, rz 415 S -f- 8 S -|- 36 m, or
the Minor sixth, which see. (fjHEXAEDRON. See Crystallography.
HEXAGON. See Geometry.
HEXHAM, is a market-town of England, in the county

of Northumberland, finely situated on the south side of the
river Tyne, at the confluence of the north and south Tyne.
The two long streets, of which the town consists, are nar-
row, and not well built ; but the town contains some good
houses. The road from Newcastle to Hallwhistle passes
through one of tlie streets, and the other principal street
runs at right angles to this. At the intersection of these
streets stands the spacious market-place in a large square,
with a convenient piazza for the butchers' market, which
has moveable stalls, and which is well supplied with water
from a fountain. The church of Hexham, which forms a
part of its ancient monastery, founded in 1112, is highly
ornamented in the inside, and contains many fine sepul-
chral monuments. This church was dedicated to St Andrew,
and was much celebrated for its beauty and extent by an-
cient historians. It is in the form of a Greek cross. The
tower, which is in the centre, appears low ar.d broad,
though it has a height of 102 feet. The architecture is

Gothic and Saxon. A double gallery runs round the whole
structure, opening with Saxon arches, each opening being
composed of three arehes, the middle circular, and the

3 F 3
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others pointed, with very light pillars. The nave was
burnt down by the Scots in 1296, and nothing remains of it

but part of its western door. The choir now forms the

parish church, and is crowded with inelegant pews and

galleries. The priory stood at the west end of me church ;

and not many years ago its cloister and chapels were to

be seen. There are two ancient stone lowers at Hexham,
one of which is used as a session-liouse, and formerly be-

longed to the priors of Hexham. The other is situated on
the top of a hill near the Tyne.

It appears from two Roman inscriptions, found in a crypt

of the church, that the Romans had a station, or town, at

this place ; for it is obvious, that this was not the E/iiacum

of the ancients, as Horslcy supposed. The crypt, wliere

they were found, is a place iifteen feet by nine, and con-

tains a number of carved stones, which seem to have once
formed part of a Roman fortress.

The town is governed by a bailie chosen annually. The
principal employment of the inliabitants consists in tanning

leather, and in making shoes, hats, and gloves.

The following is a statistical abstract of the parish for

1811 :

Inhabited houses^ . 729
No. of families, 1171
Do. employed in trade and manufactures, . . 639
Mules, 2136
Females, 2719
Total Population, 4855

See Pennant's Tour in Scotland, vol. iii. ; Hutchinson's
History of Northumberland ; and the Beauties of England
and JVales,vo\. xii. p. 158— 168.

HEXHAM, Battle of. See England.
HEYWOOD, Jasper, D. D. a writer of the age of

Queen Elizabeth, and son of the epigrammatist Heywood,
•whom we shall immediately have occasion to mention. He
was born in London 1535, and studied at Merton College,
Oxford ; from whence, according to Wood, he was on the
point of being expelled for his irregular life, when he
resigned his fellowship. Soon after he repaired to St
Omers, and entered into the Society of Jesus at that place.

From thence he went to Diling in Switzerland, where he
distinguished himself by his learning and zeal for disput-

ing with heretics ; so as to obtain the rank of doctor of
divinity. In the year 1581, Pope Gregory the XIII. sent

him at the head of tlie first mission of Jesuits to England,
but her majesty shipped him off, with 70 of his associates,

out of the kingdom ; and, returning to Italy, he died at

Naples, where the zealous catholic Joannes Pittseus con-
tracted an intimacy with him, and speaks of him with
great respect. He translated three of the tragedies ascrib-

ed to Seneca, viz. the T/iyates, Hercules Furens, and
Troas., in the measure of the syllables, and from that cir-

cumstance has obtained a name in poetical biography, {a)

HEYWOOD, John, father of the preceding writer,

was one of Uie earliest dramatic writers that England
produced. Warton says of him, that he drew the Bible
from the stage, and introduced representations of popular
life, and familiar manners. He was born at North Mims,
near St Albans, in Hertfordshire, and in his youth con-
tracted an intimacy with Sir Thomas More, who introduc-
ed him to the patronage of the princess (afterwards queen)
Mary. His jests, and musical talents, made him a favourite
with Henry VIII. who frequently made him handsome
presents. When Mary came to the throne, he was admit-
ted 10 her most intimate conversation, and is said to have
amused her with his diverting stories even in her last ill-

ness. On the accession of Elizabeth, being a bigoted

catholic, he naturally anticipated the loss of his court
favour ; and, going into voluntary exile, he settled at

iJechlin in Urabant, where he died in 1565.

As a poet, he was famous in his time, and his plays are
still curious relics. One of them. The Four F'a, is in

liods\cy'f> Collection. His longest work is the Sfiider and
Fly, of which honest Holingshed says, " that the author
dealcth so profoundlie and beyond all measure of skill, that

neither he liimseU that made it, nor any one that readeth it,

can reach unto the meaning thereof." His Dialogue of
Proverbs, and Six Hundred Efiigrams, give us but a
humble idea of the wit and conversation of our ancestors.

(")

HEYWOOD, Thomas. This author was an actor as

as well as a writer, and flourished in the reigns of Queen*
Elizabeth, J.imes I. and Charles I. The date of his birth

and death, (we might almost add, the whole history of his

life,) is unknown, except his profession and character as a
writer. In the latter capacity he is distinguished as one of
the most prolific that ever existed ; for, l)esiiles his prose
compositions oi The English Traveller, Ajmlogy for Actors,

Sec. Sec. he tells us, that the plays in which he had either a

principal share, or wrote entirely, amounted to two hun-
dred and twenty. Of this number, it is true, that but a few
comparatively remain. Different reasons have been as-

signed for the loss of so many of them. It has been alleg-

ed, that they were lost from tlie desultory manner in wliich

he wrote them, on the backs of play-bills and tavern bills^

as he was a great frequenter of taverns; but the true rea-

son seems to have been, that the managers, in those days,

purchased the sole property of the copies of plays, and it

was not their interest to let them be published till the pub-
lic had been completely satiated with them; of course, when
plays ceased to be attractive, the memory of them would
perish, and the actors would not much trouble themselves

about compositions, which, if they had been printed, might
not have repaid the cost.

Of 23 of his plays that remain to us, there is one that

ought especially to redeem his name from oblivion. This is.

The Woman killed luith Kindness. The interest of it is

founded, like of that Kotzebue's Stranger, on a story of do-

mestic infidelity, and the repentance that ensues; but it

terminates more tragically, and with a severer moral les-

son. Mrs. Frankh^nd, the penitent, though forgiven by
her husband, cannot forgive herself, and dies broken-heart-

ed. In this, and in several other pieces, Heywood, though
not highly fariciful nor poetical, and though he seems to

have hardly possessed the common ambition of a poet—to

be thought such,—is nevertheless exceedingly natural and
touching. The last scene between Frankland and his wife

is very touching. It concludes thus;

Acton, {the brother ofMrs. Frankland) How do yoii feel yourself .'

JMrs. Frank. Not of this world.

Frank. I see you are not, and I weep to see it.

My witie, the mother to my pretty babes,

Both tliose lost names I do restore thee back.

And, with this kiss, I wed thee once again

;

Though thou art wounded in thy honoured name.
And with that grief upon thy death-bed liest,

Honest in heart, upon my soul, thou diest.

jYIrs. Frank. Pardoned on earth, soul, thou in heaven art free '

Once more. Thy wife dies thus, embracing thee ! (,))

HIBERNATION. See Hybernation.
HIERA. See Kammeni.
HIERES, is a town of France, in the department of the

Var, about nine miles east of Toulon. Ii is situated in a

delightful valley, about four leagues long and one broad,

open on the south to the sea, and bounded on the north,
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east, and wcit, by lofty mountains. Between the northern

and western chain is a narrow pass, which is the road to

Toulon. At the slopintj entrance of this pass, on the de-

clivity of a mountain that dekn'ls tlie whole plain, is situat-

ed the town, which is built in the form of an amphitheatre.

The summit of the mountain is bare, and is cleft in several

places, to give it the appearance of a fortification from a

distance. Towards the base of the mountain stands the

modern part of the town, which contains the principal

street, the square, an4 the inns; but it has a gloomy anil

dirty appearance. The old town, wliicli stands on the

highest part of the mountain, presents a heap of unin-

habited ruins ; but the suburbs, wliich skirt the moun-
tains, «re cheerful and clean, and have a neat and rural

appearance.

Near the mouth of the small river Gapeau, wliich inter-

sects the plain of Hieres, are the salt-pits, consisting of a

number of small basins separated by canals. The houses

of the superintendants, excisemen, and workmen, have the

appearance of a little sea-port. The salt is sent to Toulon,
M.irseillcs, and Genoa, and the annual revenue amounts to

about 500,000 francs.

About four English miles from the town is the Etang,

situated in the centre of an isthmus, running from the

southern coast. It is about a league long, and half a

league broad, and the three little islands in the middle

of it contain a great number of a(|uatic birds. The
eastern part of the isthmus joins the road of Hieres, and

is called La Plage dc la Munasse. Tlie lower part of it

is the peninsula Glens, which contains many interesting ob-

jects.

Hieres is celebrated for the mild temperature of its

winters; but it is reckoned unhealthy from May to Octo-
ber.

At the chapel of Notre Dame, on a hill situated near

the sea-shore, and about a league from the town, is a

good painting of the Twelve Apostles, and a bas-relief, by
Puget.
The garden of M. Fille is well worthy of being visited.

Its annual revenue is about 24,000 francs. In the garden
of M. Beauregard, which is excellent, a crop of artichokes

sold, in 1793, for ISOO francs. The chief exports from
Hieres are, oil, wine, fruit, vegetables, flowers, and salt,

which are sent almost exclusively to Toulon and Mar-
seilles. A thousand oranges are sold for 45 livres. Ves-
sels are loaded in summer at the beach near the salt-

works; but in wintei", all the merchandize must be convey-
fld to Toulon by land. East Long. 6° 7' 55", and North
La!. 43° 7' 2". Population about 7000. See Christ. Au-
gust. Fischer Reise nach Hijeres, im Winter von 1803 und
18' 4. Lcipzic. 1806, and Millin's Voyages dans Ics Dc-
partemens du Midi de la Fra7ice.,\.o\n. ii. ciiap. 61.

HIERES, Isles of, (iht. Insula ^ireartinu') are a cluster

of three small islands in tiie Mediterranean, situated about
four leagues from the town of Hieres. They are called

Porquerollesj Porticros, and the isle of Titan. They were
called Stoechades by the Marseillois, who first inhabited

them. The most western of these is Porquerolles, which
is the largest and best wooded, and contains 85 inhabitants.

Porticros is three leagues farther to the east, and is more
elevated and fertile. It has a haven, and contains about 50
inhabitants. The other island is about three quarters of a
league to the east of Porticros. It has fewer inhabitants,

and is less fertile than the rest. All these islands may be
seen from the town of Hieres. They are defended by
small forts, and are covered "with lavender and strawber-
ries. Tiiey are frequently visited by parties of pleasure from
the town. See Fischer's Reise nach Hyeres.
HIERO. See Syracuse.

iilEKO'S Crowk. See IlYnnoDYNAMics.
HIEROGLYPHICS, (from itfoj, sacrfrf, and y;i»^fiy,) ;o

carve, properly sculptures or carviiigs, (and hence, by an
easy and obvious transition, /lainlini^a also,) symbolically
denoting, by particular figures and collocations of ex-
ternal or corporeal objects, sacred, moral, and religious
truths.

Hieroglyphics may be considered as a s/iecies, of which
symdolis, the genus; for hieroglyphics are a particular
class of symbols, differing however from other symbols, as
well by the nature of the truths of which they are the signs,
as by the mysterious and recondite mode in which these
trutlis arc exhibited. The truths derujted by hieroglyphics
properly relate not to common or trivial objects, but to things
sacred or divine ; and the mode of exhibiting these is de-
signedly obscure and enigmatical, requiring sagacity and
acuteness, as well as patient ' attention, to develope their
meaning.
The origin of hieroglypliical writing has generally been

derived from Egypt ; and undoubtedly it appears to have
been there that hieroglyphics first assumed the form of a
regular system. But, in fact, the first steps in the forma-
tion and employment of hieroglyphic emblems may be
traced as nearly coeval with the earliest attempts of man-
kind to communicate their thoughts by visible marks, in

addition to articulate sounds. In such attempts, it seems
plain, that the first, as being the most natural, way of ac-
complishing the end, would be by presenting a picture or
delineation of the object to be denoted. To express a
man, an animal, or a tree, the figure of the object would be
drawn and exhibited. To intimate that a man had been
slain by a wild beast, the figure of a man stretched on the
earth, and the animal standing over him, would be formed;
to indicate that a hunter had caught his prey, the picture
of the man with the prey in his hands would be given.
Such was probably the earliest mode of writing. It is the
opinion of the best informed writers, that it prevailed among
the Phoenicians, Egyptians, and other early communities

;

and we know with certainty, that it was in use among the
Mexicans when invaded by the Spaniards,—intelligence of
their arrival having been transmitted to the emperor in a
picture, and even the history of the empire having been
delineated by paintings upon skins, afterwards found in one
of the temples.

This way of communicating thoughts, however, was, of
necessity, liable to much inconvenience. It was often diflli-

cult, and generally bulky. To lessen the toil, and abridge
the size of the picture, different modes of abbreviation were
resorted to. The principal part of the object might first

be made to stand for the whole; as the head for the man,
a hand holding a weapon for a warrior. Next, the princi-

pal circumstance in a complicated action might denote the
entire action ; two or more hands, with weapons opposed,
miglit denote a battle ; a scaling-ladder, set against a wall,

a siege. In a short time, a farther improvement would
occur; to put the instrument of an action for the thing
itself, as, we are informed by Hori Apollo, two feet standing

in water represented the fulling of cloth. Nearly connect-
ed with this, was the practice of denoting the efficient cause
by the effect produced ; as harvest, by a sheaf of corn-
winter, by a leafless tree—hostile incursion, by ruined

buildings and dead bodies.

From these different kinds of contracted characters, the

transition was easy to the third stage in the progress of

Writing ; to make one thing represent another, where any
resemblance sufficiently striking between the two objects

could be perceived. To this mode of communication it

became frequently necessary to have recourse. Intellec-

tual objects of every kind; the passions and feelings of
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inen ; the moral (jualities of actions admit of no direct de-

lineation by picture, tliey must therefore be represented, if

represented at all, by sensible objects, to which they either

bear, or are supposed to bear, some resemblance. Under
the view of such analogies, wisdom was signified by an eye;

ingratitude, by a viper biting the hand that offered it food;

courage, by a lion ; cunning, by a serpent. This consti-

tutes what may properly be termed the ayrnboiic mode of

writing. It is in some measure analogous to that stage in

the progress of speech observed among all rude tribes,

where figures, tropes, and metaphors, fill up a great por-

tion of every harangue.

This mode of writing is founded on resemblances per-

ceived or supposed; and as it is difficult to set limits to the

power of imagination in discovering or figuring resem-

blances, it might be supposed that the symbolic mode of

writing could be carried to an indeterminate extent. But
in fact it has its limits ; it must be understood, if it is to' be

useful at all ; the resemblance, therefore, must be either

obvious and discerned by mere intuition, or so generally

perceived and recognised, that the persons to whom it is

addressed may easily pass from the sign to the thing signi-

fied. If the resemblance be very recondite and remote, if

the analogy is traced from qualities not generally observed,

the symbolic writing becomes proportionally obscure, and

to the uninstructcd not even intelligible.

It is "thus, by a natural progress, that we can trace the

origin of hieroglyphics. Mere picture writing was an ob-

vious invention; contraction of picture writing was probably

taught by necessity: symbols required the exercise of im-
agination ; at first, probably, plain and perspicuous, they

soon became more complicated and obscure.

Among a people who had no mode of representing their

tlioughts but by means of figures or characters of this de-

scription, the very progress of knowledge, or the extension

of enquiry beyond the mere objects of sense or immediate
observation, could not fail both to add to the number, and
augment the obscurity of the symbolic signs made use of.

New discoveries, new truths, new subjects of thought, re-

quired appropriate and expressive symbols ; these might
either be drawn from objects not hitherto delineated, or fi-

gures previously in use might be employed, arranged in

forms and collocations remote from their former delinea-

tions. In either way it would follow, that to persons unac-

quainted with the very subjects to which the signs related,

the symbols, until explained, would present confused and
unintelligible groups. It was in this manner that the uni-

verse, or universal nature, came to be denoted by a winged
globe, with a serpent issuing from it; and a serpent itself

was made to represent the divine nature, on account of its

supposed vigour and spirit, its great age, and the revere-

scence ascribed to it.

Hieroglyphics then are only an extension of picture writ-

ing, adapted to remote or mysterious objects. The first

use, even of the simple hieroglyphic writing, was to record

the history, the laws, and civil polity of the community; not,

as Bishop Warburton justly observes, to conceal know-
edge, but in fact to preserve and communicate it. But
afterwards hieroglyphics came to be employed for a very
different use. From the very nature of such a mode of writ-

ing, it is easy to see how conveniently, in the hands of a set

of men aiming at pre-eminence by the reputation of supe-

rior wisdom, it might be used either to conceal their know-
ledge, or veil their ignorance from the people. Enigmatic
figures, explained only to the initiated, were admirably fit-

ted for such an end ; and where the situation and circum-
stances of the people permitted this mode of concealment,

we might expect to find it introduced and carried on. The
extent, however, to v^hich it could be carried, must be de-

termined by the character or by the peculiar institutions of
a people. Where superiority in knowledge in any class of
the community was small, and the separation of pi ofessions
not very rigid, the opportunities of concealing knowledge
would be few, and the use of cTiigmatic figures less fre-

quent ; but where distmctions were strongly marked, parti-
cularly where a separate class of men were set apart to the
conducting of religious rites and ceremonies, there, if no
couiuei-aciing circumstance occurred,' the occasions and
means would be numerous and readily embraced.
Upon these principles it is not difficult to discover in

the situation and character of the Egyptian priesthood, the
circumstances which, though they did not indeed produce
the invention of hieroglyphics, certainly occasioned a more
extensive use of them than prevailed elsewhere. The
Egyptian priests were a separate class of men, closely
united among themselves, but sacredly distinct from the
people, at a time when the only mode of writing in

Egypt was by pictures or symbolic signs. Their retired

life, joined with the objects about which they were chiefly

employed, gave them the means and inclination of carrying
their researches into abstract truths farther than the rest

of their countrymen ; the fruits of these researches were
denoted by peculiar, often by the most grotesque and ca-
pricious symbols, conveying a secret meaning only to the
initiated. In no other community, probably, did the same
opportunies occur. Among some communities the sepa-
ration of the different classes was neither wide nor per-
manent, and even where they were, yet as soon as alpha-
betic or even character writing was introduced, the use of
symbolic writing would be in a great measure superseded.
Hieroglyphics from that period, cultivated only for sacred
purposes by the priests from the love of mystery and con-
cealment, would soon lose their meaning, and in time be-
come wholly unintelligible to all but the priests and their

disciples.

Such appears to have been the history of hieroglyphic
writing. The nature of it has been already explained.
The symbols made use of in it were formed by assem-
blages of various objects, plants, animals, parts of the hu-
man body, heavenly objects, terrestrial appearances ; all

these combined in groups, which being first probably put
together upon fancied resemblances, could hardly be de-

ciphered, after the secret of their composition was lost.

Some learned men have supposed that the Egyptian hiero-

glyphics contained much secret knowledge ; probably they
contained but little, and to employ pains in deciphering
them, would only be a waste of labour.

Hieroglyphics abound on the ancient monuments of
Egypt ; the great obelisk brought from Egypt to Rome,
is full of such figures; and on almost all the obelisks now
existing they are met with. Many curious hieroglyphic

figures were engraved on what was termed the Isiack

Table, a large black table, long preserved at Rome, and
at the sacking of that city, in 1525, found by a poor trades-

man, and afterwards removed to Mantua, where it disap-

peared at the capture of the place. It had been previously

engraved, and a plate of it is given in Montfaucon's ^n-
tiquities. Many Egyptian hieroglyphics were also en-

graved on gems, and small figures, which are still to be

met with in cabinets. Hieroglyphics, properly'so called,

seem to be almost peculiar to Egyptian antiquities ; the

uncouth and distorted figures of some of the Hindoo gods
have been conjectured to constitute significant emblems,
somewhat of the nature of hieroglyphics ; but it appears

to have been in Egypt atone that they were extensively

employed ; a circumstance that may easily be accoTint-

ed for upon the principles already explained.

Sir John Marsham supposes hieroglyphics to have
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been the origin of the worship of animals; llic figure and

the thing signified being, as he sujiposes, so connected,

that both l)egan to be held ccjurvlly sacred. Tiiis is by no

means improbable, though no direct proof of it is to be had.

It seems certain, however, that hieroglyphics were often

engraved on gems, as a liind of magical spell ; these gems
were termed Abraxas; they were exhibited by certain

corrupted Christians, naiiveg of Kgypt, who had mixed a

great deal of Paganism with their Christianity: many of

them are still to be met with in the cabinets of the curious.

These abraxas were superseded among the superstitious

^orientals by talismans.

The subject of hieroglyphics lias l)een frequently

treated of. Among tlie ancients, Horus ^/wlto, or Hora-

jiotlo, wrote a treatise expressly on the subject. In modern
times, one of the most laborious writers on liieroglyphics

was the learned Jesuit Kircher. His Oedifius JEgyfitia-

cus contains a great collection of curious paiticukus; but

his explanations are fanciful, and inflicaie littie judgment.
In the second book of Montfaucon's yintiyuilies is given a

general account of hieroglyphics, illustrated with accurate

engravings. By far the most ingenious and philosophical

account, both of the history and nature of hieroglyphics, is

given by Warburton in the 4th book of the Divine Lega-
tion. The Bishop has not, however, been careful to dis-

tinguish between emblems in general, and hieroglyphics

properly so called. Dr E. D. Clarke, in his Travels lately

published, maintains, but by no means upon certain

grounds, that the hieroglyphic characters were the letters

of an ancient alphabet, and the more compound forms pro-

bably a series of monograms. {$')

HIEROGRAMMATIST, (from /tfes, //o/?/, and y^ct/t-

(MtTta-rni, a wriier,) an order of priests among the ancieiit

Egyptians. To them was committed the care of the hie-

roglyphics, the exposition of religious doctrines, and the

supeiintendance of the Egyptian learning in general.

They were regarded as a kind of prophets ; and to esta-

blish their reputation for this, they made use of their know-
ledge of the heavenly bodies, or meteoric phenomena, to

impose upon the people. They were always near the

person of the king, to whom they were next in dignity,

and were exempted from all civil employments. When
Egypt became a Roman province, they fell into total ne-

glect. {S)

HIEROMANCY, the art of divining futurity from ob-

serving the sacrifices when in the act of being offered up.

See Divination and Sacrifice. (J")

HIGHGATE, is a village in Middlesex, about four

miles north of London, delightfully situated on the top and
sides of one of the highest hills in the county, command-
ing the most beautiful and extensive prospects over Essex,
Surry, and Kent, in one direction, and Hertfordshire, Bed-
fordshire, and Buckinghamshire, in another. It consists

principally of the villas of the opulent meichants, &c. of

London, and its buildings are equal, if not superior, to any
in the neighbourhood of the metropolis. In order to avoid

the steep hill, it was proposed to cut a tunnel through it,

which was begun in 1808. The roof of it, however, fell in

after the work had made some progress, and it was found
necessary to make an open cut through the hill. This
great improvement is now completed ; and the London
road passes below an arch, which it became necessary
to build for the purpose of carrying a cross road over the
cut.

HIGHLANDS. See Scotland.
HILDESHEIM, i^ the name of a German bishopric,

founded in 822 by Charlemagne. It extends about 50 or
60 miles from east to west, and about 35 from north to

south, and contains about 54 square German miles. The

soil of the greater part of the district is good, and pro-
duces abundance of corn, flax, hops, and vegetables. The
soutliern districts are hilly, and covered with forests;
some of the hills containing excellent quarries and iron
mines. The wood is principally oak, beech, asli, and birch.
The diocese contains 16 bailiwicks, r5 manors, 13 towns,
234 villages, and 85,000 inhabitants, with an annual revenue
of 250,000 rix-dollars. The principal towns arc Hildes-
lieim, Pcina, Rosenthal, and Marienburg. After the secu-
larization of the diocese in 1803, it was given among the
indemnities to the king of Prussia. After the peace of
Tilsit, it formed part oi the kingdom of Westphalia.
HILDESIIEIIM, or Hillesheim, the Benno/iolis of the

ancients, is a town of Germany, and the capital of the
diocese of the same name. It is situated on a rugged de-
clivity, watered by the river Innerste ; about six leagues
S. E. of Hanover, and 10 W. S. W. of Brunswick. The
town is tolerably large, but is irregularly built, and old
fasliioned. It is divided into the Old and New Town,
which were united in 1583. The principal public build-

ings are the Cathedral, Holy Cross Abbey, the Gymnasium
Andreanum, about eight Protestant churches, and seve-
ral monasteries. Tlic Cathedral belongs to the Ro-
man Catholics, and its bishop was the only catholic one in

ail Saxony. It is a richly ornamented Gothic building, and
contains among its antitiuities the celebrated Pagan monu-
ment of Irniinsal, whicli fronts the great choir. It is a
column which serves to support a chandelier of several
branches. Population 12 600.

HIMALEH, or Himalaya mountains, the Emodut,
Hiniaus, or Jmaus, of ilie ancients, is a stupendous range
ot mountains, which bound Hindostan on the north, and
separate it from the country of Great and Little Thibet.
In East Long. 76", and North Lat. 34° 30', the Himaleh
range joins the mountains of Cashmere on the west, the
northern range of the latter being as it were a continua-
tion of the former. The Himaleh mountains being sup-
posed to commence at this point, take a S. E. direction to

Bootan, and form the boundary between that country and
Thibet, in about 90° E. Long, and 28° N. Lat. stretching
still farther to the cast they terminate to the north of As-
ham. The river Burram-pooter is supposed to wind round
the eastern extremity of the range about 95" of East
Long. It appears from Col. Crawford's observations, that
one of the peaks of Himaleh, seen from Patna, is more
than 20,000 feet above Nepaul, or about 25,000 feet above
the level of the sea. The coiantry declines in height from
the summit of these mountains to the south, the surface
being irregularly mountainous to the borders of Bengal,
Oude, and Delhi, where the plains begin, which stretcJi

to the sea. Several of the tributary streams of the Indus,
and probably the Indus itself, have their origin from the

western side of these mountains. It is supposed that the

sources of theSanpoo, or Burram-pooter, and its tributary

streams, are separated only by a narrow range of snow
clad peaks, from the sources of the streams which form
the Ganges. See Rennel's Memoir, and jisiatic Re-
searches ; Hamilton's Gazetteer; and our articles India
and Thibet.
HINCKLEY, is a town of England, in Leicestershire,

situated near the borders of Warwickshire. The town is

divided into the Borough and the Bond without the liber-

ties. The limits of the borough were formerly those of
the town, which has been extended by the successive addi-

tion of four streets, the Bond End, the Castle End,
the Stocken Head, and the Duck Puddle. The parish

church is a neat large structure, with a modern built spire,

erected in 1788. on the old tower. The body of the church
seems to have been built about the I oth cent'jry. Its icngthj
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from the chancel to the west door, is 66 feet, and its wuiili

near the chuncci about 80 feet. Thiru are three other

places of worship, and a Roman Catholic chapel. The
town-hall, school- house, and ball-house, are very curious,

but in a ruinous state.

Hinckley was once of much greater extent, and was

encircled with a wall and deep ditch, traces of which are

still to be seen. The part called the Jewry-wall is said to

have been part of the temple of Janus. There is near the

river a mount, supposed to have been a Roman fortifica-

tion ; and near the church are the ruins of a bath, with

three mineral springs. Tesselated pavements, and other

Roman antiquities, have been discovered here. This town

is said to form the middle of the hit^hest ground of Eng-

land, and commands a view of no fewer than fifty churches.

Its principal manufacture is that of coarse stockings of

cotton, thread, and worsted. A larger quantity of stock-

ings is supposed to be made here than in any town in Eng-

land. The number of frames in the town and neighbour-

hood is computed at 1200, which give employment to

nearly 3000 persons. The town is likewise noted for the

goodness of its ale.

In 1811, the parish of Hinckley, including Dadlington

and Stoke Golding, contained

Inhabited houses 1097

Families
•

. 1224

Do. employed in trade and manufactures . 1010

Males 2872

Females 3 '85

Total population 6058

See Nichol's History of Hinckley ; and the Beauties of

England and Wales, vol. ix. p. 473.

HINDOSTAN. See India.

HINZUAN. See Johanna.
HIPPARCHUS. See Astronomy.
HIPPIAS. See Athens.
HIPPOCRATES, commonly called the Father of Phy-

sic, was the most renowned physician of ancient Greece,

and the oldest medical writer of whom there are any au-

thentic works now extant. He was a native of the island of

Cos, which had been long celebrated in the annals of me-
dicine, being the seat of one of the schools founded by the

Asclepiades or descendants of ^Esculapius. Hippocrates

himself belonged to that family, and is reckoned by his

biographers the 18th in a direct line from that personage.

Among the immber of his ancestors was Podalirius, the

son of iEsculapius, who, along with liis brother Machaon,

followed the Grecian army in the Trojan war. His genea-

logy by the mother's side was equally honourable ; as, in

this line, he was the 20th descendant of Hercules. These
genealogies may be fabulous, but they were credited

among the ancients, and tended to increase the veneration

in which the character of this great physician was held.

Very few details of the life of Hippocrates have been trans-

mitted to us ; but the singular eminence of his character

imakes the biographer dwell with pleasure on circum-

stances, which, in the life of another man, would appear un-

worthy of attention. Hence a variety of unimportant ru-

mours are stated, and the arguments for and against their

probability are studiously discussed.

He was born in the first year of the 80th Olympiad, or

458 years before Christ, in the reign of Artaxerxes Longi-

manus of Persia, and was the contemporary of Socrates,

Herodotus, and Thucydides. His father Heraclides, and

his grandfather Hippocrates the elder, who were both emi-

nent physicians, bestowed much pains on his education in

literature and general science, as well us in medicine. He
studied polite literature and eloquence under Gorgias of

Leontium, a celebrated rhetorician. He is said to have
studied the physical sciences under Democritus ; but it

rather appears that he was not acquainted with that philo-

sopher till he was more advanced in life, and already cele-

brated as a medical practitioner. He enjoyed, from the

circumstances of his ancestors, and the spirit of the place

of his nativity, great incitements to medical studies, and
great advantages for the prosecution of them. Under these

favourable auspices, he acquired an early relish for the

medical profession, and devoted himself to it ever after, with
ardour and assiduity. Besides studying in the school be-

longing to his native islands, he studied the gymnastic medi-
cine under Herodicus, by whom it was invented, and he
travelled much in Greece, Thessaly,and Thrace, where he
made many observations on the history of epidemic diseases.

The greater part of his professional life seems to have been
spent at Larissa, in Thessaly. One Andreas, who wrote
on the history of medicine, assigns a less honourable mo-
tive for his peregrinations. He says that he absented him-
self, in order to escape from the punishment due to some
larcenies which he had committed in the library of the me-
dical school of Cnidos, where he was said to have transcrib-

ed some of the books, and then burned the originals. This
account, however, entirely originated in the jealsousy of

the Cnidian school, to which Andreas belonged, and the

precepts of which were controverted by Hippocrates. It

is inconsistent with the sentiments of high honour whicii

were conspicuous in all the conduct of Hippocrates. Others
said that he fled, because he had copied some inscriptions

in the temple of ./Esculapius, detailing the cures of sick

persons, who thus recorded their acknowledgments to that

deity. This report is equally groundless with the other,

and does not correspond with any thing that we know
of the tendencies of ancient prejudice. He seems to

have also travelled in Africa and Asia ; but the chief

scenes of his travels were on the European continent,

where he frequently visited different cities and countries,

for the purpose of relieving epidemic distempers, with

which they were occasionally afflicted. While a dreadful

pestilence prevailed among the lllyrians, he was earnestly

invited by that people to favour them with the advantages

of his medical skill; but, on inquiring into various circum-
stances attending that epidemic, he concluded that his ser-

vices would be ineffectual. He declined the journey ; and
finding reason of apprehension that the same disease would

extend to Thessaly and Greece, he sent his sons to these

countries, for the purpose of preparing them to meet the

visitation with proper precautions. In a plague at Athens,

he is said to have contributed much to the health of the city,

by ordering large fires to be lighted for purifying the air,

and by burning various perfumes in private houses, in the

manner of the Egyptians. His sons, also, gave material as-

sistance. These accounts, however, do not well correspond

with historical dates. The great plague of Athens, describ-

ed by Thucydides, happened when Hippocrates was only

thirty years of age, and could not have sons capable of giv-

ing medical directions. The inhabitants of Abdera, ob-

serving that their fellow-citizen Di-'inocritus had contract-

ed much singularity of manners, that he had become ad-

dicted to immoderate and ill-limed laughter, and secluded

himself from society, conceived him to be insane, and invit-

ed Hippocrates to go and pronounce a judgment on his

case, and take him under his medical care. Hippocrates

went, and finding Democritus a man of deep research, who
engaged himself with unwearied assiduity in philosphical

pursuits, pronounced liim the wisest man in Abdera. Ten
talents were ofl'ered to him on this occasion, but he declin-

ed accepting of any recompense.

Kings and princes are said to have made different at-
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tempts to rnt;:i:^c him in tlieir service. Wc are told, that Per-

(licas, kins; of Macedon, invited him to his court to cure his

son of a consumption ; and that Hippocrates (liscovc-red the

whole rnnripliiiiit to consist in tlic workin'^s of a secret pas-

sion wliich the yonng man cherished for Phyla, the mistress

of his father. This story, however, coincides so exactly

vilh the accounts of the cure performed by Erasistratus on
Antignnus, the son Seleucus Nicanor, that we are forced to

conclude it to be fabulous ; anti it must be confessed, tliat

the ottier anecdotes of his life do not rest on the most satis-

factory evidence. They are all derived from the sarnc

source, a collection of letters and other pieces, called

T« e^aliKx, sometimes published with the works of Hippo-
crates.

Artaxerxes offered him larcjc sums, and a'splendid es-

tablishment, to induce him to enter his service tlurinu; a de-

structive epidemic which desolated some of the provinces,

and also the armies of Persia. Hippocrates refused the ofler

in a haughty style, expressinc; his contempt of barbarians,

and the indignity to which he would find himself subjected
by leaving- the Greeks, to devote his services to that people.

This unnecessary affront, arising from an excess of nation-

al pride, hi3;hly offended Artaxerxes, who then demanded
of the inhabitants of Cos, that Hippocrates should be de-

livered into his hands, threatening; them with the extremity
of his vengeance in case of refusal. The people of Cos,
however, were too honourable, and too much attached to

their illustrious countryman, to yield to these intimidating

threats ; and Hippocrates remained unmolested.

The hij;h character of this physician gave him, on one
occasion, an opportunity of performing an important politi-

cal service for his native country, which he tenderly loved.

The Atheniansthreatened the island of Cos with a formidable
invasion. Hippocrates solicited the assistance of the people
of Thessaly and the adjoining countries, and atthe sametime
sent Thessalus his son to Athens, to avert the storm by ne-
gotiation, and sage remonstrances on the baneful tendency
of ambition. The exertions both of the father and the son
^ere successful. The Thessalians, the Messenians, and
the states of the Peloponnesus, engaged to espouse the in-

terests of the island of Cos ; and the Athenians, partly out
of regard for Hippocrates, and partly from the apprehen-
sions which so much resistance created, abandoned their

hostile designs.

Hippocrates entertained a deep sense of the importance
of the duties of the professional character. He spared no
pains which were necessary for his own improvement, and
the successful practice of his art. He was aware that me-
dicine requires more assiduous attention than other employ-
ments ; he exacted of all his pupils an oath, binding them
to certain rigid princii)les of duty, and, among other things,

to engage, that they would enter no house whatever, except
for tlie purpose of relieving those wlio needed their assist-

ance. This rule, if taken according to the strict meaning
bf the wordN, appears somewhat fantastic, as it supposes
that ihenumber of patients and of practitioncrsshouldalways
be nicely accommodated to one another. It shews, how-
ever, the abhorrence which Hippocrates had of any degree
of negligence and frivolity in the medical character. He
was ready at all hours to attend on a call ; and submitted
with as much vvillingness lo all those minute attentions

which were necessary for the welfaie of his patients, as to

professional offices which were apparently the most digiiiii-

ed. It also redounded to his honour, that his atteiuion

was not less directed to the gratuitous object of preventing,
than to the lucrative employment of curing disease. Of
this he has left a testimony in his writings, by treating on
the subject of diet and of u ater. These features of disin-

terestedness would not merit great praise in modern times.
Vol. X. Paiit II.

in which they arc so common, and arc requisite to establish
a character, and are therefore often either mimicked, for this

express purpose, or avoided, if they interfere with false and
fasliionable notions of dignity. They acquire greater lus-

tre from the consideration of the dificrent sort of manners
wnich prevailcvl in the days of Hippocrates, as well as the
complete superiority to intrigue, by which, in his conduct,
they were accompanied.

His zeal for science and humanity was rendered efficient
by his excellent talents, and the weight of his personal cha-
racter. His sagacity in observing nature was a resource
to him on every emergency ; and the accuracy of his judg-
ment led him lo resist the useless frivolities which super-
stition had introduced into medical practice. Inviolable
secrecy, justice, and good faith, marked the whole of his

conduct. Uniting dignity with humanity in his deport-
ment, he employed firmness or complacency on such oc-
casions as called for the exercise of either quality. He
spoke but little ; and his language was masculine and con-
cise. His actions were never conducted with agitation ; no
prescription was given with precipitance ; no circum-
stances were neglected ; nor was the result ever left in

any degree to accident. If at any time he failed of success,
from want of previous experience adapted minutely to any
individual case, he acknowledged his failure in the most in-

genuous manner. In his writings, he sometimes warns his

readers against mistakes and errors which he himself had
committed, and which were attended with fatal conse-
quences. He exhibited in all respects a bright example
of the qualities which he himself enumerates, with so much
eloquence and good sense, as contributing to the perfection
of the medical character. Hence his precepts on that sub-
ject acquire a <louble authority.

Hippocrates lived to a great age ; some say 109, others,

however, make it much less. He died at Larissa, and was
buried between that city and Gyrtona. He left, among
numerous other disciples, his two sons, Thessalus and
Draco, both eminent physicians, and his son-in-law Poly-
bus, who had been a favourite pupil, and afterwards became
a celebrated teacher, and arranged and published the works
of his friend and master. In statues and paintings Hippo-
crates is represented with his head covered, which is dif-

ferent from the usual manner of the Greeks, and was proba-
bly done on account of his having been so great a traveller,

as that was the only description of individuals who were
uniformly thus distinguished.

Hippocrates has always been regarded as the father of

his art. .The honour in which he was held, botli during
his life and after his death, was very high. The inhabitants

of Argos erected a statue of gold to him. The Athenians
more than once voted him a crovvn of gold, and initiated hiui

in their great religious mysteries. Tliis las', was a favour
very seldom conceded to strangers. Although he did not

cultivate general p!;ilosophy, except as subservient to me-
dicine, he exeniplilied so ably its spirit, that Plato, Aristo-

tle, and others, looked up to him as a master, and some-
times commented on his opinions. Aristotle even followed

him as a model of style. His works have been held in high
esteem in all sulise(|uciit ages; they have been translated

or commented on by Galen, Celsus, and numerous other

physicians of the most eminent genius, both in ancient and
modern times.

The treatises which have gone itnder his name are 72 in

number; but they are not all of equal authenticity. Doc-
trines so contradictory are sometimes contained in them., as

shew them plainly to have been the works of distinct authors.

Some are probably ofniuch more ancient origin than Hip-
pocrates himself. Some are thought to have been written

by his grandfather, who bore the same name : and several

3 G
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have been either much altered and interpolated, or entirely

written by subsequent authors. Those which are univer-

sally allowed to be genuine are, " The Aphorisms," " The

Prognostics," the fust and third book " On Epidennics ;"

andlhc book " On the Indncnce of Air, Water, and Local

Sitnation." Some are regarded as su ppositilious,because ihcy

deviate from the character of Hippocrates, as shown in the

works now enumerated, both in solidity, melliod, and cor-

rectness of language ; while others bear only in part the

character of this master, and incline the critical reader to

suspend his judgment of their authenticity. Tlicse last

seem to have been such as Hippocrates left in an luiiinisli-

ed state, or the substance of notes or copies taken from

his prelections by his pupils. Such are " The Four Prog-

nostics ;" " The Predictions ;" the 2d, 5th, 6th, and 7th,

books " On Popular Diseases;" that " On Diet in acute Dis-

eases ;" the books " On the Parts of the Human Body ;"

" On Aliment ;" " On the Recoveries that happen on criti-

cal Days ;" and " On the Humours." There is considera-

ble difficulty, however, in deciding in the negative respect-

ing the works said to belong to a particular author. We
may give a judgment on the positive authenticity ol certain

performances, which bear the stamp of the genius and man-

ner of a masterly writer. But such wiilers often produce

works which are not equal to their genius, works which

have been written under inauspicious circumstances, which

have diminished their attachment to their subject, impaired

their confidence in themselves, and obstructed the full ex-

ercise of their talent. Great diflerences may also depend

on the period of life. Juvenile performances may be com-

paratively lame or volatile, and old age brings along with

it a decay of the mental powers, which may appear in the

literary performances to which it gives origin. Differences

of the time of life will sometimes also account for inconsist-

encies of doctrine, produced by changes of opinion, which

have taken place between the times at which different works

liave been composed.
The principal editions of the works of Hippocrates in

the original are, those of Aldus at Venice in 1526 ; and of

Frobenius at Basle in 1538, both in folio.

The editions of Greek accompanied by Latin translations

are, those of Hieronymus Mercurialis, at Venice, in 1578;

of Zwinger, at Basle, in 1579; of Anutius Foe'bius, at

Francfort, in 1595 ; of J. A. Vander Linden, at Lt yden, in

1665; of Renatus Chartrier, xvith the works of Giden, at

"Paris; and of Stephen Mack at Vienna, in 1743, 1749, and

1759.

The editions of Latin translations, without the origi-

nal, are that of Cratander at Basle, by several translators,

in 1526; of M. F. Calous, at Rome, in 1525, from MSB. in

the Vatican; of J. Cornarius, at Venice, in 1545; and that

of Anutius Ffesius, at Francfort, in 1596, in 8vo, by We-
chel.

As Hippocrates was the first author who applied philo-

.fiophical reasoning to medicine, the sect of the Dogmatists

looked up to him as their head. But he did not cultivate

theory to the exclusion of observation and experience : he

was one of the most accurate observers that any age has

produced, and his reasoning has much less mixture of

error than might have been expected, from bis deficient

knowledge of anatomy, and the want of good logical me-
ihods at the time at which he wrote.

He gave a general theory of the formation and conserva-

vion of the universe, in conformity to the doctrine of the

four elements ; and he applied the same doctrine to ac-

count for the formation of the human body. In explaining

the doctrines of health and disease, he acknowledged a ge-

neral active principle, which he called nature, to which he

ascribed the attribute of justice. This agent he consider-

ed as the cause of nutrition in the animal economy, by at-

tracting what is good, retaining and preparing it, and re-

jecting what is superfluous and hurtful. Tlie manner ir

which he accounts for the formation of the brain, the

bones, the membranes, and all the various parts, has that

air of absurdity which is universal in the physical philoso-

phy of the ancients. His anatomy and physiology are not

very fully contained in the works which have readied our
times, and are evidently imperfect and fanciful. He di-

vides the constituent parts of the animal economy into the

solids, the fluids, and the spirits. The solids are the con-

taining parts, the fluids the parts contained, and the spirits

those which give motion to the whole. On this division,

followed up with various subdivisions, he establishes his

doctrine of ,the causes of disease. He divides the hu-

mours, for example, into the blood, the phlegm, the yellow

bile, and the black bile, and distinguishes these by the pos-

session or the want of heat or of moisture. The blood is

warm and moist; the phlegm cold and moist; the yellow bile

warm and dry, and the black bile cold and dry. The most
valuable parts of the writings of Hippocrates are his his-

tories of diseases. In delineating these, we find him £

faithful and laborious observer of facts; hence he was
deeply skilled in the diagnosis and prognosis of diseases.

By far the greater part of liis descriptions are still recog-

nised as accurate by all who follow him in the path of

careful observation. The article in which his observations

are most deficient, is the pulse, which he so much over-

looked, that some have supposed liim altogether unac-

quainted with the changes to which it is liable. It was
chiefly from the degree of heat, and the difficulty of respi-

ration, that he judged of the slate of a fever.

In the treatment of diseases, he inculcated a profound

respect for the progress of nature, whom he regarded as

the arbiter and judge of diseases, and as having certain sa-

lutary objects in view in the greater part of those succes-

sive changes in the constitution which they implied. This
doctrine is in fact the same which has been maintained by
various later theorists, under a different set of terms, and
with slight modifications, such as the archxus of Van Hel-

mont, and the vis medicatrix nature of Dr Cullen. The
opinions of Hippocrates on this general point made him
unwilling to use any means for interrupting the course of

nature, as exhibited in the phenomena of disease : hence

his practice is culpably feeble ; and those whom an admi-

ration of f[is genius has led to follow him closely, have

been too prone to satisfy themselves with the exercise of

tracing the course of diseases, rather than to resist their

progress. These have been most numerous in France,

where the study of the Greek medicine is treated as a se-

parate branch of education. The Hippocratic method is

denominated the method of expectation, and is extolled as

rational and sure. But it deserves, in some measure, the

sarcasm of the Roman physician Asclepiades, who called

it a mere meditation on death, a solicitude to observe how
a disease would terminate, and what length of time it would

require to destroy the patient. Hippocrates indeed recom-

mends some practical remedies for the purpose of aiding

the good intentions of nature, and gently correcting some
slight deviations incident to it. His precepts in this de-

partment are delivered with some formality, in conformity

to the style of the early philosophy ; but they are not cha-

racterised by that emptiness and unmeaning mystery which

often prevailed, and they exhibit a justness of remark

which was entirely his own. His general principle was, to

cure contraries by contraries, cold by heat, heat by cold,

evacuation by repletion, and repletion by evacuation. In

idiopathic fevers, 'he began with the regulation of diet,

which consisted in prescribing abstinence, with a very spar-
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ing allowance even of liquids, for three or four days, that

no morbid iiuilter might be added to the system, wliile na-

ture threw off' that wliich was already present. This was
succeeded by the exiiibiuon of various liquids till the four-

teenth day, and it was not till a late period that any solid

food was allowed. Medicinal preparations were also long

deferred, and consisted of gentle laxatives and emetics, In

inflammatory cotiiplaints his practice was more active ; he
used ftijiientations, blood-letting, and purging. He also gave
some weak wine and aromatics, whiciiare, it must be confess-

ed, less correct prescriptions in diseases requiring the strict-

est. anti-phlogistic treatment. In empyema (a collection ol pus
in the cavity of the thorax) he first drew out the patient's

tongue, then poured a little irritating liquid, prepared fiom
the root of arum, from hellebore or copper, into the tra-

chea, for the purpose of exciting a violent cough, and thus

discharging the purulent matter. He was also in the prac-

tice of shaking violently the patient's body, with a view to

detach the matter from the parts to which it adhered. In

diseases of the head, he liist applied fomentations, and

then excited sneezing for bringing off the phlegm.
In pharmacy he made extensive improvements. His

preparations are diversified in their composition and con-

sistence, so as to answer minutely tlie various purposes of

external medicine. He paid great attention to the diversi-

ties of state, and the shades of morbid sensation in diseased

parts, and nicely adapted to them^he forms of liis reme-
dies. In this respect he may often serve for a model to

correct the gross ideas of those who exclusively venerate

the agency of powerful simples. As a surgical author,

Hippocrates had great merit; though the vigour of his

practice in this department sometimes exceeded the

bounds of moderation. He placed great reliance on the

revulsion produced by powerful discharges by means of

blood-letting, and which was assisted by the use of cupping
instruments ; and when this failed, he formed extensive

and deep ulcers, by the actual cautery. A full account of
the opinions, theoretical and practical, of this ancient au-
thor, would fill a large volume. In this country, an ac-

quaintance with them is, even among medical men, rec-

koned an object of curiosity rather than an attainment ne-

cessary to the physician ; but the perusal of the works of
Hippocrates himself has an excellent tendency to cherish

in the mind of a professional man, that zeal for the objects

of his art, and that keen and persevering attention to his

duties, which renders his life most satisfactory to himself,

and most useful to society. See Le Clerc's Histoire de la

Medicine ; Fabricius ; also the Life of Hifl/wcrates, by So-
vanus ; and the introduction to Pinel's A^osografihie Philuso-

fihique. {H. D)
HIPPOCRENE. See Helicon.
HIPPOPOTAMUS. See Mammalia.
HIRE, Philip de la, an eminent and industrious French

astronomer, was born at Pans on the ISth March, 1740.

His father was painter to the king, and instructed his

son in the same art, particularly in drawing, and such

branches of the mathematics as related to his profession.
In the year 17G1, three years after he had lost his father,

De la Hire went into Italy to re-establish his health, and to
study those fine models of painting and sculpture which
c'very artist was ambitious to imitate ; but, during the
three years which he spent in that country, he discovered
that he was more fitted to excel in astronomy and geogra-
phy than in the fine arts, and he henceforth devoted his
whole time to these interesting studies.

Upon his return to Paris, he was nominated one of the
members of the Academy of Sciences; and in 1699, he
was named Pensionnaire Geonietre. Between the years
1678 and 1718, he published no fewer than tivo hundred
aJid /o7-C!/-/(jur memo'us on almost every branch of mathe-
matics and natural philosophy.

AVhen the great Colljert had resolved to make a correct
map of P' ranee, De la Hire was associated with M. Picard
in this important duty, which occupied him for several
years. In 1683, he was employed in continuing to the
north of Paris the meridian which Picard had begun in

1669, while Cassini was employed in extending it to the
south. Tlie death of Colbert having put an end to this

great undertaking, De la Hire was next employed in the
formation of the great water-works with which Louis XIV.
embellished his palaces. De la Hire filled also the situa-

tion of royal professor of mathematics and architecture,

and was much esteemed among his countrymen. His name,
however, is not associated with any great invention or dis-

covery ; and we are called upon only to admire the extent
of his knowledge, and the persevering industry which he
exhibited, both in acquiring it for himself, and in communi-
cating it to others. The works which he published sepa-

rately were,

1. Nouveaux Elemens des Sections Coniques. Paris,

1678, 1 vol. 12mo.
2. La Gnomonique. 1682.

3. Traite du Nivellement de M. Picard, avec des addi-

tions. Paris, 1684.

4. Sectiones Conicae in novem Libris distributse. Pa-
ris, 1685, folio.

5. Traite du mouvement des eaux et des autres corps
fluides; ouvrage Posthume de M. Mariotte. 1686.

6. Ecole des Arpenteurs. 1689.

7. Traile de Mecanique. 1695, 1 vol. 12mo.
8. Tabulae Astronomic Ludovici Magni jussu et muni-

ficentia exaratse. 1702.

De la Hire died on the 28th April, 1718, and left behind

him a son, Gabriel Philip do la Hire, who was much
esteemed as a physician, and who published several papers

on medicine and natuial philosophy in the Memoirs of the

Academy from 1699 to 1720.

HIRUDO. See Intestina.
HIRUNDO. See Ounitholoov.
HISPANIA. See Si-aix.

HISPANIOLA. See St. Domingo.

HISTOIIY.

In this article it is proposed, in the fii'st place, to point out
and explain the various advantages of the study of history;

secondly, to enumerate those branches of study n hich

ought to be entered upon, previous to, or contemporary with
the study of history; thirdlj', to give a brief and rapid

sketch of the order in which ancient and modern general
histories may most conveniently and advantageously be

read ; fourthly, to point out the order in which the history

of particular countries may be read, so that they may be
illustrative of one another ; fifthly, to notice the different

species of history besides what is emphatically called His-
tory.

I. With respect to the advantages which may be derived
from the study of history, they are various and important:-
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if the value of that department of science is. to be rated

highest, which combines advantages of the most obvious

and beneficial nature, history possesses a very strong claim

to our allcution and study. It is equally attractive to the

unredecliiig and philosophical mind : tlic loi'mer it inter-

ests by the excitation of novelty; the luilcr by the usclul-

ness and importance of the general piinciples which may
be deduced from the facts which it records. But perhaps

the utility and value of this branch of study cannot be

placed in a more obvious and conspicuous point of view,

than by stating that it combines amusement of the deepest

interest ; the exercise and improvement of the best facul-

ties of man; and the accjuisition of the most important

species of knowledge.
History, considered merely as a source of amusement,

is infinitely preferable to novels and romances, the perusal

of which too frequently debilitates the intellect by inflam-

ing the imagination, and corrupts the heart by the inlusion

of what may justly be regarded as moral poison. What-
ever valuable impressions are made upon tlie mind by fic-

titious adventures, the same in kind, though, pel haps, ge-

nerally not equal in degree, are made by the perusal of his-

tory ; and while works of fiction are nut in their nature ca-

pable, in general, of any other uses than the authors had in

view, which must necessarily be very limited; true histo-

ry, being an exhibition of the conduct of Piovidence, has

infinite relations and uses, and may be regarded as an in-

exhaustible mine of the most valuable knowledge. It has

been very justly remarked, that " works of fiction resem-
ble those machines which we contrive to illustrate the prin-

ciples of philosophy, such as globes and orreries, the uses

of which extend no farther than the views of human inge-

nuity ; whereas real history resembles the experiments
made by the air-pump, the condensing engine, or electri-

cal machine, which exhibit the operations of nature, and
the God of nature himself, whose works are the noblest

subject of contemplation to the human mind, and are the

ground-work and materials of the most extensive and use-

ful knowledge."
But a higher use of history is, to improve the under-

standing and strengllien the judgment : by studying history,

and examining into the causes and consequences of the events

which it unfolds, the penetration is sharpened, the atten-

tion of the mind is fixed, aud the comprehension enlarged :

hence are acquired the faculty of discovering quicker, and
that flexibility and steadiness so necessary to be found in

the conduct of all affairs, that depend on the concurrence
or opposition of other men. It is a great, but a prevalent

mistake, to imagine, that history is calculated to enlighten

the judgment only on those subjects which are coriuected

with the welfare of the community at large ; it is rjearly in

an equal degree calculated to enlighten the judgment on
those that bear on individual utility and comfort. In this

respect the advantages of history are more important tlian

those wc derive from our own individual observation ajid

experience ; for though the irnpressions made by the lat-

ter will be more vivid, and probably more permanent, yet

the knowledge we derive from history is more correct, and
consequently a better guiile to us, m our intercourse with
the world ; for the examples which it presents are gene-
rally complete; the whole is before us; wbereas in real

life, every scene opens very slowly, and we conseqtiently

see but a small part of a thing at a time ;—hence wc are

liable to be deceived in our judgment of it.

The history of Great Britain will sufliciently illustrate

the truth of the preceding remarks; if entered upon
merely as a source of amusement and interest, it is rich

and valuable in this point of view. The rude and barba-

rous state in which this country and its iidiabitants existed,

at the period of the Roman conquest, contrasted writh its

present situation, when it has attained an infinitely liighci-

rarik in the scale of intellect and power llian Rome ever
reached, cannot fail to act as a stimulus to the curiosity, to

learn the various events which occurred between these two
states so diametrically opposite. Besides this general
source of interest and amusement, which the hiaiopy of
Britain holds out, there arc many particular periods in it,

which are almost etjually calculated to excite and giatify

these feelings. This is considering the history of Great
Biiiainin its lowest character; it further illustrates our
preceding remarks, by the constant exercise which it af-

fords for our judgment and jicnetralion ; so that it may be
justly affirmed, tliat the faculties of the human mind will

deiive fiom its perusal a great accession to their strength.

But the great advantage to be derived from history,—-ar.d
this advantage fiows in the most direct manner, of the
highest character, and in the utmost abundance, from the

hisloiy of Britain,— consists in this, that by means of it we
gain our knowledge of the mechanism of society; of the
reciprocal influence of national character, laws, and go-
vernment ; of those causes and circumstances, that have
operated towards the production and advancement, or the
destruction and retaidation of civil and religious liberty,

and the various branches of science and literature. It

leads to a knowledge of man in his social relations: it ex-
hibits the various operations of difl'erent systems of polity

upon human happiness. In a country •"hich enjoys so great

a portion of civil liberty as happily falls to the lot of the

itdiabitants of the British empire, almost every order of the

community has its mfluence upon the measures of the le-

gislative and the executive powers ; consequently, a know-
ledge of history should be diffused to as wide an extent as
possible among them. A familiar acquaintance with the

history of their country was, in the best times of the Ro-
man republic, held to be essentially requisite to qualify

youth for stations of dignity, power, and profit, in the ad-

ministration of public affiiirs. Hence the bitterness of the

sarcasm, uttered by Marius, when lie asserted, that, in his

degenerate days, men of illustrious birth did not begin to

read the bistort of their country till they were elevated to

the highest cfRces of the state, that is, as he said, "they
first obtained the employment, and then bethought them-
selves of the qualifications necessary for the proper dis-

charge of it."

In this brief enumeration of the principal uses to be de-

rived from the study of historv, it is presupposed that his-

torical fiicts are made the subjects of mature reflection.

He who is satisfied with merely storing his mind with a

multiplicity of events, even though those events may be of
the highest class in point of importance, and calculated to

establish or illustrate the most useful principles, wil! de-

rive little profit from a great expence of time and labour.

II. The sciences which are of the most constant and
general use in the study of history, so as to have deserved
to be called its two eyes, are geography and chronology.

Without the former, no reader of history can have any clear

and distinct idea of what he rea<Is. Moreover, by a know-
ledge of this science, we are able to verify many pasttrans-

aciions, which, if they ever ha]ipened, must have left in-

delible traces on the face of the earth. Many curious ex-

amples of this nature maybeseenin Addisoii's Maundrels,
and Shaw's Travels. With respect to chronology, it is

absolutely iutpossible to form clear and distinct notions of

the intervals of time, of the rise and fall of empires, and of

the successive establishment of slates, without some such
general comprehension of the whole current of time, as

may enable us to trace out distinctly the dependence of

events, and distribute them into such periods and divi&ioos,
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as shall place the whole train of past traiis:ictioi'.s in a just

and oi'deiiy maimer before us. For a further illustration of

tlie uses of Geoguaphy aud Chronology, as applicalile

to history, wc refer our readers to those two articles Id

this work.
Anotlur iiranch of sUitly, which ouf^ht to he pursued

alou;^ wilii the study of history, is what is c-idled statistics;

or that lij-aiich wJiicli com[)rehends an account of inu

sources of tlie wealth and power of dilferent slates, sucli

as their pc)j)ubtion, iiabits of industry, ai-ricuhurc, manu-
factures, trade, commerce, and finances. Unless we pos-

sess information on this head, it is obvious that we siiall be

much perplexed, and lre(|uently led astray, in our endea-

vours to account for the comparative iiilluence and exer-

tions of difierent nations. Tlius, for example, a person

ignorant of the advances which Britain has made in agri-

culture, manufactures, commerce, and what may be called

the economics of the state, cannot possibly satisfactorily

account lor the high rank which she holds in the scale of

European nations,—a rank, to which, from die mere in-

spection of the map of Europe, she does not seem by any

means to be entitled.

Another collateral branch of study ought to be that of

the governments of nations; not a minute investigation of

the various parts of their government, but such a know-
ledge of their general and leading principles, as would en-

able us to ascertain, how far, and in what respects, the in-

fluence and advances of each state might justly be attri-

butable to tlieir respective constitutions. In this point of

view, also, Great Britain may be cited as an instance pecu-

liarly illustrative of the justice and truth of our observa-

tions. A person who had made himself acquainted with

the progress of this country in agriculture, manufactures,

and commerce, and who beheld in them the stnirces of her

wealth and power, would still be desirous of learning the

causes, which had enabled her to make this progress so far

beyond that of other nations ; and of these causes, on in-

vestigation, he would find her free constitution to be the

jnost prominent and operative. The observations which we
have now offered, respecting the connection between the

iii^tory and the statistics and government of a country, will

be most fully and satisfactorily confirmed and illustrated by

reading the articles Britain, History of ; England, His-

tory a7id Sfatislics of; and Scotland, History and Statis-

tics of ; in this work. It is only within these few years, that

the study of statistics has been much attended to ; and we
think we may, without the charge of vanity, or partiality,

refev to this £/!C!/c/o/(«f/ja, as connecting the history and
statistics of the various civilized countries of the world

more intimately and fully together, than they had been pre-

viously done in any work of the same nature.

Whatever illustrates the manners, customs, feelings,

circumstances, and condition of the inhabitants of a coun-
try, in the various periods of its history, ought also to be

studied by him who wishes to derive from history its high-

est gratificati(;n and its full advantage. The popular bal-

lads of a nation, in this respect, ought to be perused ; col-

lections of the laws, ordinances, and internal regulations

enacted in a state, during any particular period of its his-

tory, are well calculated for the same object ; they give

information respecting the condition of the great mass of

tlie conmiuniiy, whether they were free or slaves; and
also respecting the prevalent crimes and vices of the age,

and what measure of punishment was necessary to expiate

or repress them.

All these are collateral branches of study, which are con-
nected with the proper and advantageous ])erusa! of his-

tory in general ; but those who wish to enter more mi-
nutely into the history of any country, and to gain access

to as many sources of evidence respecting it as possible,

may derive great advantage and assistance from the records

of the courts of law. These furnish a vast variety of his-

torical f.icts, most minutely investigated. To lefer again

to the. particular instance of our own country : It may with

truth bo aflirmcd, that no one can form an adequate and cor-

rect idea of the giadiial amendment eflecled in our insti-

tutions, and of the value of those constitutional principles

and ellbfis from which those amendments have been de-

rived , who has not read with attention tiic state trials.

Tiealies with foreign powers should also be perused ; and
the des|)alchcs of ambassadors, especially the confidential

communications made by diplomatic agents. In the offi-

cial letters of Barillon, publishec by .Sir John Dalrymple
and Mr Fox, the impolicy of Charles II. and of his unfor-

tunate successor, is cleady traced ; and in the pjpers of

Sir Robert VValpulc, as published by Mr Co.k, a slrikinu

picture is exhibited of the difficulties incident to the ad-
ministration of a free governmeni. How much history

may be illustrated by the publication of such official pa-
pers, or rather how inexplicable the facts it records may
ofien be, if not illustrated by such papers, is proved in a
most striking and interesting manner in the following in-

stance. In the yeais 1775 and 177G, General Washing-
ton lay encamped before the town of Boston, at the head of
a force far superior to that of the British, for tiie period of
nine months, without striking a blow. The general's offi-

cial correspondence with Congress, published in the year
1795, accounts for this dilatoriness, which, till this publica-

tion, was inexplicable. From it, it appears, that, during a
great part of this time, he was so scantily provided with

powder, that, had the British been aware of his situation,

and marched to attack him, he would have been under the

necessity of abandoning his position.

Biography also may be brought to the elucidation and
assistance of history. In the lives of sovereigns, eminent
statesmen, generals, and lawyers, peculiarities of charac-
ter, prejudices, motives, and reasons for conduct, which
history cannot detect, and other circumstances, are often

brouglit to liglit, which seive to elucid.ile what is obscure,

to Connect what is disjointed and abrupt, and to account for

what before seemed without an adequate and appropriate

cause.

The history of many nations may also be elucidated by
visible monuments, such as pillars, edifices, or mere heaps
of stone ; and by the names given to counties, towns, &c.
Of the same nature with public monuments are national

customs, in commemoration of remarkable historical

events; such as the Athenians sending annually a ship to

Delos ; the paschal supper among the Jews ; the Lord's

Supper among the Christians ; our making bonfires on the

5ih of November, and carrying oak boughs on the 29th of

May.
Coins and medals are also of great use, in the illustra-

tion of history. On ancient medals, a number of events

have been recorded, so that they serve to confirm such
passages as are ti ue in old authors, to ascertain what was
before doubtful, and to record such as were omitted. By
means of them, V^aillant has been enabled to ascertain, in a

very great degree, the chronology of three important king-

doms of the ancient world, viz. Egypt, Syria, and Parthia.

Of Balbec and Palmyra, whose ruins are so famous, history

scarcely makes any mention, and we have little knowledge
of them, but what is supplied by medals and inscriptions.

In modern times, coats-of-arms have been made use of for

the purpose of distinguishing families. They must, there-

fore, be of great use in (racing pedigrees, and co'ise(iuent-

ly in ascertaining persons and events in history. See Me-
dals.
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III. One of the most important directions for facilitating

the study of history, is to bet;in with authors who present

a general view of the whole subject. This is like sketch-

ing an entire outline, before any part of the picture is

finished ; and learning the grand divisions of the earth,

before the geograpliy of particular countries is studied.

The principal advantage of this method is, that it gives

a clear idea of the comparative importance, as well as of

the connection, whidi the history of any particular coun-

try bears to the history of the world. The same advice

is applicable to a person who proposes to study any

particular period of the history of any particular coun-

try. He ought, in the lirst place, to make himself

acquainted with the history of the country in general, and

then study the history of the particular period. The his-

tory of the civil wars, during the reign of Charles I. will

excite comparative little interest, and afford comparatively

little instruction, unless an acquaintance with the previous

history of England enables us to trace the causes of those

wars, and the condition, feelings, opinions, intluence and

views, not merely of the different parties, but also of the

different classes of the community.

A general acquaintance with the whole course of his-

tory, will render it less necessary to attend to the order in

which particular histories arc read ; for if the reader is

thus previously prepared, by a general acquaintance with

history, he will be able to refer any particular history he

engages in to its proper place in universal history. Indeed,

after a thorough introduction to a whole course of history,

it is comparatively a matter of little moment, in what order

and connexion particular histories are read ; for they will

easily, and without confusion, range themselves in the mind

in their proper place, and appropriate rank in point of im-

portance.

There are several epitomes of universal history. While
the custom of giving lectures prevailed in the foreign

universities, the most celebrated were Tursellius's and Le
Clerc's ; but the use and popularity of these Latin epito-

mes has very considerably diminished, since the lectures

have been given in the vernacular tongues of the respec-

tive countries of Europe. Tursellius's is a judicious and

elegant performance ; but by no means impartial or candid,

where the interests of the Catholic church interfere. That

of Le Clerc's is not liable to the same objection; but at

the same time it must be remarked, that it is not entitled

to the same praise. With these epitomes may be men-
tioned, as also written in Latin. Sleidan's Jntroductio ad

Historiam, or a brief account of the Babylonian, Persian,

Macedonian, and tlie Roman monarchies.

Bossuel's Discours sur L' Histoire Universelle, which may
be regarded as an epitome of ancient history, as it comes
down only to the period of Charlemagne, acquired a repu-

tation at its first appearance hardly warranted by its merits,

and which it lias by no means supported. It is an elegant,

and in some parts even an eloquent performance ; but these

are recommendations to liistory of very small comparative

importance, when contrasted with credulity, bigotry, and

partiality, with vviiich this performance is justly chargea-

ble. One of the most useful epitomes, upon the whole, is

that written by Baron Holberg, in Latin, and translated,

with improvements and additions, into English, by Gregory
Sharpe. Its most prominent and sciious defect is, that

too little notice is taken of the history of Greece. None
of these epitomes dire< t the attention of the reader to any

other subject than the political part of history ; they seldom

or ever enter into the consideration of the causes or con-

sequences of events ; and never digress, if dit::rcssion it

may be properly called, into the consideration of the state

of the arts and sciences, religion, laws, manners, govern-

ment, and literature, durini^ the different epochs of which
they treat. In fact, they will by no means s;itisfy the mind
that wishes to attain a propei introduction to histoiy, a» it

is now generally written. For this purp(jse, the Etementt
of General History, Ancient and Modern, bv the late Alex-
ander Fraser Tytler, Lord VVoodhouseUc, ought to be
read : In point of arrangement, due proportion and con-
nection of parts, perspicuity and interest of style, a philoso-

phical spirit, and the elucidation of the state of the arts

and sciences, literature, &c. this work may be justly com-
menued in the highest terms. The Philosofiliy of Ilulory.
by Logan, and a larger work said to be written by the sanu-

author, but published under the name of Kutherford-
should also be perused, preparatory to entering u|)on a

regular course of history. Of the larger epitomes of an-

cient history, that of Rollin is the most interesting and
complete : it is compiled with scrupulous fidelity from the

best Greek and Latin historians: its style is fluent, and
even elegant : its great fault is credulity, which prevent?
the author from discriminating in his recital of events be-
tween the marvellous and the true. The ancient histoi-y ot

the Abbe JNIillot, which constitutes the first part of his

Hhtoire Generate., is more brief than that of Rollin ; but-
at the same time, more full than the epitomes we have
mentioned above. The arrangement of this work is judi-
cious ; the style precise and compact. In his preface he
informs his readers, that his plan is to seize those topics
of historical narrative, which present the greatest portion
of utility. He gives a bold, and in general a faithful and
impaitial sketch of events and characters ; but the obser-
vations with which he relieves and intermixes his narra-
tive, are frequently more distinguished for their obvious
truth, than their originality or profoundness.

The reader having been thus prepared for a regular
progress in ancient history, by the perusal of such parts
of the above epitomes as confine themselves to that period,
(for some of these epitomes, it may be observed, embrace
modern as well as ancient history,) we shall now lay down
a method by which the principal authors of antiquity may
be read, so as to collect lion them a pretty regular series
of facts, which will comprise the history of Asia, Africa,
Greece, and Rome, till the dissolution of the empire of
Constantinople.

Herodotus is the earliest historian extant, next to the
authors of the historical books of the Old Testament. His
history comprises every thing he had an opportunity of
learning respecting the Lydians, lonians, Lycians, Egyp»
tians, Persians, Greeks, and Macedonians, from the year
713 to the year 479 before the birth of Christ. Perhaps
no author of history, ancient or modern, might be appeal-
ed to, as more fully illustrating the truth of the remark
made at the beginning of this article, that, even in respect
to amusement, history presents claims to attention not in-

ferior to works of fiction. The great merits of this author
are, his diligence, accuracy, fidelity, and impartiality. The
accuracy of the geographical knowledge which he dis-

plays, is continually receiving confirmation from the dis-

coveries of the moderns. His style is simple and elegant.

His faults and defects are his digressive method, and his

intermixture of fable. A more particular account of

several events in the period of Herodotus' History may be
extracted from the following authors : Justin, books i. ii.

iii. and vii. ; the 7th book of Xenophon's Cyrofiadia ; the

lives of Aristides, Themisiocles, Cimoii, Miltiades, and
Pausanius, by Plutarch and Cornelius Nepos ; and those

of Anaximander, Zeno, luiripidcs, Heraclitus, and De-
mocritus, by Diogenes Laertius, will illustrate not only the

history of Herodotus, but also the state of manners and
philosophy at that period.
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Thiicydkles must be read after Herodotus. In his in-

troduction he connects his history with that of Herodotus,

hy giving a summary view of the history of Greece, from

the dtpartiire of Xerxes to the cominencement of the

JVloj)oniiesian war. He proposed to write the entire his-

tory of that war, but his work reaches only to the 21st

ye'aruf it. The method he pursues is directly the reverse

of that followed by Herodotus; for his exact and scru-

pulous observance of chronological order, obliges him
to interrupt his narrative, in a manner that is very pain-

ful and disagreeable to his reader. His style is uncom-
monly compact and dense ; so that his meaning is fre-

quently not brought out with sufficient fulness and per-

spicuity. His reflections are acute and profound, but

more interesting to the politician than the philosopher.

After the first book of this author, the lllh and 12lh

of Diodorus Siculus ought to be read ; and, after the

whole of his work, the 4th and 5th books of Justin, and
the lives of Alcibiades, Chabrias, Thrasybulus, and Ly-
sias, by Plutarch.

The 1st and 2d books of Xenophon's History of Greece
complete the ai count of the Peloponnesian war, with the

couleniporary affairs of the Medes and Persians. After
this the expedition of C^yrus, by the same author, should
be read ; and, lastly, the remainder of his History of

Greece, which contains an account of the affairs of the

Greeks and Persians till the battle of M;uninea, in the

year 363 before Christ. All the historical books of Xe-
noplion comprise a period of about 48 years. The style

of Xenophon is remarkable for its elegance ; his impar-
tiality is undoubted ; and his manner and plan form a

happy medium between the loose antl slightly connect-

ed excursions of Herodotus, and the extreme rigour of

Thucydides. His account of the retreat of the Ten
Thousand, in which he bore a principal part, is perhaps
as interesting a portion of history as ancient or modern
limes can present, and is told in the most interesting man-
ner. To complete the history of all that period of which
Xenophon treats, the lives of Lysander, Agcsilaus, Ar-
taxerxes, Conon, and Dalames, by Plutarch or Cornelius
Nepos, and the 13th, I4'h and 15th books of Diodorus
Siculus, ought to be read. The continuation of the work
of Diodorus Siculus brings the history of Greece and
Persia down to the commencement of the reign of Alex-
ander the Great, in tiie year 335 before Christ. The
history of Alexander has been written by Arrian, Plu-

tarch, and Quinius Curtius. After these authors, may be
read the 18ui, 19ih. and 20ih books of Diodorus Siculus,

together with the ISUi, 14lli, and 15lh books of Justin ;—
these contain the history of Greece from the year 323 before

Cnrist to the year 301. At this period, the (ourse of

historical narrative may be traced from the 16th to the

3uth books of Justin, and all that follow till the two last,

which complete the history of Greece till it mingles with

that of Rome.
The object of Diodorus Siculus was, by reading and

travelling, to collect materials for an universal history,

from the earliest account of things to the time of Au-
gustus, when he flourished. But only a small portion of

it has come down to us. Of 40 books, of which the entire

work consisted, the first five, which bring the history of
the world to the Trojan war, are entire ; the nexi five are

wanting ; but from the 1 1th to the 20th inclusive the work
is complete. The work of Justin is an abridgment of an
universal history, written by Tropes Pompeius, who lived

in the age of Augustus. It is written in a style of con-
siderable persptcnity and force, and a due proportion and
i:onnection is observed among its several parts. Plutarch's

lives of Pyrrhus, Aratus, Agis, Cleomenes, and Philopae-
mon, sliould be lead to complete this portion of history.

As these authors contain not only the history of Greece,
but that of all the nations of the world that were known to
the historians; so the following course of Roman history-

must also be regarded as comprehending all that is now to
be learned of the subsequent ancient history of all other
nations.

The early part of the Roman history is treated in the
most full and satisfactory manner by Dionysius of Halicar-
nassus. His entire work consisted of 20 books, and brought
down the history to the commencement of the first Punic
war; but of these, only the 1 1 first are now extant, and they
terminate in the year 341 before Christ, after the dissolu-
tion of the decemvirate, and the resumption of the chief
authority by the consuls. This author pays much more
paiticular attention to manners, customs, and laws, than the
ancient historians usually did ; and, on this account, is pe-
culiarly interesting and instructive. He is, however, very
credulous; and his style, though pure, is harsh. To com-
plete the history of the period of which Dionysius treats,
the 1st, 2d, and 3u books of Livy, and the lives of Romu-
lus, Num.i Pompilius, Valerius Poplicola, Coriolanus, and
Camilhis, by Plutarch, should be read.

Aftei D onysius, by reading from the 4th to the 10th
books inclusive of Livy, the history of Rome will be
brought down to the year 292 before Christ. The entire
work of Livy consisted of 142 books; but it has come
down to us in a very mutilated and imperfect state, only
35 being left. This author is entitled to the highest praise
for fidelity, impai tiality, and the rich and eloquent grandeur
oi his styii'. A chasm occurs between the 10th and 20th
books ol Livy, which may be, however, in some measure,
filled up, by the perusal of the 1st and 2d books of Poly-
bius; the ITih, 18lh, 22d, and 23d books of Justin; and
Appian's Punic and lilyrian wars. From Polybius we
may learn many curious and important particulars respect-
ing the art of war among the ancients. His topographical
descriptions of the places which have been the site of the
remarkable events he records are uncommonly accurate.
His style is harsh and involved; his reflections bear evi-
dence of a strong and reflecting mind. After Appian
should be read the remainder of Livy from the 21st book
to the end, which brings the history of Rome to the year
166 before Christ. The lives of Hannibal, Scipio Africa-
nus, Quintus Flaminius, Paulus vE;nilius, Cato major, the
Gracchi, Marius, Sylla, Cato minor, Sertorius, Lucullus,
Porapey, and Brutus, by Plutarch, will not only serve to

complete the history of Livy, but will also afford some
striking particulars respecting the manners and state of
society of Rome during the most interesting period of its

liistory.

The war of Juguitha, and the conspiracy of Cataline,
which happened respectively 100, and 62 years before
Christ, Iiave been narrated by Sallust. The great merit
of this writer is his impartiality at a time when prejudice
and party spirit must have been very common and very
powerful in Rome. His style is remarkable for its con-
ciseness; and (his quality is particularly conspicuous in the
characters which he draws.

Most of the transactions in which Julius Caesar was en-

gaged, are best illustrated by his celebrated Commentaries,
and the supplement to it compiled by Hirtius and others.

In the Commentaries we may gain some very authentic and
interesting information respecting the early state, manners,
laws, and customs of those nations which now hold the
most distinguished place in modern Europe. The merit
of this work of Caesar's is very high, in respect both to
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matter and style ; the ndvanta!3;e wbich lie derived, in re-

spect to accuracy of information, from narratini; his own
exploits, is not, in a sinuflc in'itancc, cniinterbalancrd by

vanity, partiality, or the concealment of his faults : his

style is remarkable for its simplicity and ease. The secret

history of this impoi-tant pei'iod will he most clearly under-

stood from a perusul of Cicero's Epistles, which may also

be consulted for inloriiiation respecting the state of society,

manners, customs, &c. The fragintnts of the history of Dio

Cassius contain a dcl/il of the events, which took place be-

tween the period when Lucullus flourished and the death

of the Emperor Claudian. In combination with this author

may be read the elegant compendium of Vtlleiiis Patcrcu-

lus, fi-om the foundation of Home to the reign of Tiberius,

at which period he lived.

The Lives of the 'I'welvc Caesars, written by Suetonius,

will prepare the way for the study of the works of Taci-

tus; and, top;ether with the Epistks of I'liny, will affcrd a

pretty clear insii;ht into the state of society, and manners of

the Roman empire at this period.

Tacitus wrote annals of the public affairs from the death

of Augustus nearly to the end of the rejpin of Nero; but

only a small portion of them have come down to us, viz.

the four first books; a small part of the 5th; all tlie 6th from
the 1 1th to the 15ih; and part of the 16lh. There is also

a history, by the same author, which extends fiom the be-

ginninc: of the reign of Gallia to the end of that of Domi-
tian. Ilis work on the matuiers of the Germans is particu-

larly interestinc; and instinctive, as a preparatory study lo

the modern history of the northern and middle states of Eu-
rope. His life of Agricola is i>crhaps the finest specimen of

biographical writing extant. Tacitus justly deserves the

name of a philoso])hical historian : his insight into human
nature, especially into the sources and workings of the

worst passions, is deep and penetrating : his style is un-

commonly dense.

On the times of servility that succeeded the period in

Tvhich Tacitus lived, a dim light is shed by the works of

Aurelius Victor, Herodian, the six compilers who are

commonly known by the name of Scriptores Romaniy Eu-
tropius, Zosimus, Zonaras, Jornandes, AmiTiianus Marcel-
linus, Procopins, Agathias Nicetas, Nicephorus Gregoras,
and Joannes Cantacuzenus. Procopins, Sec. are (hstin-

guished by the appellation of the Byzantine historiaiis.

Their works relate to theliistory of the Greek or Eastern
Empire to the period of its destruction by the Turks. Of
all these authors, tlie only two that possess iTiuch merit are

Herodian and Ammianus Marcellinus. The former wrote
the history of his own times from the death of Antonine to

the reign of B-.lbinus and Pupienus, A. D. S.'S. His man-
ner of narrating events is uncommonly engaging and
happy. Every scene, with its causes and eflects, is pre-

sented in the clearest and best point of view. Simplicity

and elegance cl.aracterise his style. Ammianus Marcelli-

nus wrote 3 1 books, from the beginning of the reign of
Nerva to the death of Valens, in whose court he lived ; but
of those, the first thirteen, a supeificial epitome of 257
years, are now lost. In those which are extant, he begins
with Gallus C-aesai, about the year of Christ 353, and large-

ly describes the actions of Constantius, Caesar, Julian. Jo-

vian, Valentinian, and Valens—a period of 25 years, bring-

ing down the history ol Rome to the year of Christ 378.

He was the last subject of Rome, who composed a protane
histoiy in the Latin language. He well deserves the cha-
racter and the praise which Gibbon gives him: " It is not

without the most sincere regret (says that auihoi) that I

must now take leave of an accurate and faithful guide, who
has composed the history of his own times, without indulg-
ing the prejudices and the passions which usually afl'ect the

mind of a contemporary." (Gibbon's norr.an Rmfiire, Vol.
\\ . chap. xxvi. p. 426, 8vo. edition.)

A most imponaiit series of events, connecting ancient
and modern history, is supplied by Gibbon's Hintory of the
Decline anrt Fall of the Roman Krn/iire. This work coin-
mf^tues with a view of the policy which swayed the Roman
c-dbinct ill the time of Augustus. Rapidly passing on to

the age of the Antonines, A. U. 130, it exhibits the extent
and military force, the union and internal prosperity, and
the constitution of the empire, at that period. It then be-

gins to assume the form of a history in detail, which is

brought dov/n to the total extinction of the Roman Empire
in the west ; is afterwards continued to the taking of Con-
stantinople by the Turks, A. D. 1453; and concludes at the

establishment of the Papal power in the city of Rome, and
the adjacent territoi y. The miitnte and extensive learning

displayed in this important work not only supports the au-
thenticity of the facts which it records, but also enables the

author to discuss many correlative or incidental subjects,

which elucidate eith.er the manners, customs, laws, and
state of society, at the different periods of which he treats,

or those ir-.stitutions that even at present characterize and
distinguish the principal nations of Europe. His style is

by no means chaste ; the unremitting |)omp of his periods

fatigues his readers; and he deserves unqualified and severe

censure, for the disingenuous manner in whicli he has in-

sinuated his animadversions on the Christian religion.

But, after all these deductions from the merit and value of
this work, it is highly useful; and indeed the only work for

the reader who wishes to obtain a clear, full, and interesting

view of history, and the slate of society between the period

of the declension of the Roman empire and the infancy of
the principal European states.

Those epitomes of modern history, which are connected
with ancient history, have already been mentioned. We
shall now notice such epitomes as are confined to modern
history. A good general epitome was a work long wanting
to the republic of letters. We have omitted to notice the

Ancient Universal History in tiie former part of this arti-

cle, because it is much too voluminous to serve as an intro-

duction to a general knowledge of ancient history. The
same remark applies to the Modern Universal History. •

Both of them are much more useful as books of reference,

or for consultation, after a tolerably accurate and extensive

knowledge of history has been acquired, than as intio-

ductory works ; besides, the various portions of both are

executed willi very unequal degrees of merit. Voltaire's

Jissai sur /es Maurs et I'Esfirit des A^aiions is rather a

commentary on facts, an acquaintance with which is pre-

supposed, than a detail of the facts themselves. The
Histoire AJoderne of the Abbe Miilot is a judicious abridg-

ment. It deserves the character of accuracy and impar-
tiality ; hut, besides being liable to the objections that have
been offered to the ancient histoiy of the same author, it is

too much compressed, for the i stent and importance of the

topics which it embraces. Russel's History of Modern
Europe is a work of a much higher character, and much
more valuable and useful to the student in every respect.

Its merits appear to us not sufficiently kno-»vii and prized.

Probably, by those who have never read it, it is supposed

that no great talents could he required or exercised in

drawing up a mere abridgment of history. But the contra-

ry is the fact: to judge from this work of Russel's. he

must have been a man of considerable penetration, sound

judgment, a philosophical spirit, and correct taste. His

work is divided into two parts; the first embracing the pe-

riod from the rise of modern kingdoms to the peace of

Westphalia in 1648, and the second comprehending the

events of history from the peace of Westphalia to the
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peace of Paris in 1763. A third part, bringing the history

down from the peace of Paris to the treaty of Amiens in

1802, has been added by Dr Coote, who, though he has
strictly adhered to the plan, has by no means attained to

the merits of the original work. The subdivision of the

plan is effected with considerable skill and ingenuity in a
series of letifers, in which the principal transactions of the
leading European states are concatenated with as rigid ad-
herence to chronological order, as was consistent with the
mixed and fluctuating interests of those states. By pass-

ing over events vvliicli derived their importance and inte-

rest merely from the period in which they occurred, or the
personages who were concerned in them, he has been ena-
bled to give more room for those of a more permanent na-
ture. As a repository of facts, therefore, judiciously se-

lected, methodically arranged, and authenticated with suf-

ficient learning and diligence, this modern history of Europe
may justly be regarded as a work of very great utility; but
it deserves higher praise. The causes and consequences
of the most important events are traced with great ingenui-
ty and penetration, at the same time that fanciful specula-
tions regarding them are carefully avoided. The observa-
tions on the characters of the principal personages are dis-

tinguished by the vivid and faitiiful pictures which they
exhibit. The progress of society from the rise of modern
kingdoms down to the peace of Paris in 1763, exhibiting

the manners of the people in their rudest state, and in their

highest polish, is given at stated periods with much ability

and research. The advances made in taste and science,

and the usurpations of the ecclesiastical at the expense of
the civil power, are clearly developed ; and, being connect-
ed with the progress of war, politics, and legislation, exhi-
bit, in a clear and conspicuous manner, the intellectual and
moral improvement of European society. The style of

this work is pure, elegant, and concise ; and the reflections

that are interspersed always illustrate and confirm the sa-

cred principles of public and private justice.

This work will serve to exhibit the great and leading
outlines of the events of modern history ; and from Gib-
bon's Decline and Fall may be traced the origin of those
barbarous tribes, whose chiefs, at different periods, making
themselves masters ofthe various subdivisions of the Roman
empire, laid the foundations of the modern kingdoms of
Europe. The student having thus gained a general know-
ledge of modern history, as well as a more particular in-

sight into the origin of the European states, ought, in

the next place, to peruse those works which exhibit a
general view of the history of modern Europe at various
periods.

Much valuable information relative to one of the most
important ot the f arly periods of modern history is lo be de-

rived from the Hisloire de Charlemagne, published by M.
Gaillard in the year 1782, in f(^ur vols. 12.no. The gene-
ral state of Europe in Ihe 1 Itli century is described by Mr
Btrritigton in the second edition of the Lives of Abelard
and Eloise. In the Abbe Sade's Memoires sur la Vie du
Francois Petrarque. the author, by regularly indulging in

details of circumstances with which Petrarch has little or
no connection, has coritrived to interweave into these me-
moirs a minute and elaborate account of the events which
took place in Italy, France, and oll.er parts of Europe, dur-

ing the greater part of the I4th century. The history of
this period may still be further illustrated by the Chroni-
cles ol Froissart, which, besides a minute detail of the trans-

actions which occurred from 1326 to 1400, give a most in-

teresting and amusing insight into the manners, customs,
habits, and feelings of that period. A succinct narrative of
general history is also to be found in Shepherd's Life of
Poggio, which, relating to the origin of the famous eccle-
Vol. X. Part II.

siastical feud, the schism of the West, almost touches the
period of Petrarch, and traces the principal occurrences
which took place in Italy, and Europe in general, beyond
the middle of the I5th century. The Life of Lorenzo de
Medici, by Mr Roscoe, may be next perused : as Loren-
zo's political connections were very extensive, his history
embraces the principal occurrences which happened in the
more civilized portions of Europe during his life, from
1448 to 1492. The succeeding period of general history
is illustrated by the same author in his Life of Leo X. In
this work, Mr. Roscoe enters fully into the 'sjt'ate of Italy
and Europe, which had so much influence on the fortune of
that people, and which was also in no small degree modi-
fied by his actions. In both these works Mr Roscoe
has given a copious history of the progress of literature and
the fine arts.

The History of Charles V. next becomes the most pro-
minent in the general history of Europe; and, with this

view of it, it has been most ably written by Dr Robertson.
The first volume of his work contains a view of the pro-
gress of society in Europe, from the subversion of the Ro-
man Empire to the beginning of the 16th century, embrac-
ing the several heads of government, laws, manners, mili-
tary establishments, and the political constitution of the
principal states of Europe. The History itself compre-
hends the eventful period between the years 1500 and 1559,
during which events took place which materially affected
the state of society, and the advancement of literature,

knowledge, and liberty, in Europe. The Histories of
Philip II. and III., by Drs Watson and Thompson, may
also be read with reference to a general acquaintance with
the history of Europe during the period of their reigns,
and to a knowledge of several events, which tended mate-
rially to change the relative situation and importance of the
various states of Europe. Indeed, the political alliances
and wars of these monarchs involve the interests of so
many kingdoms, that their history displays the general to-

pics of the history of Europe till the year 1621, the period
of the death of Philip III.

Soon afterwards the French monarchy began to as-

sume such a rank, and to connect itself with so many
states, that its history ought to be perused, as throwing
more light on the general history of Europe than that of
any other kingdom at this time. Harte's Life of Gustavus
Adolphus, and Scheller's History of the Thirty Years'
War, also illustrate, in some degree, the history and state

of the not th of Europe about the same period ; and bring
down the narrative of events nearly to the age of Louis
XIV. Voltaire's life of this monarch will conduct the
reader to the period when, in consequence of the alliances

formed by the English nation with various continental

powers, the history of the world is strictly connected with
that of our native land.

IV. Under the 4th division of this article, we proposed
to point out the order in which the history of particular

countries may be read, so that they may be illustrative of
one another. " Nature," as Mr. Gibbon justly observes,
" has implanted in our breasts a lively impulse to extend
the narrow span of our existence, by the knowledge of the

events that have happened on the soil which we inhabit, of

the characters and actions of those men from whom our
descent as individuals or as a people is probably derived.

The same laudable emulation will prompt us to review
and to enrich our common treasure of national glory ; and
those who are best entitled to the esteem of posterity, are

the most inclined to celebrate the merits of their ances-

tors. The history of Britain, therefore, naturally will and
ought to claim our highest interest. Under the article Bbi-

3H
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TAIN, ill this Encycloiixdia., will be found a history of the

Island from its first population by the Celts, until the arri-

val of the Saxons in the year 449. As our constitution,

our national character, the tone of our manners and feel-

ings, and our language, are, in a great measure, derived

from our northern ancestors, the articles G»;rmany and

Scandinavia ought to be read in connexion with the early

part of the history of Britain. From the arrival of the

Saxons till the union of the crowns of England and Scot-
land in the year 1603, the histories of these two countries

are treated tilstinctly under the respective articles ; but the

connexion between them during the greater part of this

period, was so close, though generally of a hostile nature, that

their histories are necessarily mutually illustrative of each

other. The history of France, also, given under that article,

ought to be read, for the purpose of illustrating the histo-

ries both of England and Scotland ; while an attentive con-

sideration of the language, the manners, and the state of

society in France, will afford elucidation, and give addi-

tional interest to the English and Scotch history during the

same period. Under the article Britain is given the his-

tory of the island, from the union of the crowns of Eng-
land and Scotland to the commencement of the year 1812;

and the most interesting portion of the foreign history of

Britain, from 1812 to the last peace of Paris in 1815, will

be found under the article France. A more full account

of the war between Great Britain and her colonies, than is

to be found under the former article, is given under the ar-

ticle America {American United Stales.) After the peru-

sal of the histories of England, Scotland, and Britain, read

in this order, and thus elucidated, the reader should peruse

the history of Ireland, given under that article: and as

India forms now such an extensive and valuable portion of

the British empire, the history of it, under that article,

ought to be read in connection with the history of the unit-

ed kingdom.
If the student is desirous of entering more fully and

deeply into the history of this country than the articles in

this £ncyclo/i(sdia, necessarily succinct, will enable him to

do, Rapin will afford him a very elaborate, and in general a

very faithful, history of England till the close of the 17th

century; while, in Hume's History, he will find infinitely

more philosophy, but far less impartiality and accuracy.

The history of England, from the period of the Revolution,

cannot boast any writer of standard excellence. In Hen-
ry's History of England, and Andrews' History of Great

Britain, connected with the chronology of Europe, the li-

terature, arts, and manners, religion and government, of

the several periods, which these works respectively com-
prise, are elucidated.

The very early history of Scotland has been most ela-

borately elucidated by Pinkerton ; the same author, and
Lord Hales, have also treated, in a masterly and satisfac-

tory manner, the history of this country during a less re-

mote period. After the second work of Pinkerton, should
be read Robertson's History of Scotland, during the reigns

of Queen Mary, and James VI. till his accession to the

crown of England ; and Laing's History of Scotland from
the union of the crowns to the union of the kingdoms.
Leland's History of Ireland traces, in a masterly manner,
the transactions which took place in that country, from the

invasion of Henry II. to the treaty of Limerick in the reign
of William III. Those portions of the history of this ill-

fated and ill-used country since that period, which are par-
ticularly full of incidents, cannot yet be treated in an im-
partial manner. In the History of Wales, by the Rev. W.
Warrington, all the facts are collected which can throw
'.ight upon the government, manners, and final subjugation

of a people, still strongly marked by a peculiar character,
manners, and customs.

Next to the history of the United Kingdom, the history

of France claims the attention and investigation of the stu-

dent, both on account of its connection with the history of
these islands, and on account of the relative importance of
that state in Europe. Under the article FiTance will be
found a sketch of its history, as full as the limits and na-

ture of this work will allow, accompanied by a statistical

account of that country, which, as we liave already remark-
ed, ought always to be read in conjunction with history.

The early portion of the history of France admits of and
requires elucidation, from a knowledge of the manners,
laws, &cc. of the ancient German tribes, nearly as much as

the early history of Britain ; the article Germany, there-

fore, may be jjiofitably consulted for that purpose. After
the afl'airs of France cease for a time to be intimately inter-

woven with the afl'uirs of England, its history becomes
connected with, and therefore may be elucidated by, the

history of Austria under the Emperor Charles V. and by
the history of Italy. During the 17th and the early part

of the 18th centuries, the history of France requires a re-

ference to the histories of the Netherlands and of Spain.

From the commencement of the war between Britain and
I'rance in 1744 to the present time, the histories of the two
countries are mutually illustrative of each other.

The history of Spain, perhaps, both on account of its re-

lation to the histories of Britain and France, and on account
of the importance of that kingdom in the scale of Europe,
at least during a certain period, next claims the investiga-

tion of the student. Besides the article Spain, the article

Arabia may advantageously be consulted, in elucidation

of the manners, customs, kc. and the early history of the
peninsula. After the expulsion of the Moors, the histories

of France, Spain, and Italy, from the end of the I5th to

the beginning of the 16th centuries, are intimately con-
nected. As the discovery of the new world happened at

that period, the articles America, Mexico, and Peru,
ought to be consulted for an account of the transactions of
the Spaniards there. Soon afterwards the history of this

country becomes connected with that of the Netherlands.
After the separation of the United Provinces from Spain,
its history may be chiefly elucidated by the histories of
Portugal, Italy, France, and Britain. The history of Por-
tugal admits of little elucidation from the history of any
other country except Spain; the articles Africa and
Asia, however, may be consulted for a brief account of
their discoveries and settlements in these quarters of the
globe.

As an introduction to the history of the German king-
doms and states, the article Germany ought lobe perused:
this will prepare the way for the history of Austria, illus-

trated in its progress by the histories of Switzerland, Ita-

ly, France, Spain, Russia, Turkey, Sweden, and the Ne-
therlands : the history of Prussia, illustrated by the history

of Brandenburgh, Russia, Austria, and France ; the history

of Bavaria, Saxony, Sec. The account of the Reformation,

given in the article Ecclesiastical History, ought to be
consulted, with reference not only to the history of Germa-
ny, but also to those of Britain, France, and the Nether-
lands, during the 16th and part of the 17th centuries. The
history of Russia will receive elucidation from the histo-

ries of Austria, Prussia, Sweden, Poland, Turkey, and
Persia. The article Scandinavia ought to be consulted

for a general view of the manners, customs, laws, &c. and
early history of Denmark, Sw eden, and Norway. These
countries, besides mutually illustrating the history of one
another, will receive elucicjation principally from the his-
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tory of Russia and Germany. Under the arliclc Netheh-
LANDs, will be found tiie liislory of that country, not only

while it remained undivided, hut also of the United Pro-

vinces, and of the new kingdom, which has reunited the

whole seventeen provinces. That portion of tlic history of

this country, which properly relates to the United Pro-

vinces, will receive elucidation from the history of Spain,

France, and England, during nearly the Avhole of the pe-

riod, from the establishment of their independence till they

were merged in the kingdom of the Netherlands. The
comparatively pacific history of Switzerland admits of
illustration, in no important degree, except from the his-

tory of Austria, during the very early period of the esta-

blishment of its independence, till, like nearly all the other
states of continental Europe, its history becomes involved
in the revolutionary history of France.
The general account of Italy ought to be consulted

previous to the histories of Naples, Sicily, Venice, Tusca-
ny, the Popedom, 8cc. ; and these will be elucidated by the
histories of France, Spain, Austria, and Turkey. The his-

tory of the Popedom, indeed, both in its ecclesiastical and
civil character, is so intimately connected with the history

of all the European kingdoms, (except Russia and Poland,)

till the Reformation, that it ought to be studied carefully

;

for this purpose the article Ecclesiastical History may
be consulted. The history of Poland will be elucidated
principally by that of Turkey, Austria, and Russia.

Respecting the histories of the kingdoms of Asia, Afri-
ca, and America, our notices must be very short. Of
course, before the history of any particular country in any
of these divisions of the globe is studied, the description

of that particular division, under its proper head in this

work, ought to be consiilted. Turkey, from its connection
with the histories of Austria, Poland, and Russia, claims
perhaps the first notice. The history of Arabia, illustrat-

ed by the life of Mahomet, is an interesting object of stu-

dy, not only on account of the conquests and literature of
the Arabs, but also from the connection of their history

with that of the Peninsula. Though the history of China
lias little or no connection with the history of any European
state, yet the peculiarities of its inhabitants must render its

history interesting : Under that article will be found not
only an accurate and well-proportioned abridgment of the

history, but also a very faithful and detailed description of
the manners, language, institutions, &c. of that singular

country. Since the middle of the last century, the history

of India has become so intimately connected with the his-

tories of France and Britain, and that country at present
forms so large and valuable a portion of the British empire,
that its modern history ought to excite considerable inter-

est, even though its ancient history, and the character of its

inhabitants, and their laws, institutions. Sec. did not put
forth strong claims to our attention. For an account of the

histories of the otlier kingdoms of Asia, we must barely

refer our readers to the articles of Persia, Birman Em-
pire, Japan, Thibet, Tautary, Malacca, Ceylon, Si-

am, &c. The history of tlie principal states of Africa will

be found under the articles Egypt, Arysssinia, Cape of
Good Hope, Algiers, Morocco, Tripoli, Tunis, &c.
The history of the United States of America, as already

mentioned, should be sought for under the articles Ameri-
ca and Britain; of the British colonies there, under the

articles Canada. Nova Scotia, &c. and also under Bri-
tain; of the Spanish colonies, under the articles Buenos
Ayres, Chili, Mexico, Peru, &c. and also under Spain;
of the Portuguese settlements, under the head of Brazil,
and also under Portugal.

V. We shall now conclude this article with a brief no-
tice of the different species of history, besides that which

is emphatically so styled. History, strictly speaking, re-
lates to the narration of the wars and political events of
kingdoms; but besides this species of history, that which
relates to the support which Christianity has received from
the secular power; together with the benefits or disadvan-
tages resulting from this support ; and also to the internal
administration of the church, its constitution and disci-
pline, its doctrine and its worship ; or, in other words, the
history of Christianity, of its corruptions and reformation,
and of the influence which its principles, or the conduct of
its professors, have had on the political condition and af-
fairs of mankind, may justly be regarded as very intimate-
ly connected with the species of history which we have
been so fully considering. Ecclesiastical history, there-
fore, ought to be studied, not merely in its religious, but
also in its political point of view. Whoever reflects on the
power of the Pope for several centuries,—on the friendly
relations or wars between the different states of Europe,
which they brought about,—on the wars arising from the
Reformation, and on the great and decided change in the
political character and power of the mass of the people
which that event produced, must be convinced that ecclesi-
astical history cannot safely be neglected even by the mere
statesman. This article, therefore, ought to be carefully
perused, both by itself, and in connection with the history of
the different states of Europe.
The histories of the different arts and sciences are

quite of a distinct class from political and ecclesiastical
history ; though, to the student of both of these, as well as
to the man of science, they must be interesting and useful.
The resources and the wealth of states depend mainly on
their advances in the arts and sciences; and with respect
to the connection of some of the latter with the state of re-
ligious knowledge, the history of astronomy is sufficiently
explanatory. As one of the principal objects and advan-
tages of history, strictly so called, is to gain an insight into
the progress of man in political and individual happiness,
surely an acquaintance with the advances which he has
made in every species of knowledge, which secures his li-

berty, or (multiplies his means of defence or enjoyment,
must be interesting and important. Besides, whoever is

desirous of satisfactorily accounting for the difference be-
tween ancient and modern nations, as displayed in their re-
spective histories, and for the great and decided superiority
of the latter, must look beyond mere political history, to

the liistory of those arts antl sciences, which were compa-
ratively unknown to the ancients, and in which the moderns
have made such wonderful advances,—advances that will
be found, in a great measure, and nearly in every instance,
accompanied by, if not really productive of, similar ad-
vances in national resources and political power. The co-
pious histories of the arts and sciences, therefore, given
in this work, under the respective heads of each art or sci-

ence, ought by no means to be neglected by such as wish
to read political history to advantage ; and if they are pe-
rused in connection with the statistical account of each
country, given along with its history, the causes of the com-
parative progress of nations in political liberty and power
will be very clearly and satisfactorily traced, (w. s.)

HIVE. See Bee.
HOBBES, Thomas, celebrated as a literary and philo-

sophical character, but chiefly for the peculiarities of his

moral and political doctrines, was the son of a plain unlet-

tered clergyman of Maimesbury, Wiltshire. He was born
on the 5th of April, 1588, at the crisis when this country
was menaced by the formidable armada sent by Philip II.

of Spain. His mother, powerfully affected by the conster-

nation then so general over the kingdom, was delivered

before the full time, in consequence of which Hobbes was
3 H 2
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remarkably delicate in his childhood. But he evinced a

singular aptitude for learning, and attracted mnch notice by

his proficiency at school. B lore the age of 14, he trans-

lated the Medea of Euripcdcs into Latin iambics. At this

age, he went to Magdalene Hall, Oxford, where he distin-

guished himself by his application and genius. The Earl

of Devonsliire, wishing to profit by his talents, employed

him as a companion and instructor to his eldest son, who

was marly of the age of Hobbes, and that family continu-

ed 10 patronise him as long as he lived. At an early pe-

riod he was known to the celebrated Lord Bacon, with

whom hi- was a great favourite, and to wliom he acted as

an amanuensis in translating some of his treatises into La-

tin. He travelleil with his'noble pupil in France and Italy,

where he cullivuted the society of Galileo and other cele-

brated characters, and studied the customs, institutions,

manners, and learning of these two nations.

He now resolved to devote his life to the cultivation of

polite literature, and his first publication was an English

trai.siatioii of 'I'hucydides, which appeared in 1628. But

his plans were disconcerted by the death of his pupil and

friend. He soon aftir formed an engagement to travel

witii the son of Sir Gervase Clifton, with whom he re-

mained for some time in France. In 1631, the Countess

Dowager of Devonshire renewed his connection with her

family, by putting the young earl, then 13 years old, under

his care. He went with his pupil to Paris, where he stu-

died mechanics and the laws of animal motion. On these

subjects he had frequent conversations with Father Mer-
senne and with Gassendi, who was then engaged in an at-

tempt to revive the physical doctrines of the Epicurean

school. It was at the age of 40 that his attention was first

turned to mathematical studies, in consetjuence of having

accidentally looked into a copy of Euclid, where the enun-

ciation of the 47th proposition of the first book arrested

his curiosity. " This," he exclaimed, " is impossible !"

He then rapidly went over the demonstration, and traced

in a retrograde direction the preceding theorems on which

the steps of the process were founded. The lovers of the

mathematical sciences much regretted that he began these

studies so late in life ; as he evinced a happy talent for

them, yet laboured under the disadvantage of an obstinacy

of opinion, which might have been corrected by the more
varied views unfolded during the pliant period of youth.

The ardour of his mathematical studies was in a great

measure repressed, in consequence of the profound inta-

rest which he took in political affairs, in which he did not

intermeddle as a busy politician, intriguing with individu-

als for the establishment of one party on the ruins of ano-

ther, but conceived the design of producing a general im-

pression by an open exposition of his opinions, which,

though new and peculiar, he hoped to render popular, by

the force of thought which he could display, and the strong

evidences by which they were supported. When the po-

litical differences of the age were so strongly marked, it

was a fair general conclusion that both parties were as like-

ly to be wrong as any one was to be exclusively right, and

that a man of vigorous thinking powers, who devoted much
laborious meditation to his subject, might form a more ac-

curate system than any maintained by his contemporaries.

Nor was it unnatural for a young author to presume too

much on the readiness of mankind to lay themselves open
to conviction. These ideas he had cherished for a consi-

derable time, and some represent him as having cultivated

mathematics chiefly with a view to habituate himself to a

close and steady mode of thinking.

His first political essay was a small tract, which was not

not printed, but circulated in manuscript in the year 1640,

during the sitting of the parliament in April, which was

dissolved the following May, when the parliament and
Charles I. differed so widely on the subject of the royal
prerogative. This tract strongly asserted the pretensions

of royalty, and condemned those of the parliament and the
people as utijust encroachments, li occasioned a consider-

able sensation, and would have involved Hobbes in immi-
nent danger, if that parliament had not been dissolved.

This was the harbinger of the noted political works which
he subsequently published, his book De Cive, and his L,e-

-viathan. Mainwaring, bishop of St David's, was sent to

the Tower for preaching the doctrine of Hobbes; and the

latter made a timely retreat to Paris, to prosecute his stu-

dies in the enjoyment of personal security. Here he re-

turned to the society of Mersenne and Gassendi, to wliich

was added that of Descartes. Afterwards, however, Hob-
bes controverted the doctrines of the latter on the subject

of innate ideas, which terminated all their friendly inter-

course.

In 1642, he published, while at Paris, a few copies of
his book De Civc. He became acquainted with Sir Charles
Cavendish, hroilier to the Duke of Newcastle, who admir-
ed his mathematical talents, and attached himself warmly
to him as a friend and patron. In 1647, his fame in mathe-
matics procured for him a recommendation to instruct the

Prince of Wales, afterwards Charles II., in this branch of

science. His fidelity and care in the execution of his trust

secured to him the esteem of that prince, which continued

ever after, though on some occasions prevented from being

manifested by the obnoxiousness of his principles. In this

year, a more complete addition of his work De Cive, was
published in Holland under the care of Dr Sorbiere, to

which two recommendatory letters were prefixed, one by
Father Mersenne, and another by Gassendi.

In 1650, his book De Nomine was published in London,
containing a development of his doctincs of sensation, par-

ticularly as illustrated by the mechanism of vision, with a
dissertation on human speech, intellect, appetite, passion,

action, and character : also another wot k, entitled De Cor-

fiore Politico, or " Elements of Law." In tliis and the

year 1651. he published in Lotidon his Leviathan, a work
in which his opinions on moral and political subjects were
more completely embodied. After the publication of this

work, he returned to England, though Cromwell was now
at the head of the government, and lived at the Earl of De-
vonshire's country seat in Derbyshire. It is remarked that

he lived in communion with a congregation belonging to

the church of England, and regularly resorted to their

place of worship. His assertion of the royal prerogative

was not now construed to his disadvantage, as he had
prudently intimated that his doctrine was applicable to any
individual possessed of supreme power.

In 1654, he published his letter on " Liberty and Neces-

sity," which occasioned a long controversy with Dr Bram-
. hall, afterwards lord primate of Ireland. He advocated the

doctiine of necessity. He sometimes says, he could not

help being astonished that those who argue that men can

act without constraint, forget that the determination of their

actions depends on their will, and that it is not to the ac-

tions as separated from the will, but to the laws of the will

itself, that our inquiries must be directed. He must be

allowed to have added some precision to the nature of the

arguments embraced in this controversy. He now began

a dispute, on his part not creditable, with Dr Wallis of

Oxford, which involved the greater part of mathematical

science. Not content with attacking the doctrines of his

adversary, he exposes with grovelling minuteness the inac-

curacies of his language ; and, though afterwards repeat-

edly refuted, to the satisfaction of all the mathematicians of
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the age, he persevered with unaccountable obstinacy in

asbertiiig his first opinions.

At the lestoration ol Charles II. in 1660, Hobbcs re-

moved to Londun, where he now reckoned himself safe,

lu the couuliy, he was possessed of every advantage

that books could supply, by tlie ample library of his pa-

tron, which was always enriched with every additional

•wuik that he chose to recommend ; but he wished to en-

io) the advantages of the conversation of the learned, which

he lound necessaiy to his habits of enjoyment, and to the

full activity of his talents. Soon alter lie came to London,

the kuig observed hini from his carriage, and renewed his

acquaintance with him : He fondly cherished his conver-

sation, and settled on him an annual pension of 100/. But

tht personal favour of Charles was not sufficient to screen

Hoboes from the censure of the parliament, which, in I6b6,

Wiis publicly pronounced agahist his book De five and the

Leviathan. This prince, though fond of absolute power,

Was a tool oi the high church party, to which that con-

troul on the part of the sovereign over ecclesiastical af-

fairs, which Hobbes recommisnded, was extremely obnox-

ious. They professed the strictest attachment to heredi-

tary monarchy, but certainly exacted it as a condition, that

the king shoula maintain their hierarchy and forms as the

established religion of the state; and, if we may judge

from subsequent events, would have entertained but fee-

ble objections to any piince capable of being seated firmly

on the throne, who would shew himself most cheerful in

assenting to this indispensable condition. Hobbes main-

tained, that the natural ferocity of man renders it necessary

to vest the absolute power in one person, to whom the

church and the consciences of the people ought to be sub-

jected. Thus, he made the radical truth of any religious

system a matter of little importance. To admit this, would

be to acknowledge the church to be wholly a plastic muta-

ble engine of government, and to compromise the dignity

which she always asserts, of having her principles found-

ed in immutable truth. A bill was also brought into par-

liament to punish atheism and profaneness, which he con-

sidered as aimed at him; for, though neither atheism nor

the denial of Christianity were tenets maintained by him,

he knew himself to be accused of them by the general

voice, and therefore was somewhat uneasy. On this occa-

sion, appiehending thai his house would be searched, and

his papers seized, he burned some of them, and particu-

lai ly one which was the most obnoxious of all, a Latin poem
on the encroachments of the Romish and reformed clergy

on the civil power. The king was now obliged to with-

draw from him all public expressions of his personal re-

gard. He continued, however, to live in London unmo-
lested ; was held in high esteem among the learned ;

and was honoured by the visits of ambassadors and other

illustrious foreigners, among whom was Cosmo de Medi-
cis, then prince, and afterwards Duke ol Tuscany, who
procured his picture for his cabinet, and a i;ollection of his

writings for his magnificent library at Florence. Hobbes
had it in contemplation to publisn an elegant edition of his

Latin works; but finding it impracticable in London, he

had an inferior one executed at Amsterdam in 1668. In

1675, he published his English translation of the Iliad and
Ocvssey.

About this time, he took a final leave of London to pass

the letnainder of his days at ihe Ear! of Devonshire's seat

in Derbyshire, where he continued to prosecute his studies.

In 1676, his dispute with Dr Laney, Bishop of Ely, on li-

berty jnd necessity, made its appearance; and, in 1678,
his Decameron Physitilogicum., or ten dialogues on natural
philos..p'iy ; also, i Art of Rhetoric, and his History of
the Civil Wars, from 1640 to 1660, which he entitled Be-

hemoth, of the publication of which, however, his friend

Ciuiilcs II. who saw it in manuscript, did not approve.

His mental powers continued vigorous till his last ill-

ness, and his great delight consisted in exercising them.

In his 85th year, he wrote an account of his own life in

Latin verse, which evinced considerable activity of mind,

though the execution of his task afforded no bright dis-

pla) of literary taste. In the following quaint conceit, for

examjjle, he depicts the circumstances of his birth :

" Fama f'erebat eiiim, sparsitque per oppida nostra,

Exiremum genii c!as?e venire diem ;

Atqiie metum tanluni coriccpii tunc mea meater,

Ui parerel geminos meque metumque simul."

He continued even to study mathematics with great perse-

verance, and he died at the house of his noble patron in

1679.

The accounts given of his temper and private character

are various, according to the channels through which they

are communicated. Those whose doctrines he disputed,

and whose writings and characters he reviled, drew along

with them a number of partisans to stigmatise him as rude,

acrimonious, and untractabic. Of this temper we certain-

ly perceive some traces in his writings ; but we likewise

find in them occasional proofs of a spirit of conciliation and
candour, together with a sense of the bias which external

circumstances gave to his writings. In the following terms

he concludes his preface to his book De Cive : " If, in this

treatise, you find any thing of questionable solidity, or any

thing expressed with too great acrimony, remember that

they are spoken not from parly zeal, but a sincere wish for

the peace of society ; and by a man whose grief, so justly

awaked by the distractions and calamities of his country,

entitles him to a share of forgiving tenderness. He there-

fore craves, that you will, on such occasions, bear with his

weakness, and liot indulge towards him the extremity of

your displeasure." He laid it down as a maxim, that it

was unlawful to commence an abesive attack on any writer

without provocation, but that, when first attacked in this

way, he was entitled to make the severest retorts ; and his

practice shewed, that on such occasions he knew no bounds.

He aspersed with the utmost scurrility the members of the

Royal Society as a body, expressing his contempt for their

attachment to experimental inquiry, and representing them
as abandoning the use of their rational faculties.

At court he was a common object of banter, which he

bore with good temper, and was remarkable for the felicity

and fecundity of his repartees. To serious questions, how-
ever, he never gave a ready reply. If his opinion was ask-

ed on any point of philosophy or of political science, he

gave a winding, computing, and diffident sort of answer,

which, in a less noted man, might have been mistaken by

the superficial for a mark of indecision of character, but in

reality proceeded from his being aware of the multiplicity

of circumstances to be taken into account, and the risk

which there always is of running into error. All who cul-

tivated his society pronounced him a delightful companion.

Mr Wood, in his History of the Antiquities of Oxford, in-

serted this character of Hobbes : •' He was a man, ofwhom
(amidst the varieties of accounts, good and bad, that have

been circulated) this may be most truly pronounced, that

he had a most comprehensive and well replenished mind

on universal science,—a mind which despised riches and

secular honours, and was superior to the envy of the world.

To his relations and others he was ever kind and beneficent.

Among his companions, his conversation was cheerful,

open, and free. By strangers he was held in veneration, as

the first ornament of his country," This eulogium. how-

ever, was struck out of the work by Dr Fell, dean of Christ-
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Church, throucjli whose hands all works printed at the uni-

versity-press wer« required to pass. The transaction was

conimunicated to Mr Holj1)cs, who had a pamphlet, coniain-

hiv a full exposure of it, ready for appearing in London and

Oxford at the same time willi the work of Mi- Wood.
Ilobbcs was remarkable for vijjour of nerve, and steadiness

of intellect, lie used to say, thai in his most complicated

arithmetical calculations he never mistook a figure ; and

with the same undevialing steadiness he prosecuted all his

learned undertakings. Tlic high value which he put on

this natural quaHty, had probably some influence in render-

ing him impatient of opjiosition, and gave origin to the

liarsh features which some parts of his works bear.

According to the account given of him by Dr White
Kennet, he was considered in the house of the Earl of De-

vonshire as a humourist, or unaccountable being ; u cha-

racter very readily acquired by a man who dedicates to study

the hours by which those around him have their manners

moulded by their general intercourse with others. His

amusements, exercises, and social interviews, being sub-

servient considerations, were dictated by his own thoughts ;

and though not lesulting from an unaccommodating tem-

per, appeared capricious, because they were singular.

In this nobleman's house he was retained from gratitude

and affection, rather than with a view to any sort of services,

and he lived in ease and plenty without any official charge.

His mornings were spent in violent exercise, such as run-

ning and climbing steep ascents, in which he exerted him-

self to fatigue. After breakfast, he went round the family,

to wail on the countess, the children, and the visitors. Thus
the time passed till twelve o'clock, when he had a little

dinner prepared for him, after which he retired to his

study, where he smoked, thought, and wrote for several

hours.

Sensible that he was obnoxious to a powerful party, he

vas haunted with habitual apprehensions for his safety.

The pension of the King was chiefly valued by him as a

pledge of protection from persecution ; and he had Lord
Arlington and some other friends engaged to protect him
at court whenever there was occasion. He disliked to be

left in a house alone, some said for fear of being assas-

sinated by his enemies, while others ascribed it to the

workings of an involuntary superstition. When the Earl

went from home, he always went along with him, even in

his last illness, when he required to be conveyed on a fea-

ther-bed to the carriage, and survived the journey only a

few days. He avoided all conversation on the subject of

death. If, as has been supposed, he scarcely believed in a

future state, yet he seems not to have been capable of look-

ing forward to his dissolution with that placid indifference

with which men generally look back to the period preced-

ing their birth. He reckoned on the continuance of life

when his constitution was too much worn out to justify such

expectations ; and when, in reply to some anxious inquiries,

lie was forbid to hope for a recovery, he lay in a state of si-

lence and apparent stupefaction, which was concluded to

be in a great measure produced by the state of his tnind.

The last words which he uttered in the full possession of his

senses were, " I shall be glad to find any hole to creep

out of the world by," which probably expressed a wish that

his last moment should be exempt from pain and disturb-

ance. He conformed to the Episcopal Church of England,

and declared that he preferred that religion to all others ;

yet he had no confidence in the utility of religious services

on his death-bed. On one occasion, during his residence

in France, when his life was seriously in danger, he resent-

ed the solicitations of the Romish priests and the Protestant

clergy to submit to some rite which would proclaim him
a believer in their respective systems, and told them, that

if they did not desist, he would expose the impostures oi

their whole fraternity, from Aaron downwards.
It is with the waitings of Hobbes, and the opinions

which he circulated, that the public is chiefly concern-
ed. His writings were fitted to make a powerful im-
pression at the time at which they appeared ; but the

character of society has subsequently so much changed,
that they are now comparatively of little interest. HLs
small treatise De Nomine is regarded by the philosophical

world as the best of his works. In this he, in some degree,
advanced the science of optics, then in a rude state. His
notions, though crude and inaccurate, are ingenious and in-

teresting. His moral observations sometimes breathe the

sage spirit of Aristotle. At one time he, like that author,

condenses his meaning in a few words ; at another he sud-
denly deviates into a style of extreme expansion. This
chiefly happens when he applies his doctrines to the opi-

nions and transactions of his own times. A celebrated liv

ing author (Professor Stewart) justly remarks, that Hobbes.
whether right or wrong, never fails to set his reader a-think-

ing, which is the most indubitable proof of original genius.

To attempt to collect a systemof moral, political, and re-

ligious doctrine from his works, would now appear ludi-

crous. In some parts his inquiiies are shallow and defi-

cient, most especially in his investigations of our ideas of
morality and justice. He considers a regard for personal
advantage as the only law of man in a state of natural liber-

ty, and represents all the obligations of justice and good
conduct to our fellows as the consequence of civil contracts

formed under the influence of individual prudence. The
laws, he says, are the foundation of justice ; before them
justice and injustice are unmeaning words. If this view
of things had been advanced only as a general description

of the actual condition of man under a total want of laws, as

well as the absence of generous or deliberate reflection, and
if he had considered pactions and civil institutions as the

means by which men agree to execute beneficial ends, he
could not have been greatly blamed ; but he regards even
civil compacts as the sole effect of the regard of each man
for his own safety ; and such feelings of kindness and com-
passion, as most loudly proclaim the social virtues to be a

part of our original nature, are represented as arising solely

from a reflection on the possibility that exists of experienc-

ing in our own persons the evils which we deplore in others.

In forming this, and some other views, he appears to

have been led astray by the desire of giving what appeared

to him a palpable account of human affairs ; but it partakes

too much of those gross maxims which sometimes inde-

cently obtrude on our notice, both in conversation and

books, which foster our worst passions by boldly represent-

ing them as the necessary springs of human conduct. No
doctrines can have a more destructive influence on those

finer feelings which are connected with just reflection

and the encouragement of exalting sympathies, but

which require to be delicately cherished if they are to be

preserved from pollution and degradation. The same
love of palpability seems to have been the origin of that

system of materialism, or rather that preference of the

language of materialists, which appeared in the expla-

nations which Hobbes gave of the origin and laws of

thought. By representing justice as founded on positive

law, he overturns the principles of jurisprudence itself,

which must precede law, and determine the propriety of

institutions. If he acknowledged the preservation of the

general welfare to he a valuable end, it was certainly para-

doxical to deny that a man, on his first interview with a

stranger on an unknown shore, previously to the establish-

ment of any mutual understanding, is under ooliguiions

to cultivate personal kindness, and to abstain from violence
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and domination. The boundaries of these early feelings,

and the modes in which they may be best expressed, arc

not indeed easily defined, especially if we encounter dis-

traction from the circumstance of a numerous population.

Therefore it appeared the easiest method to pronounce

them arbitrary, and in no degree bindins;, compared to de-

clared promises, compacts, and promulgated laws. But
men may differ both about the formation and the execution

of laws, and how are their differences to be decided ?

" They must," says Ilobbes, " choose a sovereign power,

and to this their whole interests are at once committed."

Such is the origin of regal government ; and from this sim-

ple fact he draws the monstrous conclusion, that kings can

do no wrong ; that they must never be resisted ; and that

to their hands the lives, properties, and consciences of tho

members of a state must be perpetually and uncondition-

ally entrusted. That such will be the state of mankind, if

they are barbarous in their character, jarring in their views,

or bereft of spirit ; that it will even be worse than this, if

they are subjugated by the power of a brutal master, who
feels no obligation to consult their welfare, farther than as

it is subservient to his imagined interest or the gratification

of his caprice, is a fact too often exemplified in the history

of the world : but to erect it into a principle that this oug/u

to be the case, and that no ifforts of mankind should be

directed to the formation of any better state of society, is

an idea which, in a reflecting mind like that of Hobbes,
could only be generated by the miserable dissensions by

which he was surrounded. In the days of Cromwell and
the Charles's, the spirit of intolerance was active, extrava-

gance contended with extravagance, and there seemed to

be no possibility of terminating the scene of violence by a

temperate discussion of principles, or a mutual adjustment

of views; it was therefore necessary to still the passions by
some powerful agent. The agent that occurred to Hobbes
as the most suitable, was the exertion of absolute authority

in the hands of the chief magistrate, and the perpetual es-

tablishment of this power seemed necessary for the pre-

vention of future troubles. As a temporary expedient, he
might have been pardoned for advancing such a position,

even by those who dissented from him ; but when he erects

it into a universal principle, he must be regarded as an ag-

gressor of the rights and interest of society, and a deliberate

apologist of tyranny.
' In theology Hobbes speculated with equal infelicity. In-

sensible both of the mysterious nature of his subject, and
the reverence whicii it required, he examined it with a

minute and daring curiosity, and pronounced his opinions

in the same dogmatic spirit wliich characterises his oiher

discussions. To retail his notions would be superfluous.

Let it suffice to mention that, in conformity with his general

theory of right and wrong, he asserts that the attribute of
justice has no meaning as applied to the divine Being,
who possesses uncontrolled power, and is not accountable
to any superior. His comments on scripture cannot be
read with interest by any class of men. The Christian

must regard them as audacious and wild, and the infidel as
tedious and unmeaning. Although, with his usual love of
palpability, he explodes some mysteries, and attempts to re-

duce his subject to a few short and easy theorems, these

are so repugnant to the conclusions which the slightest far-

thei' reflection would suggest, that their only tendency is to

unhinge such religious views as his readers may have for-

merly entertained, without furnishing any thing satisfactory
in their ste:id, or emancipating the "nund from the wishes
which it niay have habitually cherished.

Ilobbes will long be pointed to as an eloquent and re-
markable writer, but rather fitted to excite wonder than to
gain approbation. His intentions, however, are not deserv-
ing of that abhorrence which his name excites among many
who have never looked into his writings. Hobbes was in-
consistent, but he seems never to have seen tliis, and to
have been thoroughly sincere in his doctrines. Though
the tendency of his writings is objectionable, there is no ap-
pearance of the slightest design of impairing the credit of
Christianity, and he evidently thought that the publication
of his doctrines would promote the j)olitical interests of his
country and the world. Notwithstanding his power in ex-
citing philosophical reflection, we are not now in need of
his aid, as we possess abundance of literature better adapt-
ed to every purpose of philosophy ; and we can only turn
our attention occasionally to his writings as objects of cu-
riosity, forming a remarkable epoch in the fiistory of hu-
man opinions. See Leland's Vieiv of Deistkal Hfilers

;

Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History ; Aubrey's Letters ami
Anecdotes ; and Ilobbes's IVor/cs. (//. B.)
HOD EIDA is a sea-port town of Arabia, situated on the

Red Sea. Although the harbour is larger than that of Lo-
heia, yet it will admit only small vessels. The town is

large, and is composed principally of huts built in the or-
dinary style. The mansion of the Dolah, or governor, the
mosques, the custom-house, and the houses of the principal
merchants, are built of stone. There is a small castle near
the sea, but it is not capable of much defence. At the dis-

tance of a mile and a half from Hodeida is a well of excel-
lent water, from which the town is supplied, the water
nearer the town being very bad. Hodeida is the sea-port
of Beetlefackie, a town in the interior, about 30 miles from
the coast, and only about half a day's journey from the hills

where the coflTee grows.
The Dolah of Hodeida is accountable only to the Imam ;

but his jurisdiction is confined to the city. His revenues
consist partly of the duties upon exported cufl'ee. All the
mercantile transactions at Hodeida are carried on in Spanish
dollars and cavears ; 40 cavears making one Spanish dol-
lar. The cavear is an imaginary coin. All foreign coins
pass current here. The coffee from Beetlefackie, which is

intended for India, Muscat, or Europe,- is sent by land to
iVIocha ; but that which is intended for Jidda, is shipped at

Hodeida. East Long. 42° 59', and North Lat. 14° 49', ac-
cording to Lord Valentia's chart. See Niebuhr's Travels
through Arabia, sect. ix. chap. 2. ; and IMilburne's Oriental
Commerce, vol. i. p. 95, 96.

HOEING. See AGuicuLTunE.
HOGARTH, William, the celebrated painter, was the

grandson of a yeoman, who possessed a small tenement in

the vale of Bampton, near Kendal in Westmoreland. He
had three sons. The eldest succeeded his father in his lit-

tle freehold ; the second settled at Troutbeck, near Kendal,
and was remarkable for a talent at provincial poetry ;* the

We trust that it will not be indulging in diffuse or impertinent anecdote, to subjoin a few particulars respecting 'tiis poetical uncle ofthe
great Hogarth, whom we find denominated the Mountain Theocritus of his native place by Mr Walker, the lec'urer on natural pliilosophy,
who came from the same part of the country. The songs and quibbles, he says, ofold Hogarth, had often delish'ed him in his ynuthful years.
" Those simple strains," he adds, " were composed wlule he held ilie plough, or was leading his fuel from t.'ie hills."—Who does not recall
Burii^ to his recollection in perusing this circumstance ?

—" He was," continues Mr Walker, " as critical s'l observer of nature as his nephew,
for the narrow field he had to view her in. Not an incident or an absurdity in the neighbourhood escaped him. If any one was hardy enough
to break through any decorum of old and established repute,—if any one attempted to over-reach his neighbour, or cast a leering eye at his

wife, he was sure to hear himself sung over the whole parish, nay, to the very boundaries of the Westmoreland dialect ; so that his songs
were said to have had a greater effect on the manners of his neighbourhood, than even the seraions of the parson himself. But his poetical
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third son, who was the father of the painter, after having

kept a school in the country, came to London, and pursued

the same occupation in Ship Court, in the Old Bailey.

William Hogarth was born in the parish of St Bartholo-

mew in 1698, and seems to have received only the usual

education of a mechanic. He was bound apprentice to El-

lis Gamble, a silversmith in Cranbourn Ci)urt, Leicester-

fields ; and was to learn in that profession only the branch
of engraving arms and cyphers on metal. Before his ap-

prenticeship had expired, his j^enius for drawing be^an lo

point to the comic path which it afterwards pursued. Hav-
ing one day rambled to Highgate with some companions,
he witnessed a quarrel in a public-house, in which one of

the disputants received a_ blow with a quart pot, that made
the blood stream down his face. Such a subject, one would
think, was little calculated for gay effect; but humour is

not an over-delicate faculty, and the distorted features of
the wounded sufferer, it seems, so much attracted the fancy

of young Hogarth, that he sketched his portrait on the

spot, with the surrounding figures, in ludicrous caricature.

His apprenticeship was no sooner expired, than he entered
into the academy of St Martin's Lane, and studied drawing
from the life, in which he never attained to great excel-
lence. It was character, the passions, the soul, that his

genius was given him to copy. In colouring, he proved
110 great master ; his forte lay in expression, not in tints

and chiaro-scuro. It is not exactly known how long he
continued in obscurity, but the first piece in which he dis-

tinguished himself as a painter, is a representation of Wan-
stead Assembly. In this are introduced portraits of the
first Earl Tylney, his lady, their chilcjren, tenants. Sec.

The colouring of this is said to be better than that of some
of his later and more highly finished pieces.

From the date of the earliest plate that can be ascertain-

ed to be the work of Hogarth, it may be presumed, that he
began business on his own account at least as early as the
year 1720. His first employment seems to have been the
engraving of arms and shop bills; the next to design and
furnish plates for booksellers.* Among these, were de-
signs for Hudibras, with Butler's head. His Hudibras
(says Horace Walpole) was the first of his works that

marked him as a man above the common
; yet what made

him then noticed nov7 surprises us, to find so little humour
in an undertaking so congenial to his talents.

The success of his plates was sufficient to bring him
business as a portrait painter ; but it was not permanent, or
attended with much reputation. The author of the volume
of anecdotes respecting him, affirms with confidence, that

though not a portrait painter, who could gratify the self-

love of his eniployers, he drew individual likenesses in'his

best pieces. One of his most striking scenes of this sort,

was the examination of the committee of the House of
Commons into the cruelties exercised on the prisoners of
the Fleet to extort money from them. On the table of the

committee are the instruments of torture. A prisoner in

rags, half starved, appears before them, with a good coun-
tenance, that adds to the interest. On the other side is the

confronted and atrocious goaler, with villainy, terror, and
the eagerness to tell a lie, depicted in bis features, and ex
pressed in his gesture. This was Bambridge, the warden
of the fleet, who, with Huggins his predecessor, were both
declared guilty of extortion and cruelty. In 1730 Hogarth
made a clandestine marriage with the daughter of Sir

James Thornhill, sergeant painter, and history painter, to

George I. Hogarth was at this time called in the Crafts-

man an ingenious designer and engraver ; but his father-

in-law regarded him as so unworthy of his daughter, and
was so much offended by the match being a stolen one, that

he was not easily reconciled to it. About the same period

our painter began his celebrated Harlot's Progress, some
scenes of which were purposely put in the way of Sir

James Thornhill, to bespeak his favour. Sir James re-

marked, that the man who could produce such works could
maintain a wife without a portion ; but he afterwards re-

lented, and the young pair took up their abode in his house.

By the appearance of his Harlot's Progress, his fame was
completely established, and his finances raised, by the ra-

pid sale of the plates that were struck from the pictures.

He might be said in this production to create a new spe-

cies of painting,—the moral comic ; and in the furniture,

dresses, and details of the scenes, to give a history of the

manners of the age. The Rake's Progress, which appear-
ed in 1735, though, in the opinion of many, superior in

merit, had not so much success from want of novelty. In

talents were not confined to the incidents of his village. 1 myself have had the honour to bear a part in one of his plays, (I say one, because
many are extant in MS. in the mountains of Westmoreland at this hciur ) This play was called The Destruction of Troy. It was written in

metre, much in die manner ofLopez de Vega, or the ancient French drama. The unities were not too strictly observed, tor the siege of ten
years was all represented. Every hero was in the piece, so that the dramatis persons consisted of every lad of genius in the whole parish.
The wooden horse—Hector dragged by the heels—the fury of Diomede—the flight of .JEneas—and the burning of the city—were all repre-
sented. 1 remembernot what fairies had to do in all this ; but, as I happened to be about three teet high at the time of this still-talked of ex-
hibition, 1 personated one of these tiny beings. The stage was a fabrication of boards placed about six feel high on strong posts; the green-
room was partitioned oft with the same materials j its ceiling was the azure canopy of heaven ; and the boxes, pit, and galleries, were laid
into one by the great Author of Nature, for they were the green slope of a fine hill Despise not, reader, this humble state of the provincial
drama. Let me tell you, there were more spectators for three days together than your three theatres in London would hold ; and let me add,
still more to your confusion, that you never saw an audience half so well pleased. The exhibition was begun with a grand pmcession from
the village to a great stone, dropped by the devil, about a quarter of a mile oft', when he tried in vain to erect a bridge across Windermere ; so
the people, unlike the rest ot the world, have remained a very good sort of people ever since. I say the pi'ocession wa-i begun by the minstrels
of five parishes, and were followed by a yeoman on bull-back. This adept had so far civilized his bull, ttiat he wotdd suffer the yeoman to
mount his back, and even to play the fiddle there." After detailing an accident that befel the yeomaTi.from his bull running away with him,
the narrator proceeds :

—" This accident rather inflamed than depressed the good-humour arising from the procession ; and the Clown, or
Jackpuddmg of the piece, availed himself so well ot the incident, that the lungs and ribs of the .spectators were in manifest danger. This
character was the most important personage in the whole play. He was a compound of Harlequin and Merry -.Andrew, or rather the arch
fool of our ancient kings The play was opened by this character wkh a song, which answered the double purpose of a play-bill and
a prologue : tor hrs ditty gave the audience a foretaste of the rueful incidents they were about to behold, and it called out the actors, one by
one, to make the spectators acquainted with their names and characters, till the whole dramatis persona: made one great circle on the stage.
The audience being tlu.s become acquainted with the actors, the pl.^y opened with Paris running awaj with Helen, and Menelaus scampering
after them. Then Ibllowt^ the death of Patroclus, the rage of Achilles, the persuasions of Ulysses, &c. &c. and the whole interlarded with
apt songs, all the production tif aid (old) Hogarth. The bard, however, had been dead some years ; and, I believe, this Fete was a jubilee to
his memory. liul let it not deu-act from the merit of .Mr Garrick to say, that his at Stratford was but a copy of one forty years ago on the
banks of Windermere. Was it aiy improvement, think you, to introduce several bulls instead of one ? But I love not comparisons ; and so
conclude, yours, &c. Ada.m Walkcr "—From Anecdotes of Hoj^arth.

* Thirteen folio prints, with his name to each, appeared in Aubrey de la .Mortraye's Travels, 1723. Seven smaller prints for Apuleius's
Golden Ass, 1724. Fifteen head pieces lo Beaver's Military Punishments of the Ancients; and five Frontispieces fur the translation of Cas-
sandra, in five vols. 1725 Seventeen cuts lb,- Hudibras, 1726. Two for Perseus and Andromeda, 1730. Two for Milton, the date uncertain ;

jiud a variety of others between 1726 and 1733.
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the following year, ambitious of distinguishing himself as a

painter of history, he finished the Scripture scene of llic

Pool of Bethesda, and of the Good Samaritan ; but the bur-

lesque turn of his mind mixed itself witli all subjects, and

here with disadvantage. Nor was he more successful in

his picture of Uanae, where the old nurse tries the gold by

ringing it with her teetli. His fame was however now so

high, that Swift complimented him in the Legion Clul), and

Fielding in his preface to Joseph Andrews. Theophilus

Cibber had also brought his Rake's Progress on the stage,

in the shape of a pantomime.

His printed proposals, dated January 25, ascertain his

Company of Strolling Playeis, and his Marriage a la Mode,
to have been then ready for sale. He had also projected

a Happy Marriage, by way of a counterpart to his Mar-
riage a la Mode. The time supposed was immediately

after the return of the parlies from church. The scene

lay in the hall of an antiquated country mansion. On one

side the married couple were represented sitting. Behind
them was a group of their young friends of both sexes, in

the act of breaking bride cake over their heads. In front

appeared the father of the young lady grasping a bumper,
and drinking, with a seeming roar of exultation, to the fu-

ture happiness of her and her husband. By his side was a

table covered with refreshments; jollity rather than polite-

ness, was the designation of his character. Under the

screen of the hall, several rustic musicians in grotesque at-

titudes, together with servants, tenants, he. were arranged.

Before the dripping-pan stood a well-fed divine, with his

gown and cassock, with-his watch in his hand, giving di-

rections to a cook dressed all in white, who was basting a

haunch of venison. Among the faces of the principal

figures, none but that of the young lady was completely

finished. Hogarth had been often reproached for his ina-

bility to give grace and dignity to his heroines. The bride

•was meant to vindicate his pencil from this imputation.

The effort, however, was unsuccessful. The girl was pret-

ty, but her features were uneducated. She might have at-

tracted notice as a chambermaid, but would have failed to

extort applause as a woman of fashion. The parson and
his culinary associates were more laboured than any other

parts of the picture. The painter sat down with a resolu-

tion to delineate beauty improved by art, but seems, as

usual, to have deviated into meanness, or could not help

neglecting his original purpose to luxuriate in more con-

genial ideas. He found himself, in short, out of his ele-

ment in the parlour, and therefore hastened in quest of ease

and amusement to the kitchen fire.

Soon after the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, he went over
to France, and was taken into custody while he was draw-
ing the gate of that town ; a circumstance which he has
recorded in his picture, entitled the Roast Beef of Old
England., published in 1749. He was actually carried be-

fore the governor as a spy ; and after a very strict exami-
Tiation, committed a prisoner to Grandsire his landlord, on
his promising that Hogarth should not go out of the house
till he was to embark for England. Previous to this com-
mitment, he had behaved with a sturdiness and sauciness
which he thought became an Englishman, but which be-

tray the extreme grossness of his manners. In the streets

he was often clamorously rude. A tattered bag, or a pair

of silk stockings with holeu in them, drew a torrent of im-
prudent language from him, and which there were Scotch
and Irish emigrants on the spot who could interpret to the
French. But his pleasantry was extinguished by what hap-

,
pened when he was drawing the gates of Calais ; for

though the innocence of his design was rendered perfectly
apparent on the testimony of other sketches he had about
him, which were by no means such as could serve the pur-

VoL. X. Part II.

pose of an engineer, he was told by the commandant, that

had not the peace been actually signed, he should have
been obliged to have hung him up immediately on the ram-
parts. Two guards were then provided to convey him on
shipboard; nor did they quit him till he was three miles
from the sliore. They then spun him round like a top on
the deck, and (old him he was at liberty to proceed on his

voyage without farther molestation or aitcndgnce. The
slightest allusion to this ludicrous affair used to be offVn-

sive to our painter.

In 1753, he appeared in the character of an author, and
published a quarto volume, entitled The Analysis of Beau-
ty, written with a view of fixing the fluctuating ideas of
taste. His intention was to shew that a curve is the line

of beauty, and that round swelling figures are most pleas-

ing to the eye. He received assistance in this work from Dr
Benjamin Hoadley the physician, and the Rev. Mr Town-
Icy corrected the preface. The family of Hogarth re-

joiced when the last sheet of his Analysis was printed off,

as the frequent disputes he had with his coadjutors in the

course of the work, did not much harmonize his disposi-

tion. If beauty really did consist in any particular kind of
lines, there were few painters less likely to discover them
than Hogarth, and he was no metaphysician ; but the refu-

tation of an exploded theory would be now superfluous.

About 1757, his brother-in-law, Mr Thornhill, resigned
the place of King's sergeant-painter, in favour of Hogarth,
who soon after made an experiment in painting that in-

volved him in some confusion. The collection of pictures
of Sir Luke Schaub, was sold in 1758, by public auction;

and the celebrated painting of Sigismunda, said to be the

work of Corregio, (Mr Walpole thought that it was by Fu-
rino,) excited his emulation. From a contempt of the ig-

norant virtuosi of the age, many of whom he had seen b'ub-

bled by vile copies, as well as from having never studied

the great Italian masters, he persuaded himself that the
praises bestowed on their glorious works were only the ef-

fects of prejudice. He went farther; he determined to ri-

val the ancients, and unfortunately chose the subject we
have mentioned. His Sigismunda is described by Wal-
pole as the representation of a maudlin strumpet, just

turned out of keeping, and with eyes red with rage and
usquebaugh. Her fingers blood-red by her lover's heart,

(the blood was afterwards expunged from her fingers,) that

lay before her like that of a sheep for dinner. None of
the sober grief; no dignity of suppressed anguish ; no set-

tled meditation of the fate she meant to meet; no amorous
warmth turned holy by despair ; in short, all was wanting
that should have been there ; all was there that such a story

would have banished from a mind capable of conceiving
such complicated woe,—woe so sternly felt, and yet so ten-

derly. Hogarth's performance was more ridiculous than

any thing he had ever ridiculed. He set the price of 400/.

on it, and had it returned on his hands by the person for

whom it was painted. This unfortunate picture, which
was the source of so much vexation to Hogarth, at least

made a versifier of him. He addressed an epistle to a
friend, occasioned by Sir Richard Grosvenor (now lord)

returning the picture on the artist's hands. The verses

are splenetic and conceited, without a particle of wit or

humour.
The last memorable event in his life, was his quarrel

with Mr. Wilkes. His connection with the court probably

induced him to quit the line of party neutrality which he
had hitherto observed, and to engage against Mr Wilkes
and his friends in a print, September, 1762, entitled TAe

Times. He was attacked, in return, in a number of the

.A'bn/i Briton, which produced his caricature of Wiikes.

At an early period of his career, Hogarth had ventured to

3 I
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assail Pope himself in the blaze of his poetical reputation,*

and from his exasperation he escaped, either by his obscu-

rity, or by tlie prudence of the poet. But he was now des-

tined to feel the lash of a writer, inferior indeed in fame,

but equal in the talents of vituperation. Churchill avenged

the caricature of his patron Wilkes, by his Kjiistle to Ho-

garth, not, indeed, the brightest of his works, and in which

the severest of his strokes fell upon his age. Hogarth re-

taliated by caricaturing Cluivchill under the form of a ca-

nonical bear, with a club and a ])ot of porter. Never, as

Walpole truly remarks, did two angry men, of their abili-

ties, throw mud with less dexterity.

It deserves to be noticed, that, amidst the bitterest in-

vectives on Hogarth, his enemy, Churchill, conceded a de-

gree of merit to him, with which his warmest admirers

may be contented, and a description of his genius, to which
they would find it difficult to add a material circumstance.

In \vall:s of humour, in that cast of style,

Which, probing to the quick, yet makes us smile ;

In comedy, his natural road to fame.
Nor let me call it Ijy a meaner name,
Where a beginning-, middle, and an end.
Are aptly join'd; where parts on parts dependj
Each made for each, as bodies for their soul.

So as to form one true and perfect whole,
Where a plain story to the eye is told.

Which we conceive the moment we behold ;

Hogarth unrivall'd stands, and shall engage
Uiu'ivaU'd praise to the most distant age.

Hogarth having been said to be in his dotage when he
produced his print of the bear, it should seem, was pro-

voked to make the following additions to this print, in or-

der to give a farther specimen of his still existing genius.

In the form of a framed picture on the painter's pallet, he
has represented an Egyptian pyramid, on the side of which
is a Cheshire cheese, and round it 30001. per annum, and
at the foot a Roman veteran in a reclining posture, design-
ed as an allusion to Mr Pitt's resignation. The cheese is

meant to allude to a former speech of Mr Pitt's, in which
he said that he would rather subsist a week on a Cheshire
cheese and a shoulder of mutton, than submit to the ene-
mies of his country. But to ridicule this character still

more, he is, as he lies down, firing a piece of ordnance at

the standard of Britain, on which is a dove, v/ith an olive

branch, the emblem of peace. On one side of the pyramid
is the city of London represented by the figure of one of
the Guildhall giants going to crown the reclining hero. On
the other side is the King of Prussia, in the character of
one of the Csesars, but smoking his pipe. In the centre
stands Hogarth himself, whipping a dancing bear,
(Churchill,) which he holds in a string. At the side of the
bear is a monkey, designed by Mr Wilkes. Between the
legs of the little animal is a mop-stick, on which he seems
to ride like a child on a hobby-horse. At the top of the
mop-stick is the cap of liberty. The monkey is undergo-
ing the same discipline as the bear. Behind the monkey
is the figure of a man, but with no lineaments of face, and
playing on a fiddle. This was designed for Earl Temple,
in allusion to the inexpressiveness of his countenance.

Amidst these disgraceful hostilities, Hogarth was visi-

oly declining in his health. In 1762, he complained of an

inward pain, which proved to be an aneurism, and became
incurable. The last year of his life was employed in re-

touching his plates, with the assistatice of several engra-
vers, whom he took with him to Chiswick. On the 25th
of October, 1764, he was conveyed from thence to his

house in Leicester Fields, in a very weak condition, yet
remarkably cheerful ; and receiving an agreeable letter

from the celebrated Dr Franklin, he drew up a rough
draught of an answer to it. In the night time, however,
he was seized with a vomiting, probably owing to a circum-
stance of which he had boasted before going to bed, viz.

that he had cat a pound of beef steaks to his dinner, and
expired about two hours after, aged 67. His corpse was
interred in the Church-yard of Chiswick, on a monument
which bears a simple inscription on one side, and on the

other emblematic ornaments, with some verses by Gar-
rick.

In his private character this celebrated man is reputed
to have been hospitable and liberal, as well as accurately

just in his dealings, but his manners were coarse and vul-

gar, and his powers of delighting seem to have been re-

strained to his pencil. To be a member of clubs of illite-

rate men was the utmost of his social ambition, and even
in those assemblies he was oftener sent to Coventry than

any other member. The slightest contradiction is said to

have transported him to rage. His genius as a comic
painter is of that strong description which breaks down
the partition between connoisseurship and the popular
taste in the enjoyment of it. It is merit, which his satirist

yet ablest panegyrist so well expressed, " which we con-

ceive the moment we. behold." The critic Du Bos often

complained that no history painter of his time went
through a series of actions. What Du Bos wished to see

done, Hogarth performed, though probably without know-
ing that he was so obligingly complying with the critic's

request. In his Harlot's Progress he launches out his

young adventurer, a simple girl upon the town, and con-

ducts her through all the vicissitudes of wretchedness to a
premature death. This was painting to the understanding
and to the heart. None had before made the comic pencil

subservient to instruction ; nor was the success of this

painter confined to his persons. One of his excellencies

consisted in what may be termed the furniture of his

pieces; for as in sublime historical representations the fewer
trivial circumstances are permitted to divide the spectator's

attention, the greater is the force of the principal figures
;

so in scenes of familiar life, a judicious variety of little in-

cidents contributes an. air of versimilitude to the whole.

The rake's levee room, (Walpole observes,) the noble-

man's dining room, the apartments of the husband and wife

in marriage a la ?node, the alderman's parlour, the bed-

chamber, and many others, arc the history of the manners
of the age.*

For a scientific view of the works of this great artist,

we must refer the reader to Walpole's Anecdotes of

Painters, which we have already quoted.—A complete list

of his prints, at least the most complete that has been
made out, will be found in the Biographical Anecdotes, by
Nichols. Walpole has made one remark upon them, in

his eulogy of Hogarth, against the truth of which his

works bear ocular demonstration, viz. that his delicacy is

* In a plate, entitled 3%e jUan of Taste, 1732, (for a poem of Welsted, we believe,) containing a view of the gate of Burlington-house,
with Pope whitewashing it, and bespattering the Uuke of Chandos's coach, as well as in a ludicrous picture on the subject of the South
Sea bubble.

f Among the small articles of furniture in the scenes of Hogarth, (says the compiler of the anecdotes of his life,) a few objects may
speedily become unintelligible, because their archetypes being out of use, and of perishable natures, can no longer be found. Such is the
dare far larks, a circular board, with pieces of looking-glass inserted in it, hung up over the chimney-piece of the distressed poet ; and the
Jew's cake, (a dry tasteless biscuit, perforated with many holes, and formerly given away in great quantities at the feast of the passover,)
generally used only as a fly-trap, and hung up as such against the wall in the sixth plate of the Harlot's Progress.
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superior to that of the Dutch painters, or rather that his

indelicacy is less. The illustration of this would be a task

more easy than agreeable. Mr Gilpin, in his Essay on

Prints, observes, that in design Hogarth was seldom at a

loss. His invention was fertile, and his judgment accu-

rate. An improper incident is rarely introduced. In com-
position, he continues, we see little in him to admire ; in

many of his prints, the deficiency is so great, as to imply
a want of all principle, wliich makes us ready to believe

that when we do meet with a beautiful group, it is the effect

of chance. Of the distribution of light, according to the

same writer, he had as little knowledge as of composition.

Neither was Hogarth a master of drawing. But of his

expression, in which the force of his genius lay, we cannot

speak in too high terms; in every mode of it he was truly

excellent. The passions he thoroughly understood, and all

the effects which they produce in every part of the human
frame; he had the happy art also of conveying his ideas with

the same precision with which he conceived them. (i)

HOLBEIN, John, or Hans, an eminent painter, was
born at Basle, in Switzerland, in the year 1498. He was
instructed in the art by his father John Holbein, whom he

very soon surpassed. Holbein was the particular friend of

the celebrated Erasmus. At his request he visited Lon-
don, where he was patronised by Sir Thomas More, to

whom Erasmus had introduced him. Sir Thomas employ-
ed iiini in painting the whole of his family, and several of

his relations and friends, and he allowed him an apartment
in his own house, where he continued for three years.

When King Henry VIII. saw these performances, he was
so much struck with the talent which they displayed, that

he took Holbein into his service, and honoured him with

his patronage and kindness during the rest of his life.

It is a singular circumstance, that Holbein always paint-

ed with his left hand. He succeeded equally in oil, wa-
ter colours, and distemper. After he arrived in England,
he learned the art of miniature painting from Lucas
Cornelii, and carried it to a very high degree of perfection.

In the Florentine collection, are the portraits of Martin
Luther, Sir Thomas More, Richard Southwell, and of

Holbein, all painted by our author. The '' Sacrifice of

Abraham," wiiich has been much admired, is in the cabi-

net of tlie King of France, along with several portraits exe-

cuted by Holbein.

In the library of the university of Basle are several of

Holbein's works in the highest preservation. A few are

preserved, which he painted before he was 15 years old;

one of which he drew upon a sign for a writing-master.

The portraits of himself, his wife, and children, in the

same group, are much esteemed. The other pictures of

Holbein in this collection are, the Passion of our Saviour,

in eight compartments; the Institution of the Supper; the

Body of our Saviour after the Crucifixion ; 9 Lucretia ; a
Venus ; a Cupid ; and portraits of Erasmus and Ammer-
bach. Erasmus is represented as writing his Commen-
tary upon Matthew. In the same library are preserved a
copy of Erasmus's E'.offe de la Folk, which he liad pre-
sented to Holbein, who ornamented the margin of it with
very interesting sketches, done with the pen. An edition
of this work was published at Basle, in 1676, by Charles
Patiii, who got the original sketches copied by Stettler of
Berne, and engraved by Merian. A new edition of this

work, in Latin, French, and German, with fac-similes of
the original designs engraven on wood, was published by
M. Haas in 1780. The paintings of Holbein on the organ
of the cathedral are still to be seen.

The Dance of Death, on the walls of the cemetery of
the Dominicans at Basle, was not painted, as has often
been said, by Holbein, but by John Klauber, at the desire
of the council, when the plague ravaged that city. These
walls were pulled down in 1805. Tlie paintings had been
restored in 1558, 1616, 1658, and 1703. Since the year
1792, they have been almost entirely effaced. From these
paintings it is probable that Holbein took the idea of com-
posing the famous drawings of the Dance of Death ; in
which he has shewn so much judgment and imagination,
that even Rubens condescended to study and copy them.
It consisted of 44 designs, done with the pen, and slightly
shaded with Indian ink. These designs were engraved by
Haller, and more recently by M. de Mechel, a celebrated
artist of Basle. The originals were sold, along with the
famous collection of Crozat at Paris, to M. Fleichman of
Strasburg. In the reign of the Emperor Joseph II. the
Prince Gallitzin, the Russian ambassador at Vienna, pur-
chased them, and carried them to St Petersburg. Hol-
bein died in the year 1554, in the 56th year of his age.
See Coxe's Travels in Swilzerland, vol. i. p. 162.

HOLDEN'S Temperament of the Musical Scale. In
1770, Mr John Holden, in a work on music, in long quarto,
recommended a system of tuning, in which each of the
fifths, except that on ^ G, should be flattened ith of a
major comma ; producing a perfect or untempered major
seventh ; and a major third and major fifth, alike temper-
ed by the J-th of a major comma, but in contrary direc-

tions, as Mr Farey has shewn in the Philosophical Maga-
zine, vol. xxxvi. p. 46; and Mr Listen in his Essay on
Perfect Intonation, p. 22.

The latter gentleman, in p. 23. describes this system as

being "nearly what is in common use ;" and in p. 142,
gives it the preference over the scale which Mr Hawkes
at last adopted, (viz. V—|^C, see his Temperament); on
which account, we shall here present the musical student
with a table of the beats of each of the 72 concords in Mr
Holden's system, calculated on purpose for our work, viz.

1
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In column 2, the notes are set down in the nearest regu-

lar iniorval iu Farcy's iio'ation : col. S. is adapted lo the

octave above tenor-clifl' C ; and the beats are expressed in

the six followinfj columns, all of tlicni beaiiuij: Jlat or

beatinf s/iar/i, as expressed at the bottom of the several

columns, except [? ^ i" col. 6, and Jf G in col. 7, which

are the revt;rse of all the other fourths and fifUis in this

system : in wliich only two of the notes differ from those

since adopted by Mr William Hawkes. See Hawkes'
Tem/iermnent.

In a subsequent edition of his work, in octavo, entitled

" All Essay towards a rational System of Music," Mr
Hulden, from having, unforiuiiatcly, adopted a defective

rule for calculatiiii; the Grave Hau.monics of a con-

sonance, (see that Article), conceived, that he had legi-

timately introduced the prime number 7 into musical

ratios; and thereupon, in the 2d part of his book, grounds

a great many urifounded and false rules and conclusions,

regarding harmonics : in particular, he gives an ascending

and a descending scale, which, when combined, contains

24 notes within the octave, eleven of which involve the

number 7 in their numerical ratios, (f)

HOLLAND
Holland, one of the provinces of the kingdom of the

Netherlands, and, before the formation of that kingdom,

the most considerable of the united provinces of the Nether-

lands, is bounded on the west by the German Ocean, or

North Sea ; on the north by the Zuydci Zee, which sepa-

rates it from the province of Friesland ; on the east, by

the same sea, which separates it from the provmce of

Overyssel, and by the province of Utrecht, and part of

Gueiderland ; and on the south by the province of Zealand,

and part of Brabant. It is situated between the latitude

of 51° 40' and 53° 10' north, and the longitude of 3° 56' and

5° 30' east of London. Its greatest exteTil, from south to

north, including the isle of Texel, is abou* 90 miles, and

from east to west not above 25 miles in some places, and

above 40 in others, it being of a very irregular figure, and
extremely narrow towai-ds its northern extremity. Ac-
cording to the calculation taken in the year 1554. there

H'ere upwards of 300,000 morgcns of land in this province,

each morgen being about two English acres. The states

of Holland and Zealand, in a remonstrance made soon after

this year to the Earl of Leicester, contended, that these

two provinces, with all their heath, downs, and grounds
delved out, could make in all but about 500,000 morgens

;

and De Witt, in his work on the true interests of Holland,

calculates that there cannot possibly be more than 400,000
morgens of land in this province, down and heath not in-

cluded.

This province is divided into South Holland, commonly
called Ug Holland ; and North Holland, generally called

West Friesland, and sometimes Waterland ; there are also

subdivisions, the principal of which will be afterwards

noticed. Both South Holland and North Holland contain

a great many considerable cities, besides a vast number of

large and beautiful villages. In South Holland the prin-

cipal places are Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague,
Leyden, Haerlem, Dordrecht or Dort, Delft, the Briel,

Gorcum, Gouda, he. Rhineland is a subdivision or dis-

trict in South Holland, the capital of which is Leyden : it

contains within its jurisdiction 45 large boroughs and
villages. This subdivision is bounded on the west by the.

coast of Holland ; on the east by part of the province of
Utrecht, and by Amstelland ; on the north by part of the

river Y, along the course of the dyke that goes from
ilaerlem to Amsterdam, and by the shallows and washes
as far as Beverwic ; and on the south, by a line drawn
from Monlfort through Oudewater and Gouda to the

Hague : it has its name of Rhineland from the middle
branch of the Rhine running through it. All the inhabi-

tants of this district arc obliged by law, agreed to among
themselves, to proving for the maintenance and reparation
of the dykes, sluices, and canals within the district ; and
they have a council which meets every Saturday at the

Rhineland House, in Leyden. This council is composed
of the Dyke-graaf, and seven assistants, called Heemraden.
There are several islands belonging to South Holland :

The island of Voornlees, betwi-en the mouths of the river

Maese ; Briel is the capital : This island, along with the

small adjoining islands ol Goree, and Overslackee, form
the territory called Voornland, which was anciently part

of Zealand. The isle of Ruggonhill, to the cast of that

of Voorn, of which Williainstadt is the principal town,
together with the isle of Fmard, formerly belonged to

Brabant.

North Holland is divided from South Holland by the

river Y. The principal towns in it are Saardam, Edam,
MoHikendam, Alcmaer, and Hoorn. Across the mouth of
the Zuyder Zee lies a row of islands, belonging to North
Holland. The Texel island is separated from the North
Cape of North Holland by a very narrow channel ; it is

about eight miles long and five broad; it is defended from
the sea by sand lulls and strong banks ; there are several

villages in it, and a large town on the east side, called

Burgh, which enjoys the privileges of a city. As this

island lies at the mouth of the Zuyder Zee, and commands
the only passage to Amsterdam, the States have built a

strong fortress on it, in which a considerable garrison is

always kept. The island of Vlieland lies towards the

north-east of the Texel ; it is about nine miles long, and
two broad ; it has only two small villages ; and is chiefly

remarkable for the great quantity of muscles found on it.

The island of Schelling lies to the north-east of Vlieland ;

and is about 10 miles long, and three broad ; there are five

villages on it. These islands, together with several large

sand-banks, break the rage of the ocean, and form two
good harbours, or rather roadsteds, at the Texel and the
Vlie ; the first being a noted station for ships bound to the
south, and the other for those Ijound to the north. The
Wierengen, thus called from the great quantity of sea-

weed, named in Dutch, as in Scotch, Wier, is a number of
little islands, w hich lie more to the south, on the coast of

North Holland ; the principal of them is five miles long,

and two broad, and contains several villages.

The name of Holland, (the hollow land,) sufficiently in-

dicates the nature of the country. The level of a great

part of it is, indeed, below the level of the sea, which is

kept out only by means of dykes, or natural sand banks.

In many parts, the dyke, or mound, is 30 feet above the

adjoining land ; the width at top is enough to permit the

passage of two carriages ; and there is a sort of imperfect

road along it. In its descent, the breadth increases so

much, that it is not very difficult to walk down either side.

On the land side, it is strengthened by stone and timber,

and covered by earth and grass; towards the sea, some-

what above, and considerably below waler-wark, a strong
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matting of flags prevents the surge from carrying away

the surface of the mound. This kind of defence appears

to have been discovered in tlie 17th century; for Sir

William Temple, in his observations on the Netherlands,

expressly says, it was kitely found out. This matting is

held to the shore by bandages of twisted flags running

horizontally, at the distance of three or four yards from

each other, and slaked to the ground by strong wooden

pins. As this matting is worn by every tide, a survey of

it is frequently made. Farther in the sea, it is held down
by stones. Above, there are posts at every 40 yards,

which are numbered, that the spot may be exactly de-

scribed where repairs are necessary. The impost, for the

maintenance of these banks, amounts to nearly as much
as the land-tax. Sir William Temple asserts, that these

dykes employ annually more men than all the corn of the

province of Holland could maintain. In the time of De
Witt, the making of one rood's length of sea-dyke some-

times cost 600 guilders. Besides these sea-dykes, there

arc other dykes to keep out the waters of the rivers. In

the time of De Witt, tlie annual charges of the district of

Rhincland, which contains about 8000 morgens, and has

not much communication with the sea, nor with running

but only with standing waters, paid as acredgc money and

inland charges, at least two guilders for every acre ; be-

sides for drawing out of the rain water by mills each acre

30 stivers, and towards foot paths, highways, and ditches,

at least 20 stivers more. The banks or dykes near Me-
denblick, in North Holland, near the Zuyder Zee, are

stronger, broader, and higher, than any others in the coun-

try ; for there being nothing to break the violence of the

sea from the islands of Schelling and Vlieland to this

shore, the water beats most furiously upon it when the

northerly winds blow, and at spring-tides the sea rises

sometimes as high as the dykes, and would even overflow

and break them down, did not the inhabitants stop its fuiy

by laying sails over the dykes, which preserve thetn in a

tempest. Whenever the water of the sea, or the rivers,

bleaks over upon the lands, they are drained by means of

wind-mills, of which there are immense numbers for this

purpose. From what has been already said, it may well

be imagined, that the general face of the country is that of

a large marsh that has been drained, the canals, and even

the sea, looking pale, and even discoloured by mud ; yet

the eye is not unlVequently relieved and delighted by the

groves, gardens, and meadows, while the great rivers, and

the immense number of canals in this province, leading

not only to every great town, but to every village, and

almost to every farm-house, present an infinite number of

vessels everywhere coursing up and down upon them.

The principal rivers in Holland are, the Rhine. When
we come to treat of the progressive geograpiiy of this pro-

vince, the changes in the course of the Rhine, so far as they

are connected with it, will be mentioned ; at present, w&
shall confine ourselves to its present state in Holland. Ac-
cording to some geographers, the northern mouth of this

river must be sought in the Leek, which joins the estuary

of the Meuse, between Doit and Rotterdam ; according to

others, it runs through Leyden, where it divides itself into

two canalsj one of which runs into the lake of Haerlem, and

the other loses itself, four miles beyond Leyden, in the sand

hills between Catwyk on the Rhine, and Catwyk on the

sea, where was anciently the mouth by which it emptied
jtself into the ocean. The Leek, if it be not the ancient

Rhine, must be regarded as another river in Holland ; its

course has been already mentioned. There is another

small branch of the Rhine called the Vaert, or Vecht,

which falls into the Zuyder Zee at Muyden, about eight

miles to the east of Amsterdam, The little Yssel falls into

the Maes, a short way to the east of Rotterdam. The
Maes, passing before Gorcum, runs to Dort, where it di-

vides itself into two large branches, forming an island call-

ed Ysselmondc. The most northern branch runs to Rot-

terdam ; it is called the New Maes, to distinguish it from
the southern branch, which is called the Old Maes. They
reunite a little before they reach Vlardingen, and enter the

ocean, by a wide mouth, a little below Briel. The Am-
stel is not properly a river, but rather a collection of wa-
ters from the Drecht, the Miert, and other iivulets, the

waters of which are swelled by their communication with

lakes and rivers, by means of canals. The Y, called by

some a river, is more properly a branch of the Zuyder
Zee, from which it begins, at a sand bank called the

Pampus. Its channel here is half a mile broad, which
breadth it continues to Amsterdam, but grows soon after-

wards twice as broad. It receives the waters from the

lake of Haerlem by a large canal, called the Sparen, and

from several lakes in North Holland. It afterwards passes

northwards to Beverwyk, without discharging itself agaia

into the sea.

From the town of Haerlem, the great lake called the

Haerlem Meer, or Sea of Haerlem, derives its name. It

is situated between Haerlem, A'listerdam, and Leyden

;

and is formed by the waters of several rivulets, and of the

sea, with which, as has just been noticed, it has a commu-
nication by means of the Y, which enters it by a sluice,

strongly built with brick-work. From its communication

with the sea, the waters of the Meer are brackish. There
are canals from its several gulfs to the cities of Amster-

dam, Leyden, and Haerlen). On the east side, there is a

gulf or branch called the New Meer, from which a canal

leads to the suburbs of Amsterdam. Here there is a dyke,

over which loaded boats are carried, by means of a wheel

and rollers, into another canal. On the north of the lake

there is another gulf, where there is a sluice, which opens

and shuts itself by the weight of the water. This is the

sluice by which the lake communicates with the Y. In

one place, the neck of land which separates the Haerlem
Meer and the Y is so narrow, that a canal cannot be drawn
through it. Both these waters have gained considerably

on their respective shores, and if united would be irresisti-

ble. At the narrowest part, the neck of land consists of

pile-work and masonry to the thickness of about 40 feet.

On the south and south-west, Haerlem INIeer communi-
cates with several small branches of the Rhine, one of

whicli comes from Leyden. The Haerlem lake is about

12 miles long, and nine broad ; and as ground is very dear

and valuable in Holland, it has often been proposed to

drain it: but the draining of it would probably be produc-

tive of great mischief, for it receives the waters when the

violent north winds drive them from the German Ocean
into the Zuyder Zee and the Y ; whereas if, by the draining

of the lake, they were confined within the banks of the Y,

the city of Amsterdam would be in great danger of being

overflowed. Besides this, the lake of Haerlem affords a

vast quantity offish, and the conveniency of navigation not

only to the adjoining villages, but also to Leyden, Haerlem,

and .Amsterdam. There are some small lakes in North
Holland, but none deserving of particular notice.

The climate of Holland is humid, cold, and generally

unwholesome ; the v/inters are sharp and very long, the

rivers being generally rendered unnavigable by the ice for a

considerable length of time. In the spring, which is very

short, and by no means agreeable, the sharp cold winds

frequently blast the blossoms of the fruit trees. The sum-
mers are not unfrequently very hot. The climate is also

disagreeable and unwholesome, from sudden and extreme

changes of temperature. The east wind g£nerally blows
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nearly the whole of the winter, and is extremely fierce; but

it serves to drive away the fogs, with which this country is

dreadfully plagued. The moisture of the air is such, es-

pecially about Leyden, that all metals are apt to rust, and

even the wood to mould. The climate aboulWilliamstadt

is particularly unwliolesome, from the extreme flatness

and marshiness of the ground ; wliereas, about Naerden,

where the country is high and sandy, the air is by no means

bad. The soil of Holland is in general uncommonly rich,

being in fact alluvial, and consisting of deep fat loam ; in

some parts, however, it consists of a liarren sand. The soil

of North Holland, especially in the drained land called the

Bemster, is particularly rich. The country near the vil-

lage of Schagen is reckoned to possess the richest soil in

Europe. Land is sold here at double the rate of any other

in Holland, there having been trees upon it, one of which,

upwards of a century ago, yielded the owner as much
fruit in one year as brought him 10/. sterling; and a

sheep, bred here, was sold, about the same time, for the

same sum.
The progressive geography of Holland is so interesting

and iinportant, that we have no doubt our readers will par-

don us for dwelling on it pretty fully and minutely. It na-

turally divides itself into what respects the formation or

extension of the Zuyder Zee, the alteration in the course,

and the diminution of the size of the Rhine, so far as it is

connected with Holland, and the changes which the break-

ing in, or draining off, of the sea has produced in different

parts of this province.

From the name of West Friesland, which is given to

North Holland, it is highly probable that part, at least of

this division of the province of Holland, was formerly unit-

ed to East Friesland. How much of it belonged to the

Frisia Occidentalis of the ancients is not accurately known

:

some geographers are of opinion, that only that part to the

north-east, in which Hoorn, Enchuyzen, and Medenblic are

situated, was the ancient Frisia Occidentalis. From the

description of Tacitus, it is evident that, in his time, no
other distinction was known but that of greater or lesser

Prisons ; and that distinction arose entirely from the num-
ber of the forces which each could respectively bring into

the field. He informs us, that among the Frisons were
great lakes, evidently implying that they were of fresh

water ; and this is made yet plainer by the expression

ambiuntque iinmensos lacus, which proves that these lakes

>vere inhabited round by these nations. Hence it is pro-

bable that the more inland part of what is now the Zuyder
Zee, was one of the lakes mentioned by Tacitus, between
which and the Texel and Vlie islands, there lay anciently

a large tract of land. This opinion is strengthened by se-

veral circumstances. These islands lie still in a contiguous

line, and like the broken remains of a continued coast.

The sea here, too, is remarkably shallow, and the sands

through the whole extent very flat. From the inspection

of the accurate maps of the ancient and middle geography
of Gaul, by D'Anville, it will be seen that part of the pre-

sent site of the Zuyder Zee was occupied by a considera-

ble inland lake called Flevo. This lay towards the southern

part of the present Zuyder Zee. The question then is. By
what means, and at what period, were thejnorthern part of

the Zuyder Zee formed, and the communication between
this Sea and the ocean opened, or at least rendered so wide
as it is at present? From the lake of Flevo ran a river ot the

same name into the ocean. Formerly the Rhine divided

itself into two grand branches at Burginasium, the present
Schenck, about five miles north-west of the Colonia Tra-
janu, now an inconsiderable hamlet, called Coin, near
Cltves. The southern branch joined the Meuse at the

town of Mcusa, while the northern passed by Leyden into

the ocean. From this branch Drusus formed a canal, bear-
ing his name, which originally joined the Rhine to the
Yssel, a river which flowed into the lake Flevo. This
canal being neglected, the Rhine joined the Yssel with
such force, that their waters increased the lake of Flevo to
a great extent, by which means it was carried forward to the
ocean by a wide gulf, instead of having a communication
with it only by means of the river Flevo. It is probable,
also, that the entrance of this river into the ocean was much
widened by the force of the waves; for, at present, the vio-
lent rage of the waves breaking in towards the mouth of
the Zuyder Zee, threatens the parts of North Holland
about Medenblick and Enchuysen, braving it over the
highest and strongest dykes of the province upon every
high tide and storm at north-west. The exact period
when the lake Flevo was extended into the Zuyder Zee
is not positively known ; indeed it is probable that the
increase took place at different periods. We are inform-
ed by an old Dutch chronicle, published by Vossius,
that the increase on the south side, by the breaking in

of the inlet to the Texel, took place about the year
1170; others say it Avas so late as the year 1400. The
increase of the lake on its northern side was probably at an
earlier period, and also gradual. It certainly was about
the year 1400 that the river Y became navigable to Am-
sterdam by large vessels.

In our account of the progressive geography of the Zuy-
der Zee, we have partly noticed the changes which have
taken place in the course of the Rhine. At the same time
that the lake Flevo gained its increase, the northern branch
of this river was weakened by the division of its waters

;

and even the canal of Drusus was afterwards almost oblite-

rated by the deposition of mud in a low country. The
Rhine seems to have been farther divided and weakened
by a canal cut by Civilis, which, according to Cluverius, is

the present Leek ; though Pinkerton thinks the deviation

of the Rhine into the Leek was the work of natural causes.

The same author regards the Leek, which joins the estua-

ry of the Meuse between Dort and Rotterdam, as the

northern mouth of the Rhine; which, according to him,
the Waal continues to be the southern, both being lost in a
comparatively small stream, the Meuse. According to

other geographers, what falls into the sea near Catwyk is

not the Rhine, but a canal bearing the name of that river.

In the sea at low tides, are to be seen, near this village, the

foundations of an ancient Roman castle, that commanded
the mouths of the Rhine. The Maese, running by Dort
and Rotterdam, fell, as it now does, into the sea, at Briel,

with a powerful flow of water ; but the sands, which are

gathered for three or four leagues upon this coast, having
obstructed the exit of the river, have caused or increased

those inundations, out of which so many islands have been
recovered, and of which that part of South Holland is so

much composed. Towards the formation of these islands,

the Scheldt seems also to have contributed. This river

anciently formed a mere Delta, with four or five small

islands. At what time the irruptions of this river took

place, by which the islands of Zealand, and the most south-

ern of those of Holland, were formed, is not accurately

known. Pinkerton is of opinion that they happened at the

time that the Godwin sands arose : other authors assign

them to violent tempests in the years 860 and 1170. A
Zealandic chronicler, quoted by Cluverius, says, that the

islands of Zealand were formed by violent tempests in the

year 938. It is more probable, however, that these great

changes made a slow and gradual progress: none of them
being so ancient as the time of Charlemagne, and some of

them as recent as the fifteenth century.

Of the most recent changes in the geography of Hoi-
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land, besides the enlaigcmeiit of tlie Zuyder Zee already

mentioned, that which took place in the year 1421, to the

soutli-cast of Doit, is thu most remarkable. Dort is the

capiial of a bailiwick of the same name. In 1421, this

Bailiwick was made an island by a violent tempest, which

drove the waters up the Maeseand the Wcreune with such

violence, that they overflowed their banks, and swallowed

up a large tract of land, with 70 villages, and 100,000 peo-

ple ; a vast lake between Dort and Biabant was also form-

ed. The name of Dordrecht signifies a ferryon the river

Dort, but that river is now swallowed up by the channel of

the Maese. The isle of Rugenhil, on which Willenstedt

stands, was covered by the sea for some time ; it was re-

covered so late as the year 1654. Naerden is the capital

of a district called Goylaiid : it lies upon the Zuyder Zee,

13 miles to the cast of Amsterdam, and 14 to the north of

Utrecht. The old town, which stood more to the north,

was swallowed up by the sea. The ruins are still to be

seen at low water, 200 perches from the present town.

The drained lands in North Holland deserve particular

notice under the head of Progressive Geography ; they

consist of the Zype, the Beenister, and Purmer, the Wor-
meer, and Scliermeer. The Zype was first drained and
encompassed by banks, by William Lord of Schagen, and
secured by stronger fences in 1552; but the sea broke
them down in 15T0. After this it was drained again, and
secured by a mole of prodigious height and bulk, proof

against all attacks of the sea ; and it is now, like all the

other drained lands, very fruitful soil. Tiie noise made by
the waves which break upon it, sounds like the barking of

a pack of hounds, from which circumstance it is called the

Hounds-mood. It is supported by large beams of timber,

firmly placed in the ground, and strongly fastened toge-

ther, the distances between them being filled with very
large stones ; and the mole is strengthened by a vast bank
cast up against it.

Purmer, or Purmeren, and the Beenister, are both drain-

ed lakes : the latter is encompassed by a channel from 4
to 8 rods broad, and is joined to the former by a bridge at

the south end. Purmer is about 5 miles long, and above 2
broad. The Beenister contains 7090 acres besides the

highways, dikes, and canals, which surround and cross it

in several places. It lies between Purmer and Edam, and
was a lake till the year 1610, when, after four years labour,

and vast expence, (the banks, by which the water thrown
out by the mills was confined, having been broken, after

the work was half done,) it was made dry land ; and is now
so planted with gardens, orchards, rows of trees, and fer-

tile inclosures, that Sir Williairi Temple says it is the

pkasantest summer landscape he ever saw. There were no
fewer than thirty mills employed to drain the Beenister.

We come now to the considci-ation of the agriculture,

fisheries, manufactures, and comincrce of the province of

Holland. The agriculture of such a -country, where the

soil and climate are so very moist, cannot be expected to

be considerable, or to present many instructive or inter-

esting topics : in some respects, however, it deserves no-

tice, particularly in what regards the pasturage of New
Holland, and most especially ol the drained lands.

In this province, few lands are held in fief, or by homage,
and the women being very fruitful of childrep, and the men
generally dividing their landed property among them,
estates are for the most part small. The farms are also

small : the farm houses are neat, sheltered and concealed
by small clusters of trees, and included, together with their
gardens and orchards, in a perfect green fence. The
fields arc separated from each other, and from the road,

neither by hedges or walls, but by deep ditches filled with
water, oyer which are laid small bridges, that may be

opened in the middle by a sort of trap door, raised and
locked to a post, to prevent the intrusion of strangers. The
roads, in many places, are made on the dike of the canal,
the fields being frequently between five and six feet below
the level of the road ; but the communication between most
of the farm houses and the villages and towns, and also
between the several parts of the same farm, is often en-
tirely by means of small canals. The most magnificent
public roads -in Holland are those in the vicinity of the
Hague. The road from this place to Scheveling is point-
ed out by the Dutch as an object of admiration to stran-
gers : the length of this avenue, for it can hardly be called
a road, is nearly two miles, and its breadth rather more
than 20 paces : it is a perfectly straight line, so that the
entrance of the road commands a view of the whole ; and
the church of Scheveling, a picturesque object, terminates
the prospect. It is shaded on each side by beeches, limes,
and oaks, of an astonishing growth, which are so closely
and skilfully planted, that they form to appearance an im-
pervious forest. From Delft to the Hague, the road is

magnificently grand. It is of sufficient breadth to admit
four or five carriages abreast, shaded on both sides by lofty

rows of trees, kept in excellent repair, and so level, that
not the least inequality of ground is to be perceived.
There is very little land under tillage in the province

of Holland, as may be easily imagined from the nature of
the soil and climate ; and what is under tillage is almost
exclusively confined to South Holland. The crops princi-
pally cultivated are wheat, madder, tobacco, hemp, flax,

clover, Sec. The country adjacent to Gravesande, not far

from the mouth of the Maese, is reckoned to produce the
best wheat, as well as the sweetest grass, in South Holland.
Madder of most excellent quality, naturally as well as
prepared, in a most superior manner, has long been a pro-
ductive and famous crop in Holland. Tobacco is not so
extensively or carefully cultivated as formerly. Hemp
flourishes remarkably well, the depth and moisture of the
soil being admirably adapted to the luxuriant growth of this

plant. Oudewater, about seven miles to the south of Wo-
erden, upon the lesser Yssel, in South Holland, is noted
for good hemp produced on its soil. Flax is grown, not
only for the purpose of manufactures, but also for its seed,

though some of the other provinces in the Netherlands are
more remarkable for this crop than Holland. The same
remark applies to clover.

The pastures of Holland, especially as has been already
remarked, of North Holland, are perhaps unrivalled for

the abundance and luxuriance of the grass they produce.
From it they obtain milk, cheese, and butter, all of excel-
lent quality. Mrs. Radcliffe remarks, that on her way from
Helvoetsluys to Rotterdam, she passed now and then a

waggon filled with large brass jugs, bright as new gold
;

in these vessels, which have short narrow necks, covered
with a wooden stopper, milk is brought from the field,

throughout Holland. It is always carried to the towns in

light waggons or carts, drawn frequently by horses as sleek
and well-conditioned as those in our best coaches. The
butter of Holland is of a very superior quality : the greater

part of it is salted and barrelled for exportation; Beenister

is noted for the excellence of this article. There are seve-

ral kinds of cheese made in Holland, some of which are

rich and highly esteemed, and some made from milk, which
has previously supplied the butter, of course very inferior

in quality. Leyden, Gouda, Edam, Gravesande, andHoorn,
are famous for their cheese : from the last place, vast quan-
tities both of cheese and butter are exported to Spain, Portu-

gal, and other countries, epecially during their annual fair

in the month of May. The cheese made ip Holland is of two
sorts, red and white ; the red is much esteemed, and some»
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what resembles the Parmasan ; it is mailc into large and

small shapes ; the former weigiis Irom 1 8 to 20, and the

latter from 6 to 8 libs : the white cheeses weigli from 6 to

7, and the richest kinds are excellent as toasting cheeses.

Besides the common Dutch cheeses, there are some called

Kanterkaas ; these are of various sorls, the principal of

which are the green cheeses, the wiiice of Lcyilen, the

cummin cheese of Leyden, and the round cheese. In North

Holland, about 18 millions of pounds of cheese were sold

in the year 1801: and at Gouda, in 1803, about two mil-

lions were sold. The cattle which produce such large

quantities of excellent butter and cheese, are not indige-

nous, but for the most part are of the Holstein or Danish

breed. In the vicinity of Hoorn they have a considerable

trade in Danish cattle, which are imported lean, and fat-

tened in the rich pastures round this place, and then driven

to the other parts of Holland. The utmost attention is

every where paid to the warmth and cleanliness of the milch

cows, so that even in summer the animals appear in the

meadows clothed with ludicrous care. The horses arc

principally from England or Flanders. Tlie number of

horned cattle in Holland, in the year 1804, amounted to

902,526, of which 252,394 were under two years of age.

At that time it was generally believed that there had been

a great decrease in the number of horses, sheep, and swine.

The ancient race of sheep indigenous to the country, have

long been improved by the introduction of foreign breeds;

but the soil and climate of Holland are not favourable to

this animal : very little wool is exported, what is obtained

from the sheep being chiefly consumed in the manufactures

of the country. In some parts of Holland, bees are an

object of much attention to the farmer, chiefly on account

of the wax which they afford. A vast quantity of this ar-

ticle is annually gathered ; and the bleaching of it forms

a considerable branch of industry among the poorer class-

es : a great deal of white wax was formerly exported to

Spain. In connection with the agriculture of Holland, its

horticulture must not be passed over : the mode of laying

out the gardens is still very ungraceful and artificial ; the

trees are bent and cut into a thousand fantastic shapes, and

the flower-beds are of every form that can displease and dis-

gust the eye of taste. There are generally abundance of stag-

nated canals, with puerile bridges thrown over them. But
setting aside these points of inferiority, the people of Holland

in several respects are excellent horticulturists, especi-

ally in what regards the culture and improvement of the

most beautiful flowers. The rage for flowers, especially

tulips, is not nearly so great or general at present as it was
formerly. There is to be seen in the registers of Alcmaer,
the record of a circumstance which deserves to be men-
tioned : In the year 1637, there were sold publicly in this

city, one hundred and twenty tulips for 90,000 guilders : one

of these flovvers, called the Admiral of Enchuysen, with its

root and offsets, was sold for 5200 guilders ; two others,

called Brabanters, for 3800 guilders ; and one named the

Viceroy sold for 4203 guilders. Not only the name and
price of these flowers, but also their weight, are particu-

larly set down in the registers of this city. The passion of

paying exorbitant prices for flowers at length came to such

a height in Holland, that the States were obliged to put a

stop to it by severe penalties; many gentlemen having

been ruined by that passion. The fruit of Holland, though
abundant, is seldom of good quality : the humidity of the

climate, as well as its rapid growth, from the richness of

the soil, rendering it insipid.

The fisheries of Holland consist of those which are car-

ried on near the coasts, and those which are carried on at

a distance. The shores abound with excellent fish, parti-

cularly t\trbot and soals ; but for other fish, in consequence

of the shallowness of the sea near the coast, the fishermco
are generally obliged to go to ihe distance of more than
five miles. The village of Schevcling is particularly re-

markable for the number of fishermen whom it contains;
they are distinguished by their ruddy countenances and
athletic limbs. The principal foreign fishery of Holland,
formerly, was that of herrings: it was carried on from the

portsofDort, Rotterdam, Delft, Schiedam, Briel, Enchuy-
sen, kc. The time of departure for the fishery was about
the 24th of June. The cod fishery, which is still carried

on to a considerable extent, commences in October and
ends in April. It is carried on upon the Dogger Bank ;

what is caught serves not only for the consumption of Hol-
land, but forms one of its chief exports. The city of Lon-
don consumes immense quantities of cod, caught by the

Dutch. The whale-fishery was formerly vested in a com-
pany' called the Northern Company; it afterwards became
open and free ; but, like all the other branches of the fish-

erics and commerce of Holland, was destroyed by the revo-

lutionary wars, and has not yet revived. It was chiefly

carried on ujjon the coasts of Nova Zembla, as far as Da-
vis Straits, and upon those of Spitzbergen, Greenland, Ecc.

The vessels engaged in this fishery, during its flourishing

state, were about 300 in number.
The chief manufactures of Holland are linens, (many of

which, however, are made in Silesia) pottery and painted
tiles, woollen cloth, leather, wax, snuff, sugar, starch, pa-
per, &c. At Haerlem, there are considerable manufac-
tories for the fabrication of fine linen cloths, dimity, satins,

&c, which, though they have fallen off considerably, in

consequence of the war and the measures of Bonaparte,
still give employment to a number of workmen, and carry

on a profitable trade with Brabant and Germany. The
bleacheries of Haerlem have long been famous for the de-

licate whiteness which they give to linen cloths, large quan-
tities of which are annually brought hither from all parts

of the Netherlands and Germany to undergo this operation;

and before the war between Holland and Britain, and the

improvements made in the process of bleaching, by means
of the oxymuriatic acid, much was sent from Ireland and
Scotland. The principal inhabitants of Amsterdam, and
other neighbouring places, also send their linen to be wash-
ed and bleached at Haerlem. The superior whiteness of

the bleacheries of this town is attributed to some peculiar

quality in the water of the lake of Haerlem. Some wool-

len cloth is manufactured at Delft, and other places, but

Leyden is the principal seat of this branch of manufacture:

here is a large building for examining and sealing the

cloth. This manufacture is at present in a very decayed
state; half a century ago, there were annually made upwards
of 100,000 pieces: and many thousand industrious work-

men were employed. The woollen manufactures, in all

Holland, at the beginning of the 18th century, amounted to

about 200,000 pieces of broad cloth, serges, baize, stuffs,

&c. whereas in the year 1802, they did -not exceed 20,000

pieces; and in 1804, the whole manufacture did not amount
to 400,000 ells of cloth. The efl'ecls of this decay were
strikingly evinced at Leyden, the population of which fell

from 80.000 to 30,000. The manufactures of this city do

not appear, even in their most flourishing condition, to

have rivalled, in the fineness of their articles, the looms of

Enn-land; but their coarse cloths found a ready sale on the

continent,and the East and West India companies procured

them ready markets in the other quarters of the globe. As
the commerce of Holland declined, that of Britain increas-

ed; and the manufactures of Yorkshire deprived the manu-

factures of Leyden of the foreign markets to such an ex-

tent, that the Dutch merchants discovered it was for their

interest to export English cloths in preference to the manw-
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iUclures of ilicif o^vn country. The woollen trade of Ley-

den also received much injury on the continent, from the

establishment of extensive looms in various parts of fier-

jnany and the Netherlands, which then ceased to draw any
considerable supplies from Leydcn. In the year 1808, the

minister for the interior made a n.port to the king of Hol-
land, on the state of the woollen manufactures, from which
it appears that attempts were then makini^ to improve the

Dutch wool, by the introduction of Mei'ino sheep, and to

revive the woollen manufactures of Leyden. The maiui-

facturers of this city are extolled for the durability,

beauty, and excellent quality of their cloths and kersey-

meres ; and, from a passage in the report, it appears that

Louis had conferred the golden prize of honour on the Ley-
den cloth. This report also gives some information re-

specting other branches of woollen manufacture in Hol-
land. Booking frize, formerly imported from England,
seems to have been made at Amsterdam ; the blankets of

Leyden are mentioned as of excellent quality; and the silver

prize of honour seems to have been conferred on the cam-
let hall of that city.

Delft was formerly famous for its manufacture of earthen

ware, which rivalled the porcelain .of China, and was
generally sought after and esteemed throughout Europe,
for its elegance and beauty. In the year 1800, there were
scarcely 500 persons employed in the potteries of this

place ; whereas, in their most flourishing days, they gave
subsistence to upwards of 10,000. The principal causes

of this astonishing decay, independently of those which
have produced a general decay of manufactures and com-
merce in Holland, are the immense quantities of porcelain,

which, for a century and a half, have been imported into

Europe from China ; and the rival manufactures, which,

during that time, have been established in Germany and
England. The earthen ware of Staffordshire was some
years ago so much approved of in Holland, that the states

general, in order to protect the manufactures of Delft

from absolute ruin, were obliged to lay duties on its im-
portation into the republic, which were so severe as to

amount almost to an entire prohibition. Glass, especially

glass toys, are made in several parts of Holland. The glass-

house in Rotterdam was formerly oeemed the best in the

Seven Provinces. It made a number of glass toys and enamel-

led bowls, which were exported to India, and exchanged
for china ware, and other oriental commodities. From the

universal practice of smoking among the Dutch, it may na-

turally be supposed that manufactures of pipes are by no
means uncommon. There is a noted manufacture of them
at Gouda ; they are remarkably neat, and a very extensive

trade of them is carried on. They make also in the neigh-

bourhood of this city a vast quantity of bricks and tiles, the

latter principally what are called Dutch tiles. At En-
chuysen, salt brought from Brittany is refined.

The breweries and distilleries in Holland are numerous
and extensive. Delft, Gouda, and Muyden, are particularly

celebrated for their beer. The beer made in Delft is

chiefly consumed in that place and the adjacent country.

In the 15th century, the town of Gouda had 330 breweries,

from which Zealand and a great part of Flanders were fur-

nished with beer. In 1518, they had decreased to 159; in

the year 1522, there were 153; in 1588, there were 126;
and in the year 1803, there were only two. These, how-
ever, make beer of excellent quality ; imitating London
porter with tolerable success. If, however, it is drank

out of the cask, it is vei-y infei'ior ; but after it has been in

bottles for some time, its taste is nearly as agreeable as

London bottled porter, from which it is difficult to distin-

guish it. Muyden isjnoted for good beer, called Flemish
physic. The distillation of ardent spirits is the sole manu-
VoL. X. Part II.

facturc whicli has increased in Holland. In 1775, there
were at Schcidani, particularly noted for its Geneva, 120
distilleries ; in the year 1792, 220 ; and in the whole pro-
vince of Holland 400; each of these distilleries yielded an-
nually 4492 ankers of gin. The whole distilleries of the
seven provinces would produce annually 2,152,672 ankers;
but the want of KVa'tn renders it necessary to reduce
this quantity one-third, which leaves 1,400,000 ankers, of
which 456,000 are consumed in the country, and the re-
mainder exported.

'I'here are a great number of sawing mills in Holland,
particularly in the vicinity of Rottcrdani. They are lofiy
and rather pleasing objects, the mill generally rising front
the top of a substantial building two or three stories high.
Some of them are [jainted in a whimsical taste, and others
adorned with grotesque figures. During the flourishing
state of Holland, Saardirm, where Peter the Great acquired
a practical knowledge of the art of ship-building, derived
great wealth from that trade ; but it is now almost annihi-
lated.

The miscellaneous manufactures of Holland, not yet
enumerated, most of which, however, are confined to Am-
sterdam, are stuffs embroidered with gold and silver,
damasks, brocades, mohair, silk, inc. and particularly the
preparation of drugs for dyeing, painting, and medicine,
such as camphor, vermilion, sulphur, borax, lapis lazuli;
likewise pitch, tar, rosin, spermaceti. Sec. The oil mills
are numerous. The cordage made in Holland is very good;
and Dutch paper, particularly cartridge paper, is stiil ex-
ported in very great quantities, even to England, though we
now rival or excel them in the manufacture of fine writing
paper. The preparation of diamonds, that is, the cut-
ting, polishing, and grinding of them, is confined to Am-
sterdam, where many artists are employed for that purpose.
The manufacture of skates is also of some consequence in
Holland.

The United Provinces were formerly pre-eminent in

commerce ; and the province of Holland, from its greater
extent, population, and riches, as well as from its possess-
ing near all the sea-ports, enjoyed nearly the whole ofthirf
commerce. Long before the French Revolution, however,
the trade of the United Provinces had begun to decline; and
the circumstances of that tremendous event may be said
to have utterly annihilatqfl the commerce of Holland.
While it lasted, it was carried, on principally with France,
England, Spain, and Portvigal, the Levant and Mediterra-
nean states, Russia, Sweden, and Denmark; and with Ger-
many, by means of the Elbe, the Ems, the Weser, the
Rhine, and the Meuse. The inland trade with Germany,
by the canals and the Rhine, is almost the only branch
which has escaped the ravages of war. Of this, the most
remarkable feature consists in the vast floats of timber
which arrive at Dort from Andernach and other places on
the Rhine. The length of these rafts is from 700 to 1000
feet; the breadth from 50 to 90 ; and 500 labourers direct

them, living in a village of timber huts erected on the rafts

for their reception. The navigation is conducted with
the strictest regularity. On their arrival at Dort, the sale

of one raft occupies several months, and frequently pro-
duces upwards of 30,000 pounds sterling. The commerce
of Holland was either transit or direct. The articles of
direct commerce were supplied either by her agriculture,

such as butter, cheese, Sec. or by her manufactures, as

prepared drugs for medicine, dyeing, Sec. linen, woollen
cloth, paper. Sec. ; or they were supplied by her East India

possessions and her fisheries. In return, Holland received
either what was necessary for her own consumption, par-

ticularly corn, or those articles which she again distributed

over the rest of Europe. In the year 1807, nearly one million

3 K
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pounds of silk were imported into England from Italy

thiougli the medium of Holland.

The province of Holland is extremely populous; per-

haps more so than any other part of Europe. In the year

1515, it contained only 45,000 houses. In the year 1732,

the number of houses was increased to 163,462. De Wilt,

in his work on the true interests of Holland, informs us,

that, in the year 1622, the States laid a poll tax upon all

inhabitants, none excepted but strangers, prisoners, and

vagrants, and those that were on the oilier side of the line;

yet were there found in all South Holland no more than

481,934, although the instiuctions of the conimissioncrs

appointed for that purpose were very strict. The follow-

ing are the particulars, as registered in the Chamber of

Accounts :

Dort, with its villages

Haerlem, with its villages

Delft, with its villages

Leyden and Rhineland
Amsterdam, and its villages

Rotterdam, and its villages

Gouda, and its villages

Gornichem, and its villages

Schiedam, and its villages

Schoonhoven, and its villages

Biill, with its villages

The Hague .

Heusden

40,523

69,648

41.744

94 285

115,022

28. 339

24,622
7. 585

10,393

10,703

20,156

17,430

1,444

481,934

De Witt supposes that West Friesland, or North Hol-

land, iTiJght have the fourth part of the inhabitants of

South Holland, or 120,483, whicli, added to 481,934, would
give 602,417 as the total population of the province of

Holland in the year 1622. This, however, in the opinion

of De Witt, was far below the truth, and he raises the num-
ber to 2,400,000. This must be an exaggeration ; and it

is given here, only for the purpose of adding De Witt's

calculation of the proportions of this number engaged in

difl'ercnt employments : according to him, 450,000 were
employed, directly or indirectly, in the fisheries : 200,000
were supported by agriculture, inland-fishing, herding,
hay-making, turf-making, anc^by furnishing materials for

these operations : 650,000 in jnanufactures : 250,000 in na-

vigation and trade: 650,000 in miscellarieous employments;
and 200,000 gentry, magistrates, soldiers, &c. In the year
1732, the population of Holland certainly did not exceed
980,000. In the year 1796, an estimate of the population
of the Seven United Provinces was made by order of the
National Assembly, which we shall give entire, for the
purposeof comparing the population of Holland with that

of the other provinces.

Guelderland, in the towns,

in the flat country

Holland, in towns .

in the flat country

Zealand, in towns
in the flat country

64,994
152,834

217,828

495,017

533,525

828,542

39,978
42,234

82.212

Utrecht, in towns
in the flat country

Friesland, in towns
in the flat country

Overyssel, in towns

in the flat country

Groningen, in towns
in the flat country

The country of Drent, in towns

iu the flat country

Dutch Brabant, in the towns

in the flat country

45,204

47,600

92.804

44,824

116,689

161,513
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Tierally six stories high, the tlircc first of which are of an

equal breadth, but of uiietjual heights ; from the third story

the roof rises to a point, and the rooms in this part of ilie

house necessarily dirninisli in size as they approach to the

top of the building. The front wall of the upper apart-

ments projects so much from the roof as nearly to hide it,

luiless viewed in profile ; and the exterior of each room
diminishes, till that of the attic story is two-thirds less than

the basement. To the aperture of the uppermost room is

commonly fixed a small crane, for the convenience of hoist-

ing up wood and lurf, and these cranes sometimes have gro-

tesque figures carved upon them. In the large and com-
mercial towns, it frequently happens, that apartments that

would gi'ace the mansion of a prince have no other views
from their windows tlian the dead walls of a warehouse,

used as a magazine for stock-fish, skins, tobacco, Sec. so

that the eye may turn from the works of Rubens and Titian

to these disagreeable and disgusting objects.

The custom of smoking is so prevalent in Holland, that

a genuine Dutch boor, instead of describing the distances

of places by miles or hours, says, they are so many pipes

asunder. Thus a man may reach Delft from Rotterdam in

lour pipes ; but, if he goes on to the Hague, he will smoke
seven during the journey. Adjoining to their theatres is a

room where refreshments are to be sold, and here the lovers

of tobacco resort, to smoke their pipes between the acts.

Their rigid attention to cleanliness, and bigoted attach-

ment to smoking, jointly give rise to a most inconvenient

and disgusting custom. After dinner, there is placed on

the table, along with the wine and glasses, a spitting-pot,

which is handed round as regularly as the bottle. All

Dutchmen of the lower classes of society, and not a few in

the higher walks of life, carry in their pocket the whole ap-

paratus that is necessary for smoking: a box of enormous
size, which frequently contains half a pound of tobacco ; a

pipe of clay, or ivory, according to the fancy or wealth of the

possessor ; if the latter, he carries also instruments to clean

it ; a pricker to remove obstructions from the tube of the

pipe ; a cover of brass wire for the bowl, to prevent the

ashes, or sparks, of the tobacco fror» flying out ; and some-
times a tinder-box, or bottle of phosphorus, to procure fire

in case none is at hand.

When a woman is brought to bed, a bulletin is daily fix-

ed to her house, for the space of a fortnight, or longer if

she recovers slowly, which contains a statement of the

health of the mother and child. This bulletin is fastened

to a board, ornamented with lace, according to the circum-
stances of the person lying in ; and serves to answer the iji-

quiries of friends, and to prevent unnecessary noise near

the house. Vv'hen a person of consequence is dangerously

ill, a bulletin of healih is generally affixed to their house
;

but, unless it is a child-bed case, the board is not ornament-

ed with lace.

The women in Holland, in general, are lovely rather than

beautiful ; in their persons they are well formed ; their

complexions are fair, and their features regular, but their

countenances arc inanimate. Women are shorter-lived in

Holland than men ; and after twenty-five generally lose all

their beauty. The management of children is very absurd

and injudicious. The air of the country is regarded as so

prejudicial to them, that for the first two or three months
they are never taken abroad ; and, during this period, the

windows of their apartments are kept invariably shut.

Their dress consists in flannel rollers, girt very tightly

about their bodies, and these rollers are farther covered
with a large flannel wrapper, bound three or four times
round the body of the infant, and fastened with pins at

its feet. The use of water is rigorously denied them.
Thus managed, they are sickly, squalid objects. Chil-

dren, particularly females, arc frequently indulged in
the pernicious use of chaitfftfiiede, or stoves, without
which a Dutchwoman could not exist, and this adds to
their unwholesome appearance. We may remark, by the
bye, that the advances of liritain in civilization and useful
knowledge are perhaps in no instance more decidedly con-
spicuous, than in the improved management of children.
Many of our readers must remember the period, when
British children were almost universally oiothed and treat-
ed as Dutch children still are.

The female dress, such as it was generally worn in Hol-
land nearly two centuries since, is not unfietiucntly still seen
on the daughters of the ancient stock of burghers. The
hair is bound close to the head, and covered \vith a small
unornaiTiented cap, with large plates of thin gold projecting
from each side of the forehead, and a plate in the middle;
ponderous ear-rings, and necklaces of the same metal-,
gowns of thick silk, heavily embroidered, and waists of un-
natural length and rotundity ; hats of the size of a small
Chinese umbrella, gaudily lined within ; sometimes these
hats are set up in the air like a spread fan

; yellow slippers,
without quarters at the heel. Children, and women of se-
venty, are frequently seen in this preposterous dress. The
women of rank or fortune are very fond of ornamenting
their dress with rare and valuable jewels. These, as well
as the gold plates worn by the lower orders, are of great
antiquity, and are most carefully handed down from genera-
tion to generation.

The Dutch language is evidently of Gothic origin, but it

is little known out of the United Provinces. Dutch litera-

ture will be more properly considered in the article Ne-
therlands ; where, indeed, every thing relating general-
ly to the history and statistics of the Low Countries must
be sought for ; as, in the present article, we confine our-
selves, as much as possible, to the province of Holland.
With respect to the encouragement given to literature,

this province was formerly very remarkable. Leyden, Am-
sterdam, and the Hague, may be seen on the title-pages of
the most valuable works, in Latin and French, which were
printed during the 17th, and the beginning of the 18th cen-
turies. The Eizivers, justly celebrated for the correct and
beautiful editions which they have given to the world of the
best writers of antiquity, resided in Leyden, and ennobled
its press by the elegant specimens of typography, which,
for the space of a century, appeared from their press.

During the bright period of French literature, when the
writings of Voltaire, Rousseau, D'Alembert, &c. were ea-

gerly sought after by the learned and curious of Europe,
the booksellers at the Hague and Amsterdam multiplied
the editions of these authors, and carried on a lucrative

trade with their works. Haerlem is one of the places which
lays claim to the honour of the invention of the art of pi lut-

ing ; but at present the literary character, as well as the

bookselling and printing trade of Holland, are at a very low
ebb. There is one university in the province of ilolland

at LcydiMi, and an inferior college at Amsterdam.
Though the province of Holland is now only a part of the

kingdom of the Netherlands, and of course has lost many
of its peculiar privileges and institutions, yet some particu-

lars respecting its government re<juire to be noticed, as

they still remain under the constitution of the Netherlands.
Deputies of the nobles, and those of the towns and country,

are elected for the parliament of the kingdom. There
are also provincinal councils of state for South and North
Holland. For the administration of justice, there are two
com ts held at the Hague ; nanjely, the court of Holland,

and the high council. The nobles of Holland are sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of this court; an appeal lies to it

from the sentences of the inferior courts. The high coun-
3K 2
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cil of Hollaiul judge pereinptoiily mid definitively of all

cases brought before them by an appeal from the court of

Holland. Among the laws of this province l!ie foUowinj;

deserve notice. No person can be arrc-.ted for debt, wlio

has not been summoned regularly three times, with the in-

terval of 14 days between each summons; and six weeks
further must elapse from the last official notification and de-

mand of the debt, before the creditor is permitted to arrest

or seize the effects of the insolvent person. By this mode
of procedure, debtors are generally enabled either fully to

settle their affairs, or to compromise with their creditors, so

that few are sent to prison. No person can be arrested in his

own house in Holland, or even standing at the door of it,

though all the previous citations should have been made ;

and should his wife belying in, he is privileged, during her

illness, to go abroad without nioleslalion.

The religion of Holland is Calvinism. In it there are

two provincial synods ; one for South Holland, and the

other for North Holland. The v;hole province being di-

vided into a great many classes, composed of the deputies

of five or six neighbouring churches ; each class sends

four deputies to the respective synods, two ministers, and

two elders. The synods meet twice a year, and a political

commissary attends their meetings. The ministers are

paid by the magistrates. Their salaries are small ; few,

even in the cities, having 200/. a-year, while in the country
they have generally 60/. or 70/.

The taxes of the province of Holland are very heavy.

They amounted in 1795 to 24,000,000 of guilders, or

2,000,000 sterling, which, on the supposition that the popu-
lation was 800,000, formed an average cf 2/. 10s. each per-

son ; but a large portion of this taxation is, in fact, paid by

foreigners, who consume the articles taxed. Among the

taxes really paid by the inhabitants themselves are the fol-

lowing : A land-tax of about 45. 9d. per acre ; a sale-tax

of 8 per cent, upon horses; 1 } per cent, upon other move-
ables; and 2 J per cent, upon land and buildings ; a tax upon
inheritances out of the direct line, varying from 2 J to 11

per cent. ; 2 per cent, upon every man's income ; an ex-
cise of 3/. per hogshead on wine, and a charge of 2 per
cent, on all public offices. The excise upon coffee, tea,

and salt, is paid annually by each family, according to their

number.
The province of Holland, as well as all the countries wa-

tered by the Meuse and the Rhine, were for a long time
divided into small earldoms; but in the year 923, Theodo-
ric was appointed Count of Holland by Charles the Simple,
King of France, and the title became hereditary. The
most frequent wars of the counts of Holland were with the
Frisons, a part of the old Saxons. There were also fre-

quent contests between the counts of Holland and Flanders,
concerning the possession of the islands of Zealand. The
counts of Holland, likewise, were frequently opposed by
their own nobility. In order to break their power, they
not only demolished many of their castles and strong holds,
but also, about the year 1200, built several cities, and gave
freedom to the inhabitants of the adjacent country; or even'
to foreigners, who would come and dwell in those cities.

They were thus freed, not only from all taxes due to the
counts themselves, but also, when they had dwelt in the
cities a year and a day, from the vassalage they were un-
der to their own lords. The counts, besides, gave especial
privileges to those cities ; but the inhabitants were not pcr-
initted, though at their own charge, to set up gates or
walls to defend their cities, unless thty purchased the pii-
vilcge from the counts. Hence proceeded the difference
between walled and unwuUcd cities in Holland ; and also,
that the counts being afterwards jealous of the former, de-
stroyed many of them entirely, and pulled down the walls

of others. Philippina, daughter of William HI. Earl
of Holland, was married to the Prince of Wales, afterwards
Kdward HI. of England. This king afterwards contested
the earldom of Holland with Margaret, his sister-in-law.

In the year 1417, Jacquelin, heiress of Holland, married
John IV. Duke of Brabant ; but her uncle John of Bavaria,

who had resigned the bishopric of Liege, in the hopes of
espousing her, contested the succession. A kind of an-

archy followed. Jacquelin went to England, where, in

1423, she married Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester; but
this marriage having been annulled by the Pope, she
married, in 1432, Borselen, stadtholder of Holland. But
having no children by any of her husbands, Philip the

Good, Duke of Burgundy, who was her firsf cousin,

obliged her to give up the administration and govern-
ment of her states, and at her death inherited them. Soon
afterwards, Holland, with the other large possessions of

the House of Burgundy, fell by marriage to the House of

Austria. Its history, from this period, must be sought for

under the article Netherlands. See Statistical Account

of Holland, by R. iVIeterlecam[), 1804 ; De Witt's True In-
terest of Holland ; Sir William Temple's Observations on
the JVetherlunds ; Mrs Radcliffe's Journey through Holland
in 1794 ; yl Tour through the Hatavian Refiublic in 1800,
by R. Fell. (w. s.)

HOLLAND, New, an island in the South Pacific Ocean,
which some geographers have called a continent, from its

immense extent. Its general outline somewhat approaches
to that of a spherical triangle. It stretches from east to

west above 2600 miles, between Sandy Cape and the en-

trance of Siiarks Bay ; and its length surpasses 2000 miles,

from Cape York on the north, to Wilson's Promontory in

39° 10' south latitude. New Holland was originally call-

ed the Great Southern Land ; its present name was imposed
by the Dutch, who navigated the coasts at an early period;

but it has lately been proposed to alter its appellation to

Notasia by Mr Pinkerton, and to Terra Australis by Cap-
tain Flinders, neither of which will probably be adopted.

Nothing whatever being known of the interior, and very lit-

tle with certainty of the skirts of the island, it is only di-

vided into portions, called by the names of their supposed
discoverers, and the vessels which thty commanded ; as,

Arnheim's, Van Diemen's, De Witt's, Endracht's or Cor-
cord's, Edel's, and Leuuin's land, on the north and west,

and Nuytz's land on the south. The east coast was survey-

ed generally by Captain Cook, and called New South
Wales ; and the poi tion from Cape Howe, the south-east

extremity, to Nuytz's Archipelago, where the recognition

of that navigator is supposed to have terminated, occupy-
ing between 700 and 800 miles, was examined by D'Entre-
casteaux, Captain Flinders, and M. Baudin, and also some
other officers.

New Holland is begirt with small and sterile islands. A
large portion of the coast is inaccessible, either from rocks
or shoals, or the precipitous formation of the shores ; but

the greater part is low and sandy, exhibiting a barren

aspect. A few lofty headlands project into the sea; bays

and harbours are rarely to be seen, and navigable rivers are

scarcely yet discovered. The northern coast is indented

by the immense gulf of Carpentaria, stretching 400 miles

in width at the entrance, and penetrating 500 miles into the

land ; which, although it is rudely laid down in the Dutch
charts of the 17th century, was first completely explored
by Captain Flinders in 1802. Sharks Bay, where Dampier
anchored in 1699, was lately ascertained by the F'rench to

be 50 leagues deep. And besides these, there are several

less capacious on the south coast, as King George's Sound,
Port Philip, and Western-port, at the second of ^vhich a

British settlement was attempted in 1804. On the east
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coast, Botany Bay is the most important, from the flourish-

ing establishment connected with it ; and two other inlets

of a different description on the south coast niciit notice,

from being supposed the entrance to some great river di-

viding New Holland asunder. One of these, called Bona-

parte's Gulf by the French, and Spencer's Gulf by the

English, 48 miles wide at the mouth, penetrates the land

185 miles, terminating in a point exactly o])posite to the

bottom of the Gulf of Carpentaria. The other, separated

from it by York's Peninsula, of which the extreme point

lies in 136° 52' East Longitude, is of smaller dimensions.

The tide flows 40 miles up Hawkesbury river, falling into

Broken Bay near Port Jackson, whither it is navigable by
the largest vessels, and still farther by those drawing nine

feet water. It is the most important river hitherto seen in

New Holland; and, from the floodings above, sometimes
overflows those parts of the banks 40 or 60 feet above its

ordinary level, thereby committing great devastation. King
William's River, on the west coast, is now conjectured to

be little more than a creek, whose narrow entrance is ob-
structed by rocks.

Nothing can be more repulsive than the bleak and dreary
appearance of thousands of miles occupied by the shores of
New Holland. The earth is parched, vegetation stunted,

and animal life seems incapable of being supported, from
the universal scarcity of subsistence. Its low, uniform, and
sterile aspect is such, that many conceive the whole has
only been recently reclaimed from the sea. Nor is it so
with the continental part of New Hollar.d alone ; for, amidst
the numerous islands on the south, " nothing smiles to the

imagination ; the soil is naked ; the heavens burning pure
and cloudless ; the waves agitated but by nocturnal gales.

Man seems to have fled these ungrateful regions; and the
navigator, terrified by dangers incessantly renewed, turns
aside his weary eyes from the miserable shores." Yet, ad-
mittmg that the exterior is of later origin, we must reflect

on the vast extent of the interior yet unknown, where lofty

mountains, wide rivers, and thick forests, may all be fre-

quent. A greater portion is unexplored than equal to the
course of the longest river in the world ; and possibly its

streams may be received in lakes, discharged by subterra-
neous channels, or absorbed in sandy deserts. We are
aware, indeed, that, in the warmer climates, islands, which
are the work of an inconsiderable insect, arise in the seas

;

that they become a resting place for birds ; decomposition
and fertilization follow; the seeds of plants are conveyed
thither, and the deciduous purls of vegetables are not slow
in forming a new soil Neitlier is it improbable that vol-

canic eruptions may form a nucleus or substratum for fu-

ture accessions. Still these accessions are so gradual, that

many ages would be required for the formation of so great
a country as New Holland. Bfsidcs, the appearance of the
coast cannot be rigorously applied to the inlerior ; and
those minerals supposed to enter the constitution of primi-
tive mountains are discovered here.

We are not enabled to give any specific account of the
mineralogy of this country. Wilson's Promontory consists

of granite; there are several small islands, some of which
are granitic, and some volcanic ; and coal is discovered near
the surface. Coloured precious stones are also said to

have been found in different parts, but we do not know
whether their precise quality has been ascertained.

In so far as the country is yet explored, the vegetable
creation is difi'uscd more rarely than under corresponding
latitudes, and fewer products are convertible to the use of
maiikmd. It is disclosed only in scanty patches, where the
soil lias undergone amelioration ; and there it appears in

all possible variety, from the coarsest grass creeping on
the ground, to forests consisting of trees of immense girth

and altitude. It is said of the eastern parts, that "all the
plants of this country are evergreens, and numbers of them
arc to be seen covered with blossoms at all seasons of the
year." M. Lcschcnault remarks, " that in the districts

hitherto visited, and especially the western coast, there have
never been found, in great musses, either the majesty of the
virgin forests of the New World, the variety and elegance
of those of Asia, or the delicacy and freshness of the woods
in the temperate countries of Europe. Vegetation is in

general dark and sombre ; it resembles the shade of our
evergreens or copses. Fruits are for the most part ligne-

ous; the leaves of almost all the plants are linear, lanceo-
lated, small, coriaceous, and spiny. This peculiar texture
springs from the aridity of soil and climate ; and it is doubt-
less owing to the same causes that cryptogamous plants are
so rare." Most of the plants of New Holland constitute

new genera ; and those belonging to genera already esta-

blished arc almost as many new species. Their numbers
and variety are amply described in the works of M. Labil-

lardiere and Mr Robert Brown, to which we shall refer for

illustrations. A plant approaching the qualities of coffee

has been found, two species pf :obacco, and a kind of indi-

go. Odoriferous gum exudes copiously from a tree abun-
dantly dissemmated, which is used for different purposes
by the natives, and has gained some credit among the set-

tlers for curing dysentery. Wood of beautiful colours, fit

lor the finest cabinet work and inlaying, is common ; and
other kinds have been employed in building vessels. But
amidst the great diversity of plants, only some small berries,

a few roots, and_lcaves, have yet been found, which are suit-

able food. The climate of New Holland is particularly

noxious to European fruits, as most of those introduced
have speedily perished. Grain, however, succeeds ad-
mirably, producing a certain and luxuriant harvest; tliough

the soil for the most part is soon exhausted, and some of
what vvas once brought under culture is now completely
abandoned.

A field equally new is presented in the animal world,
where an infinity of beings are beheld on this continent, its

shores, and islands, that never were seen before. Mollus-
ca are so numerous, that, on one of the latter, the Frencli
voyagers collected 180 species. Great shoals of whales and
dolphins fill the seas, but in many parts they are rare. The
phocas are so multiplied, that profitable fisheries have been
instituted for tlieir skins and oil, though it is so indiscrimi-
nately followed, in destroying the young, as to threaten the

extirpation of the genera. Among birds, the black swan,
cassowary or emu, mountain eagle, and menura, are the

most remarkable. The first, which is black as jet, except
two or three Avhile feathers of the wings, covers the lakes
and rivers in flocks during the greater part of the year.

The emu is seen both on the continent and ti'.c islands ; and
there is sometimes found an enoimous nest, two or three
feet in diameter, belonging to an unknown bird, perhaps of

the flamingo kind. Quadrupeds aie exceedingly rare, both
in species and numbers, compared with the extent of the

country. Besides the dog, which is akin to the shepherd's
dog of Europe, and never barks, it is supposed tliat ano-
ther carnivorous animal of somewhat larger size approaches
the coast, which has not been seen. The members of the

last French expedition having prepared to pass a night on
Edel's land, infortn us, that " suddenly a terrible roaring

froze us with terror; it resembled the bellowing of an ox,

but was much louder, and seemed to come from the neigh-

bouring reeds." Most probably this was an alligator, both

iioni the sound and situation. The greater proportion of

the quadrupeds of New Holland, though absolutely new
and unknown in other parts of the world, belong to the

opossum tribes. Those attracting most attention are the
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kangaroo of various species; llic wombat, and a singularly

formed creature, the paradox or duck-billed ant-eater.

The first is hunted lor the sake of its flesh ; the second has

been domesticated by the settlers ; the third, an amphibi-

ous animal, is now found more abundant in the late excur-

sions which have advanced furthest into the interior. Per-

haps we should add to the brute creation those introduced

into New Holland since the year I78S. Three cows and a

bull haviui; strayed into the forests, propai^ated there, and

many thousands of wild cattle arc seen in threat herds, which

it is dangerous to approach. Sheep and swine have suc-

ceeded well, but the country proves unfavourable to stoats.

So little of New Holland has yet been explored, as to ad-

mit a strong presumption of many inlcrestint; accessions to

zoology, in addition to what it has already received.

The most striking peculiarities are beheld in that portion

of the human race who inhabit these regions. In stature,

the New Hollander is of the middle size ; with a large mis-

shapen head, slender extremities, and tlie belly projecting

as if tumefied. The colour of the skin is reddish at birth,

and then deepens almost to African blackness : but this is

not uniformly so, and some are only of the copper or Malay
cast : the hair is long and black, not woolly ; the nose flat,

nostrils wide, and the mouth immoderately large, with thick

lips. These, added to bushy eyebrows, and other charac-

teristics, give the natives a remarkable appearance : Dam-
pier, who says " they are of a very nnpleasing aspect, hav-

ing no one graceful feature in their faces," seems inclined

to doubt whether they should be ranked with the human
race ; and Mr Collins instances " one man, who, but for the

gift of speech, might very well have passed for an oran-

outang : he was remarkably hairy ; his arms sppeared of

an uncommon length : in his gait he was not perfectly up-

right, and in his whole manner seemed to have more of the

brute and less of the human species about him than any of

his countrymen." Yet the physiognomy of the New Hollan-

ders is not disagreeable ; nay, it is said, that the delicacy

which is to be found among white people may be traced on

the sable cheeks of their females. Sustenance being so

scanty, and clothing never employed, a decided effect is

seen in the want of physical strength, and the consequences

of perpetual exposure. In their persons all are filthy; the

regular ablutions of many eastern nations are not perform-

ed, and the disgust of strangers is heightened by the custom
of both sexes rubbing fish oil into their skins, as a protec-

tion against the legions of insects swarming around them.

Tattooing, so general in the South Seas, is not practised by

the New Hollanders ; but they have a mode of raising tu-

bercles on the skin, and both sexes ornament themselves

>vith scars on the breast, back, and arms. The incisions,

sometimes resembling the feet of animals, being made by

the sharp edge of a shell, and kept open, the skin forms a

large seam in healing, which is vei y distinguishable in youth,

but is almost totally effaced by age. Men have the septum
of the nose perforated to receive a bone, and are subjected

to the extraction of some of the front teeth when they attain

the age of puberty ; and the women arc deprived of the

first two joints of the little finger of the left hand. Their
personal ornaments are not numerous, consisting of the

teeth of beasts or mankind glued to their hair, feathers, and

the tail of the dog : and certain tribes divide their hair into

parcels, matted together with gum into portions like the

thrums of a mop. The men also oriwjment themselves, pre-

vious to a dance or combat, with broad stripes of white

paint, used entirely according to taste, without any definite

fashion. " Some," Mr Collins observes, " when decorated

in their best manner, looked perfectly horrible ; nothing
could api)ear more terrible than a black and dismal face,

jvith a large white circle drawn round each eye."

All are absolutely naked : Some of both sexes wear the

skin of the kangaroo around their shoulders as a defence
against the weather, but for no other purpose. A few of

the men also go with a girdle about the loins, but the na-

tural state of the whole is absolute nudity, and along with

it, neither male nor female entertains any sense of shame.
Nevertheless, violations of chastity seem infinitely more
uncommon than where a full proportion of clolhnig is used.

Their habitations are of the most miserable description,

the best being only very long piecei of bark bent in such a

manner, and the ends stuck into the ground, as to resemble
the roof of a barn. Many have no other shelter than rocks,

or trees, or even holes in the earth. The subsistence of

those hitherto seen on the shores, is chiefly fish : they also

feed on a kind of larva, or worm, lurking under the bark

of trees, which is extremely disgusting to the view, but

reputed a great delicacy ; and they endeavour te ensnare

wild animals. Captain Flinders f found a race at King
George's Sound, who seemed to live more by hunting than

fishing; and there are inhabitants of the woods north-west

of Botany-Bay, who make a paste of the fern root and ants

bruised togctiier.

The arts are here in the lowest stage : clothing and

dwellings being unknown, all the ingenuity of these savages

is concentrated in the means of obtaining subsistence and
personal defence against their enemies. They construct

canoes consisting of pieces of bark glued, or sewed toge-

ther ; and those seen at the bottom of the Gulf of Car-
pentaria, the largest of all, are tliirtcen feet and a half

long, by two and a half broad. But many of the tribes

seem quite unacquainted with them. Some tribes have

also scoop nets and common nets for fishing : one of the

latter, no less than 80 feet long and three broad, consisting

of larger meshes and stronger twine than any English

twine, was discovered at Glass-house bay on the east coast.

Their arms are wooden lances, wooden swords, and wood-
en shields. One of their fishing implements is a four-

pointed lance.

In regard to social order among these people, there is

none : all we can affirm is, that they are divided into fami-

lies, the oldest member of which claims a superiority over

those immediately dependent upon him. There is no ac-

knowledgment of chiefs ; nor are any laws, except those of

personal strength, recognised. It is by this means that

even their marriages are accomplished. Instead of the

courtship, suit, and persuasion, employed in other coun-

tries, the object of desire, generally of another tribe, is

felled to the'earth with a club, in some remote situation,

and dragged in a state of insensibility to the dwelling, if

such it may be called, of the husband. She becomes his

wife, and frequently remains attached to him ever after.

Sometimes, however, a more favoured lover is found, for

whom the husband is deserted ; and many of the men do

not confine themselves to a single wife. Their offspring is

named after some visible object, a quadruped, a bird, or a

fish ; and females arc in the earliest infancy subjected to

that mutilation of the little finger above referred to. Wo-
men are held in great subservience. They are the victims

of all the barbaiity which the superior power of savages

can inflict, as is too incontestibly proved by the innumera-

ble scars by which their bodies are covered. ThQ New
Hollanders either burn or bury their dead ; and in general

if a mother dies, while suckling her infant, it is buried alive

in the same grave. They are utter strangers to religion :

they have no images, nor can they be said to entertain any

idea of a future state.

These pco|5le, however, are acquainted with some re-

markable customs, of which the first and most conspicuous

is, depriving youths at the age of puberty of an upper
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fi-ont tootb. Many ceremonies precede the oj)i;iation,

which arc conceived lo bestow tlie more valuable pro|)erty

of certain brulcs upon them, and the operation entitles them
to the privileges ol men, with whom they are now enrolled.

They ccjuip thcinsclves with lone:; tails, in imitation of kan-

garoos ; crawl on their iiands and feet, and scrape up the

earth like dogs ; and remain motionless the whole night

before the operation. After some preparation by the inci-

sion of the sum, the tooth is struck out by main force, but

with considerable dexterity. The object of this custom is

altogether uncertain; it has been supposed a tribute which
one tribe could exact of another ; but there is not sufficient

evidence that this is the case. The custom is, however,

widely, though not universally, difi'uscd. Dampier affirms

of those on the north-west coast, that " the two fore teeth

of their upper jaw are wanting in all of them, men and

women, old and young." Captain Flinders saw individuals

at the south-West extremity, who had preserved all their

teeth. However, around the settlements at Port Jackson,

there are no exceptions. Here it is the right front tooth

which is extracted. On the north coast, it is the left; and

in the Gulf of Cari)ent.iria, the men seen by Captain Flin-

ders had lost liotli. \Vc do not know wlictlier the loss of

members be deemed tributary among any nation where it

is practised ; bvit it has been lately asserted, that, on tlie

death of the chief of the island of Ov.'hyhec, each of his

people must extract a tooth. The cause of mutilating the

little finger of the women, according to the natives, is to

avoid an embarrassment which v/ould ensue to the fishing

lines.

Another very extraordinary custom is the exact measure
of retaliation observed for injuries. They have no laws ; but

blood must always be followed by blood. If children

when at pLy receive a push, they return it by one of equal

force ; if a man is wounded, the aggressor is compelled to

expose himself to the; throwing of the sufferer's spear, or

that of his friend ; and if a man of one tribe should be un-

mercifully beaten by those of another, some individual of

the latter must undergo a similar punishment. Yet there

are many treacherous and midnight murder.s, and as sa-

vages sleej) extremely sound, this is the moment selected

for vengeance. It rather appears also, that the death of

every individual, natural, accidental, or intentional, must be

followed by shedding some person's blood. The disposi-

tion of t!ie New Hollanders, as described by one who
should know them well, is revengeful, jealous, courageous,

and cunning. " The inhabitant of Port Jackson is seldom
seen, even in the populous town of Sidney, without his

spear, his throwing stick, or his club. His spear is his

defence agamst enemies ; it is the weapon he uses

to punish aggression, and levenge insult. It is even
the instrument with which he corrects his wife in the last

extreme ; for, in their passion, or perhaps oftener in a fit

of jealousy, they scruple not to inllict death. It is the

play-thing of children, and in the hands of persons of all

ages. It is easy to perceive what effects this must have
upon their minds. They become familiarized to wounds,
blood, and death, and are repeatedly involved in skirmishes

and dangers. The native fears not death in his own per-

son, and is consequently careless of inflicting it on others."

Nevertheless, it does not appear that the savages of New
Holland are animated by the same treacherous ferocity as

many of the neighbouring islanders. They are not canni-

bals : Strangers on the east coast, though surprised when
asleep, have escaped with impunity. On the north coast

they are more ferocious; but the sanguinary disposition of
their European visitors may have sometimes excited the

desire ot revenge.

The New Hollanders consist of tribes inhabiting differ-

ent districts ; but, contrary to what is known among all

savages still less barba)'ous, the right of individuals to ter-

ritorial possessions, which are transmitted by inheritance,

is apparently recognized.

The whole of this vast country seems inhabited only by
a single race of jjcople, intimately resembling each other

in person, appearance, and manners, and who liave not un-
dergone the slightest change since Dampicr's visit in the

year 1688. In every different i)art that Furopeans have
landed, however, a||difi"erent dialect is spoken ; and these

general conclusions^arc deduced from a number of in-

stances comparatively small. Few natives consent to hold

intercourse with strangers. Captain Flinders circumnavi-
gated the whole coast of New Holland without having be-

held a single woman from the time of leaving Port Jackson
until his return. It has been coi>jcctured, on very slight

probabilities, that New Holland has been peopled from
Papua. The natives of Botany Bay call themselves Gat,

distinguishing their tribe or family by prefixing the name
of the place which they inliabit. There is a tribe in Abys-
sinia designated Galla ; the Highlanders of Scotland arc

denominated G: el ; therefore, without investigating the

source of aflinitics in name among people so remote from
one another, we shall simply suggest, that Gal, Gael, or
Galla, may signify notliing more than peojile. The present
race presents a mortifying picture of mankind sunk in

the lowest state of degradation, and, were we to judge has-

tily, we should say, they are incapable of civilization. The
South Sea islanders have made wonderful progress in the
arts and civilization, from the transient visits of Euro-
peans. The natives of New Holland, who have witnessed

the cultivation of the earth, the erection of houses, and
the fabrication of apparel, fur nearly thirty years uninter-

ruptedly, still go naked, seek a precarious subsistence, and
shelter themselves under rocks, or in caves, from the storm.

Exceptions may be found, but they are only of a few indi-

viduals ; nor is any change ever to be expected, but in se-

lecting others in the earliest childhood ; for so deeply
rooted is their attacliment to savage life, that a native ear-

ned to England, and supplied with every comfort, soon af-

ter his return stripijed himself naked, and sought for

greater enjoyments among his barbarous countrymen. See
AusiRALAsiA, Botany Bay, and Uiemex's Island, (c)

IIOLSTEIN. See Denmark:
HOLYHEAD, is a sea-port and market-town of North

Wales. It is situated on a small island, on the north-west

side of the island of Anglesey, and denominated in British

Catr djbi, or the foitified place of Cybi. The town con-

sists of one principal street, with detached buildings. The
collegiate, now the parochial church, is a handsome embat-
tled cruciform structure, consisting' of a chancel, nave,

aisles, and transept, with a square lower, which supports a

iow fiat spiie. It appears to have been built about the time
of Edward HI. An assembly-rootn and baths, and a large

new inn and hotel, have lately been opened. There is also

here a frce-scliool, established in 1757. This place seems
to have been once in the possession of the Romans. On
the summit of the mountain called Pen Caer Cybi, stands

a circular building, (called Cacr twr,) CO feet in diameter,

;jUpposed by Pennant to have been a watch-tower. A long

dry wall, 10 feet high, in many places faced and quite en-

tire, runs along the side of the mountain. The precincts

of the church-yard seem also to be ancient. Three of the

sides of the parallelogram consist of massy walls, 17 feet

high and 6 feet thick ; the fourth is open to the harbour.

At each angle is a circular bastion tower, and round the

walls are two rows of round openings or oeillets, four

inclics in diameter, having the inside smoothly plastered.

As the island on which the town stands is the point of
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land nearest to Dublin, regular packets arc stationed here

for the accommodation of travellers passinjj between Eng-
land and Ireland. The distance between Holyhead and

Dublin is 20 leagues, a voyage which is generally perform-

ed in 12 hours, though sometimes in six. In stormy wea-

ther the packets have sometimes been two or three days at

sea. Six packets are in the constant employment of the

Post-oflice. One goes out every day except Thursday,

and returns next morning. These packets are well con-

structed and well manned, so that sedfcus accidents very

seldom happen.
The harbour of Holyhead is formed by the cliffs vnider

the church-yard, and a small island called Inys Cybi, on

which there is a light. This harbour has been lately much
improved. A pier has been built on the eastern side of it,

to enable vessels to ride at anchor in four fathoms of wa-
ter. In connection with this improvement, a new road has

been made quite across the country from Cadnant island,

near Bangor ferry, to the harbour, which saves seven miles.

A new light-house has also been erected on a small island,

or rather projecting rock, to the west of the head called

the South Stack. The light, which is a revolving one, is

about 200 feet above the level of the sea. In order to see

the light-house, persons are wafted over by ropes in a kind

of basket. The promontory, called the Head, is a huge
mass of rocks excavated by the sea into the most magnifi-

cent caves, one of which, called the Parliament-house, is

peculiarly fine. It is accessible only by boats at half ebb
tide, and exhibits grand receding arches of different shapes,

supported by magnificent pillars of rock. The promontory
consists of lofty cliffs excavated into large caverns, which
afford shelter to swarms of birds, such as pigeons, gulls,

razor-bills, ravens, guillemots, cormorants, and herons.

The peregrine falcon is found on the loftiest crags. As
the eggs of many of the above-mentioned birds are consi-

dered as delicious food, and are therefore in high request,

rnany of the peojjle of the country earn their subsistence in

the dangerous occupation of collecting the eggs. In order

to accomplish their purpose, a strong stake is driven into

the ground at a little distance from the edge of the clifi",

and a rope is tied to it of sufficient length to reach the low-

est nests. The adventurer ties the rope about his middle,
and, with the coil on his arm, he seizes it with both hands,

and gradually descends the cliff, placing his feet against

its sides, and shifting his hands with great caution. When
lie reaches the nest, he holds by the right hand, and with
liis left seizes the eggs, and places them in a basket slung
over his back.

The island on which Holyhead stands is called Holy
Island, and received this name from the number of pious
persons who were buried upon it. It consists chiefly of
bare rocks and sterile sands. In the southern part of it,

near Four Mite Bridge, is a quarry of serpentine or mar-
ble, containing a green amianthus.
The channel, which divides this island from the rest of

Anglesea, is narrow, and may be forded at some places at

low water. The great Irish road passes over a bridge
called Rhyd y Pont.

The following is the population of the town in 1811 :

No. of inhabited houses, 539
No. of families, 701
Do. employed in trade and manufactures, 496
Males, 13ir
Females, 1688

Total population, 3005

See Pennant's '/''jiir ; and T/ie Jicautiea of England and
Wales, vol. xvii. p. 245—253.

HOLY Island, is an island situated about two miles
from the coast of Northumberland, but belon;.;ing, in all

civil matters, to the county of Durham: (See Durham,
vol. vjii. p. 201. col. 2.) It is situated opposite to the
mouth of the brook Lindis, from which it received the
name of Lindisfarne. By the Britons it was called Inia

Mcdicarite, and by the English Holy Island, from being
the residence of several of the fathers of the Celtic church,
and also from having been the episcopal seat of the see of

Durham during the early ages of Christianity in Britain.

The church of the monastery is in ruins. Its north and
south walls are still standing, though they decline greatly

from the pcrpendiculai-. The east wall is fallen, but great

part of the west still remains. The arches arc in general

strictly Saxon, and the pillars on which they rest are short,

strong, and massy. The pointed windows indicate that

the building has been repaired at a subsequent period.

The length of the body of the church is 138 feet; its

breadth 18 feet, and 36 feet including the two aisles. Mr
Selby, the proprietor of the island, has lately repaired

the weakest part of the walls. The stones appear red
with fire, and are wasted away so as to resemble a honey-
comb.

" A solemn, huge, and dark red pile.

Placed on the margin of the isle."

AIahhion.

The remains of the priory and offices stand on the south

side of the monastery, the inside of the walls being built of

whinstone, obtained from the rock, which forms a higU
natural pier on the south side of the island.

The parish church, situated to the west of the monas-
tery, is a plain but spacious Gothic edifice. The pedestal

of St Cuthbert's cross, once highly esteemed, is now called

the Pelting Stone.

Holy Island is accessible at low water by all kinds of

carriages, though there is considerable danger in crossing

the sands without a guide. The island, which is a con-

tinued plain, is nine mdes in circumference, and contains

nearly 1020 acres, about one half of which is sand banks.

On the north-east side of the island is a tongue of land,

about a mile long, and in several places not more than 60

yards wide. The tide may be here seen ebbing on the

east, and flowing on the west. Though the soil is rich,

yet, before the enclosure of the common in 1792, only 40

acres were in tillage. In 1790, the rent of the vhole island

was 320/., and in 1797, 926/. The town lies on the west

side of the island. It appears to have been once much
larger, from the names and ruins of the streets. It is

principally inhabited by fishermen. The harbour, which
is small, lies between the town and the castle, and it is

defended by a battery. The castle stands on a lofty whin-

stone rock on the south-east part of the island, about 60

feet high, and accessible only by a narrow winding pass.

It is generally garrisoned by a detachment of invalids.

The parish of Holy Island is likewise called Island-

shire, and contains the chapelries of Kyloe, Lowick, An-
cooft, and Tweedmouth.

Holy Island was made a bishop's see by King Oswald

in 635. In 652, the church was enlarged, but was only-

made of timber, and thatched; and, in 698, Eadberct, who
was bishop for 10 years, covered the roof and walls with

sheets of le*l. The Danes landed on the island in 793,

and a second time in 875, when Bishop Eardulph, along
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with the inhabitants of the island, took up the body of St

Cutlibert, and left ihc island, with all their relics and sacred

titensils. After a- pili^riniaije of seven years, they at last

settled in Chester-le-strect.

According to the returns in 1811, there were in Holy
Island

—

Number of inhabited houses 132

Number of families 152

Do. employed in agriculture 67

Do. in trade and manufactures .... 47

Total population 675

•See Scott's Marmion, canto ii. which contains a fine poe-

tical description of Holy Island ; the Beauties of England
and Wales, vol. xii. p. 228 ; and Hutchinson's History of
Durham.
HOLYWELL, or Treffynnon, is a town of North

Wales, in Hintsliire, which derives its name from a re-

markably fine spring, which rises at the bottom of the hill

just below the town. Holywell is pleasantly situated on

the slope of a hill, abounding in lead ore, which rises

beautifully above the town. The place is flourishing and

well built, and consists of one long street, winch is crossed

by another, near its centre, of equal goodness.

The church was built in the year 1769. It is a plain

reat building, with a squai c tower at the west end ; but

though it is furnished with a bell, yet, from its situation

below the town, its soimd is so inaudible, that it has been

found necessary to sumnK n the congregation by a person,

who suspends a pretty large one from his neck by a

leathern strap, and fi.xes a cushion upon his knee. This
moveable spire walks along, eliciting sounds from the

bell, whenever the cushioned knee strikes the instru-

ment. There are other three pinces of worship in the

town, two for Roman Catholics, and one for Protestant

dissenters.

The spring called St Winifred's well is reckoned one
of the finest in the kingdom. It was foutid by one experi-

jnent to discharge tiuenty-one tons in a minute, and by
another 84 hogsheads. In the couise of nearly two miles

from the source ot the spring to its junction with the

Chester Channel, its water drives one corn mill, four cot-

ton manufactories, built in 1777, 1785, 1787, and 1790, a

copper smelting-house, a brass- house, a foundry, a large

copper smithy, a wire mill, a calamine calcinary, &c. The
water boils up with great force into a well of a polygonal

shape, covered by a colonnaded cupola, having its groined

roof loaded with ornaments. It is supposed, but without

much reason, to have been built by the Countess of Derby,
mother of Henry VII. Near the well is a chapel in the

pointed style, which seems to have been built before the

time of Richard HI. This building belongs to Mr Leo of

Llanercli, and has recently been converted into a charity

school. A precipitous hill above the church was the

site of a fortress belonging to Ranulph the third Earl of

Chester. No traces of the building, however, are now to

be seen.

The great mining concern, called the Holywell Level,

began in 1774, and till lately was an unprofitable concern.

The level is carried horizontally for the length of a mile
into the hill, and serves both as a drain to the work, and
as a canal for the delivery of the ore. Numerous vertical

shafts have been cut from this horizontal archway, some
of them in pursuit of the mineral veins, and others lor the

purpose of ventilating the mines. The products obtained

from the hill are, I. Limestone; 2. Chertz or petrosilex,

which is ground for the use of the potteries ; 3. Lead ore
Vol. X. Part II.
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of two kinds, viz. cubic or dice ore, employed in glazing

earthen ware, and white or steel-grained ore, containing

some silver; 4. Calamine, or ore of zinc; 5. Blende,
another ore of zinc, called Black Jack by the miners.

The lead ore sometimes brings from thirteen to fifteen

pounds per ton, and at other times not more than seven or

eight pounds.

An account of the copper and brass manufactures of

Holywell has already been given in our article Flintshire,
vol. ix. p. 371, to which the reader is referred.

The following is the population abstract of the town of

Holywell for 1811 :

No. of inhabited houses 1313

No. of families 1541

Families employed in trade and manufactures 752
Do. in agriculture 117

Males 2925
Females 3469

Total population, 6394

See The Beauties of England and Wales, \o\. xvii. p. 708,

&c.
HOMANN,JoHN Baptist, an eminent German geo-

grapher and mechanic, and a very excellent engraver of

maps, was born at Kamlach, a village of Suabia, on the

20th of March, 1663. His parents, who were Catholics,

intended that he should embrace the monastic life ; but
having repaired at an early age to Nuremberg, he be-

came a convert to the tenets of Lutheranism, and devoted

himself to the ai-t of engraving, particularly that of maps,
which he executed with a degree of correctness and ele-

gance then very uncommon. His first performances of

this kind gained him so great a reputation, that he was
summoned to Leipsic, where he was employed in engrav-

ing the maps to Cellarius' Orbis Antiquas. On his return

to Nuremberg, he undertook to execute the maps to

Scheier's Atlas h'o-vus, which was published at Augsburg
in 1710. Ill tlie year 1702, he established at Nuremberg
a manufactory of maps, from which there issued, succes-

sively, specimens to the number of two hundred. In 1719,

he published an Atlas methodicus, for young persons, in

eighteen sheets. Under the direction, and with the as-

sistance of another able geographer, Doppelmayer, he

also undertook the execution of an astronomical atlas,

which appeared, after his death, along with Doppelmayer's

Elements of Astronomy, in 1742. Besides maps, he like-

wise constructed small armillary spheres and pocket

globes, and a very curious and ingeniously contrived geo-

graphical time-piece.

The scientific and mechanical talents of Homann were

deservedly held in high estimation ; and his merit was not

suffered to languish unrewarded. He was patronised by

the Emperor Charles VI. who appointed him his Majesty's

geographer; and also by Peter the Great, of Russia. The
Royal Society of Berlin admitted him a member of their

institution. He died in the year 1724. The manufactory

of maps which he established at Nuremberg subsists to

this day, and is still conducted under the auspices of his

name.
Homann is chiefly known as an excellent engraver of

maps ; but he likewise possessed a great deal of geogra-

phical and astronomical knowledge ; and, with an active and

enterprising spirit, he combined an inventive genius and

uncommon mechanical skill, (z)

HOMBERG, William, an eminent chemist, was born

at Batavia, in the Island of Java, on the 8th of January

1652. His father was a Saxon, who had entered into the

3 L
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Dutch service, and obtained the command of the arsenal

of Butavia. Having left this settlement, and gone to Am-
sterdam, he sent his son to the principal universities in

G<:rmany and Italy, where he successively pursued the

studies of law, anatomy, botany, astronomy, and chemistry.

He was admitted to the bar at MaL;deburs in 1674; but

having become acquainted with Otto Gutricke of that

city, the celebrated invenioi of ti:e an-puinp, he devoted

most of his time to the acquisition of the sciences. He
now went to the university of Padua, where he studied

medicine, anatomy, and botany. After visiting Rome and

Bologna, where he discovered the method of making the

Bologna stone luminous, he went through France to Eng-
land, and laboured for some time with our celebrated

countryman Mr Boyle. Returning to Holland, he resum-

ed his anatomical studies under De Graaf, and took out

his medic.il degree at Wirtemberg. His passion for travel-

ling, however, prevented him from settling to the practice

of medicine. After visiting Baldwin and Kunkel, and ex-

changing some of his chemical secrets for tlieir methods
of preparing phosphorus, he visited the mines of Saxony,
Hungary, Boiiemia, and Sweden. He next returned

through Holland to Paris, where he remained for some
time ; and when, at the desire of his father, he was about

to leave the metropolis, the great Colbert made him such

high offers in the name of the King, that he was induced

to settle in Pans. He embraced the Catholic religion in

1632, and in the following year he was disinherited by his

fatiiur for having renounced the faith of his ancestors. In

1685 he again went to Rome, where he practised medicine

for some years with great success. On the 4th February

1699, he was admitted a member of the Academy of

Sciences, and was allowed the constant use of the labora-

tory of the Academy. The Duke of Orleans, afterwards

Regent of France, erected a magnificent laboratory in

1702, and put it under the charge of Homberg. He allow-

ed him a pension, and in 1704 appointed him his first

physician. In 1708, he married Mademoiselle Dodart,

the daughter of an eminent medical practitioner ; but be-

ing naturally of a weak constitution, he lived only a few
years, and was carried off by a dysentery, to which he had
been liable, on the 24th September 1715. Homberg was
not the author of any separate work ; but he published no
fewer than 102 memoirs in the volumes of the Academy
of Sciences, on various subjects, on chemistry, optics,

pneumatics, electricity, anatomy, natural history, and the

fine arts. See his Eloge in the Memoirs of the Academy
for 1715. Hist. p. 82.

HO.ME, Henry, Lord Kames, one of the senators of the

College of Justice in Scotland, and an eminent writer both
on professioiial and other subjects, was born in the year
1696. His father, George Home of Kames, was a gentle-

man of an ancient and honourable family, though of small
fortune, in the county of Berwick ; his mother was a
daughter of Mr VValkinshaw of Barrowfield.
He was educated privately; and, about the year 1712,

he was bound by indenture to attend the office or cham-
bers of a writer to the signet in Edinburgh, as a preparato-
ry step to his entering upon the profession of a writer or
solicitor before the supreme court. An accidental circum-
stance, however, afterwards induced him to change his
views ; and he determined to abandon the more limited oc-
cupation of a writer, and qualify himself for the functions
of an advocate. With that view, he resolved to supply, by
assiduous application, the defects of his imperfect educa-
tion ; and he accordingly resumed the study of the ancient
and modern languages; while, at the same time, he endea-
voured to acquire a competent knowledge of the sciences.
His attention seems to have been particularly directed to-

wards metaphysical investigations, for which, throughout
the whole course of his life, he entertained a decided pre-
dilection.

In tne year 1724, Mr Home was called to the Scottish
bar, which was, at that period, graced with the talents of
many individuals, wlio afterwards rose to the first eminence
in tneir profession. Although his mind was abundantly
stored with solid learning and legal knowledge, and he pos-
sessed, in a high degree, the talents of an ingenious reason-
er, Mr Home was not gifted with those sniniug powers of
oratory, which are calculated to bring a young practitioner
rapidly into notice. Accordingly, it was not till after the
publication of his first work on the law, that he began to
enjoy even a moderate share of practice. That work,
wiiich consisted of a folio volume of the Remarkable Deci-
sions of the Court of Session., from the year 1716 down to

the period of its publication, appeared in 1728. Mr Home's
manner of pleading was peculiar to himself. He never at-

tempted to speak to the passions, or to captivate his hear-
ers by the graces of oratory ; but addressed himself
solely to the judgment of his audience ; employing a strain

ot language only a little elevated above that of ordinary dis-

course, which, even by its familiar tone and style, fixed the
attention of the judge, while it excited no suspicion of
rhetorical artifice. It would appear, however, that his
ability lay more in the devising ofmgenious arguments to
support his own side of the question, as an opening or lead-
ing counsel, than in reply ; for which he seems to have
wanted that ready command of copious elocution, which is

necessary for extemporaneous discussion. There was one
peculiarity attending his mode of replying which is worthy
of notice. This consisted in a fair concession and abandon-
ment of all the weaker points of his cause. By yielding
these at once to his antagonist, he succeeded in creating a
favourable impression of his own candour, and a persuasion
of the strength of his cause ; while, at the same time, he
frustrated all attack on those weak parts, which might
have given matter of triumph to his opponents, and had a
prejudicial influence on the more solid grounds of his plea.

But the feature by which Mr Home was principally distin-

guished as a barrister, consisted in the faculty which he
possessed, in a very eminent degree, of striking out new
lights upon the most abstruse and intricate doctrines ofthe
law, and of subjecting to the scrutiny of reason those rules

and maxims which had become venerable only from long
and inveterate usage, having no solid foundation in any just

or rational principle.

In 1732, he published a small volume under the title of
Essays on several Subjects in Law, is'c. These subjects

had been suggested to him duiing the course of his em-
ployment as a counsel in several important causes ; and
they contributed greatly to establish the character of the

author as a profound and scientific lawyer. From the pe-
riod of their publication, accordingly, Mr Home appears
to have been engaged in most of the causes of importance
which occurred in the Court of Session. While occupied
with the duties of a laborious profession, however, he did

not neglect the {pursuits of literature and science, to which
he seems to have been at all times ardently devoted ; and a

considerable portion of his time was also given to the en-

joyments of society, in a numerous and respectable circle

of acquaintance. He lived in habits of intimacy with many
of the first literary and philosophical characters of the age,

and frequently corresponded with them on the subjects

connected with his favourite pursuits.

In the year 1 741, Mr Home married Miss Agatha Drum-
mond, a younger daughter of James Drummond, Esq. of

Blair, in the county of Perth, a lady possessed of an excel-

lent understanding, and an enlightened and solid judg-
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ment in the conduct of life, with much sweetness of tem-

per, and gentleness of manners. In the course of the same

year he published, in two volumes folio, The Decisions of

the Court of Session., from its Institution to the Present

Time, abridged and digested under firoficr Heads, in the

form of a Dictionary,—a work of great labour, and of

the highest utility to the profession of the law in Scot-

land.

During the rebellion in 1745-6, the course of judicial

procedure, in the northern part of the kingdom, was inter-

rupted by the disordered state of the country, and the

Court of Session did not meet for a period of eleven

months. Mr Home employed that interval in various re-

searches connected with the history, laws, and ancient

usages of his country, which he afterwards digested into a

small treatise, and published in the year 1747, under the

title of Essays upon several Subjects concerning British

jlntiquities. These essays, although they contain some cu-

rious and important deductions, and exhibit a great deal of

ingenious reasoning, are by no means esteemed among the

most valuable of the works of their author.

We have already observed that Mr Home's mind was
peculiarly turned to metaphysical speculations, for which
he found leisure even amidst the pressure of his profes-

sional employment. In the year 1751, he published his

Essays on the Princifiles of Morality and JVatural Religio7i.

This work, in wh.ich he endeavoured to place the great

principles of morals on a firm and immutable basis, unac-
countably drew upon him, from certain quarters, the re-

proach of scepticism and impiety; and his opinions, parti-

cularly on the abstruse question offree will, were attacked

with great asperity by various writers. Some of these

Were of so intolerant a spirit, that nothing less could satisfy

their zeal, than the interference of ecclesiastical authority,

to repress opinions which they conceived to be contrary to

the canons of the established church, and subversive even
of the fundamental principles of religion. To his oppo-
nents, Mr Home made a i'orinal reply, under the title of
Objections against the Essays on Morality and JVatural Re-
ligion examined. This controversy attracted ihn attention

of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland ; and a

motion was made in the committee for overtures, which
was supposed to be indirectly levelled, among others,

against the author of the Essays. The motion occasioned

a very warm debate, but was finally negatived. However,
Mr Atiderson, a clergyman, and one of the most zealous of

Mr Home's antagonists, resolved not to let the matter rest

here. He gave in a petition and complaint to the presby-

tery of Edinburgh against the printer and publisher of the

Essays on the Principles of Morality and JVatural Religion,

requiring that the presbytery should summon them to ap-

pear before them, and declare the name of the author of

that work, in order that he might be subjected to ecclesias-

tical censure. The persons complained against appeared

by their counsel, and gave in formal defences ; but Mr An-
derson died during tlie course of the proceedings. The
defendants, however, waving all objection to the want of a

prosecutor, consented that the court should give judgment
on the merits of the case ; which, after undergoing

some discussion, terminated in the rejection of the com-
plaint.

In the month of February 1753, Mr Home was appoint-

ed one of the Judges of the Court of Session, by the title

of Lord Kames. His promotion gave general satisfaction

to the country, as his abilities and knowledge of tlie laws,

no less than his integrity and moral virtues, had raised him
high in the public esteem. To the discharge of his duties,

as a Judge of the Supreme Civil Court, he brought an

acute understanding, an ardent feeling of justice, and a per-

fect acquaintance with the laws of his country ; which,
amidst the variety of pursuits in which his comprehensive
mind had been engaged, had always received the principal

share of his attention. His judgments, which were always
formed with deliberation, had deservedly the greatest

weight with the Court, especially on all questions of recon-
dite jurisprudence. Towards the bar he uniformly con-
ducted himself with a proper courtesy and respect; listen-

ing to the arguments of the senior counsel, who pleaded
before him, with patient attention, and animating the diffi-

dence of the younger barristers by kind indulgence and ur-

banity of demeanour. In his character he occasionally dis-

played something of the humourist ; and, even on the bench,

he could not always repress his constitutional vivacity,

which sometimes broke out in amusing sallies, when the

subject of discussion led to a ludicrous train of thought, or
when a happy repartee was suggested by the wit of the

counsel.

A society had been instituted in Edinburgh, in the year
1731, for the advancement of medical knowledge, the plan

of which was afterwards extended, at the suggestion of the

celebrated Mac laurin, to subjects of philosophy and lilera-

ture. It was now known by the title of The Society for
Improving Arts and Sciences, but more generally by that

of The Philosophical Society of EdiJiburgh. At what pe-

riod Mr Home first became a member is uncertain; but he
appears to have been elected its president about the begin-

ning of the year 1769 ; and in the volume of the Transac-

tions of that learned body, published in 1771, there arc

three papers of his writing, viz. On the Laivs of Motion ;

On the Advantages of Shallow Ploughing ; and On Eva-
poration. They exhibit the same ingenuity which is

conspicuous in all his productions : but the papers on
physical subjects are not built on sound philosophical prin-

ciples.

In the year 1755, Lord Kames was appointed a member
of the Board of Trustees for the Encouragement of the

Fisheries, Arts, and Manufactures of Scotland; ^wfl about
the same period, he was chosen one of the commissioners
for the management of the forfeited csiates annexed to the

crown, of which the rents were destined to be applied to

the improvement of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland.

In the discharge of these important trusts, he was a zealous

and faithful servant of the public. He regularly attended

the stated meetings of these boards, generally officiating as

chairman, and taking a most active concern in all their pro-

ceedings. In the midst of his professional and literary oc-

cupations, he was at all times easy of access to the mean-
est individual who had any application to make ; and

was ready not only to advise, but even to assist the ig-

norant and needy suitor in bringing his claims fairly into

view.

In 1757, he published The Statute Law of Scotland

Abridged, with Historical JVotes, and two years afterwards

he gave to the world his Historical Law Tracts, each in

one volume 8vo. The latter work has undergone several

editions, and stands deservedly high in the estimation of the

public. It is one of tlie few works which unite law with

philosophy and the study of human nature ; and it has ac-

cordingly received the praise, not only of juridical authors,

but of the writers on politics and morals, both of our own
and of foreign countries. In 1760, appeared his Pn>2fi/i/fs

of Equity, in which he traces historically the origin of the

courts of equity in each of the united kingdoms, and endea-

vours to ascertain those general rules by which a court

of equity ought to be governed. The active mind of Lord
Kames, however, did not confine its efforts to those studies

and researches which were more intimately connected with

his profession, but exerted its powers in various pursuits
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of a generally interesting nature. In the course of tlie

education of his own children, he was led to the coniposi-

tion of an elementary work, suited to the minds of young

persons, and calculated at once to improve the understand-

ing, and to cultivate just notions of morality. This little

work he published in 1761, in a small volume, under the

title of Introduction to the Art of Thinking. Lt is divided

into two parts ; the former contairjing a series of moral

and prudential maxims, and the latter a regular illustration

of those maxims by stories taken either from real history,

or fictitious narratives.

It appears from the letters of some of Lord Kames's
correspondents, that he had for several years meditated

an extensive work on the principles of criticism. Tliis

design he afterwards carried into execution by the pub-

lication of his Elements of Criticism, which first appeared

in the yeai 1762, in three volumes 8vo. In this elaborate

work, it was the object of the autiior to subject the im-

pressions made on the mind by the productions of the fine

arts to the standard of reason, by showing, that what is

generally called taste is by no means arbitrary, but de-

pends on certain principles or laws of the human constitu-

tion ; and that a good taste consists in the consonance of our
feelings with those laws.

From the period of the publication of the last mention-

ed work. Lord Kames appears to have devoted himself

for a few years ex( lubivelv to his professional occupations.

On the ISth of April 1763, he was appointed one of the

Lords of Justiciary, that is, one of the Judges of the su-

preme criminal tribunal in Scotland. The duties of that

situation he continued to discharge, to the end of his life,

witii equal diligence and ability. In the year 1766, he re-

ceived a very large addition to his income by the succes-

sion to the estate of Biair-Drummond, which devolved on
his wife by the death of her brother. The seasons of va-

cation were now spent at Blair-Drummond, where he be-

gan to execute a variety of agricultural improvements on
an extended scale, which, while they set a great example
for the imitation of the neighbouring landholders, have
proved of the mo3t solid and permanent benefit to the

proprietor and his heirs. Among these plans of improve-
ment was one of a nature so extraordinary, as to be gene-
rally regarded at first as chimerical, but which ulti-

mately succeeded far beyond the most sanguine views of

its contriver. We allude to the operation* commenced
and carried on by his lordship on the moss of Kincardine

;

of which we shall have occasion to take some notice in the

article MOSS in this work. With these substantial im-
provements he combined many plans of embellishment,
suggested by those great features of natural beauty which
the surrounding scenery exhibits.

Towards the end of the year 1765, Lord Kames pub-
lished a small pamphlet on the progress of the fiax hus-

bandry in Scotland, of which the principal object was, to

show the expediency of encouraging the culture of flax of

the native giowth of the country. At the same time his

lordship, availing himsell of a most extensive acquaintance
with the principal landholders in Scotland, endeavoured,
with a laudable zeal, to stimulate their exertions in diffus-

ing a spirit of industry among their cottagers and depen-
dents, by the introduction of such species of domestic
manufactures, suited to both sexes, as, without any consi-

derable expence on the part of the proprietors, would ame-
liorate the condition, and multiply the comforts, of the

!ower orders, and thus lay the solid foundation of an in-

crease of their own revenues. Among ihose patriotic plans
of national improvement, in which Lord Kames, as a mem-
ber of the board of trustess for the encouragement of arts,

rtiok a most active concern, was the great and useful pro-

ject of a navigable canal between the rivers Forth artd

Clyde, which was begun in 1768, and fniin which, since its

completion, the internal commerce of the country has de-

rived the most esseniial benefit.

In the year 1766, Lord Kames ])ublished his Re-
markable Decisions of the Court of Session, from I7o0 to

1752. The reports contained in this volume consist ol 130

cases, comprehending the most important causes wliii.h

had occurred in the course of his own practice while attne
bar.

For many years Lord Kames had been employed, dur-

ing his leisure hours, in collecting materials for a Historic

of Man. The design of this great work, however, as ai first

conceived, was found to be too vast ; and he afterwards

wisely determined to confine his plan within narrower li-

mits. The work was at length published in the year 1774,

under the title of Sketches of the History of Man, in two
volumes 4to. Altliougli published iii the form ol separate

essays or dissertations, it is digested with a considerable

degree of systematic regularity, and is valuable, not only

from the great variety of important objects which it em-
braces, but on account of the genius and ability displayed

in their discussion.

In the year 1776, he published his Gentleman Farmer j-

a work of great utility at the period of its puljHcation, and

which affords a singular specimen of the undimiuished
vigour of his mind at the advanced age of eighty. Even
at this late period of his life, his constitution appeared to

have suffered nothing from the attacks of old age. There
was yet no sensible decay of his mental powers; and, what
is still more extraordinary, lie possessed the same flow of

animal spirits, the same gaiety and vivacity, and the same
ardour in the pursuit of knowledge, for whicii he had been
distinguished in his early years.

In 1777, he published his Elucidations reafiecting the

Common and Statute Lanv of Scotland in on • voiunit 8io :

and in 1780, his Select Decisions of the Court of Session, in

one volume folio. The latter publication contains 264 re-

ports of the most important cases decided by the uourt,

between the years 1752 and 1768. and forms a supplement
to the cases formerly published under the title of JRe-

markable Decisions. The last work of Lord Kames was
his Louse Hints on Education, published at Edinburgh in

the year 1781, when the author was in the 85th year of his

age.

Although apparently by no means of a robust frame of
body. Lord Kames had hitherto enjoyed an uncommon
share of good health ; but in the beginning of the year

1782, when he had nearly completed his 86th year, he was
seized with a disorder of the bowels, which, being attended

with no pain, gave him, for a considerable time, very little

apprehension. Finding, however, after some months, that

the disease had not yielded to medicine or regimen, he be-

gan to regard it as likely to terminate fatally. During the

summer term of the year above mentioned, he regularly

attended to his official duty in the courts of session and
justiciary, and at the end (jf the term, he went as usu.tl,

with his family, to Biair-D.ummond. He also attended the

autumn circuit ; but, on his return, his strength decreased

daily, although the serenity and cheerfulness of his temper
remained unabated. He left Biair-Drutnmond in the be-

ginning of November, and continued, for some little time,

to attend the meetings of the court of session ; but he soon

became sensible that his strength was not equal to the ef-

fort. On the last day of his a'tendance, he took a separate

and affectionate farewell of each of his brethren. He sur-

vived that period only about eight days, and died on the

27th of December 1782, in the 87th year of his age.

In his person, Lord Kames was very tall, and of a thio
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and slender form. His countenance was aninnated,- and
strongly ni.irkcd with the features of intelligence and bc-

niyjinly. At every period of his life he had a high relish

for ihe pleasures of society ; and it was usual for small and
select i)artics to meet at his house in the evenings, durnig
the winter and summer sessions, without invitation. In
tliese piulies, the discussion of literary topics was agree-
ably biended with innocent sallies of mirth and pleasantry

;

and the graver conversation of a Smith, a Blair, and a

Firgusson, was relieved or enlightened by the native wit

and polislied manners of a Cullen, or the sprightly fancy
and whimsical eccentricity of a Boswell. The artless and
ingenuous disposition of Lord Karnes led him, at all limes,

to express his feelings and opinions without reserve or
disguise ; and this propensity, combined with a certain

humorous playfulness of manner, niiglit frequently convey
to strangers the unfavourable idea of a bluntness and levi-

ty, derogatory from that dignity and attention to decorum,
wliich one so naturally associates with talents and eminence.
But this impression vvas soon effaced by that vigour of in-

tellect, that frankness, integrity, and candour, which his

conveisatioii never failed to display. He engaged with in

terest in the discussion of almost every topic that occur-
red, vvHiether of ordinary life, literature, or science ; and,

although naturally communicative, he was always as ready
to listen to the opinions of others as to deliver his own sen-

timents. To the introduction of political subjects, how-
ever, in common conversation, he had a strong dislike; and
when the conversation happened to take that turn, he eitlier

took no part in it, or endeavoured to divert it by some
timely pleasantry, or guide it with address into a difl'erent

channel.

To the distinguishing features of Lord.Kames' character,

as a laywer, a judge, an author, and a man, we have had
frequent occasion to allude in the course of the precedmg
nariative. He certainly contributed, more than any other

individual, to explain, illustrate, and define the origin, pro-

gress, and character of the laws and institutions of his

country ; his unwearied attention to agriculture and inter-

nal impruvemenl, and his zealous encouragement of every
useiu jiroject, bear sufficient testimony to his public spiiit;

and, however witlely he might occasionally err in his specu-

lations on subjects of strict science, his many and valuable

pui)lications, on literary and pliiiosophical subjects, will

prove a lasting monument of bis genius and industry. See

Lord VVoocHiouselee's Memoirs of the Life and Writings

of Lord Karnes. The writer of this article has also been

favoured with the perusal of the MSS. of John R.imsay,

Esq. of OclUertyre, in which there are many interesting

paiticulars, illustrative of the characters of Lord Karnes

and other individuals, whose talents contributed to elevate

the literary reputation of their native country during the

eighteenth century (2)
HOME, John, a clergyman of the diurch of Scotland,

but best known to the public as author of one of the most
classical tragedies in the English language, was a descend-

ant of one of the ancestors of the Earl of Home. It vvas

once reported, tliat he had some pretensions to the title of

the Earl of Dunbar, but upon what grounds we have never

been able to learn. His father was clerk, or, as it might
be termed in England, recorder of the town of Leith.*

Our poet was born at Leith in September 1722. He re-

ceived the elementary part of his education at the parish-

school of his native place ; after which he went to the

university of Edinburgh, and there went through the

customary course of the languages and philosophy, with

* It should be observed, however, that the English recorder's office

Vike the former, on capital cases.

the reputation of a respectable and diligent student. At
the imiversity he was the intimate companion of several
of those eminent men, who, like himself, afterwards con-
tributed so highly to raise the literary reputation of Scot-
land about the middle of the eighteenth century. Among
these were, Drs Robertson and Blair, and Professop
Adam Ferguson. The ciiclc of his intimate friendship
afterwards included David Hume and Lord Karnes. Be-
irig educated for the church, he had passed through the
divinity-hall, and was about to enter upon the duties of the
clerical profession, when he was suddenly called to forsake
his studies by the rebellion that broke out in Scotland in
the year 1745. On the approach of the rebels, the citizens
ot Edinburgh assembled, and formed themselves into an
association for the support ot their sovereign, and the de-
tence of the city; and in this association Mr Home was ap-
pointed to be lieutenant of a company of volunteers. In
the first crisis of alarm, it became a question among those
who had taken up arms, whether they should wait for the
approach of the rebels within their walls, or march out to
meet them, and act with the king's army. Mr Home, with
the more active spirits, was in favour of the latter plan ;

and wliiie the bulk of the volunteers remained in the Scot-
tish capital, he was one of a much smaller number, who
solicited and obtained permission to follow the army of
Hawley into the field. At the unfortunate battle of Fal-
kirk, he was taken prisoner by a party of Prince Charles's
troops, and vvas for some time confined a prisoner in the
castle ot Duwne. From thence, however, he soon after-
wards contrived to effect his escape; and public tranquil-
lity having been restored by the victory of Culloden, he re-

turned his studies, and was licensed to preach. In the
same year, 1746, he was presented to the living of Athol-
staneford, in tlie county of East Loihian. It gives a poeti-

cal interest to the name of this parish, that it had succes-
sively for clergymen two poets of respectable names, Mr
Home having succeeded in that living to Blair, the author

of The Grave. In this retired situation, however, we can-

not suppose the dramatic muse of Mr Home to have found
herself sn rongenially situated as the more sombrous
genius of his predecessor. Accustonied to the sweets of
literary society, and elegant in his pursuits, he probably
felt the life and duties of a country parish priest far from
being delightful. To a mind teeming with dramatic con-
ceptions, the offices of visiting, catechising, and spiritual

rebuking, must have been somewhat irksome. He ap-

peals, however, to have sometimes taken the recreation of

a visit to England ; and on one of those occasions he met
with Collins the poet, whose mind immediately felt a

pleasing congeniality with that of Home. In his Ode on

the Su/ierstitions of the Highlands, we have almost the on-

ly record thaL Collins has iclt of his personal friendship,

when he says,

Go not regardless, while these numbers boast

Mv slionUv'ii bliss ; forget my social name,
But think tar nfi', liow, on the soulbern coast,

I met thy friendship with an equal flame.

The tragedy of Douglas, though the first play of Mr
Home's that was brought upon the stage, was not the first

of his composition. He had before written Jg-is, a trage-

dy, of which we shall have occasion to speak hereafter.

The plot of the tragedy of Douglas, as few wdl probably

need to be told, was suggested by the ancient ballad of Gill

01 Child Morrice. Hearing a part of that beautiful old

is of higher dignity than that of the Scottish clerk, who does not sit;
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song sung by a lady one evening after a supper party in

Edinburgh, Mr Home remarked, that he thought it con-

tained the germs of a tragedy ; and very soon made good

his opinion, by commencing to dramatise the story. Dou-
glas made its first appearance on the Edinburgh theatre,

which was then in no unflourishing condition, in the year

1756. When the managers received the MS. they readily

accepted it, put it into rehearsal, and prepared for giving it

a magnificent representation. The transaction, however,

coming to the knowledge of the elders of the kirk, they,

in their great zeal, first remonstrated with the author on

the heinous sin he was committing. Failing in this remon-
strance, they endeavoured to terrify the performers from

representing it ; but with no better success. Author and

actors remained equally incorrigible, and nothing remain-

ed for the incensed elders to do, but threaten to expel,

and for ever disqualify for the ministry, not only their dis-

obedient poet, but even such of his clerical friends as had

been wicked enough to go to see his piece performed at

the theatre. In pamphlets and advertisements, they thun-

dered their anathemas against those Implements of Satan,

the actors, who had led aside, or at least abetted in his wan-
dering, the lost sheep of their flock. The presbytery of

Edinburgh published an admonition and exhortation against

stage-plays, which was ordered to be read in all the pulpits

within their bounds, on a Sunday appointed. In this pro-

clamation, there was no mention of Mr Home or his play,

though it was evidently against him that this spiritual ar-

tillery of obsolete laws and fanatical prejudices were level-

led. To avoid a formal expulsion from the church, Mr
Home, in 1757, resigned his living, and with it the ecclesi-

astical profession, and wore for ever after a lay habit. Simi-
lar as the Puritans of England and the Scottish Calvinists

might have been half a century before, this ejection of an
amiable and accomplished clergyman from the Scottish

Kirk, for the crime of writing a tragedy, which did honour
to the genius of the nation, excited among the more liberal

part of the Scotch, and much more generally in England,
a sense of indignation at the injustice, and ridicule at the
absurdity of the procedure. That leaven of bigotry hap-
pily is now far extinct ; we believe the last mark of it is to

be found in the article Home, in the Biographical Diction-

ary of Mr A. Chalmers, the writer of which article gravely

denies the treatment of Mr Home to have been unjust,

since the constitutional laws of the Kirk of Scotland de-

nounced stage-plays. If the writer of this luminous opi-

nion were at present flourishing in Spain, he might argue
with equal justice in favour of the burning of heretics, on
the grounds of the ancient laws of the Catholic Church

—

as if an enlightened age were for ever bound to follow the

dead letter of primitive barbarism. Happily, in Protest-

ant communities, such an example of clerical hostility to

the cause of literature stands alone : for parallels to it we
must go back to times of Paganism and Popery. It

may remind us of the persecution of .lEschylus, in conse-
quence of the clamour of the Athenian priests, or of the

influence of the monks in Spain, when neither the patron-

age even of Philip IV. nor the orthodoxy of Lope de Ve-
ga's works, were sufficient to screen him from the person-

al virulence of the ecclesiastics. At no very distant pe-

riod, indeed, during an epidemical disorder, the inhabitants

of Seville renounced the amusement of the theatre, as the

surest mode of averting Divine vengeance. To return,

however, to our author. His tragedy of Douglas was ex-
tolled, on its first appearance, by the literary circles of the
North, in terms that were perhaps rather unqualified. Da-
vid Hume gave it as his opinion, that it was one of the most
interesting and pathetic pieces ever exhibited on any
theatre ; he even gave it a preference to the Merofie of

Maff"ei, and that of Voltaire. The rest of the philosopher's

panegyric on our author, in which he alluded to Shak-
speare, may, for the credit of his taste, be left unquoted.
The poet Gray, in one of his letters to a friend, renders

an homage to the play of Douglas, that is perhaps not

much lessened by his fastidious allusion to its defects.

" I am greatly struck," he says, " with the tragedy of

Douglas, though it has infinite faults. The author seems
to me to have retrieved the true language of the stage,

which had been lost for these hundred years ; and there is

one scene between Matilda anc the old peasant, that strikes

me blind to all its defects." Jackson, in his History of the

Scottish Stage, informs us, that when this tragedy was ori-

ginally produced in Edinburgh, the title of the heroine was
Lady Bernard. The alteration to Lady Randolph was made
on its being transplanted to London. Its success at the

Edinburgh theatre induced Mr Home to offer it to the

London managers, where, notwithstanding its rising cele-

brity, and all the influence used in its favour, it was refused

by Mr Garrick. Mr Rich, however, accepted it, and it

was acted for the first time at Covent Garden, March 14,

1757, with some applause, but by no means such as indi-

cated the future celebrity which it was to obtain.

On resigning his living, Mr Home repaired to England,

where the munificent patronage and unremitting friend-

ship of the Earl of Bute made him ample amends for the

abandonment of his profession. Lord Bute having become
first minister on the accession of his present majesty, ap-

pointed him, in March 1763, a commissioner for sick and
wounded seamen, and for the exchange of prisoners of

war ; and in the next month of the same year, he was no-

minated conservator of the Scotch privileges at Campvere
in Zealand. From the period of the exhibition of Douglas,
down to the year 1778, Mr Home brought five other tra-

gedies before the public. Of these, jigis, as has been al-

ready mentioned, had been composed before that of Dou-
glas. Mr Garrick had formerly refused this piece as well

as Douglas; but as it was now considerably altered, and
the author's reputation established, the manager brought it

forward at Drury Lane in 1758. The play is founded on a
story in Spaiian history. It is pretended that the author
has kept up in the character of Agis a continued allusion

to the misfortunes of Charles the First ; and the figurative

retrospect of the conduct of the Scots towards their sove-

reign was charitably ascribed, by the conjectures of Eng-
lish criticism, to the author's vindictive feelings towards
his countrymen. The allusion was in all probability either

casual or imaginary—the imputed motive is inconsistent

with all that is known of the character of Home. Agis
was certainly heard with impartiality, and even with that

partial disposition which the author of Douglas had a
right to expect. It had the additional advantage of good
acting, and of two solemn musical processions. But the

intrinsic merit of the piece could not secure to it a lasting

popularity. On perusing it, the poet Gray writes this me-
lancholy sentence to Dr Warton, " I cry to think that it

should be by the author of Douglas. Why, it is all modern
Greek. The story is an antique statue, painted white and

red, frigid, and dressed in a negli^^e, made by a mantua-
maker of Yorkshire." Mr Home's third tragedy was the

Siege qf Aquileia. It was acted with indifferent success at

Druly Lane, in 1760. From the title, we should expect

that the author would have adhered, with general fidelity, to

the circumstances, as they are recorded in history, of the

defence of that city by the legions of Gordianus, against the

gigantic tyrant Maximin ; but, in reality, the incidents of

the play agree much nearer with the history of the Siege of

Berwick, defended by Seton against the arms of Edward
III.; and it was conjectured, with some appearance of
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plausibility, that Mr Home had received his first hint from
the latlcr story ; but disliking to bring Edward llic Third

before an En.^lish audience, in the ligiil of a orutul tyrant,

in which the siege of Berwick too strongly exhibited him,

he thought proper to preserve the circumstances, oidy un-

der the disguise of moie ancient names. This play is re-

gular in its structure, and the language in some passages

is tine ; but, on the whole, the incidents are too few, the

distress too unvaried, and the catastrophe loo clearly anti-

cipated. Mr Home's muse cannot be said to have pros-

pered beyond the time when she was rich enough to lend

images to Ossian. The slirieking of the spirit of the wa-

ters was an admired expression in the description of the

tempestuous night in Douglas, which seems to anticipate

much of the spiritual imagery of Macpherson. Gray the

poet puts a query in one of his letters, whether Home bor-

rowed this Irom Macpherson, or Macpherson from Home.
Without pretending to enter on the wider quLstion of Os-
sian's authenticity, we shall only nonce, that thcj play of

Douglas appeared some years earlier than the tragments
ascribed to Ossian. The latter, as we have seen, was act-

ed in 1757 ; Macpherson did not come before tlie world till

1760. By the Fatal Discovery, Mi Home's next tragedy,

it would seem tnat our autnor was willing to be reim-
bursed for whatever hints of fancy he had lent to the Gaelic
muse, and accordingly he supplied himself in this piece

with much of the lamed phraseology of Fingal. But what-

ever might be the real demerits of the Fatal Discovery,

the London public seems not to have been disposed to re-

ceive it with an equitable judgment. To such a height, we
are told in the Biografihia Dramatica, had party prejudice

risen against Mr Home, on account of his enjoying the

patronage of the Earl of Bute, that it was found necessary

to conceal the author's name during the first nights of its

representation ; and, after the twelfth night, Mr Garrick
was threatened with having his house burnt down, if he
continued it: an injunction with wliich the managers
thought it advisable to comply. Monzo, Mr Home's next
tragedy, was more successful than any other of his produc-
tions, Douglas alone excepted. It had a considerable run
on its first appearance, and added much to the rising repu-
tation of Birry as an actor; but it never obtained the rank
of what is called a stock play, nor was afterwards perform-
ed, except at provincial theatres. The language of the

tragedy of ^lonzo possesses considerable force and purity,

though the cadence of its versification is, like all the blank
verse of that period, too little, varied in the pauses, and mo-
notonously concludes the rhythm with every line. The
story is also romantic and lucidly brought out, but it is ra-

ther too much like an echo of Douglas. Ormisinda brings
us back Lady Randolph. She is not indeed a widow ; but
has been forsaken for eighteen years by the husband of her
early love, who had groundlessly suspected her virtue.

They had married unknown to her father, and their meet-
ings were in a solitary place; where a confidential servant, in

order to give the semblance of protection to Ormisinda, as-

sumed the plume and vesture of a brother. Deceived by
this appearance, Alonzo had abandoned her, wandered in

foreign countries, and returned only in disguise to fight

with the Moors in behalf of Spain. In his absence Ormi-
shida has secretly reared his son at a distance from her,
and unconscious of his birth. Like Douglas, he bursts
from obscurity into martial reputation, and offers to be-
come her champion without knowing that she is his pa-
rent. Alonzo conqueis the Moorish champion, throws off
his disguise, declares his marriage with her from whom
he has been eighteen years separated, and, in a scene which
is pretty striking, demands, as the reward of his services,
that the king shall sentence her, his own daughter, to die.

in-

ould

The conscious innocence of Ormisinda,—the agony of her
wrongs,—tnc bursts of her afl'ection towards Aionzo,—
and her maternal feelings at the siglit of her boy lushing
to combat with his unknown father,—compose a strong si-
tuation of terror and pity ; and the moment when she
throws herscU between their swords, is one of rivetting
terest. It may be questioned, however, if the cHect wo
not have been much better, had the termination been fortu-
nate. In plots where a happy denouement would not be
mi rely satisfactory, but joyous and exultingly triumphant,
the policy ot killing the tragic victims is very doubtful.
Ormisinda was not like Lady Randolph, who, though her
sun was restored, had only a second and apparently not a
distractedly beloved lord to be reconciled with ; she had
all the pledges of filial, maternal, and conjugal love to re-
deem, as well as honour, and the inheritance of a throne;
and the catastrophe that seveis her from all those bless-
ings, seems to depend more on the tragical resolution
ol the poet, than on that overawing /a^a/jVy which gnes dig-
nity to dramatic slaughter.

.Alfred, our author's last tragedy, was acted in Covent
Garden in 1778, but was only performed lor three nights.

It is impossible to follow this detail of Mr Home's dra-
matic career, without a melancholy reflection on the power
of genius itself being included in the sentence of muta-
bility which is passed on all earthly blessings. With jll-
Jred he took his leave of the stage, and retired to Scotland,
where he continued to reside during the greater part of his
remaining life. In 1778, when the late Duke of Buc-
cleugh raised a regiment, under the name ol Fmcibles,
Mr Home received a captain's commission, which he held
till the peace. A few years before his death, he published
the History of the Rebellion in Scotland in 1 745 : a work of
which great expectations were formed; but whether he
delayed it until his powers of mind had lost their vigour,
for he was now seventy-eight, or did not feel himself at li-

berty to use all his materials, the public was not satisfied.
For a considerable time before his death his mental facul-
ties were impaired, and his health was much affected by a
dangerous tall from his horse- He died at Merchiston
house, on the 4th September, 180S, at the advanced age of
eignty-five. (ij)

HOMER, (the Grecian poet.) Without leaning to the
faith ul those who have denied the existence of Homer, we
cannot avoid noticing the remarkable circumsiance of his
existence having been called in question. Both learning
and ingenuity have been employed in attempting to prove,
that neither the Iliad nor the Odyssey were the production
ot a single genius, but composed by the rhapsodists, who
recited those poems in detached parts ; and that the name
of Homer, which in the Eolian dialect of Greek, signifies
" blind," was either applied to some personage wholly fan-
ciful, or, by way of eminence, to some strolling declaimer
of the Iliad, who may have executed parts of the poem,
but cannot be supposed to be the author of the whole. It
may seem a paradoxical way of annihilating an individual
to multiply his existence ; but yet, by proving a diversity
ol Homers, if such a thing could be proved, our homage to

the single author of the Iliad would be shaken, and the re-
putation of a sacred name would fall with its loss of unity.

Annius of Viterba pretends to give the authority of Archi-
lochus, an author to whom he ascribes the most remote an-
tiquity, for the existence of eight different authors of the
Iliad, among whom are gravely registered Apilles the pain-
ter, and Phidias the statuary. But for the comfort of those
who may feel alarmed at the threatened dismemberment of
the Homeric existence, it must be mentioned, that this An-
nius ot Viterba, who was a Dominican friar, and master of

the sacred palace under Pope Alexander VI., was an im-
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postor,\vl)0 hail not even skill to palm upon the world the

MS. paqc of lliis ancient Archilochus, which he pretended

to find, and stands upon record as one of the most impu-

dent and clearly convicted of literaiy forgers. The book,

which he called the Genuine Remains of Sanconiathon

Manetho, kc. brought him the same species of reputation

that accrued to the younger Ireland, from his-Shakespeare

MSS.,orjtoMr JohnPinkerton from his execrable additions

to Hardyknute.
By far the most formidable opponent of the unity of the

author of the Iliad is the learned German Professor Wolfi',

who supposes Homer to be either an imaginary being, or,

at most, one of the earliest of the rhapsodists. In tlic

works which he prefixed to the works and remains of Ho-

mer and the Homerides, there are several false inferences,

deduced from admissible facts, brought forward with a

boldness that might indeed have been expected from a wri-

ter who arrogantly pronounced his work to be above all cri-

tical objections, and who predicted, that no Grecian scholar

should attack it with impunity.

In opposition to all scepticism regarding Homer, every

candid mind will agree, that the settled and prevailing be-

lief of antiquity is not to be made light of in such a ques-

tion. It is true that Homer's birth-place, as well as his

age, are disputed, but such controversies are not apt to be

started about imaginary beings. It is unreasonable to say,

that a poet so illustrious as Homer, if ho had been the ac-

knowledged author of the Iliad, must have been known to

his own contemporaries. Only a few scattered anecdotes

of Shakespeare himself have reached the present day. In

an age, such as the probable age of Homer, had a man of

genius a better chance of finding contemporary biogra-

phers ? When Massinger was buried, all that could be

told of him, in the inscription upon his tomb, was, " Here
lies Philip Massinger, a stranger." To adduce all the

proofs that could be given of great poets being neglected

by their contemporaries, would unhappily be to write the

history of the greater part of them. In forming our opinion

of narratives that exceed the accustomed phenomena of

nature, we cannot be sufficiently cautious of making the

creed of a past age the standard of our own belief. But
tradition that is free from the marvellous is fairly entitled

to confidence, and the tradition which assigns a single au-

thor to the Iliad, a tradition which Lycurgus and Aristotle

believed, has surely nothing in it so incredible, as that a

work, so remarkable for simplicity of design, should have
been the work of fortuitous and successive composers.

Great works of science may, indeed, be thus built up by

accumulation, but great poems and pictures are not usually

constructed by a multiplicity of artists. Nor, if the Iliad

had been the work of successive rhapsodists, is it easy to

conceive by what poetical effort of modesty those authors

suppressed their respective rights upon the gratitude and
admiration of posterity.

We must distinguish, however, between the credit that

is due to the general tradition of Homer having been a

wandering reciter of his own poetry, and the more specific

facts that are pretended to be given as the history of his

life. The most ancient work of this kind is the life of Ho-
mer attributed to Herodotus. Whether tliisbe the genuine
production of Herodotus, we are far from pretending to

decide. The opinion of Professor Heync, which was apt

to be deliberately formed, is unfavourable to its authentici-

ty,as he pronounces it impossible to ascertain either the age
or country of Homer. The learned Vossius also rejected

its authority, on the ground that no writer makes mention

of the work, previous to Stephen of Byzantium and Suidas
This argument, though it comes from a great name, is cer-

tainly not quite conclusive. By far the most important objec-

tion to it is, the difl'erent calculations of chronology exhi-

bited in Herodotus the historian of Greece, and the Hero-
dotus to whom this life of Homer is assigned. The for-

mer, in his Kuterpe, speaks of himself as posterior to Ho-
mer by only 400 years; while the latter computes a period

of 622 years, and the expedition of Xerxes across the Hel-
lespont, a difference of nearly 200 years. On this account,

Eustathius wishes to assign the life of Homer to another

Herodotus, surnamed Olophyscius, instead of the historian

of Halicarnassus. Admitting the above objections in their

full force, it cannot be affirmed that they amount to a de-

monstration of the biography itself being either spurious,

or fraught with internal marks of falsehood. On the con-

trary, the birth-place, which it gives to the autlior of the

Iliad, corresponds with an inference most plausibly drawn
by an enlightened traveller from the poet's descriptions of

external nature, that he paints them with the very circum-
stances that would occur to a. native of Chios or Smyrna
If Homer was born at the latter place, the vicinity of He-
redotus's birth-place would naturally make him anxious to

collect every tradition respecting him; and in the wandering
life and disastrous voyages which those traditions describe,

there is every thing wiiich the stale of society in such an

age renders probable. It cannot well be doubted that the

author of the Iliad and the Odyssey was a traveller, as they

are both the evident offspring of a mind which had contem-
plated nature and human life in a full variety of aspect and
manners, and of one who had felt much from the opposite

dispositions of good and bad in his own species ; who, ac-

cording to the circumstances then existing in society, had

" Walked in every path of human life,

Felt ail its passions, and to all mankind
Dotli now, wiil ever, that experience yield,

Wiiicii his own genius only could acquire."

Akexsibe, Inscription fur t/te Bust of Shakespeare..

Our ingenious countryman Wood* had a higher opinion

of the authoiity of the work in question ; and although

some allowance may be made for the gratification of the

traveller, in finding that theory respecting Homer's histo-

ry, which he had himself so plausibly deduced from his

landscapes and similes, confirmed by a work ascribed to so

venerable a name as that of Herodotus, yet Wood's re-

marks are worth attending to: " It may be here requisite,"

he says, p. 189, Essay on Homer.) " that I take some notice

of the ancient lite of Homer, banded down to us, and as-

cribctl to Herodotus. The life of Homer is supposed by

several not to be the genuine production of that historian.

As it is impossible to imagine a collection of circumstances

which have less the appearance of fiction, I do not see

why we should not suppose that this was the last and most

probable account that the historian could get. As for the

observation that they belong to the lowest sphere of life, 1

fear it is suggested by modern distinctions of rank un-

known in those times. When we are told, by way of de-

preciating this written life, that it is conducted with the spi-

rit of a grammarian ; that there is nothing in it above the

life which a grammarian might lead himself ; nay, that it

is such a one as they commonly do lead, the highest stage

of ., '- i to be master of a school; we are treated with

objections which arise much more out of a knowledge of

modern than ancient times. The character of a gramma-

rian was unknown, not only to Homer, but to Herodotus ;

* Essay on Homer.
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antl when it did appear, was much more respectable than

of late, when, by an easy transition, it is connected with

the name of schoolmaster, as in the present case, and con-

veys very false ideas of the state of Iniowlcclge and learn-

ing. Of the same sort is the stiictinc upon the extem-

pore verses of this treatise, which, far from being an ar-

gument against it, I take to be the most genuine mark of

the age to which it pretends. When in a written compo-

sition, the distinction of prose and verse was of a shoit

standing, what we here call extempore verses, which are

so often interspersed in the works of Herodotus, and the

oldest of the Greek writers, I suppose to have been quo-

tations from that period of knowledge previous to the com-

mon use of writing, when prose was confined to conversa-

tions, and all compositions were in metre, that they might

be more easily remembered." In this life of Homer, attri-

buted to Herodotus, the name of the poet's mother is said

to have been Critheis, a native of Smyrna : he was the off-

spring of illegitimate love.

" No sickly fruit of f^int compliance he,

Stampt in the mint of Nature's ecstacy."
Savage.

Critheis had been left an orphan. Her tutor, whose

Dame was Cleanax, having disgraced her for her frailty, she

was obliged to fly from her native place, and after wander-

ing for some time, arrived at the banks of the river Meles.

There she was delivered of the infant, who, from the place

of his birth, was called Melesigenes, a name which he

bore till it was changed to Homer after his blindness. Phe-

niius, an inhabitant of Smyrna, who taught music, took the

unfortunate mother) into his house, married her, and adopt-

ed the child Melesigenes. The youth for some time as-

sisted them in the school of music, but after their death

was seized with a desire of seeing foreign countries, and

embarked with a Phenician shipmaster. Among other

places, he arrived at Ithaca, where he learnt the adven-

tures of Ulysses; but his stay was unfortunately prolong-

ed till he was struck with ophthalmia, which the igno-

rance of a pretender to the healing art soon made incura-

ble. Already he had been a poet, and he now consoled his

blindness by composing the Iliad. With this treasure in

his memory, he wandered from place to place, and sub-

sisted by reciting it. Universal tradition thus exhibits to

us the greatest genius of antiquity as wandering about in

blindness, and supported by the spontaneous kindness of

those whom he visited. But the idea of such mendicity

must not be confounded with the repulsive and squalid as-

sociations which the word beggary brings to the mind in

our own artificial slate of society, when disgrace covers

the supplicant, and when the feeling of compassion car-

ries contempt, and not kindness, along with it. In simple

times, the traveller went abroad, and sought protection and
food with the assurance, that, whenever he saw the human
countenance, he should meet with the natural charity of

the human heart. He made his way with confidence, for

hospitality was the virtue and the point of honour of pri-

meval society. A picture of such hospitality is given in

the Odyssey, when Mentor and Telemachus arrive at the

dominions of Nestor. The King, who knows nothing of

the visitants, invites them to the royal table, and, not until

he has feasted them, puts the question, " Strangers, ivliat

are you?" But Homer did not visit foreign countries with
merely the common claims to hospitality, religiously re-

spected as those claims were sure to be. He travelled in

the character of bard and reciter, of which an image was
lenewed in modern Europe among the minstrels and the

troubadours. Of the latter description of poets, we know that

Vol. X. Part II.

many held an honourable jilacc at the most splendid courts,

were the inmates of palaces, and the suitors of noble dames.

The Greek itinerant l)ard, in timi's wlien books and writ-

ing were unknown, must have been a character not coldly

respected as a stranger, but esteemed and beloved for his

powers of entertainment. Poetry was then not only the

ornament of sentiment and beautiful fiction, but embraced
all that was the mental amusement, and all that could be
called the knowledge of mankind. It taught them what
they believed to be their history ; celebrated their mytho-
logy ;

gavetliem romantic conceptions of the past and tlie

present world ; and gave additional pleasure to the heart,-

by the charm which it afforded to tlie ear. Such was the

profession of the ancient poet ; but which, nevertheless,

though immeasurably removed above the contempt of con-

temporary society, must have been exposed to many inci-

dental calamities. The very virtue of hospitality arose out

of a state of society, that rendered travelling and naviga-

tion fatiguing and perilous. When the poet could only

recite his works, the honours and caresses due to genius

and originality alone might often be lavished on the least

inspired of the profession, who drew their stores of enter-

tainment from a memory tenacious of the compositions of

others ; and hospitable as the times might be, the general

partiality of the undistinguishing multitude for impudence
and flattery might often favour the mere pretenders to poe-

try, while the lofty mind of the true poet could not stoop to

canvass for popularity. In tiie life of Homer, already men-
tioned, we find the prince of poets encountering adversity

in many shapes. At several places it tells us of his apply-

ing to the rulers of the state for maintenance at the pub-

lic expence, and promising to immortalize their history by

his compositions. If the author of the life, whoever he

was, contrived those traditions, it is singular that he has

told by anticipation a story so nearly resembling the for-

tunes of Tasso and of Dryden. Among the Phocians it is

also related, that a perfidious brother poet, Thestorides,

after having received Homer in his house, drew from him
the story of the Iliad, and passed it off for his own. Ho-
mer, it is added, followed him to Chios, where Thestori-

des was reciting his works, and obliged the plagiary to fly

from his presence. His kindest reception is said to have

been at Cliios, where, assuming gaiety from his easy cir-

cumstances, he composed the mock heroic of the Frogs

and i\Iice. There, also, he married, and had two daugh-

ters, one of whom died a virgin, and the other is supposed

to have perpetuated his race in the Honjerides, who, for ma-
ny generations, lived by reciting the Iliad and the Odyssey.

On this account of Homer's residence in Chios, whether

fabulous or true,'are founded all the local traditions of places

consecrated by his name. Among others, that of the hollow

in the rock, which bears the name of his school, but whicli

Tournefort and Chandlers have so entirely discredited.

It is not known what separated Homer from his family^,

but he quitted Chios, according to this account, at an ad-

vanced age, to recommence his wanderings. Those were
principally at sea ; and the knowledge which the poet dis-

plays of all the rude art that was known to the shipwright

and seamen of ancient times, sufficiently evince that Homer
had witnessed a considerable deal of navigation. Many ot

his voyages are said to have been disastrous ; a circum-

stance which we can well believe, when we consider that

the only ships which his experience enabled him to de-

scribe were destitute of anchors, and built without a nail of

metal to secure them. An illness, which at last seized him,

obliged him to stop at the island of Jos, and there he died.

Strabo, Pliny, Pausanias, Aristotle, and Aulus Gellius,

agree with this account of the place of his death and inter-

ment. A tomb in that island was long celebrated as tlie

3 M
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depository of his venerated remains, to wlilcli the states of

Argos sent a solemn dtputation every five years to ofl'cr li-

bations.

Siirli arc a few of the traits of his life which arc t^iven

Jn the work attributed to Herodotus. Among the places

that have laid chiini to the honour of his birth, Antima-

chus thinks that he was born at Colophon ; Aristaicluis, at

Athens; Pindar, at Smyrna; Aristotle supposes that he

was born, as well as that he died, in the island of Chios.

Suidas assigns him to Cyprus, others to Pylos, Rliodcs,

Mycaene, Ithaca, Salamis, and Argos. . In fact, the guesses

at his birth-place lead us pretty nearly over the whole map
of Asia IMinor, the Peloponnesus, and the Archipelago.

Even Egypt has had its advocates for this distinction; so tliat

the vfhole ancient world may be said to have claimed him.

The poet Martial, when called upon for his opinion on the

subject, coidd only reply in an epigram, that such a genius

belonged to the world at large ; and it is true that genius,

like the light, belongs to all that can enjoy it ; but unfor-

tunately epigrams will not settle points of history. The
Emperor Adrian applied to the oracle to solve the ques-

tion, and was told that he was certainly born in Ithaca; but

the oracle seems to have converted few to its opinion. The
opinion of antiquity seems generally to lean towards either

Chios or Smyrna having been his birth-place. Wood, who,

after describing Balbec and Palmyra, travelled through

Greece with the works of Homer in his hand, has adopted,

as we have already mentioned, an ingenious mode of infer-

ring, from the landscapes and natural similes of the poet,

the place in which Homer first received his impressions of

the scenery of nature. " If we survey," says tliat travel-

ler, " the map of the world with attention, 1 think we may
discover that his first impressions of the external face of

nature were made in a country east of Greece, at least as

far as we may be allowed to fornn a judgment, from his de-

scribing some places under a perspective, to vifhich such a

point of view is necessary ; as, for example, when he places

the Locrians beyond Euboea. This piece of geography,

though very intelligible at Smyrna dr Chios, wou'd appear

strange at Athens or Argos. His description of the situa-

tion of the Echinades beyond sea, opposite to Elis, has

something equivocal in it, which is clearetl up, if we sup-

pose it addressed to the inhabitants of tlie Asiatic side of

Uie Archipelago. But if, with Mr Pope, we understand the

words ' beyond sea' to relate to Elis, I think we adopt an

unnatural construction to come at a forced meaning ; for

the old Greek historians tell us, that those islands are so

close upon the coast of E!is, that in their time, many of

them had been joined to it by means of the Achelous, which
still continues to connect them with the continent, by the

rubbish which that river deposits at its mouth. I think I

can discover another instance of this kind in the 15th book
of the Odyssey, v/here Eumaeus, the fa;ihful servant of

Ulysses, is described entertaining his disguised master
with a recital of the adventures of his youth. He opens

his story with a description of the island of Syros, his na-

tive land, and places it beyond or above Ortygia. Now, if

we consider that Ithaca was the scene of this conference

between Ulysses and Eumseus, it will appear that the situ-

ation of Syros is very inaccurately laid down ; for in reality

this island, so far from being placed beyond or farther fronr

Ortygia, should have been described as nearer to it. An
ingenious friend thinks that xxruTre^Sei may relate to the la-

titude, and that Homer meant to describe Syros as north of

Ortygia ; but I cannot help thinking that the application of

high to northern latitudes is much later than Homer.
" As therefore the same description would have been per-

fectly agreeable to truth had it been made in Ionia, is it not

reasonable to suppose that the poet received his early im.

pressions of the situation cf Syros in that part of the world,
and had upon this occasion forgotten to adapt his ideas to

the spot to which the scene is shifted ? If my conjecture is

thus far admitted, I beg leave to proceed to a farther use of
it, in attempting to throw some light on this obscure ex-
pression HtT^nTTxi r.iXKiio. It is important to that part of
the poet's character now imder consideration, to have his

sense of these words restored, if possible; for they have been
urged as an argument of his gross ignorance of geography,
by those who think they relate to the latitude of Syros, and
that this description places that island under the tropic
*****. I beg leave to carry the reader for a moment to

t!ie Asiatic side of the Archipelago, in order to examine
whether a view of the landscape under that perspective of-

fers any appearances to which those words can be natural-

ly applied without violence to their literal meaning. No
part of our tour afforded more entertainment than the clas-

sical sea prospects from this coast and the neighbouring
islands, where the eye is naturally carried westward by the

most beautiful terminations imaginable, especially when
they are illuminated by the selling sun, which shows ob-

jects so distinctly m the clear atmosphere, that from the

top of Ida I could very plainly trace the outline of Athos on
the other side of the JEgean Sea, when the sun set behind
that mountain. This lich scenery principally engaged the

poet's attention ; and if we consider him as a painter, we
shall generally find his face turned this way. In the infancy,

and even before the birth of astronomy, the distinct variety

of this broken horizon would naturally suggest the idea of a

sort of ecliptic to the inhabitants of the Asiatic coast and
islands, marking the annual northern and southern progress
of the sun. Let us suppose the lonians looking south-west

from the heights of Chios at the winter solstice, they would
see the sun set behind Tenos and towards Syros, the next
island in the same south-west direction ; and having ob-

served, that when he advanced thus far he turned back,

they would fix the turnings [r^nTrm) of the sun to this

point. I submit it as matter of conjecture, whether this

explanation does not offer a more natural interpretation of

the passage than any which has yet been suggested. In pur-
suance of the same method of illustrating Homer's writ-

ings, I shall draw some conjectuies with regard to the

place of his birth, or at least of his education, from his si-

miles. Here we may expect the most satisfactory evidence

that an enquiry of this obscure nature will admit. It is

from these natural and unguarded appeals of original ge-
nius to the obvious and familiar occurrences of common
life, that we may not only frequently collect the customs,

manners, and arts of remote antiquity, but sometimes dis-

cover the condition, and, I think, in the following instances,

the country of the poet." After enrimcrating several si-

miles to support his theory, the essayist proceeds to the fol-

lowing : " When the formidable march of Ajax is com-
pared, to a threatening storm coming from the sea, I must
observe, as an illustration, not of the obvious beauty of the

simile, but of the poet's country, that this can be no other

than an Ionian, or at least an Asiatic storm ; for it is raised

by a west wind, which, in those seas, can blow on that coast

alone. When, again, the irresistible rage of Hector is

compared to the violence of Zephyrus buffeting the waves,

we are not immediately reconciled to that wind's appear-

ance, in that rough appearance so little known to western

climates, and so unlike the playful Zephyrus of modern
poetry. But before we condemn Homer as negligent of na-

ture, we should see whether he is not uniform in this re-

presentation, and whether this is not the true Ionian cha-

racter of Zephyrus. The very next simile of the same
book is as much to our purpose, where the numbers, tu-

mult, and eagerness of the Grecian army collecting to en-
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gage, arc compared to a growing storm which begins at

sea, and proceeds to vent its rage upon the shore. The
west wiiui is again cniploycd in lliis Ionian picture, and we
shal) he less surprised to see tlic same allusion so often re-

peated, wlien we find, that of all the appearances of nature,

of a kind so generally suhject to variation, there is none so

constant upon this coast. For at Smyrna, the west wind

blows into the gulf for several hours, almost every day

during the summer season, generally beginning in a gentle

breeze before twelve o'clock, but freshening considerably

towards the heat of the duy, and dying away in the evening.

During a stay of some months in this city, at three differ-

ent times, I had an opportunity of obseiving the various

degrees of this progress, liom the first dark curl on the

surface of the water to its greatest agitation, which was
sometimes violent. Though these appearances admit of

variation, both as to the degree of strength, and the precise

time of their commencement, yet they seldom entirely fail.

This wind, upon which the health and pleasure of the in-

habitants so much depend, is by ihcm called inbat. The
Frank merchauts have long galleries running from their

houses, supported by pillars, and tcrminatini^ in a chiosque

or open summer-house, to catch this cooling breeze, which,
when moderate, adds greatly to the oriental luxury of their

coffee and pipe. We have seen how happily the poet has

made use of the growing violence of this wind, when he
paints the increasing tumult of troops rushing to battle; but
in a still, silent picture, the allusion is confined to the first

dubious symptoms of its approach, which arc perceived
rather by the colour, than by any sound or motion of the

water ; as in the following instance. When Hector chal-

lenges the most valiant of the Greeks to a single combat,
both armies are ordered to sit down to hear his proposal.

The plain thus extensively covered with shields, helmets,
and spears, is, in the moment of this solemli pause, com-
pared to the sea, when arising western breeze has spread
a dark shade over its surface. When the reader has com-
pared the similes I have pointed out»with the original ma-
terials, which I have also laid before him, I shall submit to

his consideration, as a matter of doubtful conjecture, whe-
ther the poet, thoroughly familiarized to Ionian features,

may not have inadvertently introduced some of them in the

following picture, to which they do not so properly belong.

When Eidothea, the daughter of Proteus, informs Mene-
laus; at Pharos, of the time when her father is to emerge
from the sea, the circumstance of Zephyrus, introduced in

a description of noon, darkening the surface of the water, is

so perfectly Ionian, and so merely accidental to the coast

of Egypt, that I cannot liclp suspecting the poet to have
brought this image from home."

That the Iliad displays abundance of geographical know-
ledge is certainly no internal proof, either for or against its

being the work of one individual ; but if we suppose it to

be the v.'ork of a single genius, upon the grounds of that

mind alone which had conceived so lofty a plan being able

to accomplish its magnificent execution, we shall find in

the geography of its author unquestionable proofs of his

having been an extensive traveller. Strabo has left a com-
mentary on the geographical parts of the Iliad and Odys-
sey ; and others, such as ApoUodorus and Mcnogenes,
wrote on the same subject, though unfortunately only the

titles of their works have readied posterity. Homer, in

the midst of all his splendid machinery, was regarded as so

faithful a painter of real existence, that his catalogue of the

Grecian forces was respected as a valuable record in an-

cient Greece, and appealed to by its jurisprudence. In
some cities it was enacted by law, that the youth should
get the catalogue by heart. Solon, the lawgiver, appealed
\o it, in justification of the Athenian claim against the pre-

tensions of tlie Megarearts, wh<?n ihc Hglit to Salamis was
so warmly contested by Athens and Megara. And the de-
cision of that matter was at last referred to five Spartan
judges, who, on their part, admitted the nature of the evi-
dence, and the afi'air was accordingly determined in favour
of the Athenians. Three other litigated cases of property
and dominion are said to have been determined by reference
to Homer's geography. In Homer's age there was no
other way of acquiring knowledge but by travellinc. To
the curiosity respecting his own species, which must have
possessed the ardent mind of the poet, and impelled liim to

brave the dangers of sea and land, the veracious Strabo
adds another very probable motive of his travels, which
was the wish to make his fable accord with the mythology
of the people whom he introduced on his scene of action.

For this purpose, says Strabo, he consulted the religious
records and the oracles that were suspended in the tem-
ples. At that period there were hardly any other histori-

cal monuments known. The priests held the sceptre of
public opinion, and all history was consigned to the oracles.

Diodorus says, that Homer visited the isle of Delphos.
After the second sacking of Grecian Thebes by Alcmeon,
the prophetess Manto, daughter of the famed Tiresias, had
been sent to Delphi as making part of tiie spoils, where
she acquired great renown by her talent for composing ora-
cles. The meeting of Homer with such a lady is interest-

ing to the imagination. Homer, says the historian, bor-
rowed some striking verses of the oracle, either as orna-
ment or authority to give weight to his works.

It would be curious to ascertain in what state Homer
found the poetry of Greece when he commenced his ca-
reer

; but the question is involved in almost impenetrable
obscurity. While he is hailed as the father, he was certain-
ly not the inventor of poetry. According to the Greek
library of Fabricius, tliei-e were seventy Greek poets ante-
rior to him. The greater part of them wei-e musicians.
Among these Linus is cited, who, it is said, rehearsed the
first expedition of Bacchus and Orpheus, who sung the Ar-
gonautic expedition. The assertion of Suidas,tliat Homer
drew his stoi-y of the Iliad from that of Corinnos, who com-
posed it during the Trojan war, seems to be only the dream of
a lexicographer. Tzetzes, a versifier of the 12th century,
who made a commentary upon Lycophron, and a bad poem
called the Chiliade, would have us believe that Homer bor-

rowed his Iliad from Dictys Crelensis, a writer to whom a
manuscript, certainly most ancient, hut not original, was
ascribed, which was found in the reign of one of the Caesars,

in a tomb that was thrown open by an earthquake. When
we are told that Dictys followed Idomeneus to the seige of
Troy, and wrote a history of it in prose, we have quite

enough of this phantom gazetteer. The story of Homer's
purloining a manuscript poem from the priestess of Del-
phi, which is gravely repeated by Ptolemy Ephaestion, 13

almost too ridiculous to be worth noticing ; and we are al-

most ashamed to mention another hypothesis, which has
found an advocate in the absurdity of modern times, viz.

the theory of Bryant, which supposes Homer to have found
the materials of his Iliad in a temple of Egypt, and to have
allegorized the contents under the fiction of Grecian names.
According to this reverie, for it merits not the name of a

theory, Menelaus, Agamemnon, Helen, &c. were all fan-

tastic personages drawn from Egyptian theogony, and na-

turalized in Greece. Menelaus is evidently the Pharaoh
Menes ; Agumemnon is the Turkish word Aga prefixed to

Memnon, whose harp resounded at the touch of the rising

day. The wealthy Mycene never existed but in the vanity

of Thucydides, and the credulity of Herodotus. Troy never
existed but on the shores of the Nile. The historical part

of this hypothesis is quite upon a par with its etymology,
3 M 2
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which, with its Agas and Meinnons is nut so diverling, but

equally ciediblt; with Swifi's derivation ol Hector, Ajax,

and Alexander.

The epoch of Homer has been not less a subject of dispu-

tation than his country. Herodotus says in his Euterpe,

tliat he lived 400 years before his own (the historian's)

time. In the chronicle of the Parian niaibles. Homer is

said to have been in his hii^hest renown at the year of the

chronicle 675, which would place the date of the Iliad

2707 years from the bei^inning of the present century ; but

venerable as the authority of the Parian marbles may ap-

pear, ihey seem to assign a later date to the great poet

than his writings, and the manners of society which he de-

scribes, render probable. It is more consistent with his

writings to suppose, that he was born not long after the

siege of Troy, and that he had finished both his poems half

a century after the town was taken. As the first interest-

ing stories he heard when a boy were those of the exploits

performed in the Trojan war, in his riper years he had still

an opportunity of conversing with the old men who had
been engaged in it. Their immediate descendants would,

according to this supposition, be his contemporaries; he
might know their grandchildren, and live to see the birth

of the fourth generation. It is true, that this hypothesis

makes the birth of Homer prior to the Ionian migration,

which Tlmcydides places 80 years after the siege of Troy ;

but in this there is no solid objection, as we know that

there were lonians in Asia prior to the colony of that name
being brought thither. The circumstance of Homer
ascribing double the strength of modern men to one of

the heroes of the Iliad, is no decisive proof that he looked

back to a very distant period. Such fanciful exaggera-
tions of the strength of men's immediate ancestors may be

found in many romances of the middle ages, that must have
been composed within fifty years of the lifetime of those

personages to whom the poet ascribes a size and strength

surpassing sober belief. The account which Homer gives

of the family of jEneas continuing to reign over the Tro-
jans after the Greeks had demolished Troy, though at va-

riance with Virgil's fable, (a circumstance of no great con-

sequence as to its credibility,) has all the air of having been
drawn from contemporary information. Such an account

of the family of .Sineas it would have been difficult, as well

as useless, for Homer to have forged. Now the succession

of jEneas's great-grandchildren to the kingdom of Troy is

the latest fact which the poet has left on record. The jEolian

migration most probably disturbed that very generation in

their possessions ; and from Homer, who is ever minute
in his historical accounts, being silent respecting such a dis-

turbance, it may be inferred, that he did not live to be ac-

quainted with it. The other and later era which has been
assigned to our poet, makes him contemporary with Ly-
curgus ; and, connected with it, there is a tradition of Ho-
mer and the law-giver having met in the island of Chios.

But the picture of society which Homer exhibits, does not

accord with this tradition. When we look to the verisi-

militude of his descriptions, we must believe that he paint-

ed the natural world and all its manners from the life.

There is no trace of his aflfecting to give it an antiquated

air, or of wishing, as a modern poet would probably be in-

clined to do, to study simplicity of objects for picturesque

effect ; on the contrary, whenever he luxuriates in descrip-

tion, it is in painting artificial objects. Those who bring

down Homer, therefore, so low as the time of Lycurgus,
seem to forget that such a poet and such a legislator belong
to different states of society. It has been questioned, and
indeed it appears more than questionable, if the art of writ-

ing was known in the days of Homer. If we consult the
poet himself upon this ([uestion, wc shall find that in all

his comprehensive piciuie of civil society, there is nothin?-

that decidedly conveys an idea of letters, or of reading.
The words S-jfiara Piuyf«, it is true, in the letter mentioned
in the Iliad, wliicli Uellerophon carries to the king of Lycia,
have been (|Uoteil as a proof of alphabetical writing ; but the
generality of tlic term has much more the appearance of

merely symbolical signs, or hieroglyphics, than of what we
call writing. That such symbolical maiks of thought
were kriown in the rudest ages, there can be no doubt;
and what has been already alluded to in the travels of the
poet as a possible and even probable fact, namely, his con-
sulting the records of diflff rent temples, n)Ust be taken with
this understanding, that such records were, in all probabili-

ty, also symbolical or hieroglyphical. The introduction of
prose writing into Greece took place at so late a period,

as to leave it by much the more probable supposition, that

alphabetical writing was unknown to Homer ; for when
prose writing is of recent date, the alphabet cannot have
been long in use. Homer, therefore, there is every reason
to think, could neither read nor write ; he recited his own
works from memory, and hence it is little wonderful that

he addresses the Muses as the daughters of that faculty of

the mind. In modern times, when the memory is at once
distracted by so many pursuits, and obliged to lean on so

many artificial assistances, we are apt to under-rate its pow-
ers when employed upon a single object, and trained by ha-

bitual exercise upon that object. To an ancient poet like

Homer, his memory was not only the mother of his muse,
but his constant and indispensable guardian. The rhapso-

dists also preserved his works by oral tradition ; and if their

subsistence depended in a profession where there were ri-

vals to detect the errors of each other, upon the accuracy
with which they recited those poems, they were perhaps
more safe from corruptions and interpolations, or at all

events from omissions in recitation, than we might be
apt to imagine, by ascribing the same lax exertions of

memory to those reciters, which arise in modern times
from the constant reliance upon writing. It maybe doubt-
ed whether the rhapsodisls made such havock in the
sense of Homer, as the perverted ingenuity of "writing

commentators has made in that of Shakespeare.
Lycurgus, the legislator of Sparta, is said to have been

the first who collected the fragments of Homer's poetry,

during his travels in Asia Minor, and on his return by the

island of Chios. Three hundred and seven years after-

wards, Pisistratus, who erected at Athens the first public

library that is mentioned in Grecian history, gave directions

to a body of the learned for preparing an edition of the poet

more correct than that of Lycurgus, and Solon and Hippar-
chus are said to have assisted in the undertaking.* At the

destruction of Athens, in the invasion of Xerxes, the Iliad

and Odyssey were taken from thence, and conveyed to Per-

sia ; and the despot himself seems to have respected this

monument of taste and genius, since a part of the collec-

tion was found at Susa during the conquests of Alexander.

It is perhaps to this epoch that we inay assign the edition

of the Odyssey which was rectified by Aratus, and which
bears the name of the Aratae.in edition. Alexandei's enthu-

siasm for the memory of Homer is one of the noblest traits of

his character. He charged Anaxarchus and Callisthenes to

revise the copies of Lycurgus and Pisistratus ; and Aris-

totle put the last hand to this precious edition, called the

editiop of the casket. After the battle of Arbela, when the

conqueror had found, in the tent of Darius, a casket of gold,

enriched with stones of inestimable value, he there deposit-

Dlog. Laert. Plut. in Hipparcho.
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eel llie two poems of Ilnmcr, and laid Hic treasure along

\vitli his swoid every niglit under liis pillow. Alter the

jlcath of Alexander, Zeiiodoliib of Ejihesus was charged, by

the first of the Ptolemies, with the task of revising; the edi-

lioii of the casket. The last edition beloni;ing to this peri-

od of high antiquity is that which Arislarchus, the greatest

critic of his age, published under the auspices of Ptolemy

Philometer, about nineteen centuries and a half ago, and

which has served as a model for all collections of the works

of Homer both in the niiildle ages and modern limes.

The first edition of Homer since the invention of print-

ing, was that of Demetrius Chalcondyles of Athens, and of

Demetrius of Crete. It is entirely in Greek, is very mag-
nificent, and now exceedingly scarce. It appeared at Flo-

rence in December 1488, in one folio, and had been collated

with the commentaries of Eustalhius. It was not till half

a century after, that the works of Homer ap|)eared again

in Greek, with the entire commentaries of Eustathius.*

This edition, the only complete one of the commentary of

Eustathius, had long been regarded as a chef d' (Zuvre of

sound ciiticisni and correctness, till the learned discovered

innumerable faults in it, by comparing it with MSS.; and the

improvement of taste at last threw contempt on the barren

prolixity of the commentary. Six years after the Roman
edition of Eustathius, there appeared at Leyden the first

esteemed edition of the prince of poets that had a Latin

version. It contained also the scholia of Didymus, a com-
mentator assigned to the age of Augustus. We notice

here only those editions which may be said to form an

epoch in the illustration of Homer. Joshua Barnes

brought out at Cambridge the Greek and Latin texts of

Didymus, with his own commentaries. The edition of

Samuel Clarke appeared at London in 1734; that of Ernesti

at Leipsic in 1764. Villoison, who was sent to Venice by

the French government to collect ancient relics of literature,

found in the library of St. Mark, an unique copy of the Iliad

of the 10th century, with the remarks of sixty of the most
famous critics of antiquity, such as Aristarchus and Zeno-
dolus. It appeared, that this manuscript had been made
from a copy in the library of the Ptolemies that was burnt

by the barbarian Omar. Villoison remained two years at

Venice to copy it with his own hand, and printed it in

a folio volume, entirely Greek. As the original posses-

sor of this literary treasure had joined to it many vari-

ous and lost editions of the poet, this publication of Vil-

loison may be called the Homcri uarioriim of antiquity.

Wolff and Heyne are the two latest editors of Homer.
Their merits have been so frequently treated of in the re-

views and literary journals of our own time, that we forbear

to descant upon them.

The memory of the great poet has received not only the

homage of commentators and editors of his works, but of

travellers, who have carried the reader's imagination to the

sceneof his action. Among these may be noticed Tourne-
fort, the French naturalist, who understood the classical as

well as his favourite vegetable world. Richard Pococke
also carried his researches into Greece, though with less

satisfaction to the public curiosity than into other quarters.

Lady Mary Montague visited the Troad, though somewhat
hastily, and saw, or imagined that she saw, the tomb of

Achilles. Doctor Chandler visited Asia Minor and Greece
in 1764-66, and made some conjectures that have not re-

ceived much credit. In conjecturing the exact situation

of Troy, and of the scene of Homer's travels, modern
travellers have not been more successful than the an-

cients. Wood, who, on many points, makes ingenious

and probable conjectures, is far from having settled the
controversy of the Troad ; and Chevalier and Gell, who
succeeded him in the same attempt, have been less learned
and much more gratuitous in their suppositions. To the
real admirer of Homer, the controversy will probably
appear of less importance than it has been made.
For the diOiculty of finding, at the end of 3000 years,

the site ol a town, of which an ancient poet says, that, in

his own time, the very ruins had disappeared, [etiam fierierc

riiina,) there is surely an apparent and sufficient reason in

the changes and ravages which 30 centuries can produce.
By such a difiiculty, no sober mind would consider itself

hound to adopt the wild idea, that no such war as the

Trojan ever existed ; although that supposition would ren-

der the Iliad a much more astonishing production than it

really is.

The critical judgments that have been passed upon
Homer would fillfj entire libraries. Horace assigns him
a place as a moral teacher above Chrysippus and Crantor,

the leaders of the two most famous schools of philosophy.

Porphyry, in later times, composed a treatise on the philo-

sophy of Homer. On the other hand, Pythagoras has con-

demned him to Tartarus, for having imparted false notions

of the Divinity, and Plato banished him from his ideal re-

public. Yet, amidst the abstracted and elevated ideas of

the latter philosopher, it is easy to perceive the most forced

and sophistical reasons in his motives for condemning the

poets, and he even redeems our opinion of his taste by the

manner in which he ordains this banishment to be put in

force. Plato, it should be recollected, admits in nature

only two existences, the original idea, and the being which
is the resemblance of or copy of that idea. By the original

idea he understands God, or the Divine thought, and by
the other existences all the iorms which God created con-

formably to his own conceptions. All objects being then

only copies of this first model, the arts which imitate them
produce only copies of copies, which can serve for no
good purpose. If then, s-iys Plato, (speaking of his own
ideal republic, which can hardly be called even the copy
of a copy,) a poet should present himself amongst us who
knows how to express every thing in nature by imitation,

we should testify our veneration for him as for a sacred

person, who deserves to be admired and cherished ; but
we should tell him that our political economy did not ad-

mit of such persons among us, and we should send him
to another city, after having sprinkled him with perfumes,
and crov/ned liis head with flowers. It must be owned,
that even the vanity of a poet could hardly be offended

with such a sentence. When Plato comes to speak of

Homer himself, it is with the deepest reverence for his

genius. He owns that the respect and love which he has

felt since his infancy for his writings almost arrests his

tongue from condenming him, and that he considers him
as the maker of all poets who have succeeded him, par-

ticularly those of the drama. After this apology, he de-

monstrates at great length that the gods of the Iliad arc

calculated to give us unworthy notions of divinity, a fact

which, /i/iilosofi/iicallij considered, it is not very difficult to

prove. To exculpate Homer from this heavy charge,

both his ancient and modern admirers have recourse to

allegory ; and in this system of explaining the Iliad, have

mixed a vast deal of absurdity with a very small portion

of truth. It is true that there was allegory and emblem
both in ancient religion and philosophy ; and some of the

fictions of Homer carry their allegorical meaning in their

appearance. But to see nothing in the whole Iliad but

• With the foUowhig title, Homeri Ilias et Odyssea, Grace, cum Commentariis Quxcis Eustathii, Archipiiscopi Tessaloiiicenns ; Jtoms, npuU
Bludum ei Ciunlum, 1542 and 1550, 4 vols, in folio.
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tnoral abstractions personified, is an idea ns intolerable to

common sense as to poetical fcelinij. Such a forccil ex-

planation of the Iliad would after all leave tl/c poem quite

as immoral as it ii in its plain interpretation. Suppose \vc

take Jupiter for the power of God, Destiny for liis will,

Juno for his justice, Venus for his mercy, and Minerva

for his wisdom, we shall still find the theology of Homer
as defective as if we take things as they arc in the Iliad ;

that is, if we understand his deities to be iiifluenced by the

passions of men. Homer painted the gods just as the

vulgar belief represented them. It was imjjossible for

him to have done otherwise, for he could not create anew
religion ; but if we could suppose it possible for him to

have surpassed the limits of human intelligence, and to

have anticipated the higher notions of Plato respecting the

divinity, it would not have been his interest as a poet to

have refined his mythology into the pure theism of the

philosopher. The moment that he had ceased to con-

sider the inhabitants of Olympus as impassioned beings,

there was an end to all our interest in their actions. Di-

vinity, in its true attributes, is not a subject for romantic

fable.

The touch-stone of more recent refinement in senti-

ment and manners has been applied with the same ab-

surdity to his heroes, as the standard of pure theology has

been to his divinities. In the times which he described, the

power of a man's body constituted the greater part of his

estimation in society. He who could suppoi t the heaviest

load of armour, and who could give and lake the hardest

blows, was a formidable man or a hero. When this su-

periority was once recognised, it established his rank in

exact comparison with others ; and hence it is so common
in Homer's heroic descriptions to hear a warrior of ac-

knowledged bravery confess that another is superior to

him. At present the equality of arms and the principle

of honour would make a man ashamed of such a confes-

sion. But in Homer, yEneas says without shame to Achil-

les, " I know that thou art more valiant than me," which
is, in other words, " I know that thou art stronger."

.fineas adds, " but, however, if some god firotects me, I
shall be able to conquer." And this is a general principle,

which to a certain extent may be said to constitute all the

morality of the Iliad, namely, that power, success, and
wisdom, all come from the gods. When Agamemnon ex-
cuses his outrage upon Achilles, he says that some god
had disturbed his reason. It is the protection of this or
that divinity that gives the Greek and Trojan heroes each
a triumph in his turn ; it is the gods who spread conster-

nation among the armies, or inspire them for the combat;
but we must not regard this intervention of the deities as
diminishing the glory of the successive warriors. We
see clearly that Homer does not lessen tlieir importance
on that account. On the contrary, the epic spirit of the
piece is heightened by this machinery ; because it is clearly

perceived, that the heroes thus favoured of heaven, rise in

the opinion of their associates and adversaries on that ac-
count. Achilles excepted, there is not a hero of the Iliad

who does not at some lime or other retire before another.
What distinguishes the bravest, such as Ajax and Dio-
inede, is, that they fight as they retreat. And it may be
pbservtd, to the glory of Homer, that, in spite of this di-

vine intervention, which we might expect to confound all

distinctions of human bravery, he still preserves the dis-

tinctive character of greatness in his heroes, even when
yielding to supernal influence.

It is a singular trait in the Iliad, that the sullen rest of
its hero Achilles should form the tnain-spring of the ac-
tion. Ilii absence appears to be the cause of the disasters

,of his countrymen, which prolong the contest. This, so

far from being a defect in the plan of the action, is an
ailifice which carries internal evidence of the whole plan
being the invention of one great mind ; all the prowess of
the successive agents that are described, ministers to the
ultimate ti iumph of him by whom Hector is to lall. In
the fire and spirit of this ancient hero. Homer has not cer-
tainly left what it would be absurd to seek for in ancient
poetry, a model of pure morality ; but he bus consum-
mated the picture of all that must have commanded the
respect of warlike and barbarous times, and has in fact

pourtrayed a being that would, under diflerent circum-
stances, in all ages predominate over the rest of his spe-

cies, by his pride and energy. It may be necessary to

notice the vulgar tradition of his being invulnerable all

over but in the heel ; but Homer does not debase the
courage of his hero by such a fable : nor is his character
of stern pride unrelieved by circumstances that touch us
with an interest in his fate. His youth, his beauty, his

maternal descent from a goddess, the certain prediclioti

that, while he could find no conqueror, he was one day to

perish in the Trojan war, prepare us for the part of no
vulgar hero.

To enter on a minute criticism of the Iliad would fai

exceed our limits. The most superficial readers are pro-
bably acquainted with the hackneyed objections that have
been made to its prolixity of speeches and military de-
tails; to the minuteness and surgical description of wounds;
the ferocity of its manners, and the abusive epithets which
the heroes exchange when they (juarrel. The French
criticism of La Motte and Perrault has gone even so far

as to blame the simplicity of its manners, and to throw
contempt on Achilles for cooking his own dinner. The
majority of those objections are iVivolous. It is true that

the piimitive abundance of expletives, and the Greek
loquacity of Homer, may at times be excessive ; but the

dramatic air which the constant dialogue gives to the Iliad,

would be ill exchanged for the conciseness of mere nar-

rative. The diversity of Homer's battles, as an eminent
critic has observed, shews an invention next to boundless;
the technical terms of the wounds that are described ap-
pear technical to us, only because the language of science
is derived from Greek ; and the fastidious taste that is

offended with the bold simplicity of ancient manners, would
with equal propriety find fault with Salvador Rosa for not
having adorned his mountain scenery with terraces and
gravel-walks. Achilles cooking his dinner is certainly a
considerably more jjoetical personage than Louis the XIV.
would have been, if La Motte had made him the hero of an
Epopee, treading on a velvet carpet, and commanding the

niaitre d'hotel to prepare his fricasees.

The excellencies of the Iliad, independent of the beau-
tiful and sonorous language to which it belongs, may be
summed up in the vastness and variety of the picture of
existence which it spreads before us; the spirit and per-
petual motion of its agents ; the relieving interchanges of
an interesting inferior world, and a heaven of voluptuous
and gay mythology ; the progressive swell and import-
ance of the story ; and the art with which the very rest of

Achilles is made subservient to the evolution of his gran-
deur ; the full physiognomy of human character displayed

in every age and situation of life ; the unstudied strength

of his circumstances in description ; and the contagious
spirit with which he seizes the mind to sympathy with bis

martial passion : Such an apocalypse of life, from its subli-

mest tumults to its minutest manners, was never com-
municated by another human imagination.

If Homer has erred at all, it is from the wealth, or rather

from the pathos, of his genius, in givini; so strong a coun-
tervailing interest to tbc character of Hector, This un-
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questionably diminishes oia- exultation in tlia triumph of

A('hilles. Yet who woulu wjsli that lault iiiidone ? Hcie

is the generosity of genius, even in the poet, scorning the

bigotry of national hatred that would depreciate the he-

roism of an enemy. It- is, perhaps, repealing supcr-

iluously, what few have lo be tuld, tiiat the character of

Achilles, so unlike the inexorabilis acer of Horace, has a

relief of the noblest trails of comp.ission and genci-osity

amidst the fury of his savage passions. The concluding

book of the Iliad teems with the most touching circum-

stances of his generosity. He receives King Priam ; joins

him in his tears at the recollection of their respective los-

ses
;
perfumes the body, and orders it to be kept out of

the father's sight, lest it should shock the grief of the

king; places it iiimself in a litter, fearing that Priam might
burst into a lit of exasperation, and should exasperate him-

self also ; and, finally, refreshes him with food and sleep

in his tent, and takes him by the right hand as a friend. In

recognizing such traits of compassion in the proverbially

savage Achilles, one is templed to believe, that humanity

is not so modern a virtue as some would have us be-

lieve.

The Odyssey speaks less to the imagination than the

Iliad, but it introduces us to a still more minute and in-

teresting view of ancient manners, and it awakens with

deeper effect the softer passions that appear but rarely

in the other poem. It is strange, that La liarpe, who
redeems much of his bad French taste by an apparently

sincere enthusiasm for the genius of Homer, should say,

that the Odyssey is devoid of the eloquence of sentiment.

If by sentiment we mean the sickly misanthropy, or the

rampant enthusiasm which distinguishes so many modern
productions, there is certainly nothing of tlie kind in the

Odyssey; and the difference of circumstances in which

human nature was then placed must be fairly estimated,*

before we can even pardon many maxims of moral con-

duct which Ulysses practically avows : but if by senti-

ment we mean the unsophisticated feeling of the heart,

where, it may be asked, shall we find it, if it is not found

in the pathelic situations of Telemachus, the conjugal love

of Penelope, and the return of Ulysses to his home, with

all the circumstances that attend it, his aged dog expir-

ing with joy at his feet, and his father relating to him,

while he retains his disguise, all the little circumstances

of his childhood that could awaken his tcnderest associa-

tions ?

Besides the Iliad and Odyssey, Homer is said to have

composed another poem, entitled JMargitts. It is now lost.

It is said by some to have been a comedy ; but, from some
verses in the contest between Homer and Ilesiod, it may
be rather conjectured to have been a piece of mockery and

satire. Margites is the name of a person in a verse that

is preserved by Plato, who is described as knowing many
things, and knowing nothing well. Such a character may
have been the original hero of Homer's satire, and been

thus damned to everlasting memory, like the Mac Fleck-

iioe of Dryden. The little mock heroic of the Battle of

the Mice and Froi^s, is well known, from Parnell's transla-

tion, to the English reader. Professor Ileyne supposes it

spuiious, because he finds scarcely any verses in it that

breathe the spirit of Homer; but this is no decisive argu-
ment, as Homer might be the worst of all parodists,

though the best of original poets, 'i'he hymns attributed
to him deserve more attention, as, along wiih those of Cal-
limachus, tliey form a curious historical monument of the
popular superstitions of antiquity. Unfortunately, in the
nurucrous collection of tliem which Clarke's Homer exhi-
bits, there is only one, perhaps, viz. the Hymn to AfioUo,
which is not apocryphal; and the scholiast of Pindar
throws doubts even upon that one. But Thucydides recog-
nised in that ode the touch of Homeric genius, and the

suffrages of a scholiast has certainly no right to be put in

competition with that of so elegant a writer. As to the
epigrams that have been occasionally ascribed to him, they
carry internal proof of their spuriousness. (»)

HOMICIDE, (Homicidium,) in law, is the killing of any
human creature. This act is of three kinds, according to

the circumstances in which it is perpetrated, viz. justifia-

blci ejrczisable, and felonious or cutjiable.

Homicide is justifiable, when the act is committed under
some unavoidable necessity, and infers no degree of guilt

or blame ; as, for instance, by virtue of such an office as
obliges one, in the execution of public justice, to put to

death a malefactor, who hath forfeited his life by the laws
and verdict of his country. This act is also considered
juslifiable in some cases, either for the advancement of
public justice, or for the prevention of some atrocious

crime.

Homicide is excusable, when a person engaged in a law-
ful act is, without intention, the cause of another's death.

Excusable homicide is of two kinds; either fier infortu-

niu?n, by misadventure, orse defendendo, in self-defence, in-

cluding homicide upon chance-7iiedlei/, whereby a man kills

another, who assaults him, in the course of a sudden brawl
or quarrel.

Felonious or culpable homicide has different degrees,

which distinguish the offence into manslaughter and wilful

murder; in the last of which, the act, being committed
from malice and forethought, admits of no defence, and
subjects the criminal to the highest punishment of the

law. See Blackstone ; Erskine ; and Hume on Crimes.

HOMOLOGOUS Sides and Angles. See Geome-
try.
HOMOPHOXI, in music, denotes the unison whose ra-

'

tio is Irzl, and whose expression in Farey's notation is 0.

See First Minor.

HONAN. See Chin.v.

HONDUR.\S, or Hibueras, a maritime province of
the Spanish kingdom of Guatiniala in America, which the

Spanij.rds calculate to extend 1S5 leagues from north to

south, and 50 from east to west. The surface is in gene-
ral mountainous, and is intersected by deep vallies, con-
ducting numerous rivers down to the sea; but part of the

-• Many Oriental countries retain to this d.iy manners of society nearly similar to those described in the Odyssey. There is nothing'

more remarkable in those manners than the degree of refinement to which profound dissimulation is carried in all ranks. The stranger

accommodates his languag-e much less to his own sentiments, than lo his hopes and fears, or the countenance of those he meets. The arts

of disguise are, in those countries, the great arts of life ; and the character of Ulysses would form a perfect model for tho-.a who wish to

make their way with security and respect. Cruelty, violence, and injustice, are .ilso so evidently the result of defective government, that

it is unnecessary to look for any other general cause of the scenes of diis sort with which Homer abounds, in common with other ancient

writers, and agreeable to the present manners of those countries. For, when every man is, in a great measure, judge in liis own cause,

vices of this class are not only more frequent, but, in/o)o conscieiili^e, less criminal than in a civilized state, where the inihvidual transfers

his resentments to the community, and private injury expects redress from public justice. Where the legisl.iture does not cng.ige for our
person.al security, we have a right to use such means as are in our power to destroy the aggressor who would destroy us. In such cases,

bodily strength and courage must decide most contests, while, on the other hand, craft, cunning, and surprise, are the legitimate weapons
of the weak against the strong. In the heroic times, homicide was so common, that we see the poet alluding to a fugitive murderer tak-

ing shelter under the roof of a stranger, (to escape, not public justice, but the revenge of the relations of the deceased,) as a familiar occur-

rence in life.
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coast is extremely low and marshy. A hoi and hum.d at-

mS.l ere re Klcrs the province unhealthy, unless on the

Tore where regular breezes relresh the inhubUants ;
and

here ;pide nicaldiseases rarely prevail. Thunder .Lowers

are frequent during the warmest season, sometimes raging

with great violence. This province is penetrated by a

ale bay, called the Bay of Honduras, to which our no-

ef shall be more particularly directed : the coast abounds

in dangers to the mariner from rocks and shoals
;
and all

along its margin are keys, that is, peninsulas or P>onion o-

ries, between creeks and the mouths of rivers. These

keys are known by difierent names, as St George s kc-),

Tunieff key, Ambergrease key, and the like ;
and some ol

the islands pass by Hie same denomination.

Some attlhors affirm, that gold and s'l^",^'-<^,/°"i
'"

Honduras ; but, according to the late traveller Humboldt,

t scarcely presents any metallic mines. Vegetation is in

remarkable luxuriance, and the plants numerous and di-

versified. Grapes are produced twice a year from the

vines; sugar canes, coffee, cotton, and indigo, are abun-

dant, ;nd also grain of several kinds; but the "ihab'Ums

are too indolen! to avail themselves ot the benefits of na-

ture. The most important plants, in a commercial view,

are mahogany and logwood ; the former is employed toi

all descriptions of furniture in Britain and America, and

the latter for dyeing. Chiefly for the purpose ot obta'"'"^

these two commodities, a British settlement has long been

established in the Bay of Honduras; and a vas quantity

of the former is exported annually. ^ '^^ .".ode ol pio-

curing it, is to dispatch a skilful negro to climb the holi-

est trees on lofty places, for the purpose of discoveiing

mahogany in the woods, which is generally solitary, ad

^sible at a great distance, from the yellowish hue ot us

fo iage. A gang of from ten to fifty slaves is then sent ou

to eiect a scalTold around each tree that is selected, and

to cut it down about twelve feet from the ground,

felled, the logs are, with much labour, druggea

banks of the Streams, and being formed into ratts, some-

times of 200 united, are floated as many miles, to Places

where the rivers are crossed by strong cables, and thenihe

owners separate their respective shares

the boughs and limbs afford the finest wood, but ir

mahogany is more valued on account of size
;
and

allowed to be exported to the United States ot America

exceeding 20 inches in diameter. The logwood, on the

other hand, affects low swampy grounds, growing conti-

guous to fresh water creeks and lakes, on the edges ot

which the roots, the most valuable parts ot the wood, ex-

tend. It is sought in the dry season, and the wood-cutters

having built a hut in the vicinity of a number ot trees in

the same spot, collect the logs in heaps ; and afterwards

float up small canoes in the wet season, when the ground

is laid under water, to carry them off. This is considered

a ve'-y unhealthy employment. .

Many wild animals inhabit the province, among which

are two kinds of liger, as generally described ;
but they are

more probably of the leopard species, the Brasilian and

black tiger. Both of them are fierce ;
they are said some-

times to attack man; but their depredations are chiefly

confined to cattle. The tapir, which is nearly the size ot

a small cow, is reputed to inhabit the thickest parts of the

forests, in the neighbourhood of creeks and rivers, and is

very rarely to be seen by day. There are different kinds

of wild hogs, three species. of the armadillo, and numer-

eus monkeys. Of birds may be named the turkey, con-

When
to the

it is said that

but in Britain

none is
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eggs, generally wander away to the original haunts of the

mothers. The toucan, oriole, macaw, and pelican, are

common. A great quantity of honey and wax are obtained

from the bees of this couritry, which construct their combs

in holes of the earth. The livers abound in fish ; and the

manati and turtle are the constant objects of pursuit on the

shores.

In regard to the inhabitants of Honduras; the total po-

pulation of the province, consisting of natives, Americans,

Spaniards, and English, with African slaves, is said to have

diminished. We are quite ignorant of any calculations as

to its amount; but that of the British settlement in the

Bay of Honduras is computed at about 3700, or somewhat
more, of which there are 200 white inhabitants, rather

more than 500 [jcople of colour and I'lee blacks, and 3000

negro slaves. Neither are we acquainted with the precise

geographical limits of the settlement, or the number, ex-

tent, and position of the towns belonging to the Spaniards.

Formerly the principal English establishment was at St

George's Key,Avhich is a healthful and agreeable situation,

still containing a number of good houses, but now it is at

Balize, a town at the mouih of a river of the same name,
called Wallix by the Spaniards. It consists of about 200
houses, many of which are spacious and well finished ; all

are built of wood, and for the most part raised 8 or 10 feet

from the ground on mahogany pillars. An agreeable and

picturesque effect is produced by groups of lofty cocoa

trees, and the foliage of the tamarind thickly interspersed,

while they afford to the inhabitants a grateful shelter from

the fervour of the sun. This town is accessible to an ene-

my only from the sea ; for it is totally environed behind by

a morass, extending many miles into the country, which,

during the rainy season, is nearly covered with water. A
strong fort lately erected in a commanding situation guards

the channel of approach ; and the inhabitants have formed
a militia as a farther means of defence.

The principal trade of the British settlement consists in

the export of mahogany, logwood, and tortoise shell ; while

the articles of import are chiefly for the consumption of

the settlers, being those of British manufacture, and salted

provisions for the slaves. They also obtain cattle from the

Spaniards, who, besides, carry on considerable traffic in

cotton bed-covers, which are much esteemed in that pro-

vince. The Bay of Honduras is reckoned a very favour-

able situation for trade ; and the preservation of the settle-

ment occasions no expence to government, as the revenue

somewhat exceeds the expenditure.

During the last and preceding century, the coast and

islands of Honduras were a resort of pirates, who
found sufficient subsistence and concealment to enable them
to commit their ravages against defenceless vessels. On
the largest island, called Ruatan or Rattan, about 30 miles

long, rich and fertile, there is a small Spanish outpost ; but,

according to Philip Ashtoii's Memorial, it was uninhabited

in 1723. Previous to the year 1763, English mercantile ad-

venturers had established themselves on the coast, at which

time the court of Spain admitted them to remain, on con-

dition that their fortifications should be demolished. How-
ever, all were taken prisoners or dispersed in 1782; and

having been enabled to return in 1784. under a treaty with

the Spanish government, they finally settled at Balize.

Here they remained undisturbed until the year 1798, when

the Spaniards, having fitted out an armament, made an at-

tempt to capture the town. They were speedily repulsed,

and the colony has never since had to dread any enemy.

cerVinff who"se native country naturalists have expressed See Alcedo niccionario;\Jnus's Voyages a.d Travels ;

"oubts' but here i[ lives in Jairs in the most sequestered Ashton's Memorial ; and Henderson s Accour^t oj tke Set-

Tpresses of the woods, and cannot easily be taken alive. It tlement of Honduras, {c)

Tver survives ircVpavity, and tbe young hatched from HONEY is a saccharme vegetable secretion, most abt,n-
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dant in the nectariiim of flowers. Some aulliors consider

it an elementary principle of all vegetables without excep-

tion : Tliey siijjposc that it exists in every part of plants,

anti that their life is dependent on ils presence. We do

not know, however, that the saccluirine matter of plants is

universally converiible into lioney. It is much more co-

piously diffused in certain llowers than in others, both of

the same aud of different species : in some it cannot be re-

cognised, and the weather has always a powerful influence

on its secretion. A hot and sultry atmosphere, charsred

with electricity, is considered most favourable to the pro-

duction of honey. Honey seems to lie of various (|uality,

sometimes of a grateful taste and odour, sometimes pun-

gent and bitter, or even of a deleterious nature, which pro-

bably originates from the flowers.

This substance appears in its sensible shape when col-

lected by bees, a tribe of insects which may almost be con-

sidered as reduced under the dominion of man. But natu-

ralists are not agreed whether honey undergoes a particu-

lar elaboration in their bodies, thence deriving its flavour

and consislence, or whether it is merely collected, and is

still seen in its pristine state. A bee having entered a flow-

er, apparently absorbs the liquid nectar by its proboscis,

whence it is conducted to an intestinal sac exclusively ap-

propriated for its reception, commonly called the honey
bag. The animal is then plump and cylindrical, and re-

turning to the hive, disgorges the contents into cells select-

ed for that purpose. By repeated accumulations the cell is

filled, and then sealed by concentric circles of the thinnest

wax, begun at the circumference and closed in the centre.

There it is kept, as is supposed, for winter store ; at least

no other use is assigned to it : but we cannot be sufficiently

reserved in classing distant anticipations among the instincts

of animals. It is principally in the more civilized coun-
tries that bees are confined in hives. In many places, they
form their combs in trunks of trees, and also in cavities of

rocks, and the earth. In India, there is a species which
constructs a single comb of very large dimensions, attach-

ed to the under part of the bough of a tree well sheltered.

During winter, a great portion of the honey thus preserv-
ed is undoubtedly consumed ; and it is understood that the

safety of an ordinaiy hive is endangered, if there be a

smaller quantity than twelve pounds at the end of autumn.
Honey is supposed by some of the most acute naturalists,

as Huber, to contain the principles of wax, whence the

bees are enabled to build their coinbs without coJlecling it

from vegetables ; and he describes a method of arranging
a hive, whereby they may be forced to work in this sub-
stance. The relative proportions of honey and wax in a

hive are not ascertained ; the latest observations allot about
three or four pounds of wax to one hundred of lioney.

The finest honey is collected by swarms leaving the

parent hive, and it always becomes darker and coarser in

proportion to the age of the combs. lis quantity and quali-

ty, both depend very much on the nature of the surround-
ing vegetation ; hence in cultivating bees, particular at-

tention should be paid to the abundance of flowers. Ho-
ney and wax are very considerable ai tides of traffic, and
profit may undoubtedly be derived from bees with little

trouble and trifling expence. Most part of the honey im-
ported into Britain comes from Germany, Russia,' and
America, with which we could very well dispense by a

little more attention to bees. Probably ten times the num-
ber of hives now existing could be subsisted in the coun-
tiy. Mr Huish, a late author, by a moderate calculation,

endeavours to show, that in the year 1817, the profit from
one hive purchased in 1812 should be 57/.: 15: 4, while
ten remain to carry on the slock. He considers the chief
obstacle to the culture of bees to centre in the use of the
Vol. X. P.uiT II.

common hive; and that, on the whole, it is better that they

should be destroyed at the end of the season.

The combs being withdrawn from the hive, are to be
laid on a fine sieve above a vessel, into which the best

honey will be received : gentle heat will disengage the

next in (juality ; and the whole remaining mass may be
then subjected to a press, whereby the remainder will be
extracted. A certain quantity of wax and other impuri-
ties always pass over, ;whicli renders it necessary to ex-
pose the honey contained in the vessels again to heat, and
this admits their rising to the surface, when the whole can
be removed. The purification of honey is conducted after

a diflTcrcnt process, according to the country wherein it is

practised : and premiums have been offered for the best

mode of doing so on the continent. Honey should be
chosen of an agreeable odour, sweet, clear, and new ; but
it may be preserved a year or longer in the comb, still

retaiiiing most of its properties. See Huber, JVew Ob-
servations ; Huish, Treatise on Bees; Reaumur, Me-
moires sur les Insectes ; Bonner on Bees ; and our article

Bee. (c)

HONITON, a burgfi and market town of England, in

Devonshire, is situated in a delightful vale, upon a gentle

eminence, on the south side of the river Otter, command-
ing a fine view of the surrounding country, which is ex-

tremely beautiful. It consists chiefly of a spacious and
handsome street, running from east to west, through which
passes the high road fiom Exeter to Chard. Two other

streets cross this at right angles, one on the north-west

leading to CuUumpton, and the other on the north leading

to Taunton. Through the principal street flows a stream
of pure watei-, which the inhabitants receive from a dip-

ping-place opposite almost every door. The buildings,

which are almost all modern, were covered with slate, in

consequence of the town having been twice destroyed by
fire in 1747, when three fourths of it were reduced to

ashes, and, in 1765, when nearly 180 houses were consum-
ed. In 1790, and 1797, it suffered considerably from fire.

There is a chapel in the town, called All-Hallows chapel,

which is a neat structure, with a square embattled tower of

flint. It was built ill 1765. The church is situated on a

high eminence, about three quarters of a mile from the

town, and contains some ancient monuments. There is

here a small free-school for boys, and a school of industry

for girls ; and three meeting-houses for the Presbyterians,

Baptists, and Independents.
The town is governed by a portreve and bailiff, who are

chosen annually. It sends two members to Parliament.

The niuiiber of voters is 350. The chief articles of manu-
facture here are broad lace and edgings, which are prin-

cipally sent to London. A great trade is carried on in but-

ter, which is also sent to the London market.

The following is the population abstract of 1811, for the

burgh and parish :

Number of inhabited houses .

Number of families

Do. employed in manufactures
Males
Females .....
Total population ....

See Polywhele's History of Devonshire ; and the Beautie*

uj England and Joules, vol. iv. p. 299.

HOOF. See Vkterinary Medicine.
HOOGI-ILY, a river in Bengal, and the port of Cal-

cutta, is formed by the junction o( the Cossimbazar and

Jellinghy, the two westernmost branches of the Ganges.
3 N
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The Hooghly, though by no means the largest branch, has

the deepest outlet to the sea, and is considered by the Hin-

doos as the true Ganges, or most sacn d part of that river.

It is the only branch whicli is conniionly navigated by

large vessels; but its entrance and passage are neverthe-

less extremely dangerous, not so much from the shallow-

ness of the channel, as from the number of the sand-banks

which project into the sea. At its junction particularly

with the Roopnarrain, there is a large sheet of water form-

ed, which is full of shoals; and, as the bed of the Hooghly

turns to the right, many vessels are lost, by being carried,

with the force of the tide, up the Roopnarrain, which more
directly faces the approach from the sea. There is also,

at this bend of the Hooglily, a dangerous sand, named the

Jarnes and Mary, around which the channel seldom con-

tinues the same for eight days in succession, and requires

very frequent surveys. The bore, which conjmenccs at

Hooghly point, where the river first contracts itself, is per-

ceptible above the town of Hooghly, nearly seventy miles

distant ; and so rapid is the progress of the tide, that it

passes through this extent in four hours. It does not run

on the Calcutta side ; but proceeds along the opposite

bank, from which it crosses at Chilpoor, about four miles

above Fort William, and rushes with great violence past

Barnagore, Duckinsore, &c. At Calcutta, it sometimes

occasions an instantaneous rise of five feet, and, upon its

approach, it is necessary for boats to quit the shore, and

go for safety into the middle of the river, (y)

HOOGHLY, a district in the province of Bengal, ex-

tends along both sides of the river Hooghly, and is situat-

ed principally between the 20° and 23" of North Latitude.

It is bounded on the north by the districts of Burdwan and

Kishenagur ; on the south, by the sea ; on the west, by

Midnapoor ; and on the east, by Jessore, and the Suiider-

bunds. It consists entirely of low, flat, and fertile land ;

but, though one of the earliest of the East India Company's
acquisitions, and immediately adjoining to the town of Cal-

cutta, where a constant market is found for its produce,

three-fourths of it still remain in a stale of calure, the

habitation of alligators, tigers, and reptiles. The division

nearest to the sea, particularly, is covered with jungle, and

is remarkably unhealthy, and thinly inhabited. Salt of an

excellent quality, (and possessing, in the opinion of the na-

tives, a peculiar sanctity, because extracted from the

mud of the most sacred branch of the Ganges,) is maim-
factured on the coast of the government. The whole dis-

trict is intersected by rivers, so as to render it capable of

complete inland navigation ; but these i emote streams are

greatly infested by river pirates, who rob in gangs, and fre-

quently apply torture for the purpose of extorting the dis-

covery of concealed property, (y)

HOOGHLY, an ancient town in the last mentioned
province, situated on the west side of the river of the same
name, about twenty-six miles above Calcutta, in North
Latitude 22° 54', and East Longitude 88° 28'. It was a

place of considerable importance under the Mogul govern-

ment, and was the seat of their custom-house for collecting

the duties of merchandize carried Hp the western branch

of the Ganges. It is now comparatively of little note, but

still tolerably nourishing, and well inhabited. The French,

Dutch, Portuguese, and Danes, had originally factories at

Hooghly; and, in 1632, while in the possession of the

Portuguese, it was the scene of the first serious quarrel be-

tween the Moguls and Europeans. After a siege of three

months and a half, it was carried by assault by the Mogul ar-

my, and the greater part of the Portuguese were put to the

sword, or taken prisoners. In 1640, the English were per-

mitted to build a factory at this place ; but their trade was
greatly restricted, and subject to continual exactions. In

1686, they were involved. in hostilities vi'nh the native
powers, in consequence of a quarrel between some of their
soldiers and those of the nabob; and though peace was
speedily restoied, they withdrew their settlement to Cliit-

tanuitcc, or Calcutta. See Bruce's jlnnaU of the Eaut
India Comfmtiy ; \\<.n\\tW MeiwAr of a Maji of llindoatun;
Lord Valentid's Travels ; and Hamilton's M.ai,t India
Gazetteer. ((/)

HOOKAli is the name of a pipe for smoking, in great
use among eastern nations. It cotisir,ts of a ghjbular ves-
sel of glass, nearly filled with water, in which two lubes
are inserted; a perpendicular one which holds the tobacco,
and an oblique one to which the mouth is applied. The
smoke is thus rendered peculiarly agreeable, by passing
through the water.

HOOKE, RoDERT, an eminent natural philosopher, was
born at Freshwater, on the west side of the Isle of Wight,
on the 18th July 1635, and for the fiist seven years of iiis

life was in a very infirm slate of health. His father, who
was the minister of the parish, educated him under his

own roof, as he had been such a sickly child that he was
not expected to live. He was at first intended for the
church; but after beginning the Latin grammar, his health

became so weak, and he was so much subject to headache,
that his parents despaired of making him a scholar. Be-
ing thus left to the direction of his own genius, he amused
himself in the formation of toys, and he even succeeded in

the construction of a wooden clock, that exhibited in a
rough manner the hours of the day, and in the formation

of a full rigged ship, about a yard long, which had a con-

trivance for tiring some small guns as it sailed across a

piece of water. This circumstance led his parents to the

resolution of putting him an apprentice to a watch- maker,
or a painter ; but by the death of his father in 1648, neither

of these plans were adopted. He was placed, indeed, for a
time imder the celebrated painter Sir Peter Lely ; but he
soon found from experience, that he had chosen a profes-

sion which the state of his health would not allow him to

prosecute. He was therefore sent to Westminster school,

and was kindly taken into Dr Busby's house, where he
made great progress in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and other

oriental languages. He made also considerable progress
in Euclid, and, as Wood informs us, he invented and com-
municated to Dr Wilkins thirty different rnodes of fly-
ing!

In the year 1650, according to IMr Wood, and 1653, ac-

cording to Mr Waller, he went to Christ's Church, Ox-
ford. In 1655 he was introduced to the Philosophical So-

ciety there. He was employed to assist Dr Willis in his

chemical experiments; and he afterwards laboured seve-

ral years in the same capacity with Mr Boyle. He receiv-

ed instructions in astronomy from Dr Seth Ward, Savilian

professor of that science in Oxford, and was henceforth dis-

tinguished for the invention of various astronomical and
mechanical instruments, and particularly for the air-pump
which he contrived for Air Boyle.

In consequence of perusing Ricciolus's .Almagest, which
Dr Ward put into his hands, he was led, in the years 1656,

'.657, and 1658, to the invention of the balance or pendu-
lum spring, one of the greatest improvements which has

been ftiade in the art of horology : (See Horology, chap,

iii. p. 137.) He mentioned tliis discovery to Mr Boyle,

who, as Dr Hooke remarks, " immediately after his Ma-
jesty's restoration, was pleased to acquaint the Lord
Brouncker and Sir Robeit Moray with it, who advised me
to get a patent for the invention; and propounded very pro-

bable ways of making considerable advantage by it. To
induce them to a belief of my performance, I showed a

pocket-watch, accommodated with a spring applied to the
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aiborof the balance to regulate the motion thereof. Tliis

was so well approved of, tlial Sir Roljert Moray drew me
up the form of a patent ; the principal part whereof, viz.

the description of the watch so regulated, is in his own
hand-writing, which I have yet by me. The discourage-

ments I met with in t!ie management of this aff.iir, made

me desist for that time." In the agreement between Dr
Hooke, Mr. Boyle, Lord Brouncker, and Sir Robert Mo-
ray, which seems to have been drawn up about 1663, it

was piovidcd, that out of the first 6000/. of profit, Dr
Hooke was to have three-fourths ; of the next 4000/., two-

thirds ; and of the rest, one half: but the other partners

in the patent very improperly insisted upon the insertion

of a clause, giving to any of themselves the sole benefit

of whatever improvements they might make upon his in-

vention.

About the same time Hooke contrived the circular pen-

dulum, which was shewn to the Royal Society in 1663, and

which was afterwards claimed by Huygens. This pendu-

lum, which is described in Hooke's Animadversions on the

Machina Ccleatis of Hevelius, does not vibrate backwards
and forwards, but always in a circle, " the string being

suspended above at the tripedal length, and the ball fixed

below, as suppose at the end of the fly of a common jack.

The motion of this circular pendulum is as regular, and

much the same with those mentioned before; and was made
to give warning at any moment of its circumgyration,

either when it had turned but a quarter, a half, or any less-

er or greater part of its circle. So that here you had no-

tice not only of a second, but of the most minute part of

a second of time." See lic\\\&m'% Artificial Clock-maker,,

p. 97.

The establishment of the Royal Society in 1 650, afforded

to Dr Hooke numerous opportunities of extending his re-

putation. He published in 1660, a small tract on the

ascent of water in small tubes by capillary attraction, in

which he shewed that the height of the water was in a cer-

tain proportion to their bores. A debate arose on this

subject in the Royal Society in April 1661 ; but Hooke's
replies were considered so satisfactory, and raised him so

high in the estimation of the Society, that in 1662 he was
appointed curator of experiments to that distinguished body.

He was also one of the 98 persons who were declared

members of the Royal Society, at a meeting of the coimcil

held May 20lh, 1 663, by virtue of the power given them by
the charter for two months. He was admitted to the so-

ciety on the 3d of June, and was peculiarly exempted from
all payments. In the same year he took his degree of

Master of Arts, and the Repository of the Royal Society in

the White Gallery of Gresham College was committed to

his care. About this time he drew up a list of enquiries

for the use of those who might have occasion to visit

Greenland or Iceland. Those which respect Iceland are

numerous and interesting; and one of them is particularly

deserving of notiie : " Whether spirits appear ; in what
shape; what they say and do; any thing of that kind very
remarkable, and of good credit?" In May 1664, he deli-

vered the astronomical lecture at Gresham College for Dr
Pope, who was absent in Italy ; and in the same year, Sir

John Culler gave him a salary of SO/, per annum, lor read-

ing a course of mechanical lectures, under the direction of
the Royal Society. These lectures were afterwards pub-
lished in 4to, in 1679, under the title of " LecCiones Cutle-

riane, or a collection of lectures, phy;iital, mechanical,
geographical, and asironondral, made before the Royal So-
ciety on several occasions, at Gresham College ; to which
are added divers miscellaneous discourses." On the 1 1th

January 1664, the Royal Society settled upon hmi a salary

oi 201. per annum for life, for his labours as curator of ex-

periments ; and on the 20ih of March of the same year, he
was ajjpointcd to succeed Dr Dacrcs as |)rofessor of geo-
metry in Gresham College. In the year I 665, Hooke pub-
lished his " Micrograjilda, or some ])hysiological descrip-

tions of minute bodies, made by magnifying glasses, with
ol)servations and enquiries theieupon." All the figures in

this work were drawn with his own hand, and many of
them are a kind of standard representations, which have
been copied by succeeding authors. The best are those of

the common mite, flea, louse, gnat, and ant. A new edi-

tion of it with abbreviated dcscri|)tions appeared in 1745, in

which the baroscope, the hygroscope, and the engine for

grinding optic glasses, were wholly omitted. During the

recess of the Royal Society, on accourit of the plague in

1665, he accompanied Mr. Wilkins and other ingenio\is au-

thors into Surry, where they continued their philosophical

labours. In 1665, at one of the first meetings of the Royal
Society, Dr Hooke produced a very small quadrant for ob-

serving the minutes and seconds, by means of an arm mov-
ed with a screw along the limb of the quadrant. His ex-

planation of the inflection of a direct into a curvilineal mo-
tion, was read to the Society on the 23d May 1566.

On the 19th of September 1665, he laid before the Roy-
al Society a model for rebuilding the city of London, which
was destroyed by the great fire ; but though his plan was
not executed, he was appointed one of the surveyors under
the act of parliament ; a situation in which he realized a con-

siderable sum of money, which tvas found after his death in

a large iron chest, that appeared to have been shut up for

30 years. The irritable temper of our author now involv-

ed him in several quarrels, in all of which he conducted
himself with impropriety. In our life of Hevelius, we have
already given an account of his controversy with that astro-

nomer respecting the comparative merits of plain and tele-

scopic sights. In 1671, he attacked Newton's theory of

light and colours; and in 1675 he had a warm dispute with

Mr Oldenburg, the secretary to the Royal Society, in con-

sequence of his pamphlet, entitled "A Description of He-
lioscopes, and some other Instruments, made by Robert
Plooke," in which he complains that Oldenburg had not

done him justice respecting his invention of pendulum
watches. The dispute terminated by a declaration of the

Royal Society, who took the part of their secretary. In

1676, he published his" Description of Helioscopes, and
some other Instruments," a work which contains many
curious inventions, some of which are described in ana-

grams. Upon the death of Oldenburg in 1677, Hooke
was appointed to the vacant office of secretary ; and while
he held that situation, he published between 1679 and 1681

the seven numbers of the Philosofiliical Collections, which
have always been regarded as a part of the Philosophical

Transactions.

About this time the natural peevishness of his temper
began to become quite intolerable : He claimed as his own
the inventions and discoveries of every other person; and
he became so reserved in communicating his own labours

to the public, that though he read his Cutlerian lectures,

and exhibited new inventions to the Roval Society, yet he

never kit any account of them to be entered in the regis-

ters. When the Princi/iia appeared in 1686, he laid claim

to the discovery of the doctrine of gravitation, a claim

which was warmly resented by Sir Isaac Newton. Hooke,
no doubt, had the merit of stating, that gravitation was
the power which kept the planets in their orbits, and he
even made some experiments to determine the law by
which it was regulated; but what a vast interval is there

between this conjecture, happy as it is, and the splendid

discoveries of Newton !

In the year 1687 he suffered a severe loss by the death

3 N2
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of his brother's daughter, Mrs Grace Ilooke, wlio had

lived several years with him ; and the distress of his mind

was still farther increased by a Chancery suit with Sir Joliu

Cutler respecting liis salary. In 1691, Archbishop Tillot-

son employed him in cuiitrivinsj the plan of the hospital

near Hoxtoii, founded by Robert Ash ; and out of gratitude

for his services, that distinguished prelate obtained for him

the degree of M. D. VVhen the Chancery suit with Sir

John Cutler was determined in his favour in 1696, he was

so overjoyed, that he left an account of his feelings in his

diary, expressed in the following manner. " Domshlgissa,

that is, Deo, optima, maxima, sit honor, laus,t;loria in secuia

itsculorum, ./linen." '' I was born on tiiis day of July, 1635,

and Clod hath given me a new birth; may I never forget

liis mercies to nie ! while he gives me breath may I praise

him 1" In order to induce him to con)plete some of his

inventions, the Royal Society requested him in 1696, to re-

peat most of his experiments at their expence, but the in-

iirm state of his health prevented him from complying

wiih their request. During the two or three last years of

his lifc he is said to have sat night and day at a table, so

much engrossed with his inventions and studies, that he

never undressed himself or went to bed. Emaciated with

the gradual approach of old age, he died in Gresham Col-

lege on the 3d March 1 702, in the 87th year of his age, and

was buried in St Helen's church, iJishopsgate street, his

funeral being attended by all the members of the Royal So-

ciety who were then in London.

Besides the works which we have mentioned, he pub-

lished in 1 677 his Lam/ias, or Descri/aions ofsome mecliayii-

cal improvements in lamps and ivater poises.

The most important of Dr Hooke's inventions, was un-

doubtedly the method of regulating watches by the balance

spring, which has since his time been carried to the high-

est perfection. Iluygens has commonly been considered

as the author of this invention, but there is no doubt that

Hooke had invented it about 14 years before. The post-

hun)ous works of Dr Hooke, collected from his papers

by Richard Waller, secretary to the Royal Society, with a

life of the author prefixed, were published in 1705. Another
life of Hooke was published in Ward's Lives of the Gres-

ham Professors, ]). !09. Lond. 1740. The papers which

Hooke contributed to the Philosophical Transactions, will

be found in volumes i. ii. iii. v. vi. ix. xvi. xvii. and xxii. of

that work.
The following list of Dr Hooke's inventions is taken prin-

cipally from a MS. of the late Dr Robinson, professor of na-

tural philosophy in the university of Edinburgh.
1655. Hooke discovered that the barometer indicated

changes in the atmosphere, and was connected with the

weather. Before the year 1652 the same discovery was
made by the Rev. Mr. Gregory of Drumoak. See our Life

of J.vMEs Gregory.
1655. Contrived the clockmakers' cutting engine.

1656. Contrived a 'scapement for the small vibrations of

pendulums.
1656. Invented the spiral spring for regulating the vi-

bra'ions of a watch balance.

1658. Contrived the Boilean or double barrelled air-

pump.
1660. Used the conical pendulum for procuring a mi-

nute division of time.

1660. Explained capillary attraction by affinity.

1660. Found that the catenarian curve was the best form
for an arch.

1663. Invented his marine barometer and sea gage, and
also the method of supplying airtothe diving bell.

1664. Invented a quadrant i)y reflexion, and a clock for

registering the weather.

1664. Proposed the freezing of water in a fixed tempe-
rature; and in 1684 the boiling of water as another fixed
point.

1664. Applied a screw for dividing astronomical instru-

ments.

1665. Proposed to find the earth's parallax by means of
a zenith telescope, also by observing the moon in distant

places, and in a solar eclipse.

1666. Nov. 28. Invented the spirit level.

1668. Proposed his theory of combustion. See his Tl/i-

crograpliia and Lampaa.
1669. Proposed a pendulum, or a drop of water, as a

standard measure. Proposed a camera obscura with a

lamp.

1674. Invented the areometer.
1674. Tried the famous experiment with Newton on tlie

inflexion of light.

1678. Proposed a steam engine on Newcomen's princi-

ple.

1679. Shewed that the path of a falling body compound-
ed with the earth's motion is an ellipse.

1680. First observed the secondary vibrations of sound-
ing bodies; that a glass touched with a fiddle bow threw
water into waves at four points, and that the fundamental
sound was accompanied with its harmonics.

1682. Observed the separability of heat and light by a
glass plate.

1687. Observed the rapid propagation of sound through
solid bodies.

Hooke appears also to have been the first who explained

the rise of vapour by a dissolving power in the air, and
who took a just view of the arrangement of iron filings

round a magnet. See Hevelius and Huygens. (ir)

HOOKER. Richard, an eminent English divine, was
born at Htavitree, near Exeter, in the year 1553, or, ac-'

cording to Wood, in 1554. His parents, who were by no
means in affluent circumstances, intended to educate him
for some mechanical trade ; but his schoolmaster at Exe-
ter, having discovered his natural endowments and capa-

city for learning, prevailed with them to allow him to con-

tinue at school. His uncle, John Hooker, who was then

chamberlain of the town, recommended him to Jewel,

bishop of Salisbury, who, after examining into his merits,

took him under his jMotection, and got him admitted into

Corpus Christi College, Oxford, of which he was chosen
fellow in 1577- Befure this last period, however. Hooker
had the misfortune to lose his patron ; but his talents and
excellent tlisposition soon procured him other valuable

friends in Dr Cole, then president in his college, and Dr
Sandys, bishop of London. The bishop placed so much
confidence in Hooker's character, that he entrusted his own
son to his care.

In 1577, Mr Hooker took his degree of M. A., and in

the same year he was elected fellow of his college. In

1579, he was appointed deputy-professor of the Hebrew
language in the university : but for some cause, which
cannot now be ascertained, he and some otheis were ex-

pelled the college by the vice-president, to which, how-
ever, they were again restored in the course" of two or

three weeks. In 1581, he entered into orders, and was
soon after appointed to preach at St Paul's Cross in Lon-
don. Through the great simplicity of his character, he

was, about the same time, entrapped into a foolish and un-

fortunate marriage with a woman who had neither beauty

nor portion to recommend her, and who has been repre-

sented by Wood as " a silly clownish woman, and withal

a mere Xuntippe." In consequence of this imprudent

step, he lost his fellowship, and was obliged to quit the uni-

versity before he had obtained any preferment. He was there-
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fore. obliged to support himself as well as Ivc could, uiuil

the latter end ol" the year 1584 ; when he was presented by

John Cheney, Esq. to the reclory of Drayton- B^;auchainp,

in Buckinghamshire, where he fed a most unconilortablc

life with liis wife Joan. In tills situation he received a

visit from his fiiend and pupil Sandys, in company with

another pupil, Mr Cranmer, a gianilnephew of the cele-

brated Arclibishop Cranmer. These younj^ men found

their learned and respected tutor in a common field, with

a Horace in his hand, tending a small flock of slieep, in the

absence of his servant, who had been called away to assist

his mistress in some domestic business. When released

from this duty, his friends accompanied him to his house,

where they had an opportunity of wilnessiiii^ the vexation

and iiiisery to which he was constantly subjected, from
the churlish and capricious conduct of his wife. Upon their

return to London, Mr Sandys ac([uaintcd his father with

Hooker's deplorable situation, who took a warm interest

in his concerns, and got him appointed master of the Tem-
ple, in 1585. Although this was a fine piece of prefer-

ment, Hooker soon discovered that London was not a

place that suited his temper and disposition ; and several

circumstances conspired to excite in him the desire of ob-

taining the retirement of a country living. At the time

when he was chosen master of the Temple, he got involv-

ed in a controversy with Travels, an afternoon lecturer

there,—a man, it is said, of learning and good manners,
but zealously attached to the Geneva government. This
controversy led Hooker into a serious examination of the

form and principles of church-government, wliich termi-

nated in his celebrated work Of the Latvs of Ecclesiastical

Polity, the foundation and plan of uhicli were laid while he
was at the Temple. But in- this residence he found him-

self incapable of carrying on the work to his own satisl'ac-

tion ; and he therefore entreated the archbishop, Whitgift,

to remove him into some more quiet situation, in a letter

which exhibits an interesting picture of that union of

piety, simplicity, the love of learning and retirement,

which formed the predominant feature of his character.
" My lord," says he, " when I lost the freedom of my cell,

which was my college, yet I found some degree of it in

my quiet country parsonage. But I am weary of the noise

and oppositions of this place; and indeed God and nature

did not intend me for ci-, tcntions, but for study and quiet-

ness. And, my lord, my particular contests here with Mr
Travers have proved the more unpleasant to me, because

I believe him to be a good man ; and that belief hath oc-

casioned me to examine mine own conscience concerning

his opinions. And to satisfy that, I have consulted the

Holy Scriptures, and other laws, both human and divine,

whether the conscience of him, and others of his judg-

ment, ought to be so far complied with by us, as to alter

our frame of church-government, our manner of God's
worship, our praising and praying to him, and our esta-

blished ceremonies, as often as their tender consciences

shall require us. And in this examination I have not only

satisfied myself, but have begun a treatise, in which I intend

the satisfaction of others, by a demonstration of the rea-

sonableness of our laws of ecclesiastical polity. But, my
lord, 1 shall never he able to finish what I have begun,

unless I be removed into some quiet parsonage, where I

may see Goci's blessings spring out of my mother earth,

and eat my own bread in peace and privacy ; a place, where

I may without disturbance meditate my approaching mor-
tality, and that great account, which all flesh must give at

the last day to the God of all spirits."

In consequence of this application, he was presented, in

1591, to the rectory of Boscomb, in Wiltshire ; and in the

same year, he obtained other valuable preferments in the

cathedral of Salisbury. At Boscomb he finished four books
of his Ecclesiastical Polity, whicli were entered at Stalionei 's

hall in the month of March 1592, but not printed till 1594.
In the following year he quitted Boscomb, and was pre-
sented by Queen Elizabeth to the rectory of Bishop's
Bourne, in Kent, where he resided during the remainder of
his life, discharging the duties of his office in the most
conscientious and exemplary manner. In this place he
com|)osed the fifth book of his great work, which was dedi-
cated to the archbishop, and published by itself in 1597.
He also finished the Gth, nii, and 8th books, but did not
live to publish them ; and it has been much disputed
whether we have these books genuine as he left them. In
the year 1600, he catight a severe cold, in a passage be-
tween London and Gravcsend, which produced a lingering
and painful illness, that at length put a period to his life, in

the 47lh year of his age. He died on the 2d of Novemljcr
1600. Notwithstanding the severity of his indisposition,

he persevered in his studies to the last. A few days be-
fore his death his house was robbed. When informed of
that circumstance, he enquired whether his books and writ-

ten papers were safe ; and being answered that they were,
" then," said he, " it matters not, for no other loss can
trouble me."
The personal character of Hooker may be gathered from

the preceding narrative of his life. As an author, the
church is indebted to him for the most profound and inge-
nious defence of ecclesiastical establishments that has
ever appeared. His treatise on Ecclesiastical Polity, in-

deed, has been admired both at home and abroad, as a work
of deep and extensive research, and of acute and sound
reasoning : and the autiior has been universally distin-

guished by the honourable titles of " the judicious," and
" the learned." Of this valuable work. Pope Clement
VIII. is reported to have said, that "there were in it such
seeds of eternity as will continue till the last fire shall de-

vour all learning." When King James I. ascended the

throne of England, he is said to have asked Archbishop
Whitgift fur his friend Mr Hooker; and being answered
that he had died a year before the queen, who expressed
great concern when she received the news, he replied,
" And I receive it with no less, as I shall w ant the desired

happiness of seeing and discoursing with that man, fi orn

whose books of church polity I have received such satis-

faction." He afterwards added, " though many others

write well, yet in the next age they will'be forgotten ; but

doubtless, theie is in every page of Mr Hooker's book
the picture of a divine soul ; such pictures of truth and
reason, and drawn in so sacied colours, that they shall

never fade, but give an immortal memory to the author."

Besides the eight books of Ecclesiastical Polity, and his

answer to Travers's Sii/i/ilication, Hooki-r left some ser-

mons, which were collected and published with his works
in folio. An octavo edition has also been printed at Ox-
ford, (r)

HOOQUANG. See China.
HOOTCHEOO-FOO. See China.
HOPS. Sec Aguiculture, and Brewing.
HOli.VCE, QuiNTus HouATius Flaccus, one of the

most celebrated of the Roman poets, was born at Venu-
sium, a town in liie confines of Apulia and Lucania, in the

consulship of Aurelius Cotta and Manlius Torquatus. His

father was the son of a freedman, and followed the em-

ployment of a tax-gatherer. This was the poet's own ac-

count, and most likely to be true. Some of his enemies,

however, reproached him with his father having been a

fislmionger (SalsaiMentarius,) and one of them sud to him,

Quoties ego vidi /latrein tuum hraccliio se immungetitem.

His father, however, though of humble origin, appears to
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have been a man of liberal sentiments, and to liave piveii

his son an excellent pducation, as the son has recorded in

these lines, so honourable to the memory of both:

•• Causa fuit pater his :' qui macro pauper agello

Noluit in Flavi ludum me miltere, magni
Quo pueri magnis e centurion'ibus orti

Lsevo suspenBi loculos tabulamque lacerto,

Ibant octonis referentes Idibus sra

:

Sed puerum est ausus Romam potare docendum,
Artes, quas doceat quivis eques, alque senator

Semet prognatos : vestem servosque sequentes

In magno ut populo si quis vidisset ; avita

Ex re prsberi sumptus mihi crederet illos.

Ipse mihi custos incorruptissimus omnes
Circum doctores aderat, quid multa ? pudicum
(Qui primus virtulis honos) servavit ab omni

Noil solum facto, verum opprobrio quoque turpi.

^V»7 me paiiiteat sanumpairis hujua."

Sat. VI. LIB. 1.

At the age of eighteen, Horace was sent to Athens, for the

purpose of finishing his education, by the study of philo-

sopliy and Greek literature. Wliilst he was in that city.

Marcus Urulus, in his way to Macedonia, stopped at the

university, and, being pleased with Horace, tooli him along

with him on his journey. Brutus afterwards entrusted a

legion to his care as military tribune. As the poet, in his

writings, freely confesses, that he had no great genius for

fighting, it may be suspected, that it was by his wit and
companionable talents that he had ingratiated himself with

Brutus. At the battle of Philippi, he describes himself,

with some humour as throwing away his shield, to be dis-

encumbered in his flight. By the victory of the opposite

party his property was forfeited, but his life was spared.

In his indigence he wrote verses, and so recommended
himself to Virgil and Varius, that, with the generosity of

true poets, they recommended him to Maecenas. At the

first interview with that noble patron, as he tells us in the

satire already quoted, he behaved with diffidence, and sim-
ply told Maecenas what he was. The nobleman, as was his

custom, said little in reply, and did not send for him again
till nine months after, when he admitted him among the

number of his friends, and made him easy in his circum-
stances. Horace proved so agreeable to Maecenas, that

he made him his familiar companion, in which capacity he
accompanied him to Brandusium,in that journey which the
poet has so agreeably described in verse. He also intro-

duced him to Augustus, who delighted in his society, and
used to call him bomuncio lefiidissimus . VVIien seated be-
tween Virgil and Horace, the emperor used to say, that he
was between sighs and tears ; alluding to the uneasy re-

spiration which afflicted Virgil from a chest complaint,
and to Horace's tender eyes. Horace was certainly a

courtier, and he did not lay on his flattery in faint colours;
nor does he seem to have troubled his patrons with any
recurrence to those maxims of public liberty, which he
must have learned with Brutus, and which had led him
into the field of Philippi; but, on the other hand, he makes
allusion to great republican names with the spirit of a Ro-
man and of a poet; and he lived among the great with
fiersonal independence, for he declined tlie post ofl'ered him
by Augustus, of being his private secretary.

The incidents of his life are few. His person is de-
scribed as short and inclined to corpulence, and liis tem-
per as easy and obliging. He passed his lime between
Rome, his Tiburtine or Sabine villa, and the sf>ft climate
of Tarentum, to which he fled in winter. Though an
Epicurean enjoyer both of society and of sensual plea-
sures, his writings breathe a fondness lor rural retirement,
>nd he seems often to have returned frotn the satiety of

vice to the calm of virtue and repose. He died ii\ his

59lh year, and was interred near his patron Maecenas. Ho-
race is the only one of the Latin lyric poets who has come
down to posterity ; a circumstance for which the judg-
ment of Quinctilian may console us, who assures us, that

they were scarcely worthy of perusal. In Horace have
been supposed to be united, if not individually surpassed,

the gaiety of Anacreon, the majesty of Alcaeus, and the

fire of Pindar. We must leave it to the lovers of volup-
tuous literature to decide, whether the revelling of the

Teian bard possess not a lighter giace of ecstacy than that

of the Roman ? The soul of pleasure is in both; but Ho-
race's moral reflections (Epicurean as his philosophy was)
are often like a drapery to his luxuriant images, that en-

cumbers their joyousness without communicating deco-
rum. In the parallel with Pindar, he presents a clear and
rapid brilliancy of thought, more pleasing, if less astonish-

ing, than the vague and obscure sublime of the Theban
poet, as well as a richer variety in his subjects. He may
be called, perhaps without a rival, the master of expres-
sion ; and such is the harmony and diction of his odes, that

an apfrquotation from them always sparkles like a gem,
when it illustrates the most eloquently expressed thought
in the page of any language. Of all poets he is the

most frequently quoted. To the merits of style, harmo-
ny, and fancy, must be added, his knowledge of human na-

ture, and of the principles of human manners, exhibited in

that part of his writings where the tone of fancy and poet-

ical fliction is purposely relaxed ; in his satires, to wit,

where we take him to our bosoms for his good humour,
and where his good sense instructs us in the language of

friendship. His epistle to Pisos has, perhaps, been too

much considered as an attempt on his part to give a per-
ceptive theory of the whole art of poetry. It is, in fact,

only an epistle upon the subject, in which his design is

evidently desultory. Horace knew poetry too well, to

think of submitting so ethereal a subject to the trammels
of systematic theory ; and it is not his fault, if the world
has been since annoyed with sickening attempts to teach
the art of inspiration. The infallibility of all his tenets of
taste it is notour business here either to impeach or sup-
port ; but, in a general view, it must be confessed, that

his maxims, though misapplied by pedants to narrow the

range of dramatic genius, have, with reference to all that

was then known in that species of poetry, a most respect-

able weight and felicity, (vi)

HORATII. See Rome.'
HORIZON, AuTiFiciAL. See Quadrant.
HORN, a musical wind instrument, which, whether of

the short kind, called a bugle horn, oi the long coiled kind,
called a French horn, has a scale of intervals alike defec-
tive, and similar to that of the common Trumpet, which
see. The supplying of chromatic notes to the scale of
tlie French horn, so as to render it an instrument of gene-
ral use in an orchestra, is said to have been first attempted
in the beginning of the 18ih century, in Germany; and
since 1740, Messrs. Messings, Spandau, Porto, Leanders,
Petrides, S;c. have succeeded here in different degrees, in

supplying all the requisite notes to the horn, by means of
the hand, or a turned block of wood thrust into the mouth
ol the instrument, so as to alter the length of the sounding
part of the tube, in the requisite degrees, during perform-
ance.

The late Mr Charles Clagget, as we have explained
in our article Chromatic French Horn, attempted to ac-

complish the same thing, by means of two attached tubes,

one half a tone hicfher than the other, either of which the

performer could blow at pleasur. ; liut it did not succeed,

so as to continue in use. In 1810, Mr William Clare jn-

* Speaking of the better traits of his character.
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vented and transferred to Mr Perceval, opposite St
Jiiiiies's Palace, the patent lor a polyplionian I'ltn li horn,

•\viiose scale is rcudereu complete by means oi hnger-
holes in its sides, and keys like those of a flute, (f)

HORN, Cape. See Fuego.
HORN-PRESSING, is the art of moulding or terming

to)s and various articles in horn or torloise-shcll. These
animal substances are capable ol being so softened by the

application of a moderate heat, ihal they can be moulded
by pressure into any required shape, and the surface may
be imprin'.ed with any design in the sharpest and most
delicate relief. Another v.iluable properjy is, that pieces
may be made to adhere firmly together without any
cement. In the article iivTTO}i-Makt>ig, we have already

given a description of the method of pressing horn but-

tons, by means of iron moulds and a strong vice. The
same machine, and similar moulds, are used for knife-

handles or other simple articles ; but for making hollow
articles, such as snuff-boxes, tooth -pirk cases, powder-
flasks, tubes of opera-glasses, ink-horns, Js.c. a screw-
press is used. The process is extremely simple : The
horn or torioibcshell is boiled in water until it becomes
sottened, and is then put into moulds of iron or brass,

made in two or more pieces, and with cavities between
them to correspond with the article which is to be iabri-

oated, and, v.ith all its intended ornaments, engraved in

the interior surface of the mould. This mould being
made hot, the horn or shell is put between its two halves,

and the mould being put in a small screw-press, the halves

are forced together to imprint the horn, and press it into

the cavity oi the mould. If the article has any considera-
ble relief, this cannot be done at one heat, and therefore

the press, with the moulds in it, is put into a copper, and
boiled siill longer: it is then taken out, and, by a lever

applied to the screw, it is screwed tighter, so as at length
to obtain the impression desired. When a single piece

of horn or tortoise-shell is not sufficienily large to fill the

mould, two or more pieces are put together : they are

cut to fit to each other with a proper degree of overlap,

and when sufficiently softened by boiling in water, the

surfaces are forcibly pressed together, and they will thus

be united as firmly as if they were originally in one piece.

The screw-press employed for this business is very sim-
ple, being only an iron frame, with a screw through ihe

top of it ; and, for the convenience of pulling it in and out

of the boiler or copper, a small tackle of pulleys is fixed

just over the copper, and by the side of it is a block of

stone, with a hole or cavity in it large enough to receive

the press, and hold it firmly upright, whilst a lever or

wrench is applied to the screw to turn it round and pro-

duce the pressure, which being done, it is again returned

into the boiler. To obviate the inconvenience of thus

lifting the press in and out of the boiler, Messrs Poltzap-

ffell and Deyerlin of London have made the machine re-

presented in Figs. Land 2. of the Plate. Plate CCXCIX.
Fig. 1. being a section, and Fig. 2. an elevation, AA is a

box or case of cast iron ; B, a boiler or copper to contain

the water ; and C, the grate for the fire, which is to be

placed beneath it to heat the water ; E is the flue or

chimney, at which the smoke passes off; FFG is a press.

made very strong, of cast iron, and capable of being drawn
up out of the water, or let down into it at pleasure, by
means of racks a, a at each side, which are actuated by
pinions d, U ; the axes o of these pinions extend across the
machine, and have each a wheel N at the end ; and these
wheels are moved at the same time by two arms or end-
less screws, cut upon an axis, which extends from one to
the other, and is turned by the handle H : the press is
guided in this ascent or descent by grooves in the side of
the boiler. When raised up out of the water, the moulds,
with the horn or tortoise-shell between them, arc put
beneath the presser I, and a severe pressure is produced
by turning the wheel K. This wheel has an endless
screw R upon its axis, w^ich works the teeth of a largo
wheel L, fixed on the top of the screw P. The screw is

received into a female screw formed within the box or
presser I, which is guided and prevented from turning
round by the cross bar e e, through which the presser is

fitted ; by this means, when the screw P is turned round
by the wheel L and endless screw, the horn or tortoise-
shell is pressed between the moulds ; the press is then
lowered again into the water of the boiler, in order to be
still farther softened by the boiling; but when the press
is down in the boiler, the screw can be sci'ewed tighter
by turning the wheel K until the desired impression is

obtained. By turning the handle N, the press is then
raised up out of the boiler, and by turning back the
wheel K, the pressure is released, and the moulds can be
removed.
The Figures X, Y and Z represent a pair of moulds

proper for forming a cylindrical snuff-box : X is the in-

ternal mould for the box, into the bottom of which a piece
ot shell, softened by boiling, and cut round, is first placed ;

and round the inside a long slip is curled, the ends being
made to lap over with a proper joint. The external mould
Y is then put into the cavity of the horn, and is forcibly

pressed by the screw so as to give the horn the shape of

Y when it is withdrawn from the mould : a similar mould
is used for making the lid of the box. Small boxes, and
those which are slightly raised, can be made from one
single piece without joining ; also tooth-pick cases and
similar articles.

The Chinese are famous for making lanterns of horn
very thin and transparent. We are informed, in the

^innates des Arts, that they employ the same methods
as we do of effecting the joinings by softening the horn

in hot water, but that they use a long beam or lever, for

making the pressure. This method is for making up the

leaves of horn from small pieces ; but as the boiling would

disfigure these leaves, they are united together to form

the lanterns, by warming them at l.'ie fiie, and pressing

the edges of them together by hot pincers, made flat on

the inside ; by this means the joints are so perfect that

they can scarcely be perceived. See a translation of this

paper in the Kc/icrtory of Arts ^ 2d Series, vol. xxix. An
account of the manufa-ture of Chinese lanterns will be

found in the Mcmoi'es des Sgavans Etratigers, torn. ii. p.

350, in a Memoir ^y M. D'lncarville. (j. f.)

IIORNS. S>ee Anatomy, Com/iarative.

HOROLOGY.*

Horology is the art of constructing machines for mea- of «j«, an hour, and Myu, to read or fioint out ; hence

suring time. The word is derived from the Greek w^oAoy/ev, a machine for indicating the hours of the day.

•a^ciiOYiev, (through the Latin borologium,) compounded Long before sun-dials were invented, clepsydrK, or

' The Editor is indebted to Mr Taoaus Rsin for tlie following article on Hoboioci,
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water clocks, had been made in ihc most remote periods

of aniiquity, and were used in Asia, Ciiiiia, India, Clialdea,

lii^ypt, and Greece, wlierc Plato introduced tiiem. Julius

Cscsar lound tliem even in Britain, when lie carried bis

arms thither; and it was by them he observed, that llie

nights in this climate were shorter than those in Italy:

(.See his Commentaries, lib. v. xiii.) Toothed wheels,

allliough known a considerable time befoie, were first

applied to clcpsytlrie by Ctesihius, a native of Alexan-

dria, who lived 140 years beiore the Christian era. At

what time, or by wliom, was invented the clock with

toothed wheels, crown wheel 'scapemcnt, and the regu-

lator in the form of a cross suspended by a cord, with

two weights to shift on it, can rtow only be guessed at, as

no positive information on this subject has been handed

down to us. It was this kind of clock, a large turret one,

which Charles V. king of France, siirnamed the Wise,

caused to be made at Paris by Henry Vick, who was sent

for from Germany for the express purpose, and which

was put up in the tower ol his palace about the year 1570.

Julien Ic Roy, who had seen this clock, has given some
account of it in his edition of Sully's liegte ArlificielU du
Temps, Paris 1737: (See Plate CCC. Fig. 1. and the

Description of the Plates at the end of the volume.) Be-
fore a clock could be brought even to the slate of the one

made by Vick, there must have been many alterations

and progressive improvements upoirthat which had first

been projected, so that it must have been invented at

least two or three centuries beiore Vick's time. As the

same wotd for a sun-dial among the Greeks and Romans
was also that for a clock, disputes have arisen, whether
the horologia of Pacificus and of Gerbert were sun-dials

or clocks. Father Alexander asserts that the horologium
of Geibert was a clock ; while Hamberger supposes it to

have been a sun-dial, from the pole-star having been eni-

])loyed in setting it. Pacificus was archdeacon of Verona
about the year 850. Gerbert was pope, under the name
of Silvester II. and made his clock at Magdeburg, about
the year 996.

Hichard of Walingford, abbot of St Albans in England,
•who flourished in 1326, by a miracle of art constructed a

clock, which had not its equal in all Europe, according to

the testimony of Gesiier. Leland too, an old English
author, informs us, that it was a clock which shewed the

course of the sun, moon, and stars, and the rise and fall

ol the tides ; that it continued to go in his own time,
Avhicli was about the latter end of Henry the Sevenili's
reign ; and that, according to tradition, this famous piece
oT mechanism was called Albion by the inventor.
"In 1382," says Father Alexander, "the Duke of

Burgundy ordered to be taken away from the city of
Courtray, a clock which struck the hours, and which was
one of the best known at ti.-it lime, either on this side or
beyond seas, and mada it be bvought to Dijon, bis capital,

where it still is in the lower cf Is'oire Dame. Tnese
are the three most ancient clocks lUat 1 find, after that of
Gerbert."

" We know no person," continues this author, "more
ancient, and to whom we can more justly auribute the in-
vention of clocks with toothed wheels, than lo Gerbert.
Ho was born in Auvergne, and was a monk in the abbey
of St Gerard d'Orillac, of the order of Saint Bennet. His
abbot sent him into Spain, where he learned astrology
and the mathematics, in which he became so great a mas-
ter, that, in an age when these sciences were little knowti,
he passed for a magician," as well as the Abbot Trithe-
niius. From Spain he came to Rome, where he received

the abbacy of Bobio in Italy, founded by Saint Columbus ;

but the poor stale ol its funds compelled him to return t»

France. The repuiation of his learning and uncommon
genius, induced Adalberon, Archbishop of Rheims, to

establish him, in 970, as rector of the schools there, and
at the same time to make him his private secretary. It

was near the end of the tenth century, about the year
996, when he made at Magdeburg this clock, so wonder-
ful and surprising, by means of iveightn and '^aheih. He
was Archbishop of Rheims in 992, a situation which he
held during three years, then archbishop of Ravenna in

997, and at last sovereign pontiff, under the name of Sil-

vester II. in 999
J
and he died at the beginning of the

fifth year of his pontificate, in 1003." The clock con-
structed by (ierbert seems to have been made alter he
left Rheims, and before his appointment to Ravenna; and
it is highly probable, that this was the period when clock-
making was iiilroduced into Germany.

" William Mariol," continues the same author, " to

show how wonderful this piece of work was, makes use
of an expression which can hardly be suffered in our
language : Aduiirabilc hfjroloi;ium fabricavit , fier instrumen-
tum diabolica arte invcnlum."

Since toothed wheels had been known above 1300
years before Gerbert is said to have made his horologium,
and above 1100 after they had been applied to the clep-

sydra, and as they were also sculptured on Trajan's column
at Rome, where they are slill lo be seen, there seems to

be nothing unaccountable in Gerbert's having fallen on
the way of applying wheels to make a clock diflerent from
the clepsydrae, which had been long in use. Besides,
Father Alexander seems to have investigated the history

of horology more profoundly and indefatigably than Ham-
berger ; and Gerbert may have made use of the pole-star,

for other purposes than merely to set a sun-dial by it, and
probably for the purpose of drawing a meridian line, in

order to regulate his clock. If it were a sun-dial, as
some suppose, why does Marlot, who wrote at Rheims
in 1679, consider it as such a wonder, since it appears
from our History of Dialling, that dials were well
known, and in common use, 1600 years before Gerbert's
time ? Hamberger, however, admits, that the clock was
invented in the elevenlli century ; and he th.inks it pro-
bable, that we are indebted to the Saracens for it. Now
Gerbert's clock was made near the commencement of the
same century. The college in Spain, where he had
been instructed, had Arabians or Saracens among its pro-
fessors, and was at that time the only place in Europe
where any learning or science was lobe found.

The argument against Gerbert's horologium being a
clock, in our acceptaiion of the word, is. that he made use
of tlie pole star, as if to set a sun-dial by it ; and yet we
have no positive information that it was a sun-dial. Ber-
thond admits, that such a clock as ^'ick's could not have
been a new invention ; and he thinks, " that the diflcrent

parts which compose the balance clock, have only been
made after a long train of research and of time, which
supposes the highest antiquity for the successive discove-

ries, and that clocks were not known in France till the mid-
dle of the 14th century."

The art of horology might be going slowly on in Ger-
many, though the balance clock was unknown in France
till 1370, jjrevious to which Vick had been sent for. Had
this not taken place, it might perhaps have remained still

longer unknown. It must be allowed, that there is some-
thing inconsistent in Father Alexander's argument, for

giving the clock lo Gerbert, and refusing it to Pacificus,

' It iiuiy hu\e been for a crime of this kind that he was afterwards banisheu from Fr.%nce.
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« because it was not known in France till 250 years after.

The discovery was of too great utility not to be spread

abroad, particularly in monasteries, where it was so much
required to regulate the office of the night. In the famous

monastery of Cluny, however, the sacristan, in 1108, went

out to see the stars, in order to know the time wnen to

awaken the monks to prayer." In the early stage of the

art very few clocks could have been made, and tliose

which were constructed could not be of much use.

" As all arts are at first impei feet,* says Hanibergcr,
" it is observed of these clocks, that they sometimes de-

ceived; and hence in the Ordo Ctuniacensis Bernardi Mon.
the person who regulated the clock is ordered, in case it

should go wrong, ' ut notet in cereo, et in cursu stellarum

vel etiam lunae, ut fratres surgere faciat ad horam compe-
tentem.' The same admonition is given in the Constiiu-

tiones Hirsaugieiisis ." From what is said here, it may be

inferred, that even those who had clocks in the earliest pe-

riods, could not place much dependance on their time-

keeping ; and with great probability we may suppose, that

many a palace and monastery might continue a long time
unprovided with such a machine. It was near the end of

the 15th century before they came to be in use among pri-

vate persons.

The art of clockmaking seems to have been introduced

into Europe by some of the Romish clergy. They were,

in general, especially the higher orders, possessed of

wealth, time, and leisure, to cultivate such of the arts and
sciences as were then to be attained ; and if the art of ho-

rology did not originate with them, they certainly were
among the first who did everything in their power to pro-

mote and encourage it. Time measuring being so desira-

ble for the regulation of the stated services required of the

church, which took place at all hours of the day and night,

their attention was naturally called to a subject in which
they were so much interested.

Those who wish for more information on the oiigin of

clocks, are referred to the following works. The Arlificial

Cloc/cmaker, by William Derham, D. D. London, 1698.

Traile general des Horloges, par le R. P. Dom. Jacque
Alexandre, Religieux Btnedictin de la congregation de
Saint Maur. A Paris, 1794. A Dissertation by Hamber-
ger in Beckmann's History of Inventions, vol. iii. Lond.
1797. Histoire de la Mesnre du Tem/is /lar les Horloges,

par Ferdinand Bcrthoud, mechanicien de la marine, &c.
&c. A Paris, 1802. This last is a very interesting work
for an amateur in horology, and was the result of seven
years labour, when the author was at a very advanced period

of life. To these may be added Histoire de l'Astronoinie

Moderne, torn. i. p. 60, edition de 1785, and Histoire de
VAatronomie Ancienne. Jiclaircissemens, liv.iv. § 34. liv. ix.

§ 5. Vitruvius's Architecture. Pollius Vitruvius lived 40
years before Christ, and was architect to Augustus. In a

triumph of Pompey, among the spoils brought from the

East, was a water clock, the case of which was strung

round with pearls. PliJiy, lib. xxxvii. cap. i. Memoires
de fAcademie des Inscrifuions, torn. xx. p. 448.

It would be a waste of time to describe the nature of
wheels and pinions, as this kind of machinery is now so

generally known. It may be sufficient to remark, that a

clock or a watch movement is an assemblage of wheels and
pinions, contained in a frame of two brass plates, connect-
ed by means of pillars, the first or great wheel of which,
in an eight day clock movement, has concentric with it a
cylindrical barrel, having a spiral groove cut on it. To
this cylinder is attached one end of a cord, which is wrap-
ped round in the groove, for any determined number of
turns, and to the other end of the cord is hung a weight,
Vol. X. Part II.

which constitutes a power or force to set the wheels in mo-
tion. Their time of continuing in motion will depend on
the height through which the weight has to descend, on
tlie number of teeth in the first or great wheel, and on the
number of teeth or leaves of the pinion upon which this

wheel acts, &c. The wheels in spring clocks and in

watches are urged on by the force of a spiral spring, con-
tained in a hollow cylindrical barrel or box, to which one
end of a cord or chain is fixed, and lapping it round the
barrel for several turns outside; the other end is fixed to

the bottom of a solid, shaped like the frustum of a cone,
known by the name of the fusee, having a spiral groove
cut on it ; on the bottom of this cone, or fusee, the first or
great wheel is put. The arbor on which the spring barrel

turns, is so fixed in the frame, that it cannot turn when the
fusee is winding up ; the inner end of the spring hooks on
to the barrel arbor, and the outer end hooks to the inside

of the barrel. Now if the fusee is turned round in the
proper direction, it will take on the cord or chain, and con-
sequently take it off from the barrel. This bends up the
spring; and if the fusee and great wheel are left to them-
selves, the force exerted by the spring in the barrel to un-
bend itself, will make the barrel turn in a contrary direc-

tion to that by which it was bent up. This force ot the
spring unbending itself, being communicated to the wheels,
will set them in motion, and they will move with conside-
rable velocity. Their time of continuing in motion will

depend on tlie number of turns of the spiral groove on
the fusee, the number of teeth in the first or great wheel,
and on the number of leaves in the pinion upon which the
great wheel acts, &c. The wheels in any sort of move-
ment, when at liberty or free to turn, and when impelled
by a force, whether it is that of a weight, or of a spring,
would soon allow this force to terminate; for, as the ac-
tion of the force is constant from its first commencement,
the wheels would be greatly accelerated in their course,
and it would be an improper machine to register time or
its parts. The necessity of checking this acceleration,
and making the wheels move with an uniform motion, gave
rise to the invention of the escajiement, or 'sca/iement, as
it is commonly called. To effect this, an alternate motion
was necessary, which required no small effort of human
ingenuity to produce.

CHAP. I.

Oji the Jisca/iemenl, or 'Sca/iement.

The escapement is that part of a clock or watch con-
nected with the beats which we hear them give ; and these
beats are the effects of the moving power, carried forward
by means of the wheels in the movement to the last one,
wliich is called the swing loheel in a pendulum clock, and
the balance wheel in a watch. The teeth of this wheel act

on the pallets or verge, which are of various shapes, and
which form the most essential part in a 'scapement ; the
drop from each tooth of the swing or balance wheels, on
their respective pallets, giving one beat or impulse to the
pendulum or balance, in order to keep up or maintain their

motion ; and were it not for the pallets which alternately

stop the teeth of the swing or balance wheels, the motive
force would have no check. Hence it is, that, by this me-
chanism of the 'scapement, the wheels in the movement
are prevented from having their revolutions accelerated,

which would take place to such a degree, as to make the

machine run down in a minute or two; whereas, from the

resistance opposed by the pallets, it is kept going for

twenty-four or thirty hours, for a week or a month, or even
for twelve months. In the clocks or watches, however,

30
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which as a matter of ciiriosily Iiave been made to q;o so lonfj,

it was not possible to have an accurate nicasun; of tiaie.

No part of a clock or watcli requires so mu< h skill aiid

judgment in the contrivance of it, and so much care and

nicety in its execution, as that of the 'scapement ; none

of the 'scapemcnls of the present day require this more
than the ancient crown wheel and verge 'scupement, wliich,

when nicely executed, upon the proper principle, does ex-

tremely well for a common pocket watch. But this is a

thint,' hardly now to be met with. From the lime of Dr
Hooke, and durini^ the last century, many ingenious con-

trivances for 'scapcmints were suggested ; but the num-
ber of them adojitcd in practice is very limited. The
crown wheel and verge 'scapement is represented in Plate

CCC. Fig. 2, where V is the verge, and C the crown
wheel, /i,/2 the pallets, and B B the balance. It is the old-

est that is known, and must have been the only one used

in clocks, for several centuries, previous to the middle of

the seventeenth, or towards the end of it. Although it has

been so long in use, and so well known to every clock and
watchmaker, that its merits are now overlooked, and held

in little estimation, yet, if it is duly considered, it will be
found to have been a very masterly and ingenious device.
The crown wheel and verge are of such an odd shape,
that they resemble nothing that is familiar to us. Yet some
ancient artist had contrived it for tlie purpose (and it cer-

tainly was an ingenious thought) to give an alternate mo-
tion to a plain wheel, or cross, which he had suspended
from the upper end of its axis by a string, or which at

first might rest on the lower end of the axis ov foot fiivot.

Tnis plain wheel was like the fly of our common kitchen
jack. In place of this circular rim, or plain wheel on the

axis, there were some of them that had two arms upon it,

forming something like a cross; on these were made a sort

of notches, concentric to the axis, in which were hung a

small weight on each arm, which, by shifting more or less

from the centre, the clock was made to go slow or fast.

From the weightiiitss of this kind of balance, and the rude
execution of the work, the friction on the end of the foot

pi\ot would be so great, thnt it is probable there was some
difficuiiy to make the clock keep going for any length of
time. R. course was ti.en had to suspend the balance by
a small cord, so that the end of the lower pivot should not

rest on the foot of the potence. This ingenious idea has
in modern times been adopted both by Berthoud and Le
Roy, who have had the balances in some of their marine
time-keepers suspended by a very small wire, or a very de-
licate piece of watch pendulum spring wire. The me-
chanism of the movement of these old clocks is exactly
the same as has been frequently made for an alarm. To
construct this, and apply it to a clock, there was hardly a

step to go; and therefore in all probability the invention of
the alarm part took place before that of the striking part,

though some have thought otherwise. The contrivance of the
striking part was a more complex process, and less likely

to take place* The alarm-clock is represented in Plate
CCC. Fig. 3.

This opinion is strongly corroborated by the observations
of Hamberger in Beckmann's History of Inventions.
" These horologia," he remarks, " not only pointed out
tl.e hours by an index, but emilied also a sound. This we
learn from Primaria Instituta Canonicorum Prxmonstaten-
tium. where it is ordered that the sacristan siiould regul.ite

the horologium, and make it sound before matins to awa-

ken him. I dare not, however, venture thence to infer?

that these machines announced the number of the hour by
their sound, as they seem only to have given an alarm at

the time of getting uj) from bed. I have indeed never yet
found a passage where it is mentioned that the number of
the hour was expressed by them ; and when we read of
their emitting a sound, we are to understand, that it was for

the purpose of awakening the saciislan to prayers. The ex-
pression horologium ceciiiit, which occurs frequently in tiie

before-quoted writWs, 1 consider as allusive to this sound-
ing of the machihC. Du Fresnc, in my opinion, under ihe

word Horologium, conceives wrong the expression rff /ion-

deribua in imum deta/isis, because the machine was then at

resi, and could raise neither the sacristan or any one else,

whose business it was to beat the scilla."

When an alarm is set off, the weiglit, which is the mov-
ing force of it, very soon falls to the bottom, and then the
alarm ceases.

In attempting to make the first 'scapement, there can be
little d(nibt that something of the circular or cylindrical

kind was contrived, and the only thing which could give it

an alternate motion, was either a spiral spring or a pendu-
lum ; but these things being ihi n unknown, the ciockmaker
was obliged to seek after other methods, and at last pro-

duced the crown wheel and verge 'scapement. How
came it that means so complicated were fallen on, wnen tliose

which were more simple and belter were overlooked ?

It is a very singular circumstance, that a small ball or
weight, when suspended by a slender thread, and drawn a
little aside from the perpendicular, on being let go, conti-

nues to vibrate for a considerable time, and with the utmost
regularity. Many things in domestic life were hung up or

suspended by strings, and were every day seen or ob-

served ; yet what a long time elapsed before any thing of
this kind was ever thought of, or applied to regulate the

motion of a clock 1 It is said that Gulileo took his idea of
a pendulum from the motion of a lamp, suspended from
the roof or ceiling of a church, which had been acciden-

tally set a vibrating. He used the simple pendulum in his

astronomical observations, long before it was applied to a ^
clock. Some of the earlier astronomers, as well as Gali-

leo, used a common string and ball, whicnthey made to vi-

brate a little while, during the time of an observation of
any of the heavenly bodies. Yet even these astronomers
did not think of its application to clocks. Some watch-
finishers, when their watch is finished, for want of a pen-
dulum clock, regulate it by means of a ball and string,

which will answer very well, by taking 50 vibrations of a

pendulum's length for seconds, in the same time that the

wheel ought to make one revolution.

As gravitation is the principle on which the pendulum is

founded, it cannot properly be considered as an invention,

as some have called it, whatever name may be given to it

when applied to regulate the motion of a clock. The pendu-
lum having before this been long known in its simple state,

and used as a sort of lime measurer, it was no wonder that

the idea of applying it to a clock was entertained by seve-

ral pcrsoiis nearly about the same period. The movement
of the old balance clocks was not adapted for the applica-

tion of the pendulum, so as to give motion to it ; the

wheels in it were all flat ones except the crown wheel, and
no other 'scapement at this time was known but that of the

crown wheel and verge ; so that, without considerable dif-

ficulty and invention, the pendulum could not well be ap-

• In many parts of India, where public clocks are unknown at this day, they strike the houi-s upon a jilate of silver, or silver alloyed
with anoilier metal, of a lenticular form, al)Out IS inches in diameter, it is hung on a frame by a doubled string ; and when the hour is

pointed out, eitlicr hy their sand-glasses, clepsydrje, or water-dropping; instruments, which ihey sometimes use, they strike with a wooden
bainmi r on the middle of the circular plate, and thus indicate, by the number of blows. Hie hour of the day. The sound which is prod'oceid
is strong, clear, and pleasant. This contrivance is used iii many of the towns and camps throughout ladiR.
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plied to this construction of a clock movement. The
potket watch had been made a coiibidciable time bclbre

this, and the consiruction of its movement, which had a con-

tratc wheel in ii, would naturally lead them to that of one

which would adapt itbclf to the motion of a ])enduluni,

as by means of the contiate wheel the ciown wheel
could be made to stand in a vertical position ; where-

as, in the okl balance clocks, the position was horizontal.

Galileo seems early to have discovered the properties of

the pendulum, and the investii^ation was prosecuted wiili

great success by Huygens. The son of Galileo applied

the pendulum to a clock at Venice in the year 1649 ; but

to what sort of a movement we cannot pretend to say,

though we suspect, from that want of success which seems
to have attended his trials, that he had not adopted the con-

trate wheel movement, already menlioned, as the most pro-

per for it. \Vc know that liuygens made use of this sort

of movement, as the only one fit to be regulated by the mo-
tion of the penoulum, which he hud also applied. Of late,

another candidate lor the application of the pendulum to a

clock has been brought forward by such respectable autho-

rity, that leaves little or no room to doubt of its authentieily.

Mr Grignion informs us, " that a clock was made in 1642,
by Richard Harris ol London, for the Church of St Paul's,

Covent Garden, and thai this clock had a pendulum to it."

It appears, from unquestionable evidence, that Galileo,

mathematician to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, first dis-

covered the properties of the pendulum, used it in his as-

tronomical observations, and wrote a tract explaining the
principles of it. This tract was translated from the Italian

into French at l^aris, printed in 1639 in a duodecimo volume,
and sold by Pierre Ricolet. He intended to apply it to

a clock, but this he never put into execution. Father Al-
exander says, " that they had nothing better than the ba-

lance clocks in France until the year 1660."

The application of the pendulum to a clock, and of the
spiral form of a pendulum spi ing to the balance of a watch,
were the greatest improvements that could possibly have
been made in the machinery of time measuring, and they
both happened to take place nearly about the same period.

Noiwitnsianuing the application of the pendulum, and
the ingenious contrivance of cycloidal cheeks by Huygens,
in order to make the long and short vibrations be performed
in nearly as equal time as possible, yet the clock did not

keep time with thai correctness which was expected : This
arose from the great extent of tiie arc of vibration, the

lightness of tlie pendulum ball, the great dominion which
the clock had over the pendulum, and the bad efiecls pro-
duced by the cycloidal cheeks, which, however excellent

in theory, were never found useful in practice. See Plate

CCC. Fig. 4. where a front view of the cycloidal cheeks is

represented in F"ig. A. This led artists and amateurs of

the profession to think ot further means of improvement
;

accordingly, about the year 1680, a clock was made by W.
Clement, a clock-maker in Loijdon, having, in place of the

cvown-whcel and verge 'scapement, a 'scapement which
was nearly the same as the common recoiling 'scapement of

the present day. The swing-wheel, S W, was flat, having

a sort ofrachctor saw-like teeth : and the pallets, P P, had
remote resemblance to the head of an anchor, by which it ac-

quired at that time the name of the anchor 'scafiemcnt. See
Fig. 5. The ball of the ])endulum was made much heavier

than what had formerly been adopted, the arc of vibration

much shorter, and the motive force much less. F'rom the

excellent tinic-kccping of the clock, this was found to be

a great iu\pruvenient, and hence this 'scapement was af-

terwards generally practised. It passed iuto Holland and
Germany, and was hari!ly known in France until the year

J695. See Histoire de la Mesure du Temfis, torn. i. p. 100.

At the time when this clock of Clement's appeared, Dr
Hooke claimed the invcnlion of it as his, and aflirmcd, that
after the great lire of London, in 1666, he had shewn to the
Royal Society a clock with this very 'scapement. " Con-
sidering," says Sully, in his Hkioh-c cles £cAa/i/!eme7is, " the
genius, and the great number of fine discoveries of this
excellent man, I see no room to doubt that he was the first
Inventor of it." The pendulum with this 'scapement had
received the name of the royalpendulum.
The dead-beat 'scapement of Graham's next succeeded

which was invented some time after the beginning of the
eighteenth century, and has continued to be that which is
generally used in regulators, or astronomical clocks, with
a very few exceptions. Sec Fig. 6. About ten or fifteen
years aherwards, it came to be known in France, and was
adopted there also, as the best for clocks intended to mea-
sure time very accurately. Lcpautc, a very ingenious
watchmaker in Paris, produced, about the year 1753, or
some time before it, a 'scapement founded on that of Gra-
ham's dead-beat one. See Fig. 7. In Lepaute's, the rest
of tlie teeth on the pallets was always with the same eflcct,
because it was on liie same circle, whichever of the pallets
it rested upon ; the impulse given was also always the same
on whichever pallet it was given, the llanches of the pallets
being planes equally inclined. This was no doubt some
improvement on Graham's ; but the teeth of the swing wheel
in Lepaute's consisted of sixty small pins, thirty being arranp--
ed on each side of the rim of the w heel ; and where pin-teelh
are used, oil, which is in some degree necessary, cannot easi-
ly be kept to tliem, the attraction of the rim of the .wheel
constantly draining the oil from these pin sort of teeth ; an
evil which is perhaps not easily to be got the better of, un-
less by using stone pallets and hard tempered steel pins.

Notwithstanding the seeming superiority and great cha-
racter which the dead beat 'scapement had long acquired
over that of the recoiling one represented in Plate CCC.
Fig. 8. this last had, however, its partizans; and among them
were artists and amateurs possessed of first rate talents.
Such were Harrison, Professor Ludlam of Cambridge,
Berchoud, Smeaton, and others. Flarrison, indeed, always
rejccied the dead beat 'scapement with a sort of indigna-
tion. The author of the F^lemtnts of Clock and Watch
Making, has said a great deal in favour of the dead beat,
and as much against that of the recoiling one, without hav-
ing shown in what the difference consisted, or what was the
cause of the good properties in th.c one, or what the defects in

the other. It appears doubtful if these causes were known
to him

;
yet he was very deservedly allowed to be a man of

considerable genius. When pallets are intended to give a
small recoil, their form, if properly inade, differs very lit-

tle from those made for the dead beat, as may be seen by
the dotted lines upon the dead beat pallets in I'ig. 6.

We shall endeavour to point out the properties and de-
fects naturally inherent in each : When the teeth of the
swing wheel, in the recoiling 'scapement, drop or fall on
either of the pallets, the pallets, from their form, make all

the wheels have a retrograde motion, opposing at the same
lime the pendulum in its ascent, and the descent, from the
same cause, being equally promoted. This recoil, or retro-

grade motion of the wheels, which is imposed on ihenj by the
reaction of the pendulum, is sometimes nearly a third, some-
times nearly a half or more of the step previously advanc-
ed by the movement. This is peihaps the greatest, or the

only defect that can properly be imputed to the recoiling

'scapement,and is the cause ofthc greater wearing in the holes

pivots, and pinions, than that which takes place in a clock or

watch having tiie dead beat, or cylindrical 'scapement ; but
this defect may be partly removed by making the recoil small,

or a little more than merelyja dead beat. After a recoiling

3 02
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clock has been brought to time, any additional motive force

that is put to it will not greatly increase the arc of vibration,

yet the clock will be Ibuiid to go considerably faster ; and

it is known that where the arc of vioration is increased, the

clock ought to go slower, as would be the case, in some

small degree, with the simple pendulum. The form of the

recoiling pallets tends to accelerate and multiply the num-
ber of vibrutions, according to the increase of niolive force

impressed upon them, and hence the clock will gain on the

time to which it wasbefore regulated. Professor Ludlam,

who had four clocks in his house, three of them with the

dead beat, and the other with a recoil, said, " that none of

them kept time, fair or foul, like the last : This kind of

'scapement gauges the pendulum ; the dead beat leaves it

at liberty." ^Vere it necessary, many good proofs could

be adduced of the excellent performance of clocks which

had the recoiling 'scapement.

Let us now make a similar comparative trial with the

dead beat 'scapement. An additional motive force being

put to it, we find that the arc of vibration is considerably in-

creased, and the clock, in consequence of this, goes very

slow. There are two causes which produce this; the one

is, the greater pressure by the swing wheel teeth on the

circular part of the pallets during the time of rest ; the

other is, the increase of the arc of vibration. It was ob-

served in the case of recoil, that an additional motive force

made the clock go fast; and the same cause is found to

make the clock having the dead beat go slow. As the

causes are the same, and yet produce effects diametrically

opposite, does not this evidently point out what is necessa-

ry to be done ? The pallets should be so formed, as to

liave very little of a recoil, and as little of the dead beat

;

and here any variation in the motive force, or in the arc of

vibration, will produce no sensible deviation from its set-

tled rate of time-keeping. We have been informed, that

a clock v/as given by Mr Tliomas Grignion to the Society

for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, £tc. " which
had a dead beat 'scapement, so constructed, or drawn off,

that any diminution or addition of motive force would not

alter the time-keeping of the clock." All the 'scapements

of this kind which have been hitherto made, were common-
ly drawn off nearly in the same way as Mr Grignion's, that

is, the distance between the centre of the pallets, and the cen-

treof the swing v,heei,is equal to one diameter of tjie wheel;

and the line joining the centre of the pallets, and the acting

part of them, is a tangent to the wheel, taking in ten teeth,

and 'scaping on the eleventh. This is nearly the same as

represented in Plate II. of Mr Cuming's book. The only

difference is, that Mr Grignion's circle of rest is the same
on each pallet. But whether it possesses the properties

which have been ascribed to it, shall be left to the determi-
nation of those who may chuse to try this experiment with

it.

Clockmakers in general have an idea, that, in a 'scape-

ment, the pallets ought to take in seven, nine, or eleven
teeth, thinking that an even number would not answer.
This opinion seems to have arisen from the old crown wheel
having always an odd number of teeth, because an even
number could not have been so fit for it.

Thci;e seem to be no rules (as some have imagined) ne-
cessarily prescribed by cither the recoiling or the dead beat
'scapement, for any particular distance, which the centre of
the pallets ought to have from that of the swing wheel. The
nearer that the centres of the swing wheel and pallets are,

^he less will be the number of teeth taken in by the pallets,

when a tangent for them is drawii to the wheel. It is very
obvious, that when the arms of the pallets are long, the
greater will be the influence of the motive force on the vi-

hralions of the pendulum, and vice versa, when the pallets

are short, the angle of the 'scapement will naturally be
greater than may be required, but this can be easily lessen-

ed by making the flanclies so as to give any angle required.
When this angle is not quite half a degree on each side, a
very small motive force will keep a pretty heavy pendulum
in motion. We have known a very good clockmaker, who
thought that the flanch of the pallets was an arbitrary or
fixed point, which could be made only in one way, and
it was some little while before he could be convinced of
the contrary. The Ranches may be made so long as to act
something like detents, so as to stop the wheel altogether by
the teeth, (see Fig. 5.) or they may be made so short as to

allow the wheel teeth to pass them altogether, without giv-

ing any impulse at all to them. It is true, that there would
be no 'scapement here ; only it shows that the flanch of the

pallets may be made to give any angle of 'scapement, from
a few minutes to two or three degrees. Whatever the an-

gle of the flanches may be taken at, all that is requsite is,

to make the wheel 'scape so, tnat the tooth, when it diops
on the pallet, shall fall just beyond the corner of the flanch,

on the circular or recoiling part of the pallet.

Harrison's clock pallets (which are sometimes made to

act by means of very delicate springs, and sometimes by
their own gravity), have a very considerable recoil, which
was a most ingenious contrivance, to do away the necessity

of having oil put to them. The construction of them
seems to be but little known ; and they have very rarely

been adopted in practice. Indeed, it is a 'scapement of

such a nature, that very few would be competent to exe-
cute it properly. The circumstances which led to the in-

vention of them, were mentioned by Mr Harrison himself

to the late Professor Robison. Having been sent for to look

at a turret clock which had stopt, he went to it, though it

was at a considerable distance from his home, and found
that the pallets were very much in want of oil, which he
then applied to them. On his returning, and ruminating

by the way on the indifferent sort of treatment which he
thought he had met with, after having come so far, he set

himself to work, to contrive such a 'scapement, as should
not give to others that trouble to which he had teen put in

consequence of this turret clock. Hence the origin of his

pallets. A drawing and description of them will be given
in a future part of this article.

The justly celebrated Mr Mudge, in a small tract, pub-
lished in June 1763, relative to the best means of improv-
ing marine time-keepers, suggested, as a great advantage,

that of making the moving power bend up, at every vibra-

tion of the balance, a small spring, whose returning force

should be exerted in maintaining the motion of the balance,

(see Plate CCC. Fig. 9.) The first essay of this most in-

genious contrivance was a small pocket watch, executed
by himself, nearly about this period ; and this is the same
principle which, some years afterwards, he adopted and
practised in those time-keepers which he made.
About two or three years or so after the publication of

this tract, Mr Cuming contrived a clock 'scapement, near-

ly on the same principle as that of Mudge's, where the mo-
tion of the pendulum was maintained by the force of gra-

vity of I wo small balls, which acted upon it during the time

of the descent. In this 'scapement, the centre of motion

of the pallets is independent of that of the pendulum and
verge, although the same, and concentric with them ; two
detents were applied for locking the swing wheel teeth,

one for each pallet ; from each of the pallet arbors a wire

projected in an horizontal position, and on the end of these

wires the balls were fixed, which were alternately raised

up, at every vibration of the pendulum, by means of the

action of the swing wheel teeth on the pallets. In a peri-

odical philosophical journal, it is insinuated that Mudge
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liad borrowed the idea of the "scapement, which he used in

his time-keepers, from this of Cuming's. Tlmt Mudge's
'scapement was his own invention, is clearly evident from

the hisorical facts which have been stated. And although

there is an apparent similarity between Cuming's and it,

yet we are not inclined to be ot ojiiiiion, that Mr Cuming
borrowed his from Mudge's. 'I'lie 'scapement of the clock

made by Cuming for his Majesty the king in the year

1763, is of the free or detached kind, a name which was not

then known. The improvement which lie himself made up-

on it two or three years after, was to keep up the motion of

the pendulum by the gravity of two small balls, indepen-

dent of the motive force through the wheels of the move-
ment. In this 'scapement, he insists on the adjustment

between the pendulum screws and crutch being made so

as just to unlock the swing wheel and no more. This
can then be only unlocked at the time, when the force of

the pendulum in its ascent is nearly gone, and that the

pendulum should not then meet with the arm of the ball,

but to receive it, as it were, just before the descent of the

pendulum has commenced. In that part of Mr Mudge's,
each pallet and detent were formed in one, and the un-

locking takes place a considerable while before ihe end of

the vibration. Thus, the springs which maintain the mo-
tion of the balance are bent up, not only by means of the

action of the swing or balance wheel teeth on the pallets

at every vibration till the wheel teeth are locked, but are -

still a little more bent up when unlocking by the exertion

or momentum of the balance, or pendulum itself, previous

to the vibrations being nearly finished ; and this is one of

the greatest properties of this 'scapement, whether it is

applied to the balance and spring, or to the pendulum.
No 'scapement appears to be better calculated than this

is, to keep the pendulum or balance constantly up to the

same arc of vibration, notwithstanding its having what
some have been pleased to call a defect in the recoiling

one, that of opposing the balance or peiidulum in its as-

cent, and promoting its descent. In the spring pallet

'scapement, as in the recoiling one, the pendulum is op-

posed in its ascent, and has its descent equally promoted ;

but there is still a difference between them, notwith-

standing this similarity. In the spring pallet 'scapement,

no retrograde motion is given to the wheels, pinions, and
pivots, which produces that early wearing on them, and
where the seconds' hand partakes also of this retrograde

motion, as in the common recoiling 'scapement. These are

ciixumstanccs which have no place in that of the otlier.

In such 'scapcments as those now mentioned of Mudge's
or Cuming's, it has been said by some, that it matters not

what sort of work the clock movement is, or however ill

it may be executed; since the motion of the pendulum is

kept up by a force, which, in some degree, is independent

of the motive force pi'oduced through the wheels in the

movement. This may be so far true, yet there is no 'scape-

ment, where any irregularity in the pitchings, pinions, Bcc.

of the movement will be more readily discovered than in

this, during the going of the clock, which will be very
perceptible to the ear at the time ol raising up the balls, or

that of bending up the springs. We would therefore by no
means advise, that this sort of 'scapement should be put to

a movement of indifferent execution : on the contrary, it

seems to require one finished in the best possible manner.
The motive force put to it requires to be greater than that

which is usually put to clocks having the dead beat 'scape-

ment. It may be asked, whether weights or springs are

the best for these sorts of 'scapements, which is perhaps a
question not easy to be resolved. Wc confess that springs
appear to be preferable ; they seem to have, as it were,

an alertness or quickness of action, when compared to the

apparent heavy dull motion of gravity in the balls. The
pivots which are at the centre of motion of the pallets and
balls would be regarded by many as objectionable, from
the belief that oil is necessary to them. Oil does not seem •

to us in the least degree rc(|uisitc, considering the very
small angle of motion which they would have j and wc
have always thought, for the same reason, that oil was not
necessary to the pivots of such detents as were sometimes
used in the detached 'scapement.
We shall now proceed to give a description of a clock

'scapement, on the same principle as that of Mudge's in
his marine time-keepers, which was put to a very capital
regulator or astronomical clock, made some years ago by
Mr Thomas Reid, for Lord Gray's observatory at Kinfauns
Castle. It had a mercurial compensation pendulum, and
its time of going without winding up was forty-five days.
The great wheel, the second wheel, and the swing wheel
l)ivots, were run on rollers, three being put to eacli pivot.

Rollers were first applied by Sully to the balance pivot
of his marine time-keeper, and have since been adopted by
Berthoud, Mudgo, and others. They have sometimes
been used for clock pivots, but in such an injudicious man-
ner, that, in place of relieving the friction of the pivots,
they have at last jambed them to such a degree, that the
pivot could not at all turn or revolve upon them.

In Plate CCCI. Fig. 1. SW is the 'scapement or swing
wheel, whose teeth are cut not unlike those of the wheel
for a dead beat, but not near so deep. P, P arc the pal-
lets, the upper ends of whose arms at s, s are made very
thin, so as to form a sort of springs, which must be made
very delicate ; for, if they are any way stiff, the force of
the swing wheel will not be able to bend them when rais-

ing up the pallets. In order that these springs may have
a sufficiency of strength, and at the same time be as
delicate as pnssible, they are cut open at the bending parts,

as may be seen at Fig. 2. These springs come from a
kneed sort of sole, formed from the same piece of steel, by
which sole they are screwed on to cocks, which are at-

tached to the back or pillar plate of the clock-fi-ame. The
pallet arms must be made very light and stiff, in order that

their weight may have the least possible load or burden on
tlie springs; a, a are the arms of the pallets, as repre-

sented in the front view. Fig. 1. and are fully as broad as

is necessary. Their thickness may be made much less

than this. An edge view of the pallet arms is seen in Fig.

2. The acting parts of the pallets at P, P, Fig. 1. should
be made of such tliickness as to allow room for inserting

a piece of ruby, agate, or any fine or hard sort of stone,

the thickness of the stone being a very little more than
that of the 'scapement or swing wheel. Each of these
stone pallets has a sort of nib or detent for the wheel teeth,

which is left at the end of the pallet flanches, as may easi-

ly be seen at the left hand pallet. Fig. I. These nibs are

made for the locking of the swing wheel teelh, and their

use will be more particularly explained afterwards. On
the back of the pallets are screwed to each a kneed light

brass piece, c, c, as seen at Fig. 1. On the lower ends of

these kneed pieces, the screws rf, d are put through, serv-

ing the double purpose of adjusting the 'scapement, and
setting the pendulum on beat. The upper part of the

pendulum-rod is composed of a sort of frame, whose steel

plates A, A, A, A, Fig. 1. are represented as being con-

tained within the dotted circular lines; the thickness of

these ring-sort of plates is seen at A, A, A. A, Fig. 2.

This frame has three pillar's to keep the plates properly

together ; and though they are not represented in the

drawing, yet any one may readily conceive where their

places ought to be, and what should be their length and

height. At e, e, Fig 1. is seen on each side the ends of a
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Ihin steel plate, or traverse bar, wbicli goes from jjlate

to plate, and is fixed in the frunie. An oblique view of

one of them is seen at e, e, Fig. 2. In ibe steel frame

plates, there is a circular opening, as represented by the

dotted inner circle. Fig. 1. This opening must be of such

a diameter as to allow tlie swing wheel and the cock

which supports it to come freely through ; a part of the

cock is seen at/,/, Fig. 2. llie sole of which F is screwed

to the back of the pillar plate of tlie clock ; the other knee

K turns up to receive the pivot of the arbor of the swing

wheel, the pivot at the other end of this arbor being sup-

posed to run in the fore plate, or in a cock attachetl to it,

and it is tlie pivot which carries the seconds' hand. This

description of the manner by which the swing-wheel is sup-

ported within the pendulum, it is to be hoped will be suf-

ficiently understood, iioiwilhstanding the want of a proper

drawing of that part. The swing-wheel S W, and part of

its pinion arbor i', are seen edgewise at Fig. 2.; also the

arm a of one of the pallets P, and its screw rf bearing on

the steel bare, e. At the point of contact between the end

of the screw rf and the bar c, a small piece of fine stone

may be inserted into each bar. This will prevent any

wearing or magnetic attraction which might otherwise take

place, if the screw was left solely to act on the steel bar ;

for the smallest wearing here would in some degree alter

the effects of the 'scapemcnt. In Fig. 1. B represents a

part of the bar of the pendulum rod, which is fixed into the

lower part of the steel frame ; an edge view of this bar is

seen at B, Fig. 2. At the upper part of the steel frame is

inserted a piece r, c, Fig. 1. and 2.; in this piece the

pendulum spring is fixed, whose top-piece goes into a

strong brass cock, which is firmly attached to the back of

the clock-case, or to a large stone pier; the end of the pro-

jecting part of this cock is seen at DD, Fig. 1. and a

side view of this part of it at DD, Fig. 2. The top piece

of the pendulum spring has a long and strong steel pin

through it, which lies in a notch made across on the up-

per side and projecting part of the pendulum cock. By
this strong pin, the pendulum is susjicnded. In the side

of the pendulum-spring toij-piecc, is made a large hole, so

as to admit freely a strong screw, the head of which is seen

at E, Fig. 2. This screw serves to pinch the top-piece

and cock firmly together, after the pendulum has been
made to take a true vertical position. This strong i)in and
screw are not lepresented in the drawing, but tiie descrip-

tion which has been given will, it is presumed, easily sup-
ply this want. In the pendulum spring A, A, Figs. 1. and 2.

may be seen an opening in it, so as to have the appearance
of a double spring, as seen at /;, h. Fig. 2. This opening
is made to allow the spring parts of the pallets s,is to be

brought very near together, and this at the bending part of

the pendulum spring, so that it and the bending part of the

pallet springs should be as it were in one common centre.

A part only of the cocks on which the spring pallets are

screwed, is repr«sented by k-, k, I'^ig. 1.: 7u, m are the

heads ol the screws by which they are fixed to these cocks.

It must be observed here, that the spring pallets are so

placed, that they should act on the line of suspension and
gravitation of the pendulum, which necessarily brings the

riV/ing wheel to the place where it is; no verge, crutch,

or fork, arc required ; the influence of the oil on the verge
pivots, and the friction by the crutch or fork on the pen-
dulum rod, are done away by this arrangement. The mo-
tion of the pendulum is kept up entirely by the force of

the spring part of the pallets, independent of any impedi-
iiienl in the wheel work, so long as it has force sufficient

to raise up the )jallcls readily and easily : this force may
be considered as permanent and invariable, and so should
be the arc described by the pendulum. If the length of

the pendulum and of the arc it describes are invariable, so
should be the lime which is kept by the clock. Having
described the parts which compose this 'scapement, it will
now be requisite to show their mode of action, which is

extremely simple.

\yhen the pendulum is set in motion, it will, by means
of either one or other of the screws rf, unlock the swing
wheel ; which, in the drav/ing, is represented as being
locked by one of its teeth on the nib or detent part of the
right hand pallet ; and the moment when the wheel is un-
locked, the tooth at the left hand pallet is ready to press for-

ward and raise up the pallet ; and, of course, it bends up
the spring. Let the pendulum be now brought to the
right hand side, the steel bar e will meet with the screw d,

and carrying it or pushing it on, it will by this means un-
lock the swing wheel, and allow it to escape. At this in-

stant, the wlieel tooth meeting with the pallet on the left

hand side, it will force its way on the flanch, and raise it up
till it is stopped by the detent or pallet ]iib. Here the
wheel is locked until the return of the pendulum to that
side, when it will be again unlocked. From the lime of
the unlocking at the right harid pallet, till the same takes
place at the left hand, the pendulum, during its excursion
to the right, is opposed by the spring part of the pallets,

and on its return it is assisted by the same part, until the
pendulum comes in contact with the point of the screw d
on the left hand part : Here it is again opposed in its ex-
cursion, as far as the arc it describes ; and on its descent or
return, it is assisted or impelled by that of the spring part
of the pallet, in conjunction with the force of gravity. In
this clock, all that the motive force through the wheels has
to do, is to raise up the pallets, by bending up the springs ;

and these, along with gravity, maintain the motion of the

pendulum.
When clocks of the common construction get foul in the

oil, or dirty, the arc of vibration falls ofl', or is less than
what it was when the clock was clean and fiee. In this

'scapement, however, when the clock gets foul, the force

of the swing wheel teeth, on the detent part of the pallets,

will be lessened, consequently the wheel will more easily

be unlocked by the pendulum : hence we may expect a
small increase in the arc of vibration ; but whether this

will affect the time-keeping, by making it slow, must be left

to the experience of those who m.iy think of making such
trials. It appears to us, that if any lengthening of the arc
of vibration takes place, it will be equally acceleratetl by
the greater tension of the spring part of the pallets.

Another clock, having the same kind of 'scapemcnt, has
since been made by Mr Thomas Reid, where the adjust-

ments for 'scapement and beat ure transferred from the pal-

lets to the pendulum itself By this means, these adjust-

ments are not only easier made, but are effected without
that danger to which tlie pallets are exposed, when this is

done by the screws which are in them. This 'scapement
has also been very advantageously applied, even where a
a veige and crutch were adopted.

The following is a scheme and description of another

clock 'scapement, which the writer of this article contrived

about twelve or fifteen years ago.

In Plate CCCI. Fig. 3. SW is the swing wheel, Whose
diameter may be so large, as to be sufficiently free of Ihe

arbor of the wheel that runs into its pinion, w hich in eight-

day clocks is the third. Tlie teeth of this swing wheel are

cut thus deep, in order that the wheel may be as light as

possible, and the strength of the teeth little more than what
is necessary to resist the action or force of a common clock

weight through the wheels. They are what may be called

the locking teeth, as will be more readily seen from the use

of theni, afterwards to be explained. Those called the im-
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pulse teeth, consist of very small temperetl steel pins, in-

serted on tiie surface of t;ic rim of tlic whctl on one bide

only. Tliey ate nearly two-tenths of an inch in heigUt
;

and the smaller they are, so niilch more room will be given

to the tliickness of the pallets. If they have strength to

support about eighty or a hundred grains, they will be

strong enough. There is no lulc reciuiicd for placing

them relatively to the locking teeth, only they may as well

be opposite these teeih as an) where else. P, P are the

pallets, whose centre of motion is the same with that of the

verge at a. These pallets arc formed so as to have the

arms sufficiently strong, and at the same time as light as

way be. That part where the arms meet at the angle at a,

has a steel socket made out of the same piece as the arms,
being forged together in this manner. This socket is made
to fit well on the verge, on which it is only twisted fast ;

and is turned pretty small on ihe outside, in order to allow
the arbors of the detents to be laid as close to the verge as

may be, so that their centres of motion may coincide as
nearly as possible. A perfect coincidence of the centres
might be obtained by using a hollow cylinder for the vi rge,
with the detent arbors running in the inside of it, but this

would have occasioned more Iroiible. That part of the
pallet frame, as it may be called, in which is set the stone
for rtceiving the action or impulse of the small pin teeth,

is formed into a rectangular shape, so as to allow room for

a dovetail groove, into which the stone pallets are fixed, as
may be seen at PP, Fig. 3. and at P, Fig. 4, which also
gives a side view of the verge at a, and where the socket of
the pallets is seen, as fixed on the verge. At b, Fig. 4, is

seen the outer end of one of the stone pallets made flush
with the steel. That part of the stone pallets upon which
the pin teeth act may be seen in Fig. 3, where they are re-

presented in their respective positions relative to the pin
teeth. Their shape or form is exactly that which gives
the dead beat. In F"ig 3. are seen the detents d, d, whose
centre of motion is at c, c. They are fixed on their arbors
by a thin steel socket, made as forged with the detents,

much in the same way as the pallets were, as may be seen
at c, Fig. 5, which gives a side view of one of the detents
and its arbor. The screws ee,//, in tlie arms of the de-
tents, have a place made to receive them, vvhich is more
readily seen in Fig. 5. than in Fig. 3. The screws e c,

serve for the purpose of adjusting that part of the 'scape-

ment connected with the pallets, pushing the detents out
from locking the wheel, by means of the locking teeth. The
ends of the screws e, e on the unlocking, are met by the

ends of the stone pallets, one of which is represented at 6,

F'ig, 4. The screws/,./; serve to adjust the locking of the
wheel teeth on the detents, j^, ^ are brass rectangular
pieces or studs, which are fijRcl to the inside of the pillar

frame plate, and may be near an inch in height. The ends
of the screws/,/, rest on the side of these studs, and accord-
ing as they are more or less screwed through at the ends
of the detents, so much less or more hold will the detent
pieces have of the teeth. These holding pieces of the de-
tents are not represented in the drawing, as they would
have made other parts of it rather obscure. They are
made of stone, and are fitted in by means of a dovetail, cut
in a piece left for that purpose, on the inside of the detent
arms, as may easily be conceived from the drawing, where
it is represented in part at e, Fig. 5 ; and is in the line

across the arm with the screw c, which is close by the edge
of the detent stone-piece, which projects a little beyond the
end of the screw. Having described the parts of the 'scape-
ment, we shall now explain their mode of action. On the
left hand side, the pin-tooth is represented as having just
escaped its pallet, as seen in Fi,.<. 3 ; but, previous to its

having got on to the flanch of this pallet, let us conceive

that the back of the pallet, or end piece b of it, had come,
in (onsequcjice of the mono:, of the pendulum, to that side,

and oppubing the screw e, which is in the detent arm, pushes
or carries it on with it, and consequently unlocks the tooth
of the wheel, which then endeavours to get forward ; but
the pin-tooth, at lliis instant of unlockmg, meeting witii the
flanch of tlie pallet at the lower edge inside, and pushing
foi wards on the flanch, by this means impels the pendulum,
and after having escaped the pallet, the next locking tooth
is received by the detent on the right hand side, where the
wheel is now again locked. In the mean time, while the
pendulum is describing that part of its vibration towards
tuc left hand free and detached, as the pallets are now at

liberty to move freely and independently of the small pin-
teeth, on the return of the pendulum to the right hand side,

the detent, by means of the back of the pallet on that side,

is pushed out from locking the wheel, and, at the instant of
the unlocking, the wheel gets forward, and the pin tooth is

at the same instant ready to get on the flanch of its pallet,

and give new impulse to the pemlulum, as is obvious by
what is represented in tiie drawing, Fig. 3 After the pin-

tooth has escaped the jjallet, the wheel is again locked on
the opposite or left hand side; the pendulum moves on to

the right freely and independently till tlie next locking on
the left takes place, and so on. It may be observed, that
the unlocking takes place when the pendulum is near the
lowest point, or point of rest, and of course where its force
is nearly a maximum. Without attaching any thing to the
merits of this 'sc apement, we may remark, that the clock
was observed from time to time by a very good transit in-

strument, and, during a period of eighty-three days, it kept
within the second, without any interim apparent deviation.
This degree of time-keeping seemed to be as much a mat-
ter of accident as otherwise ; and cannot reasonably be ex-
pected from this, or any clock whatever, as a fixed or set-

tled rate.

This 'scapement being a detached or free 'scapement,
can at pleasure be converted either into a recoiling or a
dead beat one, without so much as once disturbing or stop-
ping the pendulum a single vibration. To make a dead
beat of it, put in a peg of wood, or a small wire to each, so
as to raise the detents free of the pallets ; and these being
left so as to keep them in this position, the pin-teeth will

now fall on the circular parts of the pallets, and so on to
the flanch, and the 'scapement is then, to all intents and
purposes, a dead beat one. To make a recoiling one of it,

let there be fixed to each arbor of the detents a wire, to

project horizontally from them about 3 J or 4 inches long ;

the outer ends of the wires must be tapped about half an
inch in length

; provide two small brass balls, half an ounce
weight each, having a hole through them, and tapped so as
to screw on the wires ; the balls can be put more or less

home, and be adjusted proportionably to the force of the
clock on the pendulum. No recoil will be seen by the
seconds' hand

;
yet these balls will alternately oppose and

assist the motion of the pendulum, as much as any recoiling-

pallets can possibly do ; and as their effects on the pendu-
lum will be exactly the same, it may be considered as a
good recoiling 'scapement. This sort of detached 'scape-

ment, by becoming a dead beat, or a recoiling one, at any
time when required, makes it convenient for making vari-

ous experiments with the different 'scapements.
We shall now proceed to describe a clock 'sjapement,

whose pallets require no oil, invented by the lat^Rlr John
Harrison, who received the parliamentary reward of 20,000/.

for a marine time-keeper.
In Plate CCCI, Fig. 6. S W is the swing wheel, whose

teeth are shorter than usual. On the verge is a brass arm,
of a sort of cross and flat pronged form, as may be seen at
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<r, f, f, Fig. 6. and at e, e, Figs. 7. and 8. Upon this arm

are screwed two brass-cocks, marked d, d, in Fig. 6. and d

in Figs. 7 and 8 ; the upper pivots of the pallet arbors, as

seen at a, Figs. 7. and 8. run in these cocks, and the lower

pivots in the end of the prongs. On the lover end of the

pallet arbors is a brass socket to each, having freedom to

move easily on them, and also a proper end-shake between

the prongs and the pallet arms. On the end of the sock-

ets, next the pallet arms, is rivetted a thin piece of brass to

each, the piece on the socket of the driving pallet being

shaped as seen at/j. A, Figs. 6. and 7. and having two holes

in it : one of these holes has a range, limited by a pin fixed

to the brass arm from the verge ; the other hole, which is

at the outer end, allows range to a pin, which is fixed to an

arm on the pallet arbor, as may be seen at Figs. 6. and 7.

The piece of brass on the socket of the leading pallet

arbor is shaped as seen at k, A-, Figs. 6. and 8. having a tail

which comes to rest on the outer edge of the cock rf, after

being carried a little way by the motion of the pallet ; at

the outer end, at k, is a small brass screw, serving as a

counterbalance to the opposite arm or pallet hook. In this

pallet arm is an opening, through which the swing wheel

comes, as may be seen at /, Fig. 8. the arm at the other

end being filed thin down, leaving a sort of shoulder on it.

AB, Fig. 6. is a stout piece of brass, rivetted or screwed to

the verge collet ; CC is the steel crutch, having another

arm, which comes up on the inside of the piece of brass

;

the ball or paume of the crutch is kept to the verge collet

by a sort of spring collet, which has two screws outside,

and through to the verge collet, the crutch having liberty

to turn on the verge. The piece of brass AB has two

short knees turned up, having a hole tapped in each to re-

ceive the two screws «, s, Fig. 6. whose ends bear on the

upper arm of the crutch, and serve to move the arm to one

side or the other, so as to put the pendulum or clock on

beat ; /;, /;, is a piece of hard wood put on the lower end of

the crutch, having an opening in it, to clip or take in with

the middle rod of a gridiron pendulum.
The parts of this 'scapement being described, it now re-

mains to explain their action. The tooth of the swing

Avheel, which has hold of the hook of the leading or right

band pallet, carries it on, until another tooth meets with the

hook or notch at the end of the driving pallet arm. When
this takes place, the wheel is made to recoiJ a little back

;

at this instant, the hook of the leading pallet gets free of the

tooth, and is made to rise clear of the top of it, by means of

the counterbalancing of the brass arm, and the screw f: at

the end of it. The tooth of the swing wheel, which has

now got into the notch at the end of the driving pallet arm,

carries it forward, until another tooth, meeting with the hook
of the leading pallet, causes the wheel again to recoil. This
allows the notch of the driving pallet to get free of the

tooth; and the brass piece, which is on the pallet arbor, falls

down, till it comes to rest on the pin in the brass cross

piece, making the pallet notch get quite clear of the top of

the tooth, and so on. There is a great deal of ingenuity dis-

played in the contrivance of this 'scapement, yet the nice

and ticklish balancing of the pallets occasion some degree
of uncertainty in their operations ; and whether the great

recoil which it has may not be against the time-keeping
of the clock, remains, perhaps, yet to be proved. Was
it this 'scapement which was in a clock of Mr Harrison's,

at his hjBse in Orange Street, of whose going iVIr Short
said, " "Wat he could depend on it to one second in a
month" and " that it had been going for fourteen years at

this rate ?"

The properties of a good 'scapement arc, that the im-
pelling force should be applied in the most uniform and
direct way, and with the least friction and loss of motive

force : that it require little oil, or none ; and that the oscil-

lations of the regulator, whether it is a pendulum or a ba-

lance, be made in as free and undisturbed a manner as pos-

sible. The nice execution required in a 'scapement, whe-
ther for a clock or a watch, foimerly engrossed so much
of the attention of workmen, that they, in some measure,
lost sight of the properties of the pendulum, as well as

that of the spiral or balance pendulum spring, and thought
that the time-keeping of their machines depended more on
the 'scapement tiian on any other thing, without consider-

ing, that this, from principle, lies wholly, or almost wholly,

in the pendulum and in the spiral spring. Berthoud im-
putes a notion like this to Harrison, for attempting to make
the 'scapement in his time-keeper so that the long and
short vibrations should be made in equal times. Whereas
he says, " he ought to have looked for this in the isocbro-

nous property of the spiral or balance spring. But this

property (he adds) was unknown at that time to the Eng-
lish artists ; and was a discovery of those in France, from
whom the English artists afterwards obtained it." If this

be the case, how did it happen that Mr Mudge, long be-

fore the period when Lc Roy and Berthoud disputed about

the property of this spiral spring, each claiming the merit

of having first made the discovery, mentioned in his tract,

published in 1763, " That the pendulum or balance spring,

from physical principles, made the balance perform the long

and the short vibrations to equal times !" He learned this

from Dr Hooke's works, with which he was well acquainted;

and this property of springs was known to Dr Hooke, and
pointed out by him nearly a hundred years before Mudge
published his pamphlet. It is but too true, that few or

none of the English artists seem to have been acquainted
with these properties till very lately, though Mr Mudge
had pointed them out so long before, and though they
were contained in the works of Dr Hooke. Lepaute's
book was published at Paris in 1767, and does not contain

the most distant hint of these properties of the balance
spring ; hence they were not known there at the time when
Lepaute wrote, otherwise he would have mentioned them.
It was soon after this, that the disputes commenced be-

tween Le Roy and Berthoud regarding this subject.

Watch finishers always n>ade the pendulum spring for

the watches of their own finishing, while at the same time,

knowing nothing of its properties, the general practice

was to taper them, so that the coils, when bending or un-

bending, should preserve an equal distance with one ano-

ther; and this method has been used ever since the appli-

cation of the spiral spring. Those who finished watches
for Mudge and Dutton, were never employed to make the

pendulum spring. This was always done at home by either

Mudge or Dutton themselves, who, no doubt, endeavoured
to make them as nearly isochronous as possible. This,

among other causes, perhaps gave their watches the cele-

brity which they at that time had deservedly acquired.

The pallets of the 'scapement at the turret clock in

Greenwich Hospital, are said to have been contrived by
Mr Smeaton. The following narrative will show how he
came to be concerned in it. It may be observed, that at

that time he was one of the commissioners.

The turret clock, which is in the cupola of Greenwich
Hospital, was undertaken by the late Mr John Holmes, and
executed under his directions by Mr Thwaites. But be-

fore any thing was done, Mr Holmes consulted two gen-

tlemen, who happened to be his most intimate friends ; the

one was the Rev MrLudhim of Cambridge, the other Mr
John Smeaton, both of whom were very eminently quali-

fied to give such advice as was wanted in this business, not

only about the 'scapement, but how every part of the clock

should be fitted up, so as to insure safety and utility in its
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performance. Several very long and mrstcrly letters (of

which Mr Reid has copies, though none of the originals

were ever published) p-iB^cd between them oi. that occa-

sion, and evince much ingenuity. Tlicy agreed that the

'scapement should have a lecoil. Mr Smcaton recom-

mended, that the pallets, in place of having plane;;, as was
common for their acting parts, should have curved sur-

faces, the leading pallet being concave, and the driving

one convex ; antl when the pendulum was at or near to the

extremity of the vibration, the 'scapement should then be

nearly dead. This was, as he said, what " old father Hind-

ley at York had ultimately come into 1" Mr Ludlam ad-

vised, that the swing wlieel teeth should be thick and deep,

and of such a shape as to roll as it weie on the pallets,

and not to slide on them, which would prevent biting or

wearing. Tlie pallet arms were of brass, made so as to

put it in the power of the clockmaker to take the pallets

very easily out, when repairing was necessary. These
methods had long before this been used by Harrison, and

were adopted in a clock of his in Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, as mentioned by Mr Ludlam. Broad rubbing sur-

faces were strongly advised by them. Mr Smeaton at this

period took away gudgeons from a mill wheel, whose di-

ameters were only 2i inches, and put others in their place

of 8 inches, with great success, as it afterwards proved.

On the same principles which have just now been mention-
ed, was the 'scapement made for the clock, which Mr Tho-
mas Reid put up in St Andrew's Church, Edinburgh ; and

although it has been going for about thirty years, there is

not yet the smallest appearance of biting or wearing on
the pallets.

'Scapements have been divided into classes, one of which
has been called those of the remonloir kind. Now, the

mechanism of a remontoir may be applied to any 'scape-

ment, and even then it can hardly be said to form a part of

it, more than the wheels of the movement, or the weight

which moves them.

The motive force passing through the wheels, may at

times be unequally impressed upon the 'scapement either

of a clock or watch. This idea gave rise to the invention

of what has been called remonloirs ; that is, that the move-
ment should at intervals be made to wind up cither a small

weight, or bend up a delicate spring, which alone should

give its force to the 'scapement, by which means the pen-

dulum or balance was supposed to be always impelled by

an equal and uniform force. The earliest thing of this

sort was used about the year 1600. Huygens applied it to

some of his clocks, and gives a description of it in his

Horologmm Oscillatorium ; and Harrison had one in the

marine time-keeper, which gained him the great reward.

We are of opinion, that they are of no great use eitlier to

a clock or a spring time-piece; for if the pendulum of

the one is well fixed, and the momentum of tlie ball is not

too little, any small inequalities of the motive force through

the wheels will hardly be perceptible ; and m the spring

time-keeper, the isochronism of the pendulum or balance

spring is sufficient to correct any inequalities whatever in

its nfotive force. As their mechanism, however, is curi-

ous, and has been rarely described, it may ni^t be uninte-

resting to our readers to have such an accourit !if itas would
enable them to make and adopt it should ihey think it

proper.

The one which we propose to describe, is that which
was contrived by Mr Reid for the clock of Si And.-ew's

church. Suppose a sm^ill fiame, separate and i depend' iit

of the clock frame, to contain two wheels, otic uf which is

the swing wheel, having within it llic 'scapcnent work.

Xhc other wheel is crossed out, so as to be asiight as may
be, the rim being left just so broad as to admit fixing on
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it seven kneed pieces or teeth, each about a t]uarter of an
inch thick and half an inch long, three of which are on one
bide of the rim, and lour on the other side. Three on each
side have the knees of difl'ertiit heights, corresponding
each to each. The fourth is a little higher than either of
the third highest. The wlieel on which these are fix-

ed, has a tooth prolonged beyond the rim, of the same
thickness and lent;th as the otiiers, making eight teeth in

all, having a small space left between encJi. These teeth
become as it were so many wheels in difi'ercnt planes, and
are at equal distances from one another, with the same ex-
tent of radius comitjg to the centre of tlie swing wheel ar-

bor, being just so much larger than that of the swing
wheel, as to allow the swing wheel teeth to clear the ar-

bor of it. The edge or side of tlie teeth which rest on the

swing wheel arbor is a plane, and rounded oil' on the oppo-
site side, to the point or angle formed by this plane. The
arbor of the swing wheel has eight notches cut into it a

little beyond the centre. These correspond to the eight

teeth of the other wheel, and are sufficiently wide and deep
to allow the teeth to pass freely through them. Each
notch stands at an angle of 45 degrees to the one which is

next it, which difl'erence is continued along the arbor
through the whole, making 350 degrees for one revolu-
tion of the swing wheel. On each of the arbors of these
wheels was fixed a pulley having a square bottom, in which
were set about ten hard tempered steel pins a little taper-

ed, something like the pullics at the old thirty hour clocks,

whose bottom was round in place of square. The pendu-
lum was fixed to the wall of the steeple, as well as the
frame containing the 'scapement work, and the apparatus
which has been described. The arbor of the eight toothed
wheel had one of its pivots prolonged with a square on the

end outside. The clock frame containing the movement
was in the centre of the steeple, and the pinion in it, which
suppose to be that of the swing wheel, had one of its pivots

also prolonged and squared outside. These squared pi-

vots were connected by a steel rod and Hooke's joints. The
rr.ain weight of the clock being put on, must urge not only

^hc wheels to turn, but that of the wheel having the kneed
teeth ; but some one or other of these teeth pressing on the

arbor of tlie swing wheel cannot turn, consequently none
of those in the laige frame can turn, nor can the swing
wheel turn here unless some other means are used. An
endless chain was provided, and passed over the two pul-

lics fixed on the wheel arbors, and through two common
pullies, to one of which is hung the small weight which is

to turn round the swing wheel, and to the other a counter
weight. The weii^lu which turns the swing wheel, has its

force placed on that side so as to make the wheel act pro-

perly with the pallets ; now, while the swing wheel is

turning, (the pendulum being supposed in its motion,) one
of the otiier wheel teeth is gently pressing- on its arbor.

Whenever this tooth meets with its own notch, it will, by
means of the main weight, be made to pass quickly through

it ; ivliile passingy the small weight is wound up a little by

the main one ; the succeeding tooth then meeting with the

swing wheel arbor, rests on it for a quarter of a minute, till

its notch comes about; it then passes in its turn, and so on.

Tiie swing wheel makes a revolution every two minutes,

in which time the wheel with the eight teeth makes also

one. The minute iiand, by this mechanism, when passing

one of the notches, makes a start every quarter of a mi-

nute ; at every such passing, the small weight is wound up

a little by the great or main one. After the clock ha(l gone

a considerable time with this, it was found that the kneed

teeth got a little swelled on their parts of rest, by the force

of the main weight which made them fall on the swing

wheel arbor. To remedy this, an endless screw wheel
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was put on the arbor of the remoiitoir wlieel, (or wheel

with the kneed teeth,) working into an upright endless

screw, on the upper end of whose arbor was fixed a pretty

large fly, in order to lessen the velocity of the remonloir

wheel, and make the kneed teeth fall gently on the swing

wheel arhor. Tiiis helped the swelling greatly, but tlid

not entirely prevent it, though it existed now in a less de-

r-ree. The endless chain had also a tendency to wear fast ;

in consequence of this, and of no provision having been

n)ade for the swelling of the kneed teeth, by making the

notches on the swing wheel arbor much wider than was re-

quired for them when newly finished and first applied, this

part of tlie remoiitoir was taken away, and the rod, witli

Hooke's joint, was put on the square of a pivot of the

swing wheel, prolonged on the outside of its frame. These

matters being guarded against, it might be well for some

artist in future to try such a remontoir. During the four

years it was in use, the clock went uncommonly well, and

was the admiration of a gentleman who lived opposite the

church, and who was an amateur in horology. One ol Mr
Reid's men who took an interest in this clock, said it did

not do so well after the remontoir was taken away. This,

however, may have been more owing to a change in the po-

sition of the weights, than to any thing else, occasioned by

a chime of eight large bells being put up in the steeple.

For the weights, in place of having their natural fall, were

carried a great way up in tlie steeple above the bells and

clock, in order to fall down again ; and here a complication

of rollers and pullies became requisite.

Harrison's remontoir is a very delicate spring, which is

bent or wound up eight limes in a minute. Were it ne-

cessary, a more obvious description could be given of it

than that which is given with his timc-kcepcr. In Haley's,

the remontoir spring is bent up 150 times in a minute. In

the 'scapement of Mudge's marine time-keepers, what

may be called the remontoir, was bent up 300 limes in a

minute ; the 'scapement here became in some degree whol-

ly the remontoir. A variety of 'scapements may be seen

in 7Viiout, and in some of the modern periodical works.;

yet, for the purpose of common or ordinary sort of clocks,

they are confined chiefly to those of the dead beat, and the

recoil. Where accurate performance is expected, some may
have recourse to 'scapements of a diflcrent description.

About the year 1752, Le Roy, Lepautc, and other clock-

makers in Paris, were much engaged in making clocks

having only one wheel ; and some had not even a single

wheel in the movement. They were, however, more ex-

pensive in making, and performed much worse, than those

which were constructed in the ordinary way. Simplicity

in the machinery seems to have been their chief object. It

requires, however, experience to know what simplicity in

machinery is; although apparently more simple, a clock

having two wheels in it, will not be equal to that having

three or four; yet it docs not follow, that, by having more
wheels, the clock will be proportionally better: it has al-

ready been mentioned, that there are bounds which cannot

be overstepped with impunity. This subject cannot be

better exemplified than by making a comparison of one of

Hindley's clocks, having two wheels, and giving thirty vi-

brations in a minute, with a clock giving the same number
of vibrations in the same time, and with three wheels. The
first or great wheel, in one of Hindley's, had 1 80 teeth, the

second or swing wheel 120, and the pinion 8. The num-
ber of these teeth, and of the pinion leaves, amounts to

308. In the other, the wheels were 48, 40, and 30, and two
pinions of 8 ; the sum of these is 134; the difl'erence is

174, being the number of teeth more in the one than in the

oher, and more than the sum of the teeth in the three

wheeled clock.

We shall now proceed to give a short account of such
watch 'scajiements as have been thought worthy of notice,

from the old crown wheel and verge to the modern free

or detached 'scapement; but, in order that the reader may
be able to follow our descriptions, we have given from
Berthoud a view of an assemblage ol wheels and pinions,

to represent something like the movement of a watch or

a small clock. They arc contained in a frame made for

the purpose of allowing them to be more readily seen.

Plate CCCII. Fig. 1. DE is the pillar plate, or pillar

frame plate ; G F the fore frame plate. A is the balance ;

the arbor or axis on which it is fixed is the verge, whose
two pallets, /;,/;, scape with the teeth of the crown wheel
C. The pivots of the balance turn or run in the frame;
those of the crown wheel C, and of its pinion U, run in the

potence I, and in the counter potence H, both of which are

screwed on the inside of the pillar plate, the arbor of the

pinion d being at right angles to the axis of the balance.

The conirate wheel K and its pinion C turn also in the

frame; the teeth of the coiUrale wlieel pitch into the ba-

lance (or crown) wheel pinion, and can turn or drive it; the

third wheel L, and its pinion 6, run in the frame ; llie teeth

of the third wheel pilch into the contrate wheel pinion, and
turn it. The centre or second wheel M and its pinion a,

have a long arbor going beyond the outside of the dial RS.
The second wheel M, pitches with the third wheel pinion

b, which it likewise can turn. N islhe first or great wheel,
pitching with the second wheel pinion a. X is the ratchet,

?n the click, and n its spring. On the arbor of the great

wheel the ratchet is fixed ; and, on winding up the main
spring, the ratchet and arbor turn freely in the hole at the

centre of the great wheel, which keeps its place during
the lime of winding. OP is the main spring deprived of

its barrel ; the inner end of it hooks on to the lower part

of the great wheel arbor, and the outer end is hooked to

the rim of the barrel, but is here fixed to a temporary
stud. The force of the main spring, after being wound
up, sets all the wheels and pinions in motion, and would
oblige the ratchet and arbor to turn round independent of

the great wheel ; by this the main spring would be instant-

ly unbent, but is prevented from this, by the click m being
forced by its spring n to fall into the teeth of the ratchet,

applying its end to the face of the ratchet teeth; by this

means the main spring must unbend itself very slowly, the

motion of the wheels being checked by the 'scaping of the

verge with the crown wheel teeth. Q is the cannon pinion,

put spring tight on the arbor of the second wheel, whose
socket or cannon goes outside or beyond the dial, where it is

squared for the purpose of the minute hand being pul on it. T
is the minute wheel, ff its pinion ; the cannon pinion pitches

into or leads the minute wheel ; the hour wheel V having a

hollow arbor or socket /, is put on the cannon pinion, and is

led by the minute picion which pitches into its teeth. It is

on the socket of the hour wheel which comes a little above

the dial, that the hour hand is put. When a wheel pilches

with a pinion and turns it, the pinion is said to be driven by

the wheel ; if the pinion turns the wheel, the wheel is then

said to be led by the pinion. The pendulum or balance

spring s s has its inner end fixed to a collet, which goes

spring tight on the arbor of the balance ; the outer end is

fixed or pinned to a stud fixed on the inside of the fore

plate. In the action of the crown wheel teeth on the pal-

lets, the balance spring is eiUiei' bent up or unbending; it

is by the small force of it, that the balance is made to give

twice the number of vibrations that it would give without

it. It should have been observed, that, by putting a key

on the square of the cannon pinion, and turning it about,

ihis will not only move the ininute hand about, but will
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oblige the hour haiid to toUow slowly, in the ratio of one

turn to twelve of the minute hand.

The first watches may readily he supposed to have been

of rude execution. Having no pendulum spring, and only

an iiour hand, and being wound up twice a day, tlicy could

not be expected to keep lime nearer than 15 or 20 minutes

in the twelve hours. After the application of the pendu-

lum spring, they would no doubt go considerably belter,

and may now be made to keep time sufficiently correct for

the ordinary purposes of life. Indeed, when the crown
wheel and verge 'scapemcnt is executed with care, it wilt

do uncommonly well. Let the angle of the verge be 93 or

95 degrees, the teeth of tlie crown wheel undercut loan
angle of 28 or 30 degrees, and scaped as near to the body

of the verge as just to be clear of it, (it is to be understood

here that the verge holes are jewelled.) To carry the mat-

ter still fartlier, the body may so far be taken away as to ad-

mit the teeth near to the centre, which will tend to allow the

vibrations of the balance to move more freely and indepen-

dently ; but this requires such nice execution here, and in

other parts of the 'scapemcnt, that from not having encou-

ragement, few are fit to execute it, and therefore it may in

general be safer not to bring the wheel teeth so near to tlie

verge. Care must also be taken to have the balance of a

proper diameter and weight, which has of late been much
neglected since the old fashion of half timing has been left

off, that is, making the watch go without the pendulum
spring, if it goes slow 30, 32, or 33 minutes in the hour,

the balance may be considered of such a weight as to be

in no danger of knocking on the banking from any exter-

nal motion the watch may meet with in fair wearing. When
the pallets of the verge are banked on pins in the potcnce,

they should, to prevent stiaining, both bank at the same
time, alternately the face of one pallet on a pin, when the

back of the other is on its pin ; or llie banking may be done

by a pin in the rim of the balance, but not near the edge of

it. Which of the two is preferable, we shall not stop to

determine.

The verge watch, as has been already said, when proper-

ly executed, will perform extremely well. About thirty

years ago or more, the writer of this article had some of

them made up in such a way, that they went fully as well

as any horizontal 'scapenient, and for a longer time ; this

last requiring oil to the cylinder, after going ten or twelve

months. Oil, however, should never be allowed to come
near the wheel teeth or pallets of a verge. Verge or con-

trate wheel watches have, of late years, been very much
overlooked and neglected in many respects, and in none
more so than in the relative position of the balance wheel,

and contrate wheel arbors. They are rarely seen but at a

considerable distance from one another, which gives a very

oblique direction in the pitching of the conlrale wheel with

the balance wheel pinion. It is well known, that where
force is indirectly or obliquely applied, it will work under

great disadvantage. These arbors ought to be placed as

near to each other as can be. In order to obtain this, re-

duce the balance wheel pinion arbor towards tlie end to the

smallest size it mill bear, and turning a hollow out of that of

the contt'ale wheel, will allow them to come very near the

line of their centres. To get this pitching to the greatest

advantage, some place the counter potence within the arbor

of the contrate wheel, so as to liavethe line of the balance

wheel pinion direct to the centre of the contrate ivhecl, as

may be seen in Plate CCCII. Fig. 1.

It has been recommended by a very celebrated artist,

that the movement wheels should be ])lared in such a man-
ner as to act at equal distances from the pivots of th.osc pi-

nions which they drive, in order to divide the pressure or

action of the wheel between the pivots, and that one should

not bear more than the other. This is apparently sound
reasoning ; but having put it in execution, the pivots unex-
pectedly seemed to wear very fast, even more so than in

the common barred movement ; the pivots, it is true, were
small, and the motive force rather great. It is to be wish-
ed that it were again tried by others to bring it to the test.

No pivots have been found to stand so well as those in

movements of the double barred sort.

A pendulum spring collet, made as it ought to be, is as
scldoin to be met with, as that which we have noticed re-
garding the /iosirioii of the contrate and balance wheel ar-
bors. Yet simple as the thing is, it seems to rcquii e a rule
to shew huiu it should be done, there appearing to be none,
if we may judge by the greatest part of those which have
iiitherto been made. The ring of the collet should be no
broader than to allow a hole to receive the pendulum spring,
and the pin which fixes it. The slit in the collet, for the
purpose of its being always spring tight on the inside taper of
a cylinder or verge collet, should be put close to where the
small end of the pin comes, when the spring is pinned in.

The pendulum spring, in this case, will have the first or in-

ner coil at such a distance, as to allow the point of a small
screw-driver to get into the slit without any danger to the
spring, when it is wanted to set the collet and spring to any
required place. If the slit is put at the other end of the
pin, where it is oftener than anywhere else, it is evident
that the workman cannot get into it without danger. The
outer end of the pendulum spring ought to be pinned or
fixed into a brass stud or cock, in performing which opera-
lion it goes easily on ; whereas with steel cocks or studs,
there is a kind of crossness and trouble, which shews that
they should never be used.

Siuds are, in general, very improperly placed, being at a
greater distance from the curb pins than is requisite. We
have seen this distance so great, that ihe motion of the
pendulum spring between the stud and the pins was such,
as to take away a part from every vibration of the balance;
which is something like a i)endulum when suspended to a
vibratory cock, where it would not be allowed to have half
the motion it would otherwise have acquired.

A few years ago, our modern improvers would have the
joint transferred from the pillar plate to the brass edge,
than which nothing worse could have been proposed. In
the old way, the whole of the movement was kept in its

place by the united assistance of the joint, and of the bolt
and its spring ; whereas, in the other way, the movement
had its sole dependence on the pins of the brass edge feet,

from which it would be disengaged by violent exercise on
horseback, &c.
From what has been said of the imperfections in watches,

it may be seen, that they are inevitable, arising from a want
of energy of mind in workmen, of which not one in a hun-
dred is possessed. Can it be supposed, that every new
watch, which is purchased, is complete, and requires no
assistance ? Whoever thinks so, must be disappointed.
Persons of this description, on finding it not to go as they
expected, bring it to a watchmaker, many of whom cannot
put it in a better stale than that in which the workman left it.

But it is not brought to him with the view of any thing be-
ing done to it, Ijut to see what is the matter with it ; never
considering, that any irregular going or slopping musl im-
ply some fault or other, and is the \ery cause that brings
them to the watchmaker. It does not follow, however,
from this, that eveiy watch which slops is badly executed;
this will happen sometimes with those of the very best ex-
ecution, and frec|uenlly from an over-nicety of execution.
On its being left with him, he takes it down, to examine
what is wanting to make it keep time. The owner, on be-
ing told afterwards that it will cost so much to make it do

3 P 2
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what is required, strongly suspects, tlioui^h he is polite

enough not to say it, that there must l)e some iniposiiioii

on the part of tlie watchniakor. Much is tlie trouhle

which many have of reclifyinij; the faultb of work given in

to them, and thought to be complete, and much money is

paid to others to have them rectified. VVc have known

lour guineas paid to a workman lor doing a particular

branch ; and not being executed to the satisfaction of tlie

Watchmaker, lie has given half as much more to another to

have it corrected. There are as few excel in this art as

in those of sculpture, painting, and engraving, which are

called the fine arts, a name to which the other is equally

entitled, but which labours under the great misfortune that

few or none are able to appreciate its merits.

The old 'scapement, even after the application of the

pendulumspring, not giving that satisfaction which was

required, induced Huygens and Hooke to think of other

means of improving it, or to substitute a superior me-
chanism in its place. In this pursuit, the mechanical

talents of Hooke stood conspicuously eminent over those

of the justly celebrated Huygens.
Some of the movements of Huygens' watches, or time-

keepers, were much larger than those of our box chrono-

meters. The contrate wheel was cut into teeth of the

same form as those of the common crown wheel, and made
to 'scape with a verge of the usual kind. On the axis of

this verge was a sort of contrate or crown wheel, having

teeth like the ordinary contrate wheel, which drove a

pinion fixed on the axis of the balance. The verge, when
'scaping with its wheel, caused the balance to make
several revolutions from every impulse on the pallets.

Plate CCCH. Fig. 2. Some of them had no pendulum
spring, having been made perhaps before its application.

When the balance made several revolutions in every vibra-

tion, each being two seconds, this 'scapement would be

but ill suited for the coils of a pendulum-spring. Those
having the pendulumspring appeared about 1675. This
was the origin of half-timing, upon seeing, when the

pendulumspring was applied, that it made the balance

give two vibrations in the same time that it gave one
without it. About the same period, Dr Hooke brought
into notice his watch with a new 'scapement ; which, for

seventeen years before, he had been privately endeavour-

ing to improve. This was very different from the old

crown wheel one, and as much so from that of Huygens.
It had two balances, on the axis of each of which was a

toothed wheel, pitching into one another. The verge or

axis of these balances had each a pallet on it. The
balancevvheel was flat, having a few ratchet or saw-like

teeth; its arbor run in the frame, parallel to those of the

balances, at a point equally distant from them ; the three

points forming, as it were, the angles of an equilateral

triangle. When a tooth of the balancewheel gave im-
pulse on one pallet, the other, by the p tching of the two
wheels, was brought about to meet another tooth, (after

the wheel had escaped from the pallet on the opposite

side,) in order to receive impulse in its turn. There was
a pendulumspring on one of the balances, and the object

of their being pitclied toa;eiher was to prevent the effects

of external motion on them, while it served the double

purpose of bringing iihernately about the pallets, which
still gave some recoil to the wheels \>y the reaction of the

balances. Althouiih this was a very ingenious contri-

vance for a 'scap> ment, yet it appears not to have given

that satisfaction which was expected from it, (probably

from indilVcrcnt execution, which, from Sully's account,

was thn CISC,) and the old one was again adopted. How-
ever, some years afterwaixls, other artists, among whom
was Dutertre, were attracted by this 'scapement of Dr

Hooke's, and were led, from time to time, to make im-
provements on it. I'rom it originated the duplex 'scape-

ment, which has of late years been so much in repute.

A large old German clock had a 'scapement on the same
principle as the above, of which the maker's name is un-
known. Dr Hooke's claim to his own 'scapement, remains
however undisputed.

The famous Tompion, who contributed greatly to bring
the art of Horology in England to tiut reputation uhich
it had acquired for a long period of sixty years or more,
during which he practisotl it, made a 'scapement about
1695, and flattered himself with being very successful.

The verge or axis of the balance was a small solid steel

cylinder, cut across at the middle, and nearly half way
down ; along the length way of this pan cut across, a
deep angular notch was made, forming a sort of pallet on
the right hand side ; the balance wheel was flat, and much
like Dr Hooke's; and the spaces between the teeth suffi-

ciently wide to allow the cylinder to turn freely between
them. When a tooth of the wheel impelled the pallet,

and when on escaping from it, the tooth following drop-
ped on the outside of the cylinder, near the left edge,
resting on the cylinder during this vibration of the ba-

lance, after passing the left edge, and meeting a little

recoil, it got on the pallet, and gave a new impulse, which
was given only at every second vibration. An excellent

property was observed in this 'scapement, that any inequa-

lities in the motive force made no deviation in its time-

keeping ; but the friction of the balance wheel teeth on
the cylinder and its edges was so great and destructive,

that it was given up in conse(|uence of it.

Knowing what Tompion had been doing, being bred
under him, Graham, a good many years after, set to work
with the cylinder 'scapement, and ultimately succeeded.
Although this 'scapement is now pretty generally known,
yet we may be allowed to give an account of what he did.

Plate CCCH. Fig. 3. In place of Tompion's solid cylin-

der he made a hollow one ; on the points of the wheel
teeth of Tompion were raised something like small pins

or stems, on the topsol which a sort of inclined or curved
wedge-like teeth were formed, of such a length as to have
very little freedom when in the inside of the cylinder, and
the outside of the cylinder to have the same freedom be-

tween the point of one tooth and the heel of the other.

A notch or opening was made across the cylinder, not

quite half way down the diameter; the edges of the

cylinder made by this opening were dressed so that the

curved edge of the tooth might operate easily on them
;

the right hand edge was flinched outward, the left one
rounded ; when the balance was at rest, and the wheel
in its place to 'scape, the point of the tooth got then just

in on the cylinder edges, and no more ; a second notch
was made below the other, to allow the bottom of the

wheel to pass, leaving hardly a fourth of the circum-
ference of the cylinder, the othei- leaving more than a
semicircle. The highest part of the wedge or curved
tooth being on a circle, greater or beyond that on which
the point was, it is evident that, if the wheel is urged for-

ward, it will make the cylinder to turn, and the angle of

'scapement will be according to the height of the wedge.
When a tooth of the cylinder wheel escapes from the left

edge of the cylinder, the point of it falls into the inside

of the cylinder, after reposing there, and then passing and
impelling the right hand edge ; on escaping it, the point

of the succeeding tooth drops on the outside of the cylin-

der, where it reposes ; on the return of the balance, it

gets on the left hand edge, giving a new impulse, and so

on. The teeth impel at both edges of the cylinder, giving

by each a vibration to the balance.

I
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This 'scapement being the best of any that had preced-

ed it, (Debaufre's perliaps excepted) procured lor Gra-

ham's watches a very considerable reputation, as their

performance was much superior to that of those of the

old construction. However, on comparinji; the goinp; of

some ol Graham's vviih those ot a later date, we confess

that none of his, thou.ijh exccllcnc, were ever equal to

them ni this. The cylinders were rather large in diame-
ter, the balance too light, the motive force too weak, and
he had great difficulty in obtaining good pendulum spring

wire, meeting sometimes with iron, where he expected
steel wire. Watclies having the cylinder 'scapement

were not known in France till 1728, wiien Julien Le Roy
commissioned one of them from Graham. They were
losing their character here, some time before the intro-

duction of the duplex, which contributed afterwards still

more to bring them down. The duplex will in its turn

be supplanted, for reasons which will be afterwards

noticed. Flat movements, shallow balance wheels, steel

and brass of bad materials, from the difficulty of getting

them good, injudicious execution, and low prices, must
have tended to make the cylinder 'scapemcnts so bad as

they were of late ; many of the cylinders were destroyed

and cut to pieces in a very few years, and some ol them
could not last so long. Let these be compared with the

cylinder 'scapements of old Hull, many of which that we
have seen, have little or no impi-ession even on their

edges, after having been in use thirty years and upwards.
Of what did Hull's art consist? There must have been
some causes for it ; but what these are, we shall not at-

tempt to conjecture. As Graham, with whom he was
instructed, did, Hull soldered in the plugs of his cylin-

ders, with silver solder, which caused a very tedious pro-

cess afterwards in making the cylinder; but this is not

offered as any reason for his excelling in the art of cylin-

der 'scapement making. The acting edges of the teeth

have hitherto been made too thin, particularly for steel

cylinders, with the view of lessening the friction ; but,

from cutting soon, this friction increased, and was worse
than a greater friction which was constant.

When the vibrations of the balance are at the lowest

point, the resistance of the pendulum spring is at the

least ; but the more it is bent or unbent, the greater is the

resistance ; consequently, when at the height of the wedge
or tooth, it is greater than when the tooth first begins to

act. Two or three different curves for this purpose have

been imagined ; one approaching nearly to a right line,

which is supposed to give the wheel time to acquire a

velocity during the passing of two-thirds of the curve,

and the least resistance of the spring, by which the other

third more readily overcomes, when the resistance to it

is at the greatest. This has been thought to give a greater

extent to the arc of vibration, and has been adopted by

the French artists. Another curve, where equal spaces

make the balance describe equal portions of a circle, is

thought to give the least wearing to the edges of the

cylinder, and is that which is practised by our 'scapement

makers. Arguments equally good for either, it appears,

might be given.

The weight and diameter of the balance, are circum-

stances very materially connected with the wearing on

the cylinder edges. Whatever will prevent this wearing,

should be carefully attended to. When the diameter is

large, the balance must of (onstciuence be less heavy ; a

sort of sluggishness in its motion takes place, the pendu-

lum spring making great resistance to the teeth passing

the cylinder edges, and causing wearing to go rapidly on.

On the contrary, wheii tiie diameter is small, and the

weight at a proper medium, there is an alertness in the

vibration ; the momentum of the balance has such force

over the pendulum spring, iliat it allows the teeth to pass
the edges quickly ; and hence there is a less tendency to

wear them. The diameter of ttie balance should be less

than that in a verge watch ol equal size, nor should it be
heavier than just not to allow setthig, unless where a
going in time of winding is used The cylinder 'scape-

ment, on the whole, must be allowed to be a very excel-
lent one ; and where care is taken to have it made as it

ought to be, such watches will give very good perfor-

mance. Provision for oil on the cylinder should be made
as ample as can be admitted ; that is, the part where the
tooth acts, should be as distant from the notch where
the wheel bottom passes as possible, and at the same time
more distant from the upper copper plug ; the lower notch
should not be longer than to give freedom to the wheel
bottom to pass easily. When they are made long, which
they frequently are, the cylinder will break there, if the

watch receive a slight shock from falling. The dieting

part of the tooth, as has already been noticed, should not

be too thin, nor the stems too short. If the diameter of
the balance is too great, any addition of motive force will

make the watch go slow ; if too little, the watch will go
fast; and if of a proper weight and diameter, any addi-

tion of motive force will make no change on the time-
keeping. We have made the motive force more than

double, and no change took place ; the pendulum spring
no doubt had its share in keeping up this uniformity.

Balances whose diameters are rather small, will have a
natural tendency to cross farther, that is, the arcs of vibra-

tion will be greater than where the diameters are great.

Their weight will be in the ratio of the squares of their

diameters ; from which it follows, that if the balance is

taken away from a watcli which has been regulated, and
another put in its place, having the diameter only one half

of the former, before the watch could be regulated with

the same pendulum spring, the balance would require to

be four times heavier than the first. One way of estimat-

ing the force of a body in motion, is to multiply the mass
by tlie velocity. Let us then calculate the respective

forces of two balances, whose diameters are to one another

as two to four. The radii in this case expiess the velo-

city. According to this principle, we shall have for the

small balance two for the radius, multiplied by eight of

the mass, equal to sixteen ; and for the great one, four of

the radius by two of the mass, equal to eight; sixteen and
eight are then the products of the mass by the velocities

;

consequently they express the force from the centre of

percussion ot each balance ; and as it is double in the

small one, it is evident tliat the arcs of vibration will be

greater, having the faculty of overcoming easily any re-

sistance opposed to it by the pendulum spring, without

reciuiring any additional motive lorce.

Let us take an e sample done in another way, which is

the square of the product of the diameter multiplied by

the velocity or number of degrees in the vibration, and
this again multiplied by the mass or weight, so as to com-
pare the relative mome[itum of two balances of different

diameters, Sec. Suppose one balance to be .8 of an inch

in diameter, the degrees of vibration 240, and the weiglit

eight grains ; the other .7 of an inch in diameter, the arc

of vibration 28ii°, and the weight 10 grains

340 X -8— 192 X 192 — .36764 X8 — 294112.

280 X .7=: 196 X 196^:38416 X !> ::Z 3841 60.

The balance having the smaller 'ianietcr, lias its mo-
mentum to that of the greater, as 334 is to 294. When
the arcs of vibration are great, tiie nearer to isochronism

will the long and short ones be.

When a little expcnce in the cylinder or horizontal
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'scapement is not grudged, a luby cylinder '\s certainly

a great acciuisition to prevent wearing on the edges; if

it is not steel cased, and wholly of stone, it is so much
the better, giving a little more scope to extend the limits

of the hanking, ihe steel crank of the other confining the

extent of banking. There is no doubt a greater risk of

breaking than in the cased one ; yet this might be con-

siderably lessened, were some attention paid to make the

notch whicii frees the bottom of the wheel, as has been

proposed in the case of the steel cylinder, no longer than

is necessary. It would be desirable to have the cylinder,

formed by the strata of the sapphire or ruby, being placed

in a vertical position instead of a horizontal one. This

is surely attainable, when we know that diamond splitters

can dislini^uish the strata or layers of the diamond, a

stone which may be supposed more compact than either

the ruby or sapphire. We have seen a cylinder, wholly

of stone, in a wutch belonging to a gentleman, who was

wearing it when between 70 and 80 years of age ; he used

frequently to let it fall without any accident happening to

the cylinder. Tliree small griffs or cocks placed on the

potence plate, so as to allow the balance edge to come
into notches fitted for it, and having sulTicient freedom,

would prevent either the cylinder or the cock pivot from

breaking. A little practice should make the stone cylin-

der easier, and perhaps cheaper made, than the cased

one ; at all events, even on equal terms, it ought to be

the preferable of the two. From what has already been

said, it appears that the weight and diameter of the

balance are matters not merely arbitrary ; for if the mo-
tive force is too great for that of the force of the balance,

the watch will go fast when in the laying or horizontal

position, and slow when in the vertical or hanging posi-

tion : by diminishing either the motive force, or making
the balance heavier, the watch may be made to go the

same in both positions. The properties of the pendu-
lum spring may conduce a little to this. It is in some
degree a desideratum for a pocket watch to have the

balance pivots and holes made so that the balance with

its spring, when in a state by itself, and free of any com-
munication with the wheels, should vibrate the same
length of time, whether it is in a vertical or a horizontal

position. ^Ve know when it is in the last, that it will

continue to vibrate twice the length of time that it will

do in the other. We are humbly of opinion that this

could be come at. But who will be at the trouble and
expence to make such experiments as may lead to it I

Mr Earnshaw's pivots, with flat ends and shallow holes,

should come very near to this object. About forty years

ago we used to hollow out the ends of balance pivots.

In the interim, between Tompion's having left off his

(rials in attempting the horizontal 'scapement, and Gra-
ham's having brought it to a state of perfection, M. Facio,

a native of Geneva, having discovered the art of piercing

holes in rubies, or any hard precious stone, came to Paris

with this art as a secret ; and not being well received either

by the Duke of Orleans, at that time regent of France, or by

the watchmakers, he repaired to London with it about the

year 1700, which was at that time a school where the art

of horology was more cultivated than at Paris, fie was
admitlcd a member of the Royal Society, and having en-

tered into a kind of partnership with a native of France,
who had been settled in London, whose name was Debau-
fre, they carried on the business of watch-jewelling.*

Facio's partner had, at this time, contrived a new 'scape-

ment ; it was a dead beat one, wliich was the thing now
sought for. Plate CCCII. Fig. 4. The balance and balance

wheel holcii of it wore jewelled ; the pallet was made o( dia-

mond, formed from a very short cylinder of two-tenths of
an inch in diameter ; the upper end of the cylinder was cut
down nearly one-half of tlie diameter, and ilanched to the

lower end and opposite side, rounded off from tlic circulai'

part of the base left at top, to the lower end of the flanch,

resembling something like a cone bent over, and wanting

a part of the top. Two flat balance wheels, having ratchet

or crown wheel sort of teeth, were on the same arbor, the

teeth of the one being opposite to the middle of tlie spaces
of the other ; the distance between these wheels was a lit-

tle less than the diameter of the cylinder; the drop of the

teeth in 'scaping, falls on what was left of the upjier base of

the cylinder, (the lower base being taken away in forming
the pallet) and near to the edge formed from the llanch;

here they rented during the time of the vibration of the

balance. On tlie return, the tooth gets on the flanch, and
passes over it, during which, giving impulse to the balance,

and escaping at the lower end, a tooth of the other wheel
drops opi)osite on the same base of the cylinder, and so on.

A watch having this 'scapement, and bearing Debaufre's

name, was put for trial into the hands of Sir Isaac New-
ton, who, in shev/ing it to Sully in 1704, gave a very flat-

tering account of its performance. It attracted Sully's no-

tice very much, but thinking it by no means well executed,

and not being quite satisfied with two wheels, it was
thought that an improvement would be made by having one
wheel only and two pallets, which was part of the scheme
of the 'scapement he adopted for his marine time-keeper

made in 1721. Considering the genius which Sully was al-

lowed to possess, this was by no means an improvement on
Debaufre's 'scapement.

Although an Englishman, Sully's name was unknown to

his countrymen; and would have remained so, had it not

been for the accounts given of him by the French artists,

in whom he excited an emulation, and whom he inspired

with a taste to acquire such a pre-eminence in their pro-

fession as had been before unknown to them. Julien le

Roy, who was intimately acquainted with Sully, and Ber-

thoud, are uncommonly lavish of their encomiums on him.

Soon after he had completed his apprenticeship with Mr
Gretton, watchmaker in London, he went over into Hol-
land, Germany, and Austria, and attracting the notice of

several of the princes and nobility, he was much employed
by them. Having seen, in the libiary of Prince Eugene,
the Memoirs of the Royal yicadeiny of Sciences of Paris,

he eagerly acquired the French language in order to read

them. This excited in him a strong desire to see Paris, to

which he repaired about the year 1713 or 1714, under the

patronage, and in the suite of the Duke of Aremburg, at

whose hotel he lodged, with a pension of 600 livres. He
had not been long there, when our countryman, Law of

Lauriston, under the authority of the court of Versailles,

got him engaged to establish a manufactory of clocks and

watches. In consequence of this he came twice to Lon-
don, and having cariied away a great number of workmen
at a vast expence, and spent much money on tools and

other articles, Law began to murmur, and the establish-

ment in two years or little more fell to the ground. This
made him complain bitterly of his bad fortune to a friend

;

but fortunately a nobleman to whom this was mentioned,

feeling much for the disagreeable situation in which Sully

was placed, sent hiin in a present some shares in the pub-

lic funds, value 12,000 livres, which enal)led him, for seve-

ral years afterwards, to pursue very zealously his f.>vcurite

scheme of making a marine time-keeper to ascertain the

longitude at sea. In this attempt he was not so successful

' Some of Debaufre's family, oi- name, were at this profession in London so late as 1773,
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in his first trials, as he had led himscll to expect. It was

in general believed, however, that had he lived he would

have been the first to have deservedly ac(iuired one or

other of the premiums which were Ijefore that time offer-

ed, by four of tiie greatest maritime jjowers in Europe, to

those who should produce a time-keeper which could as-

certain, to a certain extent, the longitude at sea. Philip

the Third, who ascended tlie throne of Spain in 1598, was

the first who proposed a reward of 1000 crowns for this

,gat

CTtCexample, and ofTeTtd 100,000 florins. The British Parlia-

ment, in the reign of Queen Anne, voted 20,000/. sterling

for the same purpose ; and the Duke of Orleans, Regent
of France, in 1716, promised, in the name of the King,

100,000 livres. Sully may literally be said to have died a

martyr to the cause in which he was engaged. Having
got a false address to a person who it was said was occu-

pied in the same pursuit with himself, he got so overheated

in his anxious and vain endeavours to find him out, that he

died in a few days after at Paris, in the month of October

1728, and was buried wilh great pomp in the church of St

Sulpicius. Sully acted so conspicuous a part in the pro-

fession, that no apology is necessary for giving this short

account of him.

It may be observed here, that Debaufre's 'scapement

has this advantage, which is not in Graham's, that the im-

pulse is given the same in every vibration ; and the time

of rest on both sides is the same, bearing mostly on the

foot pivot end, and a little on the sides of the pivots, and
not wholly on the sides of the pivots, as in Graham's.
Having made one or two watches, to which this 'scape-

ment was put, they were found to perform very well ; and
we would recommend it to the attention of 'scapement
makers : A little practice will make the execution of it

very easy. The two thin steel wheels may at pleasure be

placed at any distance from one another ; their diameters

should be as large as can be admitted between the potence
foot and the verge collet. An agate, or any hard stone, for

the pallet, whose height is half Uie spaces between the

teeth, or a little less, is fixed on the verge or axis of the ba-

lance ; the level of thebase of the pallet on which the teeth

rest being a very liitle above that of the line of the centre of

the balance wheel pinion. The teeth must be a very little un-

dercut, so that the points only may rest on the pallet. The
verge should be placed more inw.ird in the frame than in

the common contrate wheel movement, in order to give

room for the balance wheels. The necessity of a coniraie

wheel movement for this 'scapement is a trifling objection,

which will wear away in spite of prejudice.

In 1722, the Abb6 Hautefeuille, who long before this

had at Paris disputed, in a process of law with Huygcns,
the right of the invention and application of the pendulum
spring to the balance of a watch, published a quarto pam-
phlet, containing a description of three new constructions

of 'scapements for watches. One of these was the anchor,

or recoiling 'scapement, on the verge of which was at-

tached a small toothed segment of a circle, or rack, working
into a pinion, which was the axis of the balance. Plate

CCCII. Fig. 5. The idea of the axis of the balance be-

ing a pinion, seems to have been taken from the 'scape-

ment of Huygens, with this difference only, that the ba-

lance should not make so many revolutions as that of Huy-
gens, and is contrived so as to make scarcely one revolution

at every vibration. This 'scapement is the same as it

came from the hands of Hautefeuille, without any im-
provement having been made upon it even to this day, al-

though a patent was taken out for the same invention

above twenty years ago, by some person in Liverpool.

The name of lever watches, which they received from the

patentees, is that which is generally given to those having
this 'scapement, which is the same that Berthoud has de-
scribed in his Esuai sur I' Horlogeric^ published in 1763;
sec tom. ii. No. 1933, and plate xxiii. fig. 5, of which our
Figure is a copy. Berthoud, under certain modifications,
introduced the principle of this 'scapement into some of
his marine time-keepers.

A very able and ingenious artist at Paris, M. Dutertre,
who was zealous in his profession, and had considerable
success in his pursuits, invented, in 1724, a new 'scape-
ment, or rather improved that of Dr Hooke's with two ba-
lances, which has already been described. Plate CCCII.
Fig. 6. The additions and improvements, however, which
he made, were so great, as to give him a sort of title to

claim it as his own, and to render it, in the opinion of good
judges, the best 'scapement by far that was known at that

time. The additions which he made, consisted in putting
another wheel upon the same arbor with the first, but it

was considerably larger in diameter, having the same num-
ber of teeth with the other, and forming the principal merit
of the 'scapement. The balance arbors at one place were
made rather thicker than usual, for the purpose of having
notches cut across them, and as deep as to the centre. This
part of the arbors becomes then a semicylinder. The
larger wheel, which may be called that of arrrie, or repose,
is placed on its arbor, so as to correspond with the semi-
cylinders and their notches, the points of whose teetli are
made just to clear the bottom of the notches, alternately

passing one of them, and resting on the semicylindrical part
of the other. The action of the two wlieels shall now be
explained. Let us suppose, that one of the larger wheel
teeth, after reposing on one of the semicylinders, is, on the

return of the vibration of the balance, admitted to pass
through the notch ; after having passed, a tooth of the im-
pulse-wheel falls on the corresponding pallet, gives im-
pulse, carrying it on till it escapes ; when another tooth

of the wheel of repose falls on the other semicylinder,

and rests there until the return of the vi!)ration of the

other balance; when it passes the notch in its turn, and
the corresponding pallet presenting itself, is impelled by
a tooth of the impulse wheel, and so on. Hooke's 'scape-

ment had a small recoil; the aim of Dutertre was to

make a dead beat one of it, in which he succeeded.
There is a drawing of this 'scapement in Plate xiv. fig.

4. of Berlhoud's Histoire de la Mesure du Temfis. He
says, " that the properties of this 'scapement are such,

that sudden shocks do not sensibly derange the vibra-

tions ; that tlie pressure of the wlieel-teelh of arrite

on the cylinders, corrects the impulse that the balance

receives from the wheel work, which, on the motive
force being doubled, prevents the vibrations from being
affected."

In Plate xli. fig. 16. of the first volume of Thiout's

work, is a drawing of this 'scapement, modelled for that

of a clock, described at page 101. He says, " Fig. 16. is

an escapement of the Sicur Jean Baptiste Dutertre, which
has only one pallet, on the axis of which is the fork. The
two ratchets or wheels are on the same arbor, when the

pallet escapes from the small ratchet; tlie larger one,

which is called the ratchet, or wheel oi' arr^ie, rests on the

arbor of the pallet, and leaves the vibration to be pretty

free. Plate CCCII. Fig. 7. On the pallet's returning to

meet with the teeth of the small ratchet, the pallet-arbor,

or cylinder, being notched or cut across into the centre,

allows the wheel oi arret e to pass; and the wheel of impul-

sion, after getting a small recoil, gives new force to the

vibration ; so that in two vibrations only one of them is

accelerated: Hence it was thought, that the half of ih'e

vibrations being y>ff, and independent of the wheel work
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and its inequalities, lliey would be more correct tlian

others; but experience did not confirm this." This is,

then, the duplex 'scapcniciit, or the nearest possible ap-

proach to it.

It is more than fifty years since we saw a small spriiij;

clock having this 'scapemeiit, made by a very ingenious

clockmakcrof this place, whose name was Robert Brack-

enrigg. It may be supposed to have been made a very few

years after Thioul's work was published.

In 1727, Peter le Roy gave an account of a 'scapement

which he had made, having one pallet on the axis of the

balance, and a notch below it, a wlieel of arrir^e, and one of

impulse, as dcscribiid in the preceding 'scapement ; so

that one half of the vibrations were independent of the

wheel work. Dutertre claimed the pretended invention of

Le Roy, who, finding it not to answer his expectations, gave

it up. That Dutertre made the one which is represented

in Plate xli. of Thiout, we have no doubt ; and there is un-

questionable authority, that he brought Dr Hooke's to the

improved state which has just been mentioned. It is said,

that he had made a free or detached 'scapement; but no

account wh.itever has been given of it.

The duplex 'scapement, as it is now called, was intro-

duced into its native country about thirty years ago or

more, under the name of Tyrer's 'scapement, the name,

it is supposed, of him who put the last hand to improve

that which came in a lineal descent from Dr Hooke. In

place of the notch being made right across the arbor, as

has been mentioned before, Tyrer's had a very small cylin-

der or roller, whose diameter was .03 of an inch, into

which was made, in a longitudinal direction, a deep angu-

lar notch of 30 or 40 degrees. Plate CCCIl. Fig. 8. The
cylinder was sometimes of steel, but most frequently of

ruby. When the points of the teeth of the wheel of re-

pose fall into the notch, they meet with a very small recoil

by the balance, in what may be called the returning vibra-

tion. This goes so far as to make the point of the teeth for

a little to leave the notch, at the side opposite to that by

which it came in. The balance on retcirning, is now in

the course of that vibration, when it is to receive impulse

from tlie wheel, which takes place immediately on the

tooth of the wheel of repose leaving the notch and the

small cylinder, and as soon as the tooth of impulse escapes

from the pallet,—the next tooth of repose fails to rest on

the small cylinder, and so on.

This 'scapement of Tyrer's is much superior to that of

the cylinder, or horizontal one ; it is almost independent

of oil, requiring only a very little to the points of the

wheel teeth of repose. It can carry a balance of much
greater momentum, and, when well executed, performs

most admirably. But there are so many circumstances or

ininutiae to be attended to in it, that some of them may at

times escape the eye of the most judicious and careful ; the

watch may stop, and yet the 'scapement be in every other

respect as complete as possible. This has often given the

wearer cause to complain, and to suspect the qualities of

his watch, and hence watchmakers have been induced to

abandon this 'scapement, and adopt inferior ones. The
pallets of Tyrer's were at first very thin. We frequently

urged the necessity of having them made much thicker,

and were pleased to see that this was gradually adopted.

Why should they not be made as thick as the pallet of a

detached 'scapement ? Tiiere is no 'scapement which re-

quires to have the balance wheel teeth more correctly cut,

or the steady pins of the cock and potence more nicely

fitted to their places in the potence plate. The minutis
alluded to were, too much or too little drop of the impulse
teeth on the pallet, the 'scapement not set quite so near

to beat as might be, the balance rather heavy, or the points

of the teeth of repose too much or too little in on the small
cylinder. In a good sizeable pocket watch, the wheels
having fifteen teeth, the ratio of the diameter of the wheel
of repose to that of impulse may be as .520 of an inch to

.400, the cylinder .030. The angle of 'scapement will be
60 degrees, taking from the escape of the impulse tooth,

to that of the tooth of repose falling on tlie cylinder; the
balance passes 20 degrees of these, before the impulse
tooth gets again on the pallet, consequently it has only 40
degrees for the acting angle of the 'scaneinent. There is

a variety of 'scapemcnts in Berihoud's nistoire, which ap-
peared in 1802, many of which are of very inferior note to

that of Tyrer's, and yet he takes no notice of the latter.

This is remarkable, as he surely must have seen it, con-
sidering the great number of them which were made.
While Dutertre was engaged with Hooke's 'scapement,

an artist in England, whose name is unknown, produced a

'scapement with the dead beat, which seems at that time
to have been the great object of pursuit. Julien Le Roy
having got one of these watclies, showed it to Sully in No-
vember 1727, and told him that it was a 'scapement very
deserving of notice. Thiout mentions it as a 'scapement of

M. Klamenville, having two pallets of repose; and says

that it had much attracted the attention of the English
watchmakers, who had made it for three or four years.

Plate CCCII. Fig. 9. (See page 108, plate xiiii. fig. 26. of
his first volume.) With our workmen it went by the name
of the 'scapement with the tumhiiiig pallets. The axis of
the balance had two semicylindrical pallets, whose faces

stood in the same plane or centre of the axis ; the balance
wheel was the common crown wheel one, the teeth of which
got a very small hold of the pallets. When escaping
from the face of one pallet, a tooth on the opposite side

dropped on the semicylindrical part of the other pallet,

where it rested during the going and coming of the vibra-

tion ; getting then on the face, it gave new impulse, escap-
ing in its turn ; the pallet on the opposite end of the verge
received a tooth on the semicylindrical part, and so on.

After having been laid aside for some time, it was of late

years taken up by several, who no doubt must have thought
well of it. Among these was Kendal, a man possessed of
no common talents. He transformed it into one having two
crown wheels on the same pinion arbor, the tops of the

teeth in the one pointing to the middle of the spaces in

the other, and with only one pallet, the diameter of the

semicylinder being of any size. (See Plate CCCIII. Fig.

1.) About thirty years ago we had some watches made
with this 'scapement, and after a few years trial gave them
up. The principle of the 'scapement is good, as long as

the parts of it remain unimpaired, and the oil continues

fresh ; but the acting parts having such a small hold of

one another, get soon altered, which causes a great devia-

tion from the rate of time with which it first sets out. They
cannot be expected to last long, unless with a diamond
pallet, and a steel wheel of the hardest temper.
The /ri-e or detached 'scafiement, is that in which the

greater part of the vibrations of the balance is free and in-

dependent of the wheels, the balance wheel being then
locked; whei^ unlocked, it gives impulse, which only takes

place at every second vibration. In Mudge's detached

'scapement, the impulse is given at every vibration. The
progress wiiich has of late years been made in improving
the detached 'scapement has been very wonderful, when
we consider that half a century ago the name of this

'scapement was unknown. The first rude draught of any

thing like it, appearsto be that of Thiout's, described at p.

110 ot the first volume of his work, and shown in Plate

xliii. fig. 30, which he calls " A 'scapement of a watch, the

half of whose vibrations appear independent of the wheel
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work, during the time they are made. A hook retains the

ratchet or balance wheel ; the relurii of the vibration

brings the pallet to its place ol' being impelled by the

wheel; in the returning, the hook is carried outwards, and

leaves the wheel at liberty to strike the pallet, and so on.

This sort of 'scapcnient cannot act without the aid of a

spiral or pendulum spring "

Peter Le Roy's 'scapement is the next step that was
made towards this invention. He contrived it in 1748, and,

like Thioui's, it has liarilly ever been made use of. Botli

of them have a great recoil to give the wheel before it

could be disengaged, and their arcs of free vibration are

not much extended. Berthaud informs us, that in 1754

he made a model of one, which he gave to the Royal Aca-
demy of Sciences. Camus, on its being shown to him at

that time, told him that the late Dutcrtre had made and

used such a 'scapement, having a long detent and free vi-

brations. Nothing appears now to be known of the con-

struction of Dutcitre's, and Le Roy seems to have acknow-
ledged the priority of it to tlie one he contrived in 1748.
" My thought, or invention," he says, " was not so new as

1 had imagined. Dutertre's sons, artists of considerable

repute, showed me very soon after, a model of a watch in

this way by their late father, which the oldest Dutertre

must still have. Tliis model, very difl'erent from my con-

struction, is, however, the same with respect to the end
proposed."
The detached 'scapement in Le Roy's time-keeper,

which was tried at sea in 1768, is very diflferent from that

of 1748.

Bcrinoud,in his Traite des Horologes TWan'nfs, published

in 1773, has given, in No. 281, an account of the principle

on whicli'the model was made in 1754 ; and, in No. 971, a

particular description of the parts composing it, which
are represented in plate xix. fig. 4. of that work. It may
be somewhat interesting to lay before our readers what is

contained in No. 281. "I composed," says he, " in 1754,

an 'scapement upon a piinciple,of which I made a model,

in which the balance makes two vibrations in the time that

one tooth only of the wheel escapes, that is to say, the time

in which the balance goes and comes back on itself; and,

at the return, the wheel escapes and restores, in one vibra-

tion, the motion that the regulator or balance had lost in

two. The 'scapement wheel is of the ralcliet sort, whose
action remains suspended (while the balance vibrates free-

ly) by an anchor, or click, fixed to an axis carrying a lever

with a deei's-foot joint, the lever conesponding to a pin

placed near the centre of the axis of the balance. When
the balance retrogrades, the first vibration being made, the

pin which it carries turns a little back the deer's-foot joint,

and the balance continuing freely its course, its liberty not

being disturbed during the wiiole of this vibration, but by

a very small and short resistance of the deer's foot joint

spring. When the balance conies back on itself and makes
the second vibration, the same pin which it carries raises

the deer's foot lever in such a way, that the anchor which

it carries unlocks the wheel, in order that it may restore

to the balance the force which it had lost in the first vibra-

tion. This effect is produced in the following manner :

In the instant that the deer's-foot jointed lever is raised,

the wheel turns and acts upon the lever of impulsion,

formed with a pallet of steel which acts upon the wheel,

and with anotlier arni which acts on a steel-roller placed

near the axis of the balance ; and, in the same instant that

the wheel acts upon tlie lever of impulsion, the second arm,
which its axis carries, and which is the greatest, stays on

the roller, and the motion of the wheel is communicated
to the balance almost without loss and without friction, and
by the least decomposition of force. As soon as the wheel
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ceases to act on the lever of impulsion, it falls again, arid

presents itself to another tooth." " To render the vibra-

tions of the balance more free and independent of the wheel
work," continues Berthoud in No. 282, " and diminish as

much as possible tlie resistance it meets with at every vi-

bration, the pin must be placed very near the centre of the
balance, so that the lever may not be made to describe a
greater course than that required to render the elTect ol

tlie click perfectly sure, and while the balance turns, and
makes its two vibrations, prevent only one tooth of the
wheel troiu escaping ; an effect which would be danger-
ous, by the seconds' hand, which is carried by the wheel,
announcing more seconds, or time, than the balance by its

motion would have measured. It was the dread of such a

defect that made me then give this 'scapement up, which.
I confess, seemed to be rather flattering; but it did not give
to the mind that security in its effects which is so necessary,
p:iiticularly in marine time-keepers, the use of which is of
loo great consequence, to allow any thing suspicious in

them to be hazarded."
The principle given here by Berthoud is the same as

that of the detached 'scapement now made, although the
parts of the model are more complex. This 'scapement
had received a variety of modifications under his hand. In
1768, he had five marine clocks planned to have spring-
detents to their 'scapements, the lifting spring being placed
on the roller, or pallet, which received the impulse.
These were not finished till 1782. Subsequent improve-
ments, made by the late Mr Arnold and others, can hardly
be considered as differing very materially from those of
Berthoud. This 'scapement in pocket watches may some-
times come under such circumstances as have been noticed
with Tyrer's ; but no other can well be admitted into box-"
chronometers, whether it is made in the manner of Ar-
nold, or in that of Earnshaw. In the 'scapement of Ar-
nold, (see Plate CCCIII. Fig. 2.) that part of the face of
the pallet at the point, or nearly so, on meeting the cycloi-

dal curved tooth to give impulse, rolls, as it were, down
on this curve, for one half of the angle, and in the other
goes up ; or it may be thus expressed—the curve goes in

on the pallet for the first part of the impulse, and comes
out during the last. In making this curve too circular near
the point of the tooth, as has been done by some, when the
drop is on the nice side, the pallet has to turn a little way
before the wheel can move forward, wliich has sometimes
caused stopping ; but, where attention is given to the pro-
per form, this is not likely to happen. In that of Earn-
shaw, (see Fig. 3 ) the face of the pallet is considerably

undercut. Here, the point of the tooth will slide up for

the first part of the impulse, and down in the last ; in the
first it seems to have little to do, and may acquire some
velocity in order to overcome the part it has to perform
in the last. The face of the pallet being undercut, had
been found requisite from experience, as is said, in order
to prevent cutting or wearing. In Bertlioud's box-chro-
nometers, or time-keepers, the face of the pallet is made
straight, or in a line to the centre. One of these, after

twenty-eight years going, the greater part of which was
from Europe to India, and in the Chinese seas, was put
into our hands, and neither the face of the steel pallet, or

that of the detent, had the least appearance of being any
way marked. This was the more remarkable, as the wheel
was uncommonly thin. It must have been made of very

fine brass. The wheel had ten teeth ; the ratio of the

diameter to that of the roller, or pallet, was .530 to .340
;

the balance weighed 174 grains, and made two vibrations

in a second. The balance was suspended by a short and

weak spring, which had been broken by some accident be-

fore we got it. The length of this suspension spring re-

3 Q
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nuircd to be .9 of an inch, and of so delicate a nature, that

many were made for it before the chronometer could be

broui^ht any way near to time. It seemed, indeed, to have

more influence on the timing; than any spiral spring could

possibly have. Each of the balance pivots turned between

the'roUeis, which were more than one inch in diameter ;

and from them and the suspension spiinij, perhaps, arose

that ease and freedom in the motion of the balance, in con-

setiuence of which the balance wheel teeth liad little to do

•when impelling the roller or pallet ; and this may have

been one cause why the pallet face was not cut or marked.

It may be observed, that il had the common spiral balance

sprins;, and a compensation consisting of two laminae, or

blades of brass and steel, pinned together and rivetted ; and

in the moveable end was a screw, which, by its connection

Willi an arm in which the curb pins were placed, served to

regulate for mean time. Three screws in the balance were

also used for this purpose.

Wiien the diameter of the pallet roller has a consider-

abU: proportion to that of the wheel, the angle of 'scapenient

will be less, and the hold on the face of the pallet will also

be less ; but the impulse given will be more direct, and

the chance of stopping, from any counter action by external

motion, will also be greatly lessened. In this angle more

must be included than that which is made from the drop of

the tooth to its escaping the pallet. The angle of 'scape-

mcnt is included between the point where the tooth escapes

from the main pallet or roller, and the point to which the

lifting-pallet comes in returning, after having passed the

lifting-spring. There can be no 'scaping unless the lifting

pallet has passed the lifting spring : It is then again ready

to unlock the wheel. It is desirable, that the unlocking of

the wheel should be made with the least possible resistance

to the vibrations of the balance ; which is attained, by hav-

ing the end of the lifting-pallet as near to the centre of the

balance as is consitent with its getting such a hold of the

lifting-spring, that in its course, it can readily and easily

bring out the detent from locking the wheel. The hold of

the tooth on the detent should not be more than the

hundredth part of an inch. But, in doing this, the supple-

nentary angle becomes greater and increases the angle of

'scapement; and therefore it may be proper to have the

lifting-pallet a little longer. A little additional length will

greatly reduce the angle of 'scapement, and not much in-

crease the evil of a greater resistance to the vibrations of

the balance.

In a box chronometer, where the balance wheel has twelve

teeth, and the whole angle of 'scapement is to be 60°, it is

required to find the ratio of the diameter of the wheel to

that of the roller. The supplementary angle being taken

at 15°, the angle of impulse must then be 45°, which is

rather wide as otherwise ; but it will be less than this, when
the thickness of the points of the teeth, and the spaces for

drop and escape, are not taken into the computation. Now
360° being divided by twelve, the number of the wheel teeth,

gives 30" for the quotient ; and again divided by 45, the

number of degrees for the angle of impulse, the quotient

will be 8°. The diameter of the wheel is supposed to be .6

ofanincn. To find that of the roller, say, as 12 : 6 :: 8 : 4.

Four tenths of an inch is the diameter required for the

roller, which will give somewhat less than 45° for the an-

gle of impulse. The diameter of the roller may be found

in another way, sufficiently near for practice. The diame-
ter of the wheel is .6 of an inch, or .600 ; then say, as 113:

355 : : .600 : 1.885 ; this last being divided by 12, the num-
ber of the wheel teeth, gives for the quotient .157, the dis-

tance between the teeth. Tl.is distance taken as a radius

for the roller, would give 60° for the angle of impulse.

About one-fourth more of this added, will give .200 for the
radius, so that the angle may be about 45°.

Nothing should be overlooked, which can contribute to

make the balance unlock the wheel with the least possible

resistance. When the wheel is locked by the extremity of
the leeth, it must be easier unlocked than when the locking
is at a less distance from the centre. The unlocking can-

not be done easier than with a wheel for such a detached
'scapement as was contrived about fifteen years ago by
Owen Robinson, (see Plate CCCIII. Fig. 4 ) a very judi-

cious 'scapement maker, who wrought long with the late

Mr Arnold. This wheel is like that for Tyrei's 'scape-

ment. The longteeth oiarrete rest on the detent, and the

upright teeth give impulse. It is evident that the unlock-
ing with such teeth must be very easy, when compared with

the teeth of those wheels which arc made after tl^e ordina-

ry way.

Lest what has been said concerning the principle of a

detached 'scapement may not be sufficient, we shall endea-
vour to describe the 'scapement itself, such as it is at pre-
sent commonly made, so as to give an idea of it, and of the

manner by which it acts. The balance-wheel of a pocket
chronometer has fifteen teeth not very deep cut, and a lit-

tle under cut on the face. A notch cut into a round piece

of steel or roller, which is thicker than the wheel, forms
the face of the pallet. Sometimes a small piece of ruby
or sapphire is inserted into the notch at the face of the pal-

let, for the wheel teeth, to act upon, so that no wearing may
ensue. The ratio of the diameter of the wheel to that of
the roller, is that of .425 to .17S. When the wheel and
roller are in their places, the wheel supposed to be locked,

the roller must turn freely between two teeth, having only
freedom, and not much more. From the centre of the

roller to the point of one of the teeth, that next the last es-

caped, let a line be drawn at a tangent to this tooth. On
this line is placed the detent and lifting springs. The de-

tent piece on which the wheel is locked, is a small bit of

fine stone, either ruby or sapphire, set into steel, formed
into a delicate spring, of such a length as to be equal to

that of the distance of two or three spaces between the

teeth, with a sole and steady pin at one end, which must be
fixed to the (joience plate by a screw. This is what is

called the detent, sliring, the end of which goes within a

little distance of the circle described by the extremity of

the lifting pallet. On the left hand side of the detent

spring is attached another called the lifting sfiring, which
cannot be too delicate, but is made a little thicker towards
the outer or lifting end than anywhere else. This end of

the lifting spring projects a very little beyond that of the

detent spring. On the arbor of the roller and balance,

and placed near tlie roller, is twisted a short and thick steel

socket, in which is set a bit of precious stone, the face of

which is made flut, and nearly in a line with the centre, be-

hind it is chamfered on towards the point, and made rather

thin than otherwise. This is called the lifting pallet. The
length or height is made so as to unlock tne wheel to

the best advantage ; that is, by only carrying the detent a
short way beyond the unlocking. This excursion is to be
confined to as small an angle as may be. Near to the de.

tent piece is fixed a stud, in which is a screw to regulate

the depth of the detent into the wheel teeth. The point of

the screw should be hardened, and have a part of the ruby

detent to rest upon it, when the detent spring presses that

way. When the balance is at rest, the face of the lifting

pallet is very near to the outer side and end of the lifting

spring. 1 f the balance is brought a very little about to the

left, the lifting pallet will pass the end of the lilting spring.

On the balance being now turned towards the right, at the
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moment of the wheel being unlocked, the itiEin pallet or

roller presents itself, to-receive the point of one of llic teeth,

and is impelled with considerable foice ; iineanwiiile the

detent falls again to its place, and locks the wheel. Tlie

balance, having completed this vibriation, returns. In the

returning, the lifting pallet pushes the lifting spring easily

aside, being no longer supported by the detent spring when
turning in this direction, that is, from the right to the left,

the detent is again ready to be disengaged on the next re-

turn of the balance to the right, and so on.

The detached 'scapement of Mudge was contrived about

sixty years ago or thereabouts, if we may reckon from the

year 1766, when he showed it to Berthoud, who was then

in London, and who informs us that it had been made a con-

siderable time before.

This 'scapement consists of a wheel and pallets, like

those made for the dead beat 'scapement of a clock, only

the wheel teeth are not cut half the depth. On the verge

or arbor of the pallets is placed an arm of any length, gene-
rally a little more than that of the pallets. (See Plate

CCCIII. Fig. 5 ) The end of the arm is formed into a fork-

like shape. On the axis of the balance is a short pallet,

whose acting end may be of a small circular form, having
the sharp part of the angles blunted, coming a little way
within the prongs of the fork, which alternately acts, and is

acted upon. There is also on the balance axis a small roller,

having a notch in it. On the end of the arm isaftacheda
small steel piece or index, in a plane which may be either

above or below the prongs of the fork ; this index is on the

outside of the roller, when the free part of the vibrations is

performing, and prevents the wheel teeth fiom getting away
from the place of rest. On the return of the balance, the

index passes with the notch in the roller to the opposite side.

Meanwhile the short pallet gets into the foi k, meeting with

one of the prongs, pushes it on a very little way, and thus

disengages the teeth of the wheel from the circular part of

the pallet, where they rest during the free excursions of

the balance. During the disengaging, the teeth get upon
the flanch ot the pallet, and give impulse, which causes the

opposite prong of the fork to come forward on the short

pallet, and communicate impulse to it. In Mudge's 'scape-

ment, as drawn in the plate for the work published by his

son, there are two short pallets, and the prongs of the fork

lie in different planes. The impulse in this 'scapement is

given at every vibration ; and it seems to have done un-

commonly well, particularly ii.i the watch which he made
for her Majesty Queen Charlotte. It is by no means suit-

ed for the execution of ordinary vvoikmen, as it requires

more address than usually falls to their share. The late

Emei-y was much taken up with it ; and although he had a

little success, and had the aid of a very excellent hand, yet

he expeiienced considerable difficulties. It inight be some-
what easier managed, by adopting Lcpaule's mode of Gra-
ham's dead beat, which we have tried.

In 1792, a very neat and ingenious detached 'scapement

was contrived by the late Howells, founded on that of

Kendal's, (in whose hands he had occasion frequently to

see it,) in which the wheel teeth rested on the cylindri-

cal part of the pallet, during a part of the going and re-

turning vibrations of the balance. See Plate CCCIII. Fig.

6. In the other, after impulse is given on the lace of

the same semicyliiider, and just before the tooth is quit-

ting it, a detent is presented to receive one of the wheel

teeth, by which the action of the wheels is suspended during

the greater part of the going and returning vibrations, the

pallet being then free and independent of the wheels. This
'scapement is composed of two crown wheels on the same
arbor, the points of the one being opposite to the middle of

the spaces of the other. On the axis or verge of the ba-
lance, which stands quite close to that of the balance wheels,
is a semi cylindrical pallet, whose diameter should be ac-
cording to the angle of 'scapement reciuired, which will al-

so regulate the distance of the wheels from each other.
The pallet is put near to the collet on which the balance is

rivetted ; a small arbor, having very fine pivots, is run
in so as to stand parallel with that of the balance, and
placed at soine distance outside of the wheels, but where a
line drawn from it, and passing at equal distances from the
pointsofthe wheel teeth, when contiimed, shall fall in with
the centre of the balance ; on this arbor is fixed an arm, at

the end ol which is a small fork and index; on the verge
or balance axis, and near the lower end, is a short pallet,

and a roller connecting with the fork and index, in imita-

tion of Mudge's, acting in the same way as has been de-

scribed, but only in the locking and unlocking part. Where
the arm passes between the wheel teeth, which may be at

ninety degrees or so from where they act on the pallet, are

fixed two detent pieces, one for each wheel, opposite to the

arm, and in the same line. A part of it is prolonged be-

yond the arbor outside, by way of a counterpoise, where two
screws in fixed studs serve here as a banking to it. It may
easily be conceived, that one of the wheels being locked,

suppose that on the left, the balance, when returning from
the left to the right, will, by means of the short pallet and
forked arm, &c. carry the detent away ; and just as the
point of the tooth is free, the face of the semicylinder is

presented, to meet with a tooth of the same wheel, and get
impulse ; but before this tooth has nearly escaped, the de-
tent is ready to receive a tooth of the opposite wheel, and
so on. This 'scapement gives an impulse at every vibra-

tion, as is done in Mudge's. In the tenth volume of the

Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,

is'c. there is a description and drawing ol it. It may be ob-

served, that were the semicylindrical pallet faced with a
piece of precious stone, the 'scapement would go on for a
considerable time without falling off.

In the marine keepers which Mr Mudge himself had
made, the 'scapement is on a very flattering principle,

which he suggested as the means of improvement many
years before he put it in practice. Its good performance
seems to have been unequalled ; and it is singular, that,

notwithstanding the efforts of three or four of the best

hands that could be got to the establishment set up by Mr
Mudge, junior, in order to put these 'scapements to time-

keepers which they were employed to make, not one was
ever produced that was at all equal to the original ones.

The 'scapement is afifiarently very complex, elaborate, and
of course expensive in making; yet, when once executed,

it will be permanent in its effects, and require no after ad-

justment like the common detached one. After what has
happened, it is not likely that it will be again adopted. The
basis of it is that of the curious old crown wheel and verge.

In place of the verge being in one, having two pivots and
the balance rivetted on it, let us conceive that each of the

pallets of the verge has an arbor and two pivots, and that

the balance is on a double kneed crank, having a pivot at

the end of each knee, one being near to the foot, the other

near to the collet on which the balance is rivetted ; these

pivots, and those of the pallet arbors, are in one upright

line, coinciding and concentric with one another, having

their motion, as it were, free and independent of each other,

unless when in a part of the action of the 'scapement ; the

face of the pallets, in place of being flat, are hollow, or a

little curved, having a nib at the edge to lock the wheel by.

On the lower end of the lower pallet arbor is an arm pro-

jecting nearly as far. as the bending of the crank knee, in

3Q2
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which is fixed a pin that arts on the inner side, and ncnr to

the end of the arm, and is alternately acted upon ;
close by

the arm, and on the pallet arbor, the inner end of a spiral

spring is fixed ; the outer end is in a stud, having a certain

tension or bendinp; up before fixing in the stud. The up-

per pallet arbor has the saniie as has been described to the

lower one, and a pin in the upper knee of the crank. It

may easily be conceived, tbat the length of the crank knees

ought to be such as to allow it to sweep round and behind

the crown wheel, its boundary or banking being that of the

crown wlieel arbor, or its pinion arbor. When the pallets

are not raised up, and the wheel unlocked, the tendency of

the spiral springs is to bring them down within the spaces

of tlic crown wheel teeth. Suppose the upper pallet rais-

ed up, and the wheel locked, the under one being in the re-

verse- position, and the balance vibrating towards the right,

the i)in in the upper crank will, of course, meet with the

small arm, and carrying it on a little way, the wheel-tooth

gets disengaged, by which the wheel getting forward, the

lower pallet is raised up, and the wheel is again locked. In

the interim, the upper arm being carried on a few de-

grees, by means of the momentum of the balance in vibrat-

ing, bends up the spiral still more than what was done by

the wheel raising up the pallet, the re-action of which, in

the returning vibration, gives impulse by means of the arm

on the pin of the crank. The pin in the lower crank now
getting forward, meets with the arm of the lower pallet

arbor, carries it On, the wheel gets disengaged, and so on.

Tl-.is 'scapement cannot set itself off; for before this can be

effected, the balance must get some degree of external cir-

cular motion in its plane. The balance may be said to be

free in that part of the vibration, after the pin of one crank

has left its corresponding arm, till the pin of the other

meets with its arm ; this is, however, very momentary.

The balance had on its arbor two spirals or pendulum
springs, for the purpose of obtaining the most isochronous

vibrations. Something in this way had been proposed by

one of the BernouUis. Drawings and a description of this

'scapement will be found in the work published in 1799,

by Mr Thomas Mudge, junior. The compensation, like

every thing of Mudge's, is ingenious, though nothing of

this kind can ever be equal to that of being in the balance

itself. The train of wheels went contrary to the ordi-

nary direction, and we have no satisfactory reason assigned

for it.

Although the balance in pocket watches may be put
very well in equilibrium, yet many things contribute to

make them go unequally in dift'erent positions, such as in

hanging, laying, &c. which require time, and give a great

deal of trouble, before they can be completely corrected.

In order to get the better of this, Breguet, an eminent
watchmaker in Paris, contrived a 'scapement, which, with

the pendulum spring stud, revolved round the centre of the

balance once every minute. By this means, whether the

balance was in equilibrium or not, the going of the watch
was little affected by it, as every part of it was up and down
in the course of a minute, which compensated any want of

equilibrium. This contiivance is merely mentioned by Ber-
thoud in his Histoire, as he did not think himself at liberty

to give any description of it, since Breguet had a patent or

brevet d'invention to make them. We have heard it said

that the same invention had been made before by the late

Mr John Arnold.

Those who wish for farther information respecting 'scape-

ments, may consult Traite d' Horlogerie par M. Thiout,
Histoire de la Meture du Temps, par M. F. Berthoud, and
tho Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of
Arts, Commerce, i5'f.

CHAP. II.

On Comfiensation Balances.

Compensation against the effects of heat and cold in

time-keepers, has been one of the greatest improvements
that could have been applied to thom. Without this they
would have been lar from keeping lime, and would have
varied continually wilh the temperature of the atmosphere,
so that no fixid or settled rate could have been obtained.

The detacheil 'scapement will show this more than any
other; for if ihere is no compensation to it, the watch will

vary nearly ihiily seconds in iwenty-four hours. The in-

fluence of oil on the cylinder 'scapement becomes in itself

a sort of compensation, and the effect of changes of tempe-
rature is much less obvious in it than in the detached
'scapement. There is very great reason to believe that

Harrison was the first who applied a compensation ; but
there arc no written documents to warrant us in ascribing

to him the honour of the invention, to which, however, we
think he has a just title. Some very imperfect hints had
been given by Martin Folkes, Esq. President of the Royal
Society in the year 1749, of Harrison's having some me-
chanism of this sort in the three lime-pieces w hich had been
made prior to the fourth, which gained the reward voted by
parliament. But as no description of it was ever made
public, the French arlisls have had it in their power to

claim a priority in the invention. In Harrison's fourth ma-
chine, it is known that ihc compensation piece in it was
composed of laminae of brass and steel, pinned and rivetted

together in several places. Perhaps those in the three for-

mer differed little or nothing from this.

The first pocket watch made in Europe with a compen-
sation was by F. Berthoud. It was begun in 1763, and fi-

nished in the beginning of 1764 ; and was sold in London in

1766, to Mr Pinchbeck, for his Britannic Majesty King
George the Third. The compensation was effected by
laminae of brass and steel pinned together ; one end of
which being fixed to the potence plate, the other acted on
a short arm from a n)oveat)le arbor, a longer arm having
the curb pins in it, being made to move nearly in the cir-

cle of the outer coil of the spiral spring. It had a com-
mon crown wheel and verge 'scapement, and a going in

time of winding. The balance was so heavy as to set, be-

ing sixteen grains in weight, and the vibrations were four

in a second. Mr Kendal adopted this mode of compensa-
tion in some of his pocket watches.

Mudge, some lime before the year 1770, made a watch
for Mr Smeaton, in which the compensation was effected by
two long slips of brass and steel soldered together : being
dressed up, it was turned up into a spiral, as close toge-

ther in the coils as to be free, and no more. The inner

end was fixed to a circular curb wheel, a short portion of

the outer end had a pivot, bent in the circle of the

outer coil, and supported by a small stud, through a
hole of which it moved freely ; at this end was the curb
pins, between which the spiral or pendulum spring passed;

the effect of heat or cold on it was counteracted by the

spiral compensation piece. The 'scapement of this was
the cylindrical one ; and so long as the oil kept clean and
fresh, the compensation might be useful to it. In 1774,

we made one or two of the same sort for horizontal watch-
es. At that time no better 'scapement and compensation
were known, at least so far as came under what was then

the common practice.

In the voyage undertaken for the trial of Le Roy's Time-
keeper in 1768, and published by Cassini in 1770, along

with the description and drawings of it, Le Roy has given
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that of a compensation balance, wliicli is exactly like »hosc

of tlK-picbent (lay, only the lamiisc arc pinned together, in

place of the brass being melted on the steel. Plate CCCIV.
Fit;. 1. Tlie compensation of the limc-kceper, however,

was not of this kind ; it consisted of two t^lass tiiljC thermo-

meters, bent nearly into the form of a parallcloj^ram, with a

small ball at one end to each, the other ojicn, and tilled

paitly witii mercury, partly with spirit of wine, fixed to the

axis of the balance opposite one another: the balls lay very

near to the axis. It would appear that Lc Roy had not

thought of a metallic compensation, until the return of the

time-keeper from the voyage of trial. He had taken the

idea of this from getting an account of Harrison's, which
was sent to the Royal Academy, signed by liUdlam, who
was one of tlie scientific gentlemen appointed by the Com-
missioners of the Board of Longitude to take Harrison's ac-

count of his time-keeper, previous to any part of the reward
being paid him.

In a life of Peter le Roy, the son of Julien, the method
of compensation is erroniously ascribed to that artist's

father, to wlioin " we are indebted," says the writer of the

article, " for the method of compensating the effects of

heat and cold on the balances of chronometers, by the

unequal expansion of different metals ; a discovery which
has been brought by our English artists to a stale of great

perfection, although it had been laid aside by the inventor's

son Peter."

It is difficult to understand how t!
'•; mistake should have

been coinmitted ; for the following account of the discovery,

given by Peter le Roy himself, is in direct contradiction to

the preceding statement.
" Observation V.

—

Sur la com/!ensatio?i des effets de la

chaleur et dufroid
" Selon la gazette du commerce, et la rapport .iig7ie

Ludelain, envoye a I'academie : pour remedier aux irregu-

lariie-> produites dans les montres marines par la chaleur

et par le froid, il/. Harrison se sert d'une barre comfionee de

deux fueces minces dc cuivre et d'acier de longeur de deux
fiouces, rivees ensemble dans filusieurs endroirs, Jixees fiar

un bout, et ayant de I'auire deux g-oufiilks au travers des

gtielles /msse le reason du balancier. Si cetie barre rcste

droite dans le terns temjiere i^comjne le cuivre rccoit plus

d'lmfiresxion de la chaleur que I'acier-^ le rote de cuivre

deviendra convexe au terns cliaud, et le cote d'acier le sera

au terns froid. Ainsi les goufiilles fixcnt tour-a tour les

parties du ressort, selon les diffrrens degres de chaleur, et

I'alongent ou le racourcissent : d'oit nait la compensation des

effets du chaud el dufroid.
" Si j'avoih connu cette ingenieuse methode avant

d'avoir ptn«6 a mes thermometn's, je n'aurois vraisem-

blablement pomt hesi I a en faire usage dans ma ma-
chine.

" J'ai balance qiielque tems, si je ne devois pas lui

donner la preference. J'ai meme fait quelques essais

dans cette vue. J'en parleroi bientot : mais apres y dvoir

pense murement, et avoir mis a part, autant qu'il m'a e'e

fjossible, ce penchant qui nous parle en faveur de nos

pi eductions, mes thermometres m'ont paru pieferable,"

&c. Sec.

See Memoire sur la meillcur maniere, de mesurer le tems

en mer, p 55. 56, inserud at the end of Voyage fait

fiar ordre du Roi, in 1768, fiour e/irouver les montres ma-
rines invenlees fiar M. le Roy, Sec. par M. Cassini, fils,

Paris, 1(70.

As must always he the case in the infancy of any branch
of science, various methods are fallen on before it arrives

at its most improved state. Berthoud, Arnold, and others,

bad recourse to different modes of compensation before

they arrived at the one which gave them complete satis-

faction. The former, in his first machines, used sinall

wires of brass and steel, combined nearly like the gridiron

pendulum, to efltct the purpose of compensation ; to

tl-.ose of a later date, was applied a straight piece, Plate
CCCIV. Fig. 2 ; composed of lamii ae of brass and steel

pinned together, acting on the short arm of a lever. In
the end of the other arm, which was long, the curb pins
were fixed. Even with those balances which were after-

wards made, and composed of brass and steel pinned toge-
ther, he adopted as a supplementary aid, the straight com-
pensation piece with the moveable arm and curb pins.

Fig. 3. Considering the talents he possessed, and the.

great experience which he mi .1 have had, this seems a
little curious; as we think, wheie there is a complete com-
pensation in the balance, it alone should be sufficient, and
that the curb pins would tend to disturb the pendulum
spring rather tlian give any aid to the compensation. The
more Iree tlie pendulum spring is, the chance is more in

favour of good performance, when the compensation ba-

lance is sui)posed to be fit and complete for what is requir-

ed. In some of Arnold's balances, two pair of laminae
were placed parallel to the diametrical arms ; on the mid-
dle of them was fixed a small wire which came through
the rim, outside of which, and on the end of the wires, a
small ball was fixed to each. Fig. 4. These balls were push-
ed out or drawn in by changes of temperature. The argu-
ments given in favour of such as Earnshaw's, which are
turned first on the steel, and again on the brass, after being
melted on the steel, are certainly very strong and convinc-
ing, and nothing can well be said against them, and yet

there appears to be a softness in such a balance, that cannot
exist in those where the laminae are set or turned up by
hand. Fig. 5. There is undoubtedly a great deal more
trouble in making the last, and though it has been said

that they cannot be true or round when made in this way,
yet we have seen some of those done by Owen Robinson,
as round and true as awy turning could make them, and
possessing a degree of stiffness that cannot exist in the

other; they have been even unscrewed, or taken to pieces,

and again put together, without altering the rate of the

chronometer. After all, we are not aware that cronometers
with the one balance actually perform better than those

with the other.

It may be observed, that on the rim of the turned ba-
lances, which is separated into two, there are small pieces
of brass, made to slide backwards and forwards, accord-
ing as it may be found requisite, when under the process
of adjusting for heat and cold. In the other, this is done
by screwing backwards and forwards the pieces of brass

which turn spring light on small screws left at the outer

end of the laminae, and are bent in the same circle with
them. Both balances have what are called meantime
screws, placed in the vertical line of the hanging position,

which serve to adjust them to their rate of time, &c. We
have seen and made compensation balances with three

arms, and three pieces, and three meantime screws, which
were stiff, and answered very well.

CHAP. III.

On Balance or Pendulum Sfirings.

The invention and application of the spiral spring to

the balance of a watch is, by the foreign artists in general,

ascribed to Huygens, while they admit the idea of a
straight spring having been long before this applied by
Dr Hooka. It was in 1658 that Dr Hooke observed the

restorative action of springs, when he put one lo the ba-
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lance of a watch, and applietl foF a patent to secure his

right of invention. Tlic proti s were to be cliviilcd be-

tween himself, Sir Robert Moray, Mr Boyle, and Lord

Brouncker. It was not carried inio cfi'ec,t, inconsequence

of a quarrel between the parties, on account of a very

unreasonable demand on the part of tliese gentlemen. Nor
was it till 1674 that Huygens claimed tlie same discovery.

Hooke charged Huygens with plagiarism, through the

intervention of Mr Oldenburgh, Secretary of the Royal

Society, who communicated to him, when he was twice

in England, the registers of the society, and also cor-

responded with him upon the subject. In 1665, Sir

Robert Moray requests Oldenburgh to tell Huygens that

such watches had already been made in England, and to

ask him if he does not apply a sfiiral spring to the ba-

lance arbor ? It may be asked, where had Sir Robert seen

a spiral spring ? Tlie natural answer is, that he must have

seen it in the hands of Dr Hooke.

On nothing does a chronometer depend so much as

in the good quality of the pendulum spring : great as the

power of the rudder is, in controuling and regulating the

motion of a ship, it is not more extraordinary than that

of this spring, in regulating tlie motions of a chronome-

ter, and we may be allowed to say, that it possesses some-

thing like invisible properties. It may be set so as to

make the machine go fast or slow, in any position requir-

ed, while neither its length, nor the weight ol the balance,

are in any way altered. Le Roy thought that he

had made a great discovery, and it must be granted to

be one, when he found, " that there is in every spring of

a sufficient extent, a certain length, where all the vibra-

tions, long or short, great or small, are isochronous ; that

this length being found, if you shorten the spring, the

great vibrations will be quicker than the small ones ; if,

on the contrary, it is lengthened, the small arcs will be

performed in less time than the great ones." Notwith-

standing this conA\\\oT\o{ sufficient extent, the isochronous

property will remain no longer than while the form of

the spring is preserved, as it originally was. Should the

coils be more compressed or taken in, the long vibrations

will now be slower than the short ones ; and, on the con-

trary, if they are more let out or extended, the long vibra-

tions will be faster than the short ones. A more general

principle for obtaining the quality of isochronism may be

applied, by making the spring act proportionally, in an

arithmetical progression, accoiding to its tension. Every
five degrees of tension should make an equilibrium with

a given force or weight of ten grains, that is 5, 10, 15,

20. Sec. degrees of tension, should be balanced by 10, 20,

30, 40, Stc. grains. To try small springs by this process

would require a very nice and delicate- tool. In order to

obtain these properties in pendulum springs for his time-

keepers, Berthoud made them thicker gradually from the

outer to the inner end ; our old English way is the re-

verse of this. Whatever may bt- the form of the spring,

whether flat or cylindrical, the best and most direct way is

to try them in the timekeeper itself, by taking four hours

going, with the greatest force the main spring can give,

and then four hours with the least. It is of consequence
to have these springs hard, or well tempered.

CH.\P. IV.

On the Jewelling of Pivot Holes.

Our chronometers, from the art of jewelling the pivot

holes, may be said to have acquired a durability and

character, which they would not have otherwise received.

It must not be imagined that there is any time-keeping
principle or improvement in a jewelled hole more than
in a brass one ; and, notwithstanding what has been said
in favour of ihs last, few will be hardy enough to run
the hazard ot having the balance, and balance wheels, to

move in brass holes. It is very well known, that in a
common verge watch, where the balance holes are jewel-
led, its motion will be kept up for a longer time than
when it runs in brass holes. The friction at the balance
holes cannot be supposed to be less than at those of the
fusee ; for, in the time of one-fourth of a turn of the fusee,
the balance must make more than what is equivalent to

9000 revolutiotiS Berthoud regretted much that he had
not an opportunity of getting the pivot holes of his time-
keepers jewelled; yet, from that versatility of genius
which he possessed, he supplied admirably the want of
this, in a manner that very tew could have equalled. Sotne
of the balances in his time-keeptrs were made to give
six vibrations in a second, while others gave only one.
His number dg/il made one vibration in a second, and
was the one which gave the best performance of all

those that he had constructed. It seems to have been
considered as a wonderful discovery, that jewelled holes
wore down the pivots, and thickened the oil, after they
had been used for upwards of a hundred years. How-
came this not to be sooner observed, when so many were
engaged in making chronometers, and that too in con-
siderable numbers ? That pivots, from a length of time,

even with good oil, and with greater probability from bad
oil, may have got, as it were, glued in their holes, there
is little reason to doubt ; but this never arose from par-

ticles wearing away from either the steel or the stone,

by the friction of the pivot Let any one try to whet a
graver, which requires some degree of force, on a polish-

ed Scotch pebble, for instance, and they will find that no
exertion whatever will make the graver bite the stone,

or the stone the graver: for where any effect of this kind
takes place, it must be nearly mutual. The hardness of

the Scots pebble is well known to be much inferior to

that of the ruby or sapphire. Alter being exposed to the

air for a consideralde time, oil gets viscid and thick,

which arises, as has been observed by chemists, from its

absorbing or attracting oxygen. We suspect that oil,

from this cause alone, may become more glutinous at a
jewelled hole than at a brass one. By its application to

brass it soon acquires a bluish green tinge, as if some-
thing acted upon it. This is owing to the metal becom-
ing oxidated by the joint action of the oil and air. The
oxide thus formed combines with the oil, and forms a me-
tallic soap, which is much less tenacious than that form-
ed at a jewelled hole. By the continuation of this pro-

cess, the hole in brass in time becomes wider, and the
oil disappears, leaving the pivot and liole in a greater or

less degree wasted ; and, instead of the oil, we have the

metallic soap, which has hitherto been considered as rust.

To be convinced, however, that this is not the case, we
need only attempt to wipe it off from the pivot, from
which it easily parts, and wliich it would not do were it

really rust. Oil, however, can have no action on the

jewelled hole, and any change that is elTected by the oil

must be confined to the steel pivot, on which its action

is so exceedingly slow, that a great length of time must
elapse before the oil is decomposed and disappears ; and
hence what has been called rust in a brass hole, is sel-

dom or never met with in a jewelled hole. If a little fine

Florence oil is put into a small phial for about two-tenths

of an inch deep, and remain for a few years, it will be-

come exceedingly viscid and glutinous, and will be in-

termixed with parts tinged with red of various shades.
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The same appearance is sometimes seen at jewelled pivot

holes, and lias been crroneouisly supposed to be produuud

by the operation ol tlie pivot on ilic hole. It is sinijular

that oil will act more iofcibly on fine brass ih n on tlie

common sort, or even on copper ; a metallic soap somc-

wliat resemoling verdigrease will soon show itselt on the

former, wlidc the latter will have no appearance ol being

injured. Bm we are not to infer from this, that copper

holes would be preterable to tnose made in fine brass
;

for although the oil in this case would be more durable,

from Us acting more slowly on copper ihan on brass, yet

the increase of friction from the lopper would more than

counterualance this advantage. It can hardly have escap-

ed the eye even of the most inditt'erent observer, that oil

acts more readiiy and forcibly on new than on old work.

On the former, u will livquenily show itseli in the course

ol 2i hours. Oil varies so much in its quality, tiiat some
will become so thick and viscid in the course of a lew

nioiitiis, as to Slop tiie machine altogether. This has oc-

curred in the experience of a very celebrated artist, who
iiitorms us that " his regulator, which has been found to

go to a greater degree of accuracy (though not to a

second m two months, as has been said of others) than

even thai at Verona, as observed by the astronomer
Cagnoli, or that at Manheim, as observed by Mayer, was
found to perform very indifferently alter being cleaned,

and at ihe end of three or four months stopped altogether,

which arose from the application of bad oil." VVe are

ol opinion, ihat where the pivots are small, and the revo-

lutions of the wheels quick, jewelled pivot holes are the

best. It will not be an easy matter to do without oil,

particularly in pocket or box chronometers, although as-

tronomical clocks or regulators may be so constructed as

not to require it.

CHAP. V.

On the Machinery/or going in time of Winding.

The earliest machinery for going in time of winding
is the simplest and besi that has yet been produced ; al-

though, upon the whole, it may noi be so convenient in its

application. In the old thirty hour clocks, the first wheel
ol the going part had on its arbor a fixed jagged pulley

A : (See Plate CCCIV. Fig. 6.) On the arbor of the

first wheel of the striking part was a moveable jagged
pulley H, with click and ratchet to it. Over these, and
through or under the pullies of the counter weight fi

and main weight P, went an endless cord, woven either

of silk or cotton. Both parts of the clock were carried

on by a single or main weight; and, when winding it up,

this was done by the striking pulley ; by which means,
the weight acted constantly on the going part. This is a

method which we adopted in some common regulators,

and afterwards found it was the same that Berthoud had

used in some of his. The moveable and winding up
pulley with its ratchet was on a fixed stud, having a

click and spring, which were fixed to one of the plates,

as was also the slud. Tne other pulley was on the arbor

of the first wheel, and fi^ed to it. The only inconvenience
and objection lo this contrivance, parti; ularly in eight day
clocks, arises from the wearing of the cord on the jagged
part of the pullies. which produces a great deal of dust,

anti makes the clock get sooner dirty than it would do,

if this was effected in a different way. In clocks which
go a month, or six months, as some of Berthoud's did,

this will be very much obviated, particularly with a fine

and well wove silken cord.

There is a very ancient way of going wliile winding,
which was long applied lo the fusees in clocks and
watches. On the inside of the great wheel is another
wlieel, whose teeth are cut to look inward to the centre,

upon which acts a pinion of six, wnich runs in the bottom
of the fusee, and is turned round with it. The fusee
arbor is free witliin both the great wheel and the fusie

;

upon it IS fixed the fusee ratcliet, and a wheel with about
half the number ol teeth of those in the inward toothed
wheel. It is evident, that if ihe fusee arbor is turned
round, the wheel fixed on it, which acts also into the
pinion ol six, will by this make the pinion turn; and this

again, acting 01,1 the inside wheel teeih, will apply as much
force to it as the fusee requires in setting up When
wound up, the click in the great wheel, as in the ordinary
way, stops the fusee by the ratchet from running hack.

This method takes six times longer of winding up than

by the common way ; and the great strain which i^ laid

on the pinion and inside wheel teeth soon destroys them.
With a little move apparatus, a fusee of this kind can be
made to wind up whichever way the arbor is turned

;

hence it got the name of the diunken fusee (See the
particulars of it in Thiaut,\o\. ii. p. 383. and Plate xxxviii.

Fig. 14.)

A .going in time of winding, of later application to clocks
and regulators, consisted of an arljor within the frame, on
which was a pin, and an arm inside, with a nib and deer's

foot joint ; another arm on the outside when pulled down,
served to make the jointed nib rise and pass the third

wheel teeth ; a spring acting on the pin brought the nib in

a contrary direction, to act on the third wheel teeth, by
which it gave motion to the swing wheel during the time of
winding, and continued to do so until getting clear of the

teeth.

The general method which is now adopted, both in clocks
and chronometers, consists of an auxiliary spring, ratchet,

and detent. In clocks, two springs are somewhat used;
being doubled round, are screwed by one end to the back
of the auxiliary ratchet ; the other end is made to act

against the arms or crosses of the great wheel. On the op-
posite side is the click, which acts with the barrel ratchet

;

and when the force of the weight is taken off by winding
up, the force of the springs act on the great wheel, and not

being allowed to bring the auxiliary ratchet forward, which
they would do; but this is prevented by the detent, consist-

ing of an arbor whose pivots run in the frame, and an arm
acting against the face of the small teeth in the auxiliary

ratchet.

When this method is applied to a clock or watch fusee,

there is a circular and flat steel spting screwed or made
fast by one end to the inside of the great wheel ; in the

other end is a small hole, opposite lo which is made a short

and circular slit in the great wheel. A pin in the auxiliary

ratchet is placed so as to correspond to the hole in the

spring and the slit in the great wheel, through both of

which it comes ; the slit gives range for the bending up of

the spring. When the force of the main spring does not

act on the fusee, which is taken off when winding up, the

auxiliary ratchet and detent, which has a slender spring to

keep it to its place, *;rve the same end as has been de-

scribed for the clock.

The mechanism of this going in time of winding, was
first exhibited by Harrison in his time keeper, when ex-

plaining its principles to the commissioners who were ap-

pointed to receive them. It has been said that he took the

idea of it from having seen an analogous contrivance in an

old kitchen jack, where it had been applied to keep the spit

turning while the jack was winding up. There has been

a great deal of ingenuity displayed even in jack-making.
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It is singular, however, Uiat it wa-s never thought of to ap-

ply vanes or wings to the fly, which could have been set so

as to regulate the velocity according to the greater or less

weight with whicli the spit might he loaded ; but, simple as

the setting of these wings would be, it might not be so easy

to prevail upon the cook to take the trouble of either un-

derstanding or using them. The water-jack, which has

been known in this country for more than seventy years, is

very convenient in this respect, as it is so easy to make the

discharge of water at the cock to run full, half, or quarttr,

on the small kind of mill-wheel which drives tlie whole of

the machinery belonging to the jack.

A great many years ago, we contrived an easy way of

making a going in lime of winding for a clock, to several

of which it was applied. The third wheel has a socket

(with a small shouldci) truly fitted to it, the hole being

soundly and smocHhIy broached. That part of the third

wheel pinion arbor, which works in the socket, must also

be truly turned, and made as smooth as any pivot, so as to

be free, easy, and without shake. The end of the socket,

which is not in the wheel, should be smooth and flat ; its

diameter outside about three-tenths of an inch, and to ap-

ply to a flat smooth steel shoulder formed on the pinion ar-

bor. On the side of the wheel opposite that on which the

socket shoulder is placed, let there be fixed a small. steel

pin, distant from the centre about three-tenths of an inch,

the height of it being about one-tenth. Make a piece of

brass so as to have a fine small ratchet wheel on it, of about

four-tenths of an inch in diameter, with a sort of hoop or

contrate wheel rim on one side of it, three-tenths and a half

in diameter inside, the thickness being a little more than

that of an ordinary contrate wheel of a watch, and the depth

one-twentieth of an inch. The ratchet wheel and hoop
have a socket common to both, which is twisted on the third

wheel pinion arbor ; this socket on that side of the hoop in-

side, is the smallest matter lower than the edge of the

lioop ; on this part of the socket is fixed the inner end of a

small and weak spiral spring, of two or three turns, the

outer end having fixed to it a small stud, with a hole in it,

that goes over on the steel pin of the third wheel, which
works in a short circular opening in the ratchet wheel or

bottom of the hoop, of a suflficient range for the spiral spiing

to keep the clock going during the time of winding up.

The detent for the ratchet has one of the pivots of its arbor

in the back frame plate, the other runs in a small cock at-

tached to the inside of this frame plate, and sufficiently clear

of the third wheel on that side. The edge of the hoop,

when the socket is twisted home, should allow the third

wheel to have freedom during the action of the spiral spring

on it. In applying this going in time of winding apparatus

to a clock, it will easily be seen in which way the small

ratchet teeth must be cut, and also in which way the spiral

spring must exert itself. During the action of winding up,

this allows the minute hand to make a retrograde motion,

but it resumes its place as soon as the weight is at liberty.

In the early part of the last century, a considerable in-

tercourse was carried on between Holland and Port Seaton,

by the ship owners of Prestonpans, in East Lothian. Among
tli& imports, was old iron in hogsheads, and many of the

articles were little worse for being used, as, by a law with

the Dutch, no iron work was allowed to be repaired.

Among the things which came home were some camp
jacks, of a very ingenious construction, and evidently of

German origin. Two or three of them, one of which we
have seen, are still in that neighbourhood. It was com-
posed of the usual wheels and |)inions, endless screw, and
a small fly, rather weighty. The frame mounted on an

upright stand, w;is about four feet or more in height. A
thin and narrow iron bar, of four or five feet long, was at-

tached to the stand, and could be made to slide up aiid

down on it, nearly the whole four or five feet; one edge of
it was toothed like a straight rack, and worked into the
))inion of the first wheel, by means of a weight or weights
hung on a hook at the lower end of the bar ; when the
weight and bar came to the lowest point, it was easily

moved up to the greatest height, when the jack was to be
wound up. The pinion had a hollow socket, and could turn
freely round the aiboroflhe first wheel ; on the lower end
of the socket was a ratchet which rested on the first wheel,
where the click and spring was placed to act with the

ratchet, which by the hollow socket allowed the pinion to

turn freely backward when winding up ; on the weight be-

ing allowed to act on the rack, all the wheels were made to

turn the proper way, and so on. An idea occurred to us,

that, in place of the rack moving, a machine might be n»ade

to go by its own weight, by means of a pinion turning down
on the toothed edge of a fixed rack. A scheme shall be

given for a box chronometer of this construction, which su-

persedes the necessity of either fusee, barrel, spring, or

chain. A contrivance of a similar kind has lately been
communicated to the Society of Arts in Paris, by M. Isa-

bellc, and is described in the BulUtin de la Societe d'En-
c'juragcmcnt. No. 52. The same methoc', which has been
known for a considerable time, is used at Liege by Hubert
Sarton, who makes eij;ht day spring clocks on this plan.

On the arbor of the fiist or great wheel is fixed what
may be called the fusee ratchet, working with the click and
spring, which are on the auxiliary or going ratchet ; in the

last is fixed a jiin, which comes through the end of the

auxiliary spring, and the circular notch in the great wheel,
which is keyed on in the same way as in the case with a

fusee ; and having also a detent and spring for the going
ratchet, the whole forming the great wheel, and the me-
chanism for going in time of winding. On the great wheel
arbor, close to tlie main ratchet, let a small bevelled wheel
be fixed, of any small number of teeth, fully stronger than

those in the great wheel, the back of the bevelled wheel
lying against the main ratchet : indeed both might be made
from one and the same piece of brass. Supposing the di-

ameter of the pillar plate to be 2.23 inches, that of the great

wheel would be 1.5 iiich, and the number of teeth 72 ; the

bevelled teeth being half an inch in oiameter, would admit
24 teeth ; and if made a little thicker than the great wheel,

the teeth would be sufficiently strong. Another bevelled

wheel, of the same diameter and number of teeth as the

other, is fixed on a pinion arbor, (a hole being made in the

potence plate, to allow the bevelled wheels to pitch toge-

ther,) which is placed within the frame in a horizontal di-

rection, in that line which passes through the centres of the

great and second wheels ; one of the pivots runs in a cock,

inside of the potence plate, and placed near to the great

wheel arbor; the other, which is a little beyond the pinion

head, runs in a cock fixed on the outside of the potence
plate. This pinion has sixteen leaves, of the same strength

as the teeth of the bevelled wheels, and runs in with the

edge of a toothed rack ; every revolution will be over the

length of one inch on the rack, and equal to four hours, or

one turn of the great wheel ; the second wheel pinion being

18. The length of rack, supposed to be 8 inches, would
allow the time of going to be equal to 32 hours, 3 inches

multiplied by 4 being equal to 32. Were the rack 12

inches long, it would admit the time of going to be 48
hours; or the diameter of the pinion might be increased

from .333 to .500 parts of an inch, and the time of going

would then be somewhat more than 30 hours. Let a slip

of wood be made 1 5 inches long, -jihs of an inch broad, and

rather more than -Jth thick; on one side of this, and close to

the edge, let another slip of the same dimensions, but not
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quite so broad, be set on edge at a right angle to the side

of (lie other ; tliis will form a pattern to liave two such cast

in brass from it ; after being dressed up, one is left plain,

the other so as to have twelve inches of teeth made on one
of the edges ; the plain one is screwed to the inside of the

case, and the other is screwed on to the plain one, having
the toothed edge on the right hand side of the pinion, so as

to make the second wheel and pinion turn the proper way.
To the ring or cap which incloses the movement of the

chronometer, are attached three pieces of brass, kneed up
at each end ; the distance from the ends is about two inches

and a hall, in which are holes made quite parallel to one
another, and go on three steel rods, 15 inches long and
jjths of an inch in diameter, fixed in the lower and upper
ends of the case, and parallel to one another, and near to

the dial of the chronometer. The case may be either of
wood or brass, having a door on one side, which serves the

purpose of getting at the chronometer, either to observe the

time, or to push it up after it is nearly run down. In the

lower part of the cap, a recess may be made to receive any
additional weight requisite to load the chronometer with, in

order to give greater extent of vibration to the balance
;

the upper part of the case should, if necessary, be hung in

gimbols, and the lower end loaded with lead to keep it

steady. A chronometer might be easily fitted up in this

way to go eight days, by giving more length of rack, a

greater weight to the bottom of the cap, more teeth to the

bevelled wheel which is on the horizontal pinion arbor, few-
er to that which is on the arbor of the great wheel, and the

second wheel pinion to make more revolutions for one turn
of the great wheel. Suppose the great wheel 80, and the

second wheel pinion 16, one turn will be equal to five

hours; the bevelled wheel which is on it (being 16) will

have a revolution also in five hours; the bevelled wheel
which turns it, having 24 teeth, will make a revolution in

seven hours and a half. The rack being 25.6 inches long,

the pinion of 16 making a revolution on it in seven hours
and a half, and 25.6 x 7.5 = 192, the number of hours in

eight days. The length of the case, being thirty inches,

could be no inconvenience where eight days going without
winding is obtained. A similar, and we think a preferable,

construction might be adopted, by having the chronometer
fixed, and a weight hung to the lower end of the rack,

which, as in the case of a jack, would keep up the motion
required for the chronometer. This plan, however, of a

moveable rack would require a space for the rack to move
in equal to twice its length.

CHAP. VI.

On the Dividing and Cutting JSngine.

Among the inventions in the art of Horology produced
in this country, may be mentioned that of the wheel-divid-

ing and cutting engines, which are said to have been in-

Vented by Dr Hooke. In the preface to the fourth edition

of Derham's Artificial Clockmaker, he remarks, that " the

invention of cutting engines, (which was Dr Hooke's,)

fusee engines, and others, were never thought of till to-

wards the end of King Charles the Second's reign." It is

well enough known, that he contrived and used an endless
screw and wheel for the purpose of dividing astronomical

instruments, in 1664. The wheel-cutting engine was con-

trived by him in 1655 ; and, about the same period, he dis-

covered that the barometer indicated changes in the atmo-
sphere, and was connected with the weather. Ten years

afterwards, he proposed a clock to register the rise and
fall of the barometer, which was executed by Mr Cuming,
in a clock made for his present Majesty. Sully carried

over to Paris wheel-cutting engines, which were much ad-

mired there, not only for their beauty, and fanciful execu-
tion, but also for their utility. The Frencli artists unwil-

lingly admit our claim to this invention; and could they
have brought forward documents to the contrary, it would
most readily have been done. They maintain, that it could
not have been invented and improved at the same time by
any one man, an opinion in whi<di we must agree with them.
A wheel-cutting engine, and one which could divide almost
any number, by means of an endless screw and toothed

wheel, was made about 70 years ago by Hindley of York,
which came afterwards into the possession of Mr Smeaton,
from whom Mr Reid purchased it 30 years ago. As Hind-
ley knew what had been done in this way by Dr Hooke,
this seems to have been made in imitation of his, with some
additions and improvements, as it is evidently ndt copied
from that which is described in Thiout's work, vol. i. p.

53, Plate xxiii. fig. 1. said to have been invented by M. P.

Fardoil, watchmaker at Paris. Ramsden's dividing engine,

for which he got a considerable premium from the Board
of Longitude, was executed on this principle, the great

merit of which consisted in having a more perfect screw
than had hitherto been made. See our article Gradua-
tion, for a copious history of Dividing Engines, and a

full account of the engines invented by Ramsden and

Troughton.

-CHAP. VII.

On Equation Clocks.

The first equation clock, which is a very ingenious con-

trivance to shew both mean and apparent time, was made
in London about 120 years ago. The following history of

the invention is given by lierthoud in his Histoire.

" The most ancient equation clock," says he, " which

has come to our knowledge, is that which was placed in the

cabinet «f Charles II. King of Spain, and which is men-
tioned at the end of The Artificial Rule of Time, by Sully,

(edition 1717,) wlio gives the following account of it, from

an extract of a letter of the Rev. Father Kresa, of the so-

ciety of Jesus, written to Mr ^Villiamson, watchmaker of

the cabinet of his Imperial Majesty, of the 9th January

1715.
" What Mr Baron Leibnitz says, in his remarks at the

end of Sully's book ;—that if a watch or clock did of itself

make the reduction of eqtial time to ajitiarent, it would be a

very fine and convenient thing ;—on this subject I have to

tell you, that from the years 1699 and 1700, there has been

in the cabinet of King Charles II. of glorious memory,
King of Spain, a clock with a royal pendulum, (a secondb'

pendulum,) made to go with weights and not with springs,

going four hundred days without requiring to be once

wound up. I have, by order of his Majesty, and in his

presence, seen and explained the instructions, which were

sent from London with watches, which contained many cu-

rious things. I had orders to go every day to the palace

during several months to observe the said clock, and com-

pare It with the sun-dial. And at that time I remarked,

that it shewed tlie equation of time tqual and apparent, ex-

actly according to tlie Tables of Flamstead,* which are

found likewise in the Rodolphine Tables," &c.

• The earliest equation Tables were calculated bv our first astrcniomer Roval, Mr Flamstead, at Greenwich,

Vol, X. Part II.

' "
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Sully, at tlie end of the letter of which an extract has

just bec!) given, makes the following remarks, page 9 :

" What the Rev. Father Kresa relates of the clock of

the late King of Spain, is very true. It is more than

twenty years since such clocks were made in London, and I

believe that I am the first who applied this mechanism (for

equation) to a pocket watch, twelve or fourteen years

ago."

The following is a description of a very excellent and
envious equation clock, which belonged to the late Gene-
ral Clerk. It was left, with several other things, to the

late Sir John Clerk, and entailed on the house of Penny-
cuik.

The clock goes a month, strikes the Iiour, and has a

strike silent piece. The 'scapement of it is made after

that of John Harrison's, requiring no oil to the pallets ;

(see p. 476.) and the pendulum is a gridiron compensation
one, composed of five rods, three of which are steel, the

ether two of zinc, or some compound of zinc. On the dial

are seen the hours, minutes, and seconds, and their hands.

The minute hand keeps mean or equal time ; the equation
of time is given by a hand with a figure of the sun on it,

which makes a revolution every hour as the minute hand
<loes, only for the most part it goes sometimes a very little

slower, and sometimes a little faster than the minute hand,
keeping solar or unequal time, and shews at all times when
the sun is on the meridian. The age and phases of the
moon are also represented, the days of the year and of the
month, the degrees of the ecliptic, and the signs of the
zodiac, the rising and setting of the sun, the length of
the day. Sec. The dial is a twelve inch arched one. Con-
centric with the arch is a sort of ring plate wheel of 365
teeth, making its revolution in a year, or 365 days. Its di-

ameter is about 8 inches, and the breadth of the rim or
ring li inch nearly. On this ring plate, at the outermost
circles containing divisions, are laid down the days of the
year; and on the space next within, are the names of the
months, the days being numbered by the figures 10, 20, 30,
and so on. The next circles contain tlie 360 degrees of
the ecliptic ; the space within has the signs of the zodiac,
and the numbers 10, 20, and 30, marked for the degrees in

every sign, and corresponding with the days of the year
and of the month when the sun is in any of these signs.
The innermost circles contain what may be called the divi-
sions of the semidiurnal arcs. On the space outside of
this, are marked the corresponding hour figures in Roman
characters. This is what gives the time of the rising and
setting of the sun, and the length of the day.

In the annual plate ring, are rivetted six small brass piU
lars, one inch and one tenth of an inch in height, whose op-
posite ends are screwed by steel screws, and their heads
sunk into a plain ring wheel neatly crossed into six arms,
the diameter being five inches and three quarters of an
inch, and the breadth of the rim three-eighths of an inch.
The back of this plain ring is distant from the back of the
annual plate ring one inch and a quarter. The plain ring
is at the centre, screwed on a brass socket, having a square
hole in it. Within the frame of the clock movement, and
at a perpendicular distance of six inches from the centre
wheel holes, a steel arbor is run in, and at one end pro-
longed about an inch and a half beyond the fore frame
plate, somewhat like a stud. The pivot in the fore plate is
of such a length and thickness, as to allow a square on its
outside. It is on this square that the equation elliptic plate
is put, and above it is put on the annual plane ring by means
of its socket, with a square hole in it. That part of the
arbor which is above this socket is round, and serves as a
stud for the moon's age ring socket, to revolve on it freely
^nd easily. The moon's age ring turns witJiin the annual

plate ring, and is divided into 59 equal parts, numbered 3,

6, 9, and so on to 29 J. Its diameter is five inches and one
eighth ; its breadth fully three-eighths of an inch, and it is

connected with a plain wheel neatly crossed into six arms,
of the same diameter and breadth of rim as the moon's
age ring, having six small pillars, nearly an inch in height,

rivetted into it, and the moon's age ring screwed at the op-

posite ends of three of them, by three sunk steel screws.

This plain ring has a socket, which runs or turns on the

stud, above the annual plain wheel ; the face of the moon's
age ring comes flush up with that of the annual plate ring,

and both come up to the back of the dial, in which an open-

ing in the arch is made, in order to shew a great part of

what is on these rings. From the top of the arch, across

the opening, and down in a straight direction, is stretched

a very fine wire, serving as an index to the days of the

year, the moon's age. Sec. The annual plate ring and the

moon's age ring move or turn from the right to the left

hand, yet separately and independently of each other. On
the inside shoulder of the socket of the moon's age ring is

screwed a small bevelled wheel, having 37 teeth, and one

inch in diameter, the use of which will be afterwards ex-

plained. In the dial is a circular opening of one inch and
three quarters in diameter, a little below the opening in the

arch; in this opening is exhibited the lunar globe of an

inch and a quarter in diametei', made of brass and silvered;

one half of it is perpendicularly painted black, in order to

give the phases, the new and the full moon. On the arbor

of the lunar globe are two wheels, one of 63 teeth, and
about an inch in diameter, the other a bevelled one of the

same diameter, and with 37 teeth. Both are placed below
the lunar globe ; the wheel of 37 and the globe are fast on
the arbor, the wheel of 63 being keyed spring-tight above
the bevelled one. The arbor of the lunar globe is in the

plane of the dial or nearly so, and this bevelled wheel takes

or pitches into that of the same number, which is screwed
on the moon's age ring socket, as before mentioned ; and
by means of holes in the ring, the whole, that is, the globe,

the bevelled wheels, and moon's age ring, &c. can be made
to turn together, when the moon is at any time setting to

its proper age. The pivots of the lunar globe arbor run
on cocks which are screwed on to the back of the dial.

Behind the globe, and at a little distance fiom it, is screw-
ed on to the back of the dial, a sort of concave or hollow"

hemisphere of thin plate brass, painted inside of a sky blue

colour.

We shall now proceed to shew how the moon's motion is

produced. On the top of the month nut socket, where it

lies in the plane of the dial, is cut a right handed double
endless screw, working intna small brass wheel of 15 teeth,

v/hich is on the lower end of a long arbor, standing upright

in a slit made in the dial. This slit is covered by a large

circular silvered plate, on which are engraved the hours,

minutes, and seconds; on the upper end of this long ar-

bor is a pinion of 8, which carries about the wheel of 63,

and with it, at the same time, the bevelled wheels, globe,

and moon's age ring. The pivots of the long upright ar-

bor run in small cocks attached to the back of the dial.

The month nut, or hour wheel socket, makes a revolution

in twelve hours, carrying the hour hand. The revolution

of the moon's age ring is made in 29 days, 12 hours, and

45 minutes. The wheel of 63 and 15 being multiplied to-

gether, the product is 945, ami this divided by 8, the number
of the pinion, gives 118.125 times six hours, which being

reduced gives the lunation, or a revolution of the moon's

age ring as; above, of 29 days, 12 hours, 45 minutes. The
time of the revolution may be made out by another way.

It is evident that one tooth of the small wheel of 15 is turn-

ed every six hours, of course the wheel will be made to
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liavc a icvolulion in 90 lioui-s, and so will the pfnion 8.

Then if we say as 8 : 90 :: 63 : 708.75 hours, which is also

equal to llic given lunation of 29 days, 12 hours, 45 ini-

nutcs. To produce the annual inotiun of the ring plale

wheel of 365 teeth, the month nut is cut into 42 teelh, and

makes its revolution, as was said before, in 12 hours, and

turns a wheel of 84, concentric with which is a pinion of 8,

leading a wheel of 96, having concentric with it a pinion of

13, leading the wheel of 365, which is the plate ring circle,

having on it the days and months of the year, the degrees

of the ecliptic, &c. turning once round in 365 days. Now
as 365 X 96 X 84— 2943360, this product, divided by that

of 42 X 8 X 12— 4032, will give 730 times twelve hours,

or 365 days. The pinion of 12 is put on a square, which
comes in and through a small hole in the large silvered

circular plate,; the wheel of 96 is put on a round part of

the arbor, just below the pinion, and is keyed spring tight

on it; by means of a small key which fits the square, to

turn the pinion, the annual wheel of 365 teeth can be set

to any required day of the month, which can be done with-

out disturbing any of the motion-wheels. The setting of

the moon's age ring is equally free as this is from any dis-

turbing cause. The diameter of the month nut wheel of

42 is one inch, and three and a half tenths of an inch ; that

of the wheel of 84 is 2.5 inches, and near to a tenth and a

half more. The wheel of 96 is three inches ; its pinion of

12 is .307 of an inch, the pinion of 8 is .316 of an inch in

diameter.

The minute pipe-wheel of 56 teeth, and 1.8 inch in dia-

meter, runs on the arbor of the centre wheel, carrying the

ininute hand. It turns in the common way, the minute
•wheel m of the same number and diameter, whose centre

lies nearly under that of the other, about .6 of an inch to

the rigiit of the middle line of the fore frame plate, and

1.7 inch from the centre of the minute hand wheel. The
arbor of the minute wheel has a pinion of 8, leading in,the

common way the hour wheel of 96, whose diameter is 3.25

inches, that of the pmion is .426 of an inch. This pinion

of 8 is put on the arbor, by means of a square, and with

th • inute wheel both are fast on the arbor. See Plate

C(. CIV. Fig. 7. The upper side of the wheel may be dis-

tant from the lower face of the pinion about .7 of an inch,

the lower side having a proper freedom of the fore plate.

Two wheels, one a plain wheel of 33, the other a bevelled

one of 38, having the same diameter 1.2 inch, are screwed
together, and on a socket common to both ; the flat wheel
is the uppermost, and is pretty close to the back of the be-

velled one, whose teeth look downwards; their socket

turns on the minute wheel pinion arbor, between the lower
face of the pinion and the upper side of the ininute wheel,

having a proper end shake between them ; the back of the

flat wheel of 38 is below the lower face of the pinion .4 of

an inch. These wheels of 38 can be made to turn on the

minute pinion aibor, independent of it and the minute
wheel. The minute wheel and pinion arbor extends a lit-

tle way beyond and below the minute wheel, perhaps one
inch and three or four tenths more to the end of its pivot;

it extends also beyond the face of the pinion more than .6

of an inch to the end of its pivot, which runs into a cock C
screwed on the fore frame plate. There is a ])art formed
on the arbor of a flat circular shape, and whose thickness is

father more than that of the diameter uf the arbor; in the

middle of this is a hole tapped, into which is screwed a

stud, standing at right angles to the arbor ; a bevelled
wheel of 38, and diameter 1.2 inch with its socket turns on
this stud, which is placed on the arbor at that distance, so

that the two bevelled wheels may fairly pitch into one ano-

ther; the minute wheel is crossed itito four, and through
Qnejpf the cross's openings, the bevelled wheel B, which is

on the stud, gets to pitch with the bevelled wheel b which
is above the minute one. On the inside of the pillar plate

is screwed a cock A, near 1.2 inch in height, and so that

the middle part of (he upper knee shall be opposite to the
lower end and pivot of the minute pinion arbor. On one
end of another arbor, in length about 2.1 inches, having a
shoulder on it, is rivettcd a bevelled wheel c of the same
diameter and number of teeth as the others; another
shoulder of just a sufficient thickness is made on this arbor
at the back of the bevelled wheel ; the rest of the arbor is

nearly straight all the way, to the shoulder of a pivot which
is at this end ; from this shoulder the arbor is squared
down for about .6 or .7 of an inch, to receive the socket of
a small wheel W of 32 teeth, which turns behind the pillar

plate; this wheel is nearly one inch in diameter, and acock
K is screwed on the back of the pillar plate, in which the
pivot of the wheel of 32 runs; a pin is put through the

socket and square, to keep the wheel fast to its place on
the arbor. When the shoulder at the back of the bevelled

wheel bears on the outside of the kneed cock, which is on
the inside of the pillar plate, the cock having a hole in it

which allows the arbor to go through and to turn in it, then

the pivot of the arbor will run in the cock which is at the

back of the pillar plate. The inside bottom of the bevel-

led wheel, which is rivetted on the shoulder of this arbor,

has the end of the arbor made flush with it, and a hole made
in the end and centre of the arbor to receive the lower pivot

of the minute pinion, in which it runs or turns, the bevel-

led wheel which is on the stud being supposed to be set as

low down as it shall meet and pitch properly with that

which is at the end of the other arbor. It will now be seen

that the end shake of these arbors, when combined, will lie

between the minute pinion cock on the fore plate, and that

which is on the back of the pillar plate. Let us suppose that

the bevelled wheel, which is at the end of one of these ar-

bors, remains as it were stationary, and that the minute pi-

nion and wheel are carried about by the minute pipe wheel,

which is on the arbor of the centre wheel ; during a revo-

lution of the minute wheel and pinion, the bevelled wheel,

which turns on the stud, will be carried not only round

with its stud, but is made to make another revolution by

means of its turning round on the teeth of the bevelled

wheel, which is stationary, causing the bevelled wheel, and

the flat wheel connected with it, which are below the mi-

nute pinion, to make two revolutions in the hour; and as

the flat wheel of 38 teeth turns the sun hand wheel of 76
teeth and 2.3 inches in diameter, this last most make its

revolution in an hour. Its socket turns freely on that of

the minute pipe wheel, which carries the minute hand;

between the sun hand wheel and this minute pipe wheel is

a slender spiral spring, the inner end of which is fixed to

the lower end of the sun's wheel socket, the outer erd being

fixed in a stud on the upper surface of the minute hand

wheel. This spring is for the purpose of keeping forward

the sun hand to its place, notwithstanding any shake which

may be among the teelh of those wheels concerned in the

equation motion work. The sun's hand is of biass gilde(>,

having the figure of the sun on it, at a little distance from

the end which points to the minute divisions. The sun's

hand lies between the hour and minute hands; the wheel of

76, which carries it, besides the motion of going once

lound in an hour, has at one time a small motion retro-

grade, at another a smi-.ll motion progressive, according to

the equation; and there are four times in the year when the

minute and sun hands are nearly together. One half near-

ly of the sun wheel is crossed out, on that side in which the

sun's hand lies, in order that the equilibrium of the hand

and wheel may be as nice as possible, whatever may be the

position of the sun hand.
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From the centre wheel hole on the fore frame plate, to-

wards the left hand, and a little upwards, take, with a pair

of compasses, a distance of 3.8 inches, and sweep an arcli

;

and then from the centre of the hole, in which the arbor

runs, which carries the annual plate wheel, take in the com-

passes an extent of 4.6 inches, and sweep another arcli so

as to intersect the first, the place of intersection will be

that of an arbor having pivots, one of which runs into a

cock, screwed on the back of the pillar plate; the other

runs into a cock screwed on the fiont of the fore frame

plate; a notch is made on the edt^e of each frame plate to

admit the arbor to come into its place. On the end of this

arbor, which is just behind the pillar plate, is fixed a rack

or segment of a circle 5 inches radius, having 32 teeth cut

on it, and cut from a number on the engine plate of 318 ;

the rack-teeth pitches into the small wheel of 32, which

lies behind the pillar plate, and whose centre coincides with

that of the minute pinion arbor, as mentioned before. On
the other end of this arbor, and beyond the fore frame plate

a very little, is fixed an arm of 4.5 inches long, having at

the end of it a smooth hard steel pin, which bears on the

edge of the annual elliptic equation plate, being made to do

so by means of a coil or two of watch main spring, not very

strong, attached to the arbor, near to the inside of the fore

frame plate, the outer end being fixed to one of the pillars,

•or to a stud fixed for that purpose on the inside of the fore

plate. The elliptic equation plate is a very irregular sort

of a figure, as may be conceived in some degree by the de-

scription of its shape; its greatest length over all is 6.5

inches ; the centre is 3.8 inches from the broadest end, and

2.7 inches from the narrowest ; the nearest edge across the

centre is about one inch, and the edge opppsite is 1.8 inch;

the greatest breadth of the broad end is near to 4 inches,

that of the narrowest end is 2.8 inches. During the course

of its annual revolution, the edge of the elliptic plate

makes the arm which has the steel pin in it rise to various

heights, and fall as variously to different depths. By this

rising and falling, the rack which is at the opposite end of

the arbor, is made to have a motion sometimes backward,

and at other times forward, which it communicates to the

small wheel of 32, behind the pillar plate, and of course to

the bevelled wheel of 38, on the same arbor with it.

This continually causes a small change of place to the

bevelled wheel of 38, consequently a change of place

to that which turns on the stud, and hence to the wheel

carrying the sun hand ; this change is what gives the equa-

tion shewn by the difference of time between the minute
and sun hands. When the pin in the arm falls, the equa-

tion or sun hand goes forward, and when rising it goes

backward. The greatest negative equation for 1815, on

the 3d day of November, is 16 minutes, 14.9 seconds,

which, added to the greatest positive equation for the same
year on the ) 1th of February, is 14 minutes, 35.5 seconds,

making in all 30 minutes, 5 1.4 seconds; so tliat one tooth

of the wheel of 32 may be nearly equivalent to one minute
of equation. To trace properly a true figure to the equa-

tion plate must be a very tedious and nice operation ; for

this purpose the rack, and all the wheels immediately con-

nected with the equation, must be put into their places, as

also all those which give motion to the annual plate, and to

have a spring tight arm, having a sharp point to it, bearing on
the face of tiie brass plate which is to be the elliptic one :

the sharp point must lie so as to coincide with tiie side of
the steel pin, when bearing on the edge of the elliptic plate.

The sun and minute hands being on, and the annual plate

set to the 1st of January, the equation handset to the equa-
tion for that day, then by setting forward the mi)uitc hand
\intil 12 or 24 hours have elap-icd, the equation hand may
be changed to wliat it ought to be, in the same time ; so by
going on st.ep Ly step in this way, the figure of the equation

plate may be truly done. The rack must be artificially

made to assist in this ; and when the revolution is com-
pletely at the end, before taking out the rack and the equa-
tion wheels, marks must be made to one of those teeth,

which must be maiked by its corresponding space in the

other wheels, so that when they are again put into their

places, they shall give such equation as was done when
tracing for the elliptic plate.

Besides the days of the month, which are shewn on the

annual plate, there is a common month ring, having 31 fi-

gures engraved on it, placed as usual at tlie back of the

dial. One of these figures is shifted every day through
the whole ring when the month consists of 31 days; and
two figures at the last are shifted at once when the month
consists of 30 days, to bring the ring to the first day of the

succeeding month; and at the 28th of FebruSiy four figures

are shifted, so as to bring the ring to the 1st of March : by

this means the day of the month ring requires no shift-

ing or correcting at these periods, as those in the common
way do. To produce this motion, five short steel pins are plac-

ed in a circle, on the under side of the elliptic plate, whose
radius may be about half an inch, and set at such a distance

from one another as to correspond with the number of days

between February and April, between April and June, be-

tween June and September, between September and No-
vember, and between November and February. This may
be done by applying the ellijitic plate on a cutting or divid-

ing engine, having the number 365 on the dividing plate.

When fixed on the engine, and set to the first point of the

number, make a point for February on the elliptic plate;

then count off 61 from the dividing plate, which will give

the place for the pin on the 30th of April; another 61 will

bring it to June 30th ; 92 will give the 30th of September;
61 the 30th of November; and 90 more will bring it to the

28th of February, the point which was set out from. When
the pins are put in the elliptic plate, that for February will

require to be longer than the others, for a reason which
will be explained when we come to shew the use of these

pins. The month-wheel of 84 teeth, and whose diameter
is 2.73 inches, has its centre on the left hand side, distant

from the central perpendicular line 1.4 inch, and from the
centre hole in the fore frame plate 2 inches. The month
wheel, as usual, is turned about by the month nut. A long

piece of brass forming two arms, each four inches in length,

has a small arbor through the middle of (he whole length

of eight inches. The pivots of this arbor run into small cocks,

attached to the front of the fore plate, keeping the long
piece of brass very near to the plate; indeed a great pan,
particularly the end of the upper arm, and towards it, is

sunk partly into the fore plate. This long piece of brass is

placed so that one of the arms shall come to the socket of

the month wheel, and the other, with its end nearly below
the circle in which are the five pins, in the annual elliptic

plate described as before. A spring is placed below this

upper arm to keep it up, unless when any of the pins get

on the end of the arm and press it down. The end of the

arm is chamfered, or made so that any pin, when approach-

ing it, gets easily on, and presses it down gradually, by
means of ascending the chanilered part as it were; and wiien

past this, it meets with a flat and vciy narrow place, where
it cannot remain longer than some lime short of 24 hours,

say 16 or 18 hours, or perhaps not so long. After having
passed the flat pari, it meets with a chamfered side oppo-
site to that of the first. Besides tliat of freeing the pin, this

is made for the purpose of more easily setting back or for-

ward the annual jilatc.

The month wheel has its socket equnlly long on both

sides, and quite straight; the length of eacli may be .6 or .7

of an inch. Two small brass pillars are rivctted on the up-

per .side, ancl opposite one another, each at a distance ixom
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the centre of the wheel about .7 of an inch, (see Plate
CCCIV. Figs. 8, 9.) the height of the pillars from the
wheel to the shoulder about half an inch ; and from the
shoulder of each pillar a sort of straight pivot is pro-
longed, about one half inch more ; the diameter of these

pivots about one-tenth of an inch; that of the pillar .2 of

an inch. There is another socket which goes easily on
the lower or under socket of the month wheel, which is

rivetted in a rectangular piece of brass, about an inch long,

and half an inch broad, or nearly so, say .4 of an inch.

In this piece of brass, on the side opposite that of the

socket, are also rivetted two small and straight brass
pillars, about an inch in length, and the diameter about
one-tenth of an inch. There are holes in the month wheel,
to allow these pillars to go easily back and forward in them;
their places will be equally between the month wheel
socket, and the pillars which are rivetted in the month
wheel. The other ends of the small straight pillars are
made fast, by two small steel screws, to a piece of brass,

which is formed to correspond with two broad crosses of
the month wheel. Only one of them is made to have at

the end a segment of a circle, whose radius is nearly
equal to that of the month wheel. On this segment three
teeth are cut, equal in their spaces and form to those of the
month ring. In the arms or crosses of the segment are
three holes, one of which goes easily over or on the up-
per socket of the month wheel ; the other two holes go
easily- on the small straight pivots which have been al-

ready mentioned. This segment cannot be put on the

ends of the small pillars, till the socket of the rectangu-
lar piece of brass is put on the lower socket of the month
wheel, having previously made the pillars connected with it

to pass through their holes in the month wheel. It will be
easy to perceive, that when the segment is put on to its

pillars, and a sufficient space left behind the month wheel
and the rectangular piece of brass, its socket may be
made to pump up and down on that of the month wheel, and
at the same time carrying the segment back and forward
with it; a pin in the month wheel stud keeps the month
wheel socket always to its proper end shake, notwithstand-
ing any motion of the segment backwards and forwards.
Below the rectangular piece on its socket, a small groove
is turned out of it, for the purpose of a forked piece get-
ting in on it; this forked piece is formed on that end of the
arm which lies along the fore plate, and on to the socket or
centre of the mouth wheel.

From the preceding description it is evident, that when
any of the elliptic plate pins come to press down that end of

the long arm which lies near and under them, the forked
end will raise up the grooved socket, and the segment
which is connected with it ; hence the teeth of the segment
will meet with pins which are at the back of the month
ring, and by their means will turn the month ring. On the
month wheel is fixed a pin, which, in common, shifts the
day of the month ring; but in those months in which there
are only 30 days, the pins in the elliptic plate, which press
down the end of the arm, make the segment be pumped up
only so far as to meet witli one of the pins at the back of
the month ring, whicii is a little longer than tl.e other two;
mid one day being shifted by it, and another by the fixed
pin in the month wheel, this makes the shifting from tiie

30th to the 1 St day of the succeeding month. The pin in

tlie elliptic plate for the month of February being longer
thin tlie others presses the end of the arm a little more
down, consequently the pumping up of the segment must
be to a greater height ; by this means the three teeth on the
segment get hold of the three pins on the back of the
month ring; this, with the fixed pin in the month wheel, are
ready to shift four teeth of the month ring^, viz. from the

28th of February to the 1st of March ; and, by this very
ingenious sort of mechanism, the month ring shows always
the right day of the month, except on the 29lh of Fcbn^ary
in leap-years. It may be necessary to notice, that the fixed
pin in the day of the month wheel must be placed at such a
distance from the first tooth on the segment, as is equal to
the space between the teeth on the segment. The month
ring is not attached by rollers to the back of the dial in the
usual way, but runs in four rollers, which are fixed on four
brass studs on the fore frame plate. This is for the con-
veniency of seeing more easily the operations of the seg-
ment with the month ring, when the segment is pumped up
and down.
The construction of the month wheel, and of the ap-

paratus for shifting the month ring, will be better under-
stood from Figs. 8 and 9, where AA is the month wheel

;

B, B, two arms or crosses nearly similar to those of the
month wheel, having a hole in the centre which goes iree-
ly on the upper socket of the month wheel ; on one of
these arms is a segment of a circle, nearly of the same ra-
dius as that of the month wheel, having three teeth cut on
it, like those of the month ring ; a, a, are two brass pillars
rivetted on the upper side of the month wheel, the upper
ends being formed into a sort of pivots ; on these and the
month wheel socket, the segment is made to move freely
up and down. C is a rectangular piece of brass, into
which a socket is rivetted, which moves up and down on
the lower socket of the month wheel, having a groove
turned out on it, which receives the forked end of the
arm, which pumps it up and dov^n ; b, b, are two small
brass pillars, which are rivetted also into the rectangular
piece of brass, having two holes in the month wheel,
through which they pass easily up and down; the other
ends of them go into the segment at b, b, and are screwed
to it by means of two small screws. On one of the arms
of the month wheel is screwed a small kneed sort of cock
d, having a pin fixed in it, for turning the day of the month
ring in the usual manner.

CHAP. VIII.

On Re/ieating Clocks and JVatches.

To those who do not sleep well, nothing can be more
convenient and useful than a repeater, whether it is in a
watch, or in a small fixed clock. A history of this inven-
tion is given by Mr Derham in his Artificial Clockmakez.
Berthoud, in his Histoire, has given the following account
of it, wliich is taken chiefly from Derham.

" The art of measuring time, (says Berthoud,) was again
enriched with two fine and useful inventions before the end
of the seventeenth century. One was the equation clock ;

the other, which is the most precious, and of the most ge-
neral utility, is that kind of striking which has been called
repeating. It is of the most ingenious mechanism, and
when added to a clock, serves to make known at pleasure,
at every instant of the day or night, without seeing the
dial, the hour and the parts of the hour, which are pointed
out by tlic hands of the clock. Both these inventions are

due to the English artists."

" The clocks in question here, (says Derham.) are those

which, by means of a cord, when pulled, strike the hours,

the quiiiters, and even some the minutes, at all times of

the day and of the night. Tliis striking or repeating was
invented by a Mr Barlow, towards the end of the reign of

King Charles II. in 1676."

It is not mentioned by Derham, v.'hether Barlow was a

watchmaker or not. Wc have heard it said by old watch-
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jTiakcis, that lie w&'i a clergyman. This seems in some

tneasuie confirmed, by his having applied to Tompion to

mffke his repealing watch, when he was about to obtain a

patent for the invention.

•' This ingenious invention," continues Berthoud," which

had not been before thought of, made at the outset a great

iioise, and much engaged the attention of the London

watchmakers. On the idea alone which each formed of it,

«hey all set to work to try the same thing, but by very dif-

ferent ways ; whence has arisen that great variety in the

work of repeating motions, which was seen at this time in

London.
" This discovery continued to be practised in chamber

clocks until the reign of James II. It was then applied to

pocket watches. But there arose disputes concerning the

author of the invention, of which I shall simply relate the

facts to the reader, leaving him to judge of it as he thinks

proper."

Towards the end of the reign of James II. Mr Barlow

applied his invention to pocket watches, and employed the

celebrated Tompion to make a watch of this kind accord-

ing to his ideas; and at that time, conjointly with the Lord

Allebone, chief justice, and some others, he endeavoured

to obtain a patent for it.

Mr Quare, an eminent watchmaker in London, had en-

tertained the same notion some years before, but not hav-

ing brought it to perfection, he thought no more of it until

the noise excited by Mr Barlow's patent awakened in him
his former ideas. He set to work, and finished his me-
chanism. The fame of it spread abroad among the watch-

makers, who solicited him to oppose Barlow's privilege to

obtain a patent. They addressed themselves to the court

;

and a watch of the invention of each was brought before

the king and his council. The king, after having made
trial of them, gave the preference to that of Mr Quare.

The difference between these two inventions is this :—
The repetition in Mr Barlow's watch was effected by push-

ing in two small pieces, one on each side of the watch case,

one of which repeated the hour, the other the quarters.

Quare's watch repeated by means of one pin only fixed in

the pendant of the case, which, being pushed in, made the

repetition of the hours and quarters, the same as is done at

this present time, by pushing in once only the fiendant

which carries this pin.

This invention of repeating the hours in small fixed

clocks, and in watches, was soon known and imitated in

France; and these machines were very common in 1728,
when the celebrated Julien Le Roy was much occupied in

their improvement. It was at this period that he made the

repeating clock, of which a description is given at the end
of The Artificial Eule of Time. This was made for the

bedchamber of Louis the Fifteenth of France.
The first repeaters, even those of Quare's, as well as

others, gave the number of the hour according to the

length pushed in of the pendant ; which was very incon-
venient, by striking any hour, whether the pendant was
pushed home to the snail or not. This fiequenlly caused
mistakes, in regard to the true hour which ought to have
been given. From the report of our predecessor, Mr
James Cowan of this place, who went to Paris in 1751 for

improvement in his profession, and who executed some
pieces under Jiilien Le Roy, it was he who introduced the
mechanism into repeaters, whicli prevented the watch from
.striking any thing but tlie true hour. This, we think, was
done to the repeating clock fur Louis the Fifteenth's bed-
chamber In this constnic'.ioi!, unless the cord or pendant
made the rack go fully lionie to the !>nail, it eitlicr struck
none, or struck the true liotir, Avhich was a very considera-
ble improvctnent. The piece employed for this purpose

is called the all or nothing piece. Considering the great
talents which Julien Le Roy possessed, we have no reason
to doubt of this improvement being his.

" Although the retietilion" says Berthoud, " such as is

now in practice, is a particular kind of striking, its me-
chanism differs totally from that of the striking clock; 1st,

Because every time that it is made to repeat, the main re-

peating spring is wound up; whereas, in the common strik-

ing part, the main-spring is wound up only once in eight

days, fifteen, or a month : 2d, In the repetition we must
substitute lor the count-wheel, which determines the num-
ber ol blows that the hammer must strike, a contrivance
wholly different. The first author of this ingenious me-
chanism substituted for the count-wheel a piece, to which,
in regard to its form, he gave the name of the enail. The
snail is a plain piece, divided into twelve parts, which form
steps, and come gradually in from the circumference to-

wards the centre. It makes a revolution in twelve hours.

Each of the steps is formed by a portion of a circle. Every
time that the clock is made to repeat the hour, the pully

which carries the cord is connected with and turns a pi-

nion, which leads a rack, whose arm falls on one or other

of the steps of the snail, (on the cord being pulled,) and
regulates the number of blows which the hammer ought
to give ; and as this snail advances only one step in an
hour, it follows, that if it is wanted to be made to repeat at

every instant in the hour, we should have always the same
number of blows of the hammer; whereas, in setting off

the wheel-work of an ordinary striking movement more
than once in the hour, we should have a different hour. A
count-wheel would then not be fit for a repetition. The
mechanism of the repetition has a second snail, which
bears four steps also in portions of a circle, to regulate the

blows which the quarter hammers must give."

The count and hoop wheels, and locking plate of the old

striking clocks, for regulating the number of blows of the

hammer, and locking the wheel-work, was excellently

contrived. It had only one inconvenience, for when set off

by accident, it would prematurely strike the hour to come:
this made it requisite to strike eleven hours before it could

be again brought to the hour wanted. Had it not been for

the invention of the repeater, these would have continued,

and would have been still made in the modern clocks, the

same as in the ancient ones. But the snail of the repeater

shewed that it could be adapted for regulating the number
of blows for the hammer of a common striking clock, and
has prevented tlie inconvenience of striking over a num-
ber of hours, before the clock could be set to the right

hour of striking.

" We owe to Julien Le Roy," continues Berthoud, " the

suppressing of the bell in repeating watches, a change
which has made these machines more simple, by rendering

the movement larger, more solid, and less exposed to dust.

These watches, which he called raised brass edges, arc of

a more handsome form. From tlie timeol this celebrated

artist, all the French repeateis have been made accoiding

to this model ; but in England, where repeating watches

were invented, they make them fof the most part witli a

bell ; and in Spain, this construction is still more preferred.

In repeating watches >vitnout a bell, the hammers strike on

brass pieces, either soldered or screwed to the case. Re-

peating watrhes with a bcU have, also, as those without

one, the i^ropetty of being dumb, that is to say, of being

able to ni.ikt it rt-peat at pleasure, without the hammeis
being allowed to strike on the bell, or brass pieces."

This effect is produced after the pendant is puslied in,

by putting the point of the fore-finger on a small spring

button, that cumes tl'.rough the case. Being a little press-

ed in, it opposes a piece against the hammers, which pre-
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vents them from striking either a bell or the brass pieces

inside of the case ; by which means the blows for hours and

quarters are felt, though they cannot now be easily heard.

This makes this kind of repeaters very convenient for those

who are deaf, as during the dark of night they can feel the

hour at a time when they cannot sec it. These sourdine

or dumb parts have been left off of late years ; yet they

are not without their advantages, as has been now shewn.

The late Julicn Le Roy had tried to render repeating

watches more simple, by suppressing the wheel-work
which serves to regulate the intervals between the blows

of the hammers, and also the main repeating spring. This
celebrated artist succeeded in these, to construct new re-

peating movements, of which several have been made. But
it appears that the public have not found them very conve-

nient, so that this mode of composing them has not been
imitated.

The only one of this kind which we have seen of Julien

Le Roy's, was a very good one in the possession of John
Rutherfurd, Esq. of Edgerston. Although they have not

been copied, they certainly deserve to be so.

Repeaters have of late been made with springs in place

of bells, which are a very ingenious substitute, it must be
allowed, of Swiss invention, though they are as superfluous

as bells. Considerable trouble is necessary in making and
placing them. They ought never to be recommended, if

it could be avoided ; but we are often obliged to yield to the

fashion of the day, even when it docs not coincide with our
own opinion. When three or more hammers are used to

give the quarters, we then would admit springs in place of

bells, as when they are well tuned, they give a most beau-
tiful chime for tiie quarters : were bells introduced for this

purpose, they would give a clumsy appearance to the

watch. Julicn Le Roy saw good reasons for setting aside

the bell ; and no plan of a repeater will ever be superior or

equal to that of his, which Graham frequently adopted in

many of his watches, though his i-cpeating motions were
different; Julien Le Roy's having what is called the plain,

and Graham's the Stogdcn motion, a most ingenious con-

trivance, requiiing great judgnicnt to plan, and nice execu-

tion in making it. This motion is well adapted for half

quarters : Though we have hardly seen a French repeater

with it, yet it is not unknown to the foreign artists, as ap-

pears fiom Thioul's work, torn. ii. p. 357, plate xxxvi. fig.

3. Paris, .1741. This repeating motion must have got its

name from the inventor. Upon inquiiing aftei" him when
in London, in the year 1770, we learned, with much regret,

that he had clicd a few months before in a charity work-
house, at a very great age. The name appears to be Ger-
man ; but whether he was a foreigner or an Englishman,
we have not been able to learn.

We shall now lay before our readers a complete descrip-

tion of the repeating movement and motion-work of clocks

and watches, which we have taken principally from Bcr-

thoud's Essai sur I'Horlogerie

Clocks that have a striking part, strike of themselves tlie

hours, and some strike the hours and lialf hours ; but those

having a repeating part strike only on a cord being pulled,

if it is a clock ; and if it is a watch, when the pendant or

pusher is farced home ; thus two hammers strike the hour

and the quarters, which the hands point to on the dial. We
shall see, by the description of a repeating clock, how this

is produced ; but before doing so, we sliall give a general

idea of this ingfjuious mechanism, which is nearly the same
for a clock as for a watch.

In order to make a dork repeat the hour, (sec Plate

CCC V. Fig. 2.) the cord X is drawn, which is wound round

the pully P, fixed on the arbor of the first wheel of a par-
ticular wheel work, the sole object of which is to regulate

the intervals between each blow of the hammer. The ar-

bor of this wheel has on it a hook, which takes hold of the
inner end of the repeating main-spring contained in the
barrel B, Fig. 3. On this arbor is also a plain wheel G,
Fig. 1. having fifteen pins in it which serve to raise the
hammers, twelve of them for the hours, and three for the

quarters. The number of blows that the hour hammer
strikes, depends on the greater or less course which the

pin wheel G is made to take when pulling the cord, and.

this course depends itself on the hour pointed at by the

hands on the dial. Thus, if the cord is drawn when it is

twelve hours and three quarters, the pin wheel is obliged

to make an entire revolution ; at this instant the repeating

spring brings it back, in which course it makes tfce ham-
mer give twelve blows for the hours, and then three for

the quarters. To distinguish the quarters from the hours,

a second hammer is added, which, with the first, makes a

double blow at each quarter.

It must now be shown by what means the course which
the pin wheel takes is regulated on the cord being pulled,

"

and how it is proportioned to the hour which the hands

point to on the dial.

A wheel S, or minute wheel, of the dial work. Fig. 3.

has its arbor prolonged, and outside of the back of the pil-

lar plate. (In this case, and in common, the repeating

work is put between the dial and foreplate of the frame.*)

It carries the piece sh. Fig. 2. the pin of which c turns

the star wheel E, which takes twelve hours to go once

round, and carries with it a piece L, called the hour a7iail,

divided into twelve parts tending to the centre of the star

wheel. Each of these parts forms dilTerent depths, like as

many steps, which gradually come nearer the centre, and

which serve to regulate the number of the hours which

the hammer must strike. For this purpose the pulley P
carries a pinion a, which pitches in with a portion of a

wheel C, Fig. 2. called the rack. When the cord is pull-

ed, and the rack is in consequence made to advance to-

wards the snail, the arm b stops on such a step of the snail

as it may meet with in its course ; and, according to the

depth of this step, the hammer strikes a greater or less

number of blows. It will strike only one hour if the arm
b of the rack is stopped on the step 1, the most distant

one from the centre, as then the pin wheel getting only one

of its pins engaged, the hammer strikes only one blow. If,

on the contrary, the step 12, which is the deepest and

nearest the centre, is met by the arm b in its course, which

cannot get there until the pin wheel shall have made one

turn, then the spring in the barrel bringing it back, will

cause the hammer to give 12 blows.

It remains to be seen how the quarters are repeated.

The piece s, Plate CCCV. Fig. 2. which turns the star wheel,

and takes one hour to make a revolution, is canted by

another snail /i (called the quarter snail.') formed by four

divisions, making three patlis or steps, on one of which,

wlien the cord is pulled, the arm Q of a piece QD, called

\\\ejingtr, places itself, and according as the step is nearer

or farther from the centre of the snail, the end D of the

finger finds itself more or less aside from the centre a of

the pulley P ; so that when the pull of the cord is finished,

and the pulley returns by the force of the spring in the bar-

rel, one of its four pins acts on this linger, namely, the one

which it finds at a distance from the centre a, which an-

swers to the elevation of the arm D, and this is'what de-

termines the blows for the quarters : thus when the fingei

is applied on the pin nearest the centre of the pulley, the

• 'l^his part of the repeating tvoi-k, with the dial wheels, go unde? the g'enerail nams of the iiVftion imHr.
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hour liammei- strikes only the number of hours that

the snail L and the arm b of the rack have determined. If

the finger is placed on the second pin, it does not stop the

pulley till after the hour hammer has struck the hour, then

a quarter, and so on for the three quarters. Having thus

given an idea of the essential parts of a repeater, let us

now proceed to a particular description of a complete re-

peating clock with an anchor 'scapement.

Plate CCCV. Figs. 1, 2, and 3. represent all the parts of

a repeating clock, seen in plan. Fig. 1. represents the

•wheel and pieces contained within the frame, or what are

put between the two plates, with the exception bf the

anchor A, which is placed in this way, to show the 'scape-

ment.
The wheels B, C, D, E, F, are those of the movement.

B is the barrel, which contains the clock main-spring. The
great wheel is fixed to the bottom of the barrel B, and

pitches into the pinion of the wheel C, which is the great

intermediate wheel. D is the third, or the centre or minute

wlicel.* E the fourth wheel, or thai where the contrate

wheel was usually placed. F the ratchet, or 'scapement

wheel. The centre wheel D makes a revolution in an
hour. The pinion on which this wheel is fixed has its

pivot prolonged, which passes through the fore plate. Fig.

3. This arbor or pivot, Fig. 4. enters spring tight into

the cannon of the minute pipe wheel m, seen in perspec-
tive. Fig. 5. which makes also, by this means, a turn in an
hour. This cannon carries the minute hand ; and its wheel
7n pilches into the returning or minute wheel S, of the
same number of teeth, and of the same diameter as the

wheel m. The pinion of the wheel S makes twelve re-

volutions in the time that the hour wheel C makes one.
The wheel C, which is one of the dial wheels, takes then
12 hours to make one revolution, and is that which carries
the hour hand.

It must be observed, with regard to these three wheels,
C, m, S, which are called dial wheels, that they are always
the same, whether the clock is a striking one or a repeat-
ing one ; their effect being, to cause the hour or dial wheel
C to make a revolution in the space of twelve hours. The
wheels G, L, M, N, Fig. 1. and the fly V, form the wheel
Work of the repeating part. The object of this wheel
work, as has already been mentioned, is to regulate the in-

terval between each blow of the hammer. The ratchet R,
and the pin wheel G, are fixed on the same arbor in com-
mon with the wheel L, within whose centre it freely

turns. The spring r, and the click c, are all placed on the
wheel L.

When the cord X, which is wound round the pulley P,
Fig. 2. is pulled, the ratchet R, Fig. 2. fixed on the same
arbor as the pulley, retrogrades, or goes backwards, and
the inclined planes of the teeth raise the end of the click
at O. Then the repeating spring brings back the ratchet,
whose teeth butt or stop against the end of the click,
which carries about the wheel L, and the wheel work M,
N, V : but while the ratchet R thus carries the wheel
L, and while the pin wheel G, and the pulley P of Fig. 3.

which are fixed on the same arbor, turn also, the pins of
the wheel G act on the pieces 7/1, n, Fig. 1. whose arbors
prolonged carry the hammers /, ?n. Fig. 2. Each piece
7H, n, is pressed by a spring, to bring forward the hammers,
after the pins had made them rise up or go backward.
The spring r is only seen, which acts on the piece ;n; that
which acts on the piece n is placed under the plate which
carries the motion work, Fig. 2. The piece sevves to

communicate the motion of that of m to the arbor or piece
n, which carries the hour hammer.
The piece, (bancule,) or sec-saw m x, Fig. 1. is move-

able on the arbor which carries the quarter hammer. On
this arbor below m r, an arm like that of m moves, on
which act the three pins placed on the under side of the

wheel G. These three pins serve to raise the quarter
hammer fixed on the aibor which carries tlit piece m. It

is this hammer which the spring r presses. When the
cord is pulled, the wheel G is made to go backward, the
pins of which come to act on the back part of the arm m,
which yields, and comes from m to x. The small arm
which is below for the quarters makes the same motion ;

and when the repeating spring brings back the wheel G,
a small spring, which acts on these pieces m, obliges iheni

to get engaged between the spaces of the pins, and to pre-

sent the right planes on which these pins act to raise the

hammers.
The pulley P, Fig. 2. carries the piniona, which pitches

into the rack 6 C, the effect of which is, as has been said,

to make the point 6 go upon the steps of the snail L, and
determine the number of blows which the hour hammer
must give.

The star wheel E, and the snail L, are fixed together by
two screws. This star moves on a screw stud V, I'ig. 2.

attached to the piece TR, moveable itself in T. This
piece forms, with the plate, a small frame, in which the
star E and snail L turn. One of the radii or teeth of the
star bears on the jumper Y, which is pressed by the spring

g. When the pin c of the quarter snail turns the star

wheel, the jumper Y moves out, receding from V to the

centre of the star, until the tooth of the star arrives at the

angle of the jumper, which happens when it has made half
of the way which it ought to do. Having escaped this

angle, the inclined plane of the jumper pushes it as it

Mere behind, and makes it precipitately finish the other
half; so that from the changing of one hour to another,

that of the star and of the snail is done in an instant, which
is when the minute hand points to the 60th minute on the
dial.

The juniper finishing thus in turning the star, each
tooth placed in c comes on the back of the pin c, and
makes the surfirise s, to which it is fixed, advance. The
surprise is a thin plate, adjusted on the quarter snail; it

turns with it by means of the pin which comes through an
opening made in the surprise ; the advance which th'e

star wheel teeth causes the surprise to make, serves to

prevent the arm Q of the finger from falling into the step

3, which would make the three quarters be repeated when
at the 60th minute. As soon as the star changes the hour,

it then obliges the sur/irise to advance to receive the arm
Q ; so that if the cord is pulled at this instant, the hammer
will strike the precise hour.

The arm Q and the finger are moveable on the same
centre. When we have drawn the cord, and when the

pins of the pulley have freed or left the finger at liberty,

then the spring fi makes the arm Q fall on the quarter

snail, and the finger D presents itself to one or the other

of the pins in the pulley. These two pieces can turn one
on the other, and be moved separately : This serves in the

case wheie the arm Q going to fall on the step h of the

quarter snail, and the finger D being engaged in the pins

of the pulley, this arm bends and yields to the pins of the

pulley, which at this instant cause it to retrograde or go
backward ; it is necessary that the pin for the present in

Our workmen give the name of minute wheel to what Berthoud gives the name of the rctuniing w htel; and what he calls the minute
wheel, obliges us to make- it the centre or third wtreel, in confbrmhy to their kinguagc.
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hold can make the finger move separately from the piece

Q. The spriiiij B brinies back the finger D, as soon as the

pin has retroi^iradcd, so that it may present itself to the pin

which stops ior the hour alone, or tor the quarter, if the aim
falls on the step 1, he.

Having seen the most essential parts of the repetition,

there remains only one of which an idea must be given,

and which we shall endeavour to make the reader under-

stand. This isthe^W or nothing, which has this property,

that if the cord is not fully drawn, so as to make the arm
b of the rack C press on the snail L, the hammer will not

strike ; so that, by this ingenious mechanism, the piece

will repeat the exact hour; if otherwise, it will not repeat at

all.

We have seen, that when the cord X is pulled, the pin

wheel G,(Fig. I .), oversets the piece m, and makes it come
to :r ; and that before the hammer can strike, a small

spring must bring back the piece in, to put it in holding

with the pins; after that, it is easy to see, that if, in

place of allowii ^ the piece m to take its situation, it were
made to be still more overset, the repeating spring bring-

ing back the pin wheel, the hammer would not strike

while this piece remained overset ; this is precisely the ef-

fect that the piece TR (Fig. 2.) produces, which is on that

account called the all or nothing piece. This is effected

in the following manner: The piece m (Fig. 1.) carries a

pin, which goes through the plate by the opening o, (Fig.

2.); if we pull the cord, the pin wheel causes the piece nj

to move, as we have just now seen. The pin which it car-

ries comes to press against the end o of the all or nothing-

piece, and sets it aside, so that the pin shall arrive at the

extremity, which is a little inclined: But the spring rf tend-

ing to bring back the arm o,the inclined plane obliges the

pin to describe still a small space, wliich takes the arm m
(PlateCCCV. Fig. 1.) cntirelyout of the reach of the pins, so

that the hammer cannot strike, unltss he pin is disengaged

from the end of the arm o. To effect this, the arm of the

rack must come and press on the snail L, which moves on

a stud V, fixed to the all or nothing piece TR. Now, in

pressing the snail, the arm o of the pin is set aside, which
getting free, gives liberty to the arm m to present itself

to the pins of the wheel G, and to the hammers thai of

striking the hours and quarters given by the dial work and

bands.

The ratchet R (Fig. 3.) is that of the click and ratchet

work of the movement ; c is the click- r the spring. The
ratchet R is put on a square of the bariel arbor; this

square being prolonged, serves to wind up the spring by

means of a key ; B is the barrel in which tlie spring or

motive force for the repetition must be put ; V is a screw,

called the eccentric or pivot carrying piece : On the part

which enters with force into the plate, a littk- out from

the centre of the arbor of the screw, a hole is made for

the pivot of the anchor A. In making this screw turn,

the pivot of the arbor of the anchor is made to go farther

or nearer the centre, and consequently the anchor itself,

so that the points of the pallc^ts take more or less in, ac-

cording as is required with the teeth of the 'scapement

wheel. A, Fig. 2. is the cock of the 'scapement, it

carries the silk thread or spring, to which the pendulum
is suspended. One of the ends of the silk thread is at-

tached to the arbor c, which is called avance or retard,

(fast or slow) ; the other end of this arbor goes through

to the dial, and is squared, to receive a small key. By
this means, we can turn the arbor c to any side, so as to

lengthen or shorten the silk thread which serves to

suspend the pendulum, whose length is changed by this

method.
The anchor A, Fig. 1, is fixed on an arbor similar to

Vol. X. Part II,

that for a second's pendulum. This arbor carries the fork
T, which gives motion to the pendulum. The pivot which
this arbor carries at the end where the fork is, enters
into a hole made in the cock A, Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. represents in perspective the wheel D, whose
revolution is performed in an hour; it is the arbor of it

that carries the wheel m of Fig. 3. This wheel m is seen
in perspective in Fig. 5. whose cannon serves to carry
the minute hand. Fig. 6. represents in perspective the
wheel S of Fig. 3. It is the arbor of this wheel prolonged,
which passing to the motion work, carries the quarter
snail /;, Fig. 2. The pinion of this wheel S, pitches into

the hour wheel, seen in perspective in Fig. 7; and it is

on the socket of this wheel, that the hour hand is adjust-

ed or fixed.

It will be seen from the preceding description, that the
pieces of the repealing motion work are here placed on
the back of the pillar plate. Placing them on the fore

plate will make no difference.

We shall now proceed to describe a repeating watch
with a horizontal or cylindrical 'scapement of Graham's.
What has been said concerning the repetitions in

pendulum clocks, and the simple or plain watch, being
once well understood, the reader will have no difficulty

in comprehending the mechanism of a repealing watch,
which is only on a small scale what the clock is on a

great scale.

Fig. 1. of Plate CCCVI. represents the wheel-work
of the movement and of the repetition, and all the pieces

which are put within the frame-plates. There is a dis-

tinction here between the wheels,—those of the movement,
or which serve to measure the time, as the wheels B, C,

D, E, F, and those of the repetition, which serve to regu-

late the interval between the blows of the hammer : such

are the wheels a,b,c,d,ej', whose assemblage is called

the little wheel work or runners.

The spring of the movement is contained in the bar-

rel A ; B is the great or fusee wheel ; C the centre or

second wheel, whose arbor prolonged carries the cannon

pinion on which the minute hand is fitted and adjusted ;

D is the third wheel ; E the fourth wheel ; and F the

cylinder, 'scapement, or balance wheel. The fusee I is

adjusted on the great wheel B, a spring-tight collet and

pin keeping the wheel to its place on the fusee ; the chain

is wound round on the fusee, and holds likewise of the

barrel. The hook O of the fusee serves to stop the hand,

on the watch being full wound up, by the hook stopping

against the end of the guard de gut stop (the name it

got before the chain was put to the fusee ; the modern
name of it is the fusee stop,) C (Fig. 2.) attached to the

other plate ; its effect is the same as in the plain watch.

I"ig. 3. of Plate CCCII. represents the cylinder 'scape-

ment, of which a description has already been given in

p. 184.

B is the balance fixed on the cylinder; F is the cylin-

der wheel, which is represented as tending to act on the

cylinder, and cause vibrations to be made by the balance.

None of the pieces are drawn here, such as the cock,

slide, curb, and pendulum or spiral spring, as they would

have rather made the 'scapement part obscure. The
wheel work, or nmners of the repetition, is composed of

five wheels, a, b, c, d.e. and of the pinion /, and of four

other pinions. The effect of this wheel work is to regu-

late the interval between each blow of the hammer ; so

that if the first wheel a is made to have 42 teeth, the

second b 36. the third c 33, the fourth d 30, and the fifth

e 25 ; and moreover, if i !1 the pinions into which these

wheels pitch huve six leavs or teeth ; then, in the time

that the first wheel a mak- s a turn, tlie pinion/ will
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make 4812! revolutions; but the ratchet R, which tlie

iirst wheel a carries, is commonly divided into 24 parts,

the half" of which are afterwards taken away, in order

that there may remain only 12 to sirike 12 biows for the

12 hours. If, then, we divide 4812 by 2% we shall have

the number of turns that tne filth pinion makes for each

blow of ihe hammer, which gives 2tiJ J turns of the pinion

./ Jor one tooth of the ratchet R.

The first wheel a, or threat wheel of the striking; part,

carries a click and a spring, on ivhich act a small raichet,

put under the ratchet wheel R, wiiich forms click and

ratchet work, like what has been seen in the first wheel
of the repetition (Plate CCCV. Fig. 1.) which has the

same use ; that is lo say, wlien we push the pendant or

pusher, the ratchet R retrogrades, without the wheel a

turning; and the spring wliich.is in the barrel B (Fii^. 2.)

bringing back the ratchet R, on whose arbor g, the inner

end of the spring is hooked ; the small ratchet comes butt

against the click, and turns the wheel a ; and the ratchet

R makes ihe hammer M to strike, whose arm m is engag-
ed with the teeth of this ratchet.

The spring r attached to the plate (Fig 2 ) acts on the

small part n of the arm m (Fig. 1.) The effect ol this

spring is to press the arm m against the teeth of the

ratchet ; so that when we make the watch to repeat, the

ratchet R retrogrades, and the spring r brings always
back the arm m, in order that the teeth of the ratchet

may make t!\e hammer to strike I^et us now pass on to

the description of the motion work.
Plate CCCVI. Fig. 3. represents that part of a repeater

which is called the dial or motion work. It is seen in

the instant where the button or pendant is just pushed
home to make it lepeat. In first taking off the hands,
and then the screw which fixes the dial of repeating
watches, we will see the same mechanism that this Figure
presents. This is the kind of repeating motion work
most generally adopted ; it is solid, and of easy execution.
P is the ring or bow to which the pendant shank or push-
er is attached, and this enters into the socket O of the

watch case, and moves within it its whole length, in

tending towards the centre. It carries the piece /j, which
is of steel, and fixed in the pendant shank, both compos-
ing the pusher ; the under side is filed flat. A plate of
steel fixed to the case inside, prevents it from turning
round about, and permits it to move lengthwise only. The
end part of the steel in the pusher is formed so that it

cannot come out of the case socket, this being also pre-
vented by the small steel plate.

The end of the piece /; acts on the heel t of the rack
CC, whose centre of motion is at y, and at whose extre-
mity f, is fixed one end of the chain s «. The other end
keeps hold of the circumference of a pulley A, put by a
square on the prolonged arbor of the first wheel of the
runners. This chain passes over a second pulley B.

If, then, we push the pusher P, the end c of the rack
will describe a certain space, and, by means of the chain
s s, will cause the puUies A, B to turn. The ratchet R
(Fig. 4.) will also retrograde, until the arm b of the rack
comes upon the snail L; then the main spring of the
repetition bringing back the ratchet, and the pieces which
it carries, the arm m will present itself to the teeth of the
ratchet, and the hammer M will strike the hours, of which
the quantity depends on the step of the snail, which is

presented to the arm b.

In order to have a better idea of the effect and disposi-
tion of this repetition, it is only necessary to look at Fig.
4. where the rack i/ c is seen in perspective; the hour
snail L, and the star wheel E ; the pullies A and B, the
ratchet R, the wheel c, the part of raising m n of the hour

hammer ; and these are the principal parts of a repetition,

which are drawn as if they were in action.

The snail L is fixed to the star E by means of two
screws; they both turn on the pivot formed trom the

screw V, carried by the all or nothing piece T R, move-
able on its centre T ; the all or nothing piece forms with

the plate a son of frame, in which the star and hour snail

turn —Let us now see how the quarters are repeated.

Besides the hour hammer M, there is another N, (Plate

CCCVI. Fig. 1 ), whose arbor oV pivot comes up within

the motion woi k, c-nd carries the piece 5, 6 (PUie CCC^VI.
Figs. 3, 4.) The prolonged pivot of the hour or great
hammer passes also within the motion work, and carries

the small arm y : these pieces 5, 6 and q, serve to make
the quarters strike by double blows. This is the effect

of the quarter rack Q, which has teeth at the ends F and
G, that act on the pieces q, 6, and cause the hammers to

sirike. This piece or rack Q is carrifid about by the

arm k, which tlie arbor ot the ratchet R has on it, by a
square above the pulley A, in such a manner, that when
the hours ure repeated, the arm k acts on the pin G fixed

in the quarter rack, and obliges it to turn and raise the
arms q and 6, and consequently the hammers.
The number of quarters which the hammers must

strike is deieimined by the quarter snail N, according to

the depth of the steps/;, 1, 2, or 3, which it presents : the

quarter rack Q. pressed by the spring D, retrogrades
;

and the teeth of the rack engage more or less with the

arms q, 6, which get also a retrograde motion, and are

brought back by the springs 10 and 9 : The arm k bring-

ing back the quarter rack, its arm m acts on the extremity
R of the all or nothing TR, the opening of which at x,
traversing against a stud fixed to the plate, allows R to

describe a small space : the arm m, coming to the ex-
tremity of R, this last pressed by the spring i x, is made
to return into its place, so that the arm m rests on the end
R, and by this the quarter rack cannot fall or retrograde,

unless the all or nothing piece is pushed aside. The arm
u, carried by the quarter rack, serves to overturn or set

aside the raising piece m, (Fig. 4.) (which is moveable on
the arbor of the hour hammer,) whose pin 1, comes up
within the motion work; so that when even the hours and
quarters are repeated, the quarter rack still continues to

move a little way, and the arm u turns aside the raising

piece m, by means of the pin 1, which comes within the

motion work, and by this it is put from having any holding

with the ratchet R, so long as the all or nothing TR does
not allow the quarter rack to retrograde or fall ; which
can only happen in the case when, having pushed home
the pendant against the snail, the arm b of the rack CC
presses the snail, and makes it describe a small space, at

the extremity R of the all or nothing : then the quarter

rack will fall and disengage the bees or lifting pieces, and
the hammers will strike the hours and quarters, given by
the snails L and N.
The great hammer carries a pin 3, Fig. 4. which comes

up to the motion work through an opening marked 3, Fig.

3.: the spring r acts on this pin, and causes the great

hammer to strike : this hammer carries another pin 2,

which passes also through to the motion work by an
opening 2, Fig. 3. ; it is upon this that the small tail of

the raising piece 9 acts, to make it give blows for the

quarters : the small hammer has also a pin which passes

through to the motion work by the opening 4 ; it is upon
this pin that the spring 7 presses, to cause the quarter

hammer to strike. The spring S is the spring jumper,
which acts on the star wheel, E.

Figure 6. represents the cannon pinion and the quarter

snail N, seen in perspective. The quarter snail N is
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rivctled on the cannon pinion <r, the end of which D car-

ries tlie minute hand ; this snail N carries the surprise S,

tfie effect of which is the same as that for the repealing

clock ; that is to say, when the pin O of the surprise

shifts ihe place, or causes the star to advance, and the

jumper having done turning it, one of the teeth of the star

comes to touch the pin O which is carried by the sur-

prise, and causes the part of the surprise Z, Fig. 3. to

advance, so that when the arm Q of the quarter rack

falls on this part Z, and prevents it from falling on the

step 3 of the snail ; by this the piece repeats only the

hour. The changing from one hour to another is by this

way made in an mstant, and the watch strikes the hour
exactly as marked by the hands. The socket or cannon
of the cannon pinion c D, Fig. 6. is slit, in order that it

may move spring tight on the arbor of the second wheel,
on which it enters with a degree of stiffness or friction,

slight enough to be able to turn easily the minute hand
to either side, by setting it back or forward according as

it may be required, which sets also the hour hand to the

hours.

It is proper here to undeceive those who think that

they injure their watches in setting the minute hand
backward. In order to convince one's self that there is

nothing in this, it is sufficient to remark the position

which the pieces must have in a repeating motion work,
when it has to repeat the hour, when the pendant or

pusher has brought back and set aside all the pieces which
communicate with the snails L, N ; for at this lime there

is no communication or connection between the pieces of

the movement and those of the motion work, but that of

the pin O of the snail or surprise, with the teeth of the

star wheel E, which nothing can prevent from retrograd-

ing. If then the minute hand is made to make a com-
plete turn backward, the pin O will also make one of the

teeth of the star to retrograde ; and if the watch is made
afterwards to repeat, it will strike always the hours and
quarters as marked by the hands. But it must be ob-

served, that if the hands were turned in the same instant

that the watch is made to repeat, they would then be pre-

vented : it is necessary then, before touching the hands of

a repealing clock or watch, to wait tillit has repeated the

^our, so that all the pieces shall have taken their natural

situations.

It is easy to conclude from this, that since with a repeat-

ing watch, we can set backward or forward the minute
hand, according as it may be required, we may with much
greater reason do this in a plain watch, where no obstacle

is opposed to it.

As to the hour hand of a repeating watch, it ought never
to be turned without that being done by the minute hand
alone ; except in that case where the repealer does not

strike the hour marked by the hour hand, when it would
be necessary to put it to the hour which the repeater

strikes.

When the repeater gels of itself deranged, by the hour
hand not according with the hour which the watch strikes,

this is a proof that the jumper S, or the pin O of the snail,

do not produce well tlie effect they ought to have.

The returning or minute wheel. Fig. 6. is placed, and
turns on the stud 12,Fig. 1.: this wheel pitches into the can-
non pinion N, which has twelve teeth ; the wheel, Fig. 6.

has thirty-six ; ihe cannon pinion then makes three turns
whilst it makes one ; this carries a pinion often teeth, which
pitches or leads ihe hour wheel. Fig. 7. which has forty

;

the Wheel, Fig 8. makes then four turns for one of the hour
wheel ; the cannon pinion consequently makes twelve turns
for one of the hour wheel, and the cannon pinion makes one
turn in an hour ; the hour wheel takes then twelve hours to

make one revolution ; h is the socket of the hour wheel
which carries the hour hand. The raising or lifting piece
w, n, Fig. 2. can only describe a small arc, which permits
the ratchet R to retrograde

; and so soon as the mover
brings it back, the arm 1 of the raising piece draws the
hammer M.

Figure 5. represents the under side of the all or nothing,
with the two studs ; one m as a centre on which it moves,
and the other x on which the star and snail turn. Fig. 9.

:

the hole c of ihis piece allows the square of the fusee of the
movement to come through, and lastly, passing through
the dial, serves for winding up the watch. W, Fig. 3. is
the locking spring and bolt ; this is what prevents the
movement from opening out of the case.
Y is a small cock or bridge which keeps the rack to its

place, and prevents it from getting away from the plate,
permitting it to turn only on its own centre.

All the parts of the repetition or motion work, which have
been described, are placed on the back of the pillar plate,
and are covered by the dial ; so that between the plate
(Fig. 3.) and the dial there must be an interval, to allow
sufficient play for the motion-work : It is for this purpose
that a piece is destined, which is not represented here, and
which is called the brass edge. This is a sort of circle, or
ring, into which the circumference, or edge of the pillar
plate, is sunk a little way, with which it is kept fast by
means of keys, or griffs 13. and 14. The brass edge is co-
vered by the dial, fixed after that of the brass edge, by
means of a screw.
A repeater is made to strike the hour which it indicates

the moment we press in the pendant ; so that the machine
must be contrived in such a way, that it may be easy to
push in the pendant, and that the blows of the hammers
may be the strongest possible. With respect to the first,

that depends on two things ; the given force of the spring,
and the length of the pusher ; that is to say, the space de-
scribed, and the manner of making the pusher act on the
rack. With regard to the last, the rack must be placed in
such a manner, that the point of contact of the pusher fol-
lows the arc described by the rack, in such a way that the
force shall not be decomposed, so that the action of the hand
on the pusher shall act wholly upon the rack.
With regard to the pusher, its length depends on the

point where it acts on the rack ; that is" to say, according as
it acts farther or nearer the centre of motion. It is obvi-
ous, that if it acts near the centre, more force is required,
and it will describe a less space, and vice versa. As to the
force of the blow of the hammer, it is limited by the force
of the repeating main-spring, and by the force that the run-
ners require to move or keep them in motion ; for it is

clear, that it is only the excess of the force of the spring
over the resistance of these wheels that can be employed
to raise the hammer. The number of blows of the hammer,
for one revolution of the ratchet, determines again the force
of the blow.

CHAP. IX.

On Comfiensation Pendulums.

CoMpENs.«iON Pendulums are those which are construct-

ed to counteract the effect of heat and cold, in lengthening

or shortening a pendulum rod.

Godfroi Wendelinus, Canon of Conde in Flanders, who
published a dissertation, in 1626, on thej)bliquity of the

ecliptic, seems to have been the first who observed that, by
change of temperature, metals changed their lengths.

Graham was the first person who thought of making a pen =

3 S 2
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auhim rod that should contci-act the edccts of heat and cold

oil it, by a combination of rods or wires of different metals,

such as brass, silver, steel, 8cc ; but he never put it in execu-

tion, from the opinion that it would not be effectual enough

in its operations. It occurred to liim at the same time, that

mercury, from its great expansion by heat, would be more
adapted to the end he was in ptirsuit of. Having made a

pendulum on this principle, it was applied to a clock, and

set a-going. It is described in the Philosofihical Transac-

tions, No. 392, in a paper which was given into the Society

in 1726. He says, " the clock was kept continually going,

without having either the pendulum or the hands altered,

from the 9th June 1722. to the 14th November 1725, lieing

three years and four months." Some time previous to 1726,

Harrison, being then at Barrow in Lincolnshire, was en-

gaged in making experiments on brass and steel rods with

the same view, and produced what is now called the" (Jrid-

ii'on Pendulum." See Descrifition of tivo Methods, i^c. by

.John Ellicott, F. R. S. London, 1733.

Some estimate may be formed of the advantages of a

rompensalion pendulum, by comparing the going of a

clock which had one with that which had a simple pendu-
lum, as shewn in a letter from Mr Bliss, at Oxford, dated

r2th July 1752, to Mr Short, in London. " I find, upon
examining my book, that the greatest difference in the

going of the clock, between the coldest weather of the

two last winters and the hottest weather of the two last

summers, is no more than one second per day ; and this

was occasioned by the levers being made too short, of

which I advised Mr Ellicott above a year since: Where-
as a clock with a simple pendulutn and brass rod, made
by Mr Graham, and which belongs to Dr. Bradley, in

the coldest weather, lost above fifteen seconds per day,

and in the warmest gained above thirteen seconds per day,

and went very near the equal time in temperate weather."
It is plain that Mr Bliss must have meant gained in the
coldest weather, and lost in the hottest, otherwise there
would be no analogy with the effect of the temperature in

summer and winter on the brass pendulum rod. See Elli-

c.ott's pamphlet, already quoted.

Graham's Mercurial Pendulum.

The mercurial pendulum, invented by Graham, having
been the first that was applied to a clock for the purpose
of coinpensation, we shall begin with the description of it,

taking the others nearly in the order of their invention.
This pendulum consists of a pendulum rod, which car-
ries a large glass jar filled with mercury, so that the ex-
pansion or contraction of the rod may be counteracted by
the opposite expansion or contraction of the mercury. To
make this pendulum in the way which has hitherto been
adopted, is attended with considerable trouble. From the
nature of the material, the construction of such a pendulum
must always be troublesome, because any filluig in, or tak-
ing out of the mercury from the cylinder or glass jar, to

bring about the compensation, will cause a change of place
in the index point on the graduated arc or index plate, if

such a thing is used. A pendulum which will remedy this
evil will be afterwards described, so that we shall now pro-
ceed to give a description of one made in the common way.
The length of the pendulum over all, from the bottom of

the sole to the upper end of the pendulum spring, was
43.95 inches; the inside bottom of the jar, 6 of an inch from
the ijoltom of the sole ; and the height of the column of
mercury in the jar, about 7.47 inches. From the upper end
of the spring, take a length of 39.2 inches on the pendulum
downwards, then 43 95 inches— 39.2 + 6, will give that
pan of the column of mercury below the centre of oscillation

Cf[ual to 4.15 inches, and that above the centre 3.32 inches^

The height of the jar outside, was 7.8 inches; a wire put
down inside measured 7.6 inches ; mean diameter inside,

2.018 inches; weight 7.5 ounces. Although it would be
still belter to have it of a less weiglu, yet it is doubtful if it

would be then strong enough to support such a column of
(|uicksilver. The weight of the stiri up or cylinder frame
was lib. 6 ounces, and was reduced 6 ounces; that is,

from the sole was taken 2.55 ounces, and from the top 3.45

ounces, both equal to 6 ounces. When the clock was set

a-going after this alti:ration, with the pendulum the same
length as before, it went slow, at the rate of 46 seconds in

24 hours, and when shortened by touching up the regulat-

ing nut, it was found to be about .15 of an inch less than

the former length.

The length of the stirrup bars outside, including sole and
part of the top, was 8.125 inches ; the breadth of the frame
from outside of the bars, 3.25 inches ; the thickness of the

pendulum rod and bars, 136 inch ; breadth of ditto, 0.384
inch ; thickness of sole outside, 0.515 of an inch ; distance

from bottom of the sole to upper side of the jar cover,

8.187 inches
;
jar sunk irito the sole about or near to 0.25

inch ; distance from upper side of jar cover to under side of
stirrup top, 1.25 inch ; iicight of stirrup top for flat of pen-
dulum rod, 1.75 inch; thickness of the flat, 0.220 inch;
diameter of the regulating screw, 0.218 inch; ditto of the
nut, 1.150 inch. Tlie screw had 36.25 turns in an inch

;

and the nut was divided into 30 prime divisions, each be-
ing equal to a second in a day. The prime divisions were
subdivided into four.

Inches

Length of stirrup bars inside . •8.05

Thickness of sole outside 0.515
Length of stirrup top 175
From the stirrup top to the upper end of the

pendulum spiing 33 485

Lenglhof the pendulum over all .... 43.80»

Inch.

Length of pendujum spring 625
Breadth of the double laminae, including 164, the

space between them, each lamina being .168 .500 *

Thickness of ditto 007 ,

lb. oz. drams.
Weight of quicksilver in the jar ... 11 12 5.35

Ditto of stirrup frame 10
Pendulum rod and spring, regulating nut,

jar cover, Sec 0130
Jar 7 8

Total weight of pendulum 14 13.35

Before the pendulum was altered, the rate of the clock
shewed that the compensation was not sufficiently effective,al-

though the height of the column of mercury was 7.5 inches

nearly, and the jar being full allowed no more to be put in: By
reducing the weight of the jar fiame or stirrup, the rod le-

quired to be shortened, as has been stated, .15 of an inch;
whether or not this will be enough, remains to be determin-
ed. The daily rate for a month or six weeks was0".l slow,

when the temperature was from 36° to 40° of Fahrenheit's

thermometer, and got gradually slower as the height of the

thermometer increased. When between 60° and 66°, the

daily loss was from u".37 to 0".45 ; for about two weeks,
when the weather was extremely cold, the thermometer at

the freezing point and under, the clock showed a tendency
of rather gaining.
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Of laie years, the nicrciii'ial pendulum lias been adopted

in sonic aslioiioniicai clocks, and it sccins upon the whole

to answer vciy well. The author cl'iiic Elemenls of Clock

and Watch-work thouKlil that it was not fit for this pur-

posi', being too quick in its operations of expansion and

contraction; bui ifthe cover is well fined to the top of the

jar, we can venture to say, from the resistance made by the

glass to any change of tetnpcu'atui'c, that the operations

jvill be too slow ; and for tliis reason, it is proposed to

make such a peuduluni with a thicker rod and stirrup bars,

that they may not take heat and cold too hastily. A steel

jar would perhaps answer the end as well as any other con-

trivance ; but some would object to this, on accoimt of the

danger of magnetism. But even a jur of this kind, from
its being made thin, (for it would be heavy were it as thick

as the glass one,) would be easily affected by the changes
of temperature ; and mercury being still more susceptible

of these changes, the operations of counteracting the ef-

fects of them might be too sudden.

It is of great importance that a penduhim-rod should,

with the smallest quantity of matter, be as stiff and infle.xi-

ble as possible; and although it was proposed to have
thicker bars and rods, let us sui)pose the same (|uantity of

matter is taken as before, but under a circular in place of a

rectangular surface. It must in this form require more
time to get heated and cooled, which is the end we now at-

tempt to gain. The sides of the parallelogram were .384

and .138 of an inch, the sum of which, being doubled, will

give 1.040 inch for ihc circumference of the bar. To find

the diameter of a cylindrical rod containing the same quan-
tity ofmaUerasthe parallelogram, say, as 355 is to 113, so

is 1.040 to the diameter of the rod required, which will be
found to be .33104 of an inch.

Let the improved jar frame, or stirrup, therefore, be com-
posed of two round steel rods, .331 of an inch in diameter,

and 8 85 inches in length, from shoulder to shoulder, at

each ot which pivots are formed. Tliose for the upper
ends should be a quarter ef an inch long, and of the same
diameter, tapped so as to screw firm into the upper cross

piece. The distance from the centres of the tipped hoks,
in the traverse or cross piece, requires to be 2 8 inches, in

order to give freedom for the jar between tne rods, the

length of the cross piece over all should be 3.3 inches, and

its breadth at the place where the rods are screwed in .450

of an inch. At the middle a circular part is formetU .5

of an inch in diameter, in the centre of which a hole is tap-

ped, by which the regulating screw may raise or lower the

jar, without changing the place of the index point. The
cross piece may c'lher be brass or steel, though the latter

is perhaps prefeiable. The pivots on the lower end of the

rods may be of the same diameter as those on the upper
end, but a little longer, and tapped a little way in on the

ends; when well fitted into the lugs of the brass sole, on

which the jar rests, and sunk a little way down into it, nuts

are screwed on to the ends of the pivots, and sunk in the

lower side of the brass sole. Care must be taken to have

the distance between the centres of the holes in the sole the

same as in the cross piece, so as to make the rods stand

parallel to each other. To go outside of the frame now de-

scribed, another is made, to which is attached the pendu-
lum rod, the regulating nut, and lower sole, in which is fix-

ed the small steel index, which cannot change its place,

after being once made for it. The upper cross piece for

this may be of the same thickness as the former, and in

length not less than 4 inches. A hole is tapped near to

each of the ends, and their centres are distant from one an-

other 3.56 inches nearly, and are wide enough to allow a

round steel rod of .25 of an inch in diameter to pass freely

through ; the length of these rods, from the lower side of the

cross piece, to the upper side of the lower sole, is nearly 10.6

inches. The lower sole may be a brass wheel, crossed into

four arms, the centre part being large enough to have a

hole tapped, so as to fix the steel index in it. The diame-
ter of the wheel is the same as the length of the upper
cross piece, which is 4 inches ; and the thickness .25 of an
inch, or a little more. This sole, in which the index is fix-

ed, serves also as a resting part for the pendulum, when it

happens to be taken from its place. The upper ends of the

rods are formed into a sort of double shouldered screw ; the

tapped part is a little more than aquarter of an inch long, and
as much in diameter; the length of the plain and tapped part

of the screw is about .7 of an inch, and when screwed into the

upper cross jjiece, it binds to it the lower end of the pendu-
lum rod, which is formed into a shape something like a

compressed j^, having lugs or soles, through which the

screws for fixing it passes. The regulating screw has an

untapped or plain part, which turns freely in a hole in the

middle of this upper cross piece, formed in the same way
as the upper cross piece for the jar fraine ; the nut or head

of the regulating screw is shaped so as to lie under the hol-

low of the \, at the lower end of the pendulum rod, and on

the upper side of the cross piece ; the lower ends of the

rods of the outside frame are gently tapered, and fitted

into holes in the brass wheel, through the edge of which
are put pins to fix them and the wheel together ; this out-

side frame has no part in the compensation. The brass

cover for the jar has the lugs hollowed out a very little, so

as to come in on the rods of the jar frame ; the ends of the

upper traverse, of which, as well as the lugs of the jar sole,

are hollowed, and take in with a part of the rods of the out-

side frame, along which the jar frame is moved up and

down. The height of the glass jar, outside, is about eight

inches ; and its weight and other dimensions nearly the

same as those stated for the former pendulum ; and the di-

ameter of the rod and
j^^

part is .331 of an inch. A view

of the improved mercurial pendulum is given in Plate

CCCVII. Fig. 1.

Philosopers seem not to be agreed respecting the ex-

pansion of mercury relative to that of other metals; some
making it 15 times, others above 16 times that of iron. In

regard to the column of mercury for a mercurial pendu-

. lum, something depends on its diameter, as well as its

height. Suppose the length of steel to be 43 inches, and

the column of mercury 7.5 inches in height, and 2 inches

in diameter, which were the dimensions used in a pendu-

lum brought nearly to its state of compensation, we may
then find how many times the expansion of this column is

contained in the 43 inches. Say, as 43 inches is to 74, the

expansive ratio of steel, so is 7.5 inches of mercury to its

expansion for compensating the steel.

Length of steel 43 inches Log. 1.6334685

Ratio 74 Log. 1.8692317

3.5027002

Height of column of mercury 7.5 inches Log 8750613

Ratio 424.26 Log. 2 6276389

35027ij02

By this process, it appears that the expansion of the mer-

cury is not quite 5.75 times that of the steel. A pendu-

lum, whose vibrations are three or four degrees on each

side of the point of rest, will require a column less in height

than that which vibrates only one degree. Hence it is a very
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nice matter, to give precise rules for making a mercurial

pendulum, that shall at once be perfect in its compensation.

If the steel rod a b and stirrup 6 c of a mercurial pendu-

lum is Icni^thcncd by heat, tlie jar d e containing the mer-

cury will, from this cause, be let lower down, and the cen-

tre of oscilhition be carried farther from the point of sus-

pension a; but the heat which lengthens the rod and stir-

rup, at the same time expands the mercury upward, and by

this means the centre of oscillation is kept always at the

same distance from the point of suspension, Fig. 1. When
the rod and stirrup are contracted or shortened by cold, the

mercury will also be contracted by it ; and hence the length-

ening or shortening of the pendulum rod by heat or cold,

is compensated by equal and opposite expansions or con-

tractions in the mercury.

Gridiron Pendulum.

The gridiron pendulum invented by Harrison, is com-

posed of nine round rods, five of which arc made of steel,

and four of brass ; and is represented in Plate CCCVII.
Fig. 2. where the steel rods are distinguished from the

brass ones by a darker shade. As it somewhat resembles

the common gridiron in appearance, it hence probably re-

ceived its present name. Not inany years alier this was

produced, the French artists contrived a variety of compen-

sation pendulums, but the gridiron seems to be the one now
generally adopted by them. The first pendulum of this

kind which we made was nearly thirty years ago; and

knowing that Mr Cuming had some practice in this way,

he was applied to, and very obligingly sent a drawing, and

the different lengths for the brass and steel rods, which, on

being tried some years afterwards, by means of a transit in-

strument, was found, on the whole, to be tolerably correct,

but yet not quite so accurate in the compensation as could

have been wished. From an abstract of the going of a

clock with this pendulum, it appeared, that, during the

temperature from 46 to 48 degrees of Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer, it kept mean time. A temperature 10 degrees

lower, made it gain at the rate of nearly half a second in a

day, and 10 degrees higher made it lose about as much.
The lengths of the rods were, outside steel rods from pin

to pin 29 5 inches; centre steel rod from upper end of the

pendulum spring to the pin at the lower end, 31.5 inches
;

inside rods, from pin to pin, 24.25 inches ; from the pinning

of the lower end of the outside rods to the centre of the ball,

5 inches ; making in all 90 25 inches of steel, to be com-
pensated by the brass. Outside brass rods, from pin to pin,

26.87 inches; inside ditto, 22 25 inches, being in all 49.12

inches of brass. The length which the brass ought to have

may thus be found by the inverse rule of proportion. As
90.25 inches is to 74, the number for the expansion of steel

according to Berthoud, so is 121, that of the expansion for

brass, to the length of brass required ; that is, 90 25 X 74
-:. 121 = 49.4 inches, the length required. Although the

deficiency of brass here is very little, yet to remedy the

compensation, a greater number of inches, both of steel and

brass, must be taken, before this pendulum can be made
complete. A description of such a one shall now be given.

The length of the outside steel rods, from pin to pin in

the uppermost and lowermost traverses or brass cross

pieces a b, c d, is 36 inches ; the next or innermost steel

rods, from their pinning in the second uppermost traverse

7H, to that in the second lowermost n, is 35 inches ; the

steel centre rod, from the pinning of it, in the third lower-

most traverse o, to the upper end of the pendulum spring,

is 37 inches and
-J

of an inch, or nearly 37.628 inches ; the

centre C of the ball below the pinning of the outside steel

rods and index rod, is 3.94 inches ; the outermost brass
rods, from their pinning, in the uppermost traverse to that

in the second lowermost, is the smallest quantity possible

less than 35.5 inches ; the innermost brass rods, from their

pinning in the second uppermost traverse to the third low-
est one, is 34.5 inches. The whole length of the steel is

then 112.568 inches, and that of the brass 70 inches. The di-

ameter of the rods is a quarter of an inch each. The distance

from the centres of the two outside steel rods, is 2.5 inches.

The rods are placed equidistant from one another, only

there is a little more space left between the two brass rods

nearest the centre and the steel centre rod, in order to give

room for the fork to come in and clip the centre rod. The
two outside steel rods are prolonged below their pinning

in the lowest traverse, as seen below c d, about five or six

inches within the ball, in order to keep it properly flat in

the plane in which the pendulum should swing. In the

centre of the lowest traverse c d is pinned a steel rod e f,
somewhat more than a quarter of an inch in diameter, and
about nine inches long. This rod goes through the centre

of the ball, the index point y being on the lower end of it,

and it is tapped for an inch in length at that part which lies

near to the centre of the ball. A cross piece of brass is

fixed to the inside of the ball before casting it, the lowest

side of which is in a line across the centre horizontally. The
ends of the two outer steel rods, and the centre or index
rod, come easily through this cross piece of brass. A hol-

low tube comes up within the ball, as far as the under side of

the inside cross piece, on the end of which, where the

cross piece and ball rest, is fixed within it a tapped nut,

which screws on the tapped part of thcindex rod. On the

lower end of tiie tube is soldered a sort of flat conical head

or nut h, nerrelled on the edge outside, and whose diameter

may be an inch or an inch and a quarter. On the upper
surface of this nut are traced two circles, in order to put di-

visions between them, and figures so as to correspond with
the turns of the screw in an inch. A small steel index i is

screwed on to the lower part of the ball, to point at these

divisions. The lower end of the tube is a very little below
the edge of the ball, that it may rest freely on the upper end.

The total length, from the upper end g of the pendulum
spring to the index pointy, is 47.75 inches, a length of ra-

dius which will require the length of a degree on the index
plate to be .833142 of an inch. The distance from the up-
per end of the pendulum spring to the centre of the ball,

is 42 5 inches very nearly, so that the centre of the ball is

about 3.3 inches below the centre of oscillation. The
lowermost traverse cd may be about half an inch thick, and
its length and breadth such, as to give it sufficient strength

to receive the outside steel rods, and the centre or index
rod : The uppermost traverse a 6 is nearly of the same di-

mensions. The second lowermost traverse n, and the se-

cond uppermost 7n, are nearly of the same size, and almost

equal to that of the uppermost and lowermost; only they

are a little shorter, having in their ends a sort of half

hole, through which, in the second lowermost traverse,

the outer steel rods pass easily ; and through these,

in the second uppermost traverse, the outside brass

rods freely pass. This traverse is, of course, a little

shorter than the second lowermost. In the second low-

ermost traverse is pinned the ends of the outermost brass

rods, and in the second uppermost traverse arc pin-

ned those of the innermost steel and brass rods. In the

third lowest traverse is pinned the innermost brass rods

and the centre steel rod : The dimensions of this are near-

ly the same as the second uppermost and lowermost, only

shorter, having a half hole at the ends, through which the

inner steel rods pass freely. There is a hole in the middle
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of each ofthe two uppermosl traverses, through which the

centre rod can pass freely. Towards the lower ends of the

centre steel rod, and those ofthe innermost brass rods, are

two sets of holes, by which the third or lowcrniobt traverse

can be moved or shifted up either three or six inches,

should the compensation be found in excess. It would

be convenient, when shifting, to have a piece similar to the

third lowest traverse, and three spare pins. This piece be-

ing like a half ofthe traverse, it may then be applied to the

three rods, and pinned, but not to tiie place where the shift-

ing is to be made. This piece will prevent the rods shift-

ing away from one another, and will allow the traverse to

be moved and fixed to the intended place. Two thin pieces

of brass ji 9, r, s, must be provided, having nine holes in

them, so that all the rods can move easily through them,

the two outermost holes being kept rather a little tighter

than the others. These pieces are intended to prevent any

tremulous motion in the rods or pendulum, and are put at

the same distance from the upper and lower traverses, as

shewn in the figure. The pendulum ball is composed of

two frustums of equal cones ; the greater diameter is se-

ven inches, the lesser four inches, and the height half an

inch, giving, by calculation, 24 3474 cubic inches, the

weight of which in lead is 9.997 lb. The ball, when filled

with lead, together with the shells and inside cross piece,

weighed 10 lb. 8 oz. : The weight of the brass and steel

rods, traverse pieces, pendulum spring, and top piece, &c.

was 5 lb. 13 oz.; in all, 16 1b. 5 oz. The clock to which
this pendulum was applied was a month one, and was kept
going by a weight of 7 lb. 7 oz. We cannot help thinking,

that this pendulum is fitted up in a much better style than

either Cuming's or Berthoud's.

The third lowest traverse being shifted up three inches,

there will then be this quantity less for lengths of brass and
steel than has been stated. The steel will be 36+ 35-1-

37.628-1-3.94—3nl 09.568 inches, and the longest brass

rods may be taken at 35.49
-f- 34. 5—3—66.99. Their

lengths and expansive ratios may be given thus:

Steel 109.568 inches

Ratio 74 ... .

Brass 66.99 inches

Ratio 121 . . .

Log-
Log.

Log.
Log.

2.0396838
1.8692317

3.9089155

1.8260100

2.U827854

39087954

The difference in excess of compensation is here ex-

tremely small, and is on the side of the steel rods, being
scarcely an inch too much. In taking into account the

lengths of the rods, those on one side along with the centre

rods are only taken; those on the other side serve as a kind

of counterpoise, for giving an appearance of uniformity to

the pendulum, and for preventing the weight of the pen-

dulum ball from bending the rods, which it would do, were
they all on one side. A considerable time after the grid-

iron pendulum was produced, some adopted zinc rods in

place of brass ; and, from their greater expansibility, fewer
wei'e requisite, three of steel and two of zmc being suffi-

cient for the compensation ; but such of them as we have
seen, appeared to have the zinc rods of a greater length

than they should have been, according to the comparative
expansions of zinc and steel. There was also a large ca-

vity in the upper part of the ball, for lodging the lower

traverse, which took away much of its force; and the holes

for shifting, to adjust the compensation, being at the upper
ends of the rods, rendered it very inconvenient.

The following dimensions should answer very well for a
pendulum of this sort. The length from pin to pin in the
upper and lower traverses of the two outside steel rods
should be 27 inches, and 5 or 6 inches more beyond the
lower traverse, to go within the ball, for the same purpose
that was mentioned in one having the brass rods ; from the
pin, in the lower end of the centre steel rod, which is in a
traverse just above the lower one, to the upper end of the
pendulum spring, should be 36.75 inches; from the pin in

the lower end of the centre rod to the centre of the ball,

4.75 inches, being in all 68.5 inches of steel. The diame-
ter of the steel rods should be .25 of an inch. In the up-
per traverse is a hole, through which the centre rod must
pass freely. The length of the zinc rods, from the pin in

the upper traverse to that in the upper of the lower tra-

verses, is 25.34 inches, and their diameter .27 of an inch.

There may be holes in the lower ends of the centre and
zinc rods, for adjusting the compensation, as in the case of
the brass rods. The ends of the upper and lower tra-

verses must have half holes, taking in with the outside

steel rods ; pieces for tremulous motion, and manner of fit-

ting up the pendulum ball, and regulating nut, &c. as has

been already described.

The lengths and expansive ratios may be put thus :

Steel 68.5 inches Log. 1.8356906

Smeaton's ratio for steel 138 inches Log. 2.1398791

3.9755597

Zinc 25.34 inches : .

Do. for zinc 373 inches

Log. 1.4038609

Log. 2 5717088

3.9755697

The zinc which is used in these pendulums must always

be understood to be that which is hammered haif an inch

per foot, which seems to have even more expansion than

Smeaton has stated ; but whether it expands as much as

Ward makes it, still remains to be determined.

In taking into account, by this process, the comparative

expansion ofthe brass and steel rods, it must be observed,

that the steel rods have their expansion downwards, while

the brass rods expand upwards ; so that when heat expands

the steel rod downwards, the brass rods acting in a contrary

direction upwards, tend always to keep the centre of oscil-

lation at an equal distance from the point of suspension;

and hence the length of the pendulum is constantly the

same. In like manner, if cold con.racts the steel rods, it

will also contract the brass rods, so as still to keep the pen-

dulum at as invariable a length as can possibly be attained

by any method that human ingenuity can propose. The
comparative lengths of the brass and steel rods may be

computed by any other expansive ratio than those of Ber-

thoud's, which we have used ; such as those of Smeaton,

or of that ingenious artist Troughton. Their differences

will vary a little from Berthoud's; but it will be very

trifling. It will require long experience to know which

are the best founded, as the going of astronomical clocks

may be affected by other causes which have no connection

with the compensation of the pendulum rod.

Ellicott's Pendulum.

Not many yeare after Harrison's pendulum was known,

Mr EUicott, and some of the French artists, contrived cona-

pensation pendulums in different ways, most of them hav-

ing the ball adjustable by levers, which can never be equal

to those in which the expansion and contraction act by con-
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tact in the direct line of tlic peiicluluin rod. Mr Ellicott

Avas a very inijcnious artist of the old scliool, us appears

fi'om several of liis works, and liis pendulum evinces great

ingenuity in its construction.

Eilicott's pendulum, shewn in Plate CCCVII. Fig. 3.

consisted of two bars, one of which a b was of brass, and

the other of iron or steel. Mr Cuming conceived, that

where there were two bars only, a flexure and unequal

bearing would take place, and therefore an exact compen-

sation could not be effected. To remedy this, he constiuct-

ed the pendulum with two steel bars and one bar of brass,

as shewn in Fig. 4. No. 3. Into the lower end of the brass

bar a b, Fig. 4. was let one half of the diameter of a small

steel roller r, the other half being let into a moveable brass

piece having two short arms 1,2. These arms, by the le-

vers in 2, 710 1, moving round o, o as fulcra, make the roll-

er press equally on the lower end of the brass bar. The
steel roller marked r, has a fillet laised upon each end, for

the purpose of keeping this part of the brass bar at an

equal distance from the steel bars. The length of the

brass bar ab should be 39 25 inches from the upper end,

which is square, to the lower end, which is rounded, its

breadth three quarters of an inch, and its thickness at least

one-eighth of an inch. The steel bars are in length, from

the upper square ends to the centre of the ball, nearly

where the short arms of the levers act on the moveable

brass piece, about 39.75 inches ; and the bars are left

broader here, so as to be about one inch and a quarter ; and
this breadth is prolonged below the end of the brass bar

three quarters of an inch or more. The thickness of the

steel bars is one-tenth of an inch, and their breadth three

quarters. The back steel bar has no opening in it ; but the

front bar has one, which is represented in the drawing at A,
Fig. 4. No. 2. In order to see the action of the levers on

both arms of the moveable brass piece, a cavity s s, Fig. 3.

is left for this purpose in the ball. A piece of glass is in-

serted in the opening, so as to prevent dust from getting

into this part of the pendulum. This broad part of the

steel bars serves as a kind of frame, on which are screwed
two pieces of brass of the same figui'e as the steel bars, to

connect them with that steel part of the lower end of the

pendulum rod which goes through the ball, on which is a

nut and screw, and a strong double spring 7>i n in Fig. 4. for

the purpose of taking ofl' somewhat of the weight of the

ball, according as it bears too much or too little on the

short arms of the levers. The levers are shewn at No. 2,

3 ; the screws, and lower end of the pendulum rod in Fig.

4 ; the nut N, and double spring SS, in Fig. 3. The
use of the nut and screw is to adjust the strength of the

spring, as they have nothing to do in the regulation of the

pendulum for time to the clock, which is done by an appa-
ratus for this purpose at top, connected with the pendulum
spring. In the brass pieces which are screwed on to

the broad part of the steel bars, the pivots of the levers

a, a turn. There is a piece of brass put on at top, formed
so as to interpose a little way down between the brass bar
and the steel ones, keeping them at a proper distance from
one another. The sides near to the square ends of the bars

and this piece of brass ai'e firmly pinned or screwed toge-
ther. It is in this piece of brass that the lower end of the

pendulum spring is fixed ; the upper end being fixed to a

piece, which is moveable up and down in a fixed frame by
a nut and screw. The pendulum is lengthened or short-

ened, according as the pendulum spring is let out or
brought within that part of the frame through which the
spring passes. The bars of the pendulum are connected
by four or five screws, equal spaces being taken for their

places between the centre of the ball and the square or up-
per ends of the bars. The back bar is tapped to receive

the screws, which go through holes made in the front steel

bar, to let them easily pass. On the shank or body of the
screws, are fitted hollow cylinders either of brass or steel,

and of such a length, that when the screws are put home
there shall be no pinching of tlie front steel bar by the head
of the screws. Rectangular openings are made in the
brass bar, for the hollow cylinders to come through, whose
length may be about ecjual to twice the diameter of the cy-
linders, and so that the brass bar may easily move on them,
by any small motion they may have in contracting or ex-
panding. On each of these cylinders is put two loose brass
collets or washers, one between each steel bar and the

brass bar to keep them free of each other. Their thick-

ness should be at least .04 of an inch, so as to allow the aii-

to pass freely between the bars. The small hollow cylin-

ders through which the screws pass wlicn connecting the

bars, should go easily into the front steel bar, the lower base
bearing on the inside of the back steel bar. The upper
base should be above the surface of the front bar fullv

more than the thickness of strong writing paper, so that

when the screw is put home the shoulder of it may not

pinch the bar. The edges of all the bars should be cham-
fered off from each side, so as to form an angle in the mid-
dle plane of their thickness, for the purpose of giving thetr

a lighter appearance, and making them less susceptible of

the resistance of the air. The diameter of the pendulum
ball may be seven inches and a half, and its thickness at the

centre about two inclies and a quarter. In the edges, and
in the line of the diameter horizontally across, are placed

two long and stout screws, ^^', Fig. 3. whose heads have
graduated circles on them, and are near the edge of the

ball, and an index i, i to each. The inner ends of the screws
shewn at s, s, are turned of such a shape, so as to apply
by one point only on the long arms of the levers wz, n, as

seen in Fig. 3. The front shell of the pendulum ball is

fixed on by four screws. It has been objected by some,
that, from the weight of the ball, the brass rods in a com-
pensation pendulum are compressed, and the steel rods
stretched ; a matter of no moment whatever, in our opi-

nion. This may, however, in some degree, be remedied
in Eilicott's pendulum, by making the brass bar of such a

length, as to come through and below the lower edge of

the ball, in place of the steel part, which was common to

both steel bars, as has just now been described. This part

of the brass bar is tapped, having on it the nut and strong

double spring, which takes off a part of the weight, as has

been noticed. A certain portion of the weight of the ball

will in this case bear on the brass bar; supposing it one-

third of the weight, the remaining two-thirds will be car-

ried jointly by the steel bars. Although the brass bar is

here carried through the ball, it is easy to put a piece to it.

moveable on a pivot in the middle of the bar, having two

lugs applying to the edges of the bar, on which the short

arms of the levers a, a may act, as was the case in the

other by the moveable brass piece.

Things being in this situation, let us suppose that the

bars composing the pendulum rod are lengthened by heat,

and that the brass lengthens more than the same length of

steel does ; then the brass bai' ab, by its excess of expan-

sion, will press down the short ends of the levers, ?«, n at

b, and consequently raise up the ball, which, by the screws

s, s, rest on the long arms m,n of the levers; and provided

the ends of the screws press on the levers at a proper dis-

tance from the ceiitres o, o, the ball will be always kept at

the same distance from the point of suspension, notwith-

standing any alteration the rod of the pendulum may ex-

perience from heat or cold. What this distance ought to

be may very nearly be determined, if the difference of the

expansion between brass and steel is known; for the pro-
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portion wliicli the shorter arms of the levers oii'jht to bear

to the longer ones, will always be as the excess of the ex-

pansion is to the whole exijansion of the steel. Instead of

the brass heads of the smews being placed near tlie outer

edge of the ball, they may be more advantageously placed

within the ball, at the distance of about an inch and a quar-

ter from the cdge^as shewn in Fig. 3.

See Phil. Trans. 175 1, p. 479, and a pamphlet which Mr
Ellicott published in London 1753. For an account of the

improvement made upon it by Mr A. Cuming, see his

Elements of Clock and JValc/imaking, p. 107.

Smeatoji's Pendulum.

Mr Smeaton's compensation pendulum consists of a

glass rod AB, half an inch or moie in diameter, and 45.5

inches long. To the upper end is fixed the pendulum
spring; to the lower a screw s and regulating nut n. A
brass tube or ring jn, Fig. 5. of an inch or so in length, is

put to move easily on the lower end of the rod, having a

fillet at each end, one bearing on the regulating nut, the

other supporting the zinc, iron, and lead tubes, which com-
pose what may be called the pendulum ball. The zinc cy-

linder or tube is 12^ inches in length, ^th of an inch thick,

and fills easily on the glass rod, the lower end resting on the

upper fillet of the brass ring. On the zinc tube is put ano-

ther of iron, 12 inches long, and ^th of an inch thick, easily

moveable on the zinc tube, with a kind of bottom to it, in

which is a hole for the glass rod to go freely through. The
bottom is uppermost, and rests on the upper end of the zinc

tube. The lower end of the iron tube has a fillet on its

outside, on which rests a leaden tube of 1 2 inches long, and
ith of an inch thick, and Avhich goes easily over on the iron

tube. The outside diameter of the leaden tube will be
nearly two inches. Although this pendulum will not be
thought elegant in appearance, yet it is said to have an-

swered the purpose of compensation very well. A section

of the rod is shewn in Fig. A.
As glass does not suffer much expansion or contraction

from heat or cold, it will be the more easily compensated.
The glass rod AB of this pendulum being supposed to

lengthen in a small degree by heat, is compensated by a

zinc tube of twelve inches and a quarter long, whose low-

er end resting on the lower end of the glass rod, would be
carried down by the lengthening of the glass rod, but the

same cause which produces this, will make the zinc tube

expand upwards, which will carry up the iron and leaden

tubes. The iron tube has in this case its expansion down-
wards, and the leaden tube compensates this by having its

expansion upwards.

Reid's Pendulum.

Mr Thomas Reid's compensation pendulum is compos-
ed of a zinc tube AB, and three steel rods, ab, cd, ef. In

order to obtain a proper tube, the zinc must be very gently

fused into a bar about an inch square, and 24.25 inches

long, and the mould into which it is poured should be up-

right, or nearly so. Let this be very carefully hammered
.4 to half an inch per foot, meanwhile keeping it pretty warm,

to prevent cracking or breaking. After this operation, a

hole is pierced straight through the bar, from end to end,

and opened up by means of a clean cutting broach, until it

is .450 of an inch, or so, in diameter. The outside may be
turned down till it is .7 of an inch, or less. The length
should be 25.34 inches, the same as the zinc rods were

9 taken at. The steel rods must be a quarter of an inch in

diameter ; the length from pin to pin, in the upper and low-
er traverses of the two outside steel rods c d, ef, 27 inches,

\'oi.. X. Part IL

five or six inches more being prolonged to go within the
ball. In the middle of the lower traverse vi n is pinned
a steel rod g h, somewhat more than a quarter of an inch
ill diameter, aqtl nincjinches long, which comes through the
centre of the ball, which is fitted up in the same way in
every respect as was described for the gridiron pendulum.
The steel centre lod ab goes up inside of the zinc lube,
from the pin which is in the lower end of it, which is in a
traverse, a very little above the lower one, to the upper end
of the pendulum spring, 36.75 inches; from the pin in the
lower end of the centre rod, to the centre of the ball, 4.75
inches. A hole in the upper traverse fi allows the centre
rod to pass freely through. The lower end of the tube
rests on the traverse g r, in which the centre rod is pinned.
The upper traverse bears on the upper end, both traverses
having apart turned from them, about one-tenth of an inch
in height, and of such a diameter as to go into the ends of
the tube, for the purpose of keeping it to its proper place.

The distance from the centre of tlie holes in the upper and
lower traveises, about 1.25 inch, which will be enough to
make the two outside steel rods stand clear of the zinc
tube. A thin piece of brass, with three holes in it for the
outside steel rods and tube, might be put half way between
the ends of the tube, to prevent any bending, or tremu-
lous motion, a thing, however, not likely to take place.

It would be proper to have a few holes in the tube, for

the purpose of admitting air more freely to the centre
rod.

The centre steel rod a b, when lengthened by heat, will

make the lower end B of the zinc tube, (which is suppjitetl
by the lower end 6 of the steel rod a 6,) descend withal but
the same cause which lengthens the steel rod ab down-
wards will expand the zinc tube AB upwards, and this will

carry up the two outside steel rods with which the ball of
the pendulum is connected ; their expansion downwards, -as

well as that of the centre rod, is compensated by the up-
ward expansion of the zinc tube. The length of the steel

rods and of the zinc tube, has been shewu to be in propor-
tion to their expansive ratios.

It is about fifteen years since we contrived and made this

kind of compensation pendulum, which seems to do very
well. The following is of another kind, but we never had
it put in execution, although there is no doubt but it would
serve the purpose extremely well, notwithstanding the risk

arising from the brittleness of the glass.

Provide a white glass tube, whose outside diameter is

|ths of an inch, its inside diameter ^ths, and its length 54
inches : Such a tube may be supposed equal in strength to

a solid glass rod, and will be considerably lighter. Make a
zinc tube from a square bar, hammered, &c. in the same
way as has just now been directed, its length being 16.3

inches, and its inside diameter |ths of an inch, or as much
more as will allow it to move freely up and down on the

outside of the glass tube. If the thickness of the zinc tube

is ^th of an inch, it ought to answer very well ; if it is some-
what greater, it may answer better. There must he a core

of brass fitted to each end of the glass tube, ground gently

into the glass, and fixed in by some of the lime cements.

To make the fixing more secure, a hole might be bored

through the tube and core, about half an inch from each

end of the tube, and a copper pin put througli them. The
core in tiie lower end must have a small cylindrical piece,

or wire, formed from it of .3 or .4 of an inch in di.imeter,

stretching 1.5 inch beyond the end of the glass tube, and

tapped for the nut inside of the zinc tube to work upon.

The regulating nut should be under the pendulum ball,

yet a little free of it, as it would be difficult to get at it,

were it placed near the lower end of the rod. The core at

the upper end has also a part of the brass, a little way above
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the end oi the tube, for the piuijose of fixing in the pendu-

lum spring. The zinc tube goes up to the centre of the

hall, which rests on the end of it ; the lower end, having

the tapped nut in it, beais on the regulating screw. The

nut may be cither soldered into the tube or not, i)rovided

it is fast there. As both the glass rod and zinc tube are

round, and go through the ball, it will be lequisite to have

something to keep the ball to its proper swinging position.

For this purpose, let a brass tube of an inch and a hall in

length be fitted strongly spring tight on the glass rod, and

put on above the upper edge of the ball. To the lower end

of the brass lube or socket is fixed a traverse piece, into

which are fixed two steel rods, a quarter of an inch in

diameter, and 6 inches long. These go within the ball, in

the same manner as the lower ends of the ouliide steel

rods in the gridiron pendulum. The distance between the

holes in the traverse should be 3 inches, that is, each rod

should be distant outside 1.5 inch from the centre of the

glass tube. When the traverse with the spring tube is

once set, so that the ball may have its proper position, it

cannot be easily altered. The length taken for the zinc

tube is rather in excess for the compensation of the glass

rod, and should it be found so, the tube can readily be

shortened. As the glass rod is not very fit for the pendu-

lum fork to work on, the following apparatus is proposed,

and has been found in other cases to answer the end as

well as could be wished. See Plate CCCVII. Figs. 7

and 8.

AA is a hollow cylinder of brass 1.5 inch long, whicli

fitstjlp glass rod rather more than spring tight. It is made

a littJathin near the ends, and at the middle it is left thick,

havi^ the appearance of a brass ring a, a, a, a, formed on

the cylinder, into which are fixed two pivots p/i, a piece

of brass not very thick, .3 of an inch broad, being bent up

nearly in a bow form, as at B, B, having a small hole at

each end, 6 d, to receive the pivots /i/;. One of the ends

must be screwed on, in order to get the pivots more con-

veniently into their holes. At the end or middle of the

bow is a solid or round knob of brass C, in which is a liole

tapped to receive the screw D, the head of which is ner-

relled on the edge, and sunk on the outside, to receive the

round fiat piece of brass E, which snaps easily in like a bar-

rel cover, and is not left so tight, but that it may be easily

turned round in its place, without any i isk of coming out,

and supposed to have no shake outwards. Into the piece

F is fixed a piece of brass, having a-hole in it to receive

the pin of the crutch. Two views of this piece are seen

at F F. When these pieces are all combined to act in

their places, it can easily be seen, that by turning the ner-

relled head of the screw D, holding the piece F in its front

view position, the crutch pin will be made to move out or

ill, according as the screw D is turned, by which the clock

will be set in beat, to a degree of nicely which is not easily

obtained by bending the fork or crutch shank.

There are other modes of putting a clock in beat, but

they generally consist of an apparatus for that purpose, car-

ried by llie crutch or fork, which is a load on the cock
pivot. The one which has been described has the advan-

tage of being supported by the jicndulum rod.

The glass tube having a length of 54 inches, will, when
expanded by heat, carry down with it the zinc tube, whose
lower end rests on that of the glass tube. The centre of

the ball of the pendulum resting on the upper end of the

zinc tube, will expand upwards from the same cause which
lengthens the glass lube, and by this means carry the ball

of the pendulum up, and keep the centre of oscillation al-

ways to the same distance from the point of suspension.

The length of the glass lube rod, and its expansive ratio,

will be found lobe in just proportion to the length of the

zinc lube and its expansive ratio.

Troughlon's Tubular Pendulum.

Mr Edward Troughton's tubular pendulum is a very
neat and ingenious one, and is in every jiespecl worthy of
that celebrated artist, to whom science ilwo much indebted
for the gieat pcifcction to which he has brought the divi-

sion of astronomical instruments.
" Fig. 9. Plate CCC\'n. says MrTroughton, drawn to a

scale of one-eighth of the real dimensions, exhibits the
shape of the whole instrument, in which the parts of ac-

tion being completely concealed from view, it appears, ex-
cepting the usual suspension spring, to be made of solid

brass. Tliis figure gives a front view of the pendulum.
This loim of the bob is used more on account of its being
easy to make, and sightly, than fi-om any other considera-
tions ; it is made of one piece of brass, about 7 inches dia-

meter, 2.5 thick at the centre, and weighs about 15 lbs.

avoirdupoise : the front and back surfaces are spherical,

with a thick edge or cylindrical part between them. The
apparent rod is a tube of brass, reaching from the bob near-

ly to the top. This contains another tube and five wires
in its belly, so disposed as to produce altogether (like the
nine-bar gridiron of Harrison) three expansions of steel

downwards, and two of brass upwards; whose lengths be-
ing inversely proportioned to their dilatation, when proper-
ly combined, destroy the whole effect that either metal
would have singly. The small visible part of the rod
near the top is a brass tube, whose use is to cover the

upper end of the middle wire, which is here single, and
otherwise unsupported.

Reckoning from the top, the first action is downwards,
and consists of the spiing, a short wire 2 diameter, and a
long wire 0.1 diameter; ihese, all of steel, firmly coiinect-

ted, reach down within an inch of ihe centre of the bob, and
occupy tli3 middle line of the whole apparatus. ,To the
lower end of the middle branch is fastened the lower end
of the interior brass tube, 0.6 in diameter, which termi-

nates a little short of the top of the exterior tube, and pro-

duces the first dilatation upwards. From the top of the in-

terior tube depend two wires 0.1 diameter, whose situation

is in a line at right angles to the swing of the pendulum,
and reach somewhat lower than the attached tube itself,

which they pass through without touching, and effect llie

second expansiorh downwards. The second action upwards
is gained by the exterior lube, whose internal diameter
just allows the interior lube to pass fieely through it : its

bottom is connected with the lower ends of ihe last describ-

ed wires. To complete the correction, a second pair of

wires of the same diameter as the former, and occupying a

position at right angles to them, act downwards, reaching a

little below the exterior tube, having also passed through
the interior one without touching either. The lower ends
of these wires are fastened to a short cylindrical piece of

brass, of the same diameter as the exterior lube, lo which
the bob is suspended by its centre.

" Fig. 9. No. Lis a full size section of the rod, in which
the three concerrtric circles are designed lo represent the ^
two tubes; and the rectangular position of the two pair of "
wires round the middle one, are shown by the five smalP
circles. By copying this arrangement, from the elegant

construction of your own half seconds pendulum, {Phil.

Journal for August 1799.) I avoided much trouble, which
must have occurred to )ne, unless, indeed, I had been im-
pelled on the same idea, by the difficulty of contriving the

five wires to act all in a row, with sufficient freedom and in
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so small a space. Fig. 9. No. 3. e.KpIains the p?.it wliich

closes the upper end of the interior tube : the two small

circles are the two wires which depend from it, and tlic

three large circles show the lioles in it, through which the

middle and other pair of wires pass.

" Fig. 9. No. 4. is designed to explain the part whicli

stops up the bottom of the interior tube ; the small circle

in the centre is where the middle wire is fastened to it

;

the others the holes for the other four wires to pass

through. Fig. 9. No. 5. is llie part which closes the up-
per end of the external tube ; the large circle in the cen-

tre is the place where the brass covering for the upper
part of the middle wire is inserted ; and the two small cir-

cles denote the fastening for the wires of the last expansion.

Fig. 9. No. 6. represents the bottom of the exterior tube,

in which the small circles shew the fastening places for

the wires of the second expansion, and the larger ones the

holes for the other pair of wires to pass through. Fig. 9.

No. 7. is a cylindrical piece of brass, which shows how
the lower ends of the wires of the last expansion are

fastened to it, and the hole in the middle is that whereby
it is pinned to the centre of the bob. The fastening of the

upper ends of the two pair of wires is done by screwing
them into the pieces which stop up the ends of the tubes ;

but at the lower ends they are all fixed, as represented by
No. 7. I have only to add to this description, that tlie

pieces represented in Fig. 9. have each a jointed motion,

by means of which the fellow wires of cacli pair would be
equally stretched, although they were not exactly of the

same length.
" In the apparatus thus connected, the middl« wire will

be stretched by the weight of the whole ; the interior tifbe

will support at its top the whole, except the middle wire
;

the second pair of wires will be stretched by all, except
the middle wire and interior tube; the exterior tube sup-
ports at its top the weight of the second pair of wires and
the bob, and the second pair of wires are stretched by the

weight of the bob only.

" The first pendulum which I made of the tubular kind
had only three steel wires, and one tube above the bob; that

is, two expansions down and one up; and the quantity
Avhich one of brass falls short to correct two of steel, was
compensated for, by extending those branches of the rod
below the bob, and bringing up an external tube to which
the bob was affixed. There is an awkwardness in this con-
struction, owing to the rod reaching about 13 inches below
the lower edge of the bob, otherwise it is not inferior to the

one first described."

Ward's Pendulum.

The rod of this pendulum consists of two flat bars of

steel, and one of zinc, connected together by three screws,

as shown in Plate CCCVII. Fig. 10. No. 2. which is a

side view of the pendulum rod when the bars are together;
" lih, n," says Mr. Wuid, " are two flat rods or bars of iron,

about an eighth of an inch thick ; k/c is a bar t/f zinc in-

terposed between them, and is nearly a quarter of an inch

thick. The corners of the iron bars are bevelled off", that

they may meet widi less resistance from the air ; and it

likewise gives them a much lighter appearance. These
bars are kept togctlier by three screws I, I, I, which pass
through oblong holes in /i/i and k i:, and screw into i ;.

The bar A A is connected to the one k k by the screw in
;

which is called the adjusting screw. This screw is tap-

ped into b /i, and passes barely through k k ; but that part

of the screw which enters k k has its threads turned ofl".

The bar ; i has a shoulder at its upper end, turned at right

angles, and bears at the top of the zinc bar k k, and is sup-
ported by it. It is necessary to have several holes for the

screw m, in order to adjust the compensation. No. 3, 4,5,
are a side view of each bar separately. No. 6. shows the
flat side of the zinc bar. Fig. 10. No. I. is a front view of
the pendulum rod when screwed together. The letters

have the same reference to the diflcrent figures."
The front steel bar being lengthened by heat, and hav-

ing its expansion downwards, will carry along with it the
zinc bar, whose lower end is supported by a screw in the
front bar; the zinc bar in this case will have its expansion
upwards, and carry up the back steel bar, whose upper end
rests by means of a knee on the upper end of the zinc bar.

The pendulum ball hangs to the lower part of the back
steel bar which has its expansion downwards ; but the two
expansions downwards of the steel bars, are compensated
by the upward expansion of the zinc bar.

Mr Ward's pendulum must be allowed to be a very ex-
cellent one, as it possesses the advantage of permitting the
compensation to be readily and easily altered. The descrip-
tion which has been given of it, in the Transactions of the
Society for the Encouragement of .\rts, &c. for the year
1807, and in the pamphlet which Mr Ward published at

Blandford in 1808, contain sufficient details to enable any
common clockmaker to copy it. We have only to add,
that there should be a spare screw, for shifting the com-
pensation ; and that the screws connecting the two steel

bars and the zinc one should never on any account be
moved. It will be found of great advantage to have a
spare screw, which may be put into that place which is

supposed requisite to correct the compensation ; and then
release the one supposed to be where the compensation is

thought to be toomvich or too little. Our experience with
it soon led us to this contrivance. Having made one of
these pendulums, we shall now give an account of its di-

mensions, &c. The distance from the upper part of the
pendulum spring to the centre of the ball, is 40.75 inches;

and to the lower end of the front steel bar, 2 feet 11.5

inches. From the upper end of the zinc bar, where the
back bar of steel rests or hangs on, to the centre of the
ball, it is 2 feet 6.25 inches. The steel bars are forged
from cast steel, and annealed ; their breadth is three quar-
ters of an inch, and their thickness about one-tenth of an
inch. The length of the zinc bar is 24.8 inches ; and its

thickness a little more than two-tenths of an inch. The
centre of the ball hangs on the end of the tube of the re-

gulating nut, where it was tapped, to work on its corre-

sponding screw, made near the lower part of the back
bar, formed here into a round rod, the lower end of which
is a point, or index, to a graduated plate fixed to the back
of the case, and 5.25 inches below the centre of the ball.

The weight of the ball is 13lb. 2oz. ; that of the zinc and
steel bars, nut, pendulum spring, and connecting screws,

21b. 13ioz. ; weighing in all nearly 16lb. In making up
steel bars or rods for any compensation pendulum, it is

proper to heat or blue them after they are finished, which
will dispel whatever magnetism they may have acquired

in working them up. The zinc bar of this pendulum,
when brought near to the length of compensation, was
about 21 inches. Taking the length of steel to be com-
pensated by this at 61.75 inches, we may find what the com-
pensation of the zinc should be, if the steel is rightly taken

at 138.

Steel in inches 61.75

Ratio 138 .

Log. 1.7906370

Log. 2.1398791

3.9305161

3 T2
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Zinc in inches 21

Ratio 403.7

Log.
Log.

1.3222193

2.6082968

3.9305161

The expansive ratio here is greater tlian 373, as given

by Mr Smeaton ; but is not equal to 420, as given by Mr
Ward, from trials made with his pendulum.

The three zinc pendulums which have been described

liave each their peculiar properties. The zinc rods of the

gridiron one are very troublesome to make ; but they are

more exposed to the air, or to changes of temperature,

and are adjustable by means of the shortest traverse, and

the sets of holes which are in them and the centre rod.

When this pendulum is well executed, it is perhaps the

best of the three. The one with the zinc tube is the

strongest, the bearing on it being more firm and direct than

in either of the other two ; only it has no means for ad-

justing the compensation, unless by shortening the tube

from time to time. According as the excess of its com-

pensation is shown, something might be contrived to adjust

it, without taking it from its place, but this would be too

complicated ; so that the shortening of the tube by degrees

is rather the better way. Ward's is much more easily

made than the other two. Those who use gridiron pen-

dulums should have a half traverse, with three pins on it,

similar to the shortest one in the pendulum, which will be

found very convenient, when it is necessary, to shift for

compensation. The half traverse and pins should be put

into the holes, where the traverse in shifting is not to come.

This will keep the pendulum rods in their places, and

serve in the same way as the spare screw proposed for

Ward's pendulum.

CHAP. XL

On the Wooden Pendulum Rod.

The wooden pendulum rod does not come under the

class of those which have just now been described ; nor

can it be supposed equal to any metallic compensation

one. Having a good opinion of it, however, we put to

trial one of them made of a very fine piece of straight-

grained deal, that, for the purpose of seasoning, had "been

kept for five years near a parlour fire, which was almost

constantly lighted throughout the wiiole year. The rod,

when dressed up and fitted to the ball, and the pendulum

spring put to it, was well varnished, so as to exclude any

possibility of its being affected by damp. It was then

applied to the clock, which, when regulated, went for about

sixty days, during the months of June and July, without any

apparent deviation from time ; tlie very dry weather made
the fixings for the clock case shrink a little. When these

were again made more secure, the clock, during a trial of

many months, could not be brought to give the same satis-

faction. Whether this was owing to the wooden rod, or to

what cause, we shall not at present pretend to determine.

On this pendulum being taken away from the clock, a mer-

curial one was put in its place, having the same pendulum
spring wliich was at the wooden rod, and every thing else be-

ing in the same state as before. The difference in the good

going of the clock after this became truly astonishing, and

•may be considered as a striking proof of tlie great superio-

rity of the one pendulum over the other.

It must here be observed, that, although the comparative

trial by the same clock with the mercurial and wooden rod

pendulums was in favour of the former, yet this clock and

another were fixed on two planks, exactly the same as those

described in the next chapter, and strongly fixed to a stone

wall, opposite the brick wall where the other two
clocks were, which gave rise to the discovery of their

pendulums aflecling each other's motions. Not being
aware of this at the time of trial, the errors of the go-
ing of the clock, while the wooden rod pendulum was
used, and the good going of it when the mercurial pen-
dulum was applied, may have arisen from various causes,

suchastlie elasticity of the upper plank, or the pendulums
being of unequal length and weight. This much may po-
sitively be affirmed, that they were not going under such cir-

cumstances as to have a fair trial. We propose, however,
to repeat the experiment with the wooden rod pendulum,
applied to another clock, placed in a more insulated situation.

An eminent American philosopher says, that deal has little

or no longitudinal expansion, making it less than glass, as

may be seen in the Table under the article Expansion, in

this work.
In the Astronomical Observations published ^t Cana-

bridge in 1769, by the late Reverend William Ludlam,
Professor of Mathematics in that university, he has describ-

ed a very neat and ingenious method of fitting up a pendu-
lum with a wooden rod, constructed for the purpose of pre-

venting any gyratory motion from taking place, as well as

to have some resistance from the air. This was effected by
having the pendulum ball of an equal mass round the centre

of a round wooden rod, and by a thin flat hard steel crutch,

to give impulse on the hardened ends of two screws put

through the rod, which screws were to keep the flat crutch

as near as possible in the plane or line of the diameter of

tllE pendulum rod, or at right angles to the middle plane of

the pendulum ball. This ball was nearly of the form of a

cheese, or the middle frustum of a globe. For a more par-

ticular description of it, see Ludlam's Observations, page

81, Plate V.

From the description given of this pendulum by Mr Lud-
lam, it appears to be a very complete one, and several

persons were on that account led to adopt it ; but, from

our experience, it was found to be much inferior to

what might have been expected, and to possess, rather

in a great degree, the very defect which Mr Ludlam
wanted to avoid. The lateral coming and going of the

pendulum rod by heat and moisture, causes the screws

to come and go from the crutch, sometimes to clip it

hard, and at other times to allow it to have mo{p freedom

between the ends or points of the screws than is proper.

Finding that it had a strong tendency to gyratory motion

when the clock was set a-going, (which however diminish-

ed some time after,) arising irom the mass of the ball

being carried out from the centre towards the edge, and

from a thick rod passing through the centre, we thought

of the following pendulum, which was afterwards put in

execution, where the greater part of the mass of the ball

is kept at the centre, and where the least quantity possi-

ble is towards the edge. A drawing of this pendulum
is given in Plate CCCVII. Fig. 11. No. 1. and 2. The
ball is of a lenticular form, 7 inches in diameter, thick-

ness at the centre 2.5 inches, as seen at AA, AA, having

a round wooden rod of about .6 of an inch in diameter, or

thereabouts. The rod may be eillier round, flat, rec-

tangular, or elliptical. This last is perhaps the best form ;

the transverse diameter being 1.5 inch, and the conjugate

0.5 of an inch. aa,aa, No. 1. are two small round steel

wires, whose diameter is less thaii .2 of an inch, or say

. 1 75 of an inch, the length from pin to pin about 8.5 inches.

They might be kept shorter, if care were taken to regu-

late the length of the pendulum by the going of the clock

before fixing their length ; in which case, they need not
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project more than ,2 of an inch beyond the diameter of the

ball. The centres of these wires arc one inch apart, each

passing through the ball at half an inch from the centre
;

6 1,6 2, Nos. 1. and 2. are two pieces of brass, into which

the ends of the steel wires are fitted and pinned fast ; their

shape is represented in the drawing. In one of them b 1

is a socket in which the lower end of the rod is fixed;

and in the lower one b 2, the regulating screw d passes

freely through : x^x are two |^'ass nerrelled nuts, tapped

to receive the screw rf, wliichlias also a conical nerrelled

head fixed on it; the lower end of the screw serving as

an index for the arcs of the pendulum's vibrations. On
the upper end of the screw, the lower edge of the pen-

dulum ball rests ; and when moved up or down by the

screw, the nuts x, x are screwed against the brass piece

b 2, in order to keep all fast.

The advantages which this pendulum possesses arc

very obvious. The whole of the momentum of the ball

is so near the centre, that it maintains a very steady mo-
lion ; and should any lengthening or shortening of the

rod and steel wires take place, this will in some degree
be compensated by the ball. Should tliey lengthen, the

same cause will make the centre of the ball get upwards,
the edge meanwhile resting on the end of the regulating

screw, and vice versa. A piece of flat brass is fitted and
pinned into the upper part of the rod CC, as seen in the

drawing. Behind the rectangular hole made in this piece

of brass to receive the crutch piri, a part of the wood is

taken away, in order that the crutch with its pin may
get as near as may be to the piece of brass. The piece

of brass in which the lower end of the pendulum spring

is, is fitted to the top of the rod, having two pins through
it, to make it fast there. The upper end is fixed to a
piece of brass, which goes on a steel arbor, having pivots

to rest on a cock, and turn freely on it, so that the pen-
dulum may take its plumb-line when hung on.

It has been observed by some cabinet-makers, that from
drawers, whose sides and bottom were of cedar, there

issued efftuviae, that inspissated the oil at the locks, and
thickened it so much, that the locks became of no use till

they were taken off and cleaned.

Pendulum rods have sometimes been made of cedar
wood, and are objectionable on this account, as the oil

at the pivot holes of the clock becomes thickened by it.

Perhaps if pendulum rods of cedar were strongly var-

nished, this might deprive the wood of this inspissating

quality.

It is of the utmost importance to have the pendulums
of clocks well fixed at the point of their suspension ; and
the cock to which they are suspended should, at the

same time, be strong and firmly fixed to tlie wall of the

place where the clock stands. Tliis requires to be par-

ticularly attended to in turret clocks, and still more so in

clocks intended for astronomical purposes. These last

ought to be placed upon an iron bracket, strongly fixed

to as massy a stone pier as can possibly be got into

the place where the clocTi is to stand. We have had an

instance of a pendulum which was so well fixed up, that

there did not appear a possibility of its being made any
firmer, or that the motion of tlie pendulum could in the

least affect the cock and suspension, yet the arc of its

vibration was a little increased, after having made con-

siderable exertions to put farther home the screws, &c.
concerned with the fixtures of the cock and the suspen-

sion of the pendulum. The arc of vibration did not ex-

ceed two degrees on e(i6h side of the point of rest, so that

its motion or centrifugal force, could not be very great

at the point of suspension ; yet, small as this force was, it

is clear that it was sulTiciently great to affect the cock
there, as tliis cause made the arc of vibration of less ex-

tent than M'lien tiie suspension was afterwards more firmly

fixed. Wc liavc suspended tiic pendulum on a strong

brass cock, which was eillier rivetted or screwed to an
iron plate. This iron plate was screwed firmly to the

wall, the clock case being between the plate and the wall,

and sometimes a notch was left in the pillar plate to re-

ceive the end of the brass cock, by which means the clock

frame and the pendulum suspension were made to keep
together as nearly as posiblc ; and when every thing here
was so far adjusted, a strong screw with a square head
was put through the cock, binding it and the pendulum
top-piece firmly together. Another way is, to have two
brass supports screwed on to a very strong seat board.

These supports may be about one inch broad and half an

inch thick, and in height about six inches, more or less,

according to the height of the bending of the pendulum
spring above the seat board. Each support has a strong

and broad sole, and these soles have a stout steady pin to

go into the seat board, which is screwed, from underneath
the seat board, by a strong iron or steel screw fast to the

upper side. The supports at the top incline a little

towards each other, and a thick and broad piece of plate

brass is screwed to them behind, so as to connect them
firmly together. The upper ends of the supports are

made level, and parallel with the soles and seat board.

Across these ends is made a triangular notch, to receive

the pivots of a piece of steel, to which the pendulum is

suspended. By means of these pivots the pendulum
turns, so as to hang freely in a vertical position. The
distance between the ends of the brass supports at the

top need not be more than two inches, while at the bot-

tom the distance may be four inches, or not quite so

much, the inclination being about ten degrees or so from
the perpendicular. The piece of steel should not be less

than half an inch thick at the middle, where it should be
circular, and about three quarters of an inch broad. In

the middle is a hole of about three-tenths of an inch in dia-

meter : the two conical arbors are formed from the circu-

lar part, so as to be in a line with the diameter of the
hole. The pivots of these arbors, which turn in the tri-

angular notches, may be about three-twentieths of an inch

thick. In the hole, which is three-tenths of an inch wide,
is fitted a steel pivot, having a shoulder on the under side,

which comes so far beyond the upper side as to admit a
stout brass collet to be pinned on it, and against the up-
per flat side of the circular part, besides a sort of screw
head on the end, with a slit in it, by which a screw-driver

^an turn it about, so that the pendulum ball may be made
to stand in the plane in which it ought to swing. From
the shoulder, below the circular part of the steel piece, to

the lower end, may be an incli long. To this the pen-
dulum spring is fixed. This, in some respects, is a very
convenient mode of suspension, but we do not think it so

strong and so firm as the other.

When the astronomical clock, formerly mentioned,
which goes six weeks without winding up, was planned,

care was taken to have the weight kept at as great a dis-

tance as possible from the pendulum ball, as we conceived

that the attraction of the weight would disturb the vibra-

tions of the pendulum. This idea, which appeared to us
new, had occurred, we have been told, long before to

several very able artists and amateurs, svich as Graham,
Harrison, Lord Macclesfield, Sir George Shuckhursrh,

Troughton, and others. In the course of our trials with

the clock, the arc of the vibrations of the pendulum, wl.en

the weight came as far down as the ball, was observed to

suffer a sensible diminution, and this was imputed to their
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mutual attraction. Upon mentioning this afterwards to

one or two persons, supposed to be competent to judge

in an affair of this kind, ihey entertained some doubts

respecting this explanation of the fact, and thought it

might probably arise from some motion communicated
to tne air by ihe swinging of the pendulum. Without
making any experiments in order to examine the action

ot tlie air on the motion of the pendulum, an account of

the fact, which was ascribed solely to attraction, was

published in Nicholson's Phil. Jour. October 1812, vol.

xxxiii. octavo series. Soon after this, Mr Ezekiel Walker
of Lynn, in a paper published in the same Journal, endea-

voured to shew, that the cause of this disturbance of the

pendulum, (which he says had been known to him 30

years before,) arose Irom the motion of the air communi-
cated by the weight to the pendulum, which it certainly

did, as we soon afterwards found from one or two experi-

ments, which did not occupy mucli time. In a paper of

Mr Walker's, in Nicholson's Phil. Jour, for May 1802, vol.

ii. octavo series, p. 76. entitled " Methods for diminish-

ing the irregularities of Time-pieces, arising from dif-

ferences in the arc of vibration of the Pendulum," he has

assigned several causes for the changes that take place

in the arcs of vibration, and proposed different methods
to prevent them. But no notice wliatever is taken of the

motion communicated to the air by the pendulum. M.
Benhoud mentions, in the first volume of his Essai, pub-
lished in 1763, No. 642, that the air put in motion by the

vibrations of tiie pendulum, acts against the weight of

the clock, so as to set it in motion, and that this will in

its turn gradually diminish the motion of the pendulum
until it stops it altogether. This takes place more readily

when the weight hangs by a single ball than when it is

suspended upon a pulley. This fact, it must be confess-

ed, had either been overlooked by us, or had entirely

escaped our memory. Month clocks, from stopping fre-

quenily, have long been very troublesome to clockmakers,
who no doubt assigned for it a different cause from the

true one. In the old month clocks, the weights are very

large and heavy, and the momentum of the pendulum
very small, so that they were extremely liable to be stop-

ped. But in clocks where the pendulum has even a con-

siderable momentum, this agitation of the air will be
sufficient to stop them altogether.

Having been called upon to examine a good astrono-

mical regulator of Graham's, which had stopped, and
which belonged to a nobleman in the neighbourhood
of Edinburgh, we informed the man who was sent to put
it ii> or:lcr, th 't he would find the weight opposite to the

pendulum, which was actually fgyrjd to be the case.

CHAP. XII.

On the Symfiathy or Mutual Action of the Pendulums
of Clocks.

It is now nearly a century since it was known that when
two clocks are set a-going on the same shelf, they will dis-

turb each other ;—that the pendulum of the one will

stop that of the other; and that the pendulum which was
stopped will, after a v/hile, resume its vibrations, and in

its turn stop that of the other clock, as was observed by
the late Mr .lohn Ellicott. When two clocks are placed
near one another, in cases very slightly fixed, or when
they stand on the thin boards of a floor, it has been long
known that they will affect a little the motions of each
other's pendulum. Mr Ellicott observed, that two clocks
resting against the same rail, which agreed to a second

for several days, varied 1' 36" in 24 hours when separated.
The slower having a longer pendulum, set the other in

motion in 16A muiutes, and stopped itself in 36| minutes.
It never could have been supposed, however, mat when
very strong fixtures were made, it wa , possible for any
thing of this kind to lake place. About three years ago,
in a room where astronomical clocks were placed under
trial, two strong deal planks were firmly nailed to a tolera-

bly stout brick wall or petition, the ends of the planks
being jambed between We adjoining partitions. The
planks were 6 feet long, 6 inches broad, and l^ths of ao
inch thick. One of them was placed behind the suspen-
sion, and the other behind the balls of the pendulums.
The pendulums were suspended on strong massy cocks,
partly of brass, and partly of iro», and, with the back of
the cases, (one of wliich was of very hard oak,) were
firmly screwed to the upper plank, and also to the lower
one, the bottom of the cases being free and independent
of the floor. Two clocks, whose pendulums were nearly
of equal length and weight, and whose suspensions were
distant from each other about two feet, kept so unac-
countably close together lor the greater part of twelve
months, as to become a matter of considerable surprise.

When the cold weather commenced in November, they
made a small deviation from one another for a few days,

and then resumed the same uniformity which they had
before. An account of this was published in Mr Tilloch's

Philosophical Magazine, where the observations of M.
de Luc, which seem to have been a very near approach
to the cause, were inserted by way of reply. The pen-
dulum which was at one of the clocks, was of Ward's
kind. On its being taken away, a gridiron one was put

in its place ; but with this, which was longer than Ward's,
the clocks could never be brought to the same time as

belore. Their arcs of vibration continually varied, and
no satisfactory going could be obtained from them, al-

though we were well aware that they were competent
to have given a very different performance. The gridiron

pendulum clock was one of the best possible in its execu-
tion, and had one of the best recoiling 'scapements we
have ever seen or made. The clock was taken from its

case, to have a 'scapement of a different kind put in. In

the meanwhile, the pendulum being left hanging in its

place, was observed to be in motion, which was at first

imputed to some shaking of the house. On being stopped,

it got again into motion, and upon observing it narrowly,

it was found not to be in such a direction as any shaking
of the house could produce, swinging quite in time with

the pendulum of the going clock, the two pendulums
mutually receding and approaching each other. The
cure was instantly obvious ; and after the upper plank

was sawed through between the clocks, the pendulum be-

came in a little while dead and still. The arc in which
it vibrated was about twelve minutes of a degree on each
side of the point of rest, which was nearly about the

greatest extent of variation in the arcs of the two pen-

dulums. It would be imposible to make two clocks go
closely togetlier, in any other situation than the one which
has been mentioned.

After the plank was cut through, the going clock was ob-

served to be losing nearly at the i-ate of a second and a half

a day; and if the clock which kept so long in unison with

it had been tried under the same circumstances, it is pro-

bable that the rale would have been found to be last. The
rate they had lor a period of eight or nine monllis or more,

when they were close together, did not exceed two-tenths

of a second fast a day, and tiiis irflj| have been a mean of

the natural rate of each pendulum, n it may be so express,

ed ; that is, suppose one rlocls. was going slow 1.5 second
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per day, llie other fast 1.7 second, there will be two-tenths

of a second left for the acceleration of both, whicli seems
to be the only way of explaining tliis phenomenon.

CHAP. XIII.

On Turret Clocks.

We have frequently seen turret clocks put up in ])laces

where no advantage was taken of the length of fall for the

weights, which either did not descend through the whole

height, or if they did, the ropes had a second rewinding, as

it were, on the barrel. Hindley, who was certainly a man
of genius, and whose turret clocks were perhaps unequal-

led in regard to their execution, thougii defective from no

advantage being taken of the fall, made them all with bar-

rels of a small diameter, and of such a length as to admit

almost any number of turns, so that they could be placed

in any situation, whether with propriety or not. We shall

therefore lay down such rules, that a clockmaker may fit up
a turret clock suited to any given fall lor the weights.

Suppose that the height of fall for the weights is 25 feet,

and that the clock is required to go eight days without be-

ing wound up, and with a single line to tlie weight, that is,

with no pulley for the weight to hang on. We may allow

12 inches for what the weight will take. Tiiis reduces the

leiigth of fall to 24 feet; allowing 16 turns of the barrel to

give 8 days going, and dividing the 24 feet of fall by 16,

we shall have during the length of the rope 18 inches for

one turn of the barrel. To find tlie diameter of the bar-

rel, we say, as 355 for the circumference is to a diameter

of 113, sois the circumference IS inches of the barrel to

its required diameter, whicli will be found to be 5. 73 inches

nearly. But this diameter would be too large, since the

diameter of the rope must be taken into account ; for the

true diameter, or that which is necessary to run out the

fall, must be taken at the centre of the rope when wound
round the barrel. Allowing the diameter of the rope to be

half an inch, then taking tliis from 5.73 inches, we shall

have for the proper diameter of tlie barrel 5.23 inches.

Having now obtained the diameter of the barrel, its length

between the ends may easily he found. Sixteen turns of

ihe barrel, the number wanted to produce eight days going,

and a rojie of half an inch in diameter, will require eight

inches ; but as the coils of the rope cannot lie quite close

10 each other, we may allow, for freedom, one inch and a

quarter; consequently, if the barrel is made 9 25 inches in

length beiween the ends, it will be sufficiently long. I"'or

the striking part, a rope of half an inch in diameter will

be strong enough, and as one of a considerably smaller di-

ameter, even one-half, would suit the going part, the going

barrel may be made shorter. If the clock should be made
to goby a double line and pulley, then the diameter of the

barrels will require to be the double of 5.23 inches, or

10 46 inches. * Or if the fall is only 13 or 14 feet, then the

barrels of 5.23 inches in diameter would do, by means of a

pulley. The diameter of the pulley will in part lessen the

length of the full, and in j^lace of 12 inches we may
now deduct 16 inches, or so, from the fall, on account of

the length taken up by the weight and pulley ; but this

trifling circumstance requires little accommodation on the

part of the clockmaker. Taking then the diameter of the

barrel at 10 46 inches, in order to ascertain what diameter

the ban el ends and the great wheel ought to have, the rope

being half an inch in diameter, twice this added to the bar-

jel's diameter will make it 11.46 inches, but, for the sake

of even numbers, let it be taken at 1 1 inches and a half for

Ihe diameter of the plain barrel end ; an additional inch, or

12.5 inches in diameter for the barrel ratchet end ought to

do, unless when the barrel ratchet is put on the barrel end,

and within its diameter, as is sometimes done, in order to

have the great wheel of a less diameter than it otherwise

would be, when the barrel ratchet end is done in the usual

way. The centre of motion of the ratchet end click need
not be more distant from the top of the ratchet than half

an inch, or at most .6 of an inch, and .75 of an inch more
than this for the breadth of the wheel rim, including the

teeth. The semidiameter of the barrel ratchet end is 6.25

inches ; to this being added .6 of an inch, and .75 of an

inch, we shall have for the semidiameter of the great wheel
7.6 inches, or its diameter 15.2 inches. The diameter of

the great wheel being thus obtained, we may get the cir-

cumference by saying, as 1 13 is to 355, so is 15.2 to the

circumference required, which is found to be 47.75 inches;

this divided by 240, the double of the number of the teeth

proposed to be put into the great wheel of the going part,

we have for the breadth of each tooth and each space 0.199

of an inch, or nearly .2 of an inch. It is perhaps advisa-

ble to have the space a very small degree less than what is

here given ; the teeth will then be somewhat more than .2

of an inch in breadth. Taking small temporary segments
of thin brass, having the same radius as the wheel, and
cutting them from the proposed number on the cutting en-

gine, will lead us to form an idea of the strength that the

teeth may have. Indeed this, and calculation together,

ought to go hand in hand, and is the way that any ingenious

clockmaker ought to adopt, if his object is to have the best

possible contrivance in the construction of any piece of

work in which he may be engaged.
If it is proposed to have the pendulum of such a length

as to swing 30 beats in a minute, the swing-wheel having

30 teeth, and the pinions 10 each; then the numbers for

the teeth of the second and third wheels will be 60 and 50,

and the length of the pendulum 156.8 inches ; where twenty

feet or upwards, for length of fall and strength of clock

can be obtained, a shorter pendulum than this should ne-

ver be adopted. The diameter of the second wheel may
be made half of that of the great wheel, or even a little

less; however, we may safely take it at the half, viz. 7.6

inches, as it is to be cut into half the number of teeth, and
being considerably thinner than the great wheel, the teeth

will, notwithstanding this, be suftJciently strong for the force

exerted on them. The third wheel having 50 teeth, and
the force exerted on them being considerably less than that

on the second whtel, we may obtain the diameter of the

third wheel, by first taking the proportion of 60 to 50, and
then making the diameter somewhat less than the first pro-

portion would give, because, were the teeth cut on tiiis di-

ameter as given, they would be as strong as those of the

second wheel. We then say, as 60 teeth is to its diameter

of 7.6 inches, so is 50 teeth to the diameter required,

which is found to be six inches, 'i'aking six inclics in the

compasses, and applying them to the legs of any sector that

has a line of equal parts, both legs of the sector being ex-

tended till the points of the compasses fall exactly on 50, set

the compasses to the number 45, which will give a dis-

tance equal to the diameter of the third wheel. This will

be found to be 5.5 inches nearly, and if the spring wheel

is made five inches in diameter, it will do very well.

The barrels both in the going and striking parts being

made equal in diameter, and each performing a revolution

in 12 hours, we now proceed to make out proper numbers
for the striking part, and diameters for the great wheel, the

pin wheel, and the tumbler wheel ; this last wc shall also

make use of as a fly wheel. The diameter of the barrels

being equal, the great wheels may also be equal, and the

diameter of the striking great wheel will be 15.2 inches.
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The number of blows which the Iiammer must make in

12 hours can be obtained by a very simple rule. The first

blow 1 bein;' added to the last blow 12, will make 13, and

13 multiplied by 6, half of the nurnber 12, will give 78 for

the number of blows required during one revolution of

the great wheel and barrel. The great wheel of the strik-

ing part will require to have stronger teeth than that ol the

great wheel of the going part, because there is a stronger

rope and a heavier weight applied against them, in order to

raise as much weight of hammer as may be, so as to bring

a sufficient sound from the clock bell. The pin wheel pi-

nion being 10, and the wheel 64, having eight lifting pins

in it for the hammer tail, the number of teeth in the great

wheel which will be necessary, so that one turn of it may
produce 78 blows, may be either 98 or 100.

Suppose we take 98 for the number of teeth ; 98 divided

by 10, the number in the pin wheel pinion, the quotient will

be 9.8, which, multiplied by 8, the number of pins in the

pin wheel, will give 78.4 for the number of blows for one

revolution of the great wheel. If the great wheel should

have 100 teeth, this, divided by 10, will give 10, and this

again multiplied by 8, will give 80 for the number of blows

during one turn of the barrel ; either of these numbers for

the teeth of the striking great wheel would do very well.

If we take 98, and as the pin wheel is to have 64 teeth, we
may find a proper diameter for it, so that the teeth may be

nearly about the same size as those of the great wheel. Say

as 98, the number of teeth in the great wheel, is to 15.2

inches, its diameter, so is 64, the number of teeth required

in the pin wheel, to a diameter required for it, which will

be found to be 9.9 inches.

The pin wheel, having 64 teeth, and 8 lifting pins in it,

the tumbler wheel pinion, which makes one revolution for

every blow of the hammer, must have 8 teeth or leaves in

it. The diameter of the tumbler wheel must be consider-

ably smaller than that of the pin wheel, and this will de-

pend on the number of teeth it ought to have, on the num-
ber of leaves in the fly pinion, and on the number of the

revolutions which the fly pinion is to make for every blow

of the hammer. The less the number of revolutions given

to the fly pinion during one blow of the hammer, the less

will the striking part be under the influence of oil. But
few turns in the fly require it to be considerably extended

in the wings or vanes, and this demands some ingenuity

and address in the clockmaker to carry them out, so that

they shall be conveniently clear of every part of the clock.

AVhen the arms of the fly are extended, the wings or vanes
can be considerably diminished in suriace; and a little

weight may be given them, so that when once the fly is set

in motion it will not easily stop. The construction of the

fly, and fly pinion, has hitiierto been injudicious. The flics

commonly applied to turret clocks were too heavy, the

wings or vanes were too broad, they made too many revo-

lutions, and the fly pinion was not so properly sized as it

might be ; for it must be considered that it acts not merely
as being driven, but it must sometimes act as a leader.

For although the tumbler wheel, or fly wheel, which turns

the fly pinion, acts as a driver, yet, from the nature and ap-
plication of the fly pinion and fly to regulate the velocity

of the striking, the fly ])inion, from the acceleration which
it will acquire, must sometimes act as a leader, so that the

size of the fly pinion ought to be a mean between the size

of a leader and that of being driven. If the pinion is

made too large, or the size of a leader, the wheel teeth in

driving it would be apt to butt on the pinion, and if made
too nicely, as it were, to be driven, it could hardly ever act

as a leader, as here the pinion would butt on the wheel
teeth ; this then is the reason of keeping it to the inean

size of the two, which will be found to have a good effect.

The arms of the fly may be about twenty-six inches.

The number of the revolutions of the fly pinion for one
blow of the hammer is arbitrary ; in some clocks the fly

may make twenty revolutions, in some more and in some
less. When tlie revolutions are few, and the acceleration
of the fly fit to carry forward in a small degree the strik-

ing, it may appear to strike faster towards the end of a long
hour, but it will require a nice ear to perceive it. We have
made the fly pinion to have only four turns for one blow of
the hammer, which answered extremely well, so that the
tumbler wheel will require 40 teeth, supposing the fly pi-

nion to have 10. If we take the ratio of the pin wheel of
64 to its diameter 9.9 inches, then the tumbler wheel of 40
would have its diameter 6.25 inches, the teeth would then
be of the same size or strength with those of the pin wheel;
but this is not requisite, as they will bear to be considera-

bly diminished in size, and if the diameter of the tumbler
wheel is nearly 5.5 inches, the teeth will be suflicientlv

strong. In the striking part there is no fly wheel and pi-

nion.

The locking of the striking part of turret clocks re-

quires safe and good mechanism. That which Hindley
used is very ingenious, and was adopted in the clock made
for St Andrew's Church in Edinburgh; yet, from foulness

of oil or dirt, it is liable to misgive, and in attempting to

rectify it, the ignorance or carelessness of workmen is

apt to increase the evil. The nicety of this locking lies

in the pins of the count-wheel, whose office is to raise up
the locking-lifter, and pass it at the same time. The
locking which is here proposed, is by means of two pins

or detents on the fly pinion arbor, one of which is for

locking on, and the other is a detainer while the striking is

on warning. In this motion work, we have a rack, having
teeth on the inside as well as on tlie outside ; the tumbler
raises the rack by means of the inside teeth, the rack-catch

acts by those on the outside, and is concentric with the

hour-lifling arm, or that which discharges the striking ;

but both move freely and independently of each other.

When the rack is on the lifting of the last tooth by the

tumbler, a pin which is in the rack carries forward the
end of a lever or arm. Concentric with this arm, and
fixed with it, another arm presents itself (at the same in-

stant when the pin in the rack has carried the arm for-

ward) to a pin or detent on the fly pinion arbor, and here
the striking is locked. The pin in the minute wheel, on
raising up the hour lifting arm, raises at the same time the

rack catch, and consequently allows the rack to fall, and
the pin from the fly pinion arbor, which before this was
locked, gets disengaged ; and here the striking would go
improperly on, but another arm, which is connected with

the hour-lifting arm, presents itself to the other detent on
the fly pinion arbor, and detains it till such time as the

lifting arm drops off" from the pin in the minute wheel,

and then the striking being at liberty goes on, and is again

locked when the pin in the rack is made to move one of

the locking arms forward. This locking is sure and safe,

and very easily executed.

The pins of the pin wheel ought to be pretty stout, and
one half of their diameters should be cut away, so as to

allow the hammer tail to drop off freely, causing as little

loss as possible of the force of the weight. Some have

made very slender pins, and strengthened them by their

opposite ends being fixed in a small circular rim or ring

over them; but small pins are apt to tear and wear away
the acting part of the hammer tail. The hammer tail may
be so constructed, that it begins to raise the hammer head

when the lever by which it acts is at its maximum length,
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the head having then a moic honzontal position than when
it is afterwards raised up. The principle laid down here

of the striking, &c. was adopted and put in execution in

tlie two turret clocks wnic.i were made by Mr Reid for

the royal bur^h of Annan, and which are not equalled by

any turret clocks in the island. The frame of these

slocks is so constructed, and the wheels so disposed, that

any wheel can be separately lifted out of the frame, with-

out either taking it to pieces, or removing any of the

other wheels.

The diameters of the wheels and the length of the bar-

rels being determined, we may thence fix upon the length

and breadth of the clock fiuiiie, which is proposed to be

rectangular, and the wheels lying all nearly in a horizontal

position, n>aking it of such dimensions as not to pinch any

part of the work, nor yet to have a superabundance of room.
Beginning, then, with the going part:—The great wheel
being 15.2 inches in diameter, and having 120 teeth, and
the piiuon which it drives 10, we kiiow thit tne distance of

their centres will be 8.U81, oi 8.1 inches nearly. We also

know, that in the case of the second wheel of 7 6 inches

in diameter, and 60 iceth, driving the third wheel pinion of

10, the distance of their centres must be 4.273 inches. In

like manner we get the distance of the centres of the

third wheel, and swing wheel. The diameter of the third

wheel is 5.500 inches; the swing wheel pinion being 10,

we liavc for the distance of their centres, 3.158 inches. I$y

taking these distances, and adding them together, with the

semi-diameters of the great and swing wheels, we shall

have the space that would be rerjuired to contain the go-

ing patt.

Inches.

From the centre of the great wheel to that of the

second wheel, . . . . . . 8 081
From the centre of the second wheel to that of the

third wheel, 4.273

Fron) the centre of the thiid wheel to that of the

swing wheel, ...... 3 158

The semi-diiimcter of the swing-wheel, . . 2.5

The semi-diameter of the great wheel, . . 7.6

Inches, 25.612

So that it requires 2 feet, 1 inch, 6 tenths, and a very little

move, "to contain the going part.

By proceeding in the same manner, we shall find the

distance of the centres of the wheels in the striking parts

to be as follows:

Inches.

From the centre of the great wheel to that of the

pin wheel, 8.i87S

From the centre of the pin wheel to that of the

tumbler wheel, 5.6815

From the centre of the tumbler wheel to that of the

fly pinion, ...... 3 2544
Semi-diameter of tumbler wheel, 2.75

Ditto of the great wheel, . . . . 7.6

27 4734
To which add the space required for the going

part, 25.612

Gives for inches, 53 0854

The length, then, required to contain the going and strik-

ing parts, is about 4 feet 5 inches, being the inside length

of the frame.

The width inside of the frame depends on the length

of the barrels, the thickness of the ends, and of the great
Vol. X. Part II.

wheels. Sec. The sinking oanel being the longest, we
must take the length given for it, which was determined
to be 9.25 inches between the ends. Allow one quarter of
an inch or so for the thickness of the plain end, and half

an inch for that of the ratchet end, and about 3-4ths of an
inch or so for the thicknes^s of the great wheel, these being
1.5 inches, which, added to the length of the barrel, makes
10.75 inches. The pin wlieel is supposed to run behind
the great wheel, having a proper freedom between them,
the pins for lifting the hammer tail being on the opposite
side of the pin wheel, and the plain barrel end having a

sufficient freedom of the front l)arof the clock frame. We
shall call this freedom about .3 of an inch, and as much for

the freedom of the pin wheel and great wheel; the thick-

ness of the pin wheel about .4 of an inch, or a very little

more ; the luiglit of the pins from the surface of the pin
wheel about .6 or .7 of an inch.

Inches-
The length of the barrel, with its additions, was, 10 75
Freedom of plain barrel end, .... .3

Ditto of great and pin wheels, ... .3

Thickness of pin wheel, ..... .45

Height of pin wheel pins .... .7

And take the distance of their tops from the side

bar of the frame at . . . . .1.25

Inches, 19 75

By this it appears, that the distance between the bars of
the frame inside will require to be 13.75 inches. The side

bars, one on each side of the frame, are of forged iron,

about four inches in Ijreadth, and .4 of an inch thick, hav-

mg at the ends a sort of thickness left there, so as to

form a shoulder, and beyond the shoulders are tenons, not

quite so thick nor so broad as the bars themselves ; these

tenons, about 4.5 or 5 inches long, are fitted into a rectan-

gular hole, in the cast iron part of the frame, which com-
pose the ends of it. The ends of the tenons are some-
times formed into two screws, each having nuts to bind

them against the shoulders, and with the cast iron ends:
or having sometimes slits in them to receive a strong iron

wedge to bind the shoulders ; either of them will do very
well. The length from shoulder to shoulder of the side bars

need not be quite so much as that which has been allowed

for containing the going and striking wheels. If this

length is 4 feet 4 inches, it will be sufficient ; the space

given by the cast-iron frame ends will more than compen-
sate what has been deducted from the calculated length.

The cast-iron ends are composed of two sorts of pillars,

connected by a rectangular bar, near 5 inches broad, and
about half an inch thick ; the length of the rectangular

bar such as to allow the side bars, when the tenons are

into the square part of the pillars, and in the rectangular

hole which is made there to receive the tenons, that the

inside of the side bars shall be only distant from one an-

other 13.75 inches. The middle part of the pillars is a

square of about 3 inches, and 6 inches long; the upper
and lower ends of the pillars are turned into such a figure

or shape, as the taste or fancy of the artist may suggest.

The riiiddle of the rectangular hole which receives the

tenons may be distant from the lower end of the pillar

about 12 inches; the top of the upper end maybe equally

distant. This frame, if constructed in the manner which

has been directed, will be found to be strong, firm, and stiff",

and very handy and convenient, while going about the mak-
ing of the clock. Should it be thought that the side bars

from their length may yield a little, a foot can easily be

attached to each, near to the middle of the bar, or any

other convenient place.

3U
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Nothing about a turret clock requires more skill and in-

genuity, than to construct properly tlie wheel work for

setting off and carrying the hands to the different dials,

more especially if there arc more than two. The wheels

for this purpose should be as few in number as possible,

having tlie least allowable shake between the teeth, and a

sufficiency of freedom in the end shakes of the arbors, and

in the conducting rods. Turret clocks, with four dials and

hour and minute hands to each, were formerly but very

seldom made. The town clock of Edinburgh has four

dials, with hour and minute hands to each, which we put

to it in the year 1795. It is an excellent specimen of

this sort of mechanism. Hooke's joint has been found

very useful in the conducting rods for the dial work ; but

where any oblique direction is given to the rods, Hooke's
joint will make the hand rather to go irregular, making
the hand more forward at one part, and more behind at an-

other, than it ought to be. In large turret clocks, which
have minute and hour hands, the wind and weather give a

very severe trial to the dial-work and wheels, and such
clocks are in general very much exposed to such trials.

In the clock which we have been planning, the second
wheel pinion making one revolution in an hour, is that

which must conduct the dial work. Let that pivot of it

which comes through the fore side bar be left pretty

thick, and prolonged three or four inches beyond the bar
outside. Two ways have been adopted, to prevent the

hands from changing their place by any force or violence,

arising from winds or any other cause. One of them con-

sisted of a pretty stiff or strong circular spring, keyed on
behind the minute wheel ; the other consisted in putting

on the minute wheel arbor a wheel, with square or un-
rounded off teeth, into which teeth a click from the con-

ducting wheel passed into the space or spaces. We pro-

pose to adopt the first of these two methods at present.

On the thick pivot of the second wheel pinion, outside of

the front bar, let a square be made of .3 of an inch long

;

on this let the square socket of the circular spring be well

fitted, and the side or angle marked to correspond, so as

to know at all times that which it has been originally fitted

to : this spring may either be of steel or brass, and the
diameter equal to that of the minute wheel less by the
teeth. From the square part of the pivot let this arbor
be turned down, but hardly more than what is necessary
to form an arbor nearly cylindrical ; the square sides must
not be completely turned out, otherwise this might render
the arbor too small. The diameter of the minute' wheel
may be about 4.5 inches, and cut into 40 teeth ; on the
same socket with the minute wheel, let there be a bevel-
led wheel of 5.5 inches in diameter, and having 50 teeth,

the distance of the back of the bevelled wheel from the
nearest side of the minute wheel being about half an inch,

or .6 of an inch. This space is to allow the hour lift-

ing arm to come in between them, so that the lifting pin
in the minute wheel may freely get hold of it ; the whole
length or height of the socket may be about 3, or 3.5

inches, and turns on the cylindrical part, or arbor, of the
prolonged pivot. Two other bevelled wheels of the same
number and diameter as the other are cocked on the
front bar, so as to pitch with the first; their arbors are
disposed horizontally, and at right angles to the socket of
the first bevelled wheel, so that they may be connected
with the dial wheels on the two opposite dials, whose
wheel and minute hands they will conduct. Over the
first bevelled wheel, and pretty near the inside of it, is

placed a round brass dial, having minute divisions and
figures on it. A minute hand on the socket, having a
collet against them pinned by the end of the arbor,
will keep the minute wheel tight on the arbor by

means of the spring behind it. When there are four
dials, then, in place of the two wheels, with their arbors
horizontally placed, let there be one arbor placed per-
pendicularly, on which are fixed two bevelled wheels,
the upper one of which pitches with the first bevelled
wheel ; the lower one, whose lower pivot or arbor may be
connected with that of another, which carries a bevelled
wheel, turning four others, all of them in the same frame

:

The four wheels, if properly placed, will turn the four
minute arbors at the dials all in their proper course or di-

rection. This frame will require to be placed a little be-
low that of the main frame of the clock. It is seldom that

four dials are wanted, and in most instances the two oppo-
site generally suffice. To lead the snail wheel, or what is

generally though improperly called the hour wheel, let

another flat minute wlreel of the same number of teeth and
diameter as the first be pitched with it, and whose arbor
goes through the main frame ; and near the edge of the
going great wheel, a little below, on the left hand side, a
cock on the fore bar receives the wheel pivot, and the ar-

bor is free on the fore bar : The other pivot, which is left

pretty thick, turns in the back bar; on the end of this pivot,

which is prolonged a little way beyond the bar, is formed
a lanthorn pinion of 4 or 6, or such a number as may suit

the number of teeth in the snail wheel ; or a pinion of a pro-

per number having a prong to it, may be twisted in a hole

made in the arbor to fit and receive it. A lanthorn pinion

of four will lead about the snail wheel and snail, having a

common socket; the wheel having 48 teeth and 7 inches in

diameter, and turning on a stud in the back bar ; the rack is

also on a stud here. The pivot required to have a lanthorn

pinion formed on the end of it, for a wheel of 48 teeth and
7 inches diameter, would be rather too thick; so that by
keeping the pivot of a moderate size, or sufficiently thick

to have a hole in it to receive the prong of a pinion of 6,

and the snail wheel 72, may be a better way than that

which we first proposed. The hour lifting arm and the

detaining one may be formed or not from one and the same
piece, and fixed on an arbor which lies above the great

wheel, whose pivots must run in cocks attached to the

main frame ; cocks are also required for the hammer, the

verge, and the pendulum. The length of the pendulum
which we have proposed for this clock, may be thought by
some rather inconveniently long, which is a matter that can

very easily be got the better of, by assuming any, other

lengths, say 6, 7, or 8 feet : either of these lengths will

have perhaps dominion enough over the clock; but these

will require other sets of numbers for the second and third

wheels, allowing the pinions to remain 10 each, and the

swing wheel to have 30 teeth. The second wheel having

75 teeth, the third wheel 60, the pinions 10 each, and the

swing wheel 30, the vibrations in a minute are 45, and
length of pendulum required is 5 feet 9.7 inches. If the

third wheel of this set is made 70, all others remaining

the same, the vibrations in a minute will be 42, and the

length of the pendulum 6 feet 8 inches : 40 vibrations in a
minute would require the wheels to be too disproportionate

in numbers, unless we were to make one of the pinions 12

in place of 10 ; the wheels in this case would be 75 and 64.

In the other they would have been 80 and 50. The length

of pendulum is 7 feet 4.2 inches; the vibrations in a mi-
nute 38 ; the pinions 10 each, and the swing wheel 30. The
wheels are 75 and 64, the length of pendulum 8 feet, 1.73

inches. Wheels 80, 72, and 30, and pinions of 12, will give
40 vibrations in a minute.

. It is certainly not requisite to give any more examples
of constructing turret clocks. The one which has been
given is sufficient to enable any intelligent artist to pro-

ceed in this way, whether with clocks going eight days, or
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with those wliicli require daily winding ii]). There are

often great objections made against the trouble of daily

•winding up a turret clock; but when this trouble can be

submitted to, a clock of this sort is decidedly preferable to

those which go eight days. Turret clocks which strike

quarters are sometimes made, some of which are done by

a quarter rack and snail, and others by a count wheel. For
the description of a thirty hour clock of this kind, put up
in the town-house of Paris in the year 1782, we refer to

Bi:rthoud's HisCuire de la Mtsure du Temfis par lea Horlo-

ges. This is perhaps one of the finest public clocks in

Europe. It was constructed with much care and expense,

and IS the only one which has enamelled dials, one of which
is above 9 feet in diameter.

Altiiough not in its proper place, we may here remark,
that where four sets of dials and dial work arc required, it

would hardly be safe to trust them to a young tight col-

let behind the minute wheel. VVe would therefore pro-

pose, that the pivot of the second wheel pinion be squared
down, and a little longer beyond the fore bar than what was
proposed for the square of the spring ; this is for the par-

ticular reason of getting easily at a bolt pin when at any

time setting the hands. On this square of the pinion let

the squared socket of a plain wheel be very well fitted.

This wheel is about 3.6 inches in diameter, and in thick-

ness about one-fourth of an inch. The minute wheel must
have a sink in it, so as to receive the plain wheel, but the

sink must be more extended in diameter, to admit a skele-

ton sort of a rim of a wheel with forty teeth cut inside of

it. This rim must fit well the inside of the sink in the

minute wheel, and be fixed to it, either by soft solder, or

some other means. The minute wheel, in this case of the

sink in it, will require to be thicker than in the case of the

spring collet. A bolt may be lodged under a dovetail slit

made in the plain wheel ; in this slit, and lying close to

the sink, the bolt can be made to move out or in to the in-

side teeth on the minute wheel; on the end opposite that

of the locking end of the bolt is fixed a stout round pin or

knob, for the finger to pull out when occasionally setting

the hands; this pin serves also for a stout spring to push
the bolt into its place between the inside teeth.

In fitting up the dial work immediately behind the dials, it

may be recommended to adopt that which was contrived

and put in practice in the different dial works of St An-
drew's church clock ;. on the minute arbor, just by the

lower end of the hour wheel socket, is a loose steel wash-
er, which lies close to the fore-plate of the dial work frame;

and should the wind press the hour hand and hour wheel
socket down, it affects no other part, but only presses the

washer against the plate. Inside of the dial work frame,

and on the minute arbor, are washers, to prevent any bind-

ing on the ends of the hour-wheel socket.

In the town clock at Paris, the revolutions of the fly

striking the hour are eight, for every blow of the hammer;

the fly of the quarter part makes four revolutions for every

quarter hammer blow, there being ten lifting pins on each

side of the great wheel, making 20 lifts, the amount of the

.quarter blows in an hour. The wings or vanes of the

flies in this clock are pretty broad and long, and can be

set to take more or less hold of the air. The fly of Hind-

ley's clock in the Orphan Hospital makes 4.57 turns for

every blow of the hammer; but, from the imperfect con-

struction of the clock, no adequate weight of hammer can

be j-aised, and hence a sufficiency of sound cannot be ob-

tained from the bell. It has been said, that the weight of

the hammer for this purpose should be 5 pounds weight for

every 100 pounds in the bell.. Turret clocks in general

must either have their bells too large for this proportion, or

the clocks have not been made to raise a heavy enough

hammer. The arm of the hammer, when at rest, should
hardly make an angle of elevation above 20 degrees, or 24
at most ; and in order to get as much mass of matter in tije

hammer head, the tail by which it is raised should be pret-
ty long, and give a rise from the bell as little as possible.
But this distance of rise from the bell must depend, among
other things, on the length of the arm, and on the angle or
length raised by the pin wheel and hammer tail.

It was formerly proposed to fix on the fore bar the small
dial, to which the miiiute hand is set at, when setting those
of the principal dials; but it matters not whether a dial is

fixed and the minute hand is moveable, or the minute hand
is fixed and the dial moveable. Suppose that, by means of
three small and short brass pillars, fixed inside of the bevel-
led wheel, we now screw on the tops of them a ligiit round
dial, having the minute divisions and figures on it, and the
minute index fixed to the fore bar, we can here make the
bevelled wheel be turned about, till the minute index points

to the proper minute. This mode will, besides, allow us to

have more conveniently three sets of dial work, that is, two
by the bevelled wheels, whose arbors are laid horizontal,

and the third by connecting it with the socket of the first

or front bevelled wheel.
Where turret clocks are of a large size, and have very

heavy weights applied to the barrels, they require much
force and strength to wind them up. In order to remedy
this, an apparatus of much the same nature as that which
is commonly applied to cranes has been used. This con-
sists of a wheel, with rather strong and coarse teeth, fixed

on the barrel end, opposite to that where the great wheel
is. A pinion of any number, on whose arbor is a stjuare to

receive the winding up key, is attached to the clock frame,
by means of a cock, &c. so as to pitch with the wheel on
the barrel end; and by this means, a considerable weight
can be raised with ease, requiring much less exertion, but

more lime, than when the winding up was performed by
the barrel arbor. The clock in the town-house of Paris is

wound up in this manner, which is represented in the draw-

ing of Vick's clock, Plate CCC. Fig. 1 The size of the

wheels and strength of teeth may be regulated according

to the weight to be wound up. The weight of the going

partis in all cases light, when compared with that which is

necessary for the striking part, in most of these clocks.

Besides the advantage o'' winding up a heavy weight with

ease, this method h^j another, which is, that the barrel ar-

bor pivots can b^ used, either in conducting the hands, dis-

charging the quarter and striking parts, or turning count

wheel.«, ixc. The old way of the division of the hours
stiiknig by the count wheels and locking plate, and lock-

ing on the hoop wheel, does not yield in ingenuity to any

thing which has been since introduced in its place by mo-
dern clockmakers. The only great objection to the old

way was, the trouble of making the clock strike a round of

eleven hours, when the striking of the hour corresponding

with the hands took place from any accidental discharge.

It may not be out of its place to observe here, that the ap-

plication of the cord or rope for the weight should be on

that side of the barrel which lies next to the pinion into

which the great wheel acts, especially in turret clocks, ss

this relieves the barrel pivots of a great degree of friction,

which they would otherwise undergo, were the course of

the rope and weight on the opposite side.

CHAP. XIV.

On the Method ofJilting ufi jistronomical Clocks.

Although the example of calculation which we have

3U2
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eiven fov the liiiTerent pans of a turret clock,- is applicable

to any clock ;
yet, in order to make the calculation more

familiar and easy, we shall apply it to an astronomical

clock, intended to ro 32 days without winding up, pei-

fomiing tlie coirtputation in the most rii^id manner, as

these clocks ought to be made as perfect as possible in all

their parts.

From the inside bottom of the intended case to the un-

der side of the seat lioard is supposed to be 4 feet 10.7

inches, the scat board one inch thick, and the distance from

the upper side of it to the centre of the dial 3.125 inches,

or 3^ inches. From these, to obtain a proper diameter for

the barrel, which is to have sixteen turns on it, we propose

that the length taken up by the pulley and weight shall not

exceed 6 inches, and that the wel^'ht shall be about lOlb. or

perhaps even less. Four feel 10.7 inches diminished by 6

inches will be 4 feet 4.7 inches, and this doubled will be 8

feet 9.4 inches ; which divided by 16, the number of turns

proposed for the barrel, we shall have 1034 tenths of inches,

which, divided by 16, will give 65.873 tenths for one turn

round the barrel. From this, to hhcl the diameter of the

barrel, say as 355 is to 113, so is 65.875 to the diameter re-

quired, which will be found to be 2.09 68 inches. The

diameter given here for the barrel must be lessened by a

diameter of the gut. The diameter of the gut, which we

had 24 years at a mouth clock, and which carried a weight

of 24lbs. was .045 of an inch; it might have even support-

ed it much longer, but a different weight was afterwards

hung on. It is very thick gut at .080 of an inch, and .060

of an inch is about the diameter of common sized gut,

which we shall take for our estimate in the diameter of

the bariel; then 2.0968 inches mimis .060 of an inch, will

give for the true diameter of the barrel 2 0368 inches. The
diameter might be kept even a little lai ger than this, since

the cutting of the screw upon the barrel for the gut to ride

in will lessen it a little. The depth of the screw cannot

be much more or less than .020 of an inch, at which we
shall take it ; 2.0368 + 0.20 will then make the diameter

of the barrel 2.0568 inches. It is more than 40 years ago

since we proposed that the trade in general should adopt

for ail their woik gages, inches and the lowest subdivi-

sions of an inch. Had thk been done, it would have made

all the conmiunications between the different branches of

the art extremtly simple and easj,-; and yet, however sim-

ple this may appear, it has never bt<!n done. It must be

observed, that every branch, such as movement-maker,
enameller, glass-maker, spring-maker, verg«. maker, Sec.

have all their own gages, no one of which corresponds with

that of his neighbour's, and all these gages have num\iors

applied to them. On what tliese numbers are founded, it

vould puzzle very much both the makers and owners of

the gages to tell.

To get the length of the barrel between the ends, let us

take the diameter of the gut at .080 of an inch, in order

to allow freedom between the turns on winding round

the barrel. This .080 multiplied by 16, the number of

turns proposed, will give 1 28 inch, or very near 1 inch

and 7\ths of an inch, for the length of the barrel between

the ends The barrel, or great wlieel, making a revolution

in 48 hours, we must see what the number of teeth tor it,

and the second wheel pinion which it drives, ought to be,

and likewise the number of teeth fur the second wheel, and

that of the centre pinion, so that this last shall make 48

turns for one of the great wheel. Let us assume 24 tor

the nunibet of the second wheel pinion, and 20 for that of

the centre i)inion. If we take 6 liiiies 24 lor the number
of the great wheel teeth, and 8 ti'ues 30 for the number of

teeth in the second wheel, then the centre pinion will be

turned 48 times round for once of tlie great wheel, as 6x
8~48. Having assumed the pinions to be 24 and 20, these

muliiplied into one another, and the product multiplied by

48, the last product will be such a number, as when divid-

ed by a number for one wheel, the quotient will be a num-
ber for another wheel, 24x20^480x48:^23040, which di-

vided by 144, the number for one wheel, the quotient will

be 160 for tlie numl)er of teeth of the other wiieel. Or il

we take 25 for the number of the second wheel pinion, and

20 for the other, these multiplied together, and the product

again by 48, will give such a number, as wlieii divided b\

150, the number for one wheel, the (|uotient will he 160 foi

the number of the other wheel, 25X20—500x48—24000
-1-150—160. The numbers for the teeth of these wheels

may be obtaineil in the same way which we make use ot

to iind the numbers of the teeth of the wheels for clock

and watch movements. If v/e take 26 for the second wheel

pinion, and 20 for the centre pinion, and multiply them into

one anothei, and if the product is again multiplied by 48,

the number ol turns of the centre pinion for one of the

great wheel, we shall nave a number, which being subdi-

vided till there is no remainder, its multiples will form

such sets of numbers as may be given foi the teeth of the

two wheels. Thus 26x20—520X48—24960, the multiples

of which will be seven 2's, one 3, one 5, and 13, which give

the numbers 156 and 160 for the wheels. For the subject

of our astronomical clock, we shall adopt the number 144

lot the great wlieel, and 160 for the second wheel, and its

pinion 24, and 20 tor tlie centre wheel. The object is to

have as high nuinb»red wheels arid pinions as can be con-

veniently got in. The diameter of the great wheel is as-

sumed to be such, as will allow the teeth proposed for it

to have strength enough to bear the exertion put upon
them, which we shall take at 3. 520, and for that of the se-

cond wheel 3 300. In other words, these are 3.5 inches,

and .020 parts more of an inch, and 5.3 inches for the

other. The pinions for the third and swing wheels are to

be 16 each, the number of teeth for the centre wheel 128,

and lor the third wheel 120. For the sake of saving trou-

ble to those who may be inclined to make such a clock, we
shall give the diameters of the wheels and piruons, and the

distance of their centres.

Diame-' Bistance of Diame

The great wheel

Second wheel
Centre wheel
•Third wheel . .

bwing wheel
Wheel concentric with)

the second ditto . 5
Wheel carrying the )

hour hand . . . C

Teeth.
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i inch, and to the left of the perpendicular line, in tlie cen-

tre of the dial, 2.9 inches. Tlie centre of the third wheel
is also to the left of this line, a little tnoic than half an

incJi, say .519 of an inch. The 'scapenicnt we would pro-

pose to be the same as tliose which wu have made to astro-

nomical clocks, after the principle of that of Mud^x's
time-keepers; only the pallets might be made longer, and

the springs of course a little stronger. The angle of

*scapemenl might be reduced lo 15 minutes on each side of

the point of rest, and yet the pendulum may be made to

vibrate about 1.5 degrees on each side. The unlocking
here would be as near the lowest point as possible, or when
the pendulum had its ma.xinuuu force.

CHAP. XV.

On Chimes and Bells.

CtiiME, in its general meaning, is applied to the sound-
ing of bells, such as change-ringing by church bells, or

the striking quarters of the hour by a clock on two or more
bells, or to tunes played by a cluck on a series of nine,

twelve, or sixteen bells, tuned to their respective notes on
the scale. Clocks that play tunes on bells are called mu-
sical clocks; when hour quarters are chimed or struck by
the clock itself, for example, on six or on eight bells in oc-

tave, it is called a quarter clock, and sometimes a chime
clock; and when the quarters are struck by a string being
pulled, it is called a piiU quarter ora repeating clock, whe-
ther the quarters are struck on six or eight bells, or whe-
ther they are given by a double blow on the hour-bell, as

in the repeating watch. A time piece, or going part, and
having no hour striking part, but having a repeating part,

is by some called a silent pull.

Various ways may be adopted for pricking tunes on the

music barrels of clocks. The earlier mode of doing this

was by taking a piece of writing paper of such a size as to

cover exactly the surface of the barrel, and in a direction

perpendicular to the axis of the barrel, to draw as many
lines parallel to one another as there were notes in the tune
to be laid down on the barrel, the lines being equidistant,

and corresponding perfectly with the hammer tails as they

stood in the hammer frame. They were marked at each
end with the letters or notes they were to represent in the

gamut or scale of music; and, according to the number of

bars in the tune, as many spaces were made by lines drawn
equidistant and parallel to each other, intersecting the

others at right angles. The junction of the ends of the

paper, when applied round the barrel, represented one of

these bar lines. The length or breadth of the spaces
(which might be either squares or parallelograms) contain-

ed between the bar and note lines, was again divided on
the note lines into as many parts or spaces as the number
of crotchets in a bar. and for notes of lesser value a less

space was taken. While the paper was lying on a table,

the no^es in the tune proposed to belaid on the barrel were
marked by a black ink dot on their respective lines, and in

tiie same order as the bars of the music lay. After this

was done, the paper was pasted on the barrel ; the note

lines now ap|jeared like so many circles traced round the

circumference of the barrel, while the bar lines lay longitu-

dinally on the surface of it. By this means the black ink

dots were transferred and marked on the barrel by a punch
or finger drill. This mode might answer very well where
large barrels were used, and only one tune laid on ; but in

smaller work, and where several tunes were to be put on
the same barrel, it is neither sufficiently neat nor accu-
rate.

We arc not acquainted with the method adopted by those
workmen in London who practise the pricking of music on
clock barrels ; but having had occasion to construct some
musical clocks above thirty years ago, and having no oppor-
tunity of getting the music pricked oti the barrels by any
professional person, it became necessary to contrive some
method for this ])urpose. One way consisted in applying
the barrel concentric with the arbor of a wheel cutting en-
gine, whose dividing part consisted of an endless screw and
wheel; and having fixed other apparatus on the engine for
this purpose, different numbers of turns of the endless
screw were taken for the longer or shorter notes, and the
tunes were as accurately put on the barrel as could be
wished. Another way consisted in placing the barrel and
its train of wheel work and regtilating fly in the frame. A
force was applied to turn the barrel, wheel work, and fly

round, in the order of lifting the music hammer tails, and
an apparatus was used to mark the dots on the barrel. The
fly niade 360 revolutions for one turn of the bariel; or,
should this be thought toocjuick a trai::, it might be made
by altering the numbers of the wheel teeth to make 250 or
260 levolutions for one turn of the barrel; the train or re-
volutions of the fly being fixed, was made use of in the
same way as the endless screw in the former way, by taking
a greater or a smaller number of turns of the fly for the lon-
ger and the shorter notes. Knowing the number of bars in
the tune, and the crotchets in a bar, by calculation, the
number of turns of the fly was obtained (and parts of a turn,
if necessary) that a crotchet required, so that the tune
might go round the barrel, leaving a small space for lock-
ing and running; this was all that was required to be
known: quavers and semiquavers came to have their pro-
portion according to tlie value of the crotchet. Although
the process of putting tunes on barrels answered very well
by both these methods, yet it was rather tedious, and at-

tended with some trouble and embarrassment in the ope-
lation ; and a more simple and easier method of doing this

was afterwards contrived and adopted, by which we could
lay on a tune with the greatest accuracy and expedition in

nearly ten minutes.

Although bell music is not of a favourite kind, yet, for

the benefit of such clockmakers as may be disposed to

construct music clocks, and have not the opportunity of
getting the music pricked on the barrel by those whose
profession it is to do this sort of work, we shall give a de-

scription of the tool and its ajiparatus, which will be found
very well adapted for this purpose, and also of the manner
of using it.

Having a good strong turn-bench, such as those used by
clockmakers for their larger sort of work, to the standards
or heads of it let there be attached supports on each side ;

to the supports on the side nearest the workman, let there
be fixed a straight cylindrical rod AB, about ten or twelve
inches long, and in diameter a quarter of an inch, or even
tliree-tenths of an inch. A spring socket CD must be
made for this rod to slide easily and steadily along it, some-
what like the socket which slides on the upright stalk or

rod of a watchmaker's glass stand. In the thick and strong

part of this socket E is fixed a steel arm EFG, bent into a

curve, which lies over and above the music barrel when in

the turn-bench, as shewn in Plate CCCVIII. Fig. 2. at

EFG. The steel rod AB may at pleasure be placed at any

distance from the barrel, about an inch or rather more, and

should stand parallel to the barrel arbor MN, and nearly in

the same plane with it, but rather a little above this than

otherwise. On the outer end of the curved arm is fixed a

flat piece of steel G, a little more than half an inch long,

in breadth not quite so much, and about one-tenth of an

inch thick. The lower and front edges of this flat piece of
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steel should be neatly and smoothly rounded off, so as to

allow it to come easily and freely into the notches a, b, c,

&.C. which are on the edge of a thin brass scale, whose use

will come afterwards to be explained. To the supports at-

tached to tlie turn-bench heads, and on the opposite side to

that where the round steel rod is placed, let there be fixed

a slip of brass XY, about ten or twelve inches long, an

inch and a half broad, and nearly a tentl) of an inch thick,

the inner edge of which must be made to stand parallel

with the barrel, and the Hut side to stand nearly in a plane

between the upper surface of the barrel antUts centre, the

edge being placed so as to stand clear of the tops of the

teeth of a high numbered wheel WW screwed on to the

end of the barrel. Near the ends of this slip of brass slits

are made, through which screws «, s, pass that screw it to

the upper side of the supports ; the slits serving to allow

it to be moved a little occasionally lengthwise when re-

quired. On the upper side of the slip of brass is fixed an-

other, but not quite so thick, the length being about that of

the barrel, and breadth one inch and three quarters. On
the inner edge of this are made as many notclies a, b, c,

&c. as there are hammers, bells, or notes, to be used in the

tune or tunes to be marked on the barrel. These notches

are equidistant, and the middle of them should correspond

to the middle or line of the hammer tails; their width be-

ing such as to admit the flat steel piece G on the end of

the curved arm. EFG ; the depth of them cut on the edge
of the brass should be about one quarter of an inch. The
edge of this piece of brass, or music scale as it may be

called, must also stand parallel with the barrel, and at a lit-

tle distance from it, not nearer than three-tenths of an

inch, so that the flat steel piece on the end of the curved
arm may have room to get in a little way, and to pass

through at the same time to a cetain degree of depth. On
the upper side of this brass slip the letters of the scale of

music or gamut are marked to those notches which corre-

spond with the hammer tails, and hammers intended to

strike on the bells the notes so marked, but in an inverted

oi"der to the usual way in which they are marked in the

scales of music, the lower notes being on the right hand
side, and as they rise going to the left. This is done to

suit the way in which the bells are commonly, though not

necessarily, placed in music clocks (See Plate CCCVIII.
Fig. 3 ) ; for a clockmaker of any ingenuity might contrive

the barrel to turn any way he thought proper, and place

the bells to stand in the order of the music scale, if there
was any advantage to be derived from it. In the curved
arm EFG, Fig. 2. is fixed a punch /, having a very fine

and sharp conical point, at the distance of four inches or so
from the centre of the sliding socket, and not quite an inch
from the outer end of the flat steel piece; the punch when
applied to the barrel should stand upright, and directly over
the centre of it. This apparatus being all adjusted as we
have directed, it is evident that, when the curved arm is

i-aised up a iiitle \\a)\ the socket can then be made to slide

easily along tlie steel rod, and by this means bring the out-
er end of the flat steel piece very readily into any notch
required, and the point of the punch is brought at the same
time with the greatest precision to the place of the note on
the barrel, leaving the flat steel piece for the time in the
notch : The point of the punch touching or resting on the
barrel, a stroke from a very small hammer on the top of it

will cause the point to make a pretty deep mark or conical
hole on the suiface of the barrel.

It now remains to be shewn how the time or the lengths
of the different notes are determined. Long or slow, short
or quick notes, such as the minim and demi-semiquaver,
are not well suited to bell-music, and, of course, are seldom
introduced into tunes chosen for it ; the crotchet, quaver,

and semiquaver, forming the greatest part of the composi-
tion : the minim and demi semiquaver may, however, be
brought in at some parts. It may be unnecessary to state,

what is pretty generally known, the proportional value of

the notes to one another ; suffice it to say, that a minim is

equal to two crotchets, a crotchet to two quavers, a quaver
to two semiquavers, and a semiquaver to two demi-semi-
quavers. The time in which the barrel turns, after strik-

ing or lifting a hammer-tail, to strike any note on a bell,

must be in the same proportion with the notes, according
to their respective character. Let a wheel of 25U teeth,

for example, be fixed on the end of the barrel, and let both

be placed in the turn-bench, with the apparatus which has

been described : To the turn-bench is now attached a steel

or brass spring, having a knee or bending at one end, so

that it may fall into the spaces of the wheel-teeth. The
tune of the Jolly Young Waterman (See Plate CCCVIII.
Fig. 5.) being proposed to be laid on the barrel, will, by in-

spection, be seen to contain 20 bars of three crotchets each,

being 60 crotchets : it 250 the number of the wheel is di-

vided by 60, the number of the crotchets, we shall have
four for the quotient, and ten for the remainder ; shewing
that we may take four teeth or spaces for every crotchet,

ten, the remaining part of it, serving as a run for locking,

and the other part for a run at unlocking, for a tune to be
played. Now as a crotchet is equal to four spaces, a quaver
must be equal to two, and a semiquaver equal to one. In
the tune proposed, the first note is F j^ ; the curved arm
is brought to the left hand, and the flat steel piece put into

that notch ; the punch is then made to mark the barrel

;

and this being a semiquaver, or the fourth part of a crotch-

et, the spring index is shifted into the next space of the
wheel teeth, and the curved arm moved to the next note,

which is G, on the left hand, and the flat steel piece being
put into the notch corresponding to G, the punch is made
to mark it on the barrel. This being a semiquaver also,

the spring is shifted into the next space,'and the curved
arm moved to note A on the left ; the steel piece is put into

the corresponding notch, and the punch marks this on the
barrel. A is here equal to a quaver and a half; therefore
the spring index must be moved over three, or into the
third space, and the curved arm moved to the next note,

being B, on the left hand ; the steel piece being put into

this notch, the note is marked on the barrel ; and as it is a
semiquaver, one space is taken for it, and the arm moved
to G. This being marked, and as it is a quaver, two spaces
are taken, and so on. When crotchets are marked, four
spaces are taken after marking them. In the tune which
we have used, nine bells or notes are all that is required ;

and three more, or a dozen, would give such a compass as
to take in almost any tune that might be required. In place
of the spring index, it would be better to have a single

threaded endless screw to work into the wheel teeth, one
turn of which would be equal to a tooth or space. The
arbor of the screw being squared on one end, and a small
handle for turning it being put on, there would be less

danger of making mistakes with the screw than with the
index. On the arbor of the screw there might also be put
a hand or index, to point to a circular space or dial of eight

or ten divisions. This would give room to make parts of
a turn, where great nicety is required. After one tune is

laid on the barrel, either it or the music scale must be
shifted a short space when the next one is to be put on.

To shift the music scale is perhaps the preferable way of
the two ; and the spaces for shifting should be marked on
the top of ouc of the supports, and close by one end of the

long slip of brass ; or they might be marked on a short

line drawn longitudinally on the surface of the barrel, at or
towards one of the ends of it ; or by taking both methods,
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the one would serve as a check on the other. Tlie length

of shifting depends on the distance between the hammer
tails and the number of tunes to be put upon the barrel.

For example, if the distance between the hammer tails is

four-tenths of an inch, and it is proposed to put eight tunes

on the barrel, then, if we divide four-tenths by eight, we
shall have half a tenth for the length or space to shift for

each tune ; and this is taking advantage of the whole space
between the hammer tails, a circumstance which is fre-

quently overlooked ; for where the shifts have been con-

fined to a less space for shifting than miglit have been got,

so much room is lost. The distance between the hammer
tails depends on their number, and on the length of the

barrel. We have made the distance a quarter of an inch,

where the number of hammers were eleven, and the length

of barrel about three inches and a quarter, the number of

tunes put on the barrel seven, the spaces for shilling were
three hundred parts of an inch| or thereabouts, and where
the clock of itself shifted tlie tune. When the hammer
tails are thin, a number of tunes could be made to have
their shifts in a very short distance between the tails ; the

diameter of the lifting pins must also be taken into account,

being of some consideration where the spaces for shifimg

are extremely limited. Although we have taken the num-
ber of the wheel teeth for dividing the notes at 250, yet

either a greater or less number may be assumed ; all that

is required is to proportion the number of tuins of the end-

less screw, and parts of a turn, to the number of bars in the

tune, and to the notes in each bar, and to have the tunes to

go nearly round the barrel, so that a small part of a revo-

lution of it, after the tune is played over, may be left for

what is called locking and running. If the dividing wheel
was taken at 128 teeth, and the tune being supposed to

have 20 bars, each bar having three crotchets, as in the

former example, 128 teeth divided by 60, the number of

crotchets, the quotient would be two, and the remainder

would be eight ; so that each crotchet would require two
teeth or turns of the endless screw, a quaver one turn, and
a semiquaver half a turn, and the remaining eight teeth

would serve for locking and running. When the tunes are

all marked on the barrel, each mark must be drilled to ob-

tain holes for the lifting pins to be driven into them. Great

care should be taken to have a stiff and excellent drill, so

as to run no risk of breaking, which would occasion a great

deal of trouble ; and it should be of such a temper, and

well and judiciously whetted up, so that ii may drill all the

holes without requiring to be once sharpened up : the ob-

ject here is to have all the holes of the same width, so that

the lifting pins may be all of the same diameter. The
holes being drilled, and the barrel polished, a number of

pins should be prepared into lengths of half an inch or so

each, and a very little tapered at one end. The stronger

and harder the brass wire for the pins is, so much the bet-

ter ; some of the best kind of pins used in the female dress

are very fit for this purpose. In placing the pins in the

holes, if they should be found too long for knocking in by

the hammer, they should be shortened by the cutting plyers

before the hammer is applied, which will prevent bending,

and allow the^pins to have a more secure hold of the barrel

rim. After all the pins are put in, they must now be short-

ened to an equal and proper length or height. For this

purpose prepare a hard cylindrical steel collet, having a hole

in its centre sufficiently wide to allow it to be put readily on

the pins ; the lower end of it hollowed, the upper end round-

ed, and the height of the collet about one-twentieth of an

inch or a little more ; the height depending on the size of

the barrel and the diameter of the pins. The collet being

placed on a pin, the cutting plyers are applied to cut the

pin just over by the rounded end ; a small touch of a file

fakes away the burr made by cutting, and as the hardness
of the collet prevents the file from taking any more away
from the height of one pin than from another, they must be
all of an equal height. This operation being finished, the
small burrs made on the top of the pins by the file must be
taken off; this is done by a piece of steel wire, about six
or seven inches long. The end where it is twirled about
by the fore finger and thumb should, for the length of an
inch or so, be made into an octangular form, for the more
readily turning it round back and forward. On the face or
point of the other end, two notches are made across each
other, which may be cither angular or round at bottom ; the
hitter may be the better of the two, if rightly executed, and
should be made with the round edge of a flat file, whose
thickness should not be more than the diameter of the pins.
The point where the notches are cut should be hardened,
and the inside and bottom of the notches polished, so that a
sharpness may he given to take away the burrs easily from
the top of the pins.

The shape of the hammer tail is such as is represented
at Plate CCCVIII. Fig. 3, a form which makes the hammer
easy enough to be drawn, and the tail takes little or no
room when falling ; and should two pins or notes succeed
each other rather rapidly, the nib or point of the hammer tail

will not be interrupted by the succeeding pin. In the first

musical clocks, and even in those made long afterwards, the
bells were all placed on one strong iron bell stud, the oppo-
site end of which was supported by what may be called an
auxiliary stud, which occasioned a crampness that prevent-
ed the bells, when they were struck by the hammers, from
vibrating, or giving out that full tone which they might
have otherwise been made to produce ; and the improve-
ment made on this, as well as on the quarter bell studs af-

terwards, was effected by placing each bell separately on
its own bell stud, which was made of well hammered brass,
having some degree of elasticity. The sweetness given to.

the tone of the bells by this method was truly surprising.
The bells in this kind of music may be sounding at the
time that a succeeding note is struck out and sounding too,

which may not be so pleasant to a very nice ear. This can
be prevented by having a double set ol hammers, and having
every tune pinned twice over on the barrel, one set of the
hammers having the heads of buff leather, or having a brass
head with a piece of cloth sewed over it. These, when
they strike the bell, will damp the sound of the note which
is last struck. The buff" hammer should fall on the bell to

be damped, at the same instant that the brass hammer
strikes the succeeding note on its bell. This improve-
ment, however, must greatly increase the expence on such
a clock ; but the effect of buff or cloth hammers is so strik-

ing, that the additional price ought not to be grudged.
In Plate CCCVIII. Fig. 3, AA is a circle representing

an end view of a clock music barrel, and a few of the lift-

ing pins. The dart shows the direction in which it turns.

The letters a, a, a, a, a, represent a section or end view of
a brass piece thus shaped. The length depends on that of
the barrel, and the number of hammers to be let into this

brass piece, which is called the hammer frame, the length

of it being sometimes three or four inches, sometimes ten

or twelve. The flat part of the hammer tails fills up the

thick part of the hammer frame, into which slits are made
to receive the hammers. Near to the outer and lower an-

gular part at a of the frame, a hole/; is made through the

whole length of it, not drilled, but ploughed, as the woi-k-

men call it, and this is done before any slits are made in it

for the hammers. A wire is put through this hole, and
through corresponding holes in the flat part of the hammer
tails. This wire is their centre of motion, and the holes in

them are made so as to have freedom on it, and the flat
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part ol'lhc hainnitr tails arc also made to liave freeclom in

the Bills made to rcxcivc tliem. On the under side of the

hammer frame at b, the hammer springs c, c are screwed,

one for each hammer, acting on that part of the hammer

tail just where it comes out of the thick part of the ham-

mer frame. When the pins in the barrel raise up any ham-

mer by the nib, and carrying- it away from the bell, at the

instant the pin quits the nib, the spring c, c, by its retuin-

ing force, makes the hammer head give a blow on the bell,

to elicit the sound. To prevent any jarring in the bell by

the hammer head resting or touching it after having given

the blow, each hammer has a counter-spring, acting near the

lower end of the shank, and inside of it. All the counter-

springs are made to project from one slip of well hammered

brass, and screwed on the top of three kneed brass cocks,

fixed to the upper side of the brass frame, rf rf is a view of the

side of one of the cocks ; and e v an edge view of one of the

counter-springs, //is a side view of one of the bell studs,

which are also screwed on the upper side of the hammer
frame: an edge view is seen at//. Fig. 4. g,g,g,g^\(i

edge views of the bells, g. g, Fig. 4. is a side view of one

of them as fixed to its scud. In some musical clocks, in

place of the barrel being made to shift for change of tune,

the hammer frame is made to shift, cariying with it all the

hammers and bells. The change, or shifts of the barrel, is

either done by hand or by the clock itself. The mechanisni

for this commonly consists of a wheel fixed on a steel arbor,

on the square of which a hand is put, which points to the

name or number of the tune marked on a small dial, at

•which the barrel for the moment stands. The diameter of

this wheel is about one inch and a half, and sometimes

more or less. The rim is a strong and thick hoop or con-

trate form, having as many steps on it as there are tunes

set on the barrel, the height of the steps being equal to the

space from one tune to another. On these steps rest the

kneed end of a double lever about four inches long, whose

centre of motion is in the middle, and is either upon strong

pivots run into a kind of frame, or upon a stout pin, which

goes through the lever and the brass stud in which the le-

ver moves. The other end of the lever bears on the end of

one of the pivots of the music barrel, which is pressed

against it by means of a pretty smart steel spring, acting

against the end of the opposite pivot. Concentric with the

hoop wheel, anil fixed on the same arbor, is a star wheel of

a number according with the steps on the hoop wheel, a

jumper with a pretty strong spring works into the star

wheel, by which means the barrel is kept always to its

place, by the lever bearing at one place on every step.

Although the Figures which have been given to represent

the hammer frame, hammers, springs, and counter-springs,

bell studs, and bells of music striking, are not exactly like

(hose which are commonly made to strike quarters in clocks,

yet they are equally well calculated for the purpose ; only

the nibs of the hammer tails need not be so far from their

centre of motion, being less confined by the pins in the

quarter barrel, which are fewer in number than those on a

music barrel. A quarter barrel need not be much in di-

ameter, if five quarters are only to be put on it. If ten is

intended to be put on, then the diameter should be double

that of the other.

After having described the method of laying down the

tunes on a music clock barrel, it may be thought unneces-
sary to explain the method of putting on the quarters of a
clock quarter or chime barrel. But, simple as it is, we
conceive it will be both interesting to the general reader,

and acceptable to workmen who may not be in the habit

of contriving for themselves, or who may not have had an
opportunity of seeing it executed by others.

Quarter^ are commonly struck on ^ set of eight belly,

from G to G in octave, or they may be numbered I, 2, C„
Sec. on to 8. The quarter barrel may liave eight circles
funtly turned on it, so as to correspond to the quarter ham-
mer tails. Five, and sometimes ten, quarters are put on
the barrel ; we shall, however, in this instance only lay five

on the barrel. Take a wheel cut into 50 iceth not rounded
oft', and screwed temporarily on the end of the barrel ; pro-
vide an index, and a piece of brass bent so as to apply to
the barrel when in the turn bench, in the manner dI a
straight edge, and the index spring tight in the teeth ; take
a point, and make a slight trace acioss the circle, which
corresponds to high G or No. 1, then move the index a
tooth, iji the direction the quarter barrel turns when moved
by the wheel work ; make a trace across the circle intend-
ed for the second hammer, and so on When the eighth
circle has been marked, move the index two teeth for the
first hammer of the succeeding quarter, and so on till the
whole is completed; the barrel may then be drilled and
pinned accordingly. Should the intervals between the
quarters be thought too little for locking, the wheel, in

place of 50, may be cut 55, and this will allow thrc<- teeth
in place of two for the intervals. G, A. B, C, D, E, F G,
may also be represented by the figures 1, 2, 3. 4. 5^ 6, 7,
and 8. No. 1. being the high G, and 8 the low G T e
changes given in the following set of chimes or quarli-is,

will exhibit how to proceed in putting them on the barrel^

after what has been already said.

^ sec of Cliimes for Clock Quarters ; the barrel making twt

revolutions in the hour.

1st 2d

mt^E »-

feE$
2d 4tb

PilHiii
4th Slh

ii^SiNili]
With the number of 8 bells and hammers for the quar-

ters of a chime or quarter clock, a great variety may be
produced ; and where it may be preferred to have the

chime or quarter barrel to make one revolution for the ten

quarters which are given in the course of every hour, we
shall give a specimen of a set of chimes which may be put

on such a barrel.

.4 set of Chimes for Clock Quarter Barrels, whith make one

revolution in an hour.

1st 2d

^ ^^^^m
2d 3d 4th

glU^feSS
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difference consisting in marking ofTon the barrel the spaces

of the longer and shorter notes, as in place of pins they

have staples or bridges of various lengths, according to

the length of the note, or the time which the pipe sliould

be allowed to sound it: The very short notes aic by pins

of (lifl'crent thicknesses. When an organ part is put to a

clock, considerable power or force of weight or spring is

required; small as the organ may be, or its wind chest,

some force is required to work the bellows, so as to kcp
the wind-chest full, and no more. To work the bellows,

that is, to move the lower board of thcni up and down, on

the inside of which is an air valve that opins on the board

being moved downwards, and on the motion upwards it

shuts, and the air being then compressed, it is forced into

the wind-chest by a commurjication between them for that

purpose, and is ready to give sound to any of the organ

pipes the moment when any of their valves should open.

This operation with the bellows, though of a difi'crcnt

shape, is just the same as with the common bellows when

blowing up a fire. The bellows is worked by means of a

short crank fixed on one end of the arbor of an endless

screw, which works into a trundle of a high nundjered pi-

nion, which is on the end of the organ barrel, and nearly of

the same diameter with it. On the other end of the end-

less screw arbor is fixed a small jagged pulley, over which

is put an endless silken cord, which being continued, goes

round another jagged pulley on the end of a pinion arbor

of one of the quick running or fly wheels in the organ

train. These wheels are legulated by a fly, by which the

velocity of the organ barrel in turning is brought to keep

the time required for the music. The wheels, on being

impelled by the moving power, which is considerable, (be-

ing greater than that used in bell music,) conmiunicates

their motion by means of the endless coid, and turns the

organ barrel. The pins, bridges, or staples, on the barrel

turning, act on the tails of levers nearly similar in form to

the hammer tails of the bell musical clock, only they are a

little longer, and equally moveable on a centre or wire.

The other arms of these levers are in an opposite direc-

tion, and are about the same length as those which are lift-

ed by the staples on the barrel when turning, and are a lit-

tle bioad and flattish towards the end, where the under side

(on the opjiosite ends rising) press down on the upper ends

of tlie slender rods, wiiose lower ends then by this means
open the valves of the organ pipes, and the sound is pro-

longed according as the lift is pins or bridges. What has

been described constitutes the chief machinery in an organ

clock. Many ways may be contrived to set the organ bar-

rel in motion, and at the same time while playing, and at

the end of a tune, to make the clock of itself shift the bar-

lel from one tune to another.

Within these two or three years, a new species of music

by steel springs has been invented at Geneva. From the

smallness of the machinery which plays the music, it is

very surprising and curious, as it has been put irjto

ings, seals, watches, and snufT boxes. Two ways are used
ti lift the ends of the springs which give the different

no. 3 ; one is by a very small barrel, the other by a plate

whel. The last, being more adapted to take up little

roo 1, is chiefly used in watches. The space for the

spr'iigs falling, after being bent up, is short. A double
set of springs for giving the same notes is made, with-

out which the beauty of the music could not be produced.
Thj number of springs varies, for the most part, from
six 2en to twenty-four, or upwards. Those springs which
are ifted by the barrel pins are straight, while those which
are Hftcd by the pins in the plate wheel have a soit of part

projecting from the end at one side ; and this side edge of

the spring lying over the top of the pins is taken away, so

as to clear them. The projecting part at the end of each
spring corresponds with its own lillitig pin. As the pins
arc on both sides of tlie plate-wheel, this allows a greater
variety of notes liian the bairel can peihaps admit. The
springs on the upper and under sides of the plate-wlieel

are sonieliincs sixteen or seventeen on each side. On the
plate-wheel are traced 16 or 17 concentric circles, for the
pins to meet their corresponding cotes in the springs, whose
ends come each to their corresponding circle both above
and under the plate-wheel. An apparatus on a small scale

being made like that whicli has been desciibed, will serve
to put or mark the places for the i;otes both on the barrel

and the plate-uhecl ; the only diHV.rence is, that the barrel

will require to be marked by a curved arm sliding on a steel

rod. The concentric circles on the plate wheel must
have short and faint traces across them : This is regulat-

ed by a thin straight edge, laid in an oblique direction across

the circles, and the intersections arc afterwards marked by
a point. The sprint's may be easily tuned to their respec-

tive notes, as the least thinning or shortening them will

make a very sensible alteration on the tone. The tongue
of a steel trump, or Jew's harp, shews, in some degree,

what may be done in this way by steel springs. The train

which regulates this very minute musical machinery, as

may very easily be conceived, must be composed of a few
very small wheels, the motive force being proportioiiably

small. It must be a great efl'oit of patience and ingenuity

to make them play tuo or moie tunes. However beautiful

and ingenious the machinery of these small contrivances is,

they can only bo considered as toys for amusing children.

For further information on subjects connected with Ho-
rology, see I^oNGiTUDE, Organ, Pendulum, Time-
KEErER, and Watches.
HORSE. See Mammalia.
HOUSES, Diseases of. See Veterinary Medicine.
HORSEMANSHIP. See Manege.
HORSLEY, Samuel, one of the most eminent theolo-

gians in modern times, was born in October 1732, and was
the eldest son of the Rev. Mr Horsley, minister of St Mar-
tins in the Fields. He received the classical part of his

education at Westminster School, from which he was re-

moved to the University of Cambridge, where he applied

himself principally to mathematical studies. After having

taken his degree as master of arts, he w cni lo Oxford, in

the capacity of private tutor lo the Earl of Aylesford, where
he received the degree of doctor of laws. On leaving this

university, he came to London, where he was elected a

fellow of the Royal Society, of which he was chosen secre-

tary in 1773. He published several valuable papers in the

Transactions of that learned body, and continued to dis-

charge the duties of his office in a very distinguished man-
ner, till the resignation of the president Sir John Pringle

in 1778. Soon after his having settled in London, he ac-

cepted the office of chaplain to Bishop Lowth, one of his

greatest patrons, who presented him to the rectories of St

Mary Newington and Albury in the county of Surrey ; ap-

pointed him Archdeacon of St Albans in 1778 ; and, in

1782, conferred upon him the valuable living of South

Weald in Essex. In 1788, he was raised to the bishopric

of St David's by the interest of Loid Thurlow ; and, in

1794, was translated to the see of Rochester, holding at the

same time the deanery of Westminster. In 1802, he was
promoted to the see of St Asaph ; and is generally under-

stood to have had his Majesty's promise of the Archbishop-

ric of York. He died at Brighton on the 4th of October 1806.

These numerous promotions, and high prospects as a

dignitary in the English Church, were fairly earned by the

eminent services which he rendered to the cause of sound

principles and sacred literature. In 1769, while residing
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at Oxford, he published a vaUuiblc edition of Apolloni-

us, and discoveitd his tliorough qualilicatioiis lor illus-

trating the works of tlie ancient geometers. In 1799,

he produced an edition of Newton's Works, iti five

volumes 4io, with commentaries and separate disserta-

tions ; an undertaking, in which he is generally al-

lowed to have done more than could reasonably have

been expected from one, whose acquirements on other sub-

jects were so diversified and distinguished ; but, at the

same lime, to have failed in that full illustration of his au-

thor, which the improved methods of calculation and ana-

lysis might have accomplished. In 1778, he published a

sermon on the consistency of the doctrine of Divine Provi-

dence with tht free agency of man, in which he combats
the necessitarian tenets with great ability. In 1789, he col-

lected and printed in one volume the tracts which he had
written during the preceding six years, in his celebrated

controversy with Dr Priestley on the Unitarian system ; a

discussion in which he is now ^nerally acknowledged to

have had a decided superiority, both in learning and argu-

ment, and in which his productions must always be read as

standard works, and admired as models of clear and power-
ful reasoning. In 1790, he published a pamphlet without
his name, entitled " A Review of the Case of the Protes-

tant Disseniers," in which he vindicates in a highly ner-

vous style the high church principles on the subject of the

test laws. In 1796, appeared from his pen a very learned

dissertation on the Latin and Greek Prosodies; in 1800,

a critical disqusition on the 18th chapter of Isaiah, in a let-

ter to Lord King ; in 1802, a new Translation of the Pro-

phet Hosea, with critical and explanatory notes. Besides

many smaller pieces, he was the author of an Elementary
Treatise on the fundamental principles of Practical Mathe-
matics, which appeared in three volumes in 1801 and 1803,

and of a Critical Essay on Virgil's Two Seasons of Honey,
and his Season of Sowing Wheat, with a new and compen-
dious method of investigating the Rising and Setting of the

fixed Stars. There have been published, since his death,

three volumes of his Sermons, a volume of his Charges, a

volume of his Speeches in Parliament, and a Translation of

the Book of Psalms with notes. He has also left in manu-
script, a Tieatise on the Pentateuch, and on the Historical

Books of the Old Testament ; and a Treatise on the Pro-

phets, containing Notes on Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Joel,

Amos, and Obadfah ; which are announced to be in a state

ready for the press, and which, it is to be hoped, will not

be suffered to be lost to the Christian world by any want of

encouragement on the part of the public. His son, the

Rev. Heneage Horsley, proposes to publish an uniform

edition of all his father's works, with a biographical account

ol the author.

The name of Bishop Horsley stands unquestionably in

the fiist rank of the scholars and divines of the present age.

His intellectual powers were of the highest order, and of

so versatile a nature, that wherever he applied his atten-

tion, he was generally sure to take precedence. He pos-

sessed an almost inexhaustible activity of mind united

with an ardent spirit of research, and a capability of con-

stant exertion, which, had his pursuits been less various,

might have raised him to a still higher point of eminence.

In the mathematical and physical sciences, he held a re-

spectable station. In metaphysical acuteness and research,

he had few superiors. In classical attainments, and par-

ticularly in a critical knowledge of the sacred languages,

he occupied the very foremost rank of excellence. In

the most recondite theological erudition, he was not sur-

passed by any of his contemporaries. And, in the church

of which he was so distinguished an ornament and sup-

port, he was pre-eminent for his consistency and decision,

as the champion of a sound and scriptural creed. In pub-
lic s])caking, his voice was sonor(jtis and commanding,
and his whole elocution distinct aiid impressive. In the
duties of his Episcopal oflicc, he was cminenlly exempla-
ry ; and, in the see of St David's particularly, he strenuous-
ly exerted himself to accomplish a regular system of im-
provement in the qualifications and concfition of ils clergy.
He examined in person the candidates for holy orders, and
inspected carefully the lilies which they produced. He
treated ihem, at the same time, with paternal kindness, en-
couraging them to visit him, assisting them with his ad-
vice, and ministering, with a bountiful hand, to their tem-
poral necessities. In his progress through his diocese, he
preached frequently in the parish churches, and bestowed
liberal donations on the poor. In the House of Peers, he
supported the character of an enlightened and eloquent
senator; and took a part in mn^t of the important discus-
sions of his time. In his political and ecclesiastical senti-

ments, he must be classed, and readily classed himself,

among high churchmen (a term, which we piofess to use
not as vituperative, but merely as desciiptive ;) but it has
never been doubted, that his zeal was conscientiously sin-

cere ; and it is certain, that, on many occiisions, he oisco-

vered a greater degree of genuine liberality and practical

toleration, than many who were louder in their pretensions.

He was a systematic opponent of the slave trade ; and is

understood, on good authority, lo have been anxious to

enter into a parliamentary enquiry into the claims of the

Iiish Catholics, with a view to grant them whatever pri-

vileges might have appeared comp.itibIe with the secu-

rity of the Protestant succession and the Protestant es-

tablishment. He was an earnest advocate for mutual
forbearance between the two most respectable parties in

the Church of England ; and the decision of his compre-
hensive mind on the points in dispute deserves to be em-
blazoned in every vestry of the English and Irish esta-

blishments. " The Calvinists contradict not the avowed
dogmata of the church ; nor has the church in her dogma-
ta explicitly condemned or contradicted ihtm." He has

been charged with harshness and dogmatism in his charac-

ter and manner, especially as a controversialist, and it

would not be easy lo exculpate him wholly ; but much of

this intolerance, often more apparent than real, evidently

arose from his zeal for the truth which he delended,

and his high sense of its impoitance. His language, at

the same lime, however strong, was always dignified ;

and his works in general rather display an undistuibed

liberality of judgment and expression towards the advo-

cates of conflicting opinions. Even his sternest polemi-

cal tracts contain many expressions of the most magnani-
mous candour, of which the following conclusion of one of

his letters to Priestley may be given as a striking speci-

men. " The probability, however, seems to be, that, ere

those times arrive, (if they arrive at all, which we trust they

will not) my antagonist and I shall both be gone to those un-

seenabodes, where the din of controversy and the din of war
are equally unheard. There we shall rest together, till ilie

last trumpet summon us to stand before our God and Kiiig.

That whatever of intemperate wrath and carnal anger hath

mixed itself, on either side, with the zeal with which we
have pursued our fierce contention, may then be forgiven

to us both, is a prayer which I breathe from the bottom of

my soul, and to which my antagonist, if he hath any part

in the spirit of a Christian, upon his bended knees, will say,

Amen." See Preface to Horsley's Sermons ; Monthly

Magazine, 1806, vol. xxii. p. 401. ; Gem. Magazine, 1806,

vol. Ixxvi. p. 987, &c. ^IontU(:U^. Hist, des Mathemati-

ques, torn. iii. p. 13. edit. 1803 ; Phil. Trans, vol. Ivii^—

Ixvi. ; d^nA Public Characters for 1807. (y.)

3X2
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HOIITICULTUUE.

1. By the term Horticulture, is to be understood the

whole management of a gai-den, whether intended lor the

production of fruit, of culinary vegetables, or of flowers.

The formation of u garden may be included also, to a cer-

tain extent, under ihis subject: draining, inclosing, and

the forming of screen plantations and hedges, may be con-

sidered as parts of horticulture ; while the general situa-

tion of the fruit and the llower gardens, in regard to the

mansion-house, and the position of some of their principal

component parts, as shrubberies, hot-houses, parterres,

and walks, belong more properly to LANDScAPE-Garr/en-

ing ; which see.

It is evident, that the liorticulture of every country

must vary in its nature and objects, according to the

climate. The great end of this article will be, to exhibit

as correctly as possible the present state of gardening in

Britain, noticing particularly the improvements which

have recently been introduced, especially since the close

of the 1 8th century. After a general prefatory account

of the rise and progress of horticulture in this couritry,

we purpose to give a short view of the different kinds of

gardens now existing ; and then to treat of some general

matters, such as situation, soil, manures, enclosure-walls,

Sec. After this, the fruit garden will be particularly at-

tended to ; the various kinds of fruit-bearing plants will

be mentioned, and the most esteemed varieties of each ;

and here the different kinds of forcing-houses will Claim

attention. The kitchen garden will fall next to be dis-

cussed, in the same minute way. After which, the flower

garden will be considered ; but here abridgment must
be studied ; for to speak o{ all the ornamental plants cul-

tivated would be an endless task : the delicacies of Flora

will not, however, be neglected, and the sorts called

"florists' flowers" will be enlarged upon. A few remarks
on the diseases of plants, and on their prevention or cure,

will conclude the whole.
Without detaining the reader with trite remarks on

the antiquity of gardening, or discussions concerning the

celebrated groves of the Hesperides, the hanging ter-

races of Babylon, or other gardens of remote ages, we
shall at once proceed to give some short account of the

rise and progress of modern horticulture. In doing this,

it will be necessary to confine our attention almost exclu-

sively to our own country. To discourse of the progress
of the art in other countries would not only swell this

part of the article to an improper size, but would be an
unprofitable undertaking. Nothing can be more evident
than the fact already hinted at,—that the practice of

gardening in one country cannot be applied to any other,

unless that other greatly resemble the former in climate.

Useful hints may no doubt be occasionally drawn, from
observing the modes in other countries. But it is scarce-

ly necessary to remark, that in warm climates the practice

must differ very widely (rom that which obtains in the

temperate or the cold. In the former, the plants, which
require to be fostered in our stoves, either grow spon-
taneously, or are cultivated in the open fields ; while the
greater part of our common pot-herbs* refuse to flourish

in sultry regions. Again, the far northern countries of

Europe, Sweden, Norway, and Russia, possess peculiari-
ties of climate : snow covers the soil throughout the win-
ter, and the summers are uninterruptedly bright and
warm. Even in Britain, such is the difference of climate
between the favoured counties of the south-west of Eng-
land, and that part of the island which lies to tlie north of
the Cheviot Hills, that the same rules cannot be applied
to both, without very considerable modification. The
horticulture of the north of France, of Belgium, Holland,
and Denmark, may in general be considered as approach-
ing to that of South Britain ; and these countries may fre-

quently afford mutual lessons to each other, each avail-

ing itself of the other's discoveries, and adopting its im-
provements.

2. The origin of British horticulture is completely in-

volved in obscurity. It may in general be asserted, that
most of our best fruits, particularly apples and pears, were
brought into the island by ecclesiastics, in the days of
monastic splendour and luxury, during the 12tli, 13th,

14th, and I5th centuries. Gardens and orchards (" orti et

pomiiria") are frequently mentioned in the earliest char-
tularies extant ; and of the orchards many traces still re-

main, in different parts of the country, in the form, not
only of enclosure-walls and prepared fruit-tree borders,
but of venerable pear-trees, some of them still abundantly
fruitful, and others in the last stage of decay. Of the
state of horticulture previous to the beginning of the 16ili

century, however, no distinct record exists. Till then, it

is generally said, that some of our most •immon pot-
herbs, such as cabbages, were chiefly imported from the
Netherlands, their culture not being properly understood
in this country ; but of this there is no distinct evidence,
and the thing seems unlikely. From the " Itinerary" of
Leland it appears, that even greenhouses were not thea
unknown in England.

3. During the reign of Henry VIII. rapid steps of im-
provement were made in horticulture. According to
some authors, apricots and musk-melons were introduced
by that monarch's gardener ; and different kinds of salad
herbs and esculent roots were, about the same time, first

brought into the country from Flanders. Henry had a
fine garden at his favourite palace of Nonsuch, in the
parish of Cheam in Surrey. Here Kentish cherries were
first cultivated in England. The garden wall was four-
teen feet high ; the wilderness occupied ten acres; " le-

lacke trees which beare no fruit, but only a plesaunte
flowre," are mentioned among the rarities contained in

it; as are also yew and lime trees. In the year 1534,
Filzhcrbert, the father of horticultural writers, published
his " Booke of Husbandrye."

4. Queen Elizabeth was both a horticulturist and a
florist, if we may believe a poet celebrating majesty :

Cultor lierbaruvif memor aiqueJloTum,-\

During her reign, Dydimus Mountain published the
"Gardener's Labyrinth;" Hyll, the "Profitable Arte of
Gardening ;" and Leonard Mascall, (the introducer of
several good pippins,) the "Arte and Manner how to

* By the term potherb'!, gardeners and green-grocers frequently understand only aromatic plants used for seasonings : we
rectly, to signify the olera in general.

j JircliiColo^in, vol. vii.

use it, cor-
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plant and gralTe all sorts of trees," &c. : While Barnabe

Googe, Esq. translated tlic " Fourc Bookes of Htisbaii-

drie of Conradus Heresbacliius." All of tliese works

are printed in black letter, and have become extremely

rare. With the exception of the first mentioned, tlicy

are, generally speaking. Utile more than compilations from

Varro, Columella, Palladius, Cornelius Agrippa, Car-

danus, and some old French and Italian writers. In Eliza-

beth's days, carnations were, it is said, first cultivated by

the Flemings at Norwich, and nearly at the same time

tulip roots were brought from Vienna to England. Orange
and lemon trees now became known. The " Herball, or

Historic of Plants," by Jolm Gerarde, first appeared in

1597; and a second edition, enlarged and improved by

Johnston, came out about forty years afterwards. It may,
in passing, be remarked as somewhat curious, that so

distinguished a writer as Gerarde, and a piece so well

known and frequently quoted as his "Herball," should

not be mentioned by Professor Martyn, in his chronologi-

cal list of authors and books on gardening. Towards the

close of the 16th century. Sir Hugh Platl published "The
Jewel-House of Arte and Nature," a little book not des-

titute of merit ; and early in the following century ap-

peared a postliumous work of his, called " The Garden of

Eden."
5; A fine garden was formed at Theobald's, near Wal-

tham Abbey, by James VI. (I. of England). In the year
1 640, about thirty years after the formation of this garden,

it was described by Mandelslo* as a large square, sur-

rounded with fruit-tree walls, containing also espalier

trees on some sort of trellises, and ornamental arches of

trees ; besides a parterre for flowers.

6. His son Charles I. seems to have patronized garden-

ing. He appointed the celebrated Parkinson his her-

barist. In 1629, appeared the first edition of this man's
great work in folio, entitled " Paradisi in sole Paradisua

terrestris ; or a Garden of all sortes of pleasant Flowers,

with a Kitchen Garden of all manner of Herbs and Roots,

and an Orchard of all sort of Fruit-bearing Trees," &c.

This may be considered as the first general book of Eng-
lish gardening possessing the character of originality.

From his lists of flowers, shrubs, and fruits, the state of

our gardens at that period may be pretty accurately guess-

ed. The laurel or bay-cherry was then very rare, and
considered as a tender plant, being defended "from the

bitterness of the winter by casting a blanket over the

top thereof;" and the larch tree was only nursed up as a

curiosity. For the culture of melons, he recommends an

open hot-bed on a sloping bank, covering the melons oc-

casionally with straw,—the method practised in the north

of France at this day. Cauliflowers, celery, and finochio,

were then great rarities. Virginia potatoes (our common
sort) were then rare ; but Canada potatoes (our Jerusalem

artichoke) were in common use. The variety of fruits

described, or at least mentioned, appears very great. Of
apples, there are 58 sorts ; of pears, 64; plums, 61;
peaches, 21 ; nectarines. 5 ; apricots, 6 ; cherries, no fewer

than 36 ;
grape vines, 23 ; figs, 3 ; with quinces, medlars,

almonds, walnuts, filberds, and the common small fruits.

The number of approved apples, pears, plums, and cher-

ries, at the present day. is not nearly so large. Of florists'

flowers, he mentions about 50 varieties of hyacinth ; above

60 anemonies ; but only 20 ranunculuses.

7. In the time of the Conimonwealth, Walter Blith pro-

duced rather an ingenious work, with the qiiaint title of
" English Improver improved, or the Survey of Husbandry

surveyed;" and Ralpii Austen published a "Treatise of
Fruit Trees," also a book of merit.

8. After the Restoialion, Cliarlcs II. brought over Le
Notre, the favourite gardener of Louis XIV. and designer
of llie gardens of Versailles, to lay out and plant St James's
and Greenwich Parks, which still rcinain very creditable
monuments of his taste. Rose, who was gardener to

Cliarles, had studied the art in France. It is remarked
by the Honourable Dailies Barrington, that at the instal-

lation diiu)er at Windsor, 23d April 1667, cherries, straw-
berries, and ice-creams, were produced, shewing that the
king possessed both hot-houses and ice-houses, and that his
gardener was an adept at forcing, for strawberries require
consitlerable nicely of management.

9. From about the middle to the end of the 17th cen-
tury, the well known John Evelyn, Esq. was the chief
promoter of almost all horticultural improvements, form-
ing an era in the history of British planting and garden-
ing. Soon after returning from his travels on the con-
tinent, he translated " Xt Jardinier Franjuin, instructing

how to cultivate all sorts of fruit-trees and herbs for the
garden." In 1664 appeared his celebrated " Sylva, or a
Discourse of Forest Trees ; with Pomona, an appendix
concerning fruit-trees ; Aceiaria, a discussion of salads,"

&c. His " Calenduriuvi Horlcnsc, or Gardener's Alma-
nack, directing what he is to do monthly throughout the
year," was also at first added to the Sylva, but was soon
afterwards published separately, and went th)ough many
editions. This useful manual laid the foundation of the
successive Gardener's Calendars which have been pub-
lished by Miller, Abercrombie, and Nicol. In 1693, his
translation of Quintinye's "Complete Gardener" made its

appearance, in folio ; and, six years afterwards, he ushered
into the world an octavo edition, "abridged and improved
by George London and Henry Wise," two of the most
distinguished gardeners and nurserymen of their day, and
whose names have been consecrated by Addison, in his

paper on gardening, in the " Spectator," (No. 477.) They
had both been apprentices of old Rose, and succeeded
him in the office of royal gardener. They converted an
old gravel pit in Kensington Gardens into a picturesque
hollow of foliage, producing an effect in gardening which
the critic compares to the sublime in epic poetry, and ex-
claims, " Wise and London arc our heroic poets !" It is

curious, that while the labours of Evelyn justly placed
him at the head of the improvers of his time, he should
have missed an opportunity, fairly placed within his reach,
of handing down his name as the greatest horticultural
benefactor of Britain. In March 1662, it was proposed
to the Royal Society to recommend the cultivating of
potatoes, with the view of preventing the recurrence of
famine ; Evelyn was particularly consulted, and was re-
quested to mention the proposal at the end of his Sylva,
then announced for publication. He does not seem to
have complied with this request, nor to have paid any
attention to the culture of the plant: he merely mentions
it in his Acetaria, and dismisses it with apparent indif-

ference. This American plant, however, has jji-ovcd a
treasure to this country, '• compared \^'ni\ which the mines
of Potosi are worthless."

10. During the period of which we arc spcakii'.g, seve-
ral books on gardening came out, some of tliem coun-
tenanced by Evelyn, and others in vvhicli he took no share.
One of the earliest of these was the translation of an essay
on the management of fruit-trees, by the Sieur Lc Gendre,
curate of Henonviile, " wherein is treated of nurseries,

• Travels by John AJbert de Mai\delslo, near the end. In the English translation, the account of King James's garden, &.c. is omitted,

as uninteresting

!
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wall-fruits, hedges of fruit-trees, dwarf-trees, high slan-

ders," he. He wrote from tlie experience of a long life,

the leisure of which had heen spent in the " ordering of

fruit-trees." He was one of the first who attended to

the proper training and pruning of wall trees; he boldly

condemns the absurd lasie, then prevalent, of cutting

fruit-trees into the shape of liuns or pyramids, but he was

notable to divest himself of the doctrine of the moon's in-

fluence, and the necessity of planting and pruning only

at certain periods of her waxing and waning. About the

same time, Dr Robert Sherrock published "The His-

tory of the propagation and improvement of vegetables

by the concurrence of art and nature ;" a work contain-

ing a reasonable portion of information, disguised with

a good deal of pedantry. Soon after, John Rea, gent,

published his "Flora, or a complete Florilege," folio, in

three parts : " I. I'lora, treating of the choicest plants,

flowers and fruits, that will endure our winters ; 2. Ceres,

containing such plants or flowers as are yearly, or every

other year, raised from seeds ; 3. Pomona, treating of the

best garden fruits, of evergreens, and flowering shrubs."

This was followed, first, by a " SysCemayJifriculcurx," and

then by a " 6"i/stcma Horticulture " by J. W. (John Wor-
lidge) gent ; and by the publication of the " Eni^lish

Gardener," by Leonard Meager, " above thirty years a

practitioner in the art of gardening." This last contains

a good deal of useful information : it is divided into three

parts; I. Of planting stocks, fruit-trees, and shrubs; 2.

Kitchen garden ; and, 3. Garden of pleasure.—The second

volurlie of Sir William Temple's Miscellaneous Works,
it may be mentioned, contains a curious account of the

state of gardening in England in the close of the ITth

century.

11. King William and Queen Mary appointed Dr PIu-

kenet, a man distinguished for botanical knowledge, and
author of a Phytographia and other works, to be their her-

barist ; and, imder his directions, collectors were dispatch-

ed to the Indies in search of ornamental plants.

12. Early in the 18th century, Lawrence published
" The Clergyman's Recreation, shewing the pleasure and
profit of the art of gardening." But Richard Bradley,

F. R. S. and Professor of Botany at Cambridge, soon

eclipsed all other writeis of this period, both for the num-
ber and the influence of his horticultural publications.

They exceeded twenty in number, and were generally writ-

ten in a popular btyle : several of them, as might be ex-
pected, are mere compilations, and others are avowed
translations. The writings of Switzer, however, about

the same time, also acquired a share of celebrity. They
extend to six volumes in octavo, embracing, besides "/c/;-

nogra/tliia rustica," a " Practical fi uit gardener," and a

" PraciicLil kitchen gardener."

13. In 1724 api^eared, in two octavo volumes, the first

edition of tiie "Gardenci's Dictionary," by Philip Miller,

of the Botanic Garden at Chelsea. He professes to collect

and digest the laljours of bis predecessors ; but the book
partakes largely of the character of an original work, and

it soon attracted general notice. He asserts that garden-

ing never arrived to any considerable pitch in England till

within Ihiity years last past, j; e. from 1690 downwards.
Sevin years after the publication of the octavo edition,

wl'.ich is now very scarce, the fiist folio edition came out.

In the preface he gives some account of ancient gardens,

and also of English gardens, in the time of Charles the

Second and Wiliiarn ami Maiy. The descriptions of nu-

merijus plants introduced into England, chiefly from Ame-
rica, duiing the first half of the 18th century, with tletails

of horticultural improvements of difTercnt kinds, gradu-
ally swelled the work to two volumes in folio. In each
successive edition (as observed by Dr Pulteney") it receiv-

ed such improvements and augmentations, as have render-

ed it it) the end the most complete body of gardening
extant. In evidence of the estimation in which it is held

on the Continent, it is enough to mention, that there are

French, German, and Dutch translations of it, and that

some of the continental writers bestow on the author the

title of hortulanorum firinccfis. Till the seventh edition,

the system of Tourneiort was followed. In this the naines

and system of Linnaeus were adopted. In the eighth edi-

tion, being the last published by Miller himself, he infor m^>

us, that the plants then cultivated in England (1768), were
more than double the number known when the first folio

edition apiieared (1731.) In this edition the plants were
first distinguished by the short trivial names, invented by
Linnaeus to supersede the tedious s/iecijic denominations
previously in use. The Gardener's Dictionary, it may
here be added, has since been enlarged and improved by
the late Professor Martyn of Cambridge, and brought be-

fore the public in four volumes folio, forming, as he very

iTiodestly styles it, " a digest of what was known in gar-

dening and botany at the end of the eighteenth century.''

This great undertaking occupied the learned and labori-

ous professor for nearly twenty years ; but it is a work
which will long maintain the horticultural reign of the

name of Miller, and which is calculated at the same time

to establish his own fame.

14. In the early part of Miller's time, Batty, Langley,
and Ellis, published various horticultural works of some
merit. In 1755 Thomas Hitt produced his " Treatise on
Fruit-Trees ;" and in it he proposed an improved mode of

training wall-trees, by regular horizontal branches, with
upright bearers. This is a work well deserving of atten-

tion ; and the author has not, it is believed, received all the

praise to which he is entitled. While practical works,
such as those now mentioned, engaged the attention of
horticulturists in general, some philosophical pieces also

appeared, and justly acquired celebrity for their authors;
particularly, " Vegetable Statics" by Hales, and the "Prin-
ciples of Agriculture and Vegetation" by Dr Francis Home,
father of ilie present distinguished professor of Materia
Medica in the University of Edinburgh,

15. From the middle to the end of the 18th century,

one of the most popular and useful writers on horticultu-

ral subjects was John Abercrombie, who, either from dif-

fidence or some other motive, at first published his writ-

ings under the borrowed name of Thomas Mattie. It is

said he was patronized and encouraged by the celefcrated

Dr Oliver Goldsmith. He was the son of a market-gar-
dener near Edinburgh, and had gone into England when a
young man, and after acting as a workman for some years
at Kew Gardens, had been enabled to begin business as a
nutberyman at Hackney. The work entitled " Every
Man his own Gardener" has passed through at least twenty
editions. This is formed on the plan of a calendai, con-
taining practical instructions under detached monthly heads.

Before his death, which happened in 1806, he had pre-
pared another work, entitled "The Practical Gardener,"
in which the systematic method is adopted, of connecting
under one article every thing relative to the culture of the
same plant. This last has been published in the form of
a thick duodecimo volume. He wrote also, "The Brit-

ish Fruit Gardener," " The complete Forcing Gardener,"
and " The Complete Kitchen Gardener, and Hot-bed
Forcer," aiid still other books of similar import. It is

* Sketches of Bot-iny in England, Vol II.
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perhaps to be regretted, tliat lie was induced liy l)ooksel-

lers to multiply liis publications so niucli, this tircuiiistan( e

havifc tended to brint; ii|ioii him the iJiiputation ol book-

makiM^, and to excite some degree of prejudice against

him^ In point of fact, however, he vuulerstood the busi-

ness of gardening extremely well, and liis writings alto-

gether aflbrd a very complete view of hoiticulluial ope-

rations.

16. Another deservedly popular work on horticulture

remains to be noticed. It is written by the Rev. Charles

Marshall, a clergyman of l!ie church of England, who is

evidently a very zealous amateur gardener. The title is,

" An Introduction to the Kr.owledge and Prailiee of Gar-

dening." A great deal of correct information is here con-

densed into little space, and conveyed in perspic\ious and

unaffected language. There is subjoined to it a compen-
dious calendar, better calculated, we think, to be useful

as a remembrancer, than any one published since the tiiue

of Evelyn.

17. The " Dictionary of Gardening," bearing to be

written by Alexander Macdonald, gardener, in two vo-

lumes 4to, is an expensive work, which has not acquired

much reputation. It appears to be little more than a com-
pilation, and is certainly not the work of a practical gai-

dener ; but it necessarily includes a great deal of useful

information. Of late years, the citllure of the vine and

of the pine-apple has been very well treated by Speechly,

in separate works. Forsytii's " Treatise on Fruit-trees and

their diseases, with a particular method of cure," first ap-

peared In 1791, in 4to. The royal patronage, kindly be-

stowed on an old and meritorious servant, secured to this

work a considerable degree of attention, and even procur-

ed for the author the extraordinary distinction of a parlia-

mentary reward. Many excellent remarks are to be found

in the book. In 1802 it was republished, with improve-
ments, in an octavo form.

18. Curtis's " Botanical Magazine" was begun in 1787;
and it has been continued in monthly numbers, with little

intermission, ever since; Dr Sims having edited the work
since Mr Curtis's death. Important hints are frequently

thrown out as to the habits, mode of cultivation, and uses,

of the plants described and figured. Maddock's " Florist's

Directory," appeared in 1792 ; and it is still the standard

book of instructions for the cultivation of the hyacinth,

tulip, ranunculus, anemone, auricula, carnation, pink, and
polyanthus, the favourites of the florist, strictly so called.

The " Exotic Gardener," by J. Cushing, foreman to Messrs
Lee and Kennedy of Hammersmith, is the latest and best

treatise on the management of the hot house, green-house,

and conservatory) and on the soils suitable to tender ex-

otics in general.

19. In the Philosophical Transactions for 1795, the first

of Mr Thomas Andrew Knight's horticultural papers

made its appearance: it is entitled. Observations on the

grafting of trees. In the Transactions for 1799, 1801, and

1803, are contained his ingenious papers on the fecunda-

tion of fruits, and on the sap of trees. His excellent little

'' Treatise on the Culture of the Apple and Pear," was
published in 1797. He has presented several interesting

communications to the Horticultural Society of London,

which are published in the Transactions of that society, to

be afterwards noticed.

In the hasty sketch which has now been given of horti-

cultural writers in England, many have been passed over,

some of whom would deserve notice, and perhaps com-
nieiidation, in a more detailed account.

20. Scotland has been more distinguished for prodirring

excellent practical gardeners than good publications on the

art of gardening. There does not appear to have existed

any Scottish system of gardening, as a separate book, till th^

bcginning(jf the 18'h century, when "The Scots Gar'. 'ni.i"

was puhlislied by John Rcid, gardener to Sir George Mac-
kenzie of Rosehaugh. The work is divided into two parts;

the first treating of contriving and planting of gardens,

orchards, avenues, and groves; the second, of the pro-

pagation and improvement of forests and fruit trees, kitchen
herbs, roots and fruits; viith a gardener's calendar; the

whole aila|)ted to the climate of Scotland. The style is

very inaccurate ; but the matter evinces not only an ac-

quaintance witli previous horticultural works, but a prac-

tical knowledge of the subject. About thirty years after

the publication of Reid's book, there appeared " The Scots

Ciardenei's Director, by James Justice, F. R. S. and one of

the principal clerks of Session," (i. f. of the Court of Session

or supreme civil court of Scotland.) This is characterized,

by Professor Martyn, as " an original and truly valual)le

work, founded upon rellection auvl experience." Nearly
at the same time Dr Gibson published an anonymous octavo

volume on fruit-trees, containing many useful remarks,

and some curious notices concerning the history of the

most esteemed apples and pears of Scottish origin, or which
are generally supposed to be of Scottish origin. In 1744,

there appeared a small octavo volume, entitled " The
Planter's, Florisl'-j, and Gardener's Pocket Dictionary, by-

James Gordon, nurseryman at Fountainbri(!ge near Edin-

burgh." It is avowedly a compilation ; but the author,

benig a practical gardener, occasionally gives his own
opinions and practice. It has already been seen, that

several of the Scottish gardeners who have settled in Eng-
land have attauied distinction as authors. We allude, in

particular, to x\berciombie, the voluminous writer lately

spoken of, and to Forsyth, the author of the Treatise on
Fruit-trees.

21. Among the recent Scottish writers on gardening,

one remains to be mentioned, who will long hold a dis-

tinguished place,—the late Mr Walter Nicol. He was
the son of the gardener, who planned and executed the ex-

tensive pleasure-grounds of Raith in Fifeshire ; and here

he received his horticultural education. He afterwards

acted for some time as gardener to the Marquis of Town-
send at Reinhamhall in the county of Norfolk ; but he

left England in order to take charge of the fine gardens

and grounds of General Wcmyss of Wemyss-Castle in

Fife, the improvements there having been conducted un-

der the directions of his father. Here he observed a

praisewottliy practice, now too much neglected by head-

gardeners,—that of instructing his young men or assist-

ants, not only in botany, but in writing, arithmetic, ge-

ometry, and mensuration. He used to remark, that he

thus not only improved his scholars, but taught himself,

and made his knowledge so familiar, that he could apply

it in the daily business of life. In this way he gradually

became qualified to communicate his information to the

public. In 1797 the first of his works appeared, under

the title of " The Scots Forcing Gardener," in one volume
octavo. About this time he changed his mode of life, and

dedicated his whole attention to the planning and improv-

ing of orn;imtntal grounds. In 1803 he published the
" Practical Planter," a book which both increased his re-

putation as a writer, and extended his employm-jnt as an

improver. In 1809 appeared the "Villa Garden Directory,"

a little book which soon acquired the hign character wiiich

it still retains. The " Gardener's Calendar." in one large

volume octavo, came out in 1810, and forms a' '-: ;j day

one of the best books on horticulture in ouj laiigu.i .;e. In

the same year he undertook an exicii..ive journey through

England, visiting all the principal seats .-nd piur.'-iifns in

that country; and on his return he made some progress in
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composini; a " Planter's Calendar." IJul after a few weeks

illness he diet), on the Slli March 1811. His lasf work

iubt mentioned, has since been completed and publislied by

his friend Mr Edward Sang, nurseryman at Kirkcaldy in

Fife.

22. In 1805, a Horticultural Society was instituted at

London, under the patronage of Earls Dartmouth and

Powis, Sir Joseph Banks, and other distinguished charac-

ters. The first volume of its Transactions appeared,

in 4to, in 1812, containing several useful and scitntific

communications, by Mr T. A. Knight, Mr R. A. Salis-

bury, and other ingenious horticulturists. In 1809. the

Caledonian Horticultural Society was established at Edin-

burgh, by the individual exertions of that venerable physi-

cian and excellent amateur gardener Dr Andrew Duncan,

senior, Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the Uni-

versity there. The Society has been fostered by several

of the Scottish nobility and gentry, particularly the Duke
of Buccleuch, the Earl of Wcniyss and March, the Earl

of Leven, Sir James Hall, Sir George Stewart Mackenzie,

Sir George Buchan Hepburn, and others. It publishes

Memoirs, in the octavo size, in detached parts or numbers,

two parts generally appearing in the course of the year;

and some important enough ])apers have in this way been

brought before the public. A desire of improving their

knowledge of gardening has thus been excited among
gentlemen ; and the intelligence and zeal of practical cul-

tivators is thus, in the most unassuming way, made known
to the world.

23. Perhaps no fitter place may occur for warning gen-

tlemen of the value of the services of an experienced gar-

dener, and of the propriety of employing only, one who
has made himself acquainted with all the parts of his busi-

ness; as well as for inculcating on gardeners themselves,

the necessity of their diligently and practically studying

every branch of their profession. A well informed and

judicious gardener, instructed by experience, is a treasure

which every gentleman should prize. Numerous as are

the books on gardening, and excellent as some of them un-

doubtedly are, there are many parts of the gardener's duty

for which no general rules can possibly be laid down :

like the physician, he has to deal with the living principle,

and his treatment of his trees, especially, must vary, ac-

cording to a thousand nameless circumstances. Much
must depend at all times on his own sagacity and observa-

tion ; but very much is to be learned by a young gardener,

from practising under the eye of an experienced master.

A gardener ought to have some knowledge of chemistry,

particularly of the doctrines of fieat, of the nature of water,

and of vegetable physiology. All good practical gardeners,

indeed, become chemists to a certain extent, without know-
ing it.

The profession contains different departments. The cul-

tivator of rare plants, or the botanical gardener, may excel

in his own department, and yet be very little acquainted

with the proper management of fruit-trees. The fruit-

gardener generally possesses a knowledge of the culture

of kitchen vegetables : but a great proportion of the com-
mon order of workmen, who have acquired a competent
knowledge of the last-mentioned branch of horticulture,

are extremely ill informed concerning the treatment of

fruit-U-ees. 1. The business of the botanical gardener im-
plies, as already remarked, the cultivation of all sorts of

rare plants, either in the open border, in fi'ames, in the

green-house, the conservatory, or the stove ; the adapting

of the soil and artificial climate to the respective kinds of

plants ; a dis(;riminating eye, and an acquaintance more or

less familiar with the characters and names of the genera

and species of plants, as described by Willdenow, at least

of such as are contained in the Hortus Kcwensis, or the

Cambridge Catalogue. To these ([ualihcations must be

added, general taste in the disposing of plants in borders,

and in the forming and keeping of ornaiiiental grounds.

2. The fruit-gardener should have a correct knowledge of

the diffeient kinds of fruit-trees, and the principal -ranf/if*

of each kind; he mutit be familiarly acquainted wiih the

method of training and pruning suited to each sort, and

must at the same time possess judgment and experience,

to enable him to adapt the degree of pruning or mode of

training to the peculiar ciicumstances of the individual

tree.. He must understand the formation of fruit-tree bor-

ders, (he operations of grafting and budding, and the pre-

serving of blossom. The peach-house, the vinery, and

the pine-stove, belong to his department, as well as the

melon frames, and some other subordinate matters. Much
may be learned from authors ; from Miller, Forsyth, Hitt,

Specchly, and others ; but an intimate acquaintance with

the proper training, and the proper pruning and disbud-

ding of wall trees, is to be acquired only by observation

and practice, as they vary continually, according to the

soil, aspect, luxuriant or weakly state of the tree, and even
accoidingto the season. 3. The kitchen-gardener's duty

is generally thought to be very simple and easy ; but he

who can perform it neatly, and with success, may be ac-

counted a good general gardener. The rearing of several

culinary articles retiuires particular attention ; such as as-

paragus, celery, sea-cale, mushrooms, and, above all, me-
lons and cucumbeis. Great assistance may be derived

from books,—from Abercrombie's Practical Gardener,
and Nicol's Calendar ; but a person who has never wit-

nessed nor practised any of the nicer parts of the kitchen-

gardener's dvty will be but ill qualified to attempt them.
The public nurseries are useful seminaries to young-

gardeners. The overseers of these establishments are ge-
nerally well informed persons, and dexterous workmen,
having been selected on account of possessing these quali-

ties. Many very useful parts of the profession may here

be acquired ; such as the level-digging of ground, and neat

finishing off of beds or borders,—apparently simple mat-
ters, in which, however, many gardeners are extremely de-

ficient. In some nurseries, extensive collections of hardy
and green-house plants are kept, and a knowledge of the

culture of these may thus be acquired. Nor is the know-
ledge of the modes of raising from the seed, and rearing

in nursery-beds, of the various forest-trees, an inconsidera-

ble matter : in many places, indeed, the head-gardener is

required to maintain a nursery of seedling forest-trees, fer

the use of his master's estate. In the public nurseries, a
knowledge of the processes of grafting and budding may
be acquired ; but the gardener, who has studied only
in this school, will afterwards discover how much he has
to learn as to the proper wood to be used for grafts, as well
as to the size and quality of the stocks. Under any of the

first rate market-gardeners, a young man may learn many
parts of his profession with great advantage, particularly

the raising of all sorts of pot-herbs and salads, and the forc-

ing of many of them. But here too he will labour un-
der disadvantages; for in few such gardens can he ac-

quire any knowledge of the management of fruit-trees,

particularly peaches, apricots, and the finer sorts of pears.

A young gardener, who has spent his time in places

where the proper management of fruit-trees was not at-

tended to, or where no opportunity of attending to it ex-
isted, may possibly be willing to accept lower wages, in

order to compensate for the defect of his education. But
the proprietor of the garden will soon find himself a loser

by the injudicious economy of employing him : and if it

were a general rule, steadily followed by gentlemen, not to
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employ, as their gardeners, persons who had not duly

sought opporluiiities of gaining an acquaintance witli the

.different branches of their profession, young men of merit

would, instead of grasping at the situation of head-gar-

dener immediately upon the expiry of their apprenticeship,

be convinced of the necessity oi firac tically studying every

department of their " multifarious and numerous employ-

ment," as Evelyn happily styles it. In Germany, it may
be remarked, a gardener has not only to serve a long ap-

prenticeship, but to pass certain examinations, before he

can be recommended to a situation as head-gardener. In

this country there is no such regulation ; and the greater

necessity, therefore, for the employer being able to judge
of his gardener's qualifications.

24. Scotland has long been distinguished for producing
gardeners in greater numbers than any other country of

Europe ; and several of them have risen to the highest

eminence in their profession. At the present day many
of the nobility and gentry of England employ Scottish

head-gardeners; while the numbers of those of an inferior

order, to be found in every county south of the Tweed, is

quite surprising. Some of the causes of the very great

number, and of the real excellence, of the Scottish garden-
ers, have been assigned in the 9th chapter of the " General
Report of Scotland." One is to be found in the early edu-

cation secured to the children of the labouring class in

that country, by the ancient and most laudable institution

of parish scliools: another, in the hardy mode of life and
sober disposition of the young men, which have very ge-

nerally gained them the esteem of English masters ; and

a third, in the tendency which struggling with a very va-

riable climate at home, lias to call into action all the pow-
ers of the mind, and to create a habit of unceasing atten-

tion to the duties of the station. It may here be mention-

ed as a striking and very honourable trait in the character

of the Scottish master-gardeners of the last age, (already

mentioned, § 21 ) that it was a common practice among
them to spend a part of the evening in instructing their ap-

prentices in different branches of education, particularly

arithmetic, mensuration, drawing of plans, and botany.

Even at this day, there are still in some places of Scotland to

be found the remains of this praiseworthy custom. A turn

for reading and study was thus created among young ope-

rative gardeners ; and to this, their rise in life might in

many instances be traced. The taste for reading was per-

haps never more .prevalent among gardeners than at this

day. Nor do they entirely neglect geometry, though it

must be admitted that this kind of knowledge is on the de-

cline among them. It is not, indeed, now nearly so neces-

sary as formerly to the professional gardener, grounds be-

ing no longer planned into regular mathematical figures,

and topiary work being altogether exploded.

25. We have little fear of being accused of partiality

when we give a favourable report of the character of Scot-

tish gardeners, the justness of their claim of merit being

universally recognized : but, without enlarging farther on

the topic, we proceed to give some very general account

of the different kinds of gardens now existing in Britain.

All of them, we think, may be arranged under one or other

of the following divisions, a. Royal gardens, and public

botanic gardens, b. The gardens of noblemen and gentle-

men of great opulence, c. Villa gardens, d. Cottage
gardens, e. The public nurseries, which, especially near

' London, may without impropriety be ranked as gardens.

f. Market gardens. On each of these heads, a few
examples and observations seem necessary for illustra-

tion, and at the same time they may prove not unentertain-

ing.

Vol. X. Part II.

tiuyal Garderm.

26. The Koyal Gardens at Kew, on the banks c^ the
Thames near London, are perhaps the first in the world
for variety of i)lants. They were originally planned by that

distinguished character Frederick Prince of Wales, father
of King George III. The extent is about 120 acres. The
surface is flat ; but owing to the tasteful disposition of
trees and shrubs, the grounds exhibit a considerable va-
riety of scenery. They are nearly surrounded by wood,
amidst which rises a pagoda, or Chinese temple, to the
height of 160 feet: this was designed by Sir William
Chambers, who afterwards published a description of the
gardens and palace of Kew, in folio. The exotic garden
was established about the year 1760, after the Prince's

death, chiefly by the influence of the Marquis of Bute, a
great encourager of botany and gardening. He placed it

under the care of Mr William Alton, who had long been
assistant to the famous Philip Miller at Chelsea. The
principal green-house and orangery is 145 feet long, 25
high, and 30 broad. About 1794, a large green-house, 110
feet long, was erected, for the reception of African and
Cape plants only. There are twelve other hot-houses of
various descriptions. Adding together the lengths of all

the hothouses, the garden contains no fewer than 839 feet

in length of glass; and besides this, about one-half of the

houses have covered borders in front, for the protection of
different kinds of bulbs, and alpine plants, during winter.

One of the hot-houses is appropriated to the palm and fern

tribe, displaying the gigantic species of warm climates al-

most in their native luxuriance and beauty. Another is

devoted to the plants of New Holland, which have a cha-

racter of foliage peculiar to themselves, so that the bo-

tanical visitor finds himself suddenly carried, as it were, in-

to a new world. A third contains chiefly the plants of Chi-
na, and of these the collection is very rich, a magnificent
assortment having some years ago been procured from
Canton, accompanied by a Chinese gardener to take care of
them. A catalogue of the plants of the garden, entitled

" Hortus Kewensis," was first jjublished in 1768 by Dr
Hill. A more scientific work, under the same title, was
given to the public in 1789, by Mr Aiton, the superinten-

dant, assisted by Dr Solander; this extended to three vo-

lumes octavo. Between 1810 and 1813, an improved and
enlarged edition, in five volumes, octavo, was published by
Mr William Townsend Aiton, who had succeeded his fa-

ther : he was assisted in the first three volumes by the late

Mr Dryander, and, after the death of that botanist, in the

remaining two volumes, by Mr Robert Brown, author of

the " Prodromus Florae Novse Hollandix," and justly

considered as one of the very first botanists of the age.

The Royal Gardens at Hampton Court were laid out by

London and Wise, already mentioned as nursery-men and

gardeners of eminence in the reign of King William. A
labyrinth in the wilderness quarter, and some other re-

mains of the old style, are here still to be seen, having in

some strange way or other escaped during the revolutions

of taste, and the desolating improvements of Kent and

Brown. The winding walks of the labyrinth are about

half a mile in length, although the entire space occupied by

it does not exceed a quarter of an acre. In a grape-house

on the south side of the palace, is a Black Hamburgh vine,

which has been much spoken of: the stem is more than a

foot in circumference ; one principal branch, trained back,

measures 114 feet in length; and the plant has produced,

in one season, 2200 bunches, weighing on an average lib.

each.

The gardens at Kensington have long been celebrated,

3 Y
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They were grciilly improved by the late iSIr Torsylh, who
certainly succeeded in rcnovaling the fruit-trees, and ren-

dering them productive of excellent fruit. Too much was

probably ascribed to the composition, now generally known

by the name of Forsyth's fdastcr, and it was no douljt inju-

dicious to bring such a matter before tlie British parlia-

ment. The efl'ect of the preeminent degree of patronage

bestowed seems unluckily to have been, to excite an undue

prejudice against the practices recommended in the Trea-

tise on Fruit-trees.

The gardens at Frogmore near Windsor have been

formed chiefly under the direction of Charlotte Queen
of George HI. and of Princess Elizabeth, one of their

daughters. The gardens display much taste, and arc kept

in excellent order. They are the piivate property of her

Majesty.

Botanic Gardens.

27. The Botanic Garden at Chelsea is supported by the

VVorsiiipful Company of Apothecaries of London. The
ground was granted to them in the end of the 17th century

by Sir Hans Sloane, on condition of their presenting to the

Royal Society, annually, fifty new plants, till the number
should amount to 2000 In the midtlle of the garden there

is a marble statue of Sir Hans, by Rysbrack. On tlie north

side of the garden is a large greenhouse, and close by it a

stove, also of considerable dimensions. Over the green-

house is a botanical library. On the south side of the gar-

den, near the Thames, are two wide spreading cedars of

Lebanon, planted so long ago as 1683; at present (1816)
the circumference of one of them, three feet from the

ground, is somewhat more than thirteen feet, and of the

other almost thirteen feet. The laborious and well inform-

ed Philip Miller was superintendant of this garden for

many years, and here his admirable Gardener's Dictionary

was composed. Since the death of Miller, the garden has

been rather on the decline, the soil being much exhausted,

and the hot-houses having fallen into disrepair. Of
late, however, the Company has, at much expence, restor-

ed every thing to a state of more than former excel-

lence, the improvements having been conducted by Mr
William Anderson, an eminent practical gardener and bo-

tanist. Botanical instructions are heie given during the

summer months bv a demonstrator appointed by the Com-
pany of Apothecaries.

The botanic garden at Oxford is of considerable antiqui-

ty ; but the collection of plants is not extensive ; and in

that famed city of theological and classical learning, no
great encouragement seems to be given to the votaries of

Flora and Pomona.
The botanic garden at Cambridge has long had a high-

er character in the botanical world. The collection, how-
ever, cannot be accounted very extensive. The many edi-

tions of the Hortus Cantabrigiensis, published by the late

Mr James Donn, the curator, tended greatly to spread its

fame. Not that it is to be imagined that all the plants

enumerated in the Cambridge catalogue are to be found,
at any one time, in a living state in the garden; if they
were ever cultivated there, it is enough. The catalogue
was printed in the shape of a pocket volume, and formed a
convenient companion to the garden or greenhouse: in fact,

it long regulated the nomenclature of plants in this coun-
try. Now, however, many give the preference to the
Hortus Kenvensis, as a more accurate performance ; and
an abridged pocket edition of this has also been pub-
lished.

The botanic garden at Liverpool was established by sub-
scription, under the auspices of the patriotic Mr Roscoe.

The suite of hot-houses is perhaps the finest in Britain,

and the whole establishment is highly creditable to that

opulent commercial city. The collection of plants is great;,

and the many opportunities of procuring seeds from ships,

constantly arri\ing from every quarter of the world, are ea-

gerly embraced by an active and intelligent superintendant,

Mr William Shepherd. Here Sir James Edward Smith,
the celebrated author of the Flora Britannica, and Presi-

dent of the Linnean Society, has occasionally delivered a

course of lectures on botany.

A public botanic garden has recently been set on foot at

Hull ; it is on an extensive scale, and can already boast of
a very ample collection of plants. For it the public are in

a great measure indebted to William Spetice, Esq. well

known not only as a naturalist, but as a writer on some
questions of political econoiny.

28. At Dublin, there are now two botanic gardens ; one
belonging to the Dublin Society, and another to Tiinity

College.

The former was established about the year 1798. It

contains twenty four acres (Irish). The collection of plants

is very extensive. The general arrangement of the hardy
herbaceous kinds is according to the system of Linnaeus;

each Linnean class standing separate in a large grass lawn,

and an alley leading from one class to another. Aquatics
are riccessarily placed by themselves ; and near the Aqua-
rium, there is a piece of marshy giound for bog plants.

Shrubs form another division, and trees a third. The col-

lections in all of these departinents are very extensive. In

one part of the garden there is an arrangement, on a small

scale, according to the method of Jussicu. Plants indige-

nous to Ireland are brought together, so as to exhibit the

Flora of the country at one view ; but they occur likewise

in their places in the general arrangement. They have in

this garden what are termed cattle gardens., containing

plants which different animals are supposed to eat or to re-

fuse. There is a piece of ground set apait for making ex-

periments on the different gramina, and also on what are

called artificial grasses, such as clovers, trefoils, saintfoin,

lucern : this department, if properly attended to, is

evidently calculated to be very useful. -The stoves and
gieenhouses arc extensive, and contain a numerous col-

lection.

The College botanic garden was established only in

1806. It occupies no more than three acres and a half.

It i3 enclosed by a wall twelve feet high, the south-east as-

pect of which is faced with brick, and on this the more de-

licate of the hardy climbing shrubs, and others which re-

quire shelter, are trained. Here,'for instance, Metroside

ros lanceolata flowers every year, and here may be seen

the finest specimen in the three kingdoms, perhaps, of

Ligustrum lucidum, or the wax-tree of China, and which
escaped unhurt in this situation, during the severe winter

of 1813, when the original plant from which it was taken

perished in England. There is in thfe garden a general ar-

rangement of herbaceous, perennial, and biennial plants
;

the annual plants and the gramina being each kept separ-

ate. Although the space is small, there is not only aFru-
ticetum, but an Arboretum ; and, with equal taste and

judgment, the principal part of this last is so contrived, as

to serve for a screen to give shelter to the rest of the gar-

den. There is an extensive collection of the hardy medi-

cinal plants, arranged according to Jussieu's method.

There is only one stove and one greenhouse; but the exo-

tics cultivated in these are curious and numerous. Upon
the whole, this small botanic garden contains a richer and

more varied collection than is perhaps to be found any

where else in Europe within the same compass. It does

honour to tlie liberality and public spirit of the heads of
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the College; and they seem to have been peculiarly Ibrfu-

nale in their (gardener, (Mr James Towiibcnd Mackay,
originally from tlie Botanic (iardcn at Ediiiburgli), who
has here proved, that, to a thorough knowledge ol prac-

tical horticulture, and extensive acquisitions iii botany, he

adds an acquaintance with the principles of landscape gar-

dening.

29. The Royal Botanic Garden of Edinburgh was plan-

ned, in 1767, by Dr John Hope, then professor of Ijotany.

The collection of plants, both liardy and tender, formed by

Dr Hope, was uncommonly great; and some of the rarer

trees and shrubs planted by him now aflord admirable full

grown specimens : the Constantinople hazel, [Corylus

colurna,) for example, now appears as a fine and lofty tree.

The assafoetida plant was here first cultivated, by the Doc-
tor, in the open air in this country. The quarter where it

grew was sheltered by a yew hedge, and saw-dust was ge-

nerally laid over the root of the plant during winter. There
are two hot-houses, a dry stove, and a large greenhouse;
all of them at present in a state of decay ; but likely soon

to be rebuilt in a magnificent style, and on an extensive

scale. Dr Hope was a zealous disciple of Linnaeus, and

on the death of that illustrious botanist, he placed in the

garden a square monument, surmounted by an urn, with

the simple inscription, " Linnso posuit Jo. Hope, 1779."

It deserves lobe recorded, that in the dry stove a dragon's

blood tree (Dracana draco) planted by the Doctor, attained

the height of thirty feet, exactly double that of the largest

specimen of the plant at Kew; but this invaluable plant,

which ought to have been the pride and boast of the Scot-

tish capital, absolutely jierished, owing to the want of funds

for raising the glass-roof of the house ! In this garden lec-

tures are delivered by Dr Daniel Rutherford, Professor of

Botany in the University of Edinburgh. The herbarium of

the late Dr Hope is kept at the garden. The present

superintendant is Mr William Macnab, who was bred at

Kew Gardens, and who is at once an excellent cultivator of

plants and an acute botanist. Under his management the

collection of hardy herbaceous plants has been so greatly

enlarged, that it is now excelled only by that at Kew Gar-
dens.

Private Gardens.

30. Many of the private gardens in this country are, it

is believed, superior in some respects to those of any other.

They are maintained in a more liberal style ; and the pro-

ducts are not only plentiful, but every kind of fruit and culi-

nary vegetable is of the first quality of its kind. It may be

affirmed, that in Britain a gentleman may derive from his

own garden, with the aid of glass and of fire-heat, a more
varied and richer dessert, throughout the year, than is to be

met with on the most luxurious table in any other country.

To prove this assertion, it will be enough to run over the

fruits successively afforded throughout the year, by a well-

conducted British garden. Strawberries, planted in pots

and forced in a hot-house, produce their fruit about the

middle of April, and forced cherries are ready at the same
time. These are followed by early melons, about the be-

ginning of May. Ill June the first forced grapes and

peaches are ready for the table, with the luscious pine-

apple : may-duke cherries on good exposures now ripen,

and different kinds of strawberries in the open ground are

abundant. These, with early melons, grapes, peaches,

nectarines, and pine-apples, continue plentiful till August,
when the currant and gooseberry come in. By the middle
of August the early pears are ready, and the later houses

of peaches,'nectarines, and grapes, are in perfection, with

melons; and by Septcmbci , the open wall j^ops of peach-
es, apricots, and nectarines, green-gage plums, and jar-
gonelle pears, with the late preserved gooseberries and
currants, and the early jenneting and oslui apples, swell
the dessert. In October, late crops of melons and grapes,
with peaches, nectarines, and figs, join themselves with the
ripening apples and pears; till, towards the end of it, the
careful horticulturist gathers and stores the remaining
fruits of his labours, that he may possess a supply during
the winter season. The autumn pears, such as the bcurr6
and the crassane, are in season till the new year ; when the
colmart, St Germain, and chaumoiitel, still prolong the
succession of pears: then many varieties of keeping apples
present themselves, till the season revolve, when early
strawberries, cherries, and melons, may again be procur-
ed. Several fruits, not generally cultivated, such as
oranges and shaddocks, have not here been enumerated

;

and our nuts, such as filberds and walnuts, are intentionally

omitted.

The general extent of the walled garden is from two to
five acres. It is to be observed, that a walled garden of
three or four acres, at the present day, affords as much
space for the production of fruits and kitchen vegetables,
as did a garden of perhaps five or six acres at the end of
the 17th or beginning of the 18th century, when the gar-
den was invariably connected with the mansion-house; so
that the portion next the house was naturally laid out as a
parterre, and large spaces were occupied by arbours, foun-
tains, and grass-plats for statues or obelisks. A very few
only of our modern fine gardens can here be particulariz-
ed. In all of them, fruits and vegetables are cultivated
with great care, and with remarkable success. In most of
those to be now specified, besides these more ordinary pro-
ductions, there are rich collections of curious and orna-
mental plants.

31. To begin with England. The gardens at Chiswick
House, the seat of the Duke of Devonshire, near Kew
Bridge, are very extensive, and remarkable for containing
a most magnificent range of hot-houses. At White
Knights, near Reading, the Marquis of Blandford has a
very complete garden, distinguished more especially for a
choice collection of ornamental plants. Spring-Grove, near
Blackheath, the seat of the illustrious President of the
Royal Society, Sir Joseph Banks, affords a very fair exam-
ple of a well kept English garden, Here, in the open air,

grows a noble specimen of the Chili pine, (.^raucaria im-
bricata,) the most admirable, perhaps, of the many plants
discovered and brought home by Mr Archibald Menzies:
of this Spring Grove specimen the venerable owner is

justly proud. Wormly Bury, the seat of Sir Abraham
Hume, near Enfield, may also be noticed ; it is parti-

cularly remarkable for its hot-houses being stored with
fine specimens of the rarest tender exotics. Other gar-

dens well deserve notice, such as Lord Tankerville's
near Walton ; the Duke of Northumberland's at Syon
House, Brentford ; and Earl Mansfield's at Caen Wood,
Hanipstead.

32. Scotland can boast of some first-rate gardens. The
Duke of Buccleugh's at Dalkeith contains, within and
without the walls, 13 acres. Every thing here is in a

princely style : the gravel walks of the place are about

fifty miles in extent. Though the soil of the garden was
originally bad, and the subsoil is still unpropitious, the whole
has been brought to a most productive state by the inge-

nuity and judgment of his Grace's gardener, Mr James
Macdonald, as will afterwards be more particularly men-
tioned. The Earl of Eglinton's garden at Eglinton Castle,

Ayrshire; the Duke of Montrose's at Buchanan, in Dun-
3 Y 2
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bartonshiie; tl\^£arl of Mansiield's al Scone, in Pcrihshii-c

;

and Mr Ferguson's of Raith in Fifesliire, may also be named.

33. In Ireland there are many excellent private gardens.

In the vicinity of Dulilin, the Lord Lieutfn:int's deserves

notice, os well as thi- Chief Secretary's Lord Casllecoote's,

and the Lord Chief-Justice Downe's. The i^arden of the

latter at Mtrville, two miles south of Dubliu, Ijesides pro-

ducing fruit and kitchen vegetables in peifection, is dis-

tinguished for abounding with rare flowers of every de-

scription, collected with great taste and assiduity. There
is here a separate collection of American natives. At Col-

lon, in the county of Lowth, the Right Hon. John Foster

has the richest and most varied plantations of trees and

shrubs of every kind, to be st-en iii Ireland, and pronably

among the best in Brit.un. Mr Latouche's gartlen at Belle-

vuc, in the county of Wicklow, likewise deserves to be

mentioned as of the first rank, both for fruit and for a general

collection of plants. At Castle Forbes, too, in the county

of Longford, the Countess of Granard has a fine collection

of flowers. Scottish head-gardeners, it may be remarked,
are equally prevalent in Ireland as in England. Three
out of the four principal gardens in the vicinity of Dublin,

above specified, are under the management of Scotsmen.

Villa Gardens.

' 34. These are innumerable; some of them are kept in

the highest style of excellence. They are generally about

an acre in extent : but many are nearly twice that size.

Under this head, are included all the gardens attached to

the country houses of those in the middle ranks of life :

a few also, belonging to opulent individuals, who devote

their leisure to the study of botany and the cultivation of

curious plants, must be ranked under this class, though in

some respects far excelling the most extensive gardens.

Such is the Count de Vande's garden at Bayswater, on the

Uxbridge road, remarkable for a very rich collection of

plants; and Mr Kent's at Clapton, near Hackney, where
aquatics, both hardy and tender, are grown in great per-

fection. The tender aquatics are kept in a stove during

winter ; but, in the summer season, the vessels containing

them are placed on slight hot-beds under glass frames,

where linings of liorse-litter can be added at pleasure ; it

being found, that in this way they flower more freely. Mr
Vere, at his villa at Knightsbridge, possesses a very ample
collection of rare exotics.

Cottage Gardens.

35. Under the title of cottage gardens, must be included

all gardens of an inferior sort, such as those common about
villages and towns. Cottage-gardens, properly so called,

are in some places numerous and well-kept, aflTortling not

only an agreeable relaxation to the occupiers, but con-

tributing very much to the comforts of their family. In

South Britain, however, they are neither so useful, nor so

well managed, as in some parts of Scotland. While in

the former the vine may sometimes be seen extending its

shoots over the cottage-roof, indicating a mild climate and
a fertile soil, the really useful produce of the ground
seems much neglected. In Scotland, on the contrary, too

little attention is doubtless paid to ornament ; but the

healthy kale and cabbage plants, and other useful pot-herbs,

with well-earthed rows of early potatoes, shew that the
inhabitants understand the management of their little spots,

and how to draw from them the most eflfectual assistance
Jo their families.

Public M'urseriea.

36. The /lublic nurseries, especially near London, arc
of the first order. These, besides being remarkable for

general collections of plants, are usually distinguished for

excelling in some particular department. Thus at Lee
and Kennedy's at Hammersmith, there is not only a most
extensive general collection, but more particularly a com-
plete assortment of heaths and other Cape of Good Hope
plants. Loddige's at Hackney is distinguished for stove
plants; Whitley, Brames and Milne, at Fulham, have a
general collection ; as have also Malcolm at Kensington,
and Jenkins ant! Gwyther near Paddinglon. At Thomson's
at Milt-E >d, besides a rich collection of young plants,

are many fine old American trees of the rarer kinds, kucI

a very large gingko tree ol Ja|)an, (^Salinburia adiantifolia) :

at Colville's, on the Kiiig's Road, there is a great extent
of glass for the growing of snowy plants for the London
market ; Davy's, in that neighbourhood, is fameil for a
fine collection of tulips, certainly the first in Britain

:

Milliken at Walworth excels in auiiculas, ranunculuses and
anemones; and Chandler, near Vauxhall, in camellias;

Gray and Wear at Bromptoii Park (formerly the nuisery
grounds of London and Wise) have a great collection of

fruit-trees. Mr Joseph Kirke, also at Brompton, has but

a sinall nursery, but it is rich in the newly introduced fruits,

particularly those raised by Mr Knight, and those recom-
mended by the Horticultural Society of London. Ronalds
at Brentford, and Wilmot and Lewisham at Deptford, may
also be mentioned as excelling in the culture and training

of young fruit-trees. At what is called the Botanic Garden
at Sloane Street, kept by Mr William Salisbury, the part-

ner and successor of Curtis, there is a considerable col-

lection of curious shrubs and plants in general. Several

of the nurserymen pay much attention to the production of

seeds for the market, either of culinary plants, or of orna-

mental flowers. Of the principal kinds of the former,

such as cabbages, turnips, and peas, they annually raise

a small quantity of the different varieties, in their own
nursery grounds, and under their eye, taking care however
that each variety be as far separated as possible from any
similar crop ; they examine the plants when in flower, and
reject such as are spurious. The w'hole seed thus pro-

cured is kept till next season ; it is then sent to some seed-

farmer in their employment, perhaps in a remote part of

the country, and grown by him. In this way there is yearly

procured a large stock for sale, and which in general is

not only better saved, but more genuine than what can

easily be got in a private garden.

Throughout the kingdom there are public nurseries near

all the principal towns. At Edinburgh there are several,

which it may confidently be affirmed are kept in a state of

greater order and neatness than any in the south ; they are

particularly distinguished for the excellence of their seed-

ling forest-trees. The number and the flourishing state

of the public nurseries may be adduced as a strong proof

of the general attention paid to horticultural improvements
throughout the country. Towards this they afford great

facilities, furnishing, when wanted, every possible variety

of plants, at pr-ices comparatively low. In one important

article we believe all of them are deficient,—fruit trees.

These, indeed, they contain in sufficient numbers ; but

their quality is often doubtful. This is particularly the

case with apples and pears. The grafts for these are often

collected from the nursery lines, instead of being taken,

as they ought to be, from beariyig branches offruitful trees.

Sometimes, no doubt, they are selected from fruit-be aring

trees in gentlemen's gardens in difTerent parts of the coun-
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try ; but it is frequently im|)os»ible for nui'serymcn to pro-

cure grafts of tile dcsirctl kinds in tliis way. If ;\iiy judi-

cious nurseryman, therefore, would form a tolleclioii of

fruit. tiees of liis own, to be maintained in a fruit-bearing

state, he would thus not only be certain .as to the kind

which he propagated, but have at his command yearly a

moderate quantity of proper grafts from the fruitful boughs
of bearing trees. He would thus, no doubt, be limited in

the number of his grafts, and might find it necessary to

ask a higher price for his plants; but this would most
cheerfully be giveii by judicious purchasers. A nursery
orchard of this kind could only, with propriety, be formed
on ground the property of the nurseryman, or of which he
held a very long lease. Till some such establishment
take place, gentlemen who wish to avoid disappointment,

must, in general, be content to graft their own fruit-trees.

Market Gardens.

37 The market gardens near the metropolis are won-
derful in extent, and managed in general in the best style.

High rents are paid for the ground, so tliat as many crops
as possible must be taken, and those must be of the most
productive sorts. At the same time, such is the compe-
tition in CoVent Garden market, that unless the produce
be excellent of its kind, it will be rejected. The accumu-
lated heaps of kitchen vegetables to be seen very early in

a summer morning in this place, are quite surprising, and
would confound many who have frequently passed through
the market in the day time, after vast quantities have been
sold, and carried off by retailers, and other quantities have
been placed out of sight. If from an inspection of Covent
Garden green-stalls, one may judge of the general state

of horticulture in Britain, it may be said to approach per-

fection. It cannot however be denied, that although the

kitchen vegetables exhibited for sale in this market excel

in size, they are inferior in flavour, and perhaps in whole-
someness, to those raised at a distance frotn London. Much
of the land here occupied as market-gardens has been
heavily cropped every year for perhaps a century past,

and the soil has been annually replenished with manure
from the city. It thus acquires a grossness calculated to

give size, certainly at the expense of delicacy of taste. The
vegetables of the London markets, however, ought not to

be judged of fioni specimens to be met with in taverns:

these are often kept steeping in water for a day, or per-

haps two or three days, as if it were intended to extiact

all flavour, or otherwise sweating in a heaped basket in the

cellar, the alliaceous and strong-smelling plants tainting

the others. Every one possessed of a garden is well aware

of the superiority of potherbs when recently gathered
;

but those sent to the London market are gathered and

packed on one day ; they are carried, by the indefaligably

industrious gardeners, during night, either in waggons,

or by boats on the Thames, so as to reach the market very

early the next morning. Even in this way, a complete

day and night must elapse before the inhabitant of London
can set on his table the freshest vegetables to be procured

in the markets. But as the gardeners come to town only

three times a-week, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

days, pot-herbs must very frequently be two or three days

kept before they be used. They must therefore unavoida-

bly suffer some deterioration ; and the wonder is, to see an

enormously overgrown city so amply and regularly sup-

plied, and with articles so excellent in their kind.

38. Fuller, in his " Worthies," fixes the date of the

estaljlishment of a market for pot-herbs at London, to be

1590 ; but Lyson properly remarks, that entries occur in

dinner bills of fare, detailed in the account gf Queeii Eli-
zabeth's progresses, which shew, that "parsley, sorrel, and
stiong herbs, with peason," were to be fiwchaaed at least

twenty years before that period. Rathrifie, or early peas,
were then accounted a dainty for a quc«n ; and they still

continue to be a dainty, selling, when they first come in,

at a crown or even half a guinea a pottle (less than a quart.^
Other articles, when produced early, give prices high in
proportion, asparagus, 6s. or 7s. a hundred ; and early po-
tatoes, 3s. 6d. a pound. These and several other culinary
plants are therefore extensively forced by the London
market-gardeners ; that is, they are forwarded by the arti-

ficial heat either of a hot-bed or of a flued pit. Some idea
msy be formed of the encouragement given to hoi licuhurc
by the demand of the metropolis, from considering the ex-
tent of ground occupied in 'he production of kitchen vege-
tables and fruit within 12 miles of London. Mi Lyson,
above named, author of the " Account of the Environs of
London," and who, in the course of his minute investiga-

tions and inquiries, had a good opportunity of forming an
accurate calculation, estimates that at least 5000 acres sre
employed, within that circuit, in raising kitchen roots and
pot-herbs, exclusive altogether of late potatoes, and of vege-
tables raised for cow-feeders. He states that 800 acres
are cropped with fruit, including apples, pears, gooseber-
ries, currants, raspberries, and strawberries. Not fewer
than 1700 acres are planted with potatoes for the market;
and 1200 with cabbages, turnips, and parsnips, for the
feeding of milch cows. The raisers of these articles are
};>yo^ev\y farming gardeners : they manure very highly, and
raise garden crops, and then refresh their land by sowing
with corn. They abound near Camberwell and Deptford.
The production of medicinal herbs employs about 300
acres ; and from 400 to 500 are in the hands of nursery-

men. In this way, the employment of about 9500 acres
of the richest and most highly manured lands in the vicinity

of London is accounted for. At Hoxton is a very exten-
sive and well conducted market garden, Mr Grange's ; and
this may be considered as a fair example of all the others.

But the garden ground is chiefly situated near the Thames,
both above and below the city, for the conveniency of
water carriage in conveying the produce to market, and
the not less important advantage of bringing back stable

dung, for the construction of hot-beds and the manuring
of the ground.
The districts of Brentford and Twickenham are famous

for strawberries ; and in the last alone, there are about 400
acres in fruit trees, the produce of which is chiefly sent to

London. Fruit arrives from every part of the surrounding

country at the same emporium, and >et it is believed the

demand is seldom satisfied. It may here be remarked, that

the production of fruit, and the supplying of the market
with it, should by every possible means be encouraged. It

is a just observation of an eminent horticulturist, (Mr
Knight,) that the palate which relishes fruit is seldom

pleased with strong fermented liquors, and that as fee-

ble causes, continually acting, ultimately produce exten-

sive effects, the supplying the public with fruits at a

cheap rate would have a tendency to operate favourably

both on the physical and moral health of the people. Isle-

worth parish is remarkable for producing great quantities

of raspberries, which are sent partly to Covent Garden mar-

ket, but chiefly sold to distillers, or makers of sweets.

In Fulham parish, there are nearly 1000 acres under

crops of esculent vegetables, intended either for market or

for cow-feeders. In Mortlake parish, there ai'e generally

about 80 acres under asparagus ; one asparagus grower

here, Mr Biggs, has sometimes had forty acres under this
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crop at one time. Near Deplford also, much asparagus is

raised ; and one grower licrc, Mr Edmonds, has, we are

informed, al this time, no fewer than eighty acres covered

with asparagus beds,—a thing which must appear almost

incredible to those who have not witnessed the loads of this

article daily heaped on the green-stalls of the metropolis,

for the space nearly of three months. About twenty acres

in the neighboui hood of Deplford are employed in the

raising of onion-seed, this article of Deplford produce hav-

ing acquired reputation all over the country. What are

called the fUiysic gardens are chiefly near Mitcham, nine or

ten miles from Westminster Bridge : in these are raised

chamomile, lavender, liquorice, rhubarb, wormwood, and

above all peppermint, not only for supplying the essential

oil to apothecaries, but for the manufacliiiing of a favourite

cordial.

We have now explained, perhaps, at too great length,

the classification of gardens above given : but without go-

ing into some little detail, no idea could have been convey-

ed of the general slate of the country in regard to horticul-

ture. We now hasten to make some remarks on the sub-

jects which naturally present themselves as important, when
a new garden is projected. Most of them are applicable

to several classes of gardens ; but when not otherwise
slated, a garden of the first character is lo be understood
as in view.

Situation, Is'c. of a Garden.

39. The consideration of the position of the garden with
respect to the mansion-house properly belongs to the sub-

ject of Landscape Gardening. It may only here be re-

marked, that of late it has become fashionable to place the

fruit and kitchen garden at perhaps half a mile's distance,

or more, from the house. In many cases this has been
found inconvenient ; and it can seldom happen that the gar-

den walls may not be effectually concealed, by means of

shrubs and low growing trees, so as not to be seen, at least

from the windows of the public rooms, and the garden yet

be situated much nearer to the house. It is scarcely ne-

cessai-y to observe, that an .access for carts and wheel-bar-

rows, without touching the principal apjiroach, is indispens-

able. Some of the circumstances which are considered
as constituting the best kind of situation may here be men-
tioned, and these, it may be remarked, ought never to be
altogether sacrificed to effect.

Shelter is, in our climate, a primary consideration. This
may in part be derived from the natural shape and situation

of the ground. Gentle declivities al the bases of the south
or south-west sides of hills, or the sloping banks of winding
rivers with a similar exposure, are therefore very desira-
ble. If plantations exist in the neighbourliood of the house,
or of the site intended for the house, the planner of a gar-
den naturally looks to them for his principal shelter; taking
care, however, to keep at a reasonable distance from them,
so as to guard against the evil of being shaded. If the
plantations be young, and contain beech, elm, oak, and other
tall-growing trees, allowance is, of course, made for the fu-

ture progress of the trees in height. It is a rule, that there
should be no tall trees on the south side of a garden, to a
very considerable distance ; for during winter and early
spring, they fling their lengthened shadow into the garden,
at a time when every sun-beam is valuable. On the east
also they must be sufficiently removed to admit the early
morning rays. The advantage of this is conspicuous in

the spring months, when hoar-frost often rests on the ten-
der buds and flowers : if this be gradually dissolved, no
harm ensues ; but if the blossom be all at once exposed to

the powerful rays of the advancing sun when he overtops
the trees, the sudden transition from cold lo heat often

proves destructive. On the west, arid particularly on the
north, trees may approach nearer, perhaps within less than
a hundred feet, and be more crowded, as from these direc-

tions the most violent and the coldest winds assail us. If
forest trees do not previously exist on the territory, screen
plantations nuist be reared as fast as possible. The syca-
more (or plane-tree of Scotland,) is of the most rapid

growth, making about six feel in a season ; next to it may
be ranked the larch, which gains about four feet ; and then
follow the spruce and balm-of-Oilead firs, which grow be-

tween three and four feet in the year. Excellent instruc-

tions for the formation of screen-plantations, as well as for

the regulation of forest trees in general, may be found in

"The I'lanier's Calendar," already mentioned, § 21. Walls
and quick hedges are subordinate means of shelter, to be
spoken of by and by. The best general exfiosure for a gar-

den, must evidently be towards the south ; and a gentle

declivity in that direction, equal perhaps to a fall of one
foot in thirty, is deemed very desirable ; effectual draining

being in this case easily accomplished.
Water is not to be forgotten. If a streamlet can be

brought lo flow through the garden, it may be rendered
conducive both to convenience and amenity : where this

cannot be accomplished, the situation should be such that

water may be conveyed by pipes from some neighbouring
stream ; soft or river water being greatly preferable, for

the purposes of the horticulturist, to that of springs or

wells. Where running water cannot be commanded, re-

course is had to a lake or pond, it being known that water
freely exposed to the air and sunshine for some time, be-

comes comparatively soft, and fit for the nourishment of

plants.

In selecting ground for a garden, the plants growing na-

turally on the surface should be noted, as from these a pret-

ty correct opinion may be formed of the qualities of the soil.

The subsoil should also be examined. If this be radically

bad, such as an iron-till mixed with gravel, no draining,

trenching, or manuring, will ever prove an effectual reme-
dy ; if, on the contrary, the subsoil be tolerably good, the
surface may be greatly meliorated by these means. In

every garden, two varieties of soil are wanted, a strong and
a light one, or, in other words, a clayey loam and a sandy
loam, different plants requiring these respective kinds.

For the general soil, a loam of middling quality, but par-

takiTig rather of the sandy than the clayey, is accounted the

best.

Enclosure Walls.

40. When the situation is fixed on, the next considera-

tion is the enclosing with walls. Supposing a garden to be
about an acre in extent, and the ground sloping gently to

the south, the rule is, that the north wall may be 14 feet

high; the south wall, 10; and the other walls, about 12.

In a larger garden, containing perhaps four acres, the north

wall is sometimes raised 18 feet high ; the side walls, or

those on the east and west, 15; and the south wall, not

more than 12. On a dead level the north wall is generally

made 16 feet high; the east and west walls ISj ; and the

south wall II. It may be observed, that walls higher than

12, or at most 14 feet, are necessaj'y only for pear-trees;

peach, nectarines, apricot and plum-trees seldom requiring

more than 12 feet. It may also be right to notice, that the
terms north and south wall, are here used to denote the

north and south sides of a square or parallelogram ; but

that, in speaking of wall fruit, if ii be said that peach or fig

trees require a south wall, this must be understood to mean
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a wall with a south aspect, or what is in reality the north

wall of the garden. There are two motives therefore for

raising this wall some feet higher than the others; first,

sheltering the garden from the nortliem blast ; and, in the

next place, the procuring of ample space for training the

finer kinds of fruit-trees on the south side of the wall, or

best aspect of the garden. Under llie denomination of finer

kinds of fruit-trees are to be understood not only peaches,

nectarines, apricots and plums, but some of the French
pears, such as the chaumontel, colniart, and crassane. Ma-
ny gardeners are of opinion, that the best aspect for a fruit

wall in this country is about one point to the eastward of

south ; such walls enjoying the benefit of the morning sun,

and being turned a little from the violent west and south

west winds. South-east is, for the same reasons, account-

ed by many, a better aspect than south-west. The south-

west and west walls are assigned to fruits which do not re-

quire so much heat to ripen them as is necessary to those

above mentioned; such arc cherries, many kinds of pears,

and apples. The north walls are appropriated to apples

and pears for baking, plums and morella cherries for pre-

serving; and a few may-duke cherry, white currant and
gooseberry trees, are trained against these walls, with the

view of their affording a late crop.

Bricks, it is generally allowed, are the best material of

which to construct the walls. Tl>e foundation and base-

ment are often made of common building sandstone, while

the superstructure is brick ; and sometimes tlie back part

of the wall is of sandstone, and the front only of brick.

Sandstone which rises in flags is the best substitute for

bricks. Both kinds of materials admit of the branches of

the trees being nailed in regularly, and without difficulty.

Where the walls are of common rubble building, a trellis

of spars is sometimes placed against them, and to this trel-

lis the branches are tied with osier-twigs or rope-yarn.

This is regarded as a very good plan ; but the expence is

considerable, as, to prevent the lodging of insects, the trel-

lis must be smooth and painted. Tlie trees thus enjoy the

shelter and retlected heat of the wall, without being injured

by its dampness in rainy weather; and as the wall is not in-

jured by the driving and drawing of nails, there are fewer
lurking-places for the wood-louse and the snail. The rails

of the trellis are made closer or. wider, according to tlie na-

ture of the tree to be trained against it. In a few instances

in Scotland, walls have been built of different kinds of

lahinstone, chiefly greenstone and basalt. These minerals,

on account of their almost black colour, are calculated to

absorb and retain more heat than stones of a light hue : but

it is to be considered, that it is not the heat retained by the

wall which benefits the tree, so much as the heat reflected

from the wall. The proposal of painting walls black is, on
the same principle, not admissible. It may here be of some
importance to remark, particularly as applicable to Scot-

land, that in building brick walls, bricklayers only should

be employed ; stone-masons working as awkwardly and
clumsily with bricks, as bricklayers would do with masses
of whinstone.

As the walls of a garden form one of the principal sources

of expence, it is proper, before proceeding to build, to as-

Gprlain correctly the average level of the borders, if the

ground be unequal, so as lo suit the depth of the foundation

to it. If the inequalities be considerable, both walls and
borders are made to sink and rise, so as to humour them.
Declivities in a garden are not unpleasing ; and when they

happen to slope to the south or east, they afford the earli-

est crop of different legumes, such as peas or beans. Some
improvers have constructed a series of low flat arches as

the basement of the wall, these arches having their tops on

a level with the surface of the borders ; the piers left are
from two to four feet broad, according as the foundation is

firm or otherwise. The advantage consists not merely in

saving much building, but in pcrmittnig the roots of the
wall-trees, which are planted opposite lo the arches, to ex-
tend themselves in every direction, and draw nourishment
from the soil on both sides of the wall. In some places
projecting stone buttresses are set at intervals in the walls,
in order to strengthen them, and to break the force of the
winds when sweeping along. But to this latter purpose
they contribute little : temporary screens of reed, project-
ing at right angles from the wall, and removed after the
blossoming season, when the chief danger is over, are
thought better : and if any sort of strengthening columns
or piers be necessary, they can be built so as to project
only on the outside of the wall. In this country, walls are
generally made of the thickness only of three bricks laid

side by side, or somewhat more than a foot ; and to such
walls, in exposed situations, buttresses may be very proper.
AVhen the walls are intended to be high, indeed, they are
commonly made sixteen inches thick for a few feet above
the basement, and then gradually reduced to twelve or
thirteen. The basement, whether of brick or stone, is al-

ways about six inches thicker than the lower part of the
wall.

Walls have sometimes been built with curves ; and in
perfectly calm weather, the trees in these curves must re-
ceive more heat than on a straight wall ; but it is found that
in windy weather they suffer much more ; and that even
when there is only a slight air of wind, a draught is pro-
duced around the trees, rendering their situation colder
than if they were at a distance from the wall. Curved or
semicircular walls are therefore no longer constructed.
The inclining of walls to the horizon, in order to their re-
ceiving the sun's rays more directly, is excellent in theory,
but not adapted to practice. Trellises may be so inclined,
or close wooden palings: such indeed have been success-
fully employed in some gardens, as at Brechin Castle, the
seat of Mr Maulc of Panmure ; where curved walls may
also be seen. A stone or brick wall, however, could not
be sufficiently inclined without the support of a bank of
earth, and this would inevitably keep the wall continually
damp and cold. A coping is necessary to preserve the
wall, not only by preventing the rain from sinking into it at

top, but to throw it off from the sides, where its trickling
down would do much damage. The best coping is form-
ed of long pieces of freestone, neatly licwn fiom four inches
thick in the centre to two at the plinth ; tlie edges being
made to project beyond the wall aliont two or three inciies,

and a groove being run underneath the plinth, to collect

and throw off the drops.

What is commonly called the kitchen-garden has, in mo-
dern times, become almost the only walled enclosure. It

is likewise theyrj/!/-^arrff7J, the walls being chiefly intend-
ed for the protecting and training of fruit-trees. These,
it is to be understood, are planted on both sides of the
wall ; the exterior fruit-border being defended generally
by a sunk fence and an evergreen hedge, with a wire fence

for the exclusion of hares. If, ;.fier all, the enclosing

walls afford too little room for training, a cross wall is built

in the middle of the garden ; or where the estalilishment

is large, and where fruit is much in demand, two cross

walls are reared. These cross walls are not placed nearer

to each other than a hundred feet; if they be two hundred
feet separate, it is perhaps better. They can scarcely be

said to disfigure the garden ; on the contrary, they might
be defended, as tending rather to enliven its effect, by pre-

,

seniing new scenes, as the successive central doors are
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openetl. They seldom need to be high ; being generally

<lestined lor peaches, nectarines, or plums, nine or ten feet

are ,siiilicicnt.

Hot Walls.

•11. It may be proper in lliis place to say a few words of

flued walls, as by much the best lime fortlieir construction

is at the original enclosing of the garden. Hot walls are

of two kinds; sucli as are intended to have sloping glass-

frames attaclied to tlieni, thus to a certain extent forcing

the fruit ; and such as are not calculated for having this

appendage, but merely to have screens over the blossoms

in the spring. Both are generally built about ten or twelve

feet high.

In the first kind of hot wall, a ground plate or low parapet,

a foot high, and at the distance of perhaps five feet from the

wall, is, in some places, formed for the glass frames to rest

upon, these being heavy and strong ; the trees are trained

on a trellis within a few inches of the wall ; and along the

border in front of the trees, early crops of peas, kidney-

beans, or strawberries, are raised. In other places, the

frames are < f very slight construction, and easily manage-

able ; they are about two feet shorter than the height of

the wall ; and this deficiency is supplied by a bordered pa-

rapet, on which rest the rafters for supporting the sashes:

the space between the bottom of these and the wall, seldom

exceeds three feet. One furnace is reckoned sufficient

for 45 or 50 feet of such frame-work. When the new
•wood of the tree is sufficiently ripened, the whole is taken

down and carried under cover. When there is a consider-

able extent of hot wall, adapted for the reception of glass

frames, perhaps 250 or 300 feet, particular trees may be

forced or omitted, and an opportunity is thus afforded of

restoring trees, by allowing them a year's rest. For these

hot walls, fire heat is required only for about four months,

from the end of February to the end of May, and again for

two or three weeks, when the new wood is ripening.

Flued walls, with an apparatus for temporary coverings

of canvas, oiled paper, or woollen nets, are necessary for

the perfect production of the finer sorts of peaches and

nectarines in all parts of Britain north of Yorkshire. With-
out the aid of artificial heat, the young wood of these trees

is seldom sufficiently ripened, in ordinary seasons, to ensure
a supply of good flower-buds for the following year; and un-
less the buds be strong and plump, the chance of a crop
the en.suing season is proportionally lessened ; and fre-

quently, after a sufficient quantity of fruit has been brought
to full size, unless heat be supp ied artificially, in autumn,
maturation is not effected. In the northern parts of the

island, therefore, it is always proper to construct a portion

of the garden walls with flues : the additional expense of

forming the flues, particularly where the inside facing only

is ol brick, is but trifling ; and little consideration should
be attached to the expence of the small quantity of fuel

thut may Ije necessary for promoting the setting of the fruit,

and for ripening off the young wood in autumn, the time
when it is chiefly wanted.

The flues are commonly eighteen or twenty inches deep,
and nine inches wide, inside measure, and they make as
many turns as thu height of the wall will permit. For-
merly they made only three turns ; but it has been found,
tliat the oltcner the flues are returned, provided they draw
well, the less heat escapes by the chimney, and consequent-
ly the more is evolved from the surface of the wall. The
sole of the flue to the length of the first turn, is generally
a fool above the level of the border. The front wall of the
flue is4i inches thick, or a brick on bed, without any inside

plastering. In some places a wooden trellis covers the

wall ; but in general, the trellis does not extend higher than

the first range of the flue, the heat above this not injuring

the trees: where neatness is much studied, the trellis rods

are sunk into a small recess purposely left in the wall, thus

preventing the appearance of bulging, which is otherwise

unavoidable.

Soils.

42. The improvement of the soil naturally becomes an

object of great importance at the first formation of a gar-

den ; and its subsequent management, or " keeping in

heart," as gardeners term it, is a matter of equal interest.

The various soils distinguished by gardeners and horti-

culturists consist of the simple earths (as they used to be
called) of the chemists, particularly argil, silex and lime,

mixed in different proportions. It is well known, that

some of the principal offices of the soil are merely mecha-
nical ; such are, the giving proper support to the vegeta-

ble by means of its roots, and the supplying these with wa-
ter in a slow and convenient manner, the stiperfluous mois-
ture draining off. A mixture of clay and sand is called

loam ; and according as the one or other of these earths

predominates, the soil is denominated a clayey or a sandy
loam. In the same way, in some counties of England
chalky loams are common ; and in other districts, gravelly

loams are not unfrequent. When oxide of iron prevails,

and renders the clay hard and of a dark brown or red co-

lour, the soil is called ferruginous loam, or more common-
ly till: Boggy or heathy soil consists of ligneous particles,

or the decayed roots, stems, and leaves of various carices,

heaths and sphagna, and the coaly matter derived from
these, generally with a slight mixture of argillaceous earth

and sand. While the nomenclature of soils remains so im-
perfect and unsettled as it now is, there seems no proprie-

ly in enlarging further on the different varieties. Some
judicious remarks on these, and on the principles on which
they should be distinguished and named, may be found in

the Agricultural Report of Ross and Cromarty, drawn up
by Sir George Mackenzie, Bart.

Carbonaceous matter, and certain salts, in small propor-
tion, are likewise ingredients °in a good soil, plants deriv-

ing not only support from the soil, and nourishment from
the water, and from the decomposition of the water, sup-
plied by the soil to their roots, but also other peculiar sorts

of food from the carbon and salts alluded to.

43. Any substance added to a soil, either to supply a de-

ficiency, or to rectify what is amiss, is called a manure.
The use of manures is, of course, very various. They may
be destined to render soil less retentive of moisture, or to

make it tnore retentive ; or they may be calculated to com-
municate carbonaceous matters or salts. With the former
view, clay or argillaceous marl form a suitable manure for

a sandy soil, and sand or lime for one that is clayey ; while

dungs and composts of every kind yield the other requisite

materials to the soil. For opening clayey soils in gardens,

marlsareexcellent,particularly gravelly marl. Where marls
cannot be had, shelly sand, coal-ashes, or wood-ashes mixed
with chips of wood, may be resorted to. For binding sandy-

soils, argillaceous marls or calcareous loams are proper;
and the scourings of ditches are often, for this purpose,

valuable.

The improvement of cold or sour clay is sometimes ef-

fected by scorifying it, or burning it, as it is commonly
termed. The sward, with two or three inches of the clay

adhering to it, is collected in heaps, and brought into a

state of red heat, by means of furze, peat, or coals, taking

care to add clay on the exterior, so as to confine the fire.

Acids aird vegetable matters of noxious tendency seem thus
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to be driven off, and a soU Hi. fof garden culiure produced.

This is an old practice, which has been lately revived. In

Hill's Treatise on Fruit-trees, published in 1758, there is

a chapter " Of the burning of clay ior the improvement ol'

land."

41. The soil of a garden should never be less than tv/o

feet and a half deep ; the best gardeners prefer having it

fully three feet. The natural soil, therefore, however good,

is seldom of sufficient depth. If it be not two feet, a quan-

tity of earth from the fields is carried in. The cleanings of

roads and grasslurf of any kind form valuable additions to

garden soil. In the course of trenching, a portion of the

subsoil is brought to the surface, and gradually meliorated;

but to bring up much of it at once, is very injurious. Soil

of the usual depth may be trenched two spit (spadeful)

deep ; and if this be done every third year, it is evident that

the surface which has produced three crops will rest lor

the next three years ; thus giving a much better chance of

constantly producing healthy and luxuriant crops, and with

one half the manure that would otherwise be requisite.

Nicol insists for the deeper soil, and recommends that, after

taking three crops, the ground should be trenched three

spit, by which the bottom and top are reversed ; three

crops are again to be taken, and the ground trenched tiuo

spit, by which the soil which formed the top goes to the

middle, and that which lay in the middle goes to the sur-

face. After other three crops, the trenching is to be again

three spit deep. By thus alternately trenching two spit

and three, after intervals of three years, the surface soil is

regularly changed, resting six years and producing three ;

and an approach is thws made to the desirable object of

having always a neiu soil.

It is agreed on all hands, that nothing contributes more
to the preserving of the soil of a garden in good condition,

than exposing it as often as possible to the action of the sun
and air. It is a rule, therefore, that garden ground, when
not in crop, should regularly be dug rough, or if possible

ridged up, and left in that state to the influence of the at-

mosphere. If it be allowed both a winter and a summer
fallow, the oftener a new surface is exposed the better ;

after it has lain ridged up during winter, therefore, repeat-

ed diggings are given in the spring and summer months.

Whether some noxious matter be exhaled, or some ferti-

lizing substance be imbibed, or what may be the precise

nature of the operation that goes on, we do not here inquire.

The fact is certain, that aeration, as it is sometimes called,

is of the greatest advantage to garden soils.

45. It has been already remarked, that it is desirable to

have soils of different quality in the garden. One of the

most generally desired is what is called mould, by which is

meant a soil in which vegetable earth predominates. Such
as is of a bright chesnut colour is preferred : it is usually

styled by gardeners, hazelly mould, or hazelly loam, from

being of the colour of the hazel nut. The characters of the

best mould, according to Miller, is, that " it cuts like but-

ter, docs not stick obstinately, but is short, tolerably light,

breaking into small clods, is sweet, well tempered, without

crusting or chapping in dry weather, or turning to mortar

in wet." It should be so open, as not to stick to the spade

or the fingers after a shower of rain. Dark grey and rus-

set-coloured moulds are likewise considered good ; ash-

coloured are commonly bad ; yellowish red still worse.

Good moulds, after being broke up by the spade, or after

rain, if the surface have been recently dug or hoed, emit

rather a pleasant smell. What are called brick moulds, or

loams, are much esteemed, both by the gardener and the

florist, as auxiliaries fo mix with other soils.

For some purposes a sandy soil is wanted. In this
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case, either the sur/ace sand, from a sandy pasture, is

alone used, as it contaiiis a considerable portion of vege-
table malter, or, if pure sea or river sand be employed,
light rich mould, nearly in the proportion of one-half, is

mixed along witii it. For a very great number of plants,

particularly in the flower garden, an excellent soil is to

be found in the turf of old pastures, and the cariii whicli

adheres to the turf to the depth of six or eight inches,

mixed with a portion of cow and horse dung in a rotten

state, laid together in a heap for at least a year, and fre-

quently turned over. This is a co/n/ioat, and naturally

leads us to speak more particularly on the subject of

manures.

Manures.

46. Many authors have treated of manures, and given
theories of their beneficial action ; Fordyce, Hunter,
Cullen, Ingenhousz, Senebier, and others. The learned
Kirwan wrote a separate essay on this subject. In this

work of Mr Kirwan, and in the more recent publication

of Sir Humphry Davy, may be found all the informa-
tion on the matter that is to be obtained by reading.

To enter fully on an account of manures, or the theory
of their action, would here be out of place. Besides,
manures in general have already been treated of in a
former part of this work, (See vol. i. art. Agriculture) ;

and the remarks here made, shall be confined to manures
considered as particularly applicable to gardens.

47. It is now an established fact in practical gardening,
that for the greater number of culinary plants, and for all

fruit trees and flowers, composts or compound manures
are far preferable to simple dungs, and that till the latter

be completely rotted, they should not in any case be suf-

fered to touch the roots of the plants. Even com.posts

should not be too rich. Trees especially are very apt to

be injured by the injudicious and excessive use of

manure. A very rich compost will stimulate them for a

few years to preternatural exertion ; but, as remarked by

Mr Knight, will in all probability become the source of

disease and of early decay. A very good practical gar-

dener, Mr David VVeighion, recommends, for cold clayey

land, a compost made up in the following proportions :

three parts light mould ; one part rotten stable dung

;

one part sharp sand ; one part coal ashes ; half a part lime ;

with a small proportion, perhaps an eighth, of pigeon's

or sheep's dung. For a light sandy soil, the following

are the ingredients and proportions: to two parts of the

natural soil, three parts of pond earth, or the scourings of

ditches, and three of strong loamy earth ; one pan of clay,

or rather clay-marl, if it can be got ; and two parts of stable

or cow-house dung.

In the opinion of some gardeners, the best mode of ap-

plying compost manures is, to trench deep, and put com-

post in the bottom, to the thickness perhaps of eight

inches ; then to lay on the old garden soil, and to cover

the whole with compost to the depth of some inches. In

this way, the old or worn out soil is placed in the middle,

and is exposed to the effluvia which may arise from the

lower stratum, and at the saiTte time is incorporated, by-

digging, with the upper.

48. In the neighbourhood of the coast, sea-weed is

often used; and iif dug in soon ?lter being collected, its

fertilizing powers are considerable ; for artichokes, as-

paragus, sea-cale, and cabbage, indeed, there cannot be a

better manure. The carefiil i^ardener pays great atten-

tion to the preservation of the dung of the stable and cow-

house. The essence of these kinds of dung is olten in

some measure lost, by the drainings being allowed to

3Z
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escape. These should be collected in cisterns, and pour-

ed occasionally over the dunghill or the compost-heap.

Indeed, it appears evident, that every larije garden, and

every well-regulated farm, should be i'urnishcd with a

close shed as a dung-store ; lor dungs, properly so called,

should be as little exposed to the influences of the weather

as possiule. It is two centuries since this was pointed

out by Sir Hugh Piatt, who recommends the building of

a brick receptacle, and covering it over, so as to pre-

vent the access of rain, and exclude air to a certain de-

gree.

49. Mr Knight has proved, that vegetable matter in its

receni and organised state may be employed as a manure,

with more advantage than when it has been decomposed.

It is evident, that no inconsiderable proportion of its com-

ponent parts must be dissipated and lost during the pro-

gress of the putrefactive fermentation ; and it is no less

evident, ihat if this process be made to go on beneath the

surface of the soil, the exhaled panicles must first be

applied 10 the roots of the plants, before they can escape.

Fruit-tree Borders.

50. The proper forming and managing of borders for

fruit-trees is a matter of great consequence, especially

when peaches and nectarines, vines, and the besi sons of

plums and pears, are cultivated. In many old gardens

the borders are only five or six feet broad, and are crowd-

ed with perennial flowering plants. Such borders are too

narrow, and such plants must greatly rob the trees of their

nourishment. The border, according to a gardener's

common rule, should not be less in breadth than the wall

is in height; but the general breadth is only from 8 to

12 feet. If care be taken to make the soil good below

the walk, such a border may prove sufficient. If the bot-

tom be not dry, it is made so by means of drains. Many
are of opinion, that it should at the same time be render-

ed impervious to the roots of the trees, by means of lime-

rubbish, or clay and gravel rolled hard, or by complete

paving : this precaution is particularly necessary where
the subsoil is a cold wet till.

The monastic cultivators of fruit-trees in the 13th and
14th centuries were well aware of the importance of this

matter, and seen\ to have been unsparing either of labour

or expence. When Mr Ferguson of Pitfour was laying

out a new orchard in Aberdeenshire, he found, in clear-

ing out the remains of the garden of the ancient Abbey
of Deer, which is included within the precincts of the

orchard, a border which had been prepared for fruit-trees

in the following laborious and expensive manner : " First,

rich soil above three feet deep ; secondly, a well-paved
causeway ; thirdly, a bed ot pure sand, a foot deep

;

fourthly, another causeway ; and beneath the whole, a con-
siderable depth of rich earth."

Gardeners always wish the soil of their borders to be
more than two feet deep ; for pear-trees it should be three
feet at least. In many cases, no part of the natural soil

is retained ; but the entire border is formed, partly of good
loam brought from the neighbouring fields, or prepared
by rotting some old pasture turf, and partly of such com-
post moulds as have been already described. When the
natural soil is to some extent retained, if it be a strong
clay, it is opened by adding sea sand, or coal-ashes that
have been kept dry. Sometimes, in place of these, a
small proportion of quicklime is used ; but this is seldom
advisable. If, on the other hand, the natural soil be loose
and sandy, the clayey matter to be found in diichcs and
open drains in ploughed land is resorted to, and laid about
six inches thick at the bottom of the border. Many cul-

tivators are particular in adapting the quality of the soil

or compost to the nature ot the trees to be planted. For
apricoiand apple trees, the compost usually preferred,
consists of tliret-iourths light earth, andone-lourth strong
loam, well mixed ami incorporated with some thoroughly
rotten cow dung. For peach, plum, and pear trees, a
stronger soil is prepared, and the proportions are revers-
ed, Uie loam constituting three-fourths, and the light soil

one-fourth. Cherry-trees, too, like rather a cool bottom ;

and equal parts of light earth and of loam form for them
a suitable soil.

In forming a new garden, it is very advantageous to

have the borders prepared a whole season before plant-

ing the irees, and that, equally, whether these consist

mainly of travelled soil, or of the natural soil enriched by
some compobts. If the ground be repeatedly turned and
ridged up, it is found uhiinately to be in a much better

condition for receiving the plants.

The soil of the borders is at first made higher by some
inches above the walks, than that of the quarters in the

interior of the garden : the reason is, that the quarters

annually receive a large accession of manure, whereas the

fruit-tree borders are alterwards to receive comparatively
little that can add to tiicir depth. Some judicious gar-

deners contend, that such borders are to be manured
only with composts, rendered as homogeneous as possible

by frequent turning and intermixing. Others do not

hesitate to use well-rotted dung : this is dug in with a
three-pronged fork, so as to avoid injuring the roots of

the trees ; and it is generally applied in the month of

November, after the winter dressing of the trees.

51. The borders, particularly those next to south walls,

are in most places cropped with early peas, or turnips, or

some other plant which does not extend its roots deep into

the earth ; avoidiiig, therelore, cauliflowers and beans.

But many gardeners di^ajiprove of this, especially in the

case of peach and nectarine borders; and certainly if a
crop be taken, it should be of the lightest kind, such as

salad herbs, and perhaps a few scattered patches of orna-

mental annuals next the walk. In order to avoid using

the fruit-tret borders, therefore, it is a custom, in some
well ordered gardens, to have low reed hedges or palings

run across some of the quarters ; to these the earliest

peas or beans are closely attached, as they advance in

growth, so as to enable them to escape the frosts of

March and April more effectually, even than in front of a

south wall. It need scarcely be remarked, that fruit-tree

borders are kept carefully clear of weeds, and that fre-

quent stirrings with the hoe, or the three-pronged fork,

and frequent Takings are practised, the maintaining of

the surface in a fresh and porous state being found of

singular advantage. When the season proves very dry,

they are watered perhaps three times in the week, after

sunset

52. In many situations and circumstances, it is found

impossible to form a soil for fruit-trees, with the care, and

at the unavoidable expence, which have here been sup-

posed. In these cases it is necessary to adapt the kind

of trees to the soil. On soils naturally very light, gravelly,

and sandy, peach aiid nectarine trees do little good : it is

better to plant apricots, figs, or vines, which agree with

such soils, and, when trained against a wall having a

good aspect, will, in the southern parts of the island, afford

exrcllent crops of fruit. On such soils, even espalier and

dwarf-standard apple trees are short-lived, subject to

blight, and produce only stunted fruit. Next to renew-

ing the soil, tlie best remedy is to engraft and re-engraft

frequently, on the best wood of the trees, giving the pre-

ference to grafts of those kinds which experience has
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shewn to be most productive and healthy in that par-

ticular place. In shallow soils some have been in the

practice of making troughs or hollows, and filling them
with rich earth, for the reception of ihe trees : but this is

not to be approved of; the roots of the tree will probably

be confined to the trough, and it is possible that water

may be retained in it. In thin soils, therefore, it is more
proper to raise the surface into little hillocks than to

dig hollows. If a tree be planted on the general surface,

and have earth heaped around it, it will spread its roots

in every direction, and to a great distance, in the shal-

low soil ; and some subsoils, such as decomposed trap-

rock, or chalk, are themselves calculated to afford much
nourishment.

Division of the Garden, isfc.

53. It is, of course, understood, that the wall-tree

borders extend all around the margin of the garden. It

naturally follows that a gravel walk should run parallel

with them. On the other side of this walk, in very many
gardens, there is a row of tspalier-trtes, (or, to speak
more correctly, counter-cspulier trees), fixed to trellis-

rails. If the enclosure be tolerably extensive, the centre

is traversed by a broad walk. If it be of the largest di-

mensions, and possess a cross wall, or cross walls, the

arrangement of the walks falls to be altered accordingly ;

amain walk proceeding directly to the doors in the cen-

tre of the cross walls. The rest of the garden is divid-

ed into compartments, and most of these compartments,
in some of our best gardens, are laid out in beds four

feet wide, with narrow alleys. So many alleys, no doubt,
occupy a good deal of room ; but the advantages of con-

veniency and neatness, in enabling the workmen to clean

and gather the crop without trampling the ground, seem
to compensate the sacrifice of space. For currant, goose-
berry, and raspberry bushes, the quarters are of course,

reserved undivided ; and narrow beds are unnecessary in

the case of large perennial plants, such as artichokes or

rhubarb. Border-edgings are not in use, excepting for

the walks next the walls, and the cross walks in very
large gardens ; for these, dwarf box is almost universally

employed. In the interior quarters, however, parsley

may sometimes be observed forming an edging ; and
thyme, winter savory, or hyssop, are occasionally employ-
ed in the same way, and harmonize very well with the

culinary crops around.

54. Hitherto nothing has been said of the situation of

the range ot hot-houses. In many gardens, these occupy
a very considerable part of the south wall, that is, the wall

on the north side of the garden. In the area behind them,
are sheds for tanners bark, rich mould, and other re-

quisites ; while there is a cart access to the doors of the

furnaces, and these, with all the rubbish necessarily at-

tending the operations of forcing, are completely hid from
view. In some places all the forcing-houses form a con-

tinuous range ; but generally the pine stove and succes-

siori pit, being of different dimensions, are placed sepa-

rately In some elegant gardens, as at Raith-House and
WemyssCastle in Fife, the hot-houses have a flower-

garden in front of them, while every thing offensive is

excluded from view, as in the former case. In other

places the hoi-liouses are disposed in a different man-
ner : the several kinds of houses stand detached from
one another, each being set down as it were in a separate

grass lawn ; the back part, where the furnaces are situa-

ted, is concealed by shrubs, so that the houses seem to

stand in little thickets, and thus form an agreeable variety

with clumps and patches of trees in the park. Doni-

bristle, the scat of the Earl of Moray in Fife, may be men-
tioned as an example of this sort of arrangement.

55. In many instances, the flower garden is separated
from the iruil and kitchen garden merely by a wall, per-
haps by a quick hedge. But in modern /ilaces, (as gar-
deners speak) this garden is removed from the other by a
considerable distance. To it belongs the green-house
and the orangery ; there is often connected with it a con-
servatory ; and sometimes, where the owner has a taste

for the culture of rare plants, a stove merely for the keep-
ing of tender exotics.

Where the interior of the walled garden does not afford

space enough for raising a sufficient supply of culinary

vegetables for the family, a piece of ground is fenced off

on the outside of the walls, on one or more sides, and is

called the sli/i. If the melon and cucumber ground be
not situated at the back of the principal suite of hot-

houses, it may very conveniently be placed in the slip.

Hedges.

56. For tall hedges, to afford additional shelter to par-

ticular quarters, or to screen objects from view, various

evergreen plants are employed. Holly answ ers admirably,

for height, strenglli, and thickness ; but it is of very slow

growth, and flourishes only in clayey ground. Yew is also

excellent, and much used. Several deciduous trees are

likewise employed, such as lime, beech, and horn-beam.

English elm is occasionally used ; and in wet places alder

is justly preferred. In very large gardens a hedge of holly

or beach, running from north to south, is of incalculable

advantage, especially if the garden be in the form of a

parallelogram, and much exposed to high winds. Small

ornamental divisions in gardens are formed of many differ-

ent kinds of plants, according to the taste of the owner,

and the size of the hedge wished for. Laurel, laurustinus,

phillyrea, and evergreen oak, are suited to this purpose ;

as well as pyracantha, sea-purslane, rosemary, and French
tamarisk ; the last two, however, will not form hedges un-

less in our southern counties, where the myrtle can with-

stand the cold of ordinary winters. But of all shrubs used

for such division hedges, evergreen privet seems the best

;

and it is the plant now most frequently employed for that

purpose. Some persons are fond of flowering hedges

:

they are composed of different kinds of rose-bushes,

sweet-briars, and honeysuckles; the lately introduced

Rosa Indica, making here a conspicuous appearance, be-

ing equally covered with flowers early and late in the year.

Garden hedges of any kind are now much less frequently

planted than they used to be. In our climate the fruit-

garden must be surrounded with brick or stone walls :

these serve not merely for protecting the trees fixed

against them, but supersede the necessity of tall hedges for

the purpose of shelter. The flower-garden, however, is

still chiefly sheltered by evergreen hedges, with rows of

tall deciduous shrubs, or low-growing trees, behind. In

some places these are situated on the declivity or talus of

a bank, forming a highly ornamented screen, analogous to

the brisevent of the French. From the interior of thk

garden, however, hedges have been nearly banished, by

the change of taste, and dislike of every thing formal.

In this country, as formerly remarked, the Fruit-garden

and the Kitchen-garden are locally blended together, both

being inclosed by the same walls: the objects of each,

however, are quite distinct, and may conveniently be treat-

ed of separately. The general disposition of the departments

of the garden has been already spoken of, and likewise the

forming of fi uit-tree borders. Other matters particularly

connected with ihz fruit-garden shall now be considered.

3 Z 2
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FRUIT-GARDEN.

57. The kinds of fruits usually cultivaled within the

walled garden, but in the open air, are eighteen in number;

and of these ten are considered as indigenous to the coun-

try, and eight are exotics. The native fruits are, the apple

and pear {Pyrus) ;
plum and cherry [^Prunus) ; the medlar

(Mes/iilus); the red and the blackcurrant, and the goose-

berry {Ribes) ; the raspberry {Rubus) ; and the strawberry

{Fragaria). The exotic fruits are, the peach, nectarine,

and almond [Jmygclatus) ; the apricot [Prunus) ; the

grape [Vitis) ; tlie fig (Ficus) ; the quince {Pyrus) ; and

the mulberry (Morns). Tiie apples and pears, plums and

cherries, found native in our woods, however, difler so

completely in appearance and taste from those of our gar-

dens, that none but a botanist could easily be persuaded to

consider them as of the same original species. The chest-

nut (Fagus) ; hazel-nut [Corylus) ; sorb (Sorbus) ; elder-

berry [Sambucus) ; and berberry [Bcrberis), are likewise

natives: these are also cultivated, but generally in the

pleasure-grounds exterior to the walled garden. The
walnut (Juglans) is a foreign tree, planted chiefly in lawns,

or on the outside of the orchard. The pine-apple (Bro-

melia), and the melon (Cucumis), constantly require artifi-

cial heat. Oranges, lemons, and shaddocks {Citrus) must
at least spend the winter under glass. The pomegranate

(Punka) is sufficiently hardy to live in the open air in our

climate ; but it docs not generally produce its fruit. This,

with some other fruits occasionally cultivated, shall be

noticed, after speaking of the more common.
Before treating of each of the fruits in detail, it will be

proper to explain the operations of grafting and budding,

training and transplanting, all of which must afterwards be

frequently referred to.

Stocks for Grafting.

5 8. When a cion, or part of a cion, is taken from a

fruit-tree, and inserted either on a young stem, or on the

bough of a full grown tree, it is called grafting. But in

the former case a new or additional tree is procured ; and

in this way, chiefiy, apples and pears are propagated ; and
sometimes plums and cherries. A good cion may gene-

rally be cut into two or three pieces, which are called

grafts ; the stems on which they are placed being named
stocks. The raising of stocks, and the propagation of

fruit-trees, will properly fall under the article Nurseries :

a few explanatory observations in this place may therefore

suffice. The subject is not without interest; for every one,

who wishes to keep his garden and orchard well supplied

with fruit-trees, should establish a small private nursery, in

which, upon stocks of difTerent kinds, according to the end
in view, he may graft or bud the kinds of fruit which ex-

perience shews to be best suited to the soil and climate of

the place, and which best meet his own views.

59. It is necessary that the stock should be a member of

the same genus or natural family with the graft or bud to

be inserted on it. The principal kinds of stocks employed
are the following :

Tor /i/ijites,

Common apple, from the kernels, for full standards.
Crab apple, from the kernels, for half standards.

Codlin, fron) layers or cuttings,

Paradise, from layers.

Creeper, from layers, all for dwarf trees.

For fieara,

Common pear, or wilding, from the kernels, for full

standards.

Quince, from the kernels, or by layers, for dwarf a«*d

espalier trees.

For filums, a/iricots, fieaches, nectarines, and almonds,
Red-wheat plum, either from stones, or layers, or

suckers.

Black muscle plum, the same.
Greengage plum, the same.
BuUace-plum, a common native species, which has

received its trival name, P. iniitiiia, from being used
for stocks.

For cherries.

Small black cherry of the woods Pruna* ceratut

;

and,

Wild red cherry of the woods, P. avium.

60. It may here be remarked, that seedling stocks, which
have a natural tendency to attain the full height of the spe-

cies to be grafted on them, are by horticulturists universally

denominated y)-fc-«foc/.-«. If the seeds of different varieties

of apples and pears be sown, free-stocks, suited for the

grafting of apples and pears, are, generally speaking, pro-

duced. When very great numbers of such stocks are

wanted, the seeds are procured from the manufactures of

cider and perry; but where a private gentleman wishes only

to have a few hundreds of stocks, it seems much better to

employ only select seeds, that is, the kernels from good
specimens of hardy and healthy kinds of choice fruits,

when in a ripe state. Crab stocks are very much used :

the seeds are to be procured in quantity only where ver-

juice is made from the fruit. The paradise apple is of no
estimation as a fruit ; but the tree being naturally dwarf,

grafting on it tends to dwaif the engrafted tree. The
creeper apple has got its name, from its tendency to throw

up suckers, which are easily detached with roots: it is

sometimes called the Dutch paradise. Pear-trees, as al-

ready said, are grafted either on free-stocks from the seeds,

or on quince stocks from layers or suckers. The latter

are employed chiefly for dwarfing the trees, and throwing
them more early into bearing ; but with the view also

(whether well or ill-founded is not the question) of impart-

ing some degree of hardness and sliarpness to the melting

sugary pears ; the hard and breaking pears, on the other

hand, being placed on free-stocks. For all practical gar-

deners, it may be observed, concur in staling, that the na-

ture of the fruit is, to a certain extent, affected by the na-

ture of the stock. Miller says, decidedly, that crab stocks

cause apples to be firmer, to keep longer, and to have a

sharper flavour ; and he is equally confident that, if the

breaking pears be grafted on quince stocks, the fruit is

rendered gritty or stony, while the melting pears are much
improved by such stocks. This is scarcely to be consider-

ed as inconsistent with Lord Bacon's doctrine, that " the

cion overrulelh the graft quite, the stock being passive

only;" which, as a general proposition, remains true; it

being evident, that the graft or the bud is endowed with

the power of drawing from the stock that peculiar kind of

nourishment which is adapted to its nature, and that the

specific characters of the engrafted plant remain unchang-
ed, although its qualities may be pirtially affected.

Quince stocks, it may be added, are also propei-, where the

soil of the garden is naturally moist, the quince agreeing
with such a soil. Peaches and nectarines are, in this coun-
try (as noticed in the tabular view) generally budded on
plum stocks, particularly the black muscle : but the more
tender sorts are placed on seedling stocks of their own
kind, raised from peach-stones, or perhaps on apricot

stocks. In France, almond slocks are much used ; and
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for this reason the French peach-trees seldom last t!;oocl

more than twenty years, while the English einkiie twice

that period. Apricots also are chiefly budded on plum
stocks, the red wheat plum being preferred for them.

61. In the second volume of the London Horticultural

Transactions, Mr Knight has given a few remarks on the

effects of different kinds of stocks in grafting,—well de-

serving of attention, as being the result of more than thirty

years experience. He is of opinion, that a stock of a spe-

cies or genus different from that of the fruit to be grafted

upon it can rarely be used with advantage, unless where
the object of the planter is to restrain or debilitate. If,

therefore, extensive growth and durability be required, the

peach, nectarine, or apricot, should not be grafted on the

plum ; but if it is intended to diminish the vigour and
growth of the tree, and if durability be not thought an im-
portant quality, the plum stock is proper. The same re-

mark is applicable to the grafting of pears on quince

stocks. The finer sorts of peaches and nectarines are

often budded on apricot stocks. Of this Mr Knight
approves ; but he adds, that, if lasting and vigorous
trees be wished for, the bud cannot be placed too near the

ground.
62. The seeds for stocks are commonly sown in March,

in four-feet beds. The germination of some kinds is pro-

moted by placing them in moist sand, in a greenhouse or

cellar, for some time previously. Next season, the seed-

lings are transplanted into nursery rows. Here they remain
till they reach the size wished for, in order to the forming

of wall or espalier dwarfs, or dwarf standards, half stand-

ards, or full standards,—the characters of which will be

immediately explained. For the first three kinds, they

are generally ready after two seasons: for the last, not

sooner than after three or four. The finer kinds of plums are

budded or grafted on plum stocks, raised from the stones.

The common kinds of plums, and the almond, are propa-
gated chiefly by suckers ; figs, mulberries, and quinces,

principally by layers; gooseberries and currants, by cut-
tings. Several varieties of apple, as the original or bur-

knot, the brown apple of Burntisland, and some others,

grow by cuttings ; and many kinds, indeed all those sorts

of fruit trees that have small buds, may be propagated by

laying down branches, having a ligature of leather or wire

passed firmly around them, either above or below a bud, in

the part buried in the earth. At the place of binding,

the circulation of the sap being interrupted, a swelling en-

sues, and roots break forth. The layer is separated the

following year, and planted where it is intended to remain.

This mode of propagating fruit trees is well known and

often practised on the continent, tliough little attended to

in this country ; by it, in the course of three years, bearing

trees are produced, without the trouble of grafting. Stocks
for cherry trees, raised either from the native black cherry

or guigne, or the wild red cherry, are considered as less apt

to prove gummy or diseased than those raised from the

stones of garden cherries, and thty are at the same time ac-

counted more durable,

JVursery Training.

63. Fruit trees are trained as standards, of different

kinds ; as luall trtes, or as espalier trees. For these, stocks

of different ages or sizes are requisite. Standards are sub-

divided into three kinds, full standards, half standai'ds, and
dwaif standards.

Full standards are less used in Scotland than in Eng-
land, where btenis six or seven feet in height, before the

branches are st-t out, are in>:ispensable in orchards to which
cattle are frequently admitted. Apples and pears are very

commonly trained as full standards, and also cherries and
plums.

//«// standards have shorter stems, perhaps from three

to five feet. These are particularly well calculated for

standards in small gardens.

Dwarf standards have low stems, from one foot to two
feet high ; they are grafted on the most dwarfing stocks of

tlieir respective kinds, (apples on paradise stocks, and pears

on quinces,) to make them produce low heads, suited to

small compartments or borders ; they come soon into

bearing, produce large fruit, and in considerable abun-
dance ; while so humble is the tree, that the fruit may of-

ten be reached by the hand. Apples, pears, plums, clicr-

ries, and filbcrds, are very often trained as dwarf standards;

and sometimes apricots, peaches, and figs. The French
frequently train them to a cylindrical or somewhat pyrami-
dal shape (en cjuenouille) : in this way their appearance is

improved, and the ground is less shaded ; but, in general,

the giving this shape must prove detrimental to the fruit-

fulness of the tree. In this country, they are usually train-

ed like bushes (c?j buisson') ; from which, it is presumed,
Mr Nicol denominates them biizelars.

For dwarf ivall trees, stems five or six inches in length

are sufficient ; these, it will be observed, are the trees

which are ultimately destined to cover the garden wall, be-

ing named dtuarfs only fi'om the humble stocks on which
they grow.

Riders are wall trees grafted or budded on tall stocks,

and are generally meant for the temporary purpose of fill-

ing the wall till the dwarfs get forward. The term riders

is of Scottish origin, English gardeners having no appro-
priate name for wall trees trained in this manner, but mere-
ly calling them standards.

Esfialier trees are intended for being trained against low
treillages or latticed work, or rails which consist of simple
upright posts ; stems or stocks, six or eight inches in

height, are therefore sufficient. To those who may look

into French horticultural books, it may be useful to ob-

serve, that en esfialier is tlieir term for what we call wall

training, and that our espalier training is by them denomi-
nated en contre-es/ialier.

The management of these different kinds of trees, from
the time of their being grafted till they be fit for trans-

planting, belongs, equally as the raising of stocks, to the

nursery department. The operations of grafting and bud-
ding, however, being of general importance, and among
the nicest operations in horticulture, must here be de-

scribed.

Grafting.

64. Grafting may be performed in several different ways.
The most important points are, to apply the inner bark of

the stock and of the graft precisely to each other, and to

bind them firmly in that sittialion. M. Thouin of Paris, in

his labuured but excellent papers in the Alemoires du AJu-

seum d' Hisloire J^'aturelle, has made many minute distinc-

tions, enumerating and describing no fewer than forty

modes of grafting, independent altogether of several modes
of grafting by approach, and of budding. We'sliall con-

tent ourselves, however, with explaining only the piincipal

kinds practised by our own gardeners. Tlicse, as well as

several other sorts of grafting, are very distinctly described,

and illustrated by figures, by the late Mr Curtis, in his

" Lectures," vol. iii.

65. The mode of grafting most commonly adopted in

forming young fruit trees is called tongue grafting. Here
it is desirable that the top of the stock, and the extremity

of the graft, should be nearly of equal diameter. Both
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are cut off obliquely, at corresponding angles, as nearly as

the eye can i^uess ; and the lip of the stock is cut off ho-

rizontally. A slip (or very narrow angular opening made

by cutting out a thin piece) is then made in the centre of

the stock downwards, and a similar slip in the graft up-

wards. (Plate CCCIX. Fig. 1.) A very sharp and nar-

row-bladed knife is necessary. The thin point of the upper

half of the sloping; end of the graft is then inserted into

the slip in the stock; this is sometimes called li/i/ii?iff. The
barks of stock and graft are brought closely to unite, at

least on the right hand side, so as not to be displaced in ty-

ing, which is always done from left to right, or in the

course of the sun Strands of fresh bass-matting, steep-

ed for a little time in water to render them more pliant,

and to prevent the knot from slipping, are generally used

for ties. A quantity of clay is worked fine, and mixed
with some hay chopped small, or horse droppings, and

sometimes with a little salt. It is found better to have it

prepared a day or two beforehand, and to beat it up with a

little water as needed. The tying is then covered with this

clay, in the form of a collar, or ball tapering at both ends,

the upper end being applied closely to the graft, and the

under to the stock. These balls are not removed till after

midsummer. A neat substitute for clay is mentioned by

Abtrcrombie : a composition of turpentine, bees wax, and

rosin, at first melted together, and afterwards heated as

wanted ; care being taken not to apply it too hot. A coat-

ling, laid on with a brush, to the depth of a quarter of an

inch, is said to be less liable to crack than clay ; and, it is

added, that when the full heat of summer arrives, the com-
position melts away of its own accord. It may be remarked,

that the ivhi/i grafting mentioned in old horticultural books,

is merely the kind now described, wanting the important

improvement of the tongues or lips.

66. When the stocks to be grafted upon are strong, or

perhaps branches of large trees, cleft grafting is often re-

sorted to. The head of the stock or branch, (which we
may suppose to be two or three inches in diameter,) is first

cut off obliquely, and then the sloped part is cut over ho-

rizontally near the middle of the slope ; a cleft, nearly two
inches long, is made with a stout knife or thin chisel in

the crown downwards, at right angles to the sloped part,

taking care not to divide the pith. This cleft is kept open
with the knife. (Plate CCCIX. Fig. 2. a.) The graft has

its extremity for about an inch and a half cut into the form
of a wedge, (Fig. 2. b.) ; it is left about the eighth of an

inch thick on the outer or bark side, and is brought to a

fine edge on the inside. It is then inserted into the open-
ing prepared for it ; and the knife being withdrawn, the

stock closes firmly upon it. A circular incision is now
made in the bark of the stock at the base of the wedge, to

the extent of three parts of the circumference of the stock;

by this means a shoulder can be formed on each side of

the cleft.

67. OUl stocks are sometimes grafted in another way,
called grafting in the bark or rind, or crown grafting. The
head of the stock or thick branch is cut off horizontally;

a perpendicular slit is made as in budding, (to be presently

described) ; a narrow ivory folder, or a silver fruit-knife,

is thrust down between the wood and the bark, at the

places where the grafts are to be inserted. The graft is

cut, at the distance of an inch and a half from its extremi-
ty, circularly through the bark, not deeper than the bark on
one side, but fully half way through, or beyond the pith, on
the other. The cut poition is then sliced away ; the end
of the graft is pointed, being sloped a little to the point

on the outside, but left straight on the inside. A shoulder
is likewise left, to rest on the bark of the stock. The
grafts are then inserted into the openings made by the

ivory folder; and either three or four grafts are inserted

on a crown, according to its size. This mode cannot be
practised till the sap be in full motion, perhaps in the end
of March, as till then the bark cannot easily be raised from
the wood. When the grafts are placed on old trunks, they
arc apt to be drawn from their places by violent winds ; it

is proi)er, therefore, to bind them to stakes for the space of
perhiips two years, when they will have acquired a suffi-

cient hold of the stock.

68. Saddle grajting consists in cutting the top of the
stock into a wedge-like form, and in making a correspond-
ing angular notch in the bottom of the graft, to fit the
wedge like a saddle. It is a mode sometimes adopted in

the grafting of orange trees.

69. Side grafcing is merely tongue grafting, performed
in the side ol a branch, or in the body of a stock, without
heading down. The bark, and a little of the wood, arc

sloped off for the space of an inch and a half, or two
inches ; a slit is then made downwards, and the graft is cut
to fit the part, with a tongue for the slit, (Plate CCCIX
Fig. 3.) ; the parts, being properly joined, are tied close,

and clayed over. This mode is sometimes employed for

supplying vacancies on the lower parts of full grown fruit

trees. It cannot properly be performed till the sap is in

action, or till about the middle of March.
70. Grafting by a/ifiroac/t, inarching., or ablactation, as the

older horticulturists termed it, is practised on some kinds
of fruit trees, chiefly tender, such as oranges, lemons,
pomegranates, and mulberries, and on several ornamental
trees which do not readily succeed by the ordinary means,
such as myrtles, jasmines, andrachnes, and some rare spe-

cies of oaks, firs, and pines. Walnut trees are sometimes
also increased in this way. The principle is, that the graft

shall continue to have a degree of attachment to the parent
plant sufficient to keep it alive, until such time as its bark
shall have become united to the bark of the stock which is

approached to it. The stock is often planted in a pot (Plate

CCCIX. Fig. 4. a) at least a year before, and is brought
close to the tree or shrub to be grafted on it, (Fig. 4. b.)

;

if too low, it is raised on a slight stage to the required

height. Where the tree is strong, the pot is sometimes
fixed upon one of the branches of the tree. The opera-

tion of inarching is seldom performed before the middle of

April, or the beginning of May. When it can be accom-
plished, tongue grafting is even in this way advisable. In

four or five months the inarched graft is generally found to

be fairly united to the stock ; the head of the stock is then

cut off; but the graft is not separated from the parent

plant till nearly a year has elapsed. ,
Sometimes, for sake

of curiosity, branches of contiguous trees are joined by ap-

proach-grafting. To make this experiment succeed, it is

necessary to fix the branches to poles, to prevent wind-

waving ; and indeed this caution is in general necessary in

all kinds of inarching practised in the open air.

71. Recourse is sometimes had lo root-grafting, ehhev
for curiosity, or on account of seedling stocks being scarce.

A piece of the root of a tree of the same genus, well fur-

nished with fibres, is selected, and a graft placed on it, tied

and clayed in the ordinary way. Thus united, they are set

with care in a trench in the ground, the joining being co-

vered, but the top of the graft being left two inches above

ground. Some gardeners have thought that in this way
the plant must preserve a nearer resemblance to the parent

tree; but Abercrombie remarks, that though it is an expe-

ditious way of obtaining a new plant, such a graft cannot

be materially different from a cutting or layer.

72. What is called shoulder or che'^/c grafting, was for-

merly much more frequently employed than it is now. The
head of the stock being first cut off horizontally, one side
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of it is then sloped. The graft is sloped in the same man-

ner, and a shoulder left at the point where the sloping be-

gins. This shoulder is applied to the horizontal head of

the stock, and the bark is brought to join at eacli edge, if

possible. Another old method of grafting was called tere-

hratioiif or jieg grafting : the head of the stock was cut off

horizontally, and a hole was bored in the centre of it ; the

!>rafl was selected of equal bole with the stock ; within an

inch and a half of the lower end of the graft, a circular in-

cision was made, and the bark and a great part of the wood
were removed, leaving only a peg to tit the hole bored in

the slock.

Cions for Grafts.

73. The cions are gathered a good many weeks before

the season for grafting arrives: the reason is, that expe-

rience has shewn, that grafting may most successfully be

performed, by allowing the stock to have some advantage

over the graft in forwardness of vegetation. It is desirable

that the sap of the stock should be in brisk motion at the

time of grafting; but by this time, the buds of the cion, if

left on the parent tree, would be equally advanced ; whereas
the cions, being gathered early, the buds are kept back,

arid rtadv only to swell out when the graft is placed on the

stock. Cions of pears, plums, and cherries, are collected

in the end of January or beginning of February. They are

kept at full length, sunk in dry earth, and out of the reach

of frost, till wanted, v/hich is some time from the middle

of February to the middle of March. Cions of apples arc

collected any time in February, and put on from the middle

to the end of March. The selecting of proper cions is a

matter of the greatest importance, if we wish to enjoy the

full advantage which may be derived from grafting. They
should be taken from a healthy tree in full bearing, and

from the outer side of the horizontal branches of such a

tree, where the wood has freely enjoyed the benefit of sun

and air. It is however the observation of a judicious prac-

lical gardener, Mr James Smith, at Hopetoun House, that

particular notice should be taken, whether the tree to be

grafted from be in a luxuriant or in a debilitated state. If

the former be its condition, the grafts are very properly ta-

ken from the extremities of bearing branches ; but if it be

m the latter predicament, the most healthy shoots in the

centre of the tree should be resorted to ; and if no proper

shoots exist, the amputation of some central branches will

quickly tend to produce them. The least reflection most
convince every one, how extremely improper it must be to

take cions from young trees in the nursery lines, as is too

often done. It may be remarked, that the middle of the

rion generally affords the best graft.

JBuclding.

74. Budding, or inoculating, as it is sometimes, though

not very correctly, called, depends on the same principle

as grafting, the only difference between a bud and a graft

being, that a bud is a shoot in embryo. On this account,

grafted trees usually produce fruit two seasons earlier than

budded trees : but those kinds of trees that arc apt to

throw out gum are not grafted without difficulty, while

they are readily propagated by budding; such are, the

peach and nectarine, the apricot, the cherry, and the plum;
the cherry, however, being occasionally grafted, and the

plum not unfrcquenlly. In the case of both these sorts of

fruit trees, there is another reason for preferring budding,

—that gun) is apt to exude at the places necessarily cut in

performing the process of grafting. Budding is performed
any time from the beginning of July to the middle of Au-

gust, at which period the buds lor next year arc complete-
ly formed in the axilla of the leaf of the present year, and
they are known to be ready by their ca«ily parting from
the wood. The buds preferred are the shortest observed
on the middle of a young shoot, on the outside of a healthy

and fruitful tree ; on no account should an immature tree,

or a bad bearer, be resorted to for buds. Forgathering the
shoots containing the buds, a cloudy day, or an early or late

hour, are chosen, it being thought that shoots gathered in

full sunshine perspire so much as to drain the moisture
from the buds. The buds should be used as soon Dfier be-
ing gathered as possible, and the whole operation should
be ([uickly performed.

In taking oft' the bud, the knife is inserted aboHt half an
inch above it, and a t'ln slice of the bark and wood along
with it taken oil', bringmg out the knife about an inch and
a half below the bud. (IMatc CCCIX. Fig. 5. a.) This
lower part is afterwards slioi'tened and drcssi d ; and the
leaf is cut oft', the stalk being left about half an inch long.

(Fig. 5. b.) Perhaps it is better to insert the knife three

quarters of an inch Af/o^y the bud, and to cut upwards; at

least this mode is pi-aclised in the Scottish nurseries. The
portion of wood is then taken out, by raising it from the

bark, and pulling it downwards or upwards, according as

the cut has been made from above or below. If the extrac-
tion of the wood occasion a hole at the bud, tliat bud is

spoilt, and another must be prepared in its stead ; as gar-
deners speak, the root of the bud has gone with the wood,
instead of remaining with the bark. It is to be noticed,

that the bud, and the portion of bark above and below
it, receive together from gardeners, simply the name of

a bud.

On a smooth part of the bark of the stock, a transverse
section is now made, through the bark down to the wood

:

from this is made a longitudinal cut downward, about an
inch and a half long, so that the incision may somewhat re-

semble a Roman T; by means of the Hat ivory haft of the
budding-knife, the bark is raised a little on each side of the

longitudinal incision, so as to receive the bud. (Plate

CCCIX. Fig. 5. f.) The prepared bud is placed in the

upper part of the incision so made, and drawn downwards:
the upper part is then cut off transversely, and the bud
pushed upwards, till the bark of the bud and of the stock
join together. (Fig. 5. rf.) It is retained in this situation

by means of tying with strands of moistened bass-mat-
ting.

In about a month after the operation, the tying is slack-

ened : buds that have taken appear swelled, antl the foot-

stalk of the old leaf falls off on being slightly touched.
All slioots that spring below the budded part are carefully

cut off". The head of the stalk is not removed till the fol-

lowing March ; after this, the bud grows vigorously, and
in the course of the summer makes a considerable shoot.

Against the next spring, the shoot is headed down, in the
manner of young grafted trees.

Production of A'ew Faricties of Fruits.

75. From the well-known facts, that some of the favour-

ite cider apples of the 17th century have become extinct,

and that others are fast verging to decay, the conclusion has

been drawn, that our varieties of fruit are but of limited

duration. Each variety springs from an individual at first;

and this individual has been extended by means of grafting

and budding. Dr Darwin, indeed, in his Phytologia, has

contended, that each bud is a separate plant, the viviparous

ofi'spring of a butl of the preceding year, and deriving nou-

rishment from the soil by means of a set of lengthened ra-

dicles peculiar to itself. This opinion cannot be support-
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c(l. Mr Kniglii's view is more raiional, and moi'e consist-

cm will) observation. All the extensions, by means of grafts

and buds, must natunilly partake of the qualities of the ori-

ginal ; where the original is old, there must be inherent in

the derivatives, the tendency to decay incident to old age.

Some popular writers, such as Southey, have represented

this doctrine as on a par with that of the hamadryads, or as

eciuivalent to saying that a graft could not survive the

trunk from which it was taken : but these authors are more
lively than accurate ; for such an absurdity was never taught

by any horticulturist. It may be assumed as a fact, that a

variety or kind of fruit, such as the golden pippin or the

ribston, is equivalent only to an individual. By carchil ma-

nagement, the health and life of this individual may be

prolonged ; and grafts placed on vigorous stocks, and

nursed in favourable situations, may long survive the pa-

rent plant, or original ungrafted tree. Still there is a pro-

gress to extinction; and tlieoidy renewal of an individual,

the only true reproiluctioii, is by seed. This doctrine

seems to be true, at least, as to fruit trees, and more par-

ticularly as to varieties of these, produced by cultivation :

whether it can safely be extended to plants in general may
admit of some doubt.

76. As the production of new varieties of fruit from the

seed is a subject which now very much occupies the atten-

tion of horticulturists, it may be proper here to state the

precautions adopted by iMr Knight and others in conduct-

ing their trials. It is, in the first place, a lule to take the

seeds of the finest kinds of fruit, and from the ripest,

largest, and best flavoured specimens of that fruit. When
IMr Knight wished to procure some of the old apples in a

healthy and renovated state, he adopted the following me-
thod : he prepared stocks of the best kinds of apple that

could be propagated by cuttings, and planted them against

a south wall in very rich soil ; these were next year graft-

ed with the stire, golden pippin, or some other fine old

kind. In the course of the following winter, the young
trees were dug up, and the roots being retrenched, they

were replanted in the same place. By this mode of treat-

ment they were thrown into bearing at two years old. Only
one or two apples were allowed to remain on each tree

;

these consequently attained a large size, and more perfect

maturity. The seeds from these fruits Mr Knight then

sowed, in the hopes of procuring seedlings possessed of

good or of promising qualities ; and these hopes have not

been disappointed.

It may here be mentioned, that in order to produce a

hybrid variety, possessing perhaps a union of the good pro-

perties of two known kinds, Mr Knight had recourse to

the nice operation of dusting the pollen of one vai iety upon
the pistils of another : He opened the unexpanded blos-

som, and cut away, with a pair of fine-pointed scissors, all

the staiTiina, taking great care to leave the styles and stig-

mata uninjured. The fruits which resulted from this arti-

ficial impregnation -vere the most promising of any ; and
the seeds of these he did not fail to sow. Mr Knight has
generally observed in the progeny a strong prevalence of
the constitution and habits of the female parent : in prepar-
ing seed for raising new pears, therefore, he would employ
the pollen only of such delicate pears as the chaumontel,
crassane, and St Germain, upon the flowers (deprived of
stamina) of the swan-egg, longucville, muirfowl-egg, au-
chan, or green yair, which are hardy.

Every seed, though taken from the same individual fruit,

furnishes a distinct variety : these varieties, as might be
anticipated, prove of very various merit ; but to form a ge-
neral ojjinion of their value, it is not necessary to wait till

they produce fruit: an estimate may be formed even dur-
ing the first summer, by the resemblance the leaves bear

to those of the highly cultivated or approved trees, or to
those of the wild kinds; the more they appi'oach to the
former, the better is the prospect : the leaves of good kinds
improve in character, becoming thicker, rounder, and
more downy, every season. The plants whose buds in the
annual wood are full and prominent, are usually moic pro-
ductive than those whose buds are small, and shrunk into

the bark. But their future character, as remarked by Mr
Knight, must depend very much on the power the blossom.s

possess of bearing cold, and this power is observed to vai v
in the difiTcrent varieties, and can only be ascertained by ex-
perience. Those which produce their leaves and blossoms
early are preferable; because, although more exposed to

inju/y from frosts, they are less liable to the attacks of ca-

terpillars. It is also to be observed, that even after a seed-

ling tree has begun to produce fruit, the quality of this has
a tendency to improve, as the tree itself becomes stronger
and approaches maturity ; so that if a fruit possess any
promising qualities at first, great improvement may be ex-
pected in succeeding years.

Mr Knight has of late brought into public notice several

new varieties of apples, pears, and cherries. Some of
these seem likely to maintain a high character of excel-
lence : they will be noticed in their proper places. He has,

at his seat at Downton in Herefordshire, many hundreds of

promising seedlings coming on, some of them annually
improving in character.

77. From this digression we return to the young graft-

ed or budded fruit trees. When they have been trained

one year, they are called maiden plants ; and these, espe-
cially in the apple and pear, are considered as forming the

best plants. But trees of two, three, or four years growth,
or even more, succeed very well, provided due care be la-

ken in transplanting.

Transfilanting.

78. Here it may be enough to observe, in general, that

in raising young fruit trees from the nursery lines, or in

transplanting them from one pait of the garden to another,

much more care should be bestowed than is often given,

particularly in public nurseries. The surface earth should
be removed, and the horizontal roots carefully traced, and
raised at full length, if possible: should this be inconve-
nient, or thought unnecessary, the roots should be cut with
a sharp knife, not hacked with a blunt spade. A tap root,

or one which penetrates straight down, should not be left

more than a foot long at most. If the trees are only to be
carried a short way, the roots should be as little cut as pos-
sible. When they are to be carried to a distance, it is

thought best to prune off the small and soft fibres, which
arc apt to rot and injure the whole root. If the tree be
several years old, and have a large head, it is proper to

dig a trench all round, and to scoop out the earth from un-
der the root. In this way a ball of earth rises with the

tree, and its success is ensured. A bass-matting is some-
times introduced as far as possible beneath the tree on one
side ; and when it comes to be turned over on the other

side, the root and ball of earth are completely included in

the matting ; but this is seldom necessary. As it una-

voidably happens that some roots are destroyed at the time
of transplanting, and the means of drawing nourishment are

thus lessened, many consider it proper to prune the tops of

the trees to a certain extent, that the demand on the roots

maybe diminished. This however must be done cautious-

ly, and by an experienced gardener; to lay down rules for

it is impossible.

It may here be observed, that when the plants are of

considerable size, they are prepared for transplanting, by
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cutting the roots a year beforehand, or in some sorts even
two years before lifting. In this way the rcnuiining short roots

arc induced to set out many radicles or til)rcs, ajid ihc en-

tire roots of the tree are contained within a small compass.
If the trees be young, this abridgment of the roots may be
eflected by a downright cut with a sharp spade all around,

at a short distance from the stem
; passing tlie spade en-

tirely under the plant on one side, if it be wislied to cut off

the tap root.

It may scarcely be necessary to remark, that an essen-

tial preliminary to transplanting, is the preparing of the

ground to receive the trees, by digging it over. The dis-

tances should likewise be fixed, and even the holes dug.
Some gardeners make a point of digging the holes for the

trees perhaps a fortnight before planting: in this way the

soil into which the fibres are likely soon to penetrate, is

softened and meliorated by the action of the air; but this

practice is more applicable to orchard planting. In putting

in wall trees, it is not uncommon, not oidy to have the bor-

der well prepared generally, but to have a quantity of very
good friable moulcl for each tree in particular, into which
it may strike young fibres freely: this mould however
should not be screened or made fine, but should be of the

ordinary degree of roughness natural to garden soil.

When the uees have been brought from a very great dis-

tance, so as to have been several days on their journey.

Miller recommends the placing the roots in water for eight

or ten hours before planting.

It may be consideicd as a safe general rule, to plant

shallow, more especially for dwarf standards and half stan-

dards, the soil for which is not particularly prepared.
Whether the general soil be cold and moist, or thin and
gravelly, it is found better to place the roots of the young
trees almost on the surface, and rather to heap earth over
them in the form of a hillock than to sink them into the

soil. Suppose the subsoil be a mouldering rock, and a

hole be dug in it, it is evident that the tree will be placed
in a sort of well, which will at once retain water, and hinder
the spread of the roots. If the tree be placed on the sur-

face, it will insinuate its roots into and draw nourishment
from many invisible crevices. Since shallow planting has
been recommended, it follows as a necessary consequence,
that stakes are indispensable for dwarf standard and half

standard trees.

From about the end of October, or after the shedding
of the leaf, till the end of November, is considered as the

best time for the planting of fruit-tiees in this country,

particularly in light soils. Tlie weather is then mild, and
the earth has time to settle about the roots during winter,

before the first appioachcs of genial spring. But trees

may he transplanted, in open weather, any time from the

end of Octobi r till the bey;inning of March ; and for heavy
or wet land, planting in this latter month is accounted
preferable. Young wall trees are planted about six or
eight inches from the wall, and the part that has been cut
at the time of grafting is placed next to the wall. The tree

is planted at the same depth at which it formerly stood ;

but the roots are not the better for being deeply covered;
if they be saved from the frost, they can scarcely be too

near the surface. At the time of planting, the mould
should be moderately dry, so as readily to crumble down.
If, however, very dry weather occur, the ground is muklied
at sonie distance around the roots, so as to prevent the

bad eflects of drought. Mulchings it may here be explain-

ed, consists in rendering a portion of the ground thoroughly
TTioist by adding water, and working it like mortar. To
increase the retentiveness of moisture, some short stable

•dung, or other litter, is added. When the roots are co-

vered, the tree is gently raised and shaken, so as to cause
Vol. X. Part II.

the earth to apply closely to the roots. The soil is at the
same time slightly pressed down. Wall-trees are not
nailed up till the following spring. In this way they set-
tle or subside along with the loose earth of the border.
Were they nailed to the wall, they would run the risk of
being suspended.

Canh-n Trabdng.

79. Towards the end of .Marcli, young trees that have
been planted out since October of the former year are
headed down, or have ilieir shoots shortened back to three,
five, or six buds, according to their strength, and the pur-
pose for which they are intended. When the trees have
stood two, three, or more years in the nursery, after graft-
ing or budding, the heading down is of course confined to

the last yeai's shoots, and its extent, as well as the thin-
ning out of superfluous shoots, must be left to the judg-
ment of the experienced gardener, it being impossihle to

lay down rules where the circumstances niust be perpetu-
ally varying.

80. The two principal methods of training wall-trees
which are followed in tliis country, are called the /an and
the horizonlal modes. In the former, the branches are ar-
ranged like the spokes of a fan, or like ihe hand opened
and the fingers spread. In ihc other way, a principal
stem is carried upright, and brunches are led from it hori-
zontally on either side. The Dutch style consists in tak-
ing a young tree with two branches, and leading these
horizontally to the right and left, to the extent perhaps of
twelve feet each way, and in then training the shoots from
these perfectly upright to the top of the wall. This is

now seldom practised here, excepting perhaps with fig-

trees, or white currants. In some places a few of the
wall-trees are trained in a stellate form, tlie stem being led

upright for about six feet, and then some branches trained
downwards, others laterally, and others upwards. When
walls exceed seven feet in height, tiie best gardeners seem
to concur in giving the preference to the fan training, vari-

ously modified : in this way they find that a tree can much
sooner be brought to fill its allotted space, and the loss of
a branch can much more easily be supplied at any time.
For lower walls, the horizontal method is preferred; and
the same plan is adopted almost universally on espalier
rails. iVIr Hitt stiongly recommends this mode for most
sorts of wall-trees ; and for pears he adopts what is called

the screw stem, or training tlie stem in a serpentine man-
ner, the brandies going off' liorizontally, as in the ordinary
straight stem.

In the first volume of the transactions of the London
Horticultural Society, Mr Knight has made some ingeni-
ous and excellent remarks on tlie triiiniiig and pruning of
fruit-trees. His year-old plants are headed down, as usual,

early in the spring, and two shoots only are trained from
each stem, in opposite directions, and in an elevation of
about 5°. (Plate CCCIX. Fig. 6) To procure the shoots

to be of equal lengths, the stronger is depressed, or the

weaker elevated. All lateral shoots are destroyed. Thus
far it may be remarked, Mr Knight's method agrees very

much with Hitt's, described in his Treatise on Fruit-trees.

This shape, Mr Knight observes, ought to be given to

young trees in the nursery, and is perhaps the only one
that can be given to them witliout the risk of subsequent
injury. Next season, as many branches are suffered to

spring from each plant as can be conveniently trained,

without shading each other ; and by selecting the strongest

and earliest buds towards the points of the year-old

branches, to be trained lowest, and the weakest and latest

4A
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near their bases, to be tiainci' iui-.liniiiij; upwards, each an-

nual shoot will be nearly equal in vigour. (Fig. 7.) In

the following winter, the shoots are alternately shorlencd,

and left at full length. In the course of the tliird year,

(Fig. 8.) if the tree be a peach, the central part consists

of hearing wood: And, upon the whole, the size and ge-

neral health of the trees trained in this way, afford evidence

of a more regular distribution of the sap than Mr Knight

has witnessed in any other mode.
The distance at which the branches are laid in, in all the

diflcrcnt modes, varies from eight to ten inches, accord-

ing to tlie nature of the tree, or the size of its foliage or

fruit. While fan-trained trees are still in progress, a few

more shoots are preserved at the summer pruning, than

are likely to be ultimately laid in : this is for fear of acci-

dents. Trees that have filled the spaces allotted to them,

are disbudded of most of the woodbuds that appear. Wood-
buds on old spurs arc always displaced. Trees which are

in training for the horizontal method require different

management. The leading stem is constantly to be attend-

ed to ; all the buds that appear on it are carefully preserv-

ed, till enough be procured to lay right and left, and form

the tree. All wood-buds on the horizontal branches, ex-

cepting the leading one, are displaced. The fan-training

is considered as best for apricots, cherries, and plums,

placed against walls, even though the walls be low. None
of these kinds of fruit answer well for espaliers; cherries

or plums succeed better as half standards or dwarf stand-

ards.

81. The wall-trees which have now been spoken of are

called diuarfs by the gardeners. It is a very common
practice to train high standards on the intermediate spaces

between the dwarf trees; such trees are in Scotland term-

ed riders, (§ 63.) Plants four or five years old are preferred,

because they are but temporary, and the object is to get

fruit as soon as possible. Some good judges have con-

demned this plan of temporary trees as hurtful ; being

calculated to deprive the permanent trees of a proportion

of the nourishment which they would otherwise draw
from the border : but if the border be tolerably rich, and
be only slightly cropped with herbaceous plants, it does

not seem likely that the temporary trees can do much in-

jury.

82. In popular language, the term Esfialier is some-
what equivocal : it means either rows of fruit-trees planted

like hedges, or the individual trees composing the rows ;

or, lastly, it means the stakes or rails to which the branch-
es of the trees are tied. By using the terms espalier-?ree

and espalier-7-ai/, ambiguity may always be avoided. Of late

years, some have proposed to banish espalier-trees alto-

gether, alleging that they injure the kitchen-garden quar-
ters, by depriving them of sun and air. But in point of
fact, they exist in the greater number of kitchen-gardens,

and are not likely soon to be laid aside. If they are some-
tinics injurious by depriving the plants of air, they are at

other limes very useful, acting as a hedge in protecting
the young crops from the violence of strong winds. Espa-
lier trees generally produce excellent fruit, the sun and
air having access to both sides of the tree ; they commonly
aiYord abundant crops, and the fruit is not apt to be shaken
by high winds. Further, they tend to hide the crops of
culinary vegetables from the eye, and to render the walk
of the kitchen garden as pleasant as an avenue in the
shrubbery.

Apples and pears are the fruits best suited for espaliers.

The .ipples are generally grafted on crab stocks, to keep
them ol inodtiule size; or, if the tree be wished still

smaller, on i3utch paradise stocks. The distance allowed

between the former is from 30 to 40 feet ; between the lat-

ter, 25 is found sufficient. These may seem large spaces

at first; and, to take away the naked appearance, a small

cherry-tree, or white currant bush, is sometimes planted

in each interval. It is to be studied that, in the same line

of rail, trees of similar growth be planted, so that the

whole may be nearly equally filled. The trees, when
planted, should be of one year's growth, or at most of

two years. If the rail be not previously erected, so that

the branches can be tied to it, a stake is necessary, to pre-

vent wind-waving. Very often, the permanent rails are

not put up till the trees have been two or three years train-

ed on temporary stakes. Simple ash-poles firmly stuck in

the ground, and either charred or smeared with tar at the

bottom, to retard rotting, form a very efficient substitute

for a rail ; for it is to be observed, that during summer,
when the leaves are expanded, they equally hide the rough-

est poles, or the most finished rail. Mr Nicol, however,
recommends sinking hewn stones in the earth, and fixing

a wooden rail in them : and a writer, in the Scottish Hor-
ticultural Memoirs, vol. i. has described a kind of cast

iron espalier-rail, which of course must be highly dura-

ble, and, what is remarkable, is cheaper at the first

than a wooden one. Some gardeners shorten the

head of the tree in the usual way ; others preserve the

original branches at full length, never cutting a branch
unless where there is a real deficiency of wood for filling

the rail. The pruning is chiefly done by disbudding in

the summer season. The distance at which the branches

are laid in depends on the size of the fruit and leaves;

when these are large, seven or eight inches are required ;

when small, four or five may be sufficient.

83. Dwarf trees were formerly much in vogue; and,

strange as it may appear, the prospect of fruit was gene-
rally sacrificed to a fine shape. It was thought necessary
that the lower branches should spread horizontally near
the ground, and should decrease in width upwards, so that

the tree should have a conical form. Now, it is well

known that the fruit-buds of pears and apples in general,

and of many sorts of plums and cherries, are produced at

the end of the former year's shoots, which therefore

should remain at full length ; yet these were necessarily

shortened, in order to preserve the desired shape, and
it may easily be conceived that trees so dressed could not

prove fruitful. For these reasons, the training to espalier-

rails has generally been preferred. A few dwarf trees,

however, prove ornamental, and they sometimes afford a

great deal of fruit. The kinds of dwarf fruit-trees now
in request are chiefly pears and apples. The pears must
be of the summer and autumn sorts, the later fruits re-

quiring a wall in our cliinate. Dwarf pears are chiefly

budded on quince stocks. The trees are planted out, at

two or three years old, where they are to remain, and they

are placed from 20 to 25 feet'asunder. A few stakes are

driven into the ground, and, by means of tying down, the

lower branches may soon be made to acquire a horizontal

direction. No brandies must cross each other, and no
central upright shoots are permitted. The only other par-

ticular to be attended to is, when the trees are to be train-

ed in a concave form, that, in shortening the shoots, the

uppermost eye or bud is to be left outivards, as in this

way the hollowness in the middle of the ti ee is better pre-
served. Sometimes the branches are trained round a hoop,
which is supported by three or four small poles. Dwarf-
standard apple trees on paradise stocks may be planted

very closely, as they occupy but little room : they do not
require more than 10 or 15 feet ; on crab stocks they need
at least 25. Plums are now seldom planted as dwarf-stand-

ards ; cherries more frequently ; apricots scarcely ever.
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Preserving of Blossom.

34.. In tliis country, particularly on the cast coast and in

the northern division of the island, it is an important part

oi' the gardener's duty, to ]Mxscrve tlic blossoms of apii-

cots, nectarines, peaches, and the finer sorts of pknns,

from being destroyed by spring frosts, and especially frosty

winds. One of the means first employed is slill occasion-

ally resorted to ; namely, shading the trees slightly with

branches of spruce fir, yew, or beech ; but the branches

ought to be so firmly fixed as not easily to be displaced

by the winds, or to shake much : if this precaution be

neglected, they will be ready to beat off the blossom which

they are intended to defend. Strong fronds of the com-
mon brake (Pceris ayuilina) have been used with advan-

tage in this way; being the remains of the former year's

growth, they are light a(jd dry, and much less apt to in-

jure the blossom than branches of trees.

The most effectual protection, however, is afforded by

canvas-screens, in moveable frames; the fabric of the

canvas being made thin enough to admit light, and yet af-

fording sufficient shelter. The stuff called buntinc, of which
ships' flags are sometimes formed, is recommended by
Nicol ; and he adds, that it may be rendered more trans-

parent, and more durable, by being oiled. The stuff called

osnaburgf manufactured in the towns of Dundee, Arbroath,
and Montrose, answers equally well, especially if made
on purpose, of a wider texture, so as to resemble gauze.
These screens are kept clear of the tree, a foot at top, and
18 inches at bottom. If, when not in use, they may be
stowed in a dry loft, they last for many years. Sometimes
the canvas is used in the form of sheets to hoist up and
down; and in some places (as at Dalmeny Park garden,
one of the finest in Britain) the contrivance is such, that

the covering can be drawn up or let down the entire

stretch of the wall, by two men, in the course of a mi-
nute. These screens are employed only at night, or in

bad weather ; and chiefly from the end of March to the
beginning of May. Blossom thus partially protected is

perhaps more tender than if no protection whatever had
been given. The screens must therefore be continued
till all risk of danger be over; perhaps till the leaves of
the tree be pretty fully expanded, the blossom of seve-
ral of our fruit-trees preceding the unfolding of these.

Frames covered with oiled paper have been successfully

employed at Grangemuir garden in Fifeshire. The frames
are of wood, inch and half square, with cross bars mortised
into the sides. To give support to the paper, strong pack-
thread is passed over the interstices of the frames, form-
ing meshes about nine inches square. Common printing

paper is then pasted on ; and when this is quite dry, a coat-

ing of boiled linseed oil is laid on both sides of the paper
with a painter's brush. These frames are placed in front

of the trees, and made moveable, by contrivances which
must vary according to circumstances. If the slope from
the wall be considerable, a few triangular side frames may
be made to fit the spaces. At Grangemuir, the frames are

BOt put up till the blossoms be pretty well expanded ; till

which time they are not very apt to suffer from spring
frosts or hail showers. In this way, it may be remarked,
there is much less danger of rendering the blossom deli-

cate by the covering, than if it were applied at an earlier

period. The paper frames, if carefully preserved when
not in use, will endure for a good many years, with very
slight repairs.

At Dalkeith garden, in order to break the force of the
winds, screens made of reeds are projected, at right an-
gles with the wall, perhaps to the distance of ten feet, and
a£ intervals of thirty or forty feet from each other ; and at

the same titne nels wrought wiili straw are placed in front
of the trees. These straw nets are very well deserving
the attention of gardeners who may find their walls too
much exposed to the cast winds during the spring months.
Old fishing-nets, kept at the distance of fifteen or eighteen
inches from tiie tree by means of hooked sticks, are some-
times employed ; these may be doubled over, in order to
render the inlersliccs closer. But nets made of coarse
woollen yarn or carpet-worsted, are prefcraljje 10 tliese.

At Haddington, in East Lothian, woollen nets for this pur-
pose are manufactured in the loom, and can thus be allord-
ed at much less ex pence. They are woven very thick,
the meshes not being larger than to admit the point of the
finger, even when stretched out. The advantage of wool-
len yarn over flax for this purpose is evident; every small
mesh being in effect rendered slill smaller, by the bristli-

ness of tlie material, and its constant tendency to con-
tract; and fiom its aptitude to attract and concentrate
moisture, such as cold dews and hoar-frost, the blossom
derives additional security. These nets, and indeed nets of
any kind, remain on night and day, till the season be suffi-

ciently advanced.
To guard against the effects of hoar-frosts failing per-

pendicularly, some make a temporary coping of boards, to
project a foot or eighteen inches over the tree at the top
of the wall. Hitt recommends, that, in what are called
black frostsy the borders opposite to the trees should be
watered every night, affirming that he perceived advantage
from this. So it might be ; but he is, no doubt, wide from
the true rationale., when he ascribes the good effects to'some
thinning of the glutinous juices, &c. Perhaps the latent
caloric evolved in the freezing of the newly moistened sur-
face, may preserve a higher temperature immediately
around the plant.

85. We now proceed to the consideration of the dif-
ferent species of fruits cultivated within the walled gar-
den, and the principal varieties of each. The order in which
these are treated of, seems to be of little moment : the fol-
lowing arrangement is adopted, partly on account of the
importance of the fruits, and partly because of natural al-
liances :

, Peach, and ~\

Nectarine; \.Amygdalu3.
Almond, J
Apricot,

Pit

Che
Apple,
Pear
Quince,
Vine,— Vitis.

Fig,

—

Ficus.

Mulberry,

—

Morus.
Medlar,

—

Mes/iilus.

Red Currant,
"J

Blackcurrant, yjiibes.

Gooseberry, J
Raspberry,

—

Rubua.
Strawberry, six species,

—

Fragaria.

Some other hardy fruits and nuts, which are planted
exterior to the garden, will afterwards be noticed ; as
also the pine-apple and tlie melon, which require a
constant high temperature, and the orange, lemon, and
shaddock, which are rather inhabitants of the green-
house.

All the common, fruit trees and fruit-bearing plants

are extremely well known, both here and on the con-
tinent ; any botanical description of them seems there-

fore unnecessary. The generic and trivial names given
4 A2

Apricot, T
Plum, I

Cherry, J
"
PP'e, 1
;ar,

|.

jince, J

Primus

Pyrus.
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by I.innseus shall merely be mentionecl, and at the same

time the class and order in his system, and the I'aniily

in the Natural McUiod of Jussieu, to wliich the plant

belongs. Occasionally, when it may appear useful, some

of the foreign names of the trees or the fruits shall be

given.

, Garden Fruits.

Peach.

86. The Peach tree is the Amygdalus Pcrsica of Lin-

naeus, belonging to the class and order Icosandria Monogy-
iiia ; and natural order Rosacea of Jussieu. This species

is by Linnseus divided into two varieties ; 1. Witli downy

fruit, the fieach; 2. With smooth fiuit, the nectarine.

Peaches and nectarines have sometimes occurred on the

same tree ; in a few cases, on the same branch ; and one

instance is on record, of an individual fruit partaking of the

nature of both. Yet they are generally considered as dis-

tinct kinds of fruit, and they shall here be spoken of sepa-

rately.

A good peach possesses these qualities: the flesh is firm ;

the skin is thin, of a deep or bright red colour next the

sun, and of a yellowish green next the wall ; the pulp is of

a yellowish colour, full of high flavoured juice; the fleshy

part thick, and the stone small. Those varieties, the flesh

of which separates readily both from the skin and the

stone, are the proper /(/f/if« of the French, and are by our

gardeners \.G\mcAfrce-sto7ies. Those with a firm flesh, to

which both the skin and the stone adhere, are ihe, pavies of

the French, by our gardeners named clingstones. The lat-

ter require more shelter and better seasons to bring them
to perfection than the former. In countries possessing

sufficient climate, as in France and the warmer states of

North America, the pavies are preferred : in this country,

the preference is generally given to the free-stones, pavies

being chiefly planted in forcing-houses, where the climate

can be made.
87. Parkinson, in his Paradisus, enumerates twenty-one

kinds of peaches, several of which, particularly the Old
Newington, are still cultivated. Miller gives a list of

thirty-one, with their characters; but as these are taken

only from the fruit, without any notice of the bud, blossom,

or leaf, they sometimes prove unsatisfactory. The follow-

ing are the names :

1. White Nutmeg,
Red Nutmeg,
Early or small Mignonc,
Yellow Alberge,

5. White Magdalen,
Early Purple,

Large Mignone,
Belle Chevreuse,

Red Magdalen,

10. Early Newington,
Montauban,
Malta,
Noblesse,

Chancelloi-,

15. Bellegarde or Galande,

Lisle,

Boudine,
Rossana,
Admirable,

20. Old Newington,
Rambouillet,

Bellis (Belle de '

try.)

Portugal,

Teton de Venus,
25. Late Purple,

Nivette,

Royal George,
Persique,

Monstrous Pavie,

30. Catherine,

Bloody Peach.

88. The characters of such of these as are chiefly culti-

vated, and chiefly deserving of attention in this country, may
be mentioned.

The White Magdalc?i, or Early Magdalen, is a round
fruit, of a middling size, with a deep furrow ; of a pale

colour, and the flesh white to the stone; melting, juicy,
with considerable flavour; lipening in August; the tree

sometimes succeeds on the open wall, evcTi in North Bri-
tain.

The Red Magdalen^ however, is altogether a superior
fruit; it is laige, lound, and of a fine red next tlie sun; the
juice very sugary, and of exquisite flavour; ripening in the
end of August : the tree is a free grower and great bearer :

the blossoms are small. Nicol recommends the red mag-
dalen as the " best peach we have, either for the open air

or the hot-house." In doing so he is justified by the ex-
perience of Scottish gardeners ; for the peacli conimotily
known in Scotland by tlie name of red magdalen ripens

well, in ordinary years, even in ihc northern districts of the

country. This we believe to be the same which goes by
that name in the south; but we have reason to think

that the same name is appliedj#in some parts of Eng-
land, to another peach ; for English horticulturists some-
times comphun that the red magdalen does not succeed
well.

The Large Mignone is somewhat oblong in shape, and
generally swells out on one side ; the juice is very sugary,

and of high flavour : this, tiiough a free-stone, being rather

a tender sort, is generally butlded on a peach or apricot

slock.

The Early jVavington, or Smith's Newington (supposed
to be the /lavie blaiic of Duhamel) is a fruit of middling
size, of a fine red next the sim ; flesh firm, with a sugary
well-flavoured juice; ripening the beginning of September :

a cling-stone : the tree a good bearer.

The .Voblcsse is a large fruit, red or marbled next the

sun; flesh greenish white and melting, very juicy, and,

against a good wall and in a favourable season, the juice

becomes rich and well-flavoured ; ripens in the beginning

of September; and should be eaten sharji rifie, as the gar-

deners term it, the fruit being apt to become mealy if not

taken just when it ripens.

The Boudine, sometimes called the bourdine, is a large

round fruit, of a fine red next the sun; the flesh white,
' melting, juice vinous and rich; ripens from the beginning

to the middle of September : the tree a plentiful bearer,

especially when old. In favourable situations in the

south of England it has sometimes produced fruit on
standards.

The Old A'eivington, already mentioned, is a large

round fruit, of a beautiful red next the sun ; the flesh white

and melting; when ripe, the juice very rich and vinous;

a clingstone, and not ready before the beginning of Octo-

ber.

The Rambouillet, often called uimbullion, is a fruit of

middling size, deeply divided by a furrow ; the flesh melt-'

ing, of a bright yellow colour; juice rich, and of a vinous

flavour : ripens about the middle of September: the tree

a good bearer.

The Teton de Venus is a fruit of middling size and
longish shape, of a pale red next the sun ; flesh melting,

white; juice sugary, and not without flavour; ripens

the end of September: the tree is a free bearer, on a warm
light soil ; but the fruit comes to perfection only in fine

seasons.

The Royal George is an excellent peach ; and in a

very good soil and aspect the fruit becomes large, dark
red next the sun, juicy, and high-flavoured. If the

soil and aspect be not favourable, the tree proves a shy

bearer.

The Catherine is a large round fruit, of a dark red next

the sun; the flesh white, melting, full of a rich juic ; a

clingstone ; ripens from the beginning to the middl j of

October, against a good wall, and in a favourable season ;
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the fruit, however, is improved hy lyitic; two or three days

before being used: it is sometimes called the October

Peach.
89. To the ample list of Miller, a few others might be

added. The ./irm Peach, sometimes called the Early Ann,

is a small round fruit, of a yellowish white colour, faintly

tinged with red on the sunny side ; ripenini; about the mid-

dle of August. This is said to be of English origin.

The Royal Kensington is described by Eorsyth, and the tree

is said to grow freely, and not to be liable to blight. The
Orange Peacli is mentioned by Nicol as the most elegant

he was acquainted with, and the best-llavourcd of the cling-

stones; rather large than otherwise, round, dark red or

purple next the sun, and bright orange on the other side
;

the flesh of a deep orange colour, but purple at the stone
;

the tree a very great bearer. It is possible this may be the

Yellow Allierge, the fourdi in the tabular list above given.

The Double-Jio-.vering Peach is sometimes cultivated for

curiosity, on standards, being very ornamental while in

bloom ; the flowers being only semi-double, fruit is gene-

rally produced, and in fine seasons abundantly ; in most

cases, however, it is fit only for preserves.

90. That indefatigable and excellent horticulturist, Mr
Knight, has produced several new peaches of the most

promising qualities, at his seat. of Downton in Hereford-

shire. After due precautions to biing bis trees (small

ones planted in large pojs) to the highest state of health

and vigour, he impregnated the pistil of one with the

pollen of another : only three peaches were suffered to re-

main on each tree : from sowing the stones of these, he ob-

tained his new ''arieties. The situation of Downton being

rather high and late, it may reasonably be presumed that

fruits produced there will succeed in all places not less fa-

vourably situated as to climate. Two of these new peaches

deserve particular notice ; I. The jiclon Scott Peach ; the

fruit ripens early, and uniformly attains perfection ; it is

juicy and sweet, with a rich flavour; wheie secluded from

the sun's rays, the skin is very white : the tree is an abun-

dant bearer, and not subject to mildew : and Mr Knight

considers it as calculated to succeed in many cold and un-

favourable situations, where the more delicate varieties

would certainly fail. 2. The S/iring Grove Peach has a

firm flesh, but not hard ; the exterior colours are bright

yellow and dark red; it melts in the mouth, resembling a

nectarine in consistence as well as taste, having a re-

markably rich, brisk, and vinous flavour; the stone parts

readily from the flesh, which is of a greenish cast : it

never becomes over-iipe or mealy, but is apt to shrivel

a little, and is then most perfect : the tree grows slow-

ly, but the wood is healthy, and act|uires -maturity early in

tlie season : It succeeds better on an apricot than a plum
stock.*

By persevering in the track pointed out by Mr Knight,

we may hope, in time, to obtain peach-trees sufficiently

hardy to produce their fiuit in almost every situation in

Britain, perhaps even as standards. In Maryland and Vii--

ginia, peach-trees are propagated from the stones, without

budding. Every peach orchard contains, of course, \;i\-

merous varieties. Among these a few are always of supe-

rior quality ; with the fruit of the rest, pigs are fed. One
of these American seedlings, possessed of good properties,

is now growing in the garden of Mr Braddick at Thames
Ditton : it has produced fiuit, which is figured in the se-

cond volume of the London Horticulturjl Transactions, un-

der the title of Braddick's American Peach.

In arranging the different varieties of peach-trees in a

new garden, the late kinds, especially the pavies, must
have the full south aspect ; the others may be a point or

two to the east. The kinds which ripen nearly at the same
time should, as far as possible, be jjlaced together, as tiiis

afterwards saves much trouble in collecting for the dessci'?,

especially in a large garden.

9 1. Tlie fan mode of training is considered as best suit-

ed to peach-trees, and is the plan generally adopted. These
trees may, to a certain extent, be considered as constantly

in a state of training. In pruning them, the great object is,

to keep every part of the tree e(|ually furnished with bear-

ing wood, that is, with a succession of new shoots, laid in

to the wall every year. This is to be attended to in April,

and especially in M,)y : for the wood and young shoots laid

in afterwards, seldom ripen sufficiently to stand the vvir.ter.

Besides, at that early season, the supe-rfluous shoots can be

pinched or rubbed ufl', without the use of the knife. The
blossom-buds, it may be remarked, rise immediately fronr

the eyes of the shoots ; they are round, short, and promi-

nent ; while the leaf and shoot buds are oblong, narrow and
flatlish. Tlie winter pruning is performed any time from
the end of October till the end of February ; but the early

part of winter is generally thought best. W^here the trees

are well managed, there is not a great deal of winter prun-
ing required. In shortening branches, it is a rule to cut

behind a wood-bud, which may become a leader, to attract

nourishment towards the shoot ; for a shoot possessing
flower-buds, but having no wood-bud to act as a leader,

may blossom, but will produce no perfect fruit. Branches
which are considered as too weak to ripen fruit, are com-
monly cut, as they must tend to rob the other parts of the

tree. When the trees have completely filled the spaces

allotted to them, the principal shoots are not shortened, un-

less with the view of filling vacancies, or when the extre-

mities of the shoots have remained unripe, and been check-
ed by the frost.

Mr Knight has explained the nature of what are called

luxuriant shoots, and also the right mode of managing them.
Most gardeners have directed the shortening of these in

summer, or tlie cutting of them out in the following spring :

But Mr Knight has experienced great advantages from
leaving them wholly unsliortened, but trained with a con-

siderable inclination to the horizon ; for, in tliis way, they

have uniformly produced the finest possible bearing wood
for the succeeding year ; and so far is this practice from

tending to render naked the lower or internal parts of the

tree, whence these branches spring, that the strongest

shoots they afford invariably issue from the buds near their

bases. The laterals from luxuriant shoots, if stopped at

the first leaf, often aflbrd very strong blossoms, and fine

fruit in the succeeding season.

92. In the milder parts of England, the blossom of the

peach-tree scarcely requires protection : in less favoured

places, it is protected by some of the means already speci-

fied. Dr Noehden, in the second volume of the London
Horticultural Transactions, has mentioned rather a singu-

lar mode of preventing the bad effects of frost on the blos-

som or young fruit of the peach-tree. It is this: afier a

frosty night, the first business of the morning is to spr.nkle

cold water over the trees by means of the garden engine,

takiiig care that the blossom or young fruit receive :heir

share, and that the operation be performed some ti- u be-

fore the rays of the sun strike the trees. Whether t. e wa-

ter is useful, merely by promoting a gradual thawing, has

not been ascertained.

When the fruit has attained the size of large peas, or of

• These two varieties were sent by Mr Knight in the spring of 1816, to the garden of Sir George Mackenzie at Coul, in Ross-shire, where

they are planted against a south wall. If they succeed well in that latitude, they will prove a great acquisition to Scotland.
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small liazclnnts, it is lliinneil, to tlie distance of five or six

iiiclics between each IViiit. In this way it acquiies a larger

size, antl the tree is not exliansted. Tlic pickinj^ ofj" of

leaves which overshadow the fruit, as rcconuiicnded by Ni-

toland others, is not a good practice; at least it must not

be pushed to any consideralilc extent ; for the flower-bud

for tlie succeeding year, being lodged in the axilla ol the

leaf-stalk, must greatly depend on the leaf for its nourish-

ment.
In dry seasons, and especially in soils naturally dry, a

lioliow basin, about six feet in diameter, is sometimes form-

ed around the root of the tree ; this is covered witli mulch

(small dung moistened, mixed with a little loam, and work-

ed together like mortar,) and water is occasionally added,

according to the state of the weather. This is practised

only while the fruit is growing, and the intention is, to keep

it always in a state of progress.

Mr Knight seems to think, that in the milder parts of

England, plentiful crops of fruit might be procured from

the hardier sorts of peach-trees, trained as espaliers : he

suggests that they should be planted in rows in the direc-

tion of north and south; that they should not exceed five

feet in height; and that while the blossom is exposed to

datiger from fiost, mats should be thrown over them, so se-

cured as to descend on each side nearly in the angle of an

ordinary roof of a house.

On account of the usual mode of training and pruning
peach-trees in this country, they do not occupy much space

on the wall. Some of the old horticultural writers speak

of twelve or fourteen feet as enough : but the trees are now
permitted to spread' wider, from fifteen to twenty feet be-

ing allotted to each tree. Near Paris, a single peach-tree

may sometimes be seen covering sixty feet of wall. It is at

Montreuil that peaches r.re cultivated in perfection, peach-

gardens being here established for the supply of the capital.

Making due allowance for the difference of climate, advan-

tages might probably be derived from copying some of the

practices of these French cultivators, whose whole atten-

tion is devoted to the management of peach-trees. In

1814, Mr John Mozard, who was bred under the famous
gardener, Pepin, and is himself one of the principal pro-

prietors of peach-gardens at Montreuil, published a little

piece, entitled " Pnncijies jiratiijucs sur l^education, la cul-

tjire, la taille, el I'ebourgeonnement des arbres, fruitiers, et

firincipalemcnt du p.echer" which is well deserving the at-

tention of horticulturalists in this country.

JVectarine.

93. The Nectarine, as already observed, is merely a va-

riety of the peach. The English name may be supposed
to be derived from the nectareous flavour of the fruit. The
skin is smooth, not downy as in the peach ; and the flesh is

rather more plump than in that fruit. Nectarines, like

peaches, are either free-stones or cling-stones ; the former
are called by the French Piches lisses, smooth peaches

;

the latter, Brugnons. Miller enumerates ten varieties :

Fairchild's Early. Red Roman.
Elruge. Murrey.
Newington. Golden.
Scarlet. Temple's.

.5. Brugnon or Italian. 10. Peterborough.

Of these the following are in most esteem :

The FAruge, a middle-sized fruit; when ripe, ef a dark
red or purple next the sun, pale towards the wall ; ready
in the middle of August : the tree grows freely, and is a
sure bearer ; indeed it is perhaps the best nectarine for the
open air, especially in the less favoured counties.

The A'civinglon nectarine is rather a large fruit ; of a
beautiful red next the sun, and on the other side of a bright
yellow ; ilesh melting; juice very rich, racy and high fla-

voiued ; a cling-stone, not ripening before September : the
tree a good bearer, when in a favourable situation.

The lied Roman nectarine is a large fruit ; deep red
or purple next the sun, and yellowish on the other side ;

flesh firm and of excellent flavour ; when quite ripe, it

shrivels ; a clingstone, not ready before the middle of Sep-
tember.

The Murrey (i. e. murrey-coloured) is a middle-sized
fruit, of a dirty red colour next the sun; the pulp pretty

well flavoured ; ripens from the beginning to the middle of
September.

Tcmjile's nectarine is a middle-sized fruit, of a light red
next the sun, and yellowish-green on the other side ; pulp
melting, with a fine poignant flavour; the skin shrivelling

when tlie fruit is perfectly ripe, which seldom happens be-
fore the end of September : the tree grows freely, and is

generally productive.

To these may be added the Early Violet nectarine, of
middle size, violet purple next the sun, pale yellow on the
other side ; flesh sugary, juice with a vinous flavour; a
clingstone, ripening in the beginning of September

:

the blossom is very small, but the tree very productive; it

requires a good situation, and succeeds only in warm
seasons.

The production of a new and early nectarine, suited to

the climate of Britain, may be considered as one of the de-
siderata in our horticulture. It may here be mentioned,
that a new variety of white nectarine is described by recent
French writers as being remarkably early and of excellent
flavour; the foliage of the tree is of a pale or whitish
green ; it was raised by Mr Noisette, a nurseryman at

Brunoy.
The management of the nectarine-tree is in every

respect the same as that of the peach. In this coun-
try nectarines require the best e.xposure in the garden;
and to the northward of Yorkshire, they seldom acquire
maturity without the aid of a fluid wall and artificial

heat.

Almond.

94. The jihnondtree, {^Amygdalus communis, L.) can
scarcely be ranked as an efiective fruit-tree in this coun-
try. In clumps of shrubs on the lawn, it makes a fine ap-
pearance in early spring, when covered with its beautiful

blossoms. In good seasons, such standards produce some
ripe fruit: but ornament is its principal recommendation;
and if the fruit be no object, the double-flowered variety is

preferable. Trained against a wall, the almond-tree per-
fects its fruit in our ordinary seasons, when the outer cover
opens naturally to give out the stone containing the kernel.

They are very sweet and fit for the table when green, and
they are sometimes kept in sand till winter.

In France, the almond tree is much cultivated. Bastien
enumerates nine varieties ; among which is an amandier
pecher, or peach-almond tree, supposed to have been deriv-

ed from an impregnation of the almond by the pollen of the

peach. On the same tree, he tells us, two sorts of fruit

occur; the one round, fleshy, and divided by a furrow like

the peach ; the other oblong, not fleshy, and resembling the

common almond.

The kinds of almond chiefly cultivated for their fruit

are,

The common sweet almond ;

Tender shelled

;

Hard shelled

;
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Sweet Jordan ; and

Bitter almond.
' These different varieties are pro|)agated by budding
on plura or peach stocks, or on almond stocks raised fiom
the stones; plum stocks being; pieleired for strong and
nioisl soils, and peach or almond stocks for such as are

light and dry. In this country it ol'teii happens that the

varieties are little attended to. Almond trees are raised from
the stones, and of course are liable to sjiort, as gardeners
speak. It may be remarked, that even when they are rais-

ed from the stones, budding or working of one new variety

upon another, is extremely useful in hastening the produc-
tion of fruit.

The general manageinent in regard to pruning, &c. is

similar to that of the peach tree, only that the bearing
twigs are often left six inches long without being nailed to

the wall.

Afiricot.

95. The Afiricot tree (Prunus Armeniaca, L. ; Icosan-

dria Monogynia ; Armeniacete, Juss.) is said to be a na-

tive of the whole of the Caucasus, the mountains almost

to the top being covered with it. It is supposed to have
been introduced into this country in the reign of Henry
VIII.

96. In 1629, Parkinson describes six varieties. At least

ten varieties are now commonly cultivated. Several of
these have been known since the days of Parkinson, par-

ticularly the Masculine ; and others are mentioned by Rea
in 1702, such as the Roman and the Orange.

Masculine.

Moorpark apricot.

Orange apricot.

Royal orange.

. Roman.

Transparent.

Peach apricot.

Breda.

Brussels.

10. Turkey apricot.

The Masculine is generally first ripe. It is a small

roundish fruit, red next the sun, and, when ripe, of a

greenish yellow on the other side. It^has a quick high fla-

vour, but in general is rather tartish. The tree is a good
bearer.

The Breda is a large roundish fruit, becoming of a deep
yellow when ripe ; the flesh soft and full of juice, and of

an orange colour within. It is considered as among the

best of the apricots, and the tree is a liberal bearer.

The Moorfiark is a large fruit, flat shaped, of a deep yel-

low colour, and very high flavoured. Nicol declares, that

one Moorpark is worth three of any other kind of apricot
;

and it is esteemed by many the richest of the stone-fruit

kind. The tree requires a good soil and situation, but de-

serves them. It is regarded as of English origin, and it

receives various names in different pans of the country,

such as Lord Dunmore's apricot, the Anson apricot, and

the peach apricot. It lakes its name from Moorpark in

Hertfordshire, a place celebrated by Sir William Temple
in his account of English gardens at the close of the 17th

century. (Miscellaneous Woi ks, vol. ii )

97. The stocks commonly preferred for apricots are

those of the muscle plum ; but Mr Knight has observed,

that they succeed better, and are more durable, on stocks

of their own kind, that is, on apricot stocks: this he found

to be the case, in particular, with the Moorpaik apricot.

The apricot being an early tree, the budding is performed
any time from the end of June to the end of July ; the bud
is inserted about six or eight inches from the ground. The
apricot is sometimes twice budded ; that is, one variety is

budded on another. The tree is said in this way to be kept

more dwarf. When apricot trees arc wanted as riders, or
temporary trees, to fill the wall, they are of course budded
on stocks four or five feet high. The best plants for dwarfs
are such as have two strong branches, expanding as widely
as possible from each other, and inclined at an aiiglc of
about 30°. But it very frec|ucntly happens, that there is

only one main shoot, and this is headed down to six or eight
inches, to obtain a supply of lateral wood. October is the
best time for ])lanting, and the end of February for head-
ing down. The young shoots are laid in horizontally, or
nearly so, and are not shortened till November following.

The fruit being produced partly on spurs, but chiefly on
young wood of the former year, during summer care is

taken to pick wood-buds from these 'spurs, and to lay in

and protect a sufficiency of new wood for next season. In
June, the superfluous and fore-right shoots can be dis-

placed with the finger and thumb ; late in the season a
knife must be used. The young shoots cut off, it may be
mentioned, may be used for dyeing a fine cinnamon colour.
Some good fruit, it must be observed, however, is produc-
ed from the curzons or spurs upon two-year-old shoots.
The shape of the buds indicates those likely to be fruitful,

and which of course are to be preserved. The winter prun-
ing is done any time from October to March. Not only all

decayed and very old wood is as much as possible remov-
ed, but some of the most naked parts of the bearers of the
two last years are cut out, so as to make room for a supply
of new wood. The retained shoots are commonly short-
ened a little, and are always cut next a wood-bud, which
is to act as a leader. The full grown apricot tree is ma-
naged much in the same way as the peach ; but its late or
autumn shoots do not agree with being shortened ; when
wanted as bearers, therefore, they are laid in at full length
to the wall. The sinall and subordinate, or late shoots of
the apricot, are more apt to be destroyed by frost than those
of the peach tree. On this account, the pruning is often

delayed till the end of January, when it can be seen which
shoots are alive, and which have perished.

98. When the fruit is over-crowded, it is thinned, but
cautiously, in the eaily part of summer. In the beginning
of July it is finally thinned, and the best of the thinnings
may then be used for tarts. Some gardeners recommend
thinning the Moorpark to a fruit to every foot square, and
the smaller kinds of apricots to a fruit to every eight inches;

but, in general, the thinning is not carried so far. As the
fruit approaches maturity, it is nailed close in to the wall,

in order to its gaining as much reflected heat as possible.

In this country, apricots begin to ripen in the end of July,

and they continue till peaches be ready. Before the intio-

duction of the new style, they were sometimes ready early

in July, and hence received the naine of Ma\n firxcocia, to

which epithet our English name may be traced.

Apricot trees are generally placed against an east or a

west wall ; the heat of a full south wall being apt to render
them mealy before they become ripe. In the northern

parts of the island, however, a south-east or south-west as-

pect answers best. In some of the warmer districts of
England, several varieties of the apricot, particularly the

Moorpark, transparent, Breda, and Brussels, are frequently

planted as espalier trees, the horizontal branches being

tied to the rail, but the bearers left loose. Occasionally

some of these, especially the Breda and Brussels, are tried

in the form of dwarf standards; and in fine seasons, they

yield the highest flavoured fruit.

When an apricot tree has been greatly mismanaged, it

may be cut down very much, as it sets out stronger

branches than a peach tree, and these may soon be trained

so as to fill the former space. The strong branches of this

tree are very apt to throw out gum at places wiiere any ac-
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cidental hurt lias been received : the usual remedy is to cut

out the diseased |)ail, filling up the space with pitch and

rosin melted together, or merely with a little tar, or any

son of mild paint.

Apricots arc seldom forced, as they do not in general

answer expectation in this way. The Moorpark, how-

ever, is someiinics seen on the lined wall along with peach

trees: aii'l dwarf or espalier plants of the early masculine

and Brussels, are occasionally introduced into the border of

the cherry-house or the peach-house, with success.

Plirn,

99. The Plum tree, [Prunus domeslica, L.) is complete-

ly naturalized in this country, but can scarcely be said to

be indiger.ous to Britain : it is however admitted into our

Flora by Sir J. E. Smith, and is figured in English Botany,

plate 1783. There are many vaiicties, of which some of

the oldest and best marked are P. /n-tfco:!:, the primordian ;

damascena, the damask or damson; Juliana, the Si Julian;

/urligoTia, the pcrdrigon ; and cerea, the magnum bonum.
Parkinson enumerates no fcAvcr than sixty sorts. Miller

describes only about thirty.

100. The following are the kinds chiefly cultivated at

present

:

While priniordian.

Early damask.
Black damask.
Prccoce de Tours.

Maitre Claud.

Monsieur's plum.
Imperatrice.

White Perdrigon.

Blue or Violet Perdrigon.

Red Perdrigon.

Queen Claudia, or true

green-gage.

While gage.

Biuc gage.

Apricot plum.
Mirabelle.

Drap d'or.

White imperial, (5r magnum
bonum.

Red imperial.

St Catherine,

Orleans.

Fotheringham.
Wine-sour.
La Royale.

La Roche corbon.

Coe's golden drop.

The JI'Mte firimordiaji, which is also called St Barnaby's
plum, and sonieumes Jaune-Ilative, is the earliest plum we
have, commonly ripening in the end of July. The iruit is

small, of a longish shape, sugary, but without much fla-

vour. One tree on a wuU is leckoned enough, the tree be-

ing a free bearer.

The E^rty Damask, or Morocco, immediately succeeds
the wliile pnmoi'dian. The Prccoce de Tours and Mai-
tre Claud ara well Haiourcd plums, and the trees grow free-

ly, aiu- Ijear well as stan.Sards.

Monsieur's /"/«;«, or the Wentwor'.h, is a large fruit,

sonu;wi;ut resembling the white magnum : the tree is a

copiou'.. bearer, and answers very well as a standard: the
fruit is much used lor tarts and in sweetmeats. The Ln-
ficratrice is remarkably late, seldom ripening on standards
till tnc end of October.

The Pirdrigons are melting, sugary, and perfumed
fruits; the trees are not very i'ree beareis, but are in many
pl.'.ces planted ;is espalier and dwarf bt.indards.

The Queen Claudia of Rouen, or Verte boime, seems to

be the proper Grceti-gage ; " the best (says MrNicol,) the

most gent ridly known, and most highly esletnied of the

plum kind." A few trees of this sort are generally trained

to a souiheast or south-west wall ; but in a sheltered
situatiori, and where the soil is a rich deep loam, with a
dry bottom, the fruit acquires a higher flavour when pro-

duced on standards. Tlie while or yellow gage, and the

blue or red gage, though inferior to the green, are much
cultivated.

Tho Dra/i-d'or, golden drop, or cloth of gold plum, is a

good fruit ; but it recjuires a wall, and the tree is not in

general a plentiful bearer.

The White Jm/zerial, or white magnum bonum, has also

several other names, as yellow magnum, Holland magnum,
Mogul plum, and egg plum. It is a very common fruit;

of a large size ; swecl, but with no great flavour ; excel-

lent for tarts and sweetmeats : the tree grows freely, and
seldom fails to bear, either on a wall, or as a standard.

The Red Imperial h likewise called red magnum bonum;
it is also a large fruit, and of fine appearance ; but it is

principally used for baking and preserving: the tree is a

free bearer as a standard. The St Catherine has a rich

sweet juice, and is fit either for the dessert, or for beinj'

used in confectionary.

The Orleans is a middling good plum, of which there

are several varieties, as the old or led, the new, and
white. The tree is a vigorous grower, and great bearer :

it succeeds perfectly as a standard, but is soraetime^^

placed agamst a wall : it is well suited for a market fruit-

garden.

The Fotheringham, or sheen plum, is a beautiful large

red fruit, of considerable flavour; "there is hardly any
plum that excels it," says Forsyth: the tree answers
equally well for a wall, or as an espalier or standard.

The Wine-sour is a plum said to be of Yorkshire ex-

traction ; it is not much cultivated, but seems deserving

of attention ; it it very late, and chiefly used for pre-

serves.

La Royale is an excellent plum, of a red colour ; the

tree, however is generally a dull bearer. The Roche-cor-

bun, or red diaper plum, is large and of high flavour.

Coe's Golden Drofi is a late ripening plum, the merits of

which have within these few years been attended to, in cor>-

sequence of a recommendation by Mr Knight in the first

volume of the Horticultural Transactions of London. This
gentleman considers it as a new variety, while others allege

that it has been known for many years. The tree is dis-

tinguished by the great size of its foliage, the leaves being

ottcn five inches long and three broad. The flesh of the

fruit is of a golden colour when ripe ; on the side next the

sun, the skin is dotted with violet and crimson. It is

beaulifuUy figured in Hooker's Pomona, t. 14; and is

theie announced as superior to any late plum at present in

the British gardens. It keeps many weeks : Mr Knight
mentions, that he suspended some of the fruit by their

stalks in a dry room in October, and that they remained
perfectly sound till the middle of December, and were
then rot inferior, either in richness or flavour, to the green
gage, or the drap d'or. This variety requires a wall, but

succeeds extremely well on a west aspect.

The Bullace-t^lum is the fruit of a distinct species of

Prunus, P. insititia, which grows naturally in hedges in

England. It is often planted in shrubberies or lawns; it is

a great bearer, and the fruit is excellent for baking or

picserving. There is a variety with wax-coloured fruit,

called the White bullace. The Mijrobalans, or cherry-

plum, is by some considered as only a variety of the com-
mon plum ; but others rank it as a distinct species : Will-
dcnow describes it under the title of P. cerasifera.

101. If the wall be high, or above ten feet, a plum tree is

allowed about twenty-four feet in length ; if it be low, per-

il,, ps thirty feet, horizontal training being in this case adopt-

ed. An east, south-east, or south-west aspect is found to

be better than a full south exposure, in which last the fruit

is apt to shrivel and become mealy. Several kinds bear
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well as espalier trees ; and many as standards. Even in

some parts of the Highlands of Scotland, the yellow mag-
num and ihe green-gage trees maybe seen thriving lux-

uriantly, and bearing excellent crops of fruit. The late

Mr Hunter of Blackness, a zealous Scoltisli horticulturist,

describing the garden of Macdonald of Glunco, says, " Tlie

magnums were large, well shaped, free from gum, and of

a rich yellow colour all over ; the gages of the true brown-
ish and green colour, and completely ripened; and these

were growing on standards, in the heart of Locliabcr,

where the snow on the tops of the hills was visible to us

from the garden, on the 23d of Septen)ber." (Scol Hon.
Mem. i. 179.) It is to be observed, however, that in such
situations, the blossom had probably not expanded till late

in the spring, when the danger of frost was over. In

the lower and milder parts of the country, plum blossom
frequently requires protection as much as that of the apri-

cot or the peach ; indeed, the calyx drops sooner, and the

blossom is in this respect more tender. In fivourable sea-

sons, it may be added, plums are plentilul much farther

north ; a degree at lejst.

Plums produce their fruit, partly on the former year's

wood, but chiefly on small spurs, rising along the sides,

and at the end of the branches, when of two years growth
or upwards. These spurs continue long in a Iruitful

state. There is no necessity, therefore, for securing a
supply ot new shoots annually, as in peach and neciarine
trees. During the sumim r, fore-right shoots are dis-

placed with the fingers, and side shoots are laid in hori-

zontally, or in a sloping direction, where there is room
for them. Useless wood-buds procei-ding from spurs are

at the same time removed. In this way little winter prun-
ing is required ; only some extended spurs, and a few
supernumerary shoots, are to be cleared away. The
cuts must always be clean, and the knife sharp

; plum-
trees, like other stone fruits, being very apt to throw out

gum and to canker. In regulating mismanaged trees,

the lopping off of large branches is, however, sometimes
practised ; if the air be excluded by some mild paint or
other plaster, the wound frequently closes, and new
branches set out, which bear fruit in two or three years.

For wall plum trees, many gardeners prefer the fan mode
of training; but some train in the horizontal manner, be-

ing of opinion that this is the best way to check luxuri-

ance of growth, and throw the trees into bearing. When
the fruit come in close bunches, some are thinned out, in

the beginning of July, when the stoning is over, to allow

the rest to acquire full size ; and care is taken to lay in

the young shoots close to the wall, so that the sun and air

may not be intercepted, but may have access to ripen and
give flavour to the fruit.

The finer varieties of plums are budded or grafted on
plum stocks raised from the stones. Young trees bear

transplanting very well, four or even six years after they

have been budded or grafted ; so that they are often ready

to bear the year after being planted. Great jrains, how-
ever, should be taken, to raise the roots at lull length, and
to replace them in their new situation without bruising or

Other injury, and without much exposure to the air.

Cherry.

102. The Cherry tree is the Primus cerasus, L. ; Ce-

mzer of the French, who make three subdivisions, Griot-

tier BigarreauUer. and Guignitr—It' has been generally

said that cherries were introduced into England by the

fruiterer of H'-nry VIII. ; but Professor Martyn has shown
that they were known much earlier. Lydgate, in his ac-

VoL. X. Part II.

count of the London cries in the middle of the 15th cen-
tury, mentions that

" Hyt (supposed white) pescods one befjan to cry,
" Straberys ripe, and cherries in the ryse."

Ryse is a word not yet obsolete in Scotland, signifying
spray or twigs ; and on the stalls of the Edinburgh fruit
market, cherries may sometimes be seen '• in the ryse,"
or at least stuck on the thorns of hawthorn sprigs, in
order to catch the fancy of children. The white' pescod
is a kind ol plum.

103. Parkinson's list in 1529 contains about thirty
varieties of cultivated cherries, several of which arc siill

known, and iii esteem, as the mayduke, heart, amber,
and morello, but others have entirely disappeared. Miller
enumerates only twenty-one ; and of these it is not neces-
sary to notice more than one half, being those commonly
cultivated.

May-duke.
Archduke.
Hdrrison's heart.

Hertfordshire heart.

While heart.

Black heart.

Carnation cherry.

Morello
Lundie guigne.
Black coroun.

Tartarian cherry.

Kentish.

Of the May duke, Nicol observes that we have no
cherry equal to it, and that the tree thrives in all situa-
tions. It does very well as a standard ; but against a
good wall, and with a southern aspect,, the fruit becomes
considerably larger, and, contrary to what happens in other
fruits, it seems to acquire a higher flavour. It ripens early
in June ; and before the change of the style, it was often
gathered in May : this was particularly the case with a
small variety called the Early May.
The Archduke is also called the Late duke : it is a good

cherry when ripened on a wall; but the tree does not an-
swer well as a standard.

Harrison's heart is a large cherry, of good qualities,

and the tree bears freely. The Hertfordshire has a firm
flesh and excellent flavour : it is a late cherry, not ripen-

ing till August. The Carnation cherry has received its

name from the fruit, being variegated red and white: it

is a late cherry, and requires a good wall.

Though the taste of the Morello cherry, approaching
that of the mulberry, is not agreeable to many, yet when
ripened on a wall in the full sun, it acquires a size and
richness of flavour superior to any other: The tree grows
freely, and bears well.

Tne Lundie guigne is of a dark colour, and nearly as

large as maydukes which grow on standard trees : it re-

ceives its name from Lundie in Fife, the seat of Sit James
Erskine, where the original trees still remain. The black

coroun resembles the black heart; it is an excellent fruit,

and the tree is a healthy grower and great bearer. The
black and the nvhite Tartarian cherries are much culti-

vated at Petersburgh, and were introduced from Russia

about 1797 : the fruit is of good flavour, and ripens early;

and the trees produce plentifully. The Kentish cherry

is chiefly planted in cherry orchards, and in market gar-

dens : the flowers being late in e\panding, they generally

escape the spring frosts, and afford a plentiful crop : the

fruit, however, is fit only for tarts.

104 That indefatigable and truly meritorious horticul-

turist. Mr Knight, has lately added to our list three new
cherries raised from seed ; they have been called the

Elton, the Black Eagle, and the Waterloo.

4 B
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The Elton is ilic offspring of a blossom of llie gralTion,

orambiee of Dnliaiiicl, lecundalecl by ihe pollen of the

white lieart; it is distinguished Ijy a very deep liuge of

crimson in the petals, and by the extraordiniiry length of

its fruil-stalks. The pulp is very juicy, and of de-

licate llavour. The tree grows vigorously, and is a free

bearer.

The Black Eagle was from the graffion, with the pollen

of the mayduke, and the tree and its fruit resemble the

mayduke in a considerable degree.

The ll'alerloo was of the same origin. " It sprang

(says Mr. Knight) from the largest and finest ambree

cherry that I cVer saw ; and I imagine it was the best fed;

for it stood alone upon a tree, which was well capable of

bearing at least hali a dozen pounds of cherries." The
Waterloo is somewhat later than the black eagle. It is

nearly as hardy as the mayduke ; and it has been observed

to acquire tolerable perfection even in cloudy and rainy

weather. On approaching maturity, one side presents a

dark livid colour; but in ripening, it acquires a rich and

deep red colour, nearly black. It is larger than the black

eagle, and more conic towards its point.

All of these three varieties possess valuable qualities,

and deserve the attention of cultivators in every part of

the country. The only plants of these yet brought to

Scotland, as far as we know, arc in the garden of Sir

George iVlackenzic, Bart, at Coul in Ross-shire, where,

as it is situate far to the northward, their qualities in re-

gard to climate will be put to the proof. They who pos-

sess opportunities should also attempt the production of

new kinds. The cherry, it is believed, n/wris more ex-

tensively in variety when raised from seed than almost

any other fruit; and Mr Knight justly remarks, that it is

probably capable of acquiring a higher state of perfection

than it has yet attained.

105. The finer kinds of cherries arc trained against the

wall, chiefly in the fan manner: they are placed about

twenty-four feet dislafit from each other, and, at the first

planting, a temporary tree is usually put in between each.

When favoured with a south aspect, they not only pro-

duce early, but large and excellent fruit, highly wc^rthy

of a place in the dessert. To prolong the cherry season,

some of the duke and heart varieticsare generally placed

against a west wall. The morello, being chiefly wanted
for preserves, has frequently a north aspect assigned to

it. This variety in so far differs in habit from the others,

that it is produced rather on the young wood of the former
year than on spurs ; it is necessary, therefore, at the time
of pruning, to have a supply of young wood in view.
Cherry-trees are sometimes trained on espalier rails ; and
in this case, as in wall-trees, it is a great object to keep
up a stock of young wood, or at least a quantity of young
spurs, or curzons. The branches are generally tied to
the rails by means of willow-twigs, or strands of bass-
matting. All stone-fruit trees being liable to become
gummy at places where they are galled, attention is ne-
cessary that the tyings do not injure the bark. Cherries,
it may be added, succeed much better as half-standards or
dwarf standards than as espalier-trees.

It is a general rule to bud or graft cherries at the
height where the head is intended to begin. Some pre-
fer having only two main branches for a wall cherry-tree;
but three branches are, in general, found more com-
modious. Miller suggests, that budding heart cherries
on stocks of the birdcherry {Prunus fiadus), might have
a similar effect as grafting apples on paradise stocks;
that not only might the tree be thus kept in less compass,
but rendered more fruitful.

In prunning cherry-trees, the shoals are not shortened,

for they produce many fruit-buds at the extremiiies. Ii

is a common remark of practical gardeners, that cherry-
trees disliUe the knife. The branches therefore are

trained at full length, superfluous fore-right shoots being
displaced by the hand in the early part of summer. Much
fruit is produced on small side-spurs proceeding from
wood two or three years old ; these side-spurs are there-

lore carefully preserved.

When the Iruit begins to colour, it is assailed by black-
birds, jays, and other birds. Tlie most effectual remedy
is found in hanging a net in front of the tree, or over it,

if it be an espalier or dwarf-standard. In gathering the

fruit, care should be taken not to break the fruit-spurs,

which are very brittle : to avoid the risk of this, some
gardeners are at the pains to cut the fruit-stalks with a

pair of small scissars.

jl/i/ilc.

106. The J/:/ue-lrce {J'yrus Malus, var. saliva, L) be-
longs to the class Icosandria, order Pentagynia, and natu-
ral order Rosacese of Jussieu. The crab-tree, P. malus,
is a native of various parts of Britain, and is figured in

English Botany, t. 17y. Like the wild pear, it is armed
with thorns. Many of the cultivated kinds have been im-
ported from the continent at different times ; and many
others have been raised from the seed in this country.
Ray, in the close of the 17th century, described seventy-
eight sons, then accounted good : several of these still

retain their character, but many more have either lost it,

or have entirely disu|)pcarcd. The costard-apple, which
was then so commonly sold in London that dealers in ap-
ples were styled costard-mongers, is not now known. At
this time among the favourite cider a|)plcs were the red-
streak, the golden-pippin, t!ic gcnnet-moil, the white and
red masts or musts, the fox-whelp, and the stire ; all of
which, as remarked by Mr Knight, are now fast hasten-
ing to decay and extinction. Several new apples, how-
ever, possessed of excellent qualities, have of late years
been brought into notice ; and so many amateurs of gar-
dening are now engaged in raising new varieties from
seed, that there seems little reason to apprehend a de-
ficiency. This is as it should be ; the apple being doubt-
less the most useful of the fruits freely produced in this

country.
10". Forsyth, in his Treatise on Fruit-trees, describes

no fewer than 196 varieties, exclusive of many, of which
he gives the names only, without descriptions. In this

place only a few of the finer apples can be noticed;
such as are commonly cultivated in gardens, as wall or
espalier trees, or as half and dwarf standards. The
other standard apples used for baking, or in the manu-
facture of cider, will be treated of under the article

Ohch.^rds.

Golden pippin,

Balgone pippin,

Nonpareil,

Scarlet nonpareil,

Ribston pippin,

Oslin pippin,

Hawthorndean,
Margaret,
Jenneting,

Nonsuch,
Margil,
Quince apple,

The Golden fii/ipin is

ripening late in autumn

Aromatic pippin,

Royal Russet,

Codlin ; Royal, Kent-
ish, Carlisle, and Kes-
wick.

Newton pippin, and Spit-

senberg.

Rennets, grey, golden,
and Canadian.

Violet apple.

a well known excellent fruit,

; when fully matured it keeps
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iviig, ami torms, (.hiring winter, one of the choicest des-

sert apples ; it is generally small, but beautiiul, and the

juice is sweet and liifAh flavoured. The tree rc(|uircs a

light but good soil ; i( the subsoil be wet, it is extremely

apt to canker. It is rather of low growth ; against a wall,

however, it grows freely, and produces abundance of line

fruit. The golden pippin is highly praised by French
horticultural writers, under the name of Reinette d'An-
gleterrc. Miller notices the general falling ofl' of this

fruit, and the subject has been urdarged upon by Knight

:

the fact cannot be denied : the former ascribes it to the

practice of grafting on free-stocks instead of crab-stocks

;

the latter, we believe with more reason, to the natural de-

cay of the variety through old age. The Baig-one /li/i/iin,

so named from the scat of Sir James Suttie in East
Lothian, much resembles the golden pippin, and to all its

excellencies adds the advantage of larger size. The tree

grows luxuriantly against walls, and appears at present

to be in health and vigour. It deserves the attention of

the horticulturists of South Britain.

The A'on/iareil is one of the best apples known, and the

chief of the russet tribe: it is rather a flat-shaped fruit,

with a sharp, pleasant, liiKh-flavourcd juice. It is scarcely

ripe till the end of No. mber; but if well ripened, ii

keeps till May, or later. The tree grows to a large size
;

and in a good soil, such as a hazelly loam, it bears pretty

freely. It is very generally trained against a wall ; and in

the northern parts of the island, it rec|uires not only a wall,

but a good aspect. The Scarlet rion/iareil ripens more
freely than the former; and the fruit becomes larger, and
more smooth and plump, being at the same time highly

charged with the flavour peculiar to the nonpareil : it is in

season in January and February.

The Ribston /li/ipin is an excellent apple ; when well

ripened, it adds to the dessert ; for kitchen use it is unri-

valled. The tree grows freely in almost every situation,

and is a good bearer. The fruit is of a greenish-yellow
colour, with red or brown streaks on the side next the sun.

It keeps very long, remaining quite firm till April or May.
Mr Nicol is justly in raplures with it : " It may be called

a universal apple for these kingdoms ; it will thrive and
even lipen at Johno-Groat's, and it deserves a place at

Exeter or at Cork." It was long supposed to have been
raised at Ribston Hall in Yorkshire; but it is now ascer-

tained to be a Normandy pippin, introduced early in the

18th century.

The Oslin pi/i/iin is sometimes called the Original, and
sometimes the Arbroath pippin ; by Forsyth it is named
Orzelon. This is a very good apple, excelled in flavour

only by the nonpareil, over which it has the advantage of
ripening in a worse climate. It does not keep : indeed it

should be eaten from the tree, and it is ki:«)wn to be fit for

use by its acquiring a fine yellow colour. It is particularly

described by Dr Duncan, senior, in the first volume of the

Scottish Horticultural Memoirs. The tree grows freely

by cuttings, provided each cutting include a knot or bur.

The Doctor mentions, that of fifty branches detached early

in the spring, more than one half blossomed and produced
ripe fruit the same year ; they continued fruitful for the

next two years, and promised to form permanent fruit-

bearing trees. The Oslin has been for lime immemorial
cultivated at St Andrews and Arbroath, where there were
formerly magnificent establishments for monks, by whom
it was probably introduced from France.
The Hawthorndean, or White Apple of Hawthorndean,

derives its name from the romantic scat, in Mid Lothian,
of the poet and historian Drummond, at which he was vi-

sited by the celebrated Ben Jonson. It is a summer apple,
but does not keep long ; it is juicy and good, excellent for

kitchen use. The tree is a free grower, and bears quickly
and plentifully; it is however but short-lived, generally
shewing symptoms of decay when twelve or fifteen years
old : it is well calculatcti, therefore, for a temporary tree in

any situation, and for this purpose it is much employed.
The yi/ar§-a*-f< a/////f is also cidlcd Magdalene apple; it

is an early Iruil, of good flavour, but docs not keep long.
Tlio tiee is of middling size ; commonly productive.

Jcjinetintr, or Gcnilon, as Dr Johnson has it, is generally
supposed to be a cori'uplion of June-eatirtg. It is a small
truit, but very early lipc; certainly however not in June,
nor earlier than August. It is perhaps inferior to the Os-
lin, Margaret, and one or two otiier early apples; but no
one possessed of a healthy jenneting tree in full bearing
would willingly part with it.

The .Yonsuc/i is a well known pip))ln ; the tree is rather

subject to the canker, but it generally bears more or less

every season.

The Marg-il is a very good late apple, fit for the dessert

in January; the fruit is much improved when the tree is

trained against a wall.

The Quince a/i/ile is a small fruit, shaped like the quince;
the side next the sun of a russet colour, the other side yel-

lowish ; it is an excellent apple for about three weeks in

September, but does not keep much longer. The tree is

of low growth.

The Aromatic fii/ifiin receives its name from its fine fla-

vour; the side next the sun is of a bright russet colour.

It ripens in October, and is fit for use from December to

February.

The Royal russet, or leathercoat russet, is so named
from the deep russet colour of the skin ; it is a large fruit,

of an oblong figure, broad towards the base : it is an excel-

lent kitchen fruit, and may also appear in the dessert; it

keeps till April. The tree grows to a large size, and bears

very freely.

The different varieties of Codlins are chiefly baking ap-

ples, although they may also occasionally be taken to the

table : they are early; but none of them are good keeping
apples. The trees are great bearers, and make commo-
dious half and dwarf standards in gardens ; the latter are

frequently trained around hoops to support their branches.

An account of the valuable properties of the Carlisle and
Keswick codlins is given by the Right Hon. Sir John Sin-

clair, in the first volume of the Scottish Horticultural Me-
moirs. The codlins are frequently propagated by slips,

suckers, or layers, trees thus procured yielding fruit much
more quickly than grafted trees.

The A'eivton fii/ifiin and Sfiitsenberg apple are two Ame-
I'ican sorts, which have of late years become favourites in

some parts of this country. The former was introduced

from Long Island, New York : it is a beautiful and excel-

lent apple ; it ripens best on a wall, but in favourable sea-

sons it succeeds on espalier rails, or even on dwarf stan-

dards. The Spitsenberg is also a very good fruit, with

somewhat of the pine-apple flavour; the tree requires a

sheltered situation and a good soil : it is observed to thrive

better on a west than on a south wall.

The Grey rennet, Reinette grise, is a middle-sized fruit,

of a deep grey next the sun, but on the other side inter-

mixed with yellow ; a juicy apple, of a quick flavour, yet

sugary : it ripens in October, but does not keep long. The
Golden rennet, Reinette dor6e, is a very good apple, ripen-

ing in the end of September, fit either for the table or the

kitchen, and keeping till February. The Canadian rennet

is called by the French horticulturists Re-inette de Trianon:

it is a large fruit, of a yellow colour, with a tinge of red

:

it keeps till February.

The Violet apple, Pomme violette, is a middling large
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fruit, of a long shape ; pale green on one side, but deep

red next the sun; flesh delicate, juice sui;;ary, with a sliijht

flavour of the sweet or-March violet. Tiic tree i;rows vi-

gorously, and the fruit ripens in the end of October.

The Eve afifile is orij^inally from Iiciand, but now very

generally cultivated in the west of Scotland. The tree is

nearly as ample a bearer as the Keswick codlini^ ; and it is

peculiarly well calculated for f(jrming small standards, to

be trained either hollow, or like a cylinder or a cone, the

tree i^rowinii; close and compact, and the fruit spurs being

regularly distributed along every part of the branches.

The apple is of a fine colour, and well lasted, fit either for

table or kitchen use. It keeps nearly four months. The
tree produces fruit the second year after being grafted ;

and, like the burknot, it may be propagated by cuttings or

by layers.

Several excellent and well known garden apples are not

included in tiie list above given, in order to avoid prolixity;

such as the summer and the winter Thorle ; ditt'erent va-

rieties of Pearmain ; the VVme apple, or Queen ; the red
and the white Calville ; Wheeler's Russel ; Holland pip-

pin ; the Strawberry apple; the Devonshire Quarenden,
the Crofton, and the Kerry pippin. It cannot be too often

inculcated, that the choice of varieties of fruits, and espe-
cially of apples and pears, ultimately to be employed as

standards and dwarf standards in gardens, ought to depend
very much on ex/ierience,—on observing which kinds suc-
ceed best in tiie particular soil and situation in question.

108. As formerly mentioned, several new apples have of

late been brought into notice. Of these, the following
have deservedly acquired a good character : The Yellow
lugestrie pippin, the Downton pippin, and the Wormsley
pippin.

The Yellow Ligestrie pipfiin was raised a few years ago
by Mr Knight, from a flower of the orange pippin dusted
with the pollen of tlie golden pippin. It is similar in form
and colour to the latter, which it almost rivals also in rich-

ness and flavour : it ripens in October, but does not keep.
The tree is very productive.
The Doivnton pifijun, named from Mr Knight's seat, had

the same origin ; and also possesses very good qualities in

certain upland situations ; but in the low grounds about
London it is not good.
The Wormsley fiififiin is another of Mr Knight's apples,

a very large fruit, and, in the consistence and juiciness of
its pulp, nearly resembling the Newton pippin ; it ripens
in the end of October, and keeps for some time.
The apple called Hughes^s neiv golden /li/i/iin possesses

the finest qualities; but we suspect it will be found to be,
not a new fruit, but a French apple, cultivated in Nor-
TOandy, and not unfrequently shipped for this country at
Charante.

Some varieties are cultivated chiefly by way of curiosity;
particularly the Figa/ifile, which is remarkable for pro-
ducing no seeds, and indeed for having no proper core ; it

is said also to shew stamens and pistils only, or to be desti-
tute, or nearly so, of p-tals. The Divarf rennet is also
deserving of notice ; when grafted on a paradise stock, the
tree scarcely e.Kceeds in size a large plant of gillyflower.
It is therefore sometimes kept in pots, and forced, and
placed in a growing state on the table. The fruit com-
pletely resemblc-s the common Fren-,h rennets. To these
may be added, the Pomme d'yJ/ti, or Apius's apple, a very
small fruit, of a yellowish colour, but bright red next the
sun

; and the Pomme de deux ans, or John apple, remark-
able for having apples and blossoms on the tree at the same
time.

109. Apple trees intended for full standards are grafted
OTi free stocks, or crab stocks ; those for espalier rails or

walls, on paradise and codlin stocks. A young grafted ap-
ple tree should have three branches ; and, if intended lor

a wall-tree or espalier, the centre branch only is cut down,
perhaps to a foot in length, to encourage the setting out of
a succession of branches. The fruit of the apple tree is

produced on small side and termmal spurs, or short spurs
or curzons, from an inch to more than two inches long, pro-
ceeding from branches two, three, or four years old, the

same wood continuing fruitful for a number of years. The
nonpareil, and some other varieties, indeed, yield a few
fruit from shoots of the former year ; but this is not

usual. Espalier and wall trees are pruned twice in the
season, in summer and in winter. In May and June, fore-

right and other superfluous shoots are taken out, a few
being laid in, to supply wood where wanted. Any time
between December and March, a selection of these is

made ; and unfruitful, decayed, or cankered branches being
cut out, new branches are led along in their place. Ai the
same time, old rugged spurs, and useless snags, are taken
clean off close by the trunk, applying any mild ointment
to the wound. On walls from nine to twelve feet high, the

fan-training is pieferred; but on walls under nine feet, the

horizontal method is often adopted. About twenty-five

feet are allowed to each tree. Standard apple trees re-

ceive, and indeed require, but little attention. The ground
is dug over, lichens and mosses on the trunks or branches
are destroyed, dead branches are cut out, and such as cross
each other so as to rub together. When a standard or

a dwarf standard is heavily loaded with fruit, several defi-
ed or forked stakes are stuck into the ground, and made
to support the drooping branches, which are otherwise apt
to break down. Standards in gardens are placed generally

thirty feet apart ; espalier trees on dwarf stocks, fifteen

feet apart; on free stocks, perhaps twenty-five feet.

1 10. The apple tree grows and thrives on very various
soils. It equally dislikes a strong clayey and wet soil, as

one that is open, dry, and gravelly ; a deep rich cool soil

answers best. To lay down more particular rules would
be nugatory. It is a fact, that in each particular place, cer-

tain kinds of apples are observed to succeed belter than

other kinds. When therefore the cultivator has discovered
the varieties most congenial to the soil and situation, it will

be his wisest plan to encourage them, by multiplying grafts

of them on his other and less productive trees, or by form-
ing new additional trees of tliose successful sorts. Where
the soil is shallow, and the subsoil bad, it is by following

this plan only that large crops of apples can be regularly

procured, the new wood of the grafts bearing for a few
years, and then giving place to other grafts.

This may be illustrated, by instancing Dalkeith Park
garden near Edinburgh, belonging to the Duke of Buc-
cleuch. Formerly few or no apples were here prodaoed,

the soil being very shallow, and the subsoil pernicious. But
his Grace's gardener, Mr James Macdonald, planted many
new trees on this plan :—He formed a small hillock of

earth about a foot high, and four or five feet in > ircuinfer-

ence ; on this he placed the tree, carefully spreading the

roots, and then covering these with six inches of good
earth, and fixing the stem to a stake, to prevent wind- wav-
ing. The roots of the trees so planted do not appear ever

to have penetrated to the bad subsoil. Still, however, find-

ing that all his standard fruit trees, and particularly ap-

ples, would inevitably prove short-lived, Mr Macdonald
had recourse to the other plan, of constantly putting on new
grafts. He inserts regularly from 2000 to 3000 every

year, sometimes placing five or six sorts on one tree. The
grafts are of such kinds as experience has taught him to

be most fruitful in D ilkeith garden, .\pples are now pro-

duced in this garden in wonderful profusion, the young
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wood being often bent down with heavy clusters of fruit,

wliich in many cases are to be seen resting on the ground.

Pears.

III. The Pear tree [Pyrus communis, L.) is naturalized

in bonie parts ot England, uiid is lisured in '' Englisli Bo-

tany," t. 1784, but can scarcely be accouiUed an original

native. The date of the introduction of the earliest culti-

vated viirieties is not known ; for most of them we are in-

debted to France and the Netherlands. Parkinson enume-

rates sixty-four, many of which have disappeared. Knoop,

in his Pomologie, describes and figures above a hundred.

MilKi has selected eighty, which he describes in his Dic-

tionary, as the best then known in England. Not above

one half of those contained in this list are now much es-

teemed or'cultivated. Pears are distinguished, according

to the season in which they are fit for use, into summer, au-

tumn, and -winter /tears. Summer pears must be gather-

etl us they ripen, and eaten from the tree, none of them
keeping more than a few days; autumn pears do not keep

much more than a fortnight ; winter pears are gathered

bclore being fully ripe, in dry weather, and kept,

some for several weeks, and others for several months,

before being used. They are also classed, according to

their general qualities, as dessert ov kitchen pears ; and, ac-

cording as their flesh is firm and breaks, or is soft and melts,

into breaking and melting pears.

112. The following are the best kinds at present culti-

vated.

Summer Pears.

Jargonelle.

Cuisse madame.
Red muscadelle.

Green chisel.

August muscat.

Little muscat.
Summer bonchretien.

Skinless.

Prince's pear.

10 Summer bergamot.

Musk blanquet.

Longueville.

Green Yair.

Autumn Pears.

Brown beurre.

15 Autumn bergamot.
Gansel's bergamot.
Swiss bergamot.

Verte longue.

Green sugar.

20 Great Mouthwater.
Red orange.

Great russelet.

Red doyeniiC.

Auchan.
25 Muirfowl egg.

Winter Pears.

Chaumontel.
Colmart.

Crassane.

St Germain.
30 Echassery.

Winter bonchretien.

Virgouleuse.

Holland bergamot.

Easter bergamot.
35 Dry martin.

Louise bonne.

Marquise.
Little lard pear.

Ambretle.
40 Poire d'Auch.

Swan egg.

113. The 7ar^onf//e (meaning the euisse madame of the

French, whose jai gonelle, iJice versa, is our cuisse ma-
dame) is a well-known fruit, the tree being universally cul-

tivated, either against walls, or espalier rails, or as dwarf
standards The flesh is breaking, sweet, and has a slight-

ly musky flavour. It ripens in August, and does not keep;

but if two or three trees be planted on an east aspect, the

jargonelle season may be prolonged till the end of Septem-
ber

The Cuisse Madame (i. e. the French jargonelle) is not
nearly so good a fruit as tlie former ; but tlie tree being a
great bearer, the kind is liked foi- the London market.
The Red Muscadelle, or La dellistime, is a large beauti-

ful fruit, of a yellow colour, with red stripes ; the flesh melt-
ing, and of a rich flavour, when not too ripe.

The Green Chisel, or Hasting pear, is of a whitish-green
when ripe, has a very thin skin, flesh melting and sugary,
but when too ripe, mealy.
The August Muscat, Royal Muscat, Hanville, or Poire

d'Averat, is a roundish flat pear, shaped like a bergamot,
skin smooth, of a whitish-yellow colour; flesh breaking,
juice richly sugared and perfumed ; characterized by Mil-
ler, as " one of the best summer pears yet known." The
fruit is produced in clusters, and the tree is a great
bearer.

The Little Muscat is of a longish shape, of a yellow co-
lour, except next the sun, where it is red. On a south or
south-east wall it is ripe early in August.
The Summer bonchretien is a large oblong fruit, with a

smooth and thin skin, of a whitish-green colour, but red
next the sun : full of juice, and of a rich perfumed flavour.
It succeeds very well on an east or west wall, but as a
standard only in good situations, in the milder counties of
England.
The Skinless, Early russelet, or Flower of Guigne, is a

long-shaped reddish coloured fruit, with a very thin skin,
the flesh melting, and full of a sugary juice.

Prince's Pear is a small roundish fruit, of a yellow co-
lour, but red next the sun ; flesh intermediate between
breaking and melting; juice high flavoured. The tree
is generally a great bearer, and the fruit will keep for a
fortnight.

The Sum?ner Bergamot, or Hamden's bergamot, is a
round flattisn pear, of a fine greenish-yellow colour ; the
flesh melting, and the juice highly perfumed : the tree is a
strong and healthy grower, answering either as an espalier
or standard.

The Musk blanquet. Little blanquet or Pearl pear, is of
a yellow colour, lull of juice and quite melting ; the fruit

is produced in clusters, and ripe on the wall in the end
of August.
The Longue-ville is very generally spread over the nor-

thern part of Britain, where aged trees of it exist in the
neighbourhood of ancient monasteries : it is not. however,
contained in Miller's list ; nor is it mentioned by the French
writers. In (juality it is surpassed by several of those al-

ready mentioned ; but still it may be accounted a good sum-
mer or early autumn fruit. Th,e longueville of Jedburgh,
in Roxburghshire, it may be remarked, seems to be a
variety, the fruit possessing the quality of keeping for

many weeks: the trees at that place are very old, and
evidently the remains of orchards or gardens belonginE>-

to the rich religious establishment which once flourish-

ed there.

The Green Yair. or green Pear of the Yair, is a small
green fiuit, sweet and juicy, but with little flavour; the

tree is a copious bearer, either as a standard or espa-

lier tree. It is supposed to be of Scottish origin, the Yair
being an ancient seat on the Border.

1 14. The Brown Beurre, or Red Beurre, is a large and
long fruit, of a brownish-red colour next the sun, melting,

and full of sharp rich juice, slightly perfumed ; indeed it is

one of the best autunm pears we have ; it must, however,

have every advantage of soil and shelter, and a good aspi'ct

on the wall. The fruit varies considerably in colour, the
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(lifTefcncc sccining to (kpcnd on accidental circumstances

of soil and vi!;our.

The Aulumn Bcrgamot often gels the name of Eng-

lish lieiganiol : it is a smaller fruit than the summer
bergamot, but resembles it ; the flesh is melting, and the

fruit richly perfumed : the tree is a free grower and great

bearer.

Garisel's Bergamot is of English origin, having been

ritiscd fiom a seed of the autumn bergamot by the late Ge-

neral Gansel at Donneland Hall near Colchester. It is

ncaily allied to its parent. In good situations, the tree an-

swers txcclleiuly as a standard ; and if the fruit be gather-

ed in the middle of October, it is in perfection about the

middle of November, and continues a month on the wall :

it sometimes attains a large size ; we have seen one pro-

duced at Torry in Scotland, which measured in circunifer-

ence 14 inches, and weighed, when taken from the tree,

lib. lOoz.

The Siuiss bergamot is a round fruit, with a tough skin,

of a greenish colour striped with red : iUsh melting, and

full of juice, slightly perfumed : the tree a copious

bearer.

The Ferte longue (long green pear,) or Muscat-Jleiiri, is

a handsome fi uil, of good qualities i in a dry soil and warm
situation, the tree produces great crops.

The Green Sugar pear, or Sucre vert, has a very smooth

green skin ; Iksh melting, and the juice sugary, with an

agreeable flavour: the tree is a free bearer.

The Great Moulhivater, or Grosse mouille-bouche, is a

very good pear; and the tree answers equally well for the

wall or the espalier rail.

The Red Orange pear is middle-sized, of a round shape,

greenish colour, and purple next the sun ; the flesh is

melting, and the juice sugary, with a slight perfume.

The Orange Rouge was formerly the most common pear

in France, but it is now much less cultivated.

The Great Russelet, or Gros rousselet, is a large oblong

fruit, of a brownish colour, becoming dark red next the

sun ; the flesh tender and agreeably perfumed.

The Red Doyenne or Dean-pear is smaller than the com-
mon doyeni.e ; it is usually a little turbinated or top shaped,

sometimes, when the fruit is clustered, almost globular,

crowned with the persistent leaflets of the calyx ; colour

yellow ; when ripe, red next the sun ; ripens from the end
of October to the end of November, and continues in

perfection a fortnight or three weeks ; the flesh is pale-

coloured, melting, and, though not very juicy, agreeably

perfumed. The tree is a great bearer, even in unfavour-

able seasons, answering perfectly well either as a stand-

ard or espalier. The Dean-pear has been long known
in this country, but rather neglected, perhaps on account

of Miller's characterizing it generally as " a very indiffer-

ent fruit." Mr R. A. Salisbury, however, having recom-
mended the red doyenne in the Memoirs of the Horticul-

tural Society of London, particularly for high and exposed
situations, it has risen in estimation.

The Auchan sometimes receives the epithet oi grey or

red: it is an excellent pear, said to be of Scottish origin :

in Scotland the tree is often placed against an east or west

wall, but it answers better as an espalier or a standard. It

probably deserves more of the attention of English garden-

ers than it has met with. The tree is a free grower and

plentiful bearer, even in light soils. The fruit is sweetish,

with a peculiar and rather agreeable flavour. When the

name Auchan alone is used, this is the kind to be under-

stood : What is called the Summer Auchan is a trifling

green fruit, not worth cultivating ; and the Black or Winter
Auchan is a smaller and later variety.

The Muirfuvil egg is another pear of good qualities, said

to be originally Scottish. It ripens in September, and
keeps for many weeks. It is often placed against walls in

Scotland, but the fruit from standards is much higher fla-

voured, though not of so large a size.

115. The finer sorts of winter pears are of French
origin; and in this country they require all the aid of a
wall with a good aspect, and very considerable attention

after they are taken from the tree, several kinds attaining

maturity only in the fruit-room.

The Chaumontel, or winter beuric, was raised at Chau-
niontel near Chantilly, where, it is said, the original tree still

exists. It is a large rich llavoured melting pear ; the skin

a little rough ; often of a pale green colour, but becoming
purplish next the sun ; sometimes with a good deal of red.

The tree may be considered as in general requiring a wall,

and a pretty good aspect : in a few places it succeeds on
tspalier-rails in good seasons. The fruit is left On the tree

till the clobe approach of winter; it is fit for eating in die

end of November, and continues till January. The Chau-
montel is i)rodiiced in great perfection in Guernsey and
Jersey, and considerable quantities are yearly commission-
ed from these islands by the London fruiterers.

The Colmart, or Manna pear, is large and excellent

;

the flesh very tender and melting, and the juice greatly su-
gared ; both in shape and quality, it considerably resembles
the autumn or English bergamot : it keeps throughout
the winter, and till the end of February. The tree requires

a large space of good wall, but deserves it.

The Crassane (said to derive its name from crastus,

thick,) or Bergamot crassane, is a pear of a large size and
round shape, with a long stalk ; the skin is roughish, of a
greenish-yellow when ripe, with a russety coating; the

flesh is very tender and melting, and full of a rich sugary
juice. It is fit for use from the middle to the end of No-
vember, and is one of the very best pears of the season.

The tree requires a good wall.

The St Germain is a large long pear, of a yellowish co-

lour when ripe ; flesh melting, and very full of juice, with
considerable flavour. If the tree be pimted on a dry soil,

in a warm situation, and trained against a good wall, it bears
pretty freely : There are two varieties, a spurious, and the
true ; and it is believed the former is by much the more
generally disseminated. The spurious fruit ripens in De-
cember, remaining green when ripe, and generally decays
by the end of January ; unless the soil and season be favour-

able, it is insipid and watery ; it is shorter, and its form is

subject to more variations than that of the true variety.

The true St Germain keeps in perfection till the end of
March, and, for sweetness and flavour, ranks among the

very best of the winter pears. It is beautifully figuied by
Hooker, in the Pomona JLondinensK, Plate 5.

The Echassery is a thick oval fruit, shaped like a citron;

skin smooth, and yellow when ripe: flesh melting, juice

sugared, with a delicate perfume. In season in December
and January. The tree requires a good wall ; the fruit is

produced in clusters.

The Bonchretien, or winter bonchretien, requires even
in France all the advantages of a south wall and well pre-

pared border. But although Quintinye and Duhamel men-
tion this as the very best late winter-pear, we would be in-

clined to consider it as greatly inferior to those already

named, judging either from the specimens imported into

this country, or from those produced in our gardens. With
us it attains a large size, but seldom acquires sufficient ma-
turity to bring forth the characters for which the French
authors praise it. The French graft the tree on a quince-

stock ; but Miller gives it as his opinion, that if it were
placed on a free stock, and the branches trained at full

length on a good wall, the fruit might be much improved
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ill Ibis country. It is to be observed, that even in France

the tree is kite of coniing into a bearing state, but that it be-

comes more IVuili'iil as it advances in aijc. Delauny men-

tions tliat liic French use the unripe IVuit in soups, in place

of lurnips; and it must be conlcssed, that tliose generally

produced in this country setm much fitter for that purpose

than for appearing in a dessert.

The Virgouleuse, or ice-pear, is a large and long fruit,

of a green colour, inclining to yellow as it ri|H ns; flesh melt-

ing, and full of rich juice ; for eating in December, and

continues till February. The tree is often accounted a bad

bearer; but it has been justly remarked by Miller, that

this may frequently arise from gardeners not attending to

its nature: it produces vigorous shoots, and the blossom

conies principally at the ends of these shoots; if therefore

the tree be pruned in the ordinary way, much of the blos-

som must be cut away ; if, however, it be allowed ample
space, and the branches be laid in at full length, the

tree produces fair crops. In favourable situations, it suc-

ceeds on espalier-rails, but it is commonly trained against a

wall.

The Holland Bergamot is a good pear, of a greenish-

yellow colour ; the flesh tender, and high flavoured: it

must remain on the tree till the approach of frost : it keeps

till May.
The Easter Bergamot, Bergamotte de Paques, or win-

ter bergamot, is a large roundish fruit, of a greyish-green

colour, with a little red ; the flesh between breaking and

melting. In this country, the tree must stand on a

free stock, and have a good wall, and well prepared bor-

der. The fruit is fit for the table in February, and keeps

till April.

The Dry martin (martin-sec), or winter russelet, is an

oblong pear, russety on one side, inclining to red on the

other ; flesh breaking, juice sugary, with a little per-

fume ; ready in November, and keeps about three

months. The tree is generally placed on a free stock;

but it succeeds either against a wall or rail, and bears pret-

ty freely.

The Louise bonrie resembles the St Germain, and is

pretty good when produced against a wall, and from a

dry soil ; in season in December. The tree generally

bears well.

The Marcjuiae, or marchioness's pcai, is a long pyra-

midal fiuit, of a greenish-yellow colour, with a little

brown ; the flesh is melting, and the juice ricli and

sweet. In season in November and December. In this

country the tree requires a good wall and favourable

aspect.

TheJmbrette is an oval middle-sized fruit, melting and

sugary; when produced from a dry soil and against a south

wall, the fruit acquires a flavour resembling the scent of the

sweet-sultan or ambrette of the French.

The Poire d'-iuch is described by Forsyth as resembling

the colmart, but fuller towards the stalk, and " without ex-

ception the best of all the winter pears."

The Sivan-egg is a very good late pear, for use in No-
vember and December. It is egg-shaped, of a green co-

lour, thinly spotted with brown; flesh melting, and abound-

ing with a pleasant juice. On standards or espaliers

the fruit acquires a higher flavour than on wall-trees; in-

deed it is only trained against a wall in high and bleak

situations.

1 16. With the exception of five, all the pears which have
now been enumerated and described are of French origin.

Of these five, two are considered as of English origin, the

Gansel's bergamot and the Swann-egg ; and three of Scot-

tish origin, the Muirfowl-egg, Green Yair, and Auchan.
Some other Scottish pe^-s, which occur chiefly in country

gardens, but are of good (juality, may just be named. Such
are Pear-James, the F.arly Carnock, Late Carnock or
Drummond, Golden Kna/i, Cratvford or Lammas, the Grey
Goodwije, and the John Monteith.

Among English pears little known or attended to, may
be mentioned the Elton pear, figured in the London Hor-
ticultural Transactions, vol. ii. It ripens on stundards, for

which it is best suited, from the middle to the end of Sep-
tember; but it must be gathered ten days before being ripe,

else it is apt to get mealy. When in perfection, it is de-

scribed as uniting much of the fine flavour of the berga-
mots with the melting softness of the bcurres. The fruit is

without seeds, and indeed almost without internal cavity.

The original tree stands on its own roots in an orchard of
seedling pears at Elton in Herefordshire. It is about a hun-
dred and fifty years old, but still healthy.

The Astoii-toiun jiear is regarded as a native of Chesliire,

and said to have received its name from Aston-town in that

county. The branches of the tree have a peculiar tenden-

cy to twist round in growing upwards. The young shoots

are pendent, and the blossoms are produced chiefly at the

extremities. The leaves are small and oval. The fruit

somewhat resembles the swan-egg pear ; is of a greenish
colour, spotted with russet ; when ripe, the flesh is melting,

and high flavoured. It is in perfection early in October,
but does not keep. The fruit seems to be improved when
the tree is trained to a wall ; but in order to have fruit in

this way, the slioots should be trained downwards according
to their natural inclination.

117. Of new pears of any kind, our list is veiy scanty.

The IVormsley bergamot has of late years been laised by
Mr Knight, from the blossom of the autumn bergamot,
stripped of its stamina, and dusted with the pollen of the St
Germain. It is a good melting pear, and the tree grows
freely in any common soil where other pear-trees thrive

;

the blossom appears to possess the advantage of being very

hardy; the fruit remains on the tree till the end of October,

and is in perfection about three weeks afterwards. At this

lime, we have scarcely any winter keeping pears sufficient-

ly hardy to grow on standards. Mr. Knight, however,
confidently predicts, that winter pears will, in the course of

another generation, be obtained in the utmost abundance
from standard trees; that is, that new varieties, combin-
ing perhaps the hardiness of the swan-egg with the valua-

ble qualities of the colmart or chaumontcl, will be pro-

duced.

118. All the kinds of summer pears ripen, in ordinary

seasons, on the diff'erent sorts of standards, or on espaliers
;

the autumn pears, on dwarf standards or espaliers. Espa-

liers, however, are in both cases preferable to dwarf stand-

ards, as the tree may in the former way stand on a free

stock, and yet have ample sp.ice allowed it. The finer

French winter pears in general require a wall, with an

east, south-east, or south-west aspect ; and in the northern

parts of the island a full south aspect. Several of the

kinds, however, answer on cspalicr-rails ; and as the fruit

ripens more slowly and equably when hanging in the open

air, than when assisted by the shelter and reflected heat of

a wall, it is found to keep longer. While the espalier-

trees are in blossom, and till the fruit be fully set. they re-

quire some protection ; such as screens of retd or straw, or

woollen nets.

A pear-tree, especially on a free-stock, cannot do with

less than forty feet of wall. In many varieties the fruit-

buds are produced chiefly at the extremities of the new
shoots: if the dimensions of the tree must be much cir-

cumscribed, therefore, it will often happen, in the ordinary

way of training and pruning, that the fruit-buds will be cut

away. One well-trained horizontal tree is, on this ac-
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count, better than two or three upright or fan trees; and

there is liulc danijer of keepinp; the wall covered, how-

ever liii^li it be. Miller mentions a summer bonchretien,

which extended fifty feet in width, and filled a wall thirty-

six feet high, and was at the same time extremely fruitful.

The object of the French gardeners, such as Quintinye,

was to keep their pear trees within narrow bounds : hence

their prolix and confused descriptions of the mode of

training and pruning, forming a perfect contrast with

the concise and perspicuous directions of Hitt and Miller.

119. For wall pear-trees horizontal training is now very

generally preferred to the fan mode ; chiefly because, in

this latter way, the nearly uptight position of the branches

encourages the throwing out of numerous strong shoots,

in producing which the sap of the tree is exhausted ; these

shoots are destined to be cut out in the winter pruning, and

the middle part of the tree conies in this way to be barren.

In the horizontal mode, provision is made for having fruit-

bearing wood near the stem, as well as at the extremities

of the branches; and it is estimated that, on an average,

wall pear trees so trained afford a third more of good fruit

than such as are trained in the fan way, or suffered to

ramble on the wall as chance may direct. It is a general

rule, therefore, that the branches of pear-trees are not to

be shortened, unless where wood is wanted to fill up a va-

cancy ; the only effect of shortening being, that in place of

small fruitful spurs, rambling and unfruitful shoots are

produced. During the summer, foreritrht and superfluous

shoots are displaced with the finger. In this way, no wood
buds are left to form shoots next season ; and if disbudding

be carefully peiformed, there will be little to do at the

winter pruning. It is a rule, that the fruit spurs, especially

of the finer French pears, should at all times be kept as

close as possible to the wall.

120. But the mode of managing wall pear-trees recom-
mended by Mr Knight (in the London Horticultural Trans-
actions, vol. ii ) deserves here particular notice. It will

be best understood by describing nearly in his own words,

his mode of reclaiming an old St Germain pear-tree which
had been trained in the fan form. The central branches,

as asually happens in old trees thus trained, had long reach-

ed the top of the wall, and had become wholly unproduc-
tive. The other branches afforded very little fruit, and

that little never acquired maturity. It was necessary there-

fore to change the variety, as well as to render the tree

productive. To attain these purposes, every branch which
did not want at least twenty degrees of being perpendicu-
lar, was taken out at its base ; and the spurs upon every

other branch intended to be retained, were taken off close-

ly with the saw and chisel. Into these branches, at their

subdivisions, grafts were inserted at different distances

from the roots, and some so near the extremities of the

branches, that the tree extended as widely in the autumn
after it was grafted, as it did in the preceding year. The
grafts were also so disposed, that every part of the space
which the tree previously covered, was equally well sup-
plied with young wood. As soon, in the succeeding sum-
mer, as the young shoots had attained sufficient length,

they were trained almost ficrfiendicutarty davnivards, be-

tween the larger branches and the wall, to which they were
nailed. The most perpendicular remaining branch, upon
each side, was grafted about four feet below the top of the
wall ; and the shoots thus procured were trained inwards,
and bent down to occupy the space from which the old
central branches had been removed ; and therefore very
little vacant space any where remained at the end of the
first autumn. In the second year, and subsequently, the
tree yielded abundant crops, the fruit being equally dispers-

ed over every part. Grafts of no fewer than eight diflerent

kinds of pears had been inserted, and all afforded fruit, and
nearly in equal plenty.

By this mode of training, Mr Knight remarks, the bear-
ing branches being small and shoit, may be changed every
three or four years, till the tree be a century old, without
the loss of a single crop, and the central part, which is al-

most necessarily unproductive in the fan mode of training,

and is apt to become so in the horizontal, is rendered in

this way the most fiuitful. Where it is not meant to

change the kind of fruit, nothing more, of course, is neces-

sary, than to take oft' entirely the spurs and supernumerary
large branches, leaving all blossom buds which occur near
the extremities of the remaining brai ches. In some varie-

ties, particularly the crassane and colmart, the dependent
bearing wood must be longer than in others.

The training the bearing shoots downwards, has also

been found to throw young trees much sooner into a pro-

ductive state. Fruit is in this way generally obtained the

second year : even the colmart tiee, which seldom pro-

duces sooner than six or seven years from the time of graft-

ing, yields fruit by this mode in the third season. Mr
Knight recommends giving to young trees nearly the form
above described in the case of the old St Germain, only

not permitting the existence of so great a number of large

lateral branches. In both cases, the bearing wood should
depend wholly beneath the large branches which feed it;

for, in Mr Knight's opinion, it is the influence of gravita-

tion upon the sap which occasions an early and plentiful

produce of fruit.

121. To destroy old pear-trees, if they be tolerably

healthy, is in any case very injudicious, because, by proper
management, they may again be brought into a bearing
slate. If the soil be bad, it may be mended : if the tree

be full of worn-out spurs, new horizontal branches, or new
dependent shoots, as above exemplified, may be procured :

if the sort of fruit be bad, grafts of more approved kinds
may, as we have seen, be introduced. Mi James Smith,
gardener to the Earl of Hopeloun, at Hopetoun House, has
written a very sensible paper (published in the first volume
of the Scottish Horticultural Memoirs) on the cultivation

of French pears in Scotland. It contains some judicious

remarks on the means of bringing into a bearing state such
full grown trees as are nearly barren of fruit, althougli in

a luxuriant state of growth. In the same volume there is

a communication from Mr Thomas Thomson, an experi-

enced gardener, on this subject. In order to check unpro-
fitable luxuriance, he particularly recommends cutting

some of the roots of the tree, at the distance of about four

feet from the stem, especially such roots as incline down-
wards. He mentions his having brouijjht a crassane tree

into a bearing state by cutting it two-thirds tiirough wi'ih a

hund-saw, below the level of the earth, and above the fork-

ings of the root. From being very luxuiijiit but barren,

it was thus rendered less luxuriant but fiuitful, yielding

next season, " at one gathering, forty-seven dozen of hand-

some fruit." If horizontally trained trees have become
full of old spurs and breastwood, the most effectual reme-
dy (as described by another judicious Scottish gardener,

Mr Alexander Stewart at Vallcyfield, in Hon. Mem. i.

459 ) is found in cutting out every second branch on each'

side, within a few inches of the stem. New shoots are

trained along, in place of the former branches; but in the

mean time a number of side-shoots from the remaining
branches are laid in ; these, Mr Stewart remarks, form fine

fruit spurs, equal to ihe young wood from the stem of the

tree ; and they also tend to lessen the production of breast-

wood : they are however removed, as the regular new hori-

zontal branches advance. In tvaking use of these side
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stioots, it may be rcinaiked, Mr Stewart had very ntaiiy

hit on tlie niotlc of niaiiagcmciit now adopted a[i<l ixcoiii-

mcndfd by Mr Knight.

In nianagin;^ prepared borders, phmtcd with the finer

sorts ol' pear trees, it is important, that, during the suin-

iner, particularly if the soil be strong or inclined to clayey,

they he occasionally forked over, or that the light crop

supposed to be on this border be frcqucjuly hoed. If the

season jirove dry, and at the same time the soil be liglit,

water is given to the trees. A hollow is formed around

the stem, and two or thiee pailfuls of water poured into

it once a-wcek, or oftener; some mulch being at the same
time formed to prevent rapid evaporation. In this way
the fruit, while in progress, is kept constantly and uni-

formly in a growing or advancing state. When ripejiing

approaches, the water is withheld, lest the flavour should

suffer.

Quince.

122. The Quince tree is the Fijrus Cydonia of Linne,

the coignassier of the French. This not being very

much cultivated in Britain, it may be mentioned, that the

tree is of low growth, much branched, and generally dis-

torted ; and that there are dilTerent varieties of the fruit,

—

globular, or ajiple-quince ; oblong, or Portugal quince;

and pear-siiaped, or pear quince. The quince is a native

of some parts of Germany. It was known in England
in the time of Gerarde, and probably long before. The
fruit has a peculiar, rather disagreeable smell, and an

austere taste when raw ; but when prepared, it is by many
held in esteem. A small portion of it added to stewed or

baked apples, is useful for giving quickness and flavour.

Quince marmalade is commonly sold in the confectioners'

shops. The Portugal quince is the best, but the fruit

is produced sparingly. Like the others, it is of a yellow

colour; but the pulp has the property of assuming a fine

purple tint in the course of being prepared. The quince

tree is propagated by layers, by suckers, or by cuttings.

It thrives best in a moist soil, but the fruit is superior

in a dry one. In this country, the fruit scarcely ripens

unless the tree be trained to a wall ; and, even then, it

is not ready till November.

Grape Fine.

103. The vine, or grape tree, [Vicis vinifera, L. Pen-
tandi-ia Monogynia ; Vites, Juss.) it is perhaps superilu-

ous to mention, has a twisted irregular stem, witii very

long flexible branches, suppoiting themselves by means
of tendrils ; the leaves largt, lobed, alternate, on long foot-

stalks ; the flowers in a raceme, of a herbaceous colour,

insignificant in appearance, but fragrant. The berry, or

grape, is generally globular ; in some varieties, oval ; of

various colours, green, yellowish, or amber, reddish brown,

and black.

124. It has generally been said, that the vine was in-

troduced into this country by the Romans ; but from
Tacitus we learn, that it was unknown in Britain when
Julius Agricola had the command. It was probably first

tie in Sussex about the middle of the last century ; and
that in 1763, there were in the Duke of Norfolk's cellars
sixty pipes of J-",u^lisli burgundy, its produce. Professor
Marlyn of Cambridge has, witli his usual industry, drawn
together the evidence concerning the culture of the grape
vine in Britain in former times, and the practicability of
resuming it ; and he concludes, that in former times there
were many real vineyards in England,—not merely or-
chards and plantations of currants, as the Hon. Daincs
Barrington and others have suspected ; and gives it as his
oiiinion, that vineyards inight still be successful in the
southern and western parts of England, in proper soils

and situations, if conducted by persons skilled in their

management. The earliest and hardiest grapes, or those
best suited to the climate, are not, however, well calcu-
lated for the making of wine. The miller and small black
cluster may do ; but they are inferior to the large black
cluster, which has an austere taste. Mr Visprt, in 1785,
published a dissertation on the growth of vines in England.
He proposed to tiain the shoots, like the runners of melons
and cucumbers, near the ground; and he actually lound,
that the berries thus produced were larger than those of
the same kinds trained against a south wall. In the north
ol France, it is well known, the vines are trained very
low, not rising mure than four or five feet from the ground.

125. Parkinson, in 1629, describes twenty-three kmds
of giapc vines, several of which are slill cultivated, and
in high esteem, such as the Muscadines, and the Frontig-
nacs. The following are the principal kinds which are at

this time cultivated in Biitain; those which succeed in the
open air being distinguished by an asterisk.

White Gra/ies.

* White Muscadine, White Muscat of Alex-
* White Sweetwater, andria,
* White Frontignac, White Constantia,
* Malmsey Muscadine, White Hamburgh,
* Royal ^iuscadine, Tokay,

Greek Grape.

Red Gra/iex.

Red Hamburgh.* Brick Grape,
Red Frontignac,

* Miller Grape,
* Early July,

* Black Sweetwater,

•Small Black Cluster,

Large Black Cluster,

Black Muscadine,

Black Grapes.

Bhck Frontignac,
* Black Hamburgh,
Alicant,

» St Peter's,

Claret,

* Black Prince.

The JVhite ATuscudinc is very generally cultivated

against open walls in the southern parts of England; and,

being an early grape, it ripens well. The berries are

roundish, thin skinned, and of an amber colour when ripe ;

at which time their juice becomes sweet, and of delicate

flavour. The bunches are small, but many are produced,

cultivated here in the time of the late Emperors, pci> F'orsyth says, that it is the best vine we have for a com
haps about the close of the 3d century.

At the date of the Conquest there seem to have been
vineyards in the south and south-west of England. From
that period downward to the Reformation, vineyards ap-
pear to have been attached to all the principal religious

foundations in England ; and it is somewhat curious, that

from the time of the Reformation to the present day they

mon wall, and a great bearer ; and Speedily remarks,

that it is often cut and eaten before it be fully ripe, but

that when well matured, it is an exceedingly fine grape.

The White Sweetwater is likewise an excellent early

grape, much cultivated in the open air. The berries are

romid, not of equal size, some being as large as cherries,

while others remain nearly as small as mustard seeds;

have in a great measure disappeared. A few, however,, they are thin skinned, and full of juice, which is sugary,

have occasionally been formed. From the Museum Rus- ^but not vinous. When nearly ripe, they become of an

ticum we learn, that one was established at Arundel Cas- amber colour; when clouded with russet, they are in pcr-
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fection. Nicol remarks, that this grape, like the former,

is often cut before it be fully ripe, and tlial this has occa-

sioned it to be less in repute than it deserves. The shoots

are thick and strong-, but not long ; the leaves very lariije.

The JV/iile Frontignac vine is a copious bearer. The
berries are round, and of a p;ood size, closely clustered

on a long bunch, somewhat ehouldered. When ripe they

are excellent, and remarkable for uniting the qualities of

being fleshy, and having a sweet juice and perfumed fla-

vour,—not so powerful, however, as that of the black and

red varieties, the last of which has a very strong musky
flavour. The ripe berries have a fine while bloom X)r farina

on them, from whence the name is given. It has a place

in the vinery, and is also trained against open walls.

The Malmsey Muscadine grape has a sweet juice, and

high flavour, and the vine is a good bearer. It is com-
monly planted in the vinery, but succeeds also against the

open wall.

The JRoi/al Muscadine, or White Chasselas, the d'Ar-

boyse of Speechly and Forsyth, is an excellent grape for

the vinery or the hot-house ; the bunches large and shoul-

dered ; berries round and amber-coloured when ripe; the

juice rich and vinous. The vine generally grows remark-

ably gross and strong, both in wood and foliage.

The IV/iile Muscat of Alexandria, or Alexandrian fron-

tignac, has large oval berries, which hang loose in the

bunches, these being long, and not shouldered ; when ripe

the berries are amber-coloured ; and the juice is then

rich and racy ; the skins are thick, and the pulp hard, but

of a highly musky flavour. It is fit only for the grape-

house or pine-stove.

The White Constantia berries are tolerably large, rather

of an oval shape, of a sweet taste, with only a slight fla-

vour. The bunch is of considerable size, and well form-

ed. This is the kind which has acquired fame at the Cape
of Good Hope. It is said to degenerate when transplant-

ed. At Constantia farm it grows in a light sandy loam ;

the situation is low, but more elevated than other parts of

the district. There is likewise a red Constantia ; and a

black Constantia appears in some catalogues : but this last

has proved to be the same as the black frontignac*

The White Hamburgh, or Portugal grape, grows in

large long bunches ; the berries are oval, pale white, with

a thick skin, and firm pulpy flesh. The vine is a plenti-

ful bearer, and grows very strong both in wood and leaves.

It much resembles the Syrian.

The Tokay, when well managed, produces both large

bunches and large berries, and becomes one of the finest

grapes in the vinery. The berries are white, oval-shaped,

skin thin, pulp delicate, and of agreeable flavour. The
leaves on the under side are covered with a fine soft down
like satin. It should be placed in the warmest end of the

vinery, and is well suited for the pine-stove.

The Greek grafie is a high-flavoured and delicate fruit.

The berries are of moderate size, somewhat oval, bluish-

white ; growing close, in middling sized bunches. The
leaves of the tree resemble those of the sweetwater, but

stand on shorter footstalks ; it is a plentiful bearer either

in the vinery or hot-house.

The Brick grape gets its name from the berries being of

a pale red or brick colour j they are thin skinned, with a

sweet juice. The bunches are small, but two or three of-

ten proceed from the same shoot, so that the vine is, upon
the whole, a plentiful bearer. It succeeds on walls and
treillages, and is hardly deserving of a place in the vinery.

The Jtcd Frontignac is an excellent musky flavoured
grape, when fully ripe, of a brownish red colour. The
juice of this, says Miller, has the most vinous flavour of
all the sorts, and is greatly esteemed in France. It is

well calculated for the vinery.

What is called the Grizzly Frontignac scerns to be only
the red in an unripe stale, at which lime the berries are
greyish-coloured, with a few dark stripes.

Tlie Red Hamburgh, or Gibraltar grape, grows in large
bunches ; the bcriies somewhat oval shaped, of consider-
able size, thin skinned, red when ripe, juicy, with a rich

vinous flavour. It is suited only for the vinery and hot-

house.

Of the Black Grapes, one of the most hardy kinds is

called the Miller, or Dusty Miller, from a white powdery
appearance on the surface of its leaves : It is nearly allied

to the black cluster grape. It is much cultivated in gar-
dens, and against the front and gable walls of houses in

the south-west of England : the fruit ripens freely, and is

very good, the skin and pulp being delicate, and the juice

sweet and pleasant ; the berries are oval, of a middling
size, and closely placed to each other in the bunches.
The Early July has small black round berries, with

large stones ; they grow loose on the bunches, which are
small but numerous; juice sugary, with but little flavour.

It ripens early in September, without fire heat. There is

also a White July grape, which is little cultivated.

The Black Sweetwater is a small roundish grape, grow-
ing close in the bunches ; the skin is thin, and»the juice
very sweet. It ripens early, and is calculated either for

the vinery or the wall.

The Small Black Cluster resembles the Miller grape,

but the leaves are not quite so hoary, and are rather

smaller. The fruit is sweet, and of delicate taste.

This is exti'emely common on walls of houses near London.
In the Large Black Cluster, the berries are oval, and

grow close in the bunch, which, notwithstanding the name,
is not large. The juice has a harsh taste, and makes the

palate feel rough, as in tasting Port wine ; Mr Speechly in-

deed considers it as the sort used in the manufacture of that

celebrated wine.

In the Black Muscadine, the bunches and berries are

smaller than in the white ; it is a very productive kind, and
makes a fine appearance, the black berries having a bluish

bloom. Fit for the vinei'y or the hot-house.

The bunches of the Black Frontignac are long, and the

berries, which are round and of moderate size, are thinly or

loosely hung on them. They are of good quality, the juice

being vinous, and of exquisite flavour.

The Black Hamburgh is well known and generally liked.

The berries are somewhat of an oval shape, the skin thick,

and the pulp hard ; but it is a well flavoured fruit, and the

tree bears plentifully. The bunches are large, and hand-

somely shouldered. It answers very well in the vinery
;

but, in the open air, it comes to maturity only in very warm
situations and in favourable seasons.

The Micant, or Black Spanish grape, forms very long

shouldered bunches, the berries being also large and of an

oval shape ; at first they are red or flame-coloured ; but

when ripe, they become of a dark brown or black colour;

the skin is thick, and the stones large ; the pulp soft and

juicy, and of agreeable flavour. It is often called the Lom-
bardy grape, and sonietimes the Rhenish. It is excellent

for the hot-house or the vinery. In autumn the leaves are

finely variegated with red, green, and yellow.

• A small quantity of wine was sent some years ago fiom Portugal to a mercantile house in Leith as a present, which was made from
the Constantia grape grown in Portugal. It was a white wine, extremely sweet, but the flavour not particularly good,—altogether quite

(iifferenl ftom the Cape Constantia wine.
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St Peter's gra/ie has the berry large, roundish, black
;

skin thin ; the bunches lL\rge, handsomely formed, and

making a fine appearance at table ; the pulp delicate and

juicy. The vine is a good hearer, but the grapes are late

of ripening. They are apt to crack in the forcing house,

or in the vinery. In fine seasons, this kind ripens on a

south wall.

The Claret gra/ie is distinguished by its harsh sourish

taste, and dark claret colour j when the grapes are per-

fectly ripened in a hot-house, however, the taste is pleasant.

The berries are small, and grow close, on small bunches.

The leaves are large, and acquire a russet red or claret

colour ; on which account they have been recommended
for making vine-Uqf y/\ne.

The Black Prince is an excellent grape, well deserving

a place in the hot-house or the vinery, where it produces
both large berries and large bunches. Even on the open
wall, in the south of England, it succeeds in favourable

seasons : I'"orsyth mentions, that in this way he has had
bunches which weighed a pound and a half, and which
ripened in October.

Besides the list already given, two or three others de-

serve notice.

The Verdellio, or Verdellio grape of Madeira, is the

kind from which the celebrated Madeira wine is under-
stood to be principally made. The vine grows with great

vigour in our grape houses, and is remarkably produc-
tive of fruit, frequently yielding three bunches on a shoot.

Here, however, the bunches are but small ; the berries

are also of diminutive size, of an oval shape, green colour,

and with a thin skin. The fruit is very acid till it arrive

at the last stage of maturity, when the berries become of a

line amber colour, and of a very rich s^ocharine taste,

with considerable fiavour. Mr Williams'tbf Pitmaston,
near Worcester, has given an account of this variety in the

2d volume of the London Horticultural Transactions ; and
he expresses his opinion, that in favourable situations in

the south-west of England it would succeed on the open
wall, especially where the soil is light, dry, and shallow,

but that in a deep highly manured soil, it would run too

much to wood and foliage. The leaf is dark green, and
very thick ; and would resist the autumnal frosts, and pro-
tect the fruit till a late period in October. The verdelho
is much cultivated in the province ofLanguedoc in France;
it is described by Delaunay under the name of Verdal,

and is highly esteemed at Paris, its berries being account-
ed the most sugary and delicate in flavour of all the des-

sert sorts. In France the bunches become tolerably large,

and very beautiful ; and the berries also acquire consider-

able size.

The Raisin de Carmes, or, as it is sometimes called.

Raisin de Cabo, is a grape of fine qualities. The fruit is

produced in rather loose long bunches ; the berries large

and of an oval form. The skin is thickish, of a dusky pur-
ple colour, covered with a fine bloom ; the pulp is firm
and extremely rich, though containing a considerable por-
tion of acid. The filaments and anthers frequently remain
when the fruit is ripe. The vine needs a high tempera-
ture ; in the stove it grows freely and bears well, but it

requires particular attention at the time of flowering. The
wood is rather slender, of a yellowish-brown colour ; the

leaves small, and pale green. It is figured by Hooker, in

the Pomona Lotidinenais^ t. 10.

The Raisin grajie is of a brown or blackish colour ; large,

oval, fleshy and firm, but with a pleasant juice ; forming
handsome long bunches. It also is only suited to the hot-

house.

The Syrian grafic, is among the coarsest of the grape
kind J

but the vine is a good bearer under glass, and pro-

duces bunches of extraordinary size. The berries'are
large, oval, white, with a tliick skin and firm pulp; they
continue in good condition till January. In this coinitry,

Mr Specchly once produced a biuich which weiglied
19ilb. and he describes another which was four feet and a
half in circumference, and near two feet in length. Tliis

last bunch was sent to the distance of twenty miles as a
present. Four men were employed, two by turns, carry-
ing the bunch suspended on a pole or staff resting on their

shoulders. No doubt one man could have carried the
bunch, if the weight alone be considered; but it was a great
object to transmit it without bruise or injury. Tliis may
tend toillustratc a passage in the Sacred Writings (Book of
Numbers, ch. xiii.), where the description of this mode of
carrying a bunch of grapes has sometimes very unneces-
sarily excited a sneer.

127. In warmer countries than this, vines that arc suf-

fered to grow without pruning attain a large size, their

stems assuming the appearance of trunks of trees. Vines
that are regularly pruned or dressed cannot be expected
ever to arrive at such magnitude. Even in the ungcnial
climate of Britain, however, they sometimes have a sur-

prising size and expansion. The Northallerton vine, about
the year 1785, covered a space of 137 square yards, and
the circumference of the trunk near the ground was al-

most four feet; it was then considerably more than a

hundred years old. Lysons, in his Account of the Envi-
rons of London, describes a Black Hamburgh vine at Va-
lentines in Essex, the branches of which extended 200
feet, the stem being 1 foot 13 inches in circumference. It

sometimes yielded 4 cwt. of grapes in a season. Another
Black Hamburgh vine, still more famous for the quantity
of its produce, has already been mentioned § 26, as exist-

ing in a grape-house at Hampton Court Palace. This
season (1816) it yielded about a ton of grapes.

128. New varieties of grapes are of course only to be
procured by sowing the seeds. When this is intended, the
grapes should be left on the vine till almost in a state of
decay, taking care, however, if they be exposed to the open
air, to cover them from the attacks of birds. The stones,

in this very mature state, become of a dark brown colour;
they are to be separated from the pulp, and laid in a dry
airy place till spring. MrSpeechly, in his work first pub-
lished in 1786, recommends the bringing together of flow-

ering briinches of two different kinds of grape, calculated
to modify or improve each other : the frontignac and other
high-flavoured grapes, he observes, may add flavour to

other kinds ; the white sweetwatcr may be coupled with
the red frontignac, with t!ie Black Hamburgh, or with the
white muscat of Alexandria. He boldly augurs, that tlie

best sorts of grapes hitherto known, will at some future
day be esteemed only as secondary or inferior. The dis-

tinguished I\lr Knight supports these views, and indeed
has done much towards their accomplishment.
Under the name of Variegated Chastelas, Mr Knight has

described a new variety wiiich sprung from a flower of the
white Chasselas, dusted with the pollen of the Aleppo
grape, which last, he remarks, readily variegates the leaves
and fruit of the uil'spring of any white grape. The ber-
ries are stiiped and very beautiful; with a thin skin, and
juicy. The leaves become variegated with red and yellow
in autumn. It has been found to be a very hardy and pro-

ductive variety, bearing well in the open air. When gather-
ed in October, and hung up in bunches in rather a damp
room, it keeps till February or later.

This active horticulturist has described (Trans. Hon.
Soc. Lond. vol. i.) still another variety of variegated grape,
in which the bunches on the same plant are of different

colours. This too he considers as fit lor the open air, at

4 C 2
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least in the south of England : it is very productive, though

both the bunches and berries arc small. Il contains much
saccliiirine matter, more perhaps than any grape, except

the verdcl/to of Madeira. Mr Knight therefore considers

it as beuei- calculated for the press, in a cool climate, than

any wc now possess, and observes, that if it were trained to

low Willis in the warmer parts of England, it would afl'ord

a wine of considerable strength.

Several others besides Mr Knight arc now engaged in

the raising of seedling vines; and in all i)robability some
excellent and hardy kinds will soon be produced ; so that

another generation may once more sec vineyards common
in this country. The raising of new vines is by no means
a very tedious process. The fruit of the seedling may in

general be tasted in the fourth year; while a florist

waits patiently for five or six years before his seedling

tulips shew flower, and perhaps nurses his breeders as

many years more before they break to his mind.

129. Vines are often propagated by layers, which, when
rightly managed, form good enough plants. Strong healthy

shoots from different sides of the stool are bent down, ge-

nerally in February, and gently twisted or notched : this

twisted part is introduced into a flower-pot, filled with

fresh mould, and which is sunk an inch or two beneath the

surface. In the course of the summer, ])ltrity of roots are

sent out at the doubling, and in auuinni the offset is sepa-

rated from the parent plant. In the nurseries near Lon-

don this moile is much practised ; and both parent plant

and layers vmy often be seen bearing fruit, so that the

kind can be positively ascertained* Abercrombie de-

scribes the mode of forming layers in the open ground
;

but tiie advantage of having the plants in flower-pols is

evident, as a ball of earth can thus be preserved to the

roots. Indeed, the roots of the vine are so liable to be in-

jured in transplanting, that flower-pols should always be

employed.
Vines are likewise extensively propagated by cuttings.

These are taken off at the usual time of pruning in autumn
or winter, and are kept till the following spring, merely
by sinking them nearly to the top in dry earth. It was
formerly considered of great advantage to have an inch or

two of old wood to each cutting; the cutting was from a

foot to fifteen inches long, and a single cutting only could

in tliis way be made from a shoot. The Rev. Mr Michell,

a philosophical as well as practical horticulturist, first in-

troduced the use of short cuttings, about three inches and

a half long, and all consisting of the new wood, if properly

ripened, and having only one bud or eye. Plants raised in

this way he found to be furnished with more abundant
roots, to come sooner into bearing, generally in the second

year, and to prove more fruitful, than long cuttings, with

several eyes, and a portion of the old wood attached. These
cuttings are often planted in a nursery bed in the spring

;

but they are much forwarded by placing them in pots, into

the bark-bed of a stove. Mr, ^lichell usually planted his

cuttings in the naked bark, four or five inches asunder ;

being short and tiuowing out tiil'ly roots, they are easily

potted when thought necessary. Shoots of strong growth,

it inay he lemarked, are not good for cuttings, having too

mucli pith. Many gardeners are of opinion, that plants

thus procured from cuttings become belter rooted, and
grow more freely, than those from layers.

There is still another and a very speedy mode of pro-

pagating the vine, especially the more tender varieties,

which will be described when we come to speak of the

Vineiy.

130. In forming a border for vines, a matter of priinary

consideration is, that tlie roots shall not be able to pene-
trate to a wet subsoil : to guard against this-, it is common

to lake out the earth, and lay lime rubbish, which is firmly
beat down, in the bottom. Any fresh and light, but rich
soil, to the depth of a foot and a half, or Iwo feet at most,
answers perfectly well.

In France and Italy the most experienced vignerons
are very scrupulous about pei milling any gross or strong
manures, such as dungs, to approach the roots of their

fine vines, for fear of altering or deteriorating the flavour
of liic grapes. Rolled turf or clippmgs of box trodden
under foot in the highway, are trie manures there pre-
ferred. They who apply dungs, are considered as more
anxious about quantity than quality. In this country, how-
ever, we must partly compensate for the want of a bright
sky and hot sun, by giving vigour to the plants by means
of manures, even if we should make some sacrifice of
flavour. Marshall repeatedly urges the necessity of this^

and recoinmends the digging in of some sheep's drop-
pings, or the cleanings of a poultry-house, every year.

Nicol too is a strenuous advocate for applying the essence
of dungs, by watering vine-borders with dunghill diain-

ings, which he declares to be the " nectar of vegetable
lite."

13). In planting vines, it is customary to cut clean at

the end the strong root from which the fibres proceed. A
hole or trench is then made in the border, corresponding
to the length of the main root ; tliis trench is formed with

a ridge in the middle ; and on this ridge the woody part

of the root is laid, ihe fibres sloping down on each side.

If the main root be three inches under the surlice of l!ie

border, it is deep enough.
132. Hilt long ago recommended the training of the

principal stem of the vine in a serpentine form ; leading

from it parj^lel horizontal shoots, at the distance of
eighteen incl.js from each other : from these, bearing
branches are produced, which are nailed in, in an upright
position, by which means, in his opinion, they are less

apt to put forth collateral shoots, which rob the fruit.

Forsyth has since shewn the advantage to be derived from
training the bearing shoots also in the serpentine manner.
This, it must be confessed, renders the laying in of the

summer wood more troublesome ; but, with a little prac-

tice, and due attention, all confusion or difficulty of that

kind might be surmounted. It is evident thai a good deal

more bearing wood can thus be laid close to a v/all, pal-

ing, or trellis, than by the oidinary method. Nicol ap-

proves either of the horizontal ok the zigzag manner be-

ing adopted on low walls or trellises ; bul for the grape-

house he prefers training directly up the roof. It is well

known that in vineyards in the wine countries, the stan-

dard vines are seldom allowed to rise higher than three

or four feet It is found, that against our walls vines grow
much stronger and afl'ord larger tjrapes when not allowed

to exceed four feet in height. They thus enjoy the re-

flected heat fiom the earth as well as from the wall. Vines

are thercfoi-e frequently placed in the low intermediate

spaces between peach and nectarine trees.

133. The watering of vines in the open border, in very

dry weather, is sometimes necessary ; but not oftener,

perhaps, than once a week. After the fruit is set, the

garden-engine is occasionally used, and water sprinkled

over the whole plant, this being found lo promote the

swelling of the berries.

134. During summer the vine may be said to be con-

stantly in a state of pruning. This consists in the regula-

tion of all the new shoots, selecting the.heai-crs for next

year, and displacing all lateral, strangling, and super-

fluous shoots. In July, when the fruit is formed, the

bearing shoot itself is shortened, in order to give vigour

to the bundles. The vine is seldom, by judicious gar-
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deners, divested of any of its leaves, wliich seem in tliis

plant almost indispensable to the licallli and swelling of tlic

fiuii.

135. The removal of a small ring of the outer and in-

ner bark from llie stem or pjiiu ipal brunches, has been

foimd to hasten the production and maturity, and increase

the size and flavour of grapts; and this practice is now
followed to some extent in the south-west of Enghii.d.

The width of the ring of bark taken out may Ijc from an

eighth to a quarter of an incli ; the former being sullicicnt

if the plant be weak, the latter proper if it be luxuriant.

Care must be taken not to injure the alburnum. The pro-

per time for performing the operation is when flowering

is nearly over, and when the berries begin to bo formed.

In the course of little more than a foi'tnight, granulations

of new bark make their appearance on the u])pcr side of

the incision; these gradually increase, till nature has re-

stored the covering of bark. The ring of newly deposited

bark is rough, and becomes protuberant ; so that a gib-

bosity remains at the place. The vine-shoot swells, and
becomes much larger above than below the incision. On
vines thus treated, the berries are said to be earlier, to

swell much faster, and to become larger and better fla-

voured, than on neighbouring vines left uncut. In Eng-
land, the vine usually flowers in the open air towards the

end of June or beginning of July. If the circle of bark

be removed at either of these periods, the part will be

covered with new bark before the ensuing winter, and no
injury vvill be sustained by the vine. In forcmg houses,

the circle should not be removed till after the vine has

flowered, the precise time depending on its state of for-

wardness. In very old vines it is not recommended that

the incision be made on the main trunk, but on the middle-

sized branches; and it may either be made on all the prin-

cipal branches, or only on every other branch.

136. In connection with this practice may be mention-
ed another, not altogether new, but which has of late

been brought into particular notice, in a pamphlet publish-

ed in 1815 by the Right Hon. Sir John Sinclair, Gart.

This consists in entirely removing the parencliymatous
outer baik from the stem and principal branches, but care-

fully preserving the inner concentric bark. The opera-

tion is performed in November, or the beginning of De-
cember. At that season it is easily' done with the com-
mon garden knife, and there is then little danger of injur-

ing the liber. The removing of old and rugged bark iVom
vines has long been practised, with the view of preventing

the lodging of insects, particularly the red spider; but

besides being insured of exemption from these, the decor-

ticated vines are said to make stronger shoots, and the

quantity, quality, and flavour of the grapes to be tliercby

imi)roved. Tliis plan has been followed for several jears

by Mr King, a fruit-gardener at Teddington, in INIiddle-

sex ; and as his profit must depend on the quantity of

grapes he raises, and the price upon their quality, it is

evident that if the practice did not prove useful, it would
not be continued by him.

137. Vines seldom produce bearing shoots from wood
that is more than one year old, unless the old wood be
healthy and well cut back. The great object therefore is,

to have abundance of wood of this age in every part of the

wall or trellis. The bearing shoots for the following year
are commonly left with four eyes each ; the unilermost
does not bear, and consequently only three are expected to

be productive; but each of these yields two or three
bunches of grapes, which grow fiom the new shoots of
the current year, the fruit-buds being always opposite to

the wood buds. Sometimes more eyes are left, and more
fruit is naturally produced ; but it is not only inferior in

size but in flavour. The shoots are laid in about eighteen

inches asunder on the wall, to give room to the side

shoots. Miller, l*'orsytli, and Speechly, unite in recom-

mending, for the time of winter pruning, the end of Oc-
tober, when the fiuit is all gathered. Hilt proposes to

delay it till the end of January, or beginning of February,

affirming that vines cut in October make weaker shoots

than those pruned after midwinter. The shoots which
were lately bearers are cut back to some good lateral

shoot, and a few extended naked old branches are entirely

removed, or cut back to some promising young shoots.

In either case, the cut is made about an inch above the

bud ; and sloped backwards from it, so as to convey away
the juice which may exude.

If the wounds made in the autumn or winter pruning

have not fully healed over, vines are apt to bleed when
vegetation commences. Various remedies have been pro-

posed. Hitt recommends, that after wiping the part dry,

it should be basted with soot or with unslaked lime. Nicol

is for searing the bleeding point, and then smearing it over

with hot wax. Mr Knight, from his own experience, re-

commends a composition of four parts scraped cheese and
one part calcined oyster-shells, or lime, to be pressed

strongly into the pores of the wood ; tlic sap almost im-
mediately ceases to flow ; and if this composition be pro-

perly applied, even a large branch may be taken off at any
season without detriment fiom bleeding.

On the open wall or trellis, grapes are very subject to

the attacks of wasps. Some of the finest bunches may be

saved by surrounding them with bags of crape or gauze.
It may be mentioned, that bunches which have arrived at

maturity only in the end of October, may be gathered by
cutting off the shoots on which they grow : if these be
suspended in a cool apartment, the fruit will keep for a

month in a tolerably good state.

138. Early in the 18th century a kind of flued walls

weie first used for the forwarding, or rather for the

thorough ripening of grapes, at Belvoir Castle in Rut-
landshire, where Hitt, the author of the Treatise on Fruit-

trees, was an apprentice : mats were at the same time
thrown over the vines at night, to save them from the

chilling dews and hoar-fiosts that occur in April and May.
Since that time flued walls, with moveable glass frames,

have been much used ; the same vines being brought into

bearing every second or third year, and, in the interme-
diate time, prevented from exhausting themselves, by the

removal of the flower-stalks as they appear. Glazed
houses for the culture of grapes have also been formed,
under the name of Vineries,—to be afterwards described.

Speechly remaiks, that good crops of grapes may be ob-

tained trom vines trained against walls not more than six

feet high, by making use of melon-frame glasses, a tem-
porary narrow roof being made to receive the glasses.

A slight degree of fire heat, he adds, would be of great

advantage ; and in no situation, we may reniaik, would
can-jtues, such as are cleslribed in the first volume of

Scottish Horticultural Memoirs, be more suitable, iiiese

being easily removed, and as easily restored when wanted
again.

In a very few places in England, vines are planted in

the vineyard form, in ranges, about twelve feet asunder,

the shoots being trained in a horizontal direction, to a

series of stakes, three or four feet liigh, i)laced along the

ranges.

139. We must not omit to mention, tiiat one sort of

vine may be grafted on another, in the ordinary way : the

operation, however, must oe performed with great care

and exactness. In this way, if a wall have been planted

with kinds injudiciously selecteu ' x'v may, by grafting,
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be very speedily changed, pieserving all the advantages

of having strong well-iooted plants. In a small vinery or

vine-frame, various kinds of grapes may tluis be inserted

on one stock. Specchly mentions a Syrian vine, which in

this way produced sixteen diflcrent sorts of grapes. The
piincipal advantage of grafting, however, is looked for in

the modifying and improving of the various kinds ; the

weak and tender being grafted on such as are robust and

vigorous ; for example, the black frontignac, placed on the

Syrian, is said to produce well-shaped large bunches, with

berries nearly the size of those of the black Hamburgh.
This Syrian vine is excellent for stocks ; and by some hor-

ticulturists, seedling stocks of it, grafted with other kinds,

are accounted preferable to cuttings or layers of those

kinds themselves. Vine-grafts arc gathered at the time

of the winter pruning, from bearing branches ; and they

are kept sunk in light earth till the proper grafting sea-

son, which is about three weeks before the stock break

into bud. Those in a hot-house must of course be giafted

several weeks before those out of doors. The finer sorts

are generally grafted by approach.

Fig-.

140. The Fig-tree is the Ficus Carica of Linr.^, Poly-

gamia Dioecia; belonging to the Urlicts of Jussieu ; it is

the Fignier of the French. It is considered as a native of

Asia, but it has been cultivated for time immemorial in

the south of Europe. It was first introduced into this

country in the 16th century. Two very large trees, still

remaining in the Archbishop of Canterbury's garden at

Lambeth, are reported to have been the first planted in

England, and to have been brought hither by Cardinal

Pole. They are at any rate of great age. They are of

the white Marseilles kind, and still continue to produce
fruit.

141. Miller introduced several new varieties of the fig

from Venice: he enumerates 14 sorts as deserving of

cultivation in this country ; but of these little more than

one-half are now in repute. Those most esteemed are the

following

:

Brown Ischia.

Black Ischia

Black Genoa.
White Genoa.
Small early white.

Malta fig.

Murrey fig.

Common blue.

Brunswick.
Brown Italian.

Black Italian.

The Brown Ischia is a very large globular fruit, of a

chestnut colour on the outside, and purple within ; pulp

sweet and of good Havour. It ripens by the middle of

August, and the tree seldom fails to afl'ord a crop.

The Black Ischia, also called Blue Ischia, is a very good
sort. The fruit is short, of nikldling size, a little flatted at

the crown ; when fully ripe,^he skin is dark purple or

almost black, and the inside of a deep red : the pulp very

high flavoured. The tree is a good bearer, and the fruit is

ready early in September.

The Black Genoa is a long-shaped fruit ; the skin of a

dark purple, almost black, with a purplish bloom over it ;

theinside bright red; the pulp high flavoured. It ripens

from the middle to the entl of August, and the tree is a

good bearer.

The White Genoa is a large, almost globular fruit, of

good flavour ; the skin thin, of a yellowish colour when
ripe, and light red within. The tree is considered as rather

a shy bearer.

The Small Early White has a sweet pulp, but without

much flavour. It ripens eaily,and is therefore well suited

to our climate : indeed it seldom fails to produce a crop.

The Malta Jig is a small brown fruit ; the pulp sweet,
and well flavoured. When permitted to hang on the tree

till it be shrivelled, it forms a fine sweetmeat.
The Murrey Jig, or brownish-red Naples fig, is a large

globular shaped fiuit, of pretty good flavour ; it is distin-

guished by the murrey-coloured skin. It ripens in Sep-
tember.

The Co7nmon Blue or purple fig, is of an oblong shape ;

the tree is a copious bearer ; and the fruit ripens in the end
of August.
The Brunswick, or Madonna, is a long pyramidal fig

;

the skin brown, the pulp with little flavour. Like the com-
mon blue, it is an early kind, and in this respect suited to

Britain.

The Brown Italian is a small roundish fig, of high fla-

vour ; the skin becoming of a brown colour when the fruit

is ripe ; the inside red. The tree is a great bearer.

The Black Italian fig is likewise small and roundish
;

the pulp high flavoured, and of a dark red colour ; the skin

purple. The tree bears freely.

142. In this country, fig-trees require good walls, with
south-east, south, or south-west aspects, and they occupy a

good deal of space. It is proper, therefore, to select only

such kinds as are likely to be productive, chiefly the four

first enumerated. The trees likewise require careful ma-
nageiTient. Britain is certainly not the country for fig-trees

;

yet, with due attention, fresh figs matured on the open walls

may grace the dessert from the middle of August to the

end of October ; and, by means of a fig-house, or even of

dwarf fig-trees planted in front of a vinery, the season may
be prolonged till December. It may here be remarked,
that the tig, in a green or fresh state, being a scarce fruit

in this country, is often cut into longitudinal slices at the

dessert : a good deal of the flavour is thus lost. Abroad,
the person who eats a fig holds it by the small end, and
making a circular cut at the large end, peels down the

thick skin of the fruit in flakes, the soft interior part form-

ing only a single bonne bouche.

A friable loamy soil is best for fig-trees. French writers

recommend light and poor soil, even sandy and gravelly;

but in such situations in this country, the tree does not suc-

ceed ; and in any very dry soil the fruit is apt to fall oflT.

If, however, the soil be otherwise good, the recurrence of

this last inconvenience may in general be prevented by wa
tering and mulching. A free exposure to air and sun is in-

dispensable to the perfection of the fruit.

143. In the public nurseries, fig-trees are often propa-

gated by suckers, and sometimes by cuttings. The cut-

tings are taken ofi' in autumn, sunk in the ground, and pro-

tected with old bark and haulm during winter. Neither

cuttings nor suckers form nearly so good trees as those

procured by layers, provided the layers be formed of bear-

ing branches. Indeed a single plant thus procured, by lay-

ering, from a tree in a full bearing state, and from the bear-

ing wood of such a tree, is worth many others.

In general, a young fig-tree is at first trained with three

branches, nearly upright, this direction encouraging their

rapid growth. If lioiizontal training be adopted, the two
outer branches are afterward laid down horizontally, and

from these, upright branches are suffered to rise, at the dis-

tance of a foot or sixteen inches from each other. From
the central shoot, other shoots spring, and these are suc-

cessively laid in horizontally, at the distance, perhaps, of

two feet from each other. The mode of training, however,

generally adopted in this country, and approved by the best

gardeners, is the fan-shape ; keeping the outer branches

nearly horizontal, so as to allow ample space for laying in
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the ccntial ones. In some instances tlicy arc trained in tlie

Dutch mode, with only two low horizontals, and upright

shoots Trom these. In a few places in England, fig-trees

are trained to espalier-rails. Sometimes these trees are

untied, and during the severity of winter, the branches are

laid close to the ground in bundles, and well covered with

straw or haulm, over which some earth is heaped. Another

iiicthod of protecting them, employed both in England and

France, is the erecting of two screens of reeds, one on each

side of the rail.

144. The fruit proceeds immediately from the eyes of

the shoots, without visible blossom ; indeed, the parts of

fructification are entirely within. In warm countries, two
crops are produced yearly, one upon the former year's

shoots, and another on the shoots of the same year. In this

country, the first of these crops is the only one to be de-

pended on ; the second often makes its appearance, but the

figs are little larger than peas, when arrested by the cold

of approaching winter. Some gardeners direct that these

young fruit be carefully swept from the branches at the

winter's dressing; but a more cautious ol)server, Mr Smith
at Hopetoun House, has found, that while he frees the trees

of all half-ripened fruit, if he can save the very young fruit

over winter, they afford, as might be expected, the earliest

figs in the following season. While the fruit is ripening,

such leaves as cover it should be braced to the wall with

small cross-sticks, and not cut off, as is sometimes done.

145. In pruning fig-trees, the shoots of the former year
must not be shortened, the fruit being produced at the up-
per part of these. When a branch becomes naked, or des-

titute of laterals, some advise the cutting it entirely out
from the base ; but if it be shortened, plenty of young
shoots will in general be the result. Nicol remarks, that

the most fruitful shoots are short-jointed, round, and not of
length proportional to their thickness. The time usually

chosen for pruning, is April, or early in May ; but some
gardeners still prefer the autumn, as recommended by
Miller, when less sap issues from the woimded parts.

In preparing the trees for winter, the branches are close-

ly nailed to the wall ; and when frost approaches, coverings
of bass-mat, straw-screens, or some such means of defunce,
are employed. Perhaps the best mode of protecting them
is described by Mr Smith, in the second volume of Scottish

Horticultural Memoirs. He recommends the use of
spruce-fir branches, four or five feet long ; these are fas-

tened to the wall, each branch by two different points of at-

tachment ; and the tree is thus covered as equally as pos-
sible. The spruce-fir possesses this advantage, that the
branches remain green over winter; and in i\Iarch, when
the days lengthen, the leaves liegin to fall off, thus gradu-
ally admitting more and more air to the trees as the season
advances. By adopting this method, Mr Smith has never
failed to have good crops of figs. At Argenteuil, near Pa-
ris, the culture of fig-trees is one of the chief employments
of the people. The custom there, is to protect the branches
by laying them down in the earth, and keeping them cover-
ed with soil for the space of two months and a half during
winter. The principal pruning is there performed in the
spring, by rubbing off the superlluous wood-buds, which
are pointed, and leaving the young fruit-buds or embiyo
figs, which are round. Careful gardcnei-s in our own
country likewise perform most of their pruning in this neat
and easy way.

146. We must not here entirely pass over the subject of
the ca/irification of figs. By this is mtant, in eastern coun-
tries, the introducing, into the interior of the young fruit, a
sort of fly or gnat, which seems to act beneficially, not only
by probably carrying in pollen and dispersing it, but by
pimcturlng the pulp, and occasioning a defluxioa of nutri-

tious juices. Impregnation is thus not only more certainly

accomplislied, but the rijKTiing of the fruit is greatly pro-
moted. Caprification is imitated in Fiance, and also oc-

casionally in England, by inserting straws dipped in olive-

oil. It has ofien been remarked, that the pricking of

plums or pears hastens their n)aturalion, and renders the
fi uit of richer flavour. It has been proposed to hasten the
maturation of figs, by cutting out ciicles of tlic bark of the

tree, fiom near the base of the bearing branches, thus re-

tarding or interrupting the descending circulation of the
sap: as in the case of vines above mentioned, § 135, both
the outer and inner bark must be removed, but great care
taken not to injure the alburnum.

Mulberry.

1 47. The Mulberry-tree (^Morus nigra of Linnaeus; class

Muntccia, order Tttrandria ; nat. fani. Urtica of Jussieu) is

a native of Persia ; but has been cultivated in England
since the end of the 16th century. It is generally trained
as a standard or half-standard ; in a few places it appears as
an espalier ; and in Scotland it is often placed against a
wall. It flourishes most in a rich and deep mellow soil.

In old gardens, frequently one or two large standard mul-
berry-trees, perhaps a century old, may be observed ; and
these, in the autumn, are covered with fine and large fruit.

Where it can conveniently be done, grass should be sown
below such old trees : notwithstanding care in gathering,
the best of the fruit falls from the tree ; and in this way it

may be daily collected from the sward, without being in-

jured. On this account, and because of the large size to
which the tree ultimately attains, the mulberry is better
suited to the lawn than the garden. The fruit ripens in

September, and must be used soon after it is gathered, not
keeping more than two days.

148. Young trees seldom prove fruitful ; and Professor
Martyn has stated the true reason, to wit, that monoecious
tress, while young, bear male flowers or catkins princi-

pally, and of course produce little or no fruit. Mulberry-
trees purchased from public nurseries, are not likely soon
to prove fruitful, being generally layers from small stock
plants, or stools, which have never fruited. The true way
to procure fruitful plants, is to take cuttings, in the spring,

from fruit branches of bearing trees, endeavouring to have
a part of two years growth to each cutting. These may be
about a foot and a half long, and planted about a foot deep,
in a sheltered place : if covered with glasses, and regular-
ly watered, they strike the more certainly. Mr Knight has
observed, that by grafting a young mulberry with a cion
from a bearing branch of a full grown tree, a plant is pro-
cured which will bear fruit in the course of three years.

As mulberry grafts do not tcite readily in the common
mode, approach-graftijig (§ 70.) is to be preferred.

The fruit being produced chiefly on the young wood, no
pruning is applicable to stai^ard molberry-trees, farther

than removing cross branches which rub on each other.

Wall mulberry-trccs are of course treated like the peach-
tree.

149. A circumstance connected with the welfare of these

trees may here be deserving of notice. The leaves of the

black niulbcrry, not less than tiiose of the white, forming

a favourite food of silk-worms, they who amuse themselves

with the breeding of these insects, often go to the gardens

of their acquaintances, and collect leaves from the mulber-

ry trees, without supposing that they arc doing mischief;

probably the proprietor of the trees may be as little aware
of the evil : but the truth is, tliat wherever there is a leaf,

thei-e is a bud preparing for the next year ; and when the

leaf is plucked oft', the bud perishes. If the successive'
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..iivcs be w'ilh(!i-awn, il is cviilcnt tliat tlic tree must soon

be exhausted, and unable to put forth buds in the spring.

In this way we have seen black niulljetry trees of consider-

able sizt, destroyed in a very few years. The white mul-

berry [A/orus alba, L.) is often cultivated in the shrubbery
;

of the leaves of this, as already noticed, the silkworm is

equally fond : by increasing the number of white mullierry

plants, and robbing them only moderately of their leaves,

the other kind may be saved.

Medlar.

150. The Medlar-tree {Mes/iiliis CermanUa. Linn. ; Ico-

sandria Pentairynia ; Eonacete, Juss.) is a native of the

south of Europe, but appears to be naluralized in hedges

in England, and is thcrehire figured in " English Botany,"

t. 1523. The variety novv commonly cultivated is called

the Large Dutch Medlar, the fruit of which is large, ap-

jMoaching in shape that of an apple. The A^ltingham

Medlar, or English Medlar, is a smaller fruit, but of a more
poignant taste, and by some preferred on that account.

151. Ml (liars are propagated by grafting or budding the

variety wished for, upon seedling medlar stocks, sometimes

on hawlhoin stock?. The tree is of a middling size; it is

chitHy trained in standards; in a few places in espaliers.

It is managed very much in the manner of the apple-tree,

only the tree is kept rather more thin of wood. The flow-

ers appear late in May. The fruit remains on the tree till

the end of October, and is aftti wards kept in the fruit-room

till it mellow, and actpiire a buttery softness, or be " rotten

ripe," when only it is fit for the table. Tliis may not take

place till past mid- winter: if soft medlars be wanted more
speedily, their maturation is forwarded by depositing them
in moist bran for a few days.

Two or three medlar trees in the garden are snflicient,

more being generally planted in the pleasure-ground^.

Small Fruits.

142. We now proceed to notice what are called Small

Fruits, Cu'iranis aiid Gooseberries, Raspberries and Slraw-

beriies.

153. Currants and Gooseberries belong to the genus

Ribes of Linie; Pentandria Monogynia i Cacti of Jusbieu.

The genus is divided into Ribcsia or Currants, without

spines; and Grossularie or Gooseberries, with spines.

Cmrants and gooseberries are northern fruits ; they seem
to have been unknown to the ancient Greeks or Romans.
Even yet they are not very generally cultivated in Italy or

France; one obvious rea.'-on being, that these coiuitries

possess a climate suited to much finer fruits. Currants

were com'iaralively but lately intl'oduced into Holland;

yet from the industrious Dutch gardeners have we de-

rived inipioved and large-fi uitcd varieties, both red and

white, which have deservedly banished aliotlieis front our

gardens.

Red and It'hite Currants

154. Our common red currant is Ribes rubrum of Lin-

naeus; and our nv/iite currant is merely a variety of this.

R. rubrum grows naturally In clifferent places in England
and Scotland, and is figured in Eriglish Bolany, t. 12S9.

Having been long cultivated, several imijrovrd varivties

have been obtained. The kinds chiefly planted at present

are, the large I'cd ; the champagne ; the pale red, some-
times called grizzly; ihe long-clustered red; the large

white Dutch; the white crystal; and the pearly. The finer

•and larger bunches, botli of the white and red currant, are

used in the dessert, particularly late in the season : more
commonly, however, the red is made into a jelly, with an
equal weight of white sugar; and the white is much in

recpiest for the making of wine.

Curiant bushes are propagated chiefly by cuttings.

These are commonly prepaicd early in the spring. They
should consist of last year's shoots, proceeding from bear-
ing branches, and may be from nine inches to a foot in

length. They are planted in a border of light earth, about
four or five inches deep. In the spring, if the weather
prove clry, they are occasionally watered till the leaves be
expanded. In the course of the summer, all the shoots
are displaced excepting three: indeed, some gardenei s

prevent the growth of more shoots, by extracting, at the

time of preparing the cuttings, all the eyes or buds but
three. In autumn these young bushes are transplanted,
and sufficient space allowed them to grow for two years,

during which time, if neat bushes be wanted, they arc re-

peatedly pruned or trained. The cut rant thrives best in a

rich loam, and in a free situation. The usual season for

transj)lanting is October or November. They are often

placed by the sides of walks or alleys, and allowed to re-

main many years; but it is better to plant them in quar-
ters by themselves, and to renew them every seventh or

eighth year, young bushes yielding fruit more plentifully,

and of finer quality. When considerable plantations ol

currant bushes are formed, much ground is occupied by
them, the distance between the rows not being less than se-

ven or perhaps nine feet. But in these spaces coleworts
may be planted in October, to be used in the early part of

spring, before the currant trees come into leaf. If the

ground be not cropped in this way, it should lie rough all

the winter.

155. Mr Macdonald, gardener at Dalkeith-House, raises

currants, both red and white, of the finest quality. A good
deal depends on the way in which he manages the bushes,
especially during the ripening of the fruit. He prunes the

bushes at the usual season of mid-winter, shortening the

last year's shoots down to an inch or an inch and a half.

Next summer the plants shew plenty of fruit, and at tht-

same time throw out strong shoots. As soon as the berries

begin to colour, he cuts ofi' the summer shoots to within five

or six inches before the fruit. This is commonly done with

the garden shears, with which a man may go over half an
acre of bushes in a day. Sun and air tlius get free access,

and more of the vigour of the plant is directed to the fruit;

the berries are found not only to be of higher flavour, but
larger than usual.

156. Currant trees are sometimes trained against a wall.

Two branches are led in a horizontal direction along the

bottom of the wall, perhaps half a foot from the surface of

the earth, and the growth from these of all upriglit shoots,

which will admit of being arranged at the distance of five

or six inches from each other, is encouraged. The fruit

is produced plentifully on spurs or snags some years old,

either on wall or standard bushes ; but the largest berries

are afforded by young wood, and this is therefore to be oc-

casionally supplied. On a south or south-west wall, the

fruit is about three weeks earlier than on standards; and

on a north or east wall, if the fruit be defended from birds,

by means of netting, it will remain good till October; if

matted over when ripe, it will endui'e even till Xovember.
Sometimes a few standard bushes are likewise matted up,

and on these the fruit will sometimes hang, in pretty good

condition, till the approach of frost. On espalier rails the

fi uit conies early, and of fine size and flavour, v Currants,

it may be remarked, should be gathered only when in a dry

state; if collected in rainy weather, they lose their fla*

vour.
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Black Currani.

\ 57. The Black Currant {Ribes nigrum, Linn.) is also

considered as a native of Britain, and is described and

figured as such in English Botany, t. 1291. It is very ge-

nerally cultivated, though not in great ciuantity, in private

gardens. The berries have a very peculiar taste, which

iioweverto many people is not disagreeable. In England,

they are used in puddings and tarts. A well known jelly is

made from them ; and if a small proportion only of sugar

be used, an agreeable rob is formed. The flavour of the

young leaves in spring is strong ; a small leaf, laid for a

few minutes into an infusion of bohea tea, communicates
its flavour, which has been compared to that of green tea.

The black currant bush agrees with a damp soil better

than the red. The management of both is much the same ;

only the shoots of the black are not cut to spurs as in the

red, the fruit being produced in a different way. The plants

are regularly pruned every winter, from a third to a fourth

part of the old or exhausted wood being cut out annually,

and the straightest and best placed shoots being preserved.

In summer, all superfluous growth is displaced, especially

from the centre of the bushes. The black currant-tree

produces more fruit as a standard than when trained

against a wall; but in the latter way, the berries are con-
siderably larger.

Gooseberry.

158. The Gooseberry-hush {^Ribes grossularia, Linn,

rough-fruited gooseberry, Eng. Bot. t. 1292, and R. nva
cris/ii, L. common or smooth-fruited, Eng. Bot. t. 2057,) if

not a native plant, is at least completely naturalized in this

country. It often appears in woods, and not unfrequently
on the walls of ruinous buildings ; but to these places the

seeds may no doubt have been carried by birds. The cul-

ture of this fruit has for a number of years been particu-

larly attended to in the nonh-west of England ; and the size

and beauty of the Lancashire gooseberries have procured
them the first character. In the south of Europe, we be-
lieve, the fruit is generally small and neglected ; and when
foreigners witness our Lancashire berries, they are ready
to consider them as forming quite a difTcient kind of fruit.

In France, the gooseberry is called groseiile a maquerau,
from its being used as a seasoning to mackerel.

159. The varieties of tlie fruit are very numerous, per-

haps not fewer than two hundred. They are distinguished

by names not less sonorous, nor less fanciful and unmean-
ing, than those bestowed by the Dutch on their tulips and
hyacinths; such as, Glory of England, Glory of Eccles,
Bank of England, Nelson's Victory, Sec. Many new ones
are constantly coming into notice, and others are falling into

neglect. They are classed according as their colours are
;ed, green, yellow, or white. The names of a very few of

each of these, which are at present most in esteem, shall

be mentioned.

Yellonu.

Red.

Old Ironmonger,
Early Black,

Damson, or dark red,

Large Rough Red,
Red Walnutj
Warrington,

Smooth Red,
Hairy Red,
Red Champagne,
Nutmeg,
Captain,

Wilmot's early red.

Green.

Green Gascoigne, Green Globe,
Green AValnut, Grccn-gage.
White Smith,

Vol. X. Paht II.

Great Amber,
Globe Amber,
Great Mogul,
Hairy Globe,

Golden Drop,
Honeycomb,

Large Crystal,

White-veined,
Royal George,

Sulphur,
Conqueror,
Yellow Champagne,
Golden-knap,
Royal Sovereign,
Tawny.

White.

White Dutch,
White Walnut.

It must be admitted, that although the large gooseber-
ries make a fine appearance on the table, they are often de-
ficient in flavour, when compared with some of smaller
size. Many of them have very thick strong skins, and arc

not eatable unless thoroughly ripened. Some of the large

sort, however, are of very good quality, such as the red
champagne and the green walnut. Among these, also,

Wilmot's early red deserves further notice. It was raised

by Mr Wilmotat Islesworth in 1804, and has been cultivat-

ed by him very extensively on account of its valuable pro-

perties, being early ripe, of excellent flavour, and ex-
tremely productive. It usually ripens from the middle to

the end of June. For culinary use in the month of May
it is larger and better than most others, the skin not being
tough, but the whole berry melting to a fine consistence.

The gooseberry, it may scarcely be necessary to notice, is

used not only for tarts, pies, and sauces, or gooseberry
creams, before being ripe ; but, when at maturity, it forms
a rich addition to the dessert for several months.

Gathered unripe, gooseberries can be preserved in bot-

tles against winter : the bottles are filled with berries, close

corked, and well sealed ; they are then placed in a cool

cellar till wanted. By plunging the bottles after being

corked into boiling water for a few minutes, (heating them
gradually to prevent cracking,) the berries are said to keep
better.

160. Gooseberry-bushes, like currants, are propagated
chiefly by cuttings, preferring for this purpose clean and

strong shoots of the former year, about a foot in length.

They may be planted any time early in the spring. They
are trained for two or three years, and should have a stem
six or eight inches high. Strong suckers of straight

growth are sometimes used, but they are considered as apt

to jModuce suckers again.

In many places little attention is paid cither to the soil

in which the gooseberry-tree is planted, or to its pruning
and management; yet the fruit is greatly improved by at-

tention to these circumstances. The best practical gar-

deners now prune the bushes so as to form them somewhat
like a hollow sphere ; no main stem is encouraged, as was
formerly done ; but the centre is cut out, and eight or ten

side branches preserved, according to the size of the plant.

All water-shoots of the former season are removed ; but

any young shoots wanted for branches are left at full

length. In this mode of pruning or training, the stem may
be short, perhaps half a foot, instead of a whole foot. The
bushes may also be planted nearer to each other tiian such
as are allowed to rise many feet in height. They should

not, however, be less than five or six feet asunder in every

direction, the free admission of light and air being quite

necessary. If the bushes be attended to in the month of

June, and all central water-shoots and suckers be dis-

placed, the additional light and air thus admitted, will be

ibund verv beneficial to the fruit; while the labour of win-

4 D
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tei" piuning will be at the same time diminished. In many
gardens (^ooscbcrry-bushcs are still placed in single rows

along the sides of borders; but this is not so good a plan

as having a separate quarter for them. They may be

planted in November, or any time before February ; and

the plantation should be renewed every seven or eight

years.

161. The plan above described for prolonging the sea-

son of currants, by matting up the bushes when the fruit

is ripe, it is still more important to adopt in regard to

gooseberries, as this fruit forms a more desirable ingredient

of the dessert. If some of the late yellow sorts be mat-

ted in September, they remain good till November. A few

plants of the finer kinds are sometimes trained against a

south or east wall ; here the fruit not only comes earlier,

but attains greater size than usual. They also do very well

on a low espalier-rail. In some places, gooseberry-trees

on the sides of the borders are trained to a single tall stem,

which is tied to a stake : this, though six or eight feet

high, occasions scarcely any shade on the border, and it

does not occupy much room, nor -exclude air ; while at the

same time the stem becomes closely hung with berries,

and makes a pleasant appearance in that state. Some
sorts of gooseberry-bushes, and those producing the largest

fruit, have a natural tendency to bend their branches down-
Avards. In this case the branches must be supported with

small forked sticks, in order to admit air, and to save the

fruit from touching the ground.
It may be observed of the currant and goosebery trees in

general, that they are very easily raised from tlie seeds,

these often, however, lying a year in the ground before

vegetating. The seedling plants generally shew fruit in

the third year of their growth, when an estimate of their

merits can be formed : it is to be observed, howev.er, that

the fruit both of currant and gooseberry seedlings may im-

prove in the fourth and fifth year.

Rasfiberry.

162. The Rasfiberry-bush is the Rubtts idaus of Lin-

Djeus (Icosandria Potygynia ; Rosaces of Jussieu) and the

Frambouier of the French. It is indigenous to. several

parts of Britain, and is figured in English Botany, t. 2442.
The styles being persistent, the fruit has a bristly appear-
ance, from which the name rasjiis, or rasp, has been given.

The fruit is very desirable both for the dessert, and for

making jam, tarts, and sauces. Eaten fresh with cream
and sugar, it makes an excellent supper-dish, and may be
had from July to November. It also forms the chief com-
pound in a liqueur called Raspberry Cordial, for which
purpose great quantities of the fruit are reared near
London

163. The varieties chiefly cultivated are the following:

Common red and common white; large red Antwerp;
large yellowish-white Antwerp ; cane or smooth-stalk-
ed, also called reed raspberry ; twice bearing white, and
twice-bearing red. Some still prefer the common kinds of

red and white, thinking that an increase of size in the larger
varieties has been purchased at the expence of flavour

;

but the new varieties are, upon the whole, to be accounted
preferable. The second crop of the twice-bearing kind is

in general deficient both in flavour and size ; but by means
of it the raspberry season is prolonged till the beginning of
November. It is to be particularly noticed, however, that

the fiuit should be regularly gathered as it ripens, and
should be almost immediately used after being gathered:
it will remi^iin good on the bush for a few days after being
ripe, but a dish of raspberries, kept in the house for two

days, will generally be found to have lost flavour, and pos-

sibly to be tainted by maggots.
164. Sucker-shoots rising abundantly afford plenty of

plants ; but they should always be taken from stools in full

bearing. Tiiey are planted any time from October to Feb-
ruary. The distance is seldom less than three feet between
the plants, and the quincunx order is generally adopted,
five feet being left between the rows. If the larger varie-

ties be planted, tiie distances are increased. A raspberry
plantation continues good for six or seven years ; but after

the lapse of that pciiod, it should be entirely renewed: it

is generally in perfection the third year after planting; so

that a new raspberry quarter should be prepared two years
before the old one be grubbed up.

165. During summer raspberry-plants receive little at-

tention. The ground is repeatedly hoed, and a few of the

superfluous suckers are sometimes removed. Before win-
ter, the ground is commonly dug and left rough. In some
places the stools are dressed at this season, (November ;)

and a slight crop of coleworts is put between tne rows. If

this be not done, the general pruning is deferred till Feb-
ruary or March, when the decayed stems of the former year
are cut out, and the new ones regulated and tied : for there
is this peculiarity about raspberry-bushes, that the stems
which bear fruit in one year die in the following winter;

leaving in their place a succession of new stems, which
have been produced during the summer. Where the

stools are very strong, six or eigJit stems are allowed tore-

main ; but in young or weak plants, only half that number
are suffered to carry fruit. At the same time, the tender

tops, which have been injured by frost and hang down, are

cut off. Plants pruned or dressed before winter, it may be
observed, sustain most injury from frost ; the old stems,

when left, afibrding a degree of protection to the young
shoots. In exposed situations stakes are found necessary
for supporting the stems ; but in general it is thought suffi-

cient to twist the shoots loosely together, and to tie them
at top with a strand of bass-mat : Sometimes, the tips of
half the shoots on one stool are tied to half the shoots

of the next ; and in this way a series of festoons or arches

is formed, producing a very agreeable appearance, and at

the same time affording security against the highest winds.

The raspberry-bush grows freely in any good garden
soil; but it is the better for being slightly moist. Although
the place be inclosed by trees, and even slightly shaded,

the plant succeeds. In an inclosed and well sheltered

quarter, with rather a damp soil, containing a proportion

of peat-moss, we have seen very great crops of large and
well-flavoured berries produced ; for example, at Melville

House, the seat of the Earl of Leven in Fifeshire. Some-
times a few plants are trained against a west wall, or a trel-

lis or rail, and the fruit here comes more early and of larger

size. By training against a north wall, the crop is propor-

tionally retarded.

New varieties of raspberry are easily raised from the

seed ; and they come to bear in the second year.

Strawberry.

166. The Strawberry {^Fragaria of Linnaeus) belongs to

the same class and order, and natural family, as the rasp-

berry ; the plant is called le Frakier. and the fruit /a Fraise,

by the French ; and it is the Erdbeere of the Goi-mans.
Several s/iecies of strawberry are cultivated in our gardens,

and many varieties ; indeed new hybrid productions are

yearly appearing. We shall mention the kinds which are

at priisent most esteemed.

1 67. The Scarlet Strawberry, [Fragaria Virginiana ofthe

Hortus Kewensis.) This is the only sort of small strawber-
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ty cultivated for the Edinburgh market, a jjlace distinguish-

ed for excelling all others in abundance and excellence of

this kind of fruit. It is a native of Virginia, and very dif-

ferent in habit from cur wood plant, the leaves being dark

gi-een, of a more even surface, the flowering stem shorter,

and the fruit commonly concealed among the leaves. It is

a hardy species, producing plenty of fruit on high and ra-

ther bleak situations, near Edinburgh, where the Chili

strawberry does not prosper.

168. The Allnnc{F. cq/lma) is larger than our wood
species, the stem higher, ihe leaves broader ; the fruit red,

(sometimes white,) tapering to a point, and of considerable

size. The fruit is of excellent flavour ; and being produc-

ed from June to November, the plant is well deserving of

culture. The summer shoots, it may be mentioned, must
not be cut off; for they flower and yield fruit the same sea-

son, and it is on this property that the autumn crop depends.

From observing this, Mr Knight was led to a new mode of

treating the aljiine strawberry. He sows the seeds early

in the spring, in pots which he plac^ in a moderate hot-

bed in April. As soon as the plants have attained sufficient

size, they are planted in the open ground, where they are

to remain. They begin to blossom soon after midsummer,
and continue to produce fruit till stopped by the frost.

The powers of life in plants thus raised, Mr Knight re-

marks, being quite energetic, operate more powerfully than

in plants raised from seeds even in the preceding year ;

and he therefore concludes, that the alpine strawberry

might with propriety be treated as an annual plant.

169. The Carolina (F. Caroliniana) is very regular in

form, and of a fine red colour; but inferior in flavour to

the scarlet. It does not appear to be a distinct species.

170. The Wood straiubemj (F. vesca, Lin.) has been
cultivated from time immemorial, and in some places it is

still preferred. It is a native of most of the woods of Bri-

tain, and figured by Sowerby, t. 1524. There is a variety

with white fruit. .

171. The Pine slrawberry [^F . grandijlora, Hort. Kew. ;

F. ananas of some writers.) The leaves resemble those

of the scarlet, but are somewhat larger, and evidently of a

thicker substance ; the flowers also are larger, and the

fruit approaches in size and shape to the Chili, being large,

tapering, very pale red on the exposed side, and greenish

on the shaded side. When the plants are kept free from
runners, this kind is very productive of fruit, antl is there-

fore highly deserving of cultivation.

172. The Chili (/•'. Chiloensis, Hort. Kew.) is distinguish-

ed by its very ihick oval leaves, which, with the leaf-stalks,

are set with hairs. Tlie flowers and fruit arc both uncom-
monly large. Some English gardeners speak slightingly

of this kind, saying that it is a bad bearer : it has therefore

been rather neglected. In the neighbourhood of Edin-

burgh, however, it proves abundantly productive : 50

Scots pints have frequently been gathered from an acre,

by a single person, in the course of a day. It is the only

large strawberry cultivated for the Edinburgh market,

and is generally sold there under the name of hautboy.

The Chili, it may be noticed, has a red berry ; while the

true hautboy is of a greyish colour.

173. The Hautboij, or Hautbois {F. etatior, Smith, Fl.

Brie; Eng. Hot t. 2197.) is remarkalile for its very large

ob.i/iig fruu, with a musky flavour. There is a variety

called the Globe Hautboy, wliich is much esteemed, but

apt to degenerate.

174 Ol late years many new varieties have been raised

from seeil : Some have for a time acquired a name, and
have again been forgotten : others, however, are likely to

retain their character. When ripe si;ed is wished for, the

fruit should be allowed to wither somewhat on the plant be-

fore being gathered. It may, in passing, be observed, that

although, in compliance with popular practice, we ternrv

the fruit a berry, it is not such in correct botanical lan-

guage : a berry (bacca) contains the seeds within a pulp ;

but here we find the seeds on the outside ; it is, in fact, a

fleshy receptacle, having the surface studded with the

seeds.

In Covcnt Garden market, strawberries are sold in small

pottles, the fruit having the calyx-leaf attached. In the

Edinburgh market, they are sold in wicker-baskets, each

basket containing a Scots pint, or four English pints, the

fruit being freed from the calyx-leaves.

175. As it is generally admitted that the market-garden-

ers in the vicinity of Edinburgh excel in the culture of

strawberries, their mode shall here be detailed.

A clayey soil or strong loam is considered as best suited

to the strawberry ; on a sandy or very light soil it never

succeeds. Indeed, as the fruit naturally ripens in June,

when drought may be expected, we might conclude, afiri-

ori, that a retentive soil would be much more proper tor it

than an open one. New plantations are formed eitlier in

September or in the beginning of April, the soil being

trenched or at least deeply delved, and at the same lime

manured. The offsets are always taken from the runners

of plants of the preceding year, in preference to those

from plants of longer standing. They are placed in rows two

feet distant, thus atTording sufficient room for delving, or

turning over the surface earth between them, a practice

which is found very beneficial, both during summer and

winter. Three plants are commonly put in together at

each place : the distance between each stool or cluster of

plants is at least fifteen inches ; sometimes a foot and a

half. When the weather is dry at the time of planting,

they are watered every day till they be well established.

For the first year few berries are produced; and the com-

mon practice is, to sow a line of carrots, or some such crop,

between the strawberry rows. In May the runners arc

cut off, this being found to promote the swelling of the

fruit. Every stool is rendered quite distinct and free from

another, and the earth between them is stirred with the

spade or hoe. In the dry weather of summer, strawberries

are (by some careful cultivators, for it is not a general prac-

tice) watered, not only while in flower, and when the fruit

is setting, but even when it is swelling oft": as the berries

begin to colour, however, watering is desisted Irom, lest

the flavour should be injured.

Alwut eighty acres in the vicinity of Edinburgh are oc-

cupied by inarket-gardcners, in strawberry crop, for the

supply of the Scottish capital ; and the amazing average

quantity of 60,000 Scots pints (240.000 English) are yearly

sold in Edinburgli and its neighbourhood. In a favourable

. season, about 75,000 Scots pints (300,000 English) have

been brought to market ; and it will be remembered, that

the berries are freed from the calyx-leaves, which leaves

in the English market greatly swell the measure. When
the distance is considerable, the wicker baskets are pack-

ed over each other in a hamper-creel, and conveyed to

town on a light cart hung on springs. The highest price

is commonly half a guinea a Scots pint; but this is only

got for a few pints at the beginning of the strawberry sea-

son : the average price is about Is. ; the lowest 9d. a Scots

pint. The berries are picked as they ripen, by women and

children hired for the purpose, to whom the strawberry

harvest is a profitable time.

As soon as the strawberry season is past, tlie plants 're

shorn over, and all runners are again cut oft" Towards

the end of October, the ground between the rows is delved

over. The cultivation of strawberries is thus attended with

a good dealofexpence, requiring much labour and constant

4D 2
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assiduity in digging and hoeing between the plants, clear-

ing them of weeds, cutting off runners and leaves, water-

ing (where that is practised,) and picking the berries for

market. They may, with success, be continued on the

same land for an indefinite space of time, but the plants

must be renewed every fourth or fifth year, and manure at

that time supplied. It is however found preferable to

change the crop altogether after twelve or fifteen years.

176. Strawberries are generally placed in a quarter of

the garden by themselves, and it should be one which is

freely exposed to sun and air. They are sometimes, how-
ever, planted in single rows, as edgings to borders, and in

this way they often produce great crops. In either case,

care must be taken to replant them every fourth or fifth

year at farthest. The alpine and wood species may be

placed in situations rather cool and sliady ;
perhaps as an

edging in the shrubbery. In such places they produce
their fruit perfectly well, and late in the season, which is

desirable.

177. The fruit has evidently received its English name
from an old practice of laying straw between the rows

:

in clear weather, the ground is thus kept from drying
too much, and less watering is requisite ; while, in drench-
ing rains, the berries are preserved from being soiled by
the earth. This custom is still followed in some parts of
France ; and it has of late been partially revived in the

neighbourhood of London, through the recommendation
of Sir Joseph Banks, contained in the first volume of the
English Horticulturiil Memoirs. When the fruit is form-
ed, some lay tiles or moss around the plants ; these an-
swer the same purpose as straw, but certainly not more
effectually, and the procuring and applying them must be
attended with more trouble.

178. Strawberries are a favourite dessert fruit, and by
different means they are brought to table from February
till November. By various kinds of forcing (to be after-

wards noticed) they are procured from February till June ;

they are produced abundantly in the open air during the
months of June and July ; and by means of the alpine and
wood sorts, the strawberry season is prolonged till the end
of October. The fruit should be used very soon after be-
ing gathered. If kept only for a few hours, the flavour is

found to have considerably diminished. The berries are
generally eaten along with cream and pounded sugar.

179. Strawberries are readily raised from the seed, and
new varieties are thus procured. If sown early, they sel-

dom fail to produce flowers and fruit in the succeeding
year. In collecting the seeds, it is proper to observe that
the berries be perfectly ripe, so that the seeds may be
brushed from their surface, or may part with facility.

Having thus given an account of the fruits which are
usually cultivated within our walled gardens, in the open
air, it may be proper in this place to take some short no-
tice of several other fruits, and nuts, which are occasion-
ally cultivated in the garden, but more commonly in the
lawns or pleasure-grounds surrounding it, or in the or-
chard ami its environs ; and likewise to mention more par-
ticularly some of the native fruits which are still gathered
for use in the country.

Fruits occasionally cultivated.

180. The Pomegranate-tree {Punicag-ranarum,L.; Icos-
nndria Monogynia ; Myrti, Juss.) is a native of the Levant,
but naturalized in the South of Europe. It was introduced
into England toward the end of the 16th century. At first

it was treated as a delicate plant ; but now it stands in the
open border. It is only, however, in sheltered situations,
against a south wall, and in favourable seasons, that it pro-

duces tolerable fruit: it acquires indeed a considerable
size, nearly that of an ordinary pippin, but is quite de-
ficient in flavour. The tree requiies a rich strong soil ; in

a poor and dry soil, it will not even show flowers. To the
northward of London, the fruit scarcely ever approaches
maturity. A variety with double flowers is frequently
planted against the sides of houses by way of ornament

;

and when clothed with its scarlet flowers, it is not only
very beautiful, but grateful by its odour. The pome-
granate is generally propagated by layers. The flowers
proceed from the extremities of branches produced the
same year. The stronger branches of the former year
are therefore shortened, in order to obtain a supply of new
shoots. The best time for this pruning is November.

181. The Olive, (Oka Eurofida, L. Diandria Monogy-
nia ; Jasminea, Juss.) which constitutes much of the riches

ot the south of France, Italy and Spain, with difficulty

survives in the mildest parts of our island. Protected dur-
ing winter in the same way as the myrtle, generally by
short litter laid arfpbd the stem, and by a slight tempo-
rary screen of evergreen branches, it sometimes flowers

;

and in some very warm seasons, it has produced a few
unripe fruit.

182. The Pis/iajiiin, or date-plum, (Dios/iyros Lotus, L.

;

Polygamia Diacia ; Guaiacancs, Juss.) is chiefly cultivated

on account of its fine shining leaves. Its fruit, however,
is relished by some. It is the size of a cherry, of a yellow
colour, and eaten, like the medlar, in a state of over-ma-
turity or incipient decay. The plant is tender for the first

year or two ; and even afterwards requires a sheltered

situation, and rich but dry soil. It was known in the time
ofGerarde, but is still very little attended to in gardens.

183. Tht Cornelian cherry (Cornus masculajh.; Tetran-
dria Monogynia ; Ca/iri/oliac <e , Juss.) was formerly much
cultivated as a fruit-tree, and it is enumerated as such in

all the old books on gardening. The fruit was used in

making tarts, and a rob de cornis was kept in the shops.

It is now transferred to the shrubbery, where its early

flowers, appearing in February and INIarch before the

leaves, render it ornamental. The wood is remarkably
hard ; so that spears were in ancient times formed of it.

184. Besides the common apple, pear, and quince, se-

veral others of the Pyrus genus are cultivated. The C/ii-

nese afijile [P. spectabilis, L) is planted in many gardens
and shrubberies in the south of England, chiefly on account
of its fine show of deep red buds and large blossoms,
which appear early in May. It is increased by grafting

on crab stocks. Beautiful trees of this kind, some of

them above twenty feet high, are to be seen in gardens in

the neighbourhood of London. The Siberian crab {P. /iru-

7iifolia, L.) is prized chiefly for its elegant little fruit, re-

sembling large Duke cherries, which are very ornamental
in shrubberies, in the autumn and early part of winter.

The Smallfridted crab {P. baccata, L.) is planted with

the same view. From the fruit of this sort, as we learn

from Pallas, the quass or cider of Siberia is made ; and
we may add, that it makes an excellent preserve with

syrup. The Jafian afifile, i^P. Jafionica, L.) blossoms and
bears fruit, if trained against a south wall ; but the fruit is

of no value. The plant requires to be covered with a

bass-matt or close straw-net during winter. The Sorb, or

Service-tree, (Pyrus torminalis of Hort. Kew. ; Cratagus

torminatis, L ) is a large tree, growing naturally in some
parts of England, as in Hertfordshire, from whence the

fruit is brought to London in large quantities in autumn.

It is figured in Sowerby's " English Botany," t. 298. The
fruit is of the shape of the common haw, but larger ; of

a brownish colour when ripe ; if kept till it be soft, in the

same way as medlars, it has an agreeable acid flavour. It
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succeeds 111 any sirong clayey soil ;

tivated as a fruit-tree, but is often

about orcbartis.

185. The J:arole-tree [Cratiegus

a Mespilus) has a still larger fruit,

it so freely, being a native of the

ripe, the fruit has an ai^reeably acic

so much esteemed in Italy and the

it is frequently served up in desser

of the French. In this country it is

JVative Fruits.

it is scarcely ever cul-

planted in lawns and

azarolus, L.
;
properly

but does not produce
Levant. \Vheii fully

I taste, for which it is

south of France, that

'ts. It is the ftomette

seldom used.

186. Of the genus Prunus, we have several species

growing naturally in our woods, and by the banks of rivers.

The small black cherry or guigne, (^P, cerasus, Eng. Bot.

t. 706,) and the red-fruited variety, commonly distinguisli-

ed as Prunus avium, have already been mentioned, as well

as the common wild plum, {^P. domestica,) which, if not

native, is at least completely naturalized. To these may
be added the buUace, the sloe, and the bird-cherry. The
Bullace filum {(imt o( P. insititia, Eng. Bot. t. 841,) when
mellowed by frost, is not unpleasant ; indeed it is one

of the best of our native productions. It may be made
into an excellent conserve, by mixing the pul]> with thrice

its weight of sugar. It varies with dark purple or almost

black fruit, and light or wax-coloured fruit. The Sloe

(fruit of P. nfiinosa, Eng. Bot. t. 842 ) likewise requires to

be mellowed by frost. To home-made wines, it is calcu-

lated to communicate the colour and roughness of red

Port ; indeed it is said to enter as an ingredient into the

manufacture of this wine. The juice of the unripe fruit

forms the German acacia. When the fruit is ripe, the

juice aflbrds an almost indelible ink, which is sometimes
used for marking linens. Mr Knight (in the London Hor-
ticultural transactions, vol. i.) seems to consider the sloe

as the original species from which all our cultivated plums
have been derived ; but on what grounds he passes over
the common wild plum and the bullace, v.hich are more
nearly allied, he does not enable us to determine. The
Jiird cherry, (fruit of P. fiadus, L. Eng. Bot. t. 1383.) in

Scotland the Hag-berry, is, to most palates, nauseous.
The fruit is scarcely used, unless occasionally that in Scot-

land an infusion of it is made in the favourite liquor of the

country, whisky.

187. The Barberry bush (Berberis vulgaris, L. ; IJex-

andria Monogynia ; Berberidee, Juss.) is a native of vari-

ous parts of this country ; and is figured in " English

Botany," t. 49. The fruit is in considerable demand for

preserving; and the berries of the variety williout stones

are prepared for this purpose. If planted in good soil,

and pruned somewhat in the manner of gooseberry-bushes,
barberry plants yield both larger bunches and larger ber-

ries. In the shrubbery, while in flower, they are orna-

mental ; and the sensitive stamina may afford entertain-

ment ; for when the antherse are ready, if the bottom of
the filament be irritated with the point of a knife or a

straw, the stamen rises with a sudden jerk, and strikes

:he anthera against the pistillum. In autumn, the scarlet

fruit makes a fine appearance.
•188. The Elder {Sambucus nigra, Li.; Penta7idria Tri-

gynia ; Cafirifoliacee of Ventenat,) is a well known native

tree, figured in English Botany, t. 476. In Scotland it is

called Bourtree. Elder berries may be included in the

list of native fruits ; for they are still sometimes gathered
for the making of elder wine.

189. The Mountain ash (Sorbus aucufiaria, L. ; Icosan-

dria Trigynia ; Rosacea, Juss. ; Eng. Bot. t. 337.) is per-

haps the most ornamental native tree we possess. It is

xlcservcdly planted in pleasure grounds ; its foliage, flow-

ers, and berries being all beautiful in succession, and the

whole tree forming a line object. Roanberries are still

held in some esteem in the Iliglilands of Scotland, and in

Wales; and in both countries, tlie boughs of the tree are

used in many superstitious ceremonies.
190. Of the genus Rubus, the lasplicrry has been already

mentioned. The Common bramble {^R.fruticosus, L. ; Eng.
Bot. t. 715.) may be added as one of our native fruits, and
not one of the worst. The Utone bramble, (P. saxatilie,

Eng. Bot. t. 2233.) is another : In Scotland, the fruit has
a distinct name. Roebuck-berry. Cloud-berries, or knot-
berries, (the fruit of R. chamanorus, Eng. Bot. t. 716.)
are perhaps the most grateful and useful kiixl of fruit

gathered by the Scots Highlanders : on the sides and near
the bases of the mountains, it may bo collected for several

months in succession. It is not cultivated without difficulty,

and it very seldom yields its fruit in a garden. With this

may be coupled the Dwarf crimson bramble, {R. arcCicus,

Eng. Bot. t. 1585.) This is found only on the highest

and wildest mountains of Scotland. The berry is excel-

lent ; but it is not easily obtained in sufficient quantity;

for though the plant grows freely in gardens, and shews
its flowers, it rarely produces its fruit in low situations.

191. Of the cranberry (^yaccinium, h. ; Octandria Mo-
nogynia; Erica, Juss.) there are various species, three of

them native; but the most important is a transatlantic spe-

cies, which however we may be excused for introducing

in this place. It is called the smooth-stemmed A7nerican

cranberry, (K. macrocarfion.) This is an addition made
within these few years to our list of cultivated fruits.

The plant was indeed known ; but the opinion given in

Miller's Dictionary was general, that " they can only be

cultivated for curiosity in gardens, for they will not thrive

much, nor produce fruit, out of their native swamps and
bogs." To the indefatigable Sir Joseph Banks, we are

indebted for pointing out the practicability of cultivating

it for use. Wherever there is a pond, the margin may,
at a trifling expence, be fitted for the culture of this plant,

and it will continue productive for many years. All that

is necessary is to drive in a few stakes, two or three

feet within the margin of the pond, and to place some old

boards within these, so as to prevent the soil of the cran-

berry bed from falling into the water: then to lay a parcel

of small stones or rubbish in the bottom, and over it peat

or bog earth to the depth of about three inches above, and
seven inches below the usual surface of the water. In

such a situation the plants grow readily ; and if a few be

put in, they entirely cover the bed in the course of a year

or two, by means of their long runners, which take root

at different points. From a very small space, a very

large quantity of cranberries may be gathered ; and they

prove a remarkably regular crop, scarcely affected by

the state of the weather, and not subject to the attacks

of insects.

193. The native species of rafcmium, which aflbrd ber-

ries in the highlands of Wales and Scotland, are the fol-

lowing. The Common cranberry, or moss berry, (K. oxy-

coccos, Eng. Bot. t. 319.) Great quantities of this berry

are gathered in upland marshes and turfy bogs, both in

England and Scotland. The berries are made into tarts,

and have much the same flavour as the Russian imported

cranberries, or those procured by cullivation. The Bil-

berry, hlaebevry, or whortleberry, (V. inyrtillus, Eng. Bot.

t. 456.) is gathered in autumn for making tarts: in Devon-

shire the berries are eaten with clotted cream : in the

Highlands of Scotland, they are sometimes eaten with

milk, but more commonly made into jellies. The Red
bilberry, or Cowberry, (V.vitis idtea, Eng. Bot. t. 598,) is
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acid and rather bitter, and decidedly inferior to tlie cran-

berry. It makes, however, a very good rob or jelly, which

in Sweden is eaten with ali kinds of roast meat, and forms

a sauce for venison, which is thought superior to cur-

rant jelly.

Milts,

The JVuts which grow in this country, and which form
part of the dessert, remain to be noticed.

193. li'he. Hazel {^Corylus avellana, Lin.; Eng. Bot. t,

723 ; Monacia Pohjandria ; ^oientacex, Jussieu) is a na-

tive of Britain, and very common. In September, great

quantities of the nuts are collected by the country people,

and sent to market. Tliere are several varieties, particu-

larly the White Filberd, and the RedFilberd; the Cob-
nut, remarkable for its large size; the Cluster-nut; and

the Dwarf Prolific-nut. In some gardens small planta-

tions of dwarf filberd trees are made. The trees are not

allowed to rise more than six or seven feet, and they are

trained, like gooseberry-bushes, open in the centre. When
full grown, the cup thus formed by the expanded branches
is about six feet in diameter. Each tree is twelve feet

from another. The intermediate spaces are occupied with

different crops that require frequent hoeing, the success

of the nut trees being much promoted by repealed stirring

of the ground. So great is the produce of nuts from small

trees managed in this way, that in some parts of Kent such
plantations are formed Avith a view to the supply of the

London market. The trivial name Avellana^ it may be re-

marked, is derived from a town near Naples, the inhabit-

ants of which have long cultivated the Spanish filberd tree

to a great extent, much of their riches depending on the

sale of the nuls.

The hazel tree grows vigorously in a strong loam, or in

any soil which is somewhat retentive and moist. It is

sometimes propagated by suckers, but better plants are

procured by layers. In this way only are the different va-

rieties continued : by sowing the nuts, trees may be got for

the thickening of a wood, or forming a coppice, but not for

cultivating with a view to the fruit. A few trees of the dif-

ferent varieties are ornamental on the side of any bank
which may occur in the pleasure grounds. Early in spring,

generally about the end of February, the calkins, or male
flowers, and the female gems with their bright red styles,

are displayed, and make a pleasing appearance at that still

dreary season.

194. The Constantinoiile hazel {^C. colurna, L.) produces
nuts which are twice the size of the common hazel nut,

and grow in large racemes. It seldom, however, yields

its fruit in this country, nor is it much attended to. In-

deed a large bush or tree of it is seldom to be met with in

our gardens. In the Botanic Garden, Leith Walk, Edin-
burgh, one of the finest specimens in Britain occurs: it is

now (1816) about 25 feet in height, and fifty years old.

195. Tlie Walnut tree {Juglans regia,L,.; Monacia Po-
Itjandiia ; Terebint/iaceie, iu':>s\ea) is considered as a native

of Persia, but as having come to us from France, the name
walnut being regarded as a corruption of Gaulnut. The
dale of its introduction is not known. Large and old trees

of it arc very common in many parts of England, where
it ripens its fruit regularly. In Scotland, however, the
fruit comes to perfection only in fine seasons: in ordinary
years it attains merely that siale in which il ia fit for

pickling. Several varieties arc cullivated, particularly the

round and the oval v.'alnut ; the large walnut ; and the ten-

der shelled. The chief thing to be attended to in the cul-
ture of the tree is to induce it to spread its roots near ihe
jiTacc, and to prevent their getting dc>wn into cold wet

soil. As it generally attains a large size, it must stand in

the lawn or park, or a row of walnut-trees may form part
of the screen of the orchard. Mr Boutcher of Edinburgh
long ago recommended the inarching of a branch of a bear-
ing tree, the quality of whose fruit was kiiown, upon a
common stock, and added, that fruit was thus produced in

one-third less time. The same idea has lately occurred to
Mr Knight, and in this way he has procured plants which
proved fruitful in three years. It is evident that the pe-
culiar varieties can only be continued by layering and
grafting ; for large plantations, however, the nuts are sown.
The nuls are ready in October, and are gathered by beat-
ing the trees with long poles ; they may be kept through
the winter, ^by covering them with earth in the manner of
potatoes, and mixing some dry mould among them to fill

the interstices; for this last purpose, dry sand being pre-
ferable.

196. The C/iesnut-tree(I<'agua castanea,!^.; or Caslanea
vescaof Brown; Montecia Polyandria ; jlmentaceie, Juss.)
is considered as a native of the souinern parts of England,
where, at any rate, il has long been naturalized. It has a
place in " English Botany," t. 886. It is not much culti-

vated for its fruit in this country. As a fores'. -tree it is

well known, though perhaps scarcely duly prized. The
variety preferred is called the Spanish chestnut. It may be
proper to observe, that when fruit is the object, grafted
trees should be resorted to. The grafting of chestnut-

trees has long been practised in Devonsliire, and it is now
likely to become general. The slocks may be raised from
the common nuts, but the grafts are to be taken from bear-

ing branches of such trees as yield the largest and fairest

fruit. The timber of these grafted trees is of little value;

indeed the tree generally continues in a dwarf state : but

the fruit is not only sooner produced, but is of better qua-
lily and more abundant. The nuts are not so large as those

imported from Spain; but they are more sweet; They
may be kept in earthenware jars, in a cellar somewhat
damp, or covered with earth or sand, in the manner recom-
mended for walnuts. The French call these grafted trees

marroniers ; and the forest trees, chataigniera. The-chest-
nui is suited to the same kind of situations as the walnut-

tree above spoken of.

197. The chinyuafiine, or dwarf Virginia chestnut, {Fa-
gus /lumila, L.) has long been known in English gardens;
but the fruit is small, and has not been much attended to.

198. In this country, even in ordinary seasons, several

of the fruits which have now been treated of, such as the

grape, the peach and nectarine, and the fig, and more par-

ticularly the finer varieties of these, are found to be brought
to greater perfection, or the trees are more effectually kept

in a healthy and fruitful stale, by having recourse to a cer-

tain degree of artificial heal. If this be true in the south

of England, much more may it be affirmed of all that part

of the island which lies to the north of York. Glazed
houses, under various names, have therefore been contriv-

ed for the purpose of forwarding and defending the blos-

som of the trees, and the selling of the fruit, in the spring,

and for ripening the bearing wood for next year in the au-

tumn, the maturation of the fiuil itself, at least in the case

of peaches and nectarines, being left as niui-.h as possible

to the influence of the sun and air. The vinery, the peach-

house, and the fi^-house, ought not, in general, to be con-

sidered as ybrrH;^ nouses; but as calculated rather to as-

sist the natural efforts of the plant, and to make up for the

imperfections of the climate, every possible use being in

the mean time made of the natural climate. They may,
however, be converted into forcing houses, by varying the

time of applying the artificial heat ; and in this way, not
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only cherries and strawberries, but grapes and peaches,

may be obtained many weeks before the natural season ar-

rives. The pine-apple, which has not yet been spoken of,

requires continually an increased, and even high tempera-

ture ; while the orange tribe needs little more than to be

saved from frost during winterv

The disposition of hot-houses, in regard to the garden and

pleasure grounds, has been already spoken of. A suite or

range of glazed houses is generally formed together, with

only glass partitions between them. In this case the green-

house is sometimes placed in the middle, and the stoves at

each end, so that, during winter, a person may pass into

either hot-house witiiout opening a direct communication
between it and the external air, which, on account of the

rarefaction of the air within, is ready to rush in.

Hot-houses are comparatively of modern invention. They
were unknown in the days of Gerarde and Parkinson, that

is, of Elizabeth and James VI. After the civil wars, hor-

ticulture seems to have received more attention; but a

glazed house, with a furnace and flues, does not appear to

have been constructed previous to 1684. Sir Hans Sloane,

writing in that year, mentions that Mr Watts, gardener at

Chelsea Garden, then recently instituted, had a new con-

trivance for preserving tender exotic plants during winter:

" he makes under the floor of his green-house a great fire-

plate, with grate, ash-hole. See. and conveys the warmth
through the whole house by tunnels, letting in upon occa-

sion the outward air by the windows." The green-house

was thus converted into a stove, or made to answer the

purpose of both. Separate houses for plants belonging to

very warm climates were soon found to be necessary ; and

in 1724, Bradley describes a stove, or conservatory, with

flues and every thing in the manner of a modern dry stove.

The bark stove was soon afterwards introduced ; the heat

resulting from the fermentation of tanners bark being em-
ployed, however, in the culture of pine-apples before it was
applied to ornamental plants of hot climates. Two kinds

of stoves are at present in common use, the dry stove and
the bark stove.

Dry Stove.

199. The dry stove is generally constructed with up-
right glass frames in front, and sloping glass frames by way
of roof, extending perhaps to within four feet of the back
wall of the house, which space of four feet is commonly
covered with slates. The angle at which the glass is made
to slope is usually about 35°. The floor is raised two feet

above the exterior surface, in order to give room for the

flues, which, if sunk low, do not draw freely. The ilues

are carried to the extremity of the house, and returned se-

veral times, according to the length and breadth of the

building. They are constructed of fire-brick, and the co-

vering is composed of square tiles, about an inch and a

half thick. In Scotland, where sandstone abounds, the co-

vers are usually formed of flags, two inches or somewhat
more in thickness. The flagstones of the Hailes Quarry,
near Edinburgh, are excellent for this purpose : the finer

laminae from the quarry at Carmylie, in Forfarshire, com-
monly called Arbroath pavement, are apt to crack and shi-

ver from exposure to heat. They arc generally made
about 18 inches deep, and of nearly equal breadth, and hor-

ticultural writers have in general recommended these di-

mensions; but there can be little doubt that the breadth
should be nearly double the depth. INIr Stevenson, civil

engineer, founding on some experiments made in construct-

ing a drying-house, has strongly recommended this im-
provement. (^Scottish Hort. Mem. i. 143. He observes,

that " the flues in general use are of too small dimensions;

there is not capacity in them for allowing the heated parti-

cles of air to expand ; so that the heat passes rapidly

through such narrow flues, and makes its escape with the

smoke, in what may comparatively be called a latent state,

without being allowed to act on a surface large enough to

rob it of its caloric." He farther remarks, that an apart-

ment heated with flues of a wide, but shallow, form is less

liable to sudden changes of temperature, tlian where the

flues are small ; and that such flues possess the advantage
of seldom or never requiring to be cleaned. The furnace
is generally so situated, as that the upper part of the arch
is as high as the top of the flue, where the heat is intro-

duced into the house. The height of the body of a fur-

nace, of the usual dimensions, is two feet four inches, va-

rying, however, according to the slope of the ground ; the

width is nearly the same ; the length of it inside three

feet ; the door a foot square ; and the length of the back
of the furnace two feet. In the dry stove a stand is erect-

ed for supporting shelves, on which the plants are to be
placed ; the stand and shelves together being called the

stage. In this stove all kinds of succulent plants, such as

cacti, mesembryanthema, stapeliae, and aloes, are pre-

served, with many other tender plants which do not require
bottom heat.

It may here be noticed, that it having been found that

certain parts of hot-houses, where one furnace only is em-
ployed, are not heated equally with other parts nearer to

the furnace, it has been proposed to convey to these parts
heated air from the furnace by means of tinned iron tubes.

Nicol and others object to these tubes resting on the flues,

as being apt to diminish the evolution of heat from their

surface : they might, however, be carried free of them,
and certainly deserve further trials. Such tubes, it is to

be observed, are only necessary in hot-houses already built.

In the constructing of new houses, a small flue, perhaps 2 J

inches or a brick square, can easily be carried along in the

back wall. Heated air drawn from the furnace into this

flue can be conveyed to the opposite end of the house, and
there admitted by a valve or door at pleasure. Matters
must of course be so contrived, that no smoke can pass
into this small flue.

Bark Stove.

200. The bark stove is distinguished by having a large
pit, nearly the length of the house, three feet deep, and six

or seven feet wide. This pit is formed with brick walls,

and has a brick pavement at bottom, to prevent the earth
from mixing with the tan, which would hinder its heating.

It is filled with fresh tanners' bark, well dried ; and in the

bark, pots containing plants from the East or West Indies,

or tropical climates, are plunged. The bark acquires and
long retains a moderate heat ; but besides this, it preserves

a degree of genial moisture, well calculated to keep the

fibres of the roots in constant vigour and action. Expe-
rience has shewn that a house of forty feet can be pro-

perly heated by one furnace. If thought proper, the house
may be made large, and there may be two tan-pits and two
furnaces, the house being divided in the middle by a glass

partition. In this case a higher temperature may be main-
tained in the one division, tlian is thought necessary in the

other. Over the flues a wooden grate, or crib trellis, is

laid ; and on this are placed the most tender of the succu-

lent tribes, such as some of the melon-thistles, cereuses,

and eupliorbiums. The range of temjjerature which plants

can endure in the bark stove is considerable, from 63° to

81° Fahrenheit, or nine degrees above and below the mark
ananas, on the botanical thermometer. This instrument

is hung in the middle of the house, at a considerable dis-
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tance from the furnace, and out of reach of the sun's

rays.

201. It is not uncommon to give air to such a liot-house

only through the day, and to shut it up close at night, per-

haps even increasing the temperature in the evening. Ju-

dicious horticulturists reverse the practice. Knowing,

for example, that in the West Indies, chilly and cold nights

usually succeed to the hottest days, they rather imitate na-

ture, by sliutling up the house during the day, and throw-

ing it open at night. This practice, however, can only

be followed, in our climate, in the summer and autumn

seasons.

202. Forcing stoves are of modern invention. In prin-

ciple, they differ in no respect from the stoves already de-

scribed ; their application only is different. The bark

forcing stove has a tan-pit, in which pots of roses, narcis-

suses, and other flowers, are jilunged, in order to their pro-

duction at an early season. Pots with strawberries, kid-

ney-beans, or perhaps dwarf-cherry-trees, are likewise set

in the pit, or on shelves around. Sometimes small bor-

ders are formed in this bark-stove, next to the front, and

also next to the back wall ; a few dwarf fruit-trees are

thus introduced, which yield an acceptable addition to the

spring dessert. In some places, the more delicate kinds

of grape-vines are liere also cultivated, and trained along

the rafters of the upper sashes.

Forcing stoves are intended chiefly for peaches, necta-

rines, vines, figs, early cherries, the best sorts of apricots

and plHnis, sometimes apples, and occasionally gf)oseber-

ries, currants, and raspberries. The whole area of the

house is filled with well prepared rich compost, two feet

deep. The trees, having been previously trained to near a

bearing size, are transplanted into the prepared border.

These stoves are begun to be worked early in the spring ;

and when the crop is gathered, the glass frames are open-

ed wide, or perhaps altogether removed, in order to admit

air and rain, and thus harden the annual shoots of the trees.

In this open state, the houses remain till after mid-winter,

when they are partially shut, in order gradually to prepare

the trees for the increased temperature. Different kinds

of trees require different modes of management, and also

a variation of temperature: in all first-ialc irardcns, there-

fore, a separate hot-house is allotted lo the peach-tree, call-

ed the Peach-house ; another to cherries, called the Cher-

ry-house ; a third to the production of grapes, called llie

Vinery or Grape-house, and in some places, a fourth, to

figs, called the Fig-house. The difference in the struc-

ture of these houses is not considerable.

203. In general it may be remarked, that what is called

forcing is the more perfectly performed in proportion as

less forcing or violence is employed. All the operations

of nature are gradual ; and a good gafdcncr will always

follow these as the safest examples. He will never wil-

lingly apply artificial heat before buds have naturally

5Woln ; he will then increase the temperature gradually

for some weeks ; he will, in particular, guard against any

sudden decrease of warmth, it being most necessary to-

wards success, to continue the course of vegetation unin-

terruptedly, through foliation, irifforescence, and fructifi-

cation. In all kinds of forcing, it is of importance that

free admission of air be given according to the state of the

atmosphere ; and it too should be given and withdrawn by
degrees, especially in the early and cold lime ol the year :

the sashes, or the ventilators, may, for instance, be par-

tially opened by 8- in the morning, top air being given be-

fore front air ; full air may be allowed about 10 ; a reduc-

tion should take place before 3 P. iVI., and the whole be

closed between 4 and 5, according to the season and other

circumstances.

We shall now jjrocced lo notice the peach-house, cher-
ry-house, vinery, and fig-house, in succession ; then the
pine-stove and appendages ; and the orangery. Here we
shall take occasion to introduce a short description of the
magnificent and commodious suite of hot-houses at Dal-
meny Park, near Edinburgh, plans and elevations of wliicli

we aie enabled to lay before the reader ; and we shall sub-
join some account of improvements which have lately

been adopted or proposed in this branch of horticulture.
The cultivation of the melon, being allied to that of the
cucumber, will lead us to the kitchen-garden.

The Peach-Houae.

204. A peach-house intended to be commanded by one
lurnace, is commonly made about 40 feet long, 10 or 12

wide, and about 14 in height. It has sometimes no upright
glass in front ; merely a parapet 18 inches high, upon
which the rafters immediately rest. In some places the

l)each and nectarine trees are trained to a trellis next to

the glass, none being placed on the back wall ; in others
the trees are trained only to the wall, or to a trellis placed
against it ; but in the greater nujnber of cases, small trees

are trained nearly half way up the glass roof, and at the
same lime others of full size are placed against the back
wall. The flue passes in front, but at some distance from
the parapet, and is returned also at some distance from the
back wall; so that both flues taken together, with the space
between them, occupy nearly the centre of the house. The-
old practice of having the back wall itself flued, is now
discontinued, standing Jlues within the house being found
l)referable. Both parapet and flues rest on pillai-s, so as

to allow the roots ol the trees free egress to the border on
llie outside of the house. If early or forced fruit be wanted,
the house is made narrower and shorter, so as to give a

greater command of temperature. In such houses, either

three oi four dwarf trees, with intermediate riders, are
planted ; the riders being taken out at the end of four

years at farthest. Wlien small trees are also trained in

front, tlnee are coirimonly sufficient there, or nine or ten

trees in all. Fire-heal is generally applied about the mid-
dle of February, the temperatuie being for a time kept at

45°; and afterwards giadually increased to 50° or 55''

Fahr. The temperaiure is regulated by a thermometer
every morning and evening; during sunshine, air is ad-

mitted, lo keep down the heat, as near as possible, to the

average point. Trees thus forced, generally shew their

blossoms in March. While in flower and till the fruit be
sel, gentle steaming is practised, by sprinkling water on the

sui'face of the warm flues. After this, washing the foliage

with the garden engine is found very conducive to the

health of the plants. When the stones of the fruit are

formed, the temperature is raised to about 60°, and the crop

is thinned, if thought necessary. Water is now liberally

applied to the border. After May, little fire-heat is given,

and air is very freely admitted through the day.

]Mr Knight strongly recommends the exposing the fruit,

when ripening, to tiie full influence of the sun in warm and

bright days, and covering it with the glass roof during cold

night air or rains. He has, in the London Horticultural

Transactions, Vol. i. p. 199, described an improved peach-

house. Tiie angle of the roof is only 28" in Lat. 52°. In

order that the lights may be moved to the re(iuired extent

with facility, ihey are made short, and divided in the mid-

dle. The back wall does not exceed nine feet high. Two
rows of trees are planted ; one in front, trained on an al-

most horizontal or very slightly inclined trellis ; and the

other on the back wall. The house is 50 feet long, bi;t

commanded by a single furnace.
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The usinl displacing of useless buds and spray, and lay-

ing in of new shoots, arc operations wliicli must, of couisc,

be attended to, as in the nianuyenieiU of pencil and necta-

rine trees on the open wall.

Some ol the best fruits for the pe ich-hnusc arc, ttie rctl

mai^dalen, the white magdalen, loyal George, noblesse,

late mignoiie, early Newington, leton de Venus, and Ca-
therine peaches ; and of the nectarines, the Newingion,

the led Roman, and the violet. But all the kiii<ls former-

ly mentioned, § 88. are occasionally placed in the peach-

house.

The Cherry house.

205. The cherry-house, if one furnace only be employ-
ed, is nearly of the dimensions mentioned for the peach-

house. The cherry-bouse is always considered and ma-
naged as a forcing-house. There is commonly a glass

front between two and three feel high; thus giving room
in the fore-part of the border for some dwarf trees, either

cherry or tig, or perhaps apricot ; the principal cherry-

trees being trained against a trellis in the back wall. The
flue along the front and at each end, is covered with a small

horizontal grate or trellis of wood, and on this pots of
strawberries or of kidney-beans are forced. For the dwarf
trees in front, such as have been kept in pots or tubs for

some time, are to be preferred. Forcing in the cherry-

house is usuiily begun about the new-year; but for a

month before the fire is lighted, the house is shut at night,

so as gradually to accustom the plants to the confined air

and increased temperature. At first the temperature is

kept at 40°. Till the flower-buds appear, air is admitted,

in the day-time, freely ; but after this, till the season be-

come mild, with great caution, by the upper sashes only.

When the fruit is setting, in the beginning of March, the

temperature is kept as steadily as possible about 50°. Af-

ter it is set, water is given plentifully at the root, and also

dashed over the foliage, and air is freely admitted when
the weather will permit. When the fruit is colouring, lit-

tle water is given, the temperature is raised, and as much
air as possible is given. When the crop is gathered, the

house is generally thrown quite open ; in many cases, even
the glass-roof is taken oft". By much the best cherry for

forcing is the common Mayduke.
206. The kinds of strawberries preferred for forcing,

are the scarlet, the alpine, and wood strawberry. The
plants undergo a course of preparation for a year before

they be forced. They should always be taken from the

most fruitful plants ; and the oflfsels nearest to the parent

plant are to be preferred. During the first summer, they

are not only regularly deprived of all ruimers as they ap-

pear, but the flowei s are also picked ofi': vigorous plants,

filling the pots, are thus secured for fruiting in the follow-

ing spring. If the fruit be wanted very early, the plants

are placed in a hot-bed frame in the end of October, and
there biought to flower, being transferred to the forcing-

house when the furnace is set agoing. They generally

yield ripe fruit early in March, arrd continue to alTord suc-
cessive gatherings till the end of April, making a pleasing

appearance at this season, and a rich addition to the spring
dessert. Water is pretty liberally supplied till the fruit

begin to ripen, when it is given sparingly. It may here be
remarked, that if strawberry plants which have been pre-
pared as for forcing, be planted in front of a hot-wall, they
can scarely fail to ripen fruit early in May.

207. Of kidney-beans, the best kind for forcing is the

early speckled dwarf. The beans are sown, in small pots,

(called 24's or 16's,) in many sorts of light rich earth,

three beans in each, and placed in the house when fire-

VoL. X. Part II.

heat is begun. As tliey advance, they reouuc frcinirni
watering, and as much air as circumstances will periwii.
'J"hc pods should be gathered when rather young, as in

this way the plants continue longer to yield tricni.

The Vincrij cr Griefic-houne.

208. A viticry with two furnaces is generally fifty feet
in length, and fourteen or fifteen in width within; the
height of the back wall being ten or twelve feet, and of

• liie parapet about eighteen inches. When one furnace
only is employed, the length of the house should never
exceed tliiriy or thirty-five feet. The parapet wall ib ge-
nerally supported on small arches or lintels, as already
described m the peach-house, so that the vines, which
are planted inside tlie bouse, may send abroad their roots
in search ol suitable nourishment. Sometimes the vines
are planted without, and introducc'd tluough slanting aper-
tures.

209. Very commonly the roof is formed of sashes,
which can be let down for the admission of air. In a grajie-
house described by Mr Knight. (Hart. Trans. Lond. vol. i.

p. 100,) the air is admitted at the ends, where all the sashes
are made to slide ; a free current may thus be made to
pass through the lunise. Besides, about four feet of the
upper end of every third light of the roof is made to lift

up, being attached by hinges to the wood-work on the top
ol the back wall ; and in this way, air is given in hot and
calm weather, without any additional shade. Here it may
be remarked, with great submission to that eminent hor-
ticulturist, that currents of air are seldom wanted in hot-
houses

; they often indeed prove hurtful. To give air,
thereiore, principally by means of currents seems not a
good plan

; for the small openings in the roof are not likely
to be able to counteract the rush of cold air at the ends.
In giving air to vines, it is of great importance to have a
free and soft circulation : this will prove highly salubrious
to the plants, while, in the same temperature of the atmo-
sphere, a current would be hurtful.

210. In planting a new grape-house, the young vines are
put in in February or March, and little or no fire-heat is
given

; they make strong shoots the first year, but only
such as are wanted for trellis are preserved, perhaps three
on each plant, and in general these are trained straight to-
wards the roof, ten or twelve inches separate frorn each
other. In September, if the wood be nut properly ripen-
ed, a little fire-heat is given for this pui |)ose. Next year a
good deal of fruit begins to appear ; but only a few bunches
are permitted to come forward, m order to jirove the kinds.
In the third year, if well managed, they fill the roof; and
if the wood be thoroughly ripened, tiiey may be considered
as established plants.

211. We shall here mention an incomparably more speedy
mode of storing a new grape-house, which may be aslopt-
ed wherever a vinery previously exists in the i^arden, or
where there is a friend's vinery in the neighbourhood. This
mode is frequently practised at the gardens of Dalkeith
House, by Mr James Macdonald, and we have witnessed
its complete success.

In the end of June or beginning of July, when the vines
have ma*e new shoots from ten to twelve feet long, and
about the time of the fruit setting, he selects any supernu-
merary shoots, and, loosening them from the trellis, bends
them down so as to make them form a double or flexure in
a pot filled with earth, generally a mixture of loam and
vegetable mould; taking care to make a portion of last
yeai's wood containing a joint, pass into the soil in the pot.
The earth is kept in a wet state; and at the same time a
moist warm air is maintained in the house. In about a
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week or ten days, roots are found to have ])roceeded plcn-

tilullv from the joint of last year's wood, and these may be

seen by merely stirring the surface of the earth, or some-

times they may be observed penetrating to its suri'ace. The
layer may now be safely detached. Very frequently it con-

tains one or two bunches of grapes, which continue to

grow and cnme to perfection. A layer cut off in tlic be-

ginning of July generally attains, by the end of October, the

length of fifteen or twenty feet. A new grape-house,

therefore, might in this way be as completely furnished

•with plants in three months, as by the usual method, above

described, in three years. Sujiposing the layers to be made
on the 1st of July, they might be cut, and removed to the

new house on the 9lh : by the 9th of October, the roof

would be completely covered with shoots, and next season

the house would yield a full crop of grapes. It is not

meant that they should be allowed to do so, if permanently

bearing plants be wished for : on the contrary, they should

be suffered to cairy only a very moderate crop, as it is

pretty evident that tlic roots could not sustain the demand
of a full one; or at any rate, that the plants would necessa-

rily shew their exhausted state, by barrenness in the follow-

ing season. By this means the more delicate kinds, as the

frontignac, may be quickly propagated : we have seen

layers of the Gibraltar or red Ilamburgh, made in the be-

ginning of July, reach the length of thirteen feet before the

end of the month, yielding at the same time two or three

bunches of i;tapes. The more hardy, such as the white

muscadine, form still stronger plants in that space of time.

Little difhculty is experienced in removing the plants from

the pots into the holes prepared for them : if there be fears

of preserving a ball of earth to the new roots, the pots may
be sunk with them, and then broken and removed; or the

plants may be kept in the pots till autumn, when they may
very easily be taken out of them without detriment. Mr
Macdonald's experience does not lead him to think that

plants propagated in this way are less durable than those

procured by slower means, and where the roots and branch-

es bear a relative proportion to each other. But suppos-

ing they were found to be less durable, it is evident that

one may thus very easily keep grape-houses constantly

stored with healthy fruit-bearing plants, and that the kinds

may be changed almost at pleasure. When it happens

that too much bearing wood has been trained in, the plants

are relieved, and sufficient sun and air admitted, by thus

removing two or three shoots ; and supposing these to

contain each several bunches of some fine sort of grape,

they are not lost, but may be ripened, by setting the pots

on the side- shelves, or flue trellis, of the pinery, or any hot-

house.
212. The proper management of the grape-house has

now become an important part of the duty of a gardener.

To lay down particular rules in this place is impossible; a

few general hints only can be given. A great deal of use-

ful information on this subject may be found in the excel-

lent Treatise on the Culture of the Vine, by Mr 'William

Speechly, London, 1789; and in the Forcing Gardener, by

Mr Walter Nicol, Edinburgh, 1809. These and similar

books the gardener sho\ild study, as containing the results

of experience ; but many cases will occur, in which he must
depend on his own practical knowledge, and i)e guided

solely by his own judgment.

The forcing of the earliest grape-house is often beg\m

in January. Till all the buds be broke, air is daily admit-

ted by the sashes, and the heat is kept moderate, so that the

.thermometer may indicate only 50° or 55° in the- moriiings

and evenings, when the sun has no influence. The tempe
rature is then gradually raised, in the course of a fortnight

or three weeks, to about 70°. When the flowers appear,

it is increased nearly to 75°, and the house is frequently
steamed, by sprinkling water on the flues, or on the walk
when the sun shines, grapes being found to set best in a
strong moist heat. The gardener now selects liis bearing
woocl»for next year, and trains the shoots to an upper trel-

lis, a foot above the other, and the wires of which are per-

haps two feet apart ; while he nips ofl' all lateral and super-
fluous produce, and at the same time shortens the bear-
ing shoots at an inch beyond the uppermost cluster.

While the berries are swelling, water is moderately given.

Nicol, indeed, recommends, that it should be given libe-

rally till they begin to ripen; but this has been cotisidered

as likely to deprive the grapes of their proper raciness and
flavour.

The thinning of the bunches deserves attention. This
is sometimes neglected ; but in many kinds, without this

attention, the berries in the middle of the bunch are apt to

get mouldy and to rot; and in all cases where thinning is

practised, the berries become larger and more equal in

size. In the operation of thinning, particular care should
be taken that the left hand, with which the bunch is held,

be kept cool, and also quite free from perspired matter.

For this purpose, the gardener should have a vessel with

pure cold water beside him, into which he may how and
then dip his hand, to keep it cool and clean. Without this

precaution the berries oftener suffer from being handled,
acquiring a rusty diseased look, and not swelling freely.

When the grapes approach maturity, all are agreed that

no more watering is proper. Aii, however, is freely ad-

mitted. In general, a proportion of the foliage, especially

on the stubs on which the clusters hang, is removed. The
fruit ought to remain till it be fully ripe ; but this the impa-
tience of the owners seldom permits. When the fruit is all

gathered, the stubs which bore it are cut oft", and the new
shoots are let down from the upper trellis to their proper
places. Watering both of border and foliage is now re-

sumed, and the house is usually left fully exposed to the

atmosphere. The general pruning is performed from the

middle to the end of October, and time is thus given for the

healing of the wounds before forcing be again commenced.
At this pruning the loose part of the outer bark on the old

wood is carefully peeled ofl", and the whole plant and the

trellises are washed with some penetrating liquid, calculat-

ed to destroy the minute eggs of insects. For about a fort-

night after this severe pruning the house is kept shut, but
it is afterwards freely exposed as before.

The management of the late grape-house entirely re-

sembles that of the early, making due allowance for the

difference of season. It is not intended for forcing the

fruit, but merely for supplying the deficiencies of our na-

tural climate in spring and autumn.
As the vinery may remain without its glass-covers for

many months in the year, in some places, especially in the

south and west of England, the peach- house is formed ex-
actly of the same dimensions ; and, when the peach season

is over, the glass frames are transferred to the vinery, and,

if the blossoma have escaped, a crop of ripe grapes, of the

best sorts, is thus procured in September or October, and

the new woocj is thoroughly ripened.

Fig-House.

213. The fig-house is generally constructed on the same
plan as the cherry house, with fig-trees on the back wall

trellis, and either dwarf figs, cherries, or apricots in front,

the flues being likewise covered with a small trellis for

holding pots of strawberries or kidney-beans. A separate

hot-house, however, is but seldom erected for the cultiva-

tion or the forcing of figs; a few dwarf trees, such as the
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brown Italian, and pm^ple Italian, introduced inlo the peach

or cherry house, being by most people thonijht suflicient.

It has been found by experience, that dwarf standard fig-

trees, planted in the middle of a vinery, between the ikies,

and so under the shade of the vines, beat fruit plentifully,

ripening both the spring and autumn crops. This may be

seen in the vinery which forms a part of the splenilid range

of hot-houses at Preston Hall near Edinburgh, designed by

Mr John Hay.

The Pinefij.

214. Three sorts of frames, pits, or houses, are required

for the successful or extensive culture of the pine-apple :

a bark pit, for nursing- the crowns and suckers ; a low stove,

generally called the succession pit, where the plants arc

kept till they be ready for fruiting ; and a pine-stove or

fruiting-house.

215. The Pine-aftfite is the Bromelia a?ianas of Linnseu?,

(belonging to the class and order Hexandria Alonogynia,

and to the natural family Bromelia ol Jussieu.) Some
have supposed it to be a native of Africa ; but Linnaeus

considered it as a Brazilian plant. It was introduced into

this country as a curiosity about 1690; and Bradley has

preserved to us correct information concerning its first cul-

tivation for the sake of the fruit. In 1724, Henry Telende,

gardener to Sir iVIatthew Decker, at Richmond, had forty

ananas, which ripened their fruit by means of the artificial

heat arising from the fermentation of tanner's bark ; and

by the year 1730, pine-stoves, of various kinds, were esta-

blished in all the principal English gardens.

The name pine-afiple seems to be derived from the

general resemblance of the fruit tp some large cone of a

pine-tree. The fruit may be described botanically as a

kind of pulpy scaly strobilus, composed of a number of

coadunate berries. In richness of flavour it cannot be

surpassed ; and it is one of the greatest liiumphs of the

gardener's art to be able to boast, that this fruit can be pro-

duced in Britain in as high perfection as in a tropical cli-

mate. Its culture is however very expensive, the plants

requiring constant attention for at least two years, very
commonly for three.

2 1 6. The following are the most approved varieties

:

The Queen pine.

Brown sugar-loaf.

Striped sugar-loaf.

Montserrat.

The King pine.

Green pine.

Black Antigua.
Black Jamaica.

The Queen fiine is perhaps the most common in this

country, and in Europe, as it is the hardiest. Tlie fruit is

of an oval or rather tankard shape, of a yellowish colour,

but the pulp pale. It grows to a large size, sometimes
weighing 3lb.

The Brown sugar-loaf is of a pyramidal or conical shape,

with a yellow or straw-coloured pulp, and brownish leaves.

The plants may be distinguished by the leaves having pur-

ple stripes on the inside throughout their whole length.

The fruit also grows to a large size. Its juice is accounted
less astringent than that of some other varieties, and con-

sequently it may be eaten more freely.

The Stri/ied sugar-loaf is so named, from its green
leaves being striped with purple; in one sub-variety

they are prickly, in another smooth. In colour and flavour,

the fruit resembles the Queen pine, and it is nearly as

hardy.

The Alontserrat ftine is distinguished by the leaves be-

ing ofa dark brown, inclining to purple on tlie inside ; and

by the pips or protuberances of the fiuit being larger and
ilatter than in the other kinds.

The King fiine is a large fruit, first raised in this coun-
try by Miller ; its leaves arc of a grass green colour ;

the ])ulp is hard, and rather stringy, but of good flavour
when ripe.

The Green pine is not common ; when ripe, the fruit is .

of an olive hue.

The Black Anligua pine is shaped like the frustum of
a pyramid. The leaves of the plant have a' brownish
tinge, and fall down; they have strong prickles, thinly
scattered. The pips of the fruit are large, often an inch
over; it attains a large size, weighing sometimes 31b. or
4lb. ; it is of a dark colour till it ripen

; ^ry juicy, and high
flavoured.

The Black Jamaica is likewise a very large kind, and
similar in habits ami character to the black Antigua.

'2\~. In gardens of tlie first order, the pinery is now
generally placed in a detached situation, and the three \
kinds of pits or houses above mentioned conveniently form
a continuous range or suite by themselves ; the fruiting-
house, being higher in the roof, occupies the centre, and
the nursing pit and succession house are placed to the right
and left.

218. The nursing pit is commonly about three or four
feet high in front, and between seven and eight at the back
wall, or the difference betw-een the height in front and in

rear does not exceed one-tliird of the breadth, whatever
that may be. The front and roof are of glazed frames.
These pits are generally fui-iiished with small flues ; but as
a much less degree of heat (from 55° as the minimum, to
65° or at most 70° Fahr. as the maximum) is required in

these than in tlie fruiting-house; sometimes no flues are em-
ployed, the heat being trusted entirely to the fermentation
of a dung hot-bed, lined when necessary. When flues are
used, tree-leaves or tanner's bark are still proper for re-

ceiving the pots, and equalizing the heat.

The pine-apple is propagated, by planting either the
crowns or tufts which grow on the fruit, or by the suc-
kers which appear on the fruit-stalk, or which proceed
from the base of the plant. The crowns are therefore in

general returned to the gardener, after having been pre-
sented at table attached to the fruit; and they are kept
four or five days longer, till the place of separation be
healed over or dried ; they may however be almost im-
mediately planted, if the parent plant have not received
water perhaps for a fortnight before, in order to heighten
its flavour. The stocks also from which fruit has been
cut, if thought of superior quality, may be encouraged to

set out many suckers, by plunging them in a hot-bed, and
regularly watering them ; such suckers making excellent
plants.

Some writers give nice and curious directions for form-
ing a compost for pine-apple plants ; but vegetable mould,
such as rotted tree leaves afford, may be considered as
perfectly good. Even kitchen garden mould which has
not been exhausted, answers very well. If old pasture soil

be used, it should be mixed with well rotted dung, and
laid in heap for a year before being used, during which
time it should be repeatedly turned. The pots used for

crowns and suckers are three inches in diameter, inside

measure, and 4 J deep, for the smaller plants; 4 inches in

diameter, and 6 deep, for the larger ; but it is much worse
for the plants to have pots too large than too small. Dry
shivers or chips of broken pots, or clean gravel, to the

depth of an inch, arc placed in the bottom of the pots. No
water is given for a few days, till the plants shew signs of
growing. The principal potting is naturally in July and
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Autjust, after the fruiiiiig season. Next April, or as soon

as tlie j^Kjwiiig season has fairly conimenccci, llie plants

are shifted into larj^cr pots, 5 inches in diameter within,

and 7 deep. They are shaded by a canvas slieet for a few

days, at least during sunshine ; and when the plants bep;in

to ijrow again, water is given both at root and over the

leaves with a fine rosed watering-pot. During winter, it

may here be remarked, water is given only once a week,

or even seldomer ; and it is kept for sonic time in the

pit or slo^e before being applied. To the roots of young

plants, dunghill drainings arc sometimes supjilicd. Mmutc
lilies for admitting air are laid down by Speedily, Mac-
phail,Nicol, and Abercrombie : these should be studied by

the gardener ; bu^mueli must still depend on his own ex-

perieiice and sagacity.

219. The succtashn /lit resembles in structure the nurs-

ing pit. In this, during the second autumn and winter,

the plants are kept nitrely vegetating. If they be main-

tained in health, it is not expected that they should increase

in size, uiJcss perhaps ihat, having more room, they may
swell at bottom : the temperature therefore is kept rather

lower than in the nursing pit. When plants are shifted

into this, wliich is commonly when they are about a year

old, the business should if possible be completed in one

day. The pots now used are24's, or 7 inches across, and

9 deep. Any injured parts of the roots are carefully cut

off, and a few of the oldest or lowest leaves are re-

moved.
220. In the fitntin^-hoiise, more room, greater height,

and at the same time a higher temperature, are required.

The pots here used are from 8 to 10 inches in diameter,

and 10 inches deep. In the bottom of these fiuiling-pots,

it is better to put half rotted grassturf than shivers or

gravel. From the time that the plants begin to shew
fruit, the temperature is not suffered to fall below 65°

Fahr. ; it is kept generally at 75°, or at least above 70° :

in sunshine it is allowed to rise to 85°, or even 95°, as fresh

air can thus be more freely admitted. Water is given

very cautiously, sufficient only to keep the plants healthy,

but not to injure the flavour of the fruit. Pineapples
should be cut a short lime before they attain complete

maturity, or be dead ripe. When the fruit changes colour,

in most varieties when it becomes greenish-yellow or

straw-coloured, and when it also diffuses its peculiar

odour to some distance, it may be considered as fit for

cutting.

221. A clearer idea of the course of culture, in the

nxirsing pit, succession pit, and fruiting-house, may per-

haps be obtained from the following compendious view
of the operations, suggested by Abercrombie, in which
specific days or months are assumed, merely in order

more distinctly to mark tlie anniversary or relative pe-

riods.

NURSING PIT.

1816. Aug;. 15. Crowns or suckers planted.

Oct. 30. If the plants, from rapid growth, require more room,
some are removed to anotlier pit, and the remainder set at
increased distances.

;8ir. Mar. 30. Such plants as need it, are shifted into larger pots,
flants of the same standing are now distributed to houses
where the treatment differs, as the plant is expected to
fruit at the end of two or of three years. It may be no-
ticed, that the large varieties, such as the black Antigua
and black Jamaica, always reqyire three years culture j

and that crown and fruit.«talk suckers are seldom so for-
ward as those from the base or root of the plant.

Three-yearfruiting plants.

NensiNo Pit continued.

1817. May. Plants intended to 1817
complete a year in this

pit, art; repotted; ha\'ing

the hall of earth shaken
avay, and the old root-

fibPLS pruned oil'.

SrCCKSSION PIT.

— Aug. 15. Plants that have

been \n the nursing pit,

the previous year, arej

shifted and transferred'

to this house.

FUCITINO HOUSE.

ISiaAug. 15. Plants which have

remained one y<-arin the

nursing pit, and a second
year in the succession

nit, are removed to this

house. 1818.

1819. Aug. 1 Such plants ripen

their fruit.

Tiao-ijearfniiling plants.

SDCCESmj.V 1>IT.

Mar 30. Forward plants

from the nursing pit arc
put into liirger pots,

and brought for culture

here.

May or .June. Succession
pines are sometimes in-

tcrmedialely shifted with-

out (hsturbing tlie balls

of earth.

rnurnxG hovse.

Aug. 15 Plants from Uie

succession pit, after be-

ing only o«e year in the

first and second stages,

are shifted into the lar-

gest pots, and placed
here.

Aug. 1. Such plants afford

fruit fit for cutting.

222 Success in the culture of this fruit, it may be re-

marked, very much depends on two circumstances ; on

giving them plenty of room in the nursery pit and succes-

sion frame, so that the lower part of the plant may swell

out and increase in bulk, without being drawn up ; and on

keeping the fruiting plants in a continued healthy or

vigorous state : for this last purpose, early in the spring

the tan of the fruiting house should be stirred, and a fresh

quantity intermixed, so as to raise a new fermentation and

accompanying heat. In the different pine-stoves it is found

very advantageous frequently to white-wash the plaster,

and to repaint the wood work.

223. The plants, especially if weak or not healthy, are

subject to the attack cf a small species of coccus (C. hes-

/leridum, Lin.) commonly called the pine-bug. The in-

sects adhere closely to the leaves, often near the base, and

seem almost inanimate. Mr Miller recommends turning

the plants out of the pots, and cleaning the roots ; then

keeping them immersed for four-and-twenty hours in wa-
ter in which tobacco stalks have been infused : the bugs
are then to be rubbed off with a sponge, and the plants,

after being washed in clean water and dripped, are to be

repotted. Mr Muirhead, a gardener in the north of Scot-

land, has described a similar mode, (Itcottiah Hon. Mem.
vol. i. p. 209,) only in place of tobacco juice he directs

flowers of sulphur to be mixed with the water. With a

bit of bass-mat fixed on a small stick and dipt in water, he
displaces as many of the insects as he can see. He then

immerses the plants in a tub of water, containing about

1 lb. of flowers of sulphur to each garden-pot full. They
remain covered with the water for twenty-four hours, as

desired by Miller. They are then laid with their tops

downwards, to dry, and are repotted in the usual manner.

What share of the cure, in either of these ways, may be

due to the sulphur or to the tobacco liquor, does not

clearly appear ; the rubbing off or loosening the insects is

evidently important ; and it is not unlikely that immersion,

in simple water, so long continued, may alone be sufficient

to destroy them. Indeed, the experience of one of the

best practical gardeners in Scotland (Mr Hay) leads him

to conclude, that even moderate moisture is destructive to

these insects. During many years, he regularly water-
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ed his pine-plants over head witli liie scjuiit, iluiiiij^ ihc

summer months : this was done only in the eveniiii^ ; it

never injured the plants ; and the bug never appeared

upon them.
The Vratigiry.

22i. This is merely a green-house, and indeed is gene-

rally employed in part for protecting ornamental plums

and shrubs. In a few places the oran^e trees are planted

in the border soil, in the manner of slirubs in a cojiserva-

tory. The genus citrus includes not only the orange, but

the shaddock, lemon, citron, and lime : it belongs to tiie

class and order Polyadelpliia Polyandria, and natural oidt^r

Aurantiae of Jwssieu. In warm countries the trees rise to

the heigiu of perhaps filly feet; heie they seldom exceed
the size of shrubs. The species may readily be distin-

guished by the petiole or leaf-stalk : in the orange and the

shaddock, this is winged ; in the lemon, citron and lime,

which are considered as varieties bi-Iongiug to one species,

it is naked. The orange and shaddock fruits are almost
spherical, and of the yellowish-red colour known by the

name of orange ; the lime is s-pherical, but of a pale yel-

low; the lemon is oblong, vmh a nipple-like protuiierance

at the end ; the citron is oblong, and distinguished by hav-

ing a very thick rind.

225. Of the Orange [Cams aurantium, Lin.) there are

two principal varieties; I.Tlie sweet orange, including

the China orange, the Portugal orange, and similar kinds ;

and, 2. The bitter orange, including the Seville orange,

and other varieties called bigarades by the French. The
Seville orange-tree produces its fruit more readily in this

country, and has larger and more beautiful leaves than the

China orange : the former is therefore more generally

cultivated, but the latter also succeeds very well in some
places. There are, besides, the willow-leaved or Turkey
orange, the dwarf or nut-meg orange, the double-flnwcr-

iiig, and many other varieties, some with the leaves varie-

gated yellow and white.

Sir Francis Carew is said, by Mr Lyson, (^Environs of
London, vol. i.) to have introduced orange-trees into this

country, in the reign of Elizabeth ; but whether he brought
plants, or raised them from the seeds of oranges brought
home by Sir Walter Raleigh, is not clear ; it may be re-

marked, however, that it has long been known from ex-
perience, that in this climate orange plants raised from
seed shew no inclination to produce fruit ; whereas Sir

Francis Carew's yielded plenty of fruit. What is further

curious in the history of these early orange trees is, that

they were planted in the open border, and protected dur-
ing winter merely by a moveable shed. They grew on
the south side of a wall, not nailed against it, but at full

liberty to spread; they were 14 feet high, and extended
about 12 feet wide. They were iinaliy cut ofl' by the

great frost of 1740, after having stood a ccntuiy and a half.

Professor Martyn informs us, (Miller's Did. in loco), that

they had, the year before, been inclosed in a permanent
building like a green-house ; and he very justly remarks,
that the dampness of new walls, and the want of the usual

quantity of free light and air to which they had been ac-

customed, might probably have killed them, even had the

great frost never occurred.

225. The orangeries of this country are supplied in

two ways ; either by plants raised from the seed, and
budded, inarched, or grafted by our nurserymen and gar-

deners ; or by small budded trees imported in chests from
Italy.

The best stocks are common citrons, this tree making
strong straight shoots, and receiving readily either orange

or shaddock buds ; they are procured by sowing ripe citron

seeds. Next to these, Seville orange stocks arc desira-

ble; the seeds may be taken from rotten Seville oranges,

which are generally the ripest. Ti)ey are sown in pots

sunk in a bark holbi-d, and, about two nionths afterwards,

each plant i^ transferred to a small nower-|)ot, about five

inches in diameter. They are gradually liurdened, by ad-

mitting air, til! the end of September, when they are trans-

ferred to the green-house for the winter. Next spring
they are forwarded, by being again plunged in a moderate
hot-bed ; but afier midsummer they are hardened as much
as possible, and in August they arc ready for budding.
The buds should be taken from trees in a bearing state,

and which are known generally to aflbrd a good crop, pre-

feriing buds from round shoots to those Irom Oat shoots.

The plants arc again presei'ved in the grecn-liouse through
the winter ; and in the following spring, ihey are once
more planted in a gentle hot-bed, the stocks at the same
time being cut off about three inches above the IhuIs : By
this means, the stem of the future tree generally grows
up straight in one season.

Tiees raised in the way now described, require no less

than fifteen or sixteen years to attain the size of -hose im-
ported in boxes from the Mediterranean. The latter, if

they be good plants, if they have not suffered greatly from
the voyage, and if they be properly managed on their

arrival, will bear fruit in three er four years. But it is

chiefly the shaddock and citron that are thus imported.

Those stocks which have two buds inserted in them, it is

observed, make finer heads than such as have one only.

To recover the trees after their being so long out of the

earth, requires some care and attention : they are planted

in fine vegetable mould, in pots having channel to the

depth of some inches in the bottom, so as to drain away
superfluous moisture, and are placed in a hot-bed; at the

same time, hay bands are wrapped round the stems, to

prevent the sun's rays from over-drying the bark.

227. Young orange trees are every season repotted,

generally in April, for successive years, till they produce
fruit. The earth or compost must be prepared at least a

year before, so that any dung mixed with it may be very
completely rotten. When the trees become large, that is,

six or eight feet in height, they are generally planted in

wooden cases or tubs. When old orange trees have been
mismanaged, it is found very useful to plunge them into a

hot-bed : this is accomplished by planting them in baskets,

and sinking these into the bed. The baskets are made of

less size than the tubs, and when the trees are restored to

these, the baskets are cut away, and the empty space fill-

ed with prepared earth. It is a rule to remove, every sea-

son, a considerable portion of the earth, taking great care

not to injure the roots; its place is supplied with a fresh

quantity of the prepared soil.

228. In the orangery, during winter, the trees receive

regular but moderate watering, and as much free air as

the nature of the season will permit. In May, they are

removed to the open air: the place should be sheltered

from high winds, and it is found best that the plants

should be exposed only to the morning and af'ernoon sun,

and shaded from the mid-day glare and heat. Here they

remain till about the middle or near the end of October.

They produce their pure white and very fragrant flowers

in June; and after the first season of flowering, blossoms

and fruit are seen together on the same plant, the latter

remaining a year or fifteen months on the tree before it

be ripe. The clusters of blossom and fruit are thinned

progressively, as there seems to be occasion.

In different places of England, Seville orange trees

have of late been planted in the open border, in emulation

of Sir Francis Carew's trees, and covered during winter
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wiih moveable glass frames. It is found generally indis-

pensable, however, that the walls should be flued, and that

some sliglit fire heat be in this way afl'orded during severe

frosts. The bottom of the border on which orange trees

are planted must al)Solulcly be dry; it is necessary, there-

fore, to lay at least two feet of lime rubbish, or some simi-

lar material, beneath the border soil.

229. The Shaddock {Citrus dccumana, L.) is the pam-

pelmous of the French, Delaunay however describing the

cliadec as a large variety of C. aiiranlium : the denomina-

tion Shaddock was given from the name of the English

oflicer who first conveyed the plant from the East to the

West Indies. It is managed like the orange tree, but is

somewhat more tender, and must be treated accordingly.

In a well-arranged orangery, however, and under, the

care of a judicious gardener, it produces large and ripe

fruit. Even in Scotland this is the case ; as at Woodhall,

iiear Hamilton, the scat of Mr Cami)bell of Shawfield.

230. The Citron {Citrus medico, L.) is also cultivated

like the orange ; but being rather more tender, must be

less early exposed in the spring, an'd sooner put under

glass in t^e autumn. The summer situation should be the

warmest and most sheltered in the garden. There are

several sub-varieties of the citron, particularly one with

very large fruit, the Jioncire of the French.

231. The LemoJi is generally budded or inarched on a

citron stock. Its culture is the same as that of the orange ;

but it is more hardy than that species, and requires more

free air during winter. It should also be watered some-

what more liberally. In some parts of England, lemon-

trees succeed very well in the open border against south

walls : they are sheltered during winter by moveable glass

frames, and produce plenty of large fruit, making a plea-

sant variety on the wall.

232. The Lime is propagated and treated much in the

same way as the lemon.

233. Having thus given a general account of forcing

houses, or hot-houses for producing fruit, taken separately,

we shall now describe a range or suite, and at the same

lime shall illustrate what we say by refprence to the plans,

elevations, and sections, contained in Plates CCCX. and

CCCXI. The magnificent suite of glazed houses repre-

sented in the former Plate, it will be observed, is by no

means ideal, but exists in the garden of Dalmeny Park, the

seat of the Earl of Rosebery near Edinburgh ; and the

accuracy of the plans may be relied on, Mr Hay, the de-

signer employed at Dalmeny, having, with permission of

the noble proprietor, favoured us with them. We shall

at the same time give a short description of the garden,

and particularly of the walls, as illustrative of some im-

provements in this branch of horticulture introduced by

Mr Hay.
234. The garden at Dalmeny Park lies on the face of a

bank having a considerable declivity to the south and south-

east. It is bounded on the north by a low hill crowned with

trees, perhaps about 40 years old ; on the west, by rising

ground with trees of the same standing; and on the east,

by hollow marshy ground, likewise covered with trees. On
Uie south Hows a little rill, the bed of which terminates

the slope on which the garden is placed : from this lowest

point the ground rises gradually to the south, to some
height. Part of this rising ground on the south side of the

streamlet is included within the ring fence which surrounds

the garden, and is laid out in shrubbery and parterres

;

through tliese the walk from the house to the fruit-garden

is conducted. The soil of the lowest part consists chiefly

of bog or peat earth, admirably adapted for the giovvth of

Americati shrubs, such as rhododendrons and kalmias.

The garden contains about (wo Scottish acros within the

walls. The fruit-tree borders arc 18 feet wide, and the

walks seven feet broad ; the soil beneath the gravel of the

walks was prepared with the same care as that of the bor-

ders. The walls in general are 14 feet high; the east

wall is somewhat more. They are built of bricks manu-
factured at Levcn in Fife, and regular biicklaycrs were
brought from Newcastle for the purpose of rearing them.
The whole extent of the south wall, 361 feet in length, is

flucd, the heat being supplied by twelve furnaces placed on
the north side of the wall, six on each side of the central

door. The tops of the furnaces are covered with flags,

which are on the same level as the soil of the garden ; and
the stock holes or entrances to the furnaces have hatchway
covers, in which are two ventilators to adn)it air. In this

way the furnaces produce no disagreeable appearance.

The trees on this wall may, at the same lime, be covered
with the osnaburg canvas mentioned in § 84. From the

corners of the walls, where they meet at right angles, a

wall is extended diagonally about 17 feet. This exten-

sion is lound very useful in breaking tlic force of the wind
when ranging along the walls. At the same time it does
away in a considerable degree the formal box shape of the

garden, when viewed from the higher grounds in the neigh-

bourhood. The apex of the projecting wall is rounded :

here a jargonelle pear-tree is planted; the branches are

trained to both sides of the wall, and the fruit of course
ripens at different times.

235. The contrivance for watering or washing the fo-

liage of the wall-trees in this garden deserves particular

notice. Water is supplied to the garden from a reservoir,

situated on an eminence a considerable height above the

garden walls. Around the whole garden, four inches be-

low the surface of the ground, a groove between two and
three inches deep has been formed in the walls, to receive

a three-quarter-inch pipe for conducting the water. About
50 feet distant from each other are apertures through the

wall, two feet and a half high and ten inches wide, in which
a cock is placed, so constructed, that on turning the han-

dle to either side of the wall, the water issues from that

side. It has a screw on each side, to which is attached at

pleasure a leathern pipe, with a brass cock and director,

roses pierced with holes of different sizes being fitted to

the latter. By this contrivance all the trees, both outside

and inside the wall, can be most effectually watered and

washed in a very short space of time, and with very little

trouble. One man may go over the whole in two hours. At
the same time, the borders, and even a considerable part of

the quarters, can be watered with the greatest ease when
required. The conveniency and utility of this contrivance

must at once be perceived by every practical horticultur-

ist. The same plan of introducing water is adopted in a

garden which Mr Hay planned and executed for Lord V^is-

count Duncan at Lundie House near Dundee ; and, after

the experience of several years, it has been greatly ap-

proved of. The water at Lundie is conveyed to the garden

from a considerable height, and is thrown from the point of

the director with great force and to a good distance. A
sketch of the cock, pipe, and director, is given in Plate

CCCX. Fig. 6; a the cock; 6b the leathern pipe; e the

director.

236. In the middle of the north wall of the garden is

the great range of hot-houses, consisting of seven, a cen-

tral one, and three on each side. The entire suite extends

from east to west 181 feet. The elevation of this fine

range is seen in Plate CCCX. Fig. 2. The houses difler-

ing considerably in breadth, the eye is not ofTendcd with

monotonous uniformity ; and the addition of a central door,

with a diamond-trellis arch, ornamented with tender and
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Lihowy climbing plants, is a great improvement in jxjliil of

appe;>rancc. The ground plan of these houses is i^iven at

Fig. 1. of the same Piute. Tiie niiutlle division A, with

those on the right and left of it, B and C, are pcaeh-iiouses.

On the back wall are placed trellises, to wliicli ihe princi-

pal peach-trees are trained. Small trees are also trained

on low sloping trellises in the front, over the Hues. Tlic

farthest east division D, is what is called a Double Peach-

house ; peach trees being trained on the back wall as in

the other houses, and likewise in front on a wire trellis on

the roof of the house, reaching upwards as far as the first

or under sash only. The trees on the front part of the

house may be forced before those on the back wall. To ac-

complish this, the upper saslies of the house are kept of!',

thus admining air freely to the trees on the back wall
;

while meantime the front trees are inclosed within the first

two returns of the flues, by means of moveable shutters

made for the purpose, one of them being placed on binges,

and used as a door. Hence the name of Double Peach-

house. The partition remains only until the fruit be set

;

at which time it is removed, and the roof-sashes put on.

By these means the fruit season in this house is protracted

a considerable time, perhaps a month or more. Fig. 5. in

Plate CCCX. is a section of this double ptach-house.

The other three divisions of the range, E, F, G, are grape-

houses. The back walls are all covered with trellises. A
vine is planted in the middle, and trained on the trellis at

the top of the house, where in general there is plenty of

light in the early time of forcing. The lower part of the

trellis is covered with fig-trees, which, as already men-
tioned, § 213. have been foimd to succeed very well in such
situations. Fig. 3. Plate CCCX. is a section of division F.

In all the houses of this suite, air is given by moving the

upper sashes by means of weights and pulleys placed in a

cavity in the back wall, as seen at a a a, in the sections,

Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

Into each of the hot-houses is introduced a three-quarter-

inch pipe, coming from an inch one, which passes along the

back of the walls.' The cocks are of the same kind as
those in the walls already described ; and the directors,

when screwed upon them, water the houses with very little

trouble, and are exceedingly useful in keeping under the

red spider, and other insects.

237. On the north side of this range, opposite to the mid-
dle hot-house, is a mushroom-liouse, constructed on Old-
acre's plan, (to be afterwards described). It has a large

and a small pit, with four shelves on the back wall, and
three shelves on each of the two ends, all of which may be
used for the purpose of raising mushrooms, either at the

same time, or in succession. The large pit is partly iilled

with earth, and kitchen vegetables are kept in it in time of
severe frost. Sea cale can also occasionally be forced in

this pit. Fig. 4. Plate CCCX. is the section of the mush-
room-house, and also of the middle peach-house, the
ground plan of the musiiroom-house being at H, and of the

peach-house at A.
238. On the east side of the garden is situated the me-

lon ground. The garden wall is extended on the north of
it to the length of 152 feet, of the samelieight as the other
walls, and flued like the rest of the wall having a south
aspect. The pine-stoves are situated here. The ground
on which they stand falls considerably from north to

south. The furnaces are placed on the south side of
the stoves; and, on the same side, there is a narrow
nursing pit, four feet broad, the whole length of the house.
This pit may, at pleasure, be divided, at the furnaces, into

three divisions, d, d, d. The glass-roof of the pit covers
the top of the furnaces, and from thence heated air is intro-

duced, by means of apertures with dampers, into either pit

as it mayjbe wanted. Heated air can also be admitted from

the stove to the small pit, by means of openings in cast iron
doors, wliich can be shut when required. When still more
of the warm air is wished to be communicated from the
stove to the small pit, the doors are made to lift out alto-
gether, and as the front Hue of the stove passes these
doors, the heated air has free access to rush in; or it can
be admitted from the vacuities between the flue and front
wall. As the tan in the small pit is of no great body, and
cannot long maintain its heat, the front of the pit is built of
brick, with pillars and holes similar to a pigeon house;
and there is an inclosed space in front of it, to receive a
lining of warm dung, wlien the heat is wished to be in-
creased. This lining is covered over with flooring, which
forms part of the walk, tends to prevent the dissipation of
the heat, and gives the whole a neat and clean appearance.
The spaces over the top of the furnaces can at pleasure

be converted into distinct or separate forcing places, by
putting in the covers of the dampers, and fi-^irig two wood-
en divisions across, at the extrenjities of the furnaces. In
these places, potatoes may be forced in early spring ; or,
if a taste for fine flowers be indulged, the single and the
double Cape jasmine, {Gardenia forkla, L.) which are not
easily brought to blossom, may here be made to flower, by
placing the pots among wet mosses, {/nj/inumf:,) the moist
heat thus supplied proving very congenial to the plant.
From the spaces over the top of the furnaces the heated
air can at pleasure be directed into either of the two suc-
cession houses, being admitted by removing one or other
of the covered dampers at rf, d, Fig. 1. Plate CCCXI.

There are niches along the back wall of the pine-stove,
nearly opposite to the middle of each sash. They are nar-
row on the outside, but are bevelled inwards to at least

double their exterior width. The bevelled sides are plas-
tered, and covered with a trellis ; on these, grape vines are
trained, the principal shoot, after reaching the roof, being
conducted down the rafter, as far as the first row of pine
plants in the back of the pit. To these recesses two sets

of shutters are adapted, one for the outside, the other for

the inside. During winter the outer shutter is removed,
and the inside shutter employed. The vine, after being
pruned, is led without, and fixed there during winter, ex-
posed to the cold of that severe season. When brought in

to be forced, the inner shutter is of course removed, and
the outer shutter put in. The time of forcing these vines
may thus, in a great measure, be regulated by the garden-
er, and made to suit the convenicncy of the family. Fig. 1.

Plate CCCXI. is the ground-plan of this pine-stove. A is

the first succession-pit, containing nine sashes ; B the se-

cond succession-pit, with ten sashes; and C the fruiting-pit,

with eleven sashes. Fig. 2. is the elevation. Fig. 3. is the
section ; and it will be observed, that, for the sake of dis-

tinctness, this section is drawn to an enlarged scale, nearlv
double that employed in drawing the ground plan and ele-

vation of the stove, Plate CCCXI. At k is a moveable
gangway, eighteen inches broad over the glass roof of the
narrow pit, for giving access to the front of the stove. It

may be mentioned, that there are two returns of the flue

beneath the pathway at the back of the pit. The heated air

is drawn from between these two flues by means of cast
metal covered dampers, b, d, &c. in Fig. 1,; the covers
being only put on while the workmen are changing the tan

in the pit, or on similar occasions. The small holes seen
in the back wall of the ground plan, Fig. \. a a, &c. commu-
nicate with the cavities of the flue on the side next to the

back wall. Those seen in the curb or back wall of the lan-

pit c c, &c. communicate with the cavity of the flue next
to it ;- and those in the path-way b b with the cavity between
the flues. In this way, heated air is drawn from the sides

of the flues at thirteen places on the back wall of the house,
and at ten places on the curb of the pit.
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The line ef g h i, Fig. 3. in Plate CCCXI. extended to

the north wall, shews the declivity of the ground on which

the pine-stoves are placed. Nearly opposite to the door in

the back wall of the pine-stove, there is a door in the gar-

den wall, leading to the pine-shed, where the plants are kept

in time of shifting. In front of the pine-stoves, it may be

noticed, are situated the general forcing-pit, the niclon-pils,

and the cvicuniber frames.

Before leaving the subject of glazed houses, we may no-

tice some improvements which have of late years been pro-

posed.

239. Mr Knight remarks, that where sunshine and na-

tural heat do not abound, the form which admits the great-

est quantity of light through the least breadth of glass, and

which affords the greatest regular heat with the least ex-

penditure of fuel, must be the best. It is evident that the

sun's rays outjht to fall as pcrpondicidarly as jxissible on

the glass roof; because the (jiianlily of light which glances

off without entering the house, must be inversely jjropor-

tionate to the degree of abliqi.iily with which it strilws upon

the surface of tiie glass. Mr Knight made tiiany expi.-ii-

ments to ascertuhi by what elevation of tiie roof the i^reat-

est quantity of light can be made to pass through it ; and

lie found that iii latitude 52°, thi: best angle of eltvatiori is

34°. But it cannot be denied, that the rays of the sun will

fall, in a directly perpendicular dii'cction, on this inclined

plane, only twice in the year, and then for only very short

spaces of time : at all other periods, they must fall in an in-

clined direction, and never perpendicular to the i)lane of

the glass. Without expecting, therefore, that the rays will

ever fall precisely perpendicular upon it oftener than twice

in the year, it is of importance that they should do so as

much as possible, during those periods when the influence

of the sun is most desired. Mr Knight, (in Hon. Trans.

Land. vol. i. p. 100.) and the Rev. Mr Wilkinson (same
volume, p. 162 ) do not agree as to the proper inclination of

the glass-roof: instead of 34°, proposed by the former, the

latter would have the angle 45°. It seems unnecessary to

detail the reasons assigned by either writer.

240. It has been remarked by bir George Mackenzie,
that if a form for the glass roof can be found, such that the

fays will be perpendicular to name part of it duringthe entire

period of the sui.'s sliining, nut on two days, but on every

day of the year, that form must be consider^l the best.

This form is to be found in the sfiiiere ; and he proposes

the quarter segment of a giobe, or a semi-dome ; though,

to catch the sun at all times, the segment would have to

correspond with the gieatest segment of the circle which
the sun describes. He does not propose to bring each pane
of glass into the form of a small segment of a splure ; this

would not only be expensive, but unnecessary. The size

of a glazed house of this kind, can scarcely, with pro-

priety, exceed a radius of fifteen feet, that is, thirty feet of

length for training. The plan, elevation, and section of a

vinery, constructed on the principles thus suggested by this

ingenious and scientific horticulturist, have been published
by the London Horticultural Society, in the second volume
of their Transactions ; and in Plate CCCXII. we have
given these, with considerable improvements since made
by the author. It has been found, that the frame for the
glass-roof may easily be formed of ribs of hammered ii-on

;

each rib consisting of three slips of iron, such as shewn at

full size at Fig. 4. The ribs are fixed in an iron plate at

the bottom. The distance between them at the base, is

about fifteen inches; and when the gores contract to half

that width, every alternate rib may slop. The word gore.,

we may remark, is that commonly used for a slip of any

material, so cut, as when joined to others, to form a globe

or any round figure. The frame-work might also be made

of wood
; but the wrought iron is not only much clieapcr at

first, but far more durable. The under frames may be
about thirteen feet high ; they are rivetted into an iron ring
at lop, and made fast all round u> ihe coping and upright
wall. Iron rods may be placed for suppoits at x, x, x, x,
Fig. 3. if thought necessary. The width of the planes at
the bottom is about a foot, cimir.isiiing to six inches at the
second set of ribs ; when they begin again at one foot, and
contract upwards to foui' inches. Air is admitted by slidiu'^

shutters, which may be glazed, if thought proper, in the
paia])ei wall in front ; and also by wooden shutters, moving
on pivots, and opened or shut by ineans of cords along tlie

back wall; and by windows in the pediment roof. Tiie
glass-roof itself is immoveable ; but the upper part of it

may be made into moveable sashes, if required, by J'orniing

a sufficient number of ribs with grooves, and fixing stay
rods on the under sashes, lo receive the upper ones when
let down ; and Sir George Mackenzie mentions, that, from
vic'ving the sliucture of the roof of Sliort's old observaloiy
at Edinburgh, he is convinced that the glass semidone
might be niLide in two parts, and placed on rollers, so as to

expose, at pleasure, every plant in the interior to the direct
iulUience of the sun. If it is wished at times, to defend the
plants from the sun, a gore of canvas may be so contrived
as to cover one-half of the glass. The general appearance
of such a house (as seen in the elevation, Plate CCCXII.
Fig. 1.) is doubtless highly elegant; and it seems pretty
evident, that several such houses, tastefully disposed in a

gaidrn, would have a much finer effect than one great
range, although the latter must necessarily be more econo-
mical. Mr Knight, we understand, highly approves of this

invention, and is of opinion that it will answer every pur-
pose, better than any form hitherto contrived.

242. It may here be mentioned, that Mr Robert Fletch-
er, at Boniiyrig, near Edinburgh, a good many years ago,
constructed a grape-house, in the form of a regular poly-
gon of 24 sides, having a base 24 feet in diameter. A thin
brick wall, two feet high, passes around, forming the pro-
per angles: on this wall rest the couples which support
the central or flat part of the roof, which is eight feet in

diameter. An iron ring connects the couples at the base
as well as at the lop. The length of the couples is 10 feet

3 inches. Between these are glazed sashes, 3 feet wide at

base, and tapering to 1 foot at top. In this way the ceil-

ing is S feet 6 inches from the ground, and the sashes in-

cline at an angle of 40°. The door of the house is to the

north ; the furnace close by one side of the dour ; the flue

mukes a circuit around the house at the distance of 2i feet

fiom the wall, and the smoke escapes on the other side of
the door. Air is admitted, as wanted, by means of three

ventilators on the south-west side; but in point of fact air

can pass in by many crevices, particularly at the flat part of

ihe roof, and no putty has been used in glazing. The
brick wall being founded merely on the surface of the

ground, the roots of the vines pass under it in any direction.

The soil is dry and rather shallow. In the end of June,

Mr Fletcher forms a heap of vegetables, commonly the

weeds from his garden, in the centre of the floor of the

house : when this heap begins to decompose, some degree

of heat is produced, a good deal of vapour rises, and nutri-

tious gases are exhaled: the heap is occasionally fed, so as

to keep up the fermentation till about the middle of Sep-

tember. In this house, and under this sort of management,

has this ingenious person, fop a number of years, raised

very good crops of grapes of different sorts, particularly

the black Hamburgh, the Lombardy, and the white sweet-

water, the berries of all these kinds becoming large and of

high flavour.

243. It may also be noticed, that Mr Henderson, nurse-
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j-yman al Brechin, has constructed a stnall hot-hovise, which

he styles the triple meridian. The narrow end of it is plac-

ed to the south, and the roof, which is ridgc-shapcd, is in-

clined in the same direction, by a slope of one foot in six.

In consequence of the position of the house, one side has

the sun's rays approaching to perpendicular at 9 A. M.
and the other at 3 P. M. ; and, on account of the slope to

the south in the roof, the sun's rays are enjoyed partially all

the time he is above the horizon. Air is admitted

by ventilators. After several years trial, Mr Henderson

has found such a construction to answer all his expec-

tations.

If melons be the crop raised, no furnace is necessary. In

place of fire heat, the warmth arising from the fermenta-

tion of weeds, or a mixture of grass and rushes, is suflTi-

cient; proper chambers for holding these, and enabling ihem
to communicate their heat, being prepared within this

house. The employment of refuse vegetables in such a

melon-house, or in Mr Fletcher's grape-house, must ope-

rate as a premium for the destruction of nettles, thistles,

and other weeds.

244. At Lord Mansfield's garden at Scone in Scotland,

the hot-houses are constructed on a new plan, inasmuch as

they have no ufirighl front glass, and all the sashes are 7?.r-

cd, or not calculated to slide up and down. Air is admitted

by ventilators in front, and at the top of the back wall. The
houses are 12 feet high ; the back wall two feet higher, or

14 feet ; and the front or parapet wall only two feet. The
advantages of this plan seem to consist in saving the ex-

pence, at first, of upright wooden rafters or pillars, and in

preventing the breakage of glass, which must to a certain

extent be occasioned by the moving of sashes up and down.
But it is not to be concealed, that these immoveable sashes

are attended likewise with some disadvantages. A liberal

circulation of air is sometimes necessary to the health of

the young fruit, which, without it, drops off at the time of

the first swelling ; and an equable exposure to the air is

highly important for communicating flavour to peaches
and nectarines when just approaching to ripeness. Air
admitted, however, only by openings in the front parapet

and in the top of the back wall, must in some measure
form currents, which, as formerly remarked, (§ 209.) are

seldom desirable. Even in avoiding injuries to the glass,

the advantages cannot be very considerable, particularly if

ihe moveable sashes be drawn up and down in a steady

manner by means of pulleys and weights. Whoever
erects a house with a glass roof, must of course lay his

account with occasional accidents, whether the roof be
fixed or moveable, and one would be apt to think, that

the repairs of panes accidentally broken on fixed roofs,

could scarcely be accomplished without very considerable

risk of increasing the damage, in clambering over them
-with ladders.

Gathering and keeping of Fruits.

245. Fruits in general should be gathered in the middle
part of a dry day : not in the morning, before the dew is

evaporated, nor in the evening, when it begins to be depo-

sited. Plums readily part from the twigs when ripe : they
should not be much handled, as the bloom is apt to be
rubbed oflT. Apricots may be accounted ready when the

side next the sun feels a little soft upon gentle pressure
with the finger. They adhere firmly to the tree, and
xwould over-ripen on it. Peaches and nectarines, if moved
upwards, and allowed to descend with a slight jerk, will

separate if ready ; and they may be received into a tin cup
or funnel lined with velvet, so as to avoid touching with
the fingers or bruising. If this funnel have a handle two
Vol. X. Part II.

or three feet long, the fruit may Ijc gathered with it from
any low or ordinary wall. The old rule for judging of the

ripeness of figs, was to observe if a drop of water was
hanging at the end of the fruit ; a more certain one is, to

notice when the small end becomes of the same colour as

tlie large end. The most transparent grapes are the most
ripe. All the berries on a bunch never ripen equally; and
it is therefore proper to cut away unripe or decayed berries

before presenting the bunches at table. Autumn and win-
ter pears are gathered, wlien dry, as they successively

ripen. The early varieties of apples begin to be useful
for the kitchen in the end of June ; particularly the codlins

and tlie jenneting ; and in July they are fit for the dessert.

From this time till October or November, many kinds

ripen in succession. The safest rule is to observe when
the fruit begins to fall naturally. Another easy mode of

ascertaining, is to raise the fruit level with the foot-stalk;

if ripe, it will part readily from the tree : this mode of trial

is also applicable to pears. A third criterion is to cut up
an apple of the average ripeness of the crop, and examine
if its seeds have become brown or blackish ; if they remain
uncoloured, the fruit is not ready for pulling. Immature
fruit never keeps so well as that which nearly approaches
maturity ; it is more apt to shrivel and lose flavour. Win-
ter apples are left on the trees till there be danger of frost:

they are then gathered on a dry day.

In all cases the fruit is plucked with the hand, and great
care taken to avoid bruising. For collecting the fruit from
half standard and lull standard trees, a step-ladder is em-
ployed. This ladder may be so contrived that the back
shall come away by removing a bolt. The same ladder
may thus be used for high wall-trees; but in this case
two rods of iron should be made to project six or eight

inches from the top, to keep it from resting on the branches
of the trees, and injuring them.

246 Hitt's method of keeping pears maybe shortly men-
tioned. Having prepared a number of earthen-ware jars,

and a quantity of dry moss (different species of hypnum
and sphagnum,) he placed a layer of moss and of pears al-

ternately till the jar wjs filled; a plug was then inserted,

and sealed around with melted rosin. These jars were
sunk in dry sand to the depth of a foot

;
preferring a deep

cellar for keeping them, to any fruit-room.

247. Miller's plan may also be noticed. After sweating
and wiping, in which operations great care must be taken
not to bruise the fruit, the pears are packed in Close bas-

kets, having some wheat-straw in the bottom and around
tiie sides to prevent bruising, and a lining of thick soft pa-
per to hinder the musty flavour of the straw from infecting

the fruit. Only one kind of fruit is put in each basket, as

the process of maturation is more or less rapid in different

kinds. A covering of paper and straw is fixed on the top,

and the basket is then deposited in a dry room, secure

against the access of frost, " and the less air is let into

the room, the better the fruit will keep." A label

should be attached to each basket, denoting the kind of

fruit ; for the basket is not to be opened till the fruit be
wanted for use.

248. Mr James Stewart, anexperiencedgardeneratPinkie,
in Scotland, has long preserved his choice apples and pears

in glazed earthen-ware jars, provided with tops or covers.

In the bottom of the jars, and between each layer of fruit, he

puts some pure pit sand which has been thoroughly dried

on a flue. The jars are kept in a dry airy situation, as cool

as possible, but secure from frost. A label on the jar indi-

cates the kind of fruit ; and when this is wanted or ought

to be used, it is taken from the jars, and placed for some
time on the shelves of the fruit-room. The less ripe fruit

is sometimes restored to the jars, but with newly dried

4F
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sand. Ill this way lie picseivcs colmails and other fine

rrench pears lill April ; Uic terling till June ; and many
kinds of apples till July, the skin remaining smooth and

plump. Others, who also employ carthen-warc jars, wrap

each fruit in paper, and in place of sand use bran.

249. Mr Ingram at Torry in Scotland, a very intelli-

gent gardener, has succeeded uncommonly well in the ma-*
nagement of the fruit room, For winter pears he finds-

two apartments requisite, a colder and a warmer ; but the

former, though cold, must be free of damp. From it the

fruit is brought into the warmer room as wanted ; and by

means of increased temperature, maturation is promoted,

and the fruit rendered delicious and mellow. Cliaumoiitcls,

for example, are placed in close drawers, so near to a stove,

that the temperature may constantly be between 60° and
70° Fahr. For most kinds of fruit, however, a tempera-

ture equal to 55° is found sufficient. The degree of heat is

accurately determined, by keeping small thermometers in

several of the fruit-drawers, at different distances from the

stove. The drawers are about six inches deep, three feet

long, and two broad ; they are made of hard wood, fir be-

ing apt to spoil the flavour of the fruit. Tliey are frequent-

ly examined, in order to give air, and to observe the state

of the fruit, it being wiped when necessary. Mr Ingram
remarks, that, in Scotland particularly, late pears should

have as much of the tree as possible, even although some
frost should supervene ; such as ripen freely, on the other

hand, are plucked rather before they reach maturity.

250. Winter apples are generally left on the trees lill

there be danger of frost. They are then gathered,

ivhen dry, as formerly noticed ; and are laid in heaps, and

covered with mats or straw, or short grass well dried. Here
they lie for a fortnight or more, to svjeat, as it is called, or to

discharge some of the juice of their skin, which thus con-

tracts in a certain degree. After this they arc wiped dry

with a woollen cloth, and placed in the fruit-room. Some-
times, when intended for winter dessert fruit, they are made
to undergo a farther sweating, and are again wiped and

picked ; they are then laid singly on the shelves, and co-

vered with paper. Here they are occasionally turned, and .

such as shew any symptoms of decay are immediately re-

juoved. Baking fruit is kept in a close but cool place, where

the temperature undergoes little variation. It is found

to be advantageous to keep each sort separate. Sometimes
apples and pears for baking are kept in baskets or hampers.

Thick paper is considered a better material for lining and

covering such baskets or hampers than straw, and straw is

better than hay.

It may be proper to mention, that some entirely disap-

prove of the sweating of fruit, affirming that it thereby ac-

quires a bad flavour, which it retains, or at any rate that the

natural flavour of the fruit is deteriorated. They consider

it better to carry the fruit directly from the tree, carefully

avoiding all sort of bruising, and to lay it thinly on the

shelves of the fruit-room ; afterwards wiping, if it appear
necessary. The room, they say, should be dry ; but the

only use that should be made of a stove is, to take off the

damp.

As connected with the forcing department, we now pro-

ceed to speak of the culture of the melon under frames
placed upon a hot-bed.

Melon.

251. The Melon is the Cucumia Melo, L. ; Monacia Mo-
nadelphia ; and belongs to the natural order Cucurbitaceiz;

The genus cucumis affords the rich melon for the dessert

;

the cucumber well known for its cooling qualities ; and

the coloquintida of the apothecaries. The water-melon,
the squash, and tlie pumpkin, belong to the same natural
family, but to a different genus, *Cucurbila, distinguished
chiefly by the swelling rim of th6 seed. The melon has
been cultivated in F.ngland since before 1570 ; but the pre-
cise period of its introduction is uncertain.

252. Many arc the varieties of this fruit, but a few only
are worth cultivating : particularly different sorts of Can-
laieupe, the Romana, Polignac, oblong ribbed, rock, Portu-
gal, and Salonica. The largest kinds arc in general of in-

ferior quality, being valuable chiefly to the market garden-
er, who finds his advantage in having a large and shewy
fruit, rather than one whose only merit consists in being
high-flavoured.

The Cantalcujies are well known, and generally cultivat-

ed. In most of them the outer coat is rough and warty.
The fruit is of middling size, rather round than long.
There are several subvarieties : one has a greenish pulp ;

another and more esteemed sort has the pulp of an orange
colour : there is likewise a scarlet and a white cantaleupe

;

besides the black rock cantaleupe, and the netted cantaleupe,
the last possessing excellent qualities. The cantaleupe
has received its name from a seat of the Pope near Rome,
where the fruit was either originally produced, or is sup-
posed to have been so.

The Romana is an eai ly melon, small in size, but of fine

flavour ; and the plants are very plentiful bearers. There
are two or three subvarieties, of which the large netted
Romana is the best ; it is of an oval shape, high-flavoured,

and at the same time very solid and ponderous.

The Polignac is a rich-flavoured fruit, pretty generally
cultivated.

The Oblong ribbed, sometimes called the musky me-
lon, is of agreeable flavour, and the plants produce abun-
dantly.

Rock melons, or carbuncled melons, are of different

sorts ; with green pulp, scarlet pulp, black and silver

rock.

The small Portugal melon is an early variety, not desti-

tute of flavour, and it is produced very plentifully.

The Salonica melon was little known in this country till

recommended by Mr Knight. Its form is nearly spherical,

and without any depressioi;s on its surface ; its colour ap-
proaches that of gold, and its pulp is pure white. It is al-

lowed to remain upon the plant till it be completely matur-
ed, for it improves in flavour and richness till it become
quite soft, and even shew symptoms of incipient decay.

The consistence of its pulp is nearly that of a water melon,
and it is very sweet. A full grown specimen of the fruit

generally weighs about 71b.

253. In the cultivation of the melon, it isa matter of

much importance to procure proper seed. Some garden-
ers are so scrupulous on this point, that they will not sow
the seeds, unless they have seen and tasted the* fruit

from which they were taken. It is proper at least not to

trust to seeds which have not been collected by judicious

persons. Some make it a rule to preserve always the

seeds of those individual specimens which are first ripe,

and even to take them from the ripest side of the fruit. A
criterion of the goodness and probable fertility is generally

sought by throwing them ino a vessel containing water;,

such as sink are considered as good and likely to prove fer-

tile ; those that float, as effete. It is remarked of seeds

brought from the continent, that they must have more bot-

tom heat, and the young plants less water, than are neces-

sary for seeds ripened in this country, or young plants

sprung from these.

The seeds are seldom sown till they have been two or

three years kept ; from this age till they be five years old,
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they succeed very well. The plants produced from such

seeds ai'e not so luxuriant,;and arc therefore more tractable

and more prolific. The cause is supposed to be, that the al-

bumen of the seed is deteriorated by the keeping, and tlie

plants thus starved, in a certain degree, at their first ger-

mination ; the fruitfulness of plants in general being pro-

moted by checking their luxuriance. When gardeners in-

tend to sow seeds which have been kept only for one year,

they are in the practice of carrying them for some months
in the pockets of their small clothes ; the warmth from the

body being found to promote the desirable maturation or

siccity. If, on the other hand, the seeds have been kept

for many years, steeping tbem for some days in weak oxy-

muriatic acid (chlorine) might probably tend to excite ger-

mination.

254. The seeds are sown at two or three different periods

of the season; the first sowing taking place early in Feb-
ruary, the next about the middle of March, and another

later. They are sown in broad shallow pans, or in common
flower-pots sunk to the brim in a small hotbed, called the

seed-bed, covered with a one-light frame. Here the tem-
perature is kept as near as possible to 65° ; a little air is

given in the day time, but during nigiit the frame is clos-

ed, and covered with single or double mats, according to

the state of the weather. When the plants are about an

inch and a half high, they arc pricked into nursing pots,

three in each, and placed generally in an intermediate

frame of two lights, till they shew one or two of their

rough leaves, when they are ready for final transplanting.

255. The melon ground, or quarter in which the melon
beds are formed, should have a dry bottom, a free exposure
to the south, and be sheltered from the north and east. It

is desirable also to have it inclosed by a hedge of yew,
beech, holly, or privet ; and it is an advantage to keep it

under lock and key, no kind of plants being so apt to be
disordered or injured by the curiosity of ignorant intruders.

In many places, the melon ground is formed in the slip, or

on the exterior of the garden ; and where this is the case,

there is generally a cart access, which, considering the

quantity of stable-dung required, proves very convenient.

256. The soil or compost for melons is prepared at least

a year before it be used, and, like other composts, it is

frequently turned over and thoroughly mixed. . Two-thirds
of fresh liazel-coloured loam, from the surface of an old

pasture, and one-third of rotten cow-dung, or of the re-

mains of old hot-beds, form an excellent soil. This com-
post is generally passed through a screen; but there is no
need for its being made very fine.

257. The site of the hot-beds is scooped out to the depth
of a foot, that the surface and lights may be kept low. The
bed is generally made between three and four feet high,

and the back four inches higher than the front. Stabje

dung and litter are the usual ingredients of these as of other
hot-beds ; but some use tanner's bark, in which case

it is necessary to have a brick pit, or a strong wooden frame
erected. The earth is not put on till the temperature be-
come steady and moderate, which it generally does in the

space of a week. The beds are covered with large frames,
each having three sashes or lights. These are generally
about four feet wide, and six feet in length ; but sometimes
they are made eight feet in length, by three feet wide.

258. In some places, pits are built with brick in the fol-

lowing manner After the size of the glass-covers is fixed
upon, and supposing that a three-light pit is intended, the
brick work is made 3 feet 6 inches deep on the fore-side,

and 4 feet 6 inches or 5 feet on the back ; the bottom part
all around, to the height of 2 feet 6 inches, is built with
small openings, the more numerous the better : for this

purpose no mortar is used in this part of tlic building ; but
above it, mortar is used ; the walls arc the thickness of
brick on bed. If three such pits be, required, they arc
placed one in front of another, at the distance of three feet:

the whole is surrounded with a wall, the top of which is

six inches higher than the open building of the pits, and
so far sunk as that the height may not appear offensive to
the eye. The pit is filled with tanners' bark or tree-leaves
to a little above the open building, and covered with earth
as in the common way ; and the vacant space around the
outside of the pit, to a little above the open building, is

filled with stable dung, or with weeds, in the season when
these are to be had ; for either of them, in fermenting,
produces a sufficient degree of heat. When the heat of
this lining is abated, and when a continuance of increased
temperature is required, the e::hausted matter is removed,
and a new lining supplied. It may be proper to add, that
the eave of each pit should have a small spout to carry of)'

the water, otherwise the lower side of the bed is apt to be-
come too damp.'

259. In laying on the earth on the bed at first, a hillock
or ridge is formed in the middle, somewhat more than a
foot high, the covering in all other parts of the bed not ex-
ceeding two inches in thickness. In the beginning of
March the young plants arc transferred thither with great
care, the breaking of the fibres or bruising of the roots be-
ing very detrimental. Some are for transplanting as soon
as may be, after the unfolding of the third leaf, or in other
words the first true or rough leaf; but the more general
plan is, to allow tvi'o or three of the rough leaves to shew
themselves before transplanting. Others put the plants in

separate flower-pots for a few weeks, and afterwards turn
them out, with all the earth attached, into the melon frame.
One plant to each light is generally sufiicient, especially
of the cantaleupe, or larger melons ; but most cultivators

put two plants ; and some even crowd three under each
light. When four leaves are expanded, the top is by many
pinched off, in order to promote the setting out of lateral

shoots or runners ; but some allow the first shoots to ex-
tend the length of five or six joints before stopfiing them.
Afterwards the points of these lateral shoots are pinched
off, to encourage the putting forth of subordinate shoots,

from which fruit is to be looked for. But all shoots that

are either very luxuriant or very weak are equally useless,

and may be removed. A few reed stalks are often spread
thinly over the surface of the beds, for the shoots to run
upon.
When the plants have established themselves, earth is

gradually added, and pressed close down, till the other parts

of the bed be almost on a level with the spots on which the

plants are situated. This thick layer of earth has one
great advantage ; it renders very little watering necessary.

When water is given, it should scarcely touch the leaves.

The heat is regulated by keeping a Fahrenheit's thermo-
meter within the frame ; which should as nearly as possi-

ble indicate 70*.

If the beds be in good heat, the frames are generally
filled with runners in six weeks, and by this time the roots

will have extended to the extremities of the beds. Lin-

ings are now added ; and these being covered with soil,

well trodden down, the roots penetrate into it, and thence

draw additional nourishment ; while, at the same time, the

linings assist greatly in keeping up the heat.

260. As there is little opportunity under a glass-frame

for the wind to perform its part in conveying the pollen,

careful gardeners generally assist by taking off some fully

expanded male flowers, and laying them or shaking them
over the female flowers, which are situated on the crown
of the embryo fruit. Even without fecundation, fruit will
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be produced ; but it never acquires perfuction, and the

seeds of such fruit will not germinate. The difl'erenl va-

rieties of melons, it may be remarked, should not only be

kept in distinct frames, but, if possible, at some distance

from each other, to lessen the chance of the pollen of one

kind accidentally reaching the stigma of another. One
fruit is selected on each principal runner, preferring that

which is nearest the stem, or has the thickest footstalk ;

this is encouraged, while the rest are picked ott". If

the melon be a small-sized variety, sometimes two aie per-

mitted on a shoot. It is a general rule, not to leave more

than four or five fruit on each plant, if of the larger kinds;

or eight or ten, if of the smaller. A more correct way of

estimating, periiaps, is to allow each plant only to carry

30 lb. or 50 lb. weight of fruit. It may be mentioned, that

where late melons are wanted, an easy way to procure

plants is to take some of the superfluous shoots of the first

crop; for the plant grows freely by cuttings.

If water be- now given, it should be introduced without

touching the stems, leaves, or fruit ; it is seldom needed

more than once a week, even in dry and warm weather.

Great attention is requisite in allowing the plants free air

as often as possible. Some have contrived bent tin pipes,

connecting with the open air, and passing through the body

of dung, by means of which a current of slightly warmed
air is introduced even in the worst weather. When the

weather happens to be very cold, mats are laid over the

frames.

261. In the southern parts of Britain, melons are also

raised in hot-beds. The plants are at first under hand-

glasses; but the shoots or runners arc allowed to spread

from under the glass, and cover the hot-bed as the season

advances. The beds are hooped over, and when heavy

rains threaten, they are closely covered with mats. Frames
of oiled paper answer very well for the raising of melons.

A kind of paper made from parings of skins, and used for

packages, under the name oi leather-fialier, is stronger than

common paper, and can easily be made so as to possess

equal transparency. The leather-paper seems excellently

adapted for the purpose.

A piece of clean tile is introduced below each fruit ; and
during the course of its swelling, it is not uncommon to

turn it gently onee a week, that both sides may be equally

exposed to the sun's rays. But it should not be oltener

turned, for fear of twisting and injuring the fruit-stalk, and
so preventing the conveyance of nourishment through it.

At this lime very little water is given, dryness tending to

heighten the flavour, and air is as freely admitted as the

weather will permit. When the leaves press against the

glass, the frame is raised two or three inches; but leaves

should never be cut when it can possibly be avoided. Xicol
recommends the removing of those which shade the fruit;

but it is doubtful whether the advantage arising from the

additional sun-light thus acquired, will counterbalance the

detriment occasioned by the loss of leaves, these being or-

gans on which Mr Knight found the success of this fruit

most essentially to depend.
The fruit should always be gathered before it be dead

ripe. It is known to approach maturity, by its beginning
to crack near the footstalk, and by the peculiar rich odour
it then emits. It is cut, with all its stalk to it, early in the

morning, before the sun has had access to it, and it is kept
in a cool place till served up. If melons be deficient in

external colour, this may be brought on merely by laying
them in the frame for a day or two. Melons should in ge-
neral be eaten exactly when ripe, or sharfi ripe., as gar-
deners call it; but rather a day or two before than after

maturity.

262. A late crop of melons from seed is oftenj)roduced

in a flucd pit. The seeds from this crop arc sovvn in the
beginning of July, and the seedlings are planted out to-
wards the end of the month. Tannci's bark, or tree leaves,
alford sufficient warmth at this season : indeed, the re-
mains of the bed of bark or leaves on which early kitchen-
vegetables, or tender annual flowers, have been raised in

the beginning of summer, a little aided by fresh materials,
answer all the pui poses. No fire-heat is required till Sep-
tember. Ill the end of October the melons are ready

:

they arc not equal in flavour, cei'tainly, to those ripened
under the brighter and more powei ful sun of June and Ju-
ly; but are very acceptable at that season of the year,
the more so, that, owing to the caprices of fashion, those
in high life chiefly spend the later months of autumn and
the beginning of winter in the countiy, while they waste
the summer amidst the smoke of London. The melons
which do not ripen are sometimes pickled like mangoes,
and are said to make a very good substitute for these.

263. In the first volume of the London Horticultural
Transactions, Mr Knight has given a general account oF
his highly interesting views on the subject of vegetable
physiology, and has illustrated this account, by alluding to

the habits of the melon, and the mode of culture best adapt-
ed to it. This gentleman's gardener, it appears, had not

been previously acquainted with the proper management
of the melon, and Mr Knight Iheiefore particularly attend-

ed to it himself. Experience soon taught him, (what was
previously in some measure known,) that much of the fla-

vour of the fruit depends on the plant possessing efficient

foliage, that is, healthy leaves, presenting their upper sur-

face to the light, and remaining as much as possible undis-

turbed in that position. Free use of pegs is therefore to

be made, not only wiih the view of keeping the shoots in

their position, but of preserving the leaves upright; and
water is to be introduced without touching the leaves, as
already recommended.

Cucumber.

264. The cucumber naturally follows the melon, being
not only a species of the same genus, {Cucuinis salivas,

L.) but requiring pretty much the same sort of culture,

only the fruit is produced perfectly well in a lower tem-
perature. It is a tender annual, a native of warm cli-

mates. It was early known in this country, but did not

come into general cultivation till the middle of the 17th
century.

265. The varieties most in esteem are the following:

Early long prickly, (green.) Cluster cucumber.
Longest green prickly. Smooth green Roman.
Early short prickly, (green.) White Turkey cucumber.
Dutch or white short prickly.

The fruit of the Early long firickly is from 5 to 7 inclxes

long, of a green colour, with few prickles. The plant is a

good bearer; and, upon the whole, this is accounted the

best cucumber for the general summer crop, the pulp be-

ing very crisp and pleasant.

The fruit of the Longest green firickly is from 7 to 10

inches in length ; it has a dark green skin, closely set with

small prickles. This is a hardy sort, but does not come
early.

The Early short firickly is not more than 4 inches long;

the skin green, rather smooth, but with a few small black

prickles. This is one of the hardiest and earliest sorts,

and is often preferred for the first crop.

The Dutch or luhite short firickly, though not much cul-

tivated, is recommended by a very competent judge,

the Rev. Mr Marshall, as preferable even to the early

long prickly ; it has fewer seeds ; is evidently different
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in taste from most other cucumbers, but of agreeable

flavour.

The Cluster cucumber is a very early sort, named from

the circumstance of the flowers appearing in clusters of

three or four together ; the fruit is seldom more than 5

inches long ; it is at first of a fine green colour, but be-

comes yellowish as it ripens. The stems of this variety

are much inclined to climb, by means of their tendrils,

upon sticks; the leaves arc small, and the plant altogether

occupies but little room.
The Smooth green Roman is also an early sort; the fruit

becomes large and long, and is quite smooth ; the plants

grow very strong, and require a good deal of room.

In the White Turkey^ the stalks and leaves are larger

than in the other varieties; the fruit also is very long,

sometimes from 10 to 15 or even 20 inches; it is quite

straight, and has a smooth skin, destitute of prickles; it is

produced sparingly, and late in the season. There is like-

wise a long green Turkey variety, which is sometimes sown
for the late crop. Late cucumbers, however, are much less

cultivated than the early varieties; most gardeners being
of opinion, that those kinds which arc best for the early

crops are also best for the late.

266. Three crops of cucumbers are generally raised in

the year. The earliest arc of necessity produced on hot-

beds, or in flued pits. Pickling cucumbers are generally

raised either on a slight hot-bed or under a hand-glass, and
planted in the open air in June. When they have thrown
out a few joints, they are topped, in order to encourage la-

teral or fruit branches ; and these are trained on the ground
ut eight or nine inches apart, and generally kept down by
pegs. In some places, the seed is at once sown in drills in

the open air; the fruit being produced in August and Sep-
tember, and well adapted for pickling. But drilled cucum-
bers succeed only in the southern parts of England ; in the

northern half of the island they will not do. The prickly
sorts are chiefly used in the recent state ; and the smooth
green is much liked for preserving.
The soil recommended by Nicol is composed of three-

fourths light rich black earth from pasture land ; an eighth
part vegetable mould from decayed . tree leaves ; and an
eighth part well-rotted cow-house dung.

For the early crops, the seed is sown about the end of
December or beginning of January, on a small hot-bed, co-

vered with a one-light frame. Where there is the conve-
niency of a stove, this seed-bed is sometimes dispensed
with. Seed which is several years old is preferred, being
less apt to produce exuberant shoots than what is recent.

The plants soon rise, and the seedlings are transferred from
this seed-bed to a larger or two- light frame, which serves
as a nursery. Here great care is necessary to the giving
of air, in order to strengthen the plants, and prevent them
from drawing up weak ; at the same time, too free access
of cold air would probably kill them. When the seed-

leaves are about half an inch broad, some of the best plants
are pricked into small pots, generally three into each pot,

the pots having been pieviously filled with light rich earth,

and sunk into the bed to acquire equal temperature. The
plants not potted are pricked out on the surface of the bed,
at such a distance from each other, as to permit the lifting

of each with a small ball of earth at the time of final trans-
planting. Less or more water is given, according to the
state of the weather, and the warmth of the beds.
The young plants are stofified at the first joint. This

operation consists in pinching oft" closely the runner-bud
which springs from the axilla of the second rough leaf:

it is best performed when the end of the shoot is little

bigger than a large pin's head. In this way a stronger
and more compact growth is promoted, and the emission

of fruitful lateral runners is Secured. When the plants
have formed one joint, and when the first two rough leaves
arc from two to three inches broad, which is generally
the case in a month, they arc ready for final transplanting,
or ridging out, as it is technically called. There must
now be in readiness a fitiiiing hot-bed, or several beds,
covered with two-light or three-light frames. As in the
case of melons, a small hillock of earth, somewhat less
than a foot high, is formed under the centre of each light,
the rest of the bed being covered only to the depth of two
or three inches. Into these beds, when of a proper tem-
perature, the plants in pots are placed, preserving the ball

of earth entire about the roots ; in general, three plaiits are
set in the middle of each hillock. If the plants have not
been potted, they are transferred with as much soil ad-
hering to thorn as may be. The frames are covered with
mats at night, which are taken off through the day. Air
is given by tilting the upper end of the glass cover, more
or less, according to the state of the weather, and of the
hot-bed. In a dry season, water is regularly given ; and
when the heat of the bed declines, linings are applied. As
the plants advance in growth, the other parts of the sur-

face of the bed are filled up nearly to an equality with the
hillocks. In July, the nightly covering of mats is omit-
ted, and the glass covers are drawn fully off through the

day.

When the blossoms appear, some of the male flowers are
shaken over the female, as in the case of the melon. So
certainly efficacious is this operation, that it is called setting

the fruit. When cucumbers are grown in drills in the open
ground, the impregnation is entrusted entirely to the agen-
cy of the winds and of insects.

The subsequent management of cucumbers consists

chiefly in admitting air as freely as the state of the wea-
ther will permit, and in affording liberal but judicious sup-
plies of water, generally avoiding the foliage ; although a
sprinkling upon the leaves appears not to be disadvantage-

ous, for we know that cucumbers thrive better in a moist
than in a dry heat; and if the red spider appear, water is

the remedy.
Sometimes a crop of cucumbers is raised by means of

hand-glasses, placed upon cavities containing hot dung.
Instead of hand-glasses, oiled paper covers are occasionally

used : these remain night and day till the middle of June,
and in general answer very well, all danger of frost being
then over.

267. For the natural ground crop, or drilled cucumbers,
the beginning of June is the proper sowing time. The
plan usually followed is this : the ground being made fine

and level, shallow circular hollows are formed with the

hand, a fool wide, and half an inch deep in the middle.
The distance between each hollow is about three feet and
a half; the distance between the rows of hollows, between
five and six feet. Eight or ten seeds are sown in each cavi-

ty, to be afterwards thinned out to three or four. They
are watered two or three times a week, according to the

state of the weather, preferring the morning or the even-
ing for this operation. Pickling cucumbers are gathered
chiefly from the middle to the end of August; and they

are best when not more than three inches in length. Cu-
cumbers form a very extensive and profitable article to the

London market gardeners. In March they fetch above a
guinea a dozen; in August and September they are sold at

a penny a dozen. One village (Sandy in Bedfordshire)

has been known to furnish 1 0,000 bushels of drilled cucum-
bers in one week.

268. Some persons are careless about the seed which
they use, or at least are ready to sow any kind that is re-

commended to them. This is wrong : when one is pos-
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sessed of an approved kind, the safest way is to preserve

seed of it. With this view, one good fruit is allowed to

remain till it become yellow ; it is then placed, iipris^lit, in

tlie full sun for some weeks, to acquire the most pcrlect

maturation. The individual fruit havint; most prickles is

commonly selected for this purpose. The seeds arc after-

wards thoroughly washed from the pulp, dried, and lied in

paper bags, to remain for a year at least.

269. Curious cultivators sometimes aiiouse thentiselvcs

by planting cuttings of late cucumber plants in the begin-

ning of October : these, if placed in a hot-house or a well

regulated hot-bed frame, grow freely, and produce fruit

about mid-winter. But in order to have cucumbers at this

season, a better plan is, to make them succeed melons in a

flued pit, these being generally ripened ofl' by the middle

or end of October. The seedling cucumbers may be pre-

viously reared in small pots beside the melons, so as to be

ready to take their places. They are watered once in four

or five days, and commonly over the foliage, especially

when, as winter advances, the fire-heat is made stronger.

All the pruning necessary at this season is, to stop the

shoots as they shew fruit, at a joint or two beyond the fruit.

A few cucumbers are thus procured at the end of Decem-
ber, or the begining of January.

Gourds.

370. Allied to the melon and cucumber are the differ-

ent kinds oi gourds, two or three of which are sometimes

cultivated, and may here be mentioned.

The Pumlikin, Pumpion, or more correctly Pompion, is

the fruit of the Cucurbita Pepo of Linnaeus. The pump-
kin was the melon or millon of our early horticulturists,

the true melon being formerly distinguished by the name
of Musk-melon. The pumpkin is now cultivated princi-

pally for ornament or curiosity ; but in some of the vil-

lages of England, the country people plant it on dunghills,

at the back of their houses, and train the shoots to a great

length over grass. When the fruit is ripe, they cut a hole

on one side, and having taken out the seeds, fill the void

space with sliced apples, adding a little sugar and spice,

and then bake the whole.

The Water-melon, or Citrul, (the fruit of the Cucurbita

citrullus, L.) although it forms both the food and the drink

of the inhabitants of Egypt for several months in the yeai-,

is little regarded in Britain. It requires the same atten-

tion and expence as the common melon ; the hot-beds and

glass frames, indeed, would need to be even of a larger

size. In a few places only, two or three plants of the water-

melon are occasionally cultivated with such attention as to

procure the ripe fruit.

The Squash and the Warted gourd, the fruits of the Cu-
curbita melopepo and C. verrucosa, though commonly
cultivated as esculents in North America, are considered

in this country only as curiosities. In the same way are

viewed the Bottle-gourd or false Calabash, C. lagenaria ;

and the Orange gourd, C. aurantia, lately introduced,

which last is really ornamental, when trained spirally

round a pole, or against a wall, and loaded with its yel-

low fruit.

The Succada, or Vegetable Marrow, is a kind of small

green gourd lately introduced. It is raised under a hand-

glass, and afterwards transplanted into a good aspect, and
trained to a trellis. When the fruit is of the size of a

hen's egg, it is dressed in salt and water, squeezed, and
served up in slices on a toast.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

2t\. The order in which culinary plants are arranged,
or treated of, is not a matter of much importance. They
may be divided into the cabbage tribe ; leguminous plant^i
esculent roots, either tuberous or fusiform ; the alliaceous
tribe; spinach plants ; boiling salads, including those plants,
the stems and leaves of which are generally blanched ;

fresh salads
;
plants for soups, and for garnishings ; with

the various sweet herbs, those used for preserves, and as
medicines. The mushroom stands alone, being the only
one of the fungi which is cultivated.

Several of the plants may no doubt be considered as be-
longing to more than one of these divisions ; but they shall

be treated of under that title to which they seem chiefly

allied, and only named under the others. lii treating of
each article, nearly the same method shall be pursued as
has been adopted in speaking of fructiferous plants. The
botanical name shall always be given, as the want of this

has been found by experience to create considerable em-
barrassment and uncertainty, in consulting the popular
treatises on horticulture published in France and Germany.
The class and order of Linnaeus or Willdenow, and the na-
tural order of Jussieu, to which the plant belongs, shall

also be mentioned ; and the French, German, or Italian

names shall be set down, wherever it may seem of any im-
portance to mention them. The country to which the

plant is indigenous shall be noticed ; with the date of its

introduction into Britain, if an oxotic, or of its being used as

food, if a native. Where different zianVr/fs are cultivated,

as of peas, onions, lettuce, or others, the principal varieties

shall be enumerated and described. The mode of culture

shall then be detailed. The means of keeping or pre-

serving esculent roots and other culinary articles through
the winter shall not be omitted ; and the way in which each
plant is used in the kitchen, it may be proper generally to

mention.

Cabbage Tribe.

27 2. Of all the classes of cultivated culinary vegetables,
the cabbage tribe is the most ancient, as well as the most
extensive. The JBrassica oleracea oi h'mmeus (belonging
to the class Tetradynamia, order Siliquosa, and to the na-

tural order Cruciferae of Jussieu) being extremely liable

to sport or run into varieties and monstrosities, has, in the
course of time, become the parent of a numerous race of
pot-herbs, so very various in their habit and appearance,

that to many it may appear not a little extravagant to refer

them to the same origin. Besides the different sorts of
white and red cabbage, and savoys, which form the leaves

into a head, there are various sorts of borecoles, coleworts,

and kale, which grow with their leaves loose in the natural

way ; and there are several kinds of cauliflower and broc-

coli, which form their stalks or flower-buds into a head.

All of these, with the turnip-rooted cabbage, and the Brus-

sels-sprouts, claim a common origin from the single spe-

cies of Brassica above mentioned. This original cabbage-

plant grows naturally on the sea-shores, in different parts

of England, but it has not been observed in Scotland. It

is figured in English Botany, t. 637. It is a biennial plant;

the stem leaves are much waved, and variously indented ;

the colour is sea-green, with occasionally a tinge of purple.

Early in the spring the wild cabbage or colewort from the

sea-coast is said to be excellent, but it must be boiled in

two waters, to remove the saltness.
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Close Cabbages.

273. Coimnon white cabbage {Brassica olcracea cajiitata

iilba, L.)—some sort ol" cabbage, as iemaikccl||>y Mr
VVhile, in his History of Sclborne, must liave been used l)y

our Saxon predecessors, for they named the month of Fe-

bruary sjirout-kalc. Cabbage was a favourite vegetable

with the Romans ; ant] tlieir Italian kind would doubtless

be introduced during the long period of their sway in the

south of Britain. To the inhabitants of the north of Scotland,

cabbages were first made known by the soldiers of the en-

terprising Cromwell.
274. Of the common white cabbages there are many

subvarielics, some of which are preferable for a sunmier
crop

i
others for an autunm crop ; and a third set, for win-

ter supply. The Small early dwarf, Large early York-
shire, Early dwarf Yorkshire, Early Batlersca, and Early
sugar-loaf, are generally preferred for summer use, and
are ready from May to July; in some early situations,

even in April. Tlie Imperial, Large sugar-loaf. Hollow
sugar-loaf, and Long-sided, are excellent for autumn use,

and also, in private gardens, for the winter crop. The
Large drum, the Scots and the American cabbage, resist

the severity of winter, and grow to a large size ; but
they are better suited to field culture and the feeding of
cattle.

275. Very few remarks on the kinds of close cabbages
seem requisite. The Long- sided is also called Large-
sided ; it is an excellent sort, but rather tender, so that it

should not be sown till May, nor planted out till July. The
Scots cabbage is much cultivated in cottage gardens in

Scotland ; it grows to a large size, and is seldom affected

by the severest frost. The drum is named from its flat-

ness at top, resembling the head of a drum : it is also

called White Strasburgh, and of it chiefly the Germans
make their sour-krout. The American also grows to a

large size, and lasts good till a late period in the spring.

The Musk or perfumed cabbage is almost lost, being pre-

served only in a few private gardens. A small firm cab-

bage, called the Russian, has also become rare, being very

apt to degenerate in this country : it is the least and most
humble of the cabbages, but it is hardy, quick of growth,
and pleasant to the taste. The French gardeners describe

a crisp-leafed early kind, which cabbages in forty days ; so

that, if planted out in the last week of March, it is ready
for cutting in the first week of May.

276. In sowing cabbage-seed, a rich, light, open spot

is selected ; a covering of earth from an eighth to a quar-
ter of an inch is sufficient for all the brassica tribe. The
lime of sowing for the early or summer crop is the bo-

ginning of August of the preceding year. In about six or
eight weeks, or when the plants have got several leaves,

they are thinned, and the plants taken out are pricked into

beds at three inches distance every way ; in this way the

transplanted seedlings grow firm and shapely, and keep
short-stalked, which is a great property, while those left

in the seed bed get more room to establish themselves.
Some part of this crop is finally planted out in October
and November, and the rest early in the following spring.

The plants are set in rows between two and three feet

wide, and at least two feet asunder in the rows. Some
gardeners, indeed, plant their earliest cabbages considera-

bly closer in the rows, perhaps at fifteen inches between
the rows, and eight or nine inches between the plants in

the line. This is done merely with the view of securing
a full crop ; by cutting every second cabbage in April, the
others are allowed to have room to come to larger size.

By market-gardeners, winter spinach is often sown where

the summer cabbages are planted ; and when the spinach
is cleared ofl" in April, there is thus a crop of cabbage on
the ground, which is encouraged, by stirring the earth and
drawing it around the plants. These operations, it may
be remarked, are not to be omitted in any of the cabbage
rows. Indeed, the oftcner the ground is stirred, the bet-
ter is the crop. In the end of April, or beginning of May,
the early cabbages naturally begin to turn in their leaves,
and to harden in the centre. Some gardeners then bind
the leaves close with willow twigs or strands of bass-mat,
so as to produce a degree of blanching in the middle; and
they are thus a fortnight sooner fit for use.

277. The seeds of cabbages for autumn and winter use
are sown in the end of February, or beginning of Marcli^
If pricked out into shady borders in May, and allowed to
remain there for some weeks, they form more compact
plants, and are less apt to have long stalks. In June they
are finally transplanted, at the same distances as the early
kinds. If the weather prove dry at the time of transplant-
ting, they are watered every evening till they have again
taken root. These cabbages come to be fit for use in the
autumn months, and they continue good, in sheltered situa-
tions, and in ordinary seasons, till February or March. To
preserve them from severe weather, some market gar-
deners trench a piece of ground in ridges in November,
and lay the cabbages as close as possible on one side in
the trench, covering the stems with earth : the outer part
of the more exposed side of the cabbage is generally in-
jured, but llie inside remains sound.
The best soil for cabbages is a rich mould, rather clayey

than sandy ; and it can scarcely be too much maimred, as
they arc an exhausting crop.

In some places, the roots and stems of a portion of the
summer crop are allowed to remain in the ground, which
is slightly delved and perhaps manured in the autumn. In
January or February of the following year, very fine cab-
bage sprouts arc produced, not much inferior in quality to
small young cabbages.

278. Young cabbage plants arc also used as coleworts
or open greens. With this view some of the close-grow-
ing middle-sized kinds are sown, such as the large York,
or the sugar-loaf. The seed is sown in the latter part of
summer at different times, so that the plants may be ready
for use during winter and in the following spring.

279. The Red Cabbage, {Brassica oleracea capitata
rubra) is chiefly used for pickling; and the dwarf red
variety certainly does make one of the most beautiful
pickles that can be presented at table. It is also shredded
down in winter salads. In the north of Scotland, a sort
of open red cabbage is much cultivated by the common
people, under the name of Aberdeen cabbage.

2 SO. Of the Savoy Cabbage, {Brassica olcracea sabauda,)
which is distinguished by having wrinkled leaves, there
are two principal sorts, the yellow and the green, the latter

being esteemed the hardiest. Savoys are sown about the
middle of April, and planted out in June. They may be
planted considerably closer than the common cabbage.
If savoys are wished before winter, the seed is sown in
February, or even in the preceding autumn ; in which
last case, fine large plants, well cabbaged, are ready for

the table in the months of September and October. The
later crop affords a supply through the winter, and till

February or March : Savoys, far from being injured by
moderate frost, are reckoned better when somewhat pinch-
ed by it.

The roots of cabbages or savoys, when planted year
after year on the same land, are very subject to the attack
of a particular kind of grub, the larva of a small fly ; the
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roots swell into knobs, anil the plant becomes sickly and

stunted. T!ic cabbage ground should therefore be chang-

ed every year.

The culinary uses of the close cabbages, arc too well

known to require notice. The spare leaves or heads arc

always useful where milch cows are kept; and young

open cabbage plants, or such as are just closing in the

centre, make excellent coleworls, as already mentioned.

281. The raising of the seed of the difTerent sorts of

cabbage, aflords employment to many persons in various

parts of England. It is well known that no plants are

more liable to be spoilt by cross-breeds than the caljbage

tribe. Unless the plants of any particular variety, when

in flower, be kept at a very considerable distance fiom

any other, also in flower, bees arc extremely apt to carry

the pollen of the one to the other, and produce confusion

in the progeny. Market gardeners, and many private in-

dividuals, raise seed for their own use. Some of the hand-

somest cabbages of the dift'erent sorts are dug up in

autumn, and sunk in the ground to the head ; early next

summer a flower stem appears, which is followed by abun-

dance of seed. A lew of the soundest and healthiest cab-

bage stalks, furnished with sprouts, answer the same end.

When the seed has been well ripened and dried, it will

keep for six or eight years. It is mentioned by Bastien,

that the seed growers of Aubervilliers have learned, by

experience, that seed gathered from the middle flower-

stem produces plants which will be fit for use a fortnight

earlier than those from the seed of the lateral flower-

stems: this may deserve the attention of the watchful gar-

dener, and assist him in regulating his successive crops of

the same kind of cabbage.

In the neighbourhood of all considerable towns, market

cardeners and others raise white cabbage and savoy plants

for sale, at very easy rates : this proves a great conveniency

to those who have only small gardens, and who perhaps

require only 200 or 300 cabbage plants.

Ojien Kale.

Coleivort, Aa/e, and Borecole, {Brassica olcracea, vars.)

are general terms for greens that do not cabbage or form

heads, but remain loose and open. The common colewort

is plain ; the others are generally curled or crumpled.

281. Common coteiuorls, (or Dorsetshire kale), being in-

tended chiefly for winter ^nd spring use, are commonly
sown in July, and planted out in August. They are set

pretty close together, perhaps not more than eight or ten

inches apart every way. They withstand completely the

usual frosts of our winters. But young plants of the com-

mon cabbages, particularly of the large sugar loaf variety,

are now generally used as coleworts, and sold in the mar-

kets, under that name, from December to April. So com-
pletely, indeed, have these cabbage coleworts supplanted

the true kind, which is more hardy, but at the same time

coarser, that one of the most popular modern books of

gardening (Abercrombie's Practical Gardener") describes

only the former sort under the title of coleworts.

282. The principal kinds of kale are German greens,

Scots kale, Buda, Red curled, and Milan.

Of the German Greens, a tall growing light coloui'ed

kind is preferred, as producing a large quantity of small

tufts or loose heads of delicate leaves on the stalk in the

spring months, when coleworls are getting scarce. Ger-

man greens are sown in May, and planted out in June, at

eighteen or twenty inches asunder every way. Some are

also sown in June, and planted out in August, to be ready

for use late in the following spring.

The seed of the Scots kale, (Siberian borecole, or clioux
pancalier), is sown in the beginning of July ; and in the
course of August the young plants arc set out in rows a
foot dXti 3 half wide, and ten inches distant in the rows.
This green bears the severest cold without injury, and in-
deed is not reckoned good for use till it has endured
some sharp frosts.

The Milan kale cultivated in this country has a thick
stem, the leaves of a dark green colour, and much curled
or fimbriated. Milan greens are greatly prized in France,
and different varieties are there cultivated. The Anjou
kale grows to a large size ; as does likewise a sort called
Cesarean kale. Neither of these is so tender as the other
kinds ; but the produce being great, they might probably
be found useful in the feeding of cows.
A very tall variety of open kale is described by the late

Mr Delaunay, in the last edition of " Le Bon Jardinier"
published by himself. It is called Choux fialmier. It

frequently rises to the height of six feet, with a straight
bare stem, the leaves displaying themselves only at top,

and thus producing the appearance of a little palm tree.

The leaves are much puckered, and so much rolled back
at the edges, that they appear narrow, while at the same
time they hang in a curved manner; thus aiding the illu-

sion. This variety is evidently to be considered merely
as a curiosity. It was first raised in Italy, and is not very
hardy. Another tall sort, sometimes rising nearly to the
same height, is described by the same author under the
name of Cafiousta, or Russian kale. The leaves are of a
fine purple colour, much cut and fringed. This variety is

represented as extremely hardy, resisting the utmost
severity of a Russian winter.

283. The jBoreco/f«, properly so called, are of two kinds,
the tall purple and the dwarf purple. But all the curled
and cut-leaved kale or colewort plants, are commonly
called Borecoles. There is a variegated sort, which is very
ornamental when growing, but not so good for the table as
those of more ordinary appearance.

All kinds of kale seeds are sown in the beginning of
April; the young plants are generally pricked into a
nursery bed for a few weeks, to enable them to gain
strength ; and they are finally transplanted in June or
July, in rows three feet asunder, and two feet apart in the
rows, giving water, if the weather be dry. A few are
generally not planted out till September, that they may
afford a supply late in the following spring. The only
other attention requisite, is the drawing of earth to their

stems before winter, in order to support them in times of
snow or storm.

Brussels Sprouts.

284. The variety called Brussels sfirouts may be classed

with the kale plants. The leaves come out in small

crowns or sprouts all along the stem, and are very deli-

cate when boiled. The culture is nearly the same as that

of coleworts in general. The seed is sown in March or
April, and the seedlings are planted out in June, prefer-

ring showery weather, or watering carefully at root. They
grow upright and pyramidal, and may therefore be placed

nearer to each other than moi'e spreading kinds. They
are earthed up in October, are ready for use by mid-
winter, and continue good till March or April. Brus-

sels sprouts are much used in London during the spring

months ; but they seldom appear in the Edinburgh mar-
ket, nor is the plant so much cultivated in Scotland as it

deserves.
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CauHJioiucr.

283. Cauliflower arul broccoli, (Brasaica cleracea, var.

botrytisi) are curious varieties of tiie cabbage ; tlic flower-

buds rorniing a close firm cluster or head, for the sake of

which alone the plants are cultivated. These heads or

flowers being boiled, wrapped generally in a clean linen

cloth, are served up as a most delicate vegetable dibh.

Cauliflower is a particular favourite in this country. " Of
all the flowers in the garden," Dr Johnson used to say,

"I like the caulillower." Its culture, however, had been
little attended to till about iha close of the KTXh century

;

since that time it has been greatly improved, insomuch
that cauliflower may now fairly lie claimed as peculiarly

an English, product. Till the time of the French revolu-
tion, quantities of Englisli cauliflower were regularly sent

to Holland ; and the Low Countries, and even France, de-

pended on us for cauliflower seed. Even now, English
seed is preferred to any other.

The two varieties called the early and the later cauli-

flower, are scarcely different. The first is the kind gene-
rally produced under hand-glasses, and the difference con-
sists merely in the seed having been saved from the most
forward plants. A variety having the stalks of the head
of a reddish or purple colour, has lately been introduced,
under the name of Red Caulillower; and it is reputed
more hardy than the other sorts.

286. The seed for the early crop is sown about the

20th August of the preceding year, in frames or beds. In
September, the seedlings ai'e pricked, either into a dry
border near a wall, where they may be hooped over and
defended with bass-mats during the severe frosts of winter,

or into common glass frames, with two or three sliding

lights. In the month of March they are finally planted
out, water being given if the season be dry. They are
placed in rows, commonly about two feet and a half
asunder, and two feet apart in the rows. If the soil be not
rich, less distance may answer. It is a rule, that cauli-

flower plants should never be set deep in the ground. The
subsequent culture consists chiefly in repeated hoeings,
and in drawing earth, or manure perhaps, close up to the
roots and stems. Caulillower plants have justly been de-
clared " rough feeders ;" in fact, the more liberally the
cleanings of stables and cow-houses are supplied, the
larger produce may be expected. They also require
regular and free supplies of water, at least in dry sea-

sons. As the flower or head advances, some of the large
outer leaves are bent or broken over above it, partly to

shade it from the sun, and partly to preserve it from too
much rain.

287. To diversify the time of forming the heads, some
of the early cauliflowers are planted out on difterent succes-
sive occasions. But seeds sown in February or March on
a hot-bed, or in the front border of a stove or forcing-house,
afford young plants to succeed those kept over winter ; and
by sowing again in May, pricking into nursery beds in

June or the beginning of July, and transplanting propor-
tionally late, this delicate pot-herb is produced till the end
of October. Even after tliis, the cauliflower season is pro-
longed for nearly two months by various devices. Some-
times the plants are raised with balls'" of earth, and sunk
nearly to the head in the borders of peach or grape houses,
or ill common glass frames, in sand or very light dry earth

;

and sometimes they are merely hung up in a shed or out-
house, and thus kept for some weeks. They have been
preserved in still another way, described by Mr Smith,
gardener at Keith-Hall in Scothmd, (^Scottish Hort. Mem.
vol. i. p. 129.): He i.igs a pit. :iboui eighteen inches deep,
near the bottom of a wall. On a dry day he takes up the

Vol. X. Part II.

cauliflower stocks in an entire state, and wrapping the
leaves round the head, or flower, deposits them in the
trench, the heads sloping downwards, and the roots extend-
ing upwards, so that the roots of one layer cover the tops
of another ; he then covers up the whole closely with earth,
preserving a slope from the wall, and beating it smooth
with the back of the spade, so that rain may run ofl". In
this way, the cauliflower is said to keep good till the middle
of January.

288. For the early supply of the London market, very
great quantities of cauliflower are fostered under hand-
glasses during winter and the first part of spring ; and to
behold some acres overspread with such glasses, gives a
stranger a forcible idea of the riches and luxury of the
capital. Two, three, or even four plants are, at fiist, plac-
ed under each glass ; in fine weather, the cover is tilted in

order to admit air. When the plants are somewhat ad-
vanced, in the end of February or beginning of March, the
spare plants are removed with a scoop-trowel, and planted
out separately, leaving one, or at most two, under the glass.

The plants thus left under the covers are ready for market
in the end of April or beginning of May, and fetch a high
price. A method of producing cuuiiflower pretty early,

and with great certainly, is this :—The plants are set in

small pots in the winter season, and kept in any convenient
part of the floor of a vinery, or other glazed house. In the
beginning of March they are taken out of the pots, with
the ball of earth attached, and planted in the open ground.
If they be here protected against severe frosts with bell-

glass covers, they come into head in the course of April,
if the weather prove favourable.

It may be mentioned, that in some places it is not an un-
common practice to sow a little radish seed on the cauli-

flower ground, a fortnight before planting out the cauli-

flowers. It is found that the flies, or hrvae, which infest

the yaung plants, prefer the tender leaves of the radish to
those of the cauliflower, and that the latter thus escape.
Market gardeners often mix spinach seed with the radish,

but from a diflei'cnt motive ; they thus procure a useful
crop soon after the cauliflower is removed. More frequent-
ly, however, these gardeners employ the cauliflower
ground in producing a late crop of cucumbers for pick-
ling.

When seed is.wished for, some of the best early plants
are selected, and left to flower, plenty of earth being drawn
up to their roots. The seed lipens in September, but at

various times, on the different branchlets of the same head,
so that it is proper to gather it at successive times, as it

appears ripe.

Broccoli.

289. Broccoli is generally considered as merely a variety

of cauliflower. It is indeed nearly allied, and the useful

part consists, as in cauliflowei", of tlie clustered unexpanded
flower buds ; but the bi'occoli plant is distinguished by its cut
leaves, its larger growth, and greater degree of hardiness.

There are several varieties of broccoli, two of them parti-

cularly distinct, the purple and the white. No culinary plant

is so liable to spore as broccoli ; so that new kinds, slightly

different, are continually coming into notice or favour, and
as speedily sinking into neglect.

Of the purple, there are several sub-varieties, the early,

dwarf, branching, and Cape broccoli, the last but lately in-

troduced. What are called the brown and the black broc-

boli are likewise slight variations of the purple. They are

more hardy, and belter suited for exposed situations ; but

they do not form heads so completely as some other kinds ;

the tender stems and hearts of the plants, with the small
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heads on the lateral blanches, being the parts chiefly used.

The dwarf sulphur-coloured is much esteemed, and culti-

vated to great perfection near Edinburgh, liy many, the

sort called green broccoli is accounted the best. The
white, Neapolitan, or cauliflower-broccoli plant, is rather

more tendei' thon the othiis, but the flower is at tlic same

time more palatable ; it forms a close curdly head of

considerable size in the spring months, and the plants

do not branch, as most of the purple kinds do. A hardy

variety of the white would therefore prove a great ac-

quisition.

290. Broccoli seed is sown in April for an autumn crop,

to be planted out in the beginning of June ; and, for a

spring crop in the following year, the seed is sown late in

May, or even in June. The seedlings are afterwards placed

in nursery beds, where they remain till the middle or end

of July, when tliey are finally transplanted. A light, but

deep and rich soil, in an open situation, is preferred. To
those situated near the sea, it may be interesting to know,

that sea-weed forms an excellent manure for broccoli. In

the second volume of Scottish Horticultural Memoirs, p.

266, Mr William Wood, one of the most successful culti-

vators of broccoli near Edinburgh, gives an account of his

remarkable success with this sort of manure. When drift

ware abounds on the shore, he bestows on the quarter next

intended for broccoli a very liberal supply, immediately

digging it in roughly. The ground is afterwards slightly

delved over before planting. From the soil thus treated,

very large and fine heads are produced. It may be added,

that grubs will not infest the roots, as they are very apt to

do when stable manure is used. The broccoli plants are

set in lines, two feet asunder, and a foot and a half apart in

the lines. Water is given when thought necessary, accord-

ing to the state of the weather. They are hoed and earth-

ed up like cauliflower plants. Nicol recommends, that, in

the end of October, the most forward crops, especially of

the tall growing kinds, should be raised and laid over on

their sides pretty closely together, placing the heads just

clear of one another. If this be done in a dry soil and free

situation, the plants are seldom injured by the frost of the

severest winters. Tlic heads of winter broccoli generally

begin to appear early in January, and they continue till

April.

In gathering broccoli, five or six inches of the stem are

retained along with the head ; and in dressing, the stalks

are peeled before boiling.

291. The early purple Cape broccoli, already mentioned

as lately introduced into this country, deserves more par-

ticular notice. The seed, it was understood, was first

brought from the Cape of Good Hope, but the same kind

has since been received from Italy. A particular account

of the mode of cultivation is given by Mr John Maher, in

the first volume of the London Horticultural Transactions,

p. 116. Three crops are sown: in April, between the

12th and 18th of the month ; in May, between the 18th and
24th ; and in August, between the 19th and 25th ; and by

means of these, this kind of broccoli is procured from
September till the end of May. The seeds are sown very

thin, on a border of light rich earth. In about a month the

plants are finally transplanted, at the distance of two feet

every way, in a sandy loam, well enriched with rotten

lung. Frequent hocings are given, and the earth is drawn
to the stem, as in the case of ordinary broccoli. Mr Maher
never pricks the seedlings into a nursery bed. He finds,

that the head is by that measure rendered less in size, and
more apt to run to flower and seed. A part of the second
crop is often transplanted into pots (sixteens), and plunged
into the open ground, where the head forms. Against De-
cember, these pots are removed into a shed, frame, or pit

;

and in this way fine broccoli is secured in the severest
weather of winter ; the head often six or seven inches in

diameter. The seed for the third crop is sown in a frame
;

and about the third week in October the plants are ready for

transplanting. A lew good plants for aflording seed arc
selected at this time, and planted in a remote part of tlic

garden, covering them with hand-glasses during winter, in

the manner of cauliflower.

292. When broccoli seeds are to be saved, plants with
the largest and finest heads are selected, observing that

no small foliage appear on the surface of the head. Mr
Wood,alr£&dy mentioned, makes it a rule to take up such
plants in April, and lay them, in a slanting direction, in a
rich compost, (cleanings of old ditches, tree leaves, and
rotten dung,) giving, at the same time, a plentiful watering,
if the weatlier be dry. The raising, he thinks, prevents
them from producing firoud aeed, or from degenerating.
When the heads begin to open or push, he cuts out the

centre, leaving only four or five of the outside flower-stalks

to come to seed. Tiie centre, it may be remarked, would
probably produce the stronger seeds ; but the object seems
to be, to check the tendency to luxuriancy and consequent
sporting in the plant.

Kohl-rabbi.

29S. The Kohl-rabbi or turnip-rooted cabbage (Brassicm

oleracea, var. A''a)iobrasaica, not a variety of B. rafia, oi tur-

nip, as supposed in Salisbury's Botanist's Companion), has

large broad leaves, aiid the stem protuberant like a turnip

at the base : there are two varieties, one swelling above
ground, the other in it. Both are sometimes used in a

young state for the table ; but they are not much cultivat-

ed in this country. Kohl-rabbi is very hardy, and might
probably be advantageously cultivated in the colder parts

of the island ; for it is found to be a very profitable crop in

Sweden and other northern countries.

Leguminous Plants.

Peas.

294. The Pea (Pisum sativum, Lin. Diadel/ihia Decan-
dria ; Pafiiliunacecs or Leguminosts) is an annual climbing
plant, so well known as not to need any desciipiion. The
legumes or pods are commonly produced in pairs ; the

seeds contained in these are the part of the plant used, and
to which, in common discourse, the name fieas is always

given. In some varieties, called Sugar-peas, the inner

tough film of the pods is wanting, the pods of such, when
young, being boiled with the peas within them, and eaten

in the manner of kidney-beans. Concerning the native^

country of the pea, there is no certainty; it is guessed to

be the south of Europe. It has been cultivated in Britain

front an early period ; but some of the best varieties, such

as the sugar-pea above mentioned, were introduced only

about the middle of the 17th century.

There are very many varieties, differing in size, time of

coming in, colour of flower and fruit, and also in tasle: but

the principal distinction is as to their being early or late;

supposing the sorts to be sown on the same day, the former

are ready a fortnight at least before the latter.

295. The early peas are called hols/iurs and Hastings.

Of tliese there are diflerent subvarielies, especially the

Cliarlton, Reading, Golden, Double dwarf, and Early franre

pea ; the last being so called from its being often forced in

hot beds, especially for the London market. These being

comparatively of dwarfish growth, do not require sticking

;
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and it is a common remark, that peas supported on sticks

yield more, but that those recuiubcnt on the ground ripen

soonest. Some of these kinds are (generally sown towards

the end of October, in front of a south fruit-wall, and at right

angles to it, or inclining a point to the east, in order to

catch the morning sun. With some slight protection of

branches of evergreens or old peas-haulm, the crop sur-

vives the winter, and produces young peas by the end of

May. Many gardeners prefer sowing in longitudinal rows

near the wall, the crop thus ripening more equally. In

January and February more peas, of the early sorts, are

sown, to follow in succession those sown before winter.

Some gardeners are in the practice of raising peas in boxes

placed in any hot-house, and planting them out when two
or three inches high. They must be handled with care,

being very brittle ; but, with due attention, few plants fail

;

and it has long been remarked, that transplanted peas are

much more productive of pods or fruit, than such as remain
where they have been sown.

296. In March and April full crops of later peas are sown.

Some of the smaller kinds are the Blue Prussian, Dwarf
marrowfat, and Spanish dwarf. These, if well earthed up,

and if the rows be sufficiently distant from eaclj other, suc-

ceed very well without sticking. To them may be added
Leadman's dwarf, which is smaller than any of them, while

at the same time the plant is very prolific, and the pea re-

markably sweet. Of the large and late kinds, the Tall

marrowfat, the Green marrowfat, the Grey rouncival, and

the Sugar pea, have long retained their character ; while

tlie Spiinish moratto and Imperial egg pea are also in good
repute, as hardy plants and copious bearers. The Crown
pea or Rose pea is well known ; but it is as frequently cul-

tivated for ornament as for use : It is remarkable that Par-

kinson, in his " Paradisus," ascribes to it a Scottish origin.

A new white pea raised by Mr Knight must not be omitted.

It is sometimes called Knight's marrow pea ; sometimes
the Wrinkled pea, the circumstance of the skin of the fruit

being wrinkled or contracted, being an obvious mark of

distinction. The plant is of luxuriant growth, requiring

tall sticks to support it ; the pods are large, and the peas
are of peculiarly excellent flavour when boiled.

The larger kinds of peas require nearly four feet dis-

tance between the rows. They are frequently hoed, and
when about three or four inches high, earth is drawn to the

rows, this being found greatly to promote their growth.
The sticking or supporting takes place when they are

about eight or ten inches high. The sticks are of differ-

ent heights for the respective kinds ; three feet is enough
for the smallest kinds; the hotspurs and dwarf marrowfats
require about five feet ; and the larger sorts seven or eight

feet. Sometimes double lows of peas arc sown, and the

sticks placed in the middle, the plants being earthed to-

wards the sticks : Or two rows of sticks may be made to

serve three rows of peas, the heads of the sticks being in-

clined towards each other ; but in this way the middle row
of peas cannot be earthed up or hoed after sticking.

Where branches cannot be procured, two lines of strong

pack-ihread, on each side of the rows, form a tolerably good
substitute. In some places, in very dry weather, the crops

of peas are regularly watered when in flower and fruiting.

The small early peas are sweeter and of more delicate

flavour than the large kinds. In well ordered gardens,

therefore, a small quantity of the hotspur sorts is sown
every ten days, from the middle of March till the middle of

June, choosing foi' them a moist strong soil, in order to

counteract the effects of the summer heat. It is not rec-

koned proper to sow peas on land which has been recently
manured, as they are, in such situations, apt to run to

haulm : This crop is seldom sownj therefore, till the se-

cond season after dunging. In large gardens, and particu-

larly in market gardens, instead of delving, a slight plough
may be used for turning over the ground ; and the one-

horse drill for sowing, as recommended by Meager ,so

long ago as 1670.

Among the chief enemies of peas may be mentioned
slugs and mice. The former often abound in damp situa-

tions, or places surrounded by trees. The remedy usually

applied is, the spreading of new slaked lime over the sui

face of the ground, very early in the morning, when the slugs

are abroad. A simple preventive of the attacks of mice
consists in being particularly careful, in sowing the peas,

to leave none exposed on the surface ; if the seed be all

duly covered, these animals do not seem to be very expert
at discovering the rows.

It is generally thought advisable to change the seed year-

ly ; few gardeners, therefore, ripen their own seed. In-

deed, the professed seed-growers possess superior oppor-

tunities for saving the kinds in a genuine state ; and if they

be men of judgment and fidelity, it is better for the gar-

dener to buy from them, than to trouble himself wiih sav-

ing either the seeds of peas, or of any other garden plants,

which are apt to degenerate by intermixture of pollen.

Beans.

297. The Bean [Vicia Faba, Lin.) belongs to the same
class and order, and natural family, with the pea. It is the

Feve de marais of the French. It is perhaps superfluous

to mention, that it is an annual plant, rising from two to

four feet, with a thick angular stem ; the leaves divided,

and without tendrils ; the flowers white, with a black spot

in the middle of the wing ; seed-pods thick, long, woolly
within, and inclosing the large ovate flatted seeds, for the

sake of which the plant is cultivated in gardens. It is a

native of the East, but has been known in this country from
the earliest times.

298. There are two principal kinds of the plant, the gar-

den bean and the field bean : The first only falls to be
spoken of here. Of this there are many varieties. The
Mazagan is one of the hardiest and best flavoured of the

small and early sorts. Mazagan is a Portuguese settle-

ment on the coast of Africa, near the Straits of Gibraltar

;

and it is said, that seeds brought from thence afford plants

that are more early and more fruitful than those which
spring from home-saved seed. The Lisbon is next in point

of earliness and fruitfulness ; some indeed consider it as

merely the Mazagan ripened in Portugal. The Dvjarf-faji

or cluster bean is likewise an early variety, but it is plant-

ed chiefly for curiosity : it rises only six or eight inches

high ; the branches spread out like a fan, and the pods are

produced in small clusters. The SandwicU bean has been
long noted for its fruitfulness ; the Toker and the broad

Sfianish are likewise great bearers. Of all the large kinds,

the Windsor bean is preferred for the table. When gather-

ed young, the seeds are sweet and very agreeable ; when
the plants are allowed room and time, they produce very

large seeds, and in tolerable plenty, though they are not

accounted liberal bearers. There are several sub-varie-

ties, such as the Broad Windsor, Taylor's Windsor, and
the Kentish Windsor. The Long-fiodded bean rises about

three feet high, and is a great bearer, the pods being long

and narrow, and closely filled with oblong middle-sized

seeds. This sort is now very much cultivated, and there

are several subordinate varieties of it, as the Early, the

Large, and the Sword Longpod. The White blossomed

bean is so called, because the black mark on the wing of the

blossom is wanting. The seed is semitransparent ; when
young, it has little of the peculiar bean flavour, and is on
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this account much csieemed ; it is at tlie same lime a co-

pious bearer, and proper for a late crop. It may be nieii-

lioncd, that Delaunay, in Le ban Jardinier, describes as

excellent a new variety cultivated at Paris, wliicli he

calls the S'/cf« bean iVom China; it is late, but very pro-

ductive ; and the fruit remains green, even when ripe and

dried.

299. The early sorts, such as the Mazagan and Lisbon,

are sown in the end of October or beginning of November,
in a sheltered situation, in front of a wall, recd-fcnce, or

other hedge, and in drills about two inches deep. The
plants are earthed up in November as they advance. In

severe frost, some haulm or fern is laid over them, as in

the case of early peas. In March and April, as the beans

begin to shew flower, they are kept close back to the

fence, by means of lines of pack-thread. When the lower
blossoms are fully cx])andeil or beginning to fade, the tojis

of the stems arc pinclicd off, this being found to forward
the production of pods. With this sort of care, a crop is

generally procured about the end of May or first of June.
Successive autumn and winter sowings are managed much
in the same way, being sown in rows, eighteen inches
apart, in sheltered borders or quarters. It is necessary to

guard against the ravages of mice, wiiich are very apt to

attack the new sown rows. Some gardeners sow their win-

ter beans thickly, and cover them with a frame, trans-

planting them in February or March : in this way they
prove very productive.

COO. In February and March, full crops of the late and
large beans, such as the Windsor, Sandwich, and Long-
podded, are planted, in a free and open exposure. The
middling sized kinds are allowed two feet beiw^een the

rows ; but the large growing kinds, two and a half or even
three feet. The plants in the rows, however, are only five

or six inches separate. Sometimes the beans are planted

with a blunt setting-slick, observing to close the earth

down upon the seed ; but drills drawn two inches deep, or

a little more, with the hoe, are in general preferred. One
of the principal things to be attended to is the earthing up :

in performing this operation, it is necessary to take care

that the earth do not fall on tlie centre of the plant so as to

bury it ; for this occasions it to rot or fail. Nicol says, that

topping is not necessary for any but the early crops, and is

practised only to make them more early. Most other hor-

ticultuiists are of opinion that lopping improves the crop,

both as to quantity and quality ; and it is very commonly pci-

formed on the late crops as well as the early. I'lie crops
of beans, when in flower, it U)ay be remarked, are very
ornamental to the kitchen-garden, and render it a plea-

sant walk, the flowers having a powerful fragrance, not

unlike that of orange-flowers. The latest crops in May
and June are sown in strong or moist land, as on an arid

soil scarcely any return could at this season be expected.
For these late crops, the long pods, broad Spanish, and
Toker, are preferred. In a dry season, it is found useful

to soak the seed-beans fur several hours in soft river water,

before planting.

An expedient sometimes resorted to, in order to prolong
the bean season, may here be menlioned : A bed or cpiaiter

of beans is fixed on; and when tlie flowers appear, the

plants are entirely cut over, a few inches from tlic surface

of the ground. New stems spring from the stools, and
these produce a very late crop of beans.

In gathering beans for table use, such pods as are too old
should as much be avoided as sucli as are too young, the
seeds decreasing in delicacy after they attain aboui half
the size which they should possess at maturity. W'hen
beans are to be saved for seed, none of the pods should
he gathered for the kitchen, the first pods being the

most vigorous, an<l affording the best seed. The whole
plant should be pulled up ; and ihe seeds should be allow-
ed to diy in the pods, these last still remaining on the
stems.

Kidney-bean.

301. The Kidney bean {Phaseolus vuliraris., Lin. Com-
mon kidney-bean

; and P. muliijlorus, Willd. Scarlet run-
ner) belongs to Ihe same aiiificial and natural classes as
the pea and the Ijcan. In this country it is often called
French bean ; and it is the well kiiown and favourite haricot

of France. It is an annual, originally from India ; its stem
is more or less twining, but in the dwarfish kinds it scarce-
ly shews this propensity; the leaves are ternate, on long
foot-stalks; the flowers on axillary racemes; the corolla

generally white, sometimes yellow or purple; the pods
are oblong, swelling slightly over the seeds ; these last arc
generally kidney-shaped, smootii and shining when ripe,

varying exceedingly in colour, white, black, blue, red.

and spotted. The date of the introduction of the kidney-
bean into this country is not kriown : it was in familiar use
in the days of Gcrarde. The unripe pods chiefly are used
in Britain ; but in France, the ripe seeds or beans arc also

very much cmplo)cd in cookery, being diied in the autumn,
and kept for winter use.

502. There are many varieties, both of what are called

cfwniyi, and of r«?;7i(T4. By Dwaifsare meant kinds that

do not much exceed a fool in height, and do not need sup-
poil; by Runners, such as have long climbing stems, and
which require slakes. Of the former, the Early while
dwarf. Early black or Negro, the Speckled dwarf, Early
yellow, and the Ballersea and Canterbury white, may be
menlioned as principally esteemed. Of the latter, the

Scarlet runner is preferred, the pods being tender, espe-
cially if gathered young, and being produced in succession
for a long lime. This was formerly considered as merely
a variety of the common kidney-bean ; but Willdenow has
described it as a distinct species, under the name of

Phaseotus multijiorus ; it is distinguisl'.ed by its racemes
equalling the leaves in length, and by its bracteas or

floral leaves lying close to the stalk ; while in the com-
mon kidney-bean, the former are sliorter than the leaves,

and the latter project fioni the stalk. The scarlet run-

ner is frequently cultivated as an ornamental flower, par-

ticularly in forming fancy hedges : when trained near a

wall, and led up with lines of pack-thread or spun-yarn,

it unites both characters, or is at once shewy and use-

ful. The white runner seems to differ from the scarlet

merely in the colour of the blossoms and of the seeds.

The Dutch white runner produces long smooth pods,

but does not afi"ord so many successive gatherings as the

other two.

303. The kidney-bean is too tender for sowing earlier

than the middle or end of April. From that lime succes-

sive crops are sown every fortnight or three weeks, till

July : and in this way the young and lender pods are to

be had all the summer and autumn. The dwarfish sorts

are sown in drills from two to three feet asunder, per-

haps three inches separate in the lines, and covered with

something less tl an two inches of soil. As they advance,

tiiey arc hoed and cleared of weeds, a little earth being at

the san;e time dr..wn lo the steins. As the young pods

come to be fit for use, ilie more regularly and completely

they are gathered, the greater is the successive produce.

The runners, being rather more tender, are not sown till

about the middle of May. As tall slight stakes must be

placed for them to climb upon, the distance allowed be-
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tween the rows of these is commonly Tour feet. If the

runners be sown in Julj', they continue to produce pods till

stopped by the frost. In dry seasons, frequent watering

greatly conduces to the abundarice of tlie croi)s. For the

latest summer crop, the seed is cominonly soaked for

some hours in milk and water. Mr Marshall recommends
laying it in damp mould till it begin to chit or germi-
nate, and then sowing it in watered drills. Tlie white

Canterbury is the sort generally sown to produce small

pods for pickling.

For a supply of seed, some of the early summer plants,

cither dwarfs or runners, should be left untouched ; the

first produced pods being always the best, the whole
strength of the plants being thus directed to perfecting the

seeds. These will ripen in September. The haulm is

then pulled up, and allowed lo dry with the pods on it;

the seed being found in this way to acquire further matu-
ration.

304. Kidr.ey-beans are easily forced, and they form a

very desirable early spring dish. They are sometimes rais-

ed in hot-beds ; but more generally, and with greater cer-

tainty, in hot-houses. They arc sown in pots in Jariuary

and February, and placed on a flat trellis over the flues,

on shelves, or in any other convenient situation. Three
plants are generally allotted to each pot of a foot in diame-
ter. A light rich earth, or what is called a cucumber
mould, is the soil preferred. With frequent moderate sup-

plies of water they make good progress, and afl'ord pods
in March, April, and May. The dwarf-speckled is the

kind generally used in hot-houses ; but, for hot-beds, the

early white is perhaps better, as being of more dwarfish
growth.

French gardeners have enumerated above two hundred
varieties of the haiicot, but of these not more than twenty
-are in esteem. They speak of a new variety called the

Yellow Kidney-bean of Canada, which they describe as

the most dwarfish, and the earliest of all. The Rice Kid-
ney-bean they mention as a slender runner, rising six feet

high, but having seeds which, even when ripe, are not larger

than peas. The pods they describe as very good in the

unripe state, and quite delicious when prepared under roast

fowl.

Esculent Itoots.

It is, perhaps, scarcely necessary to explain, that the

term roots is applied to the tubers of the potato and Jerusa-

lem artichoke only in compliance with popular piactice;

the true roots of the plants consisting of the small fibres

or radicles only.

Potaio.

305. The fiotato {Solarium tiiberosem, I.. ; Pcntandna
ZHgynia ; LuridtS, L. ; SolanacecS; Juss.) may be consider-

ed as a perennial plant, as it will continue to spring up for

many successive years on the same spot. The siein rises

from two to three feet in height, is branched, succulent,

and frequently spotted with red ; the branches long and

weak ; flowers white, or tinged with purple ; the fruit is a

round berry, green at first, but black when ripe, commonly
called potato-apple. The part used consists of the tubers,

which are produced on runners, proceeding from the stem
of the plant.

306. Sir Joseph Banks has satisfactorily shewn, that po-

tatoes were first brought from South America to Spain about

the middle of the 16ih century, as they are mentioned, un-

der the name of fia/ias, in Cicia's Chronicle, printed in

1553, and now a very rare book. They were not introduc-

ed into this country till near the close of the century, when
they appear to have been brought from Virginia by the

colonists sent out by Sir Walter Raleigh, and who return-

ed in 1585; Herriot, one of these colonists, describing the

potato, uiiiler the name o/ienaiv/ci'm his account of the country
they had visited, preserved in De Dry's Collection of Voy-
ages. It is said, that Sir Wafter Raleigh planted them on
his own estate near Cork. They were soon carried over
into Lancashire ; hut near half a century elapsed before
they were much known at London. Gerarde and Parkin-
son describe the plant by the title of Batata Virginiana, to

distinguish it from the Spanish potato. Convolvulus bata-

tas. It was at firstraised only in botanic gardens. Parkinson
mentions, however, that the tubers were sometimes roast-

ed, and steeped in sack and sugar, or baked with marrow
and spices, and even preserved and candied by the com-
fit-makers. In 1663, the Royal Society took some mea-
sures for encouraging the cultivation of potatoes, with the

view of preventing famine. Still, however, although their

utility as an article of food was belter known, no high cha-

racter was bestowed on them. In books of gardening, pub-
lished towards the end of the 17th century, a hundred years

after their introduction, they are spoken of rather slightingly.
" They are much used in Ireland and America as bread,"

says one author, " and may be propagated with advantage
to poor people."—." I do not hear that it hath been yet es-

sayed," are the words of another, *' whether they may not

be propagated in great quantities, for food for swine, or

other cattle." Even the enlightened Evelyn seems to have
entertained a prejudice against them. " Plant potatoes."

he says, writing in 1699," in your worst ground. Take
them up in November for winter spending; there Avill

enough remain for a stock, though ever so exactly gather-

ed." The famous nurserymen, London and Wise, whose
names have been already repeatedly mentioned, have not

considered the potato as worthy of notice in their Complete
Gardener, published in 1719 ; and Bradley, who, about the

same time, wrote so extensively on horticultural subjects,

speaks of them as inferior to skirrets and radishes.

The use of potatoes gradually spread, as their excellent

qualities became better understood. It was near the mid-
dle of the 18th century, however, before they were general-

ly known over the country : since that time they have been
most extensively cultivated. In 1796, it was found tliat,

in the county of Essex alone, about 1700 acres were plant-

ed with potatoes for the supply of the London market.
This must form no doubt the principal supply ; but many
fields of potatoes are to be seen in the other counties bor-

dering on the capital, and many shiploads are annually im-
ported from a distance.

The cultivation of potatoes in gardens in Scotland, was
very little umlerstood till about the year 1740; and it was
not practised in fields till about twenty years after that pe-
riod. It is stated in the " General Report" of Scotland,

(vol. ii. p. 1 11,) as a well ascertai?ied fact, that in the year
1725:6, the few potato plants then existing in gardens al)out

Edinbuigh were left in the same spot of the ground from
year to year, as recommended by Evelyn; a few tubers

were perhaps removed for use in the auiumn, and the pa-

rent plants were then well covered with litter to save them
from the v.'intei's frost. Since the middle of the 18th cen-

tury, the cultivation of potatoes has made raid progress in

that country ; so that they are now to be seen in almost
every cottage garden.

Professor Martyn, in his edition of the" Gardener's Oic-
tiormru," has given an account of various notices that occur
concerning the introduction of the potato, in the writings

of successive horticulturists, and most minute and accu-
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rate details respecting its tillage, derived from all the best

sources of iiiformation, and selected wiiii great judgment

and care. To the learned and industrious Professor's la-

bours, and to the article Aghiculture in tliis work, we
must refer the incjuisitive reader, contenting ourselves in

this place, in addition to the short history already given, with

some account of the qualities of the plant, of a few of the

principal varieties, and of its culture in gardens.

The potato is now considered as the most useful escu-

lent that is cultivated ; and who could a priori have ex-

pected to have found it the most useful among the natural

family of the Luridae, several of wliich are deleterious, and

all of which are forbidding in their aspect ! It is at the

same time the most universally liked; it seems to suit every

palate. So generally is it relished, and so nutritious is it

accounted, that on many tables it now appears almost eveiy

day in the year. It is commonly eaten plainly boiled,

and in this way it is excellent. When potatoes have been

long kept, or in the spring months, the best parts of each

tuber are selected, and mashed before going to table. Po-

tatoes are also baked, roasted and fried. With the flower

of potatoes, puddings are made nearly equal in flavour to

those of millet. Bread has also been formed of it, with a mo-

derate proportion of wheat flour ; and potato starch is com-

mon. To cottagers having a number of children, the po-

tato is of inestimable value. Dr Johnson, in his " Journey,"

remarks, that before the Scottish peasantry acquired cab-

bages, they must have had nothing ; but with much more
reason might it now be said,that they must have been destitute

indeed, before they knew the potato. By many cottagers

in Scotland, and especially in Ireland, potatoes are cultivat-

ed on what are called lazy-beds. In constructing these,

the manure is laid on the surface ; sets of potatoes are plac-

ed immediately on it ; and a little earth is thrown over all.

In this way a very great return is procured.

307. In regard to general qualities, potatoes are of two

kinds, mealy and waxy ; the former of a loose, the latter

of a firm contexture. They are distinguished as to shape,

into round, oval or kidney, and clustered; and as to colour?

into white and red, or purple. It would be quite an unprofit-

able task to enumerate the many varieties which have been

raised from seed, and have obtained a name for a day. A few

of those at present in esteem can alone be named. Kid-

ney potatoes, of various sorts, have long been in repute,

particularly the White and the Yorkshire. Red, and

White, and Black potatoes, have their admirers. The
Early dwarf, Champion, Early frame. Manly, Cumberland
early, Fox's yellow seedling, and the Goldfinders, still re-

tain their fame for summer use : but they are perhaps ex-

celled by varieties well known in Scotland by the names of

the Ash-leaved, and Mathew Cree's early. The large red-

nosed kidney, a white potato with a tinged eye, is a great

favourite in the London market, for general culinary pur-

poses : and the Don potato is the kind most esteemed, and

most commonly sold in the Edinburgh market. For the

feeding of cattle, the Ox-noble, a large round sort with

deep eyes; the American cluster; ihe Yam potato; and

Lancashire, or large round rough potato, are held in high

estimation.

The raising of potatoes being now considered as rather

the business of the farm, in many gardens only a quarter

of early potatoes is to be found. For the original produc-

tion of the varieties, called earlies, we are indebted to the

kitchen gardeners near Mancliester. Encouraged by the

demand of that populous town, they vied with each other

to Iwve potatoes first in the market : they noted those

plants that flowered early, saved them, and sowed their

seeds ; by again watching the earliest of these, they pro-

cured varieties which arrive so much sooner at a state ap-

proaching maturity, as far as the tubers arc concerned,
that young potatoes may be had for table two months after
planting. The most productive of these, and least apt to
degenerate, are such as do not shew a disposition to flower

308. The potato is chiefly propagated by cuts of the
tubers, taking care to leave one or two eyes or buds to

each cut, but eradicating all clustered eyes. The best
shaped and cleanest potatoes are selected for this purpose
The cuts are the better for being allowed to dry for a day
or two before planting. Any light soil, in a free airy
situation, suits the potato. Too much manure can scarely
be given, if the quantity of produce be alone looked to;

but potatoes of more delicate flavour are procured from
ground not recently enriched. About the middle of March
some of the early kinds, such as the ash-leaved, are planted
on a light warm border. As they are to be taken up soon,
sixteen inches between the lines is accounted enough, and
seven or eight inches between each plant. They are com-
monly planted in drills, and covered to the depth of three
or four inches. The tubers being small, are generally
only cut in two to make sets ; but not more than two eyes
are left on each set. Rooted shoots, accidentally produced
among the stock of early potatoes, have been found to

aflbrd ^ very speedy return. Instructed by this circum-
stance, some gardeners lay the sets on a floor sprinkled
with sand or barley-chafl", till they have sprung four or
five inches, thus advancing the growth of the plants as
much as possible under a low temperature, so as to avoid
all unnecessary expenditure of their excitability. Great
care must be taken, however, to preserve their germs and
roots from injury in transplanting. By this means the
plants are forwarded nearly three weeks in their growth.
The young potatoes are fit for use in June and July, and
in August the tops of the parent plants change to a yel-

low colour, indicating maturity. Only a few plants are
taken up at once ; for the young and immature tubers do
not keep good beyond a day or two : it is found better,

therefore, to let them remain in the ground till wanted,
and in this way they may be made to meet the later sort.

About the middle or end of April, the general potato quar-
ter is planted. Two feet is the space commonly allowed
between the rows, and from ten to fourteen inches between
the plants. For planting, some use the potato dibble;

which is an instrument about three feet long, with a cross

handle at top for both hands, the lower end blunt and shod
with iron, and having a cross iron shoulder, about four

inches from the bottom, so that the holes must of necessity

be struck of equal depth. The only attention the crop
requires is hoeing, and drawing earth to the stems : the

oftener this last operation is performed, the greater is the

produce. The potatoes are taken up and used in the

autumn months ; the winter supply being drawn from the

fields, as already mentioned. Potatoes are taken up with

a fork made for the purpose, and which consists of three

or four short flat tines, fixed on a spade handle. The
winter store is carefully housed ; or, what is better, it is

lodged under ground, in pits covered with earth, and with

straw during frost.

309. The late or field potatoes, it may be remarked,
afford in most places a great part of the supply for spring

and summer ; and any improvement in the mode of keep-

ing them is deserving of attention. The Rev. Dr Dow
of Kilspindie (in the first volume of Scottish Horticultural

Memoirs) has described a mode, the advantages of which

have in various places been confirmed by experience. The
potatoes destined for long keeping he puts into small pits,

holding about two bolls each ; these are formed under the

shade of a tree, wall, or stack of hay, and are covered with

earth and straw in the usual way. In the following spring,
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about May, when warmth begins, the potatoes arc ex-

amined ; all shoots or buds arc rubbed off, and such as

shew any tendency to spoil, arc laid aside. The pits be-

ing cleaned out, are nearly filled with water ; and when

this is absorlied, the potatoes are returned into it. every

parcel or half-boll being watered as it is laid in. A layer

ol turf is placed with the grass next to the potatoes ; a jjlen-

tilul watering is then given; and the whole is covered

with earth to the depth of two feet, and well beaten to-

gether with the spade. This operation is repeated once a

monlh, as long as the potatoes are wished to be preserved.

Dr Dow states, that he has thus kept them till Septem-

ber, quite plump, and unimpaired in taste; and althougli,

from the liberal supplies of water, we might expect them
to be drenched with moisture, he assures us that they con-

tinue as mealy as ever.

The potato, although it most fortunately produces its

tubers freely in our climate, must be considered as rather

a delicate plant. Its leaves are blackened by the first ap-

proaches of frost in the autumn. Every body knows how
apt potatoes kept in the house or cellar are to be injured

by frost. The best means of guarding against this evil

in these places are, to bring in potatoes in as clean and

dry a state as possible, and, when risk of frost is appre-

hended, to place over them a covering of straw at least a

foot thick.

It is well known, that if any of the larger sorts of po-

tatoes of the former year's growth be kept in the cellar

till May or June, they never fail to shoot, producing both

roots and runners ; but it is not perhaps generally known,
that if these be carefully placed in boxes among decayed
tree-leaves or other very light vegetable mould, and still

kept in the cellar, they will yield a crop of small potatoes

about mid-winter. A small supply may thus be procured
by way of curiosity ; but the potatoes are rather watery,

and quite deficient in flavour.

In private gardens of a superior order, the first early

potatoes are in some measure forced. In February two or

three slight hot-beds are formed, and the potatoes are plant-

ed thickly on these. They are hooped over, and covered
with mats at night and in bad weather. The more air they

have the better, provided frost do not get leave to nip

them. They require moderate but regular watering, par-

ticularly in March, when there is generally some dry

weather. The young tubers are gathered in April and
May in succession as they are formed.

310. Many persons amuse themselves with raising

seedling potatoes. Some of the largest, first produced,
and thoroughly ripened berries, are gathered from several

different good varieties ; these may be preserved in dry

sand till spring; or the seeds may be immediately sepa-

rated from the pulp, and kept in paper-hags over winter.

In April the seed is sown, in any fine light soil, in drills

half an inch deep, and perhaps a foot asunder, keeping the

kinds carefully separate, and marking them with tallies.

When the plants rise, they are thinned out to six inches

apart. They are kept clear of weeds, and once or twice
earthed up. When the haulm decays, the tubers are taken

up ; they are carefully preserved from frost during the

winter; and being planted next spring, the crop which re-

sults will determine the qualities of the different kinds.

They should be boiled separately, and regard had to their

flavour, mealiness or waxiness, si-ze, shape and colour.

When the seed of early varieties can be procured, it is, for

different reasons, to be preferred. Mr Knight suspected
the cause of these early varieties not producing flowers to

be the preiernaturally early formation of the tubers, draw-
ing off for their support that portion of sap which should
have gone to the production of the blossom. He there-

fore devised means for preventing the formation of tubers ;

and when this was accomplished, he found no deficiency
in the production of flowers and berries. The means were
simple : having fixed strong stakes in the ground, he rais-

ed the mould in a heap round the bases of them ; on the
south side he planted the potatoes. When the plants were
about four inches high, they were secured to the stakes
with shreds and nails, and the mould was then washed away
with a strong current ol water from the bases of their stems,
so tnat the fibrous roots only entered the soil, and no run-
ners or tubers could be produced.

311. Tne disease called curl has in many places proved
extremely troublesome and injurious. It has given rise

to much discussion, and to detail all the various opinions
would be a useless task. It may, however, be remarked,
that the experiments of Mr Thomas Dickson {Scottish
Horticultural Memoirs, i. 55.) shew, that it arises from the
vegetative powers in the tuber planted having been ex-
hausted by over-ripening. That excellent horticulturist
observed, in 1808 and 1809, that cuts taken from the waxy,
wet, or least ripened end of a long flat potato, that is, the
end nearest the roots, produced healthy plants ; while those
from the dry and best ripened end, farthest from the roots,
either did not vegetate at all, or produced (juried plants.
This view is supported by the observations of a very good
practical gardener, Mr Daniel Crichton at Minto, "who,
from many years experience, found (/rf. p. 440.) that tubers
preserved as much as possible in the wet and immature
stale, and not exposed to the air, were not subject to curl.
And Mr Knight (in Lond. Hon. Trans, for 1814) has
clearly shewn the beneficial results of using, as seed-stock
potatoes which have grown late, or been imperfectly ripen-
ed, in the preceding year. Mr Dickson lays down some
rules, attention to which, he thinks, would prevent the
many disappointments occasioned by the curl. He re-
commends, 1. The procuring of a sound healthy seed-
stock (stock of tubers for planting) from a high part of the
country, where the tubers are never over-ripened 2. The
planting of such potatoes as are intended to supply seed-
stock for the ensuing season, at least a fortnight later than
those planted for a crop, and to take them up whenever
the stems become of a yellow green colour, at which time
the cuticle of the tubers may be easily rubbed off between
the finger and thumb. 3. The preventing those plants
that are destined to yield seed stock for the ensuing year,
from producing flowers or berries, by cutting oft" the flower-
buds ; an operation easily performed by children, with a
sickle, at a trifling expence.

Mr John Shirrefl (in the same volume, p. 60.) takes a
general and philosophical view of the subject, applying to
the potato the doctrine by which Mr Knight had accounted
for the disappearance of the fine cider fruits of the 1 7th
ccntuiy. Tlie maximum of the duration of the life of
every individual, vegetable as well as animal, is predeter-
mined by nature, under whatever circumstances the in-

dividual may be placed : the minimum, on the other hand,
is determined by these very circumstances. Admitting,
then, that a potato might reproduce itself from tubers lor

a great number of years in the shady woods of Pern, it

seems destined sooner to become abortive in the cultivated

champaign of Britain ; insomuch, that not a single healthy
plant of any sort of potato that yields berries, and which
was in culture twenty years ago, can now be produced.
Mr Shirreff concludes, therefore, that the potato is to be
considered as a short-lived plant, and that, though its

health or vigour may be prolonged, by rearing it in ele-

vated or in shady situations, or by cropping the flowers,

and thus preventing the plants from exhausting them-
selves, the only sure way to obtain vigorous plants, and to
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ensure productive crops, is to have frequent recourse to

new varieties raised troin the seed. The same view, it

may be remarked, iiati occurred to Dr Hunter, who, in his

"Gcorgical Essays," limits tiie duration of a variety in a

state ot |)crfection to about fourteen years. A fact ascer-

tained by Mr Knitijht deserves to be particularly noticed :

it is this ; that by plantint^ late in the season, perhaps in

June or even in Juiy, an exhausted good variety may in a

great nuasure be restored ; that is, the tubers resulting

from the late planting, when again jjlanted at the ordinary

season, proiUice the kind in its pristine vigour, and of its

former size,

Jerusalem Artichoke.

312. The Jerusalem Artichoke., or tuberous-rooted sun-

flower, [Helianthun tubcrostis, h- ; Syngenesia Polygamia
fruKtranea ; Corymbifera, Juss.) is a perennial plant, origi-

nally Iruiii Brazil. It has the habit of the co.nimon sun-

flower, but grows much taller, often rising ten or twelve
feel high. Though its roots endure our hardest winters,

the plant seldom flowers with us, and it never ripens its

seed. The roots are creeping, and have many tubers clus-

tered together, perhaps from tliirly to fifty at a plant.

These are eaten boiled, mashed with butter, or baked in

pies, and have an excellent relish. The plant was intro-

duced into our gardens early in the 17lh century ; and be-

fore potatoes became coumion, it was much more prized

than at present. Tlie epithet Jerusalem is a mere corrup-

tion of the Italian word Girasole, or suiTllower; the name
artichoke is bestowed from the rcstniblance in flavour

whieii tlie tubers have to the bottoms of artichokes. As
the potato is the fiomme de tcrre, this is the fioire de terre of

the French.
Tlie plant is readily propagated by means of the tubers.

They are cut in the manner of potato sets, and planted, in

any light soil and open situation, in the end of March.
They yre placed in rows, three feet asunder, and a foot or
filieen inclies apart in the rows. In September tliey are
fit for use ; and in the course of November they are dug
up and housed, being kept in sand like carrots. Some-
times they are left in the ground, and dug only as wanted,
being best when newly raised. The only disidvantage is,

that in this way they cannot be had in severe frosts. It

is noi very easy to clear the ground of them where they
have once grown ; and on this account, some gardeners
devote a by-corner to them, and allow them to remain
from year to year, taking up only what is wanted for the
occasional use of the family. But thetubeis thus produc-
ed are not so clean or well flavoured as those produced on
newly delved ground by yearly planting.

Turnift.

313. The Turnili [Brassica Ra/ia, L.) is a biennial plant,

growing naturally in some parts of England, and figured

in " Ei'glish Botany," t. 2176. The root-leaves are large,

of a '.'.cep green colour, very rough, jagged and gashed.

In the second season it sends up a fiower-stalk, four or five

feet high, having leaves which embrace the stem, very
difTerent from the former; smooth, glaucous, oblong, and
pointed. The cultivated variety wiih a swelling fleshy

root has long been known. Of this there are several well

marked subvarielies, distinguished as garden or as field

turnips. To the former belong the Early Dutch, Eai'ly

Sionc, and the Yellow ; to tlie lauer, the Large White,
the Globe, the Swedish, the Red- topped, and the Tankard
or oblong.

314. For the supply of the table during the early part

of summer, some of the early Dutch turnip is commonly
sown. If the weather prove dry, regular watering is pro-
per. For a general crop, the large greea-toppetJ white
turnip is accounted excellent, as being soft, juicy, and
sweet. One of the kmds with which the London market
is often supplied is the stone turnip, a hard sweet sort,
seldom of a large size. The yellow is now perhaps less
cultivated than it formerly was ; but the yellow Dutch
may still be considered as one of the best kinds for winter
use, as no frost hurts it, and it is of excellent flavour. It

is a very distinct variety, the flesh being yellow through-
o\U ; whereas, in the other varieties, any difference of
colour is only in the rind. The red or purple-topped turnip
was formerly much cultivated ; but the green-topped has
now in a great measure superseded it, though less hardy.
The general crop is often sown towards the end of June,
when refreshing showers may be expected. It not uncom-
monly occupies the ground from which early peas have
just been removed. But as turnips are most desirable for
the table in a young state, a small sowing is commonly
made once a month from April to August. If sown earlier
than April, the plants are apt to run to seed. To divide the
seed more equally when sown broadcast, a little fine earth
is mixed with it in sowing. It is frequently sown in drills,

an inch deep, and somewhat more than a foot asunder. If
rain do not occur, frequent watering is of great advantage
to the young crops. A light sandy loam, not recently
manured, is best for turnip ; in a rich garden soil, the roots
are apt to become rank and woody. Svhen the root-leaves
are about an inch broad, the plants are hoed; and, if they
have been sown broadcast, thinned to sis or eight inches
distance from each other. AV'hen young turnips are daily

drawn for the table, they may be allowed to sland some-
what closer, the proper degree of thinning being accom-
plished by pulling for use. If sown in drills, they may
stand at five inches from each other in the lines. Turnips
bear transplantation witb difliculty

; yet in moist and rainy

weather, spots where the seed has failed may be filled up.
When showery weather has made the leaves spring too

much, so as to threaten the production of a flower-stem, it

is sometimes found useful to tread them down, by placing

the foot gently on the centre of the plant. In some gar-

dens, turnips are sown on a slight hot- bed in February, and
thus forwarded by two or three weeks ; but the beds must
have as much air as can possibly be given.

315. For winter use many families prefer the Swedish
turnip, which may either be stored or remain in the ground.

The stone and the yellow are also very hardy. The sur-

plus of the garden crop, it may be remarked, may advan-

tageously be given to milch cows ; and, if the turnips be

slightly boiled, no disagreeable flavour is communicated to

the milk.

315. If seed is to be saved, it is of advantage that the

plants be transplanted, it being thought, that from those

so transplanted a progeny having sweet and tender roots

maybe procured; while from the untransplanted stock-

turnips, larger but coarser roots maybe expected. It is

very important, at all events, to have the plants intended

for seed-stock kept at as great a distance as possible from

all others of the brassica genus. This seclusion of the

seed-stock plants is often more completely accomplished

by seed-farmers, than it can possibly be in private gardens.

317. The turnip-fly, or beetle, (Haltica nemoruJii), is ve-

ry destructive to the crop when in the seed-leaf. One of

the easiest remedies is to sow thick, and thus ensure a suf-

ficiency of plants both for the fly and the crop. Mr Archi-

bald Gorrie, a Scottish gardeiier of merit, has found, irom

repeated experience, that if quicklime be slightly dusted

over the crop while yet in the seminal leaf, no attack will
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he made. A preventive is often found in sowing late, tlie

yoiinpf beetles being compelled to feed on oilier herbage,

and disappearing before the turnip expands its leaves.

If garden turnips be carefully packed in the store-house,

and covered with plenty of straw, they keep in good order

till March or April. Some are in the practice of cutting

the top close off", but others prefer keeping up the power
of growing. In some places both the green tops and the

small roots of stored turnips are entirely cut off". It may
be mentioned, that when turnips are left in the ground over

winter, the top leaves form tender greens very early in the

spring, which are particularly good for eating with salted

meat.

JVavew.

318. The JVavew or French turnip is a variety of the

Brassica J^'a/itis, Lin. or Rape, which grows naturally in

different parts of Britain. {£ng. Bot. t. 2146). It is the

most esteemed navet of the French, (who have no appro-

priate name for our round turnips,) and the Sieckrubcn of

the Germans, in some places called Teltoiver Ruben.
The root is small, and oblong or carrot-shaped ; of excel-

lent flavour : " two of those in seasoning," says Justice, in

liis Scots Gardener's Director, " will give a higher relish

than a dozen of other turnips." It was anciently used
throughout the south of Europe, and was more cultivated

in this country a century ago than it is now. It is still in

high repute in France, Germany, and Holland. It is put

Avhole into soups, and is merely scraped, not peeled. It is

remarked by Mr James Dickson, (one of the Vice-Presi-

dents of the London Horticultural Society, but better

known as an excellent cryptogamic botanist,) that, " stew-

ed in gravy, the navew is excellent, and being white, and of
the shape of a carrot, when mixed alternately with these

upon a dish, it is very ornamental." In the paper alluded

to, {Land. Hort, Mevi. i. 27.) Mr Dickson has given dif-

ferent receipts by an eminent French cook in London, for

dressing the navew. It succeeds in any soil, either moist

4 or dry ; but in a dry light soil the flavour is highest. In

strong garden soil, the roots get as large as parsnips, and
resemble them considerably ; but they are coarse, and de-

ficient in flavour. The seed is sown in April, and the

plants are thinned out to about five or six inches apart.

The navew is sold in Covent Garden market, but chiefly to

foreigners, who prefer it much to the turnip. For seed,

some of the best plants are selected, and planted as remote
from other brassicse as circumstances will permit.

Carrot.

319. The Carrot {Daucus carota, Lin. ; Pentandria
Digynia ; nat. oid. Umbelltferx) is a biennial plant. In its

wild state, it is a common wted in this country, growing by
the road sides, and known by the name of bird's-nest, from
the appearance of tl'.e unil)e! when the seeds are ripening.

It is figured in English Botany, t. 1174. The root of the

wild carrot is small, dry, of a white colour, and strong fla-

voured. Tiie root of the cultivated variety is succulent,

and commonly of a yellow or an orange colour ; it is uni-

versally known, and very generally relished, when cooked
in various ways.

Several varieties are 'cultivated, particularly the Orange
carrot, with a large long root, of an orange-yellow colour

;

the Early born and the Late horn carrot, of both which the

roots are short and comparatively small; and the Red or

field carrot, which acquires a large size.

3'JO C;vrrots arc sown at two or three diff'ercnt seasons.

The first sowing is made as early perhaps as new-year's
Vol. X. Paht II.

day, or at any rate before the first of February, on a warm
border, or in front of a lot-house. Some employ a gentle

hot-bed fortius first crop; while others only hoop over
the bolder, and cover it with mats during fiost. The
main crop of carrots is put in in March or April; and in

June or July a small bed is sown, to afTord young carrots in

the autumn months. In some i)laccs a sowing is made a

month later, to remain over winter, and afftrd young car-

rots in the following spring. These, however, often prove
stringy, but they are useful in flavouring soups. In light

early soils, it is better that the principal crop shonhl not bo
sown sooner than the end of April or beginning of May; for

in this way the attacks of many larvae are avoided. For the
early crops the horn carrot is best ; for the principal crops,

the orange variety is preferred; but the red is also much
cultivated.

The seeds having many forked hairs on their borders, by
which they adhere together, are rubbed between the hands
with some dry sand, so as to separate them.' On account
of their lightness, a calm day must be chosen for sowing ;

and the seeds should be irod in before raking. They are
sown either at broad-cast, or in drills a foot apart. When
the plants come up, several successive hocings are given ;

at first with a three inch, and latterly with a six inch hoe
The plants are thinned out, either by drawing young car-

rots for use, or by hoeing, till they stand eight or ten inches
from each other, if sown by broad-cast, or six or seven
inches in line. The hoeing is either performed only in

showery weather, or a watering is regularly given after

the operation, in order to settle the earth about the roots of
the plants left.

Carrots thrive best in light ground, with a mixture of

sand. It should be delved very deep, or even trenched,
and at th.' same time well broken with the spade. If the

soil be naturally shallow, the late horn carrot is to be pre-

ferred to the orange or red. When manure is added to

carrot ground, it should be buried deep, so that the roots

may not reach it, else they are apt to become forked and
diseased. In general it is best to make carrots the second
crop after manuring. From the Scottish Horticultural

Memoirs, however, (vol. i. p. 129.) we learn that pigeons'-

dung, one of the hottest manures, far from injuring carrots,

promotes their health, by preventing the attacks of various
larvx.

A considerable quantity of carrot-seed, for the supply of
the London seedsmen, is raised near Wftliersfield in Es-
sex ; but much is imported from Holland. Cautious gar-

deners generally prove this and some other kinds of seeds,

such as onions, before sowing. This is easily done by putting

a sprinkling in a pot, and placing it under a hot- bed frame,

or in a forcing-house. Other gardeners transplant a few
good roots, and raise their own seed : in this case it is bet-

ter to gather it only from the principal umbel, which is

likely not only to afford the ripest and largest seed, but the

most vigorous plants.

321. Carrots are taken up at the approach of winter,

cleaned, and stored among sand. They may be buill very

firm, by laying them heads and tails alternately, and pack-

ing with sand. In this way, if frost be excluded from the

store-house, they keep perfectly well till iMarch or A 'ril

of the following year. Some persons insist that the lops

should be entirely cut off at the time of storing, so as ef-

fectually to prevent their growing ; while others wish to

preserve the capability of vegetation, though certainiy .iot

to encourage the tendency to grow.

Carrots are now cultivated on an extensive scale in the

field. They are excellent for milch cows o'- for horses ; so

that the overplus of a garden may always be turned to good

account.

4 H
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From old Parkinson we learn, Unit carrot leaves were in

his clay tliout;lit so ornameiUal that, ladies wore them in

place of feathers. It must lie confessed that the leaves

are beautiful. If during winter a large root he cut over

about three or four inches from the toj), and be placed in

a shallow vessel with water, over the chimney-piece, young

and delicate leaves unfold themselves all around, produc-

ing a very pretty appearance, enhanced no doubt by the

ij;tneral deadness of that season of the year.

Parsjuji.

322. The Parsni/i, (Pastiriacu saliva, L. ;
Pinlandria

Digynia; nat. ord. Umbeltiferx), is a biennial plant. The

wild parsnip is not uncommon by the way sides near Lon-

don, and in many parts of England, chiefly on calcareous

soils : it is figured in English Botany, t. 556. The garden

variety has smooth leaves, of a light or yellowish-green co-

lour, in which it differs fiom the wild plant, the leaves of

which are hairy and dark green: the roots also have a

a milder taste: it does not, however, difi'er so much
from the native plant, as the cultivated does from the

native carrot. It has long been an inmate of the garden,

and it was formerly much more in use than it is now. It

was, in Catholic times, a favourite Lent root, being eaten

with salted fish. It is doubtless a highly nutritious escu-

lent, and the increase of its cultivation might be useful to

the labouring class in Eugland. In the north of Scotland,

parsnips arc often beat up with potatoes and a little butter;

of this excellent mess the children of the peasantry are very

fond, and they do not fail to thrive upon it. In the north

of Ireland, a pleasant table beverage is prepared from the

roots, brewed along with hops. Parsnip wine is also made
in some places. If the crop prove too large for the use of

the family, the superi3uous part (as has been remaiked of

turnips and carrots) will be found to be very acceptable and

useful to a milch cow.

The soil preferred for parsnips is a light loam, but al-

most any soil will do, provided it be pretty deep ; the pars-

nip requires, however, a stionger soil than the carrot. The
quarter should be trenched, or at least deeply dug, in order

that the roots may have liijerty to strike freely downwards.

The seed is sown, broad-cast, in March, either alone, or

together with a proportion of radishes, lettuces, or carrots,

and in light soils it is well trodden in : the salad plants be-

ing soon removed, or the carrots drawn young, do not ma-
terially hinder the growth of the parsnips, which s])read

and swell chiefly in the latter part of the summer. The
parsnips are hotd out to about eight or ten inches asunder,

or in strong ground a little wider; and the hoeing is re-

peated as often as the growth of weeds may render it pro-

per. When the leaves begin to decay, the roots are fit

for use. They are taken up as wanted during the winter,

the root not being in the least injured by frost. About the

begiiining of February, however, the remaining part of the

crop is raised and stored among sand, as the roots become
stringy as soon as the new growth takes place, and the

flower-stalk begins to form. In some places, the whole

crop is taken up in the end of October, and either stored

in sand like carrots, or placed in covered pits in the man-
ner of potatoes. If two or three large roots be transplant-

ed to a sheltered border, they will not fail to ripen their

seeds, and to all'ord a suflicient supply : it is proper to tie

the flower-stems to stakes, as they grow high, and are apt

to be broken over by the wind. Seed that is more than a

vear old should never be sown.

In the first volume of the Scottish Horticultural Me-
moirs, (p. 405), Dr Macculloch has described two varie-

iies of parsnip, which are cultivated in the Channel Islands,

and there attain extraordinary size,—the Coqtiaine and JJn-

bonaise. The former runs deep into the soil, jjcrhajjs three

or four feet ; the latter becomes thick, but remains short,

and is therefore suited to shallow soils. The French wri-

ters describe a variety having the root of a yellowish co-

lour, more tender, and of a richer taste ihalt the common
kind : they qall it the Siam parsnij).

Peel Btft.

323. Red Beet [Beta vulgaris, L. Pentandria Digynia;

jitriftUces, Juss ) is a biennial plant, a native of the sea-

coast of the south of Europe. It was culiivate<l by Tra-
descant tlie younger in 1656. It was formerly called in

this country beet-rave (or beet-radish), from the French

name bette-rave. The leaves of the cultivated sort are

large, thick, and succulent, generally red or purple ; the

roots large, pcih.ips three or four inches in diameter, and

a foot in length, and of a deep red coloui. They are boiled

and sliced, and eaten cold, either by themselves or in salads;

they also form a beautiful garnish, and are much used as

a pickle. The roots of a variety having green leaves are

by some accounted more tender tlian those of the red-leaved

sort, and arc on that accouiit preferred. Others prefer

those with dark red leaves, provided these be small and

few in number. There is a short or turnip-rooted variety,

also of a pur pie coloui, and used for the same purposes.

From its mode of gro«th, tills is much better suited than

the others to heavy or to shallow soils.

Red beet icquires a light but rich soil, of considerable

depth, and which has not been recently manured. The
ground should be trenched, or very deeply delved, and at

the same time broken small with the sp.ide. The seed is

sown in April, in drills, an inch deep, and fifteen inches

asunder. If sown in March, many of the plants are apt to

send up iiower-stalks, and so become useless. Kitchen gar-

deners often sow red beet along with carrots and onions
;

and drawing these two last for the market when young, they

leave the beet alone to occupy the ground.

324. In lifting beet for the winter stock, care should be^
taken that the roots be not anywise broken or cut, as they

bleed much. P"or the same reason, the tops or leaves are

cut oft" at least an inch above the solid part of the root.

They are cleaned, and laid in close rows along the floor

of the cellar or store-house, sometimes without any co-

vering of sand, taking care, however, to exclude Irost ; but

more frequently packed with sand in the nuiiioer of carrots.

If a few strong roots of red beet be left standing in the

rows, or rather he transplanted to some convenient spot,

they will next year shoot up and produce seed. The flower-

stems should be tied to stakes, to prevent their breaking

over. It is scarcely necessary to add, that they should be

removed as distant as possible from flowering plants of the

green variety, or of the white species.

325. From a variety of the garden beet, having a red skin

but white flesh, sugar is prepared in some parts of France

and the Netherlands; a manufacture which was introduced

during Buonaparte's government, when West India sugars

were utterly prohibited. A small species of beet has been

cultivated for a good many years in France, under the name
of Castelnaudari, but which is very little if at all known in

this country. It is described as possessing a fine flavour,

something like that of a hazel-nut. It is ready for use in

August. The colour of the root is the same as that of com-

mon beet-rave ; but its leaf is smaller, rounder, and rather

of a livid hue.

The Jr/iite Beet, although stated by some writers (as

Salisbury, in the " Botanist's Companion") to be only a

variety of the red, is in reality a very distinct species, Beta
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Cicla oi'Liiinxus ; but as die leaves aud not the roots of this

species arc usid, it will full to bi; Healed of uiitlcr tbe sec-

tion Sfiinac/t/ilanCs.

Skirrct.

326. The Skirret (Sium Sisarum, L. ; Pctitandria Digij-

nia ; iiat. old. UmbeUiftre) is a native of Chiiui. It has

been cultivated in our gardens since the middle of the 1 6th

century, and was formerly more esteemed and more in use

than it is at the present day. In the " Sijstcma Horticul-

Cura, by J. W. t^ent. 1682," skiriuort is declared to be the

" sweetest, whitest, and most pleasant of roots." It is a

perennial plant; the lower leaves pinnated ; the stem rising

about a foot high, and terminated by an umbel of white

flowers. The root is composed of fleshy tubers, of the size

of the little finger, joined together in one head : these form

the part of the plant used. They are considered wholesome
and nutritive, but, having a sweetish taste, are not relished

by many peisons. They are generally boiled and served

vitli butter like parsnips. In the north of Scotland, the

plant is cultivated under the name of crummock. It is the

c/;fn'/« of the trench.

Any light deep soil is found to answer for skirret. If the

ground be naiuially moist, so much the belter. In very

dry soils, or during long-continued drought, watering is

proper. The seed is not sown sooner than the beginning

of April, lest the plants should run to flower the first sea-

son, when the tubers would become harsh and stringy.

Repeated thinning and hoeing are proper, as in the case of

similar crops. When the leaves begin to decay in autumn,
the tubers are considered as fit for use ; but they are ge-

nerally left in the ground, and taken up as wanted. Some-
times the plants which remain over winter are dug up in

the spring, and the side-shoots, each with an eye or bud,

are transplanted for a new crop. These are commonly put

in with the dibble, and covered over head with an inch

depth of soil. But the tubers yielded by plants propagated

in this way are not so large as those of seedling plants.

Scorzcjiera.

327. Scorzo?iera, or garden viper's grass, {Scorzonrra

IIiiif.a7iica,\-,.\ Sijngenesia Polygaiiiia JEquatis ; Cic/ioracea,

Juss.) is a native of Spain, the south of France, and Italy.

The stem lises two or riiree feet high, with a few cm-
Ijracing leaves, and is branched at top ; the lower leaves

are eight or nine inches long, and end in a sharp point ; the

flowers are yellow. It was cultivated in gardens in this

country in the end of the 16th century. The tap root is

the pan used; it is carrot-shaped, about the thickness of

one's finger; tapciing graduaily to a fine point, and thus

bearing some resemblance to the body of a viper : it has a

dark brown skin, but is white within, and abounds with a

milky juice. The outer rind beitig scraped ofi', the root is

steeped in water, in order to abstract a part of its bitter

flavour. The plant is not, in the present day, much culti-

vated.

The seeds are sown in any cool deep soil, generally in

drills, about a foot separate, where they are to remain, after

being thinned out to four inches apart. The plant is pe-

rennial : but the roots arc fit for use only the first autumn
and winter after sowing, while as yet no flower-stem has

risen ; the roots, like all others, becoming tough when the

flowers are produced. To avoid the risk of the plants run-

ning to flower the first season, the seed is not sown till the

middle of April. If a few strong plants be left, they yield

seeds freely the following year ; or the plant may be pro-

pagated by slips in the manner of skirrets ; but the roots

thus procured are not so good or tfcndci is those from seed.

In some gardens, the roots arc lifted in November, and
stored in the ruanncr of carrots ; in others, they are left in

the ground, and taken up during winter as wanted.

328. 5a/s//"!/j or purple goat's-bcard, (7>j.g-o/ii55-o?! fior

rifulius, L. ; Syngenesia Polygamia ^-EgutUis ; Cic/torucea,
Juss.) is a biennial plant, a native of some parts of England,
but not common ; figured in EngUnh JRotamj, t. 638. It is

the sahifis or ccrcijis of the French. The root is long and
tapering, of a fleshy wliiie stilistance ; the herb smooth,
glaucous, and rising three or four feet high ; the leaves re-

sembling those of the leek, as intimated in the trivial name ;

the flowers of a dull purple colour, closing soon after mid-
day ; the seed, as in other s])Cciesof goai's-beard, remark-
able for having attached to it a broad Icatliery crown. I',

has been cultivated for a century past in our gardens, but
Gerarde and Parkinson do not mention it ; while they re-

commend the yellow goat's-beard, Tragoliogon firatensia,

which is now neglected. Salsify toots, boiled or slewed
like carrots, have a mild sweetish flavour. The stalks of

year-old plants arc sometimes cutin the spring, when about
lour or five inches high, and dressed like aspuiagus. Sal-

sify is at present, however, but little attended to.

It is sown in April, and thinned, like similar crops, to

six or eight inches apart. A mellow and deep soil affords

the best plants. They may rentain in the ground all winter,

and be taken up as wanted. If two or three roots be left,

or be transplanted in the autumn, they will afford abun-
dance of seed the following year.

Radish.

329. The Radish [Ra/thanus aativus, L. ; Tetradynamia
Siliguosa; nat. ord. Cruci/era) is an annuiil plant, originally

from China. It is mentioned by Gerarde; and was proba-
bly known in England long before his time. The leaves

are rough, lyrate, or divided traiisversely into segments, of

which the inferior less ones are more remote ; the root

fleshy, fusiform in some varieties, in others subglobular ;

white within, but black, jjiirple, or white on the outside;

the flowers, pale violet, with large dark veins ; pods long,

with a sharp besk.

There are two principal varieties, distinguished by the

shapes of the roots already mentioned : 1. With fusiform

roots, the long-roo'.cd or spindle-rooted radish, the rave of

the French ; 2. With subglobular roots, the turnip-rootid

radish, the radis of the French. The roots of both are

used principally in the way of salad, in winter and the ear-

ly part of spring. Foimcrly the leaves were often boiled

and eaten ; but now the roots oidy are employed ; and as

they are always used raw, the plant might, witliout impio-

priety, have been ranked under the title of Salads.

330. Of the spintUe-rooted kind, the subvariciies much
in cultivation are, the small-topped or shoit-topped purple,

the leaves of which occupy little room ; and the pink or

losc-coloured, or, as it is frecjuently called, the salmon ra-

dish. There is also an early dwai fish short-topped red,

and an early short-topped salmon radish, sown for the first

crops, and used for forcing. Of the turnip-rooted kind,

tliere are several subvarieties. The small turnip-rooted

white or Naples radishes, when they appear in the green

market in spring, are not unfrequently mistaken for young

turnips: they should be eaten young, when crisp and mild,

being, when full grown, rather hot and harsh. There is

also a small turnip-rooted red radish, and the queen radish,

both red and white. The black turnip-rooted or Spanish

4 H 2
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radish {raifort of the Ficncli) has a dark coloured skin, but

is white within ; tlioiigh lallier coarser than the others, it

is much esteemed for autumn and winter use.

Radishes are sown for the earliest crop in the beginning

of November, in a sheltered border, or in front of a pinery

or green-house ; and they are ready foi' drawing early in

March. More seed is sown in Deccmbi r or January : and

sowings are continued once a fortnight till April, so as to

secure a succession of young roots as they may be wanted.

Any sort of light soil answers, hut it should be of sulh-

cient depth to allow the long roots to pcnetrale easily. A
slight covering of fern (jikris) is found very useful in the

early spring months, wiicn sharp frosts occur : this cover-

ing may be raked off in the day-time, and restored at night,

without much injury to the leaves of the young radishes.

When very dry weather occurs in the end of March, the

crops are regularly watered. They who wish to have large

radishes are sometimes at the pains to prick a number of

holes with the finger, and to drop a seed into each hole.

Only a little earth is then tumbled into it, the greater part

of (he hole being left vacant. The root is thus induced to

swell, and long and semi-transparent radishes are procured,
Some gardeners mix spinach seed with their later sowings
of radishes ; so that when the radishes are drawn, the oilier

soon covers the ground. Others sow lettuce and onions

along with radishes. If radishes are to be drawn when
, small, they are allowed to stand at two inches only apart ;

otherwise they have twice that space or more allowed them.
When crowded, they are apt to become stringy in the root.

331. The turnip-radish is sown in February or March,
and the plants are thinned out to about six inches with a

small hoe. The red and the white queen radish, and the

black Spanish radish, are sown from the middle of July to

the middle of September, and thinned out in the same man-
ner. They are fit for use in the beginning of September ;

and before hard frost comes on, they are generally taken
up, and stored among sand like carrots, the tops being cut
close ofi": in this way they are ready for use throughout the

winter.

The dwarf early short-topped red, and early short-top-

ped salmon radishes, are easily forced on a iiot-bed : if the

seed be sown by the middle of November, the radishes will

be fit for drawing by the end of December, and will afford

a supply for a month. Care must be taken to have a suffi-

ciently thick layer of earth, to hinder them from penetrat-

ing into the dung.
The seed of any of the sorts is easily procured by trans-

planting a few of the best and most characteristic plants of

the respective kinds : the sorts should be placed as far

from each other as possible, to prevent commixture of
pollen.

It may be noticed, that the young and green seed-pods
are sometimes used for pickling ; and are perhaps scarcely
infciior to nasturtiums.
• It may also be mentioned, that Delaunay, in his Bon Jar-
dinkr, 1815, describes a new sort of turnip-radish, intro-

duced of late years into France from Egypt; it is remark-
able for being of a yellow colour. It has more poignancy
than any of the kinds, except the black ; and experience
has shewn that it may be produced, in the Paris gardens, at

almost any season of the year.

AlliaceoMS Tribe.

Onion.

332. The Onion {.4lliuin Cejia, L. Hcxandria Monogy-
Tiia ; Asjihodeli, Juss.) is a biennial plant, well marked by

its fistular leaves, swelling stalk, and bulbous root. Neither
the native couiiliy of the plant, nor the date of its intro-

duction into tills island, are known. There are several va-

rieties in cultivation. One of the chief of these is the

Strasburgh, which is of an oval shape, attains a coiibidcra-

ble size, and keeps very long. The Dc ptiord onion may
be considered as a subvariety of tlie Strasburgh. The
white Spanish onion grows to a large size, and is of a flat

shape. Allied to this is the large silver-skinned onion, the

most beautiful of all the varieties: the small silver-skinned

is preferred for pickling. Tlie globe onion is likewise
much cultivated, being a good keeper; and the Reading
and the Portugal are frequently sown.

333. For the principal crop, the seed is sown in Februa-
ry or the beginning of March, according to the state of the

weather, and the dryness of the ground. The onion de-

lights to grow on light but rich ground, which has not been
recently manured : it should be well delved, broken fine,

and exactly levelled. In heavy land, it is thought better to

sow in the end of March or beginning of April. The seed
is either sown at broad-cast or in shallow drills; a very
slight covering of earth is given, and the bed is merely
smoothed with the rake; the more that onions grow on
the surface, the better they prove. The usual proportion
of seed is about an ounce to a pole of land. Market gar-
deners somelimcs sow thicker, with the view of drawing
young onions, which are called cullings, or in Scotland sy-

bics (from ciboules.) A small quantity of lettuce seed is

frequently sown along with onions; and very fine lettuce

plants are thus procured, without materially injuring the

onion crop. A first hoeing is given when the plants have
advanced three or four inches in growth, and they are then
thinned out with the hand to about four inches apart. An-
other hoeing is given, generally about a month or six weeks
afterwards, according to the kind of season ; and the broad-

cast plants are then singled out to about six inches square,
and those in drills to about four or five inches in line. Af-
ter the onions have begun to swell, the hoe cannot be used,

and any large weeds are drawn out with the hand. If the

weather be dry at the time of thinning, a plentiful water-
ing is necessary for settling the earth to the roots of the

remaining plants. About the end of August the crop is

ripe, which is known by the leaves falling down. The
onions are then drawn, and laid out on a dry spot of
ground, such as a gravel walk, and occasionally turned. In

a fortnight they are generally Tound sufficiently firm and
dry for keeping ; and they are then stored in a garret or

loft, (never in a cellar,) and excluded as much as may be
from the air. They are still very apt to grow ; and to pre-

vent this, some are at the pains to select the finest bulbs,

and singe the radicles with a hot iron. In many places

they are strung in bunches, and suspended from the roof

of the lofl.

334. The secondary crop of onions is sown in August
or the beginning of September, and called the Michaelmas
or winter crop. They are thinned in the usual way ; and
weeds must be carefully kept down, as they spring up very

rapidly at this season of the year. In the spring months,

when the kei-ping onions fail, part of these autumn sown
onions are drawn for use : the remainder form bulbs, which
are ready in the early part of summer. In the course of

May, however, some bulbs will be observed pushing a

flower-stem: these are cast out ; and to check this ten-

dency, and divert the growth to the bulb, the crop is laid

over, as it is called. This operation is described by Nicol

in his " Kalendar." Two people, with a rod or rake-

handle, walk along the alleys, holding the rod so as to

strike the stems an inch or two above the bulb, and bend

them flat down. Winter onions, thus managed, may be
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taken up about the eut! of June, and arc gcnci-ally fiini and

keep long.

In order to procure firm diminutive bulbs, proper for

pickling, some seed sbould be sown hiic in the spring,

perhaps about the middle of April, in light and very poor

land. It should be sown pretty tliick ; and the seedlings

need scarcely be thinned, unless wbeie they rise absolute-

ly in clusters. The bulbs thus treated are generally of a

proper size for pickling in August. The small silver-

skinned variety, it has been already mentioned, is well

adapted for this purpose.

It may here be noticed, that such of the keeping onions

as have sprouted in the loft are sometimes plunled in a

bed early in the spring, especially by market-gardeners.

In a short time they appear fresh, throwing out long

green leaves. They are then sent to market, tied in small

bunches, and sold as a substitute for scallions, and under
that name.

335. It has long been known, that young seedling onions

might be transplanted with success. Even Worlidge, in

his little treatise on gardening,* published in the end of

the 17th century, praises this mode. The practice has of

late years been revived, and recommended in England by
Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq. and in Scotland by Mr James
Macdonald, gardener to the Duke of liuccleuch at Dal-
keith. Mr Knight's plan is, to sow the onion seed, at the or-

din:\ry autumn season, thick under the shade of a tree, and to

transplant the bulbs the following spring : he thus procures

onions equal in size and other qualities to those imported

from Spain. Mr Macdonald, again, transplants the young
spring sown onions. He sows in February, sometimes on

a slight hot-bed, or merely under a glass frame ; and be-

tween the beginning of April and the middle of the month,
according to the state of the weather, he transplants the

young seedlings, in drills about eight inches asunder, and
at the distance of four or five inches from eath other in the

row. It is evident, that, by thus having the crop in regular

rows, hoeing may not only supersede hand-weeding, but

:iiay be more eflectually performed. The bulbs, thus en-

joying the great and well-known advantages of having the

surface-earth frequently stirred, swell to a much larger

size than those not transplanted ; while in firmness and fla-

vour they are certainly not inferior to foreign onions. At
the same time the transplanted onions remain free from
wire-worm or rot, while those left in the original seed-bed

are frequently much injured by both. The beds destined

for these onions, having probably been under a winter crop,

are deeply delved over in the beginning of April, and thus

]-endered clean at the most critical season of the year for

the larvae that infest the soil. Besides, the plants grow
with superior vigour, in consequence of the repeated hoe-

ings, and are thus better able to resist injuries. Mr Mac-
donald, indeed, sometimes practises the dipping of the

roots of seedlings in a puddle prepared with one part of

soot and three parts of earth ; but this may probably be
dispensed with, as it seems likely that the exemption from
the attacks of the worm, or the power of resisting them,
depend rather on the otlier circumstances mentioned. It

may be added, that all the varieties of onion seem to an-

swer equally well for transplanting.

Various means have been suggested of guarding against

the attack of the maggot alluded to. One of the most
simple and most important consists in selecting a fresh

soil and an airy situation, never sowing on recently ma-
nured land. It is proper to avoid having very tender plants

at the season when the maggot is known commonly to

make its appearance : by sowing a fortnight or three weeks

later or earlier, crops might often be saved. It is fre-

quently remaiked, that while sjiriiig sown onions are cut
off, the autumn sown crop e.scapes. Mr Maeliray at Errol
has suggested the propriety of sowing onions only after

crops known not to be suliject to the attacks of the mag-
got, such as strawberries and artichokes. This plan, he
informs us, {Scottish Hon. Mem. i. 274.) he has practised
for a number of years, and has found elVectual in preserv-
ing his onions ; while it is attended with no inconveniency,
as nothing can be more easy than to keep up a succession
of strawberry and artichoke plants.

336. The procurirjg of fresh seed is a matter of im-
portance ; for if it be kept over a year, a great part will
not germinate. Onion seed can be ri|)ened in our climate ;

but some how or other it is very apt to degenerate. A gootl
deal, however, is yearly saved in the neighbourhood of
Depiford. Imported seed is always f^.roved by attentive

gardeners, and also by seedsmen: a small sample being
sown in a flower-plot, and placed in a hot-house, the qua-
lily, as far as capability of germination is concerned, is

soon determined. When it is intended to collect home
seed, some of the firmest, largest, and best shaped bulbs
are selected, and planted out in February or March, in

good ground, near a south wall or hedge. ^Vhcn the heads
are formed, they are supported by lines of small cord pass-
ed between stakes. In September, if the season be fa-

vourable, the seed ripens, turning to a brown colour, and
beginning to burst the cells which contain it. The heads
are then gathered ; and, when dried, the seeds are beat out,
and kept in paper bags.

337. A bulbiferous variety is cultivated in some gar-
dens, under the name of Tree onion. Its culture has been
recommended by Mr George Nicol of Edinburgh, in the
Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, (vol. i.

p. 350.) under the title of Allium Canaclense, a species for

which it has very generally been mistaken. The stems
from two-year old plants lise more than tv/o feet high. Se-
veral bulbs of different sizes are produced at the top of the
stem, and these, as well as the root-bulbs, may be used for

kitchen purposes, like common onions. They are of good
flavour, though rather stronger in taste than common
onions. They are well adaptctl for keeping, and especially
for pickling. Mr Nicol observes, that they are very sel-

dom infested by maggots ; and he recommends, therefore,

that a few stock-bulbs should be )ireserved in gardens, to

provide against the contingency of the crop of common
onions failing.

This bulb-bearing or tree-onion is figured in the " Bo-
tanical Magazine," plate 1469, and described by Dr Sims
as merely a variety of the Allium cejia. It is certainly not
the Allium Canadense of Willdcnow or Pursh, (for which,
as already noticed, it has been generally mistaken;) the Ca-
nadian plant having flat linear leaves, and a slender unin-
flated stem, witli top-buli)& resembling those of garlic. But,
on the other hand, it dilVers from the common onion, not
only in producing bulbs at top, but in having a stronger
alliaceous flavour, and in being perennial. Possibly there-
fore it might constitute a distinct species.

338. The Es^yjUian onion, or Ground onion, has been
considered as another variety of Allium cefia, but seems to

be more nearly allied to A. Jistulosum. Instead of pro-

ducing bulbs at the top of the stem like the former, this

plant produces clusters at the surface of the ground in the

manner of potatoes. It was brought from Egypt, it is be-

lieved, during the occupation of that country by the British

army, and was first cultiv.\ted in the neighbourhood of

Edinburgh in 1811, by Lieutenant Burn of the Royal

Sijstema Borticulturx, by J. W. gent.—2d edit. 1683.
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Navy. The Ijuibs are planted in Apiil, at a foot or sixteen

inches asunder, and covered with earth only about half an

inch deep. In the course of the season, a number of bulbs

form in clusters around the parent bulb, as already de-

scribed ; those nearest the surface grow largest; those to-

ward the centre are soonest ripe, and may be removed, to

give room to the others. If intended for keeping, they

should be taken up before they attain maturity. If allowed

to remain long in the ground, they sometimes become of a

very large size. The bulb seems quite hardy, having been

observccl to brave the severity of frosty weather, at least

equally well as the common onion. Tlowcr stems rise

sparingly, and only from strong bulbs. In quality the

ground onion seems not inferior to the common onion. It

more speedily reaches malurity, being |)lanted in April,

and reaped in .\ugusl and September. Maggots have not

been observed to infest it ; but it has not been ascertained

that they will not attack it. From our own experience, we
suspect that it will speedily degeneiate m this country.

539. The scallion seems to be a third variety of the Al-

lium Cepa, distinguished by the circumstance of its never

forming a bulb at the root. Miller stales, that the scallion

is propagated by parting the roots in autumn; that it grows

in almost any soil or situation, and resists our severest win-

ters. He adds, that, being green and lit for use very early

in the spring, it is worthy of a place in all good ^itchen

gardens. It was, indeed, formerly much in use ; but the

true scallion is now very little known, and is said to exist

only in a few gardens, where it is preserved by way of cu-

riosity. Some derive the name sfo//io72, or escaltion, from

ascalonicum, and without more ado identify it with the ro-

cambole, (.'?. ascalonicum) ; others consider it as synony-

mous with the Welch onion, [J. Jiitulosuni) ; but both

these species were well known to Miller, and accurately

distinguished by him, and yet he describes the scallion as

something different. In popular language, scallion means
sometimes a thick-necked seedling onion, drawn for use in

the green state ; and sometimes, as already mentioned, a

winter kept onion which has sprouted, and is planted for

some weeks in the spring till it acquire green leaves.

Lerk.

340. The Lneic [yJilium Porrum, L ; Poireau of tlie

French) is a native of Svilzcrland, and a l)ic'iinial plant.

The s'.em rises three feet, and is letd'y at bottom, the leaves

an inch wide. The flowers appear in May, in close very

large balls, on purplish peduncles. The wiioie plant is

used for culinary purposes; but the blanched stem is most
esteemed. It is in season in winter and spring, and is

chiefly used in soups, and for stewing. It is mentioned by

Tusser in I 562, but was no doubt known in this country

long before that dale. The Welch are proverbially fond of

leeks.

" Leek to the Welch, to Dutchmen bv\Uer's dear 1"

sings Gay ; and the description of a plain prose writer jus-

tifies the remark : " I have seen the greater part of a gar-

den there stored with leeks," says Worlidge, speaking of

Wales, " and jiart of the remainder wiili onions an 1 garlic."

Leeks formerly constituted an ingredient in the dis.T called

/lOrrage,—a name, indeed, which may be supposed to be
derived from /torrum.

There are three varieties : the narrow-leaved or Flan-
ders leek ; the Scotch, or flag leek, sometimes called

the Musselburgh leek ; and the broad-leaved or tall Lon-
don leek. The latter variety is often cultivated ; but for

exposed situations, the .Scotch leek is by much the more
hardy.

Leeks arc raised from seeds sown in the spring, much
in the same way as onions, and occasionally along with
these. They are at first sown closely in beds ; and in

June or July, when early cabbage or an early crop is re-

moved, the leeks are planted out in rows, about a fool apart,

and six inches asunder in the rows. The tips of the leaves,
and the jjoinls of the tibious roots, are commonly trimmed
off befoi'e planting. A good rule is, to make a deep hole

with the dibljle, and merely to lay in the leek-plant up (o

the leaves, without closing the earth about it. In this way
the stem of the leek is encouraged to swell and lengthen,
and is at the same time blanched. This plan, howevci-,
must either be adopted only in moist weather, or the plants

must be well watered, so as to ensure their taking root. It

is remarked, that if the leaves be topped two or three times
during the summer, the leeks grow to a larger size ; as
new heart leaves are pushed forth, and the stalks, or useful
pari, are thus increased. They are ready for use in the
autumn and winter. ^Vhen there is a prospect of sererc
frobt, part of the leek crop is sometimes lifted, and laid,

with the roots in sand, in a cellar.

In good seasons, the seed ripens perfectly well in this

country. For producing seed, the largest plants are se-

lected, and in February arc transplanted to the south side

of a wall or hedge. As the flower-stems advance, they arc
supported by stnngs passed along and fixed to stakes, be-

ing apt to be kroken by the wind, especially when the heads
gel large and heavy. When ripe, which is generally in

September, the heads become brown; they are cut off along
with pari of the stalk, and hung up for some weeks, and
the seed is then rubbed out.

Cibol.

341. The Cibol, or Welch Onion, (AUiumJistulosum, L.;

La Ciboule de St Jacgties of the French), is a perennial
plant, a native of Siberia. It appears, from Parkinson,
that it was cultivated in 1629, but it was known long pre-
viously. Although called Welch onion, it produces no
bulb; but the fistular leaves, and the lower part of the
stems, are much used in salads in the spring months. They
have rather more of the garlic than of the onion flavour.

Sometimes they are planted as scallions ; indeed, some con-
sider this plant as the true scallion, but without sufficient

evidence.

Cibols arc chiefly raised from seeds, which are sown in

July. The seedling plants soon appear ; but, in the course
of October, the leaves go off, and the ground seems quite
bare. As early as January, however, they again begin to

shoot, and by March they are fit for use, being then very
green and tender. As might be expected of a Siberian

plant, it withstands our severest winters. The wide-swell-

ing fistular leaves give it rather a curious appearance; a
few plants may therefore be suffered to stand on a south
border of the garden, where they will in general ripen their

seed.

Dr Johnson (Did. in loco') remarks, that the name cibol

is frequently used in the Scotch dialect, but that the / is not
pronounced By the term cibo or sybie, however, the Scots
niean a young seedling onion of the common kind, gather-
ed for use before the swelling of the bulb: the true cibol

is very little cultivated in Scotland, and is not distinguished

by the common people.

Chives.

542. The Chive or Give, {Mlium Schtnofirasum, L.) is
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a perennial plant, of move humble growtti than any of its

congeners in the garden. It is a native of Britain, but not

common : it occuis, among other places, in the south of

Scotkuid, ou low hills near Hawick ; it is figured in '' En-

glish Botany," plate 2441. The bulbs are very small and

flat, and grow connected together in clusters. When
gathered for use, they are cut or shorn like cresses, and on

ihis account are generally spoken of in the plural. 'l"hu

young leaves are employed principally as a salail inijix-

dient in the spring, being accounted milder than scallions.

Occasionally the leaves and small bulbs are used together,

slippetl to tlie bottom, and thus fornung, as it were, se-

parate little cibols. Sometimes they are added as a sea-

soning to omelets ; and they are useful for other culinary

purposes.

Chives are readily propagated Ijy parting the roots either

in autumn or spring, and they will grow in any soil or situ-

ation. They should be repeatedly cut during the summer
season, the successive leaves produced in this way being

more tender. A small bed or bordei- thus managed, will

aSbrd a sufficient supply : it will continue productive for

three or four years, when a new plantation should be made.
Chives are sometimes planted ,-is an edging ; and if they

be allowed to grow up, they make a pretty enough ap-

pearance with their pale purple ilowers m June.

Gurtic.

343. Garlic {Jllium sativum, L. ; jlil of the French) is a

perennial plant, growing naturally in Sicily, and in the

south of iMance. The leaves are linear, long, and narrow.
It has a bulbous root, made up of a dozen or fifteen sub-
ordinate bulbs, called cloves. It was cultivated in England
in 1548 ; but had piobably been known long before that

period. When an entire bulb is planted, it does not fail to

throw up a flower-stem in the summer; but this is not

wished. Garlic is therefore propagated by detaching the
cloves, and planting them ; and in this way the tendency
to flower is less. It may be propagated also by the seed

;

but this mode is tedious, three years ela[)sing before a toler-

able crop is produced. The soil should be light and dry,

well delved, and broken fine. The sets are placed lour
inches distant from each other in every direction, and be-
tween two and three inches deep. The smaller the cloves,

the more healthy and productive are the plants. They are

put in ill Febluary or .March. About the middle of June
the leaves are tied in knots, to prevent the stronger plants

from spindling or running to flower, and to promote the

swelling of the bulbs. The crop is taken up in August,
when the leaves begin to wither. The roots are tied in

bunches, and hung in a dry room for use. Garlic is used
in seasoning various kinds of dishes, being in general in-

troduced only for a short time into the dish while cooking,
and withdrawn when a sufficient degree of flavour has been
communicated. It is much more employed in French
cookery than in ours. An ordinary sized bed commonly fui -

nishes a sufficient supply for the use of a large fatiiily in this

country.

SAallot.

344. The Shallot [jillium ascalonicum, L.) is a perennial
plant, a native of the Holy Land, where it was observed by
Hasselquist. Eschalot {ov Esc/ialotte,F.) is the more cor-

rect denomination, the name being derived from Ascalon, a

town in Palestine. In some old books it is styled barren

onion, from the circumstance of its seldom sending up a

flower-stalk. In size and general growth the plant resem-
bles the chive; but it produces bulbous roots, composed of lowed to produce flowers, rising two feet high. It is dice-

rlovcs like garlir. 'I'hesc are used for culinary ])\irp()scs

ill the manner of garlic ; but they are milder, and do not
communicate to the brealli the oU'eiisive flavoiii wliich gar-
lic or even raw onions impart.

The culture of shallots is greatly similar tc that of garlic;

only the offsets oi cloves are planted more early, and the
crop is somewhat sooner taken up. The smallest and long-
est cloves form the best sets, being least subject to grow
mouldy. A good soil is desirable for them ; but one that
has been manured for a former crop is to be preferred

;

for in soil newly dunged the plants are much more apt to
be infested with maggots. Mr Marshall very properly re-

commends planting in autumn where the soil is dry, and in

spring where it is naturally damp. The severest frosts

seem to have no efl'cct in injuring tlie roots. The crop is

taken up, in the end of summer, when the leaves become
discoloured ; and the bulbs are hung up in nets in a cool
airy place, for use.

Mr Machray at Errol mentions {Scottish Hurt. Mem. i.

275), that he has found soot mixed with the niamue I'iven

to shallot beds effectual in preventing the appearance of
magi^ots, while the shallots were improved in size. But
Mr Henderson, gardener at Uclvme in Scotland, has re-

coiTimended the planting of shallots in autumn, as the
surest way of enabling them to escape or withstand the at-

tacks of these vermin, (Scottish Hurt. Mem. i. 200.) He
plants his shallots about the middle of October, the ground
being previously manured with old well-rotted dung mix-
ed with house ashes. He mentions, that he had, on one
occasion, a parcel of spring planted shallots only seven feet

distant from those planted in autumn ; and that the former
were totally destroyed by the maggot, while the latter

proved productive and good.

Rocambole.

345. The Rocambole [Allium Scoroclo/irasum, L. ; ^il
(VEs/iagne of the French) is a perennial plant, indigenous
to Sweden and Denmark. It has compound bulbs like

garlic, but the cloves are smaller ; it sends up a stem two
feet high, which is bulbiferous. We know that the rocam-
bole was cultivated by Gerarde in 1596, but it was pro-
bably introduced long before. The cloves are used in the
manner of garlic or shallot, and nearly for the same pur-
poses. At the top of the stem, along with the flower, in

July and August, small bulbs (which have sometimes
been called seeds) are produced ; these may likewise be
used, and indeed they are, strictly speaking, the proper ro-

camboles.

The plant may be propagated by means of either sort of
bulbs ; but those of the root are most speedily productive.

They are commonly planted in the spring; but in dry
ground they aie put in in the autumn, the produce being
in this way of a larger size. Those plants which do not

push up a flower-stem naturally produce the strongest root-

bulbs ; and if it is not wished that the plants should fruit,

the smaller the ofl'sels planted the better. The culture is

otherwise the same as that of garlic. A few rows of ro-

cambole are sufficient.

Sj/inach Plants.

S/iinach.

346. Spinach {S/iinacia oleracea, L. ; Diacia Pentandria;

Atrifilices, Juss. Efiinard, F.) is an annual plant, with the

leaves large, the stems hollow, branching, and, when al-
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cious, or the male and the female flowers are produced on

difi'crenl plants ; the foiincr come in lonp; spikes ; the lat-

ter appear in clusters, close to the stalk, at every joint.

Spinach is the only dio3cious plant cultivated for culinary

»ise. Western Asia is the country of which our );arden

spinach is considered as originally a native. It has been

cultivated in Britain, from the earliest limes of which we
possess any horticultural record, for the sake of the leaves,

which are used in soups, or boiled and mashed, and served

up with butter, and eggs haid done.

There are two principal varieties, the prickly-seeded,

with trianffular, oblong, or sagittate leaves; and the

smooth seeded, with rour.d or blunt leaves. The former

is the more hardy, and is employed for winter culture ;

the latter has more succulent leaves, and is preferred for

summer crops.

For the winter crop, therefore, the seed of the prickly

kind is sown in the beginning of August, when rains may
soon be expected. A light dry bur rich soil is preferred ;

and a slieitered situation is desirable. When the plants

shew four leaves, the ground is hoed, and the spinach mo-
derately thinned ; and the hoeing is repeaterl, as the growth
of weeds may require. In October and November, the

outer leaves of the spinach are generally fit for use ; and
in mild weather, during the winter and early spring,

successive gatherings may thus be procured. In Febru-
ary, some fine dry days generally occur, and at this time

the surface of the ground around the winter spinach is

stirred, the plants cleaned, and finally thinned out. With
due attention, the prickly spinach thus proves productive

till April or May.
The first sowing of smooth-seeded or round-leaved

spinach is commonly made in the end of January, on a

sheltered border. This early crop, if sown broad-cast, is

at first thinned out to three inches ap'ut, and, at subse-

tjuent hoeings, to eigbt or ten inches. Successive sowings

are made in February, March, and April, in the ordinary

garden compartments, and these are at once thinned out to

six or eight inches apart. In some places these crops are

placed between wide rows of cabbages, as they afi'ord a

crop before the cabbages advance much in growth. Some-
limes radish seed is sown along with them, the radishes, on
the other hand, being drawn off in time to give room to the

spinach. If spinacli be sown late in the season, it is done
only on moist clayey grourids, the quality of which, while

it promotes the production of leaves, rather retards the in-

clination to flower ; and the sowings are repeated every
fortnight. Spinach is often sown in shallow drills, about a

foot asunder : this mode is more troublesome at first ; but

this is compensated by the facility with which the thinning,

cleaning, and gathering, are afterwards accomplished : in-

deed, less thinning is necessary, as drilled spinach is gene-
rally cut straight over like cresses. When spinach is sown in

drills, between rows of other vegetables, the prickly seeded
should be preferred, even in spring, as it does not grow so

large, nor spread so wide.

When spinach seed is wanted, the plants are thinned out
to at least a foot separate. A very few plants with stamini-

ferous spikes are sufficient for fertilizing a considerable
row of the female or seed-bearing plants. The seed ri-

pens in August ; it should be covered with a net, small
birds being very fond of it.

JV/iHe Beet.

347. The W/iite Beet (Beta Cicla, L. ; Pentandrta Digy-
via ; jltrifttices, Juss.) is a biennial plant, a native of Portu-
gal and Spain. This has been known and cultivated in gardens
since the days ofGerardeand Parkinson ; not for the sake

of the roots, which are generally small, seldom larger than
a person's thumb, but for the lower leaves and their foot-

stalks : the leaves are thick and succulent, and are boiled as
a spinach, or put into soups. There is a larger variety, call-

ed the great white or sweet beet, of which the stalks and
midrjbs of the leaves are stewed and eaten as asparagus,
under the name offAard.
White beet is sown in the beginning of March, on an open

spot of ground. When the plants have put out four leaves,

they are hoed and thinned out to at least four inches asun-
der. A month afterwards, a second hoeing is given, and
the plants are left perhaps eight inches separate. The
outer leaves being first picked for use, a succession is af-

forded for the whole season. The plants endure for two
years, but it is best to make a small sowing annually.

When beet-chards are wanted, the plants are frequently wa-
tered during summer; they are kept protected with litter

over winter, and have earth heaped against them. In this

way the chards may be had till the approach of the follow-

ing summer.
343. A variety, by some considered a hybrid, between the

red and the white beet, having very large roots, as well as
large leaves, was introduced into this country about the year
17d6, chiefly by the exertions of the late distinguished Dr
John Coakley Lettsom. It was called, in Germany, Man-
gold-WurzL-l, or Beet-Root; but Abbe Commerell, in re-

commending it in France, having mistaken Mangold, beet,

for Mangel, ivaiit, converted the name into Racine de Di-
sette ; and in this country we have sanctioned the blimder,
by adopting the name. Root of Scarcity. Of this variety most
ot the roots weigh 101b. or 12ib. ; in rich and deep soil, often

20lb. Some which grew in the island of St Helena weighed
above 50lb. each. The seed is sown in March ; and the
seedlings, when their roots are the size of goose-quills, are
transplanted into rows a foot and a half distant, and nearly

as much apart in the rows. In transplanting, the leaves

are cut over at top, but the roots are not touched ; and the

tap root is not fully sunk in the soil, but only so deep as

that half an inch may project above ground. The root is

rather coarse for table use, but excellent for cattle. The
mid-rib of the leaf, dressed like asparagus, is pretty

good.

Orache.

349. Garden Orache, or Mountain Spinach, (Atrifilex hor-

tensis, L. ; Polygamia Moniscia ; Airifilices, Juss.) is an an-

nual plant, a native of Tartary. The stem rises three feet

high ; the leaves are various in shape, thick, pale green,

and glaucous, and of a sligluly acid flavour. There are

two varieties, the White or pale green, and the Red or pur-

ple. Orache was formerly much cultivated as a spinach
;

but now it is less frequently sown. Some, however, pre-

fer it to common spinach, and it is much used in France.

It is sown in drills, in autumn, soon after the seed is ripe ;

and the plants are thinned out, next spring, to four inches

asunder. The stalks are good only while the plant is

young ; but the larger leaves may be picked off in succes-

sion throughout the season, leaving the stalks untouched,

and the smaller leaves to increase in size ; and still the

spinach thus procured will be found very tender.

, Wild Sfiinach.

350. Wild S/iinach, or Good Henry, (Chenofiodium bonus

Henricus, h. ; Pentandria Digynia ; .^iri/ilices, Juss.) is a

perennial plant, indigenous to Britain, growing by road-sides

in many places. It is figured in Sowerby's " English Bo-

tany," pi. 1033. The stem rises rather more than a foot
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high ; it is routid and smooUi at tlie base, but upwards it

btcjines soiiicwbat grooved and aiik;iilar; it is covered
with iiiiiuitc tiausparciit powd, ly globules. 'I'he leaves are

Jargc, alternate, trianguiui arrow-sliapcd, and entire on the

the edges. While young and tender, it makes no despi-

cable substitute lor spinach. Curtis mentions, that in

some parts of Lincolnshire it is greatly csleenied, and eul-

tivaitd in g.irikns ui preference to coithuoii spinach. Witli-

ering ohstives, thai the young shoots, peeled and boiled,

may be eaien as asparagus, which they resemble in flavour.

The leaves are oiien boiled in broth, ol which they iorm a

very palatable ingredient.

The seed is sown in March or April, in a small bed. In

the course of the toUovving September, in showery weather,
the seedlings are transplanted mto another bed, which has

been deeply dug, or rathei trenched to the depth ol a foot

and a hall, the roots being long and striking deep, while at

the same time they are branched ; so that each plant

should have a footer fifteen inches of space. Next season
the young shoots, with their leaves and tops, are cut for

use as they spring up, leaving perhaps one head to each
plant, to keep it in vigour. The bed continues productive
in this way for many successive years. The tiist spring
cutting may be got somewhat earlier, by taking tlie pre-

caution of covering the bed with any sort of litter during
the severity of Winter.

Herb Patience.

351. Garden Palience, or Patience Dock, i^Riunex Fati-

entia, L. ; Hexandria IVigynia ; Pohjgoncts, juss.) is a pe-

rennial plant, a native of Germany. The leaves are broad,

long and acute pointed, on reddish foot-stalks; the stems,

when allowed to. spring up, rise to the height of four or

five feet. In old times, garden patience was much culti-

vated as a spinach. It is now very much neglected, part-

ly perhaps on account of the proper mode of using it not

being generally known. The leaves rise early in the spring;

they are to be cut while tender, and about ajuurih jiari of
commonsorrcl is to be mixed with them. In this way pa-

tience dock is much used in Sweden, as we have been in-

formed by the late Sir Alexander Seton of Preston, who
had an estate in Sweden, and frequently resided there.

This mixture may be safely recommended as forming an
excellent spinach dish. Garden patience is easily raised

from seeiis, which may be sown in lines in the manner of

common spinach, or white beet. If the plants be reguiai-

ly cut over two or three times in the season, they continue

in a healthy productive state for a good many years.

Boiled Salads.

Under this title (not perhaps strictly correct, as salad

may be considered as implying rawness in the vegeta-

ble) we include a few plants which cannot well be ranked

as pot-herbs, and yet aregiuerally boiled before being pre-

sented at table. One of the chief of these is

.4s/iarag!ts.

352. (^Asfiaragus officinalis, L. ; Hexandria Moiiogynia ;

jisfiaragi, Juss. ; the Asperge of the French, and Spargel

of the Germans.) This is a perennial plant, which occurs
native in some parts of England, as near Bristol, and in the

Isle of Portland j and it has been observed sparingly in one

place in Scotland, Sealon Links, East Lothian. It is fi-

gured in" English Botany," t. 339. In its native state it

is so dwarfish in appearance, even when in flower, that

Vol. X. Part II.

none but a botanist, attending to the minute structure,
would consider it as the same species with our cultivated
plant. The roots consist of many succulent round buibs,
forming together a kind of transverse tuber; numerous
stems arise, with alternate branches, subdivided into al-
ternate twigs ; the leaves arc very small, linear and bristle-
shaped

; thellowersycllowish-green, the berries red. The
whole plant, with its fruit, is very elegant in appearance,
and is often placed in chimneys as an ornament in the au-
tumn months. The early', shoots, when about three or
four inches high, are greatly esteemed for the table. For
the sake of these, the plant has been cultivated in gardens
for ages.

There are two varieties, the Red-topped and the Green-
topped

; the former commonly rising with a larger shoot,
but not reckoned so delicate in flavour as the green sort.

353. Asparagus is propagated either by seeds, or by
year-old plants purchased from nurserymen or market-
gardeners. It is best to raise the plant from seed; and it

is of considerable importance to procure the seed from an
experienced and attentive gardener: for seed gathered
from the strongest and most compact shoots, is found, as
might naturally be expected, to yield by much the better
plants. It is sown as broad-cast on a seed-bed in March,
not very thickly, and the bed is slightly trodden, and raked
smooth ; or it is sometimes sown in shallow drills, sis
inches asunder, and earthed in, from half an inch to an inch
deep. The young plants are kept as free of weeds as pos-
sible during the summer ; and in the end of October fol-

lowing, some rotten dung or other litter is spread over the
surface of the ground, to protect the buds during winter.
In the following March or April, according to tlie dryness
of the season, these year-old plants are transferred from the
seed bed into a quarter prepared for them.

Asparagus ground should be light, yet rich ; a sandy
loam, well mixed with rotten dung or sea-weed, is account-
ed preferable to any. The soil should not be less than
two feet and a half deep; and before planting a bed, it

is considered good practice to trench it over to that
depth, burying plenty of dung in the bottom, as no more
can be applied there for eight or ten years. It can scarce-
ly therefore be too well dunged : besides, although the
plant naturally grows in poor sandy soil, it is found that

the sweetness and tenderness of the shoots depend very
much on the rapidity of the growth, and this is promot-
ed by the richness of the soil. Damp ground or a wet
subsoil arc not fit for asparagus: indeed the Ficnch con-
sider wetness as so prejudici.d to this pljnt, that they raise

their asparagus beds about a foot above the alleys, in order
to throw ofi' the rain.

The plants are generally raised with a narrow-pronged
fork, to avoid cutting tlie roots; and wlien tiiey are taken
up, the roots are kept in a little earth, or covered with a
mat, till replanted, being very apt to sustain injury from
drying, or being too much exposed to the air. A trench
about six inches deep bjing prepared, the roots are care-
fully laid in, a foot distant fVom each other, the buds or
crowns being kept upright, and about two inches below the

surface. A foot between each ordinary trench is reckon-
ed sufficient ; but between every four rows a double dis-

tance is left for an alley. Some plant in single rows, at two
feet and a half, or perhaps three feel ap.iit; and this is by

many experienced asparagus farmers considered as better

than the bed form.

It is a general rule, that, in dry weather, the new planted

beds or rows should be carefully watered. With attention

to this rule, asparagus may be transplanted at a later period

of the season than March or April. From the Scots Hor-
ticultural Memoirs, (Vol. i. ? T'l-) we learn that this opera-

4 I
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tion has been very successfully pei-formed at midsummer.

The plants were at that time fourteen months old, and from

twelve to fifteen inches high. Being removed with care,

and well watered, none of lliem tailed ; oil the contrary,

they gained considerably on those left in the seed bed.

Next sprnig the remainder of the seedlings were planted

out, but inany of them failed, while the midsummer planta-

tion continued to grow vigorously, and far surpassed those

that survived of the spring planting.

354. Another mode of propagating asparagus is follow-

ed by some cultivators. They sow the seeds in the spot

where the roots are to remain, either by dibbling holes

about half an inch deep, and at a foot distant, and dropping

two seeds into each hole, for fear of one failing; or

making drills an inch deep, and three feet asunder, and

sowing rather thickly, so as to insure a crop, and afterwards

thinning out, at first to five or six inclies, and ultimately to

nine or ten. In this way, it is thought, stronger plants

are produced.

It is a common practice to take a crop of onions along

with the drilled seedling asparagus ; and likewise to plant

rowsof cauliflower, or sow drills of carrot or turnip, between

the lines of transplanted asparagus the first year.

Several hoeings are given in the course of the summer,
generally three. In the end ol September, or beginning of

October, the haulm decays, and is cut over ; all the refuse

is dug into the alleys, and the superfluous earth thus acquir-

ed is often spread over the beds to the depth of an inch or

more, which is called landing uft. Frequently small dung,

or perhaps sea-weed, is spread on the beds, and this is ac-

counted the better practice ; the surface being previously

stirred with a fork, so as to allow the juices of the manure
washed down by the rains to be readily imbided.

In the spring dressing of the beds, the intervals are

slightly delved over. For this purpose, the narrow prong-

ed fork, already mentioned, is generally employed, being

much less apt to injure the roots. This dressing is given

just before the buds begin to appear, and the taking re-

quires some delicacy of hand.

The same practice, both for the autumn and spring, is

observed for the second year; it being only in the third year
after planting out, or the fourth from the seed, that cutting

for use is begun. In April, a few shoots may generally be
cut; in May and June they come rapidly and copiously. In
the first productive season, only the large buds or shoots
are taken, the smaller being left to spring up and draw
strength to the plants. In subsequent years all the shoots
are gathered as they advance, till the end of June or begin-
ning of July. A common rule is, to cease to cut, or to let

asparagus npin, (grow up,) when green peas come in.

With due attention, an asparagus quarter may be kept in a
productive state for ten years or more. In cutting the
shoots for use, some of the earth is removed, in order to
enable the gatherer to avoid the succeeding buds below.
Some use a^common gardener's knife, and others employ
a narrow-pomted knife, with its blade notched like a saw.
Shoots two inches under the ground, and three or four
above, make the best dishes of 'asparagus. The crop, if

judiciously cut, may last nearly three months ; from the
middle of April to the middle of July. An asparagus
quarter should not contain less than a pole of ground, as it

often needs this quantity to furnish a good dish at one time.
For a large family about sixteen rood's are kept in a pro-
ductive state, which are calculated to furnish, on an aver-
age, between 200 and 300 shoots every day in the height
of llie season. Several of the market gardeners in the
neighbourhood of London have many acres of aspara-
gus ground, as mentioned in a former part of this article,

§ 38.

355. The forcing of asparagus was practised in Eng-
land in the middle of the 17ih century. Meager mentions,
that the London market was, at that period, supplied with
forced asparagus early in the year : " Some having old

beds of asparagus which they arc minded to destroy, and
having convenience of new or warm dung, lay their old

plants in order on the dung, and the heat doth force for-

ward^ farewell crop," (p. 188.) The forcing of this arti-

cle is now carried to a considerable extent in the neigh-

bourhood of London. It is likewise very generally prac-

tised in private gardens.

A common hot-bed, prepared with horse dung, is form-
ed according to the size of the frame or frames. A layer

of turfs is sometimes placed on the dung, to prevent the

access of the vapour from it, which is apt to hurt the fla-

vour of the crop. About four inches of good light soil or

old tan-bark are placed on the turf. In this plants six or

eight years old are closely deposited. These plants are

sometimes got from nurserymen, to whom such stock is no
longer useful ; or one of the oldest beds in the garden is for

this purpose sacrificed, care being taken to have succes-

sion beds coming forward. But where the demand for the

market, or for a private family, is regular, the best way is

to have several successive beds in progress. Those plants

intended for forcing may be transplanted as usual when
one year old, but in much closer order, and so kept till

the fourth year. A three-light garden frame will hold

from 600 to 800 three-year-old plants. The roots are

placed as close together as possible (as already hinted,)

with the buds standing upright, and covered with three or

four inches of sojl. The temperature of the dung is gene-
rally regulated merely by guessing the heat imparted to

sticks plunged into it ; if it becomes too weak, a lining of
weeds or dung is heaped around the sides: if it prove too

strong, some air holes are formed, by pushing large sticks

into the sides and withdrawing them, leaving empty spaces,

or by removing the glass covers for some time. Tne pro-

per temperature is about 55° Fahrenheit. Air is occasion-

ally admitted, by raising the glasses a little ; and some-
times a slight watering is necessary. At other times, in

severe weather, mats are laid over the frames. A little

fine light earth is sometimes added, once or twice, as the

buds rise. In five or six weeks some of the shoots are

generally fit for gathering. In France they often cut in a
fortnight ; but shoots produced in this rapid way are in a
great measure colourless and tasteless, having been forced

nearly without access of light and air. In gathering the
shoots from a hot-bed, it is thought better to avoid cutting

with a knife, and to employ only the finger and thumb ; by
a gentle twist the shoot is detached, and with less risk of
injuring the tender buds below. Each light or frame
yields on an aveiage 300 shoots, which come in succession

during about three weeks. Where a regular winter sup-

ply of this article is desired, beds are made up in succession

accordingly, from November to|March. After being forced,

the plants are cast on the dunghill as useless.

Mi Nicol desciibes a mode ot' forcing asparagus in flued

pits, such as are used for young pine-apple plants. A layer

of old half rotten bark, placed over well fermented dung,
forms the bed, the plants being placed in light dry earth.

Very little fire-heat is found to be necessary; generally a
slight fire at night is sufficient. Watering, and the regu-
lar admission of air, are to be attended to. He remarks,
that by means of very simple expedients, one half of a flued

pit may be forced, and the other kept back, and-thus a'suc-

cession of slioots secured.

356. Asparagus, it may be remarked, was a favourite

of the Romans ; and they seem to have possessed a very

strong growing variety, as Pliny mentions that, about Ra-
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vcnna, three shoots would weigh « pound ; with us, six of

thL largest would be requiied. It is much piuiscd by

Cato ; and as he eiilartjcs on the mode of culture, it seems

probuiile that the plant had but newly come into use. In

this country, Dutch asparagus was preferred in the end of

the- 17lh century; and this vaiicly is still distinguislied for

afF'.rJing the thickest shoots. In a garden formed ai Dun-

bar in the very begiiitiing of the I8th centuiy, b) rtcjvost

Fall, (a name well known in the mercantile wurki,) aspara-

gus was for many years cultivated with uncommon success.

The variety used was the red topped, and it was brought

from Holland. The soil of the garden is little belter thcin

sea sand. This was trenched two feet deep, and a ihic k

layer of sea-weed was put in the bottom of the trench, and

well pressed together and beat down. This was the only

manure used either at the first planting, or at subsequent

dressings. There was an inexhaustible supply of the arti-

cle generally at hand, as the back-door of the garden opens

to the sea- shore

Sea-Cale.

357. SeaCale, (Crambe maritima, L. ; Telradynamia-

Siliguoaa ; nat. ord. Cruafera), is a perennial plant, grow-

ing naturally on many of the s.mdy and gravelly beaches

of the west of England, and also among clifTs on the sea

coast of Essex and Sussex. It is not mentioned by Light-

foot in his Flora of Scotland ; but it grows on the shore of

the Frith of Forth at Caroline Park, near Edinburgh. It is

figured in English Botany, t. 924. The roots are spread-

ing (rather than creeping, as they are commonly describ-

ed) ; the whole plant is smooth, glaucous, or covered with

a fine bloom ; the lower leaves large and waved ; the stalks

rise near two feet high, producing white flowers, followed

by spherical seed-pods, resembling peas, each containing

only a single seed.

358. The common people, particularly on the western

shores of England, have for time immemorial been in the

practice of watching when the shoots begin to push up the

sand or gravel, in March and April, and cutting off" the

young shoots, which are thus blanched and tender, and

using them as a potherb. It was toward the middle of

the 18th century, however, before sea-cale vv:fs introduced

into the kitchen-garden. About the year 1767, it was first

brought into general notice in the neighboui liood of Lon-

don by the late distinguished Dr Lettsom, who cultivated

it in his garden at Grove Hill. In the " Gardener's Die-

lionary," published in 1774, by James Gordon at Fountain-

bridge, are contained directions for the cultivation of this

vegetable, and for blancliiiig it by covering the beds four

inches deep ^^ith sand or gravel. A goofl many years af-

terwards, a detailed account of its culture was given by the

Rev. Mr Laurent, in the third volume of Young's Annals

of Agriculture. The late Mr Curtis, well known for his

botanical writings, next published a tract recomnieiKling

it; and in the first volume of the Transactions of the Horti-

cultural Society of London, there is a very good paper on

its cultivation, by Mi- John Maher, gardener at Edmonton.

It is now become a pretty common vegetable in Covent

Garden market, and has even begun to appear on the green

stalls of the Scottish metropolis.

359. The bed or quarter intended for sea-cale is trench-

ed deep, at least two feet. The soil should be sandy and

lii;lit, but at the same time mixed with fine rich mould;
and it may here be noticed, that of all manures for this

crop, drift ware or sea- weed is the best. The plant may
bi propaijatcd either by offsets or pieces of the roots hav-

ing two or thiee eyes or buds attached to them, or by seeds.

Tlie latter mode is generally preferred. The seeds are

sown in March, perhaps about two inches <lcep. Three
seeds are sometimes set in a triangular form, six inches
apart, leaving a space of two feet between the triangles.

If the quality of the seed is any wise doubtful, two or more
arc commonly put in eacli hole, to make sure of a crop,
any superfluous plants being aftcrvvards thinned'aut. Dur-
ing the first summer, the only culture necessary is hoeing,
to keep the plants clear of weeds. In November, some
gardeners cover the whole bed With rotten dung, in the
way that is often practised with asparagus. This is raked
off in the spring, and the surface of the earth stirred with
the asparagus fork. During the second year, the same
plan is followed. In tlie third year, most of the plants will

be strong enough to be blanched for use.

360. The blanching is accomplished in different ways.
For a long time the only provision for this purpose was, to

make the shoots pass through several inches of soil before

reaching the surface, and afterwards drawing up the earth

to them as they advanced. It was an improvement to use
sifted coal-ashes for the earthing up, and a farther im-
provement to use old tree-leaves for that purpose. Some
cultivators placed hoops over the beds, and covered them
close with mats. Large flower pots, such as are denomi-
nated No. 1, inverted over the plants, were found very use-

ful in forwarding the etiolation, and in keeping the plant

crisp and clea*. Blanching pots with handles were after-

wards used ; and a figure of one of these is given in the

London Horticultural Transactions, vo\. i. plate 1. A very

great improvement in tlie constructing of blanching pots

was suggested by Mr R A. Salisbury, Secretary to the

London Horticultural Societ),—the making them in two
pieces, or with moveable tops or lids. Such are now used

in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, and are found ex' eed-

ingly convenient; a figure of one of them may be seen P. ate

CCCXII. Fig. 5. These pots should be nearly as wide at

top as below, in order to give room for the cutting of such
shoots as are ready, without breaking the others ; and the

covers should fit very nicely, so as to exclude light and air

as completely as possible; the pot in this way serving not

only for blanching, but to a certain extent for forcing. It

is necessary to have from thirty to fifty such covers ; each
affording only as much as will form a dish, during the sea-

son. Sir George Mackenzie, Bart, whose name has more
than once been mentioned as a horticultural improver, has

described (Scottish Hort. Mem. \. 313) a simple and easy

mode of blanching practised in his garden at Coul. This

consists in covering the beds with clean dry straw, which

is changed when it becomes wet or heavy. Oat straw,

when it is broken in the thrashing-mill, is found to be well

suited for this puipose.

361. It is justly remarked by Nicol, that vegetables are

seldom improved by forcing; but that sea-cale is perhaps

an exceptioQ ; the forced shoots produced at midsummer
being more crisp and delicate in flavour than those procur-

ed in the natural way, in April or May. Certainly no vege-

table is more easily or more cheaply forced. It is done in

two ways; cither in the beds in the open air, or in hot-bed

frames or flued pits. In the open air beds, the operation

consists merely in placing blanching covers over the plants

as soon as the leaves are decayed in the end of autumn;

and then covering up the whole bed with stable-dung,

packing it closely between the pots, and heaping it over

the tops of them to the depth of six inches or more. In

the course of December the sea-ca"le vegetates, and ad-

vances in proportion to the heat generated by the fermen-

tation of the covering of dung. In general, it is fit for rut

ting in January andFebruary. If the heat of the litter at

any time decline, a portion of new stable dung is mixed

with it. The advantages of having blanching pots wiuh

4 13
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moveable lids, arc, in this kind of forcins^, very j,M-eal : the

teniperaluie may more easily be ascertained, liy lifting a

lid in one or i"o parts of the bed, and introducing; a ther-

monietir: in the same way, it is easy to examine whether

the shoots be ready for cultinp;, and to select the most for-

ward from'scveral stools, without materially disturbing the

dung and dissipating the heat. The method of forcing sca-

cale on the open ground was described by Mr Maher, in

1805, in the paper above alluded to; but he was not ac-

quainted with blanching-pols having moveable tops. It is

also described by Nicol, in his " Kalendar," 1810, with the

improved blanching-pols. It is curious, therefore, that

Abercrombie, in his " Practical Gardcr.ei," 1813, should

take no notice of it, while he recommends pldiiling sea-cale

in hot-beds under frames and glasses.

352. Mr Barton, gardener at Bothwell Castle in Scot-

land, covers the sea-cale beds to the depth of a foot and a

half, with leaves, as they fall from the trees, and are raked

from the shrubberies and walks in the end of autumn,

adding over all a very slight layer of long dung, suflicicnt

only to keep the leaves from being blown about. The
shoots lise sweet and lender among tlie leaves, early in the

spring, being in some measure forced, and very perfect

etiolation is at the same time accomplished.

In a hot-bed frame, or in flued pits, sea-cale is forced

nearly in the same manner as asparagu* The plants

should be strong and healthy, and at least three years old :

they are by this mode of forcing exhausted, and not w-orth

preserving. The best way therefore is, to sow a bed of

sea-cale annually : in this way a regular succession of

plants will always be ready, either for forcing in the open
ground or in hot-bed frames.

By the various improvements, therefore, of late years

made in the culture of seacale, this desirable vegetable

may be commanded for table, with very little trouble or

expence, at any time from November till May ; a period

including all the dead months of the year. It may be

affirmed that sea-calc shoots, when duly blanched, are not

inferior to asparagus when prepared like it ; and farther,

that they form an excellent ingredient for soups. Not only

the head or shoot (sometimes also called the crowij) is fit

for use, but the blanched stalks of the unfolding leaves,

four or five ot which are attached to each head. Before
boiling, these are detached, and tied in small bundles like

asparagus. It is a vegetable which (as remarked by Sir

George Mackenzie, in the paper already mentioned) can-
not easily be overdone in cooking ; it should be thoroughly
drained, and then suffered to remain a few minutes before
the fire, that a farther portion of moisture may be exhaled.
From four to six heads, according to the size, make a
tolerable dish.

363. It is somewhat strange, that in France the use of
sea-cale as a delicate culinary vegetable should be nearly

unknown. Bastien, inan edition of his popular Manuel du
Jardinier, published in 1807, describes the c/iou marin

d'^ngkterre correctly enough ; but he appears to have
tried to make use of the full grown leaves, instead of the

blanched shoots, in early spring : a coarser mess can hardly

be imagined ; and it is no wonder therefore that he should

deny the merits of sea-cale, and resign the plant, as he

does, with a sneer, to colder climates !

—

mats elle convient

mieux que d'autres dans des climats froids. When the

French gardeners learn how to cultivate it, and particularly

when they are able to force and to blanch it at inid-winter,

by the simple means above described, there can be no
doubt that sea-cale will become a favourite with the Pari-

sians.

When seed is wanted, if two or three strong plants be
J-eft to flower, they will not fail to produce it in plenty.

The flower is of a rich white colour, and gives the plant
an ornamental appearance; when fully expanded, the
flowers smell strongly of honey.

Arlkhokc.

35t. 'X\\<:. Anichoke {Cijnara Scohjnius, h.; Syngenesia
Potijgajuia JEtjualis ; Cinarrjcrfiliate-, Juss.) is a perennial
plant. It is a native of Italy, acLording to Linrjaeu'-, and of
tlie south of France, accordiuLi; to Garidcl : but B^ckmann.,
[2iistory of Invtniions and Discoveries, translated by John-
ston, vol. i. p. 339, et seq ) has given reasons for thinking,
that its native country is uncertain, the Italian and Frencli
specimens being probably only the outcasts of gardens,
and that the plant mentioned by ancient (Ireck and Roman
writers, is not to be considered as our artichoke, but as a
similar plant, the true artichoke having been brought to

Italy IVoni the Levant only in the 15th century. It is not
known to have been cultivated in English gardens till near
the middle of the I6lh century.

It is a rcmai kable and a well known plant in gardens.
From the root spring many large pinnatifid leaves, three
or four feci long, covered with an ash-coloured down ; the
midrib deeply channelled and furrowed. The appearance
of the fiowcr-hcads is familiar. These, in an immature
state, contain the part used, which is the fleshy receptacle,
commonly called the bottom, freed from the bristles and
seed-down, vulgarly called the choke. In the usual way
of cooking, the entire heads are boiled. In eating, the por-
tions of the receptacle adhering to the base of the calyx-
leaves or scales are also used. The bottoms are some-
times fried in paste, and they form a desirable ingredient
in ragouts. They are occasionally used for pickling ; and
sometimes they are slowly dried, and kept in paper bags
for winter use. In France the bottoms of young artichokes
are frequently used in the raw state as a salad ; thin slices

are cut from the bottom, with a scale or calyx-leaf attach-

ed, by which the slice is lifted, and dipped in oil and vine-

gar before eating.

365. There are two varieties cultivated ; the French
conical, or green artichoke ; and the Globe or red arti-

choke. The head of the founer is rather of an oval shape ;

the scales are open, and not turned in at top, as in the globe
artichoke. The latter is distinguished not only by the
shape, and by the position of the scales, but by being
chiefly of a dusky purple colour. The receptable of the

globe artichoke is more succulent than that of the French,
but the latter is generally considered as possessing more
flavour.

Artichokes are increased by rooted slips or suckers
taken off at the time of the spring dressing, in the begin-
ning of April. They delight in a liglit loam, cool but dry,

and which is at the same time rich and deep. In prepar-
ing for this crop, the soil should be trenched to the depth
of three feet, or at least two feet and a half, and manure
should be liberally placed in the bottom of the trench. In
dry weather, the young plants require regular watering
for some time. Artichokes will grow pretty well in a
situation somewhat shaded, but they should not be under
the drip of trees. In a free and airy situation, however,
the heads are of better quality.

Nicol mentions, that the strongest crops he ever saw,
grew in rather a mossy earth that had been trenched fully

a yard in depth, and had been well enriched with dung,
and limed ; and that the plants were generally covered
before winter with a mixture of stable litter and sea-weed.
This last article, we believe, is one of the very best

manures for artichokes. In no place is the plant to be
seen in greater perfection than in gardens in the Orkney
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Islands; and We know that the luxuriance of the plants in

these is to be asciibcd to the libtral sujiply of sea-weed

dug into the ground every autumn. It was lonj^ ago rc-

maiked l)y a liorticultural writer, that " water drawn IVom

ashes, or inijiroved by any fixed salt, is very good for

artichokes." Syatema jlgricultura, 1682.

of)6. The plants are often placed four feet apart every

way : sometimes they are planted tliree feel apart in rows,

and the rows are kept six feet asunder. In many of the

market-gardens near London, the rows are eight or ten

feet from each other; in'.ermediate low glowing crops are

sown or planted, the artichokes being always allowed five

feet free. Some gardeners plant two oll'sets logetlier;

and if both survive and prove strong, they afterwards re-

move one. Others plant three ofl'sels in a triangular [latch

or stock, each olTbet being ten or twelve inches from the

other; and these stocks arc afterwards treated as if they

were single plants. A crop of spinach or turnip is gene-

rally taken, lor the first year, even between the closest

rows. At the end of the first season after planting, a small

and late crop of artichoke-beads is procured, generally in

October. In the second year, the leaves of the plants will

almost meet in the rows.

To encourage the production of large main heads, some
detach all the lateral heads in a young state. These arc com-
monly ill a fit state for eating raw, having attained about

one third of their proper size ; and they are for this pur-

pose frequently sold in Covent Garden market, chiefly to

foreigners. Another thing, practised wiiii the same view,

is the shortening the ends of the large leaves. When all

the heads are gathered, the whole stalks are broken down
close to the ground, in order to save the useless expendi-

ture of sap, and to promote the setting out of young shoots

at the root.

In November the plants are earthed up, or, in other

words, a portion of earth is drawn around each plant. It

was formerly a custom to make a trench between the rows,

and to fill this trench " with dung which would not freeze;"

the earth thrown out, forming a ridge around the plants.

Some modern writers recommended the making of the

trench, but omitted to speak of filling it with dung; so

that the roots of the plants were thus more exposed than

if the ground had been left untouched. In this way the

forming of any trench came into disrepute ; and, as already

noticed, the best practical gardeners now only draw the

earth from the surrounding surface towards the plants.

Long dung, peas haulm, old tanners' bark, or such stuff,

are then laid around, but kept at some distance from the

stems and leaves of the plants.

367. The spring dressing is equally important. The
litter and earth being removed, in iV'Iarch or April, ac-

cording to the kind of season, the stocks are examined
;

and two or three of the strongest or best shoots being

selected for growing up, the rest are removed : this is

often done merely by pressure with the thumb, but some-
times a knife or chisel is employed. It was formerly men-
tioned that this is the proper time for procuring young
plants. It is remarked by gardeners, that the shoots from

the under part of the stock, which are soft and crisp, are

preferable to those from the crown of the roots, which

have hard and rather woody stems. If the shoot be six

ov eight inches long, it is enough ; and if it be furnished

with two or three small fibres, they are sufficient to ensure

its growth.

Artichoke plants continue productive for several years;

but, every season, some well-rotted dung, or fresh sea-weed,

should be delved into the ground at the winter dressing.

It is certain, however, that after a few years, the plants

begin to degenerate, the heads becoming smaller and less

succulent. It is therefore a general rule, not to keCp an
artichoke plantation beyond four or at most six years.
Scarcely any kind of grub or wire-worm ever touches the
roots of artichokes : they form, therefore, an excellent pre-
parative for a crop of onions, shallot, or garlic. In many
gardens a small new plantation is formed every year; and
in this way the artichoke season, which begins in June, is

prolonged till November; those from the old stocks con-
tinuing till August, when those from tlie new stocks come
in. If the last gathered be cut with the stems at full
length, and if these be stuck among moist sand, the heads
may be preserved a month longer.

If some of the large heads on the old stocks be suffered
to remain, the calyx-leaves expand, and the centre of the
head becomes covered with jagged purple Horets, pro-
ducing a fine appearance. The flowers possess the quality
of coagulating milk, and have sometimes been used in

place of runnet. In general the seed is not perfected in

our climate. When ripe seed is wanted, it is found use-
ful to bend down the heads after flowering, in such a way
that the auttiinnal rains may be cast off by the calyx-scales;
and the heads are retained in this posture by being tied to
stakes.

358. The chard of artichokes, or tix tender central leaf-

stalk blanched, is by some thought preferable to that of
the cardoon. When the artichoke quarter is to be shifted,
and the old stocks are at any rale to be destroyed, the
plants may be prepared, after midsummer, when the best
crop of heads is over, for yielding chards against wintei-.

The leaves are to be cut over within half a foot ot the
ground ; the stems as low as possible. In September or
October, when the new shoots or leaves are alxiut Iwo
feet high, they are bound close with a wreath of hay or
straw, and eartli or litter is drawn round the stems of the
plants. The blanching is peifected in a month or six
weeks. If the chards are Wished late in winter, the whole
plants may be dug up, before frost sets in, and laid in sand
in their blanched state ; in this way they may be kept for

several weeks.

Cardoon.

359. The Cardoon., (Cynara Cardunculus, L.) or, as it

is sometimes written, C/iardon, is known by nearly the

same name in all the European languages. It is a peren-
nial plant, and is considered as indigenous to the south of •

France and to Spain. It so greatly resembles the artichoke

as to require no other description. It rises to a greater

height than that plant, and becomes sometimes really a

gigantic vegetable. It was cultivated in 1583, by Suther-
land, in the Botanic Garden at Holyroodhouse, Edinburgh;
but its use as a culinary plant was known in England pre-

vious to that period. Tlie leaf-stalks of the inner leaves,

which are fleshy and crisp, afl'ord the eatable part, or

chard. They are rendered white and tender by blanching,

to the extent of two or even three feet. Cardoons are in

season in winter ; they are employed in soups and stews,

and sometimes as a salad, eaten either raw or boiled. In

this country they are not much in demand, and the crop is

to be seen only in some private gardens, and in a few of

the principal market grounds near London.
The best soil for cardoons is one that is light, and not

over rich ; but it ought to be deep. Although the cardoon

is a perennial plant, it is sown for use every year. For-

merly the plants were raised on hot-beds, and transplanted

in May or June ; but now the seed is generally sown where
the plants are to remain. This is not done sooner than the

middle or the end of May, lest the plants should be in-

clined to throw up flower-stems. Some gardeners sow in
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smalt hollows, perhaps three inclies deep, and four I'cct

distant from c;ich other every way. Two or three seeds

are placed in each hollow, for security ; but only the

strongest plant is ultimately retained. Otiiers sow in

trenches, prepared as for celery, and keep the plants much

closer in line, not allowing more than nine or ten inches to

each plant ; it is better, however, that they should have

more space. The cardoon requires a good deal ot water;

and in very dry weather this sliould be copiously adbrded,

as it tends both to make the leaves succulent, and to pre-

vent the inclination to flowering. The young plants that

are rejected in either way, may be transplanted, it wished ;

but in this case it is useful to preserve a small ball ot earth

with each plant, and liberal watering is proper.

370. In September, when the leaves are large, they arc

tied up for blanching, leaving only the top free. This is

generally done with iiay or straw bands, and a dry day must

be selected for the purpose. At the same time a hillock

of earth is formed around each plant, to the height perhaps

of a foot or eighteen inches; and this is smouthed on the

surface, that the rain may run off', and not fall into the cen-

tre of the plants. In propoition as they advance in growth,

additional bands are added, and the earth is raised higher.

When the plants are in trenches, they are gradually earth-

ed up like celery, without using bands : the earthing is of

course begun in July. In cither way, the Ijlanching is com-

pleted in about two months. If severe frost come on, the

tops are covered with haulm or long litter. If cardoons

be wanted more early, the tying and earthing may be be-

gun sooner ; but the leaf-stalk will not probably be found

so broad and thick as it ought to be.

A few of the strongest plants are sometimes left, to pro-

duce their flowers and seeds the following year ; but ripe

seed is to be procured only in very favourable seasons in

this country. It is therefore generally imported from Hol-

land or France ; and it keeps for several years.

In France, the native prickly plant is sometimes culti-

vated, under the name of Cardoon of Tours, and is ac-

counted preferable to the common garden variety. So for-

midable are its spines, that great care is necessary in work-

ing about it, to avoid personal injury ; a strong leather

dress, and thick gloves, are therefore worn. This prickly

-iort has not yet been introduced into Britain.

Ram/lion.

370. The Ramfiion [Cam/ianula Ranunculus, L. ; Peti-

tandria Monogynia ; Camjimiulacea, Juss.) is a biennial

plant; a native of England, but rare; figured in English

Botany, t. 283. The lower leaves are oval-lanceolate, and

waved. The whole plant abounds with a milky juice. The
part used is the root, which is of the size and shape of a

small radish, but of a white colour, and mild taste, or with

only a slight degree of pungency and bitterness. It is eaten

either raw, in fresh salads, or more commonly boiled like

asparagus. It is much more esteemed in France, under

the name of raiponce, than in this country. There the

roots and the young leaves are used together in the spring

months. So little is it cultivated here, that Nicol does not

speak of it in his " Gardener's Kalendar."

The seed is sown in the end of May, in a quarter some-
what shady. If sown earlier, or in a warm sunny situation,

the flower-stems would be apt to spring up the first year,

when, as repeatedly mentioned in similar cases, the roots

would become hard and unfit for use. The seed is very

minute, insomuch that, to enable the gardener to sow it

equally and thin enough, it should be mixed with sawings

of 'imber. A thimble-full of the seed is sufficient to sow
a large bed. When the plants are about an inch high, they

are hoed, and thinned out to the distance of tliree or four

inches from each other. They are afterwards to be kept
free of weeds, and the surface is occasionally stirred. The
roots are ready for use at the approach of winter, and conti-

nue good till the spring growth commerices. If a few
plants be left, a flower-stalk rises, and tlie pale purple bell-

ilowers appear in the end of July, followed by plenty of

seed in the autumn.

Fresh Salad and Soup Uerhs ; Garnishes, Sfc.

Several of the principal plants which are used raw in

salads, are likewise employed in making soups ; such are

lettuce, endive, and parsley. Others are merely salad

plants ; such are cresses and radishes.

Lettuce.

371. Lettuce {Lactuca saliva, L. ; Syngenesia Polyga-
mia /Equalis ; Chicoracee, Juss. ; Laitue, V. ; GartensalaC,

G.) is an annual plant, the original country of vvnich is un-

known. Some authors indeed seem inclined to consider it

as merely an accidental variety, sprung from some of the
other species of Lactuca. It was cultivated in England
in the middle of the 16th century, and probably mucli ear-

lier. The leaves are large, milky, frequently wrinkled,
usually pale green, but varying much in form and colour
in the different varieties. The use of lettuce as a cooling
and agreeable salad is well known ; it is also a useful in-

gredient in soups. It contains, like the other species of this

genus, a quantity of milky juice of an opiate nature, from
which of late years a medicine has been prepared by Dr
Duncan, senior, of Edinburgh, under the title of lactuca-

rium, and which he finds can be administered with effect in

cases where opium is inadmissible.

372 Many varieties are cultivated ; but these are gene-
rally considered as belonging to one or other of two kinds,

the Coss (also called Roman and ice) and the Cabbage let-

tuce ; the former with long upright leaves, the latter with
the leaves round, rather flaccid, and growing squat upon
the giound. The sorts at present most approved are, of
the coss lettuces, the Egyptian green, and the white coss
or Versailles; of the cabbage lettuces, the imperial, and
the grand admiral, or admirable. The large Roman and
the Cilicia lettuce, brown and green, are the kinds chiefly

used in soups, or for stewing.

By means of successive sowings, and by care during
winter, fresh lettuce is now produced almost the whole
year round. The plants are used either when quite young
and open, or when at full growth and cabbaged. A small

sowing is often made in January, the seedlings being trans-

planted in March. A considerable crop is sown in the end
of February ; the main sowing is in March and April ; and
sometimes a portion of lettuce seed is sprinkled in along

with onions or carrots, the lettuces being drawn before they

can hurt the other crop. Lettuce seed is sown at broad-

cast, and is merely raked into the ground. The plants

bear transplanting very well, particularly in showery wea-
ther; and a part of each crop should tse regularly trans-

planted, to come in season immediately after those left in

the seed-beds. They may be transplanted very young

;

when they have four or six leaves, they are fittest for this

purpose. They are placed from ten to fifteen inches apart,

according to the size they are likely to attain. When it is

wished to forward the cabbaging of coss lettuce, the leaves

are sometimes tied together, in the manner practised with

endive. If (he winter do not prove very severe, lettuces

will stand without much injury close by the foot of a south
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wall, and be fit for use in January, February, and Marcli.

In some places they are protected by hoops and mats ; in

others, by means of glass-frames; and sometimes a few

cabbage lettuces are kept on a slii^ht hot-bed.

When it is wished to save seed, the best plants of the

approved kinds arc selected, and planted at a distance from
all others, so as to avoid any intermixture of pollen. II tlic

plants have stood over winter, they produce their flowers

more abundantly, the stem becoming thick, and rising be-

tween two and three feet high ; and such plants also ripen

their seed more certainly and early.

Endive.

373. Endive (Cichorium Endivia, L. ; Sijngenesia Poly-

gamia jEgualis ; Cinarocefihalce, Juss.) is an annual, or at

most a biennial plant, a native of Cnina and Japan. The
root-leaves are numerous, large, sinuate, toothed, smooth

;

the stem rises about two feet high, is branched, and pro-

duces pale blue flowers. It was introduced into this coun-

try about the middle of the 16th century.

There are tliree varieties; Broad-leaved Batavian,

Green curled leaved, and White curled leaved. The curled

varieties, having less of the bitter tjuality, are now gene-
rally preferred ; and the green curled, being the hardiest

sort, is adopied for the late or winter crops. Endive is

one of the principal ingredients in autumn and winter sa-

lads, and is frequently used for stewing, and for putting in

SQjips.

The seed is not sown till after the middle of May, often

not till near the middle of June ; because, if sown earlier,

tfce plants would be apt to run to flower. Another sowing
is made in July. The seeds are scattered thinly, so that

the plants may not rise in clusters, and become weak.
When they are about three or four inches high, they are

transplanted into a well prepared bed of rich soil, in rows
a foot asunder, and at the distance of ten inches from each
other in the row ; or in large drills, at the same distances,

the blanching being in this way facilitated. In dry weather,
watering is necessary.

374. Tne blanching is the next operation ; and on this

being well done, the tenderness, crispness, and mild fla-

vour of the endive depend. It is accomplished by tying

up the heads with strands of bass-mat or small willow

twigs : this must be done when the plant is dry, that is,

when neither rain nor dew rests on it; and some nicety is

requisite in gathering the leaves together in regular order,

so as not to cross each other, and in rejecting such leaves

as are unhealthy. Tlie plants are at first tied two inches

below the top ; afterwards about the middle of the plant.

In tliree weeks or a month they are found to be blanched
;

and they continue fit for use in this state for about a fort-

night. A few plants are therefore tied up every week,
when the weather permits, in order to their being ready for

use in succession.

The plants from later sowing are placed in sheltered

borders near a wall or hedge ; and when very severe

weather comes on, the rows are protected with dry fern or

any other light covering. After October, indeed, the mode
adopted is, to make some trenches or small oblong mounds
of earth, and to sink the plants nearly to the head in these:

here they become sufficiently blanched Jn four or five

weeks; and if additional plants be sunk in tlie trenches

a»ery fortnight, when the weather happens to be so mild
and dry as to permit it, the endive season may be continued
for a long time. Endive thus blanched in the earth must
be dug out with the spade, and it requires to be very tho-

Toughly washed.

A few of the strongest and most early plants are selected

for producing seed. These arc planted in the beginning
of March, in a sheltered situation, if possible, near a pal-
ing, to which the flower-stems may be tied, so as to pre-
vent accidents from the wind. The flowers come out in
June, and are succeeded by ripe seeds about the middle of
July. The seeds are gathered at different times, as they
are observed to become ripe.

Parsley.

375. Parsley i^jifiium Petroselinum, L. ; Pentandria JDi-
gynia ; Umbclliferx) is a biennial jilant, considered as a na-
tive of Sardinia, but naturalized in several places of Eng-
land and Scotland.

Three varieties are cultivated ; Common parsley, and
Curled parsley, for the leaves; and Large-rooted or Ham-
burgh parsley, for the roots.

The common and the curled parsley are raised in drills,

generally on the edges of a border in the kitchen-garden.
They arc sown in February, or early in March, as the seeds

'

lie from a month to six weeks in the ground before spring-
ing. Parsley bears transplanting, so that blanks in the
edging may easily be fillet! up in rainy weather.

In order to have fresh parsley leaves through the win-
ter, it is worth while to lay some larch or beech branches,
or long broom, over the parsley border, and above these, in
hard weather, a little dry bean haulm, braken fronds, bents
or reeds, preferring the two latter articles on account of
their durability. Mr Nicol remarks, that in this way fine
young parsley may be had all winter, and may be gathered
even from under the snow.

If a few strong plants be allowed to run to flower in May
or June, plenty of seed will be produced in August.

It may be right to notice, that the poisonous plant called
fool's parsley, ^JElhusa Cyjia/dum,) a common weed in rich
garden soils, has sometimes been mistaken for common
parsley. They are very easily distinguished: the leaves of
lool's-parsley are of a darker green, of a different shape,
and, instead of the peculiar parsley smell, have, when
bruised, a disagreeable odour. When the flower-stem of
the fool's-parsley appears, the plant is at once distinguished
by what is vulgarly called its beard, three long pendent
leaflets of the involucrum. The timid may shun all risk
of mistake, by cultivating only the curled variety. This
last, it may be remarked, makes the prettiest garnish.

Hamburgh Parsley.

376. Hamburgh fiarsley, although considered only as
a large-rooted variety of the common kind, is somewhat
different in its whole appearance. The leaves have longer
foot-stalks, and their subdivisions are not so numerous

;

the leaflets at the same time, are much broader, and of a

darker green. The roots are at least six times larger than
those of common parsley. For the sake of these it is cul-

tivated ; and this variety might therefore without impro-
priety be ranked among the esculerjt roots.

It was introduced by Philip Miller, from Holland, in

1727. He could not for some years persuade the market-
gardeners of London to cultivate it: Now, however, it is

regularly brought to Covent Garden ; but in many parts of
the country it still remains nearly unknown. The roots,

which are the size of ordinary carrots or parsnips, are of

a white colour, sweet and tender: they are frequently

boiled and eaten like carrots, and are excellent in soups
and stews.

The culture of this variety of parsley necessarily dif-

fers from that of the other two, the object being here to

produce large roots. In Marcher April it is sown in beds,
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the soil of which has been deeply delved, or peiluips

trenched, and at ihe same lime made fine. Tlic plants are

afterwards Ihiiincd out with the hoe to six or eiglit inches

asiHidcr ; and this is all the tulture thuy reijuire. They
are ready for drawing in the end of August. In October

the roots are commonly raised, and placed in sand till want-

ed. They have more llavour, however, when newly taken

from the ground ; and if a bed be sown abinii midsumnier,

the roots continue young and good through the winter, be-

ing raised when the weather permits.

Celery.

377. Celery (var. of J/tium graveolena, L. or smaliagc)

is a biennial plant. Smaliagc grows in many places in

England and Scotland, frequently by the sides of ditches

near the sea. It is figured in English Botany., t. 1210.

The effects of cultivation in producing upright, mild, and

sweetish stems of celery fiom an original stock, of a rank
coarse taste and abounding with suckers, are very remark-
able. The blanched leaf-stalks are used raw as a salad,

from August till March; and also in soups or for stewing.

378. Two very distinct kinds of celery are cultivated
;

the Upright or Italian, and the Celeriac or turnip-rooted

celery. Of tlie former there are two svd)varielies, wilii

hollow and with solid stalks. The hollow is much culti-

vated for eating as salad ; the solid is considered as pre-

ferable for soups and stews, and indeed is by many ac-

counted the best for all purposes ; but it is less able to en-

dure the severity of winter, and is very brittle, and there-

fore troublesome to the market-gardener. There is a

large upright variety with red stalks, much used for kitchen

purposes. Celeriac differs chiefly in the roots swelliiig

out like turnips : these are cut into slices, and cither eaten

raw in salads, or used as an ingredient in stewed dishes

and soups. The leaves, at the same lime, are shorter than

in the other varieties, and spread open horizontally. Ce-
leriac is not often brought to market.

Celery is sown at several diiTerent times, in order to en-

sure a succession of plants fit for transplanting at various

seasons. The first sowing is commoidy about the begin-

ning of March, on a gentle hot-bed ; tlie second, perhaps

three weeks afterwards on a sheltered border; the third,

about the beginning of May, on a moist shady border. The
strongest plants of the first sowing are generally ready,

from the middle to the end of April, for pricking into nur-

sery beds of rich earth, in which they may stand separate

three or four inches every way, in order to gatlier strength.

Water is given, and the plants are shaded from the sun for

a few days. A quantity of every successive sowing should

thus be pricked out. Some gardeners, however, content

themselves with sowing very thin, and take the plants di-

rectly from the seed-bed lobe placed in the trenches; but

it is not a good plan. If any plants be inclined to run to

fiower, it is better they shoukl shew this tendency in the

nuisery-bed.

379. An improvement on the formation of the seedling-

bed has been adopted at INlr Walker's of Longford, near
Manchester. It is made entirely of very old hot-bed dung,
laid thinly on a piece of well trodden soil, or ground beat

hard with the back of the spade, so as to be impervious to

the roots. The young celery plants, therefore, form bushy
fibrous roots, as they cannot send down tap-roots: and in

consequence of this, they shew no inclination to throw up a

flower-stem till the following spring.

Towards the end of May, tlie most forward plants may
be transplanted into the trenches for blanching. In dry
weather, at this season, water is given freely, both to the
transplanted plants, and to those left in the seed-bed. The

usual modes of transplanting and blanching are the follow-
ing : Trenches are formed, at t!ie distance of three or four
feet from each other, a foot and a half wide, and about a
foot in depth. The soil in tlie boitom of this trench is delv-
ed and worked fine ; and, if thought necessary, a little rot-

ten dung or rich compost is mixed with it. The soil for

celery should be deep and rich, somewhat moist, yet of a
light nature : in mossy earth, if moderately dry, it succeeds
remarkably well ; the nutuial plant, sinallage, as has been
remarked, delights in growing by the sides of ditches.
The earth taken from the trench is laid in ridges on each
side, ready to be drawn in as wanted. The plants being
trimmed, or having the tops of the long leaves cut ofl, and
any side shoots lemoved, are placed in the bottom of the
trenches, at the distance of four or five inches from each
other. As they advance in growth, the earth is drawn in

towards them, perhaps once in ten days, taking care tope.r-

form this operation only in dry weather, arid iiot to cover
the heart or centre of the plants with soil. When the
plants rise considerably above the surface of the ground,
all the earth laid in ridges will be exhausted ; a ne\y trench,

therefore, is now opened between each row, for a supply
of soil to continue the earthing up till the celery be fit for

use, or till the leaf-stalks be blanched from eight to four-

teen inches in length. The management of all the sow-
ings is similar. The last is destined to stand over winter;

and although the seedlings were directed to be raised on a
moist shady border, the soil into which they are finally

transplanted, should be as diy as possible. In severe wea-
ther, peas-haulm or other loose litttr is thrown over the
beds. It is a common complaint, that very fine looking
celery is often found to be rotten at the base of the leaf-

stalks : the fact is, that after the blanching is completed,
celery will not keep good in the ground for more than a
month at most. The necessity of sueccssive crops is

therefore evident. In lifting tlie plants for use, it is pro-
per to dig deep, and to loosen the roots with the spade, so
that the entire celery plant may be drawn, without risk of
breaking the leaf-stalks or injuring the main roots, the
fleshy tender part of which is relished by many.

380. Celeriac, after being raised in a seed-bed, is planted
out on level ground, or in very shallow drills, as it re-

quires but one earthing up, and that a slight one.

Attentive gardeners generally save celery seed for their
own use. All that is necessary is, to select several slrone
healthy plants of the winter stock, and plant them out in
rich soil early in the spring. When the stems run up to
flower, they are apt to be broken by high winds, and should
therefore be secured by stakes. The seed is ready in the
end of August, and is dried in the usual way. It may be
mentioned, that the seed, when bruised, communicates the
celery flavour to soups, and may be thus employed when
stalks or roots cannot be procured.

Garden-Cress.

381. The Garden-Cress {Lepidium sativum, L. ; Telra-
dynamia Siliculosa ; CruciJ'era, ius^.) is an annual plant,

the native country of wiiich is not k<iowti. Besides the
common or plain sort, which is the kind principally used
for salads, there are two varieties, with curled leaves and
with broad leaves. The plant pai takes strongly of the
smell and taste which distinguish the Crucifeiae. Like
mustard, it is very easily raised during winter on a sligfu

hot bed ; and in the spring months, in close patches, under
hand glasses, in the open border, or in drills near a south
wall, or in front of a hot-house. It is therefore a favourite
article in winter and early spring salads. Where it is want-
ed through the summer, it must be sown once a fortnight.
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as it is only fit for use wlien young and tender. The plain

cress is sown thick, and remains so ; but the curled and

the broad-leaved require to be tliinned out to half an inch

asunder. The curled variety makes a pretty garnish ; il is

rather the hardiest of the kinds, and may therefore be sown
late in tiie season. If a row of cress plants of each ol the

different sorts be allowed to spring up, plenty of seed will

be produced in the autumn. During winter, cresses are

often raised on porous earthen-ware vessels, of a pyrami-
dal sliape, having small gutters on the sides, for retaining

the seeds. These are called pyramids ; they are some-
what ornamental, and they afford repeated cuttings.

American Cress.

382. The ./American Cress., (Erysimum precox, Smitli

;

Tetradynamja Siliquosa ; Cruciferx, Juss.), although its

name might lead us to expect a transatlantic origin, is a

native plant of this country. It was formerly considered

as a variety of the common winter-cress, (£. barbarca) ; it

was described as such by Ray and Petiver : Miller made
it a distinct species, by the name of .£. vernum ; and Sir J.

E. Smith has figured and described it, under the name of

£. precox, Eng. Bol.t. 1129. It is only biennial ; while

the common winter-cress is perennial. It has smaller

leaves, more frequently sinuatcd ; the pods thicker, and
the seeds larger. It is often called Black American cress,

and sometimes French cress.

It is either sown at broad-cast, on a small bed of light

earth, or thinly in drills a foot asunder. Three or four

sowings are usually made, at intervals of about five weeks,
from March to July ; and in this way young leaves are al-

ways to be had. A late sowing is made in August or Sep-
tember on some sheltered border ; the plants stand the

winter without injury, and are fit for use in February and
March. The plants being cut over, or the outside leaves

gathered, new leaves are produced, fit for use in succes-
sion.

White and Black Mustard.

Mustard, [Sinafiis, L. ; Tetradynamia Siliquosa ; Cruci-

ferc, JubS ), is of two kinds, white and black. Both are

annual plants, and both natives of this country.

383. White Mustard (S. alba'), grows naturally in our
fields, though not so common as some of its congeners.

It is figured in English Botany, I. 1677. It is cultivated

only as a small salad, and is used while in the seed-leaf,

along with cresses. It may be raised at all seasons ; dur-

ing winter, in boxes in a hothouse or on a hot-bed. When
it is wished to save the seeds, a spot of ground somewhat
remote from other similar plants should be chosen.

384. The Common or Black mustard, [S. nigra) IS di more
common native than the while. It is figured in English
Botany, t. 969. The French call the plant seneve, and con-
fine the term moutarde to prepared table mustard. Tlie
tender leaves are sometimes used as greens in the spring,

and the seed-leaves occasionally as a salad ingredient ; but
the plant is chiefly cultivated for the seed, which, when
ground, affords the well known condiment. If the seeds
taken fresh from the plant be ground, the powder has lit-

tle pungency, but is very bitter ; by steeping in vinegar,
however, the essential oil is evolved, and the powder be-
comes extremely pungent. In moistening mustard powder
for the table, it may be remarked, that it makes the best
appearance when rich milk is used ; but this mixture does
not keep good for more than two days. The seeds in an
entire state, are often used medicinally.

Tiie black and the white mustard plants may be distin-

VoL. X. Part II.

guished by observing, that the black is a larger plant than
the white ; that it has nuich daikcr leaves tiian the while,
and the divisions of the leaves blunter; the wliole upper
part of the plant smooth, and the upper narrow leaves
hanging downwards; the flowers small, the pods generally
quite smooth, and lying close to the stem ; while in the
white, the flowers are large, the pods rough or hairy, and
standing out from the stalk. The names white and black
are given in consequence of the colour of the respective
seeds.

Black mustard is principally cultivated in fields; but a
small bed of it in the garden is often found convenient.
The plants require considerable space, and repeated hoe-
ings. The seed ripens in August.

Chervil.

385. Chervil, {Scandix Cerefolium,Li.; Pentandria Digy-
via ; Umbcltifera), is an annual plant, a native of various
parts of the continent of Europe, and sometimes observed
naturalized near gardens in England, but not admitted into
our Flora by Sir J. E. Smith. The leaves are of a very deli-
cate texture, three titnes divided. The plant rises from a
foot to near two feet high, when in flower ; but it is the
foliage only when in a young state that is used. It was for-
merly much more cultivated in gardens than it is at pre-
sent. The young leaves, however, are still sometimes put
in soups, and frequently form an ingredient in salad.

It may be right to mention, that care should be taken to
distinguish between this and the rough chervil, [Scandix
jlnthriscus,) which is a common denizen of our wav sides,
and not a wholesome plant. The seeds of the wild species
are rough or prickly, while those of garden chervil are
smooth. While the plants are only in leaf, they may be
distinguished by those who are no botanists by the smell

;

the leaves of garden chervil, w hen rubbed, emitting a plea-
sant scent ; while the smell of the wild kind is disagree-
able. Chervil is much relished in Holland ; and it is said,
that some of the Dutch soldiers brought into this country
to repress the rising in favour of the Stuarts, perished by
using our wild species.

The seeds of garden chervil are sown in autumn, soon
after they have ripened, commonly in shallow drills, about
eight inches apart. They quickly come up, remain during
winter, and are fit for use very early in the spring. Cher-
vil may be repeatedly cut like parsley. It may also be
sown in spring or summer ; but at these seasons it almost
immediately runs to flower. If a few plants be left uncut,
they will afford plenty of seed in the end of .Tuly. There
is a very beautiful variety cultivated in the Paris gardens,
with finely frizzled leaves.

Purslane.

386. Purslane {Portulaca oleracea ; Dodecandria Mofio-
gynia ; Portulacece, Juss. ; Pourfiier of the French) is an
annual pkint, a native of the East. It has a round smooth
rather procumbent stem, and diffused brandies ; the leaves
somewhat wedge-shaped and fleshy ; the flowers yellow,
and sessile. Purslane was well known in England at least

as early as the middle of the 16th century. The young
shoots and succulent leaves are the paits used. They
were formerly much more in request for salads and pickles,

and as pot-herbs, than they are at present.

There are two varieties, the Green and the Golden, the
principal difference consisting in the colour, but the former
being rather the morfe hardy. Purslane requires a warm
situation, and a rich light soil. It is sown any time from
May to July. Nicol, in his " Kalendar," speaks of sowing

4 K
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It in the open bonli;!' in llie end of March ;
hut this may

be considered as an oversight, the lime heiiig much too

call)'. The seed is very sni.dl, and attention is necessary

to the sowing of it thinly. In dry weather, it is proper to

water the young plants at nii^ht, two or three tinges a wcelv.

With this care they will be three or four inches higli, iind

ready for cutting, in the space of six weeks. Purslane,

wlien cut over, springs again, and it may be repeatedly cut.

When thus takeii young, it is of a cold and tender nature,

and forms a pleasant salad. If it be wanted earlier than

June, ft must be raised on a hot-bed, and planted out to-

ward the end of April. If a fev/ of llie earliest and strong-

est plants be left, they soon run to llower, anil in warm
seasons tliey ripen their seeds ; but ihiported seed is always

to be had in the shops, and it keeps good for several years.

J'^iimcl.

387. Fennel i^Ancthum /''aniculum, L. ; Poifandria Di-

gynla ; nat. ord. U/ii6elli/cr,e) is a perennial plant, which,

though not an original native, is now so completely na-

turalized in several parts of England, that it has been ad-

mitted into the British Flora by Sir J. E. Smith, and figured

in " English Botany," t. 1208. Fennel, or fintkle, has long

been an inmate of our gardens. Its finely cut leaves and

.capillary leaflets make it an ornamental plant, especially

when strong, rising perhaps to the height of live or si.x feet.

Three varieties are cultivated; the dark-green leaved, the

sweet fennel, and finochio, or Azorian fennel. The tender

stalks of common fennel are used in salads ; and the leaves

boiled enter into many fish sauces. The blanched stalks

of finochio are eaten with oil, vinegar, and pepper, as a

cold salad; and they are likewise sometimes put into soups.

Common fennel will grow in any soil or situation. It

may be propagated either by parting the roots, or by seeds.

The seeds should be sown in autunni, soon after they are

ripe. A few plants are sufficient for a family, and they en-

dure for many successive years.

Finochio is a dwarfish variety, characterized by a ten-

dency in the stalk to swell to a considerable thickness.

This thickened part is blanched by heaping earth against

it, and is then very tender. As the plant grows rapidly,

and the swoln stem is best when young and tender, several

successive sowings are requisite, at least where the article

is much in request. Owing to the peculiar nature of this

variety, it is more tender than the common fennel, and often

perishes in t!ic course of the winter. Misled by this r.ir-

rumstance, several horticultural writers describe it as an

annual species.

Dill.

388. Dill {AjieClium graveolens., L.) is a biennial plant,

a native of the corn fields in Spain and Portugal. It has

long been cultivated in our gardens as an aromatic and

carminative, and the leaves were formerly used in soups

and sauces ; but the plant is now scarcely employed, un-

less that the seeds are sometimes added to cucumber
pickles. In order to ensure a crop, the seeds should be

sown when they ripen in autumn. If some plants be allow-

ed to scatter their seeds, plenty of seedlings will rise in

the spring.

French and Common Sorrel.

ii'tirrel I^Runiex ; Hcxandria Trigynia ; PolijgonciS, Juss.;

Oseille of the French) is of different kinds.

389. French sorrel {R. scucatiie, L.) is a perennial plant,

a native of France and Italy ; it was cultivated in England
liefore the middle of the I7lh century, and it is now com-

mon. The leaves are somewhat cordate or hastate, but
blunt or rounded, and entire; glaucous, smooth, soft, and
flesliy

i
the stems rise from u foot to a foot and a half high.

It is sometimes called Roman sorrel ; and, IVoni the
breadth and blunlne.ss of the leaves, gardeners often dis-

tinguish it by the name of Round-leaved sorrel ; our native
species being their Long-leuved sorrel. The acid is con-
sidered as more grateful than that of common sorrel, and
the leaves are mine succulent ; it is therefore preferred
for kitchen use. The plant rims at the root, and is in

this way easily piopagated. It grows best in a light sandy
soil ; and the plants are placed about a foot apart. The
only attention it requires is the cutting oiF of the flower-
stems and branches in July, so that new leaves may push
out h)r autunui use. In three or four years, however, the
plants generally give inilicalions of decay ; and new ones
must be raised from seed, oi' offsets procured from young
and vigorous plants, if a IVw stems be allowed to re-
main in the summer, plenty of seeds may be procured in

autunu).

390. Common Surrel (A', ylcctosa, L.) is a well-known
perennial native, growing in meadows and by the sides of
rivers, and is figureil in •' English Botany," t. I2T0. The
lower leaves have long foot-stalks; tliey are arrow-shaped,
blunt, and marked with two or three large teeth at the
base : the upper leaves are sessile, .and acute. It is easily

raised from seeds sown early in the spring. It thrives
best in a shady border. The leaves are used, like those
of French sorrel, in various soups, sauces, and especially
in salads. As formerly mentioned, they give an excellent
flavour to lieib patience, used as a substitute for spinach.
This species, it may be remarked, is used in France nearly
as much as the other, which we generally call French
sorrel.

There is a third species of sorrel, reckoned by the
Parisians more delicate than either of the others. It is

the Rumex arifulius of the Flore Fran^aise. Its leaves
are larger and less acid ; and it very rarely throws up a
flower- stem.

391. IVood-sorrcl is an entirely different kind of plant,

{fixatin Acetosellu, L. ; Dccandria Pentagijnia ; belonging
to the Gfra?;ia of Jussieu.) Having a very grateful acid

taste, the leaves form a desirable addition to salads, par-
ticularly when young, in the months of March and April.

It is to be found in almost every wood ; but if the roots be
transplanted, in tufts, iiito the more shady parts of the

shrubbery, they will there establish themselves, and be at

hand when wanted.

Corn- Salad.

392. Corn-salad, or Lamb's Lettuce {Valeriana oliCoria,

Willd. ; V. Locusta, Lin. ; Telrandria Monogynia ; Difi-

sacecs, Juss.) is a small annual plant, growing on the

margins of our fields, {Fng. Bot. t. 811.) and only 2 or 3

inches high. Cultivated in gardens, it rises, when in

flower, a foot or more in height. The leaves have a pale

glaucous hue ; they are long and nariow, the lower ones
rather succulent. The flowers are very small, pale bluish,

and collected into a close little corymb. In the fields,

lamb's-lettuce may be gathered in March, and it flowers

in April. In gardens it may be had still more early in

the spring : indeed during the greater part of a mild win-

ter. The tender leaves are little inferior to those of young
lettuce, having a slight agreeable flavour ; they form an

excellent ingredient in winter and early spring salads. It

has very long been a favourite spring salad-plant in France,

under the various denominations of 7»dclie, doucette, satade

de chanpine, and ftouk-grasse. (jerardc tells us, that
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forci.;»ncrs using it when in England led to iis being cul-

tivated in our gardens. Tlic seeds are sown in autumn,

generally about tlic end of August. They are cither sown
at broad-cast or in drills, on a small bed or border. The
plants soon rise, with a low tult of oblong narrow leaves ;

they are then thinned out to two or three inches asunder ;

and in February they are fit for use. The entire plant is

drawn, in the manner of lettuce. The younger the plants

are when used, the better : in warm dry weather, the leaves

soon acquire rather a strong taste, disagreeable to many
persons. Sometimes a small sov.ing is made in Febi-uary,

which affords plants with fine tender leaves in Ai)ril and

May. A few plants may be allowed to spring up to ilower,

and they perlect their seeds in July and August. The
culture of lamb's lettuce, as a salad plant, has for some
lime past been declining, but without any good reason.

MUk-T/iislte.

393. The Milk-TMstle, or Our Lady's Thistle {Car-

diius Marianus, L. ; Syn^cnesia Polygamia cer/ualis ; Ci-

7iarocefiliala, Juss.) is a biennial |)ianl, a native of lij-itain,

{£ri^. Bot. t. 976.) It is at once distinguished by the

beautiful milky veins which form an iiregular network on

the leaves. Some readers may be surprized to find a

native thistle ranked among our esculent plants ; but it is

certainly not more unpromising at first as|)sct than the

artichoke or the^cardoon. When very young, it is eaten

as a salad; the tender leaves, stripped of their spines, are

sometimes boiled and used as greens ; the young stalks

peeled, and soaked in water to extract a part of the bit-

terness, are said to be excellent ; early in the spring of the

second year, the root is pretty good, prepared like salsify

or skirret ; the receptacle is pulpy, anti eats like that of

the artichoke. The young plants arc sometimes blanched
like endive, and used in winter salads : for this purpose
the seeds are sown in spring, and the plants are allowed to

remain about a fool and a half distant from each other ; in

autumn, the leaves are tied together, and the earth drawn
up close to them, till they be whitened. The plant, how-
ever, is but rarely cultivated for any culinary purpose.

It grows naturally, or has been naturalized, near all the

old castles or strongholds of Scotland, such as the castles

of Edinburgh, Stilling, and Dunbarton. From this circum-
stance, and the formidable spines of the calyx, niany con-

sider it as the " true Scots thistle," the national badge.
But the way-thisllc {Cardiius lanceolatiis) is incomparably
more common in that country. The Gardeners' Lodge of
I'-dinburgb, it may be remarked, generally adopts the cot-

ton-thi'!>tle (^Omi/ioJ-dum acantliium) as its emblem ; but ap-

parently willioul any good reason, that plant existing only
in one or two paits of the country. It may be added, that

the repicscntations of the Scots thistle, whether carved on
ancient buildings, impressed on the coins of the realm,
or emblazoned on armoiial bearings, as seen in seals or
in old engravings, bear ec|ual resemblance to all of ihtse,

or, to speak more correctly, are equally unlike any thistle

described by Linnaeus, as they are dissimilar to each other.

Burnet.

394. Burnet {Poterhim Satiguisor&a, L ; Afonacia Poly-
andria ; Rosacea, Juss.

; fietice pimlirenelle of the French,)
is a perennial plant, growing nalurally in some parts of
England, in dry upland pastures. It is figured in " Eng-
lish Bijtany," t. 860. The leaves are pinnated ; they form
a tuft next lo the root, but are alternate on the stem ;

the leaflets are partly round-shaped, partly poirited, and
much serrated on the edges. The stem rises fifteen inches

high, and the flowers foi ui small grccni&h or purplish

heads.

Burnet leaves are sometimes put into salads, and Occa-

sionally into soups ; atid they form a favourite ingredient

lor cool tankards. When slightly bruised, they smell

like cucumber, and they have a somewhat warm taste.

They continue green through the winter, wdicn many other

salad plants arc cut off, or in a stale unfit for use. The
plant is easily raised by sowing the seeds in autumn, soon

after they are ripe ; or it may be increased by parting the

roots. A lew plants are sufficient, as it is not much in

use. To promote the production of young leaves and
shoots, the stems arc two or three times cut over duiing
the summer.

Ra/ic.

395. Rafie, or Coleseed, [Brasslea J\''a/ius,)h sown thick
as a salad herb, lo be cut while in the seed-leaf, in the

same way as mustard. A variety of this plant affords the

small l"i;^cnch turnip or navcw, already treated of, § 318.

Some consider rape leaves as a good stomachic, and take
them boiled.

In the same\vay, radish seed {Ra/ihanus salivus, §329.)
is sometimes sown thick, and cm in the seed-leaf for-

use.

Horse radish.

395. Horse-radish (Cochlearia .^rinoracia,!.,. ; Tetradyna-
niia miiciilosa ; Cruci/era, 3u&s.) is a perennial plant, grow-
ing naturally in marshy places and by the sides of ditches,
in some parts of England, and figured in " English Bo-
tany," t. 2223. The leaves are very large, and vary consi-
derably in appearance, being sometimes entire, or only
crenated, sometimes deeply pinnalifid; the flowers are
white, and come in loose jjaniclcs. It has long been culti-

vated in gardens ; the root scraped into shreds being a well
known accompaniment of the roast beef of old England,
and also used to give a zest to winter salads. The soil

should be rich and deep, in order to induce the plants to

stiike their roots freely. Crowns, having about two or three
inches only of root attached to them, make very good
plants; but cuttings of the knotty parts of the roots, pro-
vided always they be fui-nished wiih one or two buds or
eyes, are often preferred, as they arc to be i)lanted entirely
under the soil. They are generally planted, in February
or March, in lines, leaving a foot and a lialf between each
line; and for the first season, therefore, a slight crop of
spinach or lettuce may be taken between the lines. The
sets are placed at the depth of at leasl a foot; if the soil

be light, fifteen ijiches is not too deep. The roots arc not
dug for uac till the second year; and they are raised only
when wanted, the pungent cpialiiy escaping rapidly as the
root dries. The bed lasts for four or five years; care be-
ing taken, in digging the roots, lo leave the slock plant, or
original set, untouched, removing for use only the upright
straight root of twelve or fifteen inches in length, produced
by planting at that depth.

Indian Cress.

397. Indian Cress, or A'asturtiuvt, (Tro/ieolum majus,
L. ; Octaiidria Monogynia ; Cerania, Juss.) is a native of
Peru : it was introduced into England near the close of the

17th century. It is the capucine of the French. The
stalks, if supported, will rise six or eight feet high. ; the
leaves are peltate, or have their petiole fixed to the centre

of the leaf; the flowers are very showy, of a brilliant

4 K2
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orange colour, and continue in succession from July till

destroyed by frost. In its native country it endures seve-

ral seasons; but here, being unable to sustain our winter,

it is treated as an annual plant, and sown every year. Tbe
flowers and young leaves are frc(|uently eaten in salads;

they have a warm taste like cresses, and from this circum-

stance the name of nasturtium has been bestowed. The
flowers are also used as a garnish to dishes, and form a

beautiful contrast with tlie flowers of borage. The seeds,

when green, form a favourite pickle ; they are often called

capers, and substituted for them.

Lf the seeds be sown in April, in drills about two inches

dee\i, in places where the stalks can have support, no other

care is necessary. A fresh but poor soil is better than a

rich one, which last makes them too rampant and less

fruitful. The plant is often employed as a temporary
hedge or screen, to hide any disagreeable object, stakes be-

ing fixed, which it soon completely covers. Although des-

titute of proper tendrils, the petioles or leaf-stalks make a

peculiar bend, by which they attach themselves to any

small body coming in the way, and support the plant. The
seeds ripen freely in September, and may then be gathered

for pickling, keeping some of the largest and ripest for

next year's sowing.

There is a variety with double flowers, which is conti-

nued by cuttings, and sheltered in a hot-house, or the

warmer part of a green-house, all winter. It is both highly

ornamental as a flower, and forms a still more beautiful

garnish than the single.

398. Dwarf Indian Cress (Tro/iaolum ?ninu3, L.-) is also

a Peruvian plant, and an annual ; it is cultivated in the

same way, and for the same purposes, as the other. It is

generally sown on borders, and allowed to spread on the

ground. There is likewise a double variety of this, which
forms a very pretty green-house ornament.

Marigold.

399. Marigold, or fiol 7narigold, {Calendula officinalis, L.;

Sijngenesia Polijgamia necessnria ; Corymbifcra, Juss.) is

an annual plant, a native of France and Spain ; but one of

the oldest anil best known inhabitants of our gardens, its

flowers having formerly been much in repute, as " com-
forters of the heart." Though little faith is now placed

in its virtues, it still keeps its place ; it is to be found in

most cottage gardens both in England and Scotland ; and
Mr Marshall observes, that " the flower is a valuable in-

gredient in broths and soups, however it may have got into

disuse." The flowers are dried in autumn, and kept in pa-
per bags for use. The single-floweted orange marigold
is most aromatic, antj, the most proper for keeping. There
is a pale flowered variety, called the Lemon-coloured ma-
rigold ; and there are double-flowered varieties both of the

orange and lemon colour. The most curious variety is the

childing or proliferous, which sends out small flowers

from the margins of the calyx of the large central flow-

ers ; but this sort is very apt to degenerate ; to give a fair

chance of preserving it, seed should be saved only from
the large central flowers. The common marigold sows it-

self abundantly, and the seedlings may be transplanted in

May ; so that, when the plant has once established itself,

there is seldom any need for sowing.

Borage.

400. Borage (Borago officinalis, L. ; Pentandria Mono-
gynia ; nat. ord. Asfierifolics) is an annual plant, either a na-
tive, or completely naturalized in many parts of Britain;

{Eng, Dot. t. S6 ) The lower leaves are obldng and spread

on the ground ; the flower-stems rise near two feet high
;

both they and the leaves are rough with white bristly hairs;
the bright blue flowers make a beautiful appearance, and
are produced for several months in succession. Borage
was formerly high in estimation as a cordial plant, for driv-
ing away sorrow ; but " very light, surely, (says Sir J. E.
Smith,) were those sorrows that could be so driven away."
It is still sometimes used when young as a pot-herb, and
in salads; the spikes of flowers form an ingredient in cool
tankards, and the blossoms are occasionally employed as a
garnish. The juice of the plant affords nitre, and the wi-
thered stalks have been observed to burn like match-paper.
Borage will sow itself, and come every year. There is a
variety with white flowers, and another with flowers of a
pale red or flesh colour ; but neither is common.

Angelica.

401. This is the Angelica Archangelica of Linnaeus,
{Pentandria Digynia ; Umbelliferts) : it is a biennial plant,

with very large pinnate leaves, the extreme leaflet three-
lobed. The roots are long and thick ; and they, as well as
the whole plant, are powerfully aromatic. It is truly a
northern plant, being common in Lapland and Iceland. It

was cultivated in Britain in 1 568, and probably more early.

The stalks of it were formerly blanched, and eaten as ce-
lery. Now they are used only when candied ; and tbe

young and tender stalks are for this purpose collected hj

May. Though the plant is only a biennial, it may be
made to continue for several years, by cutting over the
flower-stem before it ripen seed ; in which case it imme-
diately sets out below. It is easily raised from seed, which
should be sown soon after being gathered. It grows best

in a moist soil, and thrives exceedingly by the side of a
ditch.

Love-afifile.

402. Love-afifile, or Tomato, (Solanum Lycofiersicum, L.)
is an annual plant, a native of South America ; it was cul-

tivated by Geiarde in 1596. The stem, if supported, will

rise to the height of six feet or more. The leaves are pin-

nate, and have a rank disagreeable smell. The flowers

are yellow, appearing in bunches in July and August, and
followed by the fruit in September and October. The
fruit is smooth, compressed at both ends, and furrowed
over the sides; it varies in size, but seldom exceeds that

of an ordinary golden-pippin. The common colour is yel-

low ; but there is a red-fiuited variety, which is now the

sort principally cultivated; and there is also a small va-

riety called the cherry-shaped. When ripe, it is put into

soups and sauces, to which it imparts an agreeable acid

flavour. The green fruit is frequently pickled; and

sometimes also the ripe. A preserve is likewise made of

the fruit.

The seed is sown on a hot-bed in March ; when the

seedlings are two inches high, they are transplanted into a

slight hot-bed till they acquire a little strength. They are

then placed near a wall, paling, or reed hedge, to which
they can be trained, in a sheltered place, with a full souti»

exposure. The fruit, after all, ripens only in favourable

seasons. In dry weather the plants require regular water-

ing. Two or three of the ripest and best of the berries

are selected for seed, the pulp being taken out, and the

seeds separated by washing.

Love-apples have by many been considered as the Aurea

mala spoken of by Virgil : but the plant scarcely deserves

the title of " arbor silvestris," and would hardly receive it

from a poet who was a naturalist ; and on this account, pro-
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bably, Dr Duncan, sen. has suggested, that Viri^il's plant

might really be an apple-tiee, such as the oslin or original

pippin, the fruit of vvliich is of a fine yellow colour. In

this view, the Doctor is supported by the authority of Sir

William Temple. (Miscell. vol. ii.)

403. Allied to the love-apple is the Egg-filant, (Solatium

melongena, L.) It is a tend-jr annual, rising about two feet

high, with recliniiig branches. The flowers are of a pale

violet colour ; they arc followed by a very large berry, ge-

nerally of an oval shape, and white colour, much resem-

bling a hen's egg, or, in large specimens, a swan's egg.

There is likewise, however, a variety with globular ber-

ries ; and the fruit is sometimes of a violet colour. In

southern countries the fruit is eaten; here the plant is

often cultivated as an ornament for the hot-house and the

green-house ; but the fruit is seldom made use of. It is

sometimes transplanted to successive hot-beds, and planted

out in June in a warm border; where, if the autumn prove

fine, the fruit makes a beautiful appearance.

Ca/isicum.

404. Ca/isicum, or Guinea pepper, (Ca/isicum annuwn,
L. ; Pentandria Monogijnia ; Solanacee, Juss.) is an an-

nual plant, rising about two feet high ; a native of both the

Indies. It has been long known, being mentioned by Ge-
jarde. It is raised principally for the sake of the young
pods, or, to speak more correctly, inflated berries, which
make a favourite pickle. They are sometimes also used

in the ripe state, when they form a spice of the hottest

quality. The seed is sown in the spring, on a gentle hot-

bed ; and the seedlings are transplanted into another bed,

•where they are nursed till June, when they are planted out

in a sheltered border. The berries vary much in shape,

producing many subvarieties of the plant. They ai-e long

or short, heart-shaped or bell-shaped, and angular. They
vary likewise in colour; being generally red, but some-
times yellow. In Scotland, capsicum plants are often pot-

ted and kept under glass, the climate being seldom suffi-

cient to ripen the berries in the open border.

A small-fruited annual species, called Cherry-pepper,
(^Ca/isicutn cerasfforme, Hort. Kew.) is sometimes raised

;

and occasionally the true Bell-pepper (C. gros.um, L.) is

cultivated. This last is a biennial species, of humble
growth, but producing large berries. These are better for

pickling than the others, the skin being pulpy and tender;

while in the others it is thin and tough. This biennial

species must of course have a place in the stove.

Ca/ier.

405. The Ca/ier-bns/i {Ca/i/iaris s/iinosa, L. ; Polyandria
Moncigijnia ; Cafiparides. Juss.), though common in the

south of Franc: , and growing in the open air even at Pa-
ris, seldom withstands our winters, even though placed in

the most sheltered situation. Trained, however, against

any spare piece of wall iu a stove, it grows luxuriantly,

and produces its flower-buds freely. Sometimes it effec-

tually establishes itself in crevices of old hot-house walls,

this sort of situation resembling its native one. The use
of the flower-buds for pickling is familiar. Perhaps a

hardier variety miglit be obtained by repeatedly raising it

from the seed, at first in Guernsey or Jersey, and thus gra-

dually inuring the progeny to cold. It may be mentioned,
that in 'he garden at Campden House, Kensington, a
caper-tree stood alive in tlie open air for near a century.

It had a south-east aspect, and was well sheltered from the

north. It had no covering, and was generally much in-

jured by the frost during winter; but it made strong

shoots, and produced llcjwcr-buds every year.

A species of spurge common in our gardens (Eufilior-

bia I.ut/njria, L.) is vulgarly called Caper-bush, from the

resemblance of its fruit to capers; but it is acrid, like the

other spur!.;cs. The flower-buds of marsh-marigold [Cal-
tha Palustris, L.) form a safe substitute for capers ; and
likewise the young seed-pods of the common radish.

Rhubarb.

405. Of Rhubarb [Rheum, L. ; Enneandria Trigynia

;

Polygonea, Juss.) two species are commonly cultivated.

Rheum rha/wnticum, L. with the leaves blunt and smooth,
veins somewhat hairy underneath, petioles grooved above,

and rounded at the edge. This is the species most com-
monly cultivated in the kitchen garden for the footstalks

of the leaves, which are peeled, cut down, and formed
into tarts, in the manner of apples. They are best

when young and succulent, in April and the early part

of May.
Rheum fialmatum, L. with leaves palmate, acuminate,

somewhat rugged, petioles obscurely grooved above, and
rounded at the edge. This has by many been considered

as the officinal species, and its cultivation has been greatly

promoted by the Society for the Encouragement of Arts.

In the Transactions of that Society may be found accounts
of the different modes which have been followed in this

country in cultivating the plant and drying its root for use;

or a very distinct abstract of these accounts may be seen
in the last edition of Miller's Dictionary, art. Rheum.
There is still, however, a degree of uncertainty concern-

ing the species which yields the true Turkey or Russian
Rhubarb ; and the Edinburgh Faculty, in their Pharmaco-
pceia, therefore adopt the jjopular name of Rheum Rus-
sicum. The probability is, that the roots of several spe-

cies are used. In many places the leaf-stalks of this spe-

cies are employed in making tarts, and when young are

scarcely inferior to tlie other. A few plants are commonly
kept in gardens for curiosity. They are highly ornamental,

and particularly remarkable for the rapidity of their growth,
rising to the height of perhaps nine or ten feet in seven
weeks, and sometimes growing five or six inches within

twenty-four hours.

Sweet Herbs, and Medicinal Plants.

Thyme.

407. Thyme {Thymus -vulgaris, L: ; Didynamia Gymnos-
fiermia ; Labiates or Verticillata) is a perennial plant, in-

digenous to Spain. It has been cultivated in our gardens,

from the earliest times. It is a larger and more woody
plant than our native species, T. Serpyllus, but the flowers

are smaller. Sprigs of thyme are used for giving flavour to

soups. There are several varieties, particularly the broad-

leaved or green thyme, and the narrow-leaved thyme.
The plant is propagated either by parting the roots or

planting slips in the spring, or by sowing the seed at the

same season. It grows best on light dry soil, which has

not been recently manured. A very small bed of the green

thyme is enough for kitchen use. Sometimes it is planted

as an edging to a border, in which case it must be cut

close. It is often admitted to the flower-garden, and va-

rieties with variegated leaves are to be met with. If the

plants be allowed to ripen their seeds, numbers of seed-

lings will appear the following year, when they may be

transplanted. In autumn, some of the bushes of tliyme
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are cut over, and luii)^- up smtouiidecl with paper, to dry

tor winter use.

The Leinoii-sceiited tliymc is a vEH'iely of oiu'Tialivc spe-

cies above niei\tioiied. It is sometiines also cultivated, be-

ing in request lor flavouring particular disli'.s.

Sage.

408. Sage [Salvia officinalis, L. ; Diatuhia Afonogynia ;

Labial a, iuiis.) is a native ol' the south ol Europe, which

has very loiij^ been an inhabitant of our gardens. It is a

branched shrub, about two I'cet hi,c;h ; tlie leaves are

Avrinkled, green, cinereous, white, or tinged wiUi dusky
purple ; ilowers terminal, in long spikes; of a blue colour.

Several varieties are cultivaled : Red or purple sage, and

Green sage; and each of these with variegated leaves',

forming ornanicnial |)lanls in the llowcr-border. There is

a small-leaved green vaviely, called Sage of Virtue ; and

there is a liroad-leaved balsamic sage.- The red is the sort

preferred for culinary purposes, but the green is also em-
ployed. The leaves are used in stulTings and sauces for

many kinds of luscious and strong meats. Of sage of vir-

tue the decoction colled Sage-tea is usually made ; but it

is equally good from the broad-leaved or the common
green. The plants do not endure in good condition for

more than three or four years ; but they are easily propa-
gated by slips in tlie spring, or by cu'.tings when the sum-
mer is advanced. The cuttings should be five or six

inches long, stripped of all the lower leaves, and plunged
nearly to the top in the earth, being at the same time, well

watered. The lighter and poorer the soil, the better is the

sage, and the more surely do the plants stand the winter.

In July or August some parcels of sage twigs are com-
monly collected, and hung up in papers for winter use; but
the leaves on the plants remain green through the winter,

and a few may occasionally be gathered without doing
injury.

Clarij.

409. Clary [Salvia sclarca, L.) being of the same genus
with sage, may here be noticed. It is a biennial plant, a

native of Italy. The lower leaves are very large, the stem
is about two feet high, clammy to the feel ; the flowei's are

in loose terminating spikes, composing whorls, and of a
pale blue colour. Clary was very early cultivated in En-
glish gardens, having been accounted medicinal. It is

sometimes used in soups, but its very strong scent is not
agreeable to many. A considerable bed of clary is seldom
to be seen in gardens, excepting wiien it is intended to

make clary wine. For this purpose, in dry weather, the

flowers at-e gathered ; some emjiloy the whole spikes, and
others carefully separate the blossom froin the calyx.

Most generally, clary flowers arc used only for giving fla-

vour to home-made wines, being thought to iinpart sonie-

ihitig of the frontignac zest. The plant is propagated by
seeds sown in the spring, and transplanted in the summer
months at til'ietn inches apart. Next year they vield iheir

flowers ; and if a few plants be left, pler.ty of seed may be
procured.

The young leaves arid lops are a good deal used in sprini'

salads in England ; they also form an ingre<lient in soups,
or, more frequently, are emjiloyed to give flavour, being
boiled for a time and withdrawn. They are also shredded
down, and mixed with sugar and vinegar as a sauce to

roasted nieat, particularly lamb. A narrow.leaved and a

broad-leaved sort are cultivated in gardens; and some va-

riegated kinds are considered as ornamental plants, par-
litularly a reddish variety called Orange-mint.

411. l'c/i/i(-7-inint, (A/, /li/irrita, L.) is likewise a rare na-

tive, figured in Knglish Botany, t. 687. A few plants

are suflicient in a gartlen, it being scarcely used but for

distilling.

412. Penrnjroyali{M. fiulcgium^'L..) figured in English
Botany, t. 1026, is sometimes cultivated ; but a few plants

arc sufricient.

All of these mints delight in a moist soil. Spearmiiii
and peiipermint are readily propagated, by parting the

roots in autunm, by making slips in spring, or bv means
of cuttings during summer. Pennyroyal is easily increas-

ed by its creeping and rooting sterns. Stalks of spearmint
are often dried in the latter end of summer, when the plant

is coming in flower, and kept for winter use ; but unless

the dryijig be gradually accomplished, and in the shade,

much of the flavour escapes. Young mint leaves, how-
ever, may be had at any lime of the winter or early spring,

by setting a few roots in flower-pots in the autumn, and re-

moving some of these into the corner of a hot-bed, or of
the stove, some short time before the leaves be wanted.

Balm.

413. Balm [Melissa officinalis, L. ; Didynamia Gytnnos-

fierinia ; Labiatie, Juss.) is a hardy perennial, with square
stems, which rise two feet high or more ; leaves large,

growing by pairs at each joint; a native of Switzerland

and the south of France, and very early cultivated in our
gardens. It is readily propagated by parting the roots,

jjieserving two or three buds to each piece, or by slips,

cither in autumn or spring. Tlie roots or slips being placed

about a foot and a half asunder, and watered, soon estab-

lish themselves ; and the balm plantation does not require

to be renewed oftener than every third or fourth year. In

order to have young leaves and tops all the summer, it is

proper to cut down some of the stalks every month, when
new shoots immediately spring. As the remaining stalks

approach the flowering state, they are cut over at full

length fo: drying. They should be cut as soon as the dew
is off in the morning; for in the afternoon, at least in bright

sunshine, the odour of the plant is found to be much dimi-

nished. The stalks and leaves are carefully diied in the

sliadc, and afterwards kept in small bundles, pressed

down, and covered with paper, 'i^hc /irimum ens melissa,

by which Paracelsus was to renovate man, is now quite

forgotten, and the plant is used only for making a simple

balm tea, which aflbrds a grateful diluent drink in fevers,

and for forming a light and agreeable beverage under t!:e

name of Balm Wine.

Maijoram.

Marjoram, [Origanum, L. ; Didynamia Gymnos/ierniia
;

Labiatis, Juss.) Of this, three species are cultivated.

Didynamia Chj7n- 414 Pot Marjoram [O. Onites, L.) is a perennial plant, a

irs;

iien-

, ,^ , .. , J
- .„ „.. ,„„ . . igh it seldom ripens its seeds in

native plant ; it is figured in " English Botany," t. 2424. this country, it is sufficiently hardy to withstand our win-

Mints.

Several species of riiint [Mentha, L.
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ters. It is easily propagated by cuttings or slips. It is now
little used by the cook.

415. Sweet Alarjonnn (0. Marjorana, L.) is a native of

Portugal. It resembles pot marjoram, but the leaves have
distinct petioles, and the flowers are collected in small

close heads ; from which last ciicumstancc it is often call-

ed Kuoiled Marjoram, licing only a biennial, a little of the

seed should be sown every year. The seed seldom ripens

in tliis country, and is theiefore commonly imported liom
1"' ranee. Ii iluwers in July, and is then gathered and dried

lor winter use.

416. Winter sweet marjoram (0. Iieraeleolicum, L.) is a

perennial species, a native of Greece, and which reciuiics

a sheltered border and a dry soil. The leayes resemble
those oi common sweet marjoram, but the (lowers come in

spikes. The plant is propai^atcd by parting the ruols in

autumn.
Both the kinds of sweet marjoram are a good deal em-

ployed to give relish to soups, broths, stuffuV-CS, &c. They
are used fresh in simimcr ; and, for winter use, are drawn
by the roots, and dried slowly in the shade, being afterwards
kept hung up in a dry place.

Sav'jry.

Savory (^Salurfja, L. ; Didijnamia Gijmnosficrmia ; I.a-

blatXi Juss.) Two species arc culiivated, the winter and
the summer savory.

417. Winter savory (?. mrjiitana^ L ) is a native of the

south of France and of Italy, which has been very long

cultivated in gardens. It is a small shrubby evergreen
perennial plant, with two narrow stiff leaves, an inch long,

opposite at each joint, and from the base of these a lew
small leaves in clusters. It is propagated by slips, or by

cuttings of the young roots, and also by seeds. It is har-

dy, and continues good for several years, especially on
poor soils. Some plants having establislied themselves on
an old wall, have been observed to continue for many
years.

418. Summer savory [S. hortensis, I. ) is an annual plant,

a native of tlie south of Europe, v/ilh slender erect branches
about afoot high ; leaves opposite about an inch in length.

This is propag;Ued only by seed, which is sown in the

spring time, thinly, in shallow drills, eig-ht or nine inches

apart. When it is to l)e stored for winter use, it should
be drawn up by the root, as in this way it retains its flavour

belter.

BaM.

Basil {Ocunum, L. ; Didynamia Gynmosfiermia; Luhiala,

Juss.) Two species are cultivated, both natives of the

East, and both annual plants.

419. Sweet Basil (O. basi/icitm,]^.) is generally sown on
a hot-bed in the end of March, and planted out in May, at

eight or ten inches square. If raised from the hot-bed in

small tufts, with a ball of earth attached, it is sure to suc-

ceed. In dry weather, liberal^watering is proper. In a

sheltered situation, sweet basil, thus treated, rises to about

a foot in height. If sown at once in the open border, the

plants are late and small. The leaves and small leafy tops

are the parts used. On account of its strong flavour of

cloves, basil is often in demand where highly seasoned
dishes are in use : a few leaves are sometimes introduced
into a salad, and not unfretpientlv into sonjjs.

420. Bus/i Basil, i^O. minimum, L ) is little more than half

the size of tlie conmion basil. It forms a round orbicular

bushy head. It is raised on a hot-bed in the same way as

the other, but siiould be planted out in a richer soil, and in

a warmer situation. The same paits of the plant are used,
and lor the same purposes.

In very favourable seasons, and in the south of England,
both species sometimes ripen their seed; but in general,
Italian seed may be depended on.

Turrag'jn.

421. Tarragon {Artemisia Dracunculus,\^.
; Syngcnesia

l-'olygamia ayualis ; Corymbifere, Juss.) is a perennial
plant, a native of Siberia, which was cultivated in gardens
in the lime of Gerarde. It rises a foot arid a half high, is

branched, and. has narrow leaves, green on both sides. The
leaves and tentler tips are used as an ingredient of pickles,
lor the sake of their fragrant smell and warm aromatic
taste. A simple infusion of them in vinegar makes a plea-
sant fish-sauce. In France, tarragon is often added to salads,
that its agreealde pungency may correct the coldness of
other herbs; and it is fre(|uenily put in soups.

In a dry loamy soil, tarragon proves quite a hardy ])lant;

but it is apt to perish in a wet situatio)i. It is easily pro-
pagated by parting the roots, or by planting in the spiing
young shoots with only two or three fibixs. During the
summer niontlis, even cuttings will grow; but both the
shoois and cuttings must be plentifully watered till they
stiike root. Tlic plant is therefore seldom raised from
the seed. The stems containing the leaves and tops are
sometimes dried for winter use ; and if IVesh yoirng tops be
wanted at that season, tiiey can soon be procured by keep-
ing some roots in pots, and placing these in a hot-bed or
stove.

422. Common Wormwood, which is another species of
Artemisia, {A. absinthium, L.) was formerly kept in gar-
dens, being much used as a vermifuge. It is a nativo
plant, figured in " English Botany," t. 1230, and wild spe-
cimens are more powerful than cultivated ones. It is easily
propagated by slips or cuttings. The growth of this plant,

it may be remarked, should be encouraged in poultry
walks, it being found beneficial to them. The dislillsrs

of great still whisky in Scotland sometimes employ it in

place of liojis, and for their use small fields of it are occa-
sionally sown.

Rosemary.

423. Rosemary (Rijsjnarinus ojjicinalis, L ; Diandria
Monogynia ; Labiate, Juss.) is a native of the south of Eu-
rope, btit if planted on a dry soil, in a sheltered garden, it

withstands our ordinaiy winters. When its roots enter
the crevices at the base of an old wall, the plant is not in-

jiH-L-d by the severest frosts. It is an evergreen shrubby
plant, rising sometimes six or eight feet liigh ; the leaves
are sessile, linear, dark green above, greyish or whitish
undeincath ; the blossoms of a pale blue colour. As it is

a highly aromatic and a medicinal plant, a few busliss

should be in every garden. An infusion of the leaves is

grateful to many people. The flowers and calyces form a
principal ingredient employed by tlie makers of what is

called Hungary water. A rosemary sprig is the einblem
of remembrance. " There's rosemary ; that's for remem-
brance," says the distracted Ophelia, in Shakspearc. In
some parts of the west of England, the sprigs are still

distributed to the compsiny at funerals, and often tlirown

into t'iC grave upon the coffin of the deceased. Aber-
crombie, in his Practical Gardener, alludes to this prac-

tice, but supposes the motive to be the " preventing of
contagion." There arc varieties, with white-striped and
with yellow-stripsd leaves ; the former rather tender.
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The plant is easily piopagated by slips or cuttings in the

spring.

Lavender.

424. Lavender, or S/nke Lavender, [Lavandula S/iica,

L. ; Didynamia Gym7ws/iermia ; Labiate, Juss.) is a na-

tive of the south of Europe, and has been cultivated in our

gardens since the middle of the 16th century. The plant

is shrubby, rising from two to four feet high ; the leaves

linear, hoary, slightly rolled back at the edges; the (lowers

forming terminating spikes. There is a narrow-leaved and

a broad-leaved variety. Lavender is rather a medicinal

plant than one used by the cook. In every garden, how-

ever, a few plants are kept. The spikes of flowers being

very fragrant, the ladies often make imitation scent-bottles

of them. Frequently they are put in paper bags, and plac-

ed among linens to perfume them. In physic gardens, the

plant is extensively cultivated for the sake of the flowers,

from which lavender water is distilled. It is propagated

by cuttings, or young slips, anytime in the spring months.

In large gardens it is sometimes used as an edging, but

it is too bulky. If lavender be planted in a dry, gravel-

ly or poor soil, its flowers have a powerful odour, and

the severity of our winters has little effect on it ; while,

in a rich garden soil, although it grows strongly, it is apt

to be killed, and the flowers have less perfume. In com-

mon garden soil, new plantations should be made every four

or five years.

Coriander.

425. Coriander [Coriandrum sativum, L. ; Pentandria

Digynia; Umbetlifere, Juss.) is a native of the East, but

has naturalized itself in Essex, near places where it has

long been cultivated for druggists and confectioners, and is

therefore figured in English Botany, t. 67. It rises about

a foot high, with doubly pinnated leaves. It is not often

raised in private gardens. Formerly the young leaves were

used in salads, and in soups ; but they have a strong and

scarcely agreeable scent. The seeds are now chiefly in

request for medicinal purposes. If these be wanted, the

seed should be sown in autumn, and the plants afterwards

thinned out to five or six inches asunder.

Caraway.

426. Caraway [Carum carta, L. ; Pentandria Digynia ;

Umbellifere) is a biennial plant, a native of some parts of

England, and figured in English Botany, t. 1503. The
plant rises a foot and a half high, with spreading branches;

the leaves are decompound ; the leaflets in sixes. In for-

mer times, the tapering fusiform roots were eaten like

parsnips, to which Parkinson gives them the preference.

In the spring time, the under leaves are sometimes put in

soups, But the plant is now principally cultivated for the

seeds ; these are used in making cakes, and are incrusted

with sugar for comfits; they are likewise distilled with

spirituous liquors, and for this purpose large ;quantities

are raised in fields in Essex. Nicol and others direct its

being sown in the spring ; but it is much better to sow in

autumn, soon after the seed is ripe ; the seedlings quickly

rise, and, the plant being biennial, a season is thus gained.

A moist rich soil answers best. Tl'.e seed is generally

sown in rows ; and in the spring, the plants are thinned

out to four or six inches apart. In the end of summer,
when the seeds appear to be nearly ripe, the plants are

pulled up, and set upright to dry, the seed being then more
easily beat out.

Tansy.

427. Tansy {I'anacetum vulgare, L; Syngenesia Poly-
gamia su/terj!ua ; Crjrymbifcrx, Juss.) is a well known pe-
rennial |)iant, a native of most parts uf Britain, generally
growing on the banks of rivers ; it is figured in English
Botany, t. 1229. In a cultivated state, it rises to the

height of three or four feet; the stem leafy, the leaves

alternate, deep green, finely divided ; the flowers appear
in terminating corymbs, and are yellow. It has long had a

place in the garden, partly on account of its medicinal vir-

tues, being in high estimation as a vermifuge, and partly

for the sake of its young leaves, which are shredded down,
and employetl to give colour and flavour to puddings.

There is a variety with curled leaves, which is rather orna-

mental ; this is often called Double tansy. There is like-

wise a sort with variegated leaves, which is sometimes
admitted into shrubberies. Tansy is extremely hardy,

and will grow in any soil or situation. A few plants are

sufficient ; and it is very easily propagated at any time by
parting the roots. Tansy leaves may be procured very

early in the spring, by laying two or three tufted roots of

the plant upon a slight hotbed about mid-winter, arched
with hoops and covered with mats in severe weather. The
young leaves may also be had throughout the summer, by
cutting down the flower-stems close, so as to encourage a

new growth.

Costrnwy.

428. Costmary, or Ale-cost, [Balsamita vulgaris, Hort.

Kew. : Tanacetum Balsamita, L. ; Syngenesia Polygamia
equalis; Corymbifers, Juss.) is a native of Spain, Italy, and

the south of France : it is however a hardy perennial, and

has been cultivated in our gardens from the earliest times.

The lower leaves are large, ovate, of a greyish colour, and

on long footstalks ; the stems rise two or three feet high ;

they are furnished with leaves of the same shape, but

smaller and sessile. The flowers are of a deep yellow

colour, and appear in loose corymbs in August and Sep-

tember ; in indifferent seasons or in cold situations, they

scarcely expand, and the seeds very seldom come to ma-
turity in this country. The whole plant has a pleasant

odour. Costmary was formerly more used in the kitchen

than it is at present. In France it is an ingredient in

salads. It was also put into ale, and hence the name
Ale-cost. The other name, cost-Mary, intimates that it

is the costus or aromatic plant of the Virgin. A few plants

are enough in a garden. They do best in a dry soil, and

will remain good for several years. It is readily propa-

gated by parting the roots in autumn. There is a variety

with deeply cut and very hoary leaves, but this sort is less

fragrant.

Hyssoft.

429. Hyssop {Hyssofius officinalis, L. ; Didynamia Gym-
nosfiermia ; Labial ts, iusi.) is a perennial evergreen un-

dei shrub, a native of the south of Europe, and has been

long cultivated in our g-ardens. The stems rise a foot and

a half high ; the leaves are lanceolate, narrow like those of

lavender, but shorter. There are several varieties, blue,

red, and white flowered, and hairy leaved ; but the first is

the most commonly cultivated. The whole plant has a

strong aromatic scent. The leaves and young shoots are

sometimes used for culinary purposes, in the way of a pot-

herb; and the leafy tops and flower-spikes are cut, dried,

and preserved for nudicmal uses. It is sometimes plant-

ed as an edging in the kitchen garden, the plants being set
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only about ten inches distant from cacli other : in a separ-

ate bed, they should be two feet asunder. It may be pro-

pagated by seeds, by roootcd slips, or by cuttings, in ilie

spring months. In a poor dry soil it is not only more
hardy, but more aromatic, tlian in a rich soil. It often

grows on old walls ; but the " hyssop that springeth out

of the wall" of Solomon, is supposed by Hasselquist to

have been a small moss, which he observed covering the

ruins of Jerusalem.

Rue.

430. Rue {Kuta graveolcns, L. ; Decandria Monogynia ;

JRutacets, Juss.) is a perennial evergreen undcrslirub, a na-

tive of the south of Europe. It was early cultivated in our
gardens, and was in former days called Herb of Grace,
from the circumstance of small bunches of it having been

used by the priests for the sprinkling of holy water among
the people. There is a tall growing and a small kind ; the

latter is now chiefly cultivated. Formerly border edgings
were frequently made with it ; but it is now seldom em-
ployed for that purpose. It ought, however, to be occa-

sionally pruned down, and kept from flowering too much ;

in this way it continues in a fresh bushy state for a number
of years. It is easily propagated by slips or cuttings in the

spring ; and a few plants are generally thought sufficient

in a garden. Like rosemary, lavender, hyssop, and other

similar aromatics, it does best in poor dry soils. The leaves

are sometimes used as a medicine, and often given to poul-

try afliicted with croup.

Chamomile.

431. Chamomile {Jnthemis 7iobilis, L. ; Sy>ige7iesia Poly-

gamia stijierjitia ; Corymbifer<E, Juss.) is a well known pe-

rennial plant, which grows naturally in Surrey, Cornwall,

and some other p.>rts of Britain, and is figured in English

Botany, t. 980. Few gardens are without a chamomile
bed : it is certainly a highly aromatic plant, and an infusion

of the dried flowers makes a safe bitter and stomachic,

much used under the name of Chamomile-tea. The dou-

ble-flowering variety is ornamental, and is generally kept

in gardens; but the single-flowered sort is preferable for

use ; the useful principle not residing in the floscules of

the ray, which are multiplied in the double flower. The
flowers are gathered when in their prime, dried slowly in

the shade, and preserved in paper bags till wanted. The
plant is easily propagated by slips or rooted shoots in the

spring months. It delights in a poor soil : the plants may be

placed ten inches or a foot apart, and should be watered in

dry weather till they be established. It is sometimes em-
ployed to form rustic green seats, and it answers very well,

if the seats be not very much used.

Scitrvy-grass.

432. Scurvy-grans belongs to the same Linnean genus

as the hoise-raoish, § 596, although, in general habit the

plants have no resemblance. It is the Cochlcaria officinalis,

L. an annual or at most a biennial plant, indigenous to most
of our sea-shores, and, like the plant called thrift or sea-

pink, growing also on many of our mountains, particularly

in Scotland. It is figiired in " Eni^lish Botany," t. 551.

A tliiek-Uaved variety, called Dutch Scurvy-grass, is some-
times cultivated in gardens for medicinal purposes. The
smaller leaves are occasionally eaten between slices of
bread and lamer. Ii is sown in July, or as soon as ripe

seeds can be gathered ; it requires little attention, needing
only to be thinned and kept clear of weeds. If the seeds

Vol. X. Part II.

be not wanted, the flower stems may be cut over, and the
plants will thus contuiui; for !wo or more years. Common
scurvy-grass thrives uncommonly well on the top of an old

wall, where it will sow itself, and remain many years.

Jilecamfiane.

433. F.lccamjiane {Inula Ilcknium, L. ; Hyngenesia Poly-
gamia sulii-rjlua ; Corymhifi-ra, Jusrs.) is a native of difl'er-

ent parts of the soutli and west of England, and figured by
Sowerby in " English Botany," t. 1546. It is a perennial
plant, with a thick fusiform aromatic root; it rises from
three to five feet high, being one of our largest herbaceous
plants; the lower leaves are a foot long, and perhaps four
inches broad in the middle ; the yellow flowers appear in

large heads in July and August. In former days the root
had many virtues ascribed to it ; the plant was therefore

cultivated in village-gardens throughout Europe : now, it

is much less in repute, but it still keeps its place in the
physic-herb corner. As a few plants only are wanted,
they are generally procured by offsets in the autumn.
The root is fit for use the second year : and roots of
this age, it may be noticed, are better than those of old

plants.

.4nise.

434. .'Inise {Pim/iinella Aniaum, L. ; Pentandria Digynia;
nat. ord. Umbelliferx) is an annual plant, a native of Egypt,
but cultivated in Malta and Spain, for the seeds, which are
medicinal, and a good deal in demand. In this country the

plant requires a warm border. The seed is sown in April,

where the plants are to remain ; and they are thinned as

they come up. It is only in very favourable seasons that the

seeds are perfected. Mv Lysons mentions it as one of the

plants raised by the physic gardeners near London, proba-
bly by mistake : for it is certainly too tender to be cultivat-

ed in this country for profit.

Blessed Thistle,

435. Blessed Thistle (Centaurea benedicta,!^. ; Carduiis

beriedictus oi ihe old writers; Syngenesia Polygamia frus-
tranea ; Cinarocejihale., Juss.) is an annual plant, growing
naturally in the Levant. It was formerly cultivated with

care in our gardens for its supposed extraordinary virtues.

An infusion of it is still sometimes used ; and a few plants

are therefore raised from the seed, which is generally sown
in autumn.

It seems unnecessary to swell the list of these simples,

or medicinal plants; but it may be proper slightly to men-
tion a few esculents or herbs, principally native, the culti-

vation of which is either seldom attended to in this country,

or has fallen into disuse.

436. Garden Rocket (Brassica Eruca, L ) is an annual

plant, a native of Switzerland, which was in former times

used as a salad herb, but is now seldom to be met with,

unless in botanic gardens. When in flower it has a

strong peculiar smell, which some would not hesitate to

call fetid ; but in a young state the flavour is just per-

ceptible, and the leaves then form a very tolerable salad

ingredient. It is still cultivated in some parts of the con-

tinent.

437. Wild-rocket, or Hedge-mustard, (Sisymbrium offi-

cinale, Hoi I Kcv.. ; Erysimum officinale, L ; English Bo-
tany, t. 725.) has been sometimes sown and used as a spring

pot-herb. When young, it has a warm and not disagree-

able taste.

4L
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438. Winter-Cress (Barbareavulffaria,'llort..'K.ew.; Ery-

simum Barbarca, L. ; Euijlisli Botany, t. 443.) is a well

known ptrnniui plant, which lias long ln^cn occasionally

used as an caiiy spring salad. Some still consider the

American cress of gardeners as merely a variety of this:

but after cultivating both for several years, we have found

those to be right who regard them as distinct. (See§ 382
)

It may be remarked, that a double flowered vjiieiy of Bar-

barea vulgaris is admitted to the fJuwer-border, under the

name of Yellow rocket.

439. Sauce alone, or Jack by the hed^e^Erysinium Mli-

aria. L. ; English Botai.y, t. 796 ) is sometimes tih , either

in saUce, as a salad, or boiled as a pot-herb. Wiien ga-

thered as it approaches the flowering state, boitcd sepa-

rately, and then eaten to boiled mutto.i, it certainly forms

a desirable pot-herb. To any kind of salted meat it will

be found an excellent green. Being not unfretiucnt by the

sides of hedges, in a natural state, it has seldom been rais-

ed in gardens.

440. Samfihire (Critkmum maritimum, L. ; English Bota-

ny, t. 819.) IS well known as forming a very good pickle,

and also a piquant addition to a salad. It grows among
rocks on the precipitous shores of some parts of England,

particularly Kent and Cornwall, and of Galloway in Scot-

land. It is the plant alluded to by Shakespeare in his cele-

brated description of Dover cliffs:

" Halfway down
Han^ one that gathers samphire ; dreadful trade !"

It is a perennial plant, and is propagated by parting the

roots, or by seed sown in the spring. It is not easily culti-

vated. It seems to succeed best on a rich light soil, hav-

ing sand and gravel mixed with it. It must be in a well

sheltered situation, and requires to be freely watered in

dry weather, till the roots have struck deep among the soil

and gravel. Mr Marshall mentions, that it has been found

to do well in pots, set for the morning sun only. If a few

plants can be got to take deep root in an old wall, or on an

artificial rock-work, they will have a much better chance

to remain. The name samphire is a corruption of samfiier,

and this again is derived from the French name of the plant

Saint Pierre. It may be observed, that what is called goi

den samfihire in Covcnt Garden market, is the Inula crith-

mifolia, Eng. Bot. t. 68 ; and that the Marsh samfihire of

the same market, is the Salicornia herbacea, Eng. Bot. t.

415.

441. Buck's-horn Plantain (^Plantago coronofiusy'L.) was
formerly cultivated as a salad herb, but is now neglected,

the smell being to many rank and disagreeable. It is still,

however, regularly sown in French gardens as a salad herb,

under the name of Corne de Cerf.

442. The young leaves of the Ox-eye Daisy {Chrysan-

themum leucanthemum, L.) are noticed by Dr Withering

as fit to he eaten in salads ; and John Bauhin mentions that

they were much used for that purpose in Italy.

443. Tiie Cotton Thistle {Onofiordiim acanthium, L. ;

English Botany, t. 977.) is a biennial, growing naturally in

different places, and remarkable for its large downy leaves

and lofty stem, It was formerly cultivated and used like

llif artichoke and cardoon ; the receptacle, and the tender

blanched stalks, peeled and boiled, being the parts used.

444. j1lexanders{Smyrmiim Olusalrum,L..; English Bo-

tany, t. 230.) is a biennial plant, rising about two feet high,

and flowering in the spring ; the leaves of a pale green co-

lour, and the flowers yellowish. It grows naturally near

the sea in several places, and may often be observed to be

naturalized near old buildings. It was formerly much cul-

tivated, having been used as a port- herb and salad. In fla-

vour it has some resemblance to celery ; by which it has
been entirely supplanted.

445 IVater Criss [A'asturtium officinale, Hort. Kew.
;

Sisymbrium JVasturiium. L. ; Eiiglisn Bolany, t. 855.) is a
well known ijereuniul inhabitant of our ditches anil slow
running streams. It forms an excellent spring salad; and
it is easily cultivated in any marshy spot, or by the side of
a garden pond, by introducing a few platits from diic hes
where it grows wild. The popular remedy called aftrmg
juices consists of its juices, with those of Brooklime, scur-
vy-grass, .ind Seville oranges : it is therefore cultivated

by a few market gardeners for the supply of Coveni Gar-
den. In France, the sprigs are used as a garnish to roast

fowl.

446 Brooklime
( Veronica beccabunga. L. ; English Bo-

tany, t. 655.) is a'perennial plant, growing in wet places
near spiiiigs, and in slow running streams or ditches, very
generally associated with the water-cress. The leaves are
mild, or have only a slightly bitte'ish taste, and form a very
tolerable salad ingredient in March and April. In Scot-
land the plant is called water fiurfiie, ami (he sprigs are

gathered for sale along with wall-cresses (well or water
cresses.)

447 Tlie young tops and leaves of the Great J^ettte

{Uriica dioica, L. ; English Bjtany, t. 1750) are gatnered
in early »pring, about Februai y, as a pot-herb, and form a
tolerably good one. JVeltle-kail is an old Scottish dish,

now known only by name. If nettle-tops be wanted, they
can readily be had without cultivating the plant.

448. Sow-thistle {Sonchus oleraceus, L. ; English Botany,

t. 843.) is a common annual weed in our gardens. There
is a prickly and a smooth variety. The latter is in some
countries boiled and eaten as greens ; hence the Linnean
trivial name oleraceus The tender shoots boiled in the

manner of spinach are very good, superior perhaps to any
greens not in common use.

449. Dandelion {Leontodon taraxacum,\j- ; English Bo-
tany, t. 510 ) is a well known perennial, generally despised

as a troublesome weed : yet the leaves, in early spring,

when they are just unfolding, afford a very good ingredient

in salads. The French sometimes eat the young roots, and
the etiolated leaves, with thin slices of bread and butler.

Blanched dandelion loses its disagreeable flavour, and con-

siderably resembles endive in taste.

450. Bladder Camfiion, or Spatling Poppy {Silene injlata,

Hort. Kew. ; English Botany, t. 1 64. ; Cucubalus behen,

L.) is a hardy perennial, growing naturally by the sides of

our corn-fields and pastures. Its young tender shoots,

when about two inches long, are excellent when boiled,

having something of the flavour of peas. The plant sends

forth a great number of sprouts, and when these are nipped

off" they are succeeded by fresh ones.

451. The Hofi [Humulus Lu/iulus, L. ; Eng. Bot. t. 427.)

is well known as being cultivated for the sake of its flowers

for preserving beer; but for use as a kitchen-herb it is lit-

tle regarded. The young shoots, however, which, early, in

the spring, rise abundantly from old stocks, are not much
inferior to asparagus. They are sometimes, but not often,

sent to market, and sold by the name of hofi-tofis.

For further particulars regarding esculent plants which

have fallen into neglect, the reader may be referred to the

" Flora Diaetelica" of Bryant.

_ Fungous Plants.

Of the tribe of Fungi several esculent species occur in

this country, belonging to the genera Agaricus, Tuber,

and Phallus. Only one is cultivated, the Common Mush-
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Foom, Agarkiis camjiestris of Linnaeus, A. edulh oi'Bulliaid

and others.

. . Common Mushroom.

452. This is well known. It- is most readily (listinguisl\-

cd, when of middle size, by its fine pink or flesh-coloured

gills, and pleasant smell : in a more advanced stage the

gills become of a chocolate colour, and it is then more apt

to be confounded with other kinds, of dubious ciuality ; but

the species which most nearly resembles it, is slimy to the

touch, and destitute of the fine odour, having rather a disa-

greeable smell : further, the noxious kind grows in woods
or on the margins of woods, while the true mushroom
springs up chiefly in open pastures, and should be gathered
only in such places.

The uses of the mushroom are familiar ; it is eaten fresh,

either stewed or broiled ; and preserved, either as a pickle,

or in powder. The sauce commonly called ketchufi (sup-

posed from the Japanese ;{-!?-^'a/i) is, or ought to be, made from
its juice, with salt and spices. Wild mushrooms from old

pastures are generally considered as more delicate in fla-

vovir and more tender in flesh, than those raised in artificial

beds. But the young or button mushrooms of the cultivated

sort are firmer and better for pickling ; and in using culti-

vated mushrooms, there is evidently much less risk of dele-

terious kinds being employed.
Mushrooms are most speedily and certainly propagated,

by placing the germinating seeds,—or rather the white
fibrous radicles, which produce tubercles in the manner of
potatoes, called the spatun,—in a situation proper for the

developement of the plants. Without at all abetting the

doctrine of equivocal generation, we may assert our power
to produce this spawn at pleasure. Some long stable dung,
which has not lain in a heap, or undergone any degree of
fermentation, is mixed with strong earth, and put under
cover from rain: the more the air is excluded, the sooner
does the spawn appear: a layer of old thatch, or any kind
of litter that has lain long abroad, and so is not apt to fer-

ment, is proper for excluding the air. In about two months
•the white threads of the spawn will be found penetrating

the dung and earth. When spawn is once procured, it

may be extended or propagated, as spawn, without pro-
ducing mushrooms. A mode of doing this, practised by
Mr John Hay, may here be mentioned. A quantity of
cow droppings is to be gathered from the pastures ; some
Totten wood, or spray from the bottom of a hedge, is to be
collected, with a little strong loam. These are mixed, and
formed into a moist ductile sort of mortar or paste, of such
consistence, that it can be cut into pieces like bricks.

When these are so far dried that they can conveniently be
lifted, a row is laid in some dry place, under cover, per-
haps in a shade at the back of a hot-house ; a little spawn
is placed upon the layer; then another layer of the spawn
bricks, and so on. In a few weeks the whole mass is pe-
netrated by the spawn. The spawn bricks may then be
laid aside for use ; they will keep many months; and the

drier they are kept, the more certainly do they afibrd a crop
of mushrooms, when placed in favourable circumstances
for doing so.

The usual mode of raising mushrooms, in beds prepared
with layers of horse-droppings and fine mould, is gene-
rally understood, and has been fully described in a preced-
ing part of this work, (art. Fungi.) It may be proper,
however, in addition to what is there said, to give an ac-
count of what is called Oldacre's plan, this being gene-
Tally considered as an improvement on the culture of
mushrooms.

433. Mr Isaac Oldacre is an Englishman, who for many

years held the ofTicc of chief gardener to the Emperor of
Russia at St Pelersburgh. In 1814, he visited iiis native
country ; and on that occasion, at the desire of Sir Joseph
Banks, put in practice at Spring Grove his improved
mode of raising mushrooms. In forming the compost for
the beds, he prefers fresh short dung, from a stable or the
path of a horse-mill. The dung must neither have been
exposed to wet nor to fermentation. About a fourth or a
sixth part of cow or sheep's droppings is added, and the
whole ingredients are well mixed and incorporated. The
beds, if they may be so called, are formed on shelves, or in
drawers or boxes, in the mushroom-house, or in any out-
house, where a slight increase of temperature can be com-
manded. A stratum of the prepared mixture, about three
inches thick, being deposited, is beat together with a flat

wooden mallet. Another similar layer is added, and beat
together as before ; and this is repeated, till the beds be
six inches thick, and very compact. A degree of fermenta-
tion soon takes place in'this mass; but if the heat arising
from this process be not quickly perceptible, another layer
must still be added, till sufiicient action be excited. When
the beds are milk warm, (or between 80° and 90° Fahr.)
some holes are dibbled about nine inches apart, for receiv-
ing the spawn. These are left open, for some time; and
when the heat is on the decline, but before it be quite
gone, a lump of spawn is inserted into each opening, and
the holes are then filled up with the compost. Ten days
afterwards, the beds are covered with a coaling of rich
mould, mixed with a fourth or sixth part of droppings, to
the depth of an inch and a half. This is beat down with
the back of a spade, and the bed may then be accounted ready
for producing. The mushroom-house is now kept as
nearly and equally at 55* Fahr. as circumstances will al-

low. When the beds become very dry, it is occasionally
found requisite to sprinkle over them a little water, taken
from a pond or river; but this must be done with great
circumspection.

Beds thus prepared, we are assured, yield abundant
crops of mushrooms. If a number of shelves or drawers
be at first prepared, a few only, at a time, may be covered
with mould, and brought into bearing; the rest of the
shelves or drawers being cropped in succession, as mush-
rooms may happen to be in demand. It is evident that they
may thus be procured at all seasons. The more that free
air can be admitted into the mushroom-house, the flavour
of the mushrooms will be found to be improved.

In what particulars the advantage of Mr Oldacre's plan
over former modes chiefly consists, does not very clear-
ly appear. Beds made up in the usual way are much less
compact, and are more damp: compactness and dryness
may therefore be considered as important. Indeed, the
beneficial effects of keeping the spawn dry were long ago
noticed by Miller, in his Dictionary, who found, tliat spawn
which had lain for four months near the furnace of a stove,
yielded a crop in less time and in greater profusion than
any other.

In some old authors, a very sage advice is given for

promoting the fecundity of mushroom beds constyicted on
the ordinary plan, viz. to take a few full grown^nushrooms
from pastures, and, breaking them down in the watering-
pot, to water the beds with the infusion. This is plainly

nothing else than sowing mushroom seed, the minute seeds
lodged in the gills being thus suspended in the water, and
introduced along with it into the bed.

454. Although the Agaricus campestrisis the only spe-
cies cultivated, it is not the most delicate of the tribe as to

flavour, nor perhaps the best deserving of culture. Some
of the others should be tried, and there seems no reason to

doubt of ultimate success. A. aurantiacus possesses ex-
4 L2
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cellent qualities ; tlie flcbh is tender, and the flavour deli-

cate : it is in high repute on the Continent, where it is ga-

tlieredin pine (orcsts, about the end of siinimer. It is the

oron«-e of the ]-'iench, and is distinijjuishcd from another

species, called tlie false oronge, by having a complete volva.

A. solitarii!-; is remarkable for its fine llavcAir. A. procerus

is a great favourite in I'rance, where it is Unown by the

name of grisctle. A. dcliciosus is much used in Germany

and Italy; but though it is not uncommon in our fir plan-

tations, it is scarcely ever eaten in this country. The

Champignon (^. firaleniis) is used in soups, and is there-

fore occasionally brought to market ; but, as remarked by

Mr Sowerby, in " Englisli Fungi," it is apt to be confound-

ed, by the common mushroom gatherers, with A. virosus,

one of the most to be avoided. A. violaceus is sometimes

sold in Covent Garden, under the name of Bluets: it is a

harmless kind, but has no other mei it. The species which

most commonly forms the circles and semicircles on downs

near the sea-shore, caUcd fainj-rinifs, is A. orcades. This

Mr Lightfoot, in his Flora Scotica, considers as the jnous-

seron of the French; but their mousseron is A. virgineus

of Persoon,a fleshy species, nearly of a pure white colour,

while our pl&nt is coriaceous and bufi"-colourcd.

Truffles and Morels.

These have already been described under the article

Fungi, and are figured in Plate LXXV. of this work.

455. The Truffle, or subterraneous pufi'-ball, {Tuber ci-

barium,) is one of the best of the esculent fungi. It grows

naturally in different parts of Britain, but is most common
in the downs of Wiltshire, Hampshire, and Kent, where

dogs are trained to scent it out ; the plant growing and

corning to perfection some inches below the surface. The
dogs point out the spot by scraping and barking, and the

truffles (for several generally grow together) are dug up

with a spade. They are principally sent to Covent Garden

market. No attempt, it is believed, has hitherto been made

to cultivate truffles ; but of the practicability of the thing,

there seems no reason to doubt. In iheir habits of growlli,

indeed, they difitr essentially from the mushroom ; but it

is certainly possible to accommodate the soil and other cir-

cumstances to the peculiar nature of the fungus. It has

been said, that the tubercles on the surface of truffles are

analogous to the eyes or buds of potatoes, and that they

have been propagated, like potatoes, by means of cuts fur-

nished with tubercles : it may however be suspected, that

the pieces thus planted contained ripe seeds. Truffles, we
may add, seem to delight in a mixture of clay and sand

;

;;nd a moderate degree of bottom heat, such as is affoided

by a spent hot-bed, might proba!)ly forward their vegeta-

tion.

456. The Morel {Phallus enculeiitus^ L. ; Helvella cscu-

lenta of Sowerby, and Morchella esculenta of Persooii) rises,

in the spring months, generally in woods, but sometimes

on commons. It freciuently appears for sale in Covent

Garden market in May and June; but it has never been

cultivated. The cultivation of morels, however, would

probably k| moi'e easily accomplished than that of truffles.

Morels are used either fresh or dried, commonly as an in-

gredient to heighten the flavour of gravies or ragouts. If

intended for keeping, they should not be collected when wet

with dew, nor soon alter rain ; if gathered in a dry state,

ihcy may be kept for many months.

Having treated at great length of the Kitchen Garden,

and of culinary plants suited to our climate, we now turn

to the Flower Garden ; and here we shall study brevity as

much as possible.

FLOWER GARDEN.

457. The flower garden, it has been already observed,

§ 55. has a separate situation, generally at some distance

from the fruit and kitchen garden. It should indeed form
an ornamental appendage to the mansion, and be easily ac- •

cessible in all kinds of weather. There is no objection to

tlie flower garden being seen from the windows of the

house: on the contrary, this is sometimes considered as de-

sirable. In some places, the flower garden consists of par-

terres of vaiious shapes, generally curved, separated from
each other by little grass lawns. Such insulated parterres

look very well from the windows of the house ; the turf, in

our moist climate, being always of a lively green, and
I'orming a fine contrast with the dressed ground, and with

the gay hues of the flowers. But for many days in the

year these grass-girt parterres are inaccessible to the pro-

prietors, more especially to ladies, it being impossible to

pass along the tuif without getting wet, at times when well

iTiade gravel walks are comfoitably dry. Wherever, there-

fore, this kind of flower garden amidst turf is formed,

there should be another, which may be considered as the

winter garden, and which may contain one or more of the

glazed houses for preserving plants.

In many cases the flower garden is defended by low walls

or by close pales, covered by shrubs. If there be little

room, they may be concealed by a single row of some ever-

green, such as phillyrea, alaternus, pyracantha, laurusti-

nus, or tree-box. The wall on the north side of the gar-

den, however, is in some places used for a double purpose;

the more tender kind of shrubs being trained against it on

the south aspect. In situations where a wall would be un-

suitable, an " invisible fence" of wire is employed, this

proving sufficient to exclude hares and rabbits, while it

nowise ofiends the eye, and scarcely interrupts the view.

Evergreen hedges, of laurel, yew, or holly, make excellent

fences, especially if united with a sunk fence. -

458. The shape and size of the flower garden can be re-

gulated only by the taste and the means of the owner. If

the eye eml)race the whole at once, the garden should evi-

dently be of some regular figure. But if the size be con-

siderable, it is advantageous that the ground should be un-

equal in surface, and irregular in shape. In general, a

green-house, conservatory, and stove, should form promi-

nent objects in dilTercnt parts of it : it should abound with

evergreen trees and shrubs, so as to maintain its verdure
even at midwinter; the principal borders should be des-

tined for mingled perennial flowers, of the most orna-

mental kinds; a few may be devoted to showy annuals;

and particular beds should be appropriated for the differ-

ent kinds of flowering bulbs, as well as for pinks, polyan-

thuses, and auriculas. These borders and beds, it may be
remarked, should be so placed, that from the windows of

the house, or from the principal entrance of the garden,

they may be seen across or laterally, so that the colours of

the flowers may appear in inass, without being broken by
the alleys.

A rock-work is generally formed; and if the situation

admit of it, or if curiosity in plants be indulged in, a small

piece of water for aquatics is proper. A circular or oval

plat is commonly devoted to a collection of roses ; and a

damp border with peat soil is set apart as an " American
ground." One of the walks is often arched over with

strong wire, or with slight spars, on which climbing shrubs

may be trained, so as to form a berceau. Covered seats

of various kinds are constructed, under the names of heath

and moss houses, arbours, and grottoes. If, however, the

garden be regular in surface, bowers of light lattrce-work>
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covered with climbing; plants, are to be prefericd. In very

few places do founlaiiiS or statues now tiuti into tlic com-
position of the flower garden; and urns, busts, or inscrip-

tions, arc not to lie intioduced without caution.

Taking it for granted thai tlic flower garden should have

a ready communication with ihe principal gravel-walks

near the house, and also with those leatliiig to the shrubbe-

ries, and likewise that it is exticmcly desirable to have
the walks at all times dry, we shall first make some re-

marks on the formation of buch walks in geneial, and shall

then consider some of the principal constituent parts of the

garden more in detail.

Garden Walks.

459. Formerly grass walks were common in gardens

;

but the inconveniences attending them, especially damp-
ness, and liability to wear bare in the middle, have caused
ihem to be in a great measure relinquished ; and they are

now to be seen only in a few old gardens. AValks, at the

present day, are principally made with gravel. If gravel

walks be properly formed at first, much future labour is

saved. If judged necessary, a drain should be made to pass
below them; but at all events a quantity of lime-rubbish

or very coaise gravel should form the foundation. In the

flower-garden it is not necessary to have a fine permeable
bottom of eaith, such as is proper under gravel-walks next
to fruit-tree borders. Lime-rubbish prevents the lodging

of earth worms, whicli are so apt to disfigure walks, and
also tends to drain the walks and keep them dry. Over
the rubbish is laid screened gravel. In some places gingle

from the sea-shore is used ; but this docs not bind without
the addition of a little clayey matter. Good gravel may
often be got from some inland pit, where there is naturally

a slight mixture of clay. The gravel pits of Kensington
and of Blackheath have long been celebrated. If gravel be
liberally laid on at first, the face of the walk may after-

wards be more easily refreshed, by turning over the sur-

face gravel, and then using the roller.

If the walk be five or six feet broad, it should rise about
an inch and a half in the centre. It is often made to rise

considerably more ; but the apijearance is thereby impair-

ed, and the walker is annoyed. If the walk be ol laigc

dimensions, the height in the centre may increase in pro-

portion : so that in ten feet of l)readth, a rise of two or

three inches is quite allowable. The walks of the flower

garden should scarcely be less than five or six feet wide
;

nor can there in general be any t^ood leason for their ex-
ceeding eight feet. They ^hould be two or three inches
lower in level than the flower-bordei s, otherwise these last

would look flat and mean.
The rollers used for levelling and smoothing the

walks, are formed sometimes of wood, sometimes of

stone; but the largest and best are of cast iron. Itolling

immediately after rain is practised, the gravel binding

readily at that time.

460. In many places only the principal walks are cover-

ed with gravel ; all the subordinate ones, and the paths

through woods or large shrubberies, being merely laid with

sand. Gravel walks are much injured by the drip of trees

in rainy weather, and are not easily repaired ; while sand

walks require only to have their surface stirred with a

Dutch hoe, and to be raked smooth again. It is, however,
of importance to have a foundation of very coarse gravel,

broken field stones, or lime rubbish, below the sand. Sand
from an inland pit, having commonly a tendency to bind, is

preferable to pure sea or river sand. In places near the

sea, and where banks of shells occur on the beach, sea-

shells, whenbroken, will be found to form a very neat walk,

also susceptible of binding to a certain degree. The
utility of the binding quality is manifold ; it gives the
walk a neat appearance; it renders it more pleasant for

walking on ; and it permits of sweeping, without deranging
the surface.

461. If the flower garden is to consist of parterres sepa-
rated by grass-turf, the first formation of these little lawns
requires particular attention. \V'hen the ground is delved
over and levelled, a stratum of sand or very poor sandy
earth, perhaps three inches thick, is laid on, and over this
an equal depth of good earth, on which to sow the grass
seeds. The use of the poor soil below is to prevent the
grass from getting rank. This is particularly necessary,
where a mixture of ryegrass and brome grasses (particu-
larly Bromus sguarrosus and miit/i/lorzis) is sown ; and all

the grass seed, it may be observed, sold in this country,
consists of such a mixture. Were only fescue grasses
sown {^''cstuca duriuscula Mid ovma,) with perhaps crested
dog's tail [Cynosurus vrintatus), theie would be much less

danger of over-luxuriant patches appealing, while their

fine wiry leaves and slightly glaucous hue, would ren-
der the turf highly beautiful. The selection of grasses
for lawns is too little attended to. The same kind of
seed is sown indiscriminately in exposed and in shady
situations. If white clover and rye-grass be sown under
trees, it is little wonder that the ground should remain
bare : if the seeds of Poa nemoralis were scattered in

such situations, the bare spaces would soon be covered
with a lively green sward. A judicious little essay on
the employment of the gramina, and particularly of the
species last mentioned, presented to the Highland So-
ciety by the late JVIr George Don of Forfar, may be seen
in the third volume of the Transactions of that Society,

p. 194, et scq.

Soil.

462. The soil of the flower-garden should of course
be various. For the general borders a loamy soil is pre-
ferable. The surface earth from old pastures, taken along
with the turf, is accounted excellent. There may be
mixed with it a quantity of old hot-bed dung, or other
rotten manure ; a third or a fourth, according as the
earth is naturally rich or poor. If the compost seem apt
to bind, a small proportion of sea-sand is the remedy. If
a poor soil be wished for, which at the same time is open,
then half-iotten tan from the bark stove is substituted
for dung.

It may here be remarked, that vaiious composts should
always be in readiijess, and others in a state of preparation;
and for this purpose a convenient spot, as much hid fronx

view as possible, but near to the garden, should be set

apart as a eompost yard.

Peat-soil is very useful in the flower-garden. It is of
two sorts, boggy peat, and sandy or surface peat ; the
former adapted only to the larger and more hardy kinds
of American plants; the latter, to other American plants,

to alpine plants, to Cape heaths, and to many green-house
plants. The best sort of peat-turf is frcijuently to be found
constituting a mere skin over a bed of sand. The turf or
sod should be taken with what peat-soil adheres to it, and
should be allowed to moulder in the compost yard. Spots
where wild heath grows luxuriantly, or where it closely

covers the surface, are likely to afford excellent light or

sandy peat. It may be added, that at the points where
mountain rivulets enter the flat country, accumulations of

peat earth and sand may often be found, the peat being

freed, by the washing of the rivulet, from tlie chief part of

the salts asid other principles likely to prove hurtful to
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vegetation. A mixture of nearly equal parts of peat soil

and loam is suitable for vei-y many kinds of plants. For

the succulent tribe iMiiler recoinnieiids a compost prepar-

ed of one-half earth from the surface of a common, \vl>ere

the soil is light; ynd the other half drift sea sand and old

lime rubbish screened, in equal parts. Decayed leaves of

trees liavc long been considered as forming the most suit-

able ingredient in composts, where it is wished to imitate

a vegetable soil. Large pits arc dug in convenient parts of

the woods, and into these the heaps of leaves and small

spray arc raked during winter, as light sprinkling of the

surface soil being thrown over all, to prevent the leaves

from being blown about. After the lapse of a year, a very

light vegetable soil is thus procured ; while the half rotten

spray forms an appropriate soil for some kinds of epiden-

drum, cultivated in the stove.

In the first forming of composts, considerable attention

should be paid to the thorough mixing together of the in-

gredients. The heaps should not be round and of great

bulk, but should rather be formed into long and narrow

ridges, the sides of vvhicli may more effectually bfc exposed

to the influences of the atmosphere. The compost should

remain for at least a year before being used, and should be

several times turned over and mixed in the course both of

summer and winter.

The best kind of rich manure for the flower-garden is

found in old hot- beds which have been formed of stable

dung and litter ; but even this should not be delved into

the borders without being mixed with a portion of good

loam ; for there are few Jloivers to which very rich manures

do not prove detrimental.

A quantity of pit sand should always be in readiness for

mixing with other soils, or for striking cuttings of different

plants. TTie pure'jt and finest pit sand is preferred. How-
ever pure to appearance, it still contains a portion of very

fine vegetable matter; sea-sand being destitute of this, is

not nearly so proper.

To enlarge further on soils for the flower-garden seems
unnecessary. In Cushing's Exotic Gardener may be seen

a table of genera, shewing the peculiar soil most suitable,

in a general way, to each genus ; and the same little book
contains some very useful remarks on the preparation and

use of composts.

It may here be observed, that for all border plants, as

well as for tulips, ranunculuses, and other flowers kept in

beds, the earth or the compost should not be screened fine.

It is enough, if stones which the spade sensibly strikes

against be cast out, and if clods be broken small at the time

of delving. Screened earth is apt to bind after heavy and
continued rains, and thus to impede the progress of the

roots which it was meant to facilitate. For plants kept in

pots, and particularly for seedlings and cuttings, the matter
is quite otherwise ; the soil for most of these should be
made fine by passing it through a sieve.

Jidg-ings.

463 In the formal style of gardening which prevailed in

the 1 7th and the early part of the 18th century, edgings of

various kinds were much more needed and more attended

to than they now are. The compartments of parterres were
generally divided by box, and on the margins of the walks
were frequently small hedges of lavender, or rue. Thyme,
savory and hyssop, were also in those days employed as

ornamental edgings.

464. For the general gravel-walks in gardens, the best

edging is without doubt the dwarfish Dutch box {^Buxus
semjiervirens vai.) A compact low hedge of this effec-

tually keeps the vralks clean, by preventing the earth of

the border fronn falling down into them, or being washed
into them by heavy rains. If the box be kept low and re-

gularly clipped, it endures in good repair and beauty for

several years. It is commonly clipped twice in the year, in

April and July. It should be kept about three inches
broad at the base, and tajMiring upwards to a sharp r'dge.
A linear and continuous edging of this kind pleases every
eye. Box is planted cither in the beginning of autumn, or
in the sprmg about the month of April. If slips having
few or no roots be used, watering is proper till the plants
be fairly established.

Next to box, the plant which forms the best retaining
edging is perhaps thrift or sea-pink (Statice armeria.) In
June and July, when in flower, it m.ikes a showy edg-
ing ; and it answers the purpose during the rest of the year
with its dense tufts of leaves. It should be replanted every
year, or at farthest every second year.

The double-flowered daisy (Bellis fierennis, var.fl.pl.)

has very long been used in this way. VViien kept in repair,

it forms an edging very pleasing to the eye. The plants
should be separated and transplanted every season, in the
beginning of September, and only one strong stem or bud
left to each bunch of roots.

Double catchfiy {Lychnis viscaria, fl. pi.) is sometimes
employed; but it seldom makes a neat edging: the flowers
are ornamental, but the stems are too tall. Dwarfgentian
[Gentiana acautis) of all other plants forms toe most bril-

liant edging, while in flower in the spring ; but it is neces-
sary that a continuous azure line be kept up, and for this

purpose the verge must be of some breadth : It is appli-

cable therefore only to large or broad borders, and it suc-

ceeds best in a strong or clayey soil. London-firide {^Saxi-

fraga umbrosa) forms a loose and straggling verge, but is

very pretty while the plants are in flower : It is fittest for a
shrubbery walk. Lady's cushion, or Indian moss as it is

sometimes called, (Saxifraga hyfinoides) is occasionally

planted as an edging, and makes a pretty enough appear-
ance. Some other similar species of Saxifraga, such as

palmata and casfiitosa, may be used in the same way.
For gay paiterres, the large blue-flowered fiansy -violet

(Viola tricolor var.) makes a beautiful slight edging. Al-
tho\igh strictly speaking, an annual plant, if it be parted
every season, it endures for several years. It is very com-
monly used for adorning the margins of elegant flower-bor-

ders in the neighbourhood of Dublin.

Diuarf bell-fioiuer [Camfianula fiumila, or C. rotundi-

folia var.) makes a fine edging for little borders where nice-

ty and beauty are studied. Sometimes a few feet of the

edging are formed alternately of the blue and of the white
variety. For small borders, also, a very ornamental edg-

ing may be formed of Stone crop [Sedum acre), preferring

the variety which has the tops of the shoots of a yellowish

colour; this, even during winter or very early in the spring,

having the appearance of being in flower.

It may be remarked, that patches of several of the differ-

ent edging plants which have been enumerated, perhaps a
few yards alternately of each, have an agreeable effect, es-

pecially in a long or extensive border.

Most kinds of edgings may be planted early in the

spring. In planting them, it is more proper to use the

spade than the dibble. The ground being slightly beat, a
drill is cut by the garden-line, perpendicular on the side

next the border ; the plants are then placed against the

perpendicular side, their roots spread out, and the earth

closed upon them.

For edgings to square or oblong beds intended for tulips,

ranunculuses, or similar plants, thin boards painted of a

lead colour, are perhaps better than any other. Edgings to

endure only for one season are sometimes formed of annual
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plants, sown in the spring; such as the dwarfish stock

[Matcojtiia marilima, H. K), or candy-tuft, purple or white,

^Iberis umbcllaia.)

465. A simple and elegant eds^in;^ may be formed of

shcep's-fcscue (Fcstuca ovina,) the very fine foliage of the

plant being highly ornainciiial. In the extensive nur-

series at Gaicside, Newcastle, this son of verge has been

adopted, F. duriuscuia being ujixcd, however, in some
places, with the true sheep's-lescue. If very carelully

sown or planted in a narrow straight line, it has a slender

linear appearance, and does not occupy more space than

a small box edging. For a temporary edging, another

kind of grass, the large cow-qu iki s, {Briza maxima,) is

sometimes very happily employed, tlie loose racemes,

with their nodding spikes, having a pleasing and uncom-
mon effect. If sown in autumn, soon after the seeds ripen,

the plants become larger and stronger than those sown in

the spring. Common grass verges can scarcely be less

than a foot in breadth, and are not therefore adapted for

small borders: if formed of fine turf laid upon sand to

keep the plants dwarfish, such simple verges are very

proper for the margins of shrubbery borders.

Evergreens.

466. Near the house, and about the flower garden, ever-

green shrubs should abound. There should be at least

one evergreen for two deciduous shrubs. The transplant-

ing of evergreens requires some attention. It is often de-

sirable to have them at once of consi-leiable size ; and fine

large specimens may sometimes be found in public nur-
series, or in market gardens. A year before these are to

be removed, the loots should be cut, by passing a sharp
spade all around and below them ; thus encouraging the

setting out of new and tufted roots, and greatly facilitating

the subsequent removal of the plant. The roots of any
kind of evergreen should be as little as possible exposed
to the air. Nicol, in his Calendar, makes some judicious
observations on the best time for transplanting of ever-
greens : He prefers the middle or end of April, or rather
the precise time when the plant begins to grow for the

season, when the buds swell, and the new leaves are about
te be unfolded : the roots are then also in an active state,

and if the transplanting be speedily accomplished, no
check is sustained. Next to this late period of the spring,

the beginning of August is a good time ; for a second
growth then takes place, as careful observers must have
remarked, occasioned perhaps by the showery weather
which generally occurs at that season.—Only a very few
of the principal hardy evergreens can here be noticed.

467. Of the Alaternus {Rhamnus alaternus) there are

several varieties, particularly tlie jagged and the plain

leaved, and the gold and the silver variegated. Resem-
bling this is the Phillyrea ; but the genera may at once be
distinguished, without seeing the flowers, by observing,

that in the former the leaves arc alternate, while in the

latter they are opposite. Of phillyrea there are three

species, privet-leaved (P. media), narrow-leaved (P. an-

gusti/olia), broad-leaved (P. latifolia), and several varieties

of t-ach of these : these were, in former days, among the

most favourite tonsile evergreens.

The Chinese Arbor vitae {Thuja orienlatis) and the
American (7". occidenlalis) are large, and rather suited for

extensive shrubberies. The same may be said of the com-
mon laurel [Prunus laurocerasus), and the Portugal laurel

(P. lusitanica.)

468. The Sweet Bay {^Laurus nobilis), which is a con-
siderable tree in the south of Europe, appears but as a
shrub in this country, producing its flowers only in shel-

tcrcxl situations and good seasons. The common laurel
above mentioned, we may remark, is often mistaken for
tlie bay, and regarded as the plant which furnished crowns
for the Roman heroes. The error is pcrhajjs fortunate,
our bays thus escaping mutilation on occasions of public
rejoicing. There is no doubt, however, that it was the
sweet bay which furnished the wreath worn on the brow
of the victor, and of the piiestcss of Delphi. The mistake
has arisen from the bay having formerly been called laurel,

and the fruit of it only named bayea. The Alexandrian
Laurel {Ruscus racemosus) has also been mistaken for the
heroic plant; but although destitute of this honour, it is a
most elegant shrub, worthy of a prominent stalion.

The (lifTerent varieties of Laurustinus {Viburnum tinua)
are veiy ornamental, as they not only enliven the winter
scene with their green leaves, but delight us with their

flowers at that dead season. These last, however, are pro-
duced only in sheltered situations.

469. The Strawberry-tree {Arbutus unedo) is an elegant
plant at all times ; but when at once covered with fruit and
flowers, the appearance is not only beautiful, but curious.
In Ireland, about the Lakes of Killarney, this species,
which ranks as a. shrub in Scotland and the north of Eng-
land, attains the size of a lofty tree. In the Transactions
ol tlie Dublin Society for 1806, a gigantic specimen is des-
cribed by Mr J. T. Mackay as growing in Rough Island,
an islet in the lower lake, entirely composed of limestone.
In 1805, this tree measured nine feet in circumference at

two feet from the ground ; at the height ol five feet it

branches off into four limbs, each of which then measured
two feet and a half in circumference ; from the base of the
trunk to the extremity of the branches, the length was 36
feet ; and the tree has a fine spreading head. The anrfracAne
(A. andrac/ine) is a beautiful shrub or small tree, but liable

to be injured by severe frosts, and suited only to the milder
counties of England and Ireland.

The superb Yucca, or Adam's needle, {Yucca ghriosa)
may here be mentioned, as it retains its leaves at all times.

When in flower it makes a magnificent appearance. Young
plants are at first rather tender ; but when fairly establish-
ed, they prove sufficiently hardy for the open border A
fine specimen has stood for about a century in the plea-
sure-grounds of Kilochan, belonging to Sir Andrew Cath-
cart in Ayrshire; and it flowers every second or third
year.

The Aucuba, or gold plant, {Aucuba Jafionica) was for-

merly kept in the green-house; but it n av ornaments the
flower-garden with its fine spotted yellow leaves ; and in

a sheltered situation it sustains no injury from our ordinary
winters.

470. Rhododendrons of different species are highly orna-
mental, particularly R maximum, Ponticum, hirsutum,
and ferrugineum. These grow well in any loamy soil,

although they no doubt flourish more among sandy peat.

II a rivulet pass the flower garden, the banks of it should
be planted with them. Katmias may also be introduced,

particularly K. latifolia, angustitolia, and glauca ; together
with Ledum palustre and L. latifolium, or the Labrador
tea plant ; likewise different species of Vaccinium, and of
Andromeda^ particularly pulverulenla and cassiiiefolia; and
Gaullheria procumbens.

47 1 Ainong low evergreens for the front of the borders,

different species of Cistus or rock-rose are excellent; and
several hardy exotic Heaths, which shew their iiuwers

early in the spring, particularly Erica mediterranea and
carnea. E. arborea, the flowers of which are fragrant,

sometimes attains the size of a considerable shrub, and is

very ornamental, but it succeeds only in the milder pa;t£

of England. Even our four native species deserve a place.
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The most common is E. vulgaris, of winch there is a

white-flowered variety, and one with douhle flowers. E.

cinerca, fine-leaved heath or belLlicathcr, is the next in

point of abundance ; it is more showy than the former, and

there is a variety with wnite flowers. E. tetralix, or cross-

leaved heath, is the third species; it is an elegant plant,

distinguished by the leaves growing in fours, and by the

flowers coming in clusters on tlie tops of the stalks. E.

vagans is a native of the south of England, found indeed

scarcely any where but in Cornwall. These native heaths

grow perfectly well in any poor soil ; but the ground

should not be delved close by them, as their roots are

generally extended very near the surface. Pittosfiorum

tobira is a beautiful glossy-leaved Chinese evergreen,

which succeeds in a well sheltered border, but unless it

be situated in a dry soil, is apt lo be cut olF by tlie damp

at the surface of the earth. Several species of Daphne

are very ornamental as evergreens, and proiluce llicir

flowers in the spring months, particularly D. tneoruni,

collina and ponlica ; and although the mezereon {D. me-

zereum) is a deciduous shrub ;
yet as it displays ils blos-

soms very early in the spring, generally in February, it

deserves a place : there are three vaiieiits, dark red,

pale red, and white. The Periwmkles l^finca major and

Minor), when regularly cut over every year, form neat

evergreen buahes.

472. The Musk rose (^Rosa moschata) may be consider-

ed as approaching to an evergreen ; and tliere is an almost

evergreen variety of the sweet-briar {^R. rubiginosa). But

cf all others, R. Indica is the greatest acquisition to our

gardens, being not only always in leaf, but flowering both

iale and early, in November and in March. The Ayrshire

Rose, a species not well ascertained, deserves a place,

especially for covering any wall, pale, or winter seal ; it

grows very rapidly, and always retains some of its leaves.

it is said to be from America, and to have received the

name of Ayrshire rose, from having been first cultivated

at Fail field, near Kilmarnock. A rampant native species

(/?. arvensis) has likewise obtained among nurserymen the

name of Ayrshire rose, and is often sold instead of the

other, to which it bears a considerable resemblance.

Autumn, Winter, and Spring Gardens.

473. It now very commonly happens, that the autumn

and early part of winter are the only seasons in which

families, swayed by the fashionable world, reside at their

country mansions. The forming of an autumnal and a

winter garden is therefore important. In the former, many
late-flowering perennial plants, such as asters, solidagos,

rudbeckias, hollyhocks, and many kinds of annual flowers,

may render the borders gay till the frost prove too severe.

The carnation shed may with propriety be situated in the

autumn garden.

474. Addison, in one of his Spectators (No. 477.) sets

fortti the pleasures and beauties of a winter garden. " In

the summer season," he observes, " the whole country

blooms, and is a kind of garden, for which reason we are

not so sensible of those beauties that at this time may be

every where met with ; but when nature is in her desola-

tion, and presents us with nothing but bleak and barren
prospects, there is something unspeakably cheerful in a

spot of ground which is covered with trees that smile

amidst all the rigour of winter, and give us a view of the

most gay season in the midst of that which is most dead
and melancholy. I have so far indulged myself in this

thought, that I have set apart a whole acre of ground for

the executing of it. The walls are covered with ivy in-

f,lead of vines. The laurel, the hornbeam, and the holly,

with many other trees and plants of the same nature, grow
so thick in it, that you cannot imagine a more lively scene."

A winter garden of much smaller dimensions than here
suggested, would in general be found sufficient. The idea
was taken up also by Lord Kames, in his " Elements of
Criticism," (vol. ii. p. 448). "In a hot country," he re-

marks, "it is a capital object to have what may be termed
a summer garden, that is, a space of ground disposed by
art and by nature to exclude the sun, but to give free

access to the air. In a cold country, the capital object

shiiuld be a winter garden, open to the sun, sheltered from
the wind, dry under foot, and having the appearance of
summer by a variety of evergreens." All the evergreens
which have already been mentioned would enter with pro-
priety into the composition of such a garden. The horn-

beam, it may be noticed, however, must have crept into the

S|)eetatoi 'b list by inadvertency, it being a deciduous tree.

IJesides evergreen trees and shrubs, there are a good
many humble herbaceous plants, which retain a greenness
in their foliage over winter; such are, common daisies,

thrift, pinks, none-so-pretty, burnet, and several others.

These may also be admitted; and plants which flower in

winter, or very early in the spring, may be scattered over
llic borders; such are Christmas rose and winter aconite

{HdUborus nigtr and hyemails) ; dog's-tooth violet, wh|te

and pink, {^Erythroiiinm dens cania) ; bulbous fumitory

[I-'umaria bulbosa and solida) ; and others. To the winter

garden a Conservatory may be considered as an appro-

priate appendage.
4?5. A part of the winter garden may be appropriated

as a spring garden, and planted chiefly with the early

flowering shrubs, such as the common and the double

dwarfish almond (jimygdalus nana and fiumila), and the

sweet almond (A. communis.) On the borders, the dif-

ferent species of narcissus, particularly the poetic, the

daffodil, jonquil, and polyanthus-narcissus, may appear;
these, even when rising through the ground, produce a

lively appearance : And other early spring flowers might
be added, such as the spring bitter-vetch {Orobus vernus);

comfrey-leaved hound's tongue [Cynoglossum oinfihalodes);

snowdrop, {Gatanthus nivalis) ; the puccoon, (Sanguinaria

Canadensis) ; and led, blue and white hepaticas [Anemone
hefiatica.) The heathery or heath-house might very pro-

perly form the principal object in the spring garden, many
of the exotic ericae llow-ering early in the year. The auri-

cula frame might likewise be situate here.

Border Flowers.

476. The principal borders are of course dedicated to

mingled per-ennial plants, sufficiently hardy to endure our

ordinary winters. A very few only can here be specified :

those mentioned shall be the most showy and desirable of

their kinds. They are arranged in the borders partly ac-

cording to size, and partly according to colour. The
tallest are planted in shrubbery borders, or in the back

part of broad flower-borders. Those of middling size

occupy the centre ; and those of humble growth are placed

in front. The beauty of a flower-border when in bloom

depends very much on the tasteful disposition of the plants,

in regard to colour, or on minglinc the reds, the purples,

the blues, the yellows, and the whites, in due proportions.

To increase the variety of colours, some biennial plants,

and even a few annual kinds, are occasionally introduced.

By intermixing plants which flower in succession, the

beauty of the border may be prolonged for some weeks.

In a botanic garden the same plant cannot witli propriety

be repeated in the same border ; but in the common flower-

garden, a plant, if deemed ornamental, may be often re-
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peated with the best effect ; nolliing can l)e finer, for ex-

ample, than to see many plants of double scarlet lychnis,

double wallflower, double sweet William, or double pur-

ple jacobaea.

477. For the shrub!)cry border the following are a few

of the fittest tall-ijrowing herbaceous plants. Hollyhocks

(^AUhea rosea) of different varieties and colours; these

shew their flowers in October, when other plants are

fading, and they continue till ihe frosts cut them off; they

are properly biennial plants, but if some of the stems be

cut over, before flowering, the roots continue for several

years. Herb Christopher (^Actaa sfikata) a native of the

north of England, and yt. Tacemosa from North America,
with the goal's-beard Spiraea (5. aruncus),irc plants which
succeed in the shade, and are therefore very fit for the

shrubbery, or for any shady situation. The white-flower-

ed Fox-glove (var. of Digitalis fntrfiurea) is ornamental;
it is only biennial, but rises freely from seed sown by it-

self. Several species of Aconite or monk's-hood, with

blue and with yellow flowers, may here he planted ; but the

most conitnon kind (Aconitum na/ieilus) it is to be remem-
bered, is a poisonous plant. With tiie monk's-hoods may
be united several species of perennial Larkspur, particu-

larly Delphiiiiuni grandiflorum, and exaltatum ; and the
stavesacre, (D. sla/i/iiaaffria) The common Columbine
(^Aguitegia vulgaris') when very double, and of good co-

lours, makes a pleasing variety. All the large species of

Iris, particularly the Germanica, sambucina and Sibirica,

here deserve a place. Tlie common and the white-flow-

ered Willow herb [Efiilobium angusti/olium), and the dou-
ble and double fistular varieties of Feverfew {^Pyrethrum
fiartheniuni) are showy when in flower. Several tall spe-

cies of Aster and of Solidigo are also proper for the shrub-
bery, as well as some of the perennial Sunflowers, particu-

larly Helianthus decapetalus, and the single and the double
flowered H. multiflorus. To these may be added Rud-
beckia laciniata, and Thalictrum aquilegifolium or colum-
bine-leaved meadow-rue.

Besides tall plants, some of humble growth may with
propriety be placed in tlic shrubbery or shrubbery border.
Patches of sweet WoodiuB" {^Asfieruta odorala), for in-

stance, have a pleasing effect ; the stalks and leaves ga-
thered when the phint is coming into flower in May, and
kept in small bundles in paper under some degree of pres-
sure, retain their fragrance for a long time. Patches of
the double wood Anemone (Ajiemone riemorosa) are Wkc-
wise very ornamental ; and this is the appropriate place
for the Lily of the Valley {Convallaria majalis), of which
there is a double and a red flowered variety.

478. The borders for perennial flowers are seldom less

than four or five feet in breadth. The plants are not placed
immediately behind each other, but in the quincunx order;
the distance between each plant varying, according to the
size of their border, and in some measure according to the
nature of the plant, whether it be apt lo spread or to form
a compact tuft. In regard to soil, it may be sufficient to
observe, that most of the hardy herbaceous plants grow .
very well in a soil that is moderately light and mellow,
such as a sandy loam. For certain plants, strong loam,
turf mould, or vegetable earth, are proper; and this cir-
cumstance is generally noticed when treating of the par-
ticular plant.

479. Of the tall-growing perennials, one of the most or-
namental is the double-flowered Scarlet Lychnis already
mentioned (Lychnis x/ialcedonica, fl. pi.) The large heads
of flowers have a most brilliant appearance in the back
part of a flower-border. Every attention should be paid by
those fond of fine flowers to the propagating of this plant

Vol. X. Part IL

Several sterns sh ould with this view bfi cut dowti before the
flower apjjear : these are to be divided into pieces five or
six inches long, which arc stiipped of leaves, except at the
top, and sunk up to the leaves in the earth ; they are cover-
ed for a few weeks with a handglass, and may cither be
planted out in the autumn, or allowed to remain under the
glass till the spring. There is a white-flowered single va-
riety, which is also deserving of a place.

480. The hyssop-leaved Dragon's-head [Dracocep/ialum
Ruyschiana,) and the great-flowered (D. grandijUorum,)
are elegant blue flowers. The Silver-rod, or branched
asphodel (Asfihodelua ramosus,) is a good border plant,
with fine white flowers. Two species of Mullein, the rusty-
flowered and the purple (Verbascum ferrugincum and /j/jir-

niceum,) may be admitted ; together with the fine branch-
ed Ly\hrum (i. virgatum), which is covered for about
three months with purple flowers. Two or three spe-
cies of the extensive genus Cciitaurea deserve to be
cultivated; such as C. orientalis, with yellow flowers;
C. Caucasica, with white flowers, and C. montana, with
blue flowers; all of them hardy perennials. The dou-
ble Siberian Larkspur {Delfiliinium elatum) has flowers
of a fine dark azure colour. Phlox- fiyramidalis and P.
fia?iiciilata are handsome showy flowers, of a pale bluish
purple colour; of the latter there is also a white variety.

The linear-leaved Willow-herb (£/h7o6!u?« angustiasimum)
is worthy of a situation in the border, the foliage being fine,

and the flower large, of a beautiful purplish red colour.
Black Masterwort [Asiranlia jnajor) being of a singular
appearance, may perhaps also merit a place. Coreofiaia

veriicellata is an ornamental plant, and produces flowers of
a fine deep yellow colour. Diflerent species of Speedwell
are elegant

; particularly Veronica Virginiana, with blush
coloured and with white flowers; and V. longifolia (for-

merly maritima) with blue, white, and flesh-coloured flow-
ers. The variegated Wolf's-bane (Aconitum variegatum)
is a very pretty plant ; and the large flowers of Rudbcckia
fiurfiurea make a good appearance. Liatris a/iicala de-
serves a place in every collection.

The Acanthus 7nollis grows best when its roots get into

the crevices of an old wall, near to the foot of which it

may happen to be jdanted. In such a situation it will flower
every year ; while in a rich bordei soil, flowers seldom ap-
pear. The leaves of this plant accidentally surrounding a
basket, are supposed lo have given rise to the Corinthian
cajiital.

Of the fine genus S/iirea, which is partly herbaceous
and partly shrubby, two species are common natives. S.
ulmaria or queen of the meadow, and S. nli])endula or
dropwort. Double flowered varieties of both these are
kept in gardens; but it is worthy of remark, that while the
single queen of the meadow is exceedingly fragrant, the
double-flowered variety is quite destitute of odour. S. tri-

loliata is very elegant ; it grows best in a peat soil, such as
is generally prepared for American plants.

481. In the extensive genus Camfianula or bell-flower,
of which Persoon enumerates more than a hundred spe-
cies, there are several showy perennials. Such are the
peach-leavtd or C. persicifolia, with single blue aiid single
white flowers, and with double flowers of both colours: a

very large flowered variety of the single blue, deserves
particular attention ; it has been figured in the Botanical
Magazine as a distinct species, under the title of C. maxi-
ma. The nettle-leaved bell-flower, (C. trachelium), when
double, forms a showy border flower. The pyramidal or
steeple bell-flower (C. /lyramidalis) is highly prized as an
ornament in halls, being for this purpose often kept in

puts. In the open border the plant requires a sheltered
warm situation ; and wlien seeds are wanted, it is found

4 iM
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useful to fix in tlie gi'oiind four stakes witli niches at top,

to receive a haiidglabs to cover tlie plant during heavy

rains.

482. The ornamental plants which are of middling size

are so numerous, that it is somewhat difficult to make a

selection.

Several species of Achillea are ornamental, particularly

the Sweet maudlin {J. ageratum.) A double-flowered

variety of our native sneezewort (J. ptarmica) very well

deserves a place in the border. The spring Adonis {J.

vernalis) \i ^ perennial species, pioducing large yellow

flowers in the beginning of April, when flowers are scarce.

A double variety of Rose-campion (Jgrostc7nma coronaria)

is a highly elegant plant ; it is properly only a biennial,

but it may be continued for several years by parting the

roots in autumn. Tlie perennial flax {^Linmn fierenric) is a

very pretty native plant, deserving of a situation in the bor-

der. TJie round-headed Rampion {^Phytewna orbicularis)

is another native, not less worthy of a place.

A curious variety of the common Toad-flax (Linaria

vulgaris, H. K.), with five nectaries and five stamina to

each corolla, is cultivated in some gardens, and much ad-

mired, it not being without reason that Miller styles it a

" beautiful monster." It was first described in the '• Araoe-

nitatcs Academicae," under the title of Peloria, and it is

figured under the same name in " English Botany."

483 Several species of Dianthus, besides the carnation

and pink, are much cultivated in gardens. D. barbatus,

or bearded pink, more generally known by the name of

Sweet William, is very common. It is a perennial, and

may be increased by slips ; but it is generally raised from
seeds, seedling plants producing the strongest flowers : in

this way, too, a great variety in the colours of the flowers

is procured. When a very good kind occurs, it should be

planted apart, at a considerable distance from all others,

and the seed should be saved. The principal variations of

colour are, deep red, pale red or rose-coloured, bluish

purple, purple and white, white spotted; red with a white

border, called Painted Ladies; purple with a white border,

and pure white. Double flowers of several of these va-

rieties are carefully preserved by the curious, and propa-

gated by oflTsets and by cuttings ; the double crimson and
rose-coloured are particularly esteemed. The narrow-

leaved bearded pink is called Sweet John. A very re-

markable and beautiful variety is the Mule Pink, supposed

to have proceeded from the flower of a carnation acted upon
by the pollen of the narrow-leaved bearded pink.

484. Two species of Eryngium are very ornamental, E.

alpinum, and E. amethystinum. In the former, the fine

azure blue, with streaks of green and white, of the large

involucrum, never fail to attract admiration. It generally

ripens its seed in this country, and seedling plants may be

observed near the parent plant, frequently under the shel-

ter of the box edging. The other species has the upper
part of the stem, as well as the head offloviiers, of the richest

amethystine colour, and therefore produces a very fine ef-

fect on the bolder. It is only in good situations, and in fa?

vouiable seasons, tlial the ,seeds of lliis species come to

maturity. Our natives species E. maritimum, or seaholly,

is admired for the glaucous hue ot its leaves and stems :

it may be planted in a mixture of sand and gravel : it is

not easily dug up on the seashore, the roots running very

deep into the sand : it should be removed in autumn. The
roots of this species were formerly candied. Along with

these eryngiums, may be classed several species of Slatice

or Thrift, in particular S. latifolia, scoparia, tatarica, and
speciosa, all natives of Russia or Siberia.

485. Fraxinella or Dictamnua alius is a plant which
merits a place, being both beautiful and curious. When

gently rubl)ed the plant emits an odour like that of lemon
peel. The pedicels of the flowers arc covered with glands
of a rusty red colour : from these a viscid juice or resin

exudes, which is exhaled in vapour, and is said occasion-

ally to produce a slight explosion : this phenomenon is to

be observed in a warm, dry, and clear night in June, by
approaching a lighted candle to the flower of the plant.

The usual colour of the fraxinella is white ; but there is a
red variety.

486. The Cardinal's Flower (Xofif/ia carrfi/!o/r«) is a very
elegant plant : But it is now in a great measure supplant-

ed by another species of the same genus, of still greater
brilliancy, L.fulgens. The flower of this last is among
the brightest scarlets of the vegetable kingdom. The
plant is readily propagated by offsets, but it will scarcely

endure our winters without protection. A few plants may
be left to their fate, while others may be covered with
hand-glasses in the borders ; but it is safest to pot a

number of plants, and keep them under a frame during
winter.

487. Catananche ccerulea requires a dry soil and shel-

tered situation ; it is often indeed kept in pots, and placed
under glass in winter. Its flowers are of a very fine blue ;

and there is a double variety, which however is not com-
mon. The Canadian Columbine {^JrjuiUgia Canadensis) is

a delicate looking flower, highly ornamental. Garden
Wall-flower, {C/ieirant/ius cheiri) when double and of
dark colour, is much prized ; there is also a pretty variety

of the native species, C. fruticulosus, with double flowers.

The Red and the Scarlet Chelone (C obligua and barbata)

make a pretty appearance in autumn, tt hen flowers are

beginning to grow scarce. A new species of chelone, (C
7najor) has of late been introduced, being figured in the
" Botanical Magazine" for November 1816. It is, like the

others, an American plant, and perhaps. more hardy than

them : it is at the same time the most showy of the genus,

producing fine peach-coloured flowers in large and close

spikes. German Goldilocks {Chrysocoma linosyris) has
bright yellow flowers in the form of an umbel ; when
handled, the plant gives forth an aromatic agreeable SQent.

Tritoma media, although a native of tiie Cape of Good
Hope, endures our winters, with a very slight degree of

protection, and produces its beautiful spikes of orange flow-

ers either in November or in March. Two species of Afo-

narda sho\ild be admitted ; the Oswego tea or M. didyma,
which has scarlet flowers, and M. fistulosa, the flowers of

which are purple. The perennial Lupine (Lufiinus fieren-

Ties) is now a rare plant ; but a more showy species, from
Nootka Sound, (L. .A'ootkatensis) has received the name,
and is generally and deservedly cultivated. Of the Poppy
genus two perennial species are worthy of attention ; the

Oriental [Papaver orientalis) with large bright orange

flowers, and the Welch, (P. Cambricum) with flowers of a

deep yellow. Red Valerian [Valeriana rubra)^ when of a
dark colour, is highly ornamental, and there is a while va-

riety which forms a fine contrast. Several kinds of Peony,

particularly the double dark red and double blush Cvarie-

» ties of /'<ro?iia officinalis), and the white-flowered, (P. albi-

Jlora), arc niaguificent border plants. The smooth-leaved

Bell-flower (Cam/ianu/a ninrfa) is very ornamental, appear-

ing for some weeks completely covered with its blue flow-

ers ; the Dutch, it may be observed, have a double variety

of this, which has not yet found its way into our gardens.

Of the numerous genus ^s«fr, three species are of proper

size for the middle of a border, and shew fine lively blue

flowers; the Italian starwort, or A. amellus; the alpine,

or A. alpinus ; and the A. spectr.biiis.

Ragged-Robin, or Lychnis Jlos cuculi, a native of our

meadows, when double-floweied, makes a beautiful ap-
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peai'ance, and is, of course, pci I'eclly liartly. The varie-

ties of L. dioica, with double red and with double white

flowers, are also very showy : In England, these often get

the name of red and while llachelora' lUittons, while in

Scotland this name is more commonly given to the double

varieties of Ranunculus aconilifoliua and acris. The ])lan-

tain-leaved crow-foot {Ranuticulus ani/itcxicaulis') may be

mentioned as a desirable spring plant, displaying ils pure

white flowers in April ajid IVlay : it succeeds best in a

strong loam.

Of the Garden Rocket or dainc's violet [Hes/ieris niatro-

valis,) there are are double white and double purple varie-

ties ; the former is the kind generally seen in gardens, the

latter being rare. They arc both excellent border flowers,

being at once showy and fragrant. If the stock-plants be

allowed to remain long without transplanting, they are apt

to die off"; a supply should therefore be prepared by slips

or cuttings every year.

The Virginian Spiderwort (Tradescantia Virginka) with

fine blue flowers, and the varieties with red and with white

flowers, should not be omitted ; they grow best in a mixture
of loam and peat-earth. The bell-flowered Pentstemon (/".

camfianiilata) is a fine peach-coloured flower ; the Uvula-
rias are uncommon looking yellow flowers, particularly U.
grandiflora and sessilifolia ; and some species of Solomon's-
sesil, particularly Convallaria polygonatum and multiflora,

afford greenish-white blossoms.

If the Asiatic Globe-flower {Trollius Asiaticus) be not

planted in a bed by itself, it .may be introduced into the bor-

der, where its rich orange flowers are very brilliant ; it re-

quires a strong loam. The common globe-flower of our

upland meadows (T. Europeus) may also have a place, the

flowers being handsome and of a fine yellow, and being the

lucken gotvans mentioned by Burns in his poems.
In any moist and rather shady situation, the American

cowslip [Dodecat/ieon Meadia) will grow and freely dis-

play its very elegant flowers in the month of May. If

some peat-earth be mixed with the soil, the plant becomes
janore strong. Barrenwort {^Efiimedium al/iiman) is a plant

of considerable beauty, which thrives in similar situations.

488. Among low-growing Jiowers for the front of the

border, the double purple Jacobea (Seneeio elegans) holds

a distinguished place. It is, strictly speaking, only an an-

nual ; but the double variety is continued by cuttings. If a

few small plants be preserved in the green-house during
winter, they will afford cuttings in the spring, which, as

soon as they are well established, are to be planted out in

the borders. There is also a variety with double white

flowers, which is not uncommon in gardens in the vicinity

ef London.
Several Phloxes are very ornamental, particularly the

sommon Lychnidea {P. suaveolens) with variegated

leaves; the early flowering, P. divaricata; P. subulala or

awl-leaved, and P. setacea or fine-leaved ; with P. ovata,

and P. stolonifera or creeping. Phlox subulata should be

allowed to form a large patch on the ground in front of the

border, being in this way extremely brilliant when in flow-

er ; in this way, too, the plant suffers less during winter.

This species and the P. setacea are best propagated by cut-

ings ; the others, by parting the roots in autumn.
The great flowered Siberian Fumitory {^Fumaria nobilis)

is very handsome, and continues long in flowi.'r. F.formosai
remarkable for its delicate blush coloured blossoms, may
also be noticed ; and the yellow species (i^. lutea) is valua-

ble, as aflTording a patch of this colour in the border from
April to November.
Our common Bloody Cr&ne's-hlU (^Geranium sanguineum)

is not unworthy of a place; and the same may be siiid of

the striped variety, commonly called Geranium Lancastri-

cnse. The streaked crane's-bill (G'. striatum) is a delicate

looking flower, which generally pleases.

The yellow species of Monkey-flower [Mimului lulcua)

introduced about 1812, is an accjuisition, as it isratlici pret-

ty, and continues several nionths in flower: Though a na-

tive of Chili, it proves (|ui(c hardy. Difl'erent species of

Oenothera arc of humble growth, and produce fine yellow

flowers, particularly QL. l-'iascriana, frutitosa, and pumiia.
Patches of the purple Alyssum {Farsetia dcltoidea) art very

beautiful in the spring and early part of summer, when
covered with flowers. A common native plant. Marsh-
marigold {Calt/ia fialuslris) is likewise very showy in the

early part of the year; a large patch of it makes a brilliant

appearance for several weeks; being naturally a marsh
plant, it grows best in a moist border. Feather-grass [Siifia.

flennata,) when its long and delicate awns are displayed in

August and September, is justly admired for its light and
airy appearance.

V'^iolels of flifferent kinds are well known ornaments ; the

Canadian ( Kio/a Canadcnais) is particularly elegant; and
the^Sweet, or March violet, [V. odorata) is not only desir-

able for its fragrance, but the large flowered double va-

riety is beautiful.

Different species of Anemone, chiefly with blue flowers,

may adorn the front of the border; such as the splendid

Pasque-flower {Jl. Pulsatilla;) different varieties of the

star anemone, {A. hariensis ;) the blue mountain and the

meadow 3Xie.Ti\ov\c (^A. apennina and praCensis.) Some of the

Gentians are also fine border plants, especially Gentiana
asclcpiadea and cruciata, both with blue flowers.

489. Among tlie flowers which have now been enumerat-
ed, a good many are natives of North America, such as all

the species of the elegant genera Phlox and Chelone. A
separate American Garden is, however, a desirable thing.

Into this the trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants of the New
World are only to be admitted ; so that, on entering the

garden door, a person possessed of a botanical eye will find

himself transported, as it were, across the Atlantic. One
of the most complete American gardens in this country is

at Milburn Tower, near Edinburgh, the seat of Sir Robert

Liston, Bart, formerly British ambassador to the United

States.

490. Flowers which are cultivated in beds by themselves

are now to be considered. These are in a peculiar man-
ner distinguished by the title of Florists' Jiowers. The
principal ai'C, the tulip, ranunculus, anemone, iris, dahlia,

pink, carnation, polyanthus, auricula, hyacinth, polyanthus-

narciss, and crocus.

Tulip.

491. The tulip {I'ulipa Gesneriana, L.) is a native of

many parts of Turkey and of Persia, where the flower is

principally of a red colour, each petal having a black mark
at its base. It was not brought into the north of Europe
until after the middle of the 16lh century ; and it was first -

cultivated in this country by a Mr Garret, an apothecary of

London, about the year 1577. A hundred years after its

introduction, the tulipomania, or rage for fine tulips, attain-

ed its height : it prevailed chiefly at Haarlem, and other

parts of the Netherlands. High sounding and bombastic

names were bestowed on the favourite varieties, a practice

which is still continued by florists. The Viceroy and Sem-
per Augustus were two sorts, the bulbs of which sold at

the most extravagant prices, or rather gave occasion to the

most foolish gambling speculations. Twelve acres of

kind Wire covenautcJ to be given by one person, and 4600

florins, besides a new carriage, with horses and harness, by
4 M2
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another, for a single tulip bulb, the (lowcib of which should

possess certain almost ideal perfections. In the present

day, tulip collectors possess a few sorts on which ihcy

])lace a liigli value; but in jjcneral the very finest varieties

may be procured at 5 tjuincas a bulb ; and a great many of

what are reckoned prime kinds at perhaps 5s. a piece.

Tulips were formerly divided into firacoccs, or early

flowering; media, or middle-timed: »n(\ Dcrotina, or late

flowering. One of the praecoces, it may be noticed, is a

distinct species, T. suaveolens ; this is the early dwarfish

sweet-scented tulip, or Duke Van Thol of the catalogues :

when planted in a small bed by themselves, these Van Thol

tulips, when in flower in April, form one of the most re-

splendent scenes presented by the flower garden. Par-

kinson, so long ago as 1629, enumerates 140 vaiieties of

tulips, and hints that there were many more. Maddock,
in his catalogue, gives the names of 665 choice. late tulips,

independent altogether of early sorts, double flowered, and

what are called parrot tulips.

492. I^ate tulips are the only kind now attended to by

florists, the double and parrot sorts being in little esteem

with them. They are divided into six families, distinguish-

ed by barbarous titles, a mixture of French and Dutch. 1

.

Primo baguettes, very tall, (the term baguette inferring that

they resemble a small walking-slick, or switch,) cups with

a while ground broken with fine brown; and all from the

same breeder. 2. Baguettes rigauts (or rougeaudea,) with

strong stems, though iiol so tall, very large cups, with a

white ground, likewise broken with fine brown, and all

from the same breeder. 3. Vcr/iorts, (or, as they are more
commonly called in this country. Incomparable Verports,

or simply Incomparables,) with very perfect cups, having

a beautiful white ground, or bottom, well broken with shin-

ing brown approaching to rose colour, and all from the

same breeder. 4. Roses, allied to the verports, the petals

streaked with cherry and rose colours, on a white ground.

5. Bybloemens, sometimes contracted into bybloems, with

the ground white or nearly so, from different breeders, and
broken with variety of colours. 6. Bizarreg, (probably a

corruption from bigaree,) with a yellow ground, from dif-

ferent breeders, and broken with variety of colours.

The terms breeders, lu/iole blowers, and seedlings, are all

applied to such flowers, raised from seed, as are plain or
of one colour, have a good bottom or ground colour, (visi-

ble at the base of the petal,) and are well shaped. They
may thus be either bybloemens or bizarres. The petals of
these, in the course of time, break into varibus elegant

stripes, according to the nature of their former self-colour.

In correct language, the term breeders would mean plants,

from the seed of which young tnlips are to be raised.

493. The florist's criterion of a fine flower is frequently

at variance with that of the world at large. Many tulips

which would excite the admiration of thousands, are re-

jected by the connoisseur. The properties of a fine tulip,

as set forth in the Florist's Directory, are the following.

The stem should be strong and tall, two feet or more. The
flower should be large, with six petals; the petals at the

base proceeding for a little way almost horizontally, and
then sweeping upwards so as to form an elegant cup, with

a rounded bottom, and somewhat wider at top than below.
The three outer petals should be rather larger, or broader
at the base, than the three inner ones ; all the petals should
have the edges perfectly entire ; the top of each should be
broad, and well rounded ; the ground colour at the bottom
of the cup should be clear white or yellow, free from
stain or tinge ; and the various rich stripes, which are the
principal ornament of a fine flower, should be regular,
bold, and distiBcton thenaargin, terminating in fine broken

points, elegantly feathered or pencilled--, wfiile the centre
of each petal should ccmlnin one or more bold blotches or
stripes of colour mixed wuh small poi lions of ihe original

or breeder colour, broken into irregular obtuse points
;

this last character, however, of central stripes or blotches,

not being indispensable, and any trace of the breeder cO'
lour displeasing many florists.

494. The raising of tulips from the seed is a tedious pro-
cess; but in this way alone are new varieties and vigorous
bulbs to be expected. Seed is collected only from flowers
of one uniform colour, or which are self-coloured, and at

the same time of good shape ; for, contrary to what might
naturally be expected, experience, it seems, has shewn that

the seed of the most beautiful strii)cd tulips does not yield
so fine a produc-e as is got from tiic plain coloured. The
tulips intended for seedling are planted deeper than usual,
perhaps eight or nine inches deep, in order that the stem
may be kejjt longer in a vigorous state ; and they are plac-

ed in a border where tlicy may enjoy the full benefit of the

sun. Towards the end of July the pods begin to open;
they are then cut ofl", and kept, with the seeds in them, in a
dry place, till the beginning of September, when the seed
is sown. This is generally done in shallow boxes contain-

ing fresh light earth ; a covering of about half an inch thick,

of the same li,ght or sandy earth, is sifted over them. These
boxes aie placed in a sheltered situation for the winter. By
the middleof March tlie seedlingtulips shew their grass-like

first leaves ; these continue green for about two months,
atid then gradually decay, so that they entirely disappear in

June. After another year, the small bulbs are raised, and
transplanted into a nursery bed, two inches deep and at two
inches apart. If the bed be in an exposed situation, haulm
or mats are placed over it during the severity of the winter.

In this bed the bulbs remain for the third and fourth
years. They are then raised, kept some short time out of
the earth, and transplanted to another bed, in which they
are placed four inches separate. Here they remain other
two years ; and in this interval many of them begin to

shew flowers. Such as have tall stems and rounded petals
are now transferred to a separate bed, and treated like full

grown bulbs ; and after they have flowered for two or three
years, their real value may be pretty nearly ascertained : If

they be very promising, that is, tall, well shaped, with clear
bottoms, and self-coloured, they are retained for a longer
time, in expectation of improvement. A few come finely

striped at once, and are of course retained ; but these are
apt quickly to degenerate. Those that appear with short
stems and sharp-pointed petals are rejected without hesi-

tation.

The tendency to break is promoted in the breeders, by
shifting the bulbs every season into difi'erent kinds of soil,

and placing them in different situations. The soils prefer-
red are such as are fresh, but poor, drv, and sandy. The
compost vecommended by Aliller consists of a third part
Iresh earth from old pasture land, having the sward rotted

with it; a third part sea-sand; and a third part old lime
rubbish sifted, all well mixed and frequently turned. The
beds are made two feet deep, and the bulbs are planted in

drills about four inches deep, and six or seven inches from
each other in every direction. When a breeder breaks
completely, losing all traces of its self-colour, and continu-

ing till the petals decay without shewing any tendency to

return to its former colour, it is marked, named, and en-

rolled among the choice tulips, and its offsets are carefully

preserved. A tulip, when it breaks, never attains the height

or size of the breeder ; if a breeder be three feet high,

its variegated progeny does not exceed two, and the flower

is proportionally less. Whether the breaking is the cause
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or the consequence of debility, docs not appcMr ; but it

seems to be a general fact, that variegated flowers or

plants are more tender than such as are plain.

The directions for the phntir.g and management of

breeders are applicable to striped tulips in general. A
practice not uncommon with gardeners must here be con-

demned ; it is the planting of tulip bulbs with a dibble.

This ought never to be done. The pressure of the dibble

renders the earth compact where it ought to be loose, and

in many cases a partial hollow must remain below the bulb,

which is particularly injurious when wet weather follows,

and moisture lodges about the root. It is better when drills

are formed 5i.\ or seven inches deep, and the bulbs cover-

ed in with the loose earth. A still more proper way is, to

prepare the bed some inches lower than it is intended ulti-

mately to be ; to put the bulbs in their places on the sur-

face ; and then to add the necessary (juajitity of soil. The
bed is improved by being made to slope a little from the

centre to each side ; the stronger bulbs should be situated

in the middle, as they thus receive the thickest covering of

soil which they otight to have. In all the modes of plant-

ing, it is a good rule lo put a little dry and fine sand around
each bulb.

495. The bed of choice tulips is, by the true florist, at

first protected by hoops and mats, from hail showers and
storms, and afterwards, when the season of flowering ar-

rives, covered by an awning of thin canvass. In this way
only can the delicate colours be fairly brought out ; even
half an hour's full exposure to the sun's rays has been
known to alter them ; besides, the enjoyment of the fine

sight is prolonged for near a month. Though the scent of
the tulip is so slight as scarcely to be perceptible in single

specimens, the united odour of so many, confined in some
measure by the cover, becomes quite evident. Watering
is scarcely ever necessary for tulips. The seed-pods of all

fine tulips are cut off as soon as they appear ; for these, as
already said, are by no means the best from which to pro-
cure seed, and the bulbs exhaust themselves in forming
them. The bulbs are lifted in the course of the month of
June, the proper time being ascertained by observing when
the foliage has decayed, and two or three inches at the top
of the stem begin to acquire a purple tinge. If they be
left longer in the earth, the flowers are apt to become foul

the next season. The bulbs are cleaned, and laid in a dry
place till October. The offsets, chives, or babies, are ta-

ken off and marked, in September; these are planted in a
separate bed, not so deep as the parent bulbs, and about a

month earlier. It may be remarked, that all young Ijulbs

or offsets that are of a round shape, though small, may be
considered as likely to produce flowers. The general time
of planting old bulbs is the end of October or beginning
of November. At this time the outer brown skin is care-

fully stripped from the bulb, which is committed to the
ground in a bare and clean slate. By the end of February
most of the tulips appear above ground : the surface is at

this season gently stirred with the fingers, aided perhaps
by a little bit of ilick ; this stirring tending greatly to pro-

mote their healtnTand growth.

The finest and most extensive collections of tulips in this

country, at present, are probably those of Davy, nursery-

man. King's Road, and of Milliken, florist at Walworth,
both near London. Some private collectors, however,
principally near the metropolis, have small beds of very
fine and select kinds.

Ranu7iculua.

496. This well known flower (/Jananca/as jlaiaticus) is

a native of the Levant and of the Greek Islands. It was

cultivated by Gerarde in the end of the 1 6th century. Very
many new varieties of singular beauty ha*e been raised

from semi-double flowers, both in this country and in Hol-
land : some of these possess also a considerable fragrance.
A judicious and industrious cultivator of tiiis plant near
Edinburgh (Mr John Fletcher, superintendant of experi-
ments to the Caledonian Horticultural Society) has ex-
celled many of his cotempcjraries in the number of his dis-

tinct and well marked varieties, and the beauty of his flow-
ers, many of which have been raised from seed by hitnself

during the last thirty years. He plants each variety in a
row, or sometimes in two rows, by itself, in narrow beds, di-

vided by small paths; each distinct variety has a numbered
tally, and tlie number of choice sorts exceeds 1 80 ; the pro-

per contrast of colours is studied, and the whole, when in

full flower, produces a very brilliant effect, liy some flor-

ists the varieties are split down till they extend to many
hundreds, so that it has been found difficult to invent

names for them. Mr Maddock divides the colours into

twelve families : Dark and dark purple ; light purple and
grey; crimson; reds; rosy; orange; yellow and yellow
spotted; white and white spotted ; olive; purple and cof-

fee-coloured striped ; red and yellow striped ; and red and
white striped. The Turquoy, or turban-shaped ranunculus,
is a very distinct sub-variety.

497. The qualities of a fine double ranunculus, as de-

scribed by him, consist in the flower being of a hemisphe-
rical form, at least two inches in diamelt-r, the numerous
petals gradually diminishing in size to the centre ; the pe-
tals broad, with entire, well rounded edges; their colours
dark, clear, rich, or brilliant, either of one colour, or va-

riously diversified on an ash, white, sulphur, or fire-colour-

ed ground, or else regularly striped, spotted, or mottled.

The stem should be strong and straight, and from eight

inches to a foot in height.

The root is composed of several thick fleshy fangs or
claws, uniting at top into a head. When the plant becomes
strong, several subordinate or lateral heads are formed, and
each of these may be taken off with their proper claws, to

form a new plant. These ofFsets, it may be observed, form
better flowering plants than the central head, which is ex-
hausted by flowering.

The soil preferred for the ranunculus bed is fresh rich
loam, inclining to clayey. It should be deep, perhaps little

short of three feet ; for it is surprising to what a depth the

fine fibres from the tubers penetrate downwards. Some
gardeners raise the bed a few inches above the surround-
ing ground. If manure be at any time added, it should be
well rotted, and must be introduced at the very bottom of
the bed at least two feet and a half below the tubers.

Miller mentions three feet as the proper depth of soil for

the beds, adding, that on such beds plants will' produce
forty or fifty flowers, which in a shallow soil would not af-

ford a dozen. The beds are kept flat on the surface, not

raised in the middle as for tulips. Miller directs, that the

roots should be planted six inclies apart each way ; but this

is too wide : Five inches between the rows, and three or

four inches betvveen each plant in the rows, are sufficient.

In some situations, the plants grow stronger than in otheis;

and a good general rule is, to observe the size which the

leaves commonly acquire, and then, in that garden, to

plant so close as that the grass or foliage of contiguous

rows may just meet; the ground being kept in a desirable

state of moisture by this close covering of leaves. The
tubers should not be more than an inch and a half deep in

the earth ; and they should be phiced with the claws point-

ing downwards or the bud upwards. It is not right to plant

ranunculuses year after year in the same bed. If a little

fresh soil be introduced, they may do twice ; but after tliis..
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the earth of the bed should be entirely ciiangeil, or a new
bed should be made in a different [)art of the i^ai-den.

The time of planting is cither llie latter end of October,

or the first mild and dry weatlier in February. ^Vhcn put

in in October, the buds sometimes appear above ground in

November ; in this case, a thin covering of half an inch of

light soil is cast over them before severe weather sets in.

Autumn ]>lanted ranunculuses also reiiuire attention in the

spring ; if hard frosts occur when tlie flower-stems ap-

pear, a covering of hoops and mats may be proper for a

few days.

The beds are weeded with the hand, and by careful cul-

tivators the earth between the rows is stirred up only with

the fingers, a hoe being very apt to cut and injure the tu-

bers, or break too many of the line roots. When the flow-

ers begin to expand, the florist does not fail to guard

equally against nightly frosts and scorching sun-beams, by

means of a canvas awning, or at least of mats laid over

large hoops. When drought occurs, liberal watering

proves very beneficial to the ranunculus bed.

When the flowering is over, and the leaves have begun
to decay, the tubers are carefully lifted on a dry day; be-

ing thoroughly cleared of earth, they are dried in the

shade, and then deposited in separate drawers or boxes, or

in paper bags, till wanted for replanting.

When it is wished to raise seedling ranunculuses, the

seed is collected from flowers having not fewer than five

or six rows of petals, of good colour. It is sown in Au-
gust, in boxes or pots, on the very surface of the eatth,

and a little very fine mould is sifted over it, so as hardly to

cover the seeds. The young plants are kept under a glass

frame during winter; and most of them flower the second
year.

jlnemone.

498. The garden anemone is of two kinds, the broad-

leaved, {A. hortensis,') and the narrow-leaved, {^jl. corona-

rla.) The former is the more hardy, being 9 native of

Italy and the south of France ; the latter grows naturally

in the islands of the Archipelago, where it appears of all

colours.

499. A fine double anemone should have a strong up-
right stem, eight or nine inches high ; the flower should

be from two to near three inches in diameter ; the outer

petals should be firm, spreading horizontally, except that

Ihey turn up a little at the end, and the smaller petals with-

in these should be so disposed as to form an elegant whole.

The plain colours should be brilliant and striking ; the va-

riegated ones, clear and distinct. The flowers are gene-
rally divided by florists into red and pink, rosy and crim-
son, white and white spotted, dark and light blue.

In preparing an anemone bed, the surface soil of some
old pasture, with the turf itself, is to be mixed with some
well rotted cow-house dung, and allowed to lie for a year
in heap, but occasionally turned over. Large stones are to

be cast out, but the soil should not be screened, or at least

should not be made too fine.

The roots are tuberous, and very irregular in shape.
They are commonly planted six inches apart in each direc-

tion, and about two inches deep, taking care to place the

bud uppermost. The best season for planting is consider-
ed to be the month of October; but some roots are gene-
rally kept back till December; and others are not put in

till February, in order to render them later in coming into

flower, and thus to prolong the anemone show. Where the
flowers are prized, the beds are sheltered during the seve-
rity of the early spring, by mats laid over hoops ; for it is

remarked by practical men, that double flowers often be-

come single, by " the i/inan (collection of narrow thread-
like petals) that is in the middle of the flower being de-
stroyed." In April and May, if the weather prove very
dry, they are regularly refreshed with water.

In July, when the leaves decay, the roots are taken up,
but always in dry weather. They aie cleared of caith, ei-

ther with the fingers, or by washing. They are then pack-
ed in baskets or drawers till the planting season recur. Of
choice sorts, the smallest offsets are valuable; and as these
are minute, and very much of the colour of the soil, great
atteiition is requisite to have them all picked uo at the
time of lifting.

500. New varieties are raised from the seeds of single
garden anemones, commonly called Poppy Anemones, pre-
ferring those of good colours. Some care is necessary to-

wards the separating of the seeds, wliich stick together
like those of carrots; it is most cflectually done by rub-
bing them among dry sand. The seedlings require atten-

tion and protection for the first year, particularly in the
spring months, when the frost is apt to throw them out of
the ground. In the second year, many of them flower; and
the rest probably in the third year. The most promising
are then selected.

The poppy aneinones themselves, of bright red and
blue colours, are highly ornamental in the garden bor-

ders. They require little attention, being only taken up
every second year. They generally flower in February,
and form the gayest parterre ornament at that chill season.

Double anemones likewise, if left in the border all the year,

come very early into flower.

Iris.

503. The genus Iris or Flower-de-luce is extensive,
containing about fifty species, many of which make very
handsome flowers for moist and shady borders ; but when
a bed of irises is formed, only a few species enter into it.

Difl'erent varieties of what are called the English or bul-
bous iris (large rooted and small rooted, or Iris xi/ihioides

and /. xifihiwn) form a principal part. The seed of these

is gathered and sown by florists, and in this way new and
sometimes curious varieties are obtained. The most com-
mon colour is blue, deeper or lighter; but the colour is

often yellow, or white; sometimes blue, with white or yel-

low shades, or violet with blue shades ; and it is variegated

in many other ways. I. pallida or pale Turkey iris, with

I. variegata and cristata, are sometimes admitted into the

bed. I. tuberosa or snake-head iris, is a singular species,

both in regard to foliage and flower, and is likewise occa-

sionally planted.

The soil of the iris bed should be a light loan), with a
mixture of sandy peat. The loam should, if possible, be
procured from an old pasture, and the sward should be
taken along with it. No manure should be added. On an

east border, the flowers make a finer appearance than if

fully exposed to the south.

The Chalcedonian Iris (/. susiand) is^vearly imported

from Holland, and pioduces its magnmcently rich and

large flowers the first summer, but seldom shews flower

till three years afterwards. It too agrees with a light

loamy soil, but must have a warm sunny situation ; and it

is to be observed, that moisture, which agrees well with

most of the species, is hurtful to this one. In severe win-

ters it is apt to perish : the best roots should therefore be

placed in pots, and kept under a frame during winter.

Dahlia.

504, There are two species of Dahlia mentioned in
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liortus Knuensia, D. supeilhia, and D. riubtranca. Of the

foi'nier there are purple and rose-coloured varieties ; and

of the latter, scarlet and yellow varieties. Seeds have
repeatedly been ripened in this country ; and the plants

from these have become so far acclimated to Biitain, that

in a few years they are likely to be ranked as liardy

perennials.

Till Mr R. A. Salisbury published his observations on
the cultivation of Dahlias, they were little known in this

country. Being natives of Mexico, tli£y come into flower

in October and November, the period coiresponding to

their usual time in their native country. They may, how-
ever, be brought to shew their flowers more early. This
is accomplished by checking the luxuriance of the her-

bage, by means of planting the roots in very poor soil,

sometiiTies even in screened gravel. Water is supplied
only till the flower-bud be discernible in the heart of the

leaves; after which none is given.

The roots, which are large and tuberous, like those of
peony-rose or yellow asphodel, are taken up every year,

and kept for some weeks in sand. Some cultivators always
plant them in pots, the restraint thus imposed on the roots

having the same effect as planting in gravel. The growth
in the spring may, in this way, ba forwarded, by placing
them under a frame ; and the pots may be sunk in the
dahlia bed in June. If the bed be situate close to a south-
east or south wall, the flowering of the plants is greatly
promoted. The more tender sorts, such as the scarlet

variety of D. frustranea, may be placed next to the wall,

and have its branches nailed to it, in the way practised
with love-apple. All secondary branches are pinched off

while young and tender, and even some leaves are re-

moved, if the plant shew a disposition to be very luxuriant.

Pinks.

505. The common pink and the carnation, though con-
sidered as distinct kinds of flowers by the florists, have
originated chiefly from one and the same species of plant,

the Dianthus Caryophyllus of Linnaus, or Clove Pink.
It grows naturally in rocky situations in some parts of
Germany ;, and Sir J. E. Smith has even given it a place
(English Botany, t. 214.) as a native of Britain. Carna-
tions and pinks seem to have been entirely unknown to the
ancients ; for Pliny does not describe them, and the classic

poets make no allusjpn to them.
Pinks were not held in much esteem by our own an-

cestors ; indeed they seem to have risen to distinction with
florists only in the 18lh century. They arc divided by
thern into several classes; such as damasks, cobs, and
pheasant's-eyes. The first are white, and flower early;

the cobs are red, and flower late. Both of these kinds are
considered as originating from D. caryophyllus ; but the
pheasant's-eye, of which there are numerous varieties, is

regarded as having sprung from D. pluniarius.

When it is wished to propagate good kinds of pinks,

this is readily done either by layering or by using cuttings
or pipings. This last mode is the most commodious, the
pink growing freely in this way. The difference between
a cutting and a piping consists in this, that in the former
a joint is cut through horizontally, while a piping is drawn
from its socket, leaving a pipe-like hollow. The proper
time for gathering cuttings or pipings is when the plants
begin to come into flower. They are best when between
two and three inches in length ; and they should be firm
and compact, not drawn. Some part of a bed or border
having been worked fine, or the surface soil having been
screened by means of a sieve, the pipings are stuck into

it at three inches square, and the earth is firmly applied

to them with the fingers. A copious watering is then
given, and hand-glasses arc firmly pressed down over the
plants: if the weather be blight, these may have some
dry earth thrown against them while the glass is moist, in
order to produce a degree of sliade, or some large leaves
may be laid on tlicm for a few days. These hand-glasses
are not removed till the new growth of the pinks be dis-
tinctly perceived, which happens generally in the course
of a month or five weeks ; water is however occasionally
applied around the covers. The i)lants are afterwards
transferred to a larger bed, or to a garden bolder, in time
to permit them to become well rooted before winter.
Slips of pinks, four or six inches long, drawn from the
sides of main slioots, and planted any time in the spring,
seldom fail to grow.
New varieties are procured by raising plants from seed :

for this purpose the seed of the best sorts only is saved
;

it is produced sparingly in such flowers as are not per-
fectly double ; it is procured more plentifully from semi-
double flowers, and if these be of good colours, the off-

spring is frequently very promising. It is sown in the
spring, and the plants are nursed up in beds, and after-

wards planted out. From a considerable bed, only a few
can be expected worthy of being preserved ; and these
are likely to be found among the weakest plants.

506. Those flowers, the petals of v/hicn are elegantly
laced with colouis, while the edges are scarcely notched,
or are as nearly as possible rose-leaved, are considered the
finest. Being very double, and at the same time or)ening
fairly or without bursting, are qualities highly prized. A
clear white for the body of the flower is always desirable.
In the lacing, a rich black, shaded toward the centre with
red, is much esteemed. Scarlet lacings are most rare,

and much in request. A purple lace is greatly admired,
as in the variety known by the name of Davy's Duchess
of Devonshire, which may be considered as the model of
a perfect pink. Pinks are carefully tended by the zealous
florist. When the flower-stalks rise, they ure tied to a

small stick to keep them up ; and when the petals begin
to appear in the pod, those pods which seem apt to burst
on one side are restrained by a small piece of slit card-
paper. The finest flowers, when expanded, are covered
with pieces of tinned iron in shape of inverted funnels or
little umbrellas, equally to save them from rain and from
the sun's rays.

Carnatio7is.

507. Formerly these were divided into Carnations, often
called Bursters, having very large leaves and flowers, and
into Gillyjloivers (girojliers, ¥.), the leaves and flowers of
which are smaller. The former are now called Tree-
carnations ; the latter. Common carnations. The florists

of the present day distinguish carnations into four classes.

1. Flakes, having one colour only, on a white ground, the
stripes large, and the colour extending through the sub-
stance of the |)etal: when the stripe is pink, and of higii

colour, the flower is called a Rose flake. 2. Mizarres,
flowers with two colours, on a white ground : they are call-

ed scarlet, purple, or pink bizarres, as these colours liap-

pen to abound ; when deep purple and rich pink occur
together, the flower is accounted a crimson bizarre. 3.

Piquettees, with a white, and sometimes a yellow ground,
spotted with scarlet, purple, or other colours, the edges
of the petals generally notched or serrated. 4. PainttU
ladies, with the petals red or purple on the upper side, but
white below. This last class is often associated with the
pinks.

508. According to florists, the following are the chief
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properties ol' ii gooj tainalion. 'I'iic stem sliould be strong;

and straiglit, nearly lliree I'et-l high; the flower should

expand freely and equally, and should not be less than

three inches in dianuier ; the outer cirfile of petals, or the

guard leaves, should be strong, so as tu sujjport the interior

petals; these should be numerous, but nut crowded ; they

should regularly decie.ise in size as they approach the

centre ; the petals should be rose-shaped, or the edges

should be entire, without notch or fringe; the colours

should be brigiit and distinct, the stripes narrowinij gr.i-

dually to the base of the petal ; and almost one half of each

petal should be of a clear white.

In the culture of carnations, the preparing of a proper

compost or soil is of some importance. For producing

strong flowers, Miuklock recommends a compost consist-

ing of one half well rotted stable dung, one third fresh

sound loamy earth, and one sixth sea or river sand; the

ingredients to be thoroughly mixed by repeated turnings

at intervals of several weeks. If, however, it is wished to

preserve entire and brilliant the. colours of the flowers, a

compost containing much less dung and more loam is

greatly to be preferred.

The finest carnations are planted in pots a foot wide at

ttop, and are placed on the shelves of a stage at the time

of flowering: they are hence often called Stage-flowers.

The potting is performed toward the end of March. The
plants are then placed in an open airy part of the garden,

under an arch of hoops, so that they may be protected by

a covering of mats in case of need. Watering is carefully

attended to ; the water is not sprinkled over the whole

plant, but is applied only to the root. The stems are tied

to stakes as they advance. In this situation the plants ccn-

tinue till their stems become too tall for remaining under

the hoops. They are then placed on the stage for flower-

ing. Here slender stakes, four feet in length, and some-
times painted, are employed, and the stems are neatly

tied to them at the distance of every six inches. As the

flower-buds advance, they who are nice watch any ap-

pearance of irregular bursting, and prevent it by slight

ligatures, as already mentioned in the case of fine pinks.

Only three or four principal flower-buds are allowed to

come forward; tlie smaller lateral ones being cut oB' as

they appear. When the earliest flowers begin to expand,

tinned iron or common paper covers, such as those above

described, § 506, are placed over them. When the flower-

ing becomes general, a canvas awning is resorted to. A
tulip-bed frame answers perfectly well for covering carna-

tions ; and tulip bulbs are raised and stored, before carna-

tions come into flower : every one therefore, who delights

in tulips, should also cultivate carnations, that his canvas

frame may thus be occupied with vegetable beauties twice

in the year.

Earwigs prove very injurious, sometimes almost de-

structive to carnations. They should be daily looked for,

hunted out, and destroyed. Numbeis may be entrapped

in dried hollow stalk of rhubarb, reeds, or similar tistular

plants. Some have been at the pains to insulate the rais-

ed stage, by setting its supporters in vessels filled with

water ; forgetting perhaps that earwii^s occasionally take

wing. AVhen the flowers are heavy and apt to droop, bits

of fine brass-wire are used as supports. Zealous carna-

tion florists sometimes dress the flowers, by removing with

a pair of pincers small or ill-coloured petals, and arranging
the rest so as to hide the defect.

509. When the plants have passed the height of their

bloom, layering must not be neglected. The lower leaves

of the layers being stripped off, and the terminal leaves

cropped, an incision is made below the second or third

joint, and continued through the joint; the loose portion of

stem below the cut joint is removed, so that the layer may
bend freely. It is kept down by a slight peg of wood, or,

what is more convenient and neat, of the brake-fern or
pteris; such fern pegs are naturally formed in the stalk of
the frond, and they decay of themselves when no longer
needed. If the weather be dry, watering proves useful.

In about a month most of the layers are found to be rooted,

and may be transplanted, taking care not to plant too deep.
Carnations may also be propagated by pipings; but this is

a more ditVicult mode. The pipings being dressed, by cut-

ting about half a line below the second joint from the ex-
tremity of the shoot, and shortening the foliage as for lay-

ers, are placed in water for some time, to filumfi them, as
florists speak. They are then pricked into an exhausted
hotbed, and covered with hand-glasses. The soil is kept
moist till fibres be sent out; but it is proper to observe,
that after watering, the glass should nut be replaced till

the leaves of the pipings be dry. When they begin to

shoot upwards, air is regularly but cautiously admitted.
Layers or pipings, when properly rooted, are removed,
and, if choice kinds, generally planted in pots, three or four

in each pot. For the winter season, carnations, whether
young plants, or surviving mother plants, are best preserv-

ed in a repository similar to that commonly used for auri-

culas. Here they remain till after the middle of March,
when they are placed in pots singly for flowering, as alrea-

dy mentioned.

It is of course only by means of seed that new varieties

can be obtained. When it is wished that carnation plants

should perfect their seeds, they are removed from the can-

vas awning to a place completely exposed to the sun; or, in

the northern part of the island, into an airy green-house ;

and the plant is not mutilated, by making layers or pipings.

It may be remarked, that plants recently raised from the

seed, are themselves most productive of seed, and that

varieties which have long been propagated by layers

and cuttings, scarcely produce any. In flowers approach-

ing to the double state, but few seeds can in any case be

expected, and these few often require to be fostered ;

the withered petals are drawn out from the pod, leav-

ing the styles, or stigmata, which proceed from the

top of the germen or seed-pod ; an incision is also some-
limes made in the calyx down to the base of the ger-

men, so as to prevent any water from lodging there.

The seed ripens in September, but it is kept in ttie pod
till April, when it is sown in pots. The young plants

are afterwards transplanted into a bed, where they are

allowed to show flower ; such as prove single-flowered,

are cast out; and the best of the double flowers are

layered.

It may here be noticed, that carnations are susceptible of

the opeiation of grafting. A good double-flowered sort

may be grafted on the stem of a healthy single kind; the

most woody part of the stalk is to be preferred, and whip-

grafting is best.

Polyanthus.

5 10. Of the fine genus Primula, several elegant species

are natives of Britain. Every one is delighted with the

appearance of the common primrose {P. vulgaris) en our

banks in the spring time, and many are the varieties culti-

vated in gardens under the name of Polyanthus. The
well known cowslip or paigle (P. officinalis) decks the pas-

tures and margins of corn fields, particularly in the south

and west of England, and the gathering of the pips for the

making of wine furnishes, in many places, a pleasing em-
ployment for children. The oxlip {P. elalior) is much less

common than the cowslip, and is found chiefly in woods, and
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by tlie mart;iiis of woods. It seems to be the parent of se-

veral of the' small-flovveied polyanthuses. Tlie bird's-eye

pi'inirose [P . farmosa) is certainly one of the prettiest na-

tives we can boast, and it throws on the poorest moors. Of
the exotic species, the auricula or bear's-car (/". auricula)

is a well known favourite, of which we shall speak, after

trcatinij of the polyanthus.

511. According to the florist, the properties of a good

polyanthus are the following : The lube of the corolla

above the calyx should be short, well filled at the mouth

with the anthers, and terminate fluted rather above the

eye. Tlie eye should be circular, of a bright clear yel-

low, and distinct from the ground colour below. The
ground colour is most admired when shaded with a light

and dark rich crimson, resembling velvet, with one mark
or stripe in the centre of each divisipn of the limb or

border, bold and distinct from the edging down to the

eye, where it should terminate in a fine point. The petal

should be large, quite flat, and round, excepting the mi-

nute indentations between each division, which divide it

into five (sometimes six) heart-like segments. The edg-

ing should resemble a bright gold lacej it should be bold,

clear, and distinct, and nearly of the sanje colour as the

eye and stripes.

Endless are the varieties of polyanthuses; and as they

are easily raised from seed, they are generally the first

kind of flower that a young florist cultivates. Seed is kept

in the shops for sale ; but by sowing this, very few good

varieties may be expected. The seeds sliould be saved

only from flowers with large upright stems, producing

many flowers upon a stalk, which are large, finely shaped,

which open flat, and are not pin-eyed; and all ordinary

flowers near to these sliould be cut over, to avpid any inter-

mixture of pollen. The seed is ready in June, and the pods
should be gathered as they successively ripen. The seed

is commonly sown in boxes in January. The seedlings are

regularly watered in dry weather, and shaded from the

forenoon sun. They are fit for pricking out in the end of

May; and they are transplanted, in August and September,

to the borders where they are to flower, which should be

somewhat moist and shady, and exposed only to the east.

A loamy soil answers best. INIost of them will flower in the

succeeding spring, and then those that are indifierenl may
be cast out, or transierred to the shrubbery. The select

plants, being again transplanted, will bloom in full strength

the second year ; and, if the kinds be very good, will, fn

collective beauty and brilliancy, be little inferior to a show
of auriculas.

After this, they must be yearly removed, and the roots

must be parted, else the flowers will inevitably degenerate.

The truth is, that seedling plants produce stronger and
more brilliant flowers than offsets; and they who would
have polyanthuses in perfection must save seed from their

finest plants, and sow annually. The best way is, to raise

two or three of the finest plants, with a ball of earth attach-

ed, and to plant then) in another part of the garden, where
they may be free from intermixture of pollen, and may be

regularly watered, attention to watering being found very

conducive to the production of vigorous and healthy seed.

The plants which thus yield seed are much weakened, and
often perish. In some gardens, the choice flowers are al-

ways kept in pots.

Snails and slugs infest polyanthuses in the spring of the

year, and should be vvatched in the morning. In Sum-
mer the red spider often forms its wtbs on the rough
under side of the leaves, which is indicated by their be-

coming yellow and spotted. If the plants thus attacked be
not removed, the whole polyanthus bed will be destroyed.

Vol. X. Part II.

An effectual cure is found in soaking the foliage of the

diseased plants for two or three hours in an infusion of

tobacco leaves, and planting them at a distance from the

others.

Auricula.

512. The Auricula is a native of tlic Italian Alps; ai«f

there the most common colour is yellow, but it occurs also

purple and variegated, with a white powdery eye. The
varieties raised by florists arc innumerable ; many of them
are of great beauty, and some extremely curious. Parkin-

son, in 1629, names twenty varieties, and mentions that

there were then many more. Rea, in his Flora, 1702, de-

scribes several new sorts raised by himself and cotemporary
florists. A century afterwards, Maddock's catalogue enu-

merates nearly 500 varieties.

513. The properties of a fine auricula are the following.

The stem should be strong, upright, and of such a height

that the umbel of flowers may be above the foliage of the

plant. The peduncles or foot-stalks of the flowers should

also be strong, and of a length proportional to the size and
number of the blossoms or pips: these should not be fewer

than seven, in order that the umbel may be close and regu-

lar. A pip or single flowei' consists of the tube, eye, and
border ; these should be well proportioned ; if the diame-

ter of the tulie be one part, that of the eye should be three

parts, and that of the whole flower or pip six parts nearly.

The circumference of the border should be round, or at all

events not what is called starry. The anthers ought to be

large, and to -fill the tube ; the tube should terminate rather

above the eye; and this last should be very white, smooth,

and round, without cracks, and distiirct from the ground
colour. The ground colour sliould be bold and rich, equal

on every side of the eye, whether it be in one uniform cir-

cle, or in bright patches; it should be distinct at the eye,

and only broken at the outer part into the edging. Black,

purple, or bright coff'ee-colour, form excellent contrasts

with the white eye ; a rich blue or a bright pink are pleas-

ing ; and in a deep crimson or glowing scarlet, edged with

bright green, are concentrated the hopes and wishes of the

florist, which however are seldom realised. On the green
edge much of the fine variegated appearance of the auri-

cula depends, and it should be nearly in equal proportion

wiih the ground colour. The dark grounds are generally

strewed with a fine white bloom or powder, which gives

a rich appearance : the leaves of many sorts are thickly

covered with the same kind of powder, which seems des-

tined by nature'to save them from the scorching effects of
the sun's rays.

jMr Maddock considers the foiming of a proper com-
post for auriculas to be of great importance. The ingre-

dients and proportions recommended by him are these '.

One half well rotted cow-dung; one sixth fresh sound
earth, of an open texture ; one eighth vegetable earth, from
tree-leaves ; one twelfih coarse sea or river sand ; one
twenty-fourth soft-decayed willow wood, from the trunks
of old willow-trees ; the same proportion of peat or bog
earth ; and a like propoition of the ashes of burnt vegeta-

bles, to be spread on the surface of the other ingredients.

This compost is to be kept for at least a year, exposed to

sun and air, several times turned, and passed through a
coarse sieve. JNIr Curtis properly remarks, that if the com-
post be rich and light, it is not necess.iry to adhere rigidly

to the above prescription. He mentions, that two-thirds of
rotten dung from old hot-beds, and one-third containing'

equal parts of coarse sand and of peat-earth, form a very
suitable compost.

4N
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514. Choice auriculas are always kept in pots. The
inner diameter of these at top may be six inches, at bouom
four inches, and they should be about seven inches deep.

A little gravel in the bottom is proper as a drain below the

roots of the plants. Auriculas arc annually repotted in

May, soon after the bloom is over. The bajis ofearlh are

to be preserved around the roots, and only a certain portion

of new mould given : Mr Maddock, indeed, advises the

shaking of the earth from the roots ; l^ut this necessarily

gives a check, from which the plant does not recover in

the course of a year. At the same time offsets are taken,

*'and planted in separate pots. The whole auriculas are then

placed in an airy but rather shaded situation, not however

under the drip of trees. The place is generally laid with

coal-ashes, to prevent the earth-worm from entering the

pots, and the pots are often set on bricks, to allow a freer

circulation of air about them. Her? they remain till Octo-

ber. They are then placed under a glass frame, or other

repository, to shelter them for the winter months, giving

as much air as circumstances will permit. In February

they are earthed up; that is, the superficial mould, to the

depth perhaps of an inch, is removed, and replaced by fresh

compost, mixed with a little loam, to give it tenacity. This

is found greatly to aid the flowering. When several flow-

er-stems appear in one pot, a selection is made of one or

two of the strongest, and the others are pinched off. As
the flowers advance, the plants are arranged in the covered

stage, which contains four or five rows of shelves rising

one above another. The roof i? generally of glass; and

the front, which is placed facing the north or the east, is

furnished with folding doors, which may be ghut when de-

sired. Here the plants are regularly watered two or three

times a week, care bning taken not to touch the flowers or fo-

liage with the water. A good collection of auriculas, treated

in this way, forms, when in flower, a very captivating sight.

Sometimes the richness of the scene is increased, by intro-

ducing mirrors into each end of the frame, and by having

a bed of hyacinths, and perhaps a row of fine polyanthuses,

both of which flower at the same period, in front of the

stage, and covered with a thin awning. The soft light,

passing through the awning, heightens the effect of the

auriculas. It may be mentioned, that in order to secure

the filling of the stage with good flowering plants, which

alone ought to appear there, it is necessary that the col-

lector possess at least twice as many plants as the stage is

calculated to hold.

The interest of the florist's pursuits receives in this, as

in all other cases, a great increase, when he attempts the

raising of new varieties from seed. To purchase auricula

seed in shops is a bad plan. It is much better to encour-

age the ripening of the seeds of a few very good flowers,

which may be done merely by exposing them fully to sun

and air, and saving them by hand-glasses from heavy rains.

The seed ripens about the end of June ; but it should be

kept in the umbels till sown. This may be done, either in

autumn or early in spring, in boxes ; and the seed should

be very slightly covered with willow earth, or any light

vegctal)le mould. The boxes are of course to be kept un-

der shelter during the winter ; but in good weather the

seedlings should have plenty of air ; tliey must not, how-

ever, be exposed directly to the sun's rays, which would

destroy them in a short time,—at least the more weakly,

which are always of the greatest promise. When of a pro-

])cr size, they arc transplanted into other boxes, and nursed

till they befit for pots. If one plant in thirty prove worthy

of a place in the collection, the success is great ; the rest

may be planted out as border flowers, where they continue

very ornamental for a few years.

Hyacinth.

515. Tlie garden Hyacinth (Hyacinthua orienialU,L.) is

one of the flowers to the culture of which flerists have par-
ticularly devoted themselves. It is originally from the
Levant, but has been brought to its present improved stale
in the Low Countries. Double hyacinths are now the only
kind prized, though formerly these were as little sought af-

ter as double tulips are now, the beauty of the flower, being
then regarded as consisting in the regularity of the shape
and disposition of the blossoms, and in the richness of the
colour. Whole acres of nursery ground are covered with
this flower near Haarlem and Utrecht in Holland. Here
new varieties are annually produced from the seed, which
is collected from multiplicate or semi-double flowers, and
from very fine single flowers. When a new variety, of
good qualities, is'procured, it is named and enrolled in the
select list. The choice flowers are divided into classes,
according to their colours. John Kreps and Sons of Haar-
lem enumerate near one thousand varieties in their cata-
logue, classed in tliis way : Reds'; rosy and flesh-colour-
ed ; white, with rosy and flesh-coloured eyes

; yellow

;

white with yellow eyes; white with red eyes; pare white;
white with violet and purple eyes ; dark blackish blue ;

dark blue
; porcelain and pale blue. The names of the

finest and newest kinds are, as usual, high-sounding, and
calculated to attract English curiosity,—the Monarch of
the World ; the Honour of Amsterdam ; the Princess
Charlotte ; the Earl of Lauderdale, &c. Sec.

516. The properties of a fine hyacinth are the follow-
ing : the stalk tall, strong and upright ; the blossoms nu-
merous, large, well filled with petals, so as to appear ra-
ther convex, suspended in a horizontal direction ; the whole
flower having a compact pyramidal form, with the upper-
most blossom quite erect ; the plain colour should be
clear and bright, and strong colours are preferable to pale;
when the colours are mixed, they should blend with ele-
gance.

The hyacinth grows best in a light sandy, but fresh earth.
If manure of any sort be given, it must be placed far be-
low the bulb. The time for planting is from the middle
to the end of September. Old tanners'-bark is kept spread
over the beds during winter, unless when mild weather
seems to set in for some days. When the plants come in-

to flower, a slight awning, which can easily be removed, is

placed over them; and by this means they continue a
month in glory. Hyacinths in beds never require any wa-
tering. When the flowering is over, the Dutch 7nove their

hyacinths with the spade, so as to break the root fibres,

and prevent farther nourishment, but do not raise them
completely from the ground for. a fortnight. Even then
they are laid in a bed nearly in a horizontal position, with
their leaves and stems lying outwards ; in this way, a great

part of the juice in their thick succulent leaves and stems
evaporates, instead of returning into the bulbs. This is call-

ed " ripening the roots." When choice hyacinths are cul-

tivated in pots, as is commonly the case in this country,

the pots are laid on their sides, after the flowering, till the

leaves decay. Bulbs four or five years old flower most
strongly in IJritain, and they then gradually fall off ; but in

Holland they endure a great nvimber of years. It is re-

marked, that they succeed best in situations near the sea.

It is curious that bulbs imported from Holland flower more
beautiful in this country the first year, than they ever do
afterwards.

Polya?ithtis-J\'arcissus.

5

1

7. The Polyanthus-narcissus (^Mircienus tazetla) is a
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native of Spain and other parts of the south of Europe.

The flowers arc very ornamental, and roinc early. The
plant has long been a favourite witli the florists of Holland

and Flanders. There are several principal varieties

:

Some have yellow petals, with cups or nectaries either

orange or sulphur coloured,—others have white petals,

with orange, yellow or sulphur coloured nectaries ; in a

third set, both the petals and the nectaries are white ; and

there are double flowers of all the varieties. The subor-

dinate varieties are more than a hundred in number. A
double variety, called the Cyprus Narcissus, is curious and

beautiful ; the outer petals are white ; those in the mid-

dle partly white and partly orange; and it has a very

agreeable scent. A pure white variety is called the Paper
Narcissus.

The florists of this country generally depend on the sup-

ply of bulbs imported from Holland. The seed, however,
often ripens in good seasons here, and there is no peculiar

difliculty in raising the plants in this way. The seed is

sown in shallow vessels in the manner of tulip seed. The
seedling bulbs are not raised or transplanted till the third

year ; in other two years the flowers make their appear-

ance. The beds containing young bulbs require to be de-

fended from severe frost by means of a covering of peas-

haulm, straw, or fern.

Full grown bulbs are planted in the beginning of Sep-
tember. They do not require to be raised every year; it

is better indeed not to remove them oftener than once in

three years. They flower in April and May ; and if they

be choice kinds, they should be saved from sun and rain by
an awning, as practised in the case of tulips.

Crocus.

518. The crocus, though a well known flower, has only

of late years been accurately studied as a genus. Miller

admits only two species, the autumnal or saffron (C. offi-

cinalis), and the spring crocus, (C. vernus). Sir J. E.
Smith mentions three species as natives of Britain, C. ver-

nus, nudiflorus, and sativus. Of the former there are se-

veral varieties, blue and purple, yellow and white, and
striped ; and besides these, the following species are cul-

tivated in crocus beds : C. versicolor, or party-colour cro-

cus, a kind which requires a light loam, while most of the

others grow best in sand ; biflorus, or yellow bottomed
;

maesianus, or common yellow ; susianus, or cloth of gold ;

and aureus, or true gold. The Scots crocus is a beautiful

striped variety.

The bulbs may be planted in any light soil ; but they

succeed best in sand ; and some cultivators to the west-

ward of London have been at the pains to carry sea-sand

fifty miles for this purpose. They should not be planted

deep, not being covered more than an inch. In February
the flowers begin to appear ; in March they are in glory

;

and by the end of April the seeds begin to ripen. In good
seasons these are produced plentifully, and by means of

them new varieties may be procured. The leaves of most
of the species grow chiefly after the flowering is over :

these should not be cut, as is often done, the bulbs being
thereby deprived of much of their nourishment ; they may,
however, very properly be tied up.

Annual Flowers.

519. Many of these are very beautiful ; and, in fine

flower-gardens, they not only appear in patches on the

borders, but some of the elegant sorts are cultivated in

beds in a separate compartment, called the Annual Flower-
garden.

They are commonly divided into IlarHy, Less Hardy,
and Tender. The hardy are sown in the spring, in the na-
tural ground where they are to remain ; the less hardy are
raised on a slight hot-bed, and planted out in April and
May ; and the tender require to he passed through two
nursery beds before planting in the open border, and in
the northern parts of Britain they arc kept almost always
under glass. In this place only a few of the most beauti-
ful or curious of each of these divisions can be named.
Pretty ample and correct tabular lists of them may be found
in Abcrcronibic's Practical Gardener, under the head
J''lo':ver-ffarden.

520. Of the Hardy jinnuals, different species o^ Adonis
are showy, none more so than the Pheasant's-eye, A. au-
tumnalis : this, if not a native, has become comjjletely na-
turalized in fields near London, and quantities of the flow-
ers are every summer sold in the city by tlie name of Red
Morocco. Several species of Snapdragon {Antirrhinum) ;

white and purple Candytuft {Ibcris umbellata); Lobel's
Catchfly, red and white [Sikne armcria ;) Venus' Looking
glass {Campa7iula speculum) ; with the purple and the red
topped Clary {Halvia /ior}ninum),TiV{i very ornamental. Va-
rieties of the Convolvulus major and minor, and of the
Bluebottle {Centaurea cyanus), with the Sweet Sultan (C.
mosc/iata) ; the Fennel-flower {A'igelta damascena), with
many sorts of Scabious {Scabiosa), and the well known
Stock Gillyflower (Mathiola incana), deserve cultivation.
The Yellow Balsam {Im/iatiens noli tangere) is remarka-
ble for its ripe capsules exploding the seeds upon being
touched

; it thus sows itself, and should therefore be plac-
ed in a by-corner. The yellow blossoms of the Bladder
Ketmia or Flower of an hour, {Hibiscus trionum) are ex-
tremely perishable if the sun be bright, but they are pro-
duced in long succession. Many varieties of Larkspur
{Deljihinium Ajacis), single and double, branched or with
simple stems ; with several kinds of Lupine {Luf}i7ius),
and of Sweet Pea {Lathijrus odoratus) are well known,
and very ornamental. The varieties of Carnation Poppy
{Pafiaver somni/erum) are very showy ; they are generally
allowed to sow themselves. Strawberry Blite {Blitumca-
jdtatum) is a curious plant, the fruit resembling strawber-
ries only, however, in appearance. Belvedere {Chenofio-
diuin Scofiaria) is a handsome plant, resembling in its close
pyramidal shape a dwarfish cypress-tree ; from which cir-

cumstance it is often called Summer cypress. The Ca-
terpillar {Scorftiurus -vermiculata). Hedgehog, and Snail
plants {Medicago intertexta and scutellata) have no beauty,
but are remarkable on account of their vermiform pods.
The Eternal Flower {Xeranthemum) is excelled by none,
and there are red, white, purple, and blue varieties of it.

Mignonette {Reseda odorata) is universally liked ; it is ge-
nerally sown in large patches, or an entire border is filled

with it, commonly in front of the conservatory or green-
house.

Hardy annual plants are generally sown in circular
patches, traced with a hand trowel, with which, at the same
time, the earth is broken small. A bit of stick is placed
as a mark in the centre of each patch. U;,ually two or three
successive sowings are made, from the middle of March to

the middle of May, the season of flowering being thus pro-
longed. The plants must afterwards be thinned, according

to the nature of their growth, the belvedere, the sunflower,

and some others standing quite detached. After thinning,

a plentiful watering is proper, in order to settle the earth

about those that remain ; and in dry weather, frequent wa-
tering will ensure the production of much finer and stronger

plants. Most of the kinds bear transplanting in dull and
showery weather. The tall-growing plants should of

course be placed in the back part of the border ; the low-

4 N 2
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growing in iioiit. Wlicn ihe fluweniig is nearly over, some

of the earliest and strongest plunts should be marked lor

afl'ording a supply oi" seed, and should, if tall, be tied to

stakes, to prevent their being broken, or falling down. It

often hapi)cns tliat some of the kinds spring up in the bor-

ders from seeds sown naturally the former year ; Irom

these the best and ripest seed may be expected.

521. The list of Less hardy annual plants embraces

many fine flowers, such as difi'erent varieties of the African

Marigold {Tagetes crecla), and of the French Marigold

(T. fiatula); the Amaranth or Love lies bleeding (./nmru;;-

t/ius caudatits). and Prince's FtalUev {J. /ly/ioc/tondriacus);

the rich and elegant Balsams, many varieties, [Im/ialitris

batsaminn); different kinds of Ciirysanthcmum, particularly

C. tricolor, and also of Zninia ; with the Indian corn {Zea

mays), and Tobacco plant {JVicoliana tabacmn), which are

curious. For these and otiiers a moderate hotbed is ne-

cessary, on which they may be sown in March or April, so

as to be ready for transplanting into the borders in May or

June. It is better, however, instead of removing the seed-

lings at once to the open border, to prick them into a nur-

sery border, covered with a canvas awning, or hooped over

and protected by mats at night : here they may be allowed

to establish themselves and get hardy, for some weeks. In

dry weather, frequent watering is essential, especially at the

times of transplanting.

522. The list of Tender annual plants is not numerous,

unless tlie balsam and some others from the less hardy list

be included, which in the northen part of the island is al-

ways the case. Many varieties of Cock's-comb (Cf/o«ia

crisCala), with scarlet, purple, and yellow heads, some of

the plants dwarfish, others three or four feet high, are ex-

ceedingly ornamental. The Globe amaranth {Gomfthrena

globosa) of various sorts, with the Amaranthus tricolor,

having each leaf composed of three colours, bright red,

yellow and green, are likewise among the more showy of

the tender anuual flowers. The Egg-plant deserves the

same character; not on account of its flower, but of its

singular and elegant berry, which has much of the shape

and appearance of a large egg, as already noticed (§ 403).

The Ice-plant (Mesembryam/ieJtiutn cryscallinum), remark-

able for its stalks and leaves being covered with crystal-

line globules like small icicles, and the well-known Humble
plant [Mimosa pudica), may also be mentioned. These are

raised, in March, in a small hot-bed that is in a pretty strong

state of fermentation, and afterwards transferred to one

that is larger and of more moderate warmth. In general,

;he plants are subsequently kept in flower- pots, and are

placed near the green-house plants, or perh.-.psin the green-

house, the shelves of which they may thus decorate, while

the proper inhabitants are abroad. Here too, if properly

attended to in regard to watering, they will ripen their seeds,

which they seldom do in our climate without the protec-

tion of glass. A few cock'scombs, globe amaranthts, and

egg-plants, likewise make a fine appearsnce on the back

bhelves of a hot-house.

Biennial Flowers.

523. Some flowers which are, strictly speaking, 6i>n?!!a;,

are often cultivated among the annual kinds : Such are,

the Indian pink, [Dianthus Chinensis) ; the Palma Christi,

[Ricinus palma Christi) ; and the Sensitive plant, [Mimosa
scnsitiva). Others are always treated as biennial plants,

being kept in nursery rows for the first season, and planted

out the next. Some of the most common are, Honesty or

satin-flower, [Lunaria annua,) white and purple flowered ;

French Honeysuckle, [Hedysarum corojiarium,) red and

white J Yellow Horned Poppy, (Glaucium luteum) ; tree-

primrose, several s|)ecies, [Qenothera btnnnts, iScc.) ; and
Mullein of dilVerent kinds, [Vcrbaiicum.) pai'ticularly the

Moth-inullein, ( T. btaltaria,) yellow and wliite flowered. .

Rock-work.

524. In forming a piece of rock-work, it is found very
useful to have at least tlie two or three outward layers of
stones composed of moor-slonfs, that is, of such as have
long lain exposed to the action of the weather. At the bases
of greenstone and basalt hills very suitable masses may ge-
nerally be found : those should be selected which have ca-

vities in them, or are unequal on the surface ; keeping in

view also that they must be of such shape as to be capable
of being piled on each other in a sloping direction without

cement. If such weather-worn stones be selected, and
mossy earth be used in jilace of cement, many kinds of

ferns, and various cryptogamous plants, will be found to

thrive, which would not succeetl on sandstone, or on masses
of any kind of rock frtsh dug from a quarry. Besides,

some part of the stones being always seen, the appearance
of these is to be considered. Masses covered with lichens,

especially Lichen atro-flavus, geographicus, ventosus, pe-

rellus, and stellaris, are therefore desirable. Pieces of

plum-pudding stone and of serpentine have likewise a very

good effect; some joints of columnar basalt are in some
places introduced, and large petrifactions, or casts in sand-

stone or limestone, of the trunks and branches of trees.

Large shells, too, pailicularly valves of the Cliama gigas,

are occasionally placed in the rock-work ; and among sand

in these some plants will thrive, such as Cotyledon umbi-

licus. All plants which grow naturally in a dry soil may
be accounted fit for the rock-work. Several species of Di-

anthus, particularly D. deltoides, armeria, and caesius, are

highly ornamental. Red Valerian, [Valeriana rubra,) and
a white variety of it, grow very readily among stones. If

peat-earth be used, Erinus alpinus is a desirable plant. It

forms close tufts, and produces its pretty purple flowers

from April to July ; and when well established, it often ri-

pens its seed, and sows itself. Different species of Mad-
wort ate suitable, particularly Alyssum saxatile and del-

toideum. Cerastium rcpens grows freely, but is apt to

overrun the other plants: indeed, if it be wished at any

time entirely to hide a heap of rubbish with garden plants,

this is one of those to be selected for the service. To those

already mentioned may be added, Erigeron alpinum ; Cy-
clamen Europium and herdeiaefolluiii ; the spring Gen-
tian, Gentiana verna ; Soldanella alpina ;

purple Saxifrage,

[Sajcifraga opfiosili/olia,) and double Sen green, (5. ^ranu-_

/«;a, fl.pl.); the borage-leaved M\iUe'm,{Ferbascum My-
coni) ; alpine Lychnis, [Lychnis al/iina) ; and different spe-

cies of Primula, P. nivalis, integrifolia, helvetica, and mar-

ginata. The basil-kaved Soapwort [Safionaria ocymoidcs)

is one of the most beautiful little plants that adorns the

flower-garden, and it is peculiarly well suited for rock-work.

AH the smaller species of hardy Stone-crop deserve a

place, in particular Sedum album, glaucum, rupestre, ai-

zoon, and sexangulare ; as well as several species o£

House-leek, especially the cobweb kind, (Semfiervivum

arachnoideum). In small flower gardens, the rock-work is

often constructed on the margin of a little pond for hardy

aquatic plants.

.Aquarium.

525. The shape of the pond is generally either circular

or oval. Its dimensions must be regulated by the size of

the neighbouring parterre or lawn, and by the taste of the

ownev for the ctiltivation of aquatic plants. If it be wished
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to have the white atid yellow water-lily [J\/'ym/i/ttea alba and

JVufi/iar lutca) in perfection, it must be at least three feet

deep. If llie miouiid be open, especially if the subsoil be

sandy or gravelly, the bottom should be well laid with pud-

dled elay, and the sides should also be lined wiih tlie same

niateiial, in order to prevent the escape of the water. On
the margin a kind of small terrace or shelf is formed, im-

mersed only a few inches under water, and commonly laid

with channel ; on this are placed pols containing various

marsh plants, such as the Marsh Calla, [Calla /mlustris),^

native of Lapland and other northern parts of Europe. In

some gardens, (as formerly noticed, § 191.) the margin is

accupied with the American cranberry.

Several of our nalive aquatic plants are very ornamental;

particularly the yellow and the white fringed Bog-bean,

Menyanthes nymphoides, and trifoliaia ; the Flowering-

rush {Butomus tanbellatus,) and the Water-violet, or Fea-

ther-foil, {Hottonia JialustrU,) which grows in deep ditches

near London. Tnc Cats-tail or Reed-mace {Tyfiha- latifo-

iia and angustifolia) has a singular appearance, especially

when in flower, but it is apt to overrun a small pond.

Rosary.

526. The rose has always been deservedly a favourite

;

and at no period was it ever more high in repute than at

present. Every hardy species is now carefully cultivated,

and many new varieties raised from seed have of late years

been introduced. The catalogue of Lee and Kennedy, of

Hammersmith, enumerates no fewer than 315 varieties;

but the species are not distinguished. Many of the finest

varieties have been beautifully figured by Miss Lawrence,

in her splendid collection of Drawings of Roses. Most of

t-lie species throw out suckers. These should be annually

removed in October, and in tliis way abimdance of plants

may soon be procured. Still better plants however may be

prepared by laying down branches ; and this is the chief

way of propagating adopted by the dealers in roses. Few
of the kinds need any other pruning than shortening some
of the strongest shoots, to cause them to push new buds and

bear more flowers.

The following are the species generally preferred, but a

few only of the varieties can be enumerated.

Hundred-leaved rose, [liosa centifolia.) Of this tlicrc are

many varieties, as the Dutch, blush, velvet, and Burgundy,

the latter an elegant little plant, sometimes not more than

a foot in height.

Red rose, or Crimson rose, (i?. Gallica.) This is the

kind, the unexpanded petals of which arc used for making
conserve of roses. A sort with variegated flowers is call-

ed Rosa Mundi.
Damask rose, (7?. Damascena.) Of tliis there are some

pretty variations, as the blush damask, the York and Lan-

caster, and the red and the white monthly roses, these last

eoniinuing to flovver in succession during most of the

summer.
Provence rose, or Cabbage rose, (i? /irovmciulis.) is one

of the most beautiful of the tribe, and perhaps the most
fragrant of all the roses. Of it there are likewise some
favourite varieties, as the scarlet, the blush, and the white

Provence ; the rose dc Meaux, and the pompone or dwaif-

ish rose de Meaux. It may be remarked, that if the new
wood be in a great measure cut down every year, after the

flowering is over, the plants throw out more vigorous

shoots, and yield a E;reater profusion of flowers.

The Moss rose (i?. muscosa) is well known in gardens

in a double state ; but it is curious, that the single moss
rose is quite unknown to us. The double is often propa-

gated by budding on other stocks ; but better and more

durable plants are procured by laying down the branches.

A white moss rose has lately appeared in the London nurse-

ries ; but it is still scarce and high priced.

The common White rose, {R. alba.) both single and dou-

ble, deserves a place ; as well as the vaiietics called large,

small, and cluster maiden blush.

Single yellow rose, {R. liitea.) The Austrian rose, with

the petals orange or scarlet at the base, is considered as a

variety of this. Both kinds grow better in upland places

than in the richest and warmest situation.

The Double yellow rose (7?. siil/i/nirca) is remarkable
for the flowers seldom opening fairly. It should be planted

in a cool and rather shady situation, or at least it does not

succeed against a south wall. It is quite a distinct species

from the single yellow ; the leaflets, for example, are sim-

ply serrated, not glandular, and they are glaucous under-

neath ; while in the siU!;\e yellow, they are doubly serrat-

ed, glandular, and of a shining green.

Of the Cinnamon rose, [R. Cinnamomea,) a variety with

double flowers is usually ciTltivated. It is the smallest and

the earliest of the double roses, often coming into flower

in the beginning of May.
Scots rose, or Btnnet rose, (7?. s/iinosissima.) Of this

species, which, as a native plant, is more common in Scot-

land than in England, several varieties have long been

known, particularly the red, the semi-double white, and

the semi-double red. Messrs Brown, of the Perth nurse-

ries, have of late years raised several new and very beau-

tiful varieties of this rose. The Rosa Ciphiaria, celebrated

in a Latin ode by Sir Robert Sibbald, the earliest illustra-

tor of the natural history of Scotland, was a variety of this

species. Professor Martin says, it was found on his " Ci-

phian farm ;" but the fact is, that the name of Sir Ro-
bert's estate was the unpoetical one of Kips, from which,

euphonia gralid, Ciphia, was formed.

Sweet-briar-rose, (i?. rubiginosa.) Of this well known
species, the Eglantine of the poets, there are several va-

rieties,—the common double flowered, mossy double, mar-

bled double, and red double. A single fl.jwered yellowish

variety is kept in some gardens, but it is very scarce.

The Musk rose {R. moschata) is a tlimbing kind, flow-

ering late, and continuing till the end of October. It va-

ries with double flowers.

The deep red China rose, (/?. semperflorens,) if placed

against a south wall, or in IVont of a green-house, flowers

fur the greater part of the year. There is a pale China

rose, by some considered as only a variety ol R. semper-

fiurens.

The Indian rose, [R. Indica, already noticed, § 472 ) is a

very great acquisition to our g-.irdens, being perfectly

hardy. Although but lately introduced, it has now become
very common ; and by means of it we possess, in the open

air, or against a wall or paling, full blown red roses in

March and April, and in November and December. The
common sort has very little smell ; but a fragrant variety

has been r:nsed, thus uniting all the excellent properties

of the rose.

In order to have a continued succession of roses, for in-

stance, of tiie common moss rose, the best plan is, to cut

off in May the tops of shoots produced the same spring.

In this way new shoots are elicited, which coilie into flower

late in autumn.
Beds of roses, of different shapes, are now commonly

formed in the lawn near the mansion-house, or by the sides

of the approach to the pleasure garden; when of an oval

form, they are often called baskets of roses. The surface

of the circle or oval is made to rise in the middle ; the

shoots are layered, and kept down by means of pegs till

they strike roots into the ground ; the points only, with a
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few buds on them, appear above the earth. By this sort

of management, in two or three seasons, the whole surface

becomes covered with a close and beautiful mixture of

flowers and leaves. Sometimes only the moss rose is em-
ployed for this purpose ; but frequently several kinds arc

intermixed. Even a single plant, particularly of the moss
rose, may, by continued attention, be made in this way to

cover a large space, and to afford at once perhaps several

hundred flowers. Plans for rosaries of difl'erent shapes,

circular, oval, square, and octagonal, have been published

by Lee and Kennedy, and circulated along with their list of

roses.

Climbing Plants.

527. In many gardens a walk is arched over with trellis

work, either of wood or wire, principally for the purpose
of affording a proper opportunity of cultivating the finer

kinds of climbing shrubs, and enjoying the beauty and fra-

grance of their flowers, which lender such a berceau walk
extremely delightful in the warm weather of July and Au-
gust. The finest of them, however, flourish only in the

milder counties of England, and are planted in vain to the

northward of Yorkshire.

The Kidney-bean tree {Glycine /rutescens) shews ele-

gant clusters of purple flowers; and the Virginian silk-

tree [Peri/iloca Gneca) produces bunches of flowers of the
same colour. S?mlax as/iera, sometimes called Rough
Bindweed, and 5. excclsa, although their flowers are not

showy, are desirable climbing plants, as they retain their

verdure during winter. Of the honeysuckles, besides dif-

fererit varieties of the common Woodbine, {Lonicera Peri-
clymenit7n,) the trumpet-honeysuckle [L. sem/iervirens)

particularly deserves a place. The yellow and the white
Jasmine {Jasminum friiticang and officinale^ are well known
plants. Three species oi Atragene are now cultivated

;

the Austrian, {A. AuaCriaca.) tlie Siberian, [A. Sibirica,)

and the American, {A, Americana) : the two former were
long confounded under the name of A. alpina ; they re-

semble each other, but the Austrian comes into leaf and
flower two months before the other; the American spe-
cies is also early. Several kinds of Clematis, or virgin's-

bowcr, are highly ornamental, particularly the purple, (C
viticella,) and the double-flowered variety of it, with red
and blue varieties of the single; the Virginian, (C. Virgi-

iiiana.) with white flowers; and the evergreen, (C. cirrlio-

sa,) which produces its greenish flowers about mid-winter.
The common Traveller's-joy (C. vitalba) is too rampant
to be trusted near to delicate climbers. The common Pas-
sion-flower (^Passijlora carulea) succeeds in some sheltered
places, but in general it flowers belter when trained against
a wall.

528. For covering walls, some other plants are well
suited. If the exposure be good, i5/g-/!on/a radicawi, or ash-
leaved Trumpet-flower, is highly ornamental, being cover-
ed with orange flowers in the autumn : this is a plant, how-
ever, which requires some management as to pruning;
all small weak shoots must every year be removed, and
when the plant has filled the space allotted to it, a quantity
ofnew or young wood for flowering is procured, by annual-
ly shortening a number of strong shoots. Common Ivy (He-
dcra helix,) with the silver-striped and gold-striped varie-
ties, and the large-leaved or Irish, arc very desirable ; as
is likewise the Virginian Creeper or five-leaved ivy, IVitis
Itcderacea.) The double Pomegranate has been already
mentioned (§ 180.) as admirably adapted for covering a
wall, or the end of a house, especially if it have a south
aspect.

529. It lias been more than once noticed, that the most

eff"eclual way of acclimating the plants of ivarmer countries
is, to endeavour to bring such plants to ripen their seeds in

the open air in this climate with as little assistance as pos-
sible, and then to sow these seeds, from which a more hardy
progeny is likely to spring. Some plants, however, seem
gradually to become inured to our climate, even without
being reproduced by seed ; or perhaps these plants were at

first accounted more delicate than they really are. Several
Japan shrubs have of late years become common ornaments
of our gardens, particularly the Loquat or Mespilus Japo- •

nica ; the Japan apple, (Ptjrus Ja/ionica,) which recjuiies a
south wall ; the Sophora Japonica ; and the Corchorus Ja-
ponicus. This last was introduced only about 1804; yet
it may now be seen growing like a willow in our borders

;

and, if kept near to an east or a west wall, to save the buds
from severe frost, producing a profusion of its yellow
blossoms early in the spring. Trained to the back of a
hot-house at the Botanic Garden at Edinburgh, and of
course with a northern exposure, it has for several years
past stood remarkably well, and has been regularly clothed
with flowers in March and April. The Tea-plants (T/iea
bohea and viridis,) which are natives of the noith of China,
stand in the open border in the southern counties of Eng-
land ; but in severe winters they require some degree of
protection. Edwardsia grandiflora and microphylla are
natives of New Zealand, which flower in February in our
sheltered borders, or trained against a wall. Several na-
tives of the south of Europe now inhabit our borders ; such
are, Jupiter's-beard, Anthyllis barba Jovis ; Coronilla glau-
ca ; and Moon trefoil, Medicago arborea. Two species
of Leptospermum or South Sea myrtle, L. junipermum
and baccatum, succeed in the milder parts of England, if

trained against a wall ; and Metrosideros lanceolata, like-

wise from New South Wales, has already been noticed as,

trained on the open wall in the College Botanic Garden at

Dublin, §28. Rhamnus glandulosus, from Madeira, is an
addition to our evergreens. Some perennial species of
Convolvulus, formerly accounted tender, are now trained

against the border walls; particularly C. bryoniaefolius from
China, and C. althseoides from the Levant. Of the com-
mon myrtle (Myrius communis) there are several varieties,

some of which are more hardy than others : a single-flower-

ed sort, resembling the double-flowered, but with narrower
leaves than the Dutch broad-leaved, is the most hardy ; and
a variety of the narrow-leaved, called the bird's-nest myrtle,

seems also to be more hardy than the Dutch broad-leaved kind.

Pramed Borders.

530. They who are curious in flowers freqtiently have a
border covered with glazed frames, which can be easily re-

moved during the warm season of the year, from the mid-
dle of June to September. Many plants, particularly of the

bulbous kind, grow much better when planted in a large
border than when confined to flower-pots. Bulbs in gene-
ral require a deep soil ; for they commonly send their fi-

brous roots, by which they draw their nourishment, to a
considerable depth in the earth. Some of the bulbous
plants which succeed well in such covered borders are,

several species of Ixia, of African Gladiolus, of Haeman-
thus or blood flower; and the Tigridia pavonia, or Tiger-
flower, equally remarkable for its gorgeous beauty and its

transitory nature. Tuberoses {Polyanthes tuberosa,) after

having been fostered on a slight hot-bed, may be sunk in

pots in a framed border, in order to their flowering. Se-
veral species of the splendid genus Amaryllis might be add-
ed to the list, particularly the Belladonna lily {A. if/ZarfoTz-

na,) the Jacobea lily [A. /ormosissima,) and the Guernsey
lily {A. aarniensis.) Concerning this last, it may be ob-
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served, that a few plains only can be expected to flower

every year ; for, as noticed by Miller, the same plant does

not flower in two successive years, nor probably till after

the lapse of several years. Dr MaccuUoch {Scouhh //ort.

Mem. vol. ii. p. 60.) has given an account of the cultivation

of this favourite lily in Guernsey. Even there, the Doctor

informs us, " scarcely five flowers are produced among a

hundred healthy roots." Boxes containing parcels of the

bulbs, generally with the flower-stems formed, arc annual-

ly sent from the Channel Islands to the nurserymen of Lon-

don, and by them distributed through Britain. Miller has

justly remarked, that this lily may more properly be culti-

vated in a bed on a south border than in pots ; it is there-

fore peculiarly well adapted to the framed border. For the

soil, he recommends a third part fresh earth from some light

pasture ground ; about an equal part of sea-sand ; and the

remaining third to be composed equally of rotten dung and

sifted lime-rubbish.

The different species of Cyclamen or sow-bread are

humble plants, likewise well adapted to the framed border,

where they make a very beautiful appearance.

In many gardens, where fine bulbous plants are much
attended to, as at the Botanic Garden at Liverpool, all the

borders immediately in front of the various hot-houses are

covered with moveable frames. In these framed borders, it

may be added, many alpine plants may likewise be pre-

served during winter ; for such plants being accustomed,

in their native place of growth, to the protection of a thick

covering of snow during that severe season, are impatient

of intense cold.

Green-houee.

531. The proper situation for the Green-house has been
already pointed out (§55.) as being somewhere in the

flower garden. Its aspect ought of course to be towards

the south. In fixing on the plan and elevation of a green-

house, there is great scope for fancy and taste ; for the in-

dulgence of these is quite consistent with the production

of a house, which shall afford shelter during winter to plants

which require little more than to be saved from the effects

of frost. It is scarcely ever wished that the temperature
should exceed 45* Fahrenheit ; and when the weather is

such that air can be given, it is enough if the thermome-
ter indicate from 38° to 42°. To every part of the house,

however, light ought to be freely admitted, else some of

the plants will necessarily become drawn ufi and distorted :

a great part of the front of the roof should therefore be of

glass. Nicol observes, that a green-house may have two
straight sides, but should have circular ends ; he is better

pleased, however, with an octagon, whose sides are not

equal, but which has two opposite longer sides, forming as

it were an " angular oval." In some gardens the green-

house forms a complete circle; in others it is of an oval

shape : in these cases, and indeed in general, it is now con-

structed of glazed frames on every side. The roof is not

made nearly so lofty as formerly ; indeed, it seldom ex-
ceeds in height^en or twelve feet from the paved walk.

The furnace and stock-hole are of course as much con-

cealed as possible ; and if the house be circular or octa-

gonal, the smoke is carried by a flue under ground to some
distance, and then discharged by a small chimney, hid by
shrubbery. The interior is fitted up with stages and
shelves for holding the plants. These are arranged ac-

cording to their sizes, the shape of the leaves, and the
general tint of colour : the smaller plants are chiefly plac-

ed in front, and those that are likely to flower during win-
ter have conspicuous stations allotted to them: the taller

planis occupy principally the back shelves : in this way a

symmetrical mass of varied foliage is presented to the eye,

interrupted only by iirojccling clusters of variously co-

loured blossoms. Several of the sashes, or perhaps each
alternate sash, should bo made moveable, for the admis-

sion of air ; and ventilators are also proper for promot-
ing a circulation, when the state of the weather prevents

the admitting of air by the roof. Very little water is

given to the plants during winter; and they are cleared

of dust rather by means of a bellows than by the applica-

tion of the syringe.

The roots of green-house plants are generally examined
twice in the year, by turning the plants gently out of the

pots. Many kinds only need repotting once in the year ;

and this opeiation is commonly performed in August : but

others require it twice in the year, and the other period is

usually March. It is not always necessary that the plants

should be shifted into larger pots; on the contrary, it is

often better to retrench the matted roots, and keep to pots

of the same size. It is always proper that some small

gravel or shivers of broken flower-pots be put in the bot-

tom of the pots, to drain off moisture. And here a very
common error in the manufacture of that earthen-ware

article may be pointed out: the hole in the bottom is

frequently made so as to have a small unintended rim
on the inside, which necessarily retains a portion of

water ; whereas the sides of the hole ought to have a

slope from the interior, so as to allow every particle of

water to escape.

532. In the course of this treatise, the different sizes of

flower-pots have more than once been mentioned in the

technical style employed by gardeners, such as " eights,"
" sixteens," &c., or " No. 1," " No. 3," &c. These terms
it may be proper here to explain. The meaning of them
will be rendered obvious by a tabular view ; but it may
first be observed, that potters usually make seven sizes^

also called numbers, of pots; that the pots of each par-

ticular size are sold in what are called casts; and that

the number of pots in a cast increases proportionally as

the size of the pots decreases. Of No. 1 ., which is the

largest kind of pot in common use, there are eight in

the cast, and a pot of this class is called either a " No.
1," or an " eight."

No, 1. first size, has 8 in the cast, called Eights.

2. second size, 12 Twelves.
3. third size, 16 Sixteens.

4. fourth size, 24 Twenty-fours.
5. fifth size, 32 Thirty-twos.

6. sixth size, 48 Forty-eights.— 7. seventh size, 60 Sixties.

Pots larger than eights, or of extra size, such as 4 in

the cast, are often made, for the accommodation of large
plants ; gnd, on the other hand, pots of a smaller size

than sixties are sometimes manufactured, particularly
for holding small seedling plants, or very young Cape
heaths. These very small pots are among gardeners call-

ed thumbs.

533. Plants suited to the green-house are extremely
numerous, and constantly on the increase: the selection

of them must depend on the taste of the owner, and the

size of the house. To give any enumeration seems unne-
cessary : it may be sufficient to refer to those excellent

lists, the Epitome of Hortus Kewensis, and the Cam-
bridge Catalogue; in these the plants suited to the green-
house are marked G; and their duration or character are

indicated by the marks usually employed by botanists and
gardeners; Q for annual; % for biennial; 2/ for peren-

nial ; and ^i signifying that the plant is shrubby or arbo-
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reous. In the first mentioned catalogue, the plants which

requiie a black heath mould, or peat soil, have an aste-

risk -^ prefixed to them. In the Botanical Magazine,

edited by Siins, (formerly mentioned § 18), all new and

curious green-house plants are figured and described as

they come into notice.

534. To keep up the show of plants actually in flower in

the green-house, especially in the early spring months, a

usual and very proper expedient is, to plant a number of

the common ornamental bulbous plants, in pots, in the

month ol October ; to forward these in the stove, and to

place them, as tlie flowers appear, upon the shelves of the

green-house. Foi this purpose some of the many varie-

ties of hyacinth, with sitigle and double jonquil, white and

yellow polyanthus-narcissus, Persian iris, and the early

sweet-scented tulips, are well adapted. The jonquil bulbs,

it may be observed, must be two years in the pots before

they can be expected to flower properly.

535. We may take this opportunity of noticing the mode
of bringing these bulbous jilants into flower by means of

water alone. It was described by Miller in a communica-
tion published in the 37th vol. of the Piiilosophical Trans-

actions, for 1731. November is the usual season for be-

ginning this sort of chamber-forcing. The flower-glasses

are filled up to the bottom of the bulb with fresh soft wa-

ter ; and it is kept up to tiiis point by adding to it as often

as necessary. The water should be entirely changed once

in the week or ten days. The glasses should be situated

in a light room, where a fire is kept, and, if possible, near

to windows exposed to the forenoon sun. If they be placed

in a hot-house for a few weeks, they are greatly forvvard-

ed, and appear in perfect flower in January. The nu-

merous varieties of hyacinths, raised by the incredible in-

dustry of the Dutch florists, answer extremely well for

this purpose ; likewise the different sorts, white and yel-

low, of the polyanthus-narcissus. The jonquil, also, is

pretty well adapted ; but to many its fragrance is too

powerful in a room. The small tulips, called Due de

Vanthol, Claremont, and Pottebakker, may be treated in

this way ; and the Persian iris is sometimes brought to

flower, but is rather apt to fail. The common poetic nar-

cissus, and the common dafibdil, may be made to bloom in

the same way.

Conservalori/.

536. The Conservatory is distinguished by its interior

being laid out in beds and borders, in which exotic trees,

shrubs and perennial plants are cultivated as in the natural

soil. The sides and roof are of glass ; and not unfrequently

this last is so formed, that it can be reinoved during the

summer months. The parapet wall should be arched, in

order to allow the roots of plants in the border next to it

10 penetrate to the exterior border, in quest of food. In

general the flue passes under the walk, and has cavities

at each side, to let heated air escape through holes in the

earthen tiles with which it is covered. The side borders

are occupied with some of the smaller ornamental shrubs

of New Holland, and with some others, which, though oc-

casionally placed in the open border, are apt to perish

during winter; such as the scarlet Fuchsia of Chili, and

the fragrant Vervain of the same country (Ferbena tri-

fihylta) ; the Dutch doUble-flowered myrtle, and the tea

plants. To these may be added some of the showy species

of Polygala, Hermannia, and Gnidia. The bed in the

middle of llie house should be formed of compost soil to

the depth of at least two feet ; the bottom being laid with

some hard material, to prevent the roots from penetrating,

particularly if the subsoil be indifferent. For the general

soil, Nicol recommends a perfectly homoj^eneous compost
of 3-4ihs brown loam, being the sward of an old pasture,

and l-4th vegetable earth, preferring that resulting from
decayed tree-leaves. The earth should not be screened

;

indeed it is the better for having small stones mixed with
it. This middle bed is occupied by some lofty New Hol-
land plants, such as different species of .Acacia, particu-

larly A. decurrens and longifolia ; the dwarfish fan-palm,

Chanic'crops humilis ; Clethra arborea, one of the orna-

ments of Madeira ; Olive-trees, and frequently one or two
of the Citrus genus. The different varieties, red and
white, single and double, of the Japan rose (Camellia

Jafionica) deserve a place ; with Daphne odora ; the red-

flowered Anise-seed tree, Illicium Floridanum ; the Mala-
bar nut, (Juslicia Adhatoda) ; the Camphor-tree (Laurue
camfiliora) ; several of the elegant genus Piotea, and one
or two of the no less pleasing and curious genus Banksia.

^Vliere the house is of an oval or oblong square shape,

and is composed of glass only on three sides, the back is

covered with a trellis, to which several of the arborescent

Cranes-bills, (such as Pelargoniuin inr/uinans, different

varieties, P. fieltatum, cuculatum, and laleri/tes) are train-

ed ; and these, when in fl'iwer, have a very brilliant ap-

pearance. In some conservatories, a small aquarium is form-

ed, where several of the foreign species of Nymphaea and
Menyanthes may be brought to flower.

537. Sometimes the characters of the green-house and
the conservatory are to a certain extent combined in one
house. In particular, some ornamental climbers are plant-

ed in the borders, trained against the rafters and pillars,

and often led in festoons from place to place. Several

species of Passifloia, such as ccerulea, aurantia, and in-

carnata, and of Glycine, become in this way very elegant,

and the large bell flowers of Cobbea' scandens make a

fine appearance ; with different species of Convolvulus,

and the Maurandia semperflorens. The Caper-bush, al-

ready noticed, § 405. is at once showy and in some mea-
sure useful.

538. In a few fine gardens, where the cultivation of

curious plants is much attended to, a separate hi atk-house

is erected, and appropriated to the numerous Ericae from
the neighbourhood of the Cape of Good Hope. This tribe

of plants, it is justly remarked by Professor Martyn, has

within these few years " risen from neglect to splendour."

Miller, in the edition of his Dictionary published in 1766,

mentions only five sorts, four of which are indigenous to

this country, and the fifth a native of the south of Europe.

The stores of the Cape were then nearly unknown. In

1775, Mr Francis Masson, travelling botanist to the king,

sent home many new species from Southern Africa ; and

the same botanist revisited that country in 1787, and was

equally successful in his researches. More lately, Mr
Niven of Edinburgh, by extending his travels, made a

rich harvest among the same tribe of plants. The Cape
ericx are now about two hundred in number, and many of

them both beautiful and fragrant. In construction, the

heath-house differs in no respect from a small green-house

with a low roof. The plants thrive best in a light rather

poor soil; such as a mixture of bog-earth, light loam and

sand. They are propagated chiefly by cuttings ; the cut-

tings preferred are very small, inserted closely together in

fine soil, sifted over with very pure and fine sand, and

covered with small crystal glasses, so as to prevent eva-

poration ; the pots are kept in a moderate heat, but shaded.

Cuttings of E. retorta, articularis, and several others, do

not grow without great diflniculty : such species are there-

fore often layered. Several kinds ripen their seeds in this

country ; and by sowing these, great numbers of plants are

frequently raised.
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Hot-housea.

5 39. The liot-houses for exotic plants have already been

ineniioned, under the title of Dry Stove and Bark Stove,

(§ 199, 200). It was there observed, that in the latter

some of the more delicate kinds of grape vines are often

trained along the rafters, and that pots with kidney-beans

and strawberries are sometimes placed on the side shelves.

In first rate gardens, where the stove is entirely appro-

priated to ornamental plants from tropical climates, the

house is sometimes formed of glass on all sides, those

plants which naturally grow in shady woods in their own
country being placed on the north side of the house. It

may here be mentioned, that a book, in folio, on the Con-
struction of Ilot-liouses, Greenhouses, &c. has been

published by Mr George Tod, including plans and eleva-

tions of some of the fine stoves for exotics at Kew gardens,

which were executed by Mr Tod, under the direction of

tlw late distinguished Mr Alton.

Many curious and beautiful plants might be mentioned

as deserving a place in the bark stove, but only a very

few can here be named. Among the curious may be

noticed, the Date-palm tree (Phanix dactylifera) ; the

Sago-palm {^Cycas revoluta) ; the Cyperus Papyrus of

Egypt, which afforded the scrolls of bark on which the

ancients wrote with thestylum ; the Coccolobo pubescens,

remarkable for producing the largest round-shaped leaves

in the world; Hernandia sonora, or the whistling tree of

the West Indies ; Musa paradisiaca, the plantain tree,

and M. sapientum, the banana ; several of the larger

species of Acacia, which yield gum arable ; with others

which, in our Eastern or Western possessions, afford well

known commodities, such as the sugar-cane, the coffee-tree,

the pimento and the clove-tree, the indigo plants, and the

Ficus elasticus, from which the substance called Indian

rubber is procured.

The Papaw-tree {^Carica pa/iaya) deserves a place in

every large hot-house, on account of its possessing a re-

markable property, which has been long known to those

who have resided in the West Indies, but which has only

of late been particularly described in this country by Dr
Holder,—that of intenerating butchers-meat or poultry.

This singular pi'operty is not even hinted at in the last

edition of Miller's Dictionary. The juice rubbed on beef

or mutton has the effect of rendering the meat as tender

as veal or lamb, without injuring its other qualities. In-

deed it is affirmed, that if a fowl be hung against the trunk

of a papaw-tree, it becomes intenerated in a short space

of time by mere proximity ; and that the oldest poultry

may thus be rendered as tender as chickens. In stoves in

England, the papaw-tree has been known to attain the

height of twenty feet in three years, and to produce its

flowers and fruit : it is not however a durable plant.

Among the more showy stove plants may be mention-

ed, the different species of Strelitzia, Limodorum Tanker-
villi, Plumbago rosea, Canarina campanula, and Lantana

odorata. Along tiie rafters may be trained Passiflnra quad-

rangularis, which in the West Indies affords the fruit call-

ed Granadilla, but which in this country requires the

utmost heat of our stoves to induce it to shew its brilliant

and fragrant flowers. P. alata is also highly deserving of

a place.

Diseases of Plants.

540. In treating of the different kinds of fruit-trees and
esculent plants, several of the maladies to which they are

subject liave already been noticed, as well as the tisual

Vol. X. Pakt H.

means adopted either tor prevention or cure. The diseases

of plants shall therefore be only very slightly touched in

this place. Any extensive discussion of the subject, in-

deed, could not be attempted : our knowledge of it is yet

in its infancy. Some authors have no doubt given us lists

of diseases of the vegetable race, drawn up in the formal

style of nosological nomenclature; but they are in general

destitute of the requisite permanence and precision of

type and character. We shall therefore continue to use
the popular terms, such as Canker, confessing at the same
time that they are sometimes much too indefinite.

541. Canker is by far the most prevalent and the most
fatal disease incident to fruit-trees in tliis country. It

may be described as a sort of gangrene, wliicli usually be-

gins at the extremities of the branches, and proceeds
towards the trunk, killing the tree in two or three years.

It seems, in different situations, to arise from different

causes ; very often fro«n bad subsoil, trees planted over a

ferruginous and retentive soil being observed to be very
liable to it. Sometimes it appears to take its origin merely
from some external injury, or from injudicious pruning,
and leaving ragged wounds and snags. In other cases, it

makes its first appearance after exudations of gum ; and
Mr Spence of Hull has remarked, that the foundation of
canker in full grown trees is often laid by the attacks of
insects, particularly the larvae of Tortrix Wceberana. It fre-

quently happens that cions for grafting have been taken from
infected trees ; and the young trees produced in this way
are, as might be expected, peculiarly obnoxious to the

disease. Among apple trees, those which come soonest

into a bearing state, such as the Nonsuch and Hawthorn-
dean, are observed to be most subject to canker. Trees
trained as standards or against espalier rails are more
liable to it than wall-trees ; the more tender and finer sorts

of fruits than those that are hardy,—the reasons of which
seem to be, that the young wood, not being thoroughly
ripened, is killed in the course of the winter, or the buds
and early shoots are incurably injured from the same
cause.

In order to guard against canker, if the subsoil be in-

different, the trees should be planted as much on the sur-

face as possible. (See§ 78. and 110.) If certain varieties

of fruit seem peculiarly liable to the disease in any par-

ticular garden, other varieties should be introduced by
means of grafting. The greatest care should be taken, in

pruning, to make the cuts quite clean, and to cover with

a plaster any accidental wound. Wliere the extremities

of unripe shoots are nipped by the host, they should be
carefully removed with a sharp knife. Mr Forsyth, as is

well known, was remarkably successful in overcoming the

ravages of canker, in the Royal Gardens at Kensington,

by means of heading down the trees, and thus procuring
new branches ; an example which may in similar cases be
followed. Mr Knight seems to consider canker as princi-

pally affecting those varieties of fiuit-trees wliich are in

an advanced stage of existence, or which have long been
propagated by means of grafts or buds ; and the observa-

tion is probably well founded. Mr Sung of Kirkcaldy

(Scottish Hort. Mem. i. 339.) very justly insists on the im-
portance of grafting only on healthy stocks, and mentions

a case which occurred in his own experience, where many
stocks became diseased with canker, apparently from hav-

ing been raised in an unpropitious soil. For further in-

formation regarding canker, tne reader may be referred

to a paper on tliat subject by Mr James Smitii, crai'dener

at Hopeton House, published in u;c fiist volume of Scottish

Horticultural Memoirs, p. 221, et seq.

542. Blight commonly means the effects of cold winds,

or of hoar-frosts, on the foliage and blossoms of trees. In

4 6
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tills country, easterly winds, accompanied with fogs, often

produce blii^lU ; the buds are iiiijpcd, and the tender ves-

sels burst ; innumerable minute insects soon appear, feed-

ing on the extravasated juices, and these arc often erro-

neously supposed to have been wafted hither by the wind,

or " engendered by the hazy" eaut. When some liiie

weather lias induced the blossom to expand itself prema-

turely, and frost supervenes, bllgtit very often ens'.es. It

is not therefore desirable, especially in the northern parts

of Britain, that fruit trees should come early into llowir :

on the contrary, it would be advantageous if the flowering

were retarded. Various devices are resorted to for pro-

tecting early blossoms, some of which have already been

described, § 84.

543. What is called suffocation is very commonly induc-

ed by the stems and branches being overgrown with lichens

and mosses ; an evil to which the trees in old orchards,

where perhaps the bottom is naturally moist, and has not

been drained, are peculiarly liable. The remedy is simple,

consisting in rubbing olf the parasitical plants, an opera-

tion which is much more easily and elFectually performed

in wet than in dry weather. A roun'l-mouthed iron scraper

is sometimes used for this purpose ; but one of hard wood
answers perfectly well. The trunk and larger branches are

afterwards hard swept with a birchen rubber, and it is

found very useful, even after both these operations, to

wash the branches with old soap-suds or any penetrat-

ing liquid, or to apply a coating, of the consistence of

paint, of a mixture of equal parts, of quicklime, cow dung,

and clay.

544. Sometimes blotches or dark spots appear, termi-

nating in ulcers. If these occur on old branches, the best

remedy is to cut off the diseased parts, if practicable, and

to apply a plaster. This may be composed of horse-drop-

pings and clay wrought together, these ingredients being

found to answer every useful purpose. Many however pre-

fer a mixture of cow dung and old lime ; and where the

wounds are small, this is more easily applied. This last,

indeed, is very nearly Forsyth's " composition," the speci-

fication of which the reader may like to see. It is as fol-

lov. s; Take one bushel of fresh cow-dung, half a bushel

of litre rubbish of old buildings, half a bushel of wood-

ashes,/jid a sixteenth part of a bushel of pit or river sand;

the three last articles to be sifted fine before they be mix-
ed ; then work them well together with the spade, and af-

terwards with a wooden beater, until the stuff is very smooth,

like fine plaster used for the ceilings of rooms. Chamber-
lye and soapsuds are to be added, till it be reduced to the

consistence of a pretty thick paint, which may be applied

to the trees with a painter's brush. The application of such

plasters or paints, it may here be remarked, is proper

wherever any accident has occurred to fruit trees, or where
large branches are lopped off.

In some cases, especially in peach-trees, blotches appear
on the young shoots, which must of course be entirely re-

moved. Mr. Kinment, gardener at Murie in Scotland,

has assigned some reasons for believing that such blotches

on the young wood of the peach-tree, are induced by the

gross feeding of the tree ; in other words, he observed,

that blotches always occurred on trees where the borders

were manured with simple dungs, but that where fresh

soil or well prepared compost only was added to the bor-

der, the trees continued in a healthy state.

545. When a tree becomes hide bound, or when the stem
swells too fast for the bark, the usual remedy is, with a

knife, to Score or divide the outer bark longitudinally in

various places.

546. In cases where the outer bark has become rough

and full of chinks, so that small insects deposit their eggs
and produce their larvje below iliio bark, it is a good prac-
tice entirely to remove it. This sort of decortication is

by no means a novelty in gardening ; it is recoriunended
by several of the authors mentioned in the inlioduction to

this article. Thus, Le Gendre, (§ 10) writing &l>om 1650,
says, " Those trees which have their bark base, you must
with a bill take away the old bark to the quick; for the
trees being thus cleared an<l discharged, do shoot fca-th

with new strength, bearing fairer and iK.rt'-r nouiished
fruit." (Translation, p. 136 ) And Hiti (§ 14) who wrote
in 1754, recommends for trees that have been neglected or
ill dressed, " taking off the old rind, and cleansing can-
kered parts, thus dtsiroying many insecth. as also their

eggs, concealed in these places." {Treatisf^ on Fruit
Trtes, 3d edit. p. 271.) Of late ycais Mi Knight prac-
tised decoitication on some old fruit trees, p uticularly red-

streak apples, and found the new growth ihus jjroduced
quite surpiising, so that the growth of sonie trees de-
prived of their external bark in 1801, exceeded in the
summer of 1802, the increase of the tive preceding years
taken together, {'/'realise on ^1/i/ile and Pear, 4lh edition,

p. 86 )

347. More recently, a zealous hortirulturist at Edin-
burgh, Mr P. Lyon, surgeon, has called tiie attention of

the public to the advantages of decoitication. At first Mr
Lyon recommended the removal of the bark only in cases

where it was cracked and rugged, and chiefly with the

view of destroying the ova of insects ; but of late he has
inculcated the stripping off the outer bark even of young
trees, and of the new shoots of full grown trees, even
where the bark is sound and healthy. The beneficial ef-

fects of the former practice we have repeatedly witnessed;

old trees which usually bore very little fruit, and produced
little new wood, becoming, after the removal of the outer
bark, fruitful, and rather exuberant in the production of
shoots : the fruit, however, thtsugh plentiful, has in gene-
ral been of smaller size than usual. The depriving young
trees and new shoots of their bark is quite a different

thing. We know that it is the earnest endeavour of many
excellent practical gardeners to keep the bark on, provid-

ed they can preserve it in a clean and healthy state. We
shall only, therefore, for an explanation of this part of Mr
Lyoii's doctrines, refer to his book, entitled '• A Treatise

on the Physiology and Patholotjy of Fruit-trees," Bvo.

Edin. 1816,—warning the reader that he must make allow-

ance for no small proportion of extraneous matter.

548. In order to clear trees, especially wall-trees, of in-

sects and their eggs and larvae, and to prevent the breed-

ing of these, the trunk, branches, and even twigs, are, by
careful horticulturists, regularly washed with some pene-

trating liquid every winter. Some of the most experienc-

ed practical gardeners in Scotland have followed this plan,

tedious and laborious although it may seem, for a number
of years past, and have found the greatest benefit result

from it. They have very generally adopted a mixture re-

commended by Mr Nicol, and from his writings, therefore,

the recipe shall be given : " Take of soft soap, 21b; flower

of sulphur 21b.; leaf or roll tobacco 21b.; nux vomica, 4 oz.;

turpentine, a gill English measure. These ingredients are

to be boiled in eight gallons English of soft or river water,

down to six gallons." This mixture is applied by means
of a house-painter's brush and a sponge, generally when in

a milk-warm state. All the branches in succession are

loosened from the wall, and completely rubbed or anointed

on every side, particular attention being paid to the cleans-

ing of angles or cavities. If the trees have been much
overrun with insects, even the wall should be anointed, or
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the trellis in the case of espalier trees. This operation may
be performed any time from the begiiuiing of November
till the mitlcUe of February.

549. Sir Georp;e Mackenzie has lately comninnicatcd to

the Caledonian Horticultural Society, the result of an ex-

tensive experiment ol anointing the sten)s and branches of

trees with oil, or oily matter, for the purpose of destroying

the eggs and pupae of insects. The experiment has suc-

ceeded beyond expectation ; but care must be taken not

to touch the buds, particularly those which are to produce

blossoms. Apricot and cherry trees are the only kinds

which seemed to suffer injury from oil, every other kind

having made vigorous shoots, and the bark of those which

had a diseased appearance having sloughed, and shown

the advance of new healthy bark; and aphides, &c. seem-

ing to have been banished.

The same gentleman has discovered a nocturnal enemy
in a Curculio, supposed to be C. vastator, whose ravages

have been attributed to caterpillars. This kind of weevil

conceals itself during the day about the foot of the stems

of trees in the earth, from which, owing to its brownish-

grey colour, it is difficult to distinguish it; and at night

it crawls up, and attacks the young shoots and blossoms.

It is very destructive to young grafts. The method which

Sir George Mackenzie took to destroy them was, to tread

the earth about the loot of the stems of the trees, at night

when the weevils were on the trees, and putting small fiat

stones, pieces of slate, or the like, on the trodden space.

In the morning the enemy having retreated under these,

were destroyed. The trees and grafts should, however, oc-

casionally be examined by candle light, and the insects

picked off. They have been found sometimes to harbour

also in the clefts of branches, and about portions of dead or

decayed and rugged bark.

550. Mildew consists in a thin whitish coating, invest-

ing the leaves especially of peach-trees and the finer kinds

of fruits. It is observed that it commonly appears in the

warm months, when the ground is dry, the weather calm,

and when hazy vapours or slight fogs appear in the even-

ings. It is a remark of experienced gardeners, that trees

washed during winter with such a liquid as that above de-

scribed, are scarcely ever known to be affected with mil-

dew, probably owing to the leaves being perfectly healthy

and able to withstand the immediate cause of the evil,

whetlier it be minute fungi or the slime of aphides. Wash-
ing the foliage with the garden-engine is found very useful

in removing the mildew or in stopping its progress.

551. What is culled the scale seems to be the nidus of

an insect, or a collection of its minute eggs, covered with

a thin pellicle. It very much resembles a drop from a

spermaceti candle. The hatching of the eggs and conse-

quentbuisting of the pellicle, have been observed and de-

scribed by Mr Thomas Thomson, an excellent Scottish

gardener. It genernlly appears in August, and it continues

in the state of a scale during the winter. The larvae usually

emei'ge about the time when the trees are in blossom, and

they immediately begin to devour the tender parts of the

flower. Afterwards, as they acquire strength, they attack

the young leaves and even the new shoots of the trees.

When about to undergo their transformation, they involve

themselves in leaves drawn together with fine silky threads:

from this retreat they come forth in the form of small

moths, but the species has not been ascertained. The
most effectual method of destroying these scales consists

in removing them with the nail of the linger at the time of

winter dressing. In rainy weather they are most discerni-

ble, being of a ligluer colour than the wet bark. Another
simple method of overcoming them is, to make a paste of

fine clay of the consistence of thick paint, and with a coarse

brush completely to anoint the branches of the tree. Tliie

should be done in March ; and if heavy rains do not im-
mediately wash away the coating of paint, the breeding of
the insects at the proper season is prevented, and their de-

struction thus ensured.

Several of the diseases of plants, we have thus seen,

arise from the attacks of insect asbailants. Some more of
these remain to be mentioned, and also a few enemies of
larger size.

Enemies to Garden firodiictiona,

552. jifthides or greenflies, of many species, very nmch
annoy wall-trees in the spring and early part of summer,
attacking the leaves while just expanding, and preying
much about the points of the young shoots. A fumigation
with tobacco is the common cure, and it very generally
proves effectual. In the case of wall-trees, a large cloth,

preferring one that is waxed or oiled, is placed over the

tree, and the tobacco smoke applied under it with bellows;

the wall and the tree are previously wetted with tht; garden
engine, the moisture having a tendency to detain the

smoke. The tree is then briskly washed with the force-

pump, and the border is delved over, so as to bury the

stunned aphides. In the same way gooseberry or currant
bushes may be freed from them. In hot-houses the fumi-
gation is easily performed, while the doors and sashes are

kept close. It is likewise very read^ly accomplished in

melon or cucumber frames, the crops in which are some-
times infested. In the kitchen-garden, kidney-beans arc

subject to the attacks of aphides; and in the flower-garden,

rose-bushes are peculiarly obnoxious to them.
The Apple-aphis {A. lanigera), sometimes called Ame-

rican blight, which has of late proved exceedingly destruc-

tive to young apple-trees, first appeared in the neighbour-

hood of London only about the year 1795. It is a minute in-

sect covered with a long cotton-like wool ; it breeds in

chinks and rugosities of the bark, and at length almost

covers the infected tree. It is said that the application of

the spirit of turpentine to the bark proves an effectual re-

medy ; and we know that it has been wholly banished from

a garden where it had spread, by merely smearing the in-

fested branches with oil, as recommended by Sir George
Mackenzie. Sir Joseph Banks extirpated it from his own
apple-trees, by the simple means of removing all the rug-

ged old bark, and then scrubbing the trunk and branches

with a hard brush. Mr William Salisbury, in his '• Hints

to the Proprietors of Orchards," published in 1816, gives

it as his opinion, that this is the same insect which has of

late infested larch-trees. He supposes it to have been

brought to this country by the Protestant refugees in the

reign of Louis XIV. ; but he has assigned no reason for

this extraordinary opinion, nor has he attempted to explain

why so destructive an insect had lain dormant for so many
years, and at length suddenly extended its ravages in so

striking a manner. He observes, that i;'jme of the insects

descend during winter to the upper roots, and lodge there;

in cleansing the trees, therefore, these should be examined)

as well as the trunk and branches.

553. There are several distinct kinds oi gooseberry-cater-

fiillar. One species, of a whitish colour, becomes a longish

fly, with golden-tinged wings, a yellow body, and yellow

thighs ; probably the Tenthredo capiese. Another, of a

greenish hue, which becomes T. flava, often proves quite

destructive to the foliage of the plant, and consequently to

the fruit. A third, of a larger size, and sometimes very

common, is the larva of the magpie-moth {^PhaUna grossu-

lariala, Lin. Mraxas of Leach. (The young of this last

haunt during winter about the crevices of the bark ; and

40 2
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this i» consitlcrcd as ilic bcsl time lor desti'oyint; tliem.

Their clestructiuii may be c(1ec:tcd merely liy hard ruhbinp;

ol the stems and branches, or by poinii)!>- boilint;- hoi water

over these parts, wbich at tliis season does nut injure tlie

bushes. The larvae ot tlie saw.llies or leiilhredines pene-

trate about an inch under i^iountl in July, and, passinij into

tlie chrysalis state, remain there till tlie folluwini^ sprini^,

when they come forth in the torni <jl Hies. For des,lioying

these, one ol the most ciVeetual means consists in delving

the ground about the bushes very dee)) durinj;; winter, tak-

injj; care to huiy the sin lace-soil in the boliom. In this way
the chrysalids are placed beyond the genial iulluence of

the aliriosphere, or, if the transiorination be accomplished,

the fly is unable to gain the surface.

Different species of Coccus-, panicufarly Cv iicsperidum,

often called scaly insects, intest the plants of the i^rceii-

housc and the conseivaloiy, particularly the niyille, the

orang-e, and the olive. A tiiorough washing with soap
and WHter, rubbing the leaves with a woollen rag or bit of

sponge tied on a small stick, is. the remedy usually resort-

ed lo, the plants being afterwards well syringed with pure
water. Coccus vitis iulcsts vines placed in stoves, anti is

often very injurious, covering iheir stems, as it were, with

little tufts oi white cotton. Tbe means of freeing pine-

apple plants Irom the coccus have already been adverted
to, §223.

554. The red spider (^jicarus tclarius) infests not only the

pinestove, vinery, ;ind melon frames, but often proves very
injurious to ornamental stove plants. Water applied with
the syringe is destructive to it. Some persons recommend
the use of lime-water ; but it is not commonly employed,
being found hurtful to the foliage ; nor does any addition to

the water seem neccss.iry.

555. The finer kinds of fruits, as they approach ripeness,

are subject to the attacks of diffeient insects. Among
these wasps (Fes/ia vu!i^aris) may be first mentioned. Va-
rious expedients are resorted to for destroying them. In
some places, phials half filled with honey and water, or any
sweet liquid, are hung in different parts of the tree ; and
great immbers are thus ensnared. The most effectual

means, however, of keeping down the numbers of this for-

midable enemy is, to destroy the females in the early pait

of the season, and the nests in the autumn. From liot-

houses they are, in some places, excluded, by employing
temporary doors and temporary frames below the sashes,

covered with tliin muslin or gauze : both kinds of doors are

never allowed to be open at the same time, and the gauze
or muslin does not prevent the access of sufficient light and
air. Where their exclusion is not thus effected, it is found
very useful to have a plant of Hoya carnosa established.

This is an ornamental climber (named in honour of Mr
Thomas Hoy, a distinguished botanist, who has for about
half a centuty been head-gardener to the Duke of Nor-
tliumberlasid at Syon House), and may be trained along
any spare parts of the house. It flowers freely ; and as
long as the blossoi'ns continue, which they do for several
weeks, the wasps give a decided preference to the
sweet exudation they afford, leaving grapes and peaches
untouched.

556. Earwigs {Forjicula auricularia) attack all sorts

of ripe fruit. No remedy is known but ensnaring and
killing them. Short cuts of reeds, or of strong wheat-
straw, or hollow stalks of any kind, are placed here and
there among the branches, and also at the roots of the
trees. Intothese the earwigs take refuge in great numbers ;

and from the tubes they are blown into a bottle containing
water.

557. The luoodlouse, called sclaCer in Scotland (under
which name are included the Oniscus asellus and Por-

cellio scaber of naturalists) is often entrapped along with
the earwig. It is almost ecjually injurious to ripe fruit as
that insect.

558. Flics of mar.y diffeient species, and belonging lo

various genera, may be numliered among the enemies of
ripe fruit. The wasp, the earwig, and the woodlouse,
commence the attack, and '' sap the blushing rind;" the
flies enter the openings made by these more powerful
insects, and extend the devastation. Several muscts arc
very frequently to be observed, particularly M. tcnax,
Caesar, and caiiicularis. Wherever the juices begin to

corrupt, the large blow-fly (M. vomitoria) is to be found in

every hollow.

559. The caler/iillars, which devour the leaves of cab-
bages, savoys, and broccoli, are principally the larvae of
Noctua brassicae, and N. oleracea. The completely green
caterpillar, which frequently preys on caulillower and broc-
coli plants, is the larva of Fa/iilio ra/ia, Lin. {Ponlia, Fabr.)
The cabbage tribe is observed to be most subject to the
attack of caterpillars in tiie neighbourhood of towns and in

long cultivated soils, where much crude manure has been
applied. The best and simplest remedy consists in turning
up the soil in ridges in the autumn, and leaving it exposed
to the action of the winter's frost; but the application of
quicklime is also useful.

560. The tvire-worm is an indefinite sort of name for any
small thread-like grub, which lodges in the roots of culina-

ry plants, pariicuiaily such as are of a bulbous or tuberous
nature. These grubs appear to be principally the larvae of
different species of Elaler, They sometimes attack also the

roots of ornamental plants kept in pots: The remedy, io

this case, consists in repotting, shaking the roots clear of
the old earth, and using fresh soil brought from some old
pasture at a distance.

The mag-got which infests onions and shallots (§335 and
344), is a small larva, the transformations oi which have
not yet been traced by naturalists.

For further information concerning the natural history

of the insect enemies of fruits and culinary vegetables,
we may refer to the first volume of a very entertaining

and instructive work, entitled "An Introduction to Ento-
mology," by Messrs Kirby and Speiice, 8vo. Loudon,
1815 ; and to the article Entomology in this work.

561. The other enemies of garden productions can only
be very slightly noticed here.

Slugs, meaning principally Limax cinerarius and L. fla-

vus, are often very mischievous to wall-trees, which they
ascend in the spring months, cutting off the fruit at the time
of setting. Inverted flower-pots are sometimes placed as
decoys at the bcttom of the trees, the slugs being induced
to take shelter within them. Ducks are very good destroy-

ers of slugs; and a few are often turned into gardens for

this purpose ; they must be kept in it for two or three days,

and get no food but what they cull for themselves.

Snails (meaning chiefly Helix asfiersa of Montagu, or H.
hortensis of Pennant) often abound, especially where the

garden-walls are old or rugged. In well kept gar-

dens they are looked for in the mornings, particularly

after showers, when they never fail to appear, and are
destroyed.

Moles [Talfia Eurojixa) are sometimes very injurious in

gardens, and must be extirpated wherever they appear.

Traps are set for them by persons who have studied their

habits; and the expertness of some of these in taking them
is wonderful. The moles seem to be social animals, keep-
ing together in families or societies. The great art in catch-

ing them depends on ascertaining thsir recent and frequent-

ed galleries or subterraneous roads, and in placing the traps

neatly in these.
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Mice (principally tlie ficld-iiiousc, Mus .lylvalicus) fre-

quently devour newly sown peas and beans, if these have

not been duly covered with soil ; and they sometinies like-

vise attack the beds of tuli[)s, rununeuluses, and crocuses.

They may soon be subdued by ])laeing a number ofjhurlh-

Jigure traps (us they arc called, Irotn resembling in shape

the Arabic 4) in the garden : this kind of simple but effec-

tual trap is figured and described both in Nicol's " Calen-

dar," and in Abercrombie's" Piaclical Gardener."

Many kinds of birds may be numbered amouc; the ene-

rnies of gardens. Even the beautiful bulfinch {Loxia
pyrrhula) destroys many blossoms of fruit-trees, scooping

them clean out ; but whether the bird feeds on the blos-

som, or only nips it oft' for the sake of caterpillars contain-

ed within it, is not known. The jay (^Corvus glandarius,)

the black-bird [Turclus merula), and the mavis (7'. must-

fMff,) make great havock among the best kinds of cherries,

where means are not resorted to for saving them. Rooks
{^CoYvus frugiUgus) often attack pear-trees, and destroy

vast ciuanlilies of the fruit ; and jack-daws (C. wionerfa/a)

are sometimes also guilty of this sort of trespass. The
common sparrow (^Fringilla dumestica,) and the chaffinch

{F. cakbs), likewise comuiit great depredations. For the

protection of large standard trees, dead birds are occasion-
ally hung up, so as to wave with the wind; and such scares
are of considerable service in deterring depredators. In
the case of espalier and wall-trees, nets die generally em-
ployed, being hung over them, and fixed close to the
ground. It may be remarked, that difi'erent species of tit-

mouse (^Parus caruleus and ater) with the common creeper
{Certhia familiaris), and all the Motacillxor warblers, may
be considered as u|selul in destroying insects or their larvx,
which are their principal food, and should therefore be
winked at in gardens, although they may possibly destroy
a certain quantity of the blossom.

InifitemcnCs of Gardening.

562. The principal tools employed in iiorticullurai ope-
rations have already been mentioned incidentally ; but it

may be proper in this place to enumerate them together.

The spade may be first named, as the oldest and most
indispensable garden tool. Besides comn\cn sized spades
for delving, small spades are required for working in the
flower-borders. The manufacture of s|)ades is carried on
to a great extent at Dalston near Carlisle ; at (iatesliead,

Newcastle ; Bcdburn, near Durham ; Burton upon Trent
;

and Ulverstone in Lancashire; and of late years, soine
Scots foigcs, particularly those at Cramond, near Edin-
burgh, and Dalnottar, near Glasgow, have disputed, with
those mentioned, the palm of excellence in this useful and
important article of our iron manufacture. Shovels of dif-

ferent sorts are made at the same manufactories. Forks
are necessary for pointing over ground where it is impro-
per to use the spade : They are of difterent sizes, and some
have flat and others rounded tines : asparagus-forks have
been already mentioned (§ 353.) Hoes of difl'crent sizes

are in '.ispensable, with small weeding and thinning hoes,

and also the sort called the Dutch hoe. Rakes of different

sizes are necessary : for large ones, those in which the
teeth are of iron, and the head of well-seasoned ash, are

best ; and for small ones, those in which the teeth and head
are formed of one solid piece of iron are to be preferred.
Shears for clipping hedges, and a kind with bent handles
for dressing grass verges, are not to be forgotten. A fl U
faced hammer, with large headed nails, both of wrought

iron and of cast iron, and a slock of lists or roonda arc re-

quisite for the nailing of wall-trees: as well as a proper
wall-ladder, such as is described, §245. Pruning, graft-

ing, and buddin;^ knives, with hand-bills, chisels, and small
saws, are indispensable. Some recently invented pruning
instruments might here be noticed. One called the Ave-
runcator has a handle from 5 to S feet in length ; by means
of a cord and pulley, a lever connected with a cuttiDg blade
is acted upon; so that a person standing on the ground
may prune the greater jiart of ordinary sized trees. The
l^runing-shears are more easily managed, and are found
very useful on many occasions, making the cuts more
clean and neat than can be done with any kind of knife.

Both instruments take off branches an inch and a half in

diameter with great ease. The form of the averuncator
is given at Fig. 6. of Plate CCCXII., and of the pruning-
shears at Fig. 7. of the same Plate. Trowels of different

sizes and shapes, with planting irons and dibbles, are all

very useful implements. These, with scythes and paring-
irons, and similar instruments, are manufactured to a great

extent at Sheffield ; and from the subdivision of labour

there established, they are furnished at rates so cheap as
cannot fail in a great measure to command the market

:

but it is not to be disputed, regarding hoes and rakes in

particular, that the blacksmiths of some towns not distin-

guished as manufacturing places, such as Edinburgh, pro-

duce these instruments of better materials, if not of neater

workmanship. A garden reel and line is constantly need-
ed. Sieves of iron or of brass wire of different degieesof
closeness are retjuired, wherever attention is paid to the

raising of exotic seedlings. Fumigating bellows are use-

ful for green-houses, vineries, and melon-frames. Where
forcing is practised, or where a collection of stove-plants

is kept, thermometers are necessary : those graduated to

the scale of Fahrenheit are universally in use : what if-

called the botanical thermometer differs in no respect from
another, excepting that some terms, such as " Ananas,"
are inscribed at the proper degrees on the sides of the

scale. One thermometer is placed in the open air; and in

the centre of each of the hot- houses there is anotiier : by
comparing these, the propriety of increasing or diminish-

ing the fire-heat, or the quantity of fuel, is regulated. VVa-
terinti-pots are made by tinsmiths, with pipes of different

lengths, and with roses more or less closely perforated :

lor watering delicate seedlings, pots with biass nozles fine-

ly perforated are used, producing an extremely light or

minutely divided shower.
563. The garden engine has been repeatedly mentioned,

and its use recommended, (§ 92, 205, Sec.) Considerable
improvements having been made on this instrument at

Edinburgh, a few words additional concerning it may be
excused. The engine consists of a force pump or barrel,

commonly two inches and a quarter in diameter, to the

bottom of which, above the valve, is connected an air-

vessel : into this the water is forced ; and it is emitted from
it, by the action of the compressed air, through the direct-

ing pipe in a continued stream. This pipe is attached to

the top of the air-vessel by means of a swan-neck swivel

joint, with double screws, which are water tight : in this

way the pipe can be moved in any direction. Formerly,
leathern valves and a leathern flexible director-pipe were
in use ; but from occasional exposure to drought, the seams
of the leather were very apt to open, and allow water to

escape ; well executed brass work, on the other hand, is of

all others least liable to derangement. The pump and
air-vessel are fixed in a copper cistern, sixteen inche?

deep, and capable of containing about twenty-two gallons

of water, wine measure. The cistern has likewise a strong
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wooden bottom, to which ire attiiclicd two roll<;rs, an im-

provement of Mr John Hay's, which greatly lacililatc the

moving of it when taken into hot-houses or vineries. The
engine is, at tlic same time, fitted to a bariow with wheels,

for the convcniency of wheeling it through the garden ; and

to this the rollers form no obstacle, its they pass between

may be

walk.

washed, vvliiie the entwine remains on the gravel

The best writers on the various branches of horticul-

ture, particularly British authors, have been mentioiied,
eithei in the introduction to this article, or in the course

the siff/s of the barrow. The pump is worked by a lever, of treating the different parts of the subject; but it

and requires very little exertion. The water can be pro- may be useful to recapitulate them here in alphabetical

jected about fifty feet; so thai wall-trees of any height order, (p n
)

LIS r OF AU THORS AND WORKS QUOTED OR REFERRED TO.

{The Figures indicate the Sections,)

Abercrombie, ,1ohii , Piac i ical

Ganleuer. &c.J 15

Alton. W. Hon, Kfw. 2tl fdit. 2'>

W. T. Hoi-. Kew. .A. t«l. ib.

Archxologia Btitaiiniea, 4

Austen, Ralph, on Fmit-trees. 7
Barringtoii, Hon. Duines, Miscel

Janies. 8
Bastien, Manuel du Jarclinier 94,

363
Ceekmann, Hist, of Inventions,

.''64

Bliih, Waller, Improver impniv
ed, 7

Bradley, Richard, on HiishanJry
and Gardening, &c. 12

Chambers, Sir W. Utscriptiun of
Kew 2^

Cui-tis, Bor. Mag. &c. 18, ft4

Cushing, Exotic Gaitlener, 18,455
Darwin, Pbytologia, 73
Davy. Sir Huniphry, 4fi

Delaunay, Bun Jardinier. 3'\

Donn, Jamci, Cambridge Cata-
logQe, 27

Duhamel. Traill dea arbres frui-

lierj. 8H

Evelyn, Juhn, Sylva, Gardener's
Alinaiiack, fiC. 9

Fiizherbert, Booke of Husban-
diye, 1

Forsyth, Treatise on Fruit trees,

17, 26, 107
Fuller's Worthies, 38
Gctidre. Sifur le, 10
Geraule, Herball or Hiatoue of

I'tiinrs, 4. ike.

Gibson, Dr. on Fruit-trees, 20
(if oi-gf, Barnabe, 4

Gordun, Flonsi's and Gai'dener's
Diciioii:tr>'-20, .158

Hales, Vtgewliie Sialics, 14

Hill, Dr, Hon. Kew. 1st edit. 26
Hitc, Treatise on Fruit tret-s, 14

Home, Fratifis, Frinci]>Ws of Ve-
gctattun. 14

Huuker, Pomona Londiiiensia.lOO

Hunter, Dr, Georgieal Essays, 311
Hyll. Prohtable Arte of Garden-

Justice, James. Scots Gaitlener'a

Director, 20, 318
Kirby and Spence, Entomology,

560
Kirwan, on Manures, 46
Knighi, 1'. A. on the Apple and

Pear, 19, 75
Knoop, Pomologie, 311

Lawrence, Clergyman's Recrea-
tion. 12

Leland's Itinerary. 2
London and Wise, Complete

Gardener, 9
Lyon, P. Treatise on Fruit trees,

547
Lyson, Environs of London, i8,

127
Mackenzie, Sir Geo. Report of
Ross and Cromarty, 42

Maddock, Florist's Directory, 18

Mandelslo's Travels, S

Marshall, Rev. Clia. Introduction
to Gai*dening, 16

M.irtyn, Prof, edition of Garden-
er's Dictionary, 13

Mascall on Fruit-trees, 4

Meager,!.. English Gardener, lo
Memoirs of CaU^. Hort. Soc 22,
&c.

Meinoires du Museum, 5tc. 64
Miller, Philip, Gurdener's Dic-

lionaiy, 1 i,27, ficc.

Mountain, Dydimus, Gardener'a
Labyrinth, 4

Moz^ird, Principes pratiquei sur
I'education du pother, &C.92

Nicol, Walter, Gardener's Ca-
lendar, &c. 21

Parkinson, Panidisus, 6
Piatt, Sir Hugh, Jewel house of
Arte and Nature. 4. 48

Plukenet, Dr, Phytographia, 11
Pulteney's Sketches, 13
Quintinye Complete Gardener,?
Rea, Julin, Flora or Complete

Florilege, 10
Reid, John, Scots Gar<lener, 20
Salisbur>', Wm. on Orchartls, &c.
552

Scotland, General Report of, 24

Sinclair, Sir Juhn, 1 (>

Sherlock, Dr, Ilistory ofPropa-
gation and Improvement ol
Vegetables, 10

Stoaiie, Sir Hans, \0H
Smith, Sir J. E. 27. &c.
Speethly on the Vine and tbt

Pine apple, 17
Switzer, Iruit and Kitchen Gar-

dener, 12

Temple. Sir William, MucelbQe-
ous Works, 10

Tod, Plans and Ele«'ations ol

Hot-houses, 539
Transactions of Hort. Soc Lond.

22. &c.
Tusser, Five Hundred Pcnnti of
HuslMndry. 340

Vispr^ on the Vme, 124
Wolridge, SystemaHurticulturvt

10, 326. 3 -5

Young, Arthur, Annals of Agrc-
culture, 356

INDEX.

Ablactation, $ 70
Acclimating of plants. 529
Acton Scott peath, 90
Aeration of soils, 44
Ale.\anders, 444
Alliaceous plants, 332—345
Almond-tree, 94
Anemone, 493
Angelica. 401
Anise. 434
Ann pt-Hrh. 89
Aph>aes, 552
Apple, 106

new sorts, 103

Chinese, 184
aphis, 552

Apricot tree. 95
Aquarium, 525 ; also 536
Arbutus. 469
Artiehoke, ?64

Jeiuialem, 312
Asparagus, 352

forcing of, 355
Aspect ofwalls, 40
Aston-town pear, U6
Auchan j>ear, 114
Auricula, 512
Averuiicator, 562
Azarole, 185

B

Palgone pippin, 107
Bal-n. 413
liarberry. 186

Bark stove, 200
Bnsil, sweet, 419
Basil, bush, 420
Bay, laurel, 468
Beans 297
Beet, red. 3Z2

wliite, :i47

Bergamots. 1 14

Beurre pear, 114

Birds 561
BladiiL'r-eampion, 450

Blight, 542

Blossom, preserving o£, H4
Blotches, 544
Bog soil. 42
Honchretien pear, 115
Borage. 400
Borecole, 283

Borden for fruit-trees, 50
framed. 530

Roi-der flowers, 476—489
Botiinic gMrdeus.27
Boudine peach, 33
Bo.\ edgings, 464
Bramble, 190

Breda apricot, 96
Brick walls. 40
Broccoli, 289

Cape, 291

Brooklime, ^46
Brussels sprouts, 284
Bti<-k''s hurn plantain. 441
Buikiing, 74
Bullace phnu, 100 ; also 186

Burnel, "94

Burning of clay, 43

Cabbage tribe, 272—293
white, 273
red. 279
S;ivoy. 280

Cambridge butanii.- garden, 27
Canker. 541

Cantaleupe melons, 252
C:4iivfts c'lverings. »4
Cape bi'OL-coli, 291

Caper Itnsh. 405
Caprirtcanon, 146

Capsicum, 404
Caraway 426
Cai-doon.369
Carnations, 507
Carrot. 319
Caterpillars, 553 ; also 5i59

Catherine peiich, 83
Cauhllower. 285
Ced:ir:i of Lebanon, 27
Celery. 377
Cek-riac. 380
Chjitnomtie, 431
Champignon. 454
Chanl of Hrtichukes, 36S

of cni-d(M>ns, 370
Cliftumoulei pear, 115
Chelsea garden, 27
Cherry. iC2

new sorts, T04
house, 205

Chervil, 385
riK"!tnut, 196
Chili ttrawberrj-, 172

Chinquapine, 197
Chives. 342
Cibol, 341
Cions for grafting, 73
Citron, 230
Clary. 409
Clay, scoriiying of, 43

used in grafting 65

as a soil, 42,462, Sec.

Cleft grafting, 66
Climbing plants, 527
Cling-.tone peaches, 90
Cloi.ilberry. 190

Coccus. 223 -, also 553

Codtin apple. 107

Cue's Golden-drop plum, 100
Culmart pear, 115

Colewort, 281
Composts, preferable to simple

dungs. 47
preparing of, 455

Conservatory, 536

Constamia grajie, 125

Coii'iUntinople hazel, 194
Curia^'der, 425

lorn s.lad. 392
Cornelian cherry, 183

{ostmar}'.428
Cottage gjird-ns, 35
Coveni-garden market, 37

Crab-;ipp!e. 134
stocks, 60

Cranhtrry, 191

Crassane. 115

Cress, garden. 381
American, 382
Indian. 397
winter, 438
water, 445

Crocus. 318
Ciowii grafting, 67
Cucumber. 264

on hotheds, 266
drilled. 267

Curl in potato, 311

Currunls rtd tind white. 154

black, 157

D

Daisy edgings, 46^
ox-eye, 442

Dahlia, 504
Dalkeith garden, 110
Dalmeny Park gai-dent233

Dandelion, 449
Decurticaciou of vines, 136

of apple and pear
trees, 546

Dill, 383
Diseases of plants, 540
Downtun pippin, 108

Doyenn^ pear, 114
Dry stove, i99

Dublin botanic garden, 28
Duke cherries. 103

Dung store, 43
Dwaif wall-irees, ai

standards, 83

Earw'gs, 556
Edgings, 46 J

^Minbllrgh botanic garden, 29
Egg plant, 403
Fliderlierr), 188

Elecampane. 433.

Elriige nectarine, 93
Elton cherrj-, 104—— pear, 115
Endive, 373
Engine, garden, 563
Espalier-lrees. 63; aljO 82
Eve apple, 107
Eiergreens, 466

Fan traming, 80
Fennel, 87
Fig-tree, 140

mode of protecting, 145
bouse, 213

Fmochio, 387
Flies. 558
Florist's flowers, 491—518
Flower garden, situation of, 55

constituents of, 457, 8;c.

pots, sizes of, 532
glasses. 535

Flowers, perennial, 476—489
annual. 519—522
bi< nnial, 523

Flued pits. 355
wa)1s.41

Forcing stoves, 202^

Forsyth's composition, 544
Fmmed Iwiders, 530
Free-slocks, 60

French beam, 301
Frogmore gardens, 26
Froi»tignac grapes. 125
Fruit-gai-den, 456. &c.
Fruit-tree borders, 50
Fruiu, varieties cultivated in

1629,6
produced in a well
managed English
garden. 29

Fruits, for supply of Londoa
market. :^8

list of native and exotic, 57
and 85

production of new, 75
Fruit, gathering and keeping oC

245
room. 249

Fungous plants, 452*459

Garden, situation of, &c.
division of. 53
winter, 474
tools, 562
engine, 563

Gardens, classitication of, 25
Roya', 26
Botanic, 27

Gardeners, importance of their
profession, 23

fame of Scottish, 24
Garlic, 343
Good Henry. 350
Gooseberry, 158

caterpillars, 553
Gourds, 270
Grape house, 208
Greenhouse, 55 ; also 531

H

Hamburgh grape, 125
Hampton Court, 26
Hautboy. 173 r
Hawthomdenn, 107
Hay, Mr John, horticultural im-
provements by, 235 ; also 452
and 563

Hazel-nut, 193
Heath soil, 42
Heathery, 538
Hedges, 59
Herb paiiencci 351
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Hertw, sweet. 407
H.dfboiind trtcs, 545
Hup-(«|>s, -151

Horiinntal training;, 80

Hurst- i-adish, 39fi

Hortic'ilturc, history of British,

1-22
Horticiilturat Societies, 22

Hcil iJi'ds, 257, &c.
Hot-hoases, situation of, 5-J,539

origin of, 198

luile of, 236
improvements on, 239

Hot-walls, •il

Hyacinth, 515
Hyssop, 429

Inarching, 70
Indian crew, 397
Ingt'strie pippm, 108

Implements of gardening;) 562

Iris, 503

Jargonelle, U3
Jenneting apple, 107

Jerusalem arlichoke, 312

K

Kale, 262
Kensington ^ardent, 26
Kew gardens, 26
Kidney-bean, .^01

forcing of, 207
Kitchen garden, 271, iScc.

Knight, Mr, <ppinion concerning-

the decay of cultivatea
fruits, 75

preeauiions adopted in

i-aisingnew varieties, 76

motle of training and
pruning I'ruit-trees, 80

new peaclies, 90
mode of treating luxuri-

ant shoots of peach-
trees, 9

1

new cherries, 104
new apples, 108
new pears, i \7

mode ofmanaging pear-

trees, 120

new grapes, 128

on constructing peach*
bouses, 204

new marrowfat pea, 296
on (he potato, 310
oncultivatmgODion9,335

Kohl-rabbi, 293

Labyrinth, 26
Lamb's lettuce, 393
Lavender, 424
Leek, 340
Le^-uminous plants, 294, S;c.

Lemon, 231

Lettuce. 371

Lime fruit, 232

Liverpool gaiden, 27
Loam, 42
Loiigiieville puar, 11>
Love-apple, 402
LjiHi, Mr, barking of fruit-trees,

547

Macdonald, Mr James, mode of
tieating apple-trtres,

110
ofplanting grapc-huutes,

211
tranitplanting onions, 335

Mackenzie, Str George, improv-
ed hoi house, 240

mode of blanching sea-

cale, 300
anointing of trees with

oily matter, 549
Magdalen peach, 88

Magnum bonum, 100

Maiilen trees, 77
Manures. 43
Mangold-wurzel, 343

Marigold, 399
Marjoram, pot, 414

sweet, 415

winter. 4i6
Market gardens, 37

Masculine apricot, 9'i

May<luke cheri-y, 103

Mazag:in beau, 298
Mbdiar, 150

M^ilon, 251
impregnating of blossom,

270
importance of theioliagc,

263
Melon-grouud, 238
Mice. 561

Mignont peach, 38
Mtidew. 550
Milk-lhistlr,393

Miller grspc, 125

Mints, 410
Moles, 561

Moorpark apricot, 96
Morels, 456
Morello cherry, 103

Mould or vegetable soil, 45

Muirfowl-egg pear, 114
Mulberry, 147

Mulching, 78
Murrey nectarine, 93
Muscadine grape, 125
Mushroom-house, 237

culture of, 452
Mustard, white, ^83

black, 384

N

Navew, 318
Nectarine, 93
Nettle. 447
Nets, for protecting blossom, 84

NeWinglon peath, 88

Newton pippin, 107
Nicol's liquid, 548

Noblesse peach, 88
Nonpareil, 107

Nurseries, publie, 23 ; also .'

Nuts, 193—197

Oil, anointing fruit-trees with,
549

OidacrcS niiiibrooni culture, 453
Olive. IHl

Onions, 33,!

trans)ilanting.335

tret, 337
Kgyptiufi, 338
Wfieh.34r

Omche, 349
Oi-angc-peach, 89

tree. 225
Orangery . 224—232
Ori>-an« plnin, 100
0>lin pippin, 107

0\tbrd garden, 27

PaperfVainea tor |>rotecting Wus-
sum, 84

Pa|>aw-tref, 539
Paradise stuckv, 60
i'arsley, 375

Hamburgh, 376
Parsnip, 322
Patience dock, 351
Pavies, 90
Peach trie, 86
Peaches, kinds of, 87

new, 90
Peach house. 204

double, 236
Pears, 111—1*5
Pear-trees, Mr Knight's mode of
managing, 120

Peas. 291—296
Peg-grafting, 72
Peniij royal, 412
Pepper, cherry. 404
Peppermint, 411
Peitirigon plums, 100
Physic gardens, 38
Pine-apple, 216!
Piiieiy. 214—223 ; also 238
Pinks 505
Pisbamin, 182
Plum-tree, 99
Polyanthus, 510

narcissus, 517
Pomegranate, ISO
Potatoes, 305—309

seedling, 310
curl in, 311

Primordian plum, 100
Pruning-shears, 562
Pumpkin, 270
Purslane, 3S6

R

Radi-ih, 329
Hambouiltet peach, 88
Kan)piun,370
Itanunculus, 496
Rape. .i95

Raspberry. 163
Rennet, 107

Rhutiarb, 406
Uilislun pippin, 107
Riilcrs, 6 s al.d »i

Roa[i-beri*y, 1 89
Rovunibule, 345
Rocket, garden, 436

wild, 437
Rock-work 52'i

Roiii.tn nei.-t:irine, 93
Root-gia(tuig. 71
Routs esculent, 305-»331
Rosary, 52*1

Ruses, 472; also 526
Rosemary, 42.3

Royal Gardens, 26
Royal George peach, 83
Rue, 430

S

Saddle,grafting, 68
Sag.*, 408
St Germain Pcsr, 115
Salads, boiled, 352—370

fresb. 371—396
Siloniea melon, 252
Salsify, 328
Snm|inire,440
Sand, 45
Sauct>ulone, 439
Savory, winter, 417

summer, 4lS
Scale on fruit-trees, 551
Scallio.i, 339
Scoi-zonera, 327
Sereen>i lor protecting blossom,84
Scurvy-grass, 432
Sea-weed as manure, 43
Sea-cale. 357

blanching. 360
Shaddock, 329
Shallot, 344
Shallow planting, importance of,

52; aUo78
Shelter, necessity of, 3vt

Shoulder-gi*aftiiig, 72
Side-grafting, 69
Silk-worm-, 149
Situation, ^c. uf a garden, 39
Skirret, 326
Slip, 55
Sloe, 186

Slugs, 561

Soils and subsoils, 39
kinds of, 42
depth of, 43
for flower-garden, 462

Sovb, 184

Sorrel, French, 389
common, 390
wood, 391

Snails, 561
Spearmint, 410
Spider, red, 554
Spinach plants, 346—351
Spinach-gaiden, 346

wild, 350
Springrove pippin, 90
Standard trees, ditlVrent kinds of,

63; also 83
Slocks for grafting, 58
Stove, dry. 199

bark, 200; aho 539

Stove, forcing, 202
plants. 531'

Stnw nets, 84
Strawberry, le'"— 179

forcing, 205
Suceada, 270
Suti'ucatioii of trees, 543
Swan egg pear, 115
Swet turiit-r grjpe, 145
Syrian grape, 125

T
Tanify, 427
Tarragon, 421
'lemule's nectarine, 93
Terthration. 72
Teton de Venus peach, 88
'1 hislle. Milk. 393

Bluttsed, 435
Cotton, 44 i

Sow, 448
'iTiyme, 407
TOi. 42
Tokay grape, 125
TongUL-gral ting, 65
Tools, g-anlen, 562
Training of trees, inthenursei-y

63
in the garden, 7»

Transplanli»g ol trees, 78

Truffles, 455
Tuhp. 491
Turnip, 312

French, 31

S

Verdelho grape, 125
Villa girdens, 34
Vine, r2i. &c.

kinds of grapes, 125
new kinds, 128
rem>irk»ble, at Hamptoti

Court, 26
Vineyards, English, 124; also 138
Vinery, 208—212
Violet necurine,93

apple, 107
Virgouleuse pear, 115

W
Walnut. 195
Walls, enclosure, 40

of flower-garden, 459
Wall-trees, training, 80
Washing of trees, 235
Wasp, 555
Water fur a garden, 39
Water-cress, 445
Waterloo cherry, 104
Weeds, recent, uses of, 49; ab9
241

Whinstone walls, 40
Windsor bean, 298
Wire worm, 560
Woodluuse, 557
Woollen nets, 84
Wormsley pippin, 108

bergamot, 11?
Wormwood, 422

HOSPITAL. See Infirmary.
HOT-BATH. See Bathing.
HOT-BED. The common hot-beds in use in this coun-

try are composed of new or fresh stable dung in tlie fol-

3owing manner. The dung is col'ccted in a heap, under
cover, if possible, and kept for about a week in this situa-

tion, when the heat arising from fermentation becomes con-

siderable. It is then turned over, well mixed, and again

formed into a heap, to remain for five or six days moi-e, in

order that the heat may be equally distributed. It is now
transferred to the site of the intended hot-bed. Here il is

again very completely intermixed by means of the dung-
fork, in the course of making up the bed; at the same
time every layer is settled compactly, and beat smooth.
The bed is usually five or six feet in breadth, according to

the size of the glazed frames, beyond wiiich it ouglit to

extend on every side about eight or nine inches ; and it is

from four feel to two fcei and a half thick or deep,—the

thickest beds being used in winter, and the thinner in the

spring months. The pari of the dung which is shortest^

or freest from litter, is placed on the top, forming a close

covering, through which steam or vapour may not readily

pass ; sometimes a layer of cow-dung is placed on the sur-

face, with the same view. After the bed is made up, it is

allowed to remain for a few days, during which it sends off

a good deal of vapour, and acquires an equal temperature
throughout. When the iieat declines, it is revived by adding
liTiings on tiie outside; but for inlormaiion respecting
these, as well as concerning the use of tanner's bark and
decayed ii-ee leaves in forming hot-beds, see Houticul-
'I'UKE, § 257, 355, kc.
HOr-HOUSIi See Horticulture, Index,
HOTTENTOTS, an extraordinary people in the south*

ern extremity of AlVica, originally occupying the territo-

ries around the Cape of Good Hope. They are altoge-

ther an insulated tribe, confined lo a small corner of the

African Continent, and bearing no resemblance eitlier to

the Negro race along the western coast, or to the Caffre

nation to the eastward. Various conjectures have been
proposed, but nothing very satisfactoiy h-as yet been esta-

blished, respecting tiieir origin, or affinity. Kolben, in full

coiibislency with his multitude of marvelious stories on the

suljject, affirms, that they liave a tradition among them-
selves, of having been thrust upon itie promontory of the

Cape out of some narrow passage ; and, as a narrow pas-

sage mitrht sisjnifv a door-wav or winder, he forihv/jth
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concludes, that it could be nothing else than the window

of Noah's ark, out of which they crept. Mr Barrow con-

siders them as approaching nearest in colour, and iu the

construction of the features, especially in the shape of the

eye, to the Chinese or Tartar race ; and accounts for this

relation, by supposing them to have proceeded from the

Egyptians, who have been not improbably represented as

originally the same people with the Chinese. In support

of this opinion, he adduces the strong resemblance between

the physical character of the Bosjesmans, or real Hotten-

tots, and the descriptions given by ancient writers, particu-

larly by Diodorus Siculus, of the Egyptians and Ethio-

pians, especially of the Pigmies and Troglodytes, who are

said to have dwelt in the neighbourhood of the Nile. The
early Portuguese writers, also, mention a colony ot Chi-

nese in the vicinity of Soffala ; and the natives in the inte-

rior of Madagascar are described as a small race of Tar-

tars, reseir.biing; the Hottentots in stature, colour, and

countenance. The name Hottentot, though frequently

represented as their native appellation, is bow ascertained

to be of modern fabrication, and has no place or meaning

in their own language. They take it to themselves, under

the idea of its being a Dutch word ; and it is conceived to

have been applied at first as a term in some degree imita-

tive of the remarkable clacking made by them in speak-

ing, which is said to sound like hot or tot. Each horde had

formerly its particular name, as the Attaquas, Hessaquas,

Houtiniquas, Namaquas, and Coranas ; but the designa-

tion by which the whole nation was distinguislied, and

which they still bear among themselves in every part of

the country, is Quaiqus.
The whole of the Hottentot country, comprehending all

the different tribes of the race, extends along the east

coast to the 32° of S. Latitude, and to the 25° on the West.

None of the first discoverers of the Cape of Good Hope,

nor of the early Portuguese navigators, had much commu-
nication with the natives ; and the Hottentots were scarcely

known to Europeans till about the year 1509 ; when Fran-

cisco D'Almeyda, Viceroy of India, returning home after

his quarrel with Albuquerque, landed at Table Bay, and

was killed, along with seventy of his people, in a scuffle

with the natives. A Portuguese captain, having touched

on the coast, about three years afterwards, planned the fol-

lowing cowardly scheme of avenging hia countiymen. He
landed a piece of ordnance loaded with grape shot as a pre-

tended present to the Hottentots ; and while the unsuspect-

ing natives were crowding around the engine, the briital

Portuguese fired off the piece by means of a rope which

was attached to it, and viewed with savage delight the man-

gled carcases of the deluded creatures, who had trusted

their professions of friendship. They were occasionally

visited for refreshments by the English, Portuguese, and

Dutch traders, in their voyages to the East Indies, till the

establishment of a colony among them by the last men-

tioned nation, in the year 1650. They made little opposi-

tion to the new settlers; and were soon induced, by their
passion for brandy and tobacco, first to sell their country
and cattle, and next to become themselves the servants of
the |)urchasers, for the purpose of guarding those flocks
and herds, which had so recently been their own property.
These wretched people, duped out of their possessions
and their liberty, have entailed upon themselves and their

offspring a state of subjection, which is comparatively
worse than slavery ; inasmuch as, in consequence of their

not being transferable property, their immediate value is

diminished, and their treatment less tempered by the self-

interest of their oppressors. In the remoter parts of the
colony, especially, they are subjected to cruelties, which
have not been surpassed in the worst of the West India
islands. Instant death is not unfrequently the consequence
of that bi'Utal rage to which they are exposed. To fire

small shot into their legs or thighs is no unusual punish-
ment. One of the gentler chastisements which they en-
dure is, to be lashed or rather bruised with thongs, cut
from the hide of the sea-cow or rhinoceros, which are
nearly as hard and heavy as lead. With these horrid in-

struments they are flogged at leisure, not by a number of
blows, but by a period of torture ; and the savage master
makes it one of his favourite recreations to regulate the
time of their suffering, by smoking as many pipes of to-

bacco as he deems proportionate to the offence.* These
boors or Dutch farmers are authorised l)y an old law of the
colony to claim as their property all the children of the
Hottentots in their service, to whom they may have given
in then- infancy a morsel of meat ; and, though the same
regulation directs their emancipation at the age of twenty-

five, this is a privilege which they are generally too igno-
rant to claim, or too feeble to enforce. At most, the poor
wretches, after spending the prime of their strength in an
unprofitable servitude, are turned adrift at last, with no other
earthly property except the sheep skin upon their back.
Those who are apparently free, and engage themselves
from year to year, are not much better provided for. If

they have families when they enter the service, their chil-

dren are encouraged to run about the farm house, where
they receive their morsel of food ; and upon this ground,
are often claimed as the properly of the farmer, when their

parents are desirous to remove, or perhaps forcibly turned
awav. Those who are unmarried, is well as free, are
doubtless the least wretched; but even their personal ser-

vice is easily converted into the hardest bondage. Their
paltry wages are stopped upon every frivolous pretext

;

and should any of the cattle entrusted to their care be miss-

ing, they must prolong their service, without pay, till they

have earned the value of what was lost. Or, should no da-

mage of this nature be imputable to their negligence during

the year, they may still have nothing to receive at the end
of it, in consequence of a bill for brandy or tobacco,

brought against them, to the full amount of their wages.

In such circumstances, they have little inducement to en-

* Amongmany instances of the cruel treatment to which the helpless Hottentots are daily exposed, the following are recordeil by Mr
Barrow as peculiarly striking: " We had scarcely parted from tliese people, when, stopping at a house to feed our horses, we by accident

observed a yovnig Hottentot woman, with a child 'in her arms, lying stretclied on the ground in a most deplorable condition. She had been cut

from head to foot with one of those infernal whips, made from the liide of a rhinoceros or sea-cow, known by the name of Samboes, in

such a barbarous and unmerciful manner, tliat there was scarcely a spot on her whole body free from stripes ; nor h.ad the sides of the little

infant, in clinging to its mother, escaped the strokes of the brutal monster." " The only crime alleged agamst her was the attempt to fol-

low her husband, who was among the number of those of his countrymen that had determined to throw themselves upon the protection of

the English " " The next house we halted at upon the road presented us with a still more horrid instance of brutality. We observed a

fin<- Hottentot hoy, about eight years of age, sitting at the corner of the house, with a pair of iron rings clenched upon his legs, of the

weight of ten or twelve poinids ; and they had remained in one situation for such a length of time, tliat tliey appeared to be sunk into the

leg, the muscle being tuniified both above and below the rings. The poor creature was so benumbed and oppressed with the weight,

that, being unable to walk with ease, he cr.awled on the ground. It appeared, upon inquiry, that they had been rivetled to his legs more

than ten months ago " •• The fellow shrunk from the inquiries of the indignant general ; he h.ad nothing to allege against him, but that he

had always been a worthless boy ; he had lost him so many sheep, he had slept when he ought to watch the cattle, and such like frivolous

charges of a negative kind," &c.
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gage in marriage ; and when they do cnttr into tliat stale,

they are frequently witiiout any offspring, or at most have

sekloni more tlian two or three cliildrei). Tlieir extreme
poverty, scanty food, and constant dejection of mind, ap-

pear to exhaust the prolific powers uf nature; and thtir

practice of marrying only among their own limited horde

is considered as an additional hindrance to their increase.

Multitudes of the more independent tribes, also, have pe-

rished by the hostilities of the Caffres, and the ferocity of

the wild beasts, as they receded towards the interior of the

country.* From all these causes combined, the Hottentot

race is rapidly diminishing, and in all probability will soon

become wholly extinct. Many of their tribes, mentioned

by the earlier travellers, have entirely disappeared ; and,

at the commencement of the present century, not a kraal

or village was to be found about Camtoos river, where, only

20 years before, hundreds of the natives were met in

groupes. In the whole extensive district of Graaf?' Rey-
net, there is not a single horde of independent Hottentots;

and the whole number within the limits of the colony does

not amount to fifteen thousand. Much has been done since

the colony came last into the possession of Great Britain,

especially by the measures of Sir John Craddock, and the

progress of missionary settlements, to protect and preserve

this oppressed race of beings; but, though a little remnant
may thus be collected, the nation, it is to be feared, is almost

already extinguished. A mixed breed, called Bastaards,

produced from Hottentot women and European fathers, or

the slaves from other countries, are likely to supplant the

original inhabitants. They are already a numerous race in

the colony ; and are a tall, stout, and active people.

The ancient manners and primitive character of the Hot-
tentots are acknowledged to have been greatly changed
during their connection with the colonists of the Cape

;

and it may not, therefore, be a sufficient proof of the inac-

curacy of the former accounts, that they do not correspond

with the observations of recent travellers. At the same
time, so many of the strange and ridiculous stories, pub-
lished on the subject, have been discovered to have origi-

nated in ignorance, credulity, or deliberate fiction, that lit-

tle dependence can be placed upon any of the narratives

which preceded the enlightened enquiries and personal ob-

servations of Barrow, Truter, Somerville, kc. The Hot-
tentots of one district differ considerably, in the present

day, from those of another, in consequence of their living

together in particular clans, and mixing with different

kinds of people ; but from observing their manners in

those parts of the colony which have been most recently

occupied, some approach may be made to a sketch of their

original native character. The personal appearance of the

Hottentots, though by no means prepossessing, is not nearly

so revolting as has been often I'epresented. Their counte-

nance., indeed, is in general extremely ugly. Prominent
cheek bones, and a narrow pointed chin, give to the face

the form nearly of a triangle. The nose, in most of them,
is remarkably flat, and rather broad between the eyes. The
eyes are of a deep chestnut colour, long and narrow in

their shape, and the eye-lids, at the extremity next the

Bose, instead of forming an angle, as in Europeans, are
rounded into each other, exactly like those of the Chinese.
Their mouth is of the ordinary size, the lips thinner than
those of the Negroes and CafFres, and the teeth beautifully

white. The hair of their heads is of a singular nature,

growing in small tufts at certain distances from each other,

and extremely hard and frizzled, resembling, when short,

the bristles of a shoe-brush twisted into round lumps about
the size of a large pea, and, when suffered to grow, hang-

ing about the neck in strong tassels like fringe. The co-
lour of their skin is that of a yellowish brown or faded
leaf. Their figure, especially when young, is not devoid
of symmetiy. They are erect, clean-limbed, and well pro-
portioned ; their hands, feet, and all their joints, remarka-
bly small ; and the muscular parts of their body delicately
foi nied, so as to indicate rather feminine inactivity, than
masculine exertion. Some of the woinen, in their youth,
and before ehild-bcaring, are described as models of per-
fection in the human figure; every joint and limb being
well shaped and turned; their breasts round, firm, and dis-
tant ; their hands and feet small and delicately formed ; and
their gait not altogether deficient in grace. But, at an ear-
ly period of life, ajid immediately after the birth of their
first child, their beauty vanishes; their breasts begin to
grow loose and llaccid, and at lengtli become enormously
distended ; their bellies protrude, and their posteriors ac-
quire immense masses of fat, so as to give to the spine an
appearance of extraordinary curvature inwards. It is very
rarely that a cripple or deformed person is seen among the
Hottentots of either sex ; and they are not subject to any
particular diseases. Their health is generally sound; and
their life, if not cut short by accident or violence, is usually
terminated by a gradual decay. But they are not so long-
lived as the natives of most other countries, which resem-
ble their own in point of temperature ; and it is a rare oc-
currence when any of them attains the age of sixty years.
The dress of a Hottentot is very simple ; and in summer

is so trifling, as not to deserve the name of covering. It

consists of a belt cut from the hide of some animal, and
fastened round their body. From this strap is suspended in

front a kind of case or bag made of the skin of a jackal
with the hair outwards; and which is intended to receive
those parts, which modesty requires to be concealed. From
the back part of the girdle hangs a piece of stiff dried
skin, shaped like an isosceles triangle, with the point up-
permost, and reaching nearly to the middle of the thigh.
Sometimes two of these pieces are used ; but these straps,

especially when the wearer is walking or running, entirely

fail to answer the purpose of concealment; and are con-
jectured to have been originally intended rather as a kind of
artificial tail, to fan the body by its motion, and to lash away
troublesome insects. In the winter months, they wear
cloaks made of skins, generally of sheep, which are worn,
as the weather requires, either with the wool inwards or
outwards; and which serve as blankets and bedding through
the night, as well as for a garment through the day. The
women suspend from their belt in front a kind of apron
made of skin, but cut into threads, which hang in a bunch
between the thighs, and reach about half way to the knee j

or they wear a smaller apron about seven or eight inches
wide, not divided into threads, but ornamented with shells,

metal buttons, and any of their most showy trinkets. In
place of tlie tail worn by the men, they have a sheep's
skin, which entirely covers the posterior part of the body
from the waist to the calf of the leg, and makes a rattling

noise as they walk. Instead of the thongs of dried skin,

which formerly covered their legs from the ankle to the

knee, as a protection against the bite of poisonous animals,
they have substituted strings of glass beads and sitells.

These they wear also in great abundance around their

necks and arms. Some of them have skin caps on their

heads, differently shaped and adorned, according to the
fancy of the wearer ; and they have sheep skin cloaks re-

sembling those of the men. When these cloaks are laid

aside, which is commonly the case in the warmer weather,

both sexes may be said to be nearly naked ; but their bo-

* One woman mentioned to Mr Campbell that she had born ten children, who had all been destroyed by lions, tygers, and serpents.
Vol. X. Part II. 4 P
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dies arc in some measure protected from the influence of

the sun or air by the unctuous matter which they rub over

the whole of ihcir persons; and which, liowcver fiUhy in

itself, is a very natural and useful resource in hot climaies,

to prevent the skin from being parched and shrivelled by

the scorching heat. It is supposed that a similar practice

in parallel latitudes would prevent that disgusting and

dreadful disorder, the elephantiasis, which is so common
in many hot countries, but whicli, with most other cuta-

neous diseases, is wholly unknown among thclloitentots.*

This greasy covering, applied from time to lime, and ac-

cumulating perhaps for a whole year, sometimes softening

in the sun, or me-lting before a fire, catches up the dust

and dirt, and gradually covers the surface of the body with

a thick black coating, which entirely conceals the natural

colour of the skin. This native hue is perceivable only on

the face and hands, which are kept rather cleaner than the

other parts of the body, not by washing them in water,

which would have no effect upon the grease, but by rub-

bing them with the dung of cattle.

The Hottentots are often reduced, especially in their na-

tive state, to live upon gums, roots, and the larvae of insects,

and at times make a kind of bread from the pith of the

palm tree ; but their universal delight is to indulge in ani-

mal food. They are remarkably patient of hunger, and

are able to fas^t a very long time ; but are equally vora-

cious when supplied with their favourite diet, and are de-

scribed as the greatest gluttons on the face of the earth.

Their manner of eating sufficiently indicates the voracity

of their appetite. They cut a large steak from the car-

case upon which they feed, and, passing the knife in a spi-

ral manner from one edge till they reach the middle, form

it into a string of flesh two or three yards in length. This

they coil round and lay upon the hot ashes ; and, when the

meat is just v^armed through, they grasp it in both hands,

and, applying one end of the string to their mouth, proceed

without intermission, and with considerable expedition, to

the other extremity. They do not think of cleaning the

meat from the ashes of the green wood, which serve as a

substitute for salt; and they wipe their hands, when done

with eating, merely by rubbing them on different parts of

their body. They are passionately fond of ardent spirits

and tobacco; and, to make as much as possible of the fla-

vour of the latter luxury, they purposely employ a very

short pipe.

The Hottentot families, \*ho engage in the service of the

colonists, live in small straw huts around the farm house.

In a more independent state, they horde together in kraals

or villages, where the houses are commonly ranged in a

circle, with the doors opening towards the centre, and thus

forming a kind of court, into which their cattle are collect-

ed at night, to preserve them from' the beasts of prey. The
huts are generally circular in their form, resembling a bee-

hive, covering a space about twenty feet in diameter, but

commonly so low in the roof, that, even in the centre, it is

rarely possible for a man of middle size to stand upright.

The fire place is situated in the middle of the apartment,

around which the family sit or sleep in a circle; and the

door, which is seldom higher than three feet, is the only

aperture for admitting the light, or letting out the smoke.
The frame of these arched habitations is composed of slen-

der rods, capable of being bent in the desired form, some
parallel with each other, some crossing the rest, and others

bound round the whole in a circular direction. Over this

lattice work are spread large mats, made of reeds or

rushes, which are about six or ten feet long, and sewed to-

gether with a kind of thread, or rather catgut, made from
the dorsal sinews of different animals, ^'hese materials
are easily taken down, and removed on the backs of the
oxen, when there is occasion to change the place of resi-

dence.

These free Hottentots depend for subsistence upon the

milk and llesb of their cattle, and the produce of their skill

in the chace. They are excellent marksmen with the

musket, but still make use occasionally of their ancient

weapons, the Hassagai or javelin, and bow with poisoned
arrows. The Hassagai is an iron spear about a foot in

length, fastened to the end of a tapering shaft about four
feet long, which is thrown from the hand by grasping it in

the middle, raising it above the head, and delivering it with
the fore -finger and thumb. The bow is a plain piece of
wood, seldom much more than a,'yard long, and sometimes
tapering to a point at each extremity. It is furnished with
a string composed of hemp, or the fibres of animal-ten-

dons twisted into a cord. The arrows are short, and con-
sist of a reed about a foot in length, with a piece of solid

polished bone at one end, about five inches long, the top of
which is sometimes pointed to serve as the head, but gene-
rally cut square, and provided with a small sharp piece of
iron in the shape of an equilateral triangle. This is bound
tight to the bone with threads, along with a bit of pointed

quill, turning to the opposite end of the arrow by way of
baib, and intended at once to increase the difficulty of ex-
tracting the weapon from the wound, and by tearing the

flesh to make the poison mix more readily with the blood.

The poison is frequently taken from bulbous roots, or the

most venomous serpents ; but is also prepared by macerat-
ing the leaves or branches of poisonous plants, and thick-

ening the juices, by boiling on the fire or evaporation under
the heat of the sun. This preparation, in the consistence

of varnish, is laid with a brush over the thread which binds

on the tip of the arrow. Whenever an animal is killed

with these arrows in hunting, the flesh around the wound
is instantly cut away, and the blood squeezed out of the

flesh. The quiver is made of a piece of wood hollowed
out, frequently of the stem of an aloe, with a lid of skin or
leather ; and generally contains a dozen arrows, a brush
for laying on the poison, and a sand stone to whet the points

of the weapons.
The Hottentots may be said to be entirely ignorant of

arts and manufactures, except the formation of coarse

earthen ware, the sewing of sheep skins for their winter

garments, the preparation of poisons, and the making of

bows and arrows.

They discover very little taste for music ; but a few in-

struments of sound have been observed among them. One is

a kind of guitar with three strings stretched upon a piece of

hollow wood, which has along handle, and is called in their

language ^aficTViV. Another consists of a piece of sinew or

intestine, twisted into a small cord and fastened upon a hol-

low stick about three feet long, by a piece of quill at one
end fixed into the stick, and by a small peg at the other, which
is made to turn for the purpose of stretching the string to

the degree required. This instrument is called ihe gotvraf

and is played by applying the mouth to the quill, and pro-

ducing faint murmuring notes, by giving a vibratory motion
to the string. A sort of flute made of the bark of trees

is also used among them.

The physical knowledge of the Hottentots is extremely
limited. AH their astronomy consists in having a name for

* A similar pr.ictice prevails among the inhabitants of Tombuctoo, as observed by the American sailor Adams. " It is the universal prac-

tice of both sexes," says his Narrative, " to grease themselves all over with butter produced from goats' milk, which makes the skin

smooth, and gives it a shining appearance. This is usually renewed every day ; and, when neglected, the skin becomes rough, greyish, and
extremely ugly."
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the sun, another for the moon, and a third for the stars.

Their reckoning of time scarcely extends beyond the pe-

riod of a day, and expresses events past only by saying, that

they were before or after some memorable occurrence.

They inilicate the time of the day when any thing happened,

by pointing to the place in the heavens where the sun then

was ; and the seasuns of the year, by the number of moons
before or after the time when the roots of the iris edulis

(once a considerable article of their sustenance) are ready

for use. None of those whom Mr Barrow saw in the more
distant parts of the colony could reckon beyond the number
five, or put two numbers together without the help of their

fingers.

The language of the Hottentots is perhaps one of the

most extraordinary forms of speecli in use among human
beings. Its principal peculiarity is, a strong clacking of the

tongue, in uttering every monosyllable, and every leading

syllable of larger words. This sound is formed by sudden-
ly retracting the tongue from the teeth or palate, according
to the signification of the word to be uttered, and in some
measure answering the part of inflexions, &c. The sound
of the dental clack is said to be exactly the same as that

which is sometimes used to express impatience ; and that

of the palatial stroke is more full and sonorous, not unlike

the clucking of a lien to her chickens. These sounds are

thrown out at the same moment with the syllable, so that

they cannot be said to predede or follow, but rather to ac-

company it. Though the difficulty of uttering and appro-
priating these sounds appear to Europeans extreme, yet it

is not insurmountable ; and most of the Dutch colonists are

able to speak the Hottentot language with great fluency.

Many vocables in the language seem to have been original-

ly exact imitations of nature, and many of the names of ani-

mals, especially, are obviously suggested by their distin-

guishing cry ; such as, kraak, a frog ; mnoo, an ox.; mean,
a cat ; ha/i<e, a horse ; hurroo, the sea ; kaboo, a gun. This
last word particularly is so pronounced as to imitate the

report of a musket. The syllable ka is thrown out with a

strong palatial stroke of the tongue, expressing the stroke

of the flint ; while the last syllable boo is uttered with a full

mouth, outstretched lips, and prolonged sound, descriptive

of the report. We add a few of the common vocables ;

and a Hottentot version of the Lord's prayer, as a slight

specimen of the language.

Surrie,
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life of sloth; and having obtained whiit is harely sufficient

to support nature, contentedly spend the day as well as niglit

in sleeping under a bush upon their shccp-skin. Even in

the service of the Dutch colonists, they are rather confirm-

ed in their laziness, than cured of it ; as, in every farm-house

there is so great a multitude of servants, that little work

falls to the share of each individual. It is not uncommon to

see twenty or thirty, where there is not employment for

more than four or five ; so that one of the domestics, dur-

ing the space of a whole day, may have only to bring his

master's whip from the next apartment; another to fetch

his mistress's fire-box and place it under her feet ; and a

third to supply some of the family, three or four times in

the day, with lighted wood, to kindle their tobacco pipes.

They are by no means, however, a stupid people. They
are uncommonly expert in finding out a passage over a de-

sert uninhabited country. They are remarkably quick-

sighted, and can discover the game in the chace at a very

great distance. They will follow with the eye the flight

even of a bee to an incredible distance, watching its mo-

tions, and tracing out its nest. They are able to distin-

guish the prints of the feet of whatever animal they chance

to pursue, if they be at all acquainted with it ; and would

single out among a thousand loot-marks those of their com-
panions. They learn the Dutch language with great fa-

cility ; and though seldom employed as domestic servants

by the colonists at the Cape, they can be taught to do every

kind of work with as much propriety as Europeans. They
are a mild, quiet, and rather timid people ; but endure pain

with extraordinary patience, and when led on by superiors,

will encounter danger with sufficient alacrity. They are

honest and faithful, and have little of that cunning which
savages generally possess ; but are ready to divulge the

truth, when charged with crimes of whicii they have been

guilty. They seldom quarrel among themselves, or make
use of provoking language ; but are kind and affectionate to

one another, and ready to share the last morsel with their

companions. Though extremely phlegmatic, they are not

incapable of strong attachments, and are particularly sen-

sible to any act of kindness. These are sensations, how-
ever, which they have, utdiappily, few opportunities of in-

dulging. In the state of hard bondage and cruel oppres-

sion under which they spend their miserable existence,

the muscles of their countenance are rarely seen to relax

into a smile, but are constantly overspread with the deep-

est melancholy. It has been sufficiently proved, that un-

der humane treatment they are capable of being rendered

active, industrious, and useful members of society. About
SOO of them had been embodied by the Dutch in a corps

called the Cape Regiment; and, though unsupported, had
acted with considerable spiri. in opposing the British troops

at the capture of the colony in 1795. General Sir James
Craig found it expedient to take them into the British ser-

vice, and to increase their numbers. They became excel-

lent soldiers, orderly, tractable, and faithful, ready on all

occasions to obey the commands of their officers with cheer-

fulness and alacrity. " Never," says the above-mentioned
officer, " were people more contented, or more grateful

for the treatment they now receive. It is with the oppor-
tunity of knowing them well, that I venture to pronounce
them an intelligent race of men. All who bear arms ex-

ercise well, and understand immediately and perfectly what-
ever they are taught to perform. Many of them speak
English tolerably well. We are told, that so great was
iheir propensity to drunkenness, we should never be able

to reduce them to order or discipline ; and that the habit of

i-oving was so rooted in their disposition, we must expect
;he whole corps would desert the moment they had receiv-

ed their clothing. With respect to the first, I «lo not find

they arc more given to the vice of drinking than ovir owii
people ; and as to their pretended propensity to roving, that
charge is fully confuted by the riixumstancc of only one
man having left us since 1 first adopted the measure of as-
sembling them, and he was urged to this step fiom hav-
ing accidentally lost his firelock."—" Of all the qualities,

it will little be expected I should expatiate upon their clean-
liness ; and yet it is certain, that at this moment our Hot-
tentot parade would not suft'er in a comparison with that
of some of our regular regiments. Their clothing may
perhaps have suflered more than it ought to have done in

the time since it was issued to them, from their ignorance
of the means of preserving it ; but those articles which are
capable of being kept clean by washing, together with their

arms and accoutrements, which they have been taught to

keep bright, are always in good order. They are now
likewise cleanly in their persons ; the practice of smear-
ing themselves with gr'ease being entirely left off. 1 have
frequently observed them washing themselves in a rivulet,

wher-e they could have in view no other object but cleanli-

ness." These men shewed themselves highly deserving
of this favourable testimony, during three years service in

the distant district of Graaff Rcynet, where they were re-

quii-ed, by an unfortunate train of events, to act against their

own countrymen and comrades ; yet, during all that time,
according to the testimony of Mr Barrow, they never
shrunk from their duty, and only one man deserted in the
whole corps. They became so attached to the British go-
vernment, that, after the evacuation of the colony, they re-

fused to enter again into the service of the Dutch ; and
most of them, upon being disbanded, fled into the interior

to join their oppressed countrymen.
The labours of Christian missionaries, particularly of

the Moravian Brethren, have not been less successful in

forming the Hottentot race to live under the influence of
religious principle, and to fulfil the duties of civilized

society. The progress of their disciples at Bavian's Kloof,
so far back as the year 1798, is thus described by Mr
BatTow:—'< Early in the morning I was awakened by the

noise of some of the finest voices I had ever heard ; and,
on looking out, saw a gr-oup of female Hottentots sitting

on the ground. It was Sunday ; and they had assembled
thus early to chaunt the morning hymn. They were all

neatly dressed in printed cotton gowns. A sight so very
different from what we had hitherto been in the habit ef
observing, with regard to this unhappy class of beings,
could not fail of being grateful ; and at the same time, it

excited a degree of curiosity as to the nature of the
establishment."—" These missionaries have succeeded in

bringing together into one society more than six hundr-ed
Hottentots, and their numbers are daily increasing. These
live in small huts dispersed over the valley, to each of
which was assigned a patch of gr-ound for raising vegeta-
bles. Those, who had first joined the society, had the
choicest situations at the upper end of the valley near the
church ; and their houses and gardens were very neat and
comfortable ; numbers of the poor in England not so good,
and few better-. Those Hottentots, who chose to learn

their respective trades, were paid for their labour as soon
as they could earn wages. Some hired themselves out
by the week, month, or year, to the neighbouring pea-
santry ; others made mats and br-ooms for sale. Some bred
poultry ; and others found means to subsist by their cattle,

sheep, and horses."—" On Sundays, they all regularly at-

tend the performance of divine service ; and it is astonish-

ing how ambitious they are to appear at church neat and
clean. Of the three hundred, or ther-eabouts, that com-
posed the congregation, about half were dressed in coar'se

printed cottonB, and the other half in the ancient sheep
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skin dresses ; and il appeared, on inquiry, that tlic I'ornicr

were llie first who had been brouglit wiuiin tlic pale of tlie

church; a prool that llieir circumstances at least hud sul-

I'ered nothing from llieir change of liic."—"The deport-

ment of the Hottentot congregation during divine service

was truly devout. The discourse, delivered by one of the

fathers, was short, but replete with good sense, pathetic,

and well suited to the occasion : tears flowed abundantly

from the eyes of those, to wliom it was jjariicularly ad-

dressed. The females sung in a style that was plaintive

and affecting ; and their voices were in general sweet and

harmonious." This establishment is described by Lich-

tenstein, little more than six years aherwards, as contain-

ing two hundred houses and huts, built in regidar streets,

and occupied by nearly 1 100 Hottentots ; several of whom
had become very expert in various kinds of iron work,

particularly in the manufacture of knives. " The men are

clothed in linen jackets and leather small clothes, and

wear hats ; and the women have woollen petticoats, cotton

jackets with long sleeves, and caps. Other missionaries

have collected the wilder Hottentots in the more distant

parts of the colony ; and have succeeded in instructing

and civilizing them in various degrees, proportioned to the

duration and circumstances of the different establishments.

Even the Bosjesman Hottentots have been found, in places

beyond the limits of the colony, to be a docile and tractable

people, inoffensive in their manners, and extremely grate-

ful to their benefactors. The recovery of the colony by

the British has at least secured to these defenceless tribes

a protection from cruel oppression, and an encourage-

ment to every benevolent exertion for their benefit, which

they never enjoyed under the Dutch government. See
Sparrman's Voyage to the Cape of Good Hofie. Pater-

son's Journies into the Country of the Hottentots. Bar-

row's Travels into the Interior of Southern Afriea- Camp-
bell's Travels in Africa. Lichtenstein's Travels in Southern

Africa. (?)
HOUNDS. See Dog, Hunting, and Mammalia.
HOU-GANG, or Hoo-Quang. See China.
HOURS. See Chronology.
HOUSSA, or Haoussa, the capital of a kingdom of the

same name in Africa, is supposed to be situated two days

journey south from the Niger, and about 200 miles south

east from Tombuctoo. As it appears to have been un-

known to the African geographer Leo, it is suspected to

be of modern date ; and, as Park could hear nothing of

Tokrur or Tekrur, mentioned by Edrissi and Abulfeda as

the metropolis of a great central empire of Africa, it is

conjectured that Houssa must have superseded that an-

cient capital as the seat of government. Former accounts

represented it as almost equal to London or Cairo in po-

pulation, and its inhabitants as acquainted with the art of

writing, and other civilized attainments. The country

along the banks of the Niger, between Houssa and Tom-
buctoo, was also described as fertile, and well inhabited.

All the native travellers, with whom Park conversed, as-

sured him that Houssa was larger and more populous

than Tombuctoo ; and that the state of trade, police, and

government, were nearly the same in both places. The
recent Narrative of Adams, the American sailor, enables

us to estimate the amount of this comparison, and to form
some idea of Houssa, when he tells us, that Tombuctoo,
to which it bears so near a resemblance, covers about as

much ground as Lisbon with houses irregularly scattered ;

that it contains no shops for its boasted commerce, but

that the imported goods are deposited in the king's palace,

till they are disposed of; that this royal residence and
warehouse is constructed of mud, and altogether mean in

its appearance ; and that the principal food of the king and

([ueen consists, like that of the people, of Guinea corn,

boiled like burgoo, and eaten with goal's milk, to which,
in the case of their majesties, is added the luxury ol a

liulc buuer. See Park's Travels and A/ifiendix ; Adams'
jYarralive ; and Tombuctoo. (y)
HOWARD, John, the celebrated philanthropist, was

born at Lnlield, about the year 1727. His father was
originally an upholsterer in Long-lane, Smithfield; but,

having acquired a handsome fortune, had retired from
business several years before his death. He was a strict

Protestant dissenter ; and, wishing that his son should be
educated in the same principles, placed him under a pre-
ceptor at some distance from London, who seems to have
been more distinguished by his religious character than

literary qualifications. Under the tuition of this person,

young Howard continued for the space of seven years,

without being thoroughly instructed in any one branch of
knowledge ; and, though he was afterwards removed to

the academy of Mr Eames, he never surmounted the de-

ficiencies of his early education. He was not able to write

his native language with grammatical correctness ; and,

excepting the French, his acquaintance with other lan-

guages was very superficial. His father died when he

was young, and directed, in his will, that his son should

not come to the possession of his property till the twenty-

fifth year of his age. In conformity, also, it is supposed,

to the wishes of his parent, he was bound apprentice to a
wholesale grocer in the city; but he found this employ-
ment extremely irksome ; and, as soon as he cahie of age,

bought up the remainder of his time, and set out on his

travels to France and Italy. Upon his return to England,
he lived in the style of other young men of fortune ; but

had acquired a taste for the arts, and an attachment to the

study of nature. The delicacy of his bodily health requir-

ed him to take lodgings in the country, and to follow a

rigorous regimen of diet, which laid the foundation of his

future extraordinary abstemiousness. About the 25th year

of his age, he married Mrs Sarah Lardeau, as a return of
gratitude for her kind attention during his invalid state

while he lodged in her house at Stoke-Newington ; but she

was twice as old as himself, as well as of a sickly habit,

and died at the end of three years after their marriage, in

the year 1756. After the death of his wife, he set out

upon another tour, which he designed to have commenced
with a visit to Lisbon, which had been recently overthrown

by an earthquake ; but the packet, in which he sailed, was
taken by a French privateer, and he endured for some
time all the hardships of a prisoner of war in France.

The sufferings of his countrymen in the same situation

made a strong impression on his mind, and first directed

his attention to the condition of those unhappy persons

who are doomed to inhabit the cells of a prison. Having
remained abroad only a few months, he fixed his residence,

after his return, on his estate at Cardington, near Bedford ;

and, in 1758, was united in marriage to the eldest daughter

of Edward Leeds, Esq. of Croxton in Cambridgeshire.

In this connexion and situation he spent the most tranquil

and happy years of his life, occupying his leisure and his

wealth in executing plans of beneficence for the more in-

digent part of mankind. But his domestic felicity was
fatally interrupted by the death of his wife in the year 1765,

soon after the birth of her only child ; and, for many years

afterwards, he cherished her memory with the most affec-

tionate sorrow. For some time he was attached to his

home, by an anxious attention to the education ot his son ;

but the child was sent to school at an early age, and Mr
Howard began to assume a more public character. In

1773 he was nominated High-Sheriff of the county of

Bedford; and entered upon his office with a resolution to
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perform its duties with his accustomed punctuality. In

the inspection of the prisons witlun his jurisdiction, liis

humanity became deeply engaged Ly the distresses which

he witnessed ; and, in the progress of liis enquiries, he was

led to extend his investigatiiu to all the places of confine-

ment and houses of correction throughout the kingdom.

He pursued liis object with so much assiduity, that, in tlie

beginning of 1774, he was desired to communicate his in-

formation to the House of Commons ; and, in consequence

of his representations, two bills were brought forward for

the relief and health of prisoners. Being desirous, before

he should publish his account of English prisons, to sug-

gest remedies, as well as to point out defects, he resolved

to examine personally the practice of the continental king-

doms in this branch of police. For this purpose, in 1775,

he visited France, Flanders, Holland, and Germany ; re-

peated his visit in 1776, extending his tour to Switzer-

land ; and, during the intervals of these travels, made a

journey to Scotland and Ireland, and most of the counties

of England. In 1777, he published the information which
he had collected with so much risk, toil, and expence, and
dedicated his work to the House of Commons. Anxious
to diffuse the knowledge of facts so interesting to humanity,
and, at the same time, desirous to obviate any suspicion ©f

his wishing to repay his benevolent labours by the profits

of bookmaking, he not only presented copies of his work
to the principal persons in the kingdom, and his particular

friends, but insisted upon fixing the price of t)ie volume at

a lower rat,e than the original expence of publication. In

the conclusion of the work, he pledged himself, if a

thorough parliamentary enquiry were instituted for the im-
provement of prisons, to undertake a more extensive jour-

ney into foreign countries, for the purpose of obtaining ad-
ditional information. The House of Commons having zea-

lously entered upon the business of regulating places of

confinement, Mr Howard, agreeably to his promise, which
he was well inclined to fulfil, began a new tour in 1778.

In his progress, he revisited the establishments of a peni-
tentiary kind in Holland ; directed his course through
Hanover and Beilin to Vienna; went to Italy by way of
Venice ; proceeded as far south as Naples, returning by
the western coast to Switzerland

; pursued the course of
the Rhine through Germany ; and, crossing the Low
Countries, returned to England in the beginning of the

year 1779. During the spring and summer of the same
year, he made another complete tour of England and
Wales, besides taking a journey through Scotland and
Ireland. In the year 1780, he published the results of this

extensive research, as an appendix to his former work
;

and also a new edition of that publication, in which all this

additional matter was incorporated. Still intent upon the
farther improvement of his plans, he resolved to explore
those countries of Europe which he had not yet visited

;

and, in 1781, he set out on a tour to Denmark, Sweden,
Russia, and Poland, from which he returned about the
end of the year. In the year following, he made another
complete survey of the prisons in England, and another
journey into Scotland and Ireland. In 1783, he examin-
ed the prisons of Spain and Portugal, and returned
through France, Flanders, and Holland. In- the summer
of the same year, he again travelled into Scotland and Ire-
land, and visited many of the English prisons. In 1784,
he communicated to the public the fruits of the preceding

^
three years investigations, in the form of another appendix,
with a new edition of the main work, comprising all the
additions. With the view of acquiring information re-
specting the means of pr^tventing contagion in general, and
the formation of establishments for guarding against pesti-
lential i'lfection, he resolved to visit the principal Laza-

rettos in Europe, and to extend his rcscarciies to those
countries which are most subject to the ravages of the
plague. Aware of the hazards which he should have to

encounter in this most perilous of all his journeys, he would
not permit any of hjs servants to partake of these dangers,
but determined to travel without attendants. About the
end of the year 1785, he entered upon this tour, taking his
way through Holland and Flanders to the south of France.
His former visits, however, had so much alarmed the
jealousy and excited the displeasure of the government in

the last mentioned country, that he was apprehensive ot

his personal safety; and travelled with the greatest secrecy
under the character of an English physician. From Nice,
he went to Genoa, Leghorn, and Naples ; thence to the
islands of Malta and Zante ; and next to Smyrna and Con-
stantinople. Determined to obtain, by personal experience,
the fullest information of the mode of performing quaran-
tine, he returned to Smyrna, where the plague then was,
for the purpose of going to Venice in a vessel with a foul

bill of health, which would necessarily subject him to the
utmost rigour of the process. In the course of his voyage,
the ship in which he was a passenger was attacked by a
corsair from Tunis, which was beaten off after a smart
skirmish, in which he rendered essential service, by point-

ing some of the guns. After leaving his quarters in the
Lazaretto of Venice, in which his health and spirits suf-

fered considerably, he proceeded, at the close of the year
1785, to Vienna, where he had a private conference with
the Emperor Joseph II. ; and, returning through Germany
and Holland, arrived safe in England, in the beginning of
the year 1787. During his absence on this journey, he
received the afflicting intelligence of his son having fallen

into a state of decided insanity; his only child, of whom he
used to speak with all the pride and affection of a parent,

and whose hopeless calamity it required all the fortitude of
his mind, aided by the consolations of religion, to sustain.

At the same time he was informed of a public subscription
having taken place among his countrymen, to express their

esteem and veneration for his character, by erecting a
statue or monument to his honour. This design, instead
of tending to console his wounded spirit, only added to his

distress; and he instantly exerted himself to prevent its

being carried into execution. In corresponding with his

friends, he expressed, in the strongest terms, his aversion

to the proposed honour; and, in a letter to the subscribers,

while he acknowledged his grateful sense of their appro-
bation, he displayed so determined a repugnance to the
measure, that the matter was dropped during his life. In
1787 and 1788, he made several visits to the prisons,

bridewells, infirmaries. Sec. of England, Ireland, and Scot-
land, and, in 1789, he put to the press an account of his

observations in these various journeys, abroad and at home;
containing an account of the various Lazarettos in Europe,
papers relative to the plague, with additional remarks on
prisons and hospitals. After the printing of this work, he
remained but a short time at home ; and prepared to re-

visit Russia and Turkey, and to extend his tour to Asia
Minor, Egypt, and the coast of Barbary. In this new jour-

ney, he is understood to have had no peculiar object in view;

and to have been actuated chiefly by a conviction, that, in

such researches, he was pursuing the path of his duty;
that, in those countries where he had formerly travelled,

he might be still farther instrumental in relieving human
suffering ; and that, in exploring new regions, he might
discover farther subjects of observation connected with

his main pursuit. He had resolved to undertake this jour-

ney also without an attendant ; and it was only in conse-

quence of most urgent entreaties, that a faithful servant

obtained permission to accompany him. Arriving in Hoi'
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land, in the beginning of July 1789, he proceeded through

the north of Germany, Prussia, Courland, and Livonia, to

Petcriburgh ; ihcnce to Moscow, and finally to the ex-

tremity of European Russia, on the shores of the Black Sea,

where he fell a lamented victim to one of those infectious

diseases, the ravages of which he was exerting every ef-

fort to restrain. While residing at Cherson, he was ear-

nestly requested to visit a young lady, about sixteen miles

from that place, who had caught a contagious fever; and

it was his own opinion, that from her he received the dis-

ease. During his illness, which from its commencement
he considered as likely to prove fatal, he received a letter

from a friend in England, containing favourable accounts

of his son. He was greatly affected by the intelligence ;

and often desired his servant, if ever his son should be restored

to reason, to tell him how much he had prayed for his hap-

piness. Except during the fits, with which he was occa-

sionally seized in the course of the distemper, he retained

his faculties till within a few hours of his death, which took

place on the 20th January 1790. He was buried, accord-

ing to his own request, at the villa of M. Dauphine, about

eight miles from Cherson ; where, instead of a sun-dial,

which he had desired to be erected over his grave with-

out any inscription,* a rude pyramid surrounded by posts

and chains, was raised by the inhabitants of the neighbour-

hood.

Mr Howard, though frequently requested, would never

consent to sit for his picture; and the various portraits, which

have been given of him, are said by his intimate friends to be

totally unlike. The nearest resemblance, is said to be a head

sketched by an artist in London, and copied for Dr Aikin's

Vienu of his Character ; which, though considered as some-

what of a caricature, is said to have exactly the expression of

his countenance, when in a very serious and attentive mood.

His eye was lively and penetrating, and his features strong

and prominent; his gait quick, and his gestures animated.

In his youth, his constitution was delicate, and his habit

supposed to be consumptive ; but he afterwards attained

(probably in consequence of his abstemiousness in diet and

application to exercise) a power of enduring, without

inconvenience, the greatest corporeal privations and fa-

tigues. The strict regimen in point of food, which he had

originally adopted from a regard to health, he afterwards

continued from choice. He made no use of animal food,

or of fermented and spirituous drinks. Water and the

plainest vegetables sufficed for his ordinary diet, and milk,

tea, butter and fruit, were his luxuries. He was sparing

in the quantity of his food, and indifferent as to the stated

times of taking his meals. He was equally tolerant of

heat, cold, and all the vicissitudes of climate ; and could

without difficulty dispense with the ordinary seasons and

proportions of sleep. When he travelled in England or

Ireland, it was generally on horseback, and he rode regu-

larly about forty English miles a day. He was never at a

loss for an inn ; but,_in Ireland or the Highlands of Scot-

land, could accommodate himself with a little milk at any

of the poor cabins in his way. When he came to the town

where he was to sleep, he bespoke a supper like other

travellers, but made his servant remove it, while he was
preparing his bread and milk. When he travelled on the

continent, he usually went post in his own chaise, in which
he slept as occasion required; and has been known to tra-

vel twenty days and twenty nights without going to bed.

He used to carry with him a small tea-kettle, some cups,

a little pot of sweet-meats, and a few loaves. At the post-

house he would get some water boiled, send out for milk,
and make his repast, while his servant went to the inn. He
was remarkably attentive to the perfect cleanliness of his

whole person ; and water was always an indispensable ne-
cessary for his ablutions. His peculiar habits of life, and
his exclusive attention to a few important objects, made
him appear more averse to society than he really was. He
assiduously shunned all engagements, which would have
involved him in the irregularities of general intercourse ;

but he received his select friends with the truest hospi-
tality, and was often extremely communicative in conver-
sation, enlivening a small circle with the most entertaining
relations of his travels and adventures. He was never
negligent of the received forms of polite life ; and, how-
ever much he might be charged with singularities, no one
could refuse his title to the character of a gentleman. He
was distinguished especially by his respectful attention to

the female sex ; and nothing afforded him so much plea-

sure as the conversation of women of good education and
cultivated manners. Mis own voice and demeanour were
so gentle as to be almost denominated feminine ; and fur-

nished a striking contrast to the energy of his mind and
the extent of his exertions. His language and manners
were invariably pure and delicate ; and it must have been
no small triumph of duty over inclination, which brought
him to submit, in the prosecution of his benevolent de-

signs, to such frequent communications with the most
abandoned of mankind. Yet the nature of his errand ap-

pears to have inspired the most profligate witli respect

;

and he has himself recorded, that he never met with a sin-

gle insult from the prisoners, in any of the jails which he
visited. He possessed an elegant taste for neatness in his

house and furniture ; and employed much of his leisure

time in the cultivation of useful and ornamental plants.

In the course of his various travels, he brought home many
curious vegetables ; and his garden became an object of

curiosity, both for the elegant manner in which it was
planned, and for the excellent productions which it con-
tained. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in

1756 ; and contributed a few short papers which have
been published in its Transactions.* His philosophical re-

searches were chiefly directed to meteorological observa-

tions, and he seldom travelled without some instrument
for that purpose. He applied himselJi likeivise, with con-
siderable assiduity, to the prosecution of experiments on
the effects of the union of the primary colours in different

proportions. In his intellectual character, he discovered
less of the faculty of extensive comprehension than of la-

borious accuracy. By his talent of minute examination and
detail, he was peculiarly qualified for the patient investiga-

tions in which he engaged ; and in his modest estimates of

his own abilities, he was used to say of himself, <' I am the

plodder, who goes about to collect materials for men of
genius to make use of." His liberality with respect to

pecuniary concerns, was early and uniformly displayed ;

and he appears never to have considered money in any
other light than as an instrument of procuring happiness
to himself and others. Contented with the competence
which he inherited, he never thought of increasing it

;

and made it a rule with himself to lay up no part of his

annual income, but to expend in some useful or benevolent

scheme the surplus of every year. Moderate in all his de-

sires, and untainted by the lust of growing rich, he was
elevated above every thing mean and sordid. He expend-
ed much in charities, and displayed in all his transactions

* He had a strong dislike of monumental honours, and had once given directions before he set out on a journey, that in case of his death
Lis funeral expences should not exceed ten pounds ; that his tomb should be a plain slip of marble placed under that of his wife in Carding-

ton church, with this inscription, "John Howard died——, aged My hope is in Christ."

t See the Phil. Trans, vols. liv. Ivii. Ixi.
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a spirit of the utmost Iionoiir and generosity. He iinbibiul

from his earliest years a dcvoiil principle of rclij^'ion, wliidi

conlinupd steady and uniform lluougli every period of his

life. Tlie body of CInistians, to whom lie particularly at-

tached himself, were the Baptists ; aud the system of be-

lief, to which he adhered, was what has generally been

called moderate Calvinism. But he was always less soli-

citous about modes and opinions, than the internal spirit oi

piety and sincerity ; and though always warmly attached to

whatever interests he espoused, he jiossessed that true

spirit of Catholicism, which led him to honour virtue and

religion wherever he found them. It was his constant

practice to join in the service of the established church,

when he had not the opportunity of attending a dissenting

place of worship ; and he often dwells in his works, with

great complacency, on the pure zeal and genuine Christian

charity, which he frequently discovered among the Roman
Catholic clergy. But the peculiar feature of his character

certainly consists in that decisive energy, and unshaken per-

severance, with which he prosecuted the great work of

benevolence, to which he seemed to have devoted his life.

He was distinguished by decision and dispatch in all bis

proceedings ; and this was rather the predominant habit of

his mind, than the occasional result of any e.xcited feeling.

" At no time of his life," says his friend and biographer Dr
Aikin, " was he without some object of warm pursuit ; and,

in every thing he pursued, he was indefatigable in aiming

at perfection. Give him a hint of any thing he had left

short, or any new acc|uisition to be made ; and, while you

might suppose he was deliberating about it, you were sur-

prised with finding it ivas done." Xor was it during a

short period of ardour, that his exertions were thus awak-

ened. He had the still rarer quality of being able, for

any length of time, to bend all the powers and faculties

of his mind to one point, unseduced by every allurement,

which curiosity or any other aft'ection might throw in

his way, and unsusceptible of that satiety and disgust,

which are so apt to steal upon a protracted pursuit."

—

" Impressed with the idea of the importance of bis

designs, and the uncertainty of human life, he was impa-

tient to get as much done as possible within the allotted

limits. And in this disposition consisted that enthusiasm,

by which the public supposed him actuated ; for, otherwise,

his cool and steady temper gave no idea of the character

usually distinguished by that appellation. He followed his

plans, indeed, with wonderful vigour and constancy, but by

no means with that heat and eagerness, that inflamed and

exalted imagination, which denote the enthusiast." Neither

was he moved, as some supposed, by mere sternness of

principle, or rigidity of habit, or insensibility of feeling.

" 1 have equally," says the last quoted author, " seen the

tear of sensibility start into his eyes on recalling some of

the distressful scenes to which he had been witness, and

the spirit of indignation flash from them, on relating in-

stances of baseness and oppression. Still, however, his

constancy of mind and self-collection never deserted him :

He was never agitated, never off his guard." His coolness

and intrepidity proceeded both from nature and principle ;

and when marching in the path of duty, he was fearless of

consequences. This resolute temper neither originated in

any idea of his being moved by an irresistible impulse, or a

persuasion of his being secured from the natural conse-

quences of the dangers which he encountered ; but from

a steady sense of religious obligation and pious confidence,

•which rendered him superior to mere worldly considera-

tions. His own testimony sufficiently expresses the senti-

ments by which he was actuated. " My medical acquaint-

unce," he says in a letter during his last journey, " give me
but little hope of escaping the plague in Turkey. I do not
look back, but would readily endure any hjrd'>liips, and en-
coimtcrany dangers, to be an honour to my Christian pro-
Ic'ssion." So heroic a piiilatithrophist, (though not devoid
ol some singularities and foibles, which have sometimes
drawn the sneer of contempt from trivial and selfish nunds,
unworthy and incapable to pronounce upon a character so
far above their sphere ofjudgment,) could not fail to attract

the admiration ol every friend of humanity. The sublimest
strains of poetiy and elotjuence have been frequently de-
voted to the celebration of his txei tions ; and his name is

become indissolubly associated with every idea of pure and
elevated benevolence. The following tribute to his fame,
which burst, in all the enthusiasm of genius, from the lips

of Mr Burke, though probably familiar to the reader, can
bear to be reperused, and may suitably close our feeble

sketch of this extraordinary character.* " I cannot name
this gentleman without remarking, that his labours and
writings have done much to open the eyes and hearts of
mankind. He has visited all Europe,—not to survey the

sumptuousness of palaces, or the statelincss of temples
;

not to make accurate measurements of the remains of an-
cient grandeur, nor to form a scale of the curiosity ofmo-
dern art; nor to collect medals, or collate manuscripts;

—

but to dive into the depths of dungeons ; to plunge into the
infection of hospitals ; to survey the mansions of sorrow
and pain ; to take the gauge and dimensions of misery, de-

pression, and contempt; to remember the forgotten, to at-

tend to the neglected, to visit the forsaken, to compare and
collate the distresses of all men in all countries. His plan

is original : it is as full of genius as it is of humanity. It

was a voyage of discovery ; a circumnavigation of charity."

See various lives and anecdotes of Hoivard ; and particular-

ly Dr Aikin's View of his Life and Character, (y)
HOVVDEN, or Hoveden, a town of England, in the

east riding of Yorkshire, is situated upon an inlet of the

Ouse, named Howden Dike, which may be considered as

the harbour of the town. Howden consists principally of

two considerable streets, extending in the direction of

north-east and south-west, intersected by three or four lesser

ones. The town has of late years undergone very consi-

derable improvements ; and, though the houses are ancient,

yet they are neatly built and commodious. The principal

public buildings are, the moot-hall, a large edifice in thfe

market, where the courts, &c. are held ; a work-house,
built by subscription in 1791, which contains from 20 to 50
paupers, who are maintained at an annual expence of 300/.

;

and the old Gothic church. This church is a large build-

ing in the form of a cross, and, excepting the chancel,

which is of more recent date, it appears to have been built

during the first period of the pointed arch style. The tow-

er, which is quadrangular and well proportioned, is 135

feet high, and is said to have been built in 1390, by Walter
Skirlaw, Bishop of Durham, as a place of refuge from the

inundations of the Ouse and the Derwent, which were for-

merly very frequent. The chapter-house, which is now
imfortunately in ruins, is reckoned a most beautiful speci-

men of the pointed style. The chancel, particularly the

east end of it, is greatly admired. A peal of eight bells

was cast for this church in 1775. The ruins of the palace

of the bishops of Durham are situated almost close to the

church-yard, and are now converted into a farm-house.

One of the greatest horse fairs in the kingdom is held here

on the 25th of September, and continues till the 3d of Oc-

tober. Besides the church and its two chapels of ease,

there is an Independent and Methodist meeting-house.

• See also Darwin's Boranic Garden; Covrptr'a JPoem on Ckarity .- Hayley's Ode to Ho-ward ; undrostet^s Essay on Decision ef Character,
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The celebrated liistorian Roger de Iloveclcn, who was

monk of the abbey, and chaplain to Henry H. was born here.

The township of liowden contained in 1811,

Inhabited houses 314

Families 409

Do. employed in trade and manufactures 230

Total population 1812

See Savage's History of Howden Church ; Hutchinspn's

Durham ; and the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvi.

p. 562.

HOWITZERS. See Ordnance.
HOY. See Orkney Isles.

HUAHEINE. See Socikty Islands.

HUDDERSFIELD, or Huthersfield, a town of Eng-
land, in the west riding of Yorkshire, is situated on tlie

river Colne, and on the Huddersfield canal. This town is

chiefly celebrated for its woollen manufactures, wliich con-

sist of nariow and broad cloths, serges, kerseymeres, frize,

&c. The buyers and sellers of these goods formerly mef
in an open square ; but in the year 1765, Sir John Rams-
den, who possesses all the land which the town covers, and
also a great many of the houses, built a commodious cloth-

liall. It is a circular building of two stories, and is divided

by a diametrical range into two semicircular courts, into

which all the windows open. It is subdivided into ranges

like streets ; and the cloths are laid close together upon
their edge on benches or stalls. Over the entrance, is a
bell placed in a handsome cupola. The Huddersfield canal

(see Inland J\ravigation') extends 8 miles to the river Cal-

der. Ruins, supposed to be the ancient city of Canbodu-
num, are to be seen on the castle hill, about two miles south

of the town, and west of Almonsbury ; but Mr Watson
thinks they are of Saxon origin. The Roman road, how-
ever, passed near Almonsbury. There are several me-
dicinal springs in the neighbourhood.

In 1811, the township of Huddersfield contained,

Inhabited houses 1871

Families 1881

Do. employed in trade and manufactures 1842
Males 4824
Females 4847
Total population 9671

See the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvi. p. 767.

HUDSON'S Bay, lying between 55° and 65° of North
Latitude, is about 250 leagues in length, and 200 at its great-

est breadth. It is 140 fathoms deep in the middle, and is

navigable during four months in summer, but is filled, all

the rest of the year, with shoals of ice. Numerous rocks,
sand-banks, and small islands, are dispersed throuKh it, of
which may he mentioned ; Southampton island, in 64° north
latitude, stretching about 100 leagues from north to south,
but of very inconsiderable breadth ; Marble island, in 62"

north latitude, about 6 leagues long and two broad, com-
posed of white marble, variegated with green, blue, and
black patches ; Carleton isle, in the south-east corner of
the bay, covered with trees, moss, and shrubs. The en-
trance of the bay is a strait, of dangerous navigation, more
than 200 leagues in length, and in some places of consider-
able breadth. It stretches from south-east to north-west,
in 62i° north latitude, bounded on the north by the isle of
Good Fortune, and on the south by Labradore. Its eastern
extremity is formed by Cape Elizabeth on the north, and
Cape Chudley on the south, between which is situated Re-

solution island, about 15 leagues in length, and a little west-
ward Savage and Grass islands, almost uninhabited. In
the north-west extremity, between Point Anne on the nortli,

and cape Walsingham on the south, are several small
islands, named Salisbury, Nottingham, Mill Diggs, and
Mansfield. The principal bays of (his inland sea are,
James's Bay in the south-east corner, containing many
islets; Button's Bay on the western coast; Chesterfield
Inlet on the north-west coast, stretching far inland, and ter-
minating in a large fresh water lake ; Roe's Welcome, a
deep inlet of the sea on the north coast ; and Repulse Bay,
still farther north. The most remarkable rivers which flow
into it are, Great Whale river, East Main or Slude ; Ru-
pert's, which has its origin in lake Mistussins ; Abbiiibbe,
flowing from a lake of the same name ; Moose, and Albany,
which all empty their streams into James's Bay ; the Se-
vern, which is supposed to proceed from lake Winipig ;

Nelson or Bourbon river, from a lake of the same name ;

and Missin-ni-pi," or Churchhill river, which loses itself in
the bottom of Button's Bay. The north coast of Hudson's
Bay is yet imperfectly explored. The country on the east
is part of Labradore, called East Main. The tract which
stretches southwards below Button's Bay is called New
South Wales, bounded on the south and east by Canada.
The regions to the north-west are in like manner called
New North Wales, and very little known ; and on the
west, is a vast tract of country, extending across the Ame-
rican continent to the Pacific Ocean, separated from the
territories of Canada by a mountainous ridge in 49° north
latitude, which covers the sources of the rivers flowing
north and south.

Hudson's Bay was discovered in 1610 by Henry Hudson,
who had been sent out, by the English Russia Company, in
quest of a north-west passage round the American conti-
nent ; but his crew having mutinied, left him, with his son
and other seven persons, to perish in those seas, which
now bear his name. It was afterwards more tliorouglilv
explored by successive navigators employed by the same
enterprising Company, particularly by Button in 1512; by
Lucas Fox, and Thomas James, in 1631, the former equip-
ped by government, and the latter by a company of Bristol
merchants; and by Zacharias GiUam, in 1668, who was
sent^ut by Charles II. .it the solicitation of Prince Rupert,
and \*s assisted by two French merchants ofCanada, named
de Grosscliers, wlio had previously made a voyage from
Quebec to the scene of the present expedition. C.illam
passed the winter in Rupert's river, where he built the first

stone fort erected in the country, which he named Fort
Charles, and provided it with a sufficient garrison. Before
his return, the king had granted to Prince Rupert, and
divers lords, knights, and merchants, associated with him,
a charter, dated May 2d, 1669, in which he styled them
« The Governor and Company of Adventuiers traditig from
England to Hudson's Bay ;" and, in consideration of their
having, at their own costs and charges, ' undertaken an ex-
pedition to Hudson's Bay, in tiie north-west parts of Ame-
rica, for the discovery of a new passage into the South Sea,
and for the finding of some trade for furs, minerals, and
other considerable commodities, and of their having al-

ready made, by such their undertakings, such discoveries
as did encourage them to proceed farther in pursuance of
the said design ; by means whereof, there might probably
arise great advantages to the king and his kingdom,' abso'-
lutely ceded to the said undertakers, the whole trade and
commerce of those seas, kc. in w'hatsoever latitude they
might be, which are situated within the entrance of Hud-
son's Straits, together with all the countries upon the coasts

Vol. X. Part II.
A word signifying " Great Waters."
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and confines of the said seas, straits, Sec. so that they alone

shouhl have the right of trailinij tliither ; and whosoever

should infringe tliis right, and be found selling or buying

within the said boundaries, should be arrested, and all their

merchandize be confiscated, so that one half should belong

to the king, and the other half to the Hudson's Bay Compa-
ny." Of this extensive grant the Company have enjoyed

uninterrupted possession from the year 1669 to the present

day, except during the space of 17 years, from 1697 to

1714, when the settlement was occupied by the French;
but the charter, instead of promoting the progress of dis-

coveries, is understood to have produced the opposite ef-

fect. The Company have been charged with having rather

endeavoured to conceal, as much as possible, the situation

of the coasts and seas connected with their territories ; and

even to influence those who had any knowledge of these

quarters, to withhold it from the world. The few feeble

attempts which they did make, to save appearances, be-

tween 1720 and 1730, rather excited the displeasure than

satisfied tlie expectations of the public; and, by the exer-

tions of Mr Dobbs, Capt. Middleton was sent out by go-

vernment in 1741, and Capt. Moor in 1745, the former of

whom discovered Repulse Bay, and the latter explored

Wager's Strait and Chesterfield Inlet, so as to ascertain

with sufficient certainty, that no passage existed in that di-

rection.*

The Company's settlements around the whole extent of

Hudson's Bay are only four, viz. Prince of Wales, or

Churchhill Fort, the most northern of the factories, situat-

ed at the moutli of Churchhill river, in 59" N. Lat. ; York
Fort, formerly called Bourbon by the French, a square
building, flanked with bastions, standing on an island be-

tween two branches of Nelson's river, in 57^° N. Lat.;

Albany Fort, called by the French St Anne, or the river

Albany, in 52° IS' N. Lat.; and Moose Fort, or Monsipi,

or St Louis, at the mouth of a small river on the south

border of James's Bay, in 51° 28' N. Lat. Besides these,

jire several smaller establishments, particularly Severn
House, dependent on York Fort, in 56° 12' N. Lat. and

East-main, or Prince Rupert's, in 53° 24', connected with

Moose Fort.

The climate around the Bay is extremely severe, espe-

cially at Churchhill Fort. From the middle of October to

the middle of May, the country is buried under fro|,f and
snow. In the year 1775, one of the severest seasons re-

membered by the oldest residents, the snow at the latter

end of May lay level with the wall of the west curtain of

the fort ; and the ice in the river and bay did not break up
till the end of June. Even at York Fort, though two de-

grees farther south, Fahrenheit's thermometer has fre-

quently stood at 50* below zero in the month of January;

and brandy, or strong brine, exposed to the air for a few
hours, will freeze to solid ice. In the cellars, eight or ten

feet deep, and below tlie guard rooms, where a daily and
almest perpetual fire is kept up, London porter has been
so frozen, that only a few gallons could be got out of a

whole hogshead ; and the remainder, converted to ice,' was
found, upon being thawed, to have no strength remaining.

The lakes and rivers, which are not above 10 or 12 feet

deep, are frozen to the ground ; and the springs are uni-

formly bound by the frost to the --eatest depth that has

been dug. The most piercing cold is felt at sun-rising ;

and is particularly intolerable during the prevalence of the

north wind. The air is frequently filled with particles

of ice, sharp and angular, and suflficiently perceptible to
the eye, which, in blowing weather, occasion a most painful
sensation of cold ; and, if driven upon the face or hands,
raise the skin in little, hard, white blisters, which, if not
immediately rubbed, or warmed, arc apt to break out into

hot watery issues. The utmost precautions against the
effects of the cold are necessarily employed by the Euro-
pean residents. The windows of the factories are very
small, and provided with thick wooden shutters, which are
closely shut 18 hours of the day in winter. As soon as
the wood in their large fires is burnt down to a coal, the
tops of the chimnies are stopped with an iron cover to

keep the heat within the house ; and, three or four times a
day, red hot iron shot of 24 pounds are suspended in the win-
dows of the apartments. Yet all this will not preserve the

beer, wine, and ink, from freezing ; and after the fires go
out, the insides of the walls and bed-places are found co-

vered with ice two or three inches thick, which is every
morning cut away with a hatchet. For a winter dress, they
use three pair of socks of coarse blanketing or Duffield for

the feet, with a pair of deer-skin shoes over them ; two
pair of thick English stockings, and a pair of cloth stock-
ings over tliem ; breeches lined with flannel ; two or three
English jackets, and a fur or leather gown ; a large beaver
cap, double, to come over the face and shoulders, and a

cloth of blanketing under the chin
;
yarn gloves, and a

large pair of beaver mittens, hanging down from the shoul-

der, ready to receive the hands as high as the elbows. Yet,

with all this covering, they are frequently severely frost-

bitten, when they stir abroad during the prevalence of the

northerly winds; and many of the natives even fall victims

to the severity of the climate. Watery vapours, ascending
from the open sea-water, and condensed by the cold, occa-

sion thick fogs, which are carried to a considerable distance

along the coast, and which obscure the sun completely for

several weeks together. But, during the intense cold of

winter, the atmosphere is cominonly remarkably clear and
serene ; and the stars shine during the night with extraor-

dinary lustre. The aurora borealis particularly is seen al-

most every night during winter, darting with inconceivable

velocity over the whole hemisphere, exhibiting the great-

est variety of colours, and often completely eclipsing the

stars and planets by its brightness. Parhelia and parasele-

nas, or mock suns and moons, as they are commonly called,

appear very frequently during the colder months ; and, at

the same time, coronae of different diameters and various

colours are seen around the sun for several days together,

from his rising to his setting.! The frost is never out of
the ground ; and even in summer, when the heat is op-
pressive, and the thermometer frequently at 90 degrees of
Fahrenheit, the earth is thawed only to the depth of three

or four feet below the surface. The climate, nevertheless,

is extremely salubrious throughout the whole year; and
Europeans, with the exception of accidental injuries from
exjiosure to the cold, enjoy in general an excellent state of

health in the country.

On the eastern coast of Hudson's Bay, the soil is com-
pletely barren ; and about Lat. 60° vegetation entirely

ceases. The surface of the country is extremely rugged,

covered with enormous masses of stone ; and in many
places are seen the most friglitful mountains of an asto-

nishing height. Its barren vallies are watered by a chain

of lakes, which are supposed to be formed merely by rain

and snow, and of which the water is so cold, as to be pro-

• The recent history of the Hudson's Bay Company, particularly as connected with its disputes with the North-west Company, will be
found in Lord Selkirk's Pamphlet, entitled ^ Shelch of the British Fur Trade in Mrth Ameiica, -.cilh Obsenatioiis relative to the J\fOrlh.-.)!est C'tm-

tiany of Montreal. London, 1816.

t See our article Gkeenlanp, and Halo.
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ductive only of a few small trout. A little moss, or a

blighted shrub, may be seen here and there on the moun-
tains, and a few stunted trees in the lower grounds. The
soil about Churchhill I'ort is extremely rocky and barren,

and bare of vegetable productions. There are no woods
within seven miles of the shore; and those whicl) arc

found at that distance consist only of a few stunted juni-

pers, pines, and poplars, scarcely capable of affording a

sufficiency of winter's fuel to the Factory. Upon ad-

vancing northward from that settlement, the earth becomes
gradually more unproductive and desolate, till at length not

tiie least herb is to be seen, nor any trace of human step

observed in the frigid waste. The produce of a few gar-

den seeds, put into the ground about the middle of June,
and shooting up with surprising rapidity, is all that the re-

sidents are able to gather from the adjoining soil. At York
Fort, the soil, which is of a very loose and clayey nature,

is nearly equally unfit for agriculture, even though the cli-

mate were favourable. Cresses, radishes, lettuce, and cab-

bage, are raised by careful culture, and, in some propi-

tious seasons, peas and beans have been produced, but they

rarely come to perfection. The face of the country is low
and marshy ; and the trees, though superior to those at

Churchhill Fort, are still very knotty and diminutive ; but,

after proceeding inland towards the south, about Moose
and Albany Forts, the climate is more temperate, and the

trees of considerable size
; potatoes, turnips, and almost

every species of kitchen garden produce, are reared with-

out difficulty ; and it is supposed that corn also might be
cultivated by proper attention. Upon advancing inland to-

wards the west, the climate becomes still milder, and the
soil more productive. Wild rice and Indian corn are pro-
duced in considerable quantities in the plains ; various
kinds of animals abound in the woods; the rivers and lakes
are stored with the most delicious kinds of fish; and iron,

lead, copper, and marble, have been found in the mountain-
ous parts. In the woods of the more northern tracts, the

only trees are, pines, junipers, small scraggy poplars,

creeping birch, and dwarf willows. The ground is covered
with moss of various sorts and colours, upon which the

deer principally feed. Grass is not uncommon ; and some
kinds, especially rye-grass, are so rapid in growth, as fre-

quently to rise, during the short summer at Churchhill

Fort, to the height of three feet. Another species of grass,

adapted for the support of the feathered tribes, is very

abundant on the marshes and banks of lakes and rivers.

V^etches, burrage, sorrel, coltsfoot, and dandelion, one of

the earliest salads, are plentiful in some parts around
Churchhill river. A herb called Wee-suc-a-pucka grows
abundantly in most parts of the country, of which the

leaves, and especially the flowers, make a very agreeable

kind of tea, much used both by the Indians and Europeans,
not only for its pleasant flavour, but also for its salutary ef-

fects. It is of an aromatic nature, and considered as ser-

viceable in rheumatism, for strengthening the stomach, and
promoting perspiration. It is likewise applied outwardly

in powder to contusions, excoriations, and gangrenes; but

in this view does not appear to possess any medicinal qua-
lity. Another herb, named by the natives jack-ashey-puck,

resembling the creeping boxwood, is mixed with tobacco,

to make it milder and pleasanter in smoking. Several

small shrubs are found in the country, which bear fruit ; of

which the chief are, gooseberries of the small red species,

which thrive best in rocky ground, and spread along the

ground like the vine ; currants, both red and black, are

plentiful around Churchhill river, and grow best in moist
swampy soils. The blackberries particularly are large and
excellent; but in some persons both kinds occasion severe

purging, unless when mixed with cranberries, which com-

pletely correct tliat tendency. Hips of a small size are

found on the coast, but large and abundant in tlie interior

of the country. Upon a bush, resembling tlie creeping

willow, grows a berry similar in sir.e and colour to the ret!

currant, but of very unpleasant taste and smell. Cranber-
ries arc very abundant every where ; and, when gathered

in dry weather, and carefully jiacked with moist sugar,

may be preserved for years. Heath-berries arc also pro-

duced in great (luanlities, and their juice makes a pleasant

beverage. Juniper berries are frequently seen, chiefly to-

wards the south, but are little esteemed, either by the na-

tives or the Europeans, except for infusion in brandy.

Strawberries and raspberries, of considerable size and ex-

cellent flavour, are found as far north as Churchhill river,

and are often most plentiful in those places where the un-

derwood has been set on fire. The eye-berry, resembling

a small strawberry, but far superior in flavour, grows iri

small hollows among the rocks, at some distance from the

woods. There are also the blue-berry, which grows on

small bushes, and resembles the finest plum in flavour ; the

partridge-berry, growing like the cranberry, but of a disa-

greeable taste ; and the bethagotominick,ordewater-berry,
which grows abundantly in swamps on a plant like the

strawberry, with a high stalk, each bearing only one berry,

and is accounted an excellent antiscorbutic.

The principal animals around Hudson's Bay are, the

Moose-deer, rein-deer, bufl'aloes, musk oxen, and beavers;

polar or white bear, black bear, brown bear, wolves, foxes

of various colours, lynxes, or wild cats, wolverins, which
are remarkably fierce and powerful animals, able to witli-

stand the bear itself; otters, pine-martins, ermines, a

smaller otter called jackash, which is very easily tamed,

but, when angry or frightened, apt to emit a most disagree-

able smell ; the wejack and skunk, the last of which is re-

markable for its insupportably foetid smell ; musk beavers,

porcupines, hares, squirrels, castor-beavers, and mice of

various kinds, one species of which, the hair- tailed mouse,
is nearly as large as a common rat, and capable of being

speedily tamed even after they are full grown. Amphi-
bious animals frequenting the coasts of the Bay are, the

walrus, or sea-horse, some of which have been killed of so

enormous a size as to exceed the weight of two tons ; seals

of various sizes and colours; and sea-unicorns in the

northern parts. Of the feathered race, there are eagles

and hawks of various kinds, white and gray owls, ravens,

cinereous crows, which are very familiar and troublesome
birds, frequenting the habitations of the natives, and pil-

fering every species of provision; woodpeckers, rufled

grouse, pheasants, paitridges, pigeons, thrushes, gi'os-

beaks, buntings, finches, larks, titmice, swallows, martins,

cranes, bitterns, earlows, snipes, plovers, gullemels, divers,

gulls, pelicans, goosanders, swans, geese of different kinds,

and ducks in great variety, particularly the mallard, long-

tailed, wigeon, and teal. There are several kinds of frogs,

as far north as the latitude of 61°, whicli in winter are ge-

nerally found in a completely frozen state, yet capable of

reviving when thawed. Grubs, spiders, and other insects,

are found in the same icy condition, from which they can

be recovered by exposure to a gentle heat. Several kinds

of shell fish are found on the sliorcs of the Bay, particu-

larly muscles, periwinkles, and small crabs. The empty
shells of cockles, wilks, scallops, and other sorts, are fre-.

quently tlirown upon the beach ; but none of these have

been seen with the fish in them. There are few fish in

Hudson's Bay. White whales are found in considerable

numbers at the mouths of the principal rivers; and the

Company's servants, in the settlements on the west coast

of the Bay, have been known to send home in some years

from eight to thirteen tons of fine oil. A small fish, called
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kepling, about the size of a smelt, and very excellent for They are extremely artful, addicted to every species of

eating, resorts in some years to the shore in great niim- fraud and pilfering, and ready to boast of their thefts

bers, but at other times is extremely scarce. No other when successfully executed, so as to escape detection,

salt water fish is found in the countiy, except salmon, At the same lime, nothing can exceed their honesty and
which are also very plentiful at some seasons, and equally fidelity when entrusted with a charge. They are frequent-

rare at other times. It has been observed, in short, that " ly employed by the Hudson Hay traders to take packages
every species of game, whether quadruped, fowl, or fish, into the interior paits, and to bring down the articles which
is remarkably variable at dilVerent periods ; and it thus be-

comes necessary to provide in plentiful seasons a quantity

.of such provisions as are most capable of being preserved.

The geese are said to be particularly useful for this pur-
pose, when properly salted ; and it is nothing uncommon
for 10,000 to be killed during a winter at the factories.*

The natives who inhabit the countries around Hudson's
Bay may be distributed under these three general denomi-
nations,—the Southern Indians, the Northern Indians, and
the Esquimaux. The Southern Indians occupy the coun-
try lying between the south coast of Hudson's Bay and the

territories of Canada, and that part of the western coast of
the Bay which is situated to the south of Churchhill river,

and extends inland to the lake of Athabasca or Athapuscow.
They are the same as the Indian tribes who occupy the re-

gions to the north of Upper Canada ; and we refer to the
account of that country for a general description of the lead-
ing nations. The principal tribes who reside in the inte-

rior to the south-west of Hudson's Bay, and who used for-

merly to repair to the Company's forts, but now find their
wants supplied at the trading houses nearer their own
homes, are the Ne-heth-a-wa, and Assinne-poetuc Indians.
The latter are the same as the Assinipoils or Stone Indians,
originally a branch of the Naudowessies, but latterly incor-
porated with the Knisteneaux or Killistinoes. They are a
numerous tribe, who extend over a considerable tract of
.country, and bring many peltries to the traders. The for-
mer, the Nehethawas, or Neheaways, arc supposed to
spring from the same stock as the Chipawas or Chepewy-
ans. From being scattered over an immense extent of
country, they appear to be less numerous than they are in

reality. They have been longest acquainted with the fur
traders, and are the most debauched and corrupted in the
southern tribes. The Southern Indians, in general, who
liave become known to the Hudson Bay traders, are of a
middle size and copper complexion ; their persons gene-
rally well formed, and their features regular and agreeable.
Their constitutions are strong and healthy; and they are
subject to very few diseases. They are chiefly affected
with dysentery and a violent pain in the chest, which is as-
cribed to the intensity of the cold, but which is said rarely to
prove fatal. The venereal disease is also common among
them, but generally mild in its symptoms. They seldom
live to a great age ; but are observed to enjoy all their fa-
culties to the last. They are capable of travelling on foot
with great expedition, and for many days in succession, pa-
tiently enduring the utmost degree of cold, hunger, and fa-
tigue. They excel in hunting, which is their sole mean of
subsistence; and though long used to fire-arms, they are
still remarkably expert in the use of their original weapons,
the bow and arrow. When employed to procure provisions
for the factories, at the rate of the value of a beaver skin
for every ten geese, they frequently bring in 50 or 60 of
these fowls a day, which they shoot readily on the wing.

are procured in return. An Indian with his wife will em-
bark in his canoe packs of 60 or 70 lbs. each, containing ar-
ticles which would enable him to live in allluence for many
years, and with which it would be easy for him to abscond,
williout the possibility of being traced. Yet this valuable
property, so completely in their power, they will convey
hundreds of miles, tnrough unfrequented lakes and rivers,
and deliver at the place appointed, with the utmost punctu-
tuality, for the reward of the value of six beaver skins for
each pack. They are humane and charitable to the wi-
dows and children of their departed relatives, and are na-
turally mild, affable, and friendly in their manners ; but, in
their moments of intoxication, they are invariably roused
by the slightest provocation to the fiercest quarrels and
most barbarous murders. Even when the women have
taken care to remove their weapons, they rarely fail, on
such occasions, to mutilate one another with their teeth and
nails. They are also extremely licentious in their sexual in-
tercourse, and give themselves up without restraint to every
species of incestuous debauchery, with mothers, sisters,
and daughters. They have no manner of regular govern-
ment or subordination ; but choose a temporary leader
when they go to war, or form a party for trade. By the
use of spirituous liquors, which they drink to the greatest
excess, and with which they are too readily supplied by the
Europeans as the most alluring article of traffic, they are
debased in their minds, enervated in their bodies, dejected
in their spirits ; and are daily becoming a more emaciated,
puny, indolent, and worthless race.

The Northern Indians occupy the extensive tract of
country which reaches from the 59th to the 68th degree of.
North Latitude, and which is upwards of 500 miles from
east to west. Their territories are bovmded by the Church-
hill river on the south, by the country of the Athabasca In-
dians on the west, by Hudson's Bay on the east, and by
the country of the Dog-ribbed and Copper Indians t on the
north.

The Northern Indians are generally above the middle
size, robust, and w^ell proportioned ; but have less of that
acliviiy of body and liveliness of disposition, which com-
monly distinguish the Indian tribes of the western coast of
Hudson's Bay. Their features are of a peculiar cast, and
difierent from those of any other race in those countries.
Their foreheads are low, their eyes small, their cheek bones
high, their noses aquiline, their cheeks fleshy, and their

chins generally long and broad. Their complexion is of
a copper colour, but rather inclining to a dingy brown ; and
their hair, like that of the other tribes, black, straight, and
strong. Few of the men have any appearance of a beard
till they arrive at middle age, and then it is very small in

quantity, but exceedingly bristly. They endeavour to pull

out the hairs by the root, though they seldom eficct this

very completely. They have no hair under their arm pits,

or on any other part of the body, except in those places

A French governor at Fort Bourbon affirmed, that liis garrison of 80 men consumed in one winter 90,000 grouse and ptarmigans, and
-j.OOO hares, which, for 200 days, allows about 5i grouse and lA hares to each man per dav.

I These are, in every respect, Uie same people as the Northern Indians, and speak a dialect of the same language. They never visit the
I ludson s Bay tuctories

;
but used to suppl)' the Nortliern Indians with the greater part of the furs which these last bring to the Company's

tr.iders. 'J'liey .ippeared, when visited by Mr Hearne, to be a hospitable and harmless tribe ; and a gainful traffic might have been opened
between them and the factories

; but, about the end of the last century, a war broke out between the Uog-ribbed and Copper Indians, which
terminated in the destruction of the latter people, except a small remnant, who found their way to the Canadian houses among the Athabasca
tribes, wliere they are clieaply supplied witli the European articles which they require, and for which the Northern Indians used to make
them pay almost a thousand ])er cent, dearer than the Company's rates.
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which nature directs them to conceal. TIic skins of the

women arc soft, smooth, and polished ; and, when they are

dressed in clean clothing, they are entirely free from any

offensive smell. All the tribes of tlie Northern Indians

have three or four parallel black strokes on each check,

which are produced by introducing an awl or needle un-

der the skin, and rubbing powdered charcoal into the

wound after the instrument is drawn out. As almost the

whole of their country is little better than a mass of rocks

and stones, scarcely producing any other vegetable food

than moss for the deer, they have few opportunities of col-

lecting furs, and subsist cliiifly by hunting and fishing.

A few of the more active or restless among them, who
have acquired a taste for I'Airopean articles, collect the furs

from the rest, or from the Dog-ribbed and Copper Indians,

or from their own hunting excursions towards the inland

districts, whci'e the proper animals abound ; and, after car-

rying these to the factories with great risks and fatigues,

barter, on their return, the fruits of their traffic with their

less ambitious countrymen for necessary food and clothing.

But the greater part, though they may have visited the

Jactories once in their lives, lead a happier life, and enjoy

a more comfortable subsistence in their own country.

Their real wants are easily supplied ; and a hatchet, ice-

chisel, file, and knife, are almost all that is requisite to en-

able them, with a little industry, to procure a plentiful sup-

ply of food and clothing. They subsist chiefly on venison,

and generally spend the whole summer in hunting the deer

on. the open plains, or catching fish in the rivers and lakes.

As they have no dogs trained to the chacc like the South-

ern Indians, and as they seldom have powder and ball in

sufficient abundance for the purpose, they make use of

their bows and arrows in killing the deer, as they pass

through the narrow defiles, into which they drive the herds

in the following manner. Upon seeing the deer, they be-

take themselves to leeward, lest they should be smelled by

the animals ; and then search for a convenient place for

concealing the marksmen. They next collect a number
of sticks, like large ramrods, with a small Hag at the top of

each, and these they fix upright in the ground above fif-

teen or twenty yards from each other, so as to form two

sides of a very acute angle, terminating in the defile, where
the huntsmen are concealed behind loose stones, heaps of

moss, &c. The women and boys then divide into two par-

ties, and going round on both sides, till they form a cre-

scent behind the herd, drive them straight forward be-

tween the rows of sticks into the place of concealment,

where they are shot as they run along. The same mode
is employed, in the winter season, to drive the deer into a

pound or inclosed space fenced round with bushy trees.

These pounds are of various sizes, according to circumstan-

ces, and are sometimes about a mile in circumference.

The door or entrance is not wider than a common gate,

and the inside of the space inclosed is so crossed with

hedges as to form a kind of labyrinth, at every opening of

which also are placed snares made of thongs. As soon as

the deer are driven into the pound, the gateway is blocked

up with trees and brushwood, prepared for the purpose; and

while the women and children walk round the outside of

the fence, to prevent the imprisoned animals from breaking

through or leaping over, the men are employed in shoot-

ing those which run loose, or in spearing those which
have been entangled in tlie snares. About the end of

March, or beginning of April, when the snow, slightly

thawed during the day, is frozen during the night into a

thin crust, which easily bears the Indian on his snow shoes,

but sinks under the hoof of the deer, it is a common prac-

tice to kill the moose deer, by literally running them down.

The hunters, lightly clothed, and armed only with a how

and arrows, a knife, or broad bayonet, generally lire the
deer in less than a day, though sometimes they continue the
chace for two days before they can come up with the game.
These animals, however, when incajjable of running farther,

make a very desperate defence with their head and fore-

feet, and unless the Indians are provided with a short gun,
or with bows and arrows, they find it necessary to fasten

their knives or bayonets to the end of a long pole, in order
to stab the deer, without coming within reach of their feet.

The flesh of the animals killed in this manner is so over-
heated by the long run, that it is never well tasted. In
taking fish they make use of nets and hooks at all seasons
oi the year. Their fishing nets are made of thongs cut
from raw-deer skins, (much inferior to those of the Dog-
ribbed Indians, which are made of the inner bark of the
willow tree,) and are furnished with various appendages,
such as the bills and feet of birds, toes and jaws ofotters,

&c. which the supcrstitiously consider as essential to their

success. These nets are always used separately, and plac-

ed at a distance from each other ; and on no account would
they unite them together, for the purpose of stretching

across the channel of a narrow river ; because they im-
agine that one net would become jealous of its neighbour,

and would not catch a single fish. In fishing with hooks,

they are equally inlluenctd by superstitious notions; an4
all the baits which they use arc compositions of charms,
inclosed within a piece of fish-skin, so as to resemble a

small fish. Those charms are bits of beavers' tails, otters'

teeth, musk-rats' entrails, squirreU' testicles, curdled

milk taken from the stomachs of sucking faWns and calves,

human hair. Sec. ; and almost every lake and river is sup-
posed to require a peculiar combination of different articles.

A net or hook tliat has taken many fish is valued accord-

ingly ; and would be taken as an eqitivalent for a number
of new ones, which had never been tried, or which had not

proved successful. In winter the hooks are let down
through round holes cut in the ice, and arc kept in constant

motion, both to allure the fish, and to prevent the freezing

of the water. From want of fuel, they are frequently oblig-

ed to eat their victuals in a raw state ; and this they occa-

sionally do from choice, especially in the case of fish,

which they seldom dr:;ss so far (even where fire is at

hand) as to warm it thoioughly. A few of them purchase
brass kettles from the European factories ; but the greater

part still piepare their food in large upright vessels made
of birch bark. As these vessels will not admit of being ex-

posed to the fire, the water is made to boil by a succession
of hot stones being introduced ; a method which effects the
purpose very expeditiously, but mixes much sand with the
victuals, in consequence of the stones frequently mouldering
down in the kettle. They employ also the ordinary methods
of broiling their food, or ro.isting it by a string. They make
a favourite dish, by boiJing in a deer's paunch or stomach
a mixture of minced meat, blood, and fat; but the fat is

chewed by the men and boys, to prepare it for mixing more
intimately with the other ingredients, and the half-digest-

ed food, found in the animal's stomach, is carefully added
to the mess. in winter, when the deer feed upon a

species of fine white moss, the contents of their stomach is

accounted so great a delicacy, that the Indians frequently

eat it warm out of the paunch, as soon as the animal is kill-

ed. In like manner, tlicy pull out the kidnejs of the deer

or buffalo, and eat them warm from the newly slaughtered

animals, without any dressing. Tliey often drink the

blood, as it flows from the wound in the carcase, and ac-

count it a most nourishing sort of food, as wol! as an ex-

cellent quencher of thirst. They are remarkably fond of

the womb of the buffalo, elk, deer. Sec. even when they are

some time gone with young; and ure not desirous of
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cleansing the bag very completely before boiling it for use.

The young calves, fmvns, beavers, Sec. taken out of their

mothers' bellies, are reckoned most delicious articles of

food ; and all the parts of generation, belonging to any ani-

mal which they kill, whether male or female, are carefully

eaten by the men and boys, partly as a dish which they re-

lish, and partly as a superstitious observance, wiiich they

consider essential to their success in the chace. The deer

skins also, freed from the hair, and well boiled, arc fre-

quently used as food. Even the worms, which infest

them after the rutting season, are squeezed out and eaten

alive as great delicacies. When animal food is scarce,

the natives boil a kind of hard crumply moss which grows
upon the larger stones, and which forms a very palatable

gummy preparation, sometimes used to thicken other

kinds of broth, and pariicularly esteemed when cooked in

fish liquor. All the Indians around Hudson's Bay, South-
ern, Northern, and Esquimaux, constantly swallow the se-

cretion which conies from the nose ; devour the maggots
which are produced by the flesh fly ; and delight in a hand-
ful of lice as much as a European epicure is known to re-

lish the mites in a decayed cheese.

The clothing of the Northern Indians consists chiefly of
deer skins, with the hair inwards; but, for summer use,

they prepare from these skins a fine soft leather, with
which they make theii- stockings, jackets, &c. To make
a complete winter dress for a grow n person requires the

principal parts of eight or ten deer skins; and all these

must, if possible, he procured in the month of August, or

beginning of September, wlicn the fur is thickest, and the

skin least injured by worms. Each person is calculated to

require annually ten more of these skins for the lighter

parts of summer ciotliing, for thongs, lines, and other do-

mestic purposes, besides what is needed for tents, bags. Sec.

The coverings of the tents are always formed of skins with

the hair; and by the Northern Indians are commonly com-
posed (differently from the practice among the Southern
tribes) of separate pieces, containing about five skins in

each. At the commencement of the winter season, they

frequently sew a few of the skins of the deei's legs toge-

ther in the shape of long portmanteaus, which they use as

a kind of temporary sledge, till they reach a situation where
wood can be procured. They then construct proper
sledges of thin hoards of larch fir; and make them of va-

rious sizes, according to the strength of the persons by
whom they are to be dragged. In general they do not

exceed eight or nine feet in length, and twelve or fourteen

inches in breadth ; but sometimes they are not less than

twelve or fourteen feet lona;, and fifteen or sixteen inches

wide. The boards, of which they are made, are only about

a quarter of an inch thick, and five or six inches broad.

They are sewed together with thongs of parchment deer
skin, and several cross-bars are fastened on the upper side

to strengthen the vehicle, and secure the ground lashing.

The head or fore part of the sledge is turned up, so as to

form a semicircle of fifteen or twenty inches diameter, to

prevent the carriage from diving into light snow, and ena-
ble it to rise over the inequalities of the surface. The
trace is a double line or slip of leather fastened to the head
of the sledge, and attached to a collar, which is put across

the shoulders of the person who hauls it, so as to rest

upon the breast. They arc sometimes dragged by dogs,
but too commonly by the women. The snow shoes of the

Northern Indians differ from all others in that country, in

being made so as to be worn always on the some foot, hav-
ing a largt; sweep or curve on the outside, but nearly
straight in the inside. The frames arc usually made of
birch wood, and a netting of thongs from deer skin
fastens the toes and heels to the bottom or sole. They

arc four feet and a half in length, and about thirteen
inches broad.

The canoes of the Northern Indians are smaller and
lighter than those of the Southern nations, so as to be car-

ried by a single person on the longest journies ; and are
chiefly employed for crossing the rivers and lakes, with
which they meet in their progress. These canoes are flat

bottomed, and sharp at each end, so as to bear some re-

semblance to a weaver's shuttle. They seldom exceed
twelve or thirteen feet in length; and are from twenty to

twenty-four inches broad at the widest part. The forepart
is unnecessarily long and narrow, and is all covered over
with birch bark, so as to admit of nothing being laid into it.

The hinder part is much wider, for receiving the baggage,
or a second person, wiio must lie along the bottom, that

the vessel may not upset, wiiile the rower sits on his heels
in the middle space, impelling the vessel with a single pad-
dle. A hatchet, a knife, a file, and an awl, are all the tools

which these Indians employ in making their canoes, snow-
shoes, bows, arrows, and other kinds of wooden work.
These few instruments they use with the utmost dexterity,

and execute every thinii; in the neatest manner. In tan-

ning their leather also, they use a very simple, yet effica-

cious process. The skins are first well soaked in a lather

made of the brains, marrow, and soft fat of the animal ; then
dried before the fire, and even hung in the smoke for seve-
ral days. They are next thoroughly steeped and washed
in warm water, till the grain of the skin is perfectly open
and moistened ; after which they are carefully wrung, and
dried before a slow fire, being in the meantime repeatedly
rubbed and stretched as long as any moisture remains.
Last of all, they are scraped smooth with a knife, and are
extremely soft and beautiful, almost equal to shamois
leather. The women of the Northern Indians, as in most
other tribes, are more the slaves than the companions of
the men ; and are held in a state of unmitigated subjection.

They are commonly rather of low stature and a delicate

shape; but being inured to labour from their infancy, they
are able to sustain all kinds of drudgery, and to carry very
heavy loads on their journies. It is nothing unusual to

see them bear on their backs a burden of eight or ten
stone of fourteen pounds each, or haul in a sledge a much
greater weight. They are expected also to dress the deer
skins, make the clothing, cook the victuals, pitch the tents,

carry home the game when killed, and perform ail the
work of splitting, drying, and preserving it for use. When
the meal is prepared, they are not allowed to partake, till

all the males, even the servants of their fathers or husbands,
have eaten what they think proper ; and, in times of scar-

city, it is not unfrequently their lot to be left without a sin-

gle morsel. They possess little beauty even in youth

;

and become old and wrinkled before they reach the age of
thirty. But they are remarkably chaste, mild, and oblig-

ing creatures, making the most faithful servants, affection-

ate wives, and indulgent mothers. A plurality of wives
is customary among all these Indians, and every man takes
as many as he is able to maintain, or has occasion to era-

ploy in his service. It is not uncommon to see six or
eight in one family ; and they are changed or increased in

number, at the pleasure of tiie husband. From the early

age of eight or nine years, the girls are kept under the

greatest restraint, and are not permitted to join in any
amusements with the children of the other sex; but are

obliged to be constantly beside the old women, learning

their domestic labours. They are betrothed at an early

period of life, without any choice of their own, but entirely

at the will of their relations, who are chiefly anxious to

connect them with men able lo maintain them. No cere-

monies attend their marriages, or divorces; and they are
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taken or dismissed as tlie hiibljaml cliooscs. Wlicn lie

suspects any of lliem of incontiiicncy, or is not pleased

with her accomplishments, he administers a beating and

turns her out of doors, telling her to go to her lover or re-

lations, as the case may be. It is also a daily occurrence

among them to take by force the wives of others whom
they may happen to fancy ; and all lliat is necessary to de-

cide the claim is to vanquish the former husband in wrest-

ling. On these occasions, the bystanders never attempt

to interfere ; nor will one brother even offer to assist ano-

ther, except by giving his advice aloud, which being

equally heard, may be equally followed by both the par-

ties engaged. In these contests, there is properly nothing

like fighting ; and it is very rarely that either of the com-
batants receives any hurt. The whole affair consists in

pulling each other about by the hair of the head, or, if they

should have taken care to cut off their hair and grease

their heads before beginning the contest, they endeavour

to seize each other around the waist, and struggle to prove

their superior strength and title, by throwing their antago-

nist to the ground. When one of them falls or yields, the

other is entitled to carry oK the woman, who was the cause

of contention; but as the children usually go with the

mother, it is chiefly for the younger wives that these con-

tests take place. It is a common custom among them to

exchange wives for a night, as one of the strongest ties of

friendship between the two families; and, in case of the

death of either husband, the other considers himself

bound to support the children of the deceased. The wo-
men among the Northern Indians are less prolific than the

females of more civilized nations ; and their children are

commonly born at such intervals, that the youngest is

usually two or three years old before another is brought

into the world. The wife, when taken in labour, is re-

moved to a small tent erected for her separate accommo-
dation, at such a distance from the other tents that her

cries cannot be heard; and no male above the age of child-

hood approaches the place. No assistance is offered by

the other women to facilitate the birth, which is generally

easy, and the recovery of the mother not less speedy. A
woman after delivery, however, is accounted unclean for a

month or more, and continues to occupy a separate tent

with one or two female acquaintances; nor does the father,

during all that time, even see the child, in the apprehension

that he might dislike its appearance, before its counte-

nance is duly formed. At certain monthly periods, also,

the women are not permitted to remain in the same tent

with their husbands, and are obliged to make a small hovel

for themselves at a little distance from the rest. When
these periods arrive, they creep out of the tent at the side

where they happen to be sitting, as on such occasions they

are not permitted to go out or in by the door ; and it is said,

that, upon any disagreement with their husbands, they often

make a pretence of being in that situation, as a reason for

a temporary separation. During these periods, a woman
is restricted from walking on the ice of rivers or lakes, or

where a fishing net is placed, or from crossing a path

where the head of any animal has been carried, or from
eating of any part of the head; and all this from a super-
stitious notion that by so doing she would impede their

success in hunting. The children are not put in cradles

as among: the Southern Indians, but merely have a small
bundle of dry moss placed between their legs, and are thus
carried on the mother's back next her skin, till they are

able to walk. Though managed in this awkward manner,
very few deformed persons are seen among them. The
children are named by the parents or near relatives; and
the names of the boys are generally taken from that of
some animal, place or season. Those of the girls are most

frequently expressive of some quality or part of the martin,

such as While Martin, Rlack Martin, Summer Martin,

Martin'shead, Marlin's-foot, Martin's-tail, he. The men,
though very indifl'crent about their wives, express much
alfcclion to their children, especially to the youngest ; ap-

parently actuated by no other principle than mere natural

instinct.

When two parties of these Indians chance to meet, their

mode of salutation is rather singular, and (juite different

from all European practices. ^Vhen about twenty or thirty

yards distant from each other, they make a fidl halt; and
sit or lie down upon the ground, without speaking, for

some minutes. At length the oldest on one side breaks
silence, by relating to the other party all the misfortunes

which have befallen him or his companions, since they had

last seen or heard of each other, and also all the deaths or

calamities of any of their countrymen, as far as may have
come to his knowledge. A similar communication is made
in reply; and, should any of the two companies be nearly

affected by any of the bad news announced, they begin to

sob and cry, in which all the rest unite with the utmost
vehemence. They then advance by degrees, and mix
together, the two sexes, however, always associating

separately. The pipes are passed freely, if any tobacco

can be found among them ; conversation becomes general ;

the good news circulate ; cheerfulness appears on cveiy

countenance; and small presents of provisions, ammuni-
tion, or other articles, are made, sometimes as gifts, but

more frequently as speculAtions, to draw forth a greater

present in return. Their principal amusements are, shoot-

ing at a mark with the bow and arrow
;
playing a game

resembling that of quoits, in which they make use of short

clubs sharpened at one end ; or sliifling a button, or smail

bit of wood from hand to hand, as in" which hand will you
take ?" in which the player, whenever he guesses rightly,

receives a counter or chip of wood fiom his antagonist,

and he who first gains all the sticks, is winner of the stake,

which is usually an arrow, or a single load of powder and
shot, or something of inconsiderable value. At times thty

amuse themselves with dancing, which is always perform-
ed during the night; but in which they have nothing pecu-
liar to their own nation, and always imitate the songs and
dances of the Southern tribes, or more commonly of the

Dog-ribbed Indians. These dances are very simple, and
are performed by three or four persons at a time, who
stand up naked, or nearly so, close to the musician ; and,

with their hands close upon the breast, their heads inclin-

ing a little forwards, and their bodies kept quite stiff, lift

their feet alternately in quick succession, and as high as

possiljle. The music is produced by a drum or tal)or, and
sometimes a rattle made of buffalo's hide, shaped like an

oil-flask, and filled with pebbles or small shot. These in-

struments are accompanied with the voice, repeating in a

monotonous kind of tune, the wovds hee,/iee, hee,ho. ho^ho,

kc. The women are never allowed to join in these diver-

sions, but sometimes dance by themselves, out of doors, to

the music which serves the men within the tent. Their
mode of dancing has still less meaning and motion than

that of the men; and is pcrformed-by a number of them
crowding close together in a straight line, sliuftling them-

selves a little from right to left and back again on the same
ground, without lifting their feet ; and making, when the

music stops, a kind of awkward curtsey, with a shrill cry

oi lie-e-e, ho o-o-o-e.

Few of the Northern Indians live to a great age; and

the extreme fatigues which they undergo from their youth,

in procuring their subsistence, is supposed to have no

small effect in shortening their lives. Their most fatal

disorders aie fluxes and consumptions, v.hich carrv oS
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gi-eat numbers of both sexes and of all ages. But the

most prevalent diseases is, a kind of scurvy resembling

the worst stage of the itch. It is seldom known to prove

latal, unless when conjoined witli some internal affection ;

but it is extremely troublesome and obstinate, resisting all

the medicines which have yet been applied at the Com-
pany's factories ; and, when left to the power of nature, as

is always the case among the natives, seldom removed in

less than twelve or eighteen months. They make no use,

indeed, of medicine, either for external or internal diseases,

and attempt to cure tliem solely by charms. The modes
most commonly employed are, sucking the part affected,

blowing and singing to it, laughing, spitting, and uttering

A multitude of unmeaning sounds and vocables. In the

case of some internal complaints, such as colic, strangury.

Sec. the operator frequently blows into the anus or the

adjacent parts, whatever be the sex of the patient, and
continues the process as long and as violently as his lungs

can act. The consequence of such an accumulation of

wind is not unusually precisely the same as the effect of

a clyster ; and the reaction is sometimes so sudden, as to

lodge the contents full in the face of the doctor ; a scene
which, however ludicrous to Europeans, never discom-
poses the gravity of any of the Indian parties or spec-

tators. The medical pructilioners arc a class of con-

jurors, who no doubt impose upon the credulity of their

countrymen, but who seem to have themselves a real be-

lief in the efficacy of some of their operations. In cases

of great danger, besides the usual modes of cure, they

pretend to appease the power of death, and to procure a

respite for the sufferer, by swallowing hatchets, ice-chisels,

broad-bayonets, knives, &c. ; and these feats they are de-

scribed as performing, or rather appearing to perform,
with wonderful dexterity. Some of tlitir exertions are

sufficiently real and laborious, as particularly described in

a case witnessed by Mr Hearne. After one of them had
performed the feat of swallowing a long board, he took

with him other five men and an old woman into the house
v/here the patient lay ; and, having stripped themselves

completely naked, began to suck, blow, sing, and dance
around the sick man, " continuing so to do for three days

and four nights, without taking the least rest or refresh-

ment, not even so much as a drop of water. When these

poor deluding and deluded people came out of the con-

juring-house, their mouths were so parched with thirst, as

to be quite black, and their throats so sore, that they were
scarcely able to articulate a single word, except those that

stand for yes and no in tlieir language. After so long an

abstinence, they were careful not to eat or drink too much
at one time, particularly for the first day ; and, indeed,

some of them, to appearance, were almost as bad as the

poor man they had been endeavouring to relieve. But
great part of this was feigned ; for they lay on their backs
with their eyes fixed as if in the agonies of death, and
were treated like young children. One person sat con-

stantly by them, moistening their mouths with fat, and

now and then giving them a drop of water. At other

times, a small bit of meat was put into their mouths, or a

pipe held for them to smoke. This farce only lasted for

the first day ; after which they seemed to be perfectly well,

except the hoarseness, which continued for a considerable

time afterwards." These conjurors profess to accomplish
their cures by the aid of certain spirits or fairies, with

whom they pretend to converse, and whom they often de-

scribe as appearing to them under tl>e shapes of beasts,

birds, clouds, &c. They are supposed to be equally able,

by means of those supernatural allies, to take away as well

as to prolong any one's life ; and when they chose to

threaten such a malign influence to any individual or

family, the imaginations of their victims are so possessed
by the conviction of their power, that the consequence is

aifirmed to have often proved fatal, without any apparent
molestation being olTetcd to the objects of their vengeance.
Indeed, when any of their principal people die, their death,
in whatever way it has taken place, is usually ascribed to
some conjuring influence, either of their own countrymen,
or of the Esquimaux, or of the Southern tribes. They
never bury their dead, but always leave the bodies on the
spot where they expire. They arc understood :o be gene-
rally devoured by beasts and birds of prey; and for this

reason these Indians will not eat the flesh of foxes, wolves,
ravens, kc. unless they be pressed by absolute necessity.

Though thus neglectful of the mortal remains of their

friends, they are deeply affected with grief for their loss ;

and express their sorrow by tearing off their clothes, ahtl

Wandering about naked, till their neighbours or relatives

come to their relief. After the death of a father, mother,
husband, wife, son, or brother, they mourn for the space of
a whole year, indicating their affliction, not by any par-

ticular dress, but by cutting off their hair, and crying
almost perpetually. But the greatest calamity that can
befal any of these Indians is old age. When any one is

incapable to labour, he is treated, even by his own chil-

dren, with the greatest neglect and disrespect, being always
last served at meals, and then only with the worst of the

victuals ; being clothed in the clumsiest manner, with what
the rest of the family despise to wear; and finally, when no
longer able to walk, deliberately abandoned to perish of

want. This practice is so general, that one half at least of
the aged people of both sexes are supposed to die in this

miserable manner. The absolute necessity of moving
from place to place in quest of subsistence, and the want
of any easy mode of conveyance among them, may be con-

sidered as the original causes of this unnatural custom.
The notions which these Indians entertain in religion

are so extremely vague and limited, that they may almost
be said to have no ideas at all on that subject. With re-

gard to the origin of the world, they have a tradition, that

the first person on earth was a woman, who, after being
some time alone, found an animal like a dog, which fol-

lowed her to the cave where she lived, and transforming

itself during the night-time into the shape of a handsome
youth, rendered her the mother of a family. Some time
afterwards, a person, of such gigantic stature as to reach

the clouds with his head, came to level the land, which
had been hitherto a confused heap, and this he effected

merely with the help of his walking stick, marking out, at

the same time, the lakes, ponds, and rivers. He then

took the dog, and, tearing it in pieces, threw its intestines

into the waters, commanding them to become fishes; dis-

persed its flesh over the land, with a similar charge to

form the different kinds of beasts; threw the pieces of its

skin in the air, to give origin to the feathered tribes ; com-
manded the woman and her offspring to kill, eat, and never

spare, as he had charged these creatures to multiply for

her use ; and then returning to the place whence he came,

has never been heard of since. They believe in the exist-

ence of several kinds of spirits, whom they suppose to in-

habit the different elements, and to whose influence they

attribute every change in their lot, whether favourable or

adverse. They have no fixed creed, however, in these

matters ; but are continually receiving new fables from

their conjurors, who profess to receive intimations in

dreams from these invisible beings. They have no prac-

tical religious observances whatever, except perhaps speak-

ing with reverence of certain beasts and birds, in which

they imagine these spirits to reside. But they restrict the

influence of these beings upon their welfare entirely to the
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pi'cscnt life, and have no idea Whatever of a fulure stale.*

They have indeed a nmltitude of superstitious customs,

some of which have already been mentioned, respecting

success in hunting, fishing, &e. but wliicli seem to partake

more of the nature of civil than religious institutions. One
of the most remarliable of these is that whicli they obseiT-

ed after having put to death any of their enemies in war.

All those who have shed blood are, for many months after-

wards, in a state of uncleanuess, and obliged to perform a

number of strdnge ceremonies. They are prohibited from
cooking any kind of victuals for themselves or others ; re-

quired to paint their faces with red earth before every

meal ; restricted to the use of their own pipe and dish ;

forbidden to eat various parts of animals, particularly the

head, entrails, and blood ; precluded from having their

food prepared in water, so that, if they could not have it

broiled on the fire or dried in the sun, they must eat it in

a raw state ; and finally denied tlie privilege of saluting

any of their wives arid children. When the appointed
time is expired, they kindle a fire at some distance from
the tents, into which they throw all their ornaments, pipe-

stems, and dishes ; and then partake of a feast, consisting

of all those articles of food which they had been prohibited

from using.

The Northern Indians aie an indolent, improvident
race; and are frequently in danger of starving from mere
want of exertion and foresight, especially in their trading

excursions to Prince of Wales Fort, tlie only one of the

factories which they frequent. They are seldom guilty of
stealing froin one another, hut are ready to pick up every
kind of iron work which falls in their way at the Com-
pany's settlements. They excel in all the arts of defraud-

ing and overreaching, and especially in playing the part of
j'eigned want and distress. They are continually pleading
poverty even among themselves; and, at the factory, they

may be said to practise begging more than traffic. They
are generally of a morose and covetous disposition, and
remarkably deficient in gratitude. They are by no means
a warlike people, and are not inclined to acts of cruelty,

except towards their enemies the Esquimaux. Whatever
losses or injuries they may sustain from one another, their

revenge rarely extends beyond a wrestling match with the

offender. Murder is almost unknown among them; and
the perpetrator of such a crime would be treated by uni-

versal consent as an outlaw froin their tribe. At the same
time, they testify little humanity to the sufferings of others

beyond the circle of their immediate relatives; and are

known rather to ridicule, in the most unfeeling manner,
the most afflicting cases of distress. They are not at all

addicted to the use of spirituous liquors ; and though some,
Nvho have intercourse with the factory^ may learn to take

them freely enough, when given gratis, they never think

of them as an article of purchase. They are thus always

sober, and are guilty of no greater rioting than what con-

sists in abusive language. They are apt to become inso-

lent and uncomplying when treated with indulgence
; but

nevertheless are by far the mildest tribe of Indians to be

found on the borders of Hudson's Bay.

The Esquimaux who inhabit the northern coasts of

Hudson's Bay,t (to whom alone the following particulais

apply.) seldom approach the Company's fort at Church-
hill River ; but a sloop is regularly sent to trade with them
at Knapp's Bay, Navel's Bay, and Whale Cove. It is only

since the middle of last century, that the Company's ser-

vants could venture to land among them, (partly, perhaps,

because they were considered by the Esquimaux as the
allies of their most inveterate enemies, the Northern In-

dians,) but they have of late become so much civilized,

and reconciled to the Europeans, as readily to welcome
their arrival, and to treat them with every mark of hospi-
tality. They liavc long been persecuted by their more
powerful neighbours the Northern Indians with the most
savage barbarity. No quarter is ever granted on either
side ; and the strongest party never fails to massacre every
creature of the vanquished, without sparing even the wo-
men and children. Of late years, however, the company's
servants have extended their protection to the oppressed
Esquimaux, and have succeeded in establishing a peace
between the two nations, so far at least that parties and
individuals of both tribes can meet each other in a friendly
manner, or rather without any disposition to plot each
other's destruction. But the more distant Esquimaux,
who reside so far to the north as to have no intercourse
With the Europeans, are still exposed and often fall a
sacrifice to the fury of their enemies. They are tolerably
well protected in winter by their remote situation ; and, in

summer, they guard as much as possible against surprise,
by residing chiefly on islands and peninsulas ; but with
all these precautions, they are often so harassed and closely
pressed by their pursuers, as to be obliged to leave behind
them those goods and utensils upon which they depend for

procuring subsistence, and the loss of which they cannot
replace without a great expence of time and labour.

These more northern Esquimaux are of low stature and
broad figure, but neither strong nor well proportioned.
Their complexion is of a dirty copper colour, but some of
their women aie considerably fairer. They have a sin-

gular custom which distinguishes them as a peculiar tribe,

namely, that all the men have the hairs of their heads
pulled out by the root ; but in most other respects, they
resemble the Esquimaux of Hudson's Straits and I^abra-

dore. Their arms and utensils, from the want of ])roper

tools, are very inferior in workmanship to those of the

more southern tribes of their nation ; yet even with the im-
perfect instruments in their possession, many of their arti-

cles of furniture are formed and ornamented with wonder-
ful ingenuity, especially their stone kettles. They are

made of a giey porous stone, of an oblong square shape,

wider at the top than the bottom, with strong handles of

solid stone left at each end, for the purpose of lifting them
more conveniently, and are sometimes large enough to

contain five or six gallons. They ate all ornamented with
neat mouldings around the rim, and occasionally with a

kind of fluted work at the corners ; and all this is execut-

ed with no other instruments than such as are made of a

harder kind ol stone. Their arrows, spears, darts. Sec. are

generally pointed with a triangular piece of black stone,

or sometimes a piece of copper. Their tools for wood
work are entirely of this metal, namely, hatchets, broad
bayonets, and women's knives. The hatchets are made of

a thick piece of copper, about five or si.x inches long, and

from one and a half to two iiiclies square, bevelled away
at one end like a mortice chisel, and fastened at the other

to a wooden handle about twelve or fourteen inches in

length, so as to resemble an adze ; but they have neither

weight nor sharpness to act like an adze or hatchet, and

are generally applied in working like a chisel, being driven

into the wood with a heavy club. The bayonets resemble

an ace of spades, and are fastened to a handle of deef*s

horn about a foot long. During summer, they live in cir-

* The Southern Indiums coribider the auror.i boi-ealis as the assembled spirits of theii- departed hiends dancing in the clouds
; but the

Northern Indians liave nii belief of this nature, and merely speak of Ihiit phenomenon by tlie name of Deer, in consequence, it is said, nl'

observing, that a hairy deer-skin, when briskly stroked witli the hand m die dark, emits electrical sparks like these lights in the atmosphere.

f For an accou'it of the other tribes of that people, see Ghekvlasd and Lauuadjiie.
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culai- tents covered with deer skins, and employ them-

selves principally in fishing ; but in winter they occupy

small huts, the lower half of which is sunk below the sur-

face of the earth, and the upper part formed with poles

which meet at tlie top in a conical form. Those who re-

side near Churchhill river travel, in winter, from lake to

lake, or from river to river, wliere they have magazines

of provisions, and heaps of moss for fuel ; but as those

stations are often far distant from each other, they fre-

quently pitch their tents on the ice, and cut holts in tlie

ice within the tent, where they sit and angle for fish,

which, for want of fire, they eat in a manner alive as they

come out of the water, and are altogether a miserable starv-

ing race of beings.

The original Hudson's Bay Company appear to have

acted upon the most liberal and benevolent principles.

Their instructions to their factors contain the most explicit

directions, to use eveiy mean in their power for reclaim-

ing the Indians from a state of baibarism, and inculcating

on their minds the principles of Christianity. They were,

at the same time, admonished to trade with them etjuitably,

and to take no advantage of their native simi)licity ; to ex-

plore the country, and to study to derive such benefit from
its soil and produce, as might redound to the interest of the

mother-country, as well as to their own emolument ; to

watch over the behaviour of the European servants, espe-

cially as to sobriety, temperance, and veneration for the

services of religion. The chid person in command at each
'settlement is called the governor of the fort, and some-
times there is one appointed to act under him, termed the

second. These, with the surgeon and the master of the

sloop attached to the place, constitute a council, who de-

liberate together in all matters of importance, or cases of

emergency. The governors are appointed for a. period of

3 or 5 years, and have from 50^. to 150^. per annum as fixed

salary, with a premium upon the trade, which conse-

quently fluctuates according to its amount.* The labour-

ing servants, who are chiefly procured from the Orkney
islands, are generally engaged for three, four, or five years,

and, about twenty years ago, received six pounds per an-

num as wages, independent of maintenance. Their em-
ployments consist principally in carrying fuel, sledging the

snow out of the avenues of the factory, and hunting. The
company expoit muskets, pistols, powder, shot, brass and iron

kettles, hatchets, knives,cloth,blankets, baize, flannels, gun-
worms, steels and flints, hats, looking-glasses, fish-hooks,

rings, belts, needles, thimbles, glass-beads, vermilion,

thread, brandy, &c. with which they purchase from the na-

tives skins, furs, whalebone, train oil, ivory, eider-down,

&c. The trade was understood, in its original flourishing

state, to be the most profitable in the world ; and the pro-

prietors of the stock were generally supposed to gain about
2000 per cent. It has been denounced, however, as pro-

portionably detrimental to the mother-country ; and it has

been affirmed, that, if laid entirely open, the number of per-

sons employed, and the quantity of wares exported, might
easily be increased ten fold. The company are charged, at

the same time, with transacting all their affairs with the

greatest secrecy, and always shewing the utmost reluct-

ance to expose tlie details of their trade to public view.

On the other hand, during a parliamentary inquiry into

their proceedings in 1749, they produced documents to

prove, that their pi'ofits were sufficiently limited, as ap-
pears from the following summary of their expenditure
and returns, in the space of ten years, from 1739 to 1748,

inclusive :

Charges of shipping, factories, &c. in ten

years L. 15r,432 14 4
Exports during that period . . . 52,463 9

Total expences .

Amount of sales

L. 209,896 3 4

273,542 18 8

Clear profits from the trade in ten years L. 63 646 15 4

Dividends in one year among 100 shares > r g^gx 13 g
of Z. 100 each . . .5

For each proprietor of Z. 100 stock . Z,. 63 12 11

The following account of imports and sales for one year,

from Michaelmas 1747 to Michaelmas 1748, may afford a

more detailed view of the articles of the trade, and their

respective values :

d.

6 per skin

8 do.

ri do.

lOJ do.

1} do.

do.

7 do.

6j do.

7 do.

7 do.

3 do.

2 per lb.

2} do.

Oi do.

1 per skin.

7 do.

M.
9 A per stun.

1 do.

Articles.
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In forming a standard of trade with the natives, the

beaver skin is taken as the univeisal measure; and a com-
parative valuation made of the other kinds of peltry, &c.

A full grown moose
Cub ditto

Old bears

Cub ditto

Foxes, black

Ditto, grey

Ditto, wliite

Ditto, red

Ditto, brown
Wolf
Wolverins
Cats
Otter, old parchment
Ditto, cub and drest

Martins, prime
Ditto, ordinary

Deer, buck
Ditto, doe

Musquash
Goose feathers

Ditto quills

Castor

With these the trading goods are bartered, or rather

directed to be bartered, at the following rates :
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with their esteem, ami application for advice on the sub-

ject. But our countrymen from Canada are bold adven-

turers, and far superior to the Company's servants : the

former work for their own benefit, while the latter do not."

" I repeatedly advised the Directors to prosecute the trade

to Athabasca; but the servatits never would venture, mak-

ing as excuse, that they would be in want of food." The
company, however, have been loudly and publicly charged

villi making only the most languid exertions, with failing

from an ill-judged parsimony to animate their servants by

adequate salaries, and with injudiciously employing in the

carrying part of the inland trade the native Indians, who

are so much less active than the Canadian servants, and

who are thus withdrawn from their more profitable service

as hunters. It has been affirmed, in short, that were they

to prosecute the trade with spirit, the Canadian associations

would be obliged to relinquish it entirely ; and it has been

consequently urged, that so inefTicient a monopoly should

be thrown open to the exertions of the public. These

charges, however, are made chiefly, and rather inconsist-

ently, by the rival fur traders from Canada, who have certainly

been the greatest gainers by the remissness of those from

Hudson's Bay; and who must be convinced, that, if the

irade were thrown open, it would naturally be prosecuted

lather through the more favourable stations on Hudson's

Bay, than through the circuitous route of the St Lawrence.

See Foster's History of Voyages and Discoveries in the

.Yorth ; Hearne's Travels to the Morthern Ocean ; Mac-
kenzie's Voyages through the Continent of A''orlh ylriurica ;

ymfreville's Slate of Hudson's Bay ; and Long's Travels

w Canada, (y)
HUET, Peter Daniel, Bishop of Avranches in

France, an eminent scholar, was born of a good family at

Caen in Normandy, on the 8th of February, 1630. His pa-

rents died while he was but an infant, and left him to the

care of guardians, who neglected him ; but his natural

abilities and innate love of learning overcame all disadvan-

tages, and before he was thirteen years of age he had

finished his studies in the belles lettres. Having entered

into the study of philosophy, he found an excellent guide

in father Maimbrun, a Jesuit, who directed him to begin

by learning a little geometry. Huet, however, went farther

than his tutor desired, and contracted such a relish for the

mathematics as had almost induced him to abandon his

other studies.

Having finished his elementary studies, it was his object

to apply himself to the law, and to take his degrees in that

faculty ; but from this pursuit he was diverted by two
books which were then published. These were, " The
Principles of Descartes," and " Bochart's Sacred Geogra-
phy." To the philosophy of Descartes, of which he was
a great admirer, he adhered for many years ; but afterwards

abandoned it, when he discovered the fallacy of its princi-

ples. The immense erudition displayed in Bochart's work
made a great impression on him, and inspired him with a

strong desire to become conversant with Greek and He-
brew learning. To assist his progress in these studies, he

contracted a friendship with Bochart, who was minister of

the Protestant church at Caen.

At the age of twenty, he was emancipated, by the cus-

tom of Normandy, from the tuition of his guardians ; and
soon after made a journey to Paris, with the view of pur-

chasing books, and becoming acquainted with the learned

men of the times. About two years afterwards, he accom-
panied Bochart to the court of Christina, queen of Sweden,
and had thus an opportunity of introducing himself to the

learned in other parts of Europe. The (juesn, it is said,

\vished to have engaged him in her service ; but owing to

the jealousy and intrigues of Bourdel, another physician,

Bociiarl's reception had not been very gracious; and Huet,

being aware of the fickle temper of Cliristiiia, declined all

ofi'crs, and returned to France after an absence of three

months. The principal advantage which he derived from

this journey, besides the acquaintance he formed with the

learned men in Sweden and Holland, consisted in the ac-

quisition of a copy of a manuscript of Origen's Commen-
taries u/ion St Matthew, which lie transcribed at Stock-

holm. While engaged in translating this work, he was
led to consider the rules of translation, as well as the dif-

ferent manners of the most celebrated translators ; and in

1661, he published his thoughts upon this subject at Paris,

under the title De inierfiretatione libri duo ; a work written

with great vigour and elegance, in the form of a dialogue

between Casaubon, Fronto Ducaeus, and Thuanus. In

1664, he published, at Utrecht, an elegant collection of

Greek and Latin poems, which was afterwards enlarged in

several successive editions. At length, in 1668, he pub-

lished at Rouen his Origenis Commentarii, Sec. cum Latina

inter/iretatione, nolis et observationibus, in 2 vols, folio ; to

which was pi-efixed an ample preliminary discourse, con-

taining all that antiquity relates concerning Origen.

In 1659, Huet was invited to Rome by Christina, who
had abdicated her crown and retired thither; but he again

declined the invitation. About ten years after, when Bos-

suet was appointed preceptor to the Dauphin, Huet was
chosen for his colleague, with the title of sub-preceptor.

He accordingly went to court in 1670, and remained there

till 1680, when the dauphin was married. It is to this ap-

pointment, pi obably, that the learned world is indebted for

the editions of the classics in usum Delfihini ; for although

the first idea of the commentaries for the use of the dau-

phin was started by the Duke de Montausier, it was Huet
who digested the plan, and directed the execution of this

useful undertaking. Although necessarily mucli occupied
with the duties of his situation, he found leisure, at this pe-

riod, to compose his Demonstratio Evangelica, which was
published at Paris in 1679, in folio, and has since been re-

printed in various forms. He was admitted a member of

the French Academy in 1674.

At the age of forty-six, Huet entered into orders; and
in 1678 he was presented by the king to the abbey of Au-
nay in Normandy, whither he retired every summer after

he had left the court. In 1685, he was nominated to the

bishopric of Soissons, which, with the consent of the king,
he exchanged with the Abbe de Sillery for the see of

Avranches. In 1689, he published his Ce7isura fihilosofihia

Cartesiana ; and in 1690, his Questionia Alnetana de Con-
cordia Rationis et Fidei-, which work is written in the form
of a dialogue, after the manner of Cicero's Tusculan Ques-
tions.

In 1699, he resigned his bishopric of Avranches, and
was presented to the abbey of Fontenay, near the gates of

Caen. Soon after, he removed to Paris, and lodged among
the Jesuits in the Maison Profes^ee, to whom he bequeath-

ed his library, reserving to himself the use of it while he
lived. Here he resided during the last twenty years of his

life, and employed himself chiefly in writing notes on the

vulgate translation of the Bible ; for which purpose he is

said to have read over the Hebrew text twenty-four times,

comparing it, as he went along, with the other Oriental

texts. In 1712, he was seized with a severe illness, from
which, contrary to the expectation of his physicians, he
gradually recovered, and applied himself to the. writing of

his life, which was published at Amsterdam in 1718, under

the title oS. Pet. Dan. Huetii, Efiisco]ii Abricensis, Commen-
tariue de rebus ad cum Jiertinencibus. The critics have
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woijderetl how such a master of the Latin language as

Huet should have been guilty of so great a solecism in the

very title of his book, by using the pronoun ewn instead of

se. This performance, although composed in an amusing
style, is by no means equal to his other worlds, his facul-

ties being then a good deal impaired. He ditd on the 2Gth

of January, 1721, in the 91st year of his age. Tlie AbLe
Olivet relates a most remarkable singularity of Iluet, viz.

that for two cu' three hours before his death, he recovered
all the vigour of his genius and memory.

Besides the works we have mentioned in the course of

the preceding narrative, Huet published a variety of other

treatises upon literary and philosophical subjects. He had
been, throughout the whole of his long life, a hard student;

and he left behind him the reputation of one of the most
learned men of the age. Sec Eioge Historitjue ile M. Nuet,
par M. CAbbe Olivet, prtfi.xcd to his Tratte Philosojilnque

dt la foiblesse de CEsprit humain ; Aikin's Life of Huet,
London, 1810; and Geu. liioff. Diet, [z)

HUGUENOTS, a name of uncertain origin, given to

the Protestants of France. A full account of their history

will be found in our article Fkance.
HULL, or KiNGsTON-upoN-HuLL, is a seaport town of

England, in the cast riding of Yorkshire, situated on the

west side of the river Hull, and on the northern side of the

river Humber, about twenty miles from its mouth.
The town, which lies on a level tract of ground, extends

nearly in a direct line along the river Hull, from the Hum-
ber bank to very near the church of Sculcoates, a space of

about two miles. It stretches nearly as far in another di-

rection, from the High Street on the river Hull towards
Beverly, Anlaby, and Hessle. The dock, or artificial har-

bour, divides the town into two principal divisions. The
one to the north of the dock belongs to the parish of Scul-

coates, and is without the original boundaries of Hull. It

consists of several very spacious streets, which have been
built chiefly within the last thirty years. The principal

streets of Hull are clean and spacious, atid the whole town
js paved, flagged, and lighted.

The public buildings of Hull are numerous, but by no
means elegant. The Trinity church, which was partly

built about the year 1312, is a magnificent and beautiful

structure, built in the Gothic style. It occupies a space of

20,056 square feet. It extends 279 feet from the west door

to the east end of the chancel. The nave is 144 feet long,

the breadth of the transept 28, and the length of the chan-

cel 100. The breadth of the nave is 72 feet, and the

breadth of the chancel 70 feet. St Mary's church, com-
monly called the Low church, was built a few years later

than the preceding. Its length is 74 feet, and the height

of the steeple is 74 feet. St John's church, a neat and

simple brick building, was erected at the sole expence of

the Rev. Thomas Dikes, and finished in 1792. It is 86

feet long, and 59 broad. It is wholly built upon arches,

raised seveij feet above the surface, and contains more
than 70 vaults for burying the dead. The town contains

several places of worship belonging to the three denomi-

nations of dissenters, to the Methodists, and other secta-

ries. The Methodist chapel in VValtham Street is spacious

and elegant.

Among the charitable institutions of Ilull, that of the

Trinity-house is the most ancient. It was established in

1369, for the reception of decayed seamen who have been

admitted members of the institution ; but it has, for many
years past, been set apart for the widows of such seamen

as have attained the age of fifty. In 1787, the Trinity-

house built an hospital for decayed seamen and their wives;

and in the same year they founded a marine scliool, for

preparing boys for the sea service. Thirty-six boys are
now educated at this seminary, each member of the cor-
poration appointing one. They continue at school three
years, and are annually clothed in a neat uniform. The
present house was erected in 1753, and is of a quadrangu-
lar form, inclosing a spacious area. The different apart-
ments, and the curiosities which they contain, are well
v.'orthy of being examined.
The Charter-house Hospital was founded by Michael

de la Pole in 1384, for the support of poor pensioners,
under the superintendance of a master. It is a plain

building, with two projecting wings, and is built of hand-
some brick, covered with blue slate. It contains 44 apart-
ments, well fitted up for the accommodation of the pen-
sioners, who are allowed 3s. 6d. per week each, besides
coal, turves, and occasional payments. The chapel,
which is spacious and neat, is in the body of the build-

ing. The minor charities are. Lister's Hospital, for the

reception of 12 paupers; Gregg's Hospital; Growlers
Hospital, for 12 paupers; Watson's Hospital, for 14

poor ; Gee's Hospital ; Harrison's Hospital; and Ratcliffe's

Hospital.

The Charity Hall or Work House was established in

the reign of King William III. The house is decent
and commodious, and has a house of correction adjoining
to it.

The public charities supported by voluntary contribu-

tion are very numerous. The General Infirmary was esta-

blished in 1782 upon the most liberal and humane princi-

ples. The building is of brick, ornamented with stone,

and is neat and handsome. It is situated in a healthy spot,

and can accommodate seventy in-patients. The ranges of

wards open into a long, wide, and airy gallery, for the pur-

pose of obtaining a perfect ventilation. The total nurnber
of patients admitted between 1782 and 1816 is 15,129, of

whom 11,248 have been cured, and 193 greatly relieved.

The total number of persons vaccinated, up to January 1,

1816, is 5,566.

The Lying-in Charity appears to have been established

about 1802. More than 4.281 patients have been admit-

ted since the 5th April 1802, and the number of children

born 4,314. The Hull Female- Penitentiary was opened
in July 1811. More than 100 females have been ad-

mitted, and a great proportion of these have been re-

stored to their friends. The Hull and Sculcoates Dis-

pensary has been recently established, and a Humane So-

ciety, for the recovery of persons apparently dead, was
founded in 1800.

The Gramnar School of Hull was founded and en-

doAved in 1436 by John Alcock, Bishop of Ely. The
School Room is esteemed one of the best in England.

The Vicar's School is a free institution, founded in 1734

by William Mason, vicar of the parish, and the father of

the poet, for the education of 60 scholars. Coggan's
Charity School educates 20 poor female children. Besides

these, there are subscription schools in Salthouse Lane,

which originated in 1786. They consist of two day schools

for girls, each containing 30, and four Sunday schools for

boys. The buildings are capacious, and no fewer than 250

boys and 150 girls are educated here on Bell and Lancas-

ter's system.

The other public buildings at Hull are, the citadel,

the exchange, the custom-house, the theatre, the gaol,

the Hull subscription library. Sec. The citadel, intended

for the defence of the harbour and town, is situated on

the east bank of the river. The ancient castle, called
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the Magazine, is a nievc storehouse lor aims and am-

munition. A battery of 21 guns faces the Humber, and

tlie embrasures on the mound'5 are well furnished vvith

cannon. The citadel is surrounded with a duch palisa-

doed in the middle. The garrison generally consists of a

few companies of invalids. The exchange was opened on

the 1st of January 1794. It is a brick building, on a most

svibstanlial plan, with a spacious flagged area in front of it.

The public subscription news room is above the ex-

change. The customliouse is a spacious and handsome

buildnig, situated in White Friar Gate. The theatre,

erected in 18j9, is a large building hi Humber Street.

The present gaol, which contains very healthful accommo-

dations, was erected in consequence of an act of parliament

passed in 1789. The Hull subscription library was insti-

tuted Dec. 6, 1775 ; and the foundation stone of the pre-

sent building in Parliament Street was laid on the 21st of

June 1800. The library possesses a spacious reading-

room, which is open to the subscribers every day. The
colteclion of modern books is excellent, and the number of

subscribers is nearly 500.

The avenue from the market-place to the Humber
was widened some time ago, by removing the guildhall,

on the site of which the most elegant and well ventilated

shambles were erected in 1806. The east end of Trinity

church is thus exposed to the market-place, in the centre

of which is a beautiful equestrian statue of King William

ni. erected in 1734 by subscription, and executed by Mr
Sheemaker.

Hull may be considered as one of the first commercial

towns in the united kingdom. It carries on a great inter-

course with the Baltic, and sends an immense number of

ships annually to the whale fishery.

The wet dock, which was originally intended to receive

all the ships engaged in the trade of Hull, was begun in

virtue of an act of parliament passed in 1774. The founda-

tion stone was laid on the 19th Oct. 1775, and the whole

was completed in four years instead of seven, as required

by the act. Government gave a grant of the ground, and

of 15,000/. It occupies the place where the walls and
ramparts once stood, and it enters immediately from
the \\ier Hull, about 300 yards from its mouth. It is

700 yards long, 85 wide, 22 deep, and is capable of con-

taining 130 vessels of 300 tons. Including the wharfs

and quays, it covers an area of 13 acres, the area of the

dock being 48,188 square yards, and that of the quay
17,479. The subscribers are incorporated under the title

of the " Dock Company at Kingston-upon-HuU." The
number of shares was originally 120 ; but acts were passed

in 1802 and 1805, empowering the Company to raise them
to 180. The money arising from this increase in the num-
ber of shares, amounting to 82,390/., was appropriated to

the construction of another wet dock, called the Humber
Dock.
The foundation stone of the Humber Dock was laid on

the 13th April 1807, and it was completed in 1809, at the

expence of 220,000/. The area of the dock is 7 acres and
18 perches, and that of the road and wharfs is 3 acres and
33 perches, amounting in all to 10 acres 1 rood and 11

perches. It oi>ens into the Humber by a lock, which will

admit a fifty gun ship, and which is crossed by an iron

bridge. By extending the dock a little farther to the
north, to the extremity of White Friar Gate, the old

town may be completely insulated. Hull possesses also

several dry docks for repairing vessels. The following
Table, shewing the amount of the customs in different

years, will exhibit a correct view of the progress of the
trade of Hull:

1701 .
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Number employed in agriculture, . . . 305

Do. employed ill trade and manufactures . 2608
Do. not included in any of these classes . 3628
Males 11,998

Females 14,794

Total population 26,792

See the Guide to Hull., published by Mr Cragtjs, who
has favoured us with the proof slieets of it before it was
published ; Tickhill's History of Hull ; and the Beauties of
England and XVales, vol. xvi. p. 447—537.

HUMBER, the Mus of Ptolemy, is a large river or

estuary in England, which runs into the German Ocean
after separating the counties of York and Lincoln. Be-
low the confluence of the Ouse with the Trent, the for-

mer of which carries off almost all the waters of York-
shire, the united streams receive the name of the Hum-
ber. It is gradually enlarged to the breadth of two or

three miles, and below Hull it swells into an estuary about

six or seven miles broad. The H umber has been com-
pared to the trunk of a vast tree, spreading its branches in

every direction, and commanding the navigation and trade

of a very extensive and commercial part of England. See
England.
HUME, David, an eminent historian, metaphysician,

and general literary character, was the younger son of a

very respectable Scottish family, and was born at Edin-
burgh on the 26th of April 1711. He lo6t his father when
an infant, and the care of his education devolved on his

mother, whom he describes as a woman of great merit,

who performed in a most exemplary manner the duties

of an only parent. In his youth he made a creditable ap-

pearance as a scholar, and acquired a high ardour for lite-

rature. This did not, as often happens, subside as soon as

those more serious occupations to which, in the common
calculations of mankind, literature is reckoned preparatory

and subservient, were presented to his mind. His forwne
being slender, he was destined to the profession of the

law. But this pursuit, with all the prospects of honour
and wealth which it presents to an aspiring mind, had not

for him sufficient charms to eclipse the attractions of clas-

sical literature and philosophy. Nor was Mr Hume even

content to cultivate the two pursuits in conjunction, the one

as the means of his future livelihood, and the other as hav-

ing a more immediate relation to man as a thinking being.

The contrast of their intrinsic character had the effect of

disgusting him with the study of law, which he wholly ne-

glected in order to devote himself to literature. He there-

fore renounced entirely these professional pursuits. Not
entertaining the hope, however, of supporting himselfcom-
fortably by literary occupations, he was prevailed on', at

the age of twenty-three, to make a feeble attempt to enter

on a mercantile employment in the city of Bristol. This

he soon relinquished, as totally unsuited to his turn of

mind ; and at last, combining a regard for his favourite

studies with the dictates of prudence, he formed a plan

for leading the life of a literary man. He resided for two

years in France, first at Rhcinis, and afterwards at La
Fleche in Anjou, where he practised a strict economy, and

prosecuted with much industry his literary studies. In

this retreat he probably had not access to extensive libra-

ries, and depended cliitfly on a small collection of his own,

with such assistance as was furnished by the convents of

the country. Here he was chiefly occupied in the compo-
sition of that ingenious, but singular and somewhat para-

doxical work, his Treatise on Human ATature. He ac-

knowledges that, in the midst of these studies, he was not

certain of the utility of his labours, and was in some mea-
sure puzzled by the interminable problems which his own

ingenuity hail raised; yet he gave himself up to the bent
of an inquisitive mind, regardless of conclusions, trusting
that investigation, if free from bias, could not be too keen
or persevering, and that all its apparent disadvantages
must be accidental and temporary. He studied human
nature in a point of view which was in a great measure his
own, without consulting the prevailing taste, either in the
choice of his subject, or in the style and manner in which
he chose to handle it. He has been accused of a passion
for singularity ; but we find him in this instance regretting,
that opinions which he found inevitable were so different
from those which prevailed around him. He published
his treatise in London in 1738, and then returned to his

friends in Scotland. But all the visions of a sanguino
author were now severely mortified. He had been pre-
pared to encounter opposition and outcry. These he ex-
pecfed, and he seems to have pleased liimself with con-
trasting his own unanswerable theorems with the shal-

low replies which would be zealously and from nume-
rous quarters elicited. But his work excited no inte-

rest ; it was neither known nor read, and, as he himself
expresses it, "fell dead-bom from the piess." He con-
tinued, however, to value the opinions which it con-
tained; and endeavoured, by various persevering efforts,

to conciliate to them the public attention. The admi-
rers of his metaphysics reckon it the most profound of
his works, and consider his subsequent writings on the
same subject as losing in depth what they gained in popu-
larity of manner.

His disappointment, though keenly felt, was surmounted
by a cheerful and sanguine temper ; and he prosecuted,
with renewed industry, his literary labours in the country.
In 1742, he published the first part of his Essays, which
met with a reception sufiiciently favourable to console him
for his first disappointment. In 1745, he resided as a com-
panion to the Marquis of Annandale in England for twelve
months ; and, from his appointments during that time, ac-

quired a considerable accession to his small fortune. About
this time the professorship of moral philosophy in the uni-

versity of Edinburgh becoming vacant by the resignation of
Dr (afterwards Sir John) Pringle, Mr Hume became a
candidate for that situation ; but the sceptical principles

which he had advanced in his first work were too offen-

sive to allow the magistrates, who were the patrons, or
those learned persons whom they consulted, to receive him
as a public instructor of youth, and that application was
consequently ineffectual.

In 1745, he accompanied General St Clair, as his private

secretary, in an expedition destined for Canada, which ter-

minated in an incursion on the coast of France. In 1747,

he attended the same gentleman in his military embassies
to the courts of Vienna and Turin. From this cause his

literary occupations weie suspended for two years ; but he
enjoyed with much relish, that polished societywhich he
highly ornamented, and in which he was a general favour-

ite. At this time he attempted to give a more popular

form to his first speculations, in a work entitled An Inquiry

concerning the Human Understanding ; which, however,

had little better success than the original treatise. A new
edition of his Essays was also |)ublished, which met not

with a much better reception. Mortified in some degree,

but not discouraged, by these miscarriages, he continued

his efforts to rouse the attention of tije world to his favourite

subjects. He had now returned to his brother's house in

Scotland, where he composed his Political Discourses, and

his Inquiry concerning the Princi/tles of Alorals. His

opinions had gradually worked themselves into notice ; an

effect which the plausibility of his reasonings, the charms

of his language, and the importance of the subjects, could
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not fail to produce. Being adverse to the prevailing phi-

losophy, as well as bearing strongly on the religion of the

age, and considered by many persons as alarming in their

tendency, llicy could not, of course, be pcrniiued to extend

their influence, without having their validity subjected to

the most rigid scrutiny. Mr Hume, either unalterably con-

fident in the justness of his views, or considcrin'fj: tlieni as

less important tlian his fame, was principally disposed to

look on the appearance of a succession of replies, as flatter-

ing symptoms of his rising reputation, and derived from

them encouragement to proceed in his career. In 1752,

his Political Discourses were published. Tliis was the first

of his works which gained immediate attention, and gene-

ral approbation. He also now publislicd his In<iiiiry con-

cerning the Frinci/iles of Morals, a work which met with

little notice, though more highly valued by the author than

any other. It appeared to correspond too much with the

sceptical principles of his other writings on moral subjects,

by referring all moral distinction to utility. It certainly,

however, displayed much acutcncss of research, and con-

tributed to remove much of the rubbish by which questions

of this nature had been encumbered. The dangerous cha-

racter which Lord Kames, and some others of his oppo-

nents, attached to a theory which reduced all moral diH'er-

ences to utility, as leaving them to the arbitrary decisions

and varying judgments of individuals, is more or less appli-

cable to every theory on the subject. The agreement or

disagreement of mankind on particular moral questions, is

rather matter of fact than of theory. The apprehensions of

any dangerous tendency attached to the theory of Mr Hume,
imply, in their most obvious sehse, a contradiction in terms.

Utility is, in itself, real and precise, however obscurely un-

derstood ; and in its very essence excludes all idea of

danger. We have, indeed, heard particular acts represent-

ed as inculcated by utility, while their danger was capable

of being painted in the most convincing terms. These ar-

guments only prove, that the character of utility may be

rashly applied, while some circumstances essential to it are

omitted. Utility, indeed, is not a simple original principle.

"It is a general feature, applicable to a variety of phenome-

na, among which human actions are to bo numbered; and

even with those who grant that there are prior principles of

our nature which serve to suggest moral distinctions, all

such suggestions must be allowed to become the subjects

of computation ; and in all discussions of the propriety of

particular actions, utility is the ultimate test to which we
are referred, and is necessary to stamp thetn with the cha-

lacter of rectitude.

In the same year, he was made librarian to the Faculty

of Advocates of Edinburgh, a situation which not only gave
him command of the invaluable library belonging to that

body, but forcibly directed his attention to the character of

the works which it contained. It was now that he began
to write his History of £nglsnd, that liighly pleasing per-

formance, which, however censured in some of its parts

and tendencies, is read with delight by all classes of per-

sons, and does high credit to the countiy which gave Ijirlh

to its author. The first volume that was published, com-
menced with the accession of the house of Stuart, and con-

tained the reigns of James I. and Charles I. It appeared
in 1754. The public, however, were not so easily won by
the splendour of his narrative, and that air of easy philoso-

phy which dictated the remarks of the historian, as to give

any quarter to his obnoxious sentiments. He ofTendcd the

Christian world, by treating religious systems too lightly,

and even the advantages which this characteristic might at

first seem to promise to the spirit of toleration, were found
to be coldly withheld. His displeasure is chiefly directed

against the complaints, and even the non-conformity, of the

people ; and he palliates in the conduct of princes all de-

viations from patriotism and law, as well as that offensive

arrogance which set at nought the object of general satis-

faction. He construes ilie slightest incongruity in the com-
plaints of the nation, which was capable of being turned to

ridicule, into a vindication of the most arbitrary and intole-

I ant conduct on the part of the sovereign. The party ques-

tions relating to the rights which king or people respective-

ly derived from precedent and law, were of much less mo-
ment than the spirit in which the contending parties main-

tained their point. Appeals to the original and universal

rights of man arc reckoned dangerous, as being subject to

the v/idest dilVcrences of opinion, and therefore firecedentz

in favour of liberty had been chiefly appealed to by the

AVhigs. Precedents, however, were to be found on both

sides ; and Mr Hume points out the shallowness of any pre-

tence to make the ultimate decision of great and general

<|Ucstions in politics depend on them. It is with the degree
of correctness and generosity of the spirit in which the

king and the people approached to one another for the ad-

justment of their differences, that an unbiassed historian is

chiefly concerned in measuring to each party his share of

approbation and of censure. This was certainly so offensive

and unconcilialing on the part of the Stuarts, as to amount
to a forfeiture of all submission, and even of all sympathy,
from the party which they laboured to crush. That the

dissensions of the times rendered the duties of a sovereign

arduous, must be acknowledged, and strong measures
might have been on some occasions necessary. But the

measures of these princes had neither the merit of strength,

nor the inoffensiveness of total inactivity. They were both

irritating in their tendency, and destitute of efficiency. The
exertion of a despotic authority, if evidently directed to ends
substantially good, might have saved the country, and pre-

served the dynasty. But the Stuarts made their right of

power a matter of ostentation, rather than an instrument of
good government, and thus instilted the nation, instead of

ruling it. There were errors on all sides. The people
were often fanatical, and their complaints were sometimes
inconsistent. All these facts should come alike under the

scrutiny of the historian. But the plausible coolness of

Hume degenerates into a cavalierly insensibility : his sar-

casms are directed only against the great mass of the na-

tion, while his sympathetic feeling and indulgence are re-

served for kings and their ministers.

Dr Herring and Dr Stone, the one primate of England
and the other of Ireland, were the only persons from whom
the author heard favourable sentiments of his work. Both
of these gentlemen wrote to him not to be discouraged.
The impression made on his mind by the unfavourable re-

ception of his work, was however very deep. Although on
looking to the periodical publications of that day, we find

the due tribute repeatedly and even liberally given to his

merits as a writer, lie seems not to have been at all prepared
to meet with any opposition or neglect. He showed on
this occasion, the overweening importance which authors
are disposed to attach to their own powers, and how little

they calculate on the difficulty of making any impression
in opposition to the general sentiments of the public. He
confesses that his mortification would have now determined
liim to retire to a corner of I'rance, to change his name,
and never more revisit his native country, had not a war
breaking out between the two nations, prevented the exe-
cution of any such scheme.

He next published his jYatural History of Religion, which
was attacked with considerable acrimony by Dr Hurd, and,

though otherwise not much attended to at the time, pro-

duced, at a subsequent period, no slight sensation in the re-

ligious world, as- tending to reduce the general principles
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of religion to an uncertain and even a frivolous origin in

the human mind.

A second volume of the History of England, which
brought it down to the revolution, was published in 1756.

This, containing fewer obnoxious sentiments, was belter re-

ceived than the first, and even served to impart to it a de-

gree of adventitious character.

In 1759, he pu!)lishcd his History of the House of Tudor,

In this publication he displayed considerable address in

supporting his Tory principles. While he details facts

which demontrate the duplicity of the character of Eliza-

beth, he gives her a character far higher than these facts

can warrant. At the same time he describes her conduct,

as well as that of her predecessors of the same family, as

so offensively harsh, that the maxims of the Stuarts, reckon-
ed by many tyrannical, must on the contrast appear mild
and liberal. He neglects to give the due weight to the

beneficial tendency and the magnanimous justice which
marked some of her most arbitrary acts, and the activity

which she displayed in managing the vital interests of the

state. These characteristics were widely different from
the vexatious and idle exaction of reluctant homage which
the Stuarts delighted to make from their subjects. Habit
had now rendered Mr Hume callous to the impressions of
public opinion, which he affected to despise

; yet he owed
his equanimity in some measure to the increased forbear-
ance of his opponents, and the tribute of admiration which
some of his qualities as a writer extorted from all. In
1761, he published the two volumes which contain the ear-
lier part of the English history. The copy money given
to him by the booksellers much exceeded any thing of the
kind formerly known in England, and his circumstances
were in consequence rendered opulent.

At this time a storm of ecclesiastical censure was pre-
paring by some members of the church of Scotland, direct-

ed against Mr Hume, and intended to include Lord Kames,
and various other writers, who, though differing in their
opinions, agreed in treating religious subjects with cool-
ness, and subjecting them to metaphysical analysis. A
motion was made in the committee of overtures of the Ge-
neral Assembly, in which Mr Hume was i^med as the
most obnoxious author. It was proposed to call him be-
fore that court, to answer a list of accusations, on the ten-
dency of the principles which he had published. This,
however, was afterwards abandoned, as it was supposed
that the influence of such discussions was limited to a nar-
row circle, and that there could be no propriety in extend-
ing them to the common mass of readers, who might, from
the sympathy naturally felt for a man subjected to violent
opposition, be led to an undue bias in favour of his opinions.

In 1763, he attended the Earl of Hertford on his embas-
sy to Paris, where he was loaded with great civilities. He
expresses himself highly pleased with the politeness and
information which characterised the society of that metro-
polis.

In 1766 he returned to England, and then to Edinburgh.
On this occasion he brought with him the celebrated Rous-
seau, who was exposed to some trouble in Switzerland and
France, for the opinions which he had published on reli-

gious subjects, and had it in contemplation to take up his

abode in a retired situation in England. Mr Hume, ad-
miring his genius, and attached to liim by fellow feeling as
a free-thinker, exerted himself to provide for his comfort.
But the morbid sensibility of Rosseau disappointed every
scheme of kindness that could be adopted. He conceived
himself to be neglected by the world, and was prone to sus-
pect his best friends of intending to undermine his inter-

ests, and subject him to ridicule and scorn. Mr Hume
soon perceived the troublesome temper of his friend

; yet
Vol. X. Part II.

he treated him with great tenderness, making allowance for
an excess of natural irritability, heightened by a severe
bodily disorder under which he laboured. He even found
that one of his complaints, that of extreme poveity, was an
entirely false pretence, held out for exciting the interest of
others. Tliese frailties Mr Hume deplored, but did not
cease to do what lay in his power to serve him. At last

Rousseau suspected Mr Hume of being the author of a
very improper sarcastic letter, which was circulated in the
name of the King of Prussia, as addiessed to Rousseau, and
was the work of Mr Horace Walpole. Suspicions of all

kinds accumulated in his gloomy mind, till they burst forth
in a storm of invective in the form of a long letter to Hume.
To this Hume published a reply by tlie advice of the Pa-
risian literati, though contrary to that of Mr Walpole, who
thought Rousseau's letter a sufficient answer to itself, and
the whole business unworthy of notice. Nothing could
have rendered it necessary to answer an effusion so absurd,
and so evidently the offspiing of disease, except the cele-
brity of Rousseau, the interest which his admirers took in

every thing he did and fell, and their disposition to vindi-
cate the most far-fetched of his insinuations as the dictates
of sentiment and sagacity, as to reiterate with zeal his re-

proachful complaints against other less favourite charac-
ters. This friendly connection was thus inevitably dissolv-
ed. Every part of it bore testimony to the humanity, ten-
derness, and sincere friendship of Mr Hume, who, far from
neglecting to make due allowances, seems to have exceed-
ed the ordinary limits of human patience.

In 1767, he was invited by Mr Conway to be under
secretary of state ; a situation which he accepted and held
till 1769, when he returned to Edinburgh.

In 1775, his health began to decline. He was attacked
with a disorder in his bowels, which gradually increased,
and which he perceived at last, at the time that he drew
up his sliort account of his life, to be mortal and incui-able.

But he continued his former occupations and amusements,
and enjoyed unabated good spirits both in his private
studies and in company. He lived in a house in James's
court in Edinburgh, surrounded by the friends whom he
most highly valued. The literary society of Edinburgh at

this time contained a few men of the first genius and talent,

along with many other persons who made the various ob-
jects of liberal study their principal delight. Dr Robert-
son, principal of the university, the historian, was one of
the most eminent, and notwithstanding the wide difference
of opinion which existed between him and Hume on tlie

most important subjects, yet as all hope of proselytism on
either side was cut off, they avoided all disputes which
tended to agitate the passions, and by mutual consent en-
joyed the pleasure and improvement, which in other re-

spects they were fitted to impart to one another. The
zeal of Dr Blair prevented him from Ijeing equally cir-

cumspect ; and Hume foimd himself obliged to intimate
to that worthy clergyman the necessity of abstaining from
all topics which implied serious differences of sentiment,
if they were ever to enjoy one another's society. This is

decidedly, though delicately, expressed in the letter which
he wrote to him, after the perusal of the work of Dr
Campbell on Miracles, which Dr Blair had sent to him.
Dr. Joseph Black, the celebrated professor of chemistry,
and Dr Adam Smith, were among the most intimate of
his friends. The latter, however, was now engaged in the
composition of that work which has associated his name, in

an indelible manner, with the great interests of society, his

Inquiry into the Mature and Causes of the Wealth of Mi-
tions, and lived in a state of retirement with his mother at

Kirkcaldy, a town on the opposite shore of the Frith of
Forth. This separation was vexatious to Hume, who often

4 S
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inefTectvially urged his friend to take up his residence in

Edinburgh. They had both wrillcii on the origin of moral

ideas ; they had embraced different opinions, and found it

interestinij to make the discussions implied in them part of

the subject of their conversation. They were both ready

to enter on any subject to wliich the ingenuity of either

was directed, and a delightful diversity of topics was un-

doubtedly suggested by the fates, characters, and all the

memorabilia o( many literary friends, whom, on former oc-

casions, and in different parts of the country and of Eu-

rope, they had known. Lord Kames, ]\Ir Smellie, Allan

Ramsay the painter, (son of the Scottish poet,') were also

among the number of the literati who, in the days ol Hume,
adorned the circle of this metropolis. The manners of

literary men were particularly easy, and they had the cha-

racter of great frankness and ready accessibility. No
cause of political enmity operated as a source of division;

differences of religious opinion were tempered in their ex-

pression by good manners ; the facility of intercourse was

not obstructed by affectation, or a harsh incommodious eti-

quette ; literary controversies and private debates were

managed without occasion of offence. If any excess ex-

isted, it seems to have been on the side of familiarity,

which admitted of an indulgence in a coarse species of

raillery. From this school issued the following curious

sentiment, to be found in Lord Karnes's ^rt of Thinking:

" You are a fool, you dream, and such like, are expressions

we may easily bear from friends. Among free spirits I

love freedom. Let the words go the full length of the

thought. In a manly society, familiarity is agreeable, be-

cause it has nothing effeminate or ceremonious." These

manners may be consistent with correctness when of spon-

taneous origin ; but when recommended and studied, they

become flat and unmeaning. Familiarity degenerates into

insipidity, and those who have indulged it begin to envy

the ceremony which, though at first stiff and forbidding,

preserves mutual respect, and obviates the cloying influ-

ence of extreme freedom. Men oscillate from one incon-

venient bias to another, and those who can do it without

going far into either extreme are the most happy. Such,

in general, is the literary society of Edinburgh. Sober

convivial clubs of men of taste and genius have at different

times been formed, some of which have been supported

with much greater steadiness than tiie precarious nature of

such institutions renders generally practicable. They are

soon broken up by the admittance of unaccommodating
characters, and on the other hand, they are apt to lose the

stamp of liberality, when conducted on a principle of fasti-

dious selection. It is therefore chiefly by a quick succes-

sion of them, formed by the buoyant spirit of liberal socia'

lity readily surmounting occasional causes of separation,

that they prove agreeable and uselul.

The philosophical opinions of Mr Hume subjected

him to many controversial attacks. To these he never

published any formal reply, but satisfied himself with

making occasional private observations, and availing him-

self of public criticism for amending his works in subse-

quent editions.

lu the manner in which he expressed himself towards

those who wrote against him, he shewed himself extreme-

ly sensible to the pleasing influence of civility, and the

galling effects of disrespect or rudeness. He was pleased

with Dr Campbell's Essay on TWirac/e*, with an anonymous
tract, entitled A Delineatioii of Morality, written by Mr
B;iirour, an advocate and professor of moral philosopliy.

Bui such severities as those of Hurd, Warljurton, and

Beattie, teeming with petulance and abuse, produced in

his mind the strongest feelings of alienation and contempt.

His good humour probably too much depended on the

cultivation of that radical hauteur which sometimes forms
the man of fashion, and was too little cheiished by that

steady forbearance, and that system of universal allowances,
which would have better suited the character of a philo-

sopher.

The progress of his bodily disorder was rapid. In April
1776, he set out for London at the intreaty of his friends,

who hoped that a long journey might improve his health.

At Moipeth he met with Dr Adam Smith, and Mr Home,
the author of the tragedy of Douglas. Tlie latter remain-
ed with him in England, while Dr Smith returned to the
north. Mr Hume finding himself seemingly improved
when he arrived in London, went next to Bath to drink the
waters, which contributed still farther to a temporary re-

covery. But his complaint relapsed with additional vio-

lence, and he returned to Edinburgh under a deliberate ex-
pectation of soon finishing his days. He employed him-
self in correcting his works, reading books of amusement,
and conversing with his friends. He encouraged his friends

to speak to him in the frankest manner as to a dying man.
It is evident that he did not entertain a belief in any future
state. Yet the constant expressions of a hope of this sort

which a man is accustomed to hear in the course of early

education, and in the common intercourse of life, render
the mind familiar with an imagery founded on that hope to

which the most sceptical occasionally recur for amuse-
ment, even while they reject a belief which appears to them
incongruous. Some of them playfully indulge in suppos-
ing themselves to have been imbued with the belief of a

mythology belonging to a different age or country, and
thus balance the influence of present systems against that

of others. Mr Hume had too much respect for society to

indulge in any open scurrility directed exclusively against

the religious sentiments of the age : but he playfully re-

tailed the conversations which were likely to take place
between himself and Charon, the ferryman of the river

Styx, at the moment of his transit from the present to the

unknown world. He did not affect any great wish to speak
on the subject for the purpose of displaying his indiffer-

ence or his courage, and only touched on it occasionally in

reply to the enquiries of his friends. His strength very
gradually declined. When no longer able to converse, he
continued to read in a state of composure ; and after four

or five days passed under this degree of debility, he died on
the 25th of August 1776.

In stature Mr Hume was above the ordinary size. His
countenance was open and free, a just picture of his bene-
volent and cheerful temper. His features were large, and
were exempt from that trifling smartness and habitual in-

tensity of expression which characterise a bustling fashion-

able ambition. Lord Charlemont, on this account, consi-

dered them as blank and unmeaning, and wondered that

the ladies at the court of Turin valued so much his com-
pany and conversation. His attractions seem to have con-

sisted in the liberality of his mind exhibited in the jolly

opennessof his countenance. See Hardy's TV/fnioirs of Lord
Charlemont, and the critique on them given in the Edin-
burgh Review.
The manner in which he died has sometimes been made

the theme of injudicious comment, for the purpose of elu-

cidating the merits of particular views of phiJosophy or re-

ligion. The equanimity displayed in his last moments has
been boastfully represented as a triumph to infidelity, and
a proof that a philosopher may die in tranquillity Such
were the sentiments inculcated in a tract, entitled An Afio-

logy for the Life and Writings of David Hume. But the

eagerness with which a sirigle instance of this kind is

grasped at might be plausibly construed into a presump-
tion of the general fallacy of the remark. On the other
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hand, it is equally unfavourable to candour to embrace, with

exclusive keenness, those anecdotes, whether well oi- ill

supported, which represent persons of these sentiments as

doomed to tlie agonies ol remorse in the liour of death.

This spirit has given rise to some misrepresentations of

fact, which fall under the character of pious frauds. VVc
are told, thai though a man may lead the life of a fool, by

advocating the cause of Deism, yet a fool he cannot die
;

and then an anecdote is told of some noted infidel, which
bears the marks of evident fabrication. That this direc-

tion of zeal is wholly superlluous and insufficient in the

support of religion, we maybe satisfied, when we reflect,

that such anecdotes are only circulated concerning those

•who are infidels by profession. It is maintained that many
who, from motives of policy, apparently acquiesce in the

religion of the age, do not believe it in their hearts. Such
persons might be supposed to labour under the double

weight of infidelity and hyprocisy ; yet wp hear nothing of

their death-bed agonies. Allowing, therefore, facts of that

kind to which we have alluded to be as general as they

have been sometimes represented, they must be otherwise

accounted for than by being considered as the unmingled
effects of the power of truth on the human conscience.

Tlicy will be explained in a more satisfactory manner, if

ascribed lo the influence of that contrariety which an indi-

vidual of solitary professions feels between himself and the

rest of society, oppressing a mind bereft of its energy by
the decay of nature. Weak man, even in his most vigor-

ous moments, needs company to support him in the enjoy-

ment of his opinions ; and the influence of this principle

enters much deeper into the private comfort of individuals

than most men are willing to allow. We should always be-
ware of resting questions of so grave moment on data thus
precarious.

The character of David Hume as a man has been vari-

ously estimated. About his agreeable qualities there could
be no diff"erence of opinion ; and those who abhorred fiis

principles allowed that he possessed as much worth as
was compatible with infidelity. The chief difference,

therefore, depends on the amount of that degree of praise.

One tells us that he was a pattern of good humour, be-
nignity, and self-command; and as near to perfection
as the lot of humanity will admit. Such is the character
assigned him by his friend Dr Smith. Another writer says,

we may find fault with the measure of his faith, but we
cannot deny him the credit of good works. To this Bi-

shop Home replies, that the promotion of religion is the

best of works ; and a conduct the reverse of this the worst
and most infamous. As for religious principles, and every
quality that is strictly implied in them, Mr Hume's cha-
racter must be given up : and if such terms as virtue, mo-
rality, and goodness, are to be so restricted, he cannot be
allowed the credit of tliem. But if we take such words in

the sense in which they have been used by the world at

large, .and by men who scarcely entertain any religious

knowledge or sentiment, we must acknowledge Mi Hume
to have been honourably distinguished from the great mass
of mankind^ whether infidel or religious. Some have re-

marked, that, by his own confession, his ruling passion
was the love of fame, and that this is at best a selfish

principle. The validity of this reflection involves a question
concerning the comparative propriety of preferring the
ends of self-love or the good of others in adjusting the mo-
tives of human conduct. We seldom object to a man's cha-
racter because he has a ruling passion, although it should
not be the most dignified in its nature. With regard to

selfish ends, even a man who enters on holy orders is al-

lowed to be possessed of real worth, though his chief mo-
tive is the procuring of a living, provided he is attentive

to his professional duties : and some of our gravest and
best moralists represent the cultivation of a fund of inter-

nal ha|)piiiess as the first duty of a man, and a far more co-

jMous source of l)enigiiant conduct than could be formed
by cultivating social feelings as the first and leading object

of attention, and making personal liappinoss a subordinate

consideration. With the amplest allowance for differences

of opinion, and taking benevolence in the most accommo-
dating acceptation which licentiousness itself could desire,

possessing also the fullest conviction of Mr Hume's per-

sonal sincerity, we cannot consider the general strain of

his philosophical writings as indications of a pure benigni-

ty, even though we sliould proceed on the iiypothesis of

the truth of his speculative views. They had an evident

tendency to make many persons unhappy: hard struggles
are required from an admiring reader to surmount this ten-

dency,—struggles for whicii the author furnishes but feeble

assistance. Though he entertained no belief in the niost

consoling doctrines which had been cherished among man-
kind, benignity would not have led him to begin with over-

turning them, but rather with showing that happiness might
be enjoyed independently of them, and thus he might have
been considered as contributing to the creation of habits of

feeling which were more to be relied on for their perma-
nence, and as labouring to prepare the mind more com-
pletely for the comfortable exercise of a curiosity free from
control. Yet by persons whose reading on these subjects
is extensive, the works of Mr Hume may be read with ad-

vantage. The German philosophers, whose conclusions
are the most liberal and pious, look up to Hume as an
author, who materially contributed to guide intellectual re-

search, though his system stood in need of some ulterior

steps to bring us to the truth; and they speak with great con-
tempt of the data on which the British writers endeavour-
ed to subvert his doctrines. We find such oliscrvations as

these emanating from the school of Kant, which, though
chargeable with obscurity, is not destitute of acuteness.
The censure which we have expressed is most of all ap-

plicable to two tracts pul)lished alter his death, one On the

Jmmurtalily of the Soul, and the other On Suicide. The
former is little more than a compression of doctrines which
he had advanced, or to which he had at least pointed in his

other works, but expressed in more dogmatic language.
His tract On Suicide contains an argument which he had
not formerly touched upon ; and it must be admitted to have
a most pernicious tendency. We read without unpleasant
emotions the sentiments which the Romans entertained on
this subject, because they cultivated a species of manliness,
mistaken indeed, but plausible, and apparently consistent.

Mr Hume, on the contrary, encourages that temper which
leads to suicide, not by cultivating a heroic contempt of
death, but by laying the mind open to the most wretched
discontent. He maintains, that thosie whose happiness is

marred by the gloom of superstition have the most urgent
motives to rid themselves of life, yet are cruelly prevented
by the dread which their .belief of future punishment in-

spires. This remark, inculcated with all the zeal of appa-
rent sincerity, tends to generate the utmost degree of mo-
ral confusion ; and the motive which could have prompted
any writer to commit such a sentiment to paper cannot well

be assigned, except by referring it to the perverseness
which is so incident to the human mind. Iftiie supersti-

tious are deceived in the dread which they entertain of
suicide, they must also be deceived in entertaining a be-
lief in those gloomy opinions which render their lives miser-
able ; and a philosopher, wishing to emancipate them from
their errors, can have no reason for recommending suicide,

since he relieves them from the evils which genera'cd a

weariness of life. The only u ndency that such a sentiment

4S2
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can have is, by superadding a new douljt lo tlieir former

perplexities, either to produce a still more wretched life,

or give rise lo an act of suicide, committed in a tumult ot

horror, and degraded by cowardice. AVhoever the person

was that published this posthumous piece, he could not

have any motive that could bear examination.

It is as a historian that Mr Hume is most generally po-

pular. The beauty of his diction, and the interest which his

elegant turn of thought imparts to the course of events de-

scribed, render it on the whole the most pleasing book of

English history in our language. Many who are sensible

of the faults formerly mentioned, do not substitute any

other for it in their recommendations to general readers.

It might perhaps be icndcred less exceptionable in its ten-

dency, and more valuable for common use, if accompanied

with corrective notes, and references in the most faulty

places, to other authors. It would require much delicacy,

liowever, to do this without spoiling the effect, by a harsh
interruption of the current of the narrative, and an interfe-

rence with the general spirit of the historian. Fox's histo-

rical fragment, published uniform with some popular edi-

tion of it, would greatly contribute to render it worthy of ge-
neral perusal, by correcting the distrust produced by the

peculiar colouring of the author.

See Hume's Life, written by himself, prefixed to his

History; Smellie's Lives; Ritchie's Z^c of Hume; and
a variety of anecdotes scattered in different biographi-

cal tracts, as Professor Stewart's Lives of Dr Robertson

and Dr Smith, Lord Woodhouslee's Life of Lord Karnes,

and the Memoirs of Mr Gibbon in his Posthumous IVorks.

(//. n.)

HUMIDITY. See Htgrometky.

HUNGARY.

The Huns, from whom the kingdom of Hungary derives

its name, are the Hiong-nau ol tlie Chinese, and were a na-

tion of Tartars, who had their ancient, perhaps their origi-

nal, seat in an extensive barren tract of country, immedi-
rtely on the north side of the great wall of China. But the

valour of the Huns extended their dominions ; and their

chiefs, who assumed the appellation of Tanjou, gradually

became tlie sovereigns of a formidable empire. Towards the

east, their victorious arms were stopped only by the ocean.

On the west, near the head of the river Irtish, their enemies

were numerous : in a single expedition, twenty-six nations

or tribes are said to liave been subdued. On the side of the

north, they are said, but on dubious authority, to have ex-

tended their empire to the ocean ; it is more probable that

the Lake Baikal was the limit of their conquests in this di-

rection. Towards the south, they were most desirous of

extending their empire ; and, in the third century before

the Christian sera, a wall of 1500 miles in length was con-

structed to defend the frontiers of China against the inroads

of the Huns.
Their cavalry frequently consisted of 200,000 or 300,000

men, who managed their bows and their horses with match-

less dexterity ; they supported the inclemency of the

weather with hardy patience ; and marched with incredible

speed, being seldom checked by any obstacle. The Chi-

nese were unable to oppose them, or to protect their em-
pire, notwithstanding the defence of the great wall. A re-

gular payment of money and silk was stipulated as the con-

dition of a temporary and precarious peace ; and by a more
disgraceful and degrading condition, a supply of women
was annually given to the Huns ; and the Tanjou was unit-

ed in marriage with the imperial family of China. In the

verses of a Chinese princess, who laments that she had been
condemned by her parents to a distant exile under a barba-

rian husband, some particulars of the mode of life of the

Huns at this period are given: she complains that sour

milk was her only drink, raw flesh her only food, and a tent

her only palace.

In the long reign of Vouti, the fifth emperor of the pow-
ful dynasty of tlic Han, vvliich continued for the space of 54
years, from the year 141 to the year 87 before Christ, the

Huns were frequently defeated by the Chinese. About the

year 87, the camp of the Tanjou was surprised in the midst
of sleep and intemperance, and though he cut his way
through the ranks of his enemy, he left above 15,000 of his

troops on the field of battle. But the power and empire of

the Huns were not weakened so much by their defeats, as

by the policy pursued by the Chinese emperors of detach-
ing the tributary nations from their obedience; and these ge-
nerally became their inveterate and formidable opponents.
The Tanjou himself was at last obliged to renounce the cha-
racter and privileges ofan independent monarch, and to per-
form the duty of a respectful homage to the Emperor of Chi-
na. The monarchy of the Huns after this gradually declined,

till, about A. D. 48, it was broken by civil dissension into

two hostile and separate kingdoms. One of the princes re-

tired to the south with eight hords, which composed between
40,000 and 50,000 families ; he fixed himself on the verge of
the Chinese provinces, and attachedhimself tothe service of
that empire. The Huns of the north continued to languish
about fifty years, till they were oppressed on every side by
foreign and domestic enemies. The Sien/ii,a. tribe of orien-

tal Tartars, retaliated upon them their former injuries ; and,
in the year A. D. 93, the power of the Tanjous, after a
reign of 1300 years, was utterly destroyed. The emigra-
tions of the Huns now began: above 100,000 persons, the
poorest of the people, were contented to remain in their

native country, to renounce their name, and mix with their

conquerors. Fifty-eight hords, about 200,000 men, retired

towards the south, and claimed and received the protection

of the Chinese emperors. But the most warlike and pow-
eiful tribes of the Huns sought more distant countries,

and moved westward in two great divisions. The first of

these colonies established their dominion in the fruitful and
extensive plains of Sogdiana, on the eastern side of the Cas-

pian Sea. Here their manners were softened, and even their

features were sensibly improved ; and they obtained the ap-

pellation of While Huns, from the change of their com-
plexions. The only vestige of their ancient barbarism was
the custom which obliged all, or nearly all, the companions

who had shared the liberality of a wealthy lord, to be buried

alive in the same grave. Their vicinity to the kingdom of

Persia involved them in frequent and bloody contests, in the

course of which they gained a memorable victory, but, un-

like their ancestors, they were moderate and mild in their

use of it.

The second division of the Huns gradually advanced to-

wards the north-west ; and, by their intercourse with

tribes more savage than themselves, their native fierce-

ness was exasperated. As late as the 1 3th century, their

transient residence on the eastern banks of the Volga was
attested by the name of Great Hungary. In the winter they

descended with their flocks and herds towards the mouth
of that river.
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It is impossible to give even an outline of ilie history of

the Huns from this period till they became known to the

Romans ; but there is reason to believe that the same force

which had driven them from their native seats, still continu-

ed to impel their march towards the frontiers of Europe.
In their first irruption into the Roman empire, they are

mentioned by ancient historians under a variety of appella-

tions, all comprised under the general name of Vgri or
Hunni. The more general distinction, however, was the
Nephthalite or White Huns, who possessed a rich country
on the north of Persia ; and the Sarmatian or Scythian
Huns. The latter are exhibited to us under the character
of savages, without faith, laws, or any form of religion :

living in the open air without houses, or huts, which they
denominated the sepulchres of the living

;
quite unacquaint-

ed with the use of fire, their only food being roots and raw
meat, and their only clothing the skins of animals. They
were also distinguished by their broad shoulders, flat noses,

small black eyes deeply buried in the head, and the want
of beards. This race, inured to all manner of hardships and
deprivations, and having no fixed settlements, were delight-

ed with the first accounts which they received of the rich

and fertile kingdoms of the west. Crossing, therefore, the

Volga under Balamir, one of their chiefs, they overwhelm-
ed the Alans and Goths, who inhabited the extensive coun-

try between the Volga and the Danube ; and, having cither

driven them out, or forced them to submission, establish-

ed themselves in Dacia in A. D. 376. Theodosius I. dread-

ing their presence in the frontiers of the empire, and wish-

ing to attach them to his service, encouraged many of them,

by large sums of money, to enter into the Roman armies.

They continued for some time in their new possessions

without molestation to the empire, till A. D. 39
1

, when they

passed the Danube, and being joined by the Goths, com-
mitted dreadful ravages in Moesio and Thrace They
were soon stopped, however, by the army of Stilicho,

the imperial general, who overthrew them with great

slaughter, and would have completely destroyed them,

had not Theodosius agreed to terms of reconciliation.

Not discouraged by their late disasters, they broke un-

expectedly into the eastern provinces, penetrated as far as

Antioch, destroying all with fire and sword, and commit-
ting everywhere unheard of cruelties. St Jerome, speak-

ing of this irruption, says, " All the East trembled when
the dismal news were brought, that swarms of Huns, com-
ing from the far distant Moeotis, and dwelling between the

frozen Tanais and the country of the savage Massagetes,

flew up and down, and filled all places with blood and

slaughter.—The cruel enemy roved without controul,

where they pleased, preventing by their speed the report

of their coming. They had no regard either to religion

or dignity ; no age they spared, nor were they softened by

the tears of the crying infant ; but put those to death who
had scarce begun to live, and who, not apprized of their

danger, smiled, when in their enemies' hands, at those very

weapons that were immediately to destroy them." After

having overrun and plundered several provinces, they re-

turned home loaded with spoil, and carrying with them an
immense number of prisoners. From this time they made
regular incursions into the empire, always extending their

settlements; and in 432, we find them in possession of

Panonia, on the south side of the Danube. Their arms,
however, were sometimes also employed in defence of the

•empire. They joined the army of .ffitius against the Bur-
gundians and Goths ; but no sooner was their pay as

auxiliaries withdrawn than they renewed their hostility,

and Theodosius II. was compelled to buy a peace from
Rouas their king, with an yearly pension of 350 pounds
weight of gold.

Rouas was succeeded by his nephew Atiila, the fiercest
and most magnanimous of their kings. The countless
nations between the Danube and the Volga obeyed his
summons, and he became the terror alternately of the
Eastern and Western Empires. The court of Constanti-
nople complied with his demands with servile submission ;

but the court of Ravenna prepared to repel his inroads by
force

; and at the memorable battle of Chalons, Altila for
the first time sustained a complete defeat, and was com-
pelled to rccross the Rhine before jEtius the Roman gene-
ral. For the exploits of Atiila, and the progress which the
Huns made under his dominion, see Aitila.
Some idea, however, of the manners and civilization of

the Huns, during the reign of Attila, may be formed from
the account which Gibbon has given us of the entrance of
that monarch into his capital, and of the royal feast. " The
entrance of Attila into the royal village was marked by a
very singular ceremony. A numerous troop of women
came out to meet their hero and their king, 'i'hcy march-
ed before him, distributed into long and regular files : the
intervals between the files were filled by white veils of
thin linen, which the women on either side bore aloft in
their hands, and which formed a canopy for a chorus of
young virgins, who chanted hymns and songs in the Scy-
thian langnas^e. The wife of his favourite Onegesius, with
a train of female attendants, saluted Attila at the door of •

her own house, on his way to the palace ; and offered, ac-
cording to the custom of the country, her respectful ho-
mage, by entreating him to taste the wine and meat which
she had prepared for his reception. As soon as the mon-
arch had graciously accepted her hospitable gift, his do-
mestics lifted a small silver table to a convenient height, as
he sat on horseback ; and Attila, when he had touched the
goblet with his lips, again saluted the wife of Onegesius,
and continued his march."——

" The Romans both of the East and of the West, were
twice invited to the banquets, where Attila feasted with
the princes and nobles of Scythia. Maximin (the Roman
ambassador) and his colleagues were stopped on the thres-

hold, till they had made a devout libation to the health and
prosperity of the king of the Huns ; and were conducted,
after this ceremony, to their respective scats in a spacious
hall. The royal table and couch, covered with carpets

and fine linen, was raised by several steps in the midst of
the hall ; and a son, an uncle, or perhaps a favourite king,

were admitted to share the simple and homely repast of

Attila. Two lines of small tables, each of which contained

three or four guests, were ranged in order on either hand ;

the right was esteemed the most honourable, but the Ro-
mans ingenuously confess, that they were placed on the

left; and that Beric, an unknown chieftain, most probably

of the Gothic race, preceded the representatives of Theo-
dosius and Valentinian. The barbarian monaich received

from his cupbearer a goblet filled with wine, and cour-

teously drank to the health of the most distinguished

guest, who rose from his seat, and expressed in the same
manner his loyal and respectful vows. This ceremony

was successively performed for all, or at least for the illus-

trious persons of the assembly ; and a considerable time

must have been consuined, since it was thrice repeated as

each course was set upon the table. But the wine still

remained after the meat had been removed; and the Huns
continued to indulge their intemperance long alter the

sober and decent ambassadors of the two empires had

withdrawn themselves from the nocturnal banquet. Yet

before they retired, they enjoyed a singular opportunity of

observing the manners of the nation in their convivial

amusements. Two Scythians stood before the couch of

Attila, and recited the verses which they had composed, to
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celebrate liis valour and liis viclories. A profoiiiKl silence

prevailed in the liall ; and (lie atieniion of the guests was

captivated by the vocal harmony, which revived and per-

petuated the memory of their own exploits : a martial

ardour flaslied from the eyes of the warriors, who weie im-

patient for battle ; and tlie tears of the old men expressed

thcii- generous despair, that they could no longer partake

the danger and gloiy of the field. This entertainment,

wliich might be considered as a school of military viriuc,

was succeeded by a farce, that debased the dignity of hu-

man nature. A Moorish and a Scythian bufloon succes-

sively excited the mirth of the rude spectators, by their

deformed figure, ridiculous dress, antic gestures, absurd

speeches, and the strange unintelligible confusion of the

Latin, the Gothic, and the Ilunnic languages ; and the hall

resounded with loud and licentious peals of laughter. In

the midst of this intemperate riot, Allila alone, without a

change of countenance, maintained his stedfast and indexi-

ble gravity ; which was never relaxed, except on the en-

trance of Irnac, the youngest of his sons : he embraced the

boy with a smile of paternal tenderness, gently pinched

him by the cheek, and betrayed a partial affection, which

was justified by the assurance of his prophets, that Irnac

would be the future support of his family and empire.

Two days afterwards the ambassadors icccived a second

invitation ; and they had reason to piaisc the politeness, as

well as the hospitality of Attila."

On the death of Attila, Ellac, by the will of his father,

succeeded to an extensive empire, which, however, was
soon embroiled in civil war by the ambition of his younger

brothers. They insisted upon an equal division of their

father's dominions, and immediately took up arms to sup-

port their demand. This aflbrded a favourable opportunity

to the nations that had been subjected by Attila to throw

off the yoke. Ardaric, king of the Gepidae, accordingly

declared that he would no longer obey the sons of Attila ;

and other nations, led by his example, hastened to join his

standard. Ellac, who possessed both intrepidity and ex-

perience in war, marched against him with all his forces.

The two armies met on the banks of the Netad in Panonia,

Avhere the Huns were utterly routed ; and king Ellac fell

in the field, after having performed prodigies of valour

woilliy of the representative of the great Attila. They
afterwards received repeated defeats, both from the Goths
and Romans, and were compelled to confine themselves to

their own settlements for nearly sixty years.

In 539, however, the Cuturgurian and Uturgurian Huns
united, broke into the empire, and laid waste Thrace,
Greece, Illyrium, and all the provinces from the Ionian

sea to the very suburbs of Constantinople. They then
retired without molestation, with immense booty, and
120,000 captives. The Uturgurian Huns proceeded to

their own country on the Euxine Sea ; but the Cutur-
gurians received lands in Thrace, and an annual pension
from the Emperor Justinian, upon condition of their serv-

ing when wanted in the Roman armies. Unable, however,
to restrain them from committing continual depredations
in the neighbouring provinces, Justinian had recourse to

the Uturgurians; and by means of presents, and offers of
pensions, embroiled the two nations in a bloody war, which
lasted many years, and by which they were so weakened,
that they were long prevented from offering farther moles-
tation to the empire.

From this time, no credible historian makes particular
mention of the Huns, till A. D. 776, when the remains of
this nation, reinforced by the Avars, and other not them
tribes equally barbarous with themselves, and with whom
they are frequently confounded by historians, seem to have
recovered their strength, and we find them masters of

Dacia, Upper Mcesia, and the two Panonias. Two of their

princes sent ambassadors to Charlemagne, desiring his

friendship and alliance. Charles received them with ex-
traordinaiy distinction, and readily agreed to their request;

but a misunderstanding altei wards arising between him
and them, he entered their tenitories with two nunierous
armies, ravaged the country with fire and sword, the Huns
being unable to keep the field against so powerful an
enemy. Alter a war of eight years continuance, he re-

duced them to complete subjection, and built strong forti-

fications along the Raab to repress their predatory irrup-

tions into his territories.

They reiTiained within this boundary for more than a

century, when Arnolpli, emperor of Germany, invited them
to his assistance against the king of Moravia. Equally
ferocious with their ancestors, and glad of an opportunity

to renew their devastations, they ravaged Bavaria, Suabia,

and Franconia. Germany afterwards became a prey to

their fury ; and Louis IV. submitted to an annual pension

to get rid of them. In the reign of Conrad I. who also

became their tributary, they again devastated Germany,
penetrated into Lorraine and Languedorf, plundering and
inassacreing the inhabitants wherever they went.

The Huns were at this time subject to petty chiefs,

whose precarious authority rested on iio solid foundation,

and were respected only because the choice fell on the

bravest. Fear naturally attached them to the man whose
vengeance they dreaded, or to whom they looked for pro-

tection in the continual wars in which they were engaged.
Their last irruption into Germany was severely chastised

by the valour of Otho the Great, and the united power of
the German princes, who compelled them, after a dread-
ful slaughter, to retire within the limits of Hungary, and
to fortify with a ditch and rampart the most accessible

passes into their country.

In process of time, and by their intercourse with other
nations, civilization began insensibly to spread among them;
and in 997, under their first king Stefiheiif they assumed
a place among the nations of Europe. This monarch
established the Catholic religion in his dominions, and re-

ceived from the Pope the title of ^Jiostolie, which the

sovereigns of Hungary lo this day retain. From him also

they date the origin of many of those institutions and laws
by which the state is still governed. On his death, the

respect in which his memory was held by his subjects,

led them to choose his son as his successor to the throne;
and, without renouncing their right of election, to main-
tain the royal dignity in his family for more than three

centuries.

There were twenty-four kings of the dynasty of Ste-

phen, few of whom, however, deserve to be drawn from
oblivion. The most remarkable were : Ladislaus, sur-

named the Saint, on account of the purity of his life, who
added Dalmatia and Croatia to his dominions, and flourish-

ed near the end of the eleventh century. Geicza or Geiza

II. expelled the Saxons, Austrians, and Bavarians, from
Poland and a part ot Hungary, where they had committed
great ravages. liela HI. after having freed his territories

from the brigands which infested it, employed himself in

the internal administration of his kingdom. He instituted

many judiciary regulations, which still remain in force,

and was the first who divided the kingdom into counties,

appointing a governor to each. His son, Andrew II. was
one of the most renowned sovereigns of his age. He
joined the Crusade in the beginning of the thirteenth cen-

tury, with a numerous army, and acquired great glory by
his bravery and skill in war ; and the nobles, as a reward
for their services on this occasion, received from him very

extensive privileges. In his reign, the regulations of his
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father wcve perfected and formed into a national code, call-

ed the Golden Bull, which every kiny; at his accession was
obliged to confirm by a solemn oath. The famous clause,

however, which granted to every noble the riglit of veto in

the election of their monarchs, had been so often the occa-

sion of civil wars, that it was abolished in the reign of

Leopold I. in 1687. The reign of /Jcla IV. is remarkable

for the invasion of the Scythians, who, alter having over-

run Russia and Poland, penetrated as far as Pcsth, spread-

ing terror and rapine throughout the kingdom. Uela, sur-

prised in his camp, was compelled to fly. The Scythians

continued in possession of the country for nearly three

years; but Bela, with the assistance of the Knights of

Rhodes, dispersed the invaders, and regained this throne.

His son Stephen V. was celebrated for his victories over

the kings of Bohemia and Bulgaria. His daughter Mary
espoused Charles, king of Sicily, from whom sprung tlie

fanioBS Charles Martel, the father of Charles of Anjou,
who afterwards became king of Hungary. Andrew IV.
the last, and perhaps one of the most illustrious of the

dynasty of Stephen, received the surname of Venetian, from
his conquests over the Venetians. He died without issue

at Buda in 1301.

Hungary then became a prey to all the calamities which
anarchy brings along with it. Competitors for the crown
appeared in the King of Bohemia and the Duke of Bava-
ria. The son of the former was elected by a party, and
was kept upon the throne for six years, in opposition to

the wishes of the nation, and amidst the greatest troubles.

Being recalled to Bohemia by his father, the Duke of Ba-
varia was immediately crowned; but Ladislaus, waywode
of the Jazyges, took him prisoner, and drove him from
his throne and the kingdom. On the termination of these

civil dissentions, Charles of Anjou was solemnly proclaim-

ed king in 1310. Under his reign, Hungary, which had
lately been regarded merely as a fief of the empire, be-

came more powerful than the dominions even of the em-
perors. Dalmalia, Croatia, Servia, Transylvania, Bulgaria,

Bosnia, Moldavia, and Walachia, received the laws of

Charles. His marriage with the sister of Cassimir, king
of Poland, who had no offspring, also secured a throne to

his family. He died in 1339, beloved by his subjects and
all his neighbours. The veneration which his memory in-

spired, and also the personal qualities of his son, fixed the

choice of the nation on Louis. The reign of this prince

was even more brilliant than that of his father. He pushed
his conquests as far as Naples, to revenge the assassina-

tion of his brother Andrew, who had been strangled by his

own wife Queen Jane ; and appointed the waywode of Tran-
sylvania as governor of that kingdom, which however he
afterwards restored. Part of Russia submitted to his do-

minion, and he drove the Tartars beyond the Euxine. He
was acknowledged also asking of Jerusalem j but, while

Hungary rose in power arid estimation during his life, his

death plunged her again into new calamities and dissen-

tions.

Louis leaving no male issue, the Hungarians, as by a ge-

neral impulse of admiration and enthusiasm, called his

daughter Mary to the throne, under the title of Maria Rex.
She had been married to Sigismund of Bavaria, who was
as yet under age, and in the mean time she shared the

cares of government with her mother Elizabeth. The ty-

ranny, however, of Nicolas Gara the Palatine, who in her

name actually governed the kii}gdom, soon made her sub-

jects regri-t their imprudent homage to the men)ory of

Louis. They therefore ofl'ertd tl.e crown to Charles, king
of Naples, the nephew ot Louis, and t'lj son of the unfor-

tunate Andrew. But scarcely hid lie entered Hungary,
than he was assassinated by the Palatine, with the direction

and coiinlenancc of Mary and Elizabeth. John Horvat,
bann of Croatia, in revenge for the murder of a prince to
whose interests he was attached, slew the assassin, and, af-
ter having made Mary and her mother be dragged as com-
mon criminals by the hair, cast Elizabeth into the river Ho-
zota. Mary was reserved for the infamous brutality of
Horvat, and then shut up in prison. Horvat, however,
dreading the rage of Sigismund, who was approaching
with an army to reclaim his crown, set the Queen at liberty,
after making her promise upon oath that she would forget
her injuries. These injuries, however, were too cruel to
be erased from her memory, and repelling tlie oath which
fear alone had extorted from her, she visited them upoti
the fierce avenger of Charles in a manner still more cruel
and barbarous. Sigismund was twenty years of age when
he ascended the throne ; but the whole of his reign was
only a succession of wars, troubles, and calamities to Hun-
gary. Mary dying without children in 1392, new dissen-
sions arose; and the Turks, takhig advantage of these,
seized upon Bulgaria. Sigismund was defeated and put to
flight at the battle of Nicopolis ; when his subjects revolt
against him, seize his person, and confine him in prison. The
conspirators then offer the crown to La<lislaus, king ofNaples.
But Sigismund seemed to triumph over foitune and all his
enemies. Escaping from prison, and collecting a consider-
able army, he obliges Ladislaus to desist from his preten-
sions, and recovers his kingdom. In 1410, he was elected
emperor of Germany. At his death, Albert, archduke of
Austria, who had espoused the only daughter of Sigismund
by a second marriage, inherits all his possessions, and
ascends the throne of Hungary in 1437. This event forms
the earliest basis of the Austrian claim to the Hungarian
monarchy.
The reign of Albert, however, was very short, and his

death was succeeded by civil wars, which continued to de-
solate this kingdom for another century. Ladislaus, king
of Poland, was invited to the throne ; but soon after perish-
ed in the battle of Werna against the Turks. The famous
John Hunniades was then appointed regent ; and on the
decease of another Ladislaus, the posthumous son of Al-
bert, in 1457, Mathias Corvinus, the son of Hunniades, re-
ceives the crown from the states assembled in the field of
Rakos, near Pesth. Mathias seized Vienna and the other
Austrian states, which he retained till his death; and is

regarded as the gieatest prince that ever held the Hunga-
rian sceptre. He was brave, prudent, and generous, the
friend ot letters and arts, and a man of letters himself He
founded the magnificent library of Buda, which he fur-

nished with the best Greek and Latin authors, and many
valuable manuscripts.

The descendants of Albert again fill the throne; but
upon the death of Louis II. the son of Ladislaus, who lost

both the battle and his life in the plains of Mohats in 1527,
the Hungarians were divided into two factions. John Za-
polya, waywode of Transylvania, was proclaimed king by
one party, while the nobles assembled at Presbourg, offer-

ed the sceptre to Ferdinand of Austria, who had conducted
some succours to the Hungarians against the Turks. Zam-
polya was unable to resist the forces of his rival ; and after

his defeat at Tokay, was compelled to evacuate the king-

dom, when Ferdinand was crowned at Stuhl-weisscnbourg.
Some time after, the waywode returned witli the Sulian

Soliman, at the head of a formidable army, who pushe<l

his conquests as far as Vienna ; but on the death of Zam-
polya, his partisans, indignant at the conduct of the Turks,
and preferiing the dominion of Austria to that of the bar-

barian, immediately joined Ferdinand, who was crowned
a second time. This monarch was afterwards called to

the empire; but he retained the crown of Hungary tin
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1563, when be resigned it to his son Maximilian. The

Hungarians, however, bore the Austrian yolte with much
impatience, and every new election called forth their aver-

sion to their masters, who regarded them as their lawful

inheritance. But their efforts were fruitless, and those

who ventured to support the rights of the nation were si-

lenced by the stroke of the executioner. In vain did Te-

kely raise all the provinces to revenge these outrages ;

and, supported by the Turks, to whom the Hungarians in

their despair had surrendered themselves, laid siege to

Vienna. All Germany immediately armed against the

common enemy, the Turks, who were driven back into their

own territories. Rakotzy, who, after Tekely, endeavoured

to support their efforts of inilependence against tyranny,

was equally unfortunate. The Archduke Joseph, son of

Leopold I. was acknowledged king in 1687, and the crown
was declared hereditary in the male descendants of the
house of Austria. This line, however, failed at the dealti

of Charles VI.; but the Hungarians, exhausted by conti-

nual wars, and fatigued by so many fruitless revolutions,

had lost that ardent love of liberty for which they were so
conspicuous, and which led them to brave so many dan-
gers. They therefore submitted to the accession of Maria
Theresa, the daugliter of Charles, in 1741. She had gained
and deserved their love and affection. Her husband, the
emperor I'rancis, was associated with her in the govern-
ment, and their descendants still hold the Hungarian scep-
tre. The preceding sketch of Hungarian history is all

that our limits will allow.

STATISTICS OF HUNGARY.

Hungary, properly so called, a kingdom in Europe, and

under the dominion of Austria, lies in Latitude 44° 33' 1
8"

—

49* 26' 20" North; and in Longitude 13° 45' 2"—22° 46'

East of Paris. Nature herself points out the boundaries

of this kingdom. The Carpathian or Krapak mountains

separate it on the north and east from Moravia, Silesia,

Galicia, Buckovina, and Transylvania : on the south, the

Danube and the Drave divide it from Servia, Sclavonia,

and Croatia; and on the west, the Morau, or Morava, with

a range of mountains lying between the Drave and the Da-
nube, form its boundary with the Archduchy of Austria.

According to Captain Lipsky, it contains 4051 German
square miles ;* its greatest length from west to east being

136, and its greatest breadth from north to south 77 Ger-
man miles.

The kingdom of Hungary is divided by modern geogra-

phers into four circles, comprehending forty six counties,

besides the districts of Jazyg, Great Cumania, Little Cu-
mania s the sixteen cities of the Zijis ; the six cities of

Heidukcs, which enjoy peculiar privileges; and the two
frontier regiments of the Bannat, and the battalion of

Tschaikistes. The wliole, according to the following Ta-
ble, contained, in 1805, 42 royal free cities, 8 episcopal ci-

ties, 590 towns, 9214 villages, 2oZ8 fir<edien,\ and 22 cities

of Zips and Heidukes.

COCNTIES.
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Counties.
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and iis promontories, produce iimestone and porphyry.

The other generiitioiis which are formed in the accessary

mountains arc, mica, clay-slate, trap, basalt, and breccia.

There are also found volcanic stones, pumice stone, and

different kinds of opals. The body of tlie Carpathians on

the north-east, consist principally of clay-slate. The
chain which stretches aloiisj the valleys of Marmarosch

and the borders of the seven mountains, as far as the

Theisse, and traverses the counties of Szathmar and

Uc^otsch, is composed chiefly of porphyry and grey free-

stone. In the eastern mountains, and, in f^'eneral, in those

of the Bannat, theie is a great deal of lime-stone ;
which

prevails also in the interior mountains. The other stones

that are found there are clay-slate, brown free-stone,

and porphyry. The neighbouring mountains of Stiria and

Austria contain lime-stone, free-stone and granite.

The mountains of Hungary, especially the Carpathian

cliain, abound with groitos of various dimensions, the piin-

cipal of which are, Mazama and Dupna in the county of

Thurotz, DracherJiole in the county ot Liptau, Holgocz in

Zips, jigtehk in Gotmor, and Sziliacz in Torn. Bones

and skeletons, partly petrified, are foimd in these groitos,

and the most beautiful stalactites of every size and form.

Those of Drachenliole and Sziliacz are particularly cu-

rious, being filled during the summer with ice, which is

formed in spring, and melts at the approach of winter. The
grotto of Vetcranische Hole'is famous for the defence which

General Veterani, with a few follewers, maintained against

the Turks, in 1694. It is situated on the left bank of the

Danube, a little above the village ofOgradina. The rock

of which it is formed is inaccessible on every side except at

the entrance of the grotto, which is about four feet high

and two broad, and secured by an iron gate. The interior

is large enough to accommodate a thousand men ; and, from

the embrasures cut out in the rock, it has the complete

command of the navigation of the Danube. Here also, in

the last war of Austria against the Turks, the brave Major
Stein, with a battalion of infantry, defied the whole power
of the Turkish army, and after cnduiing for three weeks
the most painful privations, made an honourable capitula-

tion, and marched out at the head of his surviving followers

with their arms and baggage.
The interior of Hungary consists of one almost conti-

nued flat, excepting a chain of mountains which, taking

their rise near the Danube, run through Gran, Peslh, and

the neighbouring counties, and divide the country into two
immense plains, called the Upper Plain and the Lower
Plain. The former is the smallest, and is of a circular

form. It extends from the lake of Neusiedl for about

twenty German miles, to the foot of the mountains on the

north, and then streches as far as the Drave, upon the con-

iines of Croatia. The Lower Plain is of much greater ex-

tent, and comprehends all the east part of the kingdom, as

far as Transylvania ; and where it approaches the nioun-

lains, is finely diversified with hills and vallies. The level

is evidently higher in the upper than in the lovifer plain, as

the rivers in the former almost uniformly direct their course
towards the Danube ; and the lowest spot in the whole
country is at its south-eastern extremity, near Orsova.
The Carpathian chain gives rise to innumerable rivers,

which flow in all directions, according to the declivity of
the ground and the sinuosity of the vallies, but which
eventually fall into the Thiesse or the Daimbe. The
Thiesse has its source in the county of Marmarosch. Its

course from its commencement is full and rapid while it

continues among the hills ; but when it reaches the plain

its rapidity slackens, and, bending towards the west, re-

ceives inriumerable tributary streams from the northern
mountains. Taking a southerly direction, it is joined by

the Marosch, near Szegcdin, and, after a courise of about

420 miles English, falls into the Danube not far from Bel-

grade. As the banks of this river are lov/, it often over-

flows them, and occasions extensive inundations, particu-

larly in the neighbourhood of Tokay. Few rivers in Eu-
rope abound more with fish than the Thiesse; and it is a

common saying in the country, that it contains two parts of

water, and one of fishes. It is navigable as high as Sze-
gedin. The tVaaff or JToA fertilizes the counties of Thu-
rotz, Tientschin and Neutra. Circumscribed in its chan-

nel, it dashes its impetuous waters over fiiglitful rocks,

and forms during its course above a hundred whirlpools.

It enters the plain at Sillein, and discharges itself into the

left branch of the Danube, which forms the island of

Schutt. Besides these, the other principal rivers which
commence and finish their course within the bounda-

ries of the kingdom are, the Gran, the Gollnitz, the

Hernad, the Torisza, the Sajo, the Neia, the Temesch,
and the Bega.
The rivers which have their sources in other countries,

but which water, in some part of their course, the king-

dom of Hungary, are the Danube, (of whicli a particular

description will be found in vol. vii. p. 574.); the Drave,
which rises in the Tyrol, and Hows with such rapidity that

its banks are neither so high nor so solid as to retain its wa-
ters. It is navigable during the whole of its course through

Hungary, and falls into the Danube above Essek ; the

Samosc/i, the Marosch, and the Korosch, which lake their

rise in Transylvania, and fall into the Thies-e ; the Mo-
rava, which gives its name to the province of Moravia,

washes the western boundary of the kingdom ; the Raab,

which rises in Stiria; and the Leitha in Austria.

The lakes and marshes of Hungary are bolh numerous
and extensive. In the Upper Plain the most considerable

are. Lake Balaton. The Lake of J\''i:usiedl, which the

Hungarians call Tcnto, lies between the counties of Oeden-
bourg and Wieselbourg. Its western bank is formed by

hills, which are covered with vineyards, woods, and culti-

vated fields, while the opposite shore is low and marshy,
producing nothing but reeds. It is about thirteen miles

(English) in length, by four in breadth, but so full of shal-

lows and sand banks, that its navigation is bolh difficult and
dangerous. In the Lower Plain, the principal is the lake

of Patitsch, in the county of Batsch. It is about eight miles

(English) long, having a hard bottom covered with alka-

line salt. Its water is used in the neighbouring baths, and

is considered very salubrious in nervous disorders. The
most remarkable of the Carpathian lakes is the Grune-See,

which is formed by an enclosure of rocks, and is about 300
paces in circumference. It takes its name from the green

colour of its waters, which is produced by the reflection of

the surrounding pines. Its banks are covered with gravel

and blocks of granite, and its water is pure and transpa-

rent, and excellent for drinking.

Marshes of various extent pervade almost every quarter

of the kingdom, and are in general tormed by the inunda-

tions of the rivers. The most considerable are those of

Saretje, Mohatsch, and Etsed. In the plain of Bannat,

they cover more than a third of the county of Toronlhal,

almost the whole of Temeschwar, and the greatest part of

the district of the frontier regiment of Bannat. The marsh

oi Hansag,v\\\ch joins the lake of Neusiedl, is five miles

long by three broad. The water appears only in the mid-

dle, the greatest part being covered with turf, and studded

with trees. It produces plenty of hay; but it is dangerous

to cross it, unless well acquainted with the particular direc-

tion of the paths.

It would be proper to notice also the sandy plains, which

Overspread many parts of this country, the most extensive
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of which S.YC, A'ctsc/ikcmeten-Hcidc, or the licath of Kctsch-

kemet, lying bclwccii the Danube and the left bank of the

Thiesse ; Debrcczin, in the county of IJihar ; and the jlger

Romanortan, near Delliblat. Besides these, there are

others in the counties of Tolna, Stuhlweissenbourg, lia-

ranje, and particularly in Schuniegh, which is one conti-

nued ocean of sand moving witli the wind.

The morasses and swampy plains which abound in

this country are supposed to render the air damp and

unwliolescjnie, the cold of the night rivalling the heat of

the day ; but this evil is in some measure remedied by

the wind from the Carpathian mountains; and the inha-

bitants in general are rather remarkable for health and

vigour. In some of the counties on tlie north-west, the

atmosphere is particularly pure and bracmg ; but in the

Bannat, on the north-east part of the kingdom, it is quite

the contrary. The transitions of temperature are extreme-

ly sudden. Agues and inflammatory fevers are very pre-

valent ; and in Temeschwar, the capital, a healthy person

is scarcely to be seen. Baron Born, when here, fancied

himself in the realms of death, inhabited by carcases in

fine tombs, instead of men ; and at a dinner, to which he
was invited, all the guests had a fit of the fever,—.some

shivering, and others gnasliing their teeth.

If we except the barren heaths and the mountainous dis-

tricts in the north, the soil of Hungary is equal to that of

any other country in Europe. It contains 5,897,218 acres

of arable land, and produces the finest grain, without ma-
nure, and almost without cultivation ; and were the exer-
tions of the husbandman to keep pace with the abundance
of his crops, the produce of the kingdom would be doubled.

After a very superficial ploughing, the seed is thrown into

the ground ; a few branches of trees tied together serve the

purpose of harrows; and without farther care the harvest

is luxuriant. But much of the grain is lost, by the manner
in which it is separated from the straw and stored. It is

allowed to stand in the field after it is cut until the tithe is

gathered, by which time it has begun to vegetate. They
afterwards tread it out with horses and cattle in the open
air, by which operation a third of it nearly is destroyed;

and then, instead of receiving it into granaries, of which
they have none in Lower Hungary, it is put into pits dug
for the purpose, and there kept for future use. These pits

are lined in the bottom and sides with straw and reeds, and
contain from 100 to 200 bushels each. They are then co-

vered in with straw and earth.

This method of rural economy, however, applies only to

the lower and central parts of Hungary, which are by far

the most fertile. In the northern districts, and on the fron-

tiers of Austria and Stiria, the soil requires all the industry

of the inhabitants to make it produce even a tolerable crop
;

and were their exertions and melliod of culture (though still

imperfect) transfeired to the southern parts of the king-

dom, Hungary would become the granary of Europe. An
insuperable obstacle, however, to all improvement in this

respect, lies in the tenure, by which the farmer holds his

lands. The lands are parcelled out into farms, half farms,

quarter farms, kc. A farm is measured by the seed it re-

quires, being 48 busliels, and 12 tagnverk of meadow ; if

the soil is poor, the arable land is augmented in propor-

tion. In Croatia they distinguish three kinds of land, good,

middling, and bad. A farm of the first quality is 21,000

square toises ; of the second 34,000 ; and of the third 40,000.

The annual burdens attached to a farm in Hungary are, fifty-

two days work with two horses, or four oxen, beginning at

sun-rise, and finishing at sun-set ; a fourth part of them
must be perforuicd during the winter, and, in the time of

harvest, the proprietor can demand two in the week : a ninth

jiart of the crop, and also of the sheep, goats, lambs, and

bee-hives ; and if the number is under nine, 4 kreutzers for
every lamb, 3 kreutzers for every g'j.at, and 6 kreutzers for
every hive ; 2 hens, 2 capons, a dozen of eggs, and half a
pint of melted butter: 30 farms together pay a calf or a
ilorin, and 30 kreutzers in money ; every nrarried peasant
to give eighteen days work, and pay a florin for the rent of
liis house, and all others to give twelve days work : every
vassal to beat the bushes three times a year in the hunting
season: four peasants, each posscsing a farm, to unite in
forming a job with four horses at the distince of two days
journey, excepting the time of harvest or vintage : two
florins for permission to distil aqua vitcS, and to spin six
pounds ol lint. The proprietor lurnislics Ids vassals with
wood for fuel and building ; and, in retuin, they must cut
a. cord of wood in the forest, and transport it to tiie castle.
The respective rights and obligations of tlie noble and his
vassals are regulated by a statute, which is called urbariuin,
and which was provisionally confirmed by the diet in 179i.
The peasant, however, holds his lands only from term to
term, and must resign them, when proper warning has been
given by hii loi'd.

Notwithstanding these disadvantages, the soil is so pro-
ductive, that the annual exportation of griun to Italy and
Germany is very considerable. Wheat is tlic principal ob-
ject ol cultivation; and in the mountainous paits of the coun-
try, where the soil is lighter and the climate colder, rye,
barley, and oats, are produced of good quality, and in abun-
dance. They have also plenty of maize, rice, peas, pota-
toes, turnips, melons, cucumbers, pumpkins, onions, and
garlic. Lint and hemp are cultivated in many of the coun-
ties ; also poppies, satlron madder, and woad. Tobacco
forms a considerable branch both of agriculture and com-
merce ; and in 1779, when American tobacco was very
scarce, the city of Trieste alone exported Hungarian tobacco
to the amouniof 100,759 pounds in powder, and 3,263.136
pounds in Raves or carrots. The best tobacco is produced
at Tolna, Kospalogh, and Szegedin.
The vineyards of Hungary are very extensive, and arc

general throughout the country, unless in seven of the nor-
thern counties, wlicre the temperature is too cold. They
occupy nearly 911,984 acres, and produce upon an average
18,239,680 eiiners annually. The wine of Tokay is the
most valuable, and is drunk by the rich in every country in

Europe. The vines which furnish the real Tokay grow
on the mountain oi Hegij-Jllya, in the county of Zemplin ;

but as tins mountain produces a very inconsiderable pro-
portion of what passes under the name of Tokay, they sell

for it the wines of Mada, Tallya, Ziimbor, Szegu, Zsadany,
Toltschwa, Benye, Sec. which few but a Hungarian palate
can distinguish. Next to the wines of Tokay, the most
esteemed ai'e those of Rust and CEdenboui-^, which are
cultivated with great care and intelligence. The othei's of
conse(iuence are the wines of Erlau, Buda, Neustadtel,
Menesch, Scohnda, Resmil, and R.uschdoif.
Although tlie Climate ufllurigaiy be very favourable for

the cultivation of all kinds of fruit, very little attention is

paid to them in the Lower Plain. The orchards are con-
fined chiefly to CEdeiihoiirg, Presbourg, Neutra, and the

neighbouring counties, wheie chesnuts, almonds, :ipricols,

peaches, apples, and pears abound, and are of the first

quality. Entire foiests of plumtrees flourisli in the coun-
ties of Trentschin, Neutra, and some others; and their

fruit, both fresh and dried, is exported in great quantities

to Austria and Prusbia.

The meadows and pasture grounds of Htuigary are very

much neglected. They cover 1,483,003 acres, and yield

about 17,085,935 quintals of hay. The northern and wes-

tern districts of Hungary abound in immense forests of fir,

pine, and oak, interspersed with yews, ash, hazeT, and lin-

4 T2
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den, wliicli overspread nearly nine millions of acres. In

the district of the IVoniier regiment of Walachia, the forests

cover 465,362 acrcs,and afl'ord employment and piot'it to many

of the inhabitants. In 1 802,therc were drawn from these woods

the following articles, which will give the reader some idea

of their value and importance.

58,445 pieces for the construction of wheels.

1,414 cubic toiscs of ash.

108,732 staves for casks.

2,725 do. for scuttles.

2,560 do. of oak.

30,920 do. of beech.

344 cubic toises of oaken joists.

702,800 staves.

2,363 planks a foot square.

900 green poles.

11,013 planks for boatbuilding

5,293 laths.

1,704 planks for scaffolding.

40,624 do. of linden and maple.

1,099 do. of hazel.

19 6 posts of do.

The forests of Hungary produce an immense t^uantity of

gail-nuts, which, from their exportation during ten years,

(from 1777 to 1786,) yielded 5 16.679 florins of revenue.

In the south, however, from Peslh to Debrctzin on ihe ovie

hand, and from the mines of Bannat in the county of Kras-

ehovv to Peterwardein on the other, a "wood is scarcely to

be seen. In this district llie fuel, on account of the scarci-

ty of timber, consists chiefly of leeds, and cow dung made
into bricks with straw.

On the pastures of Hungary are reared a great number of

cattle, which forms one of the principal sources of national

opulence. The oxen are nearly ccjuai to those in Kent, which
are the finest in Europe. They are generally of a whitish

colour, or light grey, and are valued for their great weight,

and the fine flavour of their flesh. About the conclusion
of the last century, there were reckoned in Hungary
797,540 fat oxen, 89,805 bulls, and 1,508,177 cows; and
according to the commercial tables, during ten years of the
same period, the cxporlaljon of oxen amounted to thirty

itiillioiis of florins, when a pair of oxen sold only for 50 or
60 florins.

The horses in general are small, but are equal to any in

r.iirope in elegance and swiftness. They have been, how-
ever, much neglected; and notwithstanding the itiany at-

tempts that have been made by the government for their

improvement, they are still far removed from that state of
perfection of which they are capable. The royal studs at

Mezoehcgyes in the county of Tschanad, and Baboina in

the county of Komorn, were establislied by the Emperor
Joseph II. ; and from them 60 stallions are regularly dis-

tributed every year throui;hout the country, to produce a
more noble breed. In 1795, the stud of Mezoehegyes con-
sisted of 10,000 horses, of which 1000 were mares, and 60
stallions. It is under the direction of a major, 12 officers,

50 sub-officers, and 200 soldiers, besides grooms and la-

bourers ; and is obliged to furnish annually 1000 horses for

the army. There are also several private studs, of which
the most considerable are those of the lordship of Holitsch,
cslablibiicd by Francis 1., of Prince Eslerhazy at Uzor, and
of Count Pally at Uertrekoe. The small size of the Hun-
garian horses may be attributed to their being loo young
when brought to the yoke, and to their scanty nourishment.
They seldom give them hay, but drive them out at all sea-
sons to pasture ; and even when on a journey, they are
sent into the fields, to find at the same time food and rest.

The Iluivgarian sheep are very beautiful; especially those

with forked horns, of which none are reared in any other

country, except on Mount Ida, and in some of the islands

in the Archipelago. Their wool, however, which is long

and hairy, is used only in fabricating coarse stufi's, which
are worn by the peusaiits. In 1773, tlic Austrian govern-
ment atteniptcd to improve the wool of the native sheep,

by the introduction of Spanish rams ; but it was long be-

fore this practice became general. At present, however,
many of the nobles possess immense flocks of the improved
breed, and draw from the sale of their wool a considerable

revenue. Some of these flocks produce aniiually about
1500 quintals of wool, woith 274,000 florins. Flocks of

every description pass llie winter in the open fields. The
shepherds, whom they cM juliakz, are very little removed
from savages. They burrow under ground with their dogs,

and, except a boy or. two, who assist tlieni and bring their

fooa from the village, and the merchants who in the begin-

ning of summer come to make purchases, they seldom see

a human face. Yet, retired as they are from the world, they

are fond of ornaments in their dress ; and though their

•clothes are of the coarsest description, and besmeared with
grease, they trim their hats with ribbands of various co-

lours, and have their leathern girdle', thick studded with
bright metal buttons.

As bacon is a favourite dish with the Hungarians, they

rear an immense quantity of hogs ; and the head of a fami-

ly, who had not a piece of fat pork on his table at Christmas,
would be regarded as a very bad economist. The con-
sumption of this animal in the country is so great, that they
have none of their own to spare for exportation; but they

cairy on a very lucrative traliic, by buying them in Turkey,
and selliiigthem to llieirneighbours. Accordingto the Com-
mercial Tables, they annually purchased in Turkey to the

amountof53l,973 florins, which theysoklfoi 895,337florins.

Among the animals of this country may also be mention-
ed a race of shepherds' dogs, of a white colour and noble

size, and also a breed of immense mastiff's. Bees and silk-

worms form consiilerable branches of industry in this coun-
try, and it abounds also in poultry and game. Fish are so

abundant in Hungary, that they forjn an important branch
of industry and commerce; and sturgeons, salmons, pikes,

carps, perches, &c. are to be found in all the principal rivers.

In 1803, they were exported to Austria to the amount of

98,230 florins.

Hungary abounds in minerals of every description, gold,

silver, copper, lead, iron, mercury, cobalt, antimony, salt,

slate, &c. which, in their exploration and manufacture, af-

ford employment to a great proportion of its inliabitants.

Native gold is found in the beds of many of the rivers ; and
in the Koeioes, pieces of the size of a nut are picked up
by the inhabitants of the Bannat, who upon an average ga-

ther to the amount of 900 ducats. In general, however,

it is extracted fiom the auriferous sand, which is not only

taken from the channels of the rivers, but also from their

banks, and from pits in the adjacent ground. In these pits,

which are generally about four feet deep, the first stratum

consists of vegetable mould ; the second of loam, and an

alluvial deposit of pebbles; the third, of the auriferous

sand and pebbles ; and the fourth of slate, clay, marl,

and coal. The washing of the auriferous sand is prac-

tised by the gypsies, who, from long experience, are so

expert that hardly a particle of gold escapes them. The
operation is very simple, and is performedjby means of a plank

of lime-tree six feet in length, and about three in breadth,

with grooves or furrows cut across. This plank is placed

at an angle of about 45 degrees, and at the upper end is a

trough where the auriferous sand is put. The sand is then

washed down the sloping of the board by plenty of water,

when tlie gold dust falls into the higher grooves, and is af-
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terwards scraped or brushed off. Sometimes tlie plaik is

covered witli woollen cloth, to which the gold culhcies , or,

when tlity cannot obtain cluih, they substiuitc a fleece in its

place. Many thousands of florins of gold arc produced

in this manner.
The great emporium of the precious metals, however, are

the mines, wliich surpass in richness those of any olher

country in Europe. The most valuable are those <^f

Schemnitz in the county of Hont, and ot Cremnitz in the

county of Barscb. In these mines, the gold is always

found united with silver; and tht-y estimate the value of

the ores, by calculating that one quintal (ewt.) of ore yields

so many lotos of silver, and one mark of silver coiuams so

many denitrs of gold. At Scheinnilz the metallic veins

extend north and south, running parallel to each other ;

and their inclination or dipping from west to east is at an

angle of about 60°. There are six principal veins, besides

many smaller ramifications.

The first on the west is called Theresa-schadt, at an

average about two fathoms wide. The niHirix of the oie

is principally ciaij and red ferruginoua Jasficr or siiiofile,

every where traversed by small veins and crystals ui r/iiarlz;

and the ore itself is lor the most part lead. About 120

fatlioms eastward is the Hosti'ual vein, which is much
broader, being 22 fathoms wide,allhougb not pure through-
out this width. It contains muny foreign substances be-

longing to the mountain in which it lies. Both these veins

lie near the suiface; they are very rich, and were the

earliest discovered. The third vein is called Oberbibcr-

stohln. It differs essentially in its nature from the others,

the matrix of the ore being clay, but without any sino/dc ;

and containing a great deal of lime, and a small poriion of

quaitz. 'Ihe next is Jahan-sdiadt, about a hundred fa-

ihoiTis from Oberbiber-ntoliln, and containing the same ores.

They both lie about one thousand fathoms deep. Tlie

fifth is that of Stc/i/iano-ic/iadt, which may be considered

as an assemblage of several contiguous parallel veins,

reaching to the brttadth of eight fathoms. At present it

is the most famous of all the mines of Schemnitz, and is

wrought upon a more magnificent scale than any of the

others ; the galleries bciiig better constructed, and the

machinery ol greater magnitude. The last is the Grecn-

stohln vein, where the mutrix of the ore is sc/iislus, indu-

rated clay, aud /lyriles. It is the last which has been dis-

covered at Schenuiitz, and is hardly known. Theaveiage
value of the Schemnitz ores is thus rated: a qninial (cwt.)

of the ore contains from five to ten lotos of silver ; and one
nitii'k of the silver, from three to six denitrs of gold. This,

however, is liable to very considerable variation, for one
quintal of the ore of the Oberbibcr-stohhi vein has been
known to yield 2200 lotos of pure silver, after its separation

from the gold.

At Cremnitz, the direction of the vein in the principal

mine is north and south, inclined from the west towaids

the east, according to an angle which varies from 25° to

30° and 40°. The ore consists of auriferous quartz, speck-
led with minute glittering particles of auriferous pyrites,

and penetrated either by a buff-coloured clay, or by an ar-

gentiferous sulphuret of lead, and the oxide of iron.

" The manner of working the mines is fourfold. \st, By
a horizontal level, following the direction of \\\cvein. 2dly,

By an inclined plane, ascending according to its inclination;

forming nlways stages of wood, as galleries for the work-
men, odly, By an inclined plane, descending in the con-

trary direction, ithly. By an excavation on either side of
the vein, which is the most frequent at Schemnitz, owing
to the great width of the veins." The apparent care, neat-

ness, and advantage, with which the works are carried on ;

the spacious entrances into theii mine's ; their dry, airy, and
cleanly levels ; and the great encouragement given to the
study of mineralogy, and to all mining speculation, shew
that the Germans surpass every other nation in skill and in-

dustry in llie art of mining.
Dr Clarke, from whose excellent work we have extract-

ed the preceding account of the Hungarian mines, has
given us the following description of the process employed
for the reducti(;n of their ores :

" \si, The first operation with the produce of the mine
is of course that common to all mines, of 4;a)«/ii>ig- the ore.

But the richer ores are not submitted to the stamping
machines.* They are carefully broken with hammers in-

to small pieces about the size of beans, which, being mix-
ed with lead, a single operation of the furnace is sufiicient

lor their reduction. ^Vith regard to the common ores, af-

ter being starv/ud androai/urf, they are brought in the form
ot a fine powder or sand to Cremnitz. Here they are ex-
posed to what is called the crude fusion, being simply
smelted into a compound rcgulns, which is called lech, con-
sisting of all the following metals, besides sul/iliur : gold,
silver, lead, co/:/ier, iron, aisenic, bismut/i, and cobalt. This
is the first operation.

2d, The second operation relates to the treatment of the
lech, or result of the first crude fusion. This is exposed to

a furnace, the fire of which is regulated in the following
manner : First, there is a layer of woodr then a layer of
charcoal, and lastly a layer of the lech, broken into pieces.
The tuel being ignited, llie lec/i is here roasted for the eva-
poration of the sulphur.

3rf, A third operation then follows : After the lech has
been roasted, they add to it powder of the richer ores, and
the whole is smelted in another furnace. Tliis is called the

second fusion, or the fusion enriched.

4ith, The result or regains obtained from the second fu-

sion is then carried to another furnace. Here it is again
smelted, with the addition of the richest ores. This t/iird

fusion is called {.hefusio?i u/ion lead ; because, when the
lurnace is lapped, and the metal begins to flow into a re-

ceiver made with charcoal and clay, they cast lead upon it

:

this, alter smelting, combines with the gold and silver,

and falls to the bottom of the vessel. During this opera-
tion, the lighter metals, such as copper, iron, cobalt, bis-

muth, and arsenic, rise to the surface, and are raked off in

the form of scorie, which they carry, as lech, to be fused

again in the first operation. The lead, thus combined with
gold and silver, is collected into large crucibles, and car-

ried to V{\e fourth fusion, or fifth operation, for the separa-

tion of the lead.

5//;, The furnace used for the separation of the lead is

called a purification ftirnace^ The shape of it resembles a

hollow sphere, wiiereof the upper part is so contrived,

that it may be taken off like a lid, being raised by large

chains. Here tiie richest ores that can be procured are

added to the compound of lead, silver, and gold ; and the

whole is fused, not with chaicoal, but by means of a fiame
drawn over the supei ficies„uniiiterruptedly, for twenty-four

hours at least. During this process, the lead becomes cal-

cined. A portion of it is absorbed by the bottom of the

furnace, consisting of luood-aslies and silica ; another por-

tion escapes in a gaseous form ; but the greater part is

raked off as it rises to the surface, in the form of galena,

by men employed with instruments for that purpose. Dur-

ing all this operation, the gold and silver concentrate more
and more, until at the last they are found pure and com-

bined together in a cake of metal, at the bottom of the pu-

The rule is this : When a quintal of the ore does not contain two lot(.s of silver, it is sent to the stamping machines.
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riRcalion furnace. Then follows Oie tixth and the mopt

beautiful of all the operations,—thai of sepai-ntiug the gold

from tlie silver.

6?A, The cake, or combined regulus of gold and silver,

obtuined from the purification furnace, is separated into

thin pieces in this manner : It is melted, and, in a slate of

fusion, cast into cold water. By this means it is obtained

with a very extended superficies, and easily divided into a

number of thin scales. These arc put into immense glass

retorts, of a spherical form, nearly filled with yiitric acid.

Here the silver dissolves, a gentle heat being commiM\i-

caled to the retorts, to accelerate the solution. It has been

usual to exclude foreigners from the great taburatoTij,

where this takes place ; but as we had witnessed every

operation, we were also permitted to view the interior of

this chamber. The sight was beautiful. It was a spacious

and lofty hall, filled witli enormous globes of glass ranged

in even rows, whence the nitrotis t^as was escaping in red

fumes to the roof; the solution of silver being visible in all

of (hem by the ellervescencc it caused; the gold falling

at the same time, in the form of a black powder, to the

bottom of every retort. Alter the solution of the silver is

completely efi'eclcd, the acid containing the silver, by aug-

menting the heal, is made to pass into aliolher retort, and

the gold is left behind in the former vessel. Afterwards in-

creasing the heat to a great degree on the side of the sil-

ver, the whole of the acid is driven off, ainl the silver re-

mains beautifully crystallized within the retort. All the

glass globes containing the crystallized silver are then cast

into a common furnace, where the glass, by its levity, re-

maining on the surface of the metal, is removed in the form,

of scoria:. This is the last operation. The gold is smelted

into ingots of 12,000 florins each."
" In the essaying laboratory, instead of the long process

we have described for extracting the precious metals from

their ores, two simple and easy experiments are sufficient.

The first is a trial of the pulverized ore by cufiellaiion.

About a tea-spoonful of the (lulverizcd ore, first weighed,

is put into a small cupel made of calcined bones : this be-

ing exposed to the heat of a powerful furnace, the lead,

semimeials, &c. are either absorbed by the cupel, or they

are sublimed. Nothing remains afterwards in the cupel

but a small bead of combined gold and silver ; and by the

proportion of its weight to the original weight of the ore,

the value of the latter is determined. The gold is then

separated from the silver by the solution of the latter in ni-

tric acid ; and the difference of the weight of the gold from
the whole wcigiit of the two metals, combined, determines
the quantity of silver dissolved by the acid." " A hundred
pounds weight of their richest ores contained from four to

five marks oj silver, and each mai k of the silver about 15

cleniers of gold."

The mines are wrought partly at the expence of the

crown, and partly at the expence of individuals, who pay a

duty called urbur, and are besides obliged to deliver the

metal at a fixed price to the royal treasuiy.

The number of miners employed by the crown at these
mines amounts to 9,500, of whom 8000 are at Schemnitz ;

and the expence to government of working is estimated at

50,000 florins a month, and the clear profits during the
same period 12,000 florins, about 1333/, calculating the
pound sterling e(|ual to nine florins. The workmen are

paid, when the ore is ric/i, accordiiig to the quantity and
quality of the ore raised, but when it is fiocr. they receive
wages. The Schemnitz ores, in the space of thirty-three

years, (from 1740 to 1773) produced seventy millions of
floiins in gold and silver; and those of Cremnitz thirty

millions during the same period. 'l"hc greatest produce,
however, was derived from tliem in 1780, when they yield-

ed 2,4-29 marks of gold, and 92,267 marks of silver, mak-
ing 3,043,000 florins. In common years, according to the
calculations of Horn and Fei ber, these mines, including
the co|)per mine of JVeusohl, where one quintal of copper
produces twelve ounces of silver, yield fiom 58,000 to

59,000 marks of silver, and from 1,200 to 1,300 marks of
gold.

The silver mines in Upper Hungary at Nagy-Banya,
Felsoe-Banya, and Lapos-Banya, in the county of .Szat'.-

mar ; at Metzensclf, in the county of Bihar, with the cop-
per mines of Retz-Banya and Schmoelnitz, according to

Mr Ferber, give an annual produce of from 12,000 to

15,000 marks of silver, and from 300 to 400 marks of gold.

The cop|>er and lead mines in the Bannat at Oravitza,
Saszka, Oognaszka, and JVIoldava, yield annually about
1 11,04 marks of silver, and 20 i marks of gold.

The copper mines of Hungary produce annually from
30,000 to 40,000 quintals. The richest are situated at

Schmoelnitz in the county of Zips, and in the Bannat.
The lead mines in 1786 were wrought to the extent of

from 14,000 to 15,000 quintals, but this produce is now con-
siderably diminished.

The iron mines in this country are almost inexhaustible.

The best is drawn from a roountian called Hradek, near
Esetnek ; but as this metal is not subject to any duty or
lithe, the annual produce of these mines have not been as-

certained. In the county of Goemor, including the dis-

trict of Klcinhont, there are eight great furnaces, a floating

furnace, eighty-seven small ones, and forty-nine forges,

which furnish annually 94,200 quintals of iron, worth
1,304,240 florins. But, nolwithstanding the,great quantity

of iion which this country produces and exports, they are
obliged to be indebted to Austria for most of their tools and
vessels made of this metal.

Matigaiicse is found near Felsoe-Banya, and in some of
the iron mines ; titanium, in the county of Goemor near
Roeze ; and tellurium, wiiich was discovered by Dr Kie-
taibel in a mineral of Dtulsch-Pilsen in the county of Hont.
Mauy valuable and beautiful minerals are found in the Hun-
garian mines. Among them may be mentioned, amethysts
invested by efflorescent manganese-sfiar, in a minute crys-

tallization upon the surface of the amethystine crystals;

rich sulfl/iurets of silver, called by the Germans Weisgul-
den Jirz, or •' wliite money ore," which is so malleable,

that medals have been struck from the unwrought ore ;

sul/i/turcts of .silver, both massive and crystallized ; red ari-

timoJiial, or ruby silver crystallized : dodecahedral and pri-

mary crystallizations of yz^ar/r; phosphates and carbonates

of /furf crystallized ; red sulphurets of arsenic crystallized;

diaphanous crybtah of the sulphuret of :i«f, and of the sul-

phate of baryies ; ficarl-spar in spheroidal tubercles, upon
silver ore ; native gold crystallized, £^c.

Of the precious stones of Hungary, the vallies of Ko-
nigsberg afford emeralds and rubies, and its mountain con-

tains topazes, hyacinths, and chrysalites ; granites are very

common, and rock crystals of various forms; small crys-

tals, remarkable for their brilliancy, are found in the county

of Marmarosch, and receive the name of Hungarian dia-

moTids. There are also amethysts of various colours, opals,

jaspers, and agates.

The salt mines of Hungary are veiy pioduclive, parti-

cularly those in the counties of Scharosch and Marma-
rosch. In the former county, near the village of Sevar,

great quantities of rock salt were extracted during the

16th century ; but towards the end of the 17lh century, the

quarries were inundated by salt springs, which contain a
remarkable quantity of muriate of soda. Since that time
other inundations have taken place ; but, without neglecting

the extracting of ro,ck salt, establishments have been form-
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cd for obtaining common salt. These mines produce 27

per cent. All the salt pits and mines are under the direc-

tion of the crown, and produce annually about a million

and a half of quintals. Tlic price is fixed by the jjovcrn-

nient, and cannot be augmented but by the kintj, with the

consent of the diet. As the profits arising from the sale

of this commodity form a part of the regal duties, it is not

allowed to any individual to appropriate to his own use any

saline earths or springs which he may have discovered, even
on his own property.

Hungary abounds in quarries of limestone, and marbles
of various colours. Alabaster and chalk are also com-
mon.

Manufactures and the aits are still in their infancy in

Hungary, and do not nearly supply the consumption of its

inhabitants. Linen and woollen cloths are made through-
out the country ; but there is only one cotton manufactory,
which is established at Sassin, in the county of Ncutra. In

1 800 it employed 20,000 individuals in different parts of the

country, and circulated every year nearly half a million of

florins. There was formerly another cotton factory at

Lisza, which consumed annually about 150 quintals of cot-

Ion, and-^yielded a gain of 18,000 florins; but the proprie-

tor several years ago removed it to Baad in Austria. Ac-
cording to M. Schwartncr, this manufacture in 1796 kept

1,700 looms in employment, which produced 25,000 pieces

of cotton cloth. Those in the northern districts, though
still very imperfect, arc the most flourishing, and have

made considerable progress within the last twenty years.

The other branches of industry that are deserving of no-

tice are, the manufacture of oils, paper, potashes, spirits,

liqueurs, tobacco, woad, hats, soap, leather) alum, earthen-

ware, glass, copper, and iron.

The Germans were the first who introduced the arts into

this kingdom in the 12th century; and from that time the

principal artisans have been of that nation. A true Hun-
garian would consider himself degraded by being employed
in any other labours than those of agriculture or arms.

This repugnance is very general ; and though their national

costume has always been a hussar dress, covered with lace

and fringe, yet it is only v,ithin these fifty years that the ca-

pital possessed a single lacc-niaker.

Considering the extent of this kingdom, its commerce
may be divided into two branches ; the trade carried on be-

tween its different districts, and its trade with foreign

countries, or nsinternalanCi external commerce. The in-

habitants of the north, who, with their utmost industry, are

unable to raise sufl'icient corn for their own consumption,

exchange their iron, salt, cloths, and other manufactures,

for a portion of the luxuriant harvests of the south ; ai:d

this trafljc is greatly facilitated by the establishment of

fairs, of which there aie 1640. Tlie itinerant merchants,
however, who frequent these fairs, and travel tbr'ough the

country, though they are serviceable in supplying the inha-

bitants with many articles which tiiey could not otherwise

easily obtain, are supposed to have done considerable injury

to trade in general, and also to the revenue of the state.

The merchants stationary in the towns presented a memo-
rial to the diet on this subject in 1802, complaining that

their itinerant brethren possessed neither knowledge nor
character proper for merchants; that they defrauded the

revenue, by smuggling articles of import; that they im-
posed upon the inhabitants v/ith damaged goods, and exor-

bitant prices ; and thus destroyed that confidence which
the public ought to have in the merchant. Notwithstand-

ing this remonstrance, however, the fairs are still con-

tinued.

The external commerce of Hungary was so very incon-

siderable as late as 1779, that it yitldeU only 27,34.7 florins;

but by the exertions and speculations of a few spirited indi-

viduals, who employed every jiossible mean for establishing
foi-eign i-elations, it was brought, in the beginning of the pre-
sent century, to 3,631,553 florins. IVlany difTiculties, howe-
ver, must be overcome, before Hungary can be formed into

a commercial country. Its geographical situation is very
unfavourable to commercial operations, being sixty-eight
leagues from the maritime coasts of Austria; and conse-
quently the expencc of transportation precludes it from
competing in foreign markets with those countries which
are more favourably situated. Its productions, rn spite of
these obstacles, ar'e cairied into Austria, Italy, Switzer-
land, Germany, Prussia, Russia, and other northern states.

These consist chiefly in grain, tobacco, wine, gall-iiuls, cat-

tle, wool, skins, tallow, honey, wax, buckthorn, antimony,
and potashes. Grain is exported into the frontier states of
Austria, and by the Adriatic. In 1803, Vienna alone re-

ceived from this country 543,083 Presbourg measures of
wheat and rye, 316,163 of barley, and 591,839 of oats.

Hungary supplies Austria and the German states \iith to-

bacco, and exports wine into all the northern kingdoms
and states of Europe. Vienna alone consumes annually
fr-om 30,000 to 35,000 eimers.

The imports of Hungary are derived chiefly from Au-
stria, the government having prohibited the admission of
goods through any other channel. Turkey, however, is

excepted, as a prohibitory system with respect to this

counu-y could not be carried into effect without great diffi-

culty and expence. The great magazine for Turkish pro-
duce, which passes into Hungary by land, is at Schuppa-
nek. A considerable quantity enters also by the Danube
at Panczova, Kubin, and Homolitz. The imports from
Turkey by the city of Schuppanek, during the years 1803
and 1804, amounted to 2.652,473 livres : viz.

Livrcs.

Suet .... 238,176
Bacon .... 1,652
Hams 550
Candles . . . .116
Sturgeon's spawn 9,829
Grease .... 6,527
Cabbage . . . 35,530
Onions .... 19,928
Garlic 365
Pot-herbs . . . 5,686
Melons .... 2,1 14

Plums 659
Lint 490
Tobacco . . . .155
Buck-thorn berries . 952
Gall-nuts .... 240
Olives 288
Olive-nil .... 54
Frankincense ... 48
Raisins 304
Buck-horns ... 19

Figs 142
Lnne .... 23.349
Soap 1,268

Reed-mats . . . 627
Boots 312
Cordage . . . 5,750
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notwithstanding its commercial dilTicuUics and obstruc-

tions, the exports of Hungary are to its imports in the

proportion of more ilian four to three. Accurding to the

calculations of Schwartiier, during ten years, (ironi 1777

to 1786,) its exports were valued at 148,229,177 florins,

and us imports at 106,721,371 florins.

Tne money, weights, and measures of this country cor-

respond nearly with those of Austria. In money, the

common reckoning is m Jtorins and krcutzerx,—60 kreut-

zers being equivalent to one florin. The copper coins are,

the /wlturak, equal to a kreulzer and a half; ihe groszel,

value of half a polturak; and the uiigrisch, of which five

are equivalent to three kreutzcrs. The ideal or fictitious

monpy of Hungary consists of

the bauergulden

the kurze gulden

the -uonas-gulden

the ore

49 5 kreutzers

50 do.

5

1

do. and

12 do.

The measure prescribed for corn throughout the king-

dom is the Presbourg bushel. In the county ot Zips this

measure is called a kubel, and is divided into two koretzs ;

but in other places the kubel is divided into four koretzs or

veka. The eimer is the general measure for wine, but it

varies in its contents in different pans of the country. At
Oedcnbourg it contains 84 halben or pints, and at Buda
only 60. The great eimer of Debretzin is 100 pints, and

the small one 50. In consequence of this discrepancy of

measures, the merchants presented a remonstrance to the

committee of commerce appointed by the diet. On this

subject they remarked, that such a variety of measures

were hurtful to commerce, and destroyed their credit

among foreigners ; that an antal of Tokay wine, which

ought to hold an eimer and a half, in general contained

scarcely an eimer; and that a piece of wine, which ought

to contain 64 halben, has seldom more than 58.

The foot of Vienna is the standard square measure for

surveying. According to a regulation called urbarium, the

joc/i or acre is fixed at 1600 square toises ; but in some of

the counties, where this regulation has not been introduced,

this measure varies greatly ; as at Oedenbourg, for in-

stance, the acre measures only 900 square toises.

The weights are in general the same as at Vienna, (ex-

cept the stein used in Upper Hungary, which weighs 20

pounds,) viz.

1 quintal (cwt.)

1 pound
1 mark
1 loth

1 quinlale

100 pounds
2 marks
16 loths

4 quintales or drams
4 deniers

The greatest obstructions to the commerce of this coun-

try arise from the difficulty and expence of conveyance.

Except in the districts on the north and west, there are few
made roads in Hungary, and these are kept in very bad
repair. The bridges in general are wretched, and almost

all built of wood, which the rising of the rivers ofien car-

ries away and destroys. Some of the flying bridges, how-
ever, used in this country, are very magnificent, and are

adorned with considerable elegance. That over the Da-
nube at Gran consists of a large platform constructed across

two barges, and held by other boat., at a\ichor. It is pro-

vided with several small houses, a large bell and cupola,

images, &c. and is capable of conveying, at the same time,

a great number of carriages, passengers, and cattle. From
''''sth, the centre of Hungarian commerce, the road to

^"^nnapasses through Komorn, Raab, and Wieselbourg;

to Gallicia, by Erlau, Kaschau, and Eperies ; to Transyl-
vania, by Debretzin, and also by Ketschkemet, Szegedin,
Temescluvar, and Lugosch ; to Walachia, by Temesch-
war, Karansebcs, an' Schuppenek ; to Semlin and Bel-
grade, by Theresienstadt and Neusatz; to Croatia, by
Stuhlweisseribourg, Veszprim, and Kanischae ; and to Sti-

ria and Trieste, by Veszprim, Somogy, and Pcttau.

'J'he transportation of goods by water, though more ex-
peditious, sufl'ers many interruptions, from the sballows
and rapids in the rivers. The Danube itself is far from
being free of these inconveniences; but boats with from
GOOO to 8000 quintals of grain can pass as high as Komorn.
The formation of canals, however, which has of late be-
come an object of improvement, promises to facilitate

greatly the internal commerce of this country. Those that

are finished are, the canal of Baatsch, the Bega canal, and
the Tranzisci canal. The Bega canal commences near
Facsed in tlie county of Krascho, and after forming a com-
munication between the rivers Bega and Temesch, tra-

verses all the Bannat, and falls into the Thcisse. The Tran-
zisci canal was first opened only in 1802. It receives the
waters of the Danube at Monoflor-Segh, and discharges
itself into the Theisse at Foldvvai- ; and in its whole extent
requires only four sluices. In 1804, there passed through
this canal 634 boats, many of which carried from 4000 to

5000 quintals; and their cargoes, which we here present
to tl e reader, will enable him to form some idea of the in-

ternal commerce of this country.

Salt ......... 52,443 quintals

Wine 32,950} eimers
Wheat 6o7,874Jbushek
Barley 7,540 do.

Millet 14,476 do.

Maize 4,407^ do.

Oats 97,166i do.

Fruit 1,250 quintals

Copper and Silver 2,400 do.

Timber 21,654 do.

Fire-wood 850 do.

Oak-plank 529 do.

Pales 3,639 do.

Empty casks 2,376 do.

Furniture 1,105 do.

Hay 150 do.

Marble 936 do.

Free-stone 300 do.

Tobacco 271 do.

Planks 1,444 do.

Mill-stones 402 do.

Wheel-barrows 199 do.

Pitch 115 do.

Earthen-ware 6,189 do.

Hoops 100 do.

Lime 1,450 do.

The population of Hungary is much less, in proportion

to its e.\tcnt, than that of the neighbouring countries of
Austria, Moravia, or Bohemia ; and tnis may easily be ac-

counted for from the immense plains of sand, and the great

numbers of morasses and heaths, which render a great
portion of the lower plain entirely uninhabitable. Accord-
ing to M. Demian, the number of inhabitants amounts to

6,620,637, making 1534 to every square mile. These con-
sist of a variety of nations, Hungarians, Slavons, Wala-
chians, Germans, Sec.

The Hungarians, or Huns, who settled here near the end
of the ninth century, and gave their name to the country,

have established themselves iu the best and most fruitful
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part of the kingdom. Tliey inhubii almost all llie lower

plain, beginning at Marmarosch, and the wcsturn part ol"

Hungary, and form tlie population of 3,668 towns and

villages. The true Hungarians arc of a free and inde-

pendent character, and afi'cct to despise llie (Jermans.

They prefer the trade of arms, or the labours of agricul-

ture, to every other employment. The dress, called Hes-
sian in England, consisting of pantaloons and military half-

boots, with spurs fastened to the heels, is so universal, that

it is worn both by boys and men ; and the Hussar uniform,

which is peculiar to this nation, and consists of a tight vest,

mantle, and furred cap, with the whiskers, give them a

graceful and military appearance.
The Sclavons are more numerous, and are daily increas-

ing. They are divided into several branches : Slowacs,
Ruszniacs, Croats, Vandals, and Servians or Rasciens.

The Slowacs inhabit chiefly the counties on the north and
northwest, particularly those of Presbourg, Ncutra, Trent-
chin, Thurotz, &c. and occupy 3,768 towns and villages.

Of all the inhabitants of Hungary, this people are the most
fruitful ; for wherever they have established themselves
among Hungarians or Germans, these have ceased to pros-

per, and their families have become extinct in a few gene-
rations. The Ruszniacs have settled in the counties of
Marmarosch, Beregh, £cc. bordering on eastern Galiicia.

According to the conscri/ition tables of 17S7, they amount-
ed to nearly half a million of souls, and peopled 702 towns
and villages. The Croats dwell principally on the banks
of the hike Neusiedl, and the counties of Wieselbourg and
Oedenbourg ; and the- Vandals on the mountainous parts

of Eisenbourg. The Rasciens or Servians came as colo-

nists to Hungary during the reign of the emperor Sigis-

mund. They occupy a great part of the military frontiers,

and also many places in the interior, and have had con-

siderable privileges granted to them by the kings of
Hungary.
The Walachians, who are supposed to be the descend-

ants of the ancient Roman colonies, dwell chiefly in the

Bannat, onthe confines of Walachia, and in the counties of

Arad, Bihar, and Szathmar, in 1,024 towns and villages.

Those of the Bannat bear a very bad character. They
are noisy and quarrelsome, and fond of gambling. They
commit many disorders and crimes, which have been at-

tributed to the influence of their priests, who are called

Pujtes ; and it has been calculated, that in twenty execu-
tions for capital off'ences, there is always one pope.

The German population is scattered almost equally over

all the kingdom, but it predominates in 921 villages and
towns in the counties of Zips, Eodenbourg, and Wiesel-
bourg, and in some of the royal free cities. They are

almost all Suabians, and their reception as colonists into

Hungary is of a late date, chiefly between the years 1765

and 1787. In the last of these years alone more than thirty

villages were built for them. In general the establish-

ment of new colonies in Hungary have cost the govern-

ment more than six millions of florins. The population

of the royal free cities varies from 30,000 to 1,100 inhabi-

tants. Presbourg, Pesth, and Debretzin, are the most po-

pulous ; but Rust, on the lake of Neusiedl, in 1794, con-

tained only 1,105 inhabitants. Of the towns, the principal

are, Ketschkeinet, containing, in 1803, 24,000 ; Nagy-
Koros, 12,000; Szarwasch, 9,000; Sazljereny, 12,000; and

Bekesch, 11,000 inhabitants. The villages are very un-

equally peopled. In the lower plain, some are found with

six, ten, and sometimes twelve thousand souls ; but in the

mountainous districts they seldom exceed 700.

Besides these principal nations, there are also Macedo-
?iia?is, or Modern Gretks, who have no settled habitations,

l)ut travel over the country, engaged entirely in commerce;
Vol. X, Part II.

Jews, who are chiefly itinerant merchants ; jlrmenians, who
are employed in agriculture; and Bohemians., or gypsies.
This vagabond race are very numerous in Hungary ; and,
in spite of all the atlenii)is of the Emperor Joseph II. to
reform and civilize them, they slill maintain their ancient
customs and lubils. Those of the Bannat get their liveli-

hood as itinerant blacksmiths or musicians. During sum-
mer they go almost naked, and are then employed in wash-
ing gold from the sand of the rivers; and in winter they
cut spoons, ladles, troughs, and other implements of wood.
They form the orchestra at all weddings and merry meet-
ings ; and many of the richest nobles invite them to their
castles, to amuse their guests with their music and national
songs. Schwartner, in his Statistics of Hungary, attempts
to account for this variety of population : " From the ear-
liest history, Hungary has been tiie native abode of the
Sarmatians or Sclavonic tribes. Since the fourth century,
it has been the hospitable region where reposed the innu-
merable hordes which overturned the Roman Empire,

—

the asylum of many Tartar nations that were driven from
their own homes,—the passage of those fanatic bands of
crusaders, whom the knavery and ava.ice of monks sent
to perish in Palestine, that they might take possession of
their wealth in Europe,—as the frontier of Christendom,
the theatre of European valour and Turkish ferocity,—and
for a long time the cherished homes of the gypsies, the El-
Dorado of the Germans, especially of the laborious Saxons,
and numerous Suabians."
The inhabitants of Hungary may be classed under three

heads, viz. the nobility, the citizens, and the peasants. The
nobility are very numerous, and are calculated at 325,894
individuals, making nearly one for every twenty-one in-

habitants and a half. These consist of the barons of the
kingdom, or ofiiccrs of state, and the order of Alagnats
(libcri barones). Of the latter there wei-e, according to

the Political Almanack of 1805, 95 families of counts, 79
of barons, and 297 of noble strangers, who had obtained
letters of naturalization since the commencement of the

Austrian sovereignty. There are only three families whose
heads enjoy the title of firince : Esterhazy, Bathyany, and
Grassalkovics. The first is supposed to be the richest

subject in Europe. Among the nobility, also, are includ-

ed all gentlemen who possess landed property, as the in-

dividual doing so is ijiso facto ennobled. The title of citi-

zen or burgher belongs only to the inhabitants of the royal

free cities, who have particular privileges; and their num-
ber, including the inhabitants of the six free cities of

Croatia and Sclavonia, amounts to nearly 366,000. The
peasants are the inhabitants of the country, who belong
neither to the noblesse, the clergy, nor the military, but

who live entirely by husbandry, the cultivation of the vine,

or the rearing of cattle. Of these they reckon 509,825.

With them may also be classed 788,993 other individuals,

whom thep call liaunler, who have no lands to cultivate, but

who live by their own labour.

The government of Hungary is a limited monarchy,

where the king enjoys great authority and influence ; but

where the nobility also have extensive rights and numerous
privileges. The order of succession is established in the

descendants of either sex of the House of Hapsburg, who
at their coronation must take an oath in the presence of

the diet, to preserve and maintain inviolate the liberties,

privileges, rights, laws, and usages of the kingdom at pre-

sent existing, or which may hereafter be decreed during

their reign ; never to carry the Hungarian diadem out of

the kingdom, but to entrust it to two lay guardians elected

by the diet for the purpose; touniteto tiie crownof Hungary

ail the countries which it formerly possessed, should they

be reconquered; to restore to the estates of the realm the

4 U
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light of electing a king alter the extinction of the line of

the descendants of Charles VI., Joseph I., and Leopold I.;

and that each of their successors shall be bound to satiction

this conservative act at the diet of his coronation within six

months after his accession.

The prerogatives of the monarch consist in his exercis-

ing the executive power in its full extent; but the legisla-

tive power he holds only in conjunction with the diet,

whose decrees alone have the force of laws ; the nomina-

tion to all bishoprics and abbeys, and ecclesiastical dig-

nities, as also to all civil and military appointments, (the

Palatine, and the two keepers of the crown excepted, who

are chosen by the diet from a list of candidates presented

by the king) ; the power of creating nobles, of making

peace and war, and of calling out the personal levy ; the

right to the revenues of all vacant benefices, as also to the

properties of all deceased nobles who have died without

heirs, or who have been convicted of treason or rebellion;

the immediate superintendance and direction of all establish-

ments of public instruction, whether religious or temporal,

whether Catholic or Protestant ; and the right of convok-

ing the diet, of pointing out the matters that are to be there

discussed, and of proroguing or dismissing it.

The privileges of the nobility, by an act of the diet in

1741, were formed into a fundamental law of the king-

dom, and consist in the right of assisting at the delibera-

tions of the legal assemblies of the county, wherein they

dwell or possess property, whatever be the subject under
consideration ; the inviolability of their persons from arrest,

unless in the cases of felony, high-way robbery, and some
other crimes ; the sole right of possessing lands with the

seignorial power over their vassals ; and the exemption
from all contributions and imposts.

The royal free cities enjoy the same rights as the nobles

without exception, and aie subject to the same laws and
usages. They are considered as domains of the crown,
•which can neither be alienated nor mortgaged. They con-

stitute the fourth order of the diet, and are represented by
two members each ; and the citizens elect their own bur-
gomasters, judges, and magistrates. Besides tlie royal

free cities, there are others which possess particular pri-

vileges ; the most considerable of which are the sixteen

cities of Zips, which were mortgaged to Poland by King
Sigismund, but restored to Hungary in 1772. Their juris-

diction, civil and military, is independent of the county
;

and they enjoy the right of appeal from their own tribunals

to the supreme courts of the kingdom. Their population

is 45,000. The six cities of Heidukcs, in the county of
Saboltsch, which possess nearly the same privileges, and
send two deputies to the diet. ' They contain about 27,500
inhabitants ; and the districts of Jazyg, of Great and Little

Cumania, which form a population of 1 12,723 souls. They
are under the immediate jurisdiction of the palatine, and
form, like the royal free cities, a domain of the crown.
They pay neither duly nor tithe, and send two represen-
tatives to the diet. All these, however, are subject, like

the other cities, to the general contributions.

The peasants, since 1791, by an act of the diet, are no
longer attached to the soil, but are at liberty to leave their
habitations at the proper term, and seek another lord.
Formerly it was not permitted for plebeians to plead in

law against a noble ; but the free cities pleaded for their
individual burghers, and one noble defended the lights of
his vassals against another. By the diet of 1802, how-
ever, it was decreed, that, for the future, citizens and
peasants should be permitted, in certain cases, to prosecute
for themselves. Plebeians, also, as such, may fill the
highest situations in the church ; and it is not unfrequent,
that, on account of their learning and good conduct, they

obtain letters of nobility. When once ennobled, the career
of honours is open to them, and they may then aspire to the
first offices of the kingdom.
The principal officers of state are the fialatine, who, be-

sides other duties, presides at the assembly of the diet, is

viceroy in the absence of the king, and generalissimo of
the Hungarian troops; the grand judge of the kingdom;

'

the bann of Croatia, Dalmatia, and Sclavonia ; and the
grand treasurer.

The Diet of the states is composed of four orders, viz.

the prelates; the lay-barons and the magnats; the repre-
sentatives of the counties, each county sending two mem-
bers ; and the representatives of free cities. They are in-

vited to the diet, in the name of the king, by letters of con-
vocation dispatched by the chancery ; and these letters

often contain a statement of the difTerent points that are to

be there discussed, that the counties and free cities may
give proper instructions and powers to their deputies.

According to the constitution, no one but a noble, that is,

one who possesses landed properly, can sit and deliberate

in the diet. When assembled, all the members are con-
sidered as upon an equality, neither baron nor bishop hav-
ing any privileges more than a simple gentleman. They
meet in separate chambers: the chamber of magnate,
where the palatine presides, and which is composed of the
prelates, the barons of the kingdom, the governors of coun-
ties, and all the counts and barons who may be members
of the diet ; the other deputies, who are the most nu-
merous body, constitute the chamber of states, where the
grand judge presides. When a motion has passed both
chambers, the king has the power of confirming or re-

jecting it, his approbation being necessary to give it the
force of a law.

The internal police of the kingdom is administered by
the supreme aulic chancery, the council of government,
and other subordinate courts. The first sits at Vienna,
and is composed of an aulic chancellor, vice-chancellor,

and ten aulic counsellors, all chosen by the king. Of the

counsellors, two are bishops, two magnats, and six. nobles.

It is the organ by which the king exercises his royal au-
thority, and directs the political affairs of the interior. It

expedites all letters-patent, granting favours and privi-

leges, and also all diplomas, nomipating to vacant bishop-
rics, ecclesiastical benefices, and other offices. The coun-
cil of government sits at Buda, and consists of the palatine,

who is president, and 24 counsellors. It has the superin-
tendance of all inferior courts, and of ail matters regard- <

ing general police and public safety, and the inspection of
churches, universities, &c. ; it encourages agriculture, in-

dustry, and commerce ; and decides in all matters of litiga-

tion respecting the services of peasants towards their lords,

&c.

The subordinate courts are those of the counties and free

cities. Each county has its governor and two vice-go-

vernors, a procurator, and vice-procurator- fiscal, a receiver-

general and assistant, a notary. Sec. The governors are
appointed by the king, except in the cases of the palatine,

the primate, the princes Esterhazy and Bathyany, the

counts Kobari, Illeshazy, Paify, Nadasdy, Schonborn,
Csaky, Erdody, and baron Revay, who are hereditary go-
vernors of counties ; the other magistrates are appointed by
the county, and are renewed every three years. The go-
vernor convokes the county whenever he thinks it neces-
sary, and all the nobiliiy within its bounds have a right to

deliberate and vote. The subjects which are there dis-

cussed, regard the police and agriculture of the county;

the election of their deputies and magistrates; the levying

of contributions and imposts ; and the publication of the

decrees of the diet, and of the council of government.
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The magistracy or a free city consists of a judge, a

burgomaster, a counsel, a notary, &c. to whom arc en-

trusted the administration of justice and police witliin the

royalty.

The tribunals of justice, which possess general juris-

diction throughout the kingdom, are the septemviral table,

and the royal table. The septemviral table consisted for-

merly only of seven members, Init it is now augmented to

twenty-two, of whom the palatine is president. It is only a

court of cassation, and receives processes by appeal from

the royal table and inferior tribunals. The royal table,

where the grand judge presides, is composed of seventeen

members, nine of whom must be present, in order to con-

stitute its decisions valid. It pronounces on all disputes

respecting property, the maiming or murdering of nobles,

and crimes of high treason. It is also a court of appeal, and

holds four sessions during the year.

The inferior and special judicatories are the four tribu-

nals of the circles, which decide only in civil cases, having

no criminal jurisdiction ; the county tribunals, which have

also four sessions, and take cognizance of all matters civil

and criminal, except in cases of high treason ; the district

tribunals; the city tribunals; andthe tribunals of individual no-

bles. Croatia has also a court of appeal, called tabula banalis,

•which sits at Agram, and of which the ban of Croatia and
Sclavonia is president. It has the same jurisdiction within

these provinces as the royal table at Pesth, with this differ-

ence, that an appeal maybe carried from the tabula banalis

to the royal table.

The bases of Hungarian jurisprudence are the corpus
juris Hungarici ; decretu7n trifiartitum Verboeczianum, and
decisiones curiales. The corpus juris Hung, is a collection

of all the decrees passed by the diet from the commence-
ment of the monarchy, and was first formed in 1584. Since
that time it has received so many additions, that it is in-

creased one half; but, latterly, these laws have been so ill

digested, and so intermixed with other matters, that the

confusion which is thus occasioned renders the study of

them both difficult and laborious. The decretum tripartitum

Verboeczianum, is a collection of customs introduced into

the administration of justice, which, by long usage, have
received the force of laws. This collection was made by
Verboecz, the grand judge in the reign of Ladislaus II.;

and though it has been rejected as a national code by seve-

ral diets, yet, through the course of time, it has acquired

such reputation, that it is actually acknowledged through-

out the kingdom, as forming a legitimate part of Hunga-
rian law. The decisiones curiales are tlie decisions of the

judges of the royal table on certain questions to which no
existing law could be directly applied. They were collect-

ed by order of Maria Theresa in 1769 ; and, after having

been revised by the septemviral and royal tables, were pub-
lished under the title oiplanum curiale.

The revenue ofHimgary arises from three sources; the

royal domains, the legal duties, and the contributions or

imposts. The royal doynains consist of the kron-guter, or

such property as is attached to the crown, and is unaliena-

ble ; and the kammergUter, that which belongs to the king

personally, and which he can dispose of at his pleasure.

The annual value of both amounts to 6,000,000 of florins.

The regal duties coinprehend the management of the salt,

•which is supposed to yield nearly 6,800,000 florins ; the

mines, which, after deducting all expcnces, produce

1,097,000 florins ; the duties upon expoits and imports,

valued at 1,300,000 florins ; the quit-rents of the royal free

cities, and of the sixteen cities of the Zips, amounting to

34,000 florins ; the royal exchequer, which brings 94,000

florins; the toleration tax paid by the Jews, producing

100,000 florins ; the tax of 5 per cent, upon all employ-

ments, to which is attached a retiring pension, yielding
37,000 florins ; the ecclesiastical subsidy, which, in 1781,
was 71,000 florins. To these may be added the post-office,

the tolls upon the bridges, the tax of 10 per cent, which all

must pay who carry their fortune out of the country; the
lottery ; and the banks, of which there are two, one at

Presbonrg, and the other at Buda. The contributions or
imposts are levied upon the counties and cities. The total

amount is fixed by the diet, and is divided into porten or
portions, each of which is valued at 688 florins, 50 kreut-
zcrs. Eveiy county and city is then burdened with so
many porten, according to its population and resources,
which they collect from the citizens and peasants. The
sources of this branch of the revenue arises from the poll-

tax, tax upon cattle, 8cc. ; the land-tax paid by the farmer;
and a tax upon trades. Sec. The total amount of the con-
tributions in 1802 was 6210| porten, making 4,277,827
florins, 12| kreutzers; to which may be added 113,615
florins, 58| kreutzers for Croatia. Tlie total revenue of
Hungary cannot be well ascertained, as the diflerent items
given above are not for the same year, and authors arc

also much divided in opinion respecting it. Schloezer
makes it 13,500,000 florins; Busching," 18,000,000 ; De
Lucca, 15,000,000; Schwartner, 11,750,000; and Demian,
who is tlie latest author, fixes it at between 15 and 16 mil-

lions of florins. After deducting the public expenditure,
the surplus, according to Sch'wartner, amounts to 1,002,296

florins.

The management of the finances is entrusted to the royal

chamber of Buda, which is independent of all other au-

thority within the kingdom, and correspoiids with the

royal treasury at Vienna. It administers all the royal re-

venues, except the contributions which are lodged in the

government chest, and the mines and mint, which are en-

trusted to a particular council.

Since 1802, the Hungarian army, exclusive of the fron-

tier regiments, is formed of twelve regiments of infantry

and ten regiments of cavalry, making an armed force of

64,000 men. The military cordon, which extends along

the frontiers from the Adriatic to the county of Marma-
rosch, is formed of seventeen regiments of armed peasants,

each regiment having its particular district ; viz. eight in

Croatia, three in Sclavonia, two in the Bannat, and four in

Transylvania, Each regiment has two battalions, and in

time of war a battalion of reserve ; the whole, exclusive of

the reserve, amounting to 49,402 men. There is also

a regiment of hussars, whose complement, in time of

peace, is 1364 men and 1212 horses. The Hungarian
army is maintained by an annual contribution, fixed by the

diet in 1715, which is levied upon the citizens and pea-

sants, and amounts to nearly three millions of florins. The
country is also obliged to furnish bread and forage ne-

cessary for the troops at a fixed price, whatever be the

price of these necessaries in the public markets ; and

the loss which is thus sustained by the counties, is com-
puted at about a million of florins. The extraordinary

contributions, however, which were required during the

late wars with France, were paid almost entirely by the

nobility.

In addition to the permanent army establishment, the

diet, in urgent cases, grants a levy at the request of the

king. During the middle ages, every Hungarian noble,

by a law of the kingdom, was obliged to arm himself and

his vassals in defence of the country wlien threatejied by

an enemy; and in cases of imminent danger, tlie whole

nation took up arms. The levy now, however, is confined

to a certain additional force, furnished and paid by the

counties and cities. The first levy of this description was

raised in 1741, for the war of the succession; and in the

4U 2
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first coaliiioiis against France, regular levies were decreed

by the diet; but tliey were always too late of being brouglU

into tiie field, to be of any service to the cominon cause.

The levy of 1797, 40,000 strong, was scarcely assembled

before the peace of Campo Formio was concluded; that of

1800 was stopped in their march Ijy the peace of Luneville;

and that of 1805 was withdrawn on account of the peace of

Presbourg.
All religious sects enjoy full toleration and security in

this kingdom, as well as in other parts of the Austrian do-

minions. The Roman Catholic is the established religion,

and is under the juiisdiction of three arch-bishops, Gran,

Kolotcha, and Erluu ; 14 diocesan bishops, and 16 titular

bishops; 16 metropolitan chapters, and two others of col-

legiate churches ; ! 78 beneficed canons, and 79 honorary

canons; 1 archabbot, and 146 abbots; 19 grand provosts,

and 89 provosts. The revenues of the bishops and chap-

ters are very considerable ; and, according to Schwartner,

that of the former, in his time, amounted to 864,776 florins,

and of the latter to 530,658; but, according to Demian,

they may now be valued, when taken together, at above

two millions of florins. The inferior clergy are composed
of pastors and monks. Of the former, there are 4189, in-

cluding 2298 rectors, 402 chaplains, and 1489 curates;

and of the latter are 3059, including 2236 priests, 214

novices, and 609 lay brethren. The Emperor Joseph II.

increased the number of the pastors, so that every commune,
containing a certain number of parishioners, should have

one; and fixed their allowance at 300 florins for each rec-

tor, and 240 lor each chaplain or curate. According to

Grellmann, the Roman Catholic pastors, comprehending
those of Croatia and Sclavonia, receive 1,379,500 florins.

But, while the Empeior Joseph augmented the number of

pastors, he at the same time suppressed 134 monasteries,

containing 1209 jiriests and 275 lay brethren. There are

still 136 remaining, of different orders : the Piaristes, who
Iiave two residences and 23 colleges; the Benedictines,

four abbeys and three residences ; the Premontres, five

abbeys ; the Citeaux, two abbeys and three monasteries
;

the fathers of Charity, ten monasteries ; the Cordeliers,

61; the Minitnes, eleven; the Ca/iuc/iins, seven; the

Dominicans, four; the Cannes, one; the Servites, three;

and the Augustiiies, one. The support of these religious

beggars, since they were precluded from seeking alms,

costs the chest of religion 75,000 florins a year. There
are also ten convents, containing 274 nuns and 116 lay-

sisters; six of the order of Sta. Ursula, two of Sta. Eliza-

beth, one of J^'otrc Dame, and one for English ladies at

Buda. Six convents had been suppressed by the Empe-
ror Joseph, containing 152 nuns and 39 lay-sisters. In
1802 there were 500 monks and nuns of the suppressed
convents still living, who received pensions from the chest

of religion ; the priests and nuns from 30O to 200 florins,

and the lay-brethren and sisters 150 florins. The number
of Roman Catholics in the kingdom is calculated at about
4,000,000.

The Greek Catholic church, whose members amount
to nearly 500,000, is under the direction of two bishops,
who are suffragans to the Roman Catholic archbishop of
Gran ; two chapters composed of two grand provosts ;

eleven beneficed canons and six titular canons, and 820
pastors. The revenue of the two bishops is 28,000 florins,

that of the chapters 9150, and that of the pastors 78,000
florins. Belonging to this church are eight monasteries of
the order of St £««//, containing 68 monks, 21 novices, and
17 lay brethren.

The Greek Schismatic Church has five bishops, all suf-

fragans of the metropolitan archbishop of Carlowitz in

Sclavonia, whose diocesiss contain J 130 parishes. There

are ten monasteries of this religion, having a revenue of

about 17,000. florins, and are inhabited by 82 monks. This
sect amounts to 1,877,587 souls.

The Protestant Evangelical, or Lutheran Church, con-
sisting of 700,000 souls, has 445 places of worship, and
478 ministers, who are chosen and supported entirely by
their congregations.

The Reformed Evangelical Church is under a similar

constitution, and includes 1324 churches, 1381 ministers,

and 1,300,000 members.
• There are 75,128 Jews, who have 42 synagogues, and 56
rabbles. This sect is excluded from all the cities which are
near the mines ; and some other cities consider the pro-

hibiting of Jews to settle within their walls among the num-
ber of their privileges. The Anabaptists are inconsider-

able in number, and are to be found only in a few cities.

The establishments for public instruction in Hungary,
may be distinguished into General and Particular. Of the

former, there is an elementary school, with two masters,

established in every Catholic commune, where are taught,

reading, writing, arithmetic, and religion. In addition to

these, there are also 73 principal schools, to which are at-

tached 234 teachtrs; 9 normal schools, with 51 masters;
43 gymnasia, with 88 professors; and 5 arch- gymnasia,
with 26 professors. In all these establishments, education

is gratuitous, and costs the state about 90,000 florins. For
the higher sciences, there are four academies, at Presbourg,

Kaschau, Grosswardein, and Raab ; a lyceum at Erlau ;

two schools of philosophy at Stein-am-Anger and Szegedln;

and a unlvcrbity at Pesth. Besides a school in each of their

parishes, the Lutherans have several other establishments

tor the education of their youth. In all of them, however,
the sciences are very imperfectly taught, and the masters
very poorly paid. The Reformed, in addition to their pa-

rish-schools, have two colleges at Debretzin and Saros-
Patak, whlcli are intended chiefly for the education of their

ministers. The Greek Schismatics have very few schools,

except in the military frontiers of the Bannat, where there

are 130, with 3615 scholars; and those of this persuasion
who wish to study the higher branches of science attend

the Catholic or Protestant academies.

The Special Schools consist of the practical schools for

rural economy in all its branches, of which there are four, at

Szarwasch, Kessthely, St Mlklosch, and Hradek ; a school

for the deaf and dumb at Waltzen, and the royal school of

mines at Schemnllz. To the school of mines at Schemnitz
are attached two professors, one for metallurgy and chemis-
try, and the other for mathematic sand other subjects connect-

ed with the mines. It is of great repute on the continent,

and is generally attended by 90 students of dlfi'erent na-

tions.

Notwithstanding the number of public establishments

for education in this country, the state of the sciences and
literature is still very low. The Lat!i~) language is in ge-
neral use ainong the inhabitants, ami Indeed there are few
parts of the country where it is not understood even by the
lower orders. At Schemnitz, " the most prevailing tongue
is the Sclavonian ; next to this the Hungarian ; then the
German; and lastly the Latin." " Some conjecture." says
Dr Clarke, " respecting the state of literature in any na-
tion, may perhaps be formed by examining the booksellers'

shops belonging to its capital ; and with this view we
eagerly inspected those of Presbourg, but no prospect
could be more barren : there was not a single volume
worth a moment's notice either upon sale in the town, or
mentioned In any of their catalogues." The public library

at Pesth, however, contains all the best editions of the
classics, and some manuscripts, but these are of little value.

The Hungarian language cannot boast of one work of me-
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I'it ; anil even ils Latin writers are very little known. The
most voluminous and celebrated authors of this nation are

Pray and Windisch. The researches of the former, who
wrote in Latin, were conlined chiefly to the history of his

country ; and those of \\'indisch, in German, to ils geo-
graphy.

See Gibbon's Roman Emjiirc, 4to. vol. ii. p. 577, vol. iii.

p. 362, and vol. v. p. 143, 548. Jlnc. Un. Hist. vol. xix. p.

204. Mod. Un. Hist. vol. xxxii. p. 99. Demian Tableau
Geogra/ihique et Politique des Royaumes de Hongrie, See.

translated from the German. Clarke's Travels, vol. iv. p.

627—700. Fray's Historia reffum Hungaria, he. Win-
disch's Political, Geogra/i/iical, and Historical Dcscri/ition of
the Kingdom of Hungary, in German; also his Gcograjxhy

of Hungary. Schwarlner's Statistics of the Kingdom of
Hungary. Sacy's History of Hungary. Townson's 7>a-
vels in Hungary. Born's Travels in Hungary, b.c. (/;)

HUNGER. See Abstinence and Fasting.
HUNS. See Hungary.
HUNTER, William, M. D. celebrated as a physician

and author, and as the collector of the Huntetian museum
now in Glasgow, was born on the 23d of May, 1718, at Long
Calderwood, his father's estate, in the parish of Kilbride.

At the age of 15 he was sent to the university of Glasgow,
where he passed five winters, being destined by his father

for the church. This pursuit, however, did not accord
with some modes of thinking which he had adopted ; and
an acquaintance which he formed with Dr CuUen, then a
practitioner at Hamilton, inspired him with a taste for the

medical profession, to which accordingly he attached him-
self. He resided three years with Dr Cullen as his pupil

;

after which it was agreed that he should study in Edin-
burgh and London, and afierwards return to Hamilton, to

settle in partnership with Dr Cullen. In pursuance of this

plan, he studied in Edinburgh in the winter of 1740 and
1741 i

and in the summer of 1741 he went to London,
where he lived in the house of Dr Smellie ; and prospects

gradually opened on him, which induced him to remain in

the metropolis. He brought with him a letter of recom-
mendation to Dr Douglas from Mr Foulis of Glasgow,

(the well-known printer of excellent editions of several of

the classics,) who had formed a coimection with that phy-

sician, by procuring for him various editions of Horace, of

which the enthusiastic admiration of Dr Douglas made him
anxious to possess himself of every existing edition. Dr
Douglas, entertaining a favourable opinicn of Mr Hunter's

talents, proposed to engage him as his assistant in perform-

ing dissections for a splendid woik on the bones, which he

was then preparing for publication. Mr Hunter, obtaining

his father's consent, accepted of this offer. His father died

soon after, and in a few months he also lost his patron, Dr
Douglas, who died, leaving a widow and two children. Mr
Hunter continued to reside in the family, superintending

the education of the children, and prosecuting his own
studies. In 1743, he communicated to the Royal Society

his observations on the structure of the cartilages of the

joints, in which he shewed that, contrary to the ideas pre-

viously entertained, they were formed of short perpendicu-

lar fibres, like the enamel of the teeth. Meeting with ap-

plause in his anatomical pursuits, he wished to lecture on

anatomy ; and an opportunity was soon afforded him by

Mi' Sharpe, who had for some years lectured to a society of

naval surgeons, and declined this task in favour of Mr Hun-
ter. In commencing his first course, he felt great solici-

tude ; but he soon met with applause which encouraged

him. He had little difficulty to encounter, compared to one

who commences such an undertaking without previous in-

troduction to public notice. His eminent talents were in

the first instance exercised in a field in which tjiey were

sure to be recognised. He theri IVjre proceeded, not inere-
ly with confidence, but with enthirsiaslic zeal, in the pur-
suits in which he so much delighted. The proSts of the
iirst winter put hiin in possession of a larger sum than he
had ever before possessed, 70 guineas ; but as his gene-
i-osity led him to supply the wants of dificrent friends, his
fund was completely exhausted before next winter, and he
was even obliged to delay his lectures for a fortnight, for
want of money to pay for advertising. This incident, to-
gether with the ultimate inutility of some of his generous
acts to those who were the objects of them, impressed on
him a lesson of prudence, which preserved him ever after
from similar inconveniences, and laid in part the foundation
of that fortune, which he expended in a public-spirited
manner.

In 1 747, he became a member of the college of surgeons ;

and in the spring of the following year he made a tour with
the son of Dr Douglas through Holland to Paris. The
beautiful anatomical preparations of Albinus, which he saw
in Holland, inspired him with admiration, and an ambition
to emulate their excellence. He returned to resume his

lectures ; and in the mean time he practised both surgery
and midwifery. But he soon gave up the former of these
branches, and attached himself to midwifery, in which his

late preceptor Dr Douglas had been eminent. He was
elected, in 1748, surgeon accoucheur to the Middlesex hos-

pital, and the following year to the British lying-in hospital.

These appointments, together with his agreeable person
and address, in which he furnished a favourable contrast
to Dr Smellie, who at that tiine enjoyed a high reputation,

promoted greatly the extension of his practice, which was
rendered still greater by the death of Sir Richard Man-
ningham, and the retirement of Dr Sandys.

In 1750, he obtained the degree of M. D. from the uni-

versity of Glasgow. At this time, he quitted the family of
Mrs Douglas, and took a house for himself in Jermyn
Street. In the summer of 1751, he paid a visit to his mo-
ther and other relations in Scotland, where he had an op-
portunity of exchanging congratulations with Dr Cullen,

who was now, like himself, rising into eminence, and was
established as a physician and professor in Glasgow.

In 1755, he was made physician to the British lying-in

hospital on the resignation of Dr Layard, was admitted li-

centiate of the college of physicians, and soon after became
a member of the medical society of London. He publish-

ed, in the Observations and Inquiries of this body, a history

of an aneurism of the aorta.

Dr Hunter turned his extensive practice to very eminent

account, by adding to the pathological and medical know-

ledge of the age. He had the merit of first explaining the

nature of the disease called retroversio uteri, and distin-

guishing it from other diseases with which it had been con-

founded ; he explained the texture of the cellular mem-
brane, and the pathology of anasarca and emphysema ; he

also threw much light on the subjects of ovarian dropsy,

diseases of the heart and stomach, and hernia. For his

papers on these and many other subjects, we refer to his

Medical Commentaries.

In 1762, he was consulted during the pregnancy of the

queen, and in two years after was appointed physician-ex-

traordinary to her Majesty. In 1767, he became a fellow

of the Royal Society, and enriched their Transactions with

his learned observations on the bones of animals found on

the banks of the river Ohio, and on the rock of Gibraltar.

He, after this, became engaged in some personal disputes

with the present Dr Monro, senior, of Edinburgh, on their

contending claims to priority in anatomical discoveries.

This contest became keen, and was enlivened with wit and

pleasantry ; but probablv more was lost by the irritation
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which it created, than was in any respect gaineil by either

party. A man, in clelendins^ his own claims, is tempted to

expose every defect which tends to shake the general cre-

dit due to his adversary, and the feelings which are most

profitable and becoming for men of liberal pursuits are ex-

ihiguished. Those are happiest who feel no temptation to

enter on such controversies, or who, if accidentally betray-

ed into them, soon perceive their pernicious tendency, and

in good time relinquish them. The subjects of dispute

were indebted to both of these celebrated anatomists, but

they both had been anticipated in some of their boasted dis-

coveries by Mailer, in others by Nouguez. The principal

of them were tlic origin and uses of the lymphatics ; the

possibility of injecting the epididymis, and the excretory

ducts of the lacrymal gland.

In 1768, Dr Hunter was elected a member of the Socie-

ty of Arts, and was appointed anatomical professor to the

Royal Academy of Arts. By now applying his anatomical

knowledge to the elucidation of painting and statuary, he

displayed in a new field the versatility and extent of his

genius. In 1781, he was unanimously elected to succeed

br John Fotheigill as president of the London Medical

Society. In the same year, the Royal Medical Society .of

Paris elected him one of their foreign associates ; and, in

1782, he received a similar mark of honour from the Royal

Academy of Sciences of Paris.

Dr Hunter's most distinguished publication was his

Anatoiinj of t lie Gravid Uterus, which he began in 1751 ;

but, from his great ambition to give it in the most complete

slate, he delayed to publish it till 1775.

In consequence of a memoir read by Mr John Hunter

in 1780 to the Royal Society on the functions of the placen-

ta, Dr Hunter was led into another keen dispute with this

eminent man and near relation, in which he claimed, with

considerable warmth, the share of merit which belonged to

himself in the discovery. He seems to have perceived

that he carried these disputes too far. They promoted an

irritability of temper, which must have created to him
much uneasiness ; and it was remarked by those who oc-

casionally conversed with him on professional subjects,

that sometimes, when an organ or function was barely men-
tioned which had been the subject of a dispute, he broke
out into a torrent of abuse of the knavery of his adversary.

In the supplement to the first part of his Commentaries, he
excuses his polemical appearances by representing enthu-

siasm as necessary to promote tlie sciences, and observing,

that no man had ever been a great anatomist who had not

been engaged in some violent dispute.

Dr Hunter was long employed in collecting an3 arrang-
ing materials for a history'of morbid concretions formed in

the human body. This design, however, was left imper-
fect, along with others contained in different manuscripts.
The magnificent museum, which we have already men-

tioned, is a monument which will perpetuate the name of
Dr Hunter. The systematic manner in which he planned
and conducted that undertaking, was characteristic of a
strict philosophic prudence. He did not follow the occu-
pation of a collector under the influence of a passion, the
effects of which might afterwards interfere with his'private
happiness. He first laid aside a sum which he reckoned an
adequate provision for himself whenever he should be obliged
to retire from practice, and resolved to dedicate the remain-
der of his fortune to some plan of public utility. In 1765,
he projected an anatomical school on a grand scale, pro-
posing to expend 7000/. on the building, and to endow a
professorship of anatomy. He did not, however, receive
the encouragement from government which he expected

;

and, though afterwards the Earl of Sherburne entered so
much into the scheme as to otter 1000 guineas to encourage

the execution of it by means of subscription, the doctor's

delicacy would not allow him to accede to this plan, and he
chose to execute it at his own expense : for which purpose
he purchased a houife in Great Windmill Street, to which
he removed in 1770, in which he had an amphitheatre and
apartments for dissection, besides a magnificent room for a

museum. Previously to this lime he had confined his col-

lection to human, comparative and morbid anatomy ; but

he now exlended his views to the formation of a general

museum, including fossils, antique medals, and rare books

in the Greek and Latin languages. In an account of a part

of this collection published by his friend Mr Combe, the

expence of it was estimated at 20,000/. .In 1761, he added

to it the collection of Dr Fothergill, consisting of shells,

corals, and other curious objects in natural history, which
were purchased for 1200/.

About the year 1773 he had experienced so much injury

to his health from gout, that he thought of giving up prac-

tice, and returning to Scotland ; but prudential considera-

tions, and his allachment to his favourite pursuits, deter-

mined him to remain in London. The returns of his

disease became more frequent; and at last, on Saturday,

the 15th of March, 1783, after having experienced a re-

turn of wandering gout, he complained of great head ach
and nausea, and was confined for a few days to bed. He
then thought himself so well, that he gave his introductory

lecture to an intended course of surgery ; but, towards the

conclusion of the lecture, he fainted away, and was carried

to bed. Tills happened on a Thursday. On the Saturday

morning he told his friends, that he had a paralytic stroke

in the night, though no symptom of it then appeared about

him. He suflfered little or no pain ; and at one time, turn-

ing to his friend Mr Combe, he said, " If I had strength

enough to hold a pen, I would write how easy and pleasant

a thing it is to die." His death happened in ten days after

his last lecture, viz. on the 30th of March, 1783. His
figure was small and slender, but symmetrical and becom-
ing. He was an agreeable, lively companion. The chief
blemish in his character was an irritability on some sub-
jects, which gave his manner an air of imperiousness. He
will long be held in high estimation as a man, who, when
the limited extent of his means is considered, co'ntributed

in a singular degree to the promotion of science. His
nephew, the present celebrated Dr Baillie, was left the use
of his museum for life, to be succeeded by Mr Cruick-
shanks, Dr Hunter's assistant, who was to enjoy it for

thirty years, and then it was to become the perpetual pro-
perty of the university of Glasgow. The right of rever-

sion of Ml Cruickshanks was extinguished by the death of
this gentleman ; after which Dr Baillie generously gave
up his claim, and the museum was removed to Glasgow,
where magnificent apartments have been tjuilt for it, and
the annual interest of 8000/. left by Dr Hunter, is appro-
priated to the preservation and augmentation of it. It has
already been enriched with many additional articles ; and,

on the whole, adds a new lustre to that seminary, and tends

to promote the resort to it which it has so loiig and so de-

servedly attracted. {^H. D.)
HUNTER, John, an eminent surgeon and author, and

brother to the subject of the preceding article, was born
at Long Calderwood on the 14th of July, 1728. He yas
about ten years old when he lost his father ; and, being the
youngest child, was so much indulged by his mother, that,

though sent to the grainmar school in Glasgow, he made
no proficiency in his studies, and, at last leafing them,
lived for some time idle in the country. Tiring of this

mode of life, he wrote to his brother Dr Hunter in Lon-
don, proposing to become his assistant in his dissections;

or, if that would not suit him, to go' into the army. The
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(ioctor gave him a kind inviialion to London, and he went
up to him in September, 1748. Tl\e doctor found, on a

very short trial, that he promised to become an expert dis-

sector ; and, entertaining great hopes ol' him, gave him
every encouragement to persevere in professional pursuits.

The following summer he attended Chelsea hospital,

where he learned the first rudiments of practical surgery.

Ry the succeeding winter he had made such proficiency,

that his brother left in a great measure to him the super-
intendence of his public dissecting room. In the follow-

ing summer he renewed his attendance at Chelsea hospi-

tal, and the summer after that he attended at St Bartholo-

mew's. In 1753, he entered as a gentleman commoner at

St Mary's Hall, Oxford. In 1756, he was appointed house
surgeon to St George's hospital, where lie had attended as

a pupil the two preceding summers. In 1755, he was ad-

mitted to a parlnersliip in his brother's lectures. His un-

common dexterity in making anatomical preparations, and
some distinguished discoveries which he made in anatomi-
cal science, gradually raised him to great celebrity. He
traced the ramifications of the olfactory nerves on the

Schneidcrian membrane ; he demonstrated the mode of

termination of tlie arteries of the uterus in the jilacenta ;

and he was the first who discovered the lymphatic vessels

of birds. By directing his labours exlensively to compa-
rative anatomy, he laid the foundation of his splendid ana-

tomical museum. These labours were not conducted with
the design of exhibiting preparations of the entire bodies
of different animals, but for tlie more useful purpose of il-

lustrating, in a regular series, the varieties of organization

subservient to each function in the different classes of ani-

mals. He applied to the keeper of the Tower, and other
persons who kept wild beasts, to procure the bodies of

those that died ; and he had generally in his possession
living animals of different species, for the purpose of ob-

serving their manners and instincts. Two anecdotes are

related by his brother-in-law Sir Everard Hoine, that are
very characteristic of his enthusiasm in this amusement.
Two leopards which he kept broke loose on one occasion
from their den, and the howling of his dogs in the same
yard, alarmed the whole neighbourhood. Mr Hunter ran

into the yard, and found one leopard scrambling over the

wall, while the other was surrounded by the dogs. He
without reflection seized both the leopards, and led them
back into their den ; but immediately after, when he thought

of the risk which he had run, as an unlucky irritation on
their part might have terminated in his immediate destruc-

tion, he was so much agitated that he almost fainted away.

On another occasion, while he was struggling with a young
bull, a species of amusement in which he had delighted,

the animal got him down on the ground, and would have
proceeded to the utmost extremities, if a person luckily

coming to the spot had not rescued him.

In 1767, he was made fellow of the Royal Society, and

formed a party of friends, who met at a coffee-house to

discuss points of science after the meetings of the Society,

which he soon found to increase, and to consist of some of

the most eminent men of the age. It contained Sir Joseph

Banks, Dr Solander, Sir Charles Blagden, Sir Harry En-
glefield, Mr Watt of Birmingham, and several others. An
accident which he suffered, the rupture of the tendo achil-

lis of one leg, in dancing, led him to study particularly the

surgical pathology of that part, which he illustrated by ex-

periments on animals. In 1768, Mr Hunter went to the

house which had been occupied by his brother in Jermyn-

street, as the latter moved to his house in Windmill-street,

which he had just completed, and adapted on an extensive

scale to his learned pursuits. Mr Hunter was thus placed

in a favourable situation for private practice, and he now

became a member of the College of Surgeons. In May,
1771, he published his celebrated work on the natural his-
tory of the teeth. In the following July he married Miss
Home, of whom the present Sir .Everard Home was a
younger brother. The latter was then at Weslminsier
school, and was brought up by Mr Hunter to the profes-
sion of surgery. It is to this genlleman that we arc in-
debted for the interesting life of Mr Hunter, iMtfixed to a
posthumous edition of his book on Infiammalion. Mr
Hunter's progress in acc|uiring practice was at first slow,
as he was not possessed of tho.se winning manners, and did
not study those superficial arts, by which many rise in this
respect to distinction. But the weight of his character for
genius and professional industry at last brought him into
the highest repute. His income was greatly augmented;
but it was chiefly expended on his museum, to which he
also regularly devoted his mornings, from sun-rise to the hour
of breakfast. He continually laboured to turn his physiologi-
cal discoveries and observations to account, in improving
the art of surgery. To enumerate his improvements would
far exceed our limits, and they are only to be learned by
perusing his valuable works. He always delighted in mak-
ing acute discoveries, and striking out new views. It is in
explaining the phenomena of inflammation in its various
forms, and the principles on which the healing process
under various circumstances is conducted, that Mr Hun-
ter's genius is most usefully displayed. Some of his opi-
nions cannot be easily admitted as well-founded ; such as
his doctrine of the life of the blood, and of the identity of
syphilis and gonorrhoea. In the winter of 1773, he began
to give lectures on surgery, in which he delivered a full

account of his practical improvements, as well as his pa-
thological views. His first two courses were given gratis.

He continued to improve comparative anatomy by the dis-

section of various animals, some of which were rare and
curious, such as the torpedo and the gymnotus electricus,

the electrical organs of which he described. He repeatedly
dissected the elephant ; he discovered those receptacles in

the bodies of birds, to which the air passes through the
lungs, which threw a new light on the function of respira-

tion, as performed by that class of animals. He engaged
an artist to live with him, for the purpose of making draw-
ings of such parts as did not admit of being preset ved. In

1776, he was appointed surgeon extraordinary to his Ma-
jesty. In the autumn of that year, however, he was taken

dangerously ill, and began to reflect seriously on his situa-

tion and that of his family. As he had expended his for-

tune in his museum, he was desirous of niaking it appear
to advantage, that it might bring its value after his death.

Accordingly, as soon as his health permitted, he arranged

it, and made out a systematic catalogue of its contents. He
afterwards regained sufficient health to prosecute his phy-

siological and surgical investigations; and numerous inge-

nious papers, wiitten by him after this period, appeared in

the Transactions of the Royal Society. In 1783, he had

the honour of being admitted into the Royal Society of Me-
dicine, and the Royal Academy of Surgery, of Paris. The
lease of his house in Jermyn-street having at this time ex-

pired, he purchased one of a large house in Leicester

Square, on which he was tempted to expend above 3000/.

which sum was in a great measure lost to his fatnily l)y the

shoitness of the lease. Here he had ample accommoda-

tion for his museum. The eclat which this great object

gave to him, however, was very great; and the services of

his friends and the public were always readily furnished,

when they could contribute to adorn it with new articles in

comparative anatomy. In 1786, he published his work On

the Venereal, and his Observations on certain parts of the

Animal Economy, consisting of a collection of papers which
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had appcarecl in llie Pliilosopliical Trunsacliuns. About tins

time his licallh beijan lo decline, and he was obhged to re-

sign nuuh of his laborious duty lo ids brother-in-law Mr

Home ; but we lind hini slill active in adding to the stock

of professional iid'orn)alion. He wrote some physiological

papers, for which he obtained the Cop.lcian niedal. In

1792, he gave up his course of lectures entirely to Mr
Home. But he continued to receive splendid marks of

pviblic respect; he was appointed inspector-general vl

hospitals, and surgeon-general to the army ;
he was made

a member of the College of Surgeons of Dublin, and one

of the vice-presidents of the Veterinary College, then first

established in London. He continued to write various pa-

pers, which appeared in the Transactions of the Society

for promoting medical and chirurgical knowledge.

His health" during the last twenty years of his life was

greatly impaired. The symptoms of his disease, which

was angina pectoris, arc mir.utely described by Sir Everard

Home in Uie account of his life. The first attack was

brought on by mental irritation, and, though he was liable

afterwards to sliglit affections from causes of different

kinds, every severe attack arose from some mental cause.

Unfortunately his mind w?s easily provoked by trifles,

while matters of real importance produced no effect. He
died suddenly under an accidental irritation at St George's

hospital, while he laudably attempted to coiitroul it till he

obtained information of the circumstances by which it was

occasioned. This event took place on the 16th of October,

1793, in the 65th year of his age.

He was a man of uncommon originality of thought,

which he displajed under considerable deficiencies of ge-

neral erudition. In this respect he was a contrast to his

brother, who imited genius with erudition in an eminent de-

gree. This circumstance seems, however, to have had

the effect of concentrating his attention more completely

in his favourite objects of pursuit, and to have given a cha-

racter of more obvious originality to all his writings.

I'hough ambitious of a high name in his own line of inves-

tigation, he was not envious of the well merited honours of

others. But he was liable to strong indignation at the pre-

sumption of ignorant mediocrity or indolence. He was
])rone to undervalue too much those professional men, who
were his inferiors in merit, and who, while they paid no

homage to his doctrines, made feeble attempts to shine by

their own light. He was frank in his manners and conver-

sation, a decided enemy to all deceit and intrigue, but on
the whole too apt to speak harshly of his cotemporaries.

The museum which he left was purchased by the Bri-

tish government, was by them committed lo the charge of

the college of surgeons, and is now contained in a splendid

hall fitted tip for the puipose, where a professorship of

comparative anatomy is attached to it ; and it is open lo

the inspection of the public on certain days of the week
for the greater part of the year. This museum affords a

brilliant proof of the comprehensive views and persever-
ing assiduity of the collector. It presents a very extensive
collection of anatomical facts, arranged in such a manner
as to illustrate, in a beautiful series, the various functions,
as performed in the gradations of organized nature, from
vegetables to animals, and from the lowest tribes of animals
to the beautiful complication exhibited in the fabric of the
human body. It is divided into four parts, corresponding
to a fourfold division of the functions. 1. The parts adapt-
ed to- motion; 2. The parts essential lo the internal eco-
nomy of the difTcreut tribes; 3. The parts which connect
living beings v\ith surroundin- objects; and 4. The parts
subservient to the propagation of the species. We under-
stand that the arrangement has undergone some modifica-
tions since the appointment of Mr Lawrence, the present
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professor of comparative anatomy. In this museum, the

eye surveys, as in one vast landscape, all that is interesting

in the sublime science of physiology. It furnishes even to

the mos| ignorant a pleasing and rapid view of the sub-

ject, which could not be obtained from books without

much study. To those who are already well informed, a

.visit to this museum affords an opportunity of givmg form
and body to their knowledge, and adds a permanence lo

their impressions which they could not have otherwise ob-

tained. It is indeed now inntatcd on a smaller scale, by

Ihe laudable industry of many other professional men; but

it is still an object of the highest interest, both for its own
merits, and when considered as one of the earliest of those

vast efforts which have been made, to give an intellectual

celebrity to the whole seminaries of our native country.

(H.D.)
HUNTING, or the pursuit of wild animals, in its most

comprehensive signification, includes those of every deno-

mination, and all the different means by which their capture

is accomplished ; but, in its more restricted sense, it chiefly

denotes the pursuit of terrestrial and amphibious quadru-

peds.

Mankind, in establishing themselves in uncultivated re-

gions, find it alike essential to destroy those creatures,

whose ferocity may endanger their life, or to seek subsist-

ence from the flesh, and clothing from the skin of others,

from which no danger is to be dreaded. Oiiginally a mea-
sure of necessity, hunting becomes an enterprise, wherein

all the strength and activity of the human frame is called

forth ; or it is converted into an amusement, in which equal

skill and ingenuity must be exercised, to combat the pow-
er and instinct of animals. Savage nations, during their

repose from war, are principally occupied in the chace

;

and there are some, to whose country nature has been so

sparing of vegetation, that, without the resources obtained

by hunting, a famine would infallibly ensue. Hunting has
enabled us to bring the most useful animals into a state of

domestication. While employed to subdue the horse, the

ox, and the elephant, in their native climates, it is elsewhere
followed to piocure those precious furs, which pay the tri-

bute of entire countries, and are so highly valued, as to be
the emblem of royalty itself. Hence have resulted various

expedients and stratagems to ensure the capture of wild ani-

mals. But it is to his faithful ally, the dog, that man is

chiefly indebted for their possession. This invaluable crea-

ture is trained, not only to rouse the game in the forests, to

pursue it on the plain, and after a successful chace, instead

of devouring its prey, to watch until the approach of its

master, or to lay it uninjured at his feet. What substitute

could the huntsman find for his dog ? Deprived of its aid,

those excursions, which enable him to return laden with
spoils, would terminate in fatigue and disappointment.

Hunting is prosecuted after a great variety of fashions,

according to the nature of the country and the description

of the game. 1. Wild animals are hunted by means of
others specially trained for that purpose. 2. They are

caught by various stratagems ; as by nets and pitfalls, or

in traps lurmed either for the purpose of destroying thtm,
or of taking them alive. 3. They are shot by fire-

arms or arrows, or destroyed by the same weapons set in

their paths. 4. They are taken by intoxicating substances,

which they are induced lo swallow, or killed by poisons.

These are the principal methods employed throughout the

world in destroying wild animals.

Man is engaged in incessant warfare against the rest of
the animated creation : the numbers sacrificed by him ex-
ceed all credibility ; for scarcely has he come into the

world, and gained the use of his members, when he begins

to think of destruction. But animals have opponenis equalyl
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foi'inidable among each' other, and frigthlul havoc is com-
mitted among the weaker by the stronger and more carni-

vorous tribes. Endowed with natural antipathies, they hnnt

each other down lor the purpose of extirpation, not lor the

sake ot prey. The ancients have told us of an invincible

antipathy entertained by the ichneumon against the croco-

dile ; and although this singular property has not been wit-

nessed by the moderns, it indubitably exists in respect to

snakes. The rhinoceros, a herbivorous animal, is said con-

stantly to seek the elephant, when the most furious com-
bats ensue between them ; and it is aflirmed to delight in

the destruction of all other animals. Dogs incessantly en-

deavour to destroy cats, on which they are not known to

feed ; and horned cattle will frequently make an attack,

and gore the object to death, from rage and antipathy com-
bined. But it is less for the indulgence of such antipathies,

than to satisfy the cravings of nature, that animals hunt each

other in their wild state, and have thus taught men to avail

themselves of their properties. Yet, as they carefully shun
our presence on those ocassions, we are acquainted only

with some of the methods which they pursue. Animals of

the canine species seem to hunt in troops; those of the fe-

line race are in general solitary. *The nature of the wild-

dog, which we can so materially improve by education, is

little known; but it appears to hunt in packs of eight, ten,

or twelve, in India and Persia; and in this way it does not

dread to attack the most ferocious of beasts of prey, the

tiger. In Africa, it has been observed, that wild-dogs hunt
with much sagacity, always acting in concert, while each in

particular does its best to overtake or meet the game, until

at length it becomes their joint victim. Not content, how-
ever, with merely satisfying their hunger, they are said to

wound and destroy every thing that comes in their way, and
prove the greatest enemies of the herds which are kept
among the colonists or natives of Southern Africa. The
wolf, the fox, and jackal, all hunt in troops, though each
may be seen alone in quest of prey. But many animals are

by nature solitary in their pursuits, and seem jealous of the

presence of each other. The lion never hunts in company,
and is said to chace its prey at full speed by the eye, from
its sense of smelling being obtuse. It makes a spring when
within reach of the object ; but, if foiled by distance, skulks

away, as if ashamed of the disappointment. The tiger, a

cruel and terrible desti'oyer, is generally single in its im-
mediate attack ; and instead of trusting to speed, like the

lion, it lies in wait in soine thicket, whence, with an aston-

ishing leap, it pounces on its victim in an instant. Imme-
diate death follows a blow from its tremendous paw, and

the prey is then dragged off to be devoured at leisure.

Nothing can restrain the ferocity of the tiger ; not even fire,

the dread of all wild animals. It is the terror of the forest;

it attacks man as readily as beasts, and even pursues
boats vi'hile navigating rivers. As the fatal blow is always

inflicted by the paw of this animal, in like manner others

evince the same uniformity in the mode of hunting and kill-

ing their prey. The wolf bites it in the tlir'oat ; tlie jackal

invariably seizes a cow by the udder ; and the crocodile,

fixing its teeth in the nostrils, draws its prey into the water

to be drowned.
Man, in evei-y country, has availed himself of the in-

stincts evinced by certain animals in hunting their prey, to

aid him in the chace. Dogs of many different kinds are

trained to it, and in every possible fashion ; either running
down the game by speed, conquering it by absolute strength,

or dislodging it fi-om its haunts, or merely pointing out its

position. In the East, a species of panther, there named
cheeCa, but more commonly the huntriig tiger, is taught to

pursue the antelope ; but if caught young, and brought up
among mankind, so much of its activity and fierceness are

Vol. X. Part II.

lost, that it proves unserviceable. Tiici-efore the cheeta
is always taken old in pits, and soon becomes familiar with
its keeper. The cheeta is carried hoodwinked on a cart
to the -vicinity of the game; and being then unliooded, steals
from bush to bush, until ai)proacliiiig within 70 yards of it.

Rushing forwards with sui prising swiflntss, by a dexterous
use of its paw it throws the animal down, and seizes it

firmly by the throat, until it feels that respiration has ceas-
ed. Sometimes the cheeta cannot be induced to run ; but,
if it is forward to the chace, it seldom continues longer than
for 300 or 400 yards, within which space the antelope is

either caught, or escapes. If disappointed in its original
spi ing, should it get near enough, or be foiled in the course,
it lies down, testifying much disappointniciu ; andinilsi-e-
sentment will sometimes, though rarely, turn on its keeper.
On the day of hunting, the cheeta is kept without food, at

other times it is allowed 4lb. of flesh daily. The lion is

said to be taught by the Africans to hunt for them, as is

also reported to have been practised by the ancient Ro-
mans. In this country, we teach the ferret to hunt after

rabbits; and, considering that many anirrrals ai-e suscepti-
ble of this education, it is not unlikely that more would be
trained to hunt, were not their use superceded by the uni-
versal employment of the dog. There is hardly a situa-

tion in which the dog is not serviceable. There is scarce-
ly an animal which it will not ventur-e to attack, when en-
couraged by the voice and pi-esence of its master ; and it

equally pr'omotes the capture of the terrestrial and the
feathered tribes.

The most gener-al mode of pursuing game is by a small
and select company of huntsmen, and then, perhaps, the
greatest success attends their exertions ; but in some coun-
tries vast multitudes assemble, surrounding a great extent
of territory, and driving numbers of wild animals into a nar-
row space, where their destruction is accomplished at will.

Some of the sovereigns of China have carried an array of
people into Tartary, and occupied themselves several

months uninterruptedly in the chace, while the monarch
himself, unable to use fii-e arms, dexterously shot the ani-

mals with arrows. The modern princes of Hindostan were
wont to advance with 400 or 500 elephants, besides horses,

and all the necessary equipment of several hundred dogs,

nets, andweapons, to thecountr'y H'herethe game was sought.

Even in Scotland, we read of hunting matches conducted
on a great scale, where 12,000 men were present, and when
" thirty scoi-e of wild beasts" were killed. But the real

hunting for profit and utility, in which many thousands en-

gage for subsistence, is conducted by small parties, or by
individuals only. It appears that in Britain it was very

common for ladies anciently to participate in the pleasures

of the chace.

The lion is a large and powerful animal, less ferocious,

and not equally dreaded as the tiger, perhaps from an im-
aginary attribute of generosity, and fr'om the belief that it

never wantonly kills its prey. Nevertheless, the lion is

also a terrible enemy, and its roar inspires all other animals

with fear. Shaw, the easter-n traveller, atffrrns, that the wild

boar is principally its prey ; but sometimes after so cou-

rageous a defence, that victory has inclined to neither, or both

have been found lying dead together-, and torn in pieces.

We have said that the lion never hunts in company, and on

this head M. Golberry relates, that a lion and a lioness hav-

ing discovered a wild boar on the skirts of a forest, the lat-

ter sprung forward to the attack. Having furiously seized

the boar by the throat, she lashed its sides with her tail,

while the lion sat a silent spectator of the combat, which

lasted five minutes^seemingly indiffcr-ent to the stru- gles of

both. At length the boar, yielding to the force of its op-

ponent, fell with horrible cries; and only wftcn dead, the

4X
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lion leisurely advanced to participi^lc in the repast of his

mate. It is supposed that the lion will not attack women,

but the numljer ol' victims vince the fallacy of this hypo-

thesis. However, it is confidenlly affirnicfl, that no person

is in danger who has cour'i^e to look the lion stedfasily in

the face. An African colonist of the Cape of Good Hope
having unexpectedly met a lion, levelled his gun, but the

ball fell short, as the piece hung fire ; and, apprehensive of

the consequences, he immediately fled. The lion closely

pursued him, when the colonist, leaping on a small he ip of

stones, resolved to defend his life wiiti the butt end of his

gun, being precluded fiom loading it again, as he had un-

fortunately dropped his powder flask in his flight. At this

moment the lion made a sudden stand also; and then lay

down, at the distance of a few paces, cjuite unconcerned.

Meantime the colonist durst not move ; but the lion, after

remaining before him completely half an^hour, slowly retir-

ed. The fleetness of this animal enables him to keep up

with a horse galloping, and its strength is such thj; it can

drag away a htifer vviih perfei;t facility. In general, it is

said to lie in ambush, whence it springs upon its prey;

but should the object be missed, no second attempt is made ;

the lion returns siltntly to the spot, to practise more ad-

dress on the next occasion. Probably animals are more
usually preferred, but there are instances of a single lion

attacking a whole caravan. The lion is hunted by horse-

men on the plains, and large dogs, but not of any particular

species, are used to dislodge him from his haunts. At the

first sight of the huntsmen, he always endeavours to escape

by speed ; hut if they and the dogs get near, he either

shakes his head with a terrible roar and slackens his pace,

or quietly sits down to wait their attack. The dogs im-

mediately rush on ; and he has time only to destroy two or

three, each with a blow of his paw, until they tear him in

pieces. Twelve or sixteen are, in this manner, a sufficient

match. Huntsmen going on the enterprize keep together

in pairs. If they they have not the requisite number of

dogs, one, when within reach of the lion, leaps off his horse,

and aims at the animal's heart; but he must instantly re-

mount, in order to fly from its rage if wounded. Should he

miss, the same is done by his companion, who must also give

full reins to his horse ; and then the third of tlie party fol-

lows. This mode of hunting is represented as quite free

from danger, there being no example of its being attended

with fatal consequences. In the northern parts of Africa,

where lions are not so numerous, the wiiole surrounding

district is raised when one is discovered to infest it. A circle

of three, four, or five miles in compass is formed, accord-

ing as circumstances require, and dogs of large size are

employed to rouse the game. Horses are here trained for

the purpose, and the parly proceeds, always narrovving the

circle until the lion appears. Bui this is a moment of dan-

ger, as he will readily spring on the peison nearest to him.

The expert huntsman, however, is generally prepared to

terminate his career by a musket-ball- The lion is like-

wise killed by spring guns set in the path by which it re-

turns to commit iis ravages ; or the Moors and Arabs dig

a pit, which, being slightly covered with reeds and branches,

the animal falls in, and is taken.

One of the noblest sports of the East is the hunting of

the tiger ; and indeed, considering the size, the strength,

and the ferocity of the game, no inconsiderable gratifica-

tion must arise from the conquest. The tiger is some-
limes so large as to measure 13 feet from the nose to the

tip of the tail. It is active, bold, and running ; it is one

of the most destructive beasts of prey: Hocks and herds

are its usual pursuit, hut it is the mortal enemy of man ;

and, having once tasted his blood, it is said to reject ever

after the blood of other animals. The immense and ex-

tensive thickets of Asiatic countries arc so many retreats

where it can lurk in concealment, and spring forth upon
its victim, which it does with a horrible growl; or if the

prey is in motion, where this cannot be accomplished, the

tiger creeps along parallel to it and unperceived, until it

gains the favourable position for its spring. A deadly
blow from the paw precedes the seizure of its victim,

and tlie prey is then dragged away. An instance occurred
of a Supoy on a march acquainting his comrades that he
observed a tiger, " which had set him," as it is called,

stealing along through a jungle. Divesting himself of all

incumbrances, he drew a broad sword, and intrepidly

watching the moment of the spring, with dexterity, as

singular as his courage, immediately disabled his assailant.

Sometimes a tiger takes possession of a pass, whence it

has, for a length ol time, carried off a man daily. This
animal is hunted in various fashions, but chiefly by a nu-
merous party of sportsmen, and elephants trained for the
chace : those males having long tusks are preferred, but
few females are fit to be employed in it. Indeed the ele-

pliunt and the dog are the only auxiliaries of man on this

occasion. Horses become fractious and ungovernable ;

camels offer an insecuil; position to their riders, indepen-
dent of their natural dread of the game ; and even the ele-

phant Can with difficulty be urged onward with due pre-
paration. When the retreat of a tiger is discovered, which
is gtntraily in a jungle near the carcase of a mangled
animal, a line of elephants is formctf, and every exertion
made for its dislodgiaent. The jungle, however, may con-
tain more than one; and as the tiger becomes lethargic

when satiated, and does not remove far from the spot of
its depredations, the jungle is entered with much precau-
tion. Here the search is made with the largest and best
trained elephants ; and it is they that first disclose the pre-
sence of the tiger by a peculiar kind of snorting and trum-
peting, and likewise an uncommon agitation. The tiger

is prone to spring on an approaching object ; but if skulk-
ing otf, the whole covert becomes impregnated with its

smell, and the elephants, uncertain of its distance, and
always dreading an attack, frequently become perfectly

ungovernable, nor can some be restrained from flight. A
certain emanation from the body of the lion and the tiger,

even when unseen, has a poweiful efl'ect on other animals :

and men themselves have experienced a kind of shudder-
ing sensation solely from that cause. The huntsmen who,
mounted on their elephants, are not above ten yards asun-
der, immediately on discovering the tiger, fire from a
piece ol large calibre; but should the shot not prove in-

stantly fatal, the tiger sprirjgs up with a furious roar, and
endeavours to attack its enemy. Particular danger may
thence ensue, and both skill and dexterity are required in

the hunter expeditiously repeating his discharge for his

own preservation. The elephant may then be brought
forward to crush the fallen animal, and gore it with its

tusks ; which, although quite dead, it often testifies a
repugnance to do. Horses shew the most decided anti-

pathy, and dogs take a tour around the carcase. Some-
times the tiger will spring upon the elephant, and put the

hunter in the most perilous situation. Notwithstanding

its intimate resemblance to the cat in every thing, the

tiger takes the water without hesitation, and it has been
known to force its way into a boat in spite of all opposi-

tion. It does not appear that hunting this ferocious crea-

ture solely with dogs is ever attempted : indeed it could
not he accomplished without great loss to the huntsman.
It is taken in nets, however ; but the sport is dangerous,

for the game is apt to recoil on its pursuers ; and besides,

the nets are not always of sufficient strength, nor is the

tiger so perfectly enveloped and secured, as to be deprived
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of the power of iloini^ miscliicf. Tig;crs arc caupjlit, but

very rarely, in traps arid pits, tlic foniK-'r constructed like

a large cage, and baited with a live dog or goat, vvhicli is

confined in an interior division. They are likewise shot

by a single sportsman, who, having discovered a carcase

half devoured, promptly constructs a platform of bamboos,
15 or 20 feet high, and there awaits the depredator's re-

turn. The natives of the hills of Bengal set poisoned ar-

rows in their path to be discharged from a bow of extra-

ordinary strength, sometimes so great, that the weapon
penetrates to the heart. It is difficult, however, to give

it the proper direction from the step of the tiger, which
effects the discharge. Even though the arrow does not

touch a vital part, the poison speedily begins to operate,

and never fails to destroy the animal within an hour. The
same apparatus is used with an arrow free of poison. By
means of the vigorous waifare carried on against tigersj

many places of India, formerly almost uninhabitable, ait;

completely cleared of them. In other parts they are still

common, and the appearance of one inspires the whole
neighbourhood with alarm.

The panther, leopard, ounce, and lynx, all of the feline

tribes, are closely allied in habits and disposition to the

lion and tiger. I3ui none readily attack man. Their de-

predations, nevertheless, are not confined to smaller ani-

mals, as some of them are endowed with considerable

strength. The leopard is ))articularly expert in climbing
trees, whence it drops or springs on its prey. It greedily

devours dogs; but seldom prowling about by day, it chiefly

commits nocturnal ravages. All animals of prey, of every

tribe, are for the most part occupied in seeking their sus-

tenance at dawn and twilight. Leopards are roused by

by dogs, and shot with fire-arms or arrows. The natives

of the East also capture them in deep pits, which are baited

with the carcases of beasts.

Animals of the canine species are endowed by nature

with the most remarkable sagacity. Almost all, with suita-

ble treatment, may be rendered tractable, while those of the

feline tribes seem absolutely indocile and void of attach-

ment. The hyjena is one of the fiercest of the canine

kind ; its strength enables it to resist the lion, and en-

courages it to attack the panther. It overpowers the bear,

and readily assails mankind. Acting as a decoy, it is said

to imitate the cries of other animals, or, by a frightful

howl, to scare a whole herd, that it may then seize some
one of the stragglers. It is a solitary animal, inhabiting

the clcfis of locks and caverns in mountains, whence it

issues forth on its prey at night. Hyaenas are hunted by

dogs, and traps are set for them, but few are taken. One
of the most remarkable methods of capturing these ani-

mals is practised by the gypsies of Aleppo ; who, accord-

ing to M. Olivier, enter wiUi torches in the day-time into

the grottos known as the haunt of hyenas, and, on perceiv-

ing one, make a great outcry, or boldly approach, speaking

aloud, in order to intimidate the animal. The hyaena,

which is terrible by iiii^ht, does no injury by day ; and the

effect of the light and clamour are such, that it retires

farther and farther to the extremity of the cavern, where
no sooner do the gypsies reach it, than it is bound, muz-
zled, ami led out. When taken after other methods by

the Arabs, they carefully bury the head, lest the brain

should be employed against them in sorcery and enchant-

ment.
Hunting the wolf, an animal the type of destruction,

and the enemy of the shepherd, has been every where and

in every age an ardent pursuit. But its sagacity is so

great, that while others run headlong into danger, it care-

fully avoids the snare. When roused by hunger, the fero-

city of the wolf is great. It attacks man, and runs down

creatures far larger than itself. It boldly leaps inclosures,
and steals into cottag<;s lo carry away children, which are
always seized by the throat. A wolf suddenly appeared
in a district of l-'iance, which it ravaged a v/hoie year
about 1765, proving so crafty, that an association of 63
parishes provided a band of 40,000 men for its destruction.
At length 40 huntsmen and tlieir dogs accoinplisherl its

destruction. Hunting the wolf was anxiously enjoined by
the laws of tliis country, particularly in Scotland, formerly
a wild and mountainous country, whence it could not be
easily extirpated. King Edgar is said lo have effected the
utter destruclion of wolves in England, by commuting the
tribute of money into an annual tribute of ihu heads or
skins of these animals. They still subsisted in Ireland in

the reign of Elizabeth, and were not extirpated from Scot-
land until the year 1670. The means which have been
devised of destroying this redoubtable enemy are not few ;

but owing to the habiis and sagacity of the animal, they
are of very uncertain success. Its haunts are excsedingly
diversified : It sometimes seeks the recesses of the woods,
sometimes the bottom of the cavern ; it hunts by day and
also by niglu, first assuming one path for its exit, and
thea another for its return. In certain seasons of the year
it has no fixed abode. In Tarlary, and other parts of the
East, the wolf is hunted by eagles trained siiccially for the

purpose. In Europe, the strongest greyhounds and other

dogs are employed, and the cliace is prosecuted either on
fool or on horseback. Much difficulty, however, is ex-
perienced in running down the wolf; nay, it frcqueniiy
])roves impracticable, for the full grown animal is infi-

nitely stronger than any dog. An old wolf is able to run
20 miles easily, wluch, added to the nature of the ground
to which it resorts, often renders the pursuit abortive.

The wolf, besides, has recourse to many stratagems for de-

ceiving both the dogs and the huntsman. When one is

known to infest a district, the first attempt is to dislodge

it from the covert, and to bring it to an open chace. But
hunting the whelps is more inteiesling sport, because they

have fewer means of defence, nor are they so ca; able of

foiling the hunter as the old and experienced animals.

Independent of the constant use of fire arms, it becomes
necessary lo recur to various stratagems, as nets, iraps,

and pitfalls. If an animal of large size, as a horse or an
ox, is discovered to have become the prey of a wolf, to

which it will return for the purpose of satisfying its ap-

petite, the hunlsman drags the carcase above a mile from
the spot, always proceeding against the wind. Then leav-

ing it in a place exposed to view, as the wolf will follow,

he takes his station in concealment by moonlight, in a spot

whence he may pierce the animal with a ball. It is said

that the wolf never passes through by a door where it can
leap a wall ; whence the position of traps is regulated, so

as 10 deceive its watchfulness. Sometimes the traps are

constructed with springs and iron teeth ; sometimes with

a wicket, which yields to gentle pressure, but refuses an

exit to the captive. Some years ago, during a terrible

famine in India, where the miserable sufferers were de-

voured half ali\e by svolves, these creatures, emboldened
by the want of resistance, continued their ravages after

its cessation. They openly attached men and women, and

children at the breast seemed to be their favourite prey.

An ingenious and simple appaiatus was devised for their

destruction. Two bamboos eight or nine feet high, were
erected at the opposite sides of an old well, and their lops

being brought together, a basket, containing a kid, was
suspended from the junction. A pot of water with a hole

in the boltoni, loosely stopped by a rag, was hung over the

animal, which was kepi bleating and in constant agitaiion

by the dripping upon it. Brushwood and thorns disguised

4X2
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the edge of llie well, and the wolves in stretching over or

leaping up to reacii the bait, readily tumbled in. On
another occasion, they were successfully smoked out of

burrows in the earth, which they had chose for a retreat,

or were killed in attempting to escape suffocation. In

digging up the burrows, an incredible quantity of trinkets,

not less than ten pounds weight, was iouiid belonging to

children they had carried away and devoured. The afflic-

tion of the unfortunate parents at recognising the different

ornaments that had decorated their offspring, presented a

most impressive scene. At present packs of wolves are

said to infest a district of France, where the inability of

the inhabitants to resist them has led to extraordinary in-

stances of their attacks in open day, and on every oppor-

tunity.

Similar address, though demonstrated in a less conspi-

cuous manner, is displayed by the jackal and the fox, both

of the canine species. The former is hunted by grey-

hounds, which it will so harass by its extreme cunning in

incessantly crossing the haunts of its fellows, that it can

seldom be taken in this manner. Likewise the dogs, while

in full pursuit, are sometimes attacked with gieal fury by
another troop of jackals attempting to rescue the fugitive,

and beaten off with severe injuries. The jackal itseii hunls
in packs of 30 or 40 togellier.

As J'o.K-hunting is so common a sport in Great Brilain,

and of so much consequence to oilier nations which traffic

in the fur of animals, we shall lay before our readers a

pretty full account of it. Thougii the total number of

foxes in this island may not exceed a few hundreds, yet in

the north of Europe and America, and in the north-eastern
parts of Asia, they are more numerous. There theyaie
frequently to be found in vast multitudes, and of various
species, called the black, blue, grey, and arctic fox, some
of them changing their colour according to the season of

the year. Two islands, St George and St Paul, were dis-

covered in 1786 in the Northern Pacific Ocean; the first

does not exceed 30 miles in length, nor the second 19
; yet,

in the course of only two years, 8000 blue foxes were taken
upon them. But to enable the huntsman to conduct the
chace successfully, he must always render himself inti-

mately acquainted with the nature of the game: it is by
this means that he can ascertain its haunts, defeat its stra-

tagems, and avail himself of those particular circumstances
which will lead to its captuie. The instincts and pro-
pensities of the fox are exhibited in the most decided man-
ner; though they receive strong modifications from the
circumstances under which the animal is placed. In popu-
lous and civilized countries, it is shy and watchful: in those
seldom trodden by the foot of man, it exhibits no appre-
hensions at his presence, and may easily be led to destruc-
tion. In one country it will devour nothing except what
has been killed by itself; in another, where scarcity usu-
ally prevails, every kind of aj^iimal food is acceptable. It is

liiglily carnivorous in many places
; yet in some it fattens

on grapes, and is noxious to vineyards. The craftiness of
the fox is proverbial. Withovit the strength of the wolf,
it possesses equal sagacity, which is similarly exercised in

destroying creatures weaker and more timid than itself.

Ill addition to the smaller quadrupeds, its ravages are con-
ai Jcrable among-biids which nestle on the ground, and also
among poultry of the domesticated kinds. The day is the
period of repose; while the dawn and twilight are indus-
triously employed in quest of prey. The fox is a bold and
J cunning animal, adventurously approaching the object it

has singled out, and waiting a favourable opportunity of
accomplishing its ends; but, not content with satisfyint' the
cravings of hunger, it often destroys many more victims
than it can devour ; wJiich are cither left behind, or carried

away and stuffed into, a hole, or buried in the ground, to

provide for future necessity. It is said to feign sleep, in

order to betray its prey into security ; and a tame fox has
been known to spurt its food around it, for the purpose of

attracting poultry witliin the length of its chain. I'oxes

burrow in the earth, or inhabit the clefts and cavities of

rocks, and also dwell in thick coverts, or among furze. As
swallows testify their antipathy to the hawk, llie common
enemy of their tribe, so docs the clamour of crows and mag-
pies disclose the retreat of the fox, when unseen by his

enemies; and during pursuit the latter will scream from
tree to tree, according to the course which the animal

takes. By the northern nations, where the preservation of

the fur is an object, the fox is captured in traps, by bows
set in its path, discharging arrows against it, and it is also

destroyed by poisons. Sometimes a net is used. The
natives observe, as a remarkable circumstance, that the

more valuable foxes are the most cunning: and Kras-

chcninikow mentions, that the Cossacks of Kamtschatka
tried unsuccessfully during two years to catch a black

fox frequenting the Great River. But it is likely that this

arises from such animals becoming more sagacious in en-

deavouring to avoid danger, than tliose which have none to

appiehend. In Brilain and some other countries, foxes

are hunted almost exclusively by packs of hounds trained

to the sport; and the chief source of entertainment arises

from the nature of the animal itself. A rank odour, pecu-

liar to its species, of which it can never be divested, con-

stantly escapes from its body, and is distinguishable by the

hounds from that which emanates from other animals,

whereby they are enabled to follow the same course with-

out once obtaining a view of the game. The manner in

which this eflluvia is conveyed, is a point of exceedingly

difficult explanation; but, like all odorous emanations, it is

of very unequal intensity at different times. Our ancestors

were certainly acquainted with the properties of hounds,

as " sharp-scented dogs fit for hunting wild beasts," arc

n>entioned at a very early period of English history ; and
the aborigines of every nation are addicted to the chace.

But we are unacquainted with the particular species which
were employed. Much attention is requisite both for the

breeding and training of hounds; and no where has the

art been more studied than in Great Britain. When the

dogs ai e bred and trained, then the selection is to be made.
Hounds are prized for colour, figure, voice, and especially

for staunchness, without which the rest of their qualities

are of little avail. In respect to the first, there can be no
absolute rule ; and the huntsman who has had a few excel-

lent hounds of a certain colour, will be prejudiced in its

favour ; but we must admit, that the properties depending
on colour arc very uncertain, particularly when we reflect

that a total change takes place in several animals accord-
ing to the alternation of the seasons, and that it is again re-

stored without having occasioned any extraordinary effects.

Naturalists have not yet determined the inseparable con-
comitants of colour. Hounds of a uniform colour seem to

rank highest in the estimation of sportsmen ; next, those
spotted with red, and white hounds with black ears and a
black spot at the root of the tail. Those spotted with dun
are conceived to be defective in courage, and therefore
bear an inferior value. Properties which would require
the most undoubted confirmation by repeated trials, are
ascribed to some external characters. Thus it is Said, that

the black tanned, the uniform white, the true Talbots, are
the best for string or line ; that the grizzled, if the hair is

shaggy, arc the best runners, and that a couple of these
should always belong to a pack. Those uniformly dun are
thought fit for all kinds of the chace ; their sagacity is

great ; they are more sensible of their master's voice or
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his horn, and less liable to be influenced'l)y the unsteadi-

ness of other hounds. The figure of the hound is proba-

bly more essential than liis colour, being more decisive of

pure descent. A small liead, very pendulous cars, a tliin

neck, broad back, deep chest, straiglit legs, and round feet,

not too large, are esteemed prominent cliaracteristics.

Defective proportions indicate that little can be expected

from exertion. Hounds of middle size arc the strongest,

and most capable of protracted fatigue : and here it is ne-

cessary to regulate the equality of the pack. There should

be complete uniformity in speed ; for, though the fleetest

hound is commonly esteemed the best, yet he may do much
injury among his companions in the chace. Speed and
vigour are indispensiblc qualities, and these are likely to

be piomoted by having hounds of the same family. Both
are conspicuous in those of English breed. A hound has
been known to run seven miles in four minutes ; and a fox

chace is said, on one occasion, to have been continued for

about 120 miles, calculating, as nearly as possible, from
the places where the hounds were seen. The ardour of
the hounds is so great, that they sometimes actually die in

the course of pursuit. A prejudice formerly prevailed in

France against IJriiish hounds, which probably arose from
their having degenerated on being transported from their

native climate. Most animals degenerate under great

transitions, whereas, were they carried to moderate dis-

tances, they might easily be habituated to the change of

climate and of circumstances. The breed of all the useful

animals ought to be anxiously studied, because real quality

can be obtained in no other way than by selection from the

offspring of parents who are themselves of the genuine
stock. On both sidcsnhose alone should be chosen which
demonstrate the properties of the fox hound in a superior

manner : age must be avoided ; and, as both sexes reach
maturity nearly about the same period, there ought not to

be a great disparity between them. General rules never-

theless admit of many exceptions, as the origin and pro-

perties of animals are but little known. The breeder will

often be disappointed of his expectations, and be will some-
times have to admire the offspring of parents from whose
union nothing was expected. In both cases, good quali-

ties and defects may lurk in concealment during one gene-
ration, and be unfolded in the next. Some persons who
have paid strict attention to this subject, maintain, that, in

the course of numerous experiments, they succeeded in

obtaining excellent hounds. The whelps must be kept

very clean, both before and after leaving the mother. When
they cease to obtain subsistence from her, it is recommend-
ed that they should be fed with wheat bread, to improve
their strength ; but in France, it is said that bread made of

barley-meal is universally admitted to be belter feeding,

and is given at the rate of two pounds and a half or tliree

quarters daily, in two portions. The whelps should be

well aired, and have sufficient exercise, until they attain

their full strength, or arrive at an age a little beyond it,

•when tlieir active powers are to be called forth. It is sup-

posed that dogs continue to grow during eleven months.

Something probably depends on climate; for a much
longer time frequently elapses before some of them have

acquired all their vigour. Numerous specific rules are

given regarding the entrance or initiation of hounds to the

chace, on which head there are hunters who advance ex-

traordinary, and apparently inconsistent, opinions ; such

as, that the first object of pursuit ought to be difl'ereiit from
that for which the dog is ultimately destmed. But it has

been judiciously remarked, that " nature will instruct

hounds liowto hunt; art only is ncccssaiy to prevent them
from hunting what they ought not to hunt." Instinct is

incessantly operating ; and if it is to be modified, we must

always keep in remembrance, that early habits have a great
preponderance ; and that animals will probably be most
eager in the pursuit of that game which they have been
taught to hunt originally. One of the primary ()ualities of
a dog is, to addict itself exclusively to the specific object
of pursuit, and to alislain from every other; whence it

would appear as inconsistent to enter pointers witli larks,

as fox hounds with ral)I)its. If hounds arc accustomed, at

an early age, to woods, or hills and vallies, it is likely that

they may not be c(|ually successful when there is a com-
plete transposition of circumstances, whence a considera-

ble variety of surface seems beneficial in exercising those
which are young. These necessary preliminaries having
been attended to, hounds are to be assorted in packs, the

extent of which is quite arbitrary. Experienced hunters

affirm, that 25 couple are sufficient at any time to be taken

into the field;- and this is the ordinary number. Forty
couple will admit of hunting three times a-\veek ; but if

packs are very numerous, each hound will have too little

occupation in the chace : hence it is essential that the

qualities of hounds should be frequently brought into ac-

tion, in order that they may be preserved by practice.

Although instinctive habits may be permanent, yet artifi-

cial acquirements are soon forgotten. A pack of good
hounds is a valuable property, and has been sold in Eng-
land for a thousand guineas. With respect to the actual

practice of fox-hunting, it is a subject susceptible of so

much detail, that we must chiefly refer those who arc

desiious of becoming masters of it, either to certain dis-

tricts of England and Ireland, where gentlemen of fortune

follow it as a kind of profession, in prelVrcnce to more use-

ful pursuits of agriculture, and more delicate and refined

amusements, or to the modern authors Beckford and Da-
niel, who treat copiously of the subject. They have not

only exhausted the oljservations of their predecessors, but

have embellished their writings with new and entertaining

illustrations. As the fox leaves his burrow in quest of prey

before the day breaks, all the earths are to be stopped at a

very early hour in the morning; and the huntsmen hav-

ing met at the appointed covert, it is to be carefully drawn
for the game. A bad or windy day is always to be avoid-

ed, as the scent is so much affected and so precarious, that

the hounds may be disappointed, which is injurious to their

nature. It is not necessary that the fox should ever be

seen by the dogs ; when once roused, they pursue him by

the scent alone, continuing the chace through many miles.

But this animal neither possesses much speed, nor appa-

rently entertains great dread of the hounds. His principal

object is gaining the earth; and he trusts by wiles and stra-

tagems to deceive his pursuers. If he is foiled, many
turnings, doublings, and crossings, are resorted to ; when
fatigued, he will either lie down in a field, should one be

in his way, or run amidst a flock of sheep, or a herd of

cattle. In the course of the chace, sometimes, ttie scent

becomes quite imperceptible, especially when confounded

with the emanations of otuer animals, as in the latter case,

when the hounds are said to be checked or at fault ; and

the recovery of it becomes most interesting to liunters.

Silence is then to be observed, as the dogs will be indus-

trious enough themselves in endeavourirjg to regain the

scent. If they are successful, which does not invariably

happen, they rapidly renew the pursuit, and gaining dis-

tance as the strength of the fox declines, they at length

come up, and tear him to pieces. " Then," say sports-

men, " they should be allowed to eat him ravenously."

It frequently occurs, tiiat amidst a number of earths all

are not stopped, and the fox, having taken shelter, is dug

out or dislodged by terriers ; sometimes the hour,ds pur-

sue him thither, and are themselves suffocated within. I*.
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is difficult to kill the female while breeding, from her

never wandering far from tin- biinow, and rcireaunij; into

it on the slightest alarm. A modtrn aviihor reinai ks, that

" the whole art of fox-hunting is to ktcp hounds well in

blood ; therefore every advantage of the fox is taken.

Sport is but a secondary consideration with the true lox

liunter; his first motive is the killing of the fox, by which

he makes his hounds. Present success is almost a sure

forerunner of future sport ; and he is better pleased with

an indifferent chacc, with death at the close of it, than with

the best chace possible, if it terminates with the loss of the

fox." This kind of amusement has been practised a con-

siderable time in Great Britain. That King James I. had

its commendation in vievT, when treating ol the education

of a prince, we shall not affirm; but he says, " I cannot

omit here the hunting with ruiuiing hounds, which is the

most honouiable and noblest sort thereof; for it is a thiev-

ish form of hunting to shoot with guns and bows ; and grey-

hound hunting is not so martial a game." Fox-htnitiiig is

certainly no inconsiderable enterprise, when we hear of

horses running themselves blind, or dying of fatigue

under the lash of their riders; of dogs perishing duimg
the chace, and of men breaking their limbs, or dislocating

their necks. But whether it is an amusement either iiu-

mane, or attended with any utility, might admit of some
discussion.

Wild cattle are numerous on the southern continent of

America, and herd together in great flocks ; and the same
may be said of horses. Both are hunted hy the Indians in

two different ways. A lash or belt is made ot skin or lea-

ther, about fifty feet in length and two inches broad, with a

running noose at one end. The huntsman holds the noose in

his right hand, and being well mounted, on approaching
within a few yards of the wild animal, throws the noose

over its head, though running at full speed, whereby it is

easily taken. By the second method, an iron ball, of about

two pounds weight, is fastened to each end ot a leather strap

about twelve feet long, and the huntsman, when within the

necessary distance, having swung one of the balls several

times around his head to give it an impetus, tlu'ows it at

the animal's legs, also parting with the other whereby they

are entangled. Hunting the buflalo, which is a powerful,

fierce, and intractable animal, is attended with great dan-

ger ; for it readily attacks its pursuers, who nuitt trust to

the swiftness of their horses for escape. It entertains the

utmost antipathy to every thing coloured red ; and it is

said that if a piece of red cloth is thrown in its way, it will

be so much occupied in venting iis rage upon it, that the

huntsman has sufficient opportunity to advance or to re-

tire.

A valuable animal, the deer, has been liberally dispers-

ed by nature throughout the world, especially in the colder
regions. In Siberia, vast herds of leindeer shift their abode
at certain seasons, leaving the woods to seek for better

pasture, and swim across wide rivers, always having a
leader at their head. Then they become an easy prey ;

but if the leader suspects danger and returns, he is inva-

riably followed by the rest, and the sportsman is disap-

pointed of his game. The elk or moose deer north of
Hudson's Bay, is hunted in a singular manner; for there
the Indians themselves absolutely run it down. This is

attempted only when the earth is covered by snow, and
especially when the surface is encrusted over ; then it sinks
with the weight of the animal, while the snow shoes of the
huntsman bear him up. A good runner will generally tire

a moose in less than a day, and very often in six or eight
hours ; though it sometimes happens, that the hunters con-
tinue the pursuit two days before they can come up with
and kill the game. They are very lightly clothed on such

occasions, and carry only a bow with two or three arrows,

and a small bag with implements for striking fire. Dogs
are trained for this sport by the southern Indians, which
renders it easier and more expeditious; and they are like-

wise used in I'2urope and other countries inhabited by the

deer. In Britain, stag huntiug is followed with hounds,
and the strength and swiftness of the animal renders this

description of the chase particularly interesting. Its agility

surmounts every obstacle; the plains vanish under its feet;

rivers are no barrier ; and it seeks for shelter alike in the
woods and mountains. Thence the pursuit is generally

long and dirticult, and the stag can be wearied down only by
the strongest and most stuidy hounds. When the stag

desjiairs of escaping, it sometimes stands at bay ; and, pre-

senting its antlers to the pursuers, seems resolved to sell

its life as dearly as possible. The huntsman, however, i^

always the victor, and his precautions most commonly se-

cure him from injury. But a more treacherous method is

generally followed in stalking or approaching in disguise
to shoot this fine animal, at least in those parts of the north

and we^tein jiarts of Scotland where it still runs wild. In
the northern climates deer are shot with arrows, by means
of a spring bow set in their path.

The aritelope is a gregarious animal, very shy, and of
gicat speed. Besides the use of the cheeta, it is hunted
by numbers of men forming a circle, which, gradually
closing, brings it within reach of the sportsman; or it is

puisued by dogs, while hawks, trained for the purpose, be-

ing let fly, retard its swiftness by striking it on the head,
and fluttering before its eyes.

There are various species of bears, which are hunted
after difl'erent fashions both in the warmer and colder cli-

mates. The white bear, an enormous animal of the polar
regions, is never seen but on ice and snow. Winterers on
Nova Zembla remark, that it retreats from their abode as
the sun sinks below the horizon in November, and returns
with his appearance in January; meanwhile, they are visit-

ed by the arctic fox, which retires as the bear approaches.
White bears attack man, and swim around ships as if to

get on board. They are hunted by the northern savages,

on the ice and snow, with pikes, swords, bows and arrows;
but the bear makes a vigorous defence, turning on its as-

sailants, whose victory is sometimes dearly purchased.
However, a single man has been known to engage intre-

pidly in combat with a very fierce bear, without any other
weapon than a knife, and to destroy his antagonist. The
black bear never attacks man unless when piovoked ; it

then rises upright, and, clasping him in its fore paws, en-
deavours to crush him to death. Before any encounter, it

is said to make its young ascend trees. This animal can be
dislodged with difficulty from its retreats by dogs ; but
when once roused, it is pursued, and shot. It is fikewise
taken by a great number of stratagems, of which we have
already given an account under the article Bear, Vol. III.

page 3G5. Hunting the badger, which pertains to tl>e

same genus, is followed in another shape. It burrows in

the earth, and is also difficult to dislodge. When driven
out by terriers, it fights boldly, inflicting severe lacerations

on its pursuers. However, it is generally overpowered.
Though covered with a strong hide and long hair, which
render it tenacious of life, a slight blow on the nose occa-

sions inevitable death. The badger is caught alive in sacks
covering the mouth of its burrow, into which it is driven

by the terriers.

After speaking of all these powerful, ferocious, and
cialty animals, it is painful to treat of the hunting of the

timid hare—a weak, harmless, and defenceless creature,

which the very sight of man renders breathless with alarm.

Yet, in Britain, whole troops of men, horses, and dogs, col-
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iect, to'eiijoy the gratification of running it down ; a feat

which is accomplished either by greyhounds surpassing

its utmost speed, or by slow hounds wearing it out with

fatigue. But these are not the only means devised for its

destruction, as numberless traps and snares besides fire-

arms are always ready to bereave it of life. The hare is

the ordinary piey of other animals ; yet it ieeds on none :

its subsistence is derived exclusively from vegetal)le pro-

duct ions, and ill few instances does it appear in sufficient num-
bers to occasion injury. Many fables are interwoven with the

history of this animal, and the prejudices of mankind have
determined its presence to be ominous on certain times

and occasions. In general the hare shuns the haunts of men:
it is abroad chiefly at dawn and twilight, and during the

night troops of this animal meet to sport in the iields. Its

vigilance is incessant : the eyes, which are not closed while

it sleeps, are so constructed, that it can see farther around

in the same position than other animals : its ears are adapt-

ed for the reception of the faintest sounds, and its foot is

particularly fashioned for protection against different sub-

stances that cover the ground. As if aware that safety is

to be found in concealment, it remains closely squatted in

its form, even though its enemies be near; but when once

roused, no bounds are set to its flight. Unlike the fox,

which is regardless of distance, the hare feels confidence

only when beyond the voice of its pursuers ; but it is ne-

vertheless full of stratagems. In the first outset a circu-

lar figure is described : all the subsequent course will ap-

proximate to the original line : but doubles aie repeated

after doubles, and the point of departure will frequently be
approached during the chace. Hares are hunted either by

harriers, a species of slow hound, or by greyhounds, the

latter sport being technically designed coursing. Under
a few modifications, nearly the same rules and principles

are applicable here as before, regarding the choice, breed-

ing, treatment, and entrance of hounds; but it is invari-

ably to be observed, that the best harriers are those that

never pursue any other game than hares. There is a very

diminutive species called beagles, which are in much re-

quest for this kind of sport, and some of them are so small,

that ten or eleven couple are said to have been carried to

the field in a pair of large panniers slung across a horse.

Twenty couple of harriers are estimated a sufficient num-
ber in any pack. The hare, though swift, and endowed
with considerable strength, is weaker than the fox, and the

chace is rarely of equal duration ; yet there is an instance

of a hare, after having been chased sixteen miles, taking to

the sea, and swimming neailya quaiter of a mile bel'ore

it was caught, and also of one running above twenty miles

in about two hours. The chace is followed by the scent,

which is lost and recovered as in fox-hunting ; and this pe-

culiar emanation is thought to depend on the motion of the

animal, because it is seldom perceptible while the hare re-

mains quiet in its form. When it is first started, strict

silence should be preserved by the hunters, as the hare is

so timid, it is very readily headed back ; whereby the

hounds pushing forwaid lose the scent. Coursing is more
generally practised in different countries, from re(|uiring

less of the apparatus of hunting, and because every master

is in this case his own huntsman. Whether the shaggy

or the smooth greyhound sliould be preferred, is not de-

cided ; but a greater portion of strength is usually ascrib-

ed to the former. Contrary to the nature of the harriers,

greyhounds hunt entirely by the view, and while the others

remain intent on recovering the scent, they very soon be-

come bewildered on losing sight of the game. They should

attain their full vigour before they are initiated into the

chace, and in the meantime they should have abundance of

air and exercise ; but sportsmen are commonly too impa-

tient to wait for the proper period. The qualities of the
greyhound are often to be discovered almost entirely from
their figure ; and some have instinctively the pro|)crty of
carrying the game to the hunter's feet. Coursing can be
traced to a very early period ; il is said, however, ihat the
Britons anciently abstained from eating the flesh of hares.
Grants of land were obtained from several of the earlier
sovereigns, for an annual tribute in horses, hawks, or
hounds ; and as greyhounds are used in stag-hunting, it is

not to be supposed that they would be omitted. In the
reign of King John, two charters were granted in 1203 and
1210, in consideration of which a certain number of grey-
hounds should be delivered, in addition to other obligations.

Coursing is a favourite amusement in many countries be-
sides Britain; and a good greyhound is so higidy prized by
some tribes in the eastern parts of Persia, that, according
to a recent traveller, Lieut. Pottinger, the natives some-
times pay fifty pounds for one of acknowledged quality ; a
very high sum, considering their narrow finances. But
sportsmen go farther still among ourselves, as, under the
article Dog, it will be seen that 152A has been paid for a
greyhound. The greyhounds of Cyprus interrupt the
chace by the huntsman merely throwing a pole before
them, which indicates singular docility. It is said that a
liuntsmaii should acquire so much knowledge of the stra-

tagems of the hare, as to be able to defeat the wiiole in two
or three seasons; and he will also find his greyhounds im-
prove by experience. The speed of the hare is great, and
so are the speed and strength of the greyhound. Two are
reported to have coursed a hare seven miles, though they
were then so completely exhausted, that medical aid could
scarcely preserve them ; and there are examples of their

dying in the very act of seizing the game. Whether the

hare can see distinctly during the rapidity of its flight, or
how its vision is then directed, is doubtful. It runs against

obstacles with great violence ; and we are told of a terrier

eagerly coming up to join the chase having been met by
the hare, when the latter w^as killed on the spot by the con-
cussion, and its skull broken to pieces. When hard press-

ed, the hare will run to earth like a fox or rabbit : it often

takes the water; seeks shelter in a house; or even leaps

on the breast of a spectator. Thus do we behold the ef-

fect of terror and the love of self-preservation conquer its

almost invincible timidity. But the devoted victim seldom
essapes its merciless pursuers. Compared with that de-

scription of the chace, where the power, the ferocity, and
the craftiness of animals, are to be combated by the strength

and ingenuity of man, it may be t|uestioned whether hare-

hunting should be ranked among the more elevated kinds

of sport.

We shall now say a few words of hunting animals whicli

are sought only for the value of their furs, without any
regard to the species to which they belong. These are

more particularly of the weasel tribe, the Aluslela of na-

turalists. The fur of some of these, as the ermine sable

and sea otter, are of the finest quality, and always bear a

very high jjrice. A large portion of the revenue derived

by Russia from her Siberidn possession consists in the

skin of the sable only. But hunting it is a more tedious oc-

cupation than the capture of any of tiie animals hitherto

named, as it occupies the hunteis a whole year at a time.

Comp;\nics of from 6 to 40 men agree to hunt tosjethcr,

and they ascend the river Wiliin and two subsidiary

streams, dragging boats capable of containing 3 or 4 peo-

ple, and their provisions along with them, as far as the

Lake Oronne. There they erect huts, and constitute a

leader, to whom the whole promise implicit obedience.

The party subdivides to hunt in different districts, and in

this second excursion small huts banked up with snow are
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built, while all are occupied in constructing traps. As

the sable is a carnivorous animal, they are suitably bailed

and set ; and being so devised that the slightest touch en-

sures its capture, they are seldom long empty : but should

the huntsman be unsuccessful in this manner, he is con-

ducted by the tract of the sable in the snow to its burrow,

from which being dislodged by a piece of smoking wood,

it falls into a net spread for it, and there the huntsman

kills it with his dog. Smoke is never used where there

is only one hole to the burrow, as the sable would rather

perish than come forth. Sometimes it runs up a tree,

which is then cut down, the huntsman again spreading

his toils in the direction in which it is to fall ; or he cm-

ploys blunt arrows to shoot the sable, whereby its skin is

preserved from injury. Hunting being closed as the ice

begins to melt, the whole produce is collected, the skins

properly prepared, and when the rivers are open, carried

down in the boats. Many superstitious ceremonies are

practised by the hunters: they never articulate while skin-

ning the sable ; nor must any thing hang on the stakes

around them. The carcase is laid on dry sticks, which

are set on (ire, and afterwards carried round it, previous

to its being buried in the earth or snow. A portion of tlie

spoils called God's sables, is always devoted as an offering

to some church, in honour of which each leader also builds

his hut.

However arduous and tedious a task it may be to hunt

-the sable, the pursuit of the sea otter, combined with that

of several other animals, exceeds it infinitely in duration.

Parties of huntsmen, consisting of from only a few to many
hundreds together, engage in it, and ten years sometimes
elapse before their return home. Far from being a pur-

suit of sport or pleasure, it is an occupation of dire neces-

sity : the hunters are sparingly subsisted, they are scantily

clothed, and, exposed to all the inclemency of a rigorous

climate, they lead the most miserable lives. Such is par-

ticularly the case with the Russians in Siberia, and the na-

tives of the continent, or the islanders under their coniroul.

The sea otter is of an amphibious nature. It inhabits the

shores of the Northern Pacific Ocean, and is found, though
not in plenty, as far as Japan, or even the Yellow Sea. It

is exceedingly pacific, and seeks safety only in flight ; but

it is unceasingly persecuted, and deslioyed for the sake
of the beautiful jet black fur that covers it. The hunters

having obtained a vessel, to which the Russian government
appoints n steersman, they sail from Okhotsk, or the har-

bours of Kamtschatka, with a small cargo of what will

prove most acceptable to the savages of the distant islands

which they mean to visit. Taking possession of some of
these, they either compel the natives to depart alone in

quest of game, (and in this way a fleet of canoes, carrying
300 Aleutans, went out some years ago, which was never
after heard of,) or they are themselves of the party. Hunt-
ing the sia otttr is in other respects attended both with
danger and difficulty. Two very small canoes, each con-

taining two expert hunters, are prepared with bows and
arrows, and a small harpoon, to which last is attached a
line a few fathoms in length. Though the animal is hunt-

ed also on ice, it is more commonly captured by pursuit

in the water, continued during several hours. From the
necessity of respiration, it can dive but for a few minutes

;

the principal skill to be displayed is in the canoes taking
the same direction which it does in its course. They sepa-
rate, therefore, as the sea otter goes down, in order to in-

fliLt a mortal wound either with the arrows or harpoon at

the moment it rises. II hunted on a larger scale, the mode
adopted renders the animal so sure a prey, that scarcely
one in a hundred can escape. A number of hunters be-

ing engaged, when one observes a sea otter he endeavours

HUN
to pierce it, and at all events rows to the spot where it

plunges. Here he stations his canoe, and raises his oar
as a signal, on which the rest of the hunters form a sur-
rounding circle. The moment of reappearance, he dis-
charges his arrows, or throws another harpoon, and has-
tening to the place where the otter dives, makes a signal
by again raising his oar. A second circle is then formed,
and the chace protracted, until the animal is exhausted.
The first plunge exceeds a quarter of an hour, the next
is of shorter duration, and thus the intervals diminish until
the animal can plunge no more. When the female sea
otter is overtaken with its young, parental afl'ection is

manifested in the most interesting manner ; it supersedes
all sense of danger. Taking the cub in her paws, she
dives to save it ; but obliged to rise for breath, she is ex-
posed to the hunter's weapons. Should it be taken first,

she becoaies regardless of her own safety, and, approach-
ing the boat, falls an easy sacrifice. But both parents
sometimes defend their young furiously, tearing out with
tlitir teeth tlie arrows that have pierced them, and even
attacking the canoes. Incessant pursuit of this animal has
almost totally extirpated it from places where it was com-
mon formerly.

It would require a long enumeration to specify all the
difi'erent modes of hunting, and the various stratagems
employed for the capture of wild animals. Some are ex-
ceedingly ingenious, and others require continual altera-
tion, according as the game becomes more wary of the
designs of its pursuers. The skill of the huntsman, which
an ordinary spectator is ready to undervalue, is the result
of long continued experience only: the footstep, the track,
the pasture of the animal, and olhci' indications, are all

studied, to discover its age, its sex, and its haunts ; and it

cannot be denied, that much of the naturalist's knowledge
is deduced from the information of huntsmen alone. The
whole geographical discoveries of the Russians in the
north-east of Siberia originated exclusively with their
hunters, to whom also they were indebted for the discovery
of the Kurile and Alcutan islands, the promontory of
Alaksa, and the island Kadiak. Hunting, when directed
to the more important game, is an interesting, manly, and
athletic txercise. Yet, if prosecuted for no other object
than to deprive an innocent animal of life, or merely for
the pleasure of witnessing its speed, and beholding the
vigour of its defence for self-preservation, it is a cruel and
hateful pastime. Men familiarised with the torture of
animals, whose flesh is needlessly torn from their bones,
will soon behold with indifference the pain of their fellow
creatures. See C/iasse au fusil. Williamson's Field S/iorts

of the East. Daniel's Rural Sfiorts. Beckford On Fox
and Hare Hunting. Sportsman's Dictionary. La C/iasse

Encyclofi. Method. Krascheninikow's History of Kamts-
chatka. Mcare's Voyage. Lisianky's Voyage. Krusen-
iltin's Voyage. Hearne's yoMniey. Cartvvright's yourno/.

See Beavek, Bear, and Elephant, for an account ol the

method of hunting these animals, (c)

HUNTINGDON, is a town of England, and tlie prin

cipal town in Huntingdonshire. It is situated on a gently

rising ground on the northern side of the river Ouse. It

consists principally of one street, stretching in a north-west
direction from the Ouse to nearly a mile from it, with
several lanes branching off at right angles. The houses,

which are built of brick, are genteel and commodious, and
the streets are well paved and lighted. The town is nearly

connected, by a causeway and three bridges, with the vil-

lage of Godmanchester.
The principal public buildings and establishments are

St Mary's church. All Saints church, and the town-hall.

St Mary's, which is the corporation church, wa« rebuilt

!
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between the years 1600 and 1620. It has an elegant em-
battled tower at the west end, with nave, chancel, and

aisles. All Saints church stands on the north of the mar-

ket-place, and appears to have been built in the time of

Henry VII. It is an embattled edifice, with nave, chancel,

and aisles, and a small tower at the north-west ancjlc. The
town-hall, which stands on the south side of the market-

place, is a good modern brick building, with a piazzi at

the front and sides, and butchers' shambles behind. In

the lower part of the building are the civil and criminal

courts, where the assizes are held. Above is a spacious

assembly-room, adorned with the portraits of George II.

and III. and their respective Queens, and of Lord Sand-

wich, who died in April 1792. The Free Grammar School

is well endowed, and well conducted. There is also a

greencoat school, called Walden's Charity, where 24 poor

boys are clothed and educated. The county gaol, which
stands at one end of the town, has recently been repaired

and rendered more commodious. There are two places

of worship here belonging to the dissenters, one for the

Quakers, and the other for the sect patronised by the Coun-
tess of Huntingdon.
As Huntingdon is situated on the great north road, it

has several good inns. The brewing trade is carried on

here, though less extensively than formerly. It has also

a small vinegar manufactory. Coals, wood, &;c. are brought

to the town by barges, which come up the river from
Lynn in Norfolk, and return with the corn of the surround-

ing country.

This borough returns two members to Parliament, the

right of election being vested in about 200 of the freemen
and inhabitants. It is governed by a mayor, 12 aldermen,

and a number of burgesses. The following is the popula-

tion of the borough of Huntingdon in 1811:

Number of houses 450
Number of families 522
Families employed in trade and manufactures . 291
Males • 1085
Females 1312

Total population 2397

See the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. vii. p. 345.

HUNTINGDON. See Pennsylvania.
HUNTINGDONSHIRE, an inland county of England,

is almost inclosed by Cambridgeshire and Northampton-
shire ; by the former it is bounded on the north-east, and
part of the south ; by the latter, on the north and west.

Bedfordshire bounds it also partly on the south-west. Its

limits are nearly artificial. The river Nen, and the canals

which join it to the Ouse, form its limits on the north and
north-east, on the Northamptonshire and Cambridgeshire
borders. The Ouse, at its entrance, separates for a short

space from Bedfordshire, and at its exit from Cambridge-
shire. The figure of this county is so irregular as scarcely

to afford a proper measurement ; but reckoning from its

furthest projection, it does not exceed 24 miles each way,
and in general is of much less extent. In fact, it is the

sma'lest county in England except Rutland, and is very
nearly the size of Middlesex ; Huntingdon containing, ac-

cording to the best accounts, about 210,000 acres ; Rut-
land, 1 10,000 ; and Middlesex about 200,000 acres. The
whole upland part in ancient times was a forest, and par-
ticularly adapted to the chace, whence the name of the

county took its rise. It was disafforested by Henry II., HI.,
and Edward I., the last of whom left no more of it a forest

than what covers his own ground.
It is divided into four hundreds, namely, Normancross
Vol. X. Part II.

towards the north ; Toseland towards the south ; Hursting-
stone towards the east; and Leightonstonc towards the west.

It contains one county-town, Huntingdon ; six market towns,
of which the principal arc Kimbolton, St Ncots, St Ives, and
Godmanchester. The number of parishes is 104. It is in

the province of Canterbury, and diocese of Lincoln. The
ecclesiastical government is managed by the archdeacon
of Huntingdon, and it is divided into five deaneries. It is

in the Norfolk circuit, and returns foivr members to Par-
liament, viz. two for the county, and two for Huntingdon.
This couiUy and Cambridgeshire are joined together under
one civil administration, there being but one high-sherifT

for both, who is alternately chosen one year out of Cam-
bridgeshire, the second year out of the isle of Ely, and the

third year out of this county. It is one of the seven coun-
ties, Bedlord, Huntingdon, Bucks, Berks, Hertford, Essex,
and Suffolk, that are contiguous without a city.

The fenny part of it lies in the Bedford level on the

north-east, and joining the fens of Ely. There are be-

sides three distinct varieties of surface in this county. The
borders of the Ouse, flowing across the south-east part,

consist of a tract of most beautiful and fertile meadows, of
which Poi tsholme Mead, near Huntingdon, is particularly

celebrated. The middle and western parts are finely varied
in their surface, fruitful in corn, and sprinkled with woods.
The upland parts still bear the appearance of ancient forest

lands.

The soils arc various. In the upland parts, they are
chiefly a strong deep clay, more or less intermingled with
loam, or a deep gravelly soil, with loam. Of what are
called the deep stapled lands, by far the greatest part are
still in an open-field state. Indeed, there is a larger pro-
portion of this most unproductive land in Huntingdonshire
than perhaps in any other comity of England; upwards of
one-third of the high lands being still unincloeed. The
more anciently inclosed parts are, generally sp%akin?, in

the possession of a few proprietors ; but in the new in-

elosures, and in the open fields, property is divided amonf
a much greater number of persons. The woodlands are
but of inconsiderable extent, and the county is thin of tim-
ber. This is attributed to the very great demand for it in

the fens, underwood being sold at a higher price than in

most other counties. The meadow lands consist of about
1200 or 1400 acres, bordering on the rivers Nen and Ouse,
but chiefly on the latter. They are extremely productive,
but the produce is frequently damaged or carried away by
the floods.

The fens consist of about 44,000 acres, besides nearly
5000 acres of what are provincially called skirty lands.

The fens of Huntingdonshire constitute nearly a seventh
part of what is called Bedford Level. About 8000 or 10,000
acres of them are productive ; but the expence of pre-
serving them from inundation amounts to almost one-third

of the rents, in consequence of the drainage having been
undertaken on an erroneous and imperfect plan. It is ef-

fected by engines, which throw the water out of the lands
into the rivers, without having a proper out-fall near the

sea. In consequence of this, the embankments are fre-

quently broken through by the immense pressure of the

weight which they contain. The mode of management of
the fen lands has been much improved of late years, and
the fen-men are very expert at the plough ; no such thing

as a driver being known, though they frequently plough
with three horses abreast. The skirty lands, in general,

afford luxuriant grazing.

The climate is rather mild, and by no means so unheal-

thy as might be anticipated from the fenny nature of a

large portion of the county. The most unhealthy parts art

4 Y
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the low moorish tracts near Huntingdon, Godmancheste-,

Ramsey, and Yaxley; for in tho other parts about Kiitjtjol-

ton, and indeed through the \vh(de of the Imndred of

Leighlonstone, the air is rcniarlvd)ly good.

The principal rivers connected wiih Huntingdonshire

are the Ouse and the Nen. Tlie Ousc, which is generally

called the Lesser Ouse, to distinguish it Irom a liver of

the same name in Yorkshire, enters iliis county from Bed-

fordshire between St Neots and Little Paxton, and, in its

course southwards to Huntingdon, is increased by a num-
ber of small streams from the nortn-wcst. After passing

that town, it flows eastward, and passing the west end of

St Ives, becomes, near Holywell, the boundary between

this county and Cambridgeshire, till it enters the great le-

vel of the fens near Eritli. It is navigable along its whole

line across this county. The Nen rises in Northampton-
shire, and reaches Huntingdonshire near Elton, where it

becomes the boundary between the two counties. It after-

wards flows to Peterborough, below which it sinks into the

fens. Some smaller streams water the north-east side of

the county, togetlier witli several large meres or pools of

water. Of these, Whittlcsea Mere is by far the largest.

In the time of Camden, it was six miles long and three

broad; but its limits are now much contracted, so that the

water is said at present to cover only an area of 1570

acres. It affords excellent sailing and fishing; and is, in

the summer season, much frequented by parties of plea-

sure. Anciently, there was a navigation from Peterbo-

rough by the river to this Merc, and irom thence to Ram-
sey.

Though this county has long been celebrated for its

wealthy farmers, particularly in the vicinity of Godman-
ehester, yet its agriculture presents very little that is inter-

esting or important. In Camden's time, Godmanchester
was reckoned the largest village in England ; and at that

period, no 'place employed so many ploughs; and, accord-

ing to that author, no people had so much advanced in agri-

culture, either by their purse or their genius. When
James I. came through it on his journey from Scotland to

take possession of the throne of England, the inhabitants

met him with 70 new ploughs, drawn by as many teams of

horses; for they hold their lands by this tenure, that,

whenever the sovereign took this place in their progress,

the farmers should make the most pompous appearance
with ploughs and horses, adorned like triumphal cars with

rustic trophies. King James was so pleased with the sight,

that he granted them a charter constituting Godmanchester
a borough, at the same time condescending to partake of a

collation prepared under a bush, still known by the name
of the King's Bush, and the Beggar's Bush. But Hun-
tingdonshire IS no longer remarkable for the excellence of

its agriculture; nor, indeed, could improvement in this

most useful art be excited in a county where so large a

proportion of the land is still in the baibarous state of open
field. Besides the common produce of wheat, barley, oats,

hemp, and rape in the fens, tt-irnips on the drier soils, and

a few hops, this county giows a considerable quantity of

mustard: it is cultivated on various soils, chiefly rich

loam, good old pasture land, rich clay, and the best fen

soils. The ground is ploughed only once for it : it is sown
any time between Candlemas and Lady Day. There are

two kinds, the black and white ; the former is most esteem-

ed. The weeding is performed by sheep, which will not

eat the mustard. The produce is from 28 to 44 bushels

per acre.

The breed of sheep upon the enclosed lands is of a mix-
ed description, nearly approaching to the Leicestershire

and Lincolnshire kinds, with which the native breeds have
been much crossed. Those bred on the open fields and

commons are much inferior. The cattle are for the most
jjarl the refuse of the Lancashire, Leicestei i-hire, and Der-
byshiie breeds: oxen are i)urchase<l for glazing generally

without any attention to the breed, and arc never used in

husbandry. From the open state of the county, dairy farm-
ing is not mucli followed; and the cows are used for suck-
ling calves in the southern parts, to supply the London
market. The rich and celebrated cheese, called Stilton

cheese, takes its name from a village in Huntingdonshire;
but it is made in the vicinity of Melton Mowbray in Leices-
tershire ; and it is generally supposed never to have been
made at Stilton, but always to have been sent there for sale:

of this, however, there seems some doubt. Mr Nicholls,

in his History and Antiquities of the County of Leicester,

says, that it began to be made in the parish of Liitle Dalby,

ill that county, about the year 1730; but, on the other hand,

there is the evidence of a very old inhabitant of Stilton,

who died there about the year 1777, aged 80 years, that',

when he was a boy, the cream used to be collected in the

neighbouring villages for the purpose of making Stilton

cheese : this of course fixes the making of this famous
cheese at Stilton long before, according to Mr Nicholls'

evidence, it was made in Leicestershire. In the fens of

Huntingdonshire, mares are used for all the purposes of

agriculture ; and every farmer breeds from them as many
foals as he can, selling the colts off at two years old, and
as many of the fillies as can be spared, with proper atten-

tion to the team. The high roads in this county, in gene-

ral, are tolerably good ; the cross roads are but indiSer-

ent, and in the winter season many of them are nearly im-
passable.

No manufactures of note are carried on in Huntingdon-
shire, except wool, stapling, and spinning yarn : the latter

is the chief business ot the women and children in the win-

ter season; in the summer they find more profitable em-
ployment in the fields. There is a small mariul'acture of lace

at Kimbokon ; and at St Neots, there is a very large paper
mill worked by patent machinery. At Standground, there

are two manufactures for sacking. The markets and fairs

of St Ives for live cattle are some of the greatest in Eng-
land.

In the year 1803, the poor's rates amounted to 30,952/.:

in the year ending the 25th of March, 1815, it amounted
to 40,625/.

There are few remarkable antiquities in this county.

Dornford, in the north-west part of it, formerly called

Deorm-ceaster and Caer Dorm, is probably the Durobri-

ve, a passage of the Nen mentioned in tne Itinerary of An-
toninus. A little above Stilton, a Roman pathway, leading

from Dornford to Huntingdon, appears with a very high

bank, which, in an old Saxon charter, is called Erming-
street. From Ramsey, which stands on an isle of the same
name, formed by the fens, there runs a causeway, called

Kings-delf, for ten miles, to Peterborough. It appears upon
record in King Edgar's time. At Ramsey, was. formerly

a very rich abbey, built in the midst of a bog. There is

little left of it, beside a part of the old gate-house, and a

statue of its founder Alwyn, who was called alderman of

all England, and cousin to King Edgar. The keys and
ragged staff in his hand denote his offices.' This is rec-

koned one of the most ancient pieces of English sculpture

extant.

This county, under the Saxon heptarchy, formed part of

the kingdom of Mercia, or the middle Angles. Mr Speed
mentions an observation of Sir Robert Cotton, that the fa-

milies of this county were so worn out even in his time,

(about the beginning of the 17th century,) that, though it

was formerly very rich in gentry, yet few surnames of any

note were then remaining that could be traced higher than
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Henry VIII. Mr Camden remarks, that, in tl>c civil wars,

there were more actions in this than in iriiich larger coun-

ties, because it was the native county of Oiiver Cromwell.

According to the returns made in the year 1800, the po-

pulation of this county was 37,508. In the year 1811, the

returns aU'ord the following results.

Houses inhabited 7,566

Families occupying them 8,808

Houses building 23
——— uninhabited 153

Families employed in agriculture .... 5,361

—• — in trade and manufactures 2,205——— not comprised in these clasies , . 1,242

Males 20,402

Females 21,806

Total 42,208

Square statute miles 370
Rental of land / 302,076

Amount of tithe /1 0,1 66
Annual value of square mile /574
Persons in a square mile 114

Agricultural population 61

Net product per family /40
(w. s.)

HUNTLY is a small town of Scotland, in the county of

Aberdeen. It is pleasantly situated on a point of land at

the confluence of the rivers Bogie and Deveron. It con-

sists of two principal streets, crossing each other at right

angles, and forming a spacious market-place at their junc-

tion. The town contains some good houses, and has of late

years increased considerably. In 1792, it contained 52 flax-

dressers, the annual value of whose manufactures was
16,224/.; and 209 weavers, who produced yearly 73,150
yards of cloth. Huntly Lodge, the seat of the Marquis of

Huntly, stands near the town, on the banks of the Deve-
ron ; and near the bridge over the same river are the re-

mains of Huntly Castle.

The town and parish contained, in 1811,

Inhabited houses 608
Nuwiber of families 720
Ditto employed in agriculture 190

Ditto employed in trade and manufactures . . 510
M.les 1186
Females . . .

' 1578
Total population 2764

HURON, Lake. See Canada.
HURRICANES. See Meteorology.
HUSBANDRY. See Agricultuke.
HUSS, John, the celebrati d reformer and founder of

the sect called Hussites, was born at Hussinez, a village in

Boliemia, about the year 1376. and received his education
at the university of Prague, where he took his degrees of

M A. and B. D. and at leny;M became minister of a church
in that city. In the year 1400 lie was chosen confessor to

the queen Sophia ; and at tliis early period, he already be-
gan lo distinguish hiinself by his freedom and zeal in re-

prehending the conupt morals of the laiiy, as well as the

vices of the clersj;y. The monks, under the protection of
some of the nobks, conipl 'in-d of him to the king ^Vin-
cc'.uis; but this prince, who was no friend to the clergy,
declined to inteifiie.

About this period, in consequence of the marriage of

Ann of Bohemia with Richard II. of England, a commu-
nication and intercourse were opened between these two
countries; and several young Bohemians repaired lo Eng-
land, where they became acquainted with the writings of
WicklilTe. Among these was Jerome of Pi ague, who
had formerly been a pupil of Huss, and after spending
some time at the university of Oxford, returnc<l to his na-
tive country, bringing along with him several of the works
of the English reformer. Huss perused these writings,
and having found that many of tlie opinions which they
contained coincided with those which he himself had beeii
led to entertain, he continued to preach opeiily and zea-
lously against the errors and corruptions of the reigning
church. His eloquence was powerfully directed against
the Sale of indulgences; he inveighed ag-iinst this system
of Papal extortion with uncommon warmth; and his argu-
ments received countenance both from the monarch and
the people. By this conduct, however, he rendered him-
self greatly obnoxious to Subinco, the archbishop of
Prague, a violent, bigotted, and illiterate prelate, who from
thenceforth became his ineconcileable enemy. Being
aware that Huss was secretly attached lo the doctrines of
Wickliffe, he obtained a decree of the university, in which
the opinions of the English reformer were condemned as
heretical, and those who should in future attempt to disse-

minate these opinions were threatened with the punish-
ment of burning. Huss perceived at once that this decree
was levelled at his person, rather than the opinions of
Wicklifle ; but he relied upon the protection of the queen,
and the acknowledged purity of his life and conversation.

Meanwhile, two young Englishmen, and zealous disci-

ples of WicklifTc, having arrived at Prague, contributed to

strengthen his attachment to the doctrines of that re-

former; and WicklifTc's treatise Derealibus Univeraalibut
having fallen into his hands, he relished it so much, that

he adopted the opinions of tlie author, and became a de-

cided realist. The whole university was at this lime di-

vided into two parties, the German and the Bohemian, or
the nominalists and realists, whose contests were carried on
with great animosity, and not without bloodshed. The
German, or foreign paity, possessed most ii fliience in the

university, as the original constitution allowed them three

votes in all elections and deliberations ; while the native

Bohemians had only one. This constitution conferred upon
the former a superiority, which the latter could not con-

template without jealousy, especially as the Germans con-

ducted themselves with great arrogance towards the na-

tives. Huss took upon himself to contest the right of the

Germans to this superiority, and demonstrated, that al-

though, by the original constitution of the university, the

German masters had been allowed three votes, while the

Bo'.u;miarjs had only one, as the latter were then inconsi-

derable in point of number; yet that, by a later act of

Charles IV. it was expressly declared, that in all matters

they should be governed by the constitution of the univer-

sity of Paris, according to which foreigners had but one
vote, and the natives three. Through his great influence

at court, Huss actually succeeded in carrying this mea-
sure, the consequence of which was, that almost all the

Germans withdrew from Prague, and repaired to Leipsic,

where a new university was soon after founded.

No sooner did the Bohemians find themselves in full pos-

session of the university, than they proceeded to elect Huss
for their rector. He now exerted his eloquence more pow-
erfully than ever in declaiming against the scandalous cor-

ruption of morals among the clergy ; and, among other

doctrines, he strongly recommended a diminution of the

superfluous revenues of the church, as the best means of

producing a moral reformation. He even ventured to at-

4 Y2
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tack the supreme power of the pope, in wliom he would ac-

knowledge no superiority over other bishops.

As soon as the conduct of Huss was represented to Pope

Alexander V. he gave the Archbishop Subinco a commis-

sion to take measures for repressing these dangerous doc-

trines. The archbishop accordingly not only prohibited

all preaching in chapels, but ordered all the writings of

Wickliffe, which he could collect, to be publicly burnt.

Huss, however, entirely disregarded the prohibition, and

continued to preach, as zealously as ever, in favour of the

condemned doctrines. At length, in the year 1410, he was

summoned to appear before the papal tribunal by J«lui

XXIII.; but Huss, under the protection of the king and

queen, several powerful nobles, and the university, declined

appearing in person, but sent three deputies to excuse his

absence, and to answer all tliat should be alledged against

him. In the mean time an event occurred, which made
the breach between Huss and the court of Rome utterly

irreparable. In the autumn of 1411, Pope John caused a

general indulgence to be proclaimed for all those who
should assist him in his crusade against the excommuni-
cated king, Ladislaus of Naples ; and for this purpose he

sent his commissaries tp Prague. Huss, who had former-

ly opposed the sale of indulgencfes, now raised his voice

boldly against this papal traffic ; while his friend Jerome

of Prague, even went so far as to burn the papal bull in

the market-place under the gallows. This was sufficient

to call forth the vengeance of the Roman pontiff. Huss
was now excommunicated for his contumacy in declining

to appear personally at the papal tribunal ; and the town of

Prague was laid under an interdict. The number of his

friends and adherents would probably have enabled Huss to

set at nought this sentence ; but, in order to remove every

pretext for tumult and disorder, he resolved to withdraw

from Prague, and accordingly retired to his birth-place,

Hussinez. Here, and at Cracowitz, to which place he soon

after repaired, Hubs continued to disseminate his doctrines

by preaching, and composed several treatises, with a view

to expose the most objectionable tenets of the Romish
church.

Matters-were in this situation, when the emperor Sigis-

mund agreed with Pope John to assemble a general coun-

cil at Constance. To this general council Huss was sum-
moned, in order to defend himself publicly against the ac-

cusation of heresy. His friends having procured for him
a safe-conduct from the emperor, and being likewise pro-

vided with attestations of his orthodoxy and Innocence from

the university and tlic papal inquisitor at Prague, he set

out upon his journey to Constance, where he arrived short-

ly before the opening of the council. The pope treated

him witli kindness, assured him of his protection, and even
removed the sentence of excommunication. But shortly

afterwards, some "of his most violent persecutors having ar-

rived at Constance, tliey used their utmost influence to pro-

cure his condemnation ; and Huss himself having had the

imprudence to promulgate the doctrines of Wickliffe at

Constance, he was summoned before the pope and the car-

dinals, and, notwithstanding the emperor's safe-conduct,

thrown into prison.

Upon receiving intelligence of these proceedings, the em-
peror, who had not yet arrived, sent an order to his ambas-
sador to insist with, the pope and the cardinals upon the

liberation of John Huss, and to threaten, if thev refused to

comply, that the prison would be opened by force. The
pope and the cardinals, however, disregarded the command
of the king, and caused the prisoner to be more strictly

confined. When Sigismund arrived at Constance, he al-

lowed himself to be persuaded by the theologians and ca-

noniists, that he was not bound to kqep faith with a notori-

ous heretic ; and he issued a declaration that the council
should have free power in all matters of faith, and should
be allowed to proceed as judges against all those who were
accused of heresy. Some of the most considerable among
the Bohemian nobles, indignant at the perfidious conduct of
the emperor, repeatedly requested, in pretty bold language,
that John Huss, who had received a safe-conduct from the
monarch himself, and otherwise would certainly not have
repaired to Constance, should be set at liberty, and publicly

heard in his defence before the whole council. But Sigis-

mund excused himself in evasive terms, and thereby drew
upon himself the mortal hatred of the Bohemians, which,
in the sequel, proved highly dangerous to his power.

After Huss had remained more than six months in prison,

he was, for the first time, allowed a public hearing, in a
general congregation, in which, however, the proceedings
were so irregular and tumultuous, that he found it impossi-
ble to speak. In the following audience, three points of
accusation were read ; to which Huss answered in a man-
ner so satisfactory, that no charge of heresy could he fixed

upon him, and every impartial judge must have acquitted

him. In the third diet, thirty-nine articles were read to

him, which had been drawn up by his enemies, and were
alleged to have been extracted from his writings. Huss
acknowledged such of these as contained opinions which
he had really held ; but with regard to the greater num-
ber, he utterly denied them, declaring that they were either

garbled and distorted, or altogether forged by his enemies.

Some of the prelates, and even the emperor himself, now
urged him to retract and abjure the whole of these articles

;

but Huss required that he should first be convicted of er-

ror ; for so Jong as this was not done, it was impossible for

him to retract any of his opinions. And to this determina-

tion he adhered, with immoveable firmness, as often as the

council endeavoured to induce him to retract, and even
threatened to bring him to the stake.

At length, in the 15th session, which Sigismund attended

in person, the final sentence was pronounced, that the writings

ol Huss should be publicly burnt ; and that he himself, as a

manifest heretic, who openly tauglit, and refused to retract

doctrines which had long been condemned as dangerous to

the Catholic faith, should be deprived of his ecclesiastical

dignity, and delivered over for punishment, to the temporal
arm. Huss, who was obliged to listen on his knees while

this sentence was publicly read, repeatedly attempted to

complain, and to vindicate himself in regard to several of-

fences which were falsely laid to his charge ; but he was
always interrupted, and compelled to keep silence. The
unfortunate victim was now forced to submit to the pun-
ishment bf degradation, which was performed with several

absurd ceremonies, by seven bishops commissioned for that

purpose. He was then delivered over, by the emperor, to

the elector palatine, who was commanded to execute upon
him the usual punishment of heretics.

Immediately after the termination of the session, Huss
was conducted under a strong escort, to the square in front

of the episcopal palace, where he was compelled to wit-

ness the public burning of his writings ; and from thence

to the place of execution before the city gate. While he
was preparing for the stake, several fruitless attempts were
made to extort from him a recantation ; but his fortitude

remained unshr.ken to the last. When he was fastened to

the stake, and fire was laid to the faggots around him, he
continued his devotional exercises until the vital spark be-

came extinct within him. His ashes were gathered up and
thrown into the Rhine.

Such was the fate of John Huss, who fell a victim to the

most abominable persecution. His talents and acquire-

ments, although not of the first order, were highly respecta-
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ble ; and his moral character was universally acknow-
ledged 10 be irreproachable. In his manners he was gen-

tle and condescending. Strict in his principles, and vir-

tuous in his conduct, he looked more to the practice than

to the opinions of others. His piety was calm, rational, and

manly ; and his zeal in the cause of Christianity was un-

tainted with fanaticism. The events of his life sufliciently

prove, that his fortitude was not to be shaken by any human
power.

It is difficult to conceive how such a character as that of

Huss should have been exposed to such unrelenting ani-

mosity and furious persecution. His creed, it is true, did

not exactly square with the tenets of the established ortho-

dox faith ; yet several of his persecutors had publicly main-

tained almost all the offensive doctrines which lie was
charged with disseminating. It seems most probable, ac-

cording to the opinion of some authors, that the violent ani-

mosity excited against him, is to be ascribed chiefly to the

zeal with which he declaimed against tlie dissolute morals
of the ecclesiastics, the usurpations of tlie Roman court,

and the temporalities of the clergy. These principles were
naturally considered as dangerous to the power and influ-

ence of the priesthood ; and his brethren, wlio dreaded the

effects of his eloquence and example, were glad to have re-

course to an accusation of heresy, as the best and least un-

popular means of destroying the enemy of their corrup-

tions, and of crushing those principles which appeared sub-

versive of their privileges and pretensions.

Jerome of Prague, the friend and pupil of Huss, under-
went the satne fate with his companion. He, indeed, was
at first terrified into a temporary submission ; but he after-

wards resumed his fortitude ; and, at length, on the oOlh
of May, 1416, sealed by martyrdom, his belief in the prin-

ciples lie professed.

The memory of John Huss was long cherished by his

countrymen, the Bohemians ; the sixth of July was for ma-
tiy years held sacred, as the anniversary of his martyrdom,
and medals were struck in honour of the martyr. The Bo-
hemian and Moravian nobles addressed a spirited protest

to the council of Constance, in answer to the intimation of

his sentence and execution ; and the zeal of his indignant

disciples afterwards broke out into an open war against the

emperor, which was conducted, on both sides, with a savage
spirit of barbarity, and gave rise to acts of atrocity at which
humanity shudders. These troubles were at length for-

tunately terminated by the interference of the council ot

Basil, in the year 1433. See Zitte Lebens beschreibung des

Mag. Johan. 7/m*s, Prague, 1799 ; M.x\. Sylvii Hist. Bohcm.
in Freheri Scrijit. rer. Boheni. ; 'Wil. Sey fried De Johannis

Hussi martyris vita, falls el scri/itis, Jena, 17'43
; Pelzel's

Gesc/iichte der Bo/imen, Pi ii>;ue, \782 ; Mosheim's Eccle-

siast. Hist. vol. iii. ; Gilpin's Lives, Life of John Huss ;

and the Gen. Biog. Diet, (z)

HUSUM is a sea-port town of Denmark, situated on the

west coast of the duchy of Sleswick, about two miles from
the small river 0\v, and about four from Sleswick. It was
formerly celebrated for the great quantities of malt which
it exported. Atone time 40 large vessels belonged to this

town, and the oyster trade was almost confined to its in-

habitants.

HUTCHESON, Francis, an ingenious philosopher and
elegant writer, was the son of a dissenting minister in the

north of Ireland, and was born on the 8th of August, 1694.

From his childhood he discovered a superior capacity, and
an ardent thirst after knowledge ; and having received the

usual elementary instruction at a grammar-school, he was
sent to an academy to begin his course of philosophy. In
the year 1710, he was entered a student in the university

•f Glasgow 5 where he renewed his application to the study

of the Latin and Greek languages, and explored every
province of literature ; but devoted himself chiefly to di-

vinity, which he proposed to make the- peculiar study and
profession of his life.

After spending six years at Glasgow, he returned to his
native country ; and having entered into the ministry, he
was just about to be settled in a smaricongregaiion of Dis-
senters in the north of Ireland, when some gentlemen about
Dublin, who were acquainted wiih his great talents and
virtues, invited him to undertake the charge of a private
academy in that city. With this invitation he complied ;

and he had resided but a short time in Dublin, when his
talents and accomplishmenls attracted general notice, and
procured him the acquaintance of persons of all ranks, who
had any taste for literature. Lord Molesworth is said to

have taken great delight in his conversation, and to have
assisted him with his criticisms and observations upon his

Enquiry into the Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, before it was
committed to the press. He experienced the same favour
from Dr Synge, Bishop of Elphin, with whom he cultivated
an intimate friendship. The first edition of the work to

which we have just alluded, was ))ublished anonymously;
but its great merit did not allow the author to remain long
concealed. Lord Granville, who was then lord-lieutenant
of Ireland, sent his private secretary to enquire at the book-
sellers for the author ; and when he could not learn his

name, he left a letter to be conveyed to him, in conse-
quence of which he soon became acquainted with his ex-
cellency, and was ever after treated by him with distin-

guished marks of familiarity and esteem.
From this period, his acquaintance began to be still more

courted by men of distinction, either for station or litera-

ture, in Ireland. The celebrated Archbishop King held
him in great esteem ; and the friendship of that prelate was
highly useful in screening him from two attempts which
were made to prosecute him, for venturing to take upon
himself the education of youth, without having subscribed
the ecclesiastical canons, and obtained a regular license
fi'om the bishop. He also enjoyed a large share of the
esteem of the Primate Boulter; who, through his influ-

ence, made a donation to the university of Glasgow of a
yearly fund for an exhibitioner to be bred to any of the
learned professions.

In the year 1728, Mr Hutchinson published his Treatise

on the Passions ; and about the same time he wrote some
philosophical papers, inserted in the collection called Hi-
bernicus's Letters, in which he accounted for laughter in a
manner different from the theory of Hobbes, and more ho-
nourable to human nature. Some letters having appeared
in the " London Journal, 1728," subscribed Philaretus, con-
taining objections to some parts of the doctrine contained
in the Enquiry, he was induced to give answers to them in

those public papers. Both the letters and answers were
afterwards published in a separate pamphlet.

After he had conducted his private academy, at Dublin
for several years with great reputation and success, he was
invited to Scotland in 1729, to fill the chair of moral philo-

sophy in the University of Glasgow. In this situation he
spent the remainder of his life, in a manner highly honour-

able to himself, and useful to the university of which he

was a member. About this time, the degree of Doctor of

Laws was eonferred upon him. A firm constitution, and a

pretty uniform state of good health, with the exception of

some slight attacks of the gout, seemed to promise his

friends a long enjoyment of his valuable life ; which, how-

ever, was terminated by a sudden attack, in the year 1747,

when he had only attained the age of 53.

He was married, soon after his settlement in Dublin, to

Mrs Mary Wilson, the daughter of a gentleman in the
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county of Longford ; by whom he left one son, Francis,

Hutclieson, M. D. who pulilished fioin the original MS. of

his father, ji Sijs!f?n of Moral Phiiosujiliy, Glasgow, 1755,

2 vols. 4to.

Dr Hutcheson was a man of considerable learning, and

various acquirements. He was not only acquainted with

those subjects most intimately connected with his profes-

sion, but was also well versed in mathematics and natural

philosophy. His works have been frequently reprinted,

and have been universally admired, both for the sentiments

and language, even by those who havu not assented to the

author's principles. He belonged to that class of philoso-

phers, who deduce all our notions of right or wrong from

a moral sense or faculty implanted in our constitution,

which leads us to perform good actions ourselves, and to

approve of them when performed by others, independently

of any reasoning with regard to their utility or fitness. He
was a decided antagonist of the doctrines of Hobbes ; en-

tertaining high notions of the dignity of human nature,

and being persuaded that, even in this corrupt state, it is

capable of great improvement, by proper instruction and

assiduous culture. See Dr Leichman's Account of the Life,

Writings, and Character of Dr Hiitchearjn, prefixed to the

System of Moral Philosofthy ; and the Gen. Biog. Diet, (r)

HUTTON, James, M D. well known as the author of

an ingenious Theory of the Earth, was the son of a respec-

table merchant in Edinburgh, and was born on the 3d of

June 1726. He received at the high school and the uni-

versity the rudiments of a liberal education, during which

his curiosity was powerfully exciicd by various facts in

chemistry which came under his knowledge, and he ac-

quired a taste for chemical pursuits, which distinguished

him through life. His friends, however, placed him as an

apprentice with Mr Chalmers, Writer to the Signet. But

this gentleman soon perceiving that he disliked his em-
ployment, and occupied mucli of his time with chemical

experiments, liberally released him from his engagements,

and advised him to turn his attention to more congenial

pursuits. He now entered on a course of medical studies,

which he prosecuted first in Edinburgh, from the year 1744

to 1747. He next studied at Paris; and in 1749, he took

the degree of M. D. at Leydcn. Having thus completed his

education, however, he perceived serious difficulties opposed

to his views of success in obtaining practice. He also appre-

hended that the labours of a professional life might inter-

fere with the gratification of his taste for chemistry ; and

in 1750 he resolved to apply himself to agriculture. For

the purpose of learning that art, he went to Norfolk, where
he resided two years in the house of an intelligent farmer.

During this residence, he made pedestrian excursions to

different parts of England for his improvement in agricul-

tural knowledge; in the course of which he contracted an

attachment to mineralogy and the kindred speculations of

geology.

In 1754, he extended his agricultural knowledge, by

making a tour in Holland and Flanders. During all these

peregrinations, he made a collection of facts, which were
afterwards made to contribute to his theory of the earth.

He returned to Scotland, and reduced his agricultural

knowledge to practice, by improving his patrimonial pro-

perty in BerAvickshire. In this occupation he was engag-

ed for 14 years. He had the honour of being among the

first who introduced good husbandry into our country,

where it has since been so successfully cultivated. In

1768 he let his farm, which he had now brought to a high

state of improvement. He had been for several years con-

cerned in a manufactory of sal ammoniac, conducted in

Edinburgh under the name of Mr James Davie, who was
one of his early and constant friends; and in 1765, a regu-

lar partnership had been formed, after which the work was
conducted in the name of both. When be gave up his

farm, he took up his residence in Edinburgh, and devoted
his attention to the puisuits of science, in which he was
assisted and animated by his learned friends, whose com-
pany he enjoyed in this metropolis. In the course of his

chemical jiursuits, he discovered that soda was contained

in zeolite ; the first time an alkali had been found in a

stony mineral. He continued to make tours to various

parts of the island, in prosecution of his geological enqui-

ries, which assumed greater and greater consistency. In

1777, DrHutton published a pamphlet, entitled Comider-
ations on the N'attire, Qualities, and Distinctions of Coal and
Citlm, with a view ;o throw light on a disputed point,

whether the small coal of Scotland was liable to the duty on
English coal, or to that on English culm. On this subject

he displayed great accuracy of observation, and his dis-

cussion led to a satisfactory decision of the question. From
the time of fixing his residence in Edinburgh, Dr Hutton
had been a member of the Philosophical Society, known by
the three volumes of literary and physical essays which it

published. In that Society he read several papers, none of

which have been published, with the exception of one
which appeared in the second volume of the Transactions

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, " On certain natural

appearances of the ground on the hill of Arthur's Si:al."

The institution of the Royal Society, which happened in

1783, called forth from Dr Hutton the first sketch of his

Theory of the Earth, which he had matured in his own
Blind, but communicated only to his friends Dr Black and
Mr Clerk of Eldin, both of whom approved of it. For an

account of this theory, see the article Mineralogy. The
distinguishing feature of it was, the universal agency of

heat in consolidating the rocky strata, after the materials

of which they were formed had been collected by the sub-
siding of loose earthy materials at the bottom of the sea.

This heat he conceived to be seated in the central parts of

the earth. To the expansive power of this agent, acting

on water or other bodies, he ascribed the elevation of the

strata from the bottom of the sea to the higher situations

which they have since occupied. He thus accounted for

the piesent appearances. He supposes the earth to have
undergone many revolutions at very distant intervals of

time, and to be subjected to a law, which produces a gene-
ral and sudden convulsion as a stage in certain cycles of
changes, which at all other times are slowly yet incessant-

ly advancing. This theory has been defended by the au-

thor and his followers with much learning and ini^enuity
;

and in a particular manner by his zealous and enlightened

admirer Professor Playfair. It has, however, met with a
formidable competitor in that of Werner; the leading fea-

ture of which is, to account for consolidation by crystalliza-

tion from a state of aqueous solution, rejecting the hypo-
thesis of a central heat, whether as concerned in the fusion

of the rocks, or in the elevation of the strata. It supposes
the materials of the strata to have subsided at their present

elevation ; and its chief embarrassment consists in the dif-

ficulty of accounting for the retiring of the waters. The
illustration of these opposite general views includes a vast

variety of discubsion on the constitution of the rocky strata.

The controversy has eminently promoted the investigation

of the mineral kingdom. A great part of the world con-

tent themselves with a smile bordering on contempt, when
they casually listen to these speculations; and a superficial

observer is generally struck with the character of extrava-

gance, which appears so piominent in the hypotheses as-

sumed No hypothesis, however, within the limits of pos-

sibility, is too extravagant for the subject. The disposition

of the strata is itself an extravagant fact, if we may be a!'-
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lowed to apply this epithet to any thing in nature. It

points lo causes so different in tlieir general character

irom any that we see in actual operation, that no hypothe-

sis is to be rejected for its strangeness; and liypotheses of

this kind are unavoidal)le to those >vho attempt lo explain

the phenomena before them. A wish of this sort cannot be

reasonably condemned. There can scarcely be a more su-

blime speculation in physics, than to attempt the resolu-

tion of problems whicli nature sugf^ests on so magnificent a

scale. We may indeed sometimes wonder to see a parti-

cular theory so tenaciously adhered to ; and it may be re-

garded as a curious fact, that in the present age the one or

the other of the theories now metitioned should be adopted

by all geologists. It might be supposed, that the subject

would afford several others equally plausible ; but it is

probably not so much a satisfaction with their own the-

ory as a simple jireference of it to its opponent, that is

indulged in by the greater part of geologists. The un-

explained phenomena of magnetism, particularly the

fluctuating variations of the needle, and the supposition

of interchanges of materials among the different planets,

(countenanced in some measure by the well authenti-

cated instances of stones which have fallen from the at-

mosphere,) will perhaps at some future period lead to a

modification of our geological theories, or to the formation

of others.

A paper of Dr Hutton " On the Theory of Rain," was
published in the first volume of the Edinburgh Transac-
tions. It forms the only scientific explanation of the phe-

nomena that we have. The discovery of it evinced pro-

found genius and accurate information, and it will probably

always be retained by meteorologists. Two portions of

air of difi'erent temperatures, both saturated with humidi-

ty when mixed, and thus reduced to a medium tempera-
ture, have not the power of retaining the same quaniily in

a state of vapour. The reason of this is, that the quantities

of humidity retained in this state proceed in a geometrical

ratio, while those of temperature increase arithmetically.

A larger quantity of water is retained by tliat heat which
had kept the one portion of air above the resulting me-
dium, than when the same heat is employed in raising to

that medium the temperature of the coldest portion. The
consequence of this is, that a part of the water is precipi-

tated. This theory was opposed by Monsieur de Luc, who
maintained, that the heat was communicated from one part

of the atmosphere to another without the actual intermix-

ture of different portions of air. Dr Hutton made several

other acute improvements in meteorology, which were
afterwards published in his " Physical Dissertations," in

which his theory of rain was again given. It was by the

theory of the earth, however, that the greatest portion of
his interest was absorbed. The journeys which he made
to Glen Tilt, to Galloway, the isle of An an and St Abb's
Head, supplied him witli facts which afforded him exqui-
site delight, especially those which elucidated his peculiar

views of the nature of granite, and the circumstances under
which it assumed its present situation in relation to the

other rocks. He supposed it to have been forced up in a

state of igneous fusion by the expansive power of the cen-

tral heat, and injected in that state into the rents jjioduc-

ed in the superincumbent strata, which had previovisly

formed the exterior crust of the globe. It was the conti-

nuation of the granite upward into these rents or' veins

that so much delighted Dr Hutton. This is a fact which
still furnishes one of the strong points of the Huttonian
theory.

This philosopher also turned his attention to another
subject suggested by his chemical pursuits, viz. the gene-
ral nature of matter. His doctrines on this subject are

given in his" Dissertations on different subjects in Natural
Philosophy." They bore some resemblance to those of
Boscovich, though somewhat different, and seem to have
been with Dr Hutton altogether original. After this he
published a more voluminous work, entitled " An Investi-
gation of the Principles of Knowledge and the Progress of
Reason from Sense to Science and Philosophy," in three
4to volumes. His leading idea was, that matter is an as-
semblage of powers; that our ideas of external substan-
ces have no resemblance to the causes which produce
them ; and consequently that the world, as conceived by
us, is entirely the creation of the mind itself, acted on by
unknown external causes.

In 1793, Dr Plutton was seized with a severe and dan-
gerous illness from a retention of urine. When he reco-
vered from its severest symptoms, he continued his litera-
ry occupations. It was then that he prepared the work
last mentioned for publication. He was also now called
on to defend his doctrine on the theory of the earth, from
the arguments of Mr Kirwan, published in the Transac-
tions of the Irish Academy, especially as these were ac-
companied by some misrepresentations which it was in-
cumbent on him to expose, and some charges of an odious
tendency which it was necessary to repel. It was only now
that he began to publish his theory of the earth in a sepa-
rate state, as it had hitherto been but partially unfolded in
a variety of papers. He published two octavo volumes
in 179 5, and a third was left behind in manuscript.

After this he published his " Elements of Agriculture,'*
and eminently contributed by this publication, as he had
done by his former example, to give an impulse to the pro-
gress of that important art.

After this he suffered under a renewed and very severe
attack of his complaint ; and in 1796 and 1797, his strength
was greatly reduced, and his constitution broken. Still, how-
ever, he employed himself in reading and writing. Saus-
sure's Travels among the Alps, which at this time were
newly published, furnished him with high entertaiinnent, con-
genial with the favourite scientific amusements of his life.

On Saturday the 26th of Marcli 1797 he suffered much pain,
but continued to make some effu;-ts in study. In the even-
ing of that day, his complaint increased in a most rapid
manner, and carried him off before time was allowed for

his medical attendant to arrive.

He was undoubtedly a man powerfully qualified to ad-
vance science. It is reckoned by some persons a reflec-

tion on the memory of any philosopher, to have been the au-
thor of a theory of the eartli. But we have already observ-
ed, that Such persons are not aware of the engaging nature
of such sptculations to a philosophical and attentive mind, to
whicn it is a natural object of ambition, to throw a consistent
light on the stupendous and mysterious appearances exhibit-
ed in the mineral kingdom. Some who have studied this
subject profoundly, anil have embraced conclusions very dif-

ferent from those of Hutton, have betrayed too great prone-
ness to throw reflections on the degree of soundness at-

tached to this author's j;eneral philosophical discernment.
They show themselves little sensible of the uncertain na-
ture of all such speculations, and thus furnish greater evi-

dence of their own deficiencies than of those of their oppo-
nents. The theory of the earth should be acknowledged to

be as yet an enigmatic department of science ; and the vari-

ous attempts which have been made to solve its difficulties,

both those of old and those of recent date should be allowed
their respectiveshareof plausibility, while the defects of each
should be equally kept in view. It is a mistaken idea to sup-
pose, that enthusiasm in favour of one system is in any de-
gree necessary to keep up the spirit of science. Such an en-

thusiasm partakes of intemperance ; the activity to which it
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gives biith is of a spurious coniplection, and is not of that

kind wliich promises greatest durability. Dr. Hutton's

private character was liighly amiable. His manners were

simple, but his conversation vi'as animated. A combina-

tion of sincerity and ardour gave a charm to his company

in the eyes of all his learned friends, though he was not

formed on such a model as to fit him for gay or general

society, which he did not relish or in any degree cullivate.

His expressions in expiainingHiis views of points of science

were reniakably clear and forcible, and would not have led

his friends to expect so much obscurity as is found in some

of his writings. For an interesting view of his character

and pursuits, we refer to tlie account of him published in

the 5th volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh, from the pen of his friend Professor Playfair.

From that source the present short abstract has been chief-

ly taken, (i/. D.)
HUYGENS, Christian, a celebrated mathematician

and natural philosopher, was born at the Hague on the 14lh

April 1629. He was the son of Constantine Huyuens,

Lord of Zelem and Zuylichem, who had acled as secreta-

ry and counsellor to three successive princes of the house

of Orange. Constantine Huygens was not only a poet, but

a good mathematician, and took particular pleasure in the

instruction of his son, who, at the early age of thirteen, ex-

hibited an ardent passion for mathematical learning, and

was constantly occupied in examining all the machines and

pieces of mechanism that accident threw in his way. In

the sixteenth year of his age he went to the university of

Leyden, to study law, under Professor Vinnius ; but he still

pursued his mathematical studies, in which he was assist-

ed by the learned Professor Schooten, the commentator of

Descartes. After remaining a year at Leyden, he prosecut-

ed his studies at the university of Breda, which had been

newly established, and placed under the direction of his

father. In the year 1649, he travelled into Holstein and

Denmark, in the suit of Henry, Count of Nassau ; but on

account of the short stay which that prince was to make in

Denmark, he was prevented from visiting Descartes in

Sweden, an object which he was very anxious to accom-
plish.

In the year 1651, he began his career as an author, by

publishing a refutation of the famous work of Gregory St

Vincent, entitled Ojius Geometricum yuaclrature circiiti et

sectjonum Coni. Huygens' reply, which is considered as a

model of distinctness and precision, was entitled ExeCasis
(juadraturd! circuli P. Greg, a sancto Vincentio, 4to. He
published, in the same year, his Theoremata. de circuli et

hyfierbols Quadratura; and in 1654 appeared his ingenious

work, entitled De circuli tnagnitiidine inventa nova, accedunt

firoblematum guorundamitluslrium constructiones. In 1656,

he travelled into France, and took out his degree of Doctor
of Laws at the Vmiversity of Angers. The new subject of

the calculation of probabilities, which had been successful-

ly begun by Pascal and Fermat, and which has recently been
so much advanced by La Place, now occupied the attention

of Huygens, who developed the principles of the science

in his.treatise De Raliociniis in Ludo Mea, which appear-
ed in 1657. In the same year he printed his Brevis insti-

tutio de Usu Horologiorwn ad inveniendas Longitudines, in

which he described the model of a newly invented pendu-
lum. In 1659, Huygens published his SystenUi Saturni-

num, sive de causis mirandorum Saturni fihenomenon, et

comite ejus Planeta novo, which contains the various
important discoveries relative to the planet Saturn, of
which we have already given a full account. See Astro-
?«0MY,

HUY
In the year 1660, Huygens travelled into France ; and

in the following year he came to England, where he made
known his method of grinding the lenses of telescopes. In

the year 1663, he paid a second visit to this country, and was

one of the hundred individuals who were declared members
of the Royal Society at a meeting of the council held on

the 20il) May 1663. At this time the Royal Society had
requested its members to apply themselves to the consi-

deration of the laws of motion, and Huygens resolved se-

veral of the cases wliicli were proposed to him. On the

1 5th November 1668, Dr Wallis communicated to the So-

ciety his principle of tlic collision of bodies. Doctor, after-

wards Sir Christopher, Wren made a similar communica-
tion on the 17th of December; and on the 5th January

1669, Huygens wrote a letter to Mr Oldenburgh, containing

his first four rules, with their demonstration, concerning

the motion of bodies after impact. The method of Wallis

was the most direct, but related only to bodies absolutely

hard. Wren's method was founded on the same principle,

but related only to elastic bodies ; and the method of Huy-
gens was the very same as that of Wren.
Huygens had now acquired such a reputation, that, in

the year 1663, he was invited by Colbert to settle in France.

He accepted of the honourable and advantageous conditions

which were offered to him, and took up his residence in

Paris in 1666, when he was admitted into the Academy of

Sciences. In 1668, he published, in the Journal dea Sja-

vans, and also in the Memoirs of the Academy, a paper en-

tilled Examen du livre intitule Vera Circuli et Hyfierbolea

quadratura a Jacobo Gregorio, which led to the dispute of

which we have already given some account in our life of

GuEGORY. In the year 1673, he published his great work,
entitled Horologium oscillatorium ; sive de motu/iindulorum

ad horologia afitalo demonstrationesjgeometrica, in which he
published his great discovery of applying pendulums to

clocks, and rendering all their vibrations isochronous, by
causing them to vibrate between cycloidal cheeks. This
discovery was made about the year 1656 ; and about the

middle of 1657, he presented to the States of Holland a

clock constructed on this new prienciple. In our article

Horology,* we have given a description and a draw-

ing of this machine. The contrivance of cycloidal cheeks,

however, though exceedingly beautiful in theory, was
found in practice to be of no advantage.

About this time our author invented the spiral spring for

regulating the balances of watches, without knowing what
had been done by Dr Hooke ; and he applied to the French
government for the exclusive privilege of employing it.

The Abbe Hautefeuille had, however, conceived the first

idea of tliis invention, and communicated to the Academy
of Sciences, in 1674, the secret of regulating the balances

of watches " by a small straight spring made of steel."

He therefore disputed Huygens' right to the exclusive

privilege, and tiic affair was accommodated in consequence

of Huygens renouncing his claim. The observations of

Montucia on this subject are certainly unjust towards the

Abbe Hautefeuille, when he characterises his invention as

rude and clumsey, and claims all the merit for Huygens.
The idea of regulating the balance by a spring was certain-

ly the_principal part of the invention, which is unquestion-

ably due to the Abb6 Hautefeuille ; while Huygens is entij

tied to the credit of having perfected the invention, by givj

ing a spiral form to the spring.

Huygens would probably have continued in France dur-

ing the remainder of his life, had it not been for the revo-

cation of the edict of Nantz. He resolved to remain no
longer in a country where his religion w*as proscribed, and

/

See HOROLOOT, and Plate CCC. Fig. 4,
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its professors persecuted ; and, aniicipaung the fatal- edict,

he relvirncd to liis native country in 1681.

Alter liis return to Holland, he contuuicd to prosecute his

favourite studies with his ususil zeal. In 1684, lie publish-

ed Uli^stroscopia Compeiidiaria tubi Ojitici moliminr libtrata,

in which he gives an account of a method ol' using tele-

scopes ol great focal leng-th, without the incumbrance of a

tube. He published also in 1690, at Leyden, his Trait6 de

la Lumiere, and his Tractatim de Gravitate. The first of

these works contains his Theory of Light, which he sup-

poses to be propagated like sound, by the inidulation of an

elastic medium,* and the beauliful law by which he repre-

sented all the phenomena of tlouble icfraction, as exhibited

in Iceland spar. The remainder of our author's life was oc-

cupied in composing a work on the plurality of worlds, en-

titled K»5-fii)$£is)g/i>5, sivc de tcrris celestibim, eorumijue urnalu

conjcclurce. VVliile this work was in the printer's hands,

Huygens was seized with an illness, which proved fatal on

the 5th of June 1595.

All his papers were bequeathed by his will to the Libra-

ry of Leyden, with a request that Burcher de Voider and

FuUenius, two excellent mathematicians, should print such
of them as seemed of most importance. In the year 1700,

this posihamous volume was published. The Cosmothco-

rios had appeared in 1698, and was speedily translated into

French, English, German, and Dutch. In 1703, there ap-

peared another posthumous volume, entitled CnitisTiANi
HuCEMt Dio/itrica,Descr!/itio jlutomati /ilanetarii ; de /lar-

heliis, Opuscu'la Poslhuma. This work contains Huygens'
interesting dissertation on coronae, and mock suns, of which

we have given a short account in our article Hai.o.

And which was reprinted by Dr Smith in his Com-
plete System of Ojttics. A complete edition of the works
of Huygens was published, in four volumes, by M. S'Gra-
vesende. The two first appeared at Leyden in 1724, in 4to.

entitled Oftera Varia, and the two last at Amsterdam in

1728, entitled Opera Reliijua. He published also several

papers in the early volumes uf the Philosophical Transac-

tions, and in the Alcmoirs of the ylcade7tiy of Sciences. In

I'nc Machines yipprouvecs fiar I'Acadcmie, \.on\. i. p. 71 and

72, he has published two papers, one of which is entitled

Machine pour Mcsiirer la force mouvante dc I'air ; and the
other, Manierc d'empechcr Us vaisscaux de se hriscr lorsqu'il

echouent. He also pul)lishcd a letter on a new microscope,
in the Collections Jcademiqurs, torn, i p. 281 ; and another
on the Toricellian experiment, in the second volume of the
same work.

Christian Huygens was unquestionably one of the most
eminent mathematicians and n«lui-al philosophers of the
age in which he lived. His application of the pendulum
to regulate the motion of clocks ; his beautiful investiga-
tion of the isochronism produced by making penduluiri;
swing between cycloidal cliceks ; his discovery of the lintr

and satellites of Saturn ; his application of the spiral spring
to regulate the balances of watches, (in which, however, he
was anticipated by Dr Hooke ;) his discovery of the law of
collision, which he shares with Dr Wallis and Sir Christo
pher Wren

; his theory of the centre of oscillation ; his in-

vestigations respecting ccrural forces; and the beautiful
law, by which he has represented the phenomena of double
relraction, exhibit the depth and variety of his attaiimients,
and emiile him to a veiy high rank among those illustrious

men who have done honour to their species. In our arti-

cles AsriioNOMY, Halo, Horology, .VIkciianics, and
Optics, the reader will find an ample account of his vari-
ous labours.

HUYGEN's Temperamenf of the musical scale. In
1682, M. Christian Huygens published Wi^ Cycliia Har-
monicus, ov commensurate system, of thirly-oiie equal divi-
sions in the octave ; of which his mean tone is five, and
major limma 3, of these divisions. The temperametUs
calculated by Mr Farcy's 12th scholium, in the Philosophi-
cal Magazine, vol. xxxvi. p. 53. are as follows, viz. V
2.6517652;, IIl-f-0.40U8022, and VI—3 05256S. In p. 224.
of the second edition of Dr Smith's Harmonicst he gives
the monochord lengths of strings for each of the notes of
this system ; and at p. 207. he mentions a method by which
the beats of its concords may nearly be obtained : but this

being neither sufiicienlly easy of application, or exact
enough, we have calculated them anew, as follows, viz.

1.
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In column 2. ihe values ot the notes are given as tliey

arise in calculating by the series of tempered filths, as

above, its wolf fifth jrf
G ^ E being V+ ir. 15 1553S. Col.

S. is as usual, adapted to the octave above the tenor cliff C.

All the beatings in columes 5. to 9. are sharli or Jal, as

marked at the bottom of each column, except the 4lh and

Vth wolves, which are contrary to all the others of these

concords.

Mr Ambrose Warren, in a thin quarto work, called The
Tonometer, published in 1755, gave the lengths of strings

for this system, without any intimation of its having been
before published by M. Huygetis. (f)

HYjENA. See Hunting, and our article Mamma-
lia.

HYBERNATION OF ANIMALS.

I'he changes which take place in the condition of Plants
at the approach of winter are familiar to all of us. In

ihe course of a few weeks in autumn, the fields ex-

change their dress of summer green for the harvest yel-

low, while the forests acquiring an orange hue, speedily

become leafless. While these alterations are taking place,

the vital principle retires to the roots, or is in part con-

densed in the buds, fn this state of preparation, the va-

rious tribes of perennial plants await the approach of win-

ter,—a state which is termed their /tybernalion. As this

department of vegetable physiology has been already

illustrated in the article Botany, and may be found fully

explained in the elementary works on that science, we re-

frain from farther discussion on the subject.

In the jlnimal Kingdom, changes equally remarkable

precede the rigours ot winter. The swallow forsakes the

windows of the altar, the landrail retires from the fields,

and the cuckoo deserts the hedges. The nightingale

ceases to pour fourth her evening song, and in the grove

all the warblers are silent. The lost or broken feathers

of birds are renewed, to complete thf:ii covering, and to

enable them, if necessary, to letire to warmer regions.

Quadrupeds, and other animals, obtain an additional

supply of clothing, collect a stock of provisions, or peace-

fully tall into a temporary letnargy. In these various con-

ditions, animals prepare to pass the winter, or are said to

hybernate.

This subject is still involved in much obscurity. It does

not immediately interest us, as being but remotely con-

nected v.'ilh the ordinary concerns of life. Hence we pos-

sess few well established facts, and even those which have

been ascertained, are still widely scattered in various pub-

lications ; as naturalists in general are more anxious to

establish the nomenclature of animals, than to investigate

their habits and instincts.

Naturalists are in the practice of restricting the term
hybernation, to that condition of aninir.ls during the winter

season more familiarly expressed by the term torpidity.

We are not aware of any reason to induce us thus to limit

the original meaning of the word ; and therefore, in this

article, we use it as expressing the various conditions in

which animals are found during the winter season, and

the circumstances by which these conditions are distin-

guished.

The subject naturally divides itself into four branches,

corresponding with the different states of hybernation

which animals exhibit. The first includes those ani-

mals which obtain a change of dress ;—the second, those

which provide for themselves a store of food ;—the third,

those which migrate ; and the fourth, those that become
Torpid.

CHAP. I.

IIybeknatino Animals which obtain a Supi-lt of
Clothing.

" Ante omnia (says Pliny when comparing the condition

of man with that of the inferior animals) unum animantium
cunctorum alienis velat opibus: cajteiis varia tegumenta
tribuit, testas, cortices, coria, spinas, villos, setas, pilos, plu-

mam, pennas, squamas, vellera. Truncos etiam arboresque
corlice, interdum geniino, a frigoribus ct calore tuata est.

Ilomincm tantum nudum, et in nuda humo, nalali die ab-
jicitad vagitus stalim et ploratum, nullumque tot anima-
lium aliud ad lacrymas, et has protinus vitae principio."

But this condition of man is most agreeable to his nature,

as he can provide for himself a suitable covering, and
accommodate his dress to all climates, seasons, and oc-
cupations.

As the inferior animals do not possess such powers of
contrivance, we find that nature has furnished them with
clothing suited to their situations and habits. Hence those
animals, whose appointed residence is in the warm regions
of the earth, are in possession of the thinnest coverings;
while tho^e which are destined to dwell in the arctic re-

gions, are enveloped in fur. Thus in the climate of Spain
and Syria, the dog and the sheep have fine tufty and silky

hair; while in the Siberian dog and Iceland ram, the hair

is long and rigid. In still warmer regions than those which
we have mentioned, the fur becomes so very thin, that the
animals may be considered as iiaked. This is strikingly

illustrated in the dogs of Guinea, and in the African and
Indian sheep.

The clothing of animals living in cold countries, is essen-
tially different from that of the animals of warm regions in

another respect. If we examine the fur of the swine of
warm countries, it consists entirely of bristles or hair of
tiie same form and consistency ; but those which live in

colder districts possess not only common bristles or strong

hair, but a fine frizzled wool next the skin, over .which
the long hairs project. This statement may easily be veri-

fied, by a comparison of the fur of the swine of the south

of England with that which is found on those of the Scot-

tish Highland breed. Ti>e same observation may be made
on the sheep of warm and cold countries. The fleece of

those of England consists entirely of wool ; wiiile those of
Zetland, Iceland, and othei' northern regions, besides the

wool, contains a number of long hairs, which at first sight

give to the fleece while on the back of the animal, the

appearance of great coarseness. The living races of rhi-

noceros and elephant of southern regions have scarcely

any fur on their bodies; while those which have formerly

resided in the middle and northern parts of Europe, now
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0)iiy found in a fossil slate, have been covered with long

hair, and a thick coating of short frizzled wool.

Climate in this case exercises a powerful influence over

the secretions of these animals, in the increase or diminu-

tion of their clothing. Were such changes not to take

place, tlie inhabitants of cold countries would perish by the

inclemency of the weather, while those of w-armer regions

would be exhausted by a profuse perspiration.

The cficcts which climate is here ri'ijresented as produc-

ing on the clothing of animals, are also observable as the

annual result of the season of the year in all the temperate

and cold regions of the earth. There is always an increase

in the quantity of covering during the winter season, and

not iinfrequently a cliangc in its colour. Let us now attend

to each of these changes.

Increase in the c{uamity of clothing.—If we at-

tend to the condition of the clothing of our domestic ani-

mals previous to winter, we shall witness the changes
which take place. The fur is not merely renewed, but it

is increased in quantity and length. This is very plainly

exhibited in those quadrupeds which are kept out of doors,

and exposed to the vicissitudes of the weather. But even

with those animals kept in houses during the winter, the

length and thickness of the fur vary according to the

•warmth of their habitations ; and as the temperature of

these habitations depends in part on the elevation, so we find

the cattle living on farms near the level of the sea, cover-

ed with a shorter and thinner fur than those which inhabit

districts of a higher level. Hence if we look at the horses,

for example, of the farmers in a market day in winter, we
might determine the relative temperature of their respec-

tive farms, from the relative quantity of clothing provided

by nature for the animals which live on them.
This winter covering, if continued during the suminer,

would prove inconveniently warm. It is, therefore, thrown
oft' by degrees as the summer advances; so that the ani-

mals which were shaggy during the cold months become
sleek in the hot season.

This process of casting the hair takes place at different

seasons, according to the constitution of the animal with

respect to heat. The mole has, in general, finished this

operation before the end of May. The fleece of the sheep,

when suffered to fall, is seldom cast before the end of June.

In the northern islands of Scotland, where the shears are

never used, the inliabitants watch the lime wlien the fleece

is ready to fall, and pull it off" with their fingers. The long

hairs, which likewise form a part of the covering, remain
for several weeks, as they are not ripe for casting at the

same time with the fine wool. This operation of pulling

off the wool, provincially called rooing, is represented by
some writers, more humane than well-informed, as a pain-

ful process to the animal. That it is not even disagreeable,

is evident from the quiet manner in which the sheep lie

during the pulling, and from the ease with which the fleece

separates from the skin.

We are in general inattentive with respect to the annual

changes in the clothing of our domestic animals; but when
in search of those beasts which yield us our most valuable

furs, we are compelled to watch these operations of the

seasons. During the summer months the fur is thin and
short, and is scarcely ever an object of pursuit; while dur-

ing the winter, it possesses in perfection all its valuable

qualities. When the beginning of winter is remarkable
for its mildness, the fur is longer in rifiening, as the animal

stands in no need of the additional quantity for a covering
;

but as soon as the rigours of the season commence, the

fleece speedily increases in the quantity and length of hair.

This increase is sometimes very rapid in the hare and the

rabbit, whose skins are seldom ripe in the fur until there is

a fall of snow, or a few days of frosty weather ; the growth
of the hair in such instances being dependent on the tem-
perature of the atmosphere.
The moulling of bii'ds is another preparation for winter,

which is analogous to the casting of the hair in quadru-
peds. During summer, the feathers of birds are exposed
to many accidents. Some of them are lorn off during their

amorous quarrels ; others are Ijroken or damaged; while
in many species they are pulled from their bodies to line

their nests, i'l-cvious to winter, however, and immediately
after the process of incubation and rearing of the young is

finished, the old feathers are puslicd off by the new ones,
and in this manner the whole plumage of the bird is re-

newed. During tliis process of moulting, the bird seems
much enfeebled, and, if previously in a weak stare, is in

danger of dying dui'ing the process. In consequence of

tliis complQte rcnewidof the feathers, the winter covering
is rendered perfect, and the birds prepared for withstand-

ing all the rigours of the season.

Change in the colour of the clothing.—The dif-

ference in point of colour between the summer and winter
dress of animals is very conspicuously displayed botir among
the quadrupeds and birds. ^Ve are not awai'e that it has
been observed among the cold-blooded animals.

Among quadrupeds, the Alpine hare [Le/ius variabilis)

is a vei-y rernarkal)le example. It is found, in this country,

on the high mouirtains of the Grampian range. Its sum-
mer dress is of a tawny grey colour; but, about the month
of September, its fur gradually changes to a snowy white-
ness. It continues in this state during the whiter, and le-

sumes its plainer covering again in the month of April or

May, according to the season. The ermine is another of

our native quadrupeds, which exhibits in its dress similar

changes of colour according to the season. It frequents

the outskirts of woods and thickets. During the summer
months its hair is of a pale reddish brown colour ; in har-

vest it becomes clouded with pale yellow; and in the

month of November, with us, it is of a snov/ white colour.

Its winter dress furnishes the valuable fur called ermine.

Early in spring, the white becomes fr'eckled with brown,
and in the month of May it completely resumes its sum-
mer garb.

Among the feathered tribes such instances of change of

colour in the plumage during winter are numerous. They
greatly per plex the ornithologist, and have been the means
of introducing into the system several spurious species.

The white grous or ptarmigan (Teirao lago/ius) may be

produced as a familiar example of this kind of hybernation.

This bird, like the Alpine hai-e, inhabits the higher Gram-
pians, and is never found at a great distance from the li-

mits of the snow. In summer its plumage is of an ash

colour, mottled with small dusky spots and baus. At the

approach of winter the dark colours disappear, and its fea-

thers are then found to be pur'e white. In remarkably mild

winters the change is sometimes incomplete, a few dusky
spots of the summer dress remaining. In spring its win-

ter garb becomes again mottled, and the bird loses much of

its beauty. Even the young birds in their first dress re-

semble their parents in their mottled plumage, and like

them become white at the approach of winter.

Among the aquatic birds similar changes in the colour

of the plumage have been observed. The black guillemot

{Una grylle), so common on oiir coasts, is of a sooty black

colour during the summer-, with a white patch on the

wings. During winter, however, the black colour disap-

pears, and its plumage is then clouded with ash-coloured

spots on a white gi-ound. In the winter dress, it has been

described by some as a distinct species, under the name of

the sfiolted guillemot. In the more northern regions, as in

4 Z 2
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Greenland, for example, this bird, in winter, becomes of a

pure white colour. This is a decided proof of llie influ-

ence of lenipeiatiire in producing this chant^e of colour.

There is a line exiimpk- of this biid in its white winter

dress in the collection of the Dublin Society, where we saw

it a few rnontlis iiL^o. It was broui^lit from Gieenland by

that inteiriy;ent and enterpribing naturalist Sir Ch;u'les Gie-

seck6.

These changes of colour, wliich we have already men-
tioned, extend throughout the whole plumage ol the bird;

but in other instances, the change extends to only a small

part of the plumage. Tiuis the little auk {yllca alle) dur-

ing summer has its checks and throat of a black colour,

but in winter these parts become diity white. In this its

winter garb, it is often shot on our coasts. Its tumnier

dress induced Pennant to consider it as a variety, and as

such to figure it. The black headed gull {Larus ridibun-

dus) has a black head during summer, as its tiivial Eng-
lish name intimates. During the winter, however, the

black colour on the head disappears ; and, when in this

dress, it has been regarded by many as a distinct species,

under the name of the rcd-lcgged gull.

In many other birds there is a renjarkable difl'erence in

point of colour between the summer and the winter plu-

mage, although not so striking as those which we have no-

ticed. The colours of the summer feathers are rich and

vivid ; those of the winter obscure and dull. This is well

illustrated in the Dunlin, [Tringa al/iina,) whose summer
plumage has much black and rufuus colour, but whose
wintei' plumage is dull and cinereous. In its winter dress

it has been described as a distinct species, under the tii-

vial name of T. ciiiclus, or Purre. Similar instances might
be produced in the case of the ^V^agtails, Linnets, and Plo-

vers, and a great many other birds.

From the preceding statements, we are naturally led to

inquire, in w hat manner these changes in the colour of the

dress are produced ? It has been supposed by some, that

those quadrupeds, which, like the alpine hare and ermine,

become white in winter, cast their hair twice in the course

of the year ; at harvest, when they part with their summer
dress, and in spring, when Ihey throw off their winter fur.

This opinion does not appear to be supported by any direct

observations, nor is it countenanced by any analogical rea-

sonings. If we attend to the mode in which the hair on
the human head becomes grqy as we advance in years, it

will not be difficult to perceive, that the change is not pro-

duced by the growth of new hair of a white colour, but by
a change in the colour of the old hair. Hence there will

be found some hairs pale towards the middle, and white to-

wards the extremity, while the base is of a dark colour.

Now, in ordinary cases, the hair of the human head, un-
like that of the inferior animals, is always dark at the base,

and still continues so during the change to grey ; hence we
are disposed to conclude from analogy, that the change of

-olour, in those animals which become white in winter, is

effected, not by a renewal of the hair, but by a change in

the colour of the secretions of the rete mucosuni, by

.vhich the hair ia nourished, or perhaps by that secretion

of the colouring matter being diminished, or totally sus-

pended.

As analogy is a dangerous instrument of investigation in

those departments of knowledge which ultimately rest on

experiment or observation, so we are not disposed to lay

much stress on the preceding argument which it has fur-

nished. The appearances exhibited by a specimen of the

ermine now before us are more satisfactory and convinciug.

It was shot on the 9lh May, (1814,) in a tjarb intermediate

between its winter and summer dress. In the belly, and
all Ihc under parts, the white colour had nearly disappear-

ed, in exchange for the primrose yellow, the ordinary
tinge of these parts in summer. The upper paits had not
fully acquired their ordinary summer colour, which is a
deep yellowish brown. There were still several white
spots, and not a few with a tinge of yellow. Upon exa-
mining those white and yellow spots, not a trace of inter-

spersed new short br(jwn hair could be discerned. This
would certainly not liave been the case, if the change of co-
lour is eflected by a change of fur. Besides, while some
parts of the fur on the back had actiuired their proper co-
lour, even in those paits numerous hairs could be observed
ol a wax yellow, and in ail the int';rmediate stages from
yellowish brown, througii yellow, to white.

These observations leave little room to doubt, that the
change of colour takes place in the old hair, and that the
change from white to brown j^asses through yellow. If

this conclusion is not admitted, then we must suppose that

this animal casts its hair at least seven times in the year.

In spring, it must produce primrose yellow hair; then
hair of a wax yellow ; and, lastly, of a yellowish brown.
The same process must be gone through in autumn, only
reversed, and with the addition of a suit of white. The ab-
surdity of this supposition is too apparent to be farther

exposed.
With respect to the opinion which we have advanced, it

seems to be attended with few difficullies. We urge not
in support of it, the accounts which have been published
ol the human hair changing its colour in the course of a
single night ; but we think the particular observations on
the ermine warrant us in believing that the change of co-

lour in the alpine hair is effected by a similar process. But
how is the change accomplished in birds ?

The young ptarmigans are mottled in their first plumage
similar to their parents. They become white in winter,
and again mottled in spring. These young birds, provid-
ed the change of colour is effected by moulting, must pro-
duce three different coverings of feathers in the course of
ten months. This is a waste of vital energy, which we do
not suppose any bird in its wild state capable of sustaining;

as moulting is the most debilitating process which they un-
dergo. In other birds of full age, two moultings must be
necessary. In these changes, the range of colour is from
blackish grey, through grey, to white, an arrangement so

nearly resembling that which prevails in the ermine, ttiat

we are disposed to consider the change of colour to take

place in the old feathei s, and not by the growth of new plu-

mage ; this change of colour being independent of the or-

dinary annual moultings of the biids.

Independent of the support from analogy which the er-

mine furnishes, we may observe that the colours of other

parts of a bird vary according to the season. This is fre-

quently observable in the feet, legs, aiid bill. Now, since

a change lakes place in the colouring secretions of these

organs, what prevents us from supposing that similar

changes take place in the feathers ? But even in the case

of birds, we have before us an example as convincing as the

ermine already mentioned. It is a specimen of the little auk,

(Alca alle,) which was shot in Zetland in the end of February,

1810. The chin is still in its winter dress of white, but

the feathers on the lower part of the throat have assumed
a dusky hue. Doth the shafts and webs have become of a

blackish grey colour at th.e base and in the centre, while

the extremities of both still continue while. The change
from black to white is here effected by passing through

grey. If we suppose that in this bird the changes of the

colour of the plumage are accomplished by moulting, or a

change of feathers, we must admit the existence of three

such moultings in the course of the year—one by which

the white winter dress is produced, another for the dusky
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spring dress, and a tiiiid for the black garb of summer. It

is surely unnecessary to point out any other examples in

support of our opinion on tiiis subject. We liavu followed

nature, and our conclusions appear to be justified by the

appearances which we have described.

Having endeavoured to ascertain the maimer in which
this change of colour lakes place, we arc now ready to in-

vestigate the causes by wliich it is produced. As this

change of colour in winter is peculiar to the animals which
inhabit cold countries, we may safely conclude, that tem-
perature exercises over it a powerful influence. This sup-

position is countenanced by the slowness of the process of

change of colour in a mild autumn, and its imperfect ac-

complishment during a mild winter. Besides, in some ani-

mals, such as the black guillemot, the change is never
complete in the more temperate regions, but becomes more
perfect as we proceed noithwards, until at Greenland the

bird is of a pure white. If this change of colour proceeds
from a renewal of feathers, heie at least the colour of the

feathers must be considered influenced by the temperature,

and consecjuently a corresponding influence must be exer-

cised on the secreting organs.

The distribution of colour in the animal kingdom in ge-

neral seems to follow the same law ; the deep and bright

colours prevailing in the warm regions, while the tints of

the colder regions are pale and dull. Are we to conclude,
that cold diminishes the action of the vessels which furnish

the colouring matter, and, when intense, entirely suspends
tlieir functions ? or are we to consider light as in part con-

cerned in producing the eiTect ? In general, the fur of qua-
diupeds, and the feathers of birds, arc darkest where ex-
posed to the light, and are pale coloured towards the base ;

but in the instances before us this difference disappears,

and a complete imiformity in all the parts of the covering
prevails. Besides, the change does not take place on all

parts of the body at the same time, but appears in spots, or

on single hairs of feathers. Light therefore has little in-

fluence.

There is another agent besides cold apparently concern-

ed in the change in the colour of the feathers of birds. In

all birds the feathers become more vivid in spring, and
certain spots appear which are not observable at other

seasons. This brightness of plumage and these spots con-

tinue only during the season of love ; and hence, instead of

supposing them the production of new mouUings, we con-

sider them as resulting from the action of the generative

impulse on the colouring secretions.

In attenipling to account for these phenotnena of nature,

it has generally been supposed, that these periodical

changes ol colour take place, to enable the animals more
leadily to escape from their prey during the winter season.

Thus Montagu, in reference to this subject, has the fol-

lowing reflections : " Here we perceive the ptarmigan in-

variably eflecl this curious, and, we may add, most pro-

vidential change ; for if the young of those birds at first

assumed their snowy winttr plumage, while yet the sur-

face of the ground was not consonant with their colour,

few would escape the piercing eye of the falcon oi' the

eagle, in the lofty and exposed situations they are found
to inhabit." To suppose that in winter the ptarmigan is

rendered white, to cause it to resenible the snow and de-
ceive birds of prey, and that the alpine hare undergoes
bimilar changes for the same purpose, would be to yield

our assent to public opinion. But all our conclusions con-
cerning final causes ought to be the result of very extend-
ed observations ; and if our observations on this subject are
extended, some difficulties will present themselves. If

this white colour yields protection to the ptarmigan and
alpine hare, it must enable the ermine, an animal well qua-

lified to provide for its wants at all times, by its dclerinin-
ed boldness, cxlremc agility, and exquisite smell, to i)rey
with grealei certainly upon its defenceless neighbours.
What proicction, we would ask, is aflorded to the black
guillemot, during the winter, by its nw/liled plumage, or
to the little auk by its white chin, since the whiter they be-
come, so mucli the more uidike the dark colour of the
waler ? Proteclion from foes, tiieicfore, cannot be con-
sidered as the object of nature in these curious changes,
especially as the change of coloui', always from dark to

white, does not diflur, however diflcrcnt the habits and even
stations of the animals may be.

Perhaps the laws of chemistry may furnish us with a
more consistent and jdausible explanation. If the radiat-

ing power of bodies with regard 10 heat be inversely as

tlieir reflecting power, a conclusion very generally admit-
ted, then the white winter dress of these animals must be
better calculated for retaining the heat generated in their

bodies by the vital principle, than any other coloured dress
which would possess greater radiating power, and, con-
sequently, would more readily contribute to the reduction
of their temperature. It is probable, therefore, that these
changes in the quantity and colour of the clothing of ani-

mals, are designed by nature to regulate their temperature
in the different seasons of the year.

CHAP. II.

HVBERNATING AnI.MALS WHICH LAY UP A StOCK OF
Provisions.

The kind of h)bernation of which we treated in the last

Chapter, is of more frequent occurrence than that which
we are now to consider. In common with those animals,

they obtain an addition to their clothing, while they differ

from them in being provident of futurity. They collect

with care the superabundant productions of autumn, and
dispose of them in such a manner, as to furnish a supply of

food when the fruits and flowers are destroyed by the frost.

Such may with propriety be termed storing animals, as

they all possess the industry so beautifully expressed by
Virgil.

Venturiegue hiemis memorcs testate laborem.

Expeviuntur, et in medium qutvsita reponunt.

This class of hybernating animals contains but few
species. These are all phytivorous, and, without excep-
tion, belong to the natural tribe of Glires or (inawers.

All the animals of this tribe do not possess this storing

inclination, although it is certainly observable in many of

them.

Of all those animals, whose industry in collecting, and
wisdom in preserving a winter store, have attracted the

notice of mankind, the beaver stands pre-eminently conspi-

cuous. But, as the habits of that singular animal have
been detailed under the article Beaver, we forbear in this

place to reconsider the subject. And, as we rather wish

10 confine our remarks to British animals, wherever the

subject will permit, we select as an example of this kind

of hybernation, the common squirrel, (^Sciurus vulgaris).

This active little animal prepares its winter habitation

among the large branches of an old tree. After making
choice of the place where the timber is beginning to de-

cay, and where a hollow may be easily formed, it scoops

out with its teeth a suitable magazine. Into this store-

house, acorns, nuts, and others fruits are industriously con-

veyed, and carefully concealed. This granary is held
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sacred until llic inclemency of llie wcathci- lias limited the

t^ange of its excursions, and consequently diminished its

oppoitunitics of obtaining food. It then begins to enjoy

the fruits of its industry, und to live contentedly in its cle-

•vated dwelling. All the species of mice seem lo possess

the inclination lo lay up provisions ; even the house mouse

and the rat; but llie field mouse is the most remarkable

instance. Says the pious and intelligent Derhani, " I have

in autumn, not without pleasure, observed, not only the

great sagacity and diligence of swine, in hunting out the

stores of the field mice, but the wondeiful precautions

also of those little animals, in hiding their footl before hand

against winter. In the time of acorns falling, I have, by

means of the hogs, discovered that the mice had, all over

the neighbouring fields, treasured up single acorns in little

holes they had scratciied, and in which they had carefully

covered up the acorn. These the hogs would, day after

day, hunt out by their siriell."

Among birds, reptiles, and fishes, no examples are

known of this kind of hybernation. The bee, among in-

sects, is an interesting example, but requiring no explana-

tion. No instances occur among the animals which com-

pose the inferior classes.

Since all these storing animals are destined to live on

the productions of the vegetable kingdom, we witness the

wise provisions of nature in assigning to them such pro-

pensities. By this faculty, existence is comfortably main-

tained, under circumstances which would prove fatal with-

out it. The seeds of many plants are translated by them

from the places of their growth, and more extensively dis-

seminated. But how are we to account for the conduct of

those animals, in thus providing for a futurity, who have

never suffered from former inexperience, as must be the

case with young animals—that in autumn, when the boun-

ties of nature are scattered so pt ofusely, they should sub-

ject themselves to much labour, in heaping up a treasure

for supplying the deficiencies of a winter, of whose accom-

panying privations they are ignorant. Part of this indus-

try may, in those animals which are gregarious, be

the result of education ; but in other instances, we must

confess our inability to offer any explanation.

Such baffled searches tnock man's prying pride,

The God of Nature is your secret guide.

CHAP. III.

Hybernating Animals which Migrate.

This subject has long occupied the attention of na-

turalists ; and several important observations have been

published by difi'crent authors. It is chiefly, however, as

it regards birds, that the subject is deserving of particular

consideration. We are acquainted with but few circum-

stances connected with the migration of quadrupeds.

Limited in their powers of locomotion, their range of tra-

velling is confined, so that other means are provided for

their safety and sustenance during winter. The cheirop-

tera are well fitted for migrating ; and accordingly we find

that some species are known to do so. In Italy, the com-
mon bat {VesfiertUio murinus) abounds; but it migrates

southwards at the approach of winter, and is not found in

any of the caves in a torpid state. The V, noctula, how-
ever, arrives annually to winter, although it retires to spend

the summer in more northern regions. Dr Barton in-

forms us, that some species of dipus migrate from the

northern to the southern parts of America during winter.

Many uf the rumirjating animals shift their habitations ac-

cording to the changes of the year. Thus, the stag and
the roebuck leave the alpine regions at the approach of

winter, and seek protection in the more sheltered plains.

More extensive migrations are performed by the pahnated
([uadrupeds, particularly the seals. These shift their sta-

tions to reach safe breeding places, in whatever country
tlicy live in. But the comnion seal (P/ioca vitulina) often

Ijcrforms regular migrations in quest of food. In the

Statistical Account of the parish of North Knapdale, we
arc told that the lake called Lochow, about twenty miles
in length, and three miles in breadth, " abounds with plenty

of the finest salmon ; and, what is .uncommon, the seal

comes up from tlic ocean, through a very rapid river, in

quest of this fish, and retires to the sea at the approach of

wi[iter." Another species, the P. Groenlandica, seems to

seek more temperate regions during the winter. Seals

of this kind, says Horrebow in his History of Iceland, " ar-

rive aiHiually in the month of December, especially about

the northern parts of the country, and generally stay till

May, at wliich time those that escape the Icelanders de-

part." A few curious facts regarding the migrations of

the Cetacea may be found under the article Greenland.
Several kinds of small whales visit the coasts of Scotland,

chiclly during the autumnal months ; but we are ignorant

of the places from whence they come, and unaaiuainted

with the laws of their migration.

Migration of Birds.

The migrations of the feathered race, as connected with

their hybernation, have been the subject of popular ob-

servation since the days of the propliet Jeremiah. "Yea,
the stork in the heaven knoweth her appointed times ; and

the turtle, and the cr^ne, and the swallow, observe the time

of their coming," (ch. viii. v. 7.) Many important facts

have been ascertained, and a few general conclusions have

been established. But the subject is still far from being

exhausted ; nay, without fear of contradiction, we may
venture to assert, that it is but very imperfectly under-

stood by naturalists in general. Popular errors have

gained admittance as scientific documents, and the well

authenticated facts have been suffered to remain in their

original detached form, destitute of connection and arrange-

ment.

It is not our intention to enter into any minuteness of

detail regarding the migrations of the different species of

birds. This has already been done under the article Birds,

where the reader will find a statement of several facts con-

nected with the migration of our native species. And he

may also consult at his leisure, the ornitiiological produc-

tions of Pennant, White, and Montagu. Our observations

in this place will be of a general nature, and will have for

their object lo ascertain the laws of imigration, and the cir-

cumstances under which it takes place.

Migrating birds may be divided into two classes, from

the different seasons of the year in which tiiey arrive or

depart. To the first class will belong those birds which

arrive in this country in the spring, and depart in autumn,

and are termed Summer Birds of Passage. Tlie second

will include those which arrive in autumn, and depart in

spring, and are called Winter Birds of Passage.

The Summer Birds of Passage are not confined to

any particular order or tribe; nor are they distinguished

by similarity of habits. Some of them belong to the divi-

sion of Water Fowls, as the terns and gulls ; while others

are Land Birds, as the swallow and rail. They differ also

remarkably with regard to their food. Thus, the hobby

is carnivorous ; the gulls and terns, piscivorous ; the
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sw.-illow, insectivorous ; and the turtle dove and the quail,

granivorous.

In many particulars tliese summer birds of passage ex-
hibit very remarkable difi'ercnces. Tliey, however, pre-
sent one point of resemblance. All of them, during their

residence in this country, perform the important ofhccs of
pairing, incubation, and the rearing of their young, and
hence may vi-ith propriety be termed the natives of the
country. We hail their arrival as the harbingers of spring,

and feel the blank which they leave on tlieir dcpdrlurt;,

although it is in some measure supplied by another colony
of.the feathered race, who come to spend with us the dreary
months of winter.

The Winter Birds of Passage have more points

of resemblance among themselves than those of the former
division. They chiefiy belong to the tribe of water-fowls.

None of them are insectivorous, and very few are grani-
vorous. They chiefly frequent the creeks and sheltered

bays of the sea, and the inland lakes, or they obtain their

food in marshy grounds, or at the margins of springs.

When the rigours of the season are over, and when other

birds which are stationary are preparing for incubation,

these take their departure, to be again succeeded by our
summer visitants.

We have slated generally, that our summer and winter

birds of passage visit us at stated seasons of the year ; that

the Rummer visitants arrive in spring and depart in au-

tumn; and the winter visitants arrive in autumn and de-

part in spring. But the different species do not all observe
the same periods of arvival and departure. Thus, among
the summer birds of passage, the wheat-ear always pre-

cedes the swallow, while the swallow arrives before the

inurlin, and the martin before tlie landrail or corncrake.

Among the winter birds of passage, similar difr<jrenccs in

the time of arrival are observable. Thus the woodcock
precedes the fieldfare, and the fieldfare the redwing. The
time of departure has not been observed with so much
attention, as the subjects have then lost their novelty, so

that we do not so readily perceive their absence. It is pro-

bable, however, that in their departure, as well as their

arrival, each species has its particular period.

The periods of arrival and departure, even in tlie same
species, do not always take place at exactly the same day,

or even month of the year. In different years these vary
from one to four weeks, and evidently depend on very ob-

vious circumstances. The meanest rustic, in legard to

the summer birds of passage, is aware, that cold weather
prevents the -arrival of these messengers of spiing ; and
that the early arrival of our winter birds of passage indi-

cates a propoi'lionally early winter. The same circum-
stances which retard our suinmer visitants also check the
progress of vegetation. Hence, in all probability, we miglit

be able to prognosticate the arrival of these birds, by at-

tending tn the time of the leafing or flowering of particu-

lar trees or plants. As the state of vegetation depends on
the temperature of the season, and the life of insects on
the state of vegetation, we may safely conclude, that the
movements of the phytivorous and insectivorous birds must
be dependant on these circumstances.

Linnaeus bestowed some attention on these connected
circumstances, in his Calendar of Flora for Sweden; and
Stillingfleet in that of England. Linnsiis observed, that
the swallow returned to Sweden when the biid-cherry came
into leaf, and when the wood-anemone flowered. He also
found the arrival of the nighiingale accompanied with the
leafing of the elm. Stillingfleet says, that the swallow re-
turns to Norfolk with the leafing of the hazel, and the
nightingale with the leafing of the sycamore. It has also
been observed, that the cuckoo sings when the marsh-

marigold blows. It would lend greatly to increase our
knowledge of this subject, were observations of this sort
muliiplied. We earnestly recommend the subject to the
attention of the in-actical naturalist.
Having thus oflered a few observations on the periods of

arrival and departure of migrating birds, let us now en-
quire after the lUacen from whence they come., and Cu which
they return. In doing this, it wdl be proper to bestow some
attention on those birds whose migrations are only partial,
and which merely shift from one part of the island to ano-
ther. The movements of these birds, though confined
within narrow bounds, are probably regulated by the same
laws which with other species produce more extensive mi-
grations.

In the inland districts of Scotland, the lapwing makes its
appearance about the end of February or the beginning of
March, and, after performing the purposes of incubation,
hastens to the sea-shore, there to spend the winter, jiick-
ing up the small crublncea from among the rejectamenta
of the sea. These birds seldom however remain all winter
on the Scottish shores, though they are always to be found
at that season on the southern English shores. In that part
of the island they do not perform such extensive migra-
tions, but may with propriety be considered as resident
birds. The curlew arrives at the iidand districts along with
the lapwing, and they depart in company about the begin-
ning of August. The curlew, however, remains on the
Scottish shores during the winter. The oyster-catcher,
though it breeds in Scotland, retires to the English shores
during the winter, and joins those which have remained
tliere during the breeding season. The black-headed gull
breeds both in England and Scotland ; but it retires from
the last mentioned country, while it continues resident in
the former.

From the examples quoted, it appears that some birds,
which are stationary in one district, are migratory in ano-
ther. But that which chiefly merits our consideration is
the circumstance of those biids, whose annual migrations
are confined to our own shores, forsaking the high grounds
when the purposes of incubation have been accomplished,
and seeking for protection at a lower level, and in a warm-
er situation. When these migrations become more exten-
sive, they forsake the bleak moors and shores of Scotland
for the warmer and more genial climate of England.
Hence it happens, that some of our Scottish summer visi-
tants come from England, while some of the English win-
ter visitants come from Scotland: the summer birds of pas-
sage coming from the south, and the winter passengers
irom the north. Do those birds, whose migrations are
more extensive, obey the same laws?
As the sunmier biids of passage are mare interesting to

us, since they perform the great work of incubation in our
country, than the winter birds of passage, which are the
harbingers of storms and cold, and only wait the return of
spring to take their leave of us, we will endeavour to find
out the winter residence of the former, before we attempt
to discover the summer haunts of the latter. Natural his-
tory, it is true, is still in too imperfect a state, to enable us
to point out with certainty the i-etreats of those birds which
visit us during summer. But enough appears to be known
to enable us to ascertain the laijs by which these migra-
tions are regulated in a number of birds, and as the points
of resemblance in the movements of the whole are nume-
rous, we can reason from analogy on safer grounds with
regard to the remainder.
The swallow, about whose migrations so many idle

stories have been propagated and believed, departs from
Scotland about the end of September, and from England
about the middle of October. In the latter mointh ]\J
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Adanson observed them on the sliovcsol Africa after tlieir

migrations from Europe. He informs us, however, that

they do not build their nests in that country, but only come

to spend the winter. Tlie nii^liliiigulc iie|Kvrts fi oni England

about the beginning of October, and from the otiier parts of

Europe, about tlic same period. During tlie winter season it

is found in abundance in Lower ]'"y;ypi, among the thickest

coverts in different parts of the Delta. The birds do not

breed in that country, and to the inhabitants are merely

winter birds of passage. They arrive in autumn and de-

part in spring, and at the time of migration are pleniitul in

the islands of the Archipelago. The quail is another ot

our summer guests, which has been traced to Africa. A
few indeed brave the winters of England, and in Portugal

they appear to be stationary. Hut in general they leave this

country in autumn, and return in spring. They migrate

about the same lime from the eastern parts of the continent

of Europe, and visit and revisit in their migrations the

shores of the Mediterranean, Sicily, and the islands of the

Archipelago. Wbcn speaking of this subject, the intelli-

gent Wil'loughby adds, that " when he sailed from

Rhodes to Alexandria in Egypt, many quails from tlic

north towards the south were taken in our ship; whence

I am verily persuaded that they shift places : for for-

merly also, when I sailed out of the isle of Zante to

Morea, or Negropont, in the spring time, I had ob-

served quails flying the contrary way, from south to north,

that they might abide there all summer. At which time

also there were a great many taken in our ship." Ornith.

p. 170.

While these birds perform those extensive migrations

which we have here mentioned, others are contented

with shorter journies. Thus the razor-billed auk (Aka
tarda) and the puffm [Aka arctka) frequent the coast of

Andalusia during the winter season, and return to us in

tlie spring.

These facts, and many others of a similar nature, which

might have been slated, enable us to draw the conclusion,

that our summer birds of passage come to us from south-

ern countries, and after all the purposes of incubation arc

acconiplisl'.ed, retuin again to milder regions. A few of

our surnnier visitants may winter in Spain or Portugal ; but

it appears that in general they migrate to Africa, that un-

known country, possessing every variety of surface, and

consequently great diversity of climate. It is true tliat we
arc unacquainted with the winter retreats of many of our

summer birds of passage, particidarly of many small birds;

but as these arrive and depart under similar circumstances

with tiiose whose migrations are ascertained, and as the

operations which they perform during their residence with

us are also similar, we have a right to conclude, that they

are subject to the same laws, and execute the same move-
ments. What gives weight to this opinion, is the al>sence

of ail proof of a summer bird of passage retiring to the

north during the winter season.

In proof of the accuracy of the preceding conclusion, we
may observe, that il is a fact generally acknowledged, that

the suiTimcr birds of passage visit the southern pans of the

country a few days, or even weeks, before they make their

appearance in the norlliern districts. Thus the common
swallow [Hirundo rustka) appears in Sussex about tlie be-

ginning of the third week of April ; while in the nciglibour-

iiood of Edinburgh it is seldom seen before the first of

May. The cuckoo appears in the same district about the

last week of April ; in EdinbHra;h seldom before the se-

cond week of May. The reverse of this holds true with
these summer visitants at their departure. Thus dotterels

(Charadrius morinellus) forsake the Grampians about the

beginning of August, and Scotland by the end of that

month; while they return to England in September, and

remain there even until November. A diffeieucc of nearly

a month takes place between the departure of the goat-

sucker [Cafirimu/tfuis liurofieua) from Scotland and from
the south of England.

Having thus ascertained the winter haunts of our

summer birds of passage, let us now endeavour to find

out the summer retreat of our winter visitants. The con-

elusions wliich we have already established dispose us

to look for these birds in countries situated to the north-

ward. And as we ate much better acquainted with the

ornithology of those countries than of Africa, it will be in

our power to prosecute our researches with greater cer-

tainty of success.

The snow bunting, (Emberiza nivalis), which is among
the smallest of our winter guests, retires to the hoary
mountains of Spitsbergen, Gieenland. and Lapland, and
there performs the purposes of incubation, making its

nest in the fissures of the rocks. In these countries it is

therefore a summer visitant, as it retires southwards in au-

tumn, to spend the winter in more temperate regions. To
the sea coasts of the same regions the little auk {Alca al/e),

and the black-billed auk (.^/ca/ijcc), rejiair for similar pur-
poses as the snow-flake. The luoodcock winters with us,

hut retires in the spring to Sweden, Norway, and Lapland.

Eckmark says of this bird, as a Swedish summer bird of
passage, " Pullis in sylvis nostris exclusis, mare transmi-

grans, in Angliam avolat; ut ex Austria in Ilaliam. V^ere

aulem novo, dum blatire incipit Tetrao tetrix, illinct descc-

dunt, matrimonio junctse ad nos revertentes." The field-

fare and the redwing resemble the woodcock in their mi-
grations, depart at the same season, and retire for similar

purposes to the same countries.

These instances may suffice to support the conclusion,

that all our winter birds of passage come from northern
countries, and that the winter visitants of the south of Eu-
rope become tlie summer visitants of its northern regions.

This is evidently an arrangement depending on the same
law by which the African winter birds of pasisage are sum-
mer birds of passage in Europe.

In support of this conclusion it may be mentioned, that,

in their progress southward, the winter birds of passage
appear first in the northern and eastern parts of the island,

and gradually pioceed to the southward and westward.
Thus the snow-bunting arrives in the Orkney islands about
the end of ."Kugust, and often proves destructive to the corn
fields. It then passes into the mainland of Scotland, and is

seldom seen in the Lothians, even in the high grounds,
before November. In like manner, the woodcock, which
crosses the German Ocean, is first observed on the eastern

side of the island, and then by degrees disperses towards
the west.

Having now ascertained the period and the direction of
these migrations, let us next attend to the act of migration
itself, and the circumstances attending the flight.

Migrating birds, before they take their departure, in

general collect togetlier in flocks. This is very obviously
the case with the swallow, and is even still better known
with woodcocks. These last arrive in this country in

great flocks about the same time; and should adverse
winds occur at the period of their departure, they accu-
mulate in such numbers on the eastern shores, as to fur-

nish the fowler with excellent sport. Geese too, during
their migratory flights, always keep in company ; and the
picture which the poet draws of the movements of the

crane is equally just when applied to them, only we do not
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vouch for tlie truth of their s^comcti ical precision, and their

knowledge ol' the power of the \ve()ge.

-In fi.^ure \vcda;c flicir way,
IiUelligeiit ot'seasmis; and set toilli

Their airy caravan, high over seas

Flyint;-, and over himls : so s'ccri the prudent crane
Iler annual voyage, borne on winds : the air

Floats as they pass, fann'dwilh iinnunnbcred pUimes.
Mil. TON.

But there arc many migrating birds which have never

been observed to congregate previous to tlicir departure.

Thus the cuckoo, seldom seen in company with his mate
even during the breedinij season, is to all appearance
equally solitary at the period of migration. Tlicse birds are

supposed by naturalists to go off in succession.

It is certainly a very curious, and peidiaps unexpected
occurrence, that the males of many species of migrating

birds appear to perform their migrations a few days before

the females. This is remarkably the case with the night-

ingale. The bird catchers in tlie neighbourhood of Lon-
don obtain only males on the fiist ariival of this bird. The
females do not make their appearance for a week or ten

days after. Similar observations have been made with re-

spect to the wheatear (Alulacilla anant/ie.)

Those birds which feed during the night, may be ex-

pected to perform their migrations during the same inter-

val, it being the season o-f their activity ; while those birds

which feed during the day, may be expected to migrate
with the help of light. The migrations of the woodcock
and quail confirm this conjecture. The woodcocks arrive

in this country during the night, and hence they are some-
times found in the morning, after their arrival, in a neigh-

bouring ditch, in too weak a state to enable them to pro-

ceed. Poachers are aware that thty migrate during the

night, and sometimes kindle fires on the coast, to which the

woodcocks, attracted by the light, bend their course, and

in this manner great numbers are annsally destroyed.

Quails, on the other hand, perforin their migrations during

the day, so that the sportsman in the islands of the Medi-
terranean can use his dog and gun.

It has often excited surprise in the minds of some, how
migrating birds could support themselves so long on wing,

30 as to accomplish their journies, au'l at the same time

Hve without food during their voyage. These circum-
stances have induced many to deny the existence of mi-

gration, aiid has excited others to form the most extrava-

gant theories on the subject, to account for the preserva-

tion of these birds during the winter months. But the dif-

ficulties which have been stated, are only in appearance, and
vanish altogether if we attend to the rapidity of the flight

of birds.

The rapidity with which a hawk and many other birds

occasionally fly, is probably not less than at the rate of one
hundred and fifty miles in an hour. Major Cartwrigh't, on

the coast ol Labradore, found, by repeated observations,

that the flight of an eider duck (^Anas molUssima) was at the

rate of ninety miles an hour. Besides, it is generally

known, that a falcon which belonged to Henry the Fourth
of France, escaped fiom Fontainbleau, and in twenty-four

hours afterwards was found at Malta, a distance computed
to be no less than thirteen hundred -ind fifty miles ; a ve-

Jocily nearly "tqual to fifty- seven miles an hour, supposing
the falcon to have been on wing the whole time. But as

such birds never fly by night, and allowing the day to be
at the longest, his flight was perhaps equal to seventy-five

miles an hour. It is probable, howevei-, says Montagu,
that he neither had so many hours of light in the twenty-
four to perform his journey, nor that he was retaken the
Vol. X. Part II.

moment of his arrival. Btit if wc even restrict thctnigra-
toi-y flight of birds to the rate of fifty miles an hour, how
easily can they perform their most extensive migrations !

And we know, in the case of woodcocks, and perhaps all

other migrating birds, tiiat theyrju general take advantage
of a fair wind with which to perform their flights. This
breeze perhaps aids them at the rate of thirty or forty miles
an hour ; nay, with three times greater rapidity, even in a
moderate breeze, if wc are to give credit to the statement
of :,erial navigators, who seem to consider the rate of the
motion of winds as in general stated too low.

It has been already observed, that many species do not
perform tlieir migrations at once, but reach the end of their
joiirtiey by short and easy stages. There is little exertion
required from such; while those who execute their move-
ments at one flight, fif there be any that do so,) m^.y in »

very shoit time, perhaps a day, by the help of a favourable
breeze, reach the utmost limits of their journey. Many
birds, we know, can subsist a long time without food ; but
there appears to be no necessity for supposing any such
abstinence, since, as Cutesby remai ked, every day afibrds
an increase of warmth and a supj)ly of food! Hence we
need not perplex ourselves in accounting for the continu-
ance of their flight, or their sustenance in the course of it.

Such journies would be long indeed for any quadruped,
while they are soon pei formed by the feathered tribes.

It is often stated as a matter of surprise, how these birds
know the precise time of the year at which to execute their
movements, or the direction in which to migrate :

Who calls the council, states the certain day.
Who forms the phalan.<t, and who points the way '

But this is merely expressing a surprise, that a kind and
watchful Providence should bestow on the feathered crea-
tion, powers and instincts suited to their wants, and calcu-
lated to supply them. How, we ask, does the curlew,
when perched upon a neighbouring muir during the flow-
ing of the tide, know to return at the first of the ebb, to
pick up the accidental bounty of the waves ? How are the
sea fowl, in hazy weather, guided to the sea-girt isles they
inhabit, with food to their young, which they have pro-
cured at the distance of many miles ? " The inhabitants of
St Kilda," says Martin, « take their measures fiom the flight
of these fowls, when the heavens are not clear, as from a
sure compass; experience shewing, that every tribe of
fowls bend their course to their respective quarters, though
out of sight of the isle. This appeared clearly in our gra-
dual advances ; and their motion being compared, did ex-
actly quadrate with our compass."

In the course of these annual migrations, birds are some-
times overtaken by storms of contrary wind, and carried far
from their usual course. In such cases, they stray to un-
known countries, or sometimes are found at sea in a very
exhausted state, clinging to the rigging of ships. Such
accidents, however, seldom happen, as these birds, year
after year, arrive in the same country, and even return to

the same spot. The summer birds of passage return not,

it is true, in such numbers as when they left us ; but,

amidst all the dangers of their voyage, the race is pre-
served.

Having established the principal facts regarding the pe-
riods of migration, and the circum.siances by which it is

accompanied, it now remains for us to ascertain those proxi-
mate causes to which these movements are to be referred.

Powerful indeed must be the causes which prompt those
animals to forsake the woods in which they were reared,

or the rocks on which they were hatched, and undertake a
5 A
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Xjeriloiis journey to (liitant counti-ios. 'I'liey must be inti-

mately connected with lite firs.t laws oi' life, utlicrwise the

movements 10 which they give biilli would not be so c(jn-

stant and nnil'onn. The procurini; of a sup|)ly of lood, u

suitable temperature, or a sale breeding place, are probably

all the proximate causes which have any concern in such

migrations.

if we attend to the/oot/ of many of our summer visitants,

we may easily perceive, that it can only be procured during

those months in which they remain with us. Subsisting

chirfly on insects, they are compelled to shift their quar-

ters, and retire to warmer districts at the end of our sum-

mer, in order to procure support. Montagu, when speak-

ing of the cuckoo, makes the following pertinent observa-

tions. " Few birds but the titmice will devour the larvae

of the cabbage buttcrllies ; and none that we have noticed

make a repast on the hairy species of caterpillars but the

cuckoo, who is a general devourer of all kinds of Lcjiidofi-

ieroua larvcs, more especially the rough sort. It is there-

fore probable, that the caily remigration of ibis bird is the

defect of this favourite food, the greater part having by

that time enclosed themselves, preparatory to a change.

Of the many cuckoos we have dissected in the months of

May and June, the stomach has always been found to con-

tain more or less of the hairs of caterpillars, and sometimes

quite lull of theu)."

If insects are thus the favourite food of many of our sum-
mer birds of passage, it must frequently happen that their

food will be scarce, even afier their arrival in this country,

owing to the variableness of our climate, and the depen-

dence of the movements of insects on the temperature of

the weather. Hence it happens, that some birds disappear

again, retiring to other districts wliere insects are to be ob-

tained. Montagu mentions a curious fact of this kind with

regard to the chimney swallow. " It makes its first ap-

pearance with us in April, sometimes as early as the first

week, if the weather is mild ; and it sometimes happens,

that after their arrivul a long easterly wind prevails, which

so benumbs the insect tribe, that thousands die for want of

food. We recollect, as late as the ninth of May, the swal-

lows on a sudden disappeared from all the neighbouring

villages around. The thermometer was at 42°, and we
were at a loss to conceive what was become of these birds,

which a day or two before were seen in abundance. But

by chance we discovered hundreds collected together in a

valley close to the sea side, at a large pool which was well

sheltered. Here they seem to have found some species of

fly, though scarce sufficient to support them ; for many
were so exhausted, that alter a short time on wing, they

were obliged to pitch on the sandy shore." In the case of

the waders, which obtain their food in the neighbourhood of

springs and marshes, they are compelled to leave the re-

gions of the north, where, during winter, these are all fro-

zen, and the extent of their migration southwards depends

on the severity of the weather.

A supply of food is certainly one of the proximate causes

of migration, since wc can support many of our summer
visitants during the winter, as the nightingale for example,
by giving them a regular supply of food. But powerful as

'.his principle may appear, it is certainly not the only one in

operation ; as we observe one or two species of a genus
migrating, while the others are stationary ; and this taking

place among granivorous as well as insectivorous birds.

Equally powerful as the desire to obtain food, seems to be

the love of a suitable temfierature.

If we attend to the motions of the snow bunting, which is

a granivorous bird, we find, that on its first arrival in this

country it is only to be met with on the high grounds. As
Ihe temperature sinks at the approach of winter, it descends

to a lower level, while it occupies tlie higher grounds in

more southern districts. Its migrations to the south, there-
lure, depend entirely on the stale of the winter. It has
been attempted to preserve these birds during the summer
season in this country, but, although liberally supplied
with food, they have not survived. The cxpeiiment has
succeeded, however, in America, with General Davies, who
informs us, {Linn. Trans, vol. iv. p. 157.) that ti)e snow
bird of that country always expires in a few days, (after be-

ing caught, although it feeds perfectly well,) if exposed to

the heat of a room with a fire or stove; but being nourish-
ed with snow, and kept in a cold room or passage, will live

to the middle of summer ; a temperature much lower than
our summer heat proving destructive to these birds. The
swallow, on the other hand, seems to delight in the tem-
perature of our summer, and at that heat to be able to per-
form the higher operations of nature. When attciiipted to

be kept during our winter, besides a regular supply of
food, cure must be taken to prevent it from benig benumbed
with Cold. It is probably owing to some constitutional dif-

ference with respect to cold, that the female chaffinches in

Sweden are migratory during winter, while the males are

stationary. Eckmark, when speaking of the migrations of

this bird, informs us, " Mares inter primas sunt aviciilas,

quae sonum suum hieme usitatum in canium vertunt jucun-
dissimuiu : vere primo, sub initium mensis regeiationis, ar-

boribus ad pagos insidentes garruli, yifwm/s adhuc absenti-

bus, ver indicant adstans. Redeuntibus denique turmis
maximis, quae ccelum fere abscondunt, /aminh, omnes con-

juges lequirunt, quibus conjuncti sylvas petunt, ibi ut nidu-

los construant et multiplicentur. Imxio menais defoUationis

mares suos, apud nos reinanentes,/i!;ni?i<s deserunt muta-
biles, solae regiones petentes peregrinas." The same cause,

namely temperature, renders some birds migratory in one
country, while they are stationary in another. No separa-

ration of this kind takes place between the sexes of the

chaffinch in this country. The linnet, which is a summer
bird of passage in Greenland, is always stationary with us.

But, independent of these two causes, we presume, that

the desire of obtaining a safe breeding place is likewise in-

timately connected with the movements of many species.

" Of the vast variety of water fowl," says Pennant, "that
frequent Great Britain, it is amazing to reflect how few are

known to breed here : the cause that principally urges
them to leave this country, seems to be not merely the

want of food, but the desire of a secure retreat. Our
country is too populous for birds so shy and timid as the

bulk of these are. When great part of our island was a

mere waste, a tract of woods and fens, doubtless many spe-

cies of birds (which at this time migrate) remained in se-

curity throughout the year. Egrets, a species of heron,

now scarce known in this island, were in former times in

prodigious plenty ; and the Crane, that has totally forsaken

this country, bred familiarly in our marshes, their place of

incubation, as well as of all other cloven-footed ivaterfowl

(the heron excepted) being on the ground, and exposed to

every one. As rural economy increased in this country,

these animals were more and more disturbed ; at length,

by a series of alarms, they were necessitated to seek, during

the summer, some lonely safe habitation. On the contra-

ry, those that build or lay in the most inaccessible rocks

that impend over the British seas, breed there still in vast

numbers, having little to fear from the approach of man-
kind ; the only disturbance they meet with, in general, be-

ing from the desperate attempts of some few to get their

eggs." It happens, in consequence of this desire of safety

during incubation, that the same species may be stationary

at one place, while it is migratory at another. Thus, in the

Western Islands, the commou plov«r is stationary, while on
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the Grampians it is niigralory. Herons may be met with

along all the Bvilisii shores clurini;the winter season, while

ihey arc found con.^rcgated to breed in but few places.

The turnstonc is migratory in England, but stationary in

the northern islands of Scotland. 'I'he same remark is ap-

plicable to the hooded crow, a few of which pass from us

during the winter months into England, but return during

the breeding season.

None of these causes, taken singly, may be able to ac-

count for the migrations of the feathered race ; but, when
viewed in connection, they seem to include ali those proxi-

mate causes which operate in the production of these curi-

rious, and to us in some respects useful voyages. These
migrations extend our knowledge of birds, by making us

acquainted with the productions of the shores of Greenland,

the mountains of Norway, and the marshes of Lapland.
They also contribute to enliven the scenes of winter, and
occasionally add to the delicacies of our table; while, in

their movements, we discern the marks of benevolence in

preserving their existence, increasing their happiness, and
extending their usefulness.

"We cannot dismiss this subject of migration without re-

commending it to the attentive consideration of our readers.

To those who pass their time in tlie sweets of retirement

in the country, it will prove a never-failing source of

amusement ; and to a reflecting mind, will yield no small

portion of delight. The field of observation is extensive,

the subject curious. " Quis non cum admiratione videat

ordineni et polititiam peregiinantium avium, In itinere, tur-

matim volantium, per longos terrarum et maris tractus ab-

sque acu marina.—Quis eas certum iter in aeris mutabili

regione docuit?- Quis preterits signa, et futurae viae indi-

cia ? Quis eas ducet, nutrit, et vitae necessaria minisirat ?

Quis insulas et hospitia ilia, in quibus victum reperiat, in-

dicavit, modumque ejusmodi loca in peregrinationibus suis

inveniendi ? Hjec sane superant hominum captum et in-

dustriam, qui non nisi longis experientiis, multis itinerariis,

chartis geographicis—et acus magneticae beneficio—ejus-

modi marium et terrarum tractus conficere tentant, et au-

dent."

As we descend in the scale of being, the instances of ac-

tual migration diminish in number. The locomotive pow-
ers of these animals, are too limited to enable them to un-

dertake extensive journies, and when necessary to be pro-

tected from the cold of winter, nature employs, with re-

spect to them, a more simple process, by subjecting them
to a temporary lethargy. This is the case with reptiles,

which present no instances of migration.

The migrations of fishes have long been the subject of

ieen discussion among naturalists. An agreement of opin-

ion, however, has not been produced, although many obser-

vations have been published on the subject. Many of these

observations, we fear, are the result of prejudiced inquiry,

and ought therefore to be received with caution.

The movements of fishes are not performed with the

same regularity and precision as the migrations of the fea-

thered tribes. Shoals of haddocks, for example, frequent

for several years a particular part of the coast, and, with-

out any apparent cause, take their departure, accompanied
with all those animals vi^hich feed on them. The move-
ments of those fish which approach our shores, for the pur-

pose of depositing their spawn, are more regularly perform-

ed. But these migrations can scarcely be considered as

instances of hybernation. They have but little relation to

the seasons of the year, as the fry of these fish may be found

in almost every season in our rivers, and as their move-
ments are known to depend on their condition with respect

to fecundation, In our article Iohthvology, a par-

ticular account will be given of the migratory movements
of the difl'erent species of British fishes.

Among the MoUusca, Cinhipedes, and Aiinelides, no

examples of a migrating liybernation have occurred. In

the class Crustacea there is one very curious instance of

migration, which the reader will find given in detail under

the species Ocypodc uca.

CHAP. IV.

Htbernating Animals which becomk Torpid.

This is one of the most curious subjects in zoology, and

has long occupied the attention of the natural historian and

the physiologist. All animals we know require stated in-

tervals of repose to recruit exhausted nature, and prepare

for further exertion,^a condition v/hich wc; term sleep.

But tliere are a few animals, which, besides this daily re-

pose, require annually some months of continued inactivi-

ty, to enable them to undergo the common fatigues of life

during the remaining part of the year. These animals ex-

hibit, therefore, two kinds of sleep—that which they enjoy

daily during the season of their activity, and that which

they experience during their brumal retirement. This last

kind of sleep is generally termed torfiidity, and is also

known by the term hybernation.

As the phenomena which torpid animals exhibit are

somewhat different according to the classes to which

they belong, it will be moie convenient for us to treat of

the animals of each class separately, beginning with Qua-
drupeds.
The quadrupeds which are known to become torpid be-

long exclusively to the digitated order. Some species are

fouiid among the /irimates, as the different kinds of bats ;

among the /ercs we find the hedgehog and the tanric ;

while among the glires the torpid species are numerous,
and their habits have been studied with the greatest atten-

tion, as the marmot, the hamster, and the dormouse.

The/bod of these animals is very difi'eren'.. according to

the orders or genera to which they belong. The bats sup-

port themselves by catching insects, and those chiefly of

the Icpidopterous kinds; the hedgehog lives on worms and

snails; while others, as the marmot and hamster, feed on

roots, seeds, and herbs.

It is usually supposed that torpid animals are confined

to the cold regions of the earth. That they abound in such

regions, must be admitted ; but their range of latitude is

not so limited as to prevent their occurrence even in warm
countries. Thus the Dijius eagitta, which is found from

the 53d degree of north latitude to the tropics, is equally

torpid during the winter months in Egypt as in Siberia. In

the former country it is more easily revived by a very

slight increase of temperature, its lethargy not being so

profound. The Tanric (^Tanric caudaCus,) which is an in-

habitant of India and Madagascar, becomes torpid even in

those countries, and continues so during nearly six months

of the year.

The precise period of the year in which these animals re-

tire to their winter quarters and become torpid, has not

been ascertained with any degree of precision. The jump-

ing mouse of Canada {Gerbillus Canadensis) is said to retire

toils torpid state in September, and is again restored to ac-

tivity in the month of May. The torpid animals of this

co\intry usually retire in October, and reappear in April.

It appears probable, however, that the different species do

not'all retire at the same time, but, like the migrating birds,

perform their movements at separate periods. It is also

probable that the time of retirement of each species varies

a A2
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according to the mildness or severity of the season. In ge-

neral, however, lliey retire from active life when their food

has become difficult to obtain, when the insects have Hed

to their hiding; places, and the cold has frozen in the ground

the roots and the seeds on which they subsist At the pe-

riod of their reviviscence, the insects arc again sporting in

the air, and the powers of vegetable life arc exerted in the

various processes of germination and vegetation. In short,

during the dead season of vegetable Kfe, these aniipals pass

their time in this lethargic state. We see the coincidence,

but we cannot well account for the connection.

Previous to their entrance into this state of lethargy,

these animals select a proper place, in general assume a

particular position, and even in some cases provide a small

stock of food.

All these torpid animals retire to zjilacc of safety, where,

at a distance from their enemises, and protected as much
as possible from the vicissitudes of temperature, they may
sleep out, undisturbed, the destined period of their slum-

bers. The bat retires to the roof of gloomy caves, or to the

old chimnies of uninhabited castles. The hedge-hog
wraps itself up in those leaves of which it composes its

nest, and remains at the bottom of the hedge, or under
the covert of the furze, which screened it, during sum-
mer, from the scorching sun or the passing storm. The
marmot and the hamster retire to their subterranean re-

treats, and when they feel the first approach of the tor-

pid state, shut the passages to their habitations in such a

manner, that it is more easy to dig up the earth any where
else, than in such parts which th.ey have thus fortified.

The jumping mouce of Canada seems to prepare itself lor

its wmt-;r torpidity in a very curious manner, as we are i[i-

formed by MajorGeneral Davies, in the Linnean Transac-

tions, vol. iv. p. 156, on the authority of a labourer. A spe-

cimen which was found in digging the foundation lor a

summer-house in a gentleman's garden about two miles

from Quebec, in the latter end of May 1787, was " en-

closed in a ball of clay, about the size of a cricket ball, near-

ly an inch in thickness, perfectly smooth within, and about
twenty inches_under ground. The man who first discover-

ed it, not knowing what it was, struck the ball with his

spade, by which means it was broken to pieces, or the ball

also would have been presented to me."
Much stress has been laid upon the fiosition which these

animals assume, previous to their becoming torpid, on
the supposition that it contributes niaterially to produce the

lethargy. In describing this position, Dr Reeves (in his

Essay on the Toipidity of Animals) observes, " that th.is

tribe of quadrupeds have the habit of rolling themselves
into the form of a ball during ordinary sleep ; and they inva-

riably assume tlie same attitude when in the torpid state, so

as to expose the least possible surface to the action of cold :

the limbs are all folded into the hollow made by the bend-
ing of the body ; the clavicles and the sternum are pressed
against the fore part of the neck, so as to interrupt the flow
of blood which supplies the head, and to compress the
trachea : the abdominal viscera and the hinder limbs are
pushed against the diaphragm, so as to interrupt its mo-
tions, and to impede the flow of blood through the large
vessels which penetrate it, and the longitudinal extension
of the cavity of the thorax is entirely obstructed. Thus a
confined circulation is carried on thiough the heart, pro-
bably adapted to the last weak actions of life, and to its gra-
dual recommencement." Professor Mangili of Pavia, (jiii-

jiaies du Museum, torn, ix.) with greater simplicity of lan-

guage, says, that the marmot rolls itself up like a ball, hav-
ing the nose applied contrary to the anus, with the teeth and
eyes closed. He also inforias us, that the hedge-hog, when
in a torpid state, in general reposes on the right side. The

bat, however, during the period of its slumbers, prefers a
very'difl'erent posture. It suspends itself from the ceiling

of the cave to which it retires, by means of its claws, and
in this attitude outlives the winter. This is the natural po-

sition of the bat when at rest, or in its ordinary sleep. In

short, little more can be said of the positions of all these

torpid animals, than the correspondence with those which
they assume during the periods of tliiir ordinary repose.

It is also ol)servable, that those animals which are of

solitary habits during the summer season, as the hedge-

hog and dormouse, are also solitary during the period of

their winter torpidity ; while the congregating social ani-

mals, as the marmot, the hamster, and the bat, spend the

l)eiiod of their torpidity, as well as the ordinary terms of

repose, collected together in families or groups.

Many of those animals, particularly such as belongtothe

great natural family oi gna-iuers, make provision in their re-

treats, during the harvest months. The marmot, it is true,

lays up no stock of food ; but the hamsters fill their store-

house with all kinds of grain, on which they are supposed

to feed, until the cold becomes sufficiently intense to in-

duce torpidity. The Cricetus glis, or migratory ham&terof

Pallas, also lays up a stock of provision. And it is proba-

ble that tliis animal partakes of its stock of provisions, not

only ])rcvious to torpidity, but also during the short inter-

valb of reviviscence, which it enjoys during the season of

lethargy. The same remark is etjually applicable to the

dormouse.
Having thus made choice of situations where they are

protected from sudden alterations of temperature, and as-

sumed a position similar to that of their ordinary repose,

they fall into that state of insensibility to external objects,

which we are now to exaniine more minutely. In this tor-

pid state they suflFer a diminution of temperature; their

respiration and circulation become languid ; their irritabili-

ty decreases in energy ; and they sufl'er a loss of weight.

Let us now attend to each of these changes separately.

1. Diminished temperature. ^Vhen we take in our hand
any of these hybernating torpid animals, which we are now
considering, they feel cold to the touch, at the same time
that they are stiff, so that we are apt to conclude, Avithout

farther examination, that they are dead. This reduction

of temperature is not the same in all torpid quadrupeds. It

varies according to the species. Hunter, in his " Obser-
vations on certain yjarts of the Animal Econom.y," informs

us, on the authority of Jenner, that the temperature of a

hedgehog at the diaphragm was 97° of Fahrenheit, in sum-
mer, when the thermometer in the shade stood at 78°.

Professor Mangili states the ordinary heat of the hedgehog
alittle lower, at27° of Reaumur, or about 93° of Fahrenheit.

In winter, according to Jenner, the temperature of the air

being 44°, and the animal torpid, the heat in the pelvis was
45°, and at the diapliragm 48 i°. When the temperature

of the atmosphere was at 26", the heat of the animal in the

cavity of the abdomen, wliere an incision was made, was
reduced so low as 30°. The same animal, when exposed

to the cold atmosphere of 26° for two days, had its heat at

the rectum elevated to 9 3°, the wound in the abdomen be-

ing so much diminished in size as not to admit the ther-

mometer. At this time, however, it was lively and active,

and the bed in which it lay felt warm. As this animal allow-

ed its heat to descend to 30°, when in its natural state of tor-

pidity, and when there was no necessity for action, the in-

creased temperature cannot be attributed to the cold, but

to the wound, which called foi'th the powers of the animal

to repair an injury, which reparation could not be effected

at a temperature below the standard heat of the animal.
' The sources of error in making experiments where the liv-

ing principle is concerned are so numerous, that attention
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eiight tobt bestowed on every circumstance likely to influ-

ence the result.

The zizol, {Arctomys citilhis), ncco.ding to Pallas, usu-

ally possesses a summer temperature oi 103° Falir. but

duriup; winter, and when torpid, the mercury rises only to

80" or 84°. The temperature of the dormouse (Myoxus
mziscardinus) during summer, and in its active and healthy

state, is 101°. When rolled up and torpid during winter,

the thermometer indicates 43°, 39°, and even 3S°, on the

external parts of the body. When introduced into the

stomach, the temperature was found to be 67°, and some-
times 73°. Mangili found this animal torpid even when
the temperature of the air was 66°. Hence he considers

it as the most lethargic of animals.

The marmot (Arctomys marmota) possesses a summer
temperature of 101° or 102°, which is gradually reduced
in the torpid season to 43°, and even lower.

Bats have a temperature in summer nearly equal to that

of marmots. They are soon affected by the changes of

the atmosphere, and they cease to respire in a medium of
43°. In the month of July, the thermometer standing at

80°, the internal temperature of a bat was 101°, which is

just the degree of heat in a group of them collected toge-

ther in summer, and may therefore be considered as the

natural standard. Mr Cornish applied a thermometer to a

torpid bat, and found that it indicated 35°. When awak-
ened so much that it could Hy a little, he again applied the

thermometer, and it then indicated 38°. Si)allanzani found
a bat, after being exposed an hour to a temperature of 43°,

to indicate 47°, the bulb of the thermometer being placed

in the chest; exposed to a temperature below the freez-

ing point, the heat of the animal became the same as the

surrounding medium, yet it always remains internally

higher than the low temperature produced artificially,

though the skin indicates the same.

The wood-mouse [iMus sylvaticiis) became torpid, ac-

cording to Spallanzani, when the thermometer in its cage
itood at 43°. The temperature of the belly externally

was 46°, but its internal temperature is not mucli dimi-

nished even by a degree pf cold sufficient to render it very

torpid.

In these experiments we observe, that the temperature
of these hybernating quadrupeds is greatly reduced be-

low the summer standard, or the ordinary temperature of

the animal in Ijcalth and activity. Still, however, they con-

tinue to maintain a superiority in point of lempei'ature above

ihe surrounding medium, in whatever circumstances they

are placed. Even in this toipid state, the energies of life,

though feeble, are still sufficient to the production of a

certain quantity of heat.

2. Diinmished Kcs/iiratirm. In this, as in all the other

departments of this curious subject, accurate and varied

experituents are still wanting. The following are the prin-

cipal facts which we have collected on the suljject.

The hedgehog, according to Professor Mangili, vvlio

has bestowed more attention on this part of the subject

than any of his predecessors, respires only from five to

seven times in a minute during ordinary repose. When it

becomes torpid, the process of respiration is periodically

suspended and renewed. Thus a hedgehog, obtained after

it had revived naturally from its winter lethargy in April,

was placed in a chamber whose temperature was about
54°. It refused vegetable food, and became torpid, and
continued in that state to the tenth of May. At first, after

every fifteen minutes of absolute repose, it gave from thir-

ty to thirty-five consecutive signs of languid respiration.

Ill the beginning of May, when the thermometer was about
62°, it gave from seven to ten consecutive respirations, af-

ter an interval of ten minutes of absolute repose. Upon

lowering the temperature, the intervals of repose became
greater, while the number of respirations increased to eigh-
teen or twenty.

Marmots, according to the same author, when in health
and active, perform about five hundred respirations in an
hour, but when in a torpid state, the number is reduced to

fourteen, and these at intervals of four minutes, or four
minutes and a half, of absolute repose.

Bats, when kept in t chamber from 45° to 50°, were ob-
served at the end of every two, three, or four minutes of
absolute repose, to give lour signs of respiration. Spal-
lanzani, not aware of these periodical intervals of repose,
could not discover any signs of respiration. Indeed, when
their temperature is reduced to about 47°, this function does
not appear to be exercised.
The dormouse, when in a torpid state on the 27th De-

cember, exhibited a languid respiration of one hundred
and forty times in forty-two minutes. On the tenth of
January, the thermometer being at 43°, it respired at inter-

vals in the following manner, according to Mangili.

Intervals of repose.

5 minutes
4
3

2

12 . .

9

10 ,

13

12

12

Number of consecutive respirations.

16

30
29

29
5

10

6

18

23

8

In some instances, the intervals of repose or suspendedre-
spiralion lasted sixteen minutes.

Mangili also found the fat dormouse (^Myoxus glis)

when in a torpid state on the 27th December, and when
the thermometer indicated 40°, to respire at intervals. Af-
ter every four minutes of repose, it respired from twenty-
two to twenty-four times every minute and a half. The
thermometer being raised one degree of Reaumur, the in-

tervals became only three minutes. The temperature be-
ing reduced to 37°, the intervals of repose became four
minutes, and the consecutive respirations twenty to twenty-
six. The cold increasing, it awoke and ate a lillle, and then
became torpid again. On the 10th of Feliruaty the intervals

of repose were eighteen or twenty minutes, and then thir-

teen to fifteen respirations. On the 21st February, the ther-

mometer being 48°, the intervals of repose were from
twenty-eight to thirty, and the consecutive respirations

ironi five to seven.

From the observations already made on this important

subject, it appears, that respiration is not only diminished,

but even in some cases totally suspended. During the se-

vere winter of 1795, Spallanzani exposed dormice to a

temperature below the freezing point, and enclosed them
in vessels filled with carbonic acid ajid azotic gas, over

mercury thiee hours and a half withotit being hurt, and

the sides of the vessels were not marked by any vapour,

flence we may conclude, that they did not breathe, nor give

out any carbonic acid.

Mangili placed a marmot under a bell glass, immersed

In lime water, at nine o'clock in the evening. At nine

next morning the water had only risen in the glass three

lines. Part of the oxygen was abstracted, and a portion

of carbonic acid was formed, as a thin pellicle appeared

on the surface of the lime-water, which effervesced with

nitric acid. Spallanzani placed torpid marmots in vessels

filled with carbonic acid and hydrogen, and confined them
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there for four hoiK's, wuliout doing ilicin the least injury,

the temperature of the atniohplierc heiiig several degrees

below the freezing point, lint he fuum!, tliat if these ani-

mals were awakened by any means, or if the temperature

was not low enough to produce complete torpor, they very

soon |)erished in the same noxious gases. A bird and rat,

introduced into a reservoir containing carbonic acid gas,

did not live a minute ; whereas a torpid marmot remain-

ed in it an hour, without betrayinij the least desire to

move, and recovered perfectly on being placed in a warmer
medium.

In the exhausted receiver of an air pump, a torpid bat

lived seven minutes, in which another hat died at the end of

three minutes. Torpid bats, wlien confined in a vessel

containing atmospheric air, consumed six hundredths of

the oxygen, and produced five hundred parts of carbonic

acid. Viewing this in connection with iiis otiier experi-

ments, this philosopher concluded, tliat the consumption

of the oxygen, and the evolution of the carbonic acid, pro-

ceeded from tlic skin.

The respiration of torpid quadrupeds is thus greatly

diminished, and even in some cases suspended ; and in

general, instead of being performed with regularity as

in ordinary sleep, the respirations take place at intervals

more or less remote, according to the condition of the le-

thargy.

3. Diminished Circulation. From the experiments al-

ready detailed willi regard to the reduction of the temper-
ature and the respiration of torpid quadrupeds, we are pre-

pared to expect a corresponding diminution of action in the

lieart and arteries.

In tlie hamster, [Cricetus vulgaris,) \he circulation of the

blood during its torpid state iii so slow, according to Buflon,

that the pulsations of the heart do not exceed fifteen in a

minute. In its active and healthy slate they amount to one
hunched and fifly in the same space.

Wc are informed by Barringlon in his Miscellanies, that

Mr Cornish applied a thermometer to the body of a torpid

bat, and found that it indicated 56°. At this temperature
the lieart gav£ sixty pulsations in a minute. Whenawak-
need so much as to be able to fly a little, he again applied

the thermometer, which now indicated 38°, and the heart

beat one hundred times in a minute. As the torpor becomes
profound, the action of the heart is so feeble, that only

fourteen beats have been distinctly counted, and those at

unequal intervals.

Dormice, when awake and jumping about, breathe so

rapidly, that it is almost impossible to count their pulse ;

but as soon as they begin to grow torpid, eighty-eight pul-

sations may be counted in a minute, thirty-one when they

are half torpid, and only twenty, nineteen, and even sixteen,

when their torpor is not so great as to render the action of
the heart imperceptible.

Spallanzani and others are of opinion, that the circula-

tion of the blood is entirely stopped in the remote branches
of the arteries and veins, and only proceeds in the trunks
of the larger vessels, and near the heart. But it is proba-
ble, that however languid the circulation may be, it is still

carried on, as the blood continues fluid. He found, that if

the blood of marmots be subjected, out of the body, to a
temperature even higher than that to which it is exposed
in the lungs of these animals, it is instantly frozen ; but it

is never congealed in their dormant state.

4. Diminished Irritability. The irritability of torpid ani-

mals, or their susceptibility of being excited to action, is

extremely feeble, and in many cases is nearly suspended.
Destined to remain for a stated period in this lethargic
state, a continuance of their power of irritability would be
accompanied with the most pernicious consequences ; as

thereby they would be often raised prematurely irito actioi-

under a temperatuie which they could not support, and at

a time when a seasonable supply of food could not be ob-

tained. In their torpid state, therefore, they are not readily

acted upon by those stimuli, which easily excite them to

action during the peiiod of their activity. Parts of their

limbs may be cut olT without the animal shewing any signs

of feeling. Little action is excited, even when their vital

parts are laid open. When the hamster is dissected in this

torpid state, the intestines discover not the smallest sign of

irritability upon the application of alcohol or sulphuric

acid. During the operation, the animal sometimes opens

its mouth, as if it wanted to respire, but the lethargy is too

powerful to admit of its reviviscence.

Marmots are not I'oused from their torpid state by the

electric spark, strong eii.jugh to give a smart sensation

to the hand, and a shock from a Leyden phial only excited

them for a short time. They are insensible to piicking

their ftet and nose, and remain motionless and apparently

dead. Bats are also equally insensible to the application of

stimuli.

The most curious experiments on this subject are those

of Mangili. Having killed a marmot in a torpid state, he
found the stomach empty and collapsed, the intestines like-

wise empty, but there was a little matter in the caecum
and rectum. The blood flowed quickly from the heart,

and in two hours yielded a great quantity of serum. The
veins in the brain were very full of blood. The heart con-

tinued to beat during three hours after. The head and
neck having been separated from the trunk, and placed in

spirits of wine, gave signs of motion even after half an

hour had elapsed. Some portions of the voluntary mus-
cles gave symptoms of iiritability with galvanism four

hours after death. In a marmot killed in full health, the

lieart had ceased to beat at the end of fifty minutes. The
flesh lost all signs of irritability in two hours ; the inter-

costal and abdominal muscles retaining it longer than those

of any other part of the body.

5. Diminished Action of the Digestive Organs. The
digestive faculty in torpid animals is exceedingly feeble,

and in general ceases altogetlier. The situation, and still

more the lethargic state of the system, render this process

unnecessary. The intestines are in general empty, and in a

collapsed state, and the secretions so small, that a supply
of nourishment from the stomach is not requisite. Mr Jen-

ner found a hedgehog, when the heat of the stomach was
at 30°, to have no desire for food, nor power of digesting it.

But when the temperature was increased to 93' by inflam-

mation in the abdomen, the animal seized a toad which was
in the room, and, upon being offered some bread and milk,

immediately began to eat. The heat excited the action of

the various functions of the animal, and the parts unable

to carry on these actions, without nourishment, urged the

stomach to digest.

While many torpid quadrupeds retire to holes in the

earth unprovided with food, and in all probability need no
sustenance during their lethargic state, there are others,

as we have already mentioned, which provide a small stock

of provisions. These, we are inclined to believe, eat a

little during those temporary fits of reviviscence to which
they are subject. This is in part confirmed by the experi-

ments of Mangili, both on the common dormouse and the

Myoxus glis. Whenever these awoke from their torpid

slumbers, they always ate a little. Indeed he is of opinion,

that fasting long produces a reviviscence, and that, upork

the cravings of appetite being satisfied, they again become
torpid.

6. Diminished Weight. All the experiments hitherto

made on this subject indicate a loss of weight sustained by
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these animals tVom llie time they enter their torpid state until

the period of their rcviviscence. Mangili obtained two mar-
mots from the Alps on the fust of December 1313. The
largest weighed twenty-five Milanese ounces, the smallest

only 22^\th ounces. On the third of J;inua.y the largest

had lost i|ths of an ounce, and the smallest 4 ?- and a half.

On the filth of February the largest was now only 22|ith

outices, the smallest twenty-one ounces. He adds, that

they lose weight in proportion to the number of times in

which they revive during the term of their lethargy.

Dr Monro kept a hedgehog from the month of Novem-
ber (1764) to the month of March (1765), which lost in the

interval a considerable portion of its weight. OntheSSlh
of December it weighed tliirteen ounces and three drams,

on the 6th of February eleven ounces and seven drams, and

on the 8th of March eleven ounces and three drams. He
observed a small quantity of feculent matter and urine

among the hay, although it neither ate nor diaiik during

that period. In this experiment there was a daily loss ol

thirteen grains. According to Mr Cornish, both bats and

dormice lose from five to seven grains in weight during a

fortnight's hybernation.

Dr Reeves endeavours to account for the lean state of

the marmot when found in the spring, as occasioned by

another cause than the slow but uniform exertions of the

vital principle. " I have (he says) been repeatedly assur-

ed by men who hunt for these animals in winter, that they

are always found fat in their holes on the mountains of

Switzerland, and it is only when they come out of their hid-

ing places before provisions are ready for them, or if a

sharp frost should occur after some warm weather, that they

become emaciated and weak. This testimony may be re-

ceived as explaining the emaciated appearance of some
marmots, but does not in the smallest degree invalidate

the general conclusion, that all torpid animals sustain a

loss of weight during the continuance of their lethargy.

From the experiments which we have already quoted it

must appear obvious, that respiration is in general carried

on, although sometimes in a very feeble manner. Carbon,

consequently, must be evolved. Accordingly we find car-

bonic acid produced in those vessels in wiiich these torpid

animals have been confined ; and hence must conclude, that

a loss of weight has taken place.

Such being the preparatory and accompanying pheno-

mena of this torpid state, let us now endeavour to discover

the cause of these singular appearances.

In a subject of this kind, so intimately connected with

the pursuits of the naturalist and the physiologist, it was

to be expected that numerous hypotheses would be pro-

posed to explain such interesting iihenomena. Unfoitu-

nately, indeed, many hypotheses have been proposed, while

few, from a connected view of the subject, have ven-

tured to theorise. Perhaps we are not piepared to draw

a sufficient number of general conclusions from the scanty

facts which we possess, in order to build any theory.

But the following observations may be considered as em-
bracing the principal opinions which have been formed on

the subject, and announcing the more obvious causes in

«peration.

In an investigation of tliis sort, it was natuial to attempt

to trace this singularity of habit in torpid animals to some
peculiar conformation in the structure of the organs. Ac-
cordingly we find many anatomists assigning a peculiarity

of organization as a reason why these animals become tor-

pid, or at least pointing out a structure in torpid animals

different from that which is observable in animals that are

not subject to this brumal lethargy.

Pallas observed the thymus gland unusually large in

torpid quadrupeds, and also perceived two glandular bo-

dies under tl.c throat and upper part of the thorax, which
appear particularly lloiid and vascular during their tor-

pidity.

Mangili is of o|>inion that the veins are larger in size,

in proporlion to the arteries, in those animals which be-

come tor|iid, than in others. He supposes that, in conse-
quence of this arrangement, there is only as much blood
transmitted to the brain during summer as is necessary to

excite that organ to action. In winter, when the circula-
tion is slow, the small quantity of blood transmitted to the
brain is inadequate to produce the effect. This circum-
stance, acting along with a reduced temperature arid an
empty stomach, he considers as the cause of torpidity. By
analogy he infers, that the same cause operates in produc-
ing torpidity with all the other hybernating animals of the
other classes.

Mr Carlisle, in his Croonian Lecture on Muscular Mo-
tion, asserts, that " animals of the class mammalia, which
hybernate and become torpid in the winter, have at all times
a power of subsisting under a confined respiration, which
would destroy other animals not having this peculiar habit.

In all the hybernating mammalia there is a peculiar struc-

ture of the heart and its principal veins: the superior cava
divides into two trunks, the lelt passing over the left auri-

cle of the heart into the inferior part of the tight auricle,

near to the entrance of the vena cava inferior. The
veins usually called azygos accumulate into two trunks,

which open into the branch of the vena cava superior, on
its own side of the thorax. The intercostal <»rieries and
veins in these animals are unusually large." Phil. Trans.
1805.

We cannot refrain from observing, that these general
views do not appear to be the result of a patient investiga-

tion of a number of different kinds of torpid animals, but a

premature attempt to theorise from a few insulated parti-

culars. Passing, therefore, from these attempts of the

anatomist to illustrate the phenomena in question, let us at-

tend to those other causes which are concerned in the pro-

duction of torpidity.

From the consideration, that this state of torpidity com-
mences with the cold of winter, and terminates with the

heat of spring, naturalists in general have been disposed to

consider a reduced temlxeralure as one of the piincipal

causes of this lethargy. Nor are circumstances wanting to

give ample support to the conclusion.

When the temperature of the atmosphere is reduced,
as we have already seen, below 50°, and towards the

freezing point, these animals occupy their torpid posi.

tion, and by degrees relapse into their winter slumbers.
When in this situation, an inci-ease of temperature, the
action of the sun, or a fire, rouse them to their former
activity. This experiment may he repeated several times,

and with the same result, and demonstrates the great
share which a diminished lempcrature has in the pro-

duction of torpidity. If marmots are frequently disturbed

in this manner during their lethargy, they die violently

agitated, and a hemorrhage takes place from the mouth and
nostrils.

The circumstance of torpid animals being chiefly found
in the colder regions is anotlier proof, that a diminished
temperature promotes torpidity. And, in confirmation of

this, Dr Barton informs us, that, in the United States of

America, many species of animals, which become torpid in

Pennsylvania, and other more northern parts of the coun-

try, do not become torpid in the Carolinas, and other south-

ern parts of the continent.

But while a certain degree of cold is productive of this

lethargy, a greater reduction of temperature produces re-

viviscence as speedily as an increase of heat. Mangili
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placed a torpid marmot, which had been kept in a tempera-

ture of 45°, in a jar surrounded with ice and muriate ol

lime, so that the thermometer sunt; to 16''. In about half

an hour a quickened respiration indicated rctuming anima-

tion. In sixteen hours it was complf:te!y revived. It Nvas

trembling with cold, and made many tflbrts to escape. He

also placed a torpid bat under a bell s^lass, where the tem-

perature was 29», and where it had free air. Respiration

soon became painful, and it attempted to escape. It then

folded its wins^s, and its head shook with convulsive trem-

blings. In an hour no other motions were perceptible

than those of respiration, which increased in strength and

frequ-ency until the fifth hour. From tiiis period, the signs

of respiration became less distinct; and, by the sixth hour,

the animal was found dead. He also exposed a torpid dor-

mouse (from a temperature of 41°) to a cold of 27", pro-

duced by a freezing mixture. Respiration increased from

ten to thirty-two times in a minute, and without any inter-

vals of repose. There were no symptoms of uneasiness,

and the respirations seemed like those in natural sleep. As

the remperalure rose, respiration bec:tme slower. He then

placed it in the sun, when it awoke. Two hours afterwards,

having exposed it to tlie wind, respiration became frequent

and painful; it turned its back to the current, without, how-

ever, becoming torpid.

That cold is calculated to produce effects similar to tor-

pidity on man himself, is generally known. When persons

in health are immersed in salt water at a temperature of

40°, the thermometer vmderthe tongue sinks liom seven to

nine degrees below the standard heat. In a little time, how-

ever, it recovers its ordinary elevauon, and becomes sta-

tionary. Exposure to cold has also the eft'ect of dimi-

minisliing the force of the pulse very much—of producing

great exhaustion, and an accumulation of blood in the ex-

treme vessels.

But the effects of a reduced temperature on the human

system are still belter illustrated in the tendency to sleep,

produced by a cold atmosphere in certain situations.

Those who have ascended to the summits of high moun-

tains, have, by the exposure to cold, felt an almost irre-

sistiblc propensity to lie down and sleep. Dr Solander,

while exploring Terra del Fuego, though perfectly aware

of the inevitable destruction attending the giving way to

this inclination ; nay, though he had even cautioned his

cojupanions against indulging it, could not himself over-

come the desire. When this feeling is gratified, sleep

succeeds, the body becomes benumbed, and death speedi-

ly arrives. How long this sleep might continue without

ending in death, were the body defended from the in-

creasing cold and the action of the air, will probably never

be determined by satisfactory experiments. Partial tor-

por has often been experienced in the hands and feet,

which is easily removed by a gradual increase of tempe-

rature. We may add, that in the case of persons ex-

posed to great cold in elevated situations on mountains

or in balloons, there are other causes in operation which

may have a tendency to produce sleep. The previous

exertions have reduced the body to a very exhausted

state—the pressure of the atmosphere on^the body is

greatly diminished, and the air inhaled by the lungs is

rarefied.

When these torpid animals, kept in a confined state,

are regularly supplied with food, and kept in a uniform

temperature, it has been observed that they do not fall into

their wonted lethargy, but continue lively and active dur-

ing the winter season. This experiment has often been

repeated with the marmot and other animals. But when
in this state they are peculiarly sensible to cold. Dr
^Reeves, in some experiments which he performed, says,

<' When I was in Switzerland I procured two young mar-
mots in September 1805, and kept them with the view of

determining the question, whether their torpidity could be

prevented by an abundant supply of food and moderate
iicat. 1 caiiicd then) with me lo Vienna, and kept them
tl'.e whole of the winter 1805-6. The montiis of Octoljer

and November wpre very mild. !\ry marmots ate every

day turnips, cabbages, and brown bread, and were very

active and lively : they were kept in a bo:-: filled with

hay in a cellar, and afterwards in a room without a fire,

and did not show any symptoms of growing torpid. De-
cember the 18th, the weather was cold, and the wind very

sharp ; Fahrenheit's thermometer stood at 18° and 20°.

Two hedgehogs died which were kept in the same room
with the marmots ; and a hamster died also in a room
where a fire was constantly kept, though these animals

had plenty of hay and food. The marmots became more
torpid than I eyer saw them before; yet they continued to

come out of their nest, and endeavoured to escape: the

food given them in the evening, was always consumed by

the next morning. In January the weather was unusually

mild and warm ; my marmots ate voraciously, and were
lumping about in the morning ; but at four o'clock in the

af;ernoon I examined them several times, and found them
not completely rolltd up, half torpid, and quite cold lo

the touch. They continued in this state of semi-torpor

for several weeks longer, never becoming so torpid as

to live many days withoKt eating, and never so active as

to resist the benumbing effects of the cold weather." Spal-

lanzani performed similar experiments with the same re-

sult on the dormouse. He found, that although cold to

the touch during the day, and completely torpid, that it

awoke at night and ate a little, and fell asleep again in

the morning-. He shews also that dormice, kept in a situa-

tion more resembling their wild state, became torpid in

the month of November, and remained till the middle

of March without eating the food which was placed near

them.
With some animals, at least, a confined atmosfihere ap-

pears to be indispensibly necessary to the production of

torpidity. This is very strikingly illustrated in the case

of the hamster. This animal does not become torpid

though exposed to a cold sufficient to freeze water, unless

excluded from the action of the air. Even when shut up
in a cage filled with earth and straw, and exposed to cold,

he still continues awake ; but when the cage is sunk four

or five feet under ground, and free access lo the external

air prevented, in eight or ten days he becomes as torpid

as if he had been in his own burrow. If the cage be

brought above ground, in two or three hours he recovers,

and '.vill resume his torpid state when again- sunk under

ground. This experiment may be repeated several times,

at proper intervals, either in the day time or during the

night, the light having no apparent influence. A confined

atmosphere, such as the hamster requires, does not appear

necessary to the torpidity of the hedgehog, the dormouse,

or the bat. But exposure to the open air seems to be equally

hostile to the lethargic state, in many animals. Mangili

always found that marmots awoke when taken from their

nest, and exposed to the free action of the air. A current

of air he found always to have the effect of producing re-

viviscence, both with dormice and bats. From these cir-

cumstances, we perceive the utility of the precautions of

those animals in retiring to places where the air is still,

and where they may enjoy a confined atmosphere.

Torpidity appears also in some cases to depend on the

state of the constitution. Thus, in the same chambers,

one marmot shall continue awake and active, while the

others are in a profound lethargy. A hedgehog, during
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the winter season, becomes torpid upon the application of

cold; but, durinij; the suinmei- season, oi- after the period

of revivisccnce, it resists the sedative cU'ects of tliat agent.

Mangili took a hedgehog, ojj the 2 1st June, and placed it

in a temperature of 8° of Reaumur. It first rolled itself

up ; afterwards lifted its head and tried to escape. Its re-

spiration became frequent and painful. At the end of the

first hour, respiration had become feeble; at the end of an
hour and a half, it had ceased to respire ; and twenty
minutes after, it was frozen to the heart. When ex-
amined in this condition, the flesh was found white,

the veins of the neck were much swollen, and a small

quantity of extravasated blood was observed in the brain

and the lungs. It appears probable, that, during tor-

pidity, the constitution experiences a change something
similar to ordinary sleep, by which its exhausted energies

are recruited, and it becomes better able to resist the effects

of those ordinary agents with which it has to contend.

There are some circumstances in the history of these tor-

pid animals which seem to indicate, that they possess the

power of becoming torpid at pleasure, even in llie absence
of those disposing circumstances which we have (Enume-

rated. Spallanzani has seen bats in a torpid state even
during summer, and supposes, that as these animals ap-

pear to possess some voluntary power over respiration,

tliis torpidity may be some instinctive piopensity to pre-

serve life. Mangili, in spring, when the Cricctus glis was
awake, and when the temperature of the air was between
66° and 68°, placed it in a vase along with nuts and other

food. The animal attempted to escape, and refused to eat.

It then became torpid. In this state the number of its re-

spirations diminished. Instead of rolling itself up as usual

before becoming torpid, it lay all the while upon its back,

and remained in that state until the 17th of July.

By some it has been supposed, that the/at accumulated
in torpid animals during the winter is another of those

causes which produce this lethargy. The circumstance is

certainly very common, but no direct experiments have
hitherto been performed to warrant the conclusion. S|)al-

lanzani has indeed asserted, that among the dormice which
he caught for his experiments, some were very fat, wiiile

others were lean, and yet they were equally susceptible of

torpidity from the action of cold. All this may be the case
;

bu: there is certainly reason to believe, that these animals

stand in need of some previous store of nourishment to

enable them to support that gradual waste which takes

place during the period of their slumbers.

Before conckuling our account of torpid quadrupeds, it

may be proper to add a few observations on tlieir reviviscence.

When the hamster passes from his torpid stute, he exhibits

several curious ajipcarances. He first loses the rigidity of

his members, and then makes profound respirations, but at

long intervals. His legs begin to move ; he opens his

mouth, and utters rattling and disagreeable sounds. After

continuing this operation for some time, he opens his eyes,

and endeavours to raise himself on his legs. All these

movements are still unsteady, and reeling like those of a

man in a state of intoxication ; but he repeats his efforts

till he acquires the use of his limbs. He remains fixed in

tliat attitude for some time, as if to reconnoitre, and rest

himself after his fatigues. His passage from a torpid to

an active state is more or less quick, according to the tem-
perature. It is probable that this change is produced in>-

perceptibly when the animal remains in his hole, and that

he feels none of those inconveniences which attend a forced

and sudden reviviscence.

It is evident, from the situations which some torpid ani-

mals occupy, that they must experience, in the course of

their lethargy, considerable changes of temperature. It

Vol. X. Part II.

would form a very curious subject of inquiry, to ascertain

the superior and inferior limits of this torpid state with
respectto temperature. The Cricctus glis has been observ-
ed dormant from 34° to 48"

; the dormouse from 27" to 6G° ;

the marmot from 40° to 51°; and the hedgehog from 26° to 56°.

It is certainly very diflicult to account for the torpidity of
those animals, which, like the marmot and hamster, con-
gregate and burrow in the earth. Previous to their be-

coming torpid, a considerable degree of heat must be ge-
nerated, from their numbers, in their hole; and besides, they
are lodged so deep in the earth, as to l)e beyond the reach
of the changes of the temperature of the atmosphere.
Their burrow, during the winter season, must preserve a

degree of heat approaching to the mean annual tempera-
ture of the climate. If this is the case, how is reviviscence
produced in the spring ? It cannot be owing to any change
ot temperature, for their situation prevents tiiem from ex-
periencing such vicissitudes. Is it not owing to a change
%vhich takes place in tlieir constitution ? and, is not awa-
kening from torpidity similar to awakening from sleep ?

A similar remark may lie made with regard to bats in

their winter quarters. The caves to which they resort ap-

proach at all times the mean annual temperature. A
few individuals, not sufficiently cautious in choosing propei

retreats, are sometimes piematurely called into action, at

a season wlien there is no food, so that they fall a prey to

owls, and the cold of the evening. But what indications ol

returning spring have those who are attached to the roofs

of the deeper caves ? Surely no increase of temperature.
Perhaps an internal change is the cause which' again ex-
cites to action.

There is another very curious circumstance attentling

the reviviscence of quadrupeds from their torpid state,

which deserves to be mentioned. As soon as they have re-

covered from their slumbers, they prepare for the great
business of propagation. This is a proof, that torpidity,

instead of exhausting the energies of nature, increases
their vigour. It also indicates a peculiarity of constitution,

to the preservation and health of which a brumal lethargy

is indispcnsibly requisite.

It appears to be the general practice of modern natu-

ralists, to treat with ridicule those accounts which have
been left us of Birds having been found in a torpid slate

during winter. These accounts, it is true, have in manv
instances been accompanied witli the most absurd stories,

and have compelled us to pity the credulity of our ances-
tors, and withhold our assent to the truth of many of their

statements. But are there no authenticated instances of

torpidity among birds ?

In treating of the torpidity of quadiupeds, we were un-
able to detect the cause of torpidity, as existing in any cir-

cumstances connected with structure or with circulation,

respiration, or aninu\l temperature ; nor in the places whicli

they frequent, nor the food by which they are supported.

Hence we cannot expect much liel]) from a knowledge of

the anatomy, pliysiology, or even habits of birds, in the re-

solution of the present question. It has indeed been said,

that as birds can readily transport themselves from one
country to another, and in this manner shun the extremes
of temperature, and reach a supply of food, the power of

becoming torpid would be useless if bestowed on them,

although highly bcnehcial to quadiupeds, thai are impatient

of cold, and cannot migrate to places where there is a sup-

ply of food. This mode of reasoning, however, is f.»ulty,

since we employ our pretended knowledge ot final causes,

to ascertain the limits of the operations of natuie, and can-

not be tolerated in a science depending erilirely on fact and
observations. Besides, there are many animals, as we have

seen in the class Mummalia, which become torpid, and a
5 B
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similar state obtains among the reptiles. As birds, in the

scale of being, hold a middle rank between these two classes,

being superior to the reptiles, and inferior to the manima-

lia, we have some reason to expect instances of torpidity

to occur among the feathered tribes.

These remarks have for their object, to prepare the mind

for discussing the merits of the (juestion, by the removal

of presumptions and prejudices, as we fear preconceived

opinions have already exercised too much influence.

In treating of the migrations of the swallow, we endea-

voured to point out their winter residence, and even traced

them into Africa. We are not however prepared to assert,

that in every season all these birds leave this country. If

they remain, in what condition are they found ?

Many naturalists, sucli as Klein, Linnaeus, and others,

have believed in the submersion of swallows during winter

in lakes and rivers. They have supposed, ttiat they de-

scend to the bottom, and continue there until the following

spring. Many of the proofs produced in support of this

opinion may be found by consulting the article Birds. On
this subject we willingly quote the judicious note in the

introduction to Bewick's Land Birds. " There are various

instances on record, which bear the strongest marks of

veracity, of swallows having been taken out of water, and of

their having been so far recovered by warmth as to exhibit

evident signs of life, so as evfn to fly about for a short

space of time. But, whilst we admit the fact, we are not

inclined to allow the conclusion generally drawn from it,

viz. that swallows, at the time of their disappearance, fre-

quently immerse themselves in seas, lakes, and rivers, and,

at the proper season, emerge and reassume the ordinary

functions of life and animation ; for it should be observed,

that in those instances which have been the best authenti-

cated, it appears, that the swallows so taken up were ge-

nerally found entangled amongst reeds and rushes, by the

sides, or in the shallowest parts of the lakes or rivers

where they happened to be discovered, and that having
been brought to life so far as to fly about, they all of them
died in a few hours after. From the facts thus stated we
would infer, that, at the time of the disappearance of swal-

lows, the reedy grounds by the sides of rivers and stand-

ing waters are generally dry, and that these birds, especially

the later hatchings, which frequent such places for the

sake of food, retire to them at the proper season, and lodge
themselves among the roots, or in the thickest parts of
the rank grass which grows there ; that during their state

of torpidity they are liable to be covered with water from
the rains which follow, and are sometimes washed into the
deeper parts of the lake or river, where they have acci-

dentally been taken up; and that probably the transient

signs of life which they have discovered on such occasions,

have given rise to a variety of vague and improbable ac-
counts of their immersion."—We may add, that whoever
denies that swallows have been found in such situations, let

his reasonings be what they may, tramples under his feet

the laws of evidence, and cherishes a scepticism as un-
philosophical as the most unthinking credulity.

But, independent of these instances of submersion, as it

is termed, which we regard as purely accidental, there
have been many instances of actual torpidity observed.
Swallows, if we may credit the testimony of many who
have been eye-witnesses of the fact, are often found during
the winter season in a torpid state in their old nests, and in

the crevices of old buildings. The belief of this kind of
torpidity is very common in many parts of Scotland, and
can scarcely be supposed to have originated from any other
cause than the occurrence of the fact.

But besides the occurrence of the torpidity of the swal-
low, Bewick relates an instance of the same condition be-

ing observed in the cuckoo, " A few years ago a young
cuckoo was found in the thickest part of a close whin-bush.
When taken up it presently discovered signs of life, but
was quite destitute of featl^rs. Being kept warm, and
carefully fed, it grew and recovered its coat of feathers.

In the spring following it made its escape, und in flying

across the river Tyne it gave its usual call."— Brit. Birdi,
1. Introd. xvii.

There is a still more decided example of torpidity in

birds recorded by Mr Neill, in his Tour through Orkney
and Shetland, as having been observed in the case of the
land-rail, or corncrake, as it is called in Scotland. " I

made," says he, " frequent inquiry, whether corncrakes
had been seen to migrate from Orkney, but could not
learn that such a circumstance had been observed. It is

the opinion of the inhabitants, indeed, that they are not able

to undertake a flight across the sea. Mr Yorston, the
farmer at Aikerness, further related a curious fact, rather

leading to the conclusion that they do not migrate. In the
course of demolishing a hill-dyke, (i. e. a mud wall,) at

Aikerness, about midwinter, a corncrake was found in the
midst of the wall. It was apparently lifeless ; but, being
fresh to the feel and smell, Mr Yorston thought of placing
it in a warm situation, to see if it would revive. In a
short time it began to move, and in a few hours it was
able to walk about. It lived for two days in the kitchen,

but would not eat any kind of food. It then died, and be-
came putrid.—I do not assert that this solitary instance

ought to be regarded in any other light thaB as an exception
to the general rule of migration, till further observation

has determined the point."

These are the only instances, with which we are ac-

quainted of actual torpidity having occurred among the

feathered tribes. They seem calculated to remove all

doubt as to the fact, while they point out to us the nu-
merous resources of nature in extreme cases to preserve
existence. Thus when birds from disease or weakness,
or youth, are incapable of performing the ordinary migra-
tions of their tribes, they become dormant during the win-
ter months, until the heat of spring restores to them a sup-
ply of food and an agreeable temperature.

Hitherto we have been considering the torpidity which
warm-blooded animals experience. Several cold blooded
animals observe a similar mode of hybernation.

The period of the year at which Reptiles prepare for

this state of lethargy varies in the diff"erent species. In
general, when the temperature of the air sinks below the
50th degree of Fahrenheit, these animals begin their win-
ter slumbers. They adopt similar precautions as the mam-
malia, in selecting proper places of retreat, to protect

them from their enemies, and preserve them from sudden
alternations of temperature. Those which inhabit the wa-
ters sink into the soft mud, while those which live on the
land enter the holes and crevices of rocks, or other places
where the heat is but little afl"ecled by changes in the tem-
perature of the atmosphere. Thus provided, they obey the

impulse, and become torpid.

As the temperature of these animals depends on the sur-

rounding medium, they do not exhibit any peculiarities

with respect to it. When the air is under 50°, these ani-

mals become torpid, and suffer their temperature to sink

as low as the freezing point. When reduced below this,

either by natural or artificial means, the vital principle is

in danger of being extinguished. In this torpid state,

they respire very slowly, as the circulation of the blood

can be carried on independent of the action of the lungs.

Even in a tortoise kept awake during the winter by a genial
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temperature, the frequency of respiration was observed to

be diminished.

The circulation of the blood is diminished, in propor-

tion to the degree of cold to which these torpid reptiles

are exposed. Spallanzani counted from eleven to twelve

pulsations in a minute in the heart of a snake at the tem-
perature of 4S°, whose pulse in general in warm weather
gives about thirty beats in the same period. Dr Reeves
made some very interesting experiments on the circula-

tion of the toad and frog. " 1 observed," he says, " that

the number of pulsations in toads and frogs was thirty in a

minute, whilst they were left to themselves in the atmos-
phere of which the temperature was 53°

; when placed in

a medium cooled to 40°, the number of pulsations was re-

duced to twelve within the same period of lime ; and when
exposed to a freezing mixture at 26°, the action of the

heart ceased altogether."

The powers of digestion are equally feeble during tor-

pidity as those of respiration or circulation. Mr John
Hunter conveyed pieces of worms and meat down the

throats of lizards when they were going to their winter
quarters, and, keeping them afterwards in a cool place,

on opening them at different periods, he always found the

substances, he had introduced, entire, and without any
alteration ; sometimes they were in the stomach, at other
times they had passed into the intestines, and some of the

lizards that were a*llowed to live, voided them toward the

spring entire, and with very little alteration in their struc-

ture.

The immediate cause of torpidity in reptiles has been
ascertained with more precision, than in the animals be-

longing to the higher classes with warm blood. This con-

dition with them, does not depend on the state of the heart,

the lungs, or the brain ; for these different organs have
been removed by Spallanzani, and stiil the animals became
torpid, and recovered according to circumstances. Even
after the blood had been withdrawn from frogs and sala-

manders, they exhibited the same symptoms of torpidity

as if the body had been entire, and all the organs capable
of action.

Cold, with these animals, is evidently the chief cause of
their torpidity, acting on a frame ex'remely sensible to its

impressions. During the continuance of a iiigh tempera-
ture, these animals remain active anc. lively ; but when the
temperature is reduced towards 40°, they become torpid,

and in this condition, tf placed in a siiuation when the
temperature continues low, will remain torpid for an un-
known period of time. Spallanzani kept frogs, salaman-
ders, and snakes, in a torpid state in an ice-house, where
they remained three years and a half, and readily revived
when again exposed to the influence of a warm atmos-
phere. These experiments give countenance' to those
reports in daily circulation of toads being found enclosed
in stones. These animals may have entered a deep crevice

of the rock, and during their torpidity been covered with
sand, which has afterwards concreted around them. Thus
removed from the influence of the heat of spring or sum-
mer, and in a place where the temperature continued be-
low the point at whicli they revive, it is impossible to fix

limits to the period during which they may remain in this

dormant state.

Since reptiles are easily acted upon by a cold atmos-
phere, we find but few of those animals distributed in the
cold countries of the globe ; while in those countries whose
temperature is always hit^h, these animals are found of
vast size, and of many different kinds, and in great num-
bers.

The torpidity of the Mollusca has not been studied With
care. Tliose which are naked and reside on the laiW, re-

tire to holes in the earth, under the roots of trees, or among
mess, and there screen themselves from sudden changes of
temperature. The different kinds of land Tcstacea, aucii
as those belonging to the genera Helix, Bulimus, and
Pupa, not only retire to crevices of rocks and other hiding
places, but they form an operculum or lid for the mouth
of the shell, by which they adhere to the rock, and at the
same time close up even all access to the air. If they be
brought into a warm temperature, and a little moisture
be added, they speedily revive. In the case of the Helix
nemoralia, the operculum falls off when the animal revives,
and a new one is formed when it returns again to its slum-
bers. The first formed opercula contain a considerable
portion of carbonat of lime, which is found in smaller
quantity in the later formed ones. If the animal has
revived frequently during the winter, the last formed oper-
cula consist entirely of animal matter, and are very thin.

The winter lid of the Helix pomatia resembles a piece of
card.

All the land testacea appear to have the power of be-
coming torpid at pleasure, and independent of any altera-

tions of temperature. Thus, even in midsummer, if we
place in a box specimens of the Helix /wrtensis, nemoralis
or arbuslorum, without food, in a day or two they form for

themselves a thin operculum, attach themselves to the
side of the box, and remain in this dormant state. They
may be kept in this state for several years. No ordinary
change of temperature produces any effect upon them,
but they speedily revive if plunged in water. Even in

their natural haunts, they are often found in this state dur-
ing the summer season, when there is a continued drought.
With the first shower, however, they recover, and move
about, and at this time the conchologist ought to be on the
alert.

The Spiders pass the winter season in a dormant state,

enclosed in their own webs, and placed in some concealed
corner. Like the torpid mammalia, they speedily revive
when exposed to intense cold, and strive to obtain a more
sheltered spot.

Many Insects which are destined to survive the v.inter

monllis, become regularly torpid by a cold exceeding 40°.

The common honey bee, in a small hive, when reduced
to this temperature, loses all power of motion, but may
be easily revived by an increase of temperature. When
the hive is large, there is always as much heat generated,
as to protect them against this lethargic disijosition. The
house fly may always be found in the winter season torpid,

in some retired corner ; but exposure for a few minutes to

the influence of a fire recalls it to activity. Even some of
the lepidopterous insects, which liave been hatched too

late in the season to enable them to perform the business
of procreation, possess the faculty of becoming torpid dur-
ing the winter, and thus have their life prolonged beyond
the ordinary period. These insects can all be preserved
from becoming torpid by being placed in an agreeable
temperature, as the following experiments of Mr Gough's
(Nicholson's Journal, vol. xix.) abundantly testify. In
speaking of the Hearth Cricket, (^Gnjllus domeslicus.) he
says, " Those who have attended to tlie manners of this

familiar insect will know that it passes the hotttbt part of

the summer in sunny situations, concealed in the crevices

of walls and heaps of rubbish. It quits its summer abode

about the end of August, and fixes its residence by the

fireside of the kitchen or cottage ; where it multiplies its

species, and is as merry at Chri^tmiis as other insects are

in the dog-days " Thus do the comforts of a warm hearth

afford the cricket a safe refuge, not from death, but from
temporary torpidity ; which it can support for a long time,

when deprived by accident of -atifieial warmth. " I came
5 B 2
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to the kowletlge of tliis lact," lie says, " by plantinp; a

colony of these insects in a kitchen, where a constant tire

is kept tlirough the sunirner, but which is tlisconliiiued

from Novemhcr to June, witii the exception of a day,

once in six or eight weeks. The crickets were broui^ln

from a distance, and let t^o in this room in the beginning

of September 1806 : here they increased considerably in

the course of two months, but were not licard or seen afier

iiie fire was removed. Their disappearance led me to con-

clude that the cold had killed theui : but in this I was mis-

taken; for, a brisk fire being kept up for a whole day in

The winter, the warmth of it invited my colony fiom their

hiding place, but not before the evening, afler which they

continuetl to skip about and chirp the greater part of the

following day, when they again disappeared ; being com-
pelled by the returning cold to take refuge in their former
retreats. They left the chimney corner on the 28th of

May 1807, after a fit of very hot weather, and revisited

their winter residence on the 31st of August. Here they

spent the summer merely, and lie torpid at present (Jan.

1808) in the crevices of the chimney, with tlie exception

of those days on which they are recalled to a temporary ex-
istence by the comforts of a fire."

Nothijig is known with regard lo the hybernation of the

Intestina. Those which inhabit the bodies of torpid

quadrupeds, in all probability, like them, experience a

winter lethargy. If they remain active, they must possess

the faculty of resisting great alterations of temperature.

Among the infusory animals, numerous instances of sus-

pended animation have been observed, continued not for

a few months, but during the period of twenty-seven years.

But such instances of lethargy do not belong to our pre-

sent subject. Besides, they have been fully discussed under

the article Animalcula, in this work.

There is another kind of hybernation, in some respects

resembling torpidity, which deserves to be taken notice of

in this place, and which merits the appellation of Quies-
cence. The animals which observe this condition, remain
during the winter months in an inactive state, requiring

but little food, without however experiencing the change
to torpidity.

Of these quiescent animals, the common bear (Ursux
arcCos) is the most remarkable example. Loaded with

fat, he retires in the month of November to his den, which
he has rendered comfortable by a lining of soft moss, and
seldom reappears until the month of March following.

During this period he sleeps much, and when awake
almost constantly licks with his tongue the soles of his

feet, particularly those of the fore paws, which are with-

out hair, and full of small glands. From this source it is

supposed that he draws his nourishment during the period

of his retirement.

This quiescence appears to differ in its kind fi'om tor-

pidity. This animal is always in season before he retires

to his winter quarters, and the female brings forth her
young, before the active period of the spring returns, and
before she comes forth from her hiding place.

The common badger is supposed to pass the winter in

the same manner as the bear, with which, in structure and
habit, he is so nearly related. It is also probable, that many
species of the genus Arvicola become quiescent, particu-

larly the amfihibia, or common water rat, which always
leaves its ordinary haunts during the winter.

It is in this state of hybernation that many of our river

fishes subsist at the season of the year when a supply of
food cannot be obtained. A similar condition prevails

among the fresh water moUusca, and also among many
species of Annelides. But we must observe, that accu-

rate observations on this branch of the subject are still

wanting.

In concluding the subject of torpidity, it may be proper
to mention a few of those questions to which it has given
rise, without, however, going into detail. It has been ask-
ed. Is torpidity a condition natural to those ariitnals, or is it

a habit produced by external circumstances ? MrGough,
indeed, considers " the torpidity of these animals in a wild
state, to be nothing but a custom, imposed by necessity, on
a constitution w hich nature has intended to retain life dur-
ing the cold season of winter, with but little food, and an
imperfect degree of respiration, as well as a languid, or
perhaps a partial action of the sanguifk.-rous system."
Since the^e animals, when in a natural or perfectly wild
state, invariably become torpid, we must regard such a con-
dition, not as the effect of" custom imposed by necessity,"
but as the effect of a law of their constitution, enabhng
them to accommodate themselves to circumstances natural
to their condition.

Some have supposed that these torpid animals were at

first natives of warmer regions, and have acquired the habit
of torpidity, in consequence of having removed to colder
countries. Before attempting to account for the occur-
rence of torpidity in such circumstances, a proof of the as-

sertion regarding the origin of these torpid animals ought
to be given. Besides, we know but little of the effects ex-
erted by climate on this tendency to become torpid ; neither
do we know whether our torpid animals would remain all

the year active and lively if removed to a wanner country,
nor whether the animals of warmer countries would be-

come torpid if brought to us. The fact, that torpid ani-

mals are chiefly found in cold countries, is a proof of the
great influence exerted by climate on the habits of animals ;

but it is also probable, that this influence will be chiefly

felt, where the constitution has been previously arranged,
to accommodate itself to the vicissitudes of cold regions.

In all these different kinds of hybernation, we meet with
difficulties in investigating the laws of animal life. We
cannot account for the phenomena which present themselves,
or ascertain the relation of these to external objects. But it is

both easy and delightful to trace the benevolent intentions

of nature in providing for the watits of her creatures, in

accommodating their feelings and propensities to the cir-

cumstances in which they are placed, in removing them
from situations of danger, and in continuing to them life,

and health, and enjoyment, (j. f.)

HYOAITDES. See Medicine.
HYDERABAD, is a province of the Deccan, in India.

It is situated between the 16th and 19th degrees of north
latitude, and bounded on the north by the Godavery, on the

south by the river Krishna, on the east by the province of

Gundwana, and on the west by Beeder and Aurungabad.
It formed a considerable portion of the ancient kingdom of

Telingana, which, in its independent state as a distinct

Hindoo sovereignty, comprehended the principal part of the

tract between the rivers Godavery and Krishna, and of

which the capital city was VVarangol. It was reduced at

an early period of the Mahommedan invasion, and afterwards

formed part of the great Bhamenee Empire of the Deccan.
On the dissolution of this state, Telingana became again the

seat of an independent government, under the name of Gol-
conda, the first sovereign of which, Kooli Kuttub Shah,
established the Kuttub Shahy dynasty in 1512. One of his

successors, Abdullah Kuttub Shah, who ascended the

throne in 1586, became tributary to the Mogul Emperor,
Shah Jehan ; and in this state the kingdom remained till

1687, when the reigning sovereign, Abou Houssein, was
deprived of his capital, Golconda, by the Emperor Aurung-
zebe,*and imprisoned for life in the fortress of Dowlatabad.
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It was not till after a protracted siege, and only, at length,

through the treachery of one of the king's sirdars, that the

Mogul Emperor obtained possession of the place ; and it is

related, that wlien some of the assailants had fought their

way into the apartment, where Ahou Houssicn was seated

at supper, he requested them, with much composure, to sit

down and partalie with him, and that they quietly accepted
the invitation. On the destruction of the Mogul empire,

after the death of Aurungzebe, Nizam ul Moolk obtained

possession of the Mahommedan conquests in the Deccuii,

about the year 1717. Under his successors, the limits of

the state experienced much fluctuation ; but its power was
gradually declining, and would have been totally annihilated

by the Mahiattas, had not the British government inter-

posed for its support. In 1800, a treaty of perpetual alli-

ance was concluded with Nizam Ali by Major Kirkpalrick
on the part of the British ; and by this arrangement a Bri-

tish force of 8000 regular infantry, and 1000 regular caval-

ry, with their proper complement of artillery and warlike

stores, is stationed in the Nizam's territories, for their pro-

tection against hostile neighbours or turbulent subjects.

For the regular payment of these troops, the Nizam ceded
to the East India Company all the territories which he had
acquired by the treaty of Seringapatam in 1792, and by that

of Mysore in 1799. In the event of a war taking place,

the Nizam engaged to join the British with 6000 infantry,

and 9000 cavalry of his own army, with the necessary train

of artillery and stores. By this treaty it was also arranged,

that all the external political relations of the parties shuuld

be exclusively managed by the British, who undertook to

protect his highness's dominions from every annoyance, and
particularly to procure a total exemption from all claims of

Choute on the part of the Mahrattas. In 1802, a com-
mercial treaty was negociated, by which the free use of the

port of Masulipatam was granted to the Nizam, with a

promise of protection to his flag on the high seas ; and an

equality of duties on the mutual imports and exports was
stipulated, the amount of which should not exceed 5 per

cent. In 1804, a considerable part of the territories of

Dowlet Row Sindia was transferred to the Nizam ; by which

the Hyderabad sovereignty acquired a great increase of

territory, and obtained for the first time a well-defined boun-

dary. At present, the Nizam's dominions, besides the

whole of Hyderabad, compiehend Nandere and Beeder,

the greater part of Berar, and a portion of Arungabad and

Begapoor, being divided from the Nagpoor territories by

the Wurda river, and from the British by the Krishna and

Toombuddra. Hyderabad, which gives the general name
to the sovereignty, is about 180 miles in length, and 150 at

its average breadth. The surface of the province is hilly,

but not mountainous ; and it is an elevated table land, much
colder in its temperature than the degree of latitude would

indicate. In the city of Hyderabad, and the country to the

north of it, the thermometer, during three months of the

year, is frequently so low as 45°, 40", and 35° of Fahren-

heit. The soil is fertile, and tolerably well watered, but in-

differently cultivated, and thinly inhabited. The cultiva-

tors are wretchedly poor, and much oppressed by their Ma-
hommedan superiors, who are subject to little restraint

from their nominal sovereign. From the same cause, they

are almost destitute of the benefits of commerce ; and the

avei-age import of European goods into the whole of the

Nizam's dominions, prior to 1809, never exceeded 25,000/.

per annum. The principal towns in the province are Hy-
derabad, Golconda, VVarangol, Meduck, and Niecundah

;

and the whole population of the district is estimated not to

exceed two millions and a half.

The reigning prince, Mirza Secunda Jah, ascended the

throne in 1803, and has never been more than a few rniles

from the city of Hyderabad since the commencement of his
reign. His government is absolutely despotic in theory ;

but, in point of fact, his jjower is much limited by circum-
stances. Fie takes little direct inteiest in the minutix of
the executive, which is managed ahnost entirely by one or
other of his ministers, according as their factions prevail, or
as they may be able to carry along wiili them the support
of the Company's resident. The influence of the East In-
dia Company's government is paramount in the councils
of that of their ally, and all great jjolitical points are carried
with considerable facility

;
yet, on some late trifling occa-

sions, a lively jealousy has been manifested. While the
officer, who had been ai)pointcd to conduct the grand tri-

gonometrical survey, was approaching Hyderabad, he had
fixed small flags on some points for directing his observa-
tions. This gave rise to repeated complaints; as if, in

taking a few triangles, he liad been taking possession of
the country. The political intercourse is carried on by
means of a resident, who has a superb mansion on the
north-east side of the capital across the river. His suite
consists of first and second assistants, a surgeon, and the
officers of an escort of two companies of Bengal native in-

fantry. The present Nizam was entertained at the resi-

dency on the occasion of paying him his army's share of the
Seringapatam prize money, which had been laid out in

splendid specimens of English and Chinese rnanulactures,
Flis Highness was a little alarmed on this occasion, by the
ao<;idental firing of a few thousand rockets which happened
to lie pointing towards the spectators, but by which for-
tunately no person near himself was wounded. The enter-
tainment was concluded by laying before him a superbly
mounted sabre, which had been sent by Louis XVI. to

Tippoo Sultan.

it is diflicult to say what is, and what is not, to be reckon-
ed revenue under so irregular a government. Although a
very large proportion of the whole produce of the soil be
claimed as its share

; yet so much of this is stopped for the
expences of collection and payment of sebnndee, or local

troops, and so much is diverted into bye channels, that the
sum which finally reaches the treasury is in many cases
very small. The produce of the estates granted for milita-

ry service should be reckoned as part of the revenue, were
it not that the service is seldom performed. When lands
are not granted to Jaghiredars for specific purposes, the
common mode of collection is by Tahood, a farm, in which
case any person may niake an ofier for a lease of a district ;

and that person is generally preferred who proposes the
largest advance of ready money to the minister-. Little in-

quiry is made into the methods which he may use to reim-
burse himself; and he may do nearly as he pleases, pro-
vided he keeps a good understanding at court. Sometimes,
however, complaints are listened to, if there exist a hope
of squeezing a further sum from the fears of the contrac-

tor ; or if there be a wish to get rid of him, to make way
for some other who may have offered a sum of ready mo-
ney, or a larger portion of his expected profits. The other

mode is by Amaunee, and is seldom resorted to, unless

when a district is in such a rebellious slate that no person

can be found to larm il. Some military chief is then turn-

ed into il to collect what he can, and to account to govern-

ment for the amount. This, however, is a last resource, as

all Indians, whether Mussulmans or Hindoos, are adepts at

making up accounts so as to suit their own intertsis.

The army of the Nizam, in consequence of the protec-

tion aftbrdcd uy the British troops igainst the invasions of

the Mahrattas, is now on a very inefficient fooling. A list of

its great officers and their troops, would be merely an enu-

meration of persons holding estates and emoluments under

a nominal agreement to perform services, which they are
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scarcely expected to fulfil. This is quite true, as far as re-

gards the great military jahcridars and risaldars, or cavalry

officers, wiio hold valuable districts in their immediate pos-

session ; but there are many corps of mutinous and ill-paid

infantry, who have hard service in the collection of the re-

venue, which the oppressive nature of the government, and

the consequent bad faitli and turbulence of the zemindars,

render extremely difficult. These troops are distributed

to the different collectorships, as occasion may require.

With the exception of a few corps patronised by the Com-
pany's resident, none of them are either regularly paid, or

decently equipped ; and many battalions have not one-tenth

of their arms in a serviceable state.

By a supplementary article in the treaty between the Ni-

zam and the Company's government, it was agreed, that all

the forts in the Hyderabad dominions should, in time of a

joint war, be open to the British. Of these fortresses, the

most important arc that of Dowlatabad,* and of Golconda.

The former, particularly, the most singular perhaps in the

world, is situated on a high conical hill, which has it sides

pared away perpendicularly in such a manner, that it would
now be represented by a whipping-top set upon its head.

There is a fortified tower on the plain, through which a

passage lies to a tunnel in the bowels of the mountain, af-

fording an ascent to the conical surface above, and opening
to the day near the edge of the precipitous side. This up-

per opening is covered by an iron grating, on which a fire

is kept burning when any danger is apprehended. Even
after overcoming this obstacle, an enemy would still be re-

quired to advance in a path exposed to the whole fire of

the fort on the summit. In this fort are lodgments cut in

the solid rock for the garrison and their provisions. The
fort of Golconda, about five miles west from Hyderabad,
though very strong in some places, is, by a strange ar-

rangement, most assailable on the side, which at the same
time commands all the others. In a piece of broken ground,
on the north-west side of the fort, are situated, in an irregu-

lar manner, the tombs of the Kootub Shahy kings, which
are of such solid masonry, thai they would afford bomb-
proof lodgment for several battalions, though some of them
are withm battering-distance of the walls. In the lifetime

of the late Nizam ul Moolk, the garrison used to make a

great show of watchfulness and jealousy of any armed par-

ty approaching their walls; and, on one occasion, actually

fired on some ladies and gentlemen, who were amusing
themselves in looking at the torabe. Some years ago, a de-

tachment of the Company's troops with a convoy of provi-
sions having halted near tlicm, the Killidar, or command-
ant, sent out a message to the officer in charge, desiring
him to remove his encampment to a greater distance, and
threatening that the guns on the works would be used to

enforce compliance. The officer replied verbally, that he
would not decamp until the next morning; and, pointing
to a line of spirit carts, added, that if a single shot were
fired at him from the fort, he was ready to return the com-
pliment. The regularity of his line of carriages, and their
compact form, made them be mistaken for so many mor-
tars and battering guns, and immediately produced a more
conciliatory tone, with quiet possession of the ground.
A great part of the province is occupied by Jaghire-

dars, some of whom are military officers in the service of
the Nizam, as already mentioned ; and the rest are Hindoo
Rajahs or Zemindars, whose ancestors have long possessed
their estates, and over whom the Nizam exercises a very
uncertain and undefined authority. As Hyderabad is one
of the few remaining Mogul governments, a greater pro-
portion of Mahommedans are to be found among the

higher and middle classes of the inhabitants; but the
great mass of the lower classes are still Hindoos in the

proportion of above ten to one. In the colder season of
the year, the lower classes use a coarse woollen blanket

made in the country, while the higher ranks wear shawls
and ([uilted silks. A few of the noblemen and military

chiefs clothe themselves in broad cloth, as a piece of

fashionable luxury ; and the regular infantry, as well as

the troops of the principal Jaghiredars, are dressed in Bri-

tish red cloth.

HYDERABAD, the capital of the above province, and
of the Nizam's dominions, is situated in 17° 15' N. Lat.

and 78° 42' E. Long, on the IMoossee Nuddee, below its

junction with the Moossah, which flows pass the walls of

Golconda. It was founded about the year 1585 by Ma-
hommcd Kooli Kootub Shah, and in consequence of its

vicinity to the river, soon acquired the ascendancy over

the neighbouring city of Baugnuggin, of which nothing

now remains, except a few traces of the strongest buildings.

It was taken and pillaged by the army of Aurengzebe in

1687, its principal inhabitants having retired to the neigh-

bouring fortress of Golconda. The late Nizam Ali, father

of the reigning prince, made it the seal of the royal resi-

dence in place of Aurungabad, which had hitherto been
the capital, but which, by the fluctuation of his terri-

ries, had become less centrical, and too adjacent to the

Mahratta frontier. The new capital has been exempt from
plunder and every hostile molestation, ever since it became
the residence of the court, (a circumstance rarely parallel-

ed in India for so long a period) and has rapidly increased in

wealth and population. It is surrounded by a stone wall,

which would afford no defence against artillery, but which
serves as a protection from the incursions of cavalry. It'is

about four miles in length within the walls, and three in

breadth. There are large magazines in the city belong-

ing to the Nizam, in which are deposited the presents re-

ceived at various times from the different native and Eu-
ropean powers. The rooms are filled, almost from the

floor to the ceiling, with bales of woollens, cases of glass,

glass-ware, china-ware, clocks, watches, and other articles

of European manufactures, which always continue locked

up in ihe;magazines. The houses and gardens of the Com-
pany's civil and military officers, and of a few other Euro-
pean gentlemen resident in the place, form the principal

ornament of the environs. Hyderabad, having long been
the principal Mahommedan station in the Deccan, contains

a considerable number of mosques, and exhibits more of
the old forms and ceremonies of the Mogul government
than any other metropolis in Hindostan. The noblemen
of the place have been bred either as soldiers or courtiers;

and, as hoarded treasures would expose them to the avari-

cious machinations of their superiors, they generally spend
their fortunes freely, in keeping up large retinues, or in

the fashionable profligacy of their court. When any pro-

perty is laid up, it is commonly in the form of ornaments
for their females and children, which are always more re-

markable for their weight than workmanship, A few of
the wealthier Mahommedans, especially the Nizam's mi-
nisters, are fond of furnishing their houses richly with arti-

cles of European and Chinese manufacture, such as porce-

lain, crystal, lustres, chintz sofa covers, and some articles

of plate. A favourite piece of luxuiy among them is to
have an Aeena Khana, a room of wliich the roof and sides

are entirely covered with mirror plates.

His Highness's ministers frequently entertain the resi-

dent and his suite at their palaces. Tlie amusements at

these parties are troops of dancing girls (kunchinees,)

* Doulut-abad, " wealth's abode."
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wrestlers (puhlwauns,) mimics (bhans,) and musicians of

various kinds, who afford some diversion to a newly-arriv-

ed European, but soon become tiresome, and often dis-

gusting. A dinner, partly in the English style, and a

magnificent display of fireworks, commonly close tlie day's

entertainments. Some of the Mahommedan chiefs sit at

table, and partake of the same fare with the Europeans,
from which pork, in every shape, it may be supposed, is

carefully excluded. The inhabitants of the city, both
Mahonimedans and Hindoos, though very polished in their

manners, are both ignorant and profligate. Crimes are
here committed every day with in)punity, and even with-
out notice, which would strike with wonder and horror the
inhabitants of any country in Europe. A father, who had
murdered his wife for not quietly acquiescing in his pre-
ference of his daughter, observed, that " no one had a bet-

ter right to the fruit than the planter of the tree." The

government derives a current revenue from licences to
carry on the most honid practices. Amongst such a peo-
ple, and with such a government, triilli and morality, as it

may be supposed, are very rare qualities. The present
number of inliabitants, including those of the suburbs, is

estimated at 120,000, The distance of the city from Cal-
cutta is 900 miles; from Madras, 391; from Bombay,
480; from Seringapatam, 406; from Delhi, 923. See
Orme's Histori/ of Military Transactiuna in India ; Asiatic
Annual Registers ; Sir John Malcolm's Political History of
India; Ferishta's History of the Dcccan, translated by J,

Scott, Esq. ; Rennei's Memoir of a Ma{i of Hindostan ; and
Hamilton's £asC India Gazetteer * (j/)

HYDRAULICS. See Hydrodynamics.
HYDROCELE. See Surgery.

HYDROCEPHALUS. See Medicine.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Hydrodynamics, from the Greek 'xS'a^, ivater, and
Avvu^i;, power or force, is that branch of natural philoso-

phy which embraces the phenomena exhibited by water
and other fluids, whether they are at rest or in motion. It

treats of the pressure, the equilibrium, the cohesion, the

motion, and the resistance of fluids ; and of the construc-

tion of the machines by which water is raised, and in

•which it is the first mover, or the primary agent. This
science is generally divided into Hydrostatics and Hy-
draulics, the former of which considers the pressure,

equilibrium, and cohesion of fluids; and the latter, their

motion, the resistance which they oppose to moving bo-

dies, and the various machines in which they are the prin-

cipal agent.

HISTORY.

Although Hydrodynamics is but a modern science,

and was studied by the ancients only in its most general

principles, yet many of the leading doctrines and pheno-
mena upon which it is founded are familiar to the rudest

nations, and must have been well known in the very ear-

liest ages of society. Even at that remote period when
man first trusted himself to the waves, the pressure of

fluids, and the phenomena of floating bodies, were undoubt-

edly known to him; and in the more advanced stage of

navigation, when the Phenicians were able to colonise the

most distant regions of the globe, the directing power of

the helm, the force and management of the oars, the action

of the wind upon the sail, and the resistance opposed to the

motion of the vessel, were well known facts, which implied

practical acquaintance with some of the most important

doctrines of Hydrodynamics.
The motion of fluids, as affected by the size of the aper-

ture from which they issued, and by the height of the

superincumbent column, formed the fundamental princi-

ple of the Clefisydra (from xAes-toi, to steal, and i^u^, ivater)

or water clocks, which were employed in the earliest ages,

before the invention of sun dials, to measure time. The
simplest, and probably the earliest form in which the

Clepsydrae appeared, is that of two inverted cones, as re-

presented in Plate CCCXIII. Fig. 1. This species of

Clepsydra consisted of a hollow cone A, perforated at its

vertex, and of a solid cone B, which was made to fill A with
the greatest exactness. The aperture of A was so adjust-
ed to the size of the cone, that, when filled with water, it

emptied itself in the course of the shortest day in winter.
The length of the cone was divided into 12 equal parts,
which indicated the hours by the descent of the fluid, or the
same result was obtained by divisions upon the vessel into
which the water flowed. When the days lengthened, and
the hours became longer, the solid cone B was introduced
into the hollow cone A, and, according to the depth of its

penetration, the water flowed from the aperture with less
facility. A graduated index BC enabled the observer to
accommodate the position of the solid cone to the varying
length of the day.

Another Clepsydra, of a more ingenious construction, is

represented, in Plate CCCXIII. Fig. 2. The water is first

received into the reservoir A, which is always kept full,

and descends by the pipe B into a hole in the great drum
MN. This hole corresponds to one of the openings in the
groove round the circumference of the small drum LO,
which is drawn out in the figure for the purpose of show-
ing it, but when the machine is in use, it is fitted into the
drum MN. The apertures of the groove in LO are of
diff'erent sizes, so as to admit different quantities of water,
according to the length of the day, and the proper apertuie
for the given day is found by placing the index L opposite
the sun's place in the zodiac shewn at N, the index O being
used for the night hours. The water which descends
through the openings in the drum LO is conveyed by the
pipe F, and falls through the aperture at G into the reser-
voir H. As the water rises in the reservoir, the inverted
vessel I, suspended by a chain which passes over the axis
R, and balanced by a counterweight P, ascends, and conse-
quently the hour hand X, fixed upon the extremity of the
axis, is made to revolve, and indicate the hours upon tlie

dial plate.

Notwithstanding the ingenuity of these inventions, and
the hydrodynamical knowledge which they indicated, the
doctrine of fluids may still be considered as deriving its

origin from the discoveries of Archimedes. The history

of these discoveries has been rendered ridiculous by vul-

• In drawing up the two preceding articles, we have been indebted for much important information to John Robison, Esq. F. R. S. E, wha
spent many years in the Nizam's service. Ed,
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gar fables, which liavc lont; been discvcdiled ; but it ap-

pears unqueslionable, that they orii^inatcd in the detection

of a fraud committed by the jcwcHi-ior Hicio, kmg of Sy-

racuse. Arcliimedes was apijlied to by the king to ascer-

tain, without injuring its wuiknianship, whciher or not a

new ciown, which had been made lor him, consisted of

pure gold: The method of solving the problem is said to

have occurred to him when in the bath, and he applied it

successfully in detecting the fraud. The hydrostatical

doctrines lo which Archimedes was thus conducted, were

illustrated in a work consisting of two books, and entitled

sTiPi nKHiA-ttuv, de insidcntibus in Fluido. He maintamcd,

that every panicle of a lluid mass in equilibrio is pressed

equally in every direction. He examined the conditions,

in consequence of which a floating body assumes and pre-

serves its position of equilibrium, and he applied it to bo-

dies that have a triangular, a conical, and a paraboloidal

form. He shewed thai every body plunged in a fluid loses

the hours in diflcicut days is marked by the unequal dis^

tances of the horizontal curve lines on the surface of the

cylinder. In Fig. 4, which shews the internal construction

oi the machine, the water rises thi'ough the tube A into the

figuieof the infant on the right hand, and is discharged

from its eyes into the square reservoir M, from which il

passes, by a hole near M, into the pipe liCD. In this pipe

a piece of wood floats upon the surface, and by its ascent,

as the pipe fills, it raises the small pillar CD, on which the

left hand figure is made to rest, so that the wand points

to different hours as the float rises in the pipe. At tlie

end of 24 hours the vessel BCD is filled, and also the

arm FB of the inverted syphon FBE, which communi-
cates with it. The water is therefore drawn off by the

syphon, and falling in its descent into the buckets of the

wheel K, it puts it in motion. This wheel has six buck-

ets, and therefore performs a revolution in six days. Its

axis carries a |)inion N of six teeth, which works into

as much of its own weight as the weight of the quantity of the wheel I with 60 teeth ; and this wheel, carrying

pinion of ten teeth, drives the wheel GO with 61 teeth,

which, by its axis OL, turns the pillar L once round in 366

days.

The subject of Hydrodynamics was successfully cul-

tivated by Hero, the friend and disciple of Ctesibius. Be-
sides his treatise on mechanics, in three books, in which
he treated at length of the different mechanical powers,

and reduced them all to the lever, he wrote a work en-

titled S/iirilatia or Pneumatica,* which contains an account

of the Forcing Pump, and of the Fountain of Compression,

commonly called Hero's Fountain^ in which water was
raised above its level by the elasticity of the air, which
had been condensed by the water. The idea of the forc-

ing pump was probably suggested by the Noria, or Egyp-
tian wheel, which consisted of a number of earthen pots

carried round upon the circumference of a wheel.

Although it has been believed, on the authority of an

,,.. person tnai consuueicu lauita u. i..v. =u.. o ...^w^.., ^..- epigram in the Greek anthology, that water mills were

Jbled astronomers to carry the construction of Clepsydra; invented in the reign of Augustus, yet there is reason to

to a high degree of perfection ; and it was probably in his think that they belonged to a much earlier period ; for

time that the Anaphorical Clepsydrse were invented. Scipio Vitruvius, who flourished under Augustus, and who has

Nasica, the cousin of Scipio Africanus, is said to have in- given a description of these mills, does not speak of them

vented 'ciepsydrs about 200 years before Christ ; but it is as a recent invention. The Clepsydra of Ctesibius indeed,

probable that he only inuoduced them into Rome, for the which we have already described, contains all the machi-

Egyptians had used them for many purposes at a much nery of an oveishot water mill. The wheel K is put ir

water whicl) it displaces; and upon this beautiful principle

is founded the process which he employed for ascertaining

the impurity of Hicro's crown. When the result was

communicated to the king, he exclaimed, ^Tiliil non diccnti

Archimede, credam ! The screw of Archimedes, which

is still used in modern times for raising water, is said

to have been invented by him when in Egypt, for the

purpose of enabling the inhabitants to free themselves

of the stagnant water which was left in the low grounds

after the inundations of the Nile ; and Alheneus in-

forms us, that navigators held the memory of Archimedes

in the highest honour, for having furnished them with

the means of carrying off the water in the holds of their

vessels.

Hydraulic machinery appears to have been first invent-

ed in the Alexandrian school, which flourished under

the patronage of the Ptolemies. Hippocrates, who was the

first person that constructed tables of the sun's motion, en-

ea7-iier period. This invention was carried to a still higher

degree of perfection by Ctesibius, who flourished during

the reign of Ptolemy Physcus, near the beginning of the

second century before the Christian era. When he was

one day amusing himself in the shop of his father, who was

a barber in Alexandria, he observed, that, during the de-

scent of a mirror, wliich was counterbalanced by a weight

contained in a cylindrical frame, a musical sound was

emitted from the narrow space between the roller and its

frame. Hence he was led to conceive the idea of a hy-

draulic organ, which should operate by means of air and

water. Having succeeded in this attempt, he applied the

same princi[)les to the construction of Clepsydrse, and in-

vented the very ingenious machine represented in Plate

CCCXIII. Figs. 3 and 4, which is probably the first ma-

chine to which toothed wheels were applied. Fig. 3. re-

presents the outside of the machine, which consists of a

motion by the water, which is delivered into its buckets

;

and the force of the wheel is employed, through the inter-

vention of wheels and pinions, to give a rotatory motion to

the vertical pillar.

The first experiments on the motion of fluids seem lo

have been made by Sextus Julius Frontinus, who was in-

spector of the public fountains at Rome under the empe-
rors Nerva and Trajan. His work consists of two short

books, and is entitled, Sexti Jutii Frontini viri Consularis

de ji(jueductibus Urbis Roma Commentarius. It contains

a full account of the different waters which flowed into

Rome, of the nature and form of the aqueducts by which

they were conveyed, of the times when they were erected,

of the quarters of the city which they supplied, the i^um-

ber of public and private fountains from which they were
distributed, and the laws which were ordained by the em-
perors for the management of the public fountains. After

cylinder standing upon a pedestaj, and of two figures of fixing the measures which were then used at Rome for as-

children, one of which allows the water to fall drop by drop certaining the quantity of water which flowed from differ-

from his eyes, while the other rises and indicates the hour ent adjutages, he shews, that the water which flows in a

with a wand upon the vertical line AB. The cylinder AB given time froin a given orifice does not depend merely

turns round its axis once in a year, and the inequality of upon the magnitude or superficies of the orifice itself, but

• See Heronis Spiritalia eura Fred. Cummandini 1575, 4to. and 1647 cura N. Alleoti.
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also upon the height of the fluid in the containing vessel

;

and that a pipe employed to'carry off a portion of the water

of an aqueduct Bhould, according to circumstances,, have

a position more or less oblitiue to the direction of the cur-

rent. Although Frontinus was unacquainted with the true

law of the velocity of running waters, as depending upon the

height of the reservoir, yet we may consider the fouiidalion

of the science of Hydrodynamics as having been laid by his

experiments. As the civil engineer will naturally study with

a deep interest the first account which has beeri given of

one of the most important branches of his profession, we
-would recommend, as an accompaniment to the work of

Frontinus, the three learned dissertations of Raphael Fa-
brettus, De Aquis et Aqueductibus veleris Romee, which
were published in 1679, and are illustrated by copious

maps and engravings.*

Although the science of Hydrodynamics is so intimately

connected with the wants and comforts of man, even in a

state of considerable baibarity; yet, during the dark ages,

it seems to have been ti-eated with the same indifference

as the more abstract sciences ; and when physics revived

under the auspices of Galileo, in the 17th century, the

doctrine of fluids was in the same state in which it had been
left by Julius Frontinus.

The attention of Galileo was in no respects particularly

directed to the doctrine of fluids ; but his discovery of the

uniform acceleration of gravity paved the way for the

rapid progress of this branch of science. In the Systema
Cosmicum of this great astronomer, we find some occa-

sional observations on the oscillation of fluids, which are

marked with his usual sagacity ; and in the first dia-

logue of his Mechanics, Sagredo enters into a very

very interesting inquiry respecting the ascent of water in

pumps. Galileo had studied the operation of a sucking
pump, which had been erected to raise water out of a cis-

tern. He describes the pump as having its piston raised

high above the surface of the fluid, and he remarks, that

in this case the water ascends by the attraction of the pis-

ton, whereas in pumps, where the piston is in the lower
part of the tube, the water rises by the impulse of the pis-

ton. He was surprised, however, to find, that, when the

water descended to a certain point, the pump ceased to act,

and continued to lose its power, by any further subsidence

of the fluid. Being quite satisfied that the pump was bro-

ken, he immediately sent for the pump-maker, who, after

examining the machine, assured him, " that the water
would not suffer itself to rise to a greater height than 18

cubits, whatever were the dimensions o-f the pump." Af-
ter reflecting upon this singular fact, Galileo satisfies him-
self with the following explanation. When a rod of any

solid substance whatever is suspended by one end, it may

be made of such a length as to break by its own weight

;

and, in like manner, if a rod or column of water is raised

in a pump to the height of 18 cubits, its weight overpowers
the attraction of the piston, and tlic mutual cohesion of the

fluid particles.

t

This extraordinary explanation of tlie ascent of watc."

in pumps attracted, no doubt, the attention of his pnpii
Evangclista Toricelli, by whom the fact was afterwards
completely explained; and having learned from his mas-
ter that the air possessed weight like all other bodies,| he
entered upon the study of this brancli of Hydrodynamics
with very singular advantages. In the year 1643, the year
after the death of his master Toricelli, being desirous of
making an experiment on a small scale in the vacuum left

between the piston of a pump and the column of water
which it raised, it occurred to him, that, if he substituted in

pluce of the water a denser fluid, such as mercury, the
same cause which supported the water would support a

column of mercury of the same height. He communicated
this idea to his friend Viviani, who performed the experi-
ment with success, and Toricelli afterwards repeated it

with considerable modifications. He accordingly provided
a glass tube about three feet lojig, and hermetically sealed
at one end, and having filled it with mercury, he closed it

at the open end with his finger, and inverted it in a basin

of mercury. Upon withdrawing his finger, the column of
mercury descended, and settled at the height of about
twenty-nine inches in the tube. Toricelli was not imme-
diately aware of the cause of this singular result ; but ^
little reflection convinced him that it was owing to the
pressure of the external air, and that the weight of the

atmospherical column was balanced by the 29 inches of
mercury in the tube, and by the 33 feet of water in the

bore of the sucking pump. When this explanation was
fully impressed upon his mind, Toricelli is said to have
regretted, with a feeling of generosity of which there is no
other example, that it had not fallen to the lot of his mas-
ter to complete a discovery, of which he had the merit of
laying the foundation.

The labours of Toricelli were not confined to Hydro-
statics. Having observed, that when a jet d' eau was form-
ed by the ascent of water through a small adjutage, it rose

nearly to the same height as the reservoir from which it

came, he sagaciously conjectured, that it ought to move
with the velocity which it would have acquired by falling

through the same height. Hence he deduced the funda-
mental proposition, that, abstracting all resistances, the ve-

locities of fluids in motion arc in the subduplicate ratio of
the pressures. This result was published in 1643, at the

end of his treatise De Motii Graviutn naturaliter acceleralo,

and though true only in small orifices, it was confirmed by

* The works of Julius Frontinus and Raphael Fabrettus will be found in Gracvii Thesaiirus Aniiquitatvm Romanorum, torn. iv. p. 1630—1780.
A new edition of Frontinus was published by the Marquis Poleni, with copious notes.

t As a very different account of this interesting anecdote is given in all the Histories of Hydrostatics and Pneumatics, we have subjoined
the account of it given by Galileo himself, in his Discursus et Demonstrationes Mathematica. Dial. vol. i. p. 15.

" Sack. Et ego hiijus discui'sus ope causam invenio cujusdam efltctus, qui diiilissime mentera meam admiralione plenam, intellectu

vero, vacuam reliquit. Observavi Cislernam, in qua ad extrahendam aquam constructa erat Antlia cujus ope minori cum jabore eandem aut
majorem aqux quantitateni, quam uinis communibus, forsan (sed frustia) attoUi posse credebam: Habetqne hsc Antlia suum Epistomium et

lingulam in alto positam, ita ul per atlractionem non vero per impulsum adscendat aqua, sicul istje Anliije faciunt, qus a pai te inferiori suum
opus exercent. Hsc autem magna copia aquam attrahit, donee eain cisterna ad determinatam quandam consiiterit altiludinem ; ultra quam
si subsederit innlilis est Antlia. Ego, cum prima vice accidens islud observarem, instrumentum fractum esse credens, Fabi um accersivi, ut
illud repararet ;

qui nuUi rei istum defectum adscribendum esse mihi respondebat, pi sterquam ipsi aqus, qus nimis depressa ad tantam
altitudinem attolli se non paliebalur ; subjungens nee Antlia, nee quavis allia machina, qusa quam per atlractionem elevat, earn nequidem.
pili latitudine altius attolli quam octodecim cubilos; et sive largior sive angustior sit Antlia, banc maxime definitam ejus esse altitudinem,

Et ego, licet jam pernoscam, cliordam, massam ligneam et virgam ferieam eousque prolongaii posse, ut in altum erecta proprio diflringatur

pondere, ejus imprudentis bucusque reum me feci, ut idem in chorda aut virga aqus: multo facilius evenire posse non meminerim : etquid
illud quod per Antham attrahitur, est aliud, quam Cylindrus aqueus qu; uperne amxus cum magis magiique prolongetur, ad eum tandem
attingit terminum ultra quern elevala, a pondere suo excessivo ad instar chorda: disrumpitur."

i This important doctrine is demonstrated by Galileo from two experiments, which he describes in his Vkcursuset JJemcmst. Mathemat.
DiaLvoI. i. p. 71, 72.

Vol. X. Part II. 5 C
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:lic expeiimcms ol Kapliael .Magi(jtU, unci paved the way
lor the (liscovtry of the more complex law, which iCj^u-

lates the motion of fluids, when the area of the orifice has

a considerible mai;niliKlc compared with the horizontal

section of tiie vessel.

The subject of runnint^ water had been previously

studied by Benedict Castelli, the disciple of Galileo, and

the first master of Toricelli. Pope Urban VIII. had re-

r|uested him to devote his attention to this inlerestint; sub-

ject, when he was employed in teaching niathen\atics at

Rome; and in order todisthari^e the duly which was thus

imposed upon him, he made numerous experiments, of

which he published a full account in a small treatise, Delia

Mesura dcir acque correnti, which appeared in 1628. In

this work Ik explains several phenomena relative to the

motion of fluids in rivers and canals of ajiy shape, and he

shews, that when the water has come to a state of pei nia-

nent motion, the velocities at different sections of the river

or canal are inversely as their areas. He applies these ge-

licral propositions to the course of some rivers, and he ex-

plains several phenomena in a manner tolerably satisfactory.

The conclusions which he draws are generally correct ;

but he has committed a mistake in making the absolute

velocity proportional to the declivity of the canal, or to

the height of the water.*

As soon as the curious results obtained by Toricelli

were known in France, the celebrated Pascal, who was

then residing at Rouen in Normandy, repeated them with

Kgreat care, and luider various modifications, in the year

"1646; and in 1647 he puhW^hedWis Jisc/ierience* JVouvdles

toucliant le vuide, from which he concluded, that the up-

per part of the tubes of glass which he used did not con-

tain air similar to that of the atmosphere, nor any portion

of water or mercury, and that it is entirely void of every

material substance with which we arc acquainted. He
inferred also, that all bodies have a repugnance to sepa-

rate into parts, and that this repugnance, which does not

vary with the magnitude of the vacuity, is equivalent to

the weight of a column of water 33 feet high. This little

work was vehemently attacked by Father Noel ; and Pas-

cal was led, by the views and experiments of which we
have given a detailed account in oul- article on the Baro-

meter, to demonstrate the important principle in Hydro-

dynamics, that the rise of water in pumps was owing to

the pressure of the atmosphere.

The researches of Pascal on the gravity of the air natu-

rally led him to the examination of the laws which regu-

late the equilibrium and pressure of fluids. Stevinus had

already observed, that the force exerted upon the bottom

of a vessel by the superincumbent fluid was equal to the

weight of a column of fluid, whose base was equal to that

of the vessel, and whose height was the height of the fluid,

and the quaquaversus pressure of fluids had been gene-

lally known ; but it was reserved for Pascal to deduce

from these principles the general laws of the equilibrium

of fluid bodies. He supposes, that two apertures are made
in a vessel full of fluid, and enclosed on all sides, and that

two pistons applied to these apertures, are pushed with

Forces proportional to the areas of the apertures ; and he

demonstrates, in two different ways, that, under these cir-

cumstances, the fluid will remain in equilibrium. In the

first demonstration he shews, that the pressure of the piston

is communicated to every particle of the fluid, so that if

the one piston advances through a certain space, the other

must retreat ; and, as the volume of water continues in-

variable, the spaces dcicrihcd Dy the two pistons will be
reciprocally proportional to the area of their bases, or to
the forces wliich inqjel them. Hence it follows, from the
principles of mechanics, that the two pistons are in equili-

brium. This general theorem conducts its ingenious au-
thor to the difirerent cases of the equilibriujn and pressure
of fluids, which flow from it as so many corollaries. These
fine results were not published during the life of Pascal,
but were fountl after his deatli in a MS. entitled Hur I'Eyui-
libre de Licjueurs, which appeared iii 1663, a year after the
death of the author.

Altliough Descartes is not entitled to be considered as
the discoverer of the pressure of the atmosphere, yet it is

.obvious from one of liis letters, which is dated in 1631, that

he considered the suspension of the mcrcui y in a glass tube
as arising from the pressure of the superincumbent column
of air ; and by the same cause he accounts for the force
with which a glass filled with air rarefied by heat adheres
to the palm of the hand when it is quickly inverted upon
it. In another of Descartes' letters of a date only a little

posterior to the publication of Galileo's Mechanics, he
criticises this work witii unjust severity, and. rejecting the
idea of a vacuum as entertained by Galil.o, he ascribes

the adhesion of two polished surfaces to the pressure of
the atmosphere, and attiibutes to the same cause the ele-

vation of water in the sucking pump; a.-.d in anotlier let-

ter he maintains, that, in reservoirs kept full of water by
the superior aperture being shut, the fluid is not suspend-
ed by the dread of a vacuum, but by the weight of the air.t

M. Mariotte, who was the first person that iniroduced

experimental philosophy into France, contributed greatly

to the progress of practical Hydrodynamics. Possessing

the rare talent of contriving and performing experiments,
he embraced the op|)ortunity which circumstances pre-

sented to him, of executing a great number of experi-

ments on fluids at the splendid water-works of Versailles

and Chantilly. An account of the results wliich he obtain-

ed was pubiishc<l in 1684, after his death, in his Traiie du
mouvement den Eaux. In this work Mariotte employs the

theorem of Toricelli ; and though he treated some impor-
tant points very superficially, and committed considerable

errors in the discussion of others, yet it contains many
valuable materials. He was unacquainted with the di-

minution of efflux, which arises from the -vena contracta,

when the adjutage is a perforation in a thin plate ; but he
had the honour of being the fiist who ascribed the discre-

pancies between the theory and experiment to the effect

of friction. Having observed that water suffered considera-

ble retardation even when moving in the smoothest glass

tubes, he supposed the retardation to arise from the fric-

tion of the particles upon the sides of the tube, in the same
way as the velocity of solid bodies is diminished by

the friction of the surfaces over which they move. The
particles or filaments immediately adjacent to those which

rub upon the sides of the tube, outstrip them in velocity,

and have their own velocity diminished in a less degree;

so that the dimiimiion of velocity arising from friction

grows less towaids the axis of the tube. Hence the me-
dium velocity of the fluid from which the quantity of

efflux is determined, is much smaller than it would have

been had there been no friction to retard its motion.

The motion of rivers, or of water in open pipes and

canals, is perhaps one of the most interesting subjects in

which science can lend her aid, to relieve the wants and

necessities of man. In Italy, where the fertility of the

• Several Utters from Galileo to Castelli on the motion of fluids, but relating principally to Castelli's opinions, have been published in the

.VuoTyu Raccolta, torn. iv.

\ See Jlecueit det Lettres de M. Descartes, torn. iii. sect. 3. p. 602; torn. ii. lett. 91. Veau ne demeure pas dans frs vaisseauxpar ta craiiite

ihi vuide, mats a cause de la pesanteur de fair, torn. ii. lett. 94.
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soil lb not moro owint; to her genial climate than to the

numerous canals and liveis with wliich it is traversed, the

attention of her philosophers was imperiously called to the

study of niovini^ water. To protect themselves from the

inundations wilii which they were often threatened, it be-

came necessary to divert their rivers into new channels
;

and the ravages which were thus accidentally made on the

territories of their neighi)ours gave rise to those fierce con-

tentions which never fail to spring from contending in-

terests. The defence of their persons and properties, and
the necessity of adjusting the opposing interests of neigh-

bouring states, rendered the cultivation of Hydrodynamics
a matter of indispensable necessity among the different

states of Italy, and hence a great number of valuable

works were produced by the Italian engineers.

The trcst eminent of these engineers was Dominic
Guglielmini, wlio was inspector of the rivers and canals in

the Milanese, and who obtained such eminence in his pro-

fession, that a new chair on Hydrometry was erected for

him in the univeisiiy of Bologna. In his principal work,
entitled La Miaura dill' arijue Corretili, he adopts the

theorem of Toricelli, and I junds upon it a system of
Hydraulics sufficiently beautiful in theory, but utterly

repugnant to experiment. He regards every point in a
mass of iluid as an orifice in the side of a vessel, and as

tending to move with the same velocity with which it

would issue from the orifice. Hence it follows, that, since

the velocities are as the square roots of the depths of the

orifices, the velocity must be greatest at the bottom of a
stream, and least at its surface ; and that the velocity of a

liver must continually increase as it moves. These re-

sults weie so hostile to established facts, that Guglielmini
himself attempted to reconcile them. He had applied his

theory to cases which occurred in the Milanese, and to

the motion of the Danube, and he had seen, that the regular
progress of the current was often opposed by transverse

motions, and by a sort of boiling or tumbling motion which
arises from ascending masses of fluid. Hence he sup-
posed that these causes were sufficient to account for the
errors of the parabolic theory. Guglielmini had now be-

come acquainted with the labours of Mariotte, and in his

work entitled Del/a 7iatura dcW Fhimi, the first part of
which appeared in 1697,* and acquired great celebrity to

its author, he takes into account the retardation produced
by friction and other causes. This work consists of 14

chapters, the three first of which contain definitions and
general notions respecting the equilibrium of fluids, and
the origin of springs and fountains. In the 4th chapter he
treats of the motion of water falling vertically, or descend-
ing along an inclined plane ; and he examines the various

causes, such as friction, the resistance of the air. Sec! which
extinguish a part of its velocity, and render the theory in-

consistent with experiment. The 5th chapter treats of
the beds of rivers, their depth, their width, and their de-
clivity. The 6th chapter is an application of the principles

laid down in the 5th to the directions which are taken

by the beds of rivers. In the 7th chapter he examines the

various motions which are observed under different cir-

cumstances in the waters of rivers, and he thus follows the
current from its source to its embouchure. In chapter 8.

he tceats of the embouchure of rivers, either when they

fall into one another, or into the sea. In chapter 9. he con-
siders the union of several rivers, and the effects which
result from it. Chapter 10. treats of the increase or di-

minution of rivers. Chapter 11. relates to the formation
of temporary currents in times of rain. Chapter 12. treats

of regular canals, and the methods of deriving them froin

rivers or reservoirs of water. Chapter 1:>. treats of the

drainage of wet land ; and chapter 14. of tlic precautions
which are necessary in changing the bed of a river.

In order to dcmonsiralc the inconsistency of iho Cartesian
system of vortices with the laws of IlydraDlirs, Sir Isaac
Newton directed his particular attention to the investiga-
tion of the manner in which the fluid vortices could be
produced and preserved, and he has given the results of
his inquiries in the 9lh section of the second book of the
Princifiia, entitled De Motu Circulari I'luidorum. In these
elegant jiropositions, which aie the 5 1st, 52d, and 53d, he
lays down the hyijolhesis, that the resistance which arises
from the want of perfect lubricity in fluids is caeeris

fiaribus proportional to the velocity with which the parts
of the fluid are separated from each other; and he de-
monstrates, that if a solid cylinder of infinite length re-

volves, with an uniform motion, round a fixed axis in an
uniform and infinite fluid, the periodical limes of the parts
of the fluid, thus put into an uniform motion, will be pro-
portional to their distances from the axis of the cylinder;
whereas, if a solid sphere is made to revolve in a similar
manner, the periodical times of the fluid jjarticles will be
proportional to the squares of their distances from the cen-
tre of the sphere. Hence it follows, from the equality of
action and reaction, that the velocity of any stratum of the
circulating fluid is a mean betucen the velocities of the
strata by which it is bounded. In consideriii;;, therefore,
the velocity of water in a pipe, as afi'ected by viscidity and
friction, it is obvious that the filaments immediately ad-
joining to the pipe will be greatly retarded. The con-
tiguous filaments will be kept back by their adhesion to

the others, and the velocity will thus increase towards the
centre of the pipe, according to a law which is easily de-
ducible from the principle, that the velocity of any fila-

ment is a mean between the velocities of the filaments
which surround it. M. Pitot was the first person who took
advantage of this important principle, and, in the Memoirs
of the Academy for 1723, he shewed, that the total di-

minution of velocity in pipes of diR"crcin kinds is inversely
as the diameters of the pipes.

In the second book of the Princifiia, (Sec Prep. 36.)
Newton has investigated the motion of fluids v/hen issuing
from an orifice made in the bottom of a vessel, without
limiting himself to the hypothesis of an infinitely small
orifice. Supposing the water to be always kept at the
same height in the vessel, he considers the cylindrical mass
of fluid as divided into two parts, one of which is in the
centre of the vessel, and moveable ; while the other, which
is immoveable, is formed by the part of the fluid in con-
tact with the sides of the vessel. The central portion,
which Newton calls the Cataract, is supposed to have the
form of a hyperboloid, formed by the revolution of a hyper-
bola of the 4th degree round the axis of the cylinder. The
horizontal stiataof the cataract are always in a state of gra-
dual descent; while all the rest of the fluid is absolutely
at rest, as if it had been converted into ice. I'loni this

manner of considering the suliject, it followed, that the
water ought to issue with a velocity equal to that which it

would ac(|uire by falling tiirougii tiie height of the fluid ;

but when Newton came to investigate the subject experi-
mentally, he concluded, that the velocity of efflux was
only that which was due to half the height of the fluid.

This result, however, was in direct opposition to the known
fact, that jets of water rise to nearly the same height as
their reservoirs, and the error arose from his not having

* The second part of (his work did not appear till after his death in 1712. The whole was published with notes by Manfredi, in tlie <V u<n<<i

raccdta di auturi die tratlaua del moio dell' acgue, torn. ii.

5 C 2
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attended to the contraction of the fluid vein, (or vena con-

tracta) wliich he afterwards found to take place in such a

manner, that, at the distance of nearly a diameter of the

orifice from the orifice itself, the section of the vein of

issuing fluid is reduced or contracted in the ratio of 1 to

the square root of 2, or of 1 to 1.4142. He accordingly

corrected this error in the edition of the Princitiia which

appeared in 1714 ; and considering the area of the section

of the vena contracta as the true area of the orifice from

which the water should be conceived to flow, he made the

velocity equal to that of the height of the fluid, and ob-

tained results more agreeable to experience. Notwith-

standing this additional accuracy to which Newton had

brought his theory, it was still liable to the very serious ob-

jections which have been urged against it by succeeding

authors. Giannini has written a dissertation against it in

his 0/iuscula, and John Bernoulli, in the 4th volume of his

works, has demonstrated, that, if such a cataract existed,

the part of the fluid without the cataract would be stagnant,

and consequently would exert a pressure, in virtue ol its

gravity, against tlie cataract itself in which the fluid ought

to experience no pressure. Hut, independent of this species

of argument, it may be shewn, as Bossut has done, by di-

rect experiment, that when a vessel of water empties itself

by an orifice in the bottom, every fluid particle descends

vertically, whether it is situated near the axis or the side

of the vessel; and that this vertical motion is not changed

into a lateral one till the particles are very near the orifice

itself.

The subject of the resistance of fluids, one of the most

important and difficult in Hydrodynamics, was likewise in-

vestigated by Sir Isaac Newton. He first considers the

fluid as a rare medium, composed of equal parts, situated

at equal distances from each other, and possessing the

property of perfect intermobility, so that one particle may
strike the solid, without being prevented by any of the ad-

jacent ones. Hence he finds, that if a globe and a cylin-

der, of equal diameters, move in such a medium with equal

velocities, the resistance of the globe will only be one half

of that of the cylinder. He next proceeds to determine the

absolute resistance which the globe will experience, whe-

ther the parts of the fluid are perfectly elastic, or absolutely

inelastic. In the case of perfect elasticity he shews, that

the resistance of the globe is to the force by wliich its total

motion may be produced or destroyed in the time that it

takes to describe two-l birds of its diameter by a uniform

velocity, as the density of the medium is to the density of

the globe. In the case of absolute inelasticity, he shews

that the resistance is twice as small. After examining the

resistance in different mediums, as water, mercury, oil, &c.

he advances another theory, suited to those mediums in

which the globe does not immediately strike all the resist-

ing parts of the fluid, but only communicates to the neigh-

bouring particles a pressure which is transmitted to all the

rest. From this theory it follows, that the resistance of a

globe is equal to that of the circumscribed cylinder. This
hypothetical theory, though it exhibits much of Newton's
characteristic ingenuity, it still founded on false principles,

and is radically inconsistent with the results of experiment.

With the exception of a few observations by Galileo in

his Syatema Cosmicum, we are indebted to Sir Isaac New-
ton for all that was known in his time respecting the oscil-

lation of waves. In order to investigate this difficult sub-

ject, he considers the fluid as at rest in the two vertical

branches of a syphon connected by a horizontal branch.

If the one column is raised to a greater height than the

other, and is then permitted to descend, it will obviously

fall below its original level, and raise the other column to

A greater height than that at which it formerly stood. This

column will in like manner descend, and the opposite co-

lumn will rise, till, after a certain number of oscillations,'

the fluid will return to a state of rest. In order to deter-

mine the time in which these oscillations are performed,
Newton considered the water as in the same state with a
pendulum vibrating in a cycloid, and he shews by a very
simple demonstration, that a pendulum, whose length is

equal to half the length of the column of water in the

syphon, will perform its oscillations in the same time with

the fluid. Hence it follows, that all the oscillations of the
fluid will be isochronous, whatever be the intensity of the

motions of the fluid ; and that the velocity of waves will

vary as the square roots of their breadth.

The motion of fluids was treated, both experimentally

and tljcoretically, by Michelotti, a celebrated Italian phy-
sician,''in his work, entitled De Sefiaratione Fluidorutn in

Corfwre Animalia, published in 1719 or 1720. He rejects

Newton's idea of a cataract, and considers the water in a

vessel as all frozen, excepting a small part of it immediately
above the orifice. This thin plate of water is pressed by the

superincumbent solid, which is supposed to melt gradually

as the water is discharged. In this work Michelotti criti-

cises, with rather too much severity, a paper "On the Mo-
tion of Running Water," published by Dr Jurin in the/'^j-

loso/i/iical Transactions for 1718. Jurin replied to this

criticism in the F/iil. Trans, for 1722, and successfully de-

fended Sir Isaac Newton against the charge of inconsistency,

which was rashly brought against his doctrine of effluent

water by the Italian philosopher.

A series of valuable experiments on the motion of water

in conduit pipes, were made on a very large scale by M.
Couplet, on the water-pipes at Versailles. These experi-

ments, though not sufficiently varied, shew the greateff"ect

which is produced by friction on the motion of water. A
full account of them is published in the Memoirs of the

Academy for 1732, in the paper entitled Dea Recherchea

sur le mouvement des Manx dans tea tuyaux de conduite.

The theory which he has founded upon his experiments,

and also that which M. Belidor has substituted in its place,

are not deserving of notice.

Italy produced about this time several authors on Hydro-
dynamics, that have acquired considerable celebrity. The
most distinguished of these was Guido Grandi, who wrote

a geometrical treatise on the motion of water, deduced
from the theorenis of Galileo and Toricelli. He invented

also a method of measuring the velocity of a river at dif-

ferent depths by a tin parallelopiped, which had an aper-

ture that could be opened and shut by a moveable plate.

The box was sunk to the required depth, and the orifice

opened. After a certain time had elapsed, the orifice was
again shut, and the velocity was determined from the quan-

tity of water in the box. Grandi was also the author of

several dissertations on the river jEra, and on other small

Italian rivers. All these works are published in the A'uova

Raccolta, already referred to. Eustachio Manfredy, an-

other Italian author, contributed to the progress of Hydro-
dynamics. He added valuable notes to Guglielmini's work
on rivers. He published a dissertation in conjunction with

Zendrini, on the means of preventing the inundations of the

Ronco and the Moiitone in the town of Ravenna ; and he

was the first person who proved, by decisive experiments
made on several of the ancient buildings of Ravenna in

1731, that the bottom of the Adriatic Sea was continually

rising. The names of Zendrini and Frisi deserve to be
mentioned among the Italian writers on Hydrodynamics.
Bernard Zendrini, a Venetian mathematician, wrote a very

ample work, both theoretical and practical, entitled JDe

Motu jiguarum, which contains many excellent practical
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observations. Frisi composed a work on the method of
regulating rivers and torrents, in which lie has endeavour-
ed to prove that gravel and sand are orit^inal productions,

and not the detritus of pre-existing materials. A selection

of practical observations from the work of Zendrini will be
found in llie 5th volume of the Nuova Raccolta^ and the

whole of Frisi's work in the 7th volume of the same col-

lection.

One of the most celebrated writers on Hydraulics that

Italy produced, was the Marquis Poleni, professor of ma-
thematics at Padua. In the year 1695 he published a
treatise in 4to. entitled De Motu Aque mixta, which,
though it contains nothing that possesses much novelty,

yet the reader will find in it many observations both of lo-

cal and general utility. He supposes, that the bed of a
river is a rectangular canal, and regarding any perpen-
dicular section of it as an orifice, he gives the name of t/earf

'mater to that which is comprehended between the surface,

and a point in relation to which all the fluid molecules would
have equal momenta^ and would therefore be in equilibrium,
according to the laws which are observed in the equilibri-

um of solid bodies: The rest of the water whicli is com-
prehended between this centre of equilibrium and the

bottom of the canal or orifice, he calls the living water.

He then considers the motion of the water thai flows through
the orifice as partly produced by the action which the

living' water derives naturally from its fall, and partly by
the pressure which the dead water exerts upon the living

•water. Hence arises the title of Poleni's work, De motu
mixta jlque. After detailing a number of experiments,
and comparing the results with the theory, he applies the

same principles to the motion of rivers, and to the lakes of
Venice. His principal work, however, appeared at Padua
in 1718, under the title of De Castellis per qua derivantur

Jluviorum aqu£. This work contains many iinportant ob-

servations and experiments. From an extensive series of

experiments on the quantity of water discharged by an
orifice in the bottom of a vessel, he concluded, that, instead

of being proportional to 2 A H, A being the area of the

orifice, and H the height of the reservoir in the vessel, it

was proportional to 2AHXr^ , which is only a little more

than one half of what is discharged, upon the supposition

that the water issues with a velocity due to the altitude H.
Poleni was the first person who observed, that a greater

quantity of water issued from a small cylindrical tube, fit-

ted into the orifice in the bottom or sides of a vessel, than

from a simple orifice of the same diameter. This remark-
able fact may be explained by supposing that the fluid vein,

instead of suffering a contraction, flows out in a column of
the same diameter as the orifice, from the viscidity of the

water, and its capillary adhesion to the sides of the tube.

We are indebted also to Poleni for a new edition of the

works of Julius Frontinus, which he enriched with ample
notes. Poleni is likewise the author of a dissertation on
dikes, and of another on the measure of running waters,

both of which, along with his first work, are republished in

the 3d volume of the Muova Raccolta.

Hitherto the science of Hydrodynamics was -founded
upon vague and uncertain principles ; but it was now des-

tined to receive a more scientific form from the labours of
Daniel Bernoulli. So early as the year 1726, he commu-
nicated to the academy of StPetersburgh amemoir, entitled

Theoria JVova de Motu .Aquarum per Canales quosctmque
Jiuentes. In tiiis memoir he informs us, that his father hav-
ing shewn, that the principle of the vires viva was of
great use in the resolution of problems incapable of being
solved by more direct methods, it had occurred to him to

employ this principle in discovering a true theory of the
motion of running waters, and that he had found it to an-
swer his utmost expectations. After the publication of
this memoir, which contains merely the germ of his theory,
he made a great number of expeiii'neiils at Si Pclcrsbuip-h'
in order to illuslralc his llieoretical views, and was thus
enabled to produce his great work, entitled Hydrodyna-
mica seu de viribus et motibus flvklorum Cojnmejttaril,
which was published at Strasburg' in 1738. In consider-
ing the efflux of water from an orifice in the bolloni of a
vessel, he conceives the fluid to be divided ii.io an infinite
number of horizontal strata, which are supposed to move
in such a manner, tliat the upper surface of the fluid al-
ways preserves its horizontality ; that the fluid forms a
continiious mass ; that the velocities vary by insensible
gradations, like those of heavy bodies ; and that every
point of the same stratum descends vertically with the
same velocity, which is inversely proportional to the area
of the base of the stratum. By the aid of these assump-
tions, which are conformable to experience, Bernoulli ob-
tains an equation from the principle that there is always an
equality between the actual descent of the fluid in the vessel,
andits vertical ascension, which is the principle of the con-
servation of living forces. In those cases, where sudden
irregularities in the shape of the vessel, or other causes,
produce rapid changes in the velocity of the fluid strata, he
then considers that there is a loss of living force, and there-
lore the equations founded on the entire conservation of
this force require to be modified. In the whole of this in-
vestigation, Bernoulli displays the greatest sagacity and
originality of thought, though he has taken it for granted,
without sufficient evidence, that the law of the conserva-
tion of living forces is really applicable to the motion of
fluids (a point which it was reserved for D'Alembert to
demonstrate)

; yet his work will be long regarded as one
of the finest specimens of mathematical genius.
The important subject of the resistance of fluids was

likewise indebted to the genius of Daniel Bernoulli. In
the Commentaria Petropolitana for 1727, he modestly pro-
posed a new method of determining the resistance of fluids,
founded upon principles different from those of Sir Isaac
Newton; but having found that it gave results quite hostile
to experiment, he afterwards called his determination in
question in his treatise on Hydrodynamics, and in the year
1741, in the eighth volume of the commentaries of St
Petersburgh, he proposed a very ingenious and elegant
method of determining the impulse of a column of fluid
falling perpendicularly upon a plain surface infinitely ex-
tended. He considers the curve described by every fila-

ment of fluid as a canal in which a body moves, which ex-
periences at each point the action of a centrifugal force,
and which he supposes also to be subjected to the action of
a tangential force, varying according to a given law. He
then calculates all these forces, and finds that the impul-
sion Kgainst the horizontal plane is equal to the weight of
a column of fluid whose base is equal to the section of the
fluid vein, and whose altitude is twice the height of ihe
fall due to the' velocity of the fluid. Although there are
cases, in which this proposition may be safely and advan-
tageously used in practice, yet it does not easily apply either

to oblique impulses, or to impulses against curved surfa-

ces, and it is of no service whatever in determining the
resistance of fluids, when the resisting body is completely
submerged. In order to put this theory to the test of ex-

perience, Daniel Bournoulli, and his pupil, Professor KraR"!,

instituted a series of experiments on the impulse of a
stream of water against a plain surface placed horizontally.

These experiments) which are highly valuable, are pub-
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lishcd in the 8tli and litli vokliiies of Ibc Commentaries

of St PcleisliuiKli. The stream of water v.us leceivcd on

a plain surface fixed on tlie arm of a balance, wliicli hid a

scale suspended at the opposite extremity. The weights

in the scale were made to balance the rcbistarice produced

by the impulse on the surlbce, and the ve'ocity of the is-

suing fluid was determined fi om the distance to which it was

projected on a horizontal plane. These results were won-

derfully conformable to the deductions of theory. The ex-

perimental was always a little less than the theoretical re-

sistance, as appcfirs from the following results.

nesistance by llieoi-y 1701 1720 le.^l 1602 1520 1072

Ilesistance by experiment 1403 1463 1486 1401 1403 1021

John 3-rnoulH, the father of UanicI, was occupied with

the subject of Hydrodynamics at the same time with bis

son ; and there is reason to believe, that so eaiiy as the

year 1726, be was in possession of the chief p.irt of his

theory of running water. The work wliich he composed

upon this subject remained in MS. till bis death, when it

appeared in 1742 in the fomtb volume of bis works, under

the title oi Hyrtraulica nunc jirimum detecta el dirccte demon-

strata ex fthncifiiis fiure mecanicis. It was also published

in the Memoirs of the Academy of St Pelersburgh lor 1737

and 1738. The method of John Bernoulli is founded upon

an assumption not very unlike to the Newtonian cataract
;

and the principal results of his theory did not difi'er very

widely from those of his son. Iji the opinion of the cele-

brated La Grange, it is defective in perspicuity ; but Eu-

Icr, who had seen the MS. congratulates Bernoulli, in a let-

ter prefixed to the work, for having discovered the true

principles ol Hydrodynamics. In his discourse on the

laws of the communication of motion, John Bernoulli has

determined, on the same supposition, the resistance of

fluids; but the formula, by which be represents the re-

sistance, though sufficiently simple, is still insufficient.

About the same time, our Countryman, Colin Maclaurin,

objected to the theory of Daniel Bernoulli, in so far as he

employed the doctrine of the conservttlioii of living forces,

and endeavoured to solve the problem of the motion of fluids

that are discharged from reservoirs by a more direct me-

thod. This raethod, which is only an extension of the theo-

ry of Newton, was jmblished in his J'reatise on Fluxions,

which appeared in 17-12. It is given under two sections,

one of which treats of the motion of water issuing from a

cylindric vessel, and the second of the motion of water issu-

ing from any vessel ; but the method has not been consi-

dered as sufficiently rigorous.

The science of hydraulics was now destined to receive the

most impoitant accessions from the genius of the celebrated

D'Alembert. When be was employed in generalising the

theory of pendulums given by James Bernoulli, he disco-

vered his famous dynamical principle for determining the

motion of a system of solid bodies which act upon each

other. He considers the velocity with which each body

tends to move as composed of two other velocities, one of

which is destroyed, while the other does not obstruct the

motion of the adjacent bodies. In applying this principle

to hydraulics, he first eiK|Uires what ought to be the mo-

tion of the particles of a fluid, in order that they may not

obstruct one another's movements. He shews, both from

theory and experiment, that when a fluid issues from a ves-

sel, its upper sutface always preserves its horizontaliiy,

from which he concludes that the velocity of all tlie points

of any horizontal stratum, when estimated in a verticial di-

rection, is the same, and that this velocity, which is that of

the stratum, ought to be in the inverse ratio of the

area of the base of the stratum itself, in order that it

may not obstruct the motions of the other strata. By com-

bining Ibis [jrinciple with the general one, D'Alembert lias

reduced all the prol)lcms relative to the motion of fluiusto

the ordinary laws of iiydiostatics. The problems which re-

late to the pressure of fluids against the sides of vessels in

which they run, and to the motion of a fluid which escapes
from a vessel moveable and carried by a weight, though
they had Ibraiei ly been solved only by indirect methor'-, flow
as corollaries from D'Alembert's general principles. This
theory has also the great advantage of enabling us to de-
monstrate, that the doctrine of the conservation of living

forces ajjplics to the motion of fluids as well as to that of

solids; and the principles of the theory are applicable to

elastic as well as inelastic fluids, and to the determi-
nation of the motion of fluids in flexible pipes, a case which
applies to the mechanism of the human frame. These
fine views were first published at the end of D'Alembert's
Dynamics in 1743, and they were afterwards more fully

developed in his Traile dc I'equilibre ct du Mouvement dee

FtuidtSt which a|^pearcd at Paris in 1744.

Alter having established tliC laws of tne eciuilibrium and
motion ol fluids, D'Alembert next directed his attention to

the resistance wiiich they oppose to the motion of solid

bodies. This eminent mathematician attributes the slov*'

progress of discovery in this branch of hydrodynamics to

those unphilosophital investigations, in wliich a greater

fondness was shewn for the calculus than for the physical

principles on which it is founded ; and he does not scru-

ple to say, that the choice of these principles was often

made, ijioie from their forming a good ground work for

the application of the calculus, than from their having a

real foundation in nature. In order to avoid this error,

D'Alembert first investigated the principles upon which
he was to proceed, before he thought of the analysis which
he was to apply to them ; and by this truly philosophical

mode of enquiry, he has established a theory founded upon
no arbitrary suppositions. He merely supposes that a fluid

is a body composed of very small particles, detached, and
capable of moving freely among one another, D'Alembert
regards the resistance which one body suffers from
another as nothing more than the quantity of motion which
it loses ; and when the motion of, a body is changed, he

considers this motion as composed of that which the body
will have in the following instant, and of another which is

destroyed. This principle he found applicable to the re-

sistance of fluids, and the investigation of this resistance

he reduces to the laws of equilibrium between the fluid

and the solid body. He supposes at first, that a body is

by some external means kept at rest in the middle of a

fluid which is about to strike it. When the filaments of

the fluid strike the solid, they bend themselves round

it in different directions, and that part of the fluid

which covers the anterior part of the body is, to a certain

extent, stagnant. The pressure experienced by the

solid, or the resistance which it opposes to the motion

of the fluid particles, is occasioned by the loss of ve-

locity which each of these particles sustains. The problem

is then reduced to this, to find the velocity of the fluid which

slides immediately over the surface of the body,

which D'Alembert has done by two different methods, and

he then obtains a formula exhibiting the pressure exerted

upon the solid. By a little modification of the general

method, D'Alembert determines the action of a vein of

fluid which strikes a plain surface, and he finds it to be a

little less than the weight of a cylinder of fluid, the area of

whose base is equal to that of the section of the vein, and

whose altitude is double of that which is due to the veloci-

ty of the fluid ; a result which agrees most wonderfully

with the experiments of Bossut, who found that it was al-

ways a little less than that which was due to twice the
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height which produces tlie velocity.* The results of this

enquiry were |)Ublished in 1752, in D'Alemberl's Ksaai

d'une nouvclle theoric sur la resistance des Pluidca, and

the theory was alterwards extended in liis 0/iusculcs Ma-
thematiqucs.

The celebrated Euler, to whom every branch of science

owes such deep obligations, did not fail to exhibit the won-

derful resources of his genius on a subject of such ditTicult

investigation as the theory of running water. In the Me-
moirs of the Academy of St. Pelersburgh, for 1768, 1769,

1770, and 1771, he has published a new and complete theo-

ry of the motion of fluids, which is founded on the laws of

mechanics and hydrostatics, and occupies no less than 513

quarto pages. The first of these memoirs is entitled De
Statu Equilibrii Fiuidoiutn, and is divided into four sec-

tions: 1. De JValura et varietate Ftuidorum. 2. De Equi-

librio Fluidorum, remota gravitate aliisque similibiis -niribtis.

3. De Eqtiitibrio Fluidorum a xnribus quibuscunque sotticita-

torum ; and, 4. De Equilibria Fluidorum a sola gravitate

sollicilatorum, in whicb he applies his reasonings both to cffm-

pressible and incompressible fluids. The second metrtbir

is entitled De Princifliis Motzis F'luidorum ; the third, De
Motujluidoriim lineari fiotissivium aqua, and the fourth, VJe

Motu aeris in Tubis. In the third memoir, he deduces, from

his general theory, explained in the preceding inemoir, the

solution of a great number of beautiful problems upon a par-

ticular !-pecies of the motion ol fluids, wliich he calls linear.

The same general theory is applied in his memoir De Motu
Aeris to the linear motion of air. In these memoirs, he

reduces the whole theory of the motion of fluids to two dif-

ferential equations of the second order, and he applies the

general principles to the discharge of water from orifices

in vessels, to its motion in conduit pipes, whether their

diameters be constant or variable. In extending his inves-

tigation to elastic fluids, and particularly to air, he obtains

very simple formulae respecting the propagation of sound,

and its formation in flutes and in the pipes of an organ. It

is much to be lamented, that in all these researches, Euler

has proceeded on the hypothesis of a mathematical fluidity,

which has no existence in nature. Had he only treated the

suliject in reference to tliose resistances, such as cohesion

and friction, which modify the action of gravity, the so-

lutions which he has given might have been advantage-

ously applied to the motion of water in pipes and canals.

In the year 1765, a very complete work on the tln-ory and

practice of hydrodynamics was p'.iblislied at Milan, by P.

Lecchi, a celebrated Milanese engineer. It was entitled,

Idrostatica eisaminata ne' sJioiprincipi, e stabilita Jtelle sue re-

gale delta mesuradelle acque correnti,a\)d coutainsa complete
examination of all tne difl'erent theories which have been

proposed to explain the piicnomena of effluent water, and

the doctrine of liie resistance of fluids The auliior treats

of the velocity and the quantity of water, whether absolute

or relative, which issues from orifices in vessels or reser-

voirs, according to their different altitudes, and he after-

wards enquires if this law is applicable to large masses

of water, which flow in canals and in rivers, and he dcinon-

atrates the rules which have been found most useful in

practice for the division arid the mensuration of runnini;

water. This work contains several pieces by the celebrat-

ed Italian geometer Father Boscovich, by whom the work
was revised and corrected. The extensive and successful

practice of Lecclii as aa engineer, has stamped a high

value upon his work.

A veiy extensive series of experiments on the motion of

water in pipes and canals, was made at Turin by professor

Michelotti, and at the expence of the King of Sardinia.

These experiments were performed upon a splendid scale,

and with every attention to accuracy. The water issued
from orifices and tubes of various shapes and sizes, from a
tower of the finest masonry, twenty feet high and three feet

square, supplied by a canal two feet wide, and under pres-
sures, which varied from five to twenty-two feet. A huge
reservoir, whose area was 289 feet stiuarc, built of masonry,
and lined with stucco, received the eflluent waters, which
were conveyed in canals of brickwork, lined with stucco,
and having various forms and declivities. Michelotti's
experiments on the motion of water in pipes, are the most
numerous and exact that have yet been performed. The
trials which he made in open canals are still more nume-
rous, but they are complicated, with many unnecessary
circumstances, and seem to have been made more with
the view of examining some disputed points in hydraulics,

than of furnishing us with rules for cases which are likely

to occur in practice. A full account of these experiments
was published at Turin in 1774, in Michelotti's S/ierienze

Idrauliche. Michelotti published also a memoir on the im-
pulse of a vein of fluid, in which he describes some expe-
riments which do not agree with the common theory. It

appeared in the Memoirs of the Academy of Turin for 1778.

One of the most zealous and enlightened cultivators of
hydrodynamics, was the late Abbe Bossut, who has pub-
lished a full account of his theoretical and experimental
investigations, in his Traite Theorique et Experimental
d' Hydrodynamique, in 2 vols. 8vo. The first edition was
published in 1771; the second edition appeared in 1786,
considerably enlarged ; and a third edition, with very con-
siderable alterations, was published in 1796. The experi-
ments of Bossut, though made on a much less scale than
those of Michelotti, have, in as far as they coincide, afforded

similar results ; and while they have the merit of equal ac-

curacy, they are much more applicable than those of the

Italian philosopher to cases which are likely to occur in

practice. In order to determine the motion of the particles

of a fluid which was in the act of being discharged from an
orifice, Bossut employed a glass cylinder about eight

inches high, and six inches diameter, to the bottom of
which he fitted difl'erent adjutages for the efflux of the

water. Whether this vessel was kept constantly full, or

emptied itself without any supply, he observed that all the

particles descended at first vertically, but at a certain dis-

tance from the orifice the lateral particles began to turn
from their vertical direction towards the orifice ; so that

they entered the orifice near its circumference with an
oblique motion, which contimnng during a certain time,

caused the effluent vein of fluid to have the form of a trun-

cated conoid, whose greatest base was the orifice itself, the

smaller base being a vertical section of the fluid, at a cer-

tain distance from the orifice. Beyond this section, which
Newton called the veria coniracta, the fluid vein preserved

its cylindrical form. Bossut found the height of the conoid

to be nearly equal to the ladius of the orifice, and its bases

to be in the ratio of three to two. He expected to have

been able to employ this conoid as one of the eleijients for

determining the quantity of water discharged; but subse-

quent experiments convinced him that this was impracti-

cable. The contraction of the fluid vein, which Bossut has

so well explained, cannot be removed, as Daniel Bernoulli

maintained, by applying a small tube to the orifice; for

though the quantity of water discharged is tiuis increased,

yet it is never so great as if all the filaments of the fluid

had issued in lines perpendicular to the plane of the ori-

fice. Bossul's next object was to perform a complete set

of experiments on the quantities of water discharged by

* See Bossut's Htfdrotlynamique. Chap. siv. Esp. 5, 6, 7, 8.
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orifices in thin plates, and by additional tubes fitted to these

orifices When the orifice was very small in comparison

with the size of the vessel, he found that the theoretical law

—that the quantity of water discharged was as the pro-

duct of the line by the orifice, and the square root of the

height of the reservoir—was sufficiently correct, and might

be employed in ordinary practice. But when the water

flowed through an orifice in a thin plate, the contraction

of the vein of fluid diminished the theoretical discharge in

the ratio of sixteen to ten; and when the fluid was dis-

charged through an additional tube, two or three inches

long, so as to follow the sides of the tube, the theoretical

discharge was diminished only in the ratio of sixteen to

thirteen. In examining the eflects of friction and contrac-

tion, Bossut found, that small orifices discharged less water

in proportion than great ones, on account of friction;

and that as the height of the reservoir augments, the

contraction of the fluid vein also augments, and conse-

quently the quantity of water discharged diminishes. By

combining these two circumstances, he has furnished us

with the means of measuring with precision the quantities

of water delivered, either by simple orifices or tubes,

whether the vessel is kept constantly full, or allowed to

empty itself without any supply.

Bossut next proceeds to consider the motion of jets of

water. He determineathe most suitable form that can be

given to the adjutages, and the best proportion between

the diameter of the adjutage and that of the pipe in which

the water is conveyed. Hence we are able to obtain the

best possible effects fur the decoration of gardens or pub-

lic buildings.

As the conducting of water is one of the most important

and useful branches of hydraulics, Bossut made a great

variety of experiments on the motion of water in canals and

pipes. The effect of friction, and of sinuosities or bendings

in the pipes, is so remarkable, that the quantity of water

actually delivered may be twenty or thirty times less than

what might have been expected from theory. M. Bossut

has shewn, that when the height of the reservoir is in-

creased, the diminution in the discharge of the water is

less sensible. He points out the law, according to which

the discharge diminishes as the pipe becomes longer, or as

the number of its bendings is increased. In considering

the motion of water in open canals, he first examines the

law, according to which the friction diminishes the velocity

of the stream in rectangular canals; and he shews, that

in an open canal, with the same height of reservoir, the

same quantity of water is always discharged, whatever be

its declivity and its length ; whereas in pipes there is a

very remarkable variation, by a variation in its declivity

and its length. He found, that the velocities in a canal are

not as the square roots of the declivities ; and that at an

equal declivity and an equal depth of the canal, the veloci-

ties are not as the quantities of water discharged. The
subject of rivers next occupies the attention of our author.

He considjKrs the variations which take place in the velo-

city and level of the waters when two rivers unite, and the

manner in which rivers form and establish their beds. He
next treats of the formation of bars at the mouths of rivers,

or at the junction of two rivers ; he points out the means
which may be successfully employed, either in removing
•wholly or in part these dangerous banks ; and he con-

cludes this part of Ms work, by determining the change
which takes place in the depth of a river, when any change
takes place in the width of its bed, as happens from the

construction of a bridge ; and by ascertaining the depres-

sion of its level when a part of the river is turned aside for

any useful purpose.

The experiments of Bossut, on the resistance and per

cussion of fluids, were made with singular care. His (irsf

trials, which were published in 1771, related chiefly to the

impulse of a vein of fluid against a plain surface ; but he

afterwards extended them to many more useful questions.

In the year 1775, the celebrated Turgot, comptroller-gene-

ral of the finances of France, appointed Bossut, D'Alem-
bert, and Condorcet, as a commission, for the purpose of

executing a new set of experiments on the resistance which

fluids oppose to the motion of bodies of various forms.

These experiments were made almost solely by Bossut,

within the grounds of the Ecole Militaire at Paris, in a

basin of water 100 feet long, 53 feet wide, and 6i feet

deep ; and the results which they obtained were published

in 1777, in a separate work, entitled Exfieriencea tur U
resistance cles Fluides. According to theory, the impulse

upon a plane surface is equal to the area of the surface

multiplied by the square of the velocity of the fluid, and the

square of the sine of the angle of incidence. Bossut found

that this measure of the resistance was sensibly correct,

when the fluid impinged perpendicularly upon the surface ;

that the deviation from the theory increased with the angle

of incidence ; but that the theory might still be employed

when this angle was not less than 50*. As the funds in-

trusted to the commission had been managed with the ut-

most economy, Bossut employed the surplus in determin-

ing the resistance experienced by all kinds of prows,

whether plane, angular, or curvilineal. These experiments

were performed in 1778, and were published in the Me-
moirs of the Academy for that year. He next made a

number of experiments on the effects of undershot and

overshot water wheels. The former he found to give a

maximum effect, when the velocity of the stream was to

that of the wheel as five to two, while the effect of the

latter increased with the slowness of their motion. The
valuable labours of Bossut were recompensed by M.
Turgot, who established for him in the Louvre a professor-

ship of Hydrodynamics, to which he was appointedin 1775]

We have already seen, that Newton was the first philo-

sopher who investigated the laws of the motion of waves.

His theory was, however, only an approximation to the

truth, and, as he himself was aware, was suited only td the

hypothesis, that the panicles of the fluid ascended and de-

scended vertically in the course of their vibrations. When
the ascent and descent is made in curve lines, the velocity

of the waves cannot be accurately determined by Newton's

method. It is only by means of the general laws of the

motion of fluids that this subject can be properly treated.

M. De La Place was the first who applied this mode of in-

vestigation to reclineal undulations, in the Memoirs of the

Academy of Sciences for 1776. This investigation is con-

tained in a sepaiate section, Sur lesondes, published in his

paper, entitled Suite des Recherches sur /Uusieurs points du
Systeme du Monde. He supposes the water to be shut up

in a canal infinitely narrow, and of an indefinite length, but

of a constant depth and breadth. He imagines that the

wave is produced by immersing a curve in the fluid to a

very small depth. The curve being kept in its place till

the water has recovered its equilibrium, it is then drawn •

out, and waves are formed by the water while it recovers

its equilibrium. W-heu the curve is plunged more or less

deep into the fluid, the time of the propagation of the

waves to a given distance will be always the same, as the

oscillations of a pendulum are constant, whatever be the

length of the arcs which they describe, provided they are

very small. If the depth of the canal is very great, in pro-

..^jortion to the radius of curvature of the curve at its lowest

point, the times of the propagation of waves generated by

different curves, or by the same curves in different situa-

tions, are reciprocally as the square roots of the radii of
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curvature; and the velociiies of tlic waves are directly as

the same roots. Hence La Place concludes, tliat the velo-

city of waves is not like that of sound, independent of tlie

primitive agitation of the air.

The subject of the oscillation of waves was now examin-

ed experimentally by M. Flaugergues, who endeavoured to

overturn the opinions of Sir Isaac Newton. In a memoir
on the motion and fipjure of waves, tf which an abstract is

given in the Journal des S^avans for October 1789, Flau-

gergues gives an account of a series of experiments which

he made upon this s\ibject. He combats the opinion of

Newton, that waves arise from a motion of the particles of

the fluid, in virtue of which they ascend and descend alter-

nately in a serpentine line, while they move from their

common centre ; and he attempts to prove, that they are a

kind of intumescence raised round the common centre, by

the depression which the impulse has occasioned ; and that

this intumescence is afterwards propagated circularly from
the centre of impulse. A portion of the intumescence) or

elevated water, flows, as he conceives, from all sides into

the cavity formed at the centre of impulse; and this water
being, as it were, heaped up, produces another intume-
scence, which occasions a new wave, that is propagated cir-

cularly as before. M. Flaugergues proceeds to determine

the figure of a wave, and gives the equation of it, and also

the equation of the curve which the centre of gravity of a

vessel describes from the motion of waves. From tliis

theory he deduces the conclusion, that all waves, whether
great or small, have the same velocity ; whereas Newton
made their velocity proportional to the square roots of

their breadth. In order to examine this result, our au-

thor made the following experiment on a branch of the

Rhone, shut up at one end to make the water stagnant.

Having measured a distance or base of thirty feet, he
threw into the water small stones at the end of this

base, and he found that the waves which they produced,
•whether they were great or small, occupied exactly

-wenty-one seconds in moving over the space of thirty

feet.

In the Memoirs of the Academy of Berlin for 1781 and
786, and also in his Mecaniijue jlnalytigue, M. De La

Grange, one of the most distinguished mathematicians of

the last century, has endeavoured to determine the oscilla-

tion of waves in a canal. He found that it is the same as

that which a heavy body would acquire by falling through
a height equal to half the depth of the water in the canal.

Hence, if the depth of the canal is 1 foot, the velocity of the

wave will be 5.495 feet, and, at greater or less depths, the

velocity will be as the square roots of the depth, provided

it is not very great. If it is admitted, that when waves are

formed, the water is affected only to a small depth, the

theory of La Grange will give tolerably correct results,

whatever be the depth of the water in the canal, and the

figure of its bottom ; but although this supposition is coun-

tenanced by experience, and derives probability from
the viscidity of water, yet La Grange's theory does not

harmonize with experiment. Dr Wollaston observed,

that in a place where the depth of the water was said

to be 50 fathoms, a bore, or large wave, moved at the

rate of one mile in a minute ; whereas La Grange's
theory gives only 40 fathoms as the depth which corre-

sponds with the velocity. Dr Thomas Young has also

observed, that the waves, or oscillations of water in a cis-

tern, always move with a velocity smaller than that of a

body falling through half the depth, but nearly in the same
proportion.

The first engineer who examined experimentally the

motion of water in canals, in reference to the resistances

arising from the cohesion ofwater, and to that kind of fric-

VoL. X. Part IL

tion of which fluids uie capable, was M. iJhezy, ti,c pre-
decessor of I\I. Prony, in the direction o7 the School of
Roads antl Bridges. Tuwards the year l'f5, m iieii he
was working with Perroncl on the subject of th, — .uai ol

Yvettejhe was anxious to determine from observation and

calculation, the relation which subsisted between the de-

clivity and length of a canal, the width and figure of its

transverse section, and the velocity of the water which it

conveyed. In the course of this investigation, he obtained

a very simple expression of the velocity, involving these

djflerent variable quantities, and capable, by means of

a single experiment, of being applied to all currents

whatever. He assiniilatcs the resistance of the sides

and bottom of the canal to known resistances, which fol-

low the la\y of the square of the velocity, and he obtairis

the following very simple formula,

V= /— , where g-' is = 16 087 feet, the velocity acquired

by a heavy body after falling one second ; d, the hy-

draulic mean depth, which is equal to the area of the

section divided by the peiimeter of the part of the canal

in contact with the water: s, the slope or declivity of

the pipe; and /3, an abstract number to be determined by

experiment.
The attention of the Chevalier Buat, Lieutenant Colo-

nel of the Royal Corps of Engineers, was called to the

subject of hydraulics by the publication of Bossul's Hsj-

drodynainujzic in 1771. In studying the motion of canals

and rivers, it occurred to him, that if water possessed per-

fect fluidily, and flowed in a channel infinitely smooth, its

motion would be constantly accelerated like that of heavy

bodies descending upon an inclined plane. But as the

velocity of a river is not acceleratecj ad injinitum, but soon

arrives at a state of uniformity, and is not afterwards in-

creased without some cause, it follows that tliere is some
obstacle which destroys its accelerating force, and prevents

it from impressing upon the water new degrees of velo-

city. This obstacle must therefore be the viscidity of the

water, which gives rise to two kinds of resistance, one,

namely, which proceeds from the intestine motion of an

imperfect fluid, and the other from the natural adhesion

of its parts to the channel in which it flows. Our author,

therefore, found it to be a general principle, " that when
water runs uniformly in any channel, the accelerating force

which obliges it to run is equal to the sum of all the re-

sistances which it experiences, either from its own visci-

dity, or from the friction of its channel." Encouraged by

the discovery of this jirinciple, and by its application to the

solution of many important problems, it occurred to I\L

Buat, that the motion of water in a condviit pipe had a great

analogy to the unifoi m motion of a river, and upon this

idea he composed a formula founded on the experiments of

Bossut on conduit pipes and artificial canals. The result

of this investigation was published in 1779, in the first edi-

tion of his Princi/ies d' Hydrau'.ique. M. Buat, however,

was speedily convinced that a theory so new, and which

led to results socHfTerent from the common theory, requir-

ed the sanction of new experiments, more direct and va-

ried than those which had hitherto been made. Through
the influence of M. de Fourcroy, director of the Royal

Corps of Engineers, the French Minister ordered an an-

nual sum to be put at the command of the Chevalier Buat,

for the purpose of performing a set of experiments upon

this important subject; and during the years 1780, 1781,

1782, and 1783, he was constantly occupied with these ex-

periments, with the assistance of Messrs Dobenheim and

Benezcch de St Honoi6. two officers of the Royal Engi-

neers. The latter took a particular interest in these re-

searches, and from his great mathematical knowledge, he

5 D
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was of pailicular service io M. Duat, not only by the gene-

ral aid which he S^vc him, but troni the niiiubcr ol heairti-

ful nroblem'i'""' important icseaiches which he conmiii-

nicatcu- ._ ,iie worlt.

As the experiments of Bossut bail been made only on

pipes of moderate declivity, M. Biiat supplied this defect

by using declivities varying from 90' to the 40,000',li part

of a right angle, and clia'inels which vaiied from a line and

a half in diameter to areas of seven or eight square toises.

Experiments were also made with syplions and pipes bent

at various angles, and on the resistance botb of compressi-

ble and incompressible fluids. In this way our author has

collected an immense number of facts, wliich he classed

according to their resemblance in one particular point
;

and bv studying the cause of the dilfercnccs whicli accom-

panied their differences in other circumstances, he was led

to general rules, by which these diirerenccs fornv5H a re-

gular series. The experiments were again classed under

another point of resemblance, and the same method follow-

ed ; and by pursuing this plan, he obtained the following

general formula, which represents, in a most sui prising

manner, the great variety of facts which he has collected ;

namely,

\/ s—Log. v's+i.e
-0.3 {V d— 0. 1)

V is the mean velocity in inches per sccor.d.

d the hydraulic mean depth, or the (jnotient which arises

from dividing the area of llie section of the canal in square

inches by the perimetet of the pan in contact with the wa-

ter in linear inches.

s the slope or declivity of lire pipe, or of the surface of

the water.

g = 16.087, the velocity in inches per second which a

heavy body acquires by fallint; in one second.

n An abstract number, which was found by experiment

to bt rz 243 7.

In 1783, when M. Buat's experiments were finished,

they were submitted to the Academy of Sciences throui;h

the minister of v^ar, and were afterwards published in 1786,

under the title of Princi/tes d' Hi/draulir/ue verijics fiar un
grandnombre d'cxfieriencesfailcs par ordre diigouvernment.

A tliird volume of this work was published in 1816, un-

der the title of Princijtes d' Hydraulique et Pyradynami-
que. It relates chiefly to the phenomena of heat and clas-

tic fluids.

In the year 1784, M. L'Espinasse, corresponding mem-
ber of the Academy of Thoulouse, published two memoirs
in the Transactions of that society, which contain very in-

teresting observations on the motion of water through
la^e orifices, and on the junction and separation of rivers.

The experiments which are contained in these two me-
moirs were made in the Fresquel and Aude, two rivers

in the department of the Upper Garonne, and on part of

the Canal du Midi, which is below the lock of Fresquel,
towards the point where it meets with the bed of that

river.

Don George Juan D'Ulloa, an eminent mathematician,
and inspector of the naval academies of Spain, proposed
a new physico-mathematical theory of collision, in his

Examen Maritimo, a work which was published at Madrid
in 1771, in 2 vols. 4to. This theory includes all the cir-

cumstances of motion, both during the continuance of the

shock and after the shock, and embraces the laws of the

collision of hard bodies, of soft bodies, and of bodies per-
fectly or imperfectly elastic, whether they are moved in

virtue of constant velocities and accelerating forces, err by

both of these causes combined. This theory is however Hot
ap|)licuble, as might at first sight have been expected, to

tUc impulse of fluids ; but the same author has favoured us
with a new theory of the resistance of fluids, wliich has
been adopted by Prony and several other Fiench writers.

This theoi7 has, in Proiij's opinion, been confirmed by
vciy good cxpeiiments, and also by its conformity with the

progress antl other i- ^tions of vessels. It has also, as

Piony has remaikcd, the advantage of presenting the dis-

cussion of the question with' the different physical circum-
stances which it involves, an advantage v/hich is not pos-
sessed by the ordinary theory. In order to confirm his

theory, I^on George Juan made the following experiments:
He exposed a plane surface of the form of a parallelogram
a foot wide, to the aciion of a current of water which mov-
ed with the velocity oflwo feet per second. When it was
immersed just one foot under the water, it supported a

weight of Isi pounds (English measure). When the
same plane was sunk two feet in a current of water moving
with the velocity of one foot four inches in a second, it sup-
ported a weight of 26] pounds. The fi'Uowing Table shews
the theoretical and practical results.

Velocity of Depth of Observed Calculated
Water. Submersion. Uesistance. ' Resistance.

Exp. .1.2—^Q feet. 1 foot. 15^ pounds. 20 A pounds.
Exp. 2. 1—4 :i 20-'- 39i

The ratio of the observed resistance is as 15|:26J,
while that of the calculated rcs\iils is as 15 to 28. Don
George Juan has printed two appendices at the end of his

first volume, in one of which he applies his theory to the
resistance of clastic fluids; and in the other he examines
the expel imenis of our countryman Smealon on the maxi-*
mum effect of water mills. He shews, from this theory,
that the velocity of the floalboards ought to be a little less

than one half cf the velocity of the water, in orderto produce
a maximum elTect ; a result which is almost exactly the
same which Smeaton found from experiment. It is a sin-

gular circumstance, that the experiments of Don George
Juan give resistuuces much greater than those of Bossut,
D'Alembert,and Condorcet, which were made under great
pressures ; so that his theory will difter very widely from
the best experiments which have been made on the resist-

ance of fluids. Dr Robison has remarked, (see his Sys-
tem of Mechanical Philosophy, vol. ii. art. Resistance of
Fluids, \i\\ic\\ contains an examination of this new theory),

that Don George Juari's equation exhibits no resistance in

the case of a fluid without weight. A new edition of the
Kxamen Maritimo, with copious notes and additions, was
published at Paiisin irss.by M. L'Eveque,entitled£xaOTe7z
J\Iariti?ne, Theorirjue et Pratique, ou Traile de Alecanique,

afifilique a la Construction et a la Manauvre des vaisseaux
et autres batimens-

In the year 1798, M. J. B. Venturi, Professor of Na-
tural Philosophy at Modena, published his experiments and
observations on fluids, in a woik, entitled Sur la communi-
cation laterale du Mouvement dans les Fluides, which was
some time afterwards translate.d into English by Mr Ni-
cholson. This work contains many new and valuable re-

sults, of which the following are the most important. He
found, that in any fluid, the parts which are in motion carry

along with them the lateral parts which are at rest. This
proposition he established by introducing a current of wa-
ter, with a certain velocity, into a vessel filled with stag-

nant water. The current, after passing through a portion

of the fluid, was received in a curvilineal channel, the bot-

tom of which gradually rose till it passed over the rim of

the vessel ; and in a short time there remained in the ves-
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seJ only that poiUonof Uic fluid which was originally be-

low the apeiUire at which the cunciit was introduccci. By
the aid ol this principle, whicli ho calls the lateral commu-
nication of motion in fluids, antl which he thinks is not suf-

ficiently accounted for by the coliesion of the fluid parti-

cles, he explains many facts in hydraulics. In examining

the effect of additional tubes, Vcntuii found, that if the

part of an additional tube, ncartlie orifice, lias the form of

the vena contracta, the quantity of water dischari!;cd will be

the same as if there was no contraction ; that atmospheri-

cal pressure increases tlie expenditure through a simple

cylindrical tube, compared witli that which is seen through

an orifice in a thin plate ; that \i\ descending cylindrical

tubes, whose upper ends have the form of the vena contrac-

fa, the expenditure corresponds willi the heiglil of the fluid

above the lower end of the tube ; that, with additional coni-

cal tubes, the expenditure is increased by tlie pressure of

the atmosphere, in the ratio of the exteiior section of the

ttabe to the section of the contracted vein ; that cylindrical

pipes dischaige less water than conical pipes which have
the same exteiior diameter, and diverge from the place of

the contracted vein; that, by suitable adjutages applied to

a horizontal cylindrical tube, the ex4ieiiditure may be in-

creased in the ratio of 24 to 10, the head of water remain-

ing invariable ; that the expenditure by a straight tube, a

quadrantal arc, and a rectangular tube, each of which is

placed horizontally, is nearly as the numbers 70, 50, and
45 ; and tiiat the expenditure is diminished by the internal

roughness of a pipe,—an efl'ect which he conceives is not

produced by the friction of the water against the asperities

themselves.

Although, as RI. Prony has remarked, " the results ob-

tained by the Chevalier Du Buat, and his sagacious mode
of classifying the different kinds of resistances which ap-
pear in the motion of fluids, might have conducted him to

express the sum of these resistances by a rational function

of the velocity composed of two or three terms only, yet

the glory of this discovery was reserved for M. Coulomb."
This eminent philosopher, who had applied the doctrine

of torsion with such distinguished success in investigating

the phenomena of electricity and magnetism, entertained

the idea of examining in a similar manner the resistance

of fluids; and in the year 1800 he laid before the National

Institute of France his memoir upon this subject, entitled

Des JExfieriences destinees a determiner la coherence des

J^luides, et les loisde terirs resistances, dans mouvemens ires

lents, which was published in the third volume of the Me-
moires de I'Institut. In determining the resistance of the

air to the oscillations of a globe, Sir Isaac Newton employed
a formula of three terms, one of which varied as the

square of the velocity ; the second, as the | power of the

velocity ; and the tliird, as the simple velocity : and in ano-

ther part of the Pri?icipia he reduces his formula to two
terms, one of which is constant, while the other is as the

square of the velocity. Daniel Bernoulli* has employed
a formula similar to this of Newton's; and M. S'Graves-

endet makes the presssure of a fluid in motion against a

body at rest, partly proportional to the simple velocity, and

partly to the square of the velocity ; while, when the body

moves in a fluid, he makes the resistance in proportion to

a constant quantity, and to the second power of the velocity.

M. Coulomb, however, has proved, by many fine experi-

ments, that there is no constant quantity of sufficient mag-
nitude to be detected, and that the pressure sustained by

the moving body is represented by two terms, one of which

varies witli the simple velocity, and the other with its

square. Tiie apparatus by which these results were ob-

• Comment. Petropoi. torn. iiL and v. t

tained, consisted of discs of various sizes, which were fixed

to tiie lower extremity of a brass wire, and were made to

oscillate under a fluid by the force of torsion of the wire.

By oljserving the successive diminution of the oscillations,

the law of the resistance was easily found. The oscilla-

tions which Coulomb found to be best suited for this kind

of experiments, continued for twenty oi thirty seconds ;

and the amplitude of the oscillations that gave the most re-

gular results, was between 480, the entire division of the

disc, and 8 or 10 divisions, reckoned from the zero of the

scale. The following are the principal results which Cou-
lomb has obtained :

1. That in extremely slow motions, the part of the re-

sistance proportional to the square of the velocity is

insensible, and therefore the resistance is proportion-

al merely to^the simple velocity.

2. Tnat the resistance is not sensibly increased by in-

creasing the height of the fluid above the resisted

body.

3. That the resistance arises solely from the mutual co-

hesion of the fluid particles, and not from their adhe-

sion to the body upon which they act. This result

was obtained by covering the oscillating disc with

grease, and at other times with coarse sand. In these

cases the oscillations suffered no particular change.

4. That the resistance in clarified oil, at the tempera-

ture of 69° of Fahrenheit, is to that in water as 17.5

to 1 ; which expresses the ratio of the mutual cohe-

sion of the particles of oil to the mutual cohesion Oi

the particles of water.

M. Coulomb concludes his experiments, by ascertaiv-ng

the resistance experienced by cylinders that move very

slowly and perpendicular to 'their axes; but for an account

of the results which he obtained, we must refer the reader

to the memoir itself, or to the subsequent part of the pre-

sent article.

The first person who thought of applying the law of the

resistance of fluids, discovered by Coulomb, to the deter-

mination of the velocity of water flowing in natural or arti-

ficial channels, was M. Girard, chief engineer of roads

and bridges, and director of the works ou the canal of

Ourcq. In his Essaisur le mouvemcnt des Eaux Courantes,

and his i?a/i/ior; sur le Canal de I'Ourci/, he adopts as a

measure of the resistance the product of a constant quan-

tity, by the sum of the first and second powers of the ve-

locity ; and after determining the value of the constant

quantity, from twelve experiments ofChezy and Du Buat,

he obtains a formula much more simple than that o"l Du
Buat, but representing the experiments with equal preci-

sion. Considering that the water whicli moves over the

wetted sides of the channel, or over the film of water

which adheres to these sides (fiaroi mouiUee) is at first re-

tarded by the viscidity, which tends to keep it upon this

film, he concludes, that from this cause the water will ex-

perience a retardation proportional to the simple velocity.

From the roughness of the channel he deduces a second

retardation, (analogous to friction in solid bodies, but

differing from it in so fur as it does not vary with the

pressure,) which is proportional to the second power of

the velocity, as it is in the compound ratio of the force and

number of impulsions which the asperities receive during

a given time. He then expresses the resistance produced

by cohesion by R X /i V ; R being a quantity to be deter-

mined by experiinents ;
/i, the periineler of the fluid sec-

tion in contact with the channel ; and V, the velocity ; and

considering the adhesion of the asperities to the wetted

sides of the channel as the same with that of the fluid par-

Phvsices Elei'ienta Mathematica, lom.i. § 1911.
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tides to each other, he makes the resistance (lue to

these asperities equal to R X fi V^, whence he obtains the

formula ^1-^= R (V + V-). JVI. Prony is of opinion,

that the adhesion of the asperities to ihcfiaroi mouUlce, or

wetted sides of the channel, ought to be supposed greater

than that of the fluid particles; for if the two adhesions-

were equal, the asperities would have no more tendency to

unite to the wetted sides than to liic mass of fluid in mo-

tion.

Such was the state of hydrodynamics, when M. Prony

published, in 1804, his Jiechcrches Physia-Malhematiquca

nur la Theorie des Eaux Couranees. In order to establish

the theory of running waters on a proper foundation, this

eminent mathematician collected the best experiments that

bad been published on the motion of water in conduit pipes,

and in natural and artificial channels. Out of this collec-

tion he selected 82 of the best, viz. 51 on conduit pipes,

and 31 on open canals; and he endeavoured to combine

these data with the principles of physics and mechanics,

so as to deduce from them general formulae, from which

the velocity might in every case be obtained by calculation.

By these means he has been able to express the velocity

of water, whether it flows in pipes or open canals, by a

simple formula, free of logarithms, and requiring merely

the extraction of a square root. The formula, which is

tipplicable both to pipes and canals, is

Vrz — 0,0469734 + V 0,0022 J65 + 3041,47 X G,
which gives the velocity in metres; or, when reduced to

English feet, ^^^
V — — 0.1541131 + >/ 0,02375 1 + 32806,6 X G.

When this formula is applied to pipes, wc must take

G IZ iDK, which is deduced from the equation

^Vhen it is applied to canals, we must take G — RI,

Which is deduced from the equation I ZZ— , R, being

equal to the mean radius of Buat, or the hydraulic mean
depth, as already explained.

M. Prony has drawn up extensive tables, in which he

has compared the observed velocities with those which are

calculated from the preceding IbrniulaE, and from those of

Du Buat and Girard ; and it is surprising to observe their

agreement with the observed results, and their decided su-

periovity to those of Du Buat and Girard. The progress

of hydrodynamics has likewise been greatly indebted to the

.YouvcUe Architecture Hydraulique of M. Prony, which ap-

peared in the year 1790. This able work is divided into

two parts ; the first of which is a treatise on mechanics, in

which tiie author has explained the general princii)les of
equilibrium and motion, which are necessary for engineers.

The second part is divided into four sections : Tlie first

section treats of statics, the second of dynamics, tl)e third

of hydrodynamics, and the fourth of machines and first

movers, considered under the different physical circum-
stances which have an influence upon their equilibrium
and motion. In the chapter on hydrodynamics, he resolves

the general problem of the ciHux of water through an ori-

fice in one of the sides of a vessel, upon the supposition
that the fluid strata preserve their parallelism, and that

their particles descend with the same velocity ; and from
this he deduces, as a corollary, all the ordinary theory of
the motion of fluids. He next gives an account of the ex-
jieriments of Bossut on the efflux of water, and deduces
formulae, by which the results may be expressed with all

the accuracy that practice requires. In treating of the

impulse and resistance of fluids, he adopts and explains the

theory of Don George Juan, and afterwards gives an ac-

count of the ordinary theory of resistance, with the experi-

ments by which it has been corrected and rendered appli-

cable to practice. M. Prony then proceeds to give an ac-

count of the general and rigorous theory of the inoiion of

fluids, and he applies the equations to the molion of fluids

in narrow pipes. In the 5th section, which contains much
valuable practical information, the author has treated at

great length the subjects of friction and of the strength of

men, and has given a detailed account of the history and
construction of tiie steam engine, from the rude form iii

which it came from the hands of the Marquis of Worcester
to the almost perfect state to which it has been brought by

our celebrated countryman Mr. Watt.

In the year 1795, Mr. Vince of Cambridge published in

the Philosophical Transactions, his Observations on the

Theory of the motion and resistance uj Fluids-, with a De-
scrifition of the Construction of £x/icriments in order to ob-

tain somefundamenlul firincijile ; jhd in the year 1798, he

published, in the Transactions ol that year, another p.iper,

entitled, £x/ieri?nenls on the Resistance of Bodies moving
in Fluids. The experiments conlained in the first of these

papers were made chiefly with the view of ascertaining

how far the theory of the motion of fluids could be applied

to the discharge of water from vessels. Mr. Vince has

concluded, from the results of this inquiry, that the great

difference between the experimental and theoretical re-

sults, in most of the cases which respect the times in which

vessels empty themselves through pipes, leads us to sus-

pect the truth of the theory of the action of fluids under all

other circumstances. In the second memoir, he gives an

account of a variety of experiments on the resistance of

fluids, when the resisted body is immersed at some depth

in the fluid made with a particular apparatus which he

contrived for this purpose. The results which he obtained

differ widely from those obtained by Bossut with bodies

floating on the fluid, which Mr. Vince explains, by suppos-

ing, that at the surface, the fluid from the end of the body

may escape more easily than when the body is immersed
below the surface.

The late Dr. Matthew Young, Bishop of Clonfert, made
a number of experiments on the efflux of fluids from ori-

fices of different kinds, of which he has published an ac-

count in the 7th volume of the Transactions of the Royal
Irish Academy. In order to explain the increase in the

discharge by inserting an additional tube in an orifice in the

bottom of a vessel, he filled a cylindrical vessel with mer-

cury to the height of six inches, and inserted in its bottom

a tube 7.8 inches long. Having closed the orifice of the

pipe, he placed the apparatus under the receiver of an

air pump, when the barometer was at 30 inches, and the

gauge at 28^, the time of the efflus was in this case 25 se-

conds ; but when the experiment was repeated in the open

air, without any variation, the time of the efflux was only

19 seconds. Unless the gauge stood higher than 22|
inches, no difference was observed in the times of the efflux

in the open air and in the receiver. When the efflux was
made in -vacuo, the pipe was not filled during tlie efflux,

as it was when the discharge was made in the open air.

Hence Dr. Young concludes, that the plate of fluid at the

orifice, where the additional tube is inserted, has its per-

pendicular pressure increased by the weight of the column
of fluid in the additional pipe, without any increase of its

lateral pressure ; and, consequently, the quantity of water
discharged by a pipe of this kind must exceed that which
is discharged by a simple orific^. The results of experi-
ments, therefore, made with additional tubes, will be more
consonant to theory than when they are made with a simple
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orifice, unless when the tube has such a length, that a sensi-

ble effect is produced by the friction ol'the Huid against the

sides ol' the tube, or when the additional lulic is so bhort as

not to be capable of giving a vertical direction to the parti-

cTles of water. Dr. IM. Young found, that this view of the

subject agreed remarkably well with the experiments ol

Mr Vince.

In the year 1801, M. Eytelwcin, of Berlin, who was

known to the public as the translator of Du Buat's works

into German, and who was honoured with several employ-

inents and titles relative to the public architecture of the

Prussian dominions, published a work, entitled Handbucli

der Mechanik und der Hydraulik, which contains not

merely an exposition of the labours of preceding writers,

but an account of many new and valuable experiments

made by the author himself. The second part of this work,

which treats of hydraulics, is divided into 24 chapters.

Chap. 1. Treats of theelHux of water from reservoirs, and

of the contraction of the fluid vein. Chap. 2. Of the dis-

charge of water from horizontal and lateral orifices in a ves-

sel constantly full. Chap. 3. Of the discharge of rectan-

gular orifices in the side of a reservoir extending to the

surface. Chap. 4. Of the discharge from reservoirs with

lateral orifices of considerable magnitude, the head of wa-

ter being constant. Chap. 5. Treats of the efflux from re-

servoirs which receive no slipply of water. Chap. 6. Of
the discharge from compound or divided reservoirs. Chap.

7. Of the motion of water in rivers. In this chapter, M.
Eytelwein has shewn that the mean velocity of water in a

second in a canal, or river, flowing in an equable channel,

is i^ths of a mean proportional between the fall in two En-
glish miles, and the hydraulic mean depth ; and that the

superficial velocity of a river is nearly a mean proportion-

al between the hydraulic mean depth and the fall in two
English miles. Chap. 8. Treats of the discharge and the

swell in the case of falls, weres, and contractions in rivers

and canals. In Chap. 9. On the motion of water in pipes,

our author expresses the velocity in English feet by the

following, simple formula: t^=50 / where ^ is the^ V l+50d'
length of'the pipe, d the hydraulic mean depth, and h the

height of the reservoir, if the pipe is bent into angles or

sinuosities, the value of -u must be corrected by taking the

product of its square multiplied by the sum of the sines of

the several angles of inflection, and then by 0.0038. This
^vill give the degree of pressure employed in overcoming
".he resistance occasioned by the angles, and by subtracting

this height from that which is due to the velocity, we may
thence find the corrected velocity. Chap. 10. Treats of
jets of water. Chap. 11. Of the impulse or hydraulic
pressure of water. Chap. 12. Of overshot water-wheels.
Chap. 13. Of undershot water-wheels. Chap. 14.

Of the properties of air, in so far as they are connect-
ed with hydraulic machines. Chap. 15. Of syphons.
Chap. 16. Of sucking pumps. Chap. 17. Of forcing
]nimps. Chap. 18. Of mixed pumps, or the combination
of sucking or forcing pumps. Chaj). 19. Of acting co-
lumns of water. Chap. 20. Of the spiral pump. Chap.
21. Of the screw of Archimedes. Chap. 22. Of bucket
wheels or throwing wheels. Chap. 23. Of celkilcir pumps
and Paternoster works. Chap. 24. Of instruments for
measuring the velocity of currents ol water.*

During the year 1814, a very extensive series of experi-
ments was made by M. Girard, on the motion of fluids in
capillary tubes. We have already seen, that M. Coulomb

* This abridged Account of M. Eytelwein's work, is taken irom an
in the Journals of the Royal Institution.

had given a common co-efficient to the two terms of his

fornnda representing the resistance of fluids, one of which

was proportional to the simple velocity, and the othci- to the

s<iiiaie of the velocity. M. Girard has, however, found,

that this identity between the co-cfiicitnts, which may suit

particular fluids under particular circumstances, is not ge-

nerally admissiljle ; and this idea is conflrmed by the re-

searches of M. Prony ; from which it follows, that the co-

efficients ought to be different. M. Prony has deduced the

value of these co-etlicients from a great number of experi-

ments ; but as his formula gives only the mean velocity,

which is much greater than the velocity of the fluid con-

tiguous to the pipe or canal which ought alone to enter into

an expression of the retarding force, it follows that the co-

efficients deduced from all the experiments hitherto made,

have a value greatly inferior to what they ought to have,

for the motion of the fluid contiguous to the side of the pipe.

The object of M. Girard's experiments was to determine

this velocity. He observes, that the velocity of the central

filament in conduit pipes differs less from the velocity ol

the sides of pipes as the diameter of the tube is diminish-

ed ; and that the theory of the linear motion of fluids,

which was first given by Eulcr in 1770, is strictly applica-

ble to the case whefe the water flows in very small tubes.

Hence the experimental results obtained witli tubes of a

small diameter ought to accord best with the formula de-

duced from theory. In order to make a correct series of

experiments of this kind, M. Girard constructed two sets

of tubes made of copper, and of uniform calibre, and drawn
upon maundrels of steel. The first series was composed
of tubes 2.9 6 millimetres in diameter, and 2 decimetres

long. These tubes were made to screw on to one another,

and form as many tubes of different lengths, from 20 to 222

centimetres. The second series was composed of tubes

1.83 millimetres in diameter, and capable of being screwed
together. These tubes weie then fixed liorizontally on the

sides of a reservoir, which was a cylinder of white iron 25

centimetres in diameter, and 5 decimetres high. The re-

servoir was kept full by the usual contrivances ; and the

water discharged by the tube subjected to trial, was receiv-

ed into a copper vessel placed horizontally, and whose ca-

pacity had been accurately ascertained. The filling of the

vessel was indicated by the instant wlien the water which
it contained had wetted equally a pl;Ue of glass which co-

vered almost the whole of its surface, and the lime employ-

ed to fill this vessel was measured with great accuracy.

The temperature of the water was also carefully noted.

The results thus obtained amounted to 1200, and weie ar-

ranged by "SI. Girard into thirty-four tables, according to

the differnt circumstances of the experiment. When ths

capillary tube has such a length, that the term proportion-

al to the square of the velocity disappears in the general

formula, the velocity with which the fluid is dischaiged, is

affected in a very singular manner by a variation of tem-
perature. If the velocity is expressed by 10, when the

temperature is 0° of the ccp.tigradc Ihermoinettr, the ve-

locity will be so great as 42 ; or incieascd more than 4

times when the temperature amounts to 85°. When the

length of the capillary tube is below the aliove mentioned
limit, a variation of temperature exercises but a slight in-

fluence upon the velocity of the issuing Quid. If the length

of the adjutage, for example, is 55 miliinietres, and if the

velocity is represented by 10 at 5° of the cfnligrade ther-

mometer, it willgbe represented only by 12 at a temperature
of 87°. In con^init pipes of the ordinary diameter, a change
of temperature produces almost no perceptible change in

excellent abstract of it, drawn up by Dr Thomas Younf, and pMblished
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the velocity of efllux. M. Girard also found, that the

quantity of water discharged by capillary tubes varied, not

only wilh the fluids which were used, liut with the nature

of the solid substance of which the tubes were composed.

A full account of these valuable experiments will be found

in the Memoires (les S^avans Etragers for 1815, wliich is

not yet published.

In the year 1815, the National Institute pf Fiance pro-

posed as the subject of one of lis annual prizes lor 1816,

the theory of waves at the surface of a htavy fluid of anin-

definite depth. The prize was gained by M. Au:.,'Ubtin

Louis Cauchy, a young mathematician of great promise.

The diflerential equations whicli he has given apply rigor-

ously only to the case where tlie depth of the fluid is infi-

nite ; and he has treated only of that sjiecies of waves \v hich

are propagated with velocities uniformly accelerated. The
same subject had occupied the attention of M. Poisson,

who, before he had seen the Memoir of RI. Caucliy, had

laid before the Institute formulse similar to his for the case

pf infinite depth. M. Poisson has himself studied the sub-

ject under a more extended aspect, and has laid before the

Institute other memoirs, which, we liave no doubt, will

throw much light upon liiis difficult branch of hydraulics.

He supposes that the water has not received any percus-

.sion at the commencement of its motion, and that the waves
liave been produced in the following manner. A piston of

any form is suppos-"d to be jilunged in the water to a small

depth, and is left there till the cquilibriun:! of tlie fluid is

restored. The piston is then suddenly wiihdiawn, and
waves are formed round the place which it occupied. In

determining the propagations of these waves, whether at

the surface, or in the interior of the fluid mass, M. Poisson

considers only the case where the agitations of the water

are so small, that the second and the higher powers of the

velocities, and of the displacements of the molecules, may
be neglected ; for, without such a restriction, the problem
would be so complicated, that no solution of it could be ex-

pected. He supposes the depth of the water constant

throughout its whole extent, so that the bottom is a fixed

horizontal plane, situated at a given distance below its na-

tural level. He then treats successively in his memoir, the

case of a fluid contained in a vertical canal of an invariable

width, and of an indefinite length ; and that of a fluid, whose
surface is indefinitely extended in every direction. This
valuable memoir will, we trust, be published in the Me-
moirs of the Institute for 1815.

Having thus given a general view of the history and pro-

gress of hydrodynamics, we shall conclude this part of the

article by a list of the best works and most important me-
moirs which have been written on the subject.

Arcliimedes De Jnsidentibus in Fliiido. Id. De Us qua
in humido vehuntur. Heronis S/:irUalia Edit. Commnn-
dini, 1575; Sexti Julii Frontini, Ve jicjueductiius UrbiS
Rome Cotnmentarius (Poleni's edit.) ; Stevini Hydrosta-
tica ; Scholti Mechanica Hydraulico-Pneumatica, 1657;
B:diani De Motu Grovium, Geneva, 1646; Toiicelli De
Molu Gravium naturaliter accclerato, 1643 ; Casteili Delta
Ml sura dell' acque correnti, 1628; Pascal Sur L'Kquilibrc
des Liquers ; Descartes i?^CMf!V des Lettres de M. Des-
cartes torn, ill.; Mariotte Traile du viouvement des eaux,
Par, 1686, and AIe?n. ^cad. Par. I. 69. II.; Guglielmini
/.a Mesura dell' acque correnli ; Guglielmini Delia natura
4iU' J'iU7m. Bologn, 1697; Po\enuii De Motu aqua mixta,
Patav. 1697, 1718, 1723; Parent Mem. ^cad. Par. 1700;
Varii^non Mem. Jcad. Par. II. p. 162; Id. 1703, p. 238;
Picai'd De aquis effluentibus, Mem. Acad* Par. V'll. 323 ;

Mcwtohi Princi/iia. lib. ii. ; Raccolta Di jiutori che trattano
dell moto dell acque, 3 vols. 4lo. Flor. 1723. This collec-

tion contains the works of Archimedes, Albici, Galileo,

Casteili, Michelini, Borclli, Montanari, Viviani, Cassini,

Guglielmini, Grandi, Manfredi, Picard, and Narducci.
Polenus De Castellis fier que derivantur fiuviorum aqua,
Patav. 1718; 'W\<i\\v.\iA\i De seftaratione fiuidorum in cor-

fiore animali, 1719; iiw'm, Phil. Trans. 1718, 1722; Cou-
plet, Mem. Acad. Par. 1732, p. 113; Daniel Bernoulli
Hydrodynamica sen de viribus et 7notibus fiuidorum com-
7nentarii. Strasb. 1738 ; Id. Coinmcnt. Petrofi. 1727, 1741,
Pilot, A/, 7n. Acad. 1727, p. 49; 1730, p. 306; 1732, 1738;
John Btrnoulli, Ofiera, torn. iv. ; and Comment. Petrofi.

1737, 1738 ; Cotes Ilydroatatical and Pneumatical Lecturet,

1747; S. Gravcsende Physices Elementa Mathemalica,
Leid. 1719, 1742; Maclaurin's Fluxions, \o\. ii. book ii

chap, xii § 537—550, Edin. 1742; D'Alembert Traite de
rpquilibre et du mouvement des Fluides, Par. 1744;
D'Alendoeit Knsai d'une J^Touvelle Theorie sur la resistance

des Fluides, and also his 0/iusculet Mathematiqucs, torn,

vi. Switzer's Hydrostatics ; Euler, Mem. Acad. Berlin,

1752, p. Ill; 1755, p. 217; Id. JVov. Comment. Petrofi.

1768, 1769, 1770, 1771; Id. Theorie comfilete de la con
struction et Manauvre des -vaisseaux ; Bougucr, Mem.
Acad. Par. 1755, p. 481 ; Lecciji Idroslatica esaminata
ne suoi firincifii e stabiliia 7ieUe sue regole della mesura
delle acque correr.ti, 1765 ; Borda, Mem. Acad. Par.
1763, p. 358 ; 1766, p. 579 ; 1767, p. 595 ; Kaestner An-
fangsgrunde der Hydrodynamik, Gutting. 1769, and JVov.

Comment. Gotting. 1769, I. 45 ; JVuova Raccolta di aulori

che trattano del nwto delC acque, 7 vols. Parma, 1766. The
1st vol. of this excellent collection contains, I. Castelli's

treatise Della Mesura, Sec. 2. Several letters of Casteili

and other authors. 3. A paper by Montanari on the Adri-
atic Sea and its currents. 4. A discourse by \'iviani on
the method of preventing the filling up and the corrosion

of rivers applied to the river Arno. 5. Several papers by

J. D. Cassini, on the regulation of tlie courses of rivers,

and, 6. Guglielmini's treatise, entitled La Mesura,
Sec. The 2d volume contains Guglielmini on rivers,

illustrated with the notes of E. Manfredi. The 3d volume
contains, l.Guido Grandi's geometrical treatise on the

motion of water; 2. Several dissertations, by the same
author, on the River Era and the streams in Italy ; 3. The
Marquis Poleni's treatise de motu aquae mi.vto ; 4. A trea-

tise, by the same author, on dikes, &c. ; 5. A letter, by
Poleni, on the measure of running waters ; 6. A paper, by
J. Butcon, on the same subject. Tom. IV. contains, 1. Se-
veral hydraulic dissertations by Casteili; 2. Several letters

from Galileo to Casteili; 3. A paper, by E. Mardredi, od
the construction of a dike upon the River Era; 4 A re-

ply, by Manfredi, to a criticism by Ceva and Moscatelli;
5. A reply, by the inhabitants of Bologna, to those of
Ferrara on the course of the Reno ; 6. An examination
of a book, entitled The Injurious Effects of the Reno.
7. A refutation of another work, published at Modena, on
the same subject. Tom. V. contains, 1. A report, by Car-
dinals Adda and Barbarini, on the state of the waters in

the countries of Romagna, Ferrara, and Bologna ; 2. A re-

port, by Riviera, on the state of the Reno, the Panaro, and
the Po ; 3. A selection of practical information from the

work of /endrini on running waters ; and, 4. A memoir
on preventing the inundations of the Koi.co and the Mon-
tone, by Zendrini and Manfredi. Tom VI. contains, 1. A
translation of Picard's book on levelling ; 2. A tianslation

of Gennete's experiments on the course of livers; 3 Ex-
periments of Bonati in opposition to tliose of Gennete ; 4

Gennete's reply ; 5. Remarks, by Manfredi, on the constant

elevation of the bottom of the sea ; 6. A discourse, by
Zanotti, on the beds of rivers near their embouchure ; 7.

A memoir, by Bolognini, on tlic ancier.t and present state

of the Pontine Marshes, and on the means of draining thcni;
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B. A comparison of canals, by Narchicci ; 9. A paper, by
Peielli, on a torrent called the Maro:j;gia. Vol. VII. con-
tains, 1. A discourse on the ancient and present state of
(he Valdichiuna ; 2. A memoir, by Lccclii, on the Tradatc,
the Gardnluso, and the Bozzenti ; 3. A paper on the inun-

dations of the Adige, by Lorgna ; and, 5. A paper, by Frisi,

on the management of rivers and torrents. Uosstit et

Vhllt:t, Rec/ierc/ies sur ta Conslruction des cliguea, 1754.

Silbcrschlag.,77iton> des Fleuvcs, avcc I'art de balir dann
leur eaux et de firevcnir leur ravatrcn, 1769 ; transl-dtcd

from the German. iVIichclotti, S/ierienzc Hydrauliche,
Turin, 1774; and Mem. Taiirineni, 1788. Uosaut, 7Va;7^

Theoriijue et Exfierimental d'Hydrodynamiijue, 2 vols. 8vo.

1771, 1786, and 1796. 1'onia.nu, Vi.sstrtazione Idrodinarnica,

Mant. 1775. Chevalier Boat's Traite U'Ui/draulique et

Pyrodynamh/ue, 2 vols. 8vo. 1786, and vol. iii. 1816. La
Grange, Mecanique yltiaiytujue ; and Mem. Acad. Berlin,

1781, p. 151, and 1786, p. 192. Ximenes, Mcove S/ierienzc

Idraulichefatte ne canali c nejiumi /ler verificare le firinci-

pale leggi efenomeni dclle acque correnti, Siena, 1780. Id.

Act. Sien. iii. 16, iv. 31, vii. 1. Lorgna, Memorie intorno

uW acque correjitiyVeron. 1777. hori^m, liicerc/ie intorno
atla distributionc delle vetocita nelta sectione de Inumi. Id.

Soc. Italian, iv. p. 359, v. 313, vi. 218. Lambert, Sur les

I'luides conaidcree.i retativement a I'Hydrodynamique, Mem.
dead. Berlin, 1784, p. 299. Langsdorf, Theorie dcr Hy-
drodynamischen grundleliren, Frankf. 17.S7. Langsdorf, Hy-
draulik, Altenb. 1794. Cousin Mem. Acad. Par. 1783, p.

665. Parkinson's //!/c/rosfn;!c«, 1789. Dr Mathew Young,
Irish Transactions, 1783, vol. ii. p. 81, and vol, vii. p. 53.

Bernhard, A'u!/xica!/x Princifiea d Hydraulique , 1787. This
work contains a historical and critical discourse upon the

different works which have been published on this subject.
Prony, J^ouvelle Architecture Hydraulique, 2 vols. 4to.
Paris, 1790. Prony, Hecherchea Phybico-J\rutheynatiquea
sur la Theorie des ICaux Courantes,Mi}. Paris, 1804. Burja,
Crundlchrcn der Hydrostatik, 1790. Vince, l^hil. Trans.
1795, p. 24, 1798, p. I. Atwood, Phil. Trans. 179G,?p. 4f)',

On the Stability of t^casels, 1798, p. 301. Dun George
.(uan, Examen Mariiimo, Madrid 1771. This work was
translated into French by M. I'Lvesipie in 1783. La Place,
Mem. ylcad. Par. 1776, and Mecanique Celeste, liv. i. chap!
iv. viii. liv. iii. chap. iii. iv. Flangcrgucs, Journal dca
Siavans, Oct. 1789. Venturi, liecherches ex/ierimentalea
sur la communication lateral du juouvement dans les Pluides,
Paris, 1797. This work was translated by Nicholson, and
published separately in 1798. It appeared also in his Phi-
losofthical Journal, 4to, vol. ii. p. 172. Fabre, Sur les Torrens
et les Rivieres, Paris, 1797. Mazzuchelli, Idrodinamico, 3
vols. Patav. 1195. Coulomb, Exjieriencea destinees a de-
terminer la coherence des Pluides et les loia de leur resist-

ance dans les mouvemens tres lents, published in the Me-
mrAres de I'Institut, ton), iii. p. 246. Eytelwein's Hand-
buch der Mechanik und der Hydraulik, Berlin, 1801. An
excellent abstract of this work, by Dr 'I'liomas Young, will
be found in the Journals of the Royal Institution, No. I.

and in Nicholson's Journal, vol. iii. p. 25. and 79. Grego-
ry's Mechanics, vol. i. Lond. 1806. Dr Thomas Young's
Elements of JSfatural Philosofihy, 2 vols. Lond. 1807. Mol-
Itt's Hydraulique Physique, Lyons, 1810. Girard, Me-
moires des Sjavans Etrangers iov 1815, and Journal des
Mines. Poisson, Mem. de I'Institut, 1815. Robison's Sys-
tem of Mechanical Philosofihy, vol. ii. and iii. Alt. Resist-
ance ofFluids, Rivers, and IVater-nvorka.

Part I. HYDROSTATICS.

Hydrostatics, from the Greek uoa^, luater, and <5-t?/m,(,

Island, is that bianch of the science of hydrodynamics
which treats of the properties of fluids at rest. It com-
prehends the pressure and equilibrium of non-elastic fluids,

the doctrine of specific gravities, the phenomena of cohe-
sion and capillary attraction, and the equilibrium of floating

bodies.

Dejitiitions and Preliminary Observations.

A^fiuid is a collection of very minute material parti-

cles, (probably of a spherical form,) vvhich cohere so

slightly to each other, that they yield to the smallest

force, and are easily moved among one anoth.er in every
direction.

The phenomena exhibited by fluids, whether they are

at rest or in motion, afford us no reason to believe, that

the particles of which they are composed possess any po-

larity, or any tendency to arrange themselves in one parti-

cular manner moie than another. When a mass of

water is in a state of perfect equilibrium, a certain point

©f one particle is in physical contact with a certain point

of another particle ; but if the equilibrium is destroyed
by violent agitation, there is no ground even for con-

jecturing, that the same points of the parliclcb will re-

turn into contact when the equilibrium is restored. The
recent discoveries, however, which have been made in

optics, decidedly prove, that in many fluids the particles

assume a particular arrangement, analogous to that which

is exhibited in some of the crystals of the mineral king-
dom, and that they may also be made to assume ano-
ther arrangement, similar to that which is produced in
glass. Sec. by compression and diluiution. When these
iluids are inclosed in a vessel, the particles uniformly af-

fect a certain arrangement, which is unequivocally indicat-

ed by their action upon polarised ligi.t. Sec Optics and
Polarisation.

Fluids are divided into clastic and inelastic, or coynpressi-
ble and incomfiressible fluids. The class of clastic and
compressible fluids cnnsists of atmospherical air, and the
various gaseous or aeriform bodies villi which chemists
have made us acquainted; while the chiss of inelastic or
incrompressible fluids comprehends water, n;ercury, alco-

hol, and the various oils and li([uid acids. The fii'st class,

in virtue of their elasticity, arc capable of expanding them-
selves when they are unconfined, so as to fill any given
space, or of having their bulk greatly diminished by me-
chanical compression ;* whde the second class possess
this property in such a small degree, that the diminu-
tion of their bulk by mechanical force is scarcely sus-

ceptible of accurate mensuration. Tiie science of Pneu-
matics considers the mechanical proi)erties of the firs*

class, and that of Hydrodynamics those of the second
class.

Till within the last fifty years, it was considered as ar
established fact, that the class of incompressible fluids

could not be reduced in bulk by the application of the most
powerful forces. This conclusion was deduced from ar

* Air is said to have been reduced to tfit" of its bulk in Hales's experiments.
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expeiimcnt by l.ord Baco'i, Tiha filicd a leaden globe with

water, and attempted to compress it by a great external

force. The fluid, however, made its way lluough tlie

pores of liie metal, and stood like dew upon the surface of

the globe. The Florentine academicians rc))eated the

same experiment with a silver globe, and, by violent ham-

mering-, they succeeded in altering its form, and expelling

the water through tlie pores of the silver. These trials

seem to have established tlic doctrine of the incomprcssi-

bility of fluids in its most strict acceptation; but Lord

Bacon deduced from them tlie very opposite conclusion,

for, alter giving an account of the experiment which we
have mentioned, he tells us, that he afterwards computed

into how much space the water was driven by this violent

pressure.*

Although the experiment of the Florentine Academy of

Del Cimento was considered as decisive of this point, yet

it occurred to Mr Canton, about the year 1761, that it was
not hostile to the idea of a small degree of compressibility ;

for the academicians were unable to determine whether or

not the water forced into the pores, and through the gold,

was exactly equal to the diminution of the internal space by

pressure. He accordingly set about a series of expeii-

nients on this subject. Having procured a small glass

tube about two feet long, and li inch in diameter, and

with a ball at one end of it, he filled the ball and part of

the tube with mercury, brought the whole to.the tempera-

ture of 50°
. of Fahrenheit, and observed that the mercury

stood at a point exactly St inches above the ball. The
mercury was then raised by heat to the top of the tube, and

the tube was hermetically sealed. The mercury was then

brought to the same degree of heat as before, and it now
stood in the tube -j^^?, of an inch higher than it did before.

By performing the same experiment with water exhausted
of air, instead of mercury, he found that the water stood in

the tube ^^^^ of an inch above the mark. Hence it is ob-

vious, that the weight of the atmosphere, or 73 pounds
avoirdupois, pressing on the outside of the ball, and not

on the inside, had squeezed it into less compass, and that,

by this compression of the ball, the mercury and the

water would be equally raised in the tube. But the water
rose -^W of an inch more than the mercury, and conse-

quently the water must have expanded so much more than

the mercury by removing the weight of the atmosphere.

In order to determine how much compression was pro-

duced, either by the weight of the atmosphere, or lay a

greater weight, he took a glass ball about 1.6 inch in dia-

meter, joined to a cylindrical tube 4.2 inches long, and ^55
of an inch in diameter, and, by weighing the quantity of
mrtfcury that exactly filled the ball, and also the quantity

that exactly filled the whole length of the tube, he found
that the mercury in -f-Jg of an inch of the tube was the

100,000th part of that contained in the ball, and he divided

the tube accordingly with the edge of a file. When the

ball and part of the tube was filled with water exhausted
of air, he placed it in the receiver of an air pump, and also

in the receiver of a condensing engine, and he observed the

degree of expansion of the water that corresponded with
any degree of rarefaction, and the degree of compression
that corresponded with any degree of condensation. In

this way he found, from repeated trials, that, when the mer-
cury was at a mean height, and the temperature of the air

Temperature in

Fahrenheit's scale.

50° of Fahrenheit, the water rose four divisions and 6-IOths,
or one part in 21740, by removing the weight of the at-

mosphere; conser|ucntly the compression of water, under
twice the weight of the atmosphere, is one pait in 10870
of its own bulk.

In combining these experiments, Mr Canton found, that
water was more compressible in winter than in summer,
while, on the contrary, alcohol and oil of olives were more
compressible when expanded by heat, and less so when
contracted by cold. The results were, as expressed in the
following Table, suited to the mean weight of the atmo-
sphere.

Compression in millionth

parts of their own bulk.

Water. Alcohol.
34° 49 60
64° 44 71

The following 'I'ablc contains all the results which Mr
Canton obtained. It is suited to a temperature of 50° of

Fahrenheit, and to 29-} inches of the barometer.

Compression in millionth Specific

Names of pails of their own bulk gravities at

fluids. by llie weight of 29J tlie same
indies of mercury. temperature.

Alcohol 66 0.846
Oil of olives 48 0,918
Rain water 46 1 .000

Sea water 40 1.028

Mercury 3 13.595

From these results it appears, that the compressions are

not, as inight have been imagined, in the inverse ratios of

the specific gravities. If the law of compression in water
is the same as that in air, it would follow, that, at a depth
of 100 miles, the density of the water would be doubled,

and at the depth of 200 quadrupled.
In the year 1774, the Ex- Jesuit Herbert published at

Vienna a treatise, entitled Ve .Aqua £laslicilatc, in which
he confirmed the general result of Canton's experiments,
and in 1779 M.Zimmerman published an accountof simi-

lar experiments at Ltipsic, under the title of Traile de
I'Elasticite de I'eau et d'autres Jiuides. He found, tliat sea

water, when inclosed in the cavity of a strong iron cylinder,

and pressed by a force equal to a column of sea water
1000 feet high, was compressed -j-j^th part of its own
bulk, a result much greater than we should have expect-
ed from the experiments of Canton. A number of results

similar to these were obtained by the Abbe Mongez, who
has printed an account of them in the 9th volume of Ro-
zier's Journal.

As the doctrine of the compressibility of water has long
been considered as a fact rigorously established, we were
surprised to find its incompressibiiity stated by the Abbe
Hauy, without the slightest reference to any of the preceding
experiments. " One of the experiments," he observes,
" which has served to shew the incompressibiiity of water,

consists in charging that liquid with a column of mercur)*,

by employing a bent tube in the form of a syphon, the

shortest branch of which is closed at its superior part, and
contains water, at the same time that the longest branch is

occupied by the mercury, which presses the surface of the

• See Bacon's JVorks, by Shaw, vol. ii. p. 521, or the JVovtm Orgamim, Part II. Sect. ii. Aphorism 45, J 222. Bacon seems to have con-

sidered all bodies as in some measure elastic ; for after having explained what he calls the motion of liberty, and applied it to the phe-
nomena of tension, he says, " that this motion was unscientifically called by the schools the motion of the elementary fanns : for it does
not only apply to air, water, and (lame, but to all the diversities of consistent bodies, as wood, iron, lead, cloth, skins, &c. each body having
its own measure ofextent or dimension, from whence it is with difficulty stretched to any considerable distance." Bacon's Works, vol. ii. p.

725.Apb. 48.'§245.
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water. The column formed by this latter fluid was not
shortened by the smallest perceptible quantity, even when
that of the mercury was 227 centimetres, or about seven
feet high, in which case it exerted upon the water an cITcct

triple of that of a column of water 33 feet higli."» In

this experiment, which must iiave been carelessly made,
the compression ought to have been thrice as great as in the

experiments of Canton.

Fluids have also been divided into fierfcct and imficr-

feet ; but this division is quite arbitrary, as there is no
body which possesses the character of perfect fluidity.

Boiling water approaches nearer to a state of perfect flu-

idity than water in any other state. As its temperature
diminishes, its viscidity increases, and its fluidity becomes
less perfect. In many of the oils, varnishes, and in melt-

ed glass, the fluidity is extremely imperfect ; whereas it

may be considered as nearly perfect in water, alcohol,

mercury, &c.

CHAP. I.

On the Pressure and Equilibrium of Fluids.

fundamental principle.

When a mass o/Jluid, in a state of eguilibrium, is subject-

ed to thi action of anyforces., every particle ofthefluid mass

is firessed equally in every direction, and. vice versa, if every

particle of the fluid mass is pressed equally in every direc-

tion, the whole mass will be in equilibria.

This principle, which has been adopted as the founda-

tion of hydrostatics by Euler, D'Alembert, Bossut, and
Prony, is a necessary consequence of the definition which
we have already given of fluidity ; for, since the parts of a

fluid yield to the smallest pressure, any particle, which is

more pressed in one direction than another, would move to

the side where the pressure was least, and consequently

the equilibrium would be destroyed. If the particles

are equally pressed in every direction, it is equally evi-

dent,'that the mass of which they are composed must be in

equilibrium.

Although the preceding principle is rigorously true only

of perfect fluids, yet, in the case of water, alcohol. See.

where the cohesion of the particles is not very great, the

inequality of pressure, under which an equilibrium might
exist, must be extremely small ; and it is accordingly found,

that the principle is experimentally true in these fluids.

For if, at a given depth below the surface of water in a

vessel, an aperture be made, and a piston be applied to the

aperture to prevent the water from flowing out, it will be

found, that the piston will be pressed outwards with the

same force, whether the aperture is horizontal or vertical,

or inclined at any angle to the horizon.

Cor. If a number of pistons E, F, G, are applied to

apertures of different sizes in the sides of a vessel ABCD
full of water, the forces with which the pistons are ap-

plied will be in equilibrio, if they are proportional to the

apertures to which they are applied. Plate CCCXIII.
Fig. 1.

Since the pressure of eyery part of the piston E is

transmitted to every part of the piston F, and vice versa,

it follows, that these pressures will be in equilibrio, if they

are equal. But the sum of the pressures propagated by
E is proportional to the area of the aperture E, and the
sum of the pressures propagated by F proportional to the
area of the aperture F ; conseiiucntly there must be an
equilibrium between these opposing pressures, when E :

Firarca of E : area of F. The same is true of any num-
ber of apertures.

t

Sect. I. On the Pressure and Equilibrium of Fluids oj

Uniform Density.

' Prop. I.

When any fluid, influenced by the force of gravity, is
in equilibrio in any vessel, its surface is horizontal, or at
right angles to the direction of gravity.

Let the surface of the fluid have the curvilineal form
A p B, Fig. 2, and let the force of gravity with which any
panicle /; is influenced be represented by the vertical line

p 0. This force /; o may be resolved into the forces /; 7«,

p n, coinciding with the elementary portions of the surface
on each side of p. Now, the particle ft being in equili-
brium, it is pressed equally in every direction ; and, there-
fore, the equal and opposite forces m /;, n p, exerted
against /i by the neighbouring particles, must be equal to
pt m, p n ; hence the force p m is equal to /; n, the angle
mp n must be bisected by /; o, (See Dynamics, Sect. III.)
and the elementary portion of the curve must be perpen-
dicular to p 0. As the same is true of every other part of
the fluid surface, it follows that this surface must be a
horizontal straight line, if the directions of gravity at dif-
ferent points are considered as parallel, or a portion of a
spherical surface, if the directions of gravity meet in one
point.

Cor. It follows from this proposition, that the surface
of a fluid must be perpendicular to the resultant of all the
forces which act upon it. Hence the general surface of
the ocean will not be perpendicular to the direction of
gravity, but to a line which is the resultant of the action of
gravity, of the centrifugal force, and of the attraction of
the planetary bodies.

The effect of the centrifugal force, combined with gravi-
tation, is such, that the surface of the water assumes a.

parabolic form, as shewn in Fig. 3. When any number
of fluids of different densities are put in the same vessel,
and are made to revolve round an axis, or if they are put
into a glass globe, and turned by the whirling table, their
separating surfaces always assume the form of parabolic
conoids, when the axis of rotation is vertical.

Scholium,

The depression of the surface of a fluid or D beneath a
horizontal straight line for any given length L, may be

9 T 2

found from the following simple formula : D—

Prop. II.

If a fluid influenced by the force of gravity is inclosed

in a syphon, or in any number of communicating vessels,

* Hauy's Elementary Treatise on J^i'atvral Philosophy, translated by Dr O Gregory, vol. i. § 174.

I In the two following sections, as well as in other parts of tliis article, our readers will perceive Uiat we have been under great obli-

gations to Uie admirable work of the Abbe Bossut, to which we must refer those who wish to obtain a more profound and extensive view
of the subject.

Vol. X. Part II. 5 E
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the suifiicc of ihe fluid in each branch will be in ihe same

hoi'izuntal plane.

Let ABCD, Plate CCCXIII. Fig. 4, be a syphon with

three branches, AB, CU, DB, communicating with each

otbei- at B. If water is poured into this vessel till it rises

to A in one branch, it will rise to the same height in the

other branches, so that ADC is a horizontal line perpen-

dicular to the direction of gravity. Let the syphon be re-

moved, and let the water which it contained form part of

Ihe fluid in the vessel abed, in which it has the horizontal

surface a ADC b, it is easy to suppose that a portion of

the water, of the same form and thickness as the syphon,

may be converted into ice, without changing its place or

its volume. . The equilibrium of the water is obviously

not affected by such a change ; and, therefore, the water

will stand at the same height ADC, in a syphon of ice;

and, consequently, the same will happen, whatever be the

substance of which the syphon is composed. The same
conclusion would have been obtained, by supposing all the

water frozen, excepting that portion which was at first in-

cluded in the syphon.

Scholium.

The arts of levelling and of conducting water are

founded upon the preceding proposition. As water will

always rise to the same level as the spring from which it

flows, it may be conveyed in pipes through the deepest

vallies, and over the highest eminences, provided the pipe

never rises to a greater height than the source of water.

Had the ancients been acquainted with this simple prin-

ciple, they might have saved the construction of those

expensive aqueducts with wiiich their towns were sup-

plied with water.

Levels are sometimes made upon the principle con-

tained in the proposition. Mr Keith's mercurial level is

nothing more than a syphon filled with mercury, with a

float on each brancli, which supports two sights. See

Edinburgh Transactions, vol. ii. p. 14; and our article

Levelling.

Prop. IIL

If a mass of fluid contained in a vessel is in equilibrio,

any one particle of the fluid is pressed in every direction,

with a force equal to a weight of the column of the fluid,

whose base is equal to that particle, and whose height is

the depth of the particle below the surface.

Let/;, Fig. 5, be the particle of fluid whose depth in the

vessel of fluid ABCD is e Ji. We may suppose, as for-

merly, that a portion of tiic water is frozen, so as to form

a tube of ice e fi, whose diameter is equal to that of the

particle /2, without atiy change taking place in the pres-

sure sustained by/;. In this case, the particle /j is ob-

viously pressed downwards with the weight of the column
e/j; and, consequently, the measure of this pressure is the

absolute weight of the column e/i. But as the particle

is in equilibrio, it must be pressed with this force in every
direction.

The proposition is also true of a particle situated at m,
for drawing the horizontal line mg; and supposing a

syphon of icefg fun to be formed, it is obvious th.at tlie

column of fluid in the branch mh is in equilibrio with, or
"balanced by, the column in g /i ; consequently the particle

of water at m is pressed with the same force as the par-
ticle at £, that is, with a column of water whose height

Cor. Hence it follows, that eva-f panicle of a vessel

containing fluid is pressed with a force equal to a column
of fluid, whose base is the particle, and whose height is

the depth of the particle below the surface ; for, since the

particle of fluid adjacent to this particle of the vessel is

pressed in every direction with this force, it must exert ,

the same force against that particle of the vessel.

Prop. IV.

The pressure exerted by a fluid upon any given portion

of the vessel which contains it, is equal to a column of the

fluid whose base is the area of the given portion, and whose
altitude is the depth of the centre of gravity of the portion

below the fluid surface.

Let 7n7i be the given portion of the vessel ABCD, Fig.

6. filled with fluid, and let us conceive this portion to be
occupied by any number of particles m, o,/i,n, &c. then

the pressure sustained by each of these particles, by Prop.

III. will be mxmu+oxox+flxfly + nXnz, &c.

;

but, by the property of the centre of gravity or inertia,

(See Mechanics,) the sum of these products is equal to

the distance EF of the centre of gravity E, from the sur-

face at F, multiplied into the number of particles m, n, o,/i;

that is, mxmu-\-oxox-\-fixpy + nxnz'^ EF x
m,n,o,fi; consequently, since m,n,o,jfi, represents the

area, or the number of particles in the given portion m n,

the pressure upon mnzz EF X mn.
Cor. 1. It follows from this proposition, that the pres-

sure sustained by the bottom of the vessel is not the same
as the weight of the fluid contained in the vessel. In the

cylindrical vessel shewn in Fig. 7, or in any vessel, what-

ever be its shape, in which the sides are perpendicular

to its bottom, the pressure upon the bottom is ac-

curately measured by the weight of the water which it

contains ; but in vessels of all other shapes, such as Fig.

8, 9, the pressure on the bottom is measured hy mn x mx,
which in Fig. 8 is much less than the weight of water in

the vessel, and in Fig. 9 mach greater.

Cor. 2. The truth of what is called the Hydrostatic

Paradox is easily deducpd from the preceding proposi-

tion. Let ABCDEFGH, Fig. 10, be a vessel filled with

water, then, by the proposition, the pressure upon GF:^
OF X GI, however narrow be the column ABCD ; that is,

the pressure exerted ujion the bottoms of vessels Jilted ivitli

Jluid does not depend ufion the ijuantity of the fluid which

thexj contain, but solely ufion its attitude. In like manner,

it is obvious from Prop. II. that the water will stand at the

same level a b AB, Fig. 1 1, in the two communicating ves-

sels c bed, ABCD, consequently, any portion offluid abcA,

however small, ivill balance any portion of fluid ABCD,
however great.

Cor. 3. The pressure exerted upon the sides of a vessel,

perpendicular to its base, is equal to the weight of a rec-

tangular prism of the fluid, whose height is equal to that

of the fluid, and whose base is a parallelogram, one side of

which is equal to the height of the fluid, and the other to

half the perimeter of the vessel.

Cor. 4. The pressure against one side of a cubical ves-

sel is equal to half the pressure against tlie bottom ; and

the pressure against the sides and bottom together, is equal

to three-times the pressure against the bottom alone.

Hence, by Cor. 1. the pressure against both the sides and

bottom together, is equal to three times the weight of fluid

in the vessel.

Cor. 5. The pressure exerted upon the surface of a

hemisphere full of fluid, is equal to the product of that

surface multiplied by its radius.
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Cor. 6. The ps-essuie sustained Dy different parts of llie

sides of a vessel are as the squares of their depths behnv

the surface. Hence, llicse pressures will be represented

by the ordinates of a parabola, when the depths are repre-

sented by its abscissae.

DEFINITION.

The centre of firessure is that point of a surface expos-

ed to the action of a fluid, to which, if a force equal to tlic

whole pressure upon the surface were applied, the effect

Would be the same as it is when the pressure is distributed

over the whoie surface.

Prof. V.

To find the centre of pressure.

Let it be required to find the centre of pressure P, Fig.

II, on the side of a cubical vessel ABCD. Let G be the

centre of irravity of the surface, then the pressure exerted

against this surface will be BCxBCxGB, or -—-,sincein

the case of a cube or rectangle, GB~ —-, and since the

pressure must be equal to the sum of all the elementary

pressures upon the elementary portions Fy, we have ——

-

X PB= Ac X F/x FB X FB, or 5^ =f^f X r^'"

But the sum of the elementary pressures FyX FD^ com-
pose a pyramid whose base is~BC^, and whose altitude

is BC, consequently, by the property of the centre of inertia

.c A/r
-DC2xPB_DC^ ,_,__2DC

(See Mechanics) ~ , and PB——-^—

>

that is, the centre of pressure is two-thirds of the depth of
fluid in the vessel.

CoR. The centre of pressure coincides with the centre
of percussion, as the centre of percussion is also two-thirds

of the height of the body.

Sect. IL On the Pressure and Equilibrium of Fluids of
Variable Density.

DEFINITION.

The absolute weights of different bodies that have the
same bulk are called their sfiecific gravities or densities, and
any body, that, under the same bulk, is heavier than another,

is said to be sjieci/ically heavier.

Prop. L

If two fluids of different densities are included in the
separate branches of a syphon, they will be in equilibrio,

when the altitudes above their common junction are reci-

"procally proportional to their specific gravities.

Let ABCD, Fig. 12, be the syphon, and AB, CD the
heights of the two fluids of different densities, which may
be supposed separated from each other by the common
junction m n. Then, if G is the centre of gravity of the
surface m n, the pressure exerted by the fluid in AB is, by
Prop. IV. mnxG s, and that of the fluid in CD, 7ii nxGB;
but since their specific gravities S, S' are, by the hypo-
thesis, reciprocally as their altitudes, that is, S : S' := G r :

G .5, we have SxG .s= b' x G )
; but the pressure of the

one coluiun is m ?; X (i » X S :n ?'i « X G r x S, the pres-

sure of the other, consequently ihiy will be in equ;':brio.

If /I be Uie junction of the two fluids, then, by draw-

ing the horizontal line o fi ytv, we may regard the co-

lumns o/i ?n ?t, t v n m as balancing one another, since

they are composed of the same fluid, and then consider

the columns A B /( o, C D -y / of different densities, as

resting upon the surfaces o fi,tv. In this case, y» X S'

rryr x b'l and consequently the pressures o/l X y« X S
:=o/i X yr X S'.

In the case of water and mercury, the values of S,S'
are I and 13. 58 at a temperature of 50", consequently

Gs:Grzr 13.58: 1; and therefore, to balance 33 feet

of water, a column of mercury 29.16 inches will be re-

quired.

Prop. II.

The pressure on the bottom of a vessel containing

horizontal strata of fluids of difl'erent densities, is equal to

the area of the bottom multiplied by the sum of the pro-

ducts of the thickness of every stratum and their specific

gravities.

Let ABCD, Fig. 13, be the vessel, and AB/<r, efhg,
g h Ik, and k i c D strata of diff"erent densities, S, S', S",

S'". Then since, by the last Prop, any column of fluid is

in equilibrio with another, or has the same pressure when
their heights are reciprocally as their densities, calling H,
H', H", &c. the heights of the strata, we have S : S'—H'

;

S'xH'
H, and H ~ —-— . We may therefore substitute a co-

lumn of fluid of the same kind as the lower stratum kC,
S'xH'

and having an altitude —^r^— instead of the column ffl,

and in like manner, instead of the other columns e h, A f
S"xH"

we may substitute columns whose heights are ;

—

S"' X H'"
; , and therefore calling DC the area of the bottom,

the whole pressure on the bottom will be n: SxDCxH+
(x H + ^:^^ ^'-f^^) = DC X (SXH4-

S'xH'4- S"xH" -f- S"'xH"'), which is the truth announced

in the proposition.

Prop. III.

If a fluid contained in a vessel consists of an infinite

number of strata, whose densities vary according to any
law, the fluid will be in equilibrio, when the surfaces of tiie

strata are perpendicular to the direction of gravity.

If the lower stratum of A- ^ c D (Fig. 13.) were placed

alone in the vessel, its surface k I would be horizontal. Let

us now suppose that every point of the surface k I is press-

ed downwards by equal forces, which it will be, when it is

pressed down by the weight of the superior strata with

horizontal surfaces, then since there can be no reason why
one point should yield more than another to these forces,

it follows that the stratum k C will still be in equilibrio. In

like manner, it may be shewn, that the stratum ghl k will

be in equilibrio, and so on with all those above it, so that

we may conclude that the whole fluid in the vessel is in

equilibrio.

5 E 2
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Prop. IV.

To find the pressure exerted by a fluid composed of an

infinite number of strata of variable density against any

part of the vessel which contains it.

Let S, S', S", See. be the specific gravities of the differ-

ent strata 5/8, A •, n, &c. then since the point g sustains

the weight of all the columns g fi, fi 0, &c. above it, it will

be pressed down by a force equal toSX9/! + S'xA° +

(^0+ ^ll'+^:^+ E.c.^S-'xCon + ^4^^
X EccZzS'x

Sxgfi

S' S"

+ &c.) Hence it follows, that we may substitute in
S'x/^o

S"
"

place of the fluid of variable density a fluid whose density

is uniform through the whole height q m.

Let us take an infinitely small elementary stratum en

/^^ £ contained between the horizontal lines e ra /, e v ^,

then the pressure upon e * is the absolute weight of the

column m v ; but making ?n n ^ x, and S ~ the specific

gravity of the fluid in n, the weight of m n will be j" S x,

and therefore the sum of the pressures against A e will be

TA e x/"2 X. Thus to find the pressure upon the bot-

tom DC, let g m^a, and S = the specific gravity of the

fluid in DC, then 2 = , and l^^^t ~-^—

;

and since, in the case of a pressure upon the bottom, jriZTa,

we have ^ ~ and the whole pressure upon the
2 a 2

bottom IZ — xDC.

CHAP. II.

On Specific Gravities.

Prop. I.

If any object floats upon a fluid, or is wholly immersed

in it without sinking, it is pressed upwards with a force

equal to the weight of the fluid displaced.

Let EF (Fig. 14.) be a body floating in the vessel ABCD.
Then by Prop. IH. Chap. I. any point or particle n is

pressed upwards with a force equal to a column of parti-

cles whose height is m n, and as this is true of every part

of the surface EnF, then since the part of the solid im-

mersed is made up of these elementary columns, it follows

that the sum of all the pressures exerted upon EnF is

equal to a quantity of fluid of the same size as the im-

mersed part, which is the same as the quantity of fluid dis-

placed.

When the body EF is wholly immersed, as in Fig. 15, it

is obvious, that any part is pressed downwards with a

column of fluid whose height is m 0, while any part n is

pressed upwards with a column of fluid whose height is

?/t n ; consequently the point n is pressed upwards with a

column n a^m n—m 0. But the sum of all the elementary

columns n make up a quantity of fluid equal to that which
is displaced by the body.

Cor. VVhen a solid floats on a fluid, the quantity of fluid

which it displaces is equal to the weight of the body. Since'

the whole weight of the solid pressing upon the surface of

water E n F isin equiiibrio with the fluid mass, it must be

equal in weight to the quantity of fluid EnF, which is alsa

in equilibrium with the same fluid mass, but this quantity

of fluid is the quantity which is displaced.

Prop. II.

When a body floats upon a fluid, the centre of gravity

of the body and of the fluid displaced are in the same ver-

tical line.

For since the upward pressure which supports the

floating body is the same as if it were applied to the centre

of gravity of the part immersed, or of the quantity of fluid

displaced, then since the whole floating body is in equi-

iibrio, its centre of gravity must be supported by this up-
ward pressure ; that is, the centres of gravity of the fluid

displaced and of the floating body must be in the same ver-

tical line.

Prop. IIL

The specific gravity of any floating body is to that of the
fluid, as the volume of the part immersed is to the whole
volume of the body.

Calling S the specific gravity of the fluid, and « that of

the solid, we have by Cor. Prop. I. SxE n F^«xE/jF n,

and therefore s : S~E n F : E/j Fn ; that is, as the part

immersed is to the whole volume of the body.

Prop. IV.

If a solid is weighed in a fluid, it will lose as much of its

weight as is equal to the quantity of fluid displaced.

It appears from Prop. I. that the body is pressed up-
wards with a force equal to the weight of the fluid dis-

placed ; and as this force acts in opposition to the natural

gravity or absolute weight of the body, its absolute weight
must be diminished by a quantity equal to the weight of

the fluid displaced. The weight which the body in this

case loses is not destroyed, but is sustained by an equal and
opposite force.

If we call s the specific gravity of the solid, S that of
the fluid, B the bulk of the solid, and m B the part of it

which is immersed ; then since Bx« is the absolute weight

of the solid, and m BxS the absolute weight of the quan-

tity of fluid displaced, in order that an equilibrium may
take place, we must have BxS^m BxS, and S : S~m B :

B. Hence if s~S, we have m B^B ; that is, if the sfie-

cific gravity of the solid is equal to that of the fluid, the

fiart immersed is egual to the nuhole body; or, in other words,

the solid will be completely immersed, and will remain tohere-

ever it is filaced. If s"^?), then m 'B-:^'B ; that is, when
the specific gravity of the solid is greater than that of the

fluid, the body will sink to the bottom : and if S^^s, then

m R -.^ R ; that is, when the specific gravity of the fluid is

greater than that of the solid, then the part immersed is lesa

than that of the whole solid, or the body will float.

Prop. V.

If a body is held beneath the surface of a fluid, the force

with which it will ascend, if it is lighter than the fluid, or

with which it will descend if it is heavier, is equal to the

difference between its own weight and the weight of an

equal quantity of the fluid.

The body held beneath the water obviously descends
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with its own weight ~ B x «, while it is pressed up-
wards with the weight of the quantity of fluid displaced~ B X S ; consequently the force with which it ascends

must be B x S— B x «, and the force with which it de-

scends i^Bxs — B xS, which are the differences be-
tween the weight of the body and the weight of the fluid

displaced.

Scholium.

On the truth contained in this proposition is founded the
construction of the Camel for raising sunk vessels, or for

lifting ships over high sand banks. (See our article Ca-
mel.) A similar effect is exhibited in some of the Ame-
vican rivers, where the ice is formed upon the stones at

their bottom. Ice is specifically lighter than water, and
therefore, when it accumulates to a certain degree round
the stones, the upward pressure upon the stones exceeds
their pressure downwards, and they are brought to the sur-
face, having been sometimes torn up with great force.

Huge masses of stones appear in many cases to have been
floated by the ice adhering to them, and carried to a great
distance from the place of their formation.

Prop. VI.

The specific gravity of a solid is to that of the fluid in

which it is weighed, as the absolute weight of the solid is to

the ioss of weight which it sustains.

In the equation B x s :::: "i B x S, we have B ~ nz B
when the body is weighed in a fluid, and of course wholly
immersed ; consequently if W be the weight of the body
in the fluid, or the weight necessary to keep it in equilibrio

with the fluid, then B x «— B X S + W, (and transposing

and multiplying by «,) we have s x B x « —W^sXBxS,
and (Euclid, Book VI. 16.) s ; S=Bx« : Bxs—VV ; con-

sequently since Bx«—W is the loss of weight which it

sustains, the specific gravity of the solid is to that of the

fluid, as the weight of the solid is to its loss of weight.

This Proposition may also be demonstrated, by consider-

ing that the weight lost, or B x «— W, is the weight of a

bulk of fluid equal to the bulk of the solid, whose weight

is Bx« ; and therefore, as the specific gravities are to one

another, by the definition, as the weight of equal bulks, we
haves : S:z:Bxs : Bxs—W.

Prop. VII.

If the same solid body is weighed in two fluids, the

specific gravities of the fluids are to one another as the

losses of weight which the solids respectively sustain in

each.

Making B the bulk of the body as before, S, S' the spe-

cific gravities of the two fluids, and W, to the weights of

the solids in each fluid, then the weight of the quantities

of fluid displaced will be B x S, B x S', and since these

weights are the weights lost by the body, if we add the

weights of the body in the fluid, viz. W, to, to Ihese weights,

we shall have an expression which will be equal to B x s,

the real weight of the body. Thus :

BxS-t-W=:Bxs and BxS'+ w=:B Xs.
Hence we have the two equations,

B X S :^ B X .5—W arid B X S'zi B X s—TO ; hence
S X B : S' X B= P> X s—W : B X S'— to, conse-

quently, (Eucl. B. V. 16.) S : S'= B X s—W : B x «—to,

that is the specific gravities, or as the losses of weight sus-

tained by the solid, for these losses must always be equal to
the difference between the real weights and the weights W,
TO in the fluid.

Cor. Hence, if two solid bodies lose equal parts of their
weights in the same fluid, they have equal volumes.

Prop. VIII.

If a solid body is immersed in two fluids of different
specific gravities, so as to be partly in the one and partly
ill the other, it will be in equilibrio, if the part in the
lighter fluid is to the part in the heavier fluid, as the dif-

ference between the specific gravities of the solid and the
heavier fluid is to the difference of the specific gravities
of the solid and the lighter fluid.

Let E F, Fig. 16, be the solid immersed in two fluids,

and having the part M in the lighter fluid, whose specific
gravity is S, and the part N in the heavier fluid, whose
specific gravity is S', and let s be the specific gravity of
the solid. Now the weight of the solid is « x M -f N, the
weight of the heavier fluid displaced by N is S' x N, and
the weight of the lighter fluid displaced by M is SxM.
But as the solid is, by the hypothesis, suspended in the
fluids, the whole of its weight is lost ; and consequently the
part lost in the lighter fluid, added to the part lost in the
heavier fluid, must be equal to its whole weight, that is,

SxM +S' x N— s X M -f N ; then, by transposition, and

Euclid, B. VI. 16, we have M x S—sziNxS'—« and M

:

N= S'—s : S—s.

Cor. 1. Since M : NzilS'

—

s : S—s then, by inversion and
composition, Eucl. B. V. prop. B and 18, M : M-fN^S'—

s

: S'—S, that is, (/le part in the lighter fluid is to the whole
solid, as the difference betnveen the s/iecific gravities of the

solid and the heavier fluid is to the difference between the

sfiecific gravities of the two fluids.

Cor. 2. If the specific gravity S of the lighter fluid is

very small when compared to S', as in the case of air and
water, then we may, for ordinary purposes, take the ana-

logy M : N =Z S'—s : s.

Prop. IX. Prob.

To detect the adulteration of the precious metals.

Let us suppose, as in the case of Hiero's crown, that a

mass of pure gold is adulterated by the admixture of silver.

If we take a quantity of pure gold of the same weight as

the adulterated mass, it will obviously have less bulk, as

its specific gravity is greater than that of the mixture,

(silver having a less specific gravity than gold) and there-

fore the quantity of pure gold, when weighed in water, will

displace less of the fluid than the adulterated mass. Hence
it follows, that we have only to weigh the suspected mass,

and a mass of pure gold of the same weight ; and if there

is any difference in their weight, we must conclude that the

mass is adulterated.

If the gold is heavier in water than the suspected mass,

it has obviously lost less weight, and has therefore less bulk

than the mass ; consequently the adulterating mixture has

a less specific gravity than gold. If, on the contrary, the

gold loses more weight than the mass, it will have a great-

er bulk, and therefore the adulterating metal must have a

higher specific gravity than gold, such as platinum.

Prop. X.

If two substances of any kind be compounded together,

the bulk of the heavier of the two ingredients is to the
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bulk of the lighter ingredient, as the difference between tlic

specific {gravities ot tlie compound and the ligliler ini^rc-

dient is to the diU'ercncc between the spt ciiic gmvilics oi

the compound and tlic heavier ingredient.

Calling S, S' the specific gravities of the ingredients,

B, B' their bulks and S the specific gravity of the com-

pound, then the weight of the compound is S X B -f li',

and as the weight of the compound must be equal to the

sum of the weights of its ingredients, we have 2 B -)-2 li'

= B X S -fB' xS', and by transposition, Sec. we have B xS
—S=:B'xb'—2 and (Eucl. VI. 16.) B : B—S'—S : £—S.

Scholium.

The supposition in the preceding reasoning, that the

bulk of the compound is equal to the sum of the bulks of

its ingredients, is not physically true. A pint of alcohol or

of sulphuric acid, mixed with a pint of water, will not

make so much as two pints of the compound fluid ; and, on

the other hand, a cubical inch of tin, mixed with a cubical

inch of lead, will make a compound containing more than

two cubical inches of metal. A certain bulk of water is

diminished by the addition of ^^ "' ^s*' ammoniac ; and 40

parts of platinum and 5 of iron will make but 39 parts by

measure.

Prop. XI. Puob.

To determine accurately the specific gravity of gaseous

or aeriform bodies.

As the specific gravities of gaseous bodies are measur-

ed in relation to that of air, we must first determine the

weight of a given volume of this gas. In order to do this,

take a large glass vessgl, containing at least five or six

litres, and having exhausted it of its air by a good air-

pump, weigh it in a delicate balance, and call its weight

W. Let the air be now admitted to the glass vessel, and

let its weight, as ascertained by the balance, be now called

W. The difference betveeen these weights, or W—W,
vill obviously be the weight of the atmospherical air con-

tained in the vessel. Let it now be required to measure
the specific gravity of another gas. Weigh the glass ves-

sel when empty as formerly, and also when full of the gas,

and let these weights be w, -m', then w—V will be the

weight of the gas, and -———j- will be its specific gra-

vity compared with that of the air, which is taken at 1.000.

This specific gravity is that which corresponds with the

state of the atmosphere at the time when the experiment
Was made.

It is obvious, however, that all these measures are af-

fected by a variation in the density, the temperature, and
the humidity, of the external atmosphere. The weight, too,

of the gases, when they are introduced into the receiver,

is affected by the temperature and pressure of the air. The
contraction and dilatation of the glass vessel requires also

to be computed ; and the weight of the gas itself is affect-

ed by the temperature and the degree of drying which it

has experienced. These various sources of error likewise

affect the results, in so far as they affect the external at-

mospherical air in which both the air itself and the gas
must be vreighed. Some allowance must also be made for

the imperfect exhaustion of the glass vessel, which is al-

ways visible by its effect upon the barometer.
It will readily be seen, that it must require no small de-

gree of trouble to calculate the combined influence of these

different causes, though, in order to obtain accurate results,

such a calculation becomes absolutely necessary. As it

would be impracticable in the present article to enter into

any lengthened examination of the subject, we must refer

such of our readers as wish to study it profoundly, to the

1 9th, 20th, and 2 1 st chapters of M. Biot's valuable work, en-

titled Traite de Physique, which not only contain the me-
thod of deducing the necessary formulae, but also many ex-
cellent remarks and suggestions which could only have
been given by one who had investigated the subject both
theoretically and practically. The following are his prin-

cipal formulae, which are suited to a temperature of 32° of
Fahrenheit, or that of melting ice, and to a state of the

atmosphere when the barometer stands at 0.76 metres, or
29.94 English inches.

In these formulae,

Xz:

Y=:
V =
Kn:

rp =
At the lime when

| ^

~
the glass vessel is-<^

~
•weighed empty. j '^^

At the tittle of the in

troduction ofthe gas

into the glass vessel

fP"-
At the time when the

j „;

glass is weighed-^
J,,

;

full of gas.
\ij,

When the glass vessel f
is weighed empty a | P'"

second time, afier<^ fi'"

it has been weigh-
j

t'"

ed full of gas. (_

is4 t'zH

± y -

the absolute weight of atmospheric air contained in the glass vessel at a temperature
of 32°, and under a pressure of 29.94 inches of mercury, [as calculated from the [for-

mulae.

the absolute weight of any gas under the same circumstances,

the interior volume of the glass vessel at the same temperature,

the cubical dilatation of glass for every degree of the centigrade thermometer,
the absolute weight of the glass vessel, which never changes,

the atmospherical pressure,

the temperature of the air.

the state of the hygrometer,
the tension in the interior of the 'glass vessel, after a vacuum is made by the air

pump,
external pressure exerted upon the gas.

temperature of the gas.

its hygrometric state.

the weight of the glass vessel filled with gas.

the atmospherical pressure,

the temperature of the external air.

the state of the hygrometer.

the weight of the glass vessel empty observed in air.

atmospherical pressure,

temperature.
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1. Formuia suited to the case where the Gasca are fierfectly dry.

P'^—P0W.76

(i + KQA C + KOy __ (l + K<")F~ (No. 1
.)

I + i.U,Ou375 1 4- i.0,00375 1 + AO,0O375

(2F"^P-P~> 02 76 4-
2X(l + KO/." _ X(l+KO /t _ X(l -f Kr)/,">

„ V— ^
1 + <"-0.00375 1 + ^.0,00375 1 + ^'".0,00375

* ^ — '

(I + K t)ft ~ (No. 2.)

) + ^'.0,00375

In the ordinary state of the atmosphere, the barometer /i, fi'", and ihe extreme temperatures t, t'". In proportion,
and thermometer indicate only very small and progressive therefore, as the variations in these elements have been in-

changes, so that in the short time which can elapse between considerable, we may consider them as compensating them-
the different weighings of the gas, we may safely suppose selves in the terms of X : These terms will consequently
the atmospherical pressure //', and the temperature t", cor- disappear, and the formula will be reduced to tjbe foUow-
responding to the intermediate weighing of the glass ves- ing simple form

:

sel, as arithmetical means between the extreme pressures

_ V 2 y(l+t'.)0,00375 .0"',76
Y=

(1 + K?jfi'
• (No. 3.)

This formula will be found sufficiently exact when the very considerable influence upon the weight at a temper-
gases and the atmospherical air are perfectly dry ; but as ature above 50° of Fahrenheit, it is necessary to compute
this is never the case, and as the aqueous vapour has a its effect.

2. Formula suited to the case tohere the Gases are /ler/ectly saturated with Water.

In the following formulae, X is the weight of a volume of a dry atmospherical air contained in the glass vessel, -t the
temperature of 32°, and the barometrical pressure of 0.75 metres, or 29.994 English inches.

T = the real tension of aqueous vapour at the weighing of the glass vessel empty.
T' ^ the tension at the introduction of the gas.

T" =: the tension at the weighing of the glass vessel full of gas. '

X_ P"— P -Om-re

Y_.

(l + KQ (A— |T) ( 1 + K /Q (//— I T') ( 1 + K I") (fi"- ^T")
1 + t .0,00375 "*" I +t' .0,00375 1 + l" .0,00375

^^°- ^'^

(p"-p).o.76-i2LO +JL'li:) + 2L(L+iLl'aiA":ziZ' x(. + ko (/.-|T)
^f rj„.U..t.

8(1 ^ ,,,0,00375)+ I +^".0,00371 1+^ .0,00375
^ ^^°' ^^

(i + KQc/i' — r)
1 + t' .0,00375

These formulae will answer, when the external air, in at the time of the experiment, by the metliod employed
which the air and the gas are weighed, are not saturated above, namely, by weighing a second time the glass vessel
with moisture. In this case, T' and T" will express the empty, immediately after it has been weighed full of the
tension of the aqueous vapour really suspended in this gas. Then, if/'" is the temperature at which this is done,
air. p'" the atmospherical pressure, T'" the tension of the aque-
The preceding results may be rendered independent of ous vapour, and P'" the weight observed, the resulting for-

the quantity of aqueous vapour contained in the atmosphere mula will be

(P + Pin,„^^_ 5X(i4-K.'rr
y— \^ — 2 y 8(1+/' .0,00375) ^

(1 + K0 {/I'—n ^ °- ^^

1 + r' .0,00375

This formula becomes exactly the same as No. 3, when T'~ .0; that is, when the gases are perfectly dry,

3. Formula suited to the Case ivhcn the Gases are fierfectly dry, but the exhaustion tiot comfi/ete.

The above formulae will be sufficiently correct, if the exhaustion of the glass vessel is made with a very fine air pvmip ,

but as this is not generally to be met with, let us suppose S to be the tension of the little air which remains in tlic p'.u^s

vessel, as marked by the gauge. Then
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rP"-_ P"M 0" 76
,X(l+KO(A'^-|T")- X (l + KQ (

/.'"-, f T"')

Tr_l
'^

>* •
T^

1 +<".0,00375 1 + t'" .0,00375

1 + <' .0,00375

which, by the means formerly described, may be reduced to

(No. 7.

gas into the gla-ss vessel

At the weighing of the glass

vessel when full

M. Biot has exemplified the use of the formula No. 5.

by an experiment which he made on the 3d July 1806, for

the purposeof determining the specific gravity of hydrogen

gas. In this experiment, the different quantities had the

following values.

«..!. I.- r.u rP ~ 662.262 grammes.
At the weighmg of the emp- J

^
o g centigrade.

ty glass vessel,
|^^ = 0.7616 metres.

At the introduction of the 5 <' ::: 21° 4 centigrade.

Xt^ ^ 0.7630 metres.
" ^. 662.823 grammes.
ZZ. 20° 6

Z= 0.7622
The gas was saturated with water, and the hygrometer

indicated a state of the atmosphere approaching to ex-

treme humidity.

Weig+it of the atmospherical air'

in the glass vessel, as deter-

mined by preceding experi-

ments
Log. Xr: 0.86053 15

Cubical dilatation of glass for

one degree of the centigrade ^ K— 0.00002627 1

6

thermometer
Log. Kz= 5.4194865

X— 7.2532 grammes.

g

(K=:o.(

Elastic forces of the aqueous"
vapour at the temperatures

ti ?, <", calculated from a for-

mula given by Biot, vol. i. p.

27.

T = 0.0185 metres.

J>T' = 0.0190

T*— 0.0182. Consequent-

ly! T— 0.0069. |T"r:o.0063. Hence
/; — f T 1=0.7547 metres;

// — I T' = 7440 ;

But as the pressures fi, fi', p", or the altitude of the mer-
cury in the barometer, were observed at different tempera-

tures, they must be reduced to that of 32° of Fahrenheit,

by subtracting from each of them the corresponding dilata-

tion of mercury. Hence we shall have

P =

//'=:

. 0.7547 . 20°.9

5412
0.7440 . 21°4.

5412
0.7554 .

20°

"5412

— 0.0029 metres.

:= 0.0029,

-ZZ 0.0029; so that the

barometrical columns thus reduced, will be

/i--|T= 0.7518; //— I T'=: 0.7411 ; /t"— IT"= 0.7525.

We have also . . . . 1 + Kf ==1.000549; 1 +? .0,00375 =Z 1.078375

1 + K«' = 1.000562; 1 -\-t' .0,00375 1= 1.080250

1 4- K«"= 1.000541; 1 -f «" .0,00375 = 1.077250

AVith these elements, and with X, which has been found, we have

1 -f t" .0,00375
^

ML±£flJ^=_il)= 5.078947
1 -f t 0.00375

—
Difference . . 0.009988

Hence we have the difference of these two terms, or

X(l + Kf) Uf-¥n_Xi^ -f KQ (£:riT)^,,^,,33 .^^„^^^,
1 + l" 0.00375 1 + Kf .0,00375

^

By adding to this (P"—.P) .0.76 metres =0.43016

we have 0.440148

which is the sum of all the positive terms of the numerator.

5 X f 1 -)- K <'^ T'
By subtracting the negative term, or ^

—

— '-
. . . = 0.0797783' & fa )

8(1 -t-^'.0.00375)

The difference is 0.360370
which is the value of the numerator of the formula.
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we have Y~
1 + (' .0.00375

36037

"0.6891163

r: 0.6891 163

~ 0.522945 grammes,

which is the weight of the volume of hydrogen gas contained in the glass vessel at 32° of Fahrenheit, and 0.76 metres,

or 29.994 inches of the barometer. Hence we have the specific gravity of hydrogen gas, or

Y 0.522945
t;ZZ- ^ „„, —0.720982.
X 7.25323

Prop. XII. Prob.

To determine accurately the specific gravity of liquids.

The accurate determination of the specific gravity of

liquids is, like that of gaseous bodies, attended with con-

siderable difficulty. As the specific gravities of the gases

are referred to that of atmospheric air, so in liquid and solid

bodies the specific gravities are referred to that of water,

when at the temperature of + 3°.42 of the centigrade scale,

or 38°. 15 of Fahrenheit, which corresponds to the maxi-

mum density of that fluid.

In measuring tlie specific gravities of liquids, a glass

vessel with a narrow neck, after having been accurately

weighed when empty, is successively weighed when filled

with distilled water, and with the liquid whose specific

gravity is required, and the temperature and atmospheri-

cal pressure are carefully m.arked. The volunje of wa-

ter and of fluid may then be obtained by the following

formulae which have been given by M. Biot. In these

formulae,

V~the interior capacity or volume of the glass vessel in

cubic centimetres, at the temperature of 32° of

Fahrenheit, or that of melting ice.

the apparent weight of the liquid when it is vceighed.

dilatation of the liquid at 32° of Fahrenheit, taking its

volume at this temperature for unity.

the dilatation of water from its maximum density to

the temperature t'.

the apparent weight of the water at the tempera-
ture i'.

the temperature when the liquid is weighed.
the temperature reckoned from the point of maxi-
mum density, or t" zi t—3°.42.

the weight of a volume of dry or moist air in the glass

vessel at the time the liquid is weighed.
the weight of a cubic centimetre of dry air, at the

temperature of 32°, and the pressure of 0.75 me-
tres, or 29.994 inches.

the cubical dilatation of glass for every degree of the

centigrade thermometer.

the height of the column of mercury when the liquid

is weighed.

the height of the column of mercury in the barome-
ter, reduced to the temperature of 32° of Fahren-
heit.

the relation of the weight of air to that of water, at

the temperature t'.

the tension of the vapour of water in the air where
the liquid is weighed.

the weight of a cubic centimetre of the liquid at the

temperature of 32° of Fahrenheit.

L:
A :

F:

t :

t":

(»)=

/>' =

T =

Then we have

^—0.00000634750 <"—0.00000002708 «" 3 No. 1.

.' - (")/''( + ^') No. 2.

(1 -f <' . 0.00375) o"'.76

«= C«)V( 1 + K'0(/z-|T)

(1-l-f . 0.00375) 0'".76

— V(i + KO

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

The use of these formulae will be best seen by applying
them, as M. Biot has done, to the following experiments
on mercury and water by him and M. Arago.

Liquids.
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By substiuuing these values in the formula No 3, we have, in cubic centimetres,

Viz 98.721 +0.1679935 + 0.067151 8 ZZ 98.9561453 Exp. 3.

Vzr 98.716 4- 0.1841449 + 00637819=: 98.9639268 Exp. 4.

The arithmetical mean between these results is

VziZ 98.960036. The capacity of the glass

vessel at the temperature of 32° of Fahrenheit.

The absolute weight of mercury or any other liquid

•weighed in the same glass vessel, at a given temperature,

may now be easily deduced from the formula No. 5. We
shall follow M. Biot in applying the formula to Experi-

ments 1. and 2. on mercury.

In order to calculate the value of a, we have (o) V—
0,1286201 grammes, or the weight of dry air contained

in the glass vessel at the standard temperature of 32' of

Fahrenheit, and 0'».76 or 29.994 inches of atmospherical -^

pressure.

Hence we shall have by the formula No. 4.

Exp. 1.

cnO, 12004 Exp. 1. and a—0.11872. Exp. 2. Hence

L=l 342,989 grammes) ( L=:1340,93

aZIZ 0,12004 f

[L+a 1343,10904

Exp. 2.
I

a— 0,11872

[l+o 1341,01172

grammes

As these weights contain a great number of grammes, it is necessary to calculate the corrections with regard to K :

and ^ more exactly than would otherwise have been necessary. We have

L + a— L+a — (L+a) K;
l+ Kc ' 1+K«

The second of these terms, which is always very small, is the correction sought

L±-2—

1

1+K t

L +

grammes.

1343,10904—0,440919—1342,66812

Now

Exp. 1.

:Zl341,01 172—0,725363=1340,286357 Exp. 2.
1+Ki ' f .

By adding to each of these results its product by the dilatation A =777^ •" mercury we have

(L+a)i2±i:)—1342,66812+ 3,10U3=:I345,7692 Exp. I.

(L+a) ('+^)— 1340^28636+5, 101 60::zl345,3880 Exp. 2.
I + K r

The arithmetical meanbetween these results is 1345,5786

grammes, which, being divided by V, already found to be

98,960036, we have

^^1344^7_86_^,3
98,960036

which is the weight of a cubic centimetre of mercury in

grammes, at the temperature of melting ice.

If we wish to compare this weight with that of water, we

have only to calculate the last for the temperature of melt-

ing ice, or for— 3".42 of the centigrade thermometer. But

if ? is the dilatation of water from its maximum density to

its freezing point, or for 3°.42, the weight of water required

will be——i, and the relation between the weights of
1+0

mercury and water at the temperature of melting ice will

be «• 0+^)- But, by substituting —3°.42 in the formula

of dilatation. No. 1. we shall have ^"=0,0000748. Hence

CT (1+0)= 13,597 190+ 0,001017= 1 3,598207,

which is the exact ratio between the weights of equal

volumes of mercury and water at the temperature of melt-

ing ice.

Prop. XIII. Peob.

To determine accurately the specific gravities of solid

bodies.

In determining the specific gravities of solid bodies, we
may adopt two methods. 1. We may weigh them suc-

cessively in air and in some other fluid, which is the ordi-

nary method ; and then, if P is the apparent weight of the

solid in air, and fi the weight of the volume of water which
P

it displaces, we have— for the specific gravity of the body,

neglecting the necessary reductions ; or, 2. After having
weighed the solid in air, we may place the solid in a glass

vessel, and weigh them conjointly, and then weigh the same
glass vessel when filled only with water. If then D is the

weight of the solid in air,/; the weight of the vessel contain-

ing the water and the solid, anAfi' the weight of the vessel

containing water alone; then/;—//is the weight of the quan-

p
tily of water displaced, and — —

-, will be the specific

gravity required.

If the substance is soluble in water, like many of the salts,

it is necessary to use alcohol, or some other fluid, such as

the essential or fat oils, which are not capable of dissolving

it. The specific gravity of the oil being known, that of the

salt will be immediately found.

If the solid imbibes water, without either dissolving or

decomposing it, it is necessary first to weigh the body

when perfectly dry, which weight we may call P, and then

weigh it when it has imbibed as much water as possible.

Let this weight be P'. We must next find how much
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water the body displaces, which we may call a, tlicn tlie

p
apparent specific gravity or the body is—, as it has really

displaced the quantity of water a. But, in order to know
the specific gravity of the solid parts of the body which
do not admit water, such as the real fibrous part of sponges,
then we must consider, that the quantity of water dis-

p
placed is not merely a, but a— P', and therefore

a—

P

is the real specific gravity, neglecting the necessary re-

ductions.

In order to explain the formulas given by M. Biot for

solid bodies, let us take

t = temperature at which the solid is weighed.
V = the volume of the solid body in cubic centimetres at

the temperature t.

(s) = the absolute weight of a cubic centimetre of its sub-
stance at the temperature of melting ice.

K = the cubical dilatation of the solid for one degree of
the centigrade thermometer,

(e) = the weight of a cubical centimetre of water at t!ie

temperature of melting ice.

S- = the dilatation of water from 32° to t.

«, = the ratio of the weight of air to that of water in

the circumstances under which the experiment
is made.

?t = the dilatation of any other liquid employed instead of
water.

(») =: the weight of a cubical centimetre of another liquid

at the temperature of melting ice.

S = the weight of the solid in air.

S' = the weight of the solid in water.

Case 1 . When the body is weighed successively in air

and water.

«=('+-)(m-?^')
S— S' No. 1.

If the body has been weighed successively in water and
m air at the same temperature, then (5r)=(f) and A=^,
consequently

No. 2.

Case 2. When there are three weighings, 1st of the
solid body, 2d of the glass in a vessel filled with a liquid,
and 3d of the same vessel containing the solid and the
Jiquid ;

T>e„M-0 +K,)(gg-i;=Ha--)
s— P+L No. 3.

If the body has been weighed successively in water and
:n air, then (t) = (e) and A=(J', and the formula is re-

duced to

^^ (l-l-J^;(S_P+L)
No. 4.

Case 3. When there are only two weighings, Ist of
the solid in air, and 2d of the solid in liquid in tlie same
vessel : In this case let M be the weight of the solid and
liquid,

^'
(I +^)(!5— P-f-M— S)

^°- ^•

This formula differs from No. 4. only in the substitution
of M — S ill place of L.

CHAP. III.

On the Theory and Constuuction of AuEO.METERSf
OR Hydrometers, for me.\suuing Specific Gravi-
ties.

Sect. IV. On the Construction of different Hydrometers.

The names areometer, hydrometer, gravimetcr, have been
indiscriminately applied to those instruments which are
employed, when very great accuracy is not required, for
determining the specific gravities of spirituous liquors,
and other fluids.

Before we enter upon the description of these instru-
ments, we shall first explain the general principles of
their construction, as exhibited in the hydrometer of
Fahrenheit.

1. Fahrenheit's Hydrometer.

This instrument is represented in Plate CCCXIV. Fig.
1. It may be constructed either of glass or metal, and
consists of a cylindrical stem AB, Fig. 1. connected with
two hollow balls C, D. A small quantity of mercury, or of
leaden shot, is introduced into the lower ball D, so as to
prevent it from overturning, and to make it float steadily
when it is immersed in a fluid. In using this instrument,
we may either load it with different weights, or have a
scale of equal parts engraven upon its stem. Fahrenheit
adopted the first of these methods. He made a mark w
upon the stem AB, and having immersed it in the lightest
liquor, (Fahrenheit used spirits of wine and spirits of tur-
pentine,) such as ether, he introduced mercury into the
ball D, till the surface of the light fluid stood at the mark
IV. The tube AB was then hermetically sealed, and the
instrument weighed in a nice pair of scales. This weight
will obviously be the weight of the quantity of fluid which
it displaces. When the instrument was placed in a denser
fluid, such as water, he placed weights in the small box at

A, till the hydrometer sunk to the same mark iti. By
again weighing the hydrometer with the additional weights,
he obtained the weight of a quantity of the denser fluid
which was displaced ; but as the part immersed was the
same in both cases, the two weights which he had obtained
were the absolute weights of equal quantities of two fluids,

and were, therefore, the ratios of their specific gravities.
Thus ifW be the weight of the loaded instrument in dis-
tilled water at the temperature of 60° of Fahrenheit, when
it has sunk to any mark upon the stem, and iu the weight,
which must either be taken from the box at A, or added
to it, in order to make the instrument sink to the sams
point in another fluid, and B the volume or bulk of the
part immersed, then S, s, being the specific gravities, wew
have W rz S X B, and W =i= TO= s X B. Hence B ——•

O

andB=:

S X \\

W:
and
W W

S
~ —, and by reduction

^v
w

\v

have described

; or since S~ 1.00 in water, n—

In the thermometer of Fahrenheit which we

the stem AB is made very short, and is

5 F 2
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only one-thii'd of tlic Iciiglh ol a lube which he places be-

tween the balls C and D.

The results obtained with this; liydromeler, may be re-

duced to the tempci-alure of 3'2° of Fahrenheit, and allow-

ance made for the effects of heat, both upon the liquid and

the hydrometer iiself. The following formula, given by

M. Biot, includes these effects.

W=_(P+P')C1+A)(P)(1 + K0
In this formula, (t) is the weight in grammes of a cubic

centimetre of the liquid subjected to experiment, / is the

dilatation of this liquid from 32° to the temperature /, P

is the absokue weight of the hydrometer when weighed

in -vacuo, or its weight in air diminished by the weight of

the quaiitity of air which it displaces, and it also expresses,

in cubic centimetres, the value of the part immersed in the

liquid; (P) is the absolute weight of the part immersed at

32° of Fahrenheit; and K the cubic dilatation of the sub-

stance of the areometer.

2. Clarke's Hydrometer.

The hydrometer invented by Mr Clarke, and described

in the Philosophical Transactions by Dr Desaguliers, was

made of metal instead of glass. The principal ball was

made hollow and of copper, and the brass wire of about

jth of an inch thick, was soldered into it. Upon the stem

a mark is made, to »vhich the instrument sinks when it

is placed in proof spirits, and anollier mark is made above

and below this, at which it sinks when the spirit is J^th

under proof, or -'gth above proof. The lower ball could

be screwed ofi', and other balls of difierenl weights screw-

ed on, for liquors that differ more than ^'^th from proof,

so as t,o give the specific gravities of all the mixtures of

spirituous liquors that are used in trials. See the Phil.

Trans. 1730, No. 413, p. 277. ; and Desaguliers' Course of

Exjierimental Philosophy, edit. 3d, vol. ii. p. 233.

3. Desaguliers' Hydrometer.

The object of this instrument was, to ascertain the spe-

cific gravities of difierent kinds of water ; and in order to

give it a high degree of sensibility, Dr. Desaguliers made
the hollow glass ball less than thiee inches in diameter,

while the stem to which it was attached was a long slender

wire, whose diameter was only the 40th part of an inch,

and whose length was 10 inches. L'nder the great ball

is placed a small ball, about one inch in diameter, to con-

tain shot for floating the instrument in a vertical position.

In river or soft spring water, the hydrometer sinks to a

fix ed point in the middle of its stem. If a single grain

weight is added, the stem will descend a whole inch.

Now, as the hydrometer weighs 4000 grains, and as one

inch of the stem weighs te7i grains, the part of it immersed
must weigh 4000—50:^3950 grains, 50 grains correspond-

ing to half the length of the stem. But the quantity of

water displaced must weigh 4000 grains, equal to the

whole weight of the hydrometer ; consequently the instru-

ment will serve to compare together the different bulks of

4000 grains of water ; and since one tenth of an inch in tlie

scale corresponds to one tenth of a grain, it will obviously

distiriguish the strength of a grain in 4000, or the

40,000tii part of llie whole bulk of water. By altering the

quantity of shot in the ballast ball, this hydrometer may
be fitted for comparing any other two liquors that have
nearly the same specific gravity. See Dr Desaguliers'

Course of Experimental Philosofihy, vol. ii, p. 234.

4. Deparcieux'a Hydrometer.

This instrument, which was intended by its author for

measuring the specific gravities of dilVcrent kinds of wa-
ter, is represciUed in Plate CCCXIV. Fig. 2. where AB
is a glass phial about seven or eight inches long, and two
inches in diameter. It is loaded with shot at the bottom to

prevent it from overturning, and its lower part is rounded
to prevent the air from lodging below. A brass wire AC,
about 30 inches long, and Jj of an inch in diameter, is fix-

ed in the cork of the phial, which is well varnished to pre-

vent the penetration ot the water. The length of the wire
ought to be such, that, when the phial is loaded and im-
mersed in spring water at a medium temperature, the

whole phial, and about an inch of the wire, should be be-

low the scale, while, when it is plurigcd in very light river

water, the wire should be immersed about 20 inches. To
the summit of the wire is fixed a cup C, which contains

the small weigiits with which it may be found necessary
to load the instrument in order to make it sink to a fixed

point in different kinds of water. A lube of white iron

DEFG, about 3 feet long, and 3 inches in diameter, is used
to hold the water whose specific gravity is to be determined,

and there is attached to it a scale EH, divided into inches

and parts of an inch, for the purpose of measuring the dif-

ferent depths to which the instrument sinks. This in-

strument is so sensible, that, if a small quantity of spirits

of wine, or a pinch of sugar or salt, are added to the water
in the tin tube, the phial will ascend or descend a very
sensible quantity. >1. Dcparcieux made use of a hydro-

meter wnich weighed 23 ounces, 2 gros, and 26 grains

(French). A weiglu of 3S grains made it descend through
a height of 19 inches, 6 lines, which was equal to 6-j^ lines

for every grain, or ihe-pj-i^^th part of the volume of water
displaced. The results given in our general Table of
specific gravities, p. 455, tor difi'erent waters in France,
were obtained by means of this instrument. See Prony's
Jrchitecture Hydrauligue, torn. i. § 614—627.

5. Jones's Hydrometer.

This hydrometer, which was invented by Mr William
Jones of Holborn, is constructed so as to apply the cor-

rection which is necessary from a change of temperature.
Tliis correction had hitherto been applied only in a rough
manner ; but upon considering that 32 gallons of spirits in

winter will expand to nearly 33 gallons in summer, Mr
Jones fixed a thermometer to his instrument, and by ad-

justing the divisions experimentally, he has obtained it

pretty correctly. Mr Jones has aho taken into account
the diminution of bulk which takes place in mixing alcohol

and water, which is so great as to produce a loss of four

gallons in the 100. Thus, if to 100 gallons of spirit of

wine, which are 66 gallons in the 100 over proof, 66 gal-

lons of water are added lo reduce ii to proof spirit, the

compound of water and alcohol will consist only of 162

gallons instead of 166, four gallons having been lost by the

mutual penetration of the two fluids.

Mr Jones' hydrometer is represented in Plate CCCXIV.
Fig. 3. It consists of a stem AC of the form of a paral-

lelepiped, on the five sides of wiiich tlie difierent strength

of spirits are marked. One of these sides is shewn in Fig.

3. and the other three separately. This stem is fixed to

tiie oval ball CD, which is made of hard brass, and has

its Conjugate diameter about one and a half inches. A
thermoineier DE is attached to the stem DB below the

bail, and the whole length AB of the instrument is about

9i inches. Three weights \V, W, VV" are suited to the

three sides of the stem shewn separately. Let us now sup-
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pose tliat ihe instrument is plun^^ed in a spiiituous llqinr
;

thtn, if it floats, so that the suiFace of the liquor is some-
where between A and C, the divisiongDn the side of the

stem marked (viz. the side of the srem attached to the

instrument) will indicate the strength of the liquor if it is

between 74 gallons in the 100, and 47 in the 100 above

proof. But if the surface of the fluid stands below the

extremity C of the scale, it must be loaded with any of the

weights \V, W, W", till the surface of the liquor rises

above C ; then, if the weight \V, or No. 1. is required to

produce this efVect, the side of the stem marked No. 1.

will shew the strength of the spirituous liquor from 46
gallons in the 100 to 13 in the 100 above proof. If the

weight No 2. is required to raise the suiface of the spirits

above C, the divisions on the side marked No. 2. will shew
the strength from 13 gallons in the 100 above proof to 29

gallons in the 100 under proof; and if the weight No. 3.

is required, the division on the side marked No. 3. will

shew the strength of the spirits from 29 under proof down
to water, which is marked W at the bottom of the scale

No. 3. The thermometer DP> has four scales engraven
upon it, marked No. 1,2,3, corresponding with the sirai-

laily numbered scales on the stem. Two of these scales

only are seen in the figure. The zero or of each scale

is at the middle of each column, and corresponds with a

temperature of 60° of Fahrenheit ; then whatever number
of divisions the mercury in the thermometer stands al)ove

the zero, so many gallons in the 100 must the liquor be

reckoned weaker than the hydrometer indicates; and what-

ever number of divisions the mercury in the thermome-
ter stands below the zero, so many gallons in the 100 must
the spirits be reckoned stronger than the hydrometer in-

dicates.

The diminution of bulk occasioned by the mutual pene-

tration of the two fluids, is marked by the small figures on

the different scales of the stem. Thus the figures 2i at
'*

48, 51 at 61, and 4 at 66, indicate, that if the spirit be 48

gallons in the 100 over proof, the bulk of the compound
will be 2 A gallons less than the sums of the two ingre-

dients, that is, instead of being 148 it will be 145 J. This
instrument is adjusted, like other hydrometers, to the tem-

perature of 60° of Fahrenheit, and requires only three dijj^

ferent weights to determine the strength of spirituous

liquors from alcohol to water.

6. Dicas's Hydrometer.

The hydrometer constructed by Mr Dicas of Liver-

pool, possesses all the advantages of Jones' hydrometer,

but exhibits, with more accuracy, the correction whicli it

is necessjay to apply for a change of temperature. It is

constructed of metal, with a stem and ball of the ordinary

form. It has 36 different weights, which are valued IVom

to 370, including the divisions on the stem ; but the cliitf

improvement which distinguishes this hydrometer is iis

ivory sliding scale, which adjusts it to difleiciit tempera-

tures, and indicates the diminution of bulk arising from tlie

mutual penetration of the combined fluids.

7. Qum's Universal Hydrometer.

The object of this hydrometer is to ascertain with tlie

greatest expedition the strength of any spirit t'lom alcoliol

to water, the diminution of bulk, and the specific gravity of

each different strength, and also the specific gravity of

worts. In its general appearance, it is nearly the same
as Jones* hydrometer, shewn in Fig. 3. The stem has

four sides, one of which indicates the strength of any spirit,

from alcohol to water, while the other three shew the spe-

eific gravities of worts. The stem has a conical form, in

order to make the degrees upon it more equal than they
would otherwise have been. A sliding rule, differing very
little from that of Mr Dicas, exhibits the variations of
density arising from changes of temperature. In using
this instrument, place any of the weights, if necessary,
upon the top of the part of the stem below the ball ; ob-
serve the temperature of the spirit with a thermometer,
and bring the star of the sliding rule to the degree of heat
on tiie thermometric scale ; then the strength of the spirit

will be found opposite to the number of the weight and
the letter on the stem. See a full account of this hydro-
meter in the Transactions of the Society of Arts, vol. viii.

p. 98.

8. Kicholson^s Hydrometer.

The hydrometer invented by the late Mr Nicholson, is

superior to the ordinary instruments, both in its general
construction, and from its being capable of ascertaining the
specific gravities of solids. This instrument, which is

shewn in Fig. 4. of Plate CCCXIV. consistsof a hollow cop-
per ball CD attached to the dish AB by means of a stem
AC, made of hardened steel, and about ^'^th of an inch in

diameter. An iron stirrup E, fixed to the lower extremi-
ty of the ball, carries another dish F, sufficiently heavy to

keep the instrument in a vertical position. The parts of

the instrument are so adjusted, that when 1000 grains are
placed in the upper dish AB, the whole will sink in dis-

tilled water at the temperature of 60° of Fahrenheit, to the

point m in the middle of the stem.

In order to find the specific gravity of a fluid, immerse
the instrument in it, and place weights in the dish AB till

it sirdis to the point m ; then, since the quantity of fluid dis-

placed is always the same, we shall have W -|- 1000 : W
=t= w ^ S : i ; W being the weight of the instrument, to

the weight necessary to make it sink to m, S the specific

gravity of water, and s that of the fluid.

To determine the specific gravities of solids that do not

exceed 100 grains in weight, place the instrument in dis-

tilled water, and, having put the solid in the dish AB, throw
weights into the same dish till the instrument sinks to m.
The sum of the weights added being subtracted from 1000
grains, will obviously be the weight of the solid, which we
may call W. Let the solid be now placed in the lower
dish F, aiid weights added in the upper dis!i .AB til! the in-

strument again sinks lo m. The weights now ucided, which
wc may call w, will be the loss of weight which the solid

sustains, or the weight of an equal bulk of distilled water,

consequently s:S~W:to. As the cylindrical stem of
this instrument is only J^th of an inch in diameter, the in-

strument will rise or fall nearly qne inch by the subtraction

or addition of ^oth of a grain. It will therefore indicate

changes in weight less than T.'oth of a grain, or ^^^jio''^ '•^

tJie whole ; which will give tiie specific gravities correct

10 five places of figures. Ste Munc/icster A/cmoirs, vol. is. •

p, 570 ; and Nicholson's A'atural PJiiloso/i/iy, vol. ii. p. 16.

9. jillcins' Hydrometer.

This instrument, which is of brass, consists of an elipti-

cal bulb and stem, with a small loaded bulb below, for

keeping it in a vertical position. The total length is S

inches, the elliptical bulb is 1^ inches in diameter, and 2

inches long, and the square stem is |th of an inch wide.

One of the faces of the scale is used lor liquors that are

specifically lighter than water. On this face are engraven

the 26 letters of the alphabet, with an or zero at the be-

ginning and end of the letters, thus—0, A, B, C, D, Sec. Z,0.
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Opposite lo each letter, and between each of them, is a di-

vision for marking the point of the stem to which the in-

strument sinlis, so that the total nnmher of divisions is 55.

The \vei<;ht of the hydrometer is 400 grains, and it is fur-

nished wkh four wcii^hls, viz. No. 1, 2, 3, 4, which weigh

respectively 20, 40, 61, and B4 grains, which are placed on

the instrument, below the elliptical bulb, as occasion re-

quires. These weights arc adjusted in such a manner, that

when with one of them, such as No. 2, the instrument

emerges to the lower division 0, it will, upon changing tlie

weight for the next heavier one. No. 3, sink exactly to the

other division 0, at the top of the stem. Hence tlie stem

is virtually extended to five times its real length, and the

number of divisions increased to 272 ; thus, without any

weight at all, it will sink exactly to the upper division in

a liquor whose specific gravity is .806, and to the lower

division in a liquor whose specific gravity is .843, the in-

termediate specific gravities being indicated by intermedi-

ate divisions on the scale. By applying the weight No. 1.

we obtain all the specific gravities from .843 to .880 ; No.

2. gives them from .880 to .918 ; No. 3. from .918 to .958 ;

and No. 4. from .950 to 1.000. When the last weight is

used in water, the instrument sinks to the lower at 55

degrees of Fahrenheit. Each of the divisions on the stem
will be found to correspond considerably less than an unit

in the third place of the specific gravity, and to indicate a

difference of about one-half per cent, or two quarts in a

hundred gallons. The correction for temperature is ob-

tained from a sliding rule, by an ingenious application of

two scales of equal parts to each other ; and the diminu-
tion of bulk, or penetration as it is called, is obtained by the

same rule. The specific gravities, corresponding to the

divisions on the stem, are likewise pointed out by the slid-

ing rule.

Mr Atkins afterwards made considerable changes upon
this instrument. Instead of making the weights circular,

he made them of different figures, viz. round, square, tri-

angular, and pentagonal, so as to prevent any mistake being
committed ; and he stamps upon the sliding rule, the figure

of the weight opposite to every letter in the series to which
it belongs. He has also made the form of the great bulb
cylindrical, and rounded off at the upper and lower sides

;

and instead of the alphabetical scale, he has engraven the

real specific gravities on the stem of the instrument. A
full account of this instrument will be found in Mr Atkins'
pamphlet on the Relation between the Sfiecific Gravities and
the Strength of Sfiiriturjus Liquors. Lond. 1803; and in

Nicholson's Journal, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 276, and vol. iii. p. 50.

10. Guyton's Gravimeter.

This instrument, which was invented by the late cele-

brated chemist M. Guytoli Morveau, is made of glass, and
carries two basins like the hydrometer of Nicholson. The
bulb is cylindrical, and is connected with the upper basin
by a slender stem, in the middle of which is the fixed point
of immersion. The lower basin, which terminates in a
point, contains the ballast, and is attached to the cylinder
by two branches. The cylinder is 6.85 inches long, and
0.71 in diameter. The upper basin carries an additional
constant weight of 115 grains. To this apparatus, M.
Guyton has added another piece, which he calls the Plon-
geur, or plunger, which is a ball of glass loaded with mer-
cury, till its total weight may be equal to the additional
weight of 1 15 grains, added to the weight of the volume of
water displaced by the plunger. The plunger is always
placed in the lower basin when it is used ; and it will readi-

ly be seen, that the gravimetcr will sink to the same mark
on the stem, whether it is loaded with the constant weight

of 1 1 5 grains in the upper basin, or with the plunger in the

lower hasin.

The object of Uus instrument is to ascertain, 1st, The
specific gravities JJf solids, v/hcse absolute weight is less

than 1 15 grains ; 2d, Of liquids inferior to water in specific

gravity ; 3d, Of liquids of greater specific gravity than

water; 4lh, The absolute weight of bodies below 115

grains ; and, 5th, The degree of rarefaction and condensa-

tion of water in proportion to its bulk, the purity of the

water being previously known.
In order to find the specific gravity of any solid by this

instrument, place the solid in the upper basin, and add
weights till the instrument sink to the fixed point of im-
mersion. Subtract these weights from the constant weight
of I 15 grains, and the remainder is the absolute weight of

the solid. Multiply this by the specific gravity of the fluid,

and reserve the product, place the solid in the lower basin,

and add weights in the upper basin till the instrument sinks

to a fixed point of immersion ; and subtracting these addi-

tional weights from the additional weights when the body
was in the upper basin, the remainder will be the loss of

weight by immersion. Divide the reserved product by this

loss of weight, and the quotient will be the specific gravity

of the solid with regard to distilled water at the standard

temperature and pressure.

In order to find the specific gravity of a fluid, immerse
the gravimeter in the fluid, and having observed the weight
which is necessary to sink it to the fixed point of immer-
sion, add this weight to that of the gravimeter. To the

weight required to sink it in distilled water, add also the

weight of the gravimeter. Divide the first sum by the

second, and the quotient will be the specific gravity of the

fluid. See the Annalea de Chimie, vol. xxi. p. 3 ; and Ni-
cholson's yourna/, 4to, vol. i. p. 110.

11. Sfieer's Hydrometer.

This instrument consists of a ball and stem, with a coun-
terpoise underneath. The stem is cut into an octagonal
form ; and upon each of the eight faces of the octagon is

engraved a scale of per centages, by the inspection of which
^le strength of the spirit may be found. The scale upon
each of the faces is suited to the temperatures of 35°, 40°,

45°, 50°, 55°, 60°, 65°, and 70°. When the temperature
of the spirits is found by the thermometer, their strength

must be sought on that face of the octagon which corres-

ponds with the temperature. As the temperature is indi-

cated only to every five degrees, there is an index which
performs the office of a weight, for pointing out the effect

for intermediate temperatures. The precision of a single

degree of the thermometer may also be obtained by four

small pins, which are inserted in the holes in the counter-

poise below, where they operate as weights of adjustment,

and produce the same effect as a variation of temperature.

For a full account of this hydrometer, see Speer's Enquiry
into the Causes oy the Errors and Irregularities luhich take

place in ascertaining the Strength of Sfiirituous Liquors by

the Hydrometer. Lond. 1802; Philosojihical Magazine,

vol. xiv. p. 151 ; and the Refiository of Arts, 2d series, vol.

iii. p. 81.

12. Mr Mlie's Statical Hydrometer.

This hydrometer, which is one of the neatest and most
correct instruments that we have seen, was first construct-

ed about the year 1799 by Mr Adie, optical instrument

maker in Edinburgh. It is made entirely of brass, and

consists of a lever AB lOj- inches long, resting upon a ful-

crum C, so that the shorter arm AC is 2| inches, and the
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longer one CB 8 inches long. At the extreinity A of tlic

shorter arm is suspended a brass ball, whose solid content

jsyj^ of a gallon. This ball is immersed in the lluid which
is held in the cylindrical brass jar FG. Two movtablc
weights m, n, slide along each arm of the balance. When
the temperature of the spirits is found by the thermometer,
the weight ?« is set to the corresponding degree upon the

thermometric scale AC. The weight n is then moved
along the other arm CB, till the ball E is in equilibrium

in the fluid, which is indicated by the coincidence of the

arm CB with the horizontal index o, fixed to the bar b.

The whole of this instrument is nicely packed into a maho-
gany box 1 1 inches long and 2J square, which serves as a
stand for the balance.

13. Mr Adie's Sliding Hydrometer.

The sliding hydrometer, invented by Mr Adie, differs

from all other hydrometers, in requiring no weights what-
ever for its adjustment. It is a floating hydrometer, of the

usual form; but instead of being adjusted by weights, the

volume of the instrument is increased by drawing out a

tube, while its weight is invariable. If the instrument
sinks to the fixed point of immersion in distilled water, be-

fore the tube is drawn out, it is obvious that in spirituous

liquors, it may be made to sink to the same point, merely
by drawing out a tube below the principal bulb ; for the

same effect is thus produced by increasing the volume of

the instrument, as if its weight were diminished.

14. Charles's T/itrmometrical Hydrometer.

This instrument, which, we believe, has been described

for the first time by M. Biot in his Traitede Physique, torn.

i. p. 414, was invented by M. Charles, to whom experi-
mental philosophy is under great obligations. It is called

a thermometrical hydrometer, from its being employed to

measure the densities of water at different temi)eratures.

In order to give a very high degree of sensibility to the in-

strument, M. Charles makes the ball very large, and the

stem very small ; the augmentation of the ball rendering
the absolute effects of the dilatation more considcralile, and
the smallness of the stem enabling us tonuasure these di-

latations upon a greater scale. The whole instrument,
with the basin for holding the weights, weighed in air

90.303 grammes, or 90.4209 when reduced to a vacuum.
An account of the results obtained with this instrument
will be found in M. Biot's work.

15. Charles's Balance Areometer.

This hydrometer, which is intended to measure the spe-

cific gravities of solids, does not differ very essentially from
the hydrometer of Nicholson. It has a contrivance, how-
ever, for inverting the lower basin, when the solid whose
specific gravity is required is lighter than water. In this

case the basin is inverted, and the solid presses upwards
against its bottom, and tends to elevate the hydrometer.
See Biot's Traite de Physique, torn. i. p. 433.

16. Dr Wilson's Hydrometer -with Glass Beads.

The late Dr Wilson, professor of astronomy in the
university of Glasgow, proposed to measure the specific
gravities of fluids by a series of small glass beads, or hol-

low balls, differing fiom each other in s[)Lcific gravity.

When any of the beads are thrown into the fluid, all those

that are heavier than the fluid sink to the bottom, while
those that are lighter float upon the surface. By holding
the vessel either in the warm hand, or near a fire or can-
dle, the fluid will dilate, and one of the glass beads will
sink. Hence it follows, that the specific gravity of this
bead, which is marked upon it, was either equal to, or a
little less than that of the fluid before the heat was appliedl
If any of the beads shoakl happen to be broken, the spe-
cific gravity of the liquor may be determined by the other
beads

; for the liquor in which No. 4. sinks will also allow
No. 2. to sink by heating it a few degrees, so that No. 3.
may be dispensed with. Complete sets of these bubbles,
with a small treatise pointing out the method of using
them, were made by Mr Brown, an at tist in Glasgow, and
have been pretty generally used by spirit-dealers. In some
of these sets, the numbers upon each bead are the number
of gallons of pi oof spirits contained in 100 gallons of the
liquor ; while in other sets, the number expresses the gal-
lons of water which will make a liquor of that strength,
if added to 14 gallons of alcohol.

17. Lovi's Patent Areometrical Beads.

The patent areometrical beads have been brought to a
very high degree of perfection by Mrs Lovi. They are
now used by many of the first distillers and practical che-
mists, and have been honoured witli the highest approba-
tion of some of the principal philosophers and chemists
in Scotland. The patent beads are fitted up in boxes, con-
taining different quantities, according to the purposes for
which they are wanted, and tlicy are always numbered to
every two units in the 5d place of specific gravity ; for ex-
ampje, 920, 922, 924, &c. If they are required merely
for spirituous liquors, thirty beads will be sufficient ; but
if they are required for all fluids, from ether to the most
concentrated sulphuric acid, three hundred at least will be
required. As these beads are marked with their respec-
tive specific gravities, we have only to throw a parcel of
them into the fluid till we find the one that stands in the
middle of th* liquid without either rising to the lop or
sinking to the bottom. The number marked upon tiijs

bead will indicate tlie specific gravity of tlie fluid. The
beads are accompanied by a sliding rule and a thermome-
ter for making the corrections for ditTercnces of tempera-
ture, and for finding the strength of the spirits, in the lan-
guage of spirit dealers and excise officers. The superi-
ority of this hydrometer to every other instrument with
which we are acquainted, is very great. If the ordinary
hydrometer meets with any accident, it is incapable of Ijc-

ing repaired
; but if any of the areometrical beads are bro-

ken, they can easily be replaced, and the specific gravity
may be determined with sufficient accuracy, if one ov eveii
two beads of the series are destroyed.
The areometrical beads have been applied with great

success by Mr Hutton to an improved method of ascertain-
ing the quantity of spirituous liquors by weighing instead
of measuring them.

'• The weight of a very large quantity," says Mr Hut-
ton, " may be ascertained atone operation, in a short time,
and comparatively with little trouble. Now, if the weight
of a cask be ascertained when empty, and afterwards when
filled with spirits, the dift'erencc of these weights will be
the weight^of the spirits the cask contains ; and since the
specific gravity of spiiiis is easily found by means of
the patent beads, we can thus obtain with the greatest f;i-

cilily botli the weight and specific gravity of the spirits;

and from these data, it is easy to calculate the quantity
which a cuik may contain, in terms of any given measure.
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C. Qr. lb. oz.

Thus, suppose that a cask weighs, when ?
i 3 2 2

empty, 5
And when filled with spirits, 12 3

The difference or weight of tlie spirits

will be .... .

10 3 25 14

And suppose that the spirit is of the specific gravity

920, and that it is required to find the number of wine

gallons which the cask contains,

We may proceed in this manner:
Since a cubic foot, or 1728 cubic inches, of spirit of

this strength weighs 920 ounces, and a wine gallon con-

tains 231 cubic inches; to ascertain the weight of a wine

gallon of such spirits we have this proportion :

In. Oi. In. Oz.

920 X 231
1728 : 920 : : 23 1 : the weight of a wine gal-

1728 ^ ^

Ion of spirits of the specific gravity 920.

And to ascertain the number of wine gallons or quanti-

920 X 231
ties of the weierht ounces, contained in 10 C.

'^ 1728

3 qrs. 25 lb. 14 oz. or 19,678 ounces, wc have this pro-

portion :

Oz. Gall. Oz. Gall.

£!^=liil: l:: 19,678= -iiili
1728

1723 X 19673

920X^31

Gallons.

= 160.
92') X231

172.8

A quantity of spirits, therefore, of the specific gravity

930, and which weighs 10 C. 3 qrs. 25 lb. 14 oz. will rtiea-

sure exactly 160 wine gallons.

It is easy also, the number of wine gallons and specific

gravity being given, to calculate the weight. Thus, in

the above example, all the alteration that this state of the

question would have occasioned, would have been in the

second proportion, which would have stood thus :

Gall. Oz.

. 920x231
1 :

17.i8

Gall Oz. C.

160X920X231 ^^

1728

Qr. lb.

25 14

In this manner Mr Hutton has calculated a series of

tables for giving the quantity of spirits by inspection. At
the top, in the centre, is the specific gravity of tlie spirits,

commencing; at 906, and ending with 934, and embracing

the different specific gravities at which spirits are usually

met with in commerce. On the right of the number de-

noting the specific gravity, and on the same line with it, is

the approximate weight of one gallon of spirits of that

specific gravity, expressed in pounds and ounces. The
tables consist of two sets of columns ; one contains the

number of gallons, and the other their weight : they begin

witli 30 gallons, being the smallest quantity it is considered

necessary to weigh, and increasing by single gallons, they

extend to 185 gallons, being the contents of the largest

.cask used in trade.

18. JDr Brewster's Ca/iillary Hydrometer.

This instrument is founded upon a pi-inciple Which was
.never before employed in hydrometrical measurements. It

is well known that alcohol is a much more perfect fluid

than water, possessing much less viscidity, in consequence

.oj tlie small force of cohesion which exists between its

particles. Hence it follows, that if a vessel containing alco-

hol is emptied through a capillary tube, so as to discharge
the lluid only by drops, the drops will be mucli smaller,
and consequently much more numerous, than when the
same vessel is filled with water and emptied through the
same tube. The capillary hydrometer, which is founded
on this principle, is represented in Fig. 6. where ABC is

a glass vessel three, or four, or five inches long, having a
hollow bulb B about half an inch or an inch in dianjetcr.

This instrument is filled by suction at the lower end C, and
the water is discharged at C till it stands nearly at the
poiiit m, the zero of the scale. By removing the finger
from the lower end C, the water is discharged by drops,
and the number of drops which fall till the fluid descends
to another fixed point n are accurately counted. This ex-
periment is carefully repeated at different temperatures,
so that the number of drops of distilled water contained
in the vessel between the points m and n is known for vari-

ous temperatures. Hence, if N is the number of drops of
water whose specific gravity is S, and ?; the number of
drops of alcohol whose specific gravity is s, and d the num-
ber of drops given by any other mixture of alcohol and

water, then n—N : S— s = rf _N :

'^^~^')
^f~*\ and

n— N

therefore S .^
—' will be the specific gravity

of the mixture required. The same experiment is made
with the purest alcohol, and the number of drops carefully

marked. With an instrument of this kind, the number of

drops necessary to empty it when filled with water was 724,
whereas, when it was filled with ordinary proof spirits, the

number of drops amounted to 2117. This experiment,
which was performed rudely, for the purpose of obtaining

a general idea of the magnitude of the scale, was made
nearly at the temperature of 60°. Now as the specific

gravity of the spirit was about .920, and that of water
1.000, we have in the present case no less than a scale

of 1393 drops for measuring specific gravities between
.920 and 1.000: that is, a variation in the fifth figure, or

in the fourth place of decimals of the specific gravity,

nearly corresponds with a variation of two drops. With
another instrument made on a very small scale, the num-
ber of drops amounted to 47 with water and 122 with spi-

rit, whose specific gravity was 928. As this instrument

was too large, I was obliged to incline it, in order to pre-

vent the fluid from issuing in a continued stream. In the

first experiment, N =724, nzz2117, S=1.0uo, s^920.
(d-N) (S—.) _

N— 7z
—Hence if d ZI 1500, we have S—

1.000—776 X 0.080

1593
= .9555.

The bulk of a drop of water will be about 2.93 times as

large as the bulk of a drop of the spirit used in the first

experiment. In the 2d experiment, the drop of water was
2.6 times greater than the drop of the spirit. See Chap-
ter V. p. 473 of this article.

19. Sikes' Hydrometer.

As this hydrometer is now universally used in the col-

lection of the revenue in both kingdoms, we shall lay be-

fore our readers a drawing and description of it, although

it docs not differ much in principle from the ordinary hy-

drometers. It is represented in Plate CCCXIV. Fig. 7.

wjiere AB is a flat stem 3.4 inches long, which is divided

on both sides into 11 equal parts, each of which is sub-

divided into 2, the scale being numbered from to 11.

This stem is soldered into a brass ball 1.6 inch in diameter,
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into winch is fixed a small conical stem CD, 1,13 inch

long, at the end of which is a pcai'-shapcd loaded Inilh DE,
hall an inch in diameter. The whole inslruuicnt, which
is made of brass, is 6.7 inches lonij. The instrument is

accompanied with 8 circulai- weights, numbered 10, 20, 30,

40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and another weight of the form of a pa-

rallelopiped. Each of the circular weights are cut into

their centre, so that they can lie placed on the conical

stem C, and slide down to D ; but in consequence of the

enlargement of the cone they cannot slip ofl' at D, but must
be brought up to C for this purpose. The square weight,

of the form of a parallelopiped, has a square notch in one

of its sides, by which it can be placed upon the summit
A of the stem. In using this instrument, it is immersed
in the spirit, and pressed down by the hand to 0, till the

whole divided part of the stem be wet. The force of the

hand required to sink it will be a guide in selecting the

proper weight. Having taken one of the circular weights

which is necessary for this pui pose, it is slipped on the co-

nical stem at C. The instrument is again immersed and
pressed down as before to 0, and is then allowed to rise and
settle at any point of the scale. The eye is then brought
to the level of the surface of the spirit, and the part of the

stem cut by the surface, as seen from below, is marked.
The number thus indicated by the stem is added to the

number of the weight employed, and with this sum at the

side, and the temperature of the spiiits at the top, the

strength per cent, is found in a Table of six quarto pages.
" The strength is expressed in numbers denoting the ex-

cess or deficiency per cent, of proof spirit in any sample
;

and the number itself (having its decimal point removed
two places to the left) becomes a factor whereby the gauged
content of a cask or vessel of such spirit being multiplied, and

the product being added to the gauged content if over-proof,

or deducted from it if under proof, the result will be the ac-

tual quantity of proof spirit contained insuch cask or vessel."

The instrument is also accompanied with three sliding

rules made of boxwood, which may be used instead of the

Table. " The officers of excise are directed to estimate

the temperature by the nearest degree above the surface

of the mercury, when it stands between any two degrees

of the thermometer, and the indication or (numbers on the

stem) by the nearest division below the surface of the sam-
ple, when its level cuts the stem of the hydrometer be-

tween one division and another, thus giving the difference

in favour of the trader in both cases. The square weight

or cap iihews the difference between the weight of proof

spirit and that of water, as described in the fiist clause of

the hydrometer act, and being one-twelfth part of the total

weight of the hydrometer and weight 60. If this weight

is placed upon the top of the stem at A, and if the hydro-

meter is loaded with weight No. 6, it will sink in distilled

water at the temperature of 51° to the proof Point P, at

that temperature, as marked on the narrow edge of tlic

stem."
20. On the Hydrostatic Balance.

Although the hydrostatic balance can scarcely be called

a hydrometer, yet as it is employed for measuring speci-

fic gravities when great accuracy is required, we shall give

a description of it in this place. The hydrostatic balance,

of which we have given a front and a side view in Tigs. 8.

and 9, of Plate CCCXIV. Figs. 8, 9. is nothing more
than a good balance, wiih some additional apparatus for

enabling it to measure specific gravities with accuracy and
expedition. The support of the balance is a pillar Ali, fixed

into a stand or base CD. By a silken string P/i e, Fig.

9, attached to a screw S, and passing over the pullies V,}i,

is suspended the balance by means of the horizontal arm
Vol. X. Part II.

EF, on which the hooi; c is hung : a/,/i, are the arms of
the balance, ef'n^ tongue, c d, the scales, and mna slender
curved rest, wiiicli preverils any of the arms iVoni de-
scending too far on either side. Uy means of the screw S,

a vertical ascent or descent of the balance can be obtained ;

but when it is necessary to raise it niucii higher or lower,
the wliole sliding-piece into which the screw S is fixed,

may be moved either foiward or backward in a groove, or
upon a brass rod placed upon the stand CD. A board Gil
is fixed upon the projecting arm L beneath tlie two scales,

and being moveable up and clown in a groove, it can be fix-

ed in any position by a screw. In the middle of the lower
surface of each scale is fixed a hook, to which are suspend-
ed brass wires c /c, d g, which pass freely through two open-
ings in the board Gil. To the wire cXr is suspended a cy-
lindrical wire K k, about 5 inches long, perforated at each
end, and covered with paper, containing a scale of ecjual

parts. A brass tube MN is fixed on the corner of the
board GH, on which a wire MX is made to move. On
the lower part of the wire moves another tube W, carry-
ing an index NO, which can be moved either horizontally
by turning round the tube, or vertically by pushing it up
or down; so that the index MN can be made to point to

any division on the scale K k. A weight k is suspended to

the wire K Xr, to whicli is fixed tlie wiie yt /,
(of such a size

that one inch of it will weigh about 4 grains^) with a small
brass ball /about ;1 of an inch in diameter. A large glass
bubble A, is in like manner suspended by a horse hair to the
wire dg. The length of these wires is such, that the ball

/, and tne bubble h, hang about the middle of the cylindri-
cal glass vessels X, Y, in the ordinary position of the ba-
lance. Since brass is nearly eight times heavier than wa-
ter, it is evident, that for every inch that the wire k I sinks
in the water in the vessel X, it will become half a grain
lighter, and for every inch that it rises out of the water it

will become half a grain heavier: consequently if it sinks
2 inches below its middle point jc, or rises two inches above
it, the «ire will become one grain lighter or heavier. Let
the middle point x, therefore, be biouglit to the surface of
the water, and the index NO set to the middle of the scale
K X-, and let the distances OK, O X: be each divided into 100
parts, then if it is required to weigh bodies to the accuracy
of the lOOih part of a grain, it may be done in the follow-
ing manner. Let the body to be weighed be placed in the
scale c, and let its weight be between 52 and 53 grains, as
determined by the weights in the opposite scale, then if we
move the balance gently up and down by the screw S, till

the tongue of the balance ef indicates a perfect equilibri-
um, the distance of the index NO Irom k, as measured up-
on the scale, will indicate llic number of hundredth parts
of a grain which tlic real weight of the body is above 52,
or below 53, according as either of these weights is placed
in the scale d. If 52 be tiic weight in the scale d, then since
the weight of the body in the scale c exceeds 52, the scale
c will preponderate, and the balance being let down until
the equilibrium is restored by the loss of weight sustained
by the immersed wire k I, the in;lex NO will rise as it were
from the middle part of K k. Hence if it points to 12 divi-

visions above the middle.of K /(•, the weight of the body will

be 52.12 grains. Had the weight 53 been placed in the scale,

it would have been necessary to raise the balance, so that

the scale c might acquire an equilibrium with 53 grains,

by an addition to the weight of the wire k I'm consequence
of its ascent from the water. In this case, the index NO
would have pointed to division 88 below the middle point
of the scale, and the weight of the body would have been
53.00— 0.88 = 52.12, as' before.

The weight of the body in air being thus obtained with
the utmost accuracy, it is next to be suspended to the hook

5 G
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«• by means of the horse hair, and weighed when innmersed

in the water in the jar Y. The difference between these

two weights, when they have been corrected by the me-

thods formerly described,* will lead to an accurate deter-

mination of the specific gravity of the body. The wire k I

should always be oiled, and the oil wiped off, so that a thin

film may adhere to it, in order to prevent the adhesion of

the water.

Sect. II. On the Table of Sfiedjic Gravities.

The determination of the specific gravities of bodies is

of the greatest use, not only in many of the sciences, but

also in most of the practical arts of life. Hence it has been
the object of philosophers to determine, with all the accu-

racy in their power, the specific gravities of the various

solid and fluid substances which occur in nature. The
following Table, which we have collected with great la-

bour from the tables of Brisson and other sources, contains

the most important specific gravities that have been deter-

mined. All the measures 'are related to that of water,

whose specific gravity is 1 .000, excepting the gases or

aeriform bodies, whose specific gravities are determined
in relation to that of atmospheric air, which is taken at 1.00.

The bodies are arranged in an alphabetical order, for the
sake of more easy reference.

Table of Specific Gravities.

Acacia, inspissated juice of,

Acid, nitric,

nitric, highly concentrated,

muriatic,

red acetous,

white acetous,

distilled acetous,

.

acetic,

sulphuric,

highly concentrated,

fluoric,

phosphoric, liquid,

solid,

citric,

arsenic,

of oranges,

of gooseberries,

of grapes,

prince,

boracic, in scales,

do. melted,

molybdic,

benzoic,

formic,

Actinolite, glassy, Kiriuan.

Adularia, See Felspar^

Agalmatolite,

Agate, oriental,

onyx,
speckled,

cloudy,

stained,

veined,

Icelandic,

of Havre,
jasper.

Mocha,
iridescent.

Air, atmospheric,

Barom. 29.75

Thermom. 32.

Barom. 29.85

Thermom. 54°.5

Alabaster of Valencia,

veined,
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Amianthinite from Raschau,
Bayreuth,

Ammonia, liquid,

muriate of, ^ Muschcnbroek,
saturated solution of temp.

42°, Watson.

Amphibole. See Hornblende basaltic

Amphigene. See Leucite.

Analcime,

Andalusite, or hardspar Haily.

Anhydrite, or Muriacite,

Anime, oriental,

occidental,

Anthophyllite,

Antimony, glass of,

in a metallic state, fused.

2.584

2.916

0.8970
1.4530

1.072

\

native,

grey,

sulphur of,

ore, grey and foliated,

radiated,

red,

Apatite. See Phosfihorite.

Aplome
Apophyllite. See Fish Eye Stone.

Klafiroth.

Kirwan,
Kirwan.

La Metherie.

Klafiroth.

Apple-tree, wood of the.

Aquamarine. See Beryl.

Arcanson,

Areca, inspissated juice of,

Aretizite, or Wernerite,

Argillite, or slate clay,

Arnotto,

Arragonite,

Muschenbroek.

Dandrada,

Kirwan.

Ha'uy.

Thenard and Boit.

Malus.
Arsenic bloom, Pharmacolite, Klafiroth.

fused, Bergman.
native, Kirwan.

La Metherie.

Brisaon,

glass of, (arsenic of the shops),

Arsenical pyrites, or Mispickel,

See Realgar.

Asbestinite,

Asbestos, mountain cork,

Kirwan.

Bergman.

penetrated with
water,

ripe, Brisson,

penetrated with water,

starry,

penetrated with water,

unripe,

penetrated with water.

Ash trunk, A^sc/ienbrock.

dry, Turin.

Asphaltum, cohesive,

compact,

Assafostida,

Aventurine, semitransparent,

opaque,

Augite, or Pyroxene, Hduy.

\

2.0

3.0

3.165

2.95

1.0284

1.0426

3.20

4.9464

C 6.624

^6.860
6.720
4.3

4.0643

4.368
4.440

3.750

4.090

3.45

0.7930

1.0857

1,4573
- 3.606

5 2.600

^2.680
0.5956

2.946

2.9267

2.94686
2.640

8.310

5.670

5.600

6.522

3.5942

6.5

C 3.000

{3.310
1 0.6806

{0.9933

\ 1.2492

I 1.3492

2.5779

2.6994

3.0733

3.0808

2.9958

3.0343

0.8450

0,800

1.450

2.060

1.070

1.165

1.3275

2.6667

^.6426
3.225
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Blood Stone. See Helioirofie.
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Copper ore, partial arseniale,

sulpliate of, saturated solution of,

temp. 42'', Ifatson.

drawn into wire,

fused,

Hatchet.

Copper sand, muriate of copper. La Mrthtrie.

Her rgen.

Cork,
Corundum of India,

Muachenbroek.
KtafiToth.

Bournon.
of China.

Cross stone. See Harmstome,
Cryolite, Karsten.

Cube iron ore, Bournon.
spar, Hauxj.

Cubizite. See Analcime.

Cyanite, Sapparc, or Distliene, Sauasure,J!in.

Hermann.
Cyder,

Cymophane, or Clirysoberyl, Werner.

Hauy.
Muachenbroek.Cypress wood, Spanish,

D.

Datolite,

Dipyre,

Diallage. See Smaragdite.

Diamond, oriental, colourless^

rose-coloured.

Diamond, oriental, orange-coloured,

green-coloured,

blue-coloured,

Diamond, Brazilian,

yellow,

orange,

Dichroite. See lolite.

Disthene. See Cyanite.

Dolomite
Dragons blood,

Ether, sulphuric,

nitric,

muriatic,

acetic.

Ebony, Indian,

American,
Elder tree,

Elemi,
Elm trunk,

Emerald,

Hauy,

from
to

Muschenbroek.
JMusc/nnhrue/c.

Muachenbroek.

Muachenbroek.

Gahn and Berzelius.

of Brasil,

pscudo,

Epidote. See Zoisiie.

Euclase,

Euphorbium, gum

Fahlunite. See Automalite.

Fat of beef,

Werner.

Hauy.

Gahn and Berzelius.

Hauy.

3.4

l.lSO

8.878

7.788

8.895

3.750

4.43

1

0.2400

3.no
3.875

2.981

2.957
3.0J0

2.964

3.517

3.622

1.0181

C 3.600

; 3.720

3.796

0.6440

2.98

;2 63

[2.84

35212
3.5310
3.5500

3.5238

3.5254

3.4444

3.5185

3.55

2.800

1.2045

C 0.7 16

{0.745
0.9088
0.7296
8664

1.2090

1.3310

0.6950

1.0182

0.6710
;2.P73

!
2.683

"

2 600
2 723

3 1555

2.701

3 0625
1.1244

09232

Fat of veal,

mutton,
hogs.

Felspar, fresh,

Adularia,

Labrador stone,

glassy.

Hauy.

Struve.

Briaaon.

Fettstein, Borko-ivski.

Hauy.
Filbert tree, Muachenbroek.
Fir, male, Muschcnbroek.

female, Muachenbroek.
Fish eye stone, Iclithyophthalmite, or Apophyllite,

Hauy.
Flint, Blumenbach,

olive,

spotted,

onyx,

of Rennes,
of England,
variegated of Limosin,
veined,

Egyptian,
black,

Fluor spar. See S/iar.

G.

Gabbronite,

Gadolinite,

Gahnile. See Automalite.

GaJbanum,
Galena. See Lead glance.

Galipot, a juice of the pine,

Gamboge,
Garnet, precious, of Bohemia,

volcanic,

24 faces,

of Syria,

in dodecahedral crystals,

common.

Gas, atmospheric,* or common air,

phosgene, or chloro carbonic ga

nitrous acid gas, calculated,

vapour of sulphuret of carbon,

sulphuric ether,

iodine, calculated,

hydriodic ether,

oil of turpentine,

liydriodic acid gas,

fluosilicic acid gas,

chlorine, Gay Lussac
euchloiine,

fluoboracic gas,

Klafiroth.

Werner.

Kaatner.

Werner.

Kastner.

s, J. Davy.
Gay Lussac.

Sir H Davy.

Gay Luasac.

Gay Lunsac.

Gay Lxis.'sac.

Gay Luaiuc.

Gay Lussac.

Gay Lussac.

John Davy.
and Thenard.

Sir H Davy.
Gay Lussac.

J. Davy.

789

0.9342

0.9235

0.9368

2.438

{ 2.500

{2.600
C 2.607

{2.704

§2518
{2.589
2.563

2.614

0.6000

O.SS'K)

0.4980

2.5782

2.467

2.594

2.6057

2.5867

2.6644

2.6538

2.6087
2.2431

2.6122

2.5648

2.582

2.94

5 4.00

{4.20

J.2 120

1.0819

1.2220

4.085

4.188

4.230

4 352
2.468

4.000

4.0637

3,575

3 688
1.000

3 3888
3 176

2.427

2.6447
2 5860
8.6195

5.4749

5.0130

4.4430

3.5737

2.470

2.409

2.3i44

2.3709

• The specific gravities of the gases are taken from Blot's Traile tie Physique, ton), i. p. 383 ; from Gay Lussac's Table in the .iniiijes de

Chi-mit •! de Pliysiiiue,\o\.\. p. 218; and from Thomson's .}«)j<3/s o/i'/K/o.io/j/i//, vol. i. p 118. The measures for the gases, taken by M. M.
Biol and Arago, are calculated fiini Blol's formula, which wi have given in p. 432, 433 of this article. They are given in relation Ic atmc
spheric air which is supposed to be unity. Their relatios to water is easily computed.
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Gas, vapour of muriatic ether, Thenard.

chloro cyanic vapour, Gay Lussac.

sulphurous acid, Sir H. Davy.
Gay Lusaac and Thenard,

vapour of alcohol, Dalton.

absolute alcohol. Gay Lusaac.

cyanogen. Gay Lusaac
nitrous oxide, or prolixite of azote,

Sir H. Davy.
Colin.

carbonic acid, Saussure.

Allan and Pefiya.

Biot and Arago.

muriatic acid, or hydro chloric gas.

Sir H. Davy.

sulphuretted hydrogen.

BioC and Arago.

Gay Luasac
and Thenard.
Sir H. Davy.

oxygen, mean,
Sausaure.

Kirtuan and Lavoisier.

Biot and Arago.
Allan and Pefiya.

nitrous gas, or deutoxide of azote, Berard.

Sir H. Davy.
defiant gas, Theodore Saussure.

azote, Biot and Arago.

carbonic oxide, Cruickshank.

hydrocyanic vapour. Gay Lusaac,

phosphuretted hydrogen. Sir H. Davy.
steam.

ammoniacal,

varburetted hydrogen,

arsenical hydrogen,

phosphuretted hydrogen,

hydrogen,

Gehlenitc,

Girasol,

Glance coal, slaty,

Glass, crown of St. Louis,

flint of M. Dartigues,

2.219

2.111

2.193

2.1204
2.1

1.613

1.806

1.614

1.5204

1.518

1.524

1.51951

1.278

1.2474

1.1912

1.777

1.104

1.114

1.103

1.0359

1.127

1.0388

1.094

0.97804
0.96913
0.9569

0.9476
0.870

0.6896

0.62349

Tralles.

Gay Lussac.
Sir H. Davy. 0.590

Biot and Arago. 0.59669
Thomson. 0.555

Sir H Davy. 0.491

Cruickshank. 0.678
Dalton. 0.600

'^'^"'Dati'V-^'^
Hauy. 0.852

Sir H. Davy. 0.433

Thomson. 0.073

Sir H. Davy. 0.074

Biot and Arago. 0.072098
Fuchs. 2.78

Brisaon.

Metherie.

Klaproth.

Cauchoix, Biot.

Cauchoix, Biot.

flint used by Mr. Tully for his achromatic
telescopes,

white flint,

crown,

common plate,

yellow plate,

white or French crystal,

St. Gobins,
gall,

bottle,

Leith crystal,

green,

borax,

fluid,

of Bohemia,
of Cherbourg,

4.000

1.300

1.530

2.487
3.20

r3.192

J 3.334

1 3.354

^3.437
3.00

2.520

2.760

2.520
2.8922

2.4882
2.8548
2.7325
3.189

2.6423

2.6070
3.329

2.3959

2,5596

Glass, of St. Cloud,
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O ypsum, rhomboiclal,

ditto, 10 faces,

cuniform, chrystallised,

striated of France,

of China,

flowered,

sparry opaque,
semitransparent,

granularly foliated, in the Leskean col-

lection, Kirwan.
mixed with marl, of a slaty form,

H.

Harmotome, or Cross Stone,

Hazel, Muschenbroek.
Hauyne, or Latialite,

Heavyspar. See Barytes, sulphate of.

Heliotrope, or Blood Stone, Kirwan.

Blumenbach.
Hematites. See Ironstone,

Hollow spar, Chiastolite,

Hone, razor, white,

penetrated with water,

razor, white and black.

Honey,
Haiiy.

Mich.
Honeystone, or Mellite,

Hornblende, common, Kirwan. \

resplendent, Labrador, Kirwan.

Schiller spar, Kirwan

Kirwan.Hornblende, schistose,

basaltic,

Hornstone, 6r petrosilex,

Reus.

Kirwan.

Hyalite,

Hyacinth,

ferruginous,

veined,

grey,

blackish grey,

yellowish white,

bluish, and partly yellowish grey,

dark purplish red iron shot,

greenish white, with reddish spots, from
Lorraine,

iron shot, brownish red, outside bluish,

grey inside

Kirwan.

Karsten.

Klaproth.

Hydrargillite. See Wavellite.

Hyperstene. See Hornblende^ Labrador,
Hypocist,

2.3114
2.3117

2.3060

2.3057
2.3088

2.3059

2.2746
3.3108

2.900

2.473

2.3333

0.606

3.20

2.629

2.700

2.633

2.944

2,8763

2.8839
3.1271

1.4500

1.586

1.666

3.600

3.830

3.350

3.434

2.882

2.909

3.155

3.150

3.220

3.333

2.530

2.643

2.813

2.747

2.654

2.744

2.563

2.626

2.638

2.532

2.813

2.110

4.000

4.545

4.620

1.5263

Jade, or Nephite, white, 2.9592
green, 2.9660
olive, 2.9829
from the East Indies, Kirwan. 2.977

of Switzerland, Brisson. Hogg
combined with the boracic acid and boracited

calx,

Jasmin, Spanish, Mutchenbroek.
Jasper, veined,

red,

brown,

yellow,

violet,

grey,

cloudy

green,

bright greeij,

deep green,

brownish green,

blackish,

blood coloured,

onyx,

flowered, red and white,

red and yellow,

green and yellow,

red, green, and grey,

red, green, and yellow
universal,

agate,

Idocrase. See Vesuvian.

Jenite,

Jet, a bituminous substance,
Indigo,

penetrated with water,
Inspissated juice of liquorice,

lolite, or Dichroite,

Iridium, ore of, discovered by Mr Tennant,

Woltaston,
Iron, native, meteoric,

chromate of, from the department of Var,
chromate of, from the Uralian mountains, in

Siberia, Lauguier.

sulphate of, saturated solution, temp. 42.

IVatson,

arseniate of,

fused, but not hammered,

forged into bars,
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2.566

0.7700
2.6955

2.6612

2.6911

2.7101

2.7111

2.7640
2.7354
2.6274

2.3587

2.6258

26814
2.6719

2.6277
2.8160

2.6228

2.7500
2.6839
2.7323

2.7492
2.5630

2.6608

M80
00

1.2590

0.7590
1.0095

1.7228

2.56

19.500

6.48

4.0326

4.0579

pyrites, dodecahedral,

from Freyberg,

Cornwall,
cubic,

radiated.

Hatchet.

Gellert.

Kirwan.
Brisson.

Hatchet.

5 7.6

17.7

1.157

3.000

7,200
600
788

4.830

4.682

4.789

4.702

54.698

2 4.775
magnetic, Hauy, 4.518
white, 4.

sand, magnetic sand, from Virginia, 4.600

Bergman. 7.800
"4.200

magnetic,

ore specular,

ore specular,

Kirwan.

Briison.

Kirwan.micaceous.

Ironstone, red, ochry, Wiedemann.
compact, Kirwan,

from Siberia, Kirwan.

T ,. ^Brisson,
Lancashire,

J ^,,aemann.
compact, brown, from Bayreuth,

Kirwan.

I 4.900

54.793
^5.139
54.939
^5.218
^ 4.728

1 5.070

2.952

3.423

3.760
3.573

3.863

3.551
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Ironstone, from Tyrol,
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Manganese sulphuret of

white
phosphate of

Maple wood,
Marble Carrara,

Pyrenean,
black Biscayan,

Brocatelle,

Castilian,

Valencian,

Granadian white,

Siennian,

Roman, violet,

African,
' Italian, violet,

Norwegian, *

Siberian,

French,
Switzerland,

Egyptian, green,

yellow of Florence,

Mastic,
tree,

Medlar tree,

Meerschaum. See KessekU.

Meionite,

Melanite, or black garnet,

Mellite. See Honeystone.
Menachanite,

Mercurial hepatic ore, compact,

Muschenbroek.
Brisson,

Muschenbroek.
Muschenbroek.

Karsten.

Werner.

Lamfiadius.
Gregor.

3.95

28
2.6

0.7550
2.716

2.726

2.695

2.650

2.700

2.710

2.705

2.678

2.755

2.708

2 853
2.728
2.728

2.649

2.714

2.668

2.516

1.0742

0.8490
0.9440

3.10

3.691

3.800

Kirnuan.

Gellert.

Mercury at 32° of heat,

at 60°

at 212°

at 3°.42, centigrade, Fischer.

in a solid state, 40° below Fahr.

Biddle.

in a fluid state, 47° above 0, Biddle.

native, Ha'uy.

corrosive muriate of, saturated soluiion,

temp. 42° WaCson
natural calx of,

precipitate^er «e

red
mineralized by sulphur, native Ethiops.

See also Cinnabar, Hahn,

Mesotype,
Mica, or glimmer, Brisson

Haily.

Milk, woman's
mare's,

ass's,

goat's,

ewe's,

cow's.

Mineral pitch, elastic, or asphaltum. Hatchet.

La Metherie.

tallow,

Molybdena in a metallic state, saturated with

water,

native, Kirivan.

Shumacker.
Brisson.

Mountain crystal. See Rock Crystal.

Vol. X. Part II,

15.612

13.545

13.5681

1.037

9.230
10.871

8.399

2.233

2.0833

2.791

6546
9342

1.0203

1.0346

1.0355

1.0341

1.0409

1.0324

905
233

0.930

0.770

52.6
^2.9

n

7.500

4.(148

4 667
4.7385

Mulberry tree, Spanisli,

Muriacite. Sec Anliydritc.

Muricalcite, crystallized, or rhomb spar,
Mynh,
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Muschenbroek. 0.8970

2.480

1.3600

N

Thomson. <

Haiiy.

NatroHte Swedish,

Naphtha,
Nephcline, or Sommite
Nephrite. See Jade.

Nickel in a metallic state,

Bergman.

copper, Brisson.

Gellert.

Nickel, ore of, called arsenical nick«I, or Kupfer-
nickel of Saxony,

Kupfernickel of Bohemia,
sulphuretted,

Nickeline, a metal discovered by Richter, cast,

RichCer.

forged, Richter.
Nigrine, or calcareo-siliceous titanic ore,

Vauguelin.

Klafiroth.

Lowitz.
Nitre, Muschenbroek.

quadrangular, Muschenbroek.
saturated solution of, temperature 42°,

Watson.
Novaculite, or Turkey hone. See Slate Whet.

O

Oak, 60 years old, heart of.

Obsidian,

Octohedrite,

Oil of filberts,

walnut,

hemp-seed,
poppies,

rape-seed,

lint-seed,

poppy-seed,
whale,
ben, a tree in Arabia,
beechmast,
codfish,

olives,

almends, sweet,

volatile of mint, common,
volatile of sage,

thyme,
rosemary,
calamint,

cochlcaria,

wormwood,
tansy,

Stragan,

Roman camomile,
sabine,

fennel,

fennel-seed,

coriander-seed,

caraway-seed,

dill-.seed,

anise-seed,

5 H

Muschenbroek.

Ha'uy.

2 779
2.790

0.8475

3.2741

7.421

8 500
9.3333

6.6086

6 6481

7.560

6.648

6.607

6.620

8.55

8.69

3700
4.445

4.673

1.9000

2.2460

1.095

J.170»

2.348

3.857

0.916

0.92

0.9258

0.9238

0.9193
0.9403

929
0.9233
0.9119

0.9176

0.9233
0.9153

0.9 1 70
0.8982
0.9016

0.9023

9057
0.9116

0.9427
0.9U73

0.9328
0.9949

08943
0.9294

0.9294
1.0083

8655
0.9049

09128
0.9867
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Oil volatile of juiiipei-seeil,
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Quicksilver.

Quince tree,

See Mercury.
Muschenbroek. 0.7050

R

Realgar, or
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Silver, French money, 10 denicrs, 21 grains,

coined,

Sinople, coarse jasper,

Slate clay. See Jlrgillite.

common,
or schistus, common

penetrated with water,

10.408

2.6913

whet, or novaculite.
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Haul).

Gahn and Berzdius.

Tacamahaca, leslii,

Talc, black crayon,

ditto, German,
yellow,

white,

of mercury,
black,

earthy,

slaty,

common Venetian,

indurated,

Tallow,
Tantalite, Ekeberg.
Tantalium metal, Berzelius.

in large masses, Gahn and Berzelius.

in small pieces,

Tartar Muschenbroek.
Telesie. See Safi/ihire.

Terra Japonica,

Tellurium, native,

graphic,

yellow,

black,

Thutnerstone. See Axinite.

Tin, pure, from Cornwall, fused, Watson.

fused and hammered,
of Malacca, fused

fused and hammered,
of Gallicia, Gellert.

of Ehrenfriedensdorf in Saxony, Gellert.

Klafiroth.

La Metherie.

Gellert.

Brunich.

Brlsson,

Brisson.

of pyrites,

stone,

black
red,

fibrous.

Kla/irot/i.

IVerner.

Brunich.

Blumenbach.

new, fused,

fused and hammered,
fine, fused,

fused and hammered,
common,
called Claire- etoffe,

ore, Cornish, Brunich.

Klafiroth.

from Fahlun, Gahn and Berzelius.

stone, white,

Titanitt, Rutilite, or Sphene, Haiiy.

Lametherie.

Topaz, oriental,

Brazilian,

from Saxony,

oriental pistachio,

Saxony white,

greenish blue,

red.

Tourmaline,
green,

blue,

Hauy.
Hauy.

Brisson.

Hauy.
Werner,

> 2.8554
> 2.8729
' 2.080
2.246

2.655

2.r04
2.7917
2.9004
2.6325

2.718

C 2.700

f
2.800

2.90

0.9419

7.953

5.61

6.291

6.208

1.8490

1.3980

55.700
26.10

5.7

10.6

8.9

C7.170
^7.291
7.291

7.296

7.306

7.063

7.271

4.350
4.785

5 6.300

^6.989
6.750

6.901

6.9348

5 5.845

I 6.970

7.000

5.800

6.450

7.3013
7.3115

7.4789

7.5194
7.9200

8.4869

5.800

6.450

6.55

6.008

4.102

4.246

4.0106

3.5365

4.5640

4.0615

3.5535

3.5489

3.5311

3.086

3.362

3.155

Tremolite,

Triphane. See SjioUumenc.

Tungsten, jLeyaser.

Kirwan.

Brisson.

Klafiroth.

Turbcth mineral,

Turpentine, spirits of,

liquid.

Turquoise, ivory tinged by the bhie calx of

copper.

U

Ultramarine, Desormea and Clement.

Uran glimmer or Uranite,

Uranite in a metallic state, Klafiroth.

sulphuretted. See Pitch ore.

Uranitic ochre indurated. La Metherie.

Hauy.
Uranium,

Urine, human,

diabetic,

Vermeille, a kind of oriental ruby,

Vesuvian,

{
Henry.

^

4.355

5.800

6.028

6.066

6.015

5.570

8.235

0.870
0.991

2.500

2.90B

2.360

2.19

6.440

3.150

3.2438
7.500

1.015

:.026

1.028

1.040

of Siberia,

Vine,
Vinegar, red,

white,

radical.

Vitriol, Dantzic

Wiedemann.
Klafiroth.

Klafiroth.

Hauy,
Muschenbroek.
Muschenbroek.

W
Walnut-tree of France,

Water distilled at 32° of Fahr.

sea,

of Dead sea,

wells,

of Bareges,

of the Seine filtered,

of Spa,

of Armeil,

Avray,
Seltzer,

Wavellite, or hydrargillite,

Wax, bees,

white,

shoemaker's.

Whey, cov^s.

Willow,
Witherite. See Barolite.

Wine of Torrins, red,

white.

Champagne, white,

Pakaret,

Xeret,

Muschenbroek.

Davy.

Muschenbroek.

0.6710
1 .0000

1.0263

1.2403

1.0017

1.00037

1 .000 1

5

1.0009

1.00046

1.00043

1 0035
2.7000
0.9648

0.9686
0.897
1.019

0.5850

0.9930

0.9876
0.9979

0.9997
0.9924
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Wine of Malmsey Madeira,

Burgundy,
Jurancon,
Bourdeaux,
Malaga,
Constance,

Tokay,
CaiiarV)

Port,
'

Wolfram,

Wolf's eye (name of a mineral)

Wood stone,

HYDRODYNAMICS.

Gmelin.

JElhuyar.

Lconhardi.

Halcket.

Hauy.

Yenite. See Jenite.

Yew tree, Dutch,
Spanish,

Yttrotantaiite,

Yttrocerite,

Musckenbroek. 0.7880

Munchenbroek. 0.8070

Ekcberg. 5.130

Ghan and Berzelius. 3.447

Z

Zeolite from Edelfors, red, scintillaut,

white scintillant,

compact,
cubic. See Cliabasie.

siliceous.

Zinc, pure and compressed,

in its usual state, Bergman.

formed by sublimation and full of cavities.

Kirivan.

sulphate of, Musckenbroek.

saturated solution of temp. 4a°, Watson.

See Blende.

Zircon, or Jargon, Klafiroth.

Karaten.

Wiedemann.

Zircoriite,

Zbisite.

Hauy. <

Klafiroth.

2.4868

2.0739

3.1344

2.515

7.1908

6.862

5.918

1 .9000

1.386

4.615

4 666
4.700

4.3858

4.4161

4.24

53.26
^3.31

CHAP. IV.

On THE Equii.iBBiaM and Stability of Floating
Bodies.

We have already seen, (Chap. II. Prop. I. p. 429,) that

when a body is in equilibrium in a fluid, its weight is always

equal to that of the fluid displaced ; and that the centre of

gravity of the floating body when homogeneous, must be

situated in the same vertical line with the centre of gravity

of the part submersed, or of the fluid displaced. Prop. II.

p. 430. From the equality between the wtight of the bo-

dy and that of the displaced fluid, the upward pressure of

the fluid is exactly capable of b.ilancing the downward ten-

dency of the body ; but unless these two forces are direct-

ly opposed to each other by passing through the same

point, the solid body will have a rotatory motion, instead of

a position of perfect equilibrium. In order, therefore, to

determine the positions in which a body will float perma-

nently on the sui face of a fluid, we have only, after tnc spe-

cific gravity of thi; body has been ascertained, to discover

in what positions the solid can be placed, in order that the

centre of gravity of the solid and of the part immersed may
be in the same vertical line. The solid, however, will not

lloat permanenlly in every case, when these centres of gra-

vity are situated in the same vertical line ; for there are

examples, in which the body cannot remain in this position

of equilibrium, but will actually assume another, in which

it will continue to float permanently. Mr Atwood has il-

lustrated this by the case of a cylinder, whose specific gra-

vity is to that of the fluid on which it floats as 3 to 4, and

whose axis is to the diameter of its base as 2 to 1. When
the cylinder which we suppose to be 2 feet long, and its

base 1 foot in diameter, is held in the fluid, with its axis in

a vertical line, it will sink to a depth of IJ feet: but as

soon as it ceases to be supported, it instantly oversets, and

remains floating with its axis horizontal. If the cylinder,

instead of l)eing 2 feet long is only 6 inches, or one-half the

diameter of its base, it will sink to tne depth of fths of its

diameter, or A\ inches, and wili float permanently in that

position. In this last case, if the axis of the cylinder is not

exactly in a vertical line, but a little inclined to it, the cy-

linder will still settle permanently with its axis in e vertical

line.

Hence it is obvious, that there are different kinds of

equilibrium.

1st, The equilibrium of stability, or that which is exhi-

bited in the short eylinder 6 inches long, which floats per-

manently in a given position.

2d, The equilibrium of instability, or that which is exhi-

bited in the cylinder 2 feet long, which oversets, although

the centre of gravity of the solid and that of the part im-
mersed are in the same vertical line. In this case the

equilibrium is as perfect as in.the first case ; for while the

centres of gravity are in the same vertical line, the solid

must continue erect ; but the slightest deviation of the cen-

tres of gravity from that line creates a rotatory motion,

from which the solid necessarily oversets.

3d, The equilibrium of indifference, or the insensible

equilibrium in which the solid floats indifl'erent to motion,

and without any tendency to recover its position when in-

clined fiom it, or to incline itself farther. The equilibri-

brum of indifference takes place, when the proportion be-

tween the axis of the cylinder and the diameter of its base

is greater than 1 to 2, and less than 2 to 1. This kind of

equilibrium is exhibited in a homogeneous sphere, or

in a homogeneous cylinder, floating with its axis hori-

zontal.

If a solid floats permanently on a fluid suiface, and if it

is moved from its position of equilibrium by any exter-

nal force, the resistance which the solid opposes to this

inclination is called the stability offoating j and the ho-

rizontal line round which it moves is called the axis of
motion.

It would be impossible in a work like this, to enter at

great length into a subject so difficult and profound as the

present. We shall, therefore, content ourselves with stat-

ing the general principles relative to the stability of floating

bodies, and with investigating the diflerent positions of sta-

bility and instability which tiiey assume ; and in doing this

shall freely avail ourselves of the labours of Mr Atwood,

whose papers on the stability of floating bodies are remark-

able for their perspicuity. In arranging, abridging, and

sometimes simplifying his demonstrations, we trust we shall

do an important service to the reader.
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Prop. I.

To determine the stability of bodies floating on a fluid at

any angle of inclination from a given position of tquili-

briiim.

Let EDHF be a vertical scclion through the centre of

gravity G, of a homogeneous solid, whose figure is symmc-
irical with regard to tlie axis of motion, and let U float on
the surface IIABLof the fluid, O being the centre of gra-

vity of the part immersed. Plate CCCXV. Fig. 1. The
line GOC will therefore he perpendicular to AB. If by an
external force the solid is inclined through an angle KGS,
the solid will take the position IRLMN, and the part im-
mersed will now be WRiMNP. Hence, as the part XWT
is raised out of the water, and the corresponding and equal
part XNP immersed, the centre of gravity which would
otherwise have been at E (taken so thatGOizGE) will

now be transfered to some other point Q. Having drawn
QS parallel to GO, and EY and ZGz perpendicular to SQ,
it is obvious that the upward pressure of the fluid will be

exerted in the line QS, with a force equal to the weight of

the body, or that of tlie fluid displaced, and this force will

have the same tendency to turn the body round its axis of

motion, as ifiuwerc applied at the point Z. In determin-

ing, therefore, the position which bodies assume on a fluid

surface, and the stability with which they float, it is neces-

sary only to find the perpendicular distances GZ, between
the two vertical lines which pass through the centre of gra-

vity of the solid and the part immersed.

Since the weight of the body continues the same, the por-

tion IXW, elevated from the fluid in consequence of the in-

clination, must always be equal to the portion PXN which
is immersed. Hence, supposing a to be the centre of gra-

vity of IXW, and/ that ofNXP, then the centre of gravity

Q will be at a distance from E, corresponding to the change
produced, by removing the fluid IWX to the position NX P.

In order to determine, by s geometrical construction, the

line, GZ, let fall the perpendiculars a 6,/c, and in the line

EY drawn parallel to AB, take ET, so that E'l" : h r
—

volume IWX: volume WRMP. Through T draw ETS
parallel to GO, then the centre of gravity required will be

sornewhere in FS, and because ER : EG^ sin. KGS : rad.

the line GO~ EG being supposed given, the line ER will

be determined, and being taken fiom ET already found,

will leave RT or GZ the perpendicular distance ret|uired.

Now, when one body of a system is removed from its

place, the corresponding motion of the common centre of

gravity, estimated in any given direction, is to the motion

of the body moved and estimated in the same direction as

the weight of that body is to the weight of the whole system.

Hence, considering IRMN as a system of bodies whose
common centre of gravity is E, and that the body HVX,
whose centre of gravity is a, has moved, or been transfer-

red to NXP, whose centre of gravity is y, we shall have

volume WRMP or ADHB: volume IWX or WXP=
b c : ET, the motion of one body, the motion of the centre

of gravity of the system. Calling, therefore,

V = volume of the part of the floating body im-

mersed,

A = the volunie NXP, or the part immersed in conse-

quence of the inclination,

h = GO the distance between the centre of gravity

of the whole solid and that of the part im-

mersed,

.J = sine of the angle of inclination KGS,
b = b c the space through which A has been trans-

ferred.

AxAThen, by the proposition 6 : ET = V : A, and ET =^
But ER :EG or GO = «: 1, we have ER =/j«; conse-

quently, RT=ET—ER, orGZ=^— /, a.

If the floating solid should be of an irregular form, the
same demonstration will hold good ; but we must, in this
case, consider tJiat the volume or space immersed by the
inclination will no longer be WXP, but a space which must
be obtained by calculation from the shape and dimensions
of that volume. The centres of gravity of the volumes
PXN, IXW, will in that case be no longer a and/the cen-
tres of gravity of the areas, but must be found by the usual
rules. This proposition is applicable cither to homoge-
neous or heterogeneous bodies, and enables us to detcrmuie
the stability of vessels or other bodies, at any angle of in-
clination from a given position of equilibrium ; for the
stability is measured by a force equal to the upward pres-
sure of the fluid, or the weight of the loaded vessel appli-
ed perpendicularly at the end of the lever GZ moving
round the axis of motion.

Prop. II.

To ascertain the difi"erent positions of equilibrium in
which a body will float permanently on the surface of a
fluid, and to discover in which of these positions the equi-
librium is permanent o" stable, and in which of them it is

momentary or instable.

In order to do this, we must attend to the species of
equilibrium in which the solid is placed previous to its

being inclined from it. Assumitig that the body is in a
state of stable equilibrium, let it be inclined through an
angle till it is again placed in a position of equilibrium.
Then since during this inclination the upward pressure of
the fluid acts with a force proportional to GZ to diminish
the angular distance from the primitive position of equili-

brium, it follows that the same force must act on the solid,

so as to increase the inclination or angular distance from
the second position of equilibrium to which the body ar-

rives after revolving through the angle A, or any part of
it. Hence it is obvious, that the second position of equili-

brium must be that of instability, and, in geneial, tliat when
a floating body is caused by an external force to revolve
round its axis of motion, and pass through difl'crent posi-

tions of equilibrium, the positions of stability and instabili-

ty must alternate, and no position of either species can fol-

low a position of the same species.

In determining, therefore, the position which a solid

will assume, after it has been overset from any bituatio:i

of instable equilibrium, we must asceitain the angle of
inclination through which the solid must revolve, so that

the distance GZ may become evanescent, and «e niust

also determine whether any position of equilibrium origi-

nally given is stable or instable. This may easily be done
from the value of GZ already given; for if we take any
point I in the line ER, and through l draw y l z parallel lc«

GO, then it is obvious,

1. That while -^—= ET is greater than A s = ER, the

part Z and the line of support QZ, will be between the axis

and the parts of the solid immersed in consequence of tiie

inclination, which gives a stable et/uilibrium.

2, That while -^ = ET is Lss than // s = ER, the

part q and the line of support g z will be on the opposite
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side of the axis, and will give an instable equilibrium.

Hence we can always determine, fVom llie value of GZ,

what is the particular kind of equilibrium with which the

body will float when the angle of inclination, and conse-

quently its sine, are assumed to be evanescent.

Pkop. III.

To find an expression for the stability or instability of

floating, when the floating solid is not of an utiiform figure

and dimensions with respect to its axis of motion.

Let us suppose in Fig 1. that another section of the solid

is drawn parallel to ADHB, and very near it. A small

portion of the solid will be comprehended bttween these

planes ; now, since the sine s of the angle KGS is evane-

scent, and since WX1^=IXW, and the angle NXP=the
angle IXW, the point X will bisect the line AB, and the

points P,B, N will be coincident. Hence, the evanescent

area NXP= — = } and if we represent by z a
2 8

line drawn through tlie middle of the solid, on a level with

the surface of the fluid, and parallel to the larger axis, the

evanescent portion of the solid comprehended between the

adjacent vertical planes ADHB, and the one supposed ex-

AB' x«
tremely near it, will be X dz; the perpendicular dis-

tance of the centre of gravity of this evanescent solid from
A R

the point X is . In order to find the distance from X

of the centre of gravity of the whole volume immersed by

the inclination, or the common centre of gravity of the

elementary solids
" corresponding to the length r,

8

we must multiply each elementary solid by the distance of

its centre of gravity from the horizontal line passing through

X, and divide the sura of these products by the sum of the

elementary solids. Hence, in the present case, since the

distance from X of the centre of gravity of the elementary

AB
solid is-^, the product arising from multiplying thedis-

tance by the solid itself will be
AB'Xst/z

and the sum of

the products corresponding to the whole line z will be

fluent 01 —_ :; and since A represents the volume ot

trary side of the axis, and the body will overset. Hence it

is obvious, that between these limits, we must have the

equilibrium of indifference which takes place when fluent

of—^V— =''*•

If the solid has an uniform figure and dimensions, then

putting D for the area of any of the sections immerbed
under the fluid, the solid contents of the volume immersed
will be Dz, hence V=»Dz ; and since AB is now a constant

^AB'xsrfz AB'X«z ABjx«
quantity, we have fluent of —rTrT~~ "TaT)"

. ^„ AB'xs
consequently GZ= ——-rz h s.^ ' 12 D

— 12D •

Prop. IV. Pros.

To determine the limits of stability and instability in a

parallelepiped depending on the dimensions and specific

gravity of the solid.

In applying the preceding expressions to a parallelo-

piped, let EFDC be its vertical section, with its flat sur-

face EF upwards, and IK the surface of the fluid.

Through its centre of gravity G draw SGL^iarallel to CE,
and let us take

c= CE
a = CD
n = specific gravity of the solid, or n : 1 = SN : SL.

Fig. 2. Then if O be the centre of gravity of the part im-

mersed, and since n: \ =: SN : SL, or CL, we have SN:=

TIC i GO HZ — —) and ABCD ZZacn. Substituting

these values in the general expression already found, we

have GZ=- sXc—nc
i and since the equilibrium

12 acre 2

is one of indifference, when the first member of the

fl3 a
expression is equal to the second, or when -—r =

'^ ' 12 acn

S X C 71 c
, we have, by the resolution of this . quadratic

equation, n^—7i^i-~ -—j, and

24
n=i=±=yi~^.

the part immersed by inclination, and also of the part ele-

vated by inclination, the distance of the centre of gravity

of the immersed part or c X, also of the part elevated, or

b X, will be fluent of —-—
, and the distance between

-24A
the two centres of gravity in the line b c will be twice this

quantity, or fluent of ———

—

-. Substituting this value
1 2A

for b in the general equation, we have GZ iz fluent of ^i i which cives

r5~v '
'^''"^" ^^ ^"^ general expression re-

quired.

Now it follows, 1 . That if the first member of this equation,

„ ^ ABi X »f/z .

VIZ. fluent ot ——— , is greater than the second h s,

the line of support QZ will be between the axis of motion
and the part immersed by inclination, and the solid will

float permanently; and, 2. Tliat if the first member is less
than the second, the line of support y z will be on the con-

Cor. 1. From'''this proposition, we may infer, that when-
2

ever —=- is less than i, or when the height c of the solid
6 c

has a greater proportion to the base than that of -^ 2

to ^ 3, two values may be assigned to the specific gravity

of the solid, which will cause it to float in the equilibrium

of indifference. If, for example, c^a, we have 7J=|=t:

7! = I + 0.28868 = 0.78868

71= 1—0.28868 = 0.21132.

Cor. 2. If the specific gravity of the solid is very small

must becompared with that of the fluid, the term
12 a en

greater than ^ , and the solid will float permanent-

ly with the line EF parallel to the horizon.
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Cor. 3. If the specific gravity of the solid is increased

beyond .21132, then, since this is the limit at which it

ceases to float with stability, if it is placed with its flat sur-

face upward, its equilibrium will (be instable, and it will

therefore assume a position of permanent equilibriuiti. By
increasing tlie specific gravity from .21132 to .78868, the

instability increases at first, and reaches its maximum,

when «= ; it then diminishes and yanishes at the se-

cond limit, whenra = .78868. When n is between .78868

and 1, the body will float permanently with its flat surface

EF horizontal. The maximum of instability is found by

1 acn
putting the least increment of the quantity

sXc—c n

a=c.

:= 0, considering n as variable, and making

Cor. 4. If the height SLof the parallelopiped is in a less

proportion to its base CD than that of ^2 to ^3, there is

no value of n at which the stability will vanish ; for in this

case the quantity y/l — ——- become impossible. The
o c ^

solid will therefore always float permanently with its sur-

face EF horizontal.

Prop. V.

To determine the limits of stability and instability of a

square parallelopiped, when one of its diagonals is in a

vertical position.

Let EDCF be a vertical section of the parallelopiped

floating on the surface AB of the fluid, and let G, as

formerly, be the centre of gravity of the solid O, that

of the part immersed, and n the specific gravity of the

solid. Fig. 3. Then if DC = o, we shall have GC =
—4^. But since HB=HC, we have ABC=HB= ; and
^2.
sine© ABC : DEFC = ra : 1, we have ABC = a'n, HB'

ZZa'n, HC = a X ./~i AB=2a^~; OC= ^°^"

and GO — °_...2gv/" .-. axS— ^£;_
x/2 y/ 2X3

If we now apply the general expression GZ =:

j- hs to the present case, we shall obtain AB^—

Sa^Ji^i u a n; h— = , and consequently
V2 X 3 ^ r

GZ~———5 ,=^ In order, therefore, to
12 a" n v'2 X 3

obtain the limit betvfeen the siability and instability of float-

ing, we must make AfL 21f rz A s, as in Prop. IV. or mak-

ing
8a^ n2 ax 3 — ^ 8 n

12 a' w"
we shall have § .y^ n ^

^2X3
Vol. X. Part II.

V^2 X 3

or 72 — 3% =: .28123, the specific gravity at

which the equilibrium of indifierencc begins, or the limit

between the specific gravities at which the solid v/ill float

with stability and instability.

Cor. 1. It follows from the value of GZ given al)ovc, that

when n is evanescent, or extremely small, the solid will

overset when placed on the fluid with the angle upper-
most ; for the first term of the value of GZ must necessa-
rily be less than the second.

Cor. 2. If 72 : 1 rr 9 : 32 the solid will float with the
equilibrium of indifference ; and therefore if 7i: 1 in a less

ratio than that of 9 to 32, the solid will overset ; but if n
exceeds that limit, then the solid will float permanently,
with the angle E uppermost.

Prop. VI.

To determine the limit of stability and instability in a
square parallelopiped with one of its angles upwards, when
its specific gravity is greater than one half of the specific

gravity of the fluid.

Let EDCF, Piate CCCXV. Fig. 5. be the square paral-

lelopiped, which having a greater specific gravity than i,
that of the fluid will sink so that the diagonal FD is below
the surface of the water IK. Using the same symbols as
in the last proposition, we have the area ABDCFA := a^ »,
and the area EAB = EH^ ZZa' — a^ n, and consequently

EHzra v' ' — w, and AB = 2EH =2a^ I— ra, andGH

— ff V Y^ 9, — a/ \ — n. Now if P be the centre of gravi-

ty of the area AEB, then from the property of the centre

of gravity we have GH X area EDCF = area ABDCFA
X OH— area AEB

X HP, or a^ X
"i 7:^
1Z_'^, and by reduction

V' 2— v' 1 —n =Z a^ n X OH — o' X

„,^ _ o X 3 — V 1 8 X v^l— » -f° X ^2x 1 — n '

HO ^ "= '

VIS X "

Subtracting from this expression the value of HG =
1

ax V 2 — V 1— n=r3n

—

// \8n^ X y/\— n,

we shall have the line
V' 18 X ra

__a X 3 — 3n V 18 X 1 — ^^ X %/ 2 X 1 — n't

^18 X n

By inserting these values in the general formula

GZ—^^ — As.wehave AB3= 8a^ X I — n^ ; Dzz" — 12 D

a^ n, and since GO — d we obtain GZ =
8a-' X I— ?;' —

12 a^n

g X 3— 3>7— Vl8 X I — "^+ V^2 X 1 — 7i^- This va-

v/ 18 xn
lue of GZ being put = to obtain the limit, and the whole

3 72 X a/ 2
being multiplied by ^ we shall have

I — 7ixa_

2^2 XV 1— "= 3—3v'^XVl— »Xv'2 xv'l— 7t

3 9 23
_

or V 1 — "—TT/^J 3"'^ 1 — "—-32 and 71— 32 ^^^ li"

mit required.
51
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Cor. Hence fiom this, and the preceding propositions,

we have the four limiting values of the spe cific gravities,

viz.i-,/F=T; 7', ; II andi + ^\-h or -211, .281,

.718, and .789 ; that is, if the specific gravity is less than

211, the parallelepiped, with its flat surface upward and

horizontal, will float permanently in that position, but will

overset if the specific gravity is greater than .211 and less

than .789. If the parallclopiped has one of its angles up-

ward, when the specific gravity is less than .281, it will

overset; if greater than .281, and less than .718, it will

float permanently with an angle upward ; but if the speci-

fic gravity exceeds .718, it will overset when placed in

the fluid with an angle upward.

Prop. VII.

If the parallelepiped is jilaced in the fluid in a position

of instable equilibrium, so as to overset or change its posi-

tion, it is required to ascertain the position which it will as-

sume when it continues to float permanently ; or to ascer-

tain through what angle the solid will revolve, till its centre

of gravity and the centre of gravity of the part immersed

are again in the same vertical line.

Let EFDC, Fig. 5. be the vertical section of the paral-

lelepiped when in its position of instable equilibrium ; IK
the surface of the water ; G its centre of gravity ; O the

centre of gravity of the part immersed. Let the solid, af-

ter oversetting, have revolved through an angle UGS into

the position YWVH, the part immersed will now be

ZHVR, and QXR will be the part now immersed in con-

sequence of the inclination. Bisect PZ and RQ in vi and

n, join m X, n X, and taking X a— | X ?k, and X/r= § X n,

a and/ will be the centres of gravity of the triangles PXZ,
and QXK. Let fiill the perpendiculars a 6,/ c upon the

line AB. In applying the general equation GZ— -rT

—

fs

to the present case, we have QXR := A ; ZHVR or ACDB
= V ; i c zr 6 ; OG =/; sine of UGO— s. Make t equal

the tangent of the angle UGO. Then from the similarity

of triangles QX = XP ; ZP = QR ; ZX=: XR. Making
SLzZf, and VU or XQl^a: then QR= a r; and Q n =

— ; X 7! = V fl^ -\ = —»/ i + t'^. Now, since R ii

t a
or Q n : X 7! = sin. n XRn, we have -^•-^X v^4+ '^ =:

sin- n XR : sin. XR n, consequently sin. n XR — Sin.nRXxi

Vi+t^

and substituting in place of sin. n RX its value

we obtain sin. n XR n:

I

XR = 2 -^ fl

v/4-f «-X v/ 1 +
and COS. n

SXn

V4-l-<^ Xv' » +'^
and since X d ~ ~

-T—— , we have X c iz ; —
j"V" X Vi +,4-f «^

X
"

-
. But X i= X c by similar triangles, and there-

bc— 'i Xc = 2a X 2 -f ;-

OZ _-^-

3 X V ' + '^

• h s, we have GZ = 2 « X 2 -f <2

3Xv/l+i' 4,0 en

hs
< X2 -f

/-^

6crax 1 -f- t'

ha; but since // — - ;GZ =

a^ t X'i + t en y. .1

tcn^J \ Jf r
By substituting for t^ its

equal -, the formula becomes GZ ~
I— «*

a' « X 2

6 c re X I

c— era X »
As it may be more convenient to make a

express the whole breadth AB or PQ, instead of the half

breadth, the equation will, by this change, become GZ ~
a^ « X 2— i en X s

24c« X 1 — s^

WO obtain s^ ^
2

By making this value ~ 0,

~ b. Now the immersed

part ACDB=2acn:^V, and the volume QXR =
— A. Substituting, therefore, these values in the equation

2a^ \2c^ 71 + 12 c- 71^

12 f^ ?j^ — 12 c'

12c^?t— 12c^ni— 2a^

12c'^ n— 12 c^n2— a^ '

n -\- a'^

or

In the case of a square parallelepiped, we have a = e,

and therefore s^ zzz
12n- \2n^ —

2

In order, therefore,12w— 12?z^ — 1'

to ascertain from this equation the angle through which
the solid revolves, let us take n = .24, which being be-
tween .21 1 and .789, will place the solid with a flat surface

upward and horizontal, and in an instable equilibrium, con-

1888
sequently s^^

^ \ ^^^ , and a V.18881.1888
— the sine of 23»

1.1888

29', the angle of revolution, after which the solid will settle

in a position of stable equilibrium.
The preceding equation determines also the specific

gravity n, which will make the solid float at the angle a ;

for, bv resolving that equation, we obtain n ^ i z^i— ^.-"^".^^

^
;^— J-, and applying this to the particular angle of

23° 29', we have n = O.S =i= 0.26 = 0.76 and 0.24, the two
specific gravities, which will cause it to float in stable

equilibrium at the angle of 23° 29'.

Prop. VIII.

To ascertain the position oT equilibrium, &c. as in Prop.
VII. when the surface of the fluid passes through one of

the extremities of the base of the floating solid.

The preceding proposition is applicable only to the case
where the surface of the water intersects the parallel sides

YH, WV. In order to obtain the angle of inclination from
a position of equilibrium, with the flat surface horizontal,

and the specific gravity of the solid, when the fluid surface

passes through one extremity of the base, let AECD,Fig.
6, be a vertical section of the square parallelepiped, and
let the water line IK pass through D. Then putting

CD^ a, and t~ tangent of KDC, the angle required, we
a" t

have KC :z:a ?, andarea KCDrz-;^ ; but area KCD :

areaAECD~?2: 1, we have?!—-—. Substituting this

value of 11 in the formula, or value of s^ in the preceding

6 ; 3 ^2 2 t'^

proposition, we obtain «* —7- ",-1 :,buts^—
TT~i''
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St— 3 t

consequently j--|--^= ^^_^^,_ ^

, or G<^— 3<* — <"= qC Xx/2andCV=
i a^ a

V^=
et — 3t^ — 2 + 6t' — 3t*— 2«^,or4«^ =:6; — 2, which

gives f = i ^= ^j that is ;~ J, and < zz 1. The first ol"

these values corresponds to an angle of 26° 33' 51", and

the second to an angle of 45°, as shewn in Fig. 7. In tlic

first of these cases, KCD : ABCD, ZZI 1 : l-, and therefore

rj— i, and the equilibrium is that of stability; in the

second case nZH i, and the position of equilibrium is also

one of stability.

Prop. IX.

To find the position of equilibrium as in Prop. VIII.

when the fluid surface intersects one of the extremities of

the upper side, as shewn in Fig. 8.

2,

Putting ABK~?j we have areas ABK ~ --» and

,.^T^^ 2a'

—

a^t . 2

—

t ,. , , .KCDB~
jj

, consequently n— —x-\ which, bemg

substituted for n in the equation of Prop. VIII. gives

1 +«3'

6;— 3;- — 2 . r I Tj—

5

, the same as formerly. Hence
V — 1

'
fit

"2— 1
since « HZ J ^t: -J,

we have n~——— :z i, or ra— i

Prop. X.

To determine the position in which the parallelopiped

will float permanently with a plane angle obliquely up-

ward, when the specific gravity is between 3?^ and 3?^, or

betwen §| and||.

It follows from Prop. VI. that when n is between Jj

and 35, or between || and ||, the solid will float per-

manently with the diagonal inclined to a vertical line. In

order to find the angle, let IVCF, Fig. 9. represent the

square parallelopiped floating with its angle I placed ob-

liquely, and let its inclination to a vertical line be OGT.
Let DE be the surface of the fluid, and taking CB a mean
proportional between EC and CD, draw BA parallel to

FV, and cutting IC in H, CH will be the depth to which

the solid sinks when IV is vertical, and therefore area

BXE=:area XDA. Make CO= fCH, and O will be

the centre of gravity of the volume ABC. Bisect EB in

K and AD in R, and draw KX, RX, and take XM = ^ XR
and XL— f XK, and M, L will respectively be the cen-

tres of gravity of the triangles XAD, BXE. Let fall the

perpendiculars MP, QL upon the horizontal line DE, then

making PQ::^i!i, sin. BXE— s; tang. BEX^r, and

EC = a, we have CD — fa; C^-=.^/TaF\ CH =

J'-^ ; CO= | CBzzj^ ; area ABC = CH^ =
ta
——. Putting area BXE ZZ u, we have area CDE or ABC

:

area BXEz:PQ:OTor —~~ : u ^ : 01=—5-, and
2 ta^

OG =2A!i. Adding CO to CO, we obtain CO = -^^

y2ta2
and since GC : CV z: 1 : v/ 2, we have CV=

s/ 72 Xb ti+ s/ it

3ta'' a

IFCV, or as CII^ : CV=

2" • But since 1 : nziarea CAIIB

,

- CII , —
, we have v' " — rrrr and ^ n

J
ta' 3 t a'is

3 ,

3f^'a'

^ 7'2xbu+^4:t^ \2bu+ 2y2t'^ aU
If we assume the angle OGT or BXEzT 15°, and take

CE^l, we shall find BXE z: a IZ .039395, and PQ:=
6^:0.73089, which being substituted in the above value

of n, gives x/ w^ -

.34063
„, , = 0.51094 and ?! :z

.34552 -t- .32114
—

0.251, the specific gravity with which the solid will float in

stable equilibrium, when its diagonal is inclined 15° to a
vertical line.

The preceding solution is applicable to all cases in which
n is between -j^j and ^j ; and by a similar process we may
obtain an equation for the case when the specific gravity

is between |J and |-|. In this case, the solid will float

permanently with the line IC upward, but inclined to the

vertical at some angle between 0° and 18° 26' 9".

Mr Atwood has collected into the following abstract, the
various positions which the square parallelopiped assumes
as depending upon its specific gravity.

\. li n is between and i — \/
1 '

—

h (''^ shewn in

Figs. 10, 11, and 12,) or between and 0,211, the solid

will float permanently with a flat surface upwards, and
parallel to the horizon.

2. If n is between .211 and 25, (as shewn in Figs. 12,

13, 14), it will float permanently with a flat surface up-
ward, but inclined to the horizon at different angles from
0° corresponding to .2 1 1 to 26° 34' corresponding to .2.5.

3. If n is between .25 or j'^ and ,281 or 3?^, (as shewn
in Figs. 14, 15, 16), the solid will float with only one angle

immersed, the diagonal benig inclined to the vertical at

various angles from 18° 26', corresponding to .25 or 3'^, and
0° corresponding to .281 or j'j.

4. If 7z is above .281 or -j'j, (as in Figs. 16, 17,) the solid

will float permanently with its diagonal vertical, till the

specific gravity becomes .718 or ||.

5. If ?i is below .718 or ^^ and .75 or|J, (as in Figs.

17, 18,) the solid will float with the diagonal inclined to the

vertical at angles varying from 0° corresponding to .718 to

18° 26' corresponding to .75, three angles of the solid be-

ing immersed.
6. If 7z is between .718 or || and .789 (as in Figs. 19,20,

21,) the solid will float with a flat surface upward, and in-

clined to the horizon at various angles between 26° 34' cor-

responding to .75 and 0° corresponding to .789.

7. Ifn is between .789 and 1.000, the solid will float per-

manently with a flat surface parallel to the horizon.

8. When the solid revolves round its larger axis, or axis

of motion, so as to complete an entire revolution of 560",

it will pass either through 16 or IS positions of equili-

brium. If n is between .211 and .281, or between .719

and .789, the positions of equilibriutn will be sixteen,

eight of which will be positions of stable and the other

eight of instable equilibrium, alternating with each other.

If n is not within these limits, the solid in the course of its

revolution will pass only through eight positions, four of

which are positions of stable, and the other four of instable,

equilibrium.
5 I S
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In the preceding proposilions, llic solid is supposed to

have a uniform figure in respect to the axis of motion, so

that all its vertical sBCtions are equal. But when the solid

has such a form that the sections are unequal, a difl'ereiit

process of investigation, though depending on the same

principles, must be employed for determining its positions

of equilibrium. We shall content ourselves with giving

Mr Atwood's application of the preceding principles to a

cylinder.

Prop. XI.

To determine the positions of stable and instable equili-

brium, in a cylinder placed on the surface of a fluid, with

its axis in a vertical position.

Let EFCD represent the cylinder with its axis NP,Fig.

22. vertical, and let it sink to the depth QP. Make .Q.\_.r,

the distance between the centres of gravity G and O, viz.

GO =: A, and let AIBHSKA represent the circular section

of the cylinder formed by the surface of the fluid. Draw

any diameter IS, and another diameter AB, perpendicular

to IS, and let IS be the direction of the axis round which

the cylinder is moveable. Through any point W draw

the double ordinate KH, and make QW =: z, NP ZT I, and

5r— 3.14159, the ratio of the circumference to the diameter

of a circle. Now, from Prop. III. it follows, that the solid

will float permanently with the axis vertical, when fluent of

^

—

- is greater than h, and that the equilibrium will

be instable if h is the greater of the two, and therefore,

when these two quantities are equal, the equilibrium will

be the limit between stability and instability. To apply

this to the present case, we must find the fluent of

KII^ X "^5, Now since QS =: r,QW IZ 2, we have, by
12 V

Euclid, B. III. Prop. 35. WH— v^7^ — z-, KH— 2 X
^T^ZI^, and KH^ fi z =r 8 X r^ — 2^ X rf z, the fluent

of which quantity, when z increases from to r, is 8 x

5rr* irr* SxSa-r* ,. ,,. ... „
^: , and lor both semicircles fluent

4 16 16 '

of KH.3 X rf 2 ^: 3 5r r* ; and since PQ— / ?i, and the area

of the circle AIBS — ?rr^, we have Wzz-^r^ In. But GP

the solid to float in the equilibrium of indifference : It

follows, therefore, from the preceding investigations, that

in this case it will always float permanently with its axis

in a vertical line.

If the diameter of the base bears a less proportion to the

length of tlie axis than y 2 to I, then there are always two
values of n, which will be the limits of stability and in-

stability. In order to determine the ratio between the

length and diameter of the cylinder which limits the case

of stability and instability when the specific gravity is

given, we obtaui from the equation n — n^ ^ —
-j, the

8 /

— — , and OP — —, consequently GO— — /; ;

, . fluent KH^ x dz Sjrr*
ai>d smce ^^ = W^TPTrC ^^ "'^^'"S^

fluent KH3 X d -_ u n u. • .u i- u
T9"v ' ^^ obtain the limits between

the stable and instable equilibriums. Thus —-—z— —

-

J2
ameter of the base, we have n^—n— , andw—

i

8^2

equation

—

':Zi<y^n— 8n", from which it follows, that

since n is given, the diameter of the base should be to the

length of the axis of ihe cylinder in a greater proportion

than that of v' 8 n— 8 n^ to 1, in order thai the solid may
float permanently with its axis upwards ; but if the di-

ameter of the base should be to the length of the axis in a

less proportion to that, the solid will overset. For exam-

ple, if n=: J, then ^/ 8 ra— i n' ZZ. v/|:i:l-2247 ; that is,

\\\e diameter of the base should be in a greater proportion

to the length of the axis than 1.2247 to 1, in ordei- that it

may float permanently. If the proportion is less than this,

it will overset.

We shall now conclude this Section, by following Mr
Atwood in his application of the preceding principles to

the stability of ships. We have already seen that the

force of stability of a ship or any other body is represented

by W X GZ, W being the weight of the vessel and its

lading. When the angle of inclination is so small as

to be considered evanescent, we have seen that GZ :z

fluent of AB^ X dz X « , . , • .u c .—r^ h 8 ; but since the first mem-

ber of this equation is equal to ET, and since h zz

^_, „_ • r ,, fluent AB'' dz „_
OG=:EG, It follows that —^ = ES, and

• A~GS, which is an invariable qaan-
fluent AB^rfz

\¥\
tity, whatever be the inclination of the floating body, pro-

vided it is very small ; that is, the point S is immoveable
with respect to G. This point S is called the Metacentre,

or centre of equilibrium ; for if the centre of gravity G
coincides with the point S, the stability, or GZ X W—W X SG X s, will be— 0, or the solid will float in all

positions alike, without any eff'ort to restore itself if it is

inclined, or to incline itself farther. If the centre of gravity

G is situated beneath the metacentre S, the solid will

always float with stability, as the measure of that stability

W X SG X « tends always to turn the body in a direction

contrary to that in which it is inclined. If the centre of

gravity is placed above the metacentre, the force AV x
SG X s having passed through 0, tends to turn the vessel

in the same direction as that in which it is inclined, and it

will therefore float with an instable equilibrium.

When the angles of inclination, however, are large, the

stability of the vessel will, as has already been shewn, be

Hence, if the diameter of the base bears a greater pro-

portion to the length of the axis than that of v'~to 1,

there is no value of the specific gravity n, which will cause

measured by W X GZ—— da X W. In the appli-

cation of this formula to practice, 6 A is the only quantity

which requires to be determined ; for all the other values

can be easily ascertained from the nature of the case. In
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order to find b A, the following observations must lie at-

tended to. If a line parallel lo the horizon passes from
the head to the stern of the vessel wlien the ship floats up-
rightly, this line is called the longer axis, to dislinguish it

from the s/torter axis, which passes through the same cen-

tre, but in a direction perpendicular to the former. If we
conceive a vertical plane to pass through the longer axis

when the ship floats uprightly, it will divide the vessel

into two parts perfectly similar and equal. A ship in

eciuilibrium may also be conceived to be divided into two
parts by the horizontal plane which passes through the

surface of the water, and this section is called the /;m-
ci/ial section of the water, represented in section by AB,
Fig. 1, which will be transferred to IN when the vessel

is made to heel or revolve through the angle SGK. The
real section of the water will now be AB, which may be
called the secondary section of the water. These two
planes inclined at the angle of heeling SGK, intersect each
other in X, and this line of intersection will obviously be
parallel to the longer axis.

The position of the point X clearly depends on the shape
of the sides of the vessel. In a parallelepiped, with two
plane angles immersed, as in Fig. 5, the point X bisects

the lines ZR, PQ, corresponding to AB, IN, in Fig. 1 ; but;

when the same solid floats with only one plane angle im-
mersed, as in Fig. 10, the point X no longer bisects these

lines, but is removed towards the parts immersed by the

inclination. As the breadth of vessels, therefore, has no
regular proportion from the head to the stern, the position

of X, which is necessary to the determination of b A, must
obviously be determined practically by approximation.

We must therefore conceive the equal volumes NXP,
LXW, Fig. 1 and 25, one of which is immersed, and the

other raised by the heeling of the ship, to be divided into

segments by vertical lines, perpendicular to the longer

axis, and at distances of two or three feet. These seg-

iwents will therefore have the form of wedges, as shewn
in Fig. 25, NXP being the inclination of the planes on the

faces of the wedges.

The solid contents of the immersed wedges NXD must
now be found by approximation ; and making XI :z: AB—
NX, and XW— AB — PX, the solid contents of all the

wedges, IXW raised by heeling, must also be obtained.

If the size of the immersed wedges is not equal to the

size of the elevated wedges, the position of the point X
must be altered, till this equality is obtained. To find 6 A,
therefore, let the area PXNTP, and its centre of gravity/,

be determined by approximation. Draw dc perpendicular

to PX, and X c will be the distance of the centre of gravity

from the point X, estimated in the horizontal direction

PX ; and e x being found in a similar manner, i

—

—

will be the mean distance of the centre of gravity of the

solid segment XPN xiiri from the line X x, estimated in

the horizontal direction XP. By finding similar distances

of the centre of gravity of all the other wedges or seg-

ments, from X X, estimated in \^£^^,m\\^ direction, the

sum of all these products will be the value of b A re-

quired. Hence the measure of the vessel's stability Wx
—— ^ d « for an angle whose sine is s, is obtained.

Such of our readers as wish to prosecute this subject

iariher, are referred to the following works: Archimedes

De iis rjucs vchuntur in humido. P. Paul Ilosle, Theorit
de la Construction dcs Vaisseaux, Lyon. 1695. Parent,
Mem. jlcad. Par. 1700. Pitot, Thcorie dc la Manauvrc
dcs Vaisseaux, Mem. Acad. Par. 1731. D. Bernoulli, Cotn-
mcnt. Petro/iol. 1739, vol. x. p. 147; xi. p. 100. iJ'Alcm-
bert's Essai sur la resistance dee J''luides, and his 0/iuscu-
lea Mathematiijiics, torn. 1. Bouguer's Traite de la Ma-
nauvre des Vaisseaux. Id. Mem. Acad. Par. 1754, p. 312 ;

1755, p. 481 ; 1757, Hist. p. 165. Clairaut, Mem. Acad. Pur.
1760, p. 171. Juan. Kxamcn Maritimo, Madr. 1771. Euler.
Theorie Com/ilete de la Construction et Manttuvre dcs
Vaisseaux. This work was translated into English, and
published in 1790. Chapman, Traite de la Construction dcs
Vaisseaux. Clairbois, Architecture Afaval, part ii. Romnie,
L'Art delaMarme, Paris, 1787. liossm, Traite d'Hydro-
dynamif/ue, torn. i. chap. xii. xiii. xiv. At wood, Phil.
Transactions, 1796, p. 46; and 1798, p. 201. English
Phil. Mag. vol. i. p. 371, 393.

CHAP. V.

On Capillary Attractiom, and the Cohesion of
Fluids.

In our articles on Adhesion and Capillary Attrac-
tion, we have already given an account of the principal
facts relative to the cohesion of fluids, and the ascent of
water in capillary tubes. In the present chapter we pro-
pose to resume the suliject, and alter tracing the progress
of discovery in this interesting branch of physics, to lay
before our readers an account of additional experiments
which have either been made since the publication of these
articles, or which appear to us necessary for completing
the view of the subject which might be expected in the
present work.
The earliest experiments on the ascent of water in ca-

pillary tubes, appear to have been first made at Florence,*
but we are not acquainted with the name of the philoso-
pher who made them, or with the results which he obtained.
The editor of the posthumous tracts of Pascal informs us,
that capillary attraction was not known in France when Pas-
cal wrote his posthumous treatise Sur CEquilibre des
Liqueurs, which could not have been composed more
than a few years before his death in 1662 ; and he mentions
it as if it were a fact well known, that the ascent of water
in narrow tubes was first discovered by M. Rohault, a
celebrated Cartesian philosopher, who taught mathematics
and natural philosophy at Paris. In 1671, Rohault pub-
lished in 4to his Traite de Physique, which was translated

into Latin by Dr Clark. This work contains an account
of the ordinary experiments on capillary attraction, which
Rohault ascribes to the unequal pressure of the air within ,

and without the tube. He states distinctly, that water
rises between all bodies which are capable of being wetted
with it, whereas it is depressed between substances that

are not capable of being wetted. He observed the ascent
of water between two plates of glass, and the spherical

concavity of the upper surface in capillary spaces ; but he
no where gives the least hint, that he was the discoverer of
these phenomena.!

In the year 1660, our celebrated countryman, Robert
Boyle, published at Oxford his A'Vw Experiments Physico-
Mechanical touching the S/iring of the Atr, &c. in which he
has treated of the ascent of water in capillary tubes. He
ascribes the discovery to some men of science in France,

* This is stated on the authority of Fabri.

t See Eohaultii Physica, edit. 1710, § 69, 70, 71, 80, 81, &c.
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on llic iiutlioiityof a celebrated mathematician from whom
he received it ; and he repeated the experiment with a tube

of very small bore, drawn out by means of llie blowpipe.

In this tube, the water is said to have sprung instantane-

ously to the heis^ht oi five inches, to the great surpiise of

several mathematicians that were present. When the lulie

was inclined, the water occupied a greater part of it, and

it always rose higher in the tube when the inside of it was

wetted beforehand. These experiments succeeded equally

well, when the tubes were placed in an exhausted receiver.

Mr Boyle observed also the concavity of the upper sur-

face of the water, the convexity of the surface of mer-

cury, and its depression in capillary tubes. See the

above work, p. 262.

Dr Hooke seems to have been one of those who was

present at the exhibition of this experiment; and he is

naid to have explained the plienomenon by affinity. In a

tract published in 1660, and entitled " An attempt for the

explication of the Phenomena observable in an experiment

published by the Right Hon. Robert Boyle, in the 35th ex-

periment of his Epistolical Discourse touching the Air,

in confirmation of a former conjecture made by R.

H."» Dr Hookef accounts for the ascent of water in

capillary tubes, by the unequal pressure of the atmo-

sphere on the column of fluid within and without the tube.

He supposes that there is a greater incongruity between

air and glass than between water and glass, and that, on

this account, the air is admitted with more difficulty into

the tube than the water, the difficulty always increasing as

the diameter of the tube diminishes. This hypothesis Dr
Hooke endeavours to support, by the fact which he has de-

termined experimentally, (hat a much greater force is ne-

cessary to force a bubble of water into a narrow tube than

into a wide one ; and he has illustrated it at great length,

in the Vlth Observation of iiis Micrographia, which ap-

peared in 1667. This observation is entitled. On Small

Glass Canes, and contains his most mature opinions on the

subject. He states, that the water, when it enters small ca-

pillary tubes, rises rapidly to the height of 6 or 7 inches;

that when the tube is extremely fine, it ascends slowly to

a much greater height: and that he had never patience to

wait till it rose higher than 21 inches, which must have
been in a pipe, whose internal diameter was about the

tv5t''' P^''^ "' ^^ inch. He defines the term Congruity,

which may be considered the same as affinity, as that

" property of a fluid body, whereby any part of it is readily

united with any other part, either of itself, or of any other
similar fluid or solid body ; and Incongruity, to be that

property of a fluid, by which it is hindered from uniting

with atiy dissimilar fluid or solid body." Dr Robison, and
some other authors, are therefore mistaken in claiming
for Dr Hooke the merit of explaining the phenomena of
capillary attraction by affinity, hy which they meant the
affinity of water to glass. Dr Hooke, indeed, employs a
term the same as this in his explanation of these pheno-
mena ; but it is employed for a quite different purpose ;

for he supposes that the water rises in the tube, not because
it is attracted by the glass, but because there is a greater
affinity between water and glass than between air and glass,

in consequence of which, the column of air within the
tube is not capable of balancing the corresponding atmo-
spherical column without. « For since the pressure" says

he, " of the air every way is found to be equal, that is, as
much as is able to press up and sustain a cylinder of quick-
silver of 2\ feet high or thereabouts; anJ since of the
pressure so many more degrees are required, to force the
air into a smaller than into a greater hole that is full of a
more congruous fluid; and, lastly, since these degrees
that are requisite to piess it in arc thereby taken off from
the air within, and the air within left with so many degrees
of pressure less than the air without ; it will follow, that

the air in the less tube or pipe will have less pressure
against the supeificies of the water therein, than the air in

the bigger. The conclusion, therefore, will necessarily
follow, viz. that this unequal pressure of the air, caused by
its ingress into unequal holes, is a cause sufficient to pro-
duce the effect, without the effect of any other concur-
rent ; and therefore is probably the principal (if not the only)
cause of these phenomena. This, therefore, being thus ex-
plained, there will be divers phenomena explicable thereby :

as, the rising of liquors in a filtrc ; the rismg of spirit of
wine, oil, melted tallow, £cc. in the wick of a lamp, though
made of small wire, threads of asbestos, strings of glass, or
the like ; and the rising of liquors in a sponge, pieces of
bread, sand, &c. ; perhaps also the ascending of the sap
in trees and plants, through their small and some of them
imperceptible pores, at least the passing of it out of the
earth into their roots." |This hypothesis of Dr Hooke's,
which was received at the time with great applause, was
afterwards shewn to be unsatisfactory and inconsistent with
experiments by Roger Cotes.lf

In the year 1665, the learned Isaac Vossius published at

the Hague his work, entitled De JViliet Aliorum Fluminum
Origine, in the second chapter of which he describes the
phenomena of capillary attraction, and endeavours to ac-
count for them by a theory which approaches more nearly
than any other which had been given to the true theory of
the action of capillary tubes. Since water, says he, is by
its very nature viscid, it adheres to every thing which it

touches, so that it adheres to glass, and is sustained by the
glass. But since the water is sustained by the action of the
glass, it does not press upon the water below it, as the
same weight cannot press in two places, and as no body
can be heavier than itself The portion of water, there-
fore, which enters the tube, loads the glass tube to the
sides of which it adheres, and is destitute of weight in

respect of the subjacent water. Hence it follows, that if

capillary tubes are immersed in water, and then taken out
of it, the water which has entered them will not all flow
out of the tube, but as much will remain as the surface of
the tube can susiain. From this hypothesis Vossius con-
cludes, that water will rise higher in narrow than in wide
tubes, because the narrow tubes, in proportion to their ca-
pacity, present more points of contact of adherence to the
water, and that mercury being destitute of viscidity, will
not adhere to glass, and will therefore sink below its natu-
ral level in capillary tubes.

The first person in France who repeated these experi-
ments, and attempted to investigate their cause, was M.
Honore Fabri, a learned Jesuit, who was born at Bellay
near Lyons, in the year 1607. In the year 1669, he pub-
lished a work, entitled Diatogi Physici, the fourth chapter
of which is entitled, De humoris elevatione Jier Canaliculum.
In this chapter, he observes that water, whether hot or

' In 1662, this work was translated into Latin, and publislied at Amsterdam, by M. Bohem, entitled Conatus ad explicanda Phenomena its.

tabilia in Bxjierimenta jniblicata ah Honoriibiii lira Roberio Boyle.

f " 111 the year 1660," says \)v Hooke in his Jlicrographia, " I printed a little tract, entitled ^n Attempt, &c. and being unwilling then to
publish this theory, as supposing it miglit be prejudicial to my design of watches, which I was then procuring a patent for, I only hinted
the principle which I supposed to be the cause ot these phenomena of springs, in the 31st page thereof in the English edition, and in 38th of
the Latin edition, Amst. 1662; but referred the further esplication thereof till some other opportunity."—Hooke ti7i Springs, 4to, 1678.

* Hooke's Micrographia, p. 31. ^ See Cotes' lUjdrostatical Lectures, Lect. XI. Lond. 1738.
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cold, ascends above the level of the water in the vessel

;

that it rises to a greater height in narrow than in wide ca-

pillary lubes; and that the water ascends highest in liil)cs

of the same diameter when the tubes extend farthest above
the surface of the water ; that tlie water raised by capillary

attraction will never flow out of the top of the tubes, how-
ever short; that the water will rise higher in a wet tube
than in a dry one ; that the water will not rise in a tube, if

the finger is placed upon the upper end of its bore previ-

ous to immersion ; and that in two concentric tubes, the

water will rise sometimes higher and sometimes lower in

the widest of the two tubes, according as the difference of
their diameters is less or greater than the diameter of the

inner tube. In explaining these phenomena, he maintains,

that the external air, acting as a compressed body, has
free access to press upon the surface of the water exterior

to the tube, whereas it does not act so freely upon the sur-

face of the water in the tube, and therefore the fluid will

rise with a force proportional to the difference of these
pressures. The cause of this unequal pressure of the air

Fabri supposes to be, that only an inverted cone of air

touching the fluid in the tube with its vertex, and having
the upper orifice of the tube for its base, can press upon
the surface contiguous to its vertex.

The celebrated Alphonso Borelli has attempted to ex-
plain the phenomena of capillary attraction in his Treatise
De Motionihiis a Gravitate naturali fiendente., which was
published at Lyons in 1670. He seems, like Vossius, to

ascribe the elevation of water to its adhesion to the sides of
the tube, and he considers the attractive force of the tulje

as extending to the particles of water placed in its axis.

" In cavitatibus," says he, " subtilium fistularum internus

aquse contactus grandis est et amplus, respectu illius aqus
moleculse ibidem existentis : ergo subito ac infimum fistu-

lae orificium attingit aquam, cfficitur, in ejus interna et cava
perimetro efficacissimus contactus a cujus adhesione fulciri

sustinerique potest majus pondus, quam habct pusilla

aquae particula insinuata, et ideo gradus praedictae virtutis

suspensivEE et adhaesionis exercetur in aqua subjccta, et

proinde ea reddetur aliquo pacto levis, seu minus ponde-
rosa, quam sit aqua collateralis libere premens. Et, quia

minimae aquae particulas porositatibus et asperitatibus inter-

nis fistulae innixae efficiuntur operanturque ut totidem vectcs,

quae flecti possunt et interne rotari, nccesse est, ut partes

aqus, collaterales magis compressae, a totali cnergia sui,

ponderis vim faciant, impcllendo sursum particulas aquae,

qaae minus comprimuntur a vectibus supra dictis ; ct ideo

rotando excurrere possunt inferius eflbrmando tuinorem,
vel monticulum aqueum, qui excurrendo lateraliter altiori-

bus fistulae porositatibus insinuabitur adhasrebitque et ideo

denuo imminuetur ejus vis comprcssiva, renovabiturque

causa ulterioris suspensionis et proinde ahius aqua intra

fistulam impelletur, et sic de novo eminentioribus lateri-

bus adhaerendo successive altius impelletur quousque ad
supremam et maximum illam altitudinem aqua perducta,

in qua equilibrium, cum aqua collaterali libere premente
efficiatiir : tunc quidem quies ejus subsequetur nee altius

elevari poterit ;" and in apother place, prop, clxxxviii. p.

243, he accounts for the elevation of water to a greater

height in small tubes : " Quia adhacrentia et connexio aquae
parietibus internis canalium majorem proportionem ad mo-
1cm aquae insinuatae extensive et intensive in canaliculis

subtilissimis habet quam in amplis et capacioribus. Ejc-

tensive, quia vis adiiaesionis mtnsuratur a conlactibus, et

ideo a superflcie interna canaliculorum ; e contra resisten-

tia iisdem canaliculis ; estque proportio cylindiorum aque-
orum ejusdem altitudinis duplicata ejus rationis quam ha-

bent eorum perimetri internaej &c. Intensive, quoniam

facultas et cnergia adhaesionis minus efficax est quanto
magis a parietibus rcmovetur."

Similar experiments made by our countryman Sinclair,
are described in his work, entitled ylrs JVova ct Magna
Gravitatis ct Lcvitatis, which was published at Rotterdam
ill 1669; and the experiments were rejicated by Johannes
Christopher Sturmius, who adopts the hypothesis of Fabri,
and gives a lull account of the opinions of Ilookc, Boyle,
Fabri, and Vossius, in the first part of his Coltcgium Er-
jierimentale sive Curiosum, which was published at Nurem-
berg in 1676.

The suspension of mercury in Toricellian tubes, far
above the height of 28 inches, had been observed by seve-
ral philosophers, and which was owing to the attraction of
cohesion, and Iluygens and Wallis attempted in vain to
explain it. The former of these philosophers ascribes it to
the pressure of a matter more subtle than air, which pe-
netrates glass, water, quicksilver, and all other bodies, and
which, added to the pressure of the air, enables it to sus-
tain 75 inches of mercury. Wallis is equally unsuccess-
ful in his explanation of the phenomena, which he ascribes
to a particular spring of the air, which does not exist in the
quicksilver.

The celebrated James Bernoulli appears to have paid
some attention to the subject of capillary attraction. In
his Dissertatio de Gravitate Etheris, which was published
in 1683, he has endeavoured to explain the ascent of water,
upon the supposition that the particles of air have a greater
magnitude than those of water. In order to do this, he em-
ploys the diagiam in Fig. 1. where A BCD is a capillary
tube plunged in the vessel MN, and EFGIl what he calls
a similar atmospherical cylinder. He then supposes that
the diameter of each tube will only receive a certain num-
ber of spherical particles of air, viz. seven for example,
so that seven sucIj particles placed in a straight line will
exhaust the breadth of the tubes, as shewn at i/; but, ac-
cording to our author, it will always happen that ihe fimt
and eighth globules will rest upon the margin of the tube,
as shewn at AB, and therefore only the six intermediate
ones will rest upon the surface of the fluid, as seen at g r.

Hence it will happen that the size of the globules of the
air which occupies the circumference of tlie upper orifice
of the tubes, with the superincumbent rows A m, B n, which
rest upon that ring, will press upon the margin of the
tubes, and will not produce the smallest pressure upon
the surface y r of the fluid. In the imaginary atmospheri-
cal cylinder or tube EFGH, nothing prevents the seven
particles from acting freely upon tfic surface of the fluid
EF. Hence Bernoulli concludes, that as the water without
the tube is affected with a greater pressure than the water
within the tube, it must necessarily rise to a height propor-
tional to the excess of pressure. He then concludes from
this hypothesis, that the water should not rise in wide tubes,
as the portion of air jjrevented iVom acting by the margin
bears a small proportion to the whole column ;—that fluids

specifically lighter than water ought to rise to a greater
height; that the water cannot flow over the top of a capil-
lary lube, however short ; and that the surface of mercury
ought to stand below its level in tubes of glass, if its parti-

cles are larger than those of water
;

(this eflect he explains
by Fig. 2. where ihe row of particles of mercury « r is moie
pressed down by the weiglit of the air above tiian it is by
the pressure of the mercury from below ;) and finally, that

the surface of water in capillary tubes ouglit to be concave,
and that of mgrcury convex. Bernoulli next proceeds to

deduce from this hypothesis the magnitude of a globule of
air, and by assuming, from his own experiments, that wa-
ter rises half an inch in a tube ^ ef an inch in diameter, he
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concludes that the nmgniuulc of a particle of air, or rather

the distance between the centres of two adjacent particles,

js
_i of an inch. But havintj convinced himself by

othe^'r^means, that four particles of a very subtile matter is

interposed between every two panicles of air, he deter-

mines the real magnitude of a particle of pir to be g^\^
of an inch !

A very interesting memoir on capillary attraction was

published by M. Louis Carre in the Memoirs of the Aca-

demy of Sciences for 1705, entitled Exfieriencea sur lea

tuyaux Ca/iiUaires. He ascribes the ascent of the water

to its adhesion to the sides of the mbes, and to the mutual

attraction of the particles of water. The portion of water

contiguous to the sides of the tube is first raised and sup-

ported, and therefore presses less upon the bottom of the

vessel than the collateral column. He attributes the higher

elevation of the water within than without the tube to the

mutual adhesion of the aqueous particles, which contributes

to their elevation ; and he says, tiiat water rises higher in
small tubes, since the force of adhesion is measured by the
internal surface of the tubes, and the resistance by the sup-
ported column of fluid ; and he supposes that water has a
greater contact with glass than alcohol, and therefore rises
higher. These views are supported by some new and cu-
rious facts: he found, that when the same surfaces were
anointed with grease, the water would not rise above its

level ; that if only part of the surface was anointed, the
water rose only on the side where there was no grease ; that

if the tube was plunged deeper than the point to which the
grease reached, the water rose above its level ; and that a
drop of water descending on the outside of the tube was
drawn into the tube when it was not greased, but refused to

enter when the tube was greased.*

The following are the principal results which Carr6 ob-
tained :

WATER.
Diameter oftube,

which was 12
inches long.

Oi of a line

TS

Height
of ascent.

10 lines

18

30

Diameter of

tube in parts

of a Uiie,

t
7

1
3
I
s

i Fluids employed.
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touching ends slopped its progicss, and it iciiiaiiicd tlieru

without molioii any way. The planes bcini; let fall af^aiii,

the di'op moved forward till it came to four inches from
the centre; then an elevation of 25 minutes was rcrniired

to give it a fixed station. At 6 inches it rerpiiicd an angle

of 35 minutes; at 8 of 45 minutes ; at 10 a dcgiec. At 12

inches from the axis the elevation was I degree 45 itii-

nutes, and so on at the several stations as they stand in the

annexed table. This, after numerous trials, I take to be

the most correct, though the others succeeded very neaily

the same. It is to be observed, tlial when the globule or

drop had arrived to near 17 inches on the planes from their

axis, it would become of an oval form ; and as it ascended
higher, so would its figure become more and more oblong

;

and unless the drop was small on such an elevation of planes

as was required at such a progress of the drop, it would be

parted, some of it descending, and the rest of it running up
to the top at once ; but on a drop tliat separated these I

found tlie remaining part of it, at 18 inches, would bear an
angle of elevation equal to 22 inches, to balance its weight.

Higher than that I could not observe. The planes were
separated at their axis about ^'j of an inch. I foimd but
little difference between small and larger drops of the oil

in regard to the experiments. The angles were measured
by a quadrant marked on paper, of near 20 inches radius,

divided into degrees and quarters.

Distance in Inches

from the axis.

2

4
6

8

10

12

14

15

16

\7

18

In the year 1712,* Dr Brook Taylor communicated to

the Royal Society the beautiful experimeni(See Capillary
Attraction, vol. v. p. 409, and Plate CCX. Fig. 6.) re-

specting the hyperbolic surface of water elevated between
two glass planes, inclined at an angle of two and a half de-

grees. Mr Hawksbee (P/iil. Trans. 1712, vol. xxvii, p.

539.) repeated the experiment with great care at two dif-

ferent inclinations, of 20' and 40', and obtained the following

results

:

jle of Elevation
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every tube, is always a given quantity ; but the column of

water suspended is as the diametep of the tube ; thei-efoie,

if the attraction of the containing suiface be tlie cause of

the water's suspension, it will follow tliat equal causes pro-

duce unequal cfTccis, which is absurd." " Havins^ shewn,"

continues he, •' tlie insufficiency of this hypothesis, I come
now to the real cause of the phenomenon, which is the at-

traction of the pciiphery or section of the surface ol the

tube to which the upper surface of the water is contii;uous

and coheres. For this is the only part of the lube from

which the water must recede upon its subsiding, and con-

sequently the only one which by the force of its cohesion or

attrattion opposes the descent of the water. This is also

a cause proportional to the efl'ect which it produces, since

that periphery and the column suspended are both in the

same proportion as the diameter of the tul)e." Dr Jurin

afterwards accounts for the spontaneous ascent of the wa-

ter. He supposes that the water which first enters a ca-

pillary tube, when its orifice is immersed in the fluid, has

its gravity taken oft' by the attraction of the periphery with

which its upper surface is in contact : Hence it must ne-

cessarily rise higher, partly by the pressure of the stag-

nant water, and partly by the attraction of the periphe-

ry immediately above that which is already contiguous

to it. These opinions Dr Juiin endeavoured to support by

the experiment represented at E, F, G in Fig. 5- of Plate

ex. and described under Capillary Attraction.
{Sec Phil. Trans, vol. xxx. p. 739.) In a subsequent pa-

per he inquires into the cause of the suspension of water

in tubes of glass, and seems to adopt tlie opinion, that the

cohesion may depend on the pressure of a mediuin subtle

enough to penetrate the receiver. " For though such a

medium," says he, " will pervade the pores of the water as

well as those of the glass, yet it will act with its entire

pressure on all the solid particles, if I may so call them, of

the surface of the water in the cistern ; and whereas so

many of the solid particles of the water in the tube, as hap-

pen to lie directly under the solid particles of the water

above them, will thereby be secured from this pressure,

and consequently there will be a less pressure of this me-
dium on any surface of the water in the tube below the

capillary, than in an equal surface of the water in the cis-

tern ; so that the column of water suspended in the tube

may be sustained by the difference between these two
pressures."

The subject of capillary attraction was treated at great

length by George Bernhard Bullfinger, in a dissertation en-

titled De Tubulis Cafiillarium^ clissertatio exfierhnentalis,

which appe.ired in the Comrncntarii Mead. Petrofiolitmiit for

1727. This paper contains an examination of the different

hypotheses which had been employed to explain the pheno-
menon of capillary attraction, and several new experiments
illustrative of his own opinion. He found that the relative

ascent of spirit of wine, red wine, and water, were as 4; 7

and 12. He seems, upon the whole, to prefer the hypo-
thesis of Dr Jurin, although he states a number of difficul-

ties which attend it. Dr Jurin replied to this paper of

Bullfins;er's in the volume of the Commentarii Acad. Pe-
trofiolitane for 1728; and his paper is published with the

annotations of BuUtinger. After examining all the objec-

tions whi( h had been stated, and apparently to the satisfac-

tion of Bullfinger, Di- Jurin begs that he will no longer con-

sider his explanation as a hypothesis, but as a true and
established theory.*

When M. Bullfinger exhibited his experiments before

the Academy of St F'etersburgh, his colleague, the cele-

brated Daniel Bernoulli, who was at that time unacquaint-
ed with the s|)eculations of his uncle on the same subject,

proposed a new theory of capillary attraction. In order to

get over the difiiculty respecting the ascent of the water
under the receiver of an air pump, he ascribed the pheno-
menon, not to the unequal pressure of the air, as his uncle

had done, but to the UJicqual pressure of an ethereal fluid.

He considered the base of the fluid as contiguous to the

surface of the water; but he supposed that it was not so

full at the sides of the pipe as in its axis; or, in other

words, that the a3ther stood at a greater distance from the

glass than water did, or was less dense in the neighbour-
hood of the glass. This effect he attributed to the parti-

cles of the aether being greater than those of water. This
hypothesis, which differs in no respect from that of James
Bernoulli, excepting in the substitution of aether for air,

has the advantage of surmounting the difficulty already

mentioned. But, in other res;)ects, it is more inadmissible.

Daniel Bernoulli attempted to shew that it explained many
of the common experiments, and that the proportion be-

tween the magnitude of the particles of different fluids

might be deduced from the heiglt of their ascent in capil-

lary tubes. He inferred, from a rude and erroneous expe-
riment, that the particles of mercury were twice as small
as those of water.

An excellent dissertation, entitled Disaertatio Physica
de Tubis CafiUlaribiis Vitreu, was published by M. Mus-
chenbroek, which contains a great variety of interesting

experiments upon this subject. He has committed a mis-

take, however, in maintaining that the height of ascent in-

creases with the length of the tube. The constant quantity

for water, as deduced by Dr Young, from his best experi*

ments, is 392.

In the year 1736, Josiah VVeitbrecht published a valuable

paper in the Commentarii jicad. Perrofioliiane, entitled

Tentamen Theoria qua ascensus aqua in tubis cafiillaribua

explicatur. He shews that water is more strongly at-

tracted by glass than it is by its own particles ; that the
sphere of activity of the attraction of the glass is extreme-
ly small, that is, the action of the glass does not extend to

the axis of the tube ; that the water must be partly sup-
ported by the mutual attraction of its own particles ; that

the water in the capillary tube is drawn downwards, not
only by its own gravity, but by the attraction of the water
in the vessel ; that the water in the tube is elevated by the
attractive force of the whole internal surface of the tube
successively applied ; but that it is suspended solely by the
action of the ring of glass immediately above the fluid co-

lumn. M. Weitbrecht considers the force which suspends
the water as represented by Q—Q', Q representing the
force with which the water is attracted to the glass, and
Q' the force with which it is attracted downwards by the
water in the vessel ; and as Q is greater than Q* in water
and most fluids, the quantity Q—Q' is affirmative, and the
water rises above its level. When the tube is taken out of
the water, the force Q' he considers as vanishing, and there-

fore the remaining force is allowed to act without opposi-
tion, and consequently the water rises to a greater height
in the tube. In mercury Q' is greater than Q, and there-

fore the expression is negative, and the fluid consequently
sinks below its level. M. Weitbrecht made the following
experiments on the ascent of water.

*" Si ista," says-he, " quod speramus, CI. Bullfinger satisfecerint, poUicemurnobis, pro candore et squitate Viri huiiianissimi cumin
ostennn txplicut'onem hanc phenomenon noii tni,jjlius pro hi/pothesi, siyefutili ingenii commento, sed pro vera et inJubita corunJem theoria

ftabitalura." Comment. Petrop. 1728, p, 291, 292.
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the ascenrof water Ijctwccn two planes of glass. An ac-

count of his experiments will be found in the present

chapter.

The subject of capillary attraction has been ably investi-

gated by Dr Thomas Young, in his paper On the Cohesion

of Fluids, which appeared in the Phi/oso/ihical Transac-

tions for 1805 ; and in which he has anticipated many of

the views afterwards brought forward by La Place. 'I'liis

|)aper is divided intr: 8 sections. Sect. I. Contains tlie

jjeneral i)rinciples ; Sect. II. Treats of the form of the

surface of fluids; Sect. III. Contains the analysis of the

simplest form; Sect. IV. Contains the application of it lo

the elevation of particular fluids ; Sect. V. Treats of ap-

parent attractions and repulsions; Sect. VI. Treats ol the

physical foundation of the law of superficial colusion ;

Sect. VII. Of the cohesive attraction of solids and fluids;

and Sect. VIII. is entitled, additional extracts from L^
Place, with remarks. A general account of Dr Young's

views, and some of his experimental results, will be found

under our article on Capillary Attuacmon.
In December 1805, M. le Comte La Place laid before

the National Institute of France a Dissertation on Capilla-

ry Attraction, which is marked with the high genius of its

distinguished author. In 1806, it was published under the

title of Supjilenieiit au dixieme Livre du Truite de Mccu-
niquc Celeste, sur I'ylction Ca/iillairc. In the theory ad-

vanced by Clairaut, it was supposed that the action of the

capillary tube extended to a sensible distance, and even

to the fluid panicles in its axis ; and, instead of attempting

to discover the law of that action, he contented himself

with observing that there wer€ an infinity of laws of attrac-

tion, which, if substituted in his formulas, would give le-

sults corresponding to those obtained from experiment.

M. La Place, however, was anxious to ascertain the pre-

cise law of attraction which represented the phenomena;
and, after long researches, he at last succeeded in disco-

vering, that all the phenomena could be represented by

the same law which represents the phenomena of refrac-

tion, namely, the law in which the attraction is only sensi-

ble at insensible distances; and upon this he has founded a

rigorous theory of ca])iliary attraction. The first Section

of this work treats of the Theory of Capillary Attraction ;

and the second contains its application to some of the ex-

periments of Hawksbee, and to others made at La Place's

recjuest by MM. Hauy and Tremcry. In the year 1807,

La Place published his Su/i/ilement a la Theorie de Cho-
rion Ca/iillaire ; the object of which was to jierfect the theo-

ry which he had given—to extend its application—to con-

firm it by new comparisons with experimental results

—

and, in presenting under a new point of view the effects of
' apillary action, to shew the identity of the attiactive force

upon which it depends with those which produce chemical
affinities.

This Supplement treats, 1. Of the fundamental Equation
of the Theory of Capillary Action. 2. Of a new manner
of considering Capillary Attraction. 3. Of the Attraction

and apparent Repulsion of small Bodies which move on the

surface of Fluids. 4. On the Adhesion of Discs to the

Surface of Fluids. 5. On the Figure of a large Drop of

Mercury, and of the Depression of the Fluid in a Tube of

Glass of a great Diameter. The theoretical results ob-

tained from the formula: investigated by M. La Place
agree, in a very wonderful manner, with a series of experi-
ments made, at his request, by M. Gay Lussac, as will be
seen from the abstract of this theory with which the pre-

sent chapter is concluded.

Having thus given a brief account of the progress of

this branch of science, wg shall now lay iefore our readers

such additional information on the cohesion of fluids and on
capillary attraction, as may a|)pi;ar to be necessary for com-
pleting the view of the subject which might be expected
in a work of this kind.

Sect. I. On Cu/nllanj Attraction.

I . On the Asciiit of Fluids in Glass Tubes.

The experiments which were made during the last cen-

tury on the ascent of fluids in tubes of glass, difl'tred so

widely from each other in their results, that no confidence

whatever could be placed in them. Some philosophers

did not scruple lo assign difl'ercnt heights for the same
fluid and the same tube;* and even if the proper mode of

cleaning the tube had enabled them to observe the highest

point to which the water rose, they had no correct method
of measuring the difl'erence of level between the summit
of the elevated colunui and the surface of the fluid. The
rise of the water on the outside of the glass tube, ren-

dered it particularly difficult to make such a measure-

ment with the accuracy which such delicate observations

required.

The first attempt to construct an accurate instrument,

a])pears to have been about the same time by Dr Brewster
and M. Gay Lussac, who, without any knowledge of each

other's invention, have employed the very same principles

for asceitaining, with the utmost accuracy, the altitude of

the fluid above its natural level. We do not know which

of these inventions are entitled to the merit of priority. Dr
Brewster's instrument was invented some titne in 1806.

An account of it was submitted to the Royal Society of

Ldinburgh in February 181 I, and a diawing and descrip-

tion of it was publishecl in our ai tide Capillary Attrac-
tion in 1812. Gay Lussac's instrument must have been

invented in 1807, and probably much earlier, as the expe-

riments contained in La Place's second sui)plemenl, which
appeared in that year, seem to have been made with it;

but so far as we know; no description of the instrument

was published till 1816, when it appeared in M. Biol's

Traite de Physique.

This instrument is represented in Plate CCCXVI. Fig.

3, where ABCD is a large cylindrical vessel of glass for

containing the liquid. It is placed upon a base, which can

be adjusted by the three adjusting screws V, V, V, so that

its orifice AB inay be perfectly horizontal, which can

easily be ascertained by placing a level upon it. The
capillary tube TSH with which the experiment is to be

made, has a vertical motion in a groove C(J, perpendicular

to a plate a b, which is placed on the orifice AB of the

glass vessel. By this means the tube is kept in a vertical

jjosition, and it is required only to measure the height of

the column HS abo\e the level NN of the fluid. For this

purpose Gay Lussac employs a divided rule RR, which
can be placed in a vertical posi.ion by means of two ad-

justing screws i; v, and a plumb line FP. Along the di-

vided scale, a small telescope GH of a short focal length,

and with cross wires in the focus of the eye-glass, is made
lo move by the screw nut s, so that the horizontal wire may
be made just to touch the lowest point of the surface of the

fluid. In order to determine the point H which corre-

sponds lo the natural level of the fluid surface, the plate

a b, along with the lube TT, is pushed aside till it is stop-

jjed by the side of the glass vessel, (for if it were taken

out, ihe surface NN would descend,) and the bar t t rest-

ing upon the plate a' b' is placed on ihe side of the vessel

from which the tube has been moved. The bar t t'ls made

• See our account of Carry's experiments, p. 808.
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to descend by a screw cut upon if, till the lower point t

touches the water, which is known by the water risiiip; in-

stantaneously round it. When this contact is cfTccled, a

small portion of the water is removed by the small mea-
sure M, at the end of a crooked wire, so that the lower
extremity t is above the surface of the liquid by a very

small quantity. The horizontal wire of the telescope is

then made to come into apparent contact with tiie end t of

the bar, and the distance between this and the divisioji cor-

responding to S, is a true measure of the altitude US of

the fluid.

It is obvious froin the method now described, that the

altitude thus found must always be too small, and that a

correction dcpciulin;:; upon the quantity of water removed
by the measure M siiould be made. This correction must
be very small, if the diameter of the glass vessel is great.

This instrument is obviously liable to a source of error,

from the interposition of the glass vessel between the

telescope and the fluid column, as the least inequality or

diff'erence of parallelism in the parts of the glass oppo-
site to S and H, would produce a sensible error in tlie

result. This, however, may be easily obviated by cutting

a piece out of the glass vessel, "nd cementing upon it a

plate of parallel glass. We would also recon^mend, in

making very accurate observations, that the sides of the

glass tube next the telescope should be either ground fldt

about S, or have any inequality of refraction removed, by

cementing upon it a plate of parallel glass.

The method of measuring the cohesion of fluids, which
we have described for the first tiinc under Capillary At-
traction, will, we have no doubt be found the most cor-

rect. The apparatus will be greatly improved by using

two solids of the same kind and form instead of one. By
this means the termination of the elevated circle of fluid

will be more easily ascertained.

With the instrument shewn in fig. 3, M. Gay Lussac

lias made several experiments on the ascent of water and

alcohol in tubes of glass, of which the following are the

results. In these experiments, the tubes were well welled

with the fluid.

Water.

Height oC the Water Temperature in

Diameter of the in Millimetres above l)tj,'i'ees <if iliu

Tubes in the lowest point ofits Centigrade

Millimetres. Concavity. Therniometer.

Exp. 1. 1.29441 233164 S°.5

Exp. 2. 1.90381 15 5861

The first of these experiments gives a constant quaniiiy

of 0.04641 in English inches, and the second a constant

quantity of 0.04604. We have inserted these in the i'ol-

following table of constant quantities, for the purpose of

giving a general view of the different results which hue
been obtained.

Constant quan. Observers,
tity m inches.

0.020 Newton. See 0/itics,\>. 366, 3d edit.

0.021 MM. Ilauy and Tremery.
026 M. Hallstrom.*

0.033 Dr. Brewster, with a tube 0.0561 of an inch in

diameter.

0.0392 Muschenbroek. This is given by Dr T.

Young as the result of Muschenbrock's best

experiment.

Constant quan-
Observers.

tily m inches.

0.040 Average assumed by Ur T. Young.
042407 Average of Weitbrecht's seven experiments.

0.04641 Gay Lussac, with a tube 1.90 millimetres in

diameter, arul for the lower surface of the

meniscus.

0.04604 Do. '.'ith a tube 1.29 millimetres in diameter.

0.048 Benjamin Martin
0.053 Mr Atwood.
0.0645 James Bernoulli.

Our readers will no doubt be much surprised at the

great discrepancy among the results in the preceding table,

and particularly between those obtained by Dr Brewster
and M. Gay Lussac, which were made with instruments

founded on the same principle. M. La Place has ascribed

these differences to the greater or less degrees of humi-
dity on the sides of the tubes ; and he informs us, that, in

Gay Lussac's experiments the tubes were very much wet-

ted. Now, it appears to us, that though by this method
the water will always stand nearly at the same height in

the same tube, yet it does not afford us an accurate mea-
sure of the height of ascent. Let us suppose that a tube

j^-g of an inch in diameter is so perfectly cleared of all

grease and extraneous matter, that the atlractive force of

the glass is allowed to exert itself without any diminution,

and that the water stands at the height of 3.3 inches. Let
us now suppose that by some means or other a film of

water of the thickness of -jl^ of an inch is introduced at

the upper end of the tube, and equably difTuscd over its in-

terior surface, it is obvious that the water will rise above

its former level, and consequently to a height greater than

that which is due to the force exerted by the tube and the

mutual action of the fluid. We conceive, therefore, that

M. Gay Lussac's measures err in excess ; and that the

error increases inversely as the diameter of the tube.

The discrepancies in the table appear to us also to be

partly owing to thedifTerent kinds of glass employed. The
flint glass of which tubes are composed, varies very much
in its density ; and there is every reason to believe, both

from analogy and from some direct experiments ivliich we
have made, that the substance of the tube has a very per-

ceptible influence on the height to which the fluid asccntls.

The following were the results which M. Gay Lus.sac

obtained for alcohol.

Diameter of

Exp. the Tube in

Millimetres.

1.

Alcohol.

Height of the
Alcohol in

Millimetres

above the low.

est part of iis

Concavity.

9.18235

6.08397

9.30079

9 99727
0.3835

Tempe-
rature in

decrees
Density of the of the

Alcoliol. • Cenli-

{Craiie

Scale.

0.81961 8°.

5

0.81961 8°.5

8595
0.94153
0813467

1.29441

2. 1.90381

3. 1 29441

4. 1.29441

t5. 10.508

The results of experiments 1 ai.d 2. when reduced to

English inches, give .01798 and .01840 for the value of

the constant c|uantity. The constant quantity for alcohol

found by Dr Brewster is almost the same as this, namely

.0178. Benjamin Martin makes tiie constant quantity 18,

and Muschenbroek 10.

M. Gay Lussac obtained the-following result for oil of

turpentine.

* M. Hallstrom found that water rose 11.7 Swedish lines in a tube 0.7 of a line in diameter t This is a mean of five experiments.
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Diameter of Tube in

Slillimetres.

1.29441

On. OF Turpentine.

Altitude.

9.95159

Density,

0.869458

Diameter of
Tube in

Millimetres.

Hciglit of the Wa-
ter in Millimetres.

The following are the experiments whicli were made at

tlie desire of La Place, by Messrs. Hauy and Tremery :

Constant Quantity

or HeiglU for a

Tube 1 millimetre

in Diameter.

With Water
6 75 13.500

1000 13.333

18.00 51.875

2 OCOO

0.7500

Mean 13.5693

With Oil of Okanges.
2.0000 3.400 6 8

1.3333 5.000 6.6667

0.7500 9.00 6.75

The following experiments were made by Dr Robison

with a tube of a very slender bore.

Oil of turpentine . ' . . . 1.35 inches.

Spirits of wine 2 5

Water 5.5

Caustic volatile alkali .... 625
Solution of sal ammoniac . . . 8 07

2. On the Ascent of Fluids between two Plates of Glass.

It appears from the experiments mentioned by Newton
in his 0/ilics, (p. 366. edit. 3d, 1721,) that water rose one

inch between two plates of glass, whose distance was .jl^

of an inch, and that water rose to the same height in a ca-

pillary tube, the semi-diameter of whose bore was equal

to the distance of the plates, which gives .010 as the con-

slant quantity for the glass plates, and .020 as the constant

quantity for capillary tubes.

The following experiments were made by M. Monge,
on the rise of water between two plates of glass. The
plates of glass were first cleaned with caustic alkali, and
carefully washed, and, when separated to different dis-

tances, by the interposition of silver wires of different

thicknesses, they were plunged in the water of the Seine,

which had been previously filtered. The diameters of the

silver wires, from which the distance of the plates was
inferred, were obtained by rolling a wire round a tube of
glass, and finding the number of thicknesses which occu-
pied ar.- exact number of lines. By dividing the number
of lines by the number of revolutions, he obtained the
exact diameter of the wire, and consequently the distance

of the plates. The following are the results which he
obtained.

M. Gay Lussac measured vHtXi great care the rise ol

virater between two plates of glass ground perfectly flat,

and placed exactly parallel to each other. In order to

do this with accuracy, he kept the plates separate by four

very fine iron wires cut consecutively from the same piece,

so as to have their diameters as equal as possible ; and in

order to find the thickness of the wire, he placed a great

number of them together, and measured the sum of their

diameters. The following was the result of his obser-

vations.

Distance of the Plates

of Glass in Millime-

tres.

1.069

Distance between the

plates of glass in parts

of a line.

-g\ or 0.1212 inch

^\ 0.0802

-^S
0.03571

Height of the wa-
ter above its level,

in lines.

15.5 lines.

33.5

74

Constant quantity.

18785
26.80

26.427.

Messrs Hauy and Tremery likewise observed the height

to which water ascended between two parallel plates of

glass placed vertically, at the distance of I millimetre, and
obtained the following result

:

Distance between the

Plates, Millimetre.

1

Height of ascent

in Millimetres.

6.5

Constant quantity
in Millimetres.

6.5

Height of the Water
to the lowest point

of the CoRcavity in

Millimetres.

13.574

Temperature
in the Cen-
tigrade

Scale.

16"

The constant quantity is here 14.51, or 0.02251, when
reduced to English inches, for a distance of -fyt^th of an

inch.

It is obvious from these experiments, that water as-

cends to twice the distance in capillary tubes that it does
betwecntwo plates, whose distance is equal to the diameter

of the tube.

Wc have already seen, under Capillary Attraction,
that if the two plates of glass are inclined to each other at

a small angle, the water will rise between them in such a

manner that its surface is a hyperbola. Thus, in Plate

CCCXVI. Fig. 4. let ABEF, CDEF be the two plates of

glass, and DE the surface of the water, then Y. n ft D,
E m B will be the surface of the fluid, which Mr Hawks-
bee found to be hyperbolic, by measuring the ordinates

of abscissae of the curves.

The hyperbolic form of the surface may be deduced
from the observed fact, that the altitudes of the fluids in

capillary tubes, or between parallel glass plates, are in-

versely as the diameters of the tubes, or the distance of

the plates. The distance of the plates at m is obviously

m n, or « t, and their distance at o is o fi ot g r. But m s

and q, being the altitudes of the fluid at m and o, we have

m s : q":^ fi : mn, butF?:Fr~ff;or7/in : g r, or a fi.

Hence F t : V r^ mn : o ft. But in the Apollonian hy-

perbola, the ordinates are inversely proportioned to their

respective abscissae, and therefore E m o B is the Apollo-

nian hyperbola. Mr Hawksbee's experiments have already

been given in p. 809.

3. On the Defiression of Mercury and Melted
Caftillary Tubes.

Lead

If a capillary tube of glass is immersed in mercury, or

any of the metals in a fluid state, the metallic fluid, in-

stead of being elevated like water, stands considerably

lower in the tube than in its natural surface. The most
correct experiments on the depression of mercury were

made by Lord Charles Cavendish. The following are the

results which he obtained :

Inside Diameter

of the Tube
in Inches.

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20 -

0.15

e.io

Grains of Quicksilver

in one Inch of the
Tube.

972
675
432
331
243
169

108

61

27

Depression of the
Surface of the Mer-
cury in Inches.

0.005

o.oor

0.015

0.025

036
0.050

0.067
0.092

0.140
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Messrs Hauy and Tremcry found the following depres-

sion of mercury :

Diameter of the tube.

2 iiiiiliinetres.

1.333

Depression of the mercury.

3.666 niiliinietres.

5.5 *

The ultimate product or constant quantity inferred by

Dr T. Young from Lord C. Cavendish's experiments is

0.015, whereas Hauy's experiments make il O.Ol 137.

The results of the experiments of Gellert have already

been given in p. 811.

Water suffers also a depression like mercury in tubes

of glass that have been coated with grease. This was first

observed by Carrfe, and was afterwards verified by the ex-

periments of Cigna and Dulour.

M. Dutour took two tubes, each of which was about

two lines in diameter, and having lined one of them with

a thin film of wax, and the other with grease, he plunged
them about four lines deep in water. The water was
depressed in both the tabes, but less in the first than in the

second.

4. On the Adhesion of Discs to the Surface of Fluids.

In our article Adhesion, we have already given an ac-

count of the experiments of Taylor, Morveau, Achard,

and Dutour.
The following results were obtained by M. Gay Lussac

for a circular plate of white glass, with water, alcohol, and

oil of turpentine.

Fluids.
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posiiit^ that a tliin film of air adheres to the drop; and, Uy

diminishing ils specific gravity, causes it to Hoat upon the

fluid surfiice ; and hence he concludes, that the expen-

nient will succeed best with those liquids which are most

evaporal)lc, or which have the greatest alVmity tor the sui-

rouiiding air. A similar phenomenon, as M. Monge ob-

serves, is seen in the drops of water which fall from the

oars dining the rowing of a boat, and in the drops pro-

duced by the condensation of the steam of any warm fluid,

such as 'coffee, &c. These drops are real spheres of fluid,

and not spherical vesicles like those formed on the sur-

face of wuter with heavy rains. These results are hostile

to the idea of M. Sausiure, who, in his Essays on Hygro-

mctry, has staled that drops ol the same liquid cannot be

pushed against one another, nor remain simply in contact

without instantly uniting; and that only hollow vesicular

globules are capable of floating upon the surface ol the

same fluid with themselves.

In repeating the experiments of Monge, Dr Brewster

found that the appearances were most beautiful when the

capillary tube dischared the drops upon the inclined plane

of fluid, which is elevated by the attraction of tlie edge ol

the cup. They ran down the inclined plane with great

velocity, and sometimes even ascended the similar plane

on the opposite side of the vessel. When the drop was

discharged at the distance of one or two-tenths of an inch

from the surface of the water, they had always the same

magnitude when the tube was held in the same position ;

but when the point of the tube was brought within a tenth

of an inch of the surface of the spirit of wine, this surface,

instead of attracting the drop to it instantly, as Saussure

would have predicted, actually resisted the gravity or

weight of drop, and allowed it to attain a diameter nearly

twice as great as it would have had, if it had been discharg-

ed in the ordinary manner. This swoln globule floated

upon the surface in the same manner as the smaller drops,

surrounded with a depression of the fluid surface similar

to what is produced by a glass globule floating on mer-

cury, or by the feet of particular insects, that have the

power of running upon the surface of water. (See Fig.

5.) The floating globules are often produced even when

they are discharged from a height of three or four inches ;

and by letting them fall upon the inclined plane of fluid

formerly mentioned, they will often rebound from the sur-

face, and fall over the sides of the cup.

When a drop of mercury is laid upon glass, it assumes

a flat spheroidal form, in consequence of its weight. The
section of its surface, as M. La Place observed, by a ver-

tical plane drawn through its centre, is very much curved

at its summit. The curvature increases on receding from

that point, till the tangent to the curve is vertical. At

this point; the curvature and the width of the section will

be a maximum. Below that point it will approach its

axis, and will at last coincide with the plane of the glass,

and form with it an acute angle. M. Gay Lussac observ-

ed at the temperature of 12°.8 of the centigrade thermo-

meter, the thickness of a large drop of mercury, circular,

and a decimeter in diameter, resting upon a plane surface

of white glass perfectly horizontal. By a very accurate

micrometer, he found its thickness to be 3.378 millimetres.

M. Segner had long before obtained nearly the same result,

viz. 3.40674 millimetres.

The cohesion of fluids is beautifully shewn in a phe-

nomenon, which is the very reverse of the formation of a

drop, and which was first observed by Dr Brewster. If

we take a phial, with a wide mouth, half filled with

Canada balsam, and allow the balsam to flow to the mouth

of the phial and fill it up, then when the phial is placed on

its bottom, a fine transparent film of balsam will be seen

extending over the mouth of the phial. If we i:ow lake

a piece of slender wire, and touch the film near the mid-
die, so as to tear away a little pait of it, the remaining

])art of the film which has been elevated by this force will

descend toils level position, and the ragged aperture from
which the balsam |ias been torn will be seen to assume a

form perfectly circular, having its edge in a slight de-

gree tliickened, like a circle with a raised margin turned

out of a piece of wood. This fine circular aperture grows
wider and wider, and continues to preserve ils circular

form till the mouth of the phial is again opened.
The following curious experiment, which was perform-

ed by Dr Brewster, is intimately connected with the sub- -

jecl of capillary attraction. Above a vessel MNOP, Fig.

6. nearly filled with water, a convex lens LL was placed

al the disiancc of the 10th of an inch, and rays R, R, R,
were incident upon its upper surface. The focus of these

rays was at 1', a little beyond the bottom of the vessel, so

tiiat a circular image of tlie luminous object was seen on
liie bottom of the ve&sel, having AB for ils diameter. If

the lens is now made to descend gtadually towards the 8ur-

lace of the water, and tlie eye kept steadily upon the

luminous image AB, a dark spot will be seen at (p in the

centre of AB, a little while before the lens attracts and
elevates the water MN. Sometimes this spot may be seen

puiyiiig buck and forwards by the slight motion of the

hand, so that the lens can even be withdrawn from the

fluid surface without having actually touched it. In gene-
ral, however, the sudden rise of the water to the lens fol-

lows the appearance of the black spot. When the water

is in contact with the glass, the focus of the rays R, R is

now transferred to/, and the circular image on the bottom
is now a b, and the intensity of the light in this circle is to

that in the ciicle AB, as AB* : ab^. Now it is obvious,

that the darkisli spot at (p is just the commencement of

tlie transference of tlie focus from F to/; or when the

dark spot is produced, the progress of the rays is the same
as if the focus were transferred to /. This remarkable
effect may arise from two causes. 1. The approach of

the lens to the surface MN, may occasion a depression

mo n\w the surface of the fluid of the same curvature as

L / L, which would have the effect of transferring the

locus from F to/. This depression may be produced by

a film ol air adhering to the lens, in the' same manner as

the depression is produced on the surface of alcohol, by a

drop of alcohol rolling over it, as shewn in Fig. 5, or by
some other repulsive force with which we are unac-

quainted. 2. The transference of the focus from F to /,
niav be occasioned by the optical contact of the glass and
water taking place at a greater distance from the lens than

the distance at which the capillary attraction commences.
For if the surfaces//, m n, at a certain distance, act upon
the rays of light as if they were one surface, then it is

manifest that a dark spot ought to appear at <f>, if this

distance is less than that at which capillary attraction

begins.
»

6. Account of La Place's Theory of Caftillary

Attraction.

In the first supplement published by M. le Comte La
Place, his method of considering the phenomena was
founded on the form of the surface of the fluid in capillary

spaces, and on the conditions of equilibrium of this fluid

in an infinitely narrow canal, resting by one of its extre-

mities upon this surface, and by the other on the horizon-

tal surfaces of an indefinite fluid, in which the capillary

tube was immersed. In his second supplement, he has

examined the subject in a much more popular point of
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view, by considering directly the forces which elevate and

depress the fluid in this space. By this means he is con-

ducted easily to several general results, which it would
have been difficult to obtain directly by iiis former method.

Of this metliod we shall endeavour to give as clear a view

as possible.

Let AB, Fig. 7. be a vertical tube whose sides are per-

pendicular to its base, and which is imnieised in a Huid

that rises in the interior of the tube above its natural level.

A thin film of fluid is first raised by the action of the sides

of the tube ; this film raises a second film, and this second

film a third film, till the weight of the volume of fluid

raised exactly balances all the forces by which it is actu-

ated. Hence it is obvious, that the elevation of the column
is produced by the attraction of the tube upon the fluid,

and the attraction of the fluid for itself. Let us suppose
that the inner surface of the tube AB is prolonged to E,

and after bending itself horizontally in the direction ED,
that it assumes a vertical direction DC ; and let us sup-

pose the sides of this tube to be so extremely thin, or to

be formed of a film of ice, so as to have no action on the

fluid which it contains, and not to prevent the reciprocal

action which takes place between the particles of the first

tube AB and the particles of the fluid. Now, since the

fluid in the tubes AE, CD is in equilibrium, it is obvious,

that the excess of pressure of the fluid in AE is destroyed

by the vertical attraction of the tube and of the fluid upon
the fluid contained in AB. In analyzing these different

attractions, M. La Place considers first those which take

place under the tube AB. The fluid column BE is attract-

ed, 1. by itself; 2. by the fluid surrounding the tube BE.
But these two attractions are destroyed by the similar at-

tractions experienced by the fluid contained in the branch
DC, so that they may be entirely neglected. The fluid in

BE is also attracted vertically by the fluid in AB ; but this

attraction is destroyed by the attraction which it exercises

in the opposite direction upon the fluid in BE, so that these

balanced attractions may likewise be neglected. The fluid

in BE is likewise attracted vertically upwards by the tube

AB, with a force which we shall call Q, and which con-

tributes to destroy the excess of pressure exerted upon
it by the column BF raised in the tube above its natural

level.

Now, the fluid in the lower part of the round tube AB is

attracted, 1. By itself; but as the reciprocal attractions of

a body do not communicate to it any motion if it is solid, we
may, without disturbing the equilibrium, conceive the fluid

in AB frozen. 2. The fluid in the lower part of AB is

attracted by the interior fluid of the tube BE, but as the

latter is attracted upwards by the same force, these two ac-

tions may be neglected as balancing each other. 3. The fluid

in the lower part of BE, is attracted by the fluid wliich

surrounds the ideal tube BE, and the result of this attrac-

tion is a vertical force acting downwards, which we may
call — Q', the contrary sig» being applied, as the force is

here opposite to the other force Q. As it is highly proba-

ble that tiie attractive forces exercised by the glass and the

water vary according to the same function of the distance,

so as to differ only in their intensities, we may employ the

constant co-efficients f, f'
as measures of their intensity,

so that the forces Q and —Q' will be proportional to g f'

;

for the inlerior surface of tlie fluid which surrounds the

tube BE, is the same as the interior surface of tlie tube

AB. Consequently, the two masses, viz. the glass in AB,
and the fluid lound BE, differ only in their thickness ; but

as the attraction of both these masses is insensible at sen-

sible distances, thedifi'erence of their thicknesses, provided

their thicknesses are sensible, will produce no difference in

the attractions. 4. The fluid in the tube AB is also acted

Vol. X. Part IL

upon by another force, namely, by the sides of the tube AB
in whicli it is inclosed. If we conceive the column FB di-

vidcti into an infinite number of elementary vertical co-

lumns, and if at the upper extremity of one of these co-

lumns wc draw a horizontal plane, the portion of the tube
comprehended between the ])lane and the level surface BC of

the fluid, will not produce any vertical force u[)on the column;
consequently, the only native vertical force is that wiiich is

produced by the ring of the tube immediately above the

horizontal plane. Now, the vertical attraciion of this part

of the tube upon BE, will be equal to that of the entire tube

upon the column BE, whicli is equal in diameter, and
similarly placed. This new force will therefore be repre-

sented by 4- Q. In combining these different forces, it is

manifest that the fluid column BF is attracted upwards by
the two forces -|- Q, -f- Qi ^'id downwards by the force

— Q'; consequently, the force with which it is raised up-
wards will be 2 Q— Q'. If we represent by V the volume
of the column BE, D its density, and ^ the force of gravity,

thcn^-DV will represent the weight of the elevated co-

lumn ; but as this weight is in equilibrio with the forces

by which it is elevated, we have the following equation :

£-DV=2Q—Q'.

If the force 2Q is less than Q', then V will be nega-
tive, and the fluid will sink in the tube ; but as long as 2Q
is greater than Q', V will be positive, and the fluid will

rise above its natural level ; as was long before shewn by
M. Clairaut.

Since the attractive forces, both of the glass and the

fluid, are insensible at sensible distances, the surface of

the tube AB will act sensibly only on the column of fluid

immediately in contact with it. We may therefore ne-

glect the consideration of the curvature, and consider the

inner surface as developed upon a plane. The force Q will

therefore be proportional to the width of this plane, or,

what is the same thing, to the interior circumference of

the tube. Calling c, therefore, the circumference of the

tube, we shall have Q~f c; ? being a constant quantity,

representing the intensity of the attraction of the tube AB
upon the fluid, in the case where the attractions of differ-

ent bodies are expressed by the same function of the dis-

tance. In every case, however, f expresses a quantity de-

pendent on the attraction of the matter of the tube, and in-

dependent of its figui-e and magnitude. In like manner
wc shall have Q'=j' c ; ^ expressing the same thing with

regard to the attraction of the fluid for itself, that f ex-

pressed with regard to the attraction of the tube for the

fluid. By substituting these values of Q, Q', in the pre-

c( ding equation, we have g DV = c (2 f—5').

If we now substitute, in this general forniuJa, the value

of c in terms of the radius if it is a capillary tube, or in

terms of the sides if the section is a rectangle, and the

value of V in terms of the radius and altitude of the fluid

column, we shall obtain an equation by which the heights

of ascent may be calculated for tubes of all diameters, after

the height, belonging to any given diameter, has been as-

certained by direct experiment.

In the case of the cylindrical tube, let x represent the

ratio of the circumference to the diameter, h the height

of the fluid colunm reckoned from tlie lower point of the

meniscus, q the mean hcii^ht to which the fluid rises, or

the height at which the fluid would stand if the meniscus

were to fall down and assume a level surface, then we have

vr^ for the solid contents of a cylinder of the same height

and radius as the meniscus ; and as the meniscus, added to

the solid contents of the hemisphere of the same radius,

must be equal to ?r r^, we have mr^ —, or —;r— j'or

SL
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the solid contents of the meniscus. But since

—- , it follows that the meniscus
3 .

linder whose base is 5rr^, and altitude

is equal to a cy-

-. Hence, we

have 9 rz A H — ;

or, what is the same thing, the mean altitude f/ in a cylinder

is always equal to the altitude h of tlie lower point of the

concavity of the meniscus increased by one lliird of the

radius, or one sixth of the diameter of the capillary tube.

Now, since the contour c of the tube = 2 5rf, and since

the volume V of water raised is equal to ? X fr'^, we have,

by substituting these values in the general formula,

^Dy^rr^ =25rr(2f— f'), (No. 1
.)

and dividing by wr and ^-D, we have,

,2'^-i^'and,= 2lil^X^. (No. 2.)

z^vr^y, pared with rf, and therefore the quantity — being almost

insensible, may be safely neglected. Hence the formula

becomes

" g D d
By comparing this formula with the formula No. 2. it is

obvious, that water will rise to the same height between

plates of glass as in a tube, provided the distance d be-

tween the two plates of glass is equal to r, or half the di-

ameter of the tube. This result was obtained by Newton,

and has been confirmed by the experiments of succeeding

writers.

2e— e*
As the constant quantity 2

g^
is the same as already

rq:

found for capillary tubes, we may take its value, viz.

15,1311, and substitute it in the preceding equation, we
then have

-<~14.1544; and since

In applying this formula to Gay Lussac's experiments,

2 p—e

we have the constant quantity 2 ,^
=rg = 547205

D

X 23,1634 -f 0,215735 = 15,1311 for Gay Lussac's 1st ex-

periment. In order to find the height of the fluid in his

2d tube by means of this constant quantity, we have r =
1.90381 J „ 2?—?' 1 _ _ 15,1311

rz 15.8956, from which, if we subtract one sixth of the

diameter, or 0.3173, we have 15.5783 for the altitude /; of

the lower point of the concavity of the meniscus, which

differs only 0.0078 from 15.861, the observed altitude.

If we apply the same formula to Gay Lussac's experi-

ments on alcohol, we shall find the constant quantity

" p— p'

2—5 i-= 6.0825 as deduced from the 1st experiment,
gO

and /i Z= 6.0725, which differs only 0.0100 from 6.08397,

the altitude observed.

From these comparisons it is obvious, that the mean
altitudes, or the values of q, are very nearly reciprocally

proportional to the diameters of the tubes ; for, in the ex-

periments on water, the value of g deduced from this ratio

is 15.895, which differs little from 15.9034, the value found

from experiment ; and that in accurate experiments, the

correction made by the addition of the sixth part of the

diameter of the tube is indispensably requisite.

If the section of the pipe in which the fluid ascends is

a rectangle, whose greater side is a, and its lesser side d,

then the base of the elevated column will be = c d, and its

perimeter c = 2 a -f- 2 rf. Hence, the value of the menis-

.„, ad^ o^d^ ad^ I a- \ , .

cuswillbe-^ ^ =—^ I 1 — -jl,thatis, j_

/i -f -^{ 1
) . Hence, if in the general equation No.

1 . we substitute for c its equal 2 a -f 2 rf, and for V its

equal a d rj, we have

gQgadzZ2^— S'x2a+2d,
and dividing by a and by ,§• D, we have

gO

X 1 +

X 1 +

— , and
a

In applying this formula to the elevation of water be-

tween two glass plates, the side a is very great com-

9=-
1.060

f>=g—^ ( ^ — 7 ) '
subtracting

— ( 1 ——1=10.1147, we have
2 V ^ I

/i— 14.0397, which differs very little from 13.574, the ob-

served altitude.

It will be seen from the formula No. 2. that of all tubes

that have a prismatic form, the hollow cylinder is the one
in which the volume of fluid raised is the least possible, as

it has the smallest perimeter. It appears also, that if the

section of the tube is a regular polygon, the altitudes of

the fluid will be reciprocally proportional to the homo-
logous lines of the similar base, a result which, as we have
seen, M. Gellert obtained from direct experiment. Hence
in all prismatic tubes, whose sections are polygons inscrib-

ed in the same circle, the fluid will rise to the same mean
height. If one of the two bases is, for example, a square,

and the other an equilateral triangle, the altitudes will be
as 2 : 3|, or very nearly as 7 : 8.

M. La Place has remarked, that there may be several

states of equilibrium in the same tube, provided its width
is not uniform. If we suppose two capillary tubes com-
municating with one another, so that the smallest is placed
above the greatest, we may then conceive their diameters
and lengths to be such, that the fluid is at first in equili-

brium above its level in the widest tube, and that in pour-
ing in some of the same fluid, so as to reach the smaller

tube, and fill part of it, the fluid will still maintain itself in

equilibrium. When the diameter of a capillary tube di-

minishes by insensible gradations, the different states of

equilibrium are alternately stable and instable. At first

the fluid tends to raise itself in the tube, and this tendency

diminishing, becomes nothing in a state of equilibrium.

Beyond this it becomes negative, and consequently the

fluid tends to descend. Thus the first equilibrium is sta-

ble, since the fluid, being a little removed from this state,

tends to return to it. In continuing to raise the fluid, its

tendency to descend diminishes, and becomes nothing in

the second state of equilibrium. Beyond this it becomes
positive, and the fluid tends to rise, and consequently to re-

move from this state, which is not stable. In a similar

manner it will be seen, that the third state is stable, the

fourth instable, and so on.

Although the preceding method of considering the phe-
nomena of capillary attraction is extremely simple and ac-

curate, yet it does not indicate the connection which sub-

sists between the elevation and depression of the fluid, and
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the concavity or convexity of the surface which every fluid

assumes in capillary spaces. The object of M. La Place's

first method, contained in his first supplement, is to deter-

mine this connection.

By means of the methods for calculating the attraction

of spheroids, he determines the action of a mass of fluid

terminated by a spherical surface, concave or convex, up-
on a column of fluid contained in an infinitely narrow canal,

directed towards the centre of this surface. By this action

La Place means the pressure which the fluid contained in

the canal would exercise, in virtue of the attraction of its

entire mass upon a plane base situated in the interior of
the canal, and perpendicular to its sides, at any sensible

distance from the surface, this base being taken for unity.

He then shews that this action is smaller when the surface

is concave than when it is plane, and greater when the sur-

face is convex. The analytical expression of 'this action is

composed of two terms : the first of these terms, which is

much greater than the second, expresses the action of the

mass terminated by a plane surface,* and the second term
expresses the part of the action due to the sphericity of
the surface, or, in other words, the action of the meniscus
comprehended between this surface and the plane which
touches it. This action is either additive to the preceding,
or subtractive from it, acording as the surface is convex or
concave. It is reciprocally proportional to the radius of
the spherical surface j for the smaller that this radius is,

the meniscus is the nearer to the point of contact.

From these results relative to bodies terminated by sen-

sible segments of a spherical surface, La Place deduces
this general theorem. " In all the laws which render the

attraction insensible at sensible distances, the action of a

body terminated by a curve surface upon an interior canal

infinitely narrow, perpendicular to this surface in any point,

is equal to the half sum of the actions upon the same canal

of two spheres, which have for their radii the greatest and
the smallest of the radii of the osculating circle of the sur-

face at this point."

By means of this theorem, and the laws of hydrostatics.

La Place has determined the figure which a mass of fluid

ought to take when acted upon by gravity, or contained in

a vessel of a given figure. The nature of the surface is

expressed by an equation of partial differences of the se-

cond order, which cannot be integrated by any known
method. If the figure of the surface is one of revolution,

the equation is reduced to one of ordinary differences, and
is capable of being integrated by approximation, when the

surface is very small. La Place next shews, that a very
narrow tube approaches the more to that of a spherical seg-

ment as the diameter of the tube becomes smaller. If

these segments are similar in different tubes of the same
substance, the radii of their surfaces will be inversely as

the diameter of the tubes. This similarity of the spherical

segments will appear evident, if we consider that the dis-

tance at which the action of the tube ceases to be sensible,

is imperceptible ; so that if, by means of a very powerful

microscope, this distance should be found equal to a mil-

limetre, it is probable that the same magnifying power
would give to the diameter of the tube an apparent dia-

meter of several metres. The surface of the tube may
therefore be considered as very nearly plane, in a radius

equal to that of the sphere of sensible activity; the fluid

jn this interval will therefore descend, or rise from this sur-

face, very nearly as if it were plane. Beyond this the fluid

being subjected only to the action of gravity, and the mu-

tual action of its own particles, the surface will be very
nearly that of a spherical segment, of which the extreme
planes being those of the fluid surface, at the limits of lie
sphere of the sensible activity of the tube, will be very
nearly in different lubes equally inclined to their sides.
Hence it follows that all the segments will be similar.
The approximation of these results gives the true cause

of the ascent or descent of fluids in capillary tubes in the
inverse ratio of their diameter. If in the axis of a glass
tube we conceive a canal infinitely narrow, which bends
round like the tube ABEDC in Fig. 7. the action of the
water in the tube of this narrow canal, will be less on
account of the concavity of its surface, than the action of
water in the vessel on the same canal. The fluid will
therefore rise in the tube to compensate for this difference
of action

; and as the concavity is inversely proportional
to the diameter of the tube, the height of the fluid will be
also inversely proportional to that diameter. If the sur-
face of the interior fluid is convex, which is the case with
mercury in a glass tube, the action of this fluid on the ca-
nal will be greater than that of the fluid in the vessel, and
therefore the fluid will descend in the tube in the ratio of
their difference, and consequently in the inverse ratio of
the diameter of the tube.

In this manner of viewing the subject, the attraction of
capillary tubes has no influence upon the ascent or depres-
sion of the fluids which they contain, but in determining
the inclination of the first planes of the surface of the in-
terior fluid extremely near the sides of the tube, and up-
on this inclination depends the concavity or convexity of
the surface, and the length of its radius. The friction of
the fluid against the sides of the tube may augment or di-
minish a little the curvature of its surface, of which we
see frequent examples in the barometer. In this case
the capillary effects will increase or diminish in the same
ratio.

The differential equation of the surfaces of fluids inclos-
ed in capillary spaces of revolution, conducts La Place to
the following general result; that if into a cylindrical tube
we introduce a cylinder which has the same axis as that of
the tube, and which is such that the space comprehended
between its surface and the interior surface of the tube has
very little width, the fluid will rise in this space to the
same height as in a tube whose radius is equal to this
width. If we suppose the radii of the tube and of the cy-
linder infinite, we have the case of a tube included be-
tween two parallel and veitical planes, very near each
other. This result has been confirmed, as we have already
seen, by the experiments of Newton, Hauy, and Gay Lus-
sac. La Place then applies his theory to the phenomena
presented by a drop of fluid, either in motion or suspend-
ed in equilibrium, either in a conical capillary tube, or be-
tween two plates, and inclined to each other, as discovered
by Mr Hawksbee ;—to the mutual approximation of two
parallel and vertical discs immersed in a fluid ;—to the phe-
nomena which take place when two plates of glass are

inclined to each other at a small angle;—and to the determi-
nation of the figure of a large drop of mercury laid upon a
horizontal plate of glass.

In the application of his theory to the experimental results

obtained by Hawksbee respecting the angles required for

suspending a drop of oil of oranges at different stations be-

tween two inclined planes of glass. La Place obtained the

results contained in the following table.

Column 1st contains the number of the first column of

* M. La Place is of opinion, that the suspension of mercury in a barometer tube, at a height two or three limes greater than thai which is

due to the pressure of the atnios|)lieie, depends on this term. He conceives too, that the refracting force of transparent bodies, cohesion,

and in general chemical affinity, depend also upon it.

SL2
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Havvksbee's table, subtracted from 20 inches ;
and column

2d contains Hawksbce's 2d column, diminished by 5 22 .

Distance in incii-

es from the niid-

clleot tliedrcplo

the inteisection

of the plane.
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pose the first plane of the same matter as the second, and

the second of the same mailer as the first.

It follows from these theorems, that tlie repulsive force of

floating planes is much more feeble than tlie attractive

force which is developed when the planes arc very near eacli

other, and whicii occasions them to approach each other with

an accelerated motion. In this case the elevation of the

fluid between the planes is very great, relative to its eleva-

tion on the outside of the same plane. In neglecting,

therefore, the square of this last elevation in relation to the

square of the first, the fluid prism, whose weight expresses

the mutual tendency of the planes, in virtue of the first of

the two preceding theorems, will be equal to the pro-

duct of the square of the elevation of the interior fluid, by

half the horizontal distance 3f the planes. This elevation

bemg, by the second theorem, reciprocally proportional to

the mutual distance of the planes, the prism will be propor-

tional to their horizontal distance divided by the scpiarc of

that distance. The tendency of the two planes to each

other will consequently be in the inverse ratio of the square

of their distance ; and therefore, like the forces of elec-

tricity and magnetism, it will follow the law of universal

attraction.

When the two planes are of such a nature that the one

is capable of being wetted with the fluid, while the other is

not capable of being wetted, then, in conse<|uence of tliese

two opposite actions, the surface ol the intermediate fluid

will have a point of inflection; and it follows from the

theory, that they will repel each other at every distance.

But if they are brought near each other by force, the

point of inflexion will approach more and more to one of

the planes, and will at last coincide with it. If the

planes are then brought still nearer each other, the fluid

will begin either to ascend, or be depressed between

them. From this arises another force, which pushes the

planes towards each other, and which, when it comes to

surpass the pressure of the exterior fluid, causes the planes

to approach each other with an accelerated motion. This

change of repulsion into attraction appeared to M. La Place

so singular, that he requested M. Hai * to examine the

subject experimentally. In order to do this, he employed
planes of ivory and talc, the first of which is capable of be-

ing wetted with water, while the other possesses that kind

of unctuosity which prevents the water from adheriiig to it.

M. Hauy suspended, by a very fine thread, a small square

plate of talc, so that the lower part of it was immersed in

the water. Into the same vessel, at the distance of some
centimetres, he immersed the lower part of a paralleloi)ip-

ed of ivory, so that one of its faces was parallel to the plate

of talc. The ivory was made to advance towards the talc

in this state of parallelism, and was stopped at short inter-

vals, in order to shew that the effect of the motion comnni-
nicated to the fluid was insensible in the experiment. When
the parallelopiped of ivory, moving with great slowness,

approached very nearly to the talc, the latter moved -sud-

denly into contact with the ivory. In separating the two
bodies, the ivory was wetted to a certain height above the

level; and in repeating the experiment before wiping the

ivory, the attraction commenced sooner, and sometimes ex-

hibited itself at tiie very first, without being preceded by

any sensible repulsion. This experiment was repeated se-

veral times with the same result.

Another series of phenomena, which indicate apparent

attraction and repulsion, are seen in the motion of small

lighted wicks when swimming in a basin of oil, and in tlie

motion of camphor upon the surface of water. Although

these phenomena arc not produced by capillary attraction,
yet wu shall give a short account of them at present, on ac-
count of their general si>iiilai ity.

The phenomena of lighted wicks were carefully observ-
ed, and minutely described, by Professor Wilson of Glas-
gow, in the Transactions of tbe Royal Society of Edinburgh.
His Hydrostatical Lamfi, as he calls it, consists of a small
circular disc of common writing jjaper, about ^ of an inch
in diameter, having about a (juarler of an inch of soft cot-
ton thread rising up through a jiuncture in the middle of
the disc, to answer the purpose of a wick. If this wick i.s

lighted, and the disc placed in a shallow glass vessel, fill-

ed with pure salad oil, it will immediately sail briskly for-
ward in one direction till it meets the side of the vessel, and
will atterwards take a circular course, always bearing up
to the sides, and will thus perform many revolutions. The
circulation is sometimes from right to left, and sometimes
from left to right. When the wick is placed out of the
centre of the ^isc, it will sail to that part of the disc which
is farthest from the wick, and if the disc is made of an oval
form, and the wick placed in one of its foci, the disc will
sail in the direction of the nearest extremity of the trans-
verse axis. Dr Wilson observed a very active repulsion
between the stem of tbe disc and the oil of the surface con-
tiguous to it. When fine charcoal dust was scattered
around the disc, it left behind it a diverging wake clear of
all dust. Other fluids, such as oil of turpentine, etiier, al-
cohol, or any of the inflammable fluids possessing much
teriuity, also double rum, melted tallow, bees wax, and
rosin, exhibit the same effects when the discs float upoa
their surface.

Dr Wilson accounts for these phenomena in the follow-
ing manner: When the oil has an uniform temperature,
all its parts are in cquilibrio ; but when the lamp is
lighted, the oil below the disc being most heated, will ex-
pand itself, and will be raised above the general level, from
the diminution of its specific gravity, and the unbalanced
upward pressure of the fluid. The weight of the disc will
therefore press down the oil, or even the weight of the oil
itself will cause it to rise as it were from below the wick in
a thin superficial stream. Hence Dr Wilson conceives,
that this constant stream will flow most readily and copiously
towards that side of the base of the lamp where the resist-
ance is least, or where it has the shortest way to press for-
wards, that is, from under the wick or flame, or the edge of
the disc which is the nearest. The re-action of the stream
ol rarefied oil rising most rapidly and most copiously from
one side of the disc, will therefore impel the lamp in the
contrary direction. When the discs are soaked with oil,

or when they are made of a thin plt.te of talc, they always
sink to the bottom as soon as the flame is extinguished. If
a water much heated is thrown upon any of the fluids above
mentioned, it will immediately glide away, and continue in
motion till it cools.*

Tlie singular motions of pieces of camphor floating up-
on the surface of water have been long observed; but
they were never completely described and explained, till

M- Venturi published, in the Memoiis presenter to the In-
stitute of France, his intrenious memoir, entitled Precis de
guelr/ites experiences surta section que des cylindres de cajn-

jilne efirouvent a la surface de I'eau et reflexions sur les

moiivemens cjui accomfiat;nent celtc section.

Having cut some pieces of camphor into the shape of

small cylinders, a line in diameter, and an inch high, he
fixed each of them to a base of lead, ami placed them ver-

tically in plates. He then poured water into the plates, till

it reached about half way up each cylinder. After two or

See the Edinbur^k Transactions, vol. iv. p. 144, &o.
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three hours the cylinders began to diminish at the place

where they were cut by the surface of the water, and after

about twenty-four hours they were entirely cut through in-

to two parts, none of which had suffered any sensible di-

minution.

He next took three pieces of camphor, each of which

weighed twenty-four grains, and he placed one of them in

dry air, another in water, and the third on the surface of

water. After four days the piece on the surface of the

water was entirely dissipated, while each of the other two

Iiad lost only four or five grains.

M. Veniuri next placed some of liis camphor cylinders

on the surface of water, in vessels of different sizes, and he

always found that the cylinder was cut through soonest in

those vessels that presented the greatest surface. This

singular fact arises from the camphor being dissolved by

the water, and extending itself over all the fluid surface,

when it is the more readily evaporated by its coming into

contact with a greater cjuanlity of air. Tha dissolution of

the camphor may be seen detaching itself from the cylin-

der in the form of a very transparent liquid oil, and spread-

ing itself over the whole surface of the water. When in

the contour of the cylinder, there is some place which fur-

nishes this oil more abundantly, if small liglit substances

are thrown upon the surface, they are repelled from this

'place with great briskness, and then turning round, they

come back to the same place, and again enter the current,

where they continue to circulate in lliis manner. If a small

piece of camphor previously wetted at its extremity ap-

proaches the margin of the vessel, and then touches the

vessel itself, it deposits a fluid' visible to the eye. This

fluid is oily; and on attaching itself to the vessel, it de-

stroys its capillary attraction for the water, and the water

retires from it and becomes convex at this place. When
the piece of camphor is taken away, the water does not re-

turn to its place till the oily liquor is evaporated. When
the cylinders of camphor are half immersed in water, the

oily liquor which issues from it destroys the cohesion be-

tween the water and the cylinder, and a small depression

takes place round the cylinder. The dissolution stops for

a moment till the oily liquor expanded over the water has

evaporated. The water then returns to its elevated state

round the cylinder ; the camphor is dissolved and difi'used;

and the same operations are repeated.

The motions of small pieces of camphor observed by M.
Romieu are produced by the mechanical re-action of the jet

of dissolution against the camphor ; and if the centre of

percussion of all the yds do not coincide with the centre of

gravity, a rotatory and progressive motion will be produc-

ed. As the jets are generated only on the circumference

of the section of the piece of camphor, it ought to revolve

round an axis perpendicular to the horizon; and the smallest

pieces will obviously turn round with more velocity than

larger ones.

MM. Lichtenburg and Volta ascribed this rotation to

an emanation from the camphor, and also from the benzoic

and succinic acids, which have the same property. Brug-
natelli discovered, that the bark of aromatic plants, when
thrown upon water, moved round like camphor; and Ven-
turi remarked a similar motion in the saw-dust of different

Woods, tliat had imbibed either a fixed or a volatile oil.

Romieu ascribed these motions to electricity. He found

that the camphor sometimes refused to turn, and at other

times its movements were suddenly slopped, by touching

the water with particular bodies. The cause of these

irregularities, which long perplexed philosophers, was dis-

covered by Venturi. He found, that whenever the water

was touched by any body which was fat or oily, or which
diffused a small portion of fixed oil, or a great portion of

volatile oil over the surface, the dissolution and the motion
of the camphor were immediately stopped. In order to

prove tl)at this effect was not produced by electricity, as
Romieu and several Italian philosophers believed, Venturi
touched tlie surface of the water both with conductors and
non-conductors of electricity, which were well cleared of
all oily or greasy matter, and the motions of the camphor
were never in the slightest degree affected. When the
same substance was afterwards greased with a small drop
of oil of olives, and again brought into contact with the
water, an oily film immediately advanced over the whole
surface of the water, repelled the small bits of camphor,
and, as if by a magic stroke, deprived them of their appa-
rent vitality. Venturi repes^ed this experiment in a basin

of water 20 feet in diameter.* The camphor turned round
in one end of the basin ; and when an ounce of oil was pour-
ed in at the other extremity, the motions of the camphor
were speedily stopped.

If the surface of the water on which the camphor
swims, is not sufficiently extensive to allow the liquor from
the camphor to evaporate, the dissolution of the camphor
is either retarded or stops altogether, or the undissipated
liquor forms itself into a thin film upon the surface of the

water. In like manner, the particles of the saw-dust of
wood soaked in oils, moves quickly when they touch the
water: but their motions do not continue, because the film
of oil which they spread over the water is not dissipated.

If the water is very pure, and is exposed to a heat even
so high as that of boiling water, the dissolution and the

motions of the camphor are not prevented. On the con-
trary, they are often promoted by the application of this

heat.

M. Venturi applies the preceding principles to the ex-
planation of the motion of the tremellae observed by Ad-
anson and by Corti. This aquatic plant rises to the sur-

face of the water during the day, and descends to the bot-

tom at night. If the plant is shut up in a box, whose sides

are opaque, and if a pencil of light is admitted through an
opening in one of its sides, the tremelli changes its situa-

tion in a few houi;s, and advances to the hole at which the
light penetrates. M. Venturi observed with a microscope,
that its branches have a small motion belonging to each of

them, in viitueof which they sometimes oscillate from one
side to another, and sometimes advance to free themselves
from the pencil when they are interlaced. These appear-
ances are explained by Venturi on the supposition that the

water which it absorbs is decomposed by the assistance of

light, and that the plant gives out the oxygen in a direc-

tion always opposite to the light. Hence it will follow that

the plant must always move towards the quarter from
which the light is admitted.

In addition to the works quoted under the article Ca-
pillary Attuaction, the reader is referred to the follow-

ing : Pascal, Traitez de l'E(juilibre de Liqueurs et de la

pesanteur de la Masse de I'Air, Avertissement, 2d edit-

Paris, 1664. Rohault, Traite de F/iysiijue, or Dr Clarke's

translation of it, under the title of Roliaulti Phynica. Lond.
ino, Part I. chap. xxii. § 69.70, 71,80, 81. Boyle'i A''e-w

Exfierinients Physico-Mec/ianical, touching the sfiring of the

air, and its Effects, made for the most fiart in a JVew Pneu-
malicat Engine, exp. 35. p. 262. Oxford, 1660. Boyle,

Phil. Trans. 1676, vol. xi. p. 775. Hooke's Attemfit for
the exfilication of the fihenomena observable in an exfieri'

ment published by the Right Hon. Robert Boyle, in the Zsth

experiment of his Epis'.olical Discourse, touching the air, in

confrination of a former conjecture inade by R. H, Lond.

1660. Hookc On Springs, 4to. 1678. Vossius, De A''ili et

aliorum fluminum origine, Hag. 1666. Fabri, Dialogi Phy-
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tici, Eyons, 1669. Borelli, De motionibus a Gravitate na-

turali /iendenle,L,yons, 1670. S\ncW\v''i ^rs nova el magna
Gravilalis eC Levitatia. Rotterdam, 1669. Job. Ciiristo-

phorus Sturmius, Collegium Exfieri7nentale sive Curiosum,

parsi. tentamen viii. p. 44. et auctorium tentani. viii. p. 77.

Norin>bergae, 1676. Tlie second part of this work was
published at Noriinberg in 168S. James Bernoulli, Dis-
sertatio de Gravitate Etheris, 1683. De La Hire, Me7n.

Acad. Par. torn. ix. p. 157. Carre, Exfieriences nur les

tuyaux Capitlaires in the Metn. Acad. Par. 1705, p. 241.

Daniel Bernoulli in the Comment. Petrofiol. \727, p. 246.

Mariotle, Traite du Mouvement des Eaux, vol. ii. p. 105.

Par. 1700. Cotes, Hydroslalicat Lectures, sect. xi. Lond.
1738. Cigna, Journal de Physique, torn. iii. ]). 109. Lord
Charles Cavendish, in the Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 382.

Monge, Mem. Acad. Par. 1787. p. 506. Besile, Journal

de Physique, vol. xxviii. p. 171 ; xxix. p. 287, 339 ; xxx.

p. 125. Wilson, Edinburgh Transactions, vol. iv. p. 144.

Venturi, Memoires firesentes a I'lnstitut. torn. i. p. 125.

Paris, 1805. MM. Hauy and Tremery, in La Place's

•Su/ifil. au Diz. Liv. de la Mecanique Celeste. La Place,

Supplement a la Theorie de I'Action Cafiillaire, Par. 1807.

Gay Lussac, Id. Biot's Traite de Physique, torn. i. chap,
xxii. Paris, 1816.

CHAP. VL

Description of Instruments, and Experiments for
illustrating the doctrines of hydrostatics.

1. Description of the Mechanic or Hydrostatic Paradox.

It appears from Cor. 2. of Prop. iv. p. 770, that the

pressure exerted upon the bottoms of vessels filled with

fluid, does not depend upon the quantity of fluid which
they contain, but solely upon its altitude. This proposi-

tion has been called the mechanic or hydrostatic paradox,
and the instrument for illustrating it has received the same
name.

This instrument is shewn in Fig. 1. where AB is a box,

which contains about a pound of water, and a b c de a glass

tube, fixed to the end C of the beam of a balance, and the

other end to a moveable bottom, by which the water in the

box is supported, the bottom and wire being equal in

weight to an empty scale suspended at tlie other extremity

of the balance. If a pound weight is put into the empty
scale, it will cause the bottom to rise a little, and the water
will appear at the lower end of the tube a. The water
will therefore press with a force of one pound upon the

bottom. If another pound is put into the scale, the water
will ascend to b, twice as high as the point o, above the

bottom of the vessel. If a third, a fourth, and a fifth

pound be put successively into the scale, the water will

rise at each time to c, d, and e, the distances a b, b c, c d,

d e, being equal to one another. This result will be obtained,

however small be the bore of the glass tube ; and since

when the water is at b, c, d, e, the pressures upon the bot-

tom are- successively twice, thrice, four times and five

times as great as when the water was contained within the

box, it follows, that the pressure upon the bottom of the

vessel depends wholly on the height of the water in the

glass tube, and not upon the quantity which it contains. If

a long narrow tube, therefore, be fixed in the top of a cask,

and if both the cask and the tube be filled with water, then,

though the tube be so small as not to hold a pound of the

fluid, the pressurtfof the water in the tube will be in dan-

ger of bursting the cask in pieces ; for the pressure is the

same as if the cask was continued up in its full size to the

height of the tube, and filled with water: (See Chap. I.

Sect. 1. Prop. IV. Cor. 2.) It follows, therefore, from
this principle, that any quantity of water, however small,
may be made to exert a force of any assignable magnitude,
by increasing the height of the column, and diminishing
the base on which it presses. This, however, has its limits ;

for when the tube becomes capillary, the attraction of the
glass will support a great quantity of the included water,
and will therefore diminish the pressure upon its base.
The preceding machine should be so constructed, that the
moveable bottom may have no friction against the inside
of the box, and that no water may get between it and the
box. The method of effecting this will be manifest from
Fig. 2. where ABCD is a section of the box, and abed
its lid, which is made very tight. The moveable bottom
E, with a groove round its edges, is put into a bladder/^,
which is tied close round it in the groove by a strong wax-
ed thread. The upper part of the bladder is put over the
top of the box, at a and d, all around, and is kept firm by
the lid a 6 c d, so that if water be poured into the box
through the aperture I I m its lid, it will be contained in

the space / E g h, and the bottom may be raised by pull-

ing the wire i fixed to it at the point E of the moveable
bottom. See Ferguson's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 100. Edit.
Edin. 1806.

2. Description of the Hydrostatic Press.

This ingenious and powerful machine, which has boen
tecently brought into notice by the late Mr. Biamah, is

founded on the doctrine contained in the corollary to the
fundamental principle of the equilibrium of fluids, (see p.

759,) namely, that if any number of pistons are applied to

apertures of difl'erent sizes in the sides of a vessel full of
water, the forces with which the pistons are applied will

be in equilibrio, if they are proportional to the apertures to

which they are applied. Thus, if a piston G, (Fig. 1.) is

applied to an aperture at G, having an area of two square
inches, it will be in equilibrio with another piston applied
to the whole aperture AB of 2000 square inches, if the
force with which the piston G is applied, is to the force
with which AB is applied as 2 to 2000, or as 1 to 1000.
Hence it follows, that a force of one pound applied at G
will raise 1000 pounds placed upon the piston AB. The
same result will be obtained if the vessel has the form
shewn in Fig. 11. the one piston being applied at a b, and
the other at AB.
The hydrostatic press founded on this principle was first

proposed as a new machine by Pascal, in his Traitez de
rEquilibre des Liqueurs, et de la Pesanteur, de la Masse
del'Air, Chap. II. Edit. 2d. Paris, 1664. He describes it

as a new sort of machine for multiplying forces, (A'ouvelte

serte de machine flour multiplier les /orces,) and he consi-
ders it as a new mechanical power equal in value to the
lever or the screw. Although Pascal speaks so highly of
his new machine, it is not a little singular, that no attempt
appears to have been made for more than a century and a
half to apply it to the useful purposes of life. Mr Bra-
mah had the very great merit, not only of re-inventing the

machine, (for we believe he was not aware of its having
been proposed by any other person,) but of pointing out
its application to a great variety of useful purposes, such
as working cranes, pulling up the roots of trees, packing
goods of all kinds, &c. In our article Crane, we have
given a full description of the hydrostatic press, as applied

to a crane ; and by studying that part of the article, our
readers will have no difficulty in understanding the con-

struction of the instrument.

The hydrostatic press is represented by the parts
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GHEFFL cf Fig. I. PI. CCXV. In the Figure, FF repre-

sents the wooden frame wliich supports llie iron cylinder L.

This cylinder communicates with a small copper pipe

g ff h, tern^inatiiiij in a common t'orcing-pump al /t, whicli

stands in an iron cittern H, containing the water. The

power is applied to the handle G of the pump, and the

piston, pressing on the surface of the water in the pipe at

creases with the depth, and by holding the mouili of the

glass in different directions, as shewn at CI) and EF, Fig.

6. it will appear, that the water presses eiiiially in every
direction.

Exfi. 2. If we insert into an empty vessel a number of

tubes of glass bent into various angles, or if we hold them
in the hand, and introduce into theii lower orifices a fjuanii-

h, communicates its force, through the intervention of the ty of mercury, so that the surface of the mercury may come

Avater, to the piston of the cylinder L, to the top of which

the work to be performed is applied. See also our article

Jack.

3. Hydrostatic Bellows imftroved by Ferguson.

The common hydrostatic bellows consisted of a tube of

glass or any other substance, about three feet high, com-

niunicating with a cylindrical vessel, whose sides were

made of leather like a pair of bellows, while its upper and

lower surfaces were formed of circular or oval boards

about 15 inches in diameter. When water is poured into

the tulje, it flows into the bellows, and separates the boaids

a little. Heavy weights to the amount ol 300 pounds, are

then placed upon the upper board, and by pouring water

into the tube till it reaches the top, the moveable board

•with all its load will be raised, and kept in equilibrio by

the column of fluid, although the fluid itself does not

weigh moie than a quarter of a pound. In order to shew

the experiment with more effect, a man may place himself

upon the upper board instead of the weights, and raise

himself meiely by pouring water into the small pipe.

The following very ingenious machine has been propos-

ed by Mr Ferguson as a substitute for the common hydro-

statical bellows: ABCD, Fig. 3. is an oblong square box,

into one of whose sides is fixed the u|)right glass tube a I,

•which is bent into a right angle at the lower end, at i. Fig.

4. To tills bent extremity is tied the neck of a large

bladder K, which lies in the bottom of the box ABCD.
Over this bladder is placed the moveable board L, Figs.

3. and 5. in which the upright wire M is fixed. Leaden

weights N, N, with holes through their centre, to the

amount of 16 pounds, arc put upon this wire, and press

upon the board L. The cross bar p, is then put on. in or-

der to keep the glass tube in an upright position ; and after

to the very orifice of the shorter legs ; then, if water is

poured into the vessel, it will be seen, during the time of

its filling, that the mercury is pressed gradually from its

lower orifices towards the higher orifices, which are sup-
posed to rise to a greater height than the surface of the

water. Now, as the lower orifices of the glass tubes oiay

be made to point in every possible direction, it follows, that

the pressure of the superincumbent fluid is also propa-

gated in every direction. When it is required that the

lower orifice should point exactly downwards, in order to

show the upward pressure of fluids, a straight tube should

be used, and the mercury introduced into it must be kept

in by the application of the extremity of the finger, till the

height of the water above the orifice is equal to 14 limes

the length of the column of mercury introduced. Upon re-

moving the finger, and continuing to pour in water, the

mercury wUt ascend in the tube. If the finger were re-

moved before it had risen to a height 14 limes greater than

the length of the mercurial column, the mercury would
have fallen out of the tube, as it is 14 times heavier than

water, and therefore requires a column 14 limes as long to

keep it in equilibrio.

Exfi. 3. The pressure of fluids at different depths may
be very simply illustrated, by attaching a bag made of

leather, and filled with mercury to the extremity of a glass

tube, so that the mercury may just enter the tube when
the bag is held in air. By immersing the bag in water,

the pressure of the fluid upon the bag will force up the

mercury, and the height to which it rises will show the

magnitude of the pressure at different depths.

Exfi. 4. The propagation of pressure through fluids is

also illustrated by the amusing experiment of the Cartesian

Devil, as it has been called, after Descartes, by whom it

was discovered. The figure of a man made of glass or

enamel, is so constructed that it has the same specific gra-

wards the bent piece EFG,for keeping the weights N, N, vity as water, and is therefore suspended in a mass of fluid.

" ... A bubble of air, (similar to the air in the glass of Exp. 1)
communicating with the water, is placed in some part of
the figure, sometimes in a small globe, as shewn at m.
At the bottom B (Fig. 7.) of the vessel is a diaph'agra of

bladder, which can be pressed upwards by applying the

finger to the extremity f of a lever e o moving round o as

its centre of motion. The pressure applied to a is com-
municated through the water to the bubble of air, which is

thus compressed : The specific gravity of the figure is

therefore increased, and it sinks to the bottom. By re-

moving this pressure, the figure again rises, so that it may
be made to oscillate or dance in the vessel without any visi-

ble cause. Fishes made of glass are sometimes substituted

in place of the human figure, and when a common jar is

\ised for the experiment, the pressure is applied to the up-

per surface of it at A. The construction of the apparatus

borizonta', and the wire M vertical. Four upright pins,

about an inch long, are placed on the corners of the box,

for the purpose of supporting the board L, and preventing

it from pressing the sides of the bladder together. When
the maeiiine is thus fitted up, pour water into the tube I,

till the bladder is filled upio the board L. Continue pour-

ing in more water, and the upward pressure which it will

excite in the bladder will raise the board, with all its

•weights, even though the tube should be so small as to

contain no more than an ounce of \Vater. See Ferguson's

Lectures, vol. ii. p. 104.

4. Exticfiments for illustrating the quaquaversus firessure

of FU^Ai o>'d tf'^ Effects firoduced at different Depths.

Exfi. I. If we take a cominon wine glass AB, and, hold-

ing it in a vertical direction, bring its mouth in contact with shewn in Fig. 6. is obviously the best, as the spectator does

the surface of water in the vessel M, it will be seen, that a not observe the means which are employed to alter the

small qu ir.tity of water has entered the wine glass, and that specific gravity of the figure.

the remainder of the glass is filled wiih air. By depress- E.rti 5. The pressure of fluids at very great depths is

ing the glass, or sinking it in the fluid, a greater quantity finely illustrated by an experiment which has often been

of water will enter it ; the included air being condensed made at sea, of making an empty bottle well corked de-

into a smaller space as the pressuie of the superincumbent scend to a great depth. The pressure of*the water drives

column of water is increased. By continuing to depress in the cork, and the bottle when brought up is always filled

the glass, it wiji be seen that the pressuie of the water in- -with water. Mr Campbell, the respectable author of
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Travels in the South of Africa., tiled this experiment on

his voyage home from the Ca|)e of Good Hope. He drove

very tight into an empty bottle a cork, which was so large

that half of it remained above the neck. A cord was then

tied round the cork, and fastened to llic neck of the bolllc,

and a coating of pitch was put over tlic whole, ^^^hen it

was let down to about the depth of 50 fathoms, the cap-

tain felt, by the additional weight, that it had instantaneous-

ly filled ; and, upon drawing it up, the cork was found in

the inside of the bottle, which was of course filled with

water.

Another bottle was prepared in a siiiiilar manner ; but in

order to secure the cork, a sail needle was passed through

the cork, so as to rest on the mouth of the bottle, and the

whole was covered over with pitch. When the bottle had

descended 50 fathoms, the captain again felt that it had fill-

ed with water ; but, upon bringing it up, the cork and

needle were foimd in the same position, and no part of the

pitch appeared to be broken, although the bottle was com-
pletely filled with water. The water had in this case ob-

viously insinuated itself through the pores of the pitch aud

the cork, and not, as Mr Campbell imagines, through the

pores of glass. The experiment of forcing mercury
through wood by the common pressure of the atmosphere,

takes away the apparent impiobability of this explanation.

Sec Campbell's Travels, p. 50r. Note. Lond. 1815.

5. Experiment for illustrating the equality of the pressure

offluids in every direction.

If a soft or frangible substance is exposed to any force in

one direction more than another, it will either lose its shape,

or be broken to pieces ; but if the force with which the

body is pressed is applied to every part of the body, it will

preserve its form if it is soft, and will not be broken if it is

frangible. Hence it follows, that if any body is exposed to

a pressure sufficiently powerful to change its shape or

crush it to pieces, and if it preserve its form and its integi i-

ty under this pressure, we are entitled to infer that the

pressure is equal in every direction.

Let a piece of very soft wax, of an irregular shape, and

an egg, be placed in a bladder filled with water. Let the

bladder be then laid in a brass box, and a cover of brass
' put upon the bladder, so as to be entirely supported by it.

If a hundred or a hundred and fifty pounds weight be laid

upon this cover, so as to press upon the blaclder, this enor-

mous force, though propagated through the fluid, and act-

ing upon the soft wax and egg, will produce no effect. The
egg will not be broken, nor will the was change its figure.

6. A/i/}aratus for illustrating the Doctrine of Specifc
Gravities.

In order to shew that when a solid body is immersed in a

fluid, the loss of weight which it sustains is equal to the

weight of the water which it displaces, or of a quantity of

Avater of the same bulk with the body, the following very
simple apparatus has been employed.

A cylindrical or cubical body of any kind, either entirely

solid, or made hollow and loaded within, so as to sink in the

fluid, is exactly fitted to a hollow cylinder or cubical vessel,

so that the solid contents of the hollow cylinder or cubical

vessel is exactly equal to the solid contents of the cylindri-

cal or cubical solid. Plate CCCXVH. Fig, 8. The cylin-

drical or cubical vessel is then suspended to the hook of a

hydrostatic balance, or any other balance, and the solid cy-

linder or cube is suspended to a hook in the bottom of the

cylindrical or cubical vessel. Weights are now put into

the opposite scale of the balance till an equilibrium is pro-

VoL. X. Part II.

duced in air. Every thing remaining in this situation, the
solid cylinder or cube is completely immersed under water,
and consequently the etjuilibviuni is destroyed ; that is, the
scale of the balance to which the apparatus is suspended
will require to have added to it a weight er|ual to the loss of
weight sustained by the solid, in order to restore this C(|ui-

librium. I5y filling with water, therefore, the cylindrical
or cubical vessel, it will be found that the equilibrium is

exactly restored. Ilencc it is obvious to the eye, that the
loss of weight sustained by the solid is exactly equal to the
weight of water displaced.

7. To make a Body lighter than U'ater He at the bottom of a
Vesselfiled with Water.

Wc have seen in Prop. IV. p. 772, that when a body has
a less specific gravity than a fluid, it will float upon the sur-
face of the fluid, as it is pressed upwards with a force
greater than its own weight. If by any means, however,
we can prevent the upward pressure from acting upon the
lighter body, it is manifest that it must remain at the bot-
tom of the vessel in the same manner as it would rest upon
any other body in the open air, for the body is not only
pressed down by its own weight but by the weight of the
superincumbent fluid.

In order to show how to prevent the upward pressure
from acting upon the solid, let us take two pieces of wood
J)laned perfectly flat and smooth, so that no water can get in

between them when their smooth surfaces are put to-

gether. If one of the pieces of wood is cemented to the
bottom of a glass vessel, so as to have its smooth side up-
permost, and if the other piece is placed above it, and held
in that situation till tlie vessel is filled with water, it will be
found to lie as quietly and firmly as if it were a plate of
lead or stone. If the edge of the upper plate, however, is

raised in the slightest degree, so as to allow the water to
insinuate itself between the plates, the wood will instantly
spring to the surface.

This experiment is sometimes made in a different man-
ner. A flat and smooth brass plate is fixed at the bottomof
the vessel, and a large mass of cork has a thin smooth brass
plate fixed to its bottom, so that the specific gravity of the
cork and its brass base may be much less than that of wa-
ter. The brass plate on wliich the cork rests is then placed
on the fixed brass plate ; and when water is poured into

the vessel, the cork will remain at the bottom. The two
brass plates should be oiled a little on their touching sur-
faces, and should be ground upon one another, but not very
accurately, for in this case the force of cohesion would
prevent their separation, independent of the weight of the
superincumbent pressure of the fluid, as it is well known
that one brass plate can lift another in the open air, even
when it is two or three pounds weight. The experiment
as made with the bi'ass plates is therefore not so satisfacto-

ry as the one with pieces of wood, for the reason which we
have now assigned; and though we are satisfied that the
cork and the biass plate are together lighter than water,

yet the result ajjpears less striking, as we are always in the

habit of seeing brass sink to the bottom.

A similar result may also be obtained by fixing a glass

plate at the bottom of a glass vessel, using a plate of ivory

instead of wood, and pouring mercury into the vessel in

place of water.

8. Experiment for illustrating the parabolicform of a fluid
surface injiuenced by a centrifugalforce.

In order to show that a horizontal surface of water as-

sumes a parabolic form when it is acted upon by a centri-

5 M
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fugal force, along with the force of gravity, we have only

to lake a hucket coiUaining water, wliose surface c d is of

course horizontal when the bucket is at rest. If by means

of a rope 11, (Plate CCCXIII. Fig. 3.) however, fastened to

the handle Ali, we give the bucket a rotatory motion round

a vertical Inie, the surface will lose its horizontal form, and

the water becoming concave in the centre, will rise round

the silks of the vessel, and hiive its surface of the lot in of

a jjarabolic conoid, whose section tn n o is a parabola. See
Chap. I. Prop. 1. cor. p. 769.

9. Descri/itioii of Dr Haoke'a Semicylinclrical Counter/ioisc.

The principal object of this ingenious contrivance was

to keep a vessel always full of water, or any other fluid ;

but as it is not only of use in hydrostatical experiments, but

also illustrative of the principles of the equilibrium of

fluids, we have thought it necessary to give a drawing and

description of It in this place. In Plate CCCXVII. Fig. 9.

ABG is a vessel of any form. Upon a horizontal axis C, a

semicylinder or a hemisphere, whose section is DEF, is

made to revolve, and the weight of the semicylinder is so

adjusted that it is exactly equal to the weight of a portion

of tlie fluid of half its magnitude. When the vessel is fill-

ed with water, the semicylinder is half immersed, and since

it has half the specific gravity of the fluid, the semicylinder

is in the same circumstance as if it were floating, and there-

fore exerts no pressure on the horizontal axis C. As the

vessel is emptied either by evapoiation, or by discharge

from an orifice, the quantity of the semicylinder immersed
will be diminished, and the equilibrium of consequence de-

stroyed ; and it will therefore move round the axis C till

half of it is again immersed, and the equilibrium restored.

In this way the semicylinder will always descend as the

water runs out, and consequently the fluid must necessari-

ly stand at the same height AB in the vessel.

10. Ex/ieriments illustrative of the Pressure of the Sufierior

Strata of Fluids ufion the Inferior Strata.

Exp.. 1. If we pour coloured water into a glass vessel,

and put a tube of glass, with a bore exceeding -^^ of an
inch, the coloured water will stand in the tube at the same
height as it does in the vessel. Let oil of turpentine be
now poured above the water, and its pressure upon the

surface of the water will cause the coloured fluid to ascend
in the tube, but always to a height less than that of the

surface of the oil of turpentine ; the column of the colour-

ed fluid raised, being to the thickness of the mass of oil in

the inverse ratio of their specific gravities. The same
experin;tnt may be made by substituting quicksilver in

place of the coloured water, and water in place of the oil

of turpentine.

Exp..1 If a vessel contains any fluirJ, a heavier fluid

may be introduced below the lighter one, without any ad-
mixture taking place, and their separating surface will be
horizontal. If a vessel for example contains water, let a

quantity of milk be drawn up into a glass tube by suction,

and if the open end of the lube is placed at the bottom of
the vessel, and the milk allowed to discharge itself gradu-
ally, it will occupy the lower part of the vessel.

11. Descrifition of the Hydreoles invented by M. Man-
noury Dectot.

In Prop. I. of Chap. I. Sect. II. it has been demonstrat-
ed, that when two fluids are placed in the opposite
branches of a bent glass tube or syphon, the altitudes above
the point of junction will be in the inverse ratio of their

specific gravities
i
that is, a fluid lighter than water wit!

rise to a greater height in one of the branches than the
water in the other.

M. Mannoury Declot has employed this principle very
ingeniously in raising water above its natural level, by
mixing air with the water, so as to diminish its specific

gravity, anti thus cause it to rise to a considerable height
in one of the branches of the syphon. In order to make an
intimate mixture of water and air, he introduces the air in

the form of minute bubbles, which lodge among the mole-
cules of the water, and being kept separate from each
other, they are retained by adhesion in such a manner that
they are only disengaged slowly, and do not unite with each
other and escape until the water which contains them has
been raised to the proper height.

M. Mannoury Dectot has given two forms to this ma-
chine, one of which he calls the hydreole by suction, and
the other the hydieole by pressure. In the hytireole by
suction, the water passes thiough a mass of air, absorbs
part of it, and becomes in some measure gaseous, and
therefore it will rise to a greater height than the reservoir

from which it flows.

In the hydreole by pressure, the air is driven by force

through a number of small holes, so as to mix itself with

the water in a numljcr of minute bubbles. In order to

foim a pri)|)er idea of this machine, let us suppose that

ABCD, Plate CCCXIII. Fig. II. is a reservoir filled with

water, and that the bent tube abed is joined to it at D.
The water will obviously rise to the same level a i, AB
in both vessels. Let us suppose, that a pair of bellows M
is applied to an opening N in the tube, closed with a plate

of iron, perforated with a great number of small holes, the

air discharged from the bellows will enter the water in the

form of very minute bubbles, which will be kept separate

from each other by the mutual adhesion of the particles of

water. The water above N will thus be rendered specifi-

cally lighter, and will therefore rise in the tube c bed. In-

stead of using a puir of bellows, M. Mannonry Dectot ob-

tains a current of air in the followinir manner. Between
the opening N and the reservoir ABCD, he i)laces a close

vessel, communicating by one pipe with the reservoir, and
by another with the opening at N. A column of water from
the reservoir runs into the close chamber, compresses the

included air, and this compressed air rushing through the

other tube, enters through the holes in ihe aperture at N,
and mixes- itself with the water to be raised.

We have not been able to obtain any account of the pre-

ceding machine, but the very general one contained in the

report of RIM. Prony, Perier, and Carnol, wliich was ap-

proved of by the Institute of France, on the 28th December
1812. An account of M. Mannoury Dectot's new hydrau-

lic machines will be found in Part III. of this article, on
Hydr.\ulic Machinery.

\2. Description of the Common Syfihon,

The syphon is a tube of glass or metal, bent in such a

manner that one of its legs or branches is longer than the
other. It is represented in Fig. 10. by ABCD. The
shorter leg AB is immersed m the fluid in the vessel
MNOP, and by applying the mouth to the orifice D, and
sucking out the air in the syphon, the water ascends, and
will continue to be discharged at D till the vessel is com-
pletely einptied.

Let us suppose that the syphon had legs of equal length,
such as AB, BC, and that the water was drawn up by suc-
tion till it reached the extremity C ; then it is obvious,
that as the pressure of the air on the surface of water is

equal to the pressure of the air at the extremity C, and as
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the columns AB, BC of the fluid arc equal, there is no
force which coiikl enable the water to discliarge itself at

C. When the Ici^ liC, however, is len},nlieMe(l, so as to be
equal to BD, then the water is dischari^ed at 1) by the pres-

suic of the additional cohinin CD, and tiie velocity with

which it is discharijed will be in proportion to the dilVer-

ence between the legs of the syphon.

13. Descri/ition of an Imfircjvcd Syfihon.

The iinproved syphon is shewn in I'ig. 1 1. where D is a

stop-cock fixed at the extremity of its longer branch AB.
A small bent lube ED lying along the outside of the

branch, communicates with the cavity of the branch AB,
above the stop cock. When the aperture C is placed in

the fluid to be drawn ofl', the mouth of the stop-cock D is

closed, and the air is drawn out of the longer branch by
suction at E. Instead of a s'op-cock at B, the finger may
be applied till the air is sucked out at E.

14. Descrijition of a Syfihon acting by Capillary At-
traction.

If a bunch of cotton or worsted threads, or any absorb-

ing fibres, is placed with one extremity in a vessel of

water, and with the other hanging over the edge of it, the

fluid will rise among the threads by the force of capil-

lary attraction, and the water will be discharged from the

longer branch in successive drops. Mr Leslie has very
ingeniously employed this syplion for keeping moist the

bulb of his hygrometer.

15. Exfilanatlon of intermitting or recifirocating Sjirings

vjion the firincifile of the SyJ.hon.

A reciprocating spring, is a spring which alternately

flows and ceases to flow. The name is also given to those

springs which have a periodical swell, or which discharge

a great quantity of water at one tiine, and a small quantity

at another, after regular intervals. The first of these kinds

of springs is easily accounted for, by supposing that the

channel which carries off the water from a cavern has the

iiirm of a syphon. In this case, the water will only flow

when it rises in the cavern to a height equal to that of the

syphon, and the flow will stop till the cavern is again filled

to the same height. The following explanation of the

second kind of intermitting springs was suggested about a

. century ago to Dr Atwell of Oxford, by the phenomena of

Laywell Spring at Brixain, near Torbay, in Devonshire.

Let W, Plate CCCXV'II. Fig. 12.be a large cavern near
the top of a hill, which derives its supply of water from
rains or melted snow peicolating through the chinks of

the moinilain, and let CC be tiie small channel which con-

veys the waters of the cavern to the opening G in the hill,

where they are discharged in the form of a small spring.

From the cavern Ah let there be a small channel D, wliich

, carries water into another B, and let the water of the se-

cond cavern be carried off by a bent channel Et'F wider

than D, and joining the first channel CC aty, before it

issues from the mountain, the point of junctiony being be-

low the level of the liottom of both the caverns. As the

cavern B fills with water, the fluid will ascend to the same
height in the channel EcF, but it will not be discharged by

this channel till the surface in B is on a level with e, the

highest part of the channel. The water will then be car-

.,i-ied off by the natural syphon EetXi, till the whole is dis-

• charged, and consequently there will be a great swell in

. the spring at G. This swell will now cease, as the chan-

alltl D does not convey the water into B so fast as the sv-

phon ErF carries it off; and it will again commence as
soon as the water in B rises to a level w'ith the summit c.
Mr Ferguson has illustrated this operation by a simple
machine, a description of which will be found in his I.ec-
turea, vol. ii. p. 106, 107.

16. To construct a VeKael,from which the Water ivitl escape
when it reaches a certain height.

This vessel, which is called Tantalus's cup, consists of
a metallic vessel, ABCD, divided into two compartments
by the partition KF. A glass tube H A, open at both ends,
is inserted in the opening H, in the partition EF, the lower
end being allowed to reach a little below EF". The tube
H h must then be covered by a small glass receiver a b c,
or a wide twbe hermetically sealed above, a small aperture
being left at the bottom of this tube to admit the water.
This mechanism is generally covered by the figure of a
man representing Tantalus, as shewn in tlie drawin •. If
water is now poured into the vessel, it will get admittance
into the receiver or wide tube, ?nd will always stand at the
same height in this tube that it does in the vessel. The
water will therefore he retained in the vessel as long as it

does not enter the tube H A, but as soon as the water rises
in the vesstl to the same level as the point A, it will flow
down the tube H h ; wliich acting like a syphon will dis-
charge the whole fluid in the vessel. If water is poured
slowly in with the intention of making it rise to the lips of
Tantalus, it will never reach them, provided the syphon
cai ries ofl' the water faster than it is poured in. In the
lower compartment of the vessel, there ought to be a small
air-hole near the top, to allow the air to escape when the
water takes its place.

17. To construct a vessel luhich retains water when it is up-
right, but discharges it when it is inclined.

Let ABCD be the vessel divided as formerly into two
compartments by the partition EF. Into this partition in-
sert the longer branch 6 c of a syphon a b c, whose shorter
branch b a reaches nearly to the bottom of the vessel. If
water is now poured into the vessel till it stands a little

below the lower side of the bent part of the syphon, it is

obvious that no water will descend through the s}phon, as
it has not risen high eiKJUgh through the shorter branch to
enable it to pass through the bent portion. If the vessel
however, is inclined to one side, as it is in the act of diink-
ing, the water will rise higher in the short branch a b, pass
over the bent |)art of the syphon, descend in the longer
branch, and carry ofl' all the water into the lower compart-
ment of the vessel, l-'ig. 14. In order that this experi-
ment may succeed, the sides of the vessel ought not to be
symmetrical round tlie point a at the summit of the syphoti;
for in this case no inclination of the vessel, however gieat,
will cause the water to flow over the point a. The svphon
should theiefore be placed towards one side of the vessel,
and the vessel inclined to the same side.

A similar effect may be pioduced much more elegantly
by using the double cup shewn in Fig. Is' where a be re-
presents the syplion. The person who tries to diink, must
ajjply his lips to the- side b of the syphon, otherwise the
experiment will not succeed.

18 To construct a machine in which all the water pro-
jected into a basin from a jet d^eau apfuars to be drank
by a bird.

This ingenious and elegant machine js shewn In Fig. 16.

where ABCD is a vessel divided into three compartmeuis
5M2
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by the paititions EF and GH. In llic paitiuoii EF inseit

two tubes, one of which LM, foi-ms a communication be-

tween the bottom of the compartmoiit liO and the bottom

of EC; while tlie other tube IK forms a commuiiicalion

between the upper part of EC and tlie upper jjart of Ml".

A third tube NO is fixed in the cover Ali, exteudiny; fronj

near the bottom of HF, and rising with a tapering bore to

the point O, ihrouijh the middle of the vessel SR, irueiuled

to receive the water which falls from Uie pipe NO. The

(il^ure of a bird with its bill immersed in the water in ihe

basin SR, i*; placed on one side, and tbroui^h ilsbody passes

a l)ent syplion QP, the lower branch of which gocsinio the

compartment BG.
When the two upper compartments are nearly filled up

to a little below K with water, through two apertures for

that purpose, and when these apcitures are shut, it is ob-

vious that when the cock of the pipe LM is opened, the

Mater will descend through LM, and occupying the com-
partment EC, will drive the air up through the pipe IK,

and compress the air contained in the cavity HF. This

condensed air pressing on the surface HK of the water,

will raise it in the tube NO, and cause it to be projected

upwards in a jet d'eau. The water from the jet, after be-

ing carried to a height due to the pressure which it expe-

riences, will fall down into the vessel SR. But as the wa-
ter escapes from the compartment IJG, the air in that com-
partment will be rarefied, and will therefore not be suBl-
cient to balance the pressure, if the exterior air upon the
surface of the water is SR. This unbalanced pressure will

therefore force the water up the syphon QF, through which
all the water in the vessel SR will be conveyed into the ca-
vity BG, as if it had been drank, by the bird.

For farther informution respecting the subjects treated

of under thi'= chapter, the reader is referred to the follow-

ing works : Pascal's Traitez de I'K(/idlibrc dea Lirjueiirs,

&c. Sec. Paris, 1664; S. (Jravesende's P/;i/«;ff.9 Ekmenta
Matliematica, lib. iii. Lcid. 1742 ; Phil. Trans. 1732, vol.

xxxvii. p. 301 ; Desagulier's Co;i;-.?(? of Exfierimcnlal Phi-
hsofihy, vol. ii. lect. 7 and 8, Lond. 1763 ; Ferguson's Lec-
tr.-i'3 on Select Subjects in Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Hy-
draulics, kc. vol. ii. Edin. 1806; Or Thomas Young's
Cijurse of Lectures on .Vatiiral Philoso/thy. vol. i. Descrip-
tion of Plates ; Leslie's Short Accoutit of Exfieriments and
Instruments deliending on the relations of Mr to Heat and
Moisture, Edin. 1813 ; Campbell's Travels in the South of
.'Jfrica ; and Ozanam's Mathematical Peereat ions, edited by
Montucla and Hutton.

,
See also Part IH. of this article on

Hydraulic Machixerv.

Part II. ON HYDRAULICS.

HYDRAULICS.froiTiusiij water, and avAo;, which some-

times signihcs a torrent, is that branch of the science of

hydrodynamics which treats of fluids considered as in mo-
tion. It therefore embraces the phenomena exhibited by

water issuing from orifices in reservoirs, projected ob-

liquely or perpendicularly in jet d'eaux, moving in pipes,

canals, and rivers, oscillating in waves, or opposing a re-

sistance to the progress of solid bodies.

CHAP. L

On the Motion of Fluids issuing from Reservoirs
BY Vertical or Horizontal Orifices.

General PrincijiUs.

When a vessel is filled with a homogeneous fluid, and

is ill equilibrium, all the panicles of fluid which it contains

are equally pressed in every direction. But if a small

apertui;e is made in the bottom of the vessel, the particles

which rested upon the part of the bottom which is remov-
ed being no longer supported, will descend by their own
gravity. The particles immediately above them will also

descend, and all the fluid in the vessel will descend in lines

nearly vertical ; and when they arrive within three or four

inches of the orifice, they will gradually turn into a direc-

tion more or less oblique, and make directly for the orifice.

The same thing Jiappens when the orifice is made on the

side of the vessel. The preceding results were obtained
experimentally by M. Bossut, who employed a glass vessel

kept constantly, and rendered the motion of the fluid pani-
cles visible, by throwing into the water minute substances
specifically heavier than it; such as filings, and small frag-

ments of pounded slate.

When the vessel was allowed to empty itself by an ori-

fice in the bottom of the vessel, the surface of the fluid

preserved its horizontality during its descent, and when it

eatne to within six lines, or half an inch of the orifice,, a

fimnel-shaped hollow or cavity appeared in the surface of
the fluid. When the water issued from an orifice in the
side of the vessel, the water also preserved its horizontali-

ty ; and when the surface reached the up])er edge of the
orifice, the water inclined a little from the orifice, forming
an approximation to a hollow.

As the various panicles of fluid which rush towards the
orifice move in directions wiiich converge to a point with-
out the orifice, it is oljvious t!iat the column of fluid which
issues from the vessel ought to have a smaller diameter
than the orifice itself. This diminution in the diameter of
the column was first observed by Sir Isaac Newton, and
was called by him the vena contracta, or the contraction
of the fluid vein. The distance from the orifice at which
the greatest contraction takes place, is equal to the semi-
diameter of the orifice, and the area of the section of the
vein at this place was to the area of the orifice as 10 to

14.14 according to Newton, or as 10 to 16 according to Bos-
sut. AVhen the orifice, instead of being a mere aperture
in a thin plate, is a short cylindrical tube, Bossut found that

the area of trlie section of the vena contracta was to that of
the orifice as 10 to 12.3.

Li proceeding to give a very short view of the theory of
fluids issuing from orifices, we must warn the reader not

to expect that strict coincidence between theory and prac-
tice which is to be found in many other branches of sci-

ence. In optics and astronomy, and even in those parts of
hydrostatics wdiich we have already considered, the theo-

retical results scarcely difi"er at all from those which are
obtained from accurate expeiiments; but in every branch
of hydraulics the deductions of theory are so uncertain,

that they are of no use whatever in any of the important
purposes to which this science is apiilicable. It is only
the general laws deduced from experiment that can be
safely employed in the various operations of hydraulic
architecture.

We shall therefore pass over very rapidly the theoreti-

cal part of the subject, and endeavour to lay before our
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readers a full account of the practical paits of hydiaulics,

availing ourselves of the invaluable labours of the Abbe
Bossut.

Definitions.

1. A vertical orfiice is an orifice placed in a vertical

direction, so as to allow the water to issue in a horizontal

streann.

2. A horizontal orifice is an orifice placed in a horizontal

direction, so as to allow the fluid to escape in a vertical di-

rection.

3. Au ajutage is a natne s^iven to any orifice, or cylinder,

or cone, from which water issues.

4. An additional lube is a tube of any form, inserted in a

simple orifice made in the sides or bottom of a vessel.

5. A head of water is a term used to denote the height

of the fluid above the orifice, or in general the height of a

spring or source of water above the lowest point where it

can be employed to e.^ert a mechanical force, cither by its

impulse or by its weight.

6. If water issues with a velocity V, equal to that which
a heavy body would acquire by falling through a height H,
the velocity is said to be the velocity due to the height H,
and the height is said to be due to the velocity V.

Prop. I.

If a fluid moves in an open canal, or throuph a tube, kept
constantly full, whose diameter gradually varies, and if the

fluid has the same velocity in every point of the same sec-

tion, the velocities in different sections will be in the inverse

ratio of the areas of the sections.

Since the canal and tube are always full, the same quan-
tity of fluid must pass through evei-y section in the same
time. But as the quantity of fluid which passes through
any section, whose area is A, is proportional to that area,

and also to the velocity V with whicli it flows, it must be
proportional to A and V jointly, or A x V. In like man-
ner the quantity of fluid which runs through the area a of

any other section in which v is the velocity, will be propor-

tional to a X V. Hence V : v ZZ a : A.

Scholium.

The case stated in the proposition is one which is

purely theoretical, and can never occur in practice. In

every canal the velocity of the surface is always greatest,

and in every tube the particles in its axis always move most
rapidly.

Prop. II.

If a fluid is discharged from a vertical or horizontal ori-

fice infinitely small, in a vessel where the fluid is kept con-

stantly at the same height, the velocity with which the fluid

issues, is equal to that which a heavy body would accjuire by
falling through a height equal to the height of the fluid

above the orifice.

' Let ABDC, Fig. 1. be a vessel in whicli tlic surface of
the water always stands at AD, and let m n be the very
small orifice through which the fluid is discharged. Lvt
Ms suppose the fluid divided by horizontal planes into an
infinite number of laminae, then since the area of the ori-

fice 772 re is infinilrly small compared with the area of the
kmi ae. it will follow, from Prop. I. that the velocity with
which the laminae descend must be infinitely small. Now

it is obvious that the lowest film of fluiti m n is press-

ed out by the weight of the column 7/j np o. (Sec Chap.
I. Sect. I. Prop. IV^) Let M be the mass of the column
of fluid m n h g, which is discharged at every instant by the
pressure of 7n n fi o, or by the force 7n n x 772 o, and let

?n be the mass of a lesser column of fluid 772 e/n, which
would have been discharged in the same time, solely by
its own gravity, which may be represented by the linQ

E m. Then if V be the velocity of tlie column vi g h n,
and u the velocity of the column m cf n, the quantity of
motion of the column tn g h n will be V x M, and the
quantity of motion of the column 7n efn will be 2i x tti.

But the moving forces are m n x ni 0, and ?« n x K m;
and as they must be proportional to the quantities of mo-
tion which they produce, (see Dyna.mios,) we have

772 72 X Jn : 772 72 X E 772 — V X M : 7i X 772 Of
V X M : 2« X 772 ::Z 772 : E 772.

But the masses M, 772 discharged in the same time are as
the area of the orifice multiplied by the velocity; that is,

M : niZZmri X V : 7?2 tj x u, or M : 77; — V : u, and as
magnitudes have the same ratio as their equimultiples
have, (Euclid, V. 15,) we have

M V : M u zz. V2 : u'^; but it has already been shewn thatM V : Mu-=.mo:Y. m, hence
V^ : U^ = 7720 :E 772. .

Now if V is the velocity which a heavy body would ac-
quire by falling through the height 7720, we have, by Dy-
namics, Case 4,

V
V2;

1772 : 772 E, consequently

and V^ zz v'^ and V zz v, that is, the velocity V, with
which the fluid issues from the orifice 772 n, under the
pressure of the column 772 n /i 0, is ecjual to the velocity v,
which a heavy body would actpiire by falling through the
height 772 72.

It is obvious, that the preceding reasoning is applicable
to a vertical orifice, or to an orifice in any position, pro-
vided its depth is equal to 772 ;;, for the pressure of the
fiuid is the same in all directions.

Cor. 1. If the vessel ABDC, instead of being kept con-
stantly full, is allowed to empty itself by the orifice 772 n,
the velocity will always diminish ; and when the surface
has assumed a lower level GH, the velocity will be that
which is due to /; 772.

Cor. 2. As the velocities of heavy bodies, descending
by the force of gravity, are as the square roots of the
spaces or heights through which they fall, (see Dy.va-
Mics, Case 4,) the velocity of the issuing fluid will
be as the square roots of the altitude of the suifuce of Uie
fluid above the orifice. That is, if the water stands suc-
cessively at the heights ?n, h '/;, the velocities will be as
y/mo : v/ inh.

Cor. 3. As the quantities 01 fluid discharged are pro-
portional to the velocities when the orifices remain the
same, they will also be proportional by Cor. 2. to the square
roots of the height of the fluid in the vessel.

Cor. 4. If the orifice is horizontal, but opening upwards,
so as to discharge the fluid in a vertical direction, the wa-
ter will rise in a jet to the same height as the surface of
the fluid in the reservoir. As all heavy bodies acquire in

falling a velocity which would carry them upward to the
same height from which they fell, the same must be true
of fluids. In practice, however, the resistance of the air,

and the friction of the fluid upon the sides of the orifice,

prevent this from being true.
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Cor. 5. If tlic fluid, when il issues from the orifice,

should continue to move uniformly with the velocity with

which it issues, it would describe a space equal to 2 m o,

in the same time that a heavy body would full tlirough

the height om.
In studying the preceding proposition, the reader must

consider it as giving the velocity, not at the orifice itself,

but at the vena contracta, where the velocity is greatest.

Sir Isaac Newton having found that the velocity at the vena

contracta was that which was due to the whole height of

the fluid, and that the velocity at the vena contracta was to

the velocity of the orifice as i^ 2 : 1, or as 1.414 : 1, neces-

sarily concluded that the velocity at the orifice is only that

which is due to half the altitude of the fluid.

Prop. III.

If a cylindrical or prismatic vessel, of which the hori-

zontal section is every where the same, is filled with fluid,

and empties itself by an orifice, the velocity with which

the surface descends, and also the velocity with which the

water issues, is uniformly retarded.

Since the velocity of the surface of the fluid is to the

velocity at the orifice, as the area of the orifice is to the

area of the horizontal section of the vessel, or the area of

the surface, the velocity of the surface must vary as the

velocity at the orifice. But the velocity at the orifice va-

ries as the square root of the height of the fluid in the

vessel, by Prop. II. Cor. 2.; consequently the velocity of

the surface must also vary according to the height of the

fluid, that is, with the space through which it descends.

But as the velocity of heavy bodies projected upwards va-

ries in this manner, the velocity of the fluid surface must

be uniformly retarded in the same manner as heavy bodies.

- Pkop. IV.

If a fluid issues from a cylindrical or prismatic vessel,

whose horizontal section is every where the same, and in

which the fluid is always kept at the same height, the

orifice will discharge twice the quantity contained in the

vessel, in the same time that the vessel would have emptied

itself.

As the surface of the fluid is uniformly retarded, and ; s

its velocity becomes nothing at the bottom, the space which

the descending surface would describe, with the first velo-

city, continued uniform during the time that the vessel

takes to empty itself, is twice the space that the surface

really describes in the time in wliich the vessel empties

itself. In this time, therefore, the quantity of fluid dis-

charged in the former case is twice that which is discharg-

ed in the latter case, as the quantity discharged when the

vessel is kept constantly full may be measured by what

would be the descent of the surface, if it could descend

with the velocity with which its descent commences.
The preceding demonstration is given by Mr Vince.

iVl. Bossut deduces the proposition as a corollary from for-

mula wliich express the quantity of water discharged un-

der the circumstances stated in the proposition.

Prop. V.

To determine the qnaiuity of water discharp^cd by a

small vertical or horizontal orifice, the time of discharge,

and the height of the fluid in the vessel, when any two of

these quantities are known.

Let A represent the area of the small orifice m n; W
the quantity of water discharged ; T the time of discharge,

H the height of mo fluid it) the vessel, and i'— 16.087

ieet, the space described by gravity in a second. Then
since, by dynamics, the times are as the square roots of the

sjiaces, we have v/
J": v/TT^^ ' second : ^ — , the time in

which a heavy body would fall through the height H. But
since the velocity is uniform, the space described will be

double in the time that a heavy body would describe the

height II, and therefore a column of fluid^ A x 2 H will

— . Now, as the quantities of

fluid discharged in dilTerent times are proportional to the

times, we have 2 AH : W ZZJ — : t. Hence,
S

,„ 2 M\t 2 AH^x v/fi- , .

\V —— rr
.

.

, and smce

7t
we have \\ZZ2 kt ^ff H

2'v/5-H

n =
2Av/^H

Cor. By means of these formulae, we may determine the
quantity of water VV which is discharged in the same
time T, from any other vessel in which A' is the area of
the orifice, and H the altitude of the fluid ; for since t and
g are constant, we shall have

W :W= A ^H": aVH^
Prop. VI.

To determine the time in which the surface of water in

a vessel will descend through a given height, where the

fluid is discharged through a small orifice in the bottom.

Let ABCD, (Plate CCCXVII. Fig. 2.) be the vessel,

and let it be required to determine the time in which the

surface of the fluid descends from AB to RS. Draw MX,
ft V parallel and infinitely near to each other, then since Px
is infinitely small, we may consider the height sr o as con-

stant duiing the time that the lamina of fluid MN/t v flows

through the orifice ; and consequently its velocity is uni-

form. The time ;, therefore, in which the height P a- is

M N X P "
described, will, by Prop. IV. be t Z^-:-t-—— ; for in

the present case W::^ M N X P i^, and Hin P m. In a

similar maimer we may obtain the times t', i" for all the

other elementary laminae into which the sum ABNM may
be supposed to be divided, and therefore the sum of all

these elementary terms, which may be obtained either by

fluxions or by a geometrical construction, will be the tinne

required in the proposition.

In order to find the time geometrically, draw EF equal

and parallel to BC, and construct upon EF as an axi^ a pa-

rabola FTG, with a given parameter /;. Prolong the lines

AB, MN, ft V, and RS, till they meet the parabola in G, c, d,

and T. Construct a second curve XZY, so that each of

the ordinatcs H c, K 6,L Z, may be equal to the corre-

sponding sections MN.ftv, RS, divided by their correspond-

ing ordinates in the parabola H c, K rf, LT. Now, since
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Ha=:^^, and MN = II a X II f, and since by the Time MK=: li^Jii^
,He ' iilcygx ^mo'

property of the parabola, (Sec Conic Sections, Prop.
, ,

- . . - I'Xi
IT - and substituUng for ^ m o iis value ,/i bcinc; the pa-

XIII. H f2 = HF X fi,
and ^ HF =z V P m = _,we ,. ,

, ,

^/ fi

^ (i rameterot the parabola, wc liuve

have, by substituting, in the above value of t, the jji-eced- / fi HK
ing values of MN, and ^Pm,rzi —-—

, rr^^-^ , , „ ,t. , . ^ i. tv c
^ 2 A X x/i' X lie ' but by Prop. VI. the time n, which the water descends

and dividing by ^p and H c through the same space P n-, or HK, is

.= 5-^4-xHKxH. -4A xHaxHK=-^X^.
2 '-^ v/ i 2 t\^^ 2 A^s 11 c

nhich consists of the constant factor —— multiplied If we now substitute in place of H a its equal ; and
2 A ^g" He

into the variable curvilineal area H a 6 K.. But as the multiply the first of these expicssions by MN, and the
.same may be sliewn for every other element of the time, it second by A, the products will be equal, or
follows, that the time of descent from AU to RS will be MN y fi . HK MV . A ^ fi . HK
equalto—^^ X ELZX. „ 2 ^ ^ "^~ 2 A y ff.Hc

'

2 A .y 5- Hence, by Euclid, (VI. 16) the time of the body's ascend-
Cor. It follows fiom this proposition, that the times in ing through ?n o, is to the time in which the surluce de-

which the surface AB will descend through the heights scends through P t, as the area A'of the orifice is to the
P, s, will be proportional to the corresponding areas area MN of the base of the cyliiidrical or prismatic ves-

¥Al a X, ELZX, and that the time of descent through any sel ; and as the same is true of all the other elementary
of these heights is to the time in which the vessel is com- times which the ascending body and the descending sur-
plelely emptied, as the corresponding area EH a X or face employ in describing small equal spaces, it follows,

ELZX, is to the whole area EFYX. that the whole time in which the ascending body will de-
scribe the height ?n o, is to the time in which the vessel

Prop. VII. will be completely emptied, as the area A of the oiifice is

to the area of the base of the vessel. The time, there-
To determine the time in which the surface of water in r-,.,, . - I 7n o B

a prismatic or cylindrical vessel will descend through a
^"""^ '" '^"^"^h the vessel will empty itself will be^—- x^,

given height, viz. from AB to RS in Fig. 3. being the area of the base.

It RDSC ii the vessel, then the time in which it will
This problem, as Bossut las remarked, may be very /ms B

easily resolved by the method of fluxions; but we shall be entirely emptied will be ^— x -^t consequently the

follow this excellent mathematician in the elementary de- j;fr„..o .-o„ „r ,i = .• .. .. •• •
i

•
i >

, . , , ,
. r •. r .

^ difierences of these limes, or the time in which the sur-
monstration which he has given of it. Let us suppose, .- „^ * » n i , . .. .• no -n u

. , , . , I .1 1 .1 I
• u. face A B will descend into the position RS, will be

that a body, not heavy, ascends through the height mo,
( / / \

Fig. .Land describes that space in the very same way Time m s iz B ^-^^^ -.

as a heavy body would descend through the height •"v/5"

m. Then it is obvious that the different velocities of ,he

ascending and descending body may be expressed by the

ordinatesof a parabola GTF. When the ascending body Pnop. V III.

has arrived in w, it will describe the small space a- P or

KH. with a velocity represented by the ordinate H c ; but
'^° construct a clepsydra, or water clock, of a cylindri-

tm .. cal form.

the time of describing m o is ^— ; and it the final ve-

, . p , , u 1 .• 1 -r .1 The eciualion in the preceding proposition enables us to
locity of the asccndintr body were continued unilorm, the ,,,•' ,^ .s i l ^ ^

ujitauMo
' s / ' do this 111 a very simple manner. Let us suppose that it is

body would describe a space iz 2 m o in the time J'—- required to measure 12 hours, and that the height AD is
^ S divided into 144 equal parts ; then the height of the sur-

But in uniform motions, the spaces divided by the velo-
f^^^e of the water at the' commencement of the time will

cities are as the times ot description. Hence
1^^ ,^^ p.„,,g ^^ ^,,^. g^^, ^j- ^^^^ j^^,,,. j,^g height will be

2jn_o. ^_ / '^. i-jn^e HK, (or the time of describ- '21
; at the end of the second hour it will be 100, asinthe

EG H c ^ ^ foilovving Table :

ing GV.) Consequently

Hours to run 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Houisfrom commencement 1 2 3 45 678 910 11 12

Height of the surface from the bottom 144 121 100 81 64 49 36 25 16 9 4 1

Length of each hour in parts ..... 23 21 19 17 15 13 11 9 7 5 3 1

Since the velocity with which the surface AD descends ed, the heights should be as 12^, 11", 10^, or as 144, 121,

is as the square roots of the altitudes, then, as the velo- 100, 81.

cities are proportional to the times, the times in which The exact time of describing eacli part of the altitude

tliese altitudes are described will also be as the square A is easdy deduced from tlie formula. If the time is to

roots of the altitudes. Hence, since 12, 11, 10, Sec. are be one hour, then we must proportion the area B of me
the times in which the different heights are to be describ- base, and the height h of the vessel, to the area A of the
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(J I, J Xi^')

orifice; so that 1 hour— Bi —
.

''"'
> or ' hour zz

B^/h
; from which any of the three quantities B, h,

12 A V^
and A may be found, when two of them are given.

Scholium.

In practice, the 1 1 first divisions should only be em-
ployed, on account of ihe effect of the funnel-sliaped cavity

upon the regularity of the discharge. See p. 828.

Prop. IX.

If a prismatic or cylindrical vessel ABCD is kept
constantly full, it will discharge twice as much water as

it contains in the time that it takes to empty itself com-
pletely.

It follows from Prop. VII. that the time in wliicii it

R / h
empties itself is -——-— , h being equal to the height m o ;

and from Prop. V. that the quantity of flaid discharged
in the same time, when the vessel is kept constantly lull

xt / tj

is ——;— X 2 A v/ r A IZ 2 B X A ; but this quanlity isA VS"

double of the prism ABCD, which is equal to B X h.

Scholium.

In practice, the effect of the funnel-shaped cavity must
be considered. See Chap. III. Sect. V.

Prop. X.

If water is discharged from two prismatic or cylindrical

vessels, the times in which their surfaces descend through
similar heights, will be in the cpmpound ratio of the

areas of the bases, and the difference between the square

roots of the height of each surface at the beginning and

end of its motion directly, and inversely as the areas of the

orifices.

Let the corresponding quantities in the tv.'o vessels be
distinguished by accents, then, by Prop. VI. time o«:

lime o'«'— B -.

—

y '-
: B'^ —; -^ or

as at the same depth below the surface. As this supposi-
tion, liowtvcr, is inadmissible in the case of large orifices,
wc must now suppose a large orifice divided into an infi-

nite number of small rectangles, (if the orifice is rectan-
gular,) and regarding each of these as an orifice, all the
points of which are equidistant from the fluid surface, we
must determine the quanlity of water discharged by means
of the preceding propositions. The sum of all these ele-

mentary quantities will then be the total quantity of fluid

discharged during the given time.
In order to shew the mode of doing this, by a geome-

trical construction, we shall take the case of a rectangular
orifice as given by Bossut. Let LNOM be the given
orifice in ihe vessel ABCD, Fig. 4. kept constajilly lull of
water. Draw XZ, x z, infinitely near each other, and
parallel to LM, so as to form the elementary rectangle
XZr.r. Then if RI is the height, which may be con-
sidered as the distance of all the points of the small orifice

irom the suiface AD, the quantity of water discharged in

the time t will be 2 XZ x I < X < ^ff X V RI. In order to

find the sum of all these elementary quantities, construct
upon the axis RV the paral)ola RT, whose parameter is

p, and produce KM, IZ, i z, VO to Y, S,«, and T. The
small parabolic arealS,j(2 may ba considered as a rectangle

HZ IS X I ;. But IS^Zn/RI X v//i ; hence IS x liZZliX
v/RIxV/'. Calling e this parabolic area, and g the

elementary quantity of water which flows through the

elementary orifice XZ z x, we shall have e : y I^ I i X
v/ RI X \//i : 2 XZ X t\/ ffX It X \^ RI, which gives us

ZXZxt x/ a

If we can determine, therefore, the sums of all the e's or

the parabolic surface KVTY, we shall easily determine
tlie sum of the y's or the total quantity Q, which is dis-

charged in the lime t from the apertuie LNOM.
Complete the rectangle RV^TH, and draw SG« 5- pa-

rallel to VR. Now the area RHT is composed of the ele-

ments SG, s g, which are proportional to the squares of

the distances RG, R g : (see Conic Sections, Sect. IV.
Prop. XII. Cor.) Hence these elements increase as the

sections of a pyramid, whose summit is R, and whose
height is RH. Consequently the form of all the GS's
which make up the area RHT, are equal to .^ RH x HT ;

therefore the area RVT ^ | VR X VT. The space

KVTY, or the sum of the e's, is therefore — | (RV x
VT— RK X KY) ; but

2XZxts/g

Hence we have

dividing by V5-. as b(:^^-1^: b>(^°'-'- ^£fO. Q= ! (RV X VT_RK x KY) x
2XZxt^g

VA

Scholium.

In practice, the effects of the contraction of the fluid

vein must be considered, as in Chap. III. Sect. V. p. 656.

Prop. XI.

To determine the quantity of water which is discharged

in a given time from a large rectangular orifice in the side

of a vessel.

Hitherto we have supposed, that the oiifice from which
the water was discharged, when it issued from the side of

a vessel, was so small, compared with the diameter of the

vessel, that every part of the orifice might be considered

If we substitute in this expression ^ VR x ^fi instead of

VT ; ^ RK X ^ h instead of KY ; and if we call VRi^H,
and RK:z:/i, andXZ^4, wehave

^ 3

In this expression, g is alwa^-s "ZZ. 1 6.087.

Prop. XIL

To determine the horizontal distance to which water will

be projected from orifices in the side of a vessel, and the

nature of the curve which it will describe.

Let ABCD, Fig. 5. be a vessel of water, which is dis-

charged at O through the bent tube GEO, in the dircc-
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lion OP. If the water were innuenccci by no other foicc

but that with which it is projected, it wouUl move iiiii-

furnily in the direction m o P, with a velocity ciiual to tliat

which a heavy l)ocly would acquire in lallini^ through tiie

height QO. But as it is acted upon l)y gravity, as soon as

it escapes from the orifice O it will obviously describe

some curve line O nfi. Make the elementary space Omiz
mo, andOP=:2 0Q. Draw PM parallel to ON, and

join QM. Let fall from the points m, o, P, tlie vertical

lines vin, oft,PV, which will be parallel to OM, and
complete the parallelograms O mnli, O o ft S, OPVT.
Let us now suppose, that in the time in which the water
would have described the space O m, the force of gravity

would have caused it to fall through the height OR ; and

that in the time in which it would have described the

space O 0, it would have descended through OS by the

force of gravity alone. Now, since the Ihiid at O is soli-

cited by two forces, one of which, viz. the force of projec-

tion, would carry it through the space O m in a certain

time, while the other, viz. the force of gravity, would carry

it through the space OR in the same time, the fluid will

at the end of the given time be found at n. In like man-
ner it may be shewn, that at the end of the time in which
the water would have described O o uniformly, it will be

found in the point p. But since O ?n, Oo represent the

limes in which the water reaches the points 7n,/i of its

path, and since in these times the force of gravity has

caused the water to fall through the spaces m n, o ft, then,

as the spaces are proportional to the squares of the times,

we have ran, ofiZZOm" : O o^, that is, on account of

O ?n n R, O o /i S, being parallelograms OR : OS z^Rn'^

:

Sfi', which is the relation between the abscissae and the

ordinates of the Apollonian hyperbola. (See Conic Sec-

tions, Sect. IV. Prop. XII. Cor.)

It would be unnecessary to proceed any farther in ex-

plaining and denionstrating the geometrical construction

which is usually given for finding the amplitude either of

oblique or horizontal jets, as the construction and the de-

monstration of it are exactly the same as that which
we have given in our article Gunnery, for the parabolic

path of projectiles. The two classes of phenomena, and

the mathematical laws by which they are regulated, are

exactly the same.

Prop. XIII.

To determine the pressure exerted on the interior of

conduit pipes by the water which they convey.

Let the fluid column, Plate CCCXVIII. Fig. 9. No. 2.

be divided into an infinite number of equal and vertical

laminae GF gf. Then, if we abstract friction, it is obvious

that all the points of the same lamina have the same velo-

city, and that this velocity is the same in all the laminae.

If qr represent the section of the contracted vein at the

oiifice/j n, the velocity of the lamiiix is to the velocity in

f/ )•, as the area of the orifice i/ r is to. the area of the sec-

tion GF ; for at every instant there passes out of 9 r a

small prism of water equal to GF g/, and therefore these

piisms have velocities rcciproc:dly pro;x)rti()nai to their

bases. (See Prop. I. p. 488 ) If we then-fure call A the

constant height of watw in the reservoir, D ihe diameter
of the tube, el that of the orifice fj r, and if we consider that

the velocity in </ ? is that due to the height A, and may be

expressed by •(//') then D^ : d^ — v/ /i :

—

Tr%—t tlie velo-

city of the water in the pipe. But as the velocity ^ h is

due to the height /;, the velocity

d*'h

d^ ^h
W will be due to the

altitude
D"

But since each particle of fluid that

reaches the extremity PN of the piipe tends to move with

the velocity ^ h, while it moves only with the velocity

^!t— , every point of F fi or N n upon which it rests must
D-

be pressed with a force equal to the difference of the pres

</2 V h
sure due to the velocities y' A, and

D-
that is, every

force equal to

h —

This height will vanish when rf~ D, or when the

part of the pipe will be pressed with a

d' k

"d*

Cor. 1. If an aperture very small in relation to each of

the orifices PN,/i» is made in the side of tlie pipe, the

water will issue with a velocity due to the heiglit It —
d*h

D*

whole aperture PN is opened.

See Bossut's Traite d'Hydrodynamiqtiey Tom. II. chap.

xi. p. 197, &c. from which the preceding proposition is

taken.

Scholium.

In page 854, 855, of the present article, will be found a

set of valuable experiments by Bossut, in which he has

measured the quantity of water disciiarged by apertures in

the side of the pipe. The agreement between tlic formula

and the observed results is very striking.*

» In a series of very recent and interesting experiments on the discharge of liquids through small orifices, made by M. Hachette, of

which some account will be found in the following chapter, he has discov-ered that Uie quantity of fluid discharged by orifices varies, by

placing an oJ>stacle at some distance from the orifice. Daniel Bernoulli made an experiment on this subject, and concluded from it, that

an obstacle does not alter tlie quantity of fluid discharged. In his experiment, however, the time of the flow was too short for obtaining

correct results.
•

i 1 j
M. Hachette employed a circular orifice, 20 millimetres in diameter, which discharged w.ater from a large vessel into a vessel placed at

a great distance from the orifice. The surface of the water in the vessel sank about six decimetres in 10' 21'. The plane face of an

obstacle was presented at difl'erent distances from the orifice, and tlie jet fell perpendicularly on tliis plane. The following were the

results

:

Distance of the Obstacle in Milhmetres.

128 80 50 24 4

Corresponding Times in which the Surface of the Water sunk Sis Decimetres.

10' 21" 10' 25" 10' 26" 11' 13" 15' 54"

Hence it follows, that at the distance of 128 millimetres (5,039 inches), the obstacle produces no efi"ect ; but th.it, at the distance of four

jnUiimetres 0.157 of an inch, the time is increased rather more than one-half

Vol.. X. Part IL 5 N
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CHAP. II.

On the Latehal Communication of Motion in

Fluids.

This branch of hydrodynamics has been cultivated al-

most solely by M. Venturi, professor of natural philosophy

at Modena, who published an account of his ingenious in-

vestigations in 1798. Sir Isaac Newton was acquainted

with the fact that such a lateral communication took, place,

and has deduced from it the propagation of rotatory motion

from the interior to the exterior strata of a whirlpool ; but

M. Venturi has the sole merit of explaining the different

phenomena which it jjroduces, and of applying it to the ex-

planation of many curious phenomena. The following

propositions contain a brief and general view of the sub.

ject.

Prop. I.

The motion of a fluid is communicated to the lateral parts

which are at rest.

In order to establish this proposition by direct experi-

ment, Venturi introduced tlic horizontal cylindrical pipe

A c (Plate CCCXVIII. Fig. 5. No. 3.) into a vessel DEFB,
filled with water as high as DB. Opposite the aperture

C, and at a little distance from it, is placed a small rectan-

gular canal of tinned iron SMBR, open at the top SR, and
having its inclined bottom MB resting on the edge B of the

vessel. The breadth of this canal is 24 lines, the diame-
ter of the tube AC is 14.5 lines, and the extremity A is in-

serted in a reservoir, of which the water is kept at a con-

stant height. When the water of the reservoir is permitted
to flow through AC, the current rises along the canal MB,
and of course rushes out of the vessel in the cunent BV.
In this way a curi-ent is created in the fluid in the vessel

DEFB. This fluid is carried into the canal SR, and issues

at B along with the water in the reservoir. In a few se-

conds, therefore, the water DD falls to MH. A similar

effect will be obtained if we bring any light bodies near
a stream of water issuing from a reservoir. These bo-
dies will be carried along by the air which descends with
the stream.

From these experiments it follows, that the lateral

parts of a fluid are carried along with any stream that

flows through the fluid, and consequently that the motion
of the fluid is communicated to the lateral parts which are

at rest.

Scholium.

Venturi has applied the principle in the proposition to

explain the theory of the water-blowing machine. He has
also shewn that the eddies of the water in rivers are pro-
duced by motion communicated from the more rapid parts
of the stream to the lateral parts which are more at rest;

and has pointed out a method, whicli he has actually tried

\vili) success, of draining, by means of a fall of water with-
out the help of machines, a piece of ground, even though
the ground should lie on a lower level than the establish-

ed current below the fall. See Prop. VI.

Pkop. II.

In descending cylindrical lubes, the upper extremities
of which' have the form of the contracted vein, the velo-
city of the effluent water is that which corresponds with

the height of the fluid above the inferior extremity of

the tube.

M. Venturi has established this proposition upon the

principle of virtual ascension, combined with the pressure of

the atmosphere, in the following manner. Let BLKO, Plate

CCCXVIII. Fig. 6, be a conical tube, having the form of

the vena contracta,and let the cylindrical tube LCQK have
the same diameter as the contracted part LK. Now, the

fluid stratum LK continuing to descend through the heiglit

LC, will tend to have its motion accelerated in the same
manner as all other bodies falling by the force of gravi-

ty. Hence, when it passes from LK to LM, it tends to de-

tach itself from the stratum which lies immediately above
it ; or, which is the same thing, it tends to produce a va-

cuum between LK and MN, and the same effect is produc-
ed through the whole length LC of the tube. The pres-

sure of the atmosphere becomes active, as far as is necessa-

ry, to prevent the vacuum, and its action is the same, both
at A, the surface of the fluid, and at C, the inferior extre-

mity of the tube. The atmospherical pressure at A in-

creases the velocity of the fluid which issues at CQ, while

the atmospherical pressure at C destroys the sum of the

accelerations which would be produced along L C, so that

the fluid remains continuous in the tube.

Let T be taken to represent the time in which the con-

tinuous column of fluid LCQK passes through the tube LC,
whatever be the velocity at L, and the successive accelera-

tion from L to C. Then, if we suppose this column to re-

turn upwards from D to E, it will pass through the space

DE, which is equal to LC in the same time T, and during
this time it will lose all the acceleration which it acquired

in its descent from L to C. The pressure of the column
ED, continued during the time T, is therefore the force ne-

cessary to destroy the successive acceleration from L to C,

and to prevent the fluid from losing its continuity in the tube

LC. Hence it follows, that the part of the pressure of the

atmosphere which is exerted at CQ to destroy the sum of

the accelerations along LC, is equal to the pressure of a

column ED of a fluid of the same nature as that of the re-

servoir from which the water flows. And since the same
pressure must also be exerted upon the surface A of the

reservoir, if we take FA^LC, the fluid at LK will issue

with a velocity due to the height FL^ AC, abstracting the

retardation produced by the external inequalities of the

tube LCQK.

Scholium.

The theory of Venturi has been recently controverted

by M. Hachette, who supposes, that the principal cause of
the increased expenditure by tubes is the adhesion of the

fluid to the sides of the tubes arising from capillary attrac-

tion. The following account of Hachette's experiments,

taken from M. Poisson's Report, will enable the reader to

determine which of the two theories is the most plausible.

We conceive, that new cxperirpents are necessary to de-

cide the ([ucslion.

Exp. I. The fluid in motion was mercury, and the pipe

was made of iron. When the mercury was perfectly pure,

it had no affinity for the iron, and flowed out as it would
have done from a small orifice equal to the diameter of the

])ipe. But when the mercury was covered with a peilicle,

formed of an alloy of tin and other metals, this alloy co-

vered the inside of the pipe, and the mercury then flowed
with a full stream.

Exp. II. The fluid next used was water, and the pipe was
coated within with wax. The water flowed as if through

a small orifice, without filling the tube. But whenever the
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water was made to moisten the wax, the pipe was instant-

ly filled, owing to the wax being replaced by the first coat

of water which covers it. Hence ihc reason wliy a disc of

glass at last adheres to water with the same force whether
it is covered or not with a coaling of wax ; for as soon as

the wax is wetted, it is merely ilic action of water on water
which determines the phenomena, as M. La Place has ex-

plained in his Theory of Catdliary Action.

Another important fact dciernmicd by M. Hachctte is,

that in a vacuum, or in air rarefied to a certain degree, the

phenomena of pipes cease to take place. Thus, if water

is made to run in a lull stream through a tube under the re-

ceiver of an air pump, then, upon rariiying the air in tiie

receiver, the fluid vein was observed to detach itself from
.the sides of the pipe, when the internal pressure was re-

duced from 0.76 of a metre to 23 centimetres of mercury.
By thus diminishing the internal pressure the effect of

the external pressure is increased, which is transmit-

ted to the pipe fjy means of the fluid contained in the

vessel, and to which is added the pressure of the fluid.

But there is a point at which these two pressures are

sufficiently powerful to detach the fluid vein from the

sides of the pipe, in the same manner as a disc of glass or

metal may be detached from the surface of a fluid to which
it adheres by the application of a sufficient force. The phe-
nomena, therefore, exhibited in a vacuum, or in rarefied air,

agree perfectly with the explanation of M. Hachette, and
does not prove, as might be supposed, that the phenomena
of pipes are produced by the pressure of the air in which
the fluid is discharged ; an opinion which is inconsistent

with the two preceding experiments, for in these experi-

ments the action of the air was the same, and yet the phe-
nomena were different, according to the nature of the fluid,

and the matter of which the pipe was composed.
When the fluid vein has been detached by rarefying the

air, M. Hachette observed, that the water does not again
begin to flow in a full stream when the air is re-admitted.

This contraction of the vein, which took place in the rare-

fied air, continues to subsist though the pressure of the at-

mosphere is restored. Hence he concludes, that the ad-

hesion of the water to the sides of the pipe^takes place

only at the commencement of the motion, before the

fluid has acquired a sensible velocity in a direction which
separates it from the sides. In order to verify this con-

jecture, M. Hachette made the following experiment :

—

The water flowed in a full stream through a pipe without

the receiver of an air-pump. A small hole was made in this

pipe very near the orifice. The external air then entered

into the pipe, as ought to have happened according to the

theory of D. Bernoulli. It interposed itself between the

water and the sides of the pipe. The contraction of the

vein takes place in the inside of the tube, and the water

ceases to flow in a full stream. This being the case, the

small hole was exactly shut. The adhesion of the water to

the pipe was not again produced, and the flowing of the wa-

ter continued as if the pipe had not existed, so that it might
have been removed or replaced without any change in the

flow of the water. This experiment succeeded equally well

whatever was the direction of the jet; but care must be ta-

ken not tQ agitate the apparatus, for a very small lateral mo-
tion of the fluid causes it to adhere again to the moist sides

of the pipe. It was probably from having neglected this

precaution, that M. Venturi obtained a result apparently

different from the preceding. See Thomson's Annals of
Philosofihy,i\i\y 1817, vol. x. p. 34.

Prop. III.

If water is discharged from a short tube of a conical

form, the pressure of the atmosphere will increase the ex-
penditure in the ratio of the exterior section of the tube to

the section of the contracted vein, whatever be the position

of the tube, provided that its internal figure be adapted
throughout to the lateral communication of motion.

Having already shewn that the atniosjihcricai pressure
increases the expenditure through additional tubes, what-
ever be their position, Venturi next proceeds to examine
the mode of action by which the atmosphere produces this

augmentation, and he begins with the case best adapted to

favour the action of the atmosphere, which is that of conical

diverging tubes.

Let AB, Plate CCCXVIII. Fig. 14, the extremity of the

tube ABEPF, be applied to an orifice in a thin plate, and
let the part ABCD have the form nearly of the contracted
vein, which is found by experiment to make no perceptible

alteration upon the expenditure by the simple orifice AB.
The water which issues through CD is disposed to continue
its course in a cylindrical form CGHD; but if the lateral

parts CFGDI-TI continue, the cylindrical stream CGHD
will communicate its motion to the lateral parts successive-

ly from part to part, as sliewn in Prop. I. Hence, if the di-

vergence of the sides CE, DF be such as is best adapted to

the speedy and complete lateral communication of motion,
Till the water contained in the truncated conical tube CDEF
will at last acquire the same velocity as that of the stream
which continues to issue through CD. Upon this suppo-
sition, while the fluid stratum CDQK, preserving its velo-

city and thickness, would pass into RQTS, a vacuum would
be formed in the solid zone R m r SQ n o T. Or if it should
be supposed that the stratum CDQR, preserving its pro-'

gressive velocity, should enlarge in RQTS ; this cannot
happen without its becoming thinner and detaching itself

from the stratum which succeeds it, and by that means leav-

ing a vacuum equal to the zone R m r SQ n o T. A similar

effect would obviously take place throughout the whole of
the tube CE, and if the quantity C m is supposed invariable,

the sum of all these empty spaces will be equal to the solid

zone VExGzYFH.
From this reasoning it follows, that the lateral commu-

nication of motion produces the same effect in a conical

tube, whether horizontal or vertical, as is produced by the

action of gravity in a descending cylindrical tube, as de-

scribed in Prop. II. In this case, also, a part of the pres-

sure of the atmosphere is active on the reservoir, and at the

outer extremity EF. If the action of the atmosphere upon
the surface of water in the reservoir increases the velocity

at the section CD, tliis velocity will likewise communicate
itself to the whole fluid CDFE, and the tendency to a va-

cuum will take place as before ; but since the atmospheri-

cal action is as powerful at EF, it will take away at EF all

the velocity which it added at CD ; so that being deducted
from the same mass, and in the same time at EF. the fluid

will not cease to be continuous in the pipe. It is found by
computation, that this will happen when the velocity of CD
is increased in the ratio of CD to EF".
By applying the general laws of motion to the lateral

fluid filaments of the stream which issues through AB. it is

found that they tend to describe a curve which commences
within the reservoir, for example at A, and continues to-

wards CSE. In order to determine the nature of this

curve, it is necessary to know and to combine together, by
calculation, the mutual convergency of the fluid filaments

in AB, the law of the lateral communication of motion be-

tween the filaments themselves, and their divergent pro

gression from C to E. These combinations and calcula-

tions are considered by Venturi as beyond the efforts of

analysis. When the tube ABFE has a figure different

5 N 2
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from this nadiral curve, the experimental results will al-

ways difler more oi' less I'rom those deduced from lhcoi7.

Prop. IV.

The quantity of ihiid discharged through cylindrical

tubes is less llun throiii^h conical lubes which diverge from

the commencement of Uie contracted vein, and have the

same exicrnal diameter.

The general theory is the same for tubes both of a cy-

lindrical and a conical form, but the loss of living force is

greater in the cylinder, and the effect of the communica-

tion of motion in these lubes cannot approach its maximum
as in tlie cone. Let tlie compound tube ACN.M, Plate

CCCXVIII. Fig. 11.-have the part ACFD of the form of

the vena contractu, im<\ let the cylindrical part GINM have

its diameter MN greater than DP. Hence it follows, from

the reasoning in tiie preceding proposition, that the lateral

communication of motion tends to produce a vacuum in

the solid zone ROYSXQTZ. If the communication of

motion in the lube were completely made, it would follow

that the pressure of tho atmosphere would increase the ve-

locity of the contracted vein in the ratio of DF^ to MN^.
The form, however, of the cylindrical tube always destroys

a considerable part of the effect ; for the fluid filaments

AD, in desciibing the curve DR, strike the sides of the

tube GM at R with considerable force, and thus lose a part

of their motion. Eddies or circular whirls are produced

in the space DOR, as in a basin which receives water by a

channel. These eddies are to a certain extent a failure in

the efiect, and retard the efflux of the water. A much less

increase of the expenditure takes place in the cylindrical

tube than corresponds to the ratio of DF^ to MN^.
The reader will be able to form a general notion of the

effects of these internal shocks and eddies upon the efflux

of a cylindrical tube, by attending to the experiments in

Table XII. p. 844, of this article.

M. Venturi next considers, wliether, in the internal part

of the simple cylindric tube KLV, Fig. 12. there is the

same augmeniation of velocity, and the same contraction of

the stream, as in the compound tube of Fig. II. By rea-

soning according to the principles which he has establish-

ed, he concludes, 1. That in (he section KL of Fig. 12.

there is the same increase of velocity as takes place in the

section AC of Fig. 11. (See Prop. II.) The fluid parti-

cles which pass through these sections have in both cases

the same direction ; for this direction can depend only on

the impulse received within the reservoir, which is the

same in both cases. In Fig. 12. the fluid particles, after

having passed through the section KL, immediately begin

to experience the effect of the lateral communication of

motion, and therefore they must deviate laterally through

the curve Lor z, before they arrive at the place of contrac-

tion, which they assume at DF, Fig. 11. and which they

likewise assume when the orihce is made in a thin plate.

If we suppose a tube of glass y K, Fig. 12. to have one of

jt,s extremities applied at K, and the other opening into the

reservoir, it will be seen that the pressure of the atmo-

sphere which is exerted upon the coloured fluid T, (see p.

844. Table XII. exp. 7.) must act likewise upon the sur-

ijce of the reservoir, and aid the pressure of the fluid in

'.lie reservoir in forcing the water into the lube i/ K, as it

presses the coloured liquor into TS. In like manner, the

pressure of the atmosphere must increase the impulse of

all the fluid particles which arrive at KL, and consequerit-

ly must increase the expenditure. As a part of the aciive

force of tlie fluid must always be destroyed by the eddies
in an additional cylindric tube, it follows that tlie effluent

column can never have the velocity whicli i» due to the
real head, and which is observed nearly entire in orifices in

a tliin plate; and the diminution of velocity coirespoiids
with the increase of the time beyujid that indicated by the

theory.

Scholium.

The theory of the lateral communication of motion in

fluids must apply in a similar manner to ascending and de-
scending tubes, whenever the form admits of tliis laterar

communication. In descending tubes, the increase of ex-
penditure, occasioned by this cause, must be added to that

which is produced by the acceleration of gravity, and which
has been estimated in Prop. II. But in ascending tubes,

we must subtract this effect from that which is produced
by gravity.

Prop. V.

By means of proper adjutages applied to a given cylin-

drical tube, it is possible to increase the expenditure of wa-
ter through that tube in the proportion of 24 to 10, the

head or the altitude of water in the reservoir remaining the

same.

The truth contained in this proposition is deduced from
the experiments which we have given in Table XII. p. 844
and 845 of this article, and the form of the adjutages is ex-
plained in p. 843, and represented in Plate CCCXVIII.
Fig. 15.»

Scholium.

" At Rome," says Venturi, " the inhabitants purchased
the right o{ conveying water from the public reservoirs

into their houses." The law prohibits them from making
the pipe of conveyance larger than the aperture granted

them at the reservoir, as far as the distance of 50 feet.

The legislature was therefore aware, that an additional

pipe of greater diameter than the orifice would increase

the expenditure; but it was not perceived that the law

might be equally evaded by ap))lying the conical frustum

CD beyond the 50 feet. From the structure of this com-
pound pipe, we learn, that it is not proper to make the

flues of chimnies too large in tlie apartments; but that it

will be sufficient if they be enlarged at their upper termi-

nations, according to the form CD, Fig. 15. This diver-

gency of the upper part will carry off the smoke very well,

even when it is not practicable to afford chimnies of suffi-

cient length to the upper ajiartments. The same observa-

tion is applicable to chemical furnaces for strong fire.

Prop. VI.

The eddies of the water in currents and riveis are pro-

duced by motion, communicated from the more rapid parts

of the stream to the lateral parts, which are more at rest.

"The water which moves in the channel MNH, Fig. 5.

No. 4. meets the obstacle BA, which impedes its course,

• Mr Clement, in some very recent experiments on the discharge of water through cylindrical and conical tubes, has succeeded in in-

creasing the expenditure of water in a much greater ratio by changing the form of llie compound tube used by Venturi. See Poisson's

Report on .M Hachette's Memoir, Part III.
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and causes it to rise and discharge itself in t!in direction

AC, witli an increased vcloi:ily. Sii|)[)o»e tlic water in

BDCA to be dormant, tiie cuirent AC comnuniicates its

motion 10 tlie lateral ixirticlcs E, (I'lup. I.) and conveys
them forward ; tlie surface of tlie donnanl water becomes
depressed at E, and tlie most remote particles towards 1)

arc urged, according to the laws of liie equilibrium of fluids,

to fill the depression. The current AC continues to Carry

them off, 5ind the space BUCA continues to be exhausted.

The water of the current AC, by \irtuc of the same laws,

is acted upon by a constant force which uri;;es it towards

the cavity E, while its natural course or projection carries

it towards AC. Under the agency of these two forces, the

water AC ac(iuires a curve-lined motion in CD, and de-

scends as it were through an inclintd plane, becoming re-

trograde ill DE, whence it would proceed to strike the ob-

stacle BA, and the current AC, after which it would under-

go several oscillations previous to acquiring a slate of equi-

librium and repose. But the current AC continues its la-

teral action ; a second lime it draws away the water through

CD into E, and forces it to renew its motion through the

curve CDE; in which manner the eddy continues without

ceasing.

If the river should pass through a contraction of its bed

at N, it will produce eddies at both sides, at P and at Q,
similar to those we have considered at DC.

Suppose the stream of water, after having struck the

bank GH, to be reflected into a new direction HS, the la-

teral communication of motion will excite eddies in the an-

gle of reflection R.

When two currents of unequal velocity meet obliquely

in the middle of the river, the most rapid current will pro-

duce eddies in that which is the least rapid.

Suppose a stream of water to flow over a bed of unequal

depth. If the longitudinal section of the inequalities of the

bottom exhibit a gentle slope, as at ABC, Fig. 5. No. 5.

the superior water will impress its motion by lateral com-
munication upon the inferior water which is near the bot-

tom, beneath the line AC, and a current will take place

through the whole depth of the section MB. The current,

which is formed near the bottom at B, is turned out of its

course by the slope BC, and proceeds to rise above the

surface at Q, sometimes in tke form of a curling wave, or

vertical whirlpool. If the extremities of the hollow place

form an abrupt angle, as DEFG, eddies will be produced

even at the bottom, in the vertical direction at D, and some-
times also at G. These phenomena may be observed in an

artificial channel with glass sides.

Ex'ery eddy destroys a part of the movingforce of the cur-

rent of the river. For the water which descends by a re-

trograde motion in the inclined plane CDE, Fig. 5. No. 4.

cannot be restored in the direction of the current of the

river but by a new impulse. It is as it were a ball, which
is forced to rise on an inclined plane, whence it continually

falls back again to receive new impulsions.

Hence we deduce, as a primary consequence, that in a

river, of ivhich the course is fiermanent, and the sections of
its bed unequal, the ivater continues more elevated than it

would have done, if the whole river had dee?i ecjually con-

tracted to the dimensions of its stnaltest section. The cause

of this phenomenon is the same as that which retards the

expenditure through the tube with enlarged parts. (Pro|).

7. No. 4.) The water which descends from the elevation

above the contracted part N into the basin PQ, Fig. 5. No.
4. loses nearly the whole of the velocity it acquired by de-

scending from it ; because the narrow ])art has a curved

slope towards the lower part of the river, which directs the

velocity of the stream in an horizontal direction. Gugliel-

mini has well remarked, that a fall does not influence the

velocity of the lower stream, because the eddies of the wa-
ter in the babiii PQ destroy the velocity produced by the
fall. This velocity increases the depth, and cnlar^'cs the
width of the channel at PQ. Eddies are formed on each
side, at the bottom, and at the surface, both in the horizontal
and vertical direciions. It would be to no puipose to at-
tempt to prevent this holknvin.r <,„i ami cnlaigement of the
channel by such a fall, by adoptiii;^ the means of close walls,
lor the basin would then obtain its enlargement where these
constiuctioiis might end.

II the channel have a number of successive contractions
and dilatations MN, without cascade or dam, there will
still be formed, at each dilatation, eddies which will dimi-
nish the velocity more than if the channel had an uniform
section equal to that in M or N. It will therefore follow,
that the surface of the water, after each dilatation, must
rise, in order to recover the velocity it lost by the eddies.
If we call the height to which the water must rise, above
the elevation necessary to have overcome the retardations
of a bed of uniform section,n a, and the number of equal
and successive alternate dilatations and contractions be—
w, the height of the rise in the stream thus alternately di-
lated beyond that of the same river uniformly contracted,
will hezzzam. We here suppose the bottom of the river
to be uniform. If this bottom be of such a nature to be at-

tacked by the current, the contracted parts will be hollow-
ed out, and the matter will be deposited in the enlarged
parts.

The second consequence which we draw from the princi-
ple here established, respecting the loss of force caused by
the eddies, is of considerable importance in the theory of
rivers, and appears to have been neglected by those who
have treated on this subject. The friction of the water
along the wet banks, and over the bottom of rivers, is very
far from being the only cause of the retardation of their

course, which consequently requires a continued descent
to maintain its velocity. One of the principal and most fre-

quent causes of retardation in a river is also produced by
the eddies, which are incessantly formed in the dilatations

of the bed, the cavities of the bottom, the inequalities of the
banks, the flexures or windings of its course, the currents
which cross each other, and the streams v/hich strike each
other with difierent velocities. A considerable part of the
force of the cuirent is thus employed to restore an equili-

brium of motion, which that current itself does continually

derange."

CHAP. III.

Account of Experiments on the Discharge of 'Wa-
ter FROM Vessels through simple Orifices and
AHDITIONAL TuBES.

Sect. I. On the Vena Contracta.

In the first chapter of Hydraulics we have exp'.ained

the cause of the contraction of the fluid vein, or vena con-

tracta. and have stated in general the eiTect which this con-

traction produces upon tlie quantity of water discharged

from vessels. The iuliowing are the measures of the con-

traction according to different authors ; A being the area

of the orifice, and a the area of the section of t!ie contract-

ed vein :

A. a.

Sir Isaac Newton, .... 141 100

Poleni, 140 100

Highest found by Bossut, . . 150 100

Mean of six experiments by Bossut, 150.5 100
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1. Friction is 'the cause, that, of several similar orifices,

the smallest discharges less water in proportion than those

which are greater, under the same altitudes of water in the

reservoir.

2. Of several orifices of equal surface, that which has

the smallest perimeter ought, on account of the friction,

to give more water thin the rust, under the same altitude

of water in the reservoir.

3. That, in consequence of a slight augmentation which
the contraction of the fluid vein undergoes, in proportion

as the height of fluid in the reservoir increases, the ex-

pence ought to be a little diminished.

In the following Table, given by the Abbe Bossut, he
has compared the theoretical with the real discharges from
an orifice one inch in diameter, and the different altitudes

of the fluid in the reservoir. The real discharges in column
3d were not determined by direct experiment, but were
ascertained with the precaution indicated in the three pre-

ceding rules, and may be considered to be as accurate as

if they had been obtained from direct experiment. The
fourth column was computed by M. Prony.*

Table II. Comfiarison of the Theoretic nvith the Real
discharges from an Orifice one inch in diameter.

Constant
height of the

Water in the

Reservoir
above the

centre of the

Orifice.
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scale, and with the utmost accuracy. As they extend to

aperiuies of thiec inches both square and lircuhir, and

to ahiuules twice as great -oS those employed by Bossut,

they form ;in excellent supplement to his txperiments.

We considci' them iinleed as much more valuable than

Those of Bossiit, as the quantities of water discharged

ill each experiment were prodigiously greater than his.

The reservoir employed was 20 feet lli.^'h, and three feet

stiuare within, and had openings at difTercnt distances Irum

the top. The water flowed into a cistern wliose area was

289 square feet, and whose figure was uniform, antl the

<|uantity of it was ascertained in French feet, by measuring

its height in the cistern.

Table III. Containing (lie Experiments of Michelottion the

quantities of Water disc/iarifed by different vertical orifices

under different heads of Water.

Head above Uie Centre
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1

inuttifilij the s(jitare root of the cube of the delith of the

vfificr edife of the luastcboard bcto'.v the surface by 11^, and
by the length of the noasleboard, and liie product will be the

fjuaiitity discharged in Kyiglish inches.

Ill deducing iht preceding fonnulD, M. Du Buathas as-

sumed that AF, Fig. 7. is one liiilf of AL, and that the

quantity by which we must divide the square of the mean
velocity per second, to have the height of fall which is due
to ii, was 726. Dr Robison, liowcver, l»ad occasion to ex-

amine a numerous set of experiments, in whicli AF was
always less than A of AL, and was nearly f , and in which
the quantity of water discharged was greater than what is

given by Du Buat's formula.

It appeared, indeed, that AF depended on the form of

the wasteboard, as might have been expected. When
the board was very thin and had a considerable depth,

AF was much greater than when the board was thick

or narrow, and placed on the top of a broad danihead, as

in Fig. 8.

Du Buat's general formula, viz.

D = I / ^2 G( 1—(i)' JH" may be accommodated to

any ratio between AF and AL, in place of the ratio of

4 adopted in the formula. Thus, if AF = m x AL,
m being a fractional co-efficient less than 1, the formula
becomes

D = |/^2G (1- ^)H

Dr Robison has calculated the following Table from Du
Buat's formula, which is suited to English inches.

Table VL Containing the quantity of Water discharged

over a Weir.

Oepth of the up-
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If the surface of water always stands at the same height city clue to the centre of gravity of tlic orifice below AD,
b in the vessel ABCD, Fig. 9. and if the lateral orifice, and correcting it by its proper co-efficient.

The following Table contains Eytelwien's co-efficients

AB in the vessel AliUU, Mg
of considerable magnitude, is m n o fi, then wo have oidy

to determine by the preceding methods the quaTitities of

water discharged by the open orifices r /t o a, rm n s, and

the difi"ercnce between these quantities will give the dis-

charge for tl'.e orifice m ii o ft. The same result may be

obtained with nearly the same accuracy, by taking the velc-

those which belong tofor different cases connected witii

the present section. Tlie whole velocity due lo tlie height
is 8.04, and the diminished velocity arising from contrac
traction is shewn in the last column.

Table VII. Containing Eytehviin's Co-eJJicienta for Orifices ofdifferent kinds.

No.
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These resuUs clearly prove, that the expeiuliture in-

creases with the length of the liibc, and that the fiii;intiiii:s

of lliiid dischais;e(l are nearly as tlie square roots of the

altitudes of tlie fluid above the interior orifice of the verti-

cal tube.

It follows also from the above measuremf'nt, that 7u/;rn

the height of the reservoir and the orifice are the same, the

theoretical discharge, the discharge by art addiiiarial tube,

arid the discharge by a simfile or'Jice, are nearly as the num-
bers 16, 13, 10. Hence Bossui concludes that the cfTeci of

coiilraction is not wholly destroyed by the tube, as the dif-

ference between the theoretical and the real discharges is

too great to be ascribed to friction.

The following Table conf.'ins the effects produced by

tubes of different diameters, and luider diRV-rcnt altitudes

of fluid in the reservoir.

Table IX. Containing the Quantities of Water discharged

by Cylindrical Tubes two inches long, with different Dia-

meters and tinder different heads of Waler.

Tahlk X. Com/iariso'i of the Theoretical with the Real
Discharges from an addilional Tuhe of a cylindricalform,
one Inch in Diameter and twn Inches I'jng.

Constant altitude of

the water above tlit

orifice.
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The discharge in the preceding Table, for a simple ori-

fice, is less than that wliich is snivel) by Bossut, which ap-

pe.ws to arise from his having used a measure of the cubic

inch of water, wliicli errs in excess. From Poleni's re-

sults, we may conclude,

1. That the real discharges are always less with conical

tubes thnn the theoretical discharges, which, in the present

case, is 27425 cubical inches in a minute ; and,

2. That in augmenting to a certain degree the diameter

of the inner orifice of the conical tube, the quantity of

water expended is also augmented ; but that, when this

enlargement is pushed too far, there is a tendency to pro-

duce an exterior contraction of the vein of fluid, and thus

to make the circtimstances of tlie case the same as i»

simple orifices, in which the discharges are the least pos-

sible.

When the conical lube is placed with its smallest orifice

in the reservoir, it will yield more water than a cylindrical

tube, the diameter of whose orifice is equal to the smallest

oiifice of the conical tube.

The best experiments on additional tubes have been
made by M. Venturi, and fully described in his valuable

work on the lateral communication of motion in fluids<^

We have thrown them, in an abridged state, into the fol-

lowing Table, and have computed the numbers in the last

column.

Table XII. Containing- the Exfieriments of Venturi on additional Tubes of various forms.

Height of

Winter.

Inches.

32.5

27.5

Nature and Dimensions of the Tubes and Orifices.

Time in which
4 I'iiris cubic
feel were dis.

charged.

ABS^F
32 5

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.
O 5

24.

25,

Numberofcu-!
bic inches dis-

charged in a

minute.

1. Circular orifice, 18 lines in diameter,

2. Cylindrical tube, 18 lines in diameter, and 54 lines long,

3. Compound tube. Fig. 1 1 . in which AC ZiGI ZI MNrr: 18 lines; DF— 14.5;

AB— U; BG^IO; GM— 37; AM — 58; the conical portion having

nearly the form of the contracted vein,

4. Conical tube AC DF, Fig. 1 1. with the rest removed,

5. A cylindrical pipe, 18 lines in diameter, and 54 lines long, having 12 smal)

holes made in its circumference, at the distance of 9 lines from its inner

orifice, ............
No water passed through the holes, and the stream did not fill the tube.

The same effect was produced when all the holes are open, as when any

number of them is shut, provided one is open.

6. The same pipe, with all the holes shut with wet skin. The stream now filled

the pipe, .......
7. Cylindrical tube. Fig. 12, 18 lines in diameter, and 57 lines long. The glass

tube QRS was joined to the additional tube, and immersed in a coloured

liquid T. The coloured liquid rose to S, 24 inches above T, and the time in

which 4 cubic feet were expended was .......
8. The compound tube of No. 3, or Fig. 1 1 . in the same circumstances as No. 7

9. The tube. No. 6, with its apparatus, was applied so as to throw the water up-

wards. The liquor rose 20 inches,

Simple orifice, 18 lines in diameter, .

Simple orifice, 18 lines in diameter, ........
Horizontal tube, partly conical and partly cylindrical, like Fig. 13. diameter at

A :z: 18 lines, AD 3: 31 inches, ........
Same tube, placed vertically, .........
Simple or "ce, 11.2 lines in diameter, .......
Tube of No. 12. placed horizontally, had AC of the form of the contracted vein,

and the diameter A, 1 1.2 lines in diameter,

Tube of No. 15. placed vertically, ....
Vertical tube BOCQ, diameter 18, length BC, 3 inches,

Ditto, 18, 12

Ditto, 18, 24
Horizontal tube BOCQ, 18, 3

Diuo, 18, 12

Ditto, 18, 24 J
Compound tube, Fig. 14. where AB~ EF^z 18 lines, A C ZT 11 ; CO— 15 5,
CG:=49

A tube, consisting of a cylindrical tube 3 inches long and 15.5 lines ii

diameter, interposed between the two conical tubes of the preceding experi
nient .............

The tube of Fig. 15, ABCD had the same form as before, but CDEF was 78
lines long and 23 lines in diameter. Three glass lubes were added, as in thi

Figure, and immersed in mercury. The mercury rose 53 lines in DX, 20.5 ii.

NP, and .7iiiOZ
26. Tlv- same tube with the portion PNFE cut off ......

>.Fig. 6.

i

41"

31

31

42

41

31

27.5

28.5

25

31

10115

13378

13378

10115

13378

31
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Height of
Water.

Inches.

32.5 ^

Height
abovelower
extremity.

41.5

23.0

Above up
per extre-

mity.

31.7 \

56.

Nature and Dimensions of the Tubes and Orifices.

27. The tube, Fig. IS. 148 lines long, and 27 in diameter at EF ; the rest as in the

last experiment ...........
28. When the last tube is prolonged to any length beyond 148 lines

29. Same tube 204 lines long, by fixing a prominence within the tube at O, so as to

make tlie fluid fill the tube .........
30. Horizontal tube, Fig. 15. being made more divergent, 117 lines long and 35 in

diameter, the rest remaining as before. The stream did not fill the whole

section .. ^ .......... .

31. By cutting off successive portions of the pipe until CE was only 20 lines long.

and the external diameter 18 lines, the time always was ....
32. When CE was 20 lines, and EF 20, the stream was detached from the sides ol

the tube, and the time was .........
33. The tube. Fig. 1 5 . was applied in place of BCQO of Fig. C
4. The same lube, Fig. 15. applied to form an ascending jet

35. Simple orifice, 4.5 lines in diameter from vertical jet ....
36. Ditto with an additional cylindrical tube of the same diameter, and ten lines

long .............
37. The orifice of No. 35. with a vertical jet .......
38. Ditto with an additional cylindrical tube of § 36. . . . . •

Time in which
4 Paris cubic
feel were dis-

charged.

Numberofcu.
bic Indies dis

charged in a

minute.

21"

21

19

28
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Rectilineal tuljc

Curved lube

Rectangular lube

Four cubical feet

were discliarged in

45"

50

70

The following results were obtained \>y Du Buat, re-

specling the effects produced by bent lubes 1 inch in dia-

meter, and of different lengths.
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Michelotti made many experiments for determining the

real form of the vena contracta. lie cons.tructed a great va-

riety ol iijntages rescnibling it, till he found one wliieh gave

the greatest discharge. This ajutage was formed by the

revolution of a trochoid round the axis of the jet. The
diameter of the outer orifice was 36, that of the inner ori-

fice 46, and the lenglli of the axis was 96. 'l^his ajutage

gave .9831 to 1000 as the ratio of the real to the theoretical

discharge. The following are Michelolti's results :

Theoretical discharge 1.0000

Trochoidal ajutage 9831

Tube 2 diameters long 8125

For a tube projecting into the reservoir,

and flowing full 6814
For do. when the vein was contracted 5134

Sect. V. Exfieriments on the Exhaustion of Vessels.

We have already seen, in stating the general principles

of hydraulics, that a funnel-shaped cavity is formed in the

surface of a fluid, when, in the course of its descent, it has

nearly reached the orifice from which the fluid is discharg-

ed. This circumstance renders it impossible to determine

the exact time in which a vessel is completely emptied.

The superincumbent pressure of the head of water being-

removed by the formation of the funnel-shaped cavity

above the orifice, the water is at last discharged in suc-

cessive drops. M. Bossut therefore abandoned the idea of

attempting to measure the time of emptying vessels, and

confined his experiments to the determination of the time

in which the upper surface of the fluid descends through a

certain vertical height in prismatic vessels, in which the

area of the horizontal section is constant. The following

Table contains the results of his experiments.

Table XII. Shelving the times iri which Prismatic Vessels

are partly exhausted.

Altitude of the water in the reservoir 1 1.6656 Paris feet.

Constant area of a horizontal section of the vessci in square

feet.
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inlcrnal (liamcler is 6 inclies, and Iiciglit 3 inches. The
length of ED was one foot, and EA two feci. 'I'lic dia-

phragm EF was pierced with an apeiliue G, 6 lines in

diameter; covers DC, AB with diifereiit oiificcs, were

])laccd successively on the cylinder, and the cylinders were

inverted as shewn in ihc two Eij^ures A narrow opening,

18 lines bioad, was cut through the whole length of the

cylinders, and covered up with glass, in order to see what

was going on within, and near the diaphragm EE was per-

forated a small aiierture t, which could he either opened to

admit the air, or shut up with wax. The following results

were then obtained.

Ex/t. l.The cylinder Fig. 2. being completely filled, and

the hole t shut, orifices of 6, 12, and 21 lines were succes-

sively applied. In all these cases the water in the lower

comp.irtment abandoned the diaphragm when the height

EH of the water was about 6 or 7 lines. At the instant of

separation a whistling noise was heard, aiising from the

passage of the air from the upper to the under compart-

ment.

£x/t. 2. By inverting the cylinder as in Fig. 3. and

ajjplying the same orifices, the very same effects were pro-

duced.

Ex/i. 3. The vessel having the position in Fig. 2.

the hole t being now opened, and the orifice at M being

6 lines, the separation took place when EH was about 14

inches.

£x/i. 4. When the diameter of the orifice at M was
four lines, the separation took place when EH was six

inches.

Sec r. VHI. Exjierimcnts on tlie ascent of Water in Jet*

U'cau, rit/icr vertically or oblUjuely.

The custom which formerly prevailed of decoratiiijj

pleasure grounds and puljlic squares with jets d'cau, ren-

dered the subject of the present Section much more inte-

resting than it is at pi esent. The plienoiriena of Jets, how-
ever, are still of importance in a scientific point of view ;

and as the iashions of former times may again return, it

would be inexcusable to omit altogether the consideration

of this branch of Hydrodynamics.
According to the theory of vertical jets, which has al-

ready been explained under Chap. I. of Part H. they ought
to rise to the same height as that of the surface of water
in the reservoirs fiom which they flow. This, however, is

not found to be the case in practice. The friction of the

water on the sides of the tubes, the resistance of the air, and
the obstruction of the descending drops, all conspire in

diminishing the allilude to which water would otherwise

be piojecied.

In the experiments made by Bossut, he employed a large

reservoir ABCD, Fig. 4. and 5. to which he fitted horizon-

tally two lubes BE of white iron, closed at the end E, and
open at the end next the reservoir. Each of these was
six feet long. The diameter of the first was 3 inches 8

lines, and that of the second from 9 to 10 lines, and on the

upper surface of these tubes ajutages of different sizes were
placed. Around the ends of each ajutage was soldered a

tube of white iron, whose diameter was greater than that of

the ajutage, in order to be able to slop the jet by means
of cork, which goes into the while iron tubes. The fol-

lowing Table contains the results of the experiments.

Table XIH. Shewing the Altitudes to which Jets rise through Ajutages of differentJorms, the Altitude of the Reservoir

being Eleven Feet., reckoningfrom the u/ifier surface of the horizontal Tubes OE, OE. Fig. 4. and 5.

Ummeler of

thehuriT.oii-

lal lubes

CE.CE,
each beinc^

6 feet long.

Inch. Lines

3 8

9i

9i

9i

Form of the

Orifices.

liefer- ^. .

ences to
Diameter of

Simple
orifice,

Conical

tube.

Cylindri-

cal tube.

Simple
orifice,

Fig. 4.

and 5.

F

G

H

M

N

M
L

K

the Orifice.

Altitude of the

Jet when rising

vertically,reckon-

ing from OF.

Lines.

2

4

8

Feet. Inch. Lines,

Length,
L»wer dia*

meter,
Upper dia-

meter.

Length.
Diameter,

Altitude of the

Jet when inclined

a little to the
vertical.

10

10

10

11

7

10

10

10

10

Feet. Inch. Lines.

10 4 6

10

10

Description of the Jets.

The vertical jet very fine.

The vertical jet fine, and not much enlarg

ed at the top.

All the jets occasionally rise to different

heights. This is very perceptible in the

present experiment. The vertical jet is

much enlarged at top. The inclined one

less so, and more beautiful.

The vertical jet fine.

The vertical jet is very fine.

The jet is here fine.

The jet is much deformed, and very much
enlarged at top.

The column is much broken ; and the suc-

cessive jets are detached from each other.

In comparing the three first experiments, it appears from the greater mass of the large jets; for, as both of
that great jets rise higher than small ones. This arises them are projected with the same velocity, the large ones
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having a greater momentum, arc more able to overcome

the obstacles which are opposed to them. This, however,

is true only of hii^h jets. For wlien they do not exceed

two or three I'cct in hiight, and wlien the ajuiages are not

below one line in dianicttr, small jels rise to the same
height as large ones. Tliis conclusion must also be limit-

ed to the case where the conduit pipe OE affords a suffi-

cient supply of water ; for it appears, from the three last

expei'iments, when the conduit tube OE is very narrov/,

that the small jets rise to a greater height than large ones.

Hence there is obviously a certain ratio which must exist

between the diameter of the horizontal lube and that of

the ajutage, to produce a maximum height in the jet.

In order to find this ratio, Bossut has given the follow-

ing method. Let D be the diameter of the tube, d that of

the orifice, v the velocity of the water in the tube, and /;

the altitude of the fluid in the reservoir. Now ^h may be

taken as the constant velocity at the ajutage, but by Hy-

draulics, Chap. I. Prop. 1. i/h :t»
— D^: d^, and -v-zz-rr

i^h. In like manner, in any other lube, in which D'cC, A'

and v' represent the same quantities as before, we hav« -v'

'—xyi V^'- ^"J* upon the hypothesis, which is conform-

able to experiment, that two jets will each rise to the great-

est possible height when the velocities of the water in the

two conduit tubes are equal, vee have vZZ.'v' and ^^/h^zz

^^h' i
consequently, D^ : D'^= d'' ^h: df' ^h' ; that

iS| the squares of Che diameters of (he horizontal tubes ought

to be to each other in the comfiound ratio of the squares of
the diameters of the ajutages, and the square roots of the

heights of water in the reservoir.

Hence, if we know from one direct experiment the dia-

meter which a tube ought to have to supply a given aju-

tage under a given height of fluid in the reservoir, we may
find the diameter of every other tube which is necessary to

supply any other ajutage under a given height of fluid in the

reservoir.

With this view, M. Bossut made the following experi-

ments. He applied a tin tube one inch in diameter to a

reservoir. The" point of the tube, bent upwards in order

to project the water vertically, was made of lead, and was
a little more than an inch long, and to the extremity of it

seven different orifices were successively applied. The
following were the results.

Table XIV. Contai7iing the Exfieriments of Bossut on the

Height of Jets with different Orifices.

iameter of the
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ihe principle Uial llic sqviai es of ihe cliameters of the con-

duit tubes aie as the squares of the diameters of the

ajutages niuhiplied by the square roots of the altitude of

water in the reservoir.

It appears from a comparison of columns 5th and 6th of

Table XIII. that the jets never reach the height of the re-

servoir, and that a small inclination of the jet causes it to

rise higher than when it is projected vertically, a fact which

was long ago observed by ^Voltius. (See Elementa Ma-
theseos Universe, lorn. i. p. 802. schol. 4.) The diminu-

tion of the height of the jet has been very properly ascrib-

ed by Wolfius principally to the gravity of the falling wa-

ters, which obstruct the ascent of the water which is rising.

When the velocity of the foremost particles of water is

spent, the particles immediately behind strike against them,

and lose their velocity, and in consequence of this constant

collision between the ascending and descending particles,

the jet continues at an altitude less than that of the reser-

voir. This consideration also affords a reason why the height

of the jet is increased, by giving it a slight inclination
;

for the descending fluid falling a little to one side, no longer

opposes the ascent of the rising fluid. In proof of the

opinion that the diminution of the jet is produced by the

gravity of the falling water, Wolhus states that he has

i'ound that mercury rises to a still less altitude than water.*

This, however, is not owing to the greater specific gravity

of mercury ; for though the particles of mercury are

heavier than those of water, yet the momentum with which

they ascend is proportionally greater, and therefore there is

the same ratio between the momentum and the resistance

which opposes their ascent, as there is in the case of

water.

Toricelliust seems to have been the first who observed,

that when tlie water is first projected from the orifice it

generally springs higher than the height at which it per-

manently settles, which no doubt arises from there being at

first no descending fluid to retard its vertical ascent. Ano-
ther phenomenon, however, more remarkable, has been

noticed by other authors. When the water first escapes

from the orifice, it generally springs higher than the reser-

voir from which it flows, but the elevation is momentary,

and the water speedily settles at a constant height. This

fact has been ascribed to the elasticity of the air which fol-

lows the water in its passage through the orifice : but it is

manifest that this would only diminish its specific gravity,

as in the hydreoles of M. Mannoury Dectot, (see page

826,) and would never give an additional impulse to the

ascending fluid. In order to explain this phenomenon,
Bossut supposes the ajutage to be slopped, and that the

air which follows the water accumulates near the orifice in

a condensed state ; as soon therefore as the orifice is open-

ed, the elasticity of the included air causes it to escape with

rapidity, and the water rushing into the space which it

leaves, acquires by this short fall in the tube a certain ve-

locity, which increases at the orifice in the ratio of the sec-

tion of the orifice to the section of the tube.

In Chap. I. of Hydraulics, we have considered the the-

ory of oblique jets. The following experiments were
made by Bossut.

Heifjlit of
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of the town, the engineer has next to consider what dhtu.e-

icr of pipe i« necessary to convey the quaiility of water re-

quired. The (luaiuity of water discliaiyed will obviously

depend upon the diameter of the conduit pipe, and on the

velocity with which the water issues from it. Hence, if

we can find the velocity of the water, the diameter wilJ be

easily ascertained.

The experiments of which we have already given a full

account, enable us to determine, with very great accuracy,

the velocity with wliich w ater will issue from an orifice of

any form, or from short cylindrical or conical tubes, either

simple or compound ; and hence we can easily ascertain

the velocity with which the water will enter the pipe, or its

initial velocity ; but these experiments afford us no assist-

ance in ascertaining the various obstructions which the wa-

ter suffers in its passage, so as to determine the velocity

with which it issues from a pipe of a given length and di-

ameter.

In order to obtain practical rules relative to this interest-

ing subject, many valuable and laborious experiments have

been made. The most celebrated individuals who have

devoted their attention to this branch of hydrodynamics, are

Bossut^Du Buat, M. Prony, and M. Girard, by whose la-

bours the art of conducting water has been brought to a

very high degree of perfection. It shall therefore be our

principal object in the present Chapter to give an account

of the experiments of these eminent individuals.

SEc-r. I. ylccouni of the Kxjiciimenle of fionaut utid Con-
flict on the Motion of Water in Cotuluit Piju-^ and 0/uii.

C'a?ials.

The experiments of Bissut were made upon an cini

nence near the springs by which the town of Mcziere;, ii

supplied with water. Two reservoirs were excavated, one
of which furnishes water to the second, in which it stood at

a constant height. The first of these reservoirs contained
from 25 to 30 cubic toises of watci', and the second was
considerably less in magnitude, so as to contain only about
six cubic toises of water when it stood at its greatest
height, which was about 4i feet. A horizontal tube of
white iron, about eight or nine inches in diameter, commu-
nicated with the bottom of the small reservoir, and termi-
nated in a cubical box of white iron, about one foot broad,
and shut up on all sides. To one of the vertical faces of
this box were fitted iierpendicularly two straight pipes of
white iron, one of whicli had sixteen lines of interior di-

ameter, and the otiier twenty-four lines. Various lengths
of these pipes were employed, between 30 and 180 feel.

At different distances, small holes were perforated, in order
to facilitate the exit of the included air. These a|)ei'tures

were afterwards stopped up by a little wax. In this way
M. Bossut obtained the results contained in the followinir
Table.

*•

Table I. Containing the Quantities of Water discharged by Conduit Pi/ies of different lengths and diameters, comfiared
with the Quantities dischargedfrom additional tubes inserted in the same tieservoir.

Constant
altitude of

the water
inthereser'

voir above
the axis of

' the tube.
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eflcct on the fluid in the axis of the small tube, than on the

fluid in the axis of the gi eat one.

By comparing the six first experiments with tlie six

last cxperinicms, it will be seen that as the height of the

fluid in the reservoir is increased, the diminution of dis-

charge, and consequently of velocity, is also increased.

This fact is analogous to what takes place in the friction

of solid bodies, which in general increases with the velo-

city. Perhaps, however, it may yet be found, that when a

very great velocity is given to the water, its velocity may

be augmented, as Coulomb found it to be in some cases

in solid bodies. From the above experiments, M. Bossut

concludes in general, that the quantities of water discharg-

ed in equal limes by a horizontal pipe under the same

height of water in the reservoir, and for different lengths,

are to ojif another in the inverse ratio of the square roots of

the lengths, provided that these lengths are not very dif-

ferent from one another. Hence when we know by ex-

periment the quantity of water discharged for a given

length of pipe, we may find the quantity discharged for any

other length. Since the diminution of velocity is greatest

when the head of water is small, we may conceive the

head of water to be reduced to such a degree, that the ve-

locity with which the water enters the pipe is not suffi-

ciently powerful to overcome the resistances arising from

the friction upon the pipe, and the mutual cohesion of the

particles of water. In order to examine this point experi-

mentally, M. Bossut employed a head of water only 16 lines,

from which the water flowed into the two preceding pipes,

when their length was a hundred and eighty feet. In this

case the water was discharged in the form of a narrow fillet,

and the drops succeeded each other almost as if they were

insulated bodies. Hence it follows, that in order to have a

perceptible and continuous discharge from conduit pipes,

there should be a head of water of about 20 lines in 180

feet. If the current of water, however, is very large, such

a great declivity as this will not be necessary.

As the preceding experiments relate only to pipes

placed horizontally, M. Bossut proceeds to the considera-

tion of vertical and inclined pipes. In the case of a verti-

cal pipe, it is obvious that its motion will be accelerated

during its descent through the tube, as appears in the ex-

periment of Venturi already described. When the pipe

is inclined, a similar acceleration lakes place when the

inclination is considerable ; for if the angle of inclination

were only one degree, the resistances which the fluid ex-

periences would more than counterbalance the acceleration

of gravity.

The following Table contains Bossut's experiments
With a pipe, which formed the hypothenuse of a right

angled triangle, the hypothenuse being to the altitude

of the triangle as 2124 to 241. Its diameter was sixteen

lines.

inches in a minute, which is less than that which is dis-

charged by the preceding pipes. By diminishing, how-
ever, the inclination of the above pipes, they would be
brotight to give the same discharge as the additional tube.

This equality of discharge will take place when the incli-

nation of the pipe is 6° 31', or when the depression of the
lower extremity of the pipe is one-eighth or one-ninth of
its length. In this case the velocity, arising from the re-

lative gravity of the water, is exactly counterbalanced by
the resistance which the water experiences in the pipe.

On the Motion of Water in Bent Pifiet.

In order to determine the effects of flexures or bond-
ings in conduit pipes, M. Bossut made the following expe-
riments. The pipes were perforated with small holes to

facilitate the ascent of the air. At the end of each pipe
was soldered a tube M, about two inches in diameter, which
communicated with the smallest of the reservoirs already

mentioned. This additional tube is furnished with a stop-

cock R, perforated with an aperture of more than 18 lines

in diameter.

Table HI. Shewing the quantities of Water discharged by
rectilineal and curvilineal leaden Pifies, 50 feet long, 1

inch in diatneter, and 1 line thick.

Table. II. Ok the Quantity of Water discharged by in-

clined Pijies of different lengths.

Head of water

in inches.
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Table IV. Containing the results of the Exfierimenta of Coufilet and Bossut on Conduit Pijiea differing in form,
length, diameter, and in the materials of which they are comfiosed,—under different Altitudes of water in the i?e-

servoir.

Altitude ot the

water in the re-

servoir.

Feet. Inch. Lines.

I

1

I

1

2

1

2

20

13

6

1

1

2

12

4

4

4

11

4

9

1

1

11

4 8

8 4

9

1 9

2 7

3

5 3

5 7

12 1 1

4 7 6

20 3

Length
of the
conduit

pipes.

Feet.

50

50

50
50

50

50

180

180

180

180

177

118

159

1782

1782
1782
1710

1710
7020

7020
7020
7020
7020
3600

3600

4740

14040

Diame-
ter of

the con-

duit

pipes.

Lines.

12

12

12

12

12

12

16

16

24
24

16

16

16

48

48
48
72

72

60

60
60

60
60

144

216

216

144

Nature, Position, and Form of the Conduit Pipes.

Rectilineal and horizontal pipes made of lead

The same pipe similarly placed
The same pipe with several horizontal flexures .

Same pipe ......
The same pipe with several vertical flexures .

Same pipe ......
Rectilineal and horizontal pipe made of white iron

Same pipe ......
Rectilineal and liorizonlal pipe made of white iron

Same pipe ......
Rectilineal pipe made of white iron, and inclined so that its

length is to the depression as 2124 is to 241 .

Rectilineal pipe made of white iron, and inclined like the last

Rectilineal pipe made of white iron, and inclined like the last

Conduit pipe almost entirely of iron, with several flexures
both horizontal and vertical

Same pipe ......
Same pipe ......
Conduit pipe almost entirely of iron, with several flexures

both horizontal and vertical ....
Same pipe ......
Conduit pipe, partly stone and partly lead, with several flex-

ures both horizontal and vertical . . .

Same pipe ......
Same pipe ......
Same pipe ......
Same pipe ......
Conduit pipe made of iron, with flexures both horizontal and

vertical .....
Conduit pipe made of iron, with several flexures both hori-

zontal and vertical .....
Conduit pipe made of iron, with several flexures both hori-

zontal and vertical .....
Conduit pipe made of iron, with several flexures both hori-

zontal and vertical .....

Ratio between the quan
titles which would be
discharged if the fluid

experienced no resistance
in the pipes, and the

quantities actually dis-

charged ;—or the ratio

between the initial and
the final velocities of the

fluid.

100 to
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Table. V. Conicihiini; liossiit's Erfierimcntu on tlie Quantities of Water discharged by

different Pi/tes of various Lenfflhn and with different Ajutages.

_<
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The fourth column in the piecccliiit;; 'I'abic is caic\ila-

j '04 (/4^

ted fiom the foiniula y = Q x ^ ''

-^ , wliicliisUuis

obtained. We have ah'eady seen in Chap. I. of Part II.

that the pressure of the fluid on the pipe is measured by h

d * h
__ --rrj-. Then if Q is the quantity of water which would

have been discharged in a given time under the head or

pressure h, the quantity of water q discharged in the same
rf* h

time under the head or pressure /; rr-rt will be thus

the thickness of Icadcu .lud iioii pipes, which were used

in Trance in the time of IJossut.

found Q:y=VA:y(/,-^), and

SrlZQX
V(D4—rf4)

The agreement of the formula with the experiments is

very striking. From this method of considering the sub-

ject, M. Bossut deduces a very simple method of deter-

mining the discharge from a long tube subject to friction

from the expenditure of an orifice perforated in its sides.

Let X denote the ratio of the expenditure of the pro-

posed pipe having regard to friction, to the expenditure
upon the supposition that there is no friction ; or, which

is the same thing, let ar:^ p-^. By substituting x in place

d ^

©f =rj in the preceding formula, we have g 'ZZ Q^/ ( 1 —

X*), and 37 n:—^-~

—

—^. Let us now suppose that the
W

tube has two inches diameter, that the Q head of water is

3 feet, that the lateral orifice is 6 lines, and that it dis-

charges at the orifice 1000 cubic inches in a minute. This
orifice, as appears from former experiments, would give

1178 cubic inches in a minute, if the extremity of the

pipe were stopped, that is, Q^: 1178 cubic inches, whilst

q is only 1000 cubic inches. By putting these values in

Q
by Table II. p. 839, this additional tube would give 24504
cubic inches in a minute, abstracting the effects of friction ;

hence the effects of friction being included, it will dis-

charge 0.52S9x24504rrl2952 cubic inches in a minute.

The preceding observations are also applicable to inclined

tubes, whether straight or curved.

In the formation of pipes, it is necessary to give them a

much greater thickness than that whicli is nccessaiy to re-

sist the pressure indicated by the preceding Table, for

the pipes are exposed to several forces whicli are not

taken into consideration. The following Table contains

the equation x ^ • we have .r =0.5289. But

Leader
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In the pixcetling Table the signs + and — indicate that

the number of seconds is cither a little too small or a liule

too great.

It appears from the above Table, that the time suc-

cessively employed by the water in running through

spaces of 21 feet each, are as the numbers 2, 3— , 5, 6,

7 +, which form nearly an increasing arithmetical pro-

gression, the difference of whose terms is nearly 1, so that

the scries may be continued, and the time determined in

which the water will run through any number of feet.

The two seriesesofthe times and spaces may also be con-

tinued for the other experiments in the Table, by means of

the formula t=.l" x ^—n^ where E is the space de-
5^15 rl

scribed uniformly in the lime t, with a velocity due to the

height H. Bossut has calculated the times for the last line

of the Table, or for the whole length of 105 feet,

times are.

These

Calculat-")

ed by the (.6"

formula, J

Calculat-

e(

formi

Observed, 23

350, 7".834, 11".330, 6".350, 7".184, 1 1".330

28 38 16x 20 26

from which it appears that the velocity of the water in the

canal is very much retarded by the different resistances

which it experiences ; and that the retardation is less as the

height of the orifice is increased.

The following experiments were made on the motion of

water in inclined canals. The inclination of the canal is the

depression of its lower extremity below a horizontal line

which passes through its upper extremity.

Table VIII. Co7itaining the Velocity of Water i7i a Rectangular inclined Canal 105 Feet long, and under diferent Alti

tudes of Fluid in the Reservoir.

Altitude of water in 5 -^^^ ^"•

THE reservoir . .^11 8
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In iKe preceding experiments, Bossut only observed the

velocity of the first portion of the water that issued from

the reservoir. In order to compare this velocity with that

of the current after it is completely established, he made the

experiments in the following Table ; the time in which the

first portion of the water moved through the spaces in col.

6. was measured by means ol the small wheels already

mentioned ; and the time in which the established current

moved through the same spaces, was ascertained by plac-

ing gently upon the water lour pieces of cork, which fol-

lowed exactly the current. Tlie first poilion of the canal

was always run tlirough in less time than any of the other

divisions, and the velocity did not Ijccome sensibly uniform
till the declivity was about tlie lotii part of the length of

the canal.

Table IX. Containing a Comfiarison between the Velocity of the Firat Purtior.

of Water., and that of the Established Current.
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of the reservoir, the height or licad cf water H due to

the real velocity, whicli, in additional tubes, is H —
— ; for we have already seen in p. 502, col, 2, that

505
V^

Toi'
The re-V=: 22.47 v^H. Hence H =12 47

maindei- which arises after this subtraction must be con-

sidered as a declivity to be distributed over the whole

length of the pipe.

In consideiing theoretically the change which the re-

sistances will experience by an increase of velocity, it will

appear that they will increase as the squares of the velo-

city ; for while the impulses on all the little asperities are

increased in the propoition of the velocity, the number of

impelling particles is also increased in the same propor-

tion. Du Buat therefore supposes the resistances equal to

, m being a constant quantity to be determined by cx-
m

periment. Now, if g expresses the velocity acquired by a

heavy body at the end of a second, -2- will be the acceler-

ating force relative to the slope — . But fiom the funda-

mental axiom, /Aa; whena stream movesimiformly^lhe resisC-

V^ g
nnce is equal to the acceleratingforce, we obtain ZZ— and

V v* «= '/'nig, '*'** '^> '" '*i^ same pipe or canal, the pro-

duct of the velocity by the reciprocal of the square root of

the slope is a constant quantity ; and th e leading formula

^v m p"

for all the uniform velocities is V :i: —;—

.

V s

M. Du Buat now proceeds to examine the preceding
equation experimentally, in order to ascertain if V V" « is

actually a constant quantity. After comparing together

the results of many accurate experiments, he finds that

the values of V y' s, though taken in the same pipe or

canal, are not exactly equal, but that they increase a little

in proportion as the velocities increase ; and hence he con-

cludes, that the resistances are in a less ratio than the

square of the velocities. Hence the term ^ s ought to be
diminished. The fraction of the slope which Du Buat
found to make ^ mg a constant quantity, is .y' «— Log.

Vs +1.6 in employing the hyperbolic logarithms. Let

X represent this fractien ; then we shall have VX=^/ m g
for the same pipe or canal.

It is manifest from theoretical considerations, as well as

from direct experiment, that the resistances must have a

relation to the magnitude of the section of the pipe or ca-

nal. As the resistances all arise from the friction of the

water upon the sides of the tube or canal, it is obvious that

they must be least in those pipes and canals in which the

section has the greatest ratio to the perimeter in contact
with the water ; that is, the resistance of every particle of
water will be in the direct ratio of the perimeter of the
section, and inversely as the area of the section.

In cylindrical pipes, the section is the area of a circle
;

and the perimeter of the section is the circumference of
the circle; and the quotient arising from dividing tlie one
by the other is always one half of the radius; or one half

of the radius multiplied by the circumference is always
equal to the area of the section. In rectangular and irre-

gular channels, there is still some line, which, multiplied

by the perimeter of the section, will give an area equal to

the area of the section of the channel. This line, which

may be called d, has been iiamcd the mean radius by Du
Buat, and the hydraulic mean depth by Dr. Kobison.

Since the resistances increase as the ratio of the peri-

meter of the section to the area of the section increase,

so the quantity jn must be proportional to rf ; and conse-

quently V>n g must be proportional to V d for different

channels ; and ^
. should in every case be a constant

quantity.

In examining, by experiment, if this was actually the
case, Du Buai found, that ^/ m g was neither proportional

to V d, nor to any power of d, but that it increased less and
less in proportion as y' rf increased. In very wide chan-
nels V 'n g becomes sensibly proportional to V r, but in

small channels the velocity diminished much more than
the values of V r. Du Buat ascribes this effect to the

viscidity of the water, and he found, that his experiments
were completely represented by diminishing ^ rf by one-

tenth of an inch, that is, by using >/ rf— 0.1 inscad of ^ rf

;

and hence —^"-^—r is always a constant quantity, which
.^rf— 0.1 ^ J'

Du Buat found, from many experiments, to be equal to

297.

/ tn g 297^
Now, since —^—^XT— 297, we have to ^ —^d— 0.1 g

(v/rf-0.0^=^^(^rf-0M)^=243.7(^rf_0.l/

(or making n ZZ 243.7) -^n {y/ d — 0.1)^. But the re-

sistances were expressed by— , consequently tliey will

now be expressed by

We have also ^ m gzz y/ n g {^ d —0. 1), and since

_ ^ ng{i/ d— 0.1) = 297VX^ y/ ing, we obtain V ^
1-

—

"

^ '

, which is an expression of the velocity V for
A.

any channel, which, X being a variable quantity, M. Du
Buat next proceeds to determine.

We do not think that our readers will be much instruct-

ed in following our author in his experimental determina-

tion of X. Upon the supposition that the value X must be

sensibly proportional to Vs when » is great ; that it must
always be less than V *; that it must deviate, from the pro-

portion of -J s, so much the more that ^ s'm smaller ; that

it must not vanish when the velonity is infinite ; and that it

must agree with a series of experiments for every variety

of channel and slope, M. Du Buat found, that these con-

ditions would be fulfilled if we take X= v^ s — H)'P- Log.

,T ,- 297 (^rf— 0.1)
/«.f 1.6. Hence V= — ^ -i—

.

V ^ v/s— Log. .^4+1.6

M. Buat next supposes, that there is a constant portion

of the accelerating force employed in overcoming the

viscidity, and producing the mutual separation of the ad-

jacent filaments ; and he expresses that part of the acce-

lerating force by a part -^oi that slope which constitutes

the whole of it. If this were not employed in overcoming

a resistance, it would produce a velocity which is really

lost ; so that, in reasoning upon this as we did upon the

real velocity, its value will be
VS-Log.y^S'' quan=.
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tity which must always be subtracted from the velocity

already determined. Hence the value of V will be V i;:

.ynj(^,/d—0
.\J

^ng{^d~.OA) —
f^ ^ ^ ~0.])

^s— Log. V* +1-6 '^S — Log. >/

S

^ ng- y/ ng-

\^ s — ) But since

^^ s_Log. v/«+ 1.6 v'S— Log..^S

the term ,^ , r. is composed of constant quan-
y'S — Log. .^S

tities, it may be expressed in a single number. The va-

lue of it was determined by many experiments to be 0.3

inches. By substituting, therefore, this value, we obtain

^ng[^d— 0.])_V
^ s— Log. v's+ 1-6

y_ 297 (^rf- 0. 1)

-0.3 {V«—0. 1 ,)or in numbers,

-0.3(Vrf—0.1) in Fr. measure,
^ s— Log. ^/ a + 1.6

307 (s/d— Q.l) „ „, , „ ,^. T-V= — ==i=—0.3(^rf—0.1)in Eng.measure.
.^s—Log. ^s+\.6

In these expressions the following are the values of the

letters employed.

V represents the mean velocity in inches per second of

any current moving in a channel of indefinite length, of

which the sections of the declivity are constant.

d is the mean radius or hydraulic mean depth, or a quan-

tity, which, when multiplied by the perimeter of the

section of the channel, gives an area equal to the

area of the section. In circular pipes d is equal to half

the radius.

n is an abstract and constant number, which is found by
experiment to be equal to 243.7.

g is the velocity in inches, acquired by a falling body at

the end of a second of time, being always equal to

32.174.

s is the denominator of a fraction which expresses the

slope of the channel, the numerator being supposed

unity.

Log. denotes the hyperbolic logarithm of the quantity to

which it is prefixed, and may be obtained by multiplying

the common logarithm by 2.302581.

In order to shew the agreement of the preceding for-

mula with experiment, M. Du Buat drew up the following

Table, which contains the observed velocities as deduced

from the experiments of Bossut, and from many new ex-

periments made by Du Buat himself, and also the veloci-

ties calculated from the formula.

In the first set of experiments on pipes, col. 1. contains

the number of the experiment; col. 2. the length of the

pipe ; col. 3. the height of the reservoir ; col. 4. the va-

lues of s as deduced from col 2. and 3 ; col. 5. the ob-

served velocities ; and col. 6. ihe computed velocities.

In the second set of experiments on canals and rivers,

col. 2. shows the area of the section of the channel ; col.

3. the perimeter of the channel in contact with the water ;

col. 4. the square roots of d, or the mean radius or hydrau-

lic mean depth ; col. 5. the denominator s of the slope

;

col. 6. the mean velocities observed ; and col. 7. the mean
velocities calculated.

Table X. Containing a com/iarison of lite Velocities cal-

culated by Du Dual's Formula, with the Velocities ob-

served in the Ex/ieritiients of Coufilet, Doaiut, and Du
£uat, on Pijies, Canals, and Rivera.

Sect I. Experiments on Pipes.

Jixfierimcnts by the Chevalier Du Buat,

Pifie I of a Line in Diameter, filaced Vertically and

v/d= 0.1 17851.

No.
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Pitte 1-^-^ Lines Diameter, placed VcrticaUij., and

v/Tz: 0.245798.

No
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Sect. II. Experiments with a Woode.n- Canal.

Trapezium Canal.
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TABLE I.

'Jontaining values of \/s—Hyp. Log. v^«+1.6, t/ie Denominator 0/ the Fraction

for every Value of the Slo/ie a.

307(^rf—O.l

v/«—Hyp. Log..v/«+l.6
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TABLE I. continued.— Values ofy/s—Hyp. Log. \/a- +\. 6, the Denominator of the Fraction

for every Value of the Slo/ie a.

307{i/(l—0.\)

^H—Hyp. Log. ^3 +1.6

Slope
of the
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TABLE I. conliiiucd—ratuo^ 0/ V s — Hyp. Loi-. v^ « + 1.6 l/ie Denominator of the Fraction

fur every Value of the Slope a.

,-j07f.v/,/— I)

^ s— H)p.L'ig.V«+ I.e.

Slope
of the

Pipe, or

^3— Hyp. Log. ^a + 1.6

Niimbers. LoRarillims

80.99213
81. 56887
82.141 )2

82.70992
83.27505

83 83658
81.39455
84.94902
85.50009
86.04784
86.59226
87 l?343

87.67144
88.20645

1.90844

1.91 132

1.91456

1.91756

1.92051

1.9 2343
I 92631
1.92916

1.93197

1.93474

1.93748

1.94018

1.94286

1.94550

Lnpr.

Diller.

312
308
304
300
295
292
288
285
281

277
274
270
268
264

Slope
of the

Pipe, 01

8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800
9900
10000

ya— Hjp Log. .y4- 1.

6

Numbers Logaritlims.

8873817
8J. 26698
89 7928!
90.31576
90 8358J
91.35306

91.86753
92.37930
92.88831

93.39476

93 89858
9439982
94.89852

95 3947.'

1.9-181 1

1.95069

1 95324
1.95576

1 95826
1.96072

1.96316

1.96557

1.96796

1.97032

1.97266

1.97497

1.97726

1 97952

Los?.

Ditttr.

261

258
255

252
250
246
244
241

239

236
234
231

229
226

Sl(»pe

of the

Pipe, 01

1 1000
12001

1 3000
14000
1500U
16000

17000
1800
19000
2000
21000
22000
23JO0
240 )0

^s—Hyp. Log. v'i-f-l.ti

Numbers. Logarithms.

100.22798

104.84811

109.28109

113 54812
117.66552

121.65088

125.51374

129.25496

i3'<;.9l434

13646956
139.93758

143.32475

146 63584
149 87637

2 00099
2 02056
2.03854

2.05518
2.07iJ65

2.08511

2 09859
2.1 1148

2 12357
2 13504
2.14593

2.156 2

2 16624
2.17573

Log.

0.(ii.-r.

TABLE n.

Values of the jYumerator Z07 {\fd—O.I)ybr e^<ery Value of the Hydraulic Mean Defith d, calculatedfor Pifies,froni J of

an inch to 18 Inches Diameter; also the Value of the Factor 0.3 ( Vrf—0.1.)

t
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TABLE III.

Valufs of the jViimcrator 507 ( Vf/

—

0.\)for every Value of the Hydraulic Meaji Deflth d i

also the Values of the Factor 0.3 ( V'^—0. '•)

Mean Ha-
diua, or
Hydraulic
meftn

depth or
values of

d.
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TABLE III. Continued.

Values of the Numerator 307 {y/ d—O.\')for every Value of the Hydraulic Mean Defith d ; aUo the Value

of the Factor Q.-i(^y/d—Q.\.)

Mean Ka-

dius, or

Hjdiaulic
mean

depili or

values of

d.
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Method of Using the fircceding Tables.

Example I. Water is brought into Edinburgh by seve-

ral jiipes, one of which is 5 inclies in dianicter. Tliis

pipe is 14,S67* feet long, and the reservoir at Comislon is

44 I'cel higher tlian the reseivoii on the Casile-hill into

which tlie water is delivered. It is rcc|uircd to know how
itiany Scots pints the pipe should deliver in a minute.

1. In this case we have d — ~1.25 inches.
4

14,367
2. We have « z: z: 326.36.

44

Now, by entering Table III. with 1.25 as the value oft?,

and Table I. with 326 as the value of s, we obtain

2.49490 as the logarithm for the numerator, and
1.18065 as the logarithm corresponding to 326.35.

the difference of which logarithms is

1.31425 the logarithm of 20.61 8, or the value of

307 (y/rf^O 1

)

v/- s— Hyp. Log. ^ s + 1.6

In order to find the value of the negative quantity 0.3

(^ rf— 1) enter Table III. col. 1. with 1.25, and in col. 5.

will be found, by taking proportional parts, 0.305 ; hence
we have the velocity V^20.618—0.305—20.313, the ve-

locity of the water in inches per second.

The whole of the preceding operation may be saved by
Table II.; for, by entering col. 1. of this Table with five

inches as the diameter of the pipe, we obtain at once
2.49490, and 0.305 as the values of the numerator and the

negative quantity. In order to obtain the number of Scotch

pints per minute, each of which contains 103.4 cubic inches,

we must multiply the velocity by 60", and this product by
5^ or 25, and then by 0.7854, the area of a circle whose
diameter is 1, and then divide by 103.4. Thus,

Log. of 20.313 1.3077741

Log. of 60" 1.7781513
Log. of52or25 1.3979400
Log. of 0.7854 9.8950909

Subtract Log. of

From
103.4

43789563
2.0145205

Remains Log. of 231.44 2.3644358

Scots pints which should be delivered by the pipe.

Now, the pipe, when in its best order, yielded 250 pints

in a minute, as we have learned from a MS. note of Dr.

Robison.
Since the logarithm of 60, of .7854, and of 103.4 is

constant, wc may take 1.77815134-9.8950909— 2.0145205
—9.6587217, and the operation will stand thus :

Log. of 20,313

Log. of 5^

Log. for reducing to Scotch pints

Log. of 231.44 as before.

1.3077741

1.3979400

9.6587217

2.3644358

Hence we have the following Rule : Add together the

logai. hill of the velocity in inches per second, as found by

the foi'mula, the logarithm of the square of the diameter

of the pipe, and the constant logarithm 9.5587213, and the

sum is the logarithm of the Scotch pints discharged in a

minute.

The lads in the preceding examjile respeclirig the sup-
ply of Edinburgh witii water was taken from Dr Robison's
article on Waterworks already quoted. We aie informed,
however, by James Jardine, Es(|. civil engineer, that the
facts arc wholly erroneous, and we have been indebted to

the kindness of this gentleman for the following state of
the Edinburgh water pipes, to which we shall apply the
formula of Du Buat.

Example II. An excellent cast leaden jjipe was laid

from the fountain head at Comislon to the reservoir on the
Castichill of Edinburgh in the year 1720. The interior

diameter of the pipe was 4i inches, the fountain-head was
51 feet above the point of delivery, and the length of the
pipe was 14,930 feet. Its maximum discharge during the
years 1738, 1739, 1740, 1741, and 1742, was 11 A cubic feet,

or 189.4 Scotch pints per minute.

In this example we have rf— 7-= 1.125

14930

51

Log. of numerator
Log. of denominator

Log. of 20.673
Subtract negative quantity .288

:292.745

2.46971

1.15431

1.31540

Remains
Hence

Log. of 20.385

Log. ofJi^'or 20.25

Log. for reducing to Scotch pints

20.385 the velocity per second.

1.3093107

1.3064250
9.6587217

Log. of 188.13 Scotch pints 2.2744574

A result which agrees in a very wonderful manner with
189.4, the quantity actually delivered by the pipe.

Example III. A flanch cast iron pipe is laid from
Swanston cistern to the reservoir on the Castlehill, Edin-
burgh. Its diameter is seven inches ; the cistern at Swans-
ton is 222 feet higher than the point of delivery, the length
of the pipe is 21,350 feet, and in its best state it delivers

3 J cubic feet, or 593.3 Scotch pints in a minute.

In this case we have f/iz—— 1.75
4

21350
s—

222

Log. of numerator
Log. of denominator

Log. of 49.964
Subtract negative quantity .367

-ZZ96.I7.

2.57452
0.87595

1.69857

Remains 49.597 the velocity per second.
Log. of 49.597 1.695447
Log. of 720149 1.690196

Log. for reducing to Scotch pints 9.658721

Log. of 1107.5 3.044354

• Dr Robison,who applied his tables to this example, makes the length of the pipe 14,637 by mistake, and has corrected it to 14,367 in

bis MS. notes.

5 R 2
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Hence ihe discharge is 1107.3 Scotch pints, which dif-

fers so widely from 593.3, the quantity actually delivered,

that there must have been some unknown obstruction in

the pipe.

The cast iron main, five inches in diameter, which is

laid from Comislon to Edinburgh, was always very defec-

tive in its delivery. Though its length is only 13 518 feet,

and the height of the fountain above the point of dclivei-y

88 feet, yet it yields only ten cubic feet, or 167.7 Scotch

pints per minute.

Example IV. Mr Watt found, from very careful mea-

surements, that a canal in his neighbourhood, which was
18 feet wide at the surface, 7 feet wide at the bottom, 4

feet deep, and had a declivity of 4 inches in a mile, moved
with a velocity of 17 inches per Second at the surface, 14

inches in the middle, and 10 at the bottom : the mean ve-

locity being 13.3.

Now, since the sloping side of a canal corresponding to

18—

r

4 feet deep, and 5i of projection, is 6.8 feet, we

have for the peiimeter of the section in contact with the

water, 6.8 + 7 -f 6.8 1^ 20.6. The area of the section

18-1-7
will therefore be 4 x ——- 'ZZ 50 square feet. Hence

50
</=-

iO.6
ZZ. 2.4272, or 29.126. The logarithm corres-

ponding to this in Table HI. is 3.21117, and the value of

the negative quantity in col. 5. is 1.589.

Now, since the slope is 4 inches, or .j of a foot in a mile,

ve have s^ 15.840, and the corresponding logarithm in

the table 2.08280. Hence
From 3.21117
Subtract 2.08280

And there remains 1.12837 ZI Log. of 13.439 inches
Subtract the negative quantity 1.589

And there remains 11.850 inches,

the velocity of the canal per second recjuired, which dif-

fers considerably from 13.33, the mean velocity observed
by Mr Watt.

In the two first examples, the reader will observe that

the formula errs in defect. Dr Robison considers it as

most correct in small canals, where it is most needed, such
as in mill courses and other derivations for working ma-
chinery. From several comparisons with direct observa-

tion, he proposes to substitute in place of the expression

Hyp. Log. V' « + 1.6 the expression 2i Com. Log-

^s-fl.6, which he considers both as more simple and
more accurate.

Instead of the part of the numerator Hyp. Log.

.y«+1.6, Dr Young proposes to substitute 0.85 s ^i,

which is nearly the same for moderate velocities. He

proposes also V =307 (^/rf — 1). / 1

'——.001]

and since s°- 8 '5, may be substituted without much inac-

curacy in place of s"-", the term ——will become—^

4 0. 8 8
I

which may be determined without logarithms. Hence the
whole formula will become

V= .53(^j:^0.2).v(^^)-f
,.6(^J^_.001

/ being the length ef the pipe, /; the height of the whole

head of water, and (/ the diameter of the pipe. In this

The formula may be applied to

1

formula « zz •

rivers, by taking -^ as the sine of their inclination.

M. Langsdorf has proposed to substitute 482 in place of

the number 478 used by Du Buat in his formula V^ ^
v/478 /; in French inches, which gives V ZZ y/iO^ h in

English inches.

When the pipe is bent in one or more places, the effect

of the bending may be found by adding into one sum r the

squares of the sines thus,

I

,yz V20
)

/ V2

^509 3000/
Or more simply,

which is Langsdorf's formula reduced to English measure.
M. Eytelwein conceives the head of water to be divided

into two parts, one of which is employed in producing ve-

locity, while the other is employed in overcoming the re-

sistances to which it is exposed. He considers the height

employed in overcoming the resistances to be directly as

the length of pipe, and as the circumference of the sec-

tion, or as the diameter of the pipe, and inversely as the

area of the section, or as the square of the diameter, that

is, on the whole inversely as the diameter. This height

too, must, like the resistance arising from friction, vary as

the square of the velocity. Hence if/' denote the height

due to the friction, S' the diameter of the pipe, and a a con-

stant quantity, we shall have

/=\-^', andV= = 4-f
S' a I

But the height employed in overcoming the friction cor-

responds to tlic difference between the actual velocity and

the actual height, that is,/iz li— -tz where b is the co-

efficient for finding the velocity from the height. Hence
we have

V^=-
fh — ^\-

and V =
\/ a •

^h
ab" I ^ ab"- 1+^

Now Buat found b to be 6 6, and a b^ was found to be

V= =

0.021 1, particularly when the velocity is between 6 and 24
inches per second. Hence we have

43.6 ^/i ,, I S^ h \

Or, what is considered more accurate.

If the pipe is bent, the velocity thus found must be di-

minished by taking the product of its square, multiplied

by the sum of the sines of the several angles of flexure,

and then by 0.0038. This will give the degree of pressure
employed in overcoming the resistance occasioned by the

angles ; and subtracting this height from the height cor-

responding to the velocity, we may thence find the corrected

velocity.

In applying this formula to Examfile 2. in p. 867, re-

lative to the 4A inch pipe, which supplies Edinburgh with

water, we have A= 5 1 feet, ^ZZ 0.375 of a foot, ZZ 14930,
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hence we bliall obtain 1.7136 for the velocity in feet per

second, or 20.5632 for tlie velocity in i'x'ies, which, by tlic

rule alieady explained, gives 189.77 Scotch pints per

ininute.

Quantity of water delivered > 189.4 Scotch pints per
by the pipe, 5 niinute.

Ditto determined by Eytelwein'ji^ .op __

formula, y
Ditto by Du Buat's formula, 188.13

From which it appears, that in this case Eytelwein's for-

mula is the most correct of the two, the error being only

0.37, while in Du Buat's it is 1.27 Scotch pints. The accu-

racy of both the formulae is very remarkable.

In order to obtain a rule for determining the velocity of

water in canals and rivers, M. Eytelwein considers the

friction as nearly proportional to the square of the velocity,

not because a number of particles proportional lo the velo-

city is torn asunder in a time proportionally short, but be-

cause, when a body is moving in lines of a given curvature,

the deflecting forces are as the squares of the velocities ;

for it is obvious, that the particles of water which touch

the sides and bottom of the canal must be deflected, in

consequence of the elevations and depressions on the sur-

face upon which they slide neatly into the same curvilineal

path, whatever be the velocity with which they move.
We may therefore consider the friction as nearly propor-

tional to the square of the velocity, and as nearly tiie same
at all depths. It will, however, vary according to the sur-

face of the fluid which is in contact with the solid, in

proportion to the whole quantity of fluid ; that is, the

friction for a given quantity of water will be directly as

the surface of the bottom and sides of a canal, or as the

perimeter of the section in contact with the water ; or,

supposing the whole quantity of v/ater to be spread upon
a horizontal plane equal to the bottom and sides, the fric-

tion will be inversely as the height at which the water
would stand, which is the mean radius, or hydraulic mean
depth.

But in a river flowing uniformly, and neither accelerat-

ed nor retarded by giavity, the whole weight of the water
must be employed in overcoming this friction ; and if the

inclination of the plane varies, the relative weight, or the

force that urges the panicles along the inclined plunc, will

vary as the height of the plane when its length is given,

or as the fall in any given distance. Hence it follows, that

the friction, which is equal to the relative weight, must
vary as the fall ; and the velocity, which is as tlie square
root of the friction, must be as the square root of the fall

;

and supposing the hydraulic mean depth to increase or di-

minisli while the inclination remains the same, the friction

would be diminished or increased in the same ratio, and
therefore, in order to preserve its equality with the rela-

tive weight, it must be proportionally increased or dimi-
nished, by increasing tlie scjuare of the velocity, in the
ratio of the hydraulic mean depth, or the velocity in the

ratio of its square root. We may expect, therefore, that

the velocities will be conjointly as the square root of the
.hydraulic mean depth, and of the fall in a given distance,

or as a mean proportional between these two lines. If we
take two English miles for a given length, we must find

a mean proportional between the hydraulic mean depth
and the fall in two English miles ; and having ascertained
the relation which this bears to the velocity in a particular
case, we may easily determine it in all other cases. Ac-
cording to M. Eytelwein's formula, this mean proportional
is IJ of the velocity, or 0.91 times the velocity in a second.
Making d the hydraulic mean depth in inches, / the fall

in two English miles in inches, t/fd being the mean pro-
portional, we have

v=ro.9i ^fd
In applying this formula to Example II. in p. 867, rela-

tive to the velocity in a canal as measured by Mr Watt,
we have d ^: 29.126 and /^ 8 inches.

Hence Vn 0.91 'Vsx 29. 126=0.9 1 x 15.264=13.890,

a result which agrees very nearly with the mean velocity

as ascertained by Mr Watt.
The preceding formula is applicable only to a canal, or

10 a straight river flowing through an ctjuablc channel.

M. Eytelwein has shewn that the velocity is in general a
little greater when the bottom is horizontal, than when it is

parallel to the surface, and that the velocity in curved chan-
nels is always greater on the convex than on the concave
side. It is not easy to give a rule for the decrease of the

velocity from the surface to the bottom of a stream of

water, as it is sometimes found lo be a maximum below
the surface.

The following are the velocities in the Arno and the

Rhine.
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Accordiiig to liiis noialion, the formula of Du Buat, in

English inches, is

7^-Hyp.Log.y^+ 1.6
^

Or wlien leduced to French mcUx-s,

^243.79
—0.049359

^y|-Hyp.Log. 7f+ 1-6

(yj -0.016453)

About eleven years before the publication of tlie second

edition of Du Dual's woik, M. Chezy obtained an expres-

sion of the velocity much more simple than the preced-

ing. He assimilates the resistance of tlie sides of the pipe

or canal to known resistances, which follow the law ol the

square of the velocity; and he supposes that the ratio of

zu^ is constant for all ctarrents of the same fluid.

Upon this hypothesis, it is sufficient to determine, by ex-

periment, the values of U,
-x,, ^ and A for any known cur-

rent of water, and to deduce trom it the general value of

U in terms of x^ ^ and A belonging to any other current.

The formula of Chezy, deduced fiom these principles, is

V ,3A;K

A single experiment only is necessary for determining /3,

vi^bich is an abstract number, or— ,
which is a linear

quantity.

The fine researches of Couloml) respecting the resistance

of fluids, were first applied by M. Girard to the discovery

of a correct formula for expressing the velocity of water.

He proDosed to adopt for the value of the resistance, the

product of a contant quantity, by the sum of the first and
second powers of the velocity; and having determined this

constant quantity after 12 experimentsofChezy andDu Buat,

he obtained a formula, which, as we shall presently see,

represents the experimental velocities as accurately as the

more complicated one of Du Buat. He expresses the re-

sistance due to the cohesion by R' ;ii U ; R' being a quantity

to be obtained from experiment ; and supposing that the

adhesion to X\\c fiaroi mouillee, or the film which adheres

to the sides of the pipe, of the asperities which are there

disseminated, is the same as that which retains the fluid

molecules to one another, he makes the resistance due to

these asperities equal to R' % U", so that the sum of the

two resistances is W x (U+U^), which leads to the for-

mula ^^=:R' (U-fU =
).

M. Girard assigns, from the experiments of Du Buat,
0.0012181 as the value of R, and his formula becomes U

—

— 0-5+y(o.25-f 8052,54 ^j or making -2-=: -i- = I,

and — ~ R, the formula becomes U ——0,5-|-.^(0.25-|-

8052.54 RI).

Ill order to obtain a formula for the mean velocity of

fluids, M. Frony found, that an expression of the mean
velocity, deduced from the theory of fluids, and composed
of terms relative to gravity, to the dimensions or figure

of the pipe or canal, ought to be equal to a certain func-

tion of this mean velocity ; and in determining lliis func-

tion, he observed, that in all- the hypotheses respecting the

unknown function of the velocity to which the resistance is

proportional that makes the motion uniform, it may always
be developed in a series, arranged according to the whole
powers of the mean velocity, or the variable quantity.

That is.

—c-f«U-l-/3U2+yU% Sec.

in which c is a function independent of U, and which, along

with the co-efficients a, /3, y, &c. must be determined by
experiment.
The first term c of this series is related on the one hand

to the inclination which the canal or tube ought to have, in

order that the motion may be ready to commence; and on
the other hand, to the form and dimensions which must be
given to the transverse section, in order that the whole
fluid which is contained in the canal or pipe may adhere to

it. The determination of this fiist term depends on very

delicate experiments, which have not been made ; but it is

quite certain that, from its extreme smallness, it may be
safely neglected.

The second term a U is naturally related to very small

velocities; and as it is known from good experiments, that

the first and second powers of the velocity satisfy all the

phenomena included within certain limits, it is requisite

first to examine if these limits contain the greatest velo-

cities, which are necessary to be considered in practice. jVI.

Prony therefore takes the equation

and he then endeavours to determine the values of the con-

stant quantities a. and /3, which may be conformable with

the best experiments which have been made on the motion
of water in canals.

In the execution of this task, M. Prony has availed him-
self of the fine methods for the correction of anomalies,

which M La Place has applied in his Mecanigue Celeste,*

for determining the figure of the earth. La Place has given

no fewer than three of these methods, the last of which
Prony considers as the best.

If we have obtained, for example, a series of experiment-
al values of any variable quantity, these values may be

connected together by a law, by applying small corrections

to each of the experimental results. The equation which
expresses this law may be put under tlie form

where Z and X are functions of one or more variable

quantities, of which we have a certain number of values

either directly observed, or calculated from observations.

It is then required to assign to the unknown constant quan-
tities* and /3 such values, that the phenomena maybe re-

presented in the best possible manner by the preceding
equation.

The explanation of these methods does not belong to the

present article ; but in some part of our work, probably

under the article Phvsics, we shall lay them before our

readers.

* See Mecanique Celeste, Part I. Lib. iii. Sect. 39. and 40.
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If \vc divide by U both sides oi the equation, "^^ ? :z:
^ X

« U+ /3 U^, wc obtain ^ "
,, :ZL *+^U, and piiUinK ^-^~?,

—
i/, we have an Lqualiuh ot ihc first order yzi*-\-^\ii in

which all the ciuanlilics are linear excu pi /3, which is an

abstract number.

By calculating as many values of i/ corresponding to the

determined values of U, as wt; have cxpei untnts on the

velocity observwi in canals, wheie ^, A, «, .uid x have been

jneasured, and by findinj^ » awA fi by ihe methods already

mentioaed, we obtain an expression of the velocity.

M. Prony has applied th'.sf methods to the twelve ex-

perimems, from whicn Girar I deduced the value of the co-

efficient R in his loniiula, c vefly with the view of compar-

ing the results obtained by Uu BuU's formula, Girara's

formula, and his own formula. Two of these twelve expe-

riments were made by .M. Chezy upon the Rigole of Cour-
palet, and upon the Seine. The other ten arc taken from
Du Buat's work, and are those which Girard employed.
From these experiments, Prony finds «— 0.00093, and
;9—0.00266. Hence we obtain

g " €*_,

which, when reduced, gives

o.ooogsu-f-o.ooaeeu",

Uz:—0,174812+.^ (o.0305592+
3687.52a^\A

^x /
The particulars ol the twelve experiments are ijiven in thf.

following Table, in columns 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6. Column 7 is

calculated from Du Buat's formula already given, column
8 from Giraid's, and column 9 from the preceding formula
of Prony's. The four experiments marked with an asterisk
are rejected as anomalous.

TABLE I.

Containing the mean Velocities of Currents of Water deduced from eight Ex/ierimenta, compared luith tkc
Velocities as calculated by the Furmuta of Du Buat, Girard, and Prony.

f
o
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TABLE II.

Containing the Velocities of Water in Canals, as observed in thirty one ExfierimentSi comfiared with the

Velocities calculated by Prony'a Formula,

I
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From which it appears, that tlie velocity is directly in the

compound ratio of the square roots of tlie cli;im(ncr of the

])ipe and the head of water, and inversely as the s(|uare

loots of the length of the pipe ; a result, which agrees

with that which the Abbe Bossut obtained from his expe-

riments ; that is, for any given head of water and diameter

of pipe, the velocity in a hoiizonlal pipe is inversely as the
brjuarc root of the length of the pipe. Sec p.ig'.- 511, col. 1.

In Table IV. we luive given the observed incasuies in

French inches, for the sake of those wlio nny wish to

compare lhtn> with the other experiments of Du Buat o;

Bossut.

TABLE III.

Com/iarison of Prony's Formula with the results of Fifty-one Exfierimcnts by difftrent Observers.

No. of

experi-

ments.
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TABLE IV.

Containing the observed Measures i>j Table III. in

French Inches.

No. of
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The numbers in column S of the following Table have wliich gives a precision of between -j^y and y^, and is a sim-

been computed from the formula plification of the preceding formula.

U= 0,816458V, »

TABLE V.

Conlainiriff the observed mean Velocities of Water, comfiarcd luith those deduced from the sujier/iciul

Velocities by the Formula of Du Buat and Prony.

I.
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TABLE VI. Containing the Declivity of the Pific ajid ita Diameter far different Quantities of

Water discharged in a Second.
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TABLE VI. Continued.—Containing the Declivity of the Pi/ie and it n Dianirter/or different quari'

titles of Water diacharged in a Hecond.

Diameter
of tlie Pipe

ill hiinilreil
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In order to shew the method of using this Table, let us

take the case of the 4J inch pipe which conveys water

to Edinburgli. In this case, (see p. 525, Example II.) we
have

Reduced to Metres.*

H IT 51 feet . . . . 15.54

= 0.375 .... 0.1143

l-Zl 14930 .... 4550,4

.
15.54

•' 4550.4
0.0034151

Since the value of D = 0.1143 is in tenth parts of a

metre, we must enter the lower part of Table VI. in

column 1, and by taking proportional parts, it will be

found that the value of Q corresponduig to D, and to

the value oi j = 00034151 is 0.005104 parts of a cubic

metre, which being multiplied by 61023.5, the number
of English cubic inches in a cubic metre, gives 311.46

cubic inches discharged in a second. By multiplying

this by 60", and dividing the product by 103.4, the

number of cubic inches in a Scotch pint, we obtain

180.7, as the number of Scotch pints that the preceding

pipe ought to discharge in a minute, according to Prony's

Table.

The following comparison of the results of the dift'erent

formulae will be interesting to the reader.

Scotch Pints.

Quantity of water actually discharged by the pipe 189.4

Do. by Eytelwein's formula . . 189.77

Do. by Girard's formula .... 188.26

Do. by Du Buat's formula .... 188.13

Do. by Prony's simple formula . . . 192.32

Do. by Prony's Table 180.7

This comparison is by no means favourable to Prony's

formulae.

Sect. IV. Account of the Exfierbncnts of Du Dual and
Girard, on the effect of Heat ufion the Motion of Water
in narrow Pities.

The effect of heat, in augmenting the fluidity of water,

seems to have been noticed at a very early period. Plu-

tarch informs us, that the clepsydrae, or water clocks, went
faster in summer than in winter, which he seems to ascribe

to an increase of fluidity. EPiamara ya^ ri ^'ujjforijs to i^vg

voiii fist^v xai o-aftMTueii, «5 ft-r/» ly run x^iiif/vS'^uii x»T»ftx-

Scit, fi^aS'ietya^ t^xsri x^'f-^^'i 1 *£?*'5- Quest. JViatural.

M. Du Buat made a series of expeiiments on the effect

of heat upon the velocity of different fluids discharged from
small tubes ; but these effects were not very striking, as he
enjployed tubes of too great a diameter. The results

which he obtained are shewn in the following Table.

TABLE, Containing Du Buat's Exfieriments on the Motion of different Fluids, at different

degrees of tem/ierature in Tubes of Glass.
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sion to the sides of the tube ; and that mercury, which,

when it is very pure, is not allracud hy the glass, flows

more rapidly than waler.

These experiments are, liowcver, very fur from satisfac-

tory; and it was reserved to M. Girard to ascertain the

precise influence of temperature on the motion of water

in capillary tubes. The experiments of this eminent en-

gineer were made with tubes of copper accurately cali-

bred, and whose lengths could be varied at pleasure. The
first scries of tubes had a diameter of 2.96 millimetres, and

each tube was two decimetres long, having at each of its

ends a brass virrel, one of which had a male, and the other

a female screw, so that tlie tubes could be all put to-

gether, so as to form different lengths, from 20 to 222
centimetres. The second series of tubes was formed in

a similar manner, and each tube had a rliameter of only

1.83 niillimcires. The experiments were made in the

manner which we have already described in our History of

IIyduodynamics.
In applying to these experiments the general formula

PVj=*+^Uor^^= .-fpU
A;t U 4 A U

which expresses the condition of a linear and uniform mo-
tion, M. Giraid has obtained the following results :

1, That whatever be the head of water, provided the

capillary tube is of a sufficient length ; the term fi U, pro-

portional to the square of the velocity, disappears from the
g-D H

general formula, so that it becomes = « which ex-

presses the conditions of the uniformity of tiic simplest

linear motion.

2. Tliat in every case where the conditions of the motion
are expressed by this formula, the variations in the tempe-
rature of the water have a very great influence on the

velocity with which it flows in the tube, so that if the head
of water, and the length and diameter of the pipe remain
the same, the velocity which is expressed by 10 at 0° of the

centigrade thermometer is expressed by 42 at 85° of that

thermometer.

4aU3. That in every case where the formula

does not satisfy observation, that is, when the length of the

tube is below a certain limit, the variations of temperature
have but a slight influence on the velocity with which the

water is discharged ; so that if this velocity by a pipe 55
millimetres long, and at 5° of temperature, is represented
by 10, it will be represented by 12 at 87 degrees, every
other circumstance in the experiments being the same.

4. That at equal temperatures the expression j-p= «
4 A U

decreases with the diameter of the tube employed.
5. That the influence of temperature upon the velocities

follows the same linv in capillary tubes of an unequal dia-

meter, that is, that the successive differences of the expres-

sion^—rr= « becomes as much less for equal differences
4 A U

of temperature as the temperature is raised.

6. That this law shews itself with more regularity, as the

observations are made upon tubes of a smaller diametei,

or, which is the same thing, that the linearity of the motion
is more perfect.

7. That the values of the formula -—=-rIZ fl, calculated
4 aU '

in the same circumstances for two tubes of unequal diame-
ters, differ more from one another as the temperature be-

comes lower, and that these values appear to have a ten-

dency to become identical in proportion as the temperature
increases; so that if their difference is represented by 6 at

0° of temperature, it is re])resented only by 1 when the

temperature approaches to 80°.

8. And lastly, that the temperature which exercises so

great an influence on the phenomena of the uniform dis-

charge of water by capillary tubes has scarcely any influ-

ence in ordinary conduit pipes, whose diameters exceed
the limits of capillarity.

An account of the preceding experiments was laid be-
fore the Institute of France on the 28th Nov. 1814, and on
the 16lh January and 13th February 1815. The re-

maining part of the paper was laid before the same
learned body on the 13th January, 1817, and contained
various experiments on the discharge of difl"erent fluids

through capillary tubes. In some future article, we ex-
pect to have it in our power to lay before our readers

a fuller view of the very interesting results which M.
Girard has obtained.

Sect, V. Account of Mr Smeaton'a Ex/ierimcnts on the

Friction of Water in Pifies.

Mu Smeaton seems to have made a number of va-

luable experiments on the discharge of water through
openings, and from conduit pipes; but no particular ac-

count of these has been left among his papers. We
have been favoured, however, by Mr Farey, with two
Tables, containing the results of Mr Smeaton's experi-

ments, which were found among his MSS. and have never
before been published. Although the last of the Tables
relates to the subject of a preceding Section, we shall

make no apology for inserting it in this place, as it was
not in our possession when that part of the volume was
printed.

The following Table, computed by Mr Smeaton from
his own experiments, shews the head of water which is

necessary to overcome the friction, &c. in horizontal pipes

100 feet long, and to produce the velocity contained in the

two first columns of the Table. Hence, if a certain sup-

ply of water is required from a given pipe, the Table shews
us the difl'erent heads or heights of the reservoir, by which
the velocity necessary to afford this supply will be pro-

duced. By comparing this Table with the formula of Du
Buat, it will be seen that Mr Smeaton makes the effects of

friction considerably greater than that formula, the veloci-

ties given by the Table being less than those given by the

formula.
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TABLE I.

Com/iutfd by Mr Sineataii, /or s/mvif2g the FricHon of Water in Horizontal Pijxca. The Bore of the Pifie being given,

and the Velocitij of the Water therein, the Height of Head, or Column necessary to overcome the Frictiun and firoduce

that Velocity, is shewn by this TableJor 100 J''eel in length.
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TABLE I.—CoNTi.NiKD.

C'omfnited by Mr Smcato>i,/or shewir.^^ the Friction of Water in Horizontal Pifies. The Bore of the Pi/ie bcivg given-
and the Velocity of the IVater therein, l/ie Ht'ii^ht of Head, or Column ncccusary to overcome the Friction and /iroducc
that Velocity, ;* shewn by this Table for lOU Feet in leni^lh.
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The second Taljk-, wliicli is copied from the oiigi- ihe deptli of the lower edge of the waste-board below

nal one used by Mr Sineaton, shews the expcnce of the level surlacts of ll^e water in the river or re-

water through a rectangular notch, or over a waste- servoir. The water gauge is nothing more than the

board of different widths and depths. The term thick- rectangular orifice or notch through which the water

iiess of water, employed by Mr Smeaton, is the same as issues.

TABLE II.

Forfinding the Exfience of Water by the Water Gauge, having an Afierture of I, 2, 3, 6, 12, or 18 Inches in width, at

any given thickness of Water running through the same.

1 Inch Gauge.

Thickness
of

Water.

Inches.

H

H

2

H

21

Mean Velocity

per Minute.

Feet.

46.29

65.45

80.16

92.58

Difference.

19.2

14.7

12.4

Expence per
Minute-

Cubic Feet-

0.05

0.14

0.25

0.57

Difference.

Inch Gauge.

46.29

65.46

80.16

92.58

103.50

113.40

122.47

130 92

19.2

14.7

12.4

10.9

9.9

9.1

8.4

0.11

0.29

0.53

0.81

1.11

1.42

1.76

2.12

3 Inch Gauge.

.09

.11

.12

.18

.24

.28

.30

.31

.34

.36

46.29
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in a direction I-'G, peipeudicular to the plane, is piopor-

tional lo the square ol' tlie sine of the anp;le of inclination,

it must itself vai'y as the sine of the angle when leduced

to the direction DE; that is, the whole resistance inust

vary as sin.* ABC X sin. ABC — sin.^ ABC, or the cube

of the sine of the angle of inclination.

Scholium.

The two preceding propositions enable ns to compare

together the resistance experienced by [jlane surfaces

moving in a fluid with different velocities, and at difl'cicnt

angles of inclination. It is necessary, however, to know

the absolute measure of the resistance for perpendicular

impulses, in order tliat we may determine the absolute

measures in all other cases. It follows from the experi-

ments of Bossut, that the resistance experienced by a

plane surface, which strikes directly and perpendicularly

an indefinite fluid, is sensibly equal to the weight of a

column of the fluid, which has for its base the area of the

plane surface, and for its altitude the height due lo the

velocity of the surface ; that is, if R is the resistance, A
the area of the resisted surface, s the specific gravity of

the fluid, and A the height due to the velocity, we have R
=s A'/i.

If the fluid is not of indefinite extent, but is merely a

vein which strikes a plain surface at rest, the absolute

measure of the resistance is quite different, being equal

to a little less than the weight of a column of fluid whose
base is the area of the surface, and whose height is double

the height which is due lo the velocity of the issuing vein,

or Rr=sA''2/!. This measure of the resistance was
first detei mined accurately by G. VV. Krafft. Duhamel
had made experiments on the same subject in 1669, and
several other philosophers followed in the same path ; but

the result which they obtained was, that the height of the

column was equal only to that which was due to the velocity.

Krafft employed a rectangular lever, against the vertical

arm of which the water issuing from an additional lube

impinged, while the weights requisite to balance that force

were placed in a scale placed on the horizontal arm. In

this way he obtained the results which we have already

given in p. 415. Sec Comment Petro/wl. 1736, vol. viii.

p. 253.

M. Bossut has given an account of similar experiments
in the 2d edition of his Hydrodynamics, vol. ii. p. 293,
from which it follows, that the resistance is a little less

than the weight of a column whose height is double that
which belongs to the velocity. In Bossui's experiments
the water issued vertically from the bottom of a reservoir,
upon one of the arms of a horizontal balance ; and he ob-
served that the resistance was always less when the flat

arm of the balance touched the orifice, than when there
were some interval between them.*

These two simple propositions constitute the whole of
the ordinary theory of the resistance of fluids. They are
founded upon two suppositions, neither of which are cor-
rect. 1. That after any particle of fluid strikes the plane,
it is supposed to be annihilated, or lo produce no farther
effect ; and, 2. That the part of the force which in oblique
impulses is parallel to the surface of the plane, has no in-

fluence whatever upon the resistance which the plane ex-
])criences from the perpendicular part of the force. The
first of these suppositions is obviously incorrect, for as the

panicles are not annihilated alter impulse, they must some
how or other gel out of the way of the particles which
succeed them, which can only be done by acting upon them,
and consequently affecting their velocity. The second
supposition ap|)ears also to be incorrect, for Mr Vince
found that tlu- part of the force which is parallel to the

plane is not entirily lost.

By proceeding upon the principle laid down in the pre«

ceding proposition, it is easy to deterniine the resistance

experienced by globes, cones, cylinders, and, in short,

bodies of any form. Such ck terminations, however, are
of no use, as they diff'er too widely from the experimental
results to be capable of any practical application.

For a general account of U'Alembert's theory of the

resistance of fluids, we must refer our readers to the his-

torical part of this article, wnere a short notice of Don
George Juan's theory is also given. The explanation of

this last theory, however, belongs more properly to Me-
chanics, as it is, a deduction from that author's physico-

niathcmatical theory of percussion.

Sect. II. Account <jf Exfierimenta on the Resistance of
Fluids.

1. ylccoiint of Bossut'a Exjiertments.

In our History of Hydrodynamics, we have already

given a general account of the experiments marie by Bos-
sut, D'Alembert, and Condorcel, in the year 1775, and
by Bossut alone in 1778, on the resistance of fluids. The
following were the leading results which they obtained.

1. That the resistance of the same body of any figure

which divides a fluid with different velocities, are sensibly

proportional to the squares of these velocities.

2. That the direct and perpendicular resistances of plane

surfaces, are sensibly proportional for the same velocity to

the area of the surface.

3. That the resistances which arise from oblique impulses
are not in the ratio of the squares of the sines of the angles

of incidence; but that, when the angles of incidence are
between 50° and 90°, the ordinary theory may be employed
as an approximation, by observing that it always gives re-

sistances a little less than experiment, and as much less

as the angle differs from 90°.

4. That the absolute measure of the direct and perpen-

dicular resistance of a plane surface in an indefinite fluid,

is the weight of a column of the fluid, which has for its

base the area of the surface, and for its altitude the height

due to the velocity.

The resistance is much greater, and nearly double, in a

mill course, which conveys the water to the float-boards

of an undershot wheel.

5. That the tenacity of the water is a force which may be
regarded as infinitely small, in relation to that which a body
experiences in striking the water, particularly when the

velocity is considerable.

The next set of experiments by Bossut were made on
the resistances experienced in narrow canals. Dr Franklin

had ascertained, by a rude experiment, when he was tra-

* The experiments of the Chevalier Borda gave a different result. He employed a cube, which floated upon the stagnant water of a

= S^.-ii"',^"]- "^ '"""^ '"*' ""^ ''*"S'" ^"^ '" "le resistance did not much exceed that which was due to the velocity. See Mem. Jiead.
jPar. 1763, 1767.

'
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Veiling in Holland, that barges experienced a greater re-

sistance when the waters of tlie canal were low ; but no
precise measure of tliis increase of resistance, nor any ex-

planation of its cause, were given till Bossut published

his experiments. The following were the general results

which he obtained.

1. That in narrow canals the resistances are proportional

to the squares of the velocities, following the same law as

in a fluid of indefinite extent.

2. That the resistances in narrow canals, and canals

which have little depth, is greater than in fluids of indefi-

nite extent.

The cause of this is obvious. When the velocity of the

body is considerable, the fluid which that body pushes be-

fore it has not liberty to expand itself on every side, but

forms a current more or less rapid, as the velocity of the

body is more or less great. If the body entirely filled the

canal, it would push all the water before it like the piston

of a pump; but as, in narrow canals, there is always some
room for the water to run both below the boat and at its

sides, a part of the fluid escapes in this way, while another

part is driven back ; and in this way a variety of contrary

currents are formed, by which the resistance is increased. •

This augmentation of resistance is produced, not only by
the heaping up of the fluid on its anterior part, but also

by the want of hydrostatical support behind.

The preceding results furnish an excellent lesson to the

engineer, in so far as they point out the advantage of mak-
ing all canals of navigation as wide and deep as is consist-

ent with a proper economy.
In 1778, M. Bossut undertook, in conjunction with Con-

dorcet, a series of experiments, the object of which was
to determine the law according to which the resistance

varied in an indefinite fluid like the sea, by varying the

angle of the prow of a vessel from a straight line, or 180°,

to an angle of 12°. These experiments were made in the

great reservoir, now destroyed, which formerly existed on
the north side of the Boulevards of Paris. This reservoir

was 200 long, 100 wide, and 8i deep. The form of the

apparatus employed is shewn in Plate CCCXIX. Tig. 10.

where MQNOP is the small vessel. The prow, MQN,
had various angles, from 180° to 12°. The vessel was
drawn along by a cord C attached to its centre of gravity,

which passing below a pulley on the same level with c,

rises nearly in a vertical line, and passing again over a
pulley descends and is attached to the weights, by the

descent of which the motion of the vessel is produced.
A rope QR stretching across the whole lengtli of the re-

servoir, serves to regulate the motion of the vessel. The
vessel was then brought, by another rope fixed at o, to one
end of the reservoir, and the time in which it described
96 feet uniformly by difTerent weights suspended to the
end of the rope, was carefully measured by an excellent
seconds watch. Each experiment was repeated five times,

and the mean of these times was adopted as the true mea-
sure. The general results of these experiments are given
in the following Table, and compared with those given by
the ordinary theory. The Table contains the resistances
for fifteen different kinds of prows. The base MN, Fis .

10. remains always the same, while the angle MQN of
the prow, formed into an isosceles triangle, is made
variable.

Comparative Table of the Resistances ea/ierienced by 15
jingular Proius, as deduced by Bossut from his Ex-
jieriments.

Angles of the
f'rinv, or va-

lues of
MQN = X.
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around the circular base of the vein in contact with the

resisted surface.

M. Du Buat next proceeds to ascertain the amount ol

the resistance, when an innmoveable surface is placed in a

current of indefinite extent. The instrument which he

used for this purpose was a box of while iron, presentintj

a surface of one square foot. It had a thickness of nearly

four lines, and was shut on all sides except a small open-

ing in its posterior surface, into which was soldered tlie

horizontal branch of a rectangular tin tube sixteen lints in

diameter, which received a float that indicated the height

to which the water rose within the tube. By means ot a

barof iron of about ten feet long, which could be attached to

the back of tliebox, the box could be fixed at any distance

below the surface of the current. Five holes, each about

a line in diameter, were perforated in the anterior side of

the tin box. The first was in the middle, the second equi-

distant, in a horizontal line, from the middle and the edge,

and the third in the same horizontal line, but only ten lines

distant from the edge ; the fourth was quite close to the

edge; and the fifth in the lower angle of the square. When
the box was fixed, and the current of water was allowed to

enter one or more of these holes, the fluid rose in tlie rec-

tangular tin tube to a height due to the pressure of the

current. In this way Du Buat made several exptrinients,

which gave very singular results. The pressure was not

only found to diminish from the centre of the surface to the

edge or margin, but it became nothing at a certain distance

from the centre, and afterwards negative at the margin.

That is, when the water entered through the central hole,

it rose to a certain height in the tin tube above the level

of the stream. This height diminished when the water

entered at a hole nearer the margin, the height became

nothing at a certain distance, and still nearer the margin

the fluid was actually depressed in the tin tube below the

surface of the current. Du Buat explains this renwrkable

fact by saying, that the real pressure against any part of

the surface is only the difTerence of the pressure against

that part considered separately from the rest of the surlace,

and the height due to the variable velocity with which the

water moves along the surface which is struck ; that is,

the water in escaping along the surface always diminishes

the real pressure of the current ; but towards the edges it

becomes more powerful than the real current, and there-

fore that part is less pressed than if the fluid were immove-
able, and will thei-efore sink in the tin tube.

In order to ascertain the mean pressure upon the whole

surface, Du Buat shut up the holes already mentioned, and

perforated the same surface with 625 holes, disposed sym-
metrically, with 25 on each side. By exposing this sur-

face to the current, it appeared that the height of the water

in the tube was 25^ lines, when the mean velocity was 36

inches per second, which is due to a height of 21 J lines.

Hence the height due to the mean resistance is equal to

1.186 times the height due to the velocity.

By a similar contrivance Du Buat measured the dimi-

nution of pressui'e, or the non-firessiire, as he calls it, ex-

perienced by the posterior part of a body fixed in a cur-

rent. He found, \si, That the diminution of pressure in-

creased considei'ably l)y lengthening the body ; 2</, That it

increased a little from the circumference of the body to its

centre ; and Sf/Zy, That the diminution of [ircssure is pro-

portional to the area of the surface that is submerged.
It had hitherto been supposed by all authors, that the

resistance experienced by a surface at rest from a fluid in

motion, was exactly equal to the resistance of the same
surface wlicn it moved in stagnant water, with a velocity

equal to that ot the current. M. Du Buat resolved to ex-

amine this point experimentally, and from a variety of ex-

periments made on the river Hayne, between Mons and
Conde, he concluded, 1st, That llie phenomena are by no
means the same when the body is at rest as wlien it is in

motion. 2d, That in the latter case, the pressure does not

diminish so sensibly from the centre to the circumference,

and instead of a negative pressuie towards the sides, that

the pressure is then so great, as to be measured by tlie

third of the height due to the velocity, which bliows that

the water runs along the anterior surface with less velocity,

or with more uniformity. 3d, That the pressures diminish

in a less ratio than the squaie of the velocity, when the ve-

locities are less than three or four feet per second. 4t/i,

That the mean pressures are measured by the exact height
due to the velocity, instead of 1.186 limes the height, as

before: And, S.'/j/:/, That the diminution of pressure dimi-

nishes little from the centre to the circumference in the

same order as the pressures.

The next object of M. Du Buat is to determine the quan-
tity of fluid which globes and plane surfaces drag along
with them, when oscillating in a fluid. Tlic globes were
of wood, lead and glass. They oscillated in a vessel 5 1

^ches long, 17 inches wide, and 14 inches deep: They
-Were entirely immersed about three inches below the sur-

face, and the wiie which suspended them was as delicate

as their weight wouid permit. The general result of these

expciiments is, that a globe oscillating in water drags along
with it, both before and behind, a portion of fluid, whose

volume exceeds a little its own volume, or nearly of

its own volume.

Similar experiments were made with various plane sur-

faces of white iron cylinders oscillating in the plane of

their axes, quadrangular piisms oscillating in the plane of

their axes, triangular prisms oscilliating in the plane

of their axes, cubes oscillating directly, cubes oscillating

by the common section of two of their bounding planes,

cubes oscillating by a solid angle, quadrangular prisms
oscillating by the common section of two oblique faces,

cylinders oscillating in the direction of their diameters, and

cones, pyramids and mixed bodies oscillating in the plane

of their axes ; but our limits will not permit us to give

any account of these experiments, which will be found in

Part III. sect. I. chap. viii. of Du Buat's Principes D'Hy-
drauligue, torn. ii.

The attention of Du Buat is next directed to the impor-
tant subject of the resistance opposed to vessels in narrow
canals. From a comparison of several experiments, he has

deduced the following formula :

R= K
C
7 +2

orPi=
8.46

C
"7+2,

in which C is the area of the section of the canal, 6 the area

of the section of the vessel, and R the resistance ; the re-

sistance in a fluid of indefinite extent being ~ 1.

In order to compare this formula with experiments, Du
Buat employed five kinds of prismatic boats, several feet

in length, and terminated both before and behind by a plane

surface, The boat

No. 1, had the immersed part — a rectangle of one foot

of base upon 1 foot of height.

No. 2, had two feet of base upon one foot of height im-
mersed.

No. 4, and 5, had 19 inches 8 lines upon 12 inches 5^ lines

immersed, and differed only in their lengths.

No. 6, has its section like the great section of a vessel,

and the area of the part immersed was 190 square
inches.
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The following Table shews the results of the experi-

ment :

Table shelving the Resistance of Boats in JVarrow

Canals.

Canal 28-^ Inches Wideband 15 Inches 2 Lines Deefi.
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In the preceding Table, column 1st contains the angles

„f inclination at which the plane surface struck the fiuK,.

Column 2(1 shews the resistance by experiment m the di-

lection of their motion in Troy ounces. Column 3d shews

the resistance by theory, the perpendicular resistance be-

ina: supposed the same as that which is deduced horn

experiment. Column 4th contains the exponent ol the

power of the sine of the angle to which the resistance is

proportional. This columu was computed m the follow-

ing manner : Callings the sine of the inclination, and r

the corresponding resistance ; then, if r is proportional^

the mth power of s, or to «"', we have sin. 90°, or l^s'"—

0.2321 : r and «"' —^{^'^ ^^^' consequently, m—

Log, r—Log. 0.232

1

According to theory, the resist-

Log. s

ance in the direction of the motion of the plane should

vary as the cube of the sine (Prop. H. Cor. p. 883) ;
but

it appears from the Table, that it varies in a much less

ratio, but not as any constant power, or as any function of

the sine and cosine. The actual resistance, therefore,

must ahvays exceed the theoretical resistance, which Mr

Vince attributes partly to the part of the force parallel to

the plane being neglected in the theory, but which appears

to be really a part of the force which acts upon the plane.

When the plane surface was struck by the fluid in mo-

tion, Mr Vince obtained the results contained in the fol-

lowing Table.

Table shewing the Resistance of a Plane Surface struck by

a Fluid in Motion, and inclined at different Angles to

the line of its Motion.

Inclination ot the

Plane to the Sine

of its Motion.
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the point 0, the zero of the circular scale. The small

rule R Tti may be elevated or depressed at pleasure round
its axis n ; and the stand GH which supports it may be

brought into any position round the horizontal disc. The
lower extremity ol the cylinder gd is immersed about

two inches in the vessel of water MNOP, and to the ex-

tremity d is attached the discs, or the bodies, whose re-

sistance is to be determined when they oscillate in the

fluid by the torsion of the brass wire.

In order to produce these oscillations, the disc DS,
supported by both hands, must be turned gently round
to a certain distance from the index, without deranging
the vertical position of the suspended wire. The disc

being then left to itself, the force of torsion causes it to

oscillate, and the successive diminution of these oscilla-

tions is carefully observed. A simple fornmla gives in

weights the force of torsion that produces the oscillations
;

and another formula well known to geometers, determines

(by an approximation sufficiently accurate in practice,) by
means of the successive diminution of the oscillations,

compared with their amplitude, what is the law of the re-

sistance, relative to the velocity which produces these di-

minutions.

The method employed by Coulomb in reducing his ex-
periments, is nearly the same as that by which Newton
and others determined the resistance of fluids from the
successive diminution of the oscillations of a pendulum
vibrating in a fluid ; but Coulomb's apparatus is not liable

to any of the objections which attach to the use of the
pendulum. It would be impossible, without a previous
explanation of the principles of torsion, and a discussion

too long and minute for the limits of our work, to make
.our readers acquainted with the various steps of Coulomb's
investigation. All that we can pretend to do is, to give an
account of the different physical results which he obtained.

Having attached to the lower extremity of the cylinder

gdz circular white iron plate, about 6.677 inches in di-

ameter, he found that when its oscillations were so slovif,

that the part of the resistance proportional to the square
of the velocity was greatly inferior to the other part, the
resistance which diminished the oscillations of the hori-

zontal plate was uniformly proportional to the simple ve-
locity, and that the other part produced no sensible eftect

upon the motion of the disc. He likewise found, in con-
formity with theory, that the momenta of resistance in

different circular plates oscillating in a fluid, are as the
fourth power of the diameters of these circles, when tlie

resistance is proportional to the simple velocity ; and that
when a circle, 6.677 inches in diameter, oscillated with the
velocity of 5.512 inches per second in its circumference,
the momentum of resistance which the fluid opposed to
its circular motion was equal to -J^th of a gramme, mul-
tiplied by a lever 143 millimetres long, or 1.544 English
Troy grains, at the end of a line 5.63 English inches long.
Hence it follows, that the resistance of the two circular
surfaces of the disc is equal to a weight of 0.587 grammes.

If the plane or disc had only a velocity of ten milii-
snetres, or one centimetre, the resistance would be only
0.042 grammes. In like manner it follows, that the re-
sistance experienced by a surface of one square metre,
moving with a velocity of one centimetre per second, is

0.703 grammes.
In order to determine comparatively with water the

cohesion of different fluids, he filled a large vessel with
clarified oil, such as is used in commerce for the lamps
called Quinguet ; and he found its temperature to be 16°

of Reaumur 's scale, which he marked, because the cohe-
sion of oil varies with the temperature, though this vari-
ation is not sensible in water by small changes of tempe-
VOL. X. P.4RT II.

rature. By causing discs of diR'crcnt diameters lo oscillate
in the oil, he found that the momenta of resistance for two
circles, moving round tiieir centre in tlie plane of their
superficies, varies as the fourth power of the (iian.etcr, a
result which is also conformabli; willi llieory. 'I'lie agree-
ment of these results, Coulomb considers as leaving no
doubt respecting the certainty of the term proportional to
the velocity in the resistance of fluids.

Erom these experiments, Coulomb likewise concluded,
that the difficulty wliich the same disc moving with the
sanjc degree of velocity experienced in separating the
particles of oil, was to the difficulty wiiich it experienced
in separating the particles of water as 17.5 to 1, which will
therefore express the ratio between the mutual cohesion
of the particles of oil, and the mutual cohesion of the par-
ticlcs of water.

The next object of our author was to determine two
important points. 1st, If the resistance of a body was
influenced by the nature of its surface ; and, 2d, if it was
influenced by the pressure of the superincumbent fluid.
In order to settle the first of these points, he covered the
surface of a circle of white iron with a film of tallow, and
wiped it slightly away, that the thickness of the plate
mjght not be sensibly increased. He then caused this cir-
cle to oscillate as before ; and he observed that the suc-
cessive diminution of the oscillations was exactly the same
as before the application of the tallow. Upon the coat of
tallow he next scattered, by means of a sieve, a quantity
ol sand, which adhered to the surface; and he found that
the resistance to the oscillations of the plate was not sen-
sibly increased. Hence he concludes, that the pan of the
resistance proportional to the simple velocity arises from
the mutual cohesion of the fluid particles, and not from the
adhesion of these particles to the surface of the body
Whatever, indeed, was the nature of the surface, there
was an infinite number of inequalities where the fluid par-
tides were permanently lodged.

In order to determine the second point, M. Coulomb
caused the bodies to oscillate at two different depths •

one at a depth of .787 inches, and another at a depth of
19.6853 inches, and he found no difference in the resist-
ances

; but as the surface of the water supported the whole
weight ol the atmosphere, it was scarcely to be expected
that a pressure of 19 inches of fluid would produce a very
sensible increase of resistance. In order to decide the
question, therelore, M. Coulomb employed another method.

Having placed a vessel full of wcter under the receiver
of an air-pump, the receiver being furnished with a rod
and collar of leather at its lop, he fixed to the hook at the
end of the rod a harpsicord wire aumbered 7 in commerce-
and suspended to it a cylinder of copper like g, d. Eig
U. which plunged in the water of the vessel, and under
this cylinder he fixed a circular plane, whose diameter was
101 millimetres (3.975 English inches). When the oscil-
lations were finished, and consequently the force of torsion
nothing, the zero of toisioii was marked bv the aid of an
index fixed to the cylinder. The rod was'then made to
turn quickly lound through a complete circle, wliich gave
to the wire a complete circle of torsion, and the succus-
sive diminution of the oscillations were carefully observed.
The diminution for a complete circle of torsion was found
to be nearly a fourth part of the circle for the first oicil-
lation, but always the same, whetlier the e.\periment was
made in a vacuum or in the atmosphere. A small pallet,
50 niiliimelres long (1.969 English inches), and 10 milli-
metres broad (0.5937 English inches), which struck the
water perpendicular to its plane, furnished a similar result.
We may therefore conclude, that when a submerged bodv
moves in a fluid, the pressure which it sustains, measured

5 U
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by the alutiule of llie &upeiiur Ihiiil, does not perctptibly

increase the resistance; and consequently that the part of

this resistance proportional to the simple velocity, can in

no respect be compared with the friction of solid bodies,

wliicli is always propoilional to the piessure.

These ixpLiiments were twice repeated in the cabinet

of the Instuute, in the presence of M. Charles and M.
Lassuzc.

Tlic attention of M. Coulomb was next directed to the

determination of the resistance experienced by cylinders

that moved very slowly, and perpendicular to their axes.

When a cylinder, however small be its diameter, moves

peri>tndicularly to its axis, the fluid panicles vvliich it

strikes partake necessarily of its motion, and therefore it

is not possible, in the reduction of the experiments, to neg-

lect the pait of the resistance which is proportional to tlic

square of the velocity. Hence he was obliged to perform

the experiments in such a manner that both parts ol the

resistance might be computed. The three cylinders,

which were successively subjected to trial, had a length

of 9.803 inches. The cylinders were fixed by their mid-

dle under the cylinder g d, so that they formed two hori-

9.803
^iontal radii, the length of each of which was-^-——49015

inches. The diameters of the cylinders were determined

from their weight. After making the necessary experi-

ments with cylinders whose diameters were 87. milli-

iiietrcs, 11.2 millimetres, and 21.1 millimetres, he

found, from a comparison of the results, that the part

of the resistance proportional to the simple velocity,

which we shall call r, is not in different cylinders in the

same ratio as the circumference of these cylinders, the

ratio of their circumferences being as 24 to 1, while the

values of r were as 3 to 1. In order to explain this result.

Coulomb supposes that the particles which immediately

touch the cylinder take the same velocity as the cylinder;

that the particles a little farther distant take a smaller ve-

locity; and that at the distance of about one-tenth of an inch,

the velocity ceases entirely. Hence if is at this last point

that the cohesion ceases to have an influence on the resist-

ance. Upon these suppositions, which Coulomb thinks

require confirmation, he proposes to augment, by a con-

stant q<iantity, the circumferences of all the cylinders, be-

fore comparing them with their resistance. This constant

quantity lobe added to the circumferences, he found to be

9 68 millimetres, or nearly an addition of three millime-

tres to their diameter ; which shews that the portion of

the fluid molecules detached from one another by the mov-
ing cylinder extends nearly to a distance of 1.5 millime-

tres from their circumferences.

In comparing the part of the resistance proportional to

the square of the velocity, which we shall call R, «ith

the di.mietcrs of the cylinders, it will be seen that these

quanlities in small cylinders are much greater than they

ouvrht to be in relation to their diameters, but in a much
less ratio than in the preceding case. The augmentation
of the circumferences is in this case only 1.77 millinutres,

which is scarcely one- fifth of the former augmentation.
Coulomb explains this difference from the theory in the
following manner. All the fluid particles, when they are

detached from one another, oppose the same resistance,

whatever be the velocity which they take ; so that as the

quantity r depends only on the cohesion, the resistance due
to their cohesion will extend only to the point where the

velocity of the molecules of the fluid is nothing. In the
comparison of the quantities R, all the particles are sup-
posed to take a velocity e(|ual to that of the cylinder ; but
as it is only the molecules in immediate contact with the
cylinder that take this velocity, it follows, that the augmen-

tation of the diameter in dctermiiiirig the value of R, wlilcii

answers the square of the velocity, should be less than in

dctermininii; r, which is due to the cohesion. Besides, as
Coulomb observes, these diflerent degrees of lateral ve-
locity, from the point of contact with the cylinder, where
the velocity is equal to that of the cylinder, to tiie point
where the cohesion renders the velocity nothing, ought to

follow laws which new observations may soon determine,
and which may throw great light upon this interesting

branch of physics.

In determining by experiment the part of the momen-
tum of resistance propoi lional to the velocity in two cy-
linders of the same di mieler, but of different lengths,

Coulomb found that the momentum of resistance was
proportional to the cubt s of their diameters. The same
result is obtained from the ry , fur supposing each cylinder

to be divided into the samt, number of parts, the length of

each part will be piopoilional to the total length. The
velocity of the corresponding parts will be as the same
lengths, and also as the distance of these parts from the

centre of rotation. The theory likewise indicates that the

part of the momentum of resistance depending on the

scjuare of the velocity, in two cylinders of the same diame-
ter, but of different lengths, is proportional to the fourth

power of the length of the cylinder.

Coulomb now proceeds to determine the real resistance

due to the simple velocity which a cylinder experiences
wliile oscillating parallel to itself, and perpendicular to its

axis. When the cylinder 9 803 inches long, and 0.04409

inches in circumference, was made to oscillate with a ve-

locity of 5.512 inches per second, the part of the resist-

ance r was equal to 58 milligrammes, or .8932 troy grains ;

and when the velocity was 39 37 inches per second, the

resistance was 0.00414 grammes, or 0.637 troy grains.

Hence we may conclude, that the resistance of a cylinder

of the same diameter, but of a metre in length, or 39.3f
inches, will be about 17 milligrammes.

The preceding experiments were repeated in the same
oil which was formerly used, and at the same tempera-
ture ; and he found, as formerly, tliat the cohesion of oil

was to that of water as 17 to 1. He considers oil as pre-

ferable to water for determining r ; for in the case ofsmall
velocities, the part R disappears almost entirely.

In these experiments Coulomb observed an effect which
he could not have anticipated. Although the cohesion of

the oil is 17 times greater than that of water, yet the

augmentation of the diameters of the cylinders, which it

was necessary to apply, was only 3 millimetres, the same
as for water. He observed also another curious fact,

which is more easily understood, viz. that the p;irt of the

lesistancc R is almost the same in oil as in water ; for since

this part arises merely from the inertia of the particles,

it ought in different fluids to be proportional to their den-

sity.

Coulomb intended, in a second memoir, to determine
numerically the value of the pail of the resistance pro-

portional to the square of the velocity ; and to ascertain

the resistance of globes, of pallets, of convex and con-

cave surfaces; and also the difference between the resist-

ance of a floating body and one entirely submerged ; in

consequence of his having found, that in slow motions
tlie submerged body suffered a much less degree of re-

sistance. We have to regiet, however, that Coulomb did

not live to complete these valuable researches. He died

on the 3d August 1806, in the 70th year of his age ; and
left behind him the reputation of being one of the most
able and original natural philosophers of the age in which
he lived.
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5. Account of the Ex/icrimrti/n c/ the Society for the

Advancement of JVuval Architecture.

We regret tliat our limits will only permit us to lay be-

fore our readers some of the results of these excellent

experiments.

The follawing experiments were made with a surface of

40 square feet, moving in its own direction with diHcrent

velocities.

Velocities in Naturat
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C y will not ue so great as Ac; and consequently, from

the same cause, the oscillations will gradually diminish

like those of a pendulum, till the water resume its state of

equilibrium.

It is obvious from the Figure, that tlie force whicii pro-

duces the oscillations is the weight of the column of (luid

cf0t> or twice the column Kiife, whicli is to the whole

weight of the fluid column as 2 A f to ANOD, or as A e

to the length of a pendulum EF, Fig. 13. which describes

arcs FI equal to A f , or to one half of the oscillating

column. (Consequently since the length of the oscillating

column ANOD is a constant quantity, the force which

produces the oscillations is proportional to the space de-

scribed by the water, and therefore the oscillations are

isochronous.

Since the force by which the pendulum is made to de-

scribe the small arch FI is to the weight of the pendulum
as FI is to FE, or as A e : EF ; and since the force which
makes the water oscillate is to the weight of the whole
water in the same ratio, the oscillations of the pendulum
and of the flaid being produced by the same forces, must
be performed in equal limes.

CoH. The oscillations of a column of fluid will be pro-

portional to the square roots of the length of the column
of fluid. For as this is true of the pendulum, it must be

true also of the oscillating fluid, which follows the same
laws. See Mechanics.

Those who wish to study farther the subject of the os-

cillation of fluids, are referred to the Princifiia of Sir Isaac

Newton, lib. ii. Prop. 45, 46. and to Bossut's Traite

Theoririue et ExfierimentaL d'Hydrodynainir/ue, tom. i.

chap. ix. p. 403. edit. 1796, where they will find a general

method of determining the oscillations of water in a syphon
of any form, with an application of the method to a cylin-

drical syphon, and to a rectilineal syphon composed of

three tubes, two vertical, and one horizontal. The sub-

ject is also treated in Bernoulli's IVcrks, tom. iii. p. 125,

and in Hutton's Mathematical Tracts, vol. iii. p. 350.

Prop. II.

The undulations of waves are performed in the same
time as the vibrations of a pendulum, v^hose length is

equal to AC or BD, Fig. 14. the breadth of the wave, or
the distance between two adjoining eminences or de-

pressions.

Let ABCDE represent the section of two waves. It is

obvious that the eminences A, C must descend, by the

force of gravity, or a force equal to the weight of the

elevated portion, and that the undulations are performed
like the oscillations of water in a syphon, the highest parts

AC becoming the lowest, while the lowest BD become
the highest. Hence, if we take a pendulum, whose length
is equal to half the distance between A and C, or B and D,
the parts A, C will descend so as to be the lowest in the

time of one oscillation of the pendulum, and in the lime
of another oscillation they will become the highest parts;

that is, the pendulum will make two vibrations in the time
of one undulation, or the time that one of the summits C
has described a space comprehended between two adjacent

summits. And as a pendulum, whose length is four limes

that of the preceding, oscillates once in the same time that

it oscillated twice, it follows, that the waves perform their

oscillations in the same lime as a pendulum, whose length

is equal to AC or BD, the breadth of a wave. Hence a

wave 3|| feet broad, will have a velocity of 3||- feet in a

second; and a wave 18 inches broad will have a velocity

of 25.538 inches per second.

The preceding doctrine of the oscillation of waves was
first published by Sir Isaac Newton, in lib. ii. prob. 44. of

the Princi/iia. As the motion of waves, however, is partly

circular. Sir Isaac considered his theory as only an ap-

proximation. M. La Place, in the Memoirs of the Jicademy

of Sciences for 1776, has applied to this subject, particu-

larly to rectilineal waves, the general laws of the motion

of fluids, and obtained some interesting results, of which
we have given a general account in our History of Hydro-
dynamics. La Grange has treated the subject in a gene-

ral manner in the Berlin Memoirs for 1786, and M. Poisson

and M. Cauchy have more recently written upon the same
subject. The reader will find a general account of their

labours in the History of Hydrodynamics. The same
subject has likewise been treated by Dr Thomas Young,
with his usual ability, in his Lectures on Xatufal P/ii/oso-

fifty, vol. ii. p. 63.

Part III. ON HYDRAULIC MACHINERY.

The term Hydraulic Machinery is, in strict propriety of

language, applicableonlyto thosemachineswhich are driven

by the force of water, whether it descends by its own weight,

or acts by its impulsive power when in motion, or exerts a

force in virtue of its re-action. It has, however, been applied

in a more extended sense, so as to include various machines,

by which water is raised or projected. The application

of wind, and the force of animals, as the moving power of

machinery, will be fully discussed under Mechanics, and
the important application of steam will be considered at

great length under the separate article of Steam Engine.

As pumps and nre engines arc pneumatical machines,

they tvill be described under tlie articles Pneumatics and
PuMrj

CHAP. I.

On Water Wheels.

The usual method of employing water as the moving

power of machinery, is to apply it to the circumference of

wheels, from the axis or asletree of which the power is

conveyed to the other parts of the machine. When the

water is introduced into buckets placed round the circum-

ference of a wheel moving in a vertical plane, so as to put

the wheel in motion merely by its weight in the buckets,

the wheel is called an overshot wheel, from the water be-

ing introduced over or near the summit of the wheel.

When the water, after having acquired a considerable

velocity by its descent alone an inclined plane, is made to

strike plane surfaces, or floatboards, arranged round the

wheel's circumference, so as to put the wheel in motion

merely by its impulsive force, it is called an undershot

ivheel, from the water being introduced at or near the

under part of its circumference. When the water is in-

troduced neither at the upper nor the lower point of the

wheel, but at a point between them, so as to fall upon float-

boards fixed in the wheel's circumference, and to act both

by its weight and by its impulse, it is called abreast wheel.

When the water is made to issue from an aperture in the
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circumfererce ol" a wheel in the direction of tlie tani^ent,

the wheel is said to be driven by the re-action or counter-

pressure of the water. We sliall now proceed to consider,

in separate Sections, the best mode ol constructing water

wheels of these four dilTcrent forms.

Sect. I. On the Construction of Overshot IVheels,

An overshot wheel of the common kind, is represented

in Plate CCCXIX. Fig. 15, where ABCD is tne rim of

the wheel, having a number of buckets a, A, c, d, arranged
round its circumference. When the wheel is in a state of

rest upon its axis O, and water is introduced into the

bucket c from the horizontal mill course or canal EF, the

weight of the water in the bucket, acting at the end of a

lever equal to m O, puts the wheel in motion in the direc-

tion c d. When the subsequent bucket b comes into the

position c, it is also filled with water, and so on with all

the rest. When the bucket c readies the situation of d,

its mechanical effect to turn the wheel is increased, being
now equal to the weight of water acting at the end of a

lever 71 O, equal to the distance of its centre of gravity d
from a vertical line passing through the axis O, so that the

mechanical effect of the water in the bucket increases all

the way to B, and of course diminishes while the buckets
are moving from B to C.

The buckets, however, between B and C, have not the

same power upon the wheel as those between A and B

;

for the water begins to fall out of the buckets before they

approach to B, and are almost completely empty when
they reach the point H. The construction of the buckets,

therefore, as shewn in the Figure, is very improper, as it

not only allows the water to escape before it has reached
the point B, where its mechanical effect is a maximutnj
but also to escape completely, long before they have reach-

ed the lowest point C of the wheel. The power, there-

fore, of an overshot wheel must depend principally upon
the form which is given to the buckets, which should

always be fullest when tliey are at the point B, and should

retain the water as long as possible. If the buckets were
to consist of a single partition in the direction of the

radii of the wheel, all the water would escape from the

buckets before they passed the point B on a level with the

axis O.
The form of a bucket, which has been regarded as the

best, is represented in Fig. 16, by the line DCBAGIKL,
where it is represented as composed of three partitions,

viz. AB and GI, called the start or shoutder, which lies

in the direction of the radius ; BC and IK, called the arm,
and inclined at an obtuse angle to the radius ; and CD, KL,
called the mrest, and inclined at an angle less than 180° to

the arm BC or IK. The depm AG of each bucket is

about li of GH ; AB is 4 of AM ; and the angle ABC is

such, that BC and GI prolonged would pass through the

same point IJ. It ends, however, in C ; so that FC is |ihs

of GH ; and CD is placed so, mat HD is nearly jth of H.M.
Hence it follows, that the arc FABC is nearly equal to

DABC ; so that the quantity of water FABC will siill con-

tinue in the bucket when AD is a horizontal line, wliich

happens when AB forms an angle of about 35° with a ver-

tical line. The preceding construction of the buckets is

obviously too complicated, and viry little additional power
is gained by the angle BCD. Hence the general practice

is to continue BC to H, and AB is generally only id
of GH.
Such is the general view of the construction of buc-

kets, which is given by Dr Robison ; but we cannot agree
with him in thinking that this form is the best. It must
be obvious, upon the slightest consideration, thait the power

of the wheel would be a maximum, if the whole of its

scnii-circumfcrence were loaded with water. This effect
would be produced, if the buckets had the shape shewn
in Fig. 17, where ABC is the form of the bucket, AB be-
ing in tlic direction of the radius, and BC part of the cir-
cumference of the wheel, and nearly eejual to AD. This
construction is, however, impracticable, as the aperture EC
is not large enough cither for the admission or the escape
of the water, and when the last portion of the water flows
out along BC, it would strike against the bottom DE of
the bucket immediately above it. We must therefore con-
sider what modification this form should receive, in order
to give a free passage to the water at EC. This may be
effected, by making BC (Fig. 18.) a little larger than BE,
and diminishing AB, so as to make the angle ABC a little

greater than 90°. In this way an aperture rfE will be ob-
tained, of sufficient magnitude both for the introduction and
the discharge of the fluid ; and the last portion of water
will no longer strike against the bottom D d of the upper
bucket. When the water is properly introduced by the
methods afterwards to be described, this construction will
be found to give great additional power to the wheel.
Hence we see the reason why the inclination of DC, in
Fig. 16, is advantageous, as it is an approximation to the
preceding construction.

The late Mr Robert Burns of Cartsidc in Renfrewshire,
a most ingenious millwright and mechanic, proposed what
appeared to be a vei-y great improvement upon the form
of the buckets in overshot wheels. It consisted in using
a double bucket, as shewn in Fig. 19, where LM is a parti-
tion almost concentric with the rim, and placed so as to
make the inner and outer portions of the bucket hold equal
quantities of water. When these buckets are filled id, they
retain the whole water at 18° from the bottom of the arch,
and they retain ^ of the water at 1 1°. Another great ad-
vantage of this construction is, that when there is little wa-
ter to drive the wheel, it may be directed by a slight ad-
justment of the spout, into the outer bucket, so as to make
up, by the additional length of lever, for the small quan
tity of water which is in use. These advantages, how-
ever, are found in practice to bg counterbalanced by dis-
advantages which cannot be got the better of. The water
is found never to fill the inner buckets, and on this account
we believe Mr Burns did not put the construction in

practice.

It has in genei-al been assumed by writers on water
wheels, that the diameter of overshot wheels should af-

ways be less than the height of the fall of water by which
it is to be put in motion, and various ratios have been as-

signed between the height of the fall and the diameter o!

the wheel. The Chevalier de Borda has shewn, that over-
shot wheels will produce a maximum effect when their

diameter is equal to the greatest height of the fall, but
that a slight diminution of the wheel's dinmctcr produces
only a very small diminution of the maximum effect. If

the height of the fall, for example, is 12 feet, and if the
diameter of the wheel is made only 1 1 feet, the effect is

diminished only ^L. This theoretical result has been con-
fimed by the admirable experiments of Ml- Smeaton, who
found, " t/iat the higher the ivheel is in firo/icrtion to the

whole descent, the greater will be the effect ;" because, as he
remarks, " it depends less upon the impulse of the head,

and more upon the gravity of the water in the buckets
;

and if we consider how obliquely the water issuing from
the head must strike the buckets, we shall not be at a loss

to account for the little advantage that arises from the

impulse thereof, and shall immediately see of how little

consequence this impulse is to the effect of an overshot
wh«el."
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If the diameter of the wheel wei-e equal to the whole
height of the fall, the water would be hid in the buckets

without having acquired any velocity ; so tliat a poi tion of

the power of the wheel would be spent in dragging this

inert mass into n^.otion, and also by the impulse of the

buckets against the water, which will dash a part of it over

the wheel. Hence it is necessary that tlie dilfcrence be-

tween the head of water and the diameter of the wheel
should be such, that the water may acquire in its descent

through that space a velocity a little greater than that of

the circumference of the wheel. In this view of the sub-

ject, the water should fall through a height of 2| or 3

inches per second, in order to acquire the velocity of the

wheel ; and therefore the diameter of the wheel should be

only 3 inches less than the height of the fall.

The determination of the diameter of an overshot wheel,

as given by liorda, Smeaton, Robison, and other authors,

is founded upon the assumption, that it never should ex-

ceed the height of the fall. Let us suppose that we have
a fall of 12 feet, and that the wheel should have a diame-
ter of 11 feet according to Borda, then it appears to us,

that a great advantage will be derived from making the

wheel IS feet. ISow it is obvious, that the advantage of

using the 15 feet wheel is, that we apply the water where
it will act most perpendicularly to the line OD, Fig. 15. or
the radius of the wheel, whereas the disadvantage of such a

wheel is, that it begins to lose its water much sooner than

the small one. We differ in opinion from Robison when he
says, that the loss of power in the latter case exceeds what
is gained in the former case ; but we shall admit that it is

so, and still maintain the superiority of the 15 feet wheel.
When the wheel has a diameter less than the height of the

fall, any augmentation of the quantity of water discharged
by the mill course is of no use in increasing the effect of
the wheel. The issuing water indeed acquires a velocity

greater than it usually has, but this additional velocity is

injurious to the motion of the wheel instead of being of any
advantage. In the case of a 15 feet fall, however, when the
water rises 1 or 2 feet above its usual level, we have it in

our power, by a particular form of the delivering sluice,

which will afterwards be described, (see p. 555,) to intro-

duce this water upon the wheel 1 or 2 feet higher up the
wheel, so that we ate actually enabled to increase the height
of the fall by this quantity.

From a series of experiments on overshot wheels, by M.
Deparcleux, and published in 1754, he has concluded, that

most work is performed by an overshot wheel when it

moves slowly, and that the more we retard its motion by in-

creasing the work to be perforaied, the greater will be the
performance of the wheel. These experiments were made
with a wheel 20 inches in diameter, and having 48 buck-
ets. Cylinders of different diameters were placed upon
the axle, and the effect of the wheel under different veloci-
ties was measured by the height to which it raised a weight
suspended to a rope, which was wound round the different
cylinders ; and the general result was, that the slower the
wheel turns, the greater is the effect, or the height to which
the weight is raised.

In opposition to these results, the Chevalier D'Arcy
maintained that there is a certain velocity when tlie effect
is a maximum ; and he has shewn, from a comparison
of Deparcieux's experiments with his own formulae, that
the wheel never moved with such a small velocity as
would have given the maximum effect, and that if he had
increased the diameter of his cylinders, he would have
found that there was a velocity when the maximum effect
began to diminish.

The experiments of Snicaton afford an excellent confirm-
ation of the preceding reasoning. The wheel which he

used was 25 inches in diameter. The depth of the buckets
or of the shrouding, was 2 inches, and the number of buck-
ets 36. \Vhen it made about 20 turns in a minute, the ef-

fect was nearly the greatest. When 'he number of turns

was 30, the effect was diminished ^'jth part. When the

number was 40, the diminution was -^th ; wlicn tlie number
was less than 18^, its motion was irregular; and when it

was loaded so as not to be able to make 18 turns, the wheel
was overpowered by its load.

'i It is an advantage in practice," says Mr Smeaton,
" that the velocity of the wheel should not be diminished

farther than what will procure some solid advantage in

point of power; because, cateria fiaribua, as the motion is

slower the buckets must be made larger; and the wheel
being more loaded with water, the stress upon every part

of the work will be increased in proportion. The best ve-

locity for practice, therefore, will be such, as when the

wheel here used made about 30 turns in a minute; that is,

when the velocity of the circumference is a little more thaii

three feet in a second.
" Experience confirms, that this velocity of three feet in

a second is applicable to the highest overshot wheels as

well as the lowest; and all other parts of the work being
properly adapted thereto will produce very nearly the

greatest effect possible ; however, this also is certain from
experience, that high wheels may deviate farther from this

rule before they will lose their power by a given aliquot

part of the whole, than low ones can be admitted to do; for

a wheel of 24 feet high may move at the rate of aix feet per

second without losing any considerable part of its power;
and, on the other hand, I have seen a wheel of 33 feet high,

that has moved very steadily and well with a velocity but

little exceeding two feet."

The experiments of the Abbe Bossut afford the same re-

sults. He used a wheel three feet in diameter. The
height of the buckets was three inches, their width five

inches, and their number 48 ; and the canal which convey-
ed the water furnished uniformly 1 194 cubic inches in a mi-
nute. When the wheel was unloaded, it made 40i turns in

a minute. The following Table, for which we have com-
puted the fourth column, contains the results which he ob-

tained.

Number
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acting upon a scmicircumfcreiice of the wliccl with their

respective <iuantities of water.

In comparinti; the relative effects of water wheels, the

Chevalier dc Borrla maintains, that an overshot wheel will

raise through the height of the fall a riuantily of water

equal to that by which it is driven; while Alhert Eiiler

aflirms that the effect is greatly inferior to this. The ex-

periments of Mr Smeaton shew, that when the heads and

quantities of water are least, the ratio between the power
and the effect at the maximum is nearly as 4 : 3 ; but when'

the heads and quantities of water were greater, it is as

4:2; and by a medium of tlie whole, it is as 3 : 2. When
the powers of the water, computed for the height of the

wheel only, are compared with the effects, they observe a

more constant ratio, the variation being only between the

ratio of 10 : 8.1 and 10 : 8.5. Hence the ratio of the power,
computed upon the height of the wheel only, is to the ef-

fect, at a maximum, as 10 : 8, or as 5 : 4 nearly; and the

effects, as well as the powers, are as the quantities of

water and perpendicular heights multiplied together re-

spectively.

The form of the delivering sluice, and the method of in-

troducing the water into the buckets, will be best explain-

ed in the description of different overshot wheels.

Smealon's Overshot Wfieei.

The overshot wheel, as constructed by Mr Smeaton for

the upper paper mill of Thornton, is shewn in Plate

CCCXX. Fig. 1, where the diameter of the wlieel is as

nearly as possible equal to the height of the fall ; and ano-

tJier wheel, which he considered as of an improved form,

is represented in Fig. 2. where the diameter of the iwheel

exceeds the height of the fall. In both these Figures AB
is the wheel, and MN the extremity of the mill course,

where the water is delivered into the buckets. A vertical

lever ab c turning round 6 as a centre, gives motion to the

horizontal arm c d, and causes one of the shuttles cf to ad-

vance or recede ; in consequence of which the aperture on

the right hand of/ may be either increased or diminished,

for the purpose of regulating the supply of water which

the wheel may require. The iron bolt ^ goes through the

bottom of the trough between the two shuttles, and is in-

tended to prevent the bottom from sinking by the weight

of the water. From the form of the aperture at y, it will

be seen that the water will glide easily into the buckets

without any waste. In both these machines, the wuter is

turned back on the near half of the wheel ; the consequence

of which is, that the resistance of the lower water is re-

moved, as it runs off in the same direction with the motion

of the wheel. The wheel in Fig. I . is made to fit its sweep

and the sides of the conduit as if it were a breast wheel,

50 that the water does not get out of the buckets till it

reaches the lowest point.

Imfiroved Overshot IVheel.

An excellent overshot wheel, which we understand is

used in Yorkshiie, is represented in Fig. 3. It differs from

the wheel in Fig. 2. in the construction of the extremity of

the mill c( urse, and in the mode of delivering the water

upon the wheel. A pinion d, turned with a handle, works
in the teeth of a rack r a, having a rollers, whose breadth

is eiiual to that of the mill course, fixed at its extremity.

Upon this roller is fixed a large piece of leather, which,

after wrapping round part of the cylindrical circumference,

extends downwauls to b, where it is fixed, as seen in the

Figure, between two plates of iron or wood held together

by screws. This leather forms the shuttle in the follow-

ing manner. When the water stands so low in the mil!
course MN, that none of it runs over the roller so as to fall

into the buckets, the jiinion d is made to move from right to

left, so as to cause the rack c a and roller a to descend.
The leather shuttle is thus wound up upon the roller, and
the water is allowed to pass over the surface a, and to fall

into the buckets through the apertures made of iron bars,
as shewn in the Figure. When the water, on the contra-
ry, rises in the mill course, so that too much of it flows
over the roller, the rack is made to move in the opposite
direction, so as to diminish the supply. In this construc-
tion of the regulator, we see at once the advantages of hav-
ing the diameter of the wheel AB greater than the height
of the fall ; for we are at liberty to take advantage of the ad-
ditional head which is gained by any increase in the quan-
tity of water which is conveyed to the wheel.

Bescrijition of Mr Burns' Overshot IVheel without a
Shaft.

This very ingenious machine was invented and erected
by the late Mi- Burns, whose mechanical ingenuity we
have already had occasion to admire. It is represented in

two different sections, in Figs. 4 and 5, and forms a large
hollow cylinder by its buckets and sole, without having any
shaft or axle tree.

This wheel is 12i feet diameter, and 7 feet broad over
all, and has 28 buckets. The gudgeon is 6 inches diame-
ter, by 9 inches long. The flaunch is 1^ inch tliick at the
extreme points. The arms are of redwood fir, 6 inches
square ; one piece making two arins in length, wnere ihcy
cross one another at the wheel's centre, \~ inch of the
wood remaining in each, connecting the two opposite arms
as one piece. The wheel was made, by fiist liaing the
gudgeon into a large piece of hard wood, with the fl.iuncii

parallel to the horizon, and in that position the arms and
rings were trained and bound fast to it. All tne grooves
for starts or raisers, and buckets, \vere cut out before it

was removed; first one piece was bolted to the flaunch at

a a, and so of the others, leaving the distant openings for

the cross bars that reach between each arm and its oppo-
site arm. These bars, or pieces, were only 4 inches square,
and were- of ij;ood beech wood, turned round in the body.
They were 10 inches square at each end, in which was
fitted a strong nut for a bolt, 1^ inch thick, to go through
6, and connect the two sides together.

After the arms were traiiied and fiy.ed right upon the
gudgeons, the innermost ring was completed ; the tenons
were trained on the arms first, and the rings, 4 J inches

thick and 8 inches deep, put on by keys driven into the

mortice. The remaining tenons were then reduced from

U to I inch thick, and tlie outermost ring, only 3 inches

thick by 6 inches deep, was firmly wedged thereon, and
bound fast at the other ends by three strong wooden pins,

as at O C ; to the lower ring, the outside of the uppermost
and u.idermost rings are flush, all the additional thickness

of tlic lower ring projecting inside the buckets.

Some difficulty was found in laying the water properly

into the buckets of this wheel, owing to the narrowness of

the mouths of the buckets, by the high start or raiser,

which was remedied by adopting the following plan.

The openings in the bottom of the troughing should be

of iron, and so distant from each other that the water from

them is thrown into two separate buckets. The iron curv-

ed parts should also be moveable, to adjust the openings

to the quantity of water necessary for the wheel. Unless

the head of water is 12 or 14 inches above these openings,

it will be difficult to give it the proper direction into the

buckets, especially if the openings are pretty wide for them 3
..
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for tlien it deviates the more down from the line of direc-

tion, and tends to retard the wheel, by striking on the out-

side of the bucket.

The openings from which the buckets are filled, ought

to be 10 inches less in length than the buckets, i. e. 5

inches at each side, otherwise the water is apt to jerk over

on each side of the wheel, as the edge of the bucket passes

by.

The mode of making and finishing the wheel at Cartside

requires very little workmanship, compared to the usual

method ; and any good joiner will do it as well as a niill-

•wright. The joiner finislied Cartside wheel in six or seven

weeks. The construction will be better understood from

the following reference to the figures.

Fig. 4. Represents three distinct transverse views. The
part marked A, supposes a part of the shrouding in section

shewing the pins ; the part marked B, is a section of the

wheel through any part of the buckets, and shewing three

of the ties, 1, 2, 3, in section. Part C shews the manner in

which the exterior ends of the wheel are finished, also the

gudgeons, flaunch, &c.

Fig. 5. Is a longitudinal section of the wheel through one

of the arms, shewing the projection of the shrouding—the

manner in which the aims of the wheel are connected to-

gether—and likewise the manner in which the ties are con-

nected to the gudgeon.

Descri/ilion of a Double Overs/tot IVheei with a Chain of
Buckets.

When there is a very small supply of water falling from

a very great head, the overshot wheel which it is necessa-

ry to employ is so large and expensive, and so apt to be in-

jured from its unwieldy size, that few persons would be

disposed to erect one. We have seen at Coalbrook Dale

a very excellent overshot wheel, of about fifty feet in di-

ameter, which went remarkably well ; and we understand

that there are in Wales some wheels of nearly double this

diameter. In circumstances like this, the double overshot

wheel, with a chain of buckets, is a most invaluable ma-
chine, not merely from the small price at which it can be

erected, but from the great power which it possesses. A
machine of this kind seems to have been first erected by

M. Francini in 1668, in the garden of the king of France's

old library. This machine of Francini's was driven by

waste water, and raised water from a natural spring, by

means of another chain of buckets fixed upon the same
Vheel.

M. Costar substituted a similar machine in place of the

overshot wheel ; and more recently Mr Gladstanes, an in-
'

-^enious millwright at Castle Douglas, without knowing
that he had been anticipated in the invention, erected seve-

ral in Galloway for the purpose of giving motion to thresh-

ing mills.

The double overshot wheel is represented in Plate

CCCXX. Fig. 6, where A and B are two rag wheels, as

they are called, and CDEF a series of buckets fixed to an

endless chain, whose links fall into notches in the circum-
ference of the rag wheels. The water issuing from the

mill course at MN is introduced into the buckets on the

side C. The descent of the loaded buckets on the side C
puts the wheels A and B in motion, and the power is con-

veyed from the shaft of the wheel A to turn any kind of

machinery. When the buckets reach F, they allow the

water to escape, and ascending empty on the side E, they

again return to the spout MN, to be filled as before. Tn

this machine, the buckets have in every part of their path

the same mechanical effect to tum the wheels, and they

will not allow the waler to escape till ihey have reached
almost the lowest part of the fall.

Tills species of wheel possesses another advantage, which
can be obtained from no other, namely, that by raising the

wheel B, and taking out two or three of the buckets, it may
be made to work when there is such a (;uaniity of back-
water as would otherwise prevent it from moving.
Dr Robisoii, in his Dissertation on Water Works, pub-

lished in the second volume of his System of Mechanical
Fhiloso/ihy, has described a machine of this kind, in which
plugs, or horizontal floatboards, are fixed to a chain. On
the side C these plugs pass through a tube, a liitle greater

in diameter than that of the floats, and the water acting by
its pressure upon these floats, as it does in the case of a

breast wheel, gives motion to the wheels A and B.

The double overshot wheel is the best and the most eco-

nomical which can be adopted for a small supply of water
falling from a great height ; but it is liable to get out of

order, unless the chain which carries the bucket is made
with great care and nicety.

For farther information on overshot wheels, the reader is

referred to Belidor's Architecture Hydrauligue, vol. ii. p.

254. Desagulier's Course of Exfierimental Philoso/ihy,

edit. 3d, vol. ii. p. 455. Deparcieux, Aletn. Acad. Par.
1754, p. 603, 671. Smeaton On Mills, p. 33. Albert
Euler, Comment. Soc. Getting. 1754. Kaestner, Hydrody-
namique, Lamhtrt, Metn. Acad. Berl. If55. Borda, Mew.
Acad. Par. 1767, p. 286. Bossut, Traite d'Hydrodynamique,
edit. 1796, torn. i. chap. xvii. p. 538 ; and torn. ii. chap,

xviii. p. 425. Fenwick's Four Essays on Practical Me-
chanics. Robison, System of Mechanical Philoso/ihy , vol.

ii. ; and Ferguson's Lectures on Mechanics, &c. vol. ii.

Appendix.

Sect. II. On Undershot Water Wheels.

An undershot water wheel is a wheel with a number of

floatboards, or plane surfaces arranged round its circum-
ference for the purpose of receiving the impulse of the wa-
ter, which is conveyed to the under part of the wheel from
an inclined canal. A wheel of this kind of the ordinary

construction, is shewn in Plate CCCXX. Fig. 7. where AB
is the wheel with 24 floatboards, c d a floatboard receiving

the impulse of the water, which moves with great velocity

in consequence of having fallen from a considerable height

down the inclined nwll course MN. The principal points

to be attended to in the construction of undershot wheels
are, the construction of the mill course, the number, form,

and position of the floatboards, and the velocity of the wheel
in relation to that of the water when the effect is a maxi-
mum. The following rules for the construction of mill

courses are given in the Appendix to Ferguson's Lectures,

vol. ii.

" As it is of the highest importance to have the height

of the fall as great as possible, the bottom of the canal, or

dam, which conducts the water from the river, should have
a very small declivity ; for the height of the water-fall will

diminish in proportion as the declivity of the canal is in-

creased. On this account, it will be sufficient to make AB
slope about one inch in 200 yards, taking care to make the

declivity about half an inch for the first 48 yards, in order

that the water may have a velocity sufficient to prevent it

from flowing back into the river. The inclination of the

fall, represented by the angle OCR, should be 25° 50' ; or

CRjthe radius, should be to OR, the tangent of this angle,

as 100 to 48, or as 25 to 12; and since the surface of the

water S 6 is bent from a b into a c, before it is precipitated

down the fall, it will be necessary to incurvate the upper
part BCD of the course into BD, that the water at the bot-
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tom may move parallel to tiic water at the top of the stream.

For this purpose, take the points B, D, about 12 inches

distant from C, and raise the perpendiculars BE, DE: the

point of intersection E will be the centre from which the

arch BD is to he described ; the radius being about loj

inches. Now, in order that the water may act more advan-

tageously upon the floatboards ofllie wheel WW, it must
assume a horizontal diieclion HK, with the same velocity

wliich it would have acquired when it came to the point G :

But, in fallini; from C to G, tlie water will dash upon the

horizontal part HG, and thus lose a great part of its veloci-

ty ; it will be proper, therefore, to make it move along I'll

an arch of a circle, to which DF and KH are tangents in

the points F and H. For iliis purpose make GF and GH
each equal to three feet, and raise the perpendiculars HI,
FI, which will intersect one another in the point I distant

about 4 feet 9 inches and j'gXhs from the points F, and H,
and the centre of the arch FH will be determined. The
distance HK, through which the water runs before it acts

upon the wheel, should not be less than two or three feet,

in order that the different portions of the fluid may have ob-
tained a horizontal direction: and if HK. be much larger,

the velocity of the stream would be diminished by its fric-

tion on the bottom of the course. That no water may
escape between the bottom of the course KH and the ex-
tremities of the floatboards, KL should be about three

inches, and the extremity o of the floatboard n o should he
beneath the line HKX, sufficient room being left between
o and M for the play of the wheel, or KLM may be formed
into the arch of a circle KM concentric with the wheel.
The line LMV, called by M. Fabre, the course of impul-
sion (/e coursier d'imfiulsioii) should be prolonged, so as to

support the water as long as it can act upon the floatboards,

and should be about 9 inches distant from OP, a hoiizontal

line passing through O, the lowest point of the fall ; for if

OL were much less than 9 inches, the water having spent

the greater part of its force in impelling the floatboards,

would accumulate below the wheel and retard its motion.

For the same reason, another course, which is called l)y M.
Fabre, the course of discharge {le coursier de decharge)

should be connected with LMV by the curve VN, to pre-

serve the remaining velocity of the water, which would
otherwise be destroyed by falling perpendicularly from V
to N. The course of discharge is represented by VZ,
sloiiing from the point O. It should be about 16 yards

long, 'laving an inch of declivity in every two yards. The
canal which reconducts the water from the course of dis-

charge to the river, should slope about 4 inches in the first

200 yards, 3 inches in the second 200 yards, decreasing

gradually till it terminates in the river. But if the river to

which the water is conveyed, should, when swollen by the

raitis, force the water back upon the wheel, the canal must
have a greater declivity, in order to prevent this from
taking place. Hence it will be evident, that very accurate

levelling is necessary lor the proper formation of the mill

course."

The general ideas contained in the preceding construc-

tions appear to have been first suggested by Du Buat, and

afterwards fully explained by M. Fabre in his Traite sur les

Machines Hydrauiiqucs.

The diameters of undershot wheels must in general be
accommodated to the nature of the machinery which they

are to put in motion. If a great velocity is necessary, the

wheel should for this purpose be made of a less diameter

than would otherwise be advisable ; but if a great velocity

is not required, the diameter of the wheel ought to be con-

siderable.

M. Pilot, one of the earliest writers who attended to this

subject, recommended that the number of floatboards

Vol. X. Part II.

should 1)C equal to 3G0° divided by the arch of the circle

plunged in the canal, and that their depth should be equal

to the versed sine of that arch. The slightest consid<:ra-

tion, however, is sufiicient to convince us that the number
of floatboards obtained by this I'ule is greatly loo small.

M. Du Petil Vandin,and afterwards M. Faljre, have, on the

other hand, maintained, that the greatest possible number
of floatboards should be used, provided the wheel is not too

much loaded by them.

In MrSmcaton's model, by which his experiments were
performed, the diameter of tlie wheel was 24 inches, and
tlie number of floatboards 24. When the nutnber was re-

duced to 12, a diminution in tlie eflcet was produced on ac-

count of a greater quantity of water escaping between the

floats and the floor ;
" hut a circular sweep being adapted

thereto of such a length that one float entered the curve be-

fore the preceding one quitted it, liie efi"ect came so near to

tlie former, as not to give hopes of advancing it, by in-

creasing the number of floats beyond 24 in this particular

wjieel."

The experiments of Bossut were made with a wheel,
whose exterior diameter was 3 feet 1 inch 10 lines. It was
used successively with 48, 24, and 12 floatboards direct-

ed to the centre. They were exactly five inches wide, and
from four to five inches high. The edges and the extre-

mities of the floatboards were distant about half a line from
the bottom and sides of the inclined canal in which the

wheel was placed, and the arch plunged in the water was
24° 54'. \Vlien this wheel was tried, it made 35i turns in

a minute, when it had 48 floatboards, and when the weight
raised was 12 pounds. W^hen 24 floatboards were put on,

it made only 29 turns in a min\ite, the weight raised being

the same ; and when 12 floatboards were used, it made no
more than 25^ turns in a minute. The velocity of the wa-
ter in the canal, which had a declivity of lOi feet in 50,

was 300 feet in 33 seconds. Hence Bossut coneluries, that

the wheel ought to have at least 48 floatboards. whereas
wheels 20 feet in diameter, and with only 25° or 30° of the

circumference immersed, have generally only 40.

When wheels are moved by a river, they ought to have
a different number of floatboards. In order to find the

number, M. Bossut used a different wheel, in which the

floatboards were so placed that he could set them at any
inclination to the radius, and employ any number of tnem
at pleasure. The exterior diameter was 3 feet, the width

of the floatboards 5 inches, and their height 6 inches. This
wheel was made to move in a current from 12 to 13 feet

wide, and in a depth of water of from 7 to 8 inches. The
floatboards were plunged 4 inches in the water, so that the

circumstances were the same as in an open river. When
24 floatboards were used, a load of forty pounds was laised

with a velocity of 15|| turns in 40 seconds; whereas when
12 floatboards were used, the velocity will-, which the same
load was raised was only \o\^ turns in the same time.

When 48 floatboards were put on, 24 pounds were raised,

with a velocity of 27^^ turns in a minute ; and 24 float-

boards raised the weight with a velocity of ||^. the difter-

encc being perfectly trifling. Hence 24 floatboards at least

should be used in cases of this kind. A smaller number
would be sufficient, if a greater arch of the wheel were
plunged in the stream. In practice, it was the general

custom to use only 8 or 10 floatboards, and sometimes
fewer, on wlieels placed in rivers ; but the number ought
to have been from 12 to 18.

From theoretical considerations, M. Pitot has shewn,

that floatboards should always be a continuation of the ra-

dius ; but this rule is found to be quite incorrect in prac-

tice. The advantages arising from inclining the floatboards

were first pointed out in 1753 by Deparcieux, who shews,

5 X
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that the water will thus heap up upon them, and act by its

weight as well as by its impulse. This opinion has been

amply confirmed by the experiments of Uossut with the

wheel already menlioiied, moving in a canal where the ve-

locity of the water was 300 feet in 27 seconds. When the

floalboards were a continuation of the radius, a weight of

34 pounds was raised with a velocity of f| turns in

forty seconds. When their inclination was 8", the same

load was raised with a velocity of 19|f in forty seconds.

When the inclination was 12°, the velocity was 194f in

40"; and when the inclination was 16», the velocity was 20|^

turns in 40 seconds, nearly the same, but still a little less

than when the floatboards were a continuation of Uic radius.

Hence it follows, that a wheel placed upon canals which

have little declivity, and in which the water is at liberty to

escape easily after the impulse, the floatboards ought to be

a continuation of the radius.

The same wheel being placed in the current already

mentioned, viz. from 12 to 13 feet wide, and from 7 to 8

inches deep, floalboards which were a continuation of the

radius raised 40 pounds with a velocity of 13^|- turns in

40 seconds. With those inclined 15°, the number of turns

in the same time was 14||^; with those inclined 30", the

number was 14J|-; and with those inclined 37°, tlic num-
ber was 14i|. Hence it follows, that the most advantage-

ous obliquity is, in this case, about 15 or 30 degrees. The
difference of effect, however, appears to be very trifling,

particularly beyond 15°. M. Fabre is of opinion, that when
the velocity of the stream is 11 feet per second or greater,

the inclination should never be less than 30° ; that, as the

velocity diminishes, the number of floatboards should di-

minish in proportion ; and that when the velocity is four

feet or under, the floatboards should be a continuation of

the radius. The experiment of inclining the floatboards

a little in the opposite direction, has not been tried by any

of the authors whom we have quoted, but we think it

•worth trying, as it might increase the effect, by allowing

the water to escape more readily from below the float-

boards.

In order to determine the ratio between the velocity of

the wheel and that of the water which drives it. Parent and
Pilot considered only the action of the fluid upon one float-

board, and consequently they made the force of impulsion
proportional to the square of the relative velocity, or to the

square of the difference between the velocity of the stream

and that of the floalboard. Desaguliers, Maclaurin, Lam-
bert, Atwood, Du Buat, and Dr Robison, have gone upon
the same principle, and have therefore fallen into the same
error, of making the velocity of the wheel ^ of the velocity

of the current when the effect is a maximum. The Che-
valier de Borda, whose valuable Memoirs have been too

inuch overlooked by later writers, has, however, corrected

this error. He has shewn, that the supposition is per-

fectly correct when the water impels a single floatboard ;

for as the number of particles which strike the floatboard

in a given time, and also the momentum of these, are each
as the relative velocity of the floatboards, the momentum
must be as the square of the relative velocity, that is,

M= R2, M being the momentum, and R the relative velo-

city. But as the water acts on more than one floatboard at once,

the number acted upon in a given time will be as the velocity

of the wheel, or inversely as the relative velocity ; for if we
increase the relative velocity, the velocity of the water re-

maining the same, we must diminish the velocity of the

R^
wheel. Consequently, we shall have M =: -jr- or M :j:R;

that is, the momentum of the water acting upon the wheel
varies as the relative velocity.

Now, let V be the velocity of the stream, F the force

with which it would strike the floatboard at rest, and v the

velocity of the wheel. Then the relative velocity will be
V

—

V ; and since the velocity of the water will be to its

momentum, or the force with which it would strike the

floatboard at rest, as the relative velocity is to the real force

which the water exerts against the moving floatboards, we

shall have V : V—T)i=F : Tx ^~'' =^X V~v. But

the effect of the wheel is measured by the product of the

momentum of the water and the velocity of the wheel, con-
sequently the effect of the undershot wheel will be

Now this effect is to be a maximum, and therefore its dif-

ferential must be equal to 0, that is, v being the variable

quantity, V d v—2 v d v ^ 0, or 2 v d v ^V d v. Di-
V

vidnig by d v, we have 2 v — V, and vZZ —, that is, the

velocity of the wheel will be one-half the velocity of the
fluid when the effect is a maximum.

This has been amply confirmed by the experiments of
Mr Smeaton. " The velocity of the stream (says he, p.77,)
varies at the maxinmm between one-third and one-half that
of the water ; but in all the cases in which most work is

performed in proportion to the water expended, and which
approach the nearest to the circumstances of great works,
when properly executed, the maximum lies much nearer
to one-Zialf Ihan one-tfiird, one-half seeming to be the true

maximum, if nothing were lost by the resistance of the air,

the scattering of the water carried up by the wheel, &c.
all which tend to diminish the effect more at what would be
the maximum if these did not take place than they do when
the motion is a little slower." Smeaton considers 5 to 2 as

the best general proportion.

A result, nearly similar to this, was deduced from the

experiments of Bossut. He employed a wheel whose dia-

meter was three feet. The number of floatboards Vi'as at

one time 48, and at another 24, their width being 5 inches,

and their depth six. The experiments with the wheel,
when it had 48 floatboards, were made in the inclined ca-

nal, in which the velocity was 300 feet in 27 seconds. The
experiments with the wheel, when it had 24 floatboards,

were made in a canal, contained between two vertical walls,

12 or 1 3 feet distant. The depth of the water was about 7
or 8 inches, and its mean velocity about 2740 inches in 40
seconds. The floatboards of the wheel were immersed about

four inches in the stream.
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charging its contents perpendicularly upon the floatboard

C, which ouE>;ht to have a surface more than twice the area

of the section of the stream. In this construction, the

maximum effect will beproductd when the velocity of the

floatboards is not less than-^^, where A is the height
2 siii.a

of the fall, and a the angle which the direction of the fall

makes with a vertical line. But since this quantity in-

creases as the sine of a decreases, we may diminish tlie

angle a, and thus increase the velocity of the floatboards,

to suit the nature of the work to be performed, without les-

sening the maximum effect, which cannot be done in ver-

tical wheels where a determinate velocity is necessary to

produce the greatest possible efTect. See Ferguson's Lec-

tures., vol. ii. Appendix.
In the southern departments of France, the floatboards

are made of a curvilineal form, so as to present a concave

surface to the stream. This construction is shewn in

Figs. 10, II, where AB is the wheel, CD the vertical shaft,

and VI, 71, the concave floatboards. The Chevalier Borda

renuirks, that in theory a double effect is produced when
the floatboards have this form ; but tliat the advantage is

not so great in practice, from the difficulty of making the

fluid enter and leave the course in a proper manner. They
app'-ar, however, to be decidedly superior to those in which

the floatboards are plane, as the water acts by its weight as

well as by its impulsive force. The ratio of the effects in

the two cases, with five or six feel of fall, is nearly as 3

to 2. An advantage may be gained by dividing the cui--

rent, and throwing it in separate portions upon differ-

ent floatboards. See Leopold's Theatrum Mach. General.

A different kind of horizontal wheel, invented by Mr
Robert Leslie, which works by the tide upon the principle

of a smoke jack, is sliewn in Figs. 12, 13. This machine,

which is shewn in a vertical section in Fig. 12, and in a

horizontal section in Fig. 13, consists of a circular box or

drum op, widened at top into another circular drum AB,
two parts of whicli, GO and EF, are made to open and

shut, as shewn by the doited lines. When the tide moves
in the direction OE, the part GO shuts into the position

GH, and admits the water upon the wheel; but when the

tide returns, G II assumes the position GO, and EF shuts

into the doited position E/, and admits the water to tiie

wheel. The axis EF, Fig. 12, stands vertically, and has

the vanes m, n fitted upon it like those of a smoke j.ick.

The water enters at O, and at F/w hen the tide returns, de-

scends in tlie direction of the arrows, acts by its impulse

and its weight on tlie oblique vanes m, n, and after turning

the wheel about its vertical axis EF, escapes at the aper-

ture P, or P' wl>en the tide returns.

Wheels with S/iiral Floatboards.

In some of the southern provinces of France a conical

horizontal wheel wiih spiial floalboards is frequently used.

It has ihe form of an inverted cone, with a number of spiral

floatboards v/inding round its surface, so as to be nearer

one anotlier at tiie smaller or lower end of the cone, than at

the larger or upper end. When the water has acted upon
these floatboards by its impulse, it descends along the spi-

rals, and continues to drive tlie machine by its weight. A
drawing of this machine will be seen in Ferguson's Lec-
tures, vol. ii. App.
Dr Robison describes another wheel with spiral float-

boards, which was moved by a screw. " It was," he says,

" a long cylindrical frame, having a plate standing out from
it, about a foot broad, and surrounding it with a very obli(jue

spiiiil like a cork screv;. This was phinged about ilh of

its diameter (which was about 12 feet,) having its axis in

the direction of the stream. By the work which it was
performing, it seemed more powerful than a common
wheel, which occupied the same breadth of the river."

For farther inloi niation on tin- subject of undershot
wheels, see Pilot, Mr-m. Acad Par. 1729, 8vo. p. 359;
Desagulier's Kxficrimetital Phit'jxofihy. \(i\. ii. p. 424; Du
Petit Vandiii, Mem. (tea Sravans Klrangcrs, tom. i. ; De-
parcieux, Mem. 4cad. 1764, p. 614 , V Ain: Sur les Machines
tlydraulujue, p. 55 ; Bussut's Traile d' liydrudynamiijue

,

vol. 1. cnap. XIV. XV p. 482; vol. ii. chap, xviii. edit.

1797; Maclaurin's/'/ujri&n».§907, p. 728; Lambert, A'out>.

Mem.de L'Acad. Berlin. 1775, p. 63; Snieatoii's Exfieri--

menta on Mills ; Borda, Mem Acad. Par ; Leopold's Thea-
trum Alachin General. ; Rcficrlory of Arts, vol. i. p. 385 ;

Fergiiao.i'.- Lectures, vol. ii. App.; and Dr Robison's Sys-

tem of Mech. Philosophy.

Sect. III. On Breast Wheels.

A breast water wheel is a wheel in which the water is

delivered at a point intermediate between the upper and
undei point of a wheel with floalboards. It is generally

delivered at a point below the level of the axis, as in Fig.

1, but sometimes at a point higher than the level of the

axis, as in Fig. 2. On breast wheels, buckets are never
employed, but the floalboards are fitted accurately, with as

little play as possible, to the mill course, so that the water,

after acting upon the floatboards by its impulse, is retained

between the floalboards and the mill-course, and acts by
it weight (ill it reaches the lowest part of the wheel.

A breast wheel as constructed by Mr Smeaton,is repre-

sented in Fig. 1, where AB is a poition of the wheel, MN
the canal which conveys tne water to the wheel, MOP the

curvilineal mill-course accurately fitted to the extremi-
ties of tne floatboards, and c d the shuttle moved by a pin-

ion a, lor tiic purpose of regulating the admission of water
upon the wheel.

An improved breast wheel is shewn in Fig. 2. The wa-
ter is delivered on the wheel through an iron grating a *,

and its admission is regulated by two siiuttles c (/, the lower-
most of which, d, is adjusted till a sufficient quantity of
water passes over it; while the other, c. which is general-

ly moved by machinery, is made to descend upon d, so as

to stop the wheel.

According to Mr Smeaton, " the effect of a breast wheel
is to the effect of an undershot wheel, whose head of water

is equal to the diff'erence of level between the surface of

water in the reservoir ana the part where it strikes the

wheel, added to that of an oversnot whose height is equal

to the difference of level between the part where it strikes

the wheel and the level of the tail water.

M. Lambert observes, that when the fall of water is be-

tween 4 and 10 feet, a breast water wheel should be erect-

ed, provided there is enough ol water; that an undershot
wheel should be used vNhen tne fall is below 4 feet, and an

oversiiot wheel when the tail exceeds 10 feet. He recom-
mends aise, that when tiie fall cxcecdjlO feet, it should be

divided into two, and two breast wheels erected upon it.

These rules are not of great value. The other results of

Landien's investiguiion will be found cither in his Me-
7noir, or in Ferguaon's Lectures, Appendix, vol. ii.

Comparative effects of Water Wheels.

M. Belidor very strangely maintained that overshot

wheels were inferior to undershot ones. It appears, how-
ever, I'lom Sinealoii's cxperiuicnts, that in overshot wheels

the ratio of the power to the efi'eci is nearly as 3 to 2, or as
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S lo 4, whereas in undershot wheels the ratio is only as 3 to

1 ; from which it I'ollowa, tliat the elVcct orovershot wheels

is nearly double ol the ellect of undershot wheels. The
Chevalier de Borda has concluded that overshot wheels will

raise through the height of the fall a (luanlity of water equal

to that by which tliey are driven ; that undershot wheels
movinij veilically will produce |tlis of this effect ; that hori-

zontal wheels will produce a little less than i of it when the

floathoaids are plain, and a little more than i when they are

curviliiieal.

Sect. IV. On Wheels Driven 6ij the Reaction or Coun-
lerfiressure of Water.

The first mills wiiith were driven by the reaction of wa-
ter were called Barker's mill, and sometimes Parent's mill.

We are not acquainted with the nature of M. Parent's claim

to the invention; nor can we determine whether the priori-

ty is due to him or to Dr Barker. Dr Dcsaguliers, who
seems to have been the first person who published an ac-

count of the machine, describes it as having been invented

by Dr Barker. " Sir George Savile says, he had a mill in

Lincolnshire to grind corn, which took up so much water
to work it, that it sunk his ponds visibly, for which reason

• he could not nave constant work ; but now, by Dr Barker's
improvement, the waste water only from Sir George's
poiuls keeps it constantly to work."
Dr Barker's mill is shewn in Fig. 3. where CD is a ver-

tical axis, moving on a pivot at D, and carrying the upper
millstone m, alter passing through an opening in the fixed

millstone C. Upon this axis is fixed a veitical tube TT
conmiunicatini^ with a horizontal tube AB, at the extremi-
ties of which A, B are two apertures in opposite directions.

When water horn the mill course iVIN is introduced into

the tube TT, it flows out of the apertures A, B, and by the

reaciion or counterpressure of the issuing water the arm
AB, and consequently the whole machine, is put in motion.

The bridgetree a 6 is elevated or depressed by turning the

nut c at the end of the lever c b. In order to under stand

how this motion is produced, let us suppose both the ajier-

tures shut, and the tube TT tilled with water up to T. The
apertures A, B, which are shut up, will be pressed outwards
by a force equal to the weight of a column of water whose
height is TT, and whose area is the area of the apertures.

Every part of the tube AB sustains a similar pressure ; but

as these pressures are balanced by equal and opposite pres-

sures, the arm AB is at rest. By opening the aperture at

A, however, the pressure at that place is removed, and con-
sequently the arm is carrii.d round by a pressure equal to

that of a column TT, acting upon an area equal to that of

the aperture A. The same thing happens on the arm TB;
anci these two pressures drive the arm AB round in the

same direction. This machine may evidently be applied

to drive any kind of machinery, by fixing a wheel upon the

vertical axis CD.
In the preceding form of Barkei's mill, the length of the

axis CD must always exceed the height of the fall ND, and
therefore, when the fall is very high,ihe difficulty of erect-

ing such a machine would be great. In order to remove
this difficulty, M. Mathon de la Cour proposed to introduce

the water froni the millcourse into the hoiizontal arms A,
B, which are fixed to an upright spindle CT, but wniiout

any tube TT. The water will obviously issue from the

apertures A, B,in the same manner as if it had lietn intro-

duced at the top of a tube TT as high as the fall. Hence
the spindle CD may be made as shon as we please.

The piactical difficuhy which attends this form of the ma-
chine is, lo give the arms A, B a motion round the mouth

of the feeding pipe, which enters the arm at D, without any
great friction, or any considerable loss of water. This form
of the mill is shewn in Plate CCCXXI. Fig. 4. where F is

the reservoir, K the millstones, KD the vertical axis, FEC
the feeding pipe, the mouth of which enters the horizontal

arm i-t C. In a machii c of this kind which M. Mathon de
la Cour saw at Bourg Argcntal, AB vvas 92 inches, and its

diameter three inches ; the diameter of each orifice was 1^
inch, FG was 2 1 feet; the iijternal diameter of D was two
inches, and it was fitted into C by grinding. Tliis machine
made 115 turns in a minute when it was unloaded, and
emitted water by one hole only. The machine, when emi)-
ty, weighed 80 pounds, and it was half suppoi ted by the up-
ward pressure of the water. This in\pr()vemcnt, which
was published in Roziei's Journal dc Phijaitjue. for January
anti August 1775, appeared about 20 ycais afterwards as a
new invention of Mr Waring's, in the Trannactions of the

American Philosofihical Society of Phitadel/ihia, who was
probably not aware of the labours of M. Mathon de la

Cour.

In tlie year 1747, Professor Stgner of Guttingen pub-
lished, in his Exereitationes Hudraulice, an account of a

machine which difiers only in form from Dr Barker's mill.

It consisted of a number of tubes arranged as it were in

the circumference of a truncaied cone ; the water was in-

troduced into the upper ends of these tubes, and flowing
out at the lower ends, produced, in virtue of its reaction,
a motion round the axis of the cone.

Another form of this machine has been sutrgested by
Albert Euler. He proposes to introduce the water from
the mill course into an annular cavity in a fixed vessel of
the shape nearly of a cylinder. The bottom of this vessel
has several inclined apertures, for the purpose of making
the water flow out with a proper obliquity into the inferior
and moveable vessel. This inferior vessel, which has the
form of an inverted frustum of a cone, moves about an
axis passing up through the eentre of the fixed vessel,
and has a variety of tubes arranged round its circumfer-
ence. These tubes do not reach to the very top of the
vessel, and are bent into right angles at their lower ends.
The water from the upper and fixed vessel being deliver-
ed into the tubes of the lower vessel, descends in the
tubes, and issuing from theirs horizontal extremities gives
motion to the conical drum by it reaction.

The excellence of this method of employing the reaction
of water was first slightly pointed out by Dr Desaguliers,
and no further notice seems to have been taken of the in-

vention till the appearance of Segner's machine in 1747.
The attention of Leonhard Euler, John Bernoulli, and
Albert Euler, was then directed to the subject, and it

would appear, from the results of their investigations,
that this is the most powerful of all hy(haulic machines,
and is therefore the best mode of employing water as a

moving power. Leonhard Euler publislied his theory of
this machine in the Memoirs of the Berlin Academy, vol.

vi. p. 311 ; and the a|)plication of the machine to all kii.ds

of work was explained in a sul-siqr.cnt paper in the seventh
volume of the same work, for 1752, p. 271. John Ber-
noulli's investigations will be found at the end of his Hy-
draulics.

Albert Euler concluded, that when the machine had the
form given to it by Segner, the effect was equal to the
power, and that the efl'ect is a maximum wlien the velocity

is infinite. Mr Waring, in the paper which we have al-

ready quoted, makes the effect of the machine equal only
to that of a good undtrsiiot wheel driven with the same
quynlity of water falling through the same height. The
Abl e Bossut has likewibe investigated the theory ol this

machine, and has found that an overshot wheel, and a
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wheel of the form given to it by Albert Euier, will pro-

duce equal effects witli tiie same (|uaiitily of water, if the

depth of the orifice below the mill-course in the latter ma-

chine is equal to the vertical height of the loaded arch

in the overshot wheel ; and he, upon the whole, recom-

mends the overshot wheel as preferable in practice. The
preceding result, however, proves the inferiority of the

overshot wheel, as the height of tlie loaded arch must be

always much less than that of the fall. A new and ingenious

theory of this machine has lately been given by Mr Ewart

in the Manchester Memoirs.

For farther information on this subject, see Desagulicr's

Exfxerimental Phitosotihtj, vol. ii. p. 453 ; Segner's Exer-

citationea Hydraulicte, Gotting. 1747 ; L. Euler, Mem. .4cad.

Berl. 1751, vol. vi. p. 311; Id. 1752, vol. vii. p. 27 1 ;

Waring, ./i/nen'c(j?2 Transactions, vol. iii. p. 185 ; M. Mathon
de la Cour in ^iizKi' i Journal, Jan. and Aug. 1775 ; KrafTt,

JVev. Comment. Petrofiol. 1792, vol. x. p. 137; Robison's

System ofMechanical Philosophy , Bossut's Hydrodynamique,

tom. i. chap, xviii ; Ferguson's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 97, and

Appendix, p. 205 ; Gregory's Mechanics, vol. ii. p. 106.

Sect. V. On Machines for Raising Water, and various

Hydraulic purfioses.

1. Description of a Sluice Governor for regulating the

Introduction of Water u/ion Water Wheels of all kinds.

As there is a particular velocity at which water wheels

produce a maximum effect, and as the work to be per-

formed is ofien injured by an irregularity in the velocity

of the machinery, it is of great importance to regulate the

admission of the water so as to prevent any increase of

velocity when there is too much water in the mill-course.

In corn mills, the meal becomes heated and injured by

too great a velocity, and in cotton mills, the threads are

broken from the same cause.

The machine for this purpose, which is minutely repre-

sented in Plate CCCXXI. Figures, 5, 6, 7, and S, was
actually constructed by the late Mr Burns for Cartside

cotton mill, who considered it of such advantage as to pro-

duce a saving of more than 100/. per annum. The motion

of the water wheel is communicated by a belt or rope

going round the pulley I to the axis EF, which carries

the balls G, H, Fig. 5. This motion is conveyed to the

upright shaft T by the wheels and pinions Q, R, S, T, and
the wheel N at the bottom of the shaft drives the wheels
O, P, Fig. 6 and 7, in opposite directions. When the ve-

locity of the wheel is such as is required, the wheels O, P
move loosely about the axis, and carry the motion no far-

ther. But when the velocity of the wheel is too great, the

balls G, H, separated by the increase of centrifugal force,

raise the box a upon the shaft EF. An iron cross b c,

see Fig. 8, is fitted into the box a. This cross works in

the four prongs of the fork e b c. Fig. 6, at the end of the
lever dcjfe, which moves horizontally round/ as its cen-

tre of motion. When the box a is stationary, which is

when the wheel has its proper velocity, the iron cross
works within two of the prongs so as not to affect the lever

dfc, but to allow the clutch y </, fixed at the end of the
lever, to be disengaged from the wheels. When the cross

6 c rises, it strikes in turning round the prong 3, see Fig.
8. which drives aside the lever efd, and throws the clutch

g into the arms of the wheel P, Figs. 6, 7. This causes
it to drive round the shaft DC in one direction. When the
iron cross b c, on the contrary, is depressed by anv dimi-
nution in the velocity of the wheel, it strikes, in turning
round, the prong 4, which pushes aside the lever efd, and
throws the clutch g' into the wheel O. This causes the

wlieel O to drive the shaft in an opposite direction to that
in which it was driven by P. Now the shaft DC. which
is thus put in inotion, drives, by means of the pinion C and
wheel B, the inclir.eo shaft BW, which by an endless
screw X woiking in the toothed quadrant Z, elevates or
depresses the sluice KL, and admits a greater or a less

(luantity of water, according as the motion is given to the
shaft by the wheel P or O. This change in the aperture
is produced very gradually, as the train of wheelwork is

made so as to reduce the motion at the sluice. The centre
in which the sluice turns should be ^ of its height from
the bottom, in order that the pressure of the water on the
part above the centre may balance the pressure on the
part below the centre.

2. Oescrifition of .irchimedea's Screw.

The screw engine for raising water invented by Archi-
medes, was formerly constructed so as to consist of a cy-
linder with a flexible pipe, wrapped round its circumfer-
ence like a screw ; but it is now more frequently con-
structed in the manner shewn in Plate CCCXXII. Fig. 1.

where AB is a cylindrical axis, having a flat plate of wood
or thin iron, coiled as it were round it like the threads of
a screw. The plane of this plate is perpendicular to the
surface of tiie cylindrical axis AB, but inclined to this

axis at an angle, which must always exceed the inclina-
tion of the cylindrical axis AB to the horizon. This last

angle is commonly between 45° and 60°. This wooden
screw, with a very deep thread, is fixed in a cylindrical
box CDEF, so that we have a spiral hollow groove as it

were running up the tube from B to A, which will have
the same effect as if a pipe of lead or leather had been
coiled round the cylindrical axis.

The lower end B of the screw is plunged in the water
of the vessel E, wtiich is to be raised to the upper vessel
F, and when the screw is turned round its axis, either by
a handle or winch placed at A, or by any other power
acting upon the pinion at A, the water at E will fall into
the hollow spiral groove, and as the screw turns round,
the water will necessarily remain in the lower part of the
spiral, and will at last reach the top of the spiral pipe,
where it is discharged as seen at F. In this engine, there-

fore, the water rises by a constant descent in the spiral

tube. The operation of this engine, which appears at first

sight to be paradoxical, will be best understood by wrap-
ping a cord spirally round a bottle containing a little water,

and inclining the bottle at a less angle to the horizon than

the inclination of the cord to the axis. It will then be
seen, that if water falls into the lowest part of the spiral

when it is at rest, the motion of the bottle about its axis

will remove as it were the spiral out from below the water,

which must therefore occupy the part of the spiral im-
mediately above it, and so on till the water reaches the

top of it. When the outer case CDEF is fixed, and the

screw revolves within it, the engine is called a water screw,

which should be inclined only about 30° to the horizon.

As we conceive this engine to be entitled to more notice

than it has generally received from practical mechanics,
we have given a drawing of a very excellent screw engine,

which was erected in 1815 at the Hurlet Alum works,
upon the Water of Levern, near Paisley; for which we
have been indebted to the kindness of John Wilson, Esq.
one of the propiietors. The water-wheel A, constru>-ted

of iron, with wooden buckets, (see Plate CCCXXII. Fig.

2.) is 12 feet diameter, and conveys its motion to the scrpw
by the bevel wheels C, C, and the shafts B, B, 126 fret

long, and S\ inches diameter. Ai the end of the shaft B
is fixed another bevel wheel D, which works in a similar
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wheel D', fixed on the ciicumrerence of the screw which

rests upon an inclined plane of solid masonry, and is in-

clined 37° 30' to the horizon. The axis KK of the screw,

whicli is represented without its covciing in Fig. 2. No. 2.

is octagonal, and 8 inches in diameter. The diameter of

the spiral is 22 inches, and the thickness of the covering 2

inches, so that the whole diameter is 26 inches. The dis-

tance of the threads is 9 inches, and their number 168.

The thickness of the spiral is 2 inches, so that the spiral

tube in which the fluid is to be raised is 7 inches wide,

and 7 inches deep. The screw is supported on five sets

of friction rollers, constructed as shewn at L in No. 3;

two rollers having been found preferable to a greater num-
ber, which were at first employed. The well or stone

cistern in which the foot of the screw is immersed, and
from which the alum liquors are raised, is shewn at O ;

and at M there is an ingenious contrivance lor supplying

the pivot regularly with oil. The foot of the screw N is

supported by a step of bell metal, inserted into a piece of

wood, tlie socket for which is of cast iron wedged in the

foot of the screw, and v/e\l lapped in woollen cloth dip-

ped in rosin and tallow, to prevent the licjuor from acting

upon it. The fall of water which diives the wheel is 9 feet,

and the water strikes the wheel 3 feet above the horizontal

axle; the width of the mill course is 4A feet, the depth

of water 14 inches, and the aperture of the sluice 2^

inches. The water wheel revolves 12 times in a minute,

and the screw performs two revolutions for one of the

wheel, and consequently 24 revolutions in a minute. The
quantity of liquor discharged is 70 wine gallons; but as

the specific gravity of the fluid raised is 1.065, the weight

of the quanlily discharged in an hour is 17 tons. The
pump is wholly built of limber, as the alum liquor acts

upon the iron. Its total length is 127 feet, and the height

to which the liquor is raised is~ sin. 37° 30'x 127 feetn:

76 feet 9 inches. The water wheel, besides driving the

screw, moves two pumps for lifting liquor to the height of

30 feet. The pumps make each 2i strokes for one turn

of the wheel, and the bore is 5J- inches in diameter.

A very ingenious double screw engine has recently been
invented by M. Pattu, engineer of roads and bridges in the

department of Calvados. It is represented in section in

Fig. 3, and consists of two ordinary and concentric screws,

one of which, AB, is long and narrow, and serves for the

nucleus of the other, CD, which is much wider and short-

er. These two screws turn round the axis in opposite di-

rections, so that when one of them appears to be moving
upwards, the other appears to be moving. downwards. The
screw is inclined 35° to the horizon. The water from the

stream MN is introduced into the larger screw, and puts

the whole in motion, and the water, after its fall into OP,
enters the smaller screw, in which it is raised to the cis-

tern at B. When it is used for draining, and when the

moving power of the water can be applied at A, the small

screw serves to drive the larger one, which raises the water

to a height sufficient to carry it off, as shewn in Fig. 4.

Figures 5 and 6 shew other modes of applying this screw.

Fig. 5 is the form used for raising water to irrigate high

grounds, to fill the reservoirs of baths, gardens, and manu-
factories. The large screw is here the moving power.

Fig. 6 is the form used for keeping dry those places where
foundations are building. The lai'ge screw is here the

mover.
M. Eytelwein has shewn tliat the screw should always

be placed so that only one half a convolution may be filled

at each turn. When the height of tlie water is so variable

that this precaution is impracticable, he prefers the water
screw, although nearly one-third of the water in this case

generally runs back, and though it is easily clogged by
accidental impurities in the water.

Fig. 7. shews the form of Archimcdes's screw, as re-

commended by D. Bernoulli.

These machines are particularly useful when the water
to be raised is not pure, but is mixed with gravel, weeds,
or sand, which could not be elevated by ordinary pumps.
For farther information on this subject, see Vitruviua.
Vliol, Mem. Acad. Par. 1736, p. 173. Bernoulli, //yc/ro-

dynamica. Hcnnert, Dissertation sur la vis d'Archimede,
Berl. 1767. Euler, J\fuv. Comment. Petrojt. tom. v. p.
259. Ferguson's ifc^wrM, vol. ii. p. 113. VMm.., Journal
des Mines, Nov. 1815, vol. xxxviii. p. 321. Eylelwein's
Handbuch der A'lechanik, QtrX. 1805. chap. xxi. Gregory's
Mechanics, vol. ii. p. 348.

3. On the S/tiral Pumji, or Zurich Machine.

This machine, represented in Plate CCCXXIII. Fig. 1.

was invented about 1746 by Andrew Wirtz, a pewterer in

Zurich, who erected it for a dye-house on the river Lim-
mat. It consists of a spiral pipe ABCDEF, either coiled

round in one plane, as shewn in the Figure, or arranged
round the circumference of a cone or a cylinder. The
interior end of the spiral G, or the remote end of it, is con-
nected by a water tight joint to an ascending pipe GPI, in

which the water is to be raised. When this spiral, im-
mersed in the water MN, which is to be raised, is put in

motion in the direction ABCD, the scoop BA, which be-

gins to widen from C, takes in a portion of water. As the

scoop emerges, this water passes along the spiral, driving
the air before it into the pipe GH, where it escapes. Air
is again admitted into the scoop after it emerges, and
when the scoop has performed one revolution, it again

takes up another portion of water, which is driven along
the spiral as before, and is separated from the first portion

by a column of air of nearly equal length. By continuing
to turn the spiral, a second column of water and another
of air will be introduced, and so on. Now, the water, on
every turn of the spiral, will have both its ends horizontal,

and the included air will have its natural density. But as

the diameter of the spirals diminish towards the centre,

the column of water, which occupied a semicircle in the

outer spiral, will occupy more and more of the inner spi-

rals as they approach to the centre G, till there will be a

certain spiral, of which it will occupy a complete turn.

Hence it will occupy more than the entire spiral within

this spiral, and consequently the water will run back over
the top of the succeeding spiral, as at No. 4. into the

right hand side of spiral No. 3. The water in spiral

No. 3. will consequently be pushed upwards till it runs

over at 3 into the right hand side of spiral No. 2., and so

on till some of the water escapes at the scoop A into the

cistern MN. When the water enters the pipe GH at G,
and rises a little in it, the escape of the air is prevented

when the scoop AB takes in its next quantity of water.

"Here then," as Dr Robison has remarked, "are two

columns of water acting against each other by hydrostatic

pressure, and the intervening column of air. They must
compress the air between them, and the water and air

columns will now be unequal. This will have a general

tendency to keep the whole water back, and cause it to be

higher on the left or rising side of each spire, than on the

right descending side. The excess of height will be just

such as produces the compression of the air between that

and the preceding column of water. This will go on in-

creasing as the water mounts in the rising pipe ; for the air

next to the rising pipe is compressed at its inner end with
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the weiglu of the whole column in the main. It iiuist be

as mucii compressed at its outer end. This must be done

by the water column without it ; and this column exerts

lliis jiressure, p.Trtly by reason thai its outer end is liigher

than ils inner end, and partly by the transmission of the

pressure on ils oulcr end by air, which is similaiiy com-

l)ressed from without. And thus it will happcni, that each

column of water being higher at its outer than at ils inner

end, compresses the air on the water column beyond or

within it, which transmits this pressure to the air beyond it,

adding to it the pressure arising from ils own want of level

at the ends. Therefore, tlie gicatcst compression, viz. that

of the air next the main, is produced by the sum of all the

transmitted pressures, and ihese are the sum of all the dif-

ferences between the elevation of the inner ends of the

water columns above their outer ends; and tiic height to

which the water will rise in the main will be just equal to

this sum."
The spiral pumps seem to have remained long unno-

ticed. 'I'hey were erected, however, at Florence, in 1778,

with the improvement suggested by Bernoulli, of having

the spiral coiled on the circumference of a cylinder, as

represented in Fig. 2. In 1784, a spiral pump was erected

at Archangelsky, near Moscow, wliich raised a hogshead

of water in a minute to the height of 74 feet, and through

a pipe 7 60 feet lorig. It has not yet been ascertained

whether the plane, the cylindrical, or the conical spiral is

best. The only practical difficulty consists in making the

joiiit perfectly water-tight. Tlie machine erected at Flo-

rence had its spiral cylindrical. Its diameter was ten feet,

and that of the pipe six inches. The enlarged part occu-

pied J of the circumference, and was 7 ^^ inches wide at

the outer end. The enlarged part contained 6844 English

cubic inches. The spiral revolved six times in a minute,

and raised 22 cubic feet of water 10 feet high in a minute.

Eytelwein considers this as a very powerful machine, and

well deserving the altenlion of the engineer. The length

of the pipe becomes extremely cumbersome when the

water is lobe raised through a great height. Dr Young found

that 100 feel of pipe J of an inch in diameter was necessary

for a height of 140 feet; and he considers that the machine
would succeed better if the pipes were entirely of wood,

or of tinned cojjper, or even of earthenware. See Sulzer's

Sammlu}ige7i Vermisclilen Schriflcn^ 1754; Daniel Ber-

noulli, .'Voi:!. Comment. Pctrop. 1772, lorn. xvii. p. 249:
Bailey's Machines ajifiroved of by the Socictij of Arts, vol.

i. p. 151 ; Dr Robison's Sy.item of l\Iecliankal Philosojihy;

Eytelwein Handbuch der Mechanik, &c. ; and Dr Thomas
Young's JK^'atnral Philosophy, vol. i. p. 330, &c.

4. Descrijnion of Pilot's Bent Tube for ?)ieasuring the

Velocity of Water.

One of the most ingenious instruments for measuring
the velocity of water is the tube recourbe, or bent tube,
invented by M. Pilot, and described in the Memoirs of the
Academy of Sciences for 1732. It is represented in Plate
CCCXXIII. Fig. 3, and consists of a prism of wood
ABCDEF, one of the angles of which is presented to the
current. On the hinder face BCFE are fixed two tubes of
glass parallel to each other, and having a graduated
scale between them; one of them, viz. MNO, being bent
into a right angle at O, so that the part MN may pass
through the prism horizontally. When this instrument is

plunged in a running stream, the general level of the cur-
rent is shewn by the rise of the water in the straight tube

PQ, while the height of the water in the bent tube MNO
becomes a measure of the force of the stream. The dif-

ference between these heights will therefore be the height
due to the velocity. In the practical use of this instru-

ment, it is however ditlicult to fix it sufficiently steady, to

prevent the water IVom oscillating in the tubes.

M. Du Buat having examined the instrument experi-
menlally, found that it could be trusted no farther than to

give the ratio of different velocities. He therefore su|)-

pressed the tube I'Q altogether, and substituted, in place
of the bent lube of glass MNO, a simple lube of white
iron, sufficiently large to admit a float for pointing out the

height of the water in the tube. The lower end of the
white iron tube is bent back as at MN, and is terminated
by a plane surface, perforated at its centre with a sinall

orifice, which will greatly diminish the oscillations of the

elevated column. If we then take two-thirds of the height
of the water in the tube above the level of the stream, we
shall have very exactly the height due to the velocity of the

current for the depth to which the orifice is immersed. Sec
Pilot. Mem. Acad. Par. 1730, 1772, p. 363 ; Du Bual's
Priucipes d'llydj-auligue, torn. ii. p. 332, edit. 1786; Bos-
sul's Traile d' Hydrodynamique, lorn. ii. p. 267, 268, edit.

1796.

5. Description of the Hydraulic Quadrant for measuring
the Velocity of Water.

The hydraulic quadrant which has been recommended
I)y several authors for measuring the velocity of m ater is

shewn in Plate CCCXXIII. Fig. 4 It consists of a quad-
rant ABC, with a divided arch AB, and having two threads

moving round its centre. One of these, CP is sliort, and
carries a weight P, which always hangs in air, while the

other CH or CM is longer, and cairies a weight, whose
specific gravity is greater than that of water, and which
plunges more or less deep in the current as the thread is

lengthened. The instrument is then held as in the figure,

so that the plummet CP passes through 0°
; and the angle

ACD, or the angulur distance of the other thread from a

vertical line, will be a measure of the force, and conse-

quently of the velocity of the current. Bossut has shewn
that the force is as the tangent of the angle ACD, and that

if u be the velocity when the thread has the position CH, and
V the velocity when it has the position C^I, we shall have

V— /f
^'' XCR i //'s_in. XCS\

xscy " ''^ '^'''-

fore know u, we also know V. We have therefore only to

determine u, when H is at the surface, for any given angle

ACD, and V will be had for any other velocity, either at

the surface or at any depth below it. See Bossut's Traile

d'Hydrodynamique, \.oxn. ii. p. 265, 266. Eytelwein's ex-

peiimenls with the hydraulic quadrant will be found in the

^amml. zur Bank. 1799.

6. Machines for discharging a uniform quantity of Water.

In Plate CCCXXIII. Figs. 5, 6, 7 we have represented

three ingenious contrivances for discharging equal quan-

tities of water from a vessel which is constantly emptying
itself, or where there is a variable head of water. The
contrivance in Fig. 5. where MNOP is a vessel nearly full

of water, consists of a tube BA moving round a joint at

B, and having its upper end B connected with a hollow

flouting ball C. The velocity with which the water enters

the extremity B is that which is due to the height BC, or

the depth of B below the surface. As the surface MN de-

scends the float C also descends, so that whatever be the

height of the water in the vessel, it will always enter

B with the same velocity. The discharge at the other
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end A will not be quite uniform, as the water will acquire

greater velocity in descending the tube BA when it is

much inclined than wlicn it is nearly horizontal.

A Heating syphon, whicli produces the same efTect in a

more correct manner, is shewn in Fig. 6, where ABl) is

a syplion with a hollow floating ball at its sliortercnd. This
syphon is suspended by the chains EP, EP, which pass

over two pulleys P, P, upon a horizontal axle PP, and
suspend at their other extremities counterweights W, W.
As the water in the vessel MNOP sinks by being dis-

charged at D, the syphon descends and the counterweights

rise, and an uniform stream is obtained till the end A
leaches the bottom of the vessel.

Another very ingenious contrivance for the same pur-

pose is shewn in Fig. 7. A cone AB attached to a lenti-

cular float C, and fixed upon the axis c J\ rises and falls in

the aperture m n, by wliich the water of the vessel MNOP
is to be discharged. It is kept in an upright position by

the horizontal axes o /;, r s. Now, when tlie vessel is full

of water, and the head therefore great, the velocity at m n

will also be great ; but as the float C rises with the sur-

face MN, the aperture m n will be partly filled by a thick-

er part of the cone AB ; whereas, when the surface MN
has descended, the float AB will also descend, and the

aperture at m n will be widened, in consequence of a

smaller part of the cone being included in it. In this way,

the varying diameter of the cone always adjusts the aper-

ture m n to the variable head of water, so that the quantity

discharged through the tube m n o fi is nearly always the

same.

7. Water-bloiving Machine, or Shoiuer-Bclloivs.

The water-blowing machine, called trombe by the French,

seems to have been first introduced in Italy about the year

1672, for the purpose of procuring a blast of air by the

descent of water. It is represented in Figs. 8 and 9, where
MN is a reservoir of water, in the bottom of which is in-

serted a long tube AB, consisting of a conical part a b,

seen upon an enlarged scale in Fig. 9, communicating
•with a cylindrical tube d B, which enters the vessel CDEF.
A number of openings c, f/, 8cc. are made at the top of

the tube d B,so that when the water is discharged at the

conical aperture b, it drags along with it the adjacent air.

This mixture of air and water falls upon a stone pedestal

G, so as to separate the air from the water. The water

descends to the bottom of the vessel, while the air escapes

through the pipe CIK to supply the furnace. Another
form of the machine is shewn in Fig. 9. where « /3 is the

conical pipe, and the water is supplied with air from the

pipes K^, ^^.

In the water-blowing machines used in Dauphiny, in the

neighbourhood of the town of Alvar, the diameter of c 6

is 13 inches at a, and 5 at 6 ; the diameter of d B is 10

inches. Only four holes are used at c, d, and the end B
enters lA feet into the vessel CDEF, which is 4 feet high

and 4 feet broad. The water is discharged at an aperture

above F, a foot in diameter ; and sometimes the admission

of the water and its discharge are regulated by sluices m
and n. A strong, equal, and continued blast is obtained by
this machine ; but it is thought to be too moist and too

cold. We have seen in Switzeiland one of these machines
working with great effect at the lead works of M. Lenay,
in the valley of Servoznear Chamouni.

Kircher appears to have been the first who explained

the production of wind by ^ fall of water. Barthes long
afterwards gave ano'her theory, and Dietrich and Fabri
ascribed the wind to the decomposition of the water. In
Vol. X. Part IL

1791, the Academy of Tholousc invited philosophers to

investigate this phenomenon, and it was probably in conse-
quence of this that Venturi directed his attention to the
subject. Tills ingenious jjliilosophir has proved, that the
air is dragged down upon tlie principle of the lateral com-
munication of motion in fluids ; and he h:is pointed out the
best mode of constructing the nuichine, so as to produce
the greatest quantity of air. The diameter of the tube
d B should be at least double of the aperture at b. To a
heiglu about 1^ feet above C D, the lul)e should be com-
pletely air-tight, as well as the vessel CDEF, but above
that part the tube d B may be perforated in every part
with holes. M. Venturi has calculated, that the quantity of
air whicli passes in one second into the tube is ^ 6.1
°^ x^ (a+ b—lA)—OAa''^ (a XO. I,) where a is the diame-
ter of the aperture at b, and b the diameter of the tube d B.
From this quantity about one-fourth should be deducted in
practice, on account of the dashing of the scattered water
against the lower part of the tubes. If the pipe CIK does
not discharge all the air which is generated, the surface of
the water in the vessel will descend, and part of the air
will issue out of the lower apertures of the lube d B.

Phenomena similar to those produced by the water-
blowing machine have been observed in nature. At the
foot of the cascades which fall from the glacier of Roche
Melon, on the naked rock of La Novalese towards Mount
Cenis, Venturi found that the force of the wind arising
from the air dragged down by the water could scarcely
be withstood. The ventaroU or natural blasts, which are
most frequently found to issue from volcanic mountains,
arise from the air carried down the hollows by the falls of
water ; and what are called the rain ivind.i have the same
origin. See Kircher's Mundus Subtcrraneus, lib. xiv. cap.
5. edit. 1663. Barthes, Mem. des S^avans Utrangers, lorn.

iii. p. 378. Dietrich, Giles de Mineral des Pyrenees, p. 48,
49. Fabri, Physic. Tract, lib. ii. prop. 243. Belidor.
Arch. Hydraul. torn. ii. p. 1. Mariotte, Traite des Mouv.
des Eaux, Part i. Disc. 3. Arts et Metiers, Art. des
Forges, p. 88 Venturi in JVicholson's Journal, tom. ii.

p. 487. Nicholson's Journal, vol. i. 4to, p. 229, and vol.

xii. 8vo, p. 48. Wolfius, Ofiera Mathematica, tom. i. p. 830.
Lewis's Commerce of Arts. Journal des Mines, No. 91.

8. Descrifition of the Gaining and Losing Buckets.

This very ingenious machine seems to have been first

proposed by Schottus, but was afterwards greatly improv-
ed and actually constructed by George Gerves, for Sir
John Chester, Bart, at his seat at Chichlcy in Bucking-
hamshire, The object of this machine is to raise water
from a well or spring A, Fig. 10. to a reservoir R. In
order to effect this, a wheel WW, 6 feet in diameter, is

fixed above R, and on the same axis another wheel ivw,
2 feet in diameter. To the circumference of W is fixed
a chain W x, to which is hung a small buc ket b with a
valve in its bottom, and suspended as seen at b in Fig. A,
To the circumference of to to is fixed another chaiu ivw y,
fastened to a rod y z, to which is suspended the large
bucket B, with a valve in its bottom, as seen above B.
This valve is fixed at the end of the arm o B, and is kept
in its place by the weight m, acting at the end of the lever
m 0, whose fulcrum is at n ; but is raised from its place by
raising the arm ni o, as shewn in Fig. B.

Let us now suppose that the small bucket b is filled with
water, and that in consequence of water being poured into

the large bucket B, this bucket descends. The bucket b
will therefore ascend till it strikes the hook at s. This
hook catching the edge of the bucket, turns it to a side,

5 Y
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as shewn in l-'ig. A. and empties it into the reservoir R.

By this time the descending bucket B has reached nearly

the bottom of the cistern z Z. The arm mo o( the lever

falling upon the projection M is raised, as shewn in Fig.

B. The valve in the bottom is consequently raised also,

and the water is discharged at B into the cistern Z. The

small bucket 6 is now an overmatch for B, in consequence

of its acting at the end of a longer lever, and therefore

descends to the cistern A, while B ascends to tlic position

it has in the figure. When b reaches the cistern A, tlic

lower end of tlie valve strikes against a fixed obstacle; it

is therefore raised out of its place, and admits the water

of the cistern into the bucket. At the same instant the

arm o n of the lever in the large bucket B striking against

the bottom of a valve, seen below a, in a branch a of the

cistern A, raises it, and allows the water from the cistern

to run into the bucket B, till the weight of the bucket is

sufficient to raise b out of the cistern A. As soon as it

has received this vveight of water it descends, the valve

below a falls into its place, the valve in the bottom of b

also falls into its place, when it rises above the fixed ob-

stacle, and the bucket b ascends as before, to discharge its

contents into the reservoir, while the large bucket de-

scends to M to get rid of its load of waste water. It is

obvious that the equilibrium of the chains and rods will

be different in different positions of the buckets. When b

is at R, and B at Z, B will be loaded with an additional

quantity of chain. In order to regulate the weight of the

chains in every position, a quadrant Q moves round C as

a centre, and a chain c d attached to the point C of the rod

c 2, is fixed to the lower end d of the arch d Q. A weight

X is also fixed at the end of the radius d C. Now when

B is down at Z, X will have descended to /;, and from

acting at the end of a shorter lever, will be a less load upon

the rod cz than when it had the position at X ; that is, the

additional weight which the bucket B has received from

the increase of its chain is counterbalanced by the diminu-

tion of vveight occasioned by the descent of CX into the

position CP. Desaguliers rema'-ks, that one hogshead

falling 10 feet will raise very nearly one hogshead 10 feet,

or one-fourth of a hogshead 40 feet.

9. Descritition of ttie Scoofi Wheel.

The scoop wheel is intended to raise water through a

height equal to its semidiameter. It is represented by

WW in Fig. 1, and consists of a number of semicircular

partitions, shewn in the Figure. These partitions are

open at both ends, viz. at the circumference and at the

centre of the machine. As the wheel'is turned round in

the direction WXW, either by the hand or by any other

power, the scoops take up the water, which gradually

descends during the rotation of the wheel, till it runs into

its hollow axle, which again discharges it into a spout O.

The scoop wheel is one of the forms in which the Persian

wheel is generally described.

10. Descrifition of the Persian Wheel.

The Persian wheel is a double water wheel, with float-

boards on one side, and a series of buckets on the other,

which are moveable about an axis above their centre of

gravity. The wheel is placed in a stream, which puts it

in motion, by acting upon its floatboards. As the wheel

turns, the moveable buckets dip in the water, and ascend

filled with fluid. But when they reach the highest point,

their lower ends strike against a fixed obstacle, so as to

make them empty themselves into a reservoir placed at

the top of the wheel. See Ferguson's Lectures, vol. i. p.

180.

Another form of the Persian wheel is shewn in Fig. 2,

where WW is a common bucket wheel, moving in the

direction WOW. The buckets dipping in the water MN,
rise filled with it, and discharge their contents into the

reservoir O near the summit of the wheel. The wheel
for draining the moss of Blair Drummond belongs to this

class. It is driven by floatboards fixed on its periphery

like the common undershot wheel, and a current of water
is brought in at a side to fill buckets placed on the concave
side of the rim.

W. On Throwing Wheels, or Flash Wheels.

A throwing wheel, which is commonly driven by a wind-
mill, and used for draining fens, is nothing more than an
undershot wheel, the floatboards of which push the water
up a curvilineal plane, inclined from a lower to a higher
level. One of these wheels is represented in Plate

CCCXXIV. Fig. 3, where WW is the wheel, MN the

inclined plane, N the water to be raised or pushed up the

declivity MN, and M the drain which is to carry it off.

12. On the Chain Pumfi.

The chain pump, represented in Plate CCCXXV. Fig.

4, consists of an endless chain WWBA, passing round the

wheel WW, and after entering the water to be raised,

returning through the tube BA into the cistern MN. This
chain carries a number of flat cylindrical pistons a, 6, c, of

nearly the same diameter as the tube AB, one half of each
piston being received into openings in the circumference
of the wheel. When the wheel is put in motion, the

pistons enter the barrel BA, and pushing the water before

them, raise it into the reservoir MN. When the wheel
is turned with great velocity, the barrel is generally filled

with water. ^
Pumps of this kind are frequently placed in an inclined

position, and they raise the greatest quantity of water in

this position, when the distance of the flat piston is equal

to their breadth, and when the inclination of the barrel is

about 24° 2 1'. The Spanish noria is the same as a chain

pump, having a number of earthen pitchers placed be-

tween two ropes in place of a chain.

These machines are sometimes called cellular fium/is,

and when stuffed cushions are used in place of pistons,

they are called Paternoster jiumfis.

Chai)i pumps are sometimes constructed without the

piston a, 6, c. In this case, the barrel AB is also removed,
and they have the form shevifn in Fig. 5, where W,W are

two wheels with a set of buckets fixed to an endless chain,

which passes round their circumference. By turning the

upper wheel, the buckets dip into the water with their

mouths downwards, and rising on the other side, convey
the water into the reservoir at M.

13. On the Hair Rofie Machine of the Sieur Vera.

The hair rope machine of the Sieur Vera is shewn in

Fig. 6. It consists merely of a rope AB made of hair,

passing round a wheel W, and kept stretched by going

round a pulley P, fixed in the water. By turning the

handle H, the rope rises loaded with the water that ad-

heres to it, and when it reaches the top, it passes through

a sinall tube which rubs the vyater from it, into a cistern.

In a machine of this kind, where the wheel was three feet

in diameter, the rope half an inch in diameter, and the well

95 feet deep, a labouring man could produce only 60 re-
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volutions in a minute, and could not continue the exertion

long. This raised 6 gallons in a minute. A great deal of

water was raised wlicn the wheel made 50 turns in a

minute, but very little when it made only 30 turns. The
rope soon decays if it is not made of hair. See Rozicr's

Journal de Physique, tom. xx. p. 132 ; and Cavallo's TVa-

tural PMloso/i/iy, vol. ii. p. 441.

1 4. Descrifition of Whitehurst'a Engine.

Mr Whitehurst, an ingenious watchmaker of Derby, ap-

pears to have been the first who entertained the ingenious

idea of raising water by means of its momentum. A
machine upon this principle was erected at Oulton in

Cheshire, and was described in the Transactions of the

Royal Society for 1775. This machine is represented in

Plate CCCXXIV. Fig. 7, where AM is the reservoir of

water, whose surface at M is on a level with B, the bot-

tom of the reservoir BN. The main pipe AE is about
200 yards long, and li inches in diameter, and the branch
pipe EF is of such a size that the cock F is about 16 feet

below the surface of the water at M. A valve box with

its valve a is shewn at D, and C is an air vessel into which
are inserted the extremities m n of the main pipe, which
are bent downwards for the purpose of preventing the air

from being driven out when the water is forced into it.

Now, when the cock F is opened, the water will rush out

with a velocity of nearly 30 feet per second. A column of

water, therefore, two hundred yards long and li inch di-

ameter, is now put in motion, and must have a considera-

ble momentum. Hence, if the cock F is suddenly shut,

the water will rush through the valve a into the air vessel

C, and condense the included air. This condensation will

take place every time that the cock is opened, so that the

included air being compressed, will press upon the water
in the air vessel, and raise it into the reservoir BN. This
simple and ingenious machine is obviously the same in

principle as the hydraulic ram invented by Montgolfier,
and which differs from it only in this, that the operation

analogous to that of opening the cock F is produced by the

motion of the water itself, as will be seen in the following

description of this ingenious contrivance.

15. Description of Montgolfier's Hydraulic Ram.

This interesting machine was first constructed by Mont-
golfier about the year 1797, and has been brought to a

very perfect state by a series of improvements which he

has successively made upon it. Tlie rams which we Iiave

represented in Plate CCCXXIV. Figs. 8,9, 10, and 11, con-

tain the improvements which have been made so late as

1816. The large pipe AB, called the body of the ram,
passes through the side of the reservoir PQ, from which
the fall of water is obtained. It has a trumpet mouth at

one end A, and at tlie other end an opening HH, which
can be closed by valves C or D. When these valves are

open, the water will issue at HH with a velocity due lo

the height AP ; but when the internal valve C is closed, as

in the figure, the water is prevented from issuing. When
the valve C opens, it descends into the position shewn by
the doited lines GG, being guided between three or four

stems g-^, which have hooks at the lower ends for sup-
porting the valves. In this case the water has a free pass-

age between these stems, and the width of the passage

can be increased or diminished by the screws with which
the stems are fixed. The valve C is made of metal, and
has a hollow cup or dish of metal attached to its lower
surface. The seat HH of the valve is wider than the

diameter of the pipe AB. It consists of a short cylinder

or pipe screwed by its flanch h h into the opening of the
upper surface of the head R of the ram ; and tlie cylinder
is so formed as to have an inverted cup or annular space
ii round the upper part of it for containing air, which can-
not escape when it is compressed t)y the water. A small
pipe kl, leading from this annula#spacc to the open air,

is furnished with small valves, ^, /, one of which, k, opens
inwards to admit the air into i, ;, but to prevent its return,
while the other valve, /, admits a certain quantity of air,

and then shuts and prevents any farther entrance. The
valve D is exactly the same as C, only it descends as in

the figure when it shuts, and rises when it opens.
The upper part of the head of the ram at E is made flat,

and has several valves which allow the water to pass freely

from the pipe AB, but prevent its return. On each side

of the head of the ram, at the part opposite to these valves,

is a hollow enlargement, shewn by the dotted lines K, form-
ing a circular basin, through the centre of which the pipe
ABR passes. This part of the construction is shewn more
distinctly in Fig. 9. which is a transverse section through
LEZ in a plane perpendicular to that of the paper. The
pipe is here made flat instead of circular, as seen at E, Fig.

9. for forming the seats of the valves, and the basin KK is

covered with an air vessel FF. This air vessel communi-
cates all round the pipe B, with the basin KK, and with the

vertical pipe M.
The machine being thus constructed, let us suppose the

pipe ABR full of water, and the valve C to be opened, the

water will lift the valve D, and escape with a velocity due
to the height of the reservoir. In a short time, the water
having acquired an additional velocity, raises the valve G,
which shuts the passage, and prevents the escape of the

water. The consequence of this is, that all the included

water exerts suddenly a hydrostatical pressure on every
part of the pipe, compressing at the same time the air in

the annular space i i, which by its elasticity diminishes the

violence of the shock. This hydrostatical pressure opens
the valves at E, and a portion of the water flows into the

air vessel F, and condenses the air which it contains. The
valves at E now close, preventing the return of the water
into the pipe, and the water recoils a little in the tube with
a slight motion from B to A, in consequence of the reac-

tion or elasticity of the compressed air in i i, and also of the

metal of the pipe, which must have yielded a little to the

force exerted upon it in every direction. The recoil of the

water towards A produces a slight aspiration within the

head R of the ram, which causes the valve D to descend
by its own weight, and prevents the water X which covers

it from descending into the tube. The air, however, passes

through the pipe /A-, opens the valve A-, and a small quan-
tity is sucked into the annular space ii; but the quantity

is very smail, as the valve k closes as soon as the current of
air becomes rapid. During the recoil towards A, the valve

C, being unsupported, f;dls by its own weight ; and when
the force of recoil is expended by acting on the water in

the reservoir PQ, the water begins again to flow along

ABR, and the very same operation which we have describ-

ed is repeated without end, a portion of water being

driven into the air vessel F at ev<Ty ascent of the valve C.
The air in tliis vessel being thus !ii,;r.iy CGm,.rcsscrI, will

exert a force due to its elasticity upon the suilacc of the

water in the vessel F, und will force it up through the pipe

M to a height which is sufficient to balance the elasticity

of the included air.

The small quantity of air which is drawn into the annu-

lar space i i tlirough the air tube I k at each aspi'ation,

causes an accumulation of air in the space i i: and when
the aspiration of recoil takes place, a small quantity of air

passes from ii, and proceeds along the pipe till it arrives

5 Y 2
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beneath the valves at E, and lodging in the small space

beneath the valves, it is forced into the air vessel at the

next stroke, and thus aflbrdsa constant supply of air to the

vessel. The valves make in general from 50 to 70 pulsa-

tions in a minute. ^
When the fall of wati|f, or PQ, is live fee', and the pipe

AB six inches in diameter and 14 feet long, a machine with

its parts proportioned as in the figure will raise water to

the height of 100 feet. It will expend about 7o cubic feet

per minute in working it, and will raise about 21 cubic feet

per minute to the height of 100 feet. Mr Millington ob-

serves, tiiat one of these machines is said to have raised

100 hot^sheads of water in 24 hours to the height of 134

feet by a f;ill of 4} feet.

The form of the ram represented in Fig. 10, is suited

to the case where a current of foul water AB is employed
to raise clean water from the well WW. This efl'ect is

produced by a bent pipe OPQ, containing a column of air

from O to Q, and by another pipe T, with a suction valve
( : The mode of action is piecisely the same as in l-'ig. 8.

When the valve C shuts, the sudden hydrostatical pres-

sure forces the water up the bent tube at O, compresses
the column of air OQ, which again presses, by its elasti-

city, on the surface of water at Q, and forces the clean

v/ater up through the valves into the air-vessel FF. The
recoil of the water from B to A will produce a rarefaction

in the column of air QO, in consequence of which the at-

mospherical pressure upon the water in the well will raise

the valve t, till as much water is admitted as was driven
into the air-vessel. Montgolfier proposes to substitute a
straight pipe in place of OQ, and to place a piston, moving
freely in the pipe, which will transmit the pressure from
the foul water to the clean water, without allowing them to

mix. We conceive that the same effect might be obtain-

ed more simply and with much less friction, by a very loose

diaphragm fixed in the tube.

When the ram is employed to produce a current of air,

it has the form shesvn in Fig. 11. The air is expelled
through the air-pipe nam, in consequence of the mass of
water rusbing into the air-chamber W, by the shutting of
the valve C. The water in W is prevented from follow-
ing the air by a hollow ball of copper n, which floats on
the water, and shuts up the lower end of the pipe, when
the water dashes into W. When things are in the state

shewn in the figure, and all the air expelled from the
chamber W, the air compressed in the annular space fifi,

(which serves the same purpose as / i in Fig. 8) produces a
recoil of tbe water. The valve D shuts, C opens, the
water quits the chamber W, and the valve -.v shuts, and
prevents tbe admission of air. At the same time tbe valve
r opens, and admits a fresh supply of air into the chamber

;

but when the water has descended below the float f, this

float descends, and by its rod f d shuts the air-valve rf.

When the force of recoil is spent, the water flows again
from A to B, and the operation which we have described is

again repeated, so that there is a constant current of air in
the pipe iv jn, which may be equalized by a water regula-
tor, or any other contrivance. See tbe Refiertory of Arts,
Dec. 1816; Ferguson's Lectures., vol. ii. App. ; and
Brande's Journal, vol. i. p. 211. Lond. 1816.

having a cock at M, enters the top of the copper vessel
TD, 8^ feet high, 5 feet in diameter, and 2 inches thick,

containing about 170 cubic feet, and extends to D within 4
inches of the bottom. The vessel TD has a cock at N,
and a very large or.e at P, and from its top proceeds a pipe
TOG, 2 inches in diameier, with a cock at O, entering the
top of llie vessel KE, vvbich is 6i feet high, 4 feet in dia-

meter, 2 inches thick, and containing about 83 cubic feet.

Another pipe EKIiB, 4 inciies in diameter, rises from E,
within 4 inches of the bottom of the vessel KE, is soldered
into its top at K, and rises into the reservoir B. The cy-
linder KE communicates by a tube with a cock at R,
with the water C to be raised, and has a cock Q at its top.

Let us now suppose that the cock IM is shut, and all the
other cocks open. The cylinder TD will contain air, and
KE will contain water standing as high as the level of the
water in the cistern C. Shut the cocks N, P, Q, and R,
and open the cock M. The water from A will descend
into the vessel TD, and after it rises above the mouth D
of the pipe, it will compress the air in the vessel TD, in

the pipe TOG, and in the upper part of the vessel KE.
The action of this air upon the water in KE will force it

up the pipe KH, till it is discharged into the reservoir B.
This discliarge into B goes on till the upper vessel TD is

filled with water. As soon as this happens, the water is

prevented from running into the pipe TO l)y a cork ball,

or double cone, which hangs in the pipe TO by a brass

wire, which is guided by holes into two cross pieces in the

pipe. The ascent of the water into the mouth of the pipe
at T pushes in this plug, and closes the pipe. The influx;

of water now stops ; but the water still flows into B till the
elasticity of the air in the lower vessel KE is no longer able
to balance a column which reaches to H in the pipe KH.
This cessation of the efilux into B generally ceases when
KE is half full of water. When this takes place, the work-
man shuts the cock M, and opens the cock P, from which
the' water rushes with great velocity. Whenever |ths of
the water in the vessel TD is discharged at P, which is

measured in the vessel which receives it, the workman
opens the cock R with a long rod, so as to fill the vessel

KE with water. This drives the air out of KE through
the pipe GO into the vessel TD, and consequently drives

out all the remaining water. Every thing is now in the
state in which it was at first, which is known to be the case
when no more water flows out at P. The workman,
therefore, shuts the cocks P and Q, and opens M, and
the same operation is repealed. If the cock N be opened
when the efflux has ceased at B, the water and air rush
out togetlier with prodigious violence, accompanied with
hail and pieces of ice produced by the cold which attends

the sudden expaTision of air. It is usual to shew this sight

to strangers, whose h?.ts, when held opposite N, are some-
times pierced with the pieces of ice which are projected
from it.

A considerable improvement upon this engine has been
made by Mr Jobn Whitley Boswcll, who has added to it

an apparatus which enables it to operate without any
attending workmen. An account of this improvement
will be found in Nicholsori's Journal, 4to. vol. i. and 8vo.
No. 5.

16. Descrifition of the Chemnitz Fountain, or Hungarian \7. Descrifilion of the Danaide invented by M. Mannoury
Machine. Dectot.

The Chemnitz fountain is represented in Plate
CCCXXIV. Fig. 12, where C is a collection of water,
either in a mine or in a well, which it is required to raise
to the reservoir B by means of a small head ofwaterat A.
In order to efl'ect this, a pipe AFT, 4 inches in diameter,

This machine consists of a cylindrical trough of tin-

plate, nearly as high as it is broad, and having a hole in

the centre of its bottom. It is fixed to a vertical axis of iron,

which passes through the middle of the hole in the bottom,

a vacant space being left all round to permit the water to
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escapf. The axis turns with tlie trouijli upon a pivot, and
is fixed above to a codar.

A drum of lin-platc, close above and below, is fixed upon
(he axis of the li'ough, and placed williin the trough, so as

to be concentric witli it, and to leave only between the

outer circumference of the drum and the inner circum-
ference of the trough, an annular space not exceeding

1-J

inches. This annular space communicates with a space
less than 1 J inches, left between the bottom of the drum
and the bottom of the trough, and divided into compart-
ments l)y diaphragms fixed upon the bottom of the trough,
and proceeding from the circumference to the central hole

in the bottom of the trough.

The water comes from a reservoir above by one or two
pipes, and makes its way into this annular space between
the trough and drum. The bottom of these pipes corre-

sponds with the level of the water in the trough, and they

are directed horizontally, and as tangents to the mean cir-

cumference between that of the trough and of the drum.
The velocity which the water has acquired by its fall along

these pipes, makes the machine move round its axis, and
this motion accelerates by degrees, till the velocity of the

water in the space between the trough and drum equals

that of the vi'ater from the reservoir ; so that no sensible

shock is perceived of the affluent water upon that which is

contained in the machine.
This circular motion communicates to the water be-

tween the trough and drum a centrifugal force, in con-

sequence of which it presses against the sides of the

trough. This centrifugal force acts equally upon the wa-
ter contained in the compartments at the bottom of the

trough, but it acts less and less as this water approaches the

centre.

The whole water then is animated by two opposite
forces, viz. gravity, and the centrifugal force. The first

tends to make the water run out at the hole at the bot-

tom of thetroughj the second, to drive the water from that

hole.

To tiiesc two iorces are joined a third, viz. friction,

which acts here an impoilant and singular part, as it pro-
motes the efficacy of the machine, wliile in other ma-
chines it always diminishes tiiat elTicacy. Here, on the
contrary, the ciTect would be nothing were it not for the
friction, which acts as a tangent to the sides of the trough
and drum.
By the combination of these three forces, there ought to

result a more or less rapid flow from the hole at the bot-
tom of the trough : and the less force the water has as it

issues out, the more it will have employed in moving the
machine, and of course in producing the useful cfiect for
which it is destined.

The moving power is the weight of the water running
in, multiplied by the height of the reservoir from which
it flows above the bottom of the trough ; and the useful
effect is the same product diminished by half the force
which the water retains when it issues out of the orifice

below.

In order to ascertain, by direct experiment, the magni-
tude of this effect, MM. Prony and Carnot fixed a cord to

the axis of the machine, which, passing over a pulley, rais-

ed a weight by the motion of the machine. By this means,
the effect was found to be -^^ of the power, and often ap-
proached ^Yj without reckoning the friction of the pullies,

which has nothing to do with the machine. This effect ex-
ceeds that of the best overshot wheels. See the Refiort

of the Institute, 2M August 1813; or Thomson's -^n?!fl:/4 of
Pliilosofihy, vol. ii. p. 412.

For farther information on Hydrodynamics, see Adhe-
sion, Barley Mill, Capillary Attraction-, Pneuma-
tics, Pumps, Rivers, and Waterworks.

HYDROMETER. See Hydrodynamics.

HYDROPHOBIA. See Medicine.

HYDROPHTHALMIA. See Surgery.
HYDROSTATICS. See Hydrodynamics.
HYDRUS. See Ophioi.oov.
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PLATE CCLXXXIV.

Figs. 1, 2. Represent Mr Tappen's Method of construct-

in;^,' Groined Vaults.

Figs. 3,4, 5, 6. Shew the Instruments used for forming
Gun Flints.

Figs. 7, 8, 9. Represent the Masses of Flint in their dif-

ferent States.

Fig. 10. Represents the Eprouvette invented by Dr
Hutton, for measuring the strength of Gun-pow-
der.

Fig. 11. Represents the Ballistic Pendulum, invented by
Mr Robins, for measuiing the initial velocity of Pro-
jectiles.

PLATE CCLXXXV.

Fig. !• Represents Mr Forsyth's new Lock in the Prim-
ing Position.

Fig. 2. Represents the same Lock in the firing Position.

Fig. 3. Is a Section of the Magazine for containing the

priming powder, and the Mechanism for inflaming

it by Percussion.

Fig. 4. Is a Section of the Breach of the Gun, with

tht Roller screwed into it. See Gunmaking.
Fig. 5. Represents the Indian Matchlock.

Fig. 6. Represents the European IMatchlock or Harque-
buss.

Fig. 7. Represents the Rest for the European Matchlock.
Fig. 8. Represents the Wheel Lock.
Fig. 9. Represents a modern Fowling Piece.

Fig. 10. Represents a Modern Spanish Lock.

PLATE CCLXXXVL

Figs. 1,2,3, 4. Are Diagrams for illustrating the mathe-
matical principles of Gunnery,

Fig. 5. Is a Diagram for explaining Robins' theory of the
explosive force of Gunpowder.

Fig. 6. Represents the Instrument invented by Mattei, for

measuring the initial velocity of Projectiles. AB is

a horizontal wheel, with a vertical axis CD turned
by the weight Q, suspended to the rope GG, and
raised by the winch N. AE, BF, is a circular drum
about six inches high, formed of writing paper, fix-

ed round the circumference of the wheel. The
gun is fired at the distance of 20 feet, and pointed
so, that the axis of the gun produced would pass
along a diameter of the drum perpendicular to GG.
A block of wood is placed two or three feet from
the drum, to receive the balls. When the Machine
was used at Turin, a little eccentric wheel IL was
fitted to tha axis CD, which with each revolution

gave a vibrating horizontal motion to a tongue of
wood, suspending a common pendulum, that was
shortened or lengthened till its vibrations were iso-

chronous to those of the tongue. The length of the
pendulum will then shew how long the wheel is in

making each revolution.

Fig. 7. Is a Diagram explaining one of Antoni's Methods
of measuring the initial velocities of Projectiles.

Fig. 8. Is a Diagram for explaining Antoni's Method of
determining the curve described by Projectiles, by
firing the Guns from different heights.

PLATE CCLXXXVIL

Fig. 1. Represents the Halo observed by Scheiner at

Rome on the 20th March 1529.

Fig. 2. Is the Halo observed by Hevelius at Dantzic, on
the 20th February 1661.

Fig. 3. Shews the Halo observed by Scheiner at Rome,
in 1630.

Fig, 4. Represents the Paraselenae seen by Hevelius at

Dantzic, on the 30th March 1660.
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Fig, 5. Shews the Parhelia seen by Ilevelius, on the 6'.li

April 1660.

Fig. 6. Sliews ilie Paiasclciiac seen by Hevelius, on the

17ih December 1660.

Fig. 7. Represents the Halo seen in England, on the 8th

April 1233.

Fig. 8. Is the Halo seen at Leyden, on the 14th January

1653, by Kechelius.

Fig. 9. Is the Halo seen by Dr Halley, on the 8th April

1702.

Fig. 10. Represents a very complicated system ofHalos,

which was seen at St Petersburg by M. Lowiz,

on the 18th June 1790.

Fig. 11. Shews a Halo seen in Scotland, on the 18th

February 1796, by Mr Hall.

Fig. 12. Is the Halo seen by Sir Henry Englefield at Rich-

mond, on the 20lh November 1812.

PLATE CCLXXXVIII.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5. Represent the Harmonic Sliders in-

vented by Dr Thomas Youns^.

Fig 7. Is an elevation of the Machine invented by Mr Tho-

mas, foi' weaving Chip Hats.

Fig. 8. Is a Section of the same Machine.

I'ig. 9. Represents the Apparatus used by M. Pictet, to il-

lustrate the reflection of Heat. A and B represent

the Concave Mirrors, C the heated Iron Ball, and

D the Bulb of the Thermometer. The dotted lines

mark the progress of the rays of heat which are

emitted from the heated iron, impinge upon the Mir-

ror A, then pass in straight lines to the Mirror B,

and from this are reflected to the Focus D.

Fig. 10. Represents an Instrument invented by Dr Wol-
laston, and called the Cryofihorus, for freezing at a

distance.

PLATE CCLXXXIX.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6,7, 8, 9. Are Diagrams for explaining

the new properties of heat discovered by Dr Brew-

ster.

Fig. 10. Represents the Apparatus employed by Dr Brew-

ster, in rendering visible the propagation of Heat

downwards through Fluids.

Fig. 11. Represents the Apparatus employed by Professor

Leslie in his experiments on Heat. A, is the con-

cave elliptical Reflector ; B, the diff'erential Ther-

inometer placed in one of its foci; C, the cubical

Canister of block tin, placed on the other focus, and

filled with hot water, whose temperature is ascer-

tained by the Thermometer D, passing through an

orifice in the upper side of the Canister, and having

its Bulb in the centre of the Cubical Canister ; E, is

a Screen consisting of a light frame of wood, wider

than the diameter of the largest reflector used. It

lias occasionally different thin substances attached

to it.

Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20. Represent the Appa-
ratus used by MM. Delaroche and Berard, in their

experiments for determining the specific heat of the

Gases.

Fig. 12. Is a thin copper Cylinder, (called the Calorimeter,')

6 inches long and 3 inches in diameter, filled with

distilled water, and traversed by a worm about 5 feet

long, having 8 spiral turnings, the two ends of which

open without the vessel. A regular current of gas,

at a high and constant temperature, was made to

pass through the worm, and the intensity of this

heat was considered as proportioned to the cxces*
of the tempeiatui e of the Cylinder AB (when it had
become stationary) above that of tlie surrounding
air. Hence, by repeating this experiment on each
of the gases, each current will laise the teinperature
of the Cylinder AB above that of the ambient air, Ic

a fixed point where it will be stationary ; and, there-
fore, we obtain the quantity of heal given out by
each current of gas. The relative specific heats
consequently of the gases are obtained with great
exactness.

Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16. Represent the Apparatus employed
by Messrs Delaroche and Berard, to make a regu-
lar current of hot gas pass through the Calorimetei.
In order to understand this, suppose a globular glass
vessel A, Fig. 3. filled with water, and placed above
a reservoir of glass or metal B, filled with any gas in-

soluble in water. Let these two vessels communi-
cate by a vertical tube CD, which may be shut by a
stop-cock E. Suppose, likewise, that the upper
surface of the water contained in A is GH. It is

evident, that if the stop-cock E is opened, the water
will fall into the vessel B, and drive out the gas,

which will make its escape by the mouth L, (the

Btop-cock M being open.) It is equally obvious
that the force with which the water of the vessel A
will run down, at first equal to the column of water

HK, will diminish in pioportion as the surface of the

water GA sinks. But then, if the mouth F is shut

exactly, and the communication of the vessel A es-

tablished with the external air by the tube NO, open
at its two ends, the air, in order to introduce itself

into the vessel A, and fill up the place of the water-

that has run out, must overcome the pressure of the

column of water HI. Of course, the water will only

run into the vessel B, with a force equal to the co-

lumn HK, minus HI, that is to say, the column IK,
which is a constant quantity, as long as the surface

of the water continues higher than OI. Now sup-

pose the reservoir B be totally emptied of gas, and
filled with water from the vessel A. Shut the stop-

cocks EM, and introduce by the tube QR, which
goes to the bottom of the vessel, a constant current

of gas, coming from a similar gazometer. In these

circumstances, if the stop-cock P is opened, to let

out the water from the reservoir B, it is clear that

this gas, in order to get into the reservoir B, is

obliged to overcome a resistance represented by the

column of water which this reservoir contains. On
the other hand, it is attracted by an equal force,

namely, the force with which this water tends to run

out by the stop-cock P, and which is represented

by the same column. These two forces being equal,

and opposite, it follows that the regularity of the

gas entering by the tube QR, will not be disturbed,

and that the reservoir B will be filled with gas com-
ing from the other gazometer, without having any

effort to overcome. The stop-cock E remaining

shut during the whole of this operation, there will

be time to open the mouth F, and to fill the vessel

A with water, in order to reconmience the opera-

tion. It is easy to see that with two similar gazome-

ters, we may make a certain quantity of gas pass

from the one to the other as often as we please,

without interruption.

When the gas which fills the reservoir B is not

atmospherical air, when it is hydrogen gas, for ex-

ample, if we pass it often from one gazometer to

another, it will disengage the air contained in the
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water, and take its place, so that the purity of the

}V<!S will be injured. It would have been iinposbiblo

to have produced a current of carbonic acid i^as, rii-

tious oxide gas, or oUTiant ijas, in this manner,
though they are but imperfectly soluble in water.

This difliculty would have obliged them to renouucc
this kind of gaz(«mtci-, if they had not found a me-
thod of obviating it. Tliis method consists in put-
ting only atmospherical air into the reservoir B, and
in introducinsi; the gas which is to circulate into a

bladder V, Fig. 14. inclosed in a globular vessel M,
eommunicating by the tube C with the reservoir B.
If in this state of things we suppose a regular cur-
rent of atmospherical air proceeding from the re-

servoir B to the vessel M through the tube C, as the

vessel M is accurately shut, the air will press uni-

formly on the bladder, and there will issue out
through the tube D a regular current of the gas
contained in the bladder.

If, on the other hand, we suppose that the constant
current issuing from the bladder V enters into ano-
ther bladder V, (Fig. 15.) which is empty, and
placed, in the same manner as the first, in another
globular vessel M', which is full of air, and commu-
nicates with the reservoir b' of the other gazomcter,
by the tube C, which reaches down to its bottom.
The reservoir B' being full of water, and its stop-

cock P' open, the bladder V will become gradually

filled with gas, and will drive the air of the globular

vessel M' into the reservoir B', in an uniform cui-

-Xent. It is now easy to form an idea of the appara-

tus which we employed, and of which we have giv-

en a vertical projection in Fig. 15.

B and B' are the two lower reservoirs of the two
gazometers. The reservoir B is supposed full of air,

and B' full of water. V is a bladder filled with gas,

hydrogen gas for example, whose specific heat is to

be determined. The corresponding bladder V is

empty ; a, d, c, d, e,/, ff, /i, are the stop-cocks. Let
us suppose a, c,y,/;, alone open, if we make the

gazometer B act, a regular current of common air

will flow out of B, and pass into the globular vessel

M. It will compress the bladder V, and force out

a current of hydrogen gas. This gas will pass

through the tube CDE, about forty inches in length,

and which is surrounded by a larger tube FG. This
last tube is kept filled with the steam of boiling wa-
ter by means of a small boiler K, filled with water,

and kept constantly boiling. The steam passes
through the tube KF, into the tube FG, traverses

the whole of it, and makes its escape by the tube
GI. The part DE of the tube through which the

gas passes is long tnough to enable the gas during
its passage to acquire very nearly the temperature
of boiling water. The gas, when it leaves this tube,

passes into the calorimeter L, where it gives out its

heat, and then issues out by the tube NO, which
'

conducts it to the bladder V. It fills this bladder,

driving the air of the vessel M' into the reservoir

B', by a lube which plunges to the bottom of the
reservoir.

When all the air has been driven out of the reser-
voir B, and water has been substituted in its place,
then the bladder V is empty, and the vessel M full

of air from the reservoir B. The bladder V is full

of hydrogen, and the reservoir B' full of air from
the vessel M'. If we now shut at once the stop-
cock a, c,/. A, and open g, e, d, 6, and put the gazo-
mettr B' into action ; then the air issuing from the

Vol. X. Part II.

gazometer by the stop-cock g-, will fill the vessel
M', press upon the bladder V, and cause an uniform
current of hydroi-en gas to pass through the stop-cock
einto the tube DF, where it will be heated. It will

then pass through tlic calorimeter, and iss'iing out
by the tube NO, it will pas.s through the slop-cock
d into the bladder V, will liU it, and drive the air of
the vessel M into the reservoir B. Thus matters
will be brought to their primitive state, and we may
commence the process as at first. With a bladder
filled with hydrogen gas we may pass an uniform
current as long as we please through the caloiime-
ter;and we know, from experience, that notwith-
standing the continual agitation given to this gas, by
making it move so frequently through so long a
circuit, it does not contain, after having circulated
for six hours, three percent, of impurities.
The greatest part of the apparatus which has been

described is contained in the same room ; but the
calorimeter, the ends of the tubes DE, FG, and a
part of ".he tubes GI, NO, are in another room, se-
parated from the first by the door PQ, which has
proper holes in it to allow the tubes to pass. This
second room being but seldom opened, the air which
it contains, and which surrounds the calorimeter, is

seldom agitated, and its temperature scarcely varies.
Fig. 17. Represents aHoiiiomul Section of the Calorime-

meter AB, Fig. 12, through its lower part. This
plate has fixed to its two extremities two rods, b 6,
b' b', six inches long, and cut half their length into
the threads of a screw, upon which are fixed the
nuts C, C. The middle of this plate is pierced
with a hole dd, which coincides with the orifice by
which the inferior part of the serpentine opens out-
wards. Round the hole is a flat place//, destined
to receive a piece of leather.

Fig. 18. Represents the extremity of the Tube filled with
vapour, which serves to heat the gases. This ex-
tremity is of copper. The plate EE, which termi-
nates It, is pretty thick, and pierced in its middle
with an opening II, communicating only with the
interior tube, which contains the gas. This open-
ing is surrounded externally with a flat place LL,
which receives a round piece of leather. Immedi-
ately in the neighbourhood of the terminal plate is

the tube RS, which opening into the inside of the
\apour lube, allows the vapour and the condensed
water to escape, and carries them to a distance from
the calorimeter. It is the same tube that is repre-
presenled by GI in the horizontal section of die ap-
paratus, Fig. 16.

MM, NN, are two oval plates, pierced in their
centre by a circular opening, wliich receives the va-
pour lube, to which they are firmly fixed. At each
of their extremities is a hole, sulTicicntly large to
give passage to the rods b b, b' b\ fixed to the ca-
lorimeter, and represented in Fig. 17.

It is easy to see that when the extremity of the
vapour tube is presented to the calorimeter, and the
metallic rods are made to pass through correspond-
ing openings in the wooden diiks MM, NN, the
opening II of the gas tube will be exactly opposite
lo the opening d d of the serpentine. If we inter-

pose between the two openings a tube of glass of
the requisite size, and such that its extremities,
ground with care, press against the disks of leather

which cover the flat faces//, L L ; and if, by means
of the nuts C, C we force the extremities of the
vapour tube to approach as near as possible to the

5 Z
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calorimeter, then the tube of glass firmly fixed be-

tween the two disks of leather will establish a com-

nuinication between the gas tube and the calorime-

ter, and will prevent all gas from escaping in any

other direction.

Fig. 19. Represents the modification of the Apparatus for

determining the specific heat of air subjected to

different degiees of |)ressure. To ihe stop-cocks

P and P' was soldered a tube in the form of a Y
reversed. The two branches of the Y united in

a common tube III, whici\, rising vertically, and

passing througii an opening in the roof of the room,

opined above a tub X, placed in the room above.

We carried to this room the cylindrical glass ves-

sels A, A', and formed the communication between

them and the reservoirs B, B'. by the long tubes

whii'.h passed down throui;!) the floor. In this ap-

paratus the height HH, of the upper extremity of

the tube II, above the mouth of tlie stop-cocks

P, P', determined the pressure to which the gas

was subjected.

Fig. 20. Represents the Apparatus employed by the same
Chemists for comparing the specific heats of the

gases with that of water taken as unity.

In order to get a constant and regular current of

water, they made use of a syphon of glass C, one

of the branches of which passed through one of

the mouths of a flaggon, with two mouths almost

filled with water. On the other mouth was placed

a globular vessel turned npside down, and full of

water. The neck of this vessel was of such a

length as just to reach the surface of the water in

the flaggon. Hence it is evident, that whenever the

water ran out through the syphon so as to sink its

surface below the mouth of the globular vessel, the

water which filled that vessel would fall down and

supply its place ; so that the height of the water in

the flaggon would remain always nearly the same,

and of course the water would flow through the

syphon pretty equably. The bore of the syphon

was capillary, in order to make the current of water

very slow.

This current of water was heated in the same
manner as the current of the different gases in the

preceding experiments : but when a current of hot

water circulates slowly in a horizontal tube, it is

impossible to determine its temperature exactly by

means of a thermometer placed in the centre of the

tube, on account of the unequal temperature of the

dift'erent strata of fluid which constitute the cur-

rent. It was then ascertained, by experiment, that

a thermometer, thus placed, indicated a tempera-
ture much lower than the true temperature of the

current. To get rid of this uncertainty, the appa-
ratus was disposed in the manner represented in

I'ig. 20.

The current of water which flows from the sy-

phon C is received into the tube DD, which passes
through a larger tube EE, kept continually filled

with steam, by means of the small boiler R. The
tube DD is soldered to another tube FF, about 0.3
inch in diameter. In this tube, placed, as will be
seen, almost vertical, are disposed three thermome-
ters, Nos. 1, 2, 3, in such a manner that the small
spherical bulb of each is in the centre of the tube,
and at the distance of 1.083 inch from each other.
These thermometers served to determine the tem-
perature of the current of water at itsentj-ance into
the calorimeter. The tube FF is cemented to the
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horizontal tube of glass GG, which is cut at its

end G, very near the junction, so that the bulb of
the Iherinoiiieter No. I, which must necessarily be
in the vertical tube, that it may acquire the tempe-
rature of the current of water, is, notwithstanding,
no farther distant fiom the cuiorimeter than the first

theriiomcter is from the third. The lube GG is

shut by a stopper H, that no water may escape, and
it is ground at its extremity G, so that by pressing
it, by means of two screws, against a piece of lea-

ther placed on the calorimeter, it is sufficiently

tignt to prevent any wcjter from escaping in that

direction. The water tomes out of liie calorimeter
by the tube OOO, wliich is capillary at the extre-

mity P, from wliich it falls, drop by drop, into a
graduated tube, which serves to measure the rapi-

dity of the curr»nt. The calorimeter was placed,

as in the preceding experiments, in a separate
room, that the teuipcrature of the ambient air might
be less variable.

PLATE CCXC.

1. Is a Perspective View of the Helioatate, a very
useful Instrument, invented by S'Gravesaiide, for

fixing in an invariable position a Beam of the Sun's
Light, for the purpose of making optical experi--

ments.

3.
I

4. ;>Represent difi"ercnt parts of the Instrument.
5.

I

7.J
6. Represents the Placer of the Heliostate.

8, Represents a very simple Heliostate, proposed by
Dr Thomas Young.

PLATE CCXCI.

1. Represents one of the Galee Hastiludiales, or
Helmet of Tournaments.

2. Represents the Seal.

3.-|

4.

g I Shew the different forms of the Shields on which

6.
I

'

^-J
8.

"^

9.

10

arms are placed.

II. ^Shew the different Tinctures in Heraldry.
12.

13.

15. Is the Fur called Ermine.
15. Represents Contre Ermine.
17. Represents the Fur called Vair.

18. Is Contre Vair.

19. Is another Fur, called AJurre, Vairy Cufipy, &c.
20. Shews the mode of dividing the Shield, and giv"

ing the divisions different names.
21. A plain horizontal line.

22. An angle.

33. A Bevile.

24. Escartele.

25. Nowy.
25. Arched, or enarched.

27. Doublearched.
28. Wavey or und6.
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Fig-

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig,

6. Slomacli of the Nilolic Crocodile partly laid open ;

a, a pouch into wliich the aliments pass bei'oie pro-

ceeding out at 6, the pylorus.

7. Stomach and Intestines of (he Chameleon; a, the

pylorus ; from a to A, the small intestine ; b, the com-

mencLmciit of the large intestine.

8. Part of the Intestines of the Land Tortoise ; a, A, a

part of the small intestine ; b, the commencement of

the large intestine.

9. The Rectum of the Nilotic Crocodile insensibly

commencing from the small intestine; a a, a. valve

between the two.

10. Rectum of the Gavial ; a, the termination of the

small intestine; A, the rectum; c, a projection

from the small intestine into the large for acting as

a valve.

1 1

.

Stomach and Intestines of the Siren ; a \.he Jnjlorus j

b, the termination of the hepatic duct.

12. The Heart of the Crocodile seen on its lower sur-

face ; a a, the right auricle ; c, the common trunk

of the right carotid and right brachial arteries

;

d, the common trunk of the same arteries on the left

side ; e e, the continuation of the right posterior

aorta ; ff, the left posterior aorta; g- /i, the left and

right pulmonary arteries ; ik,the pulmonary veins;

0, the opening by which the right auricle commu-
nicates with the inferior compartment of the ven-

tricle
;
/i, an orifice by which this compartment com-

municates with the pulmonary cavity of the ventri-

cle ; g,r, two valves at the commencement of the

left aorta; s, t, the trunks of the two arteries c and

d laid open ; v, the trachea ; x sc, its subdivisions into

bronchi ; y i/, situation of the lungs.

13. The Heart of the Crocodile viewed on its inferior

surface, but a little mote to the left side. Here the

letters a,c,d,e,/,g;/i, refer to the same parts as in

the preceding Figure, b, the left or pulmonary au-

ricle ; m, a row of tubercles behind ; x, y, the valves

guarding the entrance of the left pulmonary artery ;

z, the communication between the inferior and pul-

monary compartments of the ventricle.

14. The Crocodile's heart seen on its upper surface
;

where the letters a, b, c, d, e,f, g, /i, i, k, refer to the

same parts as in the former Figures. /, the upper
compartment of the ventricle laid open.

15. The general appearance of the Ova of Frogs as
extruded from the oviduct.

15. The Tadpole of the Frog, when only a few days
old.

17. The Tadpole of the Surinam Frog in that stage
called Frog-fish.

18. Is the under surface of one of the Toes of the
Gecko Egyfitiaciis, of tlie natural size.

19. Is a Toe dissected, to shew the appearance of the
pockets on its under surface, their serrated cuticu-
lar edge, the depth of the pockets, and the small
muscles by which they are drawn open, the parts
being highly magnified: aa are the two muscles
which lie on the sides of the bones of the toe, with
their tendons inserted into the last bone, close to the
root of the claw. Tlie muscles belonging to the
pocket go oft' from these tendons.

PLATE CCXCVI.

Fig. I. Chelonia Mydas. Green Turtle.

Fig. 2. Tcstuda Graca. Common Land Tortoise.

Fig. 3, Crocodilus •N'Uoticus, Crocodile of the Nile.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig,

Fig,

Fig.

Fig. 4. Dracxtia. Dragon l^izard.

Fig. 5. St Domingo Crocodile. This figure was engraved
by mistake for the TufiinamOU Ornatua.

Fig. 6. Basiliscuo Miiralus. Mitred Basilisk.
F'ig- 7. Iguana nelicaiUeinia. Common Guana.
Fig. 8. Draco Volam. Flying Dragon.

PLATE CCXCVIL

Fig. 9. jigama Calotea. (Jalcot Agama.
Fig. 10. Siellio Brevicaudutus. Short-tailed Stcllio.

Fig. 11. Chamcleo Vulgaris. Common Chameleon.
Fig. 12 Gecko Egy/itiacus. Egyptian Gecko.
Fig. 13. Anolia Bijnaculatus. Two-spotted Anolis.
Fig. 14. Lacerta Lentniacata. Laced Lizard.

Fig. 15. Takydromus Sexlirieatus. Six-striped Taky-
dronie.

Fig. 15. Sciricua Officinalis. Common Scink.

PLATE CCXCVin.

Fig. 17. Se/is Peniadaclylus. Five-toed Eft.

Fig. 18. Chakides Tridactylus. Three-toed Chalcides.

Fig. 19. Hyla Bicolor. Two-coloured Tree Frog.

FMg. 20. Rana Paradoxa. Surinam Frog.

Fig. 21. Bitfo Dorsiger. Surinam Toad.
Fig 22. Salamandra Terrestria. Common Salamander.
Fig. 23. Proteus Anguinus. Common Proteus.

Fig. 24. Siren Lacerlina. Lacertine Siren.

PLATE CCXCIX.

Fig. 1 . Is a section of Messrs Pollzapfell and Deyerlin's
Machine for pressing Horn.

Fig. 2. Is an Elevation of the same Machine.

Fig. 3. Is a Roasting Jack, to be turned by the descending
power of a weight.

Fig. 4. Is a Spring Jack.

Fig. 5. Represents a Smoke Jack.

Fig. 6 Represents the common hand Jack for raising

weights.

Fig. 7. Is a Screw Jack for raising weights.

Figs. 8. and 9. Represent another Screw Jack in two
views.

Fig. 10. Is a Jack constructed by Bramah on the hydro-
static principle discovered by Pascal.

PLATE CCC.

Fig. I. Represents a side view or profile of the going part

only of the ancient striking Clock made by Vick.
A is a heavy weight suspended at the end of a long
curd, coiled or wrapped round a cylinder or barrel

B, which is fixed on the arbor or axis, a, a, the

small ends of which, called pivots, 4,6, b, turn in

holes made in the frame plates C, DD. These
plates, in the early clocks, were of iron, and con-
nected or put together by means of u.pright iron

kneed pieces or pillars E, E, formed from one of

the plates standing at right angles to them. The
ends of these pillars being tapped, and having a
shoulder, went through holes in the other plate,

and the whole was kept together by screwed nuts,

one of which is seen near D, and the other at upper
D, thus forming what is called lUe/rame. Tl)e ac-

tion of the weight A tends necessarily to turn the
cylinder or barrel B, and if it was not restrained, it

would fall with an accelerated motion ; but one of

the ends of the cylinder carries a wheel F, having
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teeth of the ratchet furm, against the faces of which
the end of a clitic is opposed, to prevent the barrel

turning without bringing the great wheel (>G along

with it. The click is attached to the great wheel

by a screw, and having a hole in it, it has liberty to

move on a plane or cylindrical part of the screw;

and when the weight A is winding up, the click is

pressed down by a spring into the teeth of the rat-

chet wheel, in order to prevent any returning. The
ratchet, with the click and its spring, are called the

click-work, and without them there could he no se-

curity after winding up the weights It may then be

easily conceived that the action of the weight is

transmitted to the toothed or great wheel GG, the

teeth of which enter into the spaces or openings of

the teeth, which are formed on the small wheel or
lantern pinion e, and in such a manner that they
compel it to turn on its pivots y,y. This kind of
communication by the teeth of one wheel with those
of another, or with a pinion, is caUcd/iitc/tini^. The
wheel H H is fixed on the axis of the lantern pinion

e; so that the motion communicated by the weight
A to the wheel G G is transmitted to the pinion e,

and consequently to the wheel H II, which pitches

into the lantern pinion g; whose axis carries the

crown whee4 1 1, which is by foreign artists called

X\\e -wheel of rencounter, or of the 'scapement; and
the action of the weight A is transmitted by the

crownwheel II to the levers or pallets A, i, form-
ed on the vertical axis K K, which turns on its

pivots the upper pivot at I; the lower one near to

K turns in a stud fixed to the plate DD. It is on
this axis that the regulator or balance LL is fixed :

this regulator is suspended by a small cord M, and
it can tiescribe arcs of a circle round its pivots, going
and returning alternately on itself, or vibrating. The
alternate motion, or vibration of the balance, is pro-
duced here by the action of the wheel I I upon the

pallets of the axis K K of the balance, whose planes

may stand at an angle of 90 degrees or so, and with the

axis form what is called, in technical language, the

verge;* so that when a tooth of the wheel has drawn
aside the pallet h, and has escaped, the other pallet

i presents itself to a tooth of the wheel on that side

which is diametrically opposite, and is in its turn

drawn aside also ; so that, by the wheel turning al-

ways in the same way, the balance going and re-

turning on itself, forms vibrations which moderate
and regulate the velocity of the wheel I, and con-

sequently of the wheels H and G, whose revolu-

tions serve to measure the time. The reciprocal

action of the teeth of the wheel I, on the pallets A, i,

carried by the axis of the balance, and of the pallets

themselves on the teeth of tlie wheel serving to regu-
late as well as to restrain the motion of it, is what is

called the 'sca/iement. The wheel GG makes a

revolution in an hour; the pivot b b o{ this wheel is

lengthened a little beyond the outsitle of the fore

plate, and carries a pinion n, which pitches into or
leads the wheel N N, causing it to make one turn

in 12 houis. The axis of this wheel carries the in-

dex or hand O, which marks or points to the liouis

on the dial-plate. We must now explain how a revo-
lution of the wheel G is determined, so as to be made
in an hour precisely. To produce this effect, it is ne-

cessary to know that the vibrations of the regulator

or balance become slower if it is made heavier, or if

its diameter is increased. We suppose here, that

the regulator LL must make vibrations whose dura-
tion is exactly eipial to one second, which is obtain-

ed by bringing nearer or fai;thcr from the centre
the weights in, m, which hang upon it. We shall

now proceed to show how, by means of the number
of the teeth of the wheels and leaves of the pinions,

we determine that the wheel G is to make its revolu-
tion exactly in an hour. In giving 30 tectli to the
crown whtel I, I, it will make one turn in the time
that the regulator shall make 60 vibrations; for at

each turn of the wheel, the same tooth acts once on
the pallet A, and once on i, which gives two vilira-

tions for each tooth; thus, the wheel having 30
teeth, it will cause twice 30 vibiations to be
made, and will consequently make a revolu-
tion in a minute of time: it is requisite, tlien,

that the crown wheel I, I should make 60 levohi-
tions in the same time that the wheel G makes one.
Moreover, to determine the number of the teeth of
the wheels G, II, and of their pinions, it must be ob-
served, that a wheel gives as many more turns to its

pinion, during the time it makes one turn, according
as the number of the leaves of the pinion is con-
tained a greater number of times in that of the teetli

of the wheel: For example, the wheel G having 64
teeth, and the lantern pinion e 8, this pinion will
make eight turn;; during the time that the wheel
makes one. In like manner, the wheel II having
60 teeth, and the pinion g 8, it will cause this pinion
to make 7^ turns; but the wheel H, carried by the
pinion e, makes 8 turns for one of the wheel G, the
pinion g' makes then 8 times 7 turns and a half, that
is to say 60, during the time that the wheel G makes
a turn

; and we have seen that the wheel I, I, car-
ried by the pinion^, makes a revolution in a minute;
the wheel G makes then a turn in an hour. We see,
from the same principle, that the pinion n carried
by the axis of the wheel G, must make 12 turns dur-
ing the time that the wheel NN makes one. AVhen
the cord which suspends the weight A is wholly un-
coiled from the barrel, or when the weight A is run
down, a handle or winding up key, is put upon the
square part formed on the arbor of the lantern pi-
nion n', which pitches with the teeth of the wheel ?i',

fixed on the arbor of the cylinder or barrel B ; and
in turning the winding up key, the weight ascends.
This wheel, and the ratchet wheel F, can turn sepa-
rately from the wheel (i, which remains immove-
able during the time of winding. The retrograde
motion of the barrel is obtained by means of the rat-

chet and click-work. The teeth of the ratchet are
inclined on one side, which serves to raise up the
click, so that during the whole lime of winding up
the weight, the ratchet F and barrel B turn along
with the wheel, which are forced about by turning
the pinion n', and all turn independently of the wheel
G ; but as soon as the weight, after being wound u];,

is left to itself, it acts on the cylinder and on the
ratchet, the faces or right side of wh.ose teeth bult

against the end of the click, w hich obliges the wheel
G to tuin with the cylinder ; the click spring, as has
already been mentioned, serving to push the click

down among the teeth of the ratchet. In a plate

wheel which is attached to the wheel NN, twelve

• In clock verges the angle of the pallets is considerably less than 90 degrees, and in Vick's clock it would be so too.
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pins are fixed equally rlistant from one another,

whose use is to raise an arm up, by the lifting of

which another arm is raised; the fly pinion of the

striking part is then discharged, and the hour is

struck hy the force of tlie striking weight acting

on its barrel and train of wheels contained in the

clock frame : By these the hammer is raised, and

gives a blow on the bell, cither by its falling from the

(orce of gravity, or by its being impelled by the

force of a hammer spring.

Fig. 2. Is the Crown Wheel and Vergfc 'Scapement, as

mentioned in Horology, Chap. I. p. 473, the prin-

ciple and meclianism of wliich is the same as that

which has been dcsciibed in Vick's clock. It was
long applied to clocks and watches before the appli-

cation of a pendulum to the former, or before the

invention and apiiliculion of the spiral or balance

spring to the latter. This spring had originally

been called ihe pendulum spring, which it still im-

properly retains, no diflerence being made here in

the name, whether it is the spring which suspends

the pendulum of a clock, or moves the balance of a

watch : when applied to it, the balance spring ap-

pears to be the proper term. The crown wheel and

verge 'scapement is still used in common pocket

watches.

Fip-. 3. Is a side view of an Alarm Clock, the alarm part

of which is nearly the same as the going part in

Vick's clock. The iron frame of the alarm clock

is formed much in the same manner as Vick's clock,

only it has a bar or plate in the middle of the frame

which serves to make it a double frame ; one division

of which, CD contains the going part, while the

other, NO, contains the alarm part. H is the great

wheel of the going part, carrying on its arbor a pul-

ley, in the groove of which is fixed a few short steel

points, serving to enter a little way into the texture

of a cord wove either of silk or cotton. At one

end of the cord is hung the going weight F;
and at the other the counter weight G. This pul-

ley with its socket and ratchet are fixed together,

and turn freely on the arbor of the great wheel H.
The ratchet click and click spring are upon the

wheel H, so that, on pulling down the counter

weight G, the weight F ascends. The old click and
ratchet work consisted of a circular kind of steel

spring, pinned down by one side against the bottom
of the jagged and moveable pulley. The spring

having a step made on it, acted both as click and
spring, the arms or crosses of the wheel serving as

a ratchet, the step of the spring stopping against

them. The weight when wound up v/as kept there,

and exerting its force on the pulley and wheel H,
put the going part in motion. The first wheel H
makes its revolution in an hoiu' ; its axis, which is

albo that of the pulley, has the fore pivot b prolong-
ed outside of the fore plate C. This pivot carries

a socket, on the end of which is the minute hand
fittetl by means of a square. On the lower end is

fixed a wheel c, which pitches with the wheel d of
llie same diameter and number of teeth; the axis
of the wheel (/ cariies the pinion e, which leads the
wheel/; this makes a revolution in 12 hours, and
on its socket the hour hand is fitted spring tight.—
The wheel H, which has 64 teeth, pitches into the
pinion g, which has eight. The arbor of this pinion
carries the wheel I, of 60 teeth. This again pitches
into the pinion A, which makes 6a turns for one of
the wheel il ; it makes then a turn in a minute, and

the hand i, canied by the long pivot from the axis
of the pinion /i, marks the seconds on the second*
circle of the dial. The axis of the seconds pinion h
carries also the contrate wheel K, which has 48
teeth ; it pitches into the pinion k of 12 teeth or
leaves. The axis of this pinion carries the crown
wheel, or wheel of rencounter L, of 15 teeth. This
wheel m?kes 'scapement with the pallets i, r, carried
by the axis of the balance MM, which is the regu-
lator of this machine. At each revolution of the
crown-wheel L the balance makes twice 15 or 30 vi-

brations, and this wheel makes four turns for one of
the contrate or seconds wheel. Thus the balance
makes 120 vibrations in a minute, and 7200 in an
hour. Each of the vibrations is then equal to hall

a second of time ; the seconds hand consequently
gives half a second on the seconds circle. The me-
chanism of the alarm part, which is very simple, is

contained in NO, the second division of the frame
connected witii that which contains the wheel-work
of the going part of the clock. The crown-wheel P
carries on its axis the jagged pulley Q, over which
is laid the cord which supports the weight R, which
puts the alarm pait in motion, the counter-weight S
being on the other end of the cord. The teeth of
the crown-wheel P makes 'scapement with the pal-
lets n, 0, formed on the vertical axis or verge TV,
the kneed or bent arm of which /;/j, q q, at the top
of the figure, forms with jr-^ the alarm hammer.
This hammer has the form of a small cylinder, and
carries two ends or buttons jt, which sti'ike alternate-
ly on the inner edges of a bell, which is not repre-
sented here. The alarm or crown-wheel P carries
on its circumference a pin, which serves to stop the
alarm, after having drawn up the alarm weight.
This stopping is made by means of a detent at/i, fixed
into an arbor /j, y, whose pivots run, one in the dial,

the other in the back frame plate O of the alarm
part. To discharge or set off' the alarm, there is

placed on the socket of the hour wheel another
socket, which carries the small dial t for the hours
of the alarm, and a counter spring s, in which is fix-

ed a pin, which serves to raise the arm r, fixed on
the same arbor /i, 9 in which the detent is fixed, so
that when the pin in the counterspring s raises up
the arm r, the detent is raised up at the same time
from the wheel P, and the pin which it carries get-

ting disengaged, the alarm part immediately sets off,

and the hammer strikes the bell with force and pre-

cipitation. In oi'der that the alarm should set off at

the precise hour that is required, or at which we
wish to be awakened, it is only necessary to turn

the small dial t, so as the number of the hour re-

quired is placed under the tail of the hour hand. If

it is required that it sets off at four hours and a half,

the tail of the hour hand will stand between the

figures 4 and 3.

Fig- 4. Represents a Side View of Hiiygens's Clock,

with the cycloidal cheek-pieces, which were put for

the purpose of causing the long and short vibrations

of the pendulum to be performed in equal times, a

double and flexible silk thread, by which the pen-
dulum was suspended, applying itself on the inner

sides of these cheeks more or less, according to the

extent of the arc described by the pendulum. A
perspective view of the cheeks and of the double
thread is seen in Fig. A. The brass frame plates

of this clock as seen at AA, BB, placed vcrticady,

6 inches in height, and 2 inches and a half broad, are
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connected by four brass pillars, uirncil and placed

near tlie angles of the i>liites, their height being

about one inch and a hall": The pivots of the ar-

bors of the principul wheels run in holes made for

them in the plates. The first wheel marked CC
has eighty teeth, and is two inches and a half in dia-

meter. It carries on its arbor a pulley D; the bot-

tom of the e;ioove, being a very little convex, is fur-

riished with steel points, topievent the cord which
goes over it from sliiii)ing, to which cord two
weights are attached, us will be afterwards explain-

ed. The wheel CC deriving its motion from a

weight, comnuiiiic'ites it to the pinion E of eight

leaves, and of consequence also to the wheel F of

forty-eight teeth, having the same axis as the pinion.

The wheel F conducts the pinion G and the

contrate wheel H both upon the same axis. The
contrate wheel has 48 teeth. It is from this last

wheel that the pinion I, and the crown wheel K on
the same vertical axis, receive their motion. The
pinion I has 24 teeth or leaves. The crown wheel
K carries 15 teeth, inclined as the figure repre-
sents. Two bridges are fixed on the top of the plate

BB, the extremities of which carry the pivots of

the axis LM, and llic jutting out part Q of the

bridge NQ has two holes pierced in ii, through one

of which the axis LM goes, and in the other, the

upper pivot of the arbor of the crown wheel K runs.

The same axis LM (which passes also through the

plate BB) carries two pallets, which must be raised

up alternately and in a contrary direction by the

teeth of the wheel K. The part M of the axis LM,
which goes beyond the frame plate, carries the fork

MS, between two branches of which passes the rod

VV of the pendulum VX, suspended by means of

two threads between the two cycloidal cheeks,

which are distinctly seen in Fig. A. With regard

to the curve formed on the cheeks, we will speak
of it more at length afterwards ; at present let us

attend to the movement of the clock. It is evident

at first, that the pendulum having been drawn aside

from the perpendicular and then left to itself, this

will not only allow the teeth of the wheel K to pass

successively, but the motion impressed by the force

of the weight will cause the teeth of the wheel K
to act on the pallets of the verge LM, and by this

means and that of the fork restore to the pendulum
that motion, which friction, or the resistance of the

air, would insensibly take away from it ; and al-

though in ordinary clocks the wheel K does not al-

ways act with the same force, the curve that has

been given to the cheeks, on which the threads of

the pendulum must apply themselves, subjects the

pendulum to make its oscillations all in the same
length of time so long as its length remains the

same, determines the teeth of the wheel K. to pass

only in equal times, and consequently gives uni-

formity to all the other parts of the clock, since

their motions are proportional : So that, whatever

fault there might be in the construction, wdiatever

diificulties in the motion of the wheel-work, occa-

sioned by change of temperature in the air, provid-

ed that the motion of the clock is not wholly inter-

rupted, there will no inequality result from it ; the

clock will always measure time exactly, or it will

not measure it at all. g g isa. third plate, parallel

to the two former, and distant about a quarter of an
inch from the plate AA. In the centre of the dial

which is traced on this plate, the arbor of tlie wheel
CC prolonged comes through. On this dial are

traced two concentric circles, the one divided into

twelve, the other into sixty parts. On the arbor of
the wheel CC, and outside of the plate AA, is put
spring-tight the cannon or socket of the wheel a.

This cannon is prolonged or carried out near to e

through the plate g g, and turns with the wheel
CC, and can also be made to turn independently of
it when it is necessary ; this is when setting the

hands. It is at the point e that the minute hand is

])laced. With regard to the wheel a, it conducts a

wheel b of the same number of teeth with itself, and
whose axis carries a pinion of six leaves, whose
pivots on the one part run in the plate AA, on the

other in the cock or bridge c fixed to the same
plate. Finally, this latter pinion conducts or leads

the wheel d of 72 teeth, the socket of which goes
on that of the wheel a, terminates under c, and
passes like it through the plate g g. The extre-

mity of this socket carries the hour hand, which is

made a little shorter than that of the minute hand.

With regard to the seconds, to avoid confusion, the

axis of the wheel H, which is prolonged nearly as
far as the plate g g, carries a small dial/y divided
into 60 parts, whicli turns in the same time as the
wheel H, and an index g, fixed to the upper part of
an opening made in the plate g g, marks the se-

conds, according as the divisions pass the index.

Let us examine now, if the number of teeth that we
have assigned to the wheels agrees with the revo-
lutions which we require of them. There results

from these numbers, that at each turn of the wheel
C, the wheel V will make 10 turns, the wheel II

60, the wheel K 120; and as this last has 15 teeth

which raise up alternately the pallets LL, tliat is to

say, that during one revolution of the wheel K, each
tooth will raise up the two pallets during the time

of this same revolution, the pendulum will make 30
vibrations, and consequently it will make 3600 dur-

ing one turn of the wheel C, each being equal to one
second. The wheel C will then make its turn in

an hour. The same will be done by the wheels a

and b ; and as the pinion of the last conducts the

hour wheel* d twelve times more in number than

itself, it will then cause it to make, as well as the

hand placed on its socket near to e, a revolution in

twelve hours. Then as the wheel H makes, as we
have said, 60 turns for one turn of the wheel C,
which it does in an hour, the small dial /y will

make a turn in a minute. The weight of the pen-
dulum is three pounds, and is made w'holly of lead,

covered over with very thin brass. But to avoid

the effects of the resistance of the air, it is not

enough to use too heavy a pendulum ; some atten-

tion must be paid to its outward form. It is for this

reason that we have given it the figure of a cylinder

standing the wrong way, the ends of which are

finishetl off to a point. However, if this clock were
to be employed at sea, a lenticular form would be

preferable.

We see in Plate CCCIV^ Fig. 6. the manner by
which the going weight of Huygen's clock is sus-

pended, so that the motion of the clock shall con-

* This wheel has, in the language of workmen, been always called the hour -loheel, although it takes twelve hours to make one revn-

(ution.
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linue even at llic lime wliile this going weight is

Avinding up; a thing which had not hitherto been

tlioiight of, and which deserves some considei-Lition.

The cord which is used here is continuous, that is

to say, the two ends of it are joined together in

such a way as to have no appearance of beinu; joined.

This cord being passed over the pulley D of the

clock, I-'ig. 4. Plate CCC. represented here by A,

from whence it descends and takes in the pulley by

which the main weight P is suspended. From this

pulley it is cariied up and passed over the pulley

H, moveable on a stud fixed to one of the frame

plates. This pulley, like that of D in l-'ig. 4 is fur-

nished with points in the bottom of the groove to

prevent the cord from slipping, and has also teeth

cut in the ratchet form, in such a way, that it can

turn when we draw down one of the cords from H,

and cannot turn the contrary way by action of the

weight P, being kept back or restrained by the end

of a click which conies against the right side or

face of the ratchet wheel teeth. From this ratchet

pulley the cord comes down, and lakes in the pully

to which the small counter weight /j is hung, whose
purpose, along with that of the ratchet, is to pre-

vent the main weight P from descending in any

other way than by making the pulley D of the

clock turn, carried by the first wheel C, and re-

presented by A, Fig. 6. It is obvious, that by thi«

arrangement the main weight P employs always i..e

half of its force to turn tlie wheel work, and the

eflbrt of this force is not suspended during the

time of the weight being wound up, so that no time

is lost, the clock continuing to go during the time

of winding up the main weight P. Certain rules

cannot well be given to determine the quantity that

the main weight P should have ; but it maybe said

in general, that a clock has been so much the better

coiiirived and executed, the less the weight shall

be that is required to keep it going. In the best

that has been made, according to the principles
which we have given, this weight was about six

pounds; that of the pendulum ball being three.

These clocks, suspended or placed about the height
of a man, would go for about thirty hours.

Fig. 5. of Plate CCC. Represents the Anchor 'Scapement,
an invention claimed by Dr Hooke, as well as by
\V. Clemetit, a clockmaker in London. The 'scape-
ment wheel SW being flat, and having saw or
ratchet-like teeth, has a different appearance from
that of the ancient crown wheel ; the pallets P, P
supply the place of the pallets or verge used with
the crown wheel. The properties of the anchor
'scapement are taken notice of in p. 476. of our
article Horology. The crown wheel and verge
'scapement gave a considerable recoil to the wheels,
which was lessened in a small degree in the anchor
one. From what has been said respecting the num-
ber of vibrations given by the crown wheel of IS

teeth and its verge, it will be seen, that since the
ratchet kind of wheel in the anchor 'scapemeiit lias

30 teeth, and since each tooth acts on both pallets,

then, as the motion of one pallet is equal to one vi-

bration, one revolution of the wheel will be equal .

to 60 vibrations, and with a pendulum of the proper
length will be equal to one minute. Objections
having been made to the principle of the recoiling
'scapement, one of a contrary nature was contrived
by the celebrated George Graham, and got the
name of the dead beat 'sca/iemerit.

Fig. 6. Is a representation of Graham's Dead B-eat 'Scafie-

ment. SW is the 'scapement wheel, or swing wheel,
being so called from the swinging of ihe pendulum
by the motion communicated to it by the wheel.

P, P are the pallets, which have a small portion

made circular, by taking their length as a radius

from the centre of the aibor on which they arc

fixed, to the place where the teeth of the wheel
rest on them, and describing small portions of cir-

cles on the piece of steel from which the pallets

are to be formed. It is by the wheel teeth resting

on the circular parts of the pallets during a part of
the motion of the pendulum, and however more or

less this may be, yet no motion can be given to the

wheel teeth either forward or backward; at this

time the seconds hand appears still or dead. The
lime of rest is on the inside circular part of the

light hand pallet, and on the outside circular part of

the left one, in the figure a tooth here seen on this

side, after giving, by means of the left hand flanch,

impulse to the pendulum, is just escaped from the

pallet, another tooth at this instant gets on the

right hand pallet, where, after resting on the inside

circular part, it gets on the flanch, and in its turn
givf s impulse, and so on.

Fig. 7. Represents an improvement on Graham's Dead
Beat '.Scapement, made by Lepaute. The first

piece of this 'scapement is an arbor, placed hori-

zontally in F, and bearing in the two plates of the

clock frame to which it is perpendicular. The
ends of this arbor terminate with pivots. On this

arbor are two levers, bent in or crooked at one end
FA f, HBt/, and are twisted pretty firmly on the
arbor, in such a way that they can be opened from
one another more or less, so as to put them at

pleasure to the angle necessary for the effects which
they are required to produce when 'scaping. The
parts RI, LS of the levers are arcs of the circle,

whose centre is in the same plane with the wheel
and at the axis F, but they are finished by the in-

clined planes I e, L </. The lever F A e passes be-

hind the wheel, whilst the lever HBc/ is on the

front side of it. On the surface or fiat sides of the

wheel, pins are placed perpendicular to the flat

sides. The pins x and y (left white) are on the

front side of the wheel. The pins m, n placed al-

ternately with the others, are on the opposite side.

The wheel advancing by the motive force from u
towards x, the pins of the front side meet the in-

clined plane L d, and push it towards B. By this

motion, the lever FA f, which is on the opposite

side of the wheel, advances under the next follow-

ing pin. At the time when the pin V has escaped
from the point d, and the lever or pallet continuing

to recede by the force of the impulsion impressed
on the pendulum, the following pin a finds itself on
the concave circular part RI, which is the arc of
repose or rest. The levers being returned or brought
back from the side A by the descending oscillation

of the pendulum, the pin which was resting or
sliding on the arc RI, immediately meets with the
flanch or inclined plane If, on which it acts as the
former did, but in a contrary direction, in pushing
the levers from e to A, until the following pin
comes to find itself on the constant arc LS, to fall

from it again on the inclined plane L rf, and so on.

The pin teeth of this wheel are thirty in number on
each side, and a."e placed in such a manner that the
inside diameter of the pins on the hinder side shall

t
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coincide with the outside diameter of those on the

front which impel the front pallet ; the other set

impel the pallet behind the wheel : the pins are cut

one half away on the side length, in order to allow

the pallets to drop off when at the extremity of the

diameter of the pin. Lepaute's 'scapemeiit has been

made for pocket watches, and in place of such

length of levers as are at the pallets of a clock

'scapement of this kind, those in a watch arc form-

ed into a short kind of crank which connects the

pallets together.

Fig. 8. Represents the wheel and pallets of the recoiling

'scapement, nearly such as it is made at the pre-

sent day. P, P, are the pallets ; S, VV, the swing

wheel ; the front or right side of the teeth follow

the curved part. In the dead beat 'scapement

wheel of Graham's, the right side of the tooth

leads or goes first ; this difference is to give the

pallets in each way freedom to come down between

their corresponding teeth.

Fig. 9. Is a side view of the 'Scapement contrived by

Mudge for his marine time-keepers. BB repre-

sents the balance seen edgewise, AA, the balance

wheel, formed somewhat in the manner of the an-

cient crown wheel, only the space between the

teeth are more enlarged, to give room for the falling

in of the pallets. F, the pendulum or balance spiral

spring, the inner end of which is attached to the

axis of the balance ; the outer end to the stud G,
which is screwed on the cock : it is by this spring

that the time keeper is regulated. H, the pendu-
lum or spiral spring which is acted upon by the

compensation pieces : The inner end of this spiral

is attached also to the axis of the balance ; the

outer end is fixed in the stud I, which is screwed
to the upper plate. CC is a double kneed piece

or crank, which connects the balance and its upper
pivot with the lower one, or foot pivot as it is com-
monly called. D and E are two separate arbors,

whose pivots run into cocks which are not repre-

sented here, neither are those which support the

crown wheel pinion. Each of these arbors have a

curved kind of pallet made of some fine hard stone,

having a nib or detent at the edge on which the

crown wheel teeth stop, after having so far raised

up the pallets, i and k are screws which fix the

pallets to their arbors. It is easy to conceive that

the force of the crown wheel is derived from the

main spring through the intervention of the wheels
in the movement. From each of the arbors D, E,
small arms «, b proceed or project ; the upper one
a takes hold of a pin c on the outside, which is fixed

to the upper knee of the crank ; the lower arm b

takes hold likewise on the outside of the pin d,

which is fixed on the inside of the lower knee of
the crank ; e andy are small spiral springs, whose
inner ends are fixed to the arbors D and E, and the

outer ends to the studs ^^ and A. The pallets are not

seen in the Figure; for if they had been represent-

ed, it would have given obscurity to the other parts.

From wiiat has been said, it is however expected,
that all the parts of the 'scapement may easily be
comprehended, and we shall now describe the way in

which they act. For example, let a tooth of the
wheel be at liberty to raise up the upper pallet

which is on the : rbor D ; in doing which, the course
•of the wheel, when acting in its proper direction

on the pallet, tends to carry away or turn the arm
a from beyond the crank pin c ; when the pallet is

Vol. X. Part II.

raised up, the tooth of the wheel slops on the nib,

and gets no farther for the present ; the pallet on
the lower arbor E is allowed at this lime to come
down, and falls between the teeth. In its course

this way, the balance being on the return from one of

its vibrations, it makes the crank pin c come against

the side or near the end of the arm a, carrying it

on a little way; at the instant of the pin c meeting
with the arm a, the crown wheel teeth get disen-

gaged from the nib or detent of the pallet, and at

the same instant the pallet on the arbor E is raised

up, and the wheel stops; in tlie mean time the ba-

lance, making its excursion, carries the arm a with

it, and consequently bends up a little more the small
spiral e. Alter the force of the balance is spent, it

returns again by means of the action of the small

spiral spring, which makes the arm a press against

the pin c, and in this way the motion of the ba-

lance is kept up. Near the end of this return, the

crank pin d carries away the arm b, the wheel gets
unlocked and raises the upper pallet, and so on.

There is certainly great ingenuity displayed in the

contrivance and principle of this 'scapement, so
far as regards the keeping up the balance to a con-

stant arc of vibration, i.nd making it, as it were,
totally independent of any inequality or irregularity

that might arise from the mainspring and pitching

of the wheels. Those time-keepers, with this

'scapement, which were executed by Mudge him-
self, seem to have performed well ; but notwith-

standing this, tliey failed in the hands of others;
and it must be allowed, that the 'scapement is too

complex and operose for the execution of any
artist

PLATE CCCI.

Figs. 1,2. Represent a Clock 'Scapement by Mr Tho-
mas Reid.

Figs. 3, 4,5. Represent another Clock 'Scapement by Mr
Reid.

Figs. 6, 7, 8. Represent Harrison's Clock 'Scapement
without oil.

These Figures are fully described in Horology, p.

477, 478,479.

PLATE CCCII.

Fig. 1. Represents a general view of a Watch Move-
ment, which is fully described in Horology, p.

482.

Fig. 2. Represents a Frame, containing a 'Scapement con-

trived by Huygens. The object of the inventor

was to give great arcs of vibration to the balance,

or rather to make it have a few revolutions. AB
is the frame ; CC, the balance, and a a its spiral

spring. EE is the crown wheel, with its pinion

placed in the frame where the contrate wheel is

usually put, the teeth 'scaping with the verge / e.

On the verge, as an axis, is put a contrate wheel
DD, which is placed where the crown wheel and
pinion are commonly put, the teeth ef the wheel DD
acting on a pinion d, whose arbor carries the balance

CC. The action of the palletsy, e upon the crown
wheel EE, will cause a considerable portion of the

wheel DD to turn, and consequently to give a few
revolutions to the pinion, which will depend in

some degree on the number of its leaves. This
6 A
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sort of 'scapement is called by the French artists,

Schafifiement a fiirouette.

Fig. 3. Is a persptjciivi: vi<;w of the Horizontal or Cylin-

der 'Scapemc-nt of Graham, which has been loiijj

and successl'ully used in pocket watches. F with

its pinion is the 'scapement or balance wheel, the

teeth of which are shaped like a wedge or inclined

plane, as seen at c, 6, c, and act on the edj^cs of an

openiiij^ made in a cannon A of steel well harden-

ed, which is called the cylinder. Copper plugs are

put in at each end of the cannon, and in these are

inserted pieces of well tempered steel, from the

ends of which the pivots 1, 2, of the balance B are

formed. The balance is rivetted on the upper

copper plug. The inclined planes of the teeth in

the cylinder 'scapement are made on the wheel to

facilitate the extent of the vibrations of the balance,

which can describe a whole revolution nearly.

Therefore, the inner diameter of the cylinder being

equal to the length of a tooth, can be made to turn

round the tooth nearly a whole turn ; and as the

cylinder is concentric with its pivots, the wheel,

remains at rest during the time that tlie point of a

tooth is stayed, or dwells on the cylinder, whether
it is on the inside or outside of it.

Fig. 4. Contains two views of Debaufre's 'Scapement.
WW is a front view of the balance wheels, which
are seen edgewise in the other view. AB is the

balance, on the verge or axis of which, CD, is put
the pallet E; the flat end or base of which is up-
permost, and is a little more than a semicircle,

liaving a flanch made below and opposite to it. The
body of the pallet behind the flanch is rounded
down, and narrowed conically towards the lowest

end of the flanch, which is here not a point, but in

form a little round, somewhat resembling the curve
of an inverted parabola. When a tooth of any of

the two wheels passes down on the fla.nch, this gives
impulse to the balance, causing it to turn or give a
vibration. The tooth having escaped the flanch, a
tooth of the other wheel falls on the semicircular
base of the pallet, where it remains at rest during
the going and returning of the balance, when this

tooth in its turn gets on the flanch, and gives impulse
to the balance in a direction opposite to that given
by the teeth of the other wheel, and so on.

Fig. 5. Represents a 'Scapement by the Abbe Houtefeu-
ille. The teeth of the wheel A are made to 'scape

•with the pallets B, which have somewhat of the an-

chor or recoiling form. On the same arbor with
the pallets is fixed a rack or small portion of a
toothed circle b, the teeth of which work or pitch

into a small pinion a, not properly seen in the Fi-
gure. On the arbor of this pinion the balance CD
is rivetted ; the teeth of the 'scapement wheel urg-
ing the pallets, first on one side and then on the
other, gives a small circular motion to the rack
backward and forward, which makes the pinion and
balance to have one, two or more turns likewise
backward and forward ; the turns are according to
the radius of the rack and number of leaves in the
pinion. In llie drawing, the balance wheel and balance
seem as if they were on the same arbor and centre,
with the design of having the figure more compact.
The middle of the small dark circular space near
E may be considered as the place for the pinion or
balance arbor ; and the dark arm from the pallets
that of the rack whose teeth work into the pinion.
The faces, or acting parts of the pallets, are in ge-

neral set with some fine hard stone, such as ruby or
sapphire.

Fig. 6. Represents Dutertre's 'Scapement for a Watch.
The toothed wheels, or balances A and B, are of
equal diameter and pilch with one another. They
are placed outside of the upper plate, as well as the
double ratchet, consisting each of five teeth ; the
arbors on wliich these are fixed are supported each
by a cock. The pallets D and E are fixed on an
arm of their respective balances, and the arbors
of the balances have each a notch in them to allovr

the teeth of the great ratchet to pass through
them. They act in this way. When the point
of a tooth of the great ratchet meets with the
notch in the arbor of the balance B, it passes. The
tooth 3 of the small i-atchet strikes the pallet D,
and makes the balances to vibrate. On the tooth 3

escaping, the tooth 4 of the great ratchet is detain-

ed by the arbor of the balance A ; the return of the
balance causes the notch to present itself to the
tooth 4 ; it then passes, and the tooth 3 comes and
strikes on the pallet E. After having escaped the
point 5 is detained by the arbor of the balance B, and
so on successively. Under one of the balances B
is placed the spiral. These balances cannot vibrate

without the spiral spring.

Fig. 7. Represents Dutertre's clock 'scapement. ABisthe
wheel of arrete, or repose; CD the wheel of im-
pulse ; both having the same number of teeth, but
differing greatly in their diameters. E is the pal-

let seen on its arbor, in which is a notch to allow the
teeth of the wheel oi arrete to pass ; at the instant of
this taking place, the teeth of the lesser wheel give
impulse to the pallet, and having escaped it, a tooth

of the larger wheel falls on the circular part of the

pallet arbor. See Horology, p. 487.

Fig. 8. Is ithe Duplex 'Scapement, of late much used
in watches, the principle of which is obviously the

same as that of Fig. 7. as a slight inspection of the
Figures will show. WW is the balance-wheel, the
long teeth of which serve as a wheel of repose, or
arrele, which takes place at the time of their com-
ing on to a very small ruby cylinder, fixed on the
lower part of the pallet arbor. On this wheel, the
teeth of impulse are formed, and stand a little

up from the plane of it. A section of them is seen
at the letters a, b, c. That of o may be supposed
impelling the pallet AB, one of the teeth of the

wheel oi arrete having previously left the small ruby
cylinder, which is represented by the dotted broken
circle under the pallet AB, both of which as well as

the balance, are on the same arbor. For a farther de-
scription of this 'scapement, see Horology, p. 488.

Fig. 9. Is a kind of perspective view of the 'Scapement
known to workmen formerly by the name of that

with the tumbling pallets. WW is the common
crown wheel, and A, B, two semi-cylindrical pallets,

formed on the verge or axis of the balance. For
otiierparticularsregardingit, seeHoROLOGv,p, 488.

PLATE CCCIII.

Fig. 1. Contains two views of what has been called Ken-
dal's 'Scapement ; one of which may be properly so

called, as being an alteration of that of the crown-
wheel and verge with semi-cylindrical pallets. The
crownwheel of the first is represented at AB, and
a plan of it is seen at CD. t may be supposed to

give a view of both the pallets ; the light part be-

I
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ing the upper pallet ; and the shaded, or dark

part, the lower one. The action of the teeth ami

pallets of this 'scapement is the same as that of the

tumbling pallets, or semi-cylindrical verge. When
a tooth has escaped from the upper pallet, that on

the opposite side of the wheel falls on the cylindri-

cal part of the pallet below, and does not get on the

face or flat part of it until the going and returning

of the vibration of the balance ; at the instant wlien

the tooth gets on the face, it gives impulse to the

lower pallet ; and so on. Mr Kendal, as has been

formerly mentioned, put two crown-wheels on the

same pinion arbor, and used one pallet only. A part

of the wheels w, iu, and the pallet/;/;, are seen at

Fig. 1. The wheel on the right side of the pallet is

represented as just on the escape from the flat part

of the pallet. This being made, the otlier wheel

has a tooth which falls on the circular part, where it

vests until the return of the balance from that side,

to which the tooth of the right hand wheel gave im-

pulse ; then the wheel on the left will give impulse

in its turn on the face of the same pallet ; and soon.

Fig. 3. Represents the Detached '.Scapement as made by

the late Mr Arnold, and by his son the present Mr
Arnold, for box chronometers. The 'scapement or

balance-wheel A having 12 teeth, is calculated to

have a train of 14,400; and by the seconds hand,

half of a second will be marked at every step by it

on the seconds circle on the dial. The acting part,

or face of the tooth, is partly in the form of a cy-

cloidal curve, and stands above the plane of the

•wheel, as represented in the edge view given of it

;

in the plan, the shaded or dark part of the tooth may
be supposed either the upper end or top, or a sec-

tion of it ; the other two sides are flat, or bounded

by right lines, the longest of which, with the cy-

cloidal curve, form an angle ; and on this angle the

wheel is locked by the spring detent CD, in which

is set a small bit of fine stone, either of ruby or sap-

phire, for the purpose of the wheel being locked on

it. This bit of stone may be supposed to be put into

the spring detent, so as to stand nearthe point of the

adjusting screw b, or nearly where the letter a is.

It is by the screw b that the detent piece can be

made to have more or less hold of the angle on the

tooth. The end of the detent stone piece must be of

such a length or height as to be quite free from the

inside bottom of the wheel. R, is the main pallet

or roller, having an opening or notch in it, the lower

end of which being what is called the face of the

pallet, in vtrhich is set a piece of precious stone, as

seen at c. It is on it that the curved part of the tooth

acts. As represented in the Figure, the tooth 1 has

carried the pnllet so far on, by a distance equal to

that between tooth 2 and the point of the adjusting

screw. Concentric with the main pallet R is a small

lifting pallet d, whose use is to unlock the wheel,

by pressing on the side end of the lifting spring D,

and carrying it so far inwards, takes the detent and

its spring along with it ; the detent piece of stone

by this means getting free of the angle of the tooth

at a, the wheel gets forward, and the tooth I gives

inipulse to the main pallet R. During the first part

of the impulse, and before the impelling tooth gets

so far on as is here represented, or it may not take

place till the tooth gets a little farther on, the end of

the lifting spring parts with the lifting pallet d, leav-

ing the detent and its spring at liberty ; the detent

then, by means of its spring, comes quickly to its

place at a, and before tooth 1 has escaped, is ready

to receive tooth 3, and lock it. On the balance re-

turning from the vibration given by this impulse, the

pallet d, ineeting with the end of the delicate lifting

spring, carries it so far outwards, and then parts

with it, to complete its vibration on this side. It is

evident that the point of the adjusting screw opposes
the detent being carried that way, although the lift-

ing spring is, and is at the same time connected with
the detent spring, but extends so far beyond the .,nd

of the detent spring, that the lifting pallet d, whe-
ther going or returning, cannot touch it, bwt cannot

pass either way without meeting with the side ends
of the lifting spring, and working on it. The detent

spring is screwed to one of the frame plates by the

paume or sole, near to which it is made very thin

and weak ; and at this place the centre of motion of

the detent piece may be supposed to lie. The lift-

ing spring is pinned by one end to the side of the

detent spring, which may be called the outside of it.

It is easy to perceive that the unlocking is made by
carrying the detent spring inwards, or towards the

centre of the wheel. When this takes place, the

cycloidal part of the tooth falls (not on the point, but

a little within it,) on the blunted edge, or nearly so,

of the face of the pallet; having given impulse, and
escaping, the wheel is again locked ; and so on. The
wheel is unlocked at every alternate vibration of the

balance, or 7200 times in an hour, or 120 times in a

minute ; hence half seconds are marked out on tlie

dial by the seconds hand. The diameter of the

main pallet R may be made at the option of the

'scapement maker, in any proportion to that of the

wheel, but it must always stand, when the wheel is

locked, free between the teeth ; and the impulse
given by the wheel to it will be so much more di-

rect, the less the difference of the diameters. And
in this experience is the best test ; but it requires

long and reiterated trials.

Fig. 3. Shews the Detached 'Scapement made by Mr
Earnshaw for his box chronometers. The balance

wheel ABCD is plain or flat, made of steel and
sometimes of brass, the teeth have somewhat of the

ratchet form, and are considerably undercut on the

face, the number of teeth in it being 12, and calcu-

lated so as to give half seconds by the steps of the

seconds hand on the seconds circle, in the same
way as we have mentioned in Arnold's. The steel

roller or main pallet MSK has an opening in it, the

face of which is also much undercut, having a piece

of some fine stone, such as hard ruby or sapphire

set into it, as seen at / A, for the purpose of making
the points of the teeth work smoothly on it, and pre-

venting any wearing from their constant action. A
stud G is fixed to the potence plate ; and to this stud

the detent spring FF is screwed, and made very

slender and weak near the stud. It is by the yield-

ing at this place that any motion can be given to the

detent on which the wheel is locked ; and here is its

centre of motion. The tooth D of the wheel is sup-

posed to be locked on a fl.it side of the stone detent,

which is fixed in a thick part of the detent spring,

by means of which it presses against the inside of

the head of the adjusting screw m, which works in

a fixed stud a P, so that when it is screwed into this

stud the detent will have less hold of the tooth, and
vice versa. Y is a delicate spring attached to the

6 A 2
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inner side of the detent spring, and which is called

the lifting spring. The end of the dctciU spiing is

bent a very little, so that the free end of the lifting

spring may bear oidy on the inward bent point at o.

Concentric with the main pallet is the small lifting

pallet u, which is flat on the face or lifting side, and

tapered or rounded oft' on the opposite side. Its

position in the Figure represents it coming with its

face against the lifting spring, which it would carry

away with it; but this cannot have place without

taking along with it the detent spring, and conse-

quently the detent is carried out iVom locking a

tooth of the wheel at D. By this time the main

pallet has got so far forward as to be in the way of

receiving impulse from the tooth B, and before it

ran escape, the lifting pallet parts with the end of

the lifting spring, and leaves the detent and detent

spring immediately to resume their place. The
detent will then be ready to receive the tooth C, by

which the wheel is again locked. The balance hav-

ing performed this vibration by the impulse given,

returns, and with it the lifting pallet u, the tapered

side of which will press the lifting spring inwards,

but cannot carry the detent spring with it, this being
prevented by the inside part of the head of the ad-

justing screw m; after passing the lifting spring, it

goes along with the vibration of t!ie balance, on
whose return the face of it will again meet with the

lifting spring; unlocking llien takes place, and so on.

The imlocking here is performed by carrying the

detent outward from the centre of the wheel, which
is locked by the extreme points of the teeth. Mr
Earnshaw gives as a rule for making the inclina-

tion of the faces of the teeth and main pallet, that

they should be in a line drawn from the points ofthe

teeth as a tangent to a circle, whose diameter is half

of that of the wheel ; and the same rule is used for

the face of the pallet, which is shewn by the dotted

lines and circle in the figure. As the detent stone

piece on which the tooth D is locked, being set into

that side of the detent spring lying undermost in the

Figure, it cannot therefore be well represented
here. The points or dots at the letters A- and a,

shew the relative positions of being locked and un-

locked. The flat part of the stone detent goes a

very little way in, as at k, to receive the point of the

tooth A, on the opposite side of the wheel when
locking is supposed ; and at unlocking, the dot at a

may be supposed to be the utmost extent of the de-

tent, when carried out by the detent and lifting

springs at that time. The detent spring lies above,
and clear of the wheel ; and the detent stone piece
may be either a semi-cylinder or an angular piece.

A flat side is, however, in either way, requisite for

the tooth of the wheel to lock on it ; and the height
or length of this stone should be a little below the
under side of the wheel, so that the teeth may at all

times have a sure hold on it. Mr Earnshaw has
stated, that he makes the diameter of his roller or
pallet larger than that of Arnold's, which will no
doubt allow the teeth of the v/heel to give a more
direct impulse on it ; the diameter of the roller,

however, if carried too far, would lessen the hold of
the teeth on the pallet. Where a wheel of 12 teeth

is used, it will give scope for getting in a pallet of
considerable length. If the drawings in the specifi-

cations are correct, the proportion between the dia-

meter of the balance-wheel and of tl e roller seems

to be the same, or nearly the same, in Arnold's and
Earnshaw's 'scapements.

Fig. 4. Is a contrivance of Mr Owen Robinson's, for a de-
tached or free 'scapement, where the unlocking
should be easier cfT'ccted than it is done, either in

Arnold's or Earnshaw's. AB, AB is a view of the
balance wheel, both in plan and edgewise, being
somewhat similar to the wheel in the duplex
'scapcniciit, that is, the upright teeth are those
which give impulse to the pallet, while the long
teeth in the plane of the wheel are those which lock
on the detent; R is the roller or pallet, the acting
face of which may be supposed to have a piece of
fine stone inserted there, as in the two former
'scapements; d e, the detent spring sa-ewed to the
polence plate, and made rather weaker at a place
between 3 and the sole than any where else. It is

at this place only where it will readily bend or yield,

which becomes, as it were, a centre of motion to

the detent. At the thick part d the stone for the
detent is inserted ; the white part at d may be sup-
posed the upper end of it, and a tooth of the wheel
locked on the flat side next the centre of the roller;

/ / is the lifting spiing attached to the inside of the
detent spring. A part of both these springs lying
under the roller cannot properly be represented.
The extreme or free end of the lifting spring goes
a little beyond that of the detent spritig, so that the
lifting pallet can never pass without touching it, but
while passing, it never can touch the end of the de-
tent spring: Tlic lifting pallet is not easily seen, but
is of the same form as that in Fig. 3. where the ad-
justing screw and stud is the same as may be sup-
posed for Fig. 4. although not drawn there. The
face of the lifting pallet is just on the eve of touch-
ing the lifting spring ; carrying it on a little way
would unlock the wheel, and the pallet face being
brought to a part where its edge, as seen in the
Figure, would be ready to receive impulse from one
of the upright teeth. The action of this 'scape-
ment is quite the same as that of the others; the
great difference of radius in the diameter of the
wheel of impulse, and of the locking wheel, causes
this to press with less force on the detent than those
Avhich have been mentioned ; the unlocking is out-
wards, or receding from the extremity of the points

of the teeth; and when locked, the roller stands free

between the teeth of impulse.

Fig. 5. Is a view of a free or detached 'scapement, con-
trived by Mr Mudge, and which may be said to be
the first of the kind where any ingenuity was dis-

played, or from which any utility was derived. It

gives impulse at each vibration, whereas those
which have been described give an impulse at al-

ternate vibrations. The 'scapement, or balance
wheel AB, and pallets a, are nearly like those in

Graham's dead beat 'scapement. When the point

of the tooth escapes the flanch of the right hand
pallet, the point of another tooth is ready to fall on
the outside circular part of the left hand pallet,

just within the edge formed by the flanch and cir-

cular part ; here it rests during the going and re-

turning part of the vibration of the balance from
the impulse received or given. Fixed on the same
arbor with the pallets is a long arm, on the end of
which, and near to the arbor of the balance, a fork-

ed piece is put or fixed, between the prongs of

which a small pallet works ; this pallet being on the
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axis or arbor of the balance, returns wiih it, and
getting within the prongs, carries the riglit hand
one a little more to that side, this setting the main
pallet on the left hand away from its state of rest,

and being carried a little more to the same side, by
which the wliecl is unlocked getting forward, it

gives impulse by the tooth that had just now been
reposing from its action on the flanch of the pallet,

and which is communicated to the small pallet by
the left hand prong impelling it on the opposite

side to that by which it unlocked the wheel. After
the tooth has escaped from the main fialtct on the

left hand, another tooth will fall on the inside cir-

cular part of the right hand one, and repose there

until the return of the balance from its course of

vibration, when the unlocking of the wheel again
lakes place, by the small pallet carrying away to

a side the prong on the left ; that on the right fol-

lowing, gives new impulse on the small pallet, by
the force of the wheel tooth on the flanch of the

main pallet on the right hand, and so on. In order
that r.o external or any sort of motion shall make
the main pallets recede from their slate of rest,

which might happen, and would derange the 'scapc-

mcnt if there was no provision made against acci-

dents of this sort, a small roller, having a notch in

the edge of it, is fixed on the arbor of the balance,

and a pin on the long arm from the pallets remains
on the outside of the roller during the time of rest

by the wheel leeth ; the edge of the roller prevents

by this means the unlocking, until the return of the

small pallet ; and to prevent the pin getting away
in an opposite direction, two pins in the potence

plate limit the excursions that way, by confining

the long arm connected with the main pallets

:

when they are in their relative situation to the pin

outside of the roller, these pins are represented

white, and seen near the end of the arm ; the fork,

and the parts of action connected with it, are seen

at b. When the balance vibrates freely and inde-

pendently of every part, it is at the time when the

teeth rest on the circular part of the pallets either

inside or outside. The arin in this drawing is

rather longer than in the original drawing of

Mudge's, and was taken from a 'scapemcnt of

this sort in a watch made by Emery for the late

M. le President Sarron in France, which is said to

have performed extremely well. The spiral and
stud, shewn by dotted lines, will easily be recog-

nised as the penduluin or balance spring, whose
inner ond is fixed to the axis of the balance, and
the outer end to the stud.

Fig. 6. Shews the wheels and pallet of Mr Kendal's

'scapemcnt, which the late Mr Howells made into

a detached one. AB, AB are two crown wheels,

fixed on/;,/), the balance-wheel pinion arbor; the

pallet is a semi-cylindric one, to a collet on the

axis of which the balance RR is rivetted ; h is the

axis or centre of motion to the long forked arm,
and its counterpoise the lowest rf; the highest d is

a detent on both sides of the arm; the two screws

i b, are screwed into fixed studs, (not represented

here) for adjusting the quantity of holding of the

teeth on the detents rf of the long arm, which has

a fork and pin at the end of it. On the lower end
of the arbor of the balance is fixed a notched rol-

ler, and an unlocking or locking pallet, for it serves

both purposes, which gets occasionally for this

purpose between the prongs of the fork, and the

pin gets either at one edge or other of the roller,

passing the notch with it ; the screws *, b, serve
not only as adjusting screws for the detents, but
also as a sort of banking, as it may technically be
called, to keep them in their places of locking.
For example, the outer arm in the Figure is close
by the screw on the right hand, and the pin at the
end of the other arm is at the same time on the
left edge of the roller; the wheel AB on the left

being now locked, the arms cannot turn either way
on the pivots of the axis at h, until the return of
the balance, and with it the unlocking pallet, as at

this time it may be so called, which, getting in be-
tween the prongs of the fork, carries away the
arm and detent d from the locking of the wheel ; so
soon as the tooth has escaped the detent, the semi-
cylindric pallet by this time is in the way of being
impelled by a tooth of the wheel on the right ; and
before the tooth has escaped from the pallet, one of
the detents d is in the way ready to receive, and
lock a tooth of the wheel on the right hand ; the
arm going in between the wheels, locks those teeth
at a place which stands nearly at right angles to

those which give impulse to the pallet. During
the time the wheels are locked, either on the one
detent or the other, the balance vibrates freely

from any thing that could impede its motion, and
it gets an impulse at every vibration. The sole
use of the fork here, is for leading the detents to
lock or to unlock the wheels, no impulse being given
by it to the pallet which works between the prongs,
as was the case with the fork in Mudge's 'scape-
ment. The impulse given by the teeth of the
wheels here is very direct, and of course with little

friction, and this will depend on the distance of the
tops of the teeth of the wheels from each other,
which determines the diameter or face of the semi-
cylindric pallet. Indeed it is of little consequence
here whether the face of the pallet has a semicy-
linder behind it or not, which, in Kendal's way, was
absolutely necessary ; it may, however, as well be
semicylindrical as otherwise. From what has been
said here, and in our article Horology, p. 134,
we hope the nature of this detached 'scapement,
and the manner of its action, will be understood.

PLATE CCCIV^

Fig. 1. Is a perspective view of the balance, the com-
pensation and other parts connected with it, in

M. P. Le Roy's marine timekeeper, tried by order
of the King of France, in a voyage on board the
Lively frigate, in the year 1768. From its good
performance, a prize was awarded to him by the
Royal Academy of Sciences. The balance or re-

gulator -u T) D -y of this timekeeper was- steel: It

was four inclies in diameter, weighed five ounces,
and was fixed on an arbor AA, about five inches
long. A brass frame or mounting a: t x x x, to

which the movement is fixed, keeps the balance
horizontally suspended by the upper end of its

arbor, by means of F, a very fine harpsichord wire,

to which it is attached ; the length of the wire is

three inches or so, forming one vertical right line

with the axis. The movement cannot well be seen

here, being behind the upper part of the brass

mounting ; the dark shade is part of the dial. The
timekeeper goes 3S hours, and has no equalizing

for the mainspring bj means of a fusee. Tlie ba-
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lance-vviieel is a star of six radii or teeth, and ex-

tremely light ; it yives impulse to a pallet on the

upper side of" the rim of the balance at every alter-

nate vibration ; and the 'scapenient is a free or de-

tached one. In order that the balance may turn

freely on its axis, each of its pivots is retained with

proper play, between four rollers turning freely in

two small frames c c, c Cy one for the lower pivot,

fixed to the under part of the brass mountinp^; the

upper pivot runs in the uppermost frame, fixed to

the brass mounting also, at a little distance from
the lower end of the harpsichord, or suspending
wire. The whole is arranged with the necessary

precautions, so that the wire and the axis of the

balance may form always one vertical right line.

The balance thus suspended would make vibrations,

each of which would take about twenty seconds of

time, by means of the elasticity of the wire of sus-

pension. Two spiral springs s s, s s, like those

which serve as main-springs to common watches,

are adjusted to the lower end of the balance arbor,

by means of their collets or virrels, like what the

spiral or pendulum springs have in ordinary watches,
and are placed opposite each other in a centre of

equilibrium absolutely at rest, so as to cause the

vibrations to be made in half a second. The sliding

cocks d d, serve to adjust to any position the pen-
dulum springs, whose outer ends are fixed to these

cocks. To regulate the timekeeper, there is placed
near to the lower end of the balance-arbor, a small

plain circular crossed wheel G G ; on the upper
side of which, and diametrically opposite, two studs

are fixed, through which the two screws z G, z G
pass, in such a manner that turning them by the

hand will make them come equally nearer or far-

ther from the arbor. These screws, by their mass,
which can be diminished at pleasure, according to

the exigency of the case, can be made to describe

a great space, and allow the machine to be regulated

in the nicest manner. If the effects of heat and
cold were of short duration, the inconveniences
that have been exposed might be neglected ; but as

the machine may be placed so as to undergo such
trials of temperature for six months at a time, it is

obvious that the vibrations of diflferent extent of the

regulator, having then no longer the isochronism
required, the causes which might be able to vary
the largeness of the vibrations, would considerably
alter the regularity of the tiine keeper. " Convinced
of the principle," says Le Roy, " that I have just

established to compensate the effect of diflferent

temperatures on my machine, I took quite a new
way. I adapted to the balance several small bars
of brass and steel, disposed in such a manner, that

by tlieir lengthening in heat, or shortening in cold,

they brought nearer to or farther from its centre,
two considerable parts of its mass, placed each at

the extremity of a lever, and diametrically oppo-
site.* By the calculation which I had made of it,

it appeared that the whole mass of the balance ap-
proached to or receded from the centre of the ba-
lance about one thirteenth of a line, to compensate
a variation in heat, which would have produced
one second out of fifteen in an hour in the going of
the watch. The inconvenience of the preceding
method made nie soon give it up ; the play of the

levers or bars, and the want of solidity of the ba-
lance, produced errors greater than those which I

wanted to compensate ; this made me have recourse
to a method, which afterwards answered my ut-

most expectations. It consists in the application to

the balance of two small thermometers t 1 1 1, 1 1 1

1

made each of a glass tube, bent, and open at one
end, and having a ball at the other. These ther-

mometers, composed of mercury and spirit of wine,
would have formed each an exact parallelogram,
if the upper side which carries the ball wherein the
spirit of wine is contained, and partly on this side

of it, had not been a little inclined. Both these
thermometers are adjusted firmly to the axis of the
balance, and in opposition to each other, in such
a manner, that the axis of their tubes and that of
the balance meet in the same plane which intersects

the balls in the middle. It must be understood,
previous to explaining this compensation, that the
mercury fills the lower side of the lube, and about
half way up the side parts of it. It will easily be
conceived how this construction produces the com-
pensation required. The thermometers, making
part of the regulator or balance, when the spirit of
wine by its expansion pushes a part of the mercury
of the outward branch of the tube tt towards that
which is near the axis of motion, a portion of mer-
cury, as part of the mass of the regulator, passes
then from its circumference towards its centre. At
the mean of temperature, for example, the mercury
occupies the tubes half way up in each side, whereas
in extreme cold, when the thermometer of Reau-
mur is 15°, or that of Fahrenheit is 33.75" below
the freezing point or— 1.75°, the outward branch
of the tube is filled with mercury, whilst its inward
corresponding branch is empty. And as the mass
of the balance resists, in the ratio of the square of
its distance from the centre, there evidently follows
from this a compensation. If the chronometer goes
slow, from a loss in the elasticity of the springs,

and from the expansion of the balance by too great
a heat, it is compensated by less weight or mass at

the circumference of the regulator; and, vice versa,
in the passage to cold, this effect is so much the
more sure, as there is no shake or play to be ap-
prehended here ; besides, the expansion of spirit of
wine by heat, and its contraction by cold, are con-
stant effects, as has been found by experience with
thermometers of this liquor, which had lost nothing
of their exactness at the end of thirty years. From
the calculation made for these thermometers, it

was found necessary to have them in the form re-

presented here, by bringing the balls near to the
centre of the balance, in order to diminish that re-

sistance of the air to its motion, which it would
have experienced had the balls been placed at or
near the circumference.

Fig. 2. and 3. Are two views of Berthoud's different

modes of compensation for correcting the effects of
heat and cold on the going of his watches, and of
his marine time-keepers. In one of them, Fig. 2.

BB is the upper or potence plate, and 1, 2, 3, and
4, tlie ends or pivots formed on the pillar tops, by
which the potence plate is pinned down with the
pillar plate. CC is the balance. DE is the cock
for supporting the balance, and for the arbor which

* This method, or something like it, was once used by the late Arnold, which is the same nearly as has been noticed in our article Ho-
BVLocy, p. 493.
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carries a double arm a 0, on one end of which at a

are the curb pins; the sole D is screwed to the po-

tence plate ; the small cock E screwed to the main
one DE, and is that which carries one of the pivots

of the arbor of the arm for the curb pins, the other

pivot running in the main cock a quarter of an inch

ijelow the cock E. The arbor for the arm of the

curb pins is hollow, and through it the balance ar- ,

bor conies, the upper pivot of which runs in a
jewelled hole in E, and the end supported by a dia-

mond piece, which will be the lower end when the

watch is in its case and the dial uppermost. GH is

a potence or bridge screwed to the plate, having
chops at H to receive one end of the compound bar

of brass and steel, the other end has a thick part to

receive the adjusting screw c, acting on the shorter

arm 6. A very delicate spring is screwed to the

plate at lower d, serving to press the arm 6 against

the end of the screw c, whicli is in a thick part of

the compound bar; screwing it in will, by bringing

the arm a with the curb pins to a greater distance

from the small stud, make the watch go faster, and
vice versa. The brass part of the compound bar of

brass and steel is on the left hand, (the steel being

on the right hand side,) will expand with some de-

gree of heat, and become a little convex outside,

bending as it were, and causing the screw c to press

the arm 6 a little to the right, which would make
the watch go fast, and the same degree of heat will

weaken the powers of the pendulum spring ; but
these are compensated by the motion of the com-
pound bar of brass and steel. An opposite degree
of temperature would make the brass to contract,

the motion of the screw would then be the reverse,

and the curb pins would approach nearer to the

small stud, and give a greater length beyond the

curb pins for the action of the pendulum spring,

to counteract the effects of cold on it. The com-
pensation bar can be made to act with more or less

effect according as it is moved in the chops H,
where there is a screw for fixing it at whatever
distance the screw c may be brought from the cen-

tre of the balance. It is obvious that the nearer it

is to this centre, the greater will be the effect of

any motion given to the arm 6, and vice versa. It

is by the screw c that the watch is regulated to

mean time.

Fig. 3. Is another contrivance adopted by Berthoud, the

compensation being on the balance itself. B is the

circle of the balance, on the plane of which, and
inside of it a contrate rim is formed or raised up, for

the purpose of fixing to it at a, 6, and c, the ends

of the compound blades or laminae of brass and

steel e d, e d,ed ; the ends of the blades are fixed

by screws at e to the parts a, b, c, of the contrate

rim reserved for this purpose, the rest of the rim
being taken away. The free ends of the blades carry

the masses of compensation C, D, E. These
masses are fixed to the blades each by a screw and
twosteady pins. By this disposition of the balance,

when the masses have a proper weight for regu-

lating the watch, the balance being in equilibrium,

if the compound blades are well executed, the ba-

lance will preserve this state of equilibrium, al-

though the masses recede or come nearer the cen-

tre of the balance by the effect of different tempe-
ratures, making the equilibrium of such a regula-

tor as invariable as if the balance was a simple one.

The circle of the balance carries three small masses

d, d, d, which arc destined to regulate the machine
to the nearest time, by giving them more or less

weight. The blades or laminae of steel and brass,

which are either pinned, soldered, or melted toge-
ther, have the brass outwards : Hence if we sup-
pose any degree of heat that is greater than the
medium temperature takes place, it will weaken the
elasticity of the pendulum spring, and make the
machine to go slow ; but the same cause will ope-
rate on the laminx of brass and steel, but with
greater effect on the brass one, which will make it

bend as it were inward, and force the laminx of steel

with it, and tlie masses C, D, E being also carried

inward, will compensate the effects of heat on the
pendulum spring, by their less resistance to motioni
as well as by theeffect of their gravity being lessen-

ed; when an opposite degree of temperature takes
place, the masses will be carried outwards, and the

same cause will strengthen the elasticity of the

pendulum spring ; hence the compensation will

keep pace with the changes of temperature.

Fig. 4. Represents Arnold's Compensation Balance, both

in plan and edgewise. The circular part a, 6, and
the cross or diametrical arms are steel, as well as

the parts carried beyond the circle, to the extremes
of which the circular laminae of brass and steel are

fixed : It is into these parts also that the screws d,

d, for adjusting the chronometer to mean time,

turn, bringing them out making the chronometer
go slow, and putting them in makes it go fast. On
the circular part are three small masses of brass,

one of which is seen at a, no letters of reference

being to the other two ; they can be made to slide

back and forward on the circular ring a, b, and serve

to adjust for positions. A part of the steel lamina

is left a little thick at the outer end, which is tap-

ped, to receive the masses of brass c, c which are

screwed upon it ; bringing them out gives a greater

scope for the lamina; to have more effect in com-
pensating, and screwing them farther home a less

effect; the small screws e,e not only serve for this

purpose, but also for more minutely altering the

going to mean time. The lamina of brass being

outward, and the steel one inward, the masses of

brass c,c are carried out and in according to the

change and degrees of temperature, compensating

the effects of temperature on the pendulum spring,

in the same way as we described it in Berthoud's

balance.

Fig. 5. Represents a view in plan, and also an edgeview of

the Compensation Balance by Earnshaw. It is com-
posed of a bar or two steel arms, at the middle of

which it is rivetted on the verge or balance-arbor ;

at the ends of these arms, a part is raised up to

which the laminae of brass and steel are fixed, or

rather are made to proceed from ; it is also in these

ends that the screws a, a turn out or in, so as to ad-

just the chronometer to mean time ; the compen-
sation brass masses rf, b have a groove turned in

them, by which they can be made to slide farther or

nearer the ends of the laminae, when adjusting for

compensation, and the masses can be fixed any

where to the laminae, by the small screws c, c. The
steel part of this balance is formed by turning a

thick and flat piece of steel outside, so as the dia-

meter shall be that of the steel part of the compen-
sation, and brass is melted on the turned edge of the

steel to form the brass part ; the steel being after-

wards hollowed out, a contrate sort of rim is formed
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from it as vrell as the brass, a great part of which is

then taken away: The remainder, with the masses
attached to tlie free ends, makes the compensation

against the effects of heat and cold on the pendu-
lum spring, acting in the same way as has been de-

scribed for the other compensation balances. There
is a facility in adjusting the compensation here, by
the easy sliding of tlie masses, which cannot be ob-

tained in Berthoud's balance, in consequence of his

masses being fixed witli steady pins as well as a

screw. Arnold's screwing and spring-tight masses
have, in some degree, the disadvantage also of Ber-
thoud's method.

Pig. 6. Represents the Machinery for going in time of

Winding, used in Huygen's Clock, and invented by
that celebrated philosopher. See p. 759, col. 2.

where it is already described.

Fig, 7. Represents a view of some wheels adapted for an
Equation Clock, so as to make a hand representing

the sun give solar time, while the minute hand gives

mean time as in common, m is one of the minute
wheels of 56 teeth, fixed to the minute pinion arbor,

the upper pivot of which runs in the cock C screw-
ed to the fore-plate of the clock frame, the lower
pivot turns in a hole made inside of the bevelled
wheel c, and in the end of its arbor the bevelled
wheel A, of 38 teeth, and the flat wheel above it of
the same number, have one common socket, and
turn on the minute pinion arbor, independent of it

and the minute wheel. The three bevelled wheels
6, B, and f, are all of one number, and pitch with
one another ; the arbour of the wheel c turns in the

cock A, screwed on to the inside of the pillar plate,

and independent of the minute pinion arbor ; the
lower pivot of it runs in the cock K, screwed to tiie

back of the pillar plate. The wheel W of 32 teeth

is by its socket pinned fast with the arbor of the
bevelled wheel c. W is the wheel which leads the
toothed rack, the arbor of which at the opposite end
carries the tail which bears on the elliptical plate,

and this causes tlie variation necessary to show the
equation of time. For farther particulars, the
reader is referred to p. 497. of our article Horo-
logy.

Fig. 8, 9. AA is a view of the Month Wheel in the Equa-
tion Clock; AA, in Fig. 9. is a view of it seen
edgewise ; BB in both figures is a segment of a
circle of three teeth, which is pumped up and down
on the socket of the month wheel, by means of the
fork, which takes hold of a round groove or pulley,
seen near the lower end of the socket in Fig 9; the
pillars 6, fi, fixed to C with the pulley, and to the
segment BB, move up and down on the socket of
the month wheel, and on the small ends of the pillars

c, a, which are rivetted belov/ to the month wheel; d
is a kneed piece fixed to the month wheel also, a pin
from which is that which in common shifts the day
of the month ring ; the teeth of the segment serve
for this purpose when the month has 30 or 28 days.
See p. 501 of HoHOLOGY, for more particular infor-
mation regarding the mechanism of shifting the tlay
of the month.

PLATE CCCV.

Fig. 1.—7. Represent a repeating Clock with an Anchor
'Scapement. For the description, see p. 504. ofour
article Horology.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

PLATE CCCVr.

1—9 Represent a repeating Watch with Grahame'b
Horizontal 'Scapement. See the description of it,

p. 505. of our article Horology.

PLATE CCCVn.

1. Represents the Mercurial Pendulum improved by
Reid.

2. Gridiron Pendulum.
3. Ellicott's Pendulum.
4. Cumming's Improvement upon it.

5. Smeaton's Compensation Pendulum.
6. Reid's Compensation Pendulum with a zinc tube
and steel rods—We have said in Horology, p. 516,
that the zinc tube pendulum had not easily the
means of adjusting for compensation. This objec-
tion, however, has since been removed by the con-
triver of it. Let a brass socket be made, about three
or four inches long, whose outside fits easily the in-

side of the zinc tube, and the inside of the socket
fits easily the centre steel rod, at the lower end of
it. Let two holes be put through the zinc tube,
brass socket and steel rod, one of the holes being
about one inch or so above the lower end of the
tube, and the other hole two or two inches and a half

above the lower end of the zinc tube, two pins be-

ing pretty well fitted to them. Should the compen-
sation, after trial, be found rather defective, release

or take away the pin in the uppermost hole ; and
should the pendulum be still found defective in its

compensation, let the other pin be taken away, and
the zinc tube will now be operating its compensa-
tion by means of both ends ; in the case of the pins,

this was effected by the length of the tube from a
pin to the upper end of it. This is a very easy way
of rectifying the compensation, and it may soon be
brought to the greatest nicety. For this and other
reasons we are of opinion, that it will be found to be
the most complete and convenient of any compensa-
tion pendulum that has yet been applied to a clock.

7. Reid's Compensation Pendulum with a glass tube.
8. Apparatus for Ditto.

9. Troughton's Tubular Pendulum.
10. Ward's Pendulum.
1 1. Reid's Pendulum with a Wooden Rod.

PLATE CCCVHL

Contains several Figures illustrative of the method of trans-

ferring tunes to the barrels of Musical Clocks.

PLATE CCCIX.

Modes of Grafting,

Fig. 1. Tongue Grafting.

Fig. 2 Cleft Grafting, a, The graft placed in the cleft.

b, The graft separate, to shew the wedge-shape of

its extremity.

Fig. 3. Side Gtafting.

Fig. 4. Inarching, or Grafting by Approach, a, The stock,

placed in a flower pot, so as to be afifiroached to

another tree or shiub. 6, The spring or branch of

that other tree, to be engrafted on the stock.

Fig. 5. Budding, (figures of natural size.) a, The bud as

cut from the tree, b, The bud dressed and ready
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for being inserted, c, Transverse and longitudinal

incision in the stock, for receiving the bud. rf, The
bud placed in the incision in the stock, and ready lor

being tied.

PLATE CCCX.

Stale of Hot-houses at Dalmcny Park.

A, B, C, Peacli-houses.

E, F, G, Grape-houses.
D, Doulilc

H. Mush-
Fig. 1. Ground Plan.

Peach- house.

room-house.

Fig. 3. Elevation of the Suite.

Fig. 3. Section of the Grape-house.

Fig. 4. Section of the Mush room -house H, and of the

Peach-house A.

Fig. 5. Section of the double Peach-house A. a, a, a, in

Figures 3, 4, and 5, shew the situation of the weights

and puUics for moving the upper sashes.

Fig. 6. Cock, pipe, and director, for watering and washing
the trees. Sec. q, the brass cock ; b b, the leathern

pipe ; c, the brass director.

PLATE CCCXL

Pine-stoves designed by Mr Hay for Dalmeny Park Garden.

Fig. I. Ground Plan. A, First Succession-pit. B, Second
Succession-pit. C, Fruiting-pit. ddd. Nursing-
pit, a a, c c, Small openings for the passage of

heated air. b b, d d, Openings for the same pur-

pose, furnished with covered dampers.
Fig. 2. Elevation.

Fig. 3. Section (on an enlarged scale). The line efg h i

shews the declivity of the ground, k is a move-
able gangway.

PLATE CCCXn.

Plan, Section, and Elevation of a Hot-house firofiosed by

Sir George Macke7izie, Bart, the glazing being a segment

of a s/ihere, iJfc.

Fig. 1 . Elevation of the Hot-house.

Fig. 2. Section.

Fig. 3. Ground Plan. A, A, A, &c. Sliding shutters in the

low wall, to admit air. B, (in the section,) Shutters

along the back wall, to open and shut on pivots with

a cord, or in any other manner. There are also

hatches in the roof C, Half the plan of the glass

cover, formed of hammered iron, x jc x x, Iron

rods for supports, if necessary. D, Half the plan,

shewing the flue F going round to E, and out at the

vase at top. G, Treillage for vines, with an opening
in the centre to allow a person to pass. H, Iron

astragals glazed.

Fig. 4. Section of a wrought iron rib for the glass frames,

(full size.)

Since the engraving has been thrown off,

Mr T. A. Knight has hit upon a very neat

contrivance for obviating the inconveni-

ence of the rapid contraction of the bars

near the top. He proposes that every
alternate pair of astragals shall be joined

as in the annexed cut, when the contrac-

tion comes to be 6 or 5 inches. Thus the

greatest possible quantity of light seems
to be admitted by this form of hot-house.

Vol. X. Part II.

Fig. 5. Blanciiing Pots for Sca-calc.
I'"ig. 6. Averuncator.
Fig. 7. Pruning Shears, a, Opposite side of the nail, with

the groove in which the nail moves, by which means
the culling blade makes a drawing cut.

PLATE CCCXm. No. 1.

Fig. 1. Represents the earlier form of the Clepsydrje or
Water Clocks.

Fig. 2. Is another Clepsydra of a more ingenious construc-
tion.

Fig. 3, and 4. Represent the Clepsydra invented by Ctcsi-
bius.

PLATE CCCXIII. No. 2.

Contains various Diagrams illustrative of the principles of
Hydrostatics.

PLATE CCCXIV.

Fig. 1. Represents Fahrenheit's Hydrometer.
I'ig. 2. Deparcieux's Hydrometer.
Fig. 3. Jones' Hydrometer.
rig. 4. Nicholson's Hydrometer.
Fig. 5. Mr Adic's Statical Hydrometer.
Fig. 6. Dv Brewster's Capillary Hydrometer
Fig. 8, and 9. The Hydrostatic Balance.

PLATE CCCXV.

Contains several Diagrams illustrative of the Doctrines re-

lative to the Equilibrium and Stability of Floating
Bodies.

PLATE CCCXVL

Contains Diagrams illustrative of the Doctrines of Capilla-
ry Attraction.

Fig. 3. Represents Gay Lussac's Instrument for measuring
the ascent of Fluids in Capillary Tubes.

PLATE CCCXVn.

Figs. 1, 2. Represent the Hydrostatic Paradox.
Figs. 3, 4, 5. Hydrostatic Bellows.

Fig. 6. Shews an Experiment for illustrating the quaqua-
versus pressure of Fluids.

Fig. 7. Is the Experiment of the Cartesian Devil.

Fig. 8. Apparatus for illustrating the Doctrine of Specific

Gravities.

Fig. 9. Dr Hooke's Semicylindrical Counterpoise.

Fig. 10. The Common Syphon.

Fig. 1 1. An improved Syphon.

Fig. 12. Explains the Phenomena of reciprocating Springs.

Fig. 13. Represents a Vessel from which the Water es-

capes when it reaches a certain height.

Fig. 14. Is a Vessel which retains water when it is upright,

but discharges it when it is inclined.

Fig. 15. Is another Vessel for the same purpose.

Fig. 16. Is a Machine in which all the water thrown into a

basin from a jet d'eau appears to be drank, by a bird.

PLATE CCCXVIII.

Contains Diagrams illustrative of the Theory of Hydrau-
lics, and of the Experiments of Bossut, Venturi, 8tc.

6 B
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PLATE CCCXIX.

Figs. 1 8. Are ilhisU alive ol'Bossiu's Experiments on llic

Motion ol' l-'luitls.

Fiij. 9. Illiisuates llie Doctiine of the Resistance of Fluids.

Fig. 10. Is Bossul's Apparatus for measuring the Resist-

ance of Prows.

F'iir. 1 1. Is the Apparatus employed by Coulomb for mea-

suring the Resistance of Fluids by the principle of

Torsion.

Figs. 12, 13. Illustrate the Doctrine of the Oscillation of

l''luids.

Fig. 14. Illustrates the Doctrine of the Undulation of

Waves.
Fig. 15. Represents the common Overshot Water Wheel.

Fig. 16. Shews the form of the Buckets recommended by

Dr Robibon.

Figs. 17, and 13. Explain the advantages of a new form of

the Buckets.

Fig. 19. Represents the Double Buckets invented by Mr
Burns.

PLATE CCCXX.

Fig. l,and 2. Represent two Overshot Wheels as con-

structed by Smcaton.

Fio-. 3. Is an improved Overshot Wheel with a new Regu-

lating Shuttle.

Figs. 4, and 5. Sliew an Overshot Wheel without an axle,

invented by the late Mr Burns.

Fig. 6. Is a Double Bucket Wheel.

Fig. 7. The common Undershot Wheel.

Fig. 8. Proper form of the Mill Course.

Fig. 9. A Horizontal Water Wheel, with inclined Float-

boards.

Figs. 10, 11. Represent a horizontal Wheel with concave

Floatboards.

Figs. \-2, 13. Is another horizontal Tide Wheel, invented by

Mr Robert Leslie.

PLATE CCCXXI.

Fig. 1. Represents Smeaton's Breast Wheel.

Fig. 2. Improved Breast Wheel.

Fig. 3. Dr Barker's Mill, moved by the reaction of water.

Fig. 4. Improvement on Barker's Mill by M. Mathon de

la Cour.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8. Represent the Sluice Governor

for regulating the admission of water upon water

wheels.

PLATE CCCXXIL

Fig. 1. Represents Archimedes's Screw for raising Wa-
ter.

Fig. 2. Represents tiic same Engine, as erected at the Hur-
lel \Vorks near Paisley.

Fig. 3. Represents a Section of Double Screw Engine in-

vented by M. Pattu.

Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Shew different modes of applying it for

din'ercnt purposes.

Fig. 7. Shews the Form of Archimedes's Screw, as recom-
mended by Daniel Bernoulli.

PLATE CCCXXIIL

Fig. I. Shews the Spiral Pump, or Zurich Machine.

Fig. 2. Represents the Form given to the same Machine
by Daniel Bernoulli.

Fig. 3. Is Pilot's Bent Tube for measuring the Velocity of
Water.

Fig. 4. Shews the Hydraulic Quadrant for the same pur-
pose.

Fig. 5. Is a Floating Tube for obtainin.g an uniform Dis-
charge from a variable Head of Water.

Fi.g. 6. Is a Floating Syphon for the same purpose.

Fig. 7. Is a Floating Cone for the same purpose.

Figs. 8, and 9. Represent the W'ater-blowing machine.

Fig. 10. Represents the Machinery for raising Water, call-

ed the gaining and Losing Buckets.

PLATE CCCXXIV.

Fig. 1. Is the Scoop Wheel.
Fig. 2. Represents the Persian Wheel.
Fig. 3. Is the Throwing, or Flash Wheel,
Fig. 4. Shews the Chain Pump with Plugs.

Fig. 5. Is the Chain Pump wiih Buckets.

Fig. 6. Is the Hair Rope Machine of the SieurVera.
Fig. 7. Represents Whitehurst's Engine for raising Wa-

ter by its Momentum.
Fig. 8, 9, and Fig. A, represent the Hydraulic Ram, in-

vented by Monlgoltier.

Fig. 10. Is the same Machine for raising Clean Water by
a current of Foul Water.

Fig. 1 1. Is the same Machine employed to furnish a Blast

of Air.

Fig. 12. Represents the Chemnitz Fountain.

END OF VOLUME TEN.

William Brown, Printer, Philadelphia,
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